PREFACE

WELCOME FROM THE RECTOR OF UNIVERSITAS INDONESIA
I am honoured to have the opportunity to officially welcome
you to the 12th International Conference on QiR (Quality in
Research) 2011. As we are all aware that the impact of
globalization has resulted in a very competitive business
environment; a condition that makes the fulfillment of the
needs of customer/clients’ ever–sophisticated project,
product, or service most challenging. Without any doubt, a
sustainable design and technology is the key factors in assisting our industries to
enhance their contributions to the future development of humanity. Therefore, it is
our hope that this conference will be able to provide an international forum for
exchanging knowledge and research expertise as well as creating a prospective
collaboration and networking on various fields of sustainable engineering and
architecture.
In order to achieve business objectives and benefits, engineering products or
projects require various resources, skills, and technology. Accordingly, we need an
application of knowledge, tools, and techniques necessary to develop sustainable
products or projects, which are environmentally friendly, produced through efficient
processes, and adapted to local conditions. And this may be achieved by ecotechnology. Eco-technology is a technology that will give consumers what they
want; lower cost, convenience, save money and deliver what people everywhere
needs: less waste, less pollution, and green environment. Eco-technology practices
can facilitate to conserve and restore the environment through the integration of
engineering and ecological principles. However, eco-technology requires
multidisciplinary synthesis of knowledge and skills; and the development and
application of this technology in the sector of industry and services is therefore a
crucial requirement for sustainable development process. For this reason, we
urgently need new technologies and practical applications to be further developed
based on the current knowledge.
Accordingly, I hope this conference can be a kick-off for the strengthened action
and partnerships on creating a platform for us; national and international thinkers,
academics, government officials, business executives and practitioners, to present
and discuss the pivotal role of engineers in creating sustainable development.
I would like to thank the Faculty of Engineering of Universitas Indonesia for organizing
this meaningful and timely event, and supporting organizations for their participation
and contributions. I am sure that you will all find this conference stimulating and
rewarding and with this, I wish you all a fruitful conference.

Prof. Dr. der. Soz. Gumilar Rusliwa Somantri
Rector
Universitas Indonesia
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PREFACE
WELCOME FROM THE DEAN OF FACULTY OF ENGINEERING
UNIVERSITAS INDONESIA
On behalf of the Faculty of Engineering, University of Indonesia,
it is my greatest pleasure to extend our warmest welcome to all
of you to the 12th International Conference on QiR (Quality in
Research) 2011. As we know that this conference is conducted
to cover a wide range of sustainable design and technology
issues, I hope this two days-conference will be spent in
interesting discussions and exchange of ideas. I also hope that
this conference will be able to provide a state-of-the-art information and knowledge
in this challenging world of sustainable design and technology. The growing success
of our institutions and expertise should urge us to develop our competitive
capabilities, especially when we face certain challenges which should be
overcome with hard work, cooperation, and working together hand in hand. We will
work together to develop a common path and develop collaboration opportunities
for future action and research on multi-disciplinary engineering areas for quality of
life and humanity.
I am delighted that you have accepted our invitation to this conference in such a
large numbers as indicated and that we will have many international speakers and
papers from various countries to be presented and discussed in these two days. We
will explore various issues on sustainable development and we must widen the scope
of sustainability from a product-, system-, or an individual building-scale to the whole
community-scale. At the same time, we have to widen the focus from ecological
aspects to social and economic aspects. This means that environmental solutions
should always be considered from the aspects of human health and well-being,
safety, and economic point of view. This conference provides an excellent forum for
engineering professionals, business executives, industry practitioners, and
academicians to exchange ideas and to share their experience, knowledge and
expertise to each other.
I would like to thank our sponsors, supported bodies, and various contributors for their
generous support of this conference. I would also like to thank our distinguished
speakers for agreeing to share their insights with us. To our friends from overseas and
other provinces of Indonesia, I would also like to extend a warm welcome to you
and wish you an enjoyable stay in Bali. Last but not least, I would invite you to join
me in thanking the committed staff that made this conference happen and to
make it success.
I wish us much success in the deliberations, discussions, and exchange of ideas
which we will have within this conference and I wish you a very pleasant and
enjoyable stay here in Bali.

Prof. Dr. Ir. Bambang Sugiarto, M.Eng
Dean Faculty of Engineering
Universitas Indonesia
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PREFACE
WELCOME FROM THE QiR 2011 ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
On behalf of the Organizing Committee, it is my greatest
pleasure to extend our warmest welcome to all of you to the
12th International Conference on QiR (Quality in Research)
2011. The selected theme for this year’s conference is
“Integrated Design in Urban Eco-Technology for Quality of Life
and Humanity”. With this theme, the conference focuses on
the scientific analysis and design of the key factors explaining
the success applications of integrated design in urban eco-technology, their market
perspectives, and their contributions to the existing and future development of
humanity. In line with this theme, it is our utmost pleasure to hold the QiR 2011 in
conjunction with the 2nd International Conference on Saving Energy in Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning (ICSERA 2011).
With its continuous presence for 12 years, QiR has become an icon for Faculty of
Engineering Universitas Indonesia in serving the objectives to provide engineering
excellence for both national and international in all aspects of engineering, design,
and architecture. For the first time, the QiR 2011 is held in a famous beautiful island of
Indonesi - Bali. The QiR 2011 is supported by Universitas Udayana, in the spirit of
strengthening of cooperation and mutual growth to be world class institution. I am
delighted to inform you that we have such a large number of participants today, as
indicated, that we will have 21 invited speaker presentation and more than 520
papers from more than 20 countries to be presented and discussed during these two
days-conference. We are fortunate to have a lot of good quality papers belong to:
32 papers on ICSERA
39 papers on Chemical Engineering
115 papers on Electrical Engineering
37 papers on Mechanical and Naval Architecture Engineering
101 papers on Materials Engineering
54 papers on Architecture & Planning
75 papers on Industrial Engineering
72 papers on Civil Engineering
I would like to thank all contributors, speakers and participants for your generous
support to this conference. It is my pleasant duty to thank all the members of
Organizing Committee and the International Board of Reviewers for their advices
and help. We are grateful to all Sponsors, Supporters, Exhibitors, Partner Universities
and Professional Associations, for their spontaneous response and encouragement
through committing funds and extending help in kind. I would like to sincerely thank
the Rector of Universitas Indonesia and the Dean of Faculty of Engineering, for fully
supporting the Committee and providing all supports to make this conference
happen and to make it a success.
I wish you a very pleasant stay here in Bali; and finally, let me wish all of you a
meaningful and fruitful conference. Thank you and we hope to see you again at the
QiR 2013.
Prof. Dr. Ir. Bondan T. Sofyan, M.Si.
Chairman of QiR 2011 Organizing Committee
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Catalytic Mechanism of Nitrile Hydratase Proposed by
Time-Resolved X-Ray Crystallography
Masafumi Yohda, Koichi Hashimoto, Masafumi Odaka,
Department of Biotechnology and Life Science, Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology, 2-24-16 Naka-cho,
Koganei, Tokyo 184-8588, Japan

Nitrile hydratases (NHase) catalyze the hydration of nitriles to the corresponding amides and are used as
catalysts in the production of acrylamide. NHases contain a non-heme Fe3+ or non-corrin Co3+ catalytic
center. The protein structure is highly conserved among all known NHases as well as a related enzyme,
thiocyanate hydrolase (1, 2). The metal site is also conserved, with a distorted octahedral geometry. All
ligand residues are involved in a strictly conserved motif of

-Xxx-Leu-Cys2-Ser-Cys3,

where two amide nitrogens of Ser and Cys3, and three Cys sulfurs are coordinated to the metal. Among
them, Cys2 and Cys3 are post-translationally modified to cysteine-sulfinic acid (Cys-SO2H) and -sulfenic
acid (Cys-SOH), respectively, which probably take deprotonated forms at the metal site. The sixth ligand
site is occupied by a solvent molecule, or by a nitric oxide (NO) molecule in nitrosylated Fe-type NHase.
Several reaction mechanisms have been proposed based on the structures, model compounds mimicking
the metallocenters, kinetic analyses and theoretical calculations. However, the detailed mechanism
remains unclear because of lack of direct information on the reaction intermediates. We recently found
that a Fe-type NHase from Rhodococcus erythropolis N771 (ReNHase) catalyzes the conversion of
isonitriles to the corresponding amines (3). Although the other product derived from the isonitrile carbon
had not been identified, the kinetic analyses revealed that the Km for tert-butylisonitrile (tBuNC) was
comparable to that for methacrylonitrile while kcat (1.8×10-2 s-1) was 1.8×10-5 times smaller. Taking
advantage of the slow reactivity of tBuNC and the photoreactivity of nitrosylated NHase, we present the
first structural evidence for the catalytic mechanism of NHase with time-resolved X-ray
crystallography(4). By monitoring the reaction with ATR-FTIR spectroscopy, the product from the
isonitrile carbon was identified as a CO molecule. Crystals of nitrosylated inactive NHase were soaked
with tBuNC. The catalytic reaction was initiated by photo-induced denitrosylation and stopped by
flash-cooling (Fig. 1). tBuNC was first trapped at the hydrophobic pocket above the Fe center and then
coordinated to the Fe ion at 120 min. At 440 min, the electron density of tBuNC was significantly altered,
and a new electron density was observed near the isonitrile carbon as well as the sulfenate oxygen of
αCys114. These results demonstrate that the substrate was coordinated to the iron and then attacked by a
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solvent molecule activated by αCys114-SOH.

Figure 1 Time resolved X-ray crystallography of NHase using tBuNC as substrate
(a) Without tBuNC, (b) with tBuNC before irradiation (0 min), (c) 18 min after light irradiation, (d) 120
min, (e) 440 min, (f) 440 min with the structure of tBuNH2
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ABSTRACT
Potential bacterial cultures were isolated and tested for degradation of shrimp shell waste. According to
morphological examination, physiological tests, and applied molecular techniques, isolates were identified as
Bacillus licheniformis F11.1 and Lactobacillus acidophilus FNCC 116. Chitin was purified from Penaeus vannamei
shells using a two-stage fermentation process with aerobic demineralization through homofermentative lactic acid
fermentation followed by deproteination. The biologically chitin extraction was conducted by batch fermentation.
The objectives of the experiment was to obtain the optimal condition for deminineralization and deproteinization of
Penaeus vannamei shrimp shells.
The results showed that the best condition for demineralization was 6,0% glucose feed, with 48 hours retention time.
For deproteinization, the best condition was with 96 hours retention time. The chitin, ash, and protein content of
bioconversion of extraction chitin were 93.34%; 2.16% and 4.3% respectively.
Keywords
chitin, bioconversion, demineralization, deproteination

1. INTRODUCTION
According to the Stock-Fishery Products, the total production of shrimp Indonesia in August 2008 is reached
290,000 to 470,000 tons. If the prediction of shrimp production this year reached the target, the Indonesian shrimp
producer becomes the 4th in the world after China, Thailand and Vietnam, and Indonesia is a potential to develop the
industry of chitin from shrimp shell [1].
Chitin, a linear copolymer of β(1→4)-2-acetamido-2-deoxy-D-glucan, occurs widely in nature as a principal
structural polymer in the integument of insects and crustaceans such as shrimp and crab shells and in the cell walls
of many fungi. For chitin preparation, harsh chemical treatments are usually required to remove calcium carbonate
and protein from raw chitinous material. This raw material has been most abundantly available in crab shells, shrimp
shells, cuttle fish and prawn shells. The raw material has been conventionally treated with a combination of HCl and
NaOH [2,3]
Chitin obtained from shrimp shell deproteinization process using Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) and demineralization
using hydrochloric acid (HCl) [4]. Chemical processes have led to corrosion of equipment and chain
depolymerization on -glucoside [5,6].
Extraction of chitin can be done biologically, by utilizing lactic acid bacteria to the process of demineralization and
proteolytic bacteria in the process of deproteinization.
Several studies of chitin extraction have been widely performed. Jung et al., [7] reported that using consortia L.
Paracasei subsp. Tolerans KCTC-3074 and Serratia marcescens, 97.2% for one step extraction chitin from red crab
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shell waste, the level of demineralization was 97.2% but level of deproteinization in the cofermentation was 52.6%
at 7 days.
Rao and Stevens, [8] using amylolytic and non amylolytic strains for chitin production from shrimp wate as
Lactobacillus plantarum 541 and A6, deproteination and demineralization efficiency with Lactobacillus plantarum
541 was better than with strain A6. A maximum of 81.4 % demineralization and 59.8 % deproteination under 2 %
salt conditions occurred with strain 541, whereas with strain A6, a demineralization of 65.5 % and deproteination of
52.2 %.
The aim of this research was to study the bioconversion chitin extraction using Panaeus vanname shell waste on
overall fermentation efficiency of shrimp shell.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. Penaeus vannamei shell
Shrimp shell (Penaeus vannamei) obtained from frozen shrimp processing industry PT Wirontono Baru, North
Jakarta, Indonesia. Before use, the shrimp shell was washed, chopped in order to obtain the same relative size, and
inserted in a plastic bag, then stored in a freezer at -20⁰C in order to avoid damage.

2.2. Microorganisms and cultivation
The strain Bacillus licheniformis F11.1 was selected from the strain collection of the BPPT Culture collection,
Indonesia. Strain Lactobacillus acidophilus FNCC 116 was selected from the strain collection of the Gadjah Mada
University Culture Collection, Indonesia. Strains were stored at 4⁰C in LB and MRS-agar slants and routinely
cultivated in LB medium and Lactobacilli MRS medium. Overnight cultures in Erlenmeyer flasks were used as
inoculum (100 mL of inoculum/ 1000 g of shrimp waste). Media were sterilized for 15 min at 115⁰C. Density of the
bacterial population was assayed after serial dilution by counting colony forming units (CFU/mL) on MRS agar
plates. Inoculum in-subculture for 16-24 hours in Luria-Bertani medium (LB) for B. licheniformis F11.1 and media
deMann Rogosa Sharpe (MRS) to L.acidophilus FNCC 116, incubated at 37⁰C, to obtain cell numbers 107-109 CFU
/ ml.

2.3. Fermentation Media
Composition of fermentation media for the demineralization by L.acidophilus FNCC 116 in a batch process are:
Glucose 6% (w/v), Yeast extract 0.05% (w/v), and shrimp shell 30% (w/v). Media for Deproteination by B.
licheniformis F11.1 containing yeast extract 0.5% (w/v); KH2PO4 0.5% (w/v); CaCl2 0.1% (w/v); NaCl 0.5% (w/v);
dan MgSO4 0,05 (w/v).
Demineralisation process carried out at pH 7; temperature 300C; agitation 50 rpm whereas deproteination process
at pH 7,3; temperature 37 0C; agitation 250 rpm; and aeration 2 vvm.

2.4. Analysis of glucose and lactic acid
Analysis of glucose and lactic acid using HPLC (Merck-Hitachi), with Aminex HPX-87H column (300mm x
7,8mm), at 65 0C (L-5025-Column Thermostat), isocratic mobile phase H2SO4 0,005 N, flow rate 0.6 ml/menit (L6200A-Pump, Merck-Hitachi), detector Diferential Refractometer RI-71 (Merck). Standard used was Glucose 1%
(Glucose, Sigma-Aldrich) Lactic acid 10% (L-Lactic Acid, Oxoid).

2.5. Analisa abu dan protein kulit udang
Shrimp shell ash were analyzed using AOAC methods [9], 1 gram of shrimp shell samples inserted into the cup
crucible and burned in the furnace at a temperature of 800 ° C for 3 hours, the remaining ash weighed.
Shrimp shell protein content was measured by a modified Lowry method [10], 0.5 g of dried shrimp shell, add
7.5 ml 1 M NaOH and incubated at 55 ° C for 24 hours. Filtrate proteins of 30 l were reacted with 270 l solution
of PBS (Phosphate Buffered Saline), and 3 ml of Lowry solution, add 100 ml of reagent Folin-Ciocalteaus,
measuring absorbance at λ 750 nm.

2.6. Analysis of protease activity
Protease activity was measured by the method azokasein [11]
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2.7. Analysis of Chitin
After deproteination and demineralization process chitin content was determined by Waldeck method [11].

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
According Shuller and Kargi [12], the pattern of microbial growth in batch fermentation system is divided into four
phases First phase is lag phase, which is a phase of adaptation of microbes to environmental conditions; The second
phase is logarithmic or exponential phase, this phase of microbial experiencing growth and rapid multiplication of
cells; In stationary phases as thrid phase, the number of cells that grow and die was balanced, and Death phase as last
phase is the number of microbes that died more than growing.
The efficiency of fermentation using lactic acid bacteria depend on factors such as the quantity of inoculum, glucose,
initial pH and pH during fermentation, the amount and type of acid used, and fermentation time. Shrimp shell was
fermented with a fixed amount of inoculum (10% v/w) and variable concentration of glucose (0, 1.5, 3.0, 4.5, and
6.0% w/v). The initial pH was adjusted 7.0.
Rao and Steven [8] reported that chitin extraction process in a drum reactor using microbial Lactobacillus plantarum
needed as much as 5% glucose, and Ling et al., [13], for continuous production of lactic acid using Lactobacillus
rhamnosus used glucose 4.0% -5.0%, and demineralization process using Lactobacillus acidophilus FNCC-116 is
needed glucose 6.0% to be optimal with pH 3.5. (Fig. 1)

Figure 1. Effect glucose concentration (w/v) in demineralization process using Lactobacillus acidophilus FNCC-116
with initial pH 7.0 at 37⁰C.
Figure 2 shown that microbial was growth the demineralization of shrimp shell processing containing 6% (w/v)
glucose, exponential phase start from 0 to 12 hours after cell culture into fermentation media. Stationary phase at 16
to 30 hours, and then phases of death from 35 to 48 hours. In this phase the supply of nutrients is necessary for
growth and the addition of the cell, so that the viability and productivity remained high, in order to be maintained
until the end of the process.
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Figure 2. Time course of lactic acid production and ash content of shrimp shell waste by using Lactobacillus
acidophilus FNCC-116 in demineralization process.
Glucose consumption increased for 24 hours and glucose only the remaining 0.3% of the initial conditions until the
end of the process. Lactic acid production of Lactobacillus acidophillus FNCC 116, increased and after 24 hours of
lactic acid production is relatively constant. Based on the analysis of patterns of microbial growth phase, glucose
consumption and lactic acid production, the demineralization process occurs between 16 hours and 32 hours.
The presence of the lactic acid effect on mineral content in shrimp shell, such as some previous research reported
that mineral shrimp shell can react with lactic acid produced by bacteria, forming the mineral as byproducts-lactate
[14,15,16,17].
Lactic acid content during the process of demineralization was shown in Figure 2. The content of free lactic acid in
fermentation media at the beginning of the process of about 0.7% - 1.5%, after 12 hours of continuous process rose
to 1.6% - 2.1% or increased by more than 50%, but for 24 hours to the end of the process of decline in lactic acid
content to be around 1.1% - 1.4% or decreased by an average of nearly 33%. Ash content was 0.88 % after 48 hours.
As expected, in term of lactic acid production also meaning mineral removal, Lactobacillus acidophillus FNCC 116
potential for remove mineral in shrimp shell waste. Protease activity is directly related to protein removal, it has also
been measured throughout the process. Extraction of chitin from shrimp shell waste for removing protein with
Bacillus licheniformis F11.1.
The nutritional requirements needed by Bacillus licheniformis F11.1 for deproteination is yeast extract 0.5% (w / v)
because the concentration is adequate to meet the needs of nutrients for cell growth, and during the process of
deproteinization will be generated as a byproduct of protein that can used as a source of nutrients by the microbes.
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Figure 3. Protease activity and degradation protein during deprotenization process by using Bacillus licheniformis
F11.1.
The number of cells increased in the 12 hours followed by increased protease. At the time of an hour to 24 the
number of cells decreased while the protease has increased up to 6.5 U / ml. In contrast, proteins that are in the
shrimp shell waste has decreased from 12 hours fermentation and only 3% are left with ash content of 2% for 96
hours fermentation (Fig. 3).
Protease activity increased at 36 hours that affect the decrease in protein content of shrimp shell. Waldeck et al.,
(2006) reported that protease activity increased after 35 hours with activity of 60 U / ml which can reduce the protein
to 0.8% during the deproteinization process of shrimp shell using Bacillus licheniformis.
Protein content tends to change during the process of deproteinization. Proteins can be removed by 77.37% during
12 hours of fermentation and the end of the process of allowance for protein level reaches 94.29%, with the
remaining protein content of about 1.78%.

4. CONCLUSION
In our work, although the biological process produced a low quantity of chitin compared to the conventional
chemical extraction method, in order to reduce the use of corrosive and harsh chemicals and also the cost of waste
management, this environment friendly method (biological treatment) can still be considered as an effective
pretreatment to produce a high-quality chitin. The values of process yield obtained were higher compared to those of
chemical treatment emphasizing the suitability of biological treatment (in terms of process engineering point of
view).
The process of demineralization of shrimp shell using Lactobacillus acidophilus FNCC 116 for 48 hours in a batch
fermentation system to reduce ash content of 20.25% (w / w) to 2.16% (w / w), or demineralization rate of 89.33%.
Deproteinization of shrimp shell waste is a crucial step in chitin production. Biotechnological processes for chitin
recovery may involve joint fermentation for demineralization and deproteinization [2, 3]
It was found that pH had a repressive effect on protease production by Bacillus licheniformis F11.1 resulting in
inefficient protein removal. The maximum proteolytic activity was obtained in the optimum condition recorded as
6.5 U/ml. At this point, deproteinization level was about 77.37% which was higher than those of other condition.
However, relatively low demineralization was obtained in identical conditions. Therefore, it was assumed that the
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individual cultivation of Bacillus licheniformis F11.1 was not efficient for chitin extraction. Yet, if the aim is to
obtain protein hydrolyzate from shrimp shell waste, the use of Bacillus licheniformis F11.1 may be a good choice
due to higher protease activity.
After the demineralization, followed by deproteinization process using Bacillus licheniformis F11.1 for 96 hours in a
batch fermentation system can reduce the protein of 20.28% (w / w) to 4.3% (w / w).
The final product obtained from the demineralization and deproteinization batch fermentation system has the chitin
content of 93.34% (w / w), ash 2.16% (w / w), and protein 4.3% (w / w).
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ABSTRACT

Chromium sulphate [Cr(III)] and pentachlorophenol (PCP) widely used as tanning and biocide respectively in
leather preparation are highly toxic and recalcitrant. Biosorption of chromium by Aspergillus niger FIST1 was
evaluated, and process parameters were optimized in presence of carbon, nitrogen, carbon:nitrogen, pH,
temperature, different concentration of chromium. The potency of Acinetobacter sp. IST3 for degradation of
pentachlorophenol was determined by HPLC after formation of tetrachlrohydroquinone and chlrorohydroquinone.
Bioremediation of chromium and PCP were tested in bioreactors in sequential way where bacterium treated effluent
subsequently treated by fungus showed reduction of chromium (82%) and PCP (85%) after 120 hrs. Biosorption of
chromium was determined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). Recovery of chromium in tannery effluent was initially obtained by
Ca0:MgO (2:1) and pH adjusted to 7.0-7.6, and chromium absorbed by fungus and bacteria, was further used for
tanning of the leather. Results of the study indicated that quality of the leather prepared by absorbed chromium of
fungus and bacteria was better than chromium recovered by Ca0:MgO determined by SEM. In view of above results
‘tanning cake’ was prepared which is better substitute of raw chromium used for tanning in leather mills.

Key words
Bacteria, bioconversion, bioremediation, chromium, fungi, pentachlorophenol, tannery
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ABSTRACT
Malaria is one of the biggest killer diseases in the world with over one million people death per year. This disease
can be controlled by vaccination that able to provide sustained protection. Pre-erythrocytic stage of parasite
(sporozoite) is most invasive stage in both mosquito vector and vertebrate host. Therefore vaccine made from
sporozoite will effectively prevents infection and reduce disease. Developing this vaccine can be done by in vivo
irradiating sporozoite in infective Anopheles sp. with gamma rays and then isolated sporozoites are injected into
healthy host followed by booster, challenge and parasitemia observations at times afterward. A complete protection
(no parasite develops in blood) was observed in an irradiation-dose-dependent manner in mice immunized with
irradiated sporozoites. Our results also in accordance to this finding where dose of gamma rays of 125-175 Gy was
known protective. For human trial, a sporozoite vaccines (RTS,S/AS02) was also known safe and well tolerated by
children >1 year of age with efficacy of 30-80% for challenge and 70% in immune adults in Gambia for <6 months.
Other study found that this vaccine had longer durability of efficacy (up to 9 months). These data showed that
sporozoite is the best material for developing malaria vaccine candidate.
Keywords :
malaria, Plasmodium sp. sporozoite, gamma rays, attenuation, protective.

1. INTRODUCTION
Malaria is one of the commonest infectious diseases in the tropics, affecting more than 200 million people
and killing more than 3 million every year, predominantly in sub-Saharan Africa. The complex life cycle of the
parasite involving human and vector mosquitoes makes the development and implementation of effective malaria
control intervention problematic. It is now becoming evident that multi-intervention approach may be the most
appropriate way of combating malaria in view of the increasing resistance of the parasite to antimalarial drugs as well
as vector mosquitoes to insecticides. A safe and effective vaccine would have been the easiest way to control this
disease, but even after decades of search, that vaccine is still elusive. Vaccine plays a major role in future malaria
interventions. New malaria vaccine candidates will require testing in malaria endemic countries and sufficient sites
for testing potential malaria vaccines must be prepared [1,2]. In Indonesia, almost half of the country‘s population of
240 million people lives in malaria-endemic regions. This disease is one of the most widespread diseases now
affecting the nation and should be treated as a national emergency where more than 2 million populations are infected
every year. Only small pockets of heavily developed areas on the islands of Java and Bali are considered low risk, and
even there malaria lurks. There are still many areas of the country that are unreachable by the health care system, so
that there are still many cases of malaria that go undetected. These cases are silent carriers enabling the continuous
transmission of malaria among remote populations. Ministry of Health reported that about 3,000 people die from
malaria every year [3].
Severe malaria leads to unconsciousness and death. Uncomplicated malaria can almost always be cured with
appropriate drugs, given soon after symptoms appear, but in small children in particular, progression and death can
come within 48 hours. The hope, bolstered by several decades of increasingly promising research, remains that one or
more vaccines to prevent malaria will augment the existing malaria control tools. The expectation is that successful
vaccines will decrease malaria incidence, but because of the complexity of the organism and other factors, protection
will not be complete [4]. The malaria parasite develops through several phases in the human body that evoke different
immunologic responses, and vaccines for all phases are under development. While in theory a single vaccine that
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results in sterile immunity to malaria is the holy grail of all vaccine researchers, practical and theoretical
considerations have led to three separate but overlapping approaches to vaccine development for malaria [2]. These
approaches are, firstly, a pre-erythrocytic vaccine to prevent invasion of hepatocytes by sporozoites, secondly a blood
stage vaccine that acts as an antidisease vaccine for people who live in endemic areas, particularly pregnant women
and children under five, and thirdly a transmission blocking vaccine, or the so called altruistic vaccine that blocks
parasite development in the mosquito.
Vaccines are often the most cost-effective tools for public health. Despite no effective vaccine for malaria
has so far been developed, researchers remain hopeful. Optimism is justified for several reasons, the first of these
being that individuals who are exposed to the parasite in endemic countries develop acquired immunity against
disease and death. Such immunity does not prevent malaria infection; immune individuals often harbour
asymptomatic parasites in their blood. Additionally, research shows that if immunoglobulin is taken from immune
adults, purified and then given to individuals that have no protective immunity, some protection can be gained. The
task of developing a preventative vaccine for malaria is a complex process. There are a number of considerations to
be made concerning what strategy a potential vaccine should adopt [5]. Vaccines that created from the 'preerythrocytic' phase of the parasite's life, the phase before the parasites first enter the bloodstream from the liver, looks
most promising. One of these (the RTS,S vaccine) significantly reduced the number of episodes of clinical malaria
and severe malaria in children. This vaccine was effective in preventing a significant number of clinical malaria
episodes, including good protection against severe malaria in children for 18 months. No severe adverse events were
attributable to the vaccine [2,4]. This review described the advantage of pre-erythrocytic vaccine based on the results
obtained from animal models or human trials as explained in the following paragraphs.

2. LIFE CYCLE OF PARASITE
Life cycle of parasite starts when a female anopheline mosquito requires a blood meal for egg production
(Figure 1). During such a meal, a mosquito infected with P. falciparum will inject five to 20 sporozoites, which
invade hepatocytes within minutes. Sporozoites migrate through several hepatocytes before entering one; this is the
start of the liver stage. The sporozoite and liver stages are the pre-erythrocytic parts of the life cycle [6,7]. Other
report stated that a single mosquito bite delivers a few hundred infectious Plasmodium sporozoites into dermal
tissues, a fraction of which traffic to the liver and establish hepatocyte infection leading to release of blood stage
parasites 2–8 days later [7]. As such, infected cells may represent as few as 1 in 109 hepatocytes in humans and 1 in
106 hepatocytes in mice. Over an average of 6.5 days, parasites develop within the liver into schizonts. The schizonts
rupture, releasing 20,000–30,000 merozoites per original sporozoite into the hepatic venous circulation, from where
they disseminate systemically. Each merozoite that is not picked up by phagocytic cells invades an erythrocyte, and
starts a 48-h cycle of replication. Replication is followed by schizont rupture and invasion of new red blood cells—the
blood stage of malaria. The blood stage culminates either in death of the human host or control by the immune
system. Some merozoites differentiate into male or female gametocytes, which can be ingested by an anopheline
mosquito. Fertilization occurs within the mosquito midgut, leading to completion of the life cycle, with sporozoites
migrating to the salivary glands, and becoming infective [6].
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Figure 1. Life cycle of the malaria parasite (Gardiner et al., 2005) (left) and microscopic observation of
sporozoite stained with Giemsa (right).
By their very nature, parasites are complex organisms with complicated structures and life cycles. This
presents problems in vaccine development but also increases the number of potential targets for a vaccine. These have
been summarized into the life cycle stage and the antibodies that could potentially elicit an immune response [8].
More than 30 of these are currently being researched by teams all over the world in the hope of identifying a
combination that can elicit immunity in the inoculated individual. Some of the approaches involve surface expression
of the antigen, inhibitory effects of specific antibodies on the life cycle and the protective effects through
immunization or passive transfer of antibodies between an immune and a non-immune host. Despite the huge number
of vaccines available at the current time, there are none that target parasitic infections. The distinct developmental
stages involved in the life cycle present numerous opportunities for targeting antigens, thus potentially eliciting an
immune response. Theoretically, each developmental stage could have a vaccine developed specifically to target the
parasite. The majority of research into malarial vaccines has focused on the P. falciparum strain due to the high
mortality caused by the parasite and the ease of a carrying out in vitro/in vivo studies. The earliest vaccines attempted
to use the parasitic circumsporozoite (CS) protein. This is the most dominant surface antigen of the initial preerythrocytic phase [7, 9-11].

3. PRE-ERYTHROCYTIC VACCINE
As mentioned above, the initial stage in the life cycle of parasite, following inoculation, is a relatively short
pre-erythrocytic (sporozoite) or hepatic phase [12]. Sporozoites are an invasive stage of the malaria parasite in both
the mosquito vector and thevertebrate host. A vaccine at this stage must have the ability to protect against sporozoites
invading and possibly inhibiting the development of parasites in the hepatocytes through inducing cytotoxic Tlymphocytes that can destroy the infected liver cells. However, if any sporozoites evaded the immune system they
would then have the potential to be symptomatic and cause the clinical disease. Sporozoite vaccine would trigger
antibodies that block hepatocyte invasion and kills the sporozoite via complement fixation or opsonization [13]. An
effective pre-erythrocytic vaccine will thus prevent the clinical disease and also disrupt malaria transmission. Even a
partially effective vaccine will significantly reduce the initial sporozoite and liver-stage parasite burden, thus leading
to a substantial reduction in frequency and severity of clinical malaria [14].
The pre-erythrocytic phase of malaria infection has traditionally been the ‗black box‘ of the Plasmodium life
cycle. Study on pre-erythrocytic stage vaccine with experimental animals showed good promises as an effective
intervention tool against malaria, as shown by immunization with radiation-attenuated sporozoites. Infection of mice
with sporozoites of P. berghei or P. yoelii has been used extensively to evaluate liver-stage protection by candidate
pre-erythrocytic malaria vaccines. The results of all the vaccination experiments in rodents may have some practical
implications for vaccination against malaria in man. Thus, mice may be used better as models to dissect basic
parameters required for immunity to Plasmodium-infection than as preclinical vaccine models. In turn, this basic
information may aid in the rational design of malaria vaccines. Schmidt NW et al. described an immunity generation
that protects mice against multiple P. berghei sporozoite challenges for at least 19 months. This model allowed to
identify readily individual immunized mice that exceed or fall below the protective threshold before infection [15].
Protective immunity against liver-stage Plasmodium infection has been demonstrated by other researcher [16-18]
after vaccination of rodents with irradiated or genetically attenuated parasites and after subunit vaccination against
liver-stage antigens. Immunity in rodents can last for 6–12 months, but in several studies also seems to wane with
time [18].
One of the most successful candidate of vaccine developed to date is the RTS,S recombinant vaccine. The
RTS,S/AS02A, one of the key vaccines produced using this technique, has been used in field trials in Gambia [19].
Three repeat doses were administered in the 6 months leading up to the period of highest malaria transmission. The
vaccine efficacy was reported at approximately 71% during the first 2 months of follow-up, but falling to 0% in the
last 6 weeks in 250 male volunteers [20,21]. Several other pre-erythrocytic candidates have reached the clinical
evaluation stage. These are ICC-1132 that is being tested in different formulations in the USA, Germany, and the UK.
ICC-1132 that is a hepatitis B core particle, genetically engineered to include a region of circum sporozoite (CS) for
high titre antibody induction. High titres of biologically active CS antibody have been noted in preclinical studies and
clinical trials [22]. Researcher relying on an understanding of the basis of attenuated sporozoite immunity in humans,
to provide leads to the discovery of critical immunogens and the use of models with validated relevance to the human
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situation in order to rationalize and renew the promise of pre-erythrocytic subunit vaccines [23]. Thus preerythrocytic stage is a potential target of a vaccine preparation.
Based on experimental animals with irradiated sporozoites, in vaccine trial on human volunteers exposed to
the bites of large numbers of Plasmodium sp. infected irradiated mosquitoes, E. Nardin et al. demonstrated that a preerythrocytic vaccine, administered to humans, can result in their complete resistance to malaria infection. The human
trials using irradiated sporozoites provided valuable information on the human immune responses to pre-erythrocytic
stages. The circumsporozoite protein, the first pre-erythrocytic antigen identified, is present in all malaria species,
displaying a similar structure, with a central region of repeats, and two conserved regions, essential for parasite
development. Most pre-erythrocytic vaccine candidates are based on this CS protein, expressed in various cell lines
and microorganisms. They also reported on T cell mediated immunity, particularly the protection of mice immunized
with viral vectors expressing CS-specific cytotoxic CD8+ T cell epitopes, and the striking booster effect of
recombinant vaccinia virus. To what degree CD8+ T cells, and/or other T cells specific for sporozoites and/or liver
stage epitopes, contribute to pre-erythrocytic protective immunity in humans, remains to be determined [24].
Recently, there has been renewed interest in the attenuated whole-organism vaccine strategy. The whole
organism approach has historically used radiation-attenuated sporozoites (RAS) to obtain sterile immunity
experimentally in both mice and humans. The RAS invade hepatocytes in a susceptible host and begin to develop into
exo-erythrocytic forms (EEFs), but the majority of parasites fail to undergo nuclear division and do not progress to
the merozoite form. Using mice, RAS dosing regimens that generate protective immunity have varied, although most
regimens require a prime-boost schedule. A meta-analysis of 10 years of immunization of human volunteers using
irradiated P. falciparum sporozoites showed a dose response in terms of the immunization dose required for
protection. One key issue with RAS has been the delivery of the correct irradiation dose to ensure adequate
attenuation of the parasite [25].
The most advantage is that P. falciparum genetically attenuated parasites (GAPs) harbor individual deletions
or simultaneous deletions of the sporozoite expressed genes. The deletions caused parasite developmental arrest
during hepatocyte infection. The double-gene deletion line exhibited a more severe intrahepatocytic growth defect
compared with the single-gene deletion lines, and it did not persist. This defect was assessed in an in vitro liver-stage
growth assay and in a chimeric mouse model harboring human hepatocytes. The strong phenotype of the double
knockout GAP justifies its human testing as a whole-organism vaccine candidate using the established sporozoite
challenge model. GAPs might provide a safe and reproducible platform to develop an efficacious whole-cell malaria
vaccine that prevents infection at the pre-erythrocytic stage [26].

4. RADIATION INACTIVATION FOR VACCINE DEVELOPMENT
Gamma radiation is widely used by many researchers to inactivate parasite for the preparation of vaccines,
instead of traditional heat or chemical methods of inactivation, appears to create a vaccine that is more effective than
so-called "killed" vaccines against disease, and has the added advantage of a longer storage life than "live" vaccines.
Irradiation is a technically simple process that retains structural features of the microbial pathogen without destroying
the natural antigens or the intrinsic adjuvants. Therefore, a strong immune response is induced in the vaccinated host.
Irradiation destroys the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), making the microorganism unable to replicate so it cannot
establish an infection, but some residual metabolic activity may survive, so the irradiated microorganism can still find
its natural target in the host. Vaccination with a freeze-dried powder formulation of the irradiated bacteria, a product
with the potential to be easily and inexpensively stored and transported then reconstituted just before use, was also
shown to protect mice against lethal infection [27].
As stated above that vaccination is a cost-effective way of preventing and controlling disease. There are few
vaccines for parasitic diseases because of the risk of further infection by active parasites in the vaccine. However, the
inactivation of pathogens via irradiation is promising because it is a reliable method of applying a safe vaccine (100%
inactivated) against pathogenic diseases. Their potency has been tested and success has been achieved with the advent
of the first human radiation-attenuated anti-parasite vaccine for malaria. For many pathogens, a relatively low dose of
gamma irradiation from a cobalt-60 source is sufficient to inactivate the organism, e.g. malaria irradiation. There is a
considerable body of evidence to suggest that radiation-attenuated or radiation-inactivated vaccines are safer as well
as a more effective and feasible ―gold standard‖ for vaccine efficacy. Conventional alternative vaccines, such as
recombinant vaccines, have not yet lived up to their promise to achieve comparable and effective levels of protection
as those provided by irradiated vaccines. The basic parameters of radiation dose, numbers of parasites, immunization
route and numbers of immunization doses have already been established. Efforts can now be concentrated on
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developing pilot manufacturing techniques. Parasite attenuation requires optimization of the radiation dose to generate
metabolically active, non-replicating parasites that are able to promote immune responses in skin and draining lymph
nodes without leading to parasite invasion of the bloodstream [28].This optimization of the irradiation dose is the
main target research on vaccine in BATAN.
Gamma irradiation inactivates parasites but leaves the parasite proteins in their native conformation thereby
greatly enhancing their immunogenicity and efficacy. The reduction in effective parasites (or its titer measure of
concentration) due to inactivation would be less for irradiation than for chemical treatment (i.e. the irradiated parasites
look like native parasites but could not cause disease) and therefore should elicit a more potent immune response.
Irradiation will lead to safer and more cost effective products. Irradiation would also speed up the production
processes and be useful in dealing with emergency situations as well as in providing better quality control and
assurance in terms of standardization and immunogenicity of vaccine strains. In addition, it is foreseen that gamma
irradiation will increasingly be used in the preparation of pathogenic viruses for use as antigen in diagnostic tests like
IgG and IgM assays, to ensure innocuity of biological material or in the preparation of diagnostic kits to extend their
shelf life [28].
Little is known about the mechanisms by which protection against parasite infection is induced by irradiation
attenuated vaccines, but several studies have been performed including disruption of protein synthesis, changes in
carbohydrate expression [29], alteration of parasite antigens, alteration of expression of cathepsin-B protease and
WGA- and Con A-specific sugars which may be detrimental to parasite invasion and contribute to the protective
immune responses generated in the host [230. Maybe 150 Gy irradiation dose can induce maximum changes
described above correlated with the capacity of the irradiated parasite (highest level of antibody responses) to protect
mouse against subsequent challenge with non-irradiated parasite. Different levels of antibody responses from different
doses need further study.
Moreover, protection conferred to mice by P. berghei sporozoites increased significantly when the time
interval between gamma-irradiation of the infected mosquitoes and harvest of sporozoites increased. One thousand
sporozoites conferred no protection against challenge if harvested on the day of irradiation, but protected 60% of
recipient mice when harvested 28 days postirradiation. When the time between feeding of mosquitoes and irradiation
was varied, sporozoites from mosquitoes irradiated 3 days after feeding were infective for mice. Sporozoites from
mosquitoes irradiated on day 10 postfeeding were not infective, but were immunogenic. In all experiments a decline
occurred in the number of recoverable sporozoites over a 28-day period postirradiation to less than 10% of the yield
on the day of irradiation [31].

5. RESEARCH ON VACCINE IN BATAN
A critical focus of vaccine development process has been to determine the minimum dose of radiation that
adequately attenuates all sporozoites, and thus ensures that the vaccine will not cause malaria. Researchers are also
interested in determining the highest dose of radiation that leaves the sporozoites able to elicit optimal protective
immunity. For this, Chattopadhyay R. et al (2008) have studied in the Plasmodium yoelii rodent model system [32].
Exposure to 100 Gy completely attenuated P. yoelii sporozoites. They also demonstrated that immunization of mice
intravenously with 3 doses of 750 P. yoelii sporozoite that had received 200 Gy, double the radiation dose required
for attenuation, resulted in 100% protection. These results support the contention that a radiation attenuated
sporozoite vaccine for malaria will be safe and effective at a range of radiation doses.
Research on malaria vaccine in BATAN is being focused on the development of irradiation vaccine that was
started in 2005 and included in Main Focus (Sasaran Utama) through Research Project entitled ―The Controlling
Infectious Diseases with Nuclear Technology‖. In preliminary step, and according to the task and function of
BATAN, research was focused on the determination of optimal gamma rays dose for attenuating parasite to get basic
material of vaccine using P. berghei as model. Six to 14-week-old Swiss Webster mice were maintained in BATAN‘s
animal facility. P. berghei of ANKA strain was maintained by passage of the parasites in mice to mice. Three species
of female Anopheles (An. farauti, An. maculates and An. aconitus) mosquitoes at five-day-old that were ready for
blood feeding were used. Mosquitoes were subsequently fed on infected mice with 2-5% parasitemia and maintained
at 21oC for 14–17 days from the day of blood feed. Mosquitoes infected with P. berghei sporozoites (PbSPZ) in
containers were exposed to various radiation doses from a Co-60 source. The time of exposure of infected mosquitoes
to achieve each of the target radiation doses was based on the calibration of the irradiator by dosimetry and the half
life of Co-60. After irradiation, mosquito salivary glands of female mosquitoes were dissected from the mosquitoes
into physiologic solution (0.9% NaCl) for immunization, booster and challenge experiments. Sporozoites were then
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released from the salivary glands by passing the glands several times through a 0.5 or 1-ml syringe fitted with a 29 or
26½ G needle.
To assess the infectivity of the PbSPZ used for the irradiation experiments, mosquitoes from the same
containers were removed prior to irradiation and sporozoites were isolated. These non-irradiated PbSPZ were injected
intravenously into groups of 2-3 mice. Seven and 14 days after inoculation of PbSPZs, the tip of the mouse tail was
pricked using a sterile lancet, a drop of blood was taken on a clean glass slide and a thin blood smear made. Slides
were stained with 10% Giemsa and assessed by microscopic examination (result is presented in Figure 2). A mouse
was considered uninfected if the blood smears taken on days 7 and 14 were negative. Groups of mice (2-3/group)
were injected intravenously with irradiated (100–200 Gy) PbSPZ. Infectivity was assessed as above. Mice were
immunized by intravenous injection with PbSPZ that had received either 100 Gy or 200 Gy. Two weeks after the last
dose of irradiated PbSPZ the mice were challenged by intravenous injection of non-irradiated PbSPZ. Infection was
assessed as above. The animal experiments described in the study were approved by the Ethical Committee for Health
Research with Experimental Animals of the National Institute of Health Ministry.

Figure 2. Microscopic observation of thick blood smear of mouse one week after injected with 150 Gy
PbSPZ showing no parasites in its blood.
Research showed that the gamma attenuated sporozoite was seemingly effective in eliciting immune
response and supressing its infectious pattern as approved by lower parasitemia compared to those of non irradiated
plasmodium. Irradiation dose of more than 125 Gy up to 200 Gy were enable to attenuate plasmodium [33]. Moreover
because sporozoite as pre-erythrocytic stage of cycle is only exist in mosquito‘s salivary glands so that to gain a
susceptible mosquito as vector to be infected with parasite is a crucial. In the study it was known that Anopheles
farauti was most susceptible to P. berghei infection than other vector based on the microscopically and molecularly
observations. Subsequent study also confirmed that dose of gamma rays of 125-175 Gy was known protective.

6. CONCLUSION
The development of an effective vaccine is critical to curb the significant health, social, and economic
impacts caused annually by malaria in countries where the disease is endemic. Problems with the current available
pharmaceutical therapies include costs, availability, adverse effects and contraindications, inconvenience and
compliance many of which would be reduced or eliminated entirely if an effective (greater than 85-90%) vaccine was
developed. To date, however, malaria vaccines have only been able to suppress the disease temporarily. It is thought
that a fully effective malaria vaccine will consist of several components, each partially successful in fighting the
disease. Effective vaccine candidates must produce good protective immune response. Potential advantages of malaria
vaccine are that prevention is better than treatment, existing control measures are only partially effective, established
delivery system, vaccination reaches some of the most disadvantaged, may be able to provide sustained protection and
likely to be cost effective and to attract international financial support [34].
There is a strong argument in support of developing vaccines for parasitic diseases. Vaccines have number of
advantages over chemotherapy, in theory a single treatment gives lifelong protection. Vaccine stimulates normal
protective immune response of host to fight invading pathogen. To do that, vaccine need antigens that must produce a
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protective response but not stimulate non protective mechanisms. Vaccine must stimulate good response without
adjuvant and it is the best. Good level of protection without boosting by using simple delivery system. There are
limited success in parasite vaccine development due to that parasites avoid, deflect and confuse host immune system,
the right parasite antigens not identified yet. Protective host response is not understood in target species (multiresponses). A candidate vaccine would reach advanced human trials if consistent protection levels in animal models,
free from gross tissue side-effects, pass recognized toxicity tests (animal models and human phase I), good production
record (low costs, stable formulation) [35,36].
As described and discussed above, irradiated sporozoites, a pre-erythrocytic stage of parasite, confer sterile
protection against subsequent malaria infection in animal models and humans. However, the live-attenuated vaccine
approach with ionizing radiation also faces formidable obstacles, including development of accurate and reproducible
attenuation techniques. Importantly malaria vaccine, including vaccine created with radiation, has been shown to
protect children from infection and other parts of the world. The vaccine trial had cut malaria cases among babies by
two-thirds and that this gives hope of cutting the global death toll of one million a year. The stories are based on a
vaccine trial in babies in endemic areas that showing that the vaccine induces an immune response against malaria.
The data also were retrieved from experiments carried out worldwide, by hundreds of groups, using many different
protocols over many decades, and drawn from extensive literature reporting pre-erythrocytic-stage and liver-stage
vaccine trials [1,13].
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Cellulase Immobilization Using Reversible Soluble-Insoluble
Polymer
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ABSTRACT
One of the hurdles in cellulosic ethanol process production is the cellulase cost. Immobilization is considered
as one of the solutions to make the enzyme utilization more cost efficient. Cellulase should be in soluble form
to attack the insoluble cellulose. But insoluble enzyme is favorable for recyling. Stimuli responsive polymer
or also known as smart polymer is a polymer which can change its form reversibly due to some stimulus
(temperature or pH). N-succinyl chitosan (NSC) is one example of smart polymers, which commonly used as
drug carrier, wound dressing and cosmetics materials. In this experiment, NSC was made from 1 gr of
chitosan mixed with 0.5 gr succynil anhydride in 40 mL of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and incubated for 18 –
24 hours at 60oC. The reusability percentage was 87% and retained its activity at180 U/mL. Optimum pH for
NSC preparation was achieved at pH 4 to 5. A 5 mg EDCCl amount used for 5 mL mixture to conjugate the
NSC with cellulase showed highest activity in term of reducing sugar production as much 2.85 mg/mL.
Keywords
Cellulase; smart polymer; stimuli responsive polymer; N-succinyl chitosan; fermentable sugar
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Organic Co-Solvent Stability of the Chaperones from
Hyperthermophilic Archaea Thermococcus sp. Strain KS-1
Sahlan Muhamad1,2, Khayrani Cahya April1, and Yohda Masafumi1
1

Department of Biotechnology and Life Science, Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology, Tokyo, Japan
2
Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Indonesia, Depok, Indonesia

Molecular chaperones play central role in maintaining protein folding within a cell. Chaperones are indicating that
are designed to function under stress. Chaperones functions under thermal stress have been intensively studied.
Unfortunately, study about chaperone functionality under other stresses such as at extreme pressure or in
chemical/solvent denaturants were limited. Finding those knowledge could be useful for stabilizing enzymes for
biocatalysis whereby reaction selectivity or substrate solubility are enhanced by the presence of organic solvents, or
it could be applied in purification techniques employing organic co-solvents where protein recovery is crucial. In
this study we characterized the organic co-solvent stability of two kind chaperones from hyperthermophilic archaea
Thermococcus sp. strain KS-1, prefoldin and chaperonin. We studied the organic co-solvent stabilities of the
prefoldin and chaperonin by using co-solvent including methanol 30%, ethanol 30% and acetonitrile 30% solvents.
The result showed that the prefoldin and chaperonin reduced aggregation of citrate synthase in 30 % acetonitrile,
effectively. The chaperonin also showed ATPase activity in the acetonitrile 30 %. Based on those results we suggest
that the prefoldin and chaperonin from Thermococcus sp. strain KS-1 could apply for stabilizing protein substrate
in the organic co-solvent for advance industrial application.
Keywords
Chaperones, prefoldin, chaperonin, organic co-solvent, stability, and function
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Effect of Adsorbed Phase Density on High Pressure Adsorption
Isotherms
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ABSTRACT
The objective of the study is to obtain simple isotherm adsorption models that can accurately represent
high pressure experimental adsorption data. In order to achieve this objective, we propose a modification
of Langmuir, BET and Dubinin-Radushkevich (DR) models with an additional parameter called a
maximum adorbed phase density. The new models are evaluated their accuracy in representing about 90
isotherm data of various gases on Activated Carbon, Zeolite and Coals. The experiment data temperatures
vary from -76 oC to 206 oC and pressures up to 20 MPa. The results show that original DR model
represents isotherm adsorption data on activated carbon with the AAPD (Average Absolute Percent
Deviation) of 1.75, while its modification represents the model with the AAPD of 1.12. For the isotherm
adsorption data on Zeolite, the original DR model results in 2.18 AAPD, while its modification gives 1.98
AAPD. On coal systems, the original DR gives 1.37 AAPD, while its modification gives 0.98. The
improvement obtained in the modified model especially occurs at the higher pressure, where the original
DR fails to follow steeper decrease in the experimental data. As expected, the original Langmuir and BET
models fail to follow a maximum curve of the isotherm data, but the modified ones can reasonably follow
the data. In general, however, the DR model gives better results than both Langmuir and BET models.
Keywords
High pressure, Adsorbed Phase Density, BET, Langmuir, DR

1. INTRODUCTION
Gas adsorption has been widely applied in the separation process in gas and chemical industries as well as
in the gas storage technology. However, studies on gas adsorption are still continously explored, especially
focusing on adsorbent synthesis [1,2] and improving the adsorption process cycle [3]. Several studies are
also developed to obtain better representation of the isotherm adsorption models. Among of them,
Langmuir and BET (Brunauer, Emmett and Teller) models have been used extensively for low pressure
region to be used to determine surface area of porous materials. Most recent model such as DubininRadushkevich (DR) has also been applied for special systems [4]. Langmuir and BET model fail to
represent the gas adsorption data at high pressure because the gas adsorption data at high pressure exhibit a
maximum value due to the effect of the closer values of the gas density and the adsorbed phase density [5],
while the Langmuir and BET models give monotonic increase in values by increasing pressures. The recent
DR model has accomodated a maximum value in its formula, but the model does not give accurate
declining values at the higher pressures. Recent models using Simplified Local Density (SLD) approach [6]
and Lattice approach [7] have been shown to be able to accurately represent high pressure adsorption data,
including the maximum exhibition. However, the models are not convenience to be used because of their
complixity. In this study, we propose a modification of simpler models, i.e., Langmuir, BET and DR, with
an additional parameter called a maximum adorbed phase density. The new models are evaluated their
accuracy in representing about 90 isotherm data of various gases on Activated Carbon, Zeolite and Coals.
The experiment data temperatures vary from -76 oC to 206 oC and pressures up to 20 MPa.
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2. MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Following are brief description of the three models and their modifications that will be evaluated in this
study.
2.1 Langmuir Model
The most basic theory in adsorption is the Langmuir theory. This theory describes the monolayer surface
adsorption on an ideal surface. Equating the rates of adsorption and desorption (evaporation), we can obtain
the Langmuir isotherm written in terms of fractional loading:




L



bP
1  bP

or

bP 


1

(1)

ω in Eq. (1) represents the adsorption capacity (expressed in mol/g of adsorbent) at pressure P, while b and
L are Langmuir model parameters.
Modification of the Langmuir model is performed based on realizing that the experimental data are actually
represent the Gibbs adsorption instead of absolute adsorption [5], therefore the model should be modified
as follows:


mod
L



bP
1  bP

  gas 
1 

 ads 


(2)

Here, ρgas is the gas density and ρads is the maximum adsorbed phase density which can be obtained by
fitting the model with the experimental data values.
2.2 BET Model
The Langmuir model is for monolayer coverage. However, in the adsorption of sub-critical adsorbates,
molecules are adsorbed onto the solid surface in a layering process, and when the pressure is sufficiently
high multiple layers are formed. The BET theory was first developed by Brunauer et al., in 1938, which
yielded the following model.

L



CP
( Ps  P )1  ( C  1 )( P / Ps )

(3)

Here, C, L and Ps are the BET model parameters. Similar to Langmuir model, the modification of BET
model is performed by introducing additional maximum adsorbed phase density parameter as follows:

L



  gas 
CP
1 

( Ps  P)1  (C  1)( P / Ps ) 
 ads 

(4)

2.3 Dubinin-Radushkevich (DR) Model
DR model is derived based on the theory of volume filling of micropores where adsorbates are assumed to
fill the adsorbent sites by mechanism of volume filling and not only forming monolayer as assumed in
Langmuir model. The mechanism of volume filling is generated by potential energy between adsorbent and
adsorbate. The final form of this model can be written as
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where, D, L and Ps are the DR model parameters. As on Langmuir and BET models, the DR model can be
modified according to the following equation.
2
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(6)

2.4 Parameters Optimization
The parameters of the models, including one additional parameter, i.e., maximum adsorbed phase density,
are obtained by fitting the model with isotherm data of various gases on Activated Carbon, Zeolite and
Coals. The experiment data temperatures vary from -76 oC to 206 oC and pressures up to 20 MPa. The
parameters are fit when the Average Absolute Percent Deviation (AAPD) in each isotherm is minimum.
The AAPD is calculated using the following equation.
n


i

exp  mod el
 100%
exp
n

(7)

Here, ωexp and ωmodel are the adsorption capacity of the experimental data and the one calculated from the
model, respectively, and n is the number of points in one isotherm.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Following are the representation of DR model and its modification for various gas adsorption experimental
data obtained from literatures. The adsorbent used includes activated carbons, zeolites and coals. As
comparison, we also present the representation of other models (Langmuir and BET) and their
modifications for the same system.
3.1 Representation of DR model for gas adsorption data on Activated Carbon.
Figure 1 shows typical representation of the original DR model and its modification. As shown in this
figure, which represent methane adsorption on activated carbon at various temperatures, the original DR
model can represent the data well at lower pressure, but at the higher pressure the original DR model tends
to present higher values than the experimental data. The modified DR model, however, can almost exactly
follow the experimental data values, including at the higher pressures. This results show that addition
adsorbed phase density in the model can significantly improve the original model.
Evaluation of adsorption data for several gases including CH4, C3H8, N2, CO2, and H2 shows that, in
average, the original DR model can represent the data with AAPD of 1.75%, while the modified DR model
can represent the experimental data with 1.12 AAPD. This means that the adsorbed phase density factor
can improve the representation of the experimental data by lowering the AAPD about 35.80%. The
accuracy of modfied DR model is comparable to the accuracy of more complicated models such as ZGREOS model [5] and Lattice model [7] for the same systems.
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Figure 1: Representation of DR model of CH4 adsorption on activated carbon

3.2 Representation of DR model for gas adsorption data on Zeolit
Adsorption data from the some gases i.e., CH4, C3H8, C2H6, C2H4, N2 and H2S are used to evaluate the
capability of the model in representing the adsorption on zeolite. Figure 2 shows typical representation of
the DR model for experimental adsorption data on zeolite at various temperatures. Similar to the results on
activated carbon, the original DR model can also represents the experimental data well at lower pressure.
The model can also depicts the maximum value as exhibited in the experimental value. However, the
modified DR model as shown by dashed-line represents the data better than the original one, both at lower
and higher pressures.
In average, the original DR model can represent the adsorption on zeolite data with AAPD of 2,18%, while
the modified DR model can represent the experimental data with 1.98 AAPD. This means that the adsorbed
phase density factor can improve the representation of the experimental data by lowering the AAPD about
9,42%. Again, this results show that the modified model gives superior results compared to the original
one.
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Figure 2: Representation of DR model of C2H6 adsorption on zeolit
3.3 Representation of DR model for gas adsorption data on Coal
Gas adsorption data used for evaluation in this system include adsorption of CH4, CO2, and N2. Figure 3
shows the representation of DR model of methane adsorption on coal. As shown in the figure, similar trend
is also observed. Original DR model can represent the data very well especially at lower pressure, but at the
higher pressure original DR overestimates the values. As observed on activatade carbon and zeolites,
modified DR model also shows very well agreement with the experimental values in this system. In
average, original model results in 1.37 AAPD, while the modified one gives 0.52 AAPD (about 62 % better
than the original one). These results also confirm that the modification of the model by adding an adsorbed
phase density factor can improve the accuracy of the model. The accuracy of the new model is also
comparable with the accuracy of more complicated model such as the SLD model [6] for the same coal
system.
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Figure 3: Representation of DR model of CH4 adsorption on coal
3.4 Comparison of DR, Langmuir and BET models
Comparison of AAPD results for DR, Langmuir, and BET original models is presented in Table 1. As
observed in the table, in average, the DR model gives a better accuracy compared to the other models. In
the adsorption on zeolites, however, the results show that BET model gives slightly better result than the
DR model while Langmuir gives the worst results. This is perhaps the adsorption on zeolites follows
multilayer mechanism where the BET model is derived for this type of adsorption [3].
Table 1. AAPD comparison of DR, Langmuir, and BET models
AAPD
Adsorbent

DR

Langmuir

BET

Activated Carbon

1.75

3.54

2.48

Zeolite

2.18

4.20

2.02

Coal

1.37

0.73

3.29

Average

1.77

2.82

2.60

Similar results are also observed for modified models as shown in Table 2. The modified DR model gives
better accuracy (1.21 AAPD) compared to the modified Langmuir (2.5 AAPD) and modified BET (2.03
AAPD). In all cases, the modified models always give better accuracy than the original ones. As shown
previously, the most benefit of the modified models is better improvement at the higher pressures.
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Table 2. AAPD comparison of modified DR, Langmuir, and BET models
AAPD
Adsorbent

Modified DR

Modified Langmuir

Modified BET

Activated Carbon

1.12

3.06

1.98

Zeolite

1.98

3.76

1.00

Coal

0.52

0.69

3.12

Average

1.21

2.50

2.03

4. CONCLUSION
The results show that original DR model represents isotherm adsorption data on activated carbon with the
AAPD (Average Absolute Percent Deviation) of 1.75, while its modification represents the model with the
AAPD of 1.12. For the isotherm adsorption data on Zeolite, the original DR model results in 2.18 AAPD,
while its modification gives 1.98 AAPD. On coal systems, the original DR gives 1.37 AAPD, while its
modification gives 0.98. The improvement obtained in the modified model especially occurs at the higher
pressure, where the original DR fails to follow steeper decrease in the experimental data. As expected, the
original Langmuir and BET models fail to follow a maximum curve of the isotherm data, but the modified
ones can reasonably follow the data. In general, however, the DR model gives better results than both
Langmuir and BET models.
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ABSTRACT

Ammonia in water is one type of pollutant produced by industrial processes. Ammonia is classified as
corrosive substance which can damage body tissue. Removal of ammonia dissolved in water is usually
conducted in conventional aeration or by contact process using a column or packed tower and usually
subject to high energy consumption. Problems that arise in the conventional processes have triggered
researchers to find other alternative separation technologies. One of the alternative technologies that can
be applied in the separation of ammonia dissolved in water is membrane-based separation technology. The
aims of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of the ammonia removal through hollow fiber membrane
contactor using natural hot spring water as absorbent. The results showed that the operating variables
such as time and pH of absorbent solution are found to remarkably influence the removal process
efficiency. Ammonia removal efficiencies and overall mass transfer coefficients increase with decreasing
pH of absorbent solutions. Within the range of feed flow velocities examined, increasing the feed flow
circulation resulted generally in higher ammonia removal efficiency, higher flux and higher overall mass
transfer coefficient.
Keywords
Flux, mass transfer coefficients, membrane contactor, and removal efficiency.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research is to produce activated carbon from corn cob by carbonizing process, continued to activation
process using KOH to adsorbed Cu, Pb metal and ammonia vapor. Activated Carbon Corn Cob is then characterized using the
method of BET, FTIR, blue methyl adsorption and iodine to know the surface area, functional groups, and absorption of largesmall molecule. Corn Cob Activated Carbon has an optimum Cu ion ridding percentage value of 52.99%, which is from the
corn cob with 0.06 mm in size with 0.5 g weight, and 3 hours of contact time. As for commercial activated carbon has a
percentage value of 66.74% with 0.5 g weight and 4 hours of contact time. Corn cob activated carbon has a Pb ion ridding
percentage of 49.03% by corn cob activated carbon with 0.06 mm diameter, 0.5 g weight, and 4 hours of contact time, as for
commercial activated carbon has a value of 64.06% with the use of 0.5 g weight activated carbon and 4 hours of contact time.
Cu and Pb ion adsorption by corn cob activated carbon with 0.06 mm in size has a capacity value of 104.94 mg/g activated
carbon and 97.93 mg/g activated carbon. Corn cob activated carbon adsorption capacity value to adsorb ammonia vapor is
2.08g/g actived carbon.
Key word: corn cob, active carbon, carbonization, activation, characterization, adsorption.

1. INTRODUCTION
Some of the source of heavy metal effluent contamination from electroplating industry, battery, paint, electronic gadget, or
mining activity. The contents of the heavy metal include Cu and Pb. If highly exposed to environment, will give a bad impact
to biots especialy humans. The danger and toxicity of this metal are carsinogenic, detain physical and mental initial growth,
brain damage, and disturbs the ballance of marine life. Besides heavy metal contamination, there is also gas emition in the
form of amonia produced from the waste of fertilazer industry. Amonia is a caustic compound that can corode health. Contact
with high concentration amonia gas can give impact to lungs damage and even death.
Several ways to fix those effluent contamination, such as reverse osmosis, ion exchanger resin, and biosorption using biologist
material like algae. But not many small and middle size industry that can manage to perform this method because it isn’t
economic in the development and application. By considering this reasons, then one of the method which is further than the
other is adsorption using activated carbon.
Actived carbon is an adsorbent which is widely used at the moment because it has a good adsorption strength and huge surface
area of contact in each gram of activated carbon. Surface area of activated carbon is in range 300-3500 m2/g. Adsorption
strength of activated carbon is around 25-100% of its weight [8]. By putting aside its use in industry, activated carbon is
categorized as an adsorption media that is not cheap. The effort of minimizing its expense is by producing it from cheap raw
materials and with high availability. In this case, farming (agricultural) wastes is prioritized as the chosen raw materials which
are more economical than coal or coconut shell. In this research, the utilized farming (agricultural) waste is waste corn cob.
Corn is one of the main commodity crops in Indonesia. Based on the data from BPS in the year 2007-2008, Indonesia has corn
harvest area about 3 million hectare with 12 tons of production. A high corn production rate in Indonesia caused a large
amount of waste corn cob produced. From 100kg of corn used in industrial process, 25 kg of waste corn cob is produced. Aside
from the high availability, corn cob is classified as cheap material. Market price for every ton of corn cob is about Rp. 200,000.
[7].

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Carbonation
Corn cob is cut into small pieces and dried at an oven at ± 110 o C until constant weight, then is placed in a container that is
made from fireproof brick. The next step is to dry then in a furnace that is discharged by nitrogen gas to minimize oxygen
content, at 500oC for ±2 hours until carbon is made, which is indicated by no more smoke is produced.
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2.2 Chemical Activation
The carbon that is formed by activation material, namely KOH. The comparison that is used is weight comparison 1:1 ( 1 gram
of carbon with 1 g of solid KOH). The mixture is than dissolved in water and boiled at the temperature of 110oC while stirred
until a paste is formed. After the paste is formed, it is moved into a stainless steel container. The mixture of carbon and
activation material in a containers then put in a muffle furnace for heating process in a temperature of 700-800 for ½ hour.
2.3 Final Preparation of Activated Carbon
Activated carbon is cooled in a desicator. After the cooling, it is washed with low concentration HCl. The washing is
continued by using aquades until the waste water from the washing is nearing the pH of neutral (7). The activated carbon is
then dried in an oven at ±110 oC until a constant weight is obtained. Dried activated carbon is then sifted with a filter size of
0.5 mm, 0.3 mm, and 0.07 mm. Corn cob Activated carbon is stored in a desicator and is ready for use.
2.4 Characterization
2.4.1 Iodium Adsorption
Carbon from corn cob activated carbon with Merck activated carbon is heated in an oven at 105 ± 5 °C for 1 hour. Then it is
put in a sharpened cap erlenmeyer and is capped with carbon paper, added with 25mL of I2 solution 0.1N, stirred with magnetic
stirrer for 60 minutes at room temperature. Then the solution is centrifuged for 6 minutes until the activated carbon
sendimentated and the liquid is transparent. Of 10 ml get sucked (transparent liquid) and is titrated with Na2S2O3 0,1 N. If the
yellow color from the solution has vagued then some sago liquid 1% is added as indicator. Titration is continued again until the
blue color in the solution disappeared.
2.4.2 Adsorption Strength towards Blue Metilen
Carbon from the activated carbon com cob Merck is heated first at the oven with temperature of 105+5 oC for 30 minutes.
Then, it is cooled in the desicator. After that, the carbon is weighted about 0.15 grams and put it into erlenmeyer. Then, it is
added by 50 ml of blue metilen 0.12% (1200 ppm). The mixture is stirred with magnetic stirrer for 70 minutes. Then, the
solution is centrifuged for 6 minutes to separate the blue metilen from the carbon and the activated carbon. Filtrate is taken and
measured its absorbances with UV-Vis Shimadzu Spectrophotometer at 662.8 nm wave length
2.4.3 BET and FTIR
The analyzing process occurred automatically by computer.
2.5 Application
2.5.1 Adsorption of Cu and Pb
Activated carbón from this research is weighted according to variation of necessity and put into erlenmeyer. Then into the
erlenmeyer is added 100 ml of CuSO4 with 1000 ppm of Cu and 100 ml of Pb(NO3)2 with 1000 ppm Pb, respectively.
Afterward, it is stirred with magnetic stirrer according to specific contact time. The solution is centrifuged for several minutes
to sedimentated the activated carbon. Waste or the filtrate is taken about 5-10 ml as sample. Before spectroscopy analyzing,
first the calibration curve is made from compared solution by AAS. The calibration curve is made from concentration vs
adsorbance data. The filtrate is measured its metal contents by AAS. The remaining concentration is measured by calibration
curve. The metal content which is adsorbed is the initial concentration minus the final concentration.
2.5.2 Adsorption of Ammonia
Weighting the initial weight of activated carbon and inserted into 2 headed erlenmeyer. The upper side of the erlenmeyer is
closed using aluminum foil, wrapping plastic and synthetic clay. Preparing high concentration NH4OH in the 2 headed
erlenmeyer. And closing the upper side of the erlenmeyer by aluminum foil, wrapping plastic, and synthetic clay. Connecting
both erlenmeyer by rubber tube from each of the second head of the erelenmeyer. To make sure there is no leak, every
conjunction of the erlenmeyeris also wrapped by aluminum foil, plastic and synthetic clay. Heating of high concentration
NH4OH at 30-40oC thus ammonia vapor appeared and flow to the erlenmeyer filled with activated carbon. At the final stage
the weighing of activated carbon once every a time interval is done.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Carbonation
Carbonation process is a process of carbon forming through combustion which is done in a limited oxygen condition or
without oxygen. Combustion that is happen is an imperfect combustion. Combustion is done using tube furnace at 500oC for 2
hours. This temperature is an optimum temperature to produced a high carbon yield [3]. In the carbonation process, nitrogen
gas is flowed to the tube furnace so that the nitrogen gas can pushed out oxygen in the tube as the primary combusting site. The
inert nitrogen gas will make the combustion process become imperfect thus the carbon yield produced become high
carbonization effect the adsorption strength of activated carbon. This is caused by thermal decomposition will get rid volatile
substance like methane which will form the pores of activated carbon [5]. From the carbonization processed using tube
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furnace, a high ratio of activated carbon to corn cob is produced. From every 5 grams of corn cob is produced 1 gram activated
carbon.
3.2 Chemical Activation
Process after carbonization is chemical activation. The activation process is to make activated carbon has a higher surface area.
In this research, the activation process which is used is chemical activation. Carbon produced from carbonization process is
mixed with chemical substance. Chemical activation is used because the chemical activation need a lower operation
temperature and a lower time compared by physical activation.
Activating substance which is used in this research is KOH. KOH is able to destroy the surface of activated carbon and by
inserting mineral substance in between the hexagonal plates of crystalyte in activated carbon can open pores in the surface of
carbon which is initialy closed and enlarging pores in the activated carbon. This process can increase the surface area of
activated carbon and enlarge the ability of activated carbon to adsorp [6]. Chemical activation process is performed at 700800oC for 30 min using muffle furnace. And this activation process, the weight of activated carbon produced is less than 90%
of initial weight, or 9 grams of activated carbon is produced from every 10 grams of carbons that is activated.
3.3 Adsorption Strength towards Iodine
The adsorption strength of activated carbon againts iodine gives clue as of the size of pores in the activated carbon that can be
penetrated by molecules of size not more than 10-20 oA. Besides that, iodine adsorption tests is also as parameter for the ability
of activated carbon to adsorb chemical substance in liquid phase [1]. This iodine adsorption test is performed by iodometry
titration. Generally the adsorption ability of activated carbon against iodine is 500-1200 mg/g, which is every gram of activated
carbon can adsorb 500-1200 mg of iodine [1]. Analysis result of carbon activated adsorption againts iodine can be examined in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Analyze Result of Adsorption Ability towards Iodine

From figure 1 , capacity of activated carbon adsorption from corn cob against iodine molecule, which I from 633.46 mg/g until
829.04 mg/g. The lowest adsorption ability of activated carbon against iodine is activated carbon with the size of 0.5 mm, as
for the highest adsorption ability is activated carbon with the size of 0.06 mm. Activated carbon that has the adsorption ability
the highest against iodine is activated carbon commercial by Merck, which is 999.10 mg/g. Adsorption ability of activated
carbon corn cob against iodine is categorized as good even though not as good as commercial activated carbon Merck. This
can be caused by several factor, like operation condition in carbonization and activation which is not compatible. To much
time in carbonization and activation caused the forming of many asses that includes minerals like kalium, natrium and calcium
that closed the micropores, thus iodine isn’t adsorbed well in all of the activated carbon’s surface. Even though it is estimated a
lot of micropores that is closed by asses, it can be said that the hydrogen bonds and carbon in cellulose polymer,
hemicelluloses and lignin has been released completely. From this we can say that adsorption against iodine by carbon
activated is decent enough.
3.4 Adsorption Strength towards Blue Metilen
Blue metilen test is a parameter to see the ability of activated carbon to adsorb molecule with moderate size and big. The size
of pores of activated carbon that can be penetrated by blue metilen is 20-500 oA. This things notes the availability of
mesopores and macropores [1]. From figure 2 it is revealed that the adsorption ability of activated carbon from corn cob is in
the range of 77.83 mg/g until 100.35 mg/g. The lowest adsorption ability against blue metilen in corn cob size of 0.5 mm, as
for the highest adsorption ability of activated carbon against blue metilen is in corn cob size of 0.06 mm. Activated carbon that
has the highest adsorption ability against blue metilen is the commercial activated carbon Merck, which is 132.94 mg/g.
Analysis result of the adsorption strength of activated carbon towards blue metilen can be examined in figure 2 as follows:
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Picture 2. Analyze Result of Adsorption Ability towards Blue Methylene

3.5 FTIR Characterization
This test using FTIR is performed to know the functional groups in the activated carbon from corn cob compared to the
commercial activated carbon. The comparison of FTIR testing can be examined in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b). According to
IR absorption correlation table, in figure 3(a), the range of wavelength 3000-3500 cm-1 notes the existence of amine group with
N-H bond. That wavelength also can be interpreted as the availability of O-H bond. This functional group shows the
availability of hydrogen bonds. As well as in the wavelength of 3000-35000 cm-1, amine group is also shown by the peaks of
absorbance in the range of 1635 cm-1. Wavelength in range of 1600-1700 cm-1 also shows the availability of C-O bond. From
this FTIR test, if the interpretation of the availability of hydrogen bonds is a precise interpretation, than it can be assumed that
if the activated carbon from corn cob has a decent adsorption strength is caused by the availability of carbosilic function that
effect in the adsorption process of heavy metal. Besides, the availability of O-H bond indicate the activated carbon has the
ability to adsorb metal.

a

Figure 3.

b

FTIR characterization result for (a) corn cob activated carbon and (b) commercial activated carbon

In Figure 3 (b) did not detect any functional groups that are too dominant than another, this indicates a commercial activated
carbon is decomposed well when it is manufactured so that the surface has various functional groups. It is seen when a wave
range which indicates a bond or functional group has been read by instrumentation, it has been read a new peak of a wave
range of other groups again.
3.6 BET Characterization
From Figure 4 can be seen 0.3 mm and 0.06 mm activated carbon surface area of corn cob and a commercial activated carbon.
From the picture was clearly looked the quite striking differences between the activated carbon corn cobs and commercial
activated carbon. The surface area is one important factor in the adsorption process. The greater surface area, the adsorption
ability of adsorbent will be better to.

Picture 4. Result of BET Characterization
Effect of surface area can be seen in sub-section of metal adsorption or during adsorption characterization phase of iodine and
methylene blue adsorption. In the results of the sub-chapter, in general, commercial activated carbon has a better adsorption
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capacity of corn cob activated carbon because it has a larger surface area of corn cobs activated carbon. The surface area of
activated carbon which includes corn cobs small compared to commercial activated carbon due to the use of time during
carbonization and activation that is too long. This causes the activated carbon formed is turned into ashes which covered the
pores and reduces the surface area activated carbon.
3.7 Cu Adsorption
3.7.1 Effect of Activated Carbon Size
The test result of corn cobs activated carbon adsorption and Merck activated carbon to Cu in a solution with the use of
activated corn cobs carbon size variations can be seen in Figure 5. Weight of activated carbon used 0.1 grams respectively. Cu
solution was used to concentrate 1000 ppm, 0.1 liter volume. This adsorption was carried out with a contact time of 4 hours.

Picture 5. Effect of the size of activated carbon towards adsorption of Cu metal, concentration 1000 ppm, contact time 4 hours
From Figure 5 can be seen the ability of corn cobs activated carbon adsorption and the Merck activated carbon to Cu which is
described by the percentage allowance for the concentration of Cu from a solution. The low Cu adsorption capabilities of the
corn cobs activated carbon were in the size of 0.3 mm, with an allowance percentage of 9.10%. While the ability of the highest
Cu adsorption on activated carbon from corn cobs were the size of 0.06 mm, with an allowance percentage of 13.98%.
Activated carbon which has the largest adsorption capacity of Cu ions is Merck commercial activated carbon, with an
allowance percentage of 18.13%.
The smaller the size of an adsorbent, the adsorption ability of a solution will be even greater. This can be seen in the pictures
that show the greatest adsorption of activated carbon obtained on the size of corn cobs 0.06 mm. This is happened because the
chemical adsorption occurred requires a large activated site as the adsorption media. Large activated site is obtained by
minimizing the size of corn cobs activated carbon adsorbent. The smaller the size of activated carbon per gram, the greater the
activated site owned by each gram
3.7.2 Effect of Activated Carbon Adsorbent Dose
The Test result of corncob activated carbon adsorption to Cu in a solution by using activated carbon adsorbent weight variation
can be seen in Figure 6. Activated carbon used as an adsorbent is the 0.06 mm corn cobs activated carbon. Solution used was
1000 ppm Cu solution, with the volume of 0.1 liters.

Picture 6. Test Result of Adsorption Cu solution 1000 ppm by activated carbon with variation of activated carbon weight in 4
hours contact time
Figure 6 illustrates the influence of adsorbent dosage on the percentage of allowance for the concentration of Cu ions from a
solution. From the graph, the greater the amount of adsorbent used, the percentage of concentration allowance will also be
greater. This explains that more and more adsorbate is adsorbed along with the increasing number of media for adsorption.
From the graph can be seen the addition of carbon weight up to 2 times would give a significant effect on the percentage of
allowance almost 3 times.
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3.7.3 Effect of contact time to adsorbate concentration of allowance percentage and adsorption capacity
The test result of corn cobs activated carbon adsorption and Merck activated carbon to Cu in a solution by using adsorption
contact time variation can be seen in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Activated carbon used as an adsorbent is 0.3 mm and 0.06 mm
corn cobs activated carbon and Merck activated carbon. The weight for each activated carbon is 0.5 grams. The solution used
was 1000 ppm Cu solution with the volume of 0.1 liters.

Picture 7. Elimination Percentage of Cu Solution with 1000 ppm of Concentration by Corn Cob Activated Carbon 0.3 mm,
0.06 mm and Commercial Activated Carbon with Contact Time Variation

Picture 8. Adsorption Capacity of Corn Cob Activated Carbon 0.3 mm, 0.06 mm and Commercial Activated Carbon towards
Cu with Contact Time Variation
Figure 7 and 8 show the influence of adsorption contact time duration by the number of adsorbate that can be adsorbed by
activated carbon. From the graph can be seen the rising pattern at the beginning of adsorption time and the pattern of relatively
flat at the end of the adsorption time. The long contact time will provide great value of adsorption which is relatively constant,
this shows a strong bond formed between adsorbate and adsorbent, so that the bond formed was a strong bond and not easily
broken.
3.8 Pb adsorption
3.8.1 Effect of Activated Carbon Size
The test result of corn cobs activated carbon adsorption and Merck activated carbon to Pb in a solution with the use of corn
cobs activated carbon size variations can be seen in Figure 9. Weight of activated carbon used is 0.1 grams respectively. Pb
solution was used to concentrate 1000 ppm, the volume of 0.1 liters. Adsorption was carried out with a contact time of 4 hours.

Picture 9.

Test Result of Adsorption of Pb solution with concentration of 1000 ppm by Activated Carbon with Activated
Carbon Particle Size Variation

From Figure 9 can be seen the ability of corn cobs activated carbon adsorption and Merck activated carbon on Pb ions are
depicted with an allowance percentage for Pb ions from a solution. The lowest Pb ion adsorption ability of corn cobs activated
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carbon is 0.5 mm in size, with an allowance percentage of 13.71%, while the highest adsorption capacity of Pb of corn cobs
activated carbon is 0.3 mm in size, with an allowance percentage of 25.99%. Activated carbon which has the largest adsorption
capacity of Pb ions is Merck's commercial activated carbon with allowance percentage is 34.42%.
3.8.2 Effect of Activated Carbon Adsorbent Dose
Test result of corncob activated carbon adsorption to Pb in a solution by using activated carbon adsorbent weight variation can
be seen in Figure 10. Activated carbon is used as an adsorbent is corn cobs activated carbon sized 0.06 mm. Solution used is a
solution of 1000 ppm Pb with 0.1 liter volume.

Picture 10.

Test Result of Adsorption of Pb Solution with 1000 ppm Concentration by Activated Carbon with Activated
Carbon Particle Size Variation in 4 hours contact time

Figure 10 illustrates the influence of adsorbent dosage on the percentage of allowance for the concentration of Pb ions from a
solution. From the graph, the greater the amount of adsorbent used, the concentration percentage of allowance will also be
greater to. This explains that more adsorbate adsorbed along with the increasing number of media for adsorption.
3.8.3 Effect of contact time to Pb adsorption
The test result of corn cobs activated carbon adsorption and Merck activated carbon to Pb in a solution using adsorption
contact time variation can be seen in Figure 11 and 12. Activated carbon used as an adsorbent is corn cobs activated carbon
sized 0.3 mm, 0.06 mm and Merck activated carbon. The weight of each activated carbon is 0.5 gram. The solution used is a
solution of 1000 ppm Pb with 0.1 liter volume.

Picture 11.

Elimination Percentage of Pb Solution with 1000 ppm Concentration by Corn Cob Activated Carbon 0.3
mm, 0.06 mm and Commercial Activated Carbon with Contact Time Variation

Picture 12. Adsorption Capacity of Corn Cob Activated Carbon 0.3 mm, 0.06 mm and Commercial Activated Carbon towards
Pb with Contact Time Variation
Figures 11 and 12 show the influence of adsorption contact time duration by the number of adsorbate that can be adsorbed by
activated carbon. From the graph can be seen the rising pattern at the beginning of adsorption time and the pattern which is
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relatively flat at the end of the adsorption time. The long contact time will provide great value of adsorption which is relatively
constant, this shows a strong bond formed between adsorbate and adsorbent, so that the bond formed was a strong bond and
not easily broken.
3.9 Ammonia Vapor Adsorption
The test result of corn cobs activated carbon adsorption and Merck activated carbon to ammonia vapor using a variation of the
size of corn cob activated carbon and a variety of time can be seen in Figure 13. Weight of each activated carbon used is 0.5
grams.

Picture 13.

Test Result of Ammonia Vapor Adsorption with variation of Activated Carbon Particle Size and Contact Time

From Figure 13 shows that the corn cobs activated carbon absorbent and Merck activated carbon to ammonia vapor. The
highest Activated carbon absorption capacity of corn cobs was obtained by measuring 0.5 mm activated carbon while the corn
cobs activated carbon absorbent was sized of 0.06 mm. It can be seen from the quantity of ammonia vapor adsorbed of the
variable from the early minute, 5 minutes, until the last minute variable which is 60 minutes. The highest absorption of
ammonia vapor was obtained by Merck activated carbon. In the adsorption of gas / steam, corn cobs activated carbon which is
better used is a large activated carbon or granular form, rather than corn cob-shaped activated carbon powder. It can be caused
by adsorption methods used to drain the ammonia vapor to the erlenmeyer containing activated carbon adsorbent. Activated
carbon in erlenmeyere is in an overlapping position to each other so that cause the formation of a single layer on the adsorbent
activated sites is not perfect. The smaller the size of activated carbon, so every particle of activated carbon overlapped will be
more and close which cause the adsorption of bigger activated carbon will have better absorption ability.

4. CONCLUSION
Based on the research that has been done then it can be concluded as follows:
o Corn Cob, which is agricultural waste, can be further processed into activated carbon which has selling value and use
value.
o Value of iodine adsorption capacity of corn cobs activated carbon sized 0.5 mm, 0.3 mm and 0.06 mm respectively
are 633.46 mg / g, 680.23 mg / g and 829.04 mg / g. The capacity of iodine adsorption by commercial activated
carbon used as a comparison is 999.10 mg / g. The value of adsorption capacity of methylene blue by corn cobs
activated carbon sized 0.5 mm, 0.3 mm and 0.06 mm, respectively are 77.83 mg / g, 81.57 mg / g and 100.35 mg / g.
The capacity of iodine adsorption by commercial activated carbon used as a comparison is 132.94 mg / g.
o The surface area of corn cobs activated carbon sized 0.3 and 0.06 and commercial activated carbon in a row are m2/g
335.9, 406.9 m2/g; and 879.39 m2/g.
o Corn cobs activated carbon that has a value of concentration allowance percentage of Cu solution for 1000 ppm that
the most optimum is by corn cobs activated carbon size 0.06 and weight of 0.5 grams at the contact time of 3 hours, is
52.99%. Percentage of allowance for the most optimum by commercial activated carbon as the comparison is with the
use of activated carbon weighing 0.5 grams and a contact time of 4 hours, is 66.74%.
o The adsorption capacity of Cu by corn cobs activated carbon sized 0.06 mm when equilibrium state is 104.94 mg/g
o Corn cob activated carbon that has a value of allowance percentage of Pb solution for 1000 ppm that the most
optimum is by corn cobs activated carbon size 0.06 mm weight of 0.5 grams in a contact time of 4 hours, is 49.03%.
Percentage of allowance for the most optimum by commercial activated carbon as the comparison is with the use of
activated carbon weighing 0.5 grams and a contact time of 4 hours, is 64.06%.
o Adsorption capacity of Pb by corn cobs activated carbon sized 0.06 mm when the equilibrium state is 97.93 mg/g, and
the capacity of commercial activated carbon is 134.2
o Activated carbons that have an adsorption ability of ammonia vapour start from the biggest until the smallest
respectively are commercial activated carbon, corn cobs activated carbon sized 0.5 mm, 0.3 mm, 0.06mm.
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ABSTRACT
Epichlorohydrin is an important raw material for the production of epoxide resins, synthetic elastomer, sizing agents for
paper-making industry and so on. The reactions involved in the production of epichlorohydrin from dichloropropanols (DCP),
including 1,3-dichloro-2-propanol and 2-3-dichloro-1-propanlol have been kinetically investigated by other researcher. Based
on those kinetics parameter we have tried to design a suitable reactor for dehydrochlorination reaction and have tried to chose
the optimum operating conditions. The present paper discusses the simulation work on reactive distillation for the production
of epichlorohydrin using ASPEN PLUS. The reactive distillation can offer substantial benefits compared with conventional
reaction-separation-recycle system. The simulation results have been verified with the data published by others. The influence
of operating condition on the yields of epichlorohydrin has been also investigated.
Keywords
reactive distillation; epichlorohydrin; simulation; aspen plus; dichloropropanol

1. INTRODUCTION
The synthesis of epichlorohydrin from dichloropropanols has become increasingly important because epichlorohydrin
is an intermediate raw material in the production of epoxide resins, synthetic elastomer, sizing agents for paper-making
industry, and water treatment. Additionally, dichloropropanol, as a raw material of epichlorohydrin synthesis, can now be
prepared easily from crude glycerol which has abundance availability because of biodoesel booming [2]. For this synthesis,
aqueous sodium hydroxide (NaOH) reacts with 1,3-DCP according to Equation 1. In such a reaction medium the
epichlorohydrin (EPY) formed may be converted to glycerol (GLY), as shown in equation 2, resulting in lower yield of EPY
[2],[6]. For this reason, EPY must be removed from the reaction environment as quickly as possible. To overcome this problem
in conventional method, EPY product is stripped with steam in a distillation column and the contact time must be short to
minimize hydrolysis.[6]. However, these processes have some problems in yield and overall costs. Therefore, developing an
preliminary design of RD unit for synthesis of EPY would be a challenging work.
The reactive distillation is a hybrid process that combines the reaction and separation in a single equipment which is
combines the functionality of a continuous reactor with a conventional distillation process. The product is retired at the same it
is formed
Basically, RD has several advantages including increase conversion, improve yield, improve selectivity for complex
reaction, better heat control, and reduces the overall costs [1],[3],[5].
C3H6Cl2O + NaOH C3H5ClO + NaCl + H2O

(1)

C3H5ClO + NaOH + H2O  C3H8O3 + NaCl

(2)

Aspen Plus, sequential modular simulator, contains an extensive model library that allows most unit operations to be
simulated easily and accurately. Implementation of model equations and all simulation were carried out using the model
RADFRAC from the steady-state simulator Aspen Plus which is based on a rigorous equilibrium stage model for solving the
material balance, vapor-liquid equilibrium, mole fraction and heat balance equations. To validate the reactive distillation
model, the simulation results are compared with experimental results published by S. Carr (1979) and also published by Ma et
al. (2007) for synthesis of EPY.

2. MODELING AND SIMULATION RESULT
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Key feature of the simulation include the vapor-liquid equilibrium calculations. For all the reaction systems, UNIFAC
model was used for the calculation for activities and Hayden O´Connell equations for fugacities (considering that the system
are 1,2-DCP, 1,3-DCP, EPY, GLY, and water)

2.1. Vapor Liquid Equilibria
The system examined includes water, 1,2-DCP, 1,3-DCP, EPY, GLY, Ca(OH)2 and CaCl2. Since the process is
carried out at about 1 atm, the vapor-liquid equilibrium constants for volatile components can be written as
(1)
In the above equation it is assumed that the most significant deviations from ideality are present in liquid mixtures.
The vapor pressure of different species are expressed by the Antoine’s equation as below
(2)
The parameters of the equation are summarized in Table 1, together with the values of the vaporization enthalpies (∆Hev)
Where:
xi,yi = liquid vapor mole fraction of component i
Ki = equilibrium ratio of component i
poi = vapor pressure of component i
= activity coefficient of component i
I
Ai,Bi = Antoine’s constant of component i

Table 1 Parameters of Eq 2
Compound
1,3-DCP
1,2-DCP
EPY
GLY
H2O
a

Stull (1947),
(1958)

Ai
6181
6775
4847
5738
5118
b

∆Hev
Kcal/mol
12.238
13.410
9.597
11.361
10.220

Bi
20.58
22.15
19.06
19.81
20.376

Auschnitz and Ritter (1955), c Kahlbaum (1945),

d

ref
a-d
e
a
d
f

Kahlbaum (1954), e Experimental,

f

Reid and Sherwood

2.2. Simulation Result
The columns were simulated using Aspen Plus, which used rigorous algorithms for reactive distillation calculations.
The generalities and conditions are summarized as follow:
• Reaction in liquid phase and modeling with chemical equilibrium.
• For the calculate of distribution coefficients (Ki) was use a model with activity and fugacity coefficients evaluate by
UNIFAC and Hayden O’Connel equation, respectively.

Table 2 Specifications simulated reactive distillation column
Operative conditions
Number of stages

20
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Feed plate
Rectification section stages
Stripping section
Column pressure (constant pressure along the
column)
Feed composition 1,3-DCP
H2O

2o
1-5
15-20
101.325 kpa
0,11
0,889

Table 3. Experimental [6] and simulated results
Top Composition
x1-3DCP
xEPY
xH2O

Experimental
0.0042
0.024
0.9718

Simulated
0.00228
0.03928
0.95844

S.Carra et. al (1979)[6], reported some experimental runs were made in a micropilot plant. It was constituted by a column with
20 perforated plates, of 8 cm of diameter, and 300 sieves. The column was fed continuosly with the stream having the
composition shown in Table 3. A stream of steam was fed at the bottom.
The result of the mentioned runs were simulated using aspen plus in order to validate the reliability of our simulation
to describe the amount of EPY present in the distillate. The obtained results are summarized in Table.3. it can be observed that
for EPY the situation is satisfactory since the difference between simulated and experimental data is less than 11%.

Fig. 1. Concentration and temperature profile for EPY production
120

%Yield of EPY
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Fig 2. Effect of temperature on Yield of EPY production
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Figures 1 shows concentration and temperature profile for epychlorohydrin production. In this case the reactive were
consumed totally reached a product purity closed to 95%. Figure 2 shows that trend of the yield of epichlrohydrin is effected
by increasing of the temperature.

3. CONCLUSION
In the present paper, a simulation study was carried out on the epichlorohydrin production using the Aspen Plus simulation
software. Since both chemical reactions and product separation occur in the unit considered, the yields are strongly dependent
on the plate volumes, which effect the contact time, and heating rate at the reboiler, and therefore the stripping efficiency of the
column. On the whole it seems that aspen plus is valuable for finding the best operating conditions of the process under study.
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ABSTRACT
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The crystallization stage is the important step of the ZSM-5 synthesis route to achieve the high crystallinity of the
resulted zeolite. The crystallization process was carried out by hydrothermal method at temperature of 180oC
and autogenous pressure using an organic template ethylenediamine (EDA). The synthesis condition of the
zeolite material was performed by variation of SiO2/Al2O3 mole ratio, gel aging and crystallization time period.
The degree of crystallinity and the crystal size were studied by characterization of the samples using X-ray
Diffraction with Cu-Kα radiation. The study is to confirm the possibility of the using the relative cheaper
precurcor in the local market, especially the Si from water glass. Generally, the results show that the synthesis
of zeolite using of these materials for the zeolite precursors could proceed well.
The synthesis could produce a zeolite with ZSM-5 type crystal structure with high crystallinity. The curve can
indicate the induction periode and ZSM-5 crystal growth. The optimum conditions can be achieved with the
condition of synthesis : SiO2/Al2O3 mole ratio = 100, five days for gel aging and the duration of crystallization
time for 48 hour at 180 oC. The resulted zeolite obtained is ZSM-5 crystal structure with the 84% crystallinity.

1.

ES
E

Keywords: ZSM-5 synthesis, crystallization time, SiO2/Al2O3 mole ratio, gel aging, crystal growth

Introduction
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Zeolite is known to play an important role as an acid catalyst in the petroleum processing industry, including the
cracking and isomerization reactions of hydrocarbons. Zeolites are commonly used for industrial processes is a
synthetic zeolite, especially ZSM-5. Zeolites, especially large pore zeolites, have been widely applied in many
industrial technologies, including gas adsorption, ion exchange, separation, and catalysis, for their unique
porosity and high surface area [1,2] which attract extensive studies on the influence of composition,
temperature, and environment on the synthetic process of zeolites. Aluminosilicate zeolites are the most
important for many applications used commercially in the petroleum catalysis and refining industry, and most of
the applications require that the zeolites are of low cost and friendly to the environment. Notably, modern
synthesis methodologies for preparing zeolites or zeolite-like materials typically involve the use of organic
molecules that direct the assembly pathway and ultimately fill the pore space
This zeolite has a surface acid site and large homogenous pore network structure. ZSM-5 is widely used because
it has advantages over other synthetic zeolites which is have high selectivity and activity as well as light yield
mixtures of liquid hydrocarbons (C1-C5) and gas (> C5) (Costa et al, 1992). In addition, the ZSM-5 has a fairly
high tolerance to water so that it can still be activated even though the intensity of contact with the water high
enough. ZSM-5 are well suited for cracking reactions.
Research and development of the synthesis of ZSM-5 is mostly done by the researchers. However, existing
research has limitations of which are still technically and economically. Research is mostly done using a
complicated procedure and takes less time and using high production costs. This research is expected to obtain
ZSM-5 synthesis procedure with simple route, shorter time and cheaper production costs. This study focuses on
the assessment synthesis of ZSM-5 catalysts are reviewed aluminosilika microscopic gel formation, nucleation to
crystal growth process of ZSM-5 so it can be optimized at various operating variables.Subsequently, the sample
will be characterized using X-ray Diffraction to see the structure of crystals formed.

2.

Research Methodology

This is an experiment in the form of research conducted by a laboratory scale to prove, explain, and develop the
theory of synthesis of ZSM-5 catalyst so it can be optimized at various operating variables. Before performing
the optimization of operating conditions on the synthesis of ZSM-5, first carried out an assessment of the
induction period and crystal growth of ZSM-5.
The assessment is done by examining the pattern of crystal growth of ZSM-5 at various times of crystallization.
Furthermore, by calculating the percentage of crystallinity and average crystal size ZSM-5 at each time of
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crystallization, will be visible pattern of crystal growth of ZSM-5. With reference to the results of this study, the
crystallization time can be determined that will be used later on SiO2/Al2O3 mole ratio variation.
2.1 The chemicals for Synthesis:
waterglass (SiO2 = 46.68%, Na2O = 48.02%) as silica source, aluminum sulfate as a source of alumina,
ethylenediamine (EDA) as organic template, and water demineralization as a solvent. Reactan Composition of
ZSM-5 was carried out using the hydrothermal method with reactant ratios as follows (table 1).
Table 1 : Synthesis ZSM-5 Component Ratio
No.

Reactant Ratio
Al2O3

SiO2

EDA

H2O

1

100

44

4000

2.

1

70

44

4000

3.

1

30

44

4000

TE
D
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2.2 Synthesis procedure : Waterglass pretreatment was done by stirring for 8 hours at 160oC. Subsequently, the
pretreated waterglass was added demineralized water and ethylenediamine with the prescribed ratio (table 1) to
form a silica solution. The alumina solution was prepared by dissolving the Al2 (SO4)3.18 H2O into H2SO4 with
demineralized water. This solution was mixed into the silica solution with stirring for 15 minutes to form a
homogeneous gel. Gel aging was performed during 1-7 days. All the molar ratios of starting gels
SiO2/Al2O3/Na2O/H2O are prescribed at table 1. After the aging, the gel sample was transferred into poly(tetrafluoroethylene)-lined stainless steel autoclaves for hydrothermal synthesize statically for 10-40 hrs. The
autoclave was set up at 180 C and autogenous pressure to find the period of the crystallization stage. The
resulted solid sample from autoclave was then filtered, washed with deionized H2O and dried in air at 110oC for
12 hours.

O

T

PR

2.3 Characterization
The crystalline phase synthesized was characterized by using Ni-filtered CuKa-radiation (λ=0.154nm)
originating from a Rigaku D/max-2000/PC X-ray generator with a rotating Cu-anode operating at 40 kv and 300
mA at of UIN (Universitas Islam negeri). The diffraction was measured with a monochromator from 0° to 100°
with a 2θ step interval of 1.0°. The percentage of crystallinity is calculated by dividing the relative intensity of
XRD sample with a standard relative intensity of XRD ZSM-5 on the angle 2θ = 12o, 14o, 16o, 20.8o, 23.07o,
29.8o, and 30.38o.

N

3. Results and Discussions
3.1 Crystal Growth

Figure 1 shows the S-curve depicting the relationship between crystallization time on the percentage of
crystallinity. The S-curve is the typical characteristic curve (Bhatia, 1990) for the determination of the induction
periode, nucleation and crystal growth of zeolite synthesis during the crystallization for the formation of ZSM-5
crystal structure. It shows the percentage of crystallinity increased gradually with increasing the period of
thermal treatment up to stop at a point where with the addition of crystallization time will not change the
percentage of crystallinity. Increasing the crystallization time increases the nucleation rate of crystal growth at
the same time so that would automatically increase the percentage of crystallinity. From the images could be
known induction period and crystal growth of ZSM-5 each lasting for 10 and 42 hours. Figure 2 shows the
relationship between the size of crystals formed by crystallization period for 10 to 42 hours. Crystal size
calculated using Debye Scherrer equation. Crystal size increased with increasing the crystallization period. The
curve seem to the similar trend with the percentage curve of crystallization.
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Figure 1. Typical curve of ZSM-5 Crystal Growth

T

Figure 2 Relation Between Crystallization Time and Crystal Size

O

3.2 Variation of SiO2/Al2O3 Mole Ratio

N

Figure 3 shows the tendency that the crystallinity of ZSM-5 increased with increasing mole ratio of SiO2/Al2O3.
SiO2/Al2O3 mole ratio affects the morphology and size of crystals formed. The higher the mole ratio of
SiO2/Al2O3, the smaller the crystal size. Figure 4 shows the increase SiO2/Al2O3 mole ratio will decrease the size
of the crystals formed.
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Figure 4. Relation Between Crystallization Time and Crystal Size

3.3 Gel AgingVariation
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Gel aging is a condition where the gel has been formed from silica and alumina solution left for some time
before being put into a Teflon-lined stainless steel that is heated in an electric oven for crystallization process.
Appropriate conditions for the process of aging is a gel at room temperature (25-27oC) and atmospheric pressure.
Gel aging effect on the nucleation and crystallization processes namely: to increase the rate of nucleation, reduce
the induction period, so it can more quickly reach the induction period, reducing the crystal size, and increasing
the number of crystals formed. Figure 6 shows the longer the aging process, the percentage of crystallinity of the
gel will tend to rise unless the last data during gel aging lasts for seven days decreased the percentage
crystallinity. This is due to dissolvation of crystal seed (nucleation particle) formed into the solution so that the
number and percentage of crystallinity decreases with gel aging.

Figure 5. Influences of Gel Aging on %Crystalinity

3.4 X-ray Diffraction (XRD)
The XRD characterizarion for the samples resulted from the synthesis of zeolites with the thermal
treatment at 18, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40 and 44 hrs, irrespectively are presented in the Figures 6-14. It is
clearly shown that the longer the duration of the thermal treatment, the higher the crystallinity of
ZSM5 structured zeolite can be found. The optimum condition can be achieved when the synthesis
with using molar ratio of SiO2/Al2O3 = 100, 48 hrs of thermal treatment and gel aging during 5 days.
The crystallinity of ZSM-5 crystal structure can be obtained up to 84% .
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Figure 6. XRD Spectrum for the sample resulted from synthesis with thermal treatment during 10 hrs
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Figure 7. XRD Spectrum for the sample resulted from synthesis with thermal treatment during 14 hrs

N

Figure 8. XRD Spectrum for the sample resulted from synthesis with thermal treatment during 18 hrs

Figure 9. XRD Spectrum for the sample resulted from synthesis with thermal treatment during 22 hrs
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Figure 10. XRD Spectrum for the sample resulted from synthesis with thermal treatment during 26 hrs
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Figure 11. XRD Spectrum for the sample resulted from synthesis with thermal treatment during 30 hrs
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Figure 12. XRD Spectrum for the sample resulted from synthesis with thermal treatment during 34 hrs

Figure 13. XRD Spectrum for the sample resulted from synthesis with thermal treatment during 38 hrs
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Figure 14. XRD Spectrum for the sample resulted from synthesis with thermal treatment during 42 hrs

4. Conclusion

TE
D

1. Crystal structure of ZSM-5 has been formed with the crystallization less than three days using ZSM-5
synthesis procedure is simple. ZSM-5 structure is more easily formed when the alumina content is
reduced or in other words the percentage of crystallinity of ZSM-5 increased with increase in mole ratio
SiO2/Al2O3

N

2. SiO2/Al2O3 mole ratio effect on the morphology of ZSM-5 crystals. That the higher the mole ratio will
produce ZSM-5 crystals with a size smaller.

ES
E

3. The main effect of gel aging process is to shorten the induction period and accelerate the process of
crystal growth of ZSM-5. This can happen because of the recrystallization process during gel aging.

PR

4. The optimum condition can be achieved in the synthesis of ZSM-5 is the ratio of SiO2/Al2O3 = 100 with
heating for 48 48 hours and through the process of aging the gel for 5 days resulting in the percentage
crystallinity of ZSM-5 amounted to 84%.
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ABSTRACT
The mixture of iso-octane and n-heptane is a primary reference fuel (PRF) of gasoline in the determination
of RON (research octane number). RON of PRF represents the percentage of iso-octane contained in the
mixture. This study developed a comprehensive model of the oxidation and combustion of PRF generated
automatically by a program, named MOLEC. The model was validated using experimental data by Dagaut
et al. in a jet-stirred reactor for RON 10, 50 and 90 which performed in the temperature range of 550 K1150 K, the pressure of 10 atm and the equivalence ratio of 1. The validation shows that, in general, the
concentrations of n-C7H16, i-C8H18, O2, CO, CO2, H2, CH4, C2H6, C2H4, C3H6, i-C4H8, and CH2O are
predicted well by the model except H2, C2H6, C2H4, and C3H6, which are rather underpredicted. The
experimental data and model indicate that the reactants are difficult to react at the initial temperature
below 800 K and react quickly above this temperature. Low, medium and high temperature areas which
are characteristic of hydrocarbon combustion are shown both by the experiments and the model.
Keywords
primary reference fuel, oxidation and combustion, kinetics, species concentration, model and simulation
1. INTRODUCTION
Combustion is a chemical reaction between fuel and oxygen accompanied by the formation of heat. The
heat generated is used to heat the other reactants in the system so that the reaction is faster. The combustion
process consists of hundreds, even thousands of chain elementary reactions involving hundreds of
intermediates. With increasing temperature, the combustion process accelerates itself. Behaviors of the
formation and consumption of intermediates is highly dependent on temperature. Therefore, the
combustion process will be different at different temperatures. Reaction mechanism changes continuously
with changes in temperature.
To better understand combustion processes, combustion kinetic models are needed. The models were
developed from mechanisms of the oxidation and combustion of fuel consisting of hundreds, even
thousands of elementary reactions. Each reaction is accompanied by Arrhenius kinetic parameters, i.e. the
pre-exponential factor (A), activation energy (Ea) and temperature exponent (n) connected by the following
equation

Primary reference fuel (PRF) is another name used for a mixture of iso-octane and n-heptane. PRF can be
used as a reference in determining the octane number (RON - research octane number) of gasoline. The
value of RON shows the percentage of iso-octane content in PRF. It can be seen that the RON 0 shows the
mixture of 100% n-heptane, and RON 100 the mixture containing 100% iso-octane. Therefore, a study on
the PRF is necessary.
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A deep understanding of the combustion chemistry of PRF will help us understand the nature and
characteristics of gasoline fuel so that the possible optimum conditions of gasoline combustion can be
achieved. Therefore, a reaction mechanism for PRF needs to be developed.
Detailed chemical kinetic mechanism of the combustion and oxidation of PRF in this study was generated
automatically by MOLEC [1] and validated using the experimental data by Dagaut et al. [2] for species
profiles in a jet-stirred reactor.

2. FUNDAMENTAL
MOLEC is a system based on simple rules, which arise from very limited reaction types in the oxidation
and combustion of hydrocarbons. The most important reaction types are:
Decomposition of hydrocarbons (alkanes, alkenes, etc.),
H atom abstraction by reactive radicals (O, H, OH, HO2, CH3, etc.),
Abstraction of radicals in the β position,
Internal H atom abstraction (isomerization),
Addition to the oxygen molecule,
O-O bond scission,
Addition of radicals to double bonds.
The rate coefficients of those reaction types for hydrocarbons with the number of carbon atoms more than
four can be grouped. The rate coefficients depend on
Radicals abstracting H atoms from alkanes, alkenes, aldehydes, ketones or cyclic ethers (O, H, OH,
HO2, CH3, etc.),
H atom types abstracted (primary, secondary or tertiary),
The number of equivalent H atoms,
The size of intermediate ring structures (membered 5, 6, 7 or 8).
Starting from elementary reactions between reactant molecules (fuel and oxygen), decomposition,
rearrangement and addition reactions, which produce new species, are evaluated automatically by the
program. Because the reaction mechanism for C1-C4 hydrocarbons are found in literatures and the rate
coefficients of short species depend on the chain length, the program considers only the reactions of species
longer than C4. The method in MOLEC is based on the representation of molecules as a binary tree and
pattern matching. Sub-mechanism C5-Cfuel generated automatically by the program is coupled with the submechanism C1-C4 written by hand in order to establish a detail mechanism, and then solved numerically by
using CHEMKIN [3].

3. MECHANISM VALIDATION
The mechanism of the oxidation and combustion reactions of PRF generated by the MOLEC consists of
more than 4300 elementary reactions involving more than 1100 species. The mechanism was validated
using the experimental results by Dagaut et al. [2] conducted in a jet-stirred reactor in the temperature
range of 550-1150 K, the pressure of 10 atmosphere, and the equivalence ratio of 1, and for RON 10, 50,
and 90. The data of intermediate and product concentrations obtained from the experiments are the
concentrations of N- N-C7H16, I-C8H18, O2, CO, CO2, H2, CH4, C2H6, C2H4, C3H6, I-C4H8, and CH2O. In
accordance with these experimental data, calculations were performed by using the mechanism model for
the equivalence ratio of 1 and the pressure of 10 atmospheres, with the RON 10, 50, and 90.
3.1 RON 10
The profiles of species concentrations resulted from experiments and calculations for RON 10 are shown in
Figure 1 and 2. In the figures, it can be seen that the profiles of species concentrations by experiments and
calculations have a very good agreement. Twelve species can be divided into two groups. The first group
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possesses high concentrations (mole fractions > 0.0001) i.e. N-C7H16, I-C8H18, O2, CO, CO2, H2 and CH4,
and the second group has low concentrations (mole fractions < 0.0001), i.e. C2H6, C2H4, C3H6, I-C4H8, and
CH2O. By obtaining the good agreement level of the concentration profiles in the first group, the kinetics of
the oxidation and combustion reactions of PRF can be used for RON 10. As for the second group, the high
difference in the calculation and experiment results can be ruled out because their concentrations are very
low.
The experiment and calculation results show the phenomenon of negative temperature coefficient (NTC) at
intermediate temperature regime (650 K - 800 K) indicated by the decrease in the mole fractions with
increasing the temperatures. Above about 800 K, rapid reactions take place. NTC is evident in N-C7H16. In
I-C8H18, NTC is not too clear. In the high temperature regime, the CO2 concentration increases, while the
CO concentration slightly decreases with increasing the temperatures. This shows that at high temperature
CO is oxidized to CO2.

(a) N-C7H16

(b) I-C8H18

(c) O2

(d) CO

(e) CO2

(f) H2

Figure 1. Profiles of N-C7H16, I-C8H18, O2, CO, CO2 and H2 concentrations resulted from
experiments (dots) and calculations (lines) at the pressure of 10 atm, the equivalence ratio of 1,
the residence time of 1 second for RON 10.
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(a) CH4

(b) C2H6

(c) C2H4

(d) C3H6

(e) I-C4H8

(f) CH2O

Figure 2. Profiles of CH4, C2H6, C2H4, C3H6, I-C4H8 and CH2O concentrations resulted from
experiments (dots) and calculations (lines) at the pressure of 10 atm, the equivalence ratio of 1,
the residence time of 1 second for RON 10.
3.2 RON 50
The profiles of species concentrations resulted from experiments and calculations for RON 50 are shown in
Figure 3 and 4. It can be concluded from the figures that the model can reproduce the experimental results
very well. Twelve species can be divided into two groups. The first group has a high concentrations (mole
fractions > 0.0001) i.e. N-C7H16, I-C8H18, O2, CO, CO2, H2 and CH4, and the second group possesses low
concentrations (mole fractions < 0.0001), i.e. C2H6, C2H4, C3H6, I-C4H8, and CH2O. The high level of
reproducibility of the model for the concentration profiles in the first group allows the kinetics of oxidation
and combustion reactions of PRF can be used to predict the oxidation and combustion of PRF for RON 50.
The phenomenon of negative temperature coefficient (NTC) at intermediate temperature regime (650 K 800 K) can be demonstrated both by experiments and calculations. Above about 800 K, the rapid reactions
take place. NTC was evident in N-C7H16, but not in I-C8H18. In the high temperature regime, the CO2
concentration dominates the CO concentrations with increasing temperature.
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The product and intermediate species have lower concentrations in the low temperature regime compared
to RON 10. This is influenced by more I-C8H18 in RON 90 fuel compared to RON 50. As we know, I-C8H18
is more difficult to burn than n-C7H16.

(c) N-C7H16

(d) I-C8H18

(c) O2

(g) CO

(h) CO2

(i) H2

Figure 3. Profiles of N-C7H16, I-C8H18, O2, CO, CO2 and H2 concentrations resulted from
experiments (dots) and calculations (lines) at the pressure of 10 atm, the equivalence ratio of 1,
the residence time of 1 second for RON 50.
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(a) CH4

(b) C2H6

(c) C2H4

(d) C3H6

(e) I-C4H8

(f) CH2O

Figure 4. Profiles of CH4, C2H6, C2H4, C3H6, I-C4H8 and CH2O concentrations resulted from
experiments (dots) and calculations (lines) at the pressure of 10 atm, the equivalence ratio of 1,
the residence time of 1 second for RON 50.
3.3 RON 90
The profiles of species concentrations for RON 90 show good agreement between the experimental and
calculation results as shown in Figure 5 and 6. NTC valley is not too steep, as seen in the profiles of nC7H16 and I-C8H18 concentrations. Products and intermediates have lower concentrations in the low
temperature regime compared to RON 50. This is influenced by more I-C8H18 in RON 90 fuel compared to
RON 50.
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(e) N-C7H16

(f) I-C8H18

(c) O2

(j) CO

(k) CO2

(l) H2

Figure 5. Profiles of N-C7H16, I-C8H18, O2, CO, CO2 and H2 concentrations resulted from
experiments (dots) and calculations (lines) at the pressure of 10 atm, the equivalence ratio of 1,
the residence time of 1 second for RON 90.
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(g) CH4

(h) C2H6

(i) C2H4

(j) C3H6

(k) I-C4H8

(l) CH2O

Figure 6. Profiles of CH4, C2H6, C2H4, C3H6, I-C4H8 and CH2O concentrations resulted from
experiments (dots) and calculations (lines) at the pressure of 10 atm, the equivalence ratio of 1,
the residence time of 1 second for RON 90.

4. CONCLUSION
A valid detailed kinetic model for the oxidation and combustion of PRF has been developed for RON 10,
RON 50 and RON 90 so that it can be used to predict profiles of species concentrations at different RONs
and operating conditions. Fuels with higher RON are more difficult to react, less concentrations of products
and intermediates in the reaction mixtures.
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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the optimization of gas pipelines for distribution. The smallest investment value is the
purpose of optimization. This can be obtained by using the most appropriate pipe diameter for the pipeline
network and with the total lowest cost. Genetic algorithms are one of the methods that can be used to
perform optimization..
Keywords
Optimization, Pipeline Network for Gas Distribution, Genetic Algorithm (GA)

1. INTRODUCTION
The used of oil and gas have a huge impact in daily life; it is a source of energy that is non-renewable. So
the price is always increasing from time to time. Engineer always keep finding ways to try to efficient the
way the oil and gas is extracted and formulated to help decrease the production cost. Optimization is a
discipline that helps many engineering to achieve this.
Optimization methods have reached a stage that have been tested and implemented as a solution in many
different industries (e.g. automotive, construction, manufacture). For optimization methods to work
perfectly, it needs the help of computers because of the complex calculation that needed to be calculated.
One of the advantages in today’s technology is that now computer is becoming much more powerful with
an acceptable cost so this will not be an issue.
Genetic algorithm is a optimization technique that follow the principal of genetics and natural selection.
Some of the advantages in using genetic algorithm are: [4]
Optimizes with continuous or discrete variables,
Doesn’t require derivative information,
Simultaneously searches from a wide sampling of the cost surface,
Deals with a large number of variables,
Is well suited for parallel computers,
Optimizes variables with extremely complex cost surfaces (they can jump out of a local
minimum),
Provides a list of optimum variables, not just a single solution,
May encode the variables so that the optimization is done with the encoded variables, and
Works with numerically generated data, experimental data, or analytical functions.
Pipe network for gas distribution have an important role in the distribution of gas from the source to the
needed area. So by optimizing the network distribution of gas will help in reducing the production cost. In a
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pipe network, the use of a correct pipe diameter will have a high impact in efficiency. In this paper, the
optimization of the pipe diameter in a pipe network using genetic algorithm will be the main topic.

2. CASE DESCRIPTION
The components needed to build a pipe network for this experiment consist of pipes, gas source, and
demand nodes. Because this experiment is focusing on how well the Genetic Algorithm in finding a
combination of correct pipe diameter, so the complexity of the pipe network is reduce for easier findings.
The definition of correct pipe diameter here is that the pipe network will able to meet the following criteria:
Pressure in each network isn’t violated based on the minimal pressure set
A minimal cost is obtain
The cost function used in calculating the total diameter cost in a pipe network is showed in equation 1.

(1)
Where:
lj
= Pipe length at (j)
c(x) = Pipe pricing in length for pipe diameter x
dj = Pipe diameter at (j)
Some constraint will be used in the pipe network and this will impact the type of pipe diameter that is
chosen:
From Kirchoff first rule, it is said that in a gas distribution network, each node the gas input and
output must be the same. The equation is shown in equation 2.
(2)
Where:
Qj
=
aij

=

qi

=

Gas demand (j)
-1 if gas is a input to node. +1 if gas is a output from node, 0 if there is no
connection pipe between node i and j
Gas flow in pipe (i)

From Kirchoff second rule, it is about maintaining the pressure in a gas distribution network. The
equation is shown in equation 3.
(3)
Where:
A
=
P
=
∆P
=

Gas demand in node
Gas pressure
Pressure drop

The pressure drop in equation 3, relates to the gas flow and pipe diameter as shown in equation 4
and equation 5.
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(4)
(5)
Where:
D
L
P1
P2
Q
E

=
=
=
=
=
=

Pipe diameter
Pipe length
Inlet pressure
Outlet pressure
Gas flow
Efficiency factor (0.9)

2. SOLUTION MODELING
For solve this case using genetic algorithm, the genetic algorithm will be modified as seen on Figure 1

Pipe Network Inputs:
List of Node and Q
List of path & length
List of pipe diameter and
price
Source pressure
Minimum pressure in each
node
GA Configuration Inputs:
Number of population
Number of mating
Iteration limit

Step 1: Create binary from pipe diameter
list biner

Step 2: Create initial population

Step 3: Count cost, pressure, and penalty
for violation of constraint

Step 4: Rank chromosome and
performmating

Outputs:
Pipe Diameter used in each
path
Minimize Cost
Tekanan pada tiap node

Step 5: Crossover from each mating to
create new offspring

No
Step 6: Perform mutation on population
except new offspring

Yes

Step 8: Check stop condition

Step 7: Maintain the number of
population by adding the new offspring
and killing the lowest rank chromosome

Figure 1. Genetic Algorithm Solution for Case Study
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2. EXPERIMENTS RESULT
A GA program is built for this paper, and using that program some experiments will be conducted. The
experiment is done to validate the correctness of this theory and check for parameter impact in genetic
algorithm. The results of the experiments will be explain below, for a more detail experiments, you could
check from [8].
1.
2.

The result from manual calculation and GA program is correct
By giving a complex problem, GA is able to reduce the cost from iteration to iteration, as seen in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Genetic Algorithm Solution for Complex problem
3.

Genetic algorithm parameter experiments:
a. Number of population, by increasing the number of population and locking other variable
will affect in the chance of getting the optimal result. It is shown in Figure 3, 4, and 5.
The cost result for each figure are $205.119.660 for Figure 3, $198.627.780 for Figure 4,
$195.795.480 for Figure 5, and $195.166.480 for Figure 6.

Figure 3. Number of Population = 10

Figure 4. Number of Population = 20
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Figure 5. Number of Population = 30

Figure 6. Number of Population = 100

b.

Number of mating. By looking at the graph, a higher number of mating will result in
faster convergence, but this can’t be accurately proven. See Figure 7, 8, and 9.

Figure 7. Number of Mating = 2

Figure 8. Number of Mating = 4
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Figure 9. Number of Mating = 6

c.

Number of Mutation, this will increase the number of new combination in the population.
The advantage of mutation is to help the algorithm if it is stuck in local minima. From
this experiment, there is no strong evidence what this parameter will affect.

3. CONCLUSION
From this experiment we could conclude that:
1.
2.
3.

Genetic algorithm could be used as a solution for choosing a good combination of diameter in a
pipe network.
The correct pipe diameter combination from automated calculation compared to that of a manual
calculation is valid.
By changing the parameters variable in a genetic algorithm have an impact in the solution
provided. Some of the findings are:
a. By increasing the number of population, the chances on obtaining the optimal solution
will also increase. But more computation in each cycle will increase as well.
b. By increasing the number of mating will effect in faster convergence of the algorithm.
Faster convergence is not a good thing or a bad thing, depends on what solution the
algorithm provide when it reach the convergence stage.
c. By changing the mutation rate will help the algorithm if it is stuck in a local minima.
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ABSTRACT

A laboratory-scale of Microbial Fuel Cell (MFC) was studied in order to determine the capacity and the efficiency of
electricity production in MFC system by using microorganisms. The medium used is an isolated culture of Saccharomyces
cereviciae. A number of media was evaluated its capacity to provide the best growth phase for Saccharomyces cereviciae using
Optical Density method with spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 550 nm. Proton Exchange Membrane used was kind of
Nafion 117, Lynctech, USA. Electrode used as electron mediator in both anode and cathode compartment, is a graphite
electrode in the vessel volume of 5 x 10-2 m3. The cathode compartment is a mixture of electrolyte compounds K3Fe(CN)6 and a
buffer solution. Microbes that have been cultured was applied into the MFC reactor to be measured it’s ability in generating
electrical energy by applying it to an electric system, a digital multimeter (microampermeter) with a cable connected along the
3.0 x 10-1 m. A number of factors need to be controlled so that microbes can generate electrical energy efficiently, such as
acidity and DO value in the anode compartment. The best media choosen from four varians kind of media is the GYE media
with the highest absorbance at 1.938 with no dillution. The variaton of this research include the microbes concentration and
the riboflavin concentration added as electron mediator. The results of the optimum measuring electrical current without
riboflavin that is equal to 224 μA and obtained by electrical efficiency of 53.90% for the comparison between adding and
without riboflavin as a mediator.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The symptoms of global warming and energy crisis in the world has been aware of the need for compliance with the world's
energy needs. The role of invention of renewable energy source is necessary. The wealth of natural resources that could be a
sustainable development, is not widely applied in Indonesia. Data from the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (EMR)
in 2006 mentions the use of energy mix in Indonesia today is more than 90% use of fossil energy, namely crude oil 51.66%,
28.57% of natural gas, coal 15.34%, while other energy sources include hydropower 3.11%, 1.32% geothermal, and new and
renewable energy (EBT) others, only about 0.2%. Based on the energy source, the form of electricity is the most practical
usage of energy, but the conversion of combustion and gasification technologies commonly used in electricity generation
resulted in a depletion of fossil fuel reserves and increasing the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere, while the conversion of
biogas into electricity has a low efficiency, is less than 40% [1]. Challenges in the development of electricity generation is
finding a more efficient technology and environmentally friendly. Fuel cell is an electrochemical device that continuously
converts chemical energy into electrical energy [1]. Various kinds of fuel cells has been developed, among others biofuel cell
that includes microbial fuel cell (MFC) and enzymatic fuel cells. MFC is a system to convert chemical energy into electrical
energy with the aid of catalytic reaction of microorganisms. MFC generates electricity by oxidizing organic matter in
anaerobic through the help of bacteria. Catalytic activity and proton transfer has been invetisgated by using enzymes and
additional mediator. Most of the bacteria that have been identified which is capable for producing electricity in the fuel cell is a
metal reducing bacteria. Recent research shows electricity generation MFC-producing bacteria can be produced by the
mediator or the exchange of electrons from a group of bacteria consisting of Alcaligenes faecalis, Enterococcus faecium, and
Pseudomonas aeruginosa [2]. While organic materials can be used as a substrate in MFC, such us glucose, starch, fatty acids,
amino acids and proteins, and wastewater from humans and animals [3]. MFC has more advantages than the abiotic fuel cells
one. This is because the MFC can produce electricity from organic waste and renewable biomass that can easily adapt to
different organic substances contain in waste environtment [4]. The catalyst used in abiotic fuel cells is platinum. It could be an
expensive investment, while the catalyst can be replaced by the growth of microorganisms.
Generally, the mechanism of the process is the substrate oxidized by bacteria to produce electrons and protons at the
anode. Electrons are transferred through an external circuit, while protons were diffused through the solution toward the
cathode [5]. At the cathode, electrons and protons react with oxygen to produce water [6].
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The principle of MFC is very simple, namely placing two electrodes that are connected, the anode contain the incubated
microbes and cathode contain an electrolyte and buffer solution [4]. The solution mixed in cathode provides good conductivity
to the electrode [3]. Mass transfer is affected by various natural processes, such as diffusion, suspended sediments, and tidal
waves. While the voltage generated, influenced by the natural gradient of reduction-oxidation in sediments rich in organic
material with oxygen-rich water.
Electrons derived from substrate that has been oxidized and transferred to the anode. There are several mechanisms for
electron transfer from bacteria to the electrode, is using an external mediators such as tionin and neutral red are usually
expensive and toxic, direct electron transfer from bacteria to the anode wall, using mediators produced by bacteria[2], and
using bacteria that can conduct electricity. Electrons are accepted at the anode and then flowed through an external circuit
before reacting with electron acceptor in the cathode. MFC’s recent studies carried out on electrodes, membrane , MFC reactor
design, the type of bacteria used, the type of substrate used and the variation parameters [3].
In this research, Saccharomyces cerevisiae will be used as the catalyst and riboflavin will be added as electron mediator in the
MFC system to increased it’s capacity in producing electricity energy.

2. METHOD
For the first step, we design MFC reactor, which is contain of two compartment, anode and cathode compartment. These two
compartments were separated by a membrane called Proton Exchange Membrane Nafion 117®. Then the electrolyte
preparation was needed to activate the mebrane. In this step, Nafion 117® is firstly being activated by reacting with aquadest,
peroxide solution and sulfuric acid. Besides that, we have to prepare for graphite electrode in the form of carbon rods. The
anode chamber contains the microorganism that have been inoculated while the cathode contains kalium ferricianide and
buffer solution. Before doing the experiment, the physical and chemical factor of the microorganism were analyzed, such us
pH value and DO value.
The research about MFC was conducted to find out the ability of microorganism in producing electrical energy and it’s
influence with riboflavin added as the electron mediator. Previously, the best growth phase of Saccharomyces
cervisiae in several media was conducted in this research using Optical Density (OD) method and a spectrophotometer
instrument. The efficiency of MFC performance decided by the amount of electrical current and potential measured using an
analog Microamperemeter and a digital Multimeter.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Isolated culture of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which will be applied to the MFC, previously conducted with OD testing to
determine the most optimum growth in several media that had been prepared. Optimum growth of bacteria and other living
organism strongly influenced by environmental conditions such as pH, temperature, nutrients, oxygen or carbon dioxide
content.
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Figure 1. Growth curves of Saccharomyces cerevisiae at various medium

In this study, Saccharomyces cerevisiae grown on several media such as Glucose Yeast Extract (GYE), Saborauds, bean
sprouts extract, and corn extract, which is set on the pH value of 7.0. Saccharomyces cerevisiae culture was inoculated and
incubated in the incubator for 40 hours at 30 oC. In Figure 1, can be seen the growth curve of Saccharomyces cerevisiae in any
media. Cell growth was observed by looking at the number of cells based on the technique of OD against incubation time.
Absorbance measurement was conducted through OD method using spectrophotometer instrument at a wavelength of 550 nm.
Based on the graphic above, it was found that the optimum value growth of Saccharomyces cerevisiae is in the GYE medium.
It is characterized by the value of OD550 nm of the most high compared to the three other medium, with absorbance values
obtained that is equal to 2.010. The pattern obtained from the growth curve of Saccharomyces cerevisiae in GYE medium
shows that the exponential phase ended after 20 hours as indicated by the value of OD550 nm of 1.610. After 20 hours of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae stationary phase, this is the phase when the population is stable or do not provide a sufficient
number of cells increased significantly. This is because of the number of cells that grow is equal to the number of the dead
cells. GYE medium is a commonly used liquid media for bacteria or yeast, because it contains almost all the components
needed for growth. The most important components is glucose, tripton (peptone from casein), and yeast extract. Yeast extract
contained in this medium in addition to a rich source of C and N dissolved and also contains vitamin B which is needed to
support cell growth. Based on Masuda, riboflavin in yeast extract can accelerate the anodic electron transfer process by
microbes [6].
3.1. Effect of Current and Voltage Measurements on Exponential Phase
In this research, the comparation of data from Saccharomyces cerevisiae growth in the GYE media against the production of
electric current generated. This was conducted in order to prove that the production of electricity generated is derived from
microbial activity that metabolize the substrate in the anode compartment. The data contains measurement results and
measurement of OD value of current and voltage can be seen in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
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Figure 2. OD value (absorbance) for 40 hours by using GYE media

Figure 3. Currents and voltage measurements performed after 20 hours incubation

Measurement of electrical currents and voltage was conducted when the medium of Saccharomyces cerevisiae in the
exponential phase, the phase where microbial growth is optimum. In exponential phase, cell division and increasing cell
numbers running very fast [7]. In addition, this phase is also an increase in cell biomass productivity. By measuring current and
voltage in an exponential phase is expected to microbes in the MFC system can produce higher electrical currents. In the figure
above, can be seen that the electrical current generated reached 224 μA with a measured voltage that is equal to 196 mV. While
measuring the electrical current is the smallest by 138 μA, so it can be concluded that there was a significant increase during
the measurement in exponential phase to MFC.
3.2. Measurement of Electrical Current in the Anode Suspension Volume Variation
In the exponential phase of cell division and increase the number of cells in the microbial running very fast. At this time,
Saccharomyces cerevisiae perform respiration to ATP formation that will be used for growth. In Figure 4 is shown the results
of current and voltage measurements in the system for 3 hours MFC anode suspension volume in the MFC system.
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Figure 4. Measurement of electrical current in the anode suspension volume variation

Measurements in aerobic condition tends to increase. This indicates increased metabolic activity of microbes that involves
glucose as substrate. In line with the reduced amount of glucose consumed, then there is a decrease of electrical current and
voltage. This derivation was also caused by substances produced waste that is not needed anymore, so the neighborhood is also
change. These changes can contribute to the increase in the number of dead cells. While Figure 5 is a voltage measurement
data with the variation of the volume of the anode suspension.

Figure 5. Measurement of voltage in the anode suspension volume variation

In measurement of some samples insist a decline in voltage. This is caused by the polarization occurred on the electrode.
Electrode polarization was occurs in the anode compartment when the electrochemical measurements already passed its
maximum flow [3]. Metabolism of Saccharomyces cerevisiae also produces hydrogen gas. The more hydrogen gas formed, the
more it will cover the surface of anode compartment. The longer measurement time, bubbles of hydrogen gas will increasingly
cover almost the entire surface of the anode. This causes the decrease of current and voltage generated in the MFC system.
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In addition, according to research from Marsili, there are also some other factors that triggered the enhancement of resistance
in Saccharomyces cerevisiae including in production of biofilms [8]. It has the same effect as polarization that happens, both
increased barriers that resulted in a decrease of anode current and voltage result. Biofilms formed lead electrode coated by a
layer of film. For regeneration, the electrode need to be soaked in the HCl and NaOH solution respectively for one day.
Formation of byproducts of microbial metabolism that coats the electrode surface and also the proton exchange membrane that
disrupts the process of the MFC system. The death of microbes cell due to changes in pH value and the decreased availability
of electrons to be transferred to the electrode caused by the decrease of sugar concentration that can also be a cause of decline
in voltage generated in the MFC system.
3.3. Measurement of Electrical Current and Voltage with Riboflavin Concentration Variations
Measurement of electrical currents and voltage by adding riboflavin as an electron mediator, is expected for further improve in
current and voltage measurement in the MFC system. The result of current and voltage measurements with various
concentration of riboflavin in the MFC system is shown in Figure 6 and 7.

Figure 6. Measurement of electrical current with riboflavin consentration variation
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Figure 7. Measurement of voltage with riboflavin consentration variation

Based on the results obtained, an increase in electrical current of up to 262 μA. When compared with the results of the
optimum measuring electrical current without riboflavin that is equal to 224 μA, the percentage obtained an efficiency of
53.90%. This can occur because of riboflavin as an electron mediator which able to deliver microbial compound to the electron
acceptor of the electrode in the anode [9]. According to Masuda, based on the midpoint potential, riboflavin can be used as a
nearly optimum for biocatalyst mediator at the anode that serves to transfer electrons [6].
In some current and voltage measurements, there is a decrease in the number of data measured at a certain time. The reason is
the same as had been described above. Nevertheless, the addition of riboflavin in this experiment can also cause a denaturation
of the electron transfer mediator thus affecting its ability to transfer the electrons from the plasma membrane to the surface of
the electrode and the rivalry between the mediators and oxygen as electron acceptor [10].

4. CONCLUSION
Microbial culture of Saccharomyces cerevisiae can be used to produce electrical energy alternatives in MFC system. In
variation of the growth media for Saccharomyces cerevisiae, found that the media GYE is the most optimum media for
Saccharomyces cerevisiae’s growth. At the anode suspension volume variation, found that the optimum production of
electrical energy obtained by using as many as 20 mL of microbial suspension in the anode compartment of MFC system, that
is equal to 224 μA. In the riboflavin concentration variation, found that the optimum production of electrical energy obtained
from the riboflavin concentration of 10 ppm. Efficiency of electricity production generated by MFC measurement with and
without the addition of riboflavin as an electron mediator was reach 53.90%.
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ABSTRACT
Global warming that triggered the climate change is largely due to increased CO2 concentrations. Utilization of Chlorella sp.
to reduce CO2 gas is a promising potential. Chlorella can efficiently reduce CO2 and easily adapted into the photobioreactor
system engineering.
In this research, the type of microalgae that is used is Chlorella vulgaris in Benneck medium. The system of reactor that is
used is mid-scale bubble column photobioreactor flowed by air which contains 5% CO2. Chlorella vulgaris biomass
production will be increased by adjusting the cell density in the photobioreactor. These arrangements will be implemented
through a continuous treatment of cell entrapment.
The arrangement of cell density in continuous reactor has been proven to increase production of Chlorella vulgaris biomass
about 1.25 times more than cultivation without arrangement of cell density by using the same number of inoculums. The results
also have shown that the average rate of CO2 fixation and Carbon Transfer Rate (CTR) obtained at cell entrapment condition
about 17 times larger. Continuous cellular entrapment method is very potential to be developed as a method for the production
of biomass. Lipids and carotene that have been produced from Ch. vulgaris, respectively 18.24% and 9.42 ppm.
Keywords
Chlorella vulgaris, biomass production, cell entrapment, CO2 fixation, Carbon Transfer Rate.

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, most became seriously environmental problems was global warming effect that related to increasing CO2
and other flue gases in Earth's atmosphere level. Most increased CO2 emission was caused by motor vehicles, industrial
activity, logging and so on. Various efforts have been made to overcome this problem, one of which is done by using
microalgae biological activity such Ch. vulgaris that was shown its CO2 fixation ability through photosynthesis reaction. In
addition, analysis of substance essential content of this Chlorella strain, tend that this strain have a potential purpose such its
health supplements potential, cosmetics and pharmaceuticals ingredients content, animal feed, chemical products and
environmentally friendly fuel. [1-4].
Chlorella sp uses light energy to produce ATP and biochemical reducing compounds via the light-dependent
reaction of photosynthesis, fixes CO2 in light independent reactions, and uses the 3-carbon compound produced, 3phospoglycerate, in metabolism, growth and cell division. Unfortunately, the rate of CO2 fixation and biomass production
under constant illumination are relatively low, because self–shading phenomenon.
One effort to overcome the effects of self-shading is to arrange cell density in photo bioreactor. This cell arrangement
was done by using continues cell entrapment method. This entrapment was done by providing a filter device in the form of
sponge (foam) into the photo bioreactor. This paper will discuss about the optimization of cell entrapment process by setting
the suction rate from filter. Suction rate setting will affect to amount of cells that trapped in the filter and caused of culture
biomass density still constant during its cultivation period. Thus the number of cell in the reactor still get optimal illumination
and biomass production under constant illumination are also increasing.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Ch. vulgaris was supplied from the Research Center of Fresh Water Fishery, Depok Fishery Service, Indonesia. This
strain is cultivated in a single 18 dm3 bubble column photobioreactor containing Benneck medium at light intensity of 5 Klx
(Figure-1).
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Figure 1 Experimental equipment
The experiment was divided into two stages. The first was to determine the suction rate, μmax,opt that tend optimum
specific growth rate (μmax,opt) of Ch. vulgaris. The results from this stage were used for the next stage, then the second stage is
the change of the suction rate for the maximum growth rate (µμmax,opt) that is simultaneously according to biomass density (X)
during cultivation period.
OD600Measurement of cell suspensions was performed for growth analysis. Calibration curves guided a relation where
a unit of OD600 corresponded to a cell dry weight concentration of 0,71 g/L. CO2 concentration of input and output gases
(yCO2in,yCO2out) was analyzed by gas chromatography (GC-TCD Shimadzu GC-8A). Light intensity of the incident and
transmitted light were measured by Luxmeter (Luxtron LX-103) and pH of the cultures was measured using the pH- meter
(Hanna Model 8314).

3. DISCUSSIONS
In the first stage of the experiment, Ch. vulgaris was cultivated in several variations of cell density at various suction
rate of filter. This stage was performed to obtain optimum suction rate, μmax,opt on the maximum specific growth rate of Ch.
vulgaris, μmax,opt, From this stage, the correlation result of suction rate that tend maximum growth rate ( μmax,opt) as function of
biomass density was developed and shown in Figure 2. This figure result is used as reference to next stage where the suction
rate μmax,opt is set depend on culture culture biomass density of Xc. Suction flow rate was set in such way that make a number
of cells trapped in the filter and cell density in the reactor can be maintained constant. Thus the number of cell in the reactor
still get optimal illumination and biomass production under constant illumination can take place in optimal conditions during
cultivation period.
The next step, setting the suction rate during cultivation period was performed at regular interval (every 12 hours) and
adjusted to the number of cells that formed at that time. Based on Figure 2, the culture with initial density of 0.71 g/dm3, the
suction rate was set at a speed of 3 dm3/min. Comparison result of total biomass density with or without cellular entrapped
treatment was shown in Figure-3 and Figure-4.
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Figure 2: Correlation of optimum suction rate and Ch. vulgaris’s culture biomass density (X)

Figure 4: Cellular specific growth rate of Ch. vulgaris in:
A. unused cellular-entrapment method
B. used cellular entrapment method

Figure 3: Cellular growth of Ch. vulgaris in:
A. unused cellular-entrapment method
B. used cellular entrapment method

In the beginning period, cell growth in both treatments have similar cultivation trend. However, after 40 h cultivation,
cell growth began to show a different trend. This indicates cellular self shading phenomenon as consequence of rapid
increasing biomass density in medium culture in unused cellular-entrapment method. In cellular-entrapment method, it shown
that total cellular biomass density was increasing to 6.89x10-1g/dm3. However in unused cellular-entrapment method, it tended
an increasing to 5.26x10-1g/dm3 and it means that presence of cellular-entrapment method was increase cellular growth around
25%. But if we look at in Figure-3 above, in the range of 120 hours cultivation, cellular growth in unused cellular-entrapment
method had entered the stationary phase, while in used cellular entrapment method, cell growth is still increasing. This allows
for generate increased growth more than 25% with the addition of time. These results have a similar pattern of previous results,
where the cultivation process that uses a filtration system will improve cellular growth better. [10].
Furthermore, in Figure-4 can be seen the cellular specific growth rate during cell cultivation. Cellular specific growth
rate μ, that is logarithmically proportional to incident biomass density X and was calculated by following logarithmic equation:

1 dX
X dt

(1)

In Figure-4 above can be seen that in unused cellular entrapment method showed a decline cell growth rate after 20 hours of
cultivation. The decrease was due to the effect of self shading. In the used cellular entrapment method, cell growth rate can
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still be kept constant after 20 hours to 40 hours, and then the growth rate decreased slowly. The use of these filters has made
cell density in the reactor can be kept constant by trapping some of the cell in the filter. This condition can minimize the effects
of self shading, so the numbers of cell in the reactor still get the optimal light intensity during cultivation. Therefore it can said
that the continuous cellular entrapment method could make the growth rate of cell becomes higher and has a longer cultivation
time.
Bicarbonate ion concentration [HCO3-] trend was shown in Figure-5. This figure showed the amount diluted CO2
which was available and can be consumed for micro algae’s metabolism. These ions were calculated from pH measurement
using combination of Henry’s Law and the Hendersen-Hasselbalch’s equation [2-4]. Incident [HCO3-] in continuous cellularentrapment method showed higher than another treatment result. This is due to the large cell activity in enhancing growth as
shown by Figure-3 and Figure-4. Higher cellular growths in continuous cellular entrapment method allow cells to fix CO2
greater as shown in Figure-6. This figure showed the concentration of CO2 that fixed in the culture medium. The number of
CO2 dissolved in the cell culture media has increased the concentration of [HCO3-] that can be consumed by micro algae, as
seen in Figure-5 below. The amount of fixed CO2 concentration, dY CO was calculated by direct relation of elimination
Y

2

function of CO2 concentration of input and output gases (yCO2in - yCO2out) that was shown in following equation [3 – 4, 6]

dY
CO2
Y

YCO2in

YCO2out

YCO 2 in

Figure 5: Incident Bicarbonate ion concentration [HCO3-] of
Ch. vulgaris in:
A. unused cellular-entrapment method
B. used cellular entrapment method

x100%

(2)

Figure 6: Incident fixed CO2 concentration by Ch. vulgaris in:
A. unused cellular-entrapment method
B. used cellular entrapment method

Based on the figure 6 above, the continuous cellular entrapment method has proven to increase the ability of CO2 fixation
about 17 times compare to another treatment.
In this study we also analyzed the essential contents of Ch. vulgaris which cultivated by both methods above. This
analysis is intended to assess the performance of photobioreactor equipped with a continuous cell entrapment system in
producing biomass of Ch. vulgaris. The essential compounds which we select to be analyzed are carotene, chlorophyll and
lipids. In this discussion, we compared the concentrations of essential compounds produced from the cultivation with essential
compounds from Chlorella before cultivated (pre-culture), as can be seen in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Essential content of Ch. vulgaris

Essential Compounds (theoretical range) [11]
Carotene
(3.3-11.2); (ppm)
Chlorophyll (7.0-27.0); (ppm)
Lipids
(14.0-22.0); (%)

Pre-culture

Cultivation

11.54
23.25
18.80

10.42
17.88
18.24
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From Table 1 above can be seen that this cultivation process has led to a slight decrease in concentration of these three
essential components. However, the decrease is very small and relatively negligible. Thus it can be said that the design of
cultivation system used in this study is potential in improving the yield of biomass Ch. v. Buitenzorg and quality of the cell is
also maintained.

4. CONCLUSION
Cultivation process of Ch. v. Buitenzorg with the cell density arrangement in the culture medium has succeeded in
increasing growth rate of biomass up to 1.25 times and the ability of CO2 fixation up to 17 times. Increased CO2 fixation ability
of the cultivation system showed that the system is very potential as an alternative method that is safe and friendly
environment for the process of CO2 fixation in overcoming the problems greenhouse gases and global climate change. In
addition, based on essential content analysis of Ch.v.Buitenzorg, then this cultivation system also has the potential to produce
high biomass yields and have selling value if manufactured into various products simultaneously.
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ABSTRACT
Wax esters are long chain esters that are derived from fatty acids and alcohols with chain lengths of 12
carbons or more. Wax esters are important ingredients in the cosmetic formulations such as cleansers,
conditioners and moisturizers, antifoaming agent, lubricants, plasticizers and polishes. Conventionally,
the wax esters have been synthesized using acid catalyst. However, the use of acid catalysts is not
environmental friendly and produce undesirable side reactions. In this study, wax ester is from
esterification of oleic acid with octanol using Candida rugosa lipase as biocatalyst. The effects of various
reaction parameters such as molar ratio of substrates, amount of enzyme, and reaction time were
investigated. Conversion of oleic acid achieved 87,5 % under optimum operating condition.
Key words
Wax ester, Oleic acid, Octanol, Candida rugosa lipase, Esterification
1.

INTRODUCTION

Wax esters are important ingredients in the cosmetic formulations such as cleansers, conditioners,
moisturizers, antifoaming agent, lubricants, plasticizers and polishes [2]. Natural wax ester can be
extracted from animals and plant materials such as beeswax, sperm whale and jojoba oil. [3]. However,
they are often in short supply and at present too expensive for commercial exploitation. Currently, most
of the wax esters used commercially are of synthetic origin.
Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Indonesia have successfully produced wax ester from
oleic acid and octanol in the presence of acid catalyst supported in zeolites [9]. This kind of catalyst was
chosen because it is easy to be separated from product and it has a wide surface area to contact. The
HPW/20Z catalyst were able to convert 80,73 % of oleic acid. Unfortunately, this kind of catalyst is not
environmental friendly and it leads to undesired side reaction.
Enzymatic reaction allows for a mild reaction condition, thereby leading to reduced energy consumption
and less thermal damage of reactants and products [1]. Lipase are widely used to catalyze the such
hydrolysis, esterification, acidolysis, aminolysis, and alcoholysis reaction [7]. Enzyme selectivity are
important factor to catalyze some reaction. Selectivity of enzymes is an important factor to catalyze some
reaction. Basically, because of its selectivity, lipase is possible to obtain products that difficult to be
produced through conventional chemical reactions [8] so that it is expected the use of these kind of
biocatalysts can optimize the production of wax esters.In previous research studies, immobilized lipase
are used by being supported to a solids such as alumina-silicate foam coated with carbon nanofiber [4].
However, Liu have compared the lipolytic activity of lipase derived from Burkholderia sp. C20
immobilized and suspended and the was suspended lipase has better characteristics in terms of specifity
[5].
Based on the things above, then this research, which will synthesize wax esters based oleic acid using
lipase enzyme biocatalysts, becomes very important.
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2. Materials and Method
2.1 Materials
Candida rugosa lipase powder, with the hydrolytic activity of 8000 U / g was purchased from
Biocatalysts, Pontypridd, United Kingdom. Oleic acid, octanol, and 96% ethanol used were technical
grade, while KOH p.a. was purchased from Merck, Germany.
The instrument used in this study is reaction tube, shaking waterbath, thermometer, micropipet, spatula,
watch glass, analytical scales, centrifuge, erlenmeyer.
2.2 Esterification of Oleic Acid
The reaction system consisted of 2 mmol of oleic acid and alcohol with the same amount. Candida rugosa
lipase enzymes were added at 4 % weight of oleic acid (0.023 g) after the mixture warmed to a
temperature of 37 oC in a waterbath. The reaction lasted for 6 hours.
The mixture was incubated in a 10 mL sized closed reaction tube placed in a shaking waterbath filled
with water. The constant operating conditions were temperature of 37oC and shaking rate of 100 rpm.
2.3 Identification of Reaction Product
The product was periodically tested using High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) with RP18
Licrosphere column. Solvents used were hexane, methanol and isopropanol (5:4) with a flow rate of 0.8
mL / min. 205 nm UV detector was used to capture the peak generated. Temperatures were set according
to ambient conditions.
2.4 Analysis of Reaction Product
2.4.1 Determine of the percentage conversion of oleyloleate (%).
The percentage conversion (%) of oleyloleate was measured by determining the remaining unreacted fatty
acids in the reaction mixture by titration with 0.1 M KOH. All the samples were assayed in duplicate, i.e.
sample without enzyme (blank test) and with enzyme. Data obtained from the titration is the volume of
KOH needed to neutralize the remaining fatty acids. This volume is then inserted into the following
equation:
(1)
Description:
V0 = Volume KOH to titrate the sample without enzyme (mL)
Vt = Volume KOH to titrate the sample with enzyme (mL)
2.4.1.1 Effect of amount of enzyme.
The reactions were studied using various amount of enzyme (0 – 8 %wt of oleic acid) while fixing the
other conditions. Percentage conversion of wax ester was determined as described above.
2.4.1.2 Effect of molar ratio.
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The reaction mixtures were reacted with different molar ratio of substrates, mmol oleyl alcohol/mmol
oleic acid (molar ratio= 1, 2, 3, 6 and 12) while fixing the other conditions. Percentage conversion of wax
ester was determined as described above.
2.4.1.3 Effect of amount of oleic acid.
The reactions were studied using various amount of oleic acid (2 – 0,25mmol) while fixing the other
conditions. Percentage conversion of wax ester was determined as described above.
2.4.1.4 Effect of reaction time.
The effect of time in the wax ester synthesis was investigated by varying reaction periods (0,5; 1; 2; 3; 6;
10; 15; 20 hours)while fixing the other conditions. The percentage conversion was determined as
described above.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Identification of Reaction Product
Products from esterification reaction between oleic acid and octanol catalyzed by Candida rugosa lipase
were monitored by HPLC. From the reading of graphs, octyloleate peak captured in the time between 1012 minutes.
Peak data obtained then calculated and converted into concentration data. Table 1 shows the
concentration of oleic acid and octyloleate during the reaction time.
Table 1. Concentration of oleic acid and octyloleate during the reaction time
t [hours]
0
0,5
1
2
3
6
10
15
20

Concentration (mmol/L)
Oleic Acid
398,224
307,769
248,322
151,281
102,381
46,187
27,961
24,105
23,561

OctylOleate
44.514
184.931
198.799
201.180
203.781
193.708
186.847
197.970
217.439

From the table of concentration above, we can determine the yield of wax esters that is equal to 54.602%.
3.2 Effect of amount of enzyme
This variation is conducted to determine the optimum amount of enzyme that catalyzes the esterification
reaction. Enzymes are used as much as 1%, 2%, 4% and 8% the mass of oleic acid.
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Figure 1. Effect of %wt of enzymes towards conversion. Reaction conditions: time = 6 hours, the ratio of
oleic acid / octanol = 1:1 (2mmol each), temperature = 37oC, shaking rate = 100 rpm.
This figure shows that the conversion of oleic acid increases with increasing the amount of enzymes.
Addition of 4% enzyme able to generate a conversion of 69.76%. Although the maximum amount of
86.806% conversion generated by the addition of 8% enzyme, but esterification process becomes less
economical because the amount of enzyme that quite much. Therefore, the optimum amount of enzyme
that catalyzes the esterification of oleic acid is 4%, due to the addition of enzyme to 4% produces a
significant increase in conversion, this is equal to 24.39%.
3.3 Effect of Molar Ratio of Substrates
On the optimization of substrate molar ratio, the molar ratio between oleic acid and octanol made
different in accordance with previously determined to see where the optimum ratio for the esterification
of oleic acid with octanol. The ratio of reactants in the reaction mixture will determine the physical and
chemical properties of the reaction system. Effect of reactant ratio can be seen in Figure 3. This figure
shows that increasing the ratio of the reactants will decrease the conversion. This phenomenon occurred
because increasing the alcohol would decrease the esterification activity. This observation may reflect the
ability of the excess oleyl alcohol to distort the essential water layer from enzyme. At the same time, the
excess of oleyl alcohol will hinder the interaction frequency between substrate and lipases. This may be
due to the presence of high substrates concentration, the viscosity of the reaction mixture surrounding the
enzyme molecule may be increased due to the increase in the alcohol leading to ineffective mixing of
reactants [6]. Stoichiometric ratio (1:1) gives a maximum conversion of 69.76%.

Conversion %

100
80
60
40
20
0
1

2
3
8
12
Molar ratio (octanol:oleic acid)

Figure 2. Effect of the ratio of substrates towards conversion. Reaction conditions: time = 6 hours, 4 %
enzyme, 2 mmol of oleic acid, temperature = 37oC, shaking rate = 100 rpm.
These results can improve the economics of the process because the amount of materials used can be
saved.
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3.4 Effect of Amount of Oleic Acid
100

Conversion %

80
60
40
20
0
2

1

0.5

0.25

Amount of oleic acid (mmol)
Figure 3. Effect of amount of oleic acid towards conversion. Reaction conditions: time = 6 hours, 4 %
enzyme, temperature= 37oC, shaking rate = 100 rpm.
This experiment aimed to see whether there is any influence of the amount of the total mass towards the
conversion of oleic acid. Therefore, the amount of reactants and enzymes are remained constant.
Variation made is the amount of oleic acid is reduced by half.
Figure 4 show that a reduction in the amount of oleic acid will reduce the conversion although the total
mass of reactants and the amount of enzyme fixed. The trend of the graph is the same as figure 3. So, it
can be concluded that the conversion was not influenced by the weight percentage of enzyme towards
total mass of reactants.
3.5 Effect of Reaction Time
Variation of time is an important parameter to determine the performance of the enzyme during the
reaction. Through these variations, we will get the shortest time to get a good yield for the optimization
process.
100.000

Konversi (%)

80.000
60.000
40.000
20.000
0.000
0

0.5
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3
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10
15
20
Waktu (jam)
Figure 4. Effect of time towards conversion. Reaction conditions: the ratio of oleic acid / octanol = 1:1
(2mmol each), 4 % enzyme, temperature = 37oC, shaking rate = 100 rpm.
The figure above shows that the conversion increased over time. The maximum conversion (77.792%)
was found for 20 hours reaction time. However, the optimum time for this esterification reaction was 6
hours because no significant increase in conversion for a longer time. Conversions generated for reaction
time during the 6 hours was 69.76%. The conversion is relatively constant may occur because the reaction
has begin to reached the equilibrium [6].
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4. Conclusion
Through this research, several conclusions can be drawn, among other:
1. Octyloleate as wax esters could be produced through esterification of oleic acid with octanol using
Candida rugosa lipase.
2. Maximum conversion of 86.806% generated by the ratio of reactants of 1:1 (stoichiometric) with the
addition of 8% enzyme during for 6 hours of reaction time.
3. The optimum operating conditions in this experiment is the molar ratio of 1:1, 4% addition of enzyme,
and 6 hours of reaction time. With these operating conditions, a conversion of 69.76% can be obtained.
5. This experiment has produced wax ester with a yield of 54,602 %.
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ABSTRACT
Natural gas, like another common commodity can be stored for unlimited time. Exploration, production,
and transportation for natural gas need time and it can be directly used to encounter the lack of gas
storage, in case of malfunction of gas well site, transmission, and distribution facilities, or moreover in
peak load period and market penetration. Therefore, it needs gas buffering to support storage reliability, it
is underground gas storage.
Main purpose in this study is to give technical and economic analysis for underground storage application
in Indonesia, especially in West Java. In case with transmission and distribution pipeline in Depleted Gas
reservoir well site in Cirebon, then gas storage management and distribution can run properly, as
customer satisfaction and needs.
From result of analysis calculation for surface facilities with 550 MMSCFD of flow rate capacity, the
investment needed is about 99 million USD. When the storage cost is 0,4 – 0,6 $ USD/MMBtu, the facility
can be considered to be developed in West Java.
Keywords
Underground Gas Storage, Depleted Reservior, Surface Facility

1. INTRODUCTION
The increase of gas usage and the high demand of natural gas fuel in Indonesia, especially West Java, in
such of that the management of the distribution and transmission gas company is a key issue. This aspect
often faces the problems about relationship between the amount of supply, the distribution and take or pay
system. Gas supplied to distribution company must be distributed to customer, if not the distribution
company have to paid the amount of the supplied gas. In case of high volume of gas, the storage is needed
for better management of gas distribution and to achieve minimum losses. One of the altinative storage is
underground gas storage (UGS).
This storage use the underground reservoir and this reservoir has a porosity whach allows natural gas to be
contained within the medium. The curve of the caprock may also prevent the movement of gas outside the
medium. The bottom of porous medium may be sealed by impermeable rock, or may be sealed by water.
This study will calculate and analyze of the investment of UGS business scheme and the feasible conditions
of this business. The storage fee is a crucial issue in gas business, therefore the sensitivity analysis due to
the change of storage fee is needed. The assumpsion of this study is the depleted gas well in west java,
around Cirebon as UGS.
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2. METHOD
The steps of research method are as follow; supply and demand analysis, storage capacity and location
selection, compressor capacity, design of metering system, calculation of investment and maintenance cost,
economic and sensitivity analysis, and also the calculation of storage fee.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Supply and Demand Analysis
Total supply of gas to West Java is around 850 MMSCFD. This amount of gas is assumed to enter to UGS
system. The system has one point for gas intake to the storage and one point for withdrawal well. The
withdrawal gas will be delivered to the market and the amount is 550 MMSCFD. The rest of gas store in
UGS system. The location of UGS system to gas pipeline is around 47 km.
3.2 Storage Capacity and Location Selection
The reservoir in West Java which has characteristic that can be able to become UGS is located around
Cirebon. In this case, mid-range type of storage is selected and by using this type, the deliveribility of gas
could be until 80 – 240 days. The capacity of Initial Gas In Place in reservoir is around 37 Bcf.
3.3 Compressor Capacity
The 550 MMSCFD gas flowrate will be compressed by two reciprocating compressors, 300 MMSCFD of
each capacity. The discharge pressure from second stage is 1,000 psia and the minimum power needed for
this compressor is 16,577 BHP.
3.4 Dehydration and Metering Unit
Water content of withdrawal gas will be removed in dehydration unit. This unit reduce the water content
untill the water content meet the gas pipeline specification. TEG (three ethylene glycol) is used as
absorbant. The circulation ratio of TEG is 104.7 gal TEG/lbm H2O absorbed and the concentration of TEG
is 98%. In order to manage and handle the gas flowrate, the metering system must be installed. Three units
of meter system with 200 MMSCFD of each capacity will be installed.
3.5 Investment and Maintenance Cost
The investment of UGS contain capex of compressore, well-reservoir services, gathering system,
dehydration system, metering system, reservoir depleted development and cushion gas. Table 1 show the
estimated investment cost and Table 2 show the operation and maintenance cost. Total investment cost is
around 99 million USD and operation cost is 10.3 million USD per year.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Table 1. Investment Cost
Cost Component
Unit
Sizing/unit
Compressor
2
300 MMSCFD
Well-reservoir
22
37 BCF
Gathering Pipeline
1
40.7 km
Dehydrator
6
110 MMSCFD
Metering Station
3
200 MMSCFD
Reservoir Depleted Development
1
Cushion Gas
5.5 BCF
Working Capital (10%)
Total

Cost (USD)
61,150,000
1,200,000
5,755,000
600,000
1,000,000
100,000
14,850,000
9,005,500
99,060,500
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No
1
2

1
2
3
4
5

Table 2. Operation and Maintenance Cost
Cost component
Unit
Sizing/unit
Variable Cost
Compressor
2
300 MMSCFD
Dehydrator
6
110 MMSCFD
Total Variable Cost (A)
Fix Cost
Well-Reservoir
22
37 Bcf
Gathering
1
40.7 KM
Metering Station
1
550 MMSCFD
Reservoir Depleted Development
1
37 Bcf
Man Power
100
Persons
Depreciation
Total Fix Cost (B)
Total Opex (A+B)

Cost (USD)
3,000,000
1,998,150
4,998,150
220,000
100,000
100,000
10,000
457,300
4,502,750
5,390,050
10,388,200

3.6 Economic and sensitivity analysis
If the assumption of requirement of pay back period is five years and IRR is more then 13%, so that this
project is feasible when the storage fee is more than 0.4 USD/MMBtu. Table 3 shows the effect of storage
fee to IRR, NPV and pay back period (PBP). This result is based on 550 MMSCFD of the flow capacity.
From this result shows that this project is not feasible when the storage fee less than 0.4 USD/MMBtu.
Table 3. The Effect of storage fee to IRR, NPV and PBP
Storage Fee
IRR
NPV
PBP
(USD/MMBtu)
(%)
(106 )(USD)
(year)
0.60
27.43
71.71
5
0.48
20.33
39.44
5
0.36
12.77
7.17
6
0.30
8.73
-8.97
7

4. CONCLUSION
The conclusion of this study is as follow:
1. From the location selection, under ground gas storage is feasible if the location is not far from gas
transmission pipeline.
2. The configuration of surface facilities, for 550 MMSCFD of gas, are two units of parallel
compressors with 300 mmscfd each compressor and three units of orifice meter with 200
MMSCFD each meter unit. There are 6 unit of dehydration unit with 110 MMSCFD/unit in design
capacity
3. According to requirement of pay back period is 5 years and IRR is more than 13%, this project is
feasible when the storage fee is more than 0.4 USD/MMBtu and IRR will be around 20%
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ABSTRACT
The production of lactic acid from fresh cassava roots by Steptococcus bovis using membrane bioreactor
was investigated. Single-stage membrane bioreactor (MBR) without purging and with purging was
conducted and the lactic acid concentration and productivity was then compare to batch, fed-batch and
continuous fermentation. For single stage MBR, 1.88 g/lh lactic acid productivity and 15.7 g/l lactic acid
concentration were obtained at 0.12 h-1 dilution rate and 30 g/l feeding sugar concentration.
Keywords
Lactic acid, Fresh Cassava Roots, Streptococcus bovis, membrane bioreactor.

1. INTRODUCTION
Lactic acid is a raw material for synthesis of polylactic acid (PLA) which is an essential bioplastics material
[1]. The production of PLA from biomass is expected to be environmentally friendly, effective for reducing
CO2 gas emission and for saving fossil resources. However, the use of PLA is still limited because its
production cost is 3 to 10 times higher than that of conventional plastics from fossil fuel resources. In order
to reduce the production cost of PLA, we proposed an onsite cell plant method for the production of PLA
by fermentation, separation and polymerization in sequential production step. For fermentation, a cheap
fresh cassava roots was used as raw material and also the direct fermentation without saccharification was
conducted by previous study [2,3]. For polymerization process, direct polycondensation method without
catalyst and solvent was used to synthesize PLA as replacing of the high cost ring opening polymerization
method [4].
Conventional methods of fermentation that use free cells in batch process have several limitations, such as
low productivity, product inhibition and batch to batch variation in the product [5]. The effect of product
inhibitions on lactic acid fermentation has reported by Yuwono et al. [6]. Continuous fermentation, on the
other hand, although overcoming some of the problems associated with batch processes, is limited by cell
wash-out [7]. In order to increase the productivity significantly, it is necessary to use high cell
concentrations and to remove the inhibitory product (lactic acid).
Membrane bioreactor, an integrated process of fermentation and separation, as a compact process has the
valuable advantages in order to increase lactic acid productivity. This process is expected to reduce product
inhibition, reuse unconverted substrate, obtain high cell density culture, and decrease separation load of the
next separation process [7]. By the optimization of these advantages, it is expected to reduce cost
production of PLA in on-site cell plant.
In this research, membrane bioreactor with a ceramic monolith-type microfiltration membrane was used for
production of lactic acid from fresh cassava roots as raw material. The efficiency of membrane bioreactor
in terms of maximum lactic acid concentration and lactic acid productivity was investigated. Two case of
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membrane bioreactor, single stage without purging and two stage membrane bioreactor with purging were
conducted and its performance was then compared to batch, fed-batch and continuous operations.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODES
2.1 Microorganism and culture conditions
Streptococcus bovis JCM 5802 (RIKEN, Saitama, Japan) was used for L-lactic acid fermentation in this
study. The bacteria was cultured in 5 ml of MRS medium (Difco, Sparks, MD, USA) consisting of 10 g of
peptone (casein peptone tryptic digest), 10 g of meat extract, 5 g of yeast extract, 20 g or glucose, 2 g of
K2HPO4, 5 g of sodium acetate, 2 g of diammonium citrate, 0.1 g of MgSO4.7H2O, 0.05 g of MnSO4.H2O,
1 g of Tween 80 (poly sorbit-80) per liter of distilled water. After 18 h of incubation at 37oC, the cultures
were divided into 0.3 ml of aliquots (around 106 CFU/ml) per microtube and the cells were resuspended in
skim milk, and then stored at -80oC. Precultures were prepared by transferring a stock culture to 5 ml of
MRS medium and incubated at 37oC for 18 h and used as an inoculum for the fermentation process.
2.2. Fermentation
2.2.1 Media
Fresh cassava roots (FCR) used as substrate, directly supplied from Indonesia, were crushed and then
stored in a freezer. A basic medium (glucose) and tapioca (cassava starch) were also used for comparison.
Tryptosoya broth (Nissui Pharmeutical, Tokyo) which consisted of 20 g of peptone, 2.5 g of glucose, 2.5 g
of K2HPO4, 2.5 g of KH2PO4 and 5 g of NaCl per liter of distilled water, was used as basal medium. The
substrate and medium were mixed and autoclaved at 121oC for 20 min.
2.2.2. Single-stage membrane bioreactor
A fermentor having a working volume of 3 L was used in the following operating modes: batch,
conventional continuous fermentation, complete cell recycling. The fermentation was carried out under
anaerobic conditions at 39oC and pH was maintained at 5.5 by automatic addition of 5.5 N NH4OH
solution. Constant stirring at 360 +/- 3 rpm was kept during the fermentation.
The batch fermentation set-up consisted of a simple pH-controlled system. The set-up for cell recycling
with membrane separation (membrane bioreactor). The system was initially operated in batch mode and
switched to continuous mode or cell recycling mode after 24 h when the residual starch concentration was
about 0.2-0.5 g/l. The fresh medium was feeding continuously with feeding pump which connected to the
level controller to maintain a constant working volume. For continuous fermentation mode, the fementation
broth was then pumped to the stored tank at certain flow rate. For continuous cell recycling mode, the
amount of fermentation broth was pumped by magnetic gear pump (Iwaki, Type MDG-H15KA200, Japan)
at certain flow rate to a membrane system. A ceramic monolith-type membrane (Cefilt, NGK Filtech,
Japan) with 50 cm long, 37 holes with 3 mm diameter and a surface area 0.174 m2 was used. A hold-up
volume in the connection pipe and the membrane system was about 400 ml. The retentate was returned
back to the fermentor and the permeate was then collected. The pressure was adjusted manually with
pressure regulating valve and monitored with pressure gauge.
2.2.3. Analysis
The concentrations of L-lactic acid and residual starch (as glucose concentration) were analyzed using a
biosensor (Oji Scientific Instruments, Osaka). Residual starch was measured by conversion to glucose by
addition of glucoamylase enzyme and put in water bath at 50oC for 4 h. Aliquots of the fermented broth
samples were aseptically collected. Viable cells of S. Bovis (CFU/ml) in the diluted samples (0.1 ml) were
counted by the plate count method using bromocresol purple agar medium (Nissui Pharmaceutical, Tokyo)
after anaerobic incubation for 72 h at 37oC.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1 Fermentation of various carbon sources
Figure 1, shows the results of fermentation of various carbon sources (FCR, tapioca, glucose) in terms of
lactic acid concentration (a), residual sugar concentration (b) and viable cells (c). For all variations, batch
fermentation was first conducted for 24 hr at initial sugar concentration (CSo) of 40 g/l. Subsequently,
continuous membrane bioreactor (MBR) was carried out with feeding sugar concentration (CSf) of 30 g/l
and dilution rate (D) of 0.12 h-1. It can be seen that for batch operation, after 24 h, lactic acid
concentration for FCR was the highest among the other carbon sources. Moreover, residual sugar
concentration of FCR was nearly zero after 72 h operation and the lowest among other carbon sources. On
the other hand, lactic acid concentration for glucose was the lowest among the other carbon sources and the
residual sugar concentration of glucose was the higher among the other carbon source. For subsequent
MBR, the results show the same tendency with that in batch operation.
This result is in agreement with the study by Ghofar et al. [2] where they conducted batch fermentation of
FCR, tapioca, and glucose in different basal media by S. bovis. FCR was found to be more suitable for S.
bovis compare to other carbon sources. This is due to S. bovis has the ability to directly produce lactic acid
from starch because S. bovis secretes -amylase [8,9]. The starch is saccharified by extracellular -amylase
to maltooligosaccharde. Subsequently, intracellular -amylase liquefies the olisaccharides to glucose inside
the cell [10,11]. Then, S. bovis simultaneously converts glucose into lactic acid. It was known that S. bovis
grown in a medium containing starch, as the carbon source, the organism has more -amylase activity than
when cultured in a medium containing glucose [12]. It can also be seen that the viability cells of FRC is the
highest among other carbon sources for the consecutive operation, batch and MBR (Fig.1.c).
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Fig. 2 Fermentation of different raw materials using membrane bioreactor at CSo = 40 g/l, CSf = 30 g/l, D
= 0.12 h-1 : lactic acid concentration (a), residual sugar concentration (b) and viable cells (c)
3.2 Effect of feeding sugar concentration
Figure 2, shows the effect of feeding concentration of sugar concentration (FCR) on lactic acid
concentration (a), residual sugar concentration (b) and viable cells (c). The initial sugar concentration (CSo)
was 40 g/l, and the dilution rate (D) was kept at 0.07 h-1. The results show that after 24 h or batch
operation, 32 g/l lactic acid concentration and no residual sugar concentration were obtained. When MBR
operation started, lactic acid concentration suddenly decreased and the steady-state value at about 14 g/l
was obtained after about 48 h operation for both varied sugar concentrations. Residual sugar concentration
increased when MBR operation started and decreased after about 30 h for feeding sugar concentration (CSf)
of 30 g/l. However, residual sugar concentration was almost constant at about 14 g/l for feeding sugar
concentration (CSf) of 50 g/l. It can be understood the sugar can not be completely converted to lactic acid
at higher feeding sugar concentration. This could be due to the reaction time to complete sugar
consumption has not yet been achieved at the given dilution rate. The substrate inhibition occurred at 50 g/l
sugar concentration was also presumed. Zhang and Cheryan [13] have reported the study of starch
fermentation by membrane bioreactor with L. amylovorus as strain. They found that lactic acid
concentration was higher at 50 g/l sugar concentration than that at 90 g/l sugar concentration.
Viable cells count increased until 12 h operation and then decreased due to lack of sugar concentration for
batch operation (Fig. 2.c). When MBR started from 24 h operation, the viable cells stayed decreasing until
30 h operation and it started growing until the steady-state value at about 8.69 x 108 CFU/ml (feeding sugar
concentration of 30 g/l) and 6.72 x 108 CFU/ml (feeding sugar concentration of 50 g/l) were achieved. It
was generally known that the cell concentration, in terms of dry cell weight, can be increased as the
operating time increased at MBR operation because cell was rejected by membrane and recycled back to
the fermentor as reported by several studies [14-16]. However, the viable cells have not been mentioned
clearly. Our study shows that the viable cells remained constant even cell concentration (in term of cell dry
weight) increased. Because during the process, the livings cells undergo stress, which result in change in
physiology (decrease of global activity and of viability) and possibly in morphology (appearance of cell
damage and lysis) [17].
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Fig. 2 Effect of feed concentration on lactic acid concentration (a), residual sugar concentration (b) and
viable cells (c) at D = 0.07 h-1
3.3 Membrane performance in single-stage membrane bioreactor
Figure 3, shows the performance of the membrane in MBR operation at feeding sugar concentration (CSf)
of 30 g/l and dilution rate (D) of 0.12 h-1. The recirculation flow was set-up at 4.8 L/min which is equal to
0.31 m/s cross-flow velocity. The membrane was first operated at low transmembrane pressure at 5 kPa.
The result shows that cross-flow velocity decreased after 58 h operation and continued to decrease until
very low cross-flow velocity after 106 h operation. This was due to the increase of fermentation broth
viscosity since the cells was recycled back to the fermentor. The fermentation was stopped after 120 h.
Meanwhile the transmembrane pressure slightly increased during the operation and kept constant at about
10 kPa. Because there was no purging conducted during operation, the fermentation process can not be
operated for long period. Therefore, we purposed two-stage membrane bioreactor with purging which will
be mentioned in the following section.
In addition, during the membrane bioreactor operation, it was found that lactic acid and residual sugar
passed through the membrane, the cell was completely rejected because no viable cells found in the
permeate solution
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Fig. 9 Membrane performance during membrane bioreactor operation at CSf = 30 g/l and D = 0.12 h-1

7. CONCLUSION
The production of lactic acid from fresh cassava roots by Steptococcus bovis using membrane bioreactor
was investigated. Single-stage membrane bioreactor (MBR) without purging and two-stages MBR with
purging was conducted and the lactic acid concentration and productivity was then compare to batch, fedbatch and continuous fermentation. For single stage MBR, 1.88 g/lh lactic acid productivity and 15.7 g/l
lactic acid concentration were obtained at 0.12 h-1 dilution rate and 30 g/l feeding sugar concentration.
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ABSTRACT

Research on determination of amino acid composition of rice bran concentrate (RBC) of three local rice
varieties (Ciherang, Ciliwung and IR-66) as a potential source of bio-emulsifier material has been carried out.
The research aim is to determine the content of protein, composition and weight percent of amino acids from
rice bran concentrate. The rice bran concentrate was obtained by defatting of rice bran with n-hexane liquid.
The content of protein is determined using Kjeldahl method and hydrolyzed with HCl. Amino acid analyses were
carried out by High Performance Liquid Chromatography with the mobile phase of sodium acetate pH 6,5,
methanol 95% and OPA reagent. This research results in protein content of 1,78% (yield 1,4%), 2,42% (yield
1,2%), and 8,31% (yield 1,4%) for Ciherang, IR66, and Ciliwung varieties, respectively. The amino acid content
(mg/g of protein) of rice bran concentrate of the three local rice varieties generally have higher levels in polar
amino acids of histidine, arginine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid, serine, threonine and lysine. Proteins contain
both polar and non polar amino acids. One of the ways that proteins minimize their energy is by folding into
structures of low free energy. These structures generally result when the interactions of polar groups with water
are maximized and the interactions of non polar groups with water are minimized. The mechanisms will
influence its emulsifying and foaming properties. Thus, the rice bran concentrate can be proposed as a potential
source of natural emulsifier.
Keywords:
Amino acid composition, rice bran concentrate, local rice varieties, bio-emulsifier material

1. INTRODUCTION
Rice bran is an inexpensive, underutilized milling co-product of rough rice. In 2006, about 54 million tons of
rice was produced in Indonesia [1]. If rice bran recovery is 0,065 ton rice bran/ton rice [2], Indonesian rice will
result in about 3.51 million tons of bran each year. A large amount of them has been discarded and only a small
amount has been used as animal feed.
Demand of relatively inexpensive sources of proteins that can be incorporated to value-added food products is
increasing. Worldwide, much of the research is going on various sources of plant proteins ([3], [4], [5], [6]) that
may help in increasing the nutritional value of food products at low cost.
Rice bran is the major by product generated during milling, which is further extracted for oil. Proteins extracted
from heat stabilized defatted rice bran could be used as a neutraceutical food ingredient [7]. The development of
new food items from rice by products calls for the most precise information obtainable on desirable and
undesirable components. In addition, a group of researchers ([8], [9], [10]) proposes potential use of RBC as a
food protein ingredient due to its emulsifying and foaming properties. Even though rice bran is a by-product
produced in large quantity in Indonesia yearly, its application, for example, in foods is very limited, as well as
its application of such ingredient to food products have not been widely studied and published.
Rice bran has high nutritional value [11], and appears to have a beneficial dietary component that improves
hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and hyperglycemia [12]. Rice bran protein is higher in lysine content than rice
endosperm protein or any other cereal bran proteins [13]. The protein efficiency ratio (PER) has been widely
used as an indicator of protein nutritional quality. The PER values for rice bran concentrates (RBC) range from
2.0 to 2.5, compared to 2.5 for casein. Protein digestibility of rice bran is greater than 90%. Rice bran is
considered a good source of hypoallergenic proteins, and as such, rice bran protein may serve also as a suitable
ingredient for infant food formulations ([14].
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Although the nutritional and pharmaceutical potential of rice bran has been recognized ([11, 12]), at present, rice
bran concentrates (RBC) and isolates are not commercially available. This lack of availability could be due to
the following: (1) The proteins in rice bran are of a complex nature. Rice bran proteins contain 37% albumin,
36% globulin, 22% glutelin, and 5% prolamin [15], (2) The poor solubility of rice bran protein includes its
strong aggregation and/ or extensive disulfide bond cross-linking [16], (3) Rice bran contains high phytate
(1.7%) and fiber content (12%) [13]; these two components could bind with proteins, making the protein bodies
very hard to separate from other components.
It has been widely accepted that differences in functional properties and structure of protein result from
differences in amino acid composition and sequences. Knowledge of the sequence of amino acid in a protein can
offer insights into its three-dimensional structure and its function. Many protein structural studies, for instance,
in mixing and baking studies, have postulated that disulfide bonds are present in the gluten structure and
contribute to the process of dough formation through the process of disulfidesulfhydryl exchange [17]. Gluten is
the most important protein that is responsible to rheological properties of wheat flour dough. Another evidence
indicates that tyrosine bonds form in wheat doughs during the processes of mixing and baking, contributing to
the structure of the gluten network [18].
Therefore, the purposes of this study, as an initial step to utilize the bulk production of rice bran from local rice
varieties, especially in South Sulawesi Province, were to determine the protein content of rice bran concentrate
and its amino acid composition. We discuss the possibility of RBC from local rice varieties as a potential source
of bio-emulsifier material in the future and the possible application in food product, especially for infant foods.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Rice Bran Samples: Dried rough rice (three local rice varieties: Ciherang, Ciliwung, IR-66) were obtained from
local rice companies in Kabupaten Takalar, Kabupaten Sinjai and Kabupaten Bulukumba in South Sulawesi
Province. Brans were obtained by milling the grains of these samples in a rice machine with a capacity of 50.5
kg/hr.
Chemicals: Chemicals used in this research are n-hexane, HCl (0,01 – 0,02 M), NaOH (0,01 and 0,05 M),
aquadest and aquabidest, filter paper (Whattman 41), universal pH paper, selenium nitrate, sulfuric acid
(concentrated), bromcresol green and methyl red, nitrogen gas, sodium acetate pH 6,5, potassium borate pH
10,4, methanol 95%, standard amino acid solution and OPA reagent. All of chemicals used were reagent grade
or the highest purity obtainable.
Preparation of Defatted Rice Bran: Rice bran obtained from a local milling factory was processed into two
steps: defatting and protein extraction. The defatting procedures employed are according to Wang et al. (1999).
Briefly, rice bran is defatted twice using hexane in bran to solvent ratio of 1:3 at a setting of 250 rpm in a lab
stirrer for 30 min and centrifuge at 5000 g for 10 min. at room temperature (RT). The defatted rice bran (DRB)
is air-dried overnight, sieved through a 100 mesh screen, packed in a bag and stored at 5ºC. The extraction step
is a modification of Gnanasambandam and Hettiarachchy, 1995: alkaline extraction followed by isoelectric
precipitation are used to prepare rice bran extract. The process is described as follows; defatted rice bran sample
and distilled deionized water (1:4) was pH adjusted to 9.5 and stirred 30 min at room temperature (RT). The
slurry was centrifuged (Sorvall® RC 28 S) at 5000 g for 30 min. (RT). The pH of supernatant was adjusted to
4.5 and centrifuged again at 5000 g for 30 min. (RT). Precipitate was washed using water (pH 4.5). The residue
was suspended in distilled deionized water (pH 7.0) and frozen overnight. The final product, which is called rice
bran concentrate (RBC), was then frozen dried (Freeze dryer, Flexi-Dry FTS ™system) and stored at -5 ºC.
Protein Content and Yield Determination. The protein content of RBC was determined by the Kjeldahl method
([19]). The Kjeldahl Digestion System 6 (Tecator Co., Sweden) was used to digest the protein, and Distilling
Unit 1026 (Tecator Co., Sweden) with setting at 2.0, 0.2, and 3.6 for alkali, delay, and steam, respectively, was
used to the determine nitrogen content of the protein samples. The value of 5.95 was used as protein conversion
factor. Protein yields were calculated as:

weight (g) of RBC
Yield (%) = ------------------------ x 100
weight (g) of DRB
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Amino Acid Analysis: For cystein and methionine determination, RBC was first oxidized with performic acid for
16 h in an ice bath and then neutralized with hydrogen bromide [19]. Oxidized and un-oxidized RBC samples
were hydrolyzed at 121 °C with 6 N HCl for 18 h. For tryptophan determination, RBC was hydrolyzed with 4.2
N NaOH at 110 °C for 20 h [19]. After hydrolysis, amino acids of RBPI samples were separated by HPLC. Post
column modification was performed with ninhydrin for detection at 570 nm.

3. RESULTS
Table 1. Percent protein and percent yield of rice bran concentrates
Protein content (%)

Yield (% b/b)

1

South Sulawesi Rice Varieties
IR 66

79,9

1,2

2

Ciliwung

82,8

1,4

3

Ciherang

76,9

1,4

Amino acid concentration (% b/b) Ciherang rice variety
Concentration (% b/b)
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Figure 1. Amino acid concentration (% b/b) in Ciherang rice variety
Amino acid concentration (% b/b) in Ciliwung rice variety
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Figure 2. Amino acid concentration (% b/b) in Ciliwung rice variety
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Amino acid concentration (% b/b) in IR-66 rice variety
Concentration (% b/b)
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Figure 3. Amino acid concentration (% b/b) in IR-66 rice variety

4. DISCUSSION
Protein content and yield. Table 1 shows experimental results of protein contents and percent yield of RBC of
three local rice varieties in South Sulawesi Province. The RBC with the highest protein content (8.31%) was
extracted from Ciliwung rice variety. The lowest one (1,78%) was obtained from Ciherang rice variety. This is,
however, a crude protein content determined with Kjeldahl method through alkali extraction at pH 4,5. It is
generally known that pH 4.5 is a protein isoelectric point (pI) indicating that protein has minimal solubility at
this point. Jiamyangyuen et al. [20] reported that even at lower pH than pI, (pH 2.0), the protein content of RBC
will increased compared to that obtained at isoelectric point. It was also reported that at low pH, phytate, a
component in rice bran, can interact with protein leading to decreased solubility of protein (Bera and Mukherjee,
1989). The protein content of RBC extracted at higher pH than isoelectric point will result in higher content of
protein ([21]Chen and Houston (1970). At high pH, some non-protein nitrogen could solubilize and contribute
to protein quality and purity. It should be tried to vary the effect of extraction pH to the protein content of RBC
of three local rice varieties in the future experiment.
The reason why alkali extraction was adopted in this study is because alkali is the most commonly used solvent
to extract proteins from rice bran ([9], [15]). High alkaline conditions, however, could cause undesirable side
reactions and potential toxicity, such as lysinoalanine, thus losing the nutritive values of protein. In addition,
high alkaline conditions could cause the following: (1) denaturation and hydrolysis of proteins; (2) increased
Maillard reaction which causes darkcolored products; (3) increased extraction of nonprotein components which
coprecipitate with protein and lower the isolate quality and quantity [22]. Enzyme extraction should be
considered as a better technique for protein extraction in RBC [8]. The latter technique, however, might be a
little bit expensive.
The percent yield of different RBC of three local rice varieties varied from 1.20-1.40%. The percent yield of
RBC of three local rice varieties is not significantly different compared to their protein content.
Amino acid content. The amino acid content (mg/g of protein) of RBC is given in Fig. 1 – 3. The amino acid
content (mg/g of protein) of rice bran concentrate of the three local rice varieties generally have higher levels
in polar amino acids of histidine, arginine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid, serine, threonine and lysine. Lysine has
the highest concentration in RBC of local rice varieties except for IR-66. Histidine is found in every variety
except in Ciherang variety. Proteins contain both polar and non polar amino acids. One of the ways that proteins
minimize their energy is by folding into structures of low free energy. These structures generally result when the
interactions of polar groups with water are maximized and the interactions of non polar groups with water are
minimized. This mechanisms will influence its emulsifying and foaming properties. Thus, from this stand point,
the rice bran concentrate can be proposed as a potential emulsifier.
Methionine fraction is only found in Ciliwung variety. Methionine is an amino acid which determines foam
volume especially in baking process. High-methionine fractions had higher foam volume, affected emulsifying
capacity and hydrophobicity. Modified hydrolysates with a high-methionine fractions have a potential for use in
soluble high nutritional products. [23]
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All of rice varieties have a quite high histidine concentration, except in Ciherang rice variety. Chen et al. (1998)
demonstrated that histidine containing peptides can act as a metal-ion chelator, an active-oxygen quencher, and
a hydroxyradical scavenger. These properties seem to be important in explaining how the peptides possess their
antioxidative activity. The addition of leucine and/or proline residues will increase the hydrophobicity of
histidine-containing peptides. The hydrophobicity of the antioxidant is an important factor for increasing the
accessibility of lipophilic fatty acids or oxidants and hence in expression of its antioxidative activity. However,
such a correlation was not observed with the His containing peptides.
RBC had similar or higher levels of histidine, arginine, isoleucine, valine, methionine, tyrosine, and tryptophan
in comparison to those amino acids reported by Juliano (1985). Other amino acids in RBC were lower than the
report (Juliano, 1985). In comparison to casein, RBC had similar or higher levels in valine, cystine,
phenylalanine, threonine, histidine, arginine, alanine, asparatic acid, and glycine contents. Leucine, valine,
methinonine, cystine, phenylalanine, tyrosine, threonine, histidine, arginine, alanine, glycine, and tryptophan
contents of RBC were similar or higher than those of soy protein isolate reported by Wang et al. (1999).
Infants have very critical nutritional requirements due to rapid growth and immaturity of gastrointestinal
function (Behrman and Vaughan, 1983). Nine amino acids have been identified to be essential for infants
(threonine, valine, leucine, isoleucine, lysine, tryptophan, phenylalanine, methionine, and histidine). Arginine
and cystine are also essential for low birth weight infants (Behrman and Vaughan, 1983). When compared to the
essential amino acid requirement (FAO/WHO/UNU, 1985) for infants, RBC had high valine, histidine, and
tyrosine contents. Casein had a lower level of tyrosine (14 mg/g of protein) in comparison to that for infant
requirements but higher levels in other essential amino acids [8]. For all other age groups except infants, the
Joint FAO/WHO Expert Consultation recommended the essential amino acid requirement for 2-5-year-old
children as a suitable pattern to evaluate the protein quality (Joint FAO/WHO, 1990).

5. CONCLUSION
This research results in protein content of 1,78% (yield 1,4%), 2,42% (yield 1,2%), and 8,31% (yield 1,4%) for
Ciherang, IR66, and Ciliwung varieties, respectively. Extraction methods for increasing protein recovery should
be adopted. In general, the amino acid content (mg/g of protein) of rice bran concentrate of the three local rice
varieties have higher levels in polar amino acids of histidine, arginine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid, serine,
threonine and lysine. Proteins contain both polar and non polar amino acids. One of the ways that proteins
minimize their energy is by folding into structures of low free energy. These structures generally result when the
interactions of polar groups with water are maximized and the interactions of non polar groups with water are
minimized. This mechanisms will influence its emulsifying and foaming properties. Thus, the rice bran
concentrate can be proposed as a potential emulsifier, especially the application for infant food products.
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ABSTRACT

Cellulase enzyme can be used for converting cellulosic material to glucose, which can be fermented to ethanol. Entrapment method
of immobilization is advantageous over other methods as they involve mild operating conditions. In this work, a vibration on a
laminar jet for controlled break-up of calcium alginate bead was used. Air flow rate , chamber pressure, sodium alginate and
cellulase concentration effect on bead size were investigated. Optimum conditions to produce alginate beads with size 1-2 mm
were at 0.2 kg/cm2 chamber pressure and 4 L/min air flow rate velocity and laminar region based on NRe calculation. Addition of 5%
cellulase in to the sodium alginate solution increases the density of the mixture which inturn decrease the bead size and breakup
frequency.
Keywords
cellulase; immobilization; alginatebeads;laminar jet break-up

1. Introduction
Cellulase considered as a potential enzyme which might become the largest volume industrial enzyme if the cellulosic ethanol
become major transportation fuel [1]. One way to make enzymatic process economically attractive is to immobilize the enzyme so
that catalytic properties are kept and they can be re-used many times [2].
Entrapping bio-catalyst in calcium alginate beads is a simple and most widely used method for enzyme and cell immobilization
[3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. The ability of calcium alginate bead to recycle is the main advantage for its usage.
The technique known as laminar jet break-up or prilling has raised considerable interest. These microparticles or beads are
produced by breaking apart a laminar jet of polymer solution into row mono-sized drops by means of vibrating nozzle device or
giving pulse to the liquid solution [6, 10].
Although this method has been used for many years, formation of the beads with desired size and spherical shaped often requires
some trial and error works on the liquid formulation and experimental set-up (e.g. solution viscosity or surface tension, tip size,
collecting distance, etc). If the conditions are not optimum, deformed beads with tail could be produced, as shown in some of the
previous works [11].
The aim of this work was to study the effects of relevant process variables on the characteristics of cellulase immobilized in a
sodium alginate beads produced by laminar jet break-up technology. In particular, polymer concentration, enzyme concentration,
solution viscosity and jet flow rate were considered.

2. Materials and Methods
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2.1 Materials
Novoprime B-959 ( Novozyme, China) with average activity 151 FPU/mL. Na-Alginate (Daejung, Korea), CaCl2 FW:110.98
(Kanto Chemical, Japan). Immobilizing apparatus, EYELA, MIA-1.

2.2 Bead preparation
An appropriate amount of sodium alginate was dissolved in distilled water at 22oC under gentle stirring for 1 h in order to obtain
sodium alginate solution with concentrations ranging between 0.5-3% (w/v).The experiments were performed at different air
volumetric flow rates, namely 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 L/min. The pressure range between 0 to 0.3 kg/cm2. The droplets fell into a 0.1 M
CaCl2 solution, where they were gelified under gentle stirring. The distance between the vibrating nozzle and the gelling bath was
fixed at 12.5 cm. The beads were then recovered and rinsed thoroughly with distilled water. Finally, the beads were dried at room
temperature by exposure to air for several hours until constant weight was reached.

2.3 Bead size analysis
The size analysis of the alginate beads was performed by using microscope and the theoretical size calculated based on the Tate’s
equation [6, 11]:
(1)
The average mean diameter and relative standard deviations were calculated for at least three different jet break-up processes.
Rheological properties of the solution such as viscosity and surface tension were taken from literature.

2.4 Break-up frequency
According to Rayleigh’s and Weber’s , the optimum frequency for break-up was given by [8]:
(2)
with
(3)

d0 = Diameter of nozzle (mm) = dN
dD = Droplet diameter (mm)
fb = Breakup frequency (s-1)
uj = Jet velocity (m/s)
Vi = Viscosity number (dimensionless)
ρ = Liquid density (kg/m3)
σ = Liquid surface tension (N/m)

NRe = Reynold number
ρ = density (kg/m3)
d = pipe inside diameter (m)
µ = viscosity (mPa.s)

Moreover, in order to assess that the jet flow inside the nozzle was laminar, the Reynolds number NRe was used. In the case of a
solution circulating in a tube NRe was calculated according to the following equation:
NRe = ρ.v.d/µ
(4)
There are five mechanisms of droplet formation occur at the nozzle outlet as a function of the jet outflow velocity as shown in
figure 1.

Figure 1. Different mechanisms of droplet formation [6]

3. Results and discussion
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3.1 Effect of cellulase concentration to alginate beads size
In this work, jet was generated by applying pressure and coaxial air flow to sodium alginate solution in the immobilizing apparatus.
They arise through the interaction of gravity, impulse, surface tension and friction forces.
For a particular liquid and nozzle, as the flow velocity of the liquid increases, a sequence of dripping, laminar jet, sinusoidal jet and
turbulent jet is observed which finally influenced the bead size [6]. This can be seen in figure 3, different bead size were produced
from a series of bead formation using 1% (w/v) sodium alginate concentration at constant pressure and different volumetric flow
rate. Figure 3(a) dripping produce 3-4 mm bead size, (b & c) laminar jet produce 2-3 mm bead size, (d) sinusoidal jet produce 1-2
mm bead size, (e) turbulent jet produce <1 mm bead size with irregular form. This tendency also observed for the sodium alginate
concentration 1.5 – 2.5% (w/v). The turbulent jet was not achieved for the 2.5 – 3% (w/v) sodium alginate concentration and NRe
less than one.

Figure 2.Picture of calcium alginate beads from different volumetric flowrate:
(a) 0 L/min, (b) 2 L/min, (c) 4 L/min, (d) 6 L/min, (e) 8L/min

The effect of sodium alginate concentration to bead size was observed. The trend was, the higher the sodium alginate concentration,
the larger the bead size. The smallest bead was successfully made by using 0.5% sodium alginate concentration with size less than
1 mm at certain volumetric flow rate and pressure, the same tendency also shown by the 1% sodium alginate concentration.
Sodium alginate 0.5% (w/v) has the smaller surface tension which made the beads diameter smallest than other Na-alginate
concentration. The mechanism was laminar jet flow from 1 – 2% but for 2.5 – 3% the mechanism was dripping. The size of the
beads produced was predicted by the Tate’s law, equation (1), and also by measuring the experimental results. There is a
discrepancy between this values which showed in Figure 1. This might caused by the invalid properties data since it taken from
other source. But the trends between the theoretical value and actual value are the same. The same result has shown by other works
[6, 11]. Cellulase found out to increase the density of the mixture which finally affects the bead size. It made the actual size of the
beads from 0.5-1% sodium alginate nearly equal to the theoretical size and narrowing the difference between the actual and the
theoretical size for 1.5-2.5 sodium alginate concentration. The bead was not formed for 3% sodium alginate mixed with cellulase
due to adhesion of mixture with nozzle surface [10].
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Figure 3.Average diameter of calcium alginate bead vs Na-alginate concentration at 2 L/min and 0.1 kg/cm2

3.2 Effect of cellulase concentration to beads formation productivity

Productivity (beads/secon)

Bead formation productivity is strongly influenced by the chamber pressure and air volumetric flow rate. Figure 3 shows bead
formation productivity by using different level of pressure at air volumetric flow rate 0 L/min. For sodium alginate concentration
from 0.5 – 2.5%, the higher the chamber pressure, the faster beads will produce. The 3% sodium alginate concentration was not
influence by the pressure and oLy showed dripping behavior. Other important role of pressure in this bead formation is to induce
instability which caused the breakup of the liquid jet [8]. This thing can be observed when vibration was not applied to the system
but the air volumetric flow rate at high level, > 5 L/min, it will produce beads with irregular shape and size (like a thread).

2.0
1.5
Na-Alginate 0.5%

1.0

Na-alginate 3%
0.5
0.0
0

0.5

1

Pressure (kg/cm2)

Figure 5. Alginate bead productivity (beads/second) vs pressure (kg/cm2)

Breakup frequency is affected by the volumetric flow rate. But, the higher the concentration will decrease the breakup frequency or
it means beads are more difficult to form. This also support previous figure, the bead productivity by using 3% sodium alginate is
less productive then using 0.5%. The cellulase was not giving strong influence to breakup frequency in bead formation using 1%
sodium alginate, this can be seen from figure 6 the overlapping curve of Na-alginate 1% with cellulase and without cellulase. For
the 2% Na-alginate was not showing much difference between with cellulase and without cellulase. This result emphasized by
figure 7, while the 3% Na-alginate could not form drop if they were mixed with 5% cellulase.
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Figure 6. Breakup frequency and flowrate of jet fluid
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Figure 4. Break up frequency for bead formation by using 1-2% sodium alginate concentration and 0 – 5% cellulase concentration

4. Conclusion
Using solutions of sodium alginate and the selected jet break-up operating conditions, we found that the beads are produced
according to two different mechanisms depending on the solution properties (viscosity, density and surface tension) and jet rate. In
particular, large beads were manufactured when the formation mechanism was dripping assisted by vibration. In contrast, when the
mechanism was laminar solution jet break-up, the size of beads was small. Both flow regimes, i.e. laminar jet break-up and
vibration assisted dripping, were able to produce beads of a narrow particle size distribution. By increasing the jet rate without
modifying the nozzle vibration, we were able to limit the appearance of the dripping phenomenon, hence reducing the bead size.
Cellulase presence can influence the mixture property, which in the end affecting the alginate bead production. Smallest beads, 1
mm size, with immobilized cellulase can be produced by 0.5% sodium alginate concentration but with weak structure. Next work
will try to reveal the immobilized cellulase activity by using optimum condition from this work 1% sodium alginate at 0.2 kg/cm2
chamber pressure and 4 L/min air volumetric flow rate.
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ABSTRACT
Being the largest producer of crude palm oil, Indonesia is estimated to produce around 33 million ton of lignocellulosic
biomass residues from palm oil mills and many times more from plantations annually. The biomass is traditionally used as
mulch, heat generator, or left in the field un-utilized. Converting the biomass into bioethanol is believed to be more beneficial,
because it is in line with the initiative to use more renewable energy due to progressive depletion of fossil fuels, also with
increasing energy consumption and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. The government is committed to use biofuel as much as
5% in 2025, and mitigate climate change by reducing GHG emissions by 26% in 2020. In this regard, there is a need to assess
and quantify the impacts of this new approach on the environment. One way of addressing this concern is through conducting
a life cycle assessment study related to the production of bioethanol and its use as biofuel. A life cycle inventory is typically
based on a cradle to grave boundary, consisting of lignocellulosic biomass generation at an oil palm plantation and palm oil
mill, bioethanol production through fermentation, bioethanol blending with gasoline, and its use in vehicles. Some key issues
with regard the LCA methodology of the second generation biofuel are discussed.
Keywords:
Life cycle assessment, bioethanol, biofuel, oil palm, lignocellulosic biomass, greenhouse gas

1. INTRODUCTION
Indonesia emits significant level of greenhouse gas (GHG). The largest share of current emissions is from land use and land
use change of forest and peat land. Energy use is the second largest contributor, mostly from coal for power generation,
manufacturing, and transportation using petroleum-based fuels [1]. In addition to progressive depletion of crude oil reserve and
increasing energy consumption, fossil oil is still dominating the energy mix by 43% in 2009 [2]. Therefore, improving energy
security is necessary. In this regard, two main policies have been defined, that is to increase energy diversification and
conservation. Energy diversification is achieved by increasing share of new and renewable energy in national energy mix.
Being located in a tropical region, Indonesia hosts a huge biodiversity and produces a huge amount of renewable biomass. This
condition leads to an abundant availability of lignocellulosic biomass, not only as natural biomass but also as residues of
agricultural or industrial activities. These biomass residues can be converted into liquid biofuel such as bioethanol through
fermentation processes. The use of biofuel to replace fossil fuel is expected to significantly reduce CO 2 emission, the major
chemical species contributing to global warming.
1.1 Reduction of GHG Emission
Indonesia‟s national GHG inventory in 2000 was 0.556 Gt CO2e (giga ton CO2-equivalent) without LUCF (land-use change
and forestry), or 1.377 Gt CO2e with LUCF including peat fire [1]. The Indonesian non-binding commitment to reduce GHG
emission by 26% in 2020 has been declared at the G20 Summit on September 2009. With the help of international support, this
target can be increased to 41%. Targeted categories for emission reduction are peat land, forestry, energy, and waste. Six
percent of the lower emission reduction scenario will be expected from energy sector [2].
Considering that emission in energy sector had the highest annual growth rate [1], the Indonesian Government has identified
several emission reduction priorities, including 1) energy efficiency, 2) the use of renewable energy for power generation,
primarily geothermal, including biomass, 3) the use of low-carbon transport, especially public transport, vehicle efficiency
improvements, and clean fuels [3]. The option to use renewable energy from biomass is considered because it is believed to be
„carbon neutral‟. However, this scenario plan, needs to be assessed by proper methodology to quantify the environmental
impacts, in particular on the category of GHG emission.

1.2 Biofuel in National Energy Mix
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The Government of Indonesia has established sustainable energy development policies for 2005-20025. According to the
Presidential Regulation no 5 of 2006 [4], the energy mix in 2025 will be oil 20%, coal 33%, natural gas 30%, new and
renewable energy 17% with total production of 3200 million BOE. Five per cent of the renewable energy is biofuel, including
biodiesel (10.22 million m3) and bioethanol (6.28 million m3) [5]. Biofuels in Indonesia will mainly be used for transportation,
industry, and power generation [2]. To achieve this goal, the government has facilitated the production of biodiesel from palm
oil and Jatropha oil, also production of bioethanol from sugarcane and cassava. Jatropha is more labor-intensive and produces
less oil than oil palm; Consequently, biodiesel from Jatropha is the least developed in its implementation [6]. Current energy
mix (2009) consisted of oil 42.99%, coal 34.47%, natural gas 18.48%, new and renewable energy 4.07% with total production
of 1065 million BOE (barrels of oil equivalent). Meanwhile, energy consumption included industry 51.86%, transportation
30.77%, household 13.08%, and commercial 4.28% with total consumption of 645 million BOE [2].
1.3 Palm Oil in Indonesia and Sustainability
Elaeis guineensis is a tropical forest palm native to West and Central Africa. Grown in plantations, it produces 3–8 times more
oil from a given area than any other tropical or temperate oil crops (soybean, sunflower seed, canola or rapeseed oil) [7]. The
areal coverage of oil palm plantation in Indonesia in 2009 was 7.5 million hectares with crude palm oil (CPO) production of
20.5 million ton [8], and 15.5 million ton of which was exported as CPO or its derivatives [9]. Private plantation companies are
dominating, up to around 49.47% of oil palm plantations in the country. Smallholders accounted for 41.80%, and the state
companies owned the remaining 8.73% [10]. In general, oil palm is highly productive business and commercially profitable at
large scales because palm oil demand is generally rising [7]. Major export destinations of CPO and its derivatives are India,
China, and Europe [9]. Due to the implementation of the new European Union Directive on GHG emission, recently, there is
some limitation to enter the European market [10].
Palm oil industry in Indonesia plays a strategic role in providing employment to more than 15 million people and generates
foreign exchange earnings up to USD 10.4 billion in 2009. The industry provides oleo-chemicals for food or non-food
industries as much as 20‐25% of CPO produced. This activity also support regional development in outer island of Java,
mostly Sumatera and Kalimantan [11]. Palm oil production is expected to reach 40 million tons in 2020. At that time, sixty
percent of the total CPO will be exported, while the rest 40% will be used for domestic market. The share among consumers
are expected to be 50% for biofuel, 20% for cooking oil, and 30% for oleo-chemical [11].
Current planting techniques and materials are supposed to achieve productivity of 32 ton of fresh fruit bunches (FFB) per
hectare per year, yielding 6–7 ton of CPO. But in reality, typical yields are only 50–60 per cent of this potential. The mean
yield of smallholders (2.5 ton CPO/ha.year) is half that of large-scale producers (4–6 ton CPO/ha.year). Reasons for this
disparity probably include no sufficient access to good planting stock, fertilizer, and low intensity maintenance [7]. Some key
sustainability issues in the palm oil plantation and palm oil processing are noted by the World Bank. These are wide
productivity gap among small and large scale plantation, land and social conflict, deforestation, biodiversity loss, and climate
change [11]. Some improvement need to be done to support sustainable palm oil management in Indonesia. For example, land
clearing without burning, utilizing palm oil waste for useful products such as compost or bioethanol, maintaining genetically
diverse germplasm of the crops, conserving biodiversity in the estate and its surroundings, practicing integrated pest control
with proper targeting of weeds, and assessing environmental impacts [11]. In that relation, Indonesian palm oil industry is now
in the process of transforming into a more sustainable practice by adopting RSPO (Roundtable Sustainable on Palm Oil) and
ISPO (Indonesian Sustainable Palm Oil). RSPO is voluntary business to business arrangement, while ISPO is mandatory on
national level starting in 2012.

2. FIRST AND SECOND GENERATION BIOFUELS
Mandatory utilization of biofuel in Indonesia is effective since 2009. It has been stipulated in the Regulation of the Ministry of
Energy and Mineral Resources no 32 of 2008 in order to speed up the provision and use of biofuels in accordance with
Presidential Regulation no 5 of 2006. Biofuel standards (SNI, Indonesian National Standard), the pricing policy of sanctions
and incentives are also adopted [2]. However, since mandatory use of biofuel has been launched, its implementation has been
very low. In 2009 for example, biodiesel production was only 15% (119,348 m3) from the mandatory level, while in the case of
bioethanol only 0.5% (1,058 m3). The main reason is the availability of raw materials (CPO in the case of biodiesel; sugar cane
and cassava starch in the case of bioethanol) at a reasonable price, due to competition with food sectors (cooking oil, sugar,
and starch) [2]. These make the production of bioethanol and biodiesel less attractive from economic point of view.
Bioethanol or biodiesel blends are sold to end-consumers at the same price as standard petroleum based gasoline or diesel oil,
respectively. In 2006, Pertamina, a government owned company and the only supplier of biofuels, started selling a blend with
5% biodiesel. Over time, the cost of palm oil increased and in the first half of 2009, the blending share of biodiesel dropped to
around 1% [12]. Between 2006 and June 2008 the losses endured by Pertamina in order to match the mandatory biofuel shares
amounted to USD 40 million [12]. Despite the above difficulties, output capacity for both ethanol and biodiesel of the first
generation has been expanding significantly. For example in 2009, installed capacity for biodiesel was 4,506,629 m3/year,
while bioethanol was 286,686 m3/year [2].
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Bioethanol production from lignocellulosic biomass can be used as an alternative solution to the problem faced by the first
generation biofuel. It is also an alternative to waste management practice, for example, in the case of oil palm plantation and
oil mill. This new approach may be expected to alleviate specific problems such as land-use to grow energy crops, price of
sugar-based and starchy feedstock, competition between food and fuel, and other related environmental issues. In addition, the
lignocellulosic biomass is generated from many different types of plant materials. Therefore, to many extents, the second
generation bioethanol does not use resources for food or feed, but limited to under-utilized lignocellulosic biomass residues.
This approach would have a smaller carbon footprint because the amount of energy-intensive for fertilizers and pesticides
remain the same for higher output of usable material. However, the technology for producing cellulosic ethanol is currently
still in the early stage of commercialization. Two major constraints for the implementation of the second generation bioethanol
are technological (improvement to increase bioethanol yield) and economical constrains (more expensive than the first
generation bioethanol). In the national energy mix, a second generation bioethanol is planned to be implemented in 2016 [5].

3. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ON BIOETHANOL FROM BIOMASS RESIDUES
3.1 Biomass Feedstock Availability
Indonesia has a variety of agriculture and plantation commodities with substantial potential for biomass feedstock. The
available amount on the degree of abundance is oil palm, paddy rice, corn, cassava, and sugarcane. With regards to the amount
of biomass residues from the plantation and processing facilities, no accurate data can be found, but its potential can be
estimated from their plantation areas and commodity production as shown in Table 1. Sakanishi [13] gives an estimate of
biomass potential in 2004 as much as 130 million ton, consisting of 36 million tons of palm oil residue, 16 million tons of
sugar cane residue, 15 million tons of cassava residue, 49 million tons of rice residue, and 14 million tons of wood/timber
residue.
Table 1: Plantation area and production of several agricultural commodities in 2009

Area (hectare)
Commodity Production (ton)

Rice [14]
12,883,576
64,398,890

Oil palm [8]
7,508,020
20,570,000

Corn [14]
4,160,659
17,629,748

Cassava [14]
1,175,666
22,039,145

Sugarcane [8]
422,940
2,624,070

Some estimates also describes the potential of bioethanol production from biomass residues to displace the oil-based fuels. As
mentioned in a report by APEC [15], there was 74 million ton of lignocellulosic biomass consisting of sugarcane, oil palm,
rubber, coconut, and other crop residues in Indonesia in 2007. The potential energy of these biomass is 22.2 million m3 of
bioethanol, equivalent to 10.7 million ton of gasoline. Considering that national gasoline consumption is 12.9 million ton, the
percentage of potential substitution of gasoline by bioethanol is approximately 82.9 %. Another report by APEC [6] cited a
study on the estimation of future bioethanol production potential from various biomass residues in Indonesia in 2030.
According to the study, bioethanol in the amount of 55.995 million m3 can be produced from the potential sugar cane residue
(52.6 million ton), rice residue (114.4 million ton), oil palm residue (90 million ton), cassava residues (3.6 million ton), and
corn residue (85.3 million ton). Total biomass potential according to this study is 345.9 million ton. There is no complete
picture on the basis of the above data, for example if the cited amount included both residues generated in the plantation and
processing facilities. The type of commodities included in the survey also varied. However, this data gives some indication of
the scale of resources availability in Indonesia with regard lignocellulosic biomass and its respective bioethanol potential.
3.2 Oil Palm Biomass Residues
Due to variety in soil fertility that are most productive for oil palm, the plantation area is not evenly distributed in Indonesia. It
is mostly concentrated in two major islands of Sumatera and Kalimantan. In 2009, Riau Province had the highest areal
coverage of 22.7% (1.69 million hectares) followed by North Sumatra 13.8% (1.05 million hectares), Central Kalimantan
11.8% (871,000 hectares), and South Sumatra 9.3% (708,000 hectares) [16]. The total plantation area in 2009 was around 7.5
million hectares. Smaller plantation area can be found in the island of Java, Sulawesi, and Papua. In addition to that, the
government has announced the plan to increase oil palm plantation area to around 18 million hectares by 2020, with production
estimate of 40 million ton CPO per year [17] (see Table 2). Considering environmental sustainability, such expansion is
possible only by targeting degraded and agricultural lands that are least suitable for food cultivation and contains the lowest
carbon stock [18]. This study suggests additional land for cultivation mostly in the islands of Kalimantan and Sumatra, also
small area of West Papua.
The biomass residues generated from the plantation are oil palm frond from the harvesting of FFB, and oil palm trunk from
periodic re-planting activities. The common practice is shredding of the frond and placed them in the field as mulch, land
covering in the plantation for soil conditioner. Some are left in the field as it is, which may emit methane gas when it is
decayed. Another source of biomass residues is palm oil mills. Until 2008, there were 608 oil mills with a total plant capacity
of 34,280 ton FFB/hour. Palm oil is extracted from the pulp of the fruit of the oil palm tree, leaving large portion of oil palm
biomass residues as a solid waste. From palm oil processing, the estimated biomass residues in 2009 included empty fruit
bunch (EFB) of 16,657,809 tons, mesocarp fiber (MF) of 11,422,497 tons, palm kernel shell (PKS) of 5,092,530 tons, and
palm oil mills effluent (POME) of 46,261,114 tons [16]. Therefore, total biomass residues produced from the palm oil mill was
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33.2 million ton. Part of this biomass was used as mulch in the plantation or as thermal energy for steam boiler in a palm oil
mill. Another part was converted into compost, but open burning is now prohibited in Indonesia. The same authors also
mentioned that palm frond production in the plantation is 8.64 ton/ha.year. A research group from Malaysia stated that per ton
of FFB processed in an oil palm mill will result in 7.0 ton of oil palm trunks, 26.2 ton of oil palm fronds, and 0.23 ton of EFB
[19]. It means that the amount of biomass residues generated in the plantation is many times more than those in the oil mill. In
recent years, there is a growing interest in research and development to convert these lignocellulosic biomass residues into
bioethanol through fermentation as a second generation biofuel. Empty fruit bunch for example have a great potency as basic
raw materials used for the bioethanol fermentation because it contains 41-46% cellulose and 25-28% hemicellulose.
Table 2: Expansion of oil palm plantation and future projection

Area (hectare)
CPO production (ton)

2007 [8]
6,766,836
17,664,725

Year
2008 [8]
2009 [8]
7,363,847
7,508,023
17,539,788 20,570,000

2020 [17]
18,000,000
40,000,000

3.3 Process Technology of Lignocellulosic Bioethanol
The conversion of various palm oil residues into bioethanol consisting of several processing steps, such as pretreatment to
remove lignin from cellulose and hemicellulose, hydrolysis of cellulose and hemicellulose to produce C5 and C6 sugars,
fermentation to convert both sugars into bioethanol. Studies on biomass residues of different parts of oil palm have been
reported at various level of processing steps. Those are the conversion of outer and inner part of the palm oil trunk into
bioethanol [20], pressurized water pretreatment of oil palm frond to enhance glucose recovery [21], and hydrolysis of empty
fruit bunch to produce sugars [22].
Some factors limiting the development of lignocellulosic bioethanol are pretreatment to isolate cellulose from the
lignocellulosic biomass, hydrolysis of cellulose to glucose, and co-fermentation of pentose and hexose. Pretreatment is done by
grinding, milling, or applying pressure and heat to soften the biomass and break down cell wall structure. Cellulose hydrolysis
is required for a subsequent fermentation of sugars by either ethanologenic yeast or bacteria. It can be done by acid or
enzymatic hydrolysis. These steps can be arranged as SHF (separate hydrolysis and fermentation) or SSF (simultaneous
saccharification and fermentation) process configurations [23]. Recent development indicates that bioethanol can also be
produced without external enzyme addition. In this case, hydrolysis of the cellulose and fermentation of the resulting sugars
are to be done simultaneously in one reactor using special microorganisms able to perform such conversion, such as
Trichorderma reesei, for example. This process scenario is known as CBP (consolidated bioprocessing). [23]. This
development is expected to reduce significantly the cost of converting lignocellulose to ethanol in the coming future, but is still
in the early stage of research and development.
There is no feasible commercial production scale to date due to relatively low bioethanol yield, also starch and sugar are still
readily available in sufficient amount for the first generation bioethanol. Some effort to overcome these difficulties has to be
carried out, for example by studying the system process in a pilot scale operation. In that regard, a pilot plant of lignocellulosic
bioethanol production of 10 liter 99.5% (v/v) per day is planned to be constructed at the Indonesian Institute of Sciences (LIPI)
in Serpong, Tangerang, Indonesia in 2011.

4. LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT PERSPECTIVE
Before the development of the second generation bioethanol being implemented, there is a need to assess and quantify the
impacts of this new approach on the environment. One way of addressing this concern is through conducting detailed LCA
study to document the potential environmental impacts related to the production of bioethanol and its use as biofuel. As
described above, there are three reasons why a life cycle assessment study on bioethanol from oil palm lignocellulosic biomass
needs to be done in Indonesia. These are the government‟s desire to use more renewable energy, to reduce GHG emission, and
to practice more sustainable biomass waste management, in particular palm oil sector. LCA is a tool to assess environmental
aspects and potential impacts. As implied by its abbreviation adopted by ISO 14040 standard, it is more an assessment than an
analysis because it includes also subjective elements. In the context of palm oil sector, for example, the LCA results could be
used for policy support for the best utilization of biomass residue in comparison to the existing conventional waste
management practices.
Several attempts have been undertaken concerning the LCA of bioethanol production; however, LCA of second generation
bioethanol has been less studied [24]. Also, most of these works were carried out in developed countries. Further assessments
are suggested to be done in locations outside Europe and North America, using the less studied but highly promising
feedstocks [25]. A case of bioethanol conversion from oil palm residues in Indonesia meets the above criteria. Some key issues
with regard the LCA methodology in practical and theoretical aspects of the second generation biofuel described in the
following. Of particulars important are goal and scope, system boundary, allocation methods for multiple inputs/outputs,
whether or not the biomass residues have economic values, life cycle inventory, and environmental impact assessment.
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4.1 System Definition
In an LCA study, goals have to be defined in the context why an LCA needs to be carried out, including intended application,
the reason to do it, and whom to be communicated. In that connection, scopes are also specified to determine choices of
methodology to be used in the study. The goal is formulated by first defining the functional unit to describe the product being
considered. Input or output within the product system have to be categorized in term of products, co-products, by-products, or
wastes. The common criteria are that co-products have equal value as the main product, by-products have value less than the
main product, and wastes have no or even negative value [26].
The environmental load of multi products may be allocated in several ways. When a process has more than one functional
output and only one is used for the functional unit, the environmental burden has to be distributed over the various inputs or
outputs. This allocation principle is known as partition based on physical properties or economic value. The physical allocation
can be based on the relative mass, carbon content, or energy content of the outputs, while economic allocation can be based on
the relative market value of the outputs. The ISO 14040 standard suggests to avoid such kind of allocation by making a
correction to the system by expansion or substitution. Systems expansion is done by adding one or more functional units, so
that the systems become a multi-function system. It also means that more than one output are taken into consideration. In
substitution approach, the system keeps the single functional input or output, but correcting the system by subtracting an
„avoided process‟ [27].
Agritural residues are the most complicated feedstock to address since the border line between waste and by-product often
changes. Therefore, depending on specific conditions, they can be treated as a by-product or a waste stream. If considered as
by-products, a part of the emissions of the agricultural chain must be attributed [27]. Because the lignocellulosic biomass from
an oil palm plantation and oil mill to various extents has an energy value, they can also be considered as energy feedstock. If
this criterion is adopted, an allocation should be considered no matter its economic value.
The production of biomass involves extracting CO2 from the atmosphere and incorporating it in organic material. Later, when
the biomass is used to produce biofuel, this CO2 is again emitted to the atmosphere. Because the moment of extraction is not
far in time from the moment of emission, these feedstock are considered to be carbon neutral. In energy analysis, the common
practice is that neither extractions nor emissions are accounted for. They are assumed to eliminate each other and add up to
zero beforehand. The standard LCA procedure is that both emissions and extractions are accounted for. In the case of straight
forward chains, both ways will lead to the same results. However, when allocation is involved, this may not be the case.
Depending on the allocation method, a smaller or larger part of the extractions or emissions may be attributed in various
extents to co-products of the chain [27]. In another words, neutral carbon is not always the case when involving allocation.
4.2 System Boundary
A product system is defined by referring to a functional unit of the product. Within this technical system, a product is specified
in relation to natural system, geographical, and time boundary [28]. The step of specifying system boundaries is to decide what
belongs to the system and what does not, so that there is a clear division between foreground and background technical
systems. The reason to decide cut-off point between background and foreground boundary need to be described
comprehensively [26]. In general, capital goods and generated wastes can be cut-off from the system. It means, the emissions
by the production of capital goods are not taken into account. For waste as an input, the production chain in front is also cut-off
[27]. This reasoning is mostly applicable for changed oriented LCA, where results of the impact assessment are not affected by
the exclusion of capital goods and waste generation from the system under consideration [27] [28]. For the production of
bioethanol from lignocellulosic biomass through fermentation, important economic inputs such as energy and enzyme need to
be included in the system [26].
In the case where lignocellulosic biomass residues are left in the field un-utilized, it can be considered as waste with no
economic value or even negative value. It means that actors in the chain have to pay for the treatment or for getting rid of the
waste stream. This definition follows the conventions within the LCA community [27]. Therefore, the use of waste stream may
imply disregarding the feedstock generating process. It means that up-chain processes from production and transport of
biomass residues are not taken into account. One of the reason is that biomass residues does not create displacement of
agricultural land [27]. But, for a by-product with an economic value, an allocation of environmental burdens is necessary.
The system boundary of bioethanol from the residues of an oil palm plantation and palm oil mill are pictured in detail in Figure
1. The overall system is divided into background and foreground technical systems. In the background technical system, direct
inputs for the plantation are land, fertilizer, and pesticides. The output of the plantation is FFB which will undergo milling
process to produce the main product, CPO. The oil mill also delivers by-products and wastes. The by-product is palm kernel
cake (PKC) which is good for feed, while the wastewater stream (POME) is further treated in an anaerobic digester to produce
biogas. The lignocellulosic biomass residues from the background technical system are frond, trunk, EFB, MF, and PKS which
will be further used as feedstock for bioethanol production. There are two by-products resulted from the foreground technical
system. They are lignin sludge which can be processed into heat energy or useful biochemicals, and pentose molasses which
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can be further processed for animal feed. The last one can also be converted to make more bioethanol using special
microorganisms capable doing such conversion. The wastewater produced will be discarded after being treated. There are
some other possible scenario for this chain, producing different types of by-products that may be considered as waste streams,
or be re-cycled in some way. This makes the palm oil chain rather complicated to address in a methodological correct manner
[27]. In the case where a comparison must be made between the biofuel and gasoline, the suggested system boundary will
cover „cradle to grave‟. A „cradle to gate‟ system boundary is particularly appropriate for comparing different production
technologies or feedstocks [26]. The interest in an LCA change-oriented study is to learn how the system reacts to changes.
Referring to the system boundary defined in Figure 1, possible environmental improvements can be identified by comparing 1)
the conversion of biomass residues into bioethanol or treated them by other waste management options, 2) various available
biomass feedstocks for bioethanol production, and 3) the use of bioethanol blending or full gasoline in vehicle engine
combustion. Another question worth to raise is if the available biomass feedstock is sufficient to fulfill the biofuel scenario of
5% in the energy mix by 2025, and if it will also create significant consequences to other sectors.
Environment or natural system
Other technical system (background)
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(palm kernel cake), POME (palm oil mill effluent), CPO (crude palm oil), E (ethanol), FU (functional unit)

Figure 1: System boundary of bioethanol from oil palm lignocellulosic biomass

4.3 Life Cycle Inventory (LCI)
Life cycle inventory of a product or process quantifies economic and environmental inputs and outputs around the system
boundary. Therefore, it describes to different extent not only the background and foreground technical systems, but also its
surrounding environment. In the case of bioethanol production system shown in Figure 1, the economic inflows are biomass
feedstock from the plantation and palm oil mill, input energy, and enzymes; while the economic outflows are bioethanol
product, lignin and pentose sugar co-products. Environmental inflows are land, water, extracted mineral and fossil oil; while,
environmental outflows are atmospheric emission and treated wastewater. For comparison between biofuel produced and
gasoline it replace, the system will embrace lignocellulosic biomass generation at an oil palm plantation and palm oil mill,
bioethanol production, biofuel blending, and its use in vehicles. A life cycle inventory of the bioethanol production system will
typically be based on the following steps: pretreatment to remove lignin from cellulose and hemicellulose, hydrolysis of
cellulose and hemicellulose to produce C5 (pentose) and C6 (hexose) sugars, fermentation to convert sugars into bioethanol,
distillation to purify bioethanol to 95.5%, and dehydration to 99.5% bioethanol.
A standardized process descriptions in an LCI format for a product system is called a unit process. LCA databases containing
large lists of various unit processes are available commercially. One of the example is Ecoinvent, providing comprehensive
unit processes for background and foreground technical systems, particularly in energy generation processes. This database is
especially helpful when system includes high number unit processes or when the technology has not readily established at a
commercial or full scale operation, for example in the case of second generation biofuel.
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Difficulties commonly encountered during the development of an LCI are data collection, in particular with regards to data
availability (completeness) and uncertainty. If any of these things occurred, sensitivity analysis need to be carried out to check
the robustness of the overall results. In the case of bioethanol from palm oil biomass, variation in the level of technologies
applied at a small or big plantation or oil-mill may play an important role governing the end result. These different options
need to be followed consistently, so that any limitations with regard to the conclusions can be described accordingly.
4.4 Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA)
In general, environmental impact assessment can be regarded as either potential impact or real impact. But in LCA, only
potential impact or maximum possible impact is considered [28]. In addition, impact category should be mutually independent
in order to avoid double counting. LCIA consists of seven activities, i.e. selection of impact category, classification,
characterization, normalization, grouping, weighting, and data quality analysis. According to the ISO standard for LCA, the
first three are mandatory, while the rest are optional. One of the most controversial parameter in this regard is weighing. It is an
approach reflecting people‟s values and preferences on the relative importance among various environmental impact categories
[28]. Weighing methods capture values held by humans concerning different environmental problems, because natural sciences
cannot be used as a basis for prioritizing different kinds of environmental impacts. Human values are relative; therefore,
impact assessment is not overall scientific.
Areas of protection in environmental impact assessment include ecological health, human health, resource depletion, and man
created environment such as building or construction [29]. Impact assessment of biofuel production from specific biomass are
suggested to be based on a complete set of impact categories, including climate change, ozone depletion, human and
ecotoxicity, photo-oxidant formation, acidification, eutrophication, land use, and depletion of abiotic source [29]. But in
biofuel cases, most considered parameters are limited to net energy and GHG emission. The reason for not including other
impact categories is their site specificity may limit the generalization of the result [26]. At the same time, this approach,
however, is also dangerous since it does not give a complete picture of the overall impacts as suggested by Guinee et al. [29].
The net energy is an important parameter because in some cases, the process of producing fuels from feedstock is energy
intensives, and therefore limits the overall benefit. For GHG emission, the results of the life cycle inventory is a list of GHG
emissions of all processes in the chain, which are then added up and translated into CO2 equivalents (including CH4 and N2O)
based on Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) defined factors. Different impact category requires different
input data. Therefore, the impact category chosen need to be fixed in the beginning, at the formulation of the scope of the
project.
In some countries, life cycle impact assessment based on GHG emission reduction is used as criteria to allow the use of certain
biofuel for national renewable energy. For example, the renewable energy directive of the EU requires 60% saving in GHG
emission as compared to the fossil fuel it replaces [26]. Meanwhile, EISA (US-Energy Independence and Security Act)
requires that the biofuels reduce life cycle GHG emissions relative to gasoline by 20% for corn ethanol, 60% for cellulosic
ethanol, and 50% for other advanced biofuels [30].

5. CONCLUSIONS
In conducting an LCA of bioethanol from lignocelulosic biomass and its use as biofuel, some remarks are noted as the
following.
1. A system boundary of bioethanol from oil palm lignocellulosic biomass has been defined.
2. The allocation method for biomass feedstock can be based on different principles, and there is no a priori choice.
3. A sensitivity analysis need to be performed in the case where the biomass residues have or no economic values, are valued
based on economy or energy content, also when there is significant uncertainty with the quality of data.
4. Environmental impacts of most LCA studies on biofuels include GHG emission and net energy, but complete impact
categories are necessary to consider the overall environmental sustainability.
5. Limitation and uncertainty of the LCA results have to be addressed in sufficient detail to consider the context of
conclusions and recommendations made.
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ABSTRAK

Hydrogen is one of chemical industry feedstock and automobile fuel, which is commonly produced by
electrolysis. Electrolysis however has several constraints especially to its large energy requirement. Plasma
electrolysis is a breakthrough method not only to improve hydrogen production but also suppress the energy
consumption.
This study aimed to test the effectiveness of the plasma electrolytic process which is expressed as the number
of products of hydrogen and electrical energy consumed by varying the voltage and the concentration of KOH
solution. Then, the effectiveness of this process compared with the effectiveness of electrolysis Faraday. The
result showed that hydrogen production and energy consumption are increased by increasing the voltage and
KOH concentration. The process effectiveness of plasma electrolysis can reach up to 16.6 times higher than
the Faraday electrolysis at 200 V and 0.15 M KOH.
Keyword: Hydrogen production; plasma electrolysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Hydrogen is an important reactant and an energy carrier that can be manufactured from a variety of energy
sources such as fossil fuels and bio-fuels and through renewable resources and nuclear energy via electricity.
In areas where natural gas is not available, hydrogen could be produced from hydrogen carriers such as
methanol via electricity (e.g., from renewable energy such as wind or solar) as well as from biofuel, among
others [1]. Many types of non-thermal plasma-assisted reforming technologies for hydrogen production have
been implemented in recent years. The most notable examples are plasmatron, gliding arc, dielectric barrier
discharge (DBD), corona, microwave, and pulsed discharge and reformed hydrocarbons such as methane,
diesel, and biofuel. Among the possible innovative reforming options, plasma systems could provide original
responses to these drawbacks in terms of reactivity, compactness, and efficiency [2]. The experiments
conducted by Chaffin and his colleagues showed that plasma electrolysis in aqueous environment may
provide a new plasma technology of hydrogen production [3].
The plasma electrolysis technology is similar with the electrolysis process but it runs with high voltage until
the plasma is formed in the electrolyzed solution. The plasma will produce reactive species in large
amount so it will be able to increase the water bond separation which increasing the formation of hydrogen up
to 8 times than the conventional electrolysis process [4]. Plasma is known more as an ionized gas flow, and
in this research, Plasma is formed on the liquid medium that has been saturated with hydrogen gas bubble on
plasma electrolysis process. The plasma will be formed in negative pole (cathode) which the cathode is placed
adjacent to the anode to reduce the electron route from positive pole to negative pole. The hydrogen is formed
on cathode room where the hydrogen will not mix with the oxygen that is formed in anode room.
In this research, there will be a design-scheming of the semi batch reactor for non-thermal plasma electrolysis
which includes plasma generator that is able to create up to 300 volt of DC voltage. The reactor is featured
with coolant and product separation system. The use of KOH as the electrolyte solution is expected to
increase the process performance.

2. EXPERIMENT
Electrolysis Reactor. The scheme for the reactor plasma electrolysis system is shown as Fig 1. The reactor is
made from transparent filter housing with 8 cm of diameter and 25 cm of height with the capacity of 1000
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mL. There is an output hole for the hydrogen and the oxygen. The thermometer and the anode are put on top,
while the the cathode is put below the anode room. The electrode material is made by using wolfram to
minimize the corrosion.
Coolant system. The electrolyte solution is flowed through copper-made cooler coil using peristaltic pump in
closed circulation. The electrolyte flow rate is used to control the reactor temperature.

1. Electrolyte cooler
2. peristaltic pump
3. electrolysis chamber
4. oxygen out
5. Cathode room
6. Stainless steel net
7. Cathode
8. Anode
9. Diode bridge
10. Condenser
11. Absorber
12. Hydrogen Analyzer
13. Slide Regulator
14. Hydrogen out
15. Thermometer
16. Power Supply

Fig 1. Experimental Set Up
Purification System. Hydrogen contains a large amount of water vapour. To reduce the water vapour, steam
trapper is used as the first-stage condenser. It is made of acrylic with 10 cm of diameter and 10 cm of height,
and there are 2 holes on the top for the input and the output. The Erlenmeyer condenser is used as the secondstage physical condenser. Absorber is used as chemically water vapour absorbent with 5 cm of diameter and
20 cm of height of vessel.
The effectiveness of plasma electrolysis process in this research is measured with the parameter of
comparison of hydrogen production on plasma electrolysis process with Faraday electrolysis process which is
stated as G(H2). The Faraday electrolysis is the maximum amount of hydrogen that is able to be produced
through the conventional electrolysis process. The effectiveness process, G(H2), can be formulated on
equation 1 as follow [5]:
G H2

VH 2 / 24

VH 2 .F

Q / 2F

12Q

mol.mol

1

(1)

Q, F, and VH2 are respectively, the flowing electric charge (Coulomb), the Faraday constant, and the volume
of the H2 product.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The phenomenon aspect of the plasma formation in electrolyte solution, the behaviour of the temperature,
current, and the plasma electrolysis process on hydrogen production are given in the beginning part of the
report. The influence of voltage and concentration of KOH in hydrogen production, electricity consumption,
and the plasma electrolysis process effectiveness toward Faraday electrolysis are discussed in the end of the
report.
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3.1 Plasma Formation Phenomenon
The initial stage of plasma electrolysis process is the conventional electrolysis process that is marked with the
hydrogen gas formation on cathode and the oxygen on the anode (Fig 2a and 2b). Fig 2a shows that there are
a little amount of hydrogen bubbles initially that is formed around the cathode and the solution temperature is
around 40 oC. As the temperature increases, the formed hydrogen bubbles are becoming more (Fig 2b). The
bubble formation of H2 is becoming more and more (Fig 2c) which causes the solution conductivity to
decrease and the resistance of the solution to increase. The resistance of the electron current that occurs from
cathode and anode as the result of the hydrogen gas on the solution causes the electron to leap toward anode
without going through solution ions. It is marked with the plasma flash as shown on Fig 2d. The plasma that
is formed on KOH solution 0.1M occurs at 60 oC and 200 V of DC voltages.

plasma

H2
cathode

Fig 2. The Formation of Plasma Process at 0.1 M of KOH solution and 200 V of Voltage
Fig 3 shows that on the first 220 seconds, the reaction that only occurs is the electrolysis process which the
hydrogen production is low. The increasing temperature with the increasing electric current is able to reach up
to 10 A. The measured electric current during the electrolysis process increases steadily (without fluctuation).
It is because the electron transfer mechanism that occurs is just goes through the conductive solution
(electrolysis mechanism). Then, the plasma begins to form which is marked by the decreasing of the electric
current and the increasing of H2 production (marked by dashing thick line).
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Fig 3. The curve of Temperature, Electric Current, and Hydrogen Production Rate on Plasma Electrolysis
Process at 0.1 M of KOH solution and 200 V of Voltage
The electric power needed in the electrolysis is up to 2000 watt which is used to reduce and oxidize water at
anode and cathode. The reduction reaction equation is written as follow:
Cathode: 2H2O + 2 e → H2 (g) + 20H-(aq)
Anode: 2H2O → O2 (g) + 4H+ (aq) + 4e

(2)
(3)

Fig 3 shows when the plasma begins to form, the electric current decreases drastically from 9.5 A to an
average of 3 A. The measured current when the plasma occurs is fluctuating. It is because the electron transfer
mechanism that occurs is changing between the electron flows trough the conductive solution (electrolysis
mechanism) and through the hydrogen gas ionization (plasma). The decreasing electric current that occurs on
electrolysis plasma shows that the consumed electric power is decreasing also, because the voltage is
maintained at 200 V.
This phenomenon shows that the plasma electrolyses process is able to run after an electrolysis process. The
solution will be saturated by hydrogen gas that causes the resistance on the solution to become higher. It will
force the high-energy electrons to leap from cathode to anode when the gas is ionized (plasma).
When the plasma electrolysis is reached, the production rate of H2 becomes high, while the electric current
decreases (electric consumption decreases) as shown in Fig 3. It is because of the formation of Meta-stable
species from H+ and OH- to radical ●H and ●OH, and then they will form H2 and O2. With the preceded, the
production rate of H2 increases. The reaction between these Meta-stable species can be written as follows (6):
4H+ (aq) + 4e → 4●H
(4)
4OH-(aq) → 4●OH + 4e
(5)
4H+ (aq) + 4OH-(aq) → 4●H + 4●OH
(6)
2●H + 2●H → 2H2 (g)
(7)
4●OH → 2H2 (aq) + 2O2 (aq)
(8)
Equation 7 and 8 show that there is an addition as much as 4 moles of H2 from the existing Meta-stable
species of ●H and ●OH in the solution that formed by plasma mechanism. The decreasing electric current,
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when the plasma is formed, is caused by the increasing resistance in the conductive solution with the
formation of hydrogen bubble and the increasing temperature in the solution.
3.2 Hydrogen Production
Fig 4 shows that the higher electric voltage, the more production of hydrogen will be. Higher electric voltage
will cause the energy that is contained on the electron to be bigger hence the leaping electrons will occur
more. The formed plasma is getting bigger and brighter. The increasing amount of plasma will drive the
radical species of ●H and ●OH to be formed, and then they will form hydrogen and oxygen gas as shown in
equation 7 and 8. The test on 300 V in 0.15 M KOH is not conducted due to safety factor.
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Fig 4. Effect of Voltage on H2 Production in KOH solution at 90 oC
The hydrogen production increases as the concentration of the solution increases (Fig. 4). The increasing
electrolyte KOH concentration shows that there is an increasing of the formation of ions. These ions have
roles as the electron transfer medium. As the distance between ions is becoming more short, the easier the
electrons to leap. It is shown by the size of the formed plasma getting bigger as the solution KOH
concentration becoming more. The increasing amount of plasma will drive the formation of radical ●H and
●OH, and in the end, they will form hydrogen and oxygen gas. The increasing rate of H2 production at the
concentration of 0.15 M is much higher compared with the concentration of 0.1 and 0.05 M. It is caused by
the intensive and dominant formation of plasma at the 0.15 M especially at 200V.

3.3 Energy Consumption
Figure 5 shows that the energy consumption which is needed to obtain 1 mmol H2 (Wr) decreases as the
electric voltage increases. On low KOH concentration (0.05M), the decreasing of Wr is very significant. It is
because the amount of formed plasma on the low concentration and voltage (0,005 M and 150 V) is so little
hence the hydrogen productivity is low. The increasing voltage will be significant on the increasing amount of
formed plasma, therefore the hydrogen productivity increases and Wr decreases drastically. On high voltage
(300 V), the difference amount of formed plasma at 0.1 M and 0.05 M is relatively not quite big hence the
difference of Wr is relatively small. It is because on the higher electric voltage, the plasma mechanism that
drives the formation of hydrogen gas is becoming more dominant.
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Fig 5. Effect of Voltage Wr in KOH solution at 90 oC
3.4 Process Effectiveness
Fig 6 shows that there is an increasing value of effectiveness process [G(H2)] as the electric voltage increases.
The high value of G(H2) shows that the high hydrogen production. The highest G(H2) is obtained at 200 V of
electrical voltage and 0.15 M of KOH concentration on the value of 16.6. It shows that on the condition, the
plasma electrolysis reaction has a hydrogen production 16.6 times higher than the Faraday electrolysis
process. The higher voltage and KOH concentration will cause the energy that is contained by electron and
ion population to be bigger. It can be seen from the bigger and brighter plasma. The increasing amount of
plasma will drive the formation of radical species ●H and ●OH, and then, they will form hydrogen and
oxygen gas.
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Fig 6. Effect of Voltage toward G(H2) in KOH solution at 90 oC
4. CONCLUSION
The plasma electrolyses process is able to run after an electrolysis process which there is saturated solution by
hydrogen gas that causes the resistance on the solution to become higher. It forces the high-energy electrons
to leap from cathode to anode through ionized gas media, therefore the plasma electrolysis phenomenon
occurs.
The increasing voltage and solution concentration drives a formation of bigger plasma hence it increases the
hydrogen production and process effectiveness G(H2), and it decreases the energy consumption (Wr). The
affectivity of plasma electrolysis process is able to beat the Faraday electrolysis process up to 16.6 times at
200 V and KOH 0.15 M of solution concentration.
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Abstract
Phenolic compounds is one of many contaminants found in wastewater, and it were classified as B3 waste (Poisonous and
Hazardous Materials) because of its toxicity. One effective method for treating phenol is ozonation , which is a chemical
oxidation technique that uses ozone as a strong oxidizing agent to degrade phenol. However, ozone has low solubility and
stability in water and can only react with certain compounds in water. Combination of ozonation and hydrodynamic and
ultrasonic cavitations is an alternative method to improve ozonation performance. Cavitation is the phenomenon of the
formation, growth, and collapse of microbubbles in the liquid. Cavitation can increase the rate of ozone mass transfer by
enlarging the surface contact area through microbubbles. In addition, cavitation can also accelerate the decomposition rate of
ozone into hydroxyl radical (OH.). In this study, a combination of ozonation and cavitation (hydrodynamic and ultrasonic) for
removing phenol by varying the gas flow rate, ultrasonic intensity, initial phenol concentration, and type of acid used was
conducted. The result showed that the highest degradation of phenol was obtained at gas flow rate of 400 L/h, high-intensity
ultrasound and initial phenol concentration of 100 ppm.
Key words: ozonation, hydrodynamic, ultrasonic, cavitation, phenol

1. INTRODUCTION
Phenolic compounds are ones of many contaminants found in wastewater, and they are classified as B3 waste (Poisonous and
Hazardous Materials) because of the nature of its toxicity. Today many industries using phenol as the main compound in the
manufacturing process, such as pharmaceutical industry, organic pesticides, synthetic resin, metal smelting, plastics and
polymers industry, paint industry, and paper industry.
Because of its toxicity, the Minister for the Environment in KEP-51/MENLH/10/1995 regulations regarding Waste Water
Quality Standards For Industrial Activities define the optimum concentration of phenolic compounds in waste water for
industrial activities should not exceed 0,5 mg/L - 1 mg/L. Besides that, Minister of Health in Regulation
416/Menkes/Per/IX/1990 of Terms and Monitoring of Water Quality determined that the maximum concentration of phenol in
river water for drinking water is 0.002 mg/L.
One effective method for treating phenol is ozonation, which is a chemical oxidation technique that uses ozone as a strong
oxidizing agent to degrade phenol. This method is environmentally friendly because it does not require the use of other
chemical. The unique feature of ozone is its decomposition into OH radicals (•OH) which are the strongest oxidants in water.
Therefore, the assessment of ozonation processes always involves the two species ozone and OH radicals. Ozone reacts
directly and only able to oxidize certain compounds in water with it’s slow reactivity at low pH. Whereas at high pH, ozone
decompose rapidly into hydroxyl radicals (•OH.) which will oxidize the impurities non-selectively.
Disadvantages of using ozone is it’s low solubility and stability in water as well as its selectivity [1]. Nowadays, there is an
alternative method to overcome the problems, using Advanced Oxidation Processes (AOPs). Advanced Oxidation Processes
(AOPs) is defined as a solution phase oxidation methods based on the principle of formation and utilization of hydroxyl radical
(OH.) as primary oxidant to destroy pollutants. This research combined ozonation and cavitation (hydrodynamic and
ultrasonic).
Cavitation is the phenomenon of the formation, growth, and collapse of microbubbles in the liquid. Microbubble is a bubble
with diameter less than tens of microns, whereas conventional bubble has a diameter of several millimeters. If this
phenomenon occurs because of the high-frequency sound waves in a flow, it is called acoustic cavitation (ultrasonic). If it
happened due to pressure variations in the fluid that flows from changes in geometry on the flow system, it is called
hydrodynamic cavitation [2]. Cavitation can increase the rate of ozone mass transfer by enlarging the surface contact area
through microbubbles. In addition, cavitation can also accelerate the decomposition rate of ozone into hydroxyl radical.
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Cavitation produces microbubbles in the water so that the gas molecules of water that is trapped in a bubble will collapse and
produce highly reactive free radicals such as hydroxyl radical (OH.) in accordance to the following equation [3]:
(1)
These radicals can react directly within the bubble or recombine in the cooler site such as in the bubble interphase or in the
bulk solution to produce hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). The combination between ozonation/cavitation will increase the formation
of hydroxyl radical through ozone decompositon in water with this following equation :
(2)
(3)
The combination between ozonation/ cavitation (hydrodynamic and ultrasonic) forms two hydroxyl radicals molecules per one
molecule of ozone used [4]. Based on the previous explanation, the mechanism of hydroxyl radical formation in the
recombination process of ozonation/cavitation (hydrodynamic and ultrasonic) come from three sources, which are :
1. Decomposition of ozone in the solution.
2. Thermal decomposition of water vapor in the microbubbles.
3. Thermal decomposition of ozone in the microbubbles.
This research studied about phenol degradation using advanced oxidation process by combination of ozonation and
hydrodynamic and ultrasonic cavitations (from now on, will be written as ozonation/cavitation) at acidic condition. This
research is expected to provide an analysis of the effect of ozonation/cavitation on degradation of phenol by looking at the
influence of independent variables, such as gas flow rate, ultrasonic intensity, initial concentration of phenol, and type of acid.
2.

EXPERIMENTAL

This research was started by equipment design and set-up. The experimental set-up consists of ozonator (ozone generator),
compressor, injector, stainless-steel pump, bubble reactor, ultrasonic processor, ozone trap, and feed tank; as can be seen in
Figure 1.
US Prosesor

Ozone trap

Feed Tank

Flowmeter

Pump

Flowmeter

Sampling
port
Injector
Sampling
port

Ozonator
Air drier
Air

Compressor

Figure 1. Experimental Set Up

Ozonator used is in this research was designed by Team of Process Intensification Laboratory University of Indonesia, with
ozone productivity of 22 grams/hour. Injector used is a venturi type, to generate microbubbles by hydrodynamic cavitation due
to the change in the geometrical structure of the flow. The bubble reactor was made from glass with a volume of 2.75 L,
equipped with sampling ports. Ultrasonic cavitation (sonication) was induced by ultrasonic processor UP-800. The processor
generates high frequency electrical signal which will be converted into mechanical vibrations and will be forwarded to the
surrounding solution by the probe. This will form microbubbles, which will grow and eventually rupture and produced
hydroxyl radicals.
Phenol degradation would be conducted by varying the gas flow rate, ultrasonic intensity, initial concentration of phenol, and
type of acid. Experimental data of phenol concentrations were measured by spectrophotometric method, the concentration of
dissolved ozone was measured with DO3-meter, and the concentration of ozone in off gas was measured by iodometric method
using ozone trap.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Degradation of phenol through combination of ozonation/cavitation process usually occurs at bulk solution, due to the nature
of hydrophilic phenols. Phenol is a compound soluble in water and has a low vapor pressure [5], so that the phenol is difficult
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to diffuse into the cavitation bubbles and tend to be in the bulk solution phase. From the above explanation, it can be concluded
that the degradation of phenol by combining the ozonation/cavitation (hydrodynamic and ultrasonic) will occur in two mainly
ways, which are :
The reaction between hydroxyl radicals and phenol compound in the bulk solution phase.
Direct oxidation process of ozone and hydrogen peroxide with phenol compound in the bulk solution phase.
The reaction mechanism of phenol in the process ozonation / cavitation (hydrodynamic and ultrasonic) are as follows [6]:

Figure 2. Mechanism reaction of phenol [6]

Degradation of phenol by using ozonation/cavitation occurs via direct reaction between ozone and phenol, and the reaction
between phenol with hydroxyl radicals. The process of oxidation of phenol (A) and side products of phenol will occur rapidly
in solution via the direct reaction of ozone. Direct attack of ozone molecules will produce unsaturated compounds (X) which
cannot be further oxidized by ozone, but can be oxidized by hydroxyl radical and form a free radical oxidation products (X.).
This product can be oxidized with ozone. The reaction between free radical oxidation (X.) with ozone will form hydroxyl
radicals that will improve the process of phenol degradation.
3.1. Variation of Gas Flow Rate (QG)
This research aims to determine the influence of flow rate of gas (ozone) to the degradation of phenol. This research was
performed at initial phenol concentration of 100 ppm, water flow rate of 3 L/min, high-intensity ultrasound (60%), and pH 3.
The gas flow rate used in this study were 200 L/h, 400 L/h, and 600 L/h. The influence of gas flowrate variation to several
parameters (phenol concentration, ozone residual, ozone off gas) is discussed in the following paragraphs.
3.1.1. Concentration of Phenol

Figure 3. Degradation of phenol with gas flow rate of 200 L/h(), 400 L/h(), and 600 L/h()

The influence of gas flowrate to the concentration of phenol is depicted in Figure 3. The decrease of phenol concentration at
400 L/h is more significant than others because at higher gas flow rate, gas kinetic energy increase and resulted in the ability of
the gas to dissolved into the liquid phase. However, if the gas flow rate is too high, contact area between ozone and solution is
reduced and the mass transfer of ozone is decreased. In addition, gas residence time in the reactor is faster, so contact between
the ozone with phenol was less than optimum.
Based on observation during the study, at higher gas flow rate the bubbles generated is bigger. This is apparently caused by the
tendency of bubbles coalescence at higher gas flow rate. This will decrease the mass transfer efficiency. In this study, the gas
flow rate which gives highest phenol degradation was 400 L/h, which was indicated by the increasing number of microbubbles
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formed compared to two other flow rates. This confirmed the previous research which showed that mass transfer coefficient
(kLa) at 400 L/h is the highest compared to 200 L/h and 600 L/h [7].
3.1.2. Concentration of Dissolve Ozone (Residual Ozone)
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Figure 4. Concentration of ozone residual at various gas flow
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Figure 5. Ozone off gas concentration at gas flow rate 200 L/h
(), 400 L/h (), and 600 L/h ()

The profile of residual ozone concentration is depicted in Figure 4. Residual ozone is the concentration of dissolved ozone
which has not reacted with phenol. This expressed effectiveness of this process. The highest concentration of dissolve ozone
was obtained at 400 L/h, which reached 2.84 ppm. The optimum phenol degradation was achieved at 400 L/h and the residual
ozone was highest at this flow rate. The productivity of ozone decrease with the increase of gas flow rate. Based on this, the
highest concentration of ozone should be obtained at a 200 L/hr. However, the highest concentration was obtained at gas flow
rate 400 L/hr. This can be due to the most optimum formation of microbubbles in the reactor which increase the mass transfer
of ozone into the solution. This was indicated by the increasing number of microbubbles in the reactor during observation.
The smallest concentration of dissolved ozone achieved in 600 L/h. This is due to lower productivity of ozone at 600 L/h, so
ozone concentrations will be smaller than others. In addition, at 600 L/h the mass transfer of ozone into was less effective,
indicated by numerous large bubbles in the reactor during the process. This confirms by the previous research about the mass
transfer coefficient (kLa) of ozone, which explained that the mass transfer coefficient of ozone is increased with increasing gas
flowrate until an optimum flowrate (400 L/h), then it is decreased with futher increase in gas flowrate [7].
3.1.3. Ozone Off Gas Concentration
Ozone off gas concentration of expressed the amount of ozone that is not adsorbed into the solution. Low off gas concentration
indicates more amount of ozone adsorbed into the solution to react with phenol and the better effectiveness of the process. The
profile of ozone off gas concentration at various gas flowrate is depicted in Figure 5. Gas flow rate at 400 L/h has the smallest
ozone off gas concentration compared to others. At 400 L/hr ozone mass transfer increases due to the increasing number of
microbubbles formation. In addition, based on previous research, the mass transfer coefficient (kLa) for 400 L/h was higher
than for others [7]. With the higher of kLa, more ozone dissolved into the liquid and less amount of ozone that came out in the
gas phase.
Meanwhile, at 600 L/h, ozone concentration in the off gas was the highest, due to the smallest productivity of ozonator. In
addition, at this flow rate, ozone mass transfer was not optimal due to large bubbles formed which as observed during the
process. Ozone tend to come out in gas phase than disolved into solution.
3.2. Intensity of Ultrasonic
Degradation of phenolic compounds through a combination of ozonation/cavitation process is strongly influenced by the
intensity of ultrasonic. This research aims to determine the effect of ultrasonic intensity to the degradation of phenol. This
study was performed with two combination of intensity: low intensity (30%), with a frequency range of 30-100 kHz and high
intensity (60%), with the frequency range 300-500 kHz. The following condition was set up: initial phenol concentration of
100 ppm, water flow rate of 3 L/min, water flowrate of 400 L/h, and pH 3.
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3.2.1. Concentration of Phenol
Ultrasonic intensity is one of factors affecting cavitation. Ultrasonic intensity affects the formation of microbubbles generated
by cavitation process. At low intensity the rate of bubble growth is slower than it is at high intensity because the number of the
cycles of expansion and compression is much higher at high intensity [3]. The experimental results of the degradation of
phenol using combine process of ozonation/cavitation (hydrodynamic and ultrasonic) with ultrasonic intensity variations are
shown in the picture below :
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Figure 6. The profile of phenol degradation of at various intensity of ultrasound, C0 = 100 ppm; high intensity () and low intensity ()

Figure 6 shows that at both ultrasound intensity, the concentration of phenol was decreased as the time increased. At the first
five minutes of the process, the concentration of phenol at high intensity immediately decreased quite significantly. This
indicates that phenol reacted either directly with ozone and with hydroxyl radicals. This is due to several following reasons:
At high intensity, the cycle of expansion and compression of the microbubbles is shorter so that the microbubble
lifetime is shorter. This will increase the formation of hydroxyl radicals.
At high intensity, the rate of mass transfer is increased due to the smaller size of bubble generated and effect of
turbulence.
At high intensity, the possibility for hydroxyl radicals to move to the bulk solution is much higher due to the effect of
turbulence from the collapse of the microbubbles. Increasing number of hydroxyl radicals in the bulk solution increases
the degradation of phenol.
At high-intensity, the temperature will rise due to the more violent collapse of microbubbles. The increase in
temperature increases the rate of decomposition of ozone so that the degradation of phenol will be better.
3.2.2. Concentration of Residual Ozone
The influence of ultrasound intensity to the residual ozone is depicted in Figure 7.
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Residual ozone concentration at high intensity is greater than low intensity. This is due to the turbulence effects on the solution
that drives the ozone in the gas phase to migrate into the liquid phase (solution). This is in accordance with the foregoing
discussion that states that the percentage of phenol at high intensity is greater than in low intensity.
3.2.3. Ozone Off Gas Concentration
The effect of ultrasound intensity to the ozone off gas concentration is depicted in Figure 8. The figure shows that at high
intensity, ozone off gas concentration is lower than low intensity. High intensity increase the movement of ozone from gas
phase into liquid phase (solution) due to the effect of turbulence resulting from the collapse of microbubbles. This will increase
the mass transfer of ozone into the liquid and thus decrease the ozone concentration comes out in gas phase.
3.3. Initial Concentration of Phenol (Cp0)
This study aims to determine the effect of initial concentration of phenol (Cp0) on degradation of phenol. This research was
conducted at 3 different initial concentration of phenol: 7, 50, and 100 ppm. Whilethe following fixed variable was set: liquid
flow rate of 3 L/min, gas flow rate of 400 L/h, high-intensity ultrasound (60%), and pH of 3.
3.3.1. Concentration of Phenol
Phenol concentration profile at various initial phenol concentration is depicted in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Degradation of phenol at various initial phenol concentration; 7 ppm (), 50 ppm (), and 100 ppm ()

Based on Figure 9 above, the best phenol, degradation achieved at the initial phenol concentration of 7 ppm. This is due to the
very small concentration of phenol in the solution, 7 ppm in 1 L of solution, with a constant flow rate of ozone. The
degradation of phenol with ozone is much easier in small phenol concentration solution. The oxidation load of ozone is much
lighter in small phenol concentration solution.
For the initial phenol concentration of 50 ppm, the degradation of phenol was not optimum compared with 100 ppm. At 50
ppm, the concentration of phenol at the end of the process has not reduced significantly. This could be due to the increasing
number of intermediate products from the process. At the beginning of the process, phenol react directly either with ozone or
hydroxyl radicals. The longer the process, the fewer the number of phenol in the solution and increase the intermediate
products of phenol. These intermediate products are difficult to be further oxidized by ozone. However, the products can be
oxidized by hydroxyl radicals which lead to a decrease of phenol at the end of the process.
Increasing the amount of initial phenol concentration enhanced gas-liquid mass transfer. The greater initial concentration of
phenol encouraged ozone in the gas phase to migrate into the liquid phase (solution). In this case concentration of phenol
serves as a driving force for the absorption of ozone into the liquid. Increased absorption of ozone into the solution encouraged
the formation of hydroxyl radicals. As a result, the degradation of phenol is better. In addition, the higher initial concentration
of phenol, reduce the tendency of hydroxyl radicals to recombine in the bulk solution phase according to the equation below
[8]:
OH. + OH. → H2O2

(4)

Hydroxyl radicals that are formed in the bulk solution tend to react immediately with phenol than recombine each other to
form hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), so the percentage of phenol is better [8]. This is due to the higher reaction rate constants of
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phenol with hydroxyl radicals (k = 6.6 x 109 M-1s-1) than the rate constants for hydroxyl radical recombination (k = 5.0 x 109
M-1s-1).
3.3.2. Concentration of Dissolve Ozone (Residual Ozone)
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Figure 10 describes the influence of phenol initial concentration to the concentration of residual ozone. Based on the above
curve, the highest residual ozone concentration was obtained at the initial phenol concentration of 7 ppm. At this concentration,
phenol was quickly oxidized by ozon. Therefore, the longer the process, the more the amount of ozone unreacted with phenol
because there was less phenols to be oxidized. Dissolved ozone concentration was higher with the higher initial concentration
of phenol. At a higher phenol concentration, gas-liquid mass transfer was faster, because ozone in the gas phase was
encouraged to move into the liquid phase (solution).
3.3.3. Off Gas Concentration
The profile of ozone off gas concentration curve for various initial phenol concentration is depicted in Figure 11. The ozone off
gas concentration at 100 ppm had the lowest value. The higher the concentration of phenol, ozone from gas phase was
encouraged to move into the liquid phase (solution) so that the concentration of off gas should be smaller at higher phenol
concentration. However, the result of the study shows that the highest ozone off gas concentration was achieved at initial
phenol concentration of 50 ppm which was much higher than the ozone off gas concentration at 7 ppm. This could be due to
the condition that can not be maintained uniform during the process, such as temperature control.
4.

1.

2.
3.
4.

CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions of this research are as follows :
Ozonation reaction mechanism of phenol at low pH is more dominated by direct reaction of ozone to degradate phenol.
Addition of cavitation (hydrodynamic and ultrasound) will increase the effectiveness of the process because it increases
the formation of hydroxyl radicals that will react with phenol.
The degradation of phenol is affected by the intensity of ultrasound. At high intensity the degradation is more optimal
compared to the low intensity.
The degradation of phenol is also affected by the gas flow rate. If the flow rate is too small (200 L/h) or too high (600 L/h)
the degradation of phenol is not significant. Degradation of phenol is more effective at 400 L/h.
The degradation of phenol is better at higher initial concentration of phenol. At 100 ppm, the degradation of phenol is
more effective.
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Micro- and nanoparticle which have the features in mesoscopic phase between a single molecule and
bulk crystal have been attractive for both scientific bases and material applications. The physical and
chemical properties of microcrystal and nanoparticle are very interesting. Especially, the free
electrons of the heavy metal nanoparticles could induce surface plasmon formation, which in turn
capable to induce some enhancements in the vibration motions, electronic structure, and photophysical
properties. In this study, we prepare the bulk crystal of lanthanide complexes into micro- and
nanoparticle by the combination of reprecipitation and evaporation methods. This technique is to
dissolve the complexes into a proper solvent and to disperse the solution in a missible solvent, followed
by the evaporation of the dispersion on substrates. Since the bulk crystals of these complexes have been
considerable candidates for commercial organic light emitting diode (OLED) applications, the microand nanoparticle produced would be applicable for photosensor application. For the OLED, the
micro- and nanoparticle could be efficiently embedded into polymer film. The photosensor application
is extremely feasible, since the emission of a single complex microcrystal and nanoparticle is
detectable.
Keywords
Lanthanide complexes; Microcrystals; Nanoparticles; Photosensor
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ABSTRACT
Direct catalytic decomposition of methane to produce simultaneously COx-free hydrogen and high quality nanocarbon offers
an alternative route to develop the small gas fields. Carbon foams are attractive as substrates because they offer a lower
pressure drop and high geometric surface areas. The use of nanocarbon was also reported in order to obtain higher surface
areas and to ensure a better heat transfer. Consequently, the preparation of a novel composite catalyst substrate, combining a
carbon foam and nanocarbon for a highly accessible surface area and a good heat transfer, is a major issue. The reactions
performed in a fixed bed quartz reactor 8 mm in internal diameter. The methane flow rate of 35 ml/min at 500 oC. Products of
deposition and nanocarbon growth on carbon foam were characterized using the Scanning Electron Micrograph (SEM). The
results of this research are nickel distribution is influenced by the concentration and deposition time. The deposition time 240
and 300 minutes, more equitable distribution of nickel is achieved and a more equitable distribution of nickel is achieved in a
greater concentration ie 20 gNi/g carbon foam. In this research, Carbon foam formed and shaped as a fiber has diameter of
35-40 nm and a little nanotubes of 20 gNi/g carbon foam, 300 minutes has diameter size 50 – 100 nm.
Keywords
Carbon foams, Direct catalytic decomposition of methane, nanocarbon, nickel

1. INTRODUCTION
For very small gas fields (~0.1 tcf), a novel process, direct catalytic decomposition of methane to produce simultaneously COxfree hydrogen and high quality nanocarbon offers an alternative route to develop this small gas fields. Nanocarbon and
hydrogen are two main commodity products that have a great demand [1]. The pipeline transportation for very small gas field
is economically not feasible due to high capital cost. In this case, free formation of CO2 and the subsequent steps for removal
of CO are not needed through CH4  C + 2H2 H298=+ 75 kJ/mol. This process is superior to steam reforming from
economical and energy efficiency points of view. The elemental carbon produced in the form of nanotubes (CNTs) and
nanofibers/filaments that possess abilities as adsorbent, hydrogen storage materials, catalyst, composite lubricants, fieldemission displays, microscope tips and terabit memory and other high value added materials.
Because of new environmental regulations, much research is focused on materials that are intended to decrease the
atmospheric pollution created by human activity. Novel or improved materials for heterogeneous catalysis are of primary
importance. Such materials are generally made of a substrate on which a large quantity of nanometre-sized active particles are
dispersed and stabilised. Carbon foams are attractive as substrates because they offer a lower pressure drop, high geometric
surface areas and greater turbulence than packed beds [2]. However, the sintering of such materials, necessary to improve their
mechanical properties, is detrimental to their surface area. To solve this problem, the preparation of materials in which the pore
walls are covered by a carbon layer made of submicronic grains, generally γ-Al2O3, has been reported by several authors [3,4].
The use of filamentous carbon was also reported in order to obtain higher surface areas and to ensure a better heat transfer [5].
Consequently, the preparation of a novel composite catalyst substrate, combining a carbon foam and CNTs for a highly
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accessible surface area and a good heat transfer, is a major issue. The high porosity and accessibility of this foam structures
suggests their potential for the absorption and storage of hydrogen or alkali metals for fuel cell or battery applications.

2. METHODS
The method employed in this research consists of catalyst preparation and characterization, reactor set up, and activity
measurement of catalyst.The preparation of nanocarbon coated on carbon foam consisted of two main steps are Carbon foam
pre-treatment at the first step, oxidation by boiling nitric acid and Nickel deposition at the second step. At the first step, the
nitric acid, 300 ml, 69-71 wt.%, is preheated and maintained at 115 oC in a 500 ml round-bottom flask equipped with a
thermometer well for 60 minutes or from 20-90 min [2,3]. Carbon foams have been diced with dimension of 1 cm3 and 2 cm3.
The oxidized foams then will be washed with 1 N sodium hydroxide (aqueous) to neutralize the nitric acid on the surface. The
foams can be refluxed in 1 N sodium hydroxide (300 ml) for one hour. Then the foams should be flushed and washed by water
3 times to remove residual nitric acid on surface and by NaOH, to neutralize remaining acid. Before the next step, foam is kept
in demineralized water. At the second step, Nickel will be deposited onto the foam by deposition precipitation After oxidation
in HNO3. A 200 ml solution of nickel nitrate hexahydrate was prepared and heated to 90 oC. The nickel nitrate concentration
will be varied between 1 and 25 g Ni / g RVC. The pH of solution is adjusted to a value of 3.5 using a dilute solution of nitric
acid [3]. The oxidized carbon foam will be immersed in nickel nitrate solution and urea will be added drop-wise to obtain ca. 1
mol nickel per 3 mol urea. The deposition will be done for 60 min, 240 min and 450 min. The pH will be monitored during
reaction. After the nickel deposition, the sample will be taken from solution, rinsed and dried overnight at 100 oC. The
decomposition of methane will be performed in a fixed bed quartz reactor 8 mm in internal diameter. The methane flow rate of
35 ml/min at 500 oC will be applied. The catalytic reaction will be optimized in order to optimize the deposition of nanocarbon
on the foam. The reactor is modified with online gas chromatography to detect the gas produced. Whilst the nano carbon will
be weighed with microbalance and analyze with X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) to detect the catalyst crystal., Scanning Electron
Micrograph (SEM) and Transmission Electron Micrograph (TEM) to observe the catalyst morphology

3. DISCUSSION
Nickel deposition on carbon foam aims to provide a place for nanocarbon to grow in the carbon foam. Nickel, which is
deposited in the carbon foam, serves as a place to grow nanocarbon, therefore nanocarbon can be firmly embedded in the
surface of the carbon foam.
Before the deposition, the carbon foam is weighed first. Weight carbon foam that count, will be compared with the
weight of carbon foam after deposition, therefore that will get the weight of catalyst loading on the carbon foam. The weight
ratio of nickel and carbon foam was varied at 7.5; 15; and 20 g Ni / g carbon foam. The deposition time was taken in 30
minutes, 4 hours, and 5 hours. Selection of the numbers in these variations are based on previous studies conducted by
Wenmakers at al., 2008. Deposition is varied for 30 minutes, 4 hours, and 5 hours. The result of of time deposition and
concentration of nickel on carbon foam performed on the Table 1.
Table 1. The result of time deposition and Concentration of Nickel on Carbon Foam
Sample
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9

Concentration (gNi/gCF)
7,5
7,5
7,5
15
15
15
20
20
20

Deposition time (min)
30
240
300
30
240
300
30
240
300

Loading (gNi/gCF)
0.06
0.06
0.12
0.06
0.11
0.19
0.06
0.11
0.27

Nickel nitrate solution dissolved in 100 ml of demin water, which is then stirred until completely dissolved. Stirring
performed until the temperature reaches 900C, where the temperature is considered the optimal temperature for nickel
dissolution process and prevent the solution does not boil. After that, the carbon foam incorporated into the solution. While
still stirring, into the solution given precipitating agent, in the form of ammonia, drop by drop, to keep the deposition rate is not
too large. At the time of granting precipitating agent, the solution is maintained at a temperature of 900C and stirred. This is
done with the purpose of the deposition can be uneven. Carbon foam is inserted before giving precipitating agent, with the aim
that the deposition of nickel to more evenly again and can go down to the inside of the carbon foam.
In this research, nickel had been deposited on the carbon foam and the influence of deposition time can be seen in the
Figure 1. Those images show that for 30 minutes deposition time, there are still many empty spaces, while for the deposition
time 240 and 300 minutes, more equitable distribution of nickel is achieved. It can be concluded that the nickel distribution is
influenced by the concentration and deposition time. The distribution of nickel in the carbon foam is uneven due to the
deposition rate that is too large and too fast. The deposition time 240 and 300 minutes, more equitable distribution of nickel is
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achieved and a more equitable distribution of nickel is achieved in a greater concentration ie 20 gNi/g carbon foam (C8 and
C9)

Figure 1 The SEM of The Effect of Time Deposition and weight of catalyst
Carbon foam that has been coated with nickel catalyst was inserted into a quartz reactor and reduced with hydrogen gas
at a temperature of 500°C for 2 hours. The reduction was made to remove the oxides from the deposited catalyst so that later a
catalyst in the form of pure nickel was obtained for methane decomposition reaction. After 2 hours, hydrogen gas flow was
replaced by methane. Methane catalytic decomposition reaction carried out for 5 hours at 500°C. Temperature 500 ° C is
known as the minimum temperature for the formation of nanocarbon. Gas flow rate was 20 ml / min for both hydrogen and
methane. This flow rate was adjusted to the required dimensions of the reactor.
After 5 hour, the reactor wall was covered by the black powder which is estimated as nanocarbon. After weighing the
carbon foam, it was known that the weight of the carbon foam actually reduced because of the treatments that cause it dropped
off. Thus, the quantitative analysis of the yield of nanocarbon was temporarily unavailable. However, The color of the carbon
foam samples changed from shiny gray to dull black. Therefore, a qualitative analysis of the carbon foam must be done.
Carbon foam that has been deposited with nickel were characterized by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM).
Characterization is aimed to determine whether the nickel has been embedded in the carbon foam, and to know how the
distribution of nickel in the carbon foam, whether equitable or not.
Based on Figure 2, it can be seen that the carbon foam formed is carbon nanofiber. Carbon nanofiber formed and
shaped as a fiber, has diameter of 35-40 nm. Reference [3], CNF formed has a diameter of 30-1100 nm, with a weight ratio of
nickel and carbon foam of 20 gNi / g carbon foam. It turns out that the resulting CNF is still in accordance with the literature,
although these products are made with the weight ratio of nickel and carbon foam, which is smaller than the literature.
However, the CNF produced in this experiment are not evenly distributed across the surface of the carbon foam.
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a

b

c

Figure 2 SEM showing carbon nanofiber on carbon foam surface after methane reaction
(a) 170x scale up (b) 20000x scale up (c)35000x scale up

Figure 3 TEM results after methane reaction
Based on the TEM Results with a weight ratio of nickel and carbon foam of 20 gNi / g carbon foam, it can be seen
that the Figure 3 showed a little nanotubes on the carbon foam formed of C9 that has diameter size 50 – 100 nm. Potentially
the carbon foam serve as a supports, foams have the nature of heat transfer and mass transfer of good and graphitic materials.
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4. CONCLUSION
1. Nickel had been deposited on the carbon foam.
2. The nickel distribution is influenced by the concentration and deposition time. The distribution of nickel in the carbon foam
is uneven due to the deposition rate that is too large and too fast.
3. The deposition time 240 and 300 minutes, more equitable distribution of nickel is achieved and a more equitable
distribution of nickel is achieved in a greater concentration ie 20 gNi/g carbon foam
4. In this research, Carbon foam formed and shaped as a fiber has diameter of 35-40 nm and a little nanotubes of 20 gNi/g
carbon foam, 300 minutes has diameter size 50 – 100 nm. The CNF produced are not evenly distributed across the surface
of the carbon foam.
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ABSTRACT
The mixture of n-heptane and isooctane is a primary reference fuel (PRF) of gasoline in the determination
of RON (research octane number). RON of PRF represents the percentage of isooctane contained in the
mixture. This study simulated the ignition delay times of the oxidation and combustion of PRF at various
operating conditions and equivalence ratios. The simulation used a comprehensive kinetic model of the
reactions generated automatically by a program, named MOLEC. First, the model was validated using
experimental data by Fieweger et al in a shock tube reactor for RON 0, 60, 80, 90 and 100 at various
operating temperatures, the pressure of 40 atm, and the equivalence ratio of 1. The validation shows that
there is good agreement between the experimental and model data. Simulation shows that the ignition
delay time decreases with increasing initial pressure and temperature. Meanwhile, with the increase in
RON, the ignition delay time is longer, especially at high pressure.
Keywords
primary reference fuel, oxidation and combustion, kinetics, ignition delay time, model and simulation

1. INTRODUCTION
The study on combustion processes has become crucial. This is considering that the application of the
combustion process is very extensive, in industry, transportation, and households. The commonly found
combustion processes are to use hydrocarbon fuels such as diesel, gasoline and kerosene. The most widely
used fuel in transportation is gasoline.
Primary reference fuel (PRF) is another name used for a mixture of iso-octane and n-heptane. PRF can be
used as a reference in determining the octane number (RON - research octane number) of gasoline. The
value of RON shows the percentage of iso-octane content in PRF. It can be seen that the RON 0 shows the
mixture of 100% n-heptane, and RON 100 the mixture containing 100% iso-octane. Therefore, a study on
the PRF is necessary.
A deep understanding of the combustion chemistry of PRF will help us understand the nature and
characteristics of gasoline fuel so that the possible optimum conditions of gasoline combustion can be
achieved. Therefore, a reaction mechanism for PRF needs to be developed.
Reaction mechanism is a system consisting of a number of elementary chemical reactions with reaction rate
coefficients being determined by the kinetics, both in experimental or theoretical. A detailed chemical
kinetic mechanism is a characteristic of chemical kinetic models in developing a problem solving supported
by experimental data. As a consequence, data from experiments set operating conditions of a reaction
mechanism. The model is expected to provide a further knowledge that is not obtainable through
experiments at the time.
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Detailed chemical kinetic mechanism for the combustion and oxidation of PRF in this study is generated
automatically by MOLEC [1] and validated using experimental data by Fieweger et al. [2] for the ignition
delay times in a shock tube.

2. FUNDAMENTAL
MOLEC is a system based on simple rules, which arise from very limited reaction types in the oxidation
and combustion of hydrocarbons. The most important reaction types are:
Decomposition of hydrocarbons (alkanes, alkenes, etc.),
H atom abstraction by reactive radicals (O, H, OH, HO2, CH3, etc.),
Abstraction of radicals in the β position,
Internal H atom abstraction (isomerization),
Addition to the oxygen molecule,
O-O bond scission,
Addition of radicals to double bonds.
The rate coefficients of those reaction types for hydrocarbons with the number of carbon atoms more than
four can be grouped. The rate coefficients depend on
Radicals abstracting H atoms from alkanes, alkenes, aldehydes, ketones or cyclic ethers (O, H, OH,
HO2, CH3, etc.),
H atom types abstracted (primary, secondary or tertiary),
The number of equivalent H atoms,
The size of intermediate ring structures (membered 5, 6, 7 or 8).
Starting from elementary reactions between reactant molecules (fuel and oxygen), decomposition,
rearrangement and addition reactions, which produce new species, are evaluated automatically by the
program. Because the reaction mechanism for C1-C4 hydrocarbons are found in literatures and the rate
coefficients of short species depend on the chain length, the program considers only the reactions of species
longer than C4. The method in MOLEC is based on the representation of molecules as a binary tree and
pattern matching. Sub-mechanism C5-Cfuel generated automatically by the program is coupled with the submechanism C1-C4 written by hand in order to establish a detail mechanism, and then solved numerically by
using CHEMKIN [3].

2. VALIDATION
The mechanism of the oxidation and combustion of PRF generated by the MOLEC consists of more than
4300 elementary reactions involving more than 1100 species. The model was validated using the results of
experiments by Fieweger et al. [2]. The experiments were conducted in a shock tube in a range of
temperatures from 700 K to 1100 K, at the pressure of 40 atm, and the equivalence ratio of 1. In the
experiments, ignition time is defined as the time required to achieve the minimum 366 nm radiation
emission, which is marked by the onset of flame and the presence of carbon dioxide. In the numerical
calculations by the CHEMKIN, ignition time is based on the time required in which the concentration of
OH radicals increases drastically.
Numerical calculation for the ignition delay time in the shock tube was performed by using AURORA code
that assumes that the system being adiabatic and constant volume. The results of experiments and
calculations are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Ignition delay times as the results of experiments (symbols) and calculations (curves)
at the pressure of 40 atm and the equivalence ratio of 1.0
In Figure 1, the ignition delay times are shown in logarithmic to inverse temperature. In general, the
calculation results show a high agreement to the experimental results. From the figure, it can be seen that
the higher the RON, the slower the ignition delay times.
In the figure, the experiments and calculations were performed in a wide range of temperatures, i.e. 700 K
to 1150 K, so that NTC (negative temperature coefficient) regions appear. NTC regions are regions where
the ignition delay time is slower when the temperature is increased. The NTC regions occur due to a
reversible reaction between alkyl radicals and oxygen to produce alkyl peroxy radicals
Alkyl radical + oxygen

alkyl peroxy radical

At low temperatures, because the low activation energy, the reaction shifts to the right and forms alkyl
peroxy radicals. However, with increasing temperature, the reaction shifts to the left thereby inhibiting the
formation of alkyl peroxy radical that accelerates the reaction through a chain branching reaction. At a
given temperature increase, the reaction will again shift to the right and form an alkyl peroxy radical that
accelerates the oxidation and combustion reaction.

3. SIMULATION
Simulation aims to investigate the influence of operating conditions of combustion to the ignition delay
times. Operating conditions varied in the simulation is the initial pressure and temperature. The simulation
results are shown in Figure 2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 2: Ignition delay times at the pressures of 1 atm, 10 atm, and 40 atm, with
the equivalence ratio of 1 for (a) RON 0, (b) RON 60, (c) RON 80, (d) RON 90, and (e) RON 100.
Figure 2 shows the profiles of ignition delay times in the oxidation and combustion of the stoichiometric
mixtures of PRF-air for RON 0, RON 60, RON 80, RON 90 and RON 100. The initial temperature ranges
from 550 K to 1600 K, and the initial pressure is 1 atm, 10 atm, and 40 atm. In the figure it can be seen that
the higher the pressure, the faster the ignition delay time. The higher the temperature, the faster the ignition
delay time. This shows that with the high initial pressure and temperature, ignition will quickly be achieved
and fuel will rapidly burn.
As with other hydrocarbon fuels such as n-heptane, n-octane and n-decane, PRF is also experienced
autoignition in the event of increased pressure or temperature. This is because PRF is a mixture of isooctane and n-heptane. Iso-octane is a branched chain compound having a high enough temperature of
autoignition, which is about 417 ºC, whereas n-heptane is a straight chain compound having a lower
temperature of autoignition, which is only about 213 ºC. This makes PRF has a different temperature of
autoignition than its components. PRF has a lower temperature of autoignition than iso-octane and a higher
than n-heptane. Ignition delay time is related to the initial pressure and temperature.
If the temperature is increased, it will increase the kinetic energy of molecules of species involved in the
reaction. The increase in kinetic energy will increase the fraction of collisions producing products so that
the ignition delay time is faster. If the pressure is increased, the concentration of third body in unimolecular
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and bimolecular reactions is higher. Collision energy transferred to the reactants from the third body will
activate and accelerate the formation of reactants so that the ignition delay time is faster.
In Figure 2, it can be seen also that the higher the octane number, the thinner the NTC region. This is due to
the amount of isooctane increases with increasing RON. At the low temperature regime, the effect of RON
on ignition delay times is not significant. However, in the intermediate and high temperature regimes, the
increase in RON causes the curve of the ignition delay times at the high pressure (40 atm) approaches the
curve at the low pressure (1 atm). This shows that at high pressures, the effect of isooctane in inhibiting the
ignition of the mixture is significant than that at low pressures.
4. CONCLUSION
A valid detailed kinetic model for the oxidation and combustion of PRF has been developed for RON 0, 60,
80, 90 and 100 so that it can be used to predict ignition delay times at different RONs and operating
conditions. The model shows that the ignition delay times are faster if the temperatures and pressures
increase. The model shows the existence of the NTC region.
Simulations show that the NTC fades away with increasing the octane number. At medium and high
temperature regimes, RON changes cause the curve at the high pressure (40 bar) near the curve at the low
pressure (1 atm).
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ABSTRACT:
We have developed a rapid and efficient purification method of the phopholipase A2 (PLA2) from the crown-ofthorns starfish Acanthaster planci that simplifies the overall procedure and reduces the purification measurement
from using several columns chromatography to without any column and reduced time from several days to a day.
The procedures only use heat treatment on 60oC for 30 min followed by fractionation ammonium sulfate 20%
saturation. The protein complex was analyzed by one dimensional sodium dodecylsulfate polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis. PLA2 was obtained in an excellent overall yield with a final enzyme activity similar with using four
columns chromatography.
keywords
starfish, simple method, purification, phospholipase a2, yield and activity
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ABSTRACT
Recent studies on inorganic/polymer bionanocomposites have shown enhancements in thermal,
mechanical, and chemical properties. Inorganic nanoparticles like as ZnO generally possess very high
mechanical and thermal properties, whereas polymers are usually thermally and mechanically weak.
Depending on the level of interaction between the nanoparticles and polymer chain, one can produce a
material that is mechanically superior. However, ZnO nanoparticles tend to agglomerate and, in most
cases, are very difficult to disperse uniformly into the polymer matrix. Agglomerated ZnO act as
defects and can have detrimental effect on bionanocomposit performance. Thus, it is imperative to
disperse the nanoparticles ZnO into the cassava starch matrix when they are in the liquid phase in order
that interactions at the molecular level can be achieved to produce a material with better mechanical
properties with added glycerols.
Bionanocomposites Cassava starch/ZnO films were prepared by melt intercalation (Ma, 2009). This
research was focused on the explotation of glycerol as a plasticizer in order to homogeneously disperse the
ZnO nanoparticles in a cassava matrix. Mixtures of nano particle zinc oxide and glycerol ( 10, 20 and
30%) (dry basis tapioca). was mixed with ultrasonic prosessor for 1 hr. After that in the mixture added
cassava starch and heating in the magnetic stirrer on the 90 oC for 30, 40 and 50 minutes. For obtained
the film, mixed was cast onto an acrylic plate and dry in the open air for 5-8 days.
The goal of research is to known what the functional change which to change mechanical properties (
tensile strength and elongation) and electrical properties (band gap energy) from bionanocomposites.
Characterization of the bionanocomposite by FT-IR showed a successful incorporation of ZnO
nanoparticles into the polymeric matrix on the wavelength 400-1600 nm, with UV-vis absorbance 3-10 on
the wavelength 200-400 nm. Tensile strength 138 – 36 Kgf/cm2 and elongations 4.0-27,9%.
Keywords
Bionanocomposites, cassava starch, ZnO, glycerol.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The improper disposal of petroleum-drived plastic leads to enviromental pollution, which has sparked
growing interest in identifying substitutes for these materials. Natives starch as an inexpensive, renewable
and natural polymer exists in the form of granules and can not be processed as a thermoplastic material
because of the strong intermolecular and intramolecular hydrogen bonds in starch. But in the presence of
water and plasticizer, starch can be processed into biodegradabel products, usually called thermoplastic
starch (TPS), with the equipment and methods used to process synthetic polymers (1-4).
The starch granular is a heterogeneous material. Chemically, it contains both amylose and amylopectin.
Physically, it has has both amorphous and crystallyne regions. Most granular native starches are a mixture
of amylose, a linear structure of alpha-1,4 linked glucose units and amylopectin, a highly branched
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structure of short alpha-1,4 chains linked by alpha-1,6 bonds. Most natives starches are semi-crystalline
with a crystallinity about 20-40% (5). Amylose and the branching points points of amylopectine form the
amorphous regions. The crystalline regions are present in the form of double helices with a length of
approximately 5 nm. The amylopectin segments in the crystalline regions are all paralel to the axis of the
large helix. The ratio of amylose/amylopectin depends upon the source of the starch and also can be
controlled by extraction processing. Starch granular also contain small amounts of lipids and proteins.
Depending upon glycerol content and botanical origin of starch, material with different mechanical
properties can be produce (6). Especially amylose was observed to be an excellent film former and
claimed to have equivalent properties to cellulose films. Recent studies on starch films prepared by water
casting and plasticiced by glycerol have tried to elucidate in more detail the effect of starch structure on
plasticisation and properties. The structure of the films were reported to vary, and were observed to be
wholly amorphous., or amylose films were crystalline and structure of amylopectin films depended on the
preparation conditions. It was conclude that amylopectin was more sensitive than amylose to plasticisation
caused by glycerol. Amylose was also detected to form mechanically stronger films (6).
Even so, starch film have poor mechanical properties, britleness, and sensitivity to water when compare to
those of synthetic polymer due to their hydrophilic nature to control. In order to improve the mechanical
properties and water resistance, starch can be modified by several methods such as blending with
synthesitic, or natural polymer preparing in composite form. Recently, special attention has been paid to
monmorillonite minerals in the field of nanocomposites because of their small particle size, extremely large
surface areas, and intercalation properties (7).
By destroying the crystalline structure of strach granular under pressure and heat in the presence of
plasticizer, such as water, glycerol, sorbitol and other polyols, it is possible to convert starch into
thermoplastic starch that can be process alone or with particular synthetic polymers to improved its
mechanical properties. (8)
Cassava (Manihot esculenta Crantz) or tapioca is one of the economically crucial crops in Thailand,
Indonesia, Brazil and other countries. It is an abudant and cheap agricultural source of starch and flour
production. Cassava starch consist of amylose contains of approximately 17%, it responsible for strong
filmformation characteristic in cassava film.
ZnO is a semiconducting oxide with a wide and direct bandgap of 3.4 eV and a large exciton bindingenergy
of 60 meV. Accordingly, ZnO is an important electronic and photonic material for UV light-emitters,
varistor, gas sensor, acoustic wave devices, etc Recently ZnO nanoparticles have attracted considerable
attention due to unique physical properties caused by the size effect and their potensial application in nano
devices (9).
The goal of research is to known what the functional change which to change mechanical properties (
tensile strength and elongation) and electrical properties (band gap energy) from bionanocomposites.
Bionanocomposites were characterized by FT-IR spectroscopy, XRD, WVP and UV-vis spectrocopy.

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD
2.1 Materials
Cassava starch was purchased from Jakarta (Indonesia), Glycerol were used plasticizer and were obtained
from Sigma Chemical Co, Zink Oxide was obtained from LIPI Serpong Indonesia has size 150-200 nm.
2.3. Preparation bionanocomposite
Bionanocomposites Cassava starch/ZnO films were prepared by modification melt intercalation (10). This
research was focused on the explotation of glycerol as a plasticizer in order to homogeneously disperse the
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ZnO nanoparticles in a cassava matrix. Mixtures of nano particle zinc oxide and glycerol ( 10, 20 and
30%) (dry basis tapioca). was mixed with ultrasonic prosessor for 1 hr. After that in the mixture added 5,0
g cassava starch and heating in the magnetic stirrer on the 90 oC for 30, 40 and 50 minutes. To obtained the
bionanocomposite film, mixed was cast into an acrylic plate and dry in the open air for 6-8 days.
2.4. Identification
Cassava starch/ZnO bionanocomposites evaluated FTIR and UV-vis with Vitron Analyzer. Tensile
Strength and elongation used ASTM D 882-2002.

3. DISCUSSION
3.1. Mechanical properties
Fig 1 a, 1b and 1c shows the effect of glycerol concentration in the mixture (10,20 and 30% wt) on the
tensile strength and elongation of cassava starch/ZnO bionanocomposites. Increasing the amount of
glycerol in the mixture, the tensile strength tend to decreased. Except for 30% glycerol in 30 minutes
heating in magnetic stirrer.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 1. Effect of glycerol content on tensile strength and elongation of bionanocomposites with heating
in magnetic stirrer on a. 30 minutes b. 40 minutes and c. 50 minutes.
Fig 1 c. In the heating on 50 minutes decreasing tensile strength 138,2 Kgf/cm2 from 10% glycerol until
122,651 Kgf/cm2 on 30% glycerol is not dramatically like in heating for 40 minutes..
On the other hand, elongation shows increasing with increasing amount 20% glycerol for all heating as 30,
40 and 50 minutes. Myllarinen, et al (2002) reported the same phenomenon for glycerol anti plasticization
when it was used to plasticize amylose and amylopectine films. With low glycerol content tensile strength
decreasing. Plasticizer has been considered that behavior is due to the apperance of cluster of plasticizer
and intrinsic mobility of plasticizer, which allows some mechanical plasticity. So, it seems that the local
molecular mobility played a preponderant role in the mechanisms involved. For glycerol contents above
30%, both tensile strength and Young`s modulus decreased slightly with glycerol level. From Yu, Jiahu,
(2008) this was possibly a result of phase separation of amylose and amylopectin in the starch film due to
easier conformational mobility of the components in presence of excessive glycerol as a solvent, in
consequence, recrystallization of amylopectin occured upon aging followed by a lower glass transition
temperature.
3.2. UV-Vis Spectra
Figure 2 shows the UV-vis absorbance of cassava starch/ZnO bionanocomposites with different level of
glycerol. An absorbtion peak appeared at 375 nm for cassava starch/ZnO bionanocomposites, while the
peak in the bulk ZnO appear at 380 nm. The absorbtion peak of cassava starch/ZnO bionanocomposites exhibited
an obvious blue-shift phenomenon due to the quantum confinement effect. With increasing glycerol , both the UV
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Absorbance (a.u)

absorbance and the intensity of the absorbtion peak increased. From Ma (2009) in the UV range (290-400nm) pure
thermoplastic had very low absorbance, while the absorbance value peaked at 1,455. for the bionanocomposite with
glycerol 30.%, and most of UV light was shielded. The cassava starch/ZnO bionanocomposites may effectively
protect against light, and could potentially the applied to UV-shielding material. The peak spectrum not visible.

200

400

600

800

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 2 . Effect glycerol content on spectrum UV-vis.
From Upadhyay, the band around 280 to 380 nm is assigned to the π- π* (band gap) electronic trasition in
the phenyl ring in the polymer backbone, and the peak above 570 nm is due to inter band charge transfer
associated with excitation of the benzenoid to the quinone moieties. The π- π* bands of polymer in
different solvent also show a hypsochromic shift with increase in dielectric constant of the solvent (11).
From UV-vis result we known bionanocomposites has bandgap energy is 3,269 eV.

3.3. FTIR
The structural characteritics of cassava starch/ZnO bionanocomposites were investigated by FTIR
spectroscopy in the range 400-2000 nm as shown in Fig 3.
a)

b)

a) Z3T1G1
b) Z3T1G3
c) Tapioka

Wavelength, nm

% Transmittance

% Transmittance

a) Z3T2G1
b) Z3T2G2
c) Z3T2G3

Wavelength, nm

Figure 3. FTIR spectra of cassava starch/ZnO with glycerol 10, 20 and 30% on a) heating for 30 minutes
and b) heating for 40 minutes.
Fig 3a shows spektrum from starch/ZnO bionanocomposites and cassava starch, the peak at 1869,78 nm
with low transmittance about 36% are due to C-H vibration modes. The band at 1649,63 nm are assigned to
C-C with low intensity and wide peak. The band at 1444,57 nm are assigned to the weak functional group
C-H. The band at 1155,77 nm are assigned functional group C-N amina and peak at 1006,99 nm are
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assigned functional group C-O. The peak at 930,63 nm to 764,36 nm are assigned functional group C-H
have cassava starch with glycerol 10% . Effect increasing glycerol in bionanocomposites shows in Fig 3,
peak at 400-1400 nm disappear for heating process 40 and 50 minutes. From Yu, (2009), because glycerol
content are in the region above critical concentration, which glycerol preferably bonded to the hydroxyl
group of starch From figure 3 shows didnot the new peak in the bionanocomposites.
3.4. WVP
Water vapor permeability (WVP) was used to study moisture transport through the ﬁlm.
As shown in Fig. 4, WVP of cassava starch/ZnO bionanocomposites decreased as t h e
g l y c e r o l content increased. Water vapor easily permeated the GPS ﬁlm which had the
highest WVP value, 0,7855 x 10-6 g m-1s-1Pa-1. As the g l y c e r o l content increased, WVP values
decreased signiﬁcantly until the g l y c e r o l content was 20 wt%, and then the values
decreased only slightly (from 0,6009 x 10-6 g m-1s-1Pa-1, at 20 wt% content to 0,6315 x 10-6 g
m-1s-1Pa-1. at 40 wt% content). Because the water resistance of nano-ZnO was better than
that of the matrix, the addition of g l y c e r o l probably introduced a tortuous path for
water molecules to pass through. At the 20wt% level, nano-ZnO dispersed well in the
matrix with few paths for water molecules to pass through. As the g l y c e r o l content
increased to 30wt%, the superﬂuous ﬁller congregated easily, decreasing the effective
content of ﬁller and therefore had little effect on the decreasing of WVP. Muller, 2008
shows WVP cassava film with glycerol 30% was 10,1 x 10-7 g m-2 Pa-1 h-1 and shows that WVP
influence on relative humidity (12). From Ma, 2009 shows WVP from pea starch with nano ZnO 3 % and
glycerol 30% was 2,21 x 10-10 g m-1s-1Pa-1.

Or
Fiqure 4. Effect glycerol content on WVP cassava starch/ZnO bionanocomposites.

4. CONCLUSION
Analyses of tensile strength cassava starch/ZnO bionanocomposites indicated influence of glycerol content
and time for heating in the magnetic stirer. In general with increasing glycerol content and time proses,
that is decreasing of tensile strength and increasing elongation. There are, glycerol content those given in
above region critical because of that binding with hidroxyl from cassava starch, that shows in FTIR spectra
and WVP increasing with glycerol 30%. Cassava starch/ZnO bionanocomposites has characteristic
bandgap energy 3,269 eV, and also have potensial application in UV-shielding material and food
packaging.
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COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY FOR SURFACE
BIO-FUNCTIONALIZATION OF DIAMOND:
STUDY STRUCTURE CALCIUM PHOSPHATE DOPED
CVD-DIAMOND 111
Yustinus Purwamargapratala, Muflikhah, Setyo Purwanto
Center for Technology of Nuclear Industry Material (PTBIN), National Atomic Energy Agency (BATAN),
PUSPIPTEK Area, Serpong, Tangerang 15314, Indonesia

ABSTRACT
Calcium phosphate is an organic material has been used in medical application due to its biocompatibility and bioactive
properties. CVD-diamond has superior mechanical and chemical properties has been widely studied as coating in the optic,
semiconductor, magnetic media, sensor and biomedical application. Elemental doping and material deposition have been
proposed to enhance the properties and performance of CVD-Diamond. In this work, calcium phosphate (Ca3(PO)4) and its
constituent have been doped on CVD-Diamond 111 single layer surface using ab initio calculation method in B3LYP/3-21G
theory level. Structure, distribution charge, and IR spectra of composite calcium phosphate and CVD-diamond 111 have been
investigated in this calculation. Calcium phosphate doped CVD-diamond (diamond related material) gives information that
calcium phosphate and its constituent may play role as dopant or linker on diamond surface that caused the electrical
properties changing.
Keywords: calcium phosphate, CVD-Diamond, computational chemistry

1. INTRODUCTION
Carbon base materials researches go on and improve in many fields1. One of carbon alothrof that very interesting is diamond.
CVD-diamond is one kind of diamond that produced by chemical vapor deposition process2. Diamond has superior
mechanical and chemical properties and has been widely studied as coatings in the optics, magnetic media, semiconductor and
biomedical industry3. In biomedical industry diamond has been developed for sensor for proteins, virus and DNA. Beside that
diamond like carbon film has been investigated experimentally for artificial heart valves, stents or bone implants due to its
good biocompatibility4.
Calcium phosphate compound is one of inorganic materials which has bioactive and biocompatible properties5,6. This
materials have much used in medical application, one of them is for bone implants. Calcium phosphate compound in human
bone are threecalcium phosphate (Ca3(PO4)2) and hydroxyiaphatite (Ca10(PO4)6OH2)7. Ca3(PO4)2 and Ca10(PO4)6OH2 have
been used for bone implants because their bioactive and biocompatible properties7. Therefor, Ca3(PO4)2 and Ca10(PO4)6OH2
have low mechanical streght, so they have been combinated with organic polimer which have strong mechanical properties
(such as cellulose)9. Investigation in experimental synthesis of calcium phosphate-polimer organic composite shows that
calcium phosphate that can be deposited in organic polimer matrics are threecalcium phosphate and hydroxyiaphatite10. This
is indicate that there are molecular interaction between Ca3(PO4)2 and Ca10(PO4)6OH2 and organic polimer matrics. Whereas,
experiment of Kowk’s team succes deposited calcium and phospor in diamond like carbon film to understand surface
wettability that can influence the surface blood compatibility of the films by promoting the adsorption and unfolding of
proteins. So that calsium-DLC and phosphor-DLC composite have minimum interface interaction energy that can caused any
significant conformation changing in albumin4.
This paper presents study molecular modelling result of calcium phospate and its components (Ca, P dan O) doped in single
layer diamond hydrogenated. In this modelling using computation struktur molecule, can help in understandinng molecular
structur and prediction the possibility mechanisme in the synthesis or intermolecular interaction process6. Quantum mechanic
method can be used to know the synthesis process by predicted the structure, charge distribution, vibartion frequency and and
moleculat interaction11,12. Computational methode should be done to understanding, predicting and giving information about
experimental data13.
This theoretical reseach using mecanical quantum Ab initio method Density Functional Theory (DFT) at B3LYP/3-21G
theory level to predict structure and interaction of Ca, P, O and Ca3(PO)4 with CVD-Diamond 111 hydrogened single layer.
From interaction energy and interaction parameter calculation result show model interaction, and configuration of Cadiamond, P-diamond, O-diamond dan Ca3(PO)4-diamond composite.
Concept of intermolecular potential based on Born-Oppenheimer approximation, which separated nuclear and electron
motions. Interaction energy between two atoms or molecules A and B are explained with Born-Oppenheimer approximation as
energy difference between dimer energy (EAB) and monomer energy (EA and EB), so it can be formulated14,15:
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Eint= EAB - EA- EB

(1)

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
All calculations were performed with the GAUSSIAN 98 packages15. In the calculations, we used first principles method
based on periodical density functional theory. The hybrid density functional method including BeckeÏs 3-parameter nonlocalexchange functional with the correlation functional of Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP) was employed. The basis set used is the
standard all-electron splitvalence basis set 3-21G. The geometry optimization of the atomic coordinates continued until the
total energy was converged with the iterative calculation. Geometry optimization calculations have been done for diamond 111
single layer surfaces, Ca3(PO)4, Ca-diamond, P-diamond, O-diamond and Ca3(PO)4-diamond. Single point energy calculation
have been performed for Ca, P and O atoms.
The C30H44 has been used to represented diamond 111 single layer surfaces. Where the dangling bond of C atoms are saturated
by the hydrogen atoms. This model has been shown to give reasonable energetic and geometric predictions. Atom and
molecule depositions are saturated at one of dangling bond in the top center of C30H44 surface. After optimize all the system
then calculate the interaction energy using equation 1.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this work, we performed full geometry optimization of all the systems (Ca3(PO)4, diamond 111 single layer surfaces, Cadiamond, P-diamond, O-diamond and Ca3(PO)4-diamond). This is for understanding the structur and electronic properties of
aech component. The energy minimum of all systems in this research are listed in table 1.
In the optimization geometry Ca3(PO4)2 (figure 1a) position of Ca atoms are between two phosphate groups, with symetry
conformation. Electron distribution contour of Ca3(PO4)2 shows that there are big ionic effect from calciums, so that the bond
between Ca and O atom from phosphate groups are ionic bonding. Bond lenghts of all Ca atoms with each O atoms are
same, 2.292 Å. Whereas bond in the phosphate groups have covalen character. Every P-O in phosphate groups has different
bond distance, P-O bond length near Ca atoms are 1,617 Å and P-O bond length in symetry center are 1,479 Å. From
calculation result can shows that Ca3(PO4)2 is nanoparticle with length and wide size are 0,737 nm and 0,371 nm. Potential
electrostatic surface of Ca3(PO4)2 is shown in figure 1b.

a.

b.

Figure 1. a. Optimization geometry of Ca3(PO)4 (where the red balls, green balls, orange balls symbolize O atoms, Ca atoms
and P atoms, respectively), b. Potential electrostatic surface of Ca3(PO)4 (the red, blue and green color shows potential
electronegative, potential electropositive and less negative, respectively).
The geometry optimization of the diamond 111 single layer surface is shown in figure 2. The C-C bonds lenght ranging from
1,531 Å-1,541 Å, and C-C-C angle bonds ranging from 110,75o-111,42o. Potential electrostatic surface of CVD-Diamond 111
shown in figure 2c. Red colour shows negative potential electrostatic and the green one shows positive potential electrostatic.
The uniqe potential electrostatic surface of CVD-Diamond 111 single layer informs the possibility to interact or add atom or
molecule on CVD-diamond surface.

a.

b.
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Figure 2. a. Optimization geometry of diamond 111 single layer surfaces (where the white balls and gray balls symbolize H
and C atoms), b. Potential electrostatic surface of diamond 111 single layer surfaces
Table 1. Minimum energy of atoms, molecule and assosiation molecules calculated at B3LYP/3-21G theory level
Atom/Molecule
Minimum Energy (Hartree)
Ca
-674.2212
O
-74.6603
P
-339.4828
Ca3(PO)4
-3311.1797
Diamond 111 single layer surfaces
-1161.2892
Ca-diamond
-1837.0610
P-diamond
-1502.4065
O-diamond
-1237.6294
Ca3(PO)4-diamond
-4463.7448
Ca3(PO)4 molecule consist of Ca, P and O atoms then in this study Ca3(PO)4 doped in diamond has been begun from calculated
calcium phosphate components doped in diamond. Calculation results show Ca, O, P and Ca3(PO)4 can deposited covalenly
saturated the dangling bond in C atom of diamond. Interaction energy between Ca, O and P with diamond 111 single layer
surfaces and structure parameters (bond length and bond angle) are listed in table 2.

a.

b.

di.

c.

dii.

Figure 3. a. Optimization geometry of Ca-diamond, b. P-diamond, c. O-diamond, di. Ca3(PO)4-diamond seen from
front, dii. Ca3(PO)4-diamond seen from side.
Table 2. Interaction energy of assosiation molecules calculated at B3LYP/3-21G theory level.
Assosiasion Molecule
Interaction Energy
Bond Lenght (Å)
Bond Angle (o)
(kkal/mol)
Ca-diamond
-973.0073
2.6056
108.5246
P-diamond
-1025.6746
1.9282
111.2039
O-diamond
-1054.1692
1.4246
110.4638
From calculation result beside energy minimum, interaction energy and structure parameters, informs electric properties of
each systems. In minimum energy calculation Ca atom has electropositive character, but it has negative orbital energy and
CVD-diamond 111 single surface is less elektronegatif so Ca atom can doped in CVD-diamond 111 single surface kovalenly.
Big size of Ca atom also play apart in this proses that caused big nuclear repulsion, so that bond length Ca and diamond 111
single layer surfaces is longer than P and O and its interaction energy is lower than P-diamond dan O-diamond. For P atom,
due to it has unpaired electron and its atom size give interaction energy greater and bong distance shorter tahn Ca-Diamon.
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Whereas O atom which has electronegative potential make it more easier to bind with diamond 111 single layer surfaces. It is
shown in high interaction energy and short bond lenght taht mean bond between O with CVD-diamond 111 single surface is
very strong.
Based on interaction energy of Ca3(PO)4 components, potential electrostatic surface of Ca3(PO)4 and charge distribution, one
of possible configuration Ca3(PO)4 doped CVD-diamond 111 single surface is O atom in Ca3(PO)4 bind C in diamond (figure
2di). Caculation of deposition calcium phosphate and its components not caused any structure changing both in dopant and
CVD-diamond 111 single surface. According to this computation study and some references have been give powerfull
information about calcium phosphate doped diamond

4. CONCLUSION
Density Functional Theory B3LYP/3-21G theory level have been appkied to study the structure and properties about Ca3(PO)4
and its components doped in CVD-diamond 111 single surface. Calculation result shows that Ca3(PO)4 and its components
(Ca, O and P) doped in CVD-diamond 111 single surface which has strong interaction energy and covalen bonding. Ca3(PO)4
and its components doped CVD-diamond 111 single surface without caused structure changing. So it can conclude that
Ca3(PO)4 and its components doped CVD-diamond 111 single surface are stable.
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Introduction
In the industrial production process of biodiesel fuel, homogeneous alkaline catalysts,
such as NaOH, were used for transesterification of triglyceride, a main constituent of
vegetable oils.
The oils often contain free fatty acid (FFA) formed by triglyceride
hydrolysis and the FFA reacts with the alkali catalyst to form the alkali soap. The soap
contaminates the fuel and lowers the product yield by interfering with the phase separation of
the fuel and by-product, glycerine. Thus, the refining process to remove the FFA in the oils
to less than 0.5 wt% is normally required. An alternative pretreatment method, in which the
FFA was converted to the biodiesel fuel by esterification using the homogeneous acid
catalysts, such as H2SO4, has been proposed1. However, the alkali catalyst for the main
transesterification was consumed by the neutralization reaction with the acid catalyst for the
pretreatment, so that an excess amount of the catalyst must be supplied to the main reaction
stream.
The purpose of our research is to construct a simple continuous production process of
high quality biodiesel fuel from the inexpensive oils with high FFA content. In the system,
an expanded-bed reactor packed with a heterogeneous cation-exchange resin catalyst for
esterification of the FFA and that packed with an anion-exchange resin catalyst for
transesterification of the triglyceride are connected in series. The anion-exchange resin has
abilities to remove the impurities contained in the product as well as to catalyze the
transesterification without the soap formation2. The high quality biodiesel fuel can be
produced without any pretreatment of the raw oils and purification of the products.
Experimental methods
In the continuous production system, two water-jacketed columns were individually
packed with the cation-exchange resin, Diaion PK208LH, and the anion-exchange resin,
Diaion PA306S, respectively, and then connected in series. The temperature of each column
was kept constant at 50 °C using a hot-water recirculating system. The reaction solution at
the stoichiometric molar ratio of methanol to the total fatty acid residue in the oils was
supplied to the bottom of the first column at the constant flow rate. The effluent from the
second column was analyzed to check the quality of the biodiesel fuel.
Results and discussion
The results using the waste edible oil or crude jatropha oil are listed in Table 1 compared
with significant properties in standards of Europe (EN14214) and USA (ASTM D6751). The
contents of impurities (FFA and water), unreacted reactants (tri-, di-, monoglycerides), and
the by-product (glycerin) in the effluent from the reactor fully satisfied with both standards
without any purification of the product. For the waste edible oil, only the FAME content was
a little lower than that in EN14214, but it was not limited in ASTM D6751. From these
results, water and glycerin as well as FFA and pigment were found to be removed by the
adsorption on the resin. Therefore, the proposed system permitted the continuous production
of high quality biodiesel fuel without any pretreatment of the raw oils and purification of the
products.
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Table 1 Significant properties of effluent from reactor compared with standards
of biodiesel fuel
properties
acid value (FFA)
water
monoglyceride
diglyceride
triglyceride
free glycerin
total glycerin
FAME

units
[mg-KOH/g]
[mg/kg]
[wt%]
[wt%]
[wt%]
[wt%]
[wt%]
[wt%]

effluent from the
reactor
waste
crude
edible
jatropha
oil
oil
0.08
0.07
190
260
<0.25
0.04
<0.05
0.02
<0.05
0.20
<0.005
0.00
<0.10
0.04
91.5
99.1

standards
EN14214

ASTM
D6751

≤0.5
≤500
≤0.80
≤0.20
≤0.20
≤0.02
≤0.25
≥96.5

≤0.8
≤0.02
≤0.24
-

Reference
1) M.Canakci, J.Van Gerpen, Trans.ASAE, 44, 1429 (2001)
2) N.Shibasaki-Kitakawa et al., Bioresour. Technol., 98, 416 (2007)
Keywords
Biodiese fuel, Continuous production, High Quality, Ion-exchange resins, Oils with high free
fatty acid content
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Views on Future Developments of Indonesian Radar Systems
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ABSTRACT
The strategic alliance between Delft University, The Netherlands and IT-Bandung, Indonesia has created a platform in Indonesia
for top-level education and research allowing for future developments on Indonesian Radar systems. Based on this alliance and
successes in the development of research demonstrators in Indonesia, research and development in Indonesia on radar technology,
systems and applications have got priority in recent years. The intensive contacts of the author with various Indonesian
organizations, institutes and companies have laid the basis for this paper in which the author summarizes his views on future radar
important for new radar countries, Indonesia in particular. Future radar will contribute in safety, security and defense and will
play an important role in a wide range of civil applications at a level never seen before. Expectations are elucidated explicitly
based on the author’s opinion that radar becomes a key sensor in atmospheric, surface and sub-surface sensing. Major problems
in Society ask for answers. Increase of our knowledge on climate change, severe weather and flooding by radar sensing is crucial.
Future radar support in (air-, vessel- and road-) traffic management has the potential for advanced control, monitoring and
registration of legal and un-legal transport activities. Integrated Ultra Wide Band (UWB) radar with communications capabilities
as well as miniaturized communications, navigation and sensing systems (CNSS) in indoor and outdoor mobile and transportable
systems have a great future. Many more applications are foreseen in case ‘digital and software-defined radar’ becomes reality.
Keywords
Radar R&D Strategies, double degree MSc, IRCTR radar research, radar in Indonesia, FM-CW radar, UWB and GPR radar,
surveillance radar, radar and communications, radar remote sensing, future radar, CNSS

1. INTRODUCTION
In general quality in research starts with internationally-recognized education needed to build up top-level research establishments
competitive according international standards. Research institutes should have access to state-of-the-art test and measurement
facilities. Until now major radar research on technologies and systems focuses on defense/military applications.
Radar research and developments is of growing importance worldwide. The quality of research on radar with focus on radar
developments has got much attention in Indonesia recently. In the Indonesian context part of the strategy is to look for cooperation
with world-leading institutions. Strategic alliances have been set up between the IRCTR (International Research Centre for
Telecommunications and Radar) of Delft University of Technology (DUT) and Indonesian institutes and organizations. In the
Dutch context, the IRCTR is the leading international research institute in the field of radar.
A long-standing relationship exists between DUT and several Indonesian research organizations (LIPI, BPPT, and others) and
universities. In particular with IT-Bandung (ITB) DUT has strong links, but also with Universitas Indonesia (UI) academic
research cooperation exists. The DUT-ITB cooperation has led to a formal cooperation in research and education in the field of
telecommunications including radar and led to the formal establishment of an Indonesian Branch of IRCTR (IRCTR-IB) linked
with ITB. The cooperation aims at addressing scientific, technological and educational issues in the field of Telecommunications
and radar particularly related to issues following from the geographical and geological situation of Indonesia. The success of
IRCTR-DUT in the Netherlands and similarly of IRCTR-IB in Indonesia created a wish in Indonesia to broaden the platform for
cooperation with more Indonesian universities, organizations and industries. Initiatives for new agreements with Indonesian
partners are underway.
In the following sections the paper summarizes the actions undertaken for creating a more favorite position for Indonesia on highquality radar research and development. In Section 2 an overview of the joint DUT-ITB educational program is presented. In
Section 3 a strategy for high-quality radar research and development is introduced. In Section 4 radar R&D at IRCTR is
summarized. In Section 5 radar R&D in Indonesia gets attention. In Section 6 the personal vision of the author on future radar
R&D is given. The paper ends with some major conclusions.
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2. OVERVIEW OF JOINT DUT-ITB MASTER OF SCIENCE PROGRAM ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS
2.1 General
Delft University and IT-Bandung launched a joint 2-years MSc. program on telecommunications including radar in 2009. After
satisfying specific selection and admission criteria students from Indonesian universities (not just ITB) follow the first year of the
joint MSc. program at ITB. The 2nd MSc. year for these students is the responsibility of DUT. In this 2nd year a major activity
concerns the MSc. graduation project. Subjects for these graduation projects are connected to interests expressed by Indonesian
universities, institutes and companies. Similarly DUT MSc. students can follow the 2nd year‟s joint program at ITB in case the
graduation project is interesting for the Netherlands and the project requires specific input from Indonesian side. The joint program
is the shared responsibility of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mathematics and Computer Science (EEMCS) of DUT and the
Scola Tecknik Elektro dan Informatica (STEI) of ITB. The joint program is a double degree program. Students who successfully
accomplish the requirements of the joint program from both universities will receive 2 separate MSc. diplomas, one from each
partner university. Diplomas are administered and regulated by the examination boards of the issuing universities. The language of
education of the joint program is English. The first group of 4 ITB students fulfilled the requirements of the first year at ITB in the
academic year 2009-2010. At present these ITB students are at DUT for doing their graduation projects and they also attend a
limited number of specialization courses. The 2nd group of 14 students (not just ITB) started at ITB in September 2010.
2.2 Courses on radar
Several courses and lectures on radar have been given at Jakarta and Bandung since 2004. A strategic plan connected to academic
knowledge transfer on radar from the Netherlands to Indonesia has been used to be integrated into the ITB curriculum. The
internationally highly-respected status on radar education at DUT has laid the basis for these radar courses given at ITB as part of
this knowledge transfer. The following radar subjects have got attention in these courses and lectures (examples are shown in
figure 1)
- smart antennas for radar and radio
- radar fundamentals
- technology and systems for FM-CW radar, surveillance radar, polarimetric radar, remote sensing radar, UWB radar
- radar applications: ground penetrating radar, atmospheric radar, radar earth observation
- radar signal processing and imaging

Figure 1. Course on GPR at BPPT and certificate of course on UWB technologies in Communications and Radar
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3. STRATEGIES FOR HIGH-QUALITY RADAR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LEADING TO HIGH
RANKING BY FUNDING AGENCIES
It is the author‟s opinion that the strategy for high-quality radar R&D in Indonesia (but also elsewhere) should be derived from
answering the key question: „In which way can radar R&D contribute to Indonesian Society?‟ In addition, it is interesting to note
the hypothesis of the former director of the Netherlands Technology Foundation (STW). He stated [1]: „The best-qualified
researcher will be responsible for most scientific and technological break-troughs, which ultimately can lead to prosperity‟. This
hypothesis requires verification while searching for a measurement framework determining the contribution for Society.
According STW rules each R&D proposal should be judged according 2 main criteria.
1. scientific/technical quality
2. utilization potentials
Both criteria are divided into sub-criteria as shown in table 1 [1].
Table 1: Sub-criteria for scientific quality and utilization potential
Scientific Quality
competence of the team
originality of the proposal
effectiveness of the research method
Program
time schedule
available infrastructure costs
other aspects

Utilization potential
applicability in industry, society, technology or science
possibility of commercializing results
long term contribution to technology advance
influence on the competitive power of Dutch industry
status of patents of Dutch industry
other aspects

Judging parties of submitted STW project proposals rank each submission by using the following evaluation scale, see table 2 [1].
Table 2:

Evaluation scales for scientific quality and utilization potential

Scientific quality
1. Excellent
an excellent applicant or research team
a clearly defined problem
the method is very original and very efficient
an urgent approach is needed
2. (Between 1 and 3)
3. Very good
a competent applicant or research team
an important problem
the method is original and efficient
a speedy approach is important
4. (Between 3 and 5)
5. Good
a good applicant or research team
a normal problem
the method has a degree of originality
6. (Between 5 and 7)
7. Moderate
it is uncertain whether the research is within the competence of
the research team
the problem is not very interesting
It is uncertain whether this project will be successful,
unnecessary to carry on the investigations immediately
8. (Between 7 and 9)
9. Poor
the applicant or research team is not sufficiently competent
the proposal has some serious deficiencies out-of- date method
the investigation should not be carried out, even if money is
available

Utilization potential
1.Excellent
it is certain that this research will lead to important new
technology or to important applications in industry, society or
science.
effective use of results is certain
2. (Between 1 and 3)
3. Very good
this research is likely to lead to important new technology or to
important applications in industry, society or science
effective use of results is almost certain
4. (Between 3 and 5)
5. Good
this research will probably lead to new technology or
to useful applications in industry, society or science
effective use of results is to be expected
6. (Between 5 and 7)
7. Moderate
it is possible that this technology will after some time
have an application in industry, society or science
effective use of results is uncertain

8. (Between 7 and 9)
9. Poor
the technical approach to the work is poor. This means that better
and cheaper technology is already available
results have no possible application
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After evaluation, the proposal is strengthened by taking seriously all comments from all judging parties into account and by
including detailed (by the submitted parties) financial schemes and time schedules with milestones related to technological (sub)
system developments. During the whole project cycle each project phase is recorded with reference to milestones and finances
planning.

4. RADAR R&D AT DUT
Radar knowledge transfer to Indonesia takes mainly place via IRCTR. This knowledge concerns primarily academic know-how
and know-how gained from developing radar demonstrators. Four R&D domains important for radar technology, systems and
applications are distinguished: Microwaves/RF technology, radar, remote sensing and navigation.
Actual R&D activities are summarized in the following sections and in figure 2.
4.1 Microwaves
In the Microwaves laboratory 3 main programs are active: UWB antennas, Smart Antenna Systems and Applied Electro-Magnetics.
The antenna is a key component in radio and radar, being the interfacing component between guided and free space
electromagnetic waves. Research concentrates on phased array antennas and ultra wide band antennas operating in the microwave
and mm-wave bands. These types of smart antennas will lead to multiple-task radars and to high-resolution impulse radars. Smart
antennas are an important research activity for future wireless telecommunications as well.
Antenna research requires a theoretical as well as experimental approach. Experimental verification at microwave and mm-wave
frequencies can be done in the outdoor test range or in the anechoic chamber.
The research focuses on:
Applied Electro-Magnetics
Development and use of new antenna measurement techniques as part of operational ultra wideband (UWB) antenna
measurement facilities in both time- (TD) and frequency-domain (FD).
Design, development and testing of new antenna concepts
Antenna/RF frontends design and realization
4.2 Radar
The common element of the radar research is the objective to extract specific details of radar objects from the scattered signal and
to build systems capable of supporting theoretical hypotheses and models. In this perspective both physical effects and
technological opportunities are to be explored.
The actually performed activities in radar concern:
Doppler-polarimetry in the application of atmospheric remote sensing.
Multi-frequency radar, which adds another dimension to the classical fundamental limitation on time and power needed
for accurate feature extraction.
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR): the Ultra Wide Band (UWB) GPR technology has demonstrated over a period of more
than 10 years to be an attractive technology for humanitarian demining and IED (Improvised Explosive Devices)
detection, but also for medical applications, communications and navigation sensing, earth-surface surveillance
applications and many more.
Extension of radar sensor capabilities by creating and exploiting the agility of array antenna systems, flexible waveforms
and improved understanding of propagation and scattering.
Next, some of the state-of-the-art radar systems are selected:
TARA, which is transportable multi-beam polarimetric radar for atmospheric research. It demonstrates the
competence of IRCTR to master FMCW radar design allowing for high resolution in range Doppler and polarimetric
domain.
Pandora: under this acronym, a number of radar concepts transmitting a number of frequencies at the same time have
been developed. Various system designs based on these concepts have been integrated in new research projects, like
the PARSAX project, operational since 2009.
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PARSAX
X

TARA

IDRA

Figure 2. Examples of R&D on Microwaves and Radar at Delft University of Technology

Figure 3. UWB radar: antenna, SF-CW radar, Array system
4.3 Remote Sensing
Human enterprise has resulted in a complex Society due to intensive economical activities, large social complexities and ecological
changes. In order to quantify these changes many new observation technologies have to be developed, be it from space, air or from
the ground.
Research on remote sensing takes place in the areas of:
remote sensing of the atmosphere (e.g. PARSAX, TARA, IDRA)
radar earth observation
Application fields of the performed research can be found in climatology, hydrology, environmental monitoring, oceanography,
land processes, cartography, aviation safety and telecommunications.
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4.4 Navigation
Research on navigation focuses on future concepts for integrated navigation systems with the goal to contribute to an air-traffic
management system that allows an increase both in the level of safety as well as in the capacity and the efficiency of air transport.
Many modalities of transportation, safety, capacity and efficiency strongly depend on the available information regarding
positioning and intentions of participants. The navigation program is to perform research into advanced integrated navigation
solutions which meet future demands. It received high marks in the external EE evaluation of the Faculty. In the program there is a
strong emphasis on participation in interdisciplinary and international programs on integration of communications, positioning and
navigation, remote sensing, radar, microwaves/RF technology.

5. RADAR R&D IN INDONESIA
Based on the knowledge transfer from DUT to Indonesia radar developments were initiated in 2006. The activities concern
technology, systems and applications for
- ultra-wide band ground penetrating radar
- maritime ship-based FM-CW surveillance radar
- coastal FM-CW surveillance radar
- FM-CW radar and communications networks
Involved Indonesian organizations are: IRCTR-IB, ITB, LIPI, University of Indonesia (UI), Agency for the Assessment and
Applications of Technology (BPPT), Radar & Communication Systems (RCS), Solusi 247, PT Design&Teknik Indonesia
In the presentation the following radar R&D activities in Indonesia are summarized:
- adaptive UWB-GPR antennas
- UWB-SF CW radar signal processing
- Indonesian radar (ship-based/coastal), see figure 4
- Indonesian electronic chart and display information systems

Figure 4. Indonesian Radar

6. FUTURE RADAR R&D
Future radar application areas should be split into military and civil application areas. Both areas require substantial R&D and
opens ample opportunities for a country like Indonesia. My selection of major future military applications is:
• Surveillance of targets (ground, sea, air)
• Tracking of targets
• Multi-function tasking (tracking, tracing, surveillance)
• (Road, sea, air) Traffic management
• Border Control
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• “Body”‟ search and “Through -wall” inspection
My selection of major future civil applications is:
• Automotive precision navigation (automotive cruise control, collision avoidance)
• Sub-surface sensing (humanitarian demining, rail- and road inspection, utilities inspection, archeology)
• Space/air-borne sensing (earth, sea, atmosphere) for investigations on sea and ground pollution, agriculture-/forest-/dike
inspections, meteorology
• Ground-based sensing for hydrology, climate change, now casting
• Medical RF sensing and imaging for tumor detection
In order to play an important role in radar R&D it is important to note that a multi-disciplinary approach is followed. Besides
knowledge on various disciplines there should also be extensive knowledge available on various basic technologies and on
fundamentals. In this respect a key aspect on future advanced radar developments concerns the absolute-needed availability of toplevel knowledge on state-of-the-art RF technology. This is important during all phases of the radar life cycle. The connection
between basics (e.g. antennas, propagation, scattering, modeling of objects and media) on the one hand and applied disciplines as
microwave engineering, micro-electronics, signal/data processing, imaging, man-machine interface, radar sensor management,
radar system engineering, application-dependent research & development, on the other hand is a must. For illustration some
examples of on-going and future radar R&D at DUT are given in the presentation. Indonesian R&D on radar is urgently needed in
future because not only the multi-disciplinary radar knowledge has an explosive growth but also because radar becomes more and
more important due to wide applicability on radar in Society. My views on the present and future of radar including some visionary
aspects of future radar developments are being discussed next.
Some characteristics of present radar technology, systems and applications are: multi-function phased array Doppler radar
combining surveillance with moving object detection, tracking and tracing tasks while utilizing AM/FM modulation with limited
bandwidths, synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and Inverse SAR (ISAR) for high resolution imaging of media (surface and subsurface) and (moving) objects, Solid state (Low Probability of Intercept - LPI) radar.
In 10 to 20 years from now radar will be different. Consequences to be taken into consideration are:
Tendency in radar design: less analogue and more digital
Advanced operations with multi-tasking, adaptive, cognitive functionalities: power- (LPI) and spectrum-efficient
performance, multi-static network support, (sparse/MIMO) array
Larger economy of scale for civil applications: transport sector, (indoor) robotics, quality of live (e.g. health, medical),
environmental monitoring, security
New concepts and designs for improved radar performance based on processing in frequency-, time-, coding-, waveform-,
wavelet domain
Advanced signal/data processing and imaging, allowing optimizations in man-machine interfaces
Software defined radar for handling shorter radar life cycle and/or enhanced flexibility and re-configurability, mid-term
upgrades and cost control in all phases (from design up to operational phases) including maintenance
Radar networks with sensor fusion, task fusion and improved mission control
Integration of radar functions in miniaturized communications, navigation and sensing systems (CNSS) allowing for
highly-needed capabilities in daily-life personalized networks connected to selected devices and persons at any time and
place.
The here-mentioned expectations will have huge impact on surveillance-, tracking-, and searching functionalities of multiparameter radar in mono- and multi-static operations. Also the platforms on which the radars are mounted (ground-, vehicle-, shipbased or air-borne or satellite-borne) demand for new hardware and processing approaches in order to realize high resolution in
range, Doppler and waveforms. An overwhelming success of future civil radar, comparable with the success of wireless and mobile
communications during last two decades, is possible when miniaturized CNSS with radar functionalities become commodity
products in personalized networks as it is the case for mobile phones at present.
7. CONCLUSIONS
Education and research on radar have been established in Indonesia recently. In the research activities experimental validation is a
„priority one‟ issue. Experiences from the International Research Center for Telecommunications and Radar (IRCTR) at Delft
University have been implemented optimally in Indonesia. Radar research demonstrators, developed in Indonesia with knowledge
from IRCTR, have shown visible and viable successes motivating future research and development in Indonesia on radar
technology, systems and applications. Based on the extensive involvement of the author in the R&D on radar in Indonesia, he has
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taken the opportunity of this invited paper to present his views on future radar important for new radar countries, Indonesia in
particular.
Besides future military-related radar applications on areas as safety, security and defense many novel civil radar applications
important for Society are foreseen in areas as
- Environmental monitoring (e.g. climate change, hydrology, floods, tsunami, sub-surface sensing after earth quakes)
- Low-cost & low-power radar (called „green‟ radar) for indoor monitoring, robotics and automotives
- Safe-guarding & security for protecting private properties, industrial areas and shopping centres
- Integrated communications, navigation and sensing systems for improved functionalities in mobile communications
- Detection, classification and monitoring functionalities in health and security applications by using UWB radar sensors
- Living human being detection under rubble after an earth quake.
It is the wish of the author that Indonesia may fulfill major tasks in future radar developments.

Figure 5. Various activities on radar in Indonesia
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ABSTRACT
Quantum confinement energy of two Si quantum wire structures, i.e., rectangular cross-section wire and
circular cross-section wire is numerically simulated. In this work, shooting method has been applied to
calculate Schrödinger equation in Si nano wires surrounded by SiO2. The results show that the confinement
energy of the circular Si wire is found to be stronger than that of the rectangular one. The typical values of
ground state confinement energies are 0.34 eV for the circular Si wire with diameter of 4 nm and 0.20 eV
for the rectangular one with side of 4 nm. These results indicate that the shape of wire plays a key role in
the energy behavior and this is one of important parameters for analyzing and design quantum devices.
Keywords
numerical simulation, rectangular Si wire, circular Si wire, quantum confinement effect, shooting method,
Schrödinger equation

1. INTRODUCTION
Silicon (Si) nano wire is a typical nano device structure, which is often used in Si nano MOSFET (metaloxide-semiconductor field effect transistor) [1-2], Si single electron transistor [3-4] and also Si-based
optoelectronic devices [5-6]. Within nano (quantum) wire, the electron is confined across two directions,
rather than just the one in a quantum well. As known so far that the reduction in dimensionality of the
electron’s environment from 3D to 2D or 2D to 1D or 1D to 0D, leads to a dramatic change in their
behavior [1, 7]. In order to understand deeply the behaviors/characteristics through the quantum/nano wire,
it is very important to calculate quantum confinement effect for this structure. However, analytical method
is useful to solve Schrodinger equation only for simple potential well structures but not for the complex
shape of structure. To overcome this problem, numerical methods based on the multistep potential
approximation [8-9], piecewise-linear potential approximation [10], transmission line analogy [11] and
shooting method [12-13] have been developed for the analysis of quantum wells, wires and irregular shape
nano-structures.
In this work, Schrödinger equations in rectangular Si wire and circular Si ware are solved by using finite
difference based on shooting method. Si material is chosen because most of electronic devices made from
Si material, so that this calculation method can be directly used for Si-based nano devices. In order to
confirm the validity of the our method, the eigenstates in rectangular wire is also computed by infinite deep
rectangular wire method. Using the shooting method, we found that both energy eigenvalues and the
eigenfunctions can be easily calculated. In the relationship between confinement energy and siz of the wire
structures, the different values confinement energies are found and discussed.
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2. SCHRÖDINGER’S EQUATION IN SILICON QUANTUM WIRES
The starting point to discuss the Si quantum wire is the three-dimensional time-independent Schrödinger
equation which can be given as follow [7]:
(1)
We consider a rectangular cross-section Si quantum wire, as shown in Fig. 1. Taking the axis of the wire
along x, then the total potential
can always be written as the sum of a two-dimensional
confinement potential plus a potential along the wire, i.e.,
(2)
The eigenfunction can then be written as a product of two components:
(3)
Writing the energy as a sum of terms associated with the two components of the motion,
,
equation (1) becomes:
(4)
It is now possible to associate distinct kinetic and potential energies on the left-hand side of equation (4),
with the components and
on the right-hand side, thus giving two decoupled equations, as follows:
(5)
(6)

Figure 1: Rectangular cross-section quantum wire
2.1 Infinite Deep Rectangular Wires
First, in order to simplify the calculation, the quantum wire geometry is assumed to be a rectangular crosssection surrounded by infinite barriers (see Fig. 2(a)). Here, it can be considered to be the two-dimensional
analogy to the one-dimensional confinement potential of the standard infinitely deep quantum well. Within
the quantum wire, the potential is zero, while outside the wire it is infinite so that the wave function is zero.
Hence, the Schrödinger equation is only defined within the wire for the motion in the two confined y- and
z-directions. As a result, equation (6) becomes:
(7)
The form of the potential in this Schrödinger equation allows the motions to be decoupled further, writing:
(8)
and then:
(9)
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Next, it is possible to associate the individual kinetic energy terms on the left-hand side of equation (9) with
, then equation (9) is completed with the
separate energy components, i.e., by writing
following:
(10)
(11)
It is known that the equations (17) and (18) are identical to those of the one-dimensional infinity deep
quantum well – the two dimensional Schrödinger equation has been decoupled into two one-dimensional
equations. Assuming that the wave function implies that both
and
are zero at the edges of the
wire, the solutions are as follows:
(12)
and
(13)
Both solutions give the components of energy as:
(14)
and
(15)
Thus, the total energy due to confinement,

, is
(16)

Figure 2: (a) Infinite deep rectangular Si wire and (b) finite rectangular Si wire
2.2 Finite Rectangular Wire
More relevant to real devices would be a rectangular cross-sectional Si quantum wire, but with finite height
SiO2 barriers, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this form,
does equal
, where
and
are
independent finite well potentials. The Schrödinger equation for the y-z cross-sectional confined motion in
a general quantum wire is as follow:
(17)
Therefore, writing the potential

and the wave function

as

, gives
(18)

Again, by writing the energy
as a sum of two components associated with the y- and z-motions,
, equation (25) can then be split into two, giving:
(19)
and
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(20)
Dividing the equation (26) by
, and the equation (27) by
straightforward one-dimensional potentials, i.e.

, gives familiar equations for
(21)

and
(22)

2.3 Circular Cross-section Wire
Here, we consider the Schrödinger equation for the motion in the confined y-z cross-sectional plane of the
quantum wire, i.e.
(23)
The cylindrical symmetry of the Si quantum wire, as shown in Fig. 3, would seem advantageous to move
into polar coordinates for the cross-sectional motion. With the definitions of the modulus r and angle as
in the figure, the Cartesian coordinates then follow as [7]:
,
,
(24)
can clearly be written in terms of the new variables r and angle ; however,
The wave function
given the circular symmetry the wave functions should not have a dependence on the angle . Thus, the
, and the Schrödinger equation therefore becomes:
wave function can actually be written as
(25)
where the index on
just indicates that this eigenvalue is associated with the confined cross-sectional
motion, as opposed to the unconfined motion along the axis of the wire. In addition, the circular symmetry
of the potential which defines the wire can be written explicitly as
. Finally, the form of Schrödinger
equation can be written as:
(26)

Figure 3: Schematic illustration of a circular cross-section quantum wire

3. NUMERICAL APPROACH
The problem now is to find a numerical method for the solution of both the energy eigenvalues E and the
for any
. For the case of cross-sectional circular wire, the derivatives in the
eigenfunctions
terms of the standard finite differences can be written as:
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(27)
(28)
and then rearrange to obtain a shooting iteration equation. This is achieved by substituting the above into
equation (26) to give:
(29)
gives:

Multiplying both sides by
(30)
Gathering terms in

,

and

, then:

(31)
Then finally, we obtain:
(32)
Equation (32) implies that if the wave function is known at the two points
and r, the value of
the wave function at
can be calculated for any energy E. This iterative equation forms the basis of
a standard method of solving differential equations numerically, and is known as the shooting method [11].
Using two known values of the wave function
and
, a third value, i.e.,
, can
be predicted. Using this new point
, together with
and by making the transformation
, a fourth point,
, can be calculated, and so on. Hence the complete wave function
can be deduced for any particular energy. The solutions for stationary states have wave function which
satisfy the standard boundary conditions. i.e.
and

, as

.

(33)

The solution for the wave function starts with ψ(xleft) = 0 to approximate ψ(x = ∞) = 0, and then
numerically solves the time-independent Schrodinger equation, calculating the energy eigenfunction from
left to right. Because at the first time of calculation, two datas of wave function is needed, the following
starting conditions could be chosen :
;

.

(34)

It is noted that all energy values solve the time-independent Schrödinger equation, but only some of these
are referred to as energy eigenvalues which yield valid (proper) bound-state energy eigenfunctions.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Figure 4 shows the confinement energy
for
equal to (1,1), (1,2), (2,1) and (2,2) as a function
of the side length
for a infinitely deep Si quantum wire and finite barrier SiO2. The solutions are
derived by combining the eigenvalues from two independent one-dimensional quantum well calculations.
The eigenvalues labeled “(1,1)” correspond to the ground state of the y-motion combined with the ground
state of the z-motion. The others represent the combinations formed between the lowest two energy states
in each direction. In this case of a square cross-sectional wire, the confinement energies of the (1,2) and
(2,1) states are equal, however, clearly this will not be the case for a rectangular cross-section wire, which
has
. It can be seen that all states show the same monotonic behavior, with the energy decreasing as
the wire side length increases. The finite barrier Si wire model is found to be lower than that of infinite
deep Si wire one, as expected. For instance, Si wire with side of 5 nm results in 67.3 meV ground state
level for finite barrier model and 76 meV ground state level for infinite deep model.
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Figure 4: The confinement energy,
, in a square cross-section Si quantum wire surrounded
by finite height barriers of SiO2 (Si/SiO2 barrier 3.1 eV) and infinite deep rectangular Si quantum wire.
The corresponding charge densities of finite barrier model,
, are plotted in Fig. 5 for a crosssection of the wire for these same four eigenstates. The behavior of finite height barrier Si quantum wire is
almost similar to the infinitely deep Si wire case (not shown), with the same distribution of maxima and
minima. However, the main difference is that the finite barrier model allows for significant “leakage” of the
wave function into surrounding material. For ground level energy (top left), it is seen that more than 90%
of the charge is confined within the wire. However, for higher energy states, more of the “ligher shade”is
outside the wire, indicating the leakage of the wave function into surrounding SiO2.

Figure 5: The charge densities of the four lowest energy confined states of a Si quantum wire of side 5 nm
with finite SiO2 barrier, (top left) ny=1, nz=1; (top right) ny=1, nz=2; (bottom left) ny=2, nz=1; (bottom right)
ny=2, nz=2; the edges of the wire are indicated by the white color boxes.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) The confinement energy in a circular cross-section Si quantum wire surrounded by finite
height barriers of SiO2 and (b) comparison of confinement energy between rectangular Si wire and circular
Si wire
Figure 6(a) displays the results of calculations of the electron confinement energy versus the wire radius,
for a circular Si wire surrounded by SiO2. As expected, the confinement energy decreases with increasing
radius and the odd-parity eigenstate (n=2) is of higher energy than the even (n=1). The comparison of
confinement energy between finite barrier rectangular Si wire and circular Si wire as a function of size, is
plotted in Fig. 6(b). It is noted that the size is side size for rectangular Si wire and diameter for circular Si
wire. The graph shows that the confinement energy of rectangular Si wire is found to be lower than that of
the circular one. The typical values of ground state confinement energies are 0.20 eV for the rectangular Si
wire with side of 4 nm and 0.34 eV for the circular Si wire with radius of 4 nm. These results indicate that
the shape of wire is important parameter in the design of nano devices, and circular wire has stronger
confinement energy than rectangular one.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have numerically simulated the quantum confinement effect of Si quantum wire, i.e., rectangular Si
quantum wire, and circular Si quantum wire. As a result, the confinement energy of the circular Si quantum
wire is found to be stronger than that of rectangular one. Moreover, the simulation results agree with the
theoretical one. Therefore, it is obvious that our simulation method is useful for designing and analyzing
quantum devices.
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ABSTRACT
Implementation of compact microstrip antenna has been accomplished in order to support BWA (Broadband Wireless Access)
technology which will be implemented soon in Indonesia. Triangular microstrip antenna has been studied and used extensively,
however the nature of original triangular microstrip antenna has very narrow bandwidth. In order to enhance antenna’s
bandwidth a slot ring is inserted in the surface of patch antenna and a direct microstrip feed line is utilized. To characterize the
proposed antenna simulation design using Ansoft HFSS software which is based on Finite Element Method, is used. The
parametric studies showed that a compact 5cmx5cm microstrip antenna that works in the frequency range 2,3-2,4 GHz can be
realized using the proposed structure. The simulation results of antenna will be presented in this paper.
Keywords: Microstrip antenna, triangular patch, ring slot,single substrat, BWA.

1. INTRODUCTION
BWA (Broadband Wireless Access) is future telecommunication technology. One technology which is categorized as BWA is
WiMAX stands for Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access. This technology is standardized by 802.16 IEEE specially
802.16d/e. According to Directorate General Of Post And Telecommunication , Indonesia has been allocated for frequency 2,3 –
2,4 GHz. Therefore, this paper proposes an antenna which works at the required frequency.
The design of the proposed antenna is a compact triangular microstrip antenna in order to reduce antenna dimension compare to
other geometry patches [1]. Most of researches about triangular microstrip antenna are less compact. It is caused by probe feeding
technique which is commonly used such as [2-5]. Or, using of electromagnetic coupling which is required double-substrat yet
bandwidth enhanced[6].
In addition, original triangular patch microstrip antenna results narrow bandwidth. That is why it can not be implemented to
WiMAX technology unless there is modification to the antenna in order to enhance the antenna bandwidth.
In this paper, the proposed design is able to overcome the compactness problem related to feeding technique. Besides, a ring slot is
also inserted onto the triangular patch to enhance narrow bandwidth.
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2. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION
The design of proposed antenna is depicted in Figure 1. The patch is printed on a FR-4 which has dielectric constant 4,3 and loss
tangent factor 0,02. Dimension of the substrat is 50x50mm and its thickness is 1,6mm. Antenna’s resonant frequency is achieved
by calculation of triangular patch which has length of a= 39,56mm for 2,35 GHz. Feeding technique for this antenna is direct
microstrip line. It is 7,12mm length from the of the substrat to the triangular patch. In addition, it is only single layer substrat
microstrip antenna.
s

Ro

Ri
a
s

Lf

Figure 1. Geometry of the proposed antenna with dimension of
a=39,56mm, Ri= 3,0375mm, Ro=4,075mm, Lf= 7,12mm,
s=50mm
The parameter that is characterized is ring slot which is inserted on the tringular patch. By doing characterization on the ring slot,
required bandwidth is achieved. Optimized design of the antenna is shown in Figure 1. The ring slot has outer radius 4,075mm and
inner radius 3,0375mm.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The simulated return loss characteristic of the proposed antenna is shown in Figure 2. The impedance bandwidth covers
frequencies from 2,29 – 2,41 GHz with -10dB reference. It means the proposed antenna has about 120MHz bandwidth. It agrees
with required bandwith 2,3-2,4 GHz which is regulated in WiMAX technology. This design is simulated by HFSS v.11.
It also has been observed the radiation pattern of the antenna by simulation which is shown in Figure 3. The result shows radiation
pattern on E-plane and H-plane. Based on the result, it shows that the antenna radiation pattern is categorized as omnidirectional
radiation pattern.
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Figure 2. Simulated return loss of proposed antenna

Figure 3. Simulated radiation pattern of proposed antenna

4. CONCLUSION
A compact triangular patch microstrip antenna has been designed and simulated via HFSS v.11 . The result shows that the antenna
can be used properly related to WiMAX technology requirement. Simulation of antenna shows that it works between 2,29 – 2,41
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GHz range frequency. It fullfils 100MHz WiMAX requirement bandwidth between 2,3-2,4 GHz range frequency. Simulated
radiation pattern of proposed antenna shows an omnidirectional pattern which is able to cover in all directions.
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ABSTRACT
Wideband antenna such as biconical is preferable for EMC measurement. Therefore, deep study on
biconical antenna is required to ensure the accuracy of the measurement. This paper introduce a direct fed
biconical antenna without connect to the balun. The dimension is adjusted to match with the 50 ohm
coaxial cable. In this paper, the direct feeding biconical antenna is studied from frequency 100MHz to
2GHz.therefore, the uncertainty can be reduced. The preliminary results are reported. The simulation
results indicate that the S11 is below -10 db. It shows good wideband behaviour. The radiation pattern for
various frequencies also present as a references.
Keywords
electromagnetic compatibility, antenna factor, biconical antenna, balun.

1. INTRODUCTION
Antennas are used in radiated EMC testing to detect and generate electromagnetic wave. Antenna factor is
the parameter of an EMC antenna that is used in the calculations of field strength during the radiated
emission measurement. In a radiated emissions test, electromagnetic emissions radiate from the equipment
under test (EUT) are measured. The purpose of the test is to verify the EUT’s ability to remain below
specified electromagnetic emission limits during operation. The configuration is accordance ANSI
C63.4[1]. The calculation [1] of the measured E field signal radiated from EUT is then given by,

(1)
Where
Measured E-field
Radio noise meter value (receiver or a spectrum analyzer value)

= Antenna factor
The accuracy of the Electric (E) field measured by the antenna depends directly on the accuracy of the
Antenna Factor (AF). The Antenna Factor (AF) usually is determined and calibrated by measurement
techniques. Nevertheless, these techniques have their own disadvantage due to a long calibration time and
require an accurate calibration set-up.
Because of their simple and calculable radiating characteristic, the linear dipole antennas are often used
for EMC tests. This is because the theory of the radiation properties of the dipole antenna is well
established and the antenna is relatively easy to construct[2]. But, this type of antenna is a single frequency
antenna and could increase the measurement time and cost because of need to change the antenna length for
specific frequency. Therefore, wideband antenna is preferable for EMC measurements.
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Existing wideband antennas such as log periodic and biconical have important uncertainty. Phase centre
variation with frequency is a major uncertainty cause for log periodic antenna[3]. Balun, also could affect
the antenna factor determination.
Numerous researchers make an effort to determine the AF of a wideband antenna. NEC-numerical
method software is frequently used to evaluate the AF and the balun is measured to determined the Sparameter [2]. Some modification could be done in order to reduce the uncertainty by directly fed the
biconical antenna [4].
The frequency range for existing biconical antenna is from 30MHz to 200MHz. For frequency above
200MHz to 1GHz, log periodic will be replaced. Therefore, Bilog antenna is preferred in order to do a
measurement within 30MHz to 1GHz.
In this paper, biconical antenna with a direct feeding is study and simulate by commercial software
(CST – microwave studio). The biconical antenna has fix phase center and its may have better uncertainty
comparing log periodic. The return loss (S11) and radiation pattern from 100MHz up to 2GHz were
analysed.

Figure 1. Classic Biconical antenna with balun.

2. BICONICAL ANTENNA
Existing biconical and dipole antenna is supposed fed at the center of the antenna as shown in Figure 1. The
balun is used in this design to match between unbalanced coaxial cable to balanced biconical antenna. In
EMC measurement, accuracy and low uncertainty are important to ensure each measurement perfectly
satisfactory. Nevertheless, imbalanced faults of the balun always happen to some of the biconical antenna.
This cause unwanted current to flow on the outer conductor of the coaxial cable. Therefore, radiation from
the coaxial cable will occurred and interfered with the EUT on measured.
Here, the feed points are directly connected as shown in Figure 2. Therefore, by direct feeding to
coaxial cable, no more balun is required.
The input impedance of the biconical antenna is referred the input impedance of the conical by Papas et.
al [4] as shown below.

(2)

(3)

(4)
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The flare angle (θo) is 65o and the optimum height is approximately 800 mm. These dimensions are
referred to the equations (2) to (5). The dimensions are match with the feeding coaxial cable which is 50
ohm.

Figure 2. Biconical antenna with direct feeding

Figure 3 : Conical fed antenna [5]

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The preliminary results of the antenna simulation are presented. Figure 4 shows the antenna setup using
CST. The line impedance of a coaxial cable is matched with the antenna at 50Ω. Figure 5 indicates the
return loss (S11) for this antenna which is below -10 db from 100MHz up to 2GHz. It gives good wideband
behaviour for EMC measurement.
The return loss of the existence Bilog antenna are below -10 dB which from 30MHz up to 1GHz. By
compared with this antenna, the results are almost similar except for the low frequencies. Therefore, some
modifications are required to improve the return loss (S11). In order to verify the accuracy of the
measurement, some theoretical mathematic model will develop in future

Figure 4. CST set-up
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Figure 5. Return Loss (S11) from 100MHz to 2GHz.

Figure 6. Farfield radiation at 1GHz

Figure 6 shows the farfield 3D-radiation of the antenna. The radiation patterns are reported for 0.2GHz,
0.5GHz, 0.8GHz, 1GHz, 1.5GHz and 2 GHz as shown in figure 7. It’s indicates a wideband behaviour for
the pattern. Various frequencies are plotted to show a discrepancy for preliminary results and can be use in
future improvement.
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(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Figure 7. Radiation pattern for (a) 200MHz (b) 500MHz (c) 800MHz (d) 1GHz (e) 1.5GHz (f) 2GHz
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5. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the biconical antenna with side feeding shows good wideband behaviour from 100MHz up
to 2GHz. Direct feeding system of the antenna can reduce the measurement uncertainty due to no-present
of balun. Biconical antenna with side feeding is studied and analysed. From the preliminary results, this
type of antenna can replace the Bilog antenna for EMC measurement. Biconical antenna is preferable than
the log periodic due to the fixed-placed phase-center for all frequency range. For future work, the
theoretical mathematical model will be developed in order to determine the antenna factor for biconical
antenna.
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ABSTRACT
We design and develop a software interface for visualization and image analysis of USG. Early experiments performed by
processing the data results from the A-mode signal and then visualized to B-mode. Next, visualization interface and imaging
process analysis are contructed and enriched with other image processing functions. Visualization can be observed in the Bmode image and Video. The image is characterized with or without IIR or FIR filter. The functions developed support the use
of lowpass filter and highpass filter, and capable of setting up of the cut-off value dinamically. By combining values of filter
order various images could be obtained. The results of scanned images can be stored in Jpg image formats and printed
directly. Application is capable of visualizing the contruction of process in the form of grapichs. In this case the user can select
the data line position on the frame layer for analisis. Tool interface provides ease of use of the application and better
understanding of the visualization process. Distinct components of the interface is created for visual analysis and to
understand further USG algoritm
Keywords
Ultrasonograghy, A-mode and B-mode image, user Interface

I.

INTRODUCTION

Indonesia is having one of the Southeast Asian region’s highest maternal mortality rates. With 307 deaths per 100,000 live
births. This figure is seven times higher than that of neighbouring Thailand and five times higher than China. The rate of
infant mortality during birth in Indonesia is currently 42 per 1000 live births [1]. One of the determinant factors involved in
this figure is lack of availability of ultrasonography.
Ultrasonography scans is very important and has far reaching ramifications as well as effects for the purposes of promote the
goodness of well being of mother and child alike. The purpose of the scan is to evolve correct detection of various stages of
pregnancy.
Despite urgent need of Ultrasonography (USG) for most of women and baby in rural and remote area of Indonesia, its cost is
the main obstacle for its wider availability. A factor that contributes significantly to the expensiveness of ultrasonography
system is its operating and core system that use license software.
Most pregnancy scan done using ultrasonography. First, a kind of jelly is applied to the mother's stomach. Then a small device
called transducer move around the skin on the stomach that have been spread with jelly. This process of sending pictures baby
in the womb to the screen. General elements of Ultrasonography is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. General Elements of Ultrasonography
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Transducer receives signal from ultrasound sensor. An ultrasound scan indicates transmission of high frequency sound waves
through the medium of womb or uterus. These involve themselves in bouncing of the baby as well as returning echoes which
are translated by an image of a computer to an image of a screen. Soft tissues appear in grey color as well as speckled. Fluids
are not reflecting any echoes and they are in black color. All these are contrasted between various shades of white, black, and
grey which give a leeway to sonographer for interpretation of these images.
In light of providing a more affordable system we are developing open source software and core system of ultrasonography.
This paper explains the process of development and enrichment of ultrasonography functions. We are building improved
software and transducer system which is part of the core system. However, the development of transduer is out of the scope of
this paper.

II. RELATED WORKS
Wein [2] developed novel methods for fully automatic alignment (i.e. registration) of 3D freehand ultrasound and CT data,
based on the image content and the physical properties of both modalities. He proposed new method that optimizes the linear
combination of different ultrasonic effects simulated from CT, and the parameters for spatial alignment. The new concept for
3D freehand ultrasound calibration and reconstruction, as well as visualization of fused CT and ultrasound data was also
introduced.
Montero [3] explored usefulness of regularization techniques for speckle based images. He pointed out many factors that can
affect the quality of the reconstruction, which includes imaging parameters (such as the bandwidth of the transducer),
regularization parameters (which are dependent on the
specific type of regularization used), and sources of noise (such as errors in modeling or additive noise on the acquired data).
The work then evaluated the quality of the reconstruction of speckle-based images as a function of imaging parameters such as
bandwidth of the transducer, f/number, and distance between region of interest (ROI) and focal region). Further it compared
the reconstructed images with those obtained by conventional imaging techniques such as B-mode and SAFT (Synthetic
aperture focusing techniques).
Cachard et al [4] pointed out the diversity and technological level of knowledge required for implementing a whole ultrasound
scanner from scratches that are usually found in the companies that manufacture such engines. There is technology transfer
problem since the implementation of the new methods in the laboratories is then tributary to the interest and good will of those
companies. The work then proposed the direct acquisition of the real time RF data in a commercial scanner to overcome this
problem. This approach takes advantage of the high technological level of the transceiver of the commercial ultrasound
scanners and releases the researcher from the post processing applied by each company.
To the best of our knowledge none of the above works aimed at introduction open source software to trigger a more affordable
ultrasonography system to people with economic limitation, in particular for rural and remote area. Further our approach is
also different in a sense that we are proposing richer ultrasonography functions and providing easier of user interface for
analysis purpose.

III. IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION PROCESS
In developing our system some stages have been conducted. First stage is converting A-mode signal to obtain numerical data.
Next, loading library file data which is aim at opening numerical form of A-mode simulation data. Reducing transmission
signal data to remove transmission signal in order to obtain original A-mode data only is performed at the third stage. The
process is performed first by involving band-pass filtering, and then signal enveloping as well as logarithmic compression.
Two remaining stages are signal amplifying and image construction. Signal amplifying is conducted to strengthen the quality
of echo signal received by transducer, similarly with the concept of signal repeater in a tranmission system. Constructing
image stage produces B-mode signal. The complete stages in the process is depicted in Figure 2.
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Converting A –mode Image
Band Pass
Filtering

Load RF Data File

Envelope
Reducing Initial and Unused
Logarithmic

Signal Transmission

Compression
Low Pass Filtering

Signal Amplfying

Manampilkan Citra / B-mode

Figure 2. Image Construction: A-mode to B-mode
.

IV. DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION
Figure 3 shows post processing elaboration of reconstructing B-mode image from RF data file. The column in the center
presents raw data or line data. Right side column visualizes the image for each stages of image reconstruction process.
Post Processing

Center Line

Full Image

RF Data

a

Band Pass

b

Filtering
Envelope

Logarithmic

c

d

Compression
Low Pass

e

Filtering

Figure 3. Post-processing of Image
Comparing image (a) until (d) shows small signal amplitude that produce unclear image. Image (d) and (e) demonstrate
reasonable signal amplitude which produce expected quality of images.
The User interface of the system is developed using open source software named Phyton which has supported matplotlib,
numpy and scipy. These library functions are common in Matlab, which is a commercial software.
For interfacing to hardware part through PCI Phyton utilizing its own facility to connect to data acquisition driver. System to
software interface to read analaog voltage input of USG is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Simulation Interface
The Figure above shows that ultrasonic signal is first delivered by transmitter passing through the first medium to produce
echo signal of the first medium. The signal is then transmitted via the observed object to yield second echo signal which
becomes the latest medium to be verified. Last, the signal is reflected back into the receiver of the electronic transducer.
The description and functions of the user interface of the system is explained after Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7.repectively.
1

2
3
4
5

Figure 5. Initial Interface of USG
Button (1) is used to trigger to retrieve input file. Fill-in form panel (2) manages mono- or multi-frame appearance of video
output. Panel (3) is provided to selet the type of filter and to regulates the effect of filtering. Selection of visual modus either in
vector image or original image is facilitated through panel (4). Button (5) is to confirm the setting sets in panel (1) to (4). Panel
(6) in Figure 6 shows the appearance of file seletion mechanism in the software system.

6

Figure 6. File selection Panel
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In Figure 7, Button (1) selects visualization mode to signal mode. Fill-in form panel (2) is provided to select data line in signal
mode. Button (3) is to return to B-mode screen. Multi-fame video mode is activated by button (4). Button (5) is to stop video
presentation. Button (6) is for save (in format jgp) and print function. Button (7) shows the presentation of USG visualization.

7

1

3

2

4

5

6

Figure 7. User Interface of USG Visualization
In Figure 8, Frame panel (1) represents original RF signal data. Frame panel (2) depicts RF signal either with or without
filtering. Frame panel (3) is allocated to show RF signal with envelop filtering, which is taking positif peak value. RF signal
after logarithmic process is depicted in frame panel (5). Last, frame panel (6) depicts B-mode image.

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 8. Signal Mode Interface.

V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of image visualization is depicted the following Figures and explanation. Figure 9 shows that our developed
application works well for various transducers we are using during the experimentation. System is functioning relatively stabil
and easy to use.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9(a). 9(b). 9(c). Represents Visualization of Image using Various Transducer
Performance wise our system is capable of processing images with effect by altering filter or by involving signal cut-off
condition. This can be shown in Figure 10.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. B-Mode Image Visulation without (a) and with (b) filter characterization effect
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The development of user interface shows that image characterization could be easily performed by clicking the button. The
results could also be evaluated at the moment of image analysis as shown in the following Figure 10. The Figure also shows
that visulization process could be analyzed in a more comprehensive way

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Visual Processing by Involving: (a) Filter Effect of RF Signal; (b) Filter Effect of RF at the Same Frame but
Different Line data

VI.

CONCLUSION

Our contribution to the field of research is the provision easy to use of interface for visual analysis functions of USG image.
These functions are non-existent in other previous systems. Another advantage is the capability of our system to save the result
in JPEG format and to print the result directly. The effect of filter characterization could be elaborated more comprehensively
further with the assistance of sub-visualizations provided at the user interface panels.
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ABSTRACT
The research model of blood pressure monitoring system using an NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance)
home made has been done. The flowing blood in the artery of arm is modelled by steady flowing water (1
m/s) on a small diameter (0.5 cm) of pipe. Water is chosen because it is rich on proton of hydrogen atoms.
This experiment uses the static magnetic field (Bo) by placing 4 amperes DC current on electromagnet
coils. The frequency of electromagnetic wave radiation, which is generated by radio frequency (RF) coil, is
based on the proton Larmor frequency in hydrogen atom. The experiment has been put the frequency on 6
MHz. The spin magnetic dipole moment of proton are oriented at lower energy state by Bo, and then it is
exited by RF coil when resonance take place. The signal (as induction voltage) on receiver coil (RC) is
about 100 times higher and sharper than that of experiment with Bo = 260 gauss. The signal amplitude
rises when the flowing water pressure is increased. The optimum signal from receiver coil is not sensitive
respect to the flow of water. It informs that it can be used to make as a prototype of non invasive blood
pressure monitoring system.
Keywords
NMR home made, 1600 gauss, sharp, signal

1. INTRODUCTION
NMR is the one of the famous method in magnetic resonance to analyze the sample. The analysing method
is based on the odd number of spin magnetic dipole moment of proton in the nuclei of hydrogen atom.
Hydrogen atoms dominate in water molecule, and the water dominates soft organ of human. So that, NMR
could be development not only to analyze any material, but also to image soft organ of human [1]; so calls
MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging).
In order to image the soft organ using MRI is that MRI gives qualitative information about the organ. Using
this experiment, NMR could be used to monitor the artery blood pressure quantitatively. The research is
started by the model. The artery would be changed by plastic pipe in small diameter (0.5 cm), and blood
would be changed by flowing water. Blood is quite similar to water because all of them are rich on the spin
magnetic dipole moment of proton in hydrogen atoms (smdmpha).
The aim of this research is to develop the construction of the flowing water pressure system which has been
built [2], [3]. The research has been done, to give the model of blood pressure monitoring system on human
artery. The output of the research could be put as a new equipment to monitor blood pressure, using NMR
method. This method is non invasive, so it does not destruct the organ, and the monitoring of blood
pressure could be seen continuously [4], [5].
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As it has been described at Figure 1, in where the tail of mouse was wrap by radio frequency coil (RF coil)
and receiver coil. The tail is placed between two magnetic poles (which generates a magnetic field strength
(Bo) around 1000 gauss). As the blood was flew, the NMR signal could be received on receiver coil and
when the blood flew as pulses then the NMR signal was pulses too. [6]
By detecting the parameter of flow rate the pressure on: flowing water in pipe, and flowing blood in the
artery, the NMR signal would be analyzed. By adjusting the flow rate, and also the pressure, it has been
constructed the monitoring water pressure using Bo = (26 4) x10 gauss and the NMR signal is monitored.
After that by using Bo = (16 2) x102 gauss (Figure 2), the signal is much better than before. Then, this
method compares to the other model [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. All of those information then are used to
construct the reality of blood pressure monitoring system for human arm.

Figure 1: The tail of mouse is placed between
two magnetic poles

Figure 2: Smdmpha in flowing water through
between two magnetic poles

2. EXPERIMENT
The experiment has been used some of equipment, few of them are home made equipment. The home made
equipments are: electromagnet system, DC current amplifier, RF coil, and receiver coil. The others as
supporting equipment are: CRO (30 MHz), FG (up to 10 MHz), Tesla meter (up to 20,000 gauss), EMF
Field (type EMF-823, up to 200 mG), and a variac. CRO, which is used to measure induction voltage on
relaxation of smdmpha is connected to receiver coil. FG, which is a signal source, is connected to RF coil,
Tesla meter to measure Bo, EMF Field to measure smdmpha on flowing water, and variac, which is
connected to a DC current amplifier, give electromagnet.
The experiment has been done by placing plastic pipe which has small diameter of around 0.5 cm, between
magnetic poles. The flowing water (inside of plastic pipe) is coming from the water reservoir. The pressure
and speed flow of water is based on Bernoulli, Poiseuiville [12], and continuity law. At this system, 4
amperes DC current is connected to coil (1 and 2) on the electromagnet, resulting continuity Bo as (16 2)
x102 gauss (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Set-up of experiment
Figure 4a shows that Bo is linear dependent to I, so Bo could be known when I has been adjusted. Figure 4b
shows that Bo is relatively stable in time, so the fluctuation of Bo as long as experiment process could be
neglected.
The homogenous of Bo has been tested by measuring Bo on each face of magnetic pole in parallel direction
to plastic pipe axes (called y axes). Figure 5 shows the distribution of Bo. The upper line is on the north pole
(N), and the lower one is on the south pole (S). From that figure it has been shown that the distribution of Bo
is not homogen enough. But, the condition is fairly homogen enough, because the plastic pipe has a small
diameter when it is placed in the middle between N-S poles. When Bo which is based on Figure 4a, is called
Bo theoretically and Bo, which is based on the frequency of resonance absorption ( ) to make smdmpha in
upper energy state, is called Bo in reality (Bor), so the relation between Bor to , to put as NMR signal from
transition of smdmpha, is the ratio (

Bor

) = 42,6 MHz/T [13].

(a)
(b)
Figure 4: (a) Magnetic field as function of DC current, (b) Magnetic field as function of time
The intensity of NMR signal of smdmpha on flowing water is tested by putting information of
magnetization on smdmpha as far as the plastic pipe. The magnetization is measured by EMF Field
apparatus and, the sensor is placed under the plastic pipe at 1.5 cm apart from the flowing water axes. The
magnetizations (in mG) are compared in three conditions. Those conditions are: (a) Bo = 0, water in rest
condition (v = 0), (b) Bo = 1650 G, v = 0, and (c) Bo = 1650 G, v = 88 cm/s. Figure 6 shows that
magnetization of smdmpha of (c) condition is fast enough to be stable. The delay time to be stable is
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depend on the relaxation time (T1 (spin - lattice relaxation time) and T2 (spin – spin relaxation time), for
water T1 = T2 = 0,5s) [14]. It means, that this experiment, could probably give on NMR signal significantly.

Figure 5: The distribution of magnetic field Figure 6: Magnetization from smdmpha along
(on each face of magnetic pole)
flowing water axes in 3 conditions
parallel direction to plastic pipe axes
(upper one is N pole, lower one is S pole)
At Bo = (16 2) x102 gauss the frequency which is generated by FG on the RF coil, is varied to find larmor
frequency for the transition of smdmpha. While the receiver coil position is adjusted (Figure 7), till the
induction voltage from this coil is measured. The FG frequency is equal as larmor frequency of smdmpha
when the induction voltage is maximum. Figure 7 shows that, the induction voltage where the receiver coil
position (x+22) cm from the center of magnetic poles x = 25 and 35 cm, is maximum, when
on FG is 6
MHz.

Figure 7: Induction voltage as function to frequency of FG,
receiver coil is at position x = 25 and 35 cm

By setting the resonance frequency of 6 MHz, it is then to find the relation between NMR signal as
induction voltage on receiver coil respect to the position of receiver coil in some water pressure. Using Bo
(16 2) x102 gauss, and water pressure is varied as: Po = (7.7 0.5) x103 dyne/cm2; P1 = (14 1) x103
dyne/cm2; P2 = (18 1) x103 dyne/cm2; and also P4 = (24 1) x103 dyne/cm2. The NMR signal of this
result has been shown on Figure 8b. It is compared to the last experiment, using Bo = (26 4) x10 gauss
and shown on Figure 8a.
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Figure 8: Induction voltage as function of receiver coil position at 6 MHz on FG frequency,
at some water pressure, the magnetic field strength is: (a) (26 4) x10 gauss,
and (b) (16 2) x102 gauss

3. DISCUSSION
Figure 7 gives information that Bo (16

2) x102 gauss at 6 MHz of frequency has been used on this

experiment was not effectively. It was happened because (
will be true when at
field is 1400 gauss.

Bo

) is not equal to 42.6 MHz/T. Those relation

= 6MHz, Bo = 1400 gauss. It means that, at this experiment, the reality magnetic

Figure 8b shows that the induction voltage (Vi), similar with NMR signal, as function of receiver coil
position, it gives some maximum value of Vi. The biggest Vi is, the biggest the water pressure is. NMR
signal on P3 is higher than P2, P2 higher than P1, and also P1 higher than Po. It is be noticed that the position
of receiver coil is not sensitive to the pressure value. This signal (in order volt) is about 100 times bigger
than that of the last experiment (in order mV, shown in Figure 8a). It means that NMR signal in Figure 8b is
sharper than that of Figure 8a. From that discussion, this method (connected to some information as
reference: [15], [16], [17]) will be success to apply for constructing a blood pressure monitoring system.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The amplification of NMR signal by relaxation time of transition of mdmpha at some pressure number of
the flowing water have been done. The receiver coil position (at the maximum of induction voltage) is not
sensitive to the water pressure. From this experiment could give information that a blood pressure
monitoring system with NMR signal is almost probably constructed.
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ABSTRACT
Vaccine distribution is one aspect of the health care system in Indonesia. This paper examines the early
phase of developing a service oriented e-health system for vaccine distribution process in Indonesia, that is
the service identification process. Service oriented architecture is chosen because it promotes
interoperability and flexibility. By using a top-down approach, the paper proposes five services for the
vaccine distribution system.
Keywords
Service Oriented Architecture, Service identification, vaccine distribution

1. INTRODUCTION
As an archipelago country, Indonesia needs extra effort to provide public service evenly throughout its
regions. One area of public service that still lacks even distribution in Indonesia is health service.
According to Indonesia Policy Briefs published by World Bank, there is still an imbalance of health care
systems regionally and socially in Indonesia [1]. Poor communities have bad access to health care systems
and immunization, causing Indonesia provinces to have greater child and infant death rate than that in the
poorest Asian countries.
The use of information technology and systems can help enhance the distribution of health care service. For
a large country such as Indonesia, implementing the same quality of procedures and system in all of its
regions is not an easy task. Indonesia must face challenges in terms of human resources competencies, lack
of infrastructure, and difficulty in conducting consistent regulations among different regions [2], [3].
One way of dealing with these problems is by building a service oriented e-health system. Service oriented
systems allow us to provide the same procedures in different systems without having to implement and
deploy the software directly on the computer systems. Moreover, it also allows the use of different
platforms to access the software system.
This paper discusses the design of an e-health system service, particularly dealing with providing
immunization throughout the regions of Indonesia. The paper will look through the process of providing
immunization, and the design of service which may help maintain the process throughout Indonesia.
This paper is organized as follows. The first section introduces the problem domain that is the background
of the study. The second section discusses the process of providing immunization in Indonesia. The third
section discusses software as a service and the design of services in a software system. The fourth section
provides the system and service design for the problem domain of this paper, followed by the discussion in
the next section. The last section of this paper concludes the discussion in the paper.
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2. HEALTH CARE AND IMMUNIZATION
Indonesia’s health care system is governed by the Ministry of Health. The regulation of immunization
provision throughout the country is defined in Indonesia’s health ministerial decree [4]. The immunization
held in Indonesia involves both the governmental institutions and private health institutions.
2.1. Immunization Effectuating Mechanism
Immunization may be held routinely and incidentally. The mechanism of effectuating immunization in
Indonesia consists of eight important steps, as depicted in Figure 1. The service developed in this paper
focuses mainly on the distribution of vaccine in the immunization process, therefore associates most with
the planning process and vaccine chain management process.

Figure 1: Immunization Effectuating Mechanism
The planning process involves specifying the number of immunization target, the scope of the target, the
need of vaccine and instruments necessary for the vaccine chain. The need of vaccine is sent from the
heatlh center units to the town/city health department. The town/city health department would then compile
the vaccine needs of every health center units, and send the compilation to the province health department.
The province health department would then compile the vaccine needs from every town and city, and then
send it to the base health department for managing the supply of vaccine.
The vaccine chain management involves the supply, storage, distribution and use of vaccines. The handling
of vaccine supplies in Indonesia is centralized. The supply process makes sure that the storage of vaccine in
each health center unit does not exceed its maximum vaccine supply. This is to prevent vaccine cumulation
in health centers. Moreover, the storage and use of vaccine in health centers must conform to a set of
procedures and standards, so that minimum vaccine be wasted, and the vaccine used for immunization be in
proper quality.

3. SERVICE ORIENTED APPLICATION
Service oriented applications are developed by decomposing the entire IT functionality of an entreprise or
organization [5]. The decomposition results in the services to build the application.
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3.1. Service Identification
Service identification can be approached from a number of perspectives [6]. The approaches for service
identification are top-down approach and bottom-up approach. The top-down approach may be business
process driven or use case driven.
Since this study explores one functional area of the Indonesia health care system, and has not taken into
account the overall entreprise model of Indonesia’s health care system, the approach used in the system
identification process is the use case driven top-down approach. In the use case driven top-down approach,
services are identified based on the system’s business processes and use case model.
Moreover, services may also be identified based on the nature of logic they encapsulate, and the way they
are utilized within the application [7]. This results in services being identified as entity services, application
services, task services, and process services.

4. PROPOSED SERVICES
Based on the regulations on immunization effectuating mechanism, there are a couple of business processes
involved in the matter of vaccine distribution.
The services proposed for the system are as shown in Figure 2.
Service Consumer

Report Notification
Service

Service Layer

Immunization Target
Projection Service

Supply Request and
Report Service

Vaccine Record Service

Report Compilation
Service

Service Provider

Figure 2: System Overview
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5. DISCUSSION
The proposed services represent the business process involved in the vaccine distribution process. Each
service encapsulates the business logic that need to be followed in order to perform the related business
processes.
The report notification service encapsulates the logic for reminding health center units and health
departments of their monthly report due date. The immunization target projection service encapsulates the
logic for performing calculation of immunization target projection in each health center unit. The record
compilation service contains the logic for health departments to compile the reports they receive from
lower level departments. The supply request and report service encapsulates the logic for province health
departments to report their vaccine supply and request for new supply to the vaccine producer. The vaccine
record service encapsulates the logic for recording the monthly use of vaccine in each health center unit.
In the proposed system, the base health department is considered the service provider, and other
stakeholders of the immunization effectuating process are consumers of the services. These stakeholders
are the lower level health departments, health center units, and BioFarma as the vaccine producer.
The services have been identified using a top-down approach, which considers the system’s business
processes as means for determining the services needed. The business processes do not share the same data
to be manipulated, therefore the services proposed does not consist of data manipulation service. The
services proposed are business logic services, i.e. services that perform the logic of the business processes
in an organization.
The services proposed conform to SOA principles [5]. The services have isolated responsibilities, i.e. each
perform specific tasks, which are not redundant in the other services. Moreover, each service has its
autonomy, i.e. each may be deployed and maintained separately from the other services.

6. CONCLUSION
The service identification process for the e-health system regarding vaccine distribution results in five
proposed services. The services are report notification service, immunization target projection service,
supply request and report service, vaccine record serivce, and report compilation service. The services were
identified using a top-down approach, and represents business logics involved in vaccine distribution
processes.
Further research may continue the development and implementation of these services. Further investigation
on the complete business model of Indonesia’s Ministry of Health may permit the identification of services
from a bottom-up approach. A complete business model would also allow the development of a broader
scope of service oriented application for an e-health system in Indonesia.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an investigation of partial discharge (PD) patterns in oil-impregnated insulation measured using different
sensor bandwidths. New and aged pressboard layers were used alternately as the test samples to simulate different defects on
the insulation material. Effects of the existence of insulating paper layers within the specimens were also investigated. The
sensor bandwidth of the HF PD detection system was varied by applying different band pass filters. The measured PD data are
digitally analyzed in the form of phase-resolved and voltage difference patterns. Results of the tests have shown that the phaseresolved analysis (PRA) of PD signals provides significant variations in the values of the PD quantities with the variation of
sensor bandwidths. In contrast, voltage difference analysis (VDA) of PD signals provides a slight variation in PD patterns
with the variation of measurement bandwidths. The analysis results have also demonstrated that the application of VDA in
conjunction with PRA would be useful in interpretation of measured PD data.
Keywords
Partial discharge pattern, oil-impregnated insulation, phase-resolved analysis, voltage difference analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, there is intensive research into high frequency (HF) PD monitoring techniques, particularly for on-site and on-line
applications. Utilisation of a higher frequency bandwidth (above 1MHz) has the advantage of reducing the background
interference. Conventional discharge detectors that have a measuring bandwidth well below 1MHz, simply do not contain this
capability. Very high frequency (VHF) and ultra high frequency (UHF) detection methods have also been introduced for PD
diagnostics in different power apparatus including gas insulated substations (GIS), cables, transformers and rotating machines.
Successful evaluation and PD identification using these techniques have been reported in a number of publications [1-9].
The main impediment during online PD detection is the presence of noise, which generally originates from corona discharges
or radio communication signals within the measurement bandwidth. With the existence of noise, PD detection becomes
extremely difficult, even impossible in some cases. This reality has driven further research into noise reduction methods for PD
detection systems. Recent investigations have found that the PD pulses and the noise signal may have different frequency
characteristics, hence discrimination of the signals becomes possible by means of frequency separation. Development of
adaptive signal processing algorithms to achieve a better signal to noise ratio (SNR) has also been widely studied. Alternative
techniques using simple signal filtering methods or spectrum analysers to alter the bandwidth of the PD measuring equipment,
and hence minimise the disturbance level, have also been introduced lately. These later techniques are simple to implement and
provide reasonable PD measuring sensitivity.
Band-limited HF PD detection systems have the advantages of reducing the background interference level. However, as the
frequency selection impacts on the noise signal, there may be similar effects on the measured PD signal characteristics. The
signal filtering may reduce the frequency content of the measured PD signal. Consequently, PD diagnostics using extended
tools such as PD fingerprints and automated recognition may result in erroneous interpretations. Hence, there is a need to
investigate and compare the potential differences of PD patterns measured with traditional systems and with HF sensors.
In this paper, PDs in new and aged insulation specimens were measured using conventional and high frequency (HF) systems.
The HF PD detection system was equipped with a HFCT as a PD current sensor. The sensor bandwidth of the HF PD detection
system was varied by applying different bandpass filters. The test results are presented in the form of phase-resolved and
voltage difference PD patterns. The characteristics of the measured PD quantities are evaluated to examine whether there are
any differences between the results.

2. DIGITAL ANALYSIS OF PARTIAL DISCHARGE DATA
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un = un+1-un

Based on the statistical PD distributions, various digital statistical analysis techniques have been developed and applied widely.
This section briefly discusses the univariate phase-resolved and voltage difference analysis techniques.
2.1 Phase-Resolved Analysis (PRA)
Phase-resolved analysis provides information of the statistical distribution of discharges in relation to the ac voltage cycles.
The voltage time base is divided into a number of small equal windows that represents the position of discharges. Various
discharge parameters are calculated based on the discharge phase position  over a specified integration period that covers a
number of ac voltage cycles.
Analysis of phase resolved PD patterns by application of descriptive statistics (e.g. skewness, kurtosis) was introduced firstly
by Tanaka [10,11]. A more advanced phase-resolved analysis consists of the total number (n-), average magnitude (qa-),
peak magnitude (qm-), and average current (i-) distributions of PD pulses as a function of phase angle. Separate distributions
were proposed for positive and negative half-cycles based on the fact that the discharges on the positive half-cycles may have
different characteristics from those on the negative half-cycles. This further division creates eight different statistical
distributions, i.e. a set of the four distributions above for the positive half-cycle and another set for the negative half-cycle.
The properties of the distributions are characteristic for particular defects, hence many more PD defects can be characterised
using this statistical analysis technique. This possibility leads to the development of the large size PD fingerprint catalogue
associated with numerous different defects in the insulation. Figure 1(a) shows an example of a univariate phase-resolved
analysis of PD data. Note that only (qm-) of the four univariate PD distributions are shown in this figure. The phase-resolved
pattern may also be presented in a form of scatter plot.

un-1 = un-un-1

(a) Phase-resolved PD pattern

(b) voltage-difference PD pattern

Figure 1: Example of phase-resolved and voltage difference PD patterns
2.2 Voltage Difference Analysis (VDA)
Basically this method is based only on one external discharge parameter, namely the voltage difference between consecutive
pulses [12]. It has been known that the consecutive discharges are not independent events, because the remaining space
charges from the preceding discharge pulses always alter the inception conditions of the subsequent discharges. The geometry
and the properties of the dielectric material also affect the recurrence of discharges. The VDA is presented in a twodimensional scatter plot of discharge sequence (un (un-1)-pattern) as shown in Figure 1(b). It has been shown that this
method is simple to implement and very useful for PD classifications.

3. TEST SETUP
3.1 Sample Configuration
Two sample configurations were applied for the PD test. The first configuration modelled an air-filled cavity bounded by the
HV electrode surface on the top and by pressboard on all other sides. The second configuration modelled an air-filled cavity
bounded by paper dielectric on the top and by pressboard on all other sides. The samples were subjected to a uniform electric
field generated from a plane to plane electrode. In order to examine possible differences in PD characteristics, samples with
different conditions were used for the investigations. New and aged pressboard layers were used alternately to simulate
different insulation conditions. The new sample had a moisture content of ~5% while the aged sample had ~8%. Note that the
aged pressboard sample had been used for PD tests for years and had tracking paths already. Figure 2(a) illustrates the
condition of the aged pressboard sample. No treatment was given to either the pressboard sample or the transformer oil
immediately before carrying out the test. The specimen was assembled in the glass vessel and filled with transformer oil, as
shown in Figure 2(b). The moisture content of the oil was ~150ppm. After filling the glass vessel with the oil, the breathing
hole of the test vessel was tightly sealed to prevent further moisture ingress. The tests were conducted at room temperature
[13,14].
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(a) The aged pressboard layers

(b) The glass compartment

Figure 2: The sample configuration
3.2 PD Measuring Equipment
In order to facilitate a comparative study of the PD characteristics measured using different sensor bandwidths, the
conventional and the HF PD detection systems were employed. A clip-on HFCT was applied around the earth conductor of the
test cell to pick up the high frequency PD current pulses for the HF PD detection system. The high frequency PD current
sensor (HFCT) has a frequency bandwidth of ~10kHz-250MHz. To accommodate the very fast signal from the HFCT, a PD
signal adaptor is required. The wideband PD signal adaptor consists of a broadband RF amplifier with a frequency response of
~10kHz–30MHz and a peak-and-hold circuit for signal conditioning. The effective bandwidth of the PD detection system was
varied by employing low-pass and high-pass filters. The application of high-pass and low-pass filters in series will construct a
bandpass filter. The PD current pulses detected by the HFCT were also examined using a digital storage oscilloscope (DSO)
with 1.5GHz bandwidth. Figure 3 shows the DSO, PD signal adaptor and the frequency response of the amplifier.
20
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100
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(a) The oscilloscope and PD signal adaptor

(b) The frequency response of amplifier

Figure 3: PD measuring equipment

4. NOTATION FOR SAMPLE CONFIGURATION AND SENSOR BANDWIDTH
The sample arrangements simulated four different situations and are denoted with different case numbers. Case 1 used new
sandwiched-pressboard only as the test sample, while Case 2 used new pressboard layers and paper. Case 3 and 4 had the same
configurations with those in Case 1 and 2, however aged pressboard layers were used instead of new. Table 1 shows the
designation for the different cases.
Table 1: Notation for different sample configurations
Sample

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Pressboard

New

New

Aged

Aged

Paper

No

Yes

No

Yes
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For each case above, both the conventional and the HF PD detection systems were utilised to investigate the potential
differences in the measured PD characteristics. Three different bandwidths were used for HF PD measurement by application
of three different bandpass filters. The PD measurements thus were conducted using four different sensor bandwidths. For
simplification, the PD measurement system using a conventional PD detector is denoted as System A (with a frequency
bandwidth of ~40-220 kHz). Systems B, C and D correspond to the HF PD measurement system using the HFCT sensor and
bandpass filters. The frequency bandwidths of Systems B, C and D are ~2-10MHz, ~2-20MHz and ~2-30MHz respectively.
Table 2 shows the notation of the PD measuring systems with different frequency bandwidths.
Table 2: Notation for different sensor bandwidths
System

A

B

C

D

Sensor

Conventional

HFCT + Filters

HFCT + Filters

HFCT + Filters

Bandwidth

~40–220kHz

~2–10MHz

~2-20MHz

~2-30MHz

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
5.1 Impacts of Frequency Selection
Signal filtering is designated to reduce the noise signal. However, filtering also has an effect on the measured PD signal
characteristics. The signal filtering results in reduced frequency content of the measured PD signal. Some examples are shown
in Figure 4, which illustrates the detected PD current pulses of Case 2 after the filtering process. Figures 4(a), (b) and (c)
respectively show the output signals and the corresponding frequency spectra of 2-10MHz, 2-20MHz, and 2-30MHz filters.
The band limited PD signals are highly oscillatory and the second peak is higher than the first. The pulse rise time varies and
the variation is dependent on the frequency bandwidth of the filter. The wider the frequency response of the filter, the faster the
rise time of the signal. The differences in the PD waveforms may affect the measurement results of the digital PD analyser.

(a) Bandpass filter: 2-10MHz
Upper trace: H=50ns/div.;V=4.5mV/div.
Lower trace: H=10MHz/div.;V=0.5mV/div.

(b) Bandpass filter: 2-20MHz
(c) Bandpass filter: 2-30MHz
Upper trace: H=50ns/div.;V=5mV/div.
Upper trace: H=50ns/div.;V=6mV/div.
Lower trace: H=10MHz/div.;V=1mV/div. Lower trace: H=10MHz/div.;V=1.5mV/div.

Figure 4: Filtering impact on the detected PD waveform
5.2 Measured PD Quantities
Figure 5 shows the variation of the peak and the average PD magnitudes, as well as the PD repetition rate when detected using
different system bandwidths for each case. From Figure 5(a), it can be seen that there are some variations in the peak PD
magnitude for each case. The detected PD magnitude increases with the sensor bandwidth, however, the peak PD magnitude
detected using System C (2-20MHz bandwidth), in Case 1 (new pressboard only), has the largest value. In Case 4 (aged
pressboard and paper) the lowest peak magnitude is measured using System B (2-10MHz bandwidth).
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Figure 5: PD quantities measured using different sensor bandwidths
(A: Conventional; B: 2-10MHz; C: 2-20MHz; D: 2-30MHz)
Regardless of the applied voltage level used, it can also be seen that the peak PD magnitude of Case 2 (new pressboard and
paper) is generally lower than that of Case 1 (new pressboard only). The applied voltages were around 45-50% above the PD
inception level for the particular case. Similarly, the peak PD magnitude of Case 4 (aged pressboard and paper) is lower than
that of Case 3 (aged pressboard only). This fact provides evidence that the presence of the paper insulation reduces the field
strength across the cavity and results in a reduced PD magnitude.
The average PD magnitudes measured using different sensor bandwidths is illustrated in Figure 5(b). The average PD
magnitude varies slightly with the frequency bandwidths; however, the variation differs from one case to another. In general,
the average PD magnitude of Case 2 (new pressboard and paper) is generally lower than that of Case 1 (new pressboard only).
Correspondingly the average PD magnitude of Case 4 (aged pressboard and paper) is lower than that of Case 3 (aged
pressboard only).
Generally, the PD repetition rate of Case 1 has the largest values compared to those of the other three cases, as shown in Figure
5(c). In addition to that, for Case 1, the values of the repetition rates measured using System C (2-20MHz bandwidth) are the
largest. For all other cases, the PD repetition rates slightly vary with the frequency bandwidths. The comparatively high
repetition rate measured in Case 1 may be associated with the sufficiently high stress and the electron availability produced by
the presence of a metal surface on the top of the void. The high PD repetition rate contributes to the high PD current, PD power
and the PD quadratic rate, even though the maximum PD magnitude is relatively lower.
5.3 Partial Discharge Patterns
5.3.1 PD Test Using New Sample (Case 1 and Case 2)
Initially, the PD inception voltages for Case 1 and Case 2 were about 22kV and 25kV respectively. For those inception levels,
the associated field stresses across the void are ~5.3kV/mm and ~5.5kV/mm respectively. However, the inception levels
decreased to approximately 12kV and 13kV after some time. The PD extinction voltage was about 7kV for both cases.
Compared to Case 1, a higher inception voltage was measured in Case 2. This was as a result of the inserted paper, which had
the effect of reducing the electric field strength in the cavity.
Figure 6(a) shows the scatter plot of phase-resolved PD patterns for Case 1 (New pressboard only), measured using a sensor
bandwidth of ~2-30MHz (System D). Note that the plot shows the peak PD magnitude (in pC) versus voltage phase angle (in
degree). Generally, the measured peak PD magnitude is well below 200pC. The PD distributions start at a phase angle of about
30-35 degrees earlier than the zero crossing and diminish just before peak. The PD starting and ending angles are similar for
both positive and negative half-cycles. The distribution on the positive half-cycle has a peak magnitude close to that of the
negative half-cycle. The PD pattern indicates the presence of gas discharges.
Figure 6(b) depicts the associated voltage difference PD pattern for the test of Case 1. There are 5 clusters of scatter points and
the one in the middle covers the u = 0. The pattern indicates a presence of possible gas discharges and an initial stage of
surface discharges. This confirms the interpretation of the PRPD pattern.
Figure 7(a) illustrates the measured phase-resolved PD patterns for Case 2 (New pressboard and paper) using a sensor
bandwidths of ~2-20MHz. In general, the PD distributions cover the voltage zero. The PDs start at a phase angle of about 25
degrees earlier than the zero crossing and diminish before the peak of the sinusoidal applied voltage is reached. The PD
starting and ending phase angles are similar for both positive and negative half-cycles. The distribution on the positive halfcycle has a similar magnitude to that on the negative half-cycle. This is a typical PD pattern of a dielectric bound void under a
uniform field stress. However, the PD number on the negative half-cycle is higher than that on the positive half-cycle.
Figure 7(b) shows the associated voltage difference PD pattern for the test of Case 2. There are 6 clusters of scatter points and
the one in the middle also covers the u = 0. A small number of scatter points form a cluster near u = -2. The pattern
indicates a presence of possible gas discharges and an initial stage of surface discharges. This again confirms the interpretation
of the PRPD pattern.
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Figure 6: The phase-resolved and voltage difference PD patterns for Case 1 (New pressboard only); Bandwidth: 2-30MHz
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Figure 7: The phase-resolved and voltage difference PD patterns for Case 2 (New pressboard and paper); Bandwidth: 2-20MHz

5.3.2 PD Test Using Aged Sample (Case 3 and Case 4)
The PD inception voltage for Case 3 and Case 4 were 7.5kV and 8.5kV respectively, much lower than that of Case 1 and Case
2. The PD extinction levels were 6.5kV and 7.5kV respectively for Case 3 and Case 4. The lower inception voltage is caused
by the presence of the carbonised tracking paths on the pressboard interface (see Figure 2(a)). The presence of the tracking
paths reduces the surface resistance of the pressboard insulation. In addition, small gas bubbles were more easily trapped along
the paths and thus able to initiate discharges. Note that a higher PD inception level was measured in Case 4 compared to that in
Case 3.
Figure 8(a) exhibits the phase-resolved PD patterns for Case 3 (Aged pressboard only), measured using a sensor bandwidth of
~2-10MHz. In general, the PD distributions start at a phase angle of about 15 degrees after the zero crossing and hence do not
cover the voltage zero. The PD starting and ending angles are close to similar for both positive and negative half-cycles. The
PRPD patterns indicate that there is an occurrence of surface discharges, most likely in combination with gas discharges, near
the HV electrode.
The associated voltage difference PD pattern for the test of Case 3 is illustrated in Figure 8(b). There are 5 clusters of scatter
points and the one in the middle also covers the u = 0. Compared to those of Case 1 and 2, the clusters are closer to the centre
of the axis. The pattern indicates a presence of surface discharges and possible gas discharges. This again confirms the
interpretation of the PRPD pattern.
The measured phase-resolved PD patterns for Case 4 (Aged pressboard and paper) are illustrated in Figure 9(a). In general, the
PD distributions start at a phase angle of 10 degrees after the zero crossing and end before the sinusoidal test voltage peak.
Therefore the distributions do not cover the voltage zero. The PD distribution on the negative half-cycle generally has a
slightly wider region of discharges than that of the negative half-cycle. All the sensor bandwidths measure a relatively similar
peak PD magnitude. This pattern indicates the presence of gas discharges.
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Figure 9(b) depicts the voltage difference PD pattern for the test of Case 4. There are 6 clusters of scatter points and no
external voltage zero u = 0. This VDPD pattern indicates the presence of gas discharges. The surface discharges disappeared
most probably due to the reduction of the electric field stress in the void after paper insertion. This again confirms the
interpretation of the PRPD pattern.
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Figure 8: The phase-resolved and voltage difference PD patterns for Case 3 (Aged pressboard only); Bandwidth: 2-10MHz
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Figure 9: The phase-resolved and voltage difference PD patterns for Case 4 (Aged pressboard and paper);
Bandwidth: ~40-220kHz (Conventional)

6. CONCLUSIONS
Investigation of PD behaviour in new and aged oil impregnated insulation has been carried out. The effects of sensor
bandwidth to the PD patterns have also investigated. Results indicated that PD tests using aged pressboard sample have a
comparatively lower PD inception level than the tests using new samples. The lower PD inception voltage is caused by the
presence of the carbonised tracking paths on the pressboard interface. The presence of the tracking paths reduces the surface
resistance of the pressboard insulation. In addition, small gas bubbles are easily trapped along the paths and later initiate
discharges.
In spite of the insulation condition, a higher inception voltage was generally measured in the tests using pressboard and paper
sample (Case 2 and Case 4) compared to that in the tests using pressboard sample only (Case 1 and Case 3). This is as a result
of the inserted paper insulation, which had the effect of reducing the electric field strength in the cavity.
There are significant variations in the values of the PD quantities given by the various sensor bandwidths. This evidence
indicates that the measurement results are dependent on the selection of the frequency bandwidth of the PD detection system.
Analysis of the voltage difference PD patterns confirms the indications given by the phase-resolved PD patterns. This evidence
shows that the application of voltage difference analysis in conjunction with the phase-resolved analysis will provide a better
interpretation of measured PD data.
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ABSTRACT
Problem assessment is an important issue in improving organizational function. Assessment is used to make good decisions for the
management. Making a decision will only run fast and can provide accurate results; if supported by a number of facts or information needed.
Facts and information were obtained through assessment. PT PLN of West Java and Banten to maintain and increase revenue and improve
service to customers will require revamping the system through a phase of Information Technology Assessment. Assessment phase of the
evaluation system for measuring the competence and capabilities of information technology and systems management currently has 3
objectives: 1. Information Gathering about the management concerns/strategic business plan; 2. Score/Health Check on the technological
aspects, such as technology; Infrastructure Architecture and applications; Organization; functions and duties; 3. Production of documents
on the current situation and a high level of information about 'gap analysis’ with best practices. Assessment of results of research through
this phase are: 1. As many as 52 percent of users say that the alignment between strategic business information technology with strategic
business enterprise; 2. the average staff technical expertise in hardware and operating systems and network, can be considered sufficient; 3.
As many as 15 percent of IT personnel agree that the application system at PT. PLN of West Java and Banten meet the criteria for aspects of
Information Architecture; Development and Maintenance of Software Applications and procedures; Maintenance Technology Infrastructure;
Security System; user training; Data Management; Facilities and Operations.

Keywords
Assessment phase; information gathering; 'gap analysis’; best practices; strategic business.

1. INTRODUCTION
Great attention of the management of IT today is very reasonable because IT is the spearhead of the company to achieve
success. To achieve success through IT, the company generally has spent a lot of cost either as an investment and for
operations. However, the performance of IT is sometimes still not optimal for one reason or another. Because IT is a complex
system and its components are interlinked with each other then, the company experienced constraint factors should be analyzed
carefully and in detail. From the analysis of current IT capabilities and then will be compared with the capabilities expected by
Management or with the general standards applicable (best practice) it will get 'gap' that needs to be improved or added.
Project Management in IT Assement activity is conducted on business applications, technical architecture and IT organization
at PT. PLN West Java and Banten.
To improve the system usually takes 3 steps:
1. To review (assessment) of the IT system is now
2. Making IT Master Plan / Blueprint
3. Making changes to the system (Reengineering).
Objectives to be achieved at the assessment phase there is:
1. Gathering information about management concerns strategic business plan.
2. Assessment health check on all aspects of technology such as
a. Architecture technology infrastructure and applications
b. Organization functions and duties
c. Process
d. IT Service and Infrastructure Management
e. Applications now and constraints
3. Produce documents about the current situation and the high level of information about the gap with best practice.

2. ANALYSIS METHOD
2.1 Implementation Phase Analysis
The first phase resulted in a gap analysis between current conditions with best practice (Figure 1), while in the second phase
will be creating a target operating model (Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Implementation phase

Figure 2: Target operating model

2.2 The Model Proposed
As we understand that the role of IT increasingly required that companies not only be reactive but part of supporting a
"Proactive Business Enabler" which is the part that can support and provide inputs for the company. To obtain optimal results
and have a legitimate basis and generally accepted, we present a solution based on several references in the form of model
proposed for the change in industrial organization that can support the vision and mission of the company described as follows:

Figure 3: Key components for changes
The three interrelated components that must run in the IT environment with rules and a certain way called the IT Governance.
IT governance must also be in line with Corporate Governance at the enterprise level.
Figure 3, describe the linkage components that affect organizational change, namely:
1. Process: Development Process, Deployment Process, Support and Delivery Process.
2. Technology: Infrastructure & Application in General
3. People: Organization Structure & Function Role.
2.3 Instruments and Data Collection Techniques
Instruments and data collection techniques used were questionnaire. Components of the questionnaire used can be described in
table 1 below:
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Table 1: Components questionnaire
Quesioner
Q1-Corporate Strategic Plan
Questionnaire
Q2-IT Executive Questionnaire

Q3- IT Personnel Questionnaire

Q4-Business Executive Questionnaire

Q5-Business User Questionnaire

Q6-Infrastructure Questionnaire (Data
Center)
Q7-Infrastructure Questionnaire
(Network)

Q7A-Infrastructure Questionnaire
(Network) advanced
Q8-IT Capability Questionnaire

Q9A : Governance Questionnaire
(Organizations, IT Management &
Policy/Standard/Procedure)

Q10 : Application Questionnaire

Description
This questionnaire aims to get input from the Top Level Management of the
Corporate Strategic Plan, particularly to serve the IT Plan in PT. PLN West Java and
Banten.
This questionnaire aims to obtain early feedback from management PT. PLN West
Java on infrastructure and information technology facilities are installed in an effort
to improve towards world-class information technology systems.
Question about 'Alignment, Enablement, Delivery / Support and Monitoring and
Evaluation' at the level of IT Executive.
This questionnaire aims to get input from IT personnel on information technology
capability of PT. PLN.
Question about 'Alignment, Enablement, Delivery / Support and Monitoring and
Evaluation' at the level of IT staff.
Following questionnaire aims to obtain early feedback on comprehension Leadership
and Management PT. PLN West Java on the ability of Information Technology
companies today.
Question about 'Alignment, Enablement, Delivery / Support and Monitoring and
Evaluation' at the Commerce Manager.
This questionnaire aims to gather feedback from system users about the capabilities
of information technology PT. PLN.
Question about 'Alignment, Enablement, Delivery / Support and Monitoring and
Evaluation' at the level of DM Commerce.
This questionnaire aims to get input from the head of the Data Centre About the
Data Centre.
The question of facilities such as Data Centre, design, Power, AC, Fire Safety,
Security, Access, Vendor Access, Audit, etc.
This questionnaire aims to get input from the director or the Network Manager of
Network.
The question of tissue that covers the design, WAN Transport, WAN Availability,
SLA, Wireless, Network Operational, Network Security, Network Management, and
Cost.
This questionnaire aims to get input from the director or the Network Management
and Outsourced
The question of tissue that covers Topologies, Communication Protocols,
Applications, Network Documentation, Procedures, reporting, etc.
This questionnaire aims to get input from IT personnel about technical ability,
managerial, functions and Interpersonil.
Questions raised include the problem:
• IT personnel demographics
•concerning technical applications such as the ability to design, create, analyze
performance to operate the application.
• Programming Skills
• Expertise in the field of Data Base
• Expertise in System Architecture
• Expertise run Operating Systems
• Expertise run Hardware
• Expertise in Communications Technology
•Managerial capability of Planning and Resource allocator, Change Management,
Project Management, Quality Management, Customer Support
•Functional Skills in PLN Applications Leadership Skills (Leadership),
Communication and Problem Analysis
This questionnaire aims to gather feedback on the organization, IT Management and
Policy / Standard that is in PT. PLN West Java and Banten.
Specific questions for the development of applications on organizational structure,
functions and duties of the organization and its sub-organizations, performance plan
and KPIs, IT Management, IT Strategy, People Management, Project Management,
Policy, Standard and Procedure, Compliance Aspects, Financial Management,
Resiliency.
Specific questions for the planning and Infrastructure Support regarding
organizational structure, functions and duties of the organization and its suborganizations, performance plan and KPIs, IT Management, IT Strategy, People
Management, Project Management, Policy, Standard and Procedure, Compliance
Aspects, Financial Management, IT Operations, Infrastructure Security, Asset
Management, Resilience.
This questionnaire aims to gather feedback about the capabilities of the CM @ X
application that is used in PT. PLN West Java and Banten.
Questions about Information Architecture such as classification and data access
policy, creation and maintenance of applications and user participation,
Requirement Specification, Maintenance Technology Infrastructure, Development
and maintenance procedures, Application Security, Education and Training to the
user, Data Management (Back-up/Restore, etc. ), Facilities Management and
Operation Management.
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3. ANALYSIS RESULT
Managerial Expertise

Technical Expertise

Interpersonnel Expertise

Technical Expertise

Figure 4: IT Capabilities
Based on the results of the questionnaire, the capabilities of IT personnel:
• As much as 37% of IT personnel have the managerial expertise.
• As much as 47% of IT personnel have the technical expertise
• Almost all IT personnel have the talent to become managers.
• As much as 49% Naturalife Greenworld IT personnel the ability to understand business processes at each service
PLN.
Table 2: Personnel expertise
Question
Application Development
Database Management System
Architecture
Programming
Hardware
Operating System
Network
Managerial
Functional
Interpersonal

Average Value
2.29
2.43
1.86
2.00
2.14
2.86
2.43
1.29
1.86
2.43

Position
>
>
<
=
>
>
>
<
<
>

Description:
0 = Not Have Expertise, 1 = New detraining, 2 = Never Use 3 = Frequently Use, 4 = Expert Using.
Based on questions regarding personal skills:
• The ability of application development is characterized by expertise (Application Development and DBMS) that can
be categorized enough that have value > 2 (Have to frequent use.)
• Expertise in the design is still lacking because of perceived expertise in the field of Architecture in value below 2.
• To have sufficient programming skills
• The average technical expertise on hardware, operating system and network may be considered adequate with an
average value above 2.
• managerial capability still perceived less
• Interpersonal Skills (ability to work together) enough
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Figure 5: IT alignment

Figure 6: Application system capabilities

Analysis of the IT Alignment (figure 5):
• As much as 52% of users said the alignment between strategic business IT with strategic business enterprise.
• In general, PLN's current IT can support business goals PLN in the future.
• Need to socialization of the Top Management of the IT strategic plan to lower level.
• Need to improve the process of monitoring & evaluation of jobs in the IT Sector on an ongoing basis.
Analysis of the Capabilities Application System (figure 6):
• The aspects analyzed include information architecture, development and maintenance software Application and
procedures, maintenance technology infrastructure, security system, training users, data management, facilities and
operations.
• 15% agree that IT personnel in the application system PT. PLN West Java and Banten meet the criteria above aspects.
• Development and maintenance of data dictionary is not standard.
• The right of access is set up with clear, but implementation is still not firmly on the ground.
• Process development and maintenance of software applications in general is quite good.
• Maintenance of the technology infrastructure has not been done routinely.
• The procedures and manuals already exist but are rarely updated regularly.
• Security system still felt less.
• Media backup data on each of the UPJ, but still there is not in accordance with the standard Office / IT.
• Jobs requests from the user is set by the SOP.

Figure 7 : Distribution office network
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Office Network:
• 15 WAN links from the Office of the APJ:
 Served by 4 o Cisco routers and a LAN Switch
 All APJ WAN links to connect to a LAN Switch
 Position Firewall is on level APJ
• Connection to the Internet:
 Through Indosat network with 1Mbps speed
 Using a Firewall
 Applications
 In addition to email Corporate purposes, also for access to the Internet
• Connection to PLN Net
 Using a Firewall
• Connection to Banks
 Through 3rd Party
 PLN Perform File Transfer

4. CONCLUSION
Based on the Assessment of the capabilities of IT staff in mind that technical capability is quite average but not at the expert
level, while the average managerial ability is still lacking.
While demand management:
1. IT Systems Having Homogeneous Nature, Standard, Centralized and Secure by:
• Increasing Capability software applications
• Consolidating Data from the UPJ to APJ
• Has a Management Information System
• Refer to Standard (COBIT)
2. Meeting the governance aspect of the way:
• Aligning Corporate Strategy and IT
• Improve Services To Commerce
• Comply with applicable rules
• Has the Standard Organization and Process
• Optimizing Human Resources & Technology.
3. In general, this time all operational activities at the level of UPJ. These activities include customer registration
through billing meter reading done at UPJ. Only some of the data / information sent to the levels of APJ and / or to the
KD in a batch.
4. Due to the Application and Database Server was still in the UPJ, the need for communication to the APJ or to the KD
only for data transfer in batches to the needs of small bandwidth that can be served by dial-up PSTN. For certain UPJ
even still wear softcopy delivered and taken directly from / to APJ.
5. Recommendations Follow Up Next
• Restructuring of the IT organization in accordance with the recommendations at the beginning of this document.
This includes several aspects as follows:
• The division of duties and responsibilities clear and do not overlap
• Selection of appropriate personnel and have the minimum qualifications required. If deemed necessary, to seek
personnel from outside (outsourcing), especially for the type of work that is not critical and are not confidential
• Application of Change Management (Change Management) to reduce the risk of operational disruption, especially
for software applications.
• Improving the Operational Data Center (procedure backup / restore, capacity planning for servers, Facility
Management, SLA with the business) and Help Desk operations.
• Implementation of Policy on Information Security.
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ABSTRACT
Cross layer design is a technology solution that is widely investigated by researcher currently in order to achieve efficiency
and performance optimization of wireless network. This is because inter-layer coordination scheme is essential to adapt the
wireless physical layer dynamics, as well as adapt various service with different Quality of Service requirement to reach best
performance. Route centric cross layer design is one of the cross layer designs that is suitable to be applied in Wireless Mesh
Network, because the performance of mesh multihop network can be increased by making use of information exchange in
routing and scheduling process. This paper is a preliminary research that presents model of joint algorithm development
model between routing and scheduling over WiMAX mesh mode. Firstly we develop network model, routing process model,
then followed by scheduling process model. Then, we synthesize joint algorithm model between routing and scheduling process
derived from two previous models. From the modeling results, it is identified that the scheduling period can be a metric
considered in routing process. On the other hand, at scheduling part, the considered metric to determine scheduling weight is
hop count. In QoS guaranty outline, optimization objective function is based on proportional fairness that is implicitly
guarantee throughput degree in accordance with service bandwidth requirement.
Keywords
Wireless mesh network, joint routing & scheduling, WiMAX

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless mesh network is a network topology that is widely taken into attention by researcher, and is predicted to be main
topology in future ubiquitous network, due to its characteristic and numerous advantages [1]. The using of mesh topology in
wireless network is not only to improve wireless communication but also to have low cost characteristics and fast
implementation, and good reconfigurability.
WiMAX standard (802.16), which is a protocol standard for wireless metropolitan area network (WMAN) designed to meet
the wireless broadband access, has been developed to mesh mode, in addition to the mode of point to multi point (PMP) which
has been known previously. WiMAX physical layer is based on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). 802.16d
standard uses OFDM with 256 FFT and OFDMA with 2048 FFT, where for the extension of the mesh, available only for
OFDM air interface. WiMAX mesh mode frame structure is a TDMA / TDD, depicted in Figure 1. WiMAX wireless mesh
network consists of several network elements, namely Base Station (BS) as a Mesh Gateway, Subscriber Station (SS) as a
Mesh Router, and the Terminal Users as Mesh Client. Communication mesh on WiMAX can be implemented at the BS level,
or at SS level. SS not only serves as host, but also acts as a router that forwards packets to other nodes. Multihop
communication on the mesh network allows communications at the further distances and remove the various limitations of
propagation. WiMAX wireless mesh network architecture is depicted in Figure 2.
Frame k-1

Network
control
subframe

MSHNENT

MSHNCFG

Frame k

Data
subframe

MSH…. NCFG

Frame k+1

Schedule
control
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Figure 1: Frame structure of WiMAX mesh mode
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Figure 2: WiMAX mesh network architecture
WiMAX mesh network is suitable to apply one of classification in the cross layer design, i.e. cross-layer route centric
scheduling [2], due to the simple idea that the multihop mesh network performance can be enhanced by the exchange of
important informations between routing and scheduling process. Moreover, although there has been demand for bandwidth
allocation mechanism in WiMAX 802.16 mesh mode standard, but the detailed of scheduling mechanism, the reservation
algorithm, and the routing tree reconstruction mechanism are not specified in the standard, so the chances of research in this
area is still very open. In the literature, efforts to improve routing and scheduling mechanisms separately and jointly as well as
on the WiMAX mesh mode has been done by many researchers to improve various aspects of performance such as maximizing
throughput, fairness, and QoS guarantee. In this paper, we develop an analythical model for joint routing and scheduling, as
preliminary research on the research area on network QoS guarantee in WiMAX mesh mode.

2. WIRELESS MESH NETWORK MATHEMATICAL MODEL
2.1 Network Topology Model
A mesh network can be expressed as a directed graph G N , L [3][6], with a set of nodes N , and set of links
L

i, j , i, j 1,...., N , i

j , are all possible pairs of nodes. Notated N and L respectively is the number of nodes and links

in the network. Each individual links (i, j) represents a direct communication channel between node i and node j, where
i, j N . Because there is different analysis of uplink and downlink communications, then it must be stated that the link (i, j)
is different from the link (j, i). Nodes are labeled n = 1, . . . ,N; and communication links are labeled l = 1, . . . ,L.
Combination of network topology and active link, can be notated as node-arc incidence matrix A R N
matrix anl is associated with node n and link l , through the following relation [4]:

anl
Traffic demand is defined in triplets d k

L

, where one cell of

1, if node n is the transmitter of link l
1, if node n is the receiver of link l
0, otherwise

(1)

dok , dtk , dvk in set D , as identification of source node, destination node, and the

amount of traffic volume representing the required QoS guarantees.
2.2 Link Availability Model
Link availability model in this paper refers to interference-base model [4][6], because interference-based model is more
realistic in wireless mesh network. This model, assumed every link (i,j) has a transmitter which is located at node i, and a
receiver located at node j, is described as follows:
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Node i (Tx)

Node j (Rx)
Link (i,j)

interference
Figure 3: Link (i,j), desired signal and interference

Refer to figure above, link (i,j) is available, if it satisfies this equation:

Pij

SINR

ij

Plm

(2)

r
lj

(l , m ) (i , j )

In the above mathematical expression, Pij is transmit power for link (i,j), ij is attenuation factor for link (i,j),
plm lj is total interference experienced in node j, and r is a lower bound SINR received at the node j.

is noise,

(l , m) (i, j )

2.3 Inter Node Link Capacity Model
Link rate function

t , can be expressed in the basic formula C I , S , as follows [3];
t

Where S t

(3)

C I t ,S t

represents a mesh network topology state during time slot t, I t represents link control action obtained by

network in timeslot t, or link set selected to activate during timeslot t , and I t take the value from I S t that represents all
alternative resource allocation available in state topology S t .
In the wireless mesh network, the interrelation between nodes is dynamic so that the matrix topology state S t represents all
random variables caused by wireless channel characteristics that affect the set of rate transmissions. In the communication
mesh, the control input I t may be replaced by the power variable P t caused by changes in power affect the capacity of
link Cl , and serves as a variable that affects the input, so that
l

In the above expression, P t

Pl t

l L

t

Cl I t , S t

(4)

Cl P t , S t

, is a power allocation ’vector’. Then, capacity equation can then be approximated

by logarithmic Shannon channel capacity in Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), as follows:

Cl P t , S t

log 1 SINRl P t , S t

(5)

With Pij is power allocated for link (i,j), then the value SINRl P t , S t is given as follows [3]:

SINRl P t , S t

Pij t Gij S t

(6)

Pk t Gkl S t
k L
k l

In mesh networks, decision making of control inputs interplay between nodes, because the power allocated on a link will
contribute as interference to other links, and the interference model can be changed depending on the state of network
topology. From equation (6), it can also be concluded that the various transmission techniques can be used to improve system
throughput by increasing the SINR at the receiver, for example by reducing interference through the exploitation of spectral
reuse, the use of smart antenna or the use of directional antennas, power control, and best route selection process with highest
SINR.
2.4 Routing Model
In the routing context, all data entering the network is considered as commodity that has the properties of at least destination of
data and the source of data. In other cases, other properties could be included e.g. priority of service class. In principle, the
routing algorithm should meet several objectives, namely the fast delivery of the packet, the ability to adapt changes in
topology due to link or node failure, the ability of adaptation to traffic load variations, the ability to route the packet away from
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links that are experiencing congestion, the ability to determine network connectivity, and has a low overhead [8]. In the
WiMAX mesh mode standard, the basic routing tree is obtained by Breadth First Algorithms [9]. These algorithms look for the
path from the source node to destination node regardless of how many minimum hop and the link cost.
In a wireless mesh network, routing performance can be improved by routing algorithm that considers many factors that affect
the cost of routing. Cost of routing can be stated as follows:
Costrouting f Cl , s ,
(7)
.Cl
. s
.
In the above equation, cost of routing is a function of link capacity ( Cl ), scheduling period ( s ), and delay ( ). Meanwhile, ,
, and are coefficients that respectively represent the weight of routing metrics. In Equation (6) above, scheduling period
metric represents congested-network condition that can become an additional information for routing algorithm to determine
the best path.
2.5 Scheduling Model
802.16 mesh mode standards use Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), so that scheduling for such network type is defined
as the problem of allocating time slots for communication sequence, where each transmission of data at one time-slot must be
collision free to remain satisfying QoS requirements efficiently. In addition, the time required for calculating the schedule
should be minimal [10]. There are four QoS classification in WiMAX: UGS, rtPS, nrtPS, ertPS, and BE.
As the routing process, the process of determining the schedule performed by an algorithm. Mathematical modeling is to
calculate the weight of commodities that will be scheduled for data transmission. Type of scheduler for WiMAX can be
classified into Un-aware Channel Scheduler, and Channel Aware Scheduler [11]. The design constraint factors of scheduler are
QoS parameters, optimization of throughput, fairness, power control and energy consumption, implementation complexity, and
scalability [11]. With wireless mesh network topology characteristics that change by time, the type of Channel Aware
Scheduler should more appropriately be applied to obtain the best performance, and on the WiMAX standard, BS downlink
scheduler can use the Carrier to Interference & Noise Ratio (CINR) that is reported by SS through Channel Quality Index
(CQI). In the uplink direction, CINR is measured directly from the transmission of the previous SS.

In the scheduling algorithm, each flow of data commodity will be calculated for its value of weights (wi,j). Then, the flow with
the highest weight will be served prior to transmission. Calculation of weighted scheduling for WiMAX mesh networks should
consider QoS, because the WiMAX user is using WiMAX network for QoS reasons. In mesh networks, the number of hops (h)
between source and destination node can also be included as variable that affect the scheduling weight, because a larger
number of hops represents higher delay, thus providing a higher priority to the higher number of hop is used for delay
minimization, so that it can be stated:

wij

f BWrequired , h,...

(8)

From the expression above, the metric (h) is a routing metric that is used in scheduling weights calculation.

3. JOINT ROUTING & SCHEDULING CROSS LAYER MODEL
Simple approach of loosely coupled cross layer design is merely able to achieve limited performance gain, so that the work
mechanism of MAC protocol must be explored and optimized as a part of interlayer design between routing and scheduling
[5]. Examples of cross layer joint routing and scheduling architecture model are given in [12] [13]. In this paper, we propose
tightly coupled joint routing and scheduling algorithm design, whereas the architecture is depicted in Figure 5.
Equation (4), (5), and (6) above implies that the system throughput capacity is proportional to SINR, hence various SINR
improvement methods directly increase mesh network capacity. Joint routing and scheduling problem is mapped in Figure 2
below. It can be seen that the left side is routing problem while the right side is scheduling problem.
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Figure 5: Joint routing and scheduling problem schematic diagram
In a mesh network, a network controller manages topology state that is utilized at certain instantaneous time S t in network,
where S t is selected from possible topology configuration set ( S ), or named transmission group [6]. Transmission control
input I t

C I, S
ij

t

IS t

is based on a scheduling rule. It generates the transmission rate matrix

is a matrix consisting of individual function Cij I , S
Cij I t , S t

t

C I t ,S t

. Function

that represents individual transmission link (i,j), so that

.

Transmission group

Topology state

Link control
s

S

I t

S t

IS t

hop

Link selected to activated for
timeslot t

Link transmission rate function

t

C I t ,S t

Scheduling problem

Routing problem

Figure 6: Joint routing and scheduling problem formulation
Instantaneous topology state matrix S t is chosen from S , which is available transmission group generated with numerous
constraints on WiMAX mesh network is given in [6]. Node i is permitted to transmit only on one allocated sub carrier c C
(and to its neighbor j) on one transmission group s (Equation 9); node I cannot transmit and receive in identical time slot
(Equation 10); data collision has to be avoided at receiver node (i) due to neighbor nodes’ transmission in similar sub carrier
(Equation 11); node i can receive multiple data stream at the same time but different sub carrier, then the node can not receive
more than C neighbor nodes in the same time slot (Equation 12).
tijs ,c

1

i

(9)

N

j:(i , j ) L c C

t sji,c
c C

tijs,c

1

i

N, j

(10)

Ni

c C

t sji,c

1

i

N,c C

(11)

j:( j ,i )

t sji,c

C

i

N

(12)

j:( j ,i ) L c C
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Define binary variables tijs,c , where s

L . tijs,c = 1 if (I,j) is active in transmission group s, and sub

S , c C , and (i, j )

carrier c is allocated, otherwise it is valued 0. The next constraint is pertinent to link availability that is defined by SINR
model, ensuring SINR bound, r , is fulfilled if the receiver node j obtain correct frame reception; in this case I is sender in sub
carrier c, so that Equation (2) has a linear form as follows [6].
Pmax Gij

M ijc 1 tijs ,c

s ,c
Pmax Ghj thm

r

i

N, j

(13)

Ni , c C

( h , m ) L; h i

where,
M ijc

s ,c
Pmax Ghj thm

(i, j )

L

( h , m ) L; h i

4. OBJECTIVE
OPTIMIZATION

FUNCTION

OF

JOINT

ROUTING

&

SCHEDULING

PERFORMANCE

WiMAX users are usually engaged to a network for QoS reasons; hence it is inevitable to make QoS as constraint in objective
function development of the joint performance optimization of routing and scheduling algorithm. We identified that providing
user-level fairness that is proportional to the QoS (bandwidth & delay) can be used as a rational approach to network WiMAX
mesh mode, with a fairness index has been stated in [14]. Scheduling algorithm with a fair allocation of throughput
proportional to the throughput demand should ensure:
a1
b1
(14)
a QoSa
b QoSb
In the expression above, a and b are the allocation provided by the user A and user B in sequence, while the a1 and b1 are the
actual allocation given by network. In general, a + b > c, where c is the total network throughput [15]. On the other hand,
minimization of end to end delay can be considered in the algorithm, by considering the number of hops, h, generated from the
routing algorithm. The flow of traffic with a higher number of hops is given higher priority in scheduling algorithms. Thus, the
basic objective function of joint routing and scheduling algorithm proposed is as follows:
N 1

max
i 1

ri t

(15)

Ri t

Subject to

ri t

rQoS

(16)
(17)

QoS

In the equation above, N is the number of node, ri is instantaneous rate for user i in certain frame, rQoS is lower bounds of rate
for certain QoS, Ri t is time average of rate, and
average of rate is updated based on Ri t 1

T

1 1

i

QoS
i Ri

t

is a maximum limit of delay for certain QoS. For each frame, time

1

i

ri t

where 0 <

i

<1. In the proportional fair scheme,

is the length of sliding time window, and Ri t computed in this window for each of frame [16].

5. DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORKS
Further work of this research is to develop a simulation of the model that has been presented in this paper. Routing algorithm
selected in the initial stage is the Breadth First Search which is the basic routing algorithm in WiMAX mesh network as a
baseline, before continuing on routing algorithms which consider the routing cost function in equation (7). In the scheduling,
algorithms will be tried in the channel-aware scheduling classification, but in the initial experiment will be given assumptions
that do not consider the channel. Performance evaluation of various experimental combinations of routing and scheduling
problems are expected to be a good basis for the development of joint routing and scheduling algorithms that provide QoS
support for each service class in WiMAX mesh mode. We will make modifications in the scheduling optimization objective
function based on proportional fairness, where the modification is done mainly to entering the metric number of hops to delay
minimization, and period scheduling metrics for the selection of the best links in the routing, with QoS requirements
consideration.
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6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have provided an analytical model for the tightly coupled cross-layer design between routing & scheduling
process. We identify that the scheduling metric utilized in the calculation and reconstruction of routing cost table is scheduling
period ( s ), as a parameter representing the level of network congestion. This scheme potentially allows the reliability of
routing performance because the ability to choose the best path with the lowest routing cost. The routing metric that can be
used to determine the weight of the scheduling priority is the number of hops (h), where the flow of traffic with a higher
number of hops is given by higher weight and higher priority in scheduling. This scheme has the possibility to minimize end to
end delay for satisfy certain QoS requirements. Scheduling class based on proportional fair scheduling is prefered as the best
candidate as a scheduling scheme which considers QoS, due to an implicit guarantee on the flow of traffic throughput
proportionally to the QoS requirements.
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Abstract
Jakarta is situated at an altitude just above sea level and has naturally always been subject to regular flooding by the
waterways cutting through the city, such as the Cisadane, Angke, Ciliwung, Bekasi and Citarum Rivers. To prevent
flood disaster, this research developed two methods of flood prediction in Jakarta, using DInSAR method and
Watershedmethod. Flood that occurred in Jakarta is not only influenced by factors of rainfall, urban planning system,
and drainage alone, but also may involved land subsidence (LS). LS is possible in Jakarta because it stands on top of
layers of sediments and the presence of ground water consumption in very large quantities. In this research,
ALOS/PALSAR data was processed to determine the level of LS in Jakarta area and it’s relation to flood potential area.
Differential interferometry method (DInSAR) was performed on two PALSAR data with different acquisition times, i.e.
2007 and 2008, respectively. DInSAR processing generated image containing information that can be converted into
LS. To find the elevation changing area, log ratio algorithm was applied to those images as additional analysis. The log
ratio image is superimposed with the DInSAR result and Jakarta inundation map of 2009, in order to get the relationship
between LS and the flood and flood vulnerability map of Jakarta based on LS. It is found that lands on the flooded area
subsided in average of 10.57 cm, with a minimum and maximum of 5.25 cm and 22.5 cm, respectively. The greater the
value of LS, inundation area also tend to widen, except in a few areas that have special conditions, such as reservoirs,
river flow solution, water pump system and sluices. Accuracy of DInSAR result image is quite high, with the difference
of 0.03 cm (0,18%) to 0.55 cm (3.37%) compared to GPS measurements. The Watershed method is conducted by
segmenting the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data using watershed segmentation method. The segmentation result is
then mapped on Landsat 7 image as secondary data and compared to the flood data from Pemda DKI Jakarta in 2007.
The analysis showed that there are differences between the location of the potential flooding area and the 2007 flood
data map. The difference of flood area from the segmentation and 2007 flood data are 417,385 hectares and 265,39
hectares, respectively.These results can be recommended to the local government of Jakarta to minimize the potential
risk of floods, as well as the subject of city planning for the future.
Keywords: Land Subsidence (LS), ALOS/PALSAR, flood potential area, DInSAR,Watershed, Log Ratio

1.

Introduction

Jakarta is one of the capital cities that frequently suffer from flash flood in the world. The location of Jakarta which
stands on sediment layer and crossed by Ciliwung river and its tributaries caused this disaster. This condition leads to
land subsidence (LS) since most skyscrappers, offices and housings drained ground water in large numbers in spite of
city rapid development. LS phenomenon can be viewed as one factor and also a parameter indication of flooding in a
specific region. LS has been investigated from SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) data using Differential Interferometry
Approach (DInSAR) for the area of New Orleans and Louisiana (United States) [1], Bologna, Mexico City [2] and
Semarang [3]. In [2], DInSAR is compared with classical change detection approach using the Mean Ratio Detector
(MRD). While in [3], interferometry is performed using Multiple Acquisition Radar interferometry method which had
the same principle with DInSAR. DInSAR has the advantage that the number of SAR images required is less with the
acquisition of spatially point diversed. It also shows a good level of coherence on the entire set of interferogram [4].
Interferometry generated by a PALSAR L-band data are also has an advantage related with phase unwrapping which
often be a problem in SAR interferometry data in C-band wavelength like European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS).
Interferometry of L-band SAR is an appropriate method to monitor the LS in Japan [5]. The goal of this research is
producing a map of flooding potential areas by using radar data retrieved from ALOS/PALSAR for Jakarta based on the
LS. The results are expected to be used as recommendations for flood prevention action and also planning,
implementation, and controlling of sustainable urban development. The input data from ALOS/PALSAR and DEM
(Digital Elevation Model) from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) are used to analyze the LS. The output
of this research is Jakarta flood vulnerability map based on the LS.
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2.

Methodology

2.1 DInSAR-Log Ratio Method
The first method will be explained is DInSAR method combined with Log Ratio change detection method. In this
method, land subsidence (LS) level becomes the parameter to detect flood prone area. To achieve the relationship
between LS and flooding potential area, we overlayed three images. The first image is the image processing of DInSAR
from two Level 1.0 PALSAR data which cover Jakarta region in different acquisition time (2007 and 2008,
respectively). Each intensity of the image pixel which is represented in RGB, contains a correlation with phase change.
The value of phase change is then converted to an altitude. Thus, from this process, the height change of each pixel
could be derived.
The second layer is the image from processing of two data using the Log Ratio method. This method could be used to
detect land elevation changes by involving statistical values of the image histogram. The results are black and white
images which define the area of changes. The third layer is a flooding/inundation map of Jakarta in 2008. All data are
processed and analyzed systematically as shown in Fig. 1.
Master
Image

Slave
Image

Conversion to
SLC

Conversion to
SLC

Geometric
Correction

Geometric
Correction
Log Ratio

Change
Detection

Jakarta
Inundation

Overlay

DInSAR LS
Image

Jakarta Flood
Vulnerability

Figure 1. Flowchart of data processing ALOS/PALSAR for Jakarta Flood Vulnerability Map

Rationalization method minimizes more errors in image regions with high intensity, rather than pixel-per-pixel
difference that reduces the image intensity values. This is logical since rationalization involves mean and variance of
image histogram, which covers the overall pixel values. The log ratio process begins by calculating log ratio detector as
the logarithm of the average intensity ratio [6].
If there are two SAR images, I1={I1 (i, j), 1 ≤ i ≤ nrows, 1 ≤ j ≤ ncolums} and I2 = { I2 (i, j), 1 ≤ i ≤ nrows, 1 ≤ j ≤
ncolumns}, thus the log ratio detector is defined by [6] as formulated in Eq. (1).
(1)
where Vij is a neighbour pixels (i, j) in [4].
For distingushing the changed region (c) from the unchanged (u), a threshold selection criteria is needed. Assuming that
c and u in the image ratio (the log ratio results) represented two opposite classes, the minimum error threshold or also
called threshold selection criteria Kittler Illingworth (KI) [7], is derived from the assumption that the object and
background are normally distributed. KI method is based on Bayesian decision theory and requires a parametric model
to describe the statistical distribution for the region that has changed or not [6].
Change detection algorithm using log ratio method is intended to help the analysis process by localizing the area of
observation height change from PALSAR image. This method is applied to both of PALSAR image that has been
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reconstructed (in SLC). The final step is to compose a color composite image for visualization the phase difference.
Basic reduction formula is implemented to retrieve the information value of pixels and phase difference is converted to
height difference. The colors in the image DInSAR results represent different heights. For a single phase cycle, it
represents 2π (pi), where 2π (pi) represents the half of wavelength. Since the wavelength of L-band PALSAR type is 24
cm, a cycle in the image DInSAR could be projected as 12 cm in height.
To generate Jakarta Flood Potential Map, we process the ALOS/PALSAR data using DInSAR algorithm to generate
DInSAR image for land subsidence, which is systematically shown in Fig. 2. The software used for the initial process is
PALSAR Processor 2.6.3 and PALSAR Fringe 4.5.1. The earlier software is used to process PALSAR data to retrieve
the interferometry. The latter one is then executed to achieve the fringe and color composite which is converted to
height.
2.2 Watershed Method
Another method of flood mapping to be compared is conducted by using DEM (Digital Elevation Model) DKI Jakarta,
which comes from the result of data processing contour Jakarta in 2006 and Landsat 7 satellite data as supporting data.
Flowchart of this second method is depicted in Figure 3. The data collected in step (a) is DEM data as the primary data
and Landsat 7 data as supporting data. DEM data is then segmented in step (b) watershed segmentation method to
obtain predictions of potential flooding. Landsat 7 data are processed in step (c) by using band-1, -2, and -3 to get a true
color image and the band-1, -4, and -5 to get a thermal image of the Jakarta area.
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Image
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SLC
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Geometric
Correction

Geometric
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Interferometry

Fringe
Interferogram
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Figure 2. Flowchart of ALOS/PALSAR Data Processing for DInSAR
Process

Data Analysis

Jakarta Flood Vulnerability
Map

Figure 3. Flowchart of Watershed method for Jakarta Flood
Vulnerability Map

After achieving the results of DEM and image segmentation from Landsat 7 composite, both data are registered in step
(d) for the position coordinates corresponding to facilitate further processing. Data that has been registered then cropped
in step (e) to determine the area of interest (observation area) before doing the analysis in step (f). Output expected from
this process is information about potential flooding along the Ciliwung in Jakarta area.
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3.

Result Analysis

3.1 DInSAR-Log Ratio Method Result
After making the incision between DInSAR image and log ratio image, the data is presented on a spatial map from
Google Earth, and overlaid with a map pool. The analysis results showed a polygon inundation as many as 27 regions
spread across the five municipalities in Jakarta. Some of these area showed land subsidence within the polygon of each
flooding area. The resulting data accumulated that the average subsidence is 10.57 cm in the inundation area.
Within the entire flooding area, it is obtained that the minimum and maximum value of land subsidence is 5.25 cm and
22.5 cm, respectively, with average of 10.57 cm. Tegal Alur region experienced the highest land subsidence of the
entire existing inundation polygons (22.5 cm). Furthermore, a significant subsidence occurred in Pluit (21 cm) and
Penjaringan (16.5 cm). Description of the LS and the height of inundation are shown in Table 1.
The LS value of Tegal Alur is seen having a correlation with its height of inundation. Among the neighbor regions (AF), Tegal Alur has the highest LS value and also the greatest value of floodwaters inundation. While Pluit and
Penjaringan, despite having a fairly large LS value, the floodwaters inundation that occurred were fairly low compared
to Kapuk Muara, Semanan and Rawa Buaya. This could be caused by the dam built by housing developers and
government to prevent flooding, especially flood caused by sea water [8].
Furthermore, Mangga Dua and Gunung Sahari regions which are known as trading area, experienced LS above the
average value. This could be caused by fast development of buildings, considering this region as rapid growing trading
area. But the flooding level is low enough (<30 cm). This could be caused by river flow furcation since the flow of
Ciliwung River along Gunung Sahari street is partially broken down, namely towards Ciliwung River through Hayam
Wuruk/Gajah Mada street and the rest headed Pekapuran sluice, Ancol before heading to sea. The point of flow
breaking is Jembatan Merah sluice in Mangga Besar.
In the northeast area of Jakarta, which is represented by a polygon I-N, LS that occurred was still in the range of
average value. From the DInSAR image, it is seen that one cycle of phase occurred in Pulogadung region, Cakung
Timur and Kelapa Gading, which means the LS value is half of the wavelength of PALSAR, i.e. 12 cm. Most of these
area are still experiencing flood elevation in medium level. This is in line with LS value which is around the average
value. Fairly extreme values occurred in area of Rawa Ternate, Pulogadung and Tanah Abang, which experienced quite
high inundation of flood. Rawa Ternate and Pulogadung area are industrial area in Jakarta.
This type of land use caused land subsidence related to the fast growing in number and magnitude of permanent
buildings standing on it. Change in land use in an area also becomes one of the factors causing flood in Jakarta.
Therefore, the density of industry in these two regions is analyzed as the cause of flood inundates. Because of that
reason, the government is building Banjir Kanal Timur project as a solution to the northeast flood region in Jakarta.
While in Tanah Abang area which has high inundation, the LS is low since the policy of SDPU-DKI in preventing flood
in the vital areas around Merdeka Barat, namely by retaining as much as possible flood water of Banjir Kanal at Karet
sluice. Therefore, the flood occurred in Jati Pinggir-Tanah Abang and Kebon Kacang [9]. In the area of high dense
industrial and government buildings, LS occurred due to the burden of building, besides the sediment layers at the
bottom of Jakarta. The burden of building represents the load of building pressure in large quantities and more
permanent.
In the south area of Jakarta, LS was below the average. The greatest value of LS occurred in Kampung Melayu (10.5
cm) and Cipinang (10 cm). However, these two regions experienced the highest inundation of floodwaters besides
Kebon Baru and Bukit Duri that are located in Ciliwung River flowing area through Kampung Melayu. The high
inundation in this area is not comparable to the LS value since this area is crossed by the Ciliwung River before it is
splitted into two streams in Manggarai sluice. Meanwhile, if the water discharge is high, water will flow through this
area first before Manggarai sluice. The operation of Manggarai sluice (open-close) is also associated to the policy of
securing government area from the floodwaters. Therefore, these regions are very likely to experience high inundation.
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Figure 3. The Result of DInSAR Image Overlay, Log Ratio and Flood Inundation Map
Table 1. LS Value and the Height of Inundation Region
Label

Region

A
B

TEGAL ALUR
KAPUK MUARA

C

PLUIT

D
E

PENJARINGAN
SEMANAN

22.5
7.5

Flood
(cm)
70-80
15-60

21

5-20

Q

16.5
9

5-35
30-50

R
S

LS (cm)

Label
O
P

Region
KP. MELAYU
BIDARA CINA
KEBON BARU-BUKIT
DURI
CIPINANG
CAWANG-CILILITAN

F

RAWABUAYA

12

50-60

T

PENGADEGAN RAWAJATI

G
H

MANGGA DUA
GUNUNG SAHARI

15.75
12

25
25

U
V1

PEJATEN TIMUR
TANJUNG BARAT

I
J
K

KELAPA GADING
SEMPER BARAT
CAKUNG

12
9
12

10-60
10-60
20-30

V2
W
X

PETOGOAN
CIPETE UTARA
CIPULIR

LS (cm)

Flood (cm)

10.5
7.5

50-250
30-80

7.5

20-160

10
5.25

10-135
5-100

5.25

20-150

9
9

50
30-40

5.25
5.25
7.5

20-30
15
70

L

RAWA TERNATE

10.5

50-170

Y

PONDOK PINANG

6

40-70

M

PULO GADUNG

12

20-80

Z

PESANGGRAHAN

6

20-30

N

TANAH ABANG

7.5

30-120

Compared with ground survey that is already investigated in [8] using GPS, there are three common observations with
the 27 locations which are investigated in this research, as shown in Table 2. The minimum and maximum differences
between ground survey and our result are 0.03 cm and 0.55 cm, respectively. Differences may occurred due to the
wavelength rounded of PALSAR from 23.5 cm to 24 cm in the PALSAR Processor software. From these results, it
could be concluded that the detection of LS value using DInSAR method is quite accurate.
Based on analysis of DInSAR and inundation map, it is identified that the average LS in flooded area measured as deep
as 10.57 cm. With these results, we analyze the flood control area and watershed, which are then transformed into flood
potency map based on the LS as shown in Fig. 3. In the Figure, flood potential zones are indicated by red and yellow
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polygons. Red polygon indicates the potential flood area that has experienced flood in January 2009, while yellow
polygons cover the area with LS value above the average. These zones are also generated from the analysis of
watershed and flood control. The detail area of these regions are shown in Table 3.
Table 2. Result Comparison of DInSAR and GPS Measurement
(January 2007 - November 2008)

Location
Mutiara

Land
Use [9]
Settlements, ports,
recreat-ion
area

Region

GPS
(cm)

LS
(cm)

D (Penjaringan)

16.47

1.5

Glodok

Trading

G (Mangga
Dua)

Cakung

Industry

K (Cakung)

Table 3. LS Values of Jakarta Flood Prediction Area
Label
Difference

0,03 cm
(0,18%)

16.3

15.75

0,55 cm
(3,37%)

11.5

12

0,5 cm
(4,35%)

Area

LS (cm)

1

Pegadungan, Kalideres, Kapuk

15.75

2

Mangga dua, Ancol, Pademangan

12

3

Rawamangun, Cempaka Putih, Cakung

27

4

Kebon Jeruk, Kemanggisan, Rawa Buaya,
Semanan

12

5

Manggarai, Bukit Duri, Karet, Menteng

12

6

Ciracas, Cipayung, Cijantung, Pasar Rebo

10.5

7

Cilandak

12

Based on the LS values in these seven regions shown in the Table, the smallest flood potential is located in the
southeast area of Jakarta, namely the district of Ciracas, Cipayung, Cijantung and Pasar Rebo. And the most potential
area is in the eastern Jakarta, namely in district of Rawamangun, Cempaka Putih and Cakung, including Pulogadung,
which is located further to the north but is still covered in this area. These results are quite appropriate compared to
2007 Jakarta’s Map Projections Floods. By monitoring the value of land subsidence in Jakarta using DInSAR method
from year to year, the trend of land subsidence could be estimated. Moreover, it is expected to be one of important
consideration for future Jakarta city planning.
3.2 Wathershed Method Result
Data that has been extracted and composed, will be the process of segmentation to find the level of vulnerability of
floods in Jakarta area. Segmentation is done by watershed segmentation method, which the segmentation result is
depicted in Figure 4. This process produces result in 186 flood prone area.

Figure 4. Left (a) Watershed segmentation result of DKI Jakarta Area. Right (b) Boundary region

of DKI overlaid on (a)

Some of these areas are analyzed its relationship with the floodwaters that have occurred, by overlaying along with a
map of inundation over Landsat image. From Figure 5, in the Manggarai region (1) there is a match between the
prediction areas with local flood inundation that occurred. In the area around Merdeka Barat dan Merdeka Utara (2)
does not occur in accordance with the prediction pool of potential flooding. This is because at these sites, there are
Palace area.
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Figure 5. Result of segmentation compared to the February 2007 flood inundation maps

From the image can also be extracted the watershed area of flood prediction in Hectares. Table 4 is the example of flood
prediction information in areas around Maggarai, Kwitang and Menteng.
Table 4. Flood prediction information in areas around Maggarai, Kwitang and Menteng.

3.3 Comparison
From the results of each method, it is known that the differences of perfomance were found. Using DInSAR combined with
Log Ratio change detection method, the land subsidence values throughout Jakarta were achieved. And the correlation
between land subsidence and flood also gives the positive result, moreover if it is compared with ground survey result, it
gave high accuration. But, if it is compared with Watershed method, it could be said that Watershed method gives more
detail result. Watershed method gives smaller pieces of area, but DInSAR gives wider. In spite of that drawback, DInSAR
method gives more preventive method of flood disaster mitigation. Because of the fact that with DInSAR, the land
subsidence values from year to year could be obtained historically. By monitoring LS of Jakarta from year to year, the
subsidence trends could be predicted and is expected to be considered in future city planning.

4. Conclusion
Flood that occurred in Jakarta is also influenced by Land Subsidence (LS) and topography of the area. LS value that
retrieved from ALOS/PALSAR data using DInSAR method on January 2007 and November 2008 in Jakarta flooding area
ranged from 5.25 cm to 22.5 cm with average of 10.57 cm. Highest LS found in Tegal Alur, Pluit and Penjaringan districts.
Some regions that were not flooded in January 2009 have the possibility of flooding, which are noted to have high LS such
as Cipayung, Ciracas, Kebon Jeruk, Cilandak and Kalideres districts. High LS regions which had not experience flood is
identified as regions with flood control policy regulated by the Government (such as usage of reservoirs, pumps, water
breaking). Deriving LS values using DInSAR method provided evidence of high accuracy, which differences to GPS
measurements ranges from 0.03 cm (0.18%) to 0.55 cm (3.37%). But, if it is compared with Watershed method, it could be
said that Watershed method gives more detail result. Watershed method gives smaller pieces of area, but zDInSAR gives
wider.
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ABSTRACT
Land Surface Temperature (LST) is one of key parameters on surface energy balance and could be used as one of global
warming indicators. It is the main climatological variable in controlling the flux of long wave energy through the atmosphere
and there is a hypothesis that the world’s surface temperature is increasing. TERRA/AQUA satellite carrying MODIS sensor
(Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) is a remote sensing satellite for environmental observations usable for
regional extraction of LST data. With a wide coverage area of 2330 km and spatial resolution of 250 m, 500 m and 1000 m,
and high spectral resolution of 36 channels, MODIS is expected to be able to view satellite imagery for a wide area and
maximum observation time. In this research, the MODIS image data is extracted to obtain LST values and then combined with
boundary of major cities in Java Island, Indonesia. Eight cities are taken as samples in this study, namely: Jakarta, Bekasi,
Bogor, Depok, Bandung, Semarang, Yogyakarta and Surabaya. LST is analyzed based on monthly data which are derived from
daily data in the period of 2003-2008. We concluded that the highest LST in each city for 5 (five) years is always occurred in
September and October. Comparing to other cities, Surabaya and Bogor have the highest and lowest record of LST throughout
the year of observation, respectively. Trend analysis of LST showed that it has a strong correlation with the El Nino
phenomena, as shown in LST profile in Surabaya on October 2006.
Keywords
TERRA/AQUA, MODIS, Land Surface Temperature (LST), remote sensing

1. INTRODUCTION
Global Warming is one of the most important issues discussed by environmental experts around the world. Earth's surface
temperature, especially in big cities has increased from year to year. Remote sensing becomes a proper method for monitoring
this phenomenon. Remote sensing is the collection or measurement of data/information onregarding nature of a phenomenon,
object or things by using a recording instrument without direct contact with material studies [1]. To monitor earth temperature,
a parameter used is Land Surface Temperature (LST). LST is a product derived from channel 32 and 31 of Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) data which could be used as global warming indicator, especially in major
cities. This product is analyzed based on daily temporal data, which has 36 channels and 3 spatial resolution (250m, 500m,
1km). The spatial resolution indicates the level of detail captured by the sensor. The more detail a study, the higher spatial
resolution is required [2]. Meanwhile, spectral resolution shows the wide range of each spectral band as measured by the
sensor [3]. The LST trends are important and provide useful information for decision makers, public or stakeholders. LST is
also one of the input variables for MODIS Land and Atmospheric products such as aerosols, atmospheric profiles, land-cover,
evapotranspiration, and primary productivity, as well as to design a variety of EOS (Earth Observing System) interdisciplinary
research. LST is often required as input data in the calculation models of evapotranspiration, air humidity, soil moisture,
energy balance and so forth. Several methods have been developed by researchers, all of which can be grouped into 3 (three),
namely: single-channel method, multi-angular method and multi-channel method (split windows) [1]. Split window method is
a widely used method which is based on the nature of the different atmospheric transmittance in the spectral range near the
infrared window between 11-12 μm (centered at 10.8 μm and 11.9 μm). MODIS data channels that can be used to produce
LST are channel 31 and channel 32, respectively.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
TERRA/AQUA satellite carrying MODIS sensor can generate LST value using channel 31 [4] with a bandwidth of about
10.780-11.280 μm and channel 32 with a bandwidth of 11.770 to 12.270 μm [5]. Those channels are derived from level 1
MODIS data, then by using the developed method based on ATBD-LST (Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document-LST) it will
be processed into level 2 LST Data. According to Wan [6], analysis of LST in ATBD (Algorithm Theoretical Basic Document)
has been widely used for various applications and methods, such as [7] and [8].
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Data processing is started by pre-processing, error correction [9] and cloud masking so that the obtained data will be formatted
in GeoTIFF. This data which already contains the LST must be further processed to obtain statistical values in the area of
interest by averaging eight days period data into a single maximum monthly LST data. This profile is merged with city limits
polygons to obtain maximum LST for each city.
The input data is eight days period MODIS data from 2003 to 2008 covering western Indonesia. In one month there were 3 to 4
data, so for one year, there are about 45 to 48 data, then for global warming trend analysis from 2003 to 2008 period, about 270
data need to be processed. Observation is focused in 8 (eight) big cities in Java Island, i.e. Jakarta, Bekasi, Depok, Bogor,
Bandung, Semarang, Yogyakarta and Surabaya. MODIS data processing starting from level 1 to the end of analysis is depicted
in Figure 1.
START
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(Ch. 31, 32)
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Figure 1: Flowchart of MODIS data processing for LST value calculation in urban area

3. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
3.1

Analysis of LST Value during 2003-2008

3.1.1 Analysis of LST Value of 2003
As seen in Figure 2, in all cities observed, the highest LST values mostly occurred in September and October. Only two cities
(Bandung and Yogyakarta) have the highest LST records in August and September. However, it can be said that the highest
LST values are in September and October, meaning that this period is the peak dry season in Java Island in 2003. Comparing
to other cities, Semarang has the highest value of LST in October, reaching a maximum temperature of 320K or 47˚C. That
amount represents a very high value based on the standards of BMKG (Indonesian Climatology Meteorology and Geophysics
Agency) and classified as panas terik (extremely hot). The lowest value during dry season is found in Bogor, reaching 311K or
38˚ C. This is fair value because Bogor is a city which has relatively high altitude. The average LST for other cities is ranged
from 315-318K or 42-45˚C.
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Figure 2: Maximum monthly LST in 8 (eight) Cities in Java in 2003
3.1.2 Analysis of LST Value of 2004
In general, the monthly average value for each city in 2004 has almost the same value. But there is an increase the average
monthly value during the period of 2004, namely 314 K or 41˚C, 2 K increase from the previous year. In addition, in 2003 only
Jakarta and Bandung, which has the highest value, but in 2004 there are several other major cities are Bandung, Depok and
Surabaya. Whereas, the lowest average value was in 2003, namely in Bogor. Though having the lowest value, Bogor also
increased from 308 K to 310 K in 2004.
Unlike in 2003, in 2004 the lowest temperature occurred in January. As for the highest LST values in almost all major cities
observed were in September and October. Only in Bandung and Depok, the highest LST values occurred in August and
September. For the record, the previous year occurred in Bandung and Jakarta. However, the highest LST values can be said
occurred in September and October, it means the months are the peak surface temperature of the dry season with the highest
LST in Java in 2004. The highest value of LST occurred in October in Surabaya, reaching a maximum temperature of 319.9 K.
This indicated that Surabaya began experiencing global warming throughout 2003 and 2004. Furthermore, the value of the
lowest in the warmest month is 313 K or 38˚C and is in Bogor, the same as the previous year. But it also followed 2 K
temperature increase from 2003. While the average in other cities range from 315-318 K or 42-45˚C.

2004

Surabaya
Semarang
Yogyakarta
Jakarta
Depok
Bogor
Bekasi
Bandung

Figure 3: Maximum monthly LST in 8 (eight) Cities in Java in 2004
3.1.3 Analysis of LST Value of 2005
Monthly average value for each city in 2005 in general has almost the same value, namely 310-313 K or 37-40˚C. This average
value experiences lower than the previous year, but still above the average value of 2003. The highest average value is in
Bandung and Surabaya. This can be said that Bandung and Surabaya regions continue to warm surface temperatures. While the
lowest average value was in 2003 and 2004 that is located in Bogor. As for the highest LST values occurred in August and
September in almost all major cities observed. This is certainly a little different when compared to the two previous years
where the highest temperatures occur in September and October. It should be noted here is Surabaya continues to increase the
average surface temperature in a year, that it means the area throughout the year were increases in LST value, both in dry
season and rainy season. The lowest value in the hottest month is 309 K or 36˚C and is in Bogor and Yogyakarta, but also
followed by 2 K temperature increase from 2003.
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Figure 4: Maximum monthly LST in 8 (eight) Cities in Java in 2005
3.1.4 Analysis of LST Value of 2006
Monthly average value of 2006 is almost the same from 2003 to 2005, namely 313 K or 40˚C with a range 310-313 K. The
highest average value was in Central Jakarta and Surabaya. Bandung also has an average value relatively similar to previous
years which is 312-313 K. While the lowest average value is still the same as in 2003, 2004, and 2005 is occurred in Bogor.
The highest LST values in almost all major cities observed are in September and October. The highest temperature occurred in
November, except in September and October. However, it only occurred in three cities, namely Bandung, Yogyakarta and
Surabaya. The highest value occurred in October in Surabaya, reaching a maximum temperature of 322 K or 49˚C. Surabaya
continues to increase surface temperature since the observation year of 2003 until 2006. Even in the months before and the
months after (September and November), Surabaya also experienced the highest temperature of 318 K and 322 K. This is that
later in the subsequent analysis of Surabaya which is used as an optimal observation point. While the value of the lowest in the
warmest month is 314 K or 39˚C, in Bogor. This value is also increased during the observation year of 2003.

2006

Surabaya
Semarang
Yogyakarta
Jakarta
Depok
Bogor
Bekasi
Bandung

Figure 5: Maximum monthly LST in 8 (eight) Cities in Java in 2006
3.1.5 Analysis of LST Value of 2007
Monthly average value for each city in 2007 also had the nearly same value of 310-313 K or 37-40˚C. The highest average
value of 313 K which is in Central Jakarta and Surabaya, is the same as in 2006. Bandung and Semarang also have an
increasing value throughout the observation years. While the lowest average value occurred in Bogor. In previous years, there
is no highest LST values occurred in August, but in 2007 the highest LST values occurred in August. That means it is almost
the same pattern that occurred in 2005. The highest value occurred in September in Surabaya, which is 319 K or 46˚C. Since
2003, the highest LST values always occurred in October, but in 2007 it moved into September. It is also experienced in
almost all observation points in big cities that the highest value also occurred in September. Furthermore, the value of the
lowest in the warmest month is 309 K or 36˚C and occurred in Bogor.
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Figure 6: Maximum monthly LST in 8 (eight) Cities in Java in 2007
3.1.6 Analysis of LST Value of 2008
Year 2008 has almost the same value with year 2003 until 2007 namely 312 K or 39˚C with a range 310-313 K. Its value
equals to the highest average value in 2003 and 2004. The highest average value was in Central Jakarta and Bandung, followed
by Surabaya, Depok and Bekasi. In addition to the Surabaya and Jakarta, Bandung also has an average value of LST are
relatively similar to previous years. That means that Bandung has high LST average values throughout the years. While the
lowest average value is still the same as in 2003, 2004, and 2005 is located in Bogor.
In February, almost all the cities experienced a drop in LST value. While the highest LST values in almost all major cities
observed occurred in August, September and October. But there are only three cities that have the highest value in October
namely Bandung, Semarang and Surabaya. The highest value of LST occurred in September in Surabaya, which reached a
maximum temperature of 320 K or 47˚C. From the previous analysis, the highest LST values always occurred in October in
2003 until 2006, but beginning in 2007 and 2008 was the highest LST values occurred in September. During the six years of
observation from 2003 until 2008, Surabaya is the one that always has the highest LST values of 319 K - 322 K. And the peak
occurred in 2006 with a LST value was 322 K. Furthermore, the lowest value in the warmest month is 309 K or 36˚C and is in
Bogor. This value is relatively lower than in 2006, thus when viewed from the data analysis from 2003 LST to 2008 LST, the
highest value occurred in 2006. Result analysis of the LST value per year was found that the highest temperature values always
occurred in October in the first four years, and in two last years occurred in September.
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Figure 7: Maximum monthly LST in 8 (eight) Cities in Java in 2008
3.2

LST Value Trend in Some Cities

3.2.1 LST Value Trend in Surabaya
From the LST values in the Table, a low note began in December, which means Surabaya in December probably started
coming rainy season. Consequently, the LST value became low that only ranged from 301 K to 306 K or about 28 K to 33 K.
This lasted until March, then April to August is a period of transition with the average temperature of 310-316 K. And the next
peak is in September and October.
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From the chart of LST pattern, from 2003 to 2008 for Surabaya area, the LST value is always creeping up. And the peak is
happening in 2006 with almost the LST value during the year rose above average. In 2003, the trend pattern of LST in
Surabaya is still relatively moderate. But then the longer the time, the more its value increased. For the observations in the
same month and different year, LST value always went up and the possibility of its patterns and trends will continue to rise in
the long term future.
50
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Figure 8: Graphic of LST monthly value trend in Surabaya from 2003 – 2008
3.2.2 LST Value Trend in Bandung
The average value every year has a value nearly equal to Surabaya is about 312 K while Surabaya is 313 K. The average value
was relatively stable in Bandung, this showed that the city also experienced the warming almost evenly throughout the year on
a monthly basis.
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Figure 9: Graphic of LST monthly value trend in Bandung from 2003 - 2008
The highest value during 2003 to 2008 occurred in 2005, 2006, and 2007. From 2003 to 2005 the surface temperature is
gradually increased after 2007 but decreased in 2008 and occurs almost every month of the year.
3.2.3 LST Value Trend in Jakarta
For the Jakarta area over a period of one year generally only six months the LST value could be seen. In addition, in the
remaining six months almost no value appears, because of the influence of clouds on the satellite image retrieval time. To
optimize the observations, we take the month of June, July, August and September, where the LST value is always available
during the observation year 2003 to 2008.
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Figure 10: Graphic of LST monthly value trend in Jakarta from 2003 - 2008
The highest LST values always occurred in August, September and October. The average value per year in Jakarta range from
312-314 K, was relatively higher than urban areas of Bandung and Surabaya. Although Surabaya has the highest LST values in
the hottest month of the entire city of Java, but for the average value is still relatively high in Central Jakarta. It is slightly
different from the two cities before. In Jakarta, the highest temperature occurred in September. In Surabaya, it occurred in
October. Thus, the Central Jakarta area has a relatively high temperature region in the year in each month.
3.2.4 LST Value Trend in Semarang
Similar to other cities, the highest temperatures also occurred in September and October. The climax was happening in
October, only the value of time series that appear decreased from 2003 until the year 2008. Starting from a temperature of 320
K until then decreased to 317 K in 2008, although it rose in 2006, but not too significant.
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Figure 11: Graphic of LST monthly value trend in Semarang from 2003 – 2008
From Figure 7, LST values above 300 K almost occurred in every month since 2003 until 2008. While the value of 310 K and
above always occurred in May through November.
Result analysis of LST values in Surabaya, Bandung, Jakarta and Semarang, the highest LST value were in Surabaya. In the
period 2003-2008, Surabaya always get the highest LST values, except in 2003 with values ranging about 320 K or 47 K.
While Bandung has the highest trend of monthly average value. Furthermore, Jakarta has a trend for almost 6 months that
every year was always covered by clouds. But in another 6 months, the LST has a high value, so that it needs to be an
important note that the value of surface temperature in Jakarta has increased in every years. And so is the trend of Semarang
has nearly same with Jakarta, although most of the data rarely covered by clouds.
3.3

Analisa pengaruh iklim terhadap nilai LST

To analyze further the value of LST with the influence of climate in Indonesia, there would be many factors at play. A high
value of LST shows that the value of Earth's surface temperature is hot. And it means low rainfall. Rainfall intensity is affected
by the phenomenon of El Nino and La Nina that occur in the northern hemisphere of equator. El Nino led to the formation of
clouds followed by increased rainfall in the area, causing poor growth cloud over the eastern part ocean of Indonesia, and
followed a much less rainfall than normal in some regions in Indonesia.
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The result of El Nino predictions indicate El Nino neutral conditions, while the prediction of OLR (Outgoing Long wave
Radiation) and rainfall estimation based on input sea surface temperature anomalies in the Pacific Ocean shows that the
prediction of OLR in October 2006 DKI Jakarta and West Java between 205 and 235W/m2 (or rainfall between 105 and
250mm/month). Whereas Central Java, Yogyakarta and East Java have the rainfall of 150mm/month. As shown in Figure 8,
the phenomenon in 2006 is in full conformity with Elnino cycle where there is less rainfall reaching 24mm/month. Thus it is
highly correlated with a very high value of LST that is happening in Surabaya in October 2006.

Figure 12: Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) of Pasifik as ElNino indicator
Based on cloud coverage monitoring using MTSAT data and rainfall estimation using Qmorph data conducted by LAPAN,
mentioned that in October 2006, the accumulated rainfall in Java ranged between 10mm/month to 75 mm/month, in October
2005 ranged between 35mm/month until 95mm/month. Those accumulated rainfalls are included in the low average rainfall
intensity, so that when the value of LST is very high for the month, it can be said to fit. And in the period of 2007 and 2008,
the highest LST values occurred in September, while the accumulated rainfall in September 2007 and September 2008 ranged
between 35mm/month to 75 mm/month and 35mm/month until 85mm/month, although the accumulated rainfall value is likely
lower than the observation in the field. Generally, the spatial distribution is in accordance with observations from MTSAT-1R
data. This is very relevant to the LST value derived.

4. CONCLUSION
In the period from 2003-2008, the highest value of Land Surface Temperature (LST) is always occurred in September and
October and occurred evenly across the city on Java Island. Surabaya has the highest LST values observed almost throughout
the year and the lowest value of LST during dry season has recorded in Bogor. Bandung, Jakarta and Semarang are cities with
high average LST compared to other cities in Java. El Nino and La Nina affected the rainfall so that the LST is high, which is
clearly shown on October 2006. Based on the monitoring of cloud coverage using MTSAT and estimated rainfall using
Qmorph, low value of accumulated rainfall in August, September and October in Java Island caused very high LST during that
time.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, one type of FACTS controllers namely Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) has been suggested to enhance
the power system loadability. The location of the UPFC controller and the setting of its control parameters are optimized by
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to improve the performance of the power network. The objective functions are to maximize
the system loadability whereas maintaining system security and stability margins within limits by considering the investment
costs of UPFC controller. The UPFC is modeled and incorporated in the Newton Raphson power flow problem. Simulation
studies are undertaken on a standard IEEE 14-bus test system and practical Java-Bali 24-bus Indonesian system and the
results are compared with the method suggested in the literature.
Keywords
Maximum system loadability, PSO, system security and stability margins, UPFC.

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years, with the deregulation of the electricity market, the traditional concepts and practices of power systems
have been changed. Better utilization of the existing power system to increase capacities by installing Flexible AC
Transmission System (FACTS) controllers becomes imperative [18]. The parameter and variables of the transmission line, i.e.
line impedance, terminal voltages, and voltage angle can be controlled by FACTS controllers in a fast and effective way [4].
The benefit derived from FACTS includes improvement of system static dynamic behavior and thus enhancement of system
reliability. However, their main function is to control power flows [17]. Provided optimal locations FACTS controllers are
capable of increasing the system loadability too. These aspects are playing an increasing and major role in the operation and
control of competitive power systems. Taking advantages of the FACTS depends greatly on how these devices are placed in
the power system, namely on their location and size [8, 14]. The maximum benefit of the FACTS controllers depends greatly
on how these controllers are allocated in the power system: namely, on their location and setting [1]. The range of FACTS
controllers includes:
Static Var Compensator (SVC);
Thyristor Controlled Series Compensator (TCSC);
Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC);
Static Compensator (STATCOM);
In the last decade, in the research arena of computational intelligence, several cooperative and competitive stochastic search
techniques have rapidly gained popularity as efficient optimization techniques. Such techniques include a hybrid Tabu Search
(TS) and Simulated Annealing (SA) [19], Evolutionary Programming (EP) [7], Genetic Algorithm (GA) [9, 20], Bacterial
Swarming Algorithm (BSA) [10], and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [16, 23]. PSO is a relatively recent heuristic
optimization technique developed by James Kennedy and Russsel Eberhart [6]. This robust stochastic optimization technique is
based on the movement and intelligence of swarms. When compared with mathematical algorithm and other heuristic
optimization techniques, its main advantages are summarized as simple concept, easy implementation, robustness to control
parameters, and computational efficiency [2, 3].
The application of PSO technique for optimal location of multiple FACTS controllers, taking into consideration the cost of
installation and the system loadability, has been reported [12]. GA and PSO techniques have been formulated to solve optimal
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location and parameter settings of multiple TCSCs and UPFC to increase power system loadability [20, 23]. However,
maximizing system loadability by minimizing the investment costs of UPFC and their impact on system security and stability
margins using PSO algorithm have not yet been wholly considered.
In this paper, the PSO algorithm is developed for optimal placement of single UPFC controller to maximize system loadability
within system security and stability margins. By means of the optimal placement of UPFC controller, system loadability is
maximized and simultaneously the installation cost of UPFC controller is also minimized.
The paper is organized into six sections, beginning with an introduction, followed by section 2 which presents the modeling of
UPFC controler. The problem formulation is proposed in section 3 which includes the definition of objective functions and
problem constraints. Section 4 presents the implementation of the PSO algorithm. Some interesting results are presented along
with a detailed discussion in section 5. Finally, conclusions and major contributions are summarized in section 6.

2. UPFC MODELLING
The UPFC has two voltage source inverters (VSI) sharing a common dc storage capacitor. It is connected to the system
through two coupling transformers [13] as shown in Figure 1. The UPFC model is represented by one series voltage source vs
and by one shunt current source iSH. In this study, UPFC has been assumed to be placed at bus-i and in line connected between
bus-i and bus-j. The series voltage source and the shunt current source are defined as follows:

vS

(v p

v q )e j

i SH

(i p

i q )e j

rVk e j
(1)
k

The equations of the apparent power injected by the UPFC at bus-i and bus-j, whereas placed at bus-I are Piju+jQiju and
Pjiu+jQjiu, respectively, and given as follow.
Piju

brVV
i j sin(

Qiju

2

brVi cos

i

j

)

iqVi

Pjiu

brVV
i j sin(

Q jiu

brVV
i j cos(

(2)
i

j
i

)
j

)

Figure 1: Model of UPFC

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION
As –specified, the aim of optimization is to place the UPFC controller into a power network in the most favorable positions in
order to optimize the location and setting of single UPFC controller. This is to maximize system loadability (MSL) by
maintaining security and stability margins and minimizing the investment cost (C) of the UPFC controller. The objective
functions taken into account in this paper are expounded in detail in this section.
3.1. Maximize the system loadability (MSL) by maintaining security and stability margins.

Maximize F1 (x, u)
Nl

Subject to VL

OLLi
i 1

1

Nb

BVV j

(3)
(4)

j 1

where VL is the thermal and bus violation limit factor, OLLi and BVVj represent the overloaded line factor and branch the bus
voltage violation factor, respectively; and is elaborated in (8) and (9); Nl and Nb are the total numbers of transmission lines and
load buses, respectively. In addition λ1 is a load parameter of the system, which intends to locate the maximum sum of power
that the network is able to supply within the system security margin.
The load parameter λ1 in (3) is defined as a function of a load factor λf :
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1

exp[

max
f

f

]

f

[1,

max
f

(5)

]

where γ is the coefficient to adjust the slope of the function, and

max
f

is the maximal limit of λf . The load factor λf reflects the

variation of power loads PLi and QLi , which are defined as [10]:

)

f

Pi

i = m+1, …. , Nb

(6)

Qi ( f )

f

Qi

i = m+1, …. , Nb

(7)

Pi (

f

where, m is the total number of generator buses. λf = 1 indicates the base case load.
The indexes of the system security state consist of two parts. The first part, OLLi, relates to the branch loading and penalizes
overloads in the lines. The value of OLLi equals to 1 if the jth branch loading is less than its rating. OLLi increases logarithmly
(actual logarithm) with the overload and it can be calculated from:
1;
OLLi

exp

if
Pij

OLL 1

Pijmax

Pij

Pijmax ,

(8)
;

if

Pij

Pijmax,

Where Pij and

Pijmax are the real power flow between buses i and j and the thermal limit for the line between buses i and j

respectively.

OLL

is the coefficient which is used to adjust the slope of the exponential function.

The second part BVVj in (4) concerns the voltage levels for each bus of the power network. The value of BVVj is defined as:
BVV j

1;
exp

if 0.9 Vb
BVV

1.1

(9)

1 Vb ; otherwise

where BVVj is the bus voltage violation factor at bus j and

BVV

represents the coefficient used to adjust the slope of the

exponential function in the above equation. The equation shows that appropriate voltage magnitudes are close to 1 p.u. Similar
to OLLi , the value of BVVj is equal to 1 if the voltage level falls between the minimal and maximal voltage limits. Outside the
range, BVVj increases exponentially with the voltage variation.
3.2. The FACTS controllers cost function.
The installation cost of FACTS controllers has been mathematically formulated and is given by [12, 28].
(10)

F2 (x, u) C( f ) S 1000

where F2 (x, u) is the optimal installation cost of FACTS controllers in US$ , C(f) is the cost of installation of FACTS
controllers in US$/kVAR and f is vector that represents the variable of FACTS controllers. Based on the Siemens AG
Database [9, 12], the cost function for UPFC is developed:
(11)
CUPFC 0.0003S 2 0.2691S 188.22
where, CUPFC is in US$/kVAR and S is the operating range of the UPFC controller in MVAR.

S

Q2

Q1

(12)

where Q2 is the reactive power flow in the line after installing UPFC controller in MVAR and Q1 is the reactive power flow in
the line before installing UPFC controller in MVAR.
3.3. Dependent and Control Variables
In the two objective functions, x is the vector of dependent variables such as slack bus power PG1, load bus voltage Vm+1……..Nb,
generator reactive power outputs QG and apparent power flow Sk; x can be expressed as:
xT

[ PG1 , Vm 1...VN b , QG1 ...QGN G , S1...S N l ]

(13)

Furthermore, u is a set of the control variables, such as generator real power outputs PG except at the slack bus PG1, generator
voltages VG, and the locations of UPFC controller, L, and its parameter settings. u can be expressed as:
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uT

[ PG2 ......PGm , VG1 ...VGm , L, vS , iSH ,

(14)

]

f

The equality and inequality constraints of the Newton Raphson Power Flow (NRPF) problem incorporating UPFC controller
are given below.
3.4. Equality Constraints
These constraints represent the typical load flow equations as follows:
Nb

PGi

PLi Vi

V j Gij cos

ij

Bij sin

ij

;

i 1,2,3...Nb

(15)

i 1
Nb

QGi

QLi Vi

V j Gij sin

ij

Bij cos

ij

;

i 1,2,3...Nb

(16)

i 1

where, Nb is the number of buses in the system.
3.5. Inequality Constraints
The inequality constraints h(x, u) are limits of control variables and state variables. Generator active power PG, reactive power
QG, voltage Vi, and phase angle δi are restricted by their limits as follows:
PGmin
PGi PGmax
i 1,......,m
i
i
QGmin
i

QGmax
i

QGi

Vi min Vi

i 1,......,m

Vi max

(17)

i 1,.......,Nb

0.9 i 0.9
i 1,.......,Nb
The parameter settings of single UPFC controller are restricted by their limits as follows:
vSmin vS vSmax
(18)
min
iSH

iSH

max
iSH

The constraint of transmission loading Pij is represented as:
max
Pij Pij ; ij 1,.......,Nl

(19)

The load factor λf is constrained by its limits as:
max
1
f
f

(20)

3.6. Power System Stability Constraint
Every generator has an arrangement of nonlinear differential equations relating to the synchronous machine, exciter, and any
other control mechanisms. Every generator also has a series of algebraic equations, which link the generator state variables and
the generator’s steady state operating point power injection into the system. Last, are the power system network equations;
namely, Kirchhoff’s law circuit equations, that the steady-state operating point must satisfy. The small signal stability model of
.
the system can be expressed as x A x where A is the System State Matrix [21]
A

Fx

Fy G y

1
Gx

(21)

where, Fx , F y , G y , G x are power flow Jacobian Matrices
If the complex eigenvalues of the linearized system have negative real parts, then the power system would be able to withstand
small disturbances and is thus, considered stable in the small-signal sense. The eigenvalue stability analysis is incorporated in
the constraint by the equation
(22)
Ei ( Fx , Fy , G y , G x ) 0
The eigenvalue-based stability assures grid stability under various levels of system loadability.

4. PSO IMPLEMENTATION
4.1. Overview of PSO
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a relatively new and robust stochastic heuristic optimization technique introduced by
Eberhart and Kennedy [6]. It is based on the movement and intelligence of swarms of insects or flocks of birds and other such
groups. In a PSO system, the group is a community made up of all flying particles moving around in a multidimensional space.
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While in flight, each particle modifies its position according to its own experience, as well as the experience of neighboring
particles, until it finds a relatively static point or until - computational limitations are surpassed.
Each particle in search space is defined by the following elements [2, 3]: xik
is the value of particle i at generation k. The
update of particle i in the search space is defined by (24); pbest is the best value found by the particle i until generation k;
i

vik

1

is the velocity of particle i at generation k. The update of velocity during the search procedure is presented by (24);

g best is the best particle found in the group until generation k
k 1
xi
k 1
vi

k
w vi

c1 rand1

pbest
i

k
xi

k
xi

k 1
vi

c2 rand 2

gbest

where,
w: weighting function,
cj : weighting factor,
randi : random number between 0 and 1,
pbesti: pbest of particle i,
gbest: gbest of the group.
The following weighting function is usually utilized [2]:
wmax wmin
w wmax
itermax
where:
wmax: initial weight,
wmin : final weight,
itermax: maximum iteration number,
iter : current iteration number.

(23)
k
xi

iter

(24)

(25)

4.2. Calculation of fitness function
The controlled problem of optimization for the best possible placement of single UPFC controller is changed into an
unconstrained optimization problem using a penalty factor (PF) as given in (26). This becomes the fitness function in the PSO
technique.
(26)
Fitness function
PF VL 1
1 F1
2 F2
There are three terms to the equation. The first term corresponds to MSL of UPFC ontroller formulated by (3). The second
term corresponds to minimized system installation costs of UPFC controller represented by (10) and the last term corresponds
to a constraint violation that is multiplied by a PF to calculate the fitness function given by (26) for each particle. µi is the
weighting coefficient which is used to adjust the slope of the PSO. For each particle, the line data and the bus data is updated
according to its UPFC controller’s setting and location and the current system loadability (SL). The NRPF method is
performed to gauge the voltage at each bus and line flow. Using these results, the value of VL for each particle is attained by
using (4) and the fitness function of each particle is calculated by using (26). The particle that gives the maximum value for the
fitness function in the population is considered as gbest particle.
The new velocity and the new position of each particle are calculated using (24) and (23), respectively. The procedures are
repeated until the maximum number of iterations is reached then the value of VL for the gbest particle is checked. If the value is
equal to 1, then using that gbest particle, the current value of SL can be met out without violating line flow and bus voltage limit
constraints. In addition, the gbest particle is saved together with its installation cost and SL. SL is then increased again when the
PSO algorithm is run. If the value of VL for the gbest particle is not equal to 1 then the gbest particle is unable to meet out the
current SL and the gbest particle with VL = 1, obtained in the previous run, is considered as the best optimal setting. The SL
corresponding to that gbest particle is considered as the MSL.

5. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION
To verify the results obtained, several simulation studies were conducted to maximize system loadability and to minimize
the installation cost of UPFC controller analytically for IEEE 14 and 24-bus Java-Bali Indonesia utility systems. The UPFC
controller considered for the test system is modeled using a power system analysis toolbox (PSAT) [13]. The parameters of
PSO for all optimization cases are summarized in Table 1. Loads were modeled as constant PQ loads with a constant power
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factor and they were increased as per the equation (6) and (7). The additional load is assumed to be borne by the slack
generator. The PSO decision variables are the location and setting of UPFC controller. The placement of UPFC controller is
considered a discrete variable, where all the lines (except line with transformer) of the system are selected as possible locations
for UPFC placement.
Table 1: The PSO parameters
cj
2.0

wmax
0.9

wmin
0.4

Number of generation
50

Population size
100

5.1. IEEE 14-bus system
The PSO algorithm is carried out on the IEEE 14-bus test system [5], which consists of two generators, located at bus 1 and 2;
three synchronous compensators used only for reactive power support at buses 3, 6, and 8, fourteen buses, twenty transmission
lines, and eleven loads. The location, settings of UPFC controller and optimal installation costs are obtained using the PSO
technique are given in Table 2.
To achieve an MSL of 157.82 % without eigenvalue and, 150.29 % with eigenvalue, UPFC controller is placed in the same
line (14-13) and the installation cost is increased from US$ 0.3337×106 to US$ 0.2878×106 by incorporating the eigenvalue
based stability constraints. The eigenvalues at the maximum system loadability are given in Figures 2. It is evident that the
installation of UPFC controller assures grid stability with all the eigenvalues in the left hand side of the S-plane during
maximum system loadability. Furthermore, the graphs do not include the far end stable eigenvalues (real eigenvalue less than 0.1) in the chart.
Table 2: Optimal location, parameter settings, MSL, and optimal cost of installing UPFC in IEEE 14-bus system.

FACTS

without
eigen

without

with
eigen

without

Location
(line)

UPFC

UPFC

VUPFC
(pu)

Compensation
(%)

MSL (F1)
(pu)

(%)

C. (F2)
(× 106)US$

-

-

-

0.7488

128.91

0

14-13

0.9190

20

1.4976

157.82

0.3337

-

-

-

0.6437

124.85

0

14-13

0.9100

-59.75

1.3024

150.29

0.2878

20

Eigenvalue

10
Real part
0
-0.1

-0.08

-0.06

-0.04

-0.02

0
-10

Imaginary part

Status

-20
Figure 2: Eigenvalue after optimal placement of UPFC controller in IEEE 14-bus system.
The results obtained from IEEE 14-bus systems are compared with the results reported in [23] as shown in Table 3. The MSL
and installation cost of UPFC controller obtained in this study are better than the results reported in [23] as only a single
controller is required for this type. Stability constraint of the standard IEEE 14-bus test system is not reported in the reference.
Table 3: Optimal installation cost (C), MSL, and minimum number of UPFC controller (N) needed in IEEE 14-bus system
Type of
FACTS
controller
UPFC

Result obtained in this study
MSL
C
Stability
N
(%)
(×106US$)
constraint
150.29 1
0.2878
Yes

MSL
(%)
126

Result reported in [23]
C
Stability
N
(×106US$)
constraint
5
0.80786
No
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5.2. Java-Bali 24-bus Indonesian system
In order to give a more practical aspect to this study, the proposed method has been applied on the realistic Java-Bali 24-bus
Indonesian grid system. Single line diagram of the system is shown in Figure 3. The bus data and line data are taken from the
Indonesia Government Electrical Company and which has 8 generators and 49 lines. The total active and reactive load of the
system is 10570.87 MW and 4549.23 MVAR respectively.
The MSL, the best location of UPFC controller needed to attain MSL in the system, and installation costs are shown in Table
4. From this Table, it is observed that UPFC controller gives the MSL of 175.46 % without considering the eigenvalue, and
172.21 % with considering the eigenvalue. The installation cost for UPFC controller without considering eigenvalue is US$
10.95×106 and with considering eigenvalue: the value being US$ 10.4751×106. Figures 4 shows the stability of the system,
represented by its eigenvalue results, at maximum system loadability.

Figure 3: Single line diagram of Java-Bali 24-bus Indonesian system
Table 4: Optimal location, parameter settings, MSL, and optimal cost of installing UPFC controller in Java-Bali 24-bus Indonesian system.

FACTS

Without eigen
UPFC
With eigen
UPFC

Location
(line)

VUPFC
(pu)

Compensation

-

-

18-19

(%)

MSL (F1)

C. (F2)
(× 106)US$

(pu)

(%)

-

47.1989

144.65

0

0.94

11.82

79.7638

175.46

10.9500

-

-

-

47.1914

144.64

0

18-19

0.95

20

76.3358

172.21

10.4751

10

Eigenvalue

5
Real part
0
-0.1

-0.08

-0.06

-0.04

-0.02

0
-5

Imaginary part

Status

-10
Figure 4: Eigenvalue after optimal placement using UPFC in Java-Bali 24-bus Indonesian system.

6. CONCLUSION
In sum, this research uses the most powerful evolutionary optimization technique, namely, Particle Swarm Optimization to
maximize system loadability by placing UPFC controller in the most optimal location. Since UPFC controller is expensive,
maximizing system loadability is subject to minimizing the investment costs of UPFC controller. The results obtained from
implementing this show that the proposed technique performed well.
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This technique has superior features that include high quality solution, stable convergence characteristics, and good
computation efficiency. Moreover the results show that the system’s loadability can be increased efficiently by a PSO
algorithm within the security and stability margins. Thus all the obtained results validate and support the proposed technique.
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ABSTRACT
Implementing Advanced Process Control Algorithm in Digital Control Systems is one of the major keys to improve the
performance of production units. Most of the controllers used in industry are of PID type. PID regulators are the backbone of most
industrial control systems. The problem of determining PID parameters are very important in professional control domain. To
simplify and reduce the time required, many PID regulators are given auto-tuning capabilities. Therefore, the auto-tuning is a very
desirable feature. Almost every industrial PID controller provide auto-tuning feature at this time. PLC (Programmable Logic
Controller) is one of the controllers are commonly used and is considered more efficient than circuit relay. One of PLC feature
which is widely used feature is the PID controller. However, auto-tuning methods on PID controllers feature on the PLC is not
known. This is making it difficult to develop it. . In this research, has been designed auto-tuning PID controller using relay
feedback to obtain the parameters of the PID controller automatically. Testing has done by simulating auto-tuning PID controller
with relay feedback method on a DC motor speed virtual plant. The results show that the value of Kp, Ti, and Td is influenced by
the amount of pulse signal amplitude and period. If pulse signal amplitude value is greater then the value of Kp is greater too,
while if pulse signal period value is greater then the value of Ti and Td is greater too. The amount of signal pulse period which
was considered the best to simulate on DC motor speed plant is between 0.8 s – 1.6 s.
Keywords
PLC, auto-tuning PID, relay feedback method

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the controllers that are widely used in industry is a PLC (Programmable Logic Controller). PLC is solid state control system
that continuously monitors the status of devices connected as inputs, based upon a user written program, stored in memory, it
controls the status of devices connected as outputs. A feature in the PLC, which has been widely used in industries is PID
controller. PID control is a method that is widely used today to obtain a certain desired system response. PID is an acronym of the
Proportional, Integral, and Derivative, which these elements have their respective functions in generating the response of a system.
Tuning of these three elements such as Kp for the proportional, integral to Ti, and Td for the derivatives, is required to obtain the
desired response of a system. One method to determine the values of these parameters manually, with the method of Ziegler –
Nichols. There is automatic PID tuning techniques (autotuning PID controller), which is develop from manual tuning, to determine
the values of the parameters Kp, Ti, and Td automatically. PID auto-tuning technique is very helpful for the engineers, in doing
tuning for a plant which is difficult to manually tuned as plant characteristics are not known. In this final project, the design of
autotuning PID controller in the PLC, refer to the method of relay feedback. Relay feedback method is based on the tuning using
Ziegler-Nichols 2 method. In this research will be discussed about the design and simulation of PID autotuning system using relay
feedback to the PLC Modicon M340
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2. PLC MODICON M340 PLC [1][2][3][4]
Modicon 340 (M340) is Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), products from Modicon, Schneider Electric. The ability of M340
PLC is not only to solve problems in real-time logic, but also supports a variety of industrial communication and can be
programmed using various languages in accordance with IEC 61131-3. M340 PLC programming done using Unity Pro software.
Modicon M340 is designed effectively so that they can handle the needs of a very complex application processing.
Applications for back-up data on the M340 PLC is supported by the internal flash memory and Secure Digital (SD) memory cards.
Technology "Plug and Load" from the memory card makes it easy updating or transfer program. In the mode "power on", the new
program are automatically sent to the internal memory, and the same memory card can be used on other identical M340 PLC.
M340 PLC integrates a USB port for programming and has two types of communication ports : CANopen, or Modbus Ethernet or
Modbus Serial. Connections programming via the USB port provides convenience and increase speed between a PC with PLC
programming. Ethernet networks can be connected either point-to-point, via a local network or remote network

3. UNITY PRO XL SOFTWARE

[5]

Unity Pro software from Schneider Electric is a software used to program PLC M340. Unity Pro provides a function block, which
can be made yourself, to facilitate the programmer in programming. Programming can be done easily using the Function Block
Diagram (FBD), Ladder Diagram (LD), Instructions List (IL), Sequential Function Chart (SFC) and Structured Text (ST)
programming languages. In this research, the programming language used is Ladder Diagram.

4.PROPORTIONAL – INTEGRAL – DERIVATIVE CONTROLLER (PID CONTROLLER)[6][7]
The combination of the proportional, integral and derivative controller produced Proportional - Integral - Derivative Controller
(PID Controller). This controller provides a fast response proportional to the error, have the automatic reset of the integral to
eliminate errors, and the derivatives stabilize the controller and respond quickly to changes in error.

4.1.Tuning of the PID Controller

[7]

In designing a controller is required compatibility with the system to be controlled to produce a response close loop system is
optimal or in accordance with required specifications. After designing the controller, the other thing to note is the tuning
parameters of the controller. When used PID controller, the tuning performed to determine the Kp, Ki, and Kd. In practice, the
tuning of the PID controller is to determine the PB, Ti, and Td. Table 1 is the table of equality of the three parameters.
Table 1. PID controller Parameter

Proportional Controller
PB =

x 100%

Integral Controller
Ti = Kp / Ki

Derivaitve Controller
Td = Kd / Kp

4.2. Autotuning of PID Controller using Relay Feedback Method [6][8][9]
On the use of autotuning PID controller, there are several methods to support the use of autotuning feature, one method commonly
used is the relay feedback method. This method suggested by K. J. Åström, which is one scientist who is observing the
development of the PID controller autotuning. The purpose of the relay feedback method is for the system to produce output that
oscillates like Figure 1 (b), allowing you to easily to determine the ultimate gain (Ku) and ultimate period (Pu). The following
Figure 1 (a) is a chart that has the properties of the input signal relay (pulse signal) with amplitude of + h and –h.
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Figure 1 (a) Relay Feedback Graphic (b) System Output

To get value from Ku, can be calculated using the following Equation (1) :
(1)
where h is the amplitude of the signal pulse and A is the amplitude of the output of the oscillating system. After the value of Ku
and Pu obtained, the values of the PID controller parameters such as Kp, Ti, and Td and determined using Table 2, which is a
method of tuning PID controller of Ziegler-Nichols 2.
Table 2 Ziegler-Nichols 2 Tuning Method

Kp

Ti

Td

P

0.5Ku

-

-

PI
PID

0.45Ku
0.6Ku

Pu/1.2
Pu/2

Pu/8

5. AUTOTUNING PID CONTROLLER USING RELAY FEEDBACK METHOD ON PLC MODICON M340
The purpose of this research is to realize the autotuning PID controller on M340 PLC which will be used to control a plant which
in this case is a virtual plant. Virtual plant used is a transfer function of a plant to be controlled using a M340 PLC. Software that
will be used to load the virtual plant is Simulink, which is contained in the MATLAB software.
In order for the virtual plant and PLC can communicate well, then DAQ Card[10][11] is required as an interface. DAQ Card which
will use the NI PCI-6024E DAQ card that has 68 pins and will connect a computer (PC) and PLC. DAQ Card will be linked to a
computer at the PCI slot on the mainboard, while with PLC, DAQ Card will be connected using a cable (wire). Figure 2 is a design
scheme PLC M340 to control the virtual plant.

Figure 2. Schematic Design System
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5.1 DC Motor Speed Virtual Plant [10][12]
One of the virtual plant that is used in this research is a model of DC motor speed. DC motors are one of the actuators are
commonly used in a control system. The following Equation (2) is the transfer function of the model of DC Motor Speed :
(2)
assuming J = Moment of inertia of the rotor (0.01 kg m2/s2), b = Damping Ratio of the Mechanical System (0.1 Nms), K =
Electromotive Force Constant (0.01 Nm / Amp), R = Electric Resistance (1 ohm ), L = Electric inductance (0.5 H), V = Source
Voltage (Volt), = Position of Shaft (rad / s)
Discretization is done on the transfer function DC Motor Speed using a sampling time of 0.1 seconds and using the method of
'Zero Order Hold' (zoh) in order to get the transfer function in digital areas such as Equation (3)
(3)

5.2 Unity Pro XL 4.0 Software Configuration
There are some configurations that need to be done in the use of software Unity Pro as shown in Figure 3 :

Figure 3. Unity Pro XL 4.0 Software Configuration Flowchart

First of all configurations that have to do is determine what type of CPU M340 PLC that will be used. This configuration must be
done before attempting communication between PLC and PC. Configuring modules to the PLC bus compatible with the M340
PLC that will be used, so the program that was created can be transferred and applied to the M340 PLC.

5.3 Function Block Design
In designing the autotuning PID controller, not only used some kind of function blocks such as timers, counters, type to type
Conversion, etc., but also used function block PIDFF that acts as a PID controller. Function Block "PIDFF" included into the
controller block contained in the Unity Pro software. Block "PIDFF" useful as a PID controller that can issue a control signal as an
input to the virtual plant. Figure 4 is a picture of the function block "PIDFF" at Unity Pro software using programming languages
Ladder Diagram (LD).
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Figure 4. PDIFF Function Block

5.4 Programming Algorithm Autotuning PID Controller Using Relay Feedback Method
In this research, to realize the autotuning PID controller, relay feedback method is used for the output of the plant to oscillate so
that can decide the ultimate gain (Ku) and ultimate period (Pu), which is useful for determining the value of Kp, Ti, and Td using
the method of Ziegler-Nichols 2. Figure 5 is a PID controller autotuning algorithm flowchart.

Figure.5. Autotuning PID ControllerAlgorithm Flowchart
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First of all, signals that resemble the nature of the relay (pulse signal) will be input into the virtual plant. The value of amplitude
and period of the pulse signal, determined first, that the research was carried out observations with a value of amplitude and period
are different. Input signal pulse on the virtual plant is expected to result in the output oscillates. Amplitude of the output value of
the oscillating virtual plant will be taken continuously as a data array and will be determined the value of the maximum amplitude
of each period.
When (± 5%) of the average of 4 first maximum amplitude equal to the value of the maximum amplitude of the second, the pulse
signal will stop and will do the calculation for the value of Kp, Ti, and Td. But when these conditions have not been met, will be
taken next maximum amplitude value constantly and with the same algorithm until there is a value that meets. Maximum
amplitude value captured will be used to obtain the value of ultimate gain (Ku). At the time of taking the maximum amplitude
value of these data, also performed the data collection period of the output value of the virtual plant is called the ultimate period
(Pu) and will be used in determining the values of parameters using the Ziegler-Nichols 2 method together with the ultimate gain
(Ku) .

6. TESTING
Tests on the plant DC motor speed, was made on the value of the signal pulse amplitude of 0.3 volts, 0.5 volts and 0.8 volts to
change the signal pulse period of 0.6 seconds to 1.6 seconds with the increase of 0.2 seconds of each test. While testing to observe
the settling time is done by changing the setpoint of 0.2 volts and 0.5 volts. Table 3 is the result of testing settling time (Ts) on the
plant DC motor speed.
Table 3. Settling time (Ts) of the Plant Simulation Testing DC Motor Speed
Pulse Signal Amplitude (Volt)
Pulse Signal Period (second)
Ts 1 (Setpoint = 0.02 rad/s)
0.6
Ts 2 (Setpoint = 0.05 rad/s)
Ts 1 (Setpoint = 0.02 rad/s)
0.8
Ts 2 (Setpoint = 0.05 rad/s)
Ts 1 (Setpoint = 0.02 rad/s)
1
Ts 2 (Setpoint = 0.05 rad/s)
Ts 1 (Setpoint = 0.02 rad/s)
1.2
Ts 2 (Setpoint = 0.05 rad/s)
Ts 1 (Setpoint = 0.02 rad/s)
1.4
Ts 2 (Setpoint = 0.05 rad/s)
Ts 1 (Setpoint = 0.02 rad/s)
1.6
Ts 2 (Setpoint = 0.05 rad/s)
Average

0.3
12.77 s
10.62 s
12.33 s
11.47 s
11.69 s
10.6 s
14.18 s
13.19 s
12.62 s
11.44 s
12.36 s
11.72 s

0.5
4.33 s
3.82 s
4.28 s
4.09 s
4.13 s
3.87 s
4.51 s
4.29 s
5.86 s
4.1 s
4.87 s
4.53 s

0.8
2.55 s
2.19 s
2.64 s
2.49 s
2.48 s
2.48 s
3.79 s
3.21 s
5.5 s
5.49 s
Osilasi
Osilasi

12.3969 s

4.44389 s

3.282 s

(Note: the average settling time is obtained without considering the settling time which is 0 and the response of the oscillating
output.)
The values of the parameters Kp, Ti and, Td of plant Speed DC motor is shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Testing Parameters on the Simulation of Plant PID DC Motor Speed
Pulse Signal
Amplitude
0.3
0.5
0.8
(Volt)
Pulse Signal
Period
Kp
Ti
Td
Kp
Ti
Td
Kp
Ti
(second)
1.375 0.615 0.153
4.203
0.649 0.162
6.114
0.606
0.6
2.292 0.798 0.199
6.382
0.799 0.199 12.229 0.799
0.8
2.522 0.997 0.249
8.641
1.055 0.253 15.286 0.999
1
3.496 1.198 0.299
9.257
1.198 0.299 21.401 1.199
1.2
3.43
1.398 0.349
9.55
1.414 0.353 24.459 1.398
1.4
3.901 1.502 0.398 11.464 1.598 0.399
28.28
1.598
1.6

Td
0.151
0.199
0.249
0.299
0.349
0.399
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Figure 6, and Figure 7 are output response graphics of the response output of the plant DC motor speed, with pulse signal
amplitude of 0.5 volts and the pulse signals of different periods.

Figure 6. Graph of Plant Simulation Output DC Motor Speed (Pulse
signal amplitude = 0.5 volts and Pulse Signal Period = 0.8 s)

Figure 7. Graph of Plant Simulation Output DC Motor Speed (Pulse
signal amplitude = 0.5 volts and Pulse Signal Period = 1.2 s)

Figure 8, and Figure 9 are output response graphics of the plant DC motor speed with periods of 1.6 s pulse signal and the signal
pulses of different amplitude.

Figure 8. Graph of Plant Simulation Output DC Motor Speed (Pulse
signal amplitude = 0.3 volts and Pulse Signal Period = 1.6 s)

Figure 9. Graph of Plant Simulation Output DC Motor Speed (Pulse
signal amplitude = 0.8 volts and Pulse Signal Period = 1.6 s)

From Table 3, Table 4 and Figure 6 to Figure 9 which represents the observation data from the plant DC motor speed, can be
analyzed that :
The settling time is not affected by the period of pulse signal
The value of the signal pulse period only affects the value of Ti and Td. The greater the value of the signal pulse period,
the greater the value of Ti and Td
The value of the amplitude of the signal pulse only affects the value of Kp. The greater the amplitude of the signal pulse,
the greater the value of Kp
The average settling time for 0.3-volt pulse amplitude signal at 12.3969 s, 0.5 volts amplitude of 4.44389 s, and amplitude
0.8 volts at 3282 s
Pulse signal amplitude value of 0.5 volts, is the best value in terms of performance to run the PID controller autotuning
feature.
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7. CONCLUSION
The conclusion that can be drawn from this research work are:
1. The design of auto tuning of PID controllers using relay feedback method on the M340 PLC is established and
successfully simulated on the virtual plant.
2. The value of the signal pulse amplitude and period will affect the value of the parameters Kp, Ti, and Td the auto-tuning
PID controller. The greater the amplitude of the signal pulse, the Kp value will be greater as well. Meanwhile, the greater
the value of the signal pulse period, the value of Ti and Td will also greater
3. The best value of the signal pulse period to plant the DC motor speed is between 0.8 seconds - 1.6 seconds. That is
because the sampling speed PLC Modicon M340 slower than the speed of sampling NI PCI-6024E DAQ Card, so if the
period of the signal pulse is too small then the information from the signal received or sent the PLC is not fully detected
by the DAQ Card
4. For further development, can be used PLC has the ability sampling faster than the PLC M340 so that no information of
the missing signal.
5. Using a method other than the relay feedback for PID controller Autotuning design, so as to make the PID controller
autotuning feature better
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we perform a fiber Bragg grating application as selective-wavelength filter for wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM) technologies. The very narrow width of data pulse can be achieved by using fractal fiber Bragg grating. It is
interesting because can improve data bit rate. Fractal fiber Bragg grating is a fiber Bragg grating with fractal structure,
which in this paper we used Cantor set structure. Width of output signal from Bragg grating filter depend on length of grating,
modulated refraction index, and fractal’s growth stage. The simulated fiber gratings were analyzed by calculation reflectance
and width of Bragg wavelength as function of fractal parameters and length of grating. Such simulations are based on solving
coupled mode equations that describe the interaction of guided modes. The coupled mode equations are solved by the transfer
matrix method. The simulation result that was obtained is output signal with width 18 pm or 2.25 GHz. It is mean for
wavelength range 1530 – 1560 nm or 3 THz can be propagated more than 1000 carrier wavelengths.
Keywords
Fiber Bragg grating, fractal, selective-wavelength filter, coupled mode theory, transfer matrix method

1. INTRODUCTION
In WDM systems, there are number of wavelengths, which each wavelength represents as a data or information, can be
transmitted in a single optical fiber. By minimizing the spacing between channels the number of channels can be increased.
Currently, Dense WDM (DWDM) systems have a channel spacing 0.2 – 1.2 nm. The channel spacing is proportional with
peak bandwidth. The main problem to achieve that range is how to get narrow bandwidth. We propose by using fractal fiber
Bragg grating as selective-wavelength filter that will be realized.
The concept of fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) has been around for some time and was first reported in 1978 by Hill [1]. FBGs is
based on the principle of Bragg reflection. When light propagates by periodically alternating regions of higher and lower
refractive index, it is partially reflected at each interface between those regions. If the spacing between those regions is such
that all the partial reflections add up in phase when the round trip of the light between the two reflections is an integral
number of wavelengths the total reflection can grow to nearly 100%, even if the individual reflections are very small. A
periodic modulation of the index of refraction in the fiber core acts like a selective mirror for the wavelength that satisfies the
Bragg condition. In other words, it forms a fiber Bragg grating [2,3,4].
The term fractal was coined in 1975 by Mandelbrot[5] which is mean the self-similar structure exhibiting invariance property
with respect to a change of scale. They can be realized by starting from a basic structure and repeating a specific operation on a
smaller and smaller scale. Each step of this procedure leads to a structure configuration in which scaled copies of the previous
one can be recognized [6].

2. THEORY
2.1

Fractal Structure

In the fractal structure of FBGs the initiator (basic structure) is a line segment of length D0 while, for any stage of growth, the
generator procedure is divided into 3 part of each segment in the structure at the previous stage. Cantor sets at different stages
of growth are shown in Fig. 1. At the Mth stage, the fractal has the same length DM :
(1)
The length dM of the gap is equal with DM.
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D0
Stage 0

D1

d1
Stage 1

d2
D2
Stage 2
Figure 1: Fractal triadic Cantor bars with various stages of growth
A fractal Bragg gratings structure can be realized by using the previously described recursive procedure. The initiator is now a
uniform Bragg grating with D0 is equals m0 , m0 is number of grating for stage 0 and is grating period. The generator
procedure is divided into 3 part with the first and the third parts are the grating, but the second part is the gap.
D2
d2

D1

d1

Figure 2 : Fractal Bragg grating at the stage of growth M = 2
2.2 Propagation Models
Transmission of electromagnetic wave is described by using the coupled mode theory method that has assumption about the
field of the coupled structures can be sufficiently represented by a linear superposition of the modes of the unperturbed
structures which we used in author’s previous research [9]. This assumption is valid and does give an insightful and often
accurate mathematical description of electromagnetic wave propagation. Assuming the electric field for single mode is
E(z) = A exp(-i z) + B exp(i z)

(2)

where A and B are the slowly varying amplitudes of mode traveling in the +z and –z directions and
constant. Parameter A and B can be expressed as [2]
= i B exp(-i2 z)
(3)
= -i A exp(i2

z)

is wave propagation

(4)

The propagation through each section is described by two matrices F for grating region and T for gap region.
(5)
(6)
(7)
The reflection coefficient of the entire grating is defined as

= Bo/Ao and the reflectivity as

=

2

.
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3. SIMULATION RESULTS
We performed our grating model using a set of parameters refractive index of fiber core is 1.46, refractive index of cladding is
1.45, grating period = 0.5338 m, fiber core diameter is 2.0 m, grating shape is sinusoidal, apodization is uniform and
there is no chirp. Bragg wavelength that will be achieved is 1.55 mm. It is mean only that wavelength which can be reflected
maximum. We can change value of Bragg grating by changing the grating period. The software that was used to simulate the
model of fractal fiber Bragg grating is OptiGrating from OptiWave.

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: Reflectivity against wavelength for length of grating 13 mm, (a) the main peak for stage 0,
(b)for stage 1, (c) for stage 2, (d) and for stage 3

Table 1 : Values of bandwidth and reflectivity for several stages at 13 mm grating length

Stage
0
1
2
3

Bandwidth (nm)
0.0834
0.0564
0.0501
0.0474

Reflectivity
0.712
0.458
0.249
0.123

The intensity of reflected signal or reflectivity as wavelength function for length of grating 13 mm is shown in Fig. 3. For
increased stage it is shown the bandwidth of peak is tighten and the reflectivity is shorten. If the peak is too short, then that will
become the problem for filter application because the output signal may not be detected.
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Figure 4: Reflectivity against wavelength for length of grating 26 mm, (a) the main peak for stage 0, (b)for stage 1, (c) for stage
2, (d) and for stage 3
Table 2 : Values of bandwidth and reflectivity for several stages at 26 mm grating length

Stage
0
1
2
3

Bandwidth (nm)
0.0660
0.0390
0.0312
0.0264

Reflectivity
0.972
0.862
0.639
0.389

The parameters result will be different when the length of grating increase. The bandwidth values of each stages decrease and
the reflectivity values increase. But for zeroth stage it has limit value value for bandwidth when if the length of grating increase
as seen in table 3. Contrary to zeroth stage, the third stage has narrower bandwidth when the length of grating increase.
Table 3 : Comparison Values of bandwidth and reflectivity between Stage 0 and stage 3

Length (mm)
13
26
52

Stage 0
Bandwidth (nm) Reflectivity
0.0834
0.712
0.0660
0.972
0.0566
0.999

Stage 3
Bandwidth (nm) Reflectivity
0.0474
0.123
0.0264
0.389
0.0182
0.807

4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
From EDFA amplifier in DWDM method we have wavelength range 1530 – 1560 nm or 3 THz. Our simulation result for
bandwidth 18 pm can be achieved. It mean the channel spacing around 20 pm can be realized. Unfortunately the reflection
intensity is slightly low, so there is possibility undetected.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the performance evaluation result of 802.11b using wajanbolic antenna on NS-2 network simulator.
Wajanbolic antenna is a type of directional antenna used by many people in Indonesia. We compared the performance of
wajanbolic antenna and omni antenna. The performance metrics evaluated to be compared are throughput and delay for both
antenna types. From those parameters, we expected that we could get the difference of their performance. The experiment result
showed that the average throughput for wajanbolic antenna is better than omni antenna. Wajanbolic antenna has average
throughput of 461.569 kbps, average packet loss of 0.299 kbps, average delay 0.029 of kbps, while omni antenna has the
throughput of 348.260 kbps, the packet loss of 0.575 kbps and the delay of 0.030 kbps.
Keywords
Omni antenna, wajanbolic antenna, throughput, packet loss, delay

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless networks infrastructure based on the IEEE 802.11 protocol have become a popular choice as a network access
technology. The fact that they require no wire thus allowing for increased mobility, has led to their widespread acceptance in
home and office environments. Within this context, a wireless access point (AP) attaches a multitude of wireless devices to an
infrastructure network through a single wired connection. Potential disadvantages of this conﬁguration are each AP needs to
feature one wired connection which constitutes the most signiﬁcant part of the network cost, and the range of the access network
is limited by the range of the wireless medium.
The focus of our work was on the performance evaluation of protocols at the MAC layer and higher layer. Many experiments on
the simulation of IEEE 802.11b standard has been conducted and led to make it as the most commonly used standards.
Mahasukhon in [1] concluded that the current implementation of 802.11b standard has promising potential to be used in a
mobile environment if the line-of-sight path between transmitter and receiver exists. These standards use the 2.4-2.485 GHz
radio frequency range, which is divided into 11 partially overlapping channels.
The most commonly used simulator in networking research such as NS-2 do not consider antenna directionality and radio
propagation as interacting variables. They support several models of path loss, and possibly fading, but they all follow the same
general model with regard to antenna gain. The transmitter and receiver gain are essentially constant in the case of omni
directional (effectively isotropic in the azimuth plane) antenna. For directional antenna, gain is an antenna specific function of
the direction of interest.
Using directional antenna in Ad hoc network is an important issue these years, since directional transmission can provide many
benefits, such as higher gain, lower interference and enhanced capacity. In the directional antenna based networks, nodes within
the same transmission range can start two different transmission works at the same time which is impossible in omni antenna
based networks. This high spatial reuse is the reason why directional antenna based networks can give an incredible
performance enhancement compared to omni antenna based networks. Although using directional antenna can support
numerous benefits, there are still many new challenging problems. When using the directional antenna, packets are transmitted
only toward the directional of desired destination. That is, most neighbors around the transmitter are not able to be aware of any
ongoing transmission of the transmitter [2].
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Compared with omni antenna system, the use of directional antenna system helps to improve channel capacity and conserve
energy, since the signal strength toward the direction of the receiver can be increased. Due to the constraints of the signal
coverage area, interference can also be reduced.
One of the most commonly used directional antenna in Indonesia is called wajanbolic antena. Our objective is to study
experimentally the effect of different circumstances on Wi-Fi wireless networks. We established experimentally a model to
capture the effect of the distance on the bit rate transmitted by the wajanbolic antenna. We show also the effect of the power
transmitted in the antenna on the throughput even when the networks are few meters away from each others. The radiation
pattern of wajanbolic antenna propagation is shown in Figure 1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Typical wajanbolic antenna radiation pattern (a) vertical, (b) horizontal (e-goen [3])
On this project, we would evaluate the performance of 802.11b by attaching the feature of directional antenna (wajanbolic
antenna). This is to determine the parameters of the performance due to the quality with throughput and packet loss, and delay
as a transmitter influence. We would make a different simulation of 802.11b in the omni antenna and directional antenna
(wajanbolic antenna), and classified the difference of both. The contribution of our research is attaching one feature of
directional antenna, that is wajanbolic antenna, which never be conducted before in NS-2.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the Section 2, we introduced some related work. We proposed simulation
approach and the model and performance metrics in Section 3. We discuss its implementation, simulation, and an analysis of
the accuracy of the various simulation approaches in the section IV. Finally, last section, in Section 5 we concluded with a
summary and the future work.

2. RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss the state of the art with respect to the way network simulator model the physical layer. In the past, a
variety of schemes has been proposed. Wu Xiuchao [4] simulates one 802.11b channel using NS-2. It focuses on simulating
wireless transmission error due to bad channel quality. That means BER need to be considered to determine whether one frame
is transmitted correctly. To get BER, SNR need to be calculated. The following sections describe the current simulation of
transmission error in NS-2, the methods to calculate SNR and BER, and how to incorporate these methods into NS-2 to achieve
our aim to simulate 802.11b channels as exactly as possible. Ashwini Kumar and Sabyasachi Roy [5] improved upon the
implementation of IEE E802.11b in NS, and also add additional novel features to improve its modeling capabilities.
Some works have been done to experimentally study the performance of IEEE 802.11 wireless network. In [6] a
characterization of the indoor radio propagation has been presented for fading, multipath, and background interference using
2.4 GHz band. However, the study did not consider the distance as a parameter. In [7] a methodology for characterizing
different vendors 802.11 network cards. In addition, here again the distance parameter is not taken into account. The authors
study the signal attenuation in IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs. They conducted experiments to validate the log-distance model.
Log-distance model is used to predict signal attenuation versus distance.
Directional antennas can improve the capacity of an ad hoc network and the directional transmission can provide many beneﬁts,
such as higher gain, lower interferences and enhanced capacity[8]. It is also known that topologies can be conﬁgured to
optimize energy efficient communication. Investigating the power saving beneﬁts of dynamic topologies partially controlled by
directional antennas could be complemented by NS-2’s support for energy constrained mobile nodes. Results of this research
could be tailored to directional antenna with model propagation, as supported by our extensions has been contributed by TeNS.
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Khandelval [9] tested the feasibility of deploying 802.11b in a grid network. The strength (in terms of throughput) of 802.11 to
allow long distance data transfer using multihop shall be tested by using it with directional antenna. A direction antenna has the
property of radiating or receiving electromagnetic waves more effectively in some directions than others. A directional antenna
is usually deﬁned as uni-directional and not omni-directional. Khandelval uses NS to simulate the grid layout and to check the
feasibility of the proposed idea of using 802.11b with directional antenna. In our experiment, we would have a grid layout of
nodes, which will act as transmitters and (or) receivers. All data transmission take place from directional antennas, take into
account issues like interference, collision, routing etc. Khandelval modeled 802.11 with directional antennas and check the
throughput in a long distance data transmission, making accounts for channel interference, routing, etc. Since such facilities
were not available in NS, we have made certain changes in the structure of NS and have written various classes.

3. SCHEME PROPOSED
3.1. Simulation Environment
We evaluated the performance of proposed 802.11b compared with omni antenna and directional antenna. The simulation
parameters that used are antenna beam width (20 degrees), data rate (11 Mbps), power gain (30 dB), packet size (512 bytes) and
the type of the transmission propagation model is two ray ground.
In this section, we discuss the conceptual framework for the model of UDP over wireless networks. Akintola in [10] found that
high throughput of UDP in wireless network is as a result of the fact that UDP does not have flow control and it does not
retransmit lost packets. We also highlighted the model parameters. The model was developed using standard simulation
software called Network Simulator 2 (NS-2). NS-2, an object-oriented simulator, offers the unique capabilities and features
required for the system model. The various networks were defined in NS-2 using nodes and links as building blocks. Nodes are
connected by links and contain UDP agents and its application Constant Bit Rate (CBR) that are responsible for transmitting
and receiving packets. In the process of creating these structures; many of their characteristics are described such as bandwidth,
packet drop policy, error rate and other local area network characteristics already present in the simulator. Changes that occur in

the network at specific times during simulation are scheduled.
Figure 2: Network Simulation Scenario
The scenario for the network model used shown in Figure 1. We abstracted the scenarios of connecting two nodes through
wireless connection. This enabled us to monitor the desired metrics under different conditions. The improved capabilities and
additional features present in NS, and compare the different antennas. Wireless mesh networks used directional antenna, in
addition to the already existing simulation support in NS.
We consider the case that channel is mobile. Network topology of two predefined routing. Transmission range of larger than
coverage area and the distance from source to destination is larger than transmission range. We chose NS-2 version of NS
2.1b9a as a network simulator tool to evaluate our proposed scheme. As we know, the end-to-end performance of network
application depends on complex interaction among applications, servers, and the network. The directional antenna is added at
the end of transmitter and receiver to realize the sector antenna's performance. The left one is node of source and the right is
node of destination. Source node generated traffic, and the destination node collects results.
We examine the throughput, end to end delay and packet loss for data packets with varying traffic loads. The throughput we
collected is the end to end throughput or total throughput collected by destination node.
We simulated ther transfer data from access point to client with omni antenna and wajanbolic antenna, and calculate the
percentage of data losses that was transmitted. We will compare the result of simulation using wajanbolic antenna and omni
antenna with variable distance. NS-2 uses threshold to determine whether one frame is received correctly by receiver. In the
experiment, we have 2 nodes which act as transmitters and receivers. All data will be transmitted from omni antenna and
wajanbolic antenna. The performance of 802.11 shall be evaluated.
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For our simulation, We implemented NS-2, version NS 2.1b9a to simulate omni antenna and wajanbolic antenna. We modified
the existing source of omni antenna 802.11b implementation in NS-2 to create new source NS wajanbolic antenna. The
modification included for adding the properties of the propagation antenna type.
For every generated packet at the node, a destination is chosen from the set of logical neighbors. Logical neighbors are those
nodes which are within the transmission range of the radio.
3.2. Performance Metrics
It is necessary to understand the metrics that are used to compare the performance designed at various layers for wireless.
Throughput, packet loss and delay are the metrics we used to compare wireless network protocols. Following is a brief
discussion of these metrics:
a) Throughput: Throughput is the fraction of the channel capacity used for data transmission. A good protocol designer’s
objective is to maximize the throughput while minimizing the access delay. In communications, throughput is usually
measured as the number of bits or packets processed each second. For the purpose of this work, we used number of
packets.
b) Packet losses: Packet losses in wireless networks considered were obtained by extracting the dropped packets in the
trace files generated by the simulations. The time at which each packet dropped was also extracted from the trace file
and plotted against the effective throughput, calculated with PERL or AWK. This is as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.
c) Delay: Delay is defined as the average time spent by a packet from end to end, i.e., from the instant it is sent by the
application till it reaches the destination process. Delay is a function of protocol and traffic characteristics. Therefore,
when comparing two protocols, it is necessary to compare them based on the same traffic parameters.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
We studied the performance of our protocol for the scenario of 2 nodes, with elements of omni antenna and wajanbolic antenna.
Throughput is as a function of arrival rate for the one-hop case. The system simulation for the network models developed to
simulate antenna in the wireless networks are as shown in Figure 3. To achieve the purpose of this work, we used the following
parameters to show the behavior of UDP over IP based wireless networks.

Figure 3: Screenshot NAM Wireless Transmitted using wajanbolic
From the simulation in the Figure 4 and Figure 5 about throughput that happen in omni antenna and directional antenna, we can
see that at the omni antenna throughput decreases at 200 s, on the other hand the directional antenna decreases at 350 s. The
omni antenna throughput’s degradation occurs early. From the trace file, the average throughput of wajanbolic antenna is better
than omni antenna. Wajanbolic antenna has the average throughput of 461.569 kbps, while omni antenna has throughput of
348.260 kbps.
This shows that directional antenna has a better throughput in terms of packet drop for connectionless data transfer.
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Figure 4: Throughput vs simulation time using omni antenna

Figure 5: Throughput vs simulation time using wajanbolic antenna
The difference between omni antenna and directional antenna can be seen clearly from Figure 6 and Figure 7. The packet loss in
the wireless network using omni antenna occurred in the early time of 250 s with a gradual increase while the time occurred for
the packet dropped for the directional antenna network was at 350s and thereafter it increases sharply. The result shows that
Wajanbolic antenna has the average packet loss of 0.299 kbps, while omni antenna has the packet loss of 0.575 kbps. This
shows that the directional antenna has better throughput in terms of packet drop for connection less data transfer.

Figure 6: Packet drop of omni antenna

Figure 7: Packet drop of wajanbolic antenna
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We compared the simulation results obtained from the performance of omni antenna and wajanbolic antenna. It can be noticed
that throughput obtained from simulations did not decay appreciably over large distances, as against the values obtained from
actual experiments. Hence, the current modeling was found to be inadequate.

Figure 8: Average packet end to end delay of omni antenna

Figure 9: Average packet end to end delay of directional antenna
From the Figure 8 and Figure 9 above, it can be noted that 802.11b achieves the end to end delay of 512 bytes while omni
802.11b achieves a performed a study of the fairness properties of the omni antenna and wajanbolic antenna. From the the trace
file result, wajanbolic antenna have the average delay 0.0291 kbps, while omni delay 0.030 kbps. The wajanbolic antenna has
the transmission distance longer than omni antenna, in which that at 300 m omni antenna can no longer transmit packets while
wajanbolic antenna can transmit packets until 450 m.

Figure 10: Throughput versus distance of omni antenna
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Figure 11: Throughput versus distance of wajanbolic antenna
In Figure 10 and 11 we can see the comparison of throughput between omni antenna and wajanbolic antenna with two way
ground propagation model. Therefore we noted that 802.11b achieves a maximum throughput of 1Mbps while omni 802.11b
achieves a high of 328.26 Kbps and wajanbolic achieves a high of approximately 461.57 Kbps. We performed a study of the
fairness properties of the omni antenna and wajanbolic antenna. The average throughput of wajanbolic antenna is better than the
omni antenna. Wajanbolic antenna has the average throughput of 461.57 kbps, while omni antenna’s throughput is 348.26 kbps.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have presented the performance evaluation of 802.11b using omni antenna and wajanbolic antenna. The
primary contribution of this research is an extended capability in NS-2 to invoke the network traffic consistent to the patterns
expected for omni antenna and wajanbolic antenna. The performance metrics evaluated are throughput and delay according the
type the antenna, and we compare both of them. From the experiment, it can be summarized that the average throughput from
the wajanbolic antenna is better than the omni antenna. Wajanbolic antenna has the average throughput of 461.569 kbps, the
average packet loss of 0.299 kbps, the average delay is 0.029 kbps, while the omni antenna’s throughput is 348.260 kbps, packet
loss is 0.575 kbps and the delay is 0.030 kbps.
In the future, we will investigate the performance of 802.11b using wajanbolic with multihop and with more than 2 nodes and
using different type of propagation antenna such as free space model, shadowing model, and two ray ground model. We can
also evaluate the performance of different types of directional antenna with wajanbolic antenna.
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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the study and experiences in programming the humanoid robot Nao, which is a very
new robot platform that has been used in the RoboCup competition since 2009. The hardware architecture
of Nao has been presented and discussed, and its software structure, it is an open system based biped robot
that has 25 DoF with many sensors and actuators attached to provide a wide variety of applications. The
programming of the Nao robot has been discussed and two basic programming facilities has been
explained and discussed.
Keywords
Humanoid, robot, programming, timing line, motion sequences

1. INTRODUCTION
Current research in mobile robots is more focused in robots that have mobility in a determined
environment, sometimes that environment is shared with the presence of human. When robots must deal
with environment interactions, there are some problems that are faced with including: object detection,
navigation, interaction with other robots and humans, robot location , etc.
Robots can be defined as a mechanical intelligent agent that can sense and manipulate its environment, can
move around in a global space and can perform intelligent behaviors. The International Standard
Organization defines the robot as : ”robot is an automatically controlled, reprogrammable, multipurpose,
manipulator, programmable in three or more axes, which may be either fixed in place or mobile for use in
industrial automation applications”. The ISO formal definition is also accepted by other robotics
committees, such as European Robotics Research Network (EURON)[5].
Recent trend in mobile-robots researches are more towards legged typed robots, such as humanoid and
animaloid, where some research are focused on the on-land navigating robots while others on the flying
miniature robots imitating insects or on the submersible in the water such as fish robots. The humanoid
robot, Asimo, made by Honda is one of the advance humanoid robot that has many ability that imitating a
human with capability to have conversation with a relatively wide range of vocabulary that enable the
Asimo robot to answer a child questions during its ehibition. The wide range ability of Asimo robot
includes walking and running on the ground, as well as climbing the stairs. The Sony Aibo robot with four
legs which imitates the dog is an animaloid type of robot. It is an intelligent animaloid robot that has been
used as a standard platform for robot soccer competition in RoboCup for a few years back until Robocup
2006. However, since 2009 a new standard platform was used to be the successor of Sony Aibo. This
platform is the new Nao humanoid robot designed and manufactured by a french company Aldebaran
Robotics. The new robot is an advanced platform for developing new robotics games and applications[1].
This papers discussed the programming experience to control the Nao humanoid robot, with the
interactions with sensors and motors attached to Nao. As well as the use of timeline programming for
specific preprogrammed motion of Nao.
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2. ROBOT NAO HARDWARE AND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The Nao Humanoid robot is manufactured by Aldebaran Robotics, French company, that has started the
development since 2005, and the Nao robot started to go into the market in 2008 in various versions, until
last year this robot has reach the world markets and more than 700 units has been sold in more than 30
countries world wide[2].
The Nao Robot has two version, theacademic version and the RoboCup version. The Academic version of
Nao has 25(twentyfive) degree freedom(DoF) and it is equipped with a large number of sensors and
actuators as shown in figure 1 below..

Figure 1 The Nao Humanoid Robot components[2].
The Nao Robot has 2 (two) cameras, 4(four) microphones, 2(two) loudspeakers, 2(two) sets of Sonars and
one on-off switch on the chest, 3(three) capacitive Sensors on the head, 2(two) swithes on each foot as the
feet bumpers, and 4(four) FSR as weight sensors on each footage, a three axis accelerometer and a two axis
gyrometer on the inertial board inside the chest. 12(twelve) LED RGB type on the head top, 8(eight) LED
RGB type on each eye, 10(ten) LED RGB type on each of the ear, one LED on the chest and 2(two) LED
RGB type on each foot. One motor for each Dof with a 12 bits position MRE sensor, current sensor, and
temperature sensor. The Nao robot can be connected using an ethernet connector on its back or using the
WIFI provided. It is also equipted with a Lithium Polimer type batteray which can be used for around
2(two) hours continuously.
The Nao humanoid robot has a main processor using AMD Geode 500 MHz CPU with 256 MB SDRAM
and 2 GB Flash Memory, running on the open source software called OpenNao, it is an Open Embedded
Linux operating system[4]. Nao robot uses a second processor which is an ARM9 96 MHz microcontroler
to coordinate all information to and from the sensors and motors. There are 18 DSPic type with 40 MIPS
16 bits embedded microcontroller used to each of the actuators as shown in figure 1 below. These
emmbedded microcontrollers are communicating to the coordinator and main processors using the i2c
interfaces such that the wiring installations becomes very efficient using prefabricated ribbon cables.
The camera can be programmed to with face recognition capability and also can be program to detect the
ball position for use in the RoboCup robo-soccer competition. The mirophones can be used to detect the
request from human to the Nao Robot to do specific task such as telling a story. It is easyly programmed
using speach to text capability of the software. Whiel the speakers can be program using text –to speach
capability such that the Nao robot may perform conversation with the human users. The FSR (force
Sensing Resistor) sensors at the sole of the feet are used to sense the robot weight on the feet, which is used
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to detect the position of the zero moment pose (Zmp) when the robot is generating motion sequences and
therefore it can be complemented with the inertial sensor readings. The inertial sensors are mainly used for
odometry and to control the stable position of the robot body when it is walking. The MRE sensors
(Magnetic Rotary Encoders) are of 12 bits resolution, and attaached to each of the DC motors to provide
precise position feedback for controls.
The LED on the eyes and ears can be program to give appropriate and sensual response of Nao robot when
it is touch ont the specific area such as the head, and also to response to a request from human. All motors
can be programmed individually to move precisely as it is intended such that it may show a very smooth
motion even can perform a dancing as human can do.
The hardware architecture of the Nao Robot is shown in Figure 1 below. The use of the second
microprocessor ARM7 microcontroller is to take out all the necessary task in coordinating with the sensors
and motors, such that the Nao Main processor canbe used to process the main tasks such as face
recognition, sequence coordination and other system management tasks.

Figure 2 the Nao robot hardware architecture[2]

3. ROBOT NAO SYSTEM SOFTWARE
Nao robot system software is called NaoQi developed by Aldebaran Robotics. NaoQi is designed as a
distributed system where each component can be executed locally in robot’s on-board system or executed
in parallel within subsystems meanwhile NaoQi Daemon is running in the main system. NAOqi is crosslanguage with C++, Python, Urbi. it executes methods in parallel, sequential or event driven calls, Manages
a distributed environment, Multi-platform framework that supports: Linux, Windows XP, Mac OS X.
NaoQi is divided in three main parts NaoQi Daemon, NaoQi Library and Device Control Manager (DCM).
The Nao Robot operating System is the OpenNao, which is an Open Embedded Linux Distribution [4],
executed on Nao onboard system. Once the Nao Robot is switched on, the OpenNao is running and after
initialization process is finished, then NaoQi Daemon starts.
NaoQi Library is provided by Aldebaran Robotics in various objects, including the Audio and Video device
access, to enable us using this objects functionality to implemented some required actions with an
abstraction layer, without actually knowing indepth the Nao’s hardware architecture.
The device control manager (DCM), like NaoQi Library, is a set of libraries that allow the users to control
the Nao robot actuators by directly sending function calls to Nao’s ARM controller. DCM is essential if
real-time access to images is envisaged, or to generate a new sequence for walking, or to reach a position.
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Figure 3. NaoQi System software
NaoQi is designed as a framework as shown in figure 4, that support function calls in C++ and python.
NaoQi is based on OOP (Object Oriented Programming), with its smallest object element is called a
Module. NaoQi is an event-based programming where modules interact one anothers using shared memory
called ALMemory. ALMemory is the robot memory. All modules can read or write data, subscribe on
events so as to be called when events are raised. ALMemory is an array of ALValue's. Variable access is
thread safe. it use read/write critical sections to avoid bad performance when memory is read and/or write.
ALMemory is not a real-time synchronization tool[8]. It should Limit subscribe on DCM/time nor
motion/syncro or real time variable. Aldebaran provides in $AL_DIR\extern\c\aldebaran\rttools real time
functions for synchronization[3].

Figure 4. NaoQi Framework[3]

4. ROBOT NAO PROGRAMMING
Programming the Nao Robot is to define its behavior using the development software called
Choregraphe[8]. Choregraphe is a cross-platform application that allows users to edit NAO's movements
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and behaviors. It runs on Linux Ubuntu 32 bits, Windows XP 32 bits, Mac OSX Snow Leopard 10.6
operating systems, with minimum hardware requirements : 1.5 GHz CPU, 512 MB RAM, certified
OpenGL graphics card, with LAN with DHCP and/or a WiFi card for wireless connection between
computer and NAO. A behavior is a group of elementary actions linked together following an event-based
and a time-based approach. The timeline is best suited to create and edit motions and multimedia material.
It allows you to switch between different execution contexts, while the event manager offers the possibility
to arrange behaviors and edit their triggering.
The Choregraphe worksheet[3] is divided into 3 major panels, ie. (1) The box library, (2) The Flow
diagram, (3) The 3D NAO image, and (4) The debug panel as shown in figure 5 below. The Box library
panel displays a list of boxes ordered in categories according to the nature of the boxes and their functions.
Any of these boxes can be “drag and drop” onto the flow diagram to define a behavior. All the boxes of this
library have been created with Choregraphe. A box is a fundamental object in Choregraphe as everything
the user can create with this software rests on boxes. The box library is a compressed file with the
extention: *.clb. In versions older than 1.10, the library box file was not compressed with the extension
*.xal.
The flow diagram panel is the place where NAO’s behaviors is composed. To create a behavior, the user
grab the boxes he wants to use from the Box library and drop them onto the flow diagram. users can also
create a new box from scratch by right-clicking on the diagram screen and pressing Add a new box. The
diagram panel allows to connect a box to either another box, or to the behavior entry.

Figure 5. Choregraphe user interface window[3]
The flow diagram follows a multilevel graphical logic to organize the links between the boxes and structure
a behavior. As a matter of fact, to have a more readable flow diagram, it is possible to group boxes linked
to each other into a unique one and therefore create multilevel boxes.
The 3D NAO Robot panel is a 3D representation of the robot used to create and simulate behaviors. This
3D model can either be a representation of a simulated NAO, if it is connected to a simulator, or the virtual
mirror of the real NAO robot that is connected to the real robot IP address. The user can use the mouse
buttons to zoom and move around the virtual model, and can also select any part of the robot (head, arms,
body and legs) by simply clicking on it, and it will opens a motion windows, which allows the user to
modify the joints values of each limb and see the result of the actions on the virtual NAO model and on the
real Nao robot that is connected.
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Choregraphe's logic rests on boxes. The first element used when creating a behavior in Choregraphe is
indeed a box. A box has inputs on the left side and outputs on the right. These are used to make boxes
communicate with each other. In fact, to activate the input of a box, just by connecting to it to either the
behavior entry which is at the upper left of the diagram screen, or the output of another box.
For example, to program a behavior for the Nao robot to wipe his forehead and say “Hello”, just using the
mouse to choose the “wipe forehead” box from the motion class in the library box and drop it on to the
flow diagram panel, and then choose the box “say Hello” and drop it in the same flow diagram panel, then
click the input arrow at the left upper conner and dragged to the input arrow of the first box, a line
connecting the two arrow will appear connecting them. Click the output arrow of the first box and drag it to
the input arrow of the second box, another line appears connecting them, lastly click on the output arrow of
the second box and drag to the out arrow of the panel at the right upper conner. Then the behaviour is
defined and shown in figure 6 below.

Figure 6. creating a behaviour using two boxes.
The program is called a project, and it can be saved as a project file with .crg extention. To handle the
project, the following features are available: open, save, save as, import older projects. These features are
accessible from the File menu. A project is a single compressed file with a CRG extension. It contains the
behavior and all its associated files (music, image, etc.).
In a box, a timeline can be created to define a movement. Using keyframes, in which joint values can be
stored, and interpolation between them (linear, spline) can be done, and a movement can quickly be
written in Choregraphe.
A box can contain a timeline with two kinds of keyframes: the Motion keyframes which contain joints
values and interpolation from the previous motion keyframe, and the Behavior keyframes which contain a
flow diagram that will be running until another behavior keyframes is encountered. These two kinds of
keyframes exist in separate layers, it is also possible to create several motion or behavior layers, in order to
run flow diagrams or movements simultaneously as shown in figure 7

Figure 7. Time line Programming and keyframes in The Nao Robot
The motion section contains two parts. The upper part is the timeline itself, with numbered frames. The
lower part contains the keyframes of the timeline motion. The Play button use to play only the motion of
the timeline, and not the behavior keyframes. The Edit button opens the advanced timeline edition window,
the Curve Editor[3].
The behavior layers section contains a list of behavior layer. Each line in this behavior layers section,
corresponds to a behavior layer. Within a behavior layer, user can have behavior keyframes. There can
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never be two keyframes within a given layer active at the same time, since there is only a single current
frame for the timeline. To have parallel behaviors, it needs to create several layers.
The details section contains the timeline edit button, the current frame indicator, and the general timeline
scrollbar. Clicking the time line edit buttorn will show The Edit Timeline window which allows to set the
FPS parameter, the size of the timeline and also the Resources Acquisition.
At each keyframes, The behavior can be defined using the box as explain above in the flow diagram panel,
or using the recording mode where the joint values are recorded from the real Nao robot body motion at
successive positions defining the Nao body motion. There are still a lot of functionalities provided to make
the motion programming easy. but in this paper we limits our discussion up to here.

6. DISCUSSION
The Nao robot architecture is based on the distributed processing of informations in the robot, it is build
using two main processors one as the coordinating processor and the other is the communicating processor.
And there are 18 subprocessors to connect directly to the actuators and sensors. The use of i2c interfaces
eliminates the complicated wiring within the robot.
The system software NaoQi developed by the manufacturer played the mayor role in the robot to make this
robot becomes a smart humanoid robot which can be relatively easily programmed for many applications.
This is the reason why the Nao robot has been adopted in many universities and research centre as a
platform for ther robotic reasearch.

7. CONCLUSION
Finally, we have discuss the programming of the humanoid robot Nao, especially in defining the behavior
that governs the robot motion. One of the facilities provided for the motion programming is the use the
time-line and the keyframes, in this case the motion of the robot can be defined using part-by part
behaviour building or using the advanced time line editor where the joint angle positions can be recorded
directly from the body of the real robot by moving it in the way we want it to do.
This papers is a preliminary study of the humanoid Robot programming, there are still a lot of functionality
that has not been covered in this discussions. For further detailed discussions, the readers are suggested to
access the Aldebaran Robotics official website.
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ABSTRACT
During the transmission process, lots of errors often occurred; the most common is low speed transmission or delay and data
packet losses. Route of data transmission can influence those two problems. The particular device responsible for arranging
route of data transmission is called router. It works by generating route sequence either randomly or non-randomly. Network
route finding can be classified as shortest path problem. We need to develop a certain mechanism that could select the best
transmission route, in terms of minimizing delay and data losses during transmission process. This research is aimed to
address these problems by adapting genetic algorithm, an artificial intelligent algorithm taken from the concept of evolution
process in the scientific field that uses natural selection mechanism to produce better offspring. By elaborating genetic
algorithm into software it is proven that the data transmission route can produce minimal delay and packet losses.
Keywords
Network, router, delay, packet loss, shortest path, genetic algorithms.

1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of creating computer network is to support communication among users of the network that is transferring data or
information in the right and timely fashion without any errors whether on the side of the transmitter or the receiver. But most
of the time this is not what actually happens, packet loss among error bits and false packets are the most common errors dealt
in digital communication.
Packet loss can be caused by several factors such as signal degradation through network media, links jam, the refusal of wreck
data packets, damage on hardware network and driver, or by routine normal routing. When it is caused by network problem,
packet loss can bring significant performance problems such as delayed response in streaming media, quality decreased in
VOIP, online gaming and videoconference, and other disturbance on other network application. Even for networks that use
TCP, packet loss can decrease connectivity throughput. One way to overcome these problems is to manage the method for
generating data transmission routes trough the network.
The aim of this research is to design software that can find the best route based on the calculation of minimum delay on a
simple network. There are several limitations and assumptions of this research, the route optimization is done through
application of genetic algorithm only, the number of router nodes and their connectivity is known beforehand, data of delay
and packet loss is known from previous measurement that means the optimization is conducted offline and the type of the
network topology is assumed to use mesh topology. This research begins with literature study related to networking and
genetic algorithm, continued by software design and analysis for network optimization

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Networking
Computer network is a group of computers connected to each other using certain communication protocol in such a way that
every member could communicate in means of data exchanging or resources sharing. Functions of computer network are
resource sharing, high reliability, cost saving by using client-server configuration, and scalability. Based on its topology,
computer network can be divided into six categories; they are bus, star, ring, mesh, tree and linier topology. The process for
forwarding data packets from one network segment to another can happen in three ways, unicast, multicast and broadcast.
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2.1.1

Router

Router is a configuration device responsible in carrying data transmission from one computer to another where the two
computers are separated in two different IP network. Router works in third OSI layer called network layer. This layer will add
header for data packet and pass it to the IP destination. Two types of router based on its configuration are static router and
dynamic router.
Static router has static routing table that is set manually by network administrator.
Dynamic router can built routing table dynamically by hearing network traffic and by communicating continuously
among routers.
2.2 Genetic Algorithm
2.2.1

Background

Genetic algorithm is basically a computer algorithm that simulates evolution process. It adapts natural selection process of
living thing in preserving their lives by creating better offspring than its parents.
Two concepts that have to be introduced in discussing genetic algorithm are chromosome and reproduction. Chromosome is a
macromolecule structure that contains DNA which represents genetic information. Its role is to pass genetic characteristics
from parents to its offspring during reproduction process. Reproduction is the phase of creating offspring from two individual
parents, during reproduction the chromosome from both parents will be crossed to create new offspring. Computer genetic
algorithm adapted these two concepts to search the possible better value from certain initial function values.
2.2.2

Genetic Algorithm Implementation

Genetic algorithm has been known to be able to solve single variable as well as multi variables optimization problem. Before
the algorithm can be implemented, the optimization problem should be stated first in the form of fitness function. When a
certain population is generated randomly, the function value for each individual in the population will vary and most of them
will tend to be far from the best one. Chromosome with better fitness value will have higher probability to reproduce and have
offspring. With this mechanism the fitness function value over generations will be set to approach a better and better value
until it reach the optimum.
As in evolution process, genetic algorithm has three main operator, they are reproduction, crossover and mutation operator.
General structure of genetic algorithm is presented in these steps:
1.
2.
3.

3.

Generate initial population in random order to get initial solution (fitness value). The population contains a number of
chromosomes that represent the desirable solutions.
Create offspring through reproduction, crossover and mutation. Repeat these three processes until there are enough
chromosomes to build a whole new generation of offspring that represent new sets of solutions.
Evaluate solutions by calculating fitness value of each chromosome. The best fitness value in each generation will be the
basis for determining the need for further reproduction. Several criteria often used are:
a. Algorithm stops, if certain numbers of generations have been reached.
b. Algorithm stops, if several consecutive generations provide the same function values.
c. Algorithm stops, if there are no higher function values reached after n generations.

SOFTWARE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

3.1 Initialization of Population
Network connection is modeled using weighted directed graph. Table below shows packet loss percentage for connection
among 11 routers. If between two routers there is no connection, we assign 1000 as the biggest number. We use adjacency
matrix to represent the network connection with these two rules :
If there is no connection between two routers, we assign 1000 as the biggest number that means too many packet
losses.
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If there is connection between two routers, we assign the percentage of packet losses to total packets (packet loss +
packet received) as the value. These data are got using ping command. Below is an example calculation.
ping statistics for 64.233.181.99:
packets: sent = 23931, received = 23713, lost = 218
approximate round trip times in milli-seconds:
minimum = 74ms, maximum = 1180ms, average = 156ms

Table 1 shows the data for 11 routers.
Table 1: Network Data
To
Packet
Loss

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0

1000

0.3

0.2

1

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1

1000

1000

0.1

1000

0.15

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

2

1000

1000

1000

1000

0.1

0.6

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

3

1000

1000

1000

1000

0.8

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

4

1000

0.1

1000

1000

1000

0.7

0.9

0.1

1000

1000

1000

5

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1.1

1000

6

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

7

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

0.1

1000

1000

0.3

1000

1000

8

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1.1

1000

9

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1

10

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

from

During initialization process, genetic algorithm will randomly generate a number of individuals as population. Each individual
resembles routes could be taken from point of origin to point of destination along with their packet loss values. The routes data
is represented using linked list because the number of routers used in a routes is not the same. Each node of the linked list will
have three fields, i.e. : origin, destination, and value. Given the sender and receiver of a communication, we will deploy the
algorithm to generate initial population as described in the algorithm below.
Step 1 : Make a new node and fill the origin field with the sender of the route.
Step 2 : Randomly, find another router that has not included in the route yet
Step 3 : Fill the destination and value fields of the result from step 2
Step 4 : If the last router is the receiver of the route then stop
Step 5 : Make a new node and fill the origin field with the last router and repeat Step 2
Above algorithm will produce one individual, and it will be repeated as many as population number specified. Figure below
depicts initial population with 100 individual.
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Value
Origin
Destination

Figure 1: Population Initialization

3.2 Individual Evaluation
Each individual in the population is then evaluated by calculating its fitness value using sum functions of all connection value
between nodes.

Figure 2 : Fitness calculation
Individual chromosome that has the lowest value is considered worth to be breed, crossed over to produce new offspring. In
our problem, an individual with fitness more than 1000 is not solution because there is minimally one connection with very
high packet loss and we will discard such node. Two individuals with value less than 1000 will be treated as parent and get a
chance to reproduce through crossover phase.
3.3 Cut and Splice Crossover
The crossover process uses cut and splice approach, which has these characteristics :
Each parent string has a separate choice of crossover point

Results a change in length of the children string

Example of two chromosomes before crossover :
parent
0 3

1

3 4 0.8

4 5 0.7

5 9 1.1

9 10

parent
0 1 0.3

1 2 0.1

2 4 0.1

4 7 0.1

7

1

8 0.3

= 4.6

8 9 1.1

9 10

1

=3

Figure 3: Fitness Value Calculation before Crossover
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Chromosomes after crossover :
children
0 3

1

3 4 0.8

0 1 0.3

1 2 0.1

4 7 0.1

8 0.3

8 9 1.1

9 10

1

= 4.3

4 5 0.7

5 9 1.1

9 10

1

= 3.3

7

children
2 4 0.1

Figure 4: Fitness Value Calculation after Crossover

How does the cut and splice crossover work in our problem ? Several assumptions used :
1.

The good individuals also will produce good or better new off springs so we will choose a number of the population
with best value to be crossed over among them

2.

The crossover point choice in this problem must be crucial because we may not choose crossover point from two
individuals with different origin field in each node. The example below is not a correct crossover point.
parent
0 3

1

3 4 0.8

4 5 0.7

5 9 1.1

9 10

parent
0 1 0.3

1 2 0.1

2 4 0.1

4 7 0.1

7

1

3 4 0.8

7

8 9 1.1

9 10

0 1 0.3

1 2 0.1

2 4 0.1

1

8 0.3

8 9 1.1

9 10

1

children
0 3

8 0.3

children
4 7 0.1

1

4 5 0.7

Wrong connection
5 9 1.1

9 10

1

Figure 5 : A wrong crossover
Using both assumptions above, we can deploy the algorithm for crossover as described below :
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6

: Choose a number of population with the best values that will be crossed over.
: Choose an individual randomly, and choose a crossover point randomly. This will be crossover candidate 1.
: Choose another individual randomly and designate it be candidate 2.
: If candidate 2 does not have the same crossover point as candidate 1, go to step 3.
: Produce new off springs from candidate 1 and candidate 2, and pick candidate 1, candidate 2 and the new off
springs from the list to be randomized.
: Repeat Step 2 until no other individual to be randomized.

3.4 Global Algorithm
Now, we can construct the global algorithm from the procedures described above.
Step 1

: Initiate the genetic algorithm parameters needed :
a. The number of maximum population
b. The number of candidate population that will be crossed over
c. The maximum number of generations that the algorithm has been executed
d. The number of consecutive generations that provide the same best value

Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6

: Input the network data into adjacency matrix
: Initialization of population and get the best fitness value
: Produce new off springs with cut and splice crossover
: Select the best population as many as maximum population from the population resulted from step 4
: If not one of parameter c and d has been reached go to step 4.
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4. EXPERIMENT RESULT
4.1

Experiment 1

The input data :
a.
b.
c.

The number of nodes
Origin router
Destination router

: 11
: [0]
: [10]

Experiment result :

Figure 6: Output of Experiment 1
Fitness value : 2.92
Route sequence: 0

4.2.2

2

5

9

10

Experiment 2

Input data :
a.
b.
c.

The number of nodes
Origin router
Destination router

: 11
: [1]
: [8]

Experiment result :

Figure 7: Output of Experiment 2
Fitness value : 1.9
Route sequence: 1
4.2.3

3

4

7

8

Experiment 3

The input data :
a.
b.

The number of nodes
Origin router

: 18
: [0]
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c.

Destination router is

: [16]

Experiment result :

Figure 8: Output of Experiment 3
Fitness value
: 1.884
Route sequence : 0
3
4.2.4

6

9

10

12

16

Experiment 4

The input data :
a.
b.
c.

The number of nodes
Origin router
Destination router

: 18
: [2]
: [15]

Experiment result :

Figure 9: Output of Experiment 4
Fitness value
: 1.834
Route sequence : 2 4

8

11

13

15

5. CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions that can be taken from the implementation and experiment phase are:
1. Genetic algorithm can produce an optimum network route based on the criteria of minimum packet loss.
2. The application will be able to help the user understand better the output of the software by providing visualization of
the optimum route
3. The mechanism discussed in this research can also be applied in optimizing data transmission on existing network.
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6. FUTURE WORK
The performance of genetic algorithm is very influenced by the number of iterations executed. We are planning to research the
optimum iterations in relation with the number of nodes and the graph density. We are also planning to optimized the cut and
splice crossover process by developing better algorithm to choose the crossover point.
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ABSTRACT
IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) is the main component of inertial guidance systems used in aircraft, spacecraft, and
watercraft, including guided missiles .The IMU works by sensing the motion, including the rate and direction of that motion,
using the combination of accelerometers and gyroscopes. The data are collected from these sensors allows a computer to track
a craft's position and rotation, using a method known as dead reckoning. One part of the IMU detecs the current rate of
acceleration by using accelerometers, and the other the changes in rotational attributes like pitch, roll, and yaw by using
gyroscopes. These data are transferred into the computer which calculates the current speed rotation and position, under a
known initial position.
In this paper, we report our effort to utilize properly the ecquired data from those detectors. The result of two scrutinizing
digital filters, namely the Kalman and exponential ones as well as the angle and position estimations base on microcontroller.
The average error of rotation estimation using the exponential filter is smaller than by using the Kalman filter, which are
around 4.98 % and 1.73 % respectively .On the other hand the average error of position estimation using Kalman filter is
about 2.24 % whereas the error average using exponential filter is about 5 %.
Keywords: exponential filter, Kalman filter, accelerometer, gyroscope, and IMU.

1. INTRODUCTION
Analog filters in the sensor’s output can not guarantee optimal filtering of noise. Therefore some digital filters are needed to
remove the noise better. A good filtering algorithm should remove the noise from any signal and gives the valid information
with minimum error. A comparison between exponential filter and FIR filter on accelerometer data acquisition has been done
[5]. The results have shown that the average error on three axis of position estimation using the exponential filter were smaller
than using the FIR filters designs and applications of the exponential filters on rotation estimations using the angular rate
sensor (Gyroscope) and the application of double exponential smoothing on IMU have been done [2][6]. The exponential
filters have better performances. Some other papers used Kalman filter on IMU system, e.g. the application of self-adaptive
Kalman filter in NGIMU/GPS Integrated Navigation System and a Kalman filter-based algorithm for IMU-camera calibration
[1][3]. These papers present the comparison between exponential filter and Kalman filter on IMU system. Block diagram of
IMU system is shown in Figure 1.

IMU
Microcontroller
Gyroscope
3-axis

Analog
filter
ADC

Accelerometer
3-axis

Digital
filter

Analog
filter

Figure 1: Block diagram of IMU system
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2. DIGITAL FILTER
The Kalman filter is used to solve the problem of state estimation of a process that can be written as a linear difference
equation and measurement as follows. [7]

xk

Ak x k

1

Bk u k

wk

(1)

Where the output is

yk

H k xk

vk

The random variables wk and vk represent the process and measurement noises, respectively. They are assumed to be
independent (of each other), white, and with normal probability distributions, where :
p(w)

N(0,Q) or

and p(v)
but

N(0,R) or
T
i k

E wv

0 , E wi wkT

Ew

Qk for i = k

0 , E vi vkT

Ev

Rk for i = k.

0 for all i, k.

In general, the process noise covariance Q and measurement noise covariance R matrices might change each time step or
measurement, however in our case we assume they are constant.
The value of state estimate x̂k of Kalman filter is determined by the posteriori estimation x̂k , the true measurement yk and
measurement estimation

Hxˆ k as the following.

xˆ k

xˆ k

K k yk

Hxˆ k

xˆ k

xˆ k

K k H k xk

(2)
vk Hxˆ k
The difference between yk and Hxˆ k is called as the residual of measurement or the innovation. If the value of the residual is
zero, the output of the estimation is the result of the measurement. The value of K k is the gain factor of Kalman filter.
The gain of Kalman filter is chosen so that the result based on the optimal posteriori estimation give minimum error. The value
of Pk is minimum when the estimation has minimum covariance. In turn, the value of K k is minimum the equation below,
following.

Pk H kT H k Pk H kT

Kk

Rk

1

(3)

The minimum value of Pk is therefore

Pk

I Kk H k Pk

(4)

Because no noise correlation, the priori estimation and the error covariance are, respectively,

xˆ k

1

Ak xˆ k

Pk

1

Ak Pk AkT

Bk uk

(5)

Qk

(6)

The Kalman filter process is shown in Figure 2 [7]. There are two steps of this process, a priori calculation and the calculation
of Kalman gain.

ˆ

Measurement Update
(“Correct”)

Time Update (“Predict”)

1. Compute the Kalman gain
1. Project the state ahead

xˆk

Ak 1 xˆk

1

Bk 1 uk

Kk

Pk HkT Hk Pk HkT

Rk

1

2. Update estimate with measurement
2. Project the error covariance ahead

Pk

Ak 1 Pk 1 AkT

1

Qk

xˆk

xˆk

Kk yk

Hxˆk

1

3. Update the error covariance

Pk

I

Kk Hk P
k

-

Initial estimates

Figure 2: The operation of Kalman filter
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The exponential filter is a simple IIR (Infinite Impulse Response) filter. Realizable IIR digital filter are characterized by the
following recursive equation.
N

M

y ( n)

ak x ( n k )
k 0

bk y (n k )

(7)

k 0

Where the impulse response h(k) of the filter which is theoretically infinite in duration, ak and bk are the coefficients of the
filter, and x(n) and y(n) are the input and output to the filter respectively. The transfer function of the IIR filter is given as
below.
N

ak z

k

k 0
M

H ( z)
1

bk z

k

k 0

An important part of the IIR filter design process is to find suitable value for the coefficient ak and bk such that some aspects of
the filter characteristics, such as the frequency response can be constructed. In practice exponential filter can be a simple
recursive filter, for example the first order of exponential filter as shown below [2].
y(t ) (1 a). y(t 1) a.x(t )
(8)
Where x(t) and y(t) are input and output of filter, the value of coefficient a is between 0 to 1. The value of coefficient a can be
calculated as below.

1

a

(1 2 .

(9)

fc
)
fs

Where fc is the cut off frequency and fs is the sampling frequency. The second orde of exponential filter is shown as below.

y (t )[ 2]

(1 a). y(t 1)[ 2]

a. y (t )

(10)

3. DESIGN OF FILTER
The output of gyroscope sensor is a voltage that represents the angular rate. The angle data of the sensor’s output can be
calculated by integrating, so the relationship between the angular rate signal and the angle shown in Figure 3.

u
Anguler rate

(gyroscope output)

1
s

angle

Figure 3: The relationship between the angular rate and the angle
The Laplace form of the relationship between angular rate and angle is shown in the following equation.

s ( s)

us

This equation is changed to the time domain and to the discrete form:

d (t )
dt
k 1

ut
k

uk

T
k 1

k 1

k

k

Tuk

Tuk

The state equation of gyroscope sensor on three-axis as follow

xk

1

1 1 1 xk

uk x
T T T uk y
uk z

wk
wk
wk
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yk

1 1 1 xk

vk
vk
vk
kx

Where the state vector

xk

ky
kz

The output of accelerometer sensor is a voltage that represents the acceleration. The relationship between the acceleration
signal and the position is shown in Figure 4.

u

v

1
s

Acceleration

velocity

(accelerometer output)

1
s

s
position

Figure 4: The relationship between the acceleration signal and the position
The Laplace form of the relationship between acceleration and velocity is shown in the following equation.

sv(s)

us

This equation is changed to the time domain and to the discrete form:

dv(t )
ut
dt
vk 1 vk
uk
T

vk

1

vk

Tuk

vk 1 vk Tuk
In the similar manner, the relationship between position and velocity due to acceleration is shown in the following equation.
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The state equation of accelerometer sensor on three-axis as follow
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The parameter (a) of exponential filter can be obtained using equation 9. The exponential filter is used on the cutoff
frequency 40 Hz and the sampling frequency 31250 Hz, so we got the value of a = 0.9. The second orde of exponential filter is
shown as below
//single exponential filter
y1=(1 - a)*in;
y2=a*out1;
ym1=y1+y2;
out1=ym1;
//double exponential filter
y12=(1 - a)*ym1;
y22= a *out2;
ym2=y12+y22;
out2=ym2;
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To obtain the angle data of gyroscope and the position data of accelerometer, the second order of runge-kutta integration is
used.
// second orde integration
integration :=integration+(T/2*(input+input_before));
input_before:=input;

4. EXPERIMENT DATA
Every table presents four the original value on every axis. The experiment data of the estimate distance and the estimate angle
are average of ten data. The experiment data of the estimate distance using Kalman filter is presented in Table 1 and the
experiment data of the estimate distance using exponential filter is presented in Table 2.
No

Table 1: The experiment data of the estimate distance using Kalman filter.
Original distance
Estimate distance (o)
Average of error (%)
(cm)

x

1

15

14.96

15.28

2

30

30.95

3

45

4

60

y

z

x

y

15.41

0.27

1.87

2.73

29.17

30.84

3.17

2.77

2.80

46.11

43.91

46.16

2.47

2.42

2.58

61.77

58.3

60.02

2.95

2.83

0.03

2.22

2.47

2.04

Average

No

z

Table 2: The experiment data of the estimate distance using exponential filter.
Original distance
Estimate distance (o)
Average of error (%)
(cm)

x

1

15

15.30

15.78

15.76

2.00

5.20

5.07

2

30

29.53

30.82

30.68

1.57

2.73

2.27

3

45

47.78

42.01

47.75

6.18

6.64

6.11

4

60

66.83

54.06

60.62

11.38

9.90

1.03

5.28

6.12

3.62

y

z

x

Average

y

z

Table 1 and Table 2 show that the average of error using Kalman filter in every axis smaller than using exponential filter. The
average of error on three axes using Kalman filter is about 2.24 % and using exponential filter is about 5 %.
The experiment data of the estimate angle using Kalman filter on clockwise and counter clockwise are presented in Table 3 and
Table 4. The error average on clockwise rotation of three axes is about 4.51 % and the error average on counterclockwise
rotation of three axes is about 5.44 %. The error average of the estimate angle using Kalman filter is about 4.98 %.
Table 3: The experiment data of the estimate angle using Kalman filter (clockwise).
No
Original angle
Estimate angle (o)
Average of error (%)
(o)
1

30

Roll
30.81

Pitch
32.96

Yaw
32.48

Roll
2.70

Pitch
9.87

Yaw
8.27

2

90

93.34

97.96

90.7

3.71

8.84

0.78

3

140

151.2

140.35

141.53

8.00

0.25

1.09

4

180

193.66

180.81

184.64

7.59

0.45

2.58

5.50

4.85

3.18

Average

Table 4: The experiment data of the estimate angle using Kalman filter (counterclockwise).
No
Original angle
Estimate angle (o)
Average of error (%)
(o)
1

- 30

Roll
-31.17

Pitch
-25.49

Yaw
-32.56

Roll
3.90

Pitch
15.03

Yaw
8.53

2

- 90

-93.26

-84.67

-93.96

3.62

5.92

4.40
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3

- 140

-138.7

-131.35

-146.14

0.93

6.18

4.39

4

- 180

-177.33

-168.43

-188.01

1.48

6.43

4.45

2.48

8.39

5.44

Average

The experiment data of the estimate angle using exponential filter on clockwise and counter clockwise are presented in Table 5
and Table 6. The error average on clockwise rotation of three axes is about 1.29 % and the error average on counterclockwise
rotation of three axes is about 2.16 %. The error average of the estimate angle using exponential filter is about 1.73 %.
Table 5: The experiment data of the estimate angle using exponential filter (clockwise).
No
Original angle
Estimate angle (o)
Average of error (%)
(o)
1

30

Roll
30.18

Pitch
30.29

Yaw
29.54

Roll
0.60

Pitch
0.97

Yaw
1.53

2

90

89.28

90.77

88.24

0.80

0.86

1.96

3

140

139.38

141.37

135.89

0.44

0.98

2.94

4

180

178.82

181.04

174.32

0.66

0.58

3.16

0.63

0.85

2.40

Average

Table 6: The experiment data of the estimate angle using exponential filter (counterclockwise).
No
Original angle
Estimate angle (o)
Average of error (%)
(o)
1

- 30

Roll
-30.25

Pitch
-29.87

Yaw
-30.15

Roll
0.83

Pitch
0.43

Yaw
0.50

2

- 90

-90.86

-89.78

-90.82

0.96

0.24

0.91

3

- 140

-149.01

-138.53

-144.94

6.44

1.05

3.53

4

- 180

-191.33

-176.31

-184.95

6.29

2.05

2.75

3.63

0.94

1.92

Average

5. CONCLUSION
Comparison of Kalman filter and exponential filter on data acquisition of IMU has been developed. Design of IMU used the
accelerometer sensor on three axes and the gyroscope sensor on three axes. The design process of exponential filter is to find
parameter (a).The exponential filter is used on the cutoff frequency 40 Hz and the sampling frequency 31250 Hz, so the
parameter (a) is 0.9. The design process of Kalman filter is to find of state estimation of a process. The error average of
rotation estimation using the exponential filter is smaller than by using the Kalman filter. The average error of rotation
estimation using the exponential filter is smaller than by using the Kalman filter, which are around 4.98 % and 1.73 %
respectively .On the other hand the average error of position estimation using Kalman filter is about 2.24 % whereas the error
average using exponential filter is about 5 %.
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ABSTRACT
A classifier combination is becoming a new trend in pattern recognition and machine learning. The development of new
techniques, in order to generate a combination of several classifiers is an important aspect in a classifier combination.
Backpropagation neural network is a kind of classifier. Usually, a combination of backpropagation neural networks is
generated by using different architectures i.e. different number of layers and also different number of neurons in a layer.
Based on the experiment, it was shown that a combination of backpropagation neural networks could also be generated by
using the same architecture but different weight sets. Those neural networks were generated by means of random seeds
evaluation when they were trained.
Keywords
Combination, backpropagation neural network, random seed

1. INTRODUCTION
In early studies of pattern recognition, only one classifier was used to solve a classification problem. In the early 1990‟s, an
idea emerged that in a pattern recognition not only one classifier but also several classifiers could be used. In accordance with
it, the idea to use classifier combination methods has been expanding. The research domain of classifiers combination methods
examine how several classifiers can be applied together to obtain better classification systems. It was shown that classifier
combination methods might improve the recognition performance in difficult pattern recognition problems [9], [10]. Classifier
combination methods may also be used to increase the speed of the systems [2], [12] or to reduce the time taken for the design
of classification system [4].
There are two main issues in classifier combination methods. The first one is how the individual classifiers are generated, and
the second one is how those classifiers are combined. This paper will discuss the first issue, i.e. how a classifier combination
can be generated based on a simple concept. In this paper, a combination of backpropagation neural networks (where several
backpropagation ones have the same architecture but different weight sets) has been studied experimentally.

2. THEORY
2.1 Classifier Combination
Classifier combination methods have proved to be an effective tool to improve the performance of pattern recognition
applications. In terms of classifier combination members, theoretical research by Hansen and Salomon [5] and also Krogh and
Vedelsby [11], as well as empirical research by Hashem [6] and Optiz [16] have demonstrated that the best combination is
combination of several different classifiers. There were no advantages in combining several identical classifiers.
In order to generate several different classifiers above, it can be carried out by only based on a base classifier. This generation
can be carried out by changing the training sets [1], changing the input features [8], [16], or changing the parameters and
architecture of a base classifier [17].
2.2 Backpropagation Neural Network
A neural network defined as a computational structure that consists of parallel interconnections of neural processors, which
have adaptation ability. Backpropagation neural network is a neural network that commonly used. Figure 1 shows an example
of a backpropagation neural network that used in this research. It consists of C0 input unit, C1 and C2 neurons in the hidden
layer 1 and 2 respectively, and also C3 neurons in the output layer.
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Figure 1: An example of a backpropagation neural network with two hidden layers.
2.2.1 Training
In order that neural network in Figure 1 can be used in recognizing the applied input, it needs to be trained first. Resilient
propagation [18] is one of many training algorithms to train the backpropagation neural network.
2.2.2 Initial Weights
One thing that carried out during the early step neural network training is assigning the initial weights of the neurons. The
choice of the weights will influence the convergence rate or even the convergence failure of the neural network training.
1. If the initial weights are set at the same values, the resulted error values will be constant over all training period. This
situation will cause the neural network training trapped in the saturation that resist weights changing. Therefore, it can
be judged that a convergence failure has been happened.
2. If the initial weights are set at the different values (however they are inappropriate), it will cause a phenomenon called
premature saturation [13]. This phenomenon refers to a situation where the resulted error values almost constant over
a training period. This phenomenon cannot be judged as a local minimum, since error value will be reduced after that
almost constant period over. This premature saturation phenomenon will slow down the convergence rate.
In order to avoid the two things above, in general practice, researchers used initial weights from random numbers that
uniformly distributed and also in the small range [7].
2.2.3 Random Numbers and Random Seeds
One of computer property is deterministic property. Therefore, it cannot generate the real random numbers. Computer uses a
pseudorandom generator, in order to mimic the real random number generator. By using this kind of generator, it can be
generated a series of exact pseudorandom numbers, as long as the generator is initialized using the same initial number. This
initial number called random seed.
When a process that make use a series of pseudorandom numbers is executed, it is possible to get an identical track record of
the process. The neural network also makes use a series of pseudorandom numbers in the training process. Therefore, it is
possible to get an identical track record of the training process, even though the training process is repeated again. On the other
hand, by using a different series of pseudorandom numbers in the training process, it is possible to get a different track record
of the training process. In the neural network training, a different track record means a different neural network, since it will
has a different performance.

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1 Materials and Equipments
Materials in this research are isolated handwritten words and characters in binary format. These materials came from data
acquisition sheets scanned at resolution of 300 dpi. The data were taken from 100 writers, from various levels of age (10-70
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years) and sex. From 100 writers, each of them wrote 78 characters, which divided into three groups where each group consists
of „a‟-„z‟ characters. Therefore, there were 7,800 isolated character images.
Equipments in this research was a set of computer equipped by processor Intel Core2Duo E7500 (2,93GHz) and 2GB RAM,
that consists of MATLAB 7.0.4.365 (R14) software.
3.1 System Development
By using materials and equipments above, a system of handwritten character recognition has been developed (see Figure 2). In
that system, the input is an isolated character image in binary format, whereas the output is a character in the text format.

Figure 2: A character recognition system.
3.1.1 Character Normalization
Character normalization in Figure 2 carried out in order to correct problems of slant, size, shift, and stroke-width. In this
research character normalization from Sumarno [21] was used. Figure 3 shows some steps in character normalization.

Figure 3: A character normalization steps.
In Figure 3 the input is an isolated handwritten character in binary format, whereas the output is normalized handwritten
character in binary format which has 64x64 pixels in size. Slant and size correction made use of linear transform of shearing
and scaling respectively. Stroke-width correction made use of morphological operations i.e. thinning and dilation. Shift
correction made use of a simple method by placing the character image in the center of the used template. Sumarno [21]
suggested the following parameters.
1. Slant correction was carried out by using evaluation of vertical projection histogram of handwritten character that had
been undergone shearing operation by using shearing coefficients {-0.4, -0.35, … , 0.4} (In this case, it was assumed
that the slant of handwritten character was in the range of shearing coefficient -0.4 to 0.4). The straightness of the
character corresponds with a shearing coefficient that gives highest variance.
2. Character scaling was set to 48x48 pixels.
3. The template size was set to 64x64 pixels.
4. Thinning operation used thinning algorithm from Zhang-Suen [23].
5. Dilation operation used square structure-element 3x3.
3.1.2 Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is a process to extract features that exist in each of the character image. In this research feature extraction
from Sumarno [21] was used. Figure 4 shows some steps in feature extraction.

Figure 4: Feature extraction steps.
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In Figure 4 above, the input is normalized character in binary format that has 64x64 pixels in size. The output is a set of values
that represents the input image that has 64 elements. The aim of low-pass filtering is to blur the input image. The aim of block
partition is to partition the image into blocks of image, for block averaging needs. The aim of block averaging is to get a set of
values that represents the input image. Sumarno [21] suggested the following parameters for the feature extraction steps.
1. Low-pass filtering used 2D Gaussian filter 14x14 with standard deviation 10.
2. Block partition used 8x8 pixels block size.
3.1.3 Character Recognition
Character recognition is a process that needed to recognize a character, based on the trained character features. In order to
recognize it, a recognition method based on a backpropagation neural network is used. This kind of neural network also known
as Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP), which introduced by Rosenblatt [19] and developed by Minsky and Papert [14], [15].
Backpropagation neural networks that used in this research described in detail as follow.
1. Input layer has 64 neurons that correspond with the number of feature extraction elements.
2. Output layer has 26 neurons that correspond with the number of alphabet characters „a‟ to „z‟. Transfer function in
this layer is unipolar sigmoid, that correspond with the network output i.e. in the range of 0 to 1.
3. Neural network has 2 hidden layers i.e. hidden layer 1 and 2 which have 64 and 312 neurons respectively. The
number of neurons in each hidden layer was found from an evaluation procedure, where by using 64 and 312 neurons
in hidden layer 1 and 2 respectively, it gave the highest recognition rate. Transfer functions in each hidden layer is
bipolar sigmoid, that correspond with internal data processing in neural network which in the range -1 to 1.
Notes:
1.
2.
3.

In case of pattern recognition that based on multiresolution, Suhardi [20] found that a backpropagation neural network with two
hidden layers, could give better recognition rate compare with one hidden layer.
Sigmoid function is a function that commonly used in a backpropagation neural network [3].
Training of a backpropagation neural network can be more effective by using bipolar data processing in the range of -1 to1 [20].

Training algorithm
The neural network trained by using resilient backpropagation algorithm [18]. This algorithm is the fastest algorithm for
pattern recognition [13]. Stopping criterion in training made use of validation, in order to avoid under-training or over-training.
Pseudorandom numbers
Since the computer cannot generate the real random numbers, therefore the pseudorandom numbers were used in the neural
network as initial weights. That pseudorandom numbers have the following properties.
1. Distribution
: uniform (see subsubsection 2.2.2)
2. Range of value : -1 to 1 (since bipolar sigmoid function has limit numbers -1 and 1)
3.

Repeatability

1492

:2

(built-in in the MATLAB software)

In order to remove correlation between layers, initial weights in each layer should be different. Therefore, random seed value
that used in generating pseudorandom numbers in each layer should be different. In this research, random seed values that used
in hidden layers 1, 2 and output layer were i (i are integer number), i+1 and i+2 respectively.
Patterns in training and testing
Patterns that used in training and testing the neural network are images of isolated handwritten character, which come from
100 persons that further processed into three pattern sets as follows.
1. Training set
This set used in training (in updating the neuron‟s weights). This set consists of 13,000 patterns as follows.
a. There are 2,600 corrected patterns from group 1.
b. There are 5,200 corrected patterns from group 2. They come from corrected patterns from group 2 that rotated -50
and 50.
c. There are 5,200 corrected patterns from group 3. They come from corrected patterns from group 3 that rotated
-100 and 100.
Notes:
a. Every group consists of 2,600 patterns.
b. Corrected patterns are original patterns that have undergone slant, size, shift, and stroke width corrections.
c. It was assumed that the rotation in input patters is in the range of -100 to 100.

2.
3.

Validation set
This set also used in training (in stopping the training process). They consist of 2,600 corrected patterns from group 2.
Test set
This set used in testing the trained neural network. They consist of 2,600 corrected patterns from group 3.
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4. TESTING AND DISCUSSIONS
In generating a combination of neural networks, firstly several neural networks were trained by using the different random
seeds but the same training sets. In this research, 10 neural networks were trained by using random seeds 1 to 10. Table 1
shows the training and testing results.
Table 1: Random seeds evaluation in generating 10 neural networks.
Random
seed values
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Number of epochs when
training stopped
474
360
376
410
383
436
345
533
402
351

Value of MSE when
training stopped
0.00155
0.00203
0.00216
0.00196
0.00235
0.00196
0.00241
0.00144
0.00188
0.00211

Character
recognition rate (%)
87.39
87.15
85.00
86.69
85.00
86.38
85.62
86.69
86.31
86.46

Notes:
1. MSE : Mean Square Error
2. All neural networks are backpropagation neural networks that have the same architecture i.e. 64-64-312-26.
3. The above random seed values are used in the first hidden layer. In the second and output layers, the random seed values are i+1
and i+2 respectively, where i is a random seed value in the first hidden layer.

Table 1 above shows hat random seed values that used in setting initial weights of 10 neural networks, have effects in character
recognition rates. This case was happened due to by using different weight sets, the training of neural networks started from
different starting points. By starting from different starting points, the resilient backpropagation training gave different epochs
(and different MSE) when training stopped. Finally, it will be obtained several neural networks that have the same architecture
but different weight sets. As shown in Table 1, several neural networks that have the same architecture but different weight
sets have different performance in terms of character recognition rate. However, Table 1 also shows that there are some
random seed values, which give the same character recognition rates, i.e. random seed values 3 and 5, and also 4 and 8 give
recognition rates 85% and 86.69% respectively. Although they have the same recognition rate, Table 1 shows that random seed
values 3, 4, 5, and 8 have different number of epochs and MSE (it means they are different neural networks). Therefore, it can
be said that the different neural networks may give the same recognition rates.
Once several neural networks that will be used in a combination of neural networks have been generated, a sorting procedure
can be carried out. Table 2 shows sorting result of Table 1 that based on recognition rates. The sorting procedure was carried
out in order to easily choose which neural networks would be used. For example, if the combination will use five neural
networks, then the best five can be chosen easily.
As discussed in the subsection 2.1, in order to generate several different classifiers, which will be used in a classifier
combination, it can be carried out by only based on a base classifier i.e. by changing the training sets [1], changing the input
features [8], [16], or changing the parameters and architectures of a base classifier [17]. In this research, generating several
different classifiers was carried out by based on simplification of Partridge and Yates concept [17], i.e. by only changing the
parameters of a base classifier.
Table 2: Neural network sorting based on character recognition rate.
Neural network
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Character
recognition rate (%)
87.39
87.15
86.69
86.69
86.46
86.38
86.31
85.62
85.00
85.00

Random
seed values
1
2
4
8
10
6
9
7
3
5
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5. CONCLUSION
Based on the above description, there are two conclusions as follow.
1. A new study about a combination of backpropagation neural networks has been carried out. This combination consists
of backpropagation neural networks that have the same architecture but different weight sets. Those neural networks
were generated by means of random seeds evaluation when they were trained using the same training set.
2. Generation of combination members by a simpler concept, i.e. by means of random seed evaluation has been studied
experimentally. That generation concept is simpler than the other reported generation concepts, like changing the
training sets [1], the input features [8], [16], or the parameters and the architectures of a base classifier [17].
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ABSTRACT
Compressive Sensing (CS) is a novel signal acquisition method that offers joint sensing and compression. Therefore, CS just
need a small number of measurement to reconstruct the signal rather than conventional method that is Shannon-Nyquist
sampling theorem need. CS requires the signal is sparse in a proper basis and a small mutual coherence between measurement
matrix and the basis in order to achieve a good reconstruction performance from a small number of measurement. Random
matrix is usually used in CS measurement because it has a small enough mutual coherence with many basis like Fourier and
Wavelet. However, random matrix still can be optimized to achieve a smaller mutual coherence in order to improve the CS
performance. In this paper, we used gradient descent and equiangular tight frame based method to optimize random matrix
by minimizing the mutual coherence. Compressive measurement was applied on color image and the measured samples was
reconstructed by using Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares-  p -minimization algorithm to measure the CS performance. The
numerical results shows that optimized sensing matrix for the both methods provided better performance than the unoptimized
one in a certain range number of measurement.
Keywords
Compressive Sensing, mutual coherence, random matrix, optimized measurement matrix

1. INTRODUCTION
Compressive Sensing (CS) is the recent technique of data acquisition where perfect reconstruction of signal can be made form
far fewer samples or measurement than traditional Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem [1]. CS becomes one of the recent
interesting fields in signal and image processing communities after the important works of Donoho, Candès, Romberg and Tao
that has initiated the research of CS [2], [3], [4]. It has been utilized in many different applications from medical [5],[6], radar
imaging [7] to encryption [8] and remote sensing [9]. CS exploits the sparsity of signal that is signal can be representated with
a few non-zero coefficients by using a suitable basis. CS requires a small mutual coherence between measurement matrix and
the basis in order to achieve high quality of reconstructed signal from a small number of samples [10]. CS in previous research
[11] was applied to color image using random Gaussian matrix, in this paper we optimized the sensing matrix and compared
the performance to the unoptimized one. The sensing matrix was optimized in order to minimize the mutual coherence by
using gradient-descent method [12] and Equiangular Tight Frame based method [13] and the performance of both methods will
be compared.

2. COMPRESSIVE SENSING THEORY
Compressive sensing is based on two principles, those are sparsity and incoherence [10]. A sparse signal has a small number
nonzero components compared to its total length by using a proper basis. A CS framework mainly consists of two crucial parts;
encoding (measurement/sensing) and decoding (reconstruction). Our focus in this paper is on the first part where we found that
improve the sensing process will consequently affects the reconstruction performance.
2.1 Sparsity and Incoherency
Consider a signal

x

N and

1... N

is a basis

N N , so

x can be written as :
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(1)

x

where

1... N

T

are coefficients vector that represent x in

. Signal x is said S-sparse if

only has S non-zero

coefficients and the others are zero, it is said compressible if the others coefficients has insignificant value compare to the Ssignificant coefficients. Sparse representation is used as principal method in data compression like as JPEG-2000 [14]. Sensing
matrix

[ 1...

m N is used to encode the signal

T
m]

y

x as a linear projection of it into

(2)

x

therefore y is a compressive measurement of x with length m

,

where

,

N . max

1 i m,
1 j N

1, N , assume

i,

and

:

N . The coherency of

and

is defined by :

(3)

j

are normalized. If the number of measurement fulfill :
m C.

2

.S . log N ,

,

(4)

where C is a positive constant and x is S-sparse , with overwhelming probability, x can be reconstructed from y exactly.
If the support of

(number of nonzero coefficients) fulfill :
^

1
1
2

1
,

,

(5)

so again x can be reconstructed from y exactly. In (4) and (5) show that CS requires a small value of

,

in order to just

need a few number of measurements and the sparsity condition is not too tight. If the random Gaussian distributed matrix is
used, (4) becomes [4] :
(6)

m C.S log N / S
2.2 Optimized Sensing Matrix
In (2),

: D , where D is called equivalent dictionary, in [15], Elad proposed the mutual coherence parameter,

D that

is defined by :
D : max i

that is related to the coherency of
by minimizing

and

j ,1 i , j K

(7)

d iT d Tj

, assume the column of D has a unit 2-norm . The sensing matrix can be optimized

DT D as close as identity matrix I :

D , it is done by making the Gram matrix of D , G
D

arg min DT D I
D

2

(8)

F

To solve (8), in [12] adopted a gradient-descent method, first by defining the corresponding error as :

DT D I

E

2
F

Tr DT D I DT D I

T

(9)

then compute the gradient of E with respect to elements of D that is d i, j :
E
d ij

E

4D DT D

(10)

I

using (10), the solution of (8) can be described as an iterative process to update D by using :

Di

1

Di

D i DT i D i

I

(11)
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where

is the step size. The updated sensing matrix can be achieved by using

1

D

and before run to the next iteration

step, D must be normalized again so that the column has a unit 2-norm. Finally, after K iterations the solution of (8) can be
reached and we get the optimized sensing matrix. Jianping Xu et al. in [13] proposed how to minimize the mutual coherence of
equivalent dictionary by making the Gram matrix as close to Equiangular Tight Frame (ETF) that has minimum coherency
property. Consider

k

is the set of m K ETF Gram matrix :
k

G

K K

~

:G

G T , diag max g ij

(12)

G

i j

and the optimization is done by making the Gram matrix of D , G DT D as close to
arg min DT D G

2

k

:
(13)

F

D

The solution of (13) can be described as an iterative process to update G , first compute the Gram matrix G p
project the Gram matrix onto
Gp

1

Gp

1

Gp

1 where

k

0

1

D T D , then

and we get G p , finally the updated Gram matrix can be computed by using
1 . The updated equivalent dictionary D in [13] was found by applying the QR

factorization to the updated Gram matrix but in this paper we used Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). The updated sensing
matrix can be achieved by using

D

1

and before run to the next iteration step, D must be normalized again so that the

column has a unit 2-norm. Finally, after K iterations the solution of (13) can be reached and we get the optimized sensing
matrix.

3. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We used “512 x 512 x 24 bit Baboon” as a test color image where compressive measurement was done in two format color
space those are RGB and YCbCr models. First the image was divided into the blocks, it is necessary to reduce the
computational complexity of CS reconstruction, in this paper, 8x8 block size was used. As the default, the color image was
read in RGB model and for YCbCr model the RGB color image must be converted first before blocking. The next step is each
block convert to 1-D signal, so N = 64 and then encode them by using m 64 random Gaussian matrix. The random-Gaussian
sensing matrix m 64 was generated with i.i.d Gaussian elements and normalized by m where m is number of measurement
that was varied from 1 to 60. The optimization of sensing matrix was done by using gradient descent method with step size =
0.01 and number of the iterations, K = 100 and also using ETF based with = 0.5 and number of the iterations, K = 30. The
compressive measurement was done by using (2) with unoptimized and optimized random Gaussian sensing matrix and we got
^

the compressed signal y and we used Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) basis as . The reconstructed for each block x was
got from y by using Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares (IRLS) -  p -minimization that was proposed in [16] where p = 0.8
was used and finally we deblocked the whole reconstructed blocks to get the reconstructed image. We used the Peak Signal-toNoise Ratio (PSNR) to measure the reconstruction performance, it is defined in (14) , in this paper, W and H are both 512.

PSNR dB

10log10

W H 2552
W H

I reconstructed I test
w,h
w 1h 1 w,h

(14)
2

We measure the PSNR for each color channel („Red‟, „Green‟ and „Blue‟ component) separately and calculate the average
PSNR as the performance of reconstruction. For YCbCr model, it was first converted to RGB model after the image was
reconstructed before calculate the PSNR.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows PSNR as a function of number of measurement m for RGB color space where the value increases (the sensing
matrix performance increases) as the number of measurement increases. It also shows that optimized sensing matrix by using
ETF based method provided better performance than others until m = 24 then reached almost the same performance until m =
36 and after that suffered decrease in PSNR. Also we found that optimized sensing matrix by using gradient descent method
provided higher PSNR than unoptimized one until m = 16 and after that reached almost the same perfomance but still increases
as m increases. We can also see that gradient-descent method provided less PSNR than ETF based method for m = 4 until m =
24 then reached almost the same performance until m = 36 and after that achieved higher PSNR. Figure 2 shows PSNR as a
function of number of measurement m for YCbCr color space where it has similar results as the RGB color space. It shows that
optimized sensing matrix by using ETF based method provided better performance than others until m = 28 then reached
almost the same performance until m = 36 and after that suffered decrease in PSNR. Also we found that optimized sensing
matrix by using gradient descent method provided higher PSNR than unoptimized one until m = 14 and after that reached
almost the same perfomance but still increases as m increases. We can also see that gradient-descent method provided less
PSNR than ETF based method for m = 8 until m = 28 then reached almost the same performance until m = 36 and after that it
achieved higher PSNR. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the test and reconstructed image RGB and YcbCr color space for
unoptimized and optimized random Gaussian by using gradient-descent and ETF based method for m = 10. It shows that the
optimized sensing matrix provided higher PSNR and better visual quality than the unoptimized one.

Figure 1: PSNR as a function of number of measurement m for RGB color space

Figure 2: PSNR as a function of number of measurement m for YCbCr color space
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(a) Original Image

(c) PSNR = 28.12 dB

(b) PSNR = 22.63 dB

(d) PSNR = 30.21 dB

Figure 3: (a) Test image and reconstructed image for RGB color space and m = 10 by using (b) Random Gaussian, (c)
Optimized Gradient-Descent and (d) Optimized ETF

(a) Original Image

(b) PSNR = 22.75 dB
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(c) PSNR = 28.21 dB
(d) PSNR = 30.12 dB
Figure 4: (a) Test image and reconstructed image for YCbCr color space and m = 10 by using (b) Random Gaussian, (c)
Optimized Gradient-Descent and (d) Optimized ETF

5. CONCLUSION
From the results, we can conclude that optimized sensing matrix for the both methods provided better performance than the
unoptimized one in a certain range number of measurement. Measurement in RGB or YCbCr color space almost provided the
same performance for unoptimized and optimized sensing matrix. For the future work, the further improvement of compressive
sensing can be made by using overcomplete dictionary that was learned from the training image while optimizing the
measurement matrix to provide joint optimization and also exploit the block-sparse representation in sensing matrix
optimization.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reviews image processing systems and its ability to be used in traffic surveillance and analysis. The extensive
growth of the number of cars caused traffic jams everywhere. With intelligent vision systems we can extract traffic parameters
and analyze the traffic. In this paper, we compared three FG/BG segmentation and five blob tracking modules to extract road
traffic parameters using OpenCV as the platform. There are two steps in extracting the road traffic information. First, FG/BG
detection which means separating foreground objects and background. Second, after getting the foreground, we track the
vehicles using blob tracking mechanism. Finally, we extract the complete road traffic parameters. The result shows that the
combination of FG0 segmentation method and CC or CCMSPF blob tracking module, gives the lowest error.
Keywords
Foreground background segmentation, blob tracking, traffic jam detection, traffic parameters, OpenCV

1. INTRODUCTION
Image Processing Systems (IPS) has various practical uses. Today IPS have been widely deployed and used in automotive,
medicine, astronomy, and security. As they are simple in their structure, these systems can handle many tasks [12].
Special attention is given to the growing traffic problem. Due to exploding number of cars, there are more traffic jams. Citizens
lose their valuable time and consume more fuel and pollution the environment with exhaust. For traffic jams reduction in
streets or parking places, traffic allocation must be in placed [12].
Nowadays, there is an urgent need for the robust and reliable traffic surveillance system to improve traffic control and
management. The problem of urban congestion spreads, vehicle detection technique appears to be the weakest link in traffic
surveillance and control. Many traffic parameters can be detected through traffic surveillance system, including traffic flow
density, the length of queue, the average traffic speed and the numbers of vehicle in fixed time interval [3].
In this work we compare the foreground/background methods that give us the best result for road traffic parameter extraction.
There are two steps to extract the road traffic. First, we perform FG/BG detection which means the separation between
foreground and background. We will take the foreground Second, after we get the foreground, we track the vehicles using blob
tracking mechanism. The rest of the paper consist of review of related work in foreground/background detection system and
traffic jam detection, then we present the simulation scenario and platform as well as the result of the work. Finally, we present
the conclusion.

2. RELATED WORK
2.1 Foreground/Background Detection
Moving object detection is a very important research topic of computer vision and video processing areas. The process
of moving object detection based on the background extraction can be divided into two steps, background extraction and
moving object detection. [6]
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In 2003, Liyuan Li, et.al [5], proposed a novel method for the detection and segmentation of foreground objects from a video
which contains both stationary and moving background objects and undergoes both gradual and sudden “once-off” changes.
A Bayes decision rule for classification of background and foreground from selected feature vectors is formulated. Under this
rule, different types of background objects will be classified from foreground objects by choosing a proper feature vector.
The stationary background object is described by the color feature, and the moving background object is represented by the
color co-occurrence feature. Foreground objects are extracted by fusing the classification results from both stationary and
moving pixels.
The weak point of the proposed method is that it is prone to absorb foreground objects if they are motionless for a long time.
This is because the proposed method only learns the background features at pixel level.
Chen Peijiang, et. al [6] proposed of moving object detection based on the background extraction. The process is divided into
two steps, background extraction and moving object detection. Improved method of obtaining background image based on
common region has been presented. The basic idea is to capture a series of video pictures of the scene at regular intervals,
the picture is divided into of m*m blocks, in which the expectation and variance are calculated respectively to describe
the vector information of the region. A new acquiring threshold method is brought forward when extracting the moving object.
The arithmetic mean of original iterative method is replaced by weighted mean and the average gray of the foreground
is higher than the average gray of background. Then, the threshold is also increased to some extent. The introduction of
the smoothing coefficient can be avoided by the mutation of current threshold. The experiments show that the scheme can
realize the moving object detection effectively, and it has high definition.
The traditional automatic smart image surveillance system can usually be used in the environment with still background.
That is, the background image must not contain the moving objects. If there is a waving ocean, waving tree, floating cloud, or
raining in the background image, the traditional methods do not work well [6].
In 2009, Yu-Kumg Chen, et.al [7] proposed a new motion detection method based on the theory of entropy and combined
a multi-periods Sigma-Delta background estimation algorithm. Based on the theory of moving average, a moving threshold
method is designed to obtain a sequence of alarm announcements.
2.2 Traffic Detection
Tracking is a common procedure in application domains such as surveillance and visual servoing. The aim is to match entities
that appear in different frames of a sequence. Badenas [2] presented a new approach for segmenting and tracking moving
objects. His method integrates segmentations provided by a frame-to-frame motion segmentation, and accumulates
segmentation results to obtain an improved segmentation. As opposed to usual methods, his method not only uses
segmentation to achieve object tracking, but the tracking is used for improving the segmentation [2].
The approach stabilizes the shape of the vehicles along the sequence, and corrects frame-to-frame segmentation errors,
avoiding both appearance and disappearance of regions or parts of regions from one frame to the next one. Moreover,
it enables the process to store vehicle shapes and maintain it even when a vehicle stops. The system provides useful facilities
for traffic monitoring, such as counting vehicles that are using a road in both directions, surveillance of vehicle trajectories,
estimation of the mean velocity of the traffic and detection of stopped vehicles [2].
Amol A. Ambardekar [4] uses optical flow and knowledge of camera parameters to detect the pose of a vehicle in the 3D
world. This information is used in a model-based vehicle detection and classification technique employed by our traffic
surveillance application. The object (vehicle) classification uses two new techniques − color contour based matching and
gradient based matching. He reported good results for vehicle detection, tracking, and vehicle speed estimation. Vehicle
classification results can still be improved, but the approach itself gives thoughtful insight and direction to future work
that would result in a full-fledged traffic surveillance system.
Yuexian Zou [1] presents Robust Traffic Parameters Extraction (RTPE) approach for traffic surveillance system at an urban
intersection, which contains three key algorithms. First, a Texture-based Vehicle Segmentation (TVS) algorithm (Fig.1)
is introduced to solve the moving shadow problem. Second, we propose an Image Exponential Entropy–based Vehicle Exist
Detection (IEE-VED) algorithm to reduce the noise interference by pedestrians at the intersection, and we extract vehicle
features from raw visual information to determine whether there is a vehicle in the detection zone. On this basis, the Traffic
Parameters Measurement (TPM) algorithm is introduced to calculate some important traffic parameters of the intersection for
traffic management and traffic jam detection, such as traffic flow, time occupancy ratio, space mean speed and the difference
of in/out traffic flow [1].
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Experimental results indicate that the proposed RTPE approach is effective for traffic parameters extraction, and these
parameters can truly reflect the prevailing traffic condition. However, it also noticed that when two vehicles travel very close
in the scene, they may be counted as one, which will generate the underestimation of the vehicles [1].

Figure 1. The block diagram of the texture-based vehicle segmentation (TVS) algorithm [1].
Also in 2010, Xinting Pan [3] proposes a traffic surveillance system for vehicle detection and counting. First, he extracts
Region of Interest (RoI) from the traffic video using the combination of background subtraction and edge detection. Second,
after detection of the traffic, an automatic lane-dividing method is presented to acquire several lanes. At last, based on
the width of lanes, we set several self-adapting windows for vehicle counting instead of the traditional fixed window method.
The self-adapting windows can eliminate the effect of vehicle sight distance on road because their widths are adjusted by
the width of lanes. Experiments in real traffic video have proved the robust and effectiveness of the system [3].

3.SIMULATION SCENARIO
When we dealt with a video source, as opposed to individual still images, users often have a particular object or objects that we
would like to follow through the visual field [8]. Identification means finding the object of interest from one frame in
a subsequent frame of the video stream. Tracking things that we have not yet identified is a significant problem we faced.
Tracking unidentified objects is important when we wish to determine what is interesting based on its motion. In this work
we use OpenCV for our platform of provides two methods for achieving this: the Lucas-Kanade and Horn-Schunck techniques,
which represent what are oft en referred to as sparse or dense optical flow respectively [8].
There are two steps to extract the road traffic parameters. First, we do FG/BG detection which means to separate
the foreground and background. Second, after we get the foreground, we track the vehicles using blob tracking mechanism.
In implementing our project, we use blob tracking modules [10] from OpenCV. Some extension to OpenCV has been written.
Figure 2 shows the original blob tracking modules. Figure 3 shows the blob tracking modules that we used. We add the counter
module for counting the vehicle numbers.

Figure 2. The block diagram of original blob tracking modules [10]
The following are the modules:
“FG/BG Detection” module performs foreground/background segmentation for each pixel.
“Blob Entering Detection” module uses the result of FG/BG mask of “FG/BG Detection” module to detect new blob
object entered to a scene on each frame.
“Blob Tracking” module initialized by “Blob Entering Detection” results and tracks each new entered blob.
“Trajectory Generation” module performs a saving function. It collects all blobs positions and save each whole blob
trajectory to hard disk when it finished.
“Trajectory PostProcessing” module performs a blob trajectory smoothing function. This module is optional and cannot
be included in specific pipeline.
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Figure 3 shows the correlation between the original modules and the counter modules we created.

Figure 3. The block diagram of blob tracking modules with addition counter module.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
We perform 15 tests on the same traffic video stream to count the number of vehicles and to calculate the average vehicles
speed. The tests consist of 3 different FG/BG segmentation methods and 5 blob tracking algorithm provided by OpenCV.
The symbol definition of each segmentation methods and blob tracking algorithm can be seen in Table 1. We compare
the result, the error rate and the actual number of vehicles passing the road. The result can be seen in Table 2.
Table 1: Symbol Definitions
SYMBOL

DEFINITION

FG 0S
FG 1

FG/BG Segmentation Methods
FG/BG segmentation method based on “Foreground Object Detection from Videos
Containing Complex Background” (Liyuan Li, 2003)
FG/BG method, a simplified version of FG 0
FG/BG method, also known as mixture of gaussian (MoG)

CCMSPF
CC
MS
MSFG
MSPF

Blob Tracking Algorithms
Connected component tracking and MSPF resolver for collision
Simple connected component tracking
Mean shift algorithm
Mean shift algorithm with FG mask
Particle filtering based on MS weight

FG 0

Another terminology is false positive and false negative, which can be seen at Figure 4. False positive is the event when there
is no vehicles but the system detect something. In contrast, false negative is the event when the vehicles move but the system
did not detect them. The ground truth is the real vehicles numbers, which is the manual counting mechanism for the vehicle.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. False tracking: (a) false positive and (b) false negative
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Table 2: Comparison of Vehicles Numbers

Figure 5.Testing result of false positive among the segmentation method.

Figure 6.Testing result of false negative among the segmentation method
Figure 5 and 6 indicates that there are false negative and false positive for each method. All variations treatment produce false
negative. It is interesting to know that all of the blobs tracking method make some mistakes to detect the vehicles. There is
only one method which produces false positive, segmentation method FG 1.
Table 3 and Figure 7, shows the percentage of the error rate have been show. We compare the error rate that has produced by
all of the combination. Error rate means the difference between the detected vehicles and ground truth. The equation of
the error rate can be seen in Equation (1).

………………….(1)
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Table 3: Percentage of Error Rate

Figure 7.Error rate
As indicated in Figure 7, based on Table 3, the combination blob tracking that used MSPF is the result the worst condition.
Combination between segmentation method FG 1 and blob tracking method CC produce the best result with error rate 5,6%.
Overall, segmentation method FG 1 produced result better than others.
Further, Table 4 shows the average speed (pixel/s) and vehicle ratio. These parameters are important to determine the traffic
state (dense, jam, etc.). Let say that the first position of the vehicle (x1,y1) at t1 second, it moves to (x2,y2) at t2 second.
The average speed can be calculated using Equation (2).

……………………………….(2)

Vehicle ratio is the comparison of detected vehicles and average speed. Vehicles ratio indicated the density of the road.
We assume that threshold value of traffic jam condition is 10. The Equation (3) shows the calculation of the vehicle ratio.

……………………………….(3)
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Table 4: Averages Speed and Vehicle Ratio

*Note: Vehicle Ratio = Detected Vehicles/Averages Speed

Figure 8. Comparison of Averages Speed.
In Figure 8 we can see the average speed using different segmentation method and blob tracking algorithm. The lower average
speed means that the speed is slower and the higher average speed means that the speed is faster.

Figure 9. Comparison of Vehicles Ratio.

Figure 10. Traffic state

As indicated in Figure 9 and Figure 10, the traffic state is linear with the vehicles ratio. Higher vehicle ratios mean that there
are many vehicles with slow speed. That means that the traffic is in jammed condition.
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5. CONCLUSION
Based on the above test results, it can be summarized that the combination of FG0 segmentation method and CC or CCMSPF
blob tracking module, gives the lowest error. This has been confirmed by [5], with proposed method using FG0, and FG1 using
the Mixture of Gaussian(MoG) method. Although FG1 produces the nearest number to actual number, it gives several false
positive detections. There is also another kind of error which does not appear in the tables, sometimes the blob tracking module
counts the same object twice or more. That is why the closest number cannot be used as the only evaluation parameter.
We suspect that the false detections arise from the width of the processed frame. A narrower region of interest could probably
gives lower noise and lower false detections.
Our contribution on road traffic parameter extraction still need to be improved, in terms of improving its level of accuracy to
more than 90%, because [1] has claimed 96% accuracy by using texture-based segmentation method. They used a manual
Region of Interest (RoI) determination. This caused the algorithm to be specific and cannot be applied to another traffic scene.
To make it more generic, it must have a feature that automatically detects the RoI. The idea of RoI segmentation, will give us
lower noise and lower consumption of computing power.
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ABSTRACT
The development of a reliable handwritten Jawanese characters recognition system is important to preserve one of the
Jawanese heritage. The SVM (Support Vector Machines), as one of many classification methods used currently, has exhibited
better performance in handwritten character recognition compared with other methods. This paper reports the preliminary
research on the handwritten basic Jawanese characters recognition system specially using Multiclass SVM. The research was
based on the bar features and transition features for features extraction. To map each input vector to a high dimention space,
the Polynomial and the Gaussian Radial Basis Function kernel were used. Then the One-vs-Rest and Decision Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) SVM were used for the multiclass classification strategy. In the training phase, the One-vs-Rest strategy
substantially consumed more time if compared to the DAG SVM strategy (61 to 81 times longer). The best performance is
93.75% which resulted from the RBF kernel with parameter 1. This result is better compared to those from other researches
quoted in this paper.
Keywords
Handwritten characters recognition, Jawanese characters, Multiclass SVM, DAG SVM, One-vs-Rest SVM

1

INTRODUCTION

Jawanese characters consists of the basic characters called carakan or nglegeno characters or Jawanese characters without
sandangan, pasangan characters, swara characters, rekan characters, murda characters, wilangan / numbers, and sandangan or
punctuation. Even Jawanese language is one of the biggest native language in Indonesia, the use of Jawanese characters is very
rare today. The development of a reliable handwritten Jawanese characters recognition system is important to preserve
Jawanese heritage [1][2]. Reference [3] and [4] are two of preliminary researches on Jawanese characters recognition system.
Both of them have performance less than 90%. Reference [3] uses neural network back propagation to recognize handwritten
basic Jawanese (nglegeno) characters; while [4] uses euclidian distance to recognize printed Jawanese characters. Both of them
have performance less than 90%. To develop a reliable Jawanesse characters recognition system we need to improves the
performance.
Support Vector Machines (SVM) [5] is the one of classification method known today. SVM has exhibited better performance
in handwritten character recognition [6]. According to [7] SVM has advantages in terms of better generalization ability, the
ability to solve high dimensional problems with limited sample, has a theoretical basis that can be analyzed clearly, and
relatively easy to implement because availability a lot of quadratic programming (QP) solver libraries. In addition, although
SVM basically is a binary classifier and linear, but can be easily developed to solve multiclass and non linear problem
[5][6][7][8][9][10][11][12]. According to the advantages of SVM, this paper reports a special research on basic Jawanese
(nglegeno) characters recognition system using SVM.
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2

BASIC JAWANESE (NGLEGENO) CHARACTERS

Basic Jawanese (nglegeno) characters have 20 characters as seen on Table 1. To use this basic characters on script, we need to
combine it with pasangan characters, swara characters, rekan characters, murda characters, wilangan / numbers, and
sandangan or punctuation.
Table 1 Basic Jawanese (nglegeno) characters
Characters

Pronunciation

Characters

Pronunciation

Characters

Pronunciation

Characters

Pronunciation

Characters

Pronunciation

Ha

n

Na

c

Ca

r

Ra

k

Ka

f

Da

t

Ta

s

Sa

w

Wa

l

La

p

Pa

d

Dha

j

Ja

y

Ya

v

Nya

m

Ma

g

Ga

b

Bha

q

Tha

z

Nga

a

3

HANDWRITTEN CHARACTER RECOGNITION SYSTEM MODEL

Figure 1 shows the common model of handwritten characters recognition system. Input images are enhanced at preprocessing
stage to make sure that the feature can be extracted at features extraction stage. Preprocessing stage usually also involving
characters segmentation to segmenting characters from other objects. The presences of noises are reducing by proper filter. To
simplified computation digital image usually input images are transforms onto binary images and the size or orientation of the
images are normalized.

Figure 1 Handwritten characters recognition system model.

Feature extraction stage aimed to extracts the features of the character that will be recognize. This feature is expected to
distinguish each character class. There are many features used on character recognition system, e.g. numbers of object pixels
on each region [4], bar features [13][14][15] [3][16][17], and transition features [13][18][15]. Combination more than one
feature usually is used to increasing system performance [13][18].
Recognition stage aimed to classified incoming image class. Recognition can be done with various widely known classification
method, such as eucledian distance [4], artificial neural network [3][17][15][14][18], ANFIS (Adaptive Network Fuzzy
Inference System) [16], fuzzy logic [13] and SVM [6][8].

4

DEVELOPED BASIC JAWANESE CHARACTERS RECOGNITION SYSTEM

The block diagram of developed basic Jawanese (nglegeno) characters recognition system using SVM was shown on Figure 2.

Figure 2 Developed system block diagram.

The input of the system is a scanned image of nglegeno characters sample sheet. Every sheet was written by a person and
contains 10 sets of nglegeno characters. Each set was written on a line. Samples collected from 16 different people, in order to
obtain 160 sets of characters or 3200 characters. Figure 3 shows two sets of handwritten nglegeno characters on a sample
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sheet. On preprocessing stage, each image was binarized and the characters were segmented. The output of preprocessing stage
is binary segmented character.

Figure 3 Samples of two sets of handwritten nglegeno characters.

Features were used on this developed systems are bar and transition features [13][14][18]. Bar features represent the thickness
of the object and the background at every line on horizontal, vertical and diagonal direction; while transition features represent
the location of the transition from background to object at four direction (left to right, top to bottom and vice versa).
To recognize the character, the multiclass SVM was used. Basically SVM is a linear classifier, to solve non linear problem,
witch the real problems is, according to Cover theory [19] we need to map each input vector to a high dimension space. To
map each input vector to a high dimension space, the Polynomial and the Gaussian Radial Basis Function kernel were used and
compared to get the best kernel used for classification. One-vs-Rest strategy and Decision Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)
SVM strategy [20] were compared to got the best multiclass classification strategy.

5

Result and Discussion

The system was built on a notebook with Intel Core 2 Duo processor T5500, 2 Byte of RAM, UBUNTU 8.4 operating system
and use Octave as simulation software.
5.1

Comparision between 1-vs-rest and DAG SVM strategy

To comparing the performance of one-vs-rest strategy and DAG SVM strategy, 10% (320 characters) samples were used to
train the system. Table 2 and Table 3 show the performance of the system with 1-vs-rest strategy and DAG SVM strategy
respectively.It is shown that both strategies has nearly equal performance, but 1 vs rest strategy has consume more time than
DAG SVM strategy (61 to 81 longer). This is because even thought numbers of generated classifier is bigger on DAG SVM
strategy (N classifier for 1-vs-rest and N(N-1)/2 for DAG SVM), the size of matrix that operated for 1-vs-rest strategy is much
bigger than DAG SVM strategy (320x320 and 32x32 for 1-vs-rest strategy and DAG SVM strategy respectively). For
classification time, DAG SVM strategy has consume more time than 1-vs-rest strategy (nearly twice times).
Table 2 1-vs-rest system performance with 320 training characters.
Multiclass strategy

1 vs r

Kernel

Rbf

Kernel parameter
Memorisation rate

Generalisation rate

Training time (second)

Classification time (second)

1

Bar features
transition features
Bar + transition
Bar features
transition features
Bar + transition
Bar features
transition features
Bar + transition
Bar features
transition features
Bar + transition

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
89,167%
88,854%
88,854%
711,01
696,39
921,4
0,0176
0,0158
0,0342

0,9

0,8

0,7

0,6

0,5

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
89,028%
88,785%
88,785%
722,55
728,5
979,2
0,0188
0,0169
0,0390

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
88,854%
88,715%
88,715%
742,82
777,22
1085,71
0,0191
0,0181
0,0449

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
88,403%
88,368%
88,368%
819,54
962,06
1181,36
0,0208
0,0203
0,0473

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
87,639%
88,056%
88,056%
849,34
1033,21
1124,34
0,0225
0,0234
0,0470

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
86,424%
87,465%
87,465%
1003,4
1120,4
1140
0,0256
0,0243
0,0465

Table 3 DAG SVM system performance with 320 training characters.
Multiclass strategy

Dagsvm
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Kernel

Rbf

Kernel parameter
Memorisation rate

Generalisation rate

Training time (second)

Classification time (second)

5.2

1

Bar features
transition features
Bar + transition
Bar features
transition features
Bar + transition
Bar features
transition features
Bar + transition
Bar features
transition features
Bar + transition

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
87,535%
88,819%
88,819%
10,53
10,15
15,04
0,0362
0,0357
0,0425

0,9

0,8

0,7

0,6

0,5

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
87,604%
88,646%
88,646%
10,89
10,56
15,94
0,0363
0,0364
0,0428

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
87,153%
88,264%
88,264%
11,16
10,98
16,47
0,0386
0,0380
0,0442

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
86,667%
87,951%
87,951%
12,08
11,96
17,76
0,0389
0,0373
0,0448

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
85,833%
86,771%
86,771%
12,73
12,71
18,26
0,0391
0,0377
0,0457

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
84,062%
85,347%
85,347%
14,07
13,76
18,43
0,0387
0,0379
0,0450

Comparison between Polynomial and Gaussian RBF kernel

The effect of use of Polynomial and Gaussian RBF kernel for the system is shown on Table 4 and Table 5. The system was
trained with 30% ( 960 characters) samples. From Table 4 and Table 5 shows that in generally Gaussian RBF kernel with
parameter 1 has better performance if compared with another kernel (93.75%).
Table 4 System performance with Gaussian RBF kernel
Multiclass strategy

Dagsvm

Kernel

Rbf

Kernel parameter
Memorisation rate

Generalisation rate

Training time (second)

Bar features
transition features
Bar + transition
Bar features
transition features
Bar + transition
Bar features
transition features
Bar + transition

1

0,9

0,8

0,7

0,6

0,5

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
93,750%
93,482%
93,482%
130,67
132,29
190,19

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
93,571%
93,437%
93,437%
145,11
145,94
215,09

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
93,125%
93,125%
93,125%
156,31
163
235,23

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
92,946%
92,812%
92,812%
161,37
184,23
262,02

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
92,321%
92,321%
92,321%
179,23
205,73
292,42

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
91,563%
91,384%
91,384%
210,27
234,93
335,24

Table 5 System performance with Linear and Polinomial kernel
Multiclass strategy
Kernel

Dagsvm
linear

Kernel parameter
Memorisation rate

Generalisation rate

Training time (second)

Bar features
transition features
Bar + transition
Bar features
transition features
Bar + transition
Bar features
transition features
Bar + transition

95,000%
100,000%
100,000%
88,393%
91,741%
91,741%
80,47
76,28
79,6

Polynomial
1

2

3

4

5

95,000%
100,000%
100,000%
88,393%
91,741%
91,741%
79,65
75,7
79,38

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
93,170%
91,964%
91,964%
86,07
78,56
84,77

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
92,500%
91,964%
91,964%
91,13
83,12
89,48

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
91,205%
92,411%
92,411%
95,21
85,69
86,49

100,000%
100,000%
100,000%
90,179%
92,411%
92,411%
97,11
83,73
87,61
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5.3

Comparison between bar and transition features

Table 4 shows the use of bar features gives better performance if compared with transition features or combination of bar and
transition features. However, the performance difference is not significant. But time extraction for transition features is faster
than bar features (0.08014 s and 11.161 s respectivelly). Its mean bar transition need 139 times longer than transition features
to extract.
5.4

The most confused character

Table 6 and Table 7 show how each character recognize by the system for bar features and transition features respectively. It
seems that n character and f character also q character and z character is the most confused character in the recognition. This
may be because the two characters are visually similar.
Table 6 Each class recognition with bar features

Dikenal sebagai

1
2

a
n
c
r
k
f

3
4
5
6
7 t
8 s
9 w
10 l
11 p
12 d
13 j
14 y
15 v
16 m
17 g
18 b
19 q
20 z

1
a

2
n

106

1
107

3
c

4
r

5
k

6
f

7
t
11

3

1
13

8
s

Aksara
10
11
l
p

12
d

13
j

14
y

15
v

16
m

17
g

18
b

19
q

20
z

1
2
3

109

9
w

1
7

3

2
1

111
1

109

4

1
95

5

5

1

1

1

1
1

1
94

1
1

4
104

1
103

1
3

2
2
2

1

1

2

109
2

1

1
1

3
2
2

107
1

1

1
98

1

1

110
1

1
1

1

108
107

1

2
106
108

4

106

1

1

3
99
5
10 104

Table 7 Each class recognition with transition features

Dikenal sebagai

1
2

6

a
n
c
r
k
f

3
4
5
6
7 t
8 s
9 w
10 l
11 p
12 d
13 j
14 y
15 v
16 m
17 g
18 b
19 q
20 z

1
a

2
n

107

1
97

3
c

4
r

5
k

6
f

7
t

3

1
9

2

8
s

Aksara
10
11
l
p

12
d

13
j

1
1
4

102

9
w

14
y

15
v

1

1

16
m

17
g

18
b

19
q

20
z

3
5

7

110
1

5
8

3

106

2

2
93

1
1

1
3

1

1
2

108
2
1

2
1

2
2

1

1
1

1

98

3
1

101

2

1

1

111
1
3

1
1

5

1

107

8
111

2

1

111
1

109
1

1

1

98

5
103

2

1
1

112
1

1
1
1

1

104
101 4
9 105

CONCLUSION

For basic Jawanese characters recognition system, DAG SVM and 1-vs-rest strategy for multiclass classification on SVM has
same performance, but 1-vs-rest strategy consume more time for training phase (61 to 81 times), while DAG SVM consume
only twice time for recognition phase. So, if the training time is not the important issue, the use of 1-vs-rest strategy is better
than DAG SVM. Meanwhile, Gaussian RBF kernel with parameter 1 seems give better performance if compared with linear
and polynomial kernel on linearized the Jawanese character recognition problem. On features aspect, the use of transition
features gives shorter extraction time and has nearly performance if compared with bar features. For practical purpose,
combination of DAG SVM, Gaussian RBF kernel with parameter 1 and transition features has well enough performance. In
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general, the basic Jawanese (nglegeno) characters recognition system using SVM developed here has better performance if
compared with previous research [3][4] (more than 90% or 93.75%).
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ABSTRACT
Texture analysis is an important characteristic for automatic visual inspection for surface and object identification from aerial
or satellite photograph, biomedical images and other type of images. This paper presents an application of wavelet extension
and Gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) to texture based similarity problem in small dimension images. Wavelet
extension procedure is used to determine the frequency bands carrying the most information about the texture by
decomposing images into multiple frequency bands and to form an image approximation with higher resolution. Thus,
wavelet extension procedure offers the ability to robust feature extraction in images. Then the features are extracted from
the co-occurrence matrices computed from the sub-bands which performed by partitioning the texture image into subwindow. In the detection part, Mahalanobis distance classifier is used to decide whether the test image is similar or not.
Keywords
Texture, Wavelet extension, Co-occurrence matrices, feature extraction.

1. INTRODUCTION
Texture analysis is an important and useful area of study of study in machine vision. The ability to represent is the single most
important step in the development of system for measuring the similarity of textures and segmenting images on the basis of
differences in textures. Their analysis is fundamental to many applications such as industrial monitoring of product quality
control, remote sensing of earth resources, and medical diagnosis with computer tomography. Much research work has been
done on texture analysis, such as classification, compression, retrieval and segmentation for last three decades. Despite the
effort, texture analysis is still considered an interesting but difficult problem in image processing [4 ], [6 ],[11],[12].
Most of the texture defect detection applications are on textile, paper, steel and wood inspection. There have been a number of
applications of texture processing for inspection problem. Many of these approaches have provided goods results in different
fields of application, but a large number of them have shown very low classification rate or could not be implemented at all
when texture sample are of small dimensions.

Figure 1: Example of natural texture collection.
Figure 1 gives some example of natural texture. In most cases, they are degraded by speckle noise, acoustic shadowing, and
system distortions present in all instrumentation.
Wavelet extension algorithm is proposed for improving quality of texture result of new image with higher resolution.
Aleksandra Mojsilovic et.al [9] showed that, from the texture characterization perspective, the proposed decomposition scheme
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performs more efficient energy distribution of an image, and the first-order, second–order, and higher- order statistics
calculated on the expanded images can be used as reliable texture description for classification purpose. Gray level cooccurrence matrix, one of the most known texture analysis methods, estimates image properties related to second order
statistics. Mari Patrio et.al.[14] have used the feature extracted form GLCM with the problem of how to guarantee even quality
within a set of rock plates. A.L. Amer et.al.[10] proposed a method, namely, the sub-band domain co-occurrence matrix to
solved the texture defect detection problem. Therefore, this paper proposed a concept of wavelet extension transform for
extraction and classification images into texture distance for similarity problem.
This paper is organized as follow. Section 2 introduces background theory of wavelet and co-occurrence matrix. Experimental
results are present in section 3, and finally, in section 4, includes the concluding remarks.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
The proposed defect detection and texture retrieval system consist of two stages [10]: (i) The feature extraction part which first
utilizes the wavelet extension procedure to decompose textured image into sub-bands and GLCM procedure to computed
energy, entropy, contrast and inverse difference moment for each sub-bands (ii) The detection part (texture classification)
which is a mahalanobis distance classifier being trained by defect free samples (see fig.2).

Figure 2: Block diagram
2.1. Wavelet Transform
The wavelet transform is define as a decomposition of signal f(t) with a family of real orthonormal bases
from a kernel function
m, n (t )

2

Since

m, n

t generated

(t ) by dilations and translations [5],[8],[13]:

m/2

(2

m

t n)

where j and k are integers. The mother wavelet

(t ) dt

m, n

(1)
(t ) has to satisfy

(2)

0

t forms an orthonormal set, the wavelet coefficients of the signal f(t) can be calculated by the inner product

cm,n

f (t ) .

m,n (t )

dt

(3)

For the wavelet expansion, signal f(t) can be reconstruction via

f (t )

c m, n .

m,n (t )

(4)

m, n

The multiresolution formulation needs two closely related basic functions. In addition to the mother wavelet (t ) , we will
need another basic function, called the scaling function (t ). (t ) can be expressed in term of weighted sum of shifted (2t )
as [3]:

(t )

2

h(k ) (2t k )

(5)

k
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where h(k)’s are the scaling function (lowpass) coefficients, and the
scale of two. The scaling coefficients h(k) must satisfy

h(k )

2 maintains the norm of the scaling function with the

(6)

2

k

and
h( k ) . h( k 2n)
k

1

if k 0

0

otherwise

(7)

The dilation equation above (Eq.1) is fundamental to the theory of scaling function. The mother wavelet
scaling function via

(t )

2

(t ) is related to the

(8)

g (k ) (2t k )
n

where g(k)’s are the wavelet (highpass) coefficients. They are required by orthogonallity to be related to the scaling
coefficients by

g (k ) ( 1) k h(1 k )

(9)

The mother wavelet (t ) is good at representing the detail and high-frequency parts of a signal. The scaling function (t ) is
good at representing the smooth and low-frequency parts of the signal.
In most practical applications, one never explicitly calculates the scaling function (t ) and wavelet (t ) , but perform
the transform using the scaling coefficient h(k) and the wavelet coefficients g(k). In forward wavelet analysis, a j-level discrete
decomposition can be written as
J

f (t )

co,k o,k (t )

c j 1,k

n

j 1,k (t )

k

d j 1,k

j 1,k (t )

(10)

j 0k

where coefficients co,k are given, and coefficients c j 1,n and d j 1,n at resolution j+1 are related to the coefficients c j ,n at
level j by the following recursive equation:
c j 1,n

c j , k h ( k 2n )
k

and

(11)
d j 1,n

c j , k g ( k 2n)
k

where 0 < j < J. Thus, (11) provides a recursive algorithm for wavelet decomposition through h(k) and g(k), and the final
outputs include a set of J-level wavelet coefficients d j, n , 1 < j <J, and c j ,n
c j, k

c j 1, n h(k

2 n)

n

d j 1, n g (k

2n)

(12)

n

It is convenient to view the decomposition (11) as passing a signal c j ,k through a pair of filters H and G with impulse
response ĥ(n) and ĝ(n) and down sampling the filtered signals by two (dropping every other sample), where ĥ(n) and ĝ(n) are
define as
ĥ(n)=h(-n) and ĝ(n)=g(-n)

(13)

The pairs filter H and G correspound to the halfband lowpass and highpass filter, respectively, and are called the quadrature
mirror filters in the signal processing literature. The reconstruction procedure is implemented by upsampling the subsignal
c j 1 and d j 1 (inserting a zero between neighboring samples) and filtering with h(n) and g(n), respectively, and adding these
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two filtered signals together. Usually the signal decomposition scheme is performed recursively to the output of the lowpass
filter ĥ. It leads to the conventional wavelet transform or the so-called pyramid-structured wavelet decomposition [2].
The 1-D multiresolution wavelet decomposition can be easily extended to two dimensions by introducing separable 2-D
scaling and wavelet functions as the tensor product of their one-dimensional complements.
LL ( x, y)

( x) ( y)
( x) ( y)
LH ( x, y)
( x) ( y)
HL ( x, y)
(
x
,
y
)
( x) ( y)
HH

The corresponding filter coefficient are

f LL ( x, y) h( x) h( y)
f LH ( x, y) h( x) g ( y)
f HL ( x, y) g ( x) h( y)
f HH ( x, y) g ( x) g ( y)
where the first and second subscripts denote, respectively, the lowpass and highpass filtering along the row and column
direction of the image.
Figure 3 shows how to implement the wavelet decomposition of an image. After the decomposition, four subbands, LL, LH,
HL and HH subbands, which represent the average, horizontal, vertical, and diagonal information respectively.
In order, we use a procedure called wavelet image extension. The application of the procedure is illustrated by the block
diagram in Figure 4a. These four images are used as the input into the extension (interpolation) procedure, which is illustrated
by the block diagram in Figure 4b.

Figure 3: One stage in multiresolution image decomposition

Figure 4: Block diagrams illustrating the complete wavelet decomposition-extension procedure (a) the composition part and
(b) the extension (synthesis) algorithm.
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2.2. Co-occurrence Matrices
The co-occurrence matrix is defined by a distance and an angle, and its mathematical definition is

Pd [i, j ]

[r, c] : I [r, c] i and I [r dr, c dc]

j

where d be a displacement vector (dr, dc) specifying the displacement between the pixel having values i and the pixel having
value j, dr is a displacement in rows (downward) and dc is a displacement in columns (to the right) and I denote an image of
size NxN with G gray values [10].
Texture classification can be based on criteria (feature) derive from the occurrence matrices.
1). Entropy
ENT

p(i, j ) log p(i, j )

(14)

j ) 2 p(i, j )

(15)

i j

2). Contrast
CON

(i
i j

3). Angular Second Moment
{ p(i, j )}2

ASM

(16)

i j

4). Inverse Difference Moment

1

IDM
i j 1 (i

j) 2

(17)

p(i, j )

In Equation (14) – (17), p(i,j) refers to the normalized entry of the co-occurrence matrices. That is

p(i, j )

pd (i, j )
R

(18)

where R is the total number of pixel pairs (i,j). For a displacement vector d = (dr,dc) and image of size NxM R is given by (Ndr)(M-dc).
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this experiment consists of 40 texture images from collection of brodatz’s texture. The images divided into 8 different
categories, each containing 5 images taken from random area with resolution of 16x16 pixels respectively.

Straw (D15)

Grass (D9)

Woolen-cloth (D19)

Pigskin(D92)

Figure 5: sample texture used in database
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Table I. Similar results for whole texture images

Texture
ID

Mahalalobis
distance

Texture
ID

Mahalalobis
distance

D19_1*
D19_2
D19_3
D19_4
D19_5
D15_1
D15_2
D15_3
D15_4
D15_5
D9_1
D9_2
D9_3
D9_4
D9_5
D92_1
D92_2
D92_3
D92_4
D92_5

0.0000
1.4166
1.3053
2.1135
1.4852
4.2656
4.2145
4.7481
4.0207
4.3977
5.2205
5.0881
5.0693
4.9160
4.8910
2.4330
3.1621
2.4608
2.8982
2.3965

D24_1
D24_2
D24_3
D24_4
D24_5
D21_1
D21_2
D21_3
D21_4
D21_5
Skin_1
Skin_2
Skin_3
Skin_4
Skin_5
Brn_1
Brn_2
Brn_3
Brn_4
Brn_5

3.9595
4.8134
4.5179
4.4842
3.7643
5.5132
5.5517
5.4679
5.4142
5.4960
4.3529
4.9293
4.7070
4.4757
4.7574
5.6085
5.6187
5.6818
5.4377
5.5000

*Query image

Query image D19_1

D19_1

D19_3

D19_2

D19_5

D19_4

D92_5

D92_1

D92_3

D92_4

D92_2

Figure 6: The best similar retrieval results for query image D19_1 (16x16).

4. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn from our studies:
1). Algorithm for texture analysis has advantage for similarity object in small dimension images.
2). Wavelet extension and co-occurrence matrix procedure approach is an effective method for application in similarity
evaluation of texture images.
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ABSTRACT
Compressive sensing is the recent technique of data acquisition where perfect reconstruction of signal can
be made form far fewer samples or measurement than traditional Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem.
Compressive sensing exploits the sparsity of signal that is signal can be representated with a few non-zero
coefficients by using a suitable basis. Compressive sensing requires a small mutual coherence between
measurement matrix and the basis in order to achieve high quality of reconstructed signal from a small
number of samples. A small mutual coherence can be achieved by optimizing the measurement matrix and
usually random Gaussian matrix is used for the optimization. In this paper, we proposed optimized partial
random Fourier matrix and compare to optimized random Gaussian matrix. The optimized measurement
matrix was done by using gradient-descent method. Both of the optimized measurement matrix are used to
encode sparse signal with various number of measurement. The encode signal was reconstructed by using
Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares-  p -minimization algorithm to measure the performance of both
measurement matrix. The numerical results shows that optimized sensing matrix provided better
performance than the unoptimized one and the partial random Fourier matrix provided almost the same
performance as the random Gaussian matrix, so it can be used as an alternative measurement matrix in
compressive sensing.
Keywords
Compressive sensing, sparsity, random Gaussian, partial random Fourier, optimized measurement matrix

1. INTRODUCTION
Compressive/Compressed Sensing (CS), the term that was introduced by Donoho, is a novel signal
acquisition method that offers joint sensing and compression [1]. Therefore, CS just need a small number
of measurement to reconstruct the signal rather than conventional method that is Shannon-Nyquist
sampling theorem need. The recent researchs showed that CS offers performance improvement or a novel
method for some field application such as medical [2],[3], radar imaging [4], encryption [5], and remote
sensing [6]. CS requires the signal is sparse in a proper basis and a small mutual coherence between
measurement matrix and the basis in order to achieve a good reconstruction performance from a small
number of measurement [7]. Random matrix is usually used in CS measurement because it has a small
enough mutual coherence with many basis like Fourier and Wavelet [8]. The other sensing matrix that is
partial random Fourier can be used as CS measurement as in [9] where partial random Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) basis was used as sensing matrix and was compared to random Gaussian matrix.
However, both of the sensing matrices still can be optimized to achieve a smaller mutual coherence in order
to improve the CS performance. In this paper, we used gradient-descent method that was proposes in [10]
to optimize both of the sensing matrices then used them as a compressive measurement to a sparse signal
and compare the reconstruction performance of both.
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2. OPTIMIZED COMPRESSIVE SENSING
Compressive sensing is based on two principles, those are sparsity and incoherence [7]. Consider a signal

N and

x

1... N

is a basis

N N , so x can be written as :
(1)

x

where

1... N

T

are coefficients vector that represent x in

. Signal x is said S-sparse if

only has

S non-zero coefficients and the others are zero, it is said compressible if the others coefficients has
insignificant value compare to the S-significant coefficients. Sparse representation is used as principal
method in data compression like as JPEG-2000 [11]. Sensing matrix
encode the signal x as a linear projection of it into

y

where

,

and

(2)

N . max

C is a positive constant and

from y exactly. If the support of

N . The coherency of
i,

1 i m,
1 j N

and

is
(3)

j

are normalized. If the number of measurement fulfill :
m C.

where

m N is used to

x

,

1, N , assume

T
m]

:

therefore y is a compressive measurement of x with length m
defined by :

[ 1...

2

,

.S . log N ,

(4)

x is S-sparse , with overwhelming probability, x can be reconstructed

(number of nonzero coefficients) fulfill :
^

1
1
2

1
,

,

(5)

so again x can be reconstructed from y exactly. In (4) and (5) show that CS requires a small value of

,

in order to just need a few number of measurements and the sparsity condition is not too tight. If

the random Gaussian distributed matrix is used, (4) becomes [8] :
(6)

m C.S log N / S
In (2),
parameter,

: D , where D is called equivalent dictionary, in [12], Elad proposed the mutual coherence

D that is defined by :
D : max i

that is related to the coherency of

and

matrix can be optimized by minimizing

j ,1 i , j K

(7)

d iT d Tj

, assume the column of D has a unit 2-norm . The sensing

D , it is done by making the Gram matrix of D , G

DT D as

close as identity matrix I :
D arg min DT D I
D

2
F

(8)

To solve (8), in [10] adopted a gradient-descent method, first by defining the corresponding error as :
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DT D I

E

2

Tr DT D I DT D I

F

T

(9)

then compute the gradient of E with respect to elements of D that is d i, j :
E
d ij

E

4D DT D

(10)

I

using (10), the solution of (8) can be described as an iterative process to update D by using :
Di

where

1

Di

D i DT i D i

(11)

I

is the step size. The updated sensing matrix can be achieved by using

1

D

and before run

to the next iteration step, D must be normalized again so that the column has a unit 2-norm. Finally, after K
iterations the solution of (8) can be reached and we get the optimized sensing matrix.

3. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
For the numerical experiments, we generated a set of 1000 test signals by using (1) with a random basis
120 120 that has i.i.d Gaussian elements and sparse coefficients 120 1 at random locations and random
amplitudes, for the sparsity level, S = 8 so that each signal x has length N = 120. The random-Gaussian
sensing matrix

G
m 120

was generated with i.i.d Gaussian elements and normalized by

m where m is

number of measurement that was varied from 15 to 35. The partial random Fourier sensing matrix m 120F
was generated by using 120 x 120 DCT basis and then select m rows from it randomly. The optimization of
sensing matrix was done by using gradient descent method with step size = 0.01 and number of the
iterations, K = 100. The compressive measurement was done by using (2) with unoptimized and optimized
^

both of the sensing matrix and we got the compressed signal y. The reconstructed signal x was got from y
by using Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares (IRLS) -  p -minimization that was proposed in [13] where
in this paper we used p = 0.8. To measure the performance of those sensing matrices, we used the
^

reconstruction relative error rate that was computed as :

x x

x

2

and averaged the whole values

2

of . In the next experiment, we fixed the number of measurement m = 25, varied the sparsity level S from
5 to 20 while keeping N = 120 and repeated the procedure that was described above to compare the
performance of the sensing matrices. Finally, we fixed the number of measurement m = 25 and sparsity
level S = 8, varied the length of each signal N from 30 to 360 and computed the averaged .

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows the averaged relative error rate as a function of m where the value decreases (the sensing
matrix performance increases) as number of measurement increases. It also shows that optimized sensing
matrix both for random Gaussian and partial random Fourier provided better performance than the
unoptimized ones, but optimized and unoptimized sensing matrix reached almost the same performance
from about m = 29 and higher. Also we found that random Gaussian and partial random Fourier provided
almost the same performance both for unoptimized and the optimized sensing matrix. Figure 2 shows the
averaged relative error rate as a function of S where the value increases (the sensing matrix performance
decreases) as the sparsity level increases. It also shows that optimized sensing matrix both for random
Gaussian and partial random Fourier provided better performance than the unoptimized ones, but optimized
and unoptimized sensing matrix reached almost the same performance from about S = 13 and higher. Again
we found that random Gaussian and partial random Fourier provided just slightly different performance
both for unoptimized and the optimized sensing matrix. Figure 3 shows the averaged relative error rate as a
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function of N where the value increases (the sensing matrix performance decreases) as the signal length
increases. It also shows that optimized sensing matrix both for random Gaussian and partial random Fourier
provided better performance than the unoptimized ones, but optimized and unoptimized sensing matrix
provided almost the same performance for N is less than or equal to 60. Again we found the result is
consistent like before where the random Gaussian and partial random Fourier provided just slightly
different performance both for unoptimized and the optimized sensing matrix.

Figure 1: Averaged relative error rate as a function of number of measurement m

Figure 2: Averaged relative error rate as a function of the sparsity level S
Figure 4 shows the test and reconstructed signal by using random Gaussian and partial random Fourier both
for unoptimized and the optimized ones with parameters N = 120, m = 15 and S = 8. It shows that for the
optimized sensing matrix, the reconstructed signal is closer to the test signal that means provided better
performance, for this case we can see that optimized partial random Fourier is slightly better than optimized
random Gaussian.
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Figure 3: Averaged relative error rate as a function of the signal length N

(a) Averaged

= 0.7395

(b) Averaged

= 0.7466

(c) Averaged

= 0.7147

(d) Averaged

= 0.7015

Figure 4: Test and reconstructed signal for N = 120, m = 15 and S = 8, by using (a) Random Gaussian, (b)
Partial random Fourier, (c) Optimized random Gaussian and (d) Optimized partial random Fourier
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5. CONCLUSION
From the results, we can conclude that optimized sensing matrix provided better performance than the
unoptimized one for parameters values, those are number of measurement, sparsity level and signal length,
in a certain range. Also the results showed that partial random Fourier matrix provided almost the same
performance as the random Gaussian matrix, so it can be used as an alternative measurement matrix in
compressive sensing. For the future work, the further improvement of compressive sensing can be achieved
by using overcomplete dictionary that was learned from the training signal while optimizing the
measurement matrix and then the optimized compressive sensing can be applied to image, video and others
applications.
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ABSTRACT
This paper explains a new method to improve income for natural colored Indonesian Batik using high security e-Procurement
site. Batik is one of Indonesia's heritages that popular worldwide. Now, Indonesian batik lovers from abroad are more
interested in batik which is colored with natural dyes because the usage of synthetic dyes has been prohibited in some
countries. The research objective is proposed new method to expanding and improving buy-side e-procurement method with
high security combining Pseudo Random Number Generator and mobile devices. Besides that, this site also completed by
transaction proof that signed using digital signature. The research object is Natural Color Indonesian Batik Product that
produced by Batik craftsmen in Jogjakarta, Indonesia. By implementing high security e-procurement site for Natural Color
Indonesian Batik it hoped can improve communication, give safety feel to user who had transaction and can increase income of
Natural Color Indonesian Batik Craftsmen.
Keywords
e-Procurement, natural colored, Indonesian Batik, PRNG, digital signature, mobile device.

1. INTRODUCTION
Formerly a business process is done manually but today thanks to technological sophistication, every business process is
sophisticated [1]. Now the trend that developed in the community is online shopping. Its hard to deny that online shopping has
actually changed consumer buying habits. With a few mouse clicks, customers can have almost all the products that exist and
can be sent directly to the home [2]. The tendency of people to vote online shopping among others, because of busyness, the
advantage to be able to view the other items, quickly compare the prices of goods effectively and efficiently, etc. [3].
One form of business transactions on the Internet is e-procurement. E-Procurement is the procurement of goods/services
are done in the internet or online. E-procurement is a form of a new system in the procurement of goods / services capable help
government in terms of transparency of information and web-based community service [4]. E-Procurement also any
purchasing-related activity that involves electronic communication, the internet or related software to help companies achieve
value [5]. E-Procurement is the application of new B2B e-commerce and was first introduced in the 1990s and now reached
"middle age" in the life cycle of technology [6]. E-procurement includes the amount of certain elements, including e-sourcing,
e-coordination and e- communities [7].
The use of e-procurement will encourage national business to compete in a healthy manner [8]. E-Procurement technology
including e-procurement software, B2B (business to business) auctions, B2B market exchanges and purchasing consortium
focused on automating work flow, consolidating and increasing spending power of organization, and identify opportunities for
new sources through the Internet [9]. E-Procurement involves a set of technology solutions such as tendering, e-Auction or
Reserve Auction, e-Catalogue/Purchasing, e-Marketplace and e-Invoicing, etc [10]. The electronic procurement is an important
system in the process purchase [11].
Buy side e-Procurement can support ―buying‖ organization the example are Ariba, Commerce One, Intelisys develop as
primary offering of firm, Concur, Clarus, remedy, Peregrine developing horizontally to serve as ―single desktop‖ within
organization [12]. There are several challenges facing e-Procurement likes technical, organizational, policy based [13]. EProcurement provides single point of contact for ordering goods and services (end-user self services) [14]. Security issues of eProcurement implementation should be properly addressed to build the trust of society towards public services provided by
government/agencies. Data security can be obtained from cryptography. Cryptography is also one of concepts of security
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solution in e-business and shoud be accounted from a variety of aspect among other in term of confidentiality, authentication,
integrity, authorization, availability, non-repudiation [15]. E-Procurement system offered to give a positive impact on business
growth due to the better level of security so consumer will increasingly believed to transactions conducted via the Internet.
Convenience is offered with a high level of security is a major target of e-business itself.
Batik is Indonesian heritage that famous around the world and one of highly profitable export commodities [16][17]. In
this paper we propose new method to improve income for natural colored Indonesian batik using high security e-Procurement
site. We will analyze e-procurement trend and the mobile device user in some countries that becomes destination of natural
colored Indonesian Batik export. Then, we will create high security models that suitable and safe. We hope that by
implementing this high security e-Procurement site so colored Indonesian Batik trading will be increase rapidly and became
one of the reliable export commodities. In addition, by colored Indonesian Batik marketing growth, income of the Batik
craftsmen in Indonesia will be increased so that the Indonesian batik industry will also rise again and become one of the
potential sources of foreign exchange. Also, the existence of colored Indonesian Batik will become stronger in the world as one
of the original Indonesian culture.

2. NATURAL COLORED INDONESIAN BATIK
Organization of Education, Science and Culture of the United Nations (UNESCO) announce batik as a world heritage
original from Indonesia. Batik assessed as a unique cultural icon that has a deep philosophical values that cover the life cycle
of human beings as objects of cultural heritage [18].Batik craft have been developed from generation to generation as genuine
clothing products of Indonesian heritage. From the era of pre-history, Hinduism, Islam, Colonial Time, the period of
independent struggle, until the present time, batik has been continuously developed in various motives, design and technology.
Indonesian batiks have its own characteristic that is associated with the making process that using blocking dyeing technique.
The blocking material is waxing with particular ingredients. The motive has specific characteristic, arranged from ornaments
that have beautiful nuance as well as symbolic meaning showing Indonesian personality [19]. Indonesian batiks divided into
many different types based on their origin. There are Javanese Batik, Kalimantan Batik, Jambi Batik, etc.
Batik is one of Indonesia's heritages that popular worldwide. It has been exported to many countries. Now, Indonesian
batik lovers from abroad are more interested in batik which is colored with natural fibers. Countries such as Japan, Australia,
Germany and United States have refused entry of batik with synthetic dyes. Began on August 1 st, 1996 the international
community from Netherlands and Germany officially banned the entry of products that use synthetic dyes. They also prohibit
wearing clothing that uses synthetic dyes. This makes Indonesian batik industry return to the natural colouring technique and
no longer use synthetic materials.[20]
Technique of synthesis colouring appeared since the year 1910. Type of indigosol such as procion, indanthrene and
naphtol used for synthesis dyes to make the colors look sharp, bright and flashy. One of the side effects of synthetic dyes is the
damage of 90% in the epidermal cells that cause skin cancer. Colours produced by natural processes tend to show the
impression of supple and soft but it will not produce the exact same colour tone despite using the same recipe. Natural colours
derived from bark, roots, fruits, seeds, leaves and flowers of plants. Each plant can be used as natural dyes because it has
different colour pigment. Research and selection required to obtain strong colour of appropriate plants
Based on primary data by conducting interviews directly with the owner of the natural dye batik namely batik Batik Bixa
and Prams, there are many plants that can be used for natural dyes because every plants has pigments color [21]. These types
of plants that used as natural resources for making natural dyes are shown in Table 1.
Local Name (Javanese)

Table 1: Natural Resources For Natural Color Dyes
Latin Name
Parts of Plants

Color Result

Union

Allium ascalonicium L

Skin of fruit

Secang

Caesalpinia sappan L.

Stems

Brown
Red

Tingi

Ceriops tagal PERR

Barks

Brown

Mangga

Mangifera indica LINN

Bark, leaves

Green

Senggani

Melastoma affine L.

Fruits , leaves

Purple

Combrang sayur
Kesumba
Jambal

Nicolaia speciosa BORAN
Bixa orellana L.
Peltophorum pterocarpum DC

Flowers
Membrane of seeds
Barks

Pink
Orange
Beige

Utilization of plants as natural dyes for batik that made from natural fibers can contribute to the cultivation of plants. This
can also be used to encourage conservation of biodiversity. Textile materials which are colored with natural dye materials
derived from natural fibers such as silk, wool and cotton (cotton). Combination silk and natural dyes produce better results than
the combination of cotton and natural dyes.
There are several types to produce Batik with natural dye that are Mordanting Process, Making a fixer solution (color
lock), Process Dyeing with Natural Dyes. The differences of Batik made from natural dyes and synthetic dyes. Batik that
colored with natural dyes looks not really bright than batik that colored with synthetic dyes. Besides that, natural dyes always
produce unique color although we used same resource composition. Although natural dyes cannot produce flat color as good as
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synthetic dyes, batik that colored with natural dyes batik is odorless whereas batik that colored with synthetic dyes has unique
strong smell. The examples of natural colored Indonesian Batik shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The examples of Natural Colored Indonesian Batik
For the price of batik cloth with natural dyes themselves ranged up from IDR 100.000 until IDR 600.000 depend on the
type of batik. There are three types of batik categories:
1) Batik purely done by batik tools with a particular stamp.
2) Handmade traditional batik.
3) Batik combination (combination of printed batik and handmade traditional batik)
The most expensive price is handmade traditional batik that done done purely by hand because the process of batik production
is very long and detail.
We did a case study in Batik Bixa and Pram in Yogyakarta, as one of the pioneers of natural dye batik in Indonesia. Until
now, marketing of natural dye batik products are still based on relationships. They already have a website to deliver
information about their products. But, the next transaction conducted via telephone. Countries that become natural dye batik
export destination is Japan, Australia, Germany and the United States. Export market share of natural colored Indonesian Batik
in Batik Bixa and Pram shown in Figure 2

Figure 2: Natural Colored Indonesian Batik Export Market Share in Batik Bixa and Pram, Yogyakarta, Indonesia (2010)

3. e-PROCUREMENT AND ITS FUTURE
E-procurement is procurement of goods / services using the Internet media. E-Procurement is often used by government to
tender and able to reduce the cost incurred in the procurement process and create a healthy competition among fellow
associates [22]. By implementing e-procurement it hoped can improve effectiveness and efficiency, open, competitive,
transparent, fair (not discriminatory) and accountable om the process of procurement of goods and services [23]. The use of eProcurement will encourage national business to compete in a healthy manner [8]. Management transformation process as
possible in e-business is
an
important
factor for success [24]. An e-procurement technology is
defined as
technology designed to facilitate the acquisition of commercial items or government, organizations through the Internet. The
internet growth also produces a model of electronic commerce called electronic commerce (e-commerce). In general it can be
said that e-commerce is a trading system that uses electronic mechanism that exist in the internet network. In general, there are
3 main stages in electronic commerce transaction there are product marketing and procurement information, the exchange of
legally binding documents and electronic payments [25]. E-Commerce are the foundation for the emergence of e-procurement
trading specializing in the procurement of goods/services. E-procurement technology platform is shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3: E-Procurement Technology Platform
Purchases can be done with 3 traditional ways there are the website of supplier (one supplier), buy-side solution
and using certain applications (many choices of suppliers) [26]. This site will focus on Buy side e-Procurement like shown
in figure 4.

Figure 4: Pengembangan Aplikasi Batik Pewarna Alami berbasis Buy-side e-Procurement
The use of e-procurement has been widely applied especially among government and SOE such as PLN
(www.eproc.pln.co.id), Department of Public Works (MPW) (www.eproc.pu.go.id), Government of West Kalimantan
(www.eproc,kalbar.go.id), the local government of Surabaya (www.surabaya-eproc.or.id). Besides that most of private
parties also applying e-procurement concept for the procurement of goods / services and the example is Garuda
(www.eproc.garuda-indonesia.com). In the international world of e-procurement is often done within an institution /
organization such as the World Bank(web.worldbank.org), India (www.clindia.com). Starting in 2007, the Public
Procurement Agency (PPA) Albania has been designing and implementing e-Procurement to support the procurement of
goods and services to the public [27].
The use of e-procurement is very useful for operational cost efficiency and also beneficial to the environment.
For example Imperial College spends £ 270m per year for the procurement of goods and services. The use of paper-based
process for procurement goods / services become expensive and inefficient, and colleges are eager to streamline processes
in ways that will improve the efficiency of the supply chain. Imperial College analyze the costs and benefits by
introducing an electronic procurement system to replace paper-based system [28]. In the company, this process will reduce
operating costs. Norwegian public sector launch government e-procurement site at http://www.ehandel.no site in October
2002. Until now there are 14 general buyer, 1400 users and 85 suppliers incorporated there [29]. The trend of development
of e-procurement in general can be seen in Figure 5

Figure 5: e-Procurement Trend in the world (2009)
4. DESIGN OF HIGH SECURITY e-PROCUREMENT SITE
Security issues of the implementation of e-procurement system should be properly addressed to build the trust of society
towards public services provided by government / agencies. Data security can be obtained from cryptography. Cryptography is
also one of the concepts of security solutions in e-business and should be accounted from variety of terms such as privacy,
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authentication, data integrity, authorization, non-repudiation [15] [32]. E-procurement system offered to give a positive impact
on business growth due to the better level of security so consumers will increasingly believed to transactions conducted via the
Internet. Convenience is offered with a high level of security is a major target of e-business itself.
In this e-procurement system, we use mobile devices as an additional security to login. Mobile devices like tablet PC,
smart phone and portable media center gaining popularity. Mobile applications help everyone to stay in touch, get driving
direction anywhere, etc. Advanced mobile application range from verifying. authorizing one’s credit card, auctioning on e-bay
wirelessly to keeping track of inventory and customer data. In these types of application reliability and dependability become
increasingly important [30]. At the same time, securing mobile computing has been paid increasing attention [31]. Random
number must be entered by user to support the additional security of e-procurement site. Random numbers are often referred as
Pseudo Random Number Generator (PRNG). In practice, random numbers are very often used in cryptography today [33].
Pseudo RNGs or Quasi – random number generators are the generators which create the sequence of numbers through a
deterministic algorithm. PRNG generates a series of numbers which are apparently random in nature [34]
Another additional security that implemented in this system is digital signature in the transaction report. The need for
digital signature in this document is for the validity of transactions [35] [36]. Digital signatures are used to detect unauthorized
modifications to data and to authenticate the identity of the signatory. In addition, the recipient of signed data can use a digital
signature as evidence in demonstrating to a third party that the signature was, in fact, generated by the claimed signatory. This
is known as non-repudiation, since the signatory cannot easily repudiate the signature at a later time [37]. Digital signature
(DS) is the most effective technique for ensuring authentication, integrity, and non-repudiation of data in an open
network such as the Internet and it also authenticating electronic tax report, stock transaction and electronic commerce deals
[38][39]. For making transaction, user must register first like shown in figure 6 and after registration success, user can make
transaction with work flow like shown in figure 7.

Figure 6 : Work Flow of Registration Process

Figure 7: Work Flow of Transaction Process
This e-Procurement site will involve users, banks and other e-procurement service provider. This protocol begins with the
stage of online registration through e-procurement website. Registration is done by the buyer or the seller. At this phase,
system will collect personal identity, bank account number, and password, unique user id for each user of both buyer and
seller. User id and password used to access e-procurement website. In addition, there are an additional security process that
involving mobile devices owned by users. Cryptographic give data security and information to users about the protocol that
must be done by user in the transaction [32]. For making system that integrated and secure, the e-procurement service
providers will cooperate with banks in terms of security of payment transactions. When users enter a username and password,
the web server can only identify the user but the user has not been able to do transactions. After that the web server will
generate Challenge (8 characters) to the PRNG, this challenge is displayed on the mobile web interface that is accessed by the
user. Pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) is used to generate random numbers are used as the key to be able to get into
the site. Users then enter the challenge at the website e-procurement service it. If appropriate, the user can perform transactions
on the service.
After a successful transaction, a transaction report that contain digital signature from the e-procurement service providers
and banks will sent to seller and buyer. This report contain details transaction. When buyers find out the report and approve it,
then payment will be made. After that banks and the site will add a digital signature as a proof of payment. Party stores will
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receive proof of payment and will send the goods to the destination. All reports can be accessed through this e-procurement
website so hopefully the process will run with good transparency. This method is new and never been used in any eprocurement site in Indonesia. PLN and Garuda are some of big company that use e-Procurement but for security they juts
gave single login by inputting the username and password. Every e-Procurement site just have single login and does not have
any addditional login and some of these like Government of Surabaya and Goverment of West Kalimantan does not have any
digital signature in their transaction proof. In this e-procurement site the use of digital signature is to minimize the manual
things like must send transaction proof or payment proof and also for data integration and authorization. Everything is
automated from the site and with the double login it help the securities cause mobile device is personal device for personal use.
User who had transaction will feel safe when use this system and its give more better security than the other e-procurement
site that has been implemented before.
5. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT OF HIGH SECURITY e-PROCUREMENT SITE
When user (buyer/seller) accesses this e-Procurement site, they must fill the username and password for login. If user not
yet registered, they must register first. The interface of implementation high security e-Procurement site for Natural Color
Indonesia Batik is shown in figure 8.

Figure 8: Interface of High Security e-Procurement Site for Natural Color Indonesian Batik
After user input their user name and password, they will receive a key that auto generated with PRNG in their mobile
devices. This code must be input into the site for additional login. It call double login. The benefit is for authentication so the
person who had transaction is really the owner of that username because we know that mobile device is personal tools. The
message from e-procurement site to mobile device is shown in figure 9. In Figure 10, the key that user received in mobile
device must submitted to the site and login will succeed.

Figure 9: Mobile device for login verification

Figure 10 : The Key from Mobile Device as a additional login
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When user is verified and login succeed, user can make transaction in this site and after transaction finish, buyer will get
transaction proof. The additional security that place in transaction proof is digital signature from the bank and the eprocurement site. It really helps on data transparency and also improves trust between buyer and seller. Digital signatures in
this transaction proof are showing the IP address where transaction originated and transaction time. Besides that it also
contains date and time when buyer makes the payment. The transaction proof with digital signature is shown in figure 11.
When buyer pay to the bank through this site, the bank will generated digital signature into transaction proof and this site will
deliver it to the seller. After that, the seller send the goods and proof of delivery can be accessed through this site also.

Figure 11: Transaction Proof with Digital Signature
The proposed principle is more secure because the user can see the details of the transaction payment and this is a solution
if there is fraud or fraudulent transactions in addition to the store would be safe because they already receive payment before
goods are sent. In addition to the e-procurement will reduce fraud in tenders and also improve public transparency. Parties
buyer can check the listed site data store and if there are cases of fraud then the bank could become a third party to address
these problems.
In terms of security, initial design authentication protocols using SMS as an alternative authentication has some advantages
likes the generation of dynamic password for each session is different transaction. This is possible because the use of the
unique identity of the user as input to hash function and the challenge value is always different every session. This
authentication protocol is strong against replay attack because dynamic passwords generated cannot used again for subsequent
transactions because of the use of a different challenge on each transaction session. In addition, the dynamic password is
transmitted via SMS using encryption protection, so that in case of interception, it will be difficult to directly obtain a dynamic
password that is used.
Viewed from the side there are several advantages of the use of SMS usage is relatively easier to do than using a
token, given the use of SMS is very common.
Use of SMS as generating OTP authentication protocol design that uses a challenge-response principle can be used as
an alternative authentication on the mobile web based login.
6. CONCLUSION
Based on the experimental result, we offer new method to improve income for natural colored Indonesian Batik using high
security e-Procurement site. The strategies is expanding and improving buy-side e-procurement method with combining
Pseudo Random Number Generator and mobile devices for user login and also completed by digital signature in the transaction
proof. These transactions proof are signed by bank and e-procurement site provider so give safety feel to user. By
implementing this method with combining double login and digital signature for Natural Color Indonesian Batik it hoped can
improve communication, give safety feel to user who had transaction and can increase income of Natural Color Indonesian
Batik Craftsmen so that the Indonesian batik industry will also rise again and become one of the potential sources of foreign
exchange. Also, the existence of colored Indonesian Batik will become stronger in the world as one of the original Indonesian
culture.
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ABSTRACT
The increasing number of cataract sufferers is a serious problem because cataract is a leading cause of
blindness in the world. To avoid blindness from cataract we need to detect them early. Today,
ophthalmologists use slit lamp to diagnose cataract. This equipment is expensive and requires special
training to use it. Unfortunately, a lot of developing countries have a limited number of ophthalmologists
and health facilities, while a lot of cataract sufferers live in developing countries. In this paper we
developed a cataract screening system using image processing techniques. The goal is to solve problems
about cataract diagnosing under limited health facilities. Toward this end, we will use low-cost and easyto-use equipments such as a digital camera for cataract diagnosis so that anyone can conduct diagnosis
easily. In our system, once a user simply takes a patient’s photograph of an eye, the system will
automatically analyze the image and distinguish between serious and non-serious conditions. In the image
analysis, we have to treat images taken under various kinds of conditions and the conditions strongly affect
their appearance. Therefore, in order to conduct diagnosis robustly using those images, we take into
account the information inside a pupil area including specular reflections and texture appearance. The
specular reflections in a pupil area are mainly caused by a flash light attached with a digital camera. They
are easily extracted in an image even if illumination conditions are varied. And there is an important
characteristic that the number of reflections inside a pupil area can be used for screening cataract patients.
Finally we exploit not only the specular reflections but also texture appearance in a pupil area and we
conduct a robust screening of cataracts. The result shows that True-Positive is about 92% and FalsePositive is about 18%. This performance is promising for further development.

Keywords
cataract screening, specular reflection, texture analysis , low-cost equipment, limited health facilities

1. INTRODUCTION
Cataract is a kind of eye disease; that is a clouding in the lens of the eye that affects vision [1]. The World
Health Organization Report published in 2001 estimated that there were 20 million people who are
bilaterally blind people (i.e., eyesight less than 3/60 in the better eye) whose blindness was caused by agerelated cataract. That number will have increased to 40 million by the year 2020 [2]. Increasing age is
associated with an increasing prevalence of cataract, but in most developing countries, cataract often occurs
earlier in life. One of the developing countries that has the highest number of people with cataract is
Indonesia. There are about 6 million people in Indonesia who suffer from cataracts, but Indonesia only has
about 750 ophthalmologists for a population of more than 200 million people (one for every 350.000
people). In addition, ophthalmologists are not evenly distributed [3]. Cataract exhibits a lot of whitish color
inside a pupil. A cataract can occur in either or both eyes [18]. The three classes of cataract are immature,
mature and hypermature, which differ in seriousness. Figure 1 shows examples of the range of serious and
non-serious conditions.
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Figure 1. Examples of Eye Images
Usually ophthalmologists will use various equipment like slit lamp or ophthalmoscope to determine the
type, opacities and the location of the cataract, and to distinguish it from other eye diseases that have
symptoms similar to cataracts. Basically, both equipments use a light source to determine the condition of
the patient's eye lens. By using these kinds of equipment, lens opacities can be assessed by observing the
width of the edge of the iris in a cloudy lens. If the remote location and the large shadow means immature
cataracts, if it is a small shadow and close to the pupil occurs in mature cataracts. It is expected with early
diagnosis, the cataract can be monitored whether to continue or will cause complications that must be
treated to prevent blindness; However, using this equipment have some limitations including expensive
price and special training needed. It will be a problem for some developing countries which has a limited
number of both ophthalmologists and health facilities like Indonesia, Nepal, and Vietnam, for example. To
solve this problem, we propose a cataract screening system using image processing techniques. These
techniques support the use of low-cost and easy-to-use equipment such as digital camera. We choose to use
a digital camera as the main equipment with reference to the working principle of the slit-lamp camera and
ophthalmoscope in which this equipment using the light to check the condition of the eye lens, so we
adopted the use of the slit-lamp camera or ophthalmoscope light with a flash light on digital camera lenses
to represent the condition. The two types of equipment are shown in Figure 2.

(a) Slit-lamp screening

(a) Proposed screening

Figure 2. Cataract diagnosis using slit-lamp (a) and proposed screening (b)
In our method, we will extract all information about cataract from pupil area only because all information
about cataracts comes from the lens only. This is based on the fact that the opacities as an important sign of
cataracts occur in the lens, while based on the anatomy of the eye as described by Makeart [19].
However, when using a compact digital camera, we found problems such as insufficient image quality and
uncontrolled illumination. For example, if we employ intensity value for screening cataract, i.e. higher
intensity corresponds to a serious condition; it would fail for a cataract eye image taken under low
illumination as shown in Figure 3. Its appears that a non-serious condition eye image has an average
intensity about 155 inside a pupil while a serious condition eye image only has an average intensity about
55 inside a pupil. In order to develop a robust cataract screening techniques, we propose to use specular
reflection analysis as the core method for cataract screening because specular reflection always brighter
than surrounding area and it is not depend on illumination condition. In order to improve our system we
also considering texture information as the supporting method.

2. RELATED WORKS
Cataract is a common disease of human eye and there are some existing works such published in [4], [5],
[6],[7], [8]. We summarize that existing works discuss about proposed alternatives method for cataract
diagnosing and dedicated to ophthalmologists or a condition in which there are not problems about health
facilities. Our works discuss about applying image processing techniques in cataract diagnosis field. To the
best of our knowledge our research is the first work that discusses this topic. In the early works we found
that using specular reflection appears inside a pupil will able to distinguish between serious and non-serious
condition without depends on the illumination condition [9][11]. However, sometimes we got a problem for
distinguishing specular reflection and whitish color, therefore we extract a uniformity texture inside a pupil
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for improving our method to screen cataract [10]. In order to improve our system performance, we extract
all information appear inside a pupil including specular reflection and statistical texture for cataract
screening [12]. Finally, for giving a guideline about using our system in a real implementation, we did a
design and practical data acquisition for getting an appropriate input image for our system [13]. In this
paper we emphasize on the description of the whole part of our design for cataract screening system under
limited health facilities.

Figure 3. Example of photographs under uncontrolled illumination

3. DESIGN CONCEPT
The flowchart of our proposed screening method is described in Figure 4. First, user simply takes a
photograph of patient. Second, system will localize pupil region, because all information about cataract are
extracted from pupil region only. Third, after localizing pupil, system will analyze both specular reflection
and texture appearance. By using support vector machine system will distinguish serious and non-serious
condition.

Figure 4. Flowchart of proposed screening method

4. IMAGE PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
4.1. Localizing Pupil
Although some existing works use a regular camera for acquiring data but the condition while data
acquisition process arranged to be the same illumination condition [16], [17]. However, the input images in
our system cannot be classified based on the above information because data acquisition process was using
a variety of types and brands of digital cameras, taking in different places with different illumination, also
various kinds of patient conditions affecting the pupil condition. Usually, the color of pupil is darker than
another part of eye anatomy. However, in fact when we use a variety of types and brands of digital cameras,
the pupils are not always darker than the surrounding areas. Some times darker, sometimes almost the same
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or sometimes more brightly than the surrounding area; therefore we propose our own algorithm as shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5. Algorithm of pupil localization
The input image is an RGB color(i); however, some applications in image processing techniques such as
edge detection operator, filtering , Hough transform, etc require gray-scale image therefore we extracted
pupil image into red, green and blue component. By assuming, if we could make a pupil area always darker
than surrounding area it means we will able to get a clear edge detection of pupil area. In order to make that
area darker than surrounding area, we have to make the intensity in the pupil area close to zero; therefore to
get intensity equal to zero, the best way is doing subtraction between R-G-B components. We tried some
experiments by subtracting each red, green, and blue components and we got an appropriate result when we
subtract red component by green component (ii), then we implement canny edge detection to get edge
points for detecting pupil area (iv). We assume pupil's shape is a circle with minimum diameter size d is 50
pixel. The reason is we take a photograph in the same condition of distance between object and camera.
Then we calculate a perimeter of circle by K = 2:¼:r. Where r is a radius of pupil (assumed 25) and ¼ is 3;
1416. We remove edge line that has number of element < K (v). Finally, by applying a circular Hough
transform we got a center coordinates and radius of pupil (vi).
4.2. Specular Reflection Analysis
We develop our algorithm refer to the working principles of the ophthalmoscope and slit lamp. An
ophthalmoscope is an instrument that enables an ophthalmologist to examine inside of a person eye. The
instrument has an angled mirror, various lenses, and a light source. While a slit lamp is an instrument that
enables an ophthalmologist to examine the entire eye under high magnification and that allows
measurement of depth. The slit lamp focuses a bright light into the eye. Both equipments are similar for
diagnosing cataract in that they utilize a light to examine the opacities inside the lens. Our method adopted
the specular reflection process occurs, however the surface used here is the eye lens. Light hits the frontal
surface of the lens and makes a reflection called frontside reflection. But actually light also hits the rear
side of the lens. For a non serious condition, there is not a whitish color inside the lens so it will be
reflected again, which is called backside reflection. For a serious condition especially, because there is a lot
of clouding in the lens, light will not be reflected again. The different characteristics are shown in Figure 6.
In an image plane we have not theoretical proof just found the relationship of the location between the two
reflections and the center of the pupil; they are on a single line [9].

Figure 6. Example of reflection appearance under uncontrolled illumination
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4.2.1. Detecting Frontside Reflection
The First step of specular reflection analysis is detecting frontside reflection. Figure 7 shows steps of
algorithm for localizing frontside reflection.

Figure 7. Algorithm of frontside reflection area localization
We use the result of pupil localization as an input image (i). Although we take photographs under
uncontrolled illumination, however in our experiment specular reflection always brighter than surrounding
area and always more than 200, therefore, this value will be a threshold for converting image into binary
image. In different environmental setup, it is possible to change the value of this threshold (ii). Then we
implement sobel operator for getting boundary detection (iii). By assuming that a specular reflection is a
circle then we implements circular hough transform for getting a coordinates center and radius of frontside
reflection (iv).
4.2.2. Searching for backside reflection
Using the relationship between both reflections, we search backside reflection as discussed in [9]. Using the
coordinate of the center and the radius of the frontside reflection, we then searched for the backside
reflection by searching for areas of higher intensity beside the frontside reflection compared with their
immediately surrounding areas in a line[9] [10]. As we discussed in [9], a non serious condition is always
have a great increasing intensity that indicated existence of backside reflection. Considering that we have
variations of the numbers of intensity searching, we define the normalized number of increasing value
determined by Equation 1.

Pn

T
...................................................................................(1)
n

Where T is the numbers of points that have increasing intensity value and n is the numbers of points along
an intensity tracking line. Figure 8 shows the examples of the result of intensity tracking for serious and
non-serious.
4.3. Texture Analysis
Although specular reflection analysis method has a good performance to distinguish between serious and
non-serious conditions, however; sometimes we face problems distinguishing between specular reflection
and whitish color if it is located in the same line. This is critical problem for the screening result, therefore
we consider texture analysis for handling such problems by extracting uniformity and average intensity
inside the pupil.
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Figure 8. Analyzing Backside Reflection
4.3.1. Uniformity
Basically, there are two kinds of textures inside the pupil; smooth and coarse. This can be calculated by the
uniformity value expressed in Equation 2. Where U is the value of uniformity, H is frequency of the
intensity levels in a region, and N is the number of pixel in an image, Let i = 0, 1, 2, …..,;L- 1, be the
corresponding histogram, where L is the value of possible intensity. Uniformity will have maximum value
when all gray levels are equal. Whitish color inside the lens has two kinds’ distributions. First, whitish
color spread smoothly inside the pupil. In the early stage, this kind of cataract has a thin layer of whitish
color and covers the whole lens surface gradually until the whitish color layer becomes thick. Second,
whitish color spread uneven inside the lens. It will appear a coarse texture inside the pupil. Referring to the
our previous research [10], combination between value of uniformity U and value of increasing intensity Pn
are clearly separate between the serious and non-serious condition for limited data.
L 1

U
i 0

H (i)
N

2

...................................................................(2)

4.3.2. Average Intensity
To improve performance of our method, also we consider average intensity inside a pupil by assuming a
high intensity corresponds to serious condition. The equation to measure an average intensity expressed in
Equation 3, where m is the mean (average) intensity, I is the possible intensity, and N is the number of
pixel in an image. It will be very simple intuition that serious condition of eyes has brighter intensities than
non-serious condition eyes.
L 1

m
i 0

I (i )
......................................................................(3)
N

Referring to the our previous research [12] combination between value of uniformity, average intensity and
backside reflection availability are clearly separate between the serious and non-serious condition for
limited data.
4.4. Diagnosing by Classification
We extract features inside the pupil including specular reflection appearance and texture that consists of
uniformity and average intensity. To build the system, we used Matlab R2007B with image processing
toolbox. Also, for building a classifier to classify between serious and non-serious condition, we use SVM
toolbox was developed by Canu [15]. To test the performance of our system, we use several parameters.
The first is True Positive Rate (TPR). TPR determines a classifier or a diagnostic test performance on
classifying positive instances correctly among all positive samples available during the test. The second is
FPR (False Positive Rate). FPR, on the other hand, defines how many incorrect positive results occur
among all negative samples available during the test [20]. A perfect classification will have a TPR value
100% and a FPR value 0%. Referring to the definition of a perfect system, our system is expected to have a
TPR and FPR as mentioned earlier. We only use TPR and FPR parameters because these parameters are
sufficient to represent the accuracy of a system.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We tested our system on 777 images taken in Indonesia and Japan. Based on diagnosis by an
ophthalmologist, there were 188 images of serious conditions and 510 of non-serious conditions. To
evaluate the overall system performance, we use cross validation techniques in which we did evaluation
several times until all data were evaluated. So that all images produced by various kinds of cameras are
grouped into two groups. The first group is the images that show the serious conditions, while the second
group are the images that show the non-serious conditions. We did some testing times by taking 90% of
data as training data and 10% of data as testing data. Data changed each time, until all data used as training
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data and testing data.

Figure 9. Performance comparison of each method
Referring to Figure 9, First we analyze each characteristic of information appears in a pupil for cataract
detecting including average intensity, uniformity and specular reflection. The highest performance of each
characteristic occurred when we use specular reflection analysis only. The main reason is specular
reflection does not depends on the illumination condition and this is appropriate with our research goal for
using a low-cost and easy-to-use equipment for data acquisition. In order to improve our system, we
combine two types of characteristic appearance inside the pupil. The first combination is average intensity
combine with uniformity. The second combination is average intensity with specular reflection. The last
combination is specular reflection and uniformity. These combinations give a value of TPR about 91%.
This is the highest value of TPR because the characteristic of whitish color and backside reflection is quite
different. In non-serious conditions, almost the uniformity is higher than serious conditions because whitish
color spread in some part of pupil region, while in non-serious conditions, there are not a whitish color.
However, this combination still have a value of FPR about 31%; therefore, we need to improve our method
by reducing the value of FPR. We consider about average intensity. We assume that serious conditions
have a higher intensity in a pupil region than non-serious condition. The result shows that these
combinations give a value of TPR about 92% and a value of FPR about 18%. Although this result is not
the same as the definition of a perfect system where the TPR is 100% and the FPR was 0%, however it is
promising for further development. By doing such considerations mentioned above, it is expected that a
perfect system can be achieved by getting TPR 100% and FPR 0%.

6. CONCLUSION
Regarding the conditions in developing countries which have limitations both of eye doctors and health
facilities, using simple equipment such as digital camera for cataract screening is promising and sufficient.
Because digital camera is small and easily carried out, easy to use and inexpensive. Also, the method for
supporting digital camera has a good performance for distinguishing between serious and non-serious
condition; therefore, it is very useful for determining people who need a surgery as soon as possible.
Further research will involve developing a robust cataract screening system by improving the algorithm of
pupil detection and improving performance of algorithm for classifying serious and non-serious conditions.
Also, we will develop a pilot project to implement our system in a developing country in which all
activities will operate by user. It is hoped the problems will arise in on-site testing; therefore, it will be a
valuable input for improving our system.
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ABSTRACT
This paper explains development of a navigation system for visually impaired people by utilizing GPS (global positioning
system). In general, the concept of navigation system for visually impaired people using GPS consists of module for
determining the traveller’s orientation and position, a GIS (geographic information system) comprising the system software
and the spatial database to relate the traveller’s orientation and GPS coordinates to the surrounding environment and the
system’s user interface. Significant problems such as the accuracy of available GPS signals and the fact that the devices can
not be used in the building exist when using GPS and GIS technologies for travelling. We predict that future navigation devices
for visually impaired people might support three more functionalities. Those are independent move, autonomy and safety. The
principal difficulties of visually impaired people moving independently are the interaction with environment and to be totally
integrated with digital society. New concept on navigation system for visually impaired persons by exploring modified assistive
technology is proposed.
Keywords
navigation system, visually impaired, GPS, GIS, assistive technology

1. INTRODUCTION
Currently in the world there are 314 million people with visually impaired, 45 million of them are blind [1]. Approximately
87% of people with visual impairment live in developing countries, including Indonesia. About 82% who have visually
impairment are aged over 50. Report of the European Union (EU) mentions that for every 1000 people of Europe 4 people is
blind or visually impaired [2]. Figure 1 shows data from WHO regarding the distribution of visually impaired people in the
world [3].

10%
10%
27%

10%

26%
17%

Europe
Americas
Eastren Med
Africa

Figure 1: Global Distribution of Visual Impairment [3]
Through careful study we observe three basic requirements for people with visual impairment to be able to travel without fear
or confusion:
1.
2.
3.

Receive early warning of dangers, such as detecting and avoiding obstacels if they are to travel safely and independently
Technology aid, such as route planning and location guidance, to overcome limited navigation and orientation capability
Electronic signs, such as speech-based road signs and bus numbers to help their inability to access visual or textual
information in the environment

According to needs in environmental access, mobility and navigation for visually impaired people, research has been widely
conducted to create assistive devices. The development of information technology stimulates the development of various
devices by utilizing a variety of technology, such as: GPS (global positioning system), RFID (radio frequency identification),
computer vision, virtual reality, and AI (artificial intelligence).
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we present the concept of navigation system for visually impaired people;
Section III describes the related works of the GPS based navigation systems has been designed or modified to be used by
visually impaired people; Section IV explains some significant problems involved in using GPS and GIS technologies for
travel guidances; Section V shows a comparative study of devices of assistive technology; Section VI is discussion, and
Section VII summarizes the paper.
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2.

CONCEPT OF NAVIGATION SYSTEM FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED PEOPLE

In general the definition of navigation system for visually impaired people is a process that comprises of the cognitive act of
wayfinding and the physical act of locomotion, including, for example, obstacle avoidance (Darken et al. 1998, Montello
2005). Wayfinding behavior can be described as purposeful, directed, and motivated movement from an origin to a specific
distant destination that can not be directly perceived by the traveler (Golledge, 1999). A successful wayfinding technology
should provide two main components of information which are the current location and heading of the individual, and the route
to the destination [10].
The idea of utilizing GPS technology to help the visually impaired with navigation goes back over a decade, when Loomis
(1985) and Collins (1985) independently proposed it [11] [12]. In 1991, Golledge and team were persons who first proposed
for using of GIS, GPS, speech and the sound sensor (sonic sensors) to navigate the blind [13].
A sample of navigation system for visually impaired people is Personal Guidance System (PGS) and an early model was
developed in 1993 [11]. Concept of navigation system for visually impaired people using GPS consists of : a module for
determining the traveller‟s orientation and position, a Geographic Information System (GIS) comprising the system software
(software route planning) and the spatial database for relating the traveller‟s orientation and GPS coordinates to the
surrounding environment and the user interface [11]. Figure 2 shows the functional components of the Personal Guidance
System (PGS).
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Figure 2: The functional components of any navigation system for the blind [11] [14]
The PGS consists of three modules [14]. The first module is used for user location and orientation. A GPS receiver with
differential GPS receiver (DGPS) is used to determine location and to trail the path of travel. The DGPS configuration also
gives absolute positional accuracy on the order of 1m root-mean-squared error given good satellite availability. The second
module is the GIS components that consist of a digitized base map and software design to trail the traveller‟s path, select
routes, recommend the traveller about local features and landmarks, correct for signal error or loss, and control dynamic access
to the database. The module also contains the commands needed to navigation aid. The spatial attributes might concern some
criterion of system centrality, feature or population density, connectivity, nearest neighbours, distances to other features and
etc. The third module is the user interfaces that provides for two-way communication between the GIS and the user. In this
part, there are two display options for GIS to user communication, namely a virtual acoustic display using binaural earphones
and conventional speech display with an earphone or speaker.

3. RELATED WORKS
In Europe, some development of assistive technology for mobility and navigation for visually impaired people have been
funded with support from the European Commission. Examples of the projects are GAT4PROVIP (Guidance, Advice and
Training for parents and Relatives of Visually Impaired Persons), AEGIS (Open Accessibility Everywhere: Groundwork,
Infra-Structure, Standards), Enactive Interfaces [4].
In Japan, the development of assistive technology is mainly orientated in the field of medical engineering and biological
engineering. This has created a variety of assistive technology for people with visual impairment. A 3-dimensional information
display is specifically intended for visual impairment, so that environmental information is in front of will be translated into a
specific pattern exhibited by the composition of the pin on the display [5]. Navigation system using optical beacon is intended
to guide people with visual impairment in the room to move to desired location within a building. This system is consists of
optical beacons which are set on the ceiling and emits the position code as an infrared signal, an optical receiver which
receives signals from beacons, and a navigator which guides a user by an artificial voice [6].
MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) has also developed assistive technology for blind and visually impaired people.
MIT develops digital maps to obtain information about its environment using a system called BlindAid. The BlindAid system,
developed in MIT‟s Touch Lab, allows blind people to “feel” their way around a virtual model of a room or building,
familiarizing themselves with it before going there [7]. In the last decade, various devices of wearable navigation system have
been studied to help people with visual impairment for navigation in a known/unknown and indoor /outdoor [8].
With current development of telecommunication technology device for people with visual impairment has been developed by
employing satellite navigation technology, known as GPS. GPS systems can be used in all kinds of weather and is designed to
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provide continuous time information. Among GPS features [9]: 1) can be used both at the time of day or night and does not
depend on the weather, 2) determine position by referring to the global datum and have a precision in the order of millimeters
to several centimeters, 3) have a receiver of GPS signals which tends to be smaller in size and cheaper price, and 4) use the
GPS which will improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the survey and navigation.
A number of GPS based navigation systems has been designed or modified to be used by visually impaired people, including
Trekker of Human Ware, BrailleNote GPS, and VoiceNote GPS, Mobile Geo of Code Factory, Loadstone GPS, Wayfinder
Access, Geotact, Easy Walker and Kapten [15]. The system provides a range of functions which generally contains simulation.
It displays the route on the way, the search database from a certain point and instruction realtime (audio) which enables users
to follow the path to a specific destination.
MoBIC is a device for the visual impairment and elderly people – based on GPS. The MoBIC system is a prototype navigation
aid for blind people which consists of a pre-journey system and an outdoor system. The device also uses a speech synthesizer
to read the predetermined travel plans [16]. System like MoBIC is also implemented by Golledge using a wearable computer
[14]. The MoBIC Outdoor System (MoODS) is quite similar to Stider, but it also includes differential correction (by mobile
phone link) and compass worn on the body for heading information [11].
The navigation system for the blind using GPS and mobile phone combination has been developed in Japan [17]. In this
system, the unique feature is the use of a digital mobile phone as the communication link between the traveller and the GIS.
The system is divided into two units, namely are the mobile unit for the blind traveller and a base station for preparing
geographical information data. The mobile phone transmits the traveller‟s GPS data to the GIS computer a central facility. The
raw GPS data is used to determine the traveller‟s location using the correction data from the other GPS receiver located at the
base station. Finally, the GIS has outputs synthetic speech that is transmitted back to the traveller. It provides information of
position (including the name of the nearest building and the name of some landmark).
A device of navigation system for people with visual impaired and the blind is Dristi [18]. Dristi is a navigation system without
wire (wireless) for pedestrian. Dristi integrates some of technologies including GPS, GIS, wearable computers, synthesis and
voice recognition and wireless networks. Dristi adds contextual information to the visually impaired and computes optimized
routes based on user preference, temporal constraints and dynamic obstacles.
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Figure 3: Client/Proxy/Server Architecture [18]
Figure 3 above shows the architecture of the server/proxy/client for Dristi [18]. Server organizes incoming requests from the
mobile clients, through a server-side proxy known as a client manager. Each client manager act as a gateway between GIS
database and the client which supports. Java programming is used to develop a server and client manager. Proxy protects
mobile clients from the details and software requirements of server. Client managers build spatial queries and add new spatial
information through ESRI‟s ArcSDE (a spatial database engine).
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Figure 4: Block diagram of Smart Robot [19]
Yelamarthi K. [19] integrates GPS and RFID technology by developing Smart-Robot (SR) for the visually impaired. The SR
uses GPS and RFID based localization while operating indoor and outdoor individually. The portable terminal unit is an
embedded system completed with a GPS, RFID reader and analog compass as input devices to obtain orientation and location.
The SR navigates the user to a predefined location/destination, or creates a new route on-the-fly for later use. The SR reaches
the location/destination by avoiding obstacles using ultrasonic and infrared sensor inputs, while the system in navigation mode.
The SR supplies user feedback through a vibrating motors on the glove and speaker.
The SR is categorized into input module and output module as shown in figure 4. The input module consists of user input
device (keypad), obstacles detection sensors (ultrasonic and infrared), navigation and orientation unit (GPS, RFID reader and
analog compass). The output module consists of user feedback devices (speaker and vibrating motor), the SR motors for
movement, display screen for troubleshooting (LCD display), and a data storage unit (secure digital card). The Motorola
68HCS12 microcontroller is used to interface both modules (input – output).
In 2010, Morad A.H. studied navigation system based on GPS [3]. Morad designs device to help the blind people to navigate
the environment without asking anyone. The device, based on GPS, consists of the raw data for location coordinate where the
blind people standing that is detected by GPS receiver. It processes these data by PIC microcontroller to calculate real
coordinate related with current position. Then, PIC microcontroller translates it to specific voice message which is presorted in
voice recorder. The blind person hears voice message via headset.

4.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF DEVICES

Navigation system for visually impaired people that uses a GPS technology, certainly possesses problems. Hers M.A.,
mentioning one of the problem of GPS is the lack of accuracy and it can not be used in the building [15]. The hybrid systems
with the function of both GPS and environmental beacons are also being developed.
Some significant problems involved in using GPS and GIS technologies for travel guidances can be summarized as follows
[14]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The accuracy of available GPS signals.
The lack of any suitable back up devices to derive location and orientation when the GPS signal is lost.
The suitability to achieve a desired degree of locational accuracy in many types of user environments.
Reflections of GPS signals from nearby structures. These are referred to as „multi-path‟.
Very large database and the storage required means that access time to bring up map segments after determining location
from a GPS may involve significant delays.
6. The most common routing algorithm, shortest distances principles, makes uncertain and unsatisfaction for most pedestrian
traffic and particularly blind pedestrian.
Table 1 (put in the latest pages) shows a comparative study of devices of assistive technology. Thorough study has pointed
out some drawbacks of the current devices:
1. In general, devices of navigation system based on GPS, have not a good accuracy an even not function when indoor
(building). GPS is not accuracy for the same times of position coordinates
2. Some devices or system was developed with high cost (relative).
3. The installation of the application requires hardware and software resources, such as PDA or smart phone, operates with
screen reader, require a GPS map, require an electronics map, require an intensive training for user (blind person).
Furthermore we find out opportunities to improve performance of devices, namely :
1. Integrating of several technologies, such as RFID and GPS to be more practical and economical.
2. Using an open source programming as software that devices (java) to reduce cost.
3. Developing assistive technology with more functions, such as: 1) understanding the space before doing, 2) knowing what
is nearby him/her in order to adapt the direction of his/her walking to destination/targeted.
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5.

DISCUSSIONS

There are many problems to be solved and much research to be done by researchers for producing the perfect devices. The
critical issue in the development of an integral people location system is the technology to be used inside buildings, because
GPS is the main option in outdoor environments, although new choices (like WiMAX) are under study [20].
In the future, the assistive technology for visually impaired people should obtain three main characteristics, namely: 1)
independent: move without support of a human assistant or the others people, 2) autonomy: use the available technology (such
as map and GPS) for supporting the independent mobility, and 3) safety: ability for obstacles avoidance.
The principal difficulties of visually impaired are the interaction with environment and being a totally integrated in a (modern
or digital) society. Therefore, the accessibility to knowledge on sighted people and its appropriation are key elements for
surviving and interaction together. A mobility is a form of interactions, and as far as it is concerned, the knowledge of world
organisation is fundamental. The mobility includes not only the physical displacement with obstacle avoidance in order to
reach a goal, but also nearby space perception and understanding. Recent progresses in technologies can provide an efficient
support for such new concept of mobility.

6.

SUMMARY

Navigation system for visually impaired people with GPS that is used nowadays has many limitations. It is necessary to find a
new technologies or algorithm to overcome the technical difficulties. The new concept of navigation system is not only about
obstacle avoidance in order to reach a goal, but also on nearby space perception and understanding.
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Table 1: Comparative analysis from devices of navigation system for visually impaired people using GPS technology
No
1

Applications
MoBIC (Mobility for Blind and
elderly people Interacting with
Computers) by the Commission
of the European Union

Descriptions
MoBIC develops a route planning system which
is designed to allow a blind person access to
information from many sources. The resulting
system has two parts: the Pre-journey System,
and the Outdoor System.

Advantages
Combination of technologies: a computer with
speech synthesiser, electronic maps, and GPS.
The output system is in the form of spoken
messages. The planning system helps blind people
to study and plan their routes in advance, indoors.

Disadvantages
The system requires electronics map. The
compass directions is difficult to relate to
reality. It also has a high price (relative).

2

Loadstone GPS of Loadstone
GPS team

The Loadstone project develops an open source
software for satellite navigation for blind and
visually impaired people.

The system uses open source software while GPS
maps are not required.

The device uses a smart phone, operated with
screen reader, limited possibilities and unstable
operation.

3

Wayfinder Access of WayFinder
System AB

Wayfinder Access is a navigation system for
mobile phones specially developed for visually
impaired.

This device has a good functional possibilities.

This application is only for symbian phones,
operated with screen reader and requiring a
GPS maps.

4

Dristi of University of Florida

Dristi is a wireless pedestrian navigation system
for the blind.

This system has a very good accuracy - 22 cm
(DGPS is used)

This device requires a notebook. It also has a
high price (relative).

5

BrailleNote GPS

The BrailleNote GPS is an accessible Global
Positioning System (GPS) for people who are
blind. A BrailleNote that includes an add-on
GPS receiver, maps, and points of interest
databases that provide spoken and/or braille
access to location information in any outdoor
environment.

BrailleNote GPS is a portable tool with speech
and braille output. It is like a combination of a
personal digital assistant, Map-quest software and
a mechanical voice

This device uses a PDA or Pocket PC and
requires GPS maps. It also has a high price
(relative).

6

Trekker of Human Ware

It is a personal digital assistant (PDA) or Pocket
PC, adapted for the blind and visually impaired
with talking menus, talking maps and GPS
information.

This device has a good functional possibilities and
built-in TTS. It can expand to accommodate new
hardware platforms and more detailed geographic
information.

This device is only for pocket PC and requires
GPS maps.

7

Trinetra of Carnigie Melon
University

The Trinetra project develops cost-effective,
independence - enhancing technologies for
benefit blind people. One of the benefit of it‟s
system addresses accessibility concerning of
blind people in using public transportation
systems.

Combining GPS navigation and RFID
localization. Using GPS receivers and staggered
Infrared sensors, information is relayed to a
centralized fleet management server via a cellular
modem

This device is used only for smart phones. It
needs additional hardware and connection with
WEB server required (it must pay for the
network traffic). It is Operated with screen
reader.
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8

SWAN (System for Wearable
Audio Navigation) of Georgia
Institute of Technology

SWAN is a wearable computing system which
designed to help the visually impaired,
firefighters, soldiers and others navigate their
way in unknown territory, particularly when
vision is obstructed or impaired.

The SWAN system consists of a small laptop, a
proprietary tracking chip, and bone-conduction
headphones. It provides audio cues to guide the
person from place to place with the 3-D audio
beacons for navigation.

SWAN is only used for outdoor which can not
run on PDAs and cell phones. It also has a high
price (relative).

9

Mobile Geo of Code Factory

Mobile Geo is a product designed to convey
most of the information displayed on commercial
GPS receivers and location databases to people
with visual disabilities

This device has a good functional possibilities.

This device is used only for smart phones, PDA
or Pocket PC with MS Window Mobile. It is
operated with screen reader and requires GPS
maps.

10

Street Talk VIP of Freedom
Scientific

StreetTalk VIP is a route-savvy travel
companion for the visually impaired as well as a
real-time exploration guide that provides
information in braille or through speech.

This device has a good functional possibilities.

This device is only for PAC mate devices, high
price of hardware (relative).

11

SR (Smart-Robot) of Central
Michigan University

SR is an RFID and GPS integrated navigation
system for the visually impaired people

An embedded system is equipped with an RFID
reader, GPS, and analog compass as input devices
to obtain location and orientation. The outputs of
this system are speaker and vibrating motor.

This system has complex technologies (RFID
and GPS) and only SR prototype.

12

GPS Talking for Blind People
of Al Baqa Applied University,
Jordan

The device is based on GPS to help the blind
people to navigate the environment without
asking everyone

This system is a small device, very easy for used,
with LCD device for designing of learning step
and updating system. It also has voice messages.

This device can not be used for indoor building
and has small storage of voice recorder.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we report our research about passage-based retrieval method for Indonesian legal document question and
answering systems. Question answering system is a system that allows users to express needs of the information in the form of
a question in natural language. The system will return the results in the form of answers. We used passage-based retrieval for
finding the answer, Stanford NER for named entity recognition and Lemur for retrieve relevant document. The collection
contains of 1000 documents. We used 50 queries that created manually by the researcher and based on content of document.
QA system for Indonesian legal documents using 3 categories of answers i.e. organization, person and article. This Indonesian
legal document QA system can provide the results for the retrieval of top-5 documents reach the percentage accuracy of 72%,
the retrieval of top-10 documents reach the percentage accuracy of 68% and the retrieval of top-50 documents reach the
percentage accuracy of 60%.
Keywords
Question and answering system, legal document, passage-based retrieval, language model and named entity recognition

1. INTRODUCTION
This time the Internet has grown so rapidly that various information can be accessed via the internet. The information
contained in the internet can include many different fields, from medicine, law, sports, news and so on. Information on the
Internet can be obtained through search engines. Current search engines can return ranked lists of documents, but they do not
deliver answers to the user [1]. Therefore question and answering system (QA systems) developed to produce answers for the
user. Beside develop QA systems in general, some QA systems development made to the particular domain to obtain more
specific results, such as biomedical QA systems [2], bible QA systems [3]. This development was done to provide convenience
for the user to obtain information. QA system for a specific domain requires some adjustments to the system. For example the
Bible QA systems should be giving the information about the chapter and verse. The biomedical QA systems try to find out
clinical questions asked by family physicians [2]. In this research will be discussed about QA in the legal field.
Today there are many legal sites contain regulations, articles or writings about the law, such as www.law.com,
www.freeadvice.com. The few sites that currently serve legal consultation for those who want to find out information on legal
issues at hand. QA legal systems have also been studied in other countries such as the Evaluation of Question Answering
Systems over the European Legislation [4] where the legal document that is used consists of more than one language but not
using the article.
In Indonesia, legal sites are commonly found, such as www.legalitas.org which contains news, rules and articles of law, and
www.konsultasihukumonline.com is a site that serves legal advice online for free. Information about the law can be searched
through several sources. One way to obtain information about the law is to visit the legal consultant. But to contact legal
counsel is expensive and time consuming. Another way you can do is perform an online consultation via the internet. But the
answer cannot be directly administered within 24 hours1.
Therefore in this study we developed a system of questions and answering system for Indonesian legal documents. QA systems
created to help people have an easier access to legal information through legal documents that are available on the internet. The
information obtained is preliminary information that can be used as knowledge in the next step.

1

http://www.konsultasihukumonline.com
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Current search engines only can return ranked lists of documents. But at this time people needs more than just list of
documents. People need systems that allow a user to ask a question in everyday language and receive an answer quickly and
succinctly, with sufficient context to validate the answer [1]. QA systems are the task of automatically answering a question
posed in natural language. To find the answer to a question, a QA computer program may use either a pre-structured database
or a collection of natural language documents (a text corpus such as the World Wide Web or some local collection).
Question answering systems are an important topic of research in the natural language processing field and much work has
been done by many researchers in the last years [5]. Some conferences have QA topics where the results were compared to
find out the results of the performance of the system are made. Like the Text Retrieval Conference2 (TREC), QA topics
starting from 1999 and Cross Language Evaluation Forum3 (CLEF).
QA systems in this research used to answer factoid questions in natural language questions. The answers produced a set of
short answers with the document number and the position of a sentence that is used as a source of information on the response.
We used the Stanford NER4 to provide entities in the document collection and passage-based retrieval for finding the answers.
Documents used are Indonesian legal documents obtained from the Internet.
In the next section the QA systems in this research is described. Section 3 is experiment from our systems. Section 4 is result
from our experiment. Finally, in section 5 some conclusions are discussed.

2. QA Systems
QA systems in this research consist of some module. The important modules are questions analysis, document analysis and
answer selection. Figure 1 show the QA systems in this research.
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Top-n Retrieval
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Figure 1: QA systems for Indonesian legal document

2

http://trec.nist.gov
http://www.clef-campaign.org
4
http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
3
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2.1 Question Analysis
Question analysis is the process of analysis to determine the type of the answers to these questions. Analysis carried out by
detecting the type of question Wh-terms question [6]. Example of question:
Question: Siapakah nama pengacara DL Sitorus ?
Answer Type: PERSON
Question: Pasal berapa tindakan KPK untuk menjerat Anggodo dalam melakukan percobaan penyuapan kepada
pimpinan KPK ?
Answer Type: ARTICLE
Question: Apakah perusahaan Dl Sitorus yang ditangani oleh pengacara Adner ?
Answer Type: ORGANIZATION
Analysis questions for the legal documents done by the introduction of question words which can be seen in Table 1. QA
system for Indonesian legal documents using 3 categories of answers i.e. organization, person and article. In the preprocessing
stage we needs to give entity for the third category of this answer on queries and documents.
Table 1: Answer Categories

Answer Categories

Organization

Person
Article

Wh-terms in Indonesian word
apa or apakah + organization
organization + apa or apakah
organization + mana or
manakah
siapa, siapakah
pasal + berapa, berapakah

2.2 Question and document Preprocessing
Document preprocessing is a step before processing document that can be done to facilitate the search process and shorten the
search time. In this study, there are two preprocessing: first the preprocessing query and second the preprocessing of
documents. Preprocessing for the queries made after analysis of the type of question because the analysis requires a few words
ask questions that removed on the preprocessing step (stopword removal). Whereas the document preprocessing is only done at
top-n documents because the preprocessing stage here is the process of named entity recognition.
Preprocessing for the queries consist of two steps. First is named entity recognition to get the information about person, article
and organization. Second is stopword removal to remove useless word and get keyword from query. In this study, the named
entity recognition is done by using the Stanford NER.
2.3 Named Entity Recognition
There is some name entity recognition that has been specially developed and can be used to assist the process of name
recognition. The introduction of a name or identification can be performed using Named Entity Recognition or abbreviated as
NER. NER is also known as entity identification or extraction of entities which are part of the extraction of information to
locate and classify the elements in the text into several categories such as NAME, ORGANIZATION, LOCATION, and
TIME.
Stanford NER is one of the NER recognition system made by the Board of Trustees of The Leland Stanford Junior University
[7]. Where this system will give labels (tagging) the name, organization and location of the label PERSON, ORGANIZATION
and LOCATION for documents in English. Because the Stanford NER is available only for English language documents, in
this study we building a model for the Indonesian language. In addition, some entities adjusted to the legal document which in
this study we adds one entity that is ARTICLE. Figure 2 show example of named entity for Indonesian legal document.
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<TEXT>
Sekedar mengingatkan, <PERSON>Antasari</PERSON>
didakwa dengan <ARTICLE>Pasal 55 ayat (1)</ARTICLE>
jo <ARTICLE>Pasal 55 ayat (2) </ARTICLE> jo
<ARTICLE>Pasal 340</ARTICLE> KUHP. Kemudian,
penuntut umum yang diketuai
<PERSON>Cirus
Sinaga</PERSON>
menuntut
<PERSON>Antasari</PERSON> dengan hukuman mati.
Namun
majelis
hakim
memvonis
<PERSON>Antasari</PERSON> dengan hukuman delapan
belas tahun bui. Tak puas dengan vonis yang dijatuhkan,
<PERSON>Antasari</PERSON>
dengan tegas di
persidangan mengajukan banding.
</TEXT>

Figure 2: Example of named entity recognition
2.4 Document selection
The question that has been through preprocessing stage will be a keyword in the information retrieval systems to get top-n
relevant documents. In this research, we used Lemurs IR systems for indexing and retrieval top-n document.
Lemurs5 are one of the information retrieval systems that have many applications [8]. In 1992, Lemurs develop a project called
Indri. Indri is the information retrieval systems that support information retrieval with language models (language model) [9].
Language model is a specific form of probabilistic model [10]. This language model has been implemented in the acquisition
of information. In recent years the language model approach to the retrieval of information much attention since the foundation
of statistical theory and its simple but it is a good method empirically [10][11].
Language model approach to the collection of information based on the idea that the documents that match the query model is
similar to the query document in which this can occur if the query words often appear in the document [12].
Similarity coefficient (SC) for query Q with the document is the probability of generating query Q from the model language
for documents. Query probability is calculated as a product (product) between the probabilities of query words appearing in
documents with words that do not appear in the document [10].

SC (Q, Di )

P(t j | M Di )
tj Q

Where

P(t j | M Di )

(1 P(t j | M Di ))

(1)

tj Q

is the probability of the query words that appear in the document.

tj Q

(1 P(t j | M Di )) is the
tj Q

probability of the query words that not appear in the document.
In this study, we also use smoothing Dirichlet priors. Where smoothing is used to avoid the probability is zero and overcoming
the words that are not visible in the document [12]. Dirichlet priors are smoothing method is quite simple and give better
results for short queries and the types of web documents (± 3 words) [11] [13].
2.5 Answer selection
In this research we use passage-based retrieval to get the answers. Passage-Based Retrieval is retrieval based on a small portion
of every relevant document containing information relevant to the query [13]. Passage-based retrieval is widely used in the
frequently asked questions to narrow down the search scope of relevant answers from a collection of documents. The division
of this passage is only against the top-n relevant documents already obtained from the process of obtaining information based
on keywords from the question. In the next section will explain how to build and calculate the passage.

5

http://www.lemurproject.org/
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2.5.1

Building passage

To obtain a more precise answer, the document is broken down into parts or smaller passage and the parts will be treated as a
single document. Solving the passage of documents can be done in various ways, such as breaking a document based on the
chapter or section (as in the book), based on the paragraph or sentence, or based on the number of words. In this study the
construction of passage conducted by splitting the document into multiple passages in which each passage consists of 5
sentences. Passage last sentence is repeated as the first sentence in the next passage. Passage type tags that do not contain an
answer will not be passed to the next process because they did not answer the question.
2.5.2

Scoring passage

Scoring passage is to provide value to each passage so that the passage relating to the question will be given priority compared
with the passages that are not associated with any questions. The scoring on passage made by rule as follows:
1. Discard all the passage does not have an entity named in accordance with the type of questions
2. Give weight 1 for each word in the query that is on passage
3. Give weight 1, if the number of words in the passage of more than half the number of words in question
2.5.3

Select the final answer

After the passage-based retrieval is to obtain passage-relevant passage from a document, then how to choose the correct answer
from the piece part that are relevant passage had to be the final answer in the process of obtaining information. A stage is
called answer extraction. Answer extraction is done by calculating the distance between words that have the appropriate
tagging the query with the word that appears in the query. Final answer is a word that has the closest distance between words
with tagging and keywords from the query. For example:
Question: Siapakah terdakwa kasus pembunuhan
<person>Nasrudin Zulkarnaen</person>?
Passage:
Terdakwa dalam kasus pembunuhan bos <organization>PT Putra Rajawali Banjaran</organization>
(PRB)<person> Nasrudin Zulkarnaen</person>, <person>Antasari Azhar</person> secara resmi mengajukan
memori banding ke Pengadilan Negeri (PN) Jakarta Selatan, Senin (8/3). Pendaftaran ini dilakukan oleh anggota tim
pengacara Antasari, yakni <person>Victoria Sidabutar</person> dan <person>Yanti Nurdin</person>.
The distance between Antasari Azhar with pembunuhan is 8, the distance between Victoria Sidabutar with pembunuhan is 32,
and the distance between Yanti Nurdin with pembunuhan is 35. So the final answer is Antasari Azhar because the distance
between Antasari Azhar with pembunuhan is the smallest one.
2.6 Evaluation
QA systems were evaluated by mean reciprocal rank (MRR). Given a set of judgments for the strings, the score computed for a
submission was the MRR. An individual question received a score equal to the reciprocal of the rank at which the first correct
answer response was returned, or 0 if none of the five responses contained a correct answer [14].
The score for a submission was then the mean of the individual questions’ reciprocal ranks. Note that with this scoring metric
system are given no credit for retrieving multiple (different) correct answers. Also, since the track required at least one
response for each questions, systems could receive no credit for realizing they did know the answer [15].
MRR will be calculated by:
MRR =

1
|Q|

Q
i 1

1
rank i

(2)

Where Q is query, ranki is rank of first answer a query response.

3. Experiment
In this study, we used Indonesian legal document from several sites i.e. www.hukumonline.com and www.legalitas.org. The
collection contains of 1000 documents. We used 50 queries that created manually by the researcher and based on content of
document. Figure 3 is an example of the output from the QA systems for Indonesian legal documents.
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001 Q0 AH0221 1 4 1 Adner Sirait
001 Q0 AH0221 2 4 1 Asnun
002 Q0 AH1060 1 85 6 Ibrahim
002 Q0 AH0221 2 21 1 Darianus
Lungguk Sitorus
002 Q0 AH0594 3 15 5 Johan Budi
002 Q0 AH0594 4 15 5 Adner
002 Q0 AH0219 5 13 1 DL Sitorus
003 Q0 AH0527 1 26 1 1
003 Q0 AH0527 2 26 2 Pasal 55 KUHP
Figure 3: Example of of the output from the QA systems for
Indonesian legal documents
Where column 1 is query number, column 2 is Q0, column 3 is document number, and column 4 is rank, column 5 is document
score, column 6 is passage number and column 7 is the answer.
In this experimental study we attempts top-n document. This experiment will determine influence the number of documents on
the answer. The experiments consist of the top-5 relevant documents, top-10 relevant documents, and top-50 relevant
documents. For name entity recognition we use Stanford NER6 that implement for Indonesian legal document. We use Lemur7
to index and retrieve relevant documents.

4. RESULT
The process of named entity recognition with Stanford NER was evaluated by using 5 legal documents with a total of 1131
words. The evaluation results produced 1094 words tagged correctly, and 37 words are not tagged, so that the accuracy of the
named entity recognition with Stanford NER to Indonesian legal document produced 96.73%.
Table 2 is result of our QA systems. Table 2 shows the MRR on the top-5 relevant documents, top-10 relevant documents and
the top-50 relevant document. The best result is the answer to the question by using top-5 relevant documents.
Table 2: MRR of Indonesian Legal Document QA systems

Top-n relevant documents
Top-5
Top-10
Top-50

MRR
0.492
0.389
0.222

% answer found
36 (72%)
34 (68%)
30 (60%)

5. DISCUSSION
The result of the recognition the entity will be affect to the answer search process. If at the named entity recognition process,
the candidate answers does not tagged so the answer was wrong or absent. We can see the example for query number 44 that
shows on figure 4. Since the answer (Ombusman Republik Indonesia) doesn’t tag correctly so the answer for query number 44
is false.
Query number: 44
Query: Organisasi apakah yang mendesak Komisi Pemberantasan
Korupsi KPK agar harus menyampaikan perkembangan penanganan
kasus Bank Century kepada masyarakat secara transparan
Relevant document: AH0708
Correct Answer : Ombusman Republik Indonesia
Candidat Answer : KSSK, Bank Century Bank Indonesia, PT Antaboga
Delta Sekuritas, BI, PT Bank Century Tbk
Answer Type: ORGANIZATION
Figure 4: Query number 44

6
7

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
http://www.lemurproject.org/
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In the other hand the most frequently wrong answer is for ARTICLE answer type. We can see at figure 5, the answer is about
article. Pasal 55 ayat 2 not completely tag so we count the answer wrong. This error occurs because of differences in the
writing of the article. Some articles write like: pasal 55 ayat 2 and the other like pasal 55 ayat (2).
043 Q0 AH0731 1 10 1 pasal 55 ayat
Correct answer: pasal 55 ayat 2
Figure 5: Query number 44
From table 2 we can see that by increasing the number of documents it has also decreased the number of correct answers. So
increasing the number of documents used in the selection answer process does not provide assurance that the answer gets better
results, if the document does not contain the answer. We can see at query number 21.
Query number: 21
Query: Siapakah yang menjadi kuasa hukum PT
Pelita Properlindo
Correct Answer: Irwin Setiawan
By increasing the number of documents it will be increase the number of candidate answers. At the top-5 documents relevant,
the answer is “Irwin Setiawan” with a distance 4. At the top-50 documents “Irwin Setiawan” does not appear because the other
answers have smaller distance, although the answer is from a less relevant document than the “Irwin Setiawan”.
Table 3: Answer for query 21

No

Top-n relevant documents

Answer from system

1

5

Irwin setiawan, distance : 4, Doc Number : AH0075

2

50

John Roosa, distance : 2, Doc Number : AH0547
Anggodo Widjojo, distance : 2, Doc Number : AH0703
Aulia Pohan, distance : 2, Doc Number : AH0703
Betty Achmad, distance : 2, Doc Number : AH0031
Muiszudi, distance : 2, Doc Number : AH0031

Answers are not found can occur because the answer appears after 5 top ranking. Such as query number 29 at figure 6. The
answer appears at rank 12.
029 Q0 AH0957 1 77 4 KPK
029 Q0 AH0070 2 28 2 MPR
029 Q0 AH0070 3 28 2 DPD
029 Q0 AH0731 4 27 1 TPI
029 Q0 AH0107 5 19 3 Bank Mutiara
029 Q0 AH0361 6 19 15 BI
029 Q0 AH0361 7 19 15 Bank Century
029 Q0 AH0327 8 19 2 PAN
029 Q0 AH0873 9 17 1 kejaksaan
029 Q0 AH0034 10 17 2 Partai Golkar
029 Q0 AH0727 11 13 1 Bank Indonesia
029 Q0 AH0179 12 13 2 Partai Demokrat
029 Q0 AH0361 13 12 9 LPS
029 Q0 AH0361 14 12 16 Negotiable Certificate Deposit
029 Q0 AH0757 15 11 2 Depnakertrans
029 Q0 AH0361 16 10 1 BPK
Figure 6: The answers for query number 29
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6. CONCLUSION
This Indonesian legal document QA system can provide the results for the retrieval of top-5 documents reach the percentage
accuracy of 72%, the retrieval of top-10 documents reach the percentage accuracy of 68% and the retrieval of top-50
documents reach the percentage accuracy of 60%. The best result of our system is retrieval at top-5 relevant document where
from the 50 questions, 36 answers found in the 5 top ranking.
Implementation of the Stanford NER produces accuracy rate of 96.73%. Where from 1131 words, 1094 words tagged
correctly, and 37 words are not tagged. This failure is caused by a lack of training data and differences on writing article in
legal documents.
For further research we tried to improve the process named entity recognition to reduced errors in the recognize entity article.
Beside that we must to analyze our passage-based retrieval. There are some answers found not at top-5 rank, so we must to
find out how to increase the answer to top-5 rank. We can try another method to divide the document into passage.
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ABSTRACT
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMax) technology is designed to deliver various kinds of data packages
through IP network. Quality of Service (QoS) fulfilment is a crucial factor for the applications. This paper describes the
performance of voice over IP (VoIP) service over Mobile WiMax (802.16e) by comparing Partially Used Sub-Carrier (PUSC)
and Fully Used Sub-Carrier (FUSC). In this research, it is observed the influence of adding mobile stations and the influence
of distance at mobile station to performance of VoIP service. VoIP performance issues are related with QoS parameters such
as throughput, packet loss, and delay. The results show that the use of FUSC can improve the quality of service VoIP over
Mobile WiMax better than the use of PUSC.
Keywords
VoIP, Mobile WiMax, QoS, PUSC, FUSC

1. INTRODUCTION
The WiMAX technology, based on the IEEE 802.16-2004 Air Interface Standard is rapidly proving itself as a technology that
will play a key role in broadband wireless metropolitan area networks. In December, 2005 the IEEE ratified the 802.16e
amendment [2] to the 802.16 standard. This amendment adds the features and attributes to the standard that are necessary to
support mobility.
The Mobile WiMAX Air Interface adopts Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) for improved multi-path
performance in non-line-of-sight environments. Scalable OFDMA (SOFDMA) [4] is introduced in the IEEE 802.16e
Amendment to support scalable channel bandwidths from 1.25 to 20 MHz. The WiMAX OFDMA PHY [4] support subchannelization both downlink and uplink, include downlink Fully Used Sub-Carrier (FUSC), downlink Partially Used SubCarrier (PUSC), and uplink Partially Used Sub-Carrier (PUSC).
In this research, the ratio of mobile wimax sub-channelization technique by looking at the influence of the number of users and
the influence of distance with VoIP service delivery.

2. THEORY
2.1 MOBILE WIMAX IEEE 802.16e
Mobile WiMAX systems offer scalability in both radio access technology and network architecture, thus providing a great deal
of flexibility in network deployment options and service offerings. Some of the salient features supported by Mobile WiMAX
are:
High Data Rates: The inclusion of MIMO antenna techniques along with flexible sub-channelization schemes, Advanced
Coding and Modulation all enable the Mobile WiMAX technology to support peak DL data rates up to 63 Mbps per sector and
peak UL data rates up to 28 Mbps per sector in a 10 MHz channel.
Quality of Service (QoS): The fundamental premise of the IEEE 802.16 MAC architecture is QoS. It defines Service Flows
which can map to DiffServ code points or MPLS flow labels that enable end-to-end IP based QoS. Additionally,
subchannelization and MAP-based signaling schemes provide a flexible mechanism for optimal scheduling of space, frequency
and time resources over the air interface on a frame-by-frame basis.
Scalability: Despite an increasingly globalized economy, spectrum resources for wireless broadband worldwide are still quite
disparate in its allocations. Mobile WiMAX technology therefore, is designed to be able to scale to work in different
channelizations from 1.25 to 20 MHz to comply with varied worldwide requirements as efforts proceed to achieve spectrum
harmonization in the longer term. This also allows diverse economies to realize the multi-faceted benefits of the Mobile
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WiMAX technology for their specific geographic needs such as providing affordable internet access in rural settings versus
enhancing the capacity of mobile broadband access in metro and suburban areas.
Security: The features provided for Mobile WiMAX security aspects are best in class with EAP-based authentication, AESCCM-based authenticated encryption, and CMAC and HMAC based control message protection schemes. Support for a
diverse set of user credentials exists including; SIM/USIM cards, Smart Cards, Digital Certificates, and Username/Password
schemes based on the relevant EAP methods for the credential type.
Mobility: Mobile WiMAX supports optimized handover schemes with latencies less than 50 milliseconds to ensure real-time
applications such as VoIP perform without service degradation. Flexible key management schemes assure that security is
maintained during handover.
2.2 OFDMA
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) [6,7] is a multiplexing technique that subdivides the bandwidth into
multiple frequency sub-carriers. In an OFDM system, the input data stream is divided into several parallel sub-streams of
reduced data rate (thus increased symbol duration) and each sub-stream is modulated and transmitted on a separate orthogonal
sub-carrier. Resources are available in the time domain by means of OFDM symbols and in the frequency domain by means of
sub-carriers. The time and frequency resources can be organized into sub-channels for allocation to individual users.
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) is a multiple-access/multiplexing scheme that provides
multiplexing operation of data streams from multiple users onto the downlink sub-channels and uplink multiple access by
means of uplink sub-channels. The OFDMA symbol structure consists of three types of sub-carriers as shown in Figure 1:
 Data sub-carriers for data transmission
 Pilot sub-carriers for estimation and synchronization purposes
 Null sub-carriers for no transmission; used for guard bands and DC carriers

Figure 1. OFDMA subcarrier structure
There are two types of sub-carrier permutations for sub-channelization; diversity and contiguous. The diversity permutation
draws sub-carriers pseudo-randomly to form a sub-channel. It provides frequency diversity and inter-cell interference
averaging. The diversity permutations include DL FUSC (Fully Used Sub-Carrier), DL PUSC (Partially Used Sub-Carrier) and
UL PUSC and additional optional permutations.
2.3 PROPAGATION MODEL
Erceg propagation model based on experiments that were collected by AT & T Wireless Services throughout the United States.
Terrain are classified into three categories, A, B, and C. Category A is a hilly terrain with moderate to heavy tree density and
have high pathloss. Category B is a hilly area with a density of rare tree or flat areas with moderate to heavy tree density and
have moderate pathloss. Category C is a flat area with a density of rare tree with low pathloss.
2.4 VoIP
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is one of a family of internet technologies, communication protocols, and transmission
technologies for delivery of voice communications and multimedia sessions over Internet Protocol (IP) networks, such as the
Internet.
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3. MODELING SYSTEM
3.1 SIMULATION DESIGN
Simulation model in this study used a hexagonal cell consisting of a base station and the maximum number of Mobile Station (
MS) is fifteen. MS is communicating in the form of VoIP service. This application is provided by a server connected to the
network backbone.
3.2 CELL CONFIGURATION
Hexagon-shaped cells in the cluster with a radius of 1 km. The maximum number of MS in a single cell is 15 MS.
3.3 BTS SPESIFICATION
BTS is a link between VoIP users to other users, base stations connected to IP Cloud here that serves as a router which then
forward VoIP applications using PPP_DS3 cable. This cable connects two node running IP on 44,736 Mbps datarates. These
parameters are defined according to the BTS WiMAX in table 1.
Table 1 : BTS spesification
Spesification

Value

Antena Gain (dBi)

15

Minimum power density (dBm)

-90

Maximum power density (dBm)

-60

Maximum Transmission Power (W)

2

PHY Profile

Scalable OFDMA 20 MHz

3.4 MS SPESIFICATION
MS is a user who uses VoIP services from the server via the BTS. MS move randomly with a speed of 5m / s. WiMAX
parameters of MS are shown in table 2.
Table 2 : MS spesification
Spesification

Value

Speed (m/s)

5

Movement

Random

Antena Gain (dBi)

-1

Maximum Transmission Power (W)

1

PHY Profile

Scalable OFDMA 20 MHz

Pathloss

Vehiculer

Multipath Channel Model

ITU vehicular Terrain A

3.5 VoIP SERVER
VoIP, or voice over internet protocol is a technology that allows voice conversations over IP networks. VoIP parameters shown
in table 3.
Table 3 : VoIP spesification
Spesification

Value

Codec

G.711 PCM Quality and Silence Suppression

Compression Delay (second)

0.02

Decomression Delay (second)

0.02

Voice Frames per Packet

1

Service Type

Interactive Voice

Conversation Environment

Quite Room
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3.6 OFDMA PHY PROFILE SPESIFICATION
At the WiMax standard, several important functions that set the PHY layer include OFDM systems, duplex, frequency, frame
duration, number of subcarriers and the bandwidth, as shown in table 4.
Table 4 : Physical Profile Spesification
Spesification

Value

PHY Profile

Wireless OFDMA 20MHz

Frame duration (ms)

5

Symbol duration (us)

100.8

Number of Subcarrier

2048 FFT

Duplexing Technique

TDD

Frequency (GHz)

5.8

Bandwidth (MHz)

20

UL Sub-channelization

2048-FFT PUSC

DL Sub-channelization

2048-FFT FUSC (number of null subcarrier left 173,
number of null subcarrier right 172, number of data
subcarriers 1536, number of subchannels 32)
2048-FFT PUSC (number of null subcarrier left 184,
number of null subcarrier right 183, number of data
subcarriers 1440, number of subchannels 60)

3.7 SIMULATION SCENARIO
Simulation studies conducted by taking into account the real conditions in the field. In the scenario set for vehiculer areas with
multipath channel model based on ITU Terrain A. Terrain A is used to indicate areas with the greatest pathloss and can
represent urban areas with dense populations or hilly areas with lots of trees. The simulation is run for 30 minutes.
In this research, 2 (two) pieces of the scenario, that scenario does adding the number of users and the scenario the effect of
distance. In the scenario the effect of adding the number of users, each subscriber station using the same speed and trajectory.
Speed used in this scenario is 5m/s. The scenario effect of changes in distance between MS with BTS at distance of 100m,
500m, and 1000m. The moving MS speed is 5m/s. WiMax network topology was built in the simulation as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Topology design
3.8 PARAMETER ANALYSIS
The analyzed parameters are packet loss, delay, throughput, pathloss, and SNR. These parameters were observed in MS 0
direction downlink. Packet loss indicates the number of data (bps), which lost in transit. Delay is the time (seconds) required
by a data to travel from point of origin to point of destination. While throughput indicates the number of data (bps) which
successfully received by the user. Pathloss is a reduction in power density of electromagnetic waves that propagate through
space (dB). SNR is the ratio between the power signal to noise (dB).
To analyze the simulation results are used VoIP standard ratio set by the ITU-T and Thipon:
1. Delay according to ITU-T standard is good (0-150 ms), medium (150-400 ms), and poor (> 400 ms).
2. Packet loss according to the standard is very good Thipon (0%), good (3%), moderate (15%) and bad (25%).
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 THE EFFECT OF CHANGING THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER ON
THE USE OF DIFFERENT SUB-CHANNELIZATION (PUSC AND FUSC)
4.1.1 DL SNR
From the experiment results as shown in Figure 3, the SNR has decreased when the distance between the transmitter and the
receiver further away. PUSC sub-channelization received SNR is greater than FUSC with SNR improvement of 0.8 dB at each
distance.
SNR
50,00
45,00
40,00
35,00

dB

30,00
25,00
20,00

FUSC

15,00

PUSC

10,00
5,00
0,00
100

500

1000

distance (m)

Figure 3. SNR at different distance between transmitter and receiver
4.1.2 Pathloss
The experiment results as shown in Figure 4, pathloss accretion increased as the distance between the transmitter and receiver.
However, the use of the Sub-channelization PUSC and FUSC have this same pathloss value, this suggests that there is no
influence of the use of sub-channelization in pathloss value received.
Pathloss
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100
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Figure 4. Pathloss at different distance between transmitter and receiver
4.2 THE EFFECT OF ADDING THE NUMBER OF USERS ON THE USE OF DIFFERENT SUBCHANNELIZATION (PUSC AND FUSC)
4.2.1 SNR Downlink
Increased number of users resulted in lower SNR values as shown in Figure 5. SNR on the use of sub-channelization FUSC
larger than the SNR in the use of PUSC sub-channelization.
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Figure 5. SNR downlink
4.2.2 Pathloss
Increased number of users increases the value of pathloss as shown in Figure 6. Pathloss on the use of sub-channelization
FUSC smaller than the pathloss on the use of PUSC sub-channelization.
Pathloss
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Figure 6. Pathloss
4.2.3 Throughput
Throughput resulting in the use of sub-channelization FUSC greater than in PUSC sub-channelization as shown in Figure 7.
Throughput
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Figure 7. Throughput
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4.2.4 Packet loss
In VoIP applications, packet loss on the use of sub-channelization FUSC smaller than in sub-channelization PUSC.
Packet Loss
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Figure 8. Packet loss
4.2.5 Delay
From the images shown in figure 9, that the use of PUSC sub-channelization in VoIP applications generate a greater delay than
in sub-channelization FUSC.

Delay
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Figure 9. Delay

5. CONCLUSION
The use of sub-channelization FUSC and PUSC at the same speed (5m / s) and the distance between the transmitter and
recevier different (100m, 500m, 1000m) produces the same pathloss value.
The addition of the number of VoIP users, lowering the system performance. The use of sub-channelization FUSC better than
the use of PUSC sub-channelization, this can be seen that the larger the value of throughput, packet loss and delay are smaller.
While on the physical link, the SNR value on the use of sub-channelization FUSC larger than the PUSC, and produced
pathloss on the use of sub-channelization in FUSC smaller than the PUSC.
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ABSTRACT
Typical problem faced on designing internal computer network is how to optimally arrange the connection between computers
while faced with the constraint of location and installation cost. One of cost component that worth to be considered is the
network cable cost. The shorter the total cable length of the network the lower the installation cost will be. Finding the shortest
total cable length on computer network can be classified into minimum spanning tree problem.
One of the most well known approaches that can solve minimum spanning tree problem is Prim’s algorithm. This algorithm
works by choosing the shortest path starting from the first node until all nodes in the graph are connected to each other. This
research is aimed to design software based on the application of prim algorithm to solve computer network design problem.
The software is then applied to design LAN topology at Harapan Bangsa Institute of Technology network. The research found
that by elaborating prim algorithm into software it is proven that the shortest path can be achieved thus minimizing total
installation cost.
Keywords
Minimum spanning tree, network, nodes, complete graph, Prim’s algorithm

1. INTRODUCTION
Designing internal computer network is not a trivial task. One must consider the constraint of location and installation cost in
order to create an optimum design. The computers are most often separated across the building, in rooms divided by walls. On
this condition certain amount of cable length is needed to support the computer connection, and thus comes the consequence of
installation cost. To minimize this cost we have to develop a certain design that will connect each computer on the network in
the shortest way. This case can be classified into minimum spanning tree problem. There are several approaches that have been
developed to solve minimum spanning tree problem, one of the best well known is prim algorithm. Prim algorithm will attempt
to connect each graph node starting with the ones that has the smallest edge value and move until all nodes are connected in the
shortest way. The main objective of this research is to elaborate this algorithm into software and put it into implementation on
designing LAN topology at Harapan Bangsa Institute of Technology (ITHB) network.
Limitations and assumptions of this research are: the weight of graphs is determined by the LAN cable length; data used on
this research is taken from ITHB LAN data; algorithm used will be Prim’s algorithm only, and the software will be built based
on C# programming language.
This research begins with literature study related to graph theory, minimum spanning tree and Prim’s algorithm continued by
software development for topology design using Prim’s algorithm, once the software is ready then experiment is conducted for
identifying errors and bugs. Based on the experimental result, the software is then revised and reprogrammed and set to be
implemented.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Graph
Graph represents discrete object and their relationship. The object is called node and the line that connect two nodes is called
edge [3]. Mathematically, graph can be described as paired set (V, E), where:
V = nonempty set of vertices or nodes
E = set of edges that connects nodes
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One example of graph is roads that connect cities, with the cities being the nodes and roads being the edge. Graph can be
classified into several categories, they are:
1.
2.
3.

Graph categories based on its direction: directed graph and undirected graph.
Graph categories based on its weight: weighted graph and unweighted graph
Graph categories based on the edge connecting the nodes: circular graph, regular graph, and complete graph.

2.2 Minimum Spanning Tree
If G is a weighted graph, then the weight of spanning tree T in G is the sum of all the edge’s weight. Different spanning tree
will have different weight. Among all spanning tree in G, the spanning tree that has the lowest weight is called minimum
spanning tree. There are many applications of minimum spanning tree in real world, such as the design of railways network
and LAN topology. The figure below explains the definition of minimum spanning tree.

Figure 1: Example of Minimum Spanning Tree (b)
2.3 Prim’s Algorithm
One of the most well known approaches on solving minimum spanning tree problem is Prim’s algorithm. At the beginning,
Prim’s algorithm will work on one initial node and try to find the smallest weight that connect the initial node to the other [2].
After the second node is found the algorithm will repeat its search to find the third node that connected to the existing nodes by
the smallest weight and so on. These steps will continue until all nodes are connected.
procedure Prim ( input G: graph, input InitialNode: node, output T: tree )
{
Build minimum spanning tree (T) based on graph G and an initial node.
Input: weighted graph G = (V, E).
Output: Minimum Spanning Tree T= (V, E’)
}
Declaration
e: edge
Description
T ← e edge that has minimum weight in E and incidence to InitialNode
E ← E – {e} {e is already chosen, so eliminate e from E}
for i ← 1 to n - 2 do
e ← edge with the smallest weight on E and incidence with nodes at T and not from a cyclic graph
T ← T ∪ {e} {include e into T that has been formed}
E ← E – {e} {e is already chosen, so eliminate e from E }
endfor
2.4 Computer Network
Computer network is a group of computers connected to each other thus enabling them to communicate, trade data, and share
common resources. The media connected the computers can be in the form of cable, fiber optic, wireless signal, etc. Computer
network can be seen as a graph, where the computers or other connected device considered as nodes and the connection media
as edge.
There is certain mechanism that is used to arrange the connection between computers on a network. This mechanism is called
topology. Forms of network topology are depicted in figure 2.
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(a) Mesh

(b) Star

(c) Bus

(d) Ring

(e) Tree

Figure 2: Types of Network Topology
Each connection is supported by connection media, the most common media used are copper wire and fiber optic cable. At
every design process, it is desirable to have network cable at minimum length to minimize installation cost.

3. DATA REQUIREMENT
In designing and implementing this application, we need several real data :
1. ITHB plan that consists of four floors and one basement, including hub locations. Figure below is an example of Fourth
floor plan.

Figure 3 : Plan of Fourth Floor ITHB
2. Manually measure the network cable length needed to connect among hubs. These data will be used to build complete
weighted graph needed by Prim’s algorithm. The data is used to construct the adjacency matrix.
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Figure 4 : Adjacency Matrix of ITHB Computer Network

4.EXPERIMENT RESULT
We will compare between the existing spanning tree of ITHB (Figure 5) and experiment result (Figure 6).

Figure 5 : The existing ITHB Network

Figure 6 : Prim’s Minimum Spanning Tree of
ITHB Network

The
total
wei
ght
of
grap
h in
Fig
ure
5 is
423
whil
e it
is of
Fig
ure
6 is
234.
Those numbers also represent the cable length needed in building such network.

5. CONLUSION
Several conclusions reached through this research are listed below:
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1.
2.
3.

Prim algorithm can be used to design physical topology of a certain network computer that result in minimum cable
length requirement thus minimizing network installation cost.
The cable length solution is far better than the existing cable network at ITHB, so its implementation will definitely
bring savings in installation cost.
The minimum spanning tree formed is the one to one graph which means no network redundancy thus brings better
network performance.

6. SUGGESTIONS
For further development, next research can be done to improve this LAN topology design application by considering other
factor that might increase the chance of getting more optimal network such as bandwith factor.
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Abstract
Let G(V, E) be a simple graph and f be a function from V to a subset of positive integers. An f-coloring of is a
generalized edge-coloring such that every vertex v in V has at most f(v) edges colored with a same color. The
minimum number of colors needed to define an f-coloring of is called an f-chromatic index of G. Application
of f-coloring arises in many problem, such as network design problem, the scheduling problems, and file transfer
problems in a computer network. The file transfer problem in a computer network is modeled as follows. Each
computer is represented by a vertex and every file transfer process between two computers is represented by an
edge. Each computer v has a limit number f(v) of communication ports. If we assume that the transfer time is
constant for every file, then determining of f-chromatic index of G is similar to optimize transferring all files
with the minimum time needed in the computer network. Based on the f-chromatic index, a graph G can be either
in the Cf 1 (optimum) or Cf 2. Let a complete network be a computer network which is represented as complete
graph. In this paper, we give a theoritical reasoning of the optimization i.e. influence of edge-reduction of a
complete network which in Cf 2 such that we get a maximal spanning subgraph which is in Cf 1.
Keywords: complete network, f-chromatic index, f-coloring, optimization
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ABSTRACT
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is a wireless communication system that used for identifiying object. The collision
between tags especially for big information traffic is one of problems that faced for RFID system. In this paper, a new
algorithm of protocol in MAC layer is proposed using Slotted ALOHA. The proposed algorithm is also used to optimize radio
communication channel for RFID system. In simulation, data transmission from tag to the reader with variation of tag number
from 1 into N tag is used simultaneously. The collision can be detected if two or more packets exist in one timeslot. In this
simulation, source data is modelled by random source using Binomial distribution with λ=0,5. Two conditions of data is
determined as 0 and 1, where 0 means source is idle and 1 means source send information to the timeslot. The simulation and
analysis result shows that this protocol is effective for timeslot number up to 1200 or for tags is not more than 10 that are used
on this system.
Keywords

Collision, delay, Slotted ALOHA, RFID, reader, tag, troughput.

1. INTRODUCTION
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is used to change the capabilities of the system to acquire a vast array of data such as
location and properties that can be tagged using wireless and mobile, and also intelligent system. RFID system has advantages
of contact less type and can hold more data compared to the bar code system.

The rapid improvement of radio technology could fix many problems that we face daily. For example is traffic jam such as at
toll gate and also the accountability of revenues that less controllable. This happens because there is no reliable system to
manage that one-way-gate. To fix the problem RFID system can be used as one of many solutions. But, if there is two or more
source send the data simultaneusly there could be a collision and can be caused lost of data. To avoid the collision some
protocol must be used on MAC layer. In previously work, it had been developed an algorithm that called as tree walking
algorithm and is used for minimizing the collision betwen tags RFID[1]. Another work has been published in [2] where the
TDM ALOHA system is used. The problem is inevitable if the number of tag is large. The ALOHA concept is protocol that
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gives a delay if collision happens on the system. ALOHA divided into 3, that is : Pure ALOHA, Slotted ALOHA, and Frame
Slotted ALOHA.

To solve the above problem, in this paper, a new algorithm of Slotted ALOHA which implemented for RFID system is
proposed. The algorithm is used to measure and analyze the delay that exist in Slotted ALOHA which implemented on RFID
system. Simulation using MATLAB with varying the number of tags and timeslots is used on channel modelling in Slotted
ALOHA RFID system. The collision can be detected if two or more packets exist in one timeslot. In this simulation, source
data is modelled by random source using Binomial distribution with λ=0,5. Two conditions of data is determined as 0 and 1,
where 0 means source is idle and 1 means source send information to the timeslot. The simulation and analysis result shows
that this protocol is effective for timeslot number up to 1200 or for tags is not more than 10 that are used on this system.

2. RFID SLOTTED ALOHA SYSTEM
One of the popular anti collision algorithms is ALOHA type algorithms, which are simple and have good performance when
the number of tags to be read is reasonable small. The basic concept of the use of Slotted ALOHA for FRID system is adopt
ALOHA for wireless communication system. Sloted ALOHA algorithm is the tag identification method that each transmits its
serial number to the RFID reader in the slot of a ALOHA frame. The tag is identified by reader when it received the serial
number of the tag. A time slot in Sloted ALOHA for RFID system is defined as a time interval that tags transmit their serial
number. A tag is identified if a time slot is occupied by only one tag.

The current RFID Sloted Aloha system uses variation of tag from 1 to N, and data is transmitted from tag to reader with four
conditions. They are idle, transmission, collision and delay. These conditions are observed during simulation. The idle
condition is define when the RFID tag does not send any data. The transmission condition is determined when the random
information are sent by the tag with various speed. The collision condition is defined when collision is found between tags.
The collision can be detected when there is more than one tag information in one timeslot. The delay condition is determined
when after collision exist and the system send negative ackdowledment into all of tags.
Delay which exists in RFID Slotted ALOHA system is defined as end-to-end delay. In another word, the delay is the time that
is needed by one tag to send the information to the reader. End-to-end delay influenced by the distance from tag to the reader.
Yang and Yum said that total delay is the sum from delay exist from each timeslot [3].

If R is assumed as the number of retransmission, Di is the delay exist on slot i, D0 is absolute delay that is caused by the
distance betwen reader and the tag, and the frequency parameter is used by RFID reader, the delay of SLOTTED ALOHA
RFID system is defined as shown in Equation (1).

(1)

Di is the delay on slot i. Di can be determined as the transmission time plus the time that is needed for sending negative
acknowledment. The formula for Di is shown in Equation (2).
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, where i=1,2,3,....

(2)

If we substitute Equation (2) into (1) so that we can defined the depay of system as follows:

(3)

Aassme the delay in every collision (Wi) is uniform, so the Equation (3) can be derived as shown in Equation (4).

(4)

If the delay function is normalized into the timeslot, and we can get Eqation (5) as follows

.

Where a is normalized delay =

,

(5)

and

. r is

defined as the number of colided slot = probability of collision x the number of timeslot, K is backlog constant and

is the

delay in timeslot unit

Another consideration in Sloted ALOHA RFID system is Doppler shift. The Doppler shift causes the changing of frequency
that is used in the system. The RFID frequency does not change, but only the “working” frequency changes. The Doppler shift
influences the speed of the tag to get the timeslot. The Doppler frequency also influences end-to-end delay on RFID system.
Doppler frequency can be measured using Equation (6) as shown below:

(6)

3. SIMULATION DESIGN
In this simulation, source data is modelled by random source that follow Binomial distribution with λ=0,5. 0 means source
idle and 1 means source send information to the timeslot. The mean value of this number is 0,5, this is means that probability
source send the information is 0,5 and probability of source idle is 0,5. In this modelling, the length of information is as same
as the length of timeslot. The offered traffic only depends on the number of tag that is used in this system.

System modelling for Sloted Aloha RFID system is adopted form the simulation by Yang and Yum [3] and also from
Cunningham [1]. Summary for simulation process can be explained as follows:
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a.

The packet has the same size with the timeslot, so the packet will fill the timeslot perfectly.

b.

The distance betwen tag and reader assumed as 10 meters and frequency used is 2,45 GHz, follow ISO 18000-4.

c.

The maximum value of end-to–end delay is 1/2.45 GHz = 4.08x10-10 s.

d.

The probability of negative acknowledment successfully send is 0,5, noted by value of backlog constant.

e.

The combination of sent packet and retransmission packet follow Poisson Distribution, this will be the number of
Offered traffic.

f.

The packet sent use the Immediate First Transmission (IFT) rule, so the packet will be sent immediately after created
into the available slot.

g.

The probability of tag send the information follow the Binomial distribution with mean value = 0,5.

N tag is used in this simulation and the collision can be detected if two or more packets exist in one timeslot. And the number
of collision counted and divided by the number of timeslot to get the probability of collision. The number of successful packet
is determined if one tag can send the packet into the reader, and this packet is success. The numrber of successful packet is
divided by the number of timeslot to get the probability of successful packet. After collision is found , the waiting time is
defined by the system, and channel is ready to be used again. The shortest of the waiting time is the best condition, so that
the system can be defined as optimum.

4. SIMUALTION RESULTS

In simulation, size of packet is assumed to be exactly the same with the size of timeslot, where every timeslot exactly is
used by 1 tag. Therefore, there is no stack of information in the timeslot, only complete collision is occured in the timeslot. The
simulation is proposed using MATLAB which matrix system with specific arrays is adopted. This system will specify the
collision by accumulating every value from each array which in mutual accord. If the accumulation’s value is more than 1, this
condition concludes that the collision exists in that timeslot. If the accumulation value is 1, it means that no collision occurs in
that timeslot. If the accumulation value is 0, it means that the timeslot in the idle condition and there is no tag used in the
timeslot.
After the accumulation’s value from each timeslot is achieved, conditional declaration must be defined, which is if the value is
1, the value in variable for non collision (no_col) is added in the system. If the value is more than 1, the value for the collision
variable (col) is added. No conditional variable for idle condition because we do not need the variable for analysis. So we have
variable col and no_col and then divided by the number of timeslot to get the probabilistic value for collision (prob_col) and
probabilistic value for non collision (prob_nocol). This value is used to calculate the delay. Simulation process is repeated for
many times to get the stable value for each slot.

In the simulation, the procedure is repeated for 20 times for each condition with tag variation from 1 to 25 for each timeslot
and time slot from 1 to 1500 timeslot is increased. Then the collected data is are used to calculate the the average of
probabilistic value. Then this value is used to calculate the delay.
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Because of speed of transmission data from the tag to the reader is relative, there would be doppler effect exists on the working
frequency. Therefore, the frequency will be shifted and causes different end-to-end delay [6]. The example of shifted of
frequency can be calculated for different velocity of the object using Equation (6) as follows:

Parameters in simulation can be summarized and are shown in Table 1
Table 1: Simulation parameter

Parameter’s System
Average data sent (λ)
Number of tag
Number of timeslots
Frequency RFID
Range RFID
Backlog constant
Access method RFID
Size of data

Parameter’s Value
0,5
1-25 tag
1-1500 timeslot
2,45 GHz
10 meters
0,5
IFT
Same as timeslot

Fifure 1 presents the performance of the delay for different number of time slot for 10 tags. The number of time slot varies
from 0 to 1500 and in simulation the algorithm needs to repeat at least two read cycly that is used to confirmed that no tag is
left unread. From the result, we can see that the number of time slots needed more time to read the tags.

delay vs TS
2000
1500
1000
500
0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

10 user

Figure 1 Relationship between Delay and Timeslot Using 10 Tags

Figure 2 shows the delay as function of time slot for different number of user. The results show that the increas number of user
causes the increase of the delay. And Figure 3and Figure 4 show the delay for different number of user for 1000 time slots and
also for different number of time slot. From the results, we can see that the dalay is increase as the increasingly of the number
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of time slot for different number if users. And Figure 5 shows the relationship between delay, number of time slot and number
of tags in 3D. the number of timeslot used on RFID system with Sloted ALOHA basis is not more than 1200 tag. If the
number of timeslot is more than 1200 timeslot, the number of tag is not more than 10 tags. Table 2 shows the Doppler Shift
and the effect normalized of the delay. From this table we can see that the effect of different velocity of the tag is not
significantly to shift the frequency and also delay.

delay vs TS
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Figure 2 Delay and Timeslot Using Many Tags

delay vs user
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Figure 3 Delay and Tag for 1000 Timeslots
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delay vs user
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Figure 4 Delay and tag for many timeslots variation

Figure 5 Relationship Between Delay, Timeslots, and Number of Tag

Table 2 Doppler Shift and the effect on normalized delay

Speed
(m/s)
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

Doppler
Frequency
(Hz)
2450000082
2450000123
2450000163
2450000204
2450000245
2450000286
2450000327

Normalized
delay (a)
0.012246122
0.012246122
0.012246122
0.012246122
0.012246121
0.012246121
0.012246121

0.004082041
0.004082041
0.004082041
0.004082041
0.004082040
0.004082040
0.004082040
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Based on simulation results, data processing and analysis, we can conclude that:
1.

The performance for this algorithm is quite optimum if runs on these condition: the number of timeslot used on RFID
system with Sloted ALOHA basis is not more than 1200 tag. If the number of timeslot is more than 1200 timeslot, the
number of tag is not more than 10 tags.

2.

In the RFID system that is implemented on Toll Gateway for example, the effect of vehicle’s speed could be ignored
because of the speed of vehicle is very small if compared with the speed of electromagnetic wave in the system and
we can see from the results that the effect of the doppler shift is not signicantly.
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ABSTRACT
DNA barcoding is a way of species identification by reading a standardized region of DNA in a biological sample. The
segment of DNA that is the same gene for every species would reliably distinguish one species from another. The DNA
barcode have been initiated by CBOL to facilitate biodiversity studies, identify juveniles, associate sexes, and enhance forensic
analysis. An open-access database of reference barcodes, which linked to annotated specimens, would make this segment of
DNA an identifier for species,
To deliver point-of-contact identifications for single specimens, we introduce the practice of RFID in comparable identification
of an unknown specimen. In the experiment, DNA barcode of specimen (sea animal) was stored in several data blocks of an
RFID tag. It was then read by an RFID reader as query sequence to match with species database. The closest equivalent record
with the highest sequence identity provided the description of the match species. The output confirmed that the sample DNA
barcode, in the form of the RFID tag, belongs to Hippocampus trimaculatus (long nose seahorse).
The study exhibited the possible application of RFID technology in DNA barcoding to identify species. The RFID tag contains
DNA barcode can be attached to the specimen as the source of its genetic information.
Keywords DNA barcode, RFID tag, sequence identity, species identification

1. INTRODUCTION
Identification of some species remains challenging. Species designation is based mainly on morphological characters (those
that refer to structure or form) and these might not reflect the true extent of evolutionary divergence and reproductive isolation
[1]. From the estimated 5 - 30 million species on the earth only a small fraction of them are already named and too few
specialists do the scientific classification [2]. Biologists’ who attempts to achieve the long-standing goal of cataloging life on
earth, are looking for high-throughput tools that can rapidly and accurately identify both individuals of a species and entirely
new species [3].
The use of DNA sequence for the identification of species is now widely recognized. However, different regions of the DNA
have been used for the development of species-specific identification tests. The number of different markers and techniques
available for identification of species had hindered the comparison of results.
That is what some scientists say the DNA barcode will do. The DNA barcode, as the name implies, uses genes to identify
species much like supermarket barcodes identify products. The idea is that a short stretch of genetic code from a reference gene
is unique enough to one species to distinguish it from every other species [3].
The DNA barcode have been initiated by CBOL (Consortium for the Barcode of Life) with a primary goal that is to develop an
accurate, rapid, cost-effective, and universally accessible DNA-based system for species identifications. Since its inception, the
project has gained extensive international participation, and captured the attention of the scientific community, government
agencies, and the general public. Currently, barcode data have now been obtained from more than 1,138,000 specimens
(representing nearly 96,800 species) [4].
Databases of reference barcodes are connecting specimens to their correct species names, providing a direct route to species
information associated with those names. Each barcode record is linked to a voucher specimen in a collection, a valid species
name, and the associated taxonomic literature. Connections are being built to the global DNA repositories and other
biodiversity data portals [6].
As the barcode reference library grows, two types of application will emerge: massive biodiversity scans (environmental
barcoding) and point-of-contact identifications (the hand-held barcoder). The second analytical approach will deliver point-of-
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contact identifications for single specimens. This will require a new device that executes all steps in barcode analysis, starting
from DNA extraction to reference library matching [5]
To carry through the second proposed application in DNA barcoding, we introduce the practice of RFID in comparable
identification of an unknown specimen.
1.1 DNA Barcode
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a nucleic acid present in the cells of all known living organisms and some viruses. DNA
encodes the genetic material, which determines what an organism will develop into. In addition to maintaining the genetic
blueprints for its parent organism, DNA also performs a number of other functions that are critical to life.
The information in DNA is stored as a code made up of four chemical bases: adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and
thymine (T). Only one-tenth of a single percent of DNA (about 3 million bases) differs from one person to the others. Scientists
can use several regions in DNA to generate a DNA profile of an individual, using samples from blood, bone, hair, and other
body tissues and products.
DNA barcoding is the term used for developing a set of global standards and protocols to generate a comparative genetic
database for every species on the planet. It is a new technique that uses a short DNA sequence from the genome of an
organism, living or dead, as a molecular way of identifying the species it belongs to. DNA barcode sequences are very short
compared to the entire genome and can be obtained quite quickly and cheaply. The segment of DNA that is the same gene for
every species would reliably distinguish one species from another. and that comparisons of sequence variations in that stretch
of gene can reveal evolutionary relationships among species.
A standard region of mitochondrial DNA, encoding cytochrome c oxidase 1 (CO1), is found in almost all species of animals,
plants, and unicellular organisms. Its gene sequence can be used as DNA barcode to identify species with a success rate of 96.4
percent. A sequence of about 650 base pairs (bp) from this segment of DNA will be 99.75 percent identical within members of
the same species, whereas a match of 97.5 percent or less indicates that the samples are from different [6].
1.2 RFID
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a technology in which objects can be identified remotely using wireless radio
frequency communication. In a RFID system, objects are labeled with tags consisting of both a microchip and a small antenna.
An interrogator (or reader) continuously sends out electromagnetic waves in an attempt to discover and communicate with tags
within a certain proximity of itself. Depending on whether the tag is active or passive, it either uses its own power supply (a
battery) or depends on inductive energy from the interrogator through radio frequency. The HF (high frequency) band 13.56MHz is available for commercial service. Many readers are fitted with an additional interface (RS 232, RS 485, USB, Ethernet,
Bluetooth, and GPRS) to enable them to forward the data received to another system (computer, robot control system, etc.) [7].
Historically, RFID has only been used for unidirectional communications: objects identifying themselves to interrogators.

Figure 1: An RFID system diagram.
1.3 Memory Organization in a RFID Tag
An RFID tag is a microchip combined with a coil of wire in a compact package. The chip contains a processor and EEPROM,
and is a transponder. The coil of wire is not only the antenna but also provides power for the chip. The interrogators create a
localised oscillating electromagnetic field, and so when the tag is near an interrogator, a current is induced in the coil of wire,
and this is used to power the chip.
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An example of RFID tag is a MiFare (Classic 1K) card, which is in principle a memory card with few extra functionalities. The
memory is divided in data blocks of 16 bytes. Those data blocks are grouped into sectors. The MiFare Classic 1K card has 16
sectors of 4 data blocks each. Block 0 of sector 0 is the immutable manufacturer block. It contains the unique 32 bit serial
number of the card, a check byte for the serial number, and 11 bytes of manufacturer data. Block 3 (or last data block) of every
sector is called the sector trailer. It contains two secret keys (though one is optional and user data can be stored in the bytes
normally used by the key if desired), 12 access bits that are redundantly encoded as 3 bytes, and 1 byte of user data. The access
bits specify the types of access that are allowed (read, write, increment, decrement, transfer, and restore) for each of the blocks
in that sector for each key. When the interrogator wishes to access a particular sector, it must supply either the A or B key, and
its subsequent requests to read and write data are checked against that key’s permissions by the card’s processor [8]. A
schematic of the memory of a MiFare Classic 1K card is shown in Figure 2.
0x3f

Key A, Access Conditions, U, Key B
Sector 0x0f
4 blocks, 64 bytes

0x3c

Data Block

0x07

Key A, Access Conditions, U, Key B

0x06

Data Block

0x05

Data Block

Sector trailer

0x04

Data Block

0x03

Key A, Access Conditions, U, Key B

0x02

Data Block

0x01

Data Block

0x00

UIC, BCC, Manufacturer Data

Sector 0x01
4 blocks, 64 bytes

Sector 0x00
4 blocks, 64 bytes

Figure 2: MiFare Classic 1K Memory.

2. METODOLOGY
2.1 Preparation of DNA Barcode Sequence
We are preparing a specimen of sea animal for this study. In the laboratory, technicians use a tiny piece of tissue from the
specimen to extract its DNA. The barcode region is isolated, replicated using a process called PCR amplification and then
sequenced. The chromatogram produced from the DNA Sequencer is analyzed and transformed using a computer program into
DNA sequence.
The DNA sequence is written as a string of letters that contains those four elements (A, C, G, and T) to represent the four
constituents of a DNA strand. One standard representation of DNA sequence is FASTA format. A sequence in FASTA format
begins with a single-line description, followed by lines of sequence data. The description line is distinguished from the
sequence data by a greater-than symbol in the first column.
2.2 Design of RFID Tag
We select a passive contactless smart card, Mifare Classic 1K card (ISO/IEC 14443A), with 13.56 MHz operating frequency
for this study. Once the barcode sequence of the sample specimen has been obtained, it is then placed in the RFID tag. The
sequence data are written fragmentally to several blocks of memory. They are placed in the tag starting from sector 1, since the
first sector (or sector 0) was reserved for the read-only Serial Number and manufacturer data. The sector 1 retains the line
description of the DNA barcode sequence. The other 648 characters of the sequence data are distributed evenly in three blocks
each of sector 2 through sector f.
We use the ACR120U High Level APIs for controlling the reader and accessing the supported tag. Before any memory
operation can be carried out, the tag should be selected and authenticated. The possible memory operation to an addressed
block depends on the key used and the access conditions stored in the associated sector trailer. The procedure for writing the
DNA sequence data to the tag is as follows [9]:
/* Writing data to a tag */
open(communication channel to READER)
if !(the connection is established) {
print (error happened!)
}
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else {
select(a TAG)
if !(selected) {
print (no TAG is found!)
}
else
login(SECTOR, key) // key authentication
if !(authenticated) {
print (sector is not authenticated!)
}
else {
write(BLOCK, data)
}
}
}
close(port)

The login performs an authentication to access one sector of the tag. Only one sector can be accessed at a time. Six secret
numbers (bytes) are required for the type-A key login. To write data into other blocks belongs to different sectors, we should
repeat the login.
2.3 Comparison of DNA Barcode
To ask if two DNA sequences are related, we are first aligning the sequences (or parts of them) and then deciding whether that
alignment is more likely to have occurred because the sequences are related, or just by chance. We are looking for evidence
that they have diverged from a common ancestor by a process of mutation and selection. The basic mutational processes that
are considered are substitutions, which change residues (or bases) in a sequence, and insertions and deletions, which add or
remove residues. Insertions and deletions are together referred to as gaps. If two sequences in an alignment share a common
ancestor, mismatches can be interpreted as point mutations and gaps as indels introduced in one or both lineages in the time
since they diverged from one another [10]. Figure 3 shows an example of an alignment as the identification of residue-residue
correspondences.
match

mismatch

TGACTGTCAGATTCTC
|| |x|||||
||||
TG-CCGTCAG--TCTCAAG
gap

Figure 3: An example of a pairwise alignment of two DNA sequences.
We implemented the local pairwise sequence alignment of Smith-Waterman algorithm to compare two DNA sequences [11].
This “in-exact matching” algorithm uses the dynamic programming method to optimize the number of base pairs with
minimum gap scoring. We seek the alignment that maximizes the score. We construct a matrix F indexed by i and j, one index
for each sequence, where the value F(i,j) is the score of the best alignment between the initial segment x1 up to xi and the initial
segment of y1 up to yj. The F(i,j) is built recursively.
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Figure 4: A dynamic programming matrix and an optimal alignment for the DNA sequences CATGT and
ACGCTG, scoring +2 for a match, -1 for a mismatch, -1 for a gap penalty.
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Begin by initialising F(0,0) = 0, we then proceed to fill the matrix from top left to bottom right. F(i,j) is the maximum of three
values F(i-1,j-1) + score(match or mismatch), F(i-1,j) + score(gap), and F(i,j-1) + score(gap). The optimal alignment of two
sequences is chosen from the maximum score of matching pairs, minimum score of mismatching pairs, and penalty score of
the gaps, as an example shows in the Figure 4. The traceback start from the maximum point and continues until the top or left
edge is reached.
The occurrence of exactly the same nucleic acid (or residue) in the same position in two aligned sequences is referred as
sequence identity. The sequence identity of two DNA sequences determines regions of similarity between both sequences. The
newly sequenced DNA barcode is compared with barcodes from known species. This is done by reading the RFID tag and
querying the sequence against the database records. The sequence identity measures the best matching pair between the query
sequence and a species sequence in the database.
2.4 Species Database
For fast prototyping, we create a subset of species database which is constructed from public record barcode database of
BOLD [12] and GenBank [13]. The database maintain 1314 records of animal species composing of species name, alias,
country origin, taxonomy, species’ photographs, CO1 gene sequences, and link to more descriptive documents.
The species database does not mean to be a complete set of species characteristics. In the study, the species database has been
created for an illustrative application.
2.5 Design of Species Identification System
For easy porting the application to different platform, we wrote the program in Java language. A JNI shared object library;
called libACR120UJNI.so has been developed to wrap the API routines for accessing the tag through an RFID interrogator
under Linux (2.6.35 kernel) machine. RFID interrogator writes encoded DNA sequence to the tag, as well as reading the data
from the tag. Figure 5 shows the logical structure of the system.

Figure 5: The logical structure of species identification system using RFID.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Reading the DNA barcode
Reading an RFID tag is very straightforward. It is much similar with the way to write the data to the tag. After the tag is
selected (by the reader), it is needed to login to particular sector before the required data blocks can be read. Figure 6 displays
the content of the tag after the reading. It shows four bytes of the Serial Number of the tag, which was read from block 0 of the
sector 0. The SN, which can not be altered, guarantees the uniqueness of each tag.
The 15 lines of text below the SN are the DNA barcode of the specimen L03. These are the ASCII representation of the
unsigned byte data in the tag. The first line displays the description of the DNA barcode, which was read from sector 1. The
next 14 lines are the real sequence of the DNA barcode. Each line represents the content of three data blocks of sector 2 to
sector f, respectively.
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Figuru 6: The content of RFID tag which shows the DNA barcode of unknown specimen.
Although the DNA barcode of the specimen fit enough in 1 Kb tag, there is no more space left for storing other data, if needed.
We should also be aware of possible error in reading whilst doing the login-read cycles through many sectors. Therefore, the
design of DNA barcode needs to be revised.
3.2 Encoding the DNA barcode
It is realized that accessing the DNA barcode hindered by their representation as strings of characters. Hence, there is some
intend to encode the DNA barcode to another form. One assigned particular numbers to characters “A”, “C”, “G”, “T”, and
taking binary values at location n depending on whether or not the corresponding character exists at location n in the sequence.
The resulting color maps help in visually identifying “pattern” in a sequence [14]. Others mapped DNA symbols into the plane
of complex numbers, i.e., “A” to 1, “T” to -1, “G” to i (where i = –1), and “C” to -i. Based on this mapping, they tried to find
similarities between two sequences by correlating their corresponding complex sequences [15]. Both provide a twodimensional graphical representation of DNA sequence, which is simple and does not cause degeneracy. These gave the
possible applications in coding region detection or prediction, but do not suitable for sequence identification.
Accessing DNA barcode by RFID is a new approach. We could simply encode the string into an array of two-binary digits to
reduce the memory space required for storing them. Let “A” is encoded into binary “00”, “C” into “01”, “G” into “10”, and
“T” into “11”. Then, the sequence ATGC can be represented as “00111001” or hexadecimal number 39. By using this scheme,
the length of the DNA barcode of specimen L03 reduces from 648 bytes to 162 bytes of characters. Now, it is only 1/4 of the
total data blocks are necessary for saving the DNA barcode in the RFID tag. Figure 7 shows the encoded DNA barcode retains
in 4 sectors of the RFID tag. The first 3 lines are the description of DNA barcode.

Figure 7: The DNA barcode in encoded binary.
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If the length of DNA barcode is not divisible by 4, we should handle the last byte of the code carefully. Masking with “3F”,
“0F”, or “03” is neccessary to decode back the last byte of the DNA barcode into one, two, or three characters of the sequence.
The result of (|sequence| mod 4) will distinguish the encoded byte with the sentinel “00” or “FF” in the data block.
3.3 Identification of the specimen
Once the DNA barcode has been read from the RFID tag, we passed it as the query sequence to the species database for
sequence similarity. The application will align the query sequence to each record of the database and create a match list with
the sequence identity greater than 85%. Therewith, the largest percentage of the identity is selected and the resulting output is
shown, as in Figure 8.
The page displays the name, taxonomy, country origin, photograph, and DNA barcode of the match species. The more
description of the species can be found in a separate page (by clicking the ‘species page’ button). This page confirmed that the
DNA barcode of specimen L03 belongs to Hippocampus trimaculatus (long nose seahorse), a species of seahorse family whose
living in Indonesia Sea. Small variations in DNA barcode are found in Hippocampus biocellatus (93.36 % identity),
Hippocampus comes (Tiger tail seahorse, 90.43 % identity), and Hippocampus histrix (89.61 % identity) as seen from the list
of sequence match in the page. They are different species than Hippocampus trimaculatus but these four are one family.

Figure 8: An example of application for species identification.
The reliability of this RFID application for species identification depend on the setting parameter values in the scoring system
of the sequence alignment. As in other probabilistic model of biological systems [16], we determine the most probable scoring
values for our alignment by validating them with DNA sequences of known species.
3.4 Future application
When the DNA barcoding is implemented in RFID system, the portable application becomes more available. We do not use the
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DNA barcode to identify the species only. We could design an ID card comprised of an individual DNA barcode using the
RFID tag with extensive security. In case of a corpus found buried beneath a collapsed office building caused by disaster, we
can use the tag to recognize the unknown victim from his genetic signature easily. In the same way, the tag can assist the
forensic analysis in an objective judging of the criminal suspect.

4. CONCLUSION
Our study exhibited the possible application of RFID technology in DNA barcoding to identify species. In the experiment,
DNA barcode of specimen (sea animal), which was stored in passive Mifare 1K card, read by ACS contactless card reader to
match with species database. The closest similar record with the highest DNA sequence identity showed the related
information about name, taxonomy, country origin, photograph, and other description of the match species. The resulting
output confirmed that the DNA barcode of the specimen, in the form of an RFID tag, belongs to species Hippocampus
trimaculatus (long nose seahorse).
The DNA barcode, which is embedded in RFID tag, can be attached to the specimen as the source of its genetic information.
Someday, when this kind of RFID tag becomes our ID card, the paternity determination can be done much easier.
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ABSTRACT
So far, several types of glucose detector have been developed by many groups and most of them use blood as media.
This process is painful and does not allow for continuous measurements. One alternative way to overcome this problem, a
nanometer-size glucose detector, which is enable to detect the glucose in tears is suitable because it can be planted on contact
lenses. In this work, we propose a glucose detector using Single Electron Transistor (SET) technology. Here, gold is used as a
sensor layer, which is located next to the dot of SET structure (SET dot). It is noted that when the glucose contacts with the
gold, chemical reactions occurs, resulting in two electrons for each reaction. These generated electrons will affect the
performance of SET. The simulation technique for SET is done based on master equation. SET is modelled as a circuit
consisting of two tunnel junction which couple the dot, and one capacitor which connects the SET dot and one capacitor which
connects the gold location. Simulations investigate the changes in current-voltage (IV) curves when the additional electrons
appear on the gold location (gold dot) adjacent to the SET dot. The results show that more electrons appear on the gold dot
will cause decrease of the current. This is due to the side gate effect which will change the tunnelling rate, and eventually
change the current. Therefore, it can be concluded that few extra electron produced by the gold-glucose reaction will
significantly change in SET characteristics. So this system is quite sensitive in detecting glucose levels in tears.
Keywords:
Glucose Detector, SET, Coulomb Blockade, Side Gate Effect

1. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of glucose in tears by Giardini [1], research on the measurement of glucose in tears continued to do
until now. Most of the research led to find the right material to measure glucose levels in tears. Mitsubayashi et al [2] makes
the sensor uses a layer of Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) using the Ag / AgCl electrode. Alexeev, et al [3] found photonic crystals
formed from crystalline colloidal arrays (CCA) with the polymer. Aslaan, et al [4] use nano-sized gold particles as an
electrode. Badugul, et al [5] create a prototype for contact lenses. Kudo, et al [6] found more flexible and transparent materials,
has come closer to form contact lenses. All research results in the form of visible light red colour, which would change the blue
line with the levels of glucose. In 2007, Patel et al [7] use a gold electrode with the glass substrate, and generate electric
current that is proportional to the amount of glucose in tears. The similarities of all the above research are no display of actual
value of glucose levels and they only show the colour changes according to the detected glucose level.
New possible method for glucose detection is Single Electron Transistor (SET). An SET consists of one small island
connected to two electrodes (a “source” and a “drain”) through two tunnel barriers and capacitively coupled to a nearby third
electrode (“gate” electrode) [8]. The resistance between the island and each of the electrodes must be larger than the quantum
resistance. In this case, the number of electrons on the island is well defined. Therefore, the current flowing through the island
can only occur by successive addition and removal of single electrons to and from the island. For example, a single electron
would tunnel from the source to the island and subsequently from island to drain. The tunneling of electrons can be blocked at
low bias voltage due to the Coulomb repulsive interaction until enough energy is provided by applying a voltage difference
between the source and drain electrodes. This is known as the Coulomb blockade effect. A gate voltage is applied to the gate
electrode and tunes the electrostatic potential of the island. Controlling the gate voltage regulates the number of electrons
tunneling on or off the island, one at a time. Due to the unique tunneling transport property, the electron energy is not
dissipated and no heat would be produced. Another beneficial property of SET is that the operation of SET is extremely
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sensitive to external charge source that is coupled to the gate electrode. Thus, SET can be utilized in extremely precise charge
detection [8].
This paper presents a preliminary study of glucose detection by using SET technology. SET technology needed to produce
nano-sized devices that can be planted of contact lenses and to improve sensitivity. In this work, design of SET-based glucose
detector and the simulation of sensor principle are described.

2. DEVICE MODELLING
The modelling scheme of the sensor is shown in Fig.1. The model consists of source electrode, drain electrode, two tunnel
barriers, one gate, and one side gate (Au dot). Gold is used as a sensor layer, which is located next to the island of SET
structure.

Au dot
Vdot
Cdot

source

drain
V
C1,R1

C2,R2
Cg
Vg
gate

Figure.1: Schematic view of glucose detector SET circuit.
The electron tunneling rate for the jth junction capacitance is represented by Γj±(n), where the +/- refers to electrons
tunneling on/off the center island (n → n ± 1). Γj±(n) can be easily obtained from the basic golden-rule calculation [9],

Ej
1
2
R j e 1 exp E j / k B T

n

(1)

where e is electronic charge, ΔE is the energy change of the system when the electron tunnels across the tunnel capacitance, Rj
is the tunneling resistance of the jth junction, and kBT is the thermal energy. The equations of ΔE for two gate circuit are
obtained from electrostatic energy consideration:

E1

e
C

e
2

E2

e
C

e
2

C2

C dot

Cg V

C dotVdot C gV g

Ne Q0
(2)

C1V

C dotVdot

C gVg

Ne Qo

where the capacitance of the jth junction is Cj, the gate capacitance 1 and 2 is Cg1,and Cg2, and CΣ=C1+C2+Cgdot+Cg is the
capacitance of the island, V is the drain voltage, Vg is the gate voltage. The current-voltage characteristics of the SET may be
calculated from

I (V )

e

( n)

1

( n)

1

( n)

n

e

( n)

2

( n)

2

( n)

(3)

n

where ρ(n) is the probability that the charge e on the island equals ne. This probability together with the difference of rate
Γ1(n)- Γ1+(n) describes the net current flowing through the first junction. The current may also expressed in the terms of the
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rates at second junction. The island charge e will change by the tunneling of electrons from or to the island as described by the
master equation.

(n, t )
t

(n 1)

1

(n 1)

2

(n 1)

( n)

1

( n)

2

(n)

(4)

The stationary solution of equation (4) satisfies the detailed balance condition,

( n)

1

( n)

2

( n)

(n 1)

1

(n 1)

2

(n 1)

(5)

Since the Γj ± are known from equations (1) and (2), this allows one to solve for the distribution ρ(n), subject to the
normalization condition,

( n) 1

(6)

n

Gold as a layer of sensors is placed on adjacent to the SET island, as shown in Fig.2. . When the gold layer contacts with
glucose in tears, a chemical reaction occurs between glucose and gold electrodes. The electrochemical reaction between
glucose and gold according to Clark and Lyons [10] are as follows:

glu cos e O2

H 2O

H 2 O2

O2

2H

glu cos eoxidase

glu cos eacid

H 2O

(7)

2e

Suppose the device is made of silicon and silicon dioxide materials with specific size, as shown in Figure 2. Source (S),
drain (D), island (I), and gate (G) are made of high-doped silicon. Gold as a side gate is a sensitive layer to glucose. The tunnel
layer between the island - drain and island – source is connected through the quantum confinement width of 1 nm. The top is
coated with a thin layer of Si02 that is useful to protect the device. The areas between the island-gate and the island-gold are
with silicon dioxide materials.

Figure 2: The SET-Based Glucose Sensor with Au as Sensor Layer
In fig.2 above, there are two tunnel junctions, these are thin layer between islands-source and island-drain. The ground
energy level in the source-drain-island area is calculated based on infinite quantum well model and given by

E

2 2n2
2mL2

(8)
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where ħ is1.054×10-27, n is energy discrete level, m is mass, and L is width of potential well. Ground state energy level (n = 1)
can be plotted as a function of position, resulting in tunnel barrier. The probability of electrons to tunnel the barrier can be
calculated by WKB method, as follows:

T

b

4


exp

2m V x

E x

1/ 2

dx

(9)

a

where a and b is two points for the potential barrier. Capacitance value C1, C2, Cdot, and Cg2 is calculated use the size of the
device structure on Fig.2, with the Equation 10:

C

r

0

A
d

(10)

with εr dan ε0 is permitivitty relative and permitivitty in vacuum of material between plates, d is distance between two plates,
and A is the wide area of overlapping between the two plates.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations are performed using Matlab. Figure 3(a) shows the cross-section tunnel junction area.

S

D

I

(a)

0.4
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0
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1.5

2
x (m)
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3

3.5
-8

x 10

(b)
Figure. 3: (a) The Cross-section of Tunnel Junction Area. (b) The Tunnel Barrier of SET
Electron energy level for each region is calculated using equation (8). Energy at the ground level then plotted by a
function of position, shown in Fig.3(b). That image shows two energy tunnel barriers that must be passed electrons. In the
figure it can be seen that the energy form two tunnel barrier with a width equal to the width of the tunnel connection. We also
calculated tunnelling probability using WKB method for first barrier and second barrier.
Using the capacitance equation we find C1 = 0.9×10-18 F, C2 = 1.9×10-18 F, Cg = 3.1×10-18 F, and Cdot = 3.1×10-18 F.
Resistance R1 = 150 GΩ and R2 = 250 GΩ. Gate voltage, Vg2 = 1 mA. We there investigate the changes in current-gate voltage
curve when the additional electrons appear on the gold location adjacent to the SET dot. Current-gate voltage characteristic
results can be seen on Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: The Curve of Current-Gate Voltage
For case of no glucose, its show in a upper line, the current peak is about 2.5 nA. The dashed-dot line shows one
additional electron and the current peak is 0.5 nA. The dashed line shows two additional electron, where current peak is about
0.1 nA. The dot line shows 3 additional electron and current peak is about 0.01 nA.
The result shows that electrons occupy the gold dot (due to the chemical reaction between glucose and gold) causes
decrease of the current. This is due to the side gate effect. The higher levels of glucose in contact with gold causes more
chemical reactions that occur, so that more extra electrons are produced. The additional electron in the gold dot changes the dot
voltage, so that it would change the charging energy. The change of charging energy modifies the probability of tunneling, so
the SET currents of change.

4. CONCLUSION
We have studied numerical modelling of glucose detector SET characteristics using Master equation. Simulation results
show that few extra electron produced by the gold-glucose reaction will significantly change in SET characteristics. This
results ensures that SET system is quite sensitive in detecting glucose levels in tears.
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ABSTRACT
Main problems in Cognitive Radio System is identification of hole spectrum based on time and location. Various technique
have complexity and speed of algorithm problems. Compressive Sampling (CS) is a sampling method with number of sample
less than Nyquist’s Criteria.
This research will apply Compressive Sampling on Cognitive Radio Spectrum Sensing. Spectrum frequency is sparse in
frequency domain, so CS technique can be implemented in Cognitive Radio System. It will explore the sparsity of the spectrum
by using FFT, and then find the reconstruction algorithm based on sampling method.
Keywords
Cognitive Radio, Spectrum Sensing, Compressive Sampling

1. INTRODUCTION
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) reported that the conventional fixed spectrum allocation rules have resulted in
low spectrum usage efficiency in almost all currently deployed frequency bands [1]. In particular, at any given time and spatial
region, there are frequency bands where there is no signal occupancy. That is, licensed signal transmissions are sparse in
frequency domain. There has been recent interest in improving spectrum utilization by permitting secondary usage using
cognitive radios [2], [3]. Cognitive radios use spectrum sensing to determine frequency bands that are vacant of licensed signal
transmissions and transmit on such portions to meet regulatory constraints of avoiding harmful interference to licensed
systems.
Compressive sampling (CS) is a method for acquisition of sparse signals at rates significantly lower than Nyquist rate; signal
reconstruction is a solution to an optimization problem [4], [5].

2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Compressive Sampling
Let the analog signal x(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T, be represented as a finite weighted sum of basis functions (e.g., Fourier)

(t) as follows :

(1)
where only a few basis coefficients si are much larger than zero due to the sparsity of x(t). In particular, with a discrete-time CS
framework, the measurement vector y can be written as :
y = Φx = ΦΨs.

(2)

where Ψ is NxN sparsity basis matrix, x = Ψs, s an Nx1 vector with K << N non-zero entries si, Φ is matrix MxN.
Reconstruction is achieved by solving the following l1-norm optimization problem
s.t. y = ΦΨs.

(3)

Linear programming techniques, e.g., basis pursuit [6], or iterative greedy algorithms [7] can be used to solve (3).
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2.2. Spectrum Sensing in Cognitive Radio
The first task of cognitive radio system is how to identify the “idle” spectrum frequency. Consider next the commercial cellular
networks deployed all over the world. In the current licensing regime, only primary users have exclusive rights to transmit.
However, it is highly likely to find small spatial footprints in large cells where there are no primary users. In term of Cognitive
Radio, the secondary user can transmit if no primary user exist. Naturally, spread of the spectrum holes varies over time and
space. In any event, interference arising from conflict relationships primary users and secondary users.
Attribute of spectrum sensing cognitive radio are reliability of detection, accuracy spectral resolution, space/direction of
interferers, and time-frequency analysis to be used for the reinforcement of spectrum-hole detection as well as signal
classification when the sub-band of interest is occupied by a primary user [8].

3. MODEL SYSTEM
Let’s assume that signal is sparse in frequency domain, so the signal is transformed to frequency domain as follows:
X(k)

,

1 <= k <= N.

(4)

Signal reconstruction can be done through multiply signal by basis function :
(5)
Signal reconstruction also can be done through l1-norm optimization in (3).
RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) of reconstruction ;
(6)

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
Signal x(n) is 128 sample.

Picture 1. Original Signal
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Picture 2. Signal Reconstruction based on l1-norm (basis pursuit)

Picture 3. RMSE signal reconstruction

5. DISCUSSION
Spectrum Sensing in Cognitive Radio just need to identify the occupancy of spectrum radio. Compressive Sampling can
reduce number of sampling, and the results will make sensing faster.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Based on results of simulation, compressive sampling can reconstruct the original signal with minimum error. We will explore
sparsity spectrum in another domain, ie. spatial, angle-of-arrival primary user.
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ABSTRACT
Sending information such as traffic conditions has to be done every time in order to give up to date information to street users
(drivers). We can send that information remotely using two computers/PCs (as client and server) which are connected to the
Internet continuously through PSTN (Public Switch Telephone Network). But, this is less efficient, since Internet access cost is
proportional to access duration, and need one computer that dedicated as server. The usage of web embedded microcontroller,
web browser on PC or mobile phone, and GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) network is one of solutions for sending
information at any time and any where efficiently. This paper presents the realization of a system for informing traffic
conditions in text form based on web embedded microcontroller using web browser on PC or mobile phone via GPRS network.
Web embedded microcontroller is used as a web server which is connected to ATmega16 microcontroller and LCD display.
The information that will be announced is entered into the text-field on web page in PC or mobile phone web browser and then
press the PUBLISH button on this web page. The information will be received by the web embedded microcontroller, then send
it to ATmega16 and finally display it on LCD. The experiment results show that the designed system can work properly. All
traffic conditions information that will be announced can be displayed correctly on the LCD.
Keywords: Web embedded microcontroller, GPRS, ATmega16, traffic conditions, informing system

1. INTRODUCTION
High mobility of peoples and the need to move from one place to another place in short time cause the need for accurate
information on traffic conditions, hence the traffic conditions need to be informed every time to its users. For instance traffic
conditions on the toll roads and the current state of the toll gates.
One way that can be used is to provide information on traffic conditions in the form of running text display. The information to
be displayed will always change according to traffic conditions were happening. Therefore, this display must be connected
with the communication network for information delivery can be done quickly, efficiently and can be made at any time.
With the Internet, information delivery can be performed using two PCs (Personal Computer), one PC acts as a Web Server
which is connected directly to the displays, and other PC as a Web Client to provide information. But the fact is that this
solution is less efficient because of the PC as a Web Server must operate continuously to receive the information.
This inefficiency can be overcome by using a web embedded microcontrollers [1]. Web embedded microcontroller is a
microcontroller module that specially designed to be able to communicate with the Internet network and functions as a web
server. This web embedded microcontroller has been used in remote on-off control system via the Internet as a web server to
replace one computer. Therefore, the system that will be controlled is directly connected to the microcontroller.[2]
To be able to access the web server via the Internet, the web server must be connected continuously with the Internet.
Connection to the Internet can be done via PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network). To access the Internet network using
PSTN would be inefficient, because the cost of PSTN usage is directly proportional to duration of usage.
The development of cellular telephone network technology allowing mobile phone users to access the packet data network like
the Internet. Previous mobile phone only functions as a telephone, current mobile phones can be used to access the Internet
network, and one of them is by using GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) technology [3]. The use of GPRS technology in
accessing the Internet network can become one of these problem solutions. Because the cost of Internet access using GPRS
does not depend on how long the connection has been done, but depending on the amount of data accessed/transferred. So, the
web server can always be connected to the Internet, without fear of the cost of Internet connection and phone bills.
In this paper, we discussed the application of TINI400 web embedded microcontroller for informing traffic conditions using a
web browser. In this system, the GPRS network will be used as a medium for data communications between Web Server and
Web Client.
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2. SYSTEM DESIGN
The designed system is a system that informs traffic conditions in the form of text using a web browser over the Internet with
GPRS as communication media. The system uses a special microcontroller with network capabilities (TINI400 module),
ATMega16 microcontroller [4], and GPRS modem. The TINI400 module is created with the aim that the module serves as an
interface of many kinds of hardware (sensors and actuators) with Internet network.[5]
2.1 System Block Diagram
The designed and realized system block diagram is illustrated in Figure 1.

Sender of information
(Toll gate officer)

Receiver & information displayer
(placed at toll road)

Figure 1: System Block Diagram
The system model to inform traffic conditions is a 16x2 LCD display that controlled directly by ATMega16 microcontroller.
Features of ATMega16 microcontroller which are used in controlling system model are USART (Universal Synchronous and
Asynchronous Receiver and Transmitter) and I/O port. I/O port (Port C) of ATMega16 is connected with 16x2 LCD, and
USART port of ATMega16 is used for communication with the TINI400 module. Control of ATMega16 is performed by the
TINI400 module by transmitting control signal through the USART port.
TINI400 module has two USART ports [6,7]. USART ports on the TINI400 module are used for communication with the
GPRS modem and ATMega16 microcontroller. In design, TINI400 module serves as a web server.
GPRS modem serves to connect the TINI400 module with Internet network. In GPRS modem there is a SIM (Subscriber
Identity Module) card that is used for connecting with an ISP (Internet Service Provider). The communication protocol used
between TINI400 module and GPRS modem is PPP (Point to Point Protocol).
The information of traffic conditions which will be announced is typed into the text-field on web page in PC or mobile phone
web browser. PC or mobile phone serves as web client. Information displayed on web page in web browser contains
information of the latest traffic conditions that have been entered previously.
Before we could send information to the system model, TINI400 module must be already connected to Internet network, and
waiting for request from client. PC or mobile-phone as client sends request to IP address of TINI400 module (GPRS modem)
via web browser. TINI400 module as web server will send web page that contains information of traffic conditions to client
(web browser). On the web page we can send the information by filling the text-field for information 1 or 2, and then push the
PUBLISH button. By pushing the PUBLISH button on the web page in PC or mobile-phone web browser, PC or mobile-phone
will send the information to TINI400 module and request the newest web page from TINI400 module.
The web page that displayed in the web browser will be updated automatically and continuously until the connection between
client and server (TINI400 module) broken or has been terminated.
2.2 Hardware of System Model
The designed hardware is a model of a system for displaying information of traffic conditions in the form of a 16x2 LCD that
connected to an ATMega16 microcontroller. The controller block diagram of system model that designed and realized can be
illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Block Diagram of System Model Controller
Input into ATMega16 microcontroller is string data from the TINI400 module. The input voltage level has been converted by a
RS-232 to TTL converter in order to fit with the voltage levels on the ATMega16 microcontroller. USART RX from RS-232
to TTL converter is connected with RXD (Pin D0) ATMega16 microcontroller and USART TX from RS-232 to TTL converter
is connected with TX (Pin D1) ATMega16 microcontroller. Port C is designed as output port from ATMega16 microcontroller.
This port will be directly connected with a 16x2 LCD to display the information to be announced.
2.3 TINI400 Software Algorithm
TINI400 module use JAVA as programming language. JAVA program that has been made needs to be compiled by Java
compiler. Program with java extension is compiled into class extension. With the class extension, the program can be executed
by the JVM (Java Virtual Machine).
The software in TINI400 is designed in order to the hardware that is connected to the module can be controlled or observed
remotely through the Internet network and serves also as a web server that sends web page that contains the condition of
system model when requested by the client. With the ability of multithreading/multitasking of TINI400 module, we designed
two threads, i.e. system thread and modem thread. The flowchart of main process can be seen in Figure 3.
START

A

Serial Port Initialization
Web Server Initialization

Input username &
password

Create System Thread

username
& password
correct?

N

Y

Create Modem Thread

Type
information 1
and push Publish
button?

Listen Port 80

N

Y
Power Off?

Y

N
N

Any Web
Request?

Type
information 2
and push Publish
button?

N

Y

Send information 1
to Server

Send information 2
to Server

Make new web page

Make new web page

Send new web page to
Client

Send new web page to
Client

END
Y
Connect with
Client
A

Figure 3: Flowchart of Main Process
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2.4 ATMega16 Microcontroller Software Algorithm
ATMega16 microcontroller uses C language as programming language. In our design, we used CodeVisionAVR for
programming ATMega16 microcontroller. CodeVisionAVR program is a PC program that functions as a compiler for the
AVR type microcontroller made by ATMEL.
The designed software on the ATMega16 microcontroller functions to display the characters on the LCD in accordance with
the information transmitted by the TINI400 module. The flowchart of the ATMega16 microcontroller software can be seen in
Figure 4.
START

I/O Port Initialization
Serial Port Initialization
Variables Initialization

Power Off?

Y

N

END

Read serial data from
USART port

first data = 1?

Y
Y
LCD row 1

N

first data = 2?

N

Y

LCD row 2

“Wait Info”
on LCD

Figure 4: Flowchart of ATMega16 Software

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Testing to the process that will occur on the system is conducted to determine whether the realized system is suitable with the
design of system that is expected. Before conducting the test, a PC or mobile-phone which is used as a control device must be
already connected with the model of the system through the Internet network. The display of web page of the designed system
on a PC web browser is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: The Display of Web Page on a PC Web Browser
Testing is done by entering information of traffic conditions that will be announced to the street users and then pressing the
Publish button on web page in web browser of PC or mobile-phone, after that the response is observed. The testing results of
samples of information that are entered on the web page are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: The testing results of samples of information entered on the web page
Sample of Information

Responses that occur
Text "tes_pk.19:17" displayed on new web page.

Info1 = tes

On the upper row of the LCD appears running text:
tes_pk.19:17#tes_pk.19:17#tes_pk.

(3 characters)
Time: 19.17

Text ”jaga_jarak_pk.19:20” displayed on new web page.
Info 2 = jaga_jarak
(10 characters)

On the lower row of the LCD appears running text:
jaga_jarak_pk.19:20#jaga_jarak_p

Time: 19.20

Text ”selamat_jalan_pk.19:09” displayed on new web page.
Info1 = selamat_jalan

On the upper row of the LCD appears running text:
selamat_jalan_pk.19:09#selamat_j

(13 characters)
Time: 19.09
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Text ”GT.Pasteur_padat_pk.19:12” displayed on new web page.
On the lower row of the LCD appears running text:
GT.Pasteur_padat_pk.19:12#GT.Pas
Info2 = GT.Pasteur_padat
(16 characters)
Time: 19.12

Text ”GT.PondokGd_antree_10km_pk.19:13” displayed on new web page.
On the upper row of the LCD appears running text:
GT.PondokGd_antree_10km_pk.19:13#GT.Pon
Info 1 = GT.PondokGd_antree_10km
(23 characters)
Time: 19.13

Text ”Hati2_jalan_licin_saat_hujan_pk.12:06” displayed on new web page.
On the lower row of the LCD appears running text:
Hati2_jalan_licin_saat_hujan_pk.12:06#Hati2_
Info 2 = Hati2_jalan_licin_saat_hujan
(28 characters)
Time: 12.06

Text ”Terjadi_antrian_di_km80_s.d_km95_pk.12:15” displayed on new
web page.

Info 2 = Terjadi_antrian_di_km80_s.d_km95

On the lower row of the LCD appears running text:
Terjadi_antrian_di_km80_s.d_km95_pk.12:15#Terj

(32 characters)
Time: 12.15

The test results shown in Table 1 showed that all information entered via a web page can be displayed on the LCD correctly.
We added “#” character at each end of information with the aim that the repetition of information can be known. After all
information is displayed, the LCD will automatically display the words "Wait Info". If there is any change in information, the
latest information will be displayed on the LCD, but if nothing changes, then that information (the most recent one) will be
displayed again and so on.
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4. CONCLUSION
1.
2.

The system to inform traffic conditions in the form of running text based on TINI400 web embedded microcontroller and
GPRS as a media of data communication has been successfully realized and can function properly according to the design.
The testing results showed that all information to be announced can be successfully displayed on the LCD display without
any missing character.
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ABSTRACT
Conventionally, field programmable gate array (FPGA) was though to be a pure digital design platform which could hardly be
used for analogue applications. As technology evolves, more and more analogue sub-circuits are integrated into FPGA chips.
FPGA can not be distanced from analogue world as before. More and more researchers cannot wait to explore the analogue
capability of FPGA, although few of them are successful. To break the boundary between digital and analog worlds and get
rid of the heavy burden of aspect ratio tuning, bias adjustment and portability problem in full-custom design, a fully digital
smart temperature sensor realizable with 140 FPGA logic elements was firstly proposed for painless VLSI on-chip integrations
in late 2007. All signals are processed in time-domain instead of voltage-domain to make it FPGA-compatible. However, the
major thermal sensing circuit, a cyclic delay line, was neither area-efficient nor accurate enough. By simply replacing the
inexact cyclic delay line with a retriggerable ring oscillator in this paper, two thirds reduction in circuit size and at least fourfold improvement in power consumption is achieved. Moreover, the first FPGA thermal sensor needs expensive two-point
calibration to alleviate the impact of process variation. By modifying the gain of time amplifier from fixed to variable for costefficient one-point calibration support and adopting a second-order master curve for curvature correction, the proposed smart
temperature sensor can deliver more than two-fold enhancement in accuracy. To demonstrate the performance under practical
process variation, the sensor realized with as few as 48 FPGA logic elements for rapid prototyping was measured over 0 C to
100C temperature range for 20 test chips from batches spreading over 4 years. The measured inaccuracy is -0.7C−+0.6C
which is superior to -1.8C−+2.3C of its full-custom predecessor with a third-order master curve and only 5 test samples
from one single batch. The accuracy is even better than those of full-custom sensors with two-point calibration. The conversion
rate is around 4.4 kHz and the power consumption is 1J per conversion.
Keywords
Field programmable gate array (FPGA), fully digital, smart temperature sensor, time-domain, variable-gain time amplifier
(VGTA).

1. INTRODUCTION
Temperature is one of the most sensed physical quantities on earth. From devices to systems, thermal sensitivity always exits
in some form and temperature needs to be sensed for control, compensation or security purposes. The temperature sensing
applications can be easily found from extremely tiny chips to extraordinary large buildings and farms. It causes an incredible
growth in sensor network, bio/on-chip thermal sensing, temperature monitoring, temperature drift compensation, processor
speed control and power management markets [1]-[6]. The demand for low cost but high accuracy smart temperature sensors
becomes stronger than ever. To enhance battery durability and reduce self-heating impact of the integrated sensors, low power
consumption is also required for many applications. The power consumption restriction is even demanding for RF-powered
circuits [7]. In addition, small chip size and CMOS fabrication are usually required for embedded applications.
Microscopically, temperature is related to the motion (translation, vibration or energy level excitation) of the particles
constituting the test material. It is extremely difficult for circuits to directly detect such tiny motions for thermal sensing.
Alternatively, temperature is sensed indirectly by measuring the other thermally sensitive physical quantities, such as BJT
base-emitter voltage or MOS threshold voltage. More than often in the past, test temperature is converted by a thermal sensor
into a voltage signal first, and then a corresponding ADC is utilized for subsequent output coding [8] as shown in Figure. 1. To
get fine enough resolution, the ADC is usually required to have more than ten output bits. The expense of the so-called
voltage-domain smart temperature sensor is large chip size and tremendous power consumption. For example, a state-of-the-art
smart temperature sensor was presented to successfully reduce measurement inaccuracy from 1C over -40C~ +120C
temperature range after two-point calibration [1] to ±0.1C (3σ) over -55C~125C temperature range with individual
transistor trimming after packaging [9]. The price was 4.5-mm2 die area and 75-A current consumption in a 0.7-m CMOS
process. Significant cost savings could be obtained by batch calibration, but it was always accompanied by an equally
significant loss of accuracy [10]. The error became ±0.25C (3σ) from -70C to 130C and the consumption current was 25-A
in the same CMOS process. With similar accuracy, a seven-fold energy saving could be accomplished by utilizing a zoom
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Figure 1: Typical block diagram of voltage-domain smart temperature sensors [1].
ADC that combined a coarse SAR conversion with a fine  conversion [11]. Without any calibration or trimming, a 32-nm
CMOS temperature sensor achieved an inaccuracy less than 5C from -10C to 110C successfully [12]. However, the power
consumption was as high as 1.6mW.
With large chip size or high power consumption, most conventional voltage-domain smart temperature sensors were less
attractive to low cost or low power VLSI on-chip temperature sensing. Recently, the researchers of voltage-domain smart
temperature sensors tried their best to lower down the required power consumption and chip size without much sacrifice of
accuracy. By using NPN transistors as sensing elements, a 65-nm CMOS voltage-domain sensor was presented to get 0.2C
(3σ) inaccuracy with a single room-temperature trim for -70°C~125°C range [13]. It represented a ten-fold improvement in
accuracy compared to other deep-submicron temperature sensors [12], [15]. The sensor area was successfully reduced to 0.1
mm2 (excluding off-chip digital back-end), which was 45 times less than those of state-of-the-art sensors with comparable
accuracy [9]-[10]. The power consumption and conversion rate were 10 W and 2.2 Sa/s correspondingly.
As stated above, the progress made in voltage-domain smart temperature sensor design seems rather good. IC designers are
still eager to explore some other ways to further reduce sensor chip size or power consumption over the existed limit.
Moreover, as the fabrication technology evolves, the size and cost per transistor drops accordingly. More and more analogue
functions are realized with digital circuits to take the advantage of process scaling down. However, the mentioned sensors
cannot be fully digitized with the need of voltage-generating thermal sensing device and ADC. To port the sensors among
different fabrication processes, some hard works, such as aspect ratio tuning and bias adjustment, cannot be avoided and the
designers tend to be overwhelmed by such heavy burden easily. To be compatible with digital cell-based design, signal in the
sensors should be processed neither in voltage nor in current domain which operates with gray-level logic as depicted in Figure
2(a). The processed physical quantity, such as voltage or current, is allowed to be any value between 0 (the minimum) and 1
(the maximum) at any time. On the contrary, it is quantized as 0 or 1 states according to its value under or above the threshold
and then processed in digital circuits as illustrated in Figure 2(b). It means temperature must be converted to some physical
quantity other than voltage or current for circuit digitization. Fortunately, time is not necessary to be always quantized in
digital world. With this inspiration, a historical time-domain smart temperature sensor was presented in late 2005 [14]. The
sensor converted the test temperature into a time signal with a thermally sensitive width first and then utilized a time-to-digital
convertor (TDC) which could be much simpler and more power efficient than ADC for time quantization to get the
corresponding digital output. A simple delay line which consumed less power and chip size was usually adopted to be the
temperature-to-time generator. However, the expense was comparatively poor accuracy. The power consumption and chip size
were substantially reduced to 10W@2 Sa/s and 0.175-mm2 in a 0.35-m digital CMOS process with a measurement error of 0.7°C~+0.9°C from 0C to 100C after two-end-point calibration.

Physical Quantity

Physical Quantity

1

(a)

0

Time

(b)

1
Threshold
0
Time

Figure 2: (a) Analogue gray-level logic and (b) digital black/white logic for physical quantity.
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For the lack of proper hardware curvature correction, the accuracy of time-domain temperature sensor was usually poorer than
voltage-domain one’s. However, the power consumption and chip area of time-domain sensor could be further lowered to 220nW and 0.05-mm2 in a 0.18-m CMOS process by comparing the frequencies of two current-starved ring oscillators based on a
temperature insensitive current source and a proportional to absolute temperature (PTAT) current source respectively. The
inaccuracy after two-point calibration was worsened to -1.6C~3C from 0C to 100C [15]. The power consumption of timedomain sensor could be even driven to 119 nW@33 Sa/s [16]. The corresponding inaccuracy became -0.8C~1C from -10C
to 30C after averaging (30 conversions per sample) and two-end-point calibration. To reduce high volume production cost, an
innovative 0.13-m CMOS time-domain smart temperature sensor supporting one-point calibration was invented [17]. Based
on a dual-DLL structure, it yielded a high conversion rate of 5 KSa/s and a low power consumption of 0.24 J per averaged
sample. The chip size and measured error were 0.12mm2 and -1.8°C~2.3°C from 0°C to 100°C according to a third-order
master curve for 5 test chips from one batch. Also with one-point calibration, another time-domain temperature sensor
embedded in RFID tag was announced to get an inaccuracy of -1.1°C~0.4°C from -20°C to 30°C for 3 test chips [18]. The
power of the sensor was 104 nW at 25 Sa/s and room temperature. For more accurate applications, a time-domain SAR thermal
sensor with curvature compensation was created to reduce inaccuracy as -0.25C − +0.35C for 23 test chips over 0C − 90C
range. The expense was again 0.6 mm2 chip area and 37 W power consumption @ 2 Sa/s [19]

2. USING FPGA FOR SENSOR DIGITIZATION
All voltage- and time-domain smart temperature sensors discussed above depend on full-custom design which not only makes
them hard to port among different fabrication technologies but also consumes substantial time and effort. As shown in Figure
3(a), all above temperature sensors belong to analogue world and are hard to keep the pace of process scaling down. Although
it is not impossible, only a few analog applications can be realized by pure standard cell-based design with performance
comparable to full-custom one’s. Due to the lack of aspect ratio tuning or bias adjustment, even fewer of them can be
successfully implemented with FPGAs which are though to be pure digital design platforms conventionally. With more and
more built-in analogue sub-blocks, FPGA shift its spectrum from digital to analogue a little bit as revealed in Figure 3(b).
Similarly, without generating any gray-level voltage or current signal, the first time-domain thermal sensor [14] lights up the
way for its successors [20]-[21] to cross the boundary of analogue world. It can be clearly seen in Figure 3(b) that the
possibility of FPGA realization for smart temperature sensor really exists. Eventually, a fully digital smart temperature sensor
realizable with 140 FPGA logic elements was proposed for painless VLSI on-chip integrations as illustrated in Figure 4 [20]. A
cyclic delay line was utilized to generate a thermally sensitive circulation period which was amplified by a succeeding counter
with a predetermined number of circulations to get a wide enough output pulse tA. Subsequently, an output counter was used as
tA quantizer according to a reference clock for digital coding. Neither handcrafted device nor off-chip component was required
for implementation and the power consumption was measured to be 8.42 W at a conversion rate of 2 Sa/s under 2.5-V supply
voltage. The gain in fast porting, rapid prototyping and IP reuse was somewhat offsetted by the degradation in performance.
The inaccuracy became -1.5°C − 0.8°C from 0°C to 75°C after two-point calibration. To explore the possibility of accuracy
enhancement and further reduction in circuit size and mass production cost, a second generation FPGA smart temperature
sensor realizable with merely 48 logic elements is presented in this paper.

FPGA

(a)

Digital

Thermal
Sensor

Analog

FPGA

(b)

Digital

Thermal
Sensor

Analog

Figure 3: (a) Conventional and (b) current distribution of smart temperature senor realizations.
The problem is that the circulation pulse will be shrunk or stretched if the aspect ratios of the cyclic delay line cells are not
homogeneous [22]. Due to process variation, some mismatch always exists among those cells after fabrication. To prevent the
circulation pulse from being saturated or vanished before reaching the required number of circulations, a fixed pulse generator
was adopted in the beginning of the cyclic delay line to preset the circulation pulse width for each cycle to a multiple of
reference period. Since the START signal or the cyclic delay line output cannot be forced to synchronize with the reference
clock, their phase error makes the circulation period of the cyclic delay line variant. During circulation, this phase error will be
accumulated and damage the sensor accuracy. To get rid of fixed pulse generator and the corresponding phase error
accumulation, an astable ring oscillator is adopted in the proposed sensor to replace the cyclic delay line for circuit size
reduction and accuracy enhancement. The oscillator is also designed to be retriggerable for power saving by disabling
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oscillation after conversion. In addition, the gain of the time amplifier is modified from fixed to variable to make all chips have
the same digital output, e.g., Dout0, at a specific calibration temperature T0. It makes one-point calibration possible to cut down
mass production cost. The block diagram of the proposed sensor is finalized in Figure 5(a). Figure 5(b) shows the circuit of the
retriggerable ring oscillator whose delay line is composed of multiple logic buffers. Similarly, the variable-gain time amplifier
(VGTA) is realized as a programmable down counter with a count set by an external calibration circuit. It is also digitally
realizable. Since the calibration circuit becomes useless after calibration for each sensor, it is implemented off-chip to further
reduce the circuit size. A successive approximation algorithm (SAR) [19] instead of a full search [17] is utilized to hasten the
calibration for saving more mass production cost. When VGTA programmable counter counts to the end, an end-of-conversion
signal EOC is issued to shut down ring oscillator for power saving.
tCYC

Time Amplifier
Circulation
Counter

Cyclic
Delay Line

START

Comparator
A

Fixed Circulation
Times, N
(Amplifier Gain)
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B
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Time-to-Digital
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Figure 4: Block diagram of the first FPGA smart temperature sensor.
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Figure 5: (a) Block diagram and (b) retriggerable ring oscillator of the proposed sensor.
With an incredibly neat structure, the proposed all-digital smart temperature sensor achieves much higher flexibility,
portability and simplicity than it predecessors. It is realized with a small FPGA chip of Altera ACEX EP1K100QC208-3 with
low gate count, low reference clock frequency of 25MHz and retail price less than one hundred U.S. dollars. The total number
of logic elements required to realize the proposed sensor is merely 48.

3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The measurement of the proposed sensor was done every five degrees from 0C to 100C at a rate of 2 Sa/s in a programmable
temperature and humidity chamber MHU-408LRBDA. Before measurement, the chamber was calibrated with a Pt-based
digital thermometer, Lutron TM-907A, to ensure correct setting for each test temperature. During measurement, the FPGA
boards along with on-board crystal oscillators (USI UT6-2A) and voltage regulator (Fairchild RC1587M) were put into
temperature chamber. Also, 8 conversions (one conversion per minute) were averaged for each sample to suppress the impact
of chamber temperature fluctuation.
To evaluate the impact of process variation on sensor performance, 20 FPGA chips with fabrication dates spreading over 4
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years (from 0425 to 0820) were measured. Figure 6(a). All sensor outputs really coincide at the calibration temperature, 50C
and a second-order master curve composed of average curvature and slope of all curves was obtained through curve fitting.
The resolution calculated from the master curve is around 0.13 °C/LSB. As depicted in Figure 6(b), the inaccuracy, the
deviation of the measured results from the master curve, falls within -0.7°C − 0.6°C (from 0°C to 100°C) which is superior to
that of its former time-domain predecessor with full-custom design, third-order master curve and merely 5 tested chips in a
single batch [17]. Since no apparent curvature can be observed from the results, it ensures that the proposed sensor doesn’t
need to adopt a third- or higher-order master curve for better accuracy.
The longest conversion time is less than 225 s, and the conversion rate is around 4.4 kHz. The power consumption is 1
J/conversion at room temperature and 2.5-V supply voltage.

4. CONCLUSION
An enhanced all-digital CMOS smart temperature sensor featured with extremely small circuit size, high accuracy, low power
consumption and one-point calibration support has been presented. It can be implemented with merely 48 FPGA logic
elements. The power consumption and measurement error are successfully reduced to 1 J/conversion and -0.7C − 0.6C
from 0C to 100C. Even realized with FPGA chips from various batches, the sensor accuracy is superior to those of many
full-custom predecessors from both time- and voltage-domain [2],[3],[13]-[17],[20]. This work demonstrates that accurate
temperature sensors can still be achieved with fully digital CMOS design.
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Figure 6: (a) Digital outputs and (b) measurement errors of 20 FPGA chips after one-point calibration.

The proposed sensor is not restricted to FPGA or cell-based applications. For better performance, full-custom design can also
be adopted to optimize the cell size of ring oscillator for linearity enhancement and/or consumption current minimization. With
intra-batch calibration, the inaccuracy can be further reduced. It makes the proposed easy-to-port sensor excellent for low
power, low cost but high accuracy VLSI on-chip integrations.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the effects of base design to the performances of different generation of SiGe HBTs are
reported. The effects were studied with the help of Bipole3 device simulation software. To study the
effects, we first define a reference device. The reference device is basically a first generation SiGe HBT
with feature size of 0.25m. This device is then scaled down laterally to give us the second and third
generation SiGe HBTs. The base width of each generation is then scaled down vertically and their
effects to the devices performances are observed. The effect of using rectangular and trapezoid Ge
profiles in the base are also observed. The simulation results show that the third generation SiGe HBTs
have higher cutoff frequency, maximum frequency of oscillation and current gain compared to the first
generation SiGe HBT. Reducing base width yields further improvement in the SiGe HBTs
performances. The SiGe HBTs with rectangular Ge profiles also have higher cutoff frequency,
maximum frequency of oscillation and current gain than devices with trapezoid Ge profiles.
Keywords
SiGe, HBT, base

1. INTRODUCTION
According to Cisco Visual Networking Index (VNI) 2009 – 2014, the global internet traffic will
increase morethan fourfold to 767 exabytes (63.9 exabytes/month) or more than ¾ zettabytes by 2014
[1] as shown in Figure 1. An exabytes is a million gigabytes while a zettabytes is a trillion gigabytes.
The traffic is dominated by video, exceeding 91% of global traffic by 2014 as a result from
improvements in network bandwidth capacity and internet speed along with the increasing popularity
of HDTV.To support this growth of internet traffic, faster data transmission rate is needed.

Figure 1: Cisco VNI forecast 2010 [1].
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The SiGe HBT is the major candidate for the needs of this new communication era. In research lab it
was possible to realize devices with cutoff frequencies fT up to 375 GHz [2] and maximum frequencies
of oscillation fmax up to 350 GHz [3], which is comparable to III-V technologies. The SiGe HBTs
generations are classified by the ac performance of SiGe HBT such as peak cut-off frequency. Cressler
and Niu label a SiGe HBT with a peak fT of 45–55 GHz as "first generation", that with a peak fT of
100–120 GHz as "second generation", and that with a peak fT of 200+ GHz as "third generation" [4].
The SiGe HBT generations with their corresponding IBM’s terminology are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: SiGe HBTs generations
SiGe HBT
generations
First
First
Second
Third

IBM’s
terminology
5HP
6HP
7HP
8HP

Feature
size (m)
0.50
0.25
0.18
0.12

Peak fT
(GHz)
50
50
120
210

In the earlier generation of SiGe HBT, vertical scaling and profile optimization were the main
techniques to improve device performances [5] - [7]. Scaling down the device vertically is the most
efficient way to enhance device fT bandwidth. The increase in cut-off frequency by vertical scaling
comes to the expense of fmax as well as a reduction in device breakdown voltage. However, reduction in
lithographic feature size allows us to laterally scale down the SiGe HBT to enhance device fmax.
In this paper, we study the effect of vertical base design to the performance of different generation of
SiGe HBTs. The studies were done with Bipole3 device simulation software. The methodology is as
follows. First, we define a reference device. Basically, the reference device is a first generation SiGe
HBT with feature size of 0.25 m with optimized vertical profile. The base width and Ge profile of this
reference device is then changed to study its effects to the device performances. The reference device is
also scaled down laterally to give us the second generation with feature size of 0.18 m and third
generation with feature size of 0.12 m of SiGe HBTs. The base design of each generation is then
changed and their effects to the device performances are observed.

2. THE REFERENCE DEVICE
As already mentioned, the reference device is a first generation SiGe HBT with feature size of 0.25
m. The device has two base contact and the emitter finger area is AE 0.2510 m2. The lateral
dimension of the reference device is shown in Figure 2 while the vertical and Ge profile of the
reference device is shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b). The reference device has 12 nm emitter widths with
1020 cm-3 peak doping concentration, 40 nm base width with 1019 cm-3 peak doping concentration and
about 450 nm collector width with selected implanted collector (SIC) profile. The Ge profile in the
base has rectangular shape with 0.05 Ge fractions. Simulation results of the reference device show that
the device has 78 GHz peak fT, 143 GHz peak fmax, 2.6 Volt collector-emitter breakdown voltages
BVCEO and about 311 peak dc current gain DC.
16

Contact
Extr. Base
Base
Emitter
Collector
Buried Layer
Isolation

L e n g t h (m ic ro n s )

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
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2

3

4

5

Width (microns)

Figure 2: Lateral dimension of reference device
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Figure 3: (a) Doping profile and (b) Ge profile of the reference device

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Base width
The effects of base width design to the performance of different generation of SiGe HBTs are shown in
Figure 4 and Table 2. The simulation results show that the third generation SiGe HBTs
(AE=0.12x10μm2) have higher cutoff frequency, higher maximum frequency of oscillation and higher
current gain compared to the the first generation SiGe HBTs (AE=0.25x10μm2) while the breakdown
voltages are almost the same.
120

012wb40ges45 ft
018wb32ges45 ft
wb32ges45 ft
018wb40ges45 ft
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Figure 4: (a) Cutoff frequency and (b) maximum frequency of oscillation vs collector current
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Tabel 2: The effects of base width to SiGe HBTs performances.
Generation

Base width

Peak fT

Peak fmax

WB (nm)

(GHz)

(GHz)

First

40
2

78

AE=0.25x10μm

32

93

Second

40

85

2

AE=0.18x10μm

32

101

Third

40

96

2

AE=0.12x10μm

32

Peak dc

(V)

143
19 %

147

311
2.8 %

169

112

199

2.5

354
3.7 %

2.6
39 %

492

192
17 %

2.6
39 %

431

163
19 %

BVceo

2.5

432
3.7 %

2.6
39 %

600

2.5

Reducing base width from 40 nm to 32 nm enhance the peak cutoff frequency 17 to 19% for all SiGe
HBT generations. The results also show that base width reduction yield lower maximum frequency of
oscillation at low collector current which is consistent with previous result [4]. However our results
show that thinner base devices have 3% higher peak maximum frequency of oscillation. Reducing the
base width from 40 to 32 nm yield 39 % enhancement in the current gain.
3.2 Ge Profile
Beside the rectangular shape Ge profile with 0.05 Ge mole fraction, the trapezoid shape Ge profiles
with peak 0.05 Ge mole fraction in the base are also observed. The Ge profiles in the base are shown in
Figure 5. The effects of Ge profile in the base of SiGe HBT to the device performances are summarized
in Table 3.
0.05

wb40getr5 Ge fraction
wb40ges45 Ge fraction

0.045
0.04

G e fr a c tio n

0.035
0.03
0.025
0.02
0.015
0.01
0.005
0

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

Depth (microns)

Figure 5: Rectangular and trapezoid Ge profiles in the base
Tabel 3: The effects of Ge profile to SiGe HBTs performances.
Generation

Ge profile

First

rectangular
2

trapezoid

74

Second

rectangular

85

AE=0.18x10μm

trapezoid

80

Third

rectangular

96

2

AE=0.12x10μm

trapezoid

Peak fmax

(GHz)

(GHz)

78

AE=0.25x10μm

2

Peak fT

90

143
5%

141

311
1.4 %

163
6%

160
187

213

31 %

354
1.8 %

192
6%

Peak dc

243

31 %

432
2.6 %

296

31 %
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For both Ge profiles, the third generation SiGe HBT has higher cutoff frequency, higher maximum
frquency of oscillation and higher current gain compared to the the first generation SiGe HBT.
Previous research [8, 9] used trapezoid Ge profil for optimum SiGe HBT performance, however our
results show that SiGe HBTs with rectangular Ge profiles have higher cutoff frequenciy, higher
maximum frequency of oscillation and higher current gain compared with SiGe HBT with trapezoid
profiles.

4. CONCLUSION
The effects of vertical scaling to the performances of different generation of SiGe HBT are reported.
The simulation results with Bipole3 show that the third generation SiGe HBTs have higher cutoff
frequency, maximum frequency of oscillation and current gain compared to the first generation SiGe
HBT. Reducing base width yields further improvement in the SiGe HBTs performances. The SiGe
HBTs with rectangular Ge profiles also have higher cutoff frequency, maximum frequency of
oscillation and current gain than devices with trapezoid Ge profiles.
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ABSTRACT
Denial of Service (DoS) and Probing attacks are common detectable intrusions that are frightened by most network users since
the final result of these attacks is collapsing the network. One way to counter these attacks is by using an Intrusion Detection
System (IDS). Most IDS builders rely on their intuition and experience to select the statistical measures for anomaly detection.
In real application, it is difficult to obtain purely normal data. One way to make sure that pure normal activity signature can
be generated is to use a robust statistical method. This paper proposes combination of two statistical methods, Blocked
Adaptive Computationally Efficient Outlier Nominators (BACON) and Minimum Vector Variance (MVV). We called the
combination as BACON-MVV outlier detection scheme. By using a sufficient traffic data model in a form of a matrix generated
from the network connection records, this method could easily finds the special features (signatures) of normal packet traffic
by calculating mean vector and covariance matrix from the training data sets, followed by computing the distance between the
signatures and the feature of incoming network connections. Using the distance values and the cutoff chi square value as the
threshold value, the method can classify whether a connection is normal or an intrusion. Experiment using dataset from
DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) Dataset 1998 shows that BACON-MVV provides better accuracy than
the common statistics-based outlier detection technique such as Mahalanobis-distance. BACON-MVV method can depict the
patterns of DoS and Probing attacks in 100% accuracy.
Keywords
Intrusion Detection System, Outlier Detection scheme, Mahalanobis-distance, BACON-MVV, DARPA datasets.

1. INTRODUCTION
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) plays important role in detecting every possible suspicious access (known in short as
intrusion) to a network. As network-based computer systems play increasingly vital roles in modern society, they have become
the target of intrusions by many parties, for example coming from disgruntled or otherwise ill-motivated employees; or from
external individuals who have gained access to internal network. In addition to intrusion prevention techniques, such as user
authentication (e.g. using passwords or biometrics), avoiding programming errors, and information protection (e.g.,
encryption), IDS is often used as another wall to protect computer systems.
Currently, building effective IDS is an enormous knowledge engineering task [1]. System builders rely on their intuition and
experience to select the statistical measures for anomaly detection. Most anomaly detection algorithms require a set of purely
normal data so that it can successfully differentiate between normal activities and intrusions. Anomalies, in this case, can be
treated as patterns not observed before [2]. These anomalies are called outliers.
In real application, it is difficult to obtain purely normal data. Mahalanobis-distance outlier detection is one of the statisticsbased outlier detection techniques. This technique, however, no longer suffices for multiple outliers, which common present in
network traffics [3]. This is due to the masking, by which multiple outliers do not necessarily have large Mahalanobis distances
[3]. One way to make sure that pure normal activity signature can be generated, in the present of possible multiple outliers, is
to use a robust statistical method. Hence, the choice of statistical method used to process features (or signatures) of the
intrusions determine on how effective is the IDS. In addition, modeling the rules and patterns of network traffic also takes
important role [4].
In this paper, we propose a new method called the BACON-MVV, which is combination of two statistical methods, Blocked
Adaptive Computationally Efficient Outlier Nominators (BACON) and Minimum Vector Variance (MVV). The BACONMVV method can overcome Mahalanobis deficiency in computation. This is due to the highly effectiveness of the method in
determining outliers (intrusions) in which it can retain normal data even though there are 50% outliers contained in the data set.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the IDS, while Chapter 3 describes in more detail the
proposed method, BACON-MVV. Chapter 4 outlines the raw traffic data and how to form its rules and patterns that lead to
modeling in a form so that it can be used by BACON-MVV and Mahalanobis-distance to perform intrusion detection. Chapter
5 reports the results of our experiments on implementing BACON-MVV together with the traffic data model using the audit
data from the DARPA evaluation program [5] and our own generated data. Chapter 6 concludes the paper and outlines our
future research plans.

2. INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) could be software or hardware designed to detect any unwanted attempt, which is mainly
comes through a network, at accessing, manipulating, and/or disabling computer systems. In performing this role, IDS uses
varieties of methods such as statistic, data mining, genetic algorithm, neural network, and fuzzy logic. Related to its placement
in the network, IDS usually sits between the firewall and the external network. Figure 1 describes the position of the IDS in a
network. As can be seen from the figure, IDS receives all the traffic that flow from outside and inside the external network.
The IDS analyzes patterns of the traffic and if unwanted traffics are detected, it notifies the firewall to block the traffics.
Within the system itself, IDS may vary according to its approach and implementation.

Figure 1: Placement of IDS in a network
According to its behavior, IDS may perform either misuse detection or anomaly detection. Misuse detection learns the rules
and patterns of network traffic to characterize the intrusions. By using this method, there is no need to have knowledge about
the normal traffics, as long as the IDS has the signature of detectable intrusions in its database. Large quantity of signatures,
leading to slow detection, is the main disadvantage of this method. By using this method, there is no need to have knowledge
about the normal traffics, as long as the IDS has the signature of detectable intrusions in its database. Large quantity of
signatures, leading to slow detection, is the main disadvantage of this method. Our research focus is on generating the traffic
data model that could contain activities with outliers and no outlier at all. This model is further processed by BACON-MVV
scheme for finalizing the detection process.
Audit trail and network packets are two data sources from where the IDS learn rules and patterns to obtain certain activity
signatures. Audit trail is ordered chronological records containing direct proof and result of executing functions in a system.
Network packet is data unit containing control information and user data. This unit is commonly used for analyzing network
traffics. This paper discusses on generating the data model from network packets. We use DARPA datasets [5] to generate the
model.

3. ROBUST STATISTICS
Robust statistics provide an alternative approach to classical statistical methods. The motivation is to produce estimators that
are not unduly affected by small departures, which we called outliers, from model assumptions. [6] Robust statistics covers up
the deficiency of classical statistical methods since it can generate a normal distribution data set which is free from outliers.
The present of outliers in data set results poor performance of classical statistical methods.
A useful method for outlier detection is outlier labeling, which deals with separating suspects from the bulk of data [7].
Minimum Vector Variance (MVV) is one of the algorithms that provides robust estimators of location and covariance structure
to separate outliers from a set of data that has high dimension (multivariate data). The following subsection discusses it further.
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3.1 Minimum Vector Variance
Minimum Vector Variance (MVV) [7] is one of the robust statistical methods that can be applied to separate outliers presented
in a data set. MVV, unlike other approaches such as MVE [3] and MCD [3], is applicable to large and high-dimension data
sets. It also has the same breakdown point as the MVE- and MCD- based methods. Furthermore, the computational complexity
of the proposed method is significantly smaller than that of other methods.
The MVV algorithm can be formulized as follows [7]:
1. Let H old be an arbitrary subset containing h data points.
2.

d H2 old (i)
3.


X H old and covariance matrix S H old of all observations belonging to H old . Then Compute




( X i X H old ) t S H1old ( X i X H old )

Compute the mean vector

for all i=1,2, …, n.
Sort these distances in increasing order:

d H2 old ( (1)) d H2 old ( (2)) ... d H2 old ( (n)) .



4. Define H new { X (1) , X ( 2) ,..., X ( h ) }

2
5. Calculate X H new , S H and d H new (i ) .
new
6.

2

If Tr ( S H new )

0 , repeat Steps 1-5. If Tr ( S H2 new )

continued until the kth iteration if

Tr ( S H2 old ) , the process is stopped. Otherwise, the process is

Tr (S k2 ) Tr (S k2 1 ) . Thus,

Tr (S12 ) Tr (S 22 ) ... Tr (S k2 ) Tr (S k2 1 ) .
Hence, Tr is total variance which are the sum of eigenvalues of covariance matrix.



Let TMVV and S MVV
defined as

be the location and covariance matrix given by that process, Robust squared Mahalanobis distance is

 
2
d MVV
( X i , TMVV )

 
 
1
( X i , TMVV ) t S MVV
( X i , TMVV )
2

 

for all i=1,2, …, n. Observations having large distance d MVV ( X i , TMVV ) will be labeled as outliers.
3.2 Blocked Adaptive Computationally Efficient Outlier Nominator
Blocked Adaptive Computationally Efficient Outlier Nominator (BACON) is actually similar to MVV. It is a robust estimation
algorithm that separate outliers from the bulk of data. The difference between BACON and MVV in this case is located in the
task to define the initial subset Hold. Hence MVV proposed in [7] defines the initial subset using C-Step algorithm. This
algorithm needs 500 iterations just to get converged initial subset. The detail of this C-Step algorithm can be read in [3].
BACON defines two ways in defining the initial subsets, based on Mahalanobis distance and Median distance [8]. Criteria for
determining the initial subset based on Median distance is considered more powerful because the median is one parameter that
did not change significantly when there are outliers in the data set.
BACON algorithm with the input matrix A, number of observations n, and the number of dimensions p can be formulated as
follows [8]:
1. Define the number of initial subsets of m = c*p. Hence, we use c=4 as suggested by Billor et.al [8] since it provide
good performance.
2. Compute median multivariate value of A, let say y.
3. Compute vector norm value of A with median y as follows:
|| xi – y||
4. Nominate m observations as initial subset of A which have smallest vector norm value.
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3.3 BACON-MVV
BACON-MVV aims to modify MVV algorithm, in terms of how to obtain the initial subset. This is done to get cleaner subset
data so that MVV algorithm could give maximum result in computing mean vector and covariance matrix. Mean vector and
covariance matrix are important parameters in detecting intrusion.
In MVV, the initial subset is generated from taking a random subset of h data points. This subset may contain outliers, since
the randomization takes into account all observation, including outliers. To overcome this, we propose the use of BACON
algorithm to generate the initial subset. The rest of the steps uses MVV algorithm. The complete steps are outlined as follows:
1. Apply BACON algorithm to obtain Hold containing h data points
2.

d H2 old (i)
3.


X H old and covariance matrix S H old of all observations belonging to H old . Then Compute




( X i X H old ) t S H1old ( X i X H old )

Compute the mean vector

for all i=1,2, …, n.
Sort these distances in increasing order:

d H2 old ( (1)) d H2 old ( (2)) ... d H2 old ( (n)) .



4. Define H new { X (1) , X ( 2) ,..., X ( h ) }

2
5. Calculate X H new , S H and d H new (i ) .
new
6.

2

If Tr ( S H new )

0 , repeat Steps 1-5. If Tr ( S H2 new )

continued until the kth iteration if

Tr ( S H2 old ) , the process is stopped. Otherwise, the process is

Tr (S k2 ) Tr (S k2 1 ) . Thus,

Tr (S12 ) Tr (S 22 ) ... Tr (S k2 ) Tr (S k2 1 ) .
Hence, Tr is total variance which are the sum of squared eigenvalues of covariance matrix.



Let TMVV and S MVV
defined as

be the location and covariance matrix given by that process, Robust squared Mahalanobis distance is

 
2
d MVV
( X i , TMVV )

 
 
1
( X i , TMVV ) t S MVV
( X i , TMVV )
2

 

for all i=1,2, …, n. Observations having large distance d MVV ( X i , TMVV ) will be labeled as outliers.

4. TRAFFIC DATA MODELING
Although later the statistical methods used to process features (or signatures) of the intrusions determine on how effective is
the IDS system, there is a prerequisite for any statistical method to perform its functions, which is the modeling of the rules
and patterns in a certain form so that it can be processed directly by the method. Hiryanto et.al [4] proposed a traffic data
model in a form of a multidimensional matrix called 7dbm model. This model has been tested using Mahalanobis-distance as
the outlier detection technique and proven to be effective to depict the pattern of DoS and Probing Attacks.
Majority of the DoS and Probing attacks may use hundreds of packets or connections. DoS attacks with SYN flooding operate
by sending large amount of packets to the targeted machine/server in order to use up all its resources so that other legitimate
users cannot access it. Thus, the huge amount packets coming to that machine will have the same source address and port,
destination address and port, and its protocol (commonly TCP). In addition, usually the size of packets is averagely large.
Probing is a way to gain that knowledge. Port Scan and Ping Sweep are probing techniques usually attacker use. A number of
packets coming from the Probing action will have the same source address, destination address, and protocol, but with different
source and destination ports. These port can be in the range or random.
Data modeling, in this context, deals with the activity of defining features from TCPDump data to be used as model's
parameters. Figure 2 depicts the data structure of 7dbm model, where the columns represent the following 7 parameters:
Count_src_port (Pi1): number of connections made from the same source port at the current record in the next 5
seconds.
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Count_src (Pi2): number of connections made by the same source IP address at the current record in the next 5
seconds.
Count_dest_port (Pi3): number of connections made to the same destination port at the current record in the next 5
seconds.
Count_dest (Pi4): number of connections made to the same destination IP address at the current record in the next 5
seconds.
Count_servc_src (Pi5): number of different services from the same source as the current record in the next 5 seconds.
Count_servc_dest (Pi6): number of different services to the same destination as the current record in the next 5
seconds.
Duration (Pi7): access duration in 5 seconds.
Batch 0:
P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 P17
P21 P22 P23 P24 P25 P26 P27
…..................................
…..................................
…..................................
Pn1 Pn2 Pn3 Pn4 Pn5 Pn6 Pn7
.
.
Batch m:
P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 P17
P21 P22 P23 P24 P25 P26 P27
…..................................
…..................................
…..................................
Pn1 Pn2 Pn3 Pn4 Pn5 Pn6 Pn7

Figure 2: Matrix Structure of TCP Dump Data

5. DISCUSSION
We used 1998 DARPA Intrusion Detection Evaluation Data [2] and our own generated random simulation datasets for
generating 7dbm model. We took random three sequences of connection records from the DARPA datasets and four
simulation datasets to know how well the attacks may be detected using the BACON-MVV based on the 7dbm model.
The DARPA datasets in our experiment consisted of three types of attacks; SYN flood, Port Scan, and Ping Sweep. Each type
of datasets consisted of training and detection datasets. Each generated simulation dataset was divided further into four
different subsets; first subset is a pure clean subset, second subset contains single outlier, third subset contains more outliers,
and the final subset contains not only more outliers but also extreme distance. Similarly, for each subset, we generated two
datasets, one for training and the other one for detection. To obtain the cutoff chi square value for outlier labeling, we used
alpha 1%.
Figure 3 show the 7dbm model generated from the network traffic taken from DARPA datasets. Figure 3a shows the normal
activities (or connections), while Figure 3b indicates the possible DoS or Probing attacks. By seeing the model, we could see
the patterns of normal and suspicious network traffics.
Table 1 and 2 show the results of implementing this model to Mahalanobis-distance. Column Set lists each type of DARPA
datasets. #Observation, #Outlier and #detected outlier indicate the number of observations, outliers existed in the training and
detection datasets, and outliers that can be detected by using the mahalanobis scheme, respectively. The terms “train” and
“detect” indicate the number of observation/outliers in the training and detection datasets, respectively.
Table 1 shows the learning and detection phase using the 7dbm model generated from the DARPA datasets. From the result,
the Mahalanobis-distance cannot detect all of the outliers. BACON-MVV, On the other hand, can detect all outliers. The result
of using the model generated from our own simulation data sets is listed in Table 2. In this case, the Mahalanobis-distance can
detect the outliers in the case where the number of existed outliers itself is none or just a few. But when the technique deals
with larger outliers within its training dataset, it does not have capability to detect them. This is not happen to BACON-MVV
since it can detect 100% of outliers contained in each data set.
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After experimenting with various training data sets, starting from data contained no outliers, one outliers, plenty outliers, and
plenty extreme outliers, BACON-MVV still provide a very good detection capability. Extreme outliers in this context are
outliers having very large distance value with its normal data. The reason that Mahalanobis-distance fails to detect if there are
plenty outliers are due to the existence of mean value distortion. This distortion happens when the computation of mean value
takes also into account the outliers. This is not the case of BACON-MVV that by nature, this technique will not include
outliers in its mean value computation. This is the reason BACON-MVV can be called robust outlier detection technique.

Observation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

P1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

P2
2
2
2
0
2
2
2
2
0

P3
2
2
2
0
2
2
2
2
0

P4
2
2
2
0
2
2
2
2
0

P5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

P6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

P7
2
2
2
0
2
2
2
2
0

(a) Normal Activities

Observation
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

P1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

P2
17
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
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21
20
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14
13
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11
10
9
8
7
6
5

P3
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3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

P4
2
17
15
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13
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11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
0
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15
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11
10
9
8
7
6
5
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13
12
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10
9
8
7
6
5
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3
2
0
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8
7
6
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2
0
2
24
0
0
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3
2
0
18
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16
15
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9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

(b) Suspicious Activities
Figure 3: 7-dimension batch matrix model (7dbm)
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Table 1. Outlier detection result using DARPA datasets
Set
1
2
3

#Observation
train detect
60
45
75
96
60
70

#Outlier
train detect
4
6
4
6
4
4

#detected Outlier
Mahalanobis BACON-MVV
0
6
0
6
0
4

Table 2. Outlier detection using result using simulation datasets
Set
1
2
3
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

#Observation
train detect
90
80
90
100
90
70
90
300
100
80
100
100
100
70
100
300
101
80
101
100
101
70
101
300
200
80
200
100
200
70
200
300

#Outlier
train detect
0
0
0
1
0
11
0
3
1
0
1
1
1
11
1
3
12
0
12
1
12
11
12
3
5
0
5
1
5
11
5
3

#detected outlier
Mahalanobis BACON-MVV
0
0
1
1
11
11
3
3
0
0
1
1
11
11
3
3
0
0
0
1
0
11
3
3
0
0
0
1
0
11
0
3

6. CONCLUSSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new method for Intrusion Detection System. This method is based on the outlier labeling
technique. Based on our experimental results, BACON-MVV can detect all the possibility of SYN flood, port-scan, and ping
sweep attacks going inside the network in level accuracy of 100%.
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ABSTRACT
A smart window with tungsten oxide nanowires (WO3-x, TONWs) as an electrochromic material has been developed. The
TONWs were synthesized at 550 oC with tungsten layers onto the ITO glasses using thermal chemical vapor deposition (TCVD). The thickness of tungsten films from 70 nm to 200 nm were deposited by RF reactive sputtering system. The tungsten
film as a self-catalytic layer enhances the TONWs growth. The SEM image shows that the TONWs are effectively grown with
the 200 nm tungsten film. The Raman spectra shoulder at ~690 cm-1 proves the synthesized of TONWs. The transmittance (at
425 nm) of the smart windows was varied from approximately 58.6% (bleached mode) to 30.1% (colored mode) and the
corresponding transmittance variation (∆T%) and optical density (∆OD) are 28.5% and 1.45, respectively. The TONWs as
electrochromic material was successfully produced not only at low temperature but also without the use of any catalysts.
Keywords
Smart windows, Tungsten oxide nanowires, Electrochromic material

1. INTRODUCTION
Although we are surrounded by windows every day, we probably never think about them very often. In the building, windows
are often considered as a less energy efficient building component with a larger maintenance requirement. However, windows
technology has grown over the last several years. A new class of windows that promise to set the technology bar even higher is
the smart windows [1].
Smart windows attract more attention because of their proficiency in energy saving and comfortable living environment [1,2].
They are able to change their optical property such as the solar factor and the transmission of radiation solar spectrum in
response to an external voltage. This function is obtained by incorporating the electrochromic material in the windows.
Furthermore, electrochromic materials are the most common materials for smart windows [2-4]. Among the numerous
transition metal oxides for the electrochromic materials, tungsten oxide are an ideal choice as electrochromic materials for
smart windows, and has been investigated in several books [5,6] and review articles [7,8].
The electrochromic performance of tungsten oxide for smart windows, such as coloration efficiency and response time,
depends on its structure. Moreover, One-dimensional (1D) nanostructures with high surface-to-volume ratio and small grain
size have attracted extensive research interests. Nanostructure could enhance the electrochromic performances of tungsten
oxide thin film [9-11]. Recently, the growth method of WO3-x nanowires has been reported by many research groups [12-18].
Although the WO3-x nanowires growth has been reported, the growth of WO3-x nanowires still remains in high temperature.
However, to the best of our knowledge, few studies have been conducted on the growth of WO3-x nanowires at low
temperature whereas the smart window glasses need low temperature processing. In this paper, we have successfully grown
WO3-x nanowires onto ITO glass not only at low temperature but also without the use of any catalysts.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAIL
2.1 Preparation of TONWs
Prior to, the tungsten films were deposited onto the indium tin oxide (ITO) glass substrates by reactive RF magnetron
sputtering system. The sputtering system used pure tungsten target (purity 99.99%) and pure argon (purity 99.99%) as the
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sputtering gas with the base chamber pressure of ~3×10–5 Torr. The substrates were then carried out under argon flow rate of
25 sccm (standard cubic centimeter per minute) and RF power of 150 W at various times from 2.5 min to 10 min.
The as-prepared tungsten films were subsequently oxidized at 550 oC by T-CVD. The tungsten films as a self-catalytic would
become tungsten oxide nanowires (WO3-x, TONWs) and the tungsten oxide film (TOF) by T-CVD process. The substrates
were first loaded into a quartz boat and placed in the middle of the quartz tube. The quartz tube was evacuated to ~30 mTorr
with the continuous flow feed gas composition. The feed gas composition was varied using Ar/O2 flow rate ratio of 10:1. In the
quartz tube, the substrates were ramped up to 550oC in pressure of ~50 Torr for 2 hours and followed by cooling down to room
temperature in ~4 hours.
The electrochemical intercalation and deintercalation of the smart window constructed by us was carried out in transparent
cell. This cell contains the solutions of 1M lithium perchlorate (LiClO4) in propylene carbonate (PC)-water mixtures as the
electrolytes, a platinum plate as the counter electrode and WO3-x/ITO glass as the working electrode.
2.2 Characterization
The surface morphology of the tungsten oxide nanowires was visualized by JEOL JSM-6500F Field Emission Scanning
Electron Microscopy (FESEM) operated at 15 kV. Then, the Raman spectra were obtained by a Raman Spectroscopy with the
wavelength of 532 nm, laser power of 10 mW and beam size of 5 μm. The Raman spectra investigation region was in the range
of 250-1100 cm-1. The crystallinity of the tungsten oxide nanowires was characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD). The XRD
pattern was recorded on a 2θ configuration using Bruker D8 Discovery X-ray diffractrometer with non-monochromated Cu Kα
X-ray radiation (λ= 1.54056 Å). The 2θ investigation region was in the range 20o-70o with scanning speed of 2 degree/s. In
addition, the optical transmittances spectra were recorded on a JASCO V-560 UV-Vis spectrophotometer in the wavelength
range of 390-800 nm.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The SEM images of tungsten thin films thickness prepared on the ITO glass substrates are shown in Fig. 1. The tungsten thin
films were deposited at three different thicknesses: ~70 nm, 100 nm, and 200 nm, respectively. In this study, the function of
tungsten thin film is a self-catalytic layer to grow TONWs. It is also noted that the thickness of tungsten thin film has
important role for growing nanowires.

Figure 1: SEM images of the tungsten thin film thickness: (a) ~70 nm; (b) ~100 nm; (c) ~200 nm.

Fig. 2 shows the SEM image of TONWs and the TOF synthesized with various tungsten film (70 nm, 100 nm, and 200 nm) on
ITO glasses at 550 oC. TOF and the nano particles were grown on the tungsten film thickness of 70 nm are shown in the Fig.
2(a). Fig. 2(b)-(c) show TONWs during the tungsten film thickness increase. It is display that the TONWs on the tungsten film
thickness of 200 nm are longer and bigger than thickness of 100 nm. The TONWs grown on ITO glasses were like nanowires
bundles which were also reported by J-H. Ha et al [17].
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Figure 2: SEM image of the TONWs grown on different tungsten thin film thickness: (a) ~70 nm; (b) ~100 nm; (c) ~200 nm.

The Raman spectra in the range of 250-1100 cm-1 of the samples investigated in this paper are presented in Fig. 3. It was found
that there were two ranges presented in Raman spectra. The two ranges located in the range of 250-400 cm-1 region and 600900 cm-1 region associated to phonon activity since the effects of the growth temperature on the oxidation states tungsten oxide
nanowires [15]. As shown in Fig. 3, the Raman spectra increased the intensity at ~297, 694, 789, and 807 cm-1. The Raman
peaks at 297 cm-1 were assigned to O-W-O bending modes of binding oxygen, and the peaks at 694, 789, and 807 cm-1 were
assigned to the corresponding stretching modes [15][17]. Furthermore, the Raman spectra shoulder at ~690 cm-1 proved the
synthesized of the TONWs [17]. The lowest intensity of Raman spectra occurred when the thickness tungsten film was 70 nm.
It was also confirmed by Fig. 2(a) that there were a little nano particle at thickness of 70 nm. This phenomenon also occurred
in contrary. When the thickness tungsten film was 200 nm the Raman spectra had highest intensity and it was also confirmed
by Fig. 2(c) that there were nanowires at 200 nm thickness. The Raman spectra verified that there was a blue shift from 789 to
807 cm-1 with the 70 nm to 200 nm tungsten oxide thin film thickness. The blue shifts on Raman spectra indicated that the
particle size of tungsten oxide became nano due to quantum size effect [19].

Figure 3: Raman spectra of TONWs.

The XRD pattern of TONWs grown onto ITO glass substrate is shown in Fig. 4. The observed XRD pattern which was
compared with standard JCPDS card showed that there were three diffraction peaks at 2θo values 23o, 28o and 33.2o. The
diffraction peaks could be well indexed to an Orthorhombic WO3 Phase (cell constants: a= 7.341, b= 7.57, c= 7.754; JCPDS
71-0131). The XRD patterns of samples show that (002) plane appears with relatively highest intensity. The other low intensity
peaks, including ITO, are shown in the Table 1. The Table 1 also shows standard and observed diffraction angle 2θo values
with corresponding diffraction planes.
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Figure 4: XRD pattern of TONWs.

Fig. 5 presents the optical transmittance spectra of W/ITO/Glass, TONWs/ITO/Glass bleached mode, and TONWs/ITO/Glass
colored mode, respectively. Inserting Li+ ions changes the transmittance of TONWs in the wavelength range of 390–800 nm
and the color of the TONWs/ITO/Glass changes reversibly from transparent to blue [5,6]. Transmittance variation (∆T%) is
given by ∆T% = TBleached – TColored, where TBleached and TColored represent the transmittance at a wavelength (λ) of 425 nm in the
bleaching and the coloring modes, respectively. Furthermore, the change in the optical density (∆OD) is given by ∆OD =
log(TBleached/TColored) at a λ of 425 nm. The transmittance (at 425 nm) of the smart windows is varied from approximately 58.6%
(bleached mode) to 30.1% (colored mode) and the corresponding ΔT% and ΔOD are 28.5% and 1.45, respectively. The
displays of the smart window based on TONWs are shown in Fig. 6. The smart window color can be converted from
transparent into blue color.

Figure 5: Optical transmittance spectra: (a) W/ITO/Glass; (b) TONWs/ITO/Glass bleached mode; (c) TONWs/ITO/Glass
colored mode.

Figure 6: Smart window based on TONWs: (a) bleaching mode and (b) coloration mode.
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4. CONCLUSION
The tungsten oxide nanowires (WO3-x, TONWs) grown on the ITO glass substrates were synthesized not only at low
temperature but also without the use of any catalysts. In this study, we have successfully made a smart window with TONWs
as an electrochromic material. The TONWs were synthesized at 550 oC with tungsten layers onto the ITO glasses using
thermal chemical vapor deposition (T-CVD). The tungsten film as a self-catalytic layer enhances the TONWs growth. The
SEM image shows that the TONWs are effectively grown with the 200 nm tungsten film. The Raman spectra shoulder at ~690
cm-1 proved the synthesized of TONWs. The transmittance (at 425 nm) of the smart windows was varied from approximately
58.6% (bleached mode) to 30.1% (colored mode) and the corresponding transmittance variation (∆T%) and optical density
(∆OD) are 28.5% and 1.45, respectively.
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ABSTRACT
Fabrication of CuFe2O4 thick film ceramics using screen printing technique for NTC thermistor has been carried out. Effect of firing
atmosphere (Oxygen, Air and Nitrogen Gas ) has been studied. X-ray diffraction analyses (XRD) was done to know crystal structure and
phases formation. A SEM analysis was carried out to know microstructure of the films. Electrical properties characterization was done
through measurement of electrical resistance at various temperatures (room temperature to 100oC). The XRD data showed that the films
crystallize in tetragonal spinel. The SEM images showed that glass frit addition made the grain size was bigger. Electrical data showed that
the thick film ceramics sintered in oxygen gas had the largest resistance, thermistor constant and sensitivity compared to those sintered in
air and nitrogen gas. From the electrical characteristics data, it was known that the electrical characteristics of the CuFe 2O4 thick film
ceramics followed the NTC characteristic. The value of B and RRT of the produced CuFe2O4 ceramics namely B = 2621-3447K and RT = 10
- 163 M Ohm, fitted market requirement and can be used for temperature sensor.

Keywords
Ceramics, CuFe2O4, thermistor, NTC, firing atmosphere.

1. INTRODUCTION
It has been known that NTC thermistor could be applied in many applications such as temperature sensor, electric current
limiter, and flow rate meter and pressure sensor [1]. The NTC thermistor is generally made of ceramic having structure of
spinel of AB2O4 where A is the ion occupies tetrahedral position and B is the ion occupies octahedral position[2-14]. Many
efforts have been being performed in order to improve the characteristic of the spinel NTC thermistor. CuFe 2O4 ceramic is
one of some ceramics that can be applied for NTC thermistor. The thermistor may be produced in the form of disk or thick
film. Here, the object of study is the thick film thermistor.
Technology generally used for fabrication of thick film thermistor is screen printing which is technically simple. Some
parameters in the screen printing namely viscosity of paste, screen size, paste composition and firing parameter such as time
and temperature significantly influence the characteristic of the thick film produced. In this work, a study on fabrication of
thick film thermistor based on CuFe2O4 with firing atmosphere variation was performed. The effect of firing atmosphere on the
characteristics, especially the electrical characteristics, of the CuFe2O4 thick film ceramics for NTC thermistor was discussed.

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD
The sieved powder of Fe2O3 and CuO, and 5 weight % glass frit (made of PbO, B2O3 and SiO2) were mixed. The composition
of Fe2O3 and CuO was proportional to CuFe2O4. The mixture of Fe2O3, CuO and glass frit was mixed with organic vehicle
containing alpha terpineol and ethyl cellulose with composition of 90 weight % and 10 weight %, respectively, to form a paste.
The paste was screen printed on alumina substrates using screen printing technique. The films were fired at 1000 oC for 1 hour
in oxygen gas, air and nitrogen gas. The crystal structure of the fired thick films was analyzed by means of x-ray diffraction
(XRD) using K radiation. The films were investigated by SEM to evaluate their microstructure (morphology). A couple of
parallel electrodes which is 0,5 mm apart are made on the sensor side of the fired thick film by using Ag paste. After the paste
was dried at room temperature, the Ag coated-thick films were heated at 600oC for 10 minutes. The resistance was measured at
various temperatures from 25 to 100oC in steps of 5oC using a digital multimeter and a laboratory made chamber equipped with
a digital temperature controller. Thermistor constant (B) was derived from Ln resistivity vs. 1/T curve where B is the gradient
of the curve based on (1)[10]:
 = o .exp (B/T)

(1)
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Where,  is the electrical resistivity, o is a constant or the resistivity at T is infinite, B is the thermistor constant and T is the
temperature in Kelvin. Room temperature resistance (RRT) was determined as the electrical resistance at room temperature
(25oC) and sensitivity () was calculated using (2) [6].
 = B/T2

(2)

Where,  is the sensitivity, B is the thermistor constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin.

Silver electrodes
Fig.1. A typical thick film thermistor.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 1 shows the appearance a typical thick film. XRD profiles of CuFe2O4 thick film ceramics fired at 1000oC for 1 hour with
firing atmosphere of oxygen, air, and nitrogen gas respectively are shown in Fig.2, Fig.3 and Fig.4. As shown in the figure
Fig. 2, Fig.3 and Fig.4 the profiles are generally similar. The XRD profiles show that the structure of the thick film ceramics is
tetragonal spinel after being compared to the XRD standard profile of CuFe2O4 from JCPDS No. 34-0425). Peaks indicated
with A are from alumina substrate. Second phase (indicated with peak at 2theta about 51o) was found in the sample sintered in
nitrogen gas. This is due to poor oxygen during sintering in nitrogen gas.

Fig.3. XRD profile of CuFe2O4 based-thick film fired at 1000oC for 1 hr in oxygen gas.
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Fig.4. XRD profile of CuFe2O4 based-thick film fired at 1000oC for 1 hr in air.

Fig.5. XRD profile of CuFe2O4 based-thick film fired at 1000oC for 1 hr in nitrogen gas.
Microstructures of the CuFe2O4 film ceramic fired at 1000oC for 1 hour with firing atmosphere of oxygen, air, and nitrogen
gas respectively, are depicted in Fig.6, Fig.7 and Fig. 8. All of the thick films are characterized in porous structure with
different grain size depending on the firing atmosphere. The grain size of the ceramic sintered in air is much larger than that of
the ceramic sintered in nitrogen gas and slightly larger than that sintered in oxygen gas. This situation can be expained as
follow. A relatively poor oxygen for sample sintered in nitrogen gas, make the ceramic could not be well synthesized. Some
of Fe2O3 and CuO segregated at grain boundaries and inhibited grain growth, producing small grains. The samples sintered in
air and oxygen could be well synthesized, so the grains of the ceramics are larger. However, due to smaller number of defect
contained in the sample sintered in oxygen, the grain of the ceramic sintered in oxygen is slightly smaller than that of the
cerami sintered in air.
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Fig.6. Microstructure of CuFe2O4 based-thick film fired at 1000oC for 1 hr in oxygen gas (Grain size =1.51 μm ).

Fig.7. Microstructure of CuFe2O4 based-thick film fired at 1000oC for 1 hr in air (Grain size = 2.71 μm ).

Fig. 8. Microstructure of CuFe2O4 based-thick film fired at 1000oC for 1 hr in nitrogen gas. (Grain size = 2.16 μm ).
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The electrical data of the CuFe2O4 thick film ceramics with firing atmosphere variation is shown in Fig. 9 and Table 1. The
electrical data of Fig. 9 shows that the Ln resistivity increases linearly as the 1/T increases, indicating that the electrical
characteristics of the ceramics follows the NTC tendency expressed by equation (1). As shown in Table 1, electricity
resistance and thermistor constant of CuFe2O4 based-thick film fired at 1000oC for 1 hour in oxygen gas is larger than those
of CuFe2O4 based-thick film fired at 1000oC for 1 hour in air and Nitrogen gas. The ceramics sintered in oxygen gas have
relatively smaller oxygen vacancy and means smaller number of electron, so the resistance of this ceramic is larger. On the
contrary, although the grains of the ceramic sintered in nitrogen gas is smaller than that of the ceramic sintered in oxygen and
air, the resisance of this ceramic is lower than that of the ceramic sintered in other atmospheres. This is due to the larger
number of oxygen vancacy, that means larger number of electron, contained in the ceramic sintered in nitrogen gas. The value
of thermistor constant (B) ceramics fitted market requirement. (B ≥ 2000K).

Fig .9. The relation between ln Electrical Resistance and 1/T of CuFe2O4 based-thick film fired at
1000oC for 1 hr with oxygen, air and nitrogen gas firing atmospheres. Note: udara = air and
oksigen = oxygen and resistansi = resistance.
Table 1. Electrical characteristics of the CuFe2O4 based-thick films fired at 1000oC for 1 hr with
oxygen, air and nitrogen gas firing atmospheres.

No.

Firing atmosphere

Thermistor constant (B)
(K)

Room temperature resistance (RRT)
(M.Ohm)

1.

Oxygen

3447

163

2.

Air

3280

29

3.

N2

2621

10

4. CONCLUSION
CuFe2O4 thick film ceramics have been well fired at 1000oC for 1 hour with three different atmospheres i.e. oxygen, air and
nitrogen gas. All of the thick films crystallize in tetragonal spinel. The thick film ceramics sintered in oxygen gas have largest
resistance, thermistor constant and sensitivity compared to those sintered in air and nitrogen gas. The lowest resistance,
thermistor constant and sensitivity belong to the thick film ceramics sintered in nitrogen gas. The electrical characteristics of
the CuFe2O4 thick film ceramics follow the NTC characteristic. The value of thermistor constant (B) = 2621-3445 K and room
temperature resistance (RRT) = 10 - 163 M.Ohm of the produced CuFe2O4 ceramics fit market requirement.
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ABSTRACT
Reconfigurability in the context of antennas is the capacity to change an individual antenna’s fundamental operating
characteristics, such as operating frequency, radiation pattern, and polarisation. This paper presents a simple frequency
reconfigurable antenna which operates at UHF band. The operating frequency can be shifted by changing the position and the
number of the switches on the antenna patch, while maintaining the antenna radiation patterns. Both simulation and
measurement results are provided and the simulation results show the operating frequencies can be configured within 1.9GHz
to 2.62GHz, while measurement results within 2.48GHz to 2.66GHz.
Keywords
Frequency-reconfigurable antenna, switches

1. INTRODUCTION
Reconfigurable antenna has had a lot of attention in the antenna design. This kind of antenna can be used in various advanced
wireless communication applications, such as SDR (Software Defined Radio), MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output), CR
(Cognitive Radio), etc. Reconfigurability of antennas is the capacity to change an individual antenna’s fundamental operating
characteristics, such as operating frequency, radiation pattern, and polarisation. Frequency reconfigurable antenna is one of
reconfiguration capability of the reconfigurable antennas. Ideally, this antenna should be able to alter their operating
frequencies while maintaining the other parameters, such as radiation pattern and polarisation. The development of these
antennas poses significant challenges which lie in obtaining the desired level of antenna functionality, in this case is the degree
of operating frequency reconfiguration, and also in integrating its functionality into complete system.
At present, many frequency reconfigurable antennas have been discussed in previous literatures [1]. The microstrip antennas
with reconfigurable frequency capability are presented at [2] to [4]. Ya Chi, at el. [4] has presented the idea of a simple
reconfigurable microstrip patch antenna by changing the position of the four microstrip connecting elements (regarded as ideal
switches) on the antenna patches with fixed radiation pattern. In this paper, a new design of microstrip patch antenna with ten
switches is presented. The different operating frequencies of the antenna can be reconfigured by changing not only the
position but also the number of the switches placed on the antenna. The design, simulation, and measurement of the switches
combinations are discussed in this paper.

2. ANTENNA STRUCTURE AND DESIGN
The antenna structure and its size parameters are shown in Figure 1 and Table 1. The antenna basic structure is a rectangular
microstrip patch with 1.2 mm rectangular ring gap. The ring size on the patch antenna was designed to obtain the desired
operating frequency. There are ten 1.2 mm x 0.5 mm switches are placed on the ring gap. Their positions are located
symmetrically as shown in Figure 2. Based on the transmission line-model, the radiating slots in the microstrip patch antenna
can be represented by parallel equivalent admittance and the presence of the switches can be considered as variable equivalent
admittance. Changing the number and position of the switches on the ring gap equivalent with tuning the variable aquivalent
admittance.
The switches, in Figure 2, are named by S1, S2, S3, ... until S10. The antenna with patch length Lp, based on transmission line
model, is initially designed to operate at 2 GHz. When the ring gap is placed, the operating frequency is shifted. The ring size
is properly chosen to obtain 2.3 GHz operating frequency. The FR4 with r = 4.4 with 1.6 mm thickness is used as the
substrate.
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Table 1. The antenna size parameters

Lg
77.2 mm

Wg
87.9 mm

Lp
34.2 mm

Wp
44 mm

Ls
22 mm

Lg

Wg

Wp

Lp

ideal switches

Ls

y

x
z

Figure 1. Left: the schematic of the microstrip patch antenna, right: actual appearance of the proposed antenna.

S1

S2

S3

S10

S4

S9

S5
S8

S7

S6

Figure 2. Position of the switches on the gaps.

3. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The simulation results of S11 with various combination of the switches are depicted in Figure 3. The switches are called “on”
when there are connecting elements on the gap, otherwise are called “off”. There are many combinations of switches which
can be derived with the ten switches on the antenna. However, this paper discuss only five combinations which are chosen with
certain criteria by the author. The first combination observed in this paper is all switches are off, and then successively carried
out four other combinations as follows: all switches are on, Switch S1, S2, S7, S8 are off, switch S4, S5, S9, S10 are on, and the
last combination is switch S4, S5, S9, S10 are off.
Figure 3 shows, in the simulation, that the antenna operates around 2.3 GHz when all switches are off. When the switches are
on, multiple resonant frequencies appear between 1.9 GHz to 2.62 GHz. In addition, when the number and the position of the
switches change, the resonant frequencies also shift. The number of switches and their positions on the gap give another degree
of flexibility to reconfigure the operating frequency of antenna at this band, therefore the antenna can be operated in a wider
frequency range.
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2.13
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2.61

2.77

2.93
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Frequency (GHz)
All Switches OFF

Switch S1, S2, S7, S8 = OFF , others ON

Switch S4, S5, S9, S10 = OFF , others ON

All Switches ON

Switch S4, S5, S9, S10 = ON, others OFF

Figure 3. The simulation results of the shifted operating frequencies by various switches combinations.
Both of measurement and simulation results for the various combinations are shown in Figure 4 and summarized in Table 2
and show good agreement. The important results here are that we can configure the operating frequency of the antenna by
applying five combinations of the positions and the number of the switches on the antenna, as listed in Table 2. The operating
frequencies, with S11 less than -10 dB, are shifted from 2.48 GHz to 2.66 GHz. we can find more different operating
frequencies of the antenna if the other combinations are observed.
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Figure 4. The comparison between simulation and measurement S11 (dB) results of the antenna in various switches
combinations.
Table 2. The simulated and measured shifted operating frequencies in various switch combinations.

No

Switches Combinations

1
2
3

All Switches OFF
Switch S1, S2, S7, S8 = OFF , others ON
Switch S4, S5, S9, S10 = ON, others OFF

4

Switch S4, S5, S9, S10 = OFF , others ON

5

All Switches ON

Simulated Operating
Frequencies (GHz)
at S11 < -10 dB

Measured Operating
Frequencies (GHz)
at S11 < -10 dB

2.34 - 2.35
2.56
2.50 - 2.51
1.94
2.58 - 2.61
1.9 - 1.94
2.62

2.48 - 2.51
2.58 - 2.61
2.53 - 2.56
2.56 - 2.59
2.62 - 2.66

In addition, Figure 5(a) to Figure 5(e) show simulation and measurement results of the antenna radiation patterns which are
simulated and measured at each operating frequencies. Figure 5 also shows the similarity of the radiation patterns between
measured and simulated results. Moreover, it can be shown that the radiation patterns of the antenna remain fixed as the
number and position of the switches are changed.
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Figure 5. The comparison between simulation and measurement x-y radiation pattern of the antenna in various switches
combinations.
In accordance to the above simulation and measurement results, this antenna has frequency-reconfigurable properties while
maintaining its radiation patterns in each resonant frequencies. Still there are slight differences between simulation and
measurement results due to fabrication.
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4. CONCLUSION
The simple microstrip antenna with reconfigurable resonant frequencies is presented in this paper. The simulation results
shows the operating frequencies can be configured within 1.9GHz to 2.62GHz, while measurement results within 2.48GHz to
2.66GHz. The reconfiguration of the operating frequencies can be achieved by changing not only the position but also the
number of the switches without altering the radiation patterns. This method gives another approach for frequencyreconfigurable antenna design. By proper analysis, we can find the optimum number and position of the switches to achieved
frequency-reconfigurable antenna with high degree of flexibility.
There are some further works that will be done to improve this research, which are the use of RF switches, such as pin diodes,
to replace the connecting elements, and conducting theoretical analysis of the number and position of the switches to control
the resonant frequencies of the antenna.
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ABSTRACT
Electrical Impedance is a non- invasive technique for cross sectional imaging of material through the impedance distribution
measurement, in which an electric measurement is conducted at a surface around conductor volume. The measurement result
of distribution on an electric impedance is reconstructed by the difference of impedance assess each organ-biological tissue,
so that the distribution characteristic of impedance can be seen and monitored on its physiological occurrence. Breast can be
taken into account as a conductor volume consisting of biological tissue flock which has different electrical properties. The
instrument design of this research is an electronic circuit of an electrical impedance system with an AC current source as the
process of early detection of breast physiological conditions in non-invasive and non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation. The
instrument to reconstruct of computer imaging the conditions of biological tissues can be developed further as an instrument
prototype for early detection of health monitoring systems of physiological condition of the breast. Finally, as a translator of
machine or a computer language into medical information it can give a physiological or pathological conditions of the breast
easily, quickly and does not reduce the patients convinience.
Keywords
Electrical Impedance, Impedance Distribution, Imaging Reconstruction, Physiological Organ, Medical Information

1. INTRODUCTION
A biological organ can be assumed as a conductor volume consisting of a biological colony of tissue having different electrical
properties. The impedance variation is in the range of 0.65 m for cerebrospinal dilution up to 160 m for bone. The
conduction properties of the biological tissue represent an ionic movement, unlike a metal conductor’s which represent electric
current movement [1], [2]. The current level of conduction in the electric field is identical with an ionic movement in a
biological medium, in which the electric current has a correlation with an ionic content and the ionic movement at a particular
biological tissue [3].
To measure the resistivity or impedance, a current must flow in the tissue and the resulting voltages be measured. This applied
current will be referred to as the excitation current. In practice almost all EIT systems use constant current sources, and
measure voltage differences between adjacent pairs of electrodes. To obtain an image with good spatial resolution, a number of
such measurements are required. This can be achieved by applying different current distributions to the body, and repeating the
voltage measurements. From the set of measurements, an image reconstruction technique generates the topographic image.
To get a reconstruction imaging with good resolution, then the number of measurements will be very decisive. Mathematically,
a known quantity is the voltage and current at certain points on the body, while the unknown is the impedance or its resistivity.
Almost all imaging in vivo are produced linearly, with approaching techniques. This is done to find out some solutions for
small resistivity changes from the initial value. Then the changes are measured after some time, and the imaging of the
changing system will give the nature of physiological functions. So it is possible to produce imaging anatomy using similar
reconstruction technology, with the imaging using frequency changes. Current injection hardware is designed to be universal in
the form of an electronic circuit that functions to produce numerical data of biological organ/tissue. Universal means be able to
perform data collection with a variety of current injection method or a different measurement of the impedance distribution [2].
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2. ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT MODEL
In a healthy body, the cell membrane consists of fatty layers of non-conductive material in between the two conductive layers
of protein molecules. The structure of cell membranes makes the capacitive reactive element have the properties of the
capacitor when exposed to AC current. Biologically, the cell membrane functions as a barrier that can absorb or separate the
intracellular from the extra cellular fluid and protect the cell interior. Cell membrane maintains the osmotic pressure and the
gradual ionic concentration change between the intra-cellular and extra cellular. The difference creates an electric potential
difference through the membrane necessary for cell survival. The damage of cell membrane and its function means the death of
the cell which directly destroys the cell nucleus itself.
Theoretically, reactance is to measure the volume of the cell membrane capacitance and indirectly measure the intracellular
volume or the cell body mass. While body fat is total body water and extra cellular water with electric current proportion; only
the cell membrane is compared to capacitive reactance. As long as the fat tissue cells are not covered with the cell membrane,
reactance is not affected by the amount of body fat. The electrical impedance of a network in the form of resistivity and
permittivity in the network electrical circuit model are influenced by several factors like: frequency, time, temperature, and
direction of placement [2].
Electrical circuit model of biological tissue is a tissue composed of cells and fluid in which each cell is surrounded by a
membrane covering the intracellular fluid. The membrane is a very thin layer (6 nm) with a higher resistivity layer that can be
made as an electrical model with parallel capacitance (Cm) and with the resistance (Rm). Intra-cellular fluid can be modeled as
a resistance (Ri). Extra-cellular fluid can also be modeled as a resistance (Re) [2].

Cm

Rm

Re

R1

Rm
Cm

Figure 2. Cell Electrical Model
The distribution of organ-impedance of a tissue may change due to the changes of the cell itself. Cell injury occurs when a
stimulus interfering the natural process of cell repair is in a balanced condition of homeostasis in cell metabolism. The stimulus
lasts sustainably or it is of significant magnitude. This factor results in the failure of cellular repair processes, and other factors
are the characteristics and level of vulnerability of the cell itself. The death occurs when more and more cell repairing
processes fail which, in the end, results in loss of the cells function. The death of cell process (necrosis) that often occurs is a
passive process due to the pressure of poor environmental conditions which cause disruption to normal homeostatic
mechanisms. The changes in the condition of the cell will have an impact on changes in the distribution of the cell impedance.

3. MEASUREMENT METHODS
Current injected through multiple electrodes and voltages measure electrodes differently. This method minimizes the error in
measuring the voltage drop due to the stress caused by a contact with skin. Step voltage measurements for all the electrodes
will produce a uniform current distribution in a homogeneous medium, but in a non homogeneous medium, the current will no
longer uniform. Voltage measurements are done from different angles direction with the same procedure for the entire
electrode over and over. The principal work of measurement using the instruments of 16 electrodes attached to the patient’s
body owns input to the body in the form of current source. The current source is obtained from sinusoidal voltage source of 50
kHz converted by op-amp circuit to be sinusoidal current. To maintain the patient safety, then, the ultimate sinusoidal current
is limited to 5 mA. The current source output becomes voltage because of the patient body impedance. The voltage from the
patient body is detected by electrode input and filtered by an active band-pass filter circuit. Further it is strengthened by opamp circuit in order to obtain the amplitude between 1Volt till 2Volt [4],[5].
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Figure 2. Measurement Design Scheme
At this point, the voltage is still sinusoidal. Before it is combined with input on ADC circuit, this voltage has to be directed in
unidirectional position by using a rectifier circuit. Then the voltage is strengthened by using a differential amplifier so that it is
appropriate for the next process. The output of differential amplifier is, then, processed by a demodulator throwing away
sinusoidal signal carrier and continuing the steady voltage level. The demodulator output voltage is converted using ADC
interface circuits and microcontroller system to be able to be processed by a computer [4].
Taking the initial data: The model was a cylindrical tube with diameter of 200 mm and 150 mm tall, surrounded by electrodes
of 16 probes. The tube contained saline buffer dilution of pH 7.4 (8.73 gr of NaCl; 1.7799 gr of Na2HPO4; and 1 liter of
aquadest) as a conductor medium between probe and material that would be measured. Obtaining test data used the results of
the study design with current source of 5mA, 12V, and 50 kHz made from the models of cylindrical tube surrounded by 16
electrodes, arranged encircling the cylindrical tube consisting of 2 circular electrode layers, resulted in the total number of
electrodes 2 x 16 = 32 electrodes [5]. Microsoft excel was employed to adjust the current injection and measurement positions
[4].
The data collection used neighboring method in the first layer current injection through electrode 1-2, and the voltage
measurement at electrode 3-4; 4-5; 5-6; 6-7; … 4-15; 15-16. The current injection was, then, moved to 2-3 and the
measurement voltage started from 4-5; 5-6; 6-7; 7-8; ……… 15-16; 16-1. Further, the current injection was moved to 3-4 and
measurement voltage started from 1-2; 5-6; 6-7; ……… 15-16; 16-1. In the same way, the current injection was moved to 4-5
and measurement voltage started from 1-2; 2-3; 6-7; …… 15-16; 16-1, and so forth until the last current injection through
electrode 16-1, therefore, the measurement total number was 208 for one rotation (layer1) and 256 measurements (layer 2), 208
+256 = 464 measurements in one round.
The second layer data collection with neighboring method was as follow. The current was injected through electrodes 1-2 and
measuring the voltage on the electrodes 3-4, 4-5, 5-6, 6-7; ... ... ... ... 14-15; 15 - 16, then measuring was switched to the first
layer measurements for electrodes 1-2, 2-3, 3-4; ... ... 5-16, 16-1. Further, current injection was moved 2-3 of the second layer
and the measurement of voltage ranged from 4-5; 5-6, 6-7, 7-8; ... ... ... 15-16; 16-1, then measuring was switched to the first
layer measurements for electrodes 1-2, 2-3, 3-4; ... ... 15-16; 16-1. By the same way, the same current injection was moved to
4-5and the voltage measurements ranged from 1-2, 2-3, 6-7; ... ... ... ... ... 15-16; 16-1, then the measuring was switched to the
first layer measurements for electrode 1 - 2, 2-3, 3-4; ... ... ... 15-16; 16-1and so forth in an identical way up to the last current
injection through electrodes 16-1, so that they resulted in 208 measurements (layer 2) and 256 measurements (layer1).
(208+256=464). The total amount of the two layers was 464 * 2 = 928 measurements.

4. BREAST CANCER
Cancer is not a mild disease. Early detection is required to ensure that the appearing symptom in the patient's body is truly
malignant cancer cells. Cancer is a disease caused by the growth of abnormal cells. Cancer cells will grow rapidly,
uncontrollably, continue to divide, then infiltrate into the surrounding tissues (invasive) and continue to spread through the
connective tissues and blood, later attack the vital organs and spinal cords. Under normal circumstances, cells will only divide
if there is died and broken cells replacement. On the other hand, cancer cells will divide continuously and result in cells
accumulation, called malignant tumors. The stacked cells poke and destroy the normal tissues, thus they disturb the organs they
occupy. There are two kinds of tumor: benign and malignant. Benign tumor only grows and expands, but it is not too
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dangerous as it does not spread beyond the tissue. While malignant tumor is a cancer that grows rapidly and uncontrollably,
destroys other tissues [9].
Changes in such kind of condition of the cell will affect the distribution changes of the cell impedance. Analysis of cell decay
is observed for only one cell, because the more the number of decayed cells from a colony represents the decayed colonies of
cells. A piece of tissue consists of millions of cells. The distribution of organ-impedance of a tissue may change due to
changes of the cell itself. Cell injury occurs when a stimulus interferes with the natural process of cell repair in a balanced
condition of homeostasis in cell metabolism. One stimulus lasts sustainably or is of significant magnitude which results in the
failure of cellular repair processes, while other stimuli are the characteristics and level of vulnerability of the cell itself. Cell
death occurs when cells fail to repair the process more and more, resulting in loss of function of these cells. The process of cell
death (necrosis) that often occurs is a passive process due to the pressure of poor environmental conditions, which cause
disruption in normal homeostatic mechanisms.

5. DISCUSSIONS
In a healthy organ, a cell membrane consists of some fatty layers of non-conductive material located between two conductive
layers of protein molecules. The structure of cell membrane makes the capacitive reactive element have the properties of the
capacitor when exposed to AC current. Biologically, the cell membrane is a barrier able to absorb/separate the intracellular and
extra cellular fluids, and protect the cell interior. Membrane decay will result in non-ion selection towards the incoming ion so
that the cell will burst. Cell membrane maintains the osmotic pressure and a gradual change of ion concentration between the
intra-cellular and extra cellular. The difference creates an electric potential difference through the membrane necessary for cell
survival. With the denaturation of proteins, in which protein changes its form, protein is no longer compatible with its natural
form. This results in changes of protein function, causing damage to cell membranes. Impact of protein denaturation is the
decrease of organ capacitance value, leading to the increase of the impedance organ/tissue value. The value of capacitance is
inversely proportional to the reactance, and reactance value of an impedance measurement indicates the bioelectric cell
membrane integrity.
Currents can move through the cell membrane and also through intra-cellular resistance and extra-cellular resistance among
cells. The value of reactance Xc highly depends on the value of the frequency f of the current flowing in the circuit. If the
reactance Xc is very large or very small value of capacitance C or with the assumption that component C is identical with an
open circuit; so when the capacitance C is becoming smaller, it will cause a greater total impedance. Conversely, if the value of
Xc is very small or very large value of capacitance C or C component is identical with the sequence of short circuit; so when
the value of capacitance C enlarges, it will cause Zc <Zt and result in smaller total impedance growth. The value of capacitance
C is a component that is inversely proportional to the total impedance value, while the R component is a component that is
proportional to the impedance value [4],[5].
Distribution of organ-impedance of a tissue may change, due to the changes of the cell itself. Cell injury occurs when a
stimulus interferes with the natural process of cell repair in a balanced condition of homeostasis in cell metabolism. The
stimulus lasts sustainably or is of significant magnitude which results in the failure of cellular repair processes; while other
stimuli are the characteristics and level of vulnerability of the cell itself. Cell death occurs when more and more cells fail to
repair the process, resulting in loss of the cells function. Cell survival depends on the ability to maintain the composition of
components within the cells that form ions (K, Na, Ca and Mg, Cl) and enzymes that control all chemical processes within the
cells which is different from the outside of the cells. There are many ions K inside the cell, and many Na ions are outside.
Enzymes are proteins usually having negative charges in a large numbers within the cell, so it is a component of anion (A-)
within the cell. The differences in the composition of ions inside and outside the cell are maintained by the cell membrane. The
differences of ions cause a potential difference between intra-and inter-cell at-70mV (K ion equilibrium potential), +58 mV (a
potential Na ion balance). The minus sign indicates more negative inside the cell on the condition of resting membrane
potential. Polarization occurs because of the potential difference[4],[7],[8].
Changes of potential difference between intra-and inter-cell will have an impact on changes of electrical capacity of the organtissue cell. Cell decay will disrupt cell polarity, which eventually will result in changes of impedance distribution of the cell.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Cancer is a term used for diseases in which a cell, or a colony of cells show uncontrolled growth which is able to invade a
tissue and destruct adjacent tissues and sometimes spread to other locations in the body via lymph or blood. Breast cancer is
one originated from breast tissue, and most commonly from the inner lining of milk ducts or the lobules that supply the ducts
with milk. Electrical impedance system is an instrument designed to predict breast physiological conditions. In a healthy
biological tissue an electric current is passed by biological tissues so well that a small voltage drops. On the other hand, when a
tissue decays a greater voltage drops. In other words, its impedance increases.
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The instrument design of this research is an electronic circuit of an electrical impedance system with an AC current source as
the process of early detection of breast physiological conditions in non-invasive and non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation.
The instrument which is a reconstruction of computer imaging the conditions of biological tissues can be developed further as
an instrument prototype for early detection of health monitoring systems of physiological condition of the breast. Finally, as a
translator of a machine or a computer language into a medical information it can give a physiological or pathological
conditions of the breast easily, quickly, and does not reduce the patients convinience.
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ABSTRACT
Providing micro-scale air quality information using smart phone will make people’s life better. Increasing
number of smart phones make possible to get information anywhere and anytime. Air pollution is one of
the most crucial points for quality of people’s life. Currently people, however, do not get enough air quality
information. People are more interested in nearby area of people’s life like house, workplace, picnic place,
and so on. In this reason, we developed micro-scale air quality monitoring system, called AirScope, which
covers small areas using ubiquitous sensor network.
In this paper, we focused on application of AirScope. We developed general purpose desktop application
and mobile application to increase mobility and to provide real time nearby location of air quality
information. To achieve our goal, we developed distributed system, called local AirScope, to manage
sensors and collect data. To manage the local AirSocpe, we developed global AirScope. The global
AirScope send distributed query among the local AirScope. Collected data is processed and serviced on
desktop using the web portal and smart phone application. People can get services including real-time air
quality data service, periodic air quality data service, comparing air quality among different locations, and
air quality general information service.
Keywords
Mobile Application, Sensor Network, Air Pollution, Monitoring System, Distributed Computing

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, people want to get useful information in real time. Increasing number of smart phones make
possible to get information anywhere and anytime. As information provider’s point of view, it is important
to provide useful, correct, and most up to date information. Everyday people are producing new smart
phone applications and distributing on the web. Two leading smart phone application stores are App Store
[1] from Apple and Android Market [2] form Google. Smart phone application stores are also following
footsteps of today’s online companies which are users’ participation on the service to make service richer.
Business of application stores is depending on contribution of application developers and participation of
user.
Society becomes more and more complicated and large portion of populations are living in metropolitan
area. High density population creates many different kinds of pollutions. People are more and more
concerning about their health from the pollutions. Among the pollutions, air pollution is one of the most
crucial points for quality of people’s life. Currently people, however, do not get enough air quality
information. Even though, air quality information is provided in some areas and people get some warnings
prior to actual air pollution, this is not enough information. Most of the time, that information is provided
as an air quality index for whole city. One index is not enough information to represent air quality of
nearby current location which is most interested area among the whole city.
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These two points make us to provide micro-scale air quality information. Currently, meteorological
administration in Korea is providing regional scale of air-quality index. This mean we only get overall
information. In some point, this is important information to people. However, in our point of view, people
are more interested in nearby area of people’s life like house, workplace, picnic place, and so on. In this
reason, we developed micro-scale air quality monitoring system, called AirScope, which covers small areas
using ubiquitous sensor network. General overview of AirScope system had been introduced in previous
papers [6] [7].
In this paper, we more focused on application of AirScope. We developed general purpose desktop
application and mobile application to increase mobility and to provide real time nearby location of air
quality information. Services and architecture of these applications are explained in chapter 4 in depth. We
also cover brief introduction about AirScope in chapter 3.

2. RELATED WORKS
Urban-scale wireless monitoring system, called CitySense [3], has been developed by researchers at
Harvard University and BNN Technologies. They created sensor network testbed in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. About 100 wireless sensors will be installed in light poles and private or public buildings.
Powered Ethernet (or USB), sensor modules, and embedded Linux with wireless functionality and XML
data interface are packed inside of each node. In CitySense, they are collecting weather condition and air
pollutants data like temperature, traffic, parking conditions. Collected data will be available to everyone
who is interested in for evaluation.
Sensors and grid computing make good combination to fulfill requirements of wireless distributed system.
One good example of research in this area is Mobile Discovery Net project [4]. This project developed a
sensor gird system with Discovery Net grid service and wireless sensor network to monitor the urban-scale
air quality. Distributed sensors GUSTO is used to measure various pollutants like NO, NO2, SO2, and O3.
And collected data is analyzed using data mining technology and is serviced using charts, GIS map, and
dendrogram. In this project, they are using powerful and accurate sensor. These sensors are good to collect
accurate data but they have difficulties to install many sensors because sensors are huge and expensive.
Another interesting approach to measure urban pollution is using multiple mobile sensors with GPS
receiver. The Advanced Grid Interfaces for Environmental e-Science project [5] made this possible. In this
project, they are studying carbon monoxide (CO) pollution using mobile sensor and GPS receiver. Sensors
are carried by pedestrians or mounted on vehicles and traveling all over the city. Due to the lack of wireless
communication service, data can only be transferred when the sensor and desktop is synchronized.
Collected data can be viewed in 2D and 3D visualization service.

3. AIRSCOPE
Micro-scale air quality monitoring system (named AirScope) is a need-based monitoring and modeling
system to meet public needs for air quality information, and complement the limitations of existing
monitoring and modeling systems. The pro-posed system is constructed upon a sensor network to monitor
micro-scale air quality. In addition to sensor network, the proposed system consists of middleware, CFDbased air quality modeling, GIS-based 3D virtual environment model, and air quality data management
system. The system also provides visualization and interaction platform based on virtual reality (VR)
technology. In this paper, we will focus on desktop and smart phone application services of AirScope.
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Figure 1: Airscope Architecture

We installed 10 sensors in our university campus. We installed sensors in our university campus not only
because easy to access but also nearby environment of our campus is suitable for air quality research. Next
to our campus, general hospital (Konkuk University hospital), 58th floor residence buildings with 1310
residence houses, two lines of subway intersections (line number 2 and 7), highly populated commercial
areas and children’s grand park are located. This means high volume of traffics and many people including
children, elderly person, people who have health problems are gathering in small area. Many people are
concerning about air quality of this area. From the sensors, we are gathering air quality information of
temperature, humidity, Co2, PM-10. That information is collected by using ubiquitous sensor network.
Collected data is processed and serviced on desktop using the web portal and smart phone application. The
desktop portal will give richer information. The smart phone application will give mobility. We will
discuss user application in chapter 4 in depth.
Figure 1 shows general architecture of AirScope. Basically, we have three important pieces: local AirScope,
global AirScope, and user applications, in our system. We are planning to install many (~1,000s to 10,000s)
sensors in one district which Seoul contains 25 districts. It makes impossible to handle all the data by one
server. In this reason, we are planning to have one or more servers in one district based on size of district
and population. We call this server as local AirScope. The local AirScope will be installed and will cover
one area of sensors. Responsibility of the local AirScope is to collect and process sensor data of duty area,
store in local database, and manage sensors. The local AirScope solve server overloading problem.
However, we need a mechanism to manage the local AirScope and gather information from the local
AirScope to provide service to users. We introduce global AirScope to take care this problem. The global
AirScope manages the local AirScopes, make distributed query to get air quality information, processing
data, and send information to user application. In this paper, we are introducing desktop portal and
smartphone application, but there is no limitation on user applications. We designed our architecture to
accept any user applications regardless of platforms and programming languages.
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Figure 2. Real-time Monitoring Service on desktop and iPhone

4. DESKTOP AND SMART PHONE APPLICATIONS
AirScope is collecting data using wireless sensor network from the sensors. Collected data is raw data that
are not suitable to use directly. The local Airscope process data and store into database. That data are
served to user by the global AirScope. The desktop portal will give richer information. The smart phone
application will give mobility. People can check nearby air quality using smart phone anytime and
anywhere. Using desktop portal and smart phone, people can get same services including real-time air
quality data service using Google map, periodic air quality data service using various charts, comparing air
quality among different locations, and air quality general information service. Even through advances of
smart phone technology make them close to desktop computers but still smart phone has limitations. Due to
the limitation of smart phone, people will experience better quality of graphics and will find more
information from the desktop portal.
Actual serviced GUI is shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. On top of the Google map service, we marked
sensor locations (Figure 2). By clicking the marker on the map, people can view current air quality
information and picture of location. By using this information, people can avoid pollutant area or take
proper action to protect their health. For the smart phone platform, we implement our service on the iPhone.
We are using most up to date development kit (iOS SDK 4) to increase performance, soft and fine touch,
and graphic response time. We provide basically same service as in desktop portal.
Periodic air quality data service (Figure 3) provides air quality information for certain period. The goal of
this service is to give the general idea of pollutant rate of certain area and people can compare pollutant rate
between areas. In order to use this service, user chooses starting data and end data that user looking for.
One or more sensor location and pollutant material should be selected. After the selection, this service will
give you pollutant material based bar graph to compare between areas. We also provide line graph of
pollutant material on one site. Using this graph, user can understand the change of pollutant rate. The
iPhone application also provides basically same information. Due to the limitation of smart phone
capabilities, we designed and implemented new GUI for the iPhone.
In the future, we will extend our sensor sites to cover more areas. We will upgrade and put more services
according to user’s requirements.
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Figure 3. Periodic Air Quality Data on desktop and iPhone

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper discussed about micro-scale air quality information system, called AirScope. Currently people
do not get enough air quality information. That information is provided as an air quality index for whole
city. Our goal is to provide air quality information of small areas like nearby house, workplace, and picnic
place using ubiquitous sensor network. We explained components of AirScope. AirScope consists of three
major parts: local AirScope, global AirScope, and user application. The local AirScope manages sensors
and collects data. The global AirScope manages the local AirScope and does distributed query. We
explained desktop portal and smart phone application for user application. Desktop portal gives richer
information to user and smart phone application gives mobility.
For future work, we will look into event-driven architecture. Currently we stores data into database and
read data based on user request. However, it is not suitable to detect real time event like fire. We will
improve our system using event-driven architecture to serve better real time data especially for the
unpredicted event.
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ABSTRACT
There are various techniques for designing a microwave filter, such as: lumped element, planar,
coaxial, dielectric and waveguide filters. Lumped element and planar filters have small dimensions but
their quality factors are worse than the others. In contrary, dielectric, coaxial and waveguide have a
better quality factor, but their dimensions are very large. For the frequencies below 1 GHz, the main
problem is the filter’s dimension. This is due to the basic theory that the smaller the frequencies are,
therefore the dimensions of the filter becomes larger.
This paper proposed a microstrip hairpin filter for 433 MHz RFID application. The filter is designed
using FR-4 substrate, which have dielectric constant 4.3. With small dielectric constant, the size of the
filter will increase. Therefore to reduce the size of the filter, the hairpin resonator method is used. With
this method, the filter dimension can be reduced to a smaller dimension.
Simulation results show that the 433 MHz filter has the hairpin resonator length of 19.18 cm. The
microstrip hairpin bandpass filter dimensions are 110 x 100 mm and the bandwidth obtained is 21.7
MHz (419.2-440.9 MHz).
Keyword : microstrip filter, hairpin resonator, RFID, bandpass filter

1. INTRODUCTION
Radio frequency identification is a solution in the detection of an object, the application of RFID in
trading system is very helpful for the process of distributing goods from one place to another. There are
several working frequencies commonly used by the RFID, some of them are 13 KHz, 433 MHz and
923 MHz[1]. When we use frequency at 433 MHz, we must consider the interference from other radio
devices. One solution to the interference problem is using a filter for the RFID reader. The filter used is
customized with the chosen standard RFID.
There are various kinds of materials and manufacturing technology for making filters. They are:
lumped-element LC filters, planar filters, coaxial and dielectric filters [2]. Each filter has their
advantages and disadvantages. LC filter is the simplest and has the smallest filter size, but the quality
factor is very low, so the performance will be also low. Planar filter is a filter that is quite simple and
easy to fabricate, it’s bigger than the LC filter and will be bigger if the working frequency decreases
but the quality factor is better than LC filter. Coaxial and dielectric filters have higher quality factor,
but both are quite difficult to design and fabricate compared with LC and planar filters. The dimensions
for both filters are bigger than LC and planar filters, especially if the working frequency decreases.
In consideration of the small size and ease of design and fabrication, this paper will propose a 433 MHz
microstrip filter. The filter will be designed on a FR-4 substrate, the dielectric constant of the substrate
is 4.3 and the thickness of the substrate is 1.6 mm. Filters which are designed with this dielectric
material and at frequency 433 MHz require quite a long resonator line, so the dimensions of the filter
becomes quite large. Therefore we need a technique to reduce the dimension of the filter. To minimize
the dimensions of the filter, the filter will be designed with the hairpin resonator line model. Hairpin
resonator filters are made with lines that are no longer elongated but deflected like the U letter, so the
filter dimensions become smaller.
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Hairpin microstrip filters have been studied and was designed for various applications [3-6]. The study
by Nicholas G. Toledo was about filter design for 2.54 to 2.58 GHz using FR-4 substrate [3], Carlota
D. Salamat et.al. used PTFE substrate [4], Luigi Greco et.al. designed a microstrip filter at 2.6 GHz [5],
and Dana Brady at 3.7 to 4.2 GHz [6]. Most of the researches on microstrip hairpin filter are made for
frequencies above 1 GHz, while this paper, the microstrip hairpin filter design is below 1 GHz for 433
MHz RFID application.

2. COMPONENTS FOR DESIGNING HAIRPIN FILTER
The components in designing hairpin filters are the dimensions of the resonator, coupling
coefficient, slide factor, and the position of the feedline. The dimension of the resonator line consists of
resonator length and width of the line. The dimensions are influenced by the value of dielectric
constant and substrate height. The general structure of the microstrip line resonator is shown in Figure1.

Figure 1 : General structure of resonator
To obtain value W (width of resonator line), Equation 1-2 are used.
for w / h < 2
(1)
for w / h > 2
(2)

Where

,

,

,

and then for the value of L (length of resonator line), Equation 3 is used [8]
(3)
Where

,

and L = length of resonators

The coupling coefficient indicates the amount of power transferred between resonators. The value of
this coupling will directly influence the bandwidth of the filter. The greater the value of the coupling is,
the greater the power that is transferred, therefore the bandwidth becomes wider [7].
In Figure 2, the distance between two resonators is denoted by s, the slide factor is denoted by b while
feedlines position is denoted by x. The distances between resonators (s) influence the coupling
coefficient of the filter. The wider s is, the smaller the coupling is influenced. The slide factor is the
line that is not coupled in the hairpin filter. If the width of the slide factor is too long, it will cause the
increase of the filter attenuation, but if the slides are too short, it will lead to the coupling between
resonators at the same line [7].
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X
S

X

S
b

Figure 2 : Configuration of resonators
So the optimum width of the slide factor is 1 to 3 times of the resonator width, or 2 to 2.5 times the
distance between the resonators itself. The position of feedlines (x) influences the external quality
factor of the filter.

Equation 4 [8] can be used to find the coupling coefficient of the filter.

Kn

FBW
g n .g n

1

(4)

Where FBW = Fractional Bandwidth and gi = Chebyshev element for orde - i
There are two methods of feeding the microstrip hairpin. They are using the feed-line and tap. Feedline is a λ / 4 line which have the same impedance resonator channel and connected with a 50 Ω line.
While the tap is a channel with 50 Ω impedance, which is directly connected to the channel filter [7].
The use of the input channel types depends on the filter topology used. The difference between two
feed method is shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows the resonator hairpin with feed line method and
Figure 3b shows the resonator hairpin with tap method.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Input hairpin with (a) feed line and (b) tap
The position of the feedline influences the quality factor of the filter. Equation 5 is used to obtain the
desired quality factor. Then by adjusting the position of the feed line, the desired specifications will be
obtained [8].
(5)
Where FBW = Fractional Bandwidth and gi= chebyshev element for orde – i

3. FILTER DESIGN
In this paper, the designed microstrip filter will use the 5 orders and Chebyshev response. Resonator
used in this filter is a hairpin model using the tapping method. Before designing we specify the desired
characteristic of the filter.
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The specifications of the bandpass filter that will be designed are:
1. Working frequency
:
428-438 MHz
2. Bandwidth -3 dB
:
22 MHz
3. Middle frequency
:
433 MHz
4. FBW (Fractional BW)
:
0.05
The filter design begins with determining the value of a prototype lowpass filter based on Chebyshev's
table with 0.01 dB ripple, which have following parameters:
g1 = 0.7653
g2 = 1.3049
g3 = 15773
g4 = 1.3049
g5 = 0.7563
g6 = 1
Based on the above parameters, coupling coefficients between resonators can be determined by
equation (4) and Qext can be determined using equation (5). So the value of K for this filter is K12 =
0.05 = K45,, K23 = 0.034 = K34 and K56 = 0.057 while the value of Qext for this filter is 19.973
By using the specification of the substrate, the filter dimension can be calculated. By using Equation
(1) – (3), the length is 191.58 mm and the width of the resonator line is 3.11 mm. Figure 4 shows the
design of the resonator line.
W

W

L2

L1

b
L

Figure 4 : Illustration design of the resonator hairpin filter
To avoid self-coupling (coupling resonator in a single channel), the width of the slide factor is designed
from one to three times of the resonator line width. Figure 5 shows the S11 simulation result of the
resonator lines.

Figure 5 : S11 simulation result of the resonator line
The value of Qext beside calculated with Equation (5), it can also be obtained from simulation result of
the S21 parameter. Figure 6 shows the S21 parameter. From those data, Qext can be obtained with
Equation (6).

Qext

(6)
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Where fo = centre of the working frequency used and f3 dB = the range frequency at 3 dB below the
peak of insertion loss.

Figure 6: S21 simulation result to get value of Qext
Table 1 Adjusted feed line simulation result

Feedline position
0.5
1
3
5
9
12

Fo
431.2
431.2
430.9
430.5
429.3
427.3

∆F3dB
11
11.4
13.7
16.3
22.6
28.4

Qext
39.2
37.82
31.45
26.41
19.00
15.05

Table 1 shows the adjusted feedline simulation result towards the Qext. From Table 1 we can get the
value of Qext 19.9 when the position of feed line is ±9 mm from below. Therefore the value of Qext
based on calculation and simulation shows the same result.
The desired coupling coefficient can be obtained from S21 parameter simulation. Figure 7 shows the
data which is used to obtain by Equation 7
(7)
Where f2 and f2 = Frequency at the peak of insertion loss and f2 > f1.
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Figure 7 : S21 simulation result to get value of K
Table 2. Effect of distance between resonator and its coupling coefficient
Distance
between
resonators
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5

F1

F2

K

408.8
414.5
418
422
423.8
425

453.8
447.9
444
440.3
439.2
437

0.104053
0.077342
0.06027
0.042426
0.035678
0.027837

Table 2 shows the effect of distance between resonator and its coupling coefficient. From Table 2 we
know to get the value of K12 0.05 we design the distance between 1st and 2nd resonator ±2.3 mm. And
for the distance between 2nd and 3rd resonator, with the value of K23 from calculation 0.034 is ±3.3 mm.
Figure 8 shows the overall design of filter. With the value of x = 9 mm, S1 = 2.4 mm and S2 = 3.4 mm.
S2

S1

90.4
mm

3.11 mm

x
10 mm

Figure 8 Overall design of filter

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on calculations for the filter design, simulation result of S11 and S21 is despicted in Figure 9. As
shown in Figure 9 the -3 dB insertion loss is located at 416.9 MHz and 443.2 MHz, so the bandwidth is
26.3 MHz.
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Figure 9: Simulation result with the value of x and s from the calculation
This result is wider than the desired bandwidth of 22 MHz. Therefore the filter design is characterized
by adding 1 mm for distance between 1st and 2nd resonators (S1), 1 mm for distance between 2nd and 3rd
resonators (S2) and 2 mm for the position of feedline (x). Figure 10 shows the simulation result after
characterization.

Figure 10: Simulation result after characterization
The result shows the filter has the bandwidth of 21.8 MHz from 419.2 MHz to 440.9 MHz. Therefore
this new filter design has the bandwidth which can be used for RFID application.

5. CONCLUSION
The overall dimensions this filter is 110 X 100 mm. The use of hairpin-dimensional model makes the
size of the filter smaller. The filter is composed of resonators. The Feedline position influences the
external quality factor of the filter. With adjusting the position of the feedline, the desired frequency
response can be obtained. The distance between the resonators influences the coupling coefficient and
also the bandwidth of the filter. The farther the distance between the resonators are, the smaller the
influence of the coupling and the bandwidth will become narrower. In this filter design, the obtained
bandwidth is 21.7 MHz from 419.2 to 440.9 MHz.
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ABSTRACT

TE
D

Wireless network offer many facilities and flexibility but to support them require high serious of security. Many types of
Wireless LAN security mechanisms had implemented today such WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy), WPA/WPA2 (Wi-Fi
Protected Access), MAC Filtering, or even used Hidden SSID, however all of methods had some weakness in such away it can
be attack by a attacker, a hacker and also a cracker. We know that still occur username & password snipping, network flow
monitoring or illegal access of network resources. To solve this case, we try to implement and look as detailed the
performance of WPA2 combine with RADIUS Server that is support authentication, authorization and accounting whose able
guaranty the security. Our scenario made both of wired and wireless LAN infrastructures, based on them we had cracked the
security mechanism to prove the performance of WPA2-RADIUS. By using some testing processes and also such patch and
update rule, we result and able prove that the secure system had found.

N

Keywords

ES
E

Wireless LAN, WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy), WPA/WPA2 (Wi-Fi Protected Access), MAC Filtering, Hidden SSID,
WPA2-RADIUS

1. INTRODUCTION

PR

Wireless technology offers a variety of convenience, freedom, mobility and high flexibility. But behind from all of advantages
offered, the security problems in wireless network requires a more serious attention due the data transmission medium is the air
that is broadcast.

O

T

The most common security system applied to the wireless LAN is by using encryption, such as WEP (Wired Equivalent
Privacy), WPA/WPA2 (Wi-Fi Protected Access) and also MAC filtering method, or even rely on a hidden SSID. These
security types have some weaknesses. Based on the literatures study, wireless security system that is really capable of
providing strong security is to use enterprise-level security. Namely by applying WPA/WPA2 with IEEE 802.1x technology.
In these security systems, authentication process performed by a particular server, which is RADIUS (Remote Authentication
Dial In User Service), using the username and password. The security system is often also referred to WPA2-RADIUS.

N

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1. Hidden SSID

By default, a access point broadcast the SSID every few seconds in beacon frames to make it easy for authorized users to
search the correct network. But this process also makes easier for unauthorized users to get the name of the network. Generally
access point offers a mode "secret", i.e., the mode where the access point will hide the SSID network name so it will not be
detected by wireless scanners such as NetStumbler.
But unfortunately this condition does not apply to applications that use passive scanning methods such as Kismet. Where this
application will capture all data packets that are sent, including the hidden SSID.
2.2. MAC Filtering
MAC address filtering (MAC filtering) are filtering over the 802.11b standard to preserve the network. Because each wireless
Ethernet card has its own MAC address with12 digit hexadecimal number unique to each other , so if we want to restrict access
to the AP only for the MAC addresses of devices that have been authorized so we can easily take out every person who is not
in our network.
However, MAC address filtering is not entirely safe, and if we solely rely on MAC address filtering, we will get a failure [1].
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2.3. WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy)
WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) is a method of wireless network security, also called Shared Key Authentication. WEP uses
encryption keys that are inserted (by the administrator) to the client and access point. This key must match the given access
point to the client, and vice versa.
According to Gunawan (2004), Data Communication via the IEEE 802.11, Shared Key Authentication appears to be more
secure than of the Open System Authentication, but in reality is different. Shared Key instead opened the door for an intruder
or a cracker. It is important to understand that the two of rules used by WEP, i.e., WEP can be used to verify the identity of the
client during the process of shared key authentication, but it can also be used to decrypt data that sent by the client via the
access point.
2.4. Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA- WPA2)

TE
D

Addressing the weaknesses of the WEP, it has developed a new security technique known as WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access).
WPA technique is compatible with the model specification draft IEEE 802.11i standard. This technique has several goals in its
design, i.e., sturdy, inter-operating, it can be used to replace WEP, it can be implemented for a home or corporate user.
The Security offered by IEEE 802.11i that does by 802.11i group, finally, it completed in 2004 and by the Wi-Fi Alliance
security level is called as WPA2. The encryption key used by WPA2 is AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) [2].

N

2.5. WPA2-RADIUS / WPA2-Enterprise

ES
E

Security methods and encryption algorithms on WPA2-RADIUS is equivalent to WPA Pre-Shared Key, but the authentication
use 802.1x or EAP (Extensible Authentication Protocol).
WPA2-Enterprise security setting requires a special server that serves as a central authentication server such as RADIUS
(Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service). With the RADIUS server, the authentication will be done per- client without
enter the same of passphrase or network key for every client. "Network key" is obtained and processed by the RADIUS server.

PR

3. DISCUSSION

N

O

T

3.1. Identification Phase
At this stage, we identify the wireless LAN network and its security problem. From the results of our literature studies, we
found some security issues as follows:
1. Monitoring network traffic.
2. Theft of username, passwords
3. Unauthorized access
4. Man-in-the-Middle Attacks.
3.2. Analysis Phase

In this phase we done the testing of wireless LAN security methods such as hidden SSID, MAC filtering, WEP, and
WPA/WPA2. The aim is to prove the weaknesses of each such security.
3.2.1.

Hidden SSID

From the experiments use passive methods of scanning through the application of Kismet is concluded that a hidden SSID will
be immediately visible, in such away this result show that the method is not secure. The result testing can be seen at the figure
1 bellow.
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Figure 1. Hidden SSID Detection by Kismet
3.2.2.

MAC Filtering

ES
E

N

TE
D

MAC address that already exists in the adapter physically, it can not be changed (except to change the firmware), but virtually
it can easily be done. The operating system will read the MAC address information of the hardware adapter and save it to a file
or registry as had done by Windows. The testing had done and can be showed at the figure 2 bellow.

Figure 2. Changing MAC Address with K-MAC
3.2.3.

WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy)

N

O

T

PR

A WEP cracking is a cracking process with statistical methods to find the WEP key, it takes a number of data that to be
analysis. The more data can be collected, it will facilitates the process of cracking to search the WEP key. From the test results
showed that utilization of WEP encryption is very weak, because it need in a short time to successfully carried out the process
of cracking. The testing depict at the figure 3 bellow which is found by using Aircrack-ng tool

Figure 3. WEP Cracking Process
3.2.4.

Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA - WPA2)

WPA/WPA2 using AES encryption that is very strong for now. But the result of the use of a weak passphrase is still possible
to do the cracking of this security system, the result examined at the figure 4 bellow.
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Figure 4. WPA/WPA2 Cracking Process
3.3. Design Phase

N

O

T

PR

ES
E

N
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It is necessary for a more secure system design using WPA2 encryption that combined with RADIUS server technology, often
referred to WPA2-RADIUS or WPA2-Enterprise, thus it created a security system with mechanisms for authentication,
authorization, and accounting to makes more secure. Our scenario network topology showed at the figure 5 bellow. The
RADIUS connected into wireless network (Wireless LAN), internet link and wired network (LAN). After the design done, we
implement of WPA2-RADIUS on this scenario then test to prove the offering security mechanism.

Figure 5. WPA2-RADIUS Topology

3.4. Implementation Phase

This stage had done based on the scenario depict at the figure 5 above, for RADIUS server specifications, we specified by
using Windows 2003 Enterprise Edition (Processor 133 MHz, RAM 128 MB, Harddisk 2-3 GB, VGA 800x600, and CDROM, Linksys WRT54G Access Point, and PC with XP OS for the clients.
3.5. Audit Phase
This test was made to ensure the security of WPA2-RADIUS system that has been designed at the figure 5 above. Either
through wireless LAN or via wired LAN testing.
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Figure 6. Testing RADIUS via wireless LAN

Figure 7. Testing RADIUS via wired LAN

PR

3.6. Evaluation Phase

4. CONCLUSION

O

T

This phase evaluates some results from audit phase, the result testing had showed that WPA2-RADIUS security system can
running well, this system can answer the problems found from both identification and analysis phase. The security hole solved
by using Nessus application, then we do the security cracking, it use TSCrack and TSGrinder tools. The result testing depict at
figure 6 and figure 7 above.

N

The conclusion is obtained, i.e., the wireless LAN has fundamental security issues such as network traffic monitoring, theft
username & password, or access illegally. Some kind of security usually applied, such as Hidden SSID, MAC filtering, WEP
and WPA/WPA2 had a weakness that can be cracked, the result testing had showed at the figure 1 up to figure 4. To address
these security concerns, the most ideal solution is to use security systems is using WPA2-RADIUS, the system provide
security for wireless LAN and also user management strongly. The result testing had seen at the figure 6 and figure 7.
For further development can be studied the comparative of RADIUS servers, either on Microsoft Windows operating system
environment, GNU / Linux, or Unix.
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In this decade, there are many changes in the frequency or intensity of extreme weather and
climate events in the world. It is also happen in Indonesia. How the climate become more
extreme is one of the question and it should be answer through modeling which is supported
by data set and information about climate in the world. Up to now, there is no evidence that
extreme weather or climate variability has increased, in global sense. But, on regional scale
there is clear evidence of changes in some extremes and climate variability indicators. Some
of these changes have been toward greater variability, while some have been toward lower
variability. So, the condition is heterogeneous and has an uncertainty. For example the
phenomena of rainfall, flood frequency, extra-tropical cyclones, temperature, pressure etc are
very spread for each region.

In this paper we propose the Generalized Space Time Autoregressive (GSTAR) model to
determine a prediction of an extreme climate indication. The GSTAR model is a combination
of spatial and time series models. The GSTAR model is an extension of STAR model, to
cover the heterogeneous phenomena in real problem. For case study we choose the region in
western of Indonesia, and we focus the model to data sets of rainfall, precipitation and sea
surface temperature in western of Indonesia. To estimate the parameters of GSTAR model,
we built the software using R, because there is not yet available software for space time
phenomena.

Keywords: GSTAR, least squares, extreme climate indication
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ABSTRACT
Ease of connection (interoperability) of various kinds of access media currently continues to be a challenge for researchers,
especially the interoperability between WiFi and WiMax included in the heterogeneous networks. In the interoperability
between them, it is expected that users will not realize the process of transfer between both technologies (seamless mobility).
Transfer process (vertical handover) can happen very well if we can minimize delay or latency. Packet loss also occurs during
the transfer process. Various researches have been done to achieve this goal, one of which is the IEEE 802.21 Media
Independent Handover known (MIH) [1] standard who gave a great attention to the ability to perform vertical handover in
heterogeneous networks. Our simulation with NS-2 showed that latency and packet loss that occurs in the transition from WiFi
to WiMAX is higher than that occurs in the transition from WiMAX to WiFi.
Keywords
Interoperability, WiMAX, WiFi, Seamless Mobility, Heterogeneous Network, Vertical Handover, MIH, Neighbor Discovery,
Network Simulator, Delay/Latency, Packet Loss

I. INTRODUCTION
The development of media technology that seeks access to meet the communication needs of providing broadband services and
high mobility for the user raises the need for interoperability capabilities of various media. Interoperability is the ability to use
the services of various kind of technologies that exist on a terminal that has multiple interfaces that support access to
technology so that it can support a shift from technology-centric point of view into user-centric. This concept supports
connectivity with 4A "Anywhere, Anytime, Anyhow, and Always on "[2].
In a heterogeneous network, a mobile station (MS) need to do a vertical handover (VHO) to ensure connectivity to the network
or to meet or improve the QoS of the service being used. The MS VHO process requires the exchange of information and
requires more time than horizontal handover [3]. The handover process and the packet loss will affect the disturbance of
applications running on the layer above it. It is therefore important to perform vertical handover process of minimal latency
and to ensure that no packet loss occurs.
The possibility of a vertical handover can occur in two situations: first when a MS passes the border between two different
technologies in this case WiFi and WiMax, or when a MS has many constraints on the signals and try to get the best signal
between the two technologies [4].
In this paper we analyze the performance of vertical handover between WiFi and WiMAX terminal Fully controlled using the
IEEE 802.21 MIH. The structure of the paper is as follow. We explain handover about wireless broadband access, IEEE
802.11, IEEE 802.1b, IEEE 802.21, and handover in Network Simulation. We present our simulation scenario and the result of
our simulation.

2. WIRELESS BROADBAND ACCESS
Wireless broadband access is a technology that promises a connection at high speed through the air medium. This access uses
radio waves, both to send data directly to users as well as to receive data from the user. In addition, broadband wireless access
is a point to multipoint system performed between base station and subscriber. Base station uses an external antenna to send
and receive voice and high-speed data to the subscriber equipment.
Wireless broadband access is applied to serve a wide area. This access can be used as wireless backhaul for fixed or mobile
networks, backhaul for connecting hot spots on a WiFi network, or on a wireless local loop network to customers in placebased digital subscriber line (DSL), coaxial cable or fiber optics. Wireless broadband access can operate in various frequency
bands; frequency bands released at 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz, but also can still operate well the frequency of 1.9 GHz, 2.0 GHz, 2.3
GHz, 2.5 GHz and 3.5 GHz.
This technology reduces the need for a cable access network infrastructure. Last mile solution provides a flexible and costeffective performance. The telecommunications service provider is very keen on the improvement in this area, because this can
reduce the risk of the investment that they cultivate.
2.1 IEEE 802.16 MAN Standard
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IEEE 802.16 defines a Metropolitan Area Network technology area network (MAN), IEEE 802.16 working group has
developed a standard for broadband wireless access networks for point to multipoint system with the frequency range of 10-66
GHz and sub 11 GHz. These standards deal with two layers, namely: a media access control (MAC) and physical.
IEEE 802.16 standards focus on the interface between the subscriber's transceiver station and base transceiver stations,
especially in the MAC and physical layer.

Figure 1: IEEE 802.16 Networks
Figure 1 above shows the two models of the application of the IEEE 802.16 standard. IEEE 802.16 base stations provide
wireless access services such as fixed and portable services for subscribers. For home users, this technology provides wireless
broadband access as a last mile solution, using a cable modem. While users in the buildings can be connected to these
technologies by using Ethernet / IEEE 802.3 or using a wireless local area network (WLAN) / IEEE 802.11. Mobile users, can
be directly connected to devices such as personal digital assistants (PDAs), smart phones, and mobile laptops.
WiMAX stands for Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access IEEE 802.16 standards developed by the WiMAX
Forum working groups. WiMAX Forum is a nonprofit organization that develops products based on IEEE 802.16 working
802.16 working group. IEEE standard defined the operation based on the IEEE 802.16 standard. WiMAX Forum consists of
several companies that develop WiMAX-based products in order to have interoperability with each other. The main
components of a WiMAX system are the CPE and base station (BS).
A WiMAX base station can reach a work area up to six miles. Although in theory, a BS can cover up to 30 miles [2]. Each
wireless node within range can access the internet.
Each base station provides a service area called a cell. The furthest cell radius is 50 km in theory, depends on the frequency
band used. In general, BS can serve with the coverage area ranging from 3 to 10 km. As in the conventional cellular mobile
networks, BS antenna uses Omni directional. It provides a cell area, or directs to obtain a linear or sectoral coverage for users
of point to point, or to increase the effective network capacity by dividing large cells into several sectors or areas smaller.
WiMAX CPE is in the form of a piece of equipment that can have multiple antennas or form a stand alone box or a PCMCIA
card on a laptop or computer. Access to a WiMAX base station has a way or method of equal access by accessing a wireless
access point in a WiFi network, but a wider range area.
2.2 IEEE 802.11 WiFi Network Standard
The advantage of WiFi technology is the mobility of users get a better and more flexible network. A new devices can be added
to the network with a more simple and less cost, and users have the freedom to work anywhere of their choice. For the
interoperability between various vendors who produce products WiFi, then the IEEE established a working group to focus on
developing the technology standard known as WiFi or IEEE 802.11 standards.
WiFi is usually implemented in a Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN). A WLAN network consists of two components, i.e.
mobile stations and access points (APs). A mobile station is a device that can communicate with each other via IEEE 802.11
protocol and an access point is a station that is connected with a cable network. This network components forms two types of
network, namely an independent basic service set or a basic service set infrastructure.

Figure 2: IEEE 802.11 Networks
2.3 IEEE 802.21 Standard
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Is the IEEE 802.21 standard supports an algorithm that allows the transfer or transition between the same network technology
(e.g. from GSM to GSM, or WiFi to WiFi) is called a horizontal handover, as well as different network technologies (e.g. from
WiFi to WiMAX or vice versa) called vertical handover.

Figure 3: Horizontal and Vertical Handover
This standard provides information to the process of handover to and from several types of platforms, such as: cellular, GSM,
GPRS, WiFi, Bluetooth, 802.11, and 802.16. The IEEE 802.21 working group became active in March 2004.
2.4 Handover
In mobile telecommunication, handover or handoff shows how a process of displacement or transformation or data call is in
progress from one core network to another network. Satellite communications demonstrates the existence of a process of
transferring responsibility for control of a satellite earth station to earth station to another without the loss of data or
interruption in service.
The terminology „handoff‟ is used in USA organizations such as in 3GPP2 and CDMA-2000. In UK, Europe and several
international organizations such as ITU-T, IETF, ETSI, 3GPP and GSM, use the terminology „handover‟. The terminology
handover is more frequently used than the handoff in the research publication.
Handover can be divided into two classifications:
1) Hard handover occurs if a channel at the source cell is released and then transferred to the destination target cells. The
relationship to cell source was decided before exposure to the target cells occurs, handover model is known as "break
before make". As a consequence, users will experience a momentary dropped-out connection.
2) Soft handover occurs if a channel at the source cell used in parallel with a channel of the target cell, just before the
connection were diverted from the source cell to target cell. At this handover model, connection to the target cell is made
stable first, before connection to the source cells is disconnected. This model of connection is known as "make before
break".

Figure 4: Soft and Hard Handover
Handover process or transition that occurs from one network to another network is not a simple case, there are some processes
that are carried out during the occurrence of a handover process.
1) The first step of handover process is to ensure that if a handover process would take place or not. There are two things that
can cause the handover process, which are due to the occurrence of the MS movement from one network (e.g. WiFi) to
another network (e.g. WiMAX) or vice versa, and the weak signal in the MS so that MS attempted find where the best
signal between the two networks (WiFi and WiMax).
2) The second step is to monitor all existing connections on the network. This is done for selecting one of the best links based
on predetermined criteria to be used in time of the occurrence of handover. This section is very important because will
determine whether the communications occurred after the handover took place will still run well or not.
3) Third step is the execution of handover. At this stage in the transition process from the network carried out from the old to
the new network.
4) The next step is the evaluation stage of the condition of the new network, whether as expected or not. This was done so that
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the network can improve its performance as expected [5]. The success of the handover process is largely determined by the
parameters that we can make as a measure, namely: delay / latency and packet loss.
Delay / latency is the time required by data from the data is sent until they reach the goal. Packet loss is used to determine the
difference between data transmitted with the data to its destination.
2.5 IEEE 802.21 Media Independent Handover
IEEE 802.21 standard provides a great attention to the ability to perform vertical handover in heterogeneous networks. This
ability is known as the Media Independent Handover (MIH). The main objective of the 802.21 technology is to provide the
best service at the time of the handover process in heterogeneous networks.
The main part of the IEEE 802.21 is Media Independent Handover Function is (MIHF). MIHF can be implemented in any
IEEE 802.21-standard equipment and may communicate with various kinds of terminals, networks and remote MIHF services
for layers above it. MIHF defines three types of services, namely: Media Independent Event Service (MIES), Media
Independent Command Service (MICS) and Media Independent Information Service (MIIS). MIES conduct a trigger event
based on the characteristics and status of the link. MICS provide MHI commands required by the user to regulate and control
the characteristics of the link to run the handover function. MIIS provide information about the capacity of the existing
networks around the link [2].

Figure 5: Structure of MIH
2.6 Network Simulator
By using the network simulator (NS) can be created from a simulation or scenario planning communication network
technology that we want. In its development, lot of modules has been added to the network simulator.
In this way, we simulate a scenario of vertical handover between WiFi and WiMAX networks in a wireless network. The
simulation was carried out using the NS module developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
2.7 Neighbour Discovery (ND)
Neighbor Discovery (ND) is a mechanism whereby an MS to detect the existence of networks that exist in the surrounding
(neighbouring networks). It is including the detection of the base station, access point, or router. ND can be activated by two
types of state. The first is by using a Router Advertisement (RA), where the signal is sent periodically by routers to each
existing node in the work area. RA contains all the information about the router. In this method the router is actively seeking a
new MS in its area. The second is by using a Router Solicitation (RS), where MS actively looking for a router to request
information about the routers that exist within the working range of the MS. In this method, MS is actively looking for a router
closest to the location where the MS is [6].
These methods are mutually reinforcing because it does not always signal that is sent periodically by RA can be read properly
by the MS, the use or the liveliness of the MS to the RS method can maximize the ND process.
3. SCENARIO
We used the following scenario for the simulation:
1) The architecture of the simulation scenario consists of a Base Station (BS) and a wifi-wimax AP that will be accessed by a
mobile station MS while it is moving. MS in communication with the server packet generator is connected to a BS or AP
via a router with an Ethernet LAN with a data rate of 100Mbps. The server generate a multimedia package with a constant
bitrate (UDP / CBR) of 1 Mbps bitrate.
2) MS has two interfaces that are independent of each other i.e. Wimax interface and Wifi interface. Wimax BS coverage area
of an area with a radius of 1000 m with a max of 32 Mbps throughput while Wifi Coverage AP has a radius of 50 m with
54 Mbps max throughput. The wifi coverage is in wimax base station coverage area.
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Figure 6: Simulation Scenario
The simulation environment is as follow:
1) Linux Ubuntu 8.10
2) NS-2.29
3) 802.21 MIH module of the NIST
4) Neighbor modules Discovery (ND agents) from NIST
This simulation will measure the performance of the handover process by measuring the delay / latency of the handover and
packet lost in handover process. The smaller the delay required to perform handover, the better its performance. The lost
packets of data transmitted between the BS / AP to the MS.
Process simulation is done using two parameter variables:
1) MS speed which vary with the occupancy load BS / AP constant.
2) Wimax interface that can be on / off when the handover occurs at varying speeds.
3) MS in communication with the server (packet generator) connected to a BS or AP via a router with an Ethernet LAN with a
data rate of 100Mbps. The server generate a multimedia package with a constant bitrate (UDP / CBR) of 793.6 Kbps
bitrate.
Table 1 contains important parameters used in the simulation, i.e. Neighbor Discovery (ND), Application Traffic, IEEE 802.16
and IEEE 802.11 parameters, and the speed of the MS.
Table 1. Simulation Parameters

4. SIMULATION
This paper is aimed to simulate the vertical handover between IEEE 802.11 (WLAN) with IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) using NS-2
simulator.
1) The proposed topology is to combine the 802.11 (WLAN) and 802.16 (WiMAX) modules. Vertical handover can occur
when an MS located in the communication range of a WiFi signal MS will be served by the WLAN module. However, if
the MS is outside the range of a WiFi signal then MS will be served by WiMAX modules, or when an MS receives a weak
signal from one of the modules that have both WLAN and WiMAX will be directly handled by the communications
module that has the best signal condition. Vertical handovers can also occur if the number of MS who fall into the range of
WiFi signals has exceeded the capabilities of WiFi module, then the MS communications will automatically be handled
directly by the WiMAX module.
2) Several scenarios simulated and tested with different parameters such as, speed, delay / latency, and packet loss.
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Figure 7: Handover of WiFi-WiMAX
Figure 7 shows a Network Animator (NAM) screenshot of the process of handover between WiFi to WiMAX. This process
occurs on the 57.495540th second.

Figure 8: Handover of WiMAX-WiFi

Figure 8 shows the Network Animator (NAM) for a handover process between WiMAX to WiFi showing that the process
occurs on the 19.331179th second.
5. SIMULATION RESULT
From the simulation using NS-2 simulator, especially those associated with some of the parameters used for measuring the
performance of vertical handover, namely: speed, delay / latency, and packet loss in getting some results as follows:

Figure 9: Speed vs Latency off
Figure 9 shows the effect of the speed Wimax interface nodes at the time it is not on (dead on admission to Wifi hotspot). The
figure clearly shows that the greater the speed of the car, the greater the node latency happening at the time of handover. It also
appears that the process of handover from WiMAX-WiFi has a lower latency of the handover process of Wifi-Wimax.
On handover from WiFi to WiMAX, it can be seen that since the beginning, there has been a significant increase in latency,
while in the handover from the WiFi to WiMAX substantial increase in latency occurred after passing the 4th second.
Figure 10 shows the influence of the car speed at the interface Wimax node on the always-on mode (not disabled despite being
on the wifi hotspot). It appears that the greater the speed of the car the greater the latency node happens. It was also apparent
that the process of handover from Wifi-Wimax has a lower latency than the handover between Wimax-Wifi for the speed
under 5.6 M / s, and vice versa for the speed above 5.6 M / s.
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Figure 10: Effect of mobile speed on latency of VHO Wimax-Wifi-Wimax with interface ON

Figure 11: Effect of mobile node speed on packet loss of VHO Wimax-Wifi-Wimax
Figure 11 shows the comparison of packet loss that occurs at the interface of Wimax always-on and not. It shows that being on
always-on mode, the packet loss can be minimized compare with not always-on mode on the interface of wimax. The greater
the greater the speed of the mobile nodes, the packet loss will occur.
6. CONCLUSION
From the simulation results using NS-2 it can be concluded that:
1) To measure the speed to the latency, the handover has to be established from the Wifi working area to the WiMAX
working area, with the WiMAX interface is in ON or OFF. So that the delay or latency obtained is greater than the
handover from WiMAX to WiFi working area.
2) For the measurement of the speed to packet loss, it is obtained that the packet loss of Wimax interface in the OFF state is
greater than in the ON state.
So generally it can be taken a conclusion that the handover from WiFi to WiMAX will cause the latency and the packet loss
greater than the handover from WiMAX to WiFi.
In the future experiments, a more complex topology of the experiment can be conducted by increasing the number of MS and
BS, to test the handover that occurred on the network.
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ABSTRACT
The role of statistical methods is very important in preparing a solution of a problem. By using statistical methods
we can do the forecasting that is expected to help provide solutions to overcome existing problems. The aims of this
study are (1) Identify whether the production of two-wheeled vehicles currently affects against the increasing fuel
consumption and accident rates (2) To obtain the best forecasting method based on patterns found in data from a
trusted source, and (3) Obtaining the results of forecasting so it can be a reference in the completion strategy
planning problem.
The method used to predict the solution of existing problems by using statistical analysis. The data that we used is
the data from 1998 to 2008. Based on the results of data collection, the data pattern of the existing problems is the
production of two-wheeled vehicles, fuel consumption and accident rates derived from the shape of stationary twowheeled vehicles. After doing the calculation, the result forecasts that two-wheeled vehicle production growing
rapidly affect on fuel consumption and the accident rate. Based on the results of data processing done, the graph
theory method we are doing can solve how the current government should tackle the fuel crisis and congestion, and
almost 80% from the total accidents in Indonesia came from two-wheeled vehicles.
Keywords
two-wheel vehicles, fuel and accident rate.

PREFACE
Two-wheeled vehicles, for most people in Indonesia are very useful. Especially in big cities like Jakarta. Therefore,
two-wheeled vehicles can sneak swiftly in a traffic jam. Event like this is a “Disease” which not only suffered in
Indonesia but also other developing economic countries.
Because of the price and flexibility, motorcycles turned into the answer of that “Disease”, because it has very
significant role for the Indonesian people.
For some people, motorcycle is a powerful, agile, and economical transportation. So motorcycle is an efficient
transportation. Two-wheeled vehicles are also become to livelihood for the motorcycle taxi driver. Because of that,
motorcycle sales from year to year are always increases.
Besides, the use of two-wheeled vehicle has a negative impact. Such as increasingly traffic density, especially in the
capital city, a growing accident rate due to 80% by two-wheeled vehicles, growing pollution in the absence of
monitoring of the production of two-wheeled vehicles, and also the use of fuel for two-wheeled vehicles because of
the higher production year to year.
If all continues, it will bring harm to us and the state. Therefore, we must think about the future to find the best
solution.
The purposes of this study are:
1. To identify whether two-wheeled vehicle production is affecting to increasing fuel consumption and
accident rates.
2. Reduce the traffic jam and the excessive pollution caused by increasing productivity of two-wheeled
vehicles.
3. Getting the best prediction method based on patterns of data found from reliable sources.
4. Getting the results prediction so that it can become a reference in the planning of completion strategy
problem.
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BASIC THEORY
Lesson learned in graph theory is the "point" and "lines". Point usually represents a place, and line represents the
circuit path between two places. If we have two points within a certain distance, then we will study the relationship
between what can happen from that two points. Graph theory can be connected with transportation problems, there
can be no road made without having a place that wants to be connected. But it can be a place that does not have
access to other places, and good transport system is the most efficient transportation system, which has a minimum
travel time. The concept is further exploited for important applications in representing the map, both the state,
provincial, or district map is using a dual graph.
Dual graph is a planar graph that can be represented in the flat graph. Each region on the map declared as a node,
while sides declared that the two adjacent regions. But all of the application of transportation problems does not
work optimally. Because all this affected by the growth rate of vehicle production, especially two-wheeled vehicles,
which growing rapidly so that impact to fuel supplies and the level of accidents and air pollution. Consequently, it
have often held the improvement of the transportation system.
Level of accidents on the highway in Indonesia reached 95 thousand accidents per year and 80 percent of them
experienced by motorcycles riders, it is all said by the West Java Department of Transport officials in in May 2010.
The steps that we planned to address the problem of fuel consumption and the increasing level of accidents which
mainly caused by two-wheeled vehicle is using model:

1. Descriptive, which describes the existing situation, or circumstances that occur if made a change to the
situation that existed before.

2. Predictive, which predicts the future condition.
3. Planning, which predicts the future condition accompanied with amendment plan.
4. By using statistical methods.
In transport planning, known there are basic concepts of transportation modeling, called the Four-step Model, in
example Trip Generation Model, Trip Distribution Model, Split Capital and Traffic Assignment.
Thus, to make a renewal, we need the application of statistics. Statistics is the science which studies how to plan,
collect, analyzes, interpret, and present the data. So in the future we can analyze how to optimize the use of fuel and
to reduce the accident rate which is based on the growth of two-wheeled vehicle currently.

FINDINGS
Production of two-wheeled vehicles

Fuel Production
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Level of accidents

From those findings, we will find the influence of two-wheeled vehicle production to fuel consumption and the level
of accidents that occur within 11 years (1998-2008).
Two-wheeled vehicle has a pretty bad history of accidents in which 80% of accidents occurred on two-wheeled
vehicles, and the number of vehicles which continuously grow every day even become one of the triggers of the
increased of fuel consumption. The accidents of two-wheeled vehicle often occurred because of the indiscipline
users which one of them is not optimize the safety of the motor support facilities, damaged road, the lack of signs
which become factor of accidents.
High fuel consumption is an implication of the increased number of vehicle which the vehicle is easily obtained,
hence causing a high increase in fuel consumption, reduce the number of two-wheeled vehicles that have been
"aged" with a revoked license can be one of solution not only for automobiles but also imposed on two-wheel
vehicle, and convert the fuel which the main fuel vehicles into with other materials which same qualities or even
more.

RESULTS & ANALYSIS
Two wheel-vehicle production
Formula :
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*) The graph obtained from the calculation in Microsoft Excel.

Analysis
The graph shows that the total production of two-wheeled vehicle based on the total sales between in 1998 to
2008 and based on the highest data, quite increases rapidly and tends to stabilize. While the percentage of
production each year is increase and tend to decreased slowly.

Fuel Production:
Formula :

The percentage of motorcycles in fuel
consumption is 73.43% (from the calculation

of data findings)

*) The graph obtained from the calculation in Microsoft
Excel.

ANALYSIS
The graph shows that the Indonesian people are more likely to use Premium than to use the other. Pertamax get
increase and decrease in the growth of its use, while Pertamax Plus tend to be slow in growth, but always get
increase, although very small percentage. This caused by unstable price, so people tend to choose Premium.
Accident Rate
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Formula :

*) The graph obtained from the calculation in Microsoft Excel.

ANALYSIS
The graph shows that the number of accidents in 1998-2004 was stable, and in the period 2004-2008 has quite
stable increased and decreased. Difference between the increase and decrease accidents per year also increased
and had steady decreased. While the number of accidents each year based on the highest value was increased
and quite sharply decreased in 2003 to 2007.
From the results above, we can provide a solution to how the fuel crisis in our country can be resolved that is
by reducing production of motor vehicles in Indonesia and diverting the use of Premium into Pertamax.
So from that case can be analyzed:

Regression equation:
Y = a + bX Y = a + b1X1 + b2X2
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ANALYSIS
The graph below can be analyzed in each year that an
increase in production and consumption of fuel for twowheeled vehicles, while the accident rate is not constant
(an increase and decrease) each year, and a fairly sharp
increase that is in 2005. Production of two-wheeled
vehicles has increased quite rapidly, while the amount of fuel consumption for
the category of two-wheeled vehicles has increased that stabilize.
As a solution we mapping the existing cases in Jakarta in the form of graphs.

Picture above is an illustration of the application graph to overcome traffic jam and reduce gas spending excess
emissions in Jakarta. The Graf is the shortest path from Bekasi, Tangerang, Depok and Bogor to the centers of the
existing offices in Jakarta as an illustration of society who do routine work in the area of Jakarta. In addition to
utilizing the shortest path, we also use the parking lot as an alternative to prevent the traffic jam, so people who want
to do routine jobs to the area of Jakarta can deposit their vehicle in the parking lot is provided in every area in the
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middle area of Bogor, Tangerang, Depok and Bekasi to Jakarta. Thus, in addition to overcoming traffic jam and
reduce pollution:

Two-wheeled vehicle riders will not fatigue, since fatigue is a major factor of two-wheeled vehicle accidents.

CONCLUSION
1.

One cause of the increase in fuel consumption is the production of two-wheeled vehicle that is so rapidly.

2.

Level of accidents that occurred 80% came from two-wheeled vehicle users, but only slightly affected by the
rapid production comes largely from its own human negligence.

3.

Production of two-wheeled vehicle greatly affects fuel consumption and not least the increase in traffic
accidents.

4.

Based on the calculations of using regression method, we can find that R square = 0,974 indicate the strong
relationship between the predictors and dependent variables with the statictical value of 97,4 %.

5.

With statistical methods, we can analyze and provide appropriate solutions to problems of traffic jam, pollution,
and the two-wheeled vehicle accidents, by providing parking lot scattered in the Greater Jakarta area.
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ABSTRACT
Mobile phone is a communication tool that is widely used public at large. They facilitate communication to each
other. Now people consider the phone as one of the basic needs that must be met. This means making use of
telephones in Indonesia from experiencing growth each year continues to increase. Increased phone usage has
straightforwardly impact the pulse production of both local-toll long distance and international.
Keywords
Telephone User, Pulse production

1. INTRODUCTION
Telecommunication development in Indonesia is the national interest which is one vehicle for achieving national development
goals, namely to realize a just and prosperous society that equally material and spiritual, based on Pancasila and the
Constitution of 1945.
Initially, the technology was created to simplify every human activity. Born of human thought which seeks to facilitate its
activities are then applied in life. Now the technology has developed rapidly and the more advanced in line with the times so
that the transfer of technology functions. For example in one of the advanced facilities at this time that we discuss is about the
phone.
Several years ago, mobile phones or mobile phones which more we know only owned by businessmen who really need it to
smooth his job. Over time, mobile phones can be had by all circles. Both are in dire need as well as the less needy. Because
now telephone is equipped with several features that make the mobile phone has several functions in addition to phone calls or
send short messages to each other. Mobile is now no longer just a tool to communicate. But also as a lifestyle, looks, trends
and prestige.
Based on BPS data, usage of toll in Indonesia from year to year is jumped sharply. The number of mobile phone subscribers at
this time approximately 81,834,590 subscribers, teledensity 36.39%, with the percentage of mobile phone subscriber growth
28.26% per year.
Growth in mobile phones so rapidly that this will affect the production of pulses, and the decline in home phone use for
everyday purposes.
By looking at the problems mentioned above required a review of Impact Effect on Use of Telephone Toll Production in
Indonesia.

2. BASIC THEORY
Fixed line, wireless, fiber optic, and 4G are communication systems which have got the significant changes. Each of the
communication system has a function, deficiency, excess, and the benefit. Here is the description of function, deficiency,
excess, and its benefit
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Table 1. The Strong-Weakness-Benefit of Fixed Line, Wireless, Fiber Optics and 4G

Description

Fixed
Line

Wireless

Fiber
optics

4G

communication tool that is
used to deliver voice
messages (especially
messages that form a
conversation).

technologies that connect
two devices to exchange
data or voice without using
the media cable

transmission lines or similar
cables made of glass or
plastic is very smooth and
smaller than a hair, and can
be used to transmit light
signals from one place to
another.

fourth-generation cellular
wireless standard. Is the
successor to 3G and 2G

Strong

Weakness

Benefit

Submission of message is
faster and cheaper

still using the cable,
so it is less efficient
because they can not
be brought

related connected in the
city, intercity, and
international

eliminate the use of cables,
which can be quite
disturbing in aesthetics, and
also the complexity of
installation to connect more
than 2 devices
simultaneously

possibility of
interference for each
other wireless
connection on other
devices

More simple, efficient,
and practical because it
does not require cable

more cheaper, more
streamlined shape, a larger
transmission capacity, less
signal is lost, the data is
converted into light signals
so much faster, less power is
needed, and non-flammable

cost expensive for
equipment, require
conversion of
electrical data into
light and vice versa is
complicated,
requiring special
equipment in use and
installation
procedures, and to
repair the complex
needs of the experts
in this field

With a track width
(bandwidth) is large so
that the ability to
transmit data becomes
more and faster
compared with the use
of conventional cable.

capable of transferring data
at high speed (high-speed)
up to 128 MBit / s

technology and
gadgets are still
expensive in
Indonesia

easy access and a more
growing economy

Pulse is an important part of the phone because with the pulse the phone can be used especially mobile phone. With the pulse,
we can communicate directly to others (telephone), SMS (Short Message Service), MMS (Multi Media Service), browsing,
chatting, download, and others. The following diagram illustrates the use of pulse.
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Reference: http://www.slideshare.net/andisboediman/monetizing-indonesia-internet-mobile
Based on the diagram, we can conclude that the using of mobile phone is more dominate to use pulse with percentage of 45%;
Data, Internet, and InfoTech with percentage of 26%. And then Fixed Line with 14%, Interconnection with 12%, Network 2%,
and others 1%.
Automatically, the use of pulse affects the cost. To reduce these costs we could minimize the use of pulse. Wi-Fi is the best
way to anticipate the use of pulse, it can be used to browsing, chatting, etc with free of charge. It is expected that the transfer of
the phone or SMS to the internet, browsing, and chatting with using Wi-Fi, so the expenditures for toll fees will be lower than
using pulse for phone or SMS.

3. HYPOTHESIS
Based on the data, and then we obtained several factors that influence the respondent to use the pulse. Therefore, the data is
grouped into several groups:
Ho : telecommunications system that is used does not affect the intended use of the pulse.
H1 : telecommunications systems that are used affect the intended use of the pulse.
So:
Ho : µ1 = µ2
H1 : µ1 ≠ µ2
Notes:
µ1 = for telecommunications systems that are used
µ2 = for the purpose of the use of pulse
From both it can be concluded that the null hypothesis (Ho) is the initial hypothesis will be rejected, and rejection of Ho leads
to the acceptance of alternative hypothesis. This is a two-tailed test because the alternate hypothesis does not state a direction.
The level of significance is the like hood of rejecting a true null hypothesis. As noted, the 0,05 of significance is used. In
addition, it is the probability of committing a Type I error and it is the probability of rejecting a true null hypothesis.
There are many test statistics. We can use both z and t as the test statistic. Test statistic is a value, determined from sample
information, used to determine whether to reject the null hypothesis.
Then the decision rule states the conditions when H0 is rejected. A decision rule is a statement of the specific conditions under
which the null hypothesis is rejected and the conditions under which it is not rejected.(Mc.Graw.Hill)
Z = 4.019959989
Therefore, the fifth and final step in hypothesis testing is computing the test statistic, comparing it to the critical value, and
making a decision to reject or not to reject the null hypothesis. Because value of z = 4,01 fall in rejection region, Ho is
rejected. In general, Ho is rejected if the confidence interval does not include the hypothesized value.
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Regression Equation Results
GROWTH OF CELLULAR CUSTOMERS
YEAR

CUSTOMERS

X SLOPE

log customer

1996

563,107

1

5.750590926

1997

1,067,700

2

6.028449243

1998

1,065,800

3

6.027675716

1999

2,220,900

4

6.346529004

2000

3,669,300

5

6.564583221

2001

6,675,539

6

6.824486337

2002

12,253,246

7

7.088251153

2003

18,499,838

8

7.267167925

2004

30,336,607

9

7.481967005

2005

46,992,118

10

7.67202502

2006

63,802,925

11

7.804840589

2007

93,386,881

12

7.970285871

2008

140,585,799

13

8.147941453

Jun-09

147,436,647

14

8.168605446

log slope

Log interception

0.19808537

5.596031076

Regression

y=a+bx
y=5.59+0.19x

Y is not free variable, because the value of the variable y is influenced by variables x and does not apply in reverse. 5.59 is the
log interception of the number of subscribers, while 0.19 is the log slope of the number of subscribers. So the regression
equation obtained as above.

Prepaid
Postpaid

Regression

Y=a+bx

y=5.85+0.27x

Y=a+bx

y=5.94+3.86E-05x
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Y is not free variable, because the value of the variable y is influenced by variables x and does not apply in reverse. 5.85 is the
log interception of the number of prepaid wireless subscribers, while 0.27 is the log slope of the number of prepaid wireless
subscribers. So the regression equation obtained as above.
Y is not free variable, because the value of the variable y is influenced by variables x and does not apply in reverse. 5.94 is the
log interception of the number of postpaid wireless subscribers, while 3.86E-05 is the log slope of the number of postpaid
wireless subscribers. So the regression equation obtained as above.
Value of z = 4,01 fall in rejection region, Ho is rejected. In general, Ho is rejected if the confidence interval does not include
the hypothesized value.
From the data have been analyzed, it can be concluded that 4G is more efficient. 4G is the best way to communicate, this is
because these telecommunication system is depressing prices or reduce the use of pulses. This is because the 4G can be
accessed for free on the areas that have access of 4G. However, the reality in Indonesia, the gadget that has the facilities of 4G
is still difficult to obtained because one provider in Indonesia monopolize these gadget.
In addition, to reduce spending of pulse charges may also use the facilities Wireless / Wi-Fi. Wi-Fi is the best way to anticipate
the use of pulse, it can be used to browsing, chatting, etc with free of charge. It is expected that the transfer of the phone or
SMS to the internet, browsing, and chatting with using Wi-Fi, so the expenditures for toll fees will be lower than using pulse
for phone or SMS.
3.1. Result
Telephone User

Pulse Production
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3.2. Analysis
Based on existing data, we perform the calculation. The calculation that we do is calculated to determine the percentage of
phone subscribers every year, either automatically or manually, the percentage of pulse production of local, long distance,
international or every year, and the percentage difference between telephone subscribers in each year, and the percentage
difference in pulse production are also in each year.
The variables contained in these calculations among other things:
X = Variable Pulse Production
Variable Y = Customer phone
Variable Z = Year (number of telephone subscribers, and its production of pulses in each year)
1. Customer Phone
Retrieved from BPS data, there are two types of customers: the customer automatically and manually.
The calculation is performed for the percentage of customers automatically and manually, i.e.:

Calculation of the percentage difference between telephone subscribers automatically and manually, i.e.:
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Based on calculations, the data obtained from the percentage of difference between telephone customers in point-16
(automatic) or in 2005 has decreased. While the percentage of difference between telephone customers in point -2 (manual) or
in 1990 has decrease significantly.
2. Pulse Production
With the telephone subscribers, this means that pulse production. Increasing number of telephone subscribers, the pulse
production will increase. The percentage for the local production of pulses, namely:

Calculation of percentage difference in pulse production local, long distance, and international levels, namely:
Based on the results obtained by calculating the percentage of local foreign-8 or data to the year 1995 has decreased. For the
percentage difference in long distance data obtained by the 9th or the 1996 experience has increased. Then, for the percentage
of international differences, in 2006 or the 19-point increase, but fell dramatically in subsequent years.

4.

CONCLUSION

Based on the discussion, it can be concluded:
1. DLD pulse production more in comparison with the production of local and international toll.
2. The use of automated phone more in compare phone use manual.
3. Economic factors in a country can also affect the use of telephone and pulse production.
4. From the regression obtained by the use of the phone will be zero if the lack of production of pulses.
We hope this paper can useful for all of us.

5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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ABSTRACT
Watermarking is one of many techniques used to protect the copyright of a multimedia work. Block SVD (Singular Value
Decomposition) is one of the robust technique to perform watermarking. Our previous research on grey image watermarking
has shown that the technique does not degrade the quality of image and more robust against various attacks. In this paper, we
continue the research on color image watermarking. In color image watermarking, the red, green, and blue channels are
extracted from the original image. A certain channel is chosen and then divided into blocks and the watermark is inserted in
singular value of each block separately. Hence, each watermark insertion process was performed only in red, green, or blue
channels. Based on that experiment, we have proven that for color image, this Block SVD watermarking process is also robust
against attacks such as noise and convolution, and for certain k value, it does not degrade the image quality.
Keywords
Color Image Watermarking, block SVD, singular value

1. INTRODUCTION
The spread of digital multimedia technology in the Internet world today has raised the issue of copyright of each of the
multimedia work. This encourages the need for protection of copyright. Also, with so many people upload their personal
photos, has opened a number of people who utilize these photos for an unpleasant action, such as pairing a person's face to the
body of another person. Therefore, the technique to authenticate against a variety of digital multimedia works is one way to
address these problems.
One authentication technique that is currently getting the attention of many researchers is watermarking. Image watermarking
is a process of inserting information into an image in such a way that is not observed by the human eye, but can easily be
detected by a detector or a computer [1]. Before the emergence of image watermarking, it is difficult to protect copyright,
authentication, and data hiding in an image work, which in this case generally is a color image or photo.
Each image watermarking algorithm consists of insertion phase and extraction phase. One of the techniques that has been
proposed for image watermarking is the singular value decomposition (SVD).
Watermark can be inserted in spatial domain and transform domain [2]. SVD is a technique that inserted watermark image in
spatial domain. This technique provides an elegant way to extract features from an image. The SVD matrix of an image has a
good stability. When a little disturbance added to an image, a large variety of singular value will not occur. By using the
properties of SVD matrix of an image, a watermark can be inserted into the matrix without a large variation in the image.
Liu and Tan [3] have proposed SVD-based watermarking scheme, watermark is added to the single value of the whole image
or part of the image. Single watermark used in this scheme can be lost because of the attacks. To avoid this loss, the author
uses a different approach, called block SVD. Block SVD was introduced by Ghazy et.al [4]. In block SVD, the original image
is segmented into blocks and watermark is added in single value of each block with a modified manner. Single value of the
modified watermark block is used to extract the watermark after the attacks. Their [4] experimental result shows that some
watermark can be recovered. If there are attacks that affect the watermarked image, a watermark can still be extracted. Block
by block method of SVD provides robustness against noise, JPEG compression, rotation, affine transformations, PSNR,
convolution, and cropping as shown in experimental results. Watermark can be either pseudo-random numbers or an image.
These results were re-experimented by Tony et.al [5]. As Ghazy et.al [4] did, they [5] used block SVD in grayscale image
watermarking and has proven that the technique still can maintain the image quality and more robust to various attacks. Since
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color images (photos) are the most common images in the real world, in this paper, we focus on applying block SVD for color
image watermarking.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 briefly describe introduction. Section 2 describes about the watermarking scheme
with SVD. Section 3 introduces the watermarking scheme with block SVD. Section 4 describes the experimental results and
analysis. Section 5 will give the conclusions.

2. WATERMARKING SCHEME WITH SVD
SVD of an image is calculated to obtain two orthogonal matrices U and V and a diagonal matrix S [6]. In the approach
proposed by Liu & Tan, a watermark W is added to the matrix S, then the new SVD process is performed on the new matrix
S+kW to get the Uw, Sw, and Vw [3]. k is a scaling factor that regulates the strength of the watermark which is inserted in the
original image. The watermarked image is obtained by multiplying the matrix U, Sw, and VT. The steps of watermark insertion
are described as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.

SVD is performed on the original image (F matrix).
F=USVT
The watermark (W matrix) is added to the singular value of the original image.
D=S+kW
SVD is performed on the new modified matix (D matrix)
D=UwSwVwT
The watermarked image (Fw matrix) is obtained by using the modified matrix (Sw matrix)
Fw=USwVT

To extract the damaged watermark from the watermarked image, given Uw, S, Vw, and the damaged image Fw, the steps above
are reversed as follows:
a.
b.
c.

SVD is performed on the watermarked image (F*w matrix)
F*w=U*S*wV*T
The matrix which is contained the watermark is calculated.
D*=UwS*wVwT
The possibly damaged watermark can be obtained.
W*=(D*-S)/k

*indicates disorder due to attacks

3. WATERMARKING SCHEME WITH BLOCK SVD
In block SVD [4], the original image (F matrix) is divided into blocks and the watermark is inserted in a diagonal matrix (S
matrix) of each block which will generate a new matrix. SVD is performed on each new matrix to get a singular value matrix
of the watermarked image blocks. Then the matrix of singular value is used to build the watermarked image blocks. By
combining these blocks in a matrix dimension of the original image, the watermarked image Fw is built in the spatial domain.
The steps of watermark insertion using block SVD are described as follows:
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

The original image (F matrix) is divided into nonoverlapping blocks.
Perform SVD on each block (Bi matrix) to get the singular value (Si matrix) from each block. Where i =1, 2, 3, ..., N,
and N is the number of blocks.
Bi=UiSiViT
Add the watermark image (W matrix) to the S matrix of each block.
Di=Si+kW
Perform SVD on each Di matrix to get the singular value (Swi matrix)
Di=UwiSwiVwiT
Use the Swi matrix of each block to build the watermarked blocks in the spatial domain.
Rearrange the watermarked blocks back into one matrix to build the watermarked image in the spatial domain (Fw
matrix).

Having Uwi, Vwi, Si, and the damaged image F*w, by following the steps below, we can extract the damage watermark.
a. The watermarked image (F*w matrix) is divided into blocks with the same size used in the insertion process.
b. Perform SVD on each watermarked block (B*wi matrix) to get the singular value of each block (S*wi matrix).
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c.
d.

B*wi=U*iS*wiV*iT
Calculate the matrix which contains the watermark by using Uwi, Vwi, and S*wi matrix.
D*i=UwiS*wiVwiT
Extract the damaged watermark (W*i matrix) from Di matrix.
(D*i-Si)/k=W*i

4. COLOR IMAGE WATERMARKING SCHEME USING BLOCK SVD
The block SVD technique discussed in Section 3 uses grey image. For color image, the technique can be used instantly. In
other words, all watermarking steps in Section 3 is applied to each channel of a color image (Red, Green, or Blue Channel).
Thus, the steps of watermark insertion using block SVD in Section 3 are modified as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Extract the Red Channel (F1), Green Channel (F2), and Blue Channel (F3) from the color original Image F
Define the channel in which the watermark will be inserted, say j.
The original pixels of channel j (Fj matrix) is divided into nonoverlapping blocks.
Perform SVD on each block (Bi matrix) to get the singular value (Si matrix) from each block. Where i =1, 2, 3, ..., N,
and N is the number of blocks.
Bi=UiSiViT
Add the watermark image (W matrix) to the S matrix of each block.
Di=Si+W
Perform SVD on each Di matrix to get the singular value (Swi matrix)
Di=UwiSwiVwiT
Use the Swi matrix of each block to build the watermarked blocks in the spatial domain.
Rearrange the watermarked blocks back into one matrix to build the watermarked image in the spatial domain (Fj|w
matrix).
Combine Fj|w matrix with matrix of the two others channel matrix, resulting image Fw.

Assuming the color image Fw is damaged into F*w, by following the steps below, we can extract the damage watermark:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Extract the Red Channel (F*1), Green Channel (F*2), and Blue Channel (F*3) from the damaged Image F*w
Define the channel containing the watermark, say j.
Having Uwi, V wi, S i, and the damaged channel F* j|w,
The watermarked image (F*j|w matrix) is divided into blocks with the same size used in the insertion process.
Perform SVD on each watermarked block (B*wi matrix) to get the singular value of each block (S*wi matrix).
B*wi=U*iS*wiV*iT
Calculate the matrix which contains the watermark by using Uwi, Vwi, and S*wi matrix.
D*i=UwiS*wiVwiT
Extract the damaged watermark (W*i matrix) from Di matrix:
(D*i-Si)/k=W*i

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Several experiments were carried out to compare between the methods of watermarking which is proposed by Liu & Tan and
watermarking using block SVD. The original image is color image (lena.bmp), while the watermark image is
binaryfasilkom.bmp. The original image and watermark image are equally sized 256x256. Those images can be seen in Figure
1 and Figure 2.

Figure 1 lena.bmp

Figure 2 binaryfasilkom.bmp
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In the color image watermarking, the watermark insertion and watermark extraction are performed on the red, green, and blue
channel separately. The block size used in the block SVD is 16x16. The watermarking experiment scenario using block SVD is
divided into two scenarios, which are called as block SVD A and block SVD B. In block SVD A, the watermark image resized
to 16x16 and prepared stacking up to be 256x256. While in block SVD B, the size of watermark image remains 256x256 and
at the insertion process is divided into blocks of size 16x16.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the watermarking on red channel using SVD Liu & Tan, block SVD A, and block SVD B with
scaling factor k=0,1 & 0,3. The same scenario is used in watermarking on green channel and blue channel as shown in Figure
5, 6, 7, and 8.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3 Watermarking on red channel – k=0,1
(a) SVD Liu & Tan (b) Blok SVD A (c) Blok SVD B

(c)

(a)

(b)
Figure 4 Watermarking on red channel – k=0,3
(a) SVD Liu & Tan (b) Blok SVD A (c) Blok SVD B

(c)

(a)

(b)
Figure 5 Watermarking on green channel – k=0,1
(a) SVD Liu & Tan (b) Blok SVD A (c) Blok SVD B

(c)

(a)

(b)
Figure 6 Watermarking on green channel – k=0,3
(a) SVD Liu & Tan (b) Blok SVD A (c) Blok SVD B

(c)
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(a)

(b)
Figure 7 Watermarking on blue channel – k=0,1
(a) SVD Liu & Tan (b) Blok SVD A (c) Blok SVD B

(c)

(a)

(b)
Figure 8 Watermarking on blue channel – k=0,3
(a) SVD Liu & Tan (b) Blok SVD A (c) Blok SVD B

(c)

To measure the robustness of the watermarking method used, we use the benchmark software which is developed by Fabient
Stirmark Petitcolas [7]. The attacks carried out in this experiment is the addition of noise, JPEG compression, rotation, affine
transformations, PSNR tests, convolution, and cropping.
Table 1 shows the correlation coefficient of watermark extraction using SVD Liu & Tan after a given attack. Table 2 shows the
correlation coefficient of watermark extraction using block SVD A after a given attack. Table 3 shows the correlation
coefficient of watermark extraction using block SVD B after a given attack.
Table 1 The correlation coefficient of watermark extraction using SVD Liu & Tan

Table 2 The correlation coefficient of watermark extraction using Block SVD A
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Table 3 The correlation coefficient of watermark extraction using Block SVD

cc = correlation coefficient, avg cc = average correlation coefficient
The correlation coefficient is calculated using equation (1):

cc

x x y
x x

2

y
y

y

2

… (Eq. 1)

Table 1 shows the correlation coefficient of watermark extraction using SVD Liu & Tan after a given attack. The table shows
that the highest correlation coefficient value obtained in the attack of PSNR tests. It means that all the channels (red, green, and
blue) are resistant to the attack of PSNR. Red channel is more robust against JPEG compression, rotation, affine
transformations, and cropping. Green channel is more robust against PSNR and convolution. While the blue channel is robust
against noise addition.
Table 2 shows the correlation coefficient of watermark extraction using block SVD A after a given attack. The table shows that
red channel is more robust when against JPEG compression, rotation, and affine transformations. The green channel is more
robust against PSNR and convolution. The blue channel is more robust against cropping.
Table 3 shows the correlation coefficient of watermark extraction using block SVD B after a given attack. The table shows that
the green channel is more robust when against rotation, affine transformation, PSNR, and convolution. The blue channel is
more robust against noise addition.
Overall, by comparing the correlation coefficient values from Table 1, 2, and 3, the watermark extraction using SVD Liu &
Tan obtained the highest correlation coefficient values compared with block SVD A and block SVD B under attack of noise
addition, JPEG compression, rotation, affine transformation, and cropping. The watermark extraction using block SVD A
obtained the highest correlation coefficient values compared with SVD Liu & Tan and block SVD B under attack of
convolution. The watermark extraction using block SVD B obtained the highest correlation coefficient values compared with
SVD Liu & Tan and block SVD A under attack of PSNR.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper shows the watermarking scheme using block SVD. The block SVD insert a watermark into the singular value of the
original image after divided into blocks. The experimental results show that the greater value of k, the level of watermark
robustness will get better, but the level of fidelity will get worse. Watermark extraction in color images using block SVD
obtained the highest value of correlation coefficient when against the attack of PSNR and convolution. For future development,
the watermark scheme will be extended further to transformation domain or frequency, such as discrete cosine transform
(DCT) and discrete wavelet transform (DWT).
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ABSTRACT
This research aims to develop an interactive application of adolescent reproductive health counseling.
Keywords
Multimedia,interactive application, adolescent reproductive health

D

1. INTRODUCTION

EN

TE

Director of Mitra Bunda Foundation, Sarah Handayani, SKM, M. Kes said the lack of information about sexuality and
reproduction is suspected to be one trigger of pregnancy outside marriage, abortion and HIV/AIDS attack. This is what
encourages these women activists were moved to organize counseling on adolescent reproductive health. This event received a
positive response from both students and the school teachers. Based on these conditions then came the idea to create
applications of adolescent reproductive health counseling based on interactive multimedia. The purpose of this application is to
facilitate young people, teachers and parents access to information on adolescent reproductive health. The Scope of teens
reproduction counseling materials includes the concept of women's reproductive health, and overcome interference, as well as
early prevention of HIV / AIDS.

PR

ES

This research using a multimedia application development stage in accordance with the stages developed by Luther consists of
six stages those are: (1) concept; (2) design; (3) material collecting; (4) developing; (5) testing; and (6) distribution. The
advantages of this application are: (1) guidance for teachers, parents and students to learn pre-marriage sex education; (2) one
of supporting media for Youth Information and Counselling Centre; (3) education media from and to adolescence. Scope of
this research are (1) Health Reproduction; (2) Reproductive Health Disorder; (3) HIV/AIDS Prevention.

2. INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA APPLICATION

O

T

The concept of interactive multi media application is an application that constructed by several media for instance audio, video,
text etc, which enable the user to communicate with the system.

N

2.1 Multimedia and Animation

Multimedia application constructed by at least two media input and output likes audio (voice, music), animation, video,
graphics, text, and picture (Suyanto, 2005:21). Animation can be an image movement or video, for example walking person,
people is writing or baby is crying (Hadi Sutopo, 2003:12). Animation has several category: (1) frame animation; (2) vector
animation; (3) computational animation; and (4) morphing. Interactive multimedia application in this research is combined by
audio, computational and morphing animation, picture and text. Interactivity between application and user obtained by button
and navigation menu.
Multimedia adalah gabungan teks, grafik, bunyi, video dan animasi yang menghasilkan suatu produk yang mempunyai
kemampuan interaktif (Jamaludin, 2003). Multimedia secara umum merupakan kombinasi tiga elemen, yaitu suara, gambar
dan teks (McCormick dalam suyanto, 2005:21), sedangkan menurut Turban, dkk, 2002 multimedia adalah kombinasi dari
paling sedikit dua media input dan output dari data, media ini dapat berupa audio (suara, musik), animasi, video, teks, grafik
dan gambar (Turban dkk dalam suyanto, 2005:21).
Animasi berarti gerakan image atau video seperti gerakan orang yang sedang melakukan suatu kegiatan (Hadi Sutopo,
2003:12). Animasi terdiri dari beberapa kategori yaitu:
1. Frame animation, yaitu suatu animasi yang membuat objek bergerak dengan menampilkan serentetan gambar yang
disebut dengan frame, dimana objek-objek tersebut muncul di tempat yang berbeda-beda di dalam layar.
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2.
3.
4.

Vector animation, yaitu animasi yang berupa sebuah garis yang mempunyai arah, titik awal dan panjang. Objek dibuat
bergerak dengan mengubah ketiga parameter tersebut.
Computational animation, yaitu animasi yang membuat objek bergerak dengan mengubah koordinat posisi X dan posisi Y
objek tersebut.
Morphing, merupakan perubahan dari suatu bentuk yang satu ke bentuk yang lain dengan menampilkan serentetan frame
yang dapat membuat perubahan geraknya halus seakan-akan bentuk pertama mengubah bentuknya ke bentuk lain
(Suyanto, 2005:290).

2.2 Multimedia Application

ES

EN

TE

D

Menurut Kadir dan Triwahyuni, beberapa contoh aplikasi multimedia antara lain (Kadir dan Triwahyuni, 2003:302-303):
1. Presentasi Bisnis
Multimedia digunakan sebagai media komunikasi yang efektif untuk menyajikan ataupun memasarkan produk/servis
ataupun gagasan ke audien.
2. Pelatihan berbasis computer
Multimedia digunakan untuk membantu proses pembelajaran suatu pengetahuan yang butuh penyajian visual contohnya
cara kerja lift.
3. Hiburan
Multimedia digunakan untuk membuat game online, permainan interaktif, film animasi dan sebagainya.
4. Pendidikan
Multimedia yang digunakan untuk visualisasi pelajaran-pelajaran yang sulit diterangkan, contohnya fisika, matematika,
kimia dan sebagainya.
5. Penyajian Informasi
Multimedia dapat dipakai untuk membentuk ensiklopedia atau kamus yang melibatkan teks, gambar, dan suara.
6. Kios Interaktif
Kios adalah informasi yang biasa dijumpai pada tempat-tempat umum (misalnya pada mall atau universitas).
7. Telekonferensi
Multimedia digunakan untuk bertemu muka dan bercakap-cakap melalui kamera kecil yang dihubungkan ke masingmasing computer pemakai.
2.3 Multimedia System Development

N

O

T

PR

Menurut Luther, 1994 (Hadi Sutopo, 2003: 32-33), pengembangan multimedia dilakukan berdasarkan enam tahap yaitu:
1. Konsep
Tujuan dari proyek ditentukan dalam tahap ini, termasuk identifikasi audience, macam aplikasi, tujuan aplikasi, dan
spesifikasi umum. Output dari tahap konsep biasanya dokumen dengan penulisan yang bersifat naratif mengungkapkan
tujuan proyek.
2. Perancangan
Maksud tahap ini ialah membuat spesifikasi secara rinci mengenai arsitektur proyek, gaya, dan kebutuhan, material untuk
proyek.
3. Pengumpulan Material
Pengumpulan material dapat dilakukan parallel dengan tahap pembuatan. Pada ini dilakukan pengumpulan bahan.
4. Pembuatan
Aplikasi proyek dikembangkan bersama-sama dalam tahap ini. Pembuatan aplikasi berdasarkan tahap perancangan.
Pembuatan aplikasi dilakukan modular, yaitu setiap scene diselesaikan, selanjutnya digabung seluruhnya menjadi satu
kesatuan.
5. Testing
Tahap ini adalah pengujian dari berjalannya aplikasi yang dibuat. Pada tahap ini pula pengguna harus memberikan umpan
balik atas aplikasi yang diuji.
6. Distribusi
Aplikasi multimedia yang digunakan di lingkungan yang berbeda, didistribusikan melalui media DVD, CD-ROM, floppy
dan lain sebagainya.

3. MULTIMEDIA APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
3.1. Concept
This stage determined the project objectives, identifying audience, kind of application, destination application, and general
specifications. The output of this stage is a document that contains the objectives of the project:
Title
: Application of Adolescent Reproductive Health Awareness Counseling.
Targeting users : students, teachers, parents and community.
Picture
: use the JPEG format which is based on the storyboard based on PIK- Remaja guidance book.
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Audio
Video
Animation
Interactive

: MP3 File 64Kbit
: the file format are flv/swf.
: animated text, buttons and images.
: an application using the navigation buttons, text and numeric, input, graphics, video and
animation.

3.2. Design
This stage will be obtained by detailed specifications about the project architecture, style and needs, materials for the
project. The specifications will be made, will be adjusted based on things like the following:
3.2.1.

Design a Storyboard
Storyboard is a description of each view an event of the movie. This research contains many of storyboard, but at this
stage will be shown storyboard of intro and main menu.
Storyboard of intro menu
Intro

Modul

:

1

Halaman

:

Utama

Nama File

:

Intro

Gambar

:

Intro.jpeg

:

Intro.mp3

Skip

Enter

Close

D

Banner / Logo BKKBN

TE

Audio

Welcome

EN

Navigation Button
:

To enter the main menu without completing intro

Enter

:

Enter to the main menu

Close

:

Exit from the application

ES

Skip

PR

Figure 1: Storyboard Design of Intro Menu

O

T

3.2.2. Design a structure navigation
3.2.3. Design a flowchart (flowchart view)
3.2.4. Design a transition diagram (state transition diagram)
3.2.5. Design an Interface (interface)
3.3. Material Collecting

N

At this stage, the material from counseling materials of BKKBN changed into the application with an interesting view. In
details material of adolescent reproductive counseling are:
a. Health Reproduction
b. Adolescent World
c. Female Reproductive
d. Male Reproductive
e. Pregnancy
f. Reproductive Health Disorder
g. Advice to Teens
h. Advice to Parents
3.4. Developing
Application development based on design stage and made modular, ie, each scene is resolved, then combined all into one unit
earlier in the storyboard, flowchart view, the navigation structure or object diagrams derived from the design stage. Interactive
applications created using Adobe Photoshop CS and Macromedia Flash MX 2004.
1. Collecting picture and edit it by Adobe Photoshop.
2. Make an animation using macromedia Flash MX 2004 software.
3. Adding Actionscript to make animation more interactive.
4. Give sound effect to get esthetics value in that application.
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3.5. Testing
After developing stages finish, we will perform the test from running applications that are made. At this stage the user also
must provide feedback on the tested application.
3.6. Distribution
Applications used in different environments can be distributed through the media DVD / CD ROM.
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ABSTRACT
With the explosive growth of Electronic Commerce available on the World Wide Web (www), it has
become increasingly necessary for electronic business actors to utilize data mining technology to provide a
cost efficient way for doing business and finding hidden useful information that can be used to launch
marketing campaign and efforts. Web mining is a branch of data mining that can be used to discover and
analyze useful information from web. There are roughly three discovery domains that pertain to web
mining. In this research will be developed an application that provides an online ticket reservation for a
certain event so that the owner of the application recognizes which customers are suitable for a certain
event that will be performed. By then the company can optimize the marketing effectiveness and minimize
marketing fees. The application uses web usage mining to analyze customers’ data and uses web structure
mining to analyze the behavior of the customer when visiting the web application. The modified method
has been used to generate the combinations of attributes and to find the association between them. The
application has been developed using the following phases: Analyzes, Designs, and Implementations. It is
developed using Java Server Pages (JSP) language and Microsoft SQL server 2000 as its DBMS.
Keywords: data mining, web mining, marketing, potential customer

1. INTRODUCTION
Data and information is important assets in business, especially in relation with knowledge of customer
preferences and expectations. By knowing customer’s exact preferences and expectations, companies can
make right decisions in its strategic, marketing and operational functions. The advances of information
system and technology give significant support for companies to get and manage the needed information.
All functions of a company need reliable information to support its process, such as routine functions like
marketing, operations and human resources, and non routine functions like events or projects.
Companies may organize events for different purposes, such as for marketing and promotion, for public
relations issues or, in as its core value-adding activity. This research is conducted in an event organizer
company which plans to develop an online ticketing system for marketing or promotion functions. Event
organizing related to product marketing, promotional event or campaign management usually faces
problems in segmenting the market or mapping potential customers due to lack of data. This problem can
be reflected in wrong use of promotional materials or announcement advertisements in terms of locations,
potential audiences, contents and other things.
Online transactions are always related to databases stored in the server and managed by companies.
Considering the relatively high degree of interactions done by the customer online, the amount of data and
information, implicit and explicit is also potentially high. This information about customer’s behavior,
preferences and other attributes, when obtained, can be very valuable resources to help the company to
make decisions, policies and take proper actions.
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Increasing competition leads to the need of a better way to segment potential customers instead of
traditional methods or random promotions. There are selections of alternatives to answer this problem:
market research, external information from magazines, official reviews, government and other things,
industrial espionage and marketing intelligence, as well web mining.
Web mining is a form of data mining that can be used to discover and analyze useful information from the
web. In this case the aimed information is about the customer behavior when visiting the web application.
This information will help the company to plan the type of products and promotions to offer to various
classes of customers with various characteristics and preferences. An web mining system, which is
combined with an online ticketing system, will be developed in the form of a software / application using
Java Server Pages (JSP) language and Microsoft SQL server 2000.

2. LITERATURE STUDY
2.1 E-commerce
E-commerce or web based commerce relates to business activities conducted in the internet. Some
relationships of e-commerce are business to business (B2B), business to consumer (B2C), and consumer to
consumer (C2C) transactions, which involve purchase and acquisition of products and services, fund
transfers and even sharing of ideas [4]. Various types of e-commerce applications are for example online
shops, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), e-Banking, portals, and online reservation or ticketing. Online
ticketing has gradually taken hold, especially in the fields of travel and airline services, and also in event
organizing functions.[7]
2.2 Web Mining
Web mining is a form of data mining. The main factor which leads to the development of data mining is the
need of extraction of information from a great pile of data. Various potential information is stored within
the data piles. Therefore data mining is often referred as knowledge discovery in database. Web mining is a
technique of data mining which is applied to get data from the web [7]. The web’s function as a contact
point for customers generates a potential for data that can be “mined”. Customers’ choices, preferences and
interests can be analyzed in addition to data attributes generated from the transactions. Every mouse clicks
can be valuable information. Surprisingly until recently not too many companies utilize this kind of data to
support their operations. Based on the research of Forrester only 18% companies use their web data for
help marketing operations and only 16% use it for improvement of service [1]. After the success of eBay,
Amazon and other online companies, web mining starts to be utilized in broader scope. The taxonomy of
web mining can be observed in this diagram:
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Figure 1: Taxonomy of Web Mining
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Web Content Mining (WCM) is an automatic process to find useful information from the content of the
web and database, in the form of text, images, audio, video, metadata and hyperlink. This can be obtained
either directly from web pages or from search engines. Web Usage Mining (WUM) or web log mining is an
automatic proves to identify customer’s behavior and web structure from web log data, click streams,
cooks, user query and other data from customer’s interaction with the web. This can be done using General
Access Pattern or Customized Access Pattern for individual tendencies.
Web Structure Mining (WSM) is a web mining technique use d to find link structures from hyperlink from
document level to generate a summary of a web page. In WSM the web is first classified based on
hyperlink, then find the structure and find characteristics of the hyperlink network hierarchy from a website
in a certain domain [3]. In principles, steps in web mining are similar with that of data mining. The diagram
can be seen at Figure 2.
TRANSACTION
IDENTIFICATION

DATA CLEANING

Server Log Data

Clean Log

DATA INTEGRATION

TRANSFORMATION

PATTERN DISCOVERY

Transaction Data

Formatted Data

PATTERN ANALYSIS

Path Analysis

Registration
Data
Name

Integrated
Data

Association
Rules

Address

Sequenual
Patterns

Alter
Job

Document and
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Database
Query
Language

OLAP /
Visualization
Tools

Cluster &
Classification
Rules

Knowledge
Query
Mechanism

Intelligent
Agent

Figure 2: Data Mining Diagram
A log server has to be cleaned and all irrelevant materials must be removed. The file extension in a URL
can determine whether it is to be removed or not (example: image files with file extension .gif, .jpg etc can
be removed when unnecessary). Other steps done are filling missing values, refining noisy data, identify
and removing outliers and fix inconsistencies. Then, Transaction Identification can be done by identifying
users from registration, cookies and others. Problems include protected user-ids, hidden IP due to proxy
server among other things. Data Integration uses query language to integrate data from various databases
and data cubicles. Finally, data is consolidated into a suitable form to be mined including further data
smoothing and cleaning, aggregation, generalization and normalization.
The mining process begins with attribute reduction using information gain. S is a set containing s sample
data. The attribute label defining classes has m different values which defined m classes of Ci. Si is the
number of samples in class Ci. Required information can be stated as [3]
(1)
With pi as the probability of a random sample to enter Ci class and estimated using Si/s.T log 2 is used for
transformation into bits. With A as a non-class attribute and has v values of different ai {a1,a2,…,av}. The A
attribute can be used to separate S into v subsets Sj {S1,S2,….Sv} with Sj containing samples inside S with
value aj from A. With Gain (A) as reduction expected from entropy caused by introduction of attribute
value of A. The entropy or information expected is:
(2)
Information gain:
(3)
Mining process consists of five steps. First, we use clustering analysis to group item data or clients with
similar characteristics. Classification is a process to find a group of models or functions which describes
and differentiate classes or data concepts with aim to use the model to predict object class without labels.
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Techniques used are decision tree, genetic algorithms, and neural networks among others. Next, we
conduct market basket analysis to find interrelationship among items. In web mining context, this step is
used to find correlation between various files in the server of a certain client. Findings in association rules
can help the company in defining marketing strategies. The apriori method will be used which consist of
the join and prune steps. Formula for support value can be defined as
Support (x): P(x) =
(4)
Which is [D] is the sum of all transactions and [Tx] is the number of item x occurrences. Confidence value
can be stated as
Consequent [Support, Confidence]
(5)
Confidence: Antecendent
Finally, we set the confidence value, which can be stated as
(6)
This step is about analysis of hyperlink structure and web content analysis. The final result will be the
frequency of visits for every page, recent visits, frequency of use of every hyperlink, and the use of the
newest hyperlink. Further analysis tools can be used.

3. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
3.1 Data Collection and Analysis
Attributes are taken from the registering (sign up) process of costumer. General attribute such as name,
education, marital status, hobbies etc can be seen in Table 1. Other information to be collected is browsing
behavior and reservation transactions. Some basic attributes used are education, marital status, hobby,
music, program, media, job, and link. Then, attribute collected from reservation data is used in information
gain calculation using the formulas explained above. We set the threshold value 0.02 (R=0.02), so there are
only three attributes can be used. The attributes are education, marital status, and music. The result can be
seen at Table 1.
Table 1: The Results of Information Gain
Attribute
Education
Marital Status
Hobby
Music
Program
Media
Job
Link

I
0.9896
0.9896
0.9896
0.9896
0.9896
0.9896
0.9896
0.9896

E
0.9686
0.9676
0.9706
0.9696
0.9776
0.9726
0.9796
0.9776

Gain
0.021
0.022
0.019
0.02
0.012
0.017
0.01
0.012

3.2 Attribute Association
Managing and combining item sets obtained from attributes filtered by the information gain calculation. As
an example the upcoming event is a jazz festival. Then the system needs to define which characteristics
from the attributes will fit to show the group of people to be the potential segment. In this case, we want to
find the link between attributes and desired event. We combined all single item set with others item set.
Then we calculate support value and confidence value simultaneously. The combination process can be
shown in Figure3.
The minimum support and confidence is used 0.2 thus the final combination result after elimination of
under classified item sets are: members with attribute B3 (Hobby: Listen to Music), C1 (Marital Status:
Single), and E5 (Favorite Music: Jazz) with the tendency to buy the ticket of 0.4.
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Itemset
B1
B2
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C1
C2
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E2
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Support
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.2
0.8
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.6
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0.2
0.3
0.5
0.2
0.8
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.6

Pointer
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Itemset
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Support Confidence
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.5
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0.2
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0.8
0.2
0.2
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0.6

Pointer
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Itemset
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0.2
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0.2
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2
2
2
2
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0.2
0.2
0
0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.3
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0.1
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0
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Pointer
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
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Figure 3: The Combination Process of Itemset
3.3 Matching with the Membership Data
Finally, the item set with support and confidence value similar or larger than the threshold will be matched
with the membership data. The information gained is the group of attributes which is suitable for a certain
event. From this information, it can be concluded that the more the number of attributes, will describe more
in detail which members are suitable with which events. And also, the member with highest match with the
attribute detail from the interest combination will be the most suitable member for a certain event. This will
help the company for highlighting which groups of members are more potential to be offered promotions.
Table 2 below shows which ID memberships are match with the attributes.
Table 2: The Results of Matching with the Membership Data
Event
A4
A4

ID Membership
7
9

It can be concluded that member 7 and 9 have suitability with detail attributes from the combination
process of itemset. It means that member 7 and 9 are the most suitable customer to be processed for certain
event.
3.4 System Design and Implementation
After the model confirmed with its goals and is proven to work, the information system is then developed
using Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD). The detail ERD logical is shown in Figure 4.The main functions
for the application are online ticket reservation for user and web mining functions for the management. The
main modules developed in this application are Login Module, Logout Module, Apriori Modification
Module, Display Events Module, Event List Edit Module, User Member List Edit Module, Reservation List
View Module, Reservation List Edit Module, Hobby List Edit Module, Music List Edit Module, Program
List Edit Module, Job List Edit Module, Education List Edit Module, Media List Edit Module, Non
Member User List Edit Module, Advertisement List Edit Module, Event Type List Edit Module, Link List
Edit Module, Log List Edit Module, User List View Module, Update Profile Module, and Information Gain
Module.
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4

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

Web mining technique is suitable method to help the company to extract information about customer
preferences. The marketing strategy can be adjusted with the association result from attributes passing the
support and confidence test. The application has been developed and operational and is expected to help the
company with decision making. Further personalization and inclusion of cost related factors can be
considered for further development. Other functions like payment and reporting should also be included.
The application can be extended by adding web view personalization utilities and automatic advertisement
sending for certain customers.
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ABSTRACT
This paper will explore the way in which science to engineering is transformed by means of technology. This
paper was developed based on searching best-practiced of a teaching programming method in Department of
Computer Engineering & Informatics (Jurusan Teknik Komputer dan Informatika – JTK). The method is about
„building a mind‟ process in terms of „describing a thing‟ by means of technological application software. The
process of „building a mind‟ will be discussed based on the Glaser -Strauss„s Grounded Theory Method which
describes a theory development process, and it will be implemented using Excel application software.
The authors provide an illustration of reconstruction geometric object using “1xJBRET” (“once hit button
result”) technique of Excel formula. The object will be modeled using geometrical components (i.e. lines,
hexagon, polygon, and circle). Following analyzing the components, the Excel formulas are then generated. The
analysis and generating Excel formulas give the notion of science to engineering through technology
Keywords
Science engineering technology, theory development process, abstracting and concrescence, Excel, 1xJBRET

1. INTRODUCTION
Teaching and learning engineering courses are more often considered to be problematic. This is especially when
the engineering courses have to be comprehended by understanding their fundamental courses through basic
science courses. For instance, math as one of the basic science courses and a very fundamental course for
engineering is often not easy to understand. Based on authors‟ assessment on how students understand math, it
is revealed that it is not the math that is difficult. Rather, the way the students understand a reality and grasp it
into a mathematical model is a problem.
In software engineering, particularly in programming, mathematical models are usually used for understanding
the real situation by means of abstraction process in order to identify the real problem. As developing the
models is difficult, providing solution to the problem becomes so complicated.
This paper will discuss the way in which mathematical models are developed in order to understand the nature
of science and engineering as well as their relationship. The discussion will focus more on the cognitive
processes of scientists, engineers, and designers in connection with the way they understand reality in the real
world as problems, transform their values into requirements and solutions to the problems, as well as consider
technology in the role of technical systems in solving the problems.
To follow the above process comprehensively, a software engineering problem will be taken as a case study.
The problem is about reconstructing object using a spreadsheet application – Excel. The underlying ideas of
taking the case are (1) producing mathematical model (i.e. algebra, geometry, etc.) of the object (2) exploring
logical synthesis ability by means of generating the mathematical model as an Excel formula (3) making use of
information technology (IT) efficiently in order to reconstruct the object in a form of animated or geometrical
images using 1xJBRET technique. The 1xJBRET, which means “ones hit button result” or “just one time hit
button result”, is a method of pressing keyboard buttons <Ctrl>+<Shift>+<Enter> at once to activate array
formula that performs multiple calculations on one or more sets of values, and then returns either a single result
or multiple results [10].
In view of the above, the paper is structured as follows: (a) details of the underlying concepts of „building a
mind‟ process; (b) going over the process of science-engineering-design in terms of „building a mind‟ process;
and (c) discussion of reconstructing objects using 1xJBRET technique.
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2. FROM SCIENCE TO ENGINEERING
2.1 “Building a mind” Process
This section discusses about „building a mind‟ process in terms of generating theory as one‟s conception of
reality. The discussion is based on Glaser and Strauss‟ Grounded Theory (GT) method which makes use of a
fundamental idea of „Insights, Theory Development and Reality‟ [9]. These are three aspects of the process that
one or „theorist‟ or researcher should use when generating the theory. From the three aspects, the second aspect
– the theory development – will be looked at more in depth. However, this paper will not report on this aspect
on its own, rather, look at the bonding of these three aspects. This is a way of looking at how one uses the
systematic comparative analysis of GT method to develop reality (i.e. experiences) into insights; how insights
then turn out into theory; and how the theory can be further referred to by other people in building insights.
Reference [9] argued that people‟s insights increase at any moment. They emphasized that insights are the basic
source of a theory. They further claimed that there are three roots where people‟s insights would be gained from:
Personal experiences while people do activities as their experiences or while rethinking and reflecting those
of their own experiences;
Other people experiences which can be obtained through reading, watching, listening, or talking;
Existing theory; as the references to the development of the new one;
In building a theory, researchers may use their insights regardless where the insights come from, whether they
come from their own experiences, borrowed from others or refer to other theories. Researchers may use these
sources individually or in combination. The way they use the experiences represents how the researchers
„interact‟ with the real world around them. The question now is how the researchers develop the experiences
into insights and then turn the insights into a theory.
Reference [9] again suggested three strategies when dealing with this question through which researchers make
adjustment and adaptation to their surroundings. The strategies include (a) understanding the existing
knowledge that the researchers have; (b) doing „cultivating insights‟; and (c) applying their enhanced
knowledge. The strategies concern an ongoing process of gathering knowledge from the surrounding world at
any time, in order to get to know further or to gain what the individual has known earlier within their mind, and
to carry out this in the real life situation.
To some extent the strategies are relevant to the Triarchic model of intelligence [3]. The model describes the
ways individuals creatively use their intelligences – analytical, creative, and practical intelligences which are
respectively explained as follows [6]:
1. to “define” the knowledge that you already have (i.e. ideas, models, thought, theories, or
concepts)
2. to react or reflect to your experiences in the real life situation; this will create or improve your
knowledge as you gather other knowledge or view points from the external world, as well as
pictures of the working environment and the problems that exist therein
3. to apply your knowledge in real life in order to solve problems; the applied knowledge would
be the new knowledge for anybody else or yourself
The first strategy is that the researchers need to understand the existing knowledge that they have. This is the
way the researchers explore their personal insights within their internal world of mind using their analytical
intelligence. At this point, the researchers should be aware of what knowledge they have and they should be able
to „see‟ what is going on [7] within the „real‟ world around them. To this context, it is important to note that the
researchers are part of the real world, and they see the world from their internal perspectives [3].
The second strategy is about cultivating insights. In relation to Triarchic theory, this is the way researchers use
their creative intelligence in order to gain knowledge by gathering experiences from the world around them and
picturing the situation or problems that exist therein. At this stage, as reverse to the first strategy, the researchers
need to look at their internal world from external point of views in order to respond or react to the situation
around them. In this sense, the researchers will enter the real world through the experiences (i.e. their own
experiences, others‟ experiences, or other theories). When reviewing their own experiences, borrowing others‟
or referencing to other theories, the researchers may gain „information‟ differently and simultaneously from the
three sources [9]. With the information and by involving their synthesis ability the researchers may then increase
and develop their own insights [3].
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Regarding theory development, the two strategies in terms of the use of analytical and creative intelligences are
the basic activities of comparative analyses. This is the way researchers differentiate their own knowledge from
others‟ knowledge, and they use these activities repetitively but not necessarily in a consecutive manner [3]. By
doing this constantly and systematically, the researchers would establish and enrich their knowledge as they
„open up their mind‟ [8] and go further in to the real life situation and „find‟ new knowledge beyond their own
knowledge.
What the researchers found will then stimulate the researcher‟s other intelligence which is practical intelligence
to „exploit their implications‟ [9]. This is the third strategy of how the researchers use their capability in
applying their enhanced knowledge in terms of exploiting findings about substantive area under their studies. As
applied in the real world, the researchers should be able to position themselves and explore their knowledge
within the external world in order to develop theory with respect to the real world around them. This means that
the developed theory should be applied and relevant to the real world [3].
In general, reference [9] suggests that the use of the three strategies – in relation to the three intelligences –
„should blur and intertwine continually‟, not as a definite separation of single activity at a time as this may
withhold the development of a theory.
2.2 Science, Engineering and Design
In connection with the above „building a mind‟ process, this section discusses the inter-relationship of three
disciplines: science-engineering-design from the perspectives of social scientists (S), engineers (E), and
designers (D) respectively [2]. Furthermore, reference [2] argues that the relationship of the three groups of
people represents how the real world is understood, described, and modeled by means of the link between the
three disciplines (Figure 1) as follows:
View to reality: this is how (S) understands the reality as an abstract object, while (D, E) transforms the
reality in terms of making the abstract object more concrete
Knowledge representation: the view to reality is kept as internal knowledge of (D), and (S, E) describes
the knowledge more explicit
Main focus: to make it more comprehended, the explicit knowledge (E) is modeled by means of technology
so that the knowledge can be made use of by other people (D, S); the term „technology‟ here represents the
„machineries‟ or tools as referred to the adopted Figure 1

Figure1: Science, Engineering and Design (Adopted from [2])

Looking back to the above process of „building a mind‟, the relationship of science-engineering-design to some
extent is analogous to the idea of „Insights, Theory Development and Reality‟ of the GT method which concerns
the Triarchic model of intelligence. The view to reality corresponds to the first strategy – the analytical
intelligence – by which one should be able to „see‟ what is going on within the „real‟ world around them from
their internal perspectives. The knowledge representation fits the second strategy – creative intelligence – which
depicts one‟s synthesis ability in gaining knowledge about the reality and picturing it. The main focus matches
the third strategy – the practical intelligence – through which one should be able to explore their knowledge
within the external world in order to develop the knowledge as theory that can be applied and relevant to the real
world using technology.
Hence, it appears that the Triarchic model of intelligence represents the way people discover and explain the
nature (i.e. real situations or problems) through science, develop knowledge of understanding and of
manipulation of the nature by the means of engineering, and make the knowledge applied and useful for other
people. As reference [9] suggested, the use of the three intelligences „should blur and intertwine continually‟.
Moreover, reference [2] emphasizes that the intertwining of analytical, creative and practical intelligences
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conceptualizes the three most important components resulting from the inter-relationship of science, engineering
and design, which are:
collection of design knowledge or theories: the result of people‟s encountering and capturing phenomena in
the real world as well as understanding regularities within the phenomena;
different possible representation forms of theories: development of knowledge by bringing the design
knowledge life and exact to other people;
several possibilities to model a user for validation: the developed theory is validated as other people are
made use of it;

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Developing Models
As of the intertwining of science, engineering and design described above, the question is how the three
disciplines are related to each other in terms of the communications among (S), (D), and (E) communities? To
answer this question, reference [2] argues that there should be a „common language‟ that are reasonable to the
three different communities. The language is formed of formal notations which are based on mathematics. In
other words, mathematics is a formal language that can be used to conceptualize the reality into one‟s insights as
well as to represent one‟s concepts using mathematical models. The models can then be applied and used for
human purposes by means of technology. Hence, the model depicted in formal language can be used (a) to
observe and analyze phenomena in reality by means of abstraction process, and (b) to reflect synthetically the
model of abstract scientific knowledge with something concrete by means of concrescence process (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Abstraction and Concrescence Processes (Adopted with modification from [2])

3.2 1xJBRET Technique
The involvement of technology can be taken place during the abstraction and concrescence processes. In this
paper, the authors will make the most of spreadsheet application as the technology for implementing the
abstraction and concrescence processes. Spreadsheet, particularly Microsoft Excel, may be called as a „KillerApplication‟ which nowadays has been set up in almost all of personal computers. Utilizing Spreadsheet has
been as effective as working with word processing for documenting a numerical problem solving and
visualizing a complex mathematical equation. As it becomes more powerful, the unlimited use of spreadsheet
may not be impossible [4]. Besides being called as „Killer Application‟, the use of spreadsheet is ubiquitous [1].
The authors introduce 1xJBRET technique within which the Excel array formula is generated for abstracting
and concrescence processes. As mentioned before, an array formula is a formula that performs multiple
calculations on one or more sets of values, and then returns either a single result or multiple results. Array
formulas are enclosed between braces { }, and are entered by pressing CTRL+SHIFT+ENTER. Based on our
explorations, 1XJBRET depicts a set of Excel formula that comprises number of simple formulas and can be
used to solve mathematical computation problems. This is why this technique is called 1xJBRET as the problem
can be solved only with one set of formula and be executed by only pressing the CTRL+SHIFT+ENTER
buttons once.
By making the most of the array formula, a geometrical abstract object can be constructed. The construction
process involving geometrical transformations within 2D area: translation, scaling, rotation, orientation, as well
as their animated, can be expressed using one formula by means of calculating the coordinate of the object
geometry and its motifs. The shape and motif of the object geometry are then displayed using graphical Excel
functions.
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4. DISCUSSION
This section describes the case study which is about reconstructing geometric object by means of abstracting
and concrescence process. A shape of regular polygon is used as the basis of reconstructing geometric object
including its motif and its animation. The study will take a geometric object of Islamic Star which has a simple
geometric and symmetric pattern. The discussion comprises of identifying the pattern and geometric motif,
developing formula, transforming algorithm into array formula and implementing it as Excel function. The
representation of coordinate system will use polar coordinate system within which the computation of the
coordinate geometric object is easier.
4.1 Figures Based On Regular Polygons
The regular polygons form a large and important family of shapes that are often encountered in Islamic Star
Pattern. A polygon is regular if it is simple, if all its sides have equal lengths, and if adjacent sides meet at equal
interior angle. The vertices of the general n-gon lie at Pi = (R Cos(2 /n), R Sin(2 /n)), for i=0, ..., n-1. In order
to be applied for 1xjBRET technique, we developed a new equation expression to determine a collection of ngon vertices including its orientation and translation for each n-gon (n > 4), as follows:
(1)
where
n: the number of vertices of n-gon
i = 0,1, 2, …, n
: collection of vertices in row vectors of the m n-gon
: row vector/ scalar values represent the radii of the m n-gon
: row vector : {0,1,0,1, …} of size 2m to indicate the Sin( ) components
: row vector for phase angles of the m n-gon
: row vector for translations of the m n-gon
Formula (1) represents an algorithm to determine simultaneously the vertices of the n-gon, which may have
different radius, phase angle, and translation factors. Therefore, the formula can be applied for animating the
transformation of scale, rotation, and translation when RT,PT and TT represent vector functions respectively.
Example application of Formula (1):
a.

Developing Islamic Star based on 5-gon with phase angle of 90 , where i = 0, 1, …, 10

b.

Developing a pentagram based on 5-gon with phase angle of 90 , where i = 0, 1, …, 5

c.

Developing an animated Islamic Star that rotate with radial velocity n Hz, following through the path
of Rose function r = Sin(2 ), where 0
2 , R and L as the radius of the n-gon and the path
respectively, where i = 0, 1, …, 5

d.

Developing an animated four Islamic Star that rotate with radial velocity n Hz, following through the
2 , R and L as the radius of the n-gon and the path
path of Rose function r = Sin(2 ), where 0
respectively, each of them has phase angle 00, 900, 1800, and 2700 respectively, and i = 0, 1, …, 10; j =
0, 1, …, 2m–1
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4.2 Formulation of Geometry Islamic Star Motif
4.2.1
Basic Motif
The basic formulation of Islamic Star motif based on 5-gon and represented in polar coordinates is as follows:
(2)
for i=0, 1, …, 2n ,
To derive above Formula (2), without loosing of generality, the radius of the n-gon
assumed to be R =1. As shown in Figure 3, then
, and therefore
Figure 3: Derivation of Formula (2)

To the power of mod [i, 2], the value of r become 1 if i is zero or even. Therefore, for i=0, 1, …, 2n, r will
produce an ordered value 1, r, 1, r, …, 1, r, consecutively as much as 2n. For instance, see Figure 4 of the
variation of Islamic Star motifs with n=5, 6, and 8.

Figure 4: Variation of Islamic Star Motif with n=5, 6, and 8

4.2.2
Complex Motif
Complex motif can be constructed by placing six-pointed stars in a regular tiling by copies of the smaller
hexagon. Around each star, we find a larger 6-gon motif by adjoining the six neighboring regular hexagonal
regions. An example of the larger motif, called a rosette, is outlined by the larger blue hexagon. The entire
design can be seen as constructed from copies of the rosette (see Figure 5) [4].

Figure 5: Design of Complex Motif Rosette

Based on formula (1) and (2), rosette can then be formulated as follows:

for i=0, 1, …6 and j=0,1, …, 12
4.3 Implementing Array Formula
To reconstruct the geometric shape and motif of Islamic Star using array formula in Excel, one needs an
integrated cognitive thinking of spatial, mathematical, and of algorithmic. These integrated thinking is needed
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particularly when we need to select a set of cells and to execute array formula which is operated consecutively
based on rows and columns. As for taking in the Excel, we only need to understand the following formulas:
a. ROW() and COLUMN() for identifying the row and column positions of each cell
b. MOD(), INT(), and COS() for the computation of the modulo, the integer value, and the cosine
operation. The SIN() function is not necessary since it has been replaced by the identity of Sin( ) =
Cos( -90 ).
As discussed in section 4.1, all the example applications of Formula (1) can be implemented in Excel by means
of 1xJBRRET as follows [1]:
a. Developing Islamic Star based on 5-gon with phase angle of 90 , where i=0, 1, …, 10
Steps in 1xJBRET:
1. Select cell range A1:B11
2. Enter the following formula
=(COS(2*PI()/5)/COS(PI()/5))^MOD(ROW()-1,2) *COS(2*PI()/10*(ROW()-1)-{0,1}*PI()/2)
3. Press the button <Ctrl>+<Shift>+<Enter> at once
4. Use graphic facility of XY (Scatter) chart
b.

Developing a pentagram based on 5-gon with phase angle of 90 , where i=0, 1, …, 5
Steps in 1xJBRET are similar to the steps in point (a), except for step 1 and 2:
1. Select cell range A1:B6
2. Enter the following formula
=COS(2*2*PI()/5*(ROW()-1)-{0,1}*PI()/2)

c.

Developing an animated Islamic Star that rotate with radial velocity n Hz, following through the path
of Rose function r = Sin(2 ), where 0
2 , R and L as the radius of the n-gon and the path
respectively, and i=0, 1, …, 10
Steps in 1xJBRET:
1. Select cell range A1:B11
2. Enter the following formula
=0.5*(COS(2*PI()/5)/COS(PI()/5))^MOD(ROW()-1,2)*COS(2*PI()/10*(ROW()-1)-{0,1}*
PI()/2+5*RADIANS(C1)) + 2*SIN(2*RADIANS(C1))*COS(RADIANS(C1)-{0,1}*PI()/2)
3. Press the button <Ctrl>+<Shift>+<Enter> at once
4. Use graphic facility of XY (Scatter) chart
5. Use slider facility to value cell C1
6. Modify the X- and Y-axis format of XY (Scatter) chart

d.

Developing four animated Islamic Star that rotate with radial velocity n Hz, following through the path
of Rose function r = Sin(2 ), where 0
2 , R and L as the radius of the n-gon and the path
respectively, each of them has phase angle 00, 900, 1800, and 2700 respectively, and i = 0, 1, …, 10 and
j = 0, 1, …, 2m–1
Steps in 1xJBRET are similar to the steps in point (c), except for step 1 and 2, and use cell I1 in step 5
1. Select cells range A1:H11
2. Enter the following formula
=0.5*(COS(2*PI()/5)/COS(PI()/5))^MOD(ROW()-1,2)*COS(2*PI()/10*(ROW()-1)MOD(COLUMN()-,2)*PI()/2+5*RADIANS(I1))+2*SIN(2*RADIANS(I1)) *
COS(RADIANS(I1)-MOD(COLUMN()-1,2)*PI()/2+INT((COLUMN()-1)/2)*PI()/2)

The authors have accomplished more studies on deriving Formula (2) for constructing an infinite regression of
pentagons and pentagrams (Figure 6), and a poly-spiral (Figure 7) by transforming the following code [10, pg.
108] to 1xJBRET formulas, as follows:
For(some number of iterations)
{
forward(length,1);
// draw a line in the current direction
turn(angle);
// turn through angle degrees
length += increment;
// increment the line length
}

The 1xJBRET formula for Figure 6: select cell range A1:J6 and enter
=(COS(2*PI()/5)/COS(PI()/5))^(ROUNDUP(INT((COLUMN()-3)/2),0)+(COLUMN()<3)*1)*
COS((ROUNDUP(INT((COLUMN()-1)/2)/4,0)+1)*2*PI()/5*(ROW()-1)-MOD(COLUMN()-1,2)*PI()/2+
(ROUNDUP(INT((COLUMN()-3)/2),0)+(COLUMN()<3)*1)*PI()/5)
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The 1xJBRET formula for Figure 7: select cell range A1:B100, and set 0 to cell range A1:B1:
=A1:B100+D2*(ROW()-1)*COS(RADIANS(D3)*(ROW()-2)-{0,1}*PI()/2), where cells D2 and D3 are
increment and angle variables, respectively.

Figure 6: An infinite regression of
Pentagons and pentagrams

b

a

c

d

Figure 7: Examples of poly-spirals. Angles are
(a) 600, (b) 1440, (c). 89.50, and (d) 1700

5. CONCLUSION
From the discussion above, it is drawn attention to that mathematics as formal language can be used to analyze
phenomena in reality by means of abstracting process, and to bring up an abstract scientific model with
something concrete through concrescence process. Concerning the synergism of science-engineering-design
process, the abstracting process is built up through one‟s analytical and creative intelligences in terms of
viewing the real world around them from their internal perspectives, and using their synthesis ability in gaining
knowledge about the reality and modeling it as the knowledge representation. Whereas concrescence process is
about one‟s practical intelligence by which one explores their knowledge representation within the external
world in order to apply and to develop the knowledge as other people can make the most of it. All together the
two processes demonstrate the building a mind process.
The involvement of technology occurs within the two processes by means of the mathematical formal language
as illustrated on the case study. The abstracting process is represented by the way in which one uses their
analytical ability to identify and to figure out the reality in relation to a pattern and geometric motif of regular
polygon. Then, using their synthesis ability they develop formula or logical algorithm as their knowledge
designs. The developed formula is then transformed into array formula of Excel application through which other
people can draw on it.
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In this paper, we implemented a spatial data mining using Spatial AutoRegressive-Kriging
(SAR-Kriging) model to predict a quality of education for elementary, junior and senior high
school in Indonesia. The aims of this research are to study and to apply spatial data mining
for classification the quality of education at various rates in Indonesia using: Expansion
Spatial AutoRegressive-Kriging (SAR-Kriging) which is combine expansion SAR model and
Kriging method, it is studied to get the causal model which can be used to predict at
excluding samples in Indonesia at province or district level.
Methodology in this research is a data mining processes and knowledge discovery in database
(KDD) using three stages, pre-processing data, data mining, and post processing. The first is
preparation of database of Base National Survey of Education 2003, cleaning data, variable
selection using input-output processes, factor analysis and structural equation models,
transformation indicator's variable to be ratio using SQL and combine the spatial and nonspatial of indicator's variable. The second stage is processing data mining trough processing
of indicator's variable using statistics descriptive, variable prediction using the spatial
autoregressive model, plotting selection using index and plot Moran. The last stage is
interpretation and presentation of the result to get a knowledge.
To get processing data easier, we built the application software of Spatial Data Mining using
SAR, Expansion SAR and SAR-Kriging models. Using this software we can apply the model
to get description and prediction of quality education at various locations, districts or
provinces in Indonesia. The result of prediction of quality education using SAR-Kriging can
be used as a recommendation for management of education in Indonesia.

Key words: expansion SAR, SAR Kriging, spatial data mining
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ABSTRACT
The energy crisis is one of the problems that occurred in Indonesia. The Effort that can be done to overcome this issue is by
managing the operation of the electrical equipment on customer side to improve energy efficiency. The main idea is how
controlling the operation of all electrical loads only when needed. The research is focused on designing SCADA (Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition) system on a miniature building to manage and control the operation of electrical equipment.
The design use PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) Omron CJ1M as RTU (Remote Terminal Unit) that take the input
signal from the censor and sending it to the MTU (Master Terminal Unit) for next processing. Miniature buildings that will be
managed consists of lighting and fan equipment and censor used to gather signal input are light and motion censor. HMI
SCADA is made using Visual Basic Programming language and has local and remote modes operation. The testing is done by
measuring the performance level of SCADA system using local and remote modes. The result shows that the system can work
successfully to control and manage the operation of electrical equipment in miniature buildings.
Keywords
SCADA, PLC

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, technology for managing and controlling the operation of equipments is increasing dramatically to optimize energy
used. This technology can be based on SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) system. One of the applications of
this technology is on managing and controlling the operation of several electrical loads in Industrial plant [1]. In Indonesia,
SCADA system is also largely used by National Electric Company (PLN) for managing and controlling the transmission and
distribution grid [2]. Using SCADA, PLN can actively manage and control the grid to achieve better operating efficiencies and
to handle service interruptions and other problems.
This Research will focus on designing and building load operation management system on buildings consisted of several
electrical loads. The load that will be managed are lighting (4 lamps) and fan (2 fans). Light and themperature censors are used
as input signal. The system use PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) Omron CJ1M as RTU (Remote Terminal Unit) that take
the input signal from the censor and sending it to the MTU (Master Terminal Unit) for next processing. HMI SCADA is made
by Visual Basic Programming language. Modes on HMI SCADA are local and remote. The testing is done by measuring the
performance level of SCADA system using local and remote modes.

2. SCADA THEORY
SCADA is a system that collects data from various sensors at a factory, plant or in other remote locations and then sends this
data to a central computer which then manages and controls the data.
SCADA systems consist of several parts as shown in figure 1:
1. Censor (Field Device)
2. Remote Terminal Unit / PLC (Programmable Logic Controller)
3. Communication System
4. Master Terminal Unit
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PLC

MTU

PLANT

Communication

Figure.1 SCADA System
Censors (Field device)
Censor is a device used to detect some environment conditions that will be controlled. Some type of censor used are lighting
censor, temperature censor etc. The output of the censor will be converted to electrical form. SCADA system usually control
the level of censor in managing the load to operate as expected
Remote Terminal Unit (RTU)
RTU is the device that responsible for collecting data/signal from the censors and sending commands to load in the plant. In
basic application of SCADA, PLC can be used as RTU.
Communication System
Communication system is responsible for connecting PLC/RTU and MTU (Master terminal Unit). Communication system can
use several media including radio, data cable and fiber optic
Master Terminal Unit (MTU)
Master Terminal Unit is usually a computer with SCADA software installed. The features included in SCADA software are
Human Machine Interface (HMI), Graphic Displays, Alarms, History, Graph, RTU / PLC Interface and Database

2. METHODOLOGY
The methodology used in this activity can be shown as Figure 2

Designing and Building
Warehouse Simulation

Designing and
Developing SCADA
System and PLC

Testing and
Analizing the
System

System Corection
and Improvement

Finishing and
Final Testing

Figure.2 Methodology
The research methodology can be explained as follows
Designing and building load miniature
At this stage, loads miniature will be build. The loads consist of 4 lamps and 2 fan. The censors used are light and temperature
censor
Designing and Developing SCADA and PLC application
In this stage, SCADA system will be developed using Visual Basic 6.0. Microsoft Access is used to handle database system.
Database system will be processed for all load activity in miniature load. Next step is developing PLC software using CX-one.
Performance testing of the system
Testing will be done to the system for knowing the system performance. Based on the test result, then analyzing will be
conducted to find the cause of error and other weakness that might be happened.
System Improvement and Finishing
At this stage, the system will be improved based on analyzing result at previous stage. All part of the systems consisted of
miniature buildings, PLC and SCADA application will be completely finished.

3. RESULT AND ANALISYS
SCADA-HMI Application
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SCADA main programs will show the simulation figure of the miniature buildings. At this form there are several parts to
monitor and control all load equipment at miniature buildings. Besides there are also another part to set time usage and show
history graph of loads operations. The SCADA application can be shown in figure 3

Figure.3 SCADA Application
Local Mode Testing
In this mode, testing will be conducted by turning ON/OFF switch button on the loads at miniature buildings. The measuring
indicator for this test is the response time between load operation at plant miniature and load sign activation at HMI SCADA.
When switch button on the load was pushed, the load will turn ON and indicator lamp of load sign on HMI SCADA in
Computer Display should also be ON. The different time between load operation and sign indicator on SCADA is used in local
mode performance testing. The testing result can be shown in Table 1.
Table.1 Local Mode Testing Result

Load
Lamp 1
Lamp 2
Lamp 3
Lamp 4
Fan 1
Fan 2

Time Respond (s) (Ave)
HMI
Plant
4.9
0.2
5.6
0.2
4.5
0.2
4.1
0.2
3.6
0.2
4.8
0.2

Remote Mode Testing
The testing on remote mode is done by turning ON/OFF the switch button on HMI SCADA (Computer). The response time
between the time of HMI SCADA and load operation in the plant is used as measurement indicator. The testing result can be
shown in Table 2.
Table.2 Remote Mode Testing Result

Load
Lamp 1
Lamp 2
Lamp 3
Lamp 4
Fan 1
Fan 2

Time Respond (s) (Ave)
HMI
Plant
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3

4. CONCLUSION
The designing and building of automatic electrical load control system using SCADA systems has successfully worked in
managing and controlling the operations of equipments (in this case are lighting and fan) . The tests are conducted on 2
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modes, local and remote modes. There are differences in response time between local and remote modes operation. By using
the local modes operation, the response time to activate the load sign on HMI SCADA is longer than that is on remote modes.
The response time differences between local and remote modes operation is averagely 4.3 seconds.
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a new method for determining power decomposition in the electric system based on
circuit theory and superposition technique. The results are power decomposition on each line and each
load demand. Besides, it also solves the problem of separating losses from the participation of each
generator. Accuracy of the proposed method has been tested using case study for the electric system 7buses, i.e. the results are no deviation with load flow solution data. The mathematical model has been
clearly established to demonstrate the independent power flow of the participation of each generator.
Keywords
Load flow, Power decomposition, Power contribution, Separating of losses

1. INTRODUCTION
Power decomposition in the electric system has not got attention in the monopoly electric business
period because it has not been used yet. So experts were not interested in the research on power
decomposition because of the monopoly. In the two decades later, electric business had grown in the few
countries, which have already applied market system (competition system). It has already opened research
on power decomposition to apportion power contribution of each generator to each line and each load
demand, especially very useful for determining transmission usage cost that has been loaded to a generator
and a demand that connected to the transmission network.
Results of the research on power decomposition problem have not got ideal formulation and practice
until now. D.S. Kirschen et al proposed a method to find the contributions of generators and demands by
forming an acyclic state graph of the system for making use of the concepts of domains, commons and
links [3]. Both [2] &[3] use the proportional sharing principle, which implies that any active power flow
leaving a bus is proportionally made up of the flows entering that bus, so that it is satisfied with Kirchhoff’s
current law. Other methods that use generation shift distribution factors [5] are dependent on the selection
of the slack bus. A.J. Conejo et al proposed Zbus based transmission cost allocation [8]. In this approach, the
active power flow of any transmission line is apportioned among all nodal currents. Based on the above
apportioning, the cost of any line is allocated to all generators and demands. The procedure is repeated for
all lines. The latest publication is proposed by S.V.N.L. Lalitha and Maheswarapu Sydulu [9] titled “a
direct methodology of transmission network cost allocation by finding the coefficients of real and reactive
power generations and demands in the complex line flow”. In this method, the complex line flow has been
apportioned among all generations (active and reactive) and demands (active and reactive). A significant
contribution of the method lies in the fact that it clearly illustrates the dependency of line flow on each of
the generator and demand.
This paper proposes a new method for determining power decomposition both at line and at demand.
Besides, it is also to solve the problem of separating of losses from each generator that connected to grid.
Mathematically, every power flows in the line function of complex power of all generators and all load
demands, and depends on its grid characteristics. The proposed methodologies use electric circuit lows and
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superposition technique, without approximation/ assumption. A significant contribution of the paper lies in
the fact that it clearly illustrates the independent power flow of each generator that connected to grid.
To validate the proposed method will be tested through a case study with a system 7-bus. By the case,
calculation results of the proposed method will be compared with load flow solution data. What compared
here is active power flows in each line, active power received by each load demand and total losses of
system. From the case study on the section IV shows that results of the proposed method are not different
with load flow solution data, so the proposed method is valid. Formulation of the proposed method is given
in section II. Mathematical model of the proposed method is derived in the section. Section III presents the
algorithm which is used for determining power decomposition and separating of losses. Results of the case
study were presented and analyzed in section IV and section V. Some important conclusions drawn from
the results are given in section VI.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The methodology starts from a converged load flow solution which gives the entire information
pertaining to the network such as bus voltages, complex line flows, slack bus power generation etc. This
paper presents a new methodology that determines participation of each generator in the line and the load
demand, and separating of losses. Next step is to determine admittance of entire demands. Thus, the
admittance of entire demands is added into matrix admittance bus and yield new admittance bus matrix.
From the new matrix, matrix impedance bus is calculated again.
In the paper, every bus is presented by one generator and one demand; where current of generator goes
into bus and current of demand goes out from bus, like figure-1.
Bus-i

Vi
I

I

i
D

i
G

G

i
Load S D

PDi

jQDi

Figure-1: Equivalent circuit bus
From load flow solution data, injection current into bus-i got that consists of current of generator and
demand, which are expressed as below

Ii

I iG

I iD

(1)

Where current that flows into the demand is

I

D
i

S iD
Vi

*

yiDVi

(2)
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Where:

y

Pi D

D
i

jQiD
Vi

2

Equation of injection current bus in matrix is

I bus

Ybus Vbus

(3)

Equation-1 that has been changed into matrix substituted into exprestion-3 and yield
G
D
I bus
I bus

Ybus Vbus

(4a)

Or
G
I bus

Where:

D
I I bus

Ybus Vbus

(4b)

I is identity matrix.

In matrix form of equation-2 substituted into exprestion-4b and yield
G
I bus

D
y bus
Vbus

Ybus Vbus

(5)

From the equation-5 is get voltage bus, that is
G
Vbus

G
Z #bus I bus
#

Where: Z bus

(6)

Ybus

D
ybus

1

From the lastest equation is used superpotition technigue to calculate current flow in the line of
partisipation of each generator. For example generator bus-i, equation-6 to become

V1Gi
V2Gi

V

Gi
n

Z 11#
#
Z 21

Z

#
n1

Z 12#
#
Z 21

Z

#
n2

Z 1#n
Z 2#n
0
0
0
#
Z nn

0
0
0

(7)

I iG
0
0

Equation-7 is solution superposition technigue to get voltage bus that imfluenced by individual generator
bus-i. So voltage of each bus can derived from the equation-7, that is

V jGi

Z #ji I iG

(8)

Then figure-2 will be used to calculate current flow for each line. The figure is phi equivalent circuit of a
line having admittance yjk and half line charging susceptance
where

y shjk , the line connected bus-j and bus-k,

V jGi and VkGi are nodal voltage as consequence of power injection from bus-i.
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Bus-j

I

Gi
jk

Bus-k

V jGi

VkGi

y jk
y shjk

y shjk

Figure-2: Phi equivalent circuit of line j-k
From figure-2, generator current from bus-i flow in line j-k is easily determined through circuit theory, that
is

I Gi
jk

V jGi

VkGi y jk

I Gi
jk

F jk I iG

V jGi y shjk

(9)

Or
(10)

Z #ji

Where: F jk

Z ki# y jk

Z #ji y shjk

So complex power from the generator through the line j-k is

S Gi
jk

V j I Gi
jk

*

V j F jk* I iGi

*

PjkGi

jQ Gi
jk

(11)

And generator current from bus-i received on the load in the bus-j is

I Di
j

V jGi y Dj

(12)

Finally power contribution from generator in the bus-i to load demand in the bus-j can be calculated as
below.

Sd Gi
j

V j I iDi

*

(13)

From equation-13 is get active power on load demad in the bus-j

Pd Gi
j

Real(S Di
j )

(14)

So total power from generator in the bus-i arrives to all load demands can be calculated, that is
n

Pg iD

Pd Gi
j

(15)

i 1

With calculating total power each generator arrives to all load demands, losses that caused by each
generator can be separated. For generator in the bus-i is

PriG

Pg iD

Pg i

(16)

Where: Pgi is power from load flow solution.
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3. ALGORITHM
This section consists of algorithm of power decomposition and separating of losses in the electric
system from presented method above.
Step-1: Input system data and results of power flow calculation.
Step-2: Determine admittance of each load demand and form new matrix admittance bus.
#

Step-3: Form matrix Z bus
Step-4: Determine generator current based on load flow calculation.
Step-5: Calculate power decomposition at line.
-calculate nodal voltage with equation (8).
-calculate current flow in line with equation (9).
-calculate power decomposition at line with equation (11).
Step-6: Calculate power decomposition at load demand.
-calculate generator current flows at load demand with equation (12).
-calculate power decomposition at load demand with equation (14).
Step-7: Calculate separating of losses.
-calculate total active power from generator received by all load demands with equation (15).
-calculate separating of losses with equation (16).
Step-8: finish

4. CASE STUDY
The proposed method above will be tested with system 7-bus (figure-2). The system consists of four
generator connected to bus-1, bus-4, bus-5 and bus-7 respectively. Demand connected to all bus except
bus-1.
G1

5

G5

G4

2

1

3

4

7

6

G7

Figure-3: Electric power system with 7 buses
Table-1 consists of line characteristic data of the system 7-bus, figure-2, in unit pu, base 100 MVA and
sh
20 kV. Where Lij is line connect bus-i to bus-j. Rij, Xij and yij are resistance, reactance and half charging
max

susceptance of Lij, and S ij

are maximum MVA limit of Lij. Thus, given data in table-2 and table-3 are

based on load flow calculation.
Table-1: Line characteristics

From
Bus-i

To
Bus-j

1
1
2
2
2
3
3

2
5
3
5
6
4
7

R
[pu]
0.05
0.08
0.20
0.10
0.05
0.05
0.02

X
[pu]
0.06
0.30
0.50
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.05

Y
[pu]
0.002
0.003
0.003
0.002
0.0025
0.0025
0.003
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4
5
6

7
6
7

0.04
0.10
0.25

0.03
0.30
0.55

0.002
0.003
0.001

Table-2 consists of voltage and power of bus from calculating result of power flow. Vi is magnitude
and i is phase angle of voltage at bus-i. Pgi and Qgi are active power and reactive power received by
demand at bus-i.
Table-2: Voltage, Active & reactive power from load flow solution
Bus
i

V
[kV]

[rad]

Pg
[MW]

Qg
[MVar]

Pd
[MW]

Qd
[MVar]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
total

22.0
20.9
21.3
22.0
21.8
20.1
21.5
-

.000
-.023
-.019
.008
-.009
-.048
-.013
-

130.0
.0
.0
180.0
60.0
.0
55.9
425.9

32.3
.0
.0
32.3
81.6
.0
83.6
233.7

.0
68.6
58.8
68.6
58.8
68.6
93.1
416.5

.0
34.3
29.4
24.5
39.2
49.0
49.0
225.4

Notes: Losses=9.4 MW atau 2.22 %

Table-3 consists of active power and reactive power flow for each line based on calculating load flow
from tabel-2. Where Pij, Qij and Sij are active power, reactive power and power (MVA) respectively which
max
flow in the line Lij. S ij is maximum MVA limit of Lij.
Tablel-3: Line power flow base on table-2

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Bus
i

Bus
j

Pij

Qij

Sij

[MW]

[MVar]

[MVA]

1
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
5
6

2
5
3
5
6
4
7
7
6
7

75.9
54.1
-1.7
-31.6
37.6
-40.0
-20.6
70.6
22.1
-10.6

38.7
-2.0
-3.1
-16.3
21.3
-16.0
-15.6
-9.3
23.4
-7.9

85.2
54.2
3.6
35.5
43.2
43.0
25.9
71.2
32.2
13.3

The calculating power decomposition results of the proposed method are loaded in the table-4 and
G1
table-5. Table-4 consists of active power decomposition that flow in the line. Where Pij is active power
contribution flows in the line Lij and Pij is total active power flows in the line based on load flow solution
data of table-3. For example L15 has active power contribution of G1 is 66.6 MW and G5 is -21.7 M,
negative sign indicates reverse direction. In the line of active power contribution of all generators are 54.1
MW. It is the same as load flow solution data, Pij , in the table-3.
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Table-4: Power flow from each generator to each line.

No

Bus
i

Bus
j

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
5
6

2
5
3
5
6
4
7
7
6
7

PijG1

PijG 4

PijG 5

PijG 7

[MW]
63.3
66.6
24.5
-21.4
30.9
5.9
6.0
-8.1
19.2
20.9

[MW]
-7.8
7.8
-30.0
5.8
-5.0
-44.3
-16.0
99.6
-3.8
-32.2

[MW]
21.7
-21.7
9.4
-17.3
14.6
2.1
2.3
-4.1
7.5
9.3

[MW]
-1.4
1.4
-5.6
1.3
-2.8
-3.6
-12.9
-16.7
-.7
-8.6

PijGk
[MW]
75.9
54.1
-1.7
-31.6
37.6
-40.0
-20.6
70.6
22.1
-10.6

Pij
[MW]
75.9
54.1
-1.7
-31.6
37.6
-40.0
-20.6
70.6
22.1
-10.6

Table-5 consists of active power decomposition to each load demand. Where Gi is generator in the busGi

i, Pd 1

Gi

is active power contribution to load demand at bus-1 from Gi, Pg D is active power received by

all load demands from Gi,

Pg i is total active power of Gi based on load flow solution data, table-2, and

G
i

Pr is individual losses of Gi. For example G1 flows active power to load demand at bus-2 is 26.2 MW
and total power flows to all load demands is 126.2 MW, where active power generated by G1 is 130 MW
(table-2), so individual losses of G1 is 3.8 MW.
Table-5: Power contribution each generator to each load.

Gi

1
4
5
7
total

Pd 1Gi
[MW]
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0

Pd 2Gi

Pd 3Gi

[MW]
26.7
21.7
14.5
5.7
68.6

[MW]
13.1
29.9
5.1
10.7
58.8

Pd 4Gi
[MW]
14.1
35.3
6.1
13.1
68.6

Pd 5Gi
[MW]
24.9
17.7
12.8
3.4
58.8

Pd 6Gi
[MW]
27.1
23.9
12.6
5.0
68.6

Pd 7Gi
[MW]
20.2
47.7
7.4
17.7
93.1

Pg DGi
[MW]
126.2
176.2
58.6
55.5
416.5

Pg i

Pr Gi

[MW]
130.0
180.0
60.0
55.9
425.9

[MW]
-3.8
-3.7
-1.4
-.4
-9.4

5. DISCUSSION
Power decomposition of the proposed method is clearly illustrated mathematically without through
approximation/assumption. This method has tested with the system 7-bus in the section IV, the results in
the table-4 and table-5.
Table-4 shows that the proposed method has been able to solve power decomposition of each line on
the system 7-bus. From results in the table-4, the proposed method has goodly been success to solve active
G
power decomposition at each line. It is shown by total active power flow in line Lij, Pij , as participating of
G

all generator with active power of load flow solution data, Pij, in the tabel-3, are same or Pij = Pij . For
G1

G4

G5

example line L15 has power contribution of each generator is P15 =66.6 MW, P15 = 7.8 MW, P15 = 21.7 MW and

P15G 7 = 1.4 MW, and total is P15G =54.1 MW, negative sign indicate reverse direction (from

bus-5 to bus-1). Where the active power flows in the line based on load flow solution data is P15= 54.1
MW, table-3. So the line have same power flow both based on result of the proposed method and the load
flow solution data, i.e.

P15G =P15= 54.1 MW. Then if it is checked to the others, the results are also same.

Table-5 show that the proposed method can solve active power decomposition to each load demand on
that system 7-bus. Second column of this table is zero because no load of the bus-1. It indicates that no
active power flows to the bus from all generator. From the table, the proposed method has been able to
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solve active power decomposition at each load demand and separating of losses perfectly, which can be
shown by total active power received by each load demand from all generators are same with load demand
G

of load flow solution data, i.e. Pg DGi = Pdi, and total losses based on two methods is same, i.e. Pri = RSS
= 9,4MW. For example generator in the bus-1, G1, generates active power Pgi=130 MW. This power is
Gi

spread to all load demand, bus-2 receive Pd 2 =26,7 MW and the other load demands, see in the table-5.
Gi

Total active power of the generator received by all demands is Pg D =126,2 MW, so individual losses of
the generator is 3,8 MW.

6. CONCLUSION
New method for decomposing power has been proposed in this paper. The procedure to decompose
active power and separate losses are based on circuit theory and superposition technique clearly illustrated
mathematically as a function of the complex power generation (Pg & Qg), load demand (Pd & Qd), and the
grid characteristic.
Results of case study, in the section 4, show that the proposed method is satisfyingly successful to
solve active power decomposition both at line and at load demand, and separating of losses. The results in
the table-4 and table-5 show that the results are not different from load flow solution data in the table-2 and
table-3. Thus, this method gives a greater insight into solution of active power decomposition and
separating of losses problems in the electric system.
Thus the proposed method is very possible to get solution of transmission usage cost problem to be
simple, especially for bilateral contract case. This method has solved separating of losses problem that can
help solution of transmission losses cost. So the method is very useful in the electric business that applies
market system. Further, the proposed method will become good tool to success electric operation system in
context market system.
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ABSTRACT
Demand for electricity is highly increasing. This increasing has made the gap between supply and demand also increasing.
For that, effort to provide sufficient electricity is needed. As was known, sunlight can be converted into electricity using the
photovoltaic. At commercial buildings we can find abundant light from TL lamp (Fluorescent lamp) for lighting the buildings.
As sunlight can be converted into electricity then might be there is an opportunity to convert light from TL lamp into electricity
also. The problem is how to convert it. And how much electricity can be generated from the light. This paper presents
converting result of TL lamp light into electricity. In this case, 40 Watt TL lamp is used as light resources. Photovoltaic was
used as the energy harvesting technology. Voltage and current are measured at the output terminal of photovoltaic. LED and
battery are used to overview the benefits of the electricity produced from the 40 Watt TL lamp. The result shows there is
opportunity for generating electricity from 40W TL lamp. It is found that 25.28 Watt electricity can be generated from one unit
40 W TL lamp. The electricity is measured at the distance of 20cm between light and photovoltaic. Some of the electricity is
used to power the LED which produced light up to 300lumen at a distance of 20cm from the LED. Similarly, this electricity is
used as current sources for battery charging 6V / 4.5 Ah with charging current below 0.01 Ampere. From the result we can
conclude that there is potential to harvest electricity from the light of TL lamp.
Keywords
TL Lamp, Energy Harvesting Method, Electricity

1. INTRODUCTION
The high demand for electricity has prompted the search of new energy sources that can be converted into electricity. Some of
the primary energy source that has been converted commercially to electricity is petroleum, coal, water, wind, geothermal,
nuclear, and solar. Other energy sources that have not been commercialized are waste, and biomass. However effort for finding
new resources should be continuously done since the gap between demand and electricity supply is still wide.
The law of conservation of energy states that energy can be converted from one form to another form but can not be created
nor destroyed. It means that around us there is plenty of potential energy that can be recovered. For example, the energy that is
being discarded by the society in building sports fitness, energy wasted in the form of heat, and others. The form of this energy
certainly can be processed into energy in another form.
Light from lamp is another form of wasted energy. The fact, there is many light produced by lamp in commercial buildings,
such as conference hall, offices, businesses, and so forth. Similarly, in every household at night there must be electric lighting.
Theoretically, light can be transformed into electricity using method of photoelectric effect [1]. We know that energy from
sunlight has been converted into electricity using solar cell technology. If it is assumed that light from CFL or TL lamps have
characteristics similar to sunlight, then the light also has the potential to be converted into electricity. The advantages of the
light than sunlight is intensity of light produced by lamps can be made constant during the day, while the sunlight depending
on the time and on nature.
CFL lamp is more efficient than TL lamp. Study about electricity harvested from light of 18 Watt CFL had been reported [2].
TL lamps are not energy efficient lighting category. It is therefore necessary efforts to reduce or eliminate it. However, TL
lamp is a type of lamp that is widely used as lighting in commercial buildings. This is due to TL lamps have better ability to
convert electricity into visible light compared to incandescent lamps. In incandescent lamps, electricity is converted into heat
more than a light. The 100W tungsten incandescent lamps convert electricity into light 2% only, while the 100W TL lamp
capable of converting 22% electricity into light [3]. TL lamps have a LES (luminous efficacy of the source) ranged from 16
lumens per Watt (lm/W) to 60 lm / W. This value depends on the quality of its ballast. If its low-quality, ballast will cause a
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high temperature so that the LES becomes low. In addition, TL lamps are more resistant to voltage changes so that long-lasting
[4]. The price is also cheap when compared with durability. Another advantage is more diffuse light and gives a broader light.
The 40 Watt TL lamp , also called 40 Watt Fluorescent lamp is T12 fluorescent lamp type that have a length dimension of
1200mm, a diameter of 3.175 mm (1 / 8 in.), nominal power consumption 40 Watt, with input voltage 220-240V. This lamp
has a LES 60lm/W, and efficiency of 12-15%, which is quite low so it does not save energy [5]. But it will benefit if its light
can be harvested and converted into electricity.

2. ENERGY HARVESTING TECHNOLOGY
Efforts to generate electricity by way of utilizing / collect / harvest energy that is wasted in the environment have been started
by some researchers [7,8,.9,]. The method called Energy Harvesting method. Included in this methods are solar cells,
piezoelectric, vibration-based generators, heat-based generator, or generator-based acoustic noise. Table 1 shows the potential
opportunities for generating electric power by applying a number of technologies known as Energy Harvesting Technology.
But how many watts of electricity actually can be harvested from light of 40 Watt TL lamps, there is no information.
All the types of technologies in Table 1 show that solar cell and piezoelectric technology is providing a relatively large power
output. Thus, solar cells that convert sunlight energy into electricity through photovoltaic conversion are a technology that has
the potential to be used. For that needed a deep understanding of the utilization of solar cells that produce electricity output as
much as possible.
There are different types of solar cells. Some of which are specifically for indoor applications but most are for outdoor
applications. Indoor type solar cells are usually very small output power that is in microwatt. This species is widely used for
example on a calculator, a digital clock. Outdoor types can also be used indoors, but usually a low efficiency [8, 10]. There are
solar cells made of amorphous cell, also monocristalin. Monocristalin is cheaper than amorphus cell. Therefore monocristalin
more widely used.
Table 1. Power density of energy harvesting technologies

NO

Type of Harvesting technology

Power density

1

Solar cells (outdoors at noon)

15 mW/cm2

2

Piezoelectric (shoe inserts)

330 μW/cm3

3

Vibration (small microwave oven)

116 μW/cm3

4

Thermoelectric (10oC gradient)

40 μW/cm3

5

Acoustic noise (100dB)

960 nW/cm3

Source: [7].

Figure 2 shows the current-voltage characteristics or the VI curve of solar cell panels 4-4.0-100 type made in Solar World Inc.,
Dimensions 3.75 "x 2.5", which is installed outdoors at 12:30, and at 15.00 [11].

Figure 2. The VI curve of solar panels 3.75 "x 2.5” dimension, 4-4.0-100 type, made in Solar World Inc.,
which is installed outdoors at 12:30, and at 15.00. [11].
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Characteristic of solar cells is characterized by two parameters: open circuit voltage (Voc) and short circuit current (Isc). From
Figure 2 shows that there is maximum power at the point of intersection of Voc and Isc. It also appears that at the afternoon the
resulting Isc currents is smaller than at noon, which means if solar radiation decline then the current generated also decline.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Figure 3 shows the set up of material and equipments for the studying light conversion from TL lamp into electricity. The
materials used are TL lamp 40 Watt, solar cells 10/30mA, cable, LED, Accu, Voltage Vegulator, Digital Multimeter,
Luxmeter.

TL lamp
40 W

Solar Panel
20Wp or
Solar cells

Diode

Voltage
Regulator

Amper
meter

LED or
Accu
Voltmeter

Figure 3 Experimental set up for measuring electricity converted from light of TL lamp
The following measurements have been done during the experiments: measuring current and voltage generated by solar panel
20Wp for varying distance from one unit and two units TL lamp, measuring current and voltage generated by one unit solar
cells 10V/30mA for varying distance from TL lamp, measuring current and voltage generated by series and parallel units of
solar cells 10V/30mA, measuring the current flow from solar cell 10V/30mA circuit when connected to battery for charging,
and measuring light intensity produce by LED when the LED energized by solar cell 10V/30mA circuit.
During the measurements, the amount of data had been gathered and used for finding the following information: (a) Electricity
potential from a 40 Watt TL lamp using solar panels 20Wp as converter, (b) Effect of increasing light from TL lamp on the
output of solar panels 20Wp, (c). Electricity potential from a 40 Watt TL lamp using solar cells 10V/30mA, (d). Effect of
modifying amount and circuit of solar cell 10V/30mA, (e) the benefit possibility of electricity harvested from light of TL
lamp.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Electricity potential from light of a 40 Watt TL lamp using solar panels 20Wp as converter
Figure 4 and 5 show the amount open circuit voltage (Voc) and short circuit current (Isc) respectively, as a function of the
distance between the light and solar panel 20Wp. Its show that the further distance between lamp and solar panel 20Wp voltage
and current produced also decline. Figure 4 shows that the optimal voltage generated from a 40 Watt TL lamp is 5.27 Volts at a
distance of 20cm. while figure 5 shows optimal value of Isc produced from a 40 Watt TL lamp is at a distance of 20cm, which
is 11 mA. These figures are less then the output of Solar panel 20Wp when the source is sunlight. According to the solar panel
20Wp data sheet, the Voc is 17V while Isc is 2A.
From figure 4 and 5 can be concluded that the best placement of solar panel is on distance of 20 cm from the 40 Watt TL lamp.
Placement at a distance of less than 20 cm will interfere with lighting, while placement at distance greater than 20 cm will be
produced smaller current and voltage. Thus circuit consist of one unit or 40 Watt TL lamp and one unit solar panel 20Wp
located at the distance of 20cm will produce electric power P = (5.3 V x 11mA) = 58.3 mW. If it is assumed that system will
operate for 12 hours then the total electrical energy will be E = 699.6 MWh. In term of figure, this result is not large enough
compared to 20Wp. This shows that the efficiency of solar panels 20Wp is low enough for the light from TL lamp.
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Figure 4. Open Circuit Voltage generated by Solar Panel 20Wp based on Light from TL Lamp
for varying distance between the Lamp and the Solar Panel
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Figure 5. Short Circuit Current generated by Solar Panel 20Wp based on light of TL lamp
for varying distance between the Lamp and the Solar Panel
4.2 Effect of increasing total light from TL lamp on the output of solar panels 20Wp
Effect of light intensity changes on the output of solar panels need to be known for how much light intensity required to
produce particular power from a solar panel. It also needs to find out more on the efficiency of solar panels 20Wp as a function
of light intensity. Therefore two units of 40 Watt TL lamp connected parallel as the light source. With this addition is expected
intensity of light received by the solar panels 20Wp increased. The Voc and Isc output are measured as function of distance
between the TL lamp and solar panel.
Figure 4 and 5 show the output of solar panel 20Wp for two units of 40Watt TL lamps, and for particular distance between
light and the solar panel. The figures show that doubling the light source does not lead to value Voc and Isc doubled as well.
So, it is better to put one unit lamp for one unit solar panel 20Wp

.
4.3 Electricity potential from a 40 Watt TL lamp using 10V/30mA solar cells type

The 20Wp solar panels basically destined to outdoor use. Therefore it is understandable that in indoor placement as a cause of
low efficiency. Thus, to find out more electricity potential of light from 40 Watt TL lamp needs to be done other experiments
using other types of solar cell technology.
In market we can find other type of solar cells with small size. One type is the type of amorphous solar cells 10V/30mA. This
solar cell has dimensions (7.5 x 5.4) cm. For using this type of solar cells the following types of experiments had been done
:(a). Experiment by connecting the series a few units of solar cells 10V/30 mA, (b).Experiments with parallel connecting
several units solar cells 10V/30mA, (c).Experiment by combining a series-parallel solar cell 10V/30mA
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Figure 6. Voc and Isc generated by series circuit of10V/30mA solar cell type based on a unit 40Watt TL lamp or a unit
18Watt CFL lamp. X axis state the total units of 10V/30mA solar cell type in serie, while y axis state the Voc in Volt and
Isc in mA respectively.
Figure 6 shows the results of the experiment for 16 units in series of 10V/30mA solar cell type. The 16 units in series of
10V/30mA solar cell type cover the length of 40Watt TL lamp. The figure shows that for the TL lamp, increasing the unit
series of 10V/30mA solar cell type lead to the Isc and Voc increase linearly. One unit 40W TL lamp and using 16 units in
series of 10V/30mA solar cell type could harvest electricity 160 Volt Voc and 158mA. This value is equal to electric power
25.28 Watt. Compare to the output of one unit 18 Watt CFL lamp, the power generated from one unit 40 Watt TL lamp is
higher using the same solar cell. This value is quite significant since from light of a unit 40 Watt lamp can be harvested more
than 25 Watt electricity .
4.4 Effect of modifying circuit of solar cell 10V/30mA,

What is the response of 10V/30mA solar cell type when connected in parallel? Table 2 shows the response 10V/30mA solar
cells when connected in parallel. The table also shows response of 10V/30mA solar cells in series and parallel combination.
From Table 2, it appears that the parallel connection of solar cells 10 V/30mA is not causing an increase in Isc or Voc output
of the solar cells, but when the solar cell connected in series-parallel combination the output is increase equal to five times the
output of one unit 10V/30 mA solar cells. In other words the addition of a parallel relationship there is no impact on output.
These values prove that the solar cell characteristic tend like current source rather then like voltage source.
Table 2 Response of 10V/30 mA solar cells in parallel to the light of 40 Watt TL lamp and 18 Watt CFL lamp.
Total unit of 10V/30 mA solar cells
in parallel
1
2
3
4
5
Combination of 5 units series with 5
units parallel

I short Circuit

V open circuit

TL (mA)
9
10
10
10
10

CFL (mA)
8
10
10
10
10

TL (V)
9,7
9,7
9,7
9,7
9,7

CFL (V)
9,68
9,94
9,8
9,8
9,7

46

45

50,4

49,7

4.5 The benefit of electricity from light of 40 Watt TL lamp

Table 4.5 shows the light intensity of LED when energized by electricity harvested from light of 40Watt TL lamp. In this case
the energy harvesting technology used is 10 V/30mA solar cells.
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Table 3 Light Intensity of LED when connected to electricity harvested from the light of 40W TL lamp
Circuit of
Total LED in
10V/30 mA solar cells
series (unit)
5 units series
16
4 units series
14
3 units series
11
2 units series
6
1 unit
0
2 units parallel
3
3 units parallel
3
4 units parallel
3
5 units parallel
3
5 units series combine 16
with 5 units parallel
*) measured at distance 20 cm below the LED

Light intensity of
LED (Lux)*
240
180
120
100
0
200
240
280
380
260

Total
LED
parallel (unit)
10
10
10
10
0
10
10
10
10
10

in

Light intensity LED
(Lux)*
60
40
40
20
0
80
100
100
120
80

Table 4 Light Intensity of LED when connected to electricity harvested from 18 Watt CFL lamp
Circuit of
Total LED in Light intensity of
10V/30 mA solar series (unit)
LED (Lux)*
cells
5 units series
16
100
4 units series
14
160
3 units series
11
80
2 units series
6
60
1 unit
3
40
2 units parallel
3
200
3 units parallel
3
240
4 units parallel
3
280
5 units parallel
3
380
5
units
series 16
300
combine with 5 units
parallel
*) measured at distance 20 cm below the LED

Total
LED
parallel (unit)
10
10
10
10
5
10
10
10
10
10

in

Light intensity LED
(Lux)*
60
40
40
20
20
80
100
100
120
40

If compared to the light intensity of LED energized by electricity harvested from 18 Watt CFL lamp as shown in Table 4, the
LED light intensity from 40 Watt TL lamp will be higher. This because one unit 40 Watt TL lamp is able to produce
electricity through hitting 16 units 10V/30mA solar cells and while one unit 18 CFL lamp hit only 5 units.
How contrast the light of the LED? For comparison, light intensity from 2 units of 40 Watt TL lamp measured on a desk is 108
Lux,, and light intensity from the monitor of a personal computer is 37 Lux measured at distance 20cm. If this light intensity
compared to data shown in table 3, then the electricity harvested from 40 W TL lamps has the potential to be used for lighting.
So that some units of TL lamp in one office can be reduced and replace with LED which energized by electricity harvested.
To find out further benefits of electricity harvested from 40 Watt TL lamp, a battery 6V, 4.5 Ah/20HR connected to the output
of combination of 5 units in series and 5 units in parallel. As already known the output of the combination circuit 10V/30mA
solar cells at no loads is 46mA and 50.4V for 40 Watt TL lamp. Given the solar cell output voltage greater than battery voltage,
then the voltage adjustment is necessary. In this case is used LM417 IC voltage regulator. The regulator output can be adjusted
from 1.25 V to 37V. Based on the experiment to fully charge the battery up to 6V / 4.5 Ah with 45mA charging current takes
103 hours, whereas with 46mA charging current charging takes 99 hours. Theoretically, the amount of charging time depends
on the amount of charging current.. It is meant if charging current is 46 mA then the charging time required is 97.8 hours. The
calculation and experiment result shows that the charging time to experiment is greater than the calculation. But this difference
is not significant. This shows that the electricity harvested can be used for battery charging even though it takes a relatively
long time.

5

CONCLUSION

In this paper has been presented the results of electricity harvested experiment from light of 40 Watt TL lamp. Solar panels
20Wp and solar cells 10V/30mA types have been used as energy harvesting technology. Selection was made considering
theory of photoelectric effect and the sunlight can be converted by solar panels into electricity. The experiment include the
determination of optimal distance between the solar panels with the 40 Watt TL lamp, the determination of voltage and current
output of solar panels and solar cells at no load, the determination of output without load by varying the amount of solar cell
10V / 30mA, and the solar cell loading experiments with LED and battery as the load.
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ABSTRACT
Operational life of large wind turbines is mainly dictated by the fatigue loads applied on their blades. Blade load alleviation
is, therefore, a major design criterion in design of large wind turbines. Microtab is a new concept originally proposed for load
alleviation of large wind turbine blades operating at high winds. This paper presents the results of an investigation into the
potential use of microtabs in enhancing the energy capture capability of small wind turbines, in particular, designed for low
wind regions. Traditional design methods employed for design of conventional blades cannot be employed for design of blades
integrated with active aerodynamic surfaces. Design of blades incorporating microtabs is rather a search-based design. A
blade design tool has been developed for this purpose. The design code includes an aerodynamic analysis module capable of
taking the effect of microtab into consideration and an optimisation module, which searches for the optimal design variables.
The aerodynamic analysis module is based on blade-element momentum theory and the search and optimisation module is
based on a robust genetic algorithm. The objective of the optimisation is to maximise the annual average power produced by
wind turbine. In this study, a conventional blade is considered as the design baseline. The optimal design is carried out for
three different scenarios, namely, (i) adding fixed-state microtabs without redesigning the baseline blade topology, (ii) adding
fixed-state microtabs with redesigning the baseline blade topology, and (iii) adding variable-state active microtabs with
redesigning the baseline blade topology. Results show the largest improvement in the produced annual average power when
active microtabs are added to the baseline blade and the blade topology is modified accordingly.
Keywords
Microtab, Wind Turbine Blade Design, Genetic Algorithm, Optimisation

1. INTRODUCTION
Many advanced techniques have been recently developed with the aim of blade load alleviation, which has become the main
challenge in design and manufacture of large wind turbines [1]. Individual pitch control system, adaptive blades, trailing edge
micro-tabs, morphing aerofoils, ailerons, trailing edge flaps, and telescopic blades are among these techniques. Intrinsically
smart or adaptive blades are relatively new concept in wind turbines. These blades are made of anisotropic composite materials
and change their shapes in response to the variations in wind turbine operating conditions. It has been shown that these blades
potentially can be used for both blade load alleviation and enhancing energy capture capabilities [2-5]. Morphing blades, a
concept adopted from aircraft morphing wings, has also the potential to improve the system performance over the wind turbine
operational envelope [6, 7]. The morphing concept includes a wide spectrum of shape adaptations such as variation in camber,
twist, span and plan form area. Camber control is an effective way of controlling the aerodynamic forces by changing the
shape of aerofoil. This directly affects the force distribution on the blade, so it can be used for active load alleviation purposes.
Aileron, another concept borrowed from aerospace industry, is another active device, which has been used for aerodynamic
breaking in the past. Results of a recent research on ailerons via simulating the behaviour of a wind turbine in turbulent wind
indicates that aileron load control can assist in power regulation and reduce root flap bending moments during a step-gust and
turbulent wind situation [8]. The concept of trailing edge flap follows the same principle as aileron, but by deflecting the
trailing edge portion of aerofoil, to change the aerodynamic characteristics of the blade in high-wind conditions and turbulent
wind [9]. Variable length blade has been proposed as a means of controlling the load and increasing the energy yield of wind
turbines. Telescopic blades retract/extend in response to the variations in wind speed [10].
Another aerodynamic device proposed for load alleviation is microtab [11-15]. Microtabs are small translational devices
placed near the trailing edge of an aerofoil, affecting the flow around the trailing edge region and therefore the aerodynamic
characteristics of the blade. Compared to other active control systems microtabs need less actuation energy. Microtab is fast
response, simple and easy to be implemented in a blade. Lift enhancement is achieved by deploying the tabs on the pressure
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side of the aerofoil, while lift mitigation is achieved by deploying the tab on the suction side of the aerofoil. This study
investigates the possibility of utilising these devices in improving the energy capture capability of wind turbine blades.

2. DESIGN PROBLEM
Having decided the rotor size, and hence the blade span, in conceptual design phase, the aerofoil, pretwist and chord
distributions are to be determined in blade aerodynamic design phase. Classical methods of blade aerodynamic design are
typically based on some optimality assumptions imposed on the blade angle of attack distribution and/or tip speed ratio and/or
axial and rotational induction factors. These methods normally provide closed formed design equations for pretwist and chord
distributions. These methods are easy to use and give acceptable results. Assuming blade has a fixed topology and
aerodynamic characteristics, these design methods theoretically give the optimal topology of the blade. These design methods,
however, fail in optimal design of blades with dynamic topology (i.e. adaptive blades) or where controlling aerodynamic
devices which actively affect the aerodynamic characteristics of blade are also implemented into the blade. For such cases
optimal aerodynamic design is achievable by employing a search-based design method.
In a search-based design the objective of the optimisation is to maximise the annual energy production rather than, for
example, maximising the power coefficient at a certain wind speed. The annual energy production of a wind turbine is
influenced by the wind characteristics of the site at which the unit is installed as well as the wind turbine capability of
generating power. Wind density probability function is a model giving information on the magnitude and likelihood of wind in
a site. Power curve, on the other hand, provides information on the capability of a wind turbine in producing power at various
wind speeds. Annual average power, Pav , is defined as:
V0

Pav

(1)

P(V ) R(V )dV
Vi

where, R(V ) is wind speed probability density function (pdf), P is the wind turbine power and Vi and V0 are cut-in and cutoff velocity, respectively.
In this study, a Rayleigh Probability Distribution Function ( PDF ) represented by Equation below,
R(V )

2
V
V 4 Vav

2

exp

V
4 Vav

2

(2)

has been used to calculate average power with V av is the site average wind speed.
In optimal design of a with microtabs, many design variables may influence the solution such as pretwist distribution, chord,
radius rotor, aerofoil distribution, rotor speed and microtabs distribution in the optimization. In this study, rather than designing
a new blade from scratch an ordinary blade is modified to a blade with microtabs and the performances are compared. Here
only pretwist and microtabs distribution have been considered as design variables.
The optimisation problem, therefore, can be summarised as
maximise Pav
subject to

P
M max

Prated
M allowable

(3)
(4)

3. OPTIMAL DESIGN TOOL
Design tool is based on a genetic algorithm in which the initial population is a pool of design candidates with the topology and
size of the baseline blade but with a randomly generated new pretwist and a randomly generated microtab distribution. Each
design candidate will be evaluated using a modified version of WTAero [16], a wind turbine aerodynamic simulator based on
blade element momentum theory. The modified version of this code is capable of considering the effect of microtabs on the
blade aerodynamic performance. Modified WTAero calculates the wind turbine aerodynamic performance (loads and rotor
mechanical power) between cut-in and cut-out velocities and using a Rayleigh PDF finds the objective average annual power
Pav at a given site average wind speed V av . In case a design candidate is infeasible with a violated constraint, it will be tagged
as infeasible and will not be passed to next generation. Constraint handling is based on a combination of rejection and repair
strategies. Parent selection is based on a roulette wheel. A geometric crossover [17] and a dynamic mutation [17] are used for
reproduction. Infeasible solutions generated through crossover operation go through a repair process, while infeasible solutions
made by mutation will be rejected. All generated feasible solutions by crossover and mutation are added to an extended
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population. The first N population size fittest individuals form the next generation. The algorithm stops searching after a
prescribed number of generations T .

4. CASE STUDIES, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The optimal design is carried out for three different scenarios: (i) adding fixed-state microtabs without redesigning the
baseline blade topology, (ii) adding fixed-state microtabs with redesigning the baseline blade topology, and (iii) adding
variable-state active microtabs with redesigning the baseline blade topology. The baseline is the blade of a stall-regulated
WTA27 wind turbine made of S800 series aerofoils. More details can be found in [4]. For all cases it is assumed that
deployment height of microtabs is equal to 2.2% of the local chord length and microtabs on the suction and pressure sides are
located at 90% and 95% respectively.
4.1. Fixed-state microtabs without redesigning the baseline blade topology
In this case study the intension is to find the optimum distribution of fixed microtabs on the upper and lower surfaces without
changing the blade design. For this case, after several runs of the design code no improvement in the produced average power
was observed. This can be explained in the view of Figures 1 to 5. Figures 1 to 4 show the effect of microtab on lift and drag
coefficients of S809 aerofoil. According to Figures 1 and 2, it can be observed that microtabs deployed on the pressure side of
the aerofoil are effective only at low angles of attack; ~ -5o < AoA< ~ +8o. Also as expected due to flow separation on the
upper surface, Figures 3 and 4 show that the effective range of angle of attack for the microtabs deploying on the upper surface
is even shorter ~ -5o < AoA < ~ +5o. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the angle of attack over the baseline blade as a
function of wind speed. It is evident that this blade is operating at angles of attack much higher than the angles of attack at
which microtabs are effective.
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Figure 1: Effect of pressure side microtab on lift coefficient of S809 (regenerated based on results of [14])
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Figure 2: Effect of pressure side microtab on drag coefficient of S809 (regenerated based on results of [14])
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Figure 3: Effect of suction side microtab on lift coefficient of S809 (regenerated based on results of [14])
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Figure 4: Effect of suction side microtab on drag coefficient of S809 (regenerated based on results of [14]).
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Figure 5: AoA distribution on a stall-regulated AWT27 wind turbine blade
4.2. Fixed-state microtabs with redesigning the baseline blade topology
In this case study the intension is to find the optimum distribution of fixed microtabs on the upper and lower surfaces as well as
the optimum pretwist. Figures 6 and 7 show the new pretwist distribution and the power curve respectively.
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Figure 6: Optimal pretwist distribution for modified blade with fixed-state microtab
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Figure 7: Power curve generated by the modified blade with fixed-state microtab
It can be observed that the modified blade can extract more power at mid-range wind speeds of 11-18 m/s. The effect of this
improvement on the average annual power is about 1.7% for a site with an average wind speed of 7m/s.
4.3. Variable-state microtabs with redesigning the baseline blade topology
In this case study the intension is to find the optimum distribution of microtabs on the upper and lower surfaces at each wind
speed and also to determine the optimal blade pretwist. In contrary to the previous case study, in which both pretwist and
microtab distributions have fixed states, here microtab distribution has a variable state while the pretwist is fixed for all wind
speeds. In order to carry out this design, the wind speed which maximises the power coefficient of the baseline design is
considered as the design wind speed for the pretwist. For this wind speed both microtab and pretwist distributions are
optimised. The result of pretwist obtained for this wind speed will be used for other wind speeds where only the microtab
distribution is considered for optimisation. For the baseline blade at hand the maximum power coefficient occurs at wind speed
9 m/s. Figures 8 and 9 show the pretwist distribution and the power curve respectively.
The effect of the improvement in the energy capture capability of the blade at mid-range wind speeds on the average annual
power is about 2.2% for a site with an average wind speed of 7m/s.

5. CONCLUSION
The concept of microtab has been initially proposed and developed for fatigue load alleviation. This study shows that these
simple, cheap and easy to implement devices can be also used to improve the energy capture capability of wind turbine blades.
While, both fixed and variable-state microtabs improve the performance of wind turbines in terms of extracted wind power, the
largest improvement can be achieved by installing variable-state microtabs. In both cases the blade topology must be modified
accordingly. The baseline blade used for case studies has been initially designed for a stall-regulated wind turbine. Most of the
span of a blade installed on stall-regulated wind turbines is operating in deep stall, where the angle of attack is much higher
than the effective range of microtabs.
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Figure 8: Optimal pretwist distribution for modified blade with variable-state microtab
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Figure 9: Power curve generated by the modified blade with variable-state microtab
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a method of Energy searching of solar cell by using static and dynamic measurement. The measurement
was held in Sijunjung Area Padang west Sumatera. This city is in equator area. Solar cell is a piece of semiconductor to
change sunlight Intensity to electrical Energy. Beside that, solar cell hat advantage, it can generate electrical energy without
fuel and noise, but the efficiency is small. This solar cell is to match for rural area. Actually, Solar cell produces maximal
power if the sunlight position is exactly vertical on the cell. In this research, a prototype of photovoltaic energy searching on
solar cell will be realized to get optimal power. The Position of Solar cell module is operated by DC motor to match the
sunlight moving. This step moving module starts from 7.00 o’clock until 17.00. The motor moving from 07.00-08.00 can make
15º angle of module or every hour move module 15º angle. After 18.00 o’clock, the solar cell back move to the first position at
07.00 o’clock to prepare to get an next intensity sun on tomorrow. To measure the power is used static and dynamic method.
The result of research that a dynamic measurement can be found, that the voltage of solar cell module at 07.00~11.00 will be
increase from 12,9Volt until 14 Volt and the average voltage is 14,8 Volt at 11.00 ~ 17.00 pm. So, that a dynamitic solar cell
module is better than static instrument.
Key Words : Solar Cell, Modul, Intensity, Dynamic and Static

I. INTRODUCTION
The Progress in application of silicon technology for photovoltaic (PV) system is pushing at increasingly fast pace, especially
sensitive layer surface. The development in the field of solar cell components and system for the control and regulation of
small and smallest intensity is always interesting. Projects within this solar cell theme are technology intensive, and explore the
relationship of fabrication technology, devices physics, and integrated circuit design, all driven by the requirements of specific
Microsystems [4]. Beside that, the price of PV-energy Power in Watt hours (w H/m2) is always decrease International
conference referred repeatedly to it that the observed rise of the content of New and Renewable Energy in the world will lead
with high probability for energy producing changes with possibly very fatal consequences [5, 7]. The usage of solar cell can
decrease the fuel consumption, which is getting more expensive. Almost of household equipments need energy
consumption as prime mover. Illumination consumption is now in rural area or in the city area as primary requisites. For
the reliable reason Photovoltaic systems are located in the rural area or mini station area need the second alternative
power supply beside PLN or other generator. Power extracted from PV energy contributes a significant proportion of
consumers’ electrical power demands. The power supply that uses solar cell is really appropriates to be used particularly
in the rural areas of not getting power supply from the PLN (the state electric ity Enterprise) or even in the isolated place
as in the rural or in the mountain ranges area, island and other area where other source of energy available become not
economically to develops. The PV-research location is Sijunjung city, west Sumatera.
Sijunjung area situated as isolated areas on equator has abundant solar cell potency as alternative energy supply with the
average of sunlight intensity of 4.8 KwH/m2/day but it’s not optimal to use. The main problem of this research is
according to get the optimally energy of solar cell. The PV-Energy potential in Indonesia can be shown at figure 1. Solar
cell Energy Potential in Indonesia will illustrated by figure 1. Sijunjung city legs in west Sumatera as optimum potential
energy or equator area. West Sumatera is one of red area with high potential energy, beside other lands: middle Kalimantan,
Middle Celebes and east Papua. The five functions components systems of this PV-technology are: PV-Module, BCR, Battery,
temperature Sensors and Inverter. The Inverter is used in this system to get AC Current. In the resent years there has been
increasing interest in Photovoltaic in Research area, because the Photo Voltaic (PV) power prices in USA and Europe as case
study is always decrease.
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Figure 1: Configuration of solar cell potential in Indonesia with several Level
Ten reasons used Solar Energy are:1).This solar Energy is renewable Energy,2) Solar cell include the Environmentally friendly
energy. 3) Solar cell panels are extremely everywhere simply reliable. 4) Solar cells module make no noise while collecting
energy. 5). In the long run, solar cell electricity is cheaper than buying it from the state power company (PLN). 6). A huge
variety of solar cell panel systems is available. 7). No need for access to power grid (isolated area, mountain). 8). Sell excess
electricity if grid-tied. 9) Government gives a tax credits. 10) Solar technology is constantly improving.

II. PV SYSTEM AND CONFIGURATION
During this period, the application field of the Photovoltaic has been expanded from safety to effectively optimal Power and
environment control application. Based on the developing of PV-Technology, National Institute of Science and Technology
continues to analyze and expand solar cell power quality, sensor application, lowering the cost and optimal PV-power
production [1].

Figure 1: The solar cell control system concept
Three interactive researches are PV systems, control Device or components, power price and Manufacturing, which
provide a focus PV-systems Technology Laboratories. Optimal PV-system is necessary to realize an optimal operation of PV
system. To hold an optimal energy must be realized in this by two methods, which are static and dynamic measurement. This
circuit (in Figure 1) will be described:
a. When photovoltaic module receives sunlight, then on the output terminal of photovoltaic module produces voltage.
b. This Voltage is used to load supply and to charge battery via Battery Control Regulator (BCR), and as protection of battery
to solar cell module.
c. Inverter is used to charge DC voltage to AC.
Solar cell Module or Photovoltaic syatem is combining of sollar cells, which they’re be conected seriely. A sollar cell can
produce 0,45Volt, which it’s can be used practically too small. So that, they’re connected serialy in a nodule. The standard
solar cell consist of 36 or 49 cells of silicon semiconductor. Dimension of solar module is 10cm x 10cm and it can produce 38
~ 50Watt, 12 Volt with the maximally intensity of sunlight. Theconfigurationofsolar cell is illustrated by figure 2.
The position of solar cell surface is match to sunlight, then silicon atom is changed doped phosphorous. On the silicon
technology, an process was used to realize solar cell mechanical structures in the fabrication [3.5]. A structured surface long
conductor as electrical pads was serially and parallel designed [figure 3] and it’s characteristic (figure 4).
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Figure 2 : Bundle of Silicon Atom covalent.

Figure3: The solar cell system connecting.

Figure 4: The V-I solar cell characteristic

As PV Technology continues to advance, an increasing fraction of Microsystems may be integrated on one or a few digital
chips, for example, an layered surface electrode sensor substrate for sunlight monitoring system. The characterization of the
PV with several used component will be described in this paper. The components are: Solar cell Module (PV), Batterai ACU
60A, Angle Iron with 30 x 30 mm, Motor DC 12 Volt. Pipe 3 Inci and whell with 8 cm. The structured surface of silicon
material is used to realize the mechanical solar cell. This material surface must be oxidized to reduce corrosion process before
next other processing in PV technology. The important element of PV is a sensitive layered surface. In the most cases the
sensitive layer surface of sensor hat not is covered, because the operating temperature of PV is high. The cover of sensitive
layer surface presents a difficult problem to get maximally Intensity with dynamic method. But the Interaction of sensitive
layer directly with environment can investigate any phenomena. Presently, to separate the interaction of sensitive layer surface
of PV with environment and additional interfaces, a packaging module must be required to get more efficiency. To realize a
dynamic method structured model can be used mechanically designed. Solar cell module is designed, the PV surface moves
according sunlight moving. [See figure 5]. Figure 6 was illustrated a realization of package the dynamic PV system. The static
model is illustrated in figure 7.
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Figure 5: The Configuration of dynamic solar cell.

Figure 6: Configuration concept and Prototype of static solar cell on the House

III. STATIC AND DYNAMIC MEASUREMENT
The static solar cell can be used as thermal source for household, which are Solar Hot Water, Heated Pools, Radiant
Flooring, Dryer, Water Treatment and Cooking. [figure 7]. The used Module is applied on the House roof to receive directly
sunlight. The sunlight will be absorbed by solar cell. An used Solar cell is solar cell silocon tipe P-N with 6,5cm2 and 9,5cm2,
which it produces Vdc = 0,4 Volt/cell or Vdc-total = 18 V and I=0,8A with 62 x 45 cm2 dimension. After solar cell can
changed sunlight to be energy, which it’s saved by wet accumulator 45 AH, 12 V-DC. In Battery charging is used an automatic
batery charger circuit. To get the characteristic of PV system is used two method that are static and dynamic measurement. At
the static solar cell can be shown in above figure 7. In this method, the position is statically on the roof. But by the dynamic
method, the solar cell module moves always match vertically to sunlight. The measurement result will be shown in table 1 and
table 2. The measurement result can be compared by two curves. The value of dynamic system curve will higher than value of
static system curve. The registered measurement starts from 07.00 until 17.00 o’clock. The parameter of Intensity, Voltage,
Current and temperature were measured

IV.THE RESULT OF PV SYSTEM AND DISCUSSION
For the next, the result measurement is very necessary, because it makes possible to get characteristic information of PV with a
current-voltage and power consumption. Beside that, the efficiency of energy utilization receives more attention. Based on V-I
static measurement result, that voltage on 7.00~11.00 o’clock is significant increase. The maximal sunlight Intensity (Lux) is at
about 12.00 o’clock [see figure 7].
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9.
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TABEL 1: Static measurement result
Dynamic measurement result

TABEL 2:
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Grafik Pengukuran Intensitas Cahaya Matahari (Fluk) pada
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Figure 7: Intensity of solar cell a day (in Lux)
The voltage and the current static measurement are illustrated in figure 8. Two curves are combined with the dynamic
work on PV with motor control.
Grafik Pengukuran Tegangan dan Arus pada Pemasangan Solar
Cel secara Statis
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Figure 8: Voltage-Current Measurement result.
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Figure 9: Current Measurement of static-dynamic method
Based on the figure 9, the dynamic solar cell can optimize the current measurement result. By the dynamic method, the better
result will be known and the dynamic measured current is better than static measured current. In this section, the various
dynamic - static combinations that are able to obtain maximum PV-power output for varying positions solar cell are discussed.

V. CONCLUSSION
After fabrication and measurement of charakteristic of PV System can be conclused :
The Optimal power of PV has done using a dynamic solar cell system, which it’s moving vertically match on
Intensity of sunlight. The exactly moving of solar cell module is done by DC motor, which is controlled by controller
circuit. The maximum value (900Lux, 2,4A and 14V) is at about 12.00 o’clock. The dynamic solar cell module is better than
the static method to get maximal energy of sunlight, It’s match for rural area. The measurement location of this Prototype of
Sunlight Searching is in Kabupaten Sijunjung, west Sumatera. Based on measurement result, can be found that the Voltage
on 07.00-11.00 is significant increase and the maximum power output is at 12.00o’clock. The Usage of dynamic solar cell
module can produce higher power output than statically method.
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This paper discusses about harmonic characteristics due to different types of voltage sources. Usually, the
voltage source is sinusoidal. But in actual condition the load that receive voltage sources through the
elements where the output voltage of element as input to the load is not pure sinusoidal, for example
voltage source at Power of Common Coupling (PCC) between transformer and linear load and nonlinear
load. This research has been done with Schhafner Power Quality Analyzer and was focused to all harmonic
characteristics as power, voltage, current, power factor (p.f.), Harmonic Distortion, Cress Factor and
harmonic energy losses cost. The load is Induction motor and Adjustable Speed Drive (ASD). The voltage
sources in this research are sine wave, square wave and combinations of 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonic order
like harmonic 313, and harmonic 357.

O
T

Keywords

type of voltage source, power factor, energy losses cost, harmonic

N

1. INTRODUCTION

Because this research discusses the kinds of voltage sources used to serve the load, such as sine wave,
square wave and the combination of the harmonics order, so it is necessary to discuss about Fourier series.
To analyse the harmonics, application of the Fourier series is appropriate. Actually, Fourier series is a
periodic function can be written as sums of infinitely many sine and cosine functions of different
frequencies [1] R.J. Beerends et al (2003), often expressed in terms of the angular frequency. Harmonic
waveform distortion is one of the most important issues today. This paper discusses about investigation of
harmonic effects due to harmonic types of voltage source, where voltage sources are a few types of
harmonic waveforms. This case is a part of the system, where if a Point of Common Coupling (PCC) of one
component nonlinear load become voltage source to another nonlinear load. In this research, the load is
Induction Motor with Adjustable Speed Drive (ASD) which is supplied with Sine waveform, Square wave
and Harmonic 3rd, 5th, and 7th combination waveform. The meaning of voltage source as harmonic 3rd, 5th
and 7th combinations is voltage that is created by Schhafner Power Quality Analyser The presence of
harmonic distortion in the applied voltage to a motor will both increase electrical losses and decrease
efficiency. These losses will increase motor temperature, resulting in even further losses These currents
passing through the system impedance cause voltage drops for each individual harmonic, resulting in
distortion of the voltage„s waveform. The effect of harmonic distortion of the voltage waveform due to
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impacts motor performance as p.f. IHD and THD for current and voltage, and energy losses due to
harmonic. [2][3][4
One of the main harmonic characteristics is power factor (p.f.). This is a measure of how effectively a
specific load consumes electricity to produce work. The higher of power factor, the more work produced
for a given voltage and current. The relationships vector between power and power factor to explain about
power factor is shown in Figure 1. From Figure 1, the relationships between power and power factor for
Linear Loads and Non-Linear Loads are as follow:
a.

Linear Loads

P kW

 cos
S kVA
S  P2  Q2
p. f . 

(1)
(2)

kVA  kW 2  kVAR 2

TE
D

b.

(3)

Non-Linear Loads

P kW

 cos
S kVA
S  P2  Q2
p. f . 

(4)

(5)

(6)

ES
E

N

kVA  kW 2  kVAR 2  kVARH2

True Power factor = (Displacement p.f) x (Distortion p.f.)
The others characteristic of harmonic are: The values of Vrms Irms, Power (P), were calculated directly

PR

from the harmonic components obtained with a Fast Fourier Transform of the sampled data of the
voltage and current waveforms of the Induction Motor under tests. These quantities were
calculated as:[3][4][5][6]

Vrm s 



Vh2 and I rm s 
h 1



I
h 1

2
h

(7)



O
T

P   Vh I h cos  h and S  Vrm s I rm s

(8)

h 1

N

where Vh, Ih φh are magnitudes and phase shift of the voltage and current, h order
harmonic.
The factor that measures the distortion in the non sinusoidal wave is Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)
where this factor is defined for both voltage and current as below:


THD I 

I
h2

I1

2
h



and THD 
V

V
h2

2
h

(9)

V1
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2. METHODOLOGY
From the measurement of induction motor with Shaffner, where the voltage source to load is variable,
the models are: sinusoidal, square and a few harmonics waveforms. And the load is a three phase induction
motor. These experiments are done, because to investigated the effect of voltage source type of harmonic to
serve load. Because at any PCC in power system, the load maybe find the source not pure sinusoidal, for
example from secondary of transformer. The main characteristic of harmonics are Individual Harmonic
Distortion (IHD) for 3rd ,5th and 7th, Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) for voltage and current, Power losses
due to harmonics, power factor, Cress factor for each harmonics, Irms, Vrms. The measurements are done
with voltage sources variable from 160 V until 240 V.
S=kVA

With Non linear loads
H=kVAH
(nonwork producing

Q=kVAR

With
loads

linear

TE
D

S=kVA

Q=kVAR

φ

φ

P=kW (workproducing

Power factor relationship for Linear and Non-Linear loads

PR
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E

Figure1.

N

P=kW (workproducing

Figure2. Type of voltage source from 3rd, 5th and 7th Harmonic order combinations

Schaffner

ASD &
Induction
Motor

Figure3. Induction Motor Measurement

N

O
T

Source

The types of voltage source from the combination of harmonic order 3rd, 5th and 7th as Figure 2:
The Induction motor specifications are: 3 phase, 1.5 Hp, 50 Hz, 1370 rpm, 4 poles. The measurements
have been done with ASD. In this research, the main characteristics of the induction motor were measured
related to harmonic due to variable voltage source.

3. DATA AND RESULT
Data and result base on direct measurements of Induction motor 3 phase, 1.5 Hp, 50 Hz, 1370
rpm, 4 poles are as follow:
Table1.
Vsource A
Harm 313
Harm 357
Sine
Square

Type of voltage source Vs, power active, Apparent
Power, p.f
P(kW)
0.0348
0.0354
0.0362
0.0366

S(kVA)
0.1754
0.1802
0.1816
0.1696

p.f.
0.306
0.304
0.316
0.32

C.F.
1.894
1.73
1.528
2.292
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Table2. Type of voltage source Vs IHD and THD voltage
Vsource A
3rdV
5thV
7thV
THDv
Harm 313
20.114
10.038
6.986
23.618
Harm 357
10.036
7.02
4.958
13.096
Sine
0.126
0.024
0.008
0.21
Square
33.432
19.912
13.964
41.192

0.5

3rdI
1.804
0.842
0.17
2.9

5thI
22.494
15.836
0.616
43.726

7thI
10.792
7.676
0.378
22.084

4
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5
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In this experiment, the analysis is focused of influence the voltage source type on harmonic
characteristic as:
3.1.

3rd harmonic voltage

5th harmonic voltage

N

3.2.

TE
D

The 3rd harmonic with voltage square waveform is the largest voltage (about 33.432%), because for this
waveform the distortion is high where the smallest distortion is sinusoidal waveform (about 0.126%),
because this waveform is a fundamental waveform. Hence, for harmonic waveform source, the harmonic
313 is large (about 20.114%) harmonic 357 (about 10.036%) is small. All of these due to harmonic 5 th are
dominant.

ES
E

The 5th harmonic with voltage square waveform is the largest voltage (19.912%), because for this
waveform the distortion is high. And the small distortion is sinusoidal waveform (0.024%), because this
waveform is a fundamental waveform. For harmonic waveform source, the harmonic 313 (10.038%) is
larger than harmonic 357 (7.02%) due to harmonic 3rd that dominant.
3.3. 7th harmonic voltage

PR

The 7th harmonic with voltage square waveform is the largest voltage (13.964%), because the distortion
of this waveform is high. And the small distortion is sinusoidal waveform (0.008%), because this waveform
is a fundamental waveform. For harmonic waveform source, the harmonic 357 (4.958%) is smaller than
harmonic 313 (6.986%). These are due to the dominant distortion of harmonic 7th.

O
T

3.4. THD harmonics voltage

N

The voltage square vs THD voltage harmonic experiment showed that the THDV with voltage square
waveform has the largest distortion (about 41.192%), because for this waveform the distortion is high, and
the smallest distortion is sinusoidal waveform (0.21%).
3.5. 3rd harmonic current
The 3rd harmonic current with voltage square waveform is largest (2.90%), because for this waveform
the distortion is high. And the small distortion for harmonic waveform source is harmonic 357 (0.842%),
and sinusoidal (0.17%) is smaller than 313 (1.804%)
3.6.

5th harmonic current

The 5th harmonic current with voltage square waveform is largest (43.726%), because for this waveform
the distortion is high. And the small distortion for harmonic waveform source is harmonic 357 (15.836%)
than harmonic 313 (22.494%) And sinusoidal (0.616%) is smallest as fundamental.
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3.7. 7th harmonic current
The 7th harmonic current with voltage square waveform is largest (22.084%), because for this waveform
the distortion is high. And the small distortion for harmonic waveform source is harmonic 357 (0.378%)
than harmonic 313 (10.792%). And sinusoidal (0.378%) is smallest as fundamental.
3.8. THD harmonic current
THDi with the sinusoidal waveform is small distortion (1.178%), because for this waveform it is as
fundamental waveform. The voltage square waveform is largest (44.92%), because for this waveform the
distortion is high. For harmonic waveform source, the harmonic 313 is largest (24.6%) and then the
harmonic 357 (17.372%).
3.9. Current peak

power factor (p.f.)

N

3.10.

TE
D

The Ipeak with voltage square waveform is largest (2.2226A), because for this waveform the distortion is
high. And the small distortion is sinusoidal waveform (1.495A), because for this waveform it is as
fundamental waveform. For harmonic waveform source, the harmonic 313 is largest (1.8464A) and then
the harmonic 57 (1.827A), and harmonic 357 (1.722A).

3.11.

ES
E

The power factor (p.f) with voltage square waveform is largest (0.32), because for this waveform the
distortion is high. And then is sinusoidal waveform (0.316). For harmonic waveform source, the harmonic
313 is largest (0.306) and then the harmonic 357 (0.304).
Active power

3.12.

Apparent power

PR

The active power with voltage square waveform is largest (0.0388kW), because for this waveform the
distortion is high. And then is sinusoidal waveform (0.0362kW). For harmonic waveform source, the
harmonic 357 (0.0354kW) is bigger than harmonic 313 (0.0348kW).

Cress Factor (C.F.)

N

3.13.

O
T

The apparent power with voltage square waveform is smallest (0.1696kVA), because for this waveform
the distortion is high. And the sinusoidal waveform is (0.1816kVA). For harmonic waveform source, the
harmonic 357 (0.1802kVA) and then the harmonic 313 (0.1754kVA) is the smallest.

The C.F. with sine wave, is constant (1.528), while for harmonic 313 (1.894) is higher then harmonic
357 and square wave is highest (2.292). The harmonics and square wave are increase proportional with
voltage source.

4. CONCLUSION
From analysis we can conclude that:
1. Sinusoidal waveform is better than square waveform to harmonic effect; because the square
waveform was have distortion from sinusoidal waveform.
2. Crest Factor for sine wave is constant for variety voltage, while for square wave is proportional
with voltage value
3. Distortion due to square wave is larger than sine wave
4. Voltage source due to combination of harmonic 357 is better than harmonic 313 because
almost all the harmonic characteristics such as p.f., THD, IHD, active power, apparent power is
better than the harmonic 313.
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5.
6.

Voltage source due to combination of harmonics is better than square wave
Real power due to various voltages is highest for square wave, but for apparent power is
smallest.
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ABSTRACT

One of the most important parameter that affects DSSC characteristics is a particle porosity. There are many
aspects that can influence the porosity value. In this paper, two important aspects will be discussed in a simulation
approach. These aspects are an atomic arrangement with same particle size but different inter-particle distance and
the one with different particle size but same inter-particle distance. Various values of particle size and inter-particle
distance will be used to calculate the effect on porosity. In addition, we also discuss the influence of porosity on
DSSC current-voltage characteristics. The results indicate that the particle size plays a key role in the value of
porosity, so that appropriate particle size should be selected in the design of DSSC structure.
Keywords:

TiO2 thin layer, DSSC, porosity, particle size, inter-particle distance
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the interesting developments of solar cell technology is solar cell developed by Grätzel in 1999 [1] and
often called as Grätzel cells or dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC). Figure 1 shows a schematic view of DSSC
structure including the energy band diagram. Grätzel cell has 3 main components. The top component is a
transparent anode (left side in Figure 1) usually made from fluoride-doped tin dioxide (SnO2:F) and stored on the
back of the plate (usually glass). On the back of the conductive plate is a thin layer of titanium dioxide (TiO2), which
is formed into highly porous structure. The plates are then soaked in a mixture of ruthenium-polypyridine
photosensitive dye (also called as molecular sensitizers) and solvent. After soaking the film in the dye solution, a
thin layer of dye that remains will bound covalently on the surface of TiO2 film. As in conventional alkaline
batteries, an anode (titanium dioxide) and cathode (counter electrode) are placed on either side of the liquid
conductor (electrolyte).
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of electron transport in DSSC [2]

When the sunlight that falls into the cell surface, the light is absorbed by the dye solution which is sensitive to
sunlight (called also as photo sensitizer). As a result electrons from the dye can be excited and headed to the layer of
TiO2 which later poured into the cord through a thin layer of glass conductor (electrode) [3]. Meanwhile, the loss
of electrons in the dye solution will be replaced by the donor electron from the electrolyte solution
of electrolyte through oxidation-reduction reaction with a thin layer counter electrode as the cathode.
The thickness and structure of TiO2 semiconductor used in the DSSC have a fairly important part in the
efficiency. Particularly, porosity of TiO2 particles will affects the number of dye that can be adsorbed [4]. At a
certain level of porosity, TiO2 particles can absorb the maximum amount of dye and then this will affect the
performance of DSSC cells.
In this work, we study the TiO2 particles porosity effect on DSSC by using simulation approach. Two models are
discussed here, i.e., an atomic arrangement model with same particle size but different inter-particle distance and the
one with different particle size but same inter-particle distance. It will be presented that both particle size and interparticle distance influence the particle porosity. Effect of particle porosity on DSSC characteristic is also discussed.

2. MODELLING OF POROSITY
Porosity is one of atomic arrangement properties stating the availability of empty space between the atomic
particles. In mathematical language, the porosity expressed as a percentage comparison between pores volume
compared with the volume of thin film. Porosity can be written through the equation below:
(1)

Where: Vol

: Volume of thin film porous (nm3)

N

: Number of particles

r

: radius of particle (nm)

The porosity of TiO2 will affect the amount of dye that can be attached to the TiO2 particles which affect the
performance of DSSC. Here, we propose two models, which will change the value of porosity. First model is TiO2
atomic arrangement model with same particles size but different inter-particle distance. Second one is TiO2 atomic
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arrangement model with different particles size but same inter-particles distance Figure 2 (left) shows TiO2 atomic
arrangement, where the distance between the particle and the neighbor one is zero (no space, a = 0 nm). We then
change the distance of inter-particle (a) for all particles, as shown in Figure 2 (right), and calculate the porosity by
using equation (1). Figure 3 shows the calculated porosity as a function of inter-particle distance.

Figure 2: Illustration of same size particle with particle’s gap variation

Figure 3. Porosity (P) versus distance between particles (a) for different particle’s size

From Figure 3, we can see that porosity will increase when the inter-particle distance of the TiO2 particle increase.
This happens for all particle sizes. The porosity increases because the empty spaces between the particles become
bigger. The gap between TiO2 particles affect the amount of dye particle absorbed into the TiO2 thin film. The
amount of absorbed dye particle increase when the gap between TiO2 particles becomes wider. Bigger TiO2 particle
gap means higher porosity, which also mean that more dye particle can be absorbed. Higher porosity doesn’t always
mean good. When the gap is too big, which also mean that the porosity is too high, it can cause many absorbed dye
particle can’t work properly [5]. Dye particle need to be attached to the TiO2 particle in order to work properly.
When the surface of TiO2 particles are already fully covered by dye particles, the rest of dye particle will remain
unattached.
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Figure. 4 shows second model of TiO2 atomic arrangement, where porosity is affected by varying the size of
particle, but the distance between particles remain the same. Using this model, we simulate the porosity and plot the
results, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Illustration of different size particles with the same particle’s distance

Figure 5. Porosity (P) versus particle’s size (r) for different distance between particles (a)

By looking on Figure 5, we can see that porosity will decrease when the size of the particle increase. Increasing the
size of particle an also give an advantage, which is, more dye particles can be attached to the TiO2 particle. This
thing can happen because the surface of TiO2, where the dye particle will be attached to, will be bigger. The problem
is, assuming that the volume of the TiO2 thin film remain the same, the number of particle (N) TiO2 will decrease.
Fewer TiO2 particles mean lesser dye particle attached to the TiO2 particle [6]. Since the dye particle can’t work
properly when it’s not attached to TiO2 particle, this situation will decrease the DSSC performance.
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3. POROSITY EFFECT ON DSSC CHARACTERISTIC
Next simulation is done to study the effects of porosity of TiO2 on DSSC characteristics. The simulation will be
performed on various TiO2 porosity (due to the various particle size) to investigate the effect on the performance of
DSSC. Here, current-voltage characteristics are obtained from the following formula [3], where
is the incident
irradiation intensity; electron charge; is electron diffusion length; is the thin film thickness;
is the electron
density in dark condition; k is Boltzmann constant; T is absolute temperature; m is ideality factor.
.

(2)

Mathematical relation between porosity (P,) with two quantities that influence the performance of DSSC. The two
quantities are the light absorption coefficient (α cm-1) and the electron diffusion coefficient (D cm2 s-1). For high
porosity value, i.e. P≥0.41, α & D are formulated as follows:
and
. On
the other hand, for low porosity value, 0≤P<0.41, both coefficients are formulated as:
and
).
Figure 6 shows current-voltage curves for different characteristics with various particle sizes, which is plotted by
using equation (2). The porosity value for various particle sizes, P, is calculated by using equation (1), and the result
can be seen on Table 1.

Figure 6: Plot of DSSC current-voltage characteristics for various particle sizes
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Table 1: Relationship between size of particle and porosity obtained from equation (1)
r (nm)

P

50

0.3489

75

0.3082

100

0.2518

200

0.2397

300

0.2336

400

0.2298

500

0.2865

In Table 1, we can see that when we increase the particles size, the porosity will decrease. This can cause the
photocurrent density and photovoltage decrease also. As we already know from the explanation before that smaller
porosity will cause fewer dye particle can be absorbed by TiO2 thin film, which mean lesser electron charge. To
make clearly the relation between particle size and DSSC performance, relationship between particle size (r), shortcircuit photocurrent density (Isc) and open-circuit photovoltage (Voc) in Figure 6 is plotted in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Photocurrent Density and Photovoltage on different particle size

Figure 7 indicates that when we increase the particle size, both short-circuit photocurrent density (Isc) and opencircuit photovoltage (Voc) increase. This means that, in order to obtain the maximum DSSC output, smaller particle
size must be used.
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4. CONCLUSION
We have done the simulation to study the effect of porosity on DSSC performance. It is obvious that the size of the
particle and inter-particle distance are important parameters that affect porosity, consequently also affect I-V values.
Therefore, it is recommended to use the particles with the smallest size on designing the DSSC structure.
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ABSTRACT
The need for power is inevitable. All aspects of life (e.g. home, office, industrial and others) are using electricity, and thus in
need of a tool for measuring electrical energy there is no aggrieved party. In the measurement of electrical energy, there are
several things that affect the accuracy of such measurements device specifications, auxiliary equipment (CT - PT), and
environmental conditions (such as environmental temperature, humidity, magnetic field around that can affect the
performance of measuring equipment). Accuracy of Current Transformer is the ability of a measurement to give a specific
value to the actual value of the item being measured. Accuracy level is one indicator is needed on every instrument. By
knowing the accuracy of an instrument, the error factor can be known. In this research, Current Transformer will be given
different loads and in different temperatures as well. In order to know the best measurement conditions on Current
Transformer this ultimately can reduce the error in the measurement of electrical energy. Current Transformer will be loaded
from 5% to 120% of his ability. In addition, the environmental temperature also will be varied from 27 ° C until the
temperature of 80 ° C. Based on the result showed that ambient temperature can affect the accuracy of measurement in current
transformers.
Keywords
Current transformer performance, ambient temperature

1. INTRODUCTION
Indonesia is a large country that their energy needs continue to grow in order to meet needs and demands of life. All aspects of
life (e.g. home, office, industrial and others) are using electricity, and thus in need of a tool for measuring electrical energy
there is no aggrieved party. In the measurement of electrical energy, there are several things that affect the accuracy of such
measurements device specifications, auxiliary equipment (CT - PT), and environmental conditions (such as environmental
temperature, humidity, magnetic field around that can affect the performance of measuring equipment). Now, there are many
models of CT (current transformer) that in a suit human needs, whether for low voltage, medium or high voltage. Accuracy of
Current Transformer is the ability of a measurement to give a specific value to the actual value of the item being measured.
Accuracy level is one indicator is needed on every instrument. By knowing the accuracy of an instrument, the error factor can
be known.

2. LITERATURE STUDY
Current Transformers (CT) is the equipment used to transform a large current on the primary side into a small current in the
secondary for measurement and protection. In electrical engineering, current transformer (CT) was used to measure electric
current, together with the potential transformer (PT), known as the instrument transformers. When the current in a circuit that
is too high to be applied directly on the measuring device, the transformer produces an accurate flow so that comparable with
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the current in the circuit, which can easily be connected to the measuring and recording instruments. Current transformer also
protects the gauge from the very high voltage on the circuit.
Current transformers (CTs) are most wide spread used sensors for sensing of the current. They can be divided into two groups.
First, the precise current transformers for accurate current sensing that can be used in applications without purposeful
influencing by user and with well defined external conditions. This type of CT consists of high permeability ferromagnetic ring
core that brings small magnetizing current and therefore low amplitude and phase errors. Second large group contains current
transformer for energy meters: they are more robust and can work in non-ideal environment. In this paper, we will consider
only disturbance caused by the dc magnetic flux in the core due to either dc component of measured current and/or external dc
magnetic field (permanent magnet).
The transformer can be exposed to some dc magnetic flux. In the "normal case", there are many electric devices that use a
diode to halve power (i.e. hairdryer, light bulb etc.). The diode makes the current flowing through the device to be half wave
rectified, with a dc component and set of higher harmonics. The power consumption is halved in comparison with full current.
On the contrary to "normal case", the CT can be exposed to dc magnetic flux purposely. Some consumers want to affect the CT
in order to save money by stealing energy.
The dc component of primary current is not compensated by secondary current, therefore it creates magnetic flux that affects
the working point of the CT. It moves this point along the hysteresis loop towards saturation. The example of this principle of
disturbance can be seen on the Fig. 1. The magnetizing current is composed of dc component and the first harmonic (the same
principle should be depicted with next higher harmonics to the detriment of simplicity).

Magnetizing current

Figure 1. Principle of disturbating of the CT
Figure 1. Principle of disturbating of the CT
The value of the dc current, which causes saturation, is mostly few amperes for the cores of precise CT. That is the reason why
precise CT cannot be used in energy meters. The CT for energy meters can be able to work even with dc current in order of
tens of amperes. This condition fulfills the CT, which consists of ferromagnetic core with relative permeability in order of
hundreds or thousands but with nearly linear and almost without hysteresis of BH loop. In some cases, these rather expensive
CTs are replaced by the CTs with divided ferromagnetic cores that consist of one ring with high relative permeability and
second one with high saturating intensity of magnetic field.

Accuracy of CT is the ability of a measurement to give a specific value to the actual value of the item being measured.
Accuracy level is one of indicator is needed on every instrument. By knowing the accuracy of an instrument, then the error
factor that will occur can be known. Error transformation (transformation error) is the ratio between primary current and
secondary currents.

ε (%)

Kn
ε
Is
Ip

KnxIs Ip
x100%
Ip

(1)

= ratio of transformation
= fault current (%)
= secondary current actual (A)
= Actual primary current (A)
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Because of differences in the incoming flow on the primary side with the current read on the secondary side, can make a
difference ratio of the actual flow transformation with reality. When CT is used to measure energy (kWh meter), this current
error affects the measurement of energy.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In this research, Current Transformer will be given different loads and in different temperatures as well. In order to know the
best measurement conditions on Current Transformer this ultimately can reduce the error in the measurement of electrical
energy. Current Transformer will be loaded from 5% to 120% of his ability.

Figure 2. CT Testing using Digital Transformer Tester
Further tests carried out several times starting from the 60% (18 A) to 100% (30A) of load. The load applied to the CT in the
form of injection load of Digital Transformer TesteCircuit Breaker Test Set. In addition, the CT varied environmental
conditions of temperature ranging from room temperature (27 oC) to 80 oC.

Figure 3. CT Testing using temperature variation
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4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Based on the results of measurements have been performed, the obtained results as shown in the following :
Table 1. CT errors
Iprimary (A)
6.04
9.06
12.04
15.05
18.00
21.00
24.00
27.00
30.00

Is-calc (A) Is-meas (A)
1.01
1.02
1.51
1.53
2.01
2.03
2.51
2.52
3.00
3.01
3.50
3.51
4.00
4.01
4.50
4.51
5.00
5.01

% error
1.32%
1.32%
1.16%
0.47%
0.33%
0.29%
0.25%
0.22%
0.20%

Percentage

Error
1.40%
1.20%
1.00%
0.80%
0.60%
0.40%
0.20%
0.00%

6

9

12

15

18

21

24

27

30

Primary Current

Figure 4. CT errors
From the tables and figure above, it known that quite small errors. Based on IEC IEC 60044-1, for CT class 1, if CT is given 5%
loading of capacity, the maximum allowable error is 3%. If loading 20% of capacity, the error allowed is 1.5% and for loading
above 20%, error allowed is 1%. Thus, CT is used for research can be said to meet existing standards.
Table 2. CT errors with temperature variation

Temperature
27 ºC
30 ºC
40 ºC
50 ºC
60 ºC
70 ºC
80 ºC

Iprimary
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

Is-calc (A) Is-meas (A)
4
3.99
4
3.99
4
3.99
4
3.99
4
3.99
4
3.99
4
3.89

% error
0.25%
0.25%
0.25%
0.25%
0.25%
0.25%
2.75%

Temperature
27 ºC
30 ºC
40 ºC
50 ºC
60 ºC
70 ºC
80 ºC

Iprimary
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

Is-calc (A) Is-meas (A)
3
2.99
3
2.99
3
2.99
3
2.99
3
2.99
3
2.99
3
2.93

% error
0.33%
0.33%
0.33%
0.33%
0.33%
0.33%
2.33%
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Temperature
27 ºC
30 ºC
40 ºC
50 ºC
60 ºC
70 ºC
80 ºC

Iprimary
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

Is-calc (A) Is-meas (A)
4.5
4.49
4.5
4.49
4.5
4.49
4.5
4.49
4.5
4.49
4.5
4.49
4.5
4.4

% error
0.22%
0.22%
0.22%
0.22%
0.22%
0.22%
2.22%

Temperature
27 ºC
30 ºC
40 ºC
50 ºC
60 ºC
70 ºC
80 ºC

Iprimary
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

Is-calc (A) Is-meas (A)
5
5.01
5
5.01
5
5.01
5
5.01
5
5.01
5
5.01
5
4.9

% error
0.20%
0.20%
0.20%
0.20%
0.20%
0.20%
2.00%

CT Error
3.00%
Percentage

2.50%
2.00%

Error 18 A

1.50%
1.00%

Error 24 A

0.50%

Error 27 A

0.00%

Error 30 A
27 ºC 30 ºC 40 ºC 50 ºC 60 ºC 70 ºC 80 ºC
Temperature

Figure 5. CT errors with temperature variation
On the graph and table above shows that significant changes of error when temperatures above 70 C. This shows that the
higher the ambient temperature will result in increased errors in measurement by CT. For that application, the ambient
temperature must be maintained, so the measurement errors can be minimized.
5.

CONCLUSION

Weather and environmental conditions around the Current Transformer can affect the measurement results. Interference either
from rain or hot weather, lack of maintenance, lack of ventilation in the room where Current Transformers are to result in
different measurements. Therefore, it needs a good temperature in the vicinity of Current Transformer and try not too much
change in temperature. Based on the result of research showed that ambient temperature can affect the accuracy of
measurement in current transformers. Thus, by keeping the ambient temperature conditions around the Current Transformer
then any error in measurement can be minimized.
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ABSTRACT
The unintended trips caused by overload during the operation are one of the causes that lead to the electronic
instruments/equipments damage. One may take solution to increase the power from the State-owned Electric Company (PLN).
However, it is considered as an inefficient action since PLN shall supply a certain power capacity to the costumer. The key is
then how to optimize the power delivered by PLN with the demand (loads).
Early warning system (EWS) is designed to give real-time information about energy used which is categorized as normal and
critical and peak loads. The EWS has a load management system so that it can automatically choose the loads to be switch on
and off. In other words, the costumer does not require operating manually.
EWS consists of three parts i.e. analog to digital converter (ADC) 808, microcontroller AT89S52 and load simulators which is
equipped by supporting display as well as a buzzer for a warning. The laboratory experiment shows that the constructed EWS
can prevent unintended trips due to overload.
Keywords
Unintended trip, overload, early warning system (EWS)

1. INTRODUCTION
According to State-owned Electric Company (PLN), in 2010 it is estimated to have 1.5 million waiting-list costumers which
have not been electrified yet. This means that PLN needs more power supply to meet the demand requested.
In other side, the unintended trips caused by overload during the operation are one of the causes that lead to the electronic
instruments/equipments damage. One may take solution to increase the power from the. However, it is considered as an
inefficient action since PLN shall supply a certain power capacity to the costumer. The key is then how to optimize the power
delivered by PLN with the demand (loads).
Early warning system (EWS) is designed to give real-time information about energy used which is categorized as normal and
critical and peak loads. The EWS has a load management system so that it can automatically choose the loads to be switch on
and off. In other words, the costumer does not require operating manually.
Figure 1 shows the EWS position in the distribution power system:
Transformer

LVL

From
MVL

Customer
Customer

Line

MDP

Meter

EWS

MVL : Medium Voltage Line
LVL : Low Voltage Line

MDP : Main Distribution Panel

Load 1

Load 2

Load 3

Figure 1. Early Warning System on the Distribution System
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2. HOW IT WORKS
When the system is activated, the current entering to the loads is read by a current transformer (CT) with several ratings such
as 1000/5A. Because the output from this CT is on alternating current (AC), therefore, it shall then be converted to the DC
one. However this task is not covered in this research. Instead, the to simulate the CT output in a DC state, a potentiometer
having rating of 1-5 V DC is used. One volt of potentiometer is equivalent with 1 Ampere in the CT and 5 V of the
potentiometer is 5 Ampere of CT rating. EWS is set to notify the customers their load status which is divided into 3 states, i.e.
normal, critical and peak load. The simulation for normal, critical and peak load are determined when potentiometer output are
0-2.9 or 58%, 2-4.4 V or 88% and 4,5-5 or 100% of its total capacity, respectively.
A microcontroller AT 89S52 is installed to compute the operation from the potentiometer. This microcontroller is capable to
give a command to the display unit, in this case is LCD display, LEDs and buzzer. The green, yellow and red LEDs are used to
represent their load status for normal, critical and peak load, respectively. A different sound from a buzzer is given to
distinguish the different load status.
MVL

Transformer

1000 / 5

LVL
Out CT
10 mV / A

CT

Early Warning Sistem
( EWS )

Costumer

Loads

Figure 2. Early Warning System in the Customer Side

3. EWS COMPONENTS
To construct EWS, the components required are:
1. A Potentiometer with rating of 1-5 V which represents a CT output.
2. Loads variable which inform the customer the used loads, where in this experiment a 10 K, 0-5 V variable loads is
installed.
3. An Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) circuit which converts analog input (voltage) to digital output. This EWS is
using ADC 0808.
4. A Microcontroller AT89S52 for data management and computation which computes data input from the loads.
5. An Output display comprising of LCD display, green, yellow and red LEDs, and buzzer.
The block diagram of designed EWS can be seen in Figure 3 below:
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PotentIometer

GL YL RL
Buzzer

+
-

5V

AT
89S52
DT-51

ADC
0808

R = 10K

LCD

0-5V

Early Warning Sistem ( EWS )

Ground

Figure 3. Early Warning System Block Diagram

4. LABORATORY EXPERIMENT
To obtain the EWS performance and reliability, laboratory experiment was conducted. Table 1 shows the laboratory result.
Based on the above experiment, it can be determined the error of the EWS which can be calculated by :
% error = [ Vout – Vin ] x 100%
From table 1, Vin = 1 volt, Vout = 1,01, thus :
% error = [ 1,01 – 1 ] x 100% = 1%
The little error informs that the constructed EWS can function and perform well as desired.
Table 1. Experimental Result of Constructed EWS
LOAD INPUT
No.

POTENTIOMETER
Vin
(volt)

EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
OUTPUT
LOAD
COSTUMER
Vout
Percent
(volt)
(%)
3
4

1

2

1
2

0
1
1,1
1,2

0
1,01
1,11
1,21

1,3
1,4
1,5
1,6
1,7
1,8

1,30
1,42
1,51
1,61
1,71
1,81

1,9
2
2,1
2,2
2,3
2,4

1,91
2,01
2,11

2,5
2,6
2,7
2,8
2,9

2,51
2,61
2,71
2,81
2,89

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

2,21
2,31
2,41

0
20,3
22,3
24,3
25,9
28,9
30,3
32,3
34,3
36,3
38,3
40,3
41,9
44,3
46,3
48,3
50,3
52,3
54,3
56,3
57,9

LED

LCD
Buzzer

G

Y

R

NL

CL

PL

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF

ON
ON
ON

ON
ON
ON

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

3
3,1
3,2
3,3
3,4
3,5

2,99
3,09
3,19
3,29
3,39
3,49

3,6
3,7
3,8
3,9
4
4,1
4,2
4,3
4,4
4,5

3,59
3,69
3,79
3,89
3,99
4,09
4,19
4,29
4,39
4,49

4,6
4,7
4,8
4,9
5

4,59
4,69
4,79
4,89
4,99

59,9
62
63,9
65,9
67,9
69,9
71,9
73,9
75,9
77,9
79,9
81,9
83,9
85,9
87,9
89,9
91,9
93,9
95,9
97,9
99,9

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

ON

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

ON

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

5. CONCLUSION
In order to prevent sudden trip due to overload and to optimize the power supplied from electric utility, it is important to install
an early warning system (EWS) in the customer side. EWS is a system which can notify the customer their load status whether
normal, critical or peak load. Potentio meter is used to simulate the load condition in which the voltage level of 0 - 2.9 or 58%,
2-4.4 V or 88% and 4,5-5 or 100% of its total capacity are representing normal, critical and peak loads, respectively. It is
proved by laboratory experiment that the constructed EWS has 1% of error which means that the EWS could perform well.
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ABSTRACT
Increasing number of non-linear loads in electric power system causes the high value of harmonic
distortion in the system. This phenomena decrease the power quality level in electrical system and result in
several disadvantages such as increasing losses on the transmission, causing overheating in transformers
and other stuffs. Household load proved to have a major contribution to the problem of this harmonic. A
harmonic filter is one solution that is expected to reduce the problem of harmonics in the system with the
household load. This paper describes the design of harmonic filter to reduce harmonic level to be applied
for those kinds of loads for household used power capacity of 2200 VA. The harmonic filter developed in
this study is the single tuned filter which has harmonic distortion of current and voltage of order 3. The
result shows that the filter plays important role in decreasing the harmonic distortion level, lowering the
active power consumed by equipments, and increasing power factor which will in turn upgrade the power
quality of the grids.
Keyword: Non-linear loads, harmonic distortion, single tuned filter, power quality

1. INTRODUCTION
Energy crisis in Indonesia cause several problems in electrical power system. One of the problem is a
partially blackout because of inability of installed power capacity to handle the peak load. The effort that
can be done to overcome this condition beside build a new power generation is by using high efficient
equipment in consumer. But usually high efficient equipments use automatic control system and also
electronic ballast which are cause harmonic distortion.
Harmonic distortion is the symptoms of formation of waves with a frequency that is not essentially
frequency (50 Hertz). Generally, the frequency of that form is integer multiplication with the frequency
base. Harmonic wave is riding the wave basically forming a distorted wave. Voltages/currents wave which
is sinusoidal can be non-sinusoidal because of harmonic distortion. This certainly can worsen the quality of
electricity to customers. Harmonic distortion of current and voltage generated by the equipment on the
customer gives a new problem in electric power system, including decreased quality of electricity to
customers, increasing the RMS value of load current, increasing losses in the conductive channel, and
causing overheating in distribution transformers. To overcome solve harmonics problem, it needs to be
made a harmonic filter equipment that can reduce harmonic distortion in load electrical equipment.
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Now a days, research studies on harmonic filters on power tools are more focused on industrial equipment
that has a large capacity of electric power, because the harmonic distortion improvement in industrial sector
is expected to more pronounced effects (with effort smaller) and more likely to be done by the industry
because the industry needs to obtain a good quality of electricity and energy savings as well as the
availability of funds to do so [5]. Whereas the total energy consumption, household load is greater than
industry because the number of customer household more than the industry. The total household energy
consumption is about 39% of the total energy consumption in Indonesia [3]. If we are able to create
harmonic filter equipment in accordance with the characteristics of household electrical load with a
relatively low cost and affordable, then the group of domestic customers can be put thus improving power
quality and energy savings occur both for customers and electric utilities (PLN).
In this research, harmonic filter design that is suitable for electrical equipment at the customer's household.
For equipment that can be made in accordance with the burden of household appliances, it is necessary to
identify the customer's burden of household electrical appliances by conducting surveys to customers, then
to simulate the load and the measurement of harmonics, followed by calculation and design of harmonic
filters, adjusted to the characteristics of electrical equipment of household load and tested a harmonic filter
design results in customers.

2. LITERATURE STUDY
2.1 Fundamental of Harmonic
One of the power quality problems that come from the consumer electrical load is the presence of harmonic
distortion. Summation of sinusoidal waves become non-sinusoidal wave can be analyzed using the concept
of Fourier series, can be defined by the following equation [4]:
n

Y (t )

Y0

Yn 2 sin( n2 ft

n

)

(1)

n 1

Description:
Y0 = amplitude of the DC component which is usually in the distribution network is zero
Yn = RMS value of nth harmonic component
f = fundamental frequency (50 Hz)
n = phase angle of nth harmonic component
The value represented by harmonic distortion. THD stating the amount of distortion caused by harmonic
component that can be defined by the following equation [1]:
n

M n2
THD

n 2

(2)

M1

Description:
THD = Total Harmonic Distortion
Mn = RMS value of current or voltage of the nth harmonic
M1 = RMS value of current or voltage at the fundamental frequency.
Voltage and current harmonics can cause different effects on electrical equipment connected to the electric
power grid depending on the characteristics of the load itself. To minimize potential losses due to
harmonics it is necessary to install the appropriate filter. Installation of the filter has two purposes, first to
reduce the harmonic voltage and harmonic current injection in the AC network to an acceptable level.
Second to provide all or part of reactive power consumed by the harmonic source or consumed by other
loads.
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2.2 Harmonic Filter
Factors to consider when designing a filter to solve harmonics problems are [4]:
• Reactive power needed for power factor correction
• Parallel resonance peak resulting from the interaction between the filter and source impedance
• Rating and tolerance filter components
• Losses of filter

Figure.1 Harmonic Filter scheme using a single tuned method
Resonance occurs when the value equal to the capacitance reactance. Filter is set at a frequency Fr, which
produces the series resonance. This frequency is given by equation [6]:

fr

1
2

LC

(3)

In the frequency Fr, single tuned filter has a minimum impedance, the resistance value R of the inductor.
Therefore, these filters absorb all the harmonic currents close to the injected frequency Fr, with low
harmonic distortion voltage at this frequency. In principle, a single tuned filter is installed for each
harmonic to be eliminated. These filters are connected at the bus bar where the reduction of harmonic
voltage is determined

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
PREPARATION

LOAD SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT
Simulating the load according to 2200 VA
household

Measuring the value of harmonic distortion
that occurs in the household customer
equipment using the power analyzer

DESIGN OF HARMONIC FILTER
Performing calculations of harmonic
filter design

Simulating harmonic filter design using
software

ANALYSIS
Analyze the performance of filter
Figure.2 Research Methodology
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Phase 1: Preparation
In this stage the identification of problems associated with harmonic distortion and harmonic filter, and set
up the equipment that is used in later phases such as questionnaires and measurement equipment.
Phase 2: Simulation and Measurement Expenses
At this stage, several activities, namely:
 Development of load simulation is designed in accordance with the burdens that are generally found in
household customers in accordance with survey results that have been done
 Take measurements of harmonic distortion that occurs in the household customer equipment using the
equipment in the laboratory of power quality analyzer to determine the order harmonics which have
the worst value.
Results at this stage became the basis for designing the next phase harmonics filters.
Phase 3: Designing Harmonic Filters
Based on the customer load characteristics of households in 2200 VA and determination will order
harmonics in the filter obtained in step 3 is then performed calculations and design the appropriate
harmonic filters. Harmonic filter design is in addition carried out by calculation also by conducting
simulated using software that can be known by simulation the effectiveness / performance of harmonic
filters when implemented. At this stage harmonic filter equipment will be made in the form of hardware on
the next phase of testing the performance of this harmonic filter.
Phase 4: Analysis
In this stage of we analyze the performance of designed filter

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Based on the results of measurements on household expenses with 2200VA power, the value of the
compensator is determined is 1 KVAR. Here the average value of measurement results:
Table 1. Average power of household load (2200VA)

P(KW)

Q(KVAR)

1.6
1
The power factor can be determined by this equation:

PF

P
S

S(KVA)
1.9

(4)

The above data shows that the value of power factor is 0.842. Harmonic filter is designed to improve power
factor, power reactive that needed by system can be calculated using equation [1]:

P1
PF0

QVAR

2
2
1

P

P1
PF

2
2

P1

(5)

The calculation result shows that to improve the power factor from 0.842 to 0.995 that required reactive
power for 1 KVAR.
From the amount of reactive power is needed then determined impedance of the capacitor with the
following equation [1]:

XC

2
kVrated
M varrated

(6)

Voltage rating is 220 V and the rating of QVAR is 1 KVAR, capacitor impedance obtained at 48.4.
Capacitance of capacitor can be calculated by the following equation [1]:

C

1
2 fX C

(7)
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From the calculation, the capacitance is 65.8 μF. Once it is determined the impedance of the filter reactor
with the equation following [1]:

XC
n2

XL

(8)

As mentioned earlier, that will be filtered harmonic order is the 3rd order, so the adjustment lowered slightly
below that of 2.9. This needs to be done as tolerance components to prevent resonance filter occurring in
the system at frequencies that interfere with [2]. Based on impedance calculation, filter reactor at 5.76.
Inductance of inductor can be calculated by the following equation [1]:

L

XL
2 f

(9)

From the calculation, the value of inductance is 18.33 mH. Once the design is complete, here are
inductance and capacitance specification of initial design of filters:
Table 2. Inductance and Capacitance Filter Specifications
L (mH)

XL

C(μf)

Xc

18.33

5.76

65.8

48.4

This means that by adding a filter with the specifications above, the power factor will change from 0842 to
0995. This is clearly very good because with the good value of power factor means the system is good.
Moreover increasing the value of power factor in the system, harmonic filters also looks good in savings of:
a.

Energy savings due to the decreasing value of RMS current

In normal conditions (without filters), the value of RMS current as follows of the equation [2]:
h max

I 2 RMS

Ih

2

I1

2

I2

2

I3

2

2

I 4 ..... I n

2

(10)

h 1

Meanwhile the addition of filters on the order of 3, the RMS current value is determined by the following
equation [2]:
h max

I 2 RMS

Ih

new

2

I1

2

I2

2

2

2

0 I 4 ..... I n (11)

h 1

So the reduction [2]:

% Preduction

1

I 2 RMS new
I 2 RMS

100%
(12)

Here is a sample calculation:
Table 3.Samlpe calculation of losses caused reduction of harmonic filters
P
I RMS-new
% P reduction
P new (kW)
kWh
(kW)
56.68
1.7
0.631
1.689
0.013

Time

I RMS

kWh new

0

57.04

10

93.08

92.44

0.8

0.688

0.794

0.006

0.006

20

56.94

56.58

1.3

0.632

1.292

0.010

0.009

30

169.65

169.29

1.3

0.212

1.297

0.010

0.010

40

471.63

443.54

1.3

5.956

1.223

0.010

0.009

50

198.73

194.32

1.2

2.219

1.173

0.009

0.009

60

16.18

15.69

1.3

3.028

1.261

0.010

0.009

70

366.85

337.69

0.8

7.949

0.736

0.006

0.005

0.012
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80

49.7

49.34

2

0.724

1.986

0.015

0.015

90

52.38

52.29

1

0.172

0.998

0.007

0.007

100

16.68

16.43

0.6

1.499

0.591

0.004

0.004

By using of harmonic filters, the RMS current third-order (the order which is filtered) will be changed to
zero so there will be changes in the amount of RMS current becomes smaller than before. Changes in the
RMS current is proportional to the change in KWH for KWH related to energy use. When energy is used
less, with the same time then the KWh value will also be lower than its initial value so that caused
reductions which resulting in savings of systems. From the above data obtained total energy reduction is
obtained after the use of a filter that is equal to 2.71%
b. Saving due to the reducing losses on the grids

I 2 RMS Rline

Pline

losses

Pline

losses new

% Pline

I 2 RMS

reduction

% P line reduction

new

(13)

Rline

P
1 line losses new
Pline losses

100%

I 2 RMS new
1
I 2 RMS

(14)

100%

(15)

= (1 - I2 RMS new/I2 RMS) x 100 %
= (1 - 13974.39/14318.08) x 100%

= 2.4 %

By adding a single tuned filter with 1 KVAR compensator, it can be saving on electricity networks as
harmonic filters to reduce I RMS so the losses that occur to be reduced in the amount of 2.4%. This value
is quite significant especially considering the manufacture and installation is very simple

5.

CONCLUSION

Harmonic distortion has a negative impact very much on the components of the electric power system and
therefore the amount of harmonics should be minimized, the use of harmonic filters is one method that is
efficient enough to reduce harmonics distortion. Single Tuned harmonic filter is a filter that is used to
reduce harmonic currents in electric power systems on a single order only. Specifications of filter
components to be created, designed in accordance with the requirement is to measure electricity usage in
everyday household expenses. With the use of single tuned filters at the household expenses, then it can be
a significant savings that reached 2.71%. In addition, the use of harmonic filters can also improve the
efficiency of work rather than network because it can reduce the losses that occur, the ability of filters to
reduce losses in the network reaches 2.4%. Harmonic filters can also increase the value of power factor on
the system so that power factor can be increased from 0.842 to 0.995. In general, harmonic filters are very
useful in order to make savings and efficiencies in our daily lives.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents how the generator capability curve (GCC) of a generator can be included in a Lagrange optimal power
flow (LOPF). Normally, the constraints for a generator in an optimal power flow (OPF) are defined as rectangular
constraints (Pmin-Pmax, Qmin-Qmax). However, such constraints may overestimate the cost of the generation. Therefore, it
is the objective of this paper to see how much cost can be reduced if a GCC can be included in an OPF. A neural network
(NN) model will be derived to model a GCC. The main advantage of an NN model is that a GCC can be obtained easily
without deriving complicated equations. A 16-bus system with 3 generators will be presented in this paper to show that a
total saving of 759.31 $/ hr can be achieved if the GCCs for the three generators are included in an LOPF.
Keywords
Lagrange Optimal Power Flow, Generator Capability Curve, Neural Network.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of an optimal power flow (OPF) is to minimize the total fuel cost of the generating units, usually having
quadratic cost characteristics, which is subjected to active, reactive power, bus voltage, and line flow limits. To minimize
quadratic cost function, the Lagrange multiplier method is one of well-known methods that have been applied in OPF. To
establish the necessary conditions for an extreme value of the objective function, it adds the constraint function to
the objective function after the constraint functions have been multiplied by an undetermined multiplier [1].
Recently, the issue of global warming and energy crisis becomes an important topic. Many researchs aims to find
alternative energy sources, to overcome the problem of energy crisis. In addition, improving efficiency of the existing
apparatus is also very important to reduce cost operation. In this paper, we put more emphasis on energy efficiency,
especially optimal power flow (OPF). Many OPF methods have been developed based either on conventional methods or
artificial intelligence methods [2-12], but almost all those methods used rectanguler constraint to limit the generator output.
However, in actual operations, a generator’s limitations are definied by the generator capability curve (GCC). Hence, it is the
purpose of this paper to investigate how the results would differ for an optimal power flow based on GCC constraint and
that based on the rectanguler constraint [13-15].
Fig.1 shows the GCC, which is constructed based on field currents, armature currents and under excitation limits [16].
As noted in the figure, an optimal power flow based on the rectanguler constraint may lead to higher operation cost as some
of the utilization area (area betwen outside rectanguler and inside curve) are not included. On the other hand, using GCCs
[16] as constraints in OPF [13, 15] require complicated equations. Neural Network (NN) consequently is used in this paper
to model the GCC as it does not require the use of complicated equations [17]. A GCC, constructed using a NN can be
applied not only as a constraint in the Lagrange optimal power flow (LOPF) but also in other OPF methods [17]. In this
paper, we will show that operating cost will be reduced if GCC is used as a constraint in the LOPF.
2. METHODOLOGY
The proposed algorithm consists of three stages, which are as follows:
Develop NN models for GCCs.
Develop a security check routine.
Apply the NN-based GCCs as constraints to the Lagrange Optimal Power Flow (LOPF).
Fig. 2 shows the overall flow chart of the methodology. The following subsections will explain the implementation steps in
each stage.

1.
2.
3.
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GENERATOR CAPABILITY CURVE
1
Field Current Limit
Armatur Current Limit
Under Excitation Limit
Rectanguler Constraint

Q(pu)

0.5

0

-0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

P(pu)

Fig.1 Comparison Rectanguler Constraint and Generator
Capability Curve (GCC) Constraint

Fig.2 Stage of design LOPF with GCC constraint based
on NN
2.1 Develop Neural Network (NN) Models for Generator Capability Curves.
The proposed NN model for a generator capability curve is very straighforward as it only has one input, one output and
one hidden layer, as shown in Fig. 3. The number of neuron in hidden layer is constructed automaticaly by using constructive
backpropagation method [19].

1
2

In
put

3
4

Out
put

n
Hidden Layer

Fig. 3 NN model for generator capability curve
Fig.4 The illustration of the input and output
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The input data used in the training process are the sampling point data along the GCC line curves
provided by generator manufactures’ data sheet. Since the GCC is spanned over a plane, it has two directions
x and y directions. This makes the computation extremely difficult. To simplify the computation process,
we convert all the (P, Q) pairs into the polar coordinates, (R, ) pairs as shown in Fig. 4. Once is chosen,
we only need to computate the length, R. Therefore, will be our input for the training process and R will
be the output of the NN. The proper weighting and number of neurons in the hiden layer are then determined
to construct the complete GCC curves. The reconsturcted GCC curves are set as the constraints in the
optimal power flow.
2.2 Develop a Security Check Routine.
The converged P,Q values obtained in the load flow need to be checked against these GCC constraints.
The checking process can be accomplished in the following three steps:
1. The converged P, Q values are first converted into polar pairs (R, θ).
2. The value of θ can be used to determine the distance from the origin to the GCC curve, Rref, as
shown in Fig. 5.
3. The generator security can be checked by comparing the value of R and Rref. If R ≤ Rref, the
converged P, Q are within the safety limits; otherwise, they are set to the values converted from
(Rref, θ).

Fig. 5 Relationship between P,Q, θ, R and Rref

2.3 Apply NN-based GCCs as constraints to Lagrange Optimal Power Flow (LOPF).
The steps in applying NN-based GCCs constraints to Lagrange Optimal Power Flow (LOPF) are
as follows:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Generate initial conditions for the real power of the generation unit i, PGi, and run power flow.
Generate initial value for the Lagrange multiplier λ and calculate incremental transmission loss
associated with generation unit i, ITLi and the incremental cost of generation unit i, ICi (for active
power). Moreover, one also needs to calculate the positive factor K and the partial derivatives of
the real power losses with respect to the reactive power, ΔP (for reactive power). Note that the
expressions for ITLi, ICi, K and ΔP can be found in reference [18].
Find PGi from the equation obtained from the characteristic of cost curve.
Check PGi and QGi using security check routine (Sub section 2.2) to see if the position of PGi and
QGi are within the GCC.
Check the equality constraints:
=
(1)
=
(2)
If the equality constraints are not satisfied, change the value of λ and go to step 2; otherwise,
go to step 6
Check the error tolerance (e)
(3)
,
(4)
where j is the iteration number
If (3) and (4) are not satisfied, go to step 1 and re-initialize the value of PGi
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If (3) and (4) are satisfied, the solution has reached, and the iteration process terminates.

Fig.6 Flowchart of the proposed LOPF
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3. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
A 16-bus system with 3 generators was studied. Two scenarios were compared. One is based on
the LOPF with rectangular curves as the generator constraints. The other is based on the LOPF with
GCC as the generator constraints. Table I shows the converged simulations results for both scenarios.
As can be noted, 759.31 $/ hr of saving can be achieved by the LOPF with GCC as the generator
constraints.

TABLE I
COST OF GENERATION AND CONVERGED POWERS
LPSO-OPF WITH RECTANGULAR CONSTRAINT
No of
Generator
1
2
3

P(MW)
1000.00
622.60
320.66

LPSO-OPF WITH GCC

Q(MVar)

COST($/hr)

-82.21
200.00
43.75

17144.04
8130.95
9165.84

Total Cost

No of
Generator
1
2
3

34440.83

CONSTRAINT

P(MW)

Q(MVar)

COST($/hr)

1100.0
568.58
276.12

-58.75
200.00
47.83

16700.00
8236.96
8744.57

Total Cost

33681.52

Data From TABLE I can be plotted in Figs. 7 – 9 . Fig. 7 shows the operating cost saving occurs
because the generator 1 which has characteristics of low-cost generation is operated at maximum
capability curve. Figs. 8 and 9 show the operations for generator 2 and 3, respectively.

GENERATOR CAPABILITY CURVE (GEN.1)

GENERATOR CAPABILITY CURVE (GEN.2)
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Rectanguler Constraint
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Armatur Current Limit
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Q(MVar)

GCC Constraint
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200

0

200
Rectanguler Constraint
100

GCC Constraint

0
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Fig.7 Comparison between the rectangular
constraints and GCC constraints for geneartor 1
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Fig.8 Comparison between rectangular
constraints and GCC constraints for geneartor 2
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GENERATOR CAPABILITY CURVE (GEN.3)
500
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Fig.9 Comparison between the rectangular constraints and GCC constraints at geneartor 3
4.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown how an LOPF can include GCCs as constraints. The challenge
of including the GCC constraints in the LOPF is the complex equations describing these curves. As
has been delineated in the paper, an NN was proposed and constructed for modeling a GCC. Such a
model can be easily incorporated into an LOPF. Finally, the simulation study presented in this paper
shows that reduction of cost can be achieved if a GCC, rather than the conventional rectangular
constraint is used in an OPF.
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ABSTRACT
Rural electrification is the process of bringing electrical power to rural and remote areas. Rural development has always
been the ultimate goal of the Indonesian Government because of the beneficial effect on social and cultural life. Depending
on the source, rural electrification can bring problems as well as solutions. New power plants may be built, or existing
plant's generation capacity increased to meet the demands of the new rural electrical users. A government may be inclined
to use the cheapest generation source, which may be highly pollutive, and locate the power plant next to vulnerable
minorities or rural areas. However, renewable energy is ever more imposing itself as not only clean but also cost effective
technology for remote rural areas. Microhydro electric schemes can be built at relatively low cost by using indigenous
materials as far as possible. Recent change of policy of the Indonesian Government allows small private developers to sell
their excess electricity to PLN (State Electric Company) makes small stand-alone systems more profitable. The paper
discusses experience of the Microhydro Field Laboratory of Brawijaya University in electrifying a hamlet in Blitar, East
Java, Indonesia. Electricity brings about social and economic improvement but some problems also arise from the
microhydro electric schemes.
Keywords:
Rural electrification, renewable energy, microhydro, field laboratory

1. INTRODUCTION
The Republic of Indonesia, stretching between mainland Southeast Asia and the north coast of Australia and lying within
the tropical monsoon region, is the largest archipelagic nation. Situated where the Pacific and Indian oceans meet, having
the world‟s fifth largest population and endowed with extensive and varied natural resources, Indonesia has the potential to
become a great and prosperous power.
Indonesia is one of the more densely populated rural countries in the world in its settled areas and the poverty of its rural
residents is among the worst. Most farmers (especially in Java) live on less than a hectare of land and must supplement their
incomes with laboring jobs.
An accelerated rural economic growth would contribute much to the development of Indonesia‟s national economy. Rural
development has always been the ultimate goal of the Indonesian Government because of the beneficial effect on social and
cultural life [1-2].
Energy is one of the determining factors in economic development. It has played an important function in Indonesia‟s
development during the past and will undoubtedly assume an increasing role in the years to come. It has not so far
constituted a constraint because of Indonesia‟s large potential energy resources and relatively small utilization at the present
stage of development.
In the 21st century, everyone will face new challenges posed by the technological revolution that is changing the rule of
business. The combined power of telecommunications and computer technology is creating relatively inexpensive, global
networks that transfer voice messages, text, graphics, video, and data within seconds. These sophisticated technologies
create new type of products, including educational products. Changes in technology can also create whole new ways of life.
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The rapid change in various aspect of life for the past decade are triggering the challenge towards educational system in
order to meet the needs of the evolving environment that also struggling to satisfy the needs of humankind.

2. RURAL ELECTRIFICATION
Because of the diminishing supplies of biomass energy, traditionally used in most rural areas, and the high cost of kerosene,
population growth and deforestation endanger the ecosystem, which supports village life.
Rural electrification in developing countries is intended to serve both economic and social aims. It is often regarded as
synonymous with rural development, and usually accorded a prominent place in the plans of developing countries [3].
Whether or not rural electrification is economically justifiable, the Government has made it clear that there is a commitment
to commencing the task of rural electrification. Other conditions also exist that make such a program urgent. The rural
residents have high expectations and are clamoring for action by the government. Assuming that for social and political
reasons there will be an increasing emphasis on rural electrification in Indonesia, the question then is how the benefits from
such a program might be maximized.
The main choices for rural electrification appear to be between the extension of the main grid system and the installation of
small-scattered plants. Rural electric systems in developing countries are especially vulnerable to technical problems. It is
therefore imperative to introduce systems that are reliable, low cost, low maintenance, and simple.
It has long been claimed that rural electrification greatly improves the quality of life. Lighting alone brings benefits such as
increased study time and improved study environment for school children, extended hours for small businesses, and greater
security. But electrification brings more than light. Its second most common use is for television, which brings both
entertainment and information. Last but least, education will be benefitted most by the availability of electric power, as
mentioned above. The people who live in rural areas greatly appreciate these benefits and are willing to pay for them at
levels more than sufficient to cover the costs. However, the evaluation of these and other benefits (for example, in terms of
public goods), as well as of their distribution, has been sparse.
Rural electrification usually passes through four stages, all of which can be found in Indonesia and various other Asian
countries. In the first stage, a few scattered businesses install their own small generators exclusively for their own use. From
the user‟s point of view, this is often a relatively satisfactory way of getting electricity, although somewhat expensive one.
However, from the national point of view, this is very wasteful because often capacity of utilization is low and costs per
kWh supplied are high.
In the second stage, factories, plantations, or perhaps local government authorities take it upon themselves to sell small
amounts of electricity to nearby consumers after a small collective demand develops in rural area. Alternatively, a small
generating plant can be installed as part of the official rural electrification scheme. In this system, electricity is often
available only during specified hours of the day or evening.
In the third stage, the centers of collective demand served in the second phase by isolated generators are connected into the
main grid network. In the final stage, areas of low demand surrounding the already electrified „islands‟ are connected into
the main network.
Experience from other developing nations suggests that six main types of problems are likely to arise: technical difficulties,
quality of service, management, and level of demand, high costs, and the financing programs. These problems are
interrelated, so a failure in any one area can be sufficient to endanger the success of a rural electrification program [4].
The Indonesian Government aims to increase use of new and renewable resources to produce energy. Indonesia has
abundant of potential renewable energy resources, potential supplies of geothermal, solar, wind, microhydro, and biomass
energy are estimated of 160 gigawatts of electric capacity. The development of renewable energy has been slow due to the
technology involved in harnessing these resources are more expensive than the energy produced by conventional technology
for fossil fuel power plants. National Research Board of Indonesia has put development and utilization of new and
renewable energy resources into its agenda. The Blue Print of Research, Development, and Implementation on New and
Renewable Energy Resources issued by the Ministry of Research and Technology of the Republic of Indonesia targeted that
renewable energy contributes 4% of the country‟s electricity demand by 2025 [2,5-6].
Along with the extension of national grid, two renewable energy resources commonly found for rural electrification: solar
energy and microhydro. Photovoltaic solar energy is used in rural area households. The potential of solar energy ini
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Indonesia is about 4.8 kWh/m2/day. Some projects of solar home system have been implemented in some provinces in
Indonesia with the installed capacity of about 0.008 GW by 2005.
Microhydro scheme, where the resources are available, also widely used in remote areas and, in Indonesia, 0.084 GW has
been installed out of the potential of 0.46 GW by 2005. Integrated Micro-hydro Development and Application Programme
(IMIDAP) is one of projects run by the Directorate General of Electricity and Energy Utilization together with United
Nations Development Programme aimed to expand Indonesia‟s energy options through the promotion of microhydro
technology. It will further contribute to poverty eradication by ensuring higher productivity for rural communities through
more reliable and ready energy sources [7-9].
Non-government organizations play an important role in Indonesia‟s energy sector, mainly as advisers, project developers
and managers, in executing some energy programmes. They are also active in the different new and renewable energy
sources.

3. MICROHYDRO ELECTRIC SCHEMES

Figure 1: Microhydro scheme
www.geni.org

Water energy is the only renewable energy source already exploited by man on a large scale with a well-developed
technological base to support its continued exploitation. Hydropower is a form of non-depleting, self-replenishing energy.
Given good initial design, the facilities for exploiting it require minimum maintenance; and hence offer the potential for
cheap energy supply. In most cases it is also the most efficient and least polluting form of power.
Among the limiting factors of hydropower are high initial investment and long construction time, as well as the fact that the
favorable sites are usually situated in remote areas away from energy-consuming centers. Developing countries are
increasingly taking up hydro surveys and feasibility studies in order to quantify these competing factors.
Remote, isolated regions of many developing countries including Indonesia, far removed from the national grid, must often
rely on expensive fossil fuel power generation. But, in areas with substantial water resources, hydropower has proven to be
a much more economical source of power. Small hydropower plant can provide mechanical power to small industries or
electrical power to run enterprises and electrify homes in rural areas, whereby alleviating some of the drudgery, helping to
generate income, displacing wood or kerosene, and improving the quality of life of a large segment of the population. A
typical microhydro scheme is shown in Figure 1.
According to international – though not fully standardized – definitions, hydroelectric power plants can be classified
according to size as follows:
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Large hydro plants
Medium hydro plant
Small hydro plant
Minihydro plant
Microhydro plant

> 100 MW
15 – 100 MW
1 – 15 MW
100 kW – 1 MW
up to 100 kW

Microhydro plants have been in use in many countries such as France, Peru, Chine, Nepal, Solomon Islands, and Indonesia.
Microhydro plant can be built at relatively low cost by using indigenous materials as far as possible. Standardizing the sizes
and other specification of the machinery can reduce the cost of turbine and generator.

Figure 2: Kalijari checkdam for Mount Kelud
If these plants are located in the vicinity of existing grid, they can be connected to the grid. They can be more effectively
used to replace energy supplied by fossil fuel as well as to provide additional capacity. Electrical Energy Act of the
Republic of Indonesia, Number 10, 2002 allows small private developers to offer their excess electricity to PLN
(Perusahaan Listrik Negara – State Electric Company).
Microhydro schemes can be build in conjunction with irrigation systems or as part of check dams can be found in Java. A
scheme in Kalijari, Blitar, East Java is a good example and while supplying electric power to about 60 homes in nearby
hamlet, it is also used as a field laboratory of Brawijaya University, as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 [10].
Water wheels or turbines can be utilized to turn the generators. It should be noted that the required equipment for the
manufacturing of microhydro prime movers is generally found in existing factories or workshops in Indonesia. The
construction of a water turbine is not as complicated as that of other prime movers. The construction requirements are
relatively simple: working rpm and temperature are low so it does not need high quality material and the precision is not
necessarily high.
There are two principal alternative designs of turbines that are viable for microhydro plants: Pelton wheel and cross-flow
turbine, as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively. The Pelton wheel has been successfully used in plants ranging to as
low as 5 kW, given the combination of high head and low flow rate necessary for Pelton operation. For local manufacturer,
a small foundry is required, with simple workshop facilities in fitting, turning, and welding.
In many areas with low head, the cross-flow turbine offers a simple alternative. Although the cross-flow turbine may take
second place to the Pelton wheel in terms of weight, size, and material cost, it is surpassed in constructional simplicity.
Many microhydro schemes in East Java utilize the locally made cross-flow turbines.
The significant difference between microhydro plants and the larger hydro plants is the method of regulation. Up until
recently, both large and small scale hydro systems have been controlled by flow regulation, whereby increased demand
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from the load is met by increasing the flow through the turbine to keep the turbine speed constant. This type of governing
requires expensive and complicated mechanical equipment which can only be justified economically when the total amount
of power produced is large. Moreover, technical specifications in response times and percentage load variations for very
small systems are more demanding than for larger ones.
Electronic load controller offers a viable solution for microhydro systems. With this type of governor, the turbine is
operated at constant flow and the total load on the generator is maintained at a constant value. Surplus power is shunted to
dummy loads whenever it is not required for the primary loads. The dummy loads can be heating elements, battery chargers,
or motor to pump water. The technology involved in electronic controllers is quite sophisticated but their robustness and
reliability allow then to be used in microhydro schemes in developing ountries such as Indonesia. This type of governor is
„water wasting‟ in the sense that water is always released at a rate capable of supplying the maximum primary load.
However, the only alternative to this approach is to build a flowregulating equipment which would cost prohibitively high
for a microhydro installation.
Traditionally, brushless alternators have been used for a stand-alone mcrohydro systems. Generator of this type have been
widely used since they do not need external excitation and thus they permit lengthy unattended running time. Alternators
designed for small diesel gen-set used extensively in microhydro schemes in Indonesia. In this case, since they are designed
to run 1500 rpm, gear box systems are required to increase the speed of the water turbines.
Inductions generators have not had widespread practical use as generators. They have received relatively little attention in
the literature, particularly when operating in the self-excited mode, rather being in parallel with a grid when they obtain
their exciting reactive power from the mains supply. The reason is that, until recently, it has been difficult to control the
voltage and frequency of self-excited induction generators [11]. However, the recent development of static var sources wih
power electronic controls, combined with the depletion of non-renewable energy resources, has brought increased interest in
the subject.

Figure 3: Brawijaya University Microhydro Field Laboratory at Kalijari
For microhydro electric schemes, stand-alone self-excited induction generators offer significant cost reductions in the
system initial costs and may be advantageous compared with alternators due to the ruggedness and low maintenance
requirements of induction machines.
Induction generator in this case is simply an induction motor, that widely available, driven faster than their synchronous
speed, causing them to generate power. It is also well known that induction motor will operate as generator if supply of
reactive power is available to provide the machine‟s excitation. Self excitation can be achieved by the connection of
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appropriate capacitors across the motor‟s terminal allowing the motor to be used as an isolated generator. Practical
application of induction generators may be limited unless reliable, cost-effective means of voltage and frequency controls
are available. Thus it calls for further study and research to be conducted.

Figure 4: Pelton wheel
www.energyalternatives.ca

Figure 5 Cross-flow turbine
members.tripod.com

4. PROBLEMS OF MICROHYDRO SCHEMES
Problems of rural electrication, technical difficulties, quality of service, management, level of demand, high costs, and the
financing programs also arise in the development of microhydro schemes.
Stakeholders‟ involvement is often neglected during project selection, planning, and implementation. This could endanger
project acceptance and sense of belonging of the community, making the lifetime of the project shorter.
Technical problems could arise from poor design and construction quality. Plant operation often done with no proper
standard operating procedure and maintenance is often neglected. The result is voltage fluctuation and frequent power
outages, and lower the quality of service. Management problems appear to be most common due the awareness of proper
organization often lacking in rural areas.
There is a need for adoption of proper technical standards for equipment, methods, and practices. Uniform practices should
be adopted. However, while it was important to maintain high standards for establishment of microhydro schemes, it will
probably necessary to reduce the standards to some extent in order to effect savings in the capital outlay. This reduction in
standards should not be at the expense of general safety. Some standards for rural electrification have been issued by
Perusahaan Listrik Negara [12-14].
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The realizations of industrial potentials and agricultural development are closely related to the success of rural
electrification programs. The rural loads are scattered. The demand per consumer is small, owing to the low standard of
living, and it is difficult to supply power at economic rates for such small scattered loads. The problem, in fact, offers a
challenge and an opportunity to the engineers and managers of the microhydro schemes. A satisfactory solution will depend
upon the ingenuity and professional skill they will bring to bear upon it, and on the cooperation they secure from research
institutions, manufacturers, and distributors of agricultural equipment and domestic appliances, and from the consumers.
Experience of the Microhydro Field Laboratory in electrifying the hamlet of Kalijari, Blitar, East Java Indonesia since 1997
have shown that there is a significant improvement in households in the hamlet. The problem is that the demand of electric
power also increases due to improvement of life quality, but the availability of power supplied is limited. Another problem
is the willingness to pay of the rural customers because of improper management.

5. CONCLUSION
Rural electrification can be defined as the task of providing a country‟s rural population with the electric power necessary to
meet its needs. However, this simple definition should not mask the financial, technical, and social complexity of the task.
Rural electrification can provide one of the most effective means of alleviating poverty in rural areas, providing better
quality of life through light, security, information, and education, as well as saving the ecosystem. Among the productive
uses of electricity in rural areas are processing agricultural produce, cold storage and preservation of food, and small-scale
industry such as weaving, tailoring, etc. This does not mean that the use of electricity for domestic purposes is unimportant,
but it should not be pursued as the primary objective.
Microhydro electric system is evolving, particularly in relation to the motivation of project developers. Recently, the
majority of initial installations might be said to be the result of a technological push, plants were installed to test their
technical viability and their acceptability. This experience has established the technical reliability of the microhydro
systems, reduced their costs and resulted in substantial technical improvement. Microhydro systems have greatly improved
by electronic load controllers, low cost turbine designs, the use of electric motors as generators, and the use of plastics in
pipe work and penstocks. However, more research still be needed to improve what are achieved today.
Rural electrification is more than technical problem, acceptability of the power, utilization of electricity will still need to be
evaluated and studied in order to achieve the goal of alleviating poverty. Social and financial aspects of rural electrification
should also be seriously considered.
A new approach to rural electrification is required, that it should be economically feasible and equitable, environmentally
sustainable, institutionally and technologically diverse, with greater roles for the private sector and local communities, and
adapted to the low levels of rural electricity demand. Thus, these will provide many research opportunities for researchers
and academics.
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ABSTRACT
A possible picohydro energy system based on water gravitation as generator prime mover will be simulated in this research.
This method is used to solute an energy crisis in this country, which is more water energy resources. This Picohydro system
has 4 inlets for four falling water posistions. This falling water can be used to generate 4 nozzles of impeller as prime mover of
generator. This prime mover system of picohydro generator will be simulated by using CFD simulation type Cosmos
Floworks2007 to get an alternatif solution of energy resource problem and to find an alternative renewable clean-friendly
energy with water resources. This picohydro Generator system is small scala and without fuel to operate for residential, ideal
for remote and isolated areas. Besides that, no battery is required in this system. In this simulation is used a fluid flow on 1:11
valve dimension with varied high of water tank. This simulation result use 3meter high of water tank, efficiency 60% and result
power potential 1200 Watt. This paper serves as a concise simulation research and analyze of possible picohydro energy
system based on water gravitation. This paper will describe a CFD simulation method to see micro flow in four noozles
housing impeller and plan to realize.
Keywords:
alternative Energy, simulation, Power, Pico hydro and CFD analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION
In this research, the possible combinations of water gravitation and generator topologies for production and getting
electrical power from water gravitation. This gravitation can get permanent or continued magnet generators, caged rotor
induction generators, synchronous generators and doubly fed induction generators including more specifically rotor induction
machines are discussed and some of the possible control strategies are touched upon. This paper serves as a simulation result
and find of the state of art regarding power electronic topologies and water energy conversion systems.
Various control strategies that can be applied to the converter in Fig. 3b have been discussed [4]. A proposed control involves
the manipulation of the modulation index of the reference sinusoidal signal applied to the PWM generator. This is achieved by
determining the DC-link voltage by a power mapping technique that contains the maximum power versus DC voltage
characteristic. In this country in a condition of energy crisis, which the forced operation will have rolling blackouts for all area,
including in the capital of this country or big state. This, due to increasing of domestic energy consumption in a very rapid and
even exceeds the new construction of energy generator. On the other hand there is an abundant source of water energy and its
use has not been optimized. On the other site, the environment preservation and the earth's climate are among the global
challenges that the community fully aware of national and international [1]. So, we need a dual strategy to increase energy
efficiency and natural resources, and to increase production of renewable energy and raw materials that grow back. So the
design of the energy generator system development will operate a balanced and environmentally [1]. Thus, increase the
innovative development of energy technology, both on the part of manufacturers, such as power generator and renewable
energy producers, as well as in the energy user. This country's natural resources can be utilized and optimized its use to
generate electric power. Then, utilization of water gravity power is designed with 4 (four) inlet pipes as a container of water
falling from 4 different positions. Four inlets will be used as generator prime mover to produce small electrical energy or small
groups so that it can be used individually and can be called as Pico hydro. It was used for power distribution to the country that
flow many rivers with abundant water to areas that are difficult to get it or a rain-fed areas.
Thus, by using of Pico hydro system is expected that everyone of society can use it, maintain and optimize the use of abundant
water plant resources in the surrounding. As a result, everyone, especially those living in rural areas can consummate the
electrical energy as an appropriate in urban life and even with no thought of dependence with fuel. In the discussion is limited
to areas with abundant water, so the water coming out of this system will be flowed back into the river or can also be used for
other pico hydro system.
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2. METHOD OF RESEARCH
One of the most important components in the process of electrical power energy is the generator. The generator is an electric
machine that can convert mechanical power into electrical power. The alternator is driven electric generator to produce
alternating current. The electrical current generated in the coil when the coil rotates in a magnetic field. Type of electric current
is generated alternating current, that is constantly changing and to turn it into direct current, it needs a kommutator and brushes
[2]. To clarify, the rotating magnet inside the coil can be seen in figure 1 is equipped with a rotor coil (moving parts) and stator
(stationary part).

Figure 1: Rotating Magnet in coil.
The main parts of the alternator are the rotor which is the moving parts and will generate electromagnetic wave. While the
stationary part called a stator, this is the part that generates an electric current and the diode can produce direct currents. As an
additional and complementary, there are also brushes that current go to the rotor coil to refine the rotation rotor and fan to cool
the rotor, stator and diode. All parts are held by front and rear frames as shown in Figure 1 above. Furthermore, It will be
discussed some modeling of Impeller, valve and fluid flow.

3. RESULTS AND DESIGN
3.1. Impeller
An important part contained in the turbine to produce rotary motion in the turbine is Impeller. This Impeller is a main part of
the prime mover systems in the form of plates arranged in a circle on an axis. Houses Impeller is used for placement of the
moving impeller as well as the turning Impeller. Impeller rotation is moved by the kinetic energy generated by water flowing
vertically. Houses Impeller is designed so that water that has come in after the Impeller will rotate out and flow back into the
main reservoir vessel. The configuration of the complete Impeller model can show in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Impeller House Concept
The Impeller Houses consists of 4 pieces composed for each inlet and outlet pipes. Top and side view of the pieces of one
house depicted in Figure 3. Part of the Housing Impeller in a transparently can be seen in Figure 3 are furnished with pieces
from the parts, both visible from the outside as well as pieces visible from inside. At Housing Impeller have four inlets as a
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place to enter the flow of water as an activator. The four inlets have the design direction that each position is different from one
another. It was for the produced rotation of the Impeller is to be both sustainable and constant.

Figure 3: Part of Haousing Impeller consept.

3.2 Ball Valve type
This part that controls a flow of water equipped with valve. This Valve can function as a control gate, which has a role to
regulate the water debit. Water debit will flow in the pipe to the penstock before the water flows toward the Housing Impeller.
Penstock is installed and placed in collinear with outlet holes on the valve, so the velocity of water will flow in the penstock.
Of course, the flow rate is strongly influenced by the size of the valve that opens at the ball valve. Modeling [3] of this valve is
limited in this paper only with 2 conditions, i.e. fully open or half-open.

3.3 Fluid flow in the penstock
Basic modeling of flow in this discussion is used to analyze the water turbine that is designed, involving fluid flow behavior
(hydrostatics), which includes the theory of hydrostatics and hydrodynamics. The amount of primary fluid contained in the
calculation of the water turbine is a pressure (p), density (ρ) and viscosity (v or μ). The viscosity can be divided into two things
namely kinematic viscosity v and the absolute dynamic viscosity μ. The output of generated electricity depends on the volume
of water flow from the head (water surface elevation differences in vessel and penstock). So, the greater the flow into the
penstock will generate the greater the electrical energy from the system. The equation to measure the by the system generated
electrical energy on the Kaplan turbine is as follows [2]:

P  gQH

[1]

P is the generated power in units of [Watt], Q the average flow of water in (m3/s), gravity g in (m/s2), ρ the water density
(kg/m3), static head H (m) and efficiency η. CFD simulation is used as one method to analyze the fluid flow in the penstock.
For the analysis of fluid flow by using of CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) modeling is required equations of fluid flow
in the turbine house, an equations will be outlined as follows:
a) Continuity
Continuity equation (conservation of mass) of a flow in the pipe as a function of flow velocity in general can be written
in equation 2, as follows [4]:


 ( U )  0
t

[2]

Where ρ is fluid density and U is the velocity of water flow in pipes, where the value scale on the flow of an
incompressible fluid (ρU) = 0 at steady state.
b) Momentum
The equation of fluid in the pipe is generally satisfy the momentum conservation equations that have a viscosity
parameter, pressure status. Fluid equation is theoretically shown in equation 3 as follows [2]:

U
   ( UU )  (P )    ( (U  (U )T ))  S m
t

[3]
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Where P is the static pressure and for the dynamic viscosity μ and Sm is the source of momentum. Momentum is due to the
force caused by fluid gravity.

4. CFD SIMULATION
4.1 Description
A valve controller is control Gate, where debit of fluid flowing from the vessel into the penstock before finally flowing into the
house impeller and will result in turning the impeller. Valves are arranged collinearly to the penstock so that fluid flows at the
water inlet. Valve and penstock affect the flow entering the Impeller home. A valve dimension affects the fluid flow into the
penstock. Therefore we need to get an optimally profile analysis of valve and penstock.

4.2 Geometry Model
In modeling the geometry of a valve-form will use the actual shape and size of the model. It’s to be simulated [3]. In general,
to complete the geometry acquisition of modeling is need 3 (three)-dimensional shapes. In this simulation is used by the
1:11selected scaling. The object is clearly illustrated from a side view, front view and top view and has been simulated as
illustrated in Figure 4. The subject geometry in the simulation uses the unit millimeters (mm).

Figure 4: Valve geometry Model concepts.

4.3 Flow Model
In modeling, the flow in this pipe is assumed that the velocity of flow has a low speed or in other words kinematics high
viscosity. The fluid is an incompressible fluid is water, as planned in the electricity generation system based on water as a
source of energy [4]. Based on the assumptions are used for turbulent flow modeling. Various parameters of water are density,
viscosity, specific heat and thermal conductivity as a function of temperature 293.3ºK. This parameter collected on the four
images in Figure 6. Temperatures Increasing may lead to a decreased density, but not linear form (1st curve). It was similarly,
the dynamic viscosity. The water conductivity will increase at higher temperatures, while the specific heat will go down in
temperatures under 293.3 OK and then stabilized at a temperature range 300ºK ~ 320ºK and then increase again at
temperatures above 320ºK. All these conditions can be seen in Figure 5 as the assumed parameters of water at a temperature of
293.3ºKelvin.
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Figure 6: The parameters of water at temperatures of 293.3 ºKelvin.
Problem in the study is fluid flow analysis at valve with 1:11 dimension by using CFD simulation technology Cosmos
Floworks2007 with turbulent flow k   modeling. For the velocity of water in water inlet, the value is the result of water
simulation. The water comes down from the main reservoir to the secondary reservoir to flow through the pipe until towards
the inlet to the valve. If the distance of head to penstock valve is 3 meter, the velocity of water to water inlet of 20m/s with
293ºK water temperature, turbulence dissipation (ε) 1W/kg, turbulence energy (k) 1J/kg, and hydrostatic pressure on the water
outlet is 101325Pa. Then obtained by CFD simulation parameters with opened valve can be seen in Table 1 [5].

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 7: (a) Distribution of water velocity at fully opened valve (b) water velocity with the a half opened valve, (c)
Water pressure with the fully opened valve (d) Fluid pressure when the half opened valve.
In Table 1 is shown all parameters of CFD Simulation. The Valve in this simulation is opened fully.Then the Velocity on
outlet or inlet and flow rate, pressure outled can be measured and simalatude
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Table 1: Parameters of CFD simulation results the fully opened valve.
Name

Unit

Outlet Min
Velocity
Outlet Mass
Flow Rate
Outlet Max
Velocity
OutletVolume
Flow Rate
Outlet Av
Velocity
Inlet Av Total
Pressure
Outlet Max
Total Pressure

Value

Progress

Use in
convergence

m/s

0.308014

100

On

0.375431701

2.34527973

Kg/s

-6.24409

100

On

0.000267946029

0.00624408597

m/s

49.1434

100

On

0.775236433

2.86022986

M /s

-0.00625526

100

On

3.80343926e-007

3.13463064e-005

m/s

17.7604

100

On

0.0256130317

0.242269379

Pa

1.43888e+006

100

On

27363.7981

34706.2762

Pa

1.30673e+006

100

On

37799.7455

112115.601

3

Delta

Criteria

Table 2: Min/Max Parameter CFD simulation results.

Name

Minimum

Pressure [Pa]
Temperature [K]
Density [kg/m3]
Velocity [m/s]
X-velocity [m/s]
Y-velocity [m/s]
Z-velocity [m/s]
Heat Transfer Coefficient [w/m2K]
Shear Stress [Pa]
Surface Heat Flux [W/m2]
Water SP Mass Fraction [ ]
Water SP Volume Fraction [ ]
Fluid Temperature [K]

Maximum

-1.17362e+006
292.833
998.184
0
-59.4003
-25.4031
-25.3361
0
1.93838e-005
0
1
1
292.833

1.41183e+006
293.268
998.262
59.4003
9.15527
25.4509
25.4289
0
8809.83
0
1
1
293.268
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Figure 8 (a) Diagram of water velocity at the valve, (b) Diagram of the water pressure in the valve.
In this research, it can be known some parameters to search water debit at outlet, the inlet total pressure, total pressure at the
outlet, the minimum speed at the outlet, the maximum velocity at the outlet, and the average velocity at the outlet, the obtained
results of CFD analysis of simulated in Figure 7. In Figure is shown the distribution of water velocity of the fully opened valve
and the valve is open and a half, the distribution of water pressure when the fully opened valve when the fluid pressure
distribution valve half open. Figure 8 describes (a) the diagram shows the water velocity in the valve. In figure 8 (b) obtained
the diagram of water pressure in the valve.
CFD analysis results are included in the formula P  gQH , with a value   998.262 kg m 3, g=9.81 m/s2,
Q=0.00625526 m3/s. If the assumed system is considered the working efficiency is 60%, altitude and distance from the vessel
until the valve is H=3m. [5] So the potential for electric power obtained on the basis of the above parameters are:
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P  gQH
P  998,262 x9,81x0,00625526 x3x0,6
P  110,26Watt
By using the ratio of 1:11 dimensional simulation shows that the system can generate electrical power for 110.26 Watt on an
inlet, provided a container for water to flow from the main vessel leading to the secondary container.
Thus, this design makes it possible to be realized to generate electrical power at about 1.2 kW total so appropriately referred to
as power plants pico hydro. With this electric power can be dedicated to fulfilling the purposes of an individual household.

5. CONCLUSION
Finally, from the above analysis, some conclusions can be known:
1. Application of the four impeller house the inlet in this case as the prime movers alternator can be used as a hydroelectric
power pico hydro, although output was influenced by water velocity, water discharge, elevation head and the dimensions
of the appliance can produce 110.26 watt with a ratio of 1:11
2. From the analysis of valve, It’s found differences in velocity distribution at the inlet to the outlet at piko hydro, because
there is a difference between the fluid velocity near the wall and in the middle of penstock.
3. From the analysis of valve, pressure valve flow in the Reynolds number changes from inlet to outlet due to the inlet fluid
flow pico hydro still in transition, while the outlet flow has been changed completely into turbulent flow.
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ABSTRACT
The automotive body panels can be stated as complex and time-consuming regarding design for manufacturing. Body panel
design is created from many conceptual models and is designed to ensure that aesthetic (designer’s point of view) and
engineering aspects (manufacturing and mechanical engineers’ point of view). For instance, the manufacturability of the body
panels needs a considerable amount of development before reaching the final production quality. Although the fundamental
rules of metal pressing can be found in the textbook there is a multitude of other factors that need to be considered and
included to achieve a satisfactory pressing.The research is aiming to expand the nature of the previous research by
implementing Finite Element Analysis into the system at the early stage. The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) will be embedded
into the system alongside several different database such as the Rules Database, Feature based database, costing database,
and so on. The FEA database will consist of the algorithm and procedures and it is applied to the sheet-metal design and
analysis.It is the intention of this paper to present a preliminary methodology and the benefit of the system will be outline.
Keywords
FEA, Finite Element Analysis, Automotive body panel, sheet metal, Feature based

1. INTRODUCTION
Automotive body panels can be stated as complex and time-consuming regarding design for manufacturing. Body panel design
is created from many conceptual models and is designed to ensure that aesthetic and engineering aspects are considered. Thus,
it can be said that body panels are complex shapes to be manufactured as a result of free form shapes that are constructed based
on the designer‟s sketch.
The general aim of every automotive industry is to try to produce a high-quality body panel with a low cost of production.
Many aspects cause the design problems on the shop floor. The problem could be the difficulties in producing automotive body
panels with high-quality surfaces. In addition, the difficulties in ensuring the manufacturability of the automotive body panel
and the difficulties in overcoming the limits imposed scope for improvement by the design constraints [1].
An understanding of manufacturing, materials, cost and all other engineering aspects will be needed to produce a body panel.
Research has established that the designer needs all information whilst producing concepts and that they feel comfortable with
advice regarding engineering aspects being available „on line‟ [2].
In recent years, design for manufacture is a dominant issue within the automotive manufacturing and sheet metal fabrication.
However, DFM is exclusively based on the manufacturing aspect and the designer has not given equal attention to how the
design should be achieved to be able to be produced in the shop floor. Designers should be allowed to press their ideas to the
limit that they think can be manufactured.
Research has found that the knowledge, even though minute in the context of the whole of engineering and manufacturing, was
greatly appreciated. The result of these experiments encouraged the development of a knowledge-based advisory system. The
knowledge-based system has to be designed in the designer‟s language or terminology to control the DFM philosophy.
The system aims to provide assistance for the automotive manufacturer on manufacturability. The system objective is then
developed to develop a method to provide assistance for the designer / stylist to produce high-quality surfaces according to
their manufacturability. This means taking into account the quality that has to be achieved from the viewpoint of designer /
stylist, the CAD engineer, the production engineer, and the toolmaking. The system will concentrate on using sheet metal; the
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designer as the main user and a feature based representation of the design. The decision will be made by the designer that is
effectively subsistence by the system when it is required.
This paper will present the system, which is called Automotive Advisory System. The knowledge-based system structure will
be outlined and. The some of rules implantation will be explored and conclusion will be drawn. However, the system is still
exploring further possibility of adding database such as Computational Fluid Dynamics to calculate the coefficient lift and drag
of the panel.

2. SURFACE CLASSIFICATION
There are different departments of the automotive industry. However, for the purpose of the classification, the marketing and
the supplier department are not included. Complex problems are always apparent in the automotive industry, particularly when
approaching a new design of body panels between the designer and the production engineer. This research has identified the
four important departments in automotive body panels design, not counting the metal forming engineering department to be the
aspect of these departments Design, CAD engineering, Production/Manufacturing and Toolmaking [3].
The investigation was carried out the sheet metal industry and automotive manufacturers. Here information on surface
classification was gained. There exists an interpretation problem between all four departments. This is apparent in both the
companies that were visited. Surface classification has a different meaning to each individual.
The data from the designer, CAD engineer, the production engineer and toolmaker has been described in the classification. The
data is then translated into a numerical and word definition in order to be understood by the Automotive Advisory System. An
IDEF analysis has provided a clear understanding of the surface classification within the Automotive Advisory System [1].
The data will then combine with design for manufacture providing advice using the feature classification [2].
The classification of high-quality surfaces has miscellaneous meaning and approach for each of the individuals in the
automotive design process. Consequently, conflict will be created by two or more individuals who are responsible for the task.
Therefore, a classification that represents the designer or stylist and production engineer classifications will be needed to avoid
any conflict that can increase the time and cost of production.
An initial high quality surface classification can be defined as: [3]
A smooth surface
Good surface finish
No defects
Meets the dimension and tolerance requirement
However, surface classification will not be enough to assist the Automotive Advisory System to provide the best advice for the
designer at the early stage [3]. Moreover, the two surface classifications provide just preliminary, adequate advice for the
designer. A further detailed description for each aspect of the initial high-quality surface classification is needed for
implementation of the principle into the system. For example, to meet the dimension and tolerance requirement is the
requirement from the production engineer that will provide a numerical definition for the geometry change in the feature.
A further detailed description for each aspect of the initial high-quality surface classification is needed for implementation of
the principle into the system. For example, to meet the dimension and tolerance requirement is the requirement from the
production engineer that will provide a numerical definition for the geometry change in the feature. The different geometry
dimension and tolerance specify by each department can be seen in table 2. The total surface classification has to be reached
before embedding them into the Automotive Advisory System.
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Table 1. Geometry dimension and tolerance
Designer

Tolerance : 0.1 – 10 mm
(flatness and gap)

Production Engineer

Length : 1250 – 2250 mm
Width : 1000 – 2750 mm
Thickness : 0.6 – 0.9 mm (outer
body panel)
Tolerance : 0.01 – 0.1 mm

CAD Engineer

Curve degree : 2 – 8
Tolerance Range:
0.15 – 0.2 mm
Tangent = 0 (1st order)
Change tangency (2nd order)

As a further example, a smooth surface definition has to be defined into the detail presentation. A smooth surface is described
by the designer to have a very fine curve degree. On the other hand, the production engineer describes it as no defect appearing
on the panel and having the correct shape. Furthermore, a numerical order will be presented by the CAD engineer to describe
the smooth surface that mean the tangent to the adjacent surface is equal to zero.
The preliminary geometry dimension and tolerance that needed to be implemented in the system for the bonnet panels is as
follows:
Sheet metal thickness
Length
Width
Tolerance

: 0.6 – 0.9 mm
: 1000 – 1300 mm
: 1000 - 1900 mm
: 0.1 – 0.25 mm

3. FEATURE BASED CLASSIFICATION
Automotive body panels are complex shapes and it will be impracticable to build a feature that represents the whole panel.
Thus, body panels have to be divided into several sections to make practical feature representation. Bonnet, roof, boot, doors
(front and rear), and body sides (front and rear) have been divided by this research for feature representation. However,
splitting the panels is not a simple job because has to start from the initial design of the panels. The manufacturer plays an
important role in splitting the panels.
Automotive body panels are created from a complex free form surface modelling [4]. There is no thickness in the body panels
form when it is drawn in surface modelling. Consequently, thickness will not be found in the feature when it first transforms
into the system. Sheet metal usually has very small thickness compare with the overall dimension. Therefore, the thickness will
be presumed constant over the sheet.
Feature representation will be implemented on the system database. It should be able to learn any new shapes that are not in the
system database. Feature will be grouped depending on the section of the body panels except for the “holes” group [2].
Perhaps, the group in one section is the same as in other group in other section. The tolerance of the feature will be fed in by
the designer. Tolerance is also implemented into the system and upgrading each time there is a change on the need.
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The features will have a restraint on the cost of the body panels production. The cost will be implemented on the system
database based on the fabrication process. The cost will be based on the features that are represented in the body panel part and
the fabrication process that is needed.
The other most important issue in the feature extraction is the grouping philosophy [5]. Each grouped entity involves those one
or more features in this group in the automotive body panels. Grouping is done in such way that a group is connected to
members within theirself but is not connected to any other group. Figure 1 shows the grouping of feature on the automotive
bonnet panels.

Figure 1. Grouping of the bonnet primitive feature
The ruled-base will be applied to group 5 as this has several features that can be modified before putting with other group [2].
For example, the degree of bend should be restricted to a valid parameter. Furthermore, group 5 will be adjusted by the end or
the front of the feature. Therefore, group 5 can be start from narrow to wide or otherwise.
The edges are separated into different groups according to the result. In figure 2, the group is divided into 6 groups [2]. In this
process, the geometric data is treated as a graph. Edges are represented by linkage. Each group will be able to find a face in
which a group should be located in the face set of the group.

Figure 2. Grouping of the Edges
There are three sets of surface orienting process; the outer set is one of the surfaces orienting process. According to Nnaji [5],
one important characteristic of the outer face is that the graph of this set has to be planar graph, which is a graph that can be
drawn on a plane with no intersecting linkages.

4. THE SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
The general schematic of the system can be seen in figure 1; the main details will briefly be summarised.
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Design for X philosophy is implemented in the system, which will drive the Knowledge-Based System. The Knowledge-Based
System will interactive between the user and the Computer Aided Design system, which in this case is a designer or CAD
modeller. The system will be called AutomotiveAdvisory System (AA System).

DrawingDesigner

er
CAD Engineer
Production Engineer
Engineer
Toolmaker

High Quality
Surfaces

DFM

Total Quality

Feature Database
CAD

Designer

CAM

Production

Rules Database

Figure 3: The system general schematic

The interaction between the system and the CAD system is when advice is needed for the design regarding the engineering
analysis and manufacturability aspect. Furthermore, the interaction will then be needed when the design has been checked by
the knowledge-based system to identify whether there are any changes or not and the transformation will still be needed to
continue the design process.
By providing the advice on the design, the body panel will then go through next process until they end up in the production
lines where the component already specify will be able to be produced.
The author decides that the advisory system will be the semi-automatic design level based on Kishi method. The system will be
made to be under designer control that means that every decision will be depend on the designer. The Knowledge-Based
System to represent the methodology will a prescriptive system, integrated system, off-line and application-oriented based on
the Guida‟s 4 guidance to classify the Knowledge-Based System.
It is identified that providing advice on engineering analysis and manufacturability an early design stage of a design can have a
major impact on the final production process particularly on the cost and time of production. A review of the current literature
on the subject reveals that a few attempts have been made to develop a systematic procedure for design for manufacturing that
can help designer in an early design stage. Such attempts have adopted different approaches toward developing a satisfactory
advising method.
It is recognized that Knowledge-Based System has more advantages than Conventional Software System. One of the
advantages is that Knowledge-Based System consists of information and guidelines derived from the knowledge and
experience with the industry. The more information and guidelines are detailed and fine-grained, the more Knowledge-Based
System becomes specific and particular.
The advisory system will be a complex system to provide information on manufacturability based on the specification and the
result of engineering analysis. The suitable system for the advisory will be using Knowledge Based System, which shows the
capability of handling and providing with much flexibility data flow and integration between the user, external system and
databases. Furthermore, Knowledge Based System will also be able to act as a consultant for the designer to give assistance at
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the initial design for satisfactory design regarding manufacturability based on the specification and the result of engineering
analysis.
As the advisory system will be built using the knowledge-based system, the advisory system should then contain four
important aspect of the knowledge-based system requirement that is the internal system, database, facts or knowledge and user.
The internal system uses or proposes for the advisory system the Computer Aided Design system environment that could be a
basic or even a complex system. The database and facts will also be embedded within the system. The user of the system is the
designer or engineer.
Many knowledge-based systems developed from other shell systems might use a different programming language. The choice
of the right shell system is dependent on the capability and performance of the shell system, the external software aid and the
programming skill that requires building the advisory system.
4.1. INTEGRATION BETWEEN SYSTEM AND THE USER
The integration between the system and the user will mean:
All variables or parameters need to be calculated, this will be done by the system automatically without the user interface.
The interface with the user will be required for:
Input of the variable or parameter of the design required, or
The decision making that has to be made that has not been provided by the system, or
The design changes required for achieving the manufacturability and engineering based on the specification.

5. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
The AA System framework is developed using several databases, interference engine, conventional CAD system and the user
(designer/engineer) that is shown below.
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Figure 4 AA System Framework
5.1 The Designer/Engineer
As described above, the main user will be the designer / engineer within the system. Furthermore, Kishi (1990) divides the area
into three areas of relationship between the system and user. The AEA System follows one of three of Kishi‟s principles that
are the system will be partly automatic.
It means the user will control the system, which does not mean the system depends on the user. It can be stated that the system
is a partly automatic process, which means that it will provide the calculation and require the user involvement to meet the
design requirement.
5.2 The Databases
Databases will be built within the knowledge-based system to provide all the basic data required for the advice process. Some
databases will have to be updated by opening the database file and other will automatically learn and update itself. Databases
will work as partners and cannot be separate from other database. The next database will be opened when previous database is
opened. Several databases will be described below.
5.2.1 Costing database
It restrains the basic cost of producing the part using different material, process and labour. The cost database will be defined
by the manufacture when they manufacture the part. Presumably, every company will have a basic cost for every piece of work
they do.
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Furthermore, the features and number of parts will be the big influence on defining the costing database. However, some of the
parts could not be calculated in the cost database. In this case, the cost database has to be updated by the designer by inputting
a new value.
5.2.2 Machines database
This contains all machines that the manufacturer uses and has. However, some parts could need capability more than the
manufacture has and will have to be bought and or rented to be able to manufacture the part. The machines database will be
provided for the designer to choose for the needs of the work. Feature and type of material will control the machine database to
choose the type and capacity of the machine according to the work.
5.2.3 The Rules database
This database is unique or quite different with the rest of databases. There are two channels or sources of knowledge that will
support the rules database for providing the AutomotiveAdvisory System.
The database is compiled from four specific sources that have been used within the aerospace engine manufacture. As the rule
or knowledge is not always written, visits and interviews are one of methods of getting the knowledge from expert. Knowledge
is gathered by a number of years‟ experience in the field.
At the end of the process, this database will fully contain the most specific rule on the engine engineering analysis and
manufacture in the aerospace engine manufacturer. This database will also assist any processes and shapes that the body panel
requires. Re-programming will be needed for up-grading the database for the future.

6. SUMMARY
This paper has described the framework for a knowledge-based system proposal for aerospace engine design.
The system benefits will be:
To meet the demand for fast production of aero engine with lower cost.
To prevent the cost increasing during the design and manufacturing stage.
To allow the aerospace engine design to carry out the design to the optimum before manufacturing.
To allow the designer/engineer to improvise the design up to an appropriate limit.
To predict the cost of production relates can be at an early stage of the process.
The Automotive Advisory System will be a powerful tool for providing a better advice on the aero engine design on respect of
manufacturability and meeting the aircraft manufacturer specification.
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ABSTRACT
To solve environmental problems such as global warming, declination of fossil fuel and etc. that we are facing
today, use of lower energy is essential, particularly in the fields of refrigeration and air conditioning. Thus,
simulations using complex mathematical models become vital. Simulation technology faces a major challenge
because the language of simulation codes varies depending on the programmer. Thereafter, others cannot duplicate
the same simulation technology used by their predecessors. To address this, we have developed the modular
analysis method that generalizes simulation code. With this method, we have also developed the general-purpose
software analyzing energy system called “ENERGY FLOW +M” which is a software enabling analyses that can be
conducted without having to specify the model or the method of analysis used.
In this study, we focused on the solar collector. As the solar collector uses energy from the sun, it is friendly to the
global environment. We constructed the simulation model in order to understand the performance of the solar
collector. Moreover, models of solar collector and solar radiation were loaded into “ENERGY FLOW +M” to
verify their performance. Thus, this simulator allows us to execute simulations of the solar collector from anywhere
via the internet.
Keywords
ENERGY FLOW +M, modular analysis method, simulation, solar collector, solar radiation
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we study a two-phase quasi-resonant Flyback converter. A simple master-slave control
method is realized to achieve well current sharing between two phase modules. The resonant behavior
between the transformer magnetizing inductor and switch parasitic capacitor is utilized to implement a
valley control. Soft-switching on power switches can be achieved to raise the conversion efficiency
significantly. Experimental results of a laboratory prototype are shown to verify the feasibility.
Keywords: Master-Slave, Quasi-Resonant, Soft Switching, Current Sharing

1. INTRODUCTION
Widely uses of 3C (computer, communication and consumer) products make the rapid advances of power
conversion technologies. A Flyback isolated DC/DC converter is popular for low-power applications due to
its simple circuit configuration and less component counts. High current stresses and high voltage spike on
the power switch make it unsuitable for medium- and high-power applications [1-3]. An interleaved
Flyback converter has the merits of simplicity and low current stresses for medium-power applications.
However, high voltage spike and hard-switching characteristic deteriorates its conversion efficiency.
Recently, a quasi-resonant (QR) Flyback technique with valley control is commonly used to raise the
efficiency performance for low-power applications. Soft-switching features significantly reduce the
switching losses on power switch [4-9]. In this letter, we study a master-slave QR Flyback converter with
well current sharing. Only simple commercial control ICs are used to realize the studied master-slave
operation. No complicated control circuit is needed for the implementation of soft-switching and
interleaved operations. The studied converter has the advantages of high conversion efficiency, low device
stress, low output ripple, simple control and well current sharing features. The operation principle and
design consideration of the studied converter will be analyzed and discussed in the following sections.

2. OPERATION PRINCIPLE AND STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS
Figure 1 shows the studied two-phase QR Flyback converter. The power converter is composed of two
quasi-resonant Flyback circuits. Two simple commercial control ICs are used to realize the studied master-slave
operation for output voltage ripple reduction. The gating signal of the master controller is sent to the slave controller for
realizing interleaved operation of two QR Flyback circuits. The error amplifier built in control ICs can be used for
adjusting the corresponding phase current to achieve current sharing. The resonant behaviors between the transformer
magnetizing inductances and switch parasitic capacitances are utilized to implement a valley control. Soft-switching on
power switches can be achieved and the conversion efficiency can be then significantly improved. Figure 2 shows the
theoretical waveforms of the studied master-slave two-phase Flyback converter. There are five operation
modes during a switching period. Referring to the equivalent circuits in Figure 3, the operation principle of
the studied converter can be explained in detail.

Figure 1The Studied Master-Slave QR Flyback Converter.
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Figure 2 Theoretical Waveforms of the Studied Master-Slave Flyback Converter.
Mode I (t0~t1): At t0, the power switch Qa is turned on. During this time interval, the energy from input
DC source is stored into the magnetizing inductor Lma of power transformer Ta. The input current Iin
increases linearly. Because the power switch Qb is off, the energy stored in the magnetizing inductor Lmb of
power transformer Tb is released to the load via the output diode Db. The currents flowing through Lmb and
Db decrease linearly.
Mode II (t1~t2): At t1, the energy stored in Lmb is released completely. The current flowing through Db
decreases to zero. During the time interval, the voltage across the power switch Qb decreases due to the
resonance between the magnetizing inductor Lmb and the parasitic capacitor Cossb. At t2, the power switch
Qb is turned on and the power switch Qa is turned off. As expressed in Equation (1), the falling time Tfb of
drain-source voltage Vds,b should be half of the resonant period of Lmb and Cossb to achieve valley switching
and raise conversion efficiency.

T fb

Lmb C ossb ,

(1)

Mode III (t2~t3): During the time interval, the energy from input DC source is stored into the magnetizing
inductor Lmb of the power transformer Tb. The input current Iin increases linearly. Because the power switch
Qa is off, the energy stored in the magnetizing inductor Lma of the power transformer Ta is released to the
load via the output diode Da. The currents flowing through Lma and Da decrease linearly.
Mode IV (t3~t4): At t3, the power switch Qb is turned off. The energy stored in the magnetizing inductor
Lmb of the power transformer Tb is released to the load via the output diode Db. During the time interval, the
currents flowing through Lma, Lmb and Db, Db decrease linearly.
Mode V (t4~t5): At t4, the energy stored in Lma is released completely. The current flowing through Da
decreases to zero. During the time interval, the voltage across the power switch Qa decreases due to the
resonance between the magnetizing inductor Lma and the parasitic capacitor Cossa. As expressed in Equation
(2), the falling time Tfa of drain-source voltage Vds,a should be half of the resonant period of Lma and Cossa to
achieve valley switching and raise conversion efficiency.

T fa

Lma C ossa ,

(2)

The power switch Qa is turned on at t5. The circuit will be back to Mode I after completing one switching
period.
Mode I

Mode II
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Mode III

Mode IV

Mode V

Figure 3 Equivalent Circuits during Different Operation Modes.
The peak value Ipk of input current Iin can be represented as follows.
Vin
I pk
,
Lp fs

(3)

where and fs denote the duty ratio and switching frequency of the power switches. Lp is the magnetizing
inductance of power transformers. Thus, the relationship between the output power Po and switching
frequency fs can be expressed as follows.

Po

Vin 2
,
Lp fs

(4)

where denotes the conversion efficiency of the studied circuit. For a given transformer turns ratio n, the
duty ratio and output power Po can be then expressed as follows.
nVo
,
(5)
Vin nVo

Po

Vin 2
nVo
,
L p f s Vin nVo

(6)

It can be observed from Equation (6), the switching frequency fs increases in accordance with the output
power Po decreases.

3. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Figure 4 shows the proposed control scheme for two-phase QR Flyback converter. Two simple commercial L6561
control ICs are used to realize the studied master-slave operation. L6561 is a peak current mode controller with fast
transient response features. Gating signal (GD) of the master controller is sent to the zero-current-detection (ZCD) pin of
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the slave controller while a ZCD winding is connected to the master controller. The error amplifier built-in L6561 can be
used for adjusting the corresponding phase current to achieve current sharing.

Figure 4 The Proposed Control Scheme for Two-Phase QR Flyback Converter.
Figure 5(a) and 5(b) show the detailed waveforms of QR Flyback converter with different transformer turns
ratio. When the MOSFET is turned off, the drain-source voltage is the summation of DC input voltage Vin
and the reflected voltage Vref of output voltage Vo. The relationship equation can be expressed as follows.
(7)
Vds,off Vin nVo Vin Vref ,
It can be observed from Figure 5 that high transformer turns ratio reduces the switching loss but increase
the voltage stress on MOSFET. Therefore, transformer turns ratio can be determined by a tradeoff between
conversion efficiency and device stress.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5(a) Detailed Waveforms under (a) Low Turns Ratio and (b) High Turns Ratio.
As mentioned above, the falling time tf of MOSFET drain-source voltage should be half of the resonant
period of transformer magnetizing inductance and MOSFET parasitic capacitance to raise conversion
efficiency. By increasing the falling time, EMI can be reduced but causes additional switching losses due to
increase of resonant capacitor. By using Equation (6), the transformer magnetizing inductance can be determined as
follows.

Lp

Vin ,min 2 max
Po f s,min

,

(8)

where the minimum switching frequency fs,min occurs at the minimum input voltage and full load condition.

4. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATIONS
In this paper, a laboratory prototype was implemented and tested to verify the feasibility of the studied
circuit. The detailed electrical specifications are listed as follows.
Input voltage: Vin = 300V ~ 385 V
Output Voltage: Vo = 27V
Rated Output Power: Po= 200W
Minimum Switching Frequency: fs,min = 50kHz
Figure 6 shows the measured waveforms for the gate-source voltage and switch current of the prototype
converter. The experimental results agree with the theoretical waveforms shown in Figure 2. It is obvious
that current sharing between the master and slave modules can be achieved. Figure 7 shows the measured
waveforms for the drain-source voltage on the power switches. It can be observed that low device stresses
can be achieved.
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Figure 6 Measured Waveforms for the Gate-Source Voltage and Switch Current.

Figure 7 Measured Waveforms for the Drain-Source Voltage.
Figure 8 shows the measured efficiencies of the single-phase QR Flyback converter under different input
voltages and turns ratios. As mentioned above, high transformer turns ratio reduces the switching loss and
raise the conversion efficiency but increases the MOSFET voltage stress. Figure 9 shows the measured
efficiencies of the studied two-phase QR Flyback converter with turns ratio n=50/15. Compared with the
experimental results shown in Figure 8, it can be observed that the studied master-slave QR Flyback
converter has better efficiency performance.

Figure 8 Measured Efficiencies of the Single-Phase QR Flyback Converter.

Figure 9 Measured Efficiencies of the Studied Two-Phase QR Flyback Converter (n=50/15).

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied a master-slave two-phase QR Flyback converter. Operation principles and design
considerations were analyzed and discussed in details. A laboratory prototype was implemented and tested
to verify the feasibility of the studied scheme. The studied topology has the advantages of high conversion
efficiency, low device stress, low output ripple and simple control. The experiment results are satisfactory.
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ABSTRACT
Today, application of renewable energy sources arean important thing to fulfill the energy availability. The renewable sources
have more cheaper cost, lower air emission ruther than fuel fossil. These renewable sources generators can be connected
both in one system that is called microgrid .
Microgrids can devided into two types, such as, ac and dc microgrids. These types were coressponding with kind of load that
connected with the microgrids. Microsources produced dc power (like solar cell, fuel cell) or ac power (like micro-turbine,
generator of wind turbine). To connect with the load, microsources need interface devices called converters or inverters.
This paper provides an overview of the comparison aboutadvantages and disadvantagesof ac and dc microgrid that can
givemore chances to improve the electricity in the future. This includes losses, control, and protection.

Keywords
dc microgrid, ac microgrid, renewable energy, system protection, system control

1. INTRODUCTION
Increased energy demand caused by population growth and decreasingsource of world oil reserves, and emission problems of
fossil fuels causeneed energy conversion from non-renewable energy to renewableenergy.The renewable energies sources are
distributed generation. Today, there arechanging the face of electricity generation andtransmission. Centralized generating
facilities are givingway to smaller, more distributed generation partially dueto the loss of traditional economies of scale.
Distributedgeneration encompasses a wide range of prime movertechnologies, but currently ones of them have
promisingprosfect such as wind electric conversion system (WECS), geothermal, solar-thermal-electric, system photovoltaic
(PV), and fuel cell system [1].These microsources have lower
emissions and have the potential to have lower cost
negatingtraditional economies of scale. The renewable energiessources was also called microsources because it’s capacity of
generation system (i.e., systems with installed capacities in the 10’s and 100’s of kW).
Distributedgenerations and loads can connected both in one system that is called microgrid [2]. In futuristic view, a microgrid
is a tinypower system with a cluster of loads and distributed generatorsoperating together through an energy manager and
flexibleac transmission system (FACTS) control devices (such aspower flow controllers, voltage regulators, etc.), and
protectiondevices. Distributedgenerations or microsource can’t dirrectly connected with the loads, some power electronic
interfaces equipment are needed, like converters (rectifiers and inverters) [3]. By using the correctly power electronics device
and controls insure that microgrid can meet its customers as well as the utilities needs.
Using of generation system on line distribution utility, it give more useful fill to utilitas, and customer. For utilitas, it can
decreaslosses atlineandtransformer, effects of human environment, disturbances of line transmission and distribution system,
it can also improve realibility of system, power of quality, and efficiency alloff system. The customers accept advantages such
as, good power of quality, lower of cost with lower effect of human environment. For the human, it give a clear air with low
emission, high productivity, and more efficient when using the micro resources.
A microgrid itself can be anac grid or dc grid(or even a high frequency ac grid). An acmicrogrid can devided intoa singlephase or a three-phase system. It can be connected tolow voltage or medium voltage power distribution networks [4].There are
two operation modes for a microgrid: gridconnectedmode and islanding mode. When connected to theutility grid, the main
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function of the DG units is to generatepower and provide local voltage and power support. With theinterfacing power
converters, controllable reactive power canalso be produced by the microsource units. As a result, the line loss canbe reduced
and the overall system efficiency can be greatlyimproved. When disconnected to the utility grid (or island mode), the main
function of the DG units is to generatepower to supply critically loads, so that the reliability system can guarded. There are
basicly different between an acmicrogrid and dc microgrid, such as in losess, control and protection system. The next, the
losess, control and protection system will discussed.

2. AC MICROGRID
In ac microgrid, the distributed generatorwill generate power to supply ac voltage load. Several distributed generations can be
connected in a ac microgrid. Basic microgrid architecture is shown in Figure 1. This consistsof a group of radial feeders, which
could be part of adistribution system or a building’s electrical system. There is asingle point of connection to the utility called
point of commoncoupling. Some feeders, (Feeders A-C) have sensitiveloads, which require local generation. The non-critical
loadfeeders do not have any local generation. Feeders A-C canisland from the grid using the static switch that can separate
inless than a cycle. In this example there are fourmicrosources at nodes 8, 11, 16 and 22, which control theoperation using only
local voltages and currents measurements [5].

Figure 1Basic microgridarchitecture[5]
This microgrid can operated in grid mode and islanding mode. When the utility grid have troubles, microgrid will isolated
operation by opened the static switch. The system will isolate the sensitive load from the power grid, so that the microgrid
reliability still be keeped.
2.1 Controlof ac microgrid
The control of a microgrid involves many challenging issues.In order to operate a microgrid properly in different
operationmodes and during operation mode transitions, goodpower management strategies including real and reactivepower
control, frequency and voltage regulation, synchronization,load demand matching, etc., should be developed. The general
model for amicrosource is shown in Figure 2. It contains three basicelements; prime mover, dc interface and a voltage
sourcedinverter. Coupling to the power system is through aninductor.

Figure 2 The general model for microsource[6]
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The voltage source inverter provides control of boththe magnitude and phase of its output voltage, V. The vectorrelationship
between the inverter voltage, V, and the systemvoltage, E, along with the inductor s reactance, X, determinesthe flow of real
and reactive power (P &Q) from themicrosource to the system [6].
 3 VE 
P
 sin  p (1)
2 X 



3 V 
Q
 V  E cos  p
2 X 

 p  V   E

 (2)
(3)

A microgrid system can consist several microsources, that is needed inverters to convert dc voltage source to ac voltage source.
To parallel connected of several inverters that is needed control methods. The conventional control methods for parallelconnected can devided into active current distributed type (such as the master slave control method, the concentrated
distribution control method, and the ring control method), and droop type (such as voltagevs reactive power droop, power vs
frequency droop, flow vs frequency droop)[5,7].
Microgrid have two operation mode. During the grid-connected operation, the stiff main grid providesa relatively constant
frequency reference to all microsources.When islanding occurs, the microsources have to control the frequencycollectively and
synchronize with each other. Without a dominantstiff source, frequency control and synchronization becomechallenging. On
the other hand, the load demand sharingamong the microsource units according to their respective power capacitiesis
important. This frequency/voltage control and loaddemand sharing can be achieved through the frequency andvoltage droop
control [8], that is, the microsource units can emulatethe parallel synchronous generators in a traditional power systemand
automatically share the total load demand.
2.2 Losses in ac microgrid
2.2.1 Cable Losses
In ac microgrid cable losses be affected by power factorcos(or frequency), so that not only active power but also reactive
power is produced. From the load power consumption P and the power factorcos, the current Iactaken by the load and the
power losses∆P can be calculated [4].
(4)
(5)
For single-phase feederswhere E is the rms phase voltage, r the cable resistance perunit length and L the cable length.
For a three-phase ac load, with analogous symbols,
(6)
(7)
where Uac is the rated ac voltage (line-to-line).
Total impedance of cable be affected by resistance and reactance of cable.
2.2.2 Transformation and conversion losses
In the ac system, there are losses due to the transformationbetween two different voltage levels. To transformation between
two different voltage level is used transformer. All transformers have copper and core losses. Copper loss is power lost in the
primary and secondary windings of a transformer due to the ohmic resistance of the windings. Copper loss, in watts, can be
found using Equation (8).
(8)
PCU =
where
IP
: primary current
IS
: secondary current
RP
: primary winding resistance
RS
: secondary winding resistance
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Core losses are caused by two factors: hysteresis and eddy current losses. Hysteresis loss is that energy lost by reversing the
magnetic field in the core as the magnetizing AC rises and falls and reverses direction. Eddy current loss is a result of induced
currents circulating in the core.These arestraightforward to calculate, known the short-circuitresistance of the transformer and
the output current.Accurate calculationof the conduction losses is complicated because the current iscarried partly by the IGBT
and partly by the anti-paralleldiode. Both can be modeled as a constant voltage drop with aresistance in series.
2.3 ACmicrogridprotection
Microgrids can operate in islandedmode or grid-connected mode. If a microgrid is connected to thesystem, it is seen as a single
aggregate load or source. One ofthe potential advantages of a microgrid is that it could providemore reliable supply to
customers by islanding from the systemin the event of a major disturbance. The microgrid protectionin islanded operation
poses a serious problem. It was shown in[9], [10] that the fault currents for a grid-connected and islandedmicrogrid are
significantly different. It is clear that protection of microgrids cannot be achievedwith the same philosophies that have been
used to protect traditionaldistribution systems.
3.

DC MICROGRID

Although ac grid have great growth in century 20th, the research about using dc voltage have done in new application such as
high voltage direct current system (HVDC) with voltage range between 10 to 100 kV. In a HVDC system, it can improve
power flow efficiency although it has power loss in converter sides. The other side, improving efficiency are caused by there
are no reactive current throught in the system likes in ac grid. LV dc grid usually used in telecommunication system, household
dan office equipment. Figure 3 shows LV and MV dc microgrid [4].

(a) LV dc microgrid

(b) MV dc microgrid
Figure 3 LV and MV dc microgrid

Many types of loads that use in household and office are electronic devices. Several loads use one phase system that use
transformer and rectifier to convert ac voltage to dc voltage, so that the realistic is the loads need dc voltage supply. In several
new devices, they directly have given rectifier to convert ac voltage to dc voltage by use regulator ac to dc. For supply ac
loads, the dc microgrid just need one big inverters. So that in dc microgrid there is no parallel-connected inverters.
3.1 Control of dc microgrid
Several different DC bus voltage control schemes exist [11], where especially two seem commonly used; masterslaveand
droop control [12]. The master-slave methodstrongly relies on fast communication between the sourceand load converters. One
of the converters, referred to asthe master, is responsible for controlling the DC bus voltageand distributing power references
to the other converters.Voltage droop control does not require anycommunication between the converters. Instead, the DC
busvoltage is measured at each source converter. All the sourceconverters give power contributions to balance the totalpower
consumed by the loads and the losses of the DCpower system. In common voltage droop control the DCbus voltage reference
declines linearly as the output current,or in some cases power, for the converter increases, in orderto give stable operation.
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3.2 Losses in dc microgrid
3.2.1

Cable Losses

There is no frequency in dc microgrid system. In a dc system only activepower is present. For the same load power
consumption andthe same cable, current and power losses for the dc system are [4]:
(9)
(10)
where Udc is the dc voltage, which can be taken equal to
ratio Idc /Iac and dc-ac loss ratio ∆Pdc /∆Pac result as:

E without risk of damage to the cable insulation. The dc-accurrent

(11)
(12)
In dc microgrid, there is only resistance of cable because there is no frequency so that there is the unity power factor.
3.2.2 Transformation and conversion losses
In the dc system, there are losses in the ac-dc conversion by the VSC (Voltage Source Converter) and in the dc-dc conversion
between different voltage levels of a multilevel dc system. The losses in the VSC are conduction losses and switching losses.
For convertion to different voltagelevels, there is useddc to dc converter, that is called rectifier. As mentioned, in newer
electronic equipment the single-phaserectifier is supplied directly by the ac system and followed bya dc-dc regulator. By
supplying with dc,the first conversion stage can be removed, so that can lower losses [4].
3.3 DC Microgrid Protection
Besides a control system, a well-functioning protection system is necessary to ensurereliable operation. It can be designed
using techniques used in already existingprotection systems for high-power LV dc power systems, for example protection
systemsfor generating stations and traction power systems [13-15]. However, thesesystems utilize grid-connected rectifiers
with current-limiting capability during dcfaults. In contrast, an LV dc microgrid must be connected to an ac grid through
converterswith bi-directional power flow, and therefore a different protection-systemdesign is needed.
Grounding is a complex issue and there are many different approaches to designinggrounding in an electric power system , and
different solutions result in differentperformance [16,17]. Grounding is used for detection of ground faults andfor personnel
and equipment safety [18]. An LV dc microgrid can be ungrounded,high-resistance grounded or low-resistance grounded.
Moreover, the ground can beconnected either to one of the poles or to the middle point of the converter and thebattery.
Protection devices commercially available for LV dc systems are fuses, moldedcasecircuit breakers (MCCB), LV power circuit
breakers and isolated-case circuitbreakers [19]. Some of these models are specially designed for dc, but mostcan be used in
both ac and dc applications.High-speed dc circuit breakers are equipped with mechanical instantaneous overcurrenttripping
devices, which can be set to trip the breaker if the current exceeds1-4 p.u.Protective relays use information from measured
voltages and currents, and in somecases also information based on communication with other units. It is importantto note that
the measurement equipment must be able to handle dc quantities order to work properly.Besides overcurrent, protective relays
can calculate time derivatives and step changesof currents to determine if the system is in normal operation or if a fault has
occurred.

4. COMPARISON BETWEEN AC AND DC MICROGRID
An ac and dc microgrid can used individual and commonly. Each of them has its’ advantage and disadvantage.In the ac
system, there are losses due to the transformationbetween two different voltage levels. In the dcsystem, there are losses in the
ac-dc conversion by the VSCand in the dc-dc conversion between different voltage levelsof a multilevel dc system. The losses
in the VSC areconduction losses and switching losses.In a dc system only activepower is present. From Eqs.(9) and (10), it is
clear that the current in the dcsystem is always lower than in the single-phase ac feederdelivering the same active power.
Consequently, losses arealso lower regardless of the load power factor. In the threephasecase, instead, the load current is
higher in the dc case. This isunderstandable because the same power is carried by twoconductors instead of three.
Consequently, losses are alsohigher [4].
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The control of anacmicrogrid involves many challenging issues.In order to operate a microgrid properly in different
operationmodes and during operation mode transitions, goodpower management strategies including real and reactivepower
control, frequency and voltage regulation, synchronization,load demand matching, etc, so thatcontrol of ac microgrid more
complex.Several different DC bus voltage control schemes exist, where especially two seem commonly used; masterslaveand
droop control, with only voltage droop control.In ac microgrid, the method of control microsourses can devidedof master slave
and droop control. The basic of droop control can devided into frequency andvoltage droop control, and power vs frequency
droop control [7]. The control of dc microgridmore simplerather than control of ac microgrid because in dc grid only voltage
was controlled, there is no frequency and reactive power.
To achieve selectivity in the dc microgrid, it is necessary to coordinate the differentprotection devices. Feeders and loads are
preferably protected by fuses since theyare simple and cheap, and it is easy to obtain selectivity. However, it is common touse
MCCBs closest to the loads due to their two-pole interruption. The protectiondevices protecting sources and energy storage
devices must be able to separate a busfault from a feeder or a load fault, in order to achieve selectivity.

5. CONCLUTION
The dc grid have the following advantages.Each power generator connected to the dc grid can easilybe cooperated because it
controls only the dc bus voltage. The cost and loss of dc system can be reduced because onlya single ac-grid-connected
inverter unit is needed. Distributed generators usually supply dc power. Therefore,the phase detection like ac grid is not needed
because in dc microgridthere are no phase. Therefore,the cost and loss of the system can be reduced.The protection deviceof dc
microgrid are simple and cheap rather than acmicrogrid protectiondevice. Although the dc distribution line is required, the
cost performanceof dc houses, hospitals and information centersare satisfactory. However, both dc and ac grids have
advantages and disadvantages.For example, an ac grid has advantages such as the costof short and middle transmission
lines.Therefore, the next-generationhybrid power system comprising both grids is required.
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ABSTRACT
From the ViPOR software simulation results, it has been found that the length of the distribution
network of a hybrid power plant at Bengkunat is 32.055 m, it requires eight transformers each with an maximum
energy requirement of 45.1 kWh per day. Compared to a 2 x 100 kW diesel power plant (NPC = $ 505.493), the
NPC value of the hybrid power plant is higher ($ 555,956), also its COE ($ 0.770 per kWh) is higher than the
diesel power plant ($ 0,739 per kWh). The hybrid power plant will save 128,061 liters of fuel per year. The
hybrid power plant is feasible to be applied in areas with enough wind and sun radiation resources such as at
Bengkunat West Lampung.
The ViPOR software has several shortcomings such as : only step down transformers can be used for
simulation, and only with one capacity. For a load configuration that requires a different transformer capacity,
the simulation can not be done. The optimization based on the NPC value, not based on the voltage drop at the
network, because this software doesn’t have outputs of the voltage drop, power losses and power flow.
Keywords :
Hybrid power plant, simulation, optimization, distribution network, ViPOR, HOMER

1. INTRODUCTION
Bengkunat located on the west coast of Sumatra Island with geographical position 5 20’02,05” S 5 56’40,83” S and 104 03’41,06” E - 104 39’12,41” E. Economic activity of society rests on the plantations,
forest products (particularly resin), agriculture, fisheries and tourism (beaches, surfing and fishing blue marlin).
West Lampung is a producer of export quality fish like Blue Marlin, Tuna, Lobster and others [1].
The output of this study is to analyze the optimal configuration of distribution network of the hybrid power
plant model, which is the integration between the diesel power plant based on fuel, with PV modules and wind
turbine based on renewable energy. The result is the total load to be supplied per day, the cost of electricity
(COE), distribution network and the number of transformers. Data processing using HOMER software for the
simulation of power generation, where the simulation results are input to ViPOR software, which is used to
simulate the distribution network model.

2. THE HYBRID POWER PLANT
The hybrid power plant [2] is a combination of power plant based on non-renewable energy with power
plant based on renewable energy. The hybrid power plant is a solution to overcome the fuel crisis and the lack of
electricity in remote areas, small islands and urban areas. An example of a hybrid power plant consisting of PV
modules, wind turbines, diesel generators, batteries, and an integrated control equipment. The purpose of the
hybrid power plant is to combine the advantages of each plant as well as cover the weaknesses of each power
plant to certain conditions, so that the whole system can operate more economically and efficiently.
To determine the performance of the hybrid power plant, several things to consider is the load
characteristics and the characteristics of power generation, particularly renewable energy potential that want to
develop, and the characteristics of the region it self, such as change of day and night, seasons etc.
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3. SIMULATED ANNEALING ALGORITHM
The optimization algorithm used in ViPOR is known as simulated annealing [3,4]. The purpose of this step
is to assign the demand points to the supply points in an optimal way. Simulated annealing is based on neural
network, feedback networks type. Feedback networks allow for signals to transfer from the output of neuron to
the input of any neuron. The neurons are the nodes in the network and the signal are the connections between
the nodes. Figure 1 shows the simulation protocol of the simulated annealing process [3].
ViPOR represents the village as a set of demand point s, each of which consists of x and y coordinates [4].
The distribution grid consists of a number of transformers connected to each other by medium voltage wire and
to demand points by low voltage wire. The distribution network designed by the optimization procedure is
radial, which means that each demand node is supplied by a single source node. The lengths of the low voltage
wire runs must be constrained in order to limit resistive losses and source-to-load voltage drops. The goal of the
optimization procedure is to design the lowest cost electrification system [4].
Input & Assess Initial Solution
Estimate Initial Temperature

Generate New Solution
Assess New Solution

Accept New Solution?

No

Yes
Update Stores

Adjust temperature
No

Terminate Search?
Yes
Stop

Figure 1: Simulated annealing protocol [3]

3.1 Lower Level Optimization
The lower level optimization procedure [4] consists of designing the optimum low voltage distribution
system to service the set of demand nodes from a specified set of transformers. The objective of this procedure
is twofold: the first objective is to decide which of the demand nodes should be included in a low voltage
distribution network, and the second is to design the lowest cost distribution grid to service those nodes. The
lower level simulated annealing allows three types of changes: an unconnected node can be connected to the
grid, a connected node can be removed from the grid, or a connected node can be reconnected so that it receives
power from a different node. The algorithm starts with the current low voltage configuration and makes
modifications to that configuration.
At each step of the annealing algorithm, one of the demand nodes that does not coincide with a transformer
location is chosen at random (referred to in the following discussion as node i). If node i is currently
unconnected (not included in the distribution grid), a search is performed on the other nodes starting from the
node nearest to node i and proceeding in the order of increasing distance from node i. Node i is attached to the
first node found that is currently connected to the grid and whose connection to node i would not violate the
maximum low voltage line length constraint.
If a valid modification can be made to the low voltage distribution grid, the simulated annealing routine will
make the modification and evaluate the resulting change in total life cycle cost. If the change results in a
eduction in total cost, it is node accepted unconditionally. If the change results in an increase in total cost, the
value of P( E) is calculated [4] based on Equation (3.1):

P ( E)

exp

E
T

(3.1)
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where E is the change in total cost and T is the current temperature (not a physical temperature, but rather a
control parameter which can be changed as the algorithm proceeds). A random number between 0 and 1 is then
generated and compared with P( E). The change is accepted if the random number is less than P( E). The
temperature is initially set to a relatively high value (Ti,l ), and is then multiplied by an annealing factor ( l , a
number between 0 and 1) after every accepted modification to the system. The temperature is not changed after
rejected modifications. The algorithm stops when the temperature reaches a freezing point (Ti,l) or after a certain
number of consecutive rejected modifications (Rmax,l ). The lowest cost configuration found during the course of
the algorithm is chosen as the optimum [4].

3.2 Upper Level Optimization
The upper level [4] routine must therefore do three things: it must optimize the number and location of
transformers, select the optimum source location, and design the optimum medium voltage distribution grid to
connect the source location and the transformers. The upper level annealing algorithm is permitted to make four
types of changes to the system: the addition of a transformer, the removal of a transformer, the movement of a
transformer, and a change of source location.
The upper level simulated annealing algorithm starts with the current medium voltage configuration, which
can be specified by the user, and makes modifications to that configuration. After each modification is made to
the medium voltage configuration, one of the three lower level optimization routines is called to design the low
voltage configuration and calculate the objective function. The modification is then accepted or rejected based
on equation (3.1). The temperature of the upper level annealing algorithm is independent of the temperature of
the lower level annealing algorithm.

4. THE HYBRID POWER PLANT CASE STUDY
Bengkunat is located on the west coast Lampung with average wind speed in one year [5] as shown in
Figure 2a. Clearness index and solar radiation in one year at Bengkunat [6] can be seen in figure 2b. Daily load
profile for Bengkunat [7] with 594 customers and 139 kW peak load, as shown in Figure 3.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2: (a) Wind speed [5] and (b) Clearness index and solar radiation [6] in Bengkunat

Figure 3: Bengkunat daily load profile

4.1 The Hybrid Power Plant Simulation
Figure 4a shows the solar home system model to be simulated with HOMER software and generation cost
curve from the simulation results can be seen in Figure 4b. The hybrid power plant model consisting of PV
modules, wind turbines, diesel generators 2 x 100 kW, inverter and batteries. Figure 5a shows the hybrid power
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plant model to be simulated with HOMER software and generation cost curve from the simulation results can be
seen in Figure 5b.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4: (a) The solar home system model and (b) Generation cost curve

(a)

(b)
Figure 5: (a) The hybrid power plant model and (b) Generation cost curve

4.2 Distribution Network Model Simulation
The map obtained from Google Earth. This data is necessary for the location of power plant and demand
points [8]. There are two configuration that performed in the simulation, the configuration without terrain
features and with terrain features, such as road, forest and plantations.
ViPOR also require the components of a distribution network data consisting of 20 kV/400 V transformer
with a capacity of 25 kVA, medium voltage wires LVTC 3 x35 + 25 mm2 and low voltage wires A3C 70 mm2
with a maximum length constraint is 700 meters.

5. DISTRIBUTION NETWORK OPTIMIZATION
5.1 Power Generation of The Hybrid Power Plant
The most optimal configuration of the hybrid power plant is a combination of PV modules, wind turbines
and diesel power plant. Figure 6 shows the contribution of PV modules is 17%, wind turbines are 13% and
diesel is 70% over the year, with excess electricity amounted to 42,973 kWh per year or 5.36% of total
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electricity production. Figure 7 shows the excess electricity occurred at 8:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., 48 batteries used
were not sufficient to absorbed. At the same hour, the two diesel generators are not operating, the load is
supplied by the PV modules and wind turbines. The COE is $ 0.409 per kWh, it isn’t counting the distribution
line. Fuel consumption is 204,823 liters per year, its saved 128,061 liters per year. If the load is only supplied by
diesel power plant, 332,884 liters of fuel needed per year.

Figure 6: PV – Wind – Diesel Contribution

Figure 7: Load – PV, Wind and Diesel Power – Excess Electricity

5.2 Hybrid Power Plant Distribution Network
The simulation performed for the configuration of distribution network without terrain features and with
terrain features.

5.2.1 Bengkunat without Terrain Features
The simulation results show the most optimum is a centralized distribution network with the NPC’s total is
$ 551,025. The length of low voltage line is 26,533 meters and medium voltage line is 4,662 meters, so the total
length of distribution line is 31,195 meters. The hybrid power plant supply the average energy of 198.4 kWh per
day. It takes seven transformers with maximum energy of each transformer is 35.4 kWh per day. The COE is $
0.768 per kWh, its higher than the COE when distribution network cost is not taken into account ($ 0.409 kWh
per day). Table 1 shows the NPC for distribution network is $ 235,080 and for power generation is $ 315,945, so
that NPC's total is $ 551,025. With 594 loads, the NPC per load is $ 928.
Table 1: Cost components in Bengkunat power system without terrain consideration
NPC
($)

Initial Capital Cost
($)

Total Annualized Cost
($/year)

Energy generation

315,945

94,839

27,513

Electricity distribution

235,080

19,.493

28,136

Total energy supply

551,025

28,.331

55,649

928

482

94

Components

Per load

5.2.2 Bengkunat with Terrain Features
The most optimum result is a centralized system with the NPC total of $ 555,956. The length of LV line is
26,285 meters and the MV line is 5,770 meters, so the length total is 32,055 meters. It takes eight transformers
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with maximum energy supplied to each transformer 45.1 kWh per day. The COE is $ 0.777 per kWh. Table 2
shows the NPC for distribution network is $ 240,011 and for power generation is $ 315,945, so the NPC's total
system is $ 555,956 and the NPC per load is $ 936.
Table 2: Cost components in Bengkunat power system with terrain consideration
NPC
($)

Initial Capital Cost
($)

Total Annualized Cost
($/year)

Energy generation

315,945

94,839

27,513

Electricity distribution

240,011

195,598

28,768

Total energy supply

555,956

290,437

56,280

936

489

95

Components

Per load

5.3 Distribution Network Optimization Analysis
5.3.1 Bengkunat Without Terrain Features and With Terrain Features Analysis
According to ViPOR, there are differences in MV line. This happens because in the configuration with
terrain features, the forest, plantations and road increase the cost of distribution network. But this causes MV
line length becomes longer (5,770 meters) than the configuration without terrain features (4,662 meters) and
increasing the number of transformers from 7 to 8. The LV line length predicted (26,285 meters) shorter than
the configuration without terrain features (26,553 meters), and the distribution line length for the configuration
with terrain features (32,055 meters) longer than the other (31,195 meters). The NPC for distribution is $
240,011 (the configuration without terrain features is $ 235,080), with the NPC's power generation amounted to
$ 315,945, the NPC total system to be $ 555,956 (the configuration without terrain features is $ 551,025). So the
NPC per load $ 936, larger than the configuration without terrain features($ 928). The COE is $ 0.770 per kWh,
higher than the COE for the configuration without terrain features ($ 0.768 per kWh). Its much higher than the
COE regardless of the distribution network ($ 0.409 per kWh). Comparison for both configurations can be seen
in table 3.
Table 3: The hybrid power plant distribution network optimization results
Components

Without terrain features

With terrain features

Total NPC

$ 551,025

$ 555,956

Distribution NPC

$ 235,080

$ 240,011

NPC per load

$ 928

$ 936

Medium voltage line length

4,662 m

5,770 m

Low voltage line length

26,533 m

26,285 m

Total line length

31,195 m

32,055 m

Number of transformer

7

8

Maximum transformer load

35.4 kWh per hari

45.1 kWh per hari

COE

$ 0.768 per kWh

$ 0.770 per kWh

5.3.2 Bengkunat Hybrid Power Plant and Diesel Power Plant Analysis
Comparison of simulation results between the hybrid power plant distribution network model and the diesel
power plant distribution network model can be seen in table 4. Its seen that the NPC system, power generation
and per load of the hybrid power plant higher than the diesel power plant. But the NPC for distribution network
is lower than diesel, this is happens because the 225 kVA diesel power plant transformer more expensive than
the 25 kVA hybrid power plant transformer.
The hybrid power plant need 8 transformers with maximum energy supplied of each transformer is 45.1
kWh per day, while the diesel power plant use 5 transformers with maximum energy supplied of each
transformer is 51.8 kWh per day. Difference occurs because the maximum length of the LV line for the hybrid
power plant is 700 meters, while the diesel power plant is 1,000 meters. In the hybrid power plant simulation,
with the average number of load 75 per transformer, the maximum power supplied by each transformer is 17.55
kW. With the resistance of LV line [9] is 0.468 /km, the maximum voltage drop is 10 V, this is a consideration
chosen 700 meters as the LV maximum length.
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Table 4: Hybrid power plant and diesel power plant distribution network optimization results
Components

Hybrid power plant

Diesel power plant

Total NPC

$ 555,956

$ 505,493

Power generation NPC

$ 315,945

$ 251,861

Distribution NPC

$ 240,011

$ 253,632

$ 936

$ 851

NPC per load
Medium voltage line length

5,770 meters

4,724 meters

Low voltage line length

26,285 meters

27,011 meters

Total line length

32,055 meters

31,735 meters

8

5

Maximum transformer load

45.1 kWh per day

51.8 kWh per day

Fuel consumption per year

204,823 liters

332,884 liters

$ 0.770 per kWh

$ 0.739 per kWh

Transformer

COE

The hybrid power plant distribution network (32,055 meters) longer than the diesel (31,735 meters), both
MV and LV. The hybrid power plant fuel consumption (204,823 liters per year) is more efficient (about 128,061
liters per year) than the diesel (332,884 liters per year). While the hybrid power plant COE is $ 0.770 per kWh,
higher than the diesel ($ 0.739 per kWh).
From the simulation, it was found that transformer cost for ViPOR data input only step-down transformer
with one capacity, so if requires a different transformer capacity, the simulation can not be done. The
optimization based on the NPC value, not based on the voltage drop at the network, because ViPOR doesn’t
have outputs of voltage drop, power losses and power flow. Some of this is a shortage of ViPOR.

6. CONCLUSIONS
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

From the simulation, it was found that the distribution of the hybrid power plant in Bengkunat has a total
length of 32,055 meters (5770 meters length of medium voltage and low voltage length of 26,285 meters), it
takes 8 transformers with maximum energy supplied to each transformer is 45.1 kWh per day, and the NPC
for distribution networka is $ 240,011.
Compared with a 2 x 100 kW diesel power plant (NPC = $ 505,493), the NPC value of the hybrid power
plant is higher ($ 555,956) as well as its COE ($ 0.770 per kWh) is higher than diesel ($ 0.739 per kWh).
With 594 load, NPC hybrid power plant is higher ($ 936 per load) than diesel power plant ($ 851 per load).
The hybrid power plant will save 128,061 liters of fuel per year than diesel power plant. With the increasing
of fuel prices, then by the sustainability of energy supplies in the future, the hybrid power plant is feasible
to be applied in areas with enough wind and solar radiation resources such as at Bengkunat West Lampung.
From the simulation, it was found that ViPOR has several shortcomings such as :
Only step down transformers can be used for simulation, and only with one capacity. For a load
configuration that requires a different transformer capacity, the simulation can not be done.
The optimization based on the NPC value, not based on the voltage drop at the network, because this
software doesn’t have outputs of the voltage drop, power losses and power flow.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a design of three phase axial flux wound rotor (AFWR) synchronous motor. The motor
designed is small-scale capacity which has 380 V, 1 kW and 750 rpm. The windings are laid into slots made
from laminated core. The Slots are carved in the face of the stator and the rotor.
The motor has a single double-sided slotted wound stator sandwiched between twin rotor. The axial flux
machine generally uses permanent magnets mounted on the rotor. Replacing the permanent magnet with a
winding in the rotor, makes it possible to vary the flux by changing the current flowing into the field winding.
The computation of design results reveal electric quatities suited with respect to performance of the
motor. Although the axial flux synchronous motor has more components of losses, it has higher efficiency and
torque and smaller dimension than another type of motor with the same capacity. It has been found out that
the efficiency and the torque are 85 % and 14,22 Nm respectively. The motor needs brushes riding on the slip
rings to get a dc field curent from external source.

Keywords

Synchronous motor, axial flux, efficiency, torque.
1. INTRODUCTION
Most synchronous machines are operated as generators for generating bulk electric power. In order that
generator may produce electric power, other than its rotor is propelled by a prime mover, it is also needed to
feed the field current. The voltage produced by a generator can be controlled by varying the field current
flowing through the rotor winding. The field winding can be supplied by dc power from an external dc source
by means of slip rings and brushes or from a special dc power source mounted directly on the shaft of the
synchronous generator.
A synchronous machine is not only used as generator but also as a motor for driving the mechanical load.
A three-phase set of voltages is applied to the stator of machine, which produces a three-phase current flow in
the windings. A three-phase set of curents in an armature winding produces a uniform magnetic field. While
the direct current is fed into the rotor field winding. The field current of the motor produces a steady-state
magnetic field. Therefore, there are two magnetic fields present in the machine, and the rotor field will tend to
line up with the stator filed. Since the stator magnetic field is rotating, the rotor magnetic field (and the rotor
itself) will constantly try to catch up.
The field current flowing through the rotor winding can be varied for controlling a power factor. The
power factor of synchronous motor can be increased and changed from a lagging to a leading. Therefore, a
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synchronous motor operation can be changed from consuming to supplying a reactive power. The synchronous
motor has the ability to operate at leading power factors for power factor correction.
Traditionally, it has been used almost exclusively machines of the radial-flux type, also the synchronous
machines mentioned above. According to its topology, the stator and the rotor have a cylinder shape, where
the magnetic flux is directed radially in the air-gap. In this type of machine, the position of stator and rotor can
not be made to interchangeable and the number of stator and rotor can not be added.
The axial flux (AF) machine has advantages over the radial flux machine, the large diameter rotor with its
high moment of inertia can be utilised as a flywheel. AF machines can also operate as small to medium power
generators. Since a large number of poles can be accommodated, these machines are ideal for low speed
applications, as for example, electromechanical traction drives, hoists or wind generators. The unique disc-type
profile of the rotor and stator of AF machines makes it possible to interchangeable designs. AF machines can
be designed as single air gap or multiple air gaps machines, with slotted, slotless or even totally ironless
armatur [1].
Figure 1 shows some of the basic topologies that can be used for such generators and essentially
comprises of one or more rotor discs and one or more stator discs displaced axially from each other. Magnets
are positioned circumferentially around each rotor disc whilst an armature winding is positioned
circumferentially around each stator disc [2].

Figure 1 Permanent magnet (PM) axial flux generator topology
This study concentrates on designing and fabricating three phase axial flux wound rotor (AFWR)
synchronous motor with two rotor – one stators configuration. The use of winding in the rotor replacing
permanent magnet in order to control the current flowing through the field winding, the power factor of the
motor therefore can be controlled. Whereas the stator remains using the winding similiar to the AFPM
machine.
The research problem of discussion is restricted in:
1. The type of motor designed and fabricated is three phase axial flux wound rotor (AFWR) where the field
winding is fed by an external dc power.
2. The three phase synchronous motor AFWR has single stator located between two stator.
3. The synchronous motor that will be examined is a small scale motor.
Varying the field current flowing through the rotor winding of axial flux synchronous motor, the power
factor can be controlled from lagging to become leading. At the lagging power factor, the reactive power is
consumed by the motor while at the leading power factor, the reactive power is supplied by the motor.
Therefore, when the reactive power is supplied, the motor can be applied for correcting power factor of a
power system. In addition to a small scale synchronous is used for statisfying the requirement for load of a
small to medium industry also for power factor correction. Finally, power factor correction will decrease the
electric power consumption.

2. AXIAL FLUX MACHINES
The axial flux PM (AFPM) brushless machine, also called the disc-type machine. It is an attractive alternative
to its cylindrical radial flux counterpart due to the pancake shape, compact construction and high torque
density. AFPM motors are particularly suitable for electrical vehicles, pumps, fans, hoists, robots and
manufacturing.
The unique disc-type profile of the rotor and stator of AFPM machines makes it possible to generate
diverse and interchangeable designs. AFPM machines can be designed as single air gap or multiple air gaps
machines, with slotted, slotless or even totally ironless armature. Low power AFPM machines are frequently
designed as machines with slotless windings and surface PMs. AFPM machines can also operate as small to
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medium power generators. Since a large number of poles can be accommodated, these machines are ideal for
low speed applications, as for example, electromechanical traction drives, hoists or wind generators. [1].
AFPM machines are being used in various applications in recent years. Some prominent examples of
these applications are listed as follow: high-speed generator driven by a gas turbine in a hybrid traction system,
hybrid electric vehicle with flywheel-electrical machine combination, wheel direct drive for electric vehicles,
engine driven generator and starter motor, adjustable-speed pump applications, two direct-driven counter
rotating propellers in ship propulsion system, Low-torque servo and speed control applications for fans and
robots, in computer peripherals, office equipment and storage device [2]
A multi-objective optimal design of a brushless dc wheel motor has been presented by Y.P. Yang, C.H.
Cheung, S.W. Wu, J .P Wang. This axial-flux permanent magnet motor was designed to achieve a high torqueto-weight ratio and motor efficiency, and is suitable for the direct-driven wheel applications. The dedicated
motor is modelled in magnetic circuits and designed to meet the specifications of an optimization scheme,
subject to constraints, such as limited space, current density, flux saturation and driving voltage. Finite element
analysis are then carried out to obtain the electromagnetic, thermal and modal characteristics of the motor for
modification and verification of the preliminary design. The prototypes are fabricated and controlled by the
pulse-width modulation drive with optimal current waveforms. The 3D motor structure can be simplified to a
2D configuration, and its two-side topology is cut in half for facilitating the magnetic circuit analysis, as shown
in Figure 2. [3]

(a)

(b)
Figure 2 (a) Dual axial flux motor topology (b) 2D configuration.
A new permanent magnet design for axial flux interior permanent magnet (AFIPM) motor is made by A.
J. Pyrhönen, M. Niemelä. Poleshoes are traditionally used to produce sinusoidal flux linkage and sinusoidal
EMF especially in the case of radial flux synchronous machines. Poleshoes are not a practical solution in the
case of axial flux PM machine. The use of poleshoes in the production of sinusoidal back EMF may be avoided
by using new magnet shaping which produces sinusoidal EMF itself. The complex machine geometry of
AFIPM machine with the proposed magnet shaping result that analytical and 2D Finite Element Method
(FEM) calculations do not perform well enough. As a result, AFIPM synchronous motor with the proposed
magnet shaping is studied after analytical and 2D FEM calculations by using 3D FEM model. The main
topologies of the AFPM machines are presented in Figure 3 [4].
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Figure 3 Main topologies of axial flux PM synchronous machines. a) AFPM machine, b) AFIPM machine
N. A. El - Sonbaty writes the paper presenting a novel AC excited self-started Axial Flux Synchronous
Motor (AFSM) with a view to fulfill the special requirements for Electric Vehicles (EVs) in their optimum
profiles. The 3 phase, 4 pole direct wheel drive with axial flux motor has a single double-sided slotted wound
rotor sandwiched between twin stator. The three cores are of disc type with slots to allocate the stators and
rotor windings. The rotor core with slots on both radial sides in which two identical three phase windings are
connected in such a way that the rotor current supplied from the inverter flows in reverse directions in each of
the two back - to – back rotor slots, to eliminate the induction e. m .f. from rotor to stator and vice versa.
Schematic of the AFSM motor structure is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Twin stator – single rotor axial flux synchronous motor (a) Motor axial section. (b) Stators and
rotors phase winding connections.
A new three phase – 4 pole self-started ac excited – axial flux synchronous motor of twin stator-single
rotor has been proposed by N. A. El – Sonbaty. In addition to axial flux machine advantages, the proposed
motor may be considered as an optimum drive for electric vehicle. Its advantages lie on;
1. It yields the optimum torque – speed profile required for EV.
2. Inverter KVA and motor power requirements are minimum due to operating the motor entirely in the
constant power range.
3. Very wide constant power region.
4. High efficiency and power factor due to operation at and below base speed.
5. Low cost.
6. Short term over loading capability.
7. Direct coupling without reduction gear box [5].
Sunil Kumar Challa studies the object of a double-sided axial flux permanent magnet brushless dc
(AFPM BLDC) motor with salient pole stator. Its winding can be connected either in single-phase or in twophase system, which results in different operation of the motor. The objective of the thesis is to analyze and
compare the performances of the AFPM BLDC motor with single-phase winding and two-phase winding. To
study the motor operation, a mathematical dynamic model has been proposed for each of the motor with
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different winding, which became the basis for simulations that were performed using MATLAB/SIMULINK
software package. The calculation results show that the two-phase motor version develops more smooth torque
and reaches higher efficiency than the single-phase version. However the advantage of using a single-phase
version is simpler and cheaper converter which the motor is supplied from. This implicates of using this type of
motor for fans and pumps where torque ripple is not the subject, while the two-phase motor can be applied
where more smooth torque is required. The object of study in this project is double-sided AFPM brushless
machine with internal salient-pole stator and two external rotors shown schematically in Figure 5 [6].

Figure 5 Double-sided AFPM brushless machine with internal salient-pole stator and twin external rotor.
(a) construction, (b) stator (c) rotor, 1-pm, 2-rotor steel disc, 3- stator pole, 4-stator coil
The sizing equations of axial flux slotted one-stator-two-rotor (TORUS) and two-stator-one-rotor (AFIR)
type PM motors is presented and comparison of the TORUS and AFIR topologies in terms of torque density is
illustrated by S. Asghar Gholamian. There are two topologies for slotted double-sided AFPM motors. Selecting
an AFPM motors with high torque density is an important parameter in applications. So, comparison of torque
density between different topologies of double-sided AFPM motors seems to be necessary. In the paper, field
analyses of both topologies of slotted motors are investigated using Finite Element method (FEM) software.
Finally a high torque double-sided slotted AFPM motor is introduced in the paper. The topologies used in the
study are illustrated in Figure 6. Flux directions of both AFIR and TORUS slotted topologies at the average
diameter in 2D are also shown in Figure 7a and 7b [7].

Figure 6 Axial flux slotted (a) one-stator-two-rotor TORUS-S type (b) two-stator-one-rotor AFIR-S type

Figure 7 One pole pair of the (a) TORUS-S (b) AFIR-S
D.A. Howey reviews research being undertaken to apply a novel electrical generator design, the axial flux
permanent magnet (AFPM) machine, to pico-hydropower applications. Pico-hydropower is a well established
and cost effective means of producing electricity in developing countries, but there is scope for improvement
of cost and performance. AFPM machines have been explored in a variety of applications from electric
vehicles to wind turbines but with little application to hydropower. Here it is shown that an AFPM machine of
similar size and cost to the existing radial flux generators used for pico-hydropower could produce around
double the power output (assuming the turbine power was available), with 90% rather than 75% efficiency.
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The aim of his research is to build & test such a design in the lab and then approach a manufacturer in
Nepal with a view to mass production. In an AFPM machine, the magnetic field in the generator is oriented
axially at the point where it cuts the stator coils, see Figure 8. [8]

Figure 8 Side and end views of a simple 6-pole AFPM machine. The PMs are arranged to give alternating N-S
magnetisation as shown, and the white arrow shows the axially oriented magnetic field.

3. THE EFFECT OF FIELD CURRENT CHANGES ON SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE
As the field current is increased, the armature current becomes leading, and the motor becomes a capacitive
load. It is acting like a capacitor-resistor combination, supplying reactive power Q to the system. The effect of
field current changes on power factor changes is shown in Figure 10 and can be calculated using equations (1)
and (2).
From Figure 9, it can be seen that when the projection of the phasor EA onto Vφ, (EA cos δ) is shorter than
Vφ itself, a synchronous motor has a lagging current and consumes Q. Since the field current is small in this
situation, the motor is said to be underexcited. On the other hand, when the projection of EA onto Vφ is longer
than Vφ itself, a synchronous motor has a leading current and supplies Q to the power system. Since the field
current is large in this situation, the motor is said to be overexcited.

Figure 9 The effect of an increase in field current on the operation of the synchronous motor.
The armature current can be calculated by the folowing equation

From equation (1) is found the leading armature curent, the reactive power supplied to a system as

Equation (2) can be used to calculate the capacitive reactive power produced by synchronous motor for
compensating the inductive reactive power in a system.
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If the field current is changed, the armature current changes too. The relation between field current and
armature current can be drawn with V curve shown in Figure 10. There are several V curves drawn,
corresponding to different real power levels.

Figure 10. Synchronous motor V curve
Therefore, by_controlling the field current of a synchronous motor, the reactive power supplied to or
consumed from the power system can be controlled [9].

4. AXIAL FLUX WOUND ROTOR MACHINE (AFWR)
AFWR machine is axial flux machine with winding in the rotor. It is developed from radial flux (RF) and axial
flux permanent magnet (AFPM) machines. AFWR has much difference from radial flux machine in topology.
While the difference with AFPM is laid on the rotor in which it is wound rather than used permanent magnet.
A dc curent can be supplied to the rotor winding through brushes riding on the slip rings.
The three phase AFWR machine proposed has output power, terminal voltage, poles and rotor rotation 1
kW, 380 V, 4 pair poles and 750 rpm respectively. It has a single double-sided slotted wound stator
sandwiched between twin rotor. The stator and rotor have the same outer and inner diameter 0,28 m and 0,16
m respectively. AFWR machine with 24 slots stator and rotor is shown in Figure 11.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11 single double-sided slotted stator sandwiched
between twin rotor
(a) Stator
(b) Rotor
Stator and rotor cores are wound with conductors having diameter of conductor stator 0,5 mm and
diameter of conductor rotor 1,6 mm. The number of armature turns of a single stator per phase is 440 and the
number of field turns per coil is 50 turns. The machine has concentrated winding both in stator and rotor. Stator
and rotor wound is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12 Wound stator and rotor

5. PERFORMANCE CALCULATION
Machine parameters obtained from calculation with MATLAB are used in performance analysis referring to
output power. Core loss is assumed 5% and friction and windage losses 7% from output power [1, 10]. The
main issues to address are the power output and efficiency. The efficiency can be maximized simply by
changing optimization parameters such as air gap, excitation voltage, diameter of stator conductor and number
of turns. The required operating specification is shown in Table 1.
Table 1 The required operating specification of machine

Rated Power (W)
Terminal Voltage (V)

1.000
380

Number of pole

8

Frequency (Hz)

50

Power Factor

0,83

The performance figures at eficiency 85% and rated power 1 kW are given in Table 2. Changing
optimization parameters, another paramaters of the machine change too. In the efficiency calculation,
optimization parameters are ranged and efficiency and output power are inspected. It can be seen that air gap
of about 3 mm, excitation voltage 10 V, diameter of stator conductor 0,5 mm and number of turns 440 offer
about the best solution. The effect of changes in air gap, excitation voltage, number of conductor and diameter
of stator conductor on the efficiency are shown in Figure 13, 14, 15 and 16 respectively.
Table 2 Optimization parameter at efficiency 85%
and rated power 1kW.
Air gap (mm)
Excitation voltage (V)

16
10

Number of stator conductor

440

Diameter of conductor (mm)

0,5

Stator and rotor dimensions including slots are kept constant in the optimization calculation. So the
change of stator conductor diameter and the number of turns should be inspected whether or not the
requirements are met for slot dimensions. The requirements inspection are based on slot fill factor.
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The slot fill factor for rectangular conductors and low voltage machines can be assumed to be 0.6. While the
averages slot fill factor for low voltage machines with round stator conductors is about 0 .4 [13]. In standard
motors, copper occupies only half of the slot winding space, because the slot fill factor is about 0.5 [11].
The effect of air gap changes on efficiency
85.3
85.25
85.2

Efficiency

85.15
85.1
85.05
85
84.95
84.9
84.85
0.01

0.012

0.014
0.016
Air gap (m)

0.018

0.02

Figure 13 Air gap versus efficiency
The Effect of excitation voltage changes on efficiency
86
85
84

Efficiency

83
82
81
80
79
78

0

5

10
15
Excitation voltage (V)

20

25

Figure 14 Excitation voltage versus efficiency
The AFWR synchronous motor has higher efficiency than induction motor (copper rotor) [1],
asynchrnous motor (single layer) and asynchronous motor (sinusoida 3 phase winding) [12] with about
the same power. Higher efficiency can be obtained by applying optimization parameters which have
been calculated. Comparison of efficiencies on multiple machines are shown in Table 3.
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The Effect of number of stator conductor changes on efficiency
90

80

Efficiency

70

60

50

40

30

20
200

250

300
350
400
Number of stator conductor

450

500

Figure 15 Number of stator conductor versus efficiency
The Effect of conductor diameter changes on efficiency
86
85.8
85.6

Effciency

85.4
85.2
85
84.8
84.6
84.4
4.4

4.6

4.8
5
5.2
Stator conductor diameter (m)

5.4

5.6
x 10

-4

Figure 16 Diameter of conductor versus efficiency

Table 3. Comparison of efficiencies on multiple machines

Type of Machine

Rated Power (W)

Efficiency (%)

Induction Motor
(copper rotor)

W
1.100

82,8

Asynchrnous Motor
(single layer)

1.110

67,5

Asynchrnous Motor
(sinusoida 3 phase
winding)

1.215

75,5

AFWR Synchronous
Motor

1.000

85
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5. CONCLUSION
1. The efficiency can be maximized simply by changing optimization parameters such as air gap, excitation
voltage, diameter of stator conductor and number of turns.
2. Calculation Results of air gap of about 3 mm, excitation voltage 10 V, diameter of stator conductor 0,5 mm
and number of stator turn per phase 440 offer about the best solution for efficiency 85%.
3. The AFWR three phase synchronous motor has higher efficiency than for other motor types at rated
power 1 kW.
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ABSTRACT
Bogor is one of regencies in West Java, which obtained the lowest solar radiation compared to other regions in Indonesia.
This study aimed to test the feasibility of photovoltaic systems (PV) as a source of electricity in remote rural areas of Bogor,
There are three steps being taken: PV design, installation of PV in remote areas, and testing of PV on no load and on load.
Photovoltaic system 100 Wp has been installed on remote village in Bogor using a load of 0.47 kWh/day. Graph of Daily load
profile, clearness index and daily radiation get from renewable energy software, HOMER. This installation was tested on no
load and on load. No-load test results indicate that PV produces electrical current of 12.8A/day, so the battery (90Ah) fully
charged within 49.4 hours. Load test results indicated that PV could supply energy at 0.47 kwh for 63 hours. These result show
that PV based on renewable energy resources could be a suitable alternative for rural electrification in the low power range in
Bogor, although it is low levels radiation. thus electricity needs of most remote village in Bogor can be meet with renewable
energy options.
Keywords
Remote village, solar radiation, PV, renewable energy

1.

INTRODUCTION

Bogor- West Java are regions with lowest solar radiation (2.558 kWh/ m2) compared to other regions in Indonesia, for example
Waingapu East Nusa Tenggara with the radiation of 5.747 kWh/m2 [1]. Some villages in Bogor are not getting electricity
because the contour of the land is hilly and the distance between home away. To obtain electrical energy, most of society as a
self-made pico-hydro. Electrical energy derived from pico-hydro is less reliable due to the erratic flow of water.
This study aimed to examine the possible use of Photovoltaic Generator (PV) as a source of electricity in remote rural areas of
Bogor, West Java. Thereby increasing the area cultivated, obtain electricity and reduce pollution, because every one kilowatthour (kWh) electric energy produced from renewable energy sources to save the environment from the effects of coal burning
at 2:11 lbs of carbon dioxide [2]. If PV can generate reliable electricity in areas with the low radiation, it is possible PV
installed in another remote village in Indonesia.
The steps undertaken in this study are as follows: PV design, installation of PV in the village who do not get the electricity, the
village Wangun, Babakan Madang, Bogor, West Java, testing of PV in no-load conditions to obtain solar radiation on PV and
flow produced by PV. and testing of load conditions to obtain the reliability of PV.

2.

PV SYSTEM

In general, a PV (stand alone PV system) consist of solar cell panels (a collection of several solar cell modules), power
regulator/controller, inverter (power inverter direct to alternating current, is used when the load requires alternating current)
and batteries (for storing energy that can be used when solar energy is less or not there like at night). PV schematically shown
in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Scheme of PV system[3]
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Sunlight on solar panels is converted into direct current electricity, current is distributed by the regulator power to the load in
accordance with the required power load, If the PV produced greater than the required power load, the regulator the power to
channel the excess power to the battery for stored. When the solar panel generated power is smaller than the required power
load (on a cloudy day and night), the power regulator will arrange delivery of power to the load by the battery

2.1 Solar Radiation
Solar radiation used is montly average daily radiation on a horizontal surface to calculate the radiation on an inclined plane
with a slope of the optimum, the value of direct radiation can be calculated with diffuse radiation from global radiation by
using equation (1) as follows [4]:
)
Where:
Hd = monthly average daily diffuse radiation on a flat surface [kWh/m2. day]
H = monthly average daily diffuse radiation on a flat surface [kWh/m2. day] is the data input
Ki = clearness index is defined as the ratio of global radiation to global radiation extraterrestial
= sunset hour angle [o]
after the radiation is obtained using equation (1)

direct radiation can be calculated by:
(2)

By using the direct radiation above, then the optimum angle can be calculated using equation (3) [5]:

Where:
opt = optimum tilt angle of solar panels
Hli = monthly average daily direct radiation in the i
declination angle on average per month in month i
φ = latitude of location

Having obtained the optimum tilt angle, the solar radiation on the panel with optimum slope can be calculated by equation (4):

Where:
albedo or reflection coefficient of the objects around the collector
(if there are many trees around the system, then
if around a lot of snow, then
Rb = ratio of direct radiation on tilted surface to direct radiation on a horizontal plane
After calculating the global radiation on an inclined plane, it can be seen the smallest radiation throughout the year Hw. Hw
was used as the radiation to calculate the value of the PV. Because if the system can carry the load on the month in which the
smallest radiation, it will be able to bear the burden in other months throughout the year.

2.2 Loss of Energy Probability (LOEP)
LOEP is a possibility the system could not meet the needs of the load. For example: LOEP 10% means that during one year
(365 days) there were 36 days where the system can not meet the needs of the load. When LOEP too high to be accepted, then
the PV panels or batteries should be added or support systems should be used. This means LOEP value indicates how often
support systems should be used. As a consequence, the higher the reliability of the system (LOEP smaller), then there will be
more solar panels are needed and thus increasing the cost of the system. In this research, to value certain LOEP using radiation
value on the month in which the smallest solar radiation IWM and the value of the number of consecutive days where solar
radiation is very small (C) can be calculated using the function "error" value of radiation design ID, the required PV to meet the
needs of the load. ID value is the value of radiation used to calculate PV, such as Watt Peak from solar panels and battery
capacity.
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2.3 Efficiency of PV
For calculating a PV, in addition to the value of ID, also need to know the efficiency of the PV. η is a combination of the
efficiency of solar cell modules, battery efficiency and efficiency of other components and is written as:
(5)
Where:
module efficiency
battery efficiency
efficiency of other components such as power regulators, inverters, connections etc.
usually constant during the system works (0.8-0.95)
Module efficiency is defined as [5]:
Where:
Pmax = maximum power output of solar cell module (Wp) as indicated in the specifications of the module 1 Watt
measured at 28oC and I = 1 kWh/m2
A = area of the module [m2]
Io = solar radiation standard = 1000 W/m2
At higher temperatures (> 280) PV efficiency will be reduced in accordance with the temperature coefficient PTC (-0003 0.005/oC), so that efficiency becomes:
-28)}

(7)

Where:
PTC Power temperature coefficient of PV module
To = temperatur pemakaian (operation temperature)
The temperature usage is a function of solar radiation and ambient temperature, is calculated as:
+

(8)

Where:
T = radiation, in this case taken the greatest radiation from a monthly average daily radiation throughout the year
Ta = ambient temperature (ambient temperature)
Imax = greatest radiation throughout the year
Battery efficiency is defined as:
-

(9)

Where:
fn = load ratio needs supplied by a battery with a total load. For example, load 10 kWh per day and load rasio on the day
and night 4 / 6, then fn = 6 / 10 = 0.6
nrt = comparison between the energy supplied by the battery on the battery capacity (depth of discharge)
for batteries used in solar nrt value between 75% to 80%
By knowing the radiation, the
can be calculated using:

with a particular LOEP and load will be powered by PV, power peak of the PV at temperature

Where:
L

= peak power [W] of the system at a temperature usage
= load will be powered by PV, in this study is considered to be constant [kWh/day]

In standard conditions (temperature of 28o C) peak power can be calculated by:
-28)}

(11)
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By dividing P (T) with peak power solar photovoltaic modules are used to determine the number of modules required.
To determine the battery capacity needs to be calculated average current consumption a day with the equation:
(12)
So the solar cell current (Ip) which is expected at:
(13)
Where:
K1 = constant decrease in solar cell output due to temperature, the surface (0.85)
K2 = constant decrease in solar cell output due to charging and discharging efficiency (0.95)
TS = The average power output of solar cell hours / day
Battery storage capacity can be calculated by equation (14):
(14)
Where:
C = The number of operating days which can be supplied by the battery if there is no sunlight
= depth of discharge battery

3. PV SYSTEM DESIGN

Figure 2. PV System Design flow chart
To calculate a PV was created flow chart in Figure 2. Data required are as follows:
a. The location where the PV will be used, in the form of latitude and longitude of the location. PV is usually used in
remote areas, therefore it should be mentioned in detail the name of the village, subdistrict, district and provincial
locations.
b. Location of meteorological stations for which data used in the calculation of latitude and longitude. This data is
needed to see how close to the station to the location PV, so that can know how much data can be represented in the
location of solar radiation data. This is due to the lack of data on the location of solar radiation.
c. The data of global radiation on a horizontal plane, is the radiation of each day / m2 .day.
d. Ambient temperature that is used to calculate the PV module temperature during operation which can be calculated by
equation (8).
e. Comparison of the load needs day and night (fn) used in equation (9).
f. Peak Watt and wide from one module to be used to calculate the efficiency of the module on the H M standard
conditions using equation (6).
g. The number of consecutive days where the radiation is very less (C). C is used to calculate the battery capacity using
the equation (12).
h. Expenses that must be supplied by the PV (L) in kWh/day which is the main parameter in designing the PV. In this
case L is considered constant throughout the year
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After the above data is entered, the first calculated the direct and diffuse radiation from global radiation data in the horizontal
plane using equation (1) and (2), then calculated the slope of the optimum
by equation (3). By using equation (4) and
global radiation (H), direct radiation (H1), diffuse radiation (Hd) and the slope of the optimum
for each month, so it can be
determined
, and
to determine To.
By using equation (5) through (9) can be calculated efficiency of the system. Then by using
, C and LOEP, can be
calculated value. And finally by using equation (10) and (12) can be calculated Watt Peak (WD), the battery capacity (B) and
cross-sectional area PV modules.
Table 1. PV installed in the Babakan Madang-Bogor
Description

Information

PV Location

Babakan Madang-Bogor West Java
Atitude:-6o55’36” , Latitude:106o87’59”

Data collection period

Desember 2010-Januari 2011

PV System component:
=30o

1.PV module

17V, 100Wp,

2.Battery

12V, 90Ah

3.Controller
4.DC lamp as load

12V, 20A
5 unit, 12V/6W

5.Installation

NYM cable: 20mx1,5mm2
MCB: 6A, 240V
Series switch: 3 pole, 12A/240V

opt

PV design result will be tested by installing PV at predetermined locations. PV requires several components as shown in Table
1, the PV module to convert solar energy into electricity, batteries to store the current generated PV, a controller to regulate the
flow of current from the PV-battery-load, DC lamp as load, cables to connect all components, switches to connect and
disconnect a circuit and MCB as a safety against overload and short circuit in the PV circuit. All components are connected
according to installation diagram in Figure 4.

a.

Daily load profile

b. Graph of an average daily radiation and clearness index

Figure 3. Data of PV location, Babakan Madang-Bogor West Java[6][7]
PV is expected to serve the load for 24 hours every day. Power load varies (0006-0030 kW), as shown in Figure 3a, where the
greatest burden occurs at night (20:00 to 04:00) and the smallest load occurs during the daytime (09:00 to 14:00). Total income
amounted to 0.47 kWh / day with details of the load during the day by 0.08 kWh / day and at night load of 0.39 kWh / day.
Daily radiation and clearness index in Figure 3b obtained through the Software HOMER. by entering the coordinates of the
location of the PV data to HOMER, then HOMER would connect with NASA, and obtained daily radiation and clearness
index monthly for a year. Location-PV is Babakan Madang Bogor with Atitude coordinates: - 6o55'36" and Latitude:
106o87'59". The lowest radiation obtained in January (4:25 kWh/m2/day) and highest in September (5:50 kWh/m2/day) while
the clearness index lowest in February and highest in July
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Table 2. PV system efficiency calculations
Description
Battery efficiency calculations
Load rasio on the day and night
Load ratio needs supplied by a battery with
a total load
Depth of discharge battery
Battery efficiency
PV module efficiency calculations
Maximum power output of PV module
Area of the module
Solar radiation standard
PV module efficiency
Efficiency of other components
PV system efficiency (Equation 5)

Value
Equation (9)
11/50
fn = 50/61
nrt =75%
Equation (6)
Pmax = 100 Wp
A = 0.4 m x 0.8 m
Io = 1000 W/m2

Based on the daily load profile in Figure 3a and technical specifications of PV in Table 1, the PV system efficiency can be
calculated using equation (5), (6) and (9). Calculation results shown in Table 2.

Figure 4. Diagram installation of PV[8]

4.

NO LOAD AND ON LOAD TEST

No-load test is to determine the solar radiation, the PV current and charging time. To achieve this, the battery should be empty
and the PV has been installed at a height and tilt angle in accordance with the plan.In this test, solar radiation and PV electric
current was measured every 10 minutes for 7 hours/day and data were taken in December 2010.

Figure 5. solar radiation at Babakan Madang-Bogor West Java on December 2010
Figure 5 is a result of radiation measurement. Smaller radiation obtained in the morning and afternoon, while a larger radiation
obtained during the day and peaked at 13:20.
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Figure 6. PV current/day
PV generated electric current for 7 hours (08:10 to 15:00) shown in Figure 6. This current varies (0.17A-3.22A), where the
smallest flow achieved in the morning at 08.15 and reached the greatest in the afternoon (13:10). Based on the graph in Figure
5 and Figure 6, there is a correlation between the amount of radiation on the PV with PV current, where the greater the
radiation received by PV, PV generated current will be higher. The number of PV generated current is stored in the battery.
Fully charged battery (90Ah) after PV obtain sunlight for 49 hours 24 minutes with an average measurement time at (8:00 to
3:00 p.m.)
PV generated current is stored in the battery and fully charged battery (90Ah) within 49 hours 24 minutes. current
measurements performed at (8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.). Thus the PV power has been available at 1:08 kWh. Then the PV is
connected to the load varies with the amount of load as in Figure 3a.The amount of power supplied to the load is 0.47 kWh per
day, so that within 63 hours of battery charge 25% of the nominal. In addition, the lamp voltage has decreased along with the
added burden.
5.

CONCLUSSION

Photovoltaic system 100 Wp for the electrification of remote villages in Bogor has been installed with a daily load profile with
an energy demand 0.47 kWh/day. This installation was tested on no load and on load PV no-load test results indicate that PV
produces electrical current of 12.8A/day, so the battery (90Ah) fully charged within 49 hours 24 minutes. Load test results
indicated that PV could supply energy at 0:47 kwh for 63 hours. PV can supply the load for longer, if its energy is smaller.
These result show that PV based on renewable energy resources could be a suitable alternative for rural electrification in the
low power range in Bogor, although it is low levels radiation. thus electricity needs of most remote village in Bogor can be
meet with renewable energy options.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a photovoltaic (PV) high-intensity-discharge (HID) street lighting system. A singleended primary inductance converter (SEPIC) is studied for maximum power point tracking (MPPT) and
battery charging. An electronic ballast circuit is also designed to release the solar energy stored in battery
for powering HID lamps. The studied PV HID street lighting system is connected to the AC-line utility
with a SEPIC power factor correction converter. The proposed PV HID street lighting system has the
advantages of high power density, simple circuit, and long lifetime. The operating principle and design
considerations were analyzed and discussed in detail. A laboratory prototype was implemented and tested.
The experimental results were shown to verify the feasibility of the proposed scheme.
Keywords: Photovoltaic High-Intensity-Discharge Street Lighting System, Single-Ended Primary
Inductance Converter, Maximum Power Point Tracking, Battery Charging, Electronic Ballast, Power
Factor Correction

1. INTRODUCTION
The photovoltaic (PV) street lighting systems have been used in many developing countries. They are
highly economical when used in newly-built urban road sections and remote rural areas without an
electricity network. During daytime, the battery is charged by a PV panel. At night, the solar energy stored
in the battery is released to power the street lights. High-intensity-discharge (HID) lamps are commonly
used as street light sources because of their high luminous efficacy, good color rendition, and long lifetime
[1, 2]. The HID lamp needs an auxiliary circuit called a “ballast” to ensure stable lamp operation because of
its negative impedance characteristics. Figure 1 shows the conventional PV HID street lighting system. A
boost maximum power point tracking (MPPT) PV charger is usually applied to extract maximum power
from the PV panel in all solar irradiation conditions [3]. A PV inverter circuit releases the solar energy in
the battery to the AC-line utility. A boost power factor correction (PFC) circuit is series-connected with the
electronic ballast to achieve high power factor input and drive the HID lamp. The conventional PV HID
street lighting system has the drawbacks of high circuit complexity and low system efficiency due to a fourstage power conversion.

Figure 1 Conventional PV HID Street Lighting System
Figure 2 shows the proposed PV HID street lighting system. A single-ended primary inductance converter
(SEPIC) is used for MPPT and battery charging under a wide range of PV panel voltage variations. A new
battery charging scheme is proposed to estimate the state of charge (SOC) and prolong battery lifetime. The
solar energy stored in the battery can also be released to power the HID lamp at night using the studied
electronic ballast circuit. With a SEPIC PFC converter, the proposed PV HID street lighting system is
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connected to the AC-line utility. As such, the HID street lighting system will not be extinguished even if
the battery is fully discharged. In the following sections, the system configuration and characteristic
analysis will be addressed in detail.

Figure 2 Proposed PV HID Street Lighting System

2. SEPIC MPPT PV CHARGER
Figure 3 shows the studied PV charger with MPPT function. For various solar irradiation conditions, the
PV panel voltage may be higher or lesser than the battery voltage [4, 5]. In this study, a SEPIC circuit is
used to realize a PV charger that can both step up and step down the PV panel voltage for battery charging.
Continuous input inductor current is helpful in achieving a high MPPT accuracy. According to the
maximum power transferring theorem, the following relationship equation can be derived:
Vmp
(1 D)2
,
(1)
Rth
Rin Rb
I mp
D2
where Vmp and Imp represent the PV panel voltage and PV panel current at maximum power point,
respectively. The input resistance, Rin of the SEPIC circuit can be regulated by directly control the
converter duty cycle D. As long as the circuit is operated at maximum power transfer condition, MPPT can
be achieved.

Figure 3 Circuit Diagram of the Proposed MPPT PV Charger
As shown in Figure 4, there are two charging stages for the proposed PV charger. At the beginning of the
charging process, a continuous MPPT charging scheme is adopted to extract maximum power from the PV
panel. At a constant solar power condition, the battery current will decrease in accordance with the increase
in battery voltage. When the SOC of battery reaches a given condition, a pulse-current charging scheme
with an adaptive rest-period is applied to obtain an average charging current with an exponential profile.
During the charging period, the MPPT function is retained to achieve high charging efficiency.
Overcharging of the battery can be avoided using the pulse-charging scheme with adaptive rest-period.

Figure 4 Theoretical Waveforms of the Proposed PV Charger
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3. ELECTRONIC BALLAST FOR HID LAMPS
Figure 5 shows the circuit diagram of the studied electronic ballast for powering HID street-light lamps.
The electronic ballast consists of a front-end Flyback DC/DC converter and a low-frequency square-wave
DC/AC inverter. The front-end DC/DC converter releases the solar power stored in the battery and feeds a
high-voltage DC bus for the post-stage DC/AC inverter. Periodic HID lamp excitation at a high frequency
range can then lead to acoustic resonance that would produces an unstable arc and even cracks the tube. In
this work, the DC/AC inverter was operated at a low frequency to avoid acoustic resonance of the HID
lamps. A voltage doubler, a spark gap (S. G.), and a pulse transformer T2 were added to the power circuit.
Prior to the ignition, the HID lamp can be considered an open circuit. The voltage doubler boosts the output
voltage of the DC/AC inverter to reach the breakdown voltage of the spark gap. When the spark gap turns
on, the pulse transformer induces a required high voltage (about 20kV) at its secondary winding to ignite
the HID lamp.

Figure 5 The Studied Electronic Ballast for HID Lamps

4. SEPIC PFC CONVERTER
The proposed PV HID street lighting system is connected to the AC-line utility with a SEPIC power factor
correction (PFC) converter shown in Figure 6. When the battery voltage drops to a given value, the Flyback
DC/DC converter is shut down to prevent the battery from over-discharging. The SEPIC PFC circuit draws
energy from the AC-line utility to drive the HID lamp via the low-frequency square-wave DC/AC inverter:
thus, the HID street lighting system will not be extinguished even if the battery is fully discharged. With a
coupled inductor, high input power factor can be achieved at the AC-line utility side using a simple
transition-mode (TM) PFC control.

Figure 6 The Grid-connected PV HID Street Lighting System with a SEPIC PFC Circuit

5. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The aim of this paper is to study a high performance PV HID street lighting system. The design
considerations for the MPPT PV charger and the electronic ballast circuit are described and discussed
below.
A.
MPPT PV Charger Design
For the PV HID street lighting system proposed in this paper, MPPT was used to increase the efficiency of
battery charging. A Perturb and Observe (P&O) method characterized by important advantages such as
simplicity and good performance, was hereby adopted [6, 7]. The maximum power of the PV panel can be
extracted both in the continuous MPPT charging stage and the charging period of the pulse MPPT charging
stage. Figure 7(a) shows the detailed charging current waveform. During the pulse-charging stage, an
average charging current with an exponential profile is recommended by the battery manufacturer’s manual
to maintain a constant battery voltage level, Vb,set . The equation of the average charging current Ib(t) can be
expressed as:
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I b (t )

I b (t p ) e t ,

(2)

where the attenuating factor determines the charging speed, as shown in Figure 7(b). The relationship
between the rest period Tr and the attenuating factor can be derived by:
I b (t p ) I b (t )
(3)
Tr
T p (1 e t )T p ,
I b (t p )
where Tp is the charging cycle of the pulse current charging.

(a)
(b)
Figure 7(a) Average Charging Current Waveform and (b) Exponential Profiles with Different during the
Pulse Charging Stage
As shown in Figure 8, a constant battery voltage, Vb,set is retained using an exponential average charging
current during the pulse-charging stage. However, the battery voltage may be over Vb, set due to the decline
in the battery capacity if a fixed attenuating factor is adopted. To prevent the battery from overcharging,
an adaptive rest period Tr could be realized by sensing the battery voltage. As the battery voltage goes over
a given value Vb,m, the rest period Tr can be extended to change the attenuating factor and slow down the
charging speed according to Equation (3).

Figure 8 Overcharging Protection with an Adaptive Rest Period during the Pulse Charging Stage
Figure 9 shows a flow chart of the studied charging scheme. The initial open-circuit battery voltage Vb,
oc(t0) is measured at the beginning of charging process. The initial charge quantity Q(t0) can then be
estimated as follows:
Vb,oc (t 0) Vb,ec
(4)
Q(t 0)
C,
Vb, fc Vb,ec
where Vb,ec and Vb,fc are the open-circuit battery voltages at fully discharged and fully charged conditions,
respectively and C denotes the rated battery charge quantity. The instantaneous charge quantity Q(t) during
the charging process can be estimated as follows:
(5)
Q(t ) Q(t 0) tt0 I b ( )d ,
During the continuous MPPT charging stage, the P&O MPPT algorithm was used to extract the maximum
power of the PV panel. The charging process was switched to the pulse MPPT charging stage from the
continuous MPPT stage when the estimated battery charge quantity Q(t) reached up to 0.9C. That is
recommended in the battery manufacturer’s manual. Taking battery deterioration into consideration, pulse
MPPT charging was also enabled as long as the battery voltage rose to a given voltage Vb,set for overcharge
prevention. During the charging period of the pulse MPPT charging stage, MPPT was retained to achieve
high charging efficiency. A pulse charging current with an exponential average profile shown in Figure 7 is
used to relax the electrolyte reaction and prolong battery lifetime [8, 9]. According to Equation (2), the time
length Tpulse of pulse MPPT charging stage can be calculated as follows:
0.1C
1
(6)
T pulse t f t p
ln[
],
I b (t p )
where tf and tp are the ending and starting times of the pulse MPPT charging stage, respectively.
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Figure 9 Flow Chart of the Proposed Charging Scheme
B.
Electronic Ballast Design
In this work, a prototype circuit was designed to drive a 35W HID lamp OSRAM D2S. Figure 10 shows the
control flow chart of the HID electronic ballast. In the beginning, the Flyback converter was operated at
constant voltage (CV) mode to produce a 350V output voltage for igniting the HID lamp via the DC/AC
inverter and the high voltage ignition circuit. After ignition, the Flyback converter was operated at constant
current (CC) mode to provide a warm-up current of 2.5A. Once the lamp voltage reached to 30V, the
circuit was operated at constant power (CP) mode to maintain a 75W warn-up power. During the run-up
stage, lamp power gradually decreased from 75W to 35W. At the steady state, the electronic ballast was
operated at CP mode to supply a 35W rated power to the HID lamp.

Figure 10 Control Flow Chart of the HID Electronic Ballast
C.
SEPIC PFC Converter Design
As the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 6, the voltages across two windings of the coupled inductor Lc are
both the rectified AC-line voltage |Vac| during the on-time of power switch QPFC and the DC output voltage
Vdc during the off-time of power switch QPFC. The equivalent inductances Le1 and Le2 for the coupled
inductor can be expressed as follows:

Le1

n 2 Lm Lc1
Lc2

Lc1 Lc2 Lm Lc2
, and
n(n - 1)Lm

(7)

n 2 Lm Lc1 Lc1 Lc2 Lm Lc2
,
(8)
Lc1 - (n - 1)Lm
Neglecting the leakage inductance Lc2, because the same voltage is applied to both sides of the coupled
inductor, the following relationship equation can be given:
Le2
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Lm
1
,
Lm Lc1 n
Then, equivalent inductances Le1 and Le2 can be simplified as:
Le1 Lm Lc1 , and

(9)

(10)
,
(11)
Le2
Thus, the input equivalent inductance is infinitely large and results in free-ripple input current. As shown in
Figure 11, a simple transition mode control scheme can be used to obtain a sinusoidal input current and
regulate the output voltage. High power factor input can be achieved under universal AC line voltage using
the proposed SEPIC PFC converter. Here, a low operating voltage was sent to the low-frequency squarewave DC/AC inverter for powering the HID lamp when the battery was fully discharged.

Figure 11 Theoretical Waveforms of the Proposed SEPIC PFC Converter

6. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATIONS
To verify the feasibility of the proposed PV HID street lighting system, a laboratory prototype was
implemented and tested. A 50W SEPIC PV charger was designed to draw the solar power from a 75W
rated PV panel Siemens SP-75 in order to charge a 12V/26Ah lead-acid battery. In the experiments, Agilent
solar simulator E4367A was used as the power source of the developed SEPIC PV charger. A 35W
electronic ballast circuit was realized to release the solar energy stored in the battery and drive an OSRAM
D2S HID lamp. A simple TM PFC control IC (ST L6561) was also used to achieve high power factor input
and output voltage regulation of the SEPIC PFC converter. For the lifetime considerations, no electrolytic
capacitor was used in the studied PV HID street lighting system. A battery capacity tester TES-33 is used to
measure the long-term waveforms for battery voltage and current during the battery charging process. In
Figure 12, it can be observed that there are two charging stage: continuous MPPT charging and pulse
MPPT charging. During the pulse charging stage, a battery charging current with an exponential average
profile is used to relax the electrolyte reaction and prolong battery lifetime. Figures 13(a), 13(b) and 13(c)
show the measured MPPT waveforms under 10V, 17V and 24V input voltages, respectively. The MPPT
accuracies are 99.2% (10V), 98.8% (17V) and 98.4% (24V) at steady state. Figure 14(a) shows the
measured charging waveforms during the pulse MPPT charging stage. The measured waveforms with
extended rest period are shown in Figure 14(b).

Figure 12 Measure Waveforms for Battery Voltage and Current
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 13 Measured MPPT Waveforms under (a) 10V, (b) 17V and (c) 24V Input Voltages

(a)
(b)
Figure 14 Measured Waveforms (a) during the Pulse MPPT Charging Stage; with Extended Rest Period
Figure 15 demonstrates the measured ignition waveforms. Here, a 20kV voltage was supplied to ignite the
HID lamp. The measured lamp voltage and lamp current under start-up process and steady-state operation
are shown in Figures 16(a) and 16(b). For the studied PV HID street lighting system, the Flyback DC/DC
converter is shut down to prevent the battery from over-discharging when the battery voltage drops to a
given value. The SEPIC PFC circuit draws energy from the AC-line utility to drive the HID lamp via the
low-frequency square-wave DC/AC inverter.

Figure 15 Measured Ignition Waveforms for the HID Lamp

(a)
(b)
Figure 16 Measured Electronic Ballast Waveforms under (a) the Start-up Process and (b) Steady-State
Operation
Figure 17 shows the measured transient waveforms during the transition between PV and PFC modes. It
can be observed that the SEPIC PFC circuit draws energy from the AC-line utility when the battery is taken
off at the input side of electronic ballast. Figure 18(a) shows the measured inductor current waveforms for
the studied SEPIC PFC circuit. A CCM input current is obtained while the summation current of the
inductor currents ILc1 and ILc2 is operated under transition mode. The large input filter in a conventional TM
PFC circuit is not needed for the studied PFC circuit using a TM PFC control IC LT6561. The measured
input voltage and current waveforms are shown in Figure 18(b). High input power factor can be achieved at
the AC-line utility side.
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Figure 17 Measured Transient Waveforms during the Transition between PV and PFC Modes.

(a)
(b)
Figure 18 Measured (a) Inductor Current Waveforms and (b) Input Voltage and Current Waveforms

7. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a PV HID street lighting system with MPPT function and pulse battery charging
scheme. With the proposed SEPIC PV charger, high MPPT accuracy and high battery charging efficiency
can be achieved under a wide range of PV panel voltage variation. An electronic ballast circuit was
designed to release the solar energy stored in battery to power an HID lamp. A SEPIC PFC converter was
also used to draw energy from the AC-line utility to prevent the battery from over-discharging. The
operating principles and design considerations for the proposed PV HID street lighting system were
described and analyzed in details. Experimental results for a laboratory prototype were shown to verify the
feasibility of the proposed method.
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ABSTRACT
Translation is one of IPv4 to IPv6 transition methods that very likely implemented in the future. Translation is simple
method that can connect IPv4 and IPv6 network without making modification at the client and server. In this research,
method with dynamic addressing was built to support NAT-PT as one of translation implementation for serving FTP
users in IP network. Dynamic addressing tools which selected are DHCP for IPv4 network and DHCPv6 for IPv6
network. The results shows that FTP throughput over IPv4 network decreased, but FTP throughput over IPv6 network
increased. And DHCP comfiguration time is faster than DHCPv6 configuration time.
Keywords
dynamic addressing, IPv4, IPv6, translation

1. INTRODUCTION
The use of Internet technologies grew more rapidly. Along with that, the allocation of IPv4 addresses that are used less
and less so it will not be able to meet the needs of the Internet in the future. To overcome this, then developed the IPv6
protocol. In periods of transition, there are several methods that may be used. One of these is the translation method that
enables IPv4 and IPv6 connectivity pure.
In this research, we designed an implementation of dynamic addressing to support the use of methods of translation as a
method of transition. Dynamic addressing is intended to translate the method could be applied better and used on a large
scale.
The design and implementation undertaken in this research aims to connecti IPv4 and IPv6 networks using NAT-PT, to
know how much performance degradation when using NAT-PT, to compare the performance of dynamic addressing
using DHCP and DHCPv6.

2. THEORY
2.1 INTERNET PROTOCOL VERSION 4 (IPv4)
IPv4 is a network addressing used in the protocol TCP / IP. Total length is 32 bits and divided in 8 bits and separated by
a colon. IPv4 identifier consists of network id and host id as shown in Figure 1 and the contents of header IPv4 as
shown in figure 2.
Network ID

Host ID

Figure 1. IPv4 identifier

Figure 2. IPv4 Header Format
2.2 INTERNET PROTOCOL VERSION 6 (IPv6)
IPv6 uses hexadecimal system to indicate the address. IPv6 addresses are divided into 8 sections of 128 bit so that
each part has 16 bits that are separated by a colon. Identifiers in IPv6 composed of prefix id and host id as shown in
figure 3 and IPv6 header format shown in figure 4.
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Prefix

Host ID

Figure 3. IPv6 identifier

Figure 4. IPv6 Header Format
2.3 DYNAMIC HOST CONFIGURATION PROTOCOL (DHCP)
DHCP is a service which consists of client applications and servers that are used in the network to facilitate the
allocation of an IPv4 address on the network by automatically configuring the client by the server. DHCP transaction
consists of 4 stages: Discover, Offer, Request, and Ack as seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5. DHCP transaction
2.4 DYNAMIC HOST CONFIGURATION PROTOCOL VERSION 6 (DHCPv6)
DHCPv6 is an application service server that is used for stateful autokonfigurasi like DHCP in IPv4. This application is
also a client-server applications. DHCPv6 uses port 546 (client) and 547 (server). Transaction phase consists of solicit,
Advertise, Request, and Reply that can be seen in 6.

Figure 6. DHCPv6 transaction
2.5 DOMAIN NAME SERVER (DNS)
DNS is used to distribute the database system. It can search the computer name (name resolution) to be mapped to IP
addresses. The workings of DNS can be seen in Figure 7 :
1. Resolvers send queries to name servers
2. Check to the local name server database, or contact another server name, if found will be notified to the resolvers if
not will send failure message
3. Resolvers contact the host using the IP address given name server.
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Figure 7. DNS transaction

2.6 NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION PROTOCOL TRANSLATION (NAT-PT)
NAT-PT is a translational mechanism that is used to connect the IPv6 network and IPv4 network. In the NAT-PT, all
IPv4 packets will be re decapsulasi header into the IPv6 header nor may the opposite. An explanation of this can be
seen in figure 8.

Figure 8. Implementation of NAT-PT
2.7 FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL (FTP)
FTP is a protocol that used to transfer files either download or upload. FTP using the TCP transport protocol so that it is
required communication session before data transfer. FTP connection process can be seen in Figure 9.

Figure 9. FTP transactions
2.8 ROUTER ADVERTISEMENT DAEMON (RADVD)
RADVD is a form of special autokonfigurasi to IPv6 such as DHCP, but is stateless. This means RADVD not require
human intervention in determining the range addressing. Stateless configuration is done RADVD depending on the
client device MAC address.

3. DESIGN SYSTEM
The hardware used in this system are as follows one computer as NAT-PT and DHCP&DHCPv6 server, an IPv4 client,
an IPv6 client, DNS+FTP server, and a switch. System on the implementation work with the aim of doing
autokonfigurasi with DHCPv6 and DHCPv4 on each network and then connect all the networks to be connected either
with the network with the same IP version and different IP version. System design shown in figure 10.

3
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Figure 10. System design

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 NAT-PT PERFORMANCE
4.1.1
NAT-PT as Dual Stack Device
NAT-PT works as a router that can connect two different networks. NAT-PT server has the addresses from both sides
of the network. IPv4 and IPv6 address is a static address.
4.1.2
NAT-PT forwards packets to virtual address
Translates the address used in the package is a virtual address that does not exist on the actual network. For that NATPT to add features ARP plugin on the server that allows a server to answer the ARP Request. This plugin does not exist
in IPv6 networks that will cause the NAT-PT should be the default route for this network.
4.1.3

NAT-PT replaces header dan MAC address

The package received by the NAT-PT from a network consisting of data and headers with the current version of IP in
the network. To be read by the network to another IP version, the header must be replaced. MAC address out to the
targeted issue will be replaced with the MAC NAT-PT.
4.2 SYSTEM PERFORMANCES
The analysis was done by looking at the required time and throughput of FTP file transfers to the host. In this
implementation, IPv4 and IPv6 network uses the same FTP server.
4.2.1 Comparison of average throughput of IPv4 and IPv6 access to the server with the same IP version
Data acquisition from the client to the server in the same IP version is shown in figure 11 and figure 12.

Figure 11. FTP transfer file in IPv4 network

Figure 12. FTP transfer file in IPv6 network
On the table obtained from the measurements, the average throughput of IPv4 to access an IPv4 server is 8116734,689
Bps while for IPv6 around 7919763,102 Bps. Throughput difference in percent are 2,43%.
This difference is due to the larger IPv6 header 20 bytes of IPv4 so that large increases ACK frame and 20 bytes of data
is reduced from 1448 bytes to 1428 bytes.
4.2.2 Comparison of average throughput of IPv4 and IPv6 access to the server with different IP versions
Figure 13 and 14 that represents the implementation of data retrieval from the host IPv4 and IPv6 hosts. In the
observations, the average throughput IPv4 is 3879417,048 Bps while the IPv6 has an average throughput 3900302,874
Bps. Differences in percent both the data rate is 0.53%. In theory there should be no difference between the two as
shown in the picture frame that changes and FTP data sent together. As he passed IPv4, Frame sent for 1494 Byte, that
consists of 1428 Byte data and 66 Byte ACK. When the IPv6 network, frames are sent at 1514 Byte that consists of
1428 Byte data and 86 Byte ACK.
4
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Figure 13. Delivery from server IPv4 to client IPv6

Figure 14. Delivery from server IPv6 to client IPv4
4.2.3 Throughput degradation occurs when using NAT-PT
Throughput degradation can be seen by comparing data in the transaction on the server with the same and different IP
versión. Connection between IPv4 host and IPv4 server has an average throughput 8116734,689 Bps while connection
between host IPv4 towards IPv6 server has an average throughput 3879417,048 Bps. The decline is about 52.2%.
On the host side of IPv6, IPv6 Host toward IPv6 server has an average throughput 7919763,102 Bps while Host IPv4
IPv6 to the server has an average throughput 3900302,874 Bps. The decline is about 50.75%.
From the result, that the decline throughput at IPv4 host is bigger than IPv6 host because of the translation time.
The time needed for translation and change of MAC based on the measurement on IPv6 to IPv4 is abaout 0.000167467
seconds / packet while on IPv4 to IPv6 is about 0.000081 seconds / packet. The time translation from IPv6 to IPv4 is
longer than the IPv4 to IPv6 translation time because the IPv4 has longer header than IPv6.
4.3 ANALYSIS ABOUT THE DHCP AND DHCPV6 PROCESS
.

Figure 15. DHCP Transactions on Wireshark

Figure 16. Transaction DHCPv6 in Wireshark
From the figure 15 and 16, can be analyzed that use of address 0.0.0.0 on DHCP process to conduct transactions while
DHCPv6 uses link-local address address. When performing a transaction, DHCP uses a broadcast address 255 255 255
255 while DHCPv6 uses multicast address ff02:: 1:2.
4.4 DYNAMIC ADDRESS TIME ANALYSIS
The analysis of time to get the address made to compare the time obtained when using DHCP and DHCPv6.
Measurements are made by connecting direc tly to the switch and the network is not busy. From the calculation of the
experiment, the average time a DHCP client is 0.4462843 while the DHCPv6 client to obtain the average time
1.001975. the DHCP time is faster than DHCPv6, because DHCPv6 has 1 second delay before sending the first request
message.
5
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4.5 THE USE OF DHCP AND DHCPV6 IN NAT-PT ANALYSIS
In this implementation, the use of dynamic addressing using DHCP and DHCPv6 is needed to support NAT-PT so that
NAT-PT can be used for multiple hosts on both sides, the IPv4 network and IPv6 network.
4.5.1
Addressing To Host
In this option to set DHCP and DHCPv6 address allocation for hosts in the network. DHCP would serve the host of
IPv4 and DHCPv6 serve IPv6 host. DHCP NAT-PT resolve routing to a virtual address with arp plugin. This causes the
allocation of host addresses can be set with the same network with the server by the DHCP server.
In DHCPv6, ARP plugin does not exist, then the server NAT-PT should be the default route for IPv6 network. This
causes the network setting for hosts should not the same network used for virtual addresses in NAT-PT.
4.5.2
Giving DNS
DHCP and DHCPv6 role assign DNS servers for the client. Demand for DNS has been included in the DHCP request.
In this analysis, which reviewed the type of DNS address given and also the effect caused when the DNS is used.
1. Use of the IPv4 network and IPv6 network with both active DNS
DNS is provided on each network. DNS must contain a virtual address of the NAT-PT. DNS is also involved in the
process of dynamic mapping used to map IPv6 to IPv4. Dynamic process mapping can seen in Figure 17. The server
asks the resolver NAT-PT and continuing with A and AAAA records request from the destination address. This address
is then stored in translation table.

.Figure 17. Dynamic Process Mapping
2. Use of the IPv4 network with IPv6 as the Host.
In this network, no server IPv6 and DNS IPv6. Pure IPv6 as IPv4 hosts that will access. The process can be seen in
Figure 18. The NAT-PT function is translating requests A to AAAA and then forward the response the client to the
server.

Figure 18. Query DNS through NAT-PT
4.5.3 Giving Default Route From IPv6 Network Side
Default route is only required on the IPv6 host, while IPv4 uses ARP plugin. Giving default route to IPv6 host is not
successful with DHCPv6 because there is no option for the default route as the DHCP has. This problem can be handled
by RADVD.

5. CONCLUSION
NAT-PT has successfully connected IPv4 and IPv6 by doing header translation, but the effect of adding NAT-PT has
decreased 52.2% throughput in IPv4 network and 50.75% in IPv6 network. IPv6 packet header is greater than IPv4
header, it makes degradation performance about 2.43% on IPv6. Dynamic address time using DHCP is faster than using
DHCPv6, because DHCPv6 has 1 second delay before sending the first request message. DHCPv6 can not support
NAT-PT because there is no option default route, but the problem can be handled by RADVD.
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ABSTRACT
Scheduling is a common problem which occurs in our daily life. There are many factors which can make schedules crashed. It
is caused by too many people included in the task. One of the best methods to solve the problem is graph coloring. In general,
there are three types in graph coloring i.e. vertex coloring, edge coloring and region coloring. The main problem in graph
coloring is how to color the entire vertex in ways that there are no adjacent vertexes have the same color. The colors which are
being used must be minimal. The amount of minimum colors is called chromatic numbers. Graph coloring can use WelchPowell algorithm and other combined algorithm; such as Largest Degree Ordering (LDO) and Saturated Degree Ordering
(SDO).We use hypothetic data to test the applicability of these algorithms in solving meeting schedule problem. After finishing
several tests, it can be said that depending on the algorithm being used, graph coloring can solve the meeting scheduling
problem. Through the testing process, it can be concluded that graph density influence the amount of chromatic numbers and
the successfulness of solving scheduling problems.
Keywords
Graph coloring, meeting schedule, chromatic numbers, graph density, Welch-Powell algorithm, Largest Degree Ordering
(LDO), Saturated Degree Ordering (SDO)

1. INTRODUCTION
Meeting scheduling problem occurs commonly in our daily lives. There are several factors involved in arranging a meeting
schedule; the different interest and time availability among person to be scheduled, and the varieties of change on the time and
numbers of meeting to be scheduled are the most common. These factors complicate the whole mechanism of creating solution
for the scheduling problem, not to mention the possibility of human error occurrence. One approach known for solving this
problem is graph coloring.
Generally, there are three kinds of methods of graph coloring; they are vertex coloring, edge coloring, and region coloring,
however this research focuses only for the implementation of vertex coloring. It is used to solve the main problem
on graph coloring that is to determine how to color all nodes in a graph in such a way that no neighboring nodes (which are
connected by at least one edge) will have the same color; this coloring process must also include the target of reaching the
minimum number of colors used that is called chromatic number.
The objective of this research is to determine the applicability of several algorithms known in graph coloring in solving
meeting scheduling problem and create software based on these algorithms. Several questions to be addressed are:
Is graph coloring can be applied to solve meeting scheduling problem in such a way that no meeting is crashed to each
other?
Is Welch-Powell algorithm appropriate for solving graph coloring problem?
Is a combined algorithm such as LDO and SDO appropriate for solving graph coloring problem?
In what particular case does Welch-Powell algorithm or combined algorithm are suitable to use?
There are several limitations of this research: only four resources are used as input for the scheduling (meeting id, chairman,
meeting member and meeting room), the final solution is still in the form of graph, and meeting duration is assume to be equal.
The research begins with literature study on graph coloring problems and algorithms related to it, continued by software
development; hypothetical data are used to test the applicability of each algorithm, the output of the test is then analyzed, based
on the analysis result conclusion considering the applicability of graph coloring algorithm to solve meeting scheduling problem
is taken.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Graph
Graph represents discrete object and their relationship. The object is called vertex or node and the line that connects them is
called edge. Mathematically, graph can be described as paired set (V, E), where V = {v 1, v2, v3, ..., vn} is a bounded and
nonempty set of vertex or nodes and E = {e1, e2, e3, ..., en} as sets of edges that connects nodes. Several terminologies :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Adjacent : two nodes of an undirected graph G are adjacent if they are connected by an edge.
Incident : an edge e is incident to nodes vi and vj if e connects vi and vj.
Simple graph : an undirected graph that has no loops no more than one edge between any two different vertices.
Complete graph : a simple graph in which every pair of distinct vertices is connected by a unique edge.
Density : and it is defined as the ratio of actual existing edges compared to its complete graph. The density of graph
determines the complexity of the problem.
Chromatic number : the minimum number of color needed to color a graph

2.2 Graph Coloring
Graph coloring is a special case of graph labeling. It’s the process of giving color to certain element of the graph (vertex/nodes,
edges, or its region, see figure 1). The only type of graph that can be colored is a simple graph. To color a certain graph, a color
can be represented with a number (1, 2, ..., n). A graph can be said colored by n number (n-colorable) if each node has different
number put on them. Graph is called n-chromatic if the value of n is the exact same with chromatic number (minimum number
of color).

(a) Vertex Coloring

(b) Edges Coloring

(c) Region Coloring

Figure 1: Graph Coloring Methods
2.3 Welch-Powell Algorithm
Graph coloring can be solved using Welch-Powell algorithm. It works by these steps:
1.

Sort all nodes in descending order, based on its degree.

2.

Take the first color (red, for example), color the first node (the one with the highest degree) for example C.

Figure 2 : First Step of Welch-Powell
Algorithm

3.

Choose nodes that does not adjacent to that node. Give the same color (red) to those nodes.

Figure 3 : Second Step of Welch-Powell
Algorithm
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4.

Sort the uncolored nodes in descending order, based on its degree and we get this order : E, B, F, G.

5.

Take the second color (blue, for example), color the remaining node with the highest degree), in this case we get E.

6.

Choose nodes that does not adjacent to E. Give the same color (blue) to those nodes.

Figure 4 : Third Step of Welch-Powell
Algorithm

7.

Continue with the next color until all nodes are colored. For the graph given, we need three colors.

Figure 5 : Final Result of Welch-Powell
Algorithm

2.4 Combined Algorithm (LDO and SDO)
In principal, Largest Degree Ordering (LDO) algorithm works based on the degree value of nodes. It chooses a vertex with the
highest number of neighbors. The asymptotic time complexity of this algorithm is O(n2). On the other hand Saturated Degree
Ordering (SDO) considers the number of different color among the neighbor of a certain node. Nodes that are neighboring with
more variety of color are prioritized. This algorithm provides better solution than LDO. The asymptotic time complexity of this
algorithm is O(n3). The combination of these two algorithms is expected to be able to give minimum number of color used (by
SDO) and more efficient algorithm performance (by SDO). The algoritm is divided into two big parts :
1.
2.

Building spanning tree
Solving has-problem edge

2.4.1 Building Spanning Tree
The steps needed to build spanning tree from a given graph :
1. Choose arbitrarily a node from the graph and give one color to it (W1), for instance node A

Figure 6 : First Step of Combined Algorithm

2. Edges that are incident to that node must be pushed to the unchecked edged stack. Pop one edge from the stack and give
second color to that node.

Figure 7 : Second Step of Combined
Algorithm

3. Repeat step 2, but the source node is B. Pick one edge, color the node with red.
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Figure 8 : Third Step of Combined
Algorithm

4. We get an edge in problem and that edge must be put into has-problem edge table. Because that edge has been pushed into
the unchecked edges stack, so that edge must be deleted from the stack.

Figure 9 : has-problem edge founding

5. Continue searching until all nodes have been colored.

Figure 10 : Spanning Tree

2.4.2 Solving has-problem edge
From Figure 10, nodes that incident to edge 1 (C dan E) have same color, so one of them must be change its color. In this case
both must be changed with different non-existing colors. Choose node with higher neighbor color number, for this case is C.

Figure 10 : Solving has-problem edge

Repeat for the other edge.

3. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
3.1 Meeting Resources and Meeting Scheduling Rules Definition
Each meeting to be scheduled will have this basic information: meeting ID, meeting rooms, meeting chairman, and meeting
member. Scheduling rules are listed below:
1. A room can only be occupied by one meeting on a certain time period.
2. Room must have the required capacity to hold a meeting (based on the number of meeting member).
3. Meeting chairman and member must not attend for more than one meeting at certain period of time.
The data structure needed to record meeting data is linked list because the number of meeting members is not always the same.
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ID

ROOM CHAIRMAN

FIRST
MEMBER

MEMBER

NEXT
MEETING

NEXT

ID

ROOM CHAIRMAN

MEMBER

FIRST
MEMBER

NEXT
MEETING

NEXT

Figure 11 : Data Structure for Meeting Data
3.2 Adjacency List for the Graph
Meeting schedule data will be transformed into graph. The internal data structure for graph is adjacency list. Some rules used
in the adjacency graph :
1.
2.

Each meeting will be the node of the graph
Edge between two nodes will be build if those two meeting conflict in room or in meeting participants.

Figure 12 : Adjacency List for the Graph

Meeting data that is depicted in Figure 11 must be convert into a graph using adjancency list as in Figure 12. The algorithm for
that process is :
For (each meeting) do
Make node for that meeting
{ make edges for meetings with the same room}
For (each existing meeting node) do
Connect new node to existing meeting node with the same room
Endfor
{ make edges for meetings with the same participant}
For (each existing meeting node) do
Connect new node to existing meeting node with the same participant
Endfor
Endfor
4. TESTING RESULT
The power of the two algorithms is tested through various case of meeting data. The graph density will affect the complexity
of the problem faced. The variety of graph density on data input is listed below:
1. 7 nodes with 25% graph density on case 1 and case 2.
2. 7 nodes with 50% graph density on case 1 and case 2.
3. 7 nodes with 75% graph density on case 1 and case 2.
4. 15 nodes with 15% graph density on case 1 and case 2.
5. 15 nodes with 30% graph density on case 1 and case 2.
6. 15 nodes with 60% graph density on case 1 and case 2.
The result comparison between the two algorithms is presented in table 1.
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Table 1: Algorithm Testing Result
Node

Density

7
7
7
15
15
15

25%
50%
75%
15%
30%
60%

Case I
Welch-Powell
Combined
x
2
x
4
4
4
x
3
x
3
8
8

Case II
Welch-Powell
Combined
2
2
3
3-4
4
4
x
3
3
3
8
8

x: unsolved case

The table shows that Welch-Powell can’t solve several case, which is caused by the absent of rechecking mechanism on the
second step of this algorithm. The table proves that combined algorithm is more powerful on solving meeting scheduling
problem compared to Welch-Powell.
Other result that worth to be mentioned is that combined algorithm can come up with a different solution of color number for
the exact same case given. The smaller the color number means the shorter the computing time and the better is the efficiency
of scheduling process. The different solution brought by combined algorithm is caused by:
1. The random selection of the first node
2. The problematic edges are done sequentially based on the existing stack.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Several conclusions reached through this research are listed below:
1. The application of combined algorithm (LDO and SDO) on graph coloring is able to solve meeting scheduling
problem in such a way that no crashed happen between schedule. In contrary, Welch-Powell algorithm does not
always have the capability to do so and it is caused by the absent of rechecking the existence of connected nodes on
the second step of this algorithm.
2. The degree of case complexity and density affect the ability of Welch-Powell algorithm to solve graph coloring
problem. Through the experiment is shown that this algorithm is powerless in solving low density type of case.
3. Combined algorithm does not always give the minimum amount of color number (chromatic number), it depend on
the selection of initial nodes and the process of solution search for the problematic edges.

6. SUGGESTIONS
Suggestions for further development:
1. The selection of initial node on the implementation of combined algorithm (LDO and SDO) is better not being done
in random order to ensure that the chromatic number is reached.
2. The mechanism for solving problematic edges should be change from sequentially to prioritizing the node which has
the largest amount problematic edges.
3. To enhance the capability of Welch-Powell algorithm, the second step of this algorithm required to be adjusted to
make sure the mechanism for rechecking the present of unconnected nodes are there.
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Abstract
Renewable energy sources such as wind, solar and micro hydro power are potential sources to be utilized to fulfil
the energy need of the society. To optimize its utilization, plants using this kind of energy are connected to a
microgrid. A microgrid combines electrical power supplied from several renewable energy power plants. Besides
being an isolated distribution network, it can also be connected to an utility grid ( PLN ) . In this paper a control
device for a 12 Volt direct current microgrid supplied by a solar cell, a wind turbine and battery energy-storage
will be discussed, ensuring a stable supply to the microgrid, even when the sources supply reduced power or not
supplying power at all. With this control device having a control voltage setting of 5-12Volt, the microgrid can be
used optimally.
Keywords:
Microgrid, solar cell, wind turbine, battery, control
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Computer supported cooperative work has been a field of study for more than a decade now. While most
approaches have been focusing on group work and behavior, awareness and interaction, as well as any
other functionality. Only a few of them are addressing on the distributed software architecture issues. There
has been however several proprietary implementations of groupware in distributed level (P2P) such as
Microsoft™ Groove, and the JXTA Kerika™ . This shows that CSCW or groupware is in fact an interesting
case for users where P2P platforms can be implemented as an incentive for sharing their resources.
The institute of Computer Engineering, Universität Duisburg-Essen has been developing a new generation
of groupware that incorporate tailorability and user customization features as the core of its excellence.
Hence, a component based and service oriented software architecture is considered to be highly preferable
in constructing the idea. Thereby, a peer-to-peer overlay strategy is highly suitable to extend such
implementation into a more distributed approach.
This paper presents a conceptual framework of new type of hybrid peer-to-peer distributed groupware and
its prototype implementation in a simple scenario of learning case study as a prove of concept. The CSCL
(Computer Supported Collaborative Learning) tool developed, demonstrates a typical virtual classroom
scenario with scheduled workflow among participants. The key architecture of the prototype involves at
least three main components, namely: session-synchronization component, authentication component, and
document sharing component. These components are extendable and implemented using pluggable service
connectors which allow integration of multiple web services that are available in the internet to support the
designed scenario. This paper also discusses several web services technologies that are supported in the
prototype, on policies of how to consume such services, on their underlying protocols, and on strategies to
embed them to form a simple groupware scenario.
Keywords
CSCW, CSCL, peer-to-peer, tailorability, distributed groupware

Full paper is not available from the author(s)
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we proposed a new application system, called Xtractorz, as a tool for the users to do web
table extraction process and also building a Mashup via Internet. We also proposed a new algorithm and
its rules based on recursive technique in order to create a Document Object Model (DOM) tree
automatically. We designed the Xtractorz so it can rendering and parsing the HTML codes within various
targeted web pages and also extracting it automatically into the DOM tree form. During the process, all of
HTML codes has been analysed and indexed its data table structures by the Xtractorz algorithm, and
grouped into Root, Parent, Child, Sibling and Leaf Nodes. This new approach was evaluated by conducting
experiment using the samples of 30 URLs as the data sources that containing relevant information of the
National Election results in their countries. The data result of experiment has been analysis using Standard
Deviation and Normal Distribution Curves (Gaussian), where it showed that the Xtractorz is capable to
complete the whole tasks as requested. The Xtractorz has also been proved in contributing technique and
algorithm in rendering DOM tree automatically within its GUI for web table extraction process and stages
in building a Mashup.
Keywords:
Xtractorz Algorithm, Mashup, Web Table Extraction, DOM Tree

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, various types of data can be easily extracted from the Internet web pages, although not all of the
data is relevant to the users. We know that most web pages are in unstructured HTML format, making the
data extraction process very time consuming and costly [1,2,3]. HTML format only focuses on the
presentation, not based on the database system.
However, at present we can find a number of new formats such as XML or XHTML which can separate or
distinguish data structure from its layout, making it easier to exchange data via web pages. To solve that
problem, users need a tool to integrate web table extraction and to build a Mashup. Web table extraction is
a technique which Internet users directly use to extract a data table from a web page with an HTML
unstructured format [2, 11, 14, 19, 23]. Mashup is a web application which combines data and functions of
two or more external sources (web pages) to create a single web page service [8, 11, 17, 18, 24, 25, 26,].
Mashup is needed to integrate a series of data extraction processes from multiple web pages which are
available in an HTML format into a new format such as XML or XHTML [29, 30, 31]. The main problem
in building a Mashup, it requires some expertise in the field of computer language programming, including
in the fields of web crawling, text parsing, pattern matching, databases and HTML tag codes. The
standardization in the Mashup building consists of five stages, they are:
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Data Retrieval is the first stage in which an application will extract data attribute or a web table
from an unstructured web page (HTML) into a structured data source (XML, XHTML, etc.) In this
stage, there are also rules which regulate the manner (algorithm) in extracting relevant/specific data
from multiple web page sources since without the algorithm the extraction will be more difficult and
complex.
Data Source Modelling is a stage for the process of determining HTML tag codes and assigning
the attribute names in modelling the extracted data in each column in the table, creating a relation
between the recently extracted data or data table or the previously extracted one.
Data Cleaning/ Filtering is the stage in a Mashup building which requires corrections or
rearrangements to be made on the extracted data or the content of data tables, such as, corrections on
misspelled words, right/left alignment, or transformation of data from one data format into a more
structured data format.
Data Integration is the stage in which the application system specifies how to combine two or
more sources of the previously extracted data or content of data table and the currently extracted one,
using the database joint operation.
Data Visualization is the last stage in the creation of Mashup, in which the extracted data is
visually presented by the users into various different formats as necessary such as XML table, web
page, map, graph, and other formats.
Once Mashup is created, more relevant web tables can automatically be extracted from multiple web
sources in the Internet. However, extracting relevant data or table in the web table extraction process
which is combined with a Mashup building is not an easy task to do. A lot of problems may occur; for
instance, it is difficult to understand the content of unstructured HTML, consisting of thousands of HTML
tags or codes which need to be sorted or indexed and also analyzed in order to determine which belongs to
Parent, Child, Sibling, or Leaf Node group. Therefore, it makes modelling the HTML structure into a DOM
tree becoming an essential aspect [21, 23, 28]. For that purpose, an artificial intelligence is required in the
formulation of its algorithm.
To overcome the problems of integrating web table extraction process and building a Mashup, we propose
a new algorithms and a set of rules built in our application system called Xtractorz [18]. We used a
comprehensive scenario to test our proposed system. The scenario was “assignment” to access and load the
preselected of 30 websites (URLs) as the data sources. In this scenario, an important criteria is the title
found in the web tables. By taking in consideration some keywords found in the title we can limit further
the pool web pages down to the relevant ones [2,3].
We tried to prove that our Xtractorz algorithm is highly accurate and works precisely over a short period of
time in accessing and extracting various web sources [18]. We also try to prove that our extraction system
runs quickly because our Xtractorz algorithms are simple and efficient. As we may know, to extract a large
number of web tables, a simple algorithm of low computational complexity could save a considerable
amount of time, and also save cost for each of web table extraction process [2, 3, 7].
At the end, the main objective of this paper is to introduce the Xtractorz system which can be used to
perform a web table extraction process and building a Mashup from different types of web pages that
contains simple table to the complex one (nested table, etc.) [18].

3. DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
3.1 The Prototype of Xtractorz Application System
Xtractorz is a system application prototype, that still continuously develop as an application tool for web
table extraction process and Making a Mashup [18]. The Xtractorz is created using PHP (Hypertext Pre
Processor) and AJAX (Asynchronous Javascript And XML), as one of the most popular web programming
languages. We use XMLHttpRequest object in AJAX Javascript to communicate with the server
asynchronously, so it makes a process can run at the background while the users can still interact with the
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existing web browser (web pages) [4, 6]. Basically, Xtractroz is designed to implement the web table
extraction process in collaboration with building a Mashup, this mean the users can easily extract the
relevant data tables from targeted web pages followed by building a Mashup, without having to burden
them with the necessary expertise in computer programming. The architecture and GUI of Xtractorz can be
seen in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Design and Architecture of Xtractorz System and its GUI

The design and architecture of Xtractorz application system includes several steps:
In the early stage, Xtractorz will search the web page (URL) which becomes the targeted web data
table sources. The relevant web table will be extracted in the unstructured HTML format.
And then, the web table which has been extracted will be processed for web tables columns
restructured, by performing Parsing on HTML tags for each element of data attributes in the columns
and then performing modeling of those data attributes as the users’ purpose.
In the next stage, Data Cleaning/Filtering is performed by cleaning or filtering the data attributes
in web tables or data columns that successfully extracted, in order to integrate the data attributes for
the subsequent process.
In the Data Integration stage, a process of integration takes place as Xtractorz collects and stores
all of the currently and the previously extracted data attributes into a single new structured table in the
data repository for further computation process.
As the last stage, Data Visualization, all of the data attributes which has been integrated in the data
repository can be presented in various visualization formats such as table, graph, web browser, website,
map, etc.
3.2 The Recursive Technique in Xtractorz System
A number of algorithms related to Web Table Extraction can be seen in [1, 2, 19, 27]. The stages in
building a Mashup are created by following the modified recursive algorithm approach, where the detail of
Xtractorz algorithms can be seen in the following section. In principle, the Xtractorz algorithm analyzes the
HTML tags or codes from the web data table which becomes the targetted data source from a website.
The analysis of HTML tags is conducted in order to indexing the group structure of the web table, such as
which node is the Parent, Child, Sibling and Leaf. The Xtractorz algorithm can be described in the
following steps:
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The First Step is to determine the initial HTML tags, in which the indexing is created for the first
time, Parent: -1 and Index: 0, or as the first in the order (root) since there is no parent of root.
The Second Step is to perform Parsing on the HTML codes, in order that the <tag> and </tag>
in them can be retrieved, resulting in : <head>...................</head><body></body>.
The Third Step determines a stop condition of a recursive process in the core algorithm, or a
condition in which the HTML codes no longer has <tag> and </tag> and it means that the Leaf node
has been obtained. Before the Leaf node is obtained, the algorithm will continue searching other tags
which are the Children of the tags, just like the initial step, in order to get: <head></head> and
<body></body>.

The Fourth Step is when the recursive process towards the first step for each field from the
previously obtained and analyzed (Figure 3):
1. Recurcive process for tag of Head
<head><title>.........</title></head>
2. Recurcive process for tag of Body
<body><table width=”100%” border=”0”>
<tbody><tr><td>..</td><td>..</td><td>
...etc...</td></tr></tbody></body>
3. Recurcive process for tag of Table
<tablewidth=”100%”border=”0”><tbody>
<tr><td>...</td><td>...etc...</td></tr>
</tbody></table>

4. Recurcive process for tag of Tbody
<tbody><tr><td>...</td><td>...etc..</td>
</tr></tbody>
5. Recurcive process for tag of Tr part
(Tr is for a header column in the table)
<tr><td>No</td><td>...</td><td>..etc..
</td></tr>
6. Recurcive process for tag of Td part
<td>No</td><td>...</td><td>..dst..</td>
<tr><td>...</td><td>...dst..</td></tr>

Figure 2. Overview of the recursive process in the fourth step

The recursive of Xtractorz algorithm will stop the searching after it finds leaf nodes in the HTML tags.
Then, all of the findings will be indexed for recognition and identification of Parent, Child, Sibling in each
Leaf node which is found. The Leaf nodes which are found in those HTML codes are grouped into a form
of array. To implement this recursive-based algorithm, Xtractorz must follow a set of rules. Using the
method in writing mathematical in Table 1 we can see some notions and the explanations of Xtractorz
algorithm rules.
Table 1. Rules in Xtractorz Algorithm
Set of Rules
Rules
Explanation
Each HTML tag must begin with <tag> and
Rule No.1
end with </tag>
Tag <script> and </script> may be ignored
Rule No.2
Rule No.3
Rule No.4
Rule No.5

Rule No.6

Rule No.7

Rule No.8
Rule No.9
Rule No.10

HTML tag containing CSS code may be
ignored
Tag which becomes the main focus is tag
<table></table>
A table does not contain overlapping
columns. If there are two or more columns,
each table with the same cell in each table
will be a primary key.
If there are two or more tables, the first
table found is the main table, while the rest
of the tables are the supporting ones.
Tables which are extracted form a DOM
tree (and it will be rendered automatically
by the system)
The Table is Two Dimensional and has at
least 2 columns.
The content cell in each column in the table
should not be more than 10 words
The HTML Web Table Contents can be
extracted in Textual (txt) form only.

Algorithm 1:Data Retrieval
DomTree($tag,$CodeHtml,$Parent,$Index) {
// Parsing $CodeHtml
$ResultParsing=ParsingCode($Tag,$CodeHtml);
// To Stop Recursive Condition
If (NodeLeaf($HasilParsing)) {
Exit;
} Else {
// Find Other Tag Child
$TagChild=Array();
$TagChild=FindTagChild($ResultParsing)
For (i=0;i<count($TagChild),i++) {
DomTree($TagChild[$i],$ResultParsing,
$Index,$Index++)
}
}
}

Figure 3. Data Retrieval Algorithm
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3.3 The Proposed Xtractorz Algorithm
In this paper, we proposed a new Xtractorz algorithm which created based on the recursive technique and
algorithm. From figure 3,4,5,6 and 7 it can be seen the detail of Xtractorz algorithm in every stages, from
the stages of Loading Page, Data Retrieval, Data Modeling, Data Cleaning, Data Integration and Data
Visualization. In principle, the Xtractorz algorithm analyzes the HTML tags or codes from the targeted
URLs which becomes the data sources.
Algorithm 2:Data Modelling

Algorithm 3:Data Cleaning

DataModelling($Url) {
// To Take Data Title
$Title=DataTitle($Url);
// To Take Data Header Table
$Header=Array();
$Header=DataHeader($Url);
// To Take and Count Columns
$RowCells=Array();
$Row=0;
While (Not EOF()) {
// To Take and Fill One Row
for ($i=0;$i<&Column;$i++) {
$RowCells[$Row,$Column]=DataRow($Row,
$Column);
// To Visualize
Display($FillRow[$Row,$Column]);
}
$Row++;
}
}

DataCleaningFiltering($Url,$CleaningType) {
// To Take Data Title
$Title=DataTitle($Url);
// To Take Data Header Table
$Header=Array();
$Header=DataHeader($url);
// To Take and Count Columns
$Column=Count($Header);
// To Take Row Cells
$RowCells=Array();
$Row=0;
While(Not EOF()) {
// To Take and Fill One Row
for ($i=0;$i<&Column;$i++) {
$RowCells[$Row,$Column]=DataRow($Row,
$Column);
// To Clean and Filter
$CleaningResult=CleaningFiltering
($RowCells($Row,$Column],$CleaningType);
Display($CleaningResult);
}
$Row++;
}
}

Figure 4. Data Modeling Algorithm

Figure 5. Data Cleaning Algorithm

Algorithm 4:Data Integration

Algoritma 5:Data Visualization

DataIntegration($Url,$OtherData) {
// To Take Data Title
$Title=DataTitle($Url);
// To Take Data Header Table
$Header=Array();
$Header=DataHeader($Url);
// To Take and Count Columns
$Column=Count($Header);
// To Take Row Cells
$RowCells=Array();
$Row=0;
While(Not EOF()) {
// To Take and Fill One Row
for ($i=0;$i<&Column;$i++) {
$RowCells[$Row,$Column]=DataRow($Row,
$Column);
// To Integrate Data
$IntegrationResult=Integration($RowCells[$Row,
$Column],$OtherData[$Column]);
Display($IntegrationResult);
}
$Row++;
}
}

DataVisualization($Url,$ExportType) {
// To Take Data Title
$Title=DataTitle($Url);
// To Take Data Header Table
$Header=Array();
$Header=DataHeader($Url);
// To Take and Count Columns
$Column=Count($Header);
// To Take Row Cells
$RowCells=Array();
$Row=0;
While(Not EOF()) {
// To Take and Fill One Row
for ($i=0;$i<&Column;$i++) {
$RowCells[$Row,$Column]=DataRow($Row,
$Column);
// To Visualize
Export($RowCells,$ExportType);
}
$Row++;
}
}

Figure 6. Data Integration Algorithm

Figure 7. Data Visualization Algorithm
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Figure 8. Flowchart Samples of Xtractorz Algorithm

3.4 The UML Design
In this paper, the UML has been used in order to design the Prototype of Xtractorz application system (Fig.
8). UML stands for Uniﬁed Modeling Language. It represents a uniﬁcation of the concepts and notations in
creating models of object oriented computer software. UML is unique in that it has a standard data
representation. This representation is called the meta-model, which describes the objects, attributes, and
relationships necessary to represent the concepts of UML within a software application.

Figure 8. The UML Design in the Prorotype of Xtractorz System Application
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An example of UML, as it can be seen in Fig. 8, the purpose of a class diagram is to depict the classes
within a model. In an object oriented application, classes have attributes (member variables), operations
(member functions) and relationships with other classes. The UML class diagram can depict all these things
quite easily. The fundamental element of the class diagram is an icon the represents a class.
3.4 The DOM Tree Implementation
In the Xtractorz algorithm, the DOM tree is implemented as the basic structure in the web table extraction
process. The DOM tree is formed based on the HTML tags structure, where the targeted web tables to be
extracted from the selected URLs are automatically simplified in the form of DOM tree. The DOM tree
approach is the most effective way to identify the HTML tags in the web data table extraction process [21,
23, 28]. Using the DOM tree, users can easily find the XPath path by identifying tags from the highest level
paths of Root, Parent, Child, Siblings to the Leaf, while at the same time performing Parsing [4, 31].
In our proposed system, after completing the extraction of the first column, Xtractorz algorithm continues
to perform the extraction of the next column based on the position of the nodes in the first column. The
extraction of new data will stop after the terminating conditions are met, when the Leaf node in one XPath
path is found. Meanwhile, the HTML structure is represented in the form of DOM tree, in which a set of
nodes in the first column are used as a marker in performing computation of extraction rules (Figure 8).

Figure 8. DOM tree created from the targeted URL

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING
We implement the process of web table extraction and building a Mashup by carrying out a test on the
Xtractorz system by going through the five standard stages in building a Mashup, Data Retrieval, Data
Modeling, Data Cleaning/ Filtering , Data Integration and Data Visualization (Figure 10). We have selected
30 URLs to be extracted as data sources, where Standard Deviation and Normal Distribution have been
used for analysis and statistics in this testing.
Standard deviation is a widely used measurement of variability or diversity used in statistics and probability
theory. In probability theory, the normal (or Gaussian) distribution, is a continuous probability distribution
that is often used as a first approximation to describe real-valued random variables that tend to cluster
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around a single mean value. The graph of the associated probability density function is “bell”-shaped, and
is known as the Gaussian function or bell curve.
Table 2. Samples of Targeted URLs
No

TARGETED URLs (DATA SOURCES)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

http://www.seasite.niu.edu/Indonesian/Reformasi/Perspektif/sean45.htm
http://www.garutkab.go.id/pub/static_menu/detail/sosbud_pemilu_legislatif
http://partai.info/pemilu2009/
http://electionresources.org/sk/president.php?election=2009
http://electionresources.org/no/storting.php?election=2009
http://electionresources.org/at/nationalrat.php?election=2008
http://electionresources.org/mx/deputies.php?election=2009
http://www.electionethiopia.org/en/
http://www.electionresults.govt.nz/2009_mt_albert_byelection/
http://electionresources.org/jp/councillors.php?election=2010
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/parliament/archive/staticDisplay.do?language=DE&id=213
http://electionresources.org/au/senate.php?election=2007
http://www.elections.org.nz/elections/resultsdata/2009-referendum-result.html
http://electionresources.org/ar/president.php?election=2007
http://electionresources.org/ua/president.php?election=2010
http://www.knesset.gov.il/description/eng/eng_mimshal_res18.htm
http://electionresources.org/br/president.php?election=2006
http://www.necliberia.org/results/President/President_Runoff.php
http://www.ec.gov.gh/node/134
http://electionresources.org/cl/president.php?election=2009
http://elecciones.corteelectoral.gub.uy/20090628/SSPConsulta.asp?TipoCons=D&Acto=20090
628&Org=99999999&Dpto=&Escrut=P&Circ=V&CantPorc=C
http://prezydent2010.pkw.gov.pl/PZT/EN/WYN/F3/index.htm
http://electionresources.org/hu/assembly.php?election=2010
http://electionresources.org/ro/president.php?election=2009
http://electionresources.org/bg/assembly.php?election=2009
http://electionresources.org/nl/house.php?election=2010
http://electionresources.org/za/provinces.php?election=2009

28
29
30

http://electionresources.org/se/riksdag.php?election=2006
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philippine_presidential_election,_2010
http://www.uselectionatlas.org/RESULTS/

COUNTRY
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Slovakia
Norway
Austria
Mexico
Ethiopia
New Zealand
Japan
Deutsch
Australia
New Zealand
Argentina
Ukraine
Israel
Brazil
Liberia
Ghana
Chile
Uruguay
Poland
Hungary
Romania
Bulgaria
Netherland
Republic of
South Africa
Sweden
Phillipine
USA

The analysis and testing has been used to compute the continuous probability distribution of the 30 URLs
samples in order to explain the mean value of cluster random variables. The formulas below has been used
to count Standard Deviation of the data samples and average (mean values) of data samples.

………………………………………………………………………(1)
Where,
= Number of Data Samples
= Average (mean) of Data Samples
= Data Samples of 1, 2,

………………………………………………………………...(2)
Where:
= 3.1416
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е = 2.7183
= Average (Mean Value)
= Standard Deviation
From the calculation above, using the Microsoft Excel 2007 application, it results (Table 13) mean value
( ) = 2,980333333, standard deviation ( ) = 0.112356678, minimum range (x) = 2,7 and maximum range
(x) = 3,2. Based on those data results, a table has been created with the value of minimum x = 2,7 and
maximum x = 3,2 with the interval of 0,1. After that the NORMDIST function in Microsoft Excel
calculates the f(x) values in the y axis to create a normal distribution curve (Table 3).
Table 3. NORMDIST Calculation in Loading Page Stage
Mean
Standard
Values
Deviation
x
f(x)
2.991333333

0.1264293

2.7

0.221838056

2.991333333

0.1264293

2.8

1.004008807

2.991333333

0.1264293

2.9

2.430745492

2.991333333

0.1264293

3

3.148052388

2.991333333

0.1264293

3.1

2.180945978

2.991333333

0.1264293

3.2

0.808254927

2.991333333

0.1264293

3.3

0.160233127

Table 4. Data Results of Standard Deviation Calculation
URL
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

The Lowest
Time
(in Second)
2.91
2.88
3.02
2.86
2.77
2.81
3.01
2.73
3.01
2.96
2.91
3.03
3.00
2.66
2.79

Average Time
(Mean Value)
(in Second)
3.00
2.93
3.10
2.93
2.80
2.85
3.05
2.75
3.05
3.00
2.99
3.10
3.05
2.70
2.85

The Highest
Time
(in Second)
3.09
2.98
3.18
3.01
2.83
2.89
3.09
2.77
3.09
3.04
3.07
3.17
3.10
2.74
2.91

URL
No.
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

The Lowest
Time
(in Second)
2.99
2.97
3.16
3.06
3.01
2.92
2.84
2.87
2.91
3.01
2.85
2.89
3.01
2.98
3.06

Average Time
(Mean Value)
(in Second)
3.02
3.00
3.20
3.10
3.07
2.98
2.89
2.90
3.00
3.05
2.90
3.00
3.05
3.00
3.10

The Highest
Time
(in Second)
3.05
3.03
3.24
3.14
3.13
3.04
2.94
2.93
3.09
3.09
2.95
3.11
3.09
3.02
3.14
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Figure 9. An Example of Data Results of Standard Deviation (in Loading Page)

Figure 10. The Implementation of Xtractorz in its User Interface (GUI)

5. EVALUATION AND RESULTS
For the evaluation, we have analyzed statistically the access time of 30 URL data samples in the process of
web table extraction and building a Mashup. The statistical distribution result shows normal distribution
curves of every stages in building a Mashup in the Xtractorz GUI. All normal distributions are symmetrical
with a single central peak at the mean (average) of the data. The shape of the curve is described as bellshaped with the graph falling off evenly on either side of the mean. The spread of a normal distribution is
controlled by the standard deviation
. The smaller the standard deviation the more concentrated the
data.
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Figure 11. Normal Distribution Curves Produced in the Process of Building a Mashup

In terms of statistics and probability analysis, the data results showed the random variation conforms to a
particular probability distribution, as we known as the normal distribution (Gaussian), which is the most
commonly used for probability distribution. From the curve results above, it can be seen that the Xtractorz
algorithm results the bell shape of the normal distribution, or it is referred to as the "bell curve".
On the other hand, the Xtractorz has been proofed with the ability to complete web table extraction process
visually, while at the same time combining it with stages of building a Mashup, through the retrieving,
modelling, cleaning, integrating and visualizing, where the user does not have to know how to create a
computer program in order to use the Xtractorz system.

6. DISCUSSION
For the system application performances, the Xtractorz algorithm that proposed in this paper shows that it
has an ability to perform web table extraction process visually and creating the DOM tree model from the
web pages HTML codes automatically, while at the same time integrating it with the stages in building a
Mashup, through the retrieving, modeling, cleaning, integrating and visualizing the web tables. In the
testing and implementation stage, The Xtractorz also showed that it can be used on a real time basis to
retrieve the 30 targeted websites (URLs) which becomes the data sources successfully.
Compared to other Mashup maker applications, such as, RoboMaker, YahooPipes, Karma, etc. The
Xtractorz extends DOM tree approach to support more data structures and extraction from detail web pages
or web tables. For example, in Data Retrieval stage, the GUI Xtractorz presents all HTML codes of the
web tables retrieved in the form of a DOM tree. Using a modified recursive algorithm, Xtractorz
automatically sorts and indexes web table HTML tags which contain data attributes or the ones which do
not contain them. The result is a DOM tree which is formed automatically by the Xtractorz, in accordance
with the HTML structures of the extracted web tables.

7. CONCLUSION
It can be concluded that the Xtractorz can give a positive contribution in terms of algorithm technique and a
new approach method to the processes of web table extraction and building a Mashup stages. As we may
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concern, due to its high complexity, the implementation of web table extraction and building a Mashup
stages are normally performed separately (or partially), by different similar application systems available in
the market, i.e. Yahoo Pipes, Mashmaker, RoboMaker, Lixto, Dapper, etc.
The Xtractorz is also capable of colaborating the implementation of web table extraction and building a
Mashup stages into a unified framework in its GUI. Therefore, the users can easily and comfortably
perform the extraction of web tables from the targeted websites, without having to have the expertise in
creating a computer programming or script coding.
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ABSTRACT
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Global Positioning System (GPS) is a prevalent navigation satellite system and commonly used around
the world. Recently, some mobile device have implemented GPS facility. The facility answers some
requirements of users mobility that can not be avoided. In Jakarta city area, latest situation it show
that the traffic jam very high and also the security problems have occurred across the city as well as
the population experiencing growth. These matters would effect at the community way of life and the
demands of life, therefore monitoring and tracking location of users need to be made. The reason is
easily to know the location of users where they are. In our topic, we construct a application that used
to track the users location in accordance with their mobile device location that sent by GPS
information system run on their mobile device. This application created by using J2ME, which at the
server side used ASP.NET/C# and SQLServer database. It supports realtime information that uses
latitude and longitude data. This data would be sent directly to the database and synchronized with
google map that could view the tracking of the update user location.

1. INTRODUCTION

PR

Keywords : GPS, Handphone, J2ME, ASP.NET, SQLServer
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Global Positioning System (GPS) is the system of satellite navigation which are more applied in every
where, one kind of examples is in the handphone device. With the GPS feature at the handphone, we
could receive many advantages from it. One of advantages is knowing the location where we exist at
present. Application of GPS at handphone itself tend to only gives the information of owner and it
doesn't give position information of other people yet which we want to know, such as our family. The
work belongs to us often takes our time untill we can't care for our family and children.
This application is expected could know the latest position of someone, for instance, if happening
kidnapping and so on, it is in such a way could be traced easily.
In this research, we will make application that could trace someone's position, such as our family by
mean trace and detect the handphone position which is used. This application is also cheaper because
the GPS Handphone can be is used as communication tool than GPS Personal that are more put on the
internet. On the other hand, this application also could be developed in compliance with requirements.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 GPS Tracker
GPS Tracker (GPS Tracking) is a AVL (Automated Vehicle Locater) technology to trace position of
car, and others as realtime. It utilize GSM and GPS technologies to define a object coordinate then
change into the digital map.
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2.2 GPS Signals
The GPS satellite spread two (2) microwave signals, namely L1 and L2 signals. L1 carries navigation
message used at 1575,42 Mhz and also SPS (Standard Positioning Service) signal code. L2 signal with
frequency at 1227.60 Mhz used for measuring of delay at ionosphere by using PPS (Precise
Positioning Service) receiver.
The GPS receiver measure long journey of signal time that sent from satellite, then define how far it
from GPS receiver device. This processes used 3 signals from different satellite, in such away this
receiver can calculate fixed position of each latitude and longitude (2D fix) position. The high position
will get from the fourth signal of other satellite.

2.3 GPS Tracker System Design Overview

ES
E

N

TE
D

Our GPS system design will be consisted of Tracker Device which is periodically or based on certain
condition send the information of position from data calculation have sent by GPS satellite. The other
device as GPS tracker device, i.e, Handphone (Nokia E71) that have a GPS receiver device (A-GPS
support) and support JAVA MIDP 2.0. The handphone Nokia E71 will send the position data to the
GPS Tracker server through the internet link using GPRS media from GSM operator. This server
equipped with SQL server and monitoring application accessed by PC monitor use web browser. The
GPS Tracker as global could be showed at figure 1 bellow.

N

O

T

PR

Figure 1: GPS Tracker design Overview

Figure 1: GPS Tracker System Design Overview

3. METHODOLOGY
We applied the system development that follows principles base on object oriented/OO, i.e., Agile
Software Development and Extreme Programming (XP) process model, there are four (4) stages such
as planning, design, coding and testing. In the planning phase, we define the user stories to describe
features and function that is needed for the software. When all the user stories has been determined,
then decide the longer time of working for each of user stories. The design phase follows the principle
of KIS (Keep It Simple). This stage contains the all of implementation of stories that deliver to some
parts such as class design that is needed with CRC, layout design, and design GUI. The third process
phase, we use NetBeans IDE 6.8 and Visual Studio 2008 as GUI then continued to unit testing. The
last stage is testing phase, we use unit test to simulate our system using Wireless Toolkit as simulator
for doing the testing process in our application then continued into the implementation testing after the
application have implemented.
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4. IMPLEMENTATION AND ANALYSIS
4.1. Planning
The phase constitutes the composite of analysis stage and planning at classical developing method. We
has been made as simplicity as possible, in order that is not more documentation, yet we can
understand what is we should be code. The whole requirements and some supporting technologies also
had been known.

TE
D

Our system of GPS which give Location Based Services (LBS). Interface of this system have two
technological approaches that are technology base on mobile and web which is integrated. The
interface base on mobile can give the newest latitude and longitude, whereas interface base on web will
gives richer reporting include the newest location, realtime latitude/longitude and historical tracking
in the specific time distance where its time distance could be determined as dynamic. The appearance
of latitude and longitude use the map application from google map, we could be earned that is
changing client-side paradigm from google API become server-side paradigm which will give easy
facility in developing mainly in time de-bugging and data connection to the database back-end. Also
by update panel technology from AJAX, the server-side paradigm could be seen as client-side.
Key features from our system offer a easy system to be installed and operated, multi-platform by using
two interface, i.e., mobile based and web based, and also low budget because of using GPRS
technology for GPS communication data, realtime information of latitude and longitude data is both
directly sent to database and appeared, and also could be direct synchronized with google map.

ES
E

N

The goal of this system are giving realtime data from latitude and longitude, also history of latitude and
longitude data, appearing user management, prepare framework for application of Location Based
Services (LBS) at advanced.

PR

We create administrator and user managements. A administrator is application organizer of web based
and mobile based that able to administrate the user and the GPS managements. The information
location from latitude and longitude that appeared then synchronized with google map as its map
viewer, contains current location, historical location and realtime location.

O

T

Our tracking system needs some supporting technologies. The hardware side requires PC with
minimum specifications : 512 RAM, space 10 GB and Handphone with GPS chip. The software
requirements used Microsoft Windows Server 2003/Windows Server 2008, Microsoft.NET Framework
2.0 / 3.5 / 4.0, Microsoft IIS 6 / IIS 7, Microsfoft SQL Server 2005/2008, DotNetNuke Web Application
Framework, and google map API/ subgurim framework.

N

The all requirements analysis above then we can make the Use Cases as depict at the figure 2 bellow.

Figure 2 : Uses Cases
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

From figure 2. Use Case above, furthermore we define the user stories, i.e.,
Administrator and Client could login and logout
Administrator has user name and password
Administrator can do users management
Administrator also can do GPS management
Client has user name, password, and GPS ID
Client can see the current of latitude and longitude data
Client can see the historical of latitude and longitude data
Client can see the realtime of latitude and longitude data

4.2. Design
In design phase, we done the designing of CRD Card, and design GUI. The CRD Card design use
Class Responsibilities, and Collaboration (CRC) card. Each of the CRC card will explain each of
object that is needed.

ES
E

N

TE
D

In stage of the CRD Card design is made 5 classes that are GetData class, maps class, register class,
GPS class and manager class. (1) GetData Class, The user can interact with server. The Data Package
which sent by handphone would be process in this class and will be saved into the database. The
function of this class, i,e., to save the data package which sent by user and to show maps location such
images on handphone user. (2) Maps Class, user can see data and information which ever sent by user
before. Function of this class i,e., to see the last position of user, to see user position as real time, to see
historical trip of user previously. (3) Register Class, this class provide users register theirselves. The
function of this class i,e., to check the activate of email which sent by user, and user have to enter the
active email address for doing registering, then user will get confirmation email such link to continue
registration. On the second stage user have the duty to fill the datas which is needed such as name and
password, then user will get the second confirmation email, where in it exist the information that user
need such username, password and GPSID. (4) GPS Class, this class is the most important class
because this class have functions to connect into database. (5) Manager Class, this class functions to
manage user that is registered, i,e., Create, Read, Update, and Delet (CRUD). At the GUI stage all
graphically application design are implemented.

PR

The GUI design includes : Registration page design, Login page design, Directions page design,
Current page design, Real time page design, and History page design.

T

4.3. Coding

O

The coding process use MSF (Microsoft Solution Framework) technology approach. MSF approach
include utilization of .NET Framework and Application Layering.

N

Some of OOP features used are inheritance and properties class concept. In the developing of this
design system, we make a base class that will share common properties which is used as properties
ConnectionString that share access to ConnectionString.. ConnectionString is a information credential
MSSQL server in such away source code can open connection to database and then doing CRUD
(Create, Retrieve, Update, Delete) operation.
In addition to use .NET Framework as basic technology for the application developed, we also use
DotNetNuke that is a WAF (Web Application Framework). DotNetNuke is the most popular framework
application among user of Microsoft technologies. DotNetNuke use ASP.NET Framework as base of
technology. The application developing model which use DotNetNuke web application framework use
modular concept, the modules contain web user control (.ascx) that would be load dynamically.
4.4. Testing
This testing process is done by using black box testing method by using program logical testing
method, this test also called unit testing. then at the last testing will be examined on actual condition,
i.e., implementation testing.
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Table 1. List of Result Unit Testing
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Module

Prerequisite

Registration
GPS ID
generation
History
Location

Email account
Confirmation Link
Login. Data latitude and
longitude for certain interval
time
Login

Current
Location
Realtime

Login

Expectation Result
Information link of email validity
Confirmation email contains GPS ID,
username, password.
Appear a path at the google map for certain
interval time

Testing
Result
Okey
Okey
Okey

Google maps show current location information.

Okey

Google maps show the movement of location as
realtime

Okey

The result testing examined above show all module almost could run properly.
Furthermore on the stage of Implementation Testing, application will be examined on actual condition
using enterprise server from shared hosting erudeye.

TE
D

Some devices that is used for the implementation are a netbook, modem 3G/HSDP with Indosat as
provider, a handphone Nokia E71, database and Server Receiver (memory 4 GB, system operation
Windows Server 2008 R2, Database Server MSSQL 2008, .NET Framework: 2.0 / 3.5 / 4.0), and other
devise that is a Byon Laptop with Windows 7 OS.

N

System will run properly if GPRS signal doesn't blocked untill get feed information of latitude and
longitude, to see the realtime location moving requires enough Internet connection 123 Kbps minimal.

Registration

GPS ID Generation

N

2.

Figure 3. Registration Result Test

O

T

PR

1.

ES
E

The following results are the result of implementation testing :

Figure 4. GPS ID Generation Result Test
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History Location

TE
D

3.

Figure 5. History Location Result Test

Current Location

Figure 6. Current Location Result Test

Realtime

N

5.

O

T

PR

ES
E

N

4.

Figure 7. Realtime Result Test
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5. CONCLUSION
Base on analysis and design as well as testing processes of Gps Tracker application, so we could be
concluded several things i.e., : this Gps Tracker application can help users to know the location where
they are, through GPS satellite, and also can informs the historical trip.
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ABSTRACK
The problems that often arise in coastal areas is coastal erosion due to wave activity. One way to overcome
coastal erosion is to use the media mangrove forests as a breakwater. This paper shows a new method for sea wave modeling
of mangrove forests. This method is CAP's method as a form of numerical modeling to analyze the wave height before and
after the mangrove roots, can be determined ideal spacing between the mangrove trees. This research takes place on Wailiti
beach - Maumere, Flores Island Province of East Nusa Tenggara, which is one province that is vulnerable to tsunamis.
Currently the total area of mangrove along the 416 meters is 2080 m2. Have held the addition in 2007, but the system does not
consider planting an ideal spacing of wave forces on the beach. It is expected that this research can help the local provincial
government for the success of conservation and rehabilitation of coastal areas programs, especially in the coastal erosion
problem.
Keywords: Mangrove, wave modeling, CAP's Method, Wailiti beach.

1. INTRODUCTION
The problems that often arise in coastal areas is coastal erosion due to wave activity. Large wave of energy that
can be suppressed by reducing the incoming wave energy, so that the waves that reach the coast has a relatively small energy.
It required the construction of a breakwater which serves to solve, reflect and transmit the wave energy by using specific
media. In previous research conducted by Subin CHENG, the paper Application Study on Submerged Breakwaters Used For
Coastal Protection that uses cylinder breakwater as a barrier wave [1], and Johnny, in a research Study Of Sinking Six-Tooth
Saws Breakwater Physical Models presented modeling waves when met by choosing a model breakwater shaped sink and
Zigzag [2]. The use of concrete as breakwaters quite effective but less efficient because in a long time to erode the concrete
waves, so it is not economical if implemented in coastal areas are isolated and limited infrastructure facilities as well as sources
of construction materials. In other studies performed using bamboo as the medium of wave energy absorbers made by Halmar
Halide, Richard Brinkman, Petter Ridd [10], is still considered not effective, because wave engergi can not be fully muted.
In this study we choose mangrove tree as a medium of wave damping, by developing new methods. This
method is called CAP’S method as a form of numerical modeling to analyze the wave height before and after the mangrove
roots, so it can be determined ideal spacing between the mangrove trees. Selection of mangroves as a medium, other than as a
wave barrier, the process of photosynthesis in mangrove trees also can increase oxygen levels in the daytime which is useful
for the health of residents and coastal communities. CAP's method is a numerical model, from a combination of several
equations that to join between the density of mangrove roots, developed by Muhammad Arsyad Taha in his paper entitled
Energy Conservation Through Waves clumps of mangrove (Rhizophora)[3] and the number of trees to produce the ideal
spacing between the mangrove trees. From these calculations, the transmission wave height can be calculated based on the
high wave came and the level of thickness of mangrove trees in an area based on equality and Torum Dubi. [4]
This research takes place on the Wailiti beach, located in the northern town of Maumere, Flores Island Province
of East Nusa Tenggara, which is one province that is vulnerable to tsunamis. This is evidenced by the events of tectonic
earthquake and tsunami in 1992, with strength 6.8 on the Scale of Richter (SR). This earthquake caused 36 meter-high tsunami
that destroyed houses in the northern coastal town of Maumere, killing more than 2,400 people, 18,000 homes were destroyed,
113 of schools, 211 were severely damaged offices, 120 places of worship. The total loss in this event to reach Rp 200 billion.
In the incident, residents in coastal residential Wailiti areas, not much affected by the tsunami, because there is a restricted by
mangrove plants, albeit in relatively small quantities.
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Besides the problems described above, geographically, the location of the wailiti beach directly related to the
high seas makes waves on the beach is bigger, because it is influenced by the wind. It is expected that this research can help
the local provincial government for the success of conservation and rehabilitation of coastal areas programs, especially in the
coastal erosion problem.

2. SEA WAVE MODELING
2.1. Characteristics of sea waves
The wave is rising and falling water movement to the direction perpendicular to the surface of sea water that
forms a curve / sinusoidal graph [6]. Sea waves caused by wind. Winds over the ocean to transfer energy to the waters, causing
ripples, town / hill, and turned into what we call a wave.

Figure 1. Wave propagation
The Figure 1 above, shows that the waves propagate to the right in the horizontal plane, while the vibration direction up and
down in a vertical plane. The dotted lines depicted in the middle along the direction of wave propagation state equilibrium
position of the medium (eg a rope or water). The highest point is called the wave peak, while the lowest point is called the
valley. Peak amplitude is the maximum height or maximum depth of the valley, measured from equilibrium position.
Determination or computataion of wavelength depends on the value of the wavelength (L) with the equation:
(1)
2.2. Dubi and Torum Equation
Both these researchers make the experiments on wave damping (with physical model laboratory) by the kelp
plant (Laminaria Hyperborean), one species of macro algae found in Norway [5]. Characteristic of this plant is described with
1-2 meters tall with a density of 10-15 tree/m2. The research results illustrate that wave height reduction through the grove with
an exponential function according to equation (2) as follows:
(2)
where HB is the height of the wave at point B, H0 is the height of the incoming wave and B is the thickness of the clump.
2.3. Thaha Equation
In a study conducted by Taha through laboratory tests, obtained relative density of mangrove roots (ζ) is defined as the ratio
(in%) between the volume of submerged roots of the volume of water immersion in a single wavelength. Several parameters
that affect the value of the relative density of mangrove roots namely V: average volume of mangrove roots, L: wavelength, S:
distance between the mangrove trees, W: width unit clump of mangroves, a: submerged volume factor (a function of water
depth d and high mangrove roots z). The value a = 0.95 for d / z = 1 and a = 0.67 for d / z = 0.5. Relative density of mangrove
roots relationship with some of these parameters can be formulated:
(3)

3. CAP’s METHOD
From the description above shows some weaknesses, namely the Dubi-Torum research, the resulting equation ignores
coefficient reed plant root density and spacing between trees. In Taha equation, has described the coefficient density of
mangrove roots, but did not describe and analyze about the wave height until reaching the point of 0 (zero) when passing
through obstacles in the form of mangrove roots. Therefore, we develop of CAP's method as a solution to analyze the
transmission of wave height changes at every layer of mangrove clumps by calculating the coefficient of density in each clump
of mangrove roots and the number of trees in one area, so that the obtained equation: WB = CT
(4)
with WB: retaining waves (number of trees in a state of very dense / coincide), ζ: mangrove root density (in%) and CT: the
number of trees. By using the above equation, we can obtain the ideal number of trees and planting distance between trees so it
can hold waves with certain amplitudes. Furthermore, we can use Dubi - Torum equation to calculate wave height transmission
by including the value of WB as a clump thickness coefficient, so that equation (2) can be written as follows:
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Figure 2. Mangrove Root Scheme
From the Figure 2 can be seen that:
a: High mangrove roots (z)
b: Width clump of mangrove (W)
c: submerged volume factor (a)
d: distance between roots
e: Distance between the mangrove trees (S)
f: thickness of the mangrove (B)

4. EXPERIMENT RESULT
It has been described above that by using the CAP's method we can analyze the changes in wave height transmission on each
layer clump of mangrove by calculating the coefficient density of roots in each clump of mangrove and the number of trees in
one area, so the equation WB = ζ CT can be obtained from the number of trees and ideal spacing between trees so it can hold
waves with certain amplitudes. Furthermore, with equation Dubi – Torum, wave height transmission can be calculated by
including the value of WB as a clump thickness coefficient, from the formula below can be analyzed as follows:

If value of rooting density (ζ) = 23.75% and the number density of trees (CT) = 10 trees, then:
Number of Trees (WB) =
CT
= 23.75% * 10
WB = 2.3 tree
f included in Dubi-Torum equation, then: Energy Transmission Coefficients at the faithful lining the mangrove clumps with
H0 = 1 meter are as follows
:1. In the 1st layer of mangrove clump:
=
= 0.9923
= 0.9923 x 1
HB = 0.9923
2. In the 2nd layer of mangrove clump: HB = 0.9923 x 0,9923 = 0.9846
3. In the 3th layer of mangrove clump: HB = 0.9923 x 0,9846
= 0.9770
4. In the 4th layer of mangrove clump: HB = 0.9923 x 0,9770 = 0.9695
5. In the 5th layer of mangrove clump: HB = 0.9923 x 0,9695 = 0.9620
Conclusion: the reduction of wave height for each layer thickness is: 0.0074 for 10 trees with 23.75% of density.

4.1. Analysis of Changes in long-wave
To analyze changes in wavelength at every clump of mangroves, with the value of different densities can be seen in the table 1.
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Table 1. comparative value of ζ (%) of mangrove plant spacing.

No

Mangrove
Root Volume

spacing
(s)

Wavelength
(L)

(V)

1
2
3
4
5
6

20
20
20
20
25
25

2
1
2
1
2
1

3
3
1.5
1.5
3
2

Width
Grove
(W)

Submerged
Vol Factor
(a)

1
1
1
1
1
1

ζ (%)

0.95
0.95
0.67
0.67
0.95
0.65

23.75
50.67
23.45
44.67
29.69
48.75

From the table shows that if the spacing of 2m on mangrove roots with a volume of 20, the wave length 3m, and the volume of
submerged (a) of 0.95 (at the time of high tides). the density value is 23.75. But if the spacing between the mangroves 1m by
the large volume of mangrove roots, wavelength, wide clump of mangrove, submerged volume factor with the same value,
then obtained ζ of :50.66667%.
Table 2. Changes in wavelength at each row mangrove

No

¬ζ
(%)

spacing

1st Row

2nd Row

4th Row

5th Row

7th Row

8th Row

10th Row

1

76.25

2

2.29

1.74

1.01

0.77

0.45

0.34

0.18

2

49.33

1

1.48

0.73

0.18

0.09

0.02

0.01

0.00

3

76.55

2

1.15

0.88

0.52

0.39

0.23

0.18

0.10

4

70.31

2

2.11

1.48

0.73

0.52

0.25

0.18

0.09

5

51.25

1

1.03

0.53

0.14

0.07

0.02

0.01

0.00

From the table 2 can be seen, for the spacing of 2m with a density of 23.75%, it will require the number of rows by 10 rows to
get the wavelength = 0. But if the spacing of 1m, with density coefficient 50.66667%, then it takes only 4 rows of mangroves
to reduce the wave to the point 0.
The figure 3 and figure 4 shows the simulated wave for the spacing of 1m and 2m.

Figure 3. Modeling waves in mangrove grove park distance m

Figure 4. Modeling waves in mangrove grove park distance 1m
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Wave changes on every line of mangroves on display in graphical form as shown figure 6 and figure 7.
2.50
2.00
¬ ζ = 76.25%/2m

1.50

¬ ζ =49.33%/1m

1.00

¬ ζ=76.55%/2m
0.50

¬ ζ=70.31%/2m

0.00
1st 2nd 3th 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th
Row Row Row Row Row Row Row Row Row Row
Figure 6. Change of wavelength every mangrove clump
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Spacing: 2m

1.00

Spacing: 1m
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6
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9

10

Figure 7. Comparison of Wave height at plant spacing 1 m and 2m
From above analysis can seen that to reduce wave height comes up with zero is required some alternatives that
is plant spacing 1m requires number of mangrove amounts 4 rows and plant spacing 2m requires mangrove 10 rows.

5. CONCLUSION
Based on the analysis results by using CAP's Method, can be seen that for the characteristics of waves with a
height of 1m, the wavelength of 3m and coefficient of density (ζ) = 23.75%, with spacing of 2m is required thickness of the
clump as much as 10 rows mangrove (CT) to reduce the wave to the point 0(zero). But if the wave characteristics in common
with the coefficient of density (ζ) equal to 50.66% with spacing of 1m, it takes as many as 4 lines of mangrove (CT) to reduce
the wave to arrive at the point 0.
Thus, the CAP's method can be used to model calculations using the mangrove breakwater, taking into account
wave height, density of mangrove roots, and the number of mangroves should be planted. This method can be used Sikka
District Local Government (Flores) - NTT to maintain Wailiti coastal areas of coastal erosion threat to the future.
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this paper is to provide the fundamental mathematical formula to predict the effect of
magnetic fields (MF) on stem cell differentiation. The data were reviewed from journals related to the
effects of magnetic fields on stem cell differentiation. These data were given a value for differentiation
which is related to their MF strength with these conditions; MF strength that does not affect the stem cell
differentiation given the value of zero, MF strength that results in stem cells death given the value of 1, and
the MF strength that affects stem cells The differentiation given the value between 0.1 and 0.9. The graph
was plotted according to these data and the mathematical equation is designed from the graph. From this
review, we suggest that the intensity of MF that can affect the stem cell differentiation is between 600µT
and 9.4T in which the cell differentiation will not occur with intensity of less than 10µT and intensity of
more than 12T will cause the death of stem cells. We also suggest that the limit of MF effects on stem cell
differentiation lies between 10 µT and 600 µT, and the limit of MF strength that can lead to the death of
stem cells lies between 9.4 T and 12 T.
Keywords
Differentiation, Magnetic Fields, Stem Cells, Tissue Engineering

1. INTRODUCTION
Stem cells are primitive cells, which are present in all organisms and have the ability to divide and give rise
to more stem cells, or switch to become more specialized cells in human body like cells in brain, heart,
muscle, and kidney [1]. There are two types of stem cell; embryonic stem (ES) cell and adult stem cell. ES
cells are pluripotent and harvested from inner cell mass of blastocyst and possess the ability to differentiate
into all of the specialized embryonic tissues [1], [2]. ES cells also may open the door to the rapidly
progressing field of therapeutic cell transplantation [3]. The adult stem cells are multipotent with capacity
to differentiate or transdifferentiate into cell types other than their tissue of origin [1]. Adult stem cells and
progenitor cells can be found in the adult tissue. Both of these cells act as a repair system for body,
replenishing the specialized cells, and maintaining the normal regenerative of organs, such as blood, skin,
or intestinal tissues.
Magnetic fields (MF) produced by moving electric charge and exist all around us like earth MF and manmade MF sources. Numerous static and alternating MF arising from man-made sources have possible
biological effect [4]. There are many biological functions that are modulated by extremely low frequency
magnetic field (ELF-MF) [5]-[7]. However, there is not enough evidence that the ELF-MF could endanger
the human health [8]. ELF-MF is MF with a range of frequency of 3 to 30Hz. Even so, MF has been shown
to affect proliferation and growth factor expression in cultured cells [9]-[11] and also interfere with
endorphinergic and cholinergic system [12]-[14]. Other than MF, electrical fields (EF) also have biological
effects that can influence neural growth and orientation in vitro [15], and have been applied for the
treatment of spinal cord injuries in recent clinical trials [16]. The response of cells to the EF was essentially
passive and determined by the physical properties of the cell, however cells can also actively respond to EF
[17]. Electromagnetic fields (EMF) are produced when electric current flows through an electrical
conductor like power line [18]. Like MF and EF, EMF also has biological effects such as altered rate of cell
growth [5], [19], altered quantities of RNA transcript and proteins [20], altered cell surface properties [21]
and effect on development [22]. However EMF-based technologies have not progressed to clinical
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translation and the reason for this is the scepticism due to differences in experimental exposure protocols
and static MF (SMF) variation applied in experiment [23].
The objective of this paper is to design the mathematical formula to predict the effect of magnetic fields
on stem cells differentiation. To the extent of our knowledge, there is no standard range of suitable
magnetic fields provided which can affect the stem cells differentiation ability. Therefore, we review the
data of magnetic fields and its effect on stem cells differentiation used by previous researchers. From these
data, we design a mathematical equation to predict the suitable range of magnetic fields that can affect the
stem cells ability to differentiate. This work will provide an essential basis prior to any future in vitro
experiment, in which we can predict the strength of MF used either to trigger the cells differentiation or
vice versa. Therefore, we may avoid unnecessary failure during the experimental works.

2. METHOD
The data from several journals related to the effects of MF on stem cells differentiation that were
published in various journals from the year 2004 until 2010 were reviewed [23]-[29] as shown in Table 1.
Since EF and EMF can also affect the stem cells differentiation, this review only focuses on the effect of
MF and EMF on the stem cells differentiation. The data in Table 1 were revalued according to the MF
strength. The value for differentiation of related MF strength were given to these conditions (Table 2); MF
strength that does not affect the stem cells differentiation was given the value of zero and MF strength that
results in stem cells death was given the value of 1. For the MF strength that affects stem cells
differentiation, the value was given between 0.1 and 0.9. The given value for MF group that affect the stem
cells differentiation was done with the assumptions that the smaller or higher the value, the lesser the MF
effect on differentiation. The data were plotted into graph by using Microsoft Office Excel 2010 software
and the result of project presented in Graphical User Interface (GUI) design by using the Microsoft Visual
Studio Ultimate 2010.
Table 1: MF strengths that were used in reviewed journals and classified into their corresponding group; with group 0
for MF strength does not affect the stem cells differentiation, group 1 for MF strength that effects the stem cells
differentiation, and group 2 for MF strength that kill the stem cells.

MF intensity (T)
10µ
600µ
800µ
1m
1.1m
10m
4.7
9.4
12
16

Group
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

Table 2: Modified data of Table 1

MF strength, x (T)
10µ
600µ
800µ
1m
1.1m
10m
4.7
9.4
12
16

Value, y
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.7
0.9
1
1
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3. RESULTS
From Table 2, we design the graph using Microsoft Office Excel 2010 as shown in Fig. 1. From Table 2,
we observed that the effect of MF on stem cell differentiation still occur in 600µT but the differentiation is
not observed in 10µT. This may indicate that the minimum strength of MF to influence the stem cell
differentiation in frequency of 50Hz lies somewhere between 10µT and 600µT. We also observed that the
effect of MF on differentiation of stem cells still occur in MF strength of 9.4T. However, such high field
strength magnet like 9.4T is not easily available and such studies may not be translated into the clinical
study because the current limits for magnetic field strengths approved by U.S. Food and drug
Administration (FDA) is 3T [24]. This is the reason that many of the research works were carried out using
the magnetic fields less than 3T. The stem cells death will occur at the exposure of 12T for more than 24h.
Therefore, the minimum exposure of MF before resulting in stem cells death lies between 9.4T and 12T.
We revalued the data in Table 1 into Table 2, and as a result, the graph was plotted as depicted in Fig. 1.
The graph is reasonable as the trait of MF effect on the stem cells is almost resembling the growth model.
The closer the strength of MF to the lower asymptotes or upper asymptotes, the lesser the significance the
differentiation is observed. The smaller the intensity of MF used, the lesser the possibility of MF to affect
the stem cell differentiation. Whereas, the higher the intensity of MF used, the more possibilities that
differentiation will not occur since stem cells were more likely to die. From the logarithmic graph, we
design the mathematical function as shown in equation (1). From this equation, we can predict the strength
of MF which is able to influence the stem cells differentiation ability. Referring to the equation (1), the
value of „y‟ is assumed to be „y=0‟ for value of „x‟ less than 10µT and „y=1‟ for „x‟ value more than 12T.
The logarithmic function is inserted in GUI code shown in Fig. 2 so that it can be used in any future in vitro
experiment.

Fig. 1 The graph of MF effects on stem cells differentiation

y = 0.0684ln(x) + 0.7518

(1)

Fig. 2 GUI for predicting the MF effects on stem cells
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4. DISCUSSION
Cardiosperes (CDps) and cardiospere-derived cells (CDCs) exposed to extremely low frequency magnetic
fields (ELF-MF) (10µT, 18Hz) did not affect the expression of cardiac and vascular markers (cTnl, Nkx
2.5, MHC, VEGF, KDR, and SMA) during the experiment, thus this may suggest an evidence that the stem
cells did not differentiate with MF of 10µT [23].
Human Mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC) are multipotential cells and possess high replication capacity,
and there are potentials to differentiate into different lineages of mesenchymal tissue such as bone,
cartilage, muscle, fat, and marrow stroma [30]. The exposure of human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC) to
600µT enables the MSC to differentiate into adipogenic cells as indicated by enhanced expression of
lipoprotein lipase and peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma [24]. In addition, the immediate
exposure of MSC to MF has enhanced the cells differentiation. This research was accomplished to
investigate the effect of MF on hMSC and labelled with super magnetic particles of iron oxide (SPIO). This
was done by using SPIO to label the cells, and detect ion was done by using Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI). The viability or differentiation potential of the cells has not been affected by SPIO-labelling of
MSC [31], [32], but it has an impact on the iron metabolism, the migration capacity, and the colony
formation of MSC [32]-[34]. The principle function of MRI is the exposure of cells to high MF and
magnetic force that can direct the iron labelled stem cells in vitro and in vivo [35]-[37], guided localization
of iron labelled stem cells to the desired region [35], [38], for the seeding of scaffolds with stem cells [36],
[39], or for the engineering of 3D tissues by stem cells [37]. Therefore, the effect of MF strength in vitro
experiment should be carried out in order to verify the equation (1).
The stem cell is able to differentiate in a sinusoidal MF of 800µT with frequency of 50Hz. Real-time
quantitative reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis revealed a remarkably
increased of GATA-4 and Nkx-2.5 mRNA expression for both embryoid bodies (EBs) and puromycinselected cardiomyocytes [25]. Hence, the result of exposing GTR1 embryonic stem cells with this MF was
the differentiation into cardiac specific cells, and this experiment was done without an aid of gene transfer
technology [25]. As for information, GATA-4 and Nkx-2.5 mRNA encode respectively for a zinc finger
containing transcription factor and homeodomain, and both of these have been shown to be essential for
cardiogenesis in different animal species [40], [41], and human [42 ].
The effects of MF were also done on P19 embryonal carcinoma cells (P19 cells) [26]. Differentiation
was detected by exposing the P19 cells to 1mT of MF with frequency of 50Hz, however the analysis result
was not very significant. By exposing P19 cells into more intense MF with the strength of 10mT, P19 cells
were differentiated into neuronal cells [26]. The effects of ELF-MF after neuronal differentiation were
evaluated by morphological analysis, immunochemical analysis (MAP2 and GFAP), and developmental
neuronal network activities recorded by the micro-electrode arrays (MEAs). From the results, the
percentage of MAP2 positive cells and the spike frequencies had increased, but the percentage of GFAP
positive cells has reduced. These results suggest that an exposure to 10mT ELF-MF would affect the
characteristic of neuronal differentiation and functional neuronal properties [26]. These results also may
suggest that the effect of MF on stem cell differentiation will become less significant with lower intensity
of MF strength as verified by using our equation in Fig 1.
The stem cells are also able to differentiate in MF intensity of 1.1mT as demonstrated in previous work
using the bone morrow stem cells (BMSC) [27]. It results in the differentiation of BMSC into osteogenesis
and the increase of intracellular Ca2+ after MF stimulation. From this result, they postulated that the
elevated Ca2+ is possibly the underlying biochemical mechanism which is responsible for the induction of
terminal differentiation [27].
As mentioned above, most of the experiments were done to investigate the effect of MF on stem cells
ability to differentiate, and were performed with the intensity less than 3T. Even so, there are also
experiments done with the MF intensity above 3T. The MF intensity between 4.7T and 9.4T were found to
affect the stem cells differentiation [28]. Therefore, our range for cells differentiation was limited at 9.4T.
The effects of microgravity (MG) modelled by large gradient high magnetic field (LGHMF) with
intensity of 12T and 16T on hMSC led to cell death after 24 hours exposure. Almost all the cells died after
48 hours, but in the first 6 hours of osteogenic induction, it had resulted in suppression of the osteogenesis
of hMSC [29]. Therefore, we assumed that 12T and 16T still affect the cell differentiation for a short period
of exposure. This response may be due to the synergistic effect of high magnetic force and MG existed in
their experiment modelling systems [43]-[46]. Hence, from the data reviewed, we suggest that the MF
intensity between 9.4T and 12T could lead to stem cell death.
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As stated in the result section, the MF was classified into three groups according to their effects on stem
cell differentiation. From these groups, we know that MF less than 600µT or more than 9.4T do not lead to
stem cell differentiation. Also, the MF effect on stem cells differentiation will not occur at MF of 10µT and
below. However, MF of 12T and above will result in stem cell death.
The effects to stem cells differentiation by MF ranged from 600µT to 9.4T vary according to the MF
strength itself. It is likely that the MF of 10mT affects more cells differentiation as compared with 600µT
or 9.4T. By using the mathematical equation (1), not only we can predict whether the strength of MF is able
to affect the stem cells differentiation, but can also predict the strength of MF on stem cell differentiation.
This is because the mathematical formula was designed after considering the analysis of the reviewed data.
Stem cells have been used in several pre-clinical models of disease [47]-[49], and are currently applied in
clinical trials of phase I-III [50]-[53]. Stem cells are also used in tissue transplantation, and the optimal cell
type to be transplanted should have these characters: (a) spontaneous disposition to integrate with the target
tissue without induction of immune reaction; (b) differentiate into specific cells commitment; (c) have the
capacity to develop gap junctions with host cells; and (d) have some degree of resistance to ischaemia, in
order to avoid massive apoptosis, which is currently observed during cell transfer [23], [54]. The current
findings of MF effect on stem cell differentiation may open a new prospective, in particular the use of MF
to direct the differentiation processes of stem cells into a specific cellular phenotype without the aid of gene
transfer technologies [25]. On the other hand, there are increasing public interests of possible health risk
associated with ELF-MF [8], [18], [55]. Therefore, fundamental studies are necessary to ensure the safe
method to differentiate stem cell into specific cell through MF exposure.

5. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we suggest that the intensity of MF that can affect stem cell differentiation is between 600µT
and 9.4T. Also the differentiation will not occur if the intensity is less than 10µT and with intensity of more
than 12T, it will cause death of stem cells. We also suggest that the range of MF effects on stem cell
differentiation lies between 10µT and 600µT. The limit of MF strength that can lead towards the death of
stem cells lies between 9.4T and 12T. We conclude that the result of the exposure of MF on stem cells
differentiation depends not only on the MF intensity, but also on the period of exposure.
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ABSTRACT
Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) is an extension of Bayesian Network that processes temporal data and represents the
temporal aspects from the observed system. The construction of DBN structure consists of two phases, the construction of
static BNs and the identification of inter-slice arcs. Both of these phases can be done using common algorithms used to
construct BN structure. But during the examination of inter-slice arcs, extra information regarding the relationship between the
value of variables in time-slice t with variables in time-slice t+1 is required. One method that can also process temporal data
and shows time-based relationship is sequential pattern mining. Sequential pattern represents the order of variable values based
on time, thus represents the connection between variable values from different times. This research analyzes the possibility of
implementing sequential pattern in the construction of DBN, especially in the process of identifying inter-slice arcs.
Experiment results obtained by combining K2 algorithm and sequential pattern mining for constructing DBN structure showed
that sequential pattern can reduce the number of examination performed during identification inter-slice arcs of DBN structure.
Keywords
Dynamic Bayesian Network, inter-slice arc, K2 algorithm, sequential pattern

1. INTRODUCTION
Bayesian Network (BN) is a model to represent pattern in data mining. BN represents dependency model using a directed
acyclic graph (DAG), where each node represents variables and each arc represents dependency (causal relations) between
variables [3]. However, BN does not provide direct mechanism for representing temporal dependencies [2]. An extension of
BN for modeling temporal data is Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN). DBN represents not only the causal relations between
variables, but also gives temporal information in the form of relations between variables from different time slices. Just like in
static BN, these relations between variables from different time slices are also represented by arcs. Since DBN models the
temporal aspect from a system, the construction of DBN requires information related to the temporal relations between the
variables. Building a DBN is more complex than building a static BN because we have to identify both the causal and temporal
relations between variables. One alternative to reduce the complexity of creating a DBN is by limiting the process of
identifying the relations between variables, especially in identifying the temporal relations.
Another method commonly used to process temporal data is sequential patter mining introduced in [3]. Sequential pattern
mining is a process to find patterns from data that represents a sequence of events. An example of sequential pattern is that
customers usually rent movie A, then B, then C. This pattern is represented in sequence <(A) (B) (C)>. Patterns like <(A) (B)
(D) (C)> or <(A) (D B) (E) (C)> also support <(A) (B) (C)>. If each event represents a variable, then sequential pattern can
represents time-based sequence of variables.
The possibility of applying sequential pattern in constructing Bayesian Network has been analyzed in [4] and it has been
concluded that sequential pattern is not suitable to be used in constructing BN. It was also concluded that the information
obtained from sequential pattern represents temporal information, since it shows the temporal relations between variables [4].
This temporal information might be used in constructing DBN, since DBN also needs to represent temporal information [4].
This paper focuses on analyzing the possibility of implementing sequential pattern in building DBN structure, especially for
providing temporal information required in building a DBN. The DBN structure will be built using K2 algorithm and
sequential pattern mining will used the principles of Apriori algorithm given in [3]. The next two sections will give brief
review on Dynamic Bayesian Network and sequential pattern. The analysis of applying sequential pattern in the construction
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of DBN is given in Section 4. The prototype developed in this research is explained in Section 5, while the results are
discussed in Section 6 followed by conclusions in the last section.

2. DYNAMIC BAYESIAN NETWORK
DBN can be defined as a generalization of Bayesian Networks to handle temporal effects of an evolving set of random
variables [5]. For any time-slice, t, let a directed acyclic graph (DAG), Gt
(Vt , Et ) represent the underlying dependency
i

i

i

graphical model for the combinational part. Then the nodes of the DBN, V, are the union of all the nodes from each time slice.
However, the links of the DBN, E, are not just the union of the links in the time-slice DAGs, but also include links between
time-slices, i.e. temporal edges, Et,t+1 [5]. Some other definitions and examples of DBN are given in [2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11].
From the definition of DBN, we can see that there are two types of arcs; the first type is the arcs that connect two nodes from
the same time slice, called intra-slice arcs. The second type is the arcs that connect two nodes from different time slice, called
inter-slice arcs. Intra-slice arcs represent the relations between variables within one time-slice (intra-slice connection), while
inter-slice arcs represent relations between variables from two consecutive time-slices (inter-slice connection) [2, 8]. Intra-slice
arcs represent causal relations whereas inter-slice arcs represent temporal dependencies between nodes in time-slice t and
nodes in time-slice t+1.
DBN consists of two main components, static BNs in every time-slice and inter-slice arcs that connect BN from time-slice t
and BN from time-slice t+1. To build a DBN, these two components must be identified first. Static BN structure can be build
using any BN construction algorithm. In this research, K2 algorithm given in [12, 13] is used for constructing static BN and
also for identifying inter-slice arcs. Inter-slice arcs represent relations between nodes from two consecutive time-slices. In
building static BN, time or temporal dimension is not important. But in identifying inter-slice arcs, the time or temporal aspect
of each data is very important. To identify inter-slice arcs, we need observation data from at least two consecutive time-slices, t
and t+1. Given a set of random variables X={X1, X2, ..., Xn} where Xi[t] represents the value of Xi at time t, inter-slice arc is
obtained by identifying all parent of Xi[t], Pa(Xi[t]), where candidates for Pa(Xi[t]) are all variables in time-slice t-1, Pa(Xi[t])
X[t-1].

3. SEQUENTIAL PATTERN
Sequential pattern mining is a process of finding patterns representing the sequence of events. This pattern is called sequential
pattern. In [3], an itemset is defined as a non empty set of items, and a sequence is an ordered list of itemsets. We assume that
the set of items is mapped to a set of contiguous integers. An itemset i is denoted by (i1 i2 ... im), where ij is an item, whereas a
sequence s is denoted by < s1 s2 ... sn>, where sj is an itemset [3].
A sequence < a1 a2 ... an> is contained in another sequence < b1 b2 ... bn>, if there exist integers i1 < i2 < ... < in such that a1 bi1, a2
bi2, …, an bin [3]. For example, the sequence <(3) (4 5) (8)> is contained in <(7) (3 8) (9) (4 5 6) (8)>, since (3)
(3 8), (4
5)
(4 5 6) and (8)
(8) [3]. In a set of sequences, a sequence s is maximal if s is not contained in any other sequence.
All the transactions of a customer can together be viewed as a sequence where each transaction corresponds to a set of items
and the list of transactions ordered by increasing transaction time corresponds to a sequence. Such a sequence is called a
customer sequence. Formally, let the transactions of a customer ordered by increasing transaction time be T1 T2 ... Tn. Let the set
of items in Ti be denoted by itemset(Ti). The customer sequence for this customer is the sequence <itemset(T1) itemset(T2) ...
itemset(Tn)> [3].
A customer supports a sequence s if s is contained in the customer sequence for this customer. The support for a sequence is
defined as the fraction of total customers who support this sequence [3]. Given a database D of customer transactions, the
problem of mining sequential patterns is to find the maximal sequences among all sequences that have a certain user specified
minimum support. Each such maximal sequence represents a sequential pattern. A sequence that satisfies the minimum support
constraint is called a large sequence [3]. In the algorithm for sequential pattern mining given in [3], there are 5 phases; sort
phase, litemset phase, transform phase, sequence phase, and maximal phase. This research used the principle of the Apriori
algorithm given in [3].
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4. IMPLEMENTING SEQUENTIAL PATTERN IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF DYNAMIC BAYESIAN
NETWORK
As explained in Section 2, DBN structure has two main components, the static BNs and inter-slice arcs between two
consecutive time-slices. The process of constructing DBN itself can be split into two main sub-processes; constructing the
static BN and identifying the inter-slice arcs.
In the construction of static BN, we define intra-slice arcs connecting variables within the same time-slice. Based on the
definition of BN, each arc in BN represents causal relations. When we examine the relation between two variables, we look at
the values of those variables. The temporal dimension is not considered, since it will not affect the structure obtained. It has
also been concluded in [4] that arcs in BN only represent causal relations, not temporal relations.
The second component that needs to be identified is inter-slice arcs. Unlike intra-slice arc, where time or temporal dimension is
not considered, to identify inter-slice arcs we need data from two consecutive time-slices. Since inter-slice arcs represent
relations between variables in time-slice t and t+1, the identification process is performed by analyzing the influence of
variable’s value in t to variable’s value in t+1. The time dimension of each data has a very important part. To find the relation
between variables in t and t+1, data must first be sorted by time. After the data is sorted by time, the examination of relations
between variables in t and t+1 can be started.
The process of examining the relations between variables in t and t+1 is performed by checking all possible transition between
the value of variables in t and the value of variables in t+1. In this research, each t represents one day, so each transition
represents a transition between the values of variable in one day and the values of variable in the next day. The process of
examining the variable relations here is basically the same as examining arcs in static BN, however each variable pair
examined here consists of one variable from t and one variable from t+1. All transition between every variable pair will be
examined to determine whether they have temporal dependency or not. If they do, then they will be connected by an inter-slice
arc.
For a DBN with only 2 variables, then in each time-slice we will have two nodes. When identifying inter-slice arcs, each
variable will be examined against the two variables in the other time-slice, so there will be four pairs of variables. If all
variables are binary, then we will have four possible value transitions for each pair. Thus in total we will have 16 possible
value transitions that have to be examined. For a more complex DBN with more than two variables, the number of transitions
to be examined will increase. If we have the information on which transitions are significant, then the number of transition and
also the number of variable pairs to be examined can be reduced.
From the explanation before, it can be concluded that the transition found between two consecutive time-slices is a very
important factor in constructing a DBN. This sequence of transition basically represents temporal information since it is
obtained from two time-slices ordered by time. The complexity of identifying inter-slice arcs can be reduced if there is
information on which transition sequence are significant or frequent, so that we do not have to check all possibilities.
If the value of variable Xi[t] is defined as an item, then each pair of values (Xi[t], Xi[t+1]) represents a value transition between
a variable in t and a variable in t+1, this can be defined as a sequence (transition-sequence). Using this principle, we will have
N transition-sequences each representing a value transition based on observation from two consecutive time-slices. If we
perform the process of sequential pattern mining to these transition-sequences, then the sequential pattern obtained will
represent the frequent or significant transition. This information can then be implemented to limit the examination of inter-slice
arcs in the construction of DBN.
For example, if we have 4 binary variables, then in total there will be 16 variable pairs that have to be examined during the
process of identifying inter-slice arcs. But if from sequential pattern mining there are only three sequential patterns, each
representing one variable pair, and then only those three pairs need to be examined. The other pairs can be ignored since they
are not included in the sequential pattern, i.e. they are not significant enough. From this example we can see that sequential
pattern can reduce the number of examination required in the process of identifying inter-slice arcs. As the number of variables
grows, the number of pairs that have to be examined will also increase. In this kind of situation, the information obtained from
sequential pattern will be more useful because its effect in reducing the complexity will be even greater.
Even though the information from sequential pattern can reduce the complexity in identifying inter-slice arcs, this information
is not sufficient to determine the existence of inter-slice arc between two variables. The process of determining whether two
variables are connected with inter-slice arc or not, is still performed by the construction algorithm (K2). The information from
sequential pattern is purely used to reduce the search space in identifying inter-slice arcs. Therefore, it can be concluded that
sequential pattern can be implemented in the construction of DBN to provide temporal information in the form of sequence of
value transition, which can be used to limit the examination performed in identifying inter-slice arcs.
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5. RESEARCH METHOD
To evaluate whether sequential pattern can be applied in the construction of DBN, specifically for reducing the number of
examination of inter-slice arcs, a prototype for constructing DBN structure is built based on K2 algorithm. The construction of
DBN can be performed with or without sequential pattern, i.e. using K2 only. If we used sequential pattern then the value of
minimum support has to be set first. Using a minimum support of 0 (zero) is equivalent with not using sequential pattern at all,
since all variable pairs will be examined. The general flow chart for the prototype is shown in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 1,
the construction of DBN is performed using K2, sequential pattern mining is not an alternative method to build the DBN
structure, it is purely used to reduce the complexity of identifying inter-slice arcs.
Start

Constructing
BN structure
(K2)

Use Sequential
Pattern?

Yes

Minimum
support
value

Sequential
pattern mining
No

Sequential
Pattern

Inter-slice arc
identification
(K2)

Combining BN
structure and
inter-slice arc

Finish

Figure 1: The flowchart for the construction of DBN structure using K2 and sequential pattern mining
This research used 6 weather variables; temperature, humidity, evaporation, cloud amount, MeanSeaLevel Pressure and
rainfall. The experiment is performed by constructing DBN structure with and without sequential pattern. If we used sequential
pattern then a certain value for minimum support has to be determined. Structures obtained by applying sequential pattern will
be compared to the structure obtained without using sequential pattern.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experiment results showed that the structure obtained using minimum support of 0% is identical with the structure
obtained without using sequential pattern (original K2). This result is valid since with minimum support of 0% all variable
pairs will be examined, so the structure obtained should be the same with not using sequential pattern at all. The results
obtained by using various minimum support values showed that increasing minimum support value can reduce the number of
variable pairs examined in the process of identifying inter-slice arcs. Without using sequential pattern, there are 36 variable
pairs that have to be examined. By using minimum support of 5%, 2 variable pairs are eliminated and were not examined
during the identification of inter-slice arcs. If the value of minimum support is increased to 9%, the number of pairs eliminated
increased to 14 pairs. This means the total number of variable pairs examined in the identification of inter-slice arcs decreased
from 36 pairs to only 22 pairs, but the structure obtained is still identical to the structure obtained without using sequential
pattern. The structure obtained without using sequential pattern and with using minimum support 9% is shown in Figure 2.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 2: (a) DBN structure obtained by using K2 without sequential pattern;
(b) DBN structure obtained by using K2 and sequential pattern with minimum support 9%

Table 1 shows that increasing the minimum support value will reduce the number of variable pairs examined. Up until a certain
minimum support value, the structure obtained is identical with the structure obtained using K2 only. Above that threshold
value, the resulted structure starts to differ from the original structure. Increasing the value of minimum support further will
decrease the number of variable pairs examined during the inter-slice arc identification, and finally there will not be any pair
examined and no inter-slice arcs are identified. Figure 3 shows an example of the DBN structure obtained with minimum
support 10% where there are only three inter-slice arcs identified. With minimum support of 10%, only 17 pairs were
examined as candidates for inter-slice arcs, and only three arcs were identified. Compared to the original structure shown in
Figure 2a, there are five inter-slice arcs missing in the structure.
Table 1: The number of variable pairs examined decrease as the value of minimum support is increased
Minimum support

Number of variable pairs examined

Number of inter-slice arc identified

(K2 only)

36

8

0%

36

8 (identical with K2)

5%

36

8 (identical with K2)

9%

22

8 (identical with K2)

10%

17

3

15%

6

3

20%

2

2

25%

0

0

Figure 3: DBN structure obtained by using K2 and sequential pattern with minimum support 10%
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7. CONCLUSION
Sequential pattern is proved to be able to provide temporal information to limit the number of examination during the
identification of inter-slice arcs in the construction of DBN. Sequential pattern mining itself cannot be used to construct the
DBN structure, it is merely used to reduce the complexity of constructing DBN using K2 algorithm. However, it is extremely
hard to determine the correct value for minimum support, i.e. the value that can give maximum reduction in the identification
of inter-slice arc but still give DBN structure that is identical with the structure obtained using K2 only. The threshold for
minimum support is very dependent to the condition of the data being used. Regardless of that, the ability of sequential pattern
to reduce the number of examination in the identification of inter-slice arcs has proven to be quite useful. For cases with a great
number of variables, the effect of implementing sequential pattern will be more significant.
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ABSTRACT
Rapid development of information technology make the government especially the Department of Transportation,
Communication and Information at Katingan Regency, Central Kalimantan must provide better public services for community.
Implementation of e-government should be improved by changing the conventional public service into an online system to
achieve good governance system, also known as e-governance. This paper proposes design of e-governance in the form of this
website will be equipped with multiple layered security protection systems such as multiple password on the website. First
password used as an access to view personal data and find out information about the claim of levy, while the second password
is used to print a letter of permission that had been spiked with a digital signature. Second password is the OTP (One-TimePassword) organized as random numbers that can only be used for one-time transaction and will be replaced in the next
transaction that will be sent via the mobile user. Security protection system is adopted from e-commerce payment system and
take advantage of the mobile user simcard which will serve as a smartcard, which can make delivery of OTP via SMS gateway
platform.
Keywords
e-government, e-governance, password, simcard, sms gateway.

1.

INTRODUCTION
The rapid progress of technology requires every person to be more responsive and try to use it if they do not want
to miss, so did the government who should be responsible for providing information and providing public services for the
community. Utilization of information technology made by applying the electronic-government (e-government) to create
better governance with emphasis on aspects of accountability, responbilitas and especially transparency. Through the
internet, government public service to the community will be able to be improved [10]. E-Government in Indonesia began
to be considered since the issuance of Presidential Instruction (Inpres) in 2003.
The government management system which has a hierarchical system of authority and conical and long command
sectoral, should be developed into a network organization's management system that can shorten the decision-making and
broaden the range of control.
Implementing good e-government will create a better governance (good governance), which aims to improve the
quality of the internal organization of government relations, provide information and good service, increase transparency
of government to reduce corruption, strengthen the credibility and political accountability. To achieve all that, not only
need a good e-government, but also must be augmented with elements of e-democracy through public participation and
consultations which are also called e-governance.
E-Governance implementation in Indonesia, particularly in the Department of Transportation, Communication
and Information at Katingan Regency, Central Kalimantan is still very minimal. Form of public service is still done with
conventional systems, so the people who need information or public service from the Katingan’s Department of
Transportation must come directly to the office to obtain the desired information and care needs, such as payment
arrangements and route permit. The constraints such us long travel time to the office, expensive cost for travel and
waiting the administration process, and not to mention if the Head of Department who has the right to sign the papers is
not in place, often make the reason for delayed at papers accomplishment such us payment of route permit retribution.
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To achieve e-governance in the Department of Transportation, Communication and Information, it need for
implementing e-government which is the main requirement for making e-governance. Implementation of e-government
conducted by providing the public service website to speed up the process of information and data transaction . The
addition of e-democracy elements on the website as part of participation in the form of comments, polls, discussion
forums and equipped with an online consultation is the final step in the realization phase of e-governance in the
Department of Transportation, Communication and Information in Katingan District.
Implementation of e-governance in the form of a website in the Department of Transportation, Communication
and Information, requires security protection so the people (users) are comfortable to using it. This security protection is
in the form of multiple passwords. The second password which is a One-time Passwords (OTP) will be sent via the
mobile user. Reason of OTP delivery via mobile user that is because the mobile/cellular is a property that is personal and
almost all people in Indonesia use and operate it.
Unlike the application of information technology in most private sector organizations that already use the concept
of e-commerce extensively, the application of the e-governance concept in public organizations in Indonesia is still
lagging. Obstacles encountered in public organizations is not merely the availability of technology or funding, but also
about various political and managerial problems. Weak commitment from organization leader and weak human resources
are two important factors that often become obstacles for developing e-governance.
Public services that using information technology is certainly require a protection and security which ensures that
all transactions are conducted safely, thereby increasing public confidence in using the website / site belongs to the
government. This protection system is adopting the e-commerce payment system who cooperate with the Bank for
conducting financial transactions.

2.

PROFILE OF KATINGAN’S DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATION AND
INFORMATION
Katingan district is one of the region expansion from East Kotawaringin regency, Central Kalimantan province on
the basis of Law No. 5 dated 3 June 2002 concerning the establishment of eight districts and municipalities in Central
Kalimantan Province.
Katingan’s total area is about 17,500 km2, and geographically located in the equator, which is located between
112 ° 0'BT - 0o20 latitude and 113 ° 45 'E - 30 ° 30' latitude and fed by major rivers, namely the Katingan River that had
length about 650 km.
Administratively Katingan boundaries are as follows:
- North side borders with Malawi district of West Kalimantan Province
- East side borders with Gunung Mas District, City of Palangkaraya and Pulang Pisau District
- South side borders with the Java Sea
- West side borders with East Kotawaringin District
Katingan consisted of 13 districts with a number of villages 145 villages and 7 villages with a population of
131,049 people (32,997 families) and population density average of 8 km / soul as listed on Source Katingan in Figures,
2007.

Figure1: Monitoring and control activities in several districts in Katingan Regency
One of the Katingan’s domestic revenue is obtained from the payment of licensing fees incurred by the
Department of Transportation, Communication and Information. Figure 1 are some pictures of Department of
Transportation, Communications and Information Katingan activity while monitoring and controling river traffic in
several districts in Katingan Regency.
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During the eight years since this departement was established, the use of electronic-goverment technology
information systems (e-government) recently applied to the personnel services such as personnel management
information systems and financial reporting, meanwhile the public services in the community is still provided by
conventional as shown in figure 2, so that people who need information or public service should come directly to obtain
the desired information and care needs.

Figure 2: Preparation of licensing documents which is still a conventional
Implementing good e-government will create a better governance (good governance), which aims to improve the
quality of the internal organization of government relations, provide information and good service, increase transparency
of government to reduce corruption, strengthen the credibility and political accountability. To achieve all that, not only
need a good e-government, but also must be augmented with elements of e-democracy through public participation and
consultations which are also called e-governance.

3.

E-GOVERNANCE AND ITS FUTURE
Around the world there has been a paradigm shift in which the government has realized the importance of egovernment as a solid foundation to form a more responsive government[2], or often referred as e-governance.
E-Government is the use of information and communication technology (ICT) to promote and support public,
private, and the participation of government agencies for the involvement of citizens in creating a responsive
democratic[10].
Online government services reflect the paradigm of e-commerce, and one positive aspect of e-government is
efficiency, namely the ability of governments to provide the same service or better at a lower cost[14].
Services offered by the e-Government are categorized into three phases: the delivery of information services,
interaction with society, and engaged in transactions that can be obtained via the official website of the Government [8].
Public services that is still provide conventionally can not improve the accountability of government itself. By
making changes to the landscape of transactions between government and society that still done manually (face to face) to
take advantage of technological progress it will get better public services[4]. Advances in technology that are often used
for public services are online media on the internet. The goal, of course, other than to facilitate the transaction process can
also be used for media interaction between government and society[4].
A website is a key component of online marketing strategy, this means the necessary planning is needed to serve
for the right target market effectively and efficiently. Of course consideration of elements such as ease of navigation,
aesthetics, content, accessibility, and features such as personalization, and customization are required. Combination of all
elements in will directly affect it use[8].
Implementation of good e-government will create a better governance (good governance), which aims to improve
the quality of the relation in government internal organization, providing information and good service, increase
transparency of government to reduce corruption, strengthen the credibility and political accountability. To achieve all
that, not only need a good e-government, but also must be augmented with elements of e-democracy through public
participation and consultations which are also called e-governance.
Although e-governance have strong links with e-government, but in application, e-governance has a broader
scope. This is because, e-governance is giving more attention to the implementation of good governance through the use
of information and communication technology (ICT), in the concept of governance contained elements of democratic,
equitable, transparent, rule of law, participatory and partnership[5].
Good governance (good governance) is the most central issues raised in the management of public administration
today. The demand for good governance arises because of irregularities in the administration of the state from the
democratic values that promote the awareness of citizens to create a system or a new paradigm for overseeing the
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administration for not deviated from its original destination. Claims to realizing the country's administration that have
ability to support the smooth implementation and integration tasks and functions of state governance and development
can be realized by practicing good governance.
e-Governance is defined as the application of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in building the
interaction between government, business and society and aims to provide the service, delivering information and
interactive community / communication between the government and society. Here the government acts as aprovider of
services, information, transparency and interactive communication, while the community acts as an active subject with
the government, they use the service, receive information, control the government’s decision and provide feedback in the
form of opinions, complaints and suggestions are delivered interactively via the website.
E-governance not only can improve the efficiency, accountability and transparency of government processes, but
also can be use as a tool to empower citizens by enabling them to participate in government decision-making process
(APDIP).
In the state of America, application of Internet technology in government take place quickly. In 2000, only 2% of
government sites that provide online services, and in 2007 increased to 58%. All the sites began to provide services
publications and databases, and also offers privacy security[14]. The most common services offered include licensing,
driver's license and license plate renewal, filing and tax payment, seeking information about missing people, and many
more [14]. South Korea started its e-Government steps of the project 'National Basic Information System' is applied for
the first time as a first step the commencement of e-government by the Korean government in the mid 80s. Malaysia and
Singapore, public services such as transaction taxes have been done online[1].
From the data of top 50 countries in the implementation of e-Government in 2010, Indonesia has not yet entered
the order of the index since the implementation of E-Government in Indonesia is still low.
Since the era of regional autonomy in Indonesia in 2000, the public demands for transparency and open
government. Better public service by emphasizing service effective, efficient, clean and transparent to the public becomes
very important[6].
E-Government and E-governance in Indonesia began to be considered since the issuance of Presidential
Instruction of 2003 on the development of national policy towards e-government for good governance governance [7],
however, the development of e-governance in Indonesia is still low because some particular challenges faced by
government organizations. Development and implementation of e-government in Indonesia is facing several challenges
on the financial constraints, inability to attract and retain good IT staff, the low penetration of computers and the Internet,
telecommunications is not sufficient, the regulatory environment and organizational culture, inadequate infrastructure
such as public access places, internet access, and understanding the need for implementation of e-governance in the
government area.
One of the important criteria for one region to determine the real ability to regulate and administer it household is
self-supporting capability in the field of finance. In other words, the financial factor is an essential factor in assessing the
ability of the region in implementing autonomy. This means that in the administration of household affairs, the area needs
funds or money. Revenue (PAD), among others, from the results obtained taxes and levies [Asmuri, 2006]. Both of these
components is a component that is very promising, and during this revenue derived from the acquisition of the regional
tax and retribution is a component that provides a large contribution in the structure of income derived from the PAD[9,
12].
Only some areas in Indonesia that have implemented tax and licensing transaction-based of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) such as:
- Sragen regency One Stop Service (OSS) online, is theintegrated services, both licensing and non-licensing matter
quickly, accurately, effectively and efficiently for citizens.
- Central Java Provincial Government’s SMS services for information in vehicle tax payment[13].
- Yogyakarta’s Information and Complaints Handling Unit which allows citizens to submit complaints directly via
SMS and email. Complaints and feedback was then displayed in websites www.upik.jogja.go.id, addressed directly by
the relevant department, and followed up with corrective action.
In the field of licensing, support for ICT is very visible with the decrease in the possibility of corruption in the
form of extra fees beyond the regulations, as well as increasing confidence in the government apparatus. Opportunities
for collusion and corruption in the process the necessary permits relative to closed because everything is transparent.
Implementation e-Government in Indonesia, mostly limited only at provide published information, such as the
information about regulation or the potention of it region in the website. The service is then developed into an interactive
service, which is realized by the interaction in the form of frequently asked questions or receive suggestions between the
government and the community, other local governments and companies through the Internet. While the site transactional
services in the administration of local government e-Gov is still very small. There are some areas that have been utilizing
the transactional services, but this services is conducted via text message at cellular telephone service network which is
commonly known as sms service.
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4.

DESIGN OF RETRIBUTION E-GOVERNANCE AT KATINGAN’S
DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION , COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY KATINGAN
With the public service levies transaction through the website, the need for incresingthe confidence and skills of
human resources is arise. This is due to susceptibility of transaction services, if not strictly controlled which allows the
occurrence of break-ins through cyber crime [13]. To enhance Katingan’s public confidence in financial transactions
required the participation of third parties which is the Bank to reduce the level of corruption that may occur as demand
for the amount of levy that is not in accordance with the provisions of law rules applicable in Katingan Regency. With the
increasing public confidence in the Dishubkominfo, expected domestic revenue particularly in retribution anf licensing
fees will increase.
E-Governance will divided into two processes, namely the process of registration and licensing transaction
processing fees.
User (Community )
1, 8
Website E-Gov
2, 9
Login

User (Community)
Offline Registration
Department of
Transportation

Payment confimation
and multiple password
via mobile
(sms Gateway)

10

Printed Levy
papers

3
Process Levy

11
END

4
Draft Payment Printing

5
Bank
User Id + Password

Offline Registration
Bank

6
Departement of
Transportation

7

Updating Website
Data

Figure 3: Offline Registration Process

Figure 4: Levy Transaction Process

1. Registration Process
In this developing system will involving the community (user), banks and Katingan government (Departement of
transportation). This protocol begins with the stage of registration as shown by figure 3 above is done offline directly by
visiting the departement office. Registration must be done offline because it must carry physical evidence conducted a
vehicle for data collection, information was personal data and MSISDN (Mobile Subscriber Integrated Services Digital
Network Number) of mobile users and to get a user id and password that will be used as an entry on the website of egovernance. After that the user visited the closest Regional Development Banks in the region / district to carry a
certificate shall pay the levy from the departement to register. This phase will collect data on user personal identity and
bank account number.
2. Transaction Process
In the process of licensing levy transaction as shown by Figure 4, the user enter the e-gov Web site and logging on
with a user id and password that have been accepted before. This code can be changed by the user. This password used is
to prevent others people who are not authorized to enter and view the user’s data. Permitting process must take place by
filling in the form of retribution that has been available on the website, followed by printing a draft of the amount of levy
payment. This draft is used to pay the at the closest bank at user location. The Bank provides confirmation of payment
which was paid via e-mail to the departement which will immediately update the latest data on e-Gov website. The
departement also will conduct a confirmation of payment and delivery of multiple passwords via mobile.
In this system, it takes three servers are web servers, database servers and key generator server. Web servers store
data relating to personal identity and user MSISDN. MSISDN is the number ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network)
mobile station. ISDN numbers placed on the customer's mobile station and used for calling the customer. Key generator
server stores data MSISDN pairs and pairs of public and private key and public key of the server user. In this protocol
One Time Password (OTP) generated by key generator server.
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Problems that may arise from this system is the lack of mobile devices capable of supporting this application. So far,
only smartphones like the iPhone, BlackBerry or similar smartphone is able to apply this, except that if the sim card is
lost it must re-register at departement office to re-inject the system into new simcard.
To print a letter of permission that has been updated by Dishubkominfo Katingan user must enter a second password
that was sent by the departement via mobile. Multiple Passwords can only be used once only, as a layered security
measures on the website.
Shipping packages between users with a web server using SSL protocol. Web server will generate Challenge (8
characters) with the PRNG, this challenge is displayed on the mobile that has been registered on the departement by the
user. Pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) is used to generate random numbers that will used as key for more
securing the hidden message . These numbers generated the password entered by the user and it used as the address
where the insertion of a secret message and is used for extracting the secret message. Then thr challenge that has been
sent by user via SMS with the SMS Gateway platform. Challenge that is sent via SMS was in encrypted form using
algorithms asimterik. Applications that contain the encryption algorithms, public-key, key generator server (PBS) as well
as private-key users (PVC) was planted in the simcard user.
Key generator server will decrypt the message received then match the user's MSISDN with user personal data in
the database, then key generator server sends the encrypted hash value by using Public Key Server to the user.
Users will enter the hash value to the website as a new password. Web server will match the OTP is sent to the
database user, if the appropriate then the user will be able to print a letter of permission that has a digital signature. The
need for this digital signature to the validity of the transaction documents.

5.

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT DESIGN OF E-GOVERNANCE RETRIBUTION AT
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION KATINGAN
REGENCY, CENTRAL KALIMANTAN PROVINCE
Making the official website of Departement of TRansportation, Communications and Information are not only
contains information, news agency activities, and licensing transactions, but also comes with a discussion forum that is
equipped with facilities consultation as a means of adding elements in e-democracy online which is the final step in the
realization phase of e-governance.
Users enter the e-gov Web site and logging on with a user id and password have been accepted. It used to prevent
others who are not authorized to enter and view the user’s data. Permitting process must take place by filling in the form
of retribution that has been available on the website as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: License Renewal Application Form
Licensing transactions followed by printing a draft of retribution as in figure 6. This draft is used to pay at the
closest bank. The Bank will provides confirmation of payment via e-mail for departement which will immediately update
the latest data on e-gov website.

Figure 6: Draft of Retribution Payment
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The department will also conduct a confirmation of payment and deliver multiple passwords via mobile as in Figure
7. To print a letter of permission that has been updated by the departement, user must enter a second password that was
sent by departement via mobile. Multiple Passwords can be only used once, as a layered security measures on the
website.

Figure 7: Multiple Password via mobile user
In terms of security, initial design authentication protocols using SMS as an alternative authentication has some
advantages:
- Generation of dynamic password for each session is different transaction. This is possible because the use of the unique
identity of the user as input to hash function and the challenge value is always different every session.
- Authentication Protocol is relatively strong against the replay attack because every dynamic passwords generated can
not be used again for subsequent transactions because of the use of a different challenge on each transaction session. In
addition, the dynamic password is transmitted via SMS using encryption protection, so that in case of interception, it
will be difficult to directly obtain a dynamic password that is used.
Viewed from the side of use and cost, there are some advantages and disadvantages include:
SMS usage is relatively easier to do than using a token, because the use of SMS is very common.
- Secure SMS Application is injected on the simcard, so that makes it easy for the user if the mobile device must be
replaced with new ones.
- Use of SMS as generating OTP authentication protocol design that uses a challenge-response principle as well as public
key encryption can be used as an alternative authentication on the mobile web based login.
Requires expensive cost because it must use sms delivery to mobile users.
User will re-enter the password that was received through the mobile to access and print the licencing letters
permitting with the digital signature from the departement website figure 8.

Figure 8: Licencing letter with digital signature
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Digital signatures on letters laced with licensing as in figure 9 is required to declare that the document issued by an
original document and can not be misused by other parties.

Figure 9. Digital Signature at Licence Papers
With the official website and the application of licensing transactions through the website, hopely a better egovernance at the Katingan Department of Transportation, Communication and Information can be realized.

6. CONCLUTION
E-Government is the use of information and communication technology (ICT) to promote and support public,
private, and the participation of government agencies for the involvement of citizens in creating a responsive democratic.
Implementation of e-government should be improved by changing the conventional public service into an online system to
achieve good governance system, also known as e-governance. Design of e-governance in the form of this website will be
equipped with multiple layered security protection systems such as multiple password on the website. First password used
as an access to view personal data and find out information about the claim of levy, while the second password is used to
print a letter of permission that had been spiked with a digital signature. Second password is the OTP (One-TimePassword) organized as random numbers that can only be used for one-time transaction and will be replaced in the next
transaction that will be sent via the mobile user. Security protection system is adopted from e-commerce payment system
and take advantage of the mobile user simcard which will serve as a smartcard, which can make delivery of OTP via SMS
gateway platform.
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ABSTRACT
In mobile ad hoc networks (Manets), routing protocol plays the most important role. In the last decade,
Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol becomes the attention of focused
research on Manets world wide. A lot of protocols had been proposed to improve and optimize AODV
routing protocol to achieve the best in quest of reliable protocol. In this paper, we proposed a new
variant of AODV routing protocol based on combination of two protocols, AODV+ and R-AODV. We
called it AODV-UI. The proposed protocol has some advantages such as availability gateway mode
and optimize route discovery which adopt reverse route. This paper presents a performance analysis
of our proposed protocol. We measure some performance indicators such as end-to-end delay, packet
delivery ratio and routing overhead. The simulation results show that our proposed protocol AODV-UI
outperformed AODV+ especially in terms of routing overhead. It decreases the end-to-end delay by
19.24% and increases the packet delivery ratio by 7.54% as well as decreases the routing overhead by
68.09%.
Keywords: AODV, routing protocol, performance analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
For the last decade, many research had been performed in Mobile Ad hoc Networks (Manets),
especially in routing protocol of Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) for the optimization or
better performance. Many people expect that someday there will be a robust and reliable protocol due
to the nature and characteristics of Manet that always change, decentralized, self-configured, and had
no infrastructure to manage.
In the early 2000s, researchers focused on the development of basic functions or services of the AODV
protocol, such as shared channel, route discovery, and dynamic nodes [12]. The purpose of their studies
was to manage an ad hoc network topology that always change and answer the problem of
disconnected route (route error) caused by the level of mobility ad hoc node that can not be predicted.
AODV is one of the routing protocol currently being researched and developed widely. This is because
AODV performs very well for high mobility and high network traffic load. There exist many variations
of AODV, for example [2-11]. One of AODV variant that has been successful in overcoming the
disadvantages of basic AODV is R-AODV (Reverse-AODV) [5]. R-AODV provides reverse route in
order to maintain the connection between source and destination node.
In ad hoc networks routing protocol research, the network is assumed as purely ad hoc network only.
However, nodes in Manets may access Internet occasionally. It means that Manets should need a
gateway to connect itself with infrastructure networks. Although several papers [2-4] discuss Manets
routing protocol in hybrid network, it is a challenging task to increase AODV performance in that kind
of networks.
In this paper, a gateway module approach from AODV+ is combined with reverse route from R-AODV
routing protocol to get a new variant of AODV routing protocol. The aim of our proposed protocol is
mobile nodes could access Internet through the gateways with a better performance and optimize.

2. RELATED WORK
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In this section we present our literature survey in several areas of research on AODV routing protocol
for optimization. We choose some AODV protocols in order to complete our research and give some
improvements for proposed AODV protocol.
According to RFC3561 [1] AODV routing protocol still has many weaknesses. From several variants
of AODV protocol proposed, it can be identified that the problems encountered in optimizing the
AODV protocol are as follows:
AODV use destination sequence number for each route entry. This causes considerable delay.
AODV does not support for security. This allows an attack from an unknown node in the Manets.
How to improve the Hello Message.
How to create an optimized mechanism when handling a link failure (route error).
How to improve route discovery mechanism.
How to provide the source for gateway mode.
Threats to security problems.
In 2001, Ali Hamidian [2] has contributed to AODV protocol, called AODV+. It allows
interconnection between Manets and the Internet. He performed his research using NS-2 simulations
and ported AODV+ into it. His research investigated and compared three models of gateway discovery,
i.e reactive, proactive and hybrid. AODV+ has been designed to achieve routing communication
between a node in an ad hoc network and a node in a wired network or infrastructure. A gateway
functions as a bridge between Manets and Internet. One of the interesting findings in his research is
gateway mode for ad hoc node. The reactive gateway discovery is initiated by ad hoc node to create or
update a routing table to a gateway. The mobile node will broadcast a route request (RREQ) message
with “I” flag (RREQ_I). Only the gateways addressed by this message will process it. Other node have
to rebroadcast the RREQ_I message. The proactive one is initiated by the gateway itself. An ad hoc
node may be a gateway in this mode. It broadcasts a gateway advertisement (GWADV) message
periodically to ad hoc network, so a mobile node that receive the GWADV will create or update its
route entry. The hybrid gateway method is the combination of reactive and proactive gateway
discovery.
Erik Nordstrom and Bjorn Wiberg from Uppsala University [3,4] has a lot of contribution in simulation
result and real world implementation of AODV. Their protocol is called AODV-UU. There are
similarities between AODV+ and AODV-UU, in the way they provide a gateway mode for a node in
the ad hoc networks to communicate with nodes in the network infrastructure or the Internet. In 2006,
Elmurod et al [5,6] created a protocol called Reverse-AODV (R-AODV). Furthermore, R-AODV has
been developed into Path Hop based R-AODV (PHR-AODV). The main objective of the development
R-AODV is to provide solutions to some conditions which rapidly change in the topology of Manet
that cause route reply packet could not reach the source node, especially when a node moves. PHRAODV is an extended version of R-AODV to cover weaknesses in the security side. The main goal of
PHR-AODV is able to protect data from unauthorized nodes attack. Figure 1 show the Route Request
(RREQ) message which contains information message type, source address, destination address,
broadcast ID, hop count, source sequence number, destination sequence number, request time
(timestamp).
Type

Reserved

Hop Count

Broadcast ID
Destination IP Address
Destination Sequence Number
Source IP Address
Source Sequence Number
Request Time

Figure 1. RREQ (Route Request) Message Format
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The Route Reverse Request (R-RREQ) message shown in Figure 2 contains information such as
message type, hop count, broadcast ID, destination IP address, destination sequence number, source IP
address, and reply time.
Type

Reserved

Hop Count

Broadcast ID
Destination IP Address
Destination Sequence Number
Source IP Address
Reply Time

Figure 2. R-RREQ (Route Reverse Request) Message Format

3. ROUTING PROTOCOL AD HOC NETWORK
Hybrid network is a network in which wireless node communicating each other in an ad-hoc. Some
nodes, so called gateways in MANETs, have the capability to access fixed gateways (access points) in
infrastructure network as depicted in Figure 4. Access points give mobile host access to Internet.
Connecting an ad hoc with the infrastructure network could cover wider areas and gain more efficiency
out of the existing infrastructure.

Figure 3. Hybrid Network
AODV is a reactive routing protocol which discover route only when it need it [2]. The routing table
stores information about the next hop to the destination and indicates the latest information. When the
corresponding route breaks, the neighbors can be notified. In AODV routing algorithm, the source node
issues a route request message (RREQ) when a path is needed to the destination node. The source node
initiates path discovery by broadcasting a RREQ message to its neighbors.
AODV routing protocol uses sequence numbers to determine the sequence of each message and to
prevent loops. AODV algorithm uses Route Error message (RERR) to indicate route and link failures
from a broken link to neighboring nodes.
4. PROPOSED PROTOCOL
In this section, we present an overview of our proposed protocol, called AODV-UI. The
communication mechanism between ad hoc nodes is similar to R-AODV routing protocol. Route Reply
(RREP) message is replaced with Route Reverse Request (R-RREQ) message to build a multi-path
towards source node from destination.
If the node receives RREQ which broadcast to the network, then the node will check if it ever receives
the same RREQ. If yes, the packet will be ignored. If the node receiving the RREQ packet is not the
destination node, the RREQ will be updated, and the request time will be set. The RREQ will be
forwarded again to all neighboring nodes. If the destination node receives RREQ, it will check whether
the gateway mode is on. If the gateway mode is on then the packet will be forwarded to the network
infrastructure. If the gateway is not on, more R-RREQ will be generated and broadcast to all
neighboring nodes to look for the source node. If R-RREQ found the source node, the packet
transmission between nodes will immediately start.
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When R-RREQ is flooded, every node will check for its redundancy. If R-RREQ has been received
ones then the message will be ignored. Otherwise it will be forwarded to the next neighbor node.
Figure 4 shows the class diagram of our proposed routing protocol. Reverse function will be added into
proposed protocol. The class which run the reverse function is called the hacknode class. In this case,
gateway function is not a class. It is just a modul added to AODV* class.
AODV_r
queue

RouteCache
Timer
Broadcast
Timer

Broadcast
ID

HelloTimer

AODV_Pre
cursor

Global

AODV_Neighbor

AODV*

LocalRepair
Timer

NeighborTimer
AODV_rt_
entry

AODV_rtable
Advertisement
Timer
AODVHeaderClass

Hacknode

AODVClass

Figure 4. Class Diagram of AODV-UI
The gateway mode adopted in this work is from AODV+. If a node is a gateway and has the path to
destination in its routing table, then the node will reply by sending RREP_I. If the source receives the
RREP_I then data will be sent through this gateway.
If node is not a destination or a gateway and does not have the route, subsequently it will send request
gateway to its neighbors. When a node is not the destination and does not have the route and receive
request message not for the gateways, then it will forward sending request. But if the node is a gateway
then it will send RREP_I to notify that the node is a gateway.
5. SIMULATION, RESULT, AND ANALYSIS
5.1 Simulation
We performed our proposed protocol in NS-2.34 [14] as seen at Figure 5. In our scenario there are 5
mobile nodes, 2 gateways, 2 routers and 2 hosts at infrastructure network. The data type in used is
Constant Bit Rate (CBR). The mobility scenario is random which is generate a from setdest function.
Table 1 shows the parameters used in simulation.

Figure 5. Simulation Scenario
Table 1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter

Value

Range transmission

250 m

Simulation time

500 s

Topology

1000 x 800 m

Mobile Ad hoc Nodes

5

Sources

4
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Gateways

2

Gateway mode

Reactive

Traffic type

CBR

Packet rate

5 packet/s

Packet size

512 bytes

Pause time

10 s

Maximum speed

5 m/s

We performed the simulation on Linux Operating System Ubuntu 10.4 to compare our proposed
protocol, AODV-UI, with AODV+. Due to the fact that simulation scenarios use hybrid ad hoc
network. In addition, we can only compare our proposed protocol with the routing protocol which
provide gateway mode on hybrid ad hoc network. Therefore, we install both routing protocols, AODVUI and AODV+ into NS-2.34.
Scenario simulation has been designed in order to evaluate and assess the performance indicators of 2
routing protocols we compared. We performed the simulation for 20 times each. Each simulation
creates a trace file. The trace files are used to analyze the performance of protocols. We use tools such
as awk, perl, and gnuplot to analyze the trace files.
5.2 Result and Analysis
Some parameters have been evaluated and analyzed based on simulation as follows :
end-to-end delay,
packet delivery ratio, and
routing overhead.
Figure 6 shows the average end-to-end delay of both protocols, AODV-UI and AODV+. In general, the
result shows that average end-to-end delay of AODV-UI is more stable rather than AODV+. At the
beginning of simulation, we define the pause time of 10 seconds. The pause time is the time duration
for which all nodes hold the same positions at way points. We can see that AODV+ produces the
average latency of 0.004128 second. In the middle of simulation, AODV+ can decrease the delay. This
is because AODV+ generates more route request (RREQ) and route reply (RREP) messages in the
beginning to build the path and find the gateway. After the path was established, AODV+ shows good
performance . The average end-to-end delay of AODV+ for 500 seconds of simulation time is
0.003499 second. However, AODV-UI at the first 10 seconds pause time of simulation have the
average delay of 0.002806 second. AODV-UI is more stable in this scenario because it implements
reverse route since first node broadcast route request (RREQ) message and destination creates route
reverse request (R-RREQ) message. The average end-to-end delay of AODV-UI for 500 seconds
simulation time is 0.002826 second. It means that AODV-UI can decrease the end-to-end delay by
19.24% compare to AODV+.

Figure 6. Average End-to-End Delay
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Figure 7. Packet Delivery Ratio
Figure 7 shows the packet delivery ratio from our simulation scenario. As we can see, for the first 50
seconds simulation, packet delivery ratio of AODV+ is only 54.34%. It is because AODV+ need more
time to perform route discovery from source to destination. When nodes move, route error may happen,
but the source node does not have another path to send data to destination. It means that a node may
change its routing table due to this circumstance. This process makes a lot of data failed to be
transmitted. But it is getting better after 100 seconds. The average of packet delivery ratio for 500
seconds simulation time is 92.60%. On the other side, AODV-UI since the first simulation has a good
performance in delivery packet from source to destination. The packet delivery ratio in the 10 pause
time of simulation is 97.56%. While network topology changed, source node still can send packet,
because the reverse route creates a multi-path from source to destination. The average packet delivery
ratio for 500 seconds simulation time is 99.59%. It means that AODV-UI can increase the packet
delivery ratio by 7.54% better than AODV+.
Figure 8 shows the evaluation of average routing overhead of AODV-UI and AODV+. The routing
overhead of AODV+ shows that the curve decreased significantly in the first 50 seconds of simulation
time, and it is getting better until the first 100 seconds. However, it increases when nodes are moving.
It is because AODV+ perform maintenance path from the dynamic network topology. In this phase, all
nodes may send RRER, RREQ and RREP to their neighbor nodes. Because of nodes mobility, the
routing table may not be valid anymore.

Figure 8. Routing Over Head
Therefore, to perform packet delivery, route discovery process has to be repeated. Since AODV+
produces more routing packet in route discovery, then those routing packet will consume more
bandwidth, and consequently more routing overhead. The average routing overhead of AODV+ for 500
seconds simulation time is 25368 bytes. However, AODV-UI is similar to AODV+ in the first of
simulation. After 200 seconds of simulation, it shows that AODV-UI out performed AODV+. The
average routing overhead of ADOV-UI for 500 seconds simulation is 8096 bytes per second. It means
that AODV-UI decreases the routing overhead by 68.09% compared to AODV+.

6. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a new variant of routing protocol AODV with the combination of AODV+
and R-AODV. Our proposed protocol is called AODV-UI. It has been simulated with NS-2.34 on
Linux Ubuntu 10.4. We also evaluate the performance of both protocols, AODV-UI and AODV+. The
simulation result shows that our proposed protocol outperformed AODV+. The performance indicators
proved the aim of our proposed protocol (AODV-UI). AODV-UI is better can be achieved than
AODV+. AODV-UI has smaller end-to-end delay, higher packet delivery ratio and smaller routing
overhead than AODV+.
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In the future we plan to explore some important features such as large scale networks and high mobility
access. In addition we also plan to compare AODV-UI with other AODV routing protocol and consider
some issues such as security using path hop, energy and bandwidth calculation.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) architecture processor is recently used in multimedia,
telecommunication, and household application This paper propose how to design a processor based on RISC
(Reduced Instruction Set Computer) architecture. NICCOLO 32 is a RISC processor with SPARC V8
architecture. Designing process including how to make its interface system and how to design its peripherals.
This level of design requires bus systems which have high performance and low power consumption to
support an system interface between RISC Processor and its peripherals. In order to solve that problem,
AMBA (Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture) is used to support interface system between processor
and another component or peripheral in SoC level design. The design process started by designing
NICCOLO 32 as processor, AMBA as its interfacing system and then continuing with UART (Universal
Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter) and RTC (Real Time Clock) as its peripheral.
This system is design and simulated using ModelSim 6.0, The simulation result show that this system is work
at 180MHz and enable to operate in single transfer mode, where one cycle of AMBA could only acces one
data packet of one address.
Keywords
RISC, AMBA, RTC, UART, NICCOLO32, ModelSim 6.0

1. INTRODUCTION

W

ithin the development of System-On-Chip technology, processor with RISC (Reduced Instruction Set
Computer) architecture is used commonly in multimedia, telecommunication, and household appliance.
To support those applications, RISC processor has to be integrated as system-on-chip (SoC) with some
peripherals. This level of design requires bus systems which have high performance and low power
consumption. In order to solve that problem, AMBA (Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture) is used to
support interface system between processor and another component or peripheral in SoC level design transfer,
which both of them have different specification.
Microprocessors are divided into two groups, complex instruction set computer (CISC) and reduced
instruction set computer (RISC). CISC is designed using as few instructions as possible to execute a task.
While in RISC, to execute the same task CISC perform, more instruction required to achieve one instruction
per cycle.
RISC is designed to reduce instruction complexity to allow high speed operation. Several technique used in
RISC design are one instruction per cycle, fixed instruction length, only load / store access memory,
simplified addressing mode, fewer and simpler operations, and let the compiler do it. Using these technique,
smaller memory is required and access time can be reduced.
This paper will describe how to design an interfacing system based on AMBA and peripherals which
support RISC Processor. SIEGE32 is a processor that based on RISC architecture. In this research, SIEGE32
will be connected with RTC (Real Time Clock) and UART (Universal Asycnchronous Receiver Transmitter)
as peripheral for NICOLLO32 Processor.
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2. BASIC THEORY
2.1. Design Method of NICCOLO 32
NICCOLO32 is a RISC processor with SPARC V8 architecture. To design RISC processor
NICCOLO32, instruction and register must compatible with SPARC V8 architecture.
Instructions are divided into three categories, load / store, arithmetic / logic / shift / sethi, and control
transfer.
Load / store : the only instructions access memory. Load instruction gets data from memory and store
it in registers, while store instruction store data from registers to memory.
Arithmetic / shift / logic / sethi : this type of instructions computate two operands and store the result in
register.
Control transfer : this type of instructions change program counter (PC).
Fig 1 shows SPARC V8 instruction format.
31 30
1. call

29

0

01

disp30

3130 29 28
2a. branches
2b. sethi

00

a

00
3130

25 24
cond
rd

29

22

21

0

op2

disp22

op2
25

disp22

24

19

18

14 13 12

3a. Floating point

op

rd

op3

rs1

3b. Data movement

op

rd

op3

rs1

0

op

rd

op3

rs1

1

3c. ALU

5

4

opf

0
rs2

asi

rs2
simm13

Figure.1. SPARC V8 instruction format.
Load / Store instructions need 5 clock cycle, arithmetic / shift / logic instructions need 3 clock cycle,
while control transfer instructions need 4 clock cycle.

2.2. AMBA (Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture)
Host processor on system on-chip need bus interface system that optimize to connect processor with
other modules which have different specification in bandwidth, power consumption and architecture
complexity. Making specification boundary when design that interface system will inhibits the reuse of
peripheral macro cells. To solve that problem, AMBA (Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture) can be
used to solve that interface connection problem . Three buses are defined within the AMBA specification [2]:
AHB (Advanced High performance Bus)
ASB (Advanced System Bus)
APB (Advanced Peripheral Bus)
Figure 2 shows a typical AMBA system:
High Performance
RISC Processor

High bandwidth
External Memory
Interface

High bandwidth
on-chip RAM

AHB or ASB

B
R
I
D
G
E

UART

RTC

APB

I2C

GPIO

DMA bus
Master

Figure.2. A typical AMBA-Based System, consist of AHB/ASB, Bridge and APB [8]

The AHB dan ASB is used to connect high performance system modules (ex. CPU, on-chip memory, and
DMA (Direct Memory Acces)), APB is used for low performance peripheral, optimized for lower power
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consumption and to support interface system with low bandwidth. Bridge system is used to connect AHB and
APB to support the compatibility of AHB to APB.

2.3. RTC (Real Time Clock)
Real Time Clock (RTC) is a peripheral in AMBA bus system which use as timer, basic alarm, and long
time base counter. In AMBA bus system, RTC is connected to APB as peripheral for RISC processor.
Interface connection between AMBA APB with RTC is shown figure bellow.
Parts of RTC are :
AMBA APB Interface : produce read and write information for RTC
Register Block : register to store data being read or write via AMBA APB
Control Block : to control interrupt of RTC. If the value of counter match with the value of . RTC
Match Register (RTCMR) inside, interrupt will generated (RTCINTR = „1‟)
Counter Block : 32 bit up counter that work base on RTC clock.
Pin configuration of RTC is show in figure 3 below. Function of each pins is explained in table 1.
Table 1. Pin Configuration of RTC.

clk1Hz
rst1Hz
RTC_DR
RTC_MR
RTC_stat

RTC

RTC_INTR

RTC_CR_en

Port

I/O

clk1Hz

I

Wide
(bit)
1

rst1Hz

I

1

RTC_DR

O

32

RTC_MR

I

32

RTC_Stat

O

32

RTC_CR
_en
RTC_LR

O

1

I

32

RTCINT
R

O

1

RTC_LR

Figure 3. RTC Pin Configuration.

Function

Synch

system
Clock RTC
system Reset
RTC
RTC Data
Register.
Match
Register,
RTC Status
Register,
RTC Clear
Enable.
RTC Load
Register.
Interrupt
Condition

-

Clk 1Hz
Clk 1 Hz
Clk 1hz
Clk 1 Hz
Clk 1 Hz
Clk 1 Hz

Counter 32 bit is incremented in rising edge of clock RTC. Counting in one second interval is
achieved by use of a 1Hz clock input in RTC. The counter is loaded with a start value by writing to load
register RTCLR( RTC Load Register). If counter has reached the maksimum value 0Xffffffff, it wraps to
0X00000000 and continues incrementing. The value of incrementing can be read anytime via register RTCDR
(RTC Data Register).
Interrupt signal is produced by comparing the value from register RTCMR (RTC Match Compare
Register) and the value from counter incrementing. If the value is same, the interrupt signal will be generated.
RTC Timing Diagram can be shown in Figure 4 :

Figure.4 RTC Timing Diagaram.
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Masking interrupt is controlled by register RTCCR (RTC Control Register. Interrupt status can be
read vai register RTCstat.
2.5. UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver - Transmitter)
In this design, UART have 8 bit data width, consist of TX ( Transmitter)module and RX (Receiver)
module. The interface block diagaram of APB and UART is show in Figure 5 :
UART TX

PAddr

Parity
Generator

start

PWDATA

Paralel to
Serial

PSEL
Data out

PENABLE

en

APB Slave

PWRITE

Ser_out

Start/Stop bit
Generator

UART RX

Data in
prdata

Serial to
Paralel
Parity
Detector

pclk

Clock Divider

en

Ser_in

Start/Stop bit
Generator

Figure 5. Interface APB to UART.

UART TX will receive parallel data from APB and then convert it into appropriate serial data in port
ser_out . UART RX will convert its serial data that receive form ser_in port into appropriate parallel data, and
then read by APB. The converting process from each modules can be done base on clock reference that
produces by clock divider. In this design the value of enable clock is 115,2Kbps.
Format of serial data for UART TX and RX is showed in figure 6 below
Start
Bit

Parity Stop
Bit
Bit
1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

Data Line

Clock Line

Figure. 6 Data serial format of UART
8 bit parallel data is send to serial line by sending its LSB first. Every bit of 8 parallel data which
have change into serial data format, will be encoced by adding start bit in beginning of transfer process, and
stop bit will be added at end of transfer process.

3. SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DESIGN
3.1. NICOLLO 32 Specification and Design
System specifications for NICOLLO 32 are:
Use load-store architecture, only load and store access memory. Data transfer can be done from register
to register, from register to memory, and from memory to register, but not from memory to memory in
one instruction.
32-bit data format.
Fixed length 32-bit instruction
External and separated data and instruction memory.
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Multicycle with no pipeline, each instruction has its own cycle, instruction must be completely performed
before another instruction is fetched.
32 registers, with no register window mechanism.
A. DATAPATH AND CONTROL UNIT DESIGN
Based on RTN, datapath is designed. Datapath must support RTN of all instructions. To ensure data
transfer works properly, control unit is designed. Control unit is designed by finite state machine (FSM) for
each type of instructions. Figure.7 shows FSM of each type of instructions. At first, the processor is in the
“idle” state. When the “enable” signal is „1‟, it is then in the T0 state. At T0, instruction is fetched from
instruction memory and stored in IR. The next state is T1. At T1, operands are ready. The next state is T2. At
T2, operands are processed by ALU and the result is stored in register. If the instruction is
arithmetic/shift/logic, the processor will go back to T0, which mean the next instruction will be fetched. If the
instruction is not arithmetic/shift/logic, the processor will proceed to T3. If the instruction is control transfer,
the processor will go back to T0 to fetch the next instruction, otherwise it will proceed to T4. At T4, for load
instruction, loaded data will be stored in register, while for store instruction, data will be stored in memory.
Figure 8 shows RISC processor NICCOLO32 datapath. Add instruction is for an example. At cycle T0,
instruction is fetched from instruction memory and stored in IR. The value of PC is increased by 4. This is
where the next instruction is located. At cycle T1, operands are ready. ALU performs Add operation. The
result is then stored in RD.
ALU performs arithmetic, logic, and shift operation. Each kind of operation consists of several specific
operations. Specific arithmetic operations are Add, Sub, and Umul. Specific logic operations are And, Andn,
Or, Orn, Xor, Xnor, and Not. Shift operations are SRL, SRA, and SLL. ALU is controlled by 5-bit-signal
“aluctrl”. The first 2 bit determine the type of the operation, while the last 3 bit determine the specific
operand, as seen on Table 2.
Table 2. Signal aluctrl Description
aluctrl<4..3>

00

01

10

11

aluctrl<2..0>

arithmetic

logic

shift

Inc4/dec4

000

Bypass

And

SRL

Inc4

001

Add

Or

SRA

Dec4

010

Sub

Xor

SLL

011

Umul

Not

100

Andn

101

Orn

110

Xnor

idle
T0
branch

T4
load/store
T3

branch
Load
store

arith
logic
shift

T1

T2

Figure 7. Instruction FSM
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Data out

en_data_in
en_mdr
en_mdr_out_a
en_mdr_out_b

RAM
Data in

Address

Figure 8. RISC processor NICCOLO32 datapath.

3.2 AMBA Peripherals Specification and Design
AHB Master is a bus system which initiated read and write process by giving appropriate address and
control signal information. In this design SIEGE 32 processor act as AHB Master. Bridge AHB-APB is AHB
Slave, which respond read or write operation that giving by AHB master. Figure 9 show the connection of
SIEGE32 processor to AHB as bus master to Bridge system.
When operated as AHB Master, addressing system must be used to connect processor with
peripheral as a slave module. In this design address 0x2F0 – 0x300 is used to RTC access.
Adress 0x4F0 is used to write data from APB to port UARTprl_in and to read data from UARTprl_out.
hclk

pclk

hresetn

presetn

haddr

paddr

hwrite
AHB

From Nicollo32

clk1Hz
rst1Hz
RTCDR

psel

RTC_DR

RTCMR

RTC_MR

penable

RTCstat

RTC_stat

hrdata

pwrite

RTCCR

RTC_CR_en

hready

pwdata

RTCLR

RTC_LR

RTCPL

RTC_PL

hwdata

Bridge

prdata

APB

RTC

Ser_in

enprl
UARTprl_out

prl_out

UART RX

Ser_out

enser
UARTprl_in

prl_in

RTC_INTR

UART TX

Figure 9. System Connection NICOLLO32 processor to AHB bus system
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
Testing is doing by using ModelSim Simulation. First, each modules is tested by stand alone system, and
then tested as integrated system with AMBA bus. System is verified to ensure system functionality. RISC
processor NICCOLO32 is verified using modelsim. To obtain the result that show system functionality,
instruction is set to be the test vector. Instructions are generated by compiling C language program into
SPARC assembly. NICCOLO32 core is connected to instruction memory (ROM) and data memory (RAM) as
Figure.16. shows.
For example, Figure 10 shows Add and Addcc instruction.

Figure 10. Instruction simulation, Add, Addcc.
Result of ModelSim Simulation for the integrated system is shown in figure below. Figure 18, shown one
example of the transfer data process from RTC to APB. In this simulation RTC is doing data counting which
value is store in RTCMR (0Ah). RTCDR count the data and the incrementing counter value from RTCDR is
read by APB bus through register prdata, when pwrite = „0‟. APB read data on address 2F0 (read data from
RTCDR), and using the instruction:
X"E59E42F0" when address = conv_std_logic_vector (40,32) else -- LDR 2F0

After read by APB, the interrupt value of RTC (01h) is read in register hrdata of AHB when there is
LDR instruction and address show 2f8 (figure 11 a). This condition will make the data is sent to processor and
can be read in register rd_dataahb of processor.
Figure 11 (b) show the process transfer from processor to UART. Instruction STR make processor
send data to UART at address 4F0, and UART can receive data from processor NICOLLO 32 (AAh).

(a)

(b)
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Figure 11. (a) Read data RTC_DR to AHB (b) Instruction STR, store Data from processor to UART

5. CONCLUSIONS
The result of simulation and synthesis show that system works at 180MHz and able to operate in single
transfer mode, where one cycle of AHB or APB could only access one data packet of one address.
Each bus AHB and APB capable to work in their specification and Bridge is used to converts system
transfer AHB to APB by controlling state machine condition for each bus. Data transfer process from
processor to RTC can work properly. RTC able to do it function as counter and timer in processor
NICOLLOO 32 system.
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ABSTRACT
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) provides an inexpensive information gathering system for numerous applications. One
important aspect in designing the WSN architecture is the way the wireless sensors communicate with each other, i.e., the
routing process. The routing process in WSN has to be simple, reliable and scalable. The most important classes of routing
strategies for WSN include location-based routing, gradient-based routing, flooding variants and clustering methods. This
paper gives an overview of the available routing methods and a simple way for viewing and grouping the many routing
strategies for WSN. Additionally, a specific routing algorithm, called the gravity algorithm, will be introduced as one simple
yet promising solution for WSN routing.
Keywords
Wireless sensor Networks, routing, gravity

1. INTRODUCTION
Ubiquity is one of the most important goals of many network developments nowadays. The goal is to provide information
connectivity everywhere easily and efficiently. Traditional wired systems cannot provide such ubiquitous connections due to
costly installation processes. Therefore, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) receives much attention. Using small and cheap
wireless sensors, WSN is capable to be deployed in harsh and remote locations with nearly unlimited numbers of wireless
sensors. Unfortunately, the advantages in size and cost of the wireless sensors bring limitations to the capability of the WSN.
Since it comes with a small size, wireless sensors are restricted in power and energy resources. Thus, in order to make WSN
run efficiently, the network architecture has to be designed according to the needs.
There are already numerous proposals for WSN routing methods. However, there seems to be no consensus or no unifying
perspective to classify the routing algorithms. Each survey paper presents its own way of grouping the algorithms. Al-Karaki &
Kamal proposed to classify the WSN routing protocols according to their network structure and protocol operations [1]. Based
on the network structure, there are 3 groups of protocols: flat network routing, hierarchical network routing and location based
network routing protocols. According to the protocol operations, Al-Karaki & Kamal divided the protocols into 5 groups:
negotiation-based routing, multipath-based routing, query-based routing, QoS-based routing, and coherent-based routing. Such
classification is taken-up by Dargie & Poellabauer [2]. Niculescu, on the other hand, preferred to group the routing algorithms
into node-centric, data-centric and position-centric protocols [3]. Xiao & Wu proposed another classification method based on
the use of indicators for the routing protocols [4]. According to Xiao & Wu, the indicator-based protocols can be divided into
geography-based, gradient-based, and cluster-based protocols. The indicator-free protocols, on the other hand, can be grouped
into on-demand and random protocols.
This paper proposes a new more intuitive grouping based on the mechanism of the routing protocols for WSN. This
classification structure and several examples for each group of protocols will be described in the next section. Section 3
focuses on the discussion of the indicator oriented routing protocols. Section 4 discusses some comparisons of the various
groups of routing protocols. Section 5 presents the Gravity algorithm and its relation to the other routing protocols will be
clarified. Section 6 sums up with some conclusions.

2. CLASSIFICATIONS OF ROUTING ALGORITHMS
Routing methods for the WSN can be classified into two large groups: flooding protocols and selective forwarding types of
protocols. This is shown in Figure 1. Flooding is the most conventional method for routing, in which a node broadcasts the
received data to all its immediate neighbors. In this way, the data will flood the entire network and reach the sink.
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Figure 1: Classification scheme for WSN routing protocols
The strength of the flooding protocol is its simplicity. However, the flooding algorithm entails some serious problems. First,
the flooding algorithm cannot be implemented without handling the resulted heavy traffic. As each node continues to broadcast
to its immediate neighbors, limiting mechanisms such as maximum hop-count or duplicate rejection must be implemented to
avoid the traffic implosion.
The selective forwarding protocols are designed to overcome the drawbacks of the flooding methods. They incorporate ways of
selectively forwarding the data, rather than to flood blindly. Such protocols can be classified into two large groups:
deterministic and probabilistic/random protocols. Similar categories are used by Liu, et. al. in their survey [5]. The
probabilistic/random protocols include the following methods: gossiping, random walks, rumor routing [6]. Gossiping is very
similar to flooding, but uses a certain probability at each node in deciding to forward or discard the data [7]. The random walks
method uses a probability computation to select one of the neighbors as a next hop [8]. The rumor routing combines the query
and event flooding [9]. If a node detects an event, an agent is forwarded randomly and every visited node builds a gradient to
this event. If another node needs the data, it will initiate a query, which will be randomly forwarded until it meets some nodes,
which lie on the gradient to the targeted event. Retransmission and flooding may be used if the rumor routing fails.
The deterministic routing protocols use a deterministic rule to decide the next node in the forwarding process. They can be
subdivided into two groups: data-oriented and indicator-oriented methods. Data-oriented protocols perform the routing
algorithms around the data. A popular algorithm in this category is the SPIN (Sensor Protocols for Information via
Negotiations) [10, 11]. The SPIN uses an advertisement (ADV) and request for data (REQ) message to negotiate data
transmissions. After sending the ADV, the source node will transmit the data as a reaction to REQ from its neighbor nodes.
The SPIN-BC, a variant for broadcast transmission, will only transmit the data once and ignore duplicate REQ messages for
the same data.
The indicator-oriented protocols are guided by some indicators in the forwarding process. Such indicators can come from the
structure of the nodes in the network or from some state information known by the nodes in the network. Since many protocols
function as indicator-oriented protocols, this group deserves a more detailed discussion in the next section.

3. INDICATOR ORIENTED ROUTING PROTOCOLS
3.1 Clustering Routing Protocol
Some nodes in the WSN can be more powerful or have more functionality than the other regular nodes. These nodes provide a
hierarchy to the WSN as they act as the leaders for certain clusters of nodes. Such leader nodes are called the cluster-heads, and
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they are responsible to aggregate and forward data from the nodes in its cluster to the sink. Routing protocols, which work by
clustering some nodes around a cluster-head, belong to the clustering routing protocols.
LEACH (Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) is one of the existing clustering routing protocols [12]. With LEACH,
all nodes in a cluster forward their data to the cluster-head. The cluster-head then aggregates the data and forward it to another
cluster-head via multi-hop until the data reach the sink. The cluster-head can also forward the data directly to the sink, if the
sink is in its radio transmission range. The cluster-heads in LEACH are chosen randomly, and this role as a cluster-head is
rotated between the nodes in the cluster. Another existing clustering routing protocol is PEGASIS (Power Efficient Gathering
in Sensor Information System) [13]. PEGASIS differs from LEACH in terms of the transmitting data mechanism to the sink.
Instead of using multi-hop from cluster-heads to the sink, PEGASIS forms a chain between nodes in the network and takes turn
to choose only one node to transmit data to the sink. Each node transmits data only to its closest neighbor node, according to
the sequence format in the chain. This routing protocol is implemented with the assumption that all of the nodes know the
global state information of the network and each node is able to transmit data directly to the sink.
TEEN (Threshold-Sensitive Energy Efficient Protocols) [14] and APTEEN (Adaptive Periodic TEEN) [15], can also be
classified as clustering routing protocols. The main mechanism in TEEN and APTEEN is performed by using threshold values
to trigger transmissions. Cluster-heads send threshold values to all nodes in its cluster so that nodes only transmit if the sensed
values are in certain relations to these thresholds. There are two kinds of threshold, the hard threshold and the soft threshold.
The node will transmit data if the absolute sensed value exceeds the hard threshold, or if the changes of the sensed value are
larger than the soft threshold. APTEEN is the adaptive version of TEEN, which adds flexibility to adjust the periodicity or
threshold values to suit the needs of the WSN.
Beside the previous routing protocols, other existing protocols that can be classified into clustering routing protocols are CGSR
(Clusterhead-Gateway Switch Routing) [16], HSR (Hierarchical State Routing) [17], GAF (Geographic Adaptive Fidelity)
[18], MECN (Minimum Energy Communication Network) [19], and SMECN (Small MECN) [20].
3.2 Global Topological Routing Protocol
Based on the size of the state information known by the nodes in the network, we can classify the routing protocol into global
topological and localized routing protocols [5]. Topology has a broader meaning than location. Topology refers to the big
picture of the network. In contrast, location refers to a small area or a specific area of the network. Global topological routing
protocols need a big portion of the network state information or even global network state information. Such routing protocol is
equipped with a routing table that is forwarded throughout the entire nodes in the network. Therefore, each node gets the
needed information to guide the data to the sink.
With the knowledge of the global network state information, the node is able to select the best neighbor node to forward the
data, which also means it has the ability to select the best route to send the data to the sink. Since the goal for each network can
be different, the best routing metric can also be different. The best route could be the route with the closest distance, with the
shortest path, or the route with the smallest link cost, depending on the implemented algorithm. When a node has data to be
forwarded, it looks for the best route from the routing table or from the knowledge of the previous data forwarding process.
Like a manual instruction book, the routing table and the knowledge guide the forwarding process step-by-step by pointing to
the next best node, until the data reach the sink.
There have been many research efforts on this type of routing protocol, thus a lot of routing protocols can be categorized into
the global topological routing protocols. AODV (On-Demand Routing Protocols) is one of them [21]. It uses two kinds of
messages to find and maintain the route and the global state information. The messages are called RREQ (Route Request) and
HELLO message. RREQ is used to find the route from a source to the destination. When a source wants to send data to a
destination, it broadcasts RREQ to all its neighbors until the RREQ reaches the destination. While the RREQ is forwarded
through the intermediate nodes, the tracks are saved into the routing table. This routing table is reported back to the source. In
the forwarding process to the source, each transit node memorizes the routing table and learns about the global state of the
network from it. HELLO messages are sent periodically to monitor the status of the links to the neighboring nodes.
Different from AODV, the DSR (Dynamic Source Routing) uses data headers as the step-by-step guidance to transmit the data
to the destination [22]. The data to be transmitted are equipped with a header that contains information of the complete route to
the destination. From this data header the nodes know the next nodes to forward the data. DREAM (Distance Routing Effect
Algorithm for Mobility) is a global topological routing protocol for WSNs with a very high mobility [23]. Each node in the
network knows its position from the GPS. With DREAM, each node periodically broadcasts a message to inform all the other
nodes of its location. Every node maintains the location information of other nodes in the location table.
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Other existing global topological routing protocols are OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing Protocol) [24], FSR (Fisheye
State Routing) [25], SAR (Sequential Assignment Routing) [26], and TBRPF (Topology Broadcast Based on Reverse Path
Forward) [27].
3.3 Localization Routing Protocol
Localization routing protocols improve on the global topological routing protocols. This group of protocols minimizes the size
of the network state information known by the nodes in the network. Instead of demanding to know the global network state
information, each node in the WSN needs only to know the state information of its immediate neighbors. This local state
information does not need to be forwarded throughout the entire network, and the node does not need to maintain nor
memorize any routing table.
Similar to the global topological routing protocols, the localization routing protocols can also implement various algorithms
according to the application of the WSN. The goals could be to achieve the minimum cost, fastest time, closest distance, or
shortest path. The algorithm controls the communication behavior between nodes in the network. The node looks for the next
best node by analyzing and comparing the state of its neighbor nodes. The neighbor nodes with the state that satisfied the
criteria set by the algorithm will be chosen as the next best node. So, one node or several nodes can be selected as the next best
nodes.
One example of the localization routing protocol is Directed Diffusion [28]. This is a reactive routing protocol, in which the
query is sent by the sink to the network in order to get the interest data. While the query is flooded throughout the network, the
hop count to the sink is counted and memorized by every node in the network. The calculated hop-count to the sink is known
as the gradient. A node then forwards the data to its neighbor node with the smallest gradient. GRAB (GRAdient Broadcast
Protocol) has the same basic idea as the directed diffusion [29]. The data forwarding process is guided by a descending value
of the gradient. It differs from the directed diffusion in the decision making for the data forwarding process. In the GRAB
algorithm, the forwarding decision is made by the receiving node. The receiving nodes accept and rebroadcast the data if and
only if its cost to transmit data to the sink is lower than the previous sender node.
Other existing localization routing protocols are MCFA (Minimum Cost Forwarding Approach) [30], GBR (Gradient Based
Routing) [31], CADR (Constrained Anisotropic Diffusion Routing) [32], ACQUIRE (Active Query Forwarding in Sensor
Networks) [33], and Gravity Algorithm [34, 35]. The Gravity algorithm is one of the very promising algorithms for WSN, and
will be discussed further in Section 5.

4. COMPARISON OF ROUTING ALGORITHMS
Many researchers try to come out with the most efficient routing protocol for WSN. The limitations of the nodes in the WSN
require the routing protocol to be as efficient as possible in terms of energy usage. The distance of the radio transmission, the
size of the transmitted data, the algorithm complexity, and the additional system for better QoS (Quality of Service) are
included in the energy usage consideration.
4.1 Flooding vs. Selective Forwarding Routing Method
Flooding based routing methods use a very simple strategy. However, flooding algorithms create excessive amount of data
overhead into the network, which is caused by the blind broadcasting, implosion and overlapping coverage [36]. This data
overhead consumes the energy of the nodes in the WSN, and cannot be compensated by the amount of energy saved by the
network through the simplicity of the algorithm. The flooding protocols, however, maintain a high QoS in terms of the time
efficiency and the success of the data delivery. Flooding does not require much computational time, and the data are forwarded
through all the nodes resulting in multipath routing, which eliminates the probability of data not reaching the sink.
Selective forwarding routing methods emerge to alleviate problems with flooding strategies. The selective forwarding routing
method increases the complexity of the algorithm in order to avoid the blind broadcast to all neighbor nodes. It enables the
nodes to make a decision whether to forward the data and to select the next nodes for forwarding. It still has the overhead from
the increased data size caused by the headers of the algorithms, from the energy cost due to communication complexity, and in
some cases, from the energy cost due to memorization mechanism. However, the overhead will not be as much as the overhead
caused by broadcasting data blindly.
4.2 Deterministic vs. Probabilistic / Random Based Routing Protocol
The simplest selective forwarding routing method is the routing protocol that uses probabilistic or random algorithm.
Probabilistic/random based routing protocol attempts to cut down the overhead by limiting the data forwarding paths using
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unreliable guidance. Probability and random computation are used for the forwarding decision making. As a result, the success
of data delivery decreases, thereby decreasing the network QoS in terms of reliability.
Deterministic based routing protocols can be used to increase the reliability of the network. Such protocols use more complex
algorithms to enable more reliable routing mechanisms.
4.3 Data Oriented vs. Indicator Oriented Routing Protocol
Data oriented routing protocols use the data as the guidance for routing. Thus data oriented routing protocols are more attached
to the network applications. The specification of the wanted information has to be defined in the beginning of the routing
mechanism. In contrast, the indicator oriented routing protocol leans towards more general implementations. However, in some
cases the size of the network and the mobility of the network should be considered in implementing the protocols.
4.4 Clustering, Global Topological and Localization Routing Protocol
Each routing strategy, the clustering, the global topological and the localization routing protocol, has its own advantages and
disadvantages. The clustering routing protocols minimize the overhead caused by the data implosion and overlap by using data
aggregation mechanism. From one cluster, only the cluster-head forwards the data to other cluster-heads. However, the
clustering routing protocol shows a reliable issue. Since the network is very dependent to the cluster-heads, the existence of the
cluster-heads is very critical. Meanwhile, the cluster-heads have a high probability to be drained out of energy since they have
to do more computation and transmission than the other common nodes.
Compared to the clustering protocols, the global topological routing protocols use more reliable guidance to assure the arrival
of data to the sink. These protocols create a more precise route direction to deliver the data to the sink, thus eliminating the
probability of endless forwarding inside the network. The drawback of this routing protocol is the very low scalability. The
global topological routing protocol is very sensitive to the changes in the network. Even a slight change in the network requires
a global reconfiguration. The global state information needs to be updated and forwarded to the entire network.
To solve the very low scalability problem in the global topological routing protocols, the localization routing protocols narrow
the focus only to the neighboring nodes. Each node only considers the state information of its neighbor nodes to make a
decision on forwarding the data. This mechanism provides a higher scalability. The changes in the network will only affect the
network locally. Thus only a localized reconfiguration is needed. On the other hand, since the nodes consider only the state
information of its neighbor nodes, the localization routing protocol is not a loop-free routing protocol. There is a possibility
that the data are misguided in taking a long way around, or are forwarded endlessly in the network.

5. THE GRAVITY ALGORITHM
The Gravity algorithm belongs to the selective forwarding routing protocols that uses localized routing indicators. The
structure of the nodes in this algorithm is a flat structure, where all the nodes have the same role in the network.

Figure 2: Assignment of initial Gravity level [35]

Figure 3: Example of Gravity Algorithm [35]

The Gravity algorithm works in two phases. The first phase is to assign the initial gradients to all the nodes in the network.
This phase is done by the sink broadcasting an initial message through the entire network. The initial message contains the
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hop-count to the sink. Each time a node receives the message, it increases the hop-count value inside the message by one, and
memorized the hop-count value. This is done until all the nodes in the network have a hop-count value. This first phase
establishes the basic contour of the network.
The basic principle of this algorithm is similar with other localization routing protocols, which based their algorithms on the
gradient values. The data is forwarded by following the descending pattern of the gradient. It fits nicely to the gravity analogy,
where things are going naturally from higher to the lowest places. The forwarding decision is made by the receiving nodes.
They decide either to accept the received data and to rebroadcast it, or to drop the received data.
The Gravity algorithm improves the existing gradient-based routing protocols by reckoning the dynamic of traffic in the
network. This is done by additionally relating the forwarding of data to the gradient value of the nodes. The data transmission
will decrease the gradient value in a node; on the other hand, the receiving process will increase the gradient value. The
increment and decrement values are calculated based on the number of received and transmitted data. The ability to reckon the
traffic is very useful to distribute energy consumption in the network, thus making the network lifetime longer.

6. CONCLUSION
A large number of routing protocols have been introduced to accommodate the communication process in WSN. These routing
protocols can be classified according to their mechanism. We start the classification from the very fundamental ways of
communication: flooding and selective forwarding. There are two ways to do the selective forwarding strategy. It can be done
precisely using deterministic approaches, or roughly using probabilistic or random mechanisms. Selective forwarding protocols
that are based on deterministic systems can be categorized according to their routing criteria. The criteria can be the data
themselves, the hierarchical structure in the network, the global state information, or the localized state information. Each
mechanism has its own advantages and disadvantages
The main objective of the routing protocol for WSN is to find the most efficient compromised between energy consumption
and the required QoS. Both factors counter each other. A better QoS costs more in terms of the energy consumption. On the
other hand, to achieve minimum energy consumption, the QoS level of the network needs to be reduced. Important factors that
affect the energy consumption and the QoS of the network are the algorithm complexity, the robustness of the network, and the
scalability of the network. Generally, the increase in algorithm complexity is followed by the increase of the QoS and the
robustness of the network. However, increasing the algorithm complexity is also accompanied by lower scalability of the
network. Another factor influencing the scalability of the network is the overhead of the protocols. Protocols with an excessive
overhead, such as flooding routing protocols and global topological routing protocols, have a very low scalability. Therefore,
the promising routing protocol is the one with the right composition of complexity, robustness, scalability, and QoS. The
Gravity algorithm, which belongs to the localization routing protocols, is a suitable protocol to fulfill these complex
requirements.
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ABSTRACT
Mask as a cultural art needs to be preserved, so as not to become extinct and always known outside the region or abroad.
Masks in Indonesia is very varied. In Java and Bali has the most variation. Image Mask will be used for the analysis of edge
detection. Edge detection is a process that serves to detect the boundary of two image regions, intended to mark the details of
the image, Today, many operators that can be used in the manufacture of edge detection. This paper describes the NAF method
that will serve as an alternative for edge detection process. NAF as a new method is a combination of existing methods as an
innovative edge detection for digital image processing better. We apply this new method for various types of masks in
Indonesaia especially in Java and Bali. The results showed that the composition of the matrix that is used is affected by the
mask pattern to be tested. So the result of edge detection to be more optimal than the previous method.
Keywords
NAF, Edge Detection, Mask Bali Java Indonesia

1.

INTRODUCTION.

Digital image processing is currently widely used in all areas eg, research, medicine, biology, law, security, and much more.
Image processing aims to get a good picture quality for can be interpreted into the computer [18]. With the expectation of
quality of output from an image should be better than the input image after image processing [3]. Edge detection is one method
for pattern recognition of an image. Image is vital and an integral part of everyday life. In particular interests, the image is used
as a tool to express consideration, interpretation, illustration, drawing, reminders, education, communication, evaluation,
navigation, survey, entertainment, etc. [1]. But then the concept of image and processing associated with alteration and repair
of images which aim to improve the image signal data errors caused during transmission and signal acquisition as well as
improve the appearance of the image so it can be accepted by the human visual system.
Image edge detection is a process whereby a process that produced the edges of image objects in order to mark the passage,
which detailed the image and improve the image of a blurry detail [19]. The purpose of this paper is none other than to make a
comparison between each of the edge detection operator, which is more good that can be used in accordance with the needs, by
creating a new method called NAF. With NAF expected outcome of the image that the analysis is more optimal. This paper is a
case study in Indonesia mask, because it is very complex and have various motives and really should be classified.

1.1. Mask Art Culture.
It is widely used masks. in the art of dance that are part of traditional ceremonies, or re-telling of ancient stories of the
ancestors. It is believed that the mask is closely related to ancestral spirits are regarded as the interpretation of the gods. As a
multi-ethnic nation of course is loaded with Indonesian cultural treasures of artistic tradition [21]. Where, according to
tradition understood as a belief or practice that is taught from one generation to the next through oral language. In certain social
contexts, the tradition of the past understood as information that was brought into the present, one of which, the information is
taken from time to time through the art of masks. In the language of semiotics, the mask including a marker or symbolic form.
Alert the diverse meanings of human nature can be seen through the mask of artistic expression. Dance mask as one part of the
performing arts has staged hundreds of years in the life of Indonesian society and the world. The following model mask dance
in Indonesia

1.2. Dance Mask, Java.
In Javanese mask dance is often performed in a wayang wong show created by Hamengku Bhuwono I (1755-1792) in the
expression of character dance figures and puppets for the role of giant apes in the Ramayana and Mahabharata stage the players
are equipped with the use of masks, while the figure knight and women do not wear masks[22].
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1.3. Balinese Mask Dance.
In Bali, masks are also a form of dance drama which all the actors wore masks with a story rooted in historical stories. In
bringing the roles played, the dancers wear masks bungkulan (which cover the entire face of the dancer), sibakan mask (which
covers only parts of the face from forehead to upper jaw including those that only cover the forehead and nose). All figures are
wearing masks bungkulan not need a direct dialogue, while all the characters who wear masks sibakan wear Kawi and
Balinese-language dialogue. [23]

Figure 1: Mask Bali and Solo

Figure 2: Mask Jogya and Malang

Figure 3: Mask Cirebon

2. BASIS THEORY
2.1. Image Recognition
The process of digitization, the image is of two-dimensional images generated from two-dimensional image of the continuous
analog to discrete images. Picture as the output of a data recording system can be: a photo-optic, analog form of video signals
such as images on TV, and digital which can be directly stored in the storage device. As a result output, the image can be either
still images and moving images [7].
Recognition is an act to recognize anything, whether object or other. Image recognition is the ability of a machine or program
to identify patterns and shapes in an image and converts it into a format that can be read by a machine [9].
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2.2. Pattern Recognition.
Pattern recognition is a discipline that classify objects by image, weight, or parameters that have been specified into a number
of categories or classes. Pattern recognition encompasses a variety of applications and implementation in real-world cases[6].
The original pattern must be transformed into a representation that can easily to dimaniulasikan into the program, after the data
is processed to remove noise, features in the data that is defined as the relevance to the search pattern matching[13].

2.3. Edge Detection Method
Edge detection method is a method which is done by calculating the values of pixels from the center of a region, by evaluating
the number of pixels around it in an image. In one change object dimensions can be measured by using the derivative function
(derivative function), the change reached a maximum at the time of the first derivative reaches the maximum value or the value
of derivatives both (2ndderivative) is 0. Edge detection (edge detection) is an operation carried out to detect the margins
(edges) that limits two homogeneous image regions that have different levels of brightness. Detection of edges in an image is a
process that produced the edges of image objects, the aim is:
• To mark the passage, which detail image
• To improve the detail of the image blurring, which occurs because of error or
• the effect of the image acquisition process.
And to convert the 2D image into a curve of a point (x, y) is said to be the edge (edge) of an image when that point has a high
distinction with its neighbors.

Figure 4: Changes in the intensity values
Method of edge detection in digital images, there are three kinds of the three is the edge of the steep, sloping edges, and edges
which contain noise. Figure 5. shows the type of image edge detection.

Figure 5: Types of edge detection
In the process of transforming an image of the early / original to the image analysis results of edge detection methods do some
steps, so it will produce an image that fit with existing methods. Figure 6 below menunnjukkan how sebuh image is obtained:

Figure 6: The process of edge detection
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High Pass Filter (HPF) is the principle of image filters that have the following characteristics:

H x, y = 0
y

x

Edge detection methods are often used include Robert operator, Prewitt operator, Sobel operator, and the laplace operator. In
this paper the method used is the Robert operator, Prewitt operator, Sobel operator, and the proposed alternative method.

2.4. The Robert Detection.
Edge detection method by looking for differences in the horizontal direction and the difference in the vertical direction, with
the added binary conversion process after the difference. In order to get the edges better, then the binary conversion is done by
flattening the distribution of black and white or in other words, the object image to be used for this method should be that black
and white images. The advantage of this service is quick and easy way to calculate the measurement of 2-D spatial gradient of
the image. Pixel value at each point in the output represents the absolute magnitude estimate of the input image spatial gradient
at that time.
The operator consists of a pair of 2 × 2 convolution kernel. One other kernel only turned by 90 °. This is very similar to the
Sobel operator.: Operator Robert, called the cross operator, Robert gradient in the direction of x and y can be calculated.
G+(x,y)= f(x+1, y+1)-f(x,y)
G-(x,y) = f(x,y+1) – f(x+1,y)
The operator G + is a derivative of trending in the direction of 45 degrees. G-derivative operator is trending in a direction 135
degrees. Matrix 2 x 2 Roberts Mask. [11]
as the axis x:
a y-axis:

Edge strength values : G[f(x,y)] = |R+| + |R-|
Examples Robert edge detection method with 3 x 3 matrix.
initial image :
image results:

The formula for edge detection : f’[0,0] = |6-2| + |2-5| = 1

2.5. The Prewitt Detection
This method is a development method using a filter HPF robert who was given a zero buffer. This method takes the principle
of Laplacian function known as a function to generate HPF. So that the edges produced more than the method of Robert. HPF
filter creates an image where edges (sharp changes in gray level values) are shown. Only size 3 x 3 filter can be used with this
filter. This filter uses two 3 x 3 templates to calculate the value Prewitt gradient as shown below: Matrix 3 x 3 Prewitt mask
[9].
as the axis x:
a y-axis:

Use the templates for the 3 x 3 matrix.

X = -1*a1+1*a3-1* a4+1*A6-1*A7+1*A9
Y = 1*a1+1*a2+1*a3-1*A7-1*A8-1*A9
Prewitt Gradient = sqrt (X * X + Y * Y)
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2.6. The Sobel Detection
This method is also the development of methods to robert. The advantage of this Sobel method is the ability to reduce noise
prior to edge detection calculation so that the edges produced more than the two previous methods. The operator consists of a
pair of 3 × 3 convolution kernels as shown in Figure 1. One other kernel only turned by 90 °. [11]
as the axis x:
a y-axis:

2.7. The NAF Detection
NAF method is an alternative method that can be used for edge detection, where this method is a combination matrix of some
existing edge detection methods, the NAF method matrix that is used is 3 x 3 matrix [11].
as the axis x:
a y-axis:

NAFx = -1*a1+1*a3-2*a4+2*a6-1*a7+1*a9
NAFy = 1*a1-2*a2-1*a3+1*a7+2*a7+1*a8

3. RESULTS DISCUSSION
Image mask below is the result of edge detection by using method Method Robert, Prewitt and Methods Sobel method. Table
Balinese and Javanese masks that will be tested in this paper is:
Table 1. Edge Detection Results

Asli

Gray

Robert

Prewitt

Sobel

NAF
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3.1. Robert Method Analysis
By using the matrix presented above shows the pattern looks out of shape as a whole, edge detection is seen only on the outside
and seen the line of slim line, while on the inside of the image edge detection is not clearly visible, there are a few disjointed
lines, so the line How many arches in the picture does not look clear.

3.2. Prewitt Method Analysis
Results obtained by using the matrix above with visible Prewitt edge detection method on the edge of the image is clear
although there are still any part of an unbroken line, while the edge detection found on the inside of the picture looks quite
thick, if seen again in the picture is still visible in especially thin curved line.

3.3. Sobel Method Analysis
By using the method above Prewitt and matrix as input, showed that edge detection on the edge of the picture looks quite thick
and clear margins contained in the image even though there are still some parts of the broken line

3.4. NAF Method Analysis
By using an alternative method that is a combination of methods that have seen that line on the edge gamber seen clearly and
without interruption, so lines found on the inside of the circle motif, especially the picture looks very clear.

4. CONCLUSION
Based on the results esperimen by using a combination of matrix and incorporation of methods Robert, Prewitt and Sobel
generate alternative methods of NAF Method into the software. Results of analysis states that the NAF method has better
results compared with edge detection methods other. The results showed that the composition of the matrix that is used is
affected by the mask pattern to be tested. So the result of edge detection to be more optimal than the previous method..
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ABSTRACT
Every year UIN Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta provides exam locations for the examinees who take test UMB, SNMPTN and
SPMB Mandiri. For those examinees who had never visited UIN Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta is certainly very difficult to
finding the location of the exam. The examinees must come directly to the UIN Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta (UIN Jakarta) to
know the location of the exam before test time. Academic Center UIN Jakarta wants any addition application that could
provide information about exam location and using 3D virtual reality technology, case study at Faculty of Da'wah and
Ushuluddin building. For the development, this application use data collection and multimedia application development
methods IMSDD (Interactive Multimedia System Design and Development), which consists of four stages, system
requirements, design considerations, implementation, and evaluation. According to evaluation by distributing questionnaires
to 40 SPMB Mandiri examinees, the results show that the application is attractive, user friendly, available informations clear
enough and easily locate the exam location, case study at Faculty of Da’wah and Ushuluddin UIN Syarif Hidayatullah
Jakarta. The results of interview with Mr. Marzuki Mahmud as Head of the Academic Center is concluded that this application
can help examinees to find information about exam location because there is visualization of exam location sketch and 3D
exam room.
Keywords
Admission, multimedia, exam location searching, 3D, virtual reality.

1. INTRODUCTION
Refer to interview’s results with Mr. Marzuki as the head of the Academic Center UIN Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta (UIN
Jakarta), every year UIN Jakarta provides admission exam location for the examinees, for examples: UMB, SNMPTN and
SPMB Mandiri. For those examinees who had never visited UIN Jakarta is certainly very difficult to find exam location. The
examinees must come directly to UIN Jakarta to find out the location before conducting exam. Even more, the
examinees find the location on the same day, causes they late enter the exam room. Academic Center UIN Jakarta has
difficulties to disperse information test locations to examinees, because thousands of them. Therefore the central Academic
UIN Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta need information service which can be used to facilitate test location searching, exam
information schedule, and the site plan buildings faculty in UIN Jakarta. One of the alternatives offered by current technology
is using web-based multimedia tools to convey information and the information will be more attractive with virtual reality
technique.
1.1 Application Interactive Multimedia
An application, in computer science, is a computer program designed to help people who do certain jobs. A different
application of an operating system (which runs a computer), a utility (which perform maintenance or for the purpose of general
duties) and programming language (which makes a computer program) [1]. Interactive means are interrelated. This means that
between users and media (programs) there is a reciprocal relationship, which is user provides a response to media display
(program), and then media proceed with information presentation [2]. Reference [3] shows that multimedia is the usage of
computers to create and combine text, graphics, audio, moving images (video and animation) by combining links and tools that
enable users to navigate, interact, create, and communicate.
1.2 Three Dimension (3D) Modeling
In 3D computer graphics, 3D modeling is a process of developing a mathematical representation each of three-dimensional
object (either inanimate or living) through specialized software. This product is referred to 3D models. The objects are in three
dimensions (3D) means seeing the object in true form. Three dimension (3D) representations would be helpful to clarify the
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intent of actually visualized. 3D depiction is a further development of 2D drawing.

Figure 1: Comparison of 2D and 3D Object Appearance [4]
3D modeling process requires design which is shared by several stages. As the object what you want to set up is a basic object,
method of 3D object modeling, lighting, and animation object motion in order to process to be performed.

Figure 2: 3D Modeling Process [4]
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The purpose and function of each part will be explained as follows: [4]
a. Motion Capture/ Model 2D, which is the first step to determine the shape of the object model to be built in 3D. In this
stage, the process of determining 2D object has meaning that 2D object that will be formed in 3D modeling.
b. Basic 3D Modeling Method, There are several methods used for 3D modeling. There are types of object modeling method,
for instance: NURBS and polygons. Modeling polygon is a triangle and square shapes that determine the surface area of
character. Each polygon determines a flat field by putting a line of polygons so that we can create the surface forms. To obtain
a smooth surface, it takes a lot of polygons. When only using a few polygons, the object will be divided into several fractions
obtained polygon. While modeling with NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational Bezier Spline) is the most popular method to
construct an organic model. On the NURBS curve can be formed with only three points only. Compared with polygon curve
which requires a lot of points (vertices), this method makes it easier to control. One point of CV (control vertices) to control
one area to the texture.
c. Process Rendering, Rendering is the final process of the whole process modeling or computer animation. In rendering, all
the data already entered in the process of modeling, animation, texturing, lighting with certain parameters will be translated in
a form of output. Rendering’s part that often used is field rendering, which is to reduce the strobing effect caused by rapid
movement of an object and special effects such as lighting effects, atmosphere, fog, and so forth.
d. Texturing, the texturing process is to determine the characteristic of a material object. The texture can be used to create
many variations of color pattern, the level of smoothness / roughness of an object layer in more detail.
e. Image and Display, is the last result of the entire process of modeling. Usually the object model which will be output is an
image for correction needs coloring, lighting, or a visual effect which is inserted at the stage texturing modeling [4].
1.3 Definition of Virtual Reality
Virtual reality is a display and control technologies that can cover a person in a virtual environment generated interactively by
computer [5]. Also virtual reality is a field of study that aims to create a system that provides artificial experience to users.
There is no standard definition of virtual reality. The most common definition of virtual reality is the artificial environment
created with computer hardware and computer software and presented to the user so the user is to feel like in a real
environment. [6]
1.4 Application Development Software
a. Macromedia Flash 8
Macromedia Flash 8 is a vector-based animation programs are very popular and most widely used today to create animated and
professional web applications dynamic and interactive. Also flash can also be used to create animated logos, cartoons, games,
interactive menus, e-cards, screen savers, a form of interactive, multimedia applications, to mobile applications [1].
b. 3ds Max
For the current 3ds Max 3D software is one of the most popular and best selling in the market. This is understandable because
3ds Max has advantages over other 3D software. One of the advantages that exist in the completeness of its features. This
software supports almost all existing aspects of 3D graphics technology at this time [1].
c. Adobe Director
Adobe Director is a software made by Adobe which is used for the production of interactive CDs, presentations, product
catalogs, games, and others. Director is able to import many formats such as movie, bitmap, vector, 3-dimensional and audio.
Adobe Program Director to make an animation or interactive multimedia because it has the facility to make arrangements perframe animation. So also with three-dimensional animation that can be created with this software [7].
d. Adobe Photoshop CS 2
Photosop CS 2 is part of Adobe creative tools, a package design program for people who work, either by printing a picture or
graphic network [8].
e. Macromedia Dreamweaver 2.4.5
Macromedia Dreamweaver is all web design software that offers a way to design a website with two steps at once in a while,
which is designing and programming. Dreamweaver has a mini window called the HTML source, where HTML codes written
[3].
f. ArchiCAD
ArchiCAD is one of computer drawing program (CAD/ Computer Aided Design) which is quite popular. This software is
specifically designed for architects. ArchiCAD offers a different approach than the existing CAD programs. Depictions in
ArchiCAD is oriented to the building is not in the picture [9].

2. RESEARCH METHOD
The research methods used are data collection method and application development method.
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2.1 Data Collection Methods
a. Observation
Observation method was carried out directly by visiting the Academic Building (center) UIN Jakarta, Rectorate Building
Planning and Building Section Faculty of Da'wah and Ushuluddin, which aims to obtain data and information needed for a
search application making the location of the exam in 3 dimensions with a web-based virtual reality and information on the
existing buildings on campus I UIN Jakarta.
b. Interview
The interview was conducted directly with Head of the Academic Center Mr Marzuki Mahmud, MA. The interviews were
conducted on February 10, 2010, located in Academic Building (center) UIN Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta Jl. Ir.H. Juanda
No.59, Ciputat, Tangerang Selatan.
c. Questionnaire
Distribution of questionnaires carried out on 40 participants UMB exam on May 22, 2010. The data used to be needs of build
applications.
d. Library Studies
Search for information by studying books on multimedia databases and websites. For examples: "Multimedia Alat untuk
Meningkatkan Keunggulan Bersaing", “Designing Interactive Multimedia Systems",” Membangun Aplikasi Web dengan PHP
dan MYSQL”.
2.2 Multimedia Development Methods
Multimedia development method used is IMSDD (Interactive Multimedia System Design and Development) which includes 4
stages of system requirements, design considerations, implementation, and evaluation.
Hardware and
Software
Consideration
s
Delivery
Consideration
s

Users'
Profile and
Needs

System
Definition

System
Requirement
s

Evaluation

Design
Metaphor

Design
Consideration
s

Information
Type
s
Navigational
Structure
s
Media Preparation
and Integration
Issue
s

Implementation

Beta
Testing

Prototyping

Figure 3: IMSDD Cycle [10]

3. RESULTS
3.1 System Requirements

Analyzing the application of defining system requirements, user profiles, devices need hardware and software, and other
devices that can support in building applications.
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a. Defining System
The interactive multimedia application for admission exam location searching is a medium that contains information of
admission exam at Campus I UIN Jakarta by using web. The application is equipped with a search feature location based on
the name and number of examinees and there are 3D modelings of location searching of the exam room in virtual reality at the
Faculty of Da'wah and Ushuluddin as an example of the test locations.
b. Requirements and User Profiles
Refer to interviews and questionnaire’s results, the researchers get the information which user’s need of application and user
profiles, i.e.: users need a location site plan building which is used for UIN exam location based on web. If the examinees
already know the location, they don’t have to go to UIN Jakarta search the location, but the Academic Center required an
application that allows prospective students in searching the location with search facility by name or location of admission
exam number, and also 2D and 3D virtual reality for exam rooms.
c. Hardware and Software Considerations
Based on the stage of defining a system that researchers do, for consideration of hardware, software, and other supporting
devices to build an application interactive are as follows:
1. Hardware Requirements
Computer hardwares that need to be prepared are:
a. Laptop Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz.
b. 2 GB of RAM.
c. VGA Card Nvidia Geforce 9600 GT 512 MB.
d. Hard drive with 320 GB capacity.
e. Monitor 15", screen size of 1280 x 800 pixels.
f. Keyboard and mouse as input devices.
g. Sound Card and Virtual Surround Sound.
2. Software Requirements
Computer softwares that need to be prepared are:
a. ArchiCAD 10: 3D modeling for faculty building.
b. Adobe Photoshop CS 2: design the website interface, map of the location, information, and then implemented in
Macromedia Dreamweaver.
c. Adobe Director 11: making virtual reality applications.
d. 3ds MAX 8: provide building material object that was created and then export the file .max to W3D format.
e. Macromedia Flash Professional 8: create animations on the website.
f. Macromedia Dreamweaver 8: design interface after using Adobe Photoshop CS 2 which is used as language interface
websites with HTML coding.
g. XAMPP: an application package that allows module to install PHP, Apache Web Server and MySQL Database.
h. PHP: a programming language used in the implementation of website and call out the existing data from database.
i. MySQL: for database design and data processing on the database backend.
3. Other Devices
The devices that need to be prepared are:
• Digital Camera: for taking pictures/ photos are required as a data source application creation.
• Handycam: record video in digital format. Mp4.
d. Consideration of Distribution System
The application’s information distributed via website, it because information through website is faster and data can be updated
anytime and anywhere.
3.2 Design Considerations
a. Metaphor design
Researchers have a comparison that used for a reference design that aims to take the facts from the real world which is
developed in application. In the application there is the object of 3D and user can browse the existing room in the building
online with the navigation keys on the keyboard. From the metaphor of design, it obtained examples of interaction patterns
between users with application.
b. Types of Information
The type of information used in this application is animations, pictures, adobe shockwave movie player and video made by
researchers.
c. Navigation Structure
The design of interactive application started with the navigation structure design frontend and backend applications.
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d. Media Preparation and Integration
The media is needed and used in applications to describe in a clear, prepared and integrated into one unit. This stage is divided
into two parts, i.e.:
A. Media Preparation
Downloading pictures are needed to complete navigation control interface on the website.
B. Media Integration
The pictures file has been prepared to integrate or merge into one screen design that serves as control content.
3.3 Implementation
Implementation stage is the stage of prototyping and beta testing. The prototyping of the system is in the form of frontend and
backend application development.
a. Prototyping
At the prototyping stage describes implementation of the system such an explanation of frontend and backend application
development.
A. Implementation system
In the implementation phase system, the researchers show the final result of the making of the previous stages. At this stage,
all elements are built and put together so that it becomes a web-based multimedia application.
1. Frontend Application Development
Frontend application development consists of a background in Adobe Photoshop, create animations on web pages, create and
put animated map of the location, create a site plan of the exam room at the Faculty of Da'wah and Ushuluddin Campus I UIN
Jakarta. The coding application used Dreamweaver and created 3D modeling with Virtual Reality and video introducing
building of exam location at Faculty of Da'wah and Ushuluddin.

Figure 4: Main Page

Figure 5: Initial View page Virtual Reality
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2. Backend Application Development

Figure 6: Main Page Admin
Figure 6 shows an interface of the development application form for admin backend. On the main page, there is master data
menu, where can be used in processing database associated with the exam location information.
b. Beta Testing
In this stage, application testing that has been made. In beta testing, variation of inputs given to application with the
assessment of the suitability output-input received. The testing is performed by user and administrator.
3.4 Evaluation
After the admission exam location searching application tested by examinees then conducted an evaluation test. The
evaluation method used testing application to determine if design and utility application are accordance with
the objectives. The researchers gave questionnaires to 40 Mandiri UIN examinees as respondents on July 7, 2010 and
interviews with Mr. Marzuki Mahmud as Head of Academic Center on July 8, 2010.
The results of questionnaires could be concluded:
The application was interesting in terms of appearances and animations.
The application was easy to use (user friendly).
The information presented was clear enough.
The application could help examinees to search exam information, location, layout of buildings in Campus I, and
visualization of exam room in 2D and virtual reality 3D through website.
The results of interviews with Mr Marzuki Mahmud, it could be concluded:
The application could be as a campaign media for the UIN Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta.
The application helped the Academic Center for distribute admission exam location information.
The application promoted Da'wah and Ushuluddin Faculty building and exam room in 3D virtual reality.
The application could be integrated with website UIN Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta.

5. CONCLUSION
The application development of web based admission exam location searching helped the Academic Center of UIN Syarif
Hidayatullah Jakarta and the examinees to found exam location, because its attractive, user friendly, accurate, dynamic
database, attached with 2D, 3D virtual reality, exam information and navigation keys for interactive respond.
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ABSTRACT
Mobile phone consists of some input elements as its user interfaces for example keypad and navigator. Shape, layout, and
dimension of the input elements determine the user interface configuration of mobile phone. The configuration of user
interface may influence user comfort in using mobile phone. For that reason, it is important to understand the effect of various
mobile phone’s user interface configurations to user comfort. This research investigates the effect of mobile phone’s user
interface configurations on user comfort. First, this research collects some data related to shape, layout, and dimension of
keypad and navigator of available mobile phones. Then, the data are synthesized to develop various alternatives of user
interface configurations. Finally, a survey is conducted to investigate the effect of the developed configurations on user
comfort. A questionnaire is spread among the user of QWERTY mobile phone as a survey. The result of the survey shows that
some configurations are not preferred by the users because it is not comfortable according to them. However, the
configurations that accommodate tight distance and square keypad with trackpad navigator provide the highest level of user
comfort.
Keywords
Mobile phone, user interface, configuration, user comfort

1. INTRODUCTION
Some types of mobile phone, which have been launched, could not attract user to buy them. The important reason of the fact is
because user does not feel comfortable in using those mobile phones. Hence, user comfort should be considered in developing
a mobile phone. User comfort in this case is a pleasant feeling of being relaxed and free from pain in using a mobile phone.
To increase user comfort level in using a mobile phone, usability aspect of the mobile phone should be investigated. The
usability aspect is related to user interface of the mobile phone. User interface of a mobile phone is divided to three types,
which are physical user interface, logical user interface, and graphic user interface [1]. The physical user interface can be
divided into seven user interface elements in example input, display, audio and voices, ergonomics, detachable parts,
communication method, and applications [2].
Some researches have been done in evaluating elements of physical user interface, in specific input element. Mittal A. and
Sengupta A., propose keypad layout of non-QWERTY mobile phone to increase the speed in entering text [3]. They also
evaluate the proposed keypad layout by asking six subject to type text using the keypad. However, this research evaluates only
the typing speed of each subject and does not evaluate user comfort level.
Jin, B.S. and Ji, Y.G., propose an evaluation framework to quantitatively measure the usability risk in the mobile phone user
interface. Related to the input element of user interface, they evaluate the controllability and usability of the key types of
mobile phones [4]. However, this research describes only the controllability and usability of the key types of some nonQWERTY mobile phones.
Meanwhile, Park, Y. S., and Han, S. H., investigate the effect of touch key sizes and locations on a mobile phone [5]. In the
research, they evaluate the first transition time, task completion time, number of errors, and the pressing convenience of the
subject in using the touch key. The result related to the pressing convenience shows that the region in the middle centre of
mobile phone provides higher satisfactory score for the user compare to the other regions. In this research, the evaluation is
performed to the subject in using the touch key with one hand thumb.
None of the previous researches give information about the relation between physical user interface configuration of
QWERTY mobile phone and user comfort. Based on the preliminary observation, the configuration of the physical user
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interface may influence user comfort in using the mobile phone. For that reason, it is important to understand the effect of
various QWERTY mobile phone’s physical user interface configurations to user comfort.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research investigates the effect of QWERTY mobile phone’s physical user interface configurations on user comfort. In
this research, the physical user interface configuration is limited to the configuration of input elements of the physical user
interface. In general, the configuration of input elements is determined by their shape, their layout, and their dimension. This
research is performed in two stages. First, some alternatives of mobile phone’s input element configurations are developed
based on available mobile phone’s models. At the second stage, a survey is conducted to investigate the effect of the developed
mobile phone’s input element configurations in user comfort.
At the first stage, data collection is conducted to get information related to various input elements of mobile phone. The
QWERTY mobile phone’s models, which are released in 2010 and before, are used in this stage. Then, the input elements of
the mobile phone’s model are classified. Not all input elements are investigated. Keypad and navigator are the input elements
of mobile phone, which are investigated. Finally, various types of keypad and navigator are analyzed and synthesized to
develop various alternatives of mobile phone’s user interface input element configuration.
At the second stage, a questionnaire is spread to 30 users of QWERTY mobile phone as respondent. The age of the
respondents is between 18 years old to 25 years old. Before that, some mobile phone prototypes, which describe all alternatives
of mobile phone’s input element configurations, are made. Then, the respondents are asked to pretend using each prototype to
make a phone call. In using the prototype, the respondents are asked to use both of their hand thumbs. Next, the respondents
are asked to assign a score between 1 and 5 in scale of likert for each of configurations. The assigned scores represent the
comfort level related to each alternative of configurations. In this research, a score of 5 points means the alternative of
configuration provides the highest level of comfort. Meanwhile, a score of 1 point means the alternative of configuration
provides the lowest level of comfort.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Based on the available mobile phone’s models, the keypads of mobile phone are classified according to their shape, their
layout, the distance between them, and their numeric area location. The shapes of keypad are divided into two categories,
which are round and square. The two types of layout are straight and curve. And, the distances between keypad are loose and
tight. Meanwhile, the mobile phone navigation elements are classified according to their types of navigation and the shapes of
the navigation element. Three types of navigator are dome key, trackball, and trackpad. Each of types is divided into three
shapes, which are round, square and oval.
However, based on a preliminary survey, keypad layout and numeric area location do not give a significant influence into user
comfort. For that reason, the alternatives of mobile phone’s input element configurations are developed based on keypad shape,
keypad distance, and navigation type and shape. Morphological chart to develop various alternatives of mobile phone’s input
element configuration is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Morphological Chart
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Based on the morphological chart, 20 alternatives of mobile phone’s input element configuration are developed. The
alternatives of mobile phone’s input element configuration are shown in figure 2. Then, 20 prototypes of mobile phone, which
represent each configuration alternative, are made from Styrofoam. Some examples of the prototypes are shown in figure 3.

Figure 2: Various Alternatives of Mobile Phone’s Input Element Configuration
After the respondents are asked to pretend using each prototype to make a phone call, the respondents are asked to assign a
score between 1 and 5 in scale of likert for each of configurations. A score of 5 points means the alternative of configuration
provides the highest level of comfort. Meanwhile, a score of 1 point means the alternative of configuration provides the lowest
level of comfort. Table 1 shows the percentage represents the comfort level related to each alternative of configurations.

Figure 3: The examples of Some Prototypes
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Table 1: Percentage of User Comfort Level
Alternative
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Uncomfortable

1

Percentage
2
3
4

5

27

53

20

0

0

17

30

30

23

0

20

47

33

0

0

37

50

13

0

0

11

29

32

29

0

20

57

23

0

0

3

7

10

37

43

7

33

47

10

3

20

17

50

13

0

3

14

24

31

28

10

23

57

10

0

27

50

23

0

0

13

57

23

7

0

32

58

11

0

0

13

30

30

20

7

23

40

37

0

0

20

53

23

3

0

10

50

20

20

0

70

23

7

0

0

3

10

30

27

30

Comfortable

As shown in table 1, type 7 of mobile phone’s configuration provides the highest level of user comfort. It means that mobile
phone’s configurations with tight keypad distance, square shape keypad, and square dome key provide the highest level of user
comfort. Meanwhile, type 19 of mobile phone’s configuration, which consists of loose keypad distance, square shape keypad,
and trackball, provides the lowest level of user comfort.
Related to the keypad distance, the highest level of user comfort has been provided by mobile phone’s configurations, which
consist of tight keypad distance, as shown by type 1 to type 10. Mobile phone’s configurations, which consist of square shape
keypad, provide higher level of user comfort compare to round shape keypad. Meanwhile mobile phone configurations with
trackpad provide the highest level of user comfort compare to other types of navigation.
Based on the research, the configurations that accommodate tight distance and square keypad with trackpad navigator have the
highest level of user comfort. The highest level of user comfort has been provided by mobile phones, which have tight keypad
distance. In addition, the square shape keypad of mobile phones provides higher level of user comfort. Moreover, mobile
phones with trackpad provide the highest level of user comfort.

4. CONCLUSION
Based on the research, the configurations that accommodate tight distance and square keypad with trackpad navigator have the
highest level of user comfort. The highest level of user comfort has been provided by mobile phones, which have tight keypad
distance. In addition, the square shape keypad of mobile phones provides higher level of user comfort. Moreover, mobile
phones with trackpad provide the highest level of
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we proposed Dynamic Chunk Allocation based on channel condition using a Modified Greedy Algorithm in SCFDMA system. Simulation is performed on the uplink direction and it is assumed that channel state information (CSI) of all
users are known and have been available at the base station. Number of CSI available to each user is assumed as many as 500
time transmission interval (TTI). Based on the condition of each user's CSI, base station will allocate a chunk (a set of
subcarriers) to each user where each user get a different chunk and this allocation will be done dynamically and will be
repeated every one transmission time interval. Chunk allocation scheme used is a modified greedy algorithm and the
performance of allocation schemes are taken into consideration is the achievement of the maximum user data rate per
bandwidth (bandwidth efficiency) and the difference between the maximum data rate and data rate - average for each user to
represent fairness. The allocation of chunk in the uplink SC-FDMA system is performed by solving a mathematical model
based on the objectivity which is achieved and the constraints of problem. A Modified greedy algorithm was proposed to solve
the problem of chunk allocation because it has low complexity and meet the criteria for suboptimal. The proposed algorithm is
simulated for the number of users varies from 5 to 30 users and use L-FDMA scheme as subcarrier mapping and also use
MMSE (Minimum Mean Square Error) and ZF(Zero Forcing) as ISI cancellation in receiver. The simulation results showed
that the proposed algorithm can improve the user throughput up 7.21% at the number of user is 20 and improve fairness up to
4.9 % in the number of users at 30 compared to Enhanced Mean Greedy (EMG) algorithm proposed by Obilor Nwamadi et al
with the same algorithm complexity.
Keywords
Greedy, Dynamic Chunk Allocation, SC-FDMA

1. INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing Access (OFDMA) is one of the access technology solutions that have been
widely adopted as a standard in the wireless industry including: WLAN IEEE 802 and IEEE 802 11.g. 11.a OFDMA
technology is also used for the 3GPP LTE physical layer, IEEE 802.16, to accommodate high-speed service both real time and
non real time and to support fixed and mobile subscribers [1] [2].
Besides having several advantages, OFDMA has the loss in signal envelope fluctuations in time domain that would cause the
high PAPR (Peak To Average Power Ratio). Due to the high PAPR will hurt the mobile terminal, the SC-FDMA (Single
Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access) is recommended by 3GPP as uplink access scheme in OFDMA systems [2] [7]
[9].
In SC-FDMA system, the radio resources used by each user can be adjusted and changed depending on channel conditions.
The process of adaptation to change radio resources is performed every 1 time transmission interval (TTI), so in practice we
need the radio resource allocation algorithm with low complexity to be implemented. [1] [8] [9] [12].
To reduce the complexity of radio resource allocation algorithm, the available frequency spectrum is divided into resource
blocks (RB) or chunks, where each resource block or chunk contains a set of adjacent subcarriers where the total available
number of subcarriers in one chunk can up to 1200 subcarriers [2] [9].
Grouping of subcarriers within one chunk in SC-FDMA system can be divided into 2 schemes : L-FDMA (Localized
Frequency Division Multiple Access) and I-FDMA (Interleaved Frequency Division Multiple Access). In L-FDMA,
subcarriers to be allocated in one chunk is consecutive and in I-FDMA subcarriers allocated in one chunk to users are not
consecutive but have the same space between subcarriers. I-FDMA was not included into the LTE standard performance
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disadvantages due to slight the caused by the requirements of channel estimation accuracy [9]. In this paper, We Consider only
of L-FDMA subcarriers as mapping in SC-FDMA uplink.
In [7], subcarrier allocation algorithm in OFDMA with the aim of maximizing the amount of user data rate on the system
without considering fairness between users is proposed. Subcarrier is given to users who have the best channel gain on these
subcarriers. So a user who has the best average channel gain will be assigned the amount of subcarrier higher than the others.
In [8][9], subcarriers allocation algorithm with the aim of achieving fairness criteria with the assumption of subcarriers of each
user to be achieved is known are proposed.
In [12],subcarrier allocation algorithm in SC-FDMA uplink system with the aim of maximizing the amount of user data rate
without considering fairness between users is proposed. The subcarrier allocation algorithm is done in each chunk or resource
block to reduce the complexity of the algorithm because of increasing the number of users and the number of subcarriers.
Grouping subcarrier used in this scheme algorithm is L-FDMA where each chunk contains a consecutive subcarriers.
In [15], chunk allocation algorithm in SC-FDMA system with the aim of maximizing the amount of the user data rate without
considering fairness between user is proposed. Subcarrier grouping in each chunk is using the L-FDMA and the channel gain
in each chunk per user is calculated based on the average of subcarrier gain in each user. The Maximum Greedy algorithm is
used to allocate a chunk to the user by searching the the user allocation sequence so obtained the maximum amount of user
data rate.
In [16], chunk allocation algorithm in SC-FDMA system for the purpose of maintaining fairness among users while
maintaining the amount of user data rates are high is proposed. Subcarrier grouping used is the L-FDMA and the channel gain
in each chunk per user is calculated based on the average of subcarrier gain in each user. The Mean enhanced greedy algorithm
is used to allocate a chunk to the user by find a user who has the smallest average of chunk gain. Then this user will be get a
chunk which has the biggest average of user channel gain.
In this paper, we propose a modified greedy algorithm to allocate the chunk in SC-FDMA system with the aim of improving
the achievement of total user data rate and increasing data rate fairness among users. The gain in every chunk per user is
determined based on the ISI cancellation detection method used by each user. We use MMSE (Minimum Mean Square Error)
and ZF (Zero Forcing) as ISI canecellation detection method. It is assumed that the number of subcarriers per chunk are fixed
and the number of available chunks are equal to the number of users. It is also assumed that all the channel state information
from each user has been known in base station as many as 500 TTI (Transmission Time Interval). The allocation algorithm
begins with the selection of a chunk which has the smallest average of user gain. A Chunk which has the smallest average of
user gain is allocated to a user who has the biggest average of chunk gain.
The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can improve the fairness up to 4.9 % at the number user is 30 and
increase the sum of user data rate up to 7.21 % at the number of user is 20.
The paper is organized as follow. Problem formulation is presented in section 2. The proposed algorithm are described in
section 3. The proposed algorithm complexity is determined in section 4. The simulation results are presented and discussed in
section 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 6.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Chunk allocation algorithm proposed in this paper aims to improve the fairness and keep the amount of user data rate. It is
assumed there are N subcarriers, the number of users is K and the number of available chunk is C, where the number of users is
equal to the number of available chunks. Grouping of subcarriers for each chunk using the L-FDMA scheme where the number
of subcarriers per chunk is Nk = N / K.
Chunk allocation algorithm will allocate C chunk for K user using a modified greedy algorithm. It is defined that Ck is a chunk
allocated to the user k. In this paper, as realistic solution, we consider equal power allocation for each chunk. Thus we assume
that the power assigned to each subcarrier is determined as pn,k=Pk/Nk where Pk is the total power for user k.
SC-FDMA uses a frequency domain equalizer to mitigate inter-symbol interference (ISI). We assume that Minimum Mean
Square Equalizer (MMSE) and Zero Forcing (ZF) are used as ISI cancellation detection method, and from [8][14] the SNR of
data delivered in a chunk with MMSE and ZF equalization can be re-written as (1) and (2) where Ck is a chunk containts Nk
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subcarriers assigned to user k,
is the SNR of subcarrier n of user k after power allocation ,
subcarrier n and Hn,k is channel gain from CSI of subcarrier n of user k of each TTI.

,

,

is the noise power of

(1)

(2)

The achievable efficiency of bandwidth (bps/hz) of user k can be expressed as :

(3)

(4)
In this paper, we consider a general optimization problem for multiple users (K user) that can be expressed as :

(5)

Subject to :
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
The Optimization of chunk allocation is performed by maximizing the amount of user bandwidth efficiency (5) with the
optimization constraints are (6) to (12). skc are binary variables that denote whether a chunk is allocated (skc = 1) to a user or
not (skc = 0). Constraints (9), (10) and (11) allows users to use only 1 unique chunk (subcarriers cannot be shared). The
optimization algorithm is achieved by selecting a chunk that has the smallest average of user gain. A Chunk that has the
smallest average of user gain is allocated to a user who has the biggest average of chunk gain with the power constraint (Pk ≥
0). Equation (12) is used to maintain fairness among users. The proposed algorithm is compared with [16] by considering
fairness and The sum of bandwidth efficiency users.

3. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Obilor Nwamadi et al [16] proposed the mean enhanced greedy chunk allocation algorithm to maintain fairness among user
data rates. The allocation is made by selecting the user first user who will get chunk by selecting a user who has the smallest
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average of chunk gain. Then this user will be got a chunk which has the biggest average of user channel gain. The gain in each
chunk is determined by averaging the channel gain of consecutive subcarriers in one chunk.
In this paper we propose a modified greedy algorithms by modifying the algorithm proposed by obilor et al. There are two
modifications that we have done. The first modification is to modify the process by choosing chunk first which will be
allocated by selecting a chunk which has the smallest average of user gain. Then this chunk is allocated to a user who has the
biggest average of chunk gain. This modification is stated in step 2 until step 3 or equation (14) until (16).
The seccond modification that we have done is by using the equation proposed in [8] and [14] to determine the quality of a
chunk where the quality is determined based on the type of equalization used. This modification is stated in step 1 or equation
(13).
In our proposes algorithm, it is assumed that in base station Hn,k per subcarrier of each user have been known as many as 500
TTI. The algorithm of chunk allocation proposed as follow :
Step 1 : SNR per subcarrier which have power allocation per TTI of each user is changed into SNR per chunk of each user
using MMSE and ZF detection method based on equation (1) and (2). Subcarrier grouping in one chunk is done using LFDMA scheme and can be expressed by the following equation :

for c = 1 : C and k = 1 : K

(13)

for c = 1 : C and k = 1 : K
Step 2 : Select a chunk will be allocated by selecting a chunk which has the smallest average of SNR.
(14)

(15)
is a chunk to be allocated. The next step is to find a user who will get a chunk .
Step 3 : Choose a user who has the largest SNR in that chunk .
(16)

So chunk is allocated to user .
Step 4 : Calculate the bandwidth efficiency is achieved by user

who get chunk using equation (3) and (4).

Step 5 : The chunk that already allocated and the user who already get a chunk are removed from the process and repeat step 2
through step 5 until all chunks are allocated and all users are got the chunk.
The focus of this algorithm is to maintain fairness between users by allocating chunks that have the smallest average of SNR
to user who have the biggest average of SNR and still maintain the achievement of high user bandwidth efficiency. The main
difference with the greedy algorithm is in step 2 and Step 3 where the selected chunk is a chunk that has the smallest average
of SNR while in the greedy algorithm trying all possible allocation and thus require a high complexity due to the increasing
number of users.
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When compared with the mean enhanced greedy algorithm (EMG) in [16], the main difference is in step 1 until step 3 where
the proposed algorithm is performed by selecting chunk first that will be allocated, while in the EMG select user first who will
get the chunk. And in the proposed algorithm to obtain the SNR per chunk is determined by using MMSE or ZF detection
scheme, while the EMG is determined by averaging SNR per subcarrier in one chunk. However, a proposed algorithm has the
same level of algorithm complexity with algorithms EMG when the number of chunk is equal to number of user.

4. ALGORITHM COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The proposed algorithm has three main processes. The first process is to determine the average SNR of each chunk, the second
process is to find a chunk that has the smallest average of SNR and the third process is to allocate a chunk to the user who has
the biggest average of SNR. The first process require K - 1 addition operation and 1 division operation, so the first process
requires K - 1 + 1 = K operation. The second process requires C - 1 operation and the third process requires K - 1 operation.
So for one time allocation requires K + (C - 1) + (K - 1) = 2K + C - 2 operations. The number of available chunks is C, so the
allocation process would be as many as 2KC + C2 - 2C operations.
The proposed algoritma is compared with EMG algorithm in [16]. In EMG, the first process require C - 1 addition operations
and 1 division operations, so the first proses require C – 1 + 1 = C operations. The second proses require K – 1 operasi and the
third process require C – 1 operations. So for one time allocation require C + (K – 1) + (C – 1) = 2C + K – 2 operations. The
number of user is K, So the allocation process would be as many as 2KC + K2 – 2K operations.
If the number of available chunk is equal to number of user (C = K) then the complexity of those algorithm will become the
same 3C2 – 2C or 3K2 – 2K.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we compare the performance of the proposed chunk allocation algorithm with those of the algorithm proposed
by obilor nwamadi et al [16]. It is assumed that in base stasion already available SNR per subcarrier of all users for 500 time
transmission interval. The number of users varies from 5 until 30 and all user are located at the same distance from base
stasion. The number of available subcarriers is 60 subcarrier and number of chunk is equal to number of users.
The maximum transmit power for one user is 1 watt. Hn,k/noise power of each subcarrier per user is accumulation of fading
channel using jakes model, pathloss model and AWGN (Additive White Gaussian Noise). It is assumed that frequency is 2
Ghz and the velocity of all user is 0 km/hour. Jakes fading model has 8 scatterers and pathloss model is modeled by 138.6 +
37.6 log10d which is proposed by 3GPP as pathloss model where d is the distance of user from base stasion. AWGN has
normal distribution with mean 0 and deviation 1.
The algorithm of chunk allocation is performed every one TTI and duration of 1 TTI is 1 ms. We consider the sum of
bandwidth efficiency user and difference between maximum and mean of bandwidth efficiency as performance of chunk
allocation. The sum of bandwidth efficiency user to represent user throughput and difference between maximum and mean of
bandwidth efficiency to represent fairness among users. The performance of chunk allocation is averaged over 500 TTI and
compared with performance in [16]. The simulation result showed in figure 1 and figure 2. From figure 1 showed that the
proposed algorithm can improve throughput up to 7.21 % by using MMSE detection method and up to 1.01 % by using ZF
detection method. And from figure 2 showed that the proposed algorithm can improve fairness up to 3.9 % by using MMSE
detection method and up to 4.9 % by using ZF detection method. The highest throughput improvement is reached when the
number of user is 20 and use MMSE as detection method. The highest fairness improvement is reached when the number of
user is 30 and use ZF as detection method.
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Figure 1. Efficiency of Bandwidth Maksimum over 500 TTI using MMSE and ZF equalization to represent maximum
throughput when all users are the same distance from base stasion
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Figure 2. Difference between maximum and mean of bandwidth efficiency using MMSE and ZF equalization to represent
fairness between user when all users are the same distance from base station

6. CONCLUSION
From the simulation results showed that the proposed algorithm can improve user throughput and fairness among users
compared with algorithm proposed by Obilor Nwamadi et al. The proposed algorithm can improve throughput up to 7.21 % by
using MMSE detection method and up to 1.01 % by using ZF detection method. And the proposed algorithm can improve
fairness up to 3.9 % by using MMSE detection method and up to 4.9 % by using ZF detection method. The highest throughput
improvement is reached when the number of user is 20 and use MMSE as detection method. The highest fairness improvement
is reached when the number of user is 30 and use ZF as detection method. The proposed algorithm has the same complexity
level with the algorithm proposed by Obilor Nwamadi et al if the number of chunks is equal to number of users.
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ABSTRACT
Today, tourism has become a lucrative industry, tourism sector is quite promising to help raise foreign exchange reserves and
to increase people's income. Tourism is also closely related to the airline. The flight route network is heavily relying on several
factors. In this paper the factors to be examined are Number of Flights, Consumption, and Number of Arrival. All three
variables are statistically proven to construct the flight-route network, in using linear regression method.
Keywords
Flight route network, linear regression method, tourist destination choices

1. INTRODUCTION
Basically, tourism is an additional requirement for humans, in addition to basic needs that must always be fulfilled. Currently
in Indonesia, tourism has developed into a lucrative industry, not only for the country, but also for the community. Besides as a
source of foreign exchange reserves, tourism provides business opportunities for the people living in areas near tourist
destinations, such as lodging, restaurants, souvenir shops, and others. Tourism growing in Indonesia must be balanced with the
provision of supporting facilities and infrastructure, particularly in transportation facilities. Because Indonesia is an
archipelagic country, the most effective means of transportation used is air transport.
Currently, many airlines are popping up, they serve the domestic and international flight routes. In the midst of many airlines
that appear apparently still many flight routes that have not been fulfilled. And this is a great opportunity, not only for the
airline to get profit, but also the opportunity to further develop tourism. This is interesting for us to conduct a study on the
theme “Influence of Asian Tourist Arrivals On The Length of Stay, Consumption, Tourist Destination, To Increase the Number
of Route Flight.”

2. BASIC THEORY
Statistics is considered by some to be a mathematical science pertaining to the collection, analysis, interpretation or
explanation, and presentation of data, while others consider it a branch of concerned with collecting and interpreting data.
Statistics also provides tools for prediction and forecasting using data and statistical models. Statistics is applicable to a wide
variety of academic disciplines, including natural and social sciences, government, business, and also tourism. In tourism,
statistics are able to count the mean, median, mode, standard deviation, variance, and also its price index.
2.1 What Is a Hypothesis?
A hypothesis is a statement about a population. Data are then used to check the reasonableness of the statement. To begin we
need to define the word hypothesis. So hypothesis is a statement about a population parameter developed for the purpose of
testing.
2.1.1 What Is Hypothesis testing?
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Hypothesis testing is a procedure based on sample evidence and probability theory to determine whether the hypothesis is a
reasonable statement. The terms hypothesis testing and testing a hypothesis are used interchangeably. Hypothesis testing starts
with a statement, or assumption, about a population parameter – such as the population mean.
2.1.2 Five-Step Procedure for Testing a Hypothesis:
2.2

State the Null hypothesis (H0) and the Alternate Hypothesis (H1)
Null hypothesis is a statement about the value of a population parameter.
Alternate hypothesis is a statement that is accepted if the sample data provide sufficient evidence that the null
hypothesis is false.
Select a Level of Significance: The level of significance is the likelihood of rejecting a true null hypothesis.
Select the Test Statistic: There are many test statistics. We can use both z and t as the test statistic. Test statistic is a
value, determined from sample information, used to determine whether to reject the null hypothesis.
Formulate the Decision Rule : The decision rule states the conditions when H0 is rejected. A decision rule is a
statement of the specific conditions under which the null hypothesis is rejected and the conditions under which it is
not rejected.
Make a Decision: The fifth and final step in hypothesis testing is computing the test statistic, comparing it to the
critical value, and making a decision to reject or not to reject the null hypothesis.
Multiple Regression Analysis

Y’ = a + b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + ……….. + bkXk
Where:
a is the intercept, the value of Y when all the X’s are zero.
bj is the amount by which Y changes when that particular Xj increases by one unit with all other values held the same. The
subscript j can assume values between 1 and k, which is the number of independent variables.
2.3

Graph theory

Graph theory is an old existing theory, but until now, the theory is not yet widely used. The graph is used to represent discrete
objects and relationships between the objects. Result from the graph representation is to declare the object as a point while the
relationship between objects is expressed with a line.
In mathematics and computer science, graph theory is the study of graphs, mathematical structures used to model pair wise
relations between objects from a certain collection. A "graph" in this context refers to a collection of vertices or 'nodes' and a
collection of edges that connect pairs of vertices.
Denoted as:
G(Graph) = ( {V}, {E} )
V = Non-empty vertices state | E = States of edge which is connecting the vertices.
2.4

Game Theory

Buying an airline ticket is not a simple thing to do. They do not have fixed price like what bus or train have. Airline ticket
usually isn’t a low-cost transportation accommodation, and the ticket price is customer’s first consideration. Direct flight is
usually more expensive than transit flights so that sometimes they feel disposed to spend more time on the airplane or in the
airport.
There are many reasons to determine ticket fares. Distances and crude oil price can affect ticket fares. It is become expensive
when customers buy the ticket at last minute or during holiday season because of high demand. Anything can affect flight fare.
However, airlines determine the ticket prices based on other competitors’ ticket price at the end. The reason why airline ticket
changes
every
minute
is
that
airline
companies
use
traffic
game
theory.
If X airline decide to sell a ticket for $400, and Y airline decide to sell a ticket for $401, customer will buy X airline ticket. If
the Y airline changes the price to $400, X and Y will have equal numbers of passenger. $400 fare is Nash equilibrium (A
solution concept involving two or more player that use sequences strategy in which each player is assumed to know the
equilibrium strategies of the other players, and each player can only gain advantages with changing his or her own strategy. If
the players involved more than two players, then each player can consider the reasonable reasons by forming coalitions with
other players) for both airlines.
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3. DISCUSSION
3.1 Table and Figures
Table 1: The Top 5 Most Favorite Destinations in Indonesia
City

Airport

Number of Arrival(2010)

Bali

Ngurah Rai International Airport (DPS)

2,240,947

Jakarta

Soekarno Hatta International Airport (CGK)

1,387,987

Jogja
Medan

Adisucipto Int’l Airport (JOG)
Polonia International Airport (MES)

255.949
191,472

Surabaya

Juanda International Airport (SUB)

166,547

3.2 Result and Analysis (Malaysian Travelling to Indonesia)
Kuala Lumpur to Bali flights routes.
We use 4 airlines which are containing two Indonesian low cost and international airlines; Lion Air and Garuda Indonesia and
also two Malaysian low cost and international airlines; Air Asia and Malaysian Air.
Table 2: Number of Flight (Year 2003 to 2008)
Table 3: Year 2011 for the Details.
Year
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Number of Flights
8660
8579
8648
8687
8712
8965
log intercept

x slope
1
2
3
4
5
6
8512.2

Airlines
Garuda Indonesia
Malaysian Airlines
Lion Air
Air Asia
Total

2011

Number of flights
4745
1825
1095
1460
9125

Table 4: Rupiahs that Malaysian spent in Indonesia
Year

Tourist Spend

x slope

2003

84,100,000

1

2004

94,700,000

2

2005

102,960,000

3

2006

118,170,000

4

2007

131,770,000

5

2008

129,650,000

6

log slope

10119143

Table 5: Number of Arrival
Year

Arrival

x slope

2003

840,020

1

2004

832,163

2

2005

838,856

3

2006

842,639

4

2007

845,064

5

2008

869,605

6

log slope

5440.314
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4. EQUATIONS
Multiple Regression Formula:
Regression
y = 8512,2 + 10119142,86 X1 + 5440,3 X2
y
X1
X2

=
=
=

traffic of flight
tourist spend
arrival

5. CONCLUSION
Indonesia with its more than 13,000 islands has an enchantment itself to be tourism destination around the world especially
Asia. Listed from Sabang until Merauke, there are natural beauties (e.g. coral, reef, mountain, beaches, forests, etc) and also
the unnatural one (e.g. tamples, museums, monument, etc).
Bali which is the most beautiful island that world has (2009's survey) still being Indonesian no. 1 Asian tourism destination.
Moreover, Indonesia has more tourism destination that is much more attractive than Bali, such as: Raja Ampat (Papua),
Lombok, Bunaken, and thousands places that lies around Indonesia.
The easiest transportation from around the world to reach those places is using airplane. Many routes will simplify a tourist to
visit and enjoy Indonesia. Number of Arrival, Number of Flight and Ticket Price are the most three important aspects for an
airline flight in making decision to expand their new routes. They use the game theory to determine their best ticket price and
graph theory to the distance from a place to another.
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ABSTRACT
Deregulation and restructuring of the electricity industry is one of the major changes that occurred in the
last few decades. In a deregulated market, the price of energy is determined by economic factors of supply
and demand as is the case with most consumer products in a free economy. Additionally, in a deregulated
market, consumers are free to choose their energy supplier. Generally this is expected to lead to increased
competition and better quality of supply. It also leads to a shift from the traditional vertically integrated
utilities to a more distributed structure.
Environmental considerations have become a major factor in most industrial activities and sustainable
alternatives are being sought. The same applies to the power industry. There is a push from various utilities
around the world to source 20% of the generated energy from renewable energy. An example of this is the
European 2020 targets which aim to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 20% by the year 2020. Australia
wish to source 20% of its energy coming from renewable resources. In 2009-2010, Wind Energy grew by
58% in Australia, the highest rate of growth in the World. Hence there is a need to use an increasing mix
of renewable energy in the system. The nature of renewable energy sources is such, that large scale
centralised generation plants cannot be used as the sole mode of power generation. Distributed generation
(DG) is ideal for incorporating renewable energy sources into the generation mix. Apart from this factor,
DG can reduce transmission losses and hence directly reduce greenhouse emissions, global warming and
other environmental impacts of electricity generation. Some researchers point out that distributed
generation is not necessarily renewable generation. However, given the nature of renewable sources such
as wind or photovoltaics, it is much more feasible to use these as small scale DG sources rather than large
centralised power plants. It is however necessary to plan the integration of renewable power generation in
the distribution grid in such a way the economics, operational efficiency, and quality of supply are all
maximized. This invited paper will present a methodical way of distributed generation placement to attain
value and improve operational efficiency, address the issue of system integration challenges and
compliance with grid codes particularly for wind generators including dynamic security of embedded
distribution systems and finally propose a test system which can be used to benchmark future DG system
design for future researchers in this area.

FULL PAPER IS NOT AVAILABLE FROM THE AUTHOR(S)
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Boiling Heat Transfer of Refrigerants in Horizontal
Small Diameter Tubes
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ABSTRACT
The investigation of boiling heat transfer coefficient of refrigerants with two-phase flow in various horizontal small diameter
tubes has greatly advanced. New correlations to heat transfer coefficient are developed. The experimental result showed that
the heat transfer coefficient is a function of mass flux, hat flux, quality, saturation temperature and inner tube diameter. The
heat transfer coefficient predicted by the modified F factor as a function of the two-phase frictional multiplier is based on the
pressure gradient for liquid alone flow,
. The nucleate boiling suppression factor, S, was also modified as one of the factors
influencing the heat transfer coefficient. The experimental data were obtained over a heat flux range of 5-40 kW/m2, mass flux
range 50-800 kg/(m2s), saturation temperature range of 0-15 oC, and quality up to 1.0. Data were evaluated with Wang et al
and Wotjan et al. flow pattern maps. The experimental data for heat transfer coefficient was compared with existing
correlations available in literature.
Keywords
Two-phase flow boiling, heat transfer coefficient, correlation, refrigerants, horizontal small tubes
NOMENCLATURE
A
AD

Cross section area
Average Deviation

AD

1
n

Bo

Bo

n
1

hpred hexp

100 hexp

Boiling number,

q Gifg

C
cp
D
F
f
G
g
h
i
k
L
M
MD

Correction factor for two-phase pressure drop
Specific heat capacity at constant pressure (kJ/(kg∙K))
Diameter (m)
Multiplier factor for convective heat transfer contribution
Friction factor
Mass flux (kg/(m2·s))
Acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)
Heat transfer coefficient (kW/(m2·K))
Enthalpy (kJ/(kg·K))
Thermal conductivity (kW/(m·K))
Tube length (m)
Molecular weight of the liquid
Mean Deviation,

MD

1
n

P
Pr

1

hpred hexp

100 hexp

Pressure (N/m2)
Prandtl number,

Pr c p
Q
q
Re

n

k
Electric power (kW)
Heat flux (kW/m2)
Reynolds number,

Re GD
Rp

Surface roughness parameter (μm)
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S
T
V
W
X
x
z

Suppression factor
Temperature (K)
Volume (m3)
Mass flow rate (kg/s)
Lockhart-Martinelli parameter
Mass quality
Length (m)

Greek letters
α
Void fraction
μ
Viscosity (Pa·s)
ρ
Density (kg/m3)
Two-phase frictional multiplier
Subscripts
A
Air
c
Convective
exp
Experimental value
f
Saturated liquid
g
Saturated vapor
i
Inner tube
fo
Liquid only
nb
Nucleate boiling
nbc
Nucleate boiling contribution
o
Outer tube
pb
Pool boiling
pred
Predicted value
red
Reduced
sat
Saturation
sc
Subcooled
t
Turbulent flow
tp
Two-phase
v
Laminar flow
W
Water
w
Wall
1.

Introduction

Several studies and experimental results have been issued that discussed flow patterns and boiling heat transfer with two-phase
flow of refrigerant in horizontal tubes. Two-phase flow boiling heat transfer of refrigerants in minichannels has been
researched for several decades. Only a few studies in the literature report on the two-phase flow heat transfer of refrigerants in
minichannels. Compared with pure refrigerants in conventional channels, the flow boiling of refrigerants in minichannels has
discrete characteristics due to the physical and chemical properties of their and the dimensions of the minichannels.
The greatest advantages of the minichannels are their high heat transfer coefficients, significant decreases in the size of
compact heat exchangers, and lower required fluid mass. A higher heat transfer in minichannels is due to large ratios of heat
transfer surface to fluid flow volume and its properties. The decreasing size also allows heat exchangers to achieve significant
weight reductions, lower fluid inventories, low capital and installation costs, and energy savings. Despite those advantages,
pressure drop within minichannels is higher than that of conventional tube because of the increase of wall friction.
In evaporation within small diameter tubes, as reported by Bao et al[1], Zhang et al.[2], Kandlikare-Steinke [3], Tran et al.[4],
Pettersen[5], Park and Hrnjak[6], Zhao et al.[7], Yun et al.[8], Yoon et al.[9], Pamitran et al. [10], and K.-I. Choi[11] , the
contribution of nucleate boiling is predominant and laminar flow appears.
The experimental results in this study were compared with the predictions of seven existing heat transfer correlations, and
correlation is developed based on superposition, due to the limitations for forced convective boiling of refrigerants in small
diameter tubes.
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2.

Experimental Aspects
2.1 Experimental facilities for inner diameter of 1.5 mm and 3.0 mm

The experimental facilities are schematically shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b). The test facilities were mainly consisted of a
condenser, a subcooler, a receiver, a refrigerant pump, a mass flow meter, a preheater, and test sections. For the test with 3.0
and 1.5mm inner diameter tubes, a variable AC output motor controller was used
P, T

P, T

V

A’ Test Sections
Sight A
100 mm
glass
L : 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0 m

A’

A

Preheater

Di : 3.0 and 1.5 mm

Thermocouple

Refrigerator Unit
Condenser

Mass Flow
meter

Water Pump
P

Subcooler
Ref. Pump

Receiver
(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. Experimental test facility: (a) for test section with inner tube
diameter of Di=3.0mm and Di=1.5 mm, (b) detail of test section
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P, T

P, T
P, T

P, T

A’

Needle valve

A

V
Test Section
L = 330 mm
Condenser

Mass Flow meter
Cooler
P

Refrigerant
cylinder

DP

A’

A

Di = 500 µm
Thermocouples
at every 30 mm

Receiver

Refrigerator
Fig. 2. For test section with inner tube diameter of Di=0.5 mm

to control the flow rate of the refrigerant. A Coriolis-type mass flow meter was installed in a horizontal layout for the test with
1.5 and 3.0mm inner diameter tubes. A preheater or a cooler was installed to control the vapor quality of the refrigerant by
heating or condensing the refrigerant before it entered the test section. For evaporation at the test section, a pre-determined heat
flux was applied from a variable A.C voltage controller. The vapor refrigerant from the test section was then condensed in the
condenser and subcooler, and then the condensed refrigerant was supplied to the receiver.
The test section was made of stainless steel circular smooth tubes with inner tube diameters of 3.0 and, 1.5 mm. The rate of
input electric potential E and current I were adjusted in order to control the input power and to determine the applied heat flux,
which was measured by a standard multimeter. The test sections were uniformly and constantly heated by applying the electric
current directly to their tube walls. The test sections were well insulated with foam and rubber; therefore, heating loss was
ignored in the present study. The local saturation pressure of the refrigerant, which was used to determine the saturation
temperature, was measured using bourdon tube type pressure gauges with a 0.005 MPa scale at the inlet and at the outlet of the
test sections. Differential pressure was measured by the bourdon tube type pressure gauges and a differential pressure
transducer. Circular sight glasses with the same inner tube diameter as the test section were installed at the inlet and outlet of
the test section to visualize the flow. Each sight glass was held by flanges on both sides, as described in Fig. 1.
The temperature and flow rate measurements were recorded using the Darwin DAQ32 Plus logger R9.01 software program
and version 2.41 of the Micro Motion ProLink Software package, respectively. The physical properties of the refrigerants were
obtained from the REFPROP 8.0..
2.2 Experimental facility for inner diameter of 0.5 mm
Another experimental facility was made for inner diameter of 0.5 mm as Fig. 2; this facility is an open-loop system. This
system allows the refrigerant flow from higher pressure containers to refrigerant receivers. This system used a needle valve to
the control flow rate before entering the test section which is made of stainless steel. A weighing balance was used for the test
with the 0.5 mm inner diameter tube to measure the refrigerant flow rate. Heating and measurements were similar to those on
Fig. 1.
The experimental conditions are listed in Table 1. Five refrigerants are use as the working fluid in the experiments; the studies
express the effects of dimensional factors that are represented by the inner diameter of the tubes. The mass flux effect was
observed by configuring the velocity of the fluids and heat flux control by regulating the electrical heating.
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Table 1. Experimental Conditions

Test
section

Quality

Working
refrigerant

R-134a

up to 1.0

Horizontal circular smooth small tubes

R-22

R-410A

C3H8
CO2
NH3

Inner diameter
(mm)

Tube length
(mm)

Mass flux
(kg/(m2·s))

Heat flux
(kW/m2)

Inlet Tsat
(ºC)

3.0

2000

400 – 600

20 – 40

10

1.5

2000

300 – 600

10 – 20

10

3.0

2000

200 – 600

10 – 40

10

1.5

2000

200 – 400

10

10

0.5

330

100

5 – 20

6 – 10

3.0

3000

300 – 600

10 – 40

10 – 15

1.5

1500

300 – 600

10 – 30

10 – 15

0.5

330

70 – 400

5 – 20

1 – 11

3.0

2000

50 – 240

5 – 25

0 – 11

1.5

2000

100 – 400

5 – 20

0 – 12

3.0

2000

200 – 600

20 – 30

1 – 10

1.5

2000

300 – 600

10 – 30

0 – 11

3.0

2000

100 – 800

10 – 70

0 – 10

1.5

2000

100 – 500

10 – 35

0 – 10

2.3 Data Reduction
The inside tube wall temperature, Twi is the average temperature of the top, both right and left sides, and bottom wall
temperatures, and is determined using steady-state one-dimensional radial conduction heat transfer through the wall with
internal heat generation. The quality, x, at the measurement locations, z, were determined based on the thermodynamic
properties, namely,
(1)
The refrigerant flow at the inlet of the test section was not completely saturated. Even though it is just short of being
completely saturated, it is necessary to determine the subcooled length to ensure reduction data accuracy. The subcooled length
is calculated using the following equation to determine the initial point of saturation.
(2)
The outlet mass quality is then determined using the following equation:
(3)
3. Results and discussion
The flow with heat addition, or adiabatic flow, is a coupled thermodynamic problem. On the one hand, heat transfer leads to a
phase change, which leads to the change of phase distribution and flow pattern; on the other hand, it causes a change in the
hydrodynamics, such as the pressure drop along the flow path, which affects the heat transfer characteristics. Furthermore, a
single-component, two-phase flow in a tube can hardly become fully developed at low pressure because of the shape change in
large bubbles and the inherent pressure change along the tube, which continually changes the state of the fluid and thereby
changes the phase distribution and flow pattern.
Fig. 3 shows that a smaller inner tube diameter has a higher heat transfer coefficient at low quality regions.
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10
R-410A
G = 300 kg/m2s
q = 10 kW/m2
Tsat = 10oC

htp (kW/m2K)

25
20

Di (mm)
0.5
3.0

15

10

q (kW/m2)
5
10
15
20

C3H8
G = 100 kg/m2s
Di = 3.0 mm
Tsat = 10oC

8
htp (kW/m2K)

30

6
4

2

5

0

0

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0

0.6

0.2

0.4

x

0.6

0.8

1

x

Fig. 3 Effect of inner tube diameter on heat transfer
coefficient for R-410A at G = 300 kg//(m2·s), q = 10
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Fig. 4 Effect of heat flux on heat transfer coefficient
for C3H8 at G = 100 kg//(m2·s), Di = 3.0 mm, Tsat =
10 °C

This is due to a more active nucleate boiling in a smaller diameter tube. As the tube diameter gets smaller, the contact surface
area for heat transfer increases. The more active nucleate boiling causes dry-patches to appear earlier. The quality for a rapid
decrease in the heat transfer coefficient is lower for the smaller tube. It is supposed that the annular flow appears at a lower
quality in the smaller tube and therefore, the dry-out quality is relatively lower for the smaller tube. The effect of saturation
temperature on heat transfer coefficient is depicted in Fig. 4 depicts the dependence of heat flux on heat transfer coefficients in
the low-moderate quality region. The large effect of heat flux on the heat transfer coefficient shows the domination of the
nucleate boiling heat transfer contribution. At the higher quality region nucleate boiling is suppressed or convective heat
transfer contribution is predominant; this is indicated by a low effect of heat flux on heat transfer coefficient.
Fig. 5 and 6 show the comparisons of the heat transfer coefficients of R-22, R-134a, R-410A, C3H8 and CO2 at some
experimental conditions. The mean heat transfer coefficient ratio of R-22, R-134a, R-410A, C3H8 and CO2 was approximately
1.0 : 0.8 : 1.8 : 0.7 : 2.0. The heat transfer coefficient of CO2 was higher than that of the other working refrigerants during
evaporation under all test conditions. The higher heat transfer coefficient of CO2 is believed to be due to its high boiling
nucleation. The CO2 has much lower surface tension and applies much higher pressure than the other working refrigerants. The
heat transfer coefficients of R-22, R-134a and C3H8 are similar due to their similar physical properties. The CO2 has a much
lower viscosity ratio μf/μg than the other working refrigerants, which means that the liquid film of CO2 can break more easily
than those of the other refrigerants.
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Fig. 5 Heat transfer coefficient comparison of the
present working refrigerants at G = 400 kg//(m2·s), q =
20 kW/m2, Di = 3.0 mm, Tsat = 10 °C
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Fig. 6 Heat transfer coefficient comparison of the
present working refrigerants at G = 200 kg//(m2·s), q
= 10 kW/m2, Di = 1.5 mm, Tsat = 10°C

The CO2 has also a much lower density ratio ρf/ρg than the other working refrigerants, which leads to a lower vapor velocity,
which in turn causes less suppression of nucleate boiling.
The heat transfer coefficients of the present study are compared with the results given by several correlations for boiling heat
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transfer coefficients as shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Previous correlations to predict heat transfer coefficient
Authors
Gungor and Winterton (1987)

Heat Transfer Coefficient Correlations

Jung et al. (1989)

Shah (1988)

For horizontal tube, Frf >0.04

Tran et al. (1996)

Chen (1966)

Wattelet et al.(1994)

Kandlikar and Steinke (2003)

Zang et al. (2004)

The Gungor-Winterton[12], Jung et al.[13], Shah[14] and Tran et al.[15] correlations provided better predictions, with mean
deviations of lower than 30% in A.S. Pamitran et al[16], than the other correlations. Wattelet et al[17] successively predict the
experiment data for K.I. Choi et al[18]. The Gungor-Winterton [12] correlation was a modification of the superposition model;
it was developed using fluids in several small and conventional tubes under various test conditions. The Jung et al.[13]
correlation was developed with pure and mixture refrigerants in conventional channels; its F factor contributed a big
calculation deviation with the current experimental data. The Shah[14] correlation was developed using a large data set for
conventional tubes. The prediction with the Shah[14] correlation was fair under conditions at the low quality region. The Tran
et al. [15] correlation was developed for R-12 and R-113 in small tubes. The correlations of Chen[19] and Wattelet et al.[17],
which were developed for large tubes, have a high prediction deviation in K.I Choi et al.’s[11] experimental data. The
correlations of Kandlikar[20] and Zhang et al.[2] were developed for small tubes; however, the correlations could not predict
well the present experimental data. The correlations of Wattelet et al. [17], Kandlikar[20] and Zhang et al.[2] showed a large
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deviation in the prediction of the CO2 data. The Kandlikar [20] correlation failed to predict the heat transfer coefficient at the
high quality region.
4.

Development of a new correlation

It is well known that the flow boiling heat transfer is mainly governed by two important mechanisms, namely nucleate boiling
and forced convective heat transfer.
(4)
In two-phase flow boiling heat transfer, the nucleate boiling heat transfer contribution is suppressed by the two-phase flow.
Therefore, the nucleate boiling heat transfer contribution may be correlated with a nucleate boiling suppression factor, S.
Another contribution of convective heat transfer may be correlated with a liquid single phase heat transfer. The F factor is
introduced as a convective two-phase multiplier to account for enhanced convective properties due to co-current flow of liquid
and vapor. A superposition model of heat transfer coefficient may be written as follows:
(5)
The appearance of convective heat transfer for boiling in small channels occurs later than it does in large channels because of
its high boiling nucleation.
The new heat transfer coefficient correlation in this study is developed by only using the experimental data prior to the dry-out.
Chen[19] introduced a multiplier factor, F= fn(Xtt), to account for the increase in the convective turbulence that is due to the
presence of the vapor phase. The function should be physically evaluated again for flow boiling heat transfer in a minichannel
that has a laminar flow condition, which is due to the small diameter effect. By considering the flow conditions (laminar or
turbulent) in the Reynolds number factor, F, Zhang et al.[2] introduced a relationship between the factor F and the two-phase
frictional multiplier that is based on the pressure gradient for liquid alone flow,
. This relationship is
(6)
here
is a general form for four conditions according to Chisholm[21]. For the liquid–vapor flow condition of turbulent–
turbulent (tt), laminar–turbulent (vt), turbulent–laminar (tv) and laminar–laminar (vv), the values of the Chisholm parameter, C,
are 20, 12, 10, and 5, respectively. The value of C is found by an interpolation of the Chisholm parameter with thresholds of Re
= 1000 and Re = 2000 for the laminar and turbulent flows, respectively.
The Martinelli parameter is defined with the Blasius equation of friction factors, ff and fg ; the Martinelli parameter can be
rewritten as
(7)
There is an important effect of quality, density ratio, ⍴f/⍴g, and the viscosity ratio,
, on heat transfer coefficient. The
liquid heat transfer is defined by existing liquid heat transfer coefficient correlations by considering flow conditions of laminar
and turbulent. For laminar flow, Ref < 2300, where
(8)
And the liquid heat transfer coefficient is obtained from the following correlation:
(9)
For flow with 3000 ≤ Ref ≤ 104, the liquid heat transfer coefficient is obtained from the Gnielinski[22] correlation:
(10)
where the friction factor is calculated from (for Re < 1000, f = 16Re-1) and turbulent (for Re > 2000, f = 0.079Re-0.25). For flow
with 2300 ≤ Ref ≤ 3000, the liquid heat transfer coefficient is calculated by interpolation. For turbulent flow with 104 ≤ Ref ≤
5 106, the liquid heat transfer coefficient is obtained from the Petukhov and Popov[23] correlation:
(11)
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The Dittus and Boelter[24] correlation is used for turbulent flow with Ref ≥ 5 106.
(12)
The F factor in this study is developed as a function of
,
. The liquid heat transfer is defined by the Dittus
and Boelter[24] correlation.
The prediction of the nucleate boiling heat transfer for the present experimental data used Cooper[25], which is a pool boiling
correlation developed based on an extensive study.
(13)
Where the heat fluxes, q, is inWm-2. Kew and Cornwell[26] and Jung et al.[27] showed that the Cooper [25] pool boiling
correlation best predicted their experimental data. Chen[19] defined the nucleate boiling suppression factor, S, as a ratio of the
mean superheat, ΔTe, to the wall superheat, ΔTsat. Jung et al.[27] proposed a convective boiling heat transfer multiplier factor,
N, as a function of quality, heat flux and mass flow rate (represented by employing Xtt and Bo) to represent the strong effect of
nucleate boiling in flow boiling as it is compared with that in nucleate pool boiling, hnbc/hnb. The Martinelli parameter, Xtt, is
replaced by a two-phase frictional multiplier,
, in order to consider laminar flow in minichannels. By using the experimental
data of this study, a new convective boiling contribution and a new nucleate boiling suppression factor are proposed as shown
in Table 3. Pamitran et al. and K.I. Choi et al have developed a correlation based on the Zhang et al [2] that modified the F
factor and Chen[19] introduced the suppression factor, S. The new heat transfer coefficient correlation is developed using a
regression method with 461 data points for C3H8 in Choi et al[11], 471 data points for CO2 in Choi et al[18], 681 data points
for R-22, R-134a, and R-744 (CO2) in Choi et al.[28], and 217 data points for R-410A in Pamitran et al.[29].
5. Concluding remarks
The heat transfer experiments in convective boiling performed with R-22, R-134a, R-410A, R-744 (CO2), R-717 (NH3) and R290 (C3H8) in horizontal smooth minichannels. Mass flux, heat flux, inner tube diameter and saturation temperature have an
effect on the heat transfer coefficient. The heat transfer coefficient increases with a decreased inner tube diameter. The
geometric effect of the small tube must be considered to develop a new heat transfer coefficient correlation.
Table 3 equations developed by A.S. Pamitran et al. and K.I. Choi et al

F factor
Choi et al. [11]
Choi et al. [18]
Choi et al. [28])
Pamitran et al. [29]

Supression factor

Deviation
MD = 9.93%
AD = 2,42%
MD = 8.41%
AD = 0.37%
Overall
MD= 11.21%
AD = -0.72
MD= 11.20%
AD = 0.09%

Laminar flow appears for flow boiling in small channels, so the modified correlation of the multiplier factor for the convective
boiling contribution, F, and the nucleate boiling suppression factor, S, is developed in the study using laminar and turbulent
flows consideration. The new boiling heat transfer coefficient correlations that are based on a superposition model for
refrigerants in minichannels were presented. The work of developing the new correlations used 2288 data points.
The documentation contained in this manuscript endeavors to perceive the two-phase flow boiling heat transfer in horizontal
circular channels as the basic understanding for application in refrigeration fields or any concern that is related to two-phase
flow. It is known that there is no single correlation that has the ability to predict accurately the two-phase flow heat transfer.
Every single or mixed refrigerant could be had differently as a result of heat transfer coefficient. Therefore, the modification of
the previous correlations or a new development in this matter is still open.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the frosting characteristics of humid air-flow under frosting conditions. A slit fin bundle was designed and
constructed for the simulation of fins of the heat exchanger. The effects of experimental parameters, such as cooling block
temperature, air humidity and air velocity, on the total frost mass and pressure drop were experimentally investigated. The frost
mass was affected remarkably by the cooling block temperature and air humidity, however, the effect of air velocity on it was
not so significant compared with the cooling block temperature and air humidity. The pressure drop was affected a lot by all
experimental parameters in this study. An approximation equation for the fin temperature distribution was developed as an
exponential equation on the basis of the measured data. Local heat flux distribution of each fin was calculated by using the
developed approximation equation for the fin temperature profile and the energy conservation equation for the fin. The frost
thickness distribution on each fin was predicted from the local heat flux of each fin and the mass conservation equation on the
frost surface and inside the frost layer. In the upper-stream side, the frost thickness of the first fin was relatively thicker than
those of the neighboring fins due to the leading edge effect. The frost thickness of the down-stream side was relatively thicker
than that of the upper-stream side.
Keywords
Frosting, Humid air-flow, Heat Transfer, Mass transfer

1. INTRODUCTION
Frosting phenomena occur when humid air flows in the heat exchanger, of which the surface is below freezing point
temperature. The frost layer deposited on the surface of heat exchanger deteriorates the thermal performance of heat exchanger
owing to thermal resistance and blockage of air-flow passage between fins.
The previous researches on the frosting phenomena of the heat exchanger are mainly classified into three fields; 1) frost
properties such as heat conductivity and density of frost, 2) frost formation and growth, and 3) heat exchanger performance
under frosting conditions.
In the relation to the frost properties, Yonko and Sepsy [1] measured the heat conductivity of frost and proposed its correlation
as a function of frost density. Hayashi et al. [2] also proposed a correlation of frost density based on the experiment for
investigating frost formation. Yang and Lee [3] also proposed a mathematical model to predict frost properties and heat and
mass transfer within the frost layer formed on a cold plate.
Relevant to frost formation and growth, Hayashi et al. [2] observed the process of frost formation and growth and assorted
these into three processes according to the elapsed time. The processes divided are crystal growth period, frost layer growth
period and frost layer full growth period. Sherif et al. [4] simulated the frost formation process employing a semi-empirical
transient model for a flat plate under forced convection condition. Na and Webb [5] recently suggested a super-saturation
model for frost growth rate, and showed the prediction capability of the model was better than those of the previous models
[6,7] by comparing some experimental data available in open literature.
In the studies on the heat exchanger performance under frosting conditions, Yanagida [8] investigated the heat transfer and
pressure drop characteristics of close-finned coils operating under frosting conditions. Senshu et al. [9,10] carried out
theoretical and experimental studies using the cross-finned tube heat exchanger and proposed the method to predict frosting air
condition and averaged frosting mass flux.
O’Neal [11] reviewed the previous researches on frosting phenomena and pointed out that the detailed data to design
air-conditioner in heating mode in winter season are insufficient. Namely, in the case of microscopic study, the conditions are
limited to the surface with quite simple geometry at constant temperature. Therefore, he emphasized that the research
applicable to the evaporator of air-conditioner is of importance. It means that the research on the frosting from humid air
flowing in the small rectangular duct is needed, because the test data in the case of air-flow which is cooled locally through the
air-flow passage between fins of heat exchanger are insufficient.
By above reason, Koyama et al. [12, 14] and Kwon eat al.[13]conducted the experimental study for the frosting on a locally
cooled flat plate in the rectangular duct, and there, investigated the overall geometry of frost layer deposited and the
characteristics of heat and mass transfer from humid air. In the present study, the frosting test using an expanded model of the
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slit fin bundle of heat exchanger has been performed to clarify the heat and mass transfer characteristics, which is more
practical research to develop the high efficient heat exchanger under dry and frosting conditions.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHOD
Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus for this study. The experimental apparatus mainly consists of
test section A, orifice B, blower C and suction fan system D, constant temperature brine bath E, pressure port F, which are
connected by flexible tubes, and which are installed in the air-controlling chamber with a heater, a refrigerator and a humidifier
to control dry and wet bulb temperatures of humid air flowing into the test section.
For the experiment, at first, the humid air with certain humidity ratio is supplied into the test section using the blower C. The
flow-rate of humid air flowing into the test section is kept constant using the orifice B. And then, the dry and wet bulb
temperatures of the humid air at the inlet of the test section are checked using the suction fan system D with two K-type
sheathed thermocouples with diameter of 0.5 mm (resolution of ± 0.03 K), of which one thermocouple is to measure the wet
bulb temperature with wetted gauze. The humid air temperatures are adjusted as the test conditions by setting up the inverter,
which is installed to the air-controlling chamber. If the humid air temperature conditions attain to the test conditions, the
frosting test is started by supplying the brine from the constant temperature brine bath E (using ethylene glycol of 100 %),
which is installed to the outside of the air-controlling chamber.
Air Controlling Chamber
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus

Figure 2: Test section and thermocouple locations

Fig. 2 shows the schematic of the test section. The test section consists of a copper cooling block, a fin bundle and a
rectangular duct made of transparent acrylic resin. The fin bundle is composed of 11 rows by 40 copper fins inserted into the
cooling block, and is installed inside the rectangular duct. The fin bundle is cooled down by flowing the brine from the
constant temperature brine bath into the cooling block. The width, thickness and length of 8 fins in the 1st and 11th rows are
16.08 mm, 1 mm and 79.25 mm, respectively, and those of the rest 32 fins in the 2nd to 10th rows are 7.5 mm, 1 mm and 79.25
mm, respectively. In order to measure the fin temperature distribution, 11 fins in the central part of each row are selected, and
five thermocouples with diameter of 0.1 mm (T-type, resolution of ± 0.05 K) in each fin selected are equipped. The
thermocouples installed to each fin are located at the points of 3, 12, 25, 40 and 70 mm from the base of each fin.
Table 1: Experimental conditions
Air Temperature [oC] Air Velocity Cooling Block
Test Condition
[m/s]
Temperature [oC]
Dry Bulb Wet Bulb
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STD

1.99

1.01

1.5

-7.40

HCT

1.98

0.98

1.5

-5.45

LH

1.97

0.49

1.5

-7.81

HH

2.06

1.54

1.5

-7.52

LAV

2.00

1.02

1.0

-8.52

HAV

1.96

1.07

2.0

-7.24

Table 1 lists the experimental conditions. The experimental parameters are cooling block temperature, air humidity and air
velocity. In Table 1, STD, HCT, LH, HH, LAV and HAV denote standard, high cooling temperature, low humidity, high
humidity, low air velocity and high air velocity conditions, respectively.
During the experiment, the total frost mass, the dry and wet bulb temperatures at the inlet of the test section, the fin surface
temperature, the dry bulb temperature at the outlet of the test section, the dry and wet bulb temperatures behind the blower, and
the pressure drop between the inlet and outlet of the test section are measured at the elapsed time of 30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes.
The total frost mass for each operation time is determined by measuring the mass of the test section with the electronic balance
having the resolution of 0.01 g and measuring range of 0 to 2200 g before and after the test. The micro differential manometer
with the resolution of 0.02 mmAq and maximum measuring range of 0 to 50 mmAq is used to measure the pressure drop
between the inlet and outlet of the test section.

3. DATA REDUCTION METHOD
Average mass flow rate, m f,avg, is obtained from the total frost mass, mf, for the operation time, , and the difference of the
operation time, ∆ . Averaged mass flux, Gw,avg, is also determined by dividing the average mass flow rate, m f,avg, by the
total heat transfer area, A.
(1)
(2)
Total heat flux, qtot, is the sum of the sensible heat flux, qsens, and the latent heat flux, qlat.
(3)
(4)
(5)
In Eq. (5), the latent heat of sublimation, hsg, is obtained by a correlation used by Ismail-Salinas [15].
(6)
dQw, y  q w, y  Pf  dx

Qw , x   k w

x

 dT
d 2Tw 
Qw, x  dQw, x  k w  w 
dx  A f
dx 2
 dx


dTw
Af
dx

dx

Figure 3: Physical model for analysis of a fin
Fig. 3 shows the physical model for analysis of a fin. The heat from ambient air to fin surface, which is in y-direction or fin
perpendicular direction, is transferred to the fin base in the longitudinal direction (or x-direction) due to the fin temperature
gradient.
An approximation equation for the fin temperature distribution is developed to calculate the local heat flux distribution of each
fin as follows:
(7)
where constants a, b and c are determined by the least square method for the measured fin temperature data.
Using above Eq. (7), the heat flux in the fin longitudinal direction, qw.x, is obtained as follows:
(8)
The heat flux in the fin perpendicular direction, qw.x, is also calculated using Eq. (7) as follows:
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Figure 4: Control volume in frosted fin

Fig. 4 shows the control volume in the frosted fin. The energy conservation equation of the air-side in the control volume is
described as follows:
(10)
In above Eq. (10), hH denotes convective heat transfer coefficient and is obtained from the test on heat transfer characteristics
under dry conditions. Ts is frost surface temperature. ∆Tb and Tb indicate the air temperature difference and the average air
temperature between the inlet and outlet of the control volume, and each is represented as follows:
(11)
(12)
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Figure 5: Energy and mass balances on frost surface and in frost

Fig. 5 represents the energy and mass balances on the frost surface and within the frost layer. The total heat flux transferred
from humid air to frost surface includes the sensible heat flux by convection of dry air as well as the latent heat flux by
sublimation of water vapor from humid air.
(13)
(14)
(15)
In Eq. (15), hM denotes mass transfer coefficient and is able to be determined from heat transfer coefficient, hH, by the
Chilton-Colburn Analogy (or modified Lewis Relation) as
(16)
In Eq. (10), the unknowns are the outlet air temperature of the control volume, Tb2, and the frost surface temperature, Ts. The
frost surface temperature, Ts, can be determined by the iteration calculation using the try and error method and the relationship
of energy conservations between Eqs. (10) and (13).
The heat flux transferred from frost surface to fin surface means the heat transfer by conduction through frost layer with certain
heat conductivity.
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(17)
In Eq. (17), kf is the heat conductivity of frost and is obtained using Lee’s correlation [16] as follows:
(18)
where the frost density is given as a correlation developed by Hayashi et al. [2].
(19)
The mass flux of water vapor from humid air, m w, is the sum of the mass flux for increasing the frost density, m w.p, and the
mass flux for increasing the frost thickness, m w, f.
(20)
In Eq. (20), the mass flux for increasing the frost density, m w.p, is represented as the following equation, which was used by
O’Neal [11].
(21)
The mass flux for increasing the frost thickness, m w, f, is presented as follows:
(22)
In Eq. (21), the diffusion coefficient of water vapor, DW, is given as an empirical correlation proposed by Fujii et. al [17] as
follows:
(23)
In Eq. (21), the frost density,
In Eq. (21), the ice density,

f,

is given as a correlation by Hayashi [2] et al. as follows:
(24)

i, is given as follows [18]:

(25)
where the ice temperature, Ti, is represented as oC.
In Eq. (21), the tortuosity factor of frost,  f, is given by Sanders’ correlation [7] as follows:
(26)
In Eq. (21), the expression (dw/dy)s can be represented assuming the water vapor acts as a perfect gas as
(27)
where R is gas constant for water vapor [N·m/(kg·K)].
The Eq. (27) can be illustrated as follows:
(28)
The expression (dPw/dTw)s in Eq. (28) is obtained from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation as
(29)
where hsg and vw denote the enthalpy for sublimation of water vapor and the specific volume of water vapor of which units are
[kJ/kg] and [m3/kg].
Combining Eqs. (21), (28) and (29), the mass flux for increasing the frost density, m w.p, and the mass flux for increasing the
frost thickness, m w, f, are determined as follows:
(30)
On the other hand, the heat flux in the fin longitudinal direction, qw,y, is the same as the heat flux by conduction through the
frost layer and is arranged as follows:
(31)
Substituting (dT/dy)s in Eq. (31) into Eq. (31), the following equation is obtained.
(32)
Combining Eqs. (9) and (32), the Eq. (32) is arranged as follows:
(33)
The frost density is determined from the mass flux for increasing the frost density, the operation time difference and the frost
thickness. The frost thickness is also obtained from the mass flux for increasing the frost thickness, the operation time
difference and the frost density.
(34)
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where,
(35)
(36)
where,
(37)

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Effects of experimental parameters on total frost mass, average mass flux and pressure drop
Fig. 6 shows the effect of the cooling block temperature on total frost mass, average mass flux and pressure drop. It is found
that the total frost mass and the average mass flux are affected considerably by the cooling block temperature. The reason is
that the water vapor pressure difference between fin surface and ambient humid air is reduced as the cooling block temperature
becomes higher. It is also found that the pressure drop is affected seriously by the cooling block temperature due to the
blockage of the air-flow passage by frost deposited.
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Figure 6: Effect of cooling block temperature on total frost mass, averaged mass flux and pressure drop
Fig. 7 presents the effect of the air humidity on total frost mass, average mass flux and pressure drop. As the air humidity
becomes higher, the total frost mass and the average mass flux increase due to more abundant supply of water vapor from
humid air. It is also found that the pressure drop is affected remarkably by the air humidity owing to the blockage of the
air-flow passage by frost accumulated.
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Figure 7: Effect of air humidity on total frost mass, averaged mass flux and pressure drop
Fig. 8 shows the effect of the air velocity on total frost mass, average mass flux and pressure drop. In this experiment, though
the air velocity affects the pressure drop considerably, its effect on the total frost mass and the average mass flux is not
significant compared with the effects of the cooling block temperature and air humidity. As the air velocity increases, the mass
transfer of water vapor to the frost surface is enhanced. On the other hand, the temperature difference between ambient humid
air and frost surface decreases due to the increase of heat transfer coefficient. This trade-off relationship between heat and mass
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transfer leads to small effect of air velocity on the frost mass and mass flux. It is noted that the pressure drop is also affected by
the blockage of the air-flow passage due to the frost deposition.
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Figure 8: Effect of air velocity on frost mass, mass flux and pressure drop

4.2 Fin temperature distribution
Fig. 9 shows the fin temperature distribution at the elapsed time of 30 minutes under standard condition. It is found that the
fin temperature has lower temperature as the distance to the fin base is close and increases toward the fin tip due to the
presence of the cooling block. It is also observed that the fin temperatures of the upper-stream side are relatively higher than
those of the down-stream side. The reason is that the upper-stream side contacts the humid air with relatively higher
temperature compared with the down-stream side. The fin temperatures have the distinctive distributions at the positions where
the direction and velocity of the air-flow are changed abruptly by the fin arrangement characteristic.
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Figure 9: Fin temperature distribution at the elapsed time of 30 minutes under standard condition
4.3 Performance variation of each fin
Fig. 10 represents the performance variation of each fin with time under standard condition. The performance of each fin
denotes the heat flux in x -direction or fin longitudinal direction at the fin base. Total heat conducted by heat and mass transfer
from humid air is transferred to the fin base due to the temperature difference. It is found that the performance of each fin is
generally increased with the operation time, however, there are also several fins having decreased or uneven performance with
the operation time. The reason is that the heat transfer area and air velocity increase by moderate frost deposition, while the
continuous frost deposition leads to the increase of the thermal resistance that exceeds the merit of the former reason.
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Figure 10: Performance variation of each fin with time under standard condition
4.4 Local heat flux distribution in fin perpendicular direction
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Fig. 11 presents the local heat flux distribution in the fin perpendicular direction at the elapsed time of 30 minutes under
standard condition. The local heat flux in the fin perpendicular direction represents the largest value at the fin base and
decreases toward the fin tip. The fin No. 6 where the air-flow direction is changed most abruptly, has the largest value, and the
fin No. 1 shows the relatively larger value compared with the neighboring fins due to the brisk heat and mass transfer at the
leading edge. Also, the heat fluxes in the perpendicular direction of the fins which are placed at the positions where the
air-flow direction is changed, between fin No. 2 and 3, between fin No. 5 to fin No. 7 and between fin No. 9 and fin No. 10,
have the prominent variation.
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Figure 11: Local heat flux distribution in fin perpendicular direction at the elapsed time of 30 minutes under standard condition
4.5 Local temperature and humidity ratio distributions of humid air
Figs. 12 (a) and (b) show the local temperature and humidity ratio distributions of humid air at the elapsed time of 30 minutes
in standard condition. In Fig. 12 (a), it is found that the temperature of humid air supplied into the inlet of the test section
decreases gradually as flowing toward the outlet of the test section owing to the heat exchange between ambient air and frost
surface. In Fig. 12 (b), it is found that the humidity ratio of humid air supplied into the inlet of the test section decreases
gradually as going toward the outlet of the test section due to the mass transfer between ambient humid air and frost surface. In
Figs. 12 (a) and (b), it is also found that the temperature and humidity ratio of humid air decrease more prominently near the
fin base because of larger differences of the temperature and water vapor pressure between humid air and frost surface.
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Figure 12: Local temperature and humidity ratio distributions of humid air at 30 minutes in standard condition
4.6 Local temperature distributions of humid air, frost surface and fin
Fig. 13 shows the local temperature distributions of humid air, frost surface and fin at 0.003 m apart from the fin base at 30
minutes under standard condition. It is found that the humid air temperature decreases as going toward the outlet of the test
section as observed in Fig. 12 (a). It is found that the fin temperatures of the upper-stream side have relatively larger values
than those of the down-stream side because the fins of the upper-stream side contact with the humid air with relatively higher
temperature. It is found that the frost surface temperatures on the upper-stream side represent generally larger value than those
of the down-stream side because the frost surface of the upper-stream side contacts with the humid air having relatively higher
temperature compared to that of the down-stream side. It is found that the frost surface temperatures show prominent
temperature variations at the positions where the air-flow direction is abruptly changed by the fin arrangement.
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Figure 13: Local temperature distributions of humid air, frost surface and fin
4.7 Local mass flux on each fin
Fig. 14 represents the local mass flux on each fin at 30 minutes under standard condition. It is found that the mass transfer is
brisker as going toward the fin base owing to the increase of the water vapor pressure difference between humid air and frost
surface. It is observed that the fin No. 1 has larger mass flux than those of the neighboring fins due to the brisk mass transfer at
the leading edge. The fin No. 6 where the air-flow direction is changed most abruptly has the largest value. Also, the mass
fluxes of the fins placed at the positions where the air-flow direction is changed, between fin No. 2 and 3, between fin No. 5 to
fin No. 7 and between fin No. 9 and fin No. 10, have the significant variation.
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Figure 14: Local mass flux on each fin at 30 minutes under standard condition
4.8 Frost thickness distribution on each fin
Fig. 15 presents the predicted frost thickness distribution on each fin at the elapsed time of 30 minutes under standard
condition. In Fig. 15, the predicted frost thickness is the average value in the fin width direction. It is found that the frost
thickness increases as the distance from the fin base becomes closer due to the increase of mass transfer between ambient
humid air and frost surface. It is found that in the upper-stream side, the frost thickness of the fin No. 1 is relatively thicker
than those of the neighboring fins No. 2 and 3 owing to the leading edge effect. It is also found that the frost thickness of the
down-stream side is relatively thicker than that of the upper-stream side in spite of lower mass flux as observed in Fig. 14. It
means that the vacant space of the frost layer in the upper-stream side is lower than that in the down-stream side because the
frost surface of the upper-stream side contacts with the humid air having relatively higher temperature, therefore, the density of
frost layer becomes higher.
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Figure 15: Frost thickness distribution at the elapsed time of 30 minutes in standard condition
Fig. 16 shows the variation of frost thickness on a fin with time in standard condition. It is found that the frost thickness at each
position increases with the operation time. It is found that the frost thickness near the fin base is relatively thicker than that in
the distance from the fin base. It is also found that the increase rate of frost thickness near the fin base is relatively larger than
that in the distance from the fin base.
As the frost thickness on each fin is predicted, the fin arrangement can be reformed for the decrease of frost thickness on fins
in the down-stream side. It is connected to maintain the thermal performance of the heat exchanger as long as maybe.
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Figure 16: Variation of frost thickness on fin No. 1 with time in standard condition

5. CONCLUSIONS
The frosting test using an expanded fin bundle in rectangular duct was carried out. The results can be summarized as follows:
Total frost mass is affected considerably by the cooling block temperature and air humidity. The air velocity affects the total
frost mass, however, its effect is not significant compared with the cooling block temperature and air humidity.
The fin temperatures have the distinctive distributions at the positions where the air-flow direction is changed abruptly by the
fin arrangement.
The performance of each fin is generally increased with the operation time.
The fin No. 1 has the relatively larger heat flux in the fin perpendicular direction due to the brisk heat and mass transfer at the
leading edge. Also, the heat fluxes in the perpendicular direction of the fins placed at the positions where the air-flow direction
is changed, have the prominent variation.
The temperature and humidity ratio of humid air supplied into the inlet of the test section decrease gradually as going toward
the outlet of the test section due to the heat and mass transfer between ambient humid air and frost surface. Also, the
temperature and humidity ratio of humid air decrease more prominently near the fin base.
The frost surface temperatures of the upper-stream side represent generally larger values than those of the down-stream side
because the frost surface on the upper-stream side contacts with the humid air having relatively higher temperature compared
to that of the down-stream side. The frost surface temperatures show prominent temperature variations at the positions where
the air-flow direction is abruptly changed by the fin arrangement.
The fin No. 1 has larger mass flux than those of the neighboring fins due to the brisk mass transfer at the leading edge. The fin
No. 6 where the air-flow direction is changed most abruptly has the largest value.
In the upper-stream side, the frost thickness of the fin No. 1 is relatively thicker than those of the neighboring fins No. 2 and 3
owing to the leading edge effect. The frost thickness of the down-stream side is relatively thicker than that of the upper-stream
side in spite of lower mass flux as observed in Fig. 14. It means that the vacant space of the frost layer in the upper-stream side
is lower than that in the down-stream side.
As the frost thickness on each fin is predicted, the fin arrangement can be reformed for the decrease of frost thickness on fins
in the down-stream side. It can be connected to the prolongation of the continuous running time of the outside heat exchanger
in winter season.
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ABSTRACT
In several studies of heat pipes are known that one of the factors affects the performance of heat pipe is the wick structure. In
this study, the systematic experiment was conducted to compare the thermal resistance and capillarity pressure between the
sintered powder wick and the screen mesh heat pipe. The screen mesh wick was made of stainless steel wire with 200 meshes
and the sintered metal powder wick was made of copper powder with a 10-μm diameter under sintering temperatures of
900oC. The heat pipe was made of copper pipe with an 8 mm outer diameter and a 200 mm length with water as the working
fluid. The thermal resistance was measured along the heat pipe under a variation of input power from an electric heater. The
result of the experiments showed that the heat transfer coefficient of the sintered powder heat pipe has a higher value than the
screen mesh, and the increament of the number of layers showed a higher value of heat transfer coefficient.
Keywords
heat pipe, wick, sintered powder, screen mesh

1. INTRODUCTION
Currently, heat pipes were widely used in electronic cooling systems in order to dissipate heat that generated in the
microprocessor. When the capacity of microprocessor increases, the heat generated also increases, therefore the heat
dissipation in the device also needs to be improved. The conventional heat sink was unable to absorb the heat generated by the
processor, which ranged from 10 W up to 300 W. The conventional heat sink then should be combined with heat pipe for
example to absorb the heat in the processor. In other applications, the heat pipe was also used in Insulated-gate Bipolar
Transistor (IGBTs) where the heat generated was in the form of multiple kilowatts or 10 to 30 times higher than the
commercial processor [1]. Heat pipes are also used as an evacuated tube in a solar water heater [2] or heat absorber in a
thermoelectric module to an emergency system for nuclear reactors cooling down [3]. Putra [4] has conducted a systematic
experiment which compared the heat pipe cooling system with the heat sink on the thermoelectric modules. He found that the
heat pipe has better heat dissipation than the heat sink fan at the same condition of experiments.
Heat pipe consist of copper tube, wick and working fluid. In a heat pipe, the wick structure must be able to conduct the
working fluid to flow from the condenser to the evaporator. Wick thickness also affects the equilibrium of two-phase flow in
heat pipes due to capillarity pressure required from the wick to pump the fluid from one end to the other end [5]. In heat pipes,
maximum capillarity pressure (ΔPc) on the wick must be greater or equal to the sum of all the pressure drop to ensure the fluid
and vapour phase circulation [6].
Pressure drop required to move the fluid from the condenser to the evaporator through the wick (∆Pl);
Pressure drop required to drive the steam from the evaporator into the condenser (∆Pv);
The hydrostatic pressure due to the effect of gravity (∆Pg).
Mathematically these pressures can be written as the equation:
(1)
The equation above refers to the limitation of the wick capillarity and heat that is able to transfer by the heat pipe, which
depends on the working fluid that is being use for a certain temperature range. If the working condition is beyond the limits of
heat pipes, the working fluid will not be able to return to the evaporator so that the heat reaching the point of driest in the
evaporator which cause excess heat and dry out [7].
Maximum wick capillarity can be achieved by minimizing pore size. On the other hand, the permeability will decrease if the
pore size is reduced, however for homogeneous wick there is an optimum pore size. Another way to enhance the capillarity is
by increasing wick thickness, Mass flow of liquid in the wick increases heat when adding to the thickness of the wick [8].
However, the enhancement of the thickness would increase the thermal resistance from the heat source into the heat pipe so
that the heat flux cannot be absorbed maximally.
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R. Kempers, et al. [8] compared the effect of the number of layers in the structure of the mesh screen to its heat resistance and
concluded that, the greater the number of layers of screen mesh, the smaller the heat resistance. Kempers using a copper mesh
screen with wire diameter of 0.109 mm and number of plaited wire 3.94 per mm. Another study conducted by Xiao Huang and
George Franchi [9] which combines copper mesh screen wick and sintered powder of copper with nickel. Their study
concluded that a uniform pore distribution can increase thermal conductivity and heat range that is able to absorb in the
evaporator section. Thermal resistance of heat pipe is the ability of a material to inhibit or withhold energy transfered. T.W.
Davis and S.V. Garimella [10] observed thermal resistance of the sintered powder copper wick with a thickness 1.016 mm.
Thermal resistance obtained at 0.01 ° C / Watt and the coefficient of heat transfer that can be achieved is 128 000 W/m2K.
This present research aims to compare the performance of heat pipe with the variation of the screen mesh wick and sintered
powder wick.

2. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
2.1 Construction of Heat Pipe
Heat pipes were fabricated from the straight copper tube with the outer, inner diameter and length of 8 mm, 7.44 mm, and 200
mm, respectively. One end of heat pipe was welded and another one fitted to a nipple valve by silver welding. The addition of
nipple on heat pipe is functioned as one-way valve while vacuuming process. The construction of hat pipe is shown in Fig. 1.
The wick also inserted before the heat pipe end closed. The heat pipe was compressed with pressured air to ensure that there
was no leakage in the heat pipe.
Silver welded

Copper
pipe

Wick

Nipple

Figure 1. Construction of heat pipe.

2.2 Structure of Wick
Heat pipe with a wick structure of sintered powder was made to a resulting porous media effect. The material of the wick was
made out of copper powder (Cu) with a purity of 99% and size 10 µm. Before the sintering process occured, the powder was
inserted into the pipe with a mold case as can be seen in Fig. 2. The molding case was made of stainless steel and consists of a
base plate, Mandrel (core), extruder and cone.

Extruder

Mandrel

Cone

Pipa
tembaga

Baseplate

Figure 2. Mold case to forming sintered metal powder Wick
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Figure 3. Sintering process in furnance
To attain a bonding joint betwen the powder Cu material in wick, the heat pipe is placed in a furnance as illustrated in Fig. 3
for sintering process. While in sintering process, the samples were held in constant temperatures of 920oC for 20 minutes (The
melting point of copper was 1084.62oC). After that the sintered samples are cooled in atmospheric pressure until reaching
ambient temperature. The sample of sintered wick is shown in Fig. 4(a).

(a)
(b)
Fig. 4. Heat pipe with wick structure of sintered powder (a) and screen mesh (b)
Screen Mesh wick in this experimental was constructed from stainless stell wire mesh, with diameter of wire is 56, 6 µm and
number of paited wire 67.416 per mm with single pait. Screen mesh wick was rolled to form many layers. Figure 4b shows the
screen mesh wick heat pipe.

2.2. Experimental setup of heat pipe
Heat pipe was tested with schematic experimental setup as shown in Fig. 5. The evapotaror section was heated using flexible
heater of 20 mm length which is variated heat load at 5,10, 15, 20 and 25 Volt and controlled by DC power supply. Evaporator
and adiabatic section was isolated using glasswool and inserted into polyurethane block of 220 x 75 x 75 mm to minimize heat
loss. While at condenser area, the temperature was keep cosntant at 25oC where that section immerse in a flowed water
reservoir that is supplied from the Thermostatic Circulated Bath. The temperature of heat pipe was measured using K-type
thermocouple, which has 0.05 mm of wire diameter. Nine thermocouples was placed on the surface of heat pipe. The distance
of each thermocouple was depicted in Fig. 6. All thermocouples were connected to Data Acquisition (DAQ) NI cDAQ-9172
Natioal InstrumentTM and module NI9122.
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6

7
To TCB

8
9
10

1
2
3

±24-bit data input
±80 mV thermocouple input

4

±24 watt power input

5

Figure 5. Experimental Setup
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

T1
2.5

TCB
Flow meter
Water reservoir
Heat pipe
Electric Heater

T2
2.0

T3
2.0

6. DAQ system
7. Thermocouples
8. PC
9. DC Power supply
10. Polyurethane

T4
2.0

T5
2.0

T6
2.0

T7
2.0

T8
2.0

T9
2.0

1.5

Figure 6. Position of thermocouple along heat pipe wall

3. Result and Analysis
Firstly, the experiments were conducted to know the characterization of the heat pipes due to orientation of heat pipe. In Fig. 7
shows the temperature difference between evaporator and condesser of heat pipe. It can be seen that heat pipe at the horizontal
position (0o) has higher heat transfer capacity than vertical position. The temperature difference that able to absorb at given
heat load of 35 Watt is 11,5oC and this temperature difference will decrease as increment of heat load that is given in
evaporation section. At vertical orientation (evaporator section on the top) has smaller heat transfer compared to horizontal
position because of capillarity force of wick against the gravity.
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Figure 7. Heat pipe with screen mesh wick 3 layer at difference orientation
As illustrated in Fig. 8. That the maximum pressure is an amount of pressure drop of fuid and vapour phase (∆Pl +
∆Pv) with the total head of height and orientation (∆Pg), whereas the fluid velocity that flow in wick is influenced by ∆Pg.
ΔPl+ΔPv

ΔPg
ΔPg

Evap

ΔPl
+
ΔPv
Condens

(a)

Evap

Condens

(b)

Figure 8. Fluid flow influenced by total drop pressure (a) vertical orientation (b) horizontal orientation

Figure 9. Tempereture distribution axial direction of heat pipe with wick scereen mesh 3 layers at horizontal orientation
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Temperature profiles along wall of screen mesh wick heat pipe at horizontal orientation as variations of heat load were
depicted in Fig. 9. In this experiment, temperatures at evaporation section were lower than Kemper et. al [8] measurements.
This is because of the type and the method to attach the heater. Kemper et. al [8] have used aluminum heat blocks that needs
high load to generate heat uniformly. It is predicted that the heat loss at evaporator section will be greater. Flexible heater was
used as type of heater in this experiment, whereas the heater was wrapped directly at surface of evaporator. This system will
give better efficiency when the electric is converted to heat.
The heat transfer performances of heat pipe with a variation of wick structure are showed in Fig. 10. It is clear that the type of
wick or number of layers of screen mesh wick influences the heat transfer rate in heat pipe.

Figure 10. The effect of number of layers of screen mesh and sintered powder due to heat transfer with a horizontal orientation

Figure 11. SEM photograph of sintered powder whit magnification 2000x dan 500x
SEM photograph was used to identify the pore structure that is usefull to measures the pore effective radius reff and total
capillarity pressure ∆Pc. The method used to make structure of sintered powder wick in this experiment is illustrated in Fig.
11. From the calculation, the pore diameter of wick is approximetly 7,5 µm, with the assumption that all copper powder has a
unifom diameter and having the optimum force compaction during molded. The thickness of the sintered wick is 1,4 mm, if
suface tension of water
is
and with the assumption material of copper and water has a good wettability
(contact angle =0o), then the amount of maximum capillarity pressure for sintered wick is
N/m2.
Fig. 12 is a SEM photograph of wick structure of screen mesh, and a hole in mesh is equivalent with the effective diameter
pore deff. The hole is 88 µm wide or the pore effective radius rc is 44 µm. The maximum capillarity pressure of screen mesh
wick is
N/m2 as calculated in sintered wick procedure. The ratio of capillarity force of sintered powder wick
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compared to screen mesh is 1:11,7. A wide range of different capillarity pressures permit the sintered powder wick to convey
working fluid faster, but on the other hand the permeability of fluid is decreased be because of smaller pore effective radius.
The overall performance of the heat pipe can be recognized with thermal resistance of heat pipe. Fig. 13 shows the thermal
resistance of a measured heat pipe with horizontal orientation. Heat pipes with a sintered powder wick structure have a smaller
thermal resistance compared to the screen mesh at a heat load of 7 Watt. From Fig. 13 can clearly observe that the the thermal
resistance has considerably decreases with and increasing the number of layers, this happens because the pumping capillarity
can afford to replace vapour lost at the evaporation section in the heat pipe immediately. If the heat load is increased at the
evaporation section, the thermal resistance at the evaporation section becomes smaller as illustrated in Fig. 13. These results
comply with S.C Wong et al. [11].The thermal resistance of the wick material also influences the overall thermal resistance of
the heat pipe. The thermal conductivity of sintered powder and screen mesh material are 401 W/(m·K) and 40 W/(m·K)
respectively, which directly influences the performance of the heat pipe.

.
Figure 12. SEM photo of screen mesh 200 and 500 mangnification

Fig.13. Thermal Resistant in heat pipe at horizontal orientation
Heat transfer coefficient (HTC) from the evaporator can be calculated through the ratio of the heat flux in the evaporator to the
temperature difference ΔT evaporator-condenser. From the Fig. 14 can be seen that the sintered powder wick has a bigger HTC
than the screen mesh wick. Furthermore, for the wick screen mesh, the number of layers affects the level of HTC, the more
layers the greater the HTC.
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Figure 14. Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC) of heat pipe with wick variation

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the wick structures of heat pipe were experimentally investigated to study the effect of various influence
paramaters. The wick material, size of effective pore radius and the orientation of heat pipe affecting the thermal performace
were investigated. The following main conclusions can be drawn from the experiments:
Heat pipe with a vertical orientation (where the evaporator is positioned on the top) has a smaller thermal transfer rate than
the horizontal orientation, this is caused by the pumping capillarity of the wick working against the force of gravity.
Maximum capillarity pressure for the sintered powder wick is larger than the screen mesh; however, this does not describe
the capillarity pressure of the heat resistance directly.
The heat transfer cofficient (HTC) of sintered powder wick heat pipe is bigger than the screen mesh wick heat pipe. In
addition, the more layers of screen mesh will give the higher HTC value.
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ABSTRACT
The Brundtland Report (also known as Our Common Future) has placed environmental issues on a common political agenda
for active participations across the globe towards a sustainable world. Increasing awareness on sustainability of energy
resources and environmental degradation has spurred much research into alternative clean energy technologies. The
Malaysian government, without exception, through government research bodies and public universities has continued its
encouragement towards the exploration of sustainable production, processing, and utilization of its resources. Thermoacoustic
cooling, currently viewed as a potential replacement for the conventional refrigeration systems is one of the research areas
being pursued. Thermoacoustic refrigeration system is not commercially available but successful systems have been completed
and used. There are, however, still many fundamental issues related to the thermoacoustic effects and the associated heat
transfer that must be addressed. This paper reports a portable counter-top thermoacoustic cooling apparatus designed and
fabricated at the Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM). Based on a standing wave resonator tube, the system with a pvc
resonator tube of 60 mm.diameter which was initially at 24C, accomplished cooling effects under a minute, up to 18.5,
without the use of chlrofluorocarbons (CFCs)or other similar refrigerants which have been known to be hazardaous to our
living environment. Another acrylic 110 mm diameter tube once recorded 8C with the ambient held at 23C. The cooling in
the first system was repeatable but not significant enough for practical applications. However, with no refrigerants used and
its relatively simple manufacturing, a thermoacoustic cooling system is a potential clean cooling system to be further
investigated for practical or specific applications.
Keywords
Thermoacoustic cooling, portable, standing wave, clean technology, resonator
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ABSTRACT
Fishery product transport refrigeration forms important parts of the product’s cold chain in rural-coastal region in Indonesia,
which is mainly transported through small boat and small road vehicle equipped with ice or vapour compression refrigeration
system. The use of ice is susceptible to product’s quality degradation and can cause more than 70% decrease of its economical
value. While vapour compression refrigeration system is widely used in road transport, it is inefficient for smaller capacity
vehicles which are common in rural and coastal regions. Moreover it increases vehicle’s fuel consumption and environmental
impacts through its exhaust gas emission and possible refrigerant release to the atmosphere. This paper provides a study on a
diffusion-absorption refrigeration technology development and implementation in fishery products refrigerated transport.
Keywords
Refrigeration, Diffusion-absorption, appropriate technology

1. INTRODUCTION
Transportation of fishery products from the processing plant to the market and consumer forms an important parts of the
product’s cold chain which is mainly distributed through road vehicle equipped with refrigeration system. Worldwide, more
than 1 million units of refrigerated road vehicles are in operation for various products transportation [1]. The per-formance and
efficiency of such refrigerated vehicle is essential to maintain good quality of the transported products, save energy and
minimize environmental impacts. Fishery product transport refrigeration forms important parts of the product’s cold chain in
rural-coastal region in Indonesia, which is mainly transported through small boat and small road vehicle equipped with ice or
vapor compression refrigeration system. The use of ice is susceptible to product’s quality degradation and can cause more than
70% decrease of its economical value [2]. While vapor compression refrigeration system is widely used in road transport, it is
inefficient for smaller capacity vehicles which are common in rural and coastal regions. Moreover it increases vehicle’s fuel
consumption and environmental impacts through its exhaust gas emission and possible refrigerant release to the atmosphere.
The technology use in refrigerated road transportation includes the vehicle, refrigeration unit and the container. The majority of
refrigerated food road transport is conducted with medium sized truck equipped with rigid insulated container or box. The
refrigeration unit in use is mostly mechanical vapor compression system. There are several methods available for compressor’s
drive. The coefficient of performance of this system ranged 0.5 to 1.5 [3]. The common compressor’s drive method is utilizing
engine’s power output. Hence, the system uses fuel’s energy from the engine combustion to conduct the refrigeration cycles.
This, in turn, increase fuel consumption of the vehicle and exhaust gas emissions.
In Indonesia, the vapor compression system for refrigerated road transport uses freon as its refrigerant, although the Indonesia
government has committed to stop the production due to its ozone depletion characteristic. Alternative refrigerant such as
404A, R410A and R134A have also been introduced. The refrigerant charge in small trucks and vans range from 2 to 5 kg. The
refrigerant emission from refrigerated road transport vehicle are generally higher compared to stationary system due to its
severe operation environment. The emission contribute to environmental damage through its global warming and ozone
depletion effects of its exhaust gas and refrigerant uses. The absorption refrigeration method has shown great potential to be an
alternative method to perform refrigeration operations [3,4]. In refrigerated road transport system, the thermal energy used in
providing heat energy in absorption refrigeration system is taken form the vehicle’s engine waste heat. The diesel’s engine
commonly used in refrigerated road vehicle, typically have a 40% thermal efficiency [4]. The waste heat then rejected in form
of exhaust gas and thermal energy dissipated by the radiator. Recovering a small portion of these energy to operate absorption
system would be enough to perform the required refrigeration operation.
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Engine exhaust gas heat has shown potential to provide cooling effect for absorption refrigeration system [3-6]. A design and
experimental study has been performed on the application of absorption system for medium and large container’s cooling [5].
Research on the application in Diesel engine, has indicated the feasibility of using its exhaust gas for absorption refrigeration
unit in a combined heating and power system (CCP) with higher overall cycle efficiency [6]. In small vehicle study, a study on
a motorcycle’s exhaust gas temperature indicated the temperature at the exhaust was in the range of 150-300 C [7], a suitable
range to drive an absorption refrigeration system.
This paper provides a study on absorption refrigeration technology development and implementation in fishery products
transport refrigeration utilizing the exhaust gas as the power generator.

2. ABSORPTION-DIFFUSION REFRIGERATION SYSTEM
In absorption refrigeration system, the refrigerant is either water or ammonia. Rather than mechanically compressing the
refrigerant vapor to raise it to saturation temperature and pressure, as in mechanical vapor compression system, the vapor is
absorbed by a liquid chemical solution, called sorbent. When the sorbent is heated, it desorbs the refrigerant vapor at the
condenser pressure. The vapor is then liquefied in the condenser, flows through an expansion valve and enters the evaporator.
The liquefied refrigerant then absorbs the heat from the refrigerated spaces, performing the cooling effects.
The absorption refrigeration system is referred to a heat-operated cycle because most of the operating cost is associated with
providing heat that drives off the refrigerant vapor from the high-pressure liquid in the generator. In the generator, the strong
solution of refrigerant and absorbent was heated. The temperature raise change the solution’s concentration since refrigerant is
more volatile compared to the absorbent. High pressured refrigerant is then move towards the condenser, so it phase changes to
liquid, whereas the liquid absorbent come out from the generator is move back to the absorber to absorb the weak refrigerant
solution that is coming out of the evaporator. Refrigerant coming out of condenser then move to the evaporator where it
absorbs heat from cabin and decrease the pressure of the refrigerant as its phase is also changing into saturated vapor due to
inert gas in the evaporator. The vaporized refrigerant goes into the absorber, where the un-vaporized goes straightly to the
vessel. In the absorber, vaporized refrigerant is absorbed by absorbent to make the strong refrigerant – absorbent solution and
ready to continue the cycle once again.
Diffusion-absorption refrigeration (DAR) system utilizes inert gas such as hydrogen or helium as auxiliary gas beside
ammonia. It was patented in 1902s [8]. Several studies on its application in refrigerator were presented in [9,10]. In DAR
system, a bubble pump is used as motive force to overcome differential pressure between the condenser and evaporator, thus
ensure fluid circulation through the cycle. It also function to desorb the solute refrigerant from the solution. An exhaustive
review of bubble pump was presented in [11], where it performs most effectively in the slug flow regime.

Figure 1: Absorption-diffusion refrigeration system
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Site survey on the operating condition requirements have been performed at Kebumen, a south coastal region of Java IslandIndonesia. An ammonia-water absorption refrigeration system which utilizes low temperature waste heat of a small vehicle’s
engine has been designed and analyzed. The prototype was laboratory tested by varying operating conditions, namely heat
input to the generator and refrigeration load. The heat input was first simulated using electrical heater based on previously
known temperature profile of a common motorcycle [7]. Upon completion and refinement of the absorption refrigeration
system, the prototype is installed in a motorcycle and scheduled for road test.
Fig. 2 depicts the experimental results of the prototype under different temperatures of generator. The system is able to achieve
minimum refrigeration temperature of -13 and -4 C for generator temperature of 100 and 80 C respectively. The results
indicate that the prototype has shown potential for small refrigerated transport with temperature range of 0-8 C which is
typical for fishery products. Fig. 2 shows temperature characteristics of the system under different generator’s temperature.
From the characteristic

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Refrigeration system temperature at generator temperature of a) 80 and b) 100 C
Study of the diffusion-absorption refrigeration system above, it was concluded that the system need to have the generator
temperature to be around 100 C to produce the evaporator temperature below 0 C. Hence, generator’s temperature was
designed in the range of 100–120 C to ensure the evaporator is able to provide desired temperature. The evaporator was
connected to an aluminum plate and attached to a cold box with the volume of 51.1 Liters. The exhaust gas pipe was extended
and directed to a heat exchanger tube that is covering the generator to collect the hot gas coming from the vehicle’s engine
exhaust manifold. The heat is used to desorb the refrigerant at the bubble pump installed with the generator. The engine was
run under constant rate by maintaining the its choke opening to generate exhaust gas temperature of around 120 C. The
experimental set up schematic is provided in Fig. 3. The experimental installation on motorcycle is depicted in Fig. 4. The
specification of DAR system is summarized in table 1.
Table 1. Specification of diffusion-absorption refrigeration system

Item

Description

Heater power

220 V, 0,32 A

Refrigerant

NH3 290 g

Inert gas

He
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Figure 3: Schematic of experimental setup

Figure 4: Experimental installation

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The system characteristics at gas temperature supplied to the generator of 120 C is depicted in figure 5. Evaporator
temperature was found to be relatively constant. The system was able to deliver heat from the engine exhaust gas system into
generator heat exchanger. However, there was no cooling at the evaporator. It can be concluded that the temperature of the gas
inlet to generator was reached but the evaporator did not produce any refrigerating effect as supposed to be happened in the
conventional system with electricity power supply. It was notably that the insulating technique is not considered as the problem
since the heat was delivered to the heater with the desired temperature.
The operation at gas inlet temperature indicated that by the inlet gas temperature of 65 C, the evaporator’s temperature
decreased from 31.04 to 26.25 C. Inlet temperature of 65 C was achieved by the operation of engine that produces exhaust
gas temperature of 286.8 C in average. Figure 6 depicts the system while it was running at the exhaust temperature of 278.85
C. The evaporator temperature was tend to increase from 28.5 to 29.92 C instead of decreasing. While operating in the gas
inlet temperature of 200 C, temperature of evaporator was changing from 27.78 to 31.03 C.
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Figure 5: System characteristic at inlet gas temperature of 120 C

(a)
(b)
Figure 6: System characteristic at inlet gas temperature of (a) 65 and (b) 80 C

Figure 7: Exhaust gas and generator temperature of 160 C
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Figure 8: Evaporator temperature at generator temperature of 160 C
As can be seen from figure 7 and 8 the system undergone temperature increase at different rates. The exhaust gas temperature
was able to reach steady state temperature of 450 C within 15 minutes operation, while the generator’s heat exchanger
required 25 minutes to achieve designed steady state temperature of 160 C. After the generator has reached its designed
temperature, the DAR system achieved its optimum cycle operation. The bubble pump started the flow by pumping the
solution through generator at fluctuative rate until the system achieved a steady state operation and then a pulsatory continuous
pumping action was obtained at 45 minutes operation and the evaporator was able to reach -11 C.
Study on the bubble pump performance in DAR system has indicated that it work under churn and slug flow for the length of
the pump where there is an optimum value of heat input at the generator [12]. Our experiment has shown, for the designed
system, the optimum value was achieved for at the generator’s temperature of 160 C. Above this value, the velocity of the
fluid and thus mass flow rate at the generator would increase. At high rate, the fluid at the generator would not have enough
time to absorb heat from the exhaust gas and less refrigerant is desorbed from the solution, resulting the system could not
deliver intended cooling capacity.

5. CONCLUSION
Based on the results, analysis and recommendation for implementation have been developed. The engine exhaust gas of small
motorcycle is able to drive a diffusion absorption refrigeration system at generator’s temperature of 160 C. The prototype
system is also proven to be able to provide cooling for fisheries product refrigerated transport with evaporator temperature of 11 C. Design of on-road refrigerated transport vehicle should consider an eutectic energy storage or coupling additional heat
resource to provide continuous and stable heat supply to the generator. Improvement on the prototype is needed to increase its
efficiency and reduce the weight. However, the technology has shown potentials for implementation for fishery products
transport refrigeration, and become climate friendly technology solution to reduce energy consumption and environmental
impacts in rural-coastal regions.
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ABSTRACT
Experimental investigation on two-phase flow boiling heat transfer of R-410A and R-134a in horizontal small tubes is
reported. The pressure drop and local heat transfer coefficients were obtained over heat flux range of 5 to 40 kW/ ㎡, mass flux
range of 70 to 600kg/㎡ s, saturation temperature range of 2 to 12°C, and quality up to 1.0 in test section with inner tube
diameters of 3.0 and 0.5mm, and lengths of 2000 and 330mm, respectively. The section was heated uniformly by applying a
direct electric current to the tubes. The effects of mass flux, heat flux, and inner tube diameter, on pressure drop and heat
transfer coefficient are presented. The experimental results are compared against several existing correlations. A new boiling
heat transfer coefficient correlation based on the superposition model for refrigerants in small tubes is developed.
Keywords
Two-phase vaporization; heat transfer coefficient; R-410A; R-134a; horizontal minichannel; pressure drop
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ABSTRACT
A study on evaporation pressure drop in single circular small tubes with propane was experimentally conducted under some
flow conditions. The test matrix encompasses the entire quality range up to 1.0, mass fluxes from 50 to 600 kg m−2 s−1, heat
fluxes from 5 to 60 kW m−2 and saturation temperatures from 0 to 10 °C. The test section was made of circular stainless steel
tubes with inner diameters of 1.5 mm and 3.0 mm, and a length of 2.0 m in horizontal orientation. The test section was heated
uniformly by applying an electric power to the tubes directly. The experimental pressure drop was compared with some
existing pressure drop correlations. Existing void fraction prediction methods were evaluated for the present experimental
pressure drop. A modified pressure drop correlation using homogenous void fraction model is developed.
Keywords
Natural refrigerant, propane, evaporation, pressure drop, small tube

1. INTRODUCTION
The primary chemicals used as refrigerants, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), and the compounds being considered as their
replacements (HCFCs) have been intensely studied because of concerns about chlorine chemistry effects on stratospheric
ozone. Increasing attention is being given to the potential contributions of these compounds to global warming. In addition,
recent awareness of the environmental protection effort and the advantages of process intensification have led to a demand for
natural refrigerants evaporation with smaller evaporators for use in the refrigeration, air conditioning and process industries.
However, pressure drop for two-phase flows in small tubes cannot be properly predicted using the existing procedures and
correlations that are intended to be applied for large tubes with conventional CFCs/HCFCs/HFCs refrigerants. Propane, as one
of a long term alternative refrigerant, will be important in the future for compact heat exchanger applications due to its
performance, its lack of impact on the environment (zero ODP and low GWP) and its physical properties.
There are relatively few published works on two-phase flow pressure drop in small tubes, unlike the large amount of works for
large tubes. Evaporation in small tubes has great advantages: high heat transfer coefficient, significant size reduction of
compact heat exchangers, and lower required fluid mass. Despite these advantages, the pressure drops is higher in smaller
tubes because of the increase of tube wall friction. Several studies have dealt with two-phase flow boiling in small tubes.
However, the existing prediction methods of pressure drop should be evaluated with more experimental data. Chisholm (1967)
proposed a theoretical basis for the Lockhart-Martinelli correlation for two-phase flow. The Friedel (1979) correlation was
obtained by optimizing an equation for the two-phase frictional multiplier based on data taken from a large measurement
database. Many studies have developed pressure drop correlations based on the Chisholm (1967) and Friedel (1979)
correlations.
Establishing quantitatively the relative amount of each phase in flow pattern of liquid-vapor two-phase flow is important.
Knowledge of amount of vapor present in an evaporation horizontal tube is required to enable the accelerative component of
the pressure drop to be calculated. Various approaches have been utilized to attempt to predict void fractions by analytical and
empirical means. Steiner (1993) modified a drift flux method void fraction of Rouhani and Axelsson (1970). Zivi (1964)
developed an analytical void fraction model based on minimized kinetic energy of the two phases. Chisholm (1972) and Smith
(1969) developed their void fraction prediction methods based on empirical study. However, the existing void fractions
correlations are necessary to be evaluated for flow evaporation of small tubes with propane.
This study was performed to obtain experimental data for propane and to determine the pressure drop of the refrigerant during
its evaporation in small tubes. The pressure drop was evaluated with existing void fraction methods.
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Figure 1: Experimental test facility
Table 1 Experimental conditions
Test section
Quality
Working refrigerant
Inner diameter (mm)
Tube length (mm)
Mass flux (kg/(m2·s))
Heat flux (kW/m2)
Inlet Tsat (ºC)

Horizontal stainless-steel circular smooth small tubes
up to 1.0
Propane
3.0 and 1.5
2000
50 – 600
5 – 40
0 – 10

2. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS
2.1 Experimental Apparatus and Method
The experimental test facility mainly consists of a refrigerant flow system and test section. Figure 1 shows a schematic
diagram of the experimental facility. As shown in Figure 1, the refrigerant flow system consists of a condensing unit, a
receiver, a refrigerant pump, a mass flow meter and a preheater. Vapor phase refrigerant from the evaporative test section is
condensed into liquid phase in the condensing unit. The condensed refrigerant is then supplied to the receiver. The refrigerant
is then pumped by the refrigerant pump. The pump is connected to an electric motor controller that is used to control the flow
rate of the refrigerant. A Coriolis-type mass flow meter is used to measure the refrigerant flow rate. The mass quality at the
inlet of the test section is controlled by installing a preheater.
The test sections are made of circular stainless steel smooth tubes with inner diameters of 3.0 mm and 1.5 mm and a heated
length of 2000 mm in horizontal orientation. For evaporation at the test section, a certain electric power is conducted from an
electric transformer to the test section. The input electric voltage and current are adjusted in order to control the input power.
The test section is well insulated with rubber and foam. The outside tube wall temperatures at the top, both sides, and bottom
are measured at 100 mm axial intervals from the start of the heated length with thermocouples at each measured site. The local
saturation pressure, which is used to determine the saturation temperature, is measured using bourdon tube type pressure
gauges at the inlet and the outlet of the test section, as shown in Figure 1. Pressure transducer is installed to measure pressure
gradient of the refrigerant flow along the inlet-outlet of the test section. Sight glasses with the same inner diameter as the test
section are installed to visualize the flow. Table 1 lists the experimental set-up conditions in this study. The physical properties
of the refrigerant are obtained by referencing the REFPROP 8. The temperature and flow rate data are recorded using software
programs of data acquisition and flow meter, respectively.
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2.2 Data Reduction
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0

0

60 120 180 240 300 360 420
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Figure 2: Effect of mass flux, heat flux and inner tube diameter on pressure drop

The measured saturation pressure at the inlet and outlet of the test section is used to obtain local physical properties of the
refrigerant. The saturation pressure at the initial point of saturation is determined by interpolating the measured pressure and
the subcooled length. The subcooled length is calculated using the following equation to determine the initial point of
saturation.

zsc

L

if

ifi
i

L

if ifi
QW

(1)

The experimental two-phase frictional pressure drop of flow boiling in a horizontal layout test section can be obtained by
subtracting the calculated accelerational pressure drop from the measured pressure drop.
dp
F
dz

dp
dz

dp
a
dz

dp
dz
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d
dz

x2
g

1 x
1

2

(2)
f

The results from some published void fraction prediction methods of Homogenous, Steiner (1993), Chisholm (1972), Zivi et al.
(1964) and Smith et al. (1969) are compared with the current experimental data to reduce the deviation of the calculated
pressure drop.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Effects on Pressure Drop
Figure 2 shows effects of mass flux, heat flux and inner tube diameter on the pressure drop. An increase in the mass flux
results in a higher flow velocity, which increases the frictional and accelerational pressure drops. The potential for turbulent
flow and (stratified) wavy flow is also higher in the flow with a higher mass flux; this condition results in a higher pressure
drop. This similar trend is shown by some previous studies such as Zhao et al. (2000), Yoon et al. (2004), Park and Hrnjak
(2007), Oh et al. (2008) and Cho and Kim (2007).
Figure 2 also illustrates that the pressure drop increases as the heat flux increases. It is presumed that the increasing heat flux
results in more vaporization, which increases the average fluid vapor quality and flow velocity. In non-adiabatic two-phase
flow, the increasing heat transfer to the flow path increases bubble and/or slug formations in the boiling working fluid, which
then lead to a higher pressure drop. The addition of heat in the case of single-component flow causes a phase change along the
tube; consequently, the amount of vapor void increases and the phase (also velocity) distribution as well as the momentum of
the flow vary, accordingly. The trend of the current experimental results is similar to that shown by Zhao et al. (2000).
The effect of the inner tube diameter on the pressure drop is also illustrated in Figure 2. The pressure drop in the smaller
diameter tubes is higher than that in the bigger ones. This is due to the fact that the smaller inner tube diameter results in a
higher wall shear stress, wherein for a given temperature condition, it results in a higher friction factor, which then results in
higher frictional pressure drops. A smaller tube has less potential for turbulent flow, thus, a less pressure drop. However, the
current experimental results show that the effect of wall shear stress on the pressure drop is greater than that on the laminarturbulent flow. Figure 3 depicts the effect of saturation temperature on pressure drop, where a lower saturation temperature
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results in a higher pressure drop. This result can be explained by the effect of the physical properties of density and viscosity
on the pressure drop at different temperatures. The selected physical properties for the present working refrigerants is shown in
Table 2 The liquid density, ρf, and liquid viscosity, μf, increase as the temperature decreases, whereas the vapor density, ρg, and
vapor viscosity, μg, decrease as the temperature decreases. As the saturation temperature decreases for a constant mass flux
condition, the increasing liquid density and liquid viscosity result in a lower liquid velocity, whereas the decreasing vapor
density and vapor viscosity result in a higher vapor velocity. It is clear that the pressure drop increases during evaporation, and
this increase rate of the pressure drop becomes higher as the saturation temperature decreases.

13

dp/dz (kPa/m)

12
11
10

9
8

7

C3H8
G = 150 kg/m2s
Di = 3.0 mm
q (kW/m2)
10
15
20
25

6

-12 -9

-6

-3

0

3

6

9

12

Tsat (oC)
Figure 3: Effect of saturation temperature on pressure drop

Table 2 Physical properties of propane
T (°C)
10
0

P (MPa)
0.636
0.474

ρf (kg/m3)
515
529

ρg (kg/m3)
13.8
10.36

μf (10-6 Pa s)
113.8
126.2

ρf/ρg
37.32
51.06

μg (10-6 Pa s)
8.15
7.79

μf/μg
13.96
16.2

σ (10-3 N/m)
8.85
10.13

3.1 Pressure Drop and Void Fraction Models Comparisons
Void fraction, as shown in Eq. (2), is an important factor to obtain the pressure drop. The void fraction in the present study is
calculated and evaluated using models of Homogenous, Steiner (1993), Chisholm (1972), Zivi (1964) and Smith (1969). The
existing void fractions models are used in several pressure drop pressure drop correlations and these predictions of pressure
drop are compared with the experimental pressure drop. Overall, Friedel (1979) pressure drop model with homogenous void
fraction model provided the best pressure drop prediction for the present experimental pressure drop.
Homogeneous model assumes equal velocities of vapor and liquid. By the ratio of vapor and liquid velocities, the void fraction
of homogenous model is defined as follow,
x

(3)
g

The comparison of pressure drop with homogenous void fraction model for several pressure drop correlations is shown in
Table 3. The best pressure drop prediction using homogeneous void fraction model is given by Friedel (1979). Friedel’s (1979)
model was developed using a large database; it was valid for horizontal flow and vertical upward flow. The best prediction
using homogeneous pressure drop correlation and using the homogeneous void fraction model is given by Cicchitti et al.
(1960).
Steiner (1993) void fraction model is a modified Rouhani-Axelsson (1970) model which is developed with drift flux method.
Steiner (1993) proposed the following void fraction expression:
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Table 3 Comparison of pressure drop for several pressure drop correlations

Pressure Drop Correlations
Friedel (1979)
Chisholm (1983)
Tran et al. (2000)
Zhang et al. (2001)
Lockhart-Martinelli (1949)
Cicchitti et al. (1960)
(homogeneous)
Mc Adams (1942) (homogeneous)
Beattie andWhalley (1982)
(homogeneous)
Dukler et al. (1964)
(homogeneous)

Void Fraction Models
Chisholm (1972)
AD
AD
39.71
-13.58
39.15
-19.34
48.04
-13.29
51.81
-37.58
51.97
10.45

Homogeneous
MD
AD
39.32
-21.60
43.66
-27.00
53.18
-16.78
49.18
11.68
48.71
0.98

Steiner
MD
AD
39.79
-13.67
39.15
-19.19
48.00
-13.14
51.73
-37.43
51.96
10.60

Zivi (1964)
MD
AD
39.66
-14.22
39.56
-19.82
48.56
-13.77
52.28
-38.06
52.26
9.97

Smith (1969)
MD
AD
42.58
-5.36
39.47
-19.46
48.70
-13.41
52.04
-37.69
52.16
10.34

44.78

-33.71

41.33

-30.19

41.41

-30.34

41.88

-30.82

41.90

-30.45

49.75

-47.87

47.15

-44.98

47.26

-45.13

47.72

-45.61

47.43

-45.24

48.17

-45.35

48.66

-45.52

48.76

-45.66

49.19

-46.15

48.91

-45.78

52.90

-52.10

53.33

-51.92

53.45

-52.06

53.92

-52.54

53.62

-52.18

1 x

1.18
G

1

x

x

1 0.12 1 x

g

g

f

1 x

g

0.5
f

(4)

0.25
f

g

For the present experimental data, the pressure drop prediction by Chisholm (1983) with Steiner (1993) void fraction model
provided the best pressure drop prediction. Chisholm (1983) method was developed as a function of mass flux and vapor
quality, mainly.
By empirical approach, Chisholm (1972) arrived at the following correlation for void fraction
0.5

x

x

g

g

1- x

1

(5)

f

1 x1

f

g

This expression results from simple annular flow theory and application of the homogeneous theory to define the homogenous
fluid density ρg, producing approximately equal frictional pressure gradients in each phase. It gives values of α similar to those
predicted by Smith (1969), except at high vapor qualities. The best pressure drop prediction using Chisholm (1972) void
fraction model is given by Chisholm (1983), as shown in Table 3.
Zivi (1964) void fraction model was, an analytical void fraction model, proposed for annular flow, assuming that no liquid is
entrained in the central vapor core. The model is based on the premise that the total kinetic energy of the two phases will seek
to be a minimum. The velocity ratio for the correlation is only dependent on the density. The Zivi (1964) void fraction
expression is
1- x
1
x

23

1

(6)

g
f

As shown in Table 3, the best pressure drop prediction using Zivi (1964) void fraction model is given by Chisholm (1983).
Smith (1969) developed an empirical void fraction model with separated flow. Smith (1969) assumed a separated flow
consisting of a liquid phase and a vapor phase with a fraction e of the liquid entrained in the vapor as droplets. Smith (1969)
also assumed that the momentum fluxes in the two phases were equal. Setting e equal to 0.4, Smith (1969) arrived at the
following void fraction expression:
1- x
1 0.79
x

0.58

0.78

1

(7)

g
f
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The best pressure drop prediction using Smith (1969) void fraction model is given by Chisholm (1983), as shown in Table 3.

G

100 kg/m2s

q

30 kW/m2

Tsat, in

10 °C

Figure 4: Selected pressure drop simulation by Fluent
Simulation by Fluent for the pressure drop data is also made with liquid homogenous model. However, the simulation should
be improved for two-phase flow boiling. A selected simulation figure is shown in Figure 4.
3.2 Development of a new pressure drop correlation
Among the presented void fraction models, the homogenous model provides the best prediction of pressure drop. Therefore,
the void fraction for the accelerational pressure drop contribution, as shown in Eq. (2), is used to obtain the homogeneous
model. The comparison of pressure drop is shown in a comparison of two-phase frictional multiplier f².
The total pressure drop consists of friction, acceleration and static head components as illustrated in Eq. (8) below.
dp
dz

dp
F
dz

dp
a
dz

dp
z
dz

(8)

For flow boiling in a horizontal orientation test section, the static head pressure drop is excluded. Therefore, the experimental
two-phase frictional pressure drop can be obtained by subtracting the calculated accelerational pressure drop from the
measured pressure drop, as shown in Eq. (2). Eq. (2) may then be expressed in terms of the single-phase pressure drop for the
liquid phase, considered to exist in the tube, as below
dp
F
dz

dp
F
dz

2
f

(9)

f

where f² is known as the two-phase frictional multiplier, and
dp
F
dz

f

2 ff G 2 1 x
fD

2

(10)

is the liquid frictional pressure drop calculated from the Fanning equation. The frictional pressure drop can then be rewritten as
Eq. (11) below.
dp
F
dz

2 ff G2 1 x
fD

2

(11)

2
f
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The friction factor in Eq. (11) was obtained by considering the flow conditions of laminar-turbulent flows, where f=16Re-1 for
Re < 2300 (laminar flow) and f=0.079Re-0.25 for Re > 3000 (turbulent flow). The laminar-turbulent transition Reynolds number
was referred from Yang and Lin (2007).
A new modified pressure drop correlation was developed on the basis of the Lockhart-Martinelli method. The two-phase
pressure drop of Lockhart-Martinelli consists of the following three terms: the liquid phase pressure drop, the interaction
between the liquid phase and the vapor phase, and the vapor phase pressure drop. The relationship among these terms is
expressed in Eq. (12).
12

dp
F
dz

dp
F
dz

tp

dp
F
dz

C
f

dp
F
dz

f

dp
F
dz

g

The two-phase frictional multiplier based on the pressure drop for liquid flow,
liquid phase pressure drop as shown in Eq. (13).

2
f

(12)
g

, is calculated by dividing Eq. (12) by the
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The Martinelli parameter, X, is defined by the following equation:
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f

Again, the friction factor in Eq. (14) was obtained by considering laminar and turbulent flow conditions to accommodate the
variation of flow condition, especially laminar flow in small tube.
The experimental result showed that pressure drop is a function of mass flux, inner tube diameter, surface tension, density and
viscosity, and therefore, the factor C in Eq. (13) will be developed as a function of the two-phase Weber number, Wetp, and
two-phase Reynolds number, Retp.
2
f

C

1

1
X
X2

(15)

fn We t p , Re t p

By using the regression method, a new factor C, as shown in Eq. (16), was developed.
C

2.41 10

3

(16)

We tp1.2 Re1tp.52

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Two-phase flow boiling pressure drop propane in horizontal circular small tubes to evaluate void fraction prediction methods is
presented in this present study. Void fraction model of homogenous shows the best prediction for the present data. A new
pressure drop correlation with homogenous void fraction model is developed. More intensive study on void fraction, including
experimental and simulation approaches, is a necessary for evaporation with natural refrigerants in small tubes.
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ABSTRACT
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) is emerging as one of the most promising and preferred refrigerants for low temperature refrigeration
systems in the food and refrigeration industry and/or recreational activities. In recent times, the widespread use of CO2
refrigerant, particularly in supermarkets, has proved commercially attractive worldwide. Some of the commonly used designs
include cascade, transcritical and transcritical booster. This paper presents the fundamentals and application of CO2
refrigerant in low temperature refrigeration systems, its benign properties, thermodynamic analysis, and the R&D needs for its
continuing dominance in the refrigeration industry.
Keywords
Refrigeration, CO2, flow boiling, transcritical, booster, secondary loop, supermarket.

1. INTRODUCTION
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) has emerged as one of the most promising environmentally friendly and energy efficient refrigerants to
provide low temperatures in the refrigeration industry due to its favourable thermodynamic and transport properties [Bansal
(2007, 2008, 2010), Bansal and Jain (2007), Getu and Bansal (2006, 2007, 2008), Heerup (2006), Rolfsmann (1999), Sawalha
(2005), Sawalha et al (2007), Tassou et al. (2010)]. CO2 is a non flammable eco-friendly refrigerant that is a byproduct from
many processes and plants (e.g. power plants, ammonia and beer production units etc.) and hence does not contribute to the
global warming.
Lately CO2 is becoming a mainstream refrigerant to achieve low temperatures, where a number of novel designs have been
used in the industry including cascade, transcritical, transcritical booster, secondary loop and the variations thereof [Bansal and
Jain (2007), Getu and Bansal (2006, 2007 and 2008), Fernandez-Seara et al. (2010), Finckh and Sienel (2010), Heerup (2006),
Javerschek (2009), Matthiesen et al. (2010), Rees et al. (2007), Sawalha (2005), Sawalha et al. (2007)]. Such systems are
typically used in the temperature range from (-)25 oC to (-)50 oC for possible applications in food, recreational (i.e. ice
skating), chemical and other industries, blast freezing, cold storages, liquefaction of gases such as natural gas, supermarket
refrigeration systems etc. At such low temperatures single stage compression systems with reciprocating compressors are
generally not feasible due to high pressure ratios that lead to high discharge temperatures and low volumetric efficiencies and
hence low COPs. These issues are overcome by using cascade systems that often employ multistaging with intercooling and/or
subcooling.
This paper, therefore, discusses some of these designs involving cascade, transcritical and transcritical booster systems.
Although cascade systems are becoming more common in the refrigeration industry, particularly in warmer climates, they
generally use traditional fin and tube heat exchangers. The refrigeration research at the University of Auckland [Bansal and
Zhao (2006, 2007), Zhao and Bansal (2007a, 2007b), Iqbal and Bansal (2010), Bansal (2011)] suggests that there is very little
information available in the open literature on the fundamental boiling and condensation heat transfer characteristics of CO2 at
low temperatures below (-) 30 °C and (-) 15 °C respectively. The appropriate optimal design of new heat exchangers (e.g.
mini, compact and brazed plate) may be impeded due to this information missing from the open literature. Accurate
measurements of boiling/condensation heat transfer coefficients and a better understanding of the heat transfer mechanisms are
essential for developing compact heat exchangers and novel system designs over a wide range of operating conditions. This
paper discusses some of these issues along with the need for developing more efficient compressors and associated
componentry (e.g. expansion valves and control strategies) and proposes guidelines for the continuing dominance of CO2 in the
refrigeration industry in future years.
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2. CO2 PROPERTIES OF AT LOW TEMPERATURES
CO2 possesses excellent thermo-physical properties at low temperatures that are quite different from other refrigerants. At a
given saturation temperature and pressure, the surface tension, the liquid viscosity and ratio of liquid to vapour density ( l/ v)
of CO2 are the smallest (see Figures 1 and 2 respectively) among other refrigerants, such as R717, R22, R410A and R134a. For
example, at 0 oC, the surface tension (see Figure 1) of CO2 is only 17%, 39.3%, 38.6% and 46.3% to that of the refrigerant
R717, R134a, R22 and R410A, respectively, while at (-) 40 oC, it increases to 34.1%, 69.1% 67.4% and 74.8%, respectively.
Lower surface tension facilitates the bubble formation, thus resulting in higher nucleate boiling at low vapour quality. The ratio
of liquid to vapour density for CO2 at (-) 40 oC is only 3.9%, 8.4%, 14.8% and 22.7% to that of the refrigerant R717, R134a,
R22 and R410A, respectively. The lower density ratio of liquid to vapour results in a smaller change in velocity and lower twophase Reynolds number for a fixed mass flow rate during boiling process. This feature can improve the two-phase distribution
of CO2 inside the direct expansion type evaporators. Simultaneously the lower liquid viscosity of CO2 leads to smaller pressure
losses.
As can be seen from Figure 3, the vapour pressure curve of CO2 is much steeper than the other refrigerants [Ayub (2005)],
which makes it a favourable refrigerant especially at low temperatures with a small temperature difference per unit pressure
difference. This feature results in higher flow velocities and hence a good two-phase distribution inside a heat exchanger. On
the other hand, the other refrigerants operate at sub-atmospheric pressures at low temperatures, and hence suffer from low
velocities to keep a check on the pressure drop so that the log-mean temperature difference (LMTD) does not drop steeply.
These lower velocities often lead to phase separation and oil management problems in the system. Therefore, the higher liquid
and vapour thermal conductivities, with lower liquid viscosity and surface tension make CO2 an ideal refrigerant for two-phase
boiling and condensation applications.
For an efficient refrigeration system, both the Volumetric Refrigeration Capacity (VRC), given by Equation (1), and the
Coefficient of Performance (COP) given by Equation (2), should be as high as possible. The high COP minimizes the running
cost, while the high VRC minimizes the investment cost. It may be noted from Figure 4 that CO2 has the highest volumetric
refrigeration capacity amongst all other refrigerants at low temperatures, due to its relatively lower specific volume, resulting
in smaller size compressors for the same operating conditions.
VRC

Q evap
V

Refrig Capacity kJ
,
, (1)
m3
Swept Volume

3. CASCADE REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS
Two circuit cascade refrigeration systems (see Figure 5) have two single stage units that are thermally coupled through
evaporator/condenser cascades. Each circuit has a different refrigerant suitable for that temperature, the lower temperature
units progressively using lower boiling point refrigerants. The high-temperature circuit of a cascade refrigeration system can be
CO2 but typically is NH3, R134a, R404A, R507A, R290, R1270 or ethanol; while CO2 is used in the low stage in direct
expansion (~25 bar), and/or in a combination with a brine which could be either liquid CO2 (~40 bar) or propylene glycol. The
lower boiling point refrigerant (e.g. CO2) has higher saturation pressure at low temperatures that keeps the ingress of air under
control and requires a smaller compressor for the same refrigerating effect due to higher density of suction vapour. Cascade
CO2 refrigeration systems work subcritically and offer competitive solutions in all climates. There are several versions of the
possible designs of cascade refrigeration systems that are used in the industry; one such version is shown in Figure 6. Most of
the medium temperature systems, installed in the USA, use propylene glycol as brine [Hind et al. (2009)]. Several types of
cascade condensers such as plate, shell-and-plate or shell-and-tube heat exchangers can be employed for cascade systems to
couple the low-and high-temperature circuits [Sawalha (2005)]. At low temperatures, normal components and tubing can be
used for CO2, which if used as secondary refrigerant, has much lower pumping requirements than for brine systems. These
systems, however, in practice tend to involve a complex electronic and refrigeration control system, and suffer from higher
temperature difference in the cascade condenser, resulting in higher power consumption by the compressor and a reduced
refrigeration performance. An increase of 1 K in the condensing temperature is reported to decrease the system COP by 3%
[Kaiser and Froschle (2010)].
In a recent experimental study in Brasil at condensing temperatures of 38-40 oC, Silva et al. (2010) compared single stage R22
and R404A systems with a R404A/CO2 cascade system for the same cooling capacity over a period of one year from
November 2008 to 2009. They found that the cascade system was (i) 18.5 % more expensive, (ii) required 20 % less
evaporator surface area, (iii) used only 47kg (total) refrigerant as compared with 115kg for R22 and 125 kg for R404A system,
and (iv) 22 % and 14 % more efficient than R404A and R22 systems. It can thus be inferred that cascade refrigeration systems
tend to be 10-20 % more expensive than the traditional direct expansion systems. However, this cost disadvantage can be
negated with two specific significant advantages that CO2 cascade systems offer over conventional systems, namely (i) up to
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20 % higher energy efficiency, and (ii) less refrigerant charge requirements, as evidenced by Silva et al. (2010). Both these
attributes of cascade systems lead to much less direct emissions to the environment as compared to single stage R404A and
R22 systems, thereby, making the cascade technology more environmentally friendly and sustainable.
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Figure 6. A typical cascade system with medium and low temperature cabinets.

4. VARIATIONS IN COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION SYSTEM DESIGNS
The system types vary depending upon the geographical location and other associated boundary conditions. Some of the initial
CO2 prototype systems were designed and developed for sub-critical (low-temperature) applications with limited available
components. These were followed by transcritical (medium-temperature) systems that are produced nowadays with dedicated
CO2 components, and are the favoured choice because of their simplicity of having to deal with only one refrigerant. Over the
past few years, these systems have been continuously cost optimized and newer systems using the transcritical booster concept
[Finckh and Sienel (2010)] have emerged that use direct expansion CO2 for both the low and medium temperature applications.
These systems can be quite simple but more efficient than the HFC systems. Subsequently, a parallel compression system was
developed with a little variation in the transcritical system for hot climates.
4.1 Transcritical CO2 System: This design has been now used in more than 400 supermarkets globally, mainly in Europe
[Matthiesen et al. (2010), Neksa et al. (2010)]. These systems use CO2 in both the transcritical/subcritical cycles depending
upon the ambient temperature and supply both the low- and medium temperature refrigeration. A transcritical system, in
practice, is found to be at least as efficient, if not more, as the corresponding „state- -of-the-art‟ R404A system. This is because
these systems tend to operate subcritically most of the year, and have reduced amount of superheat in the discharge
temperature of the high-temperature circuit that results in a reduced capacity of the high-temperature condenser and an
increased refrigeration effect. However, these systems need to be adjusted for high ambient conditions [Chiarello et al.
(2010)], such as in Brazil and Indonesia, where HFC systems tend to perform better. These systems tend to be costly and
complex due to the cascade heat exchanger, which could be difficult to control [Matthiesen et al. (2010)].
4.2 Transcritical Booster System: The next generation CO2 booster systems, as shown in Figure 7, are appearing in the
market. These systems are not only simple but are less expensive. Both the cascade heat exchangers and the low temperature
receiver of the traditional systems are replaced by a direct connection from the low temperature (LT) to the medium
temperature (MT) system through a liquid receiver (or separator), and low temperature cases are regulated by a booster
compressor. CO2 is used both in the high and the low stage; and in the latter, both as brine in the MT range and as direct
expansion volatile refrigerant in the LT range.
As can be seen from Figure 7, the liquid receiver (or separator, state 8) in the transcritical stage separates the liquid and the
gaseous refrigerant at a medium pressure level (around 40 bar). After heat rejection in the gas cooler (state 6), liquid CO2
expands into this receiver, where liquid CO2 and the so-called flash gas (i.e. CO2 vapour) as a result of expansion process,
become separated. The flash gas exiting the separator at state 12 is throttled through a medium pressure valve (EV2) to the MT
suction pressure (state point 13), which effectively controls the pressure in the separator. The liquid CO2 enters the
supermarket and is distributed to MT and LT display cabinets and cold room evaporators, where liquid CO2 to throttled via
ExV1 (state 9 to 14) to LT evaporators, and via ExV2 (state 9 to 10) to MT evaporators respectively. The LT CO2 is
compressed to state 2, where it mixes with CO2 vapour from MT evaporators (state 11) and the throttled vapour at state 13, all
being at the same pressure. The mixture being in the slightly superheated state (state 3), is further superheated in the
intermediate heat exchanger or subcooler (IHX) by subcooling the condenser liquid CO2 from to state 6 to 7.
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Due to the flash-gas concept, while the overall mass flow rate of CO2 in the evaporators is reduced, the enthalpy difference
across the evaporators has increased due to the corresponding sub-cooling of the liquid. The advantage of the separator is that
high pressure is needed only between the compressor and the separator, and hence it is limited to the plant room only. This
system is costlier than the single stage system due to additional valve and its control. These systems are embraced by the food
retail industry with interest, since all of its components are commercially available, including less costly compact heat
exchangers, electronic expansion valves, and new copper ferrite alloys (K65) that have replaced the traditional steel piping to
withstand pressures of up to 120 bar. These systems offer many other advantages including smaller pipes and associated
insulation, low pumping power and high thermal efficiency of CO2, one liquid line and occupying less machine room space
[Matthiesen et al. (2010), Finckh and Sienel (2010)]. The information on oil management issues and related effects on these
systems along with testing facilities for these systems can be found from Finckh and Sienel (2010) and Sienel and Finckh
(2010).
4.3 Parallel Compression System: Parallel compression is applied either with several individual compressors or a single
compressor to enhance capacity and efficiency of a refrigeration system during summertime in hot climates. This system is
based on the architecture of a flash gas system, such as shown in Figures 7 and 8, that has two different mass flows inside the
receiver. The flash gas stream flows directly to the suction port of the compressor from medium to high pressure level, while
liquid CO2 from the receiver flows to the expansion devices and after expansion and evaporation, it enters the main suction
port of the same compressor. After compression to the common high pressure level, flash gas and evaporator mass flows
combine inside the common discharge channel of the compressor. In comparison to flash gas systems, the refrigerant mass
flow through the evaporators increases while specific work for the compression process of flash gas reduces due to lower
pressure ratio.
A recent parallel system installed in Europe [Chiarello et al. (2010)], as shown in Figure 8, consisted of four main
compressors (1) and a parallel compressor (1p) – all semi-hermetic and having same swept volume, a heat recovery heat
exchanger (2), fin and tube gas cooler (3), an expansion valve (4), a receiver (5), a regenerative heat exchanger (7) and
evaporators (9). The liquid and vapour flows are separated in the receiver, where liquid flows through thermostatic expansion
valve (8) to evaporators (9), while vapour is compressed by the parallel compressor (1p). One of the main compressors and the
parallel compressor are inverter driven to be modulated between 50 % and 150 % of their capacity. The main compressors and
parallel compressor have different suction pressures but have the same discharge pressure, and hence an oil separator (10) is
employed to separate and distribute lubricant between compressors. The parallel compressor operates only when the gas cooler
pressure exceeds a pre-set value and is modulated to maintain a constant value of the intermediate pressure, which is lower
than the pressure of the back pressure (6). Further, the gas cooler is cooled by a water spray when ambient temperature exceeds
30 oC to enhance energy efficiency of the system.
5. CASCADE SYSTEMS: THERMYDYNAMIC ANALYSIS
The performance parameters: (i) Coefficient of Performance (COP) of a cascade system (See Figure 5), defined as the ratio of
the refrigerating effect produced in the evaporator to the total work input to all compressors in the system, and (ii) the
refrigerant mass flow rate ratio, are respectively given by:

Q evap
W
W

COP

H

(h2*

m H

m L

L

(2)

(h1* h4* ).(h1 h4 )
h1* ).(h2 h3 ) (h1* h4* ).(h2 h1 )

h2 h3
h1* h4*

(3)

where Q evap is the system refrigerating capacity (kW), W is the rate of work input (kW) to the compressor, „h‟ is the
refrigerant enthalpy (kJ/kg) at various state points of the circuit (see Figure 5), m is the refrigerant flow rate, and suffixes „H‟
and „L‟ represent the high and low temperature circuits respectively.
A thermodynamic analysis was carried out by Bansal and Jain (2007) and Getu and Bansal (2008) for NH3/CO2 cascade
system, although the analysis is generic and can be applicable to any pair of refrigerants. The salient results from these studies
are presented in Figures 9 and 10, where following points may be noted:
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1. Effect of Sub-cooling: An increase in the degree of sub-cooling (ΔTsub) in one or both circuits leads to an increased mass
flow rate ratio [given by equation (3)] of ammonia (R717) to CO2 (R744), and the COP of the system.
2. Effect of Superheat: Increased level of degree of superheat (ΔTsup) in one or both the circuits leads to increased mass flow
rate ratio but reduced COP of the system.
3. Effect of Condenser, Evaporator and Cascade Condenser Evaporating Temperature: The increased condenser (TC) and
reduced evaporator temperature (TE) result in reduced COP. However, there is an optimum COP for cascade condenser
evaporating temperature (TCAS,E).
4. Cascade Condenser Temperature Difference: An increase in the temperature difference in the cascade condenser reduced
both the COP and the mass flow rate ratios.

6. FLOW BOILING AND CONDENSATION OF CO2
There is very little information available in the open literature [Bredesen et al (1997), Knudsen and Jensen (1997), Park and
Hrnjak (2005)] on the flow boiling and condensation heat transfer [Park and Hrnjak (2009), Kim et al. (2009)] of CO2 and
CO2-oil mixtures at low temperatures down to (-) 50 oC. The refrigeration research at the University of Auckland [Bansal
(2007, 2008, 2011), Bansal and Jain (2007), Getu and Bansal (2006, 2007, 2008), Bansal and Zhao (2006, 2007), Iqbal and
Bansal (2010), Zhao and Bansal (2007a, 2007b, 2009)] fills this gap and provides information on the experimental flow boiling
and condensation heat transfer of CO2 and CO2-oil mixtures in in-house designed novel rigs.

Figure 7. Transcritical booster cascade system [After Kaiser and Froeschle (2010)].

Figure 8. Schematics of a CO2 parallel compression system [After Chiarello et al. (2010)]
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Flow boiling experiments were conducted in ohmically heated (i.e. high electric current through a transformer) horizontal
smooth steel tubes and copper micro-fin tubes at saturation temperatures between (-)30 oC to (-)45 oC, and mass and heat
fluxes ranging from 100 to 250 kg m-2 s-1 and 10 to 25 kW m-2, respectively. The condensation experiments were performed
between 0 and (-)15 °C, while future experiments are planned to extend the data down to (-)30 °C. However, due to brevity of
space, this paper presents only a sample of emerging results on flow boiling and condensation heat transfer of CO2, exhibiting
the effects of saturation temperature, and the heat and mass fluxes.

6. FLOW BOILING AND CONDENSATION OF CO2
There is very little information available in the open literature [Bredesen et al (1997), Knudsen and Jensen (1997), Park and
Hrnjak (2005)] on the flow boiling and condensation heat transfer [Park and Hrnjak (2009), Kim et al. (2009)] of CO2 and
CO2-oil mixtures at low temperatures down to (-) 50 oC. The refrigeration research at the University of Auckland [Bansal
(2007, 2008, 2011), Bansal and Jain (2007), Getu and Bansal (2006, 2007, 2008), Bansal and Zhao (2006, 2007), Iqbal and
Bansal (2010), Zhao and Bansal (2007a, 2007b, 2009)] have performed extensive experiments on flow boiling and
condensation heat transfer of CO2 and CO2-oil mixtures using an in-house designed novel rigs. Flow boiling experiments were
conducted in ohmically heated (i.e. high electric current through a transformer) horizontal smooth steel tubes and copper
micro-fin tubes at saturation temperatures between (-)30 oC to (-)45 oC, and mass and heat fluxes ranging from 100 to 250 kg
m-2s-1 and 10 to 25 kWm-2, respectively. The condensation experiments were performed between 0 and (-) 15 °C, while future
experiments are planned to extend the data down to (-)30 °C. However, due to brevity of space, this paper presents only a
sample of emerging results on flow boiling and condensation heat transfer of CO2, exhibiting the effects of saturation
temperature, and the heat and mass fluxes.
6.1. Flow Boiling Heat Transfer of CO2 in smooth steel tubes
6.1.1. Effect of Saturation Temperatures (Tsat): The variation of the two-phase flow boiling heat transfer coefficient (htp) is
shown in Figure 11 with vapour quality for varying saturation temperatures but fixed heat flux (q = 14.4 kWm-2) and mass flux
(G = 150 kgm-2s-1). htp is a strong function of saturation temperatures and decreases by about 25 %, when saturation
temperature decreases from (-) 24.3 oC to (-) 40.6 oC. At the same time, the effect of vapour quality on htp at low temperature
is not significant, and the dryout occurs later at high vapour quality.
6.1.2. Effect of Heat (q) and Mass Flux (G): Figures 12 and 13 respectively show the effect of heat flux and mass flux on the
flow boiling heat transfer coefficient at around (-)35 oC. htp increases with the increasing heat flux, where heat flux tends to
show a much stronger effect on htp than mass flux before dryout. However, the flow boiling heat transfer coefficient of CO2 is
almost independent of the mass flux. During flow boiling of CO2 at low temperatures, the nucleate boiling contribution is
higher than the convective boiling before dryout.
6.2. Flow Boiling of CO2 in Microfin Copper Tubes at -30°C
Experiments were conducted in a copper microfin tube with outer diameter of 7.94 mm, at different mass and heat fluxes,
ranging from 250 kg m-2 s-1 and 10 to 25 kW m-2, respectively. A representative htp variation is shown in Figures 14 for heat
flux of 15 kW.m-2, where htp increases with vapour quality until dryout, and heat flux has more pronounced effect on htp,
suggesting the dominance of nucleate boiling. The dryout occurs at very high vapour quality. This trend differs from the one at
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high saturation temperatures above 0 oC in smooth tubes but agrees with the flow boiling heat transfer data of Zhao and Bansal
(2009) at (-)30 oC in a smooth tube. As the saturation temperature decreases, the surface tension, liquid conductivity, viscosity
and density ratio of liquid to vapour of CO2 increase. Higher surface tension results in low nucleate boiling heat transfer in the
low vapour quality region. High density ratio of liquid to vapour results in higher average liquid and vapour velocity, and
enhances the convective boiling heat transfer as the vapour quality increases.
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Figure 14. htp for microfin copper tubes at different
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6.3. Effect of Oil Concentration on Flow Boiling Heat Transfer
Recently, Bansal (2011) experimentally studied the flow boiling heat transfer coefficient of CO2 – lubricant mixture in the
saturated region at low saturation temperatures down to (-)40 oC with varying oil concentrations from 0 to 4 %. The lubricant,
Polyol-ester oil (POE), was fully miscible with CO2. At a mass flux of G = 259 kg/s.m2, an average heat flux of q = 15.6
kW/m2 and a saturation evaporation temperature of (-)30 oC, the flow boiling heat transfer coefficient is plotted versus
refrigerant quality for various oil concentrations in Figure 15. The heat transfer coefficient increases with vapour quality until
about x = 0.8 when the heat transfer coefficient starts to decrease sharply due to dryout. Further the heat transfer coefficient
increases by up to 12 %, particularly at low vapour qualities (x < 0.5) with oil concentration of up to 3% but decreases when
oil concentration is increased to 4 %. This moderate augmentation could be attributed to the presence of oil enhancing the
nucleate boiling and promoting an earlier onset of annular flow. At a lower saturation temperature (-)40 oC, G=259 kg/m2.s and
q=16.4 kW/m2, the increase in heat transfer coefficient at low vapour quality due to the oil effect has been observed to be
smaller. Small increases (< 8%) in heat transfer coefficient are observed at even lower vapour qualities (< 0.45) as seen in
Figure 16.
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6.4. In-tube condensation Heat Transfer of CO2
Park and Hrnjak (2009) explored condensation heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops for CO2 at saturation temperatures
(-)15 oC and (-)25 oC. Their study involved horizontal microchannels of diameter 0.89 mm, with mass fluxes ranging from 200
to 800kgm-2s-1. Under the same conditions, Kim et al. (2009) presented data for 3.48 mm inner diameter tube and a 3.51 mm
micro-fin tube and found that most correlations tend to over predict heat transfer coefficient for CO2. Similar trends were
observed by Iqbal and Bansal (2010). Kim et al. (2009) and Zhao and Bansal (2010) stated that a possible reason for this
discrepancy is the different thermal and transport characteristics of carbon dioxide.
An experimental rig involving a tube-in-tube heat exchanger was designed to investigate the condensation of CO2 in a
horizontal smooth tube at saturation temperatures between 0 and (-)15 oC with mass fluxes between 50 and 200 kgm-2s-1 and at
various vapour qualities [Iqbal (2010)]. The inner test tube, with internal diameter of 6.52 mm, is cooled using Glycol Water
flowing in the outer stainless steel tube. The results, shown in Figure 17, suggest that heat transfer coefficient increases with
increasing vapour quality, decreasing saturation temperature and increasing mass flux. At vapour qualities of 0.6 and above,
the HTC at (-)15 oC is 134 % higher than at 0 oC. This work needs to be extended quite extensively (e.g. flow over the tube,
different tube types, and tube geometries and enhances surfaces etc.) to unravel the missing physics of the processes involved.

Figure 21. Condensation heat transfer coefficient vs. vapour quality at Tsat between 0 and (-)15 oC at: (a) 50 kgm-2s-1, (b) 100
kgm-2s-1 and (c) 200 kgm-2s-1.
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7.0 NOVEL SYSTEMS AND R & D OPPORTUNITIES
Results from both the laboratory scale cascade rig testing [Sawalha (2005)] and the fundamental studies at the University of
Auckland [(Bansal (2011), Bansal and Zhao (2006, 2007), Zhao and Bansal (2007a, 2007b, 2009)], the University of Illinois
[Park and Hrnjak (2005, 2007)] and at a few other places suggest that flow boiling heat transfer of CO2 is quite high at low
temperatures. However, in order to design better and efficient compact heat exchangers and cascade condensers, there is an
urgency to perform some fundamental heat transfer of CO2 for both boiling and condensation to fill the knowledge gap in order
to understand the behavior and heat transfer potential CO2. The research may include the effects of all the necessary factors
including different tube types (e.g. material, surfaces, geometries, enhancements), heat transfer inside as well as outside the
tube, special heat exchangers types (such a brazed plate heat exchanger that are popular as cascade condensers), with and
without lubricants, in addition to thermodynamic variables including saturation temperatures, mass and heat fluxes, vapour
qualities etc. Some of the emerging technologies should also be included in such studies including the effect of nano particles,
leading to developing energy efficient heat exchangers. Needless to say that the unique characteristic of CO2 having high
operating pressures even at low temperatures, makes it an ideal candidate for the design of efficient and compact heat
exchangers for the refrigeration industry.
There is also a need to improve the design of associated componentry, including more energy efficient compressors, electronic
expansion valves, and other control strategies. These developments would enable the system to reach steady state quickly and
result in satisfactory operation of the system under varying load conditions, particularly, in supermarket refrigeration systems.
These will lead to the development of novel systems for warmer climates also that are energy efficient and user friendly.

8. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a comprehensive summary on the emergence of CO2 as the most promising refrigerant for low
temperature applications especially in the food industry for its benign properties of being environmentally friendly and cost
competitive. The transcritical booster system in the colder climates, and subcritical CO2 in a cascade with a hydrocarbon (or an
HFC) in the warmer climates, seem to be the popular choices.
The experimental flow boiling heat transfer results at the University of Auckland suggest that the htp of CO2 decreases with
decreasing temperature, and varies between 3500 and 7500 Wm-2K-1 at different vapour qualities at about (-) 40 oC. Recent
studies on cascade systems revealed that these systems with CO2 as a refrigerant perform up to 60 % better than the
conventional single stage supermarket refrigeration systems operating with R404A at low temperatures. There is, however, a
need for further fundamental research on unraveling the physics of boiling and condensation heat transfer of CO2 and CO2-oil
mixtures extending to mini and micro channel heat exchangers, and further development of more efficient compressors along
with other associated componentry, including electronic expansion valves and control system. This will then lead to efficient
systems for the refrigeration industry.
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ABSTRACT
This paper investigated that the functional group and chemical structure of additives affect ice adhesion in aqueous solutions
cooling with stirring. In order to compare the effect on the ice adhesion in aqueous solutions, the functional group like
carboxyl (-COOH), hydroxyl (-OH) or amine(-NH2) one were compared each other. Among the functional group, the strength
of the hydrogen bonding force order is amine, hydroxyl and carboxyl one. It supports that ethylene diamine 7 mass% solution
including amine group was effective to suppress the ice adhesion, though it is corrosive. Also, the ice adhesion were
effectively resisted and formed lots of ice slurries in cooling experiment of 7 mass% solution of 1,2- and 1,3-propanediol
which is different molecular structure but equal molecular weight each other.
Keywords
Ice slurry, Ice adhesion, Additive, Chemical structure, Function group

1. INTRODUCTION
In case of the static-type ice making, the continuous growth of ice on the cooling plate decreases the ice-making performance
and makes the operation of cooling system inefficient. On the other hand, the dynamic-type ice making has an advantage that
the ice generated on the cooling plate is continuously removed, increasing the ice-making efficiency and stabilizing the
operation of cooling system [1, 2]. Moreover, since the ice-slurry can be possible to flow pipe, it can be used in the energy
transportation for the district cooling and large-scale industrial system.
Of the ice-slurry-type thermal storage systems, the mechanical driving system that has the scraper, screw or vibration spring is
widely used, but it has disadvantage in the durability of the cooling system as well as the high energy consumption. Therefore,
to enhance the ice-making performance, the ice slurry should be made continuously without the mechanical driving part or the
ice adhesion on the cooling plate should be inhibited. In addition, there are many studies to solve the problem of ice blockage
in the pipe during the direct transportation of the ice slurry.
Okada et al. used the silane coupling agent, a surfactant, to make an emulsion-type solution that the silicon oil was dispersed in
the water, and produced the ice with the solution. Then, they found that the ice adhesion was effectively inhibited on the
cooling plate [3, 4]. However that kind of material is expensive, toxic and difficult for maintaining in the emulsion. To get the
similar effect, many studies have been carried out on other additives such as the ethylene glycol (EG), 1,2-propanediol or
propylene glycol (C3H8O2), and ethanol [4, 5]. Especially, as EG, an alcoholic brine, is fairly known in its properties and easy
to mix with the water, it is widely used as an additive for the ice-slurry-type thermal storage system, nowadays. In addition to
them, Yabe et al. reported that the polyvinyl alcohol with the molecular weight of 89,000~98,000 could be a good additive to
suppress the growth of ice crystals and recrystallization [6].
The above additives are thought to have the suppressing effect against the ice adhesion because their functional groups with the
hydrogen bonding force are solved to form a boundary layer between the metal and the ice or the ice themselves. Therefore, in
this research we selected several additives that are composed of hydrocarbon compounds in their molecular structure like EG
and have the typical functional groups such as hydroxyl (-OH), carboxyl (-COOH), and amine group (-NH2) in their both ends,
and executed the ice-making experiment with them to check the suppressing effect of each functional group and chemical
structure on the ice adhesion.

2. EXPERIMENT
Table 1 shows the additives having hydroxyl, carboxyl and amine group used for this study. Figure 1 is the diagram of the icemaking and measuring apparatuses. The concentration of EG for the ice-slurry-type thermal storage system is about 7 mass%,
and in this experiment we made 950 g of the EG solution on this basis. The solution was poured in a stainless (SUS 304) vessel
(outer diameter 102 mm, height 170 mm, thickness 2 mm), and then cooled in the brine of the low-temperature bath. At the
same time, a stirrer rotating at the rate of 120 rpm was placed in the solution to form the convection forcibly. To observe the
ice adhesion only on the wall, the upper and lower surfaces of the vessel were insulated by the mono-cast nylon (MC). And, to
minimize the heat influx from outside, an acryl lid (thickness 20 mm) with a hole for the stirring rod was covered upon the
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vessel. The stirring wings were placed with the same height of the solution (110 mm) and 10 mm away from the vessel wall to
make the kinetic energy by stirring influence to the whole wall.
Table 1: Classification of chemical surfactants.
Function group
Carboxyl (-COOH)
Hydroxyl (-OH)
Amine (-NH2)

Chemical surfactant
Lactic acid
Succunic acid
Ethylene glycol
1,2-propanediol (Propylene glycol)
1,3-propanediol
1,6-hexanediol
Monoethanol amine
Ethylene diamine

Formula
C3H6O3
C4H6O4
C2H2O2
C3H8O2
C3H8O2
C6H14O2
C2H7NO
C2H8N2

Figure 1: Experimental apparatus for ice-making
In the cooling and ice-making process, the temperature of the bath was set up at -5oC. And, considering the freezing point of
each solution, the freezing nucleuses were dropped to remove the super-cooling by force when the super-cooling degree
became 1K. When the stirring power that had been increasing in the ice-making process became constant, the ice-making
experiment was stopped, and the vessel was tilted to pour out the ice slurry and the solutions for the examination of the
existence of ice on the wall surface. The ice-adhesion level was determined according to the adhesive amount on the wall. The
stirring power was calculated with the measured voltage and currents at the motor, and it was used as a qualitative index along
with the number of rotation for the ice adhesion and the ice amount. To calculate the ice-making amount indirectly, T-type
thermocouples were inserted in the vessel to measure the temperature of the ice slurry (3 points at the center of the vessel to the
axis direction). The temperatures of the solution and the low-temperature bath were collected by the data logger (Agilent
34970A, 12 channels) and a measuring program (HP-VEE) at every 10 seconds. And the ice slurry made in the ice-making
process was observed to check the form and size of its ice particles with the optical microscope (Olympus BX60, x100-1000).

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For this experiment, three chemical compounds with the same carbon number (-C-C-) and structure, EG, lactic acid and
ethylene diamine, were used in the concentration of 7 mass%. Figure 2 (a) shows the change in the temperature and the stirring
power when the 7 mass% solution of EG with hydroxyl groups at its both ends was cooled to make the ice. At the set point
(super-cooling 1K), the ice particle was dropped to dissolve the super-cooling, and after then the ice slurry began to be made.
After the super-cooling was dissolved, the stirring resistance began to increase and the number of rotation decreased gradually.
The generation of the ice slurry increases the stirring resistance. But about 150 minutes later, the stirring power and the number
of rotation kept constant, and two hours later since then the experiment was finished. The ice slurry in the vessel was poured
out and checked ice adhesion on the cooling wall. Figure 3 (a) is the photo of the cooling wall taken right after the ice slurry in
the EG 7 mass% solution was poured out. Here, the ice adhesion was found in the part of the cooling wall (the small picture at
the lower right is for the vessel before the solution was poured out).

(a) Ethylene glycol 7 mass%

(b) Lactic acid 7 mass%
(c) Ethylene diamine 7 mass%
Figure 2: Time history of temperature and stirring power
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(a) Ethylene glycol 7 mass%

(d) 1,3 propanediol 7 mass%

(b) Lactic acid 7 mass%

(e) 1,2-propanediol 7 mass%

(c) Ethylene diamine 7 mass%

(f) 1,6-hexanediol 7 mass%

Figure 3: The state of ice adhesion on the cooling wall and ice slurry
Figure 2 (b) is the characteristic graph for the lactic acid 7 mass% solution when the solution of lactic acid with carbonyl
groups at its both ends was cooled to make the ice. It shows a characteristic different from that in Figure 2 (a) in the stirring
power and the number of rotation. That is, there was no special change in the stirring power and the number of rotation since
the super-cooling is dissolved, but two hours later the stirring power increased and the number of rotation decreased rapidly. It
seems because the ice slurry continuously adhered to the cooling wall form beginning and so the stirring resistance did not
increase by the ice slurry. But, when the stirring wings contacted with the ice attached on the cooling wall, the stirring power
began to increase and the number of rotation decreased rapidly. Figure 3 (b) shows the state of the full ice adhesion on the
cooling wall. As the much part of the ice generated in the vessel adhered to the cooling wall, the quantity of ice that existed in
the form of ice slurry was far smaller than other solutions.
Figure 2 (c) is the graph for the ethylene diamine 7 mass% solution when the solution of ethylene diamine with amine groups
at its both ends was cooled to make the ice. It shows a similar behavior with Figure 2 (a), but the stirring power is about 2 W
higher. Ice packing factor (IPF) is estimated indirectly from the ice slurry temperature (freezing point) and IPF of the ethylene
diamine solution is expected to be 10~15% lower than that of the EG solution. But in case of the EG solution, some ice
adhered to the cooling wall and ice slurry in the vessel is lower. So the stirring resistance became small and the stirring power
came to be relatively low. Therefore, we found out that the stirring power can be used as the qualitative index for the ice slurry
quantity in the solution. Figure 3 (c) is the photo that shows the state of the ice adhesion on the cooling wall and the ice slurry.
The ice adhesion did not occur on the cooling wall
In case of the pure water, it grows in the form of needle-type dendrite and finally sticks to each other. But, in case of the
solution with additive having the functional groups, it is totally different. When an ice particle tries to grow after its generation,
the concentration of the solution becomes high on the interface with the ice (the freezing point goes down) and hinders the
growth of ice particle. So, the ice particle tends to be rounded and refined instead of needle-like. At that time, the ice particle is
surrounded by the functional groups that can make the hydrogen bond. The ice particle may be bonded, as shown in Figure 4,
either by one end of or by both ends of the functional group in the solution. When the both ends of the functional group
participate in the hydrogen bond, it can prevent the combination of an ice particle with the cooling wall or other ice particles
through the operation of hydrophobic groups. But, when only the one end participates in the bond, it can make the opposite
effect because of the bonding force between the functional groups.
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Figure 4: The Adhesion between ice particles by hydrogen bonding force of functional group
Generally, the strength of hydrogen bond among the functional group is the order of carboxyl >hydroxyl>amine group. From
the results of the experiment, we could see that the hydrogen bonding force and the suppressive effect on the ice adhesion are
opposite among the functional groups. That is, the bigger the hydrogen bonding force between the functional groups becomes,
the bigger the combining tendency between the ice particles and so the possibility of the ice adhesion become. But, in case of
amine group that has a weaker bonding force, the ice adhesion seems to be prevented in the process that the hydrogen bond is
broken due to the fluid movement before the ice adhesion takes place.
Consequently, we found that, to get the round ice particles in the slurry type, we need the organic additive having the
functional group that can make the hydrogen bond, but the bonding force should be appropriate to be effective in suppressing
the ice adhesion.
We studied the effect on ice adhesion of other materials that have a similar chemical structure to the EG but have different
molecular lengths. Figure 3 (d), (e) and (f) are photos of their ice adhesion and ice slurry with the additives of 1,3-propanediol,
1,2-propanediol and 1,6-hexanediol, three kinds of solutions were made in the concentration of 7 mass%. The 1,3-propanediol
has a chain structure with one more carbon than EG. While the 1,2-propanediol is an isomer of the 1,3-propanediol that has the
same molecular weight but the different chemical structure. When experimented in the concentration of 7 mass% under the
same condition, it made no ice adhesion on the cooling wall. In the experiment with the 1,2-propanediol 7 mass% solution,
there also was no ice adhesion. Of the two results, the stirring power, which is a qualitative index for the ice making quantity,
was as high as 17~18 W. As shown in Figure 3 (d), (e), their IPF was far more than the previous solutions. In case of the 1,6hexanediol that has the most carbon number in the chemical surfactants, there was the ice adhesion on all over the cooling wall.
When the above chemicals are used as the additive, it is highly probable that EG and 1,6-hexanediol exist in the arrangement
that one of their two hydroxyl groups faces to the ice and the other faces to the solution due to their chemical
structure(rotational symmetric structure. In this case, the hydrogen bonding force between the hydroxyl groups is expected to
increase the ice adhesion. On the other hand, the hydroxyl groups in the 1,3-propanediol have the symmetric structure unlike
EG or 1,6-hexanediol. So, it is probable that the hydroxyl groups surround the ice particle. The ice particle surrounded by the
additive having functional groups will not make any combination with other ice or cooling wall because of the repulsion
between the hydrophobic groups in the 1,3-propanediol. The 1,2-propanediol has the same chemical formula as but a different
structure from 1,3-propanediol. One of its hydroxyl groups lied in its center can rotate rather freely. So, it is probable that the
hydroxyl groups are attached to the ice particle and the hydrophobic groups face to the solution, representing the similar
property to that of 1,3-propanediol.
Through the above results, we found that the chemical structure can influence on the ice adhesion, and that EG and 1,6hexanediol have smaller effects in suppressing the ice adhesion than 1,3-propanediol or 1,2-propanediol.

4. CONCLUSION
From the ice-making experiments of the solutions that include the chemical additives having the functional groups that can
make the hydrogen bonding, we got the following conclusions:
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1) The EG 7 mass% solution that is widely used in the present ice-slurry-type thermal storage system has only a partial effect
in suppressing the ice adhesion.
2) Of the amine additives, the ethylene diamine 7 mass% solution has an excellent effect in suppressing the ice adhesion, but
is toxic, corrosive, and non-eco-friendly. So it is not appropriate for the thermal storage medium.
3) Of the additives having hydroxyl group, the isomers 1,2-propanediol and 1,3-propanediol showed similar behaviors under
the same condition and were fairly effective in suppressing the ice adhesion and making the ice slurry.
4) The ice-adhesion suppressing effect between the ice and the cooling plate or the ice particles themselves is influence by the
functional groups with proper hydrogen bonding force and by the chemical structure.
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ABSTRACT
The freshness of refrigerated or frozen foods is very important especially for keeping fresh foods. Thus the cold supply
system is required to maintain a suitable condition of foods. In this work, we investigated and tested the cold supply system
using a low temperature latent heat material (LTLHM) developed by KITECH. The LTLHMs solidified are designed to
o
maintain a constant temperature (-18~7 C) on delivery process of hold-over refrigerated truck or cold roll box during a day
time. For the hold-over truck, the inner temperature was continuously kept for 12 hours below -15oC. In the case of the cold
roll box, the refrigerated performance showed over 20 hours below 7oC, and also the frozen performance showed over 10 hours
below -10oC.
Keywords
Cold supply system, Low temperature latent heat material (LTLHM), Refrigerated truck, Cold roll box (CRB)

1. INTRODUCTION
The consumer demand increases in the fresh food continuously. So it is important that the food maintains the suitable
temperature for safety and quality. Several countries (eg. Japan, US. and EU etc.) apply to cold chain system, for this reason
people are provided the fresh food. The term ‘cold supply system’ means the supply process from agricultural production or
manufacturing, to storage and distribution, to retail sale or use in catering and by consumers.[1] There are refrigerated depot,
express delivery and showcase for cold supply system. One of express delivery system is a refrigerated truck and the
refrigerating system of that is widely used for maintaining constant temperature in the chamber. However this system has some
problems, which are difficult to control the constant temperature of the food, high energy consumption and weak durability.
A hold-over refrigerated truck using low temperature latent heat material (LTLHM) is applied on some countries. A LTLHM is
frozen at night by refrigerated unit and it maintains an optimal temperature in chamber of the hold-over refrigerated truck
during melting in the daytime without extra energy. So this is an eco-friendly and alternative method for supplying the fresh
and safe food [2]. Also it is reported that cold roll box using a LTLHM is the effective delivery system on cold condition [3].
On this study, we investigated the express delivery system for cold supply and tested the developed hold-over refrigerated
truck and cold roll box using a LTLHM.

2. COLD SUPPLY SYSTEM AND LOW TEMPERATURE LATENT HEAT MATERIAL
2.1 Low temperature latent heat material
Table 1 shows the level of suitable refrigerated temperature in Korea for the cold supply system. The phase changed
o
temperature of the LTLHM is 5~10 C lower than refrigerated according to the thermal storage methods.
Table 1: The level of the frozen/refrigerated temperature in Korea.
Level
C3
C2
C2
F
SF

Frozen/Refrigerated temperature
o
-2~10 C
o
-10~-2 C
o
-20~-10 C
o
-40~-20 C
o
Below -40 C

Phase changed temperature of the low temperature latent heat material
o
o
-5 C, 0 C
o
o
-15 C, -10 C
o
o
-25 C, -15 C
o
o
-45 C, -25 C
o
-45 C
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Ice (water) is well used to latent heat material. It is single phase material and well-known properties as phase changed
o
temperature and latent heat capacity. However phase changed temperature below 0 C is required according the need. LTLHM
is a mixture of two or more chemicals is used for air conditioning of building or industry [4]. Figure 1 shows phase changed
diagram. When the phase (liquid or solid) of LTLHM changes from liquid or solid to solid or liquid at eutectic point or
temperature, the phase changed temperature is constant and latent heat is absorbed or released.

Figure 1: Phase changed diagram
LTLHM must be considering the following conditions:
-

materials of using suitable temperature
materials of superior latent heat and thermal properties
materials of non super-cooling phenomenon
materials with variation during freezing and melting process
low price and non toxic materials
eco-friendly materials
low corrosive and chemically stable material

Table 2 shows properties of the LTLHMs developed by Korea Institute of Industrial Technology (KITECH). There are two
categories of phase changed temperature: refrigeration and freezing. Latent heat capacity of LHM is from 280 to 320 J/g. Also
the results of the differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) about the LTLHMs are shown by Figure 2.
Table 2: The properties of the low temperature latent heat materials.
o

Refrigeration
Freezing

Phase changed temperature ( C)
-4.5
-12
-26
-29

(a) -4.5oC

Specific gravity (-)
0.99
1.08
1.17
-

Latent heat capacity (J/g]
309.3
318.5
287.8
280.9

(b) -12oC
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(c) -26oC

(d) -29oC

Figure 2: Result by differential scanning calorimeter
2.2 Module of low temperature latent heat material
The module of LTLHM is a kind of vessel. It is called cold thermal storage or cooling plate and made of metal (Figure (a)).
However it is very heavy and corrosive with LTLHM. It is damaged by volume expansion on phase changing process. For
solving these problems, we developed the module made of polyethylene. It can be mass-produced by blow-moulding.
Although the thermal conductivity of polyethylene is low, it can be effective by increasing heat transfer area of the module.
Figure 3 (b) shows the module for a hold-over refrigerated truck and cold roll box using LTLHM.

(a) Cold thermal storage plate made of metal
(b) Module made of polyethylene
Figure 3: Module of the low temperature latent heat material
2.3 Insulation
The performance of insulation is one of the most important technical elements. Generally, insulation of the refrigerated truck
or cold roll box is made of high density polyurethane and fiber reinforced plastics (FRP) or aluminium plate is attached to the
surface of polyurethane. It is very airtight, substantial and light. Figure 4 shows performance of insulator about different
insulation.

Figure 4: Performance result according to different insulation
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3. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
3.1 Hold-over refrigerated truck
3.1.1

Test of hold-over refrigerated truck

There are four types of hold-over refrigerated truck using a LTLHM: ceiling, side, front and mixed type. On this study, we
developed ceiling type hold-over refrigerated truck. This attached the modules of LTLHM on ceiling of the chamber is effect
on cold storage by natural convection. So it is suitable for transporting ice cream or frozen food.
Table 3 shows specification of the hold-over refrigerated truck and the performance test is conducted in summer. LTLHMs in
the modules are frozen by refrigeration system during the nighttime and throughout the day LTLHMs themselves are maintain
a constant temperature. It is measured temperature of LTLHM, inner chamber and atmosphere, and consumption power of the
refrigeration system. Then measured data were collected by data logger.
Table 3: The specifications the hold-over refrigerated truck.
Length
Width
Height
Thickness of insulation
Cooling capacity
Refrigerant
Type
Type
Quantity
Weight

Truck body

Compressor
Condenser
Module of
LTLHM
(Evaporator)

3.1.2

3,250 mm
1,535 mm
1,510 mm
100 mm
3,7200 kW @ -20oC
R-507
Fin & tube
Cold storage (-26oC)
96 EA
115.2 kg

Result

Figure 5 (a) shows temperature of LTLHM and refrigerant, and consumption power during freezing LTLHMs process. After
10 hour, operation of refrigeration system was controlled. The phase change temperature of LTLHM was -26oC and
temperature of refrigerant was -35 oC. As decreasing the cooling load, temperature of evaporation and consumption power also
decreased. Figure 5 (b) shows temperature of LTLHM, inner chamber and atmosphere during a day time. As shown in Figure 5
(b), temperature of atmosphere is over 35oC at 6 hour. When the side door was opened every 30 seconds per 30 minutes,
temperature change of inner chamber was slightly increased. Consequently the temperature of inner chamber was maintained
under -15oC during a day time. After 10 hour, the temperature of LTLHM showed partially about -26 oC, as a result, it is
implied that LTLHM was not completely melted.
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(a) Freezing LTLHM process
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(b) Melting LTLHM process

Figure 5: Characteristic temperature and power of hold-over refrigerated truck using latent heat material
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3.2 Cold roll box
3.2.1

Test of cold roll box

There are two types of cold roll box: passive and active types. The cold roll box of passive type is simpler and cheaper than
that of active type. Refrigerated and frozen cold roll boxes were tested in constant temperature chamber at 35oC±2oC. The
module of LTLHMs solidified was installed the top of cold roll box and it was measured the temperature of LTLHM and inner
cold roll box. And then data were collected by data logger.
3.2.2

Result

Figure 6 shows the temperature of the cold roll box and LTLHM. In case of using refrigeration LTLHM, the temperature in
cold roll box was below 5 oC over 20 hours and increased slightly. However, in case of freezing LTLHM, the temperature in
cold roll box was below -10 oC for 10 hours due to the less amount of latent heat capacity of LTLHM.

(a) -4.5oC LTLHM

(b) -12 oC LTLHM

(c) -26oC LTLHM

(d) -29 oC LTLHM

Figure 6: Characteristic temperature of cold roll box using latent heat material

4. CONCLUSION
The feasible study was performed for utilizing smart cold supply system using low temperature latent heat materials
developed by Korea Institute of Industrial Technology (KITECH). The conclusions as following;
1) Four kinds of LTLHMs showed a good thermal performance.
2) In the case of the hold-over refrigerated truck using LTLHM, inner temperature was maintained continuously for 12 hours
at -15oC.
3) In the case of the cold roll box using LTLHM, the refrigerated performance showed over 20 hours below 7oC, and also the
frozen performance showed over 10 hours below -10 oC.
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As a result, these results mean that smart cold supply system using LTLHM could contribute a development of cold supply
system industry and technology.
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ABSTRACT
To analyze the cooling performance in the refrigerator truck according to frost growth, the analytical model of refrigeration
system was developed under frost and non-frost condition using EES. The system performance was analyzed with outdoor
temperature, storage temperature and compressor speed in order to investigate the system performance characteristics with
operating conditions. Besides, the system performance under frost condition was compared with that under non-frost condition.
As a result, the frost thickness was 0.9 mm when the refrigerating capacity of frost condition was decreased by 30% compared
to that of non-frost condition. System COP under frost condition decreased by 28% compared to that under non-frost condition.
Besides, maximum system COP was shown at compressor speed of 1500 rpm for non-frost and frost simultaneously. The
performance of frost condition was more sensitive to the operating conditions compared to that of non-frost condition.
Keywords
R404A, Refrigerator truck, Cold storage, COP, Frost
Nomenclature
A
c1 c5
D
k
L
m
P
P
T
V
N
Sp

compression ratio
viscosity[kg/m·s]

2

heat transfer area[m ]
coefficients in EEV equation
diameter[m]
conductivity[W/m·K]
length in EEV[m]
mass flow rate[kg/s]
pressure[kPa]
pressure drop[kPa]
temperature[K]
volume[m3/s]
RPM
relative piston stroke length
efficiency
density[kg/m3]

Subscripts
1
a
comp
f
i
in
m
n
o
t
T

row
air
compressor
frost
isentropic
inlet
minimum valve
needle
orifice
throat
all

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, refrigerator that is one of the necessities has been developing in various types such as the house use, the commercial
and the industrial use. The movable commercial refrigerating system is called „refrigerator truck‟, and it keeps the perishable
foods fresh during transporting. We can even see frequently a kind of movable refrigerator. As the economy is being developed
and the quality of life is being improved, the demands of package service have been increasing for frozen foods and chilled
foods by on-off line, so that the necessity of a refrigerator truck is increasing. In addition to, the agro-fishery products and
groceries become to be centralized, localized, and increased. By these reason, a study of refrigerating system in the refrigerator
truck is urgently inquired in order to maintain a high efficiency and high performance for long distance transportation. In the
refrigeration system, when the surface temperature of cooling coil gets down below the freezing point and it contacts with
vapor of humidity, the porous frost gets to form on the coil during operating. The formation of frost causes the reduction of
heat exchanger performance because of a big thermal resistance. Therefore, it‟s essential for investigating of refrigerating
performance degradation, which is occurred by formation of frost in an evaporator.
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As a base study of simulation on the thermal performance of fin-tube heat exchanger under frosting condition, Lee [1] has
showed that small fin pitch effects to the drop of heat transfer. Besides, the low relative humidity can increase the heat transfer
on the coil. Lee and Yang [2] presented the mathematical modeling for evaluation thermal performance of fin-tube heat
exchanger in multi-row and multi-stage. Besides, the simulation analysis for just some parts of heat exchanger was carried out
[3].
In this study, the variation of system performance in refrigerator truck was analyzed under frost and non-frost conditions by
using developed model in order to investigate the effect of frost growth on the evaporator to the system performance. Through
this study, the basic performance data and optimal control method of system performance in refrigerating system can be
provided and it will contribute to develop high efficiency refrigerator system in the movable truck.

2. SYSTEM ANALYSIS
The refrigerating system of commercial refrigerator truck was selected as an analytical model based on R404A refrigerator
truck. The refrigerating system of this research is consisting of a compressor, condenser, evaporator, and expansion device.
The structure of refrigerating system of commercial refrigerator truck is shown in Fig. 1(a). The EES program is used for cycle
simulation, and cycle computational procedure is shown in Fig. 1(b). First, we assume the compressor inlet pressure and
temperature, and then the compression process at the compressor and heat exchanging at the condenser is calculating. The
system mass flow rate is determined by the mass balance between compressor and EEV. After the evaporator modeling is
terminated, the error between guess and calculated condition is within 0.5%, and then system analysis is finished.
2.1 Compressor modeling
In this study, the swash plate type compressor used for the simulation analysis used as the refrigerating system of commercial
refrigerator truck using R404A for developing the analytical model. In addition to,
Start

Filter drier

Compressor simulation

Adujust
Comp P out

Condenser

▲

Reveiver

Deforester

Expansion valve simulation

◄

Yes
No
Mass balance

Adujust
Comp in condition

▼

Gascooler simulation

Evaporator simulator
Yes

Compressor
►
Expansion valve

Yes
END

Evaporator

(a) Refrigerator system of refrigerator truck

No

Comp inlet condition

(b) Flow chart for simulation

Figure 1: Refrigerator system of refrigerator truck and flow chart for simulation
the mass flow rates of the compressor under non-frost and frost condition was calculated by using volumetric efficiency and
isentropic efficiency, respectively.

m Vcom pN

v

i

v

Vs

(1)

0.3596 1.1072 S p

0.08132

0.0001175 N 0.4025 S p2

2.449 10 8 N 2

0.2402 1.4187 S p

0.09698

0.000123 N 0.5852 S p2

2.457 10 8 N 2
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2.2 Heat exchanger modeling
The fin-tube heat exchanger was used in refrigeration system of this study. Outdoor heat exchanger (condenser) has 4 slab, the
hot temperature refrigerant flows into the third and fourth slab, and it inflows to first and second slab again. Storage heat
exchanger(evaporator) has 6 slabs and refrigerant is distributed by 6 pipes from expansion device. Specification of heat
exchangers of this study was shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Specification of heat exchanger.

Specification
Fin interval[mm]
Fin height[mm]
Fin width[mm]
D[mm]
D_t[mm]
Control volume length[mm]
Size [mm]

Condenser

Evaporator

2.1
25.78
24.83
9.5
0.5
22.3

4.56
22.64
26.13
9.5
0.5
24.1

760.2(L)×283.5(H)×99.3(W)

864.6(L)×135.81(H)×209(W)

Heat transfer coefficient of refrigerant in single phase region at the condenser was calculated by Wang[4] correlation. Pressure
drop was calculated by Blasius[5] correlation. Heat transfer coefficient of two phase and pressure drop was calculated by
Traviss[6] correlation and Friedel[7] correlation, respectively. Also, Wang[8] correlation was used in simulation of heat
transfer coefficient and pressure drop of air side.
2.3 EEV modeling
The EEV which has the diameter of 1.6 mm is used for expansion device so as to calculate the mass flow rate through the
expansion device. In this study, the expansion process is assumed as an isenthalpic process. The mass flow rate in the EEV is
calculated by using 6-physical and 4-geometrical variables, which is originated by Buckingham π-theory like below eq. (4).
Besides, the constants of EEV correlation for eq. (4) are shown in Table 2.
m
At ,m

p

L
c1
Dm

c2

Dm
Do

c3

pin
pc

c4

Tin
Tc

c5

(4)

Table 2: Constants in EEV correlation.

Constant

Value

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

1.17
-3.99
-7.27
3.86
-4.55

100
10-2
10-2
10-1
100

2.4 Frost layer modeling
It is difficult to analyze the heat exchanger under frost condition using the simulation modeling. To make the simulation of
refrigerating system simple, it is assumed bellows.
(a) Frost layer in the heat exchanger is generated uniformly.
(b) Air flows perpendicularly with the flow direction of refrigerant.
(c) Surface temperature of heat exchanger is below the dew point.
(d) Frost thermal conductivity varied with only frost density.
(e) Frost formation process is assumed to be quasi steady state.
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To calculate the heat transfer of the frost was used Sanders[9] equation and density of frost layer was calculated by Hayashi et
al.[10] correlation.
kf

1.202 10
650 exp

f

3

0.963
f

(5)

(0.227T f )

(6)

Air-side pressure drop may increase with the growth of frost on the coil. Under frost condition, the air-side pressure drop was
calculated by using Aoki et al.[11] correlation like,
Pa

f
2

2
aVmax

4S p ,1

(7)

de

Herein,
f

58.7 Re de0.44 de0.83

Re de

de

(8)

aVmaxde

(9)

4 Amin S p,1

(10)

AT

2.5 Cycle modeling
In order to investigate the performance variation of refrigerating system according to frost condition and non-frost condition,
the system performance is analyzed under basic test condition(ISO 15502) in 1000 rpm that is the idling or low speed
condition. The simulation conditions are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Simulation conditions.

Test condition
Compressor speed (rpm)
Storage temperature (oC)
Outdoor temperature (oC)
Frost thickness(mm)

Parameters
1000*, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000
1, 3, 5*, 7, 9
25*, 27.5, 30, 32.5, 35
0.9*
*

:Basic condition

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In case of frost condition, the frost thickness was changed by the step of 0.1 mm from 0.1 mm to 2.0 mm, respectively. The
refrigerating capacity is the most important factor because the storage temperature may increase due to the drop of refrigerating
capacity. It may spoil the foods or groceries in refrigerator truck. In the present work, it was assumed that the defrosting
system could start under 70% of cooling capacity. Based on the simulation results, the frost thickness was determined by 0.9
mm, which was one of basic simulation conditions to analyze system performance.
Fig. 2 shows the variation of cooling capacity with frost thickness. The cooling capacity decreases with a growth of frost on the
coil. The declination of cooling capacity shows a linear relationship with frost thickness. The heat transfer rate of refrigerant
can be reduced due to an increase of thermal resistance by frost porous. Besides, the pressure drop of air increases owing to the
reduction of passing area between fins. The cooling capacity decreases by 30% at frost thickness of 1.9 mm. The pressure drop
of air shows small variation until the frost thickness of 1.5 mm, but it increases suddenly over the 1.5 mm. Since the fin height
is 2.61 cm, the air flow area can be secured though frost growth.
Fig. 3 shows the variations of compressor work, cooling capacity and COP according to storage temperature. Generally, the
inlet temperature of the evaporator affected easily to groceries or foods in the cold storage. The storage temperature brings the
variation of the evaporating temperature, and it changes the system performance and characteristics. As the storage temperature
elevates, system COP increases because of a rise of the difference of temperature between refrigerant and passing air. In this
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study, the compressor of non-frost condition consumes much power compared to that of frost condition, however the
decrement of compressor power shows similar variation regardless of storage temperature. The cooling capacity and COP of
frost condition increases by 19.1% and 19.9%, respectively, as the storage temperature goes up from 1oC to 9oC. For non-frost
condition, those increases by 7.2% and 7.7%, respectively. For storage temperature of 1oC, the cooling capacity and COP of
frost condition are less than 35% and 33% compared to those of non-frost condition. It is due to the reduction of surface area of
heat transfer with air and the rise of thermal resistance by frost.
The temperature rising by the season change has a big effect to the performance of refrigerator system. Fig. 4 shows the
comparisons of compressor work, cooling capacity, and COP of non-frost and frost condition with the outdoor temperature. As
the outdoor temperature elevate, the outlet enthalpy of refrigerant at the condenser increases due to the small heat exchange
rate between air and refrigerant at the condenser. Thus, the compressor work increases and cooling capacity, COP are reduced.
The cooling capacity and COP of frost condition decreases by 71.1% and 75.8% when the outdoor temperature increase from
25oC to 35oC. For non-frost condition, those are reduced by 59.7% and 65.9%, respectively. The cooling capacity and system
COP of non-frost condition is more sensitive to outdoor temperature compared to those of frost condition. But the system COP
of frost condition increases by 26% compared to that of non-frost condition at the outdoor temperature of 30oC.

3.0

3.0
Non-Frost

COP

2.5

Frost

COP
Work
Capacity

2.5

2.0

2.0

1.5

1.5

1.0

1.0
1

3

5

7

Comp. work & Cooling capacity(kW)

Fig. 5 shows the comparisons of system performance in refrigerator truck with compressor speed. In case that the compressor
speed increases, the compressor work and cooling capacity rises simultaneously. It is because that mass flow rate and system
compression ratio increases. In the present work, the maximum system COP is shown at compressor speed of 1500 rpm for
non-frost and frost condition simultaneously. The cooling capacity and COP of non-frost condition decreases by 13.7% and
11.9% due to growth of frost. The system COP of non-frost and frost condition is 2.11 and 1.86, respectively. For low
compressor speed, the mass flow rate of refrigerant is not enough to generate the required cooling capacity, so system COP at
1000 rpm is less than that at 1500 rpm. However, the increment of cooling capacity is reduced over 1500 rpm, thus system
COP decreases. After that in this study, the increment of cooling capacity of frost and non-frost condition becomes to decrease
at compressor speed of 2500 rpm and 2000 rpm, respectively. It is because that the thermal resistance at heat exchanger
increases with growth of frost, so heat exchanger doesn‟t exchange the heat between air and refrigeration efficiently under frost
condition.

9

O

Storage temperature ( C)

Figure 2: Variations of cooling capacity with frost
thickness

Figure 3: Variations of compressor work, capacity,
COP with storage temperature
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Figure 4: Variations of compressor work, capacity,
COP with outdoor temperature

RPM

Figure 5: Variations of compressor work, capacity,
COP with RPM

4. CONCLUSION
The simulation model of refrigeration system in refrigerator truck was developed to investigate system performance under frost
and non-frost condition. The performance characteristics of refrigerating system were analyzed with outdoor temperature,
storage temperature, and compressor speed. The results of numerical analysis was obtained through this study are followings.
(1) The cooling capacity decreases with growth of frost on the coil, and it is reduced by 30% at frost thickness of 0.9 mm
compared to that at non-frost condition.
(2) The cooling capacity and COP of frost condition increases by 19.1% and 19.9%, respectively, as the storage temperature
elevates from 1oC to 9oC. For non-frost condition, those increases by 7.2% and 7.7%, respectively. For storage temperature
of 1oC, the cooling capacity and COP of frost condition are less than 35% and 33% compared to those of non-frost
condition.
(3) The cooling capacity and COP of frost condition decreases by 71.1% and 75.8% when the outdoor temperature goes up
from 25oC to 35oC. For non-frost condition, those are reduced by 59.7% and 65.9%, respectively. The cooling capacity and
system COP of non-frost condition is more sensitive to outdoor temperature compared to those of frost condition. But the
system COP of frost condition increases by 26% compared to that of non-frost condition at the outdoor temperature of 30oC.
(4) The maximum system COP is shown at compressor speed of 1500 rpm for non-frost and frost simultaneously. The cooling
capacity and COP of non-frost condition decreases by 13.7% and 11.9% due to growth of frost. Besides, the cooling COP
of non-frost and frost condition is 2.11 and 1.86, respectively.
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ABSTRACT
This study is conducted to obtain the optimum condition of TiO2 nano-fluids through varying the concentration and sonication time
of nanofluid. Nano-fluid synthesis was performed by TiO2 nano-particle 21 nm size which dispersed into the water based fluid.
Various concentrations were 0.5-8 % volume and sonication time is 5, 10, 15, and 30 minutes. Decagon-KD2 instrument is used to
measure the thermal conductivity of nano-fluids. The results shows that the optimum sonication time was 10 minutes in 5 % volume
concentration of TiO2 which can increase 40 % thermal conductivity from the nanofluid without sonication and 1.3 times higher
than of the base fluid thermal conductivity.
Keywords
TiO2 nanofluid, nanofluid thermal conductivity, time of sonication

1. INTRODUCION
The idea for using the dispersed particles into based fluids as a method to increase the thermal conductivity value is nothing new.
More than 120 years ago, Maxwell had done research to improve the electrical conductivity of liquid with particles dispersed
theory. Research and theoretical investigation first done by Masuda in 1993 report that thermal conductivity of alumina (Al 2O3),
silica (SiO2) and titania (TiO2) water-based fluids were increased some value from water. An increase of 32% is performed by
alumina water based fluid than origin fluid with concentration below 5%. Also found that the thermal conductivity is increased but
the viscosity is decreased followed by changes from basic fluid temperature. After that some researchers from Argonne National
Lab (ANL) do the same research in heat transfer mechanism of a fluid and it was obvious that by using nanoparticles that add value
in disperses heat transfer, and later patented as nanofluid [17]. Nanofluid is a fluid confined nano sized particles (added to the
fluid).
Research using TiO2 as nanoparticles and water as the basic fluid conducted by several researchers such Duangthongsuk [5],
Eastman [6], He, et al. [8], Murshed [13]. It was found that thermal conductivity of nanofluid increases at the concentration range
of 0.2 – 5 % volume. In this study we will do the nanofluid engineering to get the optimum condition of nanofluid so that the
performance in heat exchanger system will great.
Yet, we use different concentrations from all the researchers done before. Which are 0.5; 1.0; 2.0; 3.0; 4.0; 5.0; 6.0 and 8.0%
volume with the concentration vary from 6 and 8% had never been studied before. Beside that this study, we will also conduct the
ultrasonic time variation (5 - 30 minutes). The nanofluids concentration and sonication time variation conducted to obtain the
optimum conditions of nanofluids TiO2.
Ultrasonic instruments used in this research aims to break the aggregate of nanoparticles in nanofluid, which the aggregate is not
desired to happen because it would reduces the value of nanofluid thermal conductivity. The reasons for using TiO2 as the
nanoparticles are: (a) TiO2 has a high thermal conductivity; (b) generally, TiO2 is a safe material for humans and animals; (c) TiO2
nanoparticles is easily found; (d) metal oxides such as TiO2 nanoparticles have a high stability [8].

2.EXPERIMENTAL
In this study, nanoparticle used was 21nm TiO2-Degussa P25 and a KD2 instrument used to measure the thermal conductivity of
nanofluids which use the hot wire method principles. The nanofluids were made with the concentration variations of 0.5; 1; 2; 3;
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4; 5; 6 and 8% volume and the base fluid used is aquadest. The pH in this study is around 4-5. TiO2 nanoparticles was dispersed
using ultrasonic instrument, with sonication time for concentration variation test is 10 minute and 0, 5, 10, 15, 30 minutes. After
sonication, the thermal conductivity of nanofluids tested with KD-2 instrument followed by measurent of nanofluid’s density,
viscosity and absorbance. Absorbance measurement conducted to determine the time required by a nanofluids until the formation
of sediment. Absorbance measurement using UV-vis with the 240nm wavelength, A10ml piknometer was used to measure the
density, and a viscometer Oswald was used to measure the viscosity, while an ultrasonic instrument UP-800 was used to dispersed
nanoparticles in a base fluid.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
In this study, the nanoparticles dispersed into a fluid then using an ultrasonic instrument to optimize particles dispersion and to
reduce particles agglomeration. In complement with that, the sonication time and nanofluids TiO2 concentration varied in order to
get a better thermal conductivity. The experiment results are as follow:
3.1. The effect of TiO2 concentration on Thermal Conductivity Ratio

Thermal conductivity ratio (-)

Figure 3.1. shows the effect of TiO2 concentration in water on nanofluid thermal conductivity. Thermal conductivity ratio is a ratio
of nanofluid thermal conductivity to thermal conductivity of water (original fluid). The results for the concentration range of 0 to
5% volume is in line with the result of several previous researchers that the thermal conductivity of a nanofluids increase as the
TiO2 concentration increase in the fluids [5, 6, 8 and 13]. The optimum nanofluid is at 5% TiO2 concentration with thermal
conductivity 0.78 W / m0C and thermal conductivity ratio 1.3. Further increase of concentration (6% and 8%) result in a decrease
of the nanofluid thermal conductivities. The decrease is probably caused by the aggregate formed during the mixing process and it
can’t be broken by the ultrasonic instrument during sonication process.
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Figure 3.1. Effect of TiO2 concentration on Thermal Conductivity Ratio
From Figure 3.1 we also can see that nanofluids have higher conductivities than the base fluid. This proves that nanoparticles give
a significant effect on increasing the fluid thermal conductivity. The results of several researchers note that the conductivity rises
with the increase of TiO2 concentration. This results is due to increase of surface area and heat capacity of the fluid. Yet, this
result aligns with previous one [5]. As we know that Brown motion or Brownian motion in nanofluids give influence on the
increase of the thermal conductivity of nanofluids. The increase of thermal conductivity was caused by micro-convection in Brown
motion of the nanoparticles [14]. Velocity of Brown motion to form the aggregates depends on the particles specification and the
speed of aggregate formation depends on the fluid used. Therefore, the basic fluid used must be considered to obtain high
conductivity values [7].
3.2. Comparison Between Conductivity Value from Previous Studies and Experiments Conducted
Figure 3.2 shows the comparison between ratio of nanofluids thermal conductivity measurement results from several researchers
and the experiments conducted. In these figure we can also see that the results from this research has a higher thermal conductivity
than Duangthongsuk’s [5], but the results of this study are still lower than Murshed’s [13]. The difference may caused by several
factors such as differences in particle diameter, temperature or the temperature at the time of measuring nanofluids conductivity,
nanofluids preparation, nanoparticles specification, surfactants additions on nanofluids, and even differences in measurement
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techniques. Besides that, pH also affects the conductivity of nanofluids. The smaller the pH (more acidic) owned by the nanofluids,
the higher is the value of conductivity, and vice versa. Murshed [13] use nanoparticles with a diameter of 15 nm and he proved that
the smaller nanoparticle size the greater conductivity thermal.

Thermal conductivity ratio (-)

In addition to research conducted by Murshed [13], surfactant was added into nanofluids in order to maintain stability of nanofluids
without changing the properties of it. Surfactant used was CTAB (cetyl-trimethyl-ammonium-bromide). The pH in this research
conducted in the range of 6.2-6.8 with the sonication time is 8-10 hours and the conductivity measurements performed at room
temperature [13].
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Figure 3.2. Conductivity ratio comparison with those obtain from various researchers
Duangthongsuk [5] using nanoparticles with a diameter of 21 nm, with variation of concentrations 0.2; 0.6; 1.0; 1.5 and 2.0%
volume, pH values range from 6.5; 6; 8; 7.0; 7.1 and7.5 , measurements performed at 250C and sonication time for 2 hours and
water is used as base fluid for their research.
3.3. Effect of Ultrasonic Time Variation on Nanofluids Thermal Conductivity
Similar nanofluids sample were used for varies sonication time from 5, 10, 15, dan 30 minutes in order to measure it’s thermal
conductivity. Nanofluids thermal conductivity measurement performed before and after sonication process so the result can be
compared. By doing this, hopefully it can be seen the presence or absence of influence of sonication time to nanofluids thermal
conductivity. Sonication process was done to break and prevent clots from nanoparticles in the fluids. Clots is not desired because
it will inhibit heat transfer process in the system [1].
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Figure 3.3. Effect of Ultrasonic Time Variation on Nanofluids Thermal Conductivity
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Figure 3.4. Enhancement of temperature during sonication process
Figure 3.3 shows the influence of sonication time on nanofluids thermal conductivity. It can be seen that at t = 0 with no
sonication process, the thermal conductivity is very low (less than the water conductivity). Nanofluids with sonication for all
variations of time have higher thermal conductivities than nanofluids conductivity at t = 0. The difference can be seen also on t =
10 min with the highest thermal conductivity ratio of 1.3 and the lowest conductivity ratio at t = 5 min that is 0.90, it can happen
because of sonication time required by nanofluids to break the agglomeration in the solution is too quick and the dispertion of
nanoparticles in the fluids is not perfect so that the conductivity value is small. As shown in Figure 3.3, the conductivity value
decreases from t = 10 min to t = 15 and 30 min, this could happen because the sonication duration is to long that caused particles
get coalesced again [1].
After 30 minutes of sonication, the nanofluids volume decrease about ± 10 mL, this could happen because the temperature
generated during the ultrasonic process increases and causing some solution evaporated (Figure 3.4). From the research conducted
also found that the optimal time is sonication is 10 minutes because the conductivity ratio measurements at the t = 10 minutes
before and after sonication were increased from 0.9 to 1.30.

4.CONCLUSION
The use of nanoparticles added to a base fluid result in a higher thermal conductivity than the base fluid. Therefore the nanofluid is
very efficient as a cooling medium. The nanofluid TiO2 optimum condition in this study is 5% volume with the thermal
conductivity 1.3 times larger than the base fluids thermal conductivity. Optimum sonication time is 10 minutes that can produces a
higher conductivity than any other time variations. At nanofluid concentrations of 6.0 and 8.0%, the thermal conductivities are
lower than those at lower concentrations. This could happen due to the limited ability of the ultrasonic instrument in breaking the
nanoparticle aggregate formed at concentrations above 5.0% volume.
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ABSTRACT
Oil cooling unit is very important to prevent the precision of manufacturing machine. The precision of the machine will reduce
the product defect. Nowadays, a control system to keep oil temperature of the machine within a very restricted range is
required. In order to get the low deviation of the controlled temperature, the on/off control scheme is gradually being replaced
by a variable speed refrigeration system (VSRS) with an inverter driven compressor over recent decades. Furthermore, using
VSRS will increase the efficiency of the machine.
This paper gives the flowchart to control the compressor speed and also the electronic expansion valve (EEV) aperture in oil
cooling unit refrigeration system using R22 as the refrigerant. This control scheme has already tested in experiment apparatus
with room temperature condition constant at 25oC and variable load condition at 4kW, 6kW, 7kW, 8kW and 10kW. The result
shows that using the control algorithm in this paper, 0.2oC temperature deviation is reached and 20% energy saving
compared whit on/off system.
Keywords
Variable speed, Control system, refrigeration system.

1. INTRODUCTION
The superheat and the refrigeration capacity are the main control variables of VSRS. The control method of superheat is
adjusting the opening angle of EEV to maintain the superheat at a constant level. And the method of refrigeration capacity
control is consisted in varying the compressor speed to continuously match the compressor refrigeration capacity to the thermal
load [2~3], In fact, there exist several drawbacks in case of traditionally designed controllers for such a system. It is known that
a basic refrigeration cycle consists of a compressor, heat exchangers, and expansions valve. In fact, since all such components
in the cycle are connected with various pipes and valves, they show inherent nonlinear characteristics in operational ranges.
Hence, it is almost impossible to identify exact dynamic characteristics and develop complete dynamic model for the
refrigeration systems. In the VSRS, not only the chamber temperature but also the superheat is changed with the variation of
compressor frequency. It is the same as the case of the variation of EEV’s opening angle. Hence, many studies focused on
controlling the superheat or capacity and little of them studied up controlling both of them at the same time. It is noted that in
the VSRS, the capacity and superheat cannot be controlled independently because of interfering loops when the compressor
speed and electronic expansion valve opening angle are varied simultaneously. This study is focused on couple control of
refrigerant capacity and EEV on an oil cooling unit with R22 as the refrigerant.

2. REFRIGERATION CYCLE
Figure 1 shows a simple vapor compression refrigeration cycle on T-s diagram for different compression processes. The
coefficient of performance is given by Eq. 1. The cooling effect and work of compression are formulated using Eq. 2 and Eq. 3
respectively.
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Figure 1 Refrigeration cycle

(1)
(2)
(3)
3. DESIGN OF CONTROLLER
Changing the compressor frequency will change the refrigerant mass flow rate, and then it also changes the cooling capacity.
In the experiment we have to measure the pressure, temperature and mass flow rate to get the empirical correlation between the
compressor frequency and the cooling capacity. After the experiment has done, we will get the frequency-cooling capacity
correlation formula with the output is linear equation
3.1 Controlling cooling effect
In this study, the proportional gain is taken from linearization of the frequency range of the compressor from zero until
maximum and the maximum cooling effect result. Fig. 2 shows the flowchart diagram of control system.
In the Laplace domain, the PID equation to control the compression frequency is taken from Eq 6 [1].

(5)
Manipulation of the equation to discrete time results the proportional, integral, derivative respectively shown in Eq 7 until Eq
9.
(6)

(7)

(8)
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(9)
Where U(s) and E(s) respectively is the Laplace output and error, K is the proportional gain, TI is the integral, or reset, time,
TD is the derivative time, and N is a constant for the filter in the derivative portion

Figure 2. Flowchart of capacity control
3.2 Controlling superheat
There are two basic schemes for sensing superheat. True superheat is a pressure-temperature relationship, specific to each
refrigerant. When electronically derived, pressure-temperature (P-T) superheat requires the use of a pressure transducer, a
temperature sensor, and a pressure-temperature table or equation.
A simpler but less accurate measure of superheat is the two-temperature method. In the two-temperature method, the
temperature is sensed at the inlet and at the outlet of the evaporator. An advantage to two-temperature superheat is cost;
pressure transducers are far more expensive than thermistors. Additionally, two-temperature superheat works with any
refrigerant without re-programming. The temperature difference between the two sensors will indicate superheat no matter
what the pressure-temperature relationship of the refrigerant.
The main disadvantage of the two-temperature method is the uncertainty that the inlet sensor is located properly. For the twotemperature superheat method to be accurate, the inlet sensor must be located in a position that has saturated refrigerant present
at all times. Failure to find, or use, the proper location can lead to poor control or compressor damage.
Because of these factors, it is unlikely that retrofitting EEVs with two-temperature control to existing systems in the field will
ever become practical.
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Figure 3 EEV aperture control flowchart

4. EXPERIMENT APPARATUS
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively show the experiment apparatus and the real photo of the apparatus. The compressor speed is
controlled by inverter frequency and the superheat is controlled by EEV aperture. The compressor normal frequency range is
30Hz-60Hz. and the EEV aperture full open is 512 Step from fully closed.

Figure 4. Schematic of experiment apparatus
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Figure 5. View of an experiment apparatus

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Based on experiment result have done with load variation from 4 kW until 10 kW, fig. 6 shows the controlled temperature. The
Normal load is about 7 kW - 12 kW, below those load, the compressor will run under below 30 Hz. Hence the deviation of the
constant temperature is high as shown in fig. 7. In normal load condition the compressor is never turned off, therefore the
cooling effect of 8 kW and 10 kW are almost same with deviation value 0.2oC. And for abnormal condition, the lower load has
higher deviation. This is difference is caused by the different on/off time of the compressor as shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 6. Variations of controlled temperature
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Figure 7. Variation of temperature deviation

Figure 8. Variation of cooling effect
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Figure 9. Comparison of energy consumption

Figure 10. Total energy saving rate

Fig. 9 shows the energy consumption of VSRS is lower than using on/off. Fig. 10 shows that the energy saving is around 20%
compared to the conventional on/off system.
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6. CONCLUSION
The control system of the variable speed refrigeration system has made and using linearization cooling capacity as the
proportional gain in PID control results deviation around 0.2oC in normal load, and has higher deviation in abnormal load. The
increased deviation is caused by thee compressor has a band pass range of frequencies.
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ABSTRACT
This study is conducted to investigate the effect of the air flow rate of cassette ceiling air conditioning on the ventilation
effectiveness in lecture room. This study was done by analyzing the measurement data based on experiments conducted in the
lecture room using measuring equipments such as Velocicalc, Accubalance Capture Hood and Q-Trak. Parameters consider in
this study is CO2, CO, relative humidity (RH), air flow rate, air velocity and temperature. Nine points had been selected to
calculate the average parameters value and the experiment was carried out repetitively with different air flow rates (low,
medium and high). Despite of 80 students occupied the room with two out of ceiling cassette air-conditioning in these
experiments were not unable to fully operate with its maximum performance, the result obtained shows that the lecture room’s
concerning parameters for indoor air quality was still under the allowable limit suggested by ASHRAE for all investigated flow
rate. The increase in flow rate should increase the ventilation effectiveness, since the indoor CO2 concentration was oppositely
decreased as the flow rate increased. However, through simple mass balance calculation, the ventilation effectiveness for
pollutant removal was calculated only on pollutant dispersion. This is caused by the simple mass equation derived from 1D
steady state and cannot predict 3D effect such as the recirculation and stagnation zone. It is suggested to investigate this study
through CFD analysis to understand the 3D effect for more accurate ventilation effectiveness analysis.
Keywords
Air flow rate, IAQ,, Ventilation effectiveness, Air Conditioning.

1. INTRODUCTION
Air is a critical element to many living things. For example people may survive for two weeks without food and for
two days without water. But without air, a person may only survive for two minutes. Nowadays in developed countries, an
average working person spends over 90% of his or her lifetime indoors [1].
Indoor air quality (IAQ) refers to the quality of the air inside buildings as represented by concentrations of pollutants
and thermal (temperature and relative humidity) conditions that affect the health, comfort, and performance of occupants. Ann
Pike (2004) states air quality has been an acknowledged concern for the last 30 years and the awareness seems too had begun
after the energy crisis of 1970's [2]. Since that time, building had been constructed buildings more tightly to conserve heat and
air conditioning while fresh air penetration is minimized to control costs. Hence the issue about ventilation efficiency captured
more and more people’s attention.
Ventilation effectiveness is the common notion for the indices used to characterize the ability of a ventilation system
to exchange the air in the room and the ability of a ventilation system to remove air-borne contaminants. Improving the
ventilation effectiveness allows the indoor air quality to be significantly enhanced without the need for higher air changes in
the building, thereby avoiding the higher capital costs and energy consumption associated with increasing the ventilation rates.
This amount is typically expressed as a percentage[23-24]. Ventilation effectiveness can fall below 100% because of improper
supply diffuser and return grill placement. Another cause of reduced effectiveness is imperfect air mixing. The correct amount
of outside air may be brought in, but the mixing process does not result in the anticipated percentage of outside air entering the
occupied space [14-15].
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It is useful to evaluate ventilation efficiency in order to assess IAQ and energy cost. A number of techniques are
available to perform such evaluations. Among them, the measurement and analysis of CO2 concentrations to evaluate specific
aspects of IAQ and ventilation is most emphasized. CO2 is a common air constituent but it may cause some heath problems
when its concentration level is very high. Normally CO2 is not considered as a causal factor in human health responses.
However, in previous literature Erdmann CA & Apte MG (2004) it has been reported that there is a statistically significant
association of mucous membrane (dry eyes, sore throat, nose congestion, sneezing) and lower respiratory related symptoms
(tight chest, short breath, cough and wheeze) with increasing CO2 levels above outdoor levels [3].
American Lung Association indicates that the poor indoor air quality can cause or contribute to the development of
chronic respiratory diseases such as asthma, and hypersensitivity and pneumonitis. Meanwhile the US Environmental
Protection Agency Study indicates the levels of pollutants in indoor air can be up to 70 times higher than outdoor air [4].

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
From the previous research, Cheong et al, .2003; Apte,M.G. et al., 1996 states many building have poor indoor air
quality especially on CO2 concentration and the result presented by Korean Standard (1991) and ASHRAE Standard (2001 &
2004) shows that the role of ventilation is very important for more comfortable indoor environment because CO2 cannot be
removed by present air cleaning systems [5-7].
Based on Daisey, J M, Angell, W J, and Apte, M G., indoor air quality ventilation and health symptoms in schools
was inadequate in many classrooms and create possible health problem [13, 18]. According to Lee,S.C & Chang,M (2003)
indicate five classrooms at five different schools in Hong Kong has the value point data sample CO2 concentration exceeded
the Hong Kong indoor air quality limits due to the high outdoor concentration and inadequate ventilation when investigated the
indoor and outdoor air quality [17]. Apte, M.G., Fisk, W.J., Daisey, J.M., (2000) investigated the associations between indoor
CO2 concentration and Sick Building Symptoms (SBS). From the analysis show that the regression results between maximum
for one hour average indoor CO2 minus outdoor CO2 concentration and SBS was similar [13, 16].
Nabinger SJ, Persily AK, Dols WS. (1994) indicates the ventilation effectiveness is getting better or worse with
variations of the intensity and the location of momentum source affect the residence time of air in the room. Many works
contributed to use indoor CO2 concentration to evaluate IAQ and ventilation. The operation and effectiveness of the ventilation
system is evaluated to investigate the relationship between indoor CO2 levels and air change rates. However, the assessment
was done for a whole building without considering individual rooms [20]. Lawrence TM & Braun JE (2007) used parameter
estimation methods to estimate CO2 source generations and system flow parameters, such as supply flow rate and overall room
ventilation effectiveness. They examined different parameter estimation methods from simulated data and the best performed
method was applied to field results [21].
From previous research until now, very limited study had been done focusing on the effect of flow rate to the
ventilation effectiveness [8-10]. Therefore this study will be focus and investigated the effect of the flow rate of cassette type
air-conditioning on ventilation systems in lecture room.

3. METHODOLOGY
This experiment conducted in Seminar Room A-1 and Figure 1 shows the methodology chart of the research. Based
on class area, 9 point is chosen as measurement point. The points are selected to represents the average value of the overall
lecture room. Figure 2 shows that the dimension of this classroom is 10.4 m (L) x 9.8 m (D) x 3 m (H).
Accubalance Capture Hood is used to measure the air flow rate at supply and exhaust diffuser. The experimental
study is carried out by conducting measurement of 2-hour lecture that refers to one session lectures. Measurement at each point
will takes about 20 minutes by using Accubalance Capture Hood, Velocicalc and Q-Trak Meter. This experiment take about 1
to 3 hours to complete during class is being held. Apart from that, data for this experiment was taken with difference value of
flow rate during experiment (low, medium and high).
Q-Trak meter and Velocicalc is used to measure the CO2, CO, air velocity, relative humidity and temperature
concentration [22]. This tool is placed in fixed position of 1.1 m from floor level representing the level of nose of sitting
occupant. Data collected as much as 3 times for each point to get average value and repeated at every point that had been
chosen.
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This measurement is carried out for 5 minutes for each point and data will take after CO2 value become stable.
Ventilation effectiveness can be calculated by simple balance mass equation,

where;
Where C∞ is contaminant outdoor supply air (ppm), Ce is contaminant exhaust air (ppm), is mean concentration indoor
is rate of discharge from pollutant source (m3/hr),
is rate of supply of outdoor air (m3/hr). Ev is ventilation
(ppm),
effectiveness. For efficient system, Ev can be higher than 1. In case of short circuit system, Ev can be lower than 1. The default
value for Ev is 1 corresponding to a perfect mixing.

Figure 1: Methodology flow chart

Figure 2: Layout of the lecture room in meter

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Based on the results we can conclude that the data obtained is still within the standard. However, there are few
inconsistent data collected because of the malfunctioning of air conditioning unit in the lecture room that unable to fully
operate with its maximum performance. Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows that the average concentration of CO 2 and velocity
against measuring point with different flow rate. Figure 5 shows the investigated parameters comparison between different
flow rates. The increased of air flow rate will reduce the amount of CO2 in the class. Figure 6 shows the summary from data
calculation for ventilation effectiveness and CO2 concentration. Despite of 80 students occupied the room with two out of
ceiling cassette air-conditioning in these experiments were not functioning to its maximum performance, the result obtained
shows that the lecture room’s concerning parameters for indoor air quality was still under the allowable limit suggested by
ASHRAE for all investigated flow rate. Figure 7 and Figure 8 shows the increase in flow rate should increased the ventilation
effectiveness, since the indoor CO2 concentration was oppositely decreased as the flow rate increased.
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Figure 3: Average CO2 against measuring point
with different air flow rate.

Figure 5: Comparison of the result between low, medium and
high fan from air supply.

Figure 7: Correlation ventilation effectiveness at the different
air flow rate.

Figure 4: Average air velocity against measuring point
with different air flow rate.

Figure 6: Summarize from data calculations.

Figure 8: Correlation CO2 at the different air flow rate.
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5. CONCLUSION
The effect of the discharge airflow rate of the ceiling type air-conditioner on effectiveness ventilation was studied.
The identified CO, temperature, air velocity, relative humidity and CO2 concentration is still under the allowable limit of
ASHRAE Standards. The increase in flow rate should increase the ventilation effectiveness, since the indoor CO2
concentration was oppositely decreased as the flow rate increased. However, through simple mass balance calculation, the
ventilation effectiveness for pollutant removal was calculated based only on pollutant dispersion. This is caused by the simple
mass equation derived from 1D steady state and cannot predict 3D effect such as the recirculation and stagnation zone. It is
suggested to investigate this study through CFD analysis to understand the 3D effect for more accurate ventilation
effectiveness analysis.
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ABSTRACT
The importance of ventilation system is being emphasized by interest of indoor air quality. Especially, heat recovery
ventilation system has attracted attention as most effective ventilation plan. Because it can reduce hazardous construction
materials, indoor air pollutants, and also can reduce air conditioning energy cost. In heat recovery ventilator, the element
core is the most important part. The element core is composed of liner and spacer. And liners and spacers are stacked
alternately. On the liner, heat and humidity transfer occur between supply and exhaust air. And spacer plays a role as a tunnel
of exhaust and supply. In this study, we investigated and analyzed the efficiency of a heat recovery ventilator, when the
spacer’s properties are changed. As a result, different spacer’s properties affect an efficiency of heat recovery ventilator.
Keywords
Heat recovery ventilator, element core, liner, spacer

1. INTRODUCTION
For recent decades, human life has rapidly changed from agriculture oriented society to industry and mechanization centered
society. Simultaneously, the space which humans stay for a long time a day also changed from outside to inside. Due to such
changes, humans are spending 80% or more time in indoor spaces such as office, residence, school, and etc, and naturally,
much effort came to be made to form a more refreshing environment.
Especially, in case of indoor air quality, it is becoming emphasized as an important factor, and currently, it is becoming an
obligation to install an appropriate ventilation system for the building to improve negative effects due to various hazardous
chemical substance generated by humans, machines, and construction materials. Also, it is a trend that high-rise structures
including domestic apartment house and office are having higher air-tightness and insulation to minimize energy loss, so it is
becoming more important to install a ventilation system facility, because hazardous chemical substances are considerably
accumulating indoors.
Ventilation facility means changing polluted indoor air to fresh air, so in winter and summer seasons which have high
difference of temperature from the outside, heavy load of cooling and warming increasingly occurs in building. Such problems
brought the necessity of environment-friendly ventilation system facility which can reduce load of cooling and warming by
reducing energy consumption as well as confirm fresh indoor air.
Heat recovery ventilation system is a ventilation facility which heat exchange between polluted air exhausted while ventilating
indoors and fresh air from the outside is supplied, and because it recovers much energy generated from previous ventilation
facility by collecting it, it is an effective ventilation system facility which can provide fresh air indoors even with a simple
facility through reduction of energy and purification of outside air.
The element core in the heat recovery ventilation system is the main piece in which is heat exchange actually happen. The
element core is composed of liner and spacer as shown in Figure 1. Generally, heat recovery occurs through temperature,
moisture deliver between inside and outside air through a liner. The spacer forms a gas route and is known to have the role to
maintain the overall form of the element core.
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Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the element core
In the past, several studies study on performance test following the material of liners, in which heat recovery directly occurs,
but studies on spacers are also being actively conducted recently. Study results shows that spacers with moisture absorbents
actually have much effect on the increase heat recovery efficiency that more studies on spacers are needed. It also shows that
the role of spacers in the heat recovery ventilation system is important.
In this study, we compared and analyzed the element core that is composed by normal spacer which is generally used, with
another element core that is composed by high-efficiency spacer which is made of high-efficiency liner. And then, we
understand the efficiency and cause changes according to the properties of spacer.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS
2.1 Element Core
The specification of the two types of element core used in the experiment is shown in Table 1. The length, width, and height of
the element core are consistent of 350 mm × 350 mm × 350 mm. The pitch and height of each spacer were also consistently
manufactured by 2mm and other matters except the properties of the spacer were manufacture equally.
Figure 2 shows a SEM picture of magnifying a normal spacer and high-efficiency spacer by 500 times. (a) is a magnified
picture of a normal spacer. Normal spacers have wide gaps between each fiber and it can be seen that numeral stomas with at
most 20 μm of diameter were created. On the other side, (b) high-efficiency spacer has narrow gaps between fibers and it could
be seen that there clearly less stomas.
The right side of Figure 2 shows a side picture of spacers. The thickness of the normal spacer and high-efficiency spacer was
70 μm, 30 μm, respectively and was confirmed that normal spacers were more than 2 times thicker.
Table 1: Specification of the element cores.
Normal

High efficiency

Size
(mm)

350 × 350 × 350

350 × 350 × 350

Pitch
(mm)

2

2

Height
(mm)

2

2

Liner

High efficiency

High efficiency

Spacer

Normal spacer

High efficiency
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(a) Normal spacer
(b) High efficiency spacer
Figure 2: SEM of spacer
2.2 Measurement of Water-vapor Permeance and Air Permeability of Spacer
The measurement of water-vapor permeance and air permeability of spacer composing element core is an important factor for
understanding the effect of change spacer material influence on the whole performance of the heat recovery ventilator. The
heat recovery efficiency of the facility is determined by the temperature, humidity transfer efficiency and heat transfer
efficiency. And when the performance of heat recovery ventilator compare with the change of water-vapor permeance and air
permeability according to properties of spacer, it is considered that correlation can be derived.
Air permeability measurement of the spacer was measured with the ASTM D 737 "Standard Test Method for Air Permeability
of Textile Fabrics" by the FX 3300 of TEXTEST Company.
The Air permeability measurement sample area is 38 cm2. Pressure difference between before and after is 1.22 kPa. And we
checked how much volume of air was penetrated in the unit area in the same time. For the result values, the normal spacer
showed 1.72 cm3/cm2/s, high-efficiency spacer showed 0.26 cm3/cm2/s. Normal spacers had 7.6 times better air permeability.
This is seen to have better air permeability due to wider gaps between fiber and more stomas.
In the element core, Spacers of the other two directions separated by a thin liner are stacked alternately. Due to this, it is
expected that there will be temperature difference between each spacer because the air of different temperature flowing up and
down from the element core entrance to the exit. High-efficiency spacer which have narrow gaps between fibers and less
stomas well maintain the temperature difference between spacers. Therefore, it is considered to increased temperature transfer
efficiency than normal spacers. On the other hand, it is expected for temperature transfer efficiency of normal spacer to be
relatively low because temperature difference between spacers is not clearer than high-efficiency spacers.
Vapor permeance measurement of spacers was measured by KS F 2607 "Method of vapor permeance measurement of
architecture material". Vapor permeance measurement sample area is 78.5 cm2. For experiment conditions, the temperature
23°C, relative humidity 50% and 100 g of moisture absorbent was
positioned on the floor as shown in Figure 3. Then,
amount of the increased mass was measured until the point is reached 10% of moisture absorbent mass.
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Figure 4 is the result of water-vapor permeance of the two spacers. It can be known that vapor permeance of normal spacer is
higher than high-efficiency spacer.
It is considered that moisture penetration was also measured higher because of the property of normal spacer having relatively
air permeability due to the properties of the material itself.
Figure 5 shows the amount of moisture absorbance of the two kinds of spacers, and represents how much and how fast
moistures are absorbed inside the spacers. The sample area is 113 cm2, the temperature of surroundings is 20°C, and 90% of
RH. For the initial weight of the sample, the normal spacer was 635 mg and high-efficiency spacer was 538 mg. However, as
time goes by, the mass of the high-efficiency spacer rapidly increased until the weight of two materials were almost the same
in 1 hour. This means amount of moisture absorption of high-efficiency spacer is higher than normal spacer. In conclusion,
Figure 3: Design of a cup for measurement of the
water-vapor permeance
high-efficiency spacer can absorb moisture rapidly, but it cannot be permeate large amount of moisture. These properties of the
high-efficiency spacer should be maintained different humidity like different temperature. Based on the osmotic pressure
Figure 4: Coefficient of water vapor permeability
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Figure 5: Amount of moisture absorption
by the movement to the liner shows that it promotes humidity transfer in the liner.
2.3 Performance Test of Heat Recovery Ventilator
Based on the characteristic of the element core shown above, performance test of the heat recovery ventilator was conducted.
The experiment was conducted by KS B 6879 “Heat recovery ventilation system” and all conditions except temperature and
humidity were equally applied with the two conditions of cooling and heating.
Table 2 shows the each efficiency of temperature, humidity, and heat transfer between normal spacer and high-efficiency
spacer when the condition is cooling and heating environment.
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Table 2: Performance of heat recovery ventilator.
(Unit: %)
Exchange
Efficiency

Heating

Cooling

Normal

H.E.

Normal

H.E.

Temperature

79.44

81.07

73.84

74.46

Humidity

41.54

61.31

32.13

49.56

Heat

69.38

74.14

51.57

61.49

※ H.E.: High Efficiency

For heat transfer efficiency under cooling and heating condition according to properties of spacer, the element core using the
high-efficiency spacer was higher by approximately 4.74%, 9.92%, respectively. This shows that the change in properties of
the spacer has substantial influence in efficiency of heat recovery ventilator system.
Temperature and humidity transfer efficiency, which make an impact on heat transfer efficiency, also shown approximately
1.63%, 0.62% heat transfer efficiency for element using high-efficiency spacer. Humidity transfer efficiency was measured
approximately 19.77%, 17.43% higher.
Seeing this, it can be seen that the properties of the spacer has substantial effect in humidity transfer efficiency than
temperature transfer efficiency.

3. CONCLUSION
In this study, characteristics of the heat transfer core elements were compared and analyzed using normal spacers generally
used and high-efficient spacers with high-efficient liners.
The air permeabilities of 1.72 cm3/cm2/s for normal spacer, and 0.26 cm3/cm2/s for high-efficient spacer. Normal spacer shows
7.6 times greater air penetration. This is seen to have better air penetration due to wider gaps between fiber and more stomas.
Coefficient of water vapor permeability of the normal spacer is measured higher than high-efficiency spacer. On the other
hand, it was shown that high-efficiency spacers absorbed more moisture when measuring moisture absorbance.
It was shown that change in properties of spacer had more effect in humidity transfer efficiency than temperature transfer
efficiency.
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ABS
STRACT
Thee absorption chhiller is the sysstem that can be
b driven by theermal energy. When the absoorption chiller is driven by waste
w
heat
or solar
s
energy, this system haas great advanntage over othher air-conditioning systems. Recently, esppecially, the uuse of the
reneewable energyy is also recom
mmended by all
a around the world. This ssituation makess the solar ennergy driven absorption
chilller the promisiing technologyy for energy savving.
Thee solar absorption cooling sysstem was once developed in 1970s
1
in Japann. At that time, as the perform
mance of the absorption
chilller was not so good, and the cost was high,, it didn’t spreaad to the markeet. But just now
w, we have to recognize
r
the advantage
a
of thhe absorption ssystem again because
b
the abbsorption system
m can use the renewable eneergy, the relaiaability of the absorption
chilller has improvved greatly and
d the cost of thhe absorption chiller
c
and solaar thermal colllectors have reeduced too muuch. From
thesse, the solar ennergy driven abbsorption system will get attention again.
In thhis paper, I expplain the princciple of the abssorption cycle and the reasonn why the absoorption system is suitable forr the solar
drivven system. Annd I also introd
duce the latestt solar absorpttion cooling syystems that have been develo
oped by some Japanese
Gass suppliers. Froom actual perfformance test of the solar drriven absorptioon chillers, theey found that th
he solar coolinng system
can realize great energy
e
saving-- almost 20% energy saving.
d other technologies suitablee for the solarr cooling are showns
Adsorpption and desiiccant air-conditioning systeems-. The
And
general purpose energy
e
system analysis simullator “ENEGY
Y FLOW +M” we have developed is also introduced.
i
Thhis is very
mal systems inccluding absorpption chillers.
stroong tool to anallyze the perforrmance of therm
Key
ywords
Solaar, cooling, abssorption, adsorption, desiccaant, simulation

1. INTRODUCT
I
TION
Thee absorption chhiller is the sysstem that can be
b driven by thhermal energy. This system is the best air-cconditioning appplication
to use
u the solar ennergy. Recentlyy, especially, thhe use of the renewable enerrgy is greatly reecommended by
b all around the
t world.
Thee solar energy ddriven absorptiion chiller is prromising technnology for this demand.
Histtorically, Frencch engineer Feerdinand Carree first submitteed the patent of the ammoniaa-water type abbsorption refriggerator in
1859-1860 and thiis is the start of
o the developm
ment of absorpption systems. The modern history
h
started with
w the patentt of LiBrwater absorption system
s
submittted by Carrier.
In Japan,
J
Kishyaseizo that is jusst now Kawasaaki heavy induustries first devveloped the pacckage type absorption chillerr heater in
1958. This is the sstart of the Japaanese absorptioon system’s deevelopment hisstory. And the development history
h
of the aabsorption
systtems in Japan bbecomes the hiistory of the woorld because Jaapanese compaany mainly devveloped absorp
ption systems.
Thee main supporteer of developm
ment of absorpttion systems arre some Japaneese gas supplieers and governm
ment. With thiss support,
abso
orption system
ms became the main gas drivven air-conditioning system in Japan. In 2008,
2
Kawasakki finally developed the
ultim
mate efficiencyy triple-effect absorption
a
chilller whose COP
P is more than 1.6.
On the other handd, the efficien
ncy of the centtrifugal chillerr that is somettimes in comppetition with abbsorption systeems have
enhanced greatly. The rated CO
OP reaches 7.0. In Japan, elecctric generationn efficiency is almost 40 %. This means thhat from a
view
w point of priimary energy based efficienncy, efficiencyy of the electrricity driven ccentrifugal system is higher than the
abso
orption system
m. From this bacckground, the production
p
of the
t absorption chillers decreaases.
But just now, wee have to recoognize the advvantage of thee absorption system becausee the absorption system cann use the
reneewable energy or low grade waste heat. Thhis means the absorption sysstem can be drriven by the soolar energy. Thhis is why
the solar energy drriven absorptio
on system will get attention again.
a
In Japan,
J
the sollar driven absorption chillerr was once deeveloped by the
t governmennt supported project
p
that w
was called
“Suunshine project” and planned in 1974 to couunter oil shock in1973. At thiis time, becausse efficiency of
o the absorptioon system
wass not so high aand the cost co
ouldn’t meet thhe demand of the
t market, thee solar driven aabsorption chilller didn’t spreead to the
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marrket. But now situation
s
has coompletely channged and the deevelopment off the solar driveen absorption system
s
has starrt again in
this several years.
In thhis paper, I intrroduce the prinnciple of the abbsorption cyclee and the reasoon why the absoorption system
m is suitable forr the solar
driv
ven system. Annd the latest so
olar driven abssorption system
ms that were reecently developed are also in
ntroduced. I beelieve the
solaar driven absorpption system iss promising tecchnology in Inddonesia.

2. PRINCIPAL
P
OF ABSOR
RPITON CYC
CLE
Firsst, I will explaiin the absorptiion cycle. The absorption chhiller consists oof an evaporatoor, absorber, solution heat exxchanger,
generator and conndenser. As shoown in Fig. 2.1, in the evaporrator, some waater as refrigeraant stays in thee vessel and thee pressure
o
in thhe evaporator is kept lower at 5 to 6 mmH
Hg. In this preessure, refrigerrant vaporizes at 5 to 6 C. The
T chilled waater flows
o
inside tubes at 12 C. Therefore this chilled waater is cooled down
d
by the evvaporation of thhe refrigerant. The chilled waater flows
o
out at 7 C and iss supplied to thhe space. Afteer cooling dow
wn the air in thhe space, the chilled water reeturns to the aabsorption
chilller. But as evaaporation of thhe refrigerant continues, the pressure
p
increaases and the refrigerant can’t be evaporatedd at lower
tem
mperature. This refrigerant sho
ould be removeed from the evaaporator. The absorber
a
is setttled to remove this refrigerannt vapor.
Thee absorber is coonnected to thee evaporator. In
I the absorberr as shown in Fig.
F 2.2, solutiion stays in thee vessel. Soluttion is the
fluidd that absorbs the refrigerannt vapor. Norm
mally, solution is the mixturee of the LiBr and
a water. Wh
hen solution abbsorbs the
refriigerant vapor, concentration–
–the definitionn is the LiBr mass
m
fraction off solution – of the solution becomes weak and
a some
heatt produces. Thherefore, the cooling
c
water is supplied inside the tubess and the heat is rejected too the cooling w
water. As
abso
orption of the refrigerant
r
vappor continues, the
t concentratiion and power to absorb the water vapor off solution decrreases. To
incrrease the conceentration, it is necessary
n
to ennrich this solutiion. The generaator has this fuunction.
In thhe generator shhown in Fig. 2.3,
2 solution is supplied from
m the absorber though
t
the soluution heat exchhanger. Then solution is
heatted and enricheed. Inside tubees, hot water is supplied to heeat up the soluttion. This heat is the driving source
s
of the aabsorption
o
chilller. This heat is about 90 C.
C The refrigeraant vapor is geenerated from the solution inn this process and the pressuure in this
vesssel is kept at 440 mmHg. Thee enriched soluution called strrong solution goes
g
back to thhe absorber thhrough the soluution heat
exchhanger. As thiss process contiinues, the presssure inside thee vessel increases so that the solution tempperature increasses. From
this, solution can’tt be heated up.. Therefore, it iis necessary to remove the geenerated refrigeerant vapor.
Thee condenser as shown in Fig. 2.4 is connectted to the geneerator and the cooling water is supplied insside tubes. Thiis cooling
water condenses the
t refrigerant vapor. From this, the refriggerant vapor beecomes liquid.. This refrigeraant liquid movves to the
evapporator.
Thee weak solutionn that moves from
f
the absorrber to the gennerator should be
b preheated to reduce the heat
h input from
m the heat
sourrces. The stronng solution thhat moves from
m the generatoor to the absoorber is preferaable to cool down.
d
Thereforre, in the
soluution heat exchhanger, the weaak solution is preheated
p
by thhe strong soluttion. Refrigerannt pump to circculate the refriigerant on
the tubes of the evvaporator is som
metimes addedd to enhance thhe heat transferr performance iin the evaporattor. The cycle eexplained
T flow of thiis cycle is
heree is called the ssingle-effect cyycle that is the simplest and ffundamental cyycle in the absoorption cycle. The
show
wn in Fig. 2.5.. In Fig. 2.6, thhe driving conddition of the abbsorption cycle is shown in D
Dühring diagram
m that is usuallly used to
exprress the drivingg conditions off the absorptionn cycle.
Thee efficiency of the absorptionn chiller is exprressed as COP.. COP is the coooling capacityy per the heat input
i
from heaat sources.
COP
P of the single-effect cycle iss about 0.7. Whhen there are higher
h
temperatture heat sourcces, we can usee the double-eff
ffect cycle
as shown
s
in Fig. 22.7. In the douuble-effect cycle, another gennerator is addeed to the singlee-effect cycle. In this cycle, the latent
heatt of the refrigeerant generatedd in the high temperature
t
geenerator is nott rejected in thhe condenser but
b used to heaat up and
enriich the solutionn in the low temperature geenerator. From this, heat rejeection from thee condenser deecreases greatlly so that
COP
P of the double-effect cycle becomes almoost two times higher
h
than thee single-effect cycle.
c
COP off the latest doubble-effect
cyclle is 1.35.

F 2.1 Evaporrator
Fig.

Fig. 2.2 Absorber
A
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Fig.2.8 Tripple-effect cyclee

3. CLASSIFICA
C
ATION OF ABSORPTIO
A
ON CYCLE
For most of the aabsorption chilller, the singlee-effect or douuble-effect cyccle is used. W
When we add another generattor to the
dou
uble-effect cyclle, the triple-efffect cycle as shown
s
in Fig. 2.8 can be maade. COP of thhe triple-effect cycle is more than 1.6.
For this cycle, douuble-stage absoorber is used too increase the performance.
p
Thee single and douuble effect cyccle can be combbined. This cycle is called thhe single & douuble-effect cyclle. As shown inn Fig. 3.1,
for the single & double effect cycle, anotheer generator iss added to thee double-effectt cycle. But notice
n
that thiss cycle is
mpletely differeent from the trriple-effect cyccle. For this cyycle, two diffeerent temperatuure heat sources are suppliedd for two
com
o
generators. For thhe hot water driven
d
generattor, low tempeerature heat soource at aboutt 90 C is suppplied and for the high
o
tem
mperature generrator, higher tem
mperature heatt source at morre than 150 C is supplied.
Theere is another ccycle in which
h some heat is supplied to heeat up the soluution that movees from the absorber to the ggenerator.
Thiss cycle is calleed solution heatted type cycle and can be reaalized easily byy adding the soolution heat excchanger as show
wn in Fig.
3.2. This heat excchanger is norm
mally added too the double-efffect cycle. Thiis system has aadvantage wheen you want too improve
the efficiency of thhe existing abssorption chillerr with the wastee heat and smaall modificationn.
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Thee single & douuble-effect cyccle and solutioon heated absoorption chillerr contribute a lot for the deevelopment of the solar
abso
orption coolingg. This is becaause the solar thermal
t
energyy can’t meet thhe demand of the cooling load. For exampple, in the
rainny season, the ssolar driven paart has to stop. In this case, soome backup is needed and effficiency of thee backup type should
s
be
highh. But so far, the
t single-effecct cycle whosee efficiency is low is used to use as a back-up system. Inn this case, therre is little
advantage.
In Japan,
J
with the development of
o the cogeneration system, the
t absorption chiller that cann be driven by not only wastee heat but
also
o the gas as baackup heat souurce has been developed.
d
Forr this system, the single & ddouble-effect cycle
c
or solutioon heated
typee absorption chhiller have been used. In thhis case, the doouble-effect cyycle whose effficiency is higgher is used foor the gas
driv
ven side as bacck up. These syystems can be easily applied to the solar drriven absorptioon cooling. In table
t
3.1, the aabsorption
cyclles are classifieed and the featture of each cyccle is describedd.
Tabble 3.1 Classificcation of absorpttion cycle

Single-eeffect
Double-effect
Triple-efffect
Single & double-effectt
Solutionn heated type

COP
0.7 - 0.88
1.0 - 1.35
1.6

Heat souurce temp.
o
888 C
o
150 C
o
200 C
o
o
88 C,, 150 C
o
88 C -

Feature
Low temp. heat source driven type
N
Normally
used
H
Highest
efficienncy system
W
Waste
heat driveen type with baack up
W
Waste
heat driveen type with baack up
Easy modificatioon for waste heeat driven

Low temp.
Codenser generator
C
Cooling
w
water
Low tem
mp.
Con
ndenser generato
or

Condenser
Hot water driven
for H.W. gen
ne. generator

High temp.
generaator

High temp.
generator

Cooling
water

Hot waater
Gas

porator Absorbeer
Evap

Evaporator Absorber

W
Waste
heat

Chilled
C
w
water

Chilleed
waterr
Low temp. solu
L
ution High temp
p. solution
h exchanger
heat
heat exchaanger

Fig. 3.1
3 Single & do
ouble-effect cyycle

C gas
City
High temp.
H
so
olution heat
ex
xchanger

Low
w temp. solution
heatt exchanger

Waste heat
driven solution
heat exchanger

Fig. 3.2 Solution heateed type cycle

4. CLASSIFICA
C
ATION OF SOLAR
S
PAN
NELS
For the developmeent of the solarr absorption coooling system, higher perform
mance and low
wer price solar collector
c
is neeeded. Just
now
w two ways to ccollect the solaar energy – heaat and electricitty are considerred. When the solar energy iss collected as electricity,
efficciency is aboutt 10 %. On thee other hand, w
when it is colleccted as thermall energy, moree than 40 % effficiency can bee realized.
Theerefore, there arre some cases that it has advvantages to colllect solar energgy as thermal energy.
e
When we use the sollar energy
for the
t air-conditiooning, it shouldd be collected as thermal eneergy and the absorption system
m should be ussed.
Thee type of the soolar thermal coollectors that uses
u
water as working
w
fluid are
a classified iinto flat plate type,
t
vacuum tube type
and vacuum tube with CPC as shown in Figg. 4.1. Of courrse, last one haas the highest efficiency. Thhis type used to be too
o of the reasoons that the solar cooling can get attention aagain.
expensive but currrently, the price decreases greeatly. This is one
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(a)) Flat plate typee produced by Yazaki
( Vacuum typpe with CPC pproduced by Paaradigma
(b)
Fig. 4.1 Solarr thermal collecctors

5. LATEST
L
DE
EVELOPMEN
NT OF SOLA
AR COOLIN
NG SYSTEM
M
As I explained aboove, accordingg to the perform
mance enhancem
ment and cost down of the siingle & doublee-effect absorpttion cycle
and vacuum typee solar thermall collector, thee solar absorpption cooling is
i getting attenntion again. Especially
E
in Japan,
J
the
gov
vernment declarres very strict CO2 reductionn policy. From this, some Jappanese gas supppliers carry outt the solar cooling plant
test to show the addvantage of thee solar absorptiion cooling sysstem. I introduce this result.

5.1 Main feature
Three major gas suppliers
s
in Jap
pan lead the deevelopment of the solar absorrption cooling.. The features of this developpment are
fo
as follows.
x To
T adopt the faalling film gen
nerator, and to flow
f
the coolinng water from the
t condenser to the absorberr, low temperaature solar
o
thermal
t
energyy can be used – about 50 C-.
x The
T system cann be driven only by gas, wheen the solar eneergy can’t be suupplied.
x On
O the contrarry, when the coooling load is tooo small, the syystem can be driven
d
only by the solar energgy.
x The
T control syystem and energ
gy managemennt system are developed
d
to drrive solar panell and absorptioon chiller optim
mally.
The
T special devvelopment of thhe absorption cycle is the sinngle & triple-eeffect cycle prooduced by Kaw
wasaki as show
wn in Fig.
5.1. In this case, sshortage of thee solar energy can be compeensated by exttremely high performance triiple-effect cycl
currrent situation, due to the cost, the single & double-effectt absorption cyycle is mainly used. For the single-effect s
enerrgy is suppliedd.

Fig. 5.11 Single & triiple-effect absoorption cycle
5.2 Commercializzed test
Justt now, three major
m
gas suppliers put the solar absorption cooling system
m into the builldings and try to evaluate tha
Thee typical solar aabsorption coooling system is shown in Fig.. 5.2. Here, thee results from T
Tokyo Gas and
d Osaka Gas c
are introduced for example.
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ABSTRACT

Chlorofluorocarbon refrigerants are used all over the world in air conditioning had been phased out as per Montreal Protocol
due to ozone hole and global warming problems. Since 1990 HFCs are promoted but these refrigerants are also causing green
house effect and are targeted by the Kyoto Protocol for their (HFCs) phase out. On the other hand, ammonia with well known
refrigerating characteristics (like, highest enthalpy of vaporization, high COP and high refrigeration efficiency) has in
addition zero ozone depleting potential and zero global warming potential i.e eco friendly. In the light of above ammonia has
been adopted for air-conditioning system alongwith evaporative cooler. But ammonia in pure form is toxic and its use has
always been objected due to environmental safety consideration. To tackle the problem of toxicity very accurate ammonia
sensors have been developed which are used to operate ventilation system with ammonia concentration of the order of 30-50
ppm and spray comes into operation at around 100 ppm and above and the hooters are put in operation for higher
concentration of ammonia and possibility of serious accident of human being is prevented.
Keywords
Hybrid Air conditioner, Ammonia refrigerants, Evaporative cooler, Energy saving, Eco friendly

1. INTRODUCTION
The hybrid air conditioning system has been developed using ammonia as a refrigerant for air conditioning and evaporative
cooler for human comfort in the light of zero global warming (GWP), zero ozone depletion potential (ODP) and energy
efficiency.
Only toxic and flammable refrigerants, like sulpherdioxide, methyl chloride, ethyl chloride and isobutene were used for house
hold system before 1928. After 1928 the vapour compression refrigeration systems are widely used for air conditioning system
with Chlorofluorocarbon refrigerants world wide.
Montreal Protocol (1987) has reached an agreement to limit production and control emission of CFC’s. These refrigerants are
damaging ozone layer and also responsible for global warming. One of the CFC’s, which will face production cut back under
the Montreal Protocol, is R-12, which find application in a wide variety of refrigeration and air-conditioning systems.
Ammonia is also a good substitute of CFC’s since it is cheapest refrigerants having zero ODP and GWP. From 1996 most of
the developed countries have stopped the production of CFC’s. Since 1990 HFCs are promoted but these refrigerants are also
causing green house effect and are targeted by the Kyoto Protocol for their (HFCs) phase out.
Hybrid Air conditioner system has following advantages:
Evaporative cooler one of the cheapest air conditioner.
Highest enthalpy of vaporization, high COP and high refrigeration efficiency.
Large range of operating temperature and easy leak detection.
The compressor cylinder volume become almost half size as compared to halocarbon refrigerants.
As steel pipes are used, its components like valves and fitting become cheaper.
Ammonia is cheapest refrigerant.
This system can also run by heat engine driven vapor compression on waste heat.
This system can be run on ammonia absorption refrigeration system by utilizing waste heat or primary energy
directly.
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2. HYBRID AIR-CONDITIONER SYSTEM
In most part of South Asian and Middle East countries the climatic conditions through out year can be divided into two
categories, Hot and Dry or Hot and Humid Climatic conditions. Summer heat can cause indoor conditions to become much
hotter than desired. Evaporative cooling is one way to reduce temperatures inside room. As water evaporates, it absorbs energy
from the flowing air. Evaporative cooling systems lower air temperature using mists, sprays, or wetted pads and indoor
temperature improve the environment for human life, plants and animals, plus significantly improve working conditions for
employees and save huge amount of electrical energy.
It is well known that conventional air conditioning is the simultaneous control of temperature, humidity, cleanliness, and
distribution within an enclosed space. Thus, in general the processes of heating and cooling, humidifying and dehumidifying,
filtering, fume and odor removal and ventilating and air circulation are included. The use of these processes depends on the
type of application. For comfort air conditioning the type of process will be decide as per seasonal variation of environmental
conditions. Similarly for commercial applications such as computer centers, precision shops, etc, it has been come rather
important to save energy and achieve objectives. The conventional use of air conditioning is still most common for summer
and rainy seasons without bothering the outdoor and indoor weather condition.
Therefore, it is need of the present era such that offices and industrial structure are now designed with a means to control the
indoor conditions throughout the year. In our modern society, however, the maintenance of cool environment during the warm
months proves to be as important for the utilization of human resources and potential of machines for productivity with quality
maintaining energy efficiency and ease. By this concept it became possible to utilize the evaporative cooling and ammonia air
conditioning as per available environmental conditions.
Although evaporative cooling works best in dry climates, it is still possible to give reasonable comfort in higher humidity areas
by simply increasing the airflow, provided the air temperature is not too high. Evaporative cooling (EC Mode) works
everywhere except in areas that have both a high temperature and high moisture (AC Mode) content simultaneously. The
shortage of energy due to decreasing our natural energy resources and increasing energy costs and environmental constraints is
being encouraged to use hybrid air conditioner.

3. HYBRID AIR CONDITIONER PLANT
Hybrid ammonia air conditioner (refer Fig 1) consists of Ammonia vapour compression system (approx. 10Ton) alongwith
evaporative cooler (approx. 2kW) was installed at IIT Kanpur. This system consist of belt driven ammonia compressor with
flywheel is mounted on the foundation and run by electricy.This compressor can also run heat engine driven vapor
compression utilizing waste heat. Evaporative condenser and ammonia reservoir is installed outside the compressor room.
Chilled water from the chiller is passed through direct cooling and indirect cooling through dehumidifying coil. In the indirect
system water at low temperature flows through fan coil unit having with fins on the outer surface, when the air flows in the
room through these coil causing air cooling and dehumidification. In indirect cooling and dehumidifying system, the chilled
water is sprayed over wetted pad though which air is sucked by an axial flow fan and chilled air is supplied to the room
through grills fitted in the room. Alongwith this evaporative/desert air cooler was installed on one side of room.
A hybrid air conditioner plant based on ammonia must fulfill the safety norms by installation of sophisticated ammonia fumes
sensing system. To tackle the problem of toxicity very accurate ammonia sensors have been developed which are used to
operate ventilation system with ammonia concentration of the order of 30-50 ppm and spray comes into operation at around
100 ppm and above. The hooters are put in operation for higher concentration; possibility of serious accident of human being is
prevented.
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Fig 1. Hybrid Air-Conditioner

4. RESULT
It has been found that temperature of the room around 301K and relative humidity around 60-70 % can be achieved easily in
AC Mode of operation during hot and humid condition by approximate 10 Ton ammonia plant in room size of (20.16 m x 8.92
m x 4.27m ). Human comfort can be achieved in EC Mode easily during hot and dry climatic condition.
Electrical energy about approximate 88% can be saved during hot and dry condition by operating EC Mode and energy around
approximate 25 % can be saved in rainy season by operating EC and AC mode of hybrid air-conditioner. If AC mode will be
run by heat engine driven vapor compression on waste heat, electrical energy will be saved and further reduce the cost of
running of this system. In addition to this it also saves environment due to zero ODP and zero GWP.

5. CONCLUSION
In hot and dry climatic condition EC mode can be used while during hot and humid condition ammonia based AC mode and
EC mode can be used for maintaining the quality of air and prevent the ozone hole and global warming problems of our
environment and waste heat can be used to tackle energy crisis problem.
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ABSTRACT
Increased concern about the environmental impact of the refrigeration technology is leading toward optimal system design
and improving the energy efficiency of the related applications, using eco-friendly refrigerants. In this respect, carbon dioxide
(CO2) is considered today as one of the most promising refrigerants and is raising great interest in industrial and scientific
fields.
This study investigated the cycle performance of CO2 heat pump experimentally and analytically. The maximum error of the
experimental and analytical results was approximately 9.38%. By comparison of the experiments and analysis, the
optimization of the present CO2 heat pump system is found to be required.
Keywords
Carbon dioxide, Heat pump, Coefficient of performance, Supercritical cycle, Gas cooler

1. INTRODUCTION
Since the Montreal protocol, many kinds of Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) have been
rapidly substituted by their potential candidates’ for replacement. Also, some of the Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) have been
revealed to have high global warming potential. . In this respect, carbon dioxide (CO2) is considered these days as one of the
most promising refrigerants and is raising great interest in industrial and scientific fields.
Table 1 : Characteristics of

some refrigerants

Refrigerants

R-12
CFC

R-22
HCFC

R-134a
HFC

R-410A
HFC-HFC(50/50)

R-717

R-290

R-744

Chemical
components

CCl₂F₂

CHCIF₂

CH₂FCF₃

CH₂F₂/CHF₂CF₃

NH₃

C₃H8

CO₂

ODP/GWP

1/7100

0.05/1500

0/1200

0/1730

0/0

0/3

0/1

Flammability
/Toxicity

N/N

N/N

N/N

N/N

Y/Y

Y/N

N/N

Price
(relative value)

1

1

3-5

5

0.2

0.1

0.1

Molecular weight
[Kg/kmol]

120.9

86.5

102.0

72.6

17.0

44.1

44.0

Boiling point[℃]

-29.8

-40.8

-26.2

-52.7

-33.3

-42.1

-78.5

Critical
temperature[℃]

112.0

96.2

101.2

72.1

132.3

96.7

31.1

Critical
pressure[MPa]

4.16

4.99

4.07

4.95

11.33

4.24

7.38

Refrigerating
capacity [kJ/m³]

2734

4356

2868

6763

4382

3907

22545

As shown in the Table 1, CO2(Carbon Dioxide) exhibited unique characteristics on heat transfer and pressure drop due to its
outstanding thermo-physical properties, such as lower viscosity, boiling point and critical temperature, large vapor density,
refrigerating capacity and critical pressure, smaller density ratio between liquid and vapor phases. But, CO2 systems for
heating usually operate in a region that extended to the supercritical area. In the supercritical cycle of carbon dioxide, isobaric
heat rejection process usually occurs at a supercritical pressure. During the process, a phase change does not take place and this
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is generally called a ‘gas cooling’ process. This heat rejection process of the supercritical cycle is of particular interest as it is
significantly different from the condensation in a conventional vapor compression cycle.
Outlet temperature of gas cooler affects the overall coefficient of performance (COP) of CO2 heat pump and this system has
advantage in raising the water temperature for heating. Research and development for the optimal design and its verification
experiments for the gas cooler in CO2 heat pump systems are still lacking. This study, therefore, investigated the cycle
performance of CO2 heat pump from field test. Also, cycle analysis by using EES (Engineering Equations Solver) program has
been conducted, and the results are compared with the experimental data and the calculated ones from analysis tools of an
Italian Company.

2. EXPERIMENTS
2.1 Background of Research
The purpose of the present research are to investigate the performance of a CO2 heat pump cycle for water heating and suggest
an idea for optimizing the present heat pump system. As an experimental apparatus, a CO2 heat pump from an Italian Company
was modified by increasing the size of the gas cooler by 20%. It was due to the difference of electric current ratings of both
countries; Korea of 60Hz and Italy of 50Hz.
Using the heat pump, we measured the pressures, temperatures and mass flow rates of the refrigerant side and the water side.
Table 2 shows the field test data obtaining conditions. From the data as shown in Table 2 the COPs that was obtained from the
water side data were compared with those calculated from an Italian code attached the CO2 heat pump. Also, we calculated the
COPs using the refrigerant side data by using EES program.
In the near future, using the experimental and analytical methods, we aimed at optimizing gas cooler design for improving the
overall coefficient of performance at CO2 heat pump cycle.
2.2 Experimental Procedure
Using CO2 as a refrigerant, the operating temperature range of gas cooler is about 80~125℃, and the pressure about 100bar. So,
CO2 heat pump system operates in the supercritical area. Figure 1 represents the typical trans-critical cycle for CO2 heat pump
system.

Figure 1: T-s diagram showing the trans-critical CO2 cycle used for water heating [1]
As shown in Figure 1, when refrigerant pass through the gas cooler, it moves over the saturation curve, i.e., the supercritical
area. In this area the thermo-physical properties are very sensitive and rapidly changed from small change of thermodynamic
state. Thus, gas cooler is important and difficult to optimize for stably obtaining thermal performance of the heat pump. It is
also important to be designed to withstand the high operating pressure.
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2.3 Experimental Apparatus and Test Conditions

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of CO2 heat pump field test cycle for water heating
The schematic diagram of the present experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 2.
The experiment was performed and some of the data were shown in Table 2. For the setting water temperature s of 85℃, 80℃,
70℃, 60℃, the pressure, temperature of refrigerant side and water side were obtained. Also, the corresponding power
consumption value for each test run was measured
The field were performed from March to April 2010, when the ambient temperature was around 6~17℃. The refrigerant
charge amount for the system was 9.2kg, flow rate of water 0.222~0.290m3/h in setting water temperature at 85℃,
0.310~0.330m3/h at 80℃, 0.310~0.360m3/h at 70℃, 0.3300.370m3/h at 60℃, power consumption was measured about
6.11~8.27kW.
Table 2 is operating condition and some of the measured data. The experimental COP values were obtained by using the water
side data. The analytical COP values were calculating by the enthalpy difference between the refrigerant side using EES
program.
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Table 2 : Field test conditions and some measured data

outlet

Regenerator
outlet

exp.
outlet

Evap.
outlet

High.
P

Low.
P

Amount
of
flowing
water

COP

COP of
Italy A
analysis

℃

℃

℃

℃

℃

bar

bar

m3/h

-

-

26.4

113.4

50.3

41.3

9.9

9.1

113

42

0.277

2.46

2.94

85

27.6

107.5

49.8

42.7

12.0

11.1

109

44

0.282

2.59

3.04

3

85

25.3

105.4

48.4

41.2

9.0

8.1

103

41

0.233

2.31

2.98

4

85

23.9

116.5

46.7

36.2

7.3

6.4

122

39

0.260

2.54

3.04

5

85

26.9

100.8

48.5

42.6

11.6

10.7

102

44

0.222

2.35

3.16

6

85

28.7

107.9

53.5

45.7

12.0

10.9

111

44

0.254

-

2.84

7

85

28.5

109.8

52.8

45.2

11.7

10.8

111

44

0.280

-

2.85

8

85

28.8

113.3

55.7

46.7

11.3

10.4

114

44

0.290

-

2.70

9

80

21.7

121.9

49.2

34.6

2.9

2.2

112

35

0.310

-

2.67

10

80

22.4

123.7

50.3

35.6

3.0

2.3

115

35

0.310

-

2.63

11

80

23.3

121.3

50.9

37.9

3.3

2.6

111

36

0.330

-

2.56

12

80

24.6

118.8

52.2

41.2

4.0

3.2

109

36

0.310

-

2.51

13

80

24.7

117.3

52.8

41.7

4.3

3.5

107

37

0.310

-

2.45

14

70

22.6

101.2

44.0

37.5

6.3

5.4

96

38

0.310

2.32

3.17

15

70

22.9

102.0

44.4

37.1

6.9

6.1

99

39

0.320

2.32

3.24

16

70

22.3

105.7

44.1

35.2

6.0

5.2

101

38

0.360

2.67

3.25

17

70

21.1

102.7

43.4

35.6

6.4

5.5

98

38

0.360

2.58

3.29

18

70

22.7

96.0

42.7

37.9

7.3

6.4

93

39

0.360

2.61

3.32

19

60

21.5

84.3

42.1

35.9

6.4

5.3

83

38

0.330

1.69

2.54

20

60

22.5

86.6

45.4

37.1

6.4

5.4

84

38

0.340

1.61

2.29

21

60

23.0

88.2

46.4

37.7

6.5

5.5

84

38

0.365

1.69

2.11

22

60

22.6

82.6

46.1

36.1

7.4

6.3

82

39

0.370

1.54

2.17

23

60

23.0

86.3

46.6

36.8

7.0

6.0

84

39

0.370

1.68

2.13

Water
temp.
set

comp.
suction

comp.
dis
charge

Unit

℃

℃

1

85

2

G․C
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3. ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Figure 3 represents pressure-enthalpy diagram (P-h diagram) for the thermodynamic cycles of CO2 heat pump with Internal
Heat Exchanger (IHX) and/or without IHX. Internal heat exchanger has been focused or power reduction. Using the
Enthalpy value of each element, the COP values were calculated.
Cycle without internal heat exchanger is represented as T1-T2-T3-T4-T1. Cycle with the internal heat changer cycle is shown
as T1-T2'-T3'-T4'-T1.
The field test cycle can be represented by circulated T1-T2-T3-T4'-T1. In this diagram △hheating is shown as T1-T3, while
△hcomp is represented by T1-T4'
In the figure compressor exit temperature is T1, gas cooler exit temperature T2, expansion valve exit temperature T3,
compressor entrance temperature T4; the pressures P1 and P2 are high pressure side, while P3 and P4 are low side,
respectively.
Table 3 shows the analysis results from the refrigerant side data and compares them with the experimental ones from the water
side data. Also, Figure 4 is the comparison of the experimentally obtained COP values and those from the Italy A Company's
analysis and the present EES analysis.
The analytical results were almost the same between Italy A Company's analysis and the present EES analysis. The maximum
deviation between the analytical results was approximately 9.38%.
While, the experimentally obtained COP values were about 17% lower than those from the analyses.
For example, at the setting ext water temperature of 85℃, the average COP of experiment was about 2.5; while the average
COP of analysis about 3.0.
By comparison of the experiment and analysis, it was found that there were significant differences between the COP calculated
from the refrigerant side data and that from the water side data. Therefore, the optimization of the present CO2 heat pump
system is found to be required.

Figure 3: P-h diagram according to the presence of the heat exchanger
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Table 3: Analysis results

Figure 4: Comparison of experimental and analysis values
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4. CONCLUSIONs AND FURTHER STUDY
This study investigated the cycle performance of CO2 heat pump experimentally and analytically.
The errors the between the analytical results are about 3.4% for the setting water temperature of 85℃, 4.58% at 80℃, 1.86% at
70℃ and 1.95% at 60℃, respectively, and the average error was 2.95%.
The maximum error of the experimental and analytical results was approximately 9.38%. By comparison of the experiments
and analysis, the optimization of the present CO2 heat pump system is found to be required. It is highly recommended that the
gas cooler and the evaporator sizing problem for the cycle optimization be solved by using the present test method and analysis.
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ABSTRACT
The performance of auto-cascade refrigeration systems with three mixed refrigerants are tested with variation of the capillary
tube length. The data is measured for two hours by assuming that in this time range the system already reached steady state
condition. Based on the previous study, the composition of the charging of refrigerant mixture in this experiment is constant
e.g. propane : ethane : methane = 176g : 22g: 2g. This composition is calculated by REFPROP 8 software to obtain the
maximum COP of the system. The nine combination of length of two expansion device e.g cappilary tube type will be varied.
The best performance of this length of expansion variation is for 6m expansion I and 2m expansion II. The steady state lowest
temperature of the evaporator in this variation is around -25oC. This temperature has not achieved yet the targeted
temperature.
Keywords
Auto-cascade, mixed refrigerants, compressor, separator, heat exchanger

1. INTRODUCTION
Cryopreservation as part of cryobiology is a process where cells or whole tissues are preserved by cooling to very low
temperature. To prevent the deterioration of biomedical object, the storage maximum temperature is around -80oC. The single
standard vapor compression system with single refrigerant can operate efficiently at the lowest evaporating temperature around
-40oC. It is affected by the evaporation pressure which is too low. Two stage cascade refrigerators are used for temperatures
down to 203 K (-70oC), and three cascade stages for still lower temperatures. Different refrigerants are used in each of the
cascade stages. Similarly, a compressor is required for each of the cascade stages. The use of multiple compressors, heat
exchangers and refrigerants make the cascade vapor compression refrigerators complex and expensive. Further, capacity
control is also not easy in the case of conventional cascade refrigeration systems. Many of the disadvantages of the
conventional cascade refrigerators can be overcome by using an auto refrigerant cascade (ARC) refrigerator shown in Fig. 1a–
c. A zeotropic mixture with a large refrigerant glide is employed in these systems. The number of components of the mixture
can vary from 4 to 6, depending on the required temperatures, desired COP of the system, etc. [1]
The study of ultra low temperature using auto cascade refrigeration system is conducted by Chen to reach the lowest
temperature -120oC [2] and Apprea by using two separators to achieve -150oC [3]. All of those studies used CFC or HFC
refrigerant mixtures which are harmful for the environment. One of the alternative of these refrigerants are hydrocarbon]. Naer
and Rozhentsev studied the mixture of hydrocarbons as refrigerants in a small refrigeration capacity using single separator, the
results showed that the lowest achieved temperature is -183 oC [4].
The main objective of this paper is to study the performance of auto-cascade refrigeration cycle using methane, propane
and ethane mixture and the effect of capillary tube length to system performance.

2. AUTO-CASCADE REFRIGERATION SYSTEM
The schematic diagram of the auto cascade refrigeration system and p-h diagram are shown in Figure 1. The main
components of the auto-cascade refrigeration system are compressor, condenser, separator, heat exchanger and evaporator. The
mixed refrigerants are compressed by compressor and the refrigerant which have higher boiling point will be condensed and
the lower boiling point still as gas phase in condenser. The liquid and vapor refrigerants will be separated in the separator, the
vapor phase of these lower boiling point refrigerants will be condensed in the heat exchanger by the higher boiling point
refrigerant. The liquid lower boiling refrigerants will be passed through the expansion valve and flow into the evaporator.
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Figure 1. Auto-cascade Refrigeration System Component and p-h Cycle

3. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION
The experimental apparatus of auto-cascade refrigeration as shown in Figure 1 consists of a single hermetic compressor
Kuhltorn with maximum capacity 0.5 HP. The condenser is air-cooled type. The coiled-shell heat exchanger is used as
evaporator and separator is made from a cooper tube with one inlet and two outlet for gas phase and liquid phase of the
mixture. The experimental test rig is equipped by National Instrument Data Acquisition c-DAQ 9174 and record pressure data
by sensor Druck PTX 1400 connected to NI 9203 module and temperature data measured by thermocouple connected to NI
9211 module.
Based on the previous study, the composition of the charging of refrigerant mixture in this experiment is constant e.g.
propane : ethane : methane = 176g : 22g: 2g. This composition is calculated by REFPROP 8 software to obtain the maximum
COP of the system. The length of two expansion device e.g cappilary tube type will be varied as listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Length of Cappilarry Tube Variation

Expansion I
(m)

Expansion II
(m)

6
6

6
4

6

2

4

6

4

4

4

2

2

6

2

4

2

2

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The performance of auto-cascade refrigeration systems with three mixed refrigerants are tested with variation of the
capillary tube length. The data is measured for two hours by assuming that in this time range the system already reached steady
state condition.
Based on the experimental data for different length of the capillary tube as expansion device as shown in Table 1, it is
shown that the stable condition only can be reached at 6 m expansion I and 2 m expansion II. For example for 2 m expansion I
and 2 m expansion II, the performance characteristics are shown in Figure 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows that suction and discharge
pressure of the compressor for 2m and 2m expansion devices. The pressures tend to fluctuated for whole time range of the
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experiment. This fluctuation is caused by the complex phenomenon in the system. Since the system uses the mixed
refrigerants, the composition of the mixture for this length variation is not constant and influenced the temperature and
pressure of the mixture in whole part of the system. The effect of the temperature inlet and outlet in evaporator is shown in
Figure 3. Since the mixture, pressure and temperature influenced each others, the temperature in evaporator is also fluctuated
for this mixture composition and length of the capillary tube I and II. The shorter the expansion I the smaller pressure and
temperature drops this liquid mixed refrigerants.

Figure 2. Pressure profile of suction and discharge line at
2m Expansion I and 2 m Expansion II

Figure 3. Temperature profile of evaporator inlet and outlet
at 2m Expansion I and 2 m Expansion II

The steady state condition of the system is not easy to be accomplished in this experiment. The best performance of this length
of expansion variation is for 6m expansion I and 2m expansion II. Figure 4 shows the pressure profile of the suction and
discharge line with 6m-2m expansion devices. The pressures tend to steady after 5000 s. This condition shows the steady state
of all thermodynamic properties including mixture composition in every part of the system. The compression ratio of this
length variation is also lower than 2m-2m length variation. With lower compression ratio, the compressor will run with lower
energy input and the performance of the compressor can be kept for optimum operation and maintenance, especially for oil
stability. The steady state lowest temperature of the evaporator in this variation is around -25oC as shown in Figure 5. For autocascade refrigeration system the steady state condition plays a very important role to reach the low targeted temperature. There
are many parameters and variables involve in design and operation of this system in compare with refrigeration system with
single pure refrigerant. The achieved temperature in this experiment is not yet at the targeted temperature. Some improvements
must be done to achieve a lower temperature such as add one more refrigerant e.g. Butane in the mixture and new design of the
separator and heat exchanger.

Figure 4. Pressure profile of suction and discharge line at
6m Expansion I and 2 m Expansion II

Figure 5. Temperature profile of evaporator inlet and outlet
at 6m Expansion I and 2 m Expansion II
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5. CONCLUSION
Many of the disadvantages of the conventional cascade refrigerators can be overcome by using an auto refrigerant
cascade (ARC) refrigerator. The performance of auto-cascade refrigeration systems with three mixed refrigerants are tested
with variation of the capillary tube length. There are many parameters and variables involve in design and operation of this
system in compare with refrigeration system with single pure refrigerant. The steady state condition of the system is not easy to
be accomplished. The best performance of this length of expansion variation is for 6m expansion I and 2m expansion II. The
steady state lowest temperature of the evaporator in this variation is around -25oC. This temperature has not achieved yet the
targeted temperature.
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ABSTRACT
A simulation study on the S-HCHP (solar hybrid CO2 heat pump) system and the SG-HCHP (solar-geothermal hybrid CO2
heat pump) system for residential applications was carried out. As a result, the compressor work and heating capacity of the
SG-HCHP system decreased and increased compared to those of the S-HCHP system, resulting that the heating performance
of the SG-HCHP system improved. For basic operating condition, the heating performance of the SG-HCHP and S-HCHP
system was 2.405 and 1.91, respectively. Besides, increment of compressor work of the S-HCHP system was lower by 9.1%
than that of the SG-HCHP system. The heating COP of the SG-HCHP system improved approximately 2.6% compared to
that of the S-HCHP system. Therefore, the SG-HCHP system has a good performance and a high reliability for residential
application with various operating conditions.
Keywords
R744, Solar radiation, heat pump, COP, Geothermal
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inlet temperature at the collector
outlet temperature at the collector
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displacement
(m3/h)
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, global warming problem and energy crisis aroused great interest in alternative energy supplies. This is especially true
for South Korea that badly depends on imported energy resources. However, most alternative energy technologies are faced
with difficulties when it comes to application for community facilities because of the regional restrictions and operating cost.
Therefore, researches on energy saving and optimal operation of residential heat pump systems are urgently required. To this
end, using renewable energy (e.g. solar and geothermal) for refrigeration becomes increasingly important and draws
considerable attention. As for working fluids, carbon dioxide is a natural climate-friendly refrigerant as it does not deplete
ozone layer and has a low direct global warming potential with reference value 1. Generally, the performance of a heat pump
using carbon dioxide is lower than that of a system using a subcritical refrigerant because of large irreversibility during
compression and gascooling. Moreover, system reliability is very low due to large performance variations with operating
conditions. Hence, studies on system performance according to various heat sources have carried out continuously. For
efficient use of the CO2 heat pump an optimal operation control method is required in order to save energy and increase
reliability. To address these problems, the performance data of the CO2 heat pump have been analysed against the pump
operating temperature.
In this study, the analytical model of S-HCHP (solar hybrid CO2 heat pump) system and the SG-HCHP (solar-geothermal CO2
heat pump) system for residential heating were developed to compare the system performance for given operating condition.
Besides, the performance characteristics of each system under the basic conditions were investigated. Throughout this study,
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we will provide basic performance data for S-HCHP system and SG-HCHP system, and the optimal control of the operation
parameter to maintain high performance.

2. SYSTEM MODELING
To compare the performance between the S-HCHP (solar hybrid CO2 heat pump) system and the SG-HCHP (solar-geothermal
CO2 heat pump) system, two analytical models were developed. The S-HCHP system consists of a solar heat system and a CO2
heat pump system. The solar heat system has a concentric evacuated tube collector and a heat storage tank. The CO 2 heat pump
system consists of two double-pipe heat exchangers (high- & low-temp.), a fin-tube heat exchanger, an EEV (electric
expansion valve) and a semi-hermetic type reciprocating compressor (3 tons of refrigeration).
The SG-HCHP system has a double pipe type evaporator instead of a fin-tube evaporator in the S-HCHP system in order to use
geothermal energy. It is a modified system which changes heat source from the air to the geothermal. The compressor,
gascooler, EEV, and evaporator were simulated because the modeling of each component is necessary in advance. After that,
the collector and heat storage tank was modeling in order to develop the S-HCHP and the SG-HCHP model. For modeling of
system components and calculating of thermodynamic refrigerant properties, EES (engineering equation solver) is used. The
schematic diagrams of the S-HCHP system and SG-HCHP used in this study are shown in Figures 1 and 2. For the sake of
simplivity, all system processes are assumed to be steady.
2.1 Solar collector and heat storage tank modeling
The solar collector has eight concentric evacuated tube collectors which can be reliably operated for getting heat for residential
application. As a working fluid water-propylene glycol mixture (water to propylene glycol ratio of 80:20) is used. The solar
collector model was developed based on test results of the concentric evacuated tube collector by Korean Institute of Energy
Research. In this study, the efficiency of solar collector is calculated by

Solar hybrid systems show some dependability problems because of the time lag when solar energy is acquired and when it is
used. To solve this problem, the heat storage tank (1.5 ton) was designed, and total collection heat was calculated by
(2)
2.2 Compressor modeling
Since the CO2 compressor is operated under high pressure, the semi-hermetic reciprocating compressor is selected as an
analytical model for the purpose of this study as it shows high efficiency and reliability under high pressure conditions. The
compression process was calculated by using volumetric efficiency, compression efficiency, and discharge temperature, which
had been obtained and adjusted using Sanchez correlation [1]. The compressor model of semi-hermetic reciprocating
compressor has a displacement (

) of 3.48 m3/h at 1450 rpm (N). The compressor work is obtained as a function of mass flow

rate, compression efficiency ( , the rate of heat transfer from the motor to the refrigerant (
), and enthalpy difference
between inlet and outlet through the compressor. The compressor efficiency and mass flow rate are represented by
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the S-HCHP(solar hybrid CO2 heat pump) system

Figure 2 : Schematic diagram of the SG-HCHP(solar-geothermal hybrid CO2 heat pump) system

Coefficients for eqs.(6) - (9) are displayed in Table 1.
Table 1: Coefficients for equations (6) - (9)

Coefficient
a0
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6

1.149768
0.001028
-0.003592
-13.660815
0.000059
-

0.781749
-0.000956
-0.003812
0.003565
0.000033
-

SHSC(oC)
11.559877
0.003480
-0.010213
0.183598
-0.000168
-0.259202
-0.004376

TDis(oC)
68.391494
-2.453539
1.009196
1.311928
0.646575
0.002591
-
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2.3 Heat exchanger modeling
The S-HCHP system consists of two double-pipe heat exchangers (high & low temp.), a fin-tube heat exchanger, an EEV
(electric expansion valve), and a reciprocating compressor of semi-hermetic type. In the heating mode, the fin-tube heat
exchanger acts as an evaporator to exchange heat with outdoor air, and two double-pipe heat exchangers play the role of the
gascooler. And, the SG-HCHP system consists of three double-pipe heat exchangers (high & low temperature gascooler and
evaporator), an EEV (electric expansion valve), and a reciprocating compressor of semi-hermetic type. It has the same
construction except double pipe type evaporator instead of a fin-tube evaporator in the S-HCHP system. Double-pipe heat
exchangers acts as an evaporator to exchange heat between the refrigerant and water that is supplied from the GHX (ground
heat exchanger). Other two double-pipe heat exchangers (high & low temp.) play the role of the gascooler in both S-HCHP and
SG-HCHP system.
The high temperature heat exchanger is placed at the compressor outlet. It exchanges the heat from high-temperature water to
the middle of the heat storage tank so as to supply the hot water to the user. The low temperature double-pipe heat exchanger
exchanges the heat from low-temperature water at the bottom of heat storage tank to supply the mean temperature water for
heating. In the gascooling process, the refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficient is calculated by Yoon et al. correlation [2]. The
boiling heat transfer coefficient of the CO2 is calculated by Thome et al. correlation [3]. Besides, the heat transfer coefficient
of water-side in the evaporator is determined by Dittus and Boelter correlation. And pressure drop of water is calculated by
Blasius. Yoon et al. correlation [2, 6] is also used to calculate the pressure drop of refrigerant in the gascooling and
evaporating process. Table 2 shows reference data for heat exchanger simulation used in this study.
Table 2 : Property references for simulation

Type

Refrigerant heat
transfer
coefficient

Refrigerant
pressure drop

Water transfer
coefficient

Water
pressure drop

Gascooler

Double
pipe

Yoon et al.[2]

Yoon et al.[2]

Blasius

Evaporator

Fin-tube

Thome et al.[3]

Yoon et al.[6]

Dittus and
Boelter

2.4 EEV modeling
The EEV with a diameter of 1.6 mm is used as an expansion device so as to calculate the mass flow rate through the expansion
device (Hwang et al. [7]). In this study, the expansion process is assumed to be isenthalpic. The mass flow rate of the CO2 in
EEV is calculated by using 6-physical and 4-geometrical variables based on Buckingham π-theory as shown below in eq. (10).
The constants of eq. (10) are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: Constants in EEV correlation of eq.(10)

Constant
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Value
1.17  100
-3.99  10-2
-7.27  10-2
3.86  10-1
-4.55  100

2.5 Simulation conditions
To simulate heating load, the indoor space of 66.25 m2 was assumed. The heat loss on inner walls was ignored, but losses on
roof and outside walls with windows have been considered. Besides, the daily usage of the hot water was assumed to be 280L
for four-member family according to ASHRAE standard 116 [8]. The design parameters of heating load and hot water load are
shown in Tables 4 and 5. In this study, the performance analysis of the S-HCHP system and SG-HCHP system with heat pump
operating temperature was carried out in order to compare the performance characteristics. The heat pump operating
temperature means the setting temperature that can supply the heat to heat storage tank by the heat pump when the water
temperature is reduced below the designed temperature. Simulation conditions used in this study are shown in Table 6.
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Table 4: Heating load design

Parameter
Indoor space
Thermal
conductivity
Windows

Specification
65.25 m2
Brick: 0.53 W/moC
Styrofoam: 0.02 W/moC
Glass: 0.5 W/moC
0.9 m × 1.7 m × 8 EA
Glass 1.5 cm

Wall

Brick 15 cm
Styrofoam 5 cm

Roof

2Brick 20 cm2

Table 5: Hot water load design

Table 6: Simulation
conditions

Parameters
Heat pump operating temp. (oC)
Indoor setting temp. (oC)
Daily solar radiation (MJ/m2)
Outdoor temp. (oC)
Ground temp. (oC)

Time

Usage water (L)

09 : 00

100

13 : 00

80

18 : 00

100

Conditions
S-HCHP
SG-HCHP
40, 42, 44*, 46, 48
20
10
7
15
*

Basic condition

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Comparison of system performance between the S-HCHP and SG-HCHP under basic conditions
Figure 3 shows the P-h diagram of the S-HCHP and SG-HCHP system under basic condition. In the gascooling process, the
water inlet temperature exchanged heat with refrigerant was set to 44oC equally For both systems. But the heat source
temeprature in the evaporator was different between air (7oC) and geothermal(15oC) for the S-HCHP and SG-HCHP system,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 3, the gascooling pressure of S-HCHP and SG-HCHP system shows a similar pressure near 10.7
MPa. It is because that the water temperature at the gascooler was fixed at 44oC in the gascooling process. But, the evaporating
pressure of the S-HCHP system (3.1 MPa) is less than that of the SG-HCHP system (4 MPa) owing to the temperature
difference of two others heat source; one is 7oC and the other is 15oC.
Figure 4 represents the comparison of the COP, heating capacity, and compressor work with heat source. The compressor work
and heating capacity of the SG-HCHP system decreases and increases compared to those of the S-HCHP system, resulting that
the heating performance of the SG-HCHP system improves. For given operating condition, heating capacity of the SG-HCHP
and S-HCHP system is 11.6 kW and 10.3 kW, respectively. Therefore, the heating capacity of the SG-HCHP system is
increased by 12.1% compared to that of the S-HCHP system. The compressor work of the SH-HCHP and S-HCHP system is
4.82 and 5.42 kWh, respectively, resulting to 11.1% reduction of compressor work in the SG-HCHP system. Hence, heating
COP of the SG-HCHP system increases by 26%. In this study, the COP of the SG-HCHP and S-HCHP system is 2.405 and
1.91, respectively.
Figure 5 shows the comparison of the pressure ratio, water temperature of gascooler outlet, and mass flow rate of refrigerant
with a heat source. The pressure ratio of the S-HCHP and SG-HCHP system is 3.53 and 3, and the difference of the pressure
ratio between the S-HCHP and SG-HCHP system is 0.5. The pressure difference between the inlet and outlet of the compressor
is generated by temperature difference between two other heat sources. The difference of the pressure ratio has a great effect to
the heating COP and compressor work in the CO2 heat pump system. Especially, the water temperature of gascooler outlet in
the S-HCHP system gets near 77oC due to the high pressure ratio. It is 6.1oC higher than the SG-HCHP system. However, mass
flow rate of the S-HCHP and SG-HCHP system is 50.3 and 71.2 g/s, respectively. The mass flow rate of the S-HCHP system is
reduced by 29.4% because of the high pressure ratio. Therefore, mass flow rate of the SG-HCHP system increases owing to the
lower pressure ratio, which can have an good effect on heating capacity improvement in the SG-HCHP system.
Figure 6 shows the comparison of heat pump operating time, heat fraction of heat pump, and supplied heat of heat pump with
heat source. The supplied heat of both two systems shows the same value of 189 kWh. The collector heat, heating load, and hot
water load are generated similarly because the indoor setting temperature, outdoor temperature, daily solar radiation, and heat
pump operating temperature are set by the same condition. Therefore, daily heat fraction of the heat pump shows similar values.
However, heat pump operating time of the S-HCHP and SG-HCHP system is about 18.3 and 16.3 hours, the S-HCHP system
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is operated 2 hours more compared to the SG-HCHP system. In this study, the heat fraction of the heat pump is over 90% for
two systems. It is because that the solar heat effect is relatively small owing to the low daily solar radiation of 10 MJ/m 2 that is
less than value of clear day.
3.2 Comparison of system performance between the S-HCHP and SG-HCHP system with heat pump operating
temperature
Figure 7 shows the comparison of the heating COP, heating capacity, and compressor work with the heat pump operating
temperature in the S-HCHP and SG-HCHP system. For both systems, the heating capacity is tended to reduce according to the
increase of heat pump operating temperature. The increase of the heat pump operating temperature indicates the rise of fluid te
mperature in the heat storage tank. As the fluid temperature of the heat storage tank elevates, the temperature and pressure of
the refrigerant at the outlet of the gascooler increases proportionally. In this study, the quality of the refrigerant at the inlet of
evaporator increases because the expansion process is assumed as an isenthalpic. Besides, the pressure at the inlet of
compressor increases, too. In this study, the quality of the refrigerant at the inlet of evaporator increases because the expansion
process is assumed as an isenthalpic. However, the pressure at the inlet of compressor decreases slightly due to the reduction of
EEV opening in order to keep optimal performance. It has a great affect to the increase of pressure ratio at the compressor.
That is, the compressor work of the S-HCHP and SG-HCHP system gets larger with a rise of heat pump operating temperature.
The mass flow rate of refrigerant and the heating capacity is reduced as the pressure ratio of the compressor decreases. Therefo
re, heating COP decreases owing to the reduction of heating capacity and increase of compressor work.
In this study, the heating COP of the S-HCHP system decreases from 2.15 to 1.7 with the rise of the heat pump operating
temperature from 40oC to 48oC. In addition to, the compressor work increases by 7.6% and heating capacity is reduced by
14.8%. For the SG-HCHP system, heating capacity is decreased by 10.6% and the compressor work increases by 16.8% as the
heat pump operating temperature increases from 40oC

Figure 3: P-h diagrams of R744 cycle for S-HCHP
and SG-HCHP system.

Figure 4: Variations of COP, Capacity, and
compressor work for S-HCHP and SGHCHP system.

Figure 5: Variations of pressure ratio, water
temperature, and mass flow rate for SHCHP and SG-HCHP system.

Figure 6: Variations of heat pump operating time,
heat fraction of heat pump, supply heat
for S-HCHP and SG-HCHP system.
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Figure 7: Variations of COP, compressor work, and
heating capacity for S-HCHP and SGHCHP system.
to 48oC. Therefore, the heating COP of system is reduced by 23.5%. Especially, the decrement of heating capacity of the SHCHP system is 4.2% more than that of the SG-HCHP system as the heat pump operating temperature increases from 40 to
48oC. Besides, increment of compressor work of the S-HCHP system is 9.1% less than that of the SG-HCHP system. Hence,
the heating COP of the SG-HCHP system increases approximately 2.6% compared to that of the S-HCHP system.
Comprehensively reviewed the simulation results, the SG-HCHP system has a good performance and high reliability compared
to the S-HCHP system for given operating conditions.

4. CONCLUSION
The comparison of heating performance between the S-HCHP (solar hybrid CO2 heat pump) system and the SG-HCHP (solargeothermal CO2 heat pump) system was carried out using an analytical method. As a result, the evaporating pressure of the SHCHP system (3.1 MPa) is less than that of the SG-HCHP system (4 MPa) owing to the temperature difference of two others
heat source. The compressor work and heating capacity of the SG-HCHP system decreased and increased compared to those of
the S-HCHP system, resulting that the heating performance of the SG-HCHP system improved. The SG-HCHP system shows a
26% improved heating COP compared to S-HCHP. The decrement of heating capacity of the S-HCHP system is 4.2% more
than that of the SG-HCHP system as the heat pump operating temperature increase from 40 to 48 oC. Besides, increment of
compressor work of the S-HCHP system is 9.1% less than that of the SG-HCHP system. Hence, the heating COP of the SGHCHP system increases approximately 2.6% compared to that of the S-HCHP system for various heat pump operating
condition. Comprehensively reviewed the simulation results, the SG-HCHP system has a good performance and high reliability
compared to the S-HCHP system for given operating conditions.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to acquire data on engine performance and exhaust emission when using several blends of palm oil
methyl ester (POME) with conventional diesel (D2) in a small direct injection diesel engine, and to compare the outcomes to
that of neat D2. Engine performances, exhaust emissions, and other important parameters were observed as a function of
engine load and speed. In addition, the effect of modifying compression ratio was also carried out in this study. From the
engine experimental work, neat and blended fuels behaved comparably to diesel (D2) in terms of fuel consumption, thermal
efficiency and rate of heat released. Smoke density showed better results than that emitted by D2, operating under similar
conditions due to the presence of inherited oxygen in the biofuels. The emissions of CO, CO2, HC and smoke density were also
lower using biofuel. However, NOx concentrations were found to be slight higher for POME and its blends and this was
largely due to higher viscosity of POME. General observation indicates that biofuel blends can be use without much
difficulties in this type of engine but for optimised operation minor modifications to the engine and its auxiliaries are required.
Keywords
Palm oil, methyl ester, performance, emission, blend

1. INTRODUCTION
Renewable energy is one of the five pillars of the energy policy for Malaysia. Palm oil is one of the major economic
contributor of Malaysia’s foreign earning. Malaysia currently accounts for 39 % of world palm oil production and 44% of
world exports. [1]. The exploration of renewable energy goes back to the early 80s where efforts were initiated by the Malaysia
Palm Oil Board (MPOB) with the support of Petronas (national oil company) to explore the viability of using palm oil derived
fuel, i.e. methly ester of crude palm oil in many diesel transport vehicles through a nation-wide program that ended a decade
later. The outcome was a promising potential but somehow hampered due to the inconsistency in supply and cost of the
feedstock. The use of palm oil as a transportation fuel is the latest effort by the Malaysian government to boost faltering prices
of the commodity, which have taken a hit because of rising inventories and the global economic crisis. The government has
implemented mandates for biodiesel made from the oil and will give aid to the industry to replant as part of a package to
increase demand and stave off oversupply.The fuel is a blend of 5 percent palm oil and 95 percent conventional diesel fuel. It
is estimated that 500,000 tonnes of the fuel will need to be produced to sustain the palm oil industry. The mandate will require
the production of 66 tonnes of palm-based biodiesel per year in 2010 [2].
In support of the work done by MPOB, the main objective of this research is to investigate the effects of various palm oil
derivative-diesel blends on the performance and emission in a typical but instrumented single-cylinder diesel engine. The
parameters observed are power, torque, fuel consumption, heat release and typical emission concentrations i.e. CO, CO2, NOX
and HCs. Other observations include studies of operating biodiesel in normal diesel engine, effect of varying fuel injection, and
effect of varying compression ratio.

2. TEST FUELS
The palm derived fuel is palm methyl ester as supplied by MPOB to the research group. The palm oil derivative is referred to
as naturalised palm oil methyl ester (POME). The methyl ester is derived from a process known as transesterification where
the feedstocks are palm kernel oil, methanol and an alkaline catalyst, with the final products being fatty acid monoesters and
glycerine fractions [3]. These monoesters are commonly referred to as biodiesel. Transesterification can provide a significant
reduction in the viscosity of the vegetable oils and make them suitable for use in a diesel engine without engine modifications.
The transformation process of palm oil into monoesters and glycerine fractions is illustrate in Figure 1 [4]. The volumetric
ratios of the two constituents (POME and diesel) are blended in the ratio of 50/50, 80/20, and 90/10 accordingly. The blended
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fuels are prepared in a conventional manner and their physical properties are determined according to the ASTM procedures.
The properties of the fuels analysed are summarised in Table 1.

Figure 1: Chemical reaction of trans-etherification [1]
Table 1: Fuel properties.
Unit

D2

B10

B20

B50

B100

Calorific Value
Cloud Point
Density @ 15 C
Total Sulphur
Viscosity @ 40 C

Properties

MJ/kg
C
kg/L
mass %
cSt

45.280
18
0.8538
0.28
4.542

44.720
17
0.8554
0.25
4.610

44.170
17
0.8550
0.21
4.624

42.390
15
0.8612
0.11
4.695

39.685
18
0.8768
4.857

Initial Boiling Point
10% Vol. Recovered
20% Vol. Recovered
30% Vol. Recovered
40% Vol. Recovered
50% Vol. Recovered
60% Vol. Recovered
70% Vol. Recovered
80% Vol. Recovered
90% Vol. Recovered
95% Vol. Recovered
Final Boiling Point
Final Recovery
Residue
Loss

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
vol. %
vol. %
vol. %

212.0
254.0
270.0
280.5
291.1
301.9
313.9
328.2
345.7
367.9
385.4
390.2
97.5
1.6
0.9

215.1
260.5
275.1
287.0
296.9
307.4
318.3
329.9
343.0
363.0
381.8
389.7
97.9
1.5
0.6

212.1
264.2
280.4
291.5
302.0
311.2
320.8
330.1
341.1
358.8
377.6
382.5
97.9
1.5
0.6

226.2
284.7
299.1
308.1
315.6
321.7
326.8
331.3
337.2
349.0
363.5
364.0
98.4
1.4
0.2

318.5
329.5
330.5
330.5
333.5
334.5
335.5
336.5
338.5
343.5
347.0
98.0
1.2
0.8

C

367.9

363.0

358.8

349.0

343.5

C
C
-

93.0
12
55

96.0
9
54

98.0
6
58

110.0
6
59

64

wt %
wt %
wt %
wt %
wt %

84.1
12.8
0.2
0.1
-

82.3
12.5
0.1
0.1
4.3

82.0
12.5
0.1
0.1
5.5

78.5
12.2
0.1
0.1
7.7

74.4
12.1
0.1
0.1
9.9

-

1.5

2.0

2.0

L2.5

L2.0

Distillation temperature, 90% recovery
Flash Point
Pour Point
Cetane Number
Carbon
Hydrogen
Sulfur
Nitrogen
Oxygen
ASTM colour

o

3. TEST ENGINE AND EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The engine chosen was a single-cylinder direct-injection type diesel engine, which was coupled to 30kW eddy current
dynamometer for load and speed measurements, A burette-type volumetric fuel consumption meter was used to measure fuel
metering rate while the Tocsin 320 multi-component gas analyser was used to measure exhaust gas constituents i.e. CO2, CO,
NOX and HCs. For smoke density measurement, a dedicated smoke meter of sampling pump type (EFAW 65 BOSCH) was
used. The injector was instrumented with a needle lift transducer to measure injection timing and assist in the computation of
delay period. A six-channel temperature scanner was used to acquire temperature data. A high-speed data acquisition system
was used to acquire in-cylinder data in conjunction with a pressure transducer, crankshaft encoder and signal conditioners.
Table 2 generalises the geometrical properties of the test engine while Figure 2 illustrates the piston crown geometry of the
engine. Figure 3 on the other hand illustrates the schematic of the engine testbed set-up.
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Table 2:: Engine specifications
Engine Model

L70AE-DETMYC

Bore

78 mm

Stroke

62 mm

Compression ratio
Chamber
Displacement
Rating, max

19.5
Bowl in piston type
296 cm3
4.5 kW@3000 rpm

Figure 2: The engine combustion chamber geometry

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the engine experimental test setup.
A remote weather station (measuring pressure,temperature and relative humidity) was installed in the test cell to accommodate
for the correction factor, which will assist in the computation of the eventual parameters. The experiments were conducted
under steady-state condition. The engine was set at 1600, 2000 and 2600 rpm, where the dynamometer load was varied to
represent actual loading in a real operating scenario. During test, all the basic operating parameters were recorded at constant
engine speed mode. Prior to the commencement of the trial, all the equipments and instrumentations were calibrated, in
compliance to the manufacturers’ specifications. The experimental work was repeated at least three times to check for
repeatability and reliability of data acquired.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The test engine is capable of reaching 3000 rpm and registring maximum output of 4.5 kW but for this evaluation program the
test speed of 1600 to 2600 rpm was chosen as it represents typical load and speed used in daily operation. The parameters
observed in the program were i) brake mean effective pressure (BMEP) ii) specific fuel consumption (BSFC) iii) emission
concentrations iv) rate of heat release v) needle lift and vi) effect of compression ratio, injection timing and injection pressure.
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)

Figure 4: BSFC of the fuels at different load and speed.

Figure 5: Thermal efficiency of the fuels at different
load and speed.
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Figure 6: Variation of CO concentration with
load at constant speed.

Figure 10: Variation of NOX concentration with
load at constant speed.

Figure 7: Variation of CO2 concentration with
load at constant speed.
Figure 11: Variation of rate of heat release at
constant speed and load.

Figure 8: Variation of HC concentration with
load at constant speed.

Figure 12: Needle lift profiles at constant speed and load.

Figure 9: Variation of smoke density with load
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0.5

4

Engine Output (kW)

3
2.5
2

B 100
B 20

1.5

Diesel

1

Sp. Fuel Consumption (l/kWh)

3.5

0.5
0
13.78

19.3

0.4

0.3
B 100
B 20

0.2

Diesel

0.1

0

20.67

13.78

19.3

Compression Ratio

Compression ratio

(a)

(b)

20.67

600

10
9

500

7
6
B 100

5

B 20

4

Diesel

3
2

Oxide of Nitrogen (ppm)

Smoke Density (SBN)

8

400
B 100
B 20

300

Diesel

200

100

1
0
13.78

19.3

20.67

0

Compression Ratio

13.78

19.3
Compression Ratio

(c)

(d)

20.67

Figure 13: Effect of compression ratio variation on engine output, specific fuel consumption, smoke density and NOX
emission.
Figure 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c) show the brake specific fuel consumptions of the test fuels at three different engine speeds. They
clearly show that under current engine setting D2 provide the best BSFC values under the three speed settings. B100 by far
registered the highest consumption and this true by virtue of its density being the highest among all the fuels tested.
Figure 5(a), 5(b) and 5(c) show the thermal efficiencies of the test fuels at the specified engine speeds. For this parameter it
seems that the palm oil derived fuel depicts a slight edge on thermal efficiency. This is to indicate that under unmodified
engine situation palm oil derived fuel consumed slightly more fuel and subsequently produce more brake power than D2. The
data of Figure 4 (a) to 4(c) explain well to the outcome of Figure 5(a) to 5(c).
Figure 6 to 9 illustrate the effect of using the blended fuels on the emission of CO, CO2, HC, smoke (particulate) and NOX
respectively. As a whole, the general trend prevails where neat and blended fuels concentrations exceed those of D2. The
general explanation to this trend is due to methyl ester’s viscosity which is high than D2 (refer Table 1). The blended mixture
with high viscosity may encounter difficulty to atomize well for air penetration in the combustion chamber. With high
viscosity property and subjected similar pressure as the diesel, the fuel droplet may not match those of diesel and this may
result in higher emission of the constituents especially HC. Figure 10 illustrates the NOX concentration profiles of the diesel,
neat bio-diesel and blended fuels. In contrast to that of Figure 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, B100 depicts the lowest emission of all and this
is to be expected. With coarser fuel droplet being formed, completed combustion is not always possible and this may affect
high combustion temperature formation. Lower combustion temperature will result lower NOX being formed in the combustion
chamber and vice versa.
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Figure 11 shows the profiles of the test fuels when the engine was subjected to a constant load of 4.14 bar, operating at 2600
rpm. Based on this Figure, the highest peak of heat release is registered by the D2. Heat is released as early as 5o after TDC,
and this produced by B100. When one compares B100 and D2, it can be observed that D2 released substantial amount of heat
in the first 10o crank angle after TDC, as compared to B100. Naturally there are some fuel at the end of the combustion cycle
and this one of the reasons slightly excessive emission of B100 with respect to D2. Figure 12 illustrates the needle lift profiles
of all the test fuels under this operating condition. The area underneath this curves represent the amount of fuel injected per
cycle. Judging from the profiles the fuel injected by B100 is larger than that of D2. With the data in Figure 11 the reason for
excessive release of CO, CO2, HC and smoke density is obvious.
The effects of compression ratio on certain engine parameters were also observed under the comprehensive engine trial
program. Here, three compression ratios were observed for i.e. at 13.78 (low), 19.3 (standard) and 20.67 (high). Three fuels
samples were used i.e. B100, B20 and D2 respectively.
Figure 13(a) shows the effect on brake power when the engine is fuelled with B100, B20 and No.2 Diesel at different
compression ratios. It is obvious that the highest compression ratio will result in the increased in the engine output power by as
much as 3%. As expected, by lowering the Cr (13.78) it has decreased the shaft power by a maximum 10%. The reason for the
increase in brake power is (when the compression ratio is increased) is due to rapid combustion mechanism aided by the
pressure and temperature thus promotes better ignitibility of the fuel sprayed.
Figure 13 (b) shows the graph of smoke density against compression ratio shows a downward trend when the compression
ratio is raised. The highest compression ratio will reduce smoke density by as much as 48%, than those produced at standard
compression ratio setting. This is largely attributed proper control of air-fuel ratio and turbulent mixing which will promote
better combustion process and assist in the reduction of smoke density.
Figure 13(c) shows the effect on BSFC for the test fuels when subjected to different compression ratios. From the graph, the
highest Cr (20.67) will reduce BSFC by as much as 8%, than the one produced by the standard setting. The lowest Cr 13.78
tends to increase BSFC by as much as 70%. The reason for this phenomenon is that the higher compression ratio produces the
higher pressure and temperature in combustion chamber during end compression stroke. The reason for higher B100
consumption is higher density of B100. When the calorific values of these fuels are transform in volumetric basis, the
justification become much clearer. Volumetric-based calorific value and for the fuels are 34.80 MJ/L for B100, 37.77 MJ/L for
B20 and 38.66 MJ/L for Diesel fuel respectively.
With regard to NOX (Figure 13(d)) it is clearly shown that high compression ratio (20.67) will increase NOx concentration up
to 20% than those produced at standard compression ratio setting. Low compression ratio (13.78) on the other hand will reduce
the NOx concentration by as much as 41 to 65%, than the one produced by the standard setting. High compression ratio
increase pressure and temperature inside the cylinder during the end of compression and power stroke. Due to high speed and
coupled with high combustion temperature, it easy for NOX to form. Of the three fuels tested, B100 yield the lowest NOX
concentration at all the three ratio settings.
Table 4: Combustion characteristics of the test fuels at 2600 rpm, engine load of 4.14 bar.

Combustion Characteristics

D2

B10

B20

B50

B100

Start of Injection, [°TDC]

-13.38

-13.78

-13.98

-14.18

-14.38

End of Injection, [°TDC]

5.62

5.26

5.10

5.22

5.22

Duration of Injection, [°]

19.00

19.04

19.08

19.40

19.60

Start of Combustion, [°]

3.53

3.10

2.83

2.28

1.87

Ignition Delay, [°]

16.91

16.88

16.81

16.46

16.25

Percent of premixed combustion, [%]

44.53

43.49

42.45

40.78

34.14

Other aspect of investigation, which was implemented, was to observe the effect of retarding fuel injection timing and
increasing the fuel pressure (Table 4). The table shows that the ignition delay for the B100 at retarded-higher injection pressure
is the shortest in relation to other settings. This is due to late of start of injection (SOI), which shortens the ignition delay.
Besides this, the benefit of high injection pressure compensates the start of combustion (SOC) to be not “over delay” resulting
in the ignition delay being significantly short. By adjusting the timing and the injection, pressure these have resulted in the
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highest percentage of premixed combustion registered for B100. Although it yielded the highest value, but it did not contribute
toward high NOx emission .This is because the SOC occurs later in comparison to B100 at standard injection setting. This
finding is similar to the observations made by earlier researchers [5].

5. CONCLUSION
The following conclusions are hereby made as outcomes of the experimental work:
1.
2.

3.

4.

The BSFC and thermal efficiency for all the fuel blends were considerably on par, if not better, to D2 reference fuel.
The BSFC will be increased as the volumetric percentage of POME in the blend is raised.
All the fuel blends have the tendency to reduce HC, CO2, CO and smoke (BSN) emissions for all engine loads and
speeds. B50 reduced these four hazardous constituents of diesel emission more than B20, B10 and D2. In contrast, the
blends produced higher BSNOX emissions than the reference fuel for the entire engine load and speed. The BSNOX
increases linearly as the volumetric percentage of POME in the blend is increased.
All blends experienced a shorter ignition delay than diesel fuel. The shorter ignition delay indicates better combustion
of the fuel-air mixture, where the fuels will ignite quickly after the injection. The B50 has the shortest ignition delay
compared to other fuels. The SOI for all POME blend fuels is noted to be more advance compared to the D2 fuel.
The overall improvement on performance for POME and its blend can be achieved by increasing the engine
compression ratio. This modification has shown to improve engine output, brake specific fuel consumption and
reduce smoke density. However it has a negative impact on NOX emission.

The above conclusions indicate that no major modifications are required to render this type of diesel engine to operate using
the blended fuels. However the adjustment to compression ratio, injection timing and injection pressure may assist in
optimizing the engine’s overall performance.
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ABSTRACT
The steam condensation phenomena in a horizontal condenser pipe have been studied experimentally. The circumferential
temperature distribution along the condenser tube wall were measured in order to investigate the heat transfer characteristics
around the condenser pipe. An annulus pipe with inner section test pipe made from copper material (din = 17.2 mm, do = 19
mm) with a length of 1.8 m and outer section test pipe made from a Galvanized Iron Pipe (din = 108.3 mm, do = 114.3 mm)
with a length of 1.6 m covered by 10 mm thick insulation was used in this experiment. Temperature were measured by five
variations of inlet steam flow rate ranging from 1.6 x 10-3 to 7.6 x 10-3 kg/s. The local heat transfer coefficient was influenced
by the radial and axial positions of the inlet, and it was highest on the top, and followed by those on the side and the bottom.
Keywords
Condensation, local heat transfer, steam-condensate, temperature.

1.

Introduction

Condensation plays an important role in nature, where it is a crucial component of water cycle, in chemical process or nuclear
power plant. Many factors affect the heat transfer coefficient during this process, such as physical and chemical properties of
steam and geometry of condenser pipe (Ghiaasiaan, 2008).
As one of numerous the types of heat exchangers, horizontal condensation heat exchangers have many industrial applications
such as refrigeration and air conditioning (Kakac and Liu,1998). In nuclear power plants, horizontal heat exchangers are
widely used in advanced nuclear reactors and have been proposed for passive containment cooling systems (PCCS) of future
water reactors.
Nagae, et al. (2005) conducted research in relation to the condensation heat transfer coefficient on a vertical pipe. The test
section consisted of a vertical, double-pipe cylinder made of stainless steel SUS304. The inner tube was the heat transfer tube
with inside diameter of 19.3 mm, wall thickness of 3.04mm and height of 1.8 m. The mixture of steam and air floweds into the
tube from the bottom inlet. The coolant water flows along the outer surface of the heat transfer tube. The temperature
distribution in the axial direction under pressure of 0.1 MPa, at an inlet steam flow rate of 1.23g/s is found. Since the steam
condenses and its partial pressure drops as it flows downstream, steam–air mixture temperature decreases accordingly. While
the enthalpy of the steam is higher near the inlet, and thus the temperature decrease rate is low, the enthalpy decreases with the
temperature decrease and the temperature decrease rate tends to grow higher.
Condensation of steam in a horizontal heat exchanger with the present of a noncondensable gas has been experimentally
studied by Vierow and Wu (2006). The condenser tube inner surface, outer surface and annular coolant channel temperature
profiles were measured along the top and the bottom of the test section along with the condenser tube centerline. For the
condenser tube inner surface temperature, an innovative thermocouple design was developed that allowed for nonintrusive
measurements. From these and other data, local heat fluxes were obtained for a variety of pressures, steam inlet velocities and
noncondensable gas mass fractions. The local heat fluxes are essential for development of analytical models of horizontal
condensation heat exchangers but have not been reported elsewhere. In particular, it is important to distinguish the difference
in performance between the top and bottom of the condenser tube to evaluate the overall performance. The experimental
results also identified that the major flow regimes in the horizontal condenser tubes are generally wavy and stratified flow,
with annular flow occurring only for a steam/air mixture velocity greater than approximately 35 m/s. The overall effect of non
condensable gas on the heat transfer rate was investigated by comparing the centerline temperature profiles and the overall heat
transfer rates. For the low inlet air mass fraction conditions studied in this paper, the effect is not as significant as previously
expected. The effect of the local air mass fraction, local air concentration distribution, local liquid film characteristics and the
local turbulent mixing on the local heat transfer coefficient were qualitatively analyzed. The top and bottom show different
dependencies on these factors due to the local flow conditions.
Based on the above description, an investigation of heat transfer is very wide-ranging. Many things can still be explored to
explain the phenomena of heat transfer, especially related to condensation, both in the geometry, orientation or position of the
pipe, and condensation process. From those facts, the author conducted an experimental study to investigate the heat transfer
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characterustics of this important phenomenon by using a measurement of the temperature profile and local heat transfer
coefficient distributions during condensation along a horizontal condenser pipe.

2.

Experimental Facility

The experiment apparatus used in present experimental study is shown Fig. 1 and the detail of the test pipe is in Fig. 2. Tested
liquid was water. The experiment apparatus consists of the inner annulus pipe made from copper (din = 17.2 mm, do = 19 mm)
with a length of 1.8 m. The outer pipe annulus is a galvanized iron pipe (din = 108.3 mm, do = 114. 3 mm) with a length of 1.6
m. Thermocouples type K 36 TT OMEGA with chromel (+) and alumel (-) materials were used as temperature sensors, to
detect the spread of temperature in radial or axial direction along the pipe. The measurement ranged from -50 to 260 oC, with
an accuracy of 0.01 °C. A data logger of RX 40 serial (OMRON, 20 Channels) was used to read and record temperature data
with a sampling rate of 5 Hz. In the experiment, the water was heated using a boiler to generate steam which was then flowed
and condensed inside the annulus pipe to form a steam-condensate two-phase flow in horizontal pipe. On the other hand, the
water was used as a coolant in the outer of annulus pipe.

Fig. 1:

Experiment apparatus

Fig. 2 : Temperature measurement cross-section

3.

Results and Discussion

3.1. Axial temperature profiles
Axial temperature profiles on the top, side and bottom of the inner pipes of the horizontal tube condenser with the inlet steam
flow rate (ṁst) variation are respectively shown in Figure 3, 4, and 5, vertical axis is temperature and the horizontal axis is the
axial position of thermocouples measured from the inlet.
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Figure 3: Axial Temperature Profiles at the
bottom of the horizontal condenser pipe of
the ṁst variation
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Figure 4: Axial Temperature Profiles at the
side of the horizontal condenser pipe of the
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Figure 5: Axial Temperature Profiles at the
top of the horizontal condenser pipe of the
ṁst variation
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Figure 6: Temperature profile on the crosssection pipe test (ṁst = 1.6 x 10-3 kg/s, ṁco
= 4.23 kg/s).

As shown in Figure 3, axial temperature profile at the bottom of pipe, for some variation of the inlet steam flow rate (ṁst) and
cooling water flow rate (ṁco = 4.23 kg/s) is constant, the highest temperature profile was observed at the largest ṁst of 7.6 kg/s,
and further it decreases with decreasing rate of ṁst, and the lowest temperature was noticed at the smallest ṁst of 1.6 kg/s.
Further observation from the Figure 3 at location of 10 cm to 30 cm from the inlet, temperature profile is close to saturation
temperature for ṁst = 2.6 kg/s up to 7.6 kg/s. These data indicate condensation process. Meanwhile, at a position of 30 cm to
100 cm from the inlet, the temperature profile also shows the same tendency then rapidly decrease. Temperature at each point
will be lower for ṁst is smaller. This condition indicates that at this location the steam has been condensed and formed a layer
with relatively similar thickness for all of ṁst on the bottom. Meanwhile, at distance of 100 cm and 150 cm from the inlet, the
temperature profile decline rapidly. This means that the thickness of an unstable condensate happens continuously and or one
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to the next location. From this analysis it can be deduced that the variation of the ṁst from 2.6 kg/s up to 7.6 kg/s the thickness
of condensate is relatively constant. It indicates that the flow pattern is wavy or wavy to slug. This condition is different
compare to the smallest ṁst of 1.6 kg/s. In this ṁst, temperature profile form a straight-lined decline, which indicates that the
temperature decrease occurs linearly which means that the thickness of the condensate was formed more orderly and relatively
constant. If Figure 3 is compared with Figure 4, there are significant differences. Figure 4, the variation of ṁst of 2.6 kg/s up
to 7.6 kg/s, the temperature showed a similar trend at points located between 10 cm and 100 cm from inlet. This means that the
conditions at the midpoint of the side of the condenser pipe is relatively similar for some of ṁst variations, and start to change
at point 150 cm from the inlet, where the smaller ṁst, local temperature is the lowest. For ṁst = 1.6 kg/s, the temperature has
begun to decrease sharply between 55 cm to 150 cm from inlet. This condition indicates a layer of condensate began to fill the
section of the pipe, such that the thermocouple was wetted by condensate. If Figure 3 and 4 are compared with the Figure 5,
there are also very significant differences. Figure 5. describes the temperature profile at the top. From this figure, it can be
explained that for variation of ṁst from 2.6 kg/s up to 7.6 kg/s, the profiles show a similar trend, and differ only after passing a
point of 100 cm. Further observation, the temperature profile at the point from 10 cm to 100 cm was relatively constant at
saturation point. This means that the steam was condensing, except for the lowest ṁst (1.6 kg/s) which has begun to slight
down after a point 55 cm, that indicates that for the smallest ṁst, the steam was condensed earlier and closer to the inlet.
Figure 6 to 9 describe the temperature distribution in the test pipes at several locations. Close observation of Fig. 6 reveals that
the location of the point at the bottom of the condenser pipe, temperature profile decline linearly starting from 10 cm to 150 cm
from the inlet, while at the location of the point on the side and top temperatures were relatively the same condition at the point
10 cm to 30 cm from the inlet, which indicates that condensation was taking place at this location, and then the temperature
dropped at 30 cm to 150 cm from the inlet which shows that there has been additional layer forming of condensate. At 100 cm
from the inlet, the temperature at the top is lower than that of the bottom. This is due to the location of condensation has
occurred first and grains of condensate still stuck on the wall above the condenser pipe before falling down, thus condensate
grain temperature being measured by the thermocouple is lower than the temperature of the condensate film at the bottom.
According to Koch (1997), the condensation droplets (drop wise condensation), as happened at the top of the heat transfer
coefficient, has a value higher than that of the condensation layer (film condensation), as happens at the bottom, thus it
becomes logical that for the case. This temperature is lower than that of the bottom. While at the same location (100 cm from
the inlet), the temperature on the side were also lower compared with that of the bottom, it expresses that on this side
thermocouples were more frequently touching the condensate rather than in contact with steam.
Figure 7 shows a same tendency for top, side and bottom, namely at the point of temperature measurement results were
approximately constant for a point located at 10 cm to 100 cm from the inlet, and were still at a temperature of saturation, this
indicates that process of condensation was taking place in that location. While the temperature on the side and bottom points
are still in saturation temperature. This indicates that condensate has been formed at this location. Next, at points located at 100
to 150 cm from the inlet, conditions at the three locations possess the same trend that was downward sharply, this means that
there has been a significant additional amount of condensate at this location.
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Figure 7: Typical of Temperature profiles on
the cross-section pipe test (ṁst = 2.6 kg/s, 3.5
kg/s, 4.3 kg/s, 5.1 kg/s and ṁco = 4.23 kg/s).
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Figure 8: Temperature profile on the crosssection pipe test (ṁst = 6.5 kg/s, ṁco = 4.23
kg/s).
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Figure 9. Temperature profile on the crosssection pipe test (ṁst = 7.6 kg/s, ṁco = 4.23
kg/s).

On the other hand, Fig. 8 and 9 show the different tendencies
at the end, especially at 100 cm to 150 cm from the inlet. At
10 cm to 100 cm from the inlet have the same trend with
Figure 7 relatively. From Fig. 9, it can be explained that the
temperature at the point of 100 cm and 150 cm from the inlet
for the three position (bottom, side and top), was still quite
high. These data indicate that the vapor dominates the flow
rate that occurred in the condenser pipe, resulting in the
instability of the flow of steam-condensate, causing the flow
of condensate to be wavy. With increasing ṁst it will increase
the effects of larger instability or wave that occurred so and
start to form a flow to slug wavy (wavy-slug) or even
slugging and waterhammer. Cooling water discharge was
kept constant (ṁco = 4.23 kg/s), as well as its temperature
distributions possess the same trend pattern, where the farther
from the inlet temperature decreased linearly, the highest
temperature of 31.67 0C (at a point 10 cm from inlet) and the
lowest 27.02 0C (at a point 150 cm from the inlet) and the
mean of 28.96 0C.

3.2. Local Heat Transfer Coefficient
The local wall heat fluxes on the condenser pipe were calculated by the wall inner surface-to-outer surface temperature
measurement. Ideally, a heat covection and conduction calculation as in Eq. (1) should give the local wall heat flux :

(1)
Temperature on the top (Twi,top), side (Twi,side) and bottom (Twi,bott) of inner wall of the condenser pipe and at inner wall of outer
annulus pipe were measured, while temperature on the top (Two,top), side (Two,side), bottom (Two,bott) of outer wall of the
condenser pipe and centerline (Tcl) were calculated. Conduction heat transfer of copper (kwi-wo) can be find from data table,
while the inner (di) and outer diameter (do) of pipe can be measured. Thus, the local heat transfer coefficient (hcl-wi) can be
calculated and shown in figure 10 and 11.
Figure 10 illustrates the profiles of local heat transfer coefficient near the inner wall of the condenser pipe. From these
figures it can be explained that the local heat transfer coefficient was influenced by the axial position of the inlet. The closer to
the inlet the value of local heat transfer coefficient was larger.
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Figure 11: Typical of profile Local Heat
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Local heat transfer coefficient (hcl-wi) on the top, side and bottom were shown in Figure 11. From this Figure, it can be
explained that the hcl-wi was influenced by the radial and axial positions of the inlet. The closer to the inlet, the value was
larger. Thus, The hcl-wi on the top were highest, and followed by those on the side and the bottom.

4.

Conclusion

From the above discussions, it can be summarized as follows : 1.) Temperature profiles in the events of condensation in
horizontal pipe were affected by the radial (cross-sectional) and axial positions along the condenser pipe, where the
temperature of the upper radial position tends to be higher while farther away from the inlet temperature tends to be lower. 2).
The local heat transfer coefficient was influenced by the radial and axial positions of the inlet. The closer to the inlet, the value
of local heat transfer coefficient was larger, 3).The local heat transfer coefficients on the top were highest, and followed by
those on the side and the bottom
Nomenclature
d = diameter (m)
T = temperature
h = local heat transfer coefficient (W/m2.K)
k = conduction thermal coefficient (W/m.K)
C = celcius ( )
r = radius (m)
ṁ = mass flow rate (kg/m3)
L = litre
L = length (m)
s = second
Hz = hertz

Subcript
i = inner
o =outer
w = wall
cl = centerline
co = coolant water
wo= wall-outer
wi=wall-inner
bott=bottom
st=steam
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ABSTRACT
This research investigated the characteristics of convective heat transfer of impinging jet model. The model equipped with
synthetic jet of air flowing in a vertical direction into the heated wall. The model used a membrane made of piezo material to
move the air with the vibrations that occur in this membrane. The purpose of this model of synthetic jet was to create vortices
pair to come out from nozzle which will accelerate the heat transfer process occurring at the wall. This heat transfer
enhancement principles became the basis to simulate an alternative cooling system to substitute the conventional fan cooling
in electronic devices due to its advantage for having a small form factor and low noise. The investigation combined
computational and experimental works. In this research the model was simulated to examine the distribution of heat flow on
the walls using a mathematical turbulen model k-ω SST. Meshing order was elements Tet/Hybrid and type Tgrid and the
number of grid was more than 233.886 in order to ensure detail discretization and more accurate calculation results. The
boundary conditions were inlet velocity of 1.5 m/s, 2 m/s and 1 m/s, the frequency of membrande vibration were 80 Hz, 120 Hz,
160 Hz and the amplitude were 1 mm/s, 2 mm/s, 1.5 mm/s. The movement of the piezo membrane is assumed of sinusoidal
motion which moves up and down correspond to the suction and blowing phase respectively.
Keywords
synthetic jet, impinging wall, sinusoidal excitation, heat transfer

1. INTRODUCTION
The need for cooling electronic devices with small dimensions such as in portable and mobile computing and telecomunication
equipment relies on a small power source from the battery to cool the microelectronic components. For that reason the main
issue that emerged is energy efficiency in the cooling system. The problems arising from a fan or other conventional cooling
can be replaced by using a new cooling system with a synthetic jet. Synthetic jet works as jet of vortex generated from the
continues vibration of the diaphragm with amplitude large enough to produce flow separation at the outlet of a cavity.
Some experimental studies on the characteristics of synthetic jet flow field has been done by previous researchers. Smith and
Glezer [1] used a smoke visualization technique by a CCD camera with an exposure time of 100μs to capture the image of a
pair of vortex formed near the hole and a turbulent jet comes from the downstream direction. Another study on cooling system
for an integrated circuit (IC) predicted semiconductor junction ambient thermal resistance of 0.4 C / W for a good performance
of a computer with an active heatsink that was designed using a jet ejector. Hot test simulations that used the integrated circuit
(IC) with an area of 1.61 cm2 wrapped by copper obtained the thermal effectiveness of synthetic jet heat sink of 60-70% [2].
Meanwhile, an annular synthetic jet flow pattern was investigated experimentally using smoke effects and mass transfer
measurement in walls using naphthalene sublimation technique [3]. The flow pattern was found to be influenced by the
amplitude of excitation. A small amplitude would generate vortices that could be maintained for a relatively long time. On the
other hand, large amplitude would damage the vortices and made faster coallesence of the swirling structures train. Another
study presented a microelectromechanical system (MEMS) device consisted of an active cooling substrate designed and made
to increase the cooling function. The thermal management improved through additional heat convection mode and the research
results obtained a heat flux reduction of 3.6 W/cm2 with the coil of 60 mW [4]. Zhou and Ming [5] conducted an experimental
study with a model of impinging synthetic jet to determine the flow and heat transfer characteristics of a synthetic jet driven by
piezoelectric actuators with a square wave vibration mode. The investigation used particle image velocimetry, hot-wire
anemometer, and infrared camera. The results indicated that the jet exit orifice produced a pair of vortexes that split and join
together on a regular basis to form a stable jet in a wide range slots of the channel near the exit hole. Impinging synthetic jet as
a promising technology for electronics cooling applications was recently studied focussing on the distribution of heat transfer
and flow characteristics from jet sprayed on the surface by blowing with jet diameter of 1-6 mm at the Reynolds number of
1100-4900 [6]. The results obtained showed an agreement between measured average and fluctuating heat transfer
distributions and local acceleration. The turbulence intensity along the heated surface tend to increase and support the surface
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heat transfer when mixing in the wall jet increased and finally split into small-scale turbulence. The most recent experimental
study on the heat transfer with a synthetic jet generated from a pair of speakers at the heat source was conducted by by
Mangesh et al. [7] at different Reynolds numbers in the range of 950-4000. The results showed that the synthetic jet could
provide comparable performance with the fan on the cross-flow model using a smaller power input [7].
Meawhile, subsequent investigations by the numerical solution to simulate the model of 3-D impinging synthetic jet have also
been carried out by some previous researchers. Gerty et al. [8] conducted computational studies and showed that for power
dissipations of 5 W in each area of 27 mm x 38 mm, the velocity field of the active heat sink based of a new air flow design
produced thermal resistance of approximately 60% and could reduce thermal resistance by 20%. Another computational model
to predict the flow field of an impinging synthetic jet using finite volume method CFD with 2D images indicated an effective
heat removal from the circuit device [9]. The results proposed an important design consideration to prevent component failure
due to overheating and to improve operational reliability with optimal performance. In this case the synthetic jet model
proposed was analysed by an unsteady solution using Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. Another numerical
work was conducted by King and Jagannatha [10] on the cooling of electronic devices that deal with the increased heat load
associated with higher manufacturing process. In this study, they used OpenFOAM in which the mesh motion was facilitated
by applying the appropriate boundary conditions for the displacement at each boundary. The model utilized a two-dimensional
synthetic jet with k-ω SST turbulence model to calculate the flow turbulence. Some comparisons of the heat transfer between
sinusoidal and non sinusoidal operation showed higher heat transfer about 5 to 10 percent higher for non-sinusoidal results for
the range of parameters investigated in this study.
In the present work a comprehensive study was done by computational and experimental method on an original design of
synthetic jet actuator that operate based on membrane made of piezzo material to move the air with the vibrations that occur in
this membrane. The main focus of the study is to characterize the convective heat transfer of an impinging flow configuration.
The purpose of this model of synthetic jet was to create vortices pair to come out from nozzle which will accelerate the heat
transfer process occurring at the wall.

2. METHODS
The present investigation was done comprehensively by computational and experimental works in order to elucidate the
fundamentals mechanism of a synthetic jet in controling heat transfer on microeletronic component. The detail of each works
are describe in detail as follows.
2.1. Computational Work
The computational model used to complete the analysis of heat flow field in the synthetic turbulent jet applied a mathematical
model of k-ω SST (Shear Stress Transport ). The work was conducted by using a commercial Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) FLUENT software package under a standard Finite Volume Method (FVM) computational scheme. The SST k-ω
model is similar to the standard k- ω model, but includes the following refinements [11] :
1). The standard k- ω model and the transformed k-ε model are both multiplied by a blending function and both models are
added together. The blending function is designed to be one in the near-wall region, which activates the standard k-ω
model, and zero away from the surface, which activates the transformed k-ε model.
2). The SST model incorporates a damped cross-diffusion derivative term in the ω equation.
3). The definition of the turbulent viscosity is modified to account for the transport of the turbulent shear stress.
4). The modeling constants are different.
The SST k-ω model has a similar form to the standard k- ω model :
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The present study proposed a new periodic jet cooling configuration, which is schematically shown in Fig.1 The arrangement
comprises of an oscillating membrane that is set in motion back and forth forcing fluid flow through a submerged small orifice.
In its inward motion, the membrane imparts the ejection of high-speed jet into the surrounding fluid while the retreating
membrane draws fluid back from the surroundings into the cavity. The membrane operation over one cycle is such that the jet
delivers very high net outflow of fluid momentum, consequently very intense cooling rates, while having no net change of
fluid mass within the cavity. Due to this unique ability, this jet flow is known as a synthetic jet or Zero-Net-Mass-Flux
(ZNMF) jet.
Velocity Inlet 1

P out

P out

Velocity Inlet 2

Heater

P out

P out

Heater
Figure 1. Computational Domain

In order to describe the diaphragm movement in the present study, a special user defined function (UDF) was developed and
used along with the solver. A structured mesh was developed for the solution domain with the mesh generation facility
GAMBIT, as shown in Fig. 1. As the working fluid, air was assumed to be isothermal and incompressible. The thermodynamic
properties of air were taken to be at 30 0C under standard atmospheric conditions. The externally heated bottom wall of the
domain, where the jet impingement occurs, was maintained at an isothermal temperature of 60 0C. The boundaries on either
side of the actuator were treated as constant static pressure outlets with a pressure of one atmosphere. The movement of the
diaphragm was modelled with a user defined function that incorporated dynamic layering technique [12]. Segregated solution
method with implicit solver formulation was used as the solution algorithm while the second order discretisation schemes were
employed for density, momentum, pressure, turbulence kinetic energy, specific dissipation rate and energy.
In this study, the jet flow occured in oscillatory manner within a confined region. It is therefore envisaged that turbulence
would be induced in some regions of the domain while the flow would mostly remain under laminar conditions indicated by
low values of the Reynolds number encountered. In handling the wide variations in flow conditions, the Shear Stress Transport
(SST) k-ω turbulence model was invoked in the simulation. This model gave an accurate representation of the flow in the near
wall region of wall bounded turbulent flows. Table 1 shows the computational conditions of the simulation to the impinging
synthetic jets model. The parameters used in the simulation include the model settings, fluid properties, and the value of
boundary condition.
The initial (t = 0) position of the diaphragm was taken to be at the bottom of the cavity. The diaphragm motion was assumed to
mimic piston movement within a cylinder, which was expressed as y = A sin (ωt), where A is the maximum displacement of
the diaphragm inside the cavity and t is the time. Under these conditions, the unsteady, Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
equations within the solution domain were solved along with the energy equation for a range of operating conditions.
Table 1. Computation Condition

Computation Condition
Model settings
Fluid
Density
Fluid Properties
Viscosity
Cp
Thermal Conductivity
Velocity Inlet 1,2
Pressure Outlet
Boundary Condition
Heater
Frequency
Amplitude

2D, Unsteady
Air
1.225 kg/m3
1.7894 e-05 kg/m-s
1006.43 J/kg-k
0.0242 w/m-k
UDF
0 Pascal
600C
80 Hz,120 Hz, and 160 Hz
1 mm/s, 2 mm/s, 1.5 mm/s
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2.2. Experimental Work
Experimental activities were carried out by measuring the temperature at the heatsink using a digital thermometer for 120
minutes. The heatsink module used in this study has circular form with 32 fins. the material was made of aluminum heatsink.
The heatsink diameter was 11 cm and height of 5 cm. Heat source was obtained from the heater mat at 60 0C which was
controlled by using a thermostat. Measurements were performed using a digital thermometer under open conditions at ambient
temperature 30 0C. The impinging synthetic jets modul used in this study were constructed in the form of a cylinder cavity
having two piezoelectric membrane at the top and bottom. Piezoelectric wass working to move the surrounding fluid in order
to remove the air from the nozzle. Impinging synthetic jet nozzle had 20 exits hole each with outlet diameter of 2 mm. The
casing was made of nylon material that could be assembled easily. Fig. 2 shows the detail of the experimental apparatus used
in this study which consisted of the thermostat, heater mat, impinging synthetic jet module, heat sink and digital thermometer.

Legend :
1. AC Current
2. Thermostat
3. Heater Mat
4. Impinging Synthetic Jet modul
5. Heatsink
6. Digital Thermometer
7. Sweep Function Generator
Figure 2. Eksperimental Set-Up
Fig. 3 shows the synthetic jet bottom area which which has 20 channels of flow passage. The distance between the channel is 9
mm and the diameter is 2 mm. Two piezoelectric membrane are placed on the upper and lower area. Sinusoidal wave function
was generated by a sweep function generator with the frequency of 80 Hz, 120 Hz and 160 Hz. The voltage needed to drive the
piezoelectric membrane was 5 volt.

Figure 3. Bottom part of synthetic jet actuator

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Instantaneous vorticity contours
Parameters used in current investigation are showed in detail in Table 2. In the simulations, the actuator geometrical
dimensions were kept constant while varying the forcing functions, namely diaphragm frequency and stroke length. For the
following discussion, a representative result is presented for the case 2 with frequency 120Hz and amplitude of 2 mm/s.
Table 2. Range of Computational Parameters

Case
Frequency (Hz)
Amplitude (mm/s)

1
80 Hz
1 mm/s

2
120 Hz
2 mm/s

3
160 Hz
1.5 mm/s
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Fig. 4 shows the vorticity field on some instantaneous time. The magnitude of the vorticity is always changing every second.
The difference of the magnitude is influenced by the unsteady flow generated by the vibration of the piezoelectric membrane.
Movement of the piezoelectric membrane is influenced by the frequency and amplitude values. In Fig. 4 (a) it can bee seen that
the vortices started out through the hole in the left channel and the right side. The vorticity are influenced by the sudden
enlargement of the channel at the outlet. Furthermore, in Fig. 4 (b) vortices started in direct contact with the area to be heated,
but the movement of the piezoelectric membrane oscillation that moves up and down cause the vortices to be fade out, due to
the attraction of the fluid back out through the air outlet such as shown remarkably in Fig.4 (c) and 4 (d). Fig. 4 (e) shows the
vortex motions has faded out because they were sucked into the cavity caused by the movement of the piezoelectric membrane.
Fig. 4 (f) displays the swirling structures started back to the cavity due to the influence of the piezoelectric membrane
movement that has blown out the air in the cavity.

Figure 4 (a) Time = 1.8

Figure 4 (b) Time = 3.6

Figure 4 (c) Time = 7.2

Figure 4 (d) Time = 10.8

Figure 4 (e) Time = 14.4

Figure 4 (f) Time = 18

Figure.4 Instantaneous vorticity contours within solution domain during one diaphragm cycle (1/s)
From this simulation it can be figured out that the generated vorticity give effect to the process of heat transfer in heat sinks,
vorticity can accelerate the process of heat transfer that occurs between the heat sink toward the exit channel system.
3.2. Instantaneous air temperature contours\
Fig. 5 shows the temperature distribution under the influence of impinging synthetic jets. The distribution of temperature on
the heatsink varies fluctuately which follow the oscillatory movement of the piezolectric membrane over the time range 1.8
seconds to 18 seconds. It can be seen that decreasing temperature is obtained at the time of 10.8 seconds. The plots clearly
indicate the elevation of air temperature in the vicinity of externally heated top wall and its migration into the quiescent air
mass within the domain. Fig. 5 (a) shows that the temperature distribution seems to be lower at the base near the heat sink.
This supposed to be due to the initial start of the piezoelectric membrane motion while the ambient temperature around the
synthetic jet is still low. After a longer time period an increase in temperature occurs in the area around the heat sink such as
shown in a more detailed temperature distribution plot in Fig. 5 (b) and 5 (c). Furthermore Fig. 5 (d) describes the distribution
of temperature values that indicate a moderate reduction of temperature occurs in the surrounding heat sink. This decrease was
caused by the fluid exchange of air inside the synthetic jet with its surrounding in the ambient conditions. However, Figs. 5 (e)
and 5 (f) show a rise in temperature in the area around the heat sink which indicate that some amount of air is still trapped
inside the cavity of synthetic jet and making the temperature in the area to be lower.
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Figure 5 (a) Time = 1.8

Figure 5 (b) Time = 3.6

Figure 5 (c) Time = 7.2

Figure 5 (d) Time = 10.8

Figure 5 (e) Time = 14.4

Figure 5 (f) Time = 18

Figure.5 Instantaneous air temperature contours within solution domain during one diaphragm cycle (oC)
3.3. Experimentally Measured Temperature
The experimental result obtained under open space conditions with a collection of data for 120 minutes with 5 minutes interval
is presented in Fig. 6. It is clear that the frequency plays an important role in synthetic jet cooling. At the beginning the
synthetic jet is able to reduce the temperature, but as time goes by, the heatsink temperature is rising. This phenomenon
happens especially in case of excitation with frequency of 160 Hz. When the excitation frequency is set at 160 Hz, it gives a
less temperature reduction. This is caused by the synthetic jet membrane friction with air when it is oscilating. This friction
produces sound which is similar to the principle of a whistle. In this case the air become an obstacle for the membrane and it
does not have enough power to push the air. In the other hand, excitation with frequency of 80 Hz is able to reduce the
temperature more than that of 120 and 160 Hz. In the figure above, computational and experimental results indicates that the
effect of increasing the frequency of oscilation will retard the cooling effect. It seems that since the movement of oscillating
piezoelectric membrane in the cavity becomes too fast it will make the air unable to follow the movement of the piezoelectric
membrane.
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Figure. 6 Model Synthetic Jet frequency of 80 Hz, 120 Hz and 160 Hz

4. CONCLUSION
A comprehensive study has been done by computational and experimental method on an original design of synthetic jet
actuator that operate based on membrane made of piezo material to move the air with the vibrations that occur in this
membrane. The oscillation frequency in synthethic jet describes the number of suction and discharge stroke of the membrane
in the cavity in a second. This oscilating membrane push the air inside the cavity to escape through synthethic jet nozzle. With
a high frequency, the synthetic jet air blows is similar to continous jet. When the frequency is decreased the cooling effect
becomes more remarkable. However, in some circumstances there are a phenomenon of temperature rise caused by the heat
penetration through the cavity of synthetic jet actuator. It heats up the air inside the cavity so that the air outlet temperature is
increased. Some of the heat from air outlet strike back into the heatsink and gives it a slight tempetur rise.
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ABSTRACT
Turbulent flow in a simplex atmozier was numerically investigated. FLUENT CFD commericial was
used in this study. The internal flow of a simplex atomizer was simulated using the VOF multiphase
model in conjunction with different turbulence models. (Standard K-ε, RNG K-ε, Realizable K-ε,
standard K- ω, SST K- ω and RSM. The result of simulation was verified against experimental data
from work of Ma Z. (2002). The modelling represented the increase of spray angle and decrease of film
thickness as a result of increase of swirling velocity which was due to increase of the inlet pressure
(important to know that the mass flow rate was kept constant in the experiment). This result was also in
good agreement with the theoretical results of Lefevbre (1999). models).
Keywords:
Turbulent flow, swirling flow, Turbulence modeling,

1. Introduction
Today different types of atomizers exist which are used extensively in application like direct
injection in internal combustion engines, gas turbines, dryers, irrigation and printing. Among several types of
atomizers, pressure swirl atomizer - or simplex atomizer - provides a hallow-cone spray which enhances the
atomization process to a great extent. This advantage has lead to widespread use of such device for nonpremixed combustion applications like gasoline direct Injection and diesel engines.
The process of formation of this hallows cone starts from entrance of the liquid into a chamber
called “swirl chamber” under high pressure. The liquid which is carried by ports (or slots) is forced against
walls of the swirl chamber and starts to rotate. Under combination of axial and circumferential velocity
components, the liquid proceeds toward a converging section and the final section of the nozzle called
“orifice”. Centrifugal force as a result of swirling motion of fluid will cause a strong pressure gradient
toward the walls of the chamber and orifice and will cause significant pressure drop within the central region
of swirling chamber and orifice. Therefore a negative pressure region will be formed along the axis line and
the air is sucked inside the nozzle of atomizer. The diameter of the air core has direct dependence on the
swirl intensity which is subject to flow and geometrical parameters.
Consequently by formation of air core, a thin liquid sheet leaves the nozzle and will further
undergo imbalances and perturbations caused by aerodynamic forces which will finally disintegrate the sheet
into ligaments. Once the air core diameter is found, it is easy to calculate the thickness of liquid sheet. Since
presence of the air core acts as an opposing force to the liquid flow, discharge coefficient of simplex
atomizers is usually low.
So far the flow inside the nozzle is called “nozzle internal flow” and transition to “external flow”
begins when the sheet enters the spray chamber and the atomization process will take place. It must be noted
that liquid sheet starts its travel inside the chamber within a certain angle called “spray cone angle” which
has a significant effect on degree of fineness of spray afterwards. Since sheet thickness and spray cone angle
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are directly influenced by internal flow inside the nozzle, determination of internal flow characteristic is of
high importance and has been studied by many researchers. Nevertheless, due to difficulties involved in
measurements of internal flow characteristics of small atomizers, most of researchers’ attention has been
steered toward external flow characteristics (Xue, 2004). As compensation, those who conducted studies in
case of large scale atomizers, applied their results to small scale atomizers once they assured that
dimensionless Reynolds number of the flow was similar in both cases (Liao et al., 1999).

Figure 1.0: The Simplex atomizer
In this study the internal flow of a simplex atomizer was simulated using the VOF multiphase
model in conjunction with different turbulence models. (Standard k-ε, RNG k-ε, Realizable k-ε, standard kω, SST k- ω and RSM models). The result of simulation was verified against experimental data from work
of Ma Z. (2002).
Hansen et al. (2002) studied the multiphase flow inside atomizers using Homogeneous
Multiphase Model (also called Mixture Model) in CFX-4.3 CFD program. They use laminar model and
LES turbulent model and defined a corrective algorithm to track the interface between phases on a
multi-block grid structure. They measured axial and tangential components of the flow at some
positions and could attain a blare agreement with experimental data. Later, Madsen et al., (2004)
simulated the flow inside the same geometry and under the same conditions using VOF and Eulerian
multiphase models employed by laminar and LES models for a three dimensional computational
domain in FLUENT. They reported that Standard, RNG and Realizable k-ε turbulence models were not
able to capture the air core inside the atomizer. According to their results and conclusion, the VOF Laminar combination represented the best agreement while substantial deviation was observed with
Mixture-Laminar and Mixture-LES groups.
Lacava et al. (2004) studied the performance of a prototype simplex atomizer experimentally.
They observed that discharge coefficient is not sensitive to pressure differential while spray cone angle
increased by increase of the injection pressure. Their observations, agreed well with Mas Fawzi (2007)
and Chu et al. (2008) in case of discharge coefficient but a different trend was observed in case of
spray cone angle. There is no discrepancy in their experimental results since their experiment covered
pressure differentials limited to maximum of 6 bars. Similar trend was found in work of Chu et al.
(2008) and some analytical correlations for injection pressures under 6 bars.
Wang et al. (2005) conducted an experimental study on spray cone angle of simplex atomizers
under different pressure differentials. Similar to other researcher’s findings (Mas Fawzi, 2007 & Chu et
al., 2008), the injection pressure had a very slight influence on spray cone angle once the spray was
fully developed. The trend showed that in higher injection pressure, there was slight improvement in
cone angle with increase of injection pressure while effect of back pressure on this parameter was more
significant. They observed that increasing backpressure would result in more compactness of the spray.

2. Methodology of FLUENT Solution
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This model treats the flow as a single phase whose properties are volume- averaged quantities of
individual phases. In contrast to another semi-single-phase multiphase model called “Mixture” in the
FLUENT, the VOF model does not allow for interpenetration and slip velocity of phases. The model
first solves continuity equation of scalar volume fraction of the secondary phase in each computational
cell and then by using shared properties µ and ρ, (ρavg = ρ l αl + ρ a (1-αl) & µavg = µl αl + µa (1-αl) ) ,
only one set of momentum and transport equations is derived and properties are shared between phases
(Interesting to know that this averaging is believed to smear the interface according to Hirt &
Nichols,1979).
Thus the computational domain in this simulation was simplified to an axisymetric
2 - d domain for the sake of computational cost and effort. The flow of liquid and computational
domains of the study is displayed in Figure 2.0 and Figure 3.0 below.

Figure 2.0 Computational domains of the first and second cases.
The computational domain was meshed by structural elements for the sake of simplicity and numerical
diffusion minimization was engaged, (Suyari and Lefebvre 1986).

Figure 3.0 Computational domain with 7641 cells
Since the flow modelled in this project involved swirling feature, it was very important to determine
type of flow based on the Swirl number. This number is defined as ratio of axial flux of angular
momentum to axial flux of axial momentum. Based on this definition, through an iterative approach the
swirl number of flow was estimated as large as 0.7. Hence the flow in this study was rated as highly
swirling. Consequently it was initially expected that the Standard and Realizable k-ε models would
yield in meaningless or poor results since no modification regarding swirling feature of the flow is
implemented in these models.
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3. Results and Discussions
Ma (2004) studied the internal nozzle flow in a simplex atomizer using PIV techniques and
measured film thickness, spray cone angle, injection static pressure and discharge coefficient in his
experiment (Table 1.0). In this study the same parameter were obtained from the FLUENT CFD code
and compared to experimental data for validation of the modelling in all the phases of the project.
Finally this validation was used for prediction of numerical modelling behaviour once the effect of
surface tension force was studied.
Table 1.0

Experimental data published by Ma (2002)

Variable

Case 1

Case 2

Inlet static pressure (Pascal)

22374

60193

Discharge coefficient

0.218

0.133

Spray angle

76.9

89.9

Film Thickness (mm)

3.06

2.41

Tables 2.0, Figure 4.0 and Figure 5.0, show results of simulation with RNG k-ε, Standard k-ω
, SST k-ω and RSM turbulence models. Simulation was run for two sizes of grid for RNG k-ε and
RSM models and it was tried to investigate effect of grid resolution on final results. The convergence
was obtained once variation of pressure in inlet fell below one percent. (Figure 5.0)

Figure 4.0 History of pressure - RSM model- 1st case -7641 grid cells

Table 2.0
Grid
size

Simulation results of the first case

7641(cells)

model

RNG

RSM

STD
k- ω

SST
k- ω

RNG

RSM

Pin
(Pas)

22651

21085

22134

21180

22440

21100

Dc

0.216

0.225

0.219

0.224

0.2178

0.225

76o

76o

74o

73o

76o

77o

3.4

3.26

3.4

3.54

3.3

3.2

Tf
(mm)

Exp. Results

24807(cells)
SST
k- ω
20765
0.226
73o
3.67

22374
0.218
76.9
3.06
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Figure 5.0

Contours of volume fraction RNG k-ε model-1st case -7641 cells (left) and 24807 (right)

As the results show there is slight difference between the simulation results of the first and
second grid sizes and those from the experiment (Table 2.0). Moreover difference in contours of
volume fraction corresponding to the two grid sizes shown in Figure 5.0 is related to sharpness of
interface. Table 2.0 shows remarkable increase of memory usage (should the RSM was used instead of
the specified models). For example, this table shows 23.6% increase of memory usage in case the RSM
model was used instead of the RNG k-ε. Besides, number of iterations increased by 31 and 10 percent
for the course and fine grid sizes respectively. The table also shows improvement in prediction of
pressure by RNG k-ε model compared to the RSM and SST k-ω models. Interesting to know that SST
k-ω converged to the steady solution within less number of iterations but the model over predicted the
film thickness and under predicted the spray angle and inlet pressure.
The next important observation was that simulation results successfully represented the effect
of increasing the swirling velocity of the flow. The modelling represented the increase of spray angle
and decrease of film thickness as a result of increase of swirling velocity which was due to increase of
the inlet pressure (important to know that the mass flow rate was kept constant in the experiment). This
result was also in good agreement with the theoretical results of Lefevbre (1999).
At this step it is beneficial to analyze the results obtained from the modelling of two cases. A
quick look at contours of volume fraction, Figures 4.0 and 5.0, reveal that air core diameter decreases
as the air proceeds toward the end of swirl chamber (consistent with Ma. 2002). This decrease of air
core diameter is justified by considering the static pressure distribution inside the swirl chamber. As
Figure 6.0 shows, pressure reaches the atmospheric value at lower heights inside swirl chamber
compared to orifice. This is mainly due to pressure drop as a result of contraction in exit orifice.
Besides the downward direction of flow in the swirl chamber (presence of inlet radial velocity) is
another factor which forces air to a lower level once the balance in both sides of interface is attained.
The swirling flow creates centrifugal pressure in the r direction, is obvious that pressure must
change in a parabolic form and gradient of pressure must be zero both at axis of rotation and on the
upper wall of the chamber and orifice. This fact is proven from the static pressure profile in three
vertical positions inside the nozzle (Figures 6.0 and 7.0) and is consistent with the results reported by
Nonnenmacher and Piesche (2000). Comparing profiles illustrated in Figure 6.0 reveals sharper
increase of pressure across the orifice compared to other sampling lines. Since pressure drops as the
flow proceeds toward the final chamber, there is increase of velocity magnitude according to the
Bernoulli equation. This results in increase of swirl strength and as a consequence pressure will rise
more rapidly compared to other sections. Comparison of the profiles obtained from simulation of the
first and second cases showed that air core diameter increased by increase of injection pressure. This
fact was indicative of increase in the magnitude of the swirl component of velocity. Comparison
between two cases revealed that pressure in the second case increased by a relatively higher slop on all
three lines compared to the first case, which was effect of higher swirl velocity (the higher centrifugal
force). A detailed look at both profiles revelled that pressure for the first case grew from zero earlier
compared to that of the second case (pressure reached atmospheric at higher level). Again similar to the
first cases, the air core diameter decreased as the air proceeded toward the swirl chamber wall in the
second case.
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Figure 6.0 Contours of static pressure-case 1-vertical sampling lines

Figure 7.0 Profile of static pressure showing increase of pressure in radial direction due to swirling
feature of the flow
Figure 7.0 shows profiles of axial and swirl velocities at the orifice exit which are
qualitatively compared with those reported by Mandal (2008) Figure 8.0. It must be noted that
Mnadal’s simulation was under different flow rate therefore magnitude of velocities were different.
The axial velocity profile showed a reverse flow of air along the central region and variation
of velocity happened across the interface (since interface is a slip boundary). Figures 7.0 and 8.0, show
that velocity profile within the film has been stretched to the left from the bottom side by the oppositely
moving air. This profile of axial velocity represents a combination of typical Couette flow and pressure
driven flow (Poiseuille) happening inside the film. Also a quick look at the profile of swirl velocity
justifies formation of force and free vortices in the near to wall and near to axis regions respectively.
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Figure 8.0 Profile of axial (left) and swirl (right) velocities at the exit locations

Figure 9.0 Profile of axial and swirl velocities experimental (dashed) and numerical (continuous)
profiles, (Mandal 2008)
Conclusion
In this study, Volume of Fluid Multiphase Model was used for simualtion of a swirling turbulent
flow inside a simplex atomizer. Performance of different turbulence models and interphase tracking
schemes in modeling the interface between two phases was investigated. Based on simulation results
obtained in different phases of this study, the following points were concluded :
The RNG k-ε model was selected as the best predicting turbulence model becasue:
1.0 Prediction of spary characteritics by this model were tighltly close to the measured data
2.0 The model occupied the least memory space and converged to steady state solution within the
least number of iterations (Since SST k - ω model failed for the second case).
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ABSTRACT
Micro bubble have been applied in many engineering systems and science, therefore study in micro bubble generation
become one of an active research field in fluid dynamics. Spherical ball in tube is one type of micro bubble generator which
can produce micro bubble effectivelly, so understanding of its characteristics is demanding. This paper report a study on
characteristic of a spherical ball in tube micro buble generator. This research aim is to study the influence of geometry and
flow parameters on bubble characteristics. A water loop consist of an observation tank, pump, flow meters, valves, and
spherical ball in tube as a test section was used. Several test condition; varies in air and water flow rate and geometries
were run. The results indicate that the microbubble generator can produce bubble in miro size. The tested parameters
significantly influence the number and size of the micro bubble. Increasee of air flow rate cause in increasing number of
bubble and its size. Increase of wafter flow rate cause increasing number of micro size bubble. The effects of ratio of ball
diameter to tube diameter is significant. The greater the ratio, the smaller diameter bubble will be produced. From this
study it is concluded that the spherical ball in tube micro bubble generator capable to produce micro bubble. Micro bubble
size and population sensitive to air and water flow and geometry of micro bubble generator.
Keywords
Micro bubble, spherical ball, geometry, flow rate.

1. INTRODUCTION
More efficient utilisation of energy with less pollution is demanding. Global warming issued and energy sortage become the
most important parameters to be considered in development and application of technology. Many efforts to improve eficiency
of energy utilisation have been done and still atract many researcher to do so in now day. Some of those efforts are related to
drag reduction in water transportation means by using bubbles. Ship is the most important transportation mean for
archipellago country like Indonesia. Solving the problem related to the efficient utilisation of energy and environment as
mention above will give significant impact to the country development.
Bubbles can define by particles with a phase gas as constituent. A general definition of a bubble is a thin layer or half-spherical
ball filled with air or gas formed within the liquid [1]. Assuming constant temperature, bubble radius changes according to
time by such factors as changes in pressure which is assumed to be controlled. Changes in pressure can cause the formation or
release bubbles into the air [2]. Micro bubble is air bubbles with a diameter of less than 200 μm in the water. Micro bubble also
can be defined as a dimensionless bubble size which must be less than or equal to the size of the smallest eddies in the
turbulent flow to be more effective in the boundary layer [3]
Previous work on micro bubble drag reduction indicate that effect of micro bubble on drag reduction of ship is very promising.
Injection of micro bubble into the boundary layer of the ship reduce shear stress on the wall [4]. McCormik and Bhattacharyya
in 1973 are pioner of this research [5]. Yashaki Kodama et. all, in their work on flat plate ship in towing tank at velocity 7 m/s
found that injection of micro bubble will reduce the drag by 23 % [6]. Later Steven.L. Ceccio et. all. conclude that micro
bubble very effectif to reduce the drag. [7]. Other important aplications of micro bubble are found in flotation, aeration,
ultrasound enhancement in cardiology and radiology, drug delivery system and as a cleaner fluid.
Previous works show taht bubble size have important role, so control of its size and population in micro bubble generating
process is crucial. There are already known four type of micro bubble generator: electrolitic micro bubble generator, porous
plate, spherical body in tube and ventury type micro bubble generator. Warjito and Marttriadi L. used the spherical body in
tube micro bubble generator to produce micro bubble with size fifty micrometer (50 µm) in diameter [8]. At the same time
Hendro also succed producing micro bubble using ventury type micro bubble [9]. Previous work have revealed many important
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informations on aplication of micro bubble and method to generate micro bubble. However there are some problems which
have important physical meaning, but it is still lacking. Further research on characteristic of micro bubble generator relate to
parameter geometry and fluid dynamics is needed. This research aims is to reveal effect of those parameters on characteristics
of spherical ball in tube micro bubble generator. This experiment study the effects of tube and ball diameter ratio and water
flow rate to bubble’s size and population.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Research used a micro bubble generator water loop system consisting of pump, water flow meter, test section, observation box,
and valve as shown in Figure 1. A valve situated at discharge of the pump regulated water flow, and a rotameter measured the
water flow rate. Air was supplied by laboratory compressed air system. A pressure regulator controlled the air pressure and an
air rotameter measured air flow rate.
Experiment used a spherical ball in a flowing water tube micro bubble generator as a test section. The contruction of the test
section is shown in figure 2 and 3, consisting of tube and spherical ball with its size is smaller than the tube diameter. This
experiment used three configuration of test section, which different ratio of tube diameter to ball diameter. Diameter of tube
was held constant that is 28 mm in diameter and the diameter of the ball are varies: 22 mm, 24 mm, and 26 mm. The ratio of
ball diameter to tube diameter Dball/Dtube are 22/28, 24/28, and 26/28 respectively. The test section was installed far enough
from the pump, so the flow at that location is already fully developed. In order to understand the influence of water and air
flow rate on the produced micro bubble, experiment was run at several condition of water and air flow rate in all test section.
The working principle of micro bubble generator with a spherical ball type is similar to the ventury tube principle. The
existence of the ball on the tube causes area obstraction, the pressure decrease and the velocity increase following Bernoulli’s
equation. The lowest pressure exist at the maximum obstraction which location is on highest point of the ball. Depending on
the water flow rate, at this region the pressure can decrease significantly so become lower than atmospheric pressure. If this
condition exist, the air from outside will sucked into the flow throught hole provided on the tube wall. The incoming air will
form bubble and than splited into micro bubble because of hight turbulent and pressure drop of the flow field.
Experiment used image processing method to find population and size of the produced micro bubble. The proces can be
described as follow. Digital camera captured the image of produced micro bubble in observation tank and the image datas were
stored in data base file. Image processing software (Image J) used to proces the image. The peocess commonly done are
digitizing, eliminating the background, find edges, measure the diameter and calculate the number of populations and others.
Results of this process are bubble population and bubble size. Figure 4 shows setup of image capturing method. The image are
captured with lighting system call as back lighting system. In this method, digital camera captured the silhouette of the bubble
therefore process to find edges become more accurate and minimize error.

Figure 1. Experimental setup

Figure 2. Spherical Ball Micro bubble Generator a) schematic figure b) photograph of the generator
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Figure 3. Test section assembly

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Visualization
All experiment were done in turbulent flow condition, with Reynolds number in the range of twenty to thirty thousand.
Typical image of micro bubble captured by digital camera is shown in figure 5 through 7. From the images we realise that
parameter geometry and fluid flow affects the produced micro bubble. At constant diameter ratio (Dball/Dtube) and constant
water flow rate, increasing air flow rate will cause increasing the number of produced bubble and the number of big bubble as
shown in figure 5.
Effects of geometric parameter (Dball/Dtube) are shown in figure 6. Increasing diameter ratio (Dball/Dtube) will cause increasing
the number of micro bubble. Effects of water flow rate are shown in figure 7. increasing in water flow will cause similar effect
as increasing the diameter ratio that is increasing the number of smaller bubble. Increase in diameter ratio and water flow rate
cause increase in turbulent intensity and pressure drop.

Figure 4. Digital camera set up for capture micro bubble image

Qa= 0,4 lpm

Qu = 0,4 lpm

Qa= 0,6 lpm

Qu = 0,6 lpm
lpmlpm

(a)

Qa= 0,8 lpm

Qu = 0,8 lpm

(b)
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Qu = 0,4 lpm

Qu = 0,6 lpm

Qu = 0,8 lpm

(c)
Figure 5. Typical image of micro bubble captured by digital camera..Water flow rate Qwater = 25 lpm, diameter ratio a)
Dball/Dtube = 22/28, b) Dball/Dtube = 24/28 and c) Dball/Dtube = 26/28.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6. Effects of diameter ratio on number and size of bubble. Water flow rate Qwater = 25 lpm and air flow rate Qair = 0.4
lpm. a) Dball/Dtube = 22/28, b) Dball/Dtube = 24/28 and c) Dball/Dtube = 26/28.

Qwater = 25 lpm
lpm0,lpm
Figure 7. Effects

Qwater = 30 lpm

Qwater = 35 lpm

of waterlpm0,lpm
flow rate on generated micro
bubble. Dball/Dtube = 22/28,
lpm0,lpm
air flow rate Qair = 0.4 lpm.

4.2. Micro bubble
Image processing with Image J software provide datas : size and number of bubble. Those datas are plot into graphs as shown
in figure 8. Those figure show size and its number of generated bubble for every test section and various test run. Effects of air
flow rate Qair, water flow rate Qwaterr, and geometri Dball/Dtube on bubble shown in this graph.
Effect of water and air flow rate
The water flow rate on the spherical ball has a significant effect. With increasing water flow rate, the generated bubbles be
come more and more fine. Figure 8 shows that greater water flow will have a significant impact on the number and size of the
bubble. When other parameters are held constant, the percentage of micro bubble produced at high water flow rate ( Qwater = 35
litre/minute) is larger than produced at low water flow rate (Qwater = 25 litre/minute and Qwater = 30 litre/minute).
The effect of air flow rate on the produced bubble also interesting. Figure 8 shows that bigger air flow rate, cause increase in
the number of big bubble and decrease in the number of micro bubble.This occurs because the injection of air with certain
debit means increase the void fraction. The more air, with the same circumstances would result in time to break the air into the
bubble becomes longer, a few percent of air is not able to split into micro bubble, so that the bubble with a large population
increase.
Effect of Geometry Dball/Dtube
Effect of diameter ratio Dball/Dtube on produced bubble is clear. For constant water and air flow rate, bigger diameter ratio
generated smaller bubble. Measurement of pressure distribution along bubble generator reveal that pressure drop across the
generator depent on diameter ratio. Big diameter ratio will provide big pressure drop. Drastic change of cross-sectional area of
micro bubble generator will result in increased turbulence intensity. Increase in turbulence intensity and pressure drop causes
increase in population of small bubble. Figure 8 shows that percentage of micro bubble produced by generator with Dball/Dtube =
26/28 reached 88-91%. While the percentage of micro bubble produced by smaller generator with Dball/Dtube = 24/28 is 7890%.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 8. Size and population of bubble at various test run condition. a) Dball/Dtube = 22/28, b) Dball/Dtube = 24/26, and c)
Dball/Dtube = 26/28.
The effect of diameter ratio on produced bubble also shown in figure 9. This figure indicates the number of micro bubble on
captured area for different diameter ratios and flow conditions.
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Figure 9 Number of micro bubble for different diameter ratios and flow conditions.

5. CONCLUSION
The tested parameters significantly influence the number and size of the micro bubble. Increase of wafter flow rate cause
increasing number of micro size bubble. Increasee of air flow rate cause increasing number of bubble and its size. The
effects of diameter ratio (Dball/Dtube) is significant. The greater the ratio, the smaller diameter bubble will be produced. From
this study it is concluded that the spherical ball in tube micro bubble generator capable to produce micro bubble. Micro
bubble size and population sensitive to air and water flow and geometry of micro bubble generator.
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ABSTRACT
Natural ventilation application in dwellings are based on two principles which are classified as wind driven ventilation and
stack effect to assist and guide the air flow through the buildings. In hot and humid region natural ventilation become the most
effective method to improve thermal comfort and saving energy. This paper briefly reviews various strategies taken in order to
improve natural ventilation and thermal comfort level in Malaysia’s terrace houses such as daytime ventilation, night-time
ventilation, balcony and solar chimney effects. Results obtained from each strategy has been compared and evaluated to
quantify the effectiveness and suitableness of the application. Windows or openings and roof shapes also have been taken into
consideration as a factor associate with natural ventilation and thermal comfort level and its effect have been briefly
discussed.
Keywords
Natural ventilation, terrace house, thermal comfort, openings

1. INTRODUCTION
Natural ventilation is a natural process of inducing outdoor air into building envelope for ventilation [1] and cooling [2]
purpose. This process could be achieve through wind ventilation and stack ventilation (buoyancy effect) which rely on the
pressure differences [3] caused by wind or buoyancy effect due to temperature differences [4]. In hot and humid regions
application of natural ventilation strategies in buildings will leads to reduction of energy consume for air-conditioners
operation [5], improve air quality and occupant comfort level [6]. Reliance to the wind and stack effect ventilation had caused
natural ventilation only relevant to a specified climates, microclimates and building designs and possibly suitable to the mild
climate [7].
Terrace houses accounted almost 57% of the housing stock in Malaysia for the year of 2002 [8] and this trend keep increasing
yearly and more than 50% are single storey terrace houses. Mass construction of housing estate normally builds in multiple
rows with a specified length and this circumstance leads to high density of building blocks and packed dwellings which
contributing to the low thermal comfort environment [9]. Terrace houses in common contains of living room, three rooms
(master bedroom, second room and third room), kitchen and 2 bathrooms and constructed in 7m width, 20m in depth and 3m in
height. Each room has a different size and third room is the smallest room compared to master bedroom and second room and
usually located at the back side of the house. Layout plan of the single storey terrace house is shown in Figure 1.
Wind prevailing, sun path, climatic design and heat island effects are not taken into consideration as the main points at the
initial stage of the construction process [10]. Cooling via natural ventilation in hot and humid regions seem likes unable to
solve [11] due to insufficient accent of adequate ventilation standard, low wind velocity and building design itself [12].
Environment wind velocity is an uncontrolled parameter but building design becomes the most important element to focus on
for optimization of natural ventilation in order to solve passive cooling problems because openings are only available at the
front and back facade of the buildings.
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Legend:
LV – Living Room
MB – Master Bedroom
R1 – Room 1
R2 – Room 2
K – Kitchen
T - Toilet
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of terrace house layout plan

2. TERRACE HOUSE DESIGN
Terrace house is defined as any residential building designed as a single dwelling unit and forming of a row or terrace of not
less than 3 such residential buildings [13]. Typical houses contain three rooms (some cases contain four rooms) in one lot size
with living room, kitchen and 2 bathrooms. Master bedroom and second room are attached together fixed at one side and third
room stand on the opposite site located at the back façade with the kitchen. Porch at the front facade is use to avoid direct
penetration of solar into indoor and also for parking purpose.

Figure 2: Terrace house designs
The design of buildings varied according to developer’s creativity to attract buyers which sometimes lead to the negligence of
sustainable design by promoting inadequate natural ventilation strategies. Figure 2 shows the different of building design
approach of terrace houses. Living room of typical Malaysia’s dwellings is provided with a door, permanent opening at top
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portion of front façade and windows (sliding or casement type) are installed below the permanent opening. Occupied times
during day-time windows are normally open for natural ventilation and lighting purpose but closed during night-time for
security purpose and to avoid insects especially mosquitoes from entering the house. Kitchen and third room at the back
facade consist of 1m height, 1.5 widths and 1m above floor of louvered window respectively and door at the side. Cross
ventilation is applied to the living room while single sided ventilation applied for the other rooms.
Uniform Building By-Law states that every single terrace house shall be provided with an openings for uninterrupted air flow
not less than 5% of such floor area [13]. But sometimes this regulation has been ignored by developers which caused occupants
to install mechanical cooling devices in order to acquire ideal thermal comfort especially in night time. Opening area is one of
the parameters associated with internal air velocity which requires 0.1m/s to 1.5m/s to provide indoor thermal comfort inside
the buildings [16]. This finding should be the reference or base information before constructing new terrace houses in order to
ensure natural ventilation have been promoted through sustainable design towards green environment.

2.1 Design issues
Building design of the terrace house is the most important element to solve thermal comfort problem in hot and humid region
like Malaysia to acquire energy and cost savings by implementing sustainable design. This should be implementing during the
initial stage before constructing the terrace houses. Building design can be divided into two categories which are external
design and internal design. External design are including materials used, roof design, aspect ratios (building height/canyon
width) and shading design. Further, internal design such as openings area (windows and permanent openings), room’s
configurations and furniture arrangements are expected to influence the internal air velocity inside building which affecting the
natural ventilation performance of the building. Key factors contributing to the thermal comfort problem for each category can
be explained as Table 1.

Table 1: Design category and key factors relation contributes to thermal discomfort in terrace house

Design Category
External design

Key Factors
Compact layout – aspect ratio
Insufficient roof overhangs – avoid direct sunlight
penetration
Unsuitable building materials – cement, sand brick
walls, concrete roof tile and sealed ceiling

Internal design

Minimum opening area and quantities
Insufficient permanent openings – uninterrupted air
flow
Glazed window – direct penetration of sunlight and
radiant heat

3. STRATEGIES INDUCING NATURAL VENTILATION
This section looks at strategies and method to induce natural ventilation that has been studied in Malaysia’s terrace houses and
its effectiveness.
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3.1 Window openings
Even though there are various design of windows can be found in the terrace houses but the common designs are louvered
windows, side hung windows and sliding windows (big dimension and normally operates as an entrance door) and windows
and openings are used to induce air and expel air. Varied configurations of window and opening positions affect the ventilation
flow rates, efficiency, thermal comfort and indoor air quality [17]. Daytime ventilation need the windows to be opened during
daytime has induced hot outdoor air into building envelope which resulting to the increasing of the indoor air temperature and
the temperature maintained at the high value during night-time. This is caused by the hot air from outdoor trapped in building
envelope and due to the heat stored in the building’s structure reradiated to the indoor spaces at night. It was found that indoor
air temperature is higher than outdoor air temperature in the daytime ventilated room [5]. Indoor air temperature is lower than
outdoor air temperature for night-time ventilated room because building’s structure was cooled by night-time ventilation and
absorbed heat during the daytime. But, this method caused the increasing of relative humidity compared to the daytime
ventilation [5]. Figure 3 shows the air temperature, relative humidity and absolute humidity patterns for varied ventilation
strategies.

3.2 Balcony
Balcony is an alternative architectural element to guide wind into a building envelope for better ventilation in naturally
ventilated building. Balcony designs varied for difference terrace houses and study on this method need give careful attention
in order to acquire the correct result on the natural ventilation performance in terrace house using a balcony as wind guidance.
In hot and humid region, using balcony as a transitional space in terrace house housing is insufficient to control and induce
outdoor air into indoor spaces of terrace house and to increase the natural ventilation performance of the terrace house [18].

3.3 Solar Chimney
Stack effect ventilation rely on the temperature difference to induce natural ventilation in building envelope. Solar chimney is
one of the strategies to assist stack effect ventilation and the purposes are:
i)

To reduce air temperature

ii)

To increase indoor air velocity

Solar chimney designs varied for difference types of terrace houses and its dimensions, configurations and positions will affect
the natural ventilation performance in terrace house. In Malaysia, cooling effect using solar chimney is relatively small [11],
[14]. The possible reasons to explain this matter is the temperature difference is not too large, dimensions of the solar chimney,
design and positioning of the solar chimney. It was found that solar chimney increased the air velocity as the temperature is
high.

3.4 Roof design
Roof designs give aesthetic and semiotic values for various climates and cultures. In Malaysia, pitched roof is the common
design in terrace house. This roof has deep overhangs to prevent direct penetration of sunlight into interior areas and steeply
pitched to assist rain water flow. The common characteristics of the roof design in terrace house are,
i)

Long roof eaves to prevent direct penetration of sunlight

ii)

Lack of flat horizontal ceiling to helps dissipate the raising hot air through stack effect

There is still lack of information on the roof design effects to the natural ventilation performance of terrace houses in Malaysia.
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Figure 3: Daily air temperature and humidity patterns. (a) Case 1: daytime ventilation vs. night ventilation; (b) Case 2: no
ventilation vs. night ventilation; (c) Case 3: full-day ventilation vs. night ventilation. (Tetsu Kubota, Doris Toe Hooi Chyee
and Supian Ahmad)
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the analysis of the natural ventilation in Malaysia’s terrace house the following conclusions can be derived,
1) Unsuitable building materials selection have resulted occupants to install additional cooling devices to acquire
thermal comfort level.
2) Further investigations are required to determine the relation between room configurations and permanent
openings area in order to enhance the natural ventilation performance in the terrace house
3) Application of sustainable design at early stage will lead to the inexpensive solutions to achieve ideal thermal
comfort level
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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with exergy efficiency of moist particles in fluidized bed drying process to decide the optimum conditions.
Exergy (availability) model, which is developed by heat and mass transfer parameter, is used for this study. The results show
that the exergy efficiencies of the fluidized bed dryer become the low at the end of the drying process. It is also observed that
reducing rates of fluidization velocity will increase the efficiency of the drying process. Furthermore, the Non-dimensional
correlation is proposed for determining the efficiency by using non dimensional moisture content, non dimensional
temperature, and also well known Fourier and Reynolds correlations.
Keywords
Exergy, fluidized bed, drying, wheat, non-dimensional.

1. INTRODUCTION
Significant amounts of energy are used in removing water from the intermediate or final products in a wide range of industries,
and thermal drying is often one of the final stages in a process. The energy used in drying materials is significant and therefore
represents an often reducible element of process cost. The direct contact heat and mass transfer method has been adopted in
many engineering fields by using different heat transfer media [1]. Fluidized beds are extensively used in particulate solid
drying because of their high rates of heat and mass transfer. Several models have been described in the literature for fluidized
bed drying but very few of them related to exergy analysis [2].
It is important to highlight that exergy is based on the first and second law of thermodynamic is not subject to a conservation
law, is consumed or destroyed due to irreversibility. A thorough understanding of exergy and the insights it can provide into
the efficiency and environmental impact of drying systems, are required for engineers or researchers working in the area of
drying technology. During the past decade, the need to understand the linkages between exergy and energy, and environmental
impact has become increasingly significant [3].
The main objective of this work is to conduct an exergy analysis model to study heat and mass transfer parameters in
efficiency of fluidized bed drying and to apply the model to experimental drying data to elucidate the effects of drying air
velocity as a dispersion gas phase and moist particles (e.g., wheat) for different operating conditions.

2. MODELING
The fluidized bed drying system is divided into the following subsystems: the blower, the heater and the drying column. For
fluidized bed drying, the most significant component is the drying column. Therefore, the thermal balance is derived by
applying mass, energy and entropy balances to the drying column in batch fluidization. The drying process in a batch-fluidized
bed is modeled by assuming a perfect mixing of particles. The process occurs during an isobaric process due to simultaneous
heat and mass transfer between gas and solid.
.

mw

.

ma X 2

X1

(1)

hm2 – hm1 = cm (Tm2 – Tm1)
h = ha + X h v

(2)
(3)

Q evap.

(4)

m w h fg

Based on the second law of thermodynamics can be derived using the exergy rate balance equation. The exergy efficiency
provides a true measure of the performance of the drying system from the thermodynamic viewpoint. In defining the exergy
efficiency it is necessary to identify both the product and the fuel. In this study, the product is the rate of exergy evaporation
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and the fuel is the rate of exergy drying air entering the dryer column. Thus, the exergy efficiency of the dryer can be defined
as the ratio of exergy output to exergy input:
eda1 = (h1 – ho) – To (s1 – so)
(5)

E evap

1

To
Tm

(6)

m w h fg

E evap

(7)

ex

E da1

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It is known that the heat transfer parameter of the moist products in terms of thermal conductivity is strongly dependent on the
moisture content. In order to validate the present model, in this study, Red-spring type wheat is chosen based on the actual
moisture content data of the products as in [4]. The wheat kernel is assumed to be spherical with an average diameter of 3.66
mm and a density of 1215 kg/m3. The specific heat of wheat is given as:
Mp
(8)
c m 1398 .3 4090 .2
1 Mp
Table 1: Experimental conditions for drying air and wheat material
T( C)

Mpi (d.b)

Wb (kg)

RH (%)

U (m/sec)

Ta ( C)

Tpi ( C)

Exp. 1

54.5

0.409

2.54

17.0

1.91

20.5

7.0

Exp. 2

54.0

0.307

2.48

14.7

1.93

20.0

7.0

Exp. 3

49.5

0.300

2.5

13.5

1.95

18.0

6.0

Exp. 4

40.2

0.326

2.5

21.1

1.95

22.0

7.0

Exp. 5

50.0

0.323

2.5

15.7

1.63

23.0

6.0

Experimental conditions for drying air and the material can be seen in Table 1. Since the initial moisture content of grain used
in the experiment at various inlet air conditions is different, comparison of drying time and efficiency in terms of absolute
moisture content may be misleading. The non dimensional moisture content can provide a more meaningful way for the
interpretation of the data. Therefore, the non dimensional moisture content explained in Eq. (9) is used for analyzing the data.

M*

M pt

M pe

M pi

M pe

(9)

It can be seen from Figure 1; that for a reduction about 15 % in the air velocity, the drying time was almost the same. The
critical moisture content of wheat is between 69 % and 85 % dry basis based on temperature range of 10 oC to 90 oC. In this
work the moisture content of wheat particles was below the critical moisture content.
The effect of drying air velocity on efficiency of the dryer as a function of drying time and non dimensional moisture content
of the particle can be seen in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively. It can be seen that for a reduction about 15% in the air
velocity, the exergy efficiency increase about 2% at the same drying time and the efficiency increase about 1% at the same
normalized moisture of the drying process. Thus, it would be advantageous to use a gas velocity as low as possible. However
there is a practical restriction due to the onset of fluidization. It would be advantageous to use an air velocity higher than the
minimum fluidization velocity at the first drying stage, and reduce it later to the specification value.
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Figure 1: Effects of inlet drying air velocity on drying time versus non dimensional moisture
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Figure 2: Effects of inlet drying air velocity on drying time versus efficiency
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Figure 3: Effects of inlet drying air velocity on non dimensional moisture versus efficiency
In order to provide optimum operation conditions and energy saving in the drying process, without making any experimental
measurement for practical applications. The non dimensional equation is proposed for determining the efficiency by using non
dimensional moisture content Eq. (9), non dimensional temperature Eq. (10), and also well known Fourier and Reynolds
correlations in Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) respectively.

T*
Fo

Tai Tam b
T pi Tam b
t
r

2

(10)

(11)
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Re

Vd

(12)

0.3

0.1
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Figure 4: Effect of non-dimensional parameters on exergy efficiency
The non dimensional correlation, Eq. (13) is proposed to calculate the efficiency of fluidized bed drying process for wheat
material used in this study. The maximum difference between the experimental and calculated values is within the ± 16 %.
This shows that there is a remarkably good agreement as can be seen in Fig. 4.

953 M *1.09T * 0.19 Fo

0.23

Re

1.41

(13)

4. CONCLUSION
Exergy efficiencies decrease sharply with decreasing moisture content of the material. It can be seen that the heat and mass had
been transferred from the drying air to the moisture for a very short time at the beginning of the drying process. Furthermore, it
was clarified that reducing rates of fluidization velocity will increase the efficiency of the drying process. The result presented
for non-dimensional correlation to estimate exergy efficiency of fluidized bed drying process of wheat is very useful sources
for practical drying applications.
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Nomenclature :
Cp
air specific heat at constant pressure, kJ/ kg K
d
particle diameter, m
E
total exergy, kJ

E
e
Fo
h
hfg
k

time rate of exergy transfer, kJ/s
specific exergy, kJ/kg
Fourier Number
specific enthalpy, kJ/kg
latent heat of vaporization of water, kJ/kg water
thermal conductivity, W/m K
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M*

dimensionless moisture

m

mass flow rate, kg/s

m w mass flow rates of water from surface of a particle, kg water/s

Q
r
Re
S
s
T
T*
To
Tm
t
V
W

heat transfer rate, kJ/s
particle radius, m
Reynolds Number, = Vd/υ
total entropy, kJ/K
specific entropy, kJ/kg K
temperature, K
dimensionless temperature,
ambient air temperature, K
material temperature, K
time, s
velocity, m/s
mass of material, kg

Greek symbols
α
thermal diffusivity, m2/s
thermal efficiency
th
energy efficiency
e
exergy efficiency
ex
υ
kinematic viscosity of air, m2/s
Subscripts
standard state value

1
inlet
2
outlet
a
air
amb ambient
e
equilibrium
g
gas
p
particle
i
initial
t
target
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ABSTRACT
The automotive body panels can be stated as complex and time-consuming regarding design for manufacturing. Body panel
design is created from many conceptual models and is designed to ensure that aesthetic (designer’s point of view) and
engineering aspects (manufacturing and mechanical engineers’ point of view). For instance, the manufacturability of the body
panels needs a considerable amount of development before reaching the final production quality. Although the fundamental
rules of metal pressing can be found in the textbook there is a multitude of other factors that need to be considered and
included to achieve a satisfactory pressing. The research is aiming to expand the nature of the previous research by
implementing Finite Element Analysis into the system at the early stage. The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) will be embedded
into the system alongside several different database such as the Rules Database, Feature based database, costing database,
and so on. The FEA database will consist of the algorithm and procedures and it is applied to the sheet-metal design and
analysis. It is the intention of this paper to present a preliminary methodology and the benefit of the system will be outline.
Keywords
FEA, Finite Element Analysis, Automotive body panel, sheet metal, Feature based

1. INTRODUCTION
Automotive body panels can be stated as complex and time-consuming regarding design for manufacturing. Body panel design
is created from many conceptual models and is designed to ensure that aesthetic and engineering aspects are considered. Thus,
it can be said that body panels are complex shapes to be manufactured as a result of free form shapes that are constructed based
on the designer‟s sketch.
The general aim of every automotive industry is to try to produce a high-quality body panel with a low cost of production.
Many aspects cause the design problems on the shop floor. The problem could be the difficulties in producing automotive body
panels with high-quality surfaces. In addition, the difficulties in ensuring the manufacturability of the automotive body panel
and the difficulties in overcoming the limits imposed scope for improvement by the design constraints [1]
.
An understanding of manufacturing, materials, cost and all other engineering aspects will be needed to produce a body panel.
Research has established that the designer needs all information whilst producing concepts and that they feel comfortable with
advice regarding engineering aspects being available „on line‟ [2].
In recent years, design for manufacture is a dominant issue within the automotive manufacturing and sheet metal fabrication.
However, DFM is exclusively based on the manufacturing aspect and the designer has not given equal attention to how the
design should be achieved to be able to be produced in the shop floor. Designers should be allowed to press their ideas to the
limit that they think can be manufactured.
Research has found that the knowledge, even though minute in the context of the whole of engineering and manufacturing, was
greatly appreciated. The result of these experiments encouraged the development of a knowledge-based advisory system. The
knowledge-based system has to be designed in the designer‟s language or terminology to control the DFM philosophy.
The system aims to provide assistance for the automotive manufacturer on manufacturability. The system objective is then
developed to develop a method to provide assistance for the designer / stylist to produce high-quality surfaces according to
their manufacturability. This means taking into account the quality that has to be achieved from the viewpoint of designer /
stylist, the CAD engineer, the production engineer, and the toolmaking. The system will concentrate on using sheet metal; the
designer as the main user and a feature based representation of the design. The decision will be made by the designer that is
effectively subsistence by the system when it is required.
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This paper will present the system, which is called Automotive Advisory System. The knowledge-based system structure will
be outlined and. The some of rules implantation will be explored and conclusion will be drawn. However, the system is still
exploring further possibility of adding database such as Computational Fluid Dynamics to calculate the coefficient lift and drag
of the panel.

2. SURFACE CLASSIFICATION
There are different departments of the automotive industry. However, for the purpose of the classification, the marketing and
the supplier department are not included. Complex problems are always apparent in the automotive industry, particularly when
approaching a new design of body panels between the designer and the production engineer. This research has identified the
four important departments in automotive body panels design, not counting the metal forming engineering department to be the
aspect of these departments Design, CAD engineering, Production/Manufacturing and Toolmaking [3].
The investigation was carried out the sheet metal industry and automotive manufacturers. Here information on surface
classification was gained. There exists an interpretation problem between all four departments. This is apparent in both the
companies that were visited. Surface classification has a different meaning to each individual.
The data from the designer, CAD engineer, the production engineer and toolmaker has been described in the classification. The
data is then translated into a numerical and word definition in order to be understood by the Automotive Advisory System. An
IDEF analysis has provided a clear understanding of the surface classification within the Automotive Advisory System [1].
The data will then combine with design for manufacture providing advice using the feature classification [2].
The classification of high-quality surfaces has miscellaneous meaning and approach for each of the individuals in the
automotive design process. Consequently, conflict will be created by two or more individuals who are responsible for the task.
Therefore, a classification that represents the designer or stylist and production engineer classifications will be needed to avoid
any conflict that can increase the time and cost of production.
An initial high quality surface classification can be defined as: [3]
A smooth surface
Good surface finish
No defects
Meets the dimension and tolerance requirement
However, surface classification will not be enough to assist the Automotive Advisory System to provide the best advice for the
designer at the early stage [3]. Moreover, the two surface classifications provide just preliminary, adequate advice for the
designer. A further detailed description for each aspect of the initial high-quality surface classification is needed for
implementation of the principle into the system. For example, to meet the dimension and tolerance requirement is the
requirement from the production engineer that will provide a numerical definition for the geometry change in the feature.
A further detailed description for each aspect of the initial high-quality surface classification is needed for implementation of
the principle into the system. For example, to meet the dimension and tolerance requirement is the requirement from the
production engineer that will provide a numerical definition for the geometry change in the feature. The different geometry
dimension and tolerance specify by each department can be seen in table 2. The total surface classification has to be reached
before embedding them into the Automotive Advisory System.
Table 1 Geometry dimension and tolerance

Designer

Production Engineer

CAD Engineer

Tolerance : 0.1 – 10 mm
(flatness and gap)
Length : 1250 – 2250 mm
Width : 1000 – 2750 mm
Thickness : 0.6 – 0.9 mm (outer body
panel)
Tolerance : 0.01 – 0.1 mm
Curve degree : 2 – 8
Tolerance Range:
0.15 – 0.2 mm
Tangent = 0 (1st order)
Change tangency (2nd order)
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As a further example, a smooth surface definition has to be defined into the detail presentation. A smooth surface is described
by the designer to have a very fine curve degree. On the other hand, the production engineer describes it as no defect appearing
on the panel and having the correct shape. Furthermore, a numerical order will be presented by the CAD engineer to describe
the smooth surface that mean the tangent to the adjacent surface is equal to zero.
The preliminary geometry dimension and tolerance that needed to be implemented in the system for the bonnet panels is as
follows:
Sheet metal thickness
Length
Width
Tolerance

: 0.6 – 0.9 mm
: 1000 – 1300 mm
: 1000 - 1900 mm
: 0.1 – 0.25 mm

3. FEATURE BASED CLASSIFICATION
Automotive body panels are complex shapes and it will be impracticable to build a feature that represents the whole panel.
Thus, body panels have to be divided into several sections to make practical feature representation. Bonnet, roof, boot, doors
(front and rear), and body sides (front and rear) have been divided by this research for feature representation. However,
splitting the panels is not a simple job because has to start from the initial design of the panels. The manufacturer plays an
important role in splitting the panels.
Automotive body panels are created from a complex free form surface modelling [4]. There is no thickness in the body panels
form when it is drawn in surface modelling. Consequently, thickness will not be found in the feature when it first transforms
into the system. Sheet metal usually has very small thickness compare with the overall dimension. Therefore, the thickness will
be presumed constant over the sheet.
Feature representation will be implemented on the system database. It should be able to learn any new shapes that are not in the
system database. Feature will be grouped depending on the section of the body panels except for the “holes” group [2].
Perhaps, the group in one section is the same as in other group in other section. The tolerance of the feature will be fed in by
the designer. Tolerance is also implemented into the system and upgrading each time there is a change on the need.
The features will have a restraint on the cost of the body panels production. The cost will be implemented on the system
database based on the fabrication process. The cost will be based on the features that are represented in the body panel part and
the fabrication process that is needed.
The other most important issue in the feature extraction is the grouping philosophy [5]. Each grouped entity involves those one
or more features in this group in the automotive body panels. Grouping is done in such way that a group is connected to
members within theirself but is not connected to any other group. Figure 1 shows the grouping of feature on the automotive
bonnet panels.

Figure 1. Grouping of the bonnet primitive feature
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The ruled-base will be applied to group 5 as this has several features that can be modified before putting with other group [2].
For example, the degree of bend should be restricted to a valid parameter. Furthermore, group 5 will be adjusted by the end or
the front of the feature. Therefore, group 5 can be start from narrow to wide or otherwise.
The edges are separated into different groups according to the result. In figure 2, the group is divided into 6 groups [2]. In this
process, the geometric data is treated as a graph. Edges are represented by linkage. Each group will be able to find a face in
which a group should be located in the face set of the group.

Figure 2. Grouping of the Edges
There are three sets of surface orienting process; the outer set is one of the surfaces orienting process. According to Nnaji [5],
one important characteristic of the outer face is that the graph of this set has to be planar graph, which is a graph that can be
drawn on a plane with no intersecting linkages.

4. THE SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
The general schematic of the system can be seen in figure 1; the main details will briefly be summarised.
Design for X philosophy is implemented in the system, which will drive the Knowledge-Based System. The Knowledge-Based
System will interactive between the user and the Computer Aided Design system, which in this case is a designer or CAD
modeller. The system will be called Automotive Advisory System (AA System).

Designer
CAD Engineer
Production Engineer
Toolmaker

High Quality
Surfaces

DFM

Total Quality

Feature Database
CAD

Designer

CAM

Production

Rules Database

Figure 3: The system general schematic
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The interaction between the system and the CAD system is when advice is needed for the design regarding the engineering
analysis and manufacturability aspect. Furthermore, the interaction will then be needed when the design has been checked by
the knowledge-based system to identify whether there are any changes or not and the transformation will still be needed to
continue the design process.
By providing the advice on the design, the body panel will then go through next process until they end up in the production
lines where the component already specify will be able to be produced.
The author decides that the advisory system will be the semi-automatic design level based on Kishi method. The system will be
made to be under designer control that means that every decision will be depend on the designer. The Knowledge-Based
System to represent the methodology will a prescriptive system, integrated system, off-line and application-oriented based on
the Guida‟s 4 guidance to classify the Knowledge-Based System.
It is identified that providing advice on engineering analysis and manufacturability an early design stage of a design can have a
major impact on the final production process particularly on the cost and time of production. A review of the current literature
on the subject reveals that a few attempts have been made to develop a systematic procedure for design for manufacturing that
can help designer in an early design stage. Such attempts have adopted different approaches toward developing a satisfactory
advising method
.
It is recognized that Knowledge-Based System has more advantages than Conventional Software System. One of the
advantages is that Knowledge-Based System consists of information and guidelines derived from the knowledge and
experience with the industry. The more information and guidelines are detailed and fine-grained, the more Knowledge-Based
System becomes specific and particular
.
The advisory system will be a complex system to provide information on manufacturability based on the specification and the
result of engineering analysis. The suitable system for the advisory will be using Knowledge Based System, which shows the
capability of handling and providing with much flexibility data flow and integration between the user, external system and
databases. Furthermore, Knowledge Based System will also be able to act as a consultant for the designer to give assistance at
the initial design for satisfactory design regarding manufacturability based on the specification and the result of engineering
analysis
.
As the advisory system will be built using the knowledge-based system, the advisory system should then contain four
important aspect of the knowledge-based system requirement that is the internal system, database, facts or knowledge and user.
The internal system uses or proposes for the advisory system the Computer Aided Design system environment that could be a
basic or even a complex system. The database and facts will also be embedded within the system. The user of the system is the
designer or engineer.
Many knowledge-based systems developed from other shell systems might use a different programming language. The choice
of the right shell system is dependent on the capability and performance of the shell system, the external software aid and the
programming skill that requires building the advisory system.

4.1. INTEGRATION BETWEEN SYSTEM AND THE USER
The integration between the system and the user will mean:
All variables or parameters need to be calculated, this will be done by the system automatically without the user interface.
The interface with the user will be required for:
Input of the variable or parameter of the design required, or
The decision making that has to be made that has not been provided by the system, or
The design changes required for achieving the manufacturability and engineering based on the specification.

5. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
The AA System framework is developed using several databases, interference engine, conventional CAD system and the user
(designer/engineer) that is shown below.
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Figure 4 AA System Framework
5.1 The Designer/Engineer
As described above, the main user will be the designer / engineer within the system. Furthermore, Kishi (1990) divides the area
into three areas of relationship between the system and user. The AEA System follows one of three of Kishi‟s principles that
are the system will be partly automatic.
It means the user will control the system, which does not mean the system depends on the user. It can be stated that the system
is a partly automatic process, which means that it will provide the calculation and require the user involvement to meet the
design requirement.
5.2 The Databases
Databases will be built within the knowledge-based system to provide all the basic data required for the advice process. Some
databases will have to be updated by opening the database file and other will automatically learn and update itself. Databases
will work as partners and cannot be separate from other database. The next database will be opened when previous database is
opened. Several databases will be described below.
5.2.1 Costing database
It restrains the basic cost of producing the part using different material, process and labour. The cost database will be defined
by the manufacture when they manufacture the part. Presumably, every company will have a basic cost for every piece of work
they do.
Furthermore, the features and number of parts will be the big influence on defining the costing database. However, some of the
parts could not be calculated in the cost database. In this case, the cost database has to be updated by the designer by inputting
a new value.
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5.2.2 Machines database
This contains all machines that the manufacturer uses and has. However, some parts could need capability more than the
manufacture has and will have to be bought and or rented to be able to manufacture the part. The machines database will be
provided for the designer to choose for the needs of the work. Feature and type of material will control the machine database to
choose the type and capacity of the machine according to the work.
5.2.3 The Rules database
This database is unique or quite different with the rest of databases. There are two channels or sources of knowledge that will
support the rules database for providing the Automotive Advisory System.
The database is compiled from four specific sources that have been used within the aerospace engine manufacture. As the rule
or knowledge is not always written, visits and interviews are one of methods of getting the knowledge from expert. Knowledge
is gathered by a number of years‟ experience in the field.
At the end of the process, this database will fully contain the most specific rule on the engine engineering analysis and
manufacture in the aerospace engine manufacturer. This database will also assist any processes and shapes that the body panel
requires. Re-programming will be needed for up-grading the database for the future.

6. SUMMARY
This paper has described the framework for a knowledge-based system proposal for aerospace engine design.
The system benefits will be:
To meet the demand for fast production of aero engine with lower cost.
To prevent the cost increasing during the design and manufacturing stage.
To allow the aerospace engine design to carry out the design to the optimum before manufacturing.
To allow the designer/engineer to improvise the design up to an appropriate limit.
To predict the cost of production relates can be at an early stage of the process.
The Automotive Advisory System will be a powerful tool for providing a better advice on the aero engine design on respect of
manufacturability and meeting the aircraft manufacturer specification.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the geometries of cross section of instantaneous Cutter Workpiece Engagement (CWE) in five axis milling are
defined. Modeling CWE geometry is an important input to predict the instantaneous cutting forces. Differs to 3-axis milling,
tool axis vector in 5 axis milling continuously changes. The tool changes its orientation gradually to avoid gouging. The cross
cut area in five axis milling depends on the tool orientation applied during cutting. The inclination angle changes in between
two consecutive CC points were taken into account in calculation. In the first stage, cutter engagement angle, depth of cut and
front side of cut width are determined through mapping technique. Engagement point at the Workpiece Coordinate System
(WCS) is mapped to a Tool Coordinate System (TCS). In the second stage, engagement angle and depth of cut which has been
determined in the previous stage is then used as primary input to obtain the average size of cut thickness and cut width.
Keyword
Inclination angle, cutting force, five axis milling, CWE.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The new popular technique for advancing productivity and quality of machining processes is virtual machining. Manufacturing
process include designing, testing and producing the parts is simulated in a virtual environment. One of the main purposes of
virtual machining is how to predict the instantaneous cutting force in milling operation. Predicted cutting force can be used as
an input to optimize process parameter to avoid chatter, improve machining quality and shorten machining time. Virtual
machining has two main parts: the geometric modeling and the process modeling. The process modeling requires CWE
calculations from the geometric modeling.
Determination CWE geometry is a key input to predict the instantaneous cutting forces. Information on the instantaneous
cutting forces can be used to increase machining efficiency by maximized amount of material at every instant of the cutting
process, thus reducing the overall cutting time. There has been a considerable amount of studies reported on process simulation
and optimization. Guzel and Laoglu [1] and Erdim et al. [2] optimized the feedrate by keeping the predicted cutting forces at a
desired level during sculpture surface machining with ball end mills. Ko et al. [3] suggested an offline feedrate scheduling
based on the mechanistic cutting force model for flat end milling. Fussell et al. [4] and Spence et al. [5] used the geometric
intersection between tool and workpiece to simulate cutting force.
The material removal rate (MRR) model has been used for feed rate planning. However, using the MRR model is inherently
incapable of determining the instantaneous cutting force or the force direction [3]. According to Kienzle [6], cutting force is a
function of the cross section area of the cut. This theorem supported by Feng and Menq [7,8] with their model for prediction of
cutting forces which was based on the empirical relationship between cutting forces and the undeformed chip geometry. They
focused only on ball end milling of a flat surface. Many studies about mechanistic model for cutting force in milling, but most
of the existing model are dedicated to 3-axis milling [4, 9-11]. The tool orientation which is the specific parameter in five axis
machining has not been taken into account. Actually, the cross cut area in five axis milling depends on the tool orientation
applied during cutting [12].
This paper present a method for generate instantaneous CWE during 5-axis milling. Development of CWE in 5-axis milling
becomes more complicated due to the two additional rotation tool motions. In this research, the methodology as developed by
Aras and Hoi [13] for obtaining CWE in 3-axis milling is applied for 5-axis milling. Then, the model developed by Gani et al.
[14] was used to define the instantaneous cut geometry. And the tool orientation (inclination angle) change in between two
consecutive CC point is taken into account.
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2.

TOOL ORIENTATION AND TOOL PATH TOPOLOGY

Ball end nose mill (BNEM) is widely used in sculpture surface machining with 3 axis milling. It is to avoid gouging during the
machining process due to the complexity of surface geometry. Compare to flat end cutter, the drawbacks machining with
BNEM is the varying cutting speed along the tool radius. The maximal cutting speed only exists on the tool diameter, while the
cutting speed at the tool tip is zero. It caused the cutting chipping and leads to poor surface roughness.

Figure 1: Tool orientation in local coordinate system; a) inclination angle (α); b) screw angle (φ)
To solve this problem, the flat end cutter with orientation adjustment was introduced. To avoid gouging, cutter can be inclined
with inclination and/or screw angle along the two additional axes, instead of perpendicular cutter condition. As illustrated in
Figure.1a, inclination angle (α) is the angle between tool axis vector (u) and the surface normal vector (v). While screw angle
(β) exist when the tool is rotated around the normal vector (n) as depicted in Figure 1b. Machining using screw angle will
produce a higher scallop height, and longer the machining time. Therefore, this study will only take inclination angle into
account.

Figure 2: Continues tool orientation change in 5 axis milling
In general, 5 axis milling could be performed with varying or constant tool orientation. In varying tool orientation, the tool is
dynamically optimized along the tool path in order to maintain the tool to be as close as possible to the surface without
gouging. On the other hand, in constant tool orientation approach, the inclination angle or/and screw angle are keep constant
along the cutting path. Predefined inclination angle are applied for the entire surface model. However, even the machining
using constant tool orientation, the inclination angle is only constant at every CC-point. Due to the surface normal at the next
CC point changed, the tool also changes its orientation gradually to reach the orientation at next CC point as shown in Figure
2.
There are two types of tool path topologies that are mostly used for finishing of sculptured surface, parallel pattern and spiral
pattern. Normally, parallel pattern is used for milling area of sculptured surface. Cutting tool moves at fixed x-axis or fixed yaxis. The paths are along the longer side of the surface called strip parallel. While the path along the shorter side of the surface
is called strip normal. On the other hand, spiral pattern can be used when milling a spherical like surface shape. This kind of
pattern is also suitable for High Speed Machining (HSM) applications since it provides continues cuts with minimum number
of tool retractions and discontinuous in the tool path during cutting. Parallel pattern is a simple and the easiest patter to
generate. Therefore this pattern or precisely strip parallel pattern with fixed y-axis is chosen in this study.
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3.

MAPPING OF THE ENGAGEMENT POINT

In this section, derivations of the mapping engagement point used for obtaining the engagement (immersion) angle (φ) and
depth of cut (d) when machining with flat end cutter. Engagement angle is defined as the angle between the direction of the
simultaneous feed motion and primary motion measured in working plane. This parameter is used to locate the instantaneous
cross cut area along the tool/workpiece engagement or cut length [14]. Two input parameter in this calculation are tp, which is
machining time at Cp relative to CC-point Cn, and engagement point (I) at WCS as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Mapping of CWE in coordinate system and its parameters
Then, the parameter value p along linear tool path can be obtained as follow:
,
(1)
where
is time for tool moves from Cn to Cn+1. This value is influenced by feed rate (f, mm/rev), cutting speed (N,
rev/min) and the distance of two consecutive CC-point (Cn to Cn+1).
(2)
For a linear tool path, the tool contact points at a defined machining time Cp with respect to tool path start Cn (xn, yn, zn) and end
Cn+1 (xn+1, yn+1, zn+1) are given by,
(3)
In this study, the center at the bottom of cutting tool is chosen as the reference point. Its location can be expressed using the
cutting contact point as follow,
(4)
From Eq. 4 can be seen that y axis at with respect to Cp is constant. It is due to strip parallel pattern tool path with fixed y
axis is chosen. While R is radius of flat end cutter and is the inclination angle of cutting tool toward horizontal line at point
Cp as shown in Fig. 3. The value of
is obtained with these equations,
(5)
(6)
(7)
Where
and
are the inclination of path line with respect to horizontal line, while
is inclination angle at every contact
points.
The following step is mapping the position of engagement point at WCS, I (xI, yI, zI), to TCS, I-1 ( , , ). The transformation
is given by,
(8)
where
is an operator to map coordinate system involving rotation and translation motion. As mentioned before, strip
parallel pattern with fixed y-axis is chosen as tool path topology. Therefore, the rotation of cutting tool will only occured

about y-axis. And the local coordinate system is also translated at T, due to the center of the bottom of cutting tool
is chosen as reference point. At last, the mapping operator is given by:
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(9)

To find φI and d, the coordinate of an engagement point in the TCS is required. This obtained from Eq.8, as follow:
(10)
Expanding Eq. 10 with its mapping operator inverse is defined by,

(11)

Finally, from Eq.11 gives the coordinates of I-1 ( ,

,

) as follow,
(12)

Given the coordinate of I-1 on flat end mill, the engagement angle is obtained by this equation:
(13)
The depth of cut (d) as shown in Figure 3 is defined as follow:
(14)

4.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF CUT GEOMETRY

In this section, the rest of mathematical equations to define the geometry of cut are derived. For conventional milling, the tool
is set without inclination angle (α=0), and hence the shape of cutting tool remain as a circle. This condition produce a square
shape of cross cut geometry as depicted in Figure 4b. However, when the constant inclination angle (α) introduce to cutting
tool, the shape of the cutting tool is not circle anymore. It becomes an ellipse with a minor axis is R, and a major axis equal to
R/cosα, as shown in Figure 4d. The shape of the cross cut cutting is not a square anymore but now become a trapezium.
Another condition shown in Figure 4c, when the tool orientation continuously changes, the shape of cutting tool is also
changed gradually. The major axis becomes R/cosαI, where αI is the instantaneous inclination angle. Again, it affects the cross
cut geometry.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4: Cutting tool and cross cut of chip shape. a) 3D model of cutting tool and chip; b, c, d) top view of actual
cutting tool shape and front view of instantaneous cross cut of chip shape at various inclination angle.
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The equations of the ellipse are obtained as follow,
(15)
(16)
When applying inclination angle, the depth of cut is also vary with the value of tool motion angle. The depth of cut forms the
ellipse shape as the shape of the bottom side of tool. There are two possibilities condition may occurred. First, when the
engagement starts at zero tool motion angle. It is occurred if the depth of cut obtained from Eq.14 is greater than or equal to
R.sinα.sinφ as shown in Figure 5a. Otherwise, the engagement starts from a certain value of tool motion angle (Figure 5b).

Figure 5: Side view of chip formation, a) when d ≥ R.sinα.sinφ, b) when d < R.sinα.sinφ
The Engagement angle and depth of cut which have been determined in the previous section is then used as primary input to
obtain the instantaneous size of cut thickness, depth of cut, and also cut width. Determination of cross cut geometry for
continuous tool orientation change is not as simple as when milling with constant tool orientation.

Figure 6: a) top view and, b) front view of cut formation, c) geometry of instantaneous cross cut
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The general view of the cut geometry when machining with insert tool edge is depicted in Figure 6. In this case, the
engagement starts at zero tool motion angles. When a point in the cutting tool engages with workpiece, it will follow the path
as shown in Figure 6a. The shape of the curve is formed by the actual shape of cutting tool (Eq.17-18), feed rate (f), number of
teeth (n), and feed motion angle or engagement angle (φ). In milling process, cut geometry can be estimated by determining the
tool motion path. According to Kumanchik and Schmitz [15] the chip thickness in milling is defined as the distance between
the current tooth’s path and the previous tooth’s path along the line segment connecting the tool center to the current tooth’s
cutting edge. However, this definition is only applicable for machining with perpendicular tool orientation. Otherwise, the
orientation angle should be taken into consideration as another factor which influences the size of cut thickness. It can be seen
in Figure 6b that tool orientation makes the cut thickness thinner than the distance of two consecutive tooth paths.
Due to the inclination continuously change, it makes the major axis length of curve a is different with the major axis length of
curve c. Increasing inclination angle will longer the major axis of the curve. To calculate the distance between these two
curves, the dummy curve (curve b) which represents the average motion of both curves is created and put in between them. Its
major axis is computed by using the average inclination angle of curve a and the average inclination angle of curve c. Below
are the equations of the instantaneous inclination angle curves.
(17)
(18)
(19)
where the inclination change rate (

in every degree of tool rotation is obtained as follow,

(20)
S is the distance between major axis of curve a (at point a) and major axis of curve c (at point c), and it is calculated by this
equation,
(21)
Then, the equation of the dummy ellipse is obtained by using Eq. 16 with the X shifted to

,
(22)

For an ellipse,

. It is substituted into Eq.22 and then it yields,
(23)

(24)
Thus, the instantaneous distance between points I to I’ in X abscissa can be determined by using the second order of quadric
equation 24, and it become as follow,

(25)
Now, we can determine the length of I’ to I as follow,
(26)
Then cut thickness at the top side can be written,
(27)
The depth of cut obtained in the previous section (Eq. 14) is only valid for φI. To know the whole geometry of cross cut, we
need to define the depth of cut as a function of tool motion. Calculation of instantaneous depth of cut is influenced by the
initial depth of cut at entry point (p) and y value of the ellipse at the bottom of the tool as shown in Figure 5a.
(28)
(29)
And then the depth of cut as a function of engagement angle can be determined as follow,

Next parameter to be defined is cut width. Since the cutting tool applied helical angle (
Therefore, the front side of cut width at point I is given by,

(30)
, the cut width become longer.
(31)

By applying tool orientation continuously change, it cause the cut width at point I’ is different than that at point I. The cut
width at the back side is given as follow
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(32)
Again, due to the tool orientation change, cut thickness at the bottom side is different than that at the top side. It is defined as
follow,
(33)
For practical purposes, it is simpler to use the average cut width and the average cut thickness. And they become as follow,
(34)
(35)

5.

CONCLUSION

In this study, the geometries of cross section of instantaneous CWE in five axis milling have been defined. Determination of
cross cut geometry for continuous tool orientation change is not as simple as when milling without inclination angle or at
constant tool orientation. The shape of cut geometry is more complicated. Due to its complicated, the average sizes of each
geometry are used for further application.
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ABSTRACT
High carbon steel is a difficult-to-machine material by conventional machining processes, such as turning machine or milling
machine. This research is concern on the machining of high carbon steel by using non-conventional machining processes;
Electrical Discharge Machine (EDM). In EDM processes, the machining is independent on the hardness of the workpiece. All
materials can be machined, as long as it is conductor. The tool electrode used to machine the high carbon steel is copper (Cu).
The charge voltage used is 22 V and the feed speed of machining is 300 μm/second. The results show that by using EDM
processes, high carbon steel can be machined with a good result. The machining is performed by making hole on the
workpiece. The surface analysis is performed by using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). By using SEM, it can be seen
that the crater diameter resulted by a single discharge is around 50 – 200 μm.
Keywords
Electrical Discharge Machine, crater, high carbon steel, copper, non-conventional machining

1. INTRODUCTION
The EDM process in the manufacturing field is known as non-conventional machining method. Non-conventional machining
means that no direct contact between the tool electrode and the workpiece. The machining process in EDM based on the
concept of spark production. If two conductors has different in voltage potential (tool electrode has negative current, and the
workpiece has positive current) has a very small gap close related to the other in a dielectric fluid, there will be a spark that can
be used to machine the workpiece. The dielectric fluid is the non-conductor fluid, or fluid which has small electrical
conductivity.
In EDM processes, al materials can be machined regardless of its hardness, as long as conductor. That is why, recently in the
manufacturing field, this machine is used to machine materials that the conventional machine difficult to perform the process,
such as cast iron, high carbon steel and polycrystalline diamond. A lot of methods has been found in order to optimize the
quality of the workpiece after machining in EDM processes. Some of the methods by applying vibration [1], and ultrasonic
vibration [2]. Some method by using pulse counting methods is used to monitor the machining condition to obtain the best
result [3], and also new theory to determine the ease of machining in EDM processes has also been found [4]. Some hybrid
model is also developed in order to get better surface quality on the workpiece [5].
The development of EDM machine recently is very fast. We have already succeeded in the design and development of the
EDM machine. However, the result of surface analysis has not been done yet. This paper is focusing on the surface analysis of
holes machined by EDM processes.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup is shown in figure 1 and 2. It shows that the tool electrode (-) is from copper (Cu) with the density of
8.920 g/cc and diameter of 1 mm. The workpiece is high carbon steel (+). The property of the high carbon steel is shown in
Table 1. The charge voltage is 22 Volt and the speed of machining is 300 μm/second. The dielectric fluid is from kerosene.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup

Copper

High carbon steel

Figure 2: Tool electrode and workpiece
Table 1. The property of high carbon steel

Carbon, C

0,90 – 1,03 %

Iron, Fe

98,38 – 98,8 %

Manganese, Mn

0,03 – 0,50 %

Phosphorous, P

≤ 0,040 %

Sulfur, S

≤ 0,050 %

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The machining was performed by making hole. Figure 3 show the through-hole of the high carbon steel machine by copper.
The diameter of the hole is around > 1 mm, since the diameter of the tool electrode used is 1 mm. It can be seen that the crater
diameter is around 50 – 200 μm. Each crater was manufactured by a single discharge. The hole is consisting of a lot of craters
which is combined around the tool electrode for making the hole.
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Crater

Figure 3: The hole manufactured by EDM processes
The detailed surface of the machined part is shown in figure 4. The surface of the machined part is quite smooth, however
some debris are occurring and attached to the workpiece. This debris caused by the residue of the melting workpiece, and after
melted by the spark, sometime it does not have time to be flushed away, that is why sometime it will attach to the surface of
the workpiece and cause poor surface quality.

Debris

Figure 4: The detailed surface of the hole
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Figure 5: Micro crack on the machined surface
The temperature of the discharge pulse is around 16,000 °C. This temperature will machine and melt the workpiece. In this
condition, high temperature will directly make the crater on the workpiece and sudden cooling are also occur from the
dielectric fluid (kerosene). This sudden cooling will produce cracks, as shown in figure 5. The width of the crack is only
around 2 μm. The crack will not affecting much to the surface quality, since it size is very small.

4. CONCLUSION
The machined surface of from the EDM processes is quite good, with a small diameter of the crater resulted from the spark.
The diameter of the crater is only 50 – 200 μm. However, sometime the debris can not flushed away by the dielectric fluid and
attached on the workpiece’s surface and cause poor surface quality. The debris is attached to the workpiece is caused by the
residue of the melting workpiece, and after melted by the spark, sometime it does not have time to be flushed away. Micro
crack is also occur because the high temperature of the spark will machine the wokrpiece and there is a sudden cooling from
the dielectric fluid. This sudden cooling cause the micro crack to occur.
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ABSTRACT
One main application of Electrical Discharge Machining die sinking is for mold machining, which required a smooth surface.
To achieve this purpose some parameters influences the surface roughness should be optimized. This research emphasis on
finding a combination of electrodes material, current and on-time which resulting the smoothest surface. Research was carried
out using different electrodes: copper, graphite, and steel AISI 1045 for machining AISI 1040 work pieces. On-time was varied
as 90, 120, 150 µs, whereas current was varied from 9 to 12 amperes. A Taguchi’s design experiment is used to simplify the
attempts and optimize the parameters. Regression analysis using Minitab 14 result in an empirical equation of surface
roughness as Ra = 4.4259 e0.144.A0.0231.I0.350, where Ra, e, A, and I surface roughness, electrode material, on-time, and current
respectively. From the experiments, electrode material, current, and on time has affect of 98.3% on the value of surface
roughness produced. Individually, the graphite electrodes have resulted in the smoothest surface roughness. It seems that the
greater the electrical conductivity the bigger current flows. Consequently, it effect to the surface roughness. The larger
currents were used, the greater the surface roughness value obtained. It because of a bigger current will create a deeper
cavity. Lastly, a longer on-time to supply the current result in the same effect of that of the current was. Among those varied
parameters the smoothest of surface gained at of 4.86 µm when using combination of graphite electrode on current of 6 A and
on-time of 90 µs. In contrast, steel electrode, 12 A current and 150 µs on-time give the worst surface of 8.65 µm.
Keywords
Die sinking EDM, surface roughness, electrode, current, on time.

1. INTRODUCTION
There are many reasons of using non conventional machining, finding of new materials which is high strength temperature
resistant; very high hardness or strength of the materials or too brittle; the work piece is so flexible that can not be clamp or
hold; complicated shaped work piece; increasing precision requirement or when increasing of temperature during process is
un-tolerable. One of non conventional machining is electrical discharge machining that advantage to machine very hard
material with a softer “tool”. The tool named as electrode. Quality of machining depend on some parameters, namely electrode
material, current flowing, on-time, off-time, etc.
Previous works have been carried out in finding the best parameters to gain the smoothest surface roughness. Suhardjono
(2004) has proofed that arc-on time significantly influenced the surface roughness, whereas arc-off has no rule over it. Partono
and Riyadi (2008) have used a copper electrode. They found that current has influenced the roughness. The higher the current
the wider the crater, the faster the electrode wear and the rougher the surface. Recent study has also evidenced that electrical
current, discharge time, and on time significantly contributes to surface roughness, while discharge gap did not (Darsin, et all,
2011). In continuing the previous works, focus of this research is to find out influence of electrode material together with
current and on time toward surface roughness.

2.BASIC THEORY
2.1. EDM Process
EDM involves a complex, jumping some electrical sparks in a gap between electrode and work piece in a flowing fluid
dielectrics. The jumping happens not continue but peroidic at a time. In general, EDM can be classified according for its use,
for cuttings, die sinking, and for grindings. The dielectrics fluid plays as an isolator. The voltage between both electrode and
the work piece has to over the break down voltage; otherwise the current could not jump up (Schey, 2010).
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According to Darsin (2010) the break down voltage depends on gab distance, dielectric fluid characteristic and rate of pollution
in between. Whereas, mechanism of material removal initiated with jumping of high speed electrons to the work piece surface,
followed by local melting due to high temperature (8000° - 12000°C) in both electrode as well as work piece. Then both
surfaces and also the fluid dielectric evaporate. In meanwhile, the current is stopped that causing falling of temperature and
affect forming of vapor bulbs which shrinkage the molten materials. The cold molten then spread out and drift in the dielectric
fluid leave craters on the surfaces.
An EDM die-sinking principally is not different with the others. It is used for die making. The formed curve is in contrast with
the electrode form, that means the electrode and the formed work piece will be as if a pair, with the electrode as a male part
and the formed work piece will be the female one. Main component of EDM machine comprises of a tool, a pulse generator, a
servo motor, and a tank for dielectric fluid. The work piece is soaked in this dielectric fluid. Lay out of an EDM machine is
shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Lay out of a die sinking EDM machine
2.2. Surface Roughness
Surface roughness plays important in quality of products. The lesser surface roughness the better the quality of product.
Surface roughness is irregularity of a certain surface. In EDM process, this irregularity is caused by small craters in the work
piece surface. These craters make the debris pile up in and fail to be flushed by dielectric fluid. Consequently, the spark could
not reach the work piece surface but strike these debris and lower speed of removal. Surface roughness comprises two kinds,
ideal surface roughness that influenced by machining parameters, electrodes and dielectric fluids and natural surface roughness
which influenced by operator error and machine vibration.

Figure 2. Surface roughness parameters
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The most common term to measure surface roughness is using roughness index or center line average or arithmetic average
surface roughness, which means value of arithmetic average from its absolute distance between the measured profile and the
center profile. Mathematically, its can be formulated as
………………………………………………………….(1)
Regions below the center profile are mirrored up and been averaged with regions above, then will be formed a hilly area with
height of Ra. The choice is suitable for observing surface roughness of many mechanical components which have been
machined by a certain machining process. Value of Ra is more sensitive to any changing or deviation which happened in
machining. Therefore, if there is any indication of raising surface roughness a preventive action can be carried out.

3.EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The research was carried out at State Polytechnic of Malang East Java. The material for work piece is made of AISI 1045
Steel, which has been certified by Hang Hock Hardware to have composition of 0.46%C, 0.30%Si, 0.65%Mn, 0.028%P, and
0.009%S. The work piece is formed as a cylinder with 20mm long and 28mm in diameter. Three kinds of electrodes were used,
made of copper with electrical conductivity 6.0x107 (ohm-1.m1), graphite
(ohm-1.m1), and AISI 1045 steel
-1
1
(ohm .m ). Electrodes were formed as solid bars with 22mm in diameter and 100mm long. Whereas, dielectric fluid used
is transformator oil and the machine used is an EDM of Jiann Sheng NCF 304 N. While, to measure the surface roughness it
used surface roughness tester type SJ-301. Machine parameters varied are on-time (90, 120, 1nd 150 μm) and electrical current
(6, 9, and 12 amperes). The variation is based on manual book of the machine.
A regression method was used to develop the formula that connecting between surface roughness and machining factors. The
basic formula to developed is
where Ra, e, A, and I surface roughness, material of electrode, on-time, and
current respectively. The formula then transformed in mathematical equation as
(1)
The formula, then, was transformed to a linear form to be
(2)
Furthermore, it continued to transformed as
(3)
With
with the help of Minitab 14 software. To find an
The next step is finding the correlation between y-variable and
accurate conclusion some tests were carried out, correlation analysis, analysis of variance, individual test of regression
coefficient, and residual assumption test.
During experiments, machine was run according to the procedure. Depth of cut was set at 0.3 mm only. If it is reached, the
machining will stop it self. Every run of machining was done in turn according to research designed. After all of runs had
finished, then their surface roughness were observed under surface roughness tester at M range (0.1 to 10.0 µm Ra).

4.RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Result
The data result of EDM machining is presented in table 1
Table1. Data of machining result

1

Material of
Electrode
Copper

90

Current
(A)
6

2

Copper

90

9

6.22

3

Copper

90

12

7.18

4

Copper

120

6

5.60

5

Copper

120

9

6.89

6

Copper

120

12

7.70

No.

On Time (µs)

Ra (µm)
5.01
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7

Copper

150

6

6.34

8

Copper

150

9

7.54

9

Copper

150

12

8.53

10

Graphite

90

6

4.86

11

Graphite

90

9

6.18

12

Graphite

90

12

7.06

13

Graphite

120

6

5.68

14

Graphite

120

9

6.82

15

Graphite

120

12

7.67

16

Graphite

150

6

6.34

17

Graphite

150

9

7.46

18

Graphite

150

12

8.52

19

Steel

90

6

5.30

20

Steel

90

9

6.41

21

Steel

90

12

7.42

22

Steel

120

6

5.91

23

Steel

120

9

7.21

24

Steel

120

12

7.95

25

Steel

150

6

6.76

26

Steel

150

9

8.00

27

Steel

150

12

8.65

Regression analysis was carried out to find correlation between surface roughness (Ra), electrode’s type (e), current (I) and on
time (A). Result of analysis is presented in table 2.
Table 2. Regression Analysis: Log Ra versus Log e; Log A; Log I

Predictor Coef
Constant 0,6463
Log e
0,14444
Log A 0,023148
Log I
0,34963

SE Coef
0,1904
0,03497
0,001166
0,01166

T
3,39
4,13
19,86
30,00

P
0,002
0,000
0,000
0,000

VIF
1,0
1,0
1,0

S = 0,148348 R-Sq = 98,3% R-Sq(adj) = 98,1%
The regression equation is
Log Ra = 0,646 + 0,144 Log e + 0,0231 Log A + 0,350 Log I
Table 2 shows that predictor variables, electrode (e), on time (A), and current (I), each has 3 factor levels. From the above table
it clear shown that predictor variables are 55.63; 813.52; 1867.93, and p-value for all predictor variables has value of 0.000.
The conclusion is we accept the alternative hypothesis that all of the predictor variables influence significantly to the surface
roughness.
Test of model conformity has also carried out. In this regression analysis level of tolerance (α) is 0.05. It shown in table 2 that
p-value is 0.000, less than 0.05. Consequently, the linear regression formed model represents the existed data.
The number of model adequacy can be proofed by seeing the value of determination coefficient (r 2) that is 98.3% or r =0.99. It
means that there is a strong linear correlation between surface roughness with the three parameters. The formed equation from
table 2 is
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Or in another form it will be

Identical test has also proofed that all data distributed randomly around zero line and do not have any tendency to form of any
pattern as shown in figure 3.

Figure 3. Residuals versus the fitted values plot
4.2. Discussion
According to the formed equation, all predictor variables; kind of electrodes (e), currents (I) and on-time (A) influences the
respond, surface roughness (Ra). The smallest surface roughness of 4.86 µm achieved when using graphite electrode, current
of 6A, and on-time of 90 µs. While, combination of steel electrode, 12 A of current and on-time of 150μs has resulted in the
coarsest surface roughness, an 8.65 μm.
Set of experiences showed that graphite electrodes result in smoother roughness, whereas, steels are coarser. It may because
steels have electrical conductivity of
(
) compare that of graphite [
(
)].
The higher the conductivity of electrode the higher the current that is sent, and it lead to the spreading of current faster and
more focused.
Furthermore, the higher the current the higher the resulted spark. Consequently, the craters made are deeper. So the surface is
also rougher. The result is in line with the previous experiment by Darsin et all (2011) and also Partono and Riyadi (2008).
In addition, variation of on-time less contribute to the roughness compare to that of currents. The higher the on-time used the
rougher the surface is. It because the longer the on-time means the spark hit material in longer too. Consequently, the craters
made are also deeper and wider. Suhardjono (2004) has proofed the same results. He argued that the longer the on-time which
is given means spark melt the surface wider and deeper. Whereas, Darsin (2011) explained that the longer on-time affect the
gab widen laterally.

5.CONCLUSION
Among these parameters have influenced onto surface roughness in order are current, material of electrode, and on time. In this
research the smoothest surface finish of 4.86μm obtained when using graphite electrode, current of 6A an on-time of 90 μs.
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Where as, the roughest surface of 8.65 μm gained when steel electrodes were applied together with current of 12 A and ontime of 150 μs.
For next future research should be conducted using others electrode materials such as silver, brass or aluminum. Furthermore,
others parameters could be tried, for instances polarity and dielectric fluids. Meanwhile, others parameters should be measured
as responds such as material removal, over cut, wear of electrodes/tools.
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ABSTRACT
Recently, the use of large amount conventional cutting fluid has been generating both environmental damage and health
hazards. Due to this reason, some alternatives solution have been sought to minimize or to avoid the use of conventional
cutting fluid in machining operations. Some of these alternatives are machining process with minimum quantity lubrication
(MQL), air jet cooling and dry machining. The purpose of this work is to investigate the effect of air jet cooling on turning
process. Steel St 40 was used as the workpiece material and the proposed method was experimented during turning process.
Surface roughness, tool temperature and tool wear were measured for twelve conditions of air jet pressure, varying from 0.5
bar until 6 bar at two different air jet positions. The results show that air jet cooling is able to reduce tool wear and to
increase the surface quality.
Keywords
Air jet cooling, tool temperature, nose wear, surface roughness

1. INTRODUCTION
The use of cutting fluid in machining process are addressed e.g., to reduce the friction, to easy the chips removal, to clean the
tools and to dissipate the generated heat. Application of cutting fluid also improves the quality of the workpiece by continually
removing metal fines and chips from the tool and cutting zone. In the pursuit of profit, safety, and convenience, a number of
alternatives to traditional machining are currently under development. Dry machining has been around for as long as traditional
machining, but has seen a recent surge in interest as more people are realizing the true cost of cutting fluid management.
Minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) is an obvious, but very intricate balance between dry machining and traditional methods.
Other novel cutting fluids, such as air-cooling and liquid nitrogen, are also being explored for their unique properties [1]. The
alternatives lubrication and cooling for a cutting process are detailed in Fig. 1.
Bio-degradable
Coolant

Conventional
Liquid Coolant
(Present Solution)

Minimum
Quantity
Lubrication
(MQL)

Cold Highspeed Jets of
Gas

Dry Machining
(Ultimate Goal)

Figure 1: Forms of lubrication and heat removal from the cutting process [2].
Studies of dry machining have shown that with proper equipment and tooling, machining without fluids can produce a highquality finish, but this method must use tool with a coating that insulates the tool and the part from the heat of the cut. These
tools are more expensive than traditional tools and must be replaced more often. Tool wear can increase so much that certain
extreme cuts must be divided into separate processes to facilitate tool replacement. Another alternative to traditional use of
cutting fluids is machining with MQL method, or known as near dry machining (NDM) or semi-dry machining. With MQL,
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the problem of misting and skin exposure is greatly reduced, and fluid does not become contaminated because it is not re-used.
However, fluid is still present. Proper ventilation is required to prevent build up of vaporized fluid [1].
The other alternative cooling for cutting process is air jet cooling. Air jet cooling has never been taken seriously by the
manufacturing industry due to the fact that for many years traditional cutting fluid has been shown to be effective in cooling
tool tips during the machining processes. The outcome of this research will prove that air-cooling can replace traditional
cutting fluid for many machining applications, without any reduction in tool life or reduction in quality of work piece surface
finish [3]. Currently, there are several kinds of gases applied in cooling gas cutting such as air, nitrogen and carbon dioxide.
Ko et al. [4] investigated the cooling system used the air-oil cooling method for the turning of hardened steel. The new cooling
system was designed using an air-oil method, which is based on the principle of air vortex flow. The result indicated that the
cooled air ejected at the tip of cutting tool lowers tool temperature, and reduces the wear of a TiN coated tool to give 30% of
CBN tool life at the same cutting length. Dhar and Kamruzzaman [5] studied the effects of cryogenic cooling on temperature,
tool wear, surface roughness and dimensional deviation in turning AISI-8740 steel by coated carbide. The experimental
investigation in the role of cryogenic cooling by liquid nitrogen jet on cutting temperature, tool wear, surface finish and
dimensional deviation in turning of AISI-8740 steel at industrial speed-feed combination by coated carbide insert. The results
indicated that cryogenic cooling by liquid nitrogen jets provided lesser tool wear, better surface finish and higher dimensional
accuracy as compared to dry and wet machining.
Bareggi et al. [6] investigated the thermal effect of high pressure air jets cooling of AISI 1020 steel by finite element method
(FEM). The results show that changes in chip shape and temperatures when using high velocity air jets are significant and
show potential for environmentally efficient machining. Su et al. [7] investigated the effect of refrigerated cooling air cutting of
Inconel 718 nickel-base super alloy and AISI D2 cold work tool steel. Comparative experiments were conducted under
different cooling/lubrication conditions, i.e. dry cutting, MQL, cooling air, and cooling air and minimal quantity lubrication
(CAMQL). The result indicated that application of cooling air and CAMQL resulted in drastic reduction in tool wear and
surface roughness in finish turning of Inconel 718 and in the high-speed milling of AISI D2, cooling air cutting presented
longer tool life and slightly higher surface roughness than dry cutting and MQL. Therefore, cooling air cutting can provide not
only environment friendliness but also great improvement in machinability of difficult-to-cut materials.
Recently, Boswell and Chandratilleke [3] investigated the effects of air-cooling used for metal cutting. The air-cooling
produced by vertex tube that is able to separate airflow into two different streams simultaneously, one hotter than the inlet air
and the other cooler. The result indicated that the vortex tube air-cooling systems proved to be effective at dissipating the heat
from the tool tip, proving that air-cooling is an effective method of cooling tool tips. The above-mentioned studies suggest that
air-cooling provides significant benefits in the machining process; however, more work is need to explore the potential of air
jet cooling. The present study aims to investigate the effect of air jet cooling pressure and positions on turning process of St 40
steel in terms of tool wear, surface roughness and cutting temperature.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
The turning characteristics of work material e.g., cutting temperature, tool wear, surface roughness have been investigated to
study the role of dry, wet, and air jet cooling. The experiments were carried out on Maximat V14 lathe (see Fig. 2). St 40 steel
bar (Ø34 mm X 60 mm) was turned by coated carbide insert at industrial speed-feed combinations under all dry, wet and air jet
cooling conditions. The chemical compositions of St 40 steel as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Composition of St 40 steel.

Chemical compositions

Fe

C

Mn

Si

Cu

Ni

Cr

other

Percents (%)

98.12

0.10

0.67

0.21

0.25

0.11

0.13

0.41

The hardness of the workpiece material was 55.7 HRA. In wet condition, supply rate of coolant was fixed at 32.7 l/h. The
value of cutting speed, depth of cut and feed rate were selected based on the tool manufacturer’s recommendation and
industrial practices. PVD coated carbide insert (CT3000) with TNMG 160404 type, was used in this experiment. The nozzle
positioned 20 mm away from the cutting tool was applied under cooling air jet condition. The experimental conditions are
given in Table 2.
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overhead
Chuck
Nozzle

interface
workpiece

Workpiece

tool
Thermocouple

(a) Experiment set-up

(b) Schematic of air jet cooling position
Figure 2: Turning experimental.

Table 2: Experiment conditions used in turning St 40 steel.

Cutting velocity
Depth of cut
Feed rate
Nozzle diameter
Nozzle and tool gap
Cooling conditions

140 m/min
0.5 mm
0.112 mm/rev
2 mm
20 mm
dry cutting
wet cutting (coolant supply rate 32.7 l/h)
air jet cooling (air pressure: 0.5 – 6 bar, position: interface and overhead)

The SJ-201P Mitutoyo surf test was used to obtain the roughness average Ra as the value to express the surface finish. The
surface roughness measurement was using a sampling length of 0.8 mm. Thermocouple was attached on cutting tool to
measure the tool temperature during turning process (see Fig. 3). The tool wear immediately measured by Olympus BX41M
microscope. Surface roughness, tool temperature and tool wear were measured for twelve conditions of air jet pressure, varying
from 0.5 bar until 6 bar at two different air jet positions.

1 mm

0.5 mm
thermocouple

Figure 3: The position of thermocouples on the clearance face of the tool.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Effect of Air Jet Cooling on Tool Temperature
During the machining process, the machine energy is transferred into heat through plastic deformation of the workpiece
surface, the friction of the chip on the tool face and the friction between the tool and the workpiece. The heat will be
distributed to chip, workpiece and tool. Temperature on the tool has strong influent on the tool wear. If temperature increases,
the tool softens and either wear more rapidly though abrasion or deforms plastically. The determination of tool temperature
interface is technically difficult. Longbottom and Lanham [8] had review about several methods of measuring cutting
temperature during a machining process. Generally, there are two methods to measure cutting temperature, e.g., conduction
method and radiation method. In this study, the tool temperatures are measured by conduction method using single wire
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thermocouple at steady state condition. In order to investigate the effect of air jet cooling pressure and positions of cooling
nozzle on tool temperature, a thermocouple placed on the clearance face of the tool. The surface tool temperatures at one
millimeter from the nose radius on the clearance face under various cooling conditions can be seen in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Tool temperatures when machining St 40 steel under various cooling conditions.
From the experiment results, we know that both cooling conditions and cooling positions gave significant effect to temperature
reduction (Fig. 4). The air jet cooling machining is more effective in reducing cutting tool temperature than dry machining, but
machining in wet condition gives the best result. With an increase in the air jet pressure, the temperature reduction more
effective and has the optimum value at air pressure of three bars. Otherwise, when the air jet cooling pressure increases, the
tool temperature will increase too; this is because of higher air jet temperature and velocity. The higher pressure would produce
friction-like effect to the tool-workpice contact surface. The air jet cooling temperature and velocity at 0-6 bar can be seen in
Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Air jet cooling temperature and velocity output at 2 cm from the nozzle.
Temperature of tool reduces when the cooling with overhead air jet cooling is much higher than the interface position. The
resultant temperature in overhead air jet cooling was 4.66% lower than in interface air jet cooling. It can be seen from the
experimental results that an increase in air jet cooling pressure is not associated with an increase in temperature reduction. It
may also be concluded from the experimental results that there is an optimum pressure at air jet cooling for turning of St 40
steel.
3.2 Effect of Air Jet Cooling on Tool Wear
The effectiveness of the air jet cooling can be shown when a comparison is made between the wear for a dry machining and an
overhead air jet cooling machining (see Fig. 6). Nose wear increased rapidly with the cutting time under dry cutting condition.
Fig. 5 also clearly shows that nose wear growth decreased by air jet cooling method. When cutting time reached 30 minutes,
the nose wear for two cooling conditions was 2.64 mm and 2.46 mm for dry cutting and overhead air jet cooling, respectively.
Thus, the resultant nose wear in overhead air jet cooling was 10.92% lower than in dry machining.
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Figure 6: Nose wear with machining time under dry and air jet cooling conditions at cutting velocity 140 m/min and air
cooling pressure of three bars at overhead air jet cooling.

100 µm

100 µm

(a)

Dry machining

(b) Overhead air jet cooling with pressure of 3 bar

Figure 7: Nose wear after 30 min of machining.
Fig. 7 shown that nose wears occur on the nose radius of the tool. This wears primarily caused by abrasion and built-up edge
(BUE). Abrasion occurs when hard particle of St 40 steel abrade and remove material from the tool. BUE formation occurs
caused by St 40 steel is ductile material [9]. Observation of the chips produced during dry and air jet cooling indicated that
much of the heat was being dissipated from the cutting zone. Fig. 8 shows the chips produced during the dry and air jet cooling
tool tip test. The left hand chips produced during dry cutting and the right hand produced during air jet cooling, this result also
found in ref [3].

Figure 8: Chips produced by dry machining and air jet cooling.
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Figure 9: Surface roughness when machining St 40 steel under various cooling conditions.

3.3 Effect of Air Jet Cooling on Surface Roughness
The results of surface roughness measurement by stylus-type profile meter under various cooling conditions are show in Fig. 9.
It is found that there is an improvement of surface roughness by air jet cooling. Compared by dry machining and wet
machining, air jet cooling effect on surface roughness improvement is about 3.44% and 0.28% respectively. These conditions
caused by in dry machining tool wear frequently occurring so give a high surface roughness value. However, supplying air jet
cooling to the cutting area in turning at a pressure of 2.5 – 4.5 bars and 6 bars did not have any significant effect on the surface
roughness, as compared to wet conditions. Although in some air jet pressure its value slightly increased (overhead at 1.5 bar)
or decreased (0.5; 1; 5; 5.5; and interface at 1.5 & 2.5 bar). For overhead air jet cooling the Ra is lower, this is due to better
chip-formation control and lower temperatures.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions obtained in this experimental study of air jet cooling of St 40 steel are as follows:
1. The experiment results show that overhead air jet cooling is more effective to reduce tool temperature than interface air
jet cooling.
2. The experiments have confirmed a significant influence of the overhead air jet cooling method on the nose wear. The
resultant nose wear in dry turning was 10.92% larger than in turning with overhead air jet cooling.
3. The air jet cooling pressure exerted on the tool-chip face is making a better surface finish. This is due to better chipformation control and lower temperatures.
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ABSTRACT
Surface roughness and wettability determine the interaction of biomaterial with its surrounding tissue or microorganisms.
Polishing is one of the treatments for modifying the roughness and wettability of biomaterial. In this study, the effect of
abrasive particle size during mechanical polishing on the surface roughness and wettability of AISI 316L stainless steel is
presented. Sandpapers with various abrasive particle size ( = 8 μm, 14 μm, and 106 μm) were tested in a pin-on-disc
polishing machine for 0 to 20 minutes. A constant load and velocity of rotating disc and water lubrication were used during
the polishing. The surface roughness and wettability were evaluated using contact profilometer and goniometer. The result
shows a reduction of roughness from Ra = 3.39 μm into values spanning from Ra = 0.04 μm to 0.1 μm after 20 minutes of
polishing. The effect of particle size of the sandpaper on the samples surface roughness is discussed in this paper. The
wettability testing indicates an inverse relationship between the roughness and the resulting droplet contact angle. In addition,
an enhanced hydrophobicity of the steel due to the polishing is also observed.
Keywords
Surface roughness, AISI 316L, mechanical polishing, abrasive particle size

1. INTRODUCTION
Surface roughness and wettability are among of the most important features of biomedical implants. Surface roughness
determines the interaction between the implanted material and the surrounding tissue [1-3], anti-corrosion property [4,5], and
fatigue strength [6]. Wettability is also considerably crucial as it corresponds to the surface energy of the biomaterials. It has
been found that a better adsorption of specific proteins which initiate tissue development at a surface occurs in a high energy or
hydrophilic surface [3]. On the other hand, bacterial adhesion on the implant surface can be prevented by reducing surface
energy or rendering into the more hydrophobic surface [7]. Hence, the optimization of surface roughness and wettability
depends on the type of the implants.
Several methods have been introduced in literatures to modify the roughness and wettability of biomaterials, such as
sandblasting [1,8,9], acid etching [1], anodizing [1], SMAT [10], and polishing [2,11]. Among those methods, polishing is one
of the traditional technique with the aim to obtain a smooth biomaterial surface, such as in stents [11] and osteosynthesis plates
[12].
Several methods of polishing have been introduced in literatures, e.g. mechanical polishing [2], electropolishing [11], polishing
with electrodeposition method [13], etc.. Mechanical polishing is basically done by grinding the surface of material with the
abrasive surface, so that the surface is abraded and its roughness is reduced. Some parameters determine the result of the
polishing, such as the applied load, the abrasive particle, the speed, and the lubrication during the treatment. However, the
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effect of mechanical polishing and its processing parameters, such as the size of abrasive particle and duration, has not yet
been intensively studied.
In this study, the effects of abrasive particle size of the sandpaper during the polishing on the surface roughness and wettability
of AISI 316L stainless steel are studied. This steel is one of the most used material for medical devices and food industries due
to its excellent properties in corosion resistance and biocompatibility.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
AISI 316L stainless steel plates with a dimension of 20  20  3 mm were prepared as the samples. The chemical composition
(wt%) of the steel are presented in Table 1. The polishing was conducted using a custom-built machine with a pin-on-disc
configuration. The pin was a steel plate mounted on resin, whereas the rotating disc was a metal covered by abrasive
sandpaper. The sandpaper with abrasive particle size () of 8, 14, and 106 µm were used. During the polishing, a constant load
and velocity of rotating disc and water lubrication were used.
Table 1. Chemical compositions of AISI 316L stainless steel
Element
wt%

C
0.0316

Cr
24.3038

Ni
10.9653

Mo
1.7477

Mn
1.2369

Si
0.4360

Cu
0.8637

S
0.0002

Both the non-treated and the treated samples were cleaned up using 70% ethanol and dried in ambient air prior to the
roughness and wettability measurement. The surface roughness was measured at 30 different locations using Surfcom 120A
contact stylus profilometer (Advanced Metrology System, UK). The surface wettability was measured by determining the
static contact angle of pure water droplet. The droplet was deposited onto 15 different locations at the surface from a syringe
and the droplet image was captured using Canon SX 120 IS digital camera (Canon, Japan). In addition, the surface structures
of the steel before and after polishing were observed using Digital Blue QX5 microscope (Prime Entertainment, China).

3. RESULTS
Fig. 1 shows the surface structures of AISI 316L stainless steel prior and after the polishing. A rough surface containing many
ridges is observed before the polishing. The abrasive particles of the sandpaper cut the ridges away during the treatment and a
smooth surface is therefore obtained. However, some scratches are still seen at the polished surface as produced by the
abrasive particles.

Fig. 1. Surface structure of AISI 316L stainless steel (a) before and (b) after polishing for 20 minutes
The surface roughness evolution of AISI 316L stainless steel during the polishing is shown in Fig. 2. In this paper, the
roughness is represented by its average roughness (Ra). The roughness of all samples decreases drastically after 1 minute of
polishing. However, it is clearly seen that a polishing using a sandpaper  = 14 µm gives the lowest roughness rather than that
with the other size of particle for a minute of polishing.The slowest reduction in the average surface roughness is performed by
the polishing with sandpaper  = 8 µm. During the first 10 minutes, the Ra values are still much higher than those produced by
the polishing with the two other sandpapers. Polishing with sandpaper  = 106 µm yields a similar characteristics with the
treatment using sandpaper  = 14 µm, but it is slightly rougher even after 15 minutes of treatment.
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Fig. 2. Average surface roughness (Ra) of AISI 316L stainless steel after polishing
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Fig. 3. Water droplet contact angle of AISI 316L stainless before and after polishing
Mechancal polishing in this study yields a more hydrophobic surface as indicated by the enhanced contact angle of pure water
droplet until the magnitude greater than 70. It is seen that the sandpapers with small size abrasive particles are capable of
enhancing the hydrophobicity better than the rough one. Both the sandpapers  = 8 and 14 µm induce droplet contact angle of
greater than 80 after15 minutes of the polishing. However, the sandpaper  =14 µm gives a greater enhancement of droplet
contact angle than sandpaper  = 8 µm after 15 minutes of treatment. The droplet contact angle does not significantly increase
by the polishing with sandpaper  = 106 µm.

4. DISCUSSIONS
The effect of mechanical polishing with various abrasive particle size has been studied. In general, the roughness evolution
during the mechanical polishing consists of three stages. The stage I is marked by a drastically decreasing roughness at the first
couple of minutes. In this study, this stage occurs at the first minute. The stage II is marked by a relatively slow reduction of
roughness whereas the last stage is a stable condition where the roughness is no longer affected by the duration of polishing.
In this study, it is clear that at the treatment duration of less than 15 minutes, the use of different size of abrasive particles on
the polishing media gives distinct surface characteristics. The polishing treatment using a sandpaper  = 14 µm has the highest
rate of roughness reduction to achieve its stable condition (i.e. Ra  0.04 µm) as compared to the two others. The sandpaper 
= 106 µm and  = 8 µm give the medium and the lowest rate of roughness reduction, respectively.
In the previous study, the lower rate of erosion in the sandblasting process as the use of a greater size particles is probably due
to the less number of erodent particles than the smaller one for a given volume rate [14]. This may be also applicable for the
present situation where the sandpaper  = 106 µm has a lower erosion rate to smoothen the treated surface than the sandpaper
 = 14 µm. The sandpaper with a larger particle size may contain a smaller number of particle than that with a smaller one for
the same large of sandpaper. As the consequence, a less homogenous surface and a rough surface are yielded even until 20
minutes of the treatment by the polishing with large size abrasive particles. It is reported that the polishing with sandpaper  =
106 µm still induces a rougher surface (Ra = 0.106  0.033 µm) than the sandpaper  = 14 µm (Ra = 0.048  0.010 µm) after
20 minutes of polishing.
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The polishing with the smallest particle size sandpaper yields the lowest rate of reduction than the two others, but it gives a
similar roughness (Ra = 0.046  0.014 µm) as the treatment with sandpaper  = 14 µm for 20 minutes of treatment. A different
roughness reduction mechanism may exist for the polishing with sandpaper  = 8 µm. Despite the larger number of particle in
the sandpaper  = 8 µm than the two others, the smaller abrasive particle is probably not sufficient to do a quick removal of
the steel surface layer. Consequently, a mixed surface structure consisting of a polished region and some of the remaining
original surface is exist at the first couple of minutes. A complete removal of surface layer which results to a smooth surface
(Ra = 0.046  0.014 µm) is yielded after 15 minutes of polishing.
The result of mechanical polishing in this study is comparable to the other one with electropolishing and magnetoelectropolishing of the same material. Ref. [11] reported the average surface roughness (Ra) of 0.065 µm and 0.10 µm
resulting from electropolishing and magneto-electropolishing AISI 316LVM stainless steel, respectively.
The wettability testing in this study shows the dependency of the measured droplet contact angle with the surface roughness
and the enhanced hydrophobicity of stainless steel due to the polishing. The water droplet contact angle is inversely correlated
to the surface roughness of AISI 316L as well as found in Ref. [10]. The droplet contact angles are enhanced from  = 67 to
 = 70 - 88 due to the roughness reduction by the polishing treatment. The smooth surface as obtained from the polishing with
sandpaper  = 8 µm and  = 14 µm induce an enhanced droplet contact angle until  = 88, whereas the rough surface from a
treatment with sandpaper  = 106 µm yields  = 70.5 after 20 minutes. Refs. [8,10,15] reported droplet contact angle of  =
88.6 and 89 in AISI 316L surface corresponding to the obtained average roughness Ra = 0.046 µm and 0.188 µm,
respectively.

5. CONCLUSION
The effect of mechanical polishing with various abrasive particle size on surface roughness and wettability of AISI 316L
stainless steel is investigated in this study. The roughness evolution during the mechanical polishing consists of three stages. A
rapid reduction of surface roughness is observed in the first couple of minute. Afterwards, a slower rate of roughness reduction
occurs before a stable condition is obtained. Polishing using sandpaper  = 14 µm reduces the roughness with a higher rate
than the treatment with sandpaper  = 8 and 106 µm. The wettability testing indicates an inverse relationship between surface
roughness and the resulting droplet contact angle. Polishing enhances the hydrophobicity of the stainless steel due to the
roughness reduction.
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ABSTRACT
New Low Carbon stainless steel codenamed Fe(Cr-Ni LCS) has been synthesized by foundry method. This steel was
synthesized using the crude minerals mined in Indonesia as starting materials consisting of ferro scrap, ferro chrome, ferro
manganese, and ferro silicon; all of them are in the granules form. This type of Low Carbon steel, in which a small quantity of
titanium has also been added, has very low carbon elements. A Powder Diffraction Study of FE(CR-NI LCS)material has been
carried out using X-ray and neutron methods. The main objective is to obtain pertaining structural data in preparation for
latter research by neutron scattering method on the internal stress and texture properties in the Fe(Cr-Ni LCS) samples. In
general both methods have confirmed the bcc type crystal structure of Fe(Cr-Ni LCS). The average value of 4.396(3) x 10-4 for
the average lattice strain ehkl has been observed in the rolled Fe(Cr-Ni LCS) sample. On the other hand, an angular shift and a
broadening in the intensity profile for all diffraction planes as an evidence of an inhomogeneous strain field were observed in
the rolled Fe(Cr-Ni LCS) samples. FWHM versus (cos)-1 plot yield the particle diameter of 0,091 m (as-cast) and 0,055 m
(hot-rolled) respectively. However the Williamson-Hall ( FWHMcos- vs. sin-) plot results for both microstrain and average
grain size indicate that The Williamson Hall plot is not suitable in this case.
Keywords
New Low Carbon steels, micro structure, crystal structure, neutron diffraction analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Fe-Cr-Ni based Low Carbon steel are still the subject of many research activities. They exhibit lower strength but higher
ductility/toughness. Typical application may include heat exchanger, appliances, automotive and architectural trim (i.e.
decorative purposes). Some of the research activities are aimed at understanding the mechanical and physical properties of
non-standard Low Carbon steels, in which the composition of the stell-alloys does not follow the preset AISI standards [1,2,3].
In a previous paper [4], preparation of a series of new Low Carbon samples, prepared using an inducto-thermo furnace,
thermoline model F47920-26-80, built by Telimek-LIPI have been reported. The addition of Ti is a new feature of Fe-Cr-Ni
based Low Carbon samples. The purpose of adding Ti is to prevent sensitization; also Fe(Cr-Ni LCS) samples contain more Cr
element in order to improve the material’s resistance with respect to corrosion. This type of sample composition is not
available before in the free market [3]. Therefore, these samples and their properties represent a state of the art new
development in materials technology. Hot rolling is one of the method utilized to obtain steels in a desired size, and to achieve
this Fe(Cr-Ni LCS) samples are hot rolled at 1100 C and 40% reduction in the P2M lab LIPI. In this work, a preliminary study
of the mechanical changes introduced in the steels by hot rolling process is reported. The change in the strain property is
studied by neutron diffraction method, the strain properties of the as cast Fe(Cr-Ni LCS) and the hot rolled Fe(Cr-Ni LCS)
samples are studied and analyzed.
1.1 Strain-Field Analysis
When a sample is subjected to homogenous strain, the peaks angular position will shift to either lower or higher 2 values
(which is shown in the expanded view in Figure 3 above), subject to whether a yield- or a tensile-strain is being applied on the
sample. On the other hand, an inhomogeneous strain field will cause besides an angular shift also a broadening in the intensity
profile. Experimentally, heating and cooling a metallic specimen will induce lattice strain in the specimen. The shift in peakposition is tied to the average strain in the crystals direction. The peak broadening reveals information on the inhomogeneous
strain-field distribution fluctuation [5].
The average lattice strain in the crystal direction [hkl], is expressed by:
(1)
ehkl = …d - do
do
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Here do and d are stress-free and stress-induced lattice-distance respectively. In Table 3, the hkl and dhkl values for each
treatment phase are presented and compared. The profile broadening induced by inhomogeneous strain-field e²hkl is expressed
as

B ²= B o ²+ 32 ln 2 e²hkl(tan )²

(2)

B is the FWHM of peak broadening and Bo is the angular dependent instrument resolution, given by the Cagliotti expression
[6,7] as follows,

B o² = Uo(tan)² + Vo(tan) + Wo

(3)

Uo, Vo, and Wo are the three Gaussian FWHM parameters. Using the RIETAN-refined values of Uo, Vo, and Wo presented in
Table 4.
When crystals size is less than 1000 Å (0.1 m), crystals of this size will contribute to a broadening of the Debye rings, the
extent of the broadening is given as,

B ²= 0,9/(L cos)

(4)

Here λ is the neutron wavelength 1.8223 Ǻ and L is the crystallite diameter.
Size and strain in a polycrystalline sample could be separated with the Williamson-Hall method. Williamson-Hall method is
used to determine the crystallite size and microstrain in order to make comparison with the results obtained from the whole
pattern refinements. It was suggested that the broadening due to size and microstrain can be expressed as [5],

B ² ( s) cos  

K
 4 sin 
L

(5)

Where L is the crystallite diameter size (Å) and ε is the average maximum microstrain. Plotting B ² cos θ versus sin θ, will
result in a straight line. The intercept of the regression line with the vertical axis is related to the inverse of the size and the
slope is related to the value of the microstrain. From the intercept of the linear regression with the vertical axis the crystallite
size could be determined and from the slope of the regression line the microstrain is calculated.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials
The primary base materials used to produce the Low Carbon stainless steel consist of ferro scrap, ferro-chrome, ferromanganese, ferro-silicon; all of them are in granular form and all are minerals extracted from domestic mines; this condition is
very advantageous, because instead of having to purchase expensive powder chemicals from foreign producers, a much
cheaper alternative domestic materials now becomes available. The main base materials specifications are listed in Table 1
below.
The sample was cut into several equal-sized pieces (with dimension of 200 x 10 x 5 mm3), and one of the samples is kept in the
original condition (designated as cast) and used as a stress-free reference sample; three pieces of the samples were cold rolled
at 350 oC. The sample preparation follows the common standard metallographic procedure [3].
Table-1: Specification of the base materials used to build the Low Carbon stainless steel (w %)

Fe scrap (LC)
FeCr (LC)
FeMn(MC)
FeSi (LC)

Fe
99.17
28.486
23.044
24.714

Cr
70.46
-

Mn
0.5
75.0
-

Si
0.3
0.94
0.52
75.0

C
0.03
0.073
1.3
0.118

Al
0.14

S
0.01
0.006
0.023

P
0.03
0.13
0.005

For the neutron diffraction measurement the sample is prepared by machining in cylindrical shape of approximately 1.0 cm in
diameter and 10.0 cm in length.
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2.2 Apparatus and Methods
For initial verification of the bcc space group symmetry of the Low Carbon steel sample, X-Ray diffraction intensity is
collected using the Phillips X-ray diffractometer in the step counting mode at room temperature. The X-ray wavelength was 
= 1.5405 Ǻ (Cu-target). The incremental step is 0.02. Neutron powder diffraction intensity of Fe(Cr-Ni LCS) is measured by
using the HRPD spectrometer located at the multipurpose reactor PRSG at BATAN Serpong. The neutron wavelength was  =
1.8223 Ǻ, and the step counting mode is used, the incremental step is 0.05

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. X-Ray diffraction
Sample F1

Intensity (a.u.)

400
300
200
100
0
20

30

40

50

60

70

2 

PEAK: 21-pts/Quartic Filter, Threshold=2.0, Cutoff=0.1%, BG=1/1.0, Peak-Top=Centroid Fit
2-Theta

d(A)

BG

Height

I%

Area

I%

FWHM

21.506

4.1286

7

44.17

2.0487

6

19

6

358

7.1

0.32

10

3.1

188

3.7

44.59

2.0304

0.32

4

319

100

5019

100

0.267

64.616
64.758

1.4412

1

17

5.3

602

12

0.602

1.4384

1

20

6.3

609

12.1

0.518

Figure 1. Fe(Cr-Ni LCS) Low Carbon material X-ray diffraction pattern shows the bcc crystal structure.
The Low Carbon sample’s X-ray diffraction intensity is shown in figure-1. Using the X-ray Cu-K wavelength of 1,54 Å, the
lattice parameter could be calculated to give a value of 2,87 Å.
3.2 Neutron Diffraction
F1 as cast

(211)
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Figure. 2. HRPD neutron diffraction pattern of new Low Carbon sample As Cast.
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Figure 3. HRPD neutron diffraction pattern of new Low Carbon sampel After rolling
The results of Rietveld refinements using RIETAN are shown in Table 1. The refinement results are also used to calculate the
stress-free and stress-induced lattice-distances, do and d, which are used in the calculation of ehkl as presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Refined neutron diffraction structural Parameters of Fe(Cr-Ni LCS) based alloy (as cast and rolled condition).

Phase*)
Fe(Cr-Ni LCS)

x

y

condition
As cast

Lattice
parameter
a (Å)**)

Atomic positions

B
(Å2)

2.87495(4)

0.34(1)

0.458(9)

0.25 3.2 (1) 29.67 19.32 38.05

Rolled

2.8762(3)

0.33(2)

0.457(2)

0.25 4.4 (1) 31.64 23.15 27.18

z

Rwp Rp RI
( %) ( %) ( %)

*)

**)

An imaginary chemical species Fe(Cr-Ni LCS) was input.
Numbers in parentheses indicate standard deviation in the last significant digit of refined parameters.
SG. Fm3m (vol. I-225) ;
1601 data points, 4 reflections (110), (200) , (211) and (220).
*) The number inside parentheses indicates the uncertainty of the last significant digit
Table 3. Comparison of average lattice strain ehkl and dhkl values after rolling*)
Comparison of Relative Intensity of Major Peaks and FWHM
[hkl]
[110]
[200]
[211]
[220]

As cast
dhkl,0 (Å)
2.03290(4)
1.43747(3)
1.17369(2)
1.01645(2)

Rolled
dhkl (Å)
2.0338(4)
1.4381(2)
1.1742(2)
1.0169(1)

ehkl x 10-4
4.427(5)
4.383(2)
4.345(2)
4.427(1)

Average

4.396(3)

*) The number inside parentheses indicates the uncertainty of the last significant digit
The three Gaussian FWHM parameters, Uo, Vo, and Wo, for both the ascast and the rolled F1 samples, are shown in Table 3.
These parameters are used to calculate the FWHM values using equations (2) and (3) as presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Gaussian FWHM parameters Uo, Vo Wo*).

Samples
As cast
rolled

Uo
9.439x10-2(3)
0.11789(4)

Vo
-9.8960 x10-2 (5)
1.000 x10-2 (1)

Wo
0.1071(3)
2.4144 x10-2 (0)
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Table 5. FWHM calculated from equations (2) and (3) of the Fe(Cr-Ni LCS)phase

[hkl]

Relative Io (counts)
As cast
57082
33451
10000
29174

[110]
[200]
[211]
[220]

9000

F1 as-cast/rolled [110] peak

Relative Io (counts)
hot rolling
100000
38432
90576
33584

Diffraction profile [200]-as cast/rolled

Diffraction profile [220]-ascast/rolled

Diffraction profile-[211] ascast/rolled

3000

20000
7000

14000

2500

16000

10000
8000
6000

Intensity a.u.

Intensity (a.u.)

6000
5000
4000
3000

4000

12000

8000

1500

1000

4000

2000

2000

2000
Intensity (a.u.)

12000

500

0

1000

0

52,50

FWHM
(rad)
0.001026
0.001945
0.003751
0.009151

8000

16000

Intensity (a.u.)

FWHM
(rad)
0.001417361
0.001559832
0.00237781
0.005088932

53,00

53,50

101

54,00

0
78,20

2-
[110] Diffraction peak

78,40

78,60

78,80

101,5

79,00

2- 

[110]-F1 rolled

Diffraction profile [200]

(a)

102

102,5

0
126

2-
as cast

Diffraction profile rolled

(b)

126,5

127

127,5

128

128,5

2

roll

F1 as cast

(c)

rolled

(d)

Figure 4. Fe(Cr-Ni LCS) HRPD neutron Diffraction profile: (a) [110], (b) [200], (c) [211] and (d) [220].

FWHM (rad)

F1
0,01
0,009
0,008
0,007
0,006
0,005
0,004
0,003
0,002
0,001
0

y = 0,0029x
R2 = 0,6027

y = 0,0018x
R2 = 0,7287

1

1,2

1,4

1,6
cos 

F1ascast

F1rolled

1,8

2

2,2

2,4

-1

Linear (F1rolled)

Linear (F1ascast)

Figure 5. FWHM versus (cos)-1 plot obtained by using profile fitting of the neutron diffraction pattern for a Fe(Cr-Ni LCS)
bar as-cast (◊) and after hot rolling (○). The straight regression lines are obtained by least-square method.
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FWHM cos 

F1
0,005
0,0045
0,004
0,0035
0,003
0,0025
0,002
0,0015
0,001
0,0005
0

y = 0,008x - 0,0035
2

R = 0,7501

y = 0,0067x - 0,0024
2

R = 0,8907
0,4

0,5

0,6

0,7

0,8

0,9

1

sin 
F1ascast

F1 rolled

Linear (F1ascast)

Linear (F1 rolled)

Figure 6. Williamson-Hall plot FWHM cos- vs. sin- obtained by using profile fitting of the neutron diffraction pattern for a
Fe(Cr-Ni LCS) bar (♦) as-cast and (■) after hot rolling. The straight regression lines are obtained by least-square method.
From the linear FWHM vs. cos--1 in Figure 5, the linear equations 7 and 8 are obtained which relate the crystallite size to the
slope obtained from this plot.
y = 0.0018 x (as cast)

(7)

y = 0.0029 x (rolled)

(8)

Williamson-Hall plot FWHM cos- vs. sin- is shown in Figure 6. The linear equations (9,10) are obtained by least-square
regression method,
y = 0.0067 x - 0.0024 (as cast)

(9)

y = 0.008 x – 0.0035 (rolled)

(10)

From equations (7) and (8), the average size of the grains are given as 0.0911 m for the as-cast- and 0.0566 m for the hotrolled Fe(Cr-Ni LCS) respectively, so there is a considerable change in the grain size after rolling. These results are consistent
with the premise that only grains with sizes ≤ 0.1 m would contribute to profile broadening. The average value of 4.396(3) x
10-4 for the average lattice strain (microstrain) ehkl has been observed in the rolled Fe(Cr-Ni LCS) sample by refinement
method. Williamson-Hall (FWHMcos- vs. sin-) plot shown in Figure 6 yields equations (9) and (10). However according to
these regression equations, the intercepts are negative and therefore the grains sizes are negative, which of course are not
possible. So in this case, it could be concluded that the Williamson-Hall plot may not be appropriate for these samples.

4. CONCLUSION
A new Low Carbon sample Fe(Cr-Ni LCS) was synthesized and prepared in as cast and rolled conditions. X-ray diffraction
and high resolution powder diffraction analysis were carried out on these samples. Based upon the deep and broad intensity
Rietveld analysis of the neutron diffraction experimental data presented, it is observed that the new Low Carbon alloy Fe(CrNi LCS) is a typical example of the dependence of average lattice strain ehkl on a diffraction plane [hkl] caused by an elastic
anisotropy of the crystal. The average value of 4.396(3) x 10-4 for the average lattice strain (microstrain) ehkl has been
observed in the rolled Fe(Cr-Ni LCS) sample. On the other hand, an angular shift and a broadening in the intensity profile for
all diffraction planes as an evidence of an inhomogeneous strain field were observed in the rolled Fe(Cr-Ni LCS) samples.
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Evidence of the plane dependence of the strain and microstrain necessitates that this study should be continued with neutron
diffraction internal stress measurement using the DN1 Powder diffractometer.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper will be discussed about simulation of operation of actuator system at metal slab processor using two direct
current electric motor as the main actuator. The first motor is used to control the level of stress (tension) and the second motor
is utilized to control the displacement speed of metal slab. The operation applies PID controller to maintain the level of stress
(tension) and displacement speed of metal slab by controlling the voltage at the motor’s anchor coil. The continuity equation
of system dynamics is created based on electromechanical characteristics to obtain system model in the form of state equation.
The obtained system is multivariable with two inputs and two outputs. System contains decoupling that will compicate
operation of system. For control operation, decoupler and PID controller is designed with Ziegler Nichols oscillation method
and heuristic method. The system is simulated using Simulink from software MatLab 6.5.
Keywords
Metal slab, tension control systems, decoupling, PID, Ziegler Nichols

1. INTRODUCTION
The sheet metal processing system using 2 DC motor as a prime mover is a multivariable which consist of two inputs and two
outputs. As in Figure 1, the first motor will control the tension of sheet metal (F) and the other one is used to control the
displacement speed of sheet metal (V). The speed controlling to those motor is a real important thing. In this paper will be
simulated the control system using the Proportional Integral Differential (PID) controller.

2. METAL SHEET PROCESSING SYSTEMS
In a simple way, system can be described as in Figure 1[3]. The system consists of several mounted on a roller which is driven
by a DC motor.

Figure 1 : Metal Sheet Processing Systems
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The block diagram of metal sheet processing system as a multivariable system can be represented as in Figure 2.

Figure 2 : Metal sheet processing system as a multivariable systems.
The inputs of the systems consists of two input voltage. The first input voltage (E1) is applied to motor 1, and the other one
(E2) is applied to motor 2. The system output consists of two outputs. The first output is displacement speed of sheet metal (V)
and the other one is the tension of sheet metal (F).
2.1. Sheet Metal Processing Systems Model
Model systems based on mathematical equations derived from the individual components making up the system. The equations
representing the electromechanical characteristics of the motor 1 and motor 2 are :

J1

d 1
dt

x1

r1 .

1

di1
dt
d 2
J2
dt
x2

L2

1

R1 . i1
2

r2 .

2

atau

2

di2
dt

.

r1 . f
dx1
dt

atau

1

L1

.

R2 . i2

K m1 . i1
r1 .

K b1 .

dx2
dt

(2)

1

e1

1

r2 . f

(1)

(3)

K m 2 . i2

r2 .
Kb2 .

2

(4)
(5)

2

e2

(6)

The equations of level of tension on the sheet metal between the roller 1 and the roller 2 are :

f

K1 ( x3

f

K 2 ( x2

x3

x2

dx3
dt
dx2
x3 ) D2 (
dt

x1 ) D1 (

dx1
)
dt
dx3
)
dt

(7)
(8)

x1

(9)

2

with :
J
r
Km
Kb
D
K
f
e
R
L
x

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Inertia of a roller
a roller friction coefficient
The radius of a roller
Constant of motors torque
Constant of back emf motor
Damping factor of sheet metal
Spring Constant of sheet metal
a roller speed
Tension of the sheet metal
Voltage of motor’s anchor
Resistance of motor’s anchor
inductance of motor’s anchor
Angle position of roller
The position of sheet metal

(kg . m2)
(N . m . s)
(m)
(V . s)
(V / rad)
(N/m/s)
(N/m)
(rad/s)
(N)
(Volt)
(Ohm)
(mH)
(rad)
(m)
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v

dx3
dt

: The displacement speed of sheet metal

(m/s)

From equation (8) and (9), for K1 = K2 = K then :

K
( x2
2

f

D dx2
2 dt

x1 )

dx1
dt

(10)

From equation (1) to (10) can be stated :

dx1
dt
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d 1
dt
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1

From equation (11) to (18), can be derived a state space and output equations of the systems as follows :

x
y

A.x
C.x

B .u
D .u

(19)
(20)

With the elements of the matrix equation (19) and (20) are :

x
x
u
y

dx1
dt
x1
e1
e2

d 1
dt
1

x2

dx2
dt
2

d 2
dt
i1 i2

di1
dt
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T

T

f
v
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A

0
K .r1
2.J 1
0
K .r2
2.J 2

r1
1

D.r12

J1

2.J 1

0
D.r1 .r2
2.J 2
K b1
L1

0
0

B

0
0
0
0
1
L1
0

0
K .r1
2.J 1
0
K .r2
2.J 2

0
0
0
0
0

K
2

;C

0

0

0
D.r1 .r2
2.J 1
r2
D.r22
2
J 2 2.J 2

0
K m1
J1
0
0

0
0
0
K m2
J2

0

0

R1
L1

0

0

Kb2
L2

0

R2
L2

;D

0 0
0 0

D . r1
2
r1
2

D . r2
2
r2
2

K
2
0

0 0
0 0

1
L2

2.2. Preparation of matrix elements A, B, C and D.
Preparation of the matrix state space equations is based on constant values that exist. The amount of the constants are :
Table 1. The constant composition of the system[1] [2]

Elemen
Sheet metal
Roler

Motor 1 dan 2

Constant
K
40
D
5
r1 = r2
0.2
J
2
0.5
Km
5
Kb
0.5
R
1
L
0.1

Unit
N/m
N/(m/s)
m
Kg.m2
N.m.s
N.m/Amper
V/(rad/s)
Ohm
Henry

Based on the above data it can be arranged matrix A, B, C, and D as follows :

A

0
2
0
2
0
0

0.2
0.3
0
0.05
5
0

0
2
0
2
0
0

0
0.05
0.2
0.3
0
5

0
2.5
0
0
10
0

0
0
0
;B
2.5
0
10

0 0
0 0
0 0
;C
0 0
10 0
0 10

20
0

0.5 20 0.5 0 0
;D
0.1 0 0.1 0 0

0 0
0 0

3. CONTROL SYSTEM SIMULATION WITH PID
Simulation is done by using simulink of matlab 6.5. The simulink diagram representing the system is like the picture below.
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Figure 3 : Simulink Diagram of Control System using PID Controller
Controller 1 and 2 is a PID controller in a parallel structure like the following picture.

Figure 4 : The Parallel Structure of PID Controller
PID parameter tuning is done by using heuristic methods to obtain parameter values Kp, Ti and Td as in the following table.
Table 2. PID parameters
Parameter

Loop pengendalian

PID

Tension (F)

Laju (V)

Kp

2

0.8

Ti

0.5

0.4

Td

0.6

0.25

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations done with a change in the setpoint of each of both F and V output in step. This is intended to determine system
response to changes in setpoint and disturbance inputs that may occur to the system. From the simulation results have been
obtained as shown below.
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Figure 5 : Response output tension (F) and rate (V) to change the setpoint tension (F) in step (at t = 5 seconds).
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Figure 6 : The response speed and motor coil current anchors 1 and 2 to change the setpoint motor tension (F) in step
(at t = 5 seconds).
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Figure 7 : Response output tension (F) and rate (V) to change the setpoint rate (V) in step (at t = 5 seconds).
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Figure 8 : The response speed and motor coil current anchors 1 and 2 to change the motor speed setpoint (V) in step
(at t = 5 seconds)

5. CONCLUSION
Sheet metal rolling system discussed in this paper is a multivariable system with two inputs (voltage spindle motor 1 and motor
anchor 2) and two outputs (tension and rate of shift of sheet metal) where there is coupling between the two output with two
inputs of the system. Using of static decoupler will eliminate the coupling of the inputs to the system output in steady state. On
equipped dekopler system, the application of PID controller is tuned with the heuristic method produces the best output
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response. It is shown from the simulation results. At the time of a step change given to the tension setpoint, in the increase of
1.73% and the system is able to achieve a given output in accordance setpoint in a short amount of time that is 4 seconds.
These changes do not affect the output rate of the shift sheet metal. At the time of a step change given to the setpoint speed,
there was a surge of 1:55% and the system is able to achieve a given output in accordance setpoint in a short amount of time is
7.5 seconds. These changes do not affect the output of sheet metal tension.
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ABSTRACT
This research will give significance contribution to support the operator in operation the CNC machine by effectively and
efficiently. We have designed how to construct a router CNC machine simulator. The constructing process is coverage
assembly processes that needed the equipment as: Medium Density Fiberboard, elbow aluminum, bearing, stepper motor,
screw iron, and mini grinder. After that, we did the setting process by synchronization between the machine and software
(Mach3 Mill). The testing process will show the CNC machine work and operating as good based on the computer. Based on
the mechanical aspect, the machine can be used for 3 axes interpolation with the tolerance of elasticity is 0.05 mm. The
engraving CNC machine simulator use Mach3 Mill as a software with good operation. This machine is also can be used to
engrave the object of work.
Keywords
Engraving CNC machine, 3 axes interpolation, tolerance of elasticity

1. INTRODUCTION
Two types of CNC machine in middle and big industry will be much found for supporting the production process i.e. CNC
turning and CNC milling machines [1]. Modification to CNC machine is always done base on technology development. This
work is very difficult founded in Indonesia because many of company just change the old machine with the new one which the
high price. They don’t know that with the changes tool machine into the CNC machine can minimize the cost. There are also
many of the technician can’t operate CNC machine very well. For supporting the learning and teaching process in CNC
machine with minimizing cost, we need design and construct the CNC machine simulator which the system as the same with
the real CNC machine.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Design
Results from this design are framework form and position of every part or component on the CNC machine simulator. The
specification of needs and position has decided the dimension of this simulator. Model of this CNC machine simulator is
gantry type [2]. Figure 1 represents design of CNC machine simulator.

Figure 1: Design of CNC machine simulator
Based on the planning of design CNC machine simulator that refer to component position, there is addition of spindle and limit
switch component. Figure 2 show the result of design CNC machine simulator.
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Figure 2: The result of design CNC machine simulator

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
3.1 Mechanical Calculation
This mechanical calculation is to calculate material strength that use in CNC machine simulator. The steps of calculation are:
Calculate resultant of force in every shape axis.
Calculate the strain of material on mechanic critical point.
Calculate the torque and force that resulted by screw in every axis [3].
3.1.1 Resultant of Force in every shape axis
a. Load of bearing x-axis = 15.5 N
b. Load of bearing y-axis = 41 N
Based on the total of load that received by the bearings, we use bearing with 6262 code.
3.1.2 The strain of material on mechanic critical point
Figure 3 represents the shape of x-axis.

Figure 3: The shape of x-axis
Tolerance of the strain (Δall) on the block is 0.05 mm, so [4];
a. Block on the shape of x-axis is safe, because:
Ymax < Δall
6.40 10-5 mm < 5 10-2 mm
2 10-5 mm < 5 10-2mmm
b. Block on the shape of y-axis is safe, because:
Ymax > Δall
3.30 10-2 mm < 5 10-2 mm
1.40 10-2 mm < 5 10-2 mm

3.2 Torque and Force Calculation in every screw
From the calculation we get:
motor torque that needed to turn z-axis is 0.086 Nm (Newton meter)
motor torque that needed to turn z-axis is 0.234 Nm
motor torque that needed to turn y-axis is 0.620 Nm
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Refer to result of the torque calculation; we use stepper motor with the specifications as shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1: The specifications of Motor Stepper
Starting
Voltage
Model

57BYG059

Current

Impedance

Inductance

4

Torque

Weight

L

Torque

Coil
Volt

Amp

Ohm

mH

Kg. cm

Kg. cm

Kg

mm

4

1.6

2.5

3.5

6

0.7

0.65

56

3.3 Assembly of electrical panel
In this assembly of electrical panel as shown in Figure 4, we make a panel that has function to locate a motor driver and
spindle driver. Motor and spindle driver have function to control machine movement so appropriate with command the
software. The contents of electrical panel are;
Power Supply Unit
Circuit of driver motor stepper.
Circuit of driver relay spindle.
Fan (dc motor 12 Volt)
Connector DB 25
Fuse 3A/250V

Figure 4: Electrical panel of CNC machine simulator
3.3.1 Configuration of pin I/O (Input-Output) in parallel port
Configuration of I/O pin in parallel port can be seen in Figure 5, while Figure 6 represents I/O parallel port at Mach 3.

Figure 5: Panel electric

Figure 6: Input-Output (I/O) Parallel Port at Mach3
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Table 2: Configuration of pin I/O Port
Number of Pin

Description

2

Step X

3

Dir X

4

Step Y

5

Dir Y

6

Step Z

7

Dir Z

8

Spindle On

10

Limit X+,X-,Y+,Y-,Z+,Z-

11

Home X,Y,Z

3.4 Testing of Engraving CNC Machine Simulator
3.4.1 Testing of uprightness between table and spindle
Figure 7 represents the testing of uprightness. In this case, we do the testing of uprightness between table and spindle. We test
the uprightness by giving dial indicator with accuracy 0.01 mm in z-axis and uprising every 10 mm. Table 3 show result of
measuring the uprightness.

Figure 7: Testing of uprightness
Table 3: Result of uprightness testing between table and spindle
Z Position

Deviation (mm)

10

0.00

20

0.00

30

0.00

40

0.00

50

0.00

60

0.00

70

0.00

From Table 3, we can make the conclusion that between table and spindle movement is upright.
3.4.2 Testing of movement accuracy
In this testing, we do the testing of accuracy of movement with forms circle, square, and rectangular on the object by using G
code programming and for the measuring with caliper from point to point. The caliper accuracy is 0.02 mm.
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Testing of square form
In testing of square form, we make square form with size 40 mm x 40 mm by using end mill with 3mm diameter. Figure 8
represents the square form, circle form, and rectangular form respectively. Table 4 shows the testing result of square form.

Figure 8: Square form
Table 4: Testing Result of square form
Position

Measuring result (mm)

A to B

39.94

C to D

40.06

Testing of turning manipulation
In the testing of turning manipulation, we make a circle form with the size of diameter is 40 mm. We use end mill as cutting
tool with 3 mm of diameter. Table 5 shows the testing result of circle form.
Table 5: Testing result of circle form
Measuring

Measuring result (mm)

Diameter of circle

40.03

Testing of rectangular form
In this testing of rectangular, we make a rectangular form which size is 40 mm x 80 mm. We use also end mill as cutting tool
with 3 mm of diameter. Table 6 shows the testing result of rectangular form.
Table 6: Testing result for rectangular form
Position

Measuring results (mm)

P to Q

79.86

Q to R

40.07

3.5 Specifications of Engraving CNC Machine Simulator
As the whole, the specification of design and construction engraving CNC machine simulator that we made can be seen in
Table 7.
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Table 7: Specifications of CNC engraving machine simulator
Model

Travel

Spindle

Dimension

Unit

Value

Max. Travel X

mm

300

Max. Travel Y

mm

390

Max. Travel Z

mm

60

Voltage

Volt

230

Range of Clamping

mm

3,2

Speed

rpm

10000 - 35000

X , Y , Z feed speed

mm/min

1 - 800

X , Y , Z travel speed

mm/min

850

length

mm

839

width

mm

636

high

mm

590

Size of worktable

mm

250 x 350

X/Y/Z Axis

Machine dimension

worktable

4. CONCLUSION
Base on the design and construction of engraving CNC machine simulator based on Personal Computer can be make the
conclusions:
The mechanic can be used for 3-axis interpolation. The material has tolerance with strain about 0.05 mm.
Electrical system in machine simulator performance has appropriate that command by software (computer).
Software of Mach3 Mill can be used to run CNC engraving machine simulator with very good.
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ABSTRACT
Glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) composites have been widely used for manufacturing of aircraft, spacecraft, structural
parts, wind turbines, automotive, and marine parts, because of their unique mechanical and physical properties such as high
specific strength, stiffness and corrosive resistance. Consequently, the pressure on accurate machining of composites has increased
enormously. Grinding is the one of the obligatory method for building products with composite materials. In this experimental study,
an attempt has been made to develop an empirical model to predict the surface roughness based on the influencing grinding
parameters while grinding GFRP composites. Design of experiments, full factorial design (FFD) concept has been used for
experimentation. The machining experiments were conducted on all CNC machining centre with three levels of factors. A procedure
has been developed to assess the chosen factors to attain minimum surface roughness. The credibility of different parameters on
grinding of GFRP composite have been analysed in detail.
Keywords
GFRP, FFD, grinding, empirical model

1. INTRODUCTION
Glass-fibre reinforced polymer composites have successfully become an economic alternative to other materials in highly corrosive
industrial applications and in lightweight and high strength applications. The application of GFRP composites in many field
expand the opportunity of machining processes such as cutting, drilling, milling, grinding, etc. The machining of GFRP is
different from that of metal working in many respects because, the material behaviour is not only inhomogeneous, but also
dependent on fibre and matrix properties, and fibre orientation. Grinding is one of the most important operations to remove
unwanted material and to introduce desired geometry, whose complex characteristics determine the technological output
and quality [1]. In fact, grinding is one of the most common manufacturing processes for desired geometry, assembly
tolerance and surface integrity in order for assembly of laminates [2,3]. The mechanism behind the machining of fibre
reinforced polymer composite is quite different from that of metals, and it brings about many undesirable results, such as tool
wear, rough surface finishes on finished parts, and defective surface with cracks and delamination. This paper discusses the
application of the Factorial Design to develop an empirical model to predict the grinding parameters for GFRP composites.
Fibre reinforcement in GFRP composites will affect the grindability, therefore, a precise machining conditions to be performed
to ensure the desired surface roughness. Surface finish is an important aspect for assembly of mechanical components and
is also an indicator of manufacturing processes exactness. Selection of process parameters is important in grinding to achieve
high quality surfaces. The quality of the work is influenced by; cutting conditions, machining process, tool geometry, tool wear,
and work piece material [4]. For these reasons there have been research developments with the objective of optimizing the
cutting conditions to obtain a better productivity in grinding process. It is necessary to understand the relationship among
various controllable parameters and to identify the important parameters that influence the surface quality of grinding.
Surface roughness has received serious attentions for many years. It has formulated an important design feature in many situations
such as parts subject to fatigue loads, precision fits, fastener holes and aesthetic requirements. Even though many factors affect the
surface condition of a machined part, machining parameters such as speed, feed rate and depth of cut have a considerable
influence on the surface roughness for a given machine tool and work piece. The surface roughness increase with increasing
feed rate and fibre orientation, and have less influence on depth of cut in composite machining process [5].
Design of Experiments (DOE) can be used to systematically investigate the process variability that influences product quality. Noordin et al.
[6] used a face cantered, central composite design involving three parameters to investigate the performance of coated carbide tool on surface
roughness and tangential force. Palanikumar et al. [7] developed to predict tool wear on the machining of GFRP composite using regression
analysis and analysis of variance (ANOVA). Present work is envisaged with the aim of using the features of DOE to designing grinding
parameters for GFRP composites.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The independently controllable machining parameters [1-9] which are having greater influences on surface roughness on
grinding of GFRP composite are (i) Speed (X1), (ii) Feed (X2), and (iii) Depth of cut (X3). A detailed analysis has been carried
out to fix lower and upper limits of factors for opted machine.
Steps involved in the experimental investigation are:
i.
identify influencing process variables and fixing upper and lower limits
ii. developing experimental matrix using design of experiments
iii. conducting experiments randomly as per design matrix
iv. recoding the response, surface roughness and analyzing the response using ANOVA
v. development of empirical model
vi. checking the adequacy of the model developed
vii. presenting the result
The design of experiment has a major effect on the number of experiments needed. The experiment conducted was based on a
two level full factorial design using CNC grinding. The notation and their levels chosen are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1 Control parameters and their levels
Levels
S.NO
1
2
3

Parameter

Notation

Speed
Feed
Depth of cut

Unit

A
B
C

rpm
mm/min
mm

Low
6000
500
0.1

Originals
Middle
7500
1000
0.2

High
9000
1500
0.3

Low
-1
-1
-1

Coded
Middle
0
0
0

High
1
1
1

2.1 Workpiece materials
Composite work piece material fabricated for previous work by hand-lay up technique with the Chopped strand mat (CSM)
glass fibre and reinforced polyester. CSM 450 R-glass fibre and orthophalic unsaturated polyester (Reesol P9509) with
addition of Methyl Ketone Peroxide (MEKP) as catalyst are used [10]. The specimen of size of 50 mm x 15 mm x 10 mm were
cut from a plate of 250 mm x 250 mm x 10 mm and the vertical spindle grinding was performed on 50 mm x 10 mm face.
2.2 Machine tool and Grinding wheel
The grinding was carried on a vertical spindle Mazak CNC machining centre using an aluminium oxide profile mounted wheel:
PA46QV, 16 mm diameter x 32 mm length x 6 mm mandrel. The machining operations were carried out as per the condition
given by the design matrix at random to avoid systematic errors. The design matrix and response surface roughness value are
given Table 2 and corresponding 3D surface profile given in Figure 1.
2.3 Measuring equipment
Roughness plays an important role in determining the product performance. Roughness is undesirable but it is difficult to
control in manufacturing. Reducing surface roughness will increase the cost of manufacturing. An optimum value of surface
roughness should me desired with minimum manufacturing cost. Surface roughness of the ground surface was measured with
the help of Mahr’s Perthometer. An average of three reading was tabulated. Ra value is the most common roughness
parameter.

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Representing the surface roughness of the GFRP composite ‘‘y’’, the response function can be expressed as, y= f (A, B, C).
The model chosen includes the effects of main and interaction effect of all factors [11]. The model selected is polynomial and
is expressed as follows:
y=

0

+

1A

+

2

B+

3C

+

4

AB+ 5AC+ 6BC+

7

A2 +

8

B2 +

9

C2 + error,
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1

2

3

4

5

7

6

8

9

Figure 1 Optical 3D surface profile of the surface roughness for runs 1-9.
Where, 0 = average response value and 1, , . . . , 9 = co-efficient that depends on main effects and interaction effects. For
engineering approach, three factor interactions and four factor interactions are practically insignificant and hence not included.
Now, the model is written as
y=

0

+

1A

+

2

B+

3C

+

4

AB+ 5AC+ 6BC+ error,

To finding the significant factor (main and interactions), ANOVA [3] used. The ANOVA is carried out for a confidence level
of 95%, test results are presented in Table 3. Empirical model is fitted for the response surface roughness. The adequacy of the
developed model was verified by using R2, called as coefficient of determination. The calculated value 97.54% shows the
higher correlation between experimental and predicted values.
Regression analysis generates an equation to describe the statistical relationship between one or more predictors and the
response variable and to predict new observations. Regression generally uses the ordinary least squares method which derives
the equation by minimizing the sum of the squared residuals. Regression results indicate the direction, size, and statistical
significance of the relationship between a predictor and response.
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Table 2 Design matrix and corresponding output response.
Coded
Run

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Original value

A
Speed

B
Feed

C
Depth of
cut

rpm

mm/min

mm

Speed
rpm

Feed
mm/min

Depth of
cut

Ra
Surface
roughness

mm

µm

1

-1

-1

-1

6000

500

0.1

1.339

2

1

-1

-1

9000

500

0.1

1.42

3

-1

1

-1

6000

1500

0.1

1.35

4

1

1

-1

9000

1500

0.1

1.012

5

-1

-1

1

6000

500

0.3

1.237

6

1

-1

1

9000

500

0.3

1.432

7

-1

1

1

6000

1500

0.3

1.099

8

1

1

1

9000

1500

0.3

0.982

9

0

0

0

7500

1000

0.2

1.026

10

0

0

0

7500

1000

0.2

0.933

11

0

0

0

7500

1000

0.2

1.026

12

0

0

0

7500

1000

0.2

0.93

Sign of each coefficient indicates the direction of the relationship.
Coefficients represent the mean change in the response for one unit of change in the predictor
while holding other predictors in the model constant.
P-value for each coefficient tests the null hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to zero (no
effect). Therefore, low p-values suggest the predictor is a meaningful addition to your model.
The equation predicts new observations given specified predictor values

The least square technique is being used to fit a model equation containing the said regressors or input variables by minimising
the residual error measured by the sum of square deviations between the actual and the estimated responses. This involves the
calculation of estimates for the regression coefficients, i.e. the coefficients of the model variables including the intercept or
constant term. The calculated coefficients or the model equation need to however be tested for statistical significance. In this
respect, the following test are performed test for significance of the regression model, test for significance on individual model
coefficients and test for lack-of-fit need to be performed.
An ANOVA table is commonly used to summarise the tests performed. Table 3 shows the ANOVA for response surface
quadratic model for surface roughness.
Table 3 Analysis of Variance for Surface roughness, Ra (coded units
Source
DF
Seq SS
Adj SS
Adj MS
F
P
Main Effects
3 0.142488 0.142488 0.047496 18.85 0.008
2-Way Interactions
3 0.085383 0.085383 0.028461 11.29 0.020
Curvature
1 0.172551 0.172551 0.172551 68.47 0.001
Residual Error
4 0.010080 0.010080 0.002520
Lack of Fit
1 0.001431 0.001431 0.001431
0.50 0.532
Pure Error
3 0.008649 0.008649 0.002883
Total
11 0.410503
The equation is
Ra = 1.2339-0.0224 A -0.1231 B -0.0464 C-0.0914 A* B+0.0419 A* C-0.0478 B* C

4. DIAGNOSTIC CHECKING OF THE DEVELOPED MODEL
The diagnostic checking of the developed model has been performed using residual analysis. The regression model was used to
determine the residuals of each individual experimental run. The difference between the observed values and predicted or fitted
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values is called residuals. The residuals are calculated and ranked in ascending order. The normal probabilities of residuals are
shown in Fig. 2. The normal probability plot is used to verify the normality assumption. As shown in figure, the data are spread
roughly along the straight line. Hence, it can be concluded that the data are normally distributed.
99

95
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Percent

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
5

1

-3

-2

-1

0
1
Standardized Residual

2

3

Figure 2 Normal probability plot of residuals.
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Figure 3 Residual verses observation order.
Fig. 3 shows the residuals verses the observation order, to show the correlation between the residuals. From figure it is asserted
that a tendency to have runs of positive and negative residuals indicates the existence of a certain correlation. Also the plot
shows that the residuals are distributed evenly in both positive and negative along the run. Hence, the data can be said to be
independent. Fig. 4 indicates the residual versus fitted values, which shows only the maximum variation of -1 to 2µm in
surface roughness between observed and fitted values. This plot does not reveal any obvious pattern and hence the fitted model
is adequate.
2.0

Standardized Residual

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
-0.5
-1.0

0.9

1.0

1.1
Fitted Value

1.2

1.3

Figure 4 Residual verses fitted value

5. DISCUSSIONS
Surface roughness is important parameter in the evaluation of machining performance. Even though many factors affect
surface roughness, machining parameters such as cutting speed, feed rate and depth of cut have a significant influence for a
given machine tool and work piece. The techniques and methodologies required for processing composite materials are
substantially different from those for metals. The mechanism of cutting in GFRP composites is due to the combination of
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plastic deformation, shearing and bending rupture. The occurrence of the above mechanisms depends on the flexibility,
orientation and toughness of the fibres, bond strength between fibre and matrix.
2.776
B
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A

Speed

B

Feed

C

Depth of cut

Term

AB
C
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BC
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7

Figure 5 Pareto chart
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Figure 6 Normal plot of standardised effect
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Figure 7 Main effect plots.
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The effects of different parameters can be analysed by using standardized Pareto chart and normal probability plot. Fig. 5
shows the Pareto chart of the standardized effects. The Pareto chart shows both the magnitude and the importance of an effect.
This chart displays the absolute value of the effects, and draws a reference line on the chart.
Any effect that extends past this line is potentially important. Fig. 6 shows the normal probability plot of the standardized
effects. The effects that are negligible are normally distributed, with a mean zero and a variance r2. Normal plot is a graphical
technique based on ‘‘Central limit theorem’’. Based on Figs. 6 and 7, it can be concluded that the factors A, B, C, D and their
interactions B, and AB, are considered to be significant at 95% confidence level.
Fig. 7 shows the main effect plot for significant parameters. From the graph, one can assert that the surface roughness increases
with respect to feed. In machining composites, interaction also plays a role in deciding the surface roughness of the work piece.
The results indicated that only one interactions namely AB have significant effect on surface roughness. Out of three factors
and interactions considered feed is the most significant factor which affecting the surface roughness.
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Figure 8 Surface plot of response, surface roughness, Ra

Figure 8 shows the response surface of surface roughness plotted against parameters for the developed model. Which shows
that, most significant factor affecting the surface roughness is feed rate.

6. CONCLUSION
i.
ii.
iii.

By means of design of experiment, the grinding parameters which are influencing the surface roughness on the grinding
of GFRP composites have been modelled.
From this study we can conclude that most significant factor which influences the vertical spindle grinding surface
roughness model is feed rate.
The developed model can be improved by increasing levels and factors.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to present the different properties and the fractured surface of denture base resin using different
process fabrication technique, it also aims to determine the suitablality denture material used in vacuum casting technique.
Thirty rectangular specimens were fabricated by conventional denture fabrication for (Impact rapid repair material) heat cure
in water bath polymerized and cold cure in autiopolymerized, then specimences were fabricated by using vacuum casting
technique for cold cure resin (Vertex Castavaria) with condition of no degassing, degassing at 20 sec and 40 sec. The
mechanical properties; impact strength, flexural strength and hardness of the fabricated samples were evaluated using Impact
Charpy test, three point bending test and Vickers hardness test respecticely. The fractured surface were observed by using
SEM. The results were analyzed by one way ANOVA with (α=0.05). It was found that the cold cure resin produced in vacuum
casting process has a lower impact strenght as compared to autiopolymerized process. However, the flexural strength had
increased and the porosity also deacreased when the degassing time condition increased. The finding shows that the cold cure
resin (Vertex castavaria) had longer pouring time than other cold cure material. This makes the material is suitable for
vacuum casting technique.
Keywords
Denture base; physical properties; Conventional technique; vacuum casting technique; fracture surface

1. INTRODUCTION
According to review of dental material in dentistry area, the acrylic resins were so well received by the dental profession,
There are different type of resins such as heat cure, cold cure, light cure, rapid heat polymerized, high impact resin,
reinforcement resin etc. [1]. The conventional fabrication technique (compression flask) with variable polymerization method
were most used in the current denture manufacturing [2]. As a result, a stronger and tougher acrylic resin of high impact
acrylic has been developed. The material is able to absorb a greater amounts of energy at the higher strain rate before fracture
[3], especially on heat cure material and polymerized by conventional water bath [4]. By exploring technology in the advanced
manufacturing process such as CAD, Rapid Prototyping (RP) and Rapid Casting, a new fabrication technique has been
explored and it was successful to produce removable denture components in the oral cavity. The approaches aspired to
improve the current denture fabrication process which involved so many procedures and required a longer time to complete.
Most importantly, it does not preserve any quantitative information for future retrieval.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study, the differences of denture material properties and microstructures produced by using conventional and vacuum
casting process have been verified. Several testing and experiments had been conducted such as flexural test, impact test and
hardness test. The fractured surface has been observed by using SEM.
2.1

Experimental materials.

The Impact Rapid Repair material (Dental export of London) types heat cured and cold cured were used in the study. The
materials were fabricated using conventional technique known as a Compression Flask process. The cold cure material
(VERTEX™ Castavaria, Netherland) was used in vacuum casting process because of its pouring time is longer than high
impact cold cure as used in conventional technique. The materials were available in powder and liquid form. The powder
contains mainly PMMA modified with copolymer and the liquid contains ingredients such as MMA monomer and ethylene
glycol dimethacrylate which acts as the crosslinking agent.
2.2

Specimen preparation.

Specimens with size of (80x10 x4 mm, ISO-No.178:93) were prepared for 3-point bending test. Similar size of specimens with
the notches cut edgewise in the middle (c=2, ASTM D6110-02) were also prepared for the impact Charpy test. These
specimens were produced by difference materials and different fabrication technique i.e heat cure and cold cure acrylic resin
for compression flask while and cold cure with no degassing, degassing 20 sec and 40 sec for vacuum casting process.
2.2.1 Compression flask process
The heat cure acrylic (Impact rapid repair, inc. London) used in the specimens preparation was followed the standard
procedures for conventional fabrication by compression flask technique. Specimens with the size 80x10x4mm and
80x10x4mm with notches 2mm were wax up. Each half of the wax up thickness was placed on mould separation made from
plaster of paris (POP). While the heat cure resin was in the dough stage, it was packed into two moulds after the wax boiled out
and flushed. The halves of the flask were pressed together in a pneumatic press. The pressure was then increased up to 40kN in
order to remove the excess resin. Then, a domestic water bath curing unit as used to cure the specimens at temperature of
100oC in 60 minutes.
2.2.2 Vacuum casting technique
Auto polymerizing or cold cure acrylic resin (VERTEX Castavaria, Netherland) material was used in the vacuum casting
technique. A box with a size of 22x16x9.5cm was created to setup samples for bending and impact test. Silicone rubber was
used as the mold material and prepared in the vacuum chamber of the vacuum casting machine (MCP 4/01) as shows in Figure
1a. The Vertex Castavaria s cold cure resin with the ratio of (1ml/0.95g monomer: 1.7g polymer). Then the mixed resin was
poured into the mould without degassing. It was then cured in an oven with a temperature of 55oC as shown in figure 1b.

Figure 1: a. Vacuum casting machine

Figure 1b.Self cure resin (Vertex Castavaria) in silicone mould.
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2.3

Test preparation

Impact strength was measured through Charpy impact test equipment. The test specimens were cut to a final dimension of
80х10х4mm. The notches were cut edgewise in the middle of the specimens (c=2 mm). The specimens were placed in the
centre and perpendicular to the impact force. The specimens were propped up to 60 mm and the hammer is released from
initial angle 15o on the back surface of the notches. 3-point bending test was conducted to measure the Flexural strength using
universal testing machine (UTM) conducted at room temperature and the crosshead speed was 1 mm/min. Maximum force,
maximum stress, maximum strain, maximum elastic and maximum displacement result has been observed. Hardness test also
was conducted on Shimadzu hardness tester (HMV-2000) with a load of 1.961N and loading time of 5 s. Measurements of 3
areas along uniformly selected points of each specimen. The Morphological of the fracture surface was observed using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Samples were coated with a layer of platinum/palladium at 5nm thick, using an Agar
high resolution sputter coater (Auto fine coater, JFC-1600, JEOL, Japan). The SEM was operated with the electron gun set at
20kV.

3. RESULT
Table 1 shows absorbed energy value for heat cure specimens 15.4 kj/m2 higher than cold cure specimens 14.74 kj/m2 in
conventional technique. However they had similar performance amongst themselves, without significant statistical difference
between both material (p>0.05) as shows in (Table 2). Therefore in vacuum casting technique absorbed energy is comparable
between no degassing, 20sec and 40sec degassing are 13.5(0.5), 13.5(0.4) and 13.8(0.5) W/A respectively. It is proved in
(Table 3), shows no statistical difference (p>0.05) to each group compared. The comparative analysis of cold cure acrylic
according to the process technique (Table 4) revealed that, the cold cure materials used in conventional technique had better
than vacuum casting technique in maximum degassed time (40 sec), with significant statistical difference (p<0.05).
In conventional fabrication technique, heat cure acrylic resin gives higher result of flexural strength with 68.4(0.1)Mpa than
cold cure resin with result 57.7(0.4)Mpa respectively as shows in (Table 1). The result of one way ANOVA in (Table 2) shows
there were statistical significant different (p<0.05). While in vacuum casting technique (Table 1) shows the flexural strength
increased on degassing time, which 61.3(0.7), 67.8(0.2) and 84.9(0.5)Mpa respectively with (no degassing, 20 sec and 40 sec
degassing), result from (Table 3) also shows that, there were statistical significant different (p<0.05) to each group of
degassing time. The comparison of cold cure acrylic materials according to the process technique (Table 4) presented, the
vacuum casting technique in maximum degassed time (40 sec) had better than conventional technique in with significant
statistical difference (p<0.05).
The displacement result of cold cure specimens are 3.3(0.5) is lower than heat cure specimens are 4.2(0.1) mm in
conventional fabrication technique (Table 1). The Table 2 shows both of group specimens were statistically significant
different (p<0.05) but in the small value change. For vacuum casting technique was resulted displacement also increased on
degassing time where 4.1(1.1), 4.9(0.3), 6.1(0.8) mm respectively (table 1) for (no degassing, 20 sec and 40 sec degassing),
however there were quite similar performance between themselves which is that no significant different (p>0.05) as show in
(table3). The comparison of cold cure acrylic materials according to the process technique (table 4) presented, the vacuum
casting technique in degassed time 40 sec had higher than conventional technique with significant statistical difference
(p<0.05). Flexural modulus in (table 1) show the highest value is 2574.2(165.1)Mpa for impact cold cure material had
processed in conventional fabrication technique. However (table 2-3-4) show no significant difference to each group
comparison.
The mean Vicker’s Hardness between heat cure specimens and cold cure specimens had processed by canventional
technique shown in (table 1) is 20.9(0.4) and 19.4(1.6)VHN, with no statistical difference (p>0.05) when compared between
both materials (table 2). While the mean vicker’s hardness to cold cure material specimens had processed by vacuum casting
technique with (no degassing, 20 sec and 40 sec degassing) were 24.2(1.1), 21.8(1.5) and 20.83(2.2)VHN respectively.
However the result is comparable with no statitical significant different (p>0.5) to each group specimens as shows in (table 3).
The hardness to cold cure materials between conventional technique and vacuum casting technique in maximum degassed time
(40 sec) shows in (table 4) are comparable, where no significant different (P>0.05) observed of each group.
Table 1: The mean (standard deviation) of mechanical properties of all groups test
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Table 2: Properties in conventional technique (Heat cure vs Cold Cure)

Table 3: Properties in vacuum casting technique between (no degassing, degassing 20 sec, degassing 40sec)

Table 4. Properties conventional technique ( cold cure) vs vacuum casting technique (40 sec).

According to SEM observation of impact fracture showed in x 400 magnification (figure 2a-b) the microstructure of heat cure
and cold cure resin in conventional fabrication technique were smooth and homogenous. While (figure 2c-d-e) shows fracture
surface of cold cure resin which fabricated in vacuum casting technique were improved smooth and the cracked more stable
when degassing time had increased. However fracture surface of cold cure resin in conventional fabrication technique (figure
2b) had smoother than cold cure resin at maximum degassing time in vacuum casting technique. SEM observation in x 100
magnification in (figure 3a-b-c) shows, fabrication in vacuum casting technique found porous materials. However, the porosity
had been reduced after the process of the degassing time was increased.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Figure 2: SEM of fracture specimen (x 400 magnification). a. Conventional technique; heat cure resin (Impact repid repair
material), b. Conventional technique; cold cure (impact rapid repair material), c. vacuum casting technique; no degassing (cold
cure, Vertex Castavaria), d. vacuum casting technique; 20 sec degassing ( cold cure, Vertex Castavaria), e. vacuum casting
technique; 40 sec degassing ( cold cure, Vertex Castavaria)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: SEM (x 100 magnification) fracture specimen of cold cure (Vertex Castavaria) in vacuum casting technique, a. no
degassing, (b) 20 sec degassing, (c) 40 sec degassing

4. DICUSSION
The research shows that the impact test specimens exhibited brittle fractures for all acrylic resins. The absorbed work or
impact strength of heat cure resin has a slightly strength than cold cure resin. One way ANOVA showed no significant
(p>0.05) interaction between both materials, because they were classified in impact rapid repair material. Turkey HSD
revealed the Experimental PU exhibited cold cure impact rapid repair material was not significantly different from heat cure
rapid repair materials [5]. However, Impact strength for (Vertex Castavaria) cold cure resin (p<0.05) significant lower than
both materials, because it is not classified in high impact denture resin.
The flexural strength of three point bending test is one of the mechanical strength tests, useful in comparing denture base
materials which is applied to the denture during mastication [6]. The transverse (flexural) strength is a combination of
compressive, tensile and shear strengths, all of which directly reflect the stiffness and resistance of a material to fracture [7,8].
Several acrylic materials have been used in dentures fabrication, including autopolymerized acrylic resin and heat activated
resin. This study demonstrates that in conventional fabrication technique, the autopolimerization curing of impact rapid repair
cold cure resin shows the least flexural strength in term of break force, maximum stress, maximum strain and maximum
displacement value than impact rapid repair heat cure resin which curing by microwave. As mention by B.H Naveen et al.
(2003), the processed performed with autopolymerized resin do not require much time and are inexpensive and easy to
perform. Unfortunately, the strength of autopolymerized resin has been lower than heat cured polymerized by hot water bath
[9]. In this study also shows cold cure resin (Vertex castavaria) had fabricated in vacuum casting technique without degassing
time has lower flexural strength. The reason for the lower transverse strength values of self-cured resin compared with the
other materials might be due to the presence of large number of porosities in this material [10, 11]. It was concluded that these
materials could not be kept under pressure during the polymerization process is common defects and internal voids often
heppened[10]. It has been proposed that internal porosities concentrated stresses in the matrix and contributed to the formation
of micro cracks under loading. It should also be noted that, consistent with manufacturer’s recommendations, the urethane
dimethacrylate material was polymerized on one side only, because the material was not packed into flask under pressure [12].
However the flexural strength were increased when the degassing time during vacuum casting process also increased, because
the gasses in that material had been removed and gives less amount of porosity on the materials.
The effects of the impact fracture process on the acrylic resin microstructures observed in the SEM photomicrographs
showed a true network polymer structure with the presence of homogeneous particle to heat cure and cold cure resin had
fabricated in conventional fabrication technique. The microstructure of the deformed region between both materials showed a
smooth and flat microstructure because the cold cure material was poured into flask and compressed under pressure. However
in vacuum casting technique, according to SEM image (figure 7a) were found non homogenous microstructure and a lot of
porosity had emerged after processed with no degassing time because the material was not packed into flask under pressure.
Research from H.T suleyman et. Al (2008) proved that, the Vertex self cure resin had found porous materials than others [13].
However (figure 7b-c) shows the porosity of material had a decreased when increased the degassing time during vacuum
casting process. It is proved that with increasing the degassing time more gasses in that material had been removed gives less
porosity on the materials.
It was found that, there were no significant differences in the surface hardness between different material which processed in
conventional fabrication technique and vacuum casting technique. In previous study also had presented no significant
difference in surface hardness (VHN) between the internal and external surfaces between heat cure and cold cure denture resins
[14].
In further, to get a better microstructure for Self cure resin Vertex Castavaria had processed in vacuum casting technique,
various pouring distance between mixed material and silicone mould should be change, because the higher distance will gives
more amount of porosity [15].
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5. CONCLUSION
This investigation evaluated the Impact strength; flexural strength and morphology of three different denture resin materials,
heat cure resin (Impact rapid repair materials), and cold cure (Impact rapid repair materials and Vertex castavaria) between
conventional fabrication technique and vacuum casting technique. Within the limitations of this study, the following
conclusions were drawn:
• Heat cure resin fabricated using vacuum casting technique showed the highest mean impact strength and flexural strength
when cured by hot water bath and flasked under pressure.
• Porosity amount were decreased when increase the degassing time during vacuum casting process.
• Cold cure resin (Vertex castavaria) had longer pouring time than other cold cure material is suitable use in vacuum casting
technique when porosity improved after degassing process.
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ABSTRACT
Biomass energy is an alternative energy that could become one of the solutions to substitute fossil fuels and to overcome
energy deficit in Indonesia because of its renewable nature and producing no net CO2 emission. Potential of biomass in
Indonesia for direct combustion is about 1,238.71 million GJ/year or equivalent to two third of the current country oil
production. The goal of this research is to investigate the thermal efficiency of a biomass-pellet stove using heat recovery
obtained by heat-exchange between hot flue gas and combustion air, and the CO emission as a measure of completion of
biomass pellet oxidation reaction as well as indicator of pollution level in cooking room. In this research, the stove has
cylindrical furnace of 20cm diameter, uses forced draft for combustion air supply and adopts knock-down system to facilitate
easy assembling and disconnecting the heat recovery system from the stove. A grate to hold biomass pellets is installed above
the base of stove at a distance of 10cm and loaded with biomass pellet bed of 200 gram weight. Pellets were made of kamper
wood. The pellets have higher heating value of 19,743 J/g and lower heating value of 18,414 J/g.
In relation to thermal efficiency, the temperature difference between the flue gas produced by pellet bed combustion and the
substance to be cooked inside a pot is the driving force of cooking heat transfer. This research acquired the flue gas
temperature right above the combusting biomass pellet at the centre of the stove cross-section and at the radius of 5cm from
the centre. The acquisition was performed at two conditions, i.e. cold-start and hot-start. Cold-start refers to a condition where
the combustion was started in the stove at ambient temperature, while hot-start at a temperature equal to the stove end
temperature of the previous combustion run. The flue gas temperature measurement at hot-start combustion and at the centre
of the cross-section shows that volatile combustion with moisture release occurred nearly the first half of the combustion time,
while the volatile and char combustion occurred during the second half of the combustion time. The measurement at hot-start
combustion and at the radius of 5cm from the centre shows that the moisture release occurred nearly the first half of
combustion time, while the volatile and char combustion were observed to occur during the second half of the combustion
time. The flue gas temperature measurements at cold-start combustion indicate similar occurrence at the centre of the crosssection and at radius of 5cm in which the moisture release occurred nearly the first one third of the combustion time, while the
volatile and char combustion were observed to occur during the second two third of the combustion time. Therefore, the hotstart combustion gives favourable higher flue gas temperature. The thermal efficiency achieved by the stove with hot-start
combustion was 36%, while that with cold-start combustion was 30%. The improvement by heat recovery was about 11% for
hot-start combustion and about 5% for cold-start combustion. The CO emission was measured at maximum value of 900 ppm
for cold-start combustion and 675 ppm for hot-start combustion. These values are considered to be high for cooking activity
which need improvement in the future research even though they are still comparable to the corresponding value experienced
by current stoves.
Keywords
Pellet, heat recovery, thermal efficiency, CO emission, cold-start, hot-start

1. INTRODUCTION
Biomass energy is an alternative energy that could become one of the solutions to substitute fossil fuels and to overcome
energy deficit in Indonesia because of its renewable nature and producing no net CO2 emission. Potential of biomass in
Indonesia for direct combustion is about 1,238.71 million GJ/year or equivalent to two third of the current country oil
production. The use of biomass as fuel should be of high efficiency approaching that achieved by kerosene or LPG stoves and
low emission. Bhattacharya et al. have compared three biomass stoves from three different countries, i.e. stove Harsha from
India, a traditional stove from Vietnam, and RTFD stove from Thailand [1]. Comparison involved some parameters, i.e.
moisture content, fuel size, pot size, and ignition method. They concluded that moisture content and fuel size give significant
influence on the efficiency and emission of the stoves. The higher moisture content and larger pellet size will reduce the stove
efficiency, increase CO emission, and reduce NOx emission.
Messerer et al. found that improvement of efficiency and reduction of flue gas emission may be achieved by recovery of heat
released convectively by the stove [2]. The recovery may be substantiated by an heat exchange between combustion air flow
and flue gas flow. This undertaking would also benefit the particle deposition up to 95%.
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These findings became the basis for the development of the biomass pellet stove performed in the current research. The
requirements of low moisture content and small fuel size have been fulfilled by using biomass pellets with size of 20mm long
and 8mm diameter and about 10% moisture content. A heat recovery system has been designed to be easily assembled to and
disconnected from the stove. This allows easy packaging of the stove and its heat recovery system. Hot combustion air as a
result of heat recovery can preheat pellets so that the moisture, which absorbs the heat and impairs the combustion, can be
released earlier.
The goal of this research is to investigate the thermal efficiency of a biomass-pellet stove using heat recovery obtained by heatexchange between hot flue gas and combustion air, and the CO emission as a measure of completion of biomass pellet
oxidation reaction as well as indicator of pollution level in cooking room. In this research, the stove has cylindrical furnace of
20cm diameter, uses forced draft for combustion air supply and adopts knock-down system to facilitate easy assembling and
disconnecting the heat recovery system from the stove.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
The goal of this research is to investigate the thermal efficiency of a biomass-pellet stove using heat recovery obtained by heatexchange between exiting hot flue gas and incoming combustion air, and to investigate the CO emission as a measure of
completion of biomass pellets oxidation reaction as well as indicator of pollution level in cooking room. In this research, the
stove has been designed based on the calorific heat and flame height [3][4]. Designing results in cylindrical furnace of 20cm
diameter, uses forced draft for combustion air supply and adopts knock-down system to facilitate easy assembling and
dismantling of the heat recovery system from the stove body (see Figures 1a, b and c). A grate to hold biomass pellets is
installed above the base of the stove at a distance of 10cm. The grate was loaded with biomass pellet bed of 200 gram. Pellets
were made of kamper wood. The pellets have higher heating value of 19,743 J/g and lower heating value of 18,414 J/g [5]. The
superficial velocity of combustion air used was 4.3 m/sec measured at cold condition in the furnace.

flue gas
out

grate

heat recovery
system

base of
stove

(b)

air in

base of stove with
sliding perforated lid

(a)

(e)
(d)

(c)
Figure 1: Schematics of (a) stove with heat recovery system; (b) stove furnace; (c) stove body; (d) thermocouple positions; (e)
fabricated stove
The temperature difference between the flue gas produced by pellet bed combustion and the substance to be cooked inside a
pot (in the present work the substance is water) is the driving force of cooking heat transfer. The research acquired the flue gas
temperature right above the combusting biomass pellets at the centre of the stove cross-section (T1) and at the radius of 5cm
from the centre (T2) (see Figure 1d). In relation to heat recovery, the research acquired temperature at the inlet of the flue gas
stack (T3), at the outlet of the combustion air pipe (T4) and at the outlet of the flue gas stack (T5) (see Figure 1d). Five
thermocouples used to acquire 5 values of the temperature were connected to Portable Data Acquisition Module which data
are processed in AdamView software package. Data acquisition was performed with sampling frequency 1 sample per 15
seconds. The acquisition was performed at two conditions, i.e. cold-start and hot-start. Cold-start refers to a condition where
the combustion was started in the stove at ambient temperature, while hot-start at a temperature equal to the stove end
temperature of the previous combustion run. The temperature data acquisition started when kerosene sprayed to the pellet bed
surface was ignited.
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Thermal efficiency of the stove has been investigated at cold-start and hot-start conditions using boiling water pot method. The
temperature of water was measured during the stove temperature data acquisition. The heat absorbed by water was calculated
by integrating the heat calculated as a function of time.
CO emission was measured using Quintox gas analyser with sampling frequency 1 sample per minute. The probe of the
analyser was fit to the flue gas stack. The sampling was conducted concurrently with temperature data acquisition.

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
3.1 The fabricated stove
The fabricated stove is shown in Figure 1e. The heat recovery system installed outside of the stove body can be unplugged
from the body by unscrewing bolts when the stove is packed for delivering or shelving. The total length of the heat recovery
system is 100 cm. Both flue gas stack and the combustion air pipe are connected to the stove furnace. The space between the
stove body and the furnace is filled with bricks to give insulation effect.
3.2 Stove temperature profiles
Two types of temperature profiles have been acquired from the stove, i.e. those extracted from heat recovery system and those
from flue gas right above the pellet bed in the furnace at radius 0 cm and 5 cm from the centre of the stove cross-section. All
temperatures were taken at two conditions, cold-start (CS) and hot-start (HS) in order to obtain information how the start
condition affects the temperature profiles in the furnace and affects the cooking duration. Figures 2 and 3 respectively show the
temperature profiles of flue gas inlet (T3), flue gas outlet (T4) and combustion air outlet (T5). The research shows that at coldstart condition, the average temperature increase of combustion air taken from the ambient was about 9.4oC, while at hot-start
about 15.6oC. In other words, hot-start condition gives advantage of 6.2oC increase. However, in the last half time of
combustion, high inlet flue gas did not give improve the combustion air featured by high temperature differentials. This may
have been caused by high resistance of metal used in the heat recovery system thus not allowing good heat transfer.
350
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Figure 2: Temperature profiles of flue gas and combustion air in the heat recovery system at cold-start
Figure 4 shows the profiles of flue gas temperatures measured at the centre of cross-section and at a radius 5cm from the centre
right above the pellet bed in the furnace. The figure indicates that there is non-uniformity temperature of flue gas across the
pellet bed, in which the temperature at the centre was comparatively higher that that at radius of 5 cm. Non-uniformity is even
more significant at hot-start condition. This may have been caused by non-uniformity of combustion air flow moving down in
inclined direction from the heat recovery system through the grate, colliding the base of stove and flowing back upwards
through the grate. This condition is inevitable due to one-side injection of combustion air from heat recovery system.
Examination of temperature profiles at hot-start condition indicates that at the centre of the stove cross-section during the first
9 minutes of combustion, the temperature of flue gas is relatively high, i.e. approximately 500oC, which is much higher than
that measured at radius of 5 cm (about 200oC). This high temperature indicates that during the first 9 minutes there was
combustion of volatile matter, followed by another volatile combustion for about 7 minutes corresponding to temperature of
about 700oC. Combustion at 500oC is estimated to be involving moisture evaporation, which absorbed the heat released by
volatile combustion, while that at about 700oC, pellets has exhausted their moisture content so that the volatile combustion
reached higher temperature. After 16 minutes, the temperature drops due to contribution of lower kinetic char combustion
which started to be predominant in the combustion after devolatilisation halted. Therefore, moderate temperature of injected
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combustion air which is predicted to flow towards the centre of the pellet bed surface is capable of igniting pellets as a result of
devolatilisation process.
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Figure 3: Temperature profiles of flue gas and combustion air in the heat recovery system at hot-start
Temperature profiles of combustion at hot-start condition measured at radius 5 cm of the centre of the bed surface and at coldstart condition demonstrate that during the first 9 minutes, the flue gas temperature was relatively low (less than 250 oC).
During this time, it is estimated that there was evaporation of moisture and release of low boiling point volatile matter featured
by the appearance of smoke. After 9 minutes, the temperature of flue gas at hot-start condition increases abruptly indicating
that there was volatile combustion. Similar to the temperature profile at hot-start condition at the centre of bed surface, after 16
minutes, at radius of 5 cm, the temperature drops indicating that the char combustion occurred.
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Figure 4: Temperature profiles of flue gas measured right above the pellet bed at cold-start and hot-start conditions.
Examination of temperature profiles for cold-start condition demonstrates that after 9 minutes there is abrupt increase of
temperature indicating that there was volatile matter combustion, and after 21 minutes the flue temperature descents indicating
that char combustion started to be predominant in the combustion, which has lower kinetics compared to volatile combustion.
The heat recovery allows higher thermal efficiency of the stove. The calculation of the thermal efficiency resulted that at coldstart condition the efficiency reached 30.3%, while at hot-start and hot-start condition 36.5%. These figures are comparatively
higher than that achieved by stoves without heat recovery, i.e. 11.6 to 24.9% [6].
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3.3 CO flue gas concentration
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Figure 5 shows that hot-start condition gives in average lower CO emission compared to cold-start condition. This has been
predicted considering that in average the flue gas temperature at hot-start condition was higher than that at cold-start condition.
Theoretically, conversion of CO to CO2 is enhanced by the high temperature environment [7]. This effect is roughly described
by Figure 5, in which at an instance the flue gas at the centre of the pellet bed surface is high, the CO emission is lower both at
cold-start and hot-start conditions. Unfortunately, the current stove still emits high CO emission either at cold-start or at hotstart conditions. The threshold CO emission stipulated by Ministry of Workforce Indonesia is 25 ppm. By comparison, the
current stove emits CO emission one order of magnitude higher than the threshold CO emission. Therefore, considerable
efforts are required to significantly drop CO emission to approach the threshold CO emission. Two attempts to be undertaken
may be reducing the diameter of the stove and increasing the furnace height. Reduction of stove diameter allows more uniform
combustion air temperature which in turn allows more uniform flue gas temperature. Increasing the furnace height allows
higher residence time of CO-to-CO2 conversion. Theoretically it requires much higher residence time for CO-to-CO2
conversion compared to C-to-CO conversion [8].

time (minute)

CO concentration HS
gas temperature CS at radius 0cm
gas temperature HS at radius 0cm

Figure 5: CO emission of the stove at cold-start and hot-start conditions and corresponding flue gas temperatures measured at
the centre of the pellet bed surface.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Some conclusions drawn from this paper are as follows:
1. Both in the hot-start and cold-start conditions non-uniformity of flue gas temperature was found which indicates the nonuniformity of combustion air injection from heat recovery system.
2. Installing heat recovery system allows the improvement of combustion air of 9.4oC for cold-start condition and 15.4oC for
hot-start condition
3. Both in the hot-start and cold-start condition, there were three regimes of combustion, i.e. that of predominant moisture
evaporation, that of predominant volatile combustion, and that of predominant char combustion. However, in the hot-start
condition at the centre of the pellet bed surface, the first regime is predicted to exhibit moisture evaporation and volatile
combustion.
4. The thermal efficiency achieved by applying heat recovery system were 30.3% for cold-start condition and 36.5% for hotstart condition. These figures are respectively 5% and 11.5% above the maximum efficiency achieved by the current
stoves without heat recovery.
5. The current design of the stove and its heat recovery system still leave in average high CO emission, which is one order of
magnitude higher than the threshold CO emission stipulated by the Government of Indonesia.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the experimental study of serie-parallel hybridness power system, based on 2.8 Hp internal combustion
engine’s power and 1.5 kW electric motor’s power. An apparatus has been made in order to analyze its caracteristics which is
related to hybridness on optmimum fuel and electric consumption with varied torque. The result shows that on 1.5 N.m of
torque, system will be optimum at 0.91 of hybridness. On 2.5 N.m of torque, system will be optimum at 0.55 of hybridness and
on 0.27 N.m of torque system will be optimum at 0.50 of hybridness. This result can be applied as logical data input for fuel
and electric consumption control system.
Keywords
Hybrid, hybridness , fuel consumption

1. INTRODUCTION.
The oil consumption of road vehicle is one the major issues in the world, especially in the field of energy and environment.
Particularly, the oil consumption and carbon dioxide emission from road transportation in Indonesia have exhibited a dramatic
growth. Internal Combustion Engine Vehicles (ICEVs) have been developed for over 120 years. Nevertheless, their energy
efficiency has not been greatly improved from the original version. Actually, for modern gasoline fueled ICEVs have only
about 25% of the fuel combustion energy is utilized for vehicle operation whereas about 40% is loss in the form of waste heat
of exhaust gas [1]. ICE’s thermal efficiency is about 28% due to the heat losses on cooling system, heat absorbption on
silinder block, and high temperature on exhaust gas emission [2].
Electric motor have a high efficiency because losses when it works is less than ICE with no emission. But electric motor need a
huge electrical on its start. With that facts, so have been built a system to combine advantage of each system to make an
efficient system with low fuel consumption and emission.
Along with the technology research, nowadays many vehicles are built based on the hybrid technology. Hybrid powered
system in automobile can be described as a vehicle that use two or more types of more prime mover as a propulsion, electric
motor and gasoline engine. This combination of energy source was taken based on consideration upon advantage and
disadvantage from each of its system. The hybrid vehicle can decrease the fuel consumption and increase the mileage.
Fuel specific consumption and power on each system is influenced by loading which is can’t be kept constant. So power
needed from each system must be managed but still concern on minimum specific fuel consumption on ICE and electric
consumption on electric motor [3].
This research describes an objective of hybridness index between low specific fuel of ICE and electric traction motor
consumption at the various given torque. The results are very useful as a logical information data for controlling the traction
distribution system which represent movement mechanism of accelerator pedal.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
Firstly, the experiment done to find electric motor and ICE’s characteristic using brake dynamometer on constant load with
variation on revolution. Revolution increases 250 rpm on ICE, and 50 rpm on electric motor. The data which gathered from
ICE are revolution per minute, torque and time needed to deplate 5 cc of fuel. The data which gathered from electric motor are
torque, voltage and electric current comsumed at each rpm.
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Figure 1. Hybrid powered system
By the ICE’s testing will be calculated each Brake Specific Fuel Consumption (BSFC) to verificate the result of overall
experiment. From electric motor testing, will be got comparison between electricity consumption and brake power as a
function. This function is used as approachment to find electric motor’s brake power on serie-parallel hybridness power
system.
ICE’s specification :
Brand
: Multi Equipment.
Type
: 4 strokes OHV.
Bore
: 53 mm
Stroke
: 36 mm
Fuel
: gasoline
Fuel system : carburator
Electric motor’s specification :
Revolution : 1680 rpm
Max voltage : 170 Volt DC
Max current : 9,8 Ampere
Max power : 1,5 kW
Dynamometer’s specification :
Brand
: De Lorenzo
Type
: Generator DC Shunt
Max voltage output : 220 Volt
Max current output : 22,7 Ampere

Figure 2. Electric motor transmision’s ratios
The experimental method on serie-parallel hybridness power sytem are following this method :
1. Test is done on torque 1.5 N.m, 2.5 Nm, and 3.5 N.m.
2. Set ICE’s revolution so the Torque Measuring Unit (TMU) displaying wanted torque. Set electric motor’s on and set
revolution untill voltmeter shown positive nominal and amperemeter on zero. It means DC electric motor does not work as
a generator.
3. Decrease ICE’s revolution by regulate throtle untill torque on TMU show decrease. Then increase electric motor’s
revolution by turning voltage regulator untill torqe on TMU show torque wanted.
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4. Repeat step 3 untill torque does not change when ICE’s power is affecting on torque change.
5. Repeat this method for 2,5 N.m and 3,5 N.m of torque.
Power on hybrid sytem is a married of electric motor’s power and ICE’s power. To find the break power on electric motor we
use the graph relation between electricity consumption versus electric motor’s shaft. The graph gained from the earlier test on
electric motor. Power on hybrid system can be represented by equation :
PB = (f(PML)) + PMB
where as :
PB
: hybrid system’s brake power
f(PML) : graphical function from relation between electricity consumption vs electric motor’s brake power
PMB
: ICE’s power

Figure 3. Clasification of Hybridness
Hybridness is an index which is expressing percentage of electric motor usage on hybrid system. When hybridness 1, it means
system is using 100% power from electric motor. Indeks of hybridness expressed by equation :
H=
where :
PML : electric motor’s power
PMB : ICE’s power

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
a. ICE
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Figure 4 Torque and Power vs Revolution.
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ICE test show relation between torque and power on figure 4. Max torque is on 4.4 N.m and 3750 rpm. Max power occured on
the same rpm to. Relation between BSFC vs revolution is shown on figure 5.
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Figure 5. BSFC vs Revolution.
b. Electric Motor
Test on electric motor without transmision ratio shows a graph between electricity consumption versus its brake power on
1000 rpm up to 1800 rpm. This result is shown on figure 6.
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Figure 6. Brake Power vs Electric Consumption.
Line function from this graph is used for approach presumtive of electric motor’s power based on its electric consumption.
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Figure 7. Torque and Brake Power versus Revolution
Relation between electric motor’s brake power and torque versus revolution has linear trend (figure 7).
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C. Serie-parallel Hybridness Power System
Result from serie-parallel hybridness sistem test ( figure 8) on 2310 rpm with torque 1.5 N.m, system generate 362,7 watt
brake power. On this circumstance with BSFC and electric consumption as an objective, the optimum of hybridness is on 0,91.
According ICE’s characteris, this engine has a bad BSFC on this rpm (figure 4). Using more electric motor’s power will be
more appropriate.
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Figure 8. Hybrid Sistem on Torque 1,5 N.m
On 2450 rpm with torque 2.5 N.m, system generate 641,08 watt. The result (figure 9) shows optimum hybridness on this
circumstance is on 0,55.
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Figure 9. Hybrid Sistem on Torque 2,5 N.m
According ICE’s characteristic, on this revolution ICE has a better BSFC compared with 2310 rpm (figure 4).
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Figure 10. Hybrid System on Torque 3,5 N.m
On 3240 rpm with torque 3.5 N.m, system generate 1186,92 watt. The result (figure 11) shows that sytem will be optimize on
hybridness 0,27. It means power of ICE is 866 watt. According ICE’s characteristic (figure 5), on this revolution ICE has the
best BSFC.
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Figure 11. Engine Map on Best BSFC

4. CONCLUSION.
Hybrid powered system will be optimize when meet a good configuration :
1. Right revolution with minimum BSFC. This is very important part to make a good configuration with minimum fuel usage.
2. A good efficiency from electric motor. When hybrid powered system having a good efficiency on electric motor so it has a
good electric consumption.
3. Make an engine map is an absolute step to make an optimum system. This data which is used for logical data input of
controll system.
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ABSTRACT
Cladding is a metal manufacturing process that deposits a metal layer, or clad, on a substrate. Arc welding is used as a source
of heat to melt filler into the molten pool. The molten metal then deposits on the surface of the substrate and solidifies. Moving
the torch in relation to the substrate builds a clad track. It can be used to build or repair parts, as well as apply hard face
coatings to existing parts. One of the quality indicators of the weld is the geometry of clad (welding bead). Measurement of
clad in large amounts by points sampling and manual operation is time-consuming. Machine vision system that uses imagebased measurement technique facilitates and accelerates the geometry measurement and surface roughness. This technique
allows the automation of clad measurement continuously and faster, because it does not contact with the surface of the clad.
This paper presents a comparison of edge detection methods on vision-based clad height measurement technique. The system
utilizes a CCD camera and a line laser to measure the complete clad profile. Some of edge detection techniques such as Sobel,
Prewitt, Average, Motion, Disk 15, Laplacian and Gaussian edge detector algorithms are investigated and compared to get the
characteristics of edge detection. From the experiment, the “Disk 15” technique is best suited for measuring high-clad, which
has deviation of 6.78% from standard calibration.
Keywords
Cladding, non-contact measurement, machine vision system, edge detection, clad height measurement

1. INTRODUCTION
Cladding is a metal manufacturing process that deposits a metal layer, or clad, on a substrate. Arc welding is used as a source
of heat to melt filler into the molten pool. The molten metal then deposits on the surface of the substrate and solidifies. Moving
the torch in relation to the substrate builds a clad track. It can be used to build or repair parts, as well as apply hard face
coatings to existing parts. One of the quality indicators of the weld is the geometry of clad (welding bead).
There were several researchers develop techniques using non-contact imaging device for welded seam tracking and measuring
clad height and profile, including: Davis et al [1] developed techniques using imaging tools, combined fuzzy controller with a
tolerance of ± 50 µm. Tabrizipour et al [2] used CCD-based optical detector were processed and merged using a fuzzy
thresholding technique and a perspective transformation. It showed a promising performance in the detection of the clad height
in various trajectories angle in real-time, in which the clad height was measured with 10 Hz and ±0.15mm in average
precision. Pachidis et al [3,4] developed a seam imaging technique using a stereo vision, used a CCD camera to measure the
height of the clad and optimize the process by averaging the height of the clad.
In this paper a structured light approach was taken to measure clad height. Edge detection algorithm was used to find the center
line location of the laser line at the clad surface. Center line of laser light can be found using edge detection techniques. By
searching each side of the laser line which was caught on camera and then taking the midpoint between the two edges. Several
edge detection methods and comparing the outputs have been performed. This measurement method also can be used to
measure the clad surface profile. Data processing and image analysis was performed with Matlab software.
This paper is organized as follows: The experimental setup is briefly discussed In Sec. 2. In Sec. 3., details of the methods used
to extract height information from the measurement images are presented. Comparison some edge-detection methods and
examples are given in Sec. 4. Finally, conclusions are made in Sec. 5.
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2. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The measurement system is composed of a CCD camera and a line laser (Krisbow KW0102546) as shown in Figure 1. Both
are mounted to a three-axis gantry system. The line laser is mounted 150 mm above the clad. It produces a plane of light that
intersects the profile of the clad. The camera is mounted behind the line laser and at an angle of 60o from the light plane. The
distance from the camera lens to the intersection of the substrate and laser line is selected to match the camera’s minimum
working distance to maximize the image resolution. Figure 2 shows the line laser light on the clad.
Line Laser

CCD

d
h
X

z

Clad

Y

Figure 1: Measurement system setup

Figure 2: Line laser light on Clad (welding bead)

3. THE METHODS USED TO EXTRACT HEIGHT INFORMATION
The measurement process consists of capturing images of the illumination laser line projected onto a surface and then
extracting the physical location of the laser line from the image. This physical location can be related to the surface profile
under the laser line. The actual brightness profile of the line laser will be an approximation of the clad height, but will have
some variation along its length and thickness [1].
The line laser projects a line of light across the clad surface. After being reflected off of the measurement surface the
brightness profile of the line can be severely reduced in magnitude or altered in width and form. Surface roughness can blur
and spread the reflected laser line as shown in Figure 2. Therefore, it must be processed and extracted to take the true
information. The laser line image processing used 8 steps including:
1. RGB to Gray scale
2. Unsharp
3. Median filter
4. Edge detection filters: Gaussian filter, Laplacian filter, Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filter, Prewitt filter, Sobel filter,
Average filter, Motion filter, Disk 15 filter.
5. Thresholding
6. Noise control
7. Take center line
8. Measure highest curve
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3.1 RGB to Grayscale
The original pictures in RGB (Red, Green and Blue) image as shown in Figure 3.a were extracted especially for obtaining red
color (laser light) therefore all the images were changed to grayscale image using Eq. 1 and the results was shown in Figure
3.b:
Ko = wr Ri + wg Gi + wb Bi

(1)

where :
Ri
Gi
Bi
wr
wg
wb

: brightness distribution of Red
: brightness distribution of Green
: brightness distribution of Blue
: weight of Red (R), 0.900
: weight of Green (G),0.050
: weight of Blue (B),0.050

a. Original picture

d. Median filter

g. Noise control

b. Grayscale image

e. Edge detection technique

h. Center line

c. Contrast image

f. Threshold image

i. Profile and Height curve

Figure 3: Image processing sequence
3.3 Median Filters
The value of a pixel was replaced by the median of the grey levels in the neighborhood of that pixel. The pixels were rank
ordered in terms of their grey levels and the middle value of the distribution is selected as shown in Figure 4.
12
14 0
15
17 20
255 13 19
a. Before filtering

12
14 0
15
15 20
255 13 19
b. After filtering

Pixel values = [12, 14, 0, 15, 17, 20, 255, 13, 19]
rank order pixels = [ 0, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 255]
Median value = 15
Figure 4: Median filter operation
The noise values (0 and 255) play almost no role in the result. The median of a dataset is a more accurate reflection of the
correct value when the data is skewed by noise.
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3.4 Edge Detection Filters
Comparison edge detection filters were conducted using several operators including: Gaussian filter, Laplacian filter, Laplacian
of Gaussian (LoG) filter, Prewitt filter, Sobel filter, Average filter, Motion filter and Disk (15) filter. All of those edge
detection filters used same sequence as shown in Figure 3. The differences of each edge detection filters was in 4th step in
Figure 2.e and the next steps were same. Lists of the detailed image processing results from each method are presented

on Table 1.
Table 1: Image processed by edge detection methods

Gaussian

Laplacian

PERMUKAAN LAS DARI GARIS TINGGI IMAGE: Tinggi Las Rata-rata=83.2235

Prewitt

PERMUKAAN LAS DARI GARIS TINGGI IMAGE: Tinggi Las Rata-rata=208.5356

Sobel

PERMUKAAN LAS DARI GARIS TINGGI IMAGE: Tinggi Las Rata-rata=84.7899

80

250

80

60

200

60

150

40

Average

PERMUKAAN LAS DARI GARIS TINGGI IMAGE: Tinggi Las Rata-rata=106.3529

150

100

40
100
20

0

0

0

-20
8

-20
8

-50
8
6

15
4

10
2

15
4

10
2

5
0

6

6
5
0

0

Disk 15

PERMUKAAN LAS DARI GARIS TINGGI IMAGE: Tinggi Las Rata-rata=72.5063

PERMUKAAN LAS DARI GARIS TINGGI IMAGE: Tinggi Las Rata-rata=62.8222

PERMUKAAN LAS DARI GARIS TINGGI IMAGE: Tinggi Las Rata-rata=55.0567

80

80

80

60

60

60

40

40

40

20

20

0

0

0

-20
8

-20
8

-20
8

50

20

50

0

Motion

20
15

4

10

2

5
0

0

-50
8
6
10
2

15
4

10
2

5
0

0

6

15
4

5
0

0

0

20

6

15
4

10
2

5
0

0

6

15
4

10
2

5
0

0

3.4.1 Gaussians Edge Detector
Difference of Gaussians edge detector or “Mexican hat” allows varying the width of a convolution mask and adjusting the
detail in the output. Gaussian function 2-D is shown in Eq. 2 [5].

G ( x, y ) 

1
 (x2  y2 )
exp(
)
2 2
2 2

(2)

3.4.2 Laplacian Edge Enhancement Detector
The Laplacian operator used in image processing is based on the mathematical second partial derivative Laplacian in
continuous function as shown in Eq. 3 [5].

2 f 

2 f 2 f

x 2 y 2

(3)

The rotationally insensitive Laplacian operator process is essentially determining the change in slope of the intensity at the
pixel in the x and y direction. The Laplacian operator mask is shown in Figure 5.

 0 1 0
1  4 1 


0 1 0
Figure 5: Mask of Laplacian edge detection
3.4.3 Prewitt Edge Detector
Prewitt and Sobel masks are “compass gradient" or directional edge detectors. This means that each of the eight masks detects
an edge in one direction.The Prewitt edge detector is an appropriate way to estimate the magnitude and orientation of an edge.
Although differential gradient edge detection needs a rather time-consuming calculation to estimate the orientation from the
magnitudes in the x- and y-directions. Mathematically, the operator uses two 3×3 kernels which are convolved with the
original image to calculate approximations of the derivatives - one for horizontal changes and one for vertical as shown in
Figure 6[6].

1
1
1
 1 2 1 


  1  1  1

  1 1 1
  1  2 1


  1 1 1

Figure 6: Masks of Prewitt edge detection
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3.4.4 Sobel Edge Detector
Sobel operator is a discrete differentiation operator, computing an approximation of the gradient of the image intensity
function. At each point in the image, the result of the Sobel operator is either the corresponding gradient vector or the norm of
this vector. The Sobel operator is based on convolving the image with a small, separable, and integer valued filter in horizontal
and vertical direction and is therefore relatively inexpensive in terms of computations.
Mathematically, the operator uses two 3×3 kernels which are convolved with the original image to calculate approximations of
the derivatives - one for horizontal changes, and one for vertical as shown in Figure 7[6,7].

2
1
1
0
0
0


  1  2  1

  1 0 1
  2 0 2


  1 0 1

Figure 7: Mask of Sobel edge detection
3.4.5 Motion Filter
Motion filter approximates the linear motion of a camera [ 6, 8]. Matlab’s operator Fspecial ('motion', len, theta) returns a filter
to approximate the linear motion of a camera by len pixels, with an angle of theta degrees in a counter clock wise direction.
The filter becomes a vector for horizontal and vertical motions. The default len is 9 and the default theta is 0, which
corresponds to a horizontal motion of nine pixels [6].
3.4.6 Average Filter
An averaging filter is useful for removing grain noise from a photograph. Because each pixel gets set to the average of the
pixels in its neighborhood, local variations caused by grain are reduced. The function is an averaging operation that sums the
values of the neighborhood pixels and then divides the result by the number of pixels in the neighborhood. The result of this
calculation is the value of the output pixel [6].
3.4.7 Disk Edge Detector
Disk filter or Circular averaging filter (pillbox) has a circular top and straight sides as shown in Figure 8. Shape of a filter
kernel used in image processing: circular region of a constant value surrounded by zeros [6,9]. Syntax on Matlab is;
fspecial('disk', radius) returns a circular averaging filter (pillbox) within the square matrix of side 2*radius+1. The default
radius is 5 [6 ].

Figure 8: Circular averaging filter (pillbox) point spread function [9].
3.5 Thresholding
After edge detection filter processing, all of the images were threshold using Eq. 4:
Threshold = minimum value + 0.38 x (maximum value - minimum value)

(4)

Threshold was performed in order to obtain the separation of the image, based on depth value contained at the existing pixels
on the picture. The next process becomes easier to differentiate the image that became the target or just an annoying noise data.
Noises on image must be controlled for better result. Disk 20 method was used to reducing noise and disturbance.
3.6 Center line
Center line of laser light can be extracted using edge detection techniques from captured image. Image was scanned row-byrow to search upper edge and bottom edge of the laser line and then took the midpoint between the two edges of red line as
shown in Figure 9. The mid-points were plotted on the same picture to become center line and represented the clad profile.
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Figure 9: Center line curve
The laser light image captured by camera is not perfectly flat or horizontal, therefore it must be corrected. Two tip-toes of
center-line diagram (red line) must lie at the same level as shown in blue line on Figure 9 using tangent correction. Tangent
value was obtained from height difference and the distance of left-end point to right-end point. All of red-curve in Figure 10
were corrected depend on the distance from left-end point to become blue-curve. Figure 11 shows 3-D representation of clad
height in center-line surface.

Figure 10: Tangent correction of center-line diagram

Figure 11: Plot of center-line surface

4. ANALYSIS
Table 2 showsn the clad height measured by edge detecting methods. From several image processing methods, the best
technique is "Disk 15" where noise doesn’t appear at all. Clad height average error is 6.78%. And then it is followed by
"Motion", "Gaussian" and “Prewitt” methods. There seems a little bit noise outside clad curves with average error of 21.8%,
26.9% and 34.4 %, respectively. This is the weakness of these methods in reducing interference. Noises at outside of the laser
area are not controlled very well as shown in Table 1.
The other methods (Average, Sobel and Laplacian methods) have more noises in the curves, so that it disturbs image
processing of the clad height measurement. It needs more treatment and other algorithms for reducing disturbance.
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Table 2: Clad height measured by edge detection methods
Sample

Motion

Gaussian

Laplacian

Prewitt

1

65.48

89.68

89.88

85.67

2

57.17

57.20

125.89

3

57.47

57.37

121.76

4

53.35

55.40

5

51.05

6
7
Average
% error

Sobel

Average

Disk 15

90.83

131.06

66.56

66.30

65.95

56.98

55.34

65.15

85.47

57.66

55.37

103.32

51.41

58.34

52.35

50.57

54.03

110.91

59.97

60.84

53.72

49.57

49.33

49.24

156.76

54.90

76.70

49.76

47.91

105.90

95.26

126.32

101.49

101.4081

106.01

60.08

62.82

65.45

119.26

69.27

77.08

72.51

55.06

21.84

26.95

131.31

34.35

49.49

40.63

6.78

Calibration:
1 mm clad height = 22.22 pixles on CCD camera (camera angle 60o from laser light)
= 38.49 pixles at “h” (camera angle 90o from laser light) (figure 1)

5. CONCLUSIONS
This image processing technique to measure the height of clad was constructed with relatively simple algorithm but quite
reliable. From the experiment, the “Disk 15” technique is best suited for measuring high-clad, which has deviation of 6.78%
from standard calibration.
The other edge detection methods have relatively large deviations. Noise on some sample pictures cannot be reduced
completely. Those detection methods need special treatment or additional algorithms to be able to control the noise disturbance
and more reliable to be used to measure the height of clad.
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ABSTRACT
To produce the products with high competitive level in the market place, the manufacturing industry now has challenges to
produce the products with low cost, short time, and high quality. The opportunity to solve the problem can be achieved with
doing integration the DFMA method into product and process complexity calculation which is done in the early stage of design
process because both DFMA and El-Maraghy complexity modeling are using the same approach is feature. The purpose of
this research, are: to show the step by step of the integration method, and testing the unification method to index sand casting
product. The results show that the integration method is capable of indexing the result of sand casting automotive components
easily and DFMA parameters described in more detail. The integration method will help the designer for easy analyze the
product change if needed.
Keywords
Product complexity, process complexity, sand casting, DFMA

1. INTRODUCTION
Global market is urging industries around the world to develop them, in order to produce product with low cost and high
quality in a short time. Continuous product quality development according to Boothroyth[1], can be done in the early stage of
design, by considering manufacturing and assembly complexity or known as Design for Manufacturing and Assembly
(DFMA), measures based on time efficiency of assembly process with feature approach. The DFMA is not yet considering
product characteristic based on physical product and manufacturing process complexity.
How to determine product characteristic is conducted by El-Maraghy and Urbanic[2]. Product complexity describes as
Product complexity index (CI) and Process complexity index (PI). Complexity is management of many information which
are related only to product physically and manufacturing process, without considering the assembly affect between one
components with the others, to form a product which is functioning in manufacturing system. So there is an opportunity to
merge DFMA and complexity in the early stage of design[3], in order to obtain advance complexity model that really consider
all parameter from material handling until assembly. This paper is presenting integration methodology between complexity
model and DFMA.

2. COMPLEXITY MODEL
Complexity model was done by El-Maraghy and Urbanic. Complexity is defined as management of a large amount of
information which is influencing process and product with feature approach. Then statically divided in to: quantity of
information (Entropy-H), diversity of information (DR) and information content (complexity relative coefficient, Cj).

Fig 1. Elements of Complexity (source:Elmaraghy and Urbanic)
Entropy (H) is a compression factor of a large amount of information, which is implemented to measure co density level of a
collection of information. Equation to present H is:
(1)
Where:
N = the total quantity of information
How to measure diversity of information from a collection of information, is presenting by determining which information are
distinct from the others by using:
(2)
Where:
n = the quantity of unique information
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Information content is measured by using relative complexity coefficient from correlation matrix between: part of product and
feature, and, part of product and specification, cj, in order to capture the content of the overall information related to effort to
produce the desire result.
2.1. Product Complexity
Product complexity is a result of the effort to produce the physical feature of a product with certain specification. Product
complexity is described as CIproduk, which is a function of entropy (Hproduct), diversity of information (DR,product) and complexity
relative coefficient for product, Cj,produk. An example of product complexity categories, are presented as follow:

Fig. 1 Product Complexity Elements
(source: El-Maraghy and Urbanic)

Product complexity equation is:
(3)
Or
(4)
With:
(5)
Where:
Cf = complexity feature relative coefficient
Xf = percentage of dissimilar xth feature
Complexity feature relative coefficient (Cf) is the result from correlation matrix between feature and specification of each
product components, with the following equation:
(6)
Where:
FN = the quantity of features
FCF = the feature complexity factor
SN = the quantity of specification checks, and
SCF = the specification complexity factor
Where:
(7)
Where:
J = the number of categories
Factor level = the factor for the jth category
And with:
(8)
Where:
K = the number of specification
Factor_levelk = factor for kth specification
The methodology to generate the product complexity index as below:
1. Define the multi-tier ranking system to be used, the information related to product. Types of multi-tier ranking system can
be implemented, are: (1) Multi tier ranking divided in to 3 groups, 0(low), 0, 5(medium) and 1(high); (2) A 1-10 scale
based on activity complexity.
2. Determine the total number N of information related to product, and afterward calculate H from equation 1.
3. Determine the unique information (n) from the total number of information (N); afterward calculate the diversity of the
total information (DR) .
4. Determine the number of aspects which influence feature (J) and specification (K) inconjuction with types of
manufacturing process used to produce a product (Table 5).
5. Generate a matrix between FxJ (relationship between feature and geometric physic such as shape, geometry and tolerance)
and FxK (relationship between feature and specification) and afterward weighing the relationship based on the multi tier
ranking in step 1.
6. Calculate the product complexity coefficient Cjproduct by using equation 5-8.
7. Calculate the product complexity CIproduct by using equation 3 and 4.
El-Maraghy and Urbanic product complexity model, is using feature approach, but don’t take a detail account on assembly
process.
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2.2. Process Complexity
Process complexity is a function of product design, number of process appliances, step-by-step of manufacturing process, and
environment, which is described in Fig. 3:

Process complexity is a result of additional operation between product complexity and process complexity per individual
Fig. 2: Process
Complexity
Elements
manufacturing process in order to make a product with desirable
quality,
is expressed
as:
(source: ElMaraghy and Urbanic)
(9)
With:
(10)
Where:
Cprocess,x = complexity relative coefficient for each type of manufacturing process, which is used in making a product. In this
paper Cprocess,x is zero since each manufacturing process is considered as an independent component with no correlation among
each other [4].
pcx = complexity per individual manufacturing process.
Calculation methodology for product complexity, is adopted by process complexity. ElMaraghy and Urbanic in the process
complexity only discuss about secondary process and neglecting other type of manufacturing process.

3. DFMA
Design for manufacturing and assembly (DFMA) by Boothroyth, is product or component design tool that make ease in
manufacturing, and assembly process with other component/product.
DFM in a product design is aiming to simplify manufacturing process from the early stage of design. Essential parameter in
sand casting process which focus on cavity and core, describe as follow:
a. General shape. Each process has different capability in producing a product, which is measured from the ability to make
certain attributes without any hustle:
Depress.
Regular cross secrtion(RegXSec).
Uniform wall (UniWall.)
Captured cavity(CaptCav).
Uniform cross section(UniSect).
Enclosed (Enclosed).
Axis of rotation(AxisRot).
Draft-free surfaces(NoDraft).
Sand casting is classified as a process which can produce almost all form DFM general shape except NoDraft and
Enclosed. Machining process is also capable to produce all form except Enclosed.
b. Cavity, Essential parameters for cavity are number of cavity, width, length, depth, clearance between cavity in pattern,
casting scrap rate, machining allowances, number of machines, human resources, number of production line and parting
line position.
c. Cores,Essential parameters in making cores which is related to sand casting process are type of sand, number of cores,
volume, core print existence, and core scrap rate.
The application of cores in sand casting process automatically increases production cost since cores had to be made in separate
manufacturing process and require additional human resources to insert cores in to mold during mold preparation.
The definition of DFA independently is a tool for product design which can facilitate and ease assembly process with other
product/component. Or in other word a designer must make a product design that can ease assembly process. Furthermore
alternatively the designer can give several product designs in order to achieve high quality, low life cycle and production cost.
Essential parameters in manual assembly process, is divided in 2 sections, as follow:
a.
Handling
A product design in order to facilitate manual assembly process, must consider easiness and difficulty during handling,
by evaluating several product design, as mention below:
Product symmetry
Alpha
Beta
Size of a product (thickness, width, weight)
b. Insertion and Fastening
Next step after handling during manual assembly process is insertion and fastening. Insertion and fasting, is effort to unify
one product/component with other product/component, by noticing the existence of the following parameter:
Holding down.
Easy to align and position.
Obstructed access.
Restricted vision.
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Time to do handling and insertion, has been calculated by Boothroyth thru feature approach, but not consider correlation
between feature and product specification changes, against, time for handling and insertion.

4. INTEGRATION BETWEEN DFMA AND COMPLEXITY
The unification between DFMA and complexity model is conducted, by adding:
a. DFM parameter, during determining N and n for product and process complexity.
b. Handling and insertion parameter directly in to feature aspect (J) and afterward rank the parameter based on handling and
insertion time which is converting in to 3 group multi-tier ranking. Case study show in Table 5. In order to convert time
unit in to 3 group multi-tier ranking, then during survey the respondent must be well-informed about the following
classification:
Handling
Matrix between degree and combination between thickness and handling difficulty level is showing classification of
handling time, as follow:
Table 1 Handling Time (Source: Boothroyth)

The chosen 3 group multi-tier ranking in El-Maraghy and Urbanic, is divided in to 0(low), 0.5(medium), 1(high).
Handling matrix (Boothroyth) is showing two level of handling classification, which is: no handling difficulty, and part
nests or tangles. Each handling level is divided in to three type of thickness. Type of thickness is becoming the reference
point during the ranking process. So during the ranking process, the first question for the respondent is whether the
handling no-difficulty or nested/tangles, afterward product thickness and at the end degree (alpha and beta).
Insertion
Matrix between difficulty level during insertion due to feature, with possibility of fastening after insertion, is showing
three groups (Table 2,3, and 4), which consist of fastening without tool, fastening with tool and fastening with separate
process.

Table 2 Insertion time without direct
fastening/snap ring usage (source:Boothroyth)

Table 2 Insertion time for direct fastening/with tools
aid (source: Boothroyth)
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Table 3 Insertion time required separate process during insertion (source: Boothroyth)

by using the same approach as in handling table, then during the ranking process for Table 2, the first question for the
respondent is to which group the product fit in, afterward is to which group the product alignment fit. So the reference points
during ranking process are: (1) Feature obstacle level during insertion for direct fastening, non-direct fastening, and fastening
with tool; (2) Types of additional process applied during insertion which need separate process. Same logic approach applies
for Table 3 and 4.
c.

Detailing each step of manufacturing process up until assembly process so the primary and secondary process clearly seen.
Each step of the manufacturing process is assuming as independent so the correlation between process consider to be zero,
which affect equation 9 and 10 turn in to:
(11)
(12)

Where:
∑pcproduction,x = the sum of process complexity for all step of manufacturing process
pc,assembly = process complexity for assembly process

5. SCOPE
The scope to simplify the presentation of unification DFMA in to product and process complexity models, are:
1.

Sand casting process is focusing on functional side, which are core and cavity

2.

The point of view for DFMA is from only one component and certain part of the component which will be assembly
with other component, and DFMA between product and pattern during solidification is not take in to account

6. PURPOSES
This paper is presenting a unification methodology between DFMA with product and process complexity, in order to:
1.
2.
3.

Obtain important parameter in product complexity for sand casting product
Obtain important parameter in process complexity for sand casting product
Show step by step methodology to unify DFMA and complexity model, by testing the methodology in sand casting
product.

7. TESTING AND ANALYSIS
7.1. Testing
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Flange yoke is a sand casting product and a truck propeller shaft component. Flange yoke is made from FCD 500 (ferrous).
Gated pattern is used to produce flange yoke. Gated pattern is pattern, which consist of several single patterns joint together in
one fix frame to form multi cavity. Flange yoke is planning to switch type of manufacturing process from machining to sand
casting to make holes in both flange yoke ear, by using cores. But the pattern making and assembly process remain the same
during the switch. Fig. 6 show product complexity component for sand casting.

Fig. 3: Flange yoke after sand casting process

Fig.4: Complexity Components for Sand Casting Product

The calculation methodology for product and process complexity is almost the same as El-Maraghy and Urbanic, with
additional of: DFM parameter in N and n, DFA parameter in feature aspect (J), and detailing manufacturing process
complexity. Product and pattern complexity, calculation is doing separately. DFA Parameter is being inserted in flange yoke
complexity but not in pattern, since pattern is a reflection of flange yoke. Example of product complexity calculation show in
Table 5 and 6. Process complexity calculation is referring to manufacturing process run-down in Fig. 6. By then each
manufacturing process can be breakdown per step [5], [6], [7] and [8], as in Table 7.

Pattern

Sand Casting

Machining,
produk sand
casting

Assembly

Fig.5: Flange Yoke Manufacturing
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Table 4 Flange yoke complexity index (Integration method without holes)
The total information (N)

90

Unique information (n)

81

Entropy (H)

6.51

Diversity of information(DRproduk)

0.90

El-Maraghy+Boothroyth(without holes)
Description

J=6
Aspects
Number
Shape

Geometry

Tolerances

M aterial

Handling

Insertion

SUM

FCF

Draft

4

0

1

1

0

1

1

4

0.67

Close joint

2

0

1

1

0

0.5

1

3.5

0.58

Parting line

1

0

0.5

0.5

0

0

0

1

0.17

R-profile

4

1

1

1

0.5

0

0

3

0.50

Product width

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

3

0.50

Product thickness

1

0.5

0.5

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

2

0.33

Holes

6

0

1

0.5

0.5

0

1

2.5

0.42

Height between the biggest
cirle form center point and
parting line

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

2

0.33

SUM

20

1

6.5

7

1

2

3.5

Surface finish

Snap ring/Bolt
fit

Description

K = spesification = 6
Number

Aspects
No porosity

No
shrinkage

No heat tear

No surface
discontinue

SUM

SCF

Draft

4

0

1

0

1

2

0.50

Close joint

2

0.5

1

1

1

3.5

0.88

Parting line

1

0

0

0

1

1

0.25

R-profile

4

0.5

1

1

1

3.5

0.88

Product width

1

0

0

0

0.5

0

0.5

0.10

Product thickness

1

0

0

0

0.5

0

1

1.5

0.25

Holes

6

0

1

0.5

0

1

2.5

0.50

Height between the biggest
cirle form center point and
parting line

1

0

0

0

0.5

0.5

0.13

xf

Cf, feature

Cj,feature

Draft

0.20

0.58

0.12

Close joint

0.10

0.73

0.07

Parting lline

0.05

0.21

0.01

R-Profile

0.20

0.69

0.14

Product width

0.05

0.30

0.02

Product thickness

0.05

0.29

0.01

Holes

0.30

0.46

0.14

0.05

0.23

0.01

Height between the biggest cirle form center
point and parting line
Relative Product Complexity Co. c j,produk

0.52

Then

CIproduk

9.22
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Table 5 Pattern complexity index (integration method without holes)
Total information (N)

114

Unique information (n)

114

Entropy (H)

6.85

Diversity of information (DRproduk)

1

Description

J=4
Aspects
Number
Shape

Geometry

Tolerances

M aterial

SUM

FCF

Cavity

9

1

0.5

1

1

3.5

0.88

Riser

30

0.5

0.5

1

0

2

0.50

Gates

1

0

0

1

0

1

0.25

Cores

18

0

0

0

0

0

0.00

SUM

58

Holes fit

Description

K = spesifikasi = 4
Number

Aspects
No surface
discontunues

Surface
finish

No sharp
edge/burr

SUM

SCF

1

3

1.00

Cavity

9

1

1

Riser

30

1

0.5

1

2

0.67

Gates

1

1

0.5

0.5

2

0.67

Cores

18

0

0.00

0

xf

Cf, feature

Cj,feature

Cavity

0.16

0.94

0.15

Riser

0.52

0.58

0.30

Gates

0.02

0.46

0.01

Cores

0.31

0.00

0.00

Relative Product Complexity Co. c j,produk untuk pattern

0.46

Then

CIpattern

9.96

Table 6 Sand casting process complexity index (integration method without holes)
Total
Unique
information informati Hprocess,x
(N)
on(n)
Material handling (material
QC for casting)
Melting
Pouring
Sand preparation
Molding
Solidifikasi & pemisahan
produk dengan pattern
Shootblasting
Grinding residu
Grinding finishing
Final inspection
Storage
Delivery

DR process,x

pcx

9

9

3.32

1.00

3.32

29
26
24
14

29
10
10
5

4.91
4.75
4.64
3.91

1.00
0.38
0.42
0.36

4.91
1.83
1.93
1.40

18

18

4.25

1.00

4.25

4
12
11
27
2
1

3.58
4.86
4.58
6.17
2.32
1.00

0.36
0.43
0.48
0.38
0.50
1.00

1.30
2.08
2.19
2.35
1.16
1.00
27.72

11
28
23
71
4
1
Total pcx

Process complexity for pattern and flange yoke machining after sand casting is calculating with the same step as El-Maraghy
and Urbanic process complexity calculation since both are a result of machining process.

7.2. Analysis
The calculation results using: El-Maraghy for flange yoke without holes, unification methodology for flange yoke without
holes, and unification methodology for flange yoke with holes, are presented in Table 8. The results are showing index
increment in almost complexity except for machining process complexity.
1.

2.

Sand casting product complexity calculations from El-Maraghy and Urbanic methodology, to unification methodology for
flange yoke without holes, are increasing from 9.07 to 9.22. The increment happens because El-Maraghy methodology
don’t consider DFA parameter in detail, while in unification methodology already consider about it, which cause the
increment of total information and number of feature aspect (J). The increment also happens in comp ration between
product complexity for flange yoke without holes, in to, flange yoke with holes, from 9.22 to 10.86. The increment
happens because the result of core application in sand casting process to make hole can’t fulfill the targeted tolerance
level, if weight against, machining process to make hole in flange yoke ear. As a result core application to make holes on
flange yoke, later on during assembly process with other component, requires: additional finishing process and need to be
done in careful manner.
Pattern complexity calculation result for flange yoke without holes by using El-Maraghy &Urbanic, and unification
methodology is the same, which is 9.96, because both pattern being produced with the same manufacturing process. In
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contrary the pattern complexity result for unification methodology for flange yoke with holes is increasing to 13.01,
because of 18 cores existence, which required separate process to produce cores and to install during molding process.
Table 7 Disparity Calculation Result for CI and PI
Description
CI produk sand casting

El-Maraghy
(Without holes)

El-Maraghy +
Boothroyth
(without holes)
9.22

El-Maraghy +
Boothroyth
(holes)
10.86

CI pattern

9.07
9.96

9.96

13.01

pcx pattern

15.90

15.90

15.90

pcx casting

27.72

27.72

29.95

pcx machining

15.47

15.47

13.67

pcx assembly

0.00

10.36

10.36

78.13

78.27

83.39

PI
Notes:

El-Maraghy (Without holes) =
Complexity calculation without considering DFMA in detail
El-Maraghy+Boothroyth (without holes) = Complexity calculation considering DFMA in detail
El-Maraghy+Boothroyth (holes) = Complexity calculation considering DFMA in detail+holes

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

Pattern process complexity for each manufacturing step is the same since pattern is being produce with the same
machining process.
Sand casting process complexity calculation result using El-Maraghy & Urbanic, and unification methodology for flange
yoke without holes, are the same, which is 27.72, since both methodology is using the same stage process and supporting
during sand casting process. While sand casting process complexity calculation using unification methodology for flange
yoke with holes is 29.95. The increment from 27.72 to 29.95, happens because cores application during molding process.
Flange yoke machining process complexity calculation result using El-Maraghy&Urbanic, and unification methodology
for flange yoke without holes are the same, which is 15.47, since both methodology is using the same stage process and
supporting during flange yoke machining process. While flange yoke machining process complexity calculation using
unification methodology for flange yoke with holes is 13.67. The decrement from 15.47 to 13.67, happens because the
number of holes making are changing from 6 to 4 holes.
Assembly process complexity calculation result for El-Maraghy&Urbanic for flange yoke without holes, unification
methodology for flange yoke without holes, and unification methodology for flange yoke with holes remain the same,
which is 10.36, since there is not changing in assembly rundown.
Overall process complexity calculation result for flange yoke is increasing, which show that cores application during
molding process to make holes, in replacing machining process, is not ease manufacturing nor assembly process.

8. SUMMARY
1. Important parameter for sand casting product complexity, which focus on core and cavity are: number of cavity, number of
cores, and number of unique information in correlation with dimensional changes and number of cavity.
2. Important parameters for pattern complexity are: number of cavity, number of riser, and number of cores.
3. Important parameter for sand casting process complexity, which aiming to support solidification process is: number and
step of manufacturing process, and product inspection process.
4. Precision level of product or process complexity index is relying on the accurateness ranking process result during product
design changes. The ranking process is influencing by classification standard for each aspect and correlation between
aspects. For flange yoke which is planning to switch hole making from machining process to core application during
solidification process, all the complexity index are increasing, so the planning should not be implement in the real
production line.
5. The unification methodology between DFMA and complexity model, based on flange yoke case, show that the unification
methodology can ease product design analysis if any changes in product and process design.
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ABSTRACT
This research aims to develop & analyze the capability of the manufacturing industry refers to the pattern of technological
development, which relates to the capability and maturity of industry. The technology development pattern are developed by
using THIO model (technoware, humanware, infoware, orgaware) to give a interpretation of a manufacturing industry on
general state. Industrial manufacturing capabilities are related to the capability to produce a product with certain
specifications. Analysis of industry maturity level can be combined with the capability of an industry based on its
manufacturing capabilities.
Keywords
Industrial maturity, manufacturing capability, technoware, humanware, orgaware ,info ware, techno metric, intelligent
manufacturing system,industrial maturity model..

1. INTRODUCTION
The automotive industry is one of the mainstays of future Indonesian manufacturing industries. This is reinforced by the
release of Presidential Regulation No.28 of 2008 on the National Industrial Policy. At the end of 2025, the ability of domestic
industries mustachieve certain level; which for the automotive industry in this case four wheel motor vehicles is expected to
increase the local component used, components design & engineering, vehicle design & engineering, full manufacturing (for
small commercial vehicles and passenger)[1].
The automotive industrymustbe supportedbyreliableautomotivecomponentindustryandhas thecapabilityof technology,
designandmanufacturinginproducingautomotivecomponentswithgoodquality, properproduction timeandcostcompetitive. This
iscertainlya challengefor the automotive industrytobe able todoa fulldesignandfullmanufacturing.
Automotivecomponentindustryactivities asabusiness systemis influencedbyfactorssuch asnon-technical investments, market
trend, the interests ofstakeholders, andso forth. Meanwhile,industrialactivitiesasasystemdesign, operationorproductionis
influencedpredominantlyby factorssuch asthe ability ofthe machineandits supportingtools, the ability ofhumanresources,
organizationalmanagement system, information system, which currentlyhas important roleon worldwideactivity recently.
These technicalcomponentsaregenerallyreferred astechnologycomponents, whichare definedin THIO(Technoware,
Humanware, infoware, Orgaware)[2].
Thisresearchexaminesthe technologycomponents ofTHIOfor the missionofthe automotivecomponent industry development,
followingtrend ofIndustrialmanagementdevelopmentthat continuouslyoccurgloballysuch asWorldclassManufacture, SixSigma,
LeanManufacturing, etc., as well aspolicyfactors either from theregionalgovernment, nationalor international.

2. TREND OF INDUSTRY
Harms, Baetz, &Volti compiled in Engineering in Time: The Systematic of Engineering History and its Contemporary Context
that the historical development or engineering technology has significantly influenced the subsequent development, and also
affect the production or manufacturing process. [3]
An Encyclopedia of Technology History (McNeil) provides narrative description of technology history whichhas made major
role in providing the milestone to the next development. [4]
Swadimass in Innovations in Competitive Manufacturing said that the present developing modern manufacturing system is to
create quality, efficiency and effectiveness in the production process today. [5]
Table 1: Technology - Industry History
1740, Traditional Production Management

1906, Radio Broadcasting, Fessenden
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1740, Steam Engine, James Watt
1745, Electric Storage, Leyden
1776, Job specialization, Adam Smith
1793, Cotton Engine, Whitney
1799, Interchangeable Parts, Whitney
1800, Battery, Volta
1811, Faint Glow - Electrical Light Bulb, Davy
1825, Steam Railroad
1830, Vulcanized Rubber, Goodyear
1831, Magnetic Field, Faraday
1832, Expertise Division, Babbage
1837, Morse Code, Morse
1838, Steam Shipping
1850, Vacuum Light Bulb, Swan
1856, Hard Steel, Bessemer
1857, Petroleum Products, CAN-USA
1866, Dynamite - Nitroglycerine, Nobel
1876, Phone, Bell
1876, 4 Stroke Internal Combustion with Coal Gas, Otto
1879, Light Bulb - Lamp, Edison
1880, Public Lightening, Edison-Swan
1884, AC Generator, Westinghouse
1884, Multi Jet Steam Turbine, Parsons
1886, 4 Stroke with Petroleum, Benz
1887, Electromagnetic Waves, Hertz
1888, AC Motor, Siemens
1888, Pneumatic Tire, Dunlop
1889, Modern Automobile, Daimler
1899, Direct Transmission, Renault
1900, Scientific Production Management, Taylor
1901, First Translantic Radio Transmission, Marconi
1901, Scheduling Chart, Gantt
1903, First Sustained Aircraft, Wright Brothers

1908, Assembly Line, Ford
1909, Bakelite, Bakeland
1913, Synthetic Fertilizer, Haber-Bosch
1915, Lot Size in Inventory, Harris
1926, PVC, Goodrich
1930, Polystyrene, Farben
1931, Neoprene, duPont
1931, Statistic QC, Shewhart
1932, Neutron, Chadwick
1935, Sampling QC, Dodge-Romig
1937, Lucite
1938, Nylon
1939, Jet
1939, Commercial TV, USA
1940, Operation Research, Blackett
1941, First Program-Controlled - Z3, Zuse
1942, Nuclear Fission, Fermi
1942, Operational Helicopter
1944, Digital Computer, IBM
1947, Linear Programming, Orchard-Hays
1950, Math Programming - Non Linear, Cooper
1953, Commercial Jet Transport
1955, Economic Order Quantity,
1957, Satellite
1960, Production QC, Deming-Juran
1972, Materials Resource Planning, Orlicky
1977. Computer Design
1981, Personal Computer, IBM
1980-an, Manufacturing Resource Planning
1988, Factory Integrated Computerized
1990-an, Enterprise Resource Planning
2000-an, Enterprise Resource Management

3. THIO MODEL
SmithandSharif[6] stated thatthe technologycomponentconsistsoffourcomponents, which are: technoware, humanware,
orgaware, andinfoware. Sharifalso saidthat thetechnowareisobjectembodiedphysicalfacilities(such as equipment, machinery,
andfactory), humanwareisperson embodiedhumanabilities(such as skill, expertise, expertise), infowareisrecord
embodieddocumentedfacts(such
as
specifications,
designs,
manuals),
and
orgawareisinstitutionsembodiedorganizationalframeworks(such as systemsmanagement, technical system).
SharifandRamanathan[7] mentionsthat theDegreeofSophistication(assumeas an index ofmaturity inthis paper) which is
described(as much as fourdegrees) have thepossibility of addingdegrees, whichallows thevariationis basedon4 (four)
considerations, which are: 1)increasedoperational complexityrequirethe developmentanduse oftechnowarewithhigher degrees,
2) improvethe skillsneededtooperateagainsthumanwarecomponents, 3) because thedegreetechnowareandhumanwarehave
increasedtheneedfordirectinfowarealsorequiredincreased,
4)
asa
production
systemwhichincreasesthedegree
oforgawaremusteffectivelyintegratetechnoware, humanware, infoware.
3.1. Industrial Maturity Index
Based on THIOmodelandbreaking downeachcomponentas primary trend, obtainedasthe resultsindustrial maturityindex on
wider range.Verificationofexpertsneeds tobe done, sothis result is moreconvincedthat the priority leap amongits components
did not occur. From theverification resultsare found forindustrymaturityindexasmention below[8]:
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Figure 1: Industrial Maturity Index
3.2. Technology Contribution Coefficient
SharifandRamanathan[9] alsohasreviewedthatanytransformationof productionusinga specificinput, usinga specifictechnology,
toproducethedesiredoutput willaddthe valueoftheseinputs.
Increasedadded value, whencalculatedwithmonetaryperception, isavalue addedeconomy. Similartothisconcept, anapproachcan
bedevelopedtocalculatetechnologycalledtechnology contentadded.
(1)
αis thetrend factoroftechnologyandβis theweight ofthe compositionof eachcomponent(THIO)to each another.It is
assumedinthis study, eachcomponenthasequal weightso that:
(2)
(3)

In theorythe weightof eachcomponentcan be representedbythe portion ofthe developmentprioritiesor thedistributionof
eachcomponenttechnologieswith one another, tofacilitateinter-industry benchmarking, it is assumedβvalueof
eachcomponentarethe sameor equal to0.25. Whilethe value ofαisthe trendfactor, orscale, whichinthis studyrelatestothe
interesttomakecomparisonsbetweenindustries, the value ofαwas initiallyassumed tohave no effect, orat1,
theneachcomponenthas amaximumtotal of 11scale. TCCcan benormalizedso that theformulabecomes:

(4)

(5)
(6)
with
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4. DISCUSSION
Industry A had data as mention below:

transform it to table of maturity index as follows:

Figure 2: table of maturity index industry A
maturityindex valuewastakenthe upper bound(highest value) asa representationof thesophistication ofthe technology.
thencalculatedusingthe TCCformula:
T =8;H=8;I=7;O=7

Industrial maturity index values can be presented on radar chart as mention below:
Indeks Kemapanan Industri A
Technoware

Organware

Humanware

Infoware

Figure 3: Maturity Index for Industry A
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Industrial Maturity Model
Technoware

Industry A
Industry B
Industry C
Organware

Humanware

Industry D
Industry E
Industry F
Industry G

Infoware
Figure 4: Industrial Maturity Model for 7 Industry
5. CONCLUSION
Industrial Manufacturing MaturityModelis developedfromTHIO based modelonthe fourmaincomponentsof technology.
Industrialmeasurementmaturitymodelprovidesa generalinterpretationofanindustrialstate, described bythe currentstateofthe
fourcomponents oftechnology, thateach of the componentsproducedby thereliabilityindexcalculationthatproducesthe valueof
theTCC(contribution coefficienttechnology).TheTCCvalueincreases, then higherthe degree ofmaturity ofthe relatedindustry.
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ABSTRACT
5-axis micromilling technology is increasing since 1990’s to produce 3D product in micro even nano dimension, which use in
most of automotive industry, house appliance, airplane components, micro medical equipment, electronic industry, etc.
Highest accuracy is the main goal of every 5-axis micromilling.
To design a 5-axis micromilling machine, the first thing to do is to determine the machine construction based on the machine
requirement. Most of 5-axis machine widely used has three translation axis XYZ and two rotational axis of ABC. This paper
present a conceptual mechanical design evaluation for three type of 5-axis micromiling construct with avaliable components.
Machining accuracy is depending on some factor, one of the factors is the machine geometry that related to rigidity and
construction strength. So, the strength analysis of 5-axis micromilling design for the construction must be done with 5.5 N
cutting force. The simulation and analysis is perform using CAE software.
To translate the command from CAM system (CL data) into machine movement is done by transforming the machine kinematic
into matrices space using the kinematic engine. The kinematic engine for 5-axis micromilling is successly develop and ready to
implemented in a postprocessor.
Keywords
5-axis micromilling, design evaluation, kinematic design

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the products are becoming more varies, aesthetic and futuristic. Products with complex shape and sometimes in a
micro even nano dimension are found in most of automotive industries, house appliances, airplane components, micro medical
equipments, electronic industry and etc. In this term, 5-axis micromilling is becoming attractive solution to achieve such
product. The technology of 5-axis micromilling is increasing since 1990’s and even growing in the past few years. The trend of
every machining technology is to increase the accuracy of the product.
Generally, there are several types of 5-axis micromilling machine that is classified according to the number of translation and
rotational axis. However the most commonly used is the three translation axes XYZ with two rotary axes of AB, AC, or BC
axis. The combination of those axis resulting several types of 5-axis milling machine known as table-tilting type, spindle-tilting
type and table/spindle-tilting type [1,2,3,4]. Young-bong Bang, Kyung-min Lee and Seungryul Oh [5] shows that a 5-axis
micromilling can be constructed at a low cost with commercially available parts and the constructed micromilling machine is
capable of producing practical micro parts.
To build a 5-axis micromilling machine, the main system components which are kinematics and construction, and the control
system have to be designed with respect to the specified working conditions. Dehong Huo, Kai Cheng and Frank Wardle [6, 7]
explained that there are three major issues to design a 5-axis micromilling: motion accuracy, dynamic stiffness and thermal
stability. So, it is important to analyze and simulate the machine construction strength which can be done using Computer
Aided Engineering (CAE) software. The machine dynamic performance depending not only on the mechanical structure and
components but also the control system and electronic drives.
The next step is to formulate detail of kinematics model of the machine, that translate the command from a CAM system in a
form of CL (cutter location)-file, to become NC command for the movement of each axis. Bohez [1] classify the 5-axis milling
according to combination of linear and rotary axes and he shows the kinematic chain of all groups that he has classified. R-S
Lee and C-H She [2] proposed kinematics model of machine postprocessing for three type 5-axis machine tools using
homogeneous coordinate transformation matrix. Chen-Hua She and Zaho-Tang Huang [3] also proposed proposed kinematics
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model of machine postprocessing for three type 5-axis machine tools with nutating head and table configuration. Sylvain
Lavernhe et.al [8] presents a predictive model of the kinematical behavior during 5-axis machining; the model is use the
inverse-time method to coordinate machine-tool axes. He also proposed a predictive model kinematical performance in 5-axis
milling within the context of high-speed machining [9]; the proposed model relies on each axis displacement in the joint space
of the machine tool and predicts the most limiting axis for each trajectory segment. Lamikiz et.al [10] proposed a methodology
for the estimation of the geometrical accuracy using the Denavit and Hartenberg (D-H) formulation. M. Sharif Uddin et.al [11]
proposed a simulator and compensation of machining errors in five-axis machining by considering the effect of kinematic
errors on the three-dimensional interference of the tool and the workpiece. He found that there are three kinematic error
associated with linear axes and eight kinematic errors associated with rotary axes of the machining center, are considered and
identified practically by a DBB method. M.Munlin et.al [12] proposed a new algorithm designed for five-axis milling to
minimize the kinematics error near the stationary points of the machined surface.
The objectives of this work are to design the mechanical geometry and construction and the kinematics of 5-axis micromilling
machine. Three types of commonly used 5-axis micromilling cofiguration are evaluated.

2. DESIGN OF 5-AXIS MICROMILLING
2.1 Types of 5-axis micromilling
Theoritically, there are numerous combination to yield the five-axis machine tools configuration. However as explained above,
in practice, the configuration can be classified into three basic types according to the distribution of the two rotational
movement units :
1. Table-tilting with two rotation on the table.
2. Spindle-tilting with two rotation on the spindle.
3. Table/spindle tilting with one rotation each on the table and spindle.
In order to build and evaluate the above designs, the following components, which are available in the market, are selected :

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig.1 (a) Single Linear Stage, (b) Two Linear Stages which are attached to each other, (c) and (d) Rotary Stage
The specification of the selected components has been verified against the predefiened accuracy (1 m) and possible maximum
load (< = 3 kgf).
2.2 Possible Kinematics and Construction Design of 5-axis micromilling
The designs of three types of machine mentioned above, using avaliable components is shown in the Fig.2, Fig 3 and Fig.4 .
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Fig.2: a) Schematic of Kinematics model and b) possible Table-tilting design/construction with XYZ and BC axis movement
as 1stAlternative.
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Fig.3: a) Schematic of Kinematics model and b) possible Spindle-tilting design with XYZ and AB axis movement as 2nd
Alternative.
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Fig. 4: a) Schematic of Kinematics model and b) possible Table/spindle-tilting with XYZ and AC movement as 3th Alternative.
2.3 Design Evaluation
To evaluate the design alternative, this paper use an Advanced Decision Matrix based on the Robust Decision Making,
explained by Ulman [13]. By using this method,it able to compare all the alternative and decide the most satisfaction
alternative.
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The weightings or scoring to evaluate the design by using the word equation as follow :
Satisfaction = belief that an alternative meets the criteria
Belief = knowledge + confidence.
This virtual sum of knowledge and confidence can be expressed on a Belief Map as a tool to picture and undertand evaluation,
see Fig.5. To qualitatively measuring knowledge and confidence is using the scale as shown in Fig.6. The advance

Fig 5: Belief map to weight the design alternative [13]

Fig. 6: Scale for qualitatively measuring (a) Knowledge and (b) Confidence [13]

Table 1.Advance decision matrix for 5-axis micromilling design.

Criteria

Importance

Alternatives
1st

2nd

3th

1 Position Accuracy within 0,5 nm
2 Good construction rigidity

15

0,6

0,5

0,6

15

0,5

0,3

0,6

3 Low vibration
4 Less critical parameter

12

0,4

0,3

0,4

12

0,3

0,3

0,5

5 Flexibility in movement
6 Wide range of working envelop

12

0,5

0,5

0,5

12

0,3

0,4

0,5

7 Less component
8 Easy to assembly

8

0,2

0,2

0,4

6

0,2

0,3

0,4

9 Easy to maintain

8

0,2

0,3

0,4

Satisfaction

38,9

%

35,8 %

49,6

%

According to the highest score of satisfaction, the 3th alternative will be the appropriate design for 5-axis micromilling
machine. To have a better analysis, the strength of the design construction is simulated using a CAE software, as shown in Fig.
7. The critical point of the whole machine tool is on the component Z axis, about 6.26 x 10-2 N/mm2, the magnitude is still in
safe for the operation with 5,5 N of cutting force [14].
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Fig.7: Strength analysis of the 3th alternative design

3.

DETAIL KINEMATICS FOR POSTPROCESSING

The kinematic of a machine is a transformation from a point in machine coordinate system (MCS) into the tool coordinate
system (TCS) and the workpiece coordinate system (WCS), where the point is move along the coordinate system as an axis
vector. The intersection betwen TCS and WCS will caused the machining process, this called Cutter Contact (CC) point. To
control the movement of the tool, a set of CC point will computed as a set of Cutter Location (CL) point. Nowdays, the CAM
system able to generate the CL file and simulating the cutting process.
But to transform and calculate the CL point to become the axis movement of the machine tools XYZ axis and AC axis, the
kinematic engine for each machine tool must be designed. The CL data consist of the position and orientation of the cutter with
respect to the workpiece coordinate system as shown in Fig. 8. The point vector is written as [Qx Qy Qz 1]T as the cutter tip
center and vector of form [Kx Ky Kz 0]T are used to represent direction for homogeneous coordinate notation. The supercript
“T” denotes the transposed matrix. The four fundamental transformation matrice used in this paper are as follows :

(1)

(3)

(2)

(4)

Fig. 8 : Geometric definition of CL data [2]
In this paper, the kinematics engine will design based on a method proposed by R-S Lee and C-H She [2]. The method is using
inverse kinematic to establish a mathematical description. They shows three types of 5-axis machine tool of table tilting
XYAC-Z, spindle tilting XY-ABZ and table/spindle-tilting XYA-BZ. Since, the 5-axis micromilling design axis is XYC-AZ,
then calculating the kinematic equation for NC data is very neccecary.
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For the 5-axis micromilling table/spindle-tilting type present in this paper, the coordinate system of OwXwYwZw and OtXtYtZt
are attached to the workpice and the cutting tool, respectively. The coordinate system and the relationship of structural
elements of table/spindle-tilting type is shown in Fig 8.
Workpiece

Rotation on fixture table C-Axis

X table

Y table

Machine Bed

C
Rotation on spindle A-Axis

Z table

(a)

Cutting tool

(b)
Fig. 9: (a) Coordinate system and (b) relationship of structural elements
of table/spindle-tilting type configuration
The pivot point RA is located on the A axis arbitrarily and the pivot point RC is the intersection of workpiece rotation and the
spindle tilting. The offset vector Lxi+Lyj+Lzk is calculated from the origin Ow to the point RC and the effective tool length, Lt,
is the distance between the pivot point RA and the cutter tip center, Ot.
The relative orientation and position of the cutting tool with respect to the workpiece coordinate system can be determine by
multiplying the corresponding fundamental transformation matrices in series, and should be equal to the known CL data, [K x
Ky Kz 0]T and [Qx Qy Qz 1]T. The mathematical expression is described as follows :
[Kx Ky Kz 0]T = Trans (Lx , Ly , Lz) Rot(Z,-φC) Trans (Px , Py , Pz) Rot(X,-φA)[0 0 1 0]T

(5)

[Qx Qy Qz 1]T = Trans (Lx , Ly , Lz) Rot(Z,-φC) Trans (Px , Py , Pz) Rot(X,-φA)[0 0 -Lt 1]T

(6)

where φA and φC are the rotation angles about the X, and Z axes, respectively, and positive rotation is in the direction to
advance a right-hand screw in the +X and +Z axis directions. Px , Py , Pz are the relative translation distances of the X, Y, and
Z tables, respectively. Multiplying equations (5) and (6), yields:
(7)

(8)

From the above equations, the rotation angles (φA, φC) and the relative translation distances (Px, Py, Pz) can be solved. On the
other hand, the X, Y, Z values of the NC data in programming are obtained using equation (6) under the condition φA = φC =
0, and [Qx Qy Qz 1] T = [X Y Z 1] T since the program coordinate system is coincident with the workpiece coordinate
system. This leads to:
[X Y Z l] T= [Lx+ Px, Ly + Py , Lz+ Pz – Lt] T
Thus, the desired equations for NC data of this configuration can be expressed as follows:
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A = φA =arccos (KZ)

(- π/2 ≤ φA ≤ π/2 )

C = φC = arctan (Kx, Ky)

( - π ≤ φC ≤ π )

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

The kinematic engine is succesly develop and will be then implemented into a software, known as the postprocessor.

4. CONCLUSION
The conceptual mechanical design for three types alternative of 5-axis micromilling machine with avaliable component is
perform using Advanced Decision Matrix Method based on the Robust Decision Making. The highest Satisfaction score
indicate that the third alternative, table/spindle-tilting of XYC-AZ axis, is the appropriate design for 5-axis micromilling.
The strength analysis of the design using a CAE software indicate that the construction is safe for 5,5 N of cutting force
prediction [14].
To transform the CL data from a CAM system, it is necessary to calculate the kinematic of the machine tools into a
mathematical equation that will be implemented in a postprocessor. There are many method to generate the kinematic engine.
This paper succesfully develope a kinematic engine for table/spindle-tiling of XYC-AZ using a method proposed by Lee and
She [2].
Further research will step on into mechanical prototyping and modelling the postprocessor of kinematic engine.
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ABSTRACT
This research conducted to determine the optimum hybridity level on the hybrid power system using three kind of fuel: a
mixture gasoline and ethanol (gasohol) 5% (E-5), mixture of 10% (E-10) and pure gasoline. The experiment study use
combination of 2.8 hp ICE engine and 1.5 kW of electric motor for various levels of torque. The results shows that E-10 could
increase the hybridity level max 42% at the 3.5 Nm of torque and increasing of fuel consumption max 9%. The electricity
consumption decrease about 10%. Meanwhile at output torque 2.5 Nm, the fuel consumption of pure gasoline and E-5
decrease of 5% and declining of fuel consumption about 8 %.
Keywords
Hybrid, hybridness , fuel consumption, optimum, ethanol mixture
1. INTRODUCTION.
Ethanol is short for ethyl alcohol (C2H5OH), sometimes called grain alcohol, pure alcohol, absolute alcohol, or alcohol.
Ethanol is used in various industries, such as material for mixed liquor (sake or gin), cosmetic raw materials, fuel mix alcohol
gasoline (gasohol) on the internal combustion engine, and octane enhancer.
The research of ethanol as a mixture in fuel for vehicle, have been carryout in various country. It will greatly reduce exhaust
emissions and global warming. In The Washington Auto Show, Ford Motor Company launched the Ford Escape Hybrid E-85,
it is a research vehicle, combining two petroleum-saving technologies - hybrid-fueled electric power and flexible capabilities.
Basicly, Hybrid powered system combines two or more energy source at the same power system. The combination will take a
consideration upon advantage and disadvantage from each system. Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) has an advantage on
spontaneous acceleration. Acceleration is needed to accelerate vehicle on a heavy situation because of road load. On the other
hand, ICE is not efficient when compared with electric motor. ICE’s thermal efficiency is only about 28% and this condition
because of heat loss on cooling system, heat absorbption on silinder block, and high temperature emission.
If compared with ICE, electric motor works efficiently with no emission, but electric motor need a huge electrical power to
start. Based on the facts, there are some effort to combine both advantages from ICE and electric motor to make an efficient
system with low fuel consumption and low emission either. Specific fuel consumption and the power used on each system are
influenced by the load, while the load is cannot keep constant. Due to the reason, the system must be managed but still concern
on minimum specific fuel consumption on ICE and electric consumption on electric motor.
This research was conducted to determine the changeover optimum level of hybridity of hybrid power system. The fuel used is
a mixture premium with ethanol (gasohol) 5% and 10% at various levels of torque.
2 RESEARCH METHOD
The first step, High Heating Value (HHV) test for gasoline and the mixture of gasoline with ethanol (gasohol) 5% and 10%
using bomb calorimetre. High Heating Value (HHV) can be calculated using the follwing equation :
HHV = (T2-T1-Tkp) x Cv (kJ/kg)
(1)
where :
HHV = High heating Value (kJ/kg)
T1 = Cooling water temperature before ignition (°C).
T2 = Cooling water temperature after ignitinion (°C).
Cv = Specific heat bomb calorimeter (73529.6 kJ/kg °C).
Tkp = Temperature rise due to ignition wire (0.05 °C).
1
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The result shows that the comparison by the High Heating Value (HHV) for gasoline, gasohol E-5 and gasohol E-10, valued at:
47206 kJ/kg, 46911.88 kJ/kg and 45882.47 kJ/kg.
The second step, experiment is done to find electric motor and ICE’s characteristic on constant load and different revolution
using brake dynamometer. The ascending of revolution is 250 rpm on ICE and 50 rpm on electric motor.
Data taken from ICE are revolution per minute, torque and time needed to finish 5 cc fuel of gasoline, gasohol E-5 and gasohol
E-10. Then, the data taken from electric motor are revolution per minute, torqe, voltage and electric current consumed by
electric motor at each revolution.
By the ICE’s testing will be calculated each Brake Specific Fuel Consumption using premium, gasohol E-5 and gasohol E-10
to verificate the result of overall experiment. Then, from electric motor testing it shows that there is an efficiency which is the
result of comparison between electricity consumption and brake power as a function.
This function will be used as approachment to find electric motor’s brake power on hybrid system.
ICE’s specification :
Brand
:
Type
:
Bore
:
Stroke
:
Fuel
:
Fuel system

Multi Equipment.
4 strokes OHV.
53 mm
36 mm
gasoline
: carburator

Electric motor’s specification :
Revolution
: 1680 rpm
Max voltage
: 170 Volt DC
Max current
: 9,8 Ampere
Max power
: 1,5 kW
Dynamometer’s specification :
Brand
: De Lorenzo
Type
: Generator DC Shunt
Max voltage output : 220 Volt
Max current output : 22,7 Ampere

Figure 1. Hybred powered system
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Figure 2. Electric motor transmision’s ratios
The experimental method on hybrid powered sytem are following :
1. Test is done on torque 1.5 N.m, 2.5 Nm, and 3.5 N.m.
2. Set ICE’s revolution so the Torque Measuring Unit (TMU) displaying wanted torque. Set electric motor’s on and set
revolution until voltmeter shows positive nominal and amperemeter on zero. It means DC electric motor does not work as a
generator.
3. Decrease ICE’s revolution by regulate throtle until torque on TMU shows decrease. Then, increase electric motor’s
revolution by turning voltage regulator untill torqe on TMU show the torque wanted.
4. Repeat step 3 untill torque does not change when ICE’s power is affecting to torque change.
5. The observation and process of the data based on time needed to burn 5 cc of fuel (gasoline, gasohol E-5 and gasohol E10), revolution per minute, torque, voltage and ampere consumed by electric motor.
Power on hybrid sytem is a combination of ICE and electric motor’s power. To find the break power on electric motor the
writer uses the graph relation between electricity consumption versus electric motor’s shaft. The graph gained from the earlier
test on electric motor. Power on hybrid system can be represented by equation :
PB = (f(PML)) + PMB
where :
PB
: hybrid system’s brake power
f(PML)
: graphical function from relation between electricity consumption and electric motor’s brake power
PMB
: ICE’s power
Hybridness is an index which is expressing percentage of electric motor usage on hybrid system. When hybridness 1, it means
system is using 100% power from electric motor. Indeks of hybridness expressed by equation :
H=
where :
PML : electric motor’s power
PMB : ICE’s power
3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
a. ICE
The test result shows, the torque generated engine with gasoline is still highest compared to the torque generated of engine fuel
consumptions with gasohol E-5 and E-10. The maximum torque generated engine with gasoline is 4.4 Nm at 3250 rpm and
3500 rpm. While the highest torque generated engine with fuel gasohol-E-5 is 4.2 Nm at 3500 rpm. Last, the highest engine
torque with fuel consumption gasohol E-10 is 3.6 Nm at 3000 rpm.
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Figure 3. Engine torque output with different fuel mixed

Figure 4. Engine power
Engine’s max power that use gasoline as a fuel is on 1.612 kW at 3500 rpm. Power which is produced by the engine with E-5
is 1.539 kW. max power which is used E-10 has 1.157 kW max power at 3250 rpm.

Figure 5. Specific fuel consumption
Figure 5 shows the highest specific fuel consumption of gasohol E-10 is 1.34 kg / kWh at 1750 rpm. At the same rotation,
specific fuel consumption of gasoline and gasohol E-5 is 0.92 kg / kWh and 1:02 kg / kWh.
b. Electric Motor
Test on electric motor without transmision ratio shows a graph between electricity consumption versus its brake power on
1000 rpm up to 1800 rpm. This result is shown on figure 6.
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Figure 6. Brake Power
Line function from this graph will be used for approach presumtive of electric motor’s power based on its electric
consumption.

Figure 7. Brake Power
Relation between electric motor’s brake power and torque versus revolution have linear trend (figure 7).
a. Hybrid System

Figure 8. Power Consumption and hibridness at torque1,5 N.m with gasohol E-5
Figure 8 is example of comparison charts to find the optimum level of hybridity, electrical consumption and fuel consumption
at torque 1.5 Nm, 2.5 Nm and 3.5 Nm with gasoline and gasoline-ethanol mixture.
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Figure 9. Optimum Hybridness
The result (figure 9) shows. At torque 3.5 Nm, the highest optimum hybridness use gasohol E-10, which is 0.31. At the same
torque, optimum hybridness gasohol E-5 and gasoline occurred on the same level, ie 0.28.

Figure 10. Optimum Fuel Consumption
The result (figure 10) shows, the highest fuel consumption is achieved by gasohol E-10 is 0.55 kg / h with torque 3.5 Nm. At
the same torque, gasohol E-5 and gasoline is 0.51 kg/hour and 0.50 kg / hour.

Figure 11. Electrical Consumption

The result (figure 11) shows at torque 3.5 Nm, the highest of electric consumption is achieved gasohol E-10, which is 0.54
kW. At the same torque, electric consumption of gasohol E-10 and gasohol E-5 is same, which is 0.49 kW.
4. CONCLUSION.
1. Higher content of ethanol in gasoline-ethanol mixture can decrease the fuel heating value, because the heating value of
ethanol is lower than the gasoline.
2. Higher heating value of fuel increases the combustion energy. The opposite, lower heating value of fuel, it leads to the
decrease of combustion energy.
3. There is no significant effect at the optimum hybrid between premium and gasoline ethanol mixture.
4. Effect of gasoline with gasoline-ethanol mixture of fuel consumption on hybrid power systems is very small. At torque 2.5
Nm, fuel consumption gasoline and gasohol E-5 there is a decrease of 5%. At the same torque, fuel consumption of
gasoline and gasohol E-10 is declined 7.83%.
5. There is no significant effect on electric power consumption of electric motors on hybrid power system between gasoline
and gasoline-ethanol mixture.
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ABSTRACT

Transjakarta Bus Rapid Transit has been operating up to 8 (eight) corridor at this time. The number of passengers per
year increases rapidly. In August 2010, local government of DKI Jakarta apply sterilization Bus Rapid Transit lane.
The Increasing passengers can be observed from the data August 2010. However, level of service Bus Rapid Transit is
not good enough and this can be seen from the disappointment reaction of passengers which using the Bus Rapid
Transit, especially during peak hours which have to wait long time for one bus. On the other side Bus Rapid Transit still
has not be able to maximize the transfer of private motor vehicle users to use Bus Rapid Transit. This causes the
emissions of motor vehicle in Jakarta increased. Thus, in solving the problem needs to arrange time management Bus
Rapid Transit and improves service in order to reduce vehicle emissions in Jakarta
Keyword
Bus Rapid Transit Transjakarta, time management, service, emission

1. INTRODUCTION
Jakarta as metropolitan city with the highest population growth rates in Indonesia has complex problems such as
transportation, health, economy and other things that cannot separate each other. This caused many problems that
cannot be solved immediately. A good transportation system would improve a better economic level especially in
Jakarta. Today, the condition of vehicles in Jakarta is still unsatisfied. Public transports produce a lot of emissions and
noise. The number of motor vehicles passing in Jakarta currently is reaching 5.7 million units. The growth of motor
vehicles in the last five years is 9.5% per year rates. The other side the growth of road length is only 0.01%. Private
motor vehicles consist of 94% from 5.4 million vehicle units and serve 44% of travel. So, Public Transport only 6% and
must serve 56% of travel. Study on Integrated Transportation Master Plan by the JICA / National Planning Board
(Bappenas) state:” if until the year 2020 there are no transportation system improvements made in DKI Jakarta area, it
estimates the economic losses 65 trillion rupiahs per year and it consist of 28.1 trillion rupiahs losses on motor vehicle
operating costs and 36.9 trillion rupiahs losses on value of travel time”.
President of Indonesia has committed to the world would reduce CO2 emissions in Indonesia amounted to 26% and will
be increased to 41% if receive support funding from foreign countries (industrial party) in Copenhagen Conference.
Transport and energy sectors accounted for 5 % (0,038 Giga Ton Co2) of this emission reduction planning.
The operational system of Bus Rapid Transit follows train system. Bus Rapid Transit runs on its own path, trips of Bus
Rapid Transit scheduled, stop only at halt, and pay of the ticket at counter. In Jakarta people called Bus Rapid Transit as
TransJakarta. Most Bus Rapid Transit use compress natural gas (CNG), only corridor 1 (Blok M- Kota) still use
biodiesel and emission at Jakarta can be reduced effectively Currently Tranjakarta has served 8 (eight) corridor with a
number of passengers until the end of 2009 amounted to 82 million people.
A comparative assessment on 44 BRT systems operated in this world base on data 2006 show some interesting
information. Assessment includes BRT Transjakarta. Interesting report that BRT transjakarta has peak ridership 18 kph,
1,5 minutes headway on peak hour, and 4000 passengers per hour per direction (Hensher and Golob, 2008).
Quality bus transit system should consider customer needs, industry response and Quality bus (P.Kelly )
In an attempt to predict the traffic emission levels, and to assess their impacts on the public health and the environment,
several models capable of predicting emissions with various degrees of success. The emission levels predicted by
models are significantly lower than the measured values. (Abo-Qudais, 2005).
(Garcia and Yamamoto 1994) published Bus Rapid Transit and bus lanes in brazil and Japan. The writing explain
about characteristic of Bus Rapid Transit and bus lane (design and Physical characteristic) and operational characteristic
of of Bus Rapid Transit and bus lane in brazil and Japan
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Research about emission on bus rapid transit especially for CNG fuel compare to diesel show relatively clean process
on produce CO2 by using CNG fuel (Nylund, Erkkila, lappi and Ikonen, 2004)
Headway optimization and scheduling combination of BRT Vehicle in order to minimize passengers’ travel costs and
vehicles’ operation (Chuanjiao, Wei and Yuanqing 2008)

2.

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

Nowadays the service of TransJakarta Bus Rapid Transit getting better from year to year and this is reflected in the
increasing passenger of Bus Rapid Transit.
In order to reduce emissions, it is required efficiency of service and operating Bus Rapid Transit. Bus Rapid Transit
conditions during rush hour 6:00 to 10:00 and 16:00 to 19:00 will be very dense (peak hour), needed lots of bus to pick
up passengers. Meanwhile, in normal hour Bus Rapid Transit carries only a few passengers, so it needs less bus. To
overcome these problems need to be made an appropriate time management and fuel can be more economical and
efficient.
3. OBJECTIVE RESEARCH
The purpose of this research is to create Bus Rapid Transit become more efficient in operation without reducing
services to the community and will reduce emissions in the city. Step that arrange to achieved this objective:
1. Identify baseline of headway Bus Rapid Transit that operate on August 2010 and September 2010
2. Set new headway of Bus Rapid Transit as effort to increase number of passenger in future
3. Calculate the fuel saving from shifting of user private vehicle to Bus Rapid Transit
4. Calculate emission of Bus Rapid Transit and private vehicle in Jakarta City

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGI

Figure 1. Scheme of people using Bus Rapid Transit as public transport
The passenger will move to Bus Rapid Transit if infrastructure of Bus Rapid Transit and service done well by local
government of Jakarta.
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5. RESULT
5.1. Time Management Bus Rapid Transit Transjakarta
Table 1 Schema Headway Bus Rapid Transit Transjakarta

Headway
Type
(Minutes)
1.
05.00-06.00
1 hour
5
normal
2.
06.00-10.00
4 hour
2
Peak hour
3.
10.00-16.00
6 hour
5
normal
4..
16.00-19.00
3 hour
2
Peak hour
5.
19.00-22.00
3 hour
5
normal
Headway on peak hour should be less than normal hour. Actually 8 corridor Bus Rapid Transit that operated in Jakarta
still not follow this schema. This research try to find headway of Bus Rapid Transit Transjakarta especially when
program sterilization*** lane of Bus Rapid Transit applied on Augustus 2010. Lane of Bus Rapid Transit in Jakarta
usually used by private vehicle on congestion and this situation make Bus Rapid Transit become late from it schedule.
On September 2010 this program did not continue and affect on getting small passengers of Bus Rapid Transit.
***Sterilization means no Vehicle allow to use Bus Rapid Transit lane
No

Time

Operating time

5.2. Passengers Data of Bus Rapid Transit Agust dan September 2010
Data can be seen on figure 1. which show different number of passengers on August and September 2010.
Passenger on August is bigger than September and this is because of sterilization apply on lane of Bus Rapid Transit by
government. On September 2010 government do not apply this action again and make passengers of Bus Rapid Transit
become fewer than August 2010.
Passengers
2,500,000
2,000,000
1,500,000
1,000,000
500,000
0

August
September
Figure 2 Passenger Data of Bus Rapid Transit transjakarta on August and September 2010
The result from observation and simulation headway of Bus Rapid Transit Transjakarta on August and September 2010
are shown on figure 3 and figure 4
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Figure 3 Headway on August 2010
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Figure 4 Headway on September 2010

5.3. New Improvement in Headway of Transjakarta
Bus Rapid Transit Transjakarta still not operate on schedule that has been release by BLU (general service affair) as
regulator of Bus Rapid Transit in Jakarta. Only corridor 1 that closely to the schedule. Even on corridor 8 people
should wait at least 30 for 1 bus.
In order to improve capacity of Bus Rapid Transit and increase level of service there are at least 3 components that can
be improved. First, Service of Bus Rapid Transit itself. In this case include separation queue of women and men on
peak hour, managing number people on bus, security in halt and bus, clear information of bus arrive and most
importantly is sterilization of lane of Bus Rapid Transit. In Jakarta lane of Bus Rapid Transit still be used by other
vehicle and this make trip of Bus Rapid Transit become longer. We hope that by implement service of Bus Rapid
Transit will increase number of passanger 2% per-year.
Second, improvement or repairing infrastructure of Bus Rapid Transit. It is clear that not all corridor has separator of
Bus Rapid Transit and this make other vehicle use Bus Rapid Transit lane. Halt of Bus Rapid Transit also not
comfortable enough in some corridor and people should go far away to continue the trip with the other bus and the
connection way of halt used to sell something. Bus priority signal should be add more to reduce travel time of Bus
Rapid Transit. The last and most important is park and ride facilities. With a lot of park and ride people will park their
vehicle and continue their journey by using Bus Rapid Transit. We hope that by improvement and repair infrastructure
by government will increase number of passenger 5 % per-year.
The third and most importantly is increasing number of Bus Rapid Transit. Waiting time so long become one parameter
that Bus Rapid Transit transjakarta still need to increase number of bus. People really hate to wait and this condition
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makes people use other vehicle. We hope that by increasing the number of bus will increase number of passengers 10%
per-year.
By this three parameter writer develop new headway in order to increase number of passengers of Bus Rapid Transit
transjakarta. This new headway is improvement from analysis headway of Augustus and September 2010.
Minutes

10

10

10

10

10

10
5

4

3

1.5

4

5
3

4

5

4

4

4

0

Headway peak
Figure 5 New Headway of Bus Rapid Transit (improvement August and September 2010)

5.4. Emission Bus Rapid Transit Transjakarta
Emission Bus Rapid Transit Transjakarta is calculated base on total kilometer travel Bus Rapid Transit and converted
to amount of fuel use by bus.
Emission = Emission Factor x Fuel Consumption............... (1)
Table 2 Result Simulation Base Headway On August, September Dan New Headway

No.

Month

239.526
223.440

Total Km Travel
bus per-day
35.573
31.341

Total fuel consumption Perday
16.650
15.369

231.483

33.457

16.009

391.350

57.083

27.182

Total Passenger per-day

1.
August
2.
September
Rate
(August
&September)
New Headway (improvement)

Table 3 Total Emission Bus Rapid Transit Transjakarta
TON
Tahun

CO

CO2

HC

NOx

PM

2011

37

1

57

116

61

2012

75

2

114

232

122

2013

113

3

172

348

183

2014

150

4

229

464

244

5.5 Prediction Emission Private Vehicle in Jakarta
.
Jakarta as agglomeration city consists of Jakarta, Bogor, Depok, Tangerang and Bekas or JABODETABEK. Most
people live outside Jakarta and this condition make Jakarta crowd in office day. Vehicle cross Jakarta can be double
than number vehicle registered at Jakarta. On figure 6 shown rate kilometer travel people from outside jakarta..
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30 KM

30 KM

30 KM
&
60 KM
Figure 6 Kilometer Travel Other Region to Jakarta
Number of citizen, private car and motor cycle is shown below. From graphic, number of motor cycle almost the same
with number of citizen. Number private car in Jakarta still 1:3 to the number of citizen.

People or Unit
12,000,000

CITIZEN

10,000,000

Motor
cycle

8,000,000
6,000,000
4,000,000

PRIVATE
CAR

2,000,000
0

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Figure 7 Increasing citizen, private car and motorcycle

Person/day
500,000
400,000
300,000
200,000
100,000
0
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Number Passengers Busway

Figure 8 Increasing Passenger of Bus Rapid Transit, number private car move to Bus Rapid Transit
and number motorcycle move to Bus Rapid Transit
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Users of Private car which move to Bus Rapid Transit only 7% from total Passangers of Bus Rapid Transit, User of
motorcycle move to Bus Rapid Transit 15% and this base on survey ITDP (Institute of Transportation Development
Policy) 2008.
Total consumption fuel is used by private vehicle (private car and motorcycle) can be reduced by promoting people to
use Bus Rapid Transit. Unfortunately until now Bus Rapid Transit still not optimum to reduce using of private vehicle
Table 4 Total fuel consumption by private vehicle and Fuel save by promoting using Bus Rapid Transit

KLITER
Total fuel Consumption by Private
vehicle

Year

Total Fuel reduce by using Bus
Rapid Transit

2011

6.274.958

60.500

2012

12.741.418

131.286

2013

19.397.632

214.105

2014

26.241.554

311.003

Table 5 Total Emission of Private Vehicle in Jakarta
TON

Tahun
PM10

CO

CO2

NOx

HC

2011

9.732

1.407.473

14.669.622

48.698

79.534

2012

19.760

2.857.899

29.786.939

98.882

161.496

2013

30.083

4.350.887

45.347.862

150.540

245.863

2014

40.697

5.885.978

61.347.610

203.653

332.610

TON
70,000,000
60,000,000
50,000,000
40,000,000
30,000,000
20,000,000
10,000,000
0
2011
PM10

2012
CO

2013
CO2

2014
NOx

HC

Figure 9 Increasing emission private vehicle in Jakarta
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Table 6 Total emission reduced by operating Bus Rapid Transit Transjakarta in Jakarta
TON

Tahun

PM10

CO

CO2

NOx

HC

2011

94

13.570

141.438

470

767

2012

204

29.447

306.921

1.018

1.664

2013

332

48.023

500.535

1.662

2.714

2014

482

69.758

727.064

2.414

3.942

If compared emission total produced by private vehicle to emission reduced by operating Bus Rapid Transit is still very
small. Using Bus Rapid Transit with gas fuel (CNG) help environment clean and reduce green house gas. But from the
result on table 6 shown that emission reduce by using Bus Rapid Transit only 140.000 Ton per-year but CO2 increase
by using private car almost 14 million ton per-year.

6.

CONCLUSION

Sterilization Program that conducted by Local government of Jakarta, effectively increase number of passengers.
Number of Passenger Bus Rapid Transit up to eight (8) corridors about 230.000 per-day.
Hopefully number of Passengers can be increase with improvement level of service, improvement or repairing
infrastructure and add new bus.
User of Private car moving to use Bus Rapid Transit only 7% and user of motorcycle moving to use Bus Rapid Transit
15 % from total of Bus Rapid Transit passengers.
Fuel consumption will increase 6,2 million Kiloliter per-year, the other side saving fuel caused of movement user of
private vehicles to Bus Rapid Transit only 60 thousand kiloliter per-year
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This study investigated emissions of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and regulated harmful matters from a heavyduty diesel engine at one low load steady-state condition (40 km/h). Eight test fuels were used: premium diesel fuel (PDF),
HO10 (PDF + 10 L/min of H2/O2 mixture), HO20 (PDF + 20 L/min of H2/O2 mixture), HO30 (PDF + 30 L/min of H2/O2
mixture), HO40 (PDF + 40 L/min of H2/O2 mixture), HO50 (PDF + 50 L/min of H2/O2 mixture), HO60 (PDF + 60 L/min of
H2/O2 mixture), and HO70 (PDF + 70 L/min of H2/O2 mixture).Experimental results indicate that using HO60 was the best
way to reduce fuel consumption by 12.6%. Using HO60 as alternative fuel, decreased PAHs by 32.3%, HC by 9.5%, CO by
7.2%, CO2 by 4.4%, and PM by 19.3%, but increased NOx by 9.9%. The wide usage H2/O2 mixture blends as alternative fuels
could protect the environment.
Keywords
Diesel engine, hydrogen, performance, PAHs, emission
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Development of Free-Surface CFD Modelling into
The Breakdown of Ship Resistance Components
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ABSTRACT
A systematic investigation into the breakdown of ship resistance components of catamaran is being carried out at DNASE-ITS.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code is used as a tool to separate viscous and wave from total ship resistance
components. Special consideration is given into the understanding of catamaran resistance and its interference effects. The
results are compared with experimental tank test data and other published information, in which demonstrate adequately good
agreement.
Keywords
Free-surface, catamaran, resistance components, interference phemomena.

1. INTRODUCTION
There has been a significant growth of interest in multihull ships for applications such as ferries, trawlers, sporting craft and
oceanographic research vessels since the last 30 years [1]. The principal advantages claimed are a more convenient layout of
accomodation, increased static stability and in some cases, a reduction of installed power to acheive a given speed.Various hull
forms have been developed to satisfy the design criteria of these vessels. Among them, the catamaran concept has received
considerable attention for such application attributed to its larger deck area, higher transverse stability, and peculiar resistance
characteristics. So far, designers and investors have shown commitment to the catamaran concept with investment in
generation of large catamarans over 100m in length [2].
The estimation of power requirements for this type of vessel entail a thorough investigation into the resistance characteristics
to achieve a feasible design [3]. Catamaran resistance can present a complex phenomenon for ship designers as the interference
effects between the hulls must be taken into consideration in addition to the resistance of the demihull in isolation. There is a
fundamental need for a correct breakdown and understanding of the resistance components for these vessels in order to allow
satisfactory scaling from model to ship.
The dependency of the interference on speed, hull separation and hull form restricts the practical use of model series, as such
series have to cover a wide range of parameters. Previous experimental studies of catamaran resistance have therefore tended
to be confined to a small number of isolated resistance experiments. The data obtained from these tests, although useful, is not
sufficient to establish a fundamental understanding of the interference phenomena. This better understanding will allow
improved power predictions to be developed.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approach, which is introduced in the middle of 1990s for maritime application, is
believed to be useful for the sepration of ship resistance into components. Some work have been carried out such as reported
by [4], [3], [5], [6], and [7]. However, none of them has successfully separated wave and viscous resistances as individual
component. The reason for this is attributed to the unsuccessful of free surface modelling during those periods. The free
surface algorithm is presently available and occupied by recent CFD codes. Thus, the current work is focused on the
development of free surface modelling with consideration to breakdown ship resistance components and in particular case, the
catamaran resistance.
For the free surface calculations, the air and water flow past the hull was modelled using the standard homogenous Volume of
Fluid (VOF) model (or Free Surface model) available in CFX 11.0 [8]. In the VOF model, a single set of momentum equations
is shared by the fluids and the volume fraction of each computational cell (mesh, grid) is tracked throughout the domain.
Surface tension was not considered in the model. The coupled volume fraction solution algorithm was used for better
convergence.
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2. SHIP RESISTANCE COMPONENTS AND CFD SIMULATIONS
The total resistance of catamaran, which is composed of two bodies and placed in close proximity, is generally different from
the sum of the resistance of the two bodies when tested separately. This phenomenon is called interference, and it arises from
the change in flow pattern that accompanies the placing of the two bodies in close proximity. The interference may be
unfavourable or favourable. There are two types of interference resistance specific to catamarans, as mentioned by [9] and
[10]. These can be identified as (i) body or viscous resistance interference and (ii) wave resistance interference.
Firstly, body or viscous resistance interference, which is caused by the asymmetric flow around the demihulls and its effect on
viscous flow such as boundary layer formation and longitudinal vortices. Secondly, wave resistance interference, which
originates from the interaction between the wave system of the demihulls.
The demihull (monohull) and catamaran were selected as a benchmark to gain understanding of free surface simulations using
CFX to calculate their resistance components. The hull was generated by a three variables parametric function in ANASYS
ICEM. The model configuration and main particulars of both models used for CFD simulations in the range of Froude number
of 0.2 – 0.65 are presented in Figure 1 and Table 1.

Figure 1: Catamaran Hull Configuration.
Table 1: Main Dimension of Demihull and Catamaran

Parameter
Demihull
Catamaran

LWL
(m)
1.372
1.372

B, demihull
(m)
0.132
-

T
(m)
0.078
0.078

WSA
(m2)
0.2559
0.5206

Volume
(m3)
0.0070
0.0140

Displac.
(kg)
7.0233
14.0439

In CFD simulations, a physical domain with water and air at standard conditions was specified and a homogeneous coupled
Volume of Fluid model was selected as it is recommended for free surface flows where the free surface is well defined over the
entire domain [8]. A homogeneous model allows two different phases when the interface is distinct and well defined
everywhere, as it is the case of hulls riding on a free surface without breaking waves. For this initial simulation the SST
turbulence model was used [11] and [12]. The model works by solving a turbulence/ frequency-based model (k-ω) at the wall
and k-ε in the bulk flow. A blending function ensures a smooth transition between the two models.
The SST model has been validated in a large number of studies. In NASA Technical Memorandum [13], SST was rated the
most accurate model for flow applications. This model is now widely used for the hydrodynamic community [14]. The SST
model was originally used for aeronautics applications, but has since made its way into most industrial, commercial and many
research codes. The SST model has greatly benefited from the strength of the underlying turbulence models.
The water was modeled as fresh water at temperature of 26°C (density= 999 kg/m3, dynamic viscosity= 1.137x10-3 kg/m/s).
The air was assumed compressible (for computational stability reasons) and was modeled with a molecular mass of 28.96
kg/kmole and a dynamic viscosity of 1.8x10-5 kg/m/s.
The boundary conditions were imposed in the computational as follows: a velocity inlet boundary condition was used
downstream. The flow velocity (equal to the model velocity) and the free surface elevation were fixed at the inlet. A pressure
outlet boundary condition was used downstream. The hydrostatic pressure at the outlet was calculated assuming an undisturbed
free surface. Smooth walls with a free-slip condition were assumed for the floor and the side wall. For the two phase flow
solutions, a pressure opening boundary condition was used for the top surface. It was assumed that no water reached the top
surface. The opening was also used as the reference point for the pressure.
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The Figure 2 shows the initial computational domain. The mesh extends 1.5 model lengths upstream, 4 model lengths down
stream, 5 and 15 model lengths sideways (for demihull and catamaran respectively) and sufficiently far above and below the
free surface. The initial computational meshes used for multiphase flow calculations comprised with 822,087 and 1,304,943
mesh elements for demihull and catamaran respectively as presented in Table 2.

Figure 2: Initial Computational Domain

Table 2: Mesh and node characteristics

No
1
2

Hull Description
Symmetrical Demihull
Symmetrical Catamaran

No. of mesh elements
822,087
1,304,943

No. of nodes
145,666
231.262

3. RESULTS OF CFD SIMULATION
The resistance data along the hull were taken in the bare hull condition (without appendages and propellers) for the range of
Froude number 0.2 - 0.65. The total, CT, and viscous, CV, resistance coefficients are defined as:

CT 

RT
0.5 (WSA ) V 2

(1)

CV 

RV
0.5 (WSA ) V 2

(2)

where V is the model speed and WSA is the wetted area of both hulls in the case of the catamaran.
The total resistance (RT) is the sum of the wave making (RW). and the viscous resistance(RV). The viscous resistance for
demihull (monohull) and catamaran can be determined by the following equation as:

CV MONO  1  k  C F

(3)

CV CAT  1   k  CF

(4)

where, k is the form factor (or form effect on skin friction) and β is viscous resistance interference. Then, CF is the frictional
resistance coefficient.
Form factor for catamaran is considerably higher than that of monohull suggesting the viscous interaction effects were present
[15]. It is unclear whether the viscous resistance increase is due primarily to modifications of the boundary layer and velocity
augment between the demihulls or to additional spray associated with constructive interference of the two wave systems,
particularly in the vicinity of the transom stern [4]. The interaction effects have been studied further using wind tunnel models
[3].
Figures 3 - 4, and Table 3 show the results of the total and viscous resistance components acting on the hull.
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Figure 3: Resistance components of demihull

Figure 4: Resistance components of catamaran with hull clearance S/L=0.3
The difference between the total (CT) and viscous resistance coefficient (CV) is the component of wave resistance coefficient
(CW). Wave making resistance begins to increase dramatically in full-formed hulls at a Froude number of about 0.35, which
corresponds to a speed-length ratio (  V / LWL ) of slightly less than 1.20. This is due to a rapid increase of wave-making
resistance due to the transverse wave train. At a Froude Number of 0.40 (speed-length ratio about 1.35) the wave-making
resistance increases further due to the increase of the resistance caused by the divergent wave train which is added to the
transverse wave train resistance. This rapid increase in wave-making resistance continues up to a Froude Number of about 0.45
(speed-length ratio about 1.50) and does not reach its maximum until a Froude number of about 0.50 (speed-length ratio about
1.70).
Table 3: Computational results of resistance coefficient components.

Froude Number

0.18

0.28

Viscous Resistance, CV
Total Resistance, CT

0.0066
0.0081

0.0061
0.0091

Viscous Resistance, CV
Total Resistance, CT

0.0067
0.0068

0.0062
0.0087

0.37

0.46
Demihull
0.0057
0.0054
0.0107
0.0123
Catamaran, S/L=0.3
0.0058
0.0055
0.0093
0.0130

0.56

0.65

0.0051
0.0118

0.0052
0.0101

0.0052
0.0105

0.0051
0.0089

4. VALIDATION OF CFD SIMULATIONS
There are some important parameters to be considered to validate the computational simulation results: grid (mesh),
convergence, and experiment data.
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The grid quality is fundamental for the convergence and accuracy of CFD calculations. Grid qualities are discussed in detail by
[16]. However, for this study, the numbers of mesh and node characteristics of demihull and catamaran used for Ansys is
presented in Table 2.
The number of mesh elements 1,304,943 of catamaran model, the solution can be expected to be more accurate and/or
converge quicker. The mesh elements used for the computation indicates the grid independence as shown in Figure 6 and
Table 4.
18
17
R es is tanc e (N)

16
15
14
13
12
11
10
500

750

1000

1250

1500

1750

Numbers of meshes (x 1000)

Figure 6: Grid independence.
Table 4: Grid independence.
Numbers of meshes (x1000)
Resistance (N)

598

739

940

1,032 1,335 1,568

14.99 14.38 12.88 12.49 12.31 12.31

Convergence was assessed by plotting the parameters against the number of iterations. The convergence of free surface
condition reaches the target criteria (variable value) = 10-5, see in Figure 7 and this value is good convergence, and usually
sufficient for most engineering applications as mentioned in the criteria available in ANSYS ICEM manual [8] and [17].

Figure 7: Convergence of free surface condition.
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Figure 8: Resistance components of demihull

Figure 9: Resistance components of catamaran with hull clearance S/L=0.3
From Figures 8 and 9, it could be said that the CFD simulation provides accurate results for resistance coefficients in the range
of Froude numbers studied; this was also provided small percentage error between 0% - 8% or average error within 4% of the
experimental data, see Table 5. In the initial test, the highest percentage errors in total resistance coefficients were shown on
the Froude numbers of about 0.46 (at hump resistance). Despite the differences of both results, the CFD proves a powerful
design tool for free surface ship modeling to predict the ship resistance components and assessment prior to the final design
validation model tests.
Table 5: Comparison of computation and experiment data of resistance coefficients (x103).

Froude Number

0.18

0.28

CT CFD
CT Experiment

0.0081
0.008

0.0091
0.0092

CT CFD
CT Experiment

0.0068
0.0068

0.0087
0.0082

0.37
0.46
Demihull
0.0106 0.0123
0.0102 0.0115
Catamaran, S/L=0.3
0.0093 0.0130
0.0086 0.0119

0.56

0.65

0.0118
0.0112

0.0101
0.0097

0.0105
0.0099

0.0089
0.0082
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5. CONCLUSIONS
For the ship free surface calculations, the air and water flow past the hull was modelled using the standard homogenous
Volume of Fluid (VOF) model (or Free Surface model) available in CFX 11.0. The following conclusions can be drawn based
on computations and compared to experimental data:
 CFD analysis has proved its efficacy in modelling the ship free surface to determine the resistance components.
 The results of CFD has been shown to be extremely accurate, proving results for the resistance that are a few percent
of the measured results. This approach can be considered to be a mature and reliable tool for naval architects
 The stage has been reached where CFD analysis can stand on its own while evaluating various design configurations.
Regarding this aspect, it is the most cost-effective solution when compared with traditional tank testing, which could
be expensive and time consuming.
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ABSTRACT
Catamaran vessels are currently of interest for many new high speed ship projects due to the high levels of hydrodynamics
efficiency that can be achieved compared to monohull form. One of the challenges faced by naval architects is accurate
prediction of the hydrodynamic resistance characteristics. Even though considerable amount of research has been carried out
in this area, there remains a degree of uncertainty in the prediction of calm water resistance. This paper describes the
research work carried out so far and what needs to be undertaken in future for reasonably accurate prediction of catamaran
resistance characteristics. The well known of Molland’s catamaran viscous form factor [(1+βk) =3.03(L/V1/3)-0.04], which is
applied in commercial naval engineering software and indicates its independent of speed and hull separation, is evaluated
using experimental tank tests. Displacement catamaran model tests are conducted with varying lateral side hull locations to
determine the resistances. The results of experimental work show that the viscous form factor are not independent of hull
separation. The form factor value reduces as the hull separation increases. This experimental result is slightly disagreement
with Molland’s theory. Furthermore, the result shows that form factors for catamaran hull form tested were found to be
considerably higher than that of the monohull (demihull alone) and this clearly describes the viscous interaction effects were
present on catamaran hull form and also on its hull separation. Finally, a new revised formula is proposed to develop the
Molland’s formula.
Keywords:
Viscous form factor, catamaran, model test.

1. INTRODUCTION
Catamaran configuration has been known for a long time, it is only the recent past that such hull forms have enjoyed
unprecedented usage in the high speed ferry industry. The catamarans account for 43% of the fleet by vessel numbers are given
by [1]. Slender hull forms and higher speed capabilities provoked the need of technological evolution in predicting their
preliminary characteristics of catamaran.
Resistance characteristics are principal aspects of the catamaran design spiral as they are strongly coupled with speed and fuel
consumption and, consequently, the operating cost of the vessel. The matter of resistance prediction is one of that has always
occupied naval architects. This is firstly because of the desire to accurately estimate the power required to propel the vessel.
Secondly, there is the continuing question for increasing the vessel capabilities of the vessel without a corresponding increase
in installed engine power.
Calm-water resistance of catamarans is in general attributed to two major components, namely viscous resistance and calmwater wave resistance. The resistance components of catamaran are different from monohull due to interference resistance
occurrence and this phenomenon makes more complicated in determining the catamaran resistances. In addition, the viscous
resistance and viscous interference of catamaran are more difficult to be determined accurately.
Reference [2] have introduced the well known viscous form factor formula [(1+βk) =3.03(L/V1/3)-0.04] which was found to be
independent of speed and hull separation, and is rather dependent on demihull length to beam ratio. The formula has been
widely used in commercial naval architecture software’s.
It is understood that there are two interference effects contributing to the total resistance effect were established [3]; these are
viscous interference, caused by asymmetric flow around the demihulls which affects the boundary layer formation, and the
wave interference, due to the interaction of the wave systems produced by each demihull [4].
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The common practical method of separating the resistance components is by use of a form factor to estimate the total viscous
component [5]. In the case of the catamaran, the form factor will include the interaction effects between the demihulls: changes
in the boundary layer due to the modified pressure field around the demihulls; and the influence on frictional resistance of the
velocity augmentation between the demihulls. The evaluation of viscous resistance and its interference on catamaran hull
clearance was likely to become less accurate due to interaction between the hulls.
In this paper a practical approach is explored experimentally to estimate the viscous form factor of a symmetric hull catamaran
with varied hull clearances. A series of model tests was conducted at the towing tank of Indonesian Hydrodynamic Laboratory
(IHL) - BPPT.
The form factor is calculated by performing model tests at adequately slow speeds to remove the wave making component.
The measured model resistance is then simply the viscous component; a component which is independent of wave making
effects. It is assumed that the viscous component may be estimated by [6] with an additional coefficient dependent on the
geometric shape of the underwater hull form i.e. form factor.

2. RESISTANCE COMPONENTS OF CATAMARAN
The Report to the 14th I.T.T.C. [7], the Resistance Committee defined the components of resistance. The viscous resistance is
defined as the component associated with the expenditure of energy in generating vorticity, vorticies (eddies) and turbulence.
The wave resistance is defined as the component associated with the expenditure of energy in generating gravity waves. The
resistance of a surface vessel may be broken down into components attributed to different physical process, which scale
according to different scaling laws as written in Equation 1. The resistance components can be broken down as presented in
Figure 1, which is proposed by [8].

RT ( Re ,Fr )

RV ( Re )

RW ( Fr )

1 k

( Fr )

RF ( Re )

RW ( Fr )

(1)

The total resistance coefficient can be determined with the following equation:
CT

RT
0.5 (WSA) V 2

(2)

where WSA is the wetted surface area of both hulls in the case of catamaran.

Figure 1: Breakdown of Resistance Components [8].
The Froude method was based on the assumption that the total resistance can be split into two components, one the frictional
resistance and the other the residual resistance, which is essentially the wave resistance and the resistance due to eddies and
vortices. The frictional resistance was assumed to be sensibly equal to the resistance of a rectangular plate of the same length
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and wetted surface as the hull of the ship or the model. The residual resistance, the difference between the total resistance and
frictional resistance, is then scaled according to the Froude law.
Reference [9] and [10] introduced the resistance into three components which is an important improvement over Froude's
method: skin friction (CF), form effect on skin friction (CF0), and wave making resistances (CW). These resistance components
can be written with the following equation as:

where C FO

CT

CF

CF O

CT

1 k CF

CW

(3)

kC F , hence:
CW

(4)

It is now well known that the frictional resistance coefficient CF derived from a flat plate is not the same as that of the hull and,
furthermore, that CF is only a part of the viscous-resistance coefficient CV. In order to improve the Froude method, it has been
suggested that the ratio is independent of the Reynolds number Re and Froude number Fr, where k is the form factor.

1 k CV / C F

(5)

In the case of catamaran hull, as in [11] summarized a calm-water-resistance investigation into high speed semi-displacement
catamarans, with symmetrical hull forms based on experimental work carried out at the University of Southampton. Two
interference effects contributing to the total resistance effect were established; these are viscous and wave interferences. The
total resistance of a catamaran could be expressed by the equation:

CT

1

CAT

k

CF

CW

(6)

The factor ø has been introduced to take account of the pressure-field change around the demihulls and σ takes account of the
velocity augmentation between the hulls and would be calculated from an integration of the local frictional resistance over the
wetted surface, while (1+k) is the form factor for the demihull in isolation. For practical purposes, ø and σ can be combined
into a viscous interference factor β where (1+øk) σ = (1+βk). Hence

CT

CAT

1

k CF

CW

(7)

can be calculated from the equation:

CWCAT
CWDEMI

CT
CT

1
k C F CAT
1 k C F DEMI

(8)

where β and τ = 1 for monohull [12] and [13].

3. VISCOUS RESISTANCE INTERFERENCE ON CATAMARAN
The flow about a catamaran is symmetric to the centerline; the flow over each of the demihulls however is not. As far as the
potential wave-making nature of the catamaran flow, and hence the associated resistance, is concerned this phenomena is well
explored in the open literature including the well-known wave interference phenomenon. Depending upon the slenderness of a
demihull, even the modest thin-ship theory based procedures can tackle this resistance component within a reasonable
accuracy. While the interference viscous resistance depends on wetted hull surface area and the pressure-field change around
the demihulls as well as the velocity augmentation between the hulls.
Basically, the viscous resistance coefficient for catamaran can be written from the equation (6) if the wave resistance is
omitted:
(9)
CV CAT 1 k CF
where CF is a skin friction coefficient is estimated using the ITTC 1957 ship correlation line [6].

CF = 0.075/ (log10Re-2)2

(10)

where Re = V. L/ ν is the Reynolds number.
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Of major interest, in the field of high-speed catamarans, is the appropriate magnitude of the form factor and its dependence on
hull and operational parameters such as: length to displacement ratio; breadth to draught ratio; separation to length ratio and
Froude number. Historically, the choice of form factor for slender catamaran forms has often been close to unity. However,
recent research, from a number of independent researchers working in this field, has indicated that this may not be the case and
that form factors greater than unity may be appropriate for the vessels.
Reference [2] formula uses the demihull slenderness ratio, L/V1/3, to determine the form factor according to the following
equation:
(11)
1
k 3.03 ( L / V 1/ 3 ) 0.040
Note that this expression is for the form factor, (1+βk), of the complete catamaran including viscous interaction effects
between the demihulls.
Equation (11) is known as the Molland algorithm for catamarans, which based on a regression analysis of random model and
full scale test data of a wide variety of hull forms, is widely used in commercial naval engineering software. This software
automatically calculates the form factor that is used during the slender body analysis.
Reference [11] concluded that the form factor, for practical purposes, is independent of speed and should thus be kept constant
over the speed range. This was a good practical solution to a complex engineering problem at that point in time.
The viscous interference between the demihulls of catamarans also seems to be an as yet incompletely understood effect,
which can complicate the estimation and application of simple form factors. In [11] state that "catamarans show substantially
higher resistance than twice that of the monohulls, even at low speeds where wave interactions are negligible, therefore
indicating viscous interactions. Additionally, flow visualization experiments on a catamaran model indicated a change of flow
lines and pressure field; hence some form of viscous interaction”.
The viscous resistance component, composed of the flat plate frictional resistance and form drag including the earlier
mentioned viscous (body) interference, is still very difficult to estimate accurately. Whilst flat plate resistance in isolation can
be estimated with a reasonable precision using ITTC-57 extrapolator line, the form drag (viscous pressure), caused by the
boundary layer activity and the body interference effect, and requires a series of model test data.
Reference [14] recommended to determine the form factor “k” by utilizing experimental data at very low speed or low Froude
numbers (Fr< 0.2), where Cw must become negligible. Prohaska's method [14], [15] allows the form factor to be calculated by
assuming that, at low speed, the total resistance is described as:

CT

1 k CF

a Fr n

(12)

At low speed, Fr <0.2, is assumed to be a function of Fr4, the straight line plot of CT/CF versus Fr4/ CF will intersect the
ordinate (Fr=0) at (1+k), enabling the form factor to be determined.

4. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
4.1. Model Description
A catamaran comprises two demihulls, usually with each demihull having the same waterline length L and hull width b. The
demihulls are usually positioned abreast of each other, with a distance between the centerlines S, Figures 2, and B is the overall
beam of the catamaran, as illustrated in Figures 3 for body plans of symmetrical catamaran.
The tested model, symmetrical catamaran, was built from fiberglass materials. The main particulars of both models are
presented in Table 1.

Figure 2: Symmetrical catamaran
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Table 1: Main dimension of demihull and catamaran.
Parameter
LWL
B
T
WSA
Volume
Displac.

Demihull
1.372
0.132
0.078
0.2559
0.0070
7.0233

Catamaran
1.372
0.078
0.5206
0.0140
14.0439

Unit
M
M
M
m2
m3
Kg

4.2. Model Test Program and Procedure
The model test programme was conducted at the towing tank of Indonesian Hydrodynamic Laboratory (IHL) which is 235 m
long, 11 m wide and the water depth was maintained at a constant depth of 5.5 m.
The model was attached on the towing carriage which moves on the rail with adjustable speed. The dynamometer is fixed in
the model at the LCF position such that the overall arrangement permits unrestricted heave and pitch movement of the model
whilst restricting all others.
The resistance tests in calm water were performed for Froude number up to 0.2 with three separation hull distances
(clearances) including the single demihull case. The test conditions for model are outlined in Table 2, where clearance (S/L)
values dictate the lateral separation ratio, between demihull centerlines. Total resistance was measured for each run over the
test range of Froude numbers.
Table 2: Model test programs.
Model Description
Demihull
Catamaran
Catamaran
Catamaran

Hull Clearance Ratio (S/L)
0.2
0.3
0.4

Froude Number (Fr)
0.05, 0.10, 0.19
0.05, 0.10, 0.19
0.05, 0.10, 0.19
0.05, 0.10, 0.19

4.3. Model Test Results
The experimental results are presented in terms of resistance and its coefficients (CT, CF) with varied Froude and Reynolds
numbers, as shown in Table 5. While the viscous form factors for hull clearances (including demihull) were measured and
calculated in the straight line plot of CT/CF versus Fr4/ CF at the ordinate intersection Fr=0, see in Figure 3 a to d. In addition,
Table 6 shows the values of viscous form factor from the tank test measurements.

( a) Demihull (monohull)

(c) Hull clearance, S/L=0.3

(b) Hull clearance, S/L=0.2

(d) Hull clearance, S/L=0.4

Figure 3: The experimental results of viscous form factor demihull and hull clearances.
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Table 5: Experimental results of viscous form factor measurement.
Resistance (N)

Fr

Re

CT

CF

Fr/CF

CT/CF

0.00629
0.00538
0.00460

0.00090
0.01377
0.26836

1.27815
1.29919
1.43170

0.00632
0.00538
0.00460

0.00082
0.01385
0.26942

1.42626
1.43533
1.58561

0.00632
0.00537
0.00460

0.00081
0.01413
0.26973

1.41279
1.42038
1.48301

0.00634
0.00537
0.00460

0.00078
0.01412
0.26928

1.41042
1.41448
1.47327

Demihull
0.03287
0.10369
0.39839

0.05
0.10
0.19

2.84E+05
5.41E+05
1.09E+06

0.00804
0.00699
0.00658
S/L= 0.2

0.07201
0.23358
0.89902

0.05
0.10
0.19

2.78E+05
5.41E+05
1.09E+06

0.00902
0.00772
0.00729
S/L= 0.3

0.07108
0.23307
0.84126

0.05
0.10
0.19

2.78E+05
5.44E+05
1.09E+06

0.00894
0.00763
0.00682
S/L= 0.4

0.06977
0.23206
0.83515

0.05
0.10
0.19

2.75E+05
5.44E+05
1.09E+06

0.00894
0.00760
0.00677

Table 5 shows that total resistance coefficients (CT) for demihull (monohull) are lower than that of catamaran with hull
clearances of S/L=0.2 – S/L= 0.4. This explains the occurrence of viscous interferences on catamaran hull. The interference
phenomena are generated by variation of velocity field and pressure around demihulls, change of form factor value [16].
Table 6: Experimental viscous form factor values.
Cat., S/L= 0.2

Hull Form

Monohull
(1+k)

(1+βk)

Symmetrical Hull

1.299

1.426

Cat., S/L= 0.3

Cat., S/L= 0.4

β

(1+βk)

Β

(1+βk)

β

1.571

1.414

1.528

1.410

1.513

5. DISCUSSION
In this discussion, it is not intended to discuss the form factor of monohull but it is more interested to discuss the catamaran
clearance (S/L) effect to the viscous form factor values.
By using the Molland’ et al viscous form factor in equation (11) applied for catamaran, the values of (1+βk) for catamaran is
1.38, as shown in Table 7. Meanwhile, the form factor of monohull (1+k) is determined by using a Holtrop and Mennen
method [17]. The software can automatically calculate the form factor that is used during the slender body analysis.
The form factor to be used for the slender body analysis for monohull and catamaran is specified in the methods dialog. The
comparison viscous form factor results between Molland’s (in Table 7) and experiment (in Table 6) is shown in Figure 4. The
viscous form factor is affected by the change of hull clearance (S/L) for catamaran hull. The interaction effects due to
clearance on the demihull are quite strong.
Table 7: Molland et al. viscous form factor results.
Hull Form

Symmetrical Hull

Monohull
S/L= 0.2
S/L= 0.3
(1+k)
(1+βk)
β
(1+βk)
Β
Molland’s Formula (Slender body Method)
1.21
1.38
1.809
1.38
1.809

S/L= 0.4
(1+βk)
β
1.38

1.809

Figure 4 show that the smaller the clearance (S/L), the higher the viscous form factor becomes. This is attributed to the more
intensive viscous interaction between the hulls. Then, by applying the data in Table 6 and Table 7, the viscous resistance of
catamaran can be determined from equation (9). Thus, the friction coefficient is calculated using equation (10).
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Figure 4: Viscous form factor comparison.
The comparison results of viscous resistance of hull clearance ratios (S/L) between the experimental data and the Molland’s
formula (on slender body method from naval software) can be shown in Figure 5a to c. The experiments and the numerical
simulation were conducted for Froude numbers up to 0.7 with three separation hull distances (clearances). The viscous form
factor of experimental data is higher 4% than that of slender body method data using Molland et al formula.

(a) S/L=0.2

( b) S/L=0.3

( c) S/L=0.4
Figure 5: The comparison of viscous resistance between Molland’s formula and the present study (experiment).
By considering these value differences (see Table 6 and Table 7), the Molland’s formula can be developed to the new proposed
formula as written in equation (13). The equation is derived by using a statistical method with R square value of 99.2%. This
value is very close to 1.0 or 100% as an indication of the best fit of proposed equation in term of statistics [18].

1

k

3.03 ( L / V 1 / 3 )

0.04

0.016 ( S / L)

0.65

(13)

The comparison results between the experiment and the new proposed formula for various hull clearances (S/L) can be shown
in Figure 6 and Table 8. The viscous form factor curves from the model test and the proposed formula shows that the trend and
order of the curves agree well both the same. The error is quite small of less than 0.07%.
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Figure 6: The comparison of viscous form factor (1+βk) values between experimental data and the proposed formula.
Table 8: Comparison data of viscous form factor (1+βk).
Fr

Experimental Data

Proposed Formula

0.2

1.426

1.4255

0.3

1.414

1.4149

0.4

1.410

1.4092

6. CONCLUSION
Considering the experimental tank test results to evaluate the Molland’s viscous form factor of catamaran configuration, the
following conclusions can be drawn as:
- Based upon the analysis of the results it was found that the form factor of the subject symmetric demihull was determined
from model tests appears to be considerably lower than those for symmetric catamarans.
- It has been highlighted that viscous form effect is higher for catamarans where viscous interference takes place between
the hulls there is a great influence on catamaran resistance due to clearance
- The general trend in all cases is that as the hull clearance is decreased, the viscous form factor increases.
- It means that the viscous interference is larger when the hull clearance is smaller.
A further interesting development of the research would be to investigate the viscous phenomena in detail using wind tunnel
tests.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to assess the production hazards conceived in the Indonesia’s shipbuilding industry, and to
propose fundamental solution for improving its competitiveness in anticipation to the significant increase of Indonesia’s
domestic fleet since the implementation of the Presidential Instruction No. 5/2005 on the Cabotage policy for the local
shipping and exports/imports that are covered by Government budget, using “Systematic Management of Engineering
Projects” approach. The research is triggered by dramatic increase of domestic fleet of Indonesian flagged ships from 6,041
units to 9,309 units in less than 5 years. These ships in order to comply to the classification rules, certain surveys and
maintenance works need to be undertaken at least once a year, and sooner or later the old ships need to be renewed in order to
maintain and to improve the existing shipping condition, which opens great opportunities as well as challenges for local
Indonesian shipbuilding industry since the competition is very tight from the shipyards in the neighbouring countries. The
assessment is being carried out to examine the competitiveness of the existing Indonesian shipyards, interim of their efficiency,
productivity, safety, and environment friendliness, in order to open the shipyards’ awareness in undertaking their production
processes.
Keywords
Production hazards, assessment, systematic management of engineering projects, shipbuilding industry.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since the implementation of the Presidential Instruction No. 5/2005 on the Cabotage policy for the local and exports/imports
shipping that are covered by Government budget [1], in order to cater the national shipping market the number of Indonesian
flagged ships has been increasing dramatically in less than 5 years from 6,041 units in 2005 to 9,309 units in March 2010 [2] or
approximately increased more than 3,000 ships in total. The procurement of these ships were mainly by imported used ships
from abroad, which more than 50% of them are considerably old, ranging from 10 to 15 years old [3]. To comply with the
classification rules certain surveys and maintenance works need to be undertaken for these ships at least once a year [4], and
sooner or later the old ships need to be renewed in order to maintain and improve the existing national shipping industry. This
condition opens great opportunities as well as challenges for local Indonesian shipbuilding industry to prosper from the captive
market both for repair and maintenance works as well as for new buildings, on the other hand the competition is also very tight
from the shipyards in the neighbouring countries.
To prevent the market from shifting to the foreign shipyards production hazards assessment will assist the Indonesia’s
shipbuilding industry to reduce the potential risks and establish appropriate strategy to increase its efficiency, productivity
safety, and environment friendliness in order to win the severe competition.
The assessment is aimed to identify the potential production hazards, to evaluate the risks of the hazards and categorise them in
term of their tolerability, and then to set strategies to reduce the risks appropriately. The assessment is carried out using
Systematic Management of Engineering Project or SMEP approach [5], which divides the tasks into the following four stages:
Stage A: Building the foundation
Stage B: Doing the work
Stage C: Completing the project
Stage D: Preparing the project outputs

2. PRODUCTION HAZARDS
In general hazard is defined as something that poses a level of threat that can lead to undesired outcomes or harm in the process
of meeting an objective.
With regard to the production the hazard can be referred to as a situation that poses a level of threat to prevent the production
processes to meet their objectives.
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2.1 Production Hazards in Shipbuilding Industry
Typical hazards in shipbuilding industry with regard to the tasks to be carried out that might prevent the shipyard to meet its
production goals would come from two main sources: external factors, and internal factors, which can be explained as follows:
2.1.1 Hazards Caused By External Factors
Hazards that caused by external factors would include:
Materials and bought in equipment do not come as scheduled that may delay the production processes.
The incoming materials and equipment do not as required in the specifications that may be returned to the suppliers
and delay the production.
The incoming materials and equipment were damaged during the shipping and have to be returned to the suppliers
that may disturb the production schedules.
Unexpected price increase of materials due to be ordered that may decrease the profit margin.
Customer dispute for various reasons that may disturb the production schedule.
Natural and other disasters that might prevent the production from progressing
2.1.2 Hazards caused by internal factors
Hazards that caused by internal factors would include:
Improper material handling that might cause damage and injure people.
Inaccurate marking, cutting, and welding in preparation stage that require rework may delay the production processes.
Inaccurate positioning of interim products in sub-assembly and assembly processes might require rework and delay of
production progress.
Improper production sequence that might cause bottle neck in certain work station.
Tasks being carried out not following the proper procedures might cause accident and sub-standard result.
Unwell managed human resources may create low working moral and disturb the production process.
Unclear work instructions and procedures may cause workers confused and delay the production.
2.2 Risks of Hazards
Risk is defined as a measure of a hazard’s significance involving simultaneous examination of its consequence or severity of
the outcome and the probability of occurrence.
Based on the potential hazards the risks that might occur can be categorised in to three different levels as follows [6]:
Intolerable
Tolerable
Negligible
The risk level is determined by two relevant variables, i.e. consequence or severity of the hazard, and the probability of
occurrence of the hazard, which can be formulated as follows:
R=CxP

(1)

Where: R: Risk
C: Consequence or severity of the hazard
P: Probability of occurrence of the hazard
2.3 Hazards Assessment
The objectives of hazards assessment are to assist the shipyard in meeting the production target and to anticipate potential
difficulties in advance.
A matrix is used to carry out the hazards assessment by implementing the following steps [7]:
Step 1: Understand the background
Step 2: Classify the consequence (C)
Step 3: Classify the probability of occurrence (P)
Step 4: Construct the matrix
Step 5: Apply the risk matrix
2.3.1 Understand The Background
Shipyard or shipbuilding industry should understand all factors that might create hazard both internal and external, among
others are: the type of ships to be built, availability and capacity of the existing facilities, reliability of the supporting industries
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and suppliers, the qualification of the human resources, availability and reliability of the financial supports, the production
methods, the shipbuilding policies, existing industrial relation etc.
By understanding the backgrounds that have influences to the shipbuilding industry potential hazards can be identified and the
following steps of the assessment can be carried out.
2.3.2 Classify The Consequence
Not all the hazards have the same consequence and potential risk to the shipbuilding industry, therefore the consequence
should be classified based on their severity, so that the relationship between the hazards and the potential risks could be
identified, and proper actions could be proposed for reducing the potential risks.
Example of the classification is as follows:
Table 1: Consequence classification

Description
Catastrophic effect
Hazardous effect
Major effect
Minor effect

Level
4
3
2
1

Severity
No market will be obtained
Can not compete
Low competitiveness
Hard to compete for certain type of ships

2.3.3 Classify The Probability Of Occurrence
The level of risks is not only determined by the consequence level of hazards but also by the probability of their occurrence,
therefore the probability of occurrence should also be classified. The classification is mainly based on the experience or expert
judgement.
Example of the occurrence probability classification is as follows:
Table 2: Occurrence probability classification

Description
Most likely
Reasonably probable
Remote
Extremely remote
Extremely improbable

Scale
5
4
3
2
1

Occurrence
Above 75%
50% to 75%
25% to 50%
10% to 25%
Under 10%

2.3.4 Construct The Matrix
The assessment matrix consists of consequence and the probability of occurrence, the level of risk based on the identified
hazard is obtained from the multiplication of the consequence level and the occurrence probability scale as shown in the matrix
frame work bellows:
Table 3: Assessment matrix frame work

Consequence
4
3
2
1

Hazard

Risk level

1

2

3

Risk category

4

5

Probability

2.3.5 Apply The Risk Matrix
When the hazards have been identified they are plotted to the matrix in accordance to their consequence level, then the
consequence level is multiplied with the probability of occurrence scale to obtain the risk level of the particular hazard. The
risk level will be used to determine the category of the risks.
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3. SMEP APPROACH
Systematic Management of Engineering Project or SMEP is an approach for handling engineering project by dividing the tasks
into four main stages, and each stage will be broken down into several tasks. The systematic approach will assist the
management process more efficient and effective because the tasks involved in the project can be categorised into prepared
stages based on their individual characteristics, and carried out in accordance with sequence of the stages as well, so that
probability of mixing up of the tasks and overlapping procedures can be avoided.
The stages are arranged as follows:
Stage A: Building the foundation
Stage B: Doing the work
Stage C: Completing the project
Stage D: Preparing the project outputs
3.1 Building The Foundation
There are six tasks should be carried out for building the foundation of the project, which include:
Task 1: Introduction to the project
This task should address aspects such as: Background to the subject being considered; the importance of the subject and; the
contribution of the project plans to achieve.
Task 2: The aims of the project
This task should specify clearly the aims of the project, so that activities could be focussed to the achievement of these aims.
Task 3: Critical review
This is to establish the subject’s status and understand the issues, consider the existing methods, outline what aspects are well
advanced or fully developed, and identify issues requiring further attention.
Task 4: References
References are very important in doing the critical review, and therefore all the materials and data collected should be recorded
properly to prevent from wasting time for searching them again in the future.
Task 5: Topic selection
The problems needing attention are generally very broad and large; therefore topics should be selected for narrowing the
aspects and to concentrate for in-depth investigation and in tackling them. The use of selection matrix sometime found to be
helpful.
Task 6: Arrange strategy
Once the aspects have been narrowed, the necessary steps should be arranged to handle the problems.
3.2 Doing The Work
There are various ways of addressing the problems, because different topics require different approaches for tackling them, but
in general the tasks should be carried out in this stage among other things are:
Task 1: The approach adopted
Specify and explore clearly the approach adopted, and outline how the issue is being addressed in the project.
Task 2: Implement the approach
Tackle the selected topics using the adopted approach
Task 3: Sort and administer the results
To make maximum use of the implemented approach the results should be sorted out and administered in accordance to their
purposes. Including in this task are analyses, evaluation, and validation of the results.
3.3 Completing The Project
To finalise the project following tasks should be undertaken:
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Task 1: Summarise the key results
Results from the previous stage which have been analysed and validated are summarised in order to obtain the relevant results
related to the objectives of the project
Task 2: Discussion
This task should include the experience gained from tackling the project; recommendation for future development; and the
contribution made.
3.4 Preparing The Output
The final stage of the approach is preparing the output of the project, which usually in the form of project report; visual
presentation materials; and scientific paper.

4. PRODUCTION HAZARDS ASSESSMENT FOR INDONESIA’S SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY
SMEP approach is being used for assessing the production hazards of Indonesia’s shipbuilding industry following the stages
that have been explored above.
Risk matrix is being used as the methodology or approach for the assessment, and the hazards being identified are as follows:
4.1 Internal Hazards
The internal hazards of Indonesia’s shipbuilding industry would include:
IH1: Qualification of the existing human resources
IH2: Capacity and condition of the existing facilities
IH3: Age, capacity and accuracy of machinery and equipment
IH4: Financial condition
IH5: Availability of production standards
IH6: Availability of safety, health and environment procedures
IH7: Availability of modern production methods
4.2 External hazards
The external hazards of Indonesia’s shipbuilding industry would include:
EH1: Rules and regulation
EH2: Financial support
EH3: Industrial standards
EH4: Reliable supporting industries and suppliers
EH5: Naval architects and design firms
EH6: Market Trent information
EH7: Research and educational institution
4.3 Hazards Assessment Results
The results of the assessment are presented in the following risk matrix:
Table 4: Hazards assessment results

Consequence
4

3

2

1

Hazard
IH1, EH2
IH3, EH4
EH6
IH4, EH1
IH2
IH6
IH7
EH5
IH5, EH3
EH7

Risk level
16
12
8
15
9
6
8
8
6
1

2
2

3

4

5

Risk category
Intolerable
Intolerable
Tolerable
Intolerable
Tolerable
Tolerable
Tolerable
Tolerable
Tolerable
Ignorable
Probability
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Notes:
The risk is intolerable for risk level 10 to 20
The risk is tolerable for risk level 5 to 9
The risk is ignorable for risk level below 5
4.4 Risks Reduction
The priority for risk reduction is based on the risk level has been obtained from the hazards assessment results, that means
hazard with the highest risk level should be given first priority because of its potential threat to the shipbuilding industry. The
risk reduction is proposed as follows:
Table 5: Risk reduction strategy

HAZARD
IH1
EH2
IH4

RISK LEVEL
16
16
15

EH1
IH3
EH4
IH2
EH6
IH7
EH5
IH6
IH5
EH3
EH7

15
12
12
9
8
8
8
6
6
6
2

RISK REDUCTION
Training and courses for the existing human resources
Intensive approach to the financial institution and government
Intensive approach to the financial institution and government, and improving yards’
portfolio
Intensive approach to the government
Rejuvenate the existing machinery and equipment
Apply industrial standards and ease regulations
Increase shipbuilding capacity and renew the facilities
Establish market monitoring system
Encourage shipyards to implement and develop advanced production methods
Encourage national ship owners to use locally ship designs
Consistent enforcement of safer, health, and environment regulations
Encourage shipyards to consistently apply production standards
Apply national industrial standards
Increase the involvement of research and education institution

5. CONCLUSIONS
There are seven internal hazards and seven external hazards have been identified conceived in the Indonesia’s shipbuilding
industry.
There are six hazards that have potential intolerable risks; seven hazards with potential tolerable risks, and one hazard with
ignorable potential risk.
A strategy has been proposed to reduce the potential risks identified.
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ABSTRACT
This paper dealt with discussion of 3D reconstruction experience. There are problems in drawing exchange from different
CAD software which can be overcome by providing drawing technique that should be understood by designer. 3D
reconstruction for complex surfaces is usually started by scanning the object to produce 3D digital model in the stereolithography or STL format. The digital STL model is then converted into surface model by using CAD software. It should be
understood that 3D reconstruction and manufacturing are done mostly in different factory that may use different CAD
software, hence data exchange is common. Although all software provides standard data exchange such as DXF, STEP, or
IGES, it is not guaranteed that the model can be 100% exchanged. They are losses and designer must fix them. It is sometime
easier to create an object from the start rather than fixing existing model which is created in wrong way. In this case,
understanding of basic 3D construction and modeling in CAD is very important. Moreover mathematical understanding of the
will support the decision in modeling technique.

Keywords: CAD, geometric reconstruction, 3D scan, data exchange, 3D solid, 3D surface.
1. INTRODUCTION
The automotive population in Indonesia is rapidly growth in last decades, but unfortunately most of them are imported vehicle
or at least fabricated in Indonesia under-licensed by foreign brand. Moreover that is not only the whole vehicle but also spare
part and automotive accessories have the same condition.
The above condition occurs since reverse engineering in automotive industry still has problem. High investment of 3D
scanning device such as CMM (Coordinate Measuring Machine), CAD/CAM software and small number CAD/CAM expert
are reasons of why automotive and other product design growth in industry move slowly.
Implementing of development of 3D reconstruction method that was developed in CAD/CAM Laboratory of Mechanical
Engineering Department of Indonesia Islamic University, geometric reconstruction that was done for bio-mechanic
components [1] will be implemented for the reverse engineering process on front lamp cover of an existing motorcycle. This
reconstruction is necessary for a domestic motorcycle maker in order to modify the existing product and allow them to produce
the product without patent claim.
Experience showed that one of the most time consuming problem is interfacing between software that are used in reverse
engineering site and in the customer (factory) site. This problem occurs because different makers, and different release year
will possibly use different technology, hence data exchange format cannot easily be exchanged.
CAD technology is recently growth for many fields of application. They are hundreds of CAD software in the world and none
of them could fulfill all of user’s requirements, hence data exchange among CAD software is very important to communicate
basic design data.
On the other hand, due to its high cost investment on hardware, software and brain-ware, research and technology to support
product development may occurred at outside factory (outsourced) for efficiency reason. In this condition, different software
is probably used and successful data exchange in CAD design is a must.
Although standard data exchange such as IGES, DXF, STEP, etc. are known, in implementation different software will accept
different data, hence 100% data importing are almost impossible. Users faced difficulties in the integration of CADand CAM
software domains mainly due to their different information needs and the interface between these systems. CAD focuses on
part specific geometry and topology while CAM needs process-specific features and their attributes [2].
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This will become serious when the small percentage data is very important, for example: solid CAD model is exported to
standard format, but it is notified as surface model in other software. That condition become problem when model is
complicated, because converting from surface to solid is not as simple as theory.

2. CAD MODEL
There are types of software used in the product modeling, and they can be divided into CAD and non CAD software. The
difference between CAD and other non CAD drawing aid is in the the way their data is stored, the CAD database. Using the
database, CAD data can be analyzed, machined and exchanged among them without any significant effort. It does not mean
that data exchange is well guaranteed since problems still found at the process of data exchange [2].

Figure 1: CAD Database [3].
CAD database consist of geometrical, topological data and text. Geometrical data consist of vertex coordinates, center of an
arc, etc. Topology is about relationship between two points, two planes, inner or outer surface, etc., [4], [5].
Text data in CAD can be divided into text as attribute and text as annotation. Text as an attribute means that the text will
control for example line type, color, thickness of a line. Text as annotation is used to explain something in the drawing data,
such as comment, dimension, or explanation of an object in a drawing [4], [5].
CAD model is divided into wireframe, surface and solid modeling. Wire frame modeling was the first attempt to represent the
3D object. The representation was inadequate with many drawbacks in terms of precision, adequacy of the representation, etc.
In simple terms a 2D-wire frame model is built by forming the skeleton of the part, consisting only of edges. This technique is
now an intermediate stepfor building a surface or a solid model [6].
With a surface model we are modeling the skin of the part. Early systems were based on Fergusson and Bezier type of curves,
while current systems are using mainly NURBS, which are capable of modeling nearly every industrial part, such as aeronautic
surfaces and automobile surfaces (characterized as Class A surfaces), shipbuilding, plastic parts and packaging in general,
metallic parts, shoes, etc. They are the most capable types of system for representing industrial parts. Its use is not an easy task
and it requires significant knowledge of the NURBS mathematics. They allow creating surfaces, which are not currently
available from solid modeling systems [6].
Solid Modeling systems are considered to offer the most representation of a part. They combine modeling and topology. Early
systems were based on primitives for representing the space, forming the Constructive Solid Modeling (CSG) systems. Current
systems are of Boundary Representation (B-Rep) type. CSG and B-Rep are used to model the topology data base of the part.
During the 1990’s all solid modeling systems offered are characterized as Parametric and Feature based systems. It started with
Parametric Technology Corp. when it introduced the Pro/ENGINEER system [6].
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Figure 2: CSG, Constructive Solid Geometry.

They key different between surface and solid model is illustrated in the Figure 3.

Figure 3: Comparison between surface and solid modeling characteristic [6].

Surface models provide a more complete description of the object, but still it cannot represent the object as good as the solid
model.

3. EXPERIMENTAL AND DISCUSSION
The experiment is done to redesign the front lamp cover of existing product of motor cycle. The redesign process is necessary
to shorten the design process in the one of Indonesian made motorcycle. The part is identified as a key component since that is
a part of motorcycle’s identity.
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Figure 4: Position of the object in motorcycle.
The redesign process can be simply explained that it is started from scanning the component by using 3D laser scanner. Since
the component is symmetrical, scanning is done only a half part, the other half is used to hold the object. The scanning result is
stored in stereolythography (STL) format.
From the Figure 5, it can be seen that scanning result in STL format is not smooth. Surface is created by identifying the edge of
the object. Edges are then used to create surfaces as shown in the Figure 6. Finally the half part can completely redraw and the
same process for another side is done.

(b)

(a)

Figure 5: (a) Original (physical) object, (b) Scanning result, digital (STL) model (half part).
Up to this stage, surface creation found no significant problems. Designing process is done on a single CAD platform, thus
almost no losses occur since the data structure is not changed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a). Wireframe, edges of the STL model, (b). redrawing result, digital 3D surface model.
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Problems appear when software interfacing is required. In this case, digital 3D model is developed under Delcam’s Powerr
Shape, released on 2007, and customer requires data for their old Unigraphic platform, released on 2000. Two main problems
that been identified are:
1.
2.
3.

Platform problems that may cause data losses due to rounding error because interfaceof those two software use
different data structure.
Technological problem, because those two software were developed in two different period that may have different
technology.
Due to cost efficiency and law, no version change is allowable. The two institutions should use recently owned legal
software, no matter the release time they have.

Leakage

(a)

(b)

Figure 7 a. Imported model in parasolid format, b. Leakage caused by data exchange.
From the two software’s, the only available data exchange format is parasolid. In exchange process, there are data losses since
in parasolid, surfaces are divided into number of simplified surfaces. In this simplification, one surface may be divided into
several small simpler surfaces which may cause leakage because one surface will not be well connected to another.
To make it available to be machined, the solid model is required. Surface model that not well connected should be turned into
solid, which mean sewing process is required to fill all leakage. Problem occurs when selecting the whole surface and
automatic sewing does not work and manual sewing should be done. We should identify and sew all surfaces manually, and in
this process, one tiny surface may be left and solidification process will fail without knowing in where the leakage is.

Fixtures

Figure 8: Comparison between original object and machining result of redesign process.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Reverse engineering is theoretically not difficult, but there are problems that may occur due to cost, technology, leak of basic
knowledge, etc.
In case of CAD/CAM technology, there are problems in data exchange since each industry will invest the most appropriate
software for their system. New investment will not be done when problems appear only in certain cases such those we have
discussed in this paper. Engineer should solve problem without significant changes in infrastructure.
Rather than software engineering problem, engineer should understand basic concept of geometric construction in CAD/CAM
from mathematical point of view. By understanding concept, a proper drawing or modeling technique will reduce problem in
interchanging data from one platform to another different platform of software.
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ABSTRACT
This paper studies the use of decision analysis to solve the dynamic scheduling systems. The proposed approach facilitates the
inclusion of all possible variables that influence the current shop-floor conditions into a single framework and also facilitates
the inter-dependency among variables. The model is the hybrid approach of proactive-reactive scheduling with periodic-eventdriven review technique. Influence Diagram is used to model this decision problem. This model consists of three parts;
proactive model as the baseline, reactive model as the online part, and the system evaluation as the review technique. In the
system evaluation, schedule revision is carried out based on the level of disruptions. The experimental results show that the
proposed hybrid approach enables to provide cycle time as low as the totally reactive scheduling but allows reducing the
number of evaluations significantly. Consequently, using this approach the shop-floor nervousness can be minimized.
Keywords
Decision analysis, influence diagram, reactive scheduling, proactive scheduling, job-shop

1. INTRODUCTION
Current research on machine scheduling focuses on scheduling under uncertainties as the static scheduling remains unusable in
practice. Moreover it is said that many schedulers believe that the scheduling process mostly is a rescheduling process [1].
Thus a robust or flexible schedule may be more valuable than an optimal schedule that does not allow easy modifications [2].
The inclusion of uncertainties in the schedule making processes makes the measurement of schedule quality harder [3]. [4]
stated that even the robust version of single machine problem with minimizing total completion time subject to uncertain
processing time is categorized as an NP-complete problem. In addition, [5] also stated that the single disruption stability
problem on a single machine is ordinarily NP-hard. The disruptions to the shop-floor can be caused by many factors and their
impact to the schedule is probabilistic.
Practically the shop-floor condition is characterized by a large number of interrelated uncertain quantities and alternatives. And
the use of mathematical model for such complex problem is not practical. Decision Analysis (DA) provides a systematical
procedure to replace hard-to-solve problems into readily understood, clear, and obvious problems [6]. It has been developed to
address the problems related with uncertainty and alternatives based on a normative axiomatic framework [7]. DA is widely
used in business and government decision making [8]. It is very useful especially for solving the problem characterized by high
degree of uncertainty and multi objectives situations. Based on this fact, we study the using of DA to solve the scheduling
problems in the stochastic environment.
One of the powerful tools in DA is Influence Diagram (ID) or sometimes is called decision network. ID is an efficient
representation language for decision model developed by [9]. It is a graphical structure that is used to model explicitly the
probabilistic dependence and information flow of uncertain variables and decisions. It is very easy for people to understand
regardless their mathematical knowledge and extremely important and useful tool for the initial formulation of decision
problems. Recently, ID is widely used for developing models and communicating among people [7]. Hence, ID can be utilized
as a decision tool in designing the framework for scheduling problems.
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The first idea of decision-theoretic based job shop scheduling system came up in 1973. [10] introduced the concept of
statistical decision-theory for solving the job-shop problem. They used the trade-off between cost of implementing a schedule
and of expectations of discovering a better schedule as the expected utility (EU). This EU was used to seek a sequential
procedure to decide whether it is worthwhile to continue with the search or to stop and use the current best schedule. However,
they emphasized that their approach did not constitute a solution to the general job shop problem and stated that heuristic
procedures remain the most convenient and practicable way of solving the job-shop problem. As our best knowledge, there is
lack of research using the decision-theoretic approach to solve the scheduling problem after this time. In 1990th, much works
have been carried out in the area of decision theoretic planning. However, although the concept of decision-theoretic planning
seems applicable to solve the scheduling problem, but little work has been carried out in this area [11]. [12] use an Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP), one of decision analysis techniques, to solve the job-shop problems. AHP is used to dynamically
select the most suitable rule to be applied. However, they do not consider any uncertainty in their work.
This work addresses a study of the dynamic job shop scheduling system under uncertain environment by using decision theory
approach. All variables that may have impact to the production process are considered. DA facilitates the inclusion of all
variables in the model and enables to execute them simultaneously to obtain the objective value within reasonable
computational times. This is the advantage of DA in comparison with other mathematical models.

2. A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF INFLUENCE DIAGRAM
As this research will utilize ID to model the job-shop scheduling system, this section will provide the detail description of ID.
An ID is a graphical modeling language that represents the probabilistic inference and decision model [7], [9]. Influence
diagram, first developed at Stanford for the purpose of automating decision model construction, can be considered as an
extension of Bayesian Network. An ID is mathematically precise; therefore it can be used in both the formulation and analysis
of a decision problem. This makes ID different from many other graphical modeling languages. An ID is a two-layer
representation with a qualitative and a quantitative level. At the qualitative level, an ID consists of four main components,
namely, chance nodes, decision nodes, value nodes, and arcs. The nodes in the graph correspond to variables in the model;
decision nodes correspond to variables that are under the control of the decision maker and chance nodes correspond to random
variables, which are not within the direct control of the decision maker. Each valid ID must have a value node that represents
the objective function of whose expected value is to be maximized. Arcs in the graph represent the probabilistic relationships
among the nodes, that is, the associated variables. The absence of an arc between two nodes indicates that the associated
variables are probabilistically independent.
At the quantitative level of an ID, probabilistic information is embedded in each chance node. Embedded in each chance node
is a conditional probability table that represents the probability of all possible outcomes for that node conditioned on possible
outcomes of all its predecessor nodes. Embedded in each decision node is a list of decision alternatives and a list of its
informational predecessors. The value node contains the utility of the decision maker.
Utilities are quantified measured for decision maker‟s preference. It incorporates decision maker‟s attitude toward risk. Utility
u( A j , xi ) is based on the jth action and the ith outcome. Suppose the outcome of the uncertainties can be represented by n
mutually exclusive and exclusive states, then the utility to the decision maker is u( A j , xi ) if the jth action is taken and the
outcome is x i . The decision maker should choose the alternative that maximizes the expected utility, that is
n

pij u ( Ai )

best alternative arg max
j

where

(1)

i 1

pij is the probability of outcome i in action j.

The ID solution procedure can take advantage of the conditional independencies. By doing so, significant gain in efficiency
can be obtained. However, ID corresponds to a symmetric decision tree, so if most of the computational savings can be
achieved through the asymmetric processing, ID cannot take advantage of those savings [7]. ID is primarily used to calculate
the expected utility values of the alternatives. A straightforward method is to convert an ID into a decision tree and solve the
tree using the traditional tree roll-back technique. The decision is taken by evaluating the ID for each possible setting of the
decision node. After the decision node has been set, the decision node behaves like chance node that has been set as an
evidence variable. The following is the procedures to evaluate the ID as taken from [13].
1.
2.

Set the evidence variables for the current state.
For each possible value of the decision node:
a. Set the decision node to that value.
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b.

3.

Calculate the posterior probabilities for the parent nodes of the utility node, using a standard
probabilistic inference algorithm.
c. Calculate the resulting utility for the action.
Return the action with the highest utility.

One of the most common solution algorithms can be found in [7]. Another algorithm for solving ID is policy evaluation
proposed by [14]. The policy evaluation algorithm solves an ID by first transforming it into a Bayesian network and then
finding the expected utilities of each decision alternatives by performing repeated inference in this network. The algorithm will
result in a full set of expected utilities for all possible policies in the network. However, this may be a computationally
intensive process for large ID. In this research, we used policy evaluation method to solve the ID.

3. DECISION-THEORETIC BASED SCHEDULING SYSTEMS: SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
This work focuses on an adaptive job-shop scheduling system using decision analysis technique. The proposed scheduling
approach is the combination of proactive and reactive scheduling techniques with the hybrid periodic-event-driven „when-toschedule‟ policy. In this approach, the schedule consists of three main components; baseline schedule, reactive schedule, and
system evaluation as the „when-to-schedule‟ policy. As a baseline, proactive schedule is used. In this scheduling technique, the
uncertainties are considered in the schedule making process. The uncertainties are considered by using probabilities. Detail
procedure for the proposed proactive schedule can be found in [18]. This baseline schedule is performed offline and to be
executed from the beginning of the process until unexpected event occurs and cannot be accommodated by the proactive
schedule. Once this event happens, the reactive schedule takes part. The system evaluation evaluates the necessity of changing
the current schedule given the current shop-floor condition. This periodic-event-driven review technique allows the
rescheduling to be done at every period of time kT, where k is integer, and T is time interval and or whenever there is enough
trigger to do that. The evaluation of the shop-floor is done periodically. Figure 1 shows the system architecture of the proposed
proactive-reactive scheduling approach.
At time t=0, the proactive model is applied to the environment. During the execution of the schedule, some disruptions may
occur. The counter functions as a sensor that monitors the current conditions. After receiving information, the counter delivers
the information to the evaluation system. The information is received by the evaluation system in terms of disruptions level at a
given time interval. If the disruption level reaches the threshold value or the rescheduling point has been met, the evaluation
process is performed. The threshold value is the value of the key factor(s) in the system evaluation ID in which changing this
value may swap the decision. When changing the current schedule is needed, the new schedule is generated through the
schedule generation. The new schedule is generated by using the decision analysis approach, the same method used in
generating the proactive model. The difference is unlike the proactive model that uses the probability to represents the shopfloor condition, in this schedule generation we set evidence(s) to the chance nodes based on the current condition. Hence this
schedule generation is reactive to the current condition.
t=t

Counter

Current level of disruptions

Actuator

Ye
s

Schedule generation (DA)

Baseline schedule

Evaluation

No

Environment

Change
current
schedule?

t=0

Actuator
s

Figure 1: System architecture of the proposed proactive-reactive model.
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The detail procedure for the proactive-reactive scheduling with periodic-event driven rescheduling policy is as follows.
Offline process:
1.
2.
3.

Construct ID for system evaluation
Determine the threshold value for the significant factors in which the rescheduling will take place when it is reached
by examining the input of the ID and the resulted output.
Set the time interval, T, in which within this interval, the evaluation of the shop-floor will be done and the
rescheduling will take place at every end of this time interval. Setting the time interval is arbitrary but should be
carefully done as we may miss the „true‟ events we should consider when too wide interval is assigned, on the other
hand too small interval may result in unnecessary decision and computational effort.

Online process:
The rescheduling is done when the following conditions are met:
If ti = kT then reschedule where k is integer
Else
If DisruptionsLevel ≥ threshold value and ti – ti-1 ≤ T then
Begin
Set evidence(s) to be high
Update the network
End
Else use current scheduling policy
The offline process is performed based on the prior available information. The offline process consists of three main parts; ID
construction for system evaluation, procedure to set the evidence, and threshold value determination. The threshold value
determination is closely related to the evidence setting as the value becomes threshold whenever the change of this value will
swap the decision.
The online process is the adaptive part of the system. It has a counter that connects the environment with the system and
actuator that sends back the recommendation given from the system to the environment. It integrates the evaluation system to
the environment.
We shall classify the processes in the proposed scheduling approach into two groups; schedule generator and system
evaluation. The schedule generator is used in developing the proactive and reactive scheduling.

4. THE SCHEDULE GENERATOR
The schedules, both proactive and reactive are generated based on the decision-theoretic approach. The decision problem is
basically to choose an alternative among a set of alternatives that has the highest utility value. The job-shop problems can be
seen as making sequential decisions on which jobs to be assigned on each machine to maximize utility value. The decision is
taken dynamically and it depends on the current shop-floor conditions that are represented in the attributes of the current jobs
in machine‟s queue and the machine conditions. Each job in queue is attributed with its processing time, its machine‟s route,
and the real time value of the ratio of total number of remaining task and the total number of time to complete the remaining
task. The condition of the machine is represented by the length of the queue. The schedule is then generated based on these two
types of information. The scheduling process is one-pass, just like the dispatching rules and it does not required iteration.
Any disruptions in the shop-floor can be represented by the condition of the machines and the current jobs available. There are
some variables that are used to describe the shop-floor condition. The first variable that can be used is the queue length of the
machine. The length of queue tells how smooth the process is. If there is an unordinary queue length, there might be something
wrong in the process. The next variable is the processing time difference among the jobs in queue at a particular machine. This
variable indicates the type of jobs will be processed. Any jobs, either the existing jobs, new jobs or the jobs that need to be
reprocessed can be distinguished. Other variables which are able to perceive the type of jobs to be processed are the ratio
between the number of remaining task and the total number of remaining processing time, and the number of jobs in the next
queue. The ratio between the remaining task and the remaining processing time shows the length of process should be done to
complete the tasks. The number of jobs in the next machine‟s queue can be used to look ahead the situation that will be faced
by the job. Intuitively, the jobs that will face shorter queue in the next machine are preferred to be processed first than the one
with the longer queue in the next machine.
The four aforementioned variables not only able to describe the current condition of the shop-floor, but also can be used to
guide the job selection process. The processing time information [12], [15], [16], number in next queue [15], and the remaining
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work [12], [16] are reported to have an impact to the makespan. Based on this fact, the ID can be built to model the basic jobshop problem. Detailed procedures can be found in [17], [18], [19].

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Simulation is used to model the environment and it runs according to the system characteristics provided. Jobs arrive and join
in the machine queue waiting for the server becomes idle. Once the server becomes idle, a job will be taken out from the queue
based on the currently applied scheduling policy. As the environment is not static, the policy applied may change over time
based on the current condition. And the evaluation system will examine the need of changing the current policy. Five sets of
square job-shop problem with different size that reported in some literature are used. These sets are 4×4 Problem [20], 6×6
Problem [21], 10×10 [21], 10×10 Problem [22], and 5×20 Problem [21].
Two scenarios are conducted. First, both the jobs inter-arrival time and the mean time between failures of the machines follows
uniform distribution with U(48, 24) for jobs inter-arrival time (for the 5x20 problem is U(96, 48)) and U(300,200) for mean
time between failures. Second, the jobs inter-arrival time follows exponential distribution with mean of 48 (for the 5x20
problem is 96) and the mean time between failures of the machines also follows exponential distribution with mean of 150 (for
the 4×4 Problem the MTBF is 100, 120, 150, and 120 for machine 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively). We examine two cases of
periodic-event driven scheduling; one with predictive baseline and with proactive baseline. These scheduling schemes are
compared with the totally reactive scheduling policy. Discrete-event simulation is used with simulation period of 28 days and
100 replications are used. In this study, two randomness are monitored; new jobs arrival and machine breakdowns. The jobs
arrive individually and the due date for each job is assigned by assuming a tight due date (K=1). Other sources of randomness
for this process are the processing time and the rework. The processing times follow exponential distribution and there is 8%
probability of rework. However, these two factors are not monitored as it is assumed to occur along the simulation hence they
are stated as probability in the model. It is assumed that there is no critical job hence all jobs have the same weight. For the
case of machine breakdown, whenever the machine is broken, it will become trigger, while for the case of new job arrival, the
trigger value is obtained from simulation.
In the dynamic situation, the scheduling performance is measured not only using classical performance measures such as
makespan, tardiness, etc, but also its robustness to avoid the shop-floor nervousness. Thus, a robust or flexible schedule may be
more valuable than an optimal schedule that does not allow easy modifications [23]. Hence reactive model should satisfy the
robustness criteria. For this purpose, the objective of the schedule is minimizing the total scheduling cost. The total scheduling
cost can be defined as the summation of lateness cost and earliness cost with the assumption that raw material is always
available (rush order cost is not required). The lateness and earliness cost correspond to the weight of importance between
these two factors as they are not necessary to have the same weight all the times. Hence, if the robustness is defined as the
minimum deviation from the initial schedule, it also can be expressed as the minimum total scheduling cost, with the due date
is the jobs completion time of the initial schedule. Define dn = due date job n, Cl = lateness cost, $/time, Ce = earliness cost,
$/time, Cn = completion time job n, and Cost = total cost, $/time, then the cost function for this problem can be defined as
follows.
Cost Cl

max Cn

d n ,0

Ce

n

max d n

Cn ,0

(2)

n

The due date for each job is assigned based on total work content rule (TWK) as it has been found superior in many cases [24].
According to TWK rule, the due date of job n can be determined as

dn

an

K

p n,m

(3)

m

Where K is the tightness factor, an is the job‟s release time, pn,m is the processing time of job n on machine m. The tightness
factor is related to the level of due-date tightness desired [25]. If the value of K is assigned to 1, then the due date will become
the total completion time of the jobs in its initial condition (before disruption). In this simulation, the value of K is set to 1, the
value of Cl = 1 $/time and Ce = 1 $/time. Hence, the total cost represents the cycle time deviation from the static condition.
This is to hold the robustness intention of the model.
Table 1 shows an example for the average cycle time deviation and the average number of evaluation during the simulation
period for several scheduling schemes for scenario 1 and scenario 2 respectively for 6×6 problem. The cycle time deviation
represents the deviation from the due date, either lateness or earliness, and it represented in the absolute form. The statistical
analysis shows that the p-value for comparing the cycle time deviation among the periodic-event driven with predictive
baseline, periodic-event driven with proactive baseline and the reactive scheduling is 0.529 for 95% confidence level. It means
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that there is not sufficient evidence to say that those three scheduling schemes are different. However, the average number of
evaluation for the totally reactive scheduling is much higher that the periodic-event driven policy.
Table 1. Performance of some scheduling scheme for scenario I and scenario II.

997.2147
709.3298

Average cycle
time deviation,
scenario II
1382.2950
813.9956

588.2941
568.6811

Average cycle time
deviation, scenario I

Scheduling scheme
Predictive
Proactive
Periodic-Event Driven
(predictive baseline)
Periodic-Event Driven
(proactive baseline)
Reactive

-

Average number of
evaluation, scenario
II
-

683.3632

110.1

133

622.9949

109.7

128

191.7

176.4

Average number of
evaluation, scenario I

599.3952

The relationship between the rescheduling frequency and the scheduling quality is investigated and it is shown in Figure 2. In
this case, we use proactive-reactive scheduling with periodic and event-driven rescheduling policy. The results indicate that
initially with more frequent rescheduling, the cycle time deviation reduces significantly until it reaches a point where the
increase in scheduling frequency does not result in significant reduction of cycle time deviation. This result supports that not
every single disruption should be reacted upon. And this makes the quality of proactive-predictive schedule as good as totally
reactive schedule. This result also strengthen the previous research done by [26] on single and parallel machines where eventdriven rescheduling policy provides high scheduling quality with significant reduction in the number of rescheduling
comparing with the totally reactive scheduling hence provides less schedule instability. In conclusion, our result supports that
event-driven rescheduling policies provide a promising approach to the dynamic job-shop problem with high quality solutions
and less schedule instability.
all

740

total cycle time deviations

720
700
680
660
640
620
600
580
560
0

50

100

150

200

no of reschedules

Figure 2: Number of rescheduling events versus the total cycle time deviations.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a decision-theoretic approach to model the dynamic job-shop scheduling system. The main concern is the
effectiveness, reactivity, usable, and robustness of the schedule generated. It facilitates the inclusion of all variables that may
influence the current shop-floor conditions into a single framework and also facilitates the inter-dependency among variables.
The uncertainties are represents through probabilities. The scheduling system is modeled in Influence Diagram (Decision
Network). It is a hybrid approach of proactive-reactive scheduling with periodic-event-driven rescheduling policy. This model
consists of three parts; proactive model as the baseline schedule, reactive model as the online part, and the system evaluation as
the when-to-schedule policy. In the proposed when-to-schedule policy, schedule revision is carried out periodically and based
on the current level of disruptions. The experimental results show that the proposed hybrid approach enables to provide cycle
time as low as the totally reactive scheduling but allows reducing the number of evaluations significantly. Consequently, using
this approach the shop-floor nervousness can be minimized.
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ABSTRACT
Machining processed with various conditions form the surface characteristics of materials. Material processes are needed for
forming parts such as bone screws. This paper presents surface characteristics of bone screw for orthopaedic implant that
processed by conventional turning machine with various conditions. Bone screws which used for interfragmentary bone
surgery manufactured by turning machine with various conditions such as various thread per inchi, various cutting tools
angle, various cutting tools properties and also various depth of cut. In this research, the screws design type that used for
cortical bone orthopaedic implant known as cortical bone screw. Cortical screws have fine threads along the shaft and are
designed to anchor in cortical bone. Screws were made of stainless steel which fixed on the horizontal lathe (Maximat V13,
Emco, Austria). Surface roughness test and Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) were conducted to analyze the
characteristics of cortical bone screw .
Keywords
Material Process, Bone screw, Surface Characteristics

1.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the whirling of threads for manufacturing high-quality screws for the medical technology industry and other sectors
has become established. This manufacturing process is particularly suitable for long workpieces with small diameters, likes bone
screws. Screws are devices used to fasten or hold two segments (bone-plate, bone-bone) together by converting the applied torque
into compressive force between the segments [1]. Bone screw is a type of orthopedic hardware used to provide fixation by it self or
in conjunction with other devices. In this research, the screws design type that used for cortical bone orthopaedic implant known as
cortical bone screw. Cortical screws have fine threads along the shaft and are designed to anchor in cortical bone [1]. If screws are
used to hold two fragments of bone together, the proximal hole should be over-drilled, so that the threads will have purchase only
in the distal fragment. Tightening the screw will compress the fragments together..
Many factors influence the outcome of this bone screw material characteristics. However, in this study reviewed the extent to
which the influence of surface characteristics of bone screw with various conditions such as cutting various thread per inchi,
various cutting tools angle, various cutting tools properties and also various depth of cut, in addition to the analysis of the
microstructure and analysis of the level of surface roughness were conducted.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. Screw Geometry
A standard 4.5 mm cortical screw with spherical under-surfaces was modeled using the dimensions that conforming to ASTM
specifications for metallic medical screws.
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(source [4]).
Figure 3 show that profile of the thread and the principal screw dimensions. Profile geometry of a screw depicting the important
parameters for screw design.
Table 1. The principal screw dimensions (source [4])

Parameter Description

Value

Major/Outer Diameter

4.5mm

Core/Inner Diameter

3.2mm

Thread Depth

0.65mm

Pitch

1.4mm

Thread Width

0.055mm

Proximal half angel α

30

Proximal root radius

0.2mm

Distal half angel β

350

Distal root radius

0.8mm

2.2. Material Properties
Bone screw were made by AISI 316L solid pipes with dimension of diameter 8 mm. the steel chemical composition are presented
in table 2.
Table 2. Chemical Compositions Properties of Materials
Elemen

Fe

C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Mo

Ni

Al

Co

Cu

Nb

Ti

V

W

Pb

%wt

67.4

0.004

0.484

1.71

0.04

0.007

17

1.9

10.6

0.002

0.161

0.234

0.069

0.003

0.064

0.041

0.01

2.3. Turning Process
Turning process were conducted without any coolant or dry in a conventional lathe machine Maximat V13 Emco made in Austria.
The primary factors involved in turning are speed, feed, depth of cut, and tool geometry. Figure 2 shows the tool geometry along
with the feed (ƒ) and depth of cut (d). The cutting speed (Vc) is the surface speed in feet per minute (sfm) or meters per sec (m/ s).
The feed (ƒ) is expressed in inches of tool advance per revolution of the spindle (ipr) or (mm/ rev). The depth of cut (d) is
expressed in inches or mm [6].

Vc

DN
m/ s
1000

(1)

where,
D : Diameter of workpiece , mm
N : Revolution per second
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Figure 2 Common turning operation (source [6])
The experiment were carry out at various conditions. The various condition consist vary of threading screw, vary of depth of cut,
vary of cutting tools material and vary of feeding angle. The variation of manufacturing bone screw are presented at table 3 below.
Table 3. Various Machining Conditions of Bone Screw
Various Conditions of Machining
A
B
C
Thread per inch
12 TPI
12 TPI
14 TPI
Feeding angle
550
600
550
Depth of cut for thread
0.025
0.025
0.025
Cutting tools
HSS Co HSS Co HSS Co
Cutting speed for head screw
190 rpm 190 rpm 260 rpm
Depth of cut for head screw
0.25
0.4
0.25

D
14 TPI
600
0.05
HSS
190 rpm
0.25

2.3. Surface Measurement and Scanning
Surface roughness was measured with a Fowler Surf Test SE1700. At the surface roughness measurements, cut-off length were
selected 0.25mm with ANSI standard, respectively. This measurement was conducted at the surface head of bone screw and the
surface thread pitch inner diameter (figure 3) , the average surface roughness (Ra) and the maximum height of the peak-to-valley
(Rmax) are reported for analysis. In order to get image from the surface of the bone screw in detail, scanning electron microscope
(SEM) was used to capture image of the surface bone screw with various magnification at the profile and interface of the bone
screw.
Surface roughness test were conducted by
Fowler SurfTest SE1700 with cut of length
selected 0,25mm

Thread
pitch
surface

Head
surface

Figure 3 Surface roughness test methods

2. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The surface morphology profile and interface of cortical bone screw results were observed by Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM), Figure 5 and figure 6 were showed the SEM photographs of profile bone screw both at head area and thread area of the
cortical bone screw.
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Figure 5 SEM images with various magnification at the interface head and thread of cortical bone screw

Figure 6. SEM images profiles of thread of cortical bone screw
The effect of the machining bone screw by turning machine was showed at fig. 5A with magnification 59x, , the image showed
threading profile of bone screw that machining bone screw with conventional turning machine can be established. Figure 5B was
showed the profile of bone screw thread that machining at 12 thread per inch, feeding angle 55 0, depth of cut 0.025mm and the
turning spindle speed turn in low speed 30 rpm. From the SEM photographs were no significant macroscopic morphological
changes observed after machining. The statement of Abreu et. al. and Ozgowics et. al. that in AISI 316L martensite formation do
not occure when it is deformed at room temperature [5]. Figure 5A, 5B, 6A and 6B show thread profile that no morphological
changes despite of profile of cortical bone screw. The head screw surface morphological was observed at fig. 5E, 5F, 5G and 5H,
that images show surface morphology of the head screw profile which formed by special cutting tools.
Surface characteristics of cortical bone screw are presented at this table 4 below, that Ra and R
are obtained.

max

from cortical bone screw surface
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Table 4 Final Result of Bone Screw Surface Roughness
Parameters
Head of Bone screw
Thread of Bone screw

Ra
Rmax
Ra
Rmax

A

B

C

D

0.8661
4.215
2.186
10.16

1.383
8.285
1.46
6.7

0.588
3.445
1.447
8.64

0.8142
3.905
1.586
6.54

Figures 7 shows surface roughness of cortical bone screw that presented in this chart below. Bone screw which machining by
various conditions (see table 3) show the effect of its. Machining parameters such as depth of cut, cutting speed and cutting tools
influenced surface characteristics of materials. From the graph (figure 7) shows that the depth of the cut parameters make the
higher level of surface roughness. In the process of making the bone screw head, cutting speed factor was also influential,
increases spindle rotation would be decrease the level of surface roughness.

Figure 7 Surface Roughness of Cortical Bone Screw with various conditions.

3. CONCLUSIONS
Surface roughness have relevant effect with machining parameter such as depth of cut and cutting speed. The other parameter such
as feeding angle, thread per inch and cutting tools materials also give influence for surface characteristics material of cortical bone
screw.
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ABSTRACT
The surface viscous liquid is one of fish’s resistance reduction elements. The fish surface is covered with viscous liquid, which
is considered to reduce the resistance. As compared with a solvent, a certain polymer solution of several ppm to several
hundred ppm offers substantially reduced turbulent frictional resistance. The relationship between the Tom’s effect and
reduction of viscosity resistance is described. The purpose of this research is to study the drag reduction in resistance of ship
model by slime monepterus albus solution in wall. The ship model with L = 2.3 m, B = 0.4 and T = 0.15 m pulled by electric
motor which the motor speed can be varied. The ship model resistance is measured by load cell anemometer. The results show
the drag reduction about 8%.
Keyword
Dilute biopolymer slim monepterus, drag reduction, ship model.

1. INTRODUCTION
There is a strong demand for a reduction in fluid frictional drag, especially in the marine transportation business. This is
because fluid frictional drag accounts for as much as 60%–70% of the total drag of a cargo ship, and about 80% of that of a
tanker. It has also been reported1 that NOx and SOx emissions from ship engines in maritime transport account for 7% and 4%
of total NOx and SOx contaminants, respectively, in the entire world, and they are posing an increasingly serious problem [1].
For many years, scientists and technologists have considered methods to minimize this effect. In 1946, B.A. Toms [2] found
that a very diluted polymeric solution required a lower pressure gradient, in pipe flow, than the pure solvent to produce the
same flow rate in turbulent flow. The possible levels of drag reduction under laboratory conditions range up to 80% [3]. Vogel
and Patterson [4] concluded that the drag reduction effect can be generated on the hull by spraying a solution of polymer
condensed from a location near the ship's stem. Vogel and Patterson[4] spraying a solution of poly (ethylene oxide) in various
molecular weight and concentration of a slot near the ship's stem with a diameter of 5.08 cm and 41.3 cm in length. They found
the drag reduction measured in the water channel. The biggest obstacle reduction occurs by spraying a solution of Polyox
WSR-301 concentration 500 ppm. Tests in full scale vessels with a length of 140 feet, HMS Highburton, where the trial was
reported by Canham [5]. By adding poly (ethylene oxide) at 10 ppm, obtained a significant drag reduction that is equal to
12.7%. Most authors agree that fish mucus reduces drag. Hoyt and W. White in 1965 [6] tested the slime of a sea fish and of a
hagfish and found small drag reductions of 14.5% and 12.8%, respectively. Also Ripken and Pilch in 1964 [7] reported that
dogfish slime showed a drag-reduction. The purpose of this research is to study the drag reduction in resistance of ship model
by slime monepterus albus solution in wall. The eel slime is placing in wall of ship model
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 1: Experimental set-up

Figure 2: Eel and placing eel slime in ship model
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. This set-up consists of ship models, electric motor, data interface, camera and load cell
anemometer. We will compare total drag between ship model and ship model with dilute eel slime. Research carried out by
pulling the ship model with a rope. Pull test simulation model ship is done in order to know the total resistance value of the
ship model (Rt) at various conditions of velocity (V). During the pull test experiments, model boat pulled by an electric motor
that has been designed so that motor rotation can be used to pull the boat model and pull force was measured by using a load
cell anemometer; the load cell anemometer is affixed to the vessel and connected to the rope model pullers. Load cell
anemometer mounted on the tip of the bow of the ship model. Towing rope connected to an electric motor that can set the
motor speed so that velocity can be varied. Load cell gauge connect to data interface to obtain pull force that occurs when the
ship is pulled. Figure 2 shows eel and eel slime is placing in wall of ship model. The dilute slime eel is placing in 25% from
the bow of ship..

3. EQUATION MODELS
Total resistance of ship is:

Rt

Rf

Rr

(1)

Where Rt is total resistance, Rf is frictional resistance and Rr is residual resistance.
Total resistance can be obtained by:

1
(2)
Ct V 2 S
2
Where Ct is total coefficient resistance,
Rt

is specific mass of water and S is wet area.
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Rt is obtained by load cell gauge.
Coefficient total resistance is:

Ct

Cr

(1 k )C f

(3)

Where CT is coefficient total resistance, CR is coefficient residual resistance, Cf is coefficient friction resistance and (1+k) is
form factor
Reynolds number is:

Re

VL
v

(4)

Where V is the speed of the ship, L is the length of the ship, ν is the kinematic viscosity of water.
Frouds Numbers are:

Fn

V
gL

(5)

Where g is acceleration of gravity.

DR(%)

Ct Cto
x100%
Cto

(6)

Cto is total coefficient resistance without eel slime.

4. RESULT & DISCUSSION
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Figure 2 Relationship between coefficient of total resistance and Reynolds number at draft 75% trim 1.94°
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Figure 3 Relationship between coefficient of total resistance and Reynolds number at draft 100% trim 1.94°
Figure 2 dan 3 show the relationship between coefficient of total resistance and Reynolds number by variation of trim. The
vessel which is coated with slime eels and without slime was collected data from test. It appears that for the ship model by
coating, has a value of Ct is relatively higher at low speeds. When the Reynolds number further increased, at a certain range of
values of Ct smaller than the ship model without coating. It can be said of the effects seen in the biopolymer solution or high
Reynolds numbers where the turbulent flow drag coefficient of resistance is smaller.
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Figure 4 Relationship between coefficient of total resistance and Reynolds number at draft 75% trim 2.86°
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Trim : 2.86
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Figure 5 Relationship between coefficient of total resistance and Reynolds number at draft 100% trim 2.86°
Figure 4 dan 5 show the relationship between coefficient total resistance and Reynolds number by variation of draft. We
investigate that value of Ct depend on attitude of trim. It appears that for the ship model with trim higher, has a value of Ct is
smaller. We can conclude that trim is effect the value of resistance coefficient. It is occurred that if vessel has trim higher, the
efficiency of propeller may be also increase.
1.05
o

Trim : 1.94 with 25% slime
75% draft
Full draft

Ct/Cto

1.00

0.95

0.90

1.2x106

1.6x106
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Figure 6 Relationship between total resistance ratio and Reynolds number at trim 1.94°
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Figure 7 Relationship between total resistance ratio and Reynolds number at trim 2.86°
Figure 6 and 7 shows the relationship between total resistance ratio and Reynolds number. The horizontal axis is Reynolds
number, and the vertical axis shows the ratio of the total resistance with or without eel slime. Increasing the Reynolds number
can caused decrease the coefficient ratio. It value of coefficient ratio is lower than 1, we can conclude occurs drag reduction.
Base on the figure above, the drag reduction occurs only in the area with Reynolds number higher than about 1.8 x 106.
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75% draft
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8

6

4
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Figure 8 Relationship between drag reduction and Reynolds number at trim 1.94°
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Figure 9 Relationship between drag reduction and Reynolds number at trim 2.86°
Figure 8 and 9 shows drag reduction that occurred. It clear that drag reduction for full draft condition is greater than 75% draft
condition. The drag reduction starts at Reynolds number about 1.8 x 106. As the amount of Reynolds number increases, drag
reduction also increases. The effective drag reduction for this study is 8% at Re = 2.1 x 106. At this Reynolds number velocity
of ship is 14 knots, and has a service velocity. We can operate ship faster to obtain more high drag reduction but it’s not
efficient for commercial ship like bulk carrier.

Trim1.94o 75%draft
Trim2.86o 75%draft
Trim1.94o full draft
Trim2.86o full draft

8

DR (%)

6

4

2

0
0

2

4

6

8

Time Testing (hour)
Figure 10 Degradation of biopolymer eel slime by function of time
Figure 10 shows relation between drag reductions with function of time. The degradation of drag reduction occurs after 2 hours
although in same condition. After 8 hours, the eel slime has no effect for reducing drag.
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5. CONCLUSION
The eel slime can reduce the resistance of vessel. This effect was done investigated by pull test of ship model. The effective
drag reduction for this ship model is 8% at Re = 2.1 x 106. This ship model is bulk carrier that has effective service speed
about 14 knot or equal to 2.1 x 106 of Reynolds number.
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ABSTRACT
Laminar and turbulent flow of dilute biopolymer slime monepterus albus solutions in smooth pipe was studied. The purpose of
this study is to investigate the effect of slime monepterus albus solution for drag reduction in the pipe line. Experiment use in 5
mm of diameter acrylic pipe with water solution of 250 ppm and 500 ppm biopolymer concentration. The pressure drop was
measured by pressure transducer and the flow rate was measured by weighing machine in period of time. The results show that
flow properties are influenced by biopolymer addition. In the transition and turbulent flow regime without additive, the
increasing of friction coefficient appeared to be effected by wall condition alone. Addition of biopolymer to water is effective
for circular pipe. Effect of 500 ppm of biopolymer reduced drag in pipe by 30 percent at Reynolds number, Re’ 2 x 104.
Keyword
Turbulent flow, dilute biopolymer, friction coefficient, Reynolds number.

1. INTRODUCTION
Frictional drag results in a corresponding dissipation or degradation of energy, and for many years, scientists and technologists
have considered methods to minimize this effect. In 1946, B.A. Toms [1] found that a very diluted polymeric solution required
a lower pressure gradient, in pipe flow, than the pure solvent to produce the same flow rate in turbulent flow. This article is
reported by White and Hemmings 1976 [2]. The reduction of friction is therefore often termed the ‘‘Toms effect’’. The
possible levels of drag reduction under laboratory conditions range up to 80% [3]. The phenomenon has become of
considerable engineering interest, mainly in pumping processes. Virtually all fishes are covered with an integumental mucus
secretion that is involved in many aspects of their biology, ranging from disease resistance and rearing of young to shelter and
locomotion. In locomotion, the layer of mucus is assumed to reduce friction drag. Dissolved in water, Hoyt, 1975 [4] reported
these external secretions have been shown to reduce friction drag in turbulent pipe flow. The purpose of this study is to
investigate the effect of slime monepterus albus solution for drag reduction in the pipe line. Experiment use in 5 mm of
diameter acrylic pipe with 250 ppm and 500 ppm for additive concentration.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 1: Experimental set-up
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The experimental set up is shown in figure 1. The polymer solutions in to tank are circulated by piston pump. Flowing of
polymer solution is compressed by compressor to test pipe. The pressure drop gradient is measured at 1000 mm length
between each pressure tap by pressure transducer. The diameter of pressure tap is 2 mm. The inner diameter of test circular
pipe d is 5 mm. The shear stress and the shear rate can be obtained by measuring the pressure drop gradient and the gradient of
velocity, respectively. The concentration of polymer solution in form of aqueous suspensions is 250 ppm and 500 ppm. The
temperature is keep at 25 oC. Polymer solutioan used in this research is eel slime. Slime is a viscous liquid on the skin of an
eel. The slime was taken not from dead eel, but from live. The live eel body was gently wiped across the surface of a special
smooth metal table. The slime adhering to the table was collected by a soft rubber blade and allowed to drip into a receptacle.

3. RHEOLOGICAL MODELS
The shear stress is proportional to the velocity gradient (shear rate), can be described by power law model:
n

(1)

du
K
dy

Where k and n are constant for the particular fluid. The higher value of k, the more viscous the fluid. For n=1 that is for
Newtonian behaviour k= corresponds to the Newtonian viscosity. N<1 for pseudoplastics model and n>1 for dilatant model.
The Newtonian viscosity depends on the temperature and the pressure and is independent of the shear rate. The viscosity is
defined as the ratio of shear stress to shear rate. Several rheological models or rheological equations of state have been
proposed in order to describe the nonlinear flow curves of non-Newtonian fluids. Non-Newtonian fluids bingham,
pseudoplastics, and dilatants are those for which the flow curve is not linear. The viscosity of a non-Newtonian fluid is not
constant at a given temperature and pressure but depends on other factors such as the rate of shear in the fluids. Thus, the
relationship shear stress and shear rate may be described by measuring the pressure drop gradient and the volumetric flow rate
in circular pipe flow is given by
D P
4L

K

8u
D

n

(2)

Where: D is the inner pipe diameter, P is pressure drop, L is the length of pipe (test section), K is consistency of the fluid, n is
power Law index, u is the avarage velocity.
Power Law Index (n), can be obtained from equation:
d ln( D P / 4 L)
d ln( 8 u / D)

n

(3)

The coefficient of n is the determinable from the slope of a log-log plot of D P/4L versus 8u/D where P/L is the pressure
gradient at a flow velocity, u in a pipe of diameter D.
Coefficient of friction, f, can be obtained by Darcy Equation:
f

D
L

2g
u2

h

(4)

Where: f is the coefficient of friction, h is the head gradient over the considered pipe length, and g is the gravity acceleration.
Drag reduction can obtain by equation:

DR

f

f s lim e
x100%
f

(5)
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4. RESULT & DISCUSSION
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Figure 2 Rheological behavior of slime solution
Figure 2 shows the flow curve of the slime solution measured using a horizontal circular pipe. The temperature is maintained at
T = 25o C throughout the experiments because the rheology is temperature dependent. Using standard tangent-drawing
procedures, tangents are drawn to the curve at various 8V/D, to obtain corresponding value of n from the tangent slop and K
from the tangent intercept at 8V/D equal to unity. The flow curve shear Stress is plotted against shear rate, du/dy for slime
solution at 250 ppm and 500 ppm. The plot data for slime solution is not parallel, indicating that the material is a Power Law
fluid over this range of shear stress. Since the value from all there particle volume of solution on the same single curve, the
value of power law index for slime solution are n = 0.78-0.85
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Figure 3 Apparent Viscosity of slime solution
In figure 3 Measurement of the viscosity of slime solution are carried out by horizontal pipe viscometer and the data of slime
solution at 250 ppm and 500 ppm, the solution are presented apparent viscosity versus shear rate in figure 3. It was shown that
the viscosity decreases with an increase in gradient velocity. Measurements of viscosity depend on the type of viscometer and
the hysteresis of the shear stress or shear rate may be occurred. Because the viscosity of slime solution is complicatedly depend
on many parameters and the generalized Reynolds numbers, Re’, is calculated using the apparent viscosity of slime solution.
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Figure 4 Coefficient of friction of slime solution for circular pipe D = 5 mm
The experimental coefficient of friction results of slime solution is shown in figure 4, The data will be compared with Hagen
Pouiselle in laminar flow and the Prandtal-Karman equation in turbulent flow. The coefficient of friction of slime solution fit
with the coefficient of friction of water for circular pipe in laminar flow, but in turbulent flow, the coefficient of friction is
lower than coefficient friction of water. It is indicating that in turbulent flow occurs drag reduction for slime solution. With
equation 5, drag reduction that occurred about 30% and 17% for 500 ppm slime solution and 250 ppm at Reynolds 2x104.

5. CONCLUSION
Flow characteristics of slime solution were measured by horizontally pipe and calculated the shear stress and shear rate at the
wall by the measurement of flow rate and the pressure drop. The results are summarized as follows: The slime solution
behaves as the shear thinning fluid. The power law model describes approximately the behavior of slime solution. The range of
the power law fluid index is n =0.78-0.85. Effect of 250 ppm and 500 ppm of biopolymer reduced friction coefficient in pipe at
Reynolds number, Re’ 2 x 104 by 17% and 30%, respectively.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research is understanding the characteristics of local material made from polyester. The research goes to
character of air flow comes out of orifice textile ducting high throw type, using air flow demonstration apparatus (AFD240GTAE). The air flow regulated by variable speed control and measured by manometer at upstream and downstream of the
orifice plate. Air velocity measured by a pitot tube and angle manometer. This research also performed test the textile
materials permeability. The results showed that local polyester textile was a good non permeable and also good absorber. It
can be used as ducting material with high throw type. Air splashing come out of orifice was a jet flow. Velocity measurement
along the orifice radial axis creates un-symmetric velocity distribution, due to the air distribution come out of orifice was not
radial, having an angle with radial orifice as the axis. Flow visualization using smoke also show the same result. This
direction is influenced by air momentum inside the duct. The direction of air splashing is sensitive to the distance of the end
cap of the ducting. The closer to the end cap, the splashing direction will be more radial this was caused by the close to the
end cap the air velocity will be smaller and will stop at the end of the cap. This would really help on designing ducting textile
specially in controlling air distribution to get the best comfort.
Key word
Non-permeable; orifice; velocity profile; ducting textile.

INTRODUCTION
Air conditioning is a way to control the temperature of a building; relative humidity, quality and air distribution, to keep the
comfort requirement for tenancy (SNI 03-6390-2000, 2000). To do this it needed a tool to control to condition the air called air
conditioning (AC). To distribute the air that already conditioned to each Buildings using ducting.
Ducting materials usually use SMACNA standard which dominated by BJLS (steel layered by zinc) thus, nowadays there are a
lot of ducting that develop using textile (ducting textile). Different with metal ducting that are a channel with diffuser in some
desire area, ducting textile are use both as duct also diffuser so then the air are able to come out along the channel therefore, the
distribution of cold air will equalize.
Ducting textile has several advantages in technical, economical and also esthetical. Technically, ducting textile can create more
equal air distribution which will give better comfort. The installation and maintenance also will be easier and cheaper thus, it
can be one of the options to save the cost of building utility. With different kind of color choice and also with good color
selection ducting textile can be made as a good element of building esthetic.
Ducting textile that nowadays used in Indonesia is an import textile. In reality there’s a lot potential local textile that can be use
for ducting textile. But there is no sufficient information of data characteristics available for ducting applications. Therefore,
the research to get known the characteristics of local textile as ducting materials are very important. In advance, local textile
material can be use in the future.
The purpose of the research is to know the characteristic of ducting with local material; pressure drop, air velocity pattern
come out of orifice and how big is the friction loss. With data taken and analysis perform to the data, it will show the
information of air flow characteristics comes out of the orifice. The knowledge about this and also the other ducting
characteristics, which is friction loss is important on designing ducting. Friction loss is one of the important factors on
designing ducting textile installation. Such as; designing the duct length; duct diameter; numbers and orifice diameters of
ducting textile high throw type. In addition, the air flow patterns come out the orifice need to be understanding to guarantee the
accomplishment of the comfort.
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Research Setup
Equipment setup was an air flow demonstration apparatus (AFD-240GTAE, user manual) which modified to reach the need of
this research. It included of fan, variable speed device, electric motor, delivery duct, pitot tube and test section in a form of duct
textile like shown in the picture 1. To get a realistic test which mach with the typical temperature of AC ducting, then in the
inlet installed a DX evaporator. The installation of the evaporator in the inlet creates moistures that can be absorbed into the
blower. Therefore, to prevent the moisture enter the system then it also need to install drift eliminator on the air intake way.

Picture 1. Equipment Setup
Air Permeability
Materials for textile ducting have different characteristic for every type of textile base on air permeability. Air
permeability is a factor that decides the performance of a textile material. Base on ASTM D737-04 standard, air
permeability is units that show ability of air to pass the membrane due to pressure difference of each membrane.
Membrane could define as a selective thin layer that divides two phase and have the ability to selectively divide so then
only one layer that can pass through the membrane. Membrane work base on driving force. This driving force could be a
concentration difference, temperature difference, pressure difference and electrical difference. Pressure is the most
dominant driving force. Component that can pass through the membrane is permeat and the one that cant past the
membrane is called retentat.

Picture 2. Dividing illustration using membrane

Textile that use in this research is local textile which is taslan balon textile (Saputra, Andhi, 2008; Harun, Yulfari, 2007)
which have coating inside it. The textile has 0.2 kg/m2. To know the characteristic of textile permeability, it was done a
permeability test base on ASTM D737 Standard Test Method for Air Permeability of Textile Fabrics (American Society for
Testing and Material, 2008). Air permeability have become an important thing, because if the textile use is air permeable then
the air able to pass through the duct textile. This air permeable is not match for ducting textile high throw type that us orifice
for air way (DuctSox, 2008). Permeability test result show that this textile is non permeable and able to use as high throw
textile ducting. This textile is able to hold pressure until 50 mm H2O on ASTM D737 test. Mean while the minimum pressure
limit is 12.5 mm H2O to known as non permeable. The permeability test is perform on membrane laboratory, chemical
engineering department,
Textile roughness measured base on ASTM E1364 - 95(2005) standard. The result show the roughness of textile taslan type is
12.32 μm.
Duct textile diameter is 10 inch and the length is 6 metre. Along this duct textile there was 16 pieces of pressure tap to measure
the static pressure along the ducting. On the first 10 trap, the distance between tap is 250mm and for the next 6 tap distance
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between tap is 500mm. Pressure tap placement that more tight in the beginning is to anticipate the posibility of big pressure
gradient change on the entrance region from this section.
Along the ducting on 4 o’clock and 8 o’clock positions there are 8 orifice hole with 24mm diameters for 64 pieces and with
distance between orifice is 150mm
The air velocity is variated by varying the fan rotating speed by adjusting the variable speed device.
Measurements of Flow velocity profile come out orifice
Flow velocity profile come out the orifice is taken by measured pressure stagnation and static on a shape that build by orifice
axis and ducting axis line by using pitot tube. This pressure measurement result to dynamic pressure that converted to velocity
units.

Picture 3. Equipment setups for measurement of flow velocity come out of orifice and pitot tube transfer system

RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Pressure Drop dan Friction Chart
In this section will show the measurement result also the calculation of pressure and friction as report in previous article
(Warjito, Rusdy Malin, Budihardjo, 2009). As the establish understanding, on straight channel static pressure will drop in line
with the increase of distance. This pressure drop was caused by friction on duct wall. This pressure drop because of friction
between fluid and wall is called friction loss. This loss is a major loss on flow inside the duct. The result of static pressure
measurement along the ducting is show in picture 4.

Picture 4. Variety of pressure to distance
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By using Darcy-Weisbach (Munson, Bruce R., Donald F. Young, and Theodore H. Okiishi, 2002), then the value of friction
factor (f) for ducting textile material that use in this research can be known. Generally in this ducting application the value of
pressure show in water head (H2O) and not in head air (mm H2O atau in. H2O). The f value of water head is one per million of
the f value of air head, because to create the same pressure, water need head that one per million from the head that need by air.
This relation can be taken from below equations. Table 1 show f that counted using Darcy-Weisbach equations using friction
loss data from the measurement.
Table 1. f value from experiment

Q
(m3/s)

V
(m/s)

Re

friction loss
(mmH2O/m)

friction loss
(mH2O/m)

f (head H2O)
(10-5)

0.27

6.01

92502

0.209

0.000209

2.7

0.32

7.04

108355

0.22

0.00022

2.1

0.37

8.19

126055

0.291

0.000291

2.0

0.40

8.88

136675

0.352

0.000352

2.1

0.45

10.01

154067

0.444

0.000444

2.1

The value of f is also can get by using colebrook equation. The textile roughness data that need to count f can be taken from
the measurement. The calculated f using colebrook equation show in table 2.
Table 2. f value using Colebrook

Re

f exp.
(head H2O)

f exp.
(head udara)

f colebrook
(head udara)

92502

0.000027

0.023

0.0185

108355

0.000021

0.0176

0.018

126055

0.000020

0.0172

0.0175

136675

0.000021

0.0177

0.0172

154067

0.000021

0.0176

0.0168

Graphic on picture 5 compare the value of f of experiment and f taken from Colebrook equations that being match to water
column units (head H2O) in diagram moody plot. Value of f from the experiment is located around the Colebrook and lean to
be bigger. The difference of this value is caused by the roughness of the surface which not same along the ducting textile. Base
on the Colebrook equation or also can be read from the moody chart, f which is the function of Reynolds numbers and relative
roughness, the value will increase if in the same Reynolds numbers the value of relative roughness on the pipe is bigger.

Gambar 5. f Colebrook compare to f eksperiment
The difference between this value also caused by the shape of duct textile area was change because the flexibilities and all the
connection the duct constructions. In other way, the result show that Colebrook equation or moody chart can be use to estimate
the f of local taslan textile.
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Value of f that taken from this experiment is only apply to Reynolds regime that being test which is betweens 92000 to 154000.
Practically the factor of this friction can be use only for some duct diameter and flow velocity as long it still in the range of
those Reynolds numbers. For ducting textile, this range can be use on designing because the ducting textile work relatively in
low velocity, fpm – 1500 fpm (5 m/s – 7.5 m/s), depends on the strength of textile materials.
For practical, base on research data it creates “friction chart textile duct taslan”, like shown on picture 5. Friction chart is a
chart that show the relation between the friction loss of duct per length with flow rate, duct diameter and also the flow velocity
chart is useful on designing ducting installation.
From data table 1, it takes one value that can represent all data which is 2.1 x 10-5. With one f that use generally without seeing
the Reynolds numbers, then it can create a prediction friction chart for different kind of duct also flow velocity. This picture 6
is friction chart for duct textile with taslan materials, which calculated by Darcy-Weisbach equation using average data of f
from the experiment.

Picture 6. Friction chart textile duct taslan
Velocity range and duct diameter size is limited to the numbers from chart to avoid the more errors. This error is because the
value of f from the experiment which then the average is only taken on one regime of Reynolds numbers which relatively tight.
The source of the other errors caused by the change of duct diameter, due to the f from the turbulent is the function of surface
roughness and also function of duct diameter.
The experiment data with10inch duct diameter in 1200 fpm show a drop pressure of 0, 344in. H2O for 16,4 ft (5 m) length
which mean 100ft of pressure drop is 0.21 in H2O. this value is not too far from the value show in friction chart (0,2 in. H2O).
Thus, practically this chart is used on calculation or the estimation of numbers of friction loss in duct textile with taslan
materials. In addition to get the most accurate result that match with reynolds numbrs from the flow it still need to calculated
using Darcy-Weisbach equation with f from it reynolds numbers.
Flow velocity profile come out orifice
The air velocity measurement comes out of orifice for orifice no 2 and no 5 (look position at picture 3) is shown in picture 7.
Horizontal axis show the movement align with direction of ducting axis. Z show distances from ducting wall to radial direction
with 0 as the center of orifice circle (geometry axis). This graphics show that the maximum velocity occurred not on the
geometry axis orifice. This velocity profile show that air flow some out orifice are not radial, but it make a sharp angle with
ducting axis. This is happen to other orifice but the longest orifice position from the fan source the air flow is close to radial.
As shown in picture 8 and picture 9. Explain as seeing from the fan source, orifice 2 and 5 is the closer orifice, orifice 18
relatively longer and orifice 29 and 30 is the longest.
The opposite occur if see from the end cap, orifice 29 and 30 is the closer orifice. This cause the air momentum inside the duct
in orifice 2 and 5 is bigger, then it cause the direction of air spreading is same with the flow direction and not in radial. The
longest the flow source the closer to the end cap, the momentum is lower and as the effect of the air spreading out the orifice
goes to radial as shown in picture 10 and 11.
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Picture 8. Air flow velocity profile at orifice 18

Picture 9. Air flow velocity profile at orifice 29 and 30
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Picture 10. Position of Maximum air flow velocity profile

Picture 11. Position of Maximum air flow velocity profile base on orifice position

CONCLUSION
Taslan textile research as ducting materials make conclusion as follow: local taslan textile materials can be used as ducting
textile materials high throw type because non-permeable. The taslan textile surface is quite soft then it had a relatively small f
and it can be predicted using Colebrook equation or moody chart. Friction chart for textile material can be constructed even it
still need to be develop to be more complete to cover duct range size and bigger air flow, as it can be use in design.
The air flow pattern come out the orifice is not in radial but make a sharp angle to radial line through orifice axis. The air flow
pattern is sensitive to flow momentum, as closer to the source the bigger the angle and the opposite the longest from the source,
the smaller the angle, this condition was really important to be concern specially in order to get the best comfort from air
distribution.
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ABSTRACT
Tar is organic contaminant which is formed during gasification. Tar is a complex mixture of condensed hydro-carbon. The
amount and the composition of resulted tar depends on fuel type, condition of pyrolysis process and reaction of gas secondary
phase. The ideal condition of content weight of tar produced by gasifier is limited of 1 % fuel weight used. Therefore, in many
applications, the tar content in gas product must be controlled to prevent problem occurs in gasification equipment. Venturi
Scrubber is a gas cleaners which is used to catch tar in gas producer. The experimenal varies water flow in the ventury
Scrubber has the purpose catching the tar of producer gas. This study is to evaluate the current water scrubber reducing the
tar of coal and biomass gasification process which is conducted at laboratory Mechanical Engineering University of Indonesia
and also the influence of this water variation to the gas flame temperature in the combustion unit.
Keywords:
Ventur is crubber, gasification, tars, waterflow.

1. INTRODUCTION
Gasification is one of process technology which convert solid fuel to gas fuel. Solid fuel such as biomass, coal, and charcoal
can be used for oil refinery process[1]. The current study utilized coconut shell as biomass fuel. The main reason of using
coconut shell in this study, is this biomass has a significant potential to generate renewable energy such as to electric power.
Indonesia produces of about 1,1 million ton per year coconut shell that equivalent to generate energy approximately of 18,7 x
106 GJ per year [2].
Producer gas from gasification mostly will be utilized for heating, power plant, and motor diesel. The gas producer has some
significant contaminant such tar and ash. Gas produser consists of a compound gas that is easily be ignated (CO, H2, CH4) and
could not be ignated (CO2, N2, tar dan ash)[2]. The concentration of this compound gas is closely related to the variation of
fuel used and operational condition.
Utilization of gas produser for direct burning could not direct affecting heating aplication, furthermore for utilization of diesel
engine, it would harmless for the continuition of engine operation. It is therefore, a particle filtering equipment must be
implemented on engine gas cleaning system, such as dry scrubber and wet scrubber, ,in avoiding of engine break [3]. For
biomass & coal gasification laboratory and biomass Mechanical Engineering University of Indonesia are used dry scrubber
like cyclon dan separator and wet scrubber with venturi scrubber system.The previous research was conducted related to
design and construct of water venturi scrubber which is connected to water reservoir to supply water flowrate into venturi
scrubber.
The objective of this research is to reduce the tar as contaminant on gas burner. An observation also has conducted to asses the
quality of flame in combustion unit. End of the correction, 2 May2011

2. METHODOLOGY
Gasification system type used is a downdraft gasifier. Figure 1 shows the schematic of experimental coal and biomass
gasification system at Thermodynamic Laboratory, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering , University of Indonesia.
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Procedure operation or experimental is commenced by preparation to measure the water circulation which flows through
venturi scrubber valve using glass and stopwatch. Before gas produser is ignated, the water flowrate is constant and at
condition ready to capture the tar and particle. Attached on combustion unit, there is two thermocouples type K, that can
measure average flame temperature. Those 2 thermocouples have the main function to measure the changing flame
temperature as the effect of water flow rate through water schrubber.

Figure 2. Gas Burner

3. DISCUSSION
This study has gasified coconut shell in the downdraft gasifier, that produces gas produser as combustible gas. Flame that was
resulted by combustion of gas produser shows in Figure 2. Fuel feeding is injected at two kilogram per batch and stability of
flame could be kept about twenty minutes.

Figure 3. Flame forming in combustion unit
Figure 4 shows the temperature variation at thermocouple 1. The variation of temperature indicates the affecting of different
opening of water venturi scrubber valve, also it may caused by unstable supply of gas produser into combustion unit
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Figure 4. Temperature at Thermocouple1 as function of water-scrubber Opening Valve
Figure 5 shows that termocopel 2 graph same with termocopel 1 it was happen because of termokopel constitute radiation of
termocopel 1. It could be conclusion that flame was formed in combustion unit was not influence about variation of flow rate
of water in venturi scrubber.

Figure 5. Temperature at Thermocouple1 as function of Water-scrubber Opening Valve
Figure 6 show comparison visual of tar for condition at main reservoir valve of 20o with condition venturi scrubber valve of
20o, 30o, 40o, dan 90o. It is the condition of main reservoir opening valve of 20o, with condition venturi scrubber opening valve
of 30o reaches optimum flow rate trapping enough tar. In this case, condition of flow rate of water was 33,96 ml/s.

Figure 6. Comparison visual of tar with condition main reservoir valve 20o
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Figure 7 shows comparison visual of tar for condition main reservoir valve 30o with condition venturi scrubber valve of 20o,
30o, 40o, dan 90o. It was seen that the condition main reservoir valve 30o, with condition venturi scrubber valve 20o which had
optimum flow rate to be caught tar. It was based on result visual of water exit from venturi scrubber in this condition, it was
very tough be compared others. In this case, condition of flow rate of water was 44,32 ml/s.

Figure 7. Comparison visual of tar at main reservoir opening valve of 30o
Figure 8 shows comparison visual of tar for condition at main reservoir opening valve of40o with condition venturi scrubber
valve of 20o, 30o, 40o, dan 90o. it is the condition main reservoir valve of 40o, with condition venturi scrubber valve of 20o with
water flow rate of 43,9 ml/s, reaches optimum flow rate trapping the tar. It is based on result visual of water exit from venturi
scrubber, and also difficult comparing with others. Increasing the flow rate of water into venturi scrubber up to 100 ml/s. only
tar with higher diameter is trapped.

Figure 8. Comparison visual of tar with condition main reservoir opening valve of 40o
Figure 9 shows comparison visual of tar for condition at higher main reservoir opening valve of 90o with condition venturi
scrubber opening valve of 20o, 30o, 40o, dan 90o. At higher opening valve it is even more difficult, evaluating the tar content.
This indicates, that higher water flowrate, reduces the capability capturing tar.

Figure 9. Comparison visual of tar with condition main reservoir valve 90o
Table 1 resumes the visual quality in number. This table is transform into a Graph, as shown in Figure 10, which is correlated
with variation of water flowrate through water scrubbing.
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Table 1. Visual Quality in Number

Too Dense
Fair Dense
Not Dense

4
3
2

Clear

1

Figure 10 shows for flow rate of 33,96 ml/s, tar that could be caught in optimum condition at open main reservoar valve 200, it
was compared with others flow rate.

Figure 10. Graph of comparison visual of tar with flow rate in venturi scrubber
Figure 11 show the result of optimum condition of tar could be caught while flow rate of water was 43,32 ml/s at open main
reservoar valve 300, it was seen from the colour of water, in this condition was very tough.

Figure 11. comparison visual of tar with flow rate in venturi scrubber
Figure 12 shows the result of optimum condition could be caught with flow rate of water of 43,9 ml/s at open main reservoir
opening valve of 400.

Figure 12,. comparison visual of tar with flow rate in venturi scrubber
Figure 13 shows that the result of optimum condition could be caught with water flow rate of 40,78
reservoar valve 900

ml

/s. at open main
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Figure 13, Comparison visual of tar with flow rate in venturi scrubber
Regarding of both, visual observation and measurement of water flow rate , the optimum condition reaches at main reservoir
valve 20o or water flow rate of 33,96 ml/s.
The increasing of flow rate into venturi scrubber, caused more tar could be trapped until optimum condition, and matching
with the result which is conducted by Gerald T. Joseph [2]. In this study, mentioned collection efficiency of venturi scrubber
will increase along with increase surface area of water[5], in that case was formed more droplet of water to catch tar and others
contaminant.
If it was compared between result of research and reference, in the condition flow rate of water 33,96 ml/s, this condition was
optimum flow rate, it was seen from the colour of water tar. From reference is mentioned that “Increasing the amount of liquid
increases the efficiency” [3]. However, a combination of high liquid usage with small orifices can lead to excessive jet
penetration. In this situation, the jet will atomize near the opposite wall facilitating droplet deposition and thus decreasing the
amount of liquid available as droplets. It was proof in others condition when the flow rate to be increased, the colour of water
would be not dense enough.

4. CONCLUSION
The current study, the flame in combustion unit is in stable condition for 20 minutes, while water flow rate is varied through
water scrubber. The optimum flow rate for venturi scrubber reaches of 33,96 ml/s.
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ABSTRACT
This paper discuss about the computational study of determination the shaft torque of vertical axis water turbine (VAWT)
which construct using Gorlov concept. In this research, the study conducted by modification of blade profile using wavy
dispositive in order to increase the drag and lift coefficient. Simulation is conducted using Numeca software in 2-D, which is
intended to get the lift and drag coefficient relationship in various angle of attack. Value of real angle of attack at various
positions of turbine blades can be determined by a triangle speed rules and can be simulated by using Matlab software.
Special algorithm is developed based on mathematical formulation and simulate using Matlab programing. Mathematical
formulation is developed using multi cross section element (slice) of VAWT blade, which then twist integrated along blade
span. Twist developed based on angular position of blade cross section related to the first. Lift and drag parameter which is
the main variable of calculation, also developed from 0 to 360 degree angular position. Based on computation study result, so
theoretical torque value of VAWT obtained, for one cross section as well as full turbine. Vortex generator as a special
dispositive which using in VAWT will augmented the theoretical of shaft torque.
Keywords
VAWT, theoretical torsion, twist integration
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INTRODUCTION

The precise date when man first used a machine to assist him in his daily work would be virtually impossible to determine.
However, it seems clear that the earliest machines were based on the principle of rotation as a means of providing continuous
motion for routine tasks such as grinding corn or pumping water. Thus, there were the mills, driven by animal or man-power,
in which the rotating shaft was vertical and driven by a long horizontal beam, fixed to it, and pulled or pushed around by the
animal walking round in a circular path [1].
Water current energy has been used since long time ago. Communities have used it to drive the wheels or boat. Further
utilization occurs primarily supported by developments in aerodynamics research. Issues that have not been revealed in
engineering have been developed that require further understanding that encourages the development of modeling, including
issues vertical axis water turbine (VAWT).
This paper discuss the research process of VAWT prototype manufacturing. Studies conducted through the investigation and
evaluation of VAWT design has been developed in the first iteration which tested in Jatiluhur irrigation Indonesia. The study is
intended to develop the ideal blade profile in order to obtain optimal VAWT. Investigation and evaluation processes associated
VAWT design to develop a reliable alternative electrical power station.
First iteration, VAWT is manufactured without deeply theoretical study but have earned to yield electrical energy.
Experimental study at Jatiluhur irrigation canal can showed at Fig. (1), but its efficiency is still very low. Therefore, the more
deeply theoretical study of the VAWT is very important for continuing the development.
The common measure of the efficiency of a rotor is the power coefficient, Cp. This is the fraction of the total kinetic energy
passing through a certain swept area that is captured. There are certain limits on this fraction of the kinetic energy that can be
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captured and they are dependent on the type of turbine. In regard to the possibility of predicting power can be obtained, it is
necessary to determine the value of theoretical torque.
Development study of this alternative electricity energy is related to be able to joint with the other in effort to searching of
petroleum crisis solution. Among the renewable energy, water current represent the good prospect especially for Indonesia.
Besides that because some of Indonesian region is water, also water mass specific around 850 times wind specific mass.

a.

VAWT installation
b. Electricity energy is obtained
Fig. 1. Experimental study in the river water current

In Indonesia there are a lot of water flow current, among others rivers and strait stream and also sea. At the other place in
world, there are also the same sources, so that motivated many researcher including in Polban to develop VAWT. Study at
laboratory scale (model) and also prototype continued to be developed intensively [2], especially for the scale of power station
under 10 MW, as becoming excellence of this technology. Figure 2, showing VAWT prototype which is in the process of
development.

Fig. 2. VAWT prototype
Water current energy conversion process be electrical energy needs tools, and this case is turbine and generator. Turbine
rotates because the existing of tangential forces which applied on the blades. Interaction of blades and water will produced the
lift and drag forces. Torque on the VAWT is produced by this force. So, that there is requirement to developed the special
profile in order to improve the performance of VAWT.
Wauquiez [3], conducting study about surface influence on fluid flow separation from the airfoil surface. Figure 3, shown the
ideal airfoil model dan fluid flow pattern above the surface. In the figure could be observed that separation of flow occurs at Re
= 5.104 and angle of attack at 4o, whereas in Figure 4 are shown fluid flow over a wavy airfoil surface. Based on these
phenomenon, which developed the study is focused to get the value enhancing dispositive aerodynamic characteristics.
Everything is based on the selection of a turbine blade profile in industrial applications is the most difficult aspect and frequent
errors in the turbine design process [4]. This is due to unsteady aerodynamic phenomenon at the real conditions.
Determination of theoretical torque is generally done roughly or with the full computation fluid dynamics (CFD) uses. The
study is then compared with the experimental study, which examine the experimental result used as the basis in determining
the efficiency of theoretical study. This makes the process of further development is highly dependent on trial and error
experimental study is far more expensive.

Fig. 3. Flow pattern above the ideal airfoil [3]
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Fig. 4. Flow pattern above the wavy airfoil surface [3]

VAWT research development with focus on determining the ideal profile for the flow of water in Indonesia have been
conducted in Bandung State Polytechnic since 2004. The design process is based on the flow pattern study conducted by
aerodynamic techniques. Applications then with just replacing the air density of water view. Type of turbine with vertical axis
has several advantages, however, more complex behavior prediction [5]. In determining the performance, the study is more
focused on the interaction between fluid flow and the blade profile geometry. So the research is intended to develop the
techniques to determination of theoretical torque using Numeca software and Matlab programming. The study was intended to
optimize the design of VAWT blade through the addition of vortex generators dispositive.

2

MODELING

Theoretical torque value is calculated by multiplying the value of the tangential forces with the turbine radius. Tangential force
values is determined based on the aerodynamic characteristics of blade profile as written in eq.(1). Thus the theoretical torque
value can be written in eq.(2). Theoretically, the equation is constructed based on the scheme in Figure 5 and 6.
…………………………………………..………………. (1)
…………………………………………..…….. (2)

Figure 5. Forces on the blade [6]

Figure 6. Component of force on the blade [7]

Based on the Eq. (2), for the same flow conditions, the torque value will be high if r, S and aerodynamic characteristic C l and
Cd is also high. In general, r and S have been given, so that the turbine performance optimization depends on how high the
value of aerodynamic characteristics airfoil. Therefore, in this research field is the addition of wavy surface on the 0,25 chord
to increase the value of theoretical torque. Computation study is conducted by using, Numeca software gives results that can be
used to describe the function of Cl and Cd curves versus angle of attack. Mathematical approach is conducted to obtain the
curve function through curve fitting using Fourier series function. This needs to be done to determine the parameter values at
every high angle of attack and avoid the look-up table methods.

3

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Determination of aerodynamic characteristics of VAWT blade profile without any dispositive is shown in Figure 7 (a).
Computational studies for clean configuration have been done at previous studies, and at this research calculation conducted on
profile with wavy dispositive as shown in Fig. 7 (b). The profile is the result of modification the NACA0020. Modification
done by placing and bent the NACA0020 chord line to a radius of VAWT turbine. Development profile associated with the
effort to obtain the value of Cl and Cd high, so the obtain torque is become high as can be observed in the Eq. (2).
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a.

Clean configuration

b. Wavy configuration
Figure 7. VAWT blade profile
Calculations using Numeca software, deliver the aerodynamic characteristics value which sought in this study of lift coefficient
(Cl) and the drag coefficient (Cd). These values are shown in Table 1. By using these data, it can be plotted aerodynamic
characteristic curves as shown in Figure 8. Can be observed both in table and curve that the calculation results give the
consistent values with the theoretical principles on the value of angle of attack equal to 0, then the Cd is double digits behind
the comma and Cl is one digits behind the comma.

Figure 8. Airfoil flow pattern around the wavy airfoil at an angle of attack 10 degrees

Approach to the measurement data processing is conducted using Fourier series functions as written in Eq. (3). Result curve
fitting process, the constant a, b and c listed in Table 1. Curve fitting process performed on the airfoil models which used in
this research.
12

c

a j cos j

…………………..……………………………………….…. (3)

b j sin j

j 1
0.8

0.6

Aerodynamic characteristic

Cl

0.4

0.2

0

-0.2

-0.4

0

1

2

3
4
Angular position of turbine blade

5

6

Figure 9. Theoretical values of lift and drag coefficient of clean configuration profile blade.
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Figure 10. Theoretical value of angle of attack of turbine blade, 45 rpm and 1.2 m/s
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Figure 11. Theoretical values of lift and drag coefficient of wavy configuration profile blade at the domain .

Aerodynamic coefficients of both lift and drag as shown in Figure 9, 11, and 13, then approached with a Fourier series
function. As already mentioned above that the approach is intended to determine its value in every angle of the attack which
construct without pull through look up table. The value obtained will be used to calculate the value of Cl and Cd. Magnitude
curve fitting results are shown in Table.
Table 1. Airfoil aerodynamic coefficient with wavy airfoil approach
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C
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

A

B

Cl
2.70E-02
1.31E-01
3.33E-01
3.62E-02
4.31E-02
2.00E-02
1.91E-02
1.20E-02
3.17E-03
9.63E-03
7.36E-03
8.00E-03
1.26E-02
1.83E-01
4.89E-02
3.21E-02
4.19E-03
-7.26E-03
6.20E-03
-2.05E-03
-8.76E-04
5.15E-03
9.78E-04
3.90E-03
3.11E-03

0.7

Cd
3.60E-01
4.81E-02
4.30E-03
-1.30E-02
-8.14E-03
-5.67E-03
1.24E-03
3.67E-03
-9.81E-04
-2.10E-04
1.23E-03
6.25E-04
3.59E-04
3.01E-03
-3.31E-01
-1.18E-02
9.33E-03
-4.98E-03
-2.23E-03
-2.63E-03
-4.58E-03
-1.44E-03
-1.17E-03
-6.91E-04
-4.41E-04

0.8

0.6

0.6

Coefficien of Drag

Coefficient of Lift

0.4

0.2

0.4

0

0.2
-0.2

-0.4

0

1.5708

3.1416
Angular Position of Turbine Blade

4.7124

6.2832

0

0

1.5708

3.1416
Angular Position of Blade

4.7124

6.2832

(a) Coefficient of lift
(b) Coefficient of drag
Figure 12. The result of fitting using the Fourier function.

Angle of attack which possibility obtained shown in Figure 10. This value is determined based on the velocity vector is formed
from the fluid velocity vector and the free stream velocity at airfoil. Flow velocity triangle schematization around airfoil
VAWT is shown in Figure 13. The schematization is done to observed the interaction between the flow velocity and angle of
attack that occurred.
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Figure 13. Angle position value of VAWT related to the certain.

Referring to the Eq. (1) and the Eq. (2) can be observed that the value of torque (T) generated by VAWT is highly dependent
on some of the following quantities, r, q, S, Cl, Cd, and an angle of attack . The value of r, q, and S is fixed while the Cl and
Cd depends on the angle of attack ( ) Therefore assumed to be steady flow, the angle of attack (a) only depends on the
rotation angle of VAWT. In this study, the torque is calculated in the field of 5 cm-thick blade is then integrated along the
blade. Since there are three blades in VAWT, then multiplied by three theoretical determination of the VAWT torque blades
shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15.
The application of this approach values Cl and Cd produce the theoretical torque values as shown in Figure 12 (a) and 12 (b).
Computation study conducted with the assumption that flow velocity of about 1.2 m/s and 45 rpm.
4
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Figure 14. Theoretical torque values of every blades of VAWT
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Figure 15. Theoretical torque values of VAWT
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Performance improvement is obtained by adding wavy surface, can be observed on the results of experimental study on river
flow. Because the river is used as the location of the test is not too deep, the for it be made a model with high scale of 1 :4.
Experimental set-up for the test shown in Fig. 16 and the process of testing is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 16. Production result of test set-up

Figure 17. TASV rotation speed measurement process

The process of determining the response speed of the shaft of TASV conducted by using the tachometer, where measurement
process is shown in Figure 17. In this figure can be observed that the special plate rotates on the reflector placed on TASV
shaft. Mechanical torque measured by using balance scales which placed on the TASV model structure.
The experiment gave positive results, increasing TASV rotation speed from 137.1 rpm to become 159.9 rpm, while torque
increased from 2.5 kg to become 4.5 kg. It is proved that flow pattern can improve the performance TASV significantly

4

CONCLUSION

Simple computational programming has been developed to help accelerate the determination of the theoretical torque value.
The application can be justified design that the theoretical torque acting on the turbine will increase significantly, as occurs in
an airfoil with wavy dispositive.
Special treatment on airfoil blade VAWT adding dispositive to change the flow pattern around it has increased the theoretical
torque. Results are still a computation study which require study on the wind tunnel and field in order to validate the result.
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ABSTRACT
An experimental investigation of a fluidized bed with a heating pipe was conducted to study desorption characteristics of a new
organic sorbent materials. Sorption rate of water vapor and the variation of temperature in the sorbent bed with time were
measured under various conditions. As a result, the heat transfer coefficient around the heating pipe and the completion time
for desorption process in different inlet air temperature is obtained.
Keywords
fluidized bed, desorption, sorption material, inlet air temperature, a heating pipe.

1. INTRODUCTION
Various adsorption systems have been used as adsorption technology. Among them, solid particle adsorption systems have
been developed up to now and are still at the research and development stage [1]-[3]. A bridged complex of sodium
polyacrylate is one of the sorption polymers as an organic sorbent. This bridged complex containing the carboxyl group as
water sorption site has abilities to have larger sorption capacity per unit mass as compared with silica gel adsorbent.
The dynamic sorption characteristics of organic sorbent materials have been studied by using fluidized bed with a heating pipe.
Fluidized bed type heat exchanger is used to obtain maximum direct contact between sorption particles and moist air. In order
to improve the performance of desiccant, a new bed configuration should be investigated. Hamed [4] has been investigated an
inclined fluidized bed with desiccant. Most recently, Moskal and Nastaj [5] considered electromagnetic induction to generate
heat inside modified sorbent bed for desorption process. Heating can be applied to regeneration of sorbent bed after adsorption
step. This method of heating has several advantages: high capacity of internal volumetric heat source, simplicity of hating
system control, etc [5].
The objective of this experimental study was to investigate the operation of a fluidized bed of a new powder sorption material
in desorption mode of operation. In this respect, the article is concerned on the effect of inlet air temperature in desorption
process with a single heating pipe inside the sorbent bed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND PROCEDURE
The test section is made of transparent acrylic plate in order to make visualization possible. It is rectangular container with 150
mm in length x 150 mm in width x 450 mm in height and 5 mm in thickness, as can be seen in Figure 1. The poly-Freon filter
# 2 (μ m) is set up downward in lower part as a disperse board. The heating pipe made of polycarbonate with 20 mm in
diameter and 130 mm in length was installed in the test section. The foil of stainless steels of 0.05 mm in thickness was
wrapped around the pipe. In addition, thermocouples were set up at the heating pipe to measure temperatures from the lower
side (θ = 0°) to the upper side (θ = 180 °) of the pipe with an interval of 22.5°. The heating pipe was heated by the direct power
supplier of 0 – 60 V in voltage and 0 – 5 A in current.
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Figure 1: Test section with a heating pipe dimensions and thermocouple locations.
The sorption material is filled in the test section until specified height layer initial hini. When the air leads to the test section,
temperature and humidity at the inlet and outlet of the test section recorded every 30 second. Sorption takes place when the
sorbent particles are in contact with the surrounding air and after a sufficiently time that the particle sorbent and the
surrounding air reaches equilibrium level. The amount of water vapor desorbed from the test sorbent is measured by taking
samples from the test section per 30 minutes.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental examinations have been carried out from the viewpoint of mass transfer and heat transfer concerning the
sorption experiment and the completion time. Figure 2 presents the relation of the test sorbent temperature Tp, relative humidity
of moist air ψ, and the amount of non dimensional desorbed water vapor mw/m0, with time. Test conditions are inlet air
temperature Tin = 30 °C, inlet air relative humidity ψin = 0.05, initial sorption material temperature Tini = 30 °C, the sorption
material which is initial relative humidity ψ0 = 0.60 with initial bed height hini = 0.05 m. Sorption experiment is done for inlet
air velocity u0 = 0.036 m/s and electric power for heating pipe Qh = 3.5 W.
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Figure 2: Time histories of each parameter for Tin = 30 °C and Qh = 3.5 W.
It is found with the temperature profile of the test sorbent layer that there is a considerable decrease in temperature of the
sorbent as low as 10 °C after starting the test run due to heat desorbed by water vapor desorption phenomenon. After reaching
a minimum temperature, an increase of the sorbent temperature is observed. As can be seen in Figure 2, the sorbent
temperature is almost same with the outlet air temperature. Furthermore, the amount of non dimensional desorbed water vapor
mw/m0 decreases as well as the relative humidity of moist air at the outlet of the test section decreases with the time of sorption
experiment. The relative humidity decreases until approaches to an inlet air relative humidity ψin = 0.05. In actual experimental
condition the completion time tf was 15.9 hours and the mass transfer coefficient Ks was 9.65 x 10-7 kg/m2s.
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Figure 3: Time histories of each parameter for Tin = 30 °C and Qh = 17.97 W.

Figure 3 is the graph for investigating the effect of electric power for heating pipe. The basic experimental condition is same
with the experimental condition in Figure 2, that are: inlet air relative humidity ψin = 0.05, inlet air velocity u0 = 0.036 m/s and
the sorption material which is initial temperature Tini = 30 °C, initial relative humidity ψ0 = 0.60 with initial bed height hini =
0.05 m. Sorption experiment is done with inlet air temperature Tin = 30 °C and electric power for heating pipe Qh = 17.97 W.
The temperature variation and relative humidity of the sorbent and air fluidization in the bed is similar with the result in Fig.
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8.2. However, by increasing heating electric power Qh from 3.5 W to 17.97 W, the mass transfer coefficient Ks increase from
0.96 x 10-6 kg/m2s become 1.07 x 10-6 kg/m2s hence the completion time tf decrease from 15.9 hours become 13.6 hours.
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Figure 4: Time histories of each parameter for Tin = 40 °C and Qh = 3.5 W.

Figure 4 presents various sorption data with time in which the inlet air temperature Tin is varied from 30 °C to 40 °C. Sorption
experiment is done with the basic condition in Figure 2. The completion time tf was 13.6 hours at Tin = 40 °C and it indicates a
14.5 % decrease in the completion time of desorbed water vapor as compared with the value of tf = 15.9 hours at Tin = 30 °C.
This is due to the fact that increasing inlet air temperature increases the mass transfer coefficient Ks from 0.96 x 10-6 kg/m2s at
Tin = 30 °C become 1.09 x 10-6 kg/m2s at Tin = 40 °C. The mixture temperature in the bed layer and the temperature of the
outlet air increase when the temperature of the inlet air increase. Moreover, it can be said that the mass transfer coefficient
increase hence the experiment completion time has been decreased. In order to compare the effect of inlet air temperature with
the effect of electric power for heating pipe, sorption experiment is done with the basic condition in Figure 3. The completion
time tf = 13.6 hours for Tin = 30 °C and Qh = 17.97 W is equal to the completion time tf with the sorption experiment Tin = 40
°C and Qh = 3.5 W. It can be concluding that the sorption experiment with the inlet air temperature Tin = 40 °C is not more
thermal than the sorption experiment with electric power for heating pipe Qh = 17.97 W.
Effect of inlet air temperature in completion time for desorption process is shown in Figure 5. As experimental conditions inlet
air temperature Tin is vary between 20 °C to 50 °C with absolute humidity Xin: 0.00135 kg/kg', inlet air velocity u0: 0.036 m/s,
the sorption material HU300P which is initial temperature Tini: 30 °C, initial relative humidity ψ0: 0.60 with initial bed height
hini: 0.05 m. Sorption experiment is done with electric power for heating pipe Qh: 3.5 W. The completion time becomes sort
due to the increase of the inlet air temperature. When inlet air temperature is increase the mass transfer factor is increase as
well the equilibrium sorption ratio becomes faster.
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Figure 5: Effect of inlet air temperature in completion time for desorption process.

4. CONCLUSION
Experimental investigation was carried out to observe the sorption characteristic of the organic powder type sorbent composed
of the bridged complex of sodium polyacrylate as a new kind of sorption material. Fluidized bed with a single heating pipe is
used in this study. The measured results revealed that the heat transfer coefficient around the heating pipe is very. Furthermore,
the completion time for the sorption process decreases by increasing inlet air temperature. This is due to the fact that increasing
inlet air temperature increases the mass transfer coefficient Ks from 0.96 x 10-6 kg/m2s at Tin = 30 °C become 1.09 x 10-6
kg/m2s at Tin = 40 °C.
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Nomenclature
cp
h
Ks
M
m
mw/m0
qwat
T
tf
uo

specific heat, kJ/kgK
bed height, m
mass transfer coefficient, kg/m2s
mass flow rate, kg/s
mass, kg
dimensionless sorption ratio
water flow rate, l/s
temperature, °C
completion time, s
inlet air velocity, m/s
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Greek symbols
α
heat transfer coefficient,W/m2K
ψ
relative humidity, % RH
x
absolute humidity, kg/kg'
μ
viscosity, Pa∙s
Subscripts
a
air
dew dew point
e
equilibrium
h
heating pipe
in
inlet
ini
initial
p
particle
wat
water
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ABSTRACT
The definition of the hybrid machining system is to combine more than two physics such as mechanical, electrical, and
chemical energy for the purpose of the machining of difficult to cut materials, stringent design requirements, and machining
costs. In the hybrid electrochemical machining processes, the major material removal mechanism is either chemical
dissolution (CD) or electrochemical dissolution (ECD). These machining processes are enhanced by using mechanical
machining action or thermal assistance. The combination of these phases leads to high material removal rates and improved
surface quality. On the other hand, in hybrid thermal machining, the major material removal mechanism is a thermal one
which normally leads to melting and evaporation of the workpiece material. Thermal machining can be assisted using
electrochemical dissolution (ECD) and/or mechanical abrasion (MA).
This presentation introduces a novel hybrid machining process (HMP) that combines cutting action with machining using
electro discharge thermal energy. In case of electro-discharge machining (EDM), hardened materials can be cut even if the
machining is time consuming, and vice versa in endmilling. If the emersion ratio, the ratio of the radial depth of cut to
diameter of the cutting tool, is small, noncontact between cutting tool and workpiece happens during tool rotation. At this
moment, short-circuit breaks in RC type electro discharge system and EDM action is possible. EDM means the erosion of the
workpiece as well as the rising of temperature in the workpiece, which is related to the softening of the workpiece. The
following cutting action removes the workpiece easily, also cutting gets rid of thermal affected layer by the EDM. Therefore,
the machining is done by the mechanical cutting action with the help of the simultaneous EDM process.
In the presentation, first of all, the feasibility of the HMP is shown, followed by some evidence of the EDM and endmilling
action. Time and frequency domain of EDM spark signal as well as the surface topography or roughness machined by the
proposed system are shown. Finally, the challenge of the system, such as the reduction of cutting tool wear or keeping the
dimensional accuracy also will be discussed.
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In this millennium, Malaysia should strive to emerge as one of the competitive nations in the world. To achieve this, several
research universities have been created in Malaysia. University research is a noble intellectual activity and gives societal
benefits. Thus, the need for total quality in education and research becomes increasingly important. Universiti Teknologi
Malaysia (UTM) was announced as a Research University by the Prime Minister of Malaysia on 10 June 2010. In this context,
the UTM strategy of the way to achieve the excellence in education and research is described. One of the important research
areas in UTM is heterogeneous catalysis. An attempt has also been made to classify several heterogeneous catalytic systems,
which contain examples from the author’s experience in this research area. A basic feature common to all catalytic systems is
that the catalytic reaction can be considered as a reaction cycle, in which catalytically active sites are initially consumed and
at the end of the cycle are regenerated. There are many different catalytic systems. Of most basic mechanistic features are well
understood. The author’s scientific research in heterogeneous catalysis has been classified into six classes: single centre
catalyst, hydrophobic-hydrophilic catalytic system, bifunctional catalyst, synergetic multi reaction center catalyst, chiral
catalyst and photocatalyst. The catalysts have been designed for synthesis of useful organic compounds.
Keywords
Research university, heterogeneous catalysis research
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this study was to examine and compare the reliability of various brands of optical fiber patch cord connectors
in a corrosive outdoor environment. The time to failure of several cable assemblies were examined under accelerated test
conditions when the assemblies were subjected to a simulated 3.9-pH acid rain, a temperature of 60℃, and a 100-rpm rotation
rate. FC type connectors from three different manufacturers were compared. During the evaluations following the tests, we
checked for insertion loss variations, changes occurring on the tip shape of the patch cord connectors, and connector material
degradations. The experimental results indicate that the time variation of the degree of corrosion damage on the connector
results in various levels of rusting, occasional failures in fiber bonding, and a gradual increase of the insertion loss.
Keywords
Optical patch cord, acid rain, reliability, connector material

1. INTRODUCTION
The rapidly growing worldwide demands for high-speed Internet access has resulted in a tremendous increase in the number of
subscribers connected to optical access networks. For example, there will be over 20 million fiber-to-the-premises (FTTP)
subscribers in Japan by 2010 [1]. In FTTP installations a number of reliability questions arise, since the optical connectors
attached to drop cables running to the user premises are exposed to harsher conditions than the more traditional use of
connectors in stable and benign indoor environments. The long-term outdoor environmental effects on optical fiber connectors
include conditions such as large temperature variations, water immersion [2], salt spray [3], and high humidity. Although a
number of different optical connector designs exist for harsh outdoor field environments, such as for tactical military
communication links, connections to remotely located antennas, and telecom networks, such components tend to be more
costly than standard telecom connectors.
Acid rain is a problem of current and future concern in the world. Acid rain affects human life in a variety of ways.
Acidification of ground water and soil hampers the growth of plants and forests. In addition, acid rain also kills fish and
damages buildings. Acid rain is caused by sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxide (NOx) forming in precipitation. Rainwater
in equilibrium with carbon dioxide (CO2) in air is slightly acidic, with a pH of 5.6, while neutral water exhibits a pH of 7.0.
Typical pH values of acid precipitation caused by anthropogenic emissions may be in the range of 3.5–5.0. , Figure 1 shows a
10-year analysis of acid rain pH value in selected cities in the USA, Japan, and Taiwan [4-6].
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Figure 1: Statistics of acid rain pH value in USA, Japan, and Taiwan (1998–2010).
This paper considers the reliability of optical fiber patch cords exposed to acid rain. We describe the test conditions and
experimental methods in section 2. This section also experimentally reveals effects of acid rain on optical fiber patch cord
connectors and describes the results. Conclusions are presented in the final section.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
Today the insertion losses for most optical connectors in the telecommunication plant are not expected to vary significantly
over time, since typically they are deployed in a relatively benign indoor environment. For example, connectors may be used
for optical cross-connects in a central office and for temporarily attaching test equipment to an optical network. However,
verifying stable optical performance of fiber connectors over time in FTTP networks where environmental conditions fluctuate
daily is important for reliable service.
For performance evaluation tests, we selected patch cords with attached Ferrule connectors (FC) from manufacturers located in
three countries (USA, Japan, and Taiwan). FC was one of the most popular singlemode connectors for many years, and optical
performance is guaranteed at less than 0.2 dB insertion loss. The FC tip, we selected physical contact (PC) and angled PC
(APC). PC the end face of the connector is convex. The core of the fiber is located at the high point of this surface. APC the
end face of the connector is angled to achieve better back reflection results mechanically. Patch cord connectors from only
three manufacturers were selected due to the limitation of the test equipment capacity. In order not to disclose the names of the
manufacturers, they are labeled as P, Q, and R in this paper. Twenty patch cord connector assemblies from each manufacturer
were subjected to the environmental tests. For performance tests, insertion losses were measured and tip shapes were checked
after periodic exposure intervals. To simulate an outdoor environment to which FTTP drop cables can be exposed (which
includes acid rain, high temperatures, and wind loading), the patch cords were immersed in a rotating acidic bath under the
following test conditions:
(a). Acid rain, pH 3.9
(b). Temperature, 60℃
(c). Rotation rate, 100 rpm
The samples were immersed for a total of 27 days and were examined at the following intervals: 0, 10, 17, 24, and 27 days. For
degradation testing a 1550-nm laser was attached to the patch cord connector to measure the insertion loss with a power meter
and the tip condition was observed with a microscope. Prior to starting environmental tests, since the insertion loss and surface
of each connector is largely influenced by the cleanliness of the connector plugs and the coupling adapter, proper cleaning
procedures were followed for all components.
Figure 2 compares the insertion loss curves among the three manufacturers. Before starting environmental tests, the insertion
loss of the connector from manufacturer R is less than 0.3 dB, which is better than the devices from manufacturers P and Q.
However, after 10-day environmental tests, the manufacturer R insertion loss becomes worse and after 27 days increases to
above 1 dB. Connectors from vendors P and Q had more stable performances.
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Figure 2: Experimental insertion loss results of acid rain environment immersion test.
Figure 3 shows the tip conditions for a connector before and after testing. In most cases, the patch cord connector had a dirtier
tip shape after tests. As a result of water or rust chemicals getting into connectors, the insertion losses changed and were
unstable because of dirtier tips.

Figure 3: Comparison of typical connector tip conditions before and after 27 days of testing.
The photographs in Figure 4 show that some patch cord connectors and adapters had seriously rusted after the environmental
test.

Figure 4: Connector conditions after 27 days of testing.
High-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), also known as electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA),
has been used to monitor the surface chemistry [7]. We will now consider how ESCA is used for the analytical chemistry of
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patch cord surfaces. The photoelectron and auger peaks of carbon (C) and zinc (Zn) were found in the full scan spectrum,
shows in Figure 5. To compare three manufacturers zinc contents, manufacturer R’s zinc contents is lower than others. We
known coatings of metallic zinc are generally regarded as the most economical means of protecting against corrosion.
Therefore, we guess less zinc content is the reason causing manufacturer R rust.

Figure 5: Surface composition of patch cord.

3. CONCLUSIONS
Component reliability is an important issue in current optical communication systems. For FTTP networks the outdoor use of
optical fiber patch cords with attached connectors presents a new reliability challenge. In our experiments, we examined the
effects of acid rain immersion tests on connector insertion loss and tip shape. The tests were performed on FC type connectors
from multiple vendors. The results presented in this paper show the potential problems that may arise in the field if standard
connectors are used. For connector reliability evaluation, we used accelerated immersion tests to simulate acid rain conditions.
The time variation of the degree of corrosion damage on the connector results in rusting and a gradual increase of the insertion
loss. Although connectors from some manufacturers showed stable optical performance during the tests, their reliability over
time and under environmental stress remains a major concern, since some connectors failed after the tests. Thus, although the
level of performance available today appears to be sufficient for applications dealing with controlled environments, further
improvements are necessary for outdoor applications.
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ABSTRACT
Dioxygen reduction phenomena to produce water by multi-electron transfer catalyst that commonly occurred in cathode side of
fuel cells are described in this paper. To replace platinum catalyst, oxovanadium complexes with acetyl acetone ligands were
known as oxygen reduction catalysts. Herein a divanadium complexes bearing µ-dioxo vanadium(V) centers linked with
bridging oxygen atoms (V2O4-(acetyl acetone)2 1, V2O4-(1-phenyl-1,3-propanedionato)2 2, and V2O4-(1,3-diphenyl-1,3propanedionato)2 3) were prepared and characterized. In contrast to the mostly oxovanadium catalyst, this molecule was
soluble in polar solvents due to the peripheral acetylacetone ligands. Metal complexes structures were characterized by FABMS, FT-IR, UV, Raman, ESR and NMR. The redox of complexes was determined by electrochemical measurements;
consequently, the molecule was a multielectron reservoir (n=2) which showed an irreversible broad cathodic wave near -0.6 V
to -0.8 vs. Ag/AgCl due to the reduction of the vanadium(V) centers to vanadium(IV) and anodic wave near 0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl
due to the oxidation reaction, in the presence of tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate as supporting electrolyte.
Keywords
Multi-electron transfer, cathode catalyst, fuel cell.

1. INTRODUCTION
As an alternative new and renewable energy, proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are an efficient, silent and low
pollution and known as new electric power generator based on electrochemical reactions and widely applied in automotive,
house hold, and many electronic device. However, technical and economic barriers have prevented their widespread application
up to date. One of the key technical factors hampering the commercialization of PEMFCs is the high price of the limited
platinum-group metals. Thus, the development of novel non-noble catalysts which can substitute for the platinum-based catalysts
and operate efficiently in low temperature acidic electrolytes has been strongly required. Especially for catalyst in cathode
reaction which oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) process is known to be the most highly uneffective reaction and could lowering
the power density of fuel cells [1]. This phenomenon is occurred in positive electrode (cathode) of fuel cell reaction mechanism.
In cathode, platinum was commonly uses as catalyst material, however it have low reactivity and high price.
Whereas, the use of metal complexes as efficient catalysts in oxygenation reaction has been widespread in recent years. The
peroxy-, peroxo-, oxo- metal complexes are used for epoxidation [2-4], sulfoxidation [5], arene oxidation etc. These ligand of
complexes were diketone, β-shift base ligand, N-planar etc [6]. These metal complexes were act as ORR in oxygenation process.
In ORR, there was an electron transfer mechanism to reduce dioxygen into the water that authors determined four-electron
transfer mechanism by µ–oxo decevanadium (V) complexes [7]. Other metals that contains µ–oxo such as Fe [8], Ru [9], Mn
[10], Ce [11] etc where its were known to be reactive towards dioxygen. The applications of the metal complexes as an
electrocatalysts in electro-synthesis, biosensing and fuel cells are widely known. The oxygen bridging type in metal complexes
is important to determined the reactivity towards dioxygen (Figure 1). A mechanistic understanding of the complex oxygentransfer processes is important, especially for the design of still more effective and generally applicable selective catalytic
oxidants.

O
M

O
M

O

O

O

M

M
O
(c) Bridging
(a) Side-on
(b) End-on
Figure 1. Scheme of oxygen bridging type in complex [12].
In order to replace the platinum catalyst and for reducing the manufacture of fuel cell components, and to increase the reactivity
due to more planar structure than µ–oxo type complexes, herein we describe a synthesis method and characterization of µ-dioxo
vanadium complexes, as alternative complex catalyst for cathode fuel cells. It has been widely known that catalyst complexes in
ORR were limited to an alloy, metal alloy, inorganic complexes etc. In this paper, we described very rare organic metal
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complexes which predicted could react as active catalyst in ORR especially for cathode side. The complexes were synthesized
and characterized by Elemental Analysis, IR, FAB-MS, UV, Raman and NMR analysis. And for the electron transfer properties
of the metal complexes, the electrochemical analysis were done and discussed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1 Materials
Sodium metavanadate, ligands (acetylacetone, 1-phenyl-1,3-butanedionate and 1,3-diphenyl-1,3-butanedionate) was obtained
from Kanto Chem. Co. and was used as received. Decamethyl ferrocene was obtained from Kanto Chem. Co and used without
purification. Tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate (TBABF4) was obtained from Tokyo Kasei Co. and purified by
recrystallization from benzene-ethyl acetate in a volume ratio of 2:1. Acetonitrile was purified by distillation over P2O5 [13].
2.2 Synthesis of complex µ-Dioxo-bis(oxo(2,4-betanedionate)vanadium(V)) [V2O4-(acac)2] 1
The synthesis method of this complex was done as described in previous literature [14] with some additional condition as
described in the following sentence. Sodium metavanadate (NaVO3) 4.9 g (0.04 mol) was stirred and disolved by 80 mL water.
The solution was then placed at water bath in 40ºC and acetylacetone 4.0 g (0.04 mol) was added then continues stirred for 1
hour to completly disolved. The yellow solution was placed in room temperature and HCl dropwised until pH 1.5 controled by
pH-meter. The solution with brown precipitate was cooled in refreegerator overnight. The dark brown precipitate was filtered
and washed with cooled acetone and water, then dried in vacuum overnight to get complex 1 with 63% yield.
2.3 Synthesis of complex µ-Dioxo-bis(oxo(1-phenyl-1,3-butanedionate)vanadium(V)) [V2O4-(1-phenyl -1,3propanedionato)2] 2
Basicaly the synthesis method done with the same procesdure as deacribed above with slightly modifications. Sodium
metavanadate (NaVO3) 1.2 g (0.01 mol) was stirred and disolved by 20 mL distilled water in ambient temperature. The 1phenyl-1,3-butanedionate ligand of 1.6 g (0.01 mol) that disolved in 10 mL distilled water was dropwise slowly into the above
solution and few mL of methanol and acetone to get further homogen solution. Slightly precipitate would occured in creamy
yellow solution, then continued to stirr overnight. HCl was dropwised until pH 2 controled by pH-meter then the colour will
change to dark red brown. The solution was placed in rotary evaporator to get grey brown precipitate and cooled in refreegerator
overnight. The precipitate was filtered and washed with cooled water, then dried in vacuum overnight to get complex 2 with
74% yield. The complex 2 was disolved in alcohol, THF, CH3CN, tetraclhoroethane, and slightly disolved in chloroform,
hexane, CH2Cl2, and can not disolved in water.
2.4 Synthesis of complex µ-Dioxo-bis(oxo(1,3-diphenyl-1,3-butanedionate)vanadium(V)) [V2O4-(1,3-diphenyl-1,3propanedionato)2] 3
Sodium metavanadate (NaVO3) 4.9 g (0.04 mol) was stirred and disolved by 80 mL distilled water in ambient temperature. The
1,3-phenyl-1,3-butanedionate ligand of 9.0 g (0.04 mol) that disolved in 10 mL distilled water was dropwise slowly into the
above solution and strirred at 40ºC for 2 hours, then continued to strirr at ambient temperature overnight. The solution was turn
into creamy yellow then HCl was dropwised until pH 2 controled by pH-meter. The dark red solution with precipitation was
placed in rotary evaporator and cooled in refreegerator overnight. The precipitate was filtered and washed with cooled water,
then dried in vacuum overnight to get complex 3 with 74% yield. The complex 2 was slightly disolved in alcohol, THF, CH3CN,
tetraclhoroethane, chloroform, hexane, CH2Cl2, and can not disolved in water.
2.5 Apparatus and Procedure
Electrochemical measurements were carried out in a conventional one-compartment cell using a Nikko Keisoku electrochemical
analyzer. A 10 mm diameter platinum disk electrode was used as the working electrode in voltammetric experiments. Prior to
use the disk electrode was polished with a 0.3 µm alumina paste and rinsed with water and acetone. The working electrode was
the catalyst supported platinum disk, by spin coating method. The auxiliary electrode was a platinum wire. The reference
electrode was Ag/AgCl. Pure argon was bubbled into the CH3CN containing 0.1 M TBABF4 to maintain an oxygen or oxygenfree atmosphere at room temperature. All potentials are quoted with respect to this electrode except where noted. Potential was
scanned at a scan rate of 10 mV/s for the rotating disk voltammetry measurement with 100-1000 rpm, in a potential range −1200
through 1200 mV versus Ag/AgCl. For cyclic voltammogram (CV) measurements, potential was scanned between −1200 and
1200mVversus Ag/AgCl, at a scan rate of 200mV/s. 1H and 13C NMR spectra were obtained on JEOL 700 MHz using
CF3COOH as an external standard at δ -77.00 ppm. Raman spectrocopy were determined on JEOL.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Spectrum analysis
β-Diketone ligand is very familier in chelate-ligands type [12]. Most of metal complexes that contains of β-diketone ligand has
very stable structure. According to complexes properties such as structure and ligand position, electron transfer could be
controlled by oxidation level and metal center type [15]. Using β-diketone ligand with µ-oxo vanadium as metal center whereas
the oxygen molecules are brided between metal as side-on type, it is known that the dioxygen reduction reaction could occur at
metal center with 4-electron transfer and at high potential and efficiency [16]. Furthermore, the β-diketone ligand with µ-dioxo
dinuclear vanadium as metal center is rarely known catalyst which synthesized as shown in Figure 1.

O
NaVO3 +

R1

R1

O

O O
V
O

H2O, HCl
R2

β-diketone ligand

O O
V
O

R2
O

O

R2

R1
R1, R2 = CH3
(1)
R1 = C6H6, R2 = CH3 (2)
R1, R2 = C6H6
(3)

Figure 1 : Synthesis of di-µ-oxo vanadium complexes with β-diketone ligand.
Herein, a dinuclear vanadium complexes bearing µ-dioxo vanadium(V) centers linked with bridging oxygen atoms was
prepared, V2O4-(acetyl acetone)2 1, V2O4-(1-phenyl-1,3-propanedionato)2 2, and V2O4-(1,3-diphenyl-1,3-propanedionato)2 3. In
contrast to the mostly oxovanadium catalyst, this molecule was soluble in polar solvents such as alcohol, THF, CH3CN,
tetrachloroethane due to the peripheral acetylacetone ligands.
From Figure 2, UV-vis spectra were collected at 270 and 325 nm excitation into two distinct absorption bands of the vanadium
oxide site of complex 1, whereas the 325 nm is a slightly broad wave. And there are more high intensity wave at 336 and 338 nm
for a vibrations of the vanadium oxide site for complexes 2 and 3 due to the ligand with phenyl groups.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2: UV-vis spectrum of complexes (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3 in acetonitrile solution with various concentrations.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3 : (a) 1H-NMR spectrum and (b) 13C-NMR spectrum of complex 3 in CDCl3

According to the result of 1H and 13C NMR spectrum analysis, whereas proton shift and carbon shift were summerized and
shown at Table 1 and Figure 3. Vibrational spectroscopies such as infrared (IR), ultravioletvissible (UV-vis) and Raman has
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often been used to probe molecular structure of metal complexes. The spectroscopic analysis of each metal complex were
determined and summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Characterizations of di-µ-oxo vanadium complexes.
Complex
1

2

3

IR
(KBr, cm-1)
νC-O 1722
νV-O 997
νVO2 942
νC-H 3061
νC-O 1720
νV-O 997
νVO2 964
νC-H 3065
δC-H 768, 685
νC-O 1699
νV-O 995
νVO2 945
νC-H 3057
δC-H 760, 685

1

H-NMR
(ppm)
5.50
2.05

13

C-NMR
(ppm)
196
100
24.8

UV-vis
λ(mm)
270
326

FAB-MS
(m/z)
349

Elemental Anal.
Found (Calcd.)
C:32.81 (31.91)
H:4.40 (4.05)

8.81-7.44
6.81
2.06

195, 183,
134, 132,
129, 127,
96.9
25.9
186, 136,
132, 129,
127
93.2

251
336

472.2

C:40.20 (40.56)
H:3.60 (3.67)

251
338

596

C:58.60 (58.96)
H: 3.60 (3.67)

7.97-7.47
6.84

Raman
(cm-1)
v(V=O) 993
vs (VOV)
935
vs (VO) 406
v(V=O)
1002
vs (VOV)
955
vs (VO) 410
v(V=O) 997
vs (VOV)
960
vs (VO) 408

Vanadium dioxo complexes were investigated by resonance Raman spectroscopy. As shown in Figure 4, Raman pattern for the
V2O4(acac) 1 reveals strong peak corresponding to symmetric streching V=O bond at arround 1002-993 cm-1 which previously
known vibration at 1030 cm-1 but that shifts slightly with change of surface vanadia coverage [17]. Other spectra were collected
at arround 935-960 cm-1 which shown the vibration of vanadium oxide (V–O–V) side and correlated with previously reported
with lightly shift to higher vibration for complex 2 and 3 [18]. And V–O vibration is appear at arround 410 cm-1. It is clearly
shown that molecular structure of complexes is consist of single termnal bond V=O and bridging bond of V-O-V, and the
vanadium atoms is fully-oxidized (5+) oxidation state. Furthermore vibration shifts at 1600 – 1300 were correlated to C–H of
phenyl ligand.

Figure 4 : Raman spectrum of dioxo-vanadium complexes (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3 at room temperature.
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The ESR spectrum as showed at Figure 5, was used to study the oxidation number of vanadium inside the metal complexes.
Complexes were dissolved at CH3CN then analyzed at room temperature with 2 mm of ESR vesel, and the observed signal was
shown in Figure 6, the vanadium complexes 1 – 3 assuming to be 4 and 5 for both oxidation number of µ-dioxo V–O2–V type
and one of vanadyl atom was reduced in solution condition and showed with 8 signals. Previously reported by Oyaizu et al, that
oxovanadium (V–O–V) with oxidation number of 5 showed no signal by ESR due to anti-ferromagnetism coupling signal, and
there is an 8 signal of 4 oxidation number was observed but no signal for oxo-vanadium in both 4 oxidation numbers [19].

Figure 5: ESR spectrum of complex (a) 1, (b) 2, and (c) 3 with R.F 9452, field 3300±750G, modulation 100 Hz 1 mT, sresponse
0.03, sweep time 8 min, and amplitude 2x100.
Electrochemical properties of complexes
The electrochemical behaviours V5+/V4+ in µ–dioxo vanadium complexes were investigated by cyclic voltammetry
measurements in acrylonitrile solution with supporting electrolyte of TBABF4. Many metal complexes that are able to transfer
multi-electron in one step reaction is very rarely found. Previously, the µ-oxo complexes has been demonstrated 4-electron
transfer in dioxygen reduction reaction whereas the metal center are vanadium, cobalt, ferro, ruthenium etc [20]. Electronically
affect of metal center will make multi-nuclear complexes which could be a donor for multi-electron transfer in one step reaction.
To study the kinetics of the redox properties on the dinuclear vanadium catalyst, rotating disk electrode (RDE) measurement was
used. Before each measurement, the electrolyte was saturated with Ar as usual. In each Figure 7–9 shows the cathodic curves of
the µ-dioxo dinuclear vanadium catalyst 1–3 obtained on CV and RDE at various rotation rates.
According to cyclic voltammogram at Figure 6(a), consequently, the complex 1 was a multi electron reservoir (n=2) which
showed an irreversible broad cathodic wave near -0.6 V to -0.8 vs. Ag/AgCl due to the reduction of the V5+ centers to V4+ and
anodic wave near 0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl due to the oxidation reaction. The Levich–Koutecky equation for reduction was used to
determine the number of electron, n, consumed per molecule by analyzing the data of each RDE current shows the Levich–
Koutecky plots for complexes, use the following Levich equation.
i= 0.62nFACD 2/3υ-1/6ω1/2

(1)

Where i, the kinetic current (mA); ω, the rotation rate (2πN rad/s), and n, the number of electrons involved in the reaction; F,
Faraday constant (96485 C/mol); A, the geometric area of the disk electrode (0.2827 cm2); D and C are the diffusion coefficient
of dissolved gas (cm2/s) and the concentration of dissolved gas in solvent, respectively; υ is the kinematic viscosity of the
electrolyte. To calculate n, we have used literature values for υ of acrilonitrile (υ=η/δ, where η=0.4794 mPas and δ=2.435 g/cm3)
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and complex concentration C was 0.1 mol/cm3. From the gradient of Levich-Koutecky plots in Figure 6(b), for complex 1 the
coefficient diffusion D was calculated to be 3.43 x 10-4 cm2/s. Those potential and current are summerized at Tabel 2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) Cyclic voltammogram of complex 1 with scan rate 200 mV/s, (b) rotating disk voltammogram with scan rate 10
mV/s.
Redox behaviour of V5+/V4+ in µ–dioxo vanadium complexes is studied by cyclic voltammetry in acrilonitrile solvent with
supporting electrolyte TBABF4. From Figure 7 (a), reversible anodic potential of catalyst 2 were obsereved at 1.18, 0.85 and
0.43 V vs Ag/AgCl, and the cathodic potential with irreversible wave were observed at -0.66, -1.34 and -1.56 V vs Ag/AgCl.
And at Figure 7 (b) were determined by RDE that electron transfer n=2 by Koutecky-Levich plots, and with Eq. 1, the diffusion
coefficient D of complex 2, was determined to be 5.74 x 10-5 cm2/s.

(a)
(b)
Figure 7: (a) Cyclic voltammogram of complex 2 with scan rate 200 mV/s, (b) rotating disk voltammogram with scan rate 10
mV/s.
The complex 3 that contained two phenyl ligand without methyl bond at acetylacetone, as shown at Figure 8 (a), for the cyclic
voltammogram was observed that reversible wave similar to that of complex 2. The reversible anodic potential of catalyst 3 were
obsereved at 1.29, 0.87 and 0.43 V vs Ag/AgCl, and the cathodic potential with irreversible wave were observed at -0.79, -1.39
and -1.64 V vs Ag/AgCl. And at Figure 8 (b) were determined by RDE that electron transfer n=2 by Koutecky-Levich plots, and
with Eq. 1, the diffusion coefficient D of complex 3, was determined to be 1.27 x 10-4 cm2/s. Therefore, the redox potential of µdioxo was determined at 0.87 V with 2-electron transfer in 2 step reaction (V4O2V4 → V5O2V5 + 2e-). These are comparative to
vanadium-oxide complexes, the diffusion coefficient D of µ-oxo calculated to be 1.02 x 10-5 cm2/s. showed 2-stage wave at 0.1
and 0.6 Vof 1-electron transfer in each step [19].
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8: (a) Cyclic voltammogram of complex 3 with scan rate 200 mV/s, (b) rotating disk voltammogram with scan rate 10
mV/s.
From the result, we suggest that the electron transfer of µ–dioxo dinuclear vanadium complexes were occured in 2-electrons
pathway by 2-step reactions. As showed in Table 2, the diffusion coefficient of complex 2 is lower than others due to ligand 1phenyl-1,3-propanedionato that was less planar than others.
Table 2. Redox potential of dinuclear vanadium complexes calculated from CVs.

Complex
1
2

3

Anodic (vs Ag/AgCl)
Potential ΔE1/2
Current i (µA)
(V)
0.97
50
1.18
63
0.85
49
0.43
37
1.29
57
0.87
51
0.43
46

Cathodic (vs Ag/AgCl)
Potential ΔE1/2
Current i (µA)
(V)
-1.00
117
-0.66
31
-1.36
69
-1.54
57
-0.79
37
-1.39
86
-1.64
89

Electron
(n)

Coefficient
Diffusion D
(cm2/s)

2

3.43 x 10-4

2

5.74 x 10-5

2

1.27 x 10-4

4. CONCLUSIONS
The metal complex using Vanadium as center metal was commonly applied in many oxidation processes, but in cathode material
for fuel cells reaction it is very rare in our knowledge. The oxygen bridging type especially for side-on type with dinuclear
vanadium complexes, µ–dioxo (V–O2–V), were characterized with various of spectrum analysis to detemine the detail structure.
The electron transfer mechanism of dinuclear were correlated with electrochemical analysis voltammogram that showed 2electrons transfer with 2-step reaction. It is clearly that electron transfer mechanism of oxygen bridging vanadium metal acts as
candidate for cathode materials for fuel cell technology although the redox characterization is still under investigation.
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Determination of Copper Dissolution Activation Energy
in Concentrated Hydrogen Peroxide
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Determination of copper dissolution activation energy in concentrated hydrogen peroxide used as a decontaminant agent on
aircraft has been carried out. This work was performed in conjunction with the determination of the effect of hydrogen
peroxide used as a decontaminant agent on selected aircraft metallic materials. The main idea of this work was to simulate the
worst possible condition, i.e. spillage of the liquid concentrate due to operator abuse or conditions where large-scale
condensation of the peroxide takes place due to the failure of decontamination process control. Due to inherent properties of
the chemical used as a decontaminant agent, it possibly could affect the airliner metallic materials during or after the
decontamination process, particularly copper. Since copper is one of the important alloying elements in the aluminum alloys,
this work was performed to get the idea how fast the process takes place and so to help understanding the subsequent
corrosion process, if any, on the aircraft’s flightworthiness at least qualitatively and ideally quantitatively. The results showed
that the rate of copper dissolution increased for the first 15 minutes of the reaction time with an activation energy of 19 kJ/mol,
and then the fraction of copper dissolved became constant. This constant dissolution was expected to be due to the formation of
copper hydroxide, which was observed to precipitate after the solution settled for some time. However, because the final
consumption of hydrogen peroxide was not controlled, the exact reason for this constant dissolution cannot be determined at
this time. The value of activation energy is within the range of activation energy found in the literature for other dissolution
process. The low activation energy for dissolution of pure copper correlates with the observation of dissolution of copper from
intermetallic particles inthe aluminum alloys.
Keywords
Activation energy, aircraft metallic materials, copper dissolution, hydrogen peroxide
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ABSTRACT
Erosion-corrosion is an acceleration in the rate of corrosion attack in metal due to the relative motion of a corrosive fluid on a
metal surface. A6063 alloys are mostly used for boat and shipbuilding. These are due to their advantages such as lightweight
and aesthetic characteristic. However, in marine environment, seawater can cause corrosion attack. In the case of motion, a
moving aluminium alloy ship can caused erosion corrosion in the material. For that reason, an improvement in erosion
corrosion resistance is needed. In this work, the A6063 alloys were prepared by casting. The alloys were solutionised at 535
o
C for 6 hours and followed by water-quenching. The alloys were then artificial aged at 200 oC for 5 hours and prior to
natural aging for 14 days. An erosion-corrosion test in a seawater imitation of 3.5% NaCl solution and a magnetic stirer used
to rotate the solution in order to obtain the corrosion rate with an aid of a Gamry software. The rotation speed of this solution
was 0 rpm, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600 rpm. It was found that the solution and aging treatment could increased the
erosion-corrosion resistance of A6063 alloys. An optimum erosion-corrosion resistance was obtained by a combining both the
artificial and natural aging process. In this condition, the alloy possesed minimum corrosion rate 0.002 mm/year at 0 rpm and
a maximum corrosion rate of 5.306 mm/year at 600 rpm with a hardness value of 96.15 HV.
Keywords:
AA6063 Alloys, shipbuilding, erosion corrosion resistance, solution treatment

1. INTRODUCTION
Erosion-corrosion is most prevalent in soft alloys (i.e. copper, aluminum and lead alloys). Alloys which form a surface film in
a corrosive environment commonly show a limiting velocity above which corrosion rapidly accelerates [1].
In a marine environment, ultra-corrosion-resistant architectural Al-Alloy which also known as A6063 alloy is mostly used [2].
With magnesium and silicon as the main alloying elements, it has good mechanical properties in general, as well as heat
treatable and weldable. It also has a good surface finish, high corrosion resistance and can be easily anodised, but in a marine
environment, it is easily exposed to a corrosion attack. Ion Cl- in the seawater can caused pitting corrosion in the aluminium
alloy [3]. In the case of motion, a moving aluminium alloy ship can caused erosion corrosion in the material. Thus, American
Bureau of Shipping (ABS) and the American Society for Testing and Material (ASTM) have unified their requirements for this
aluminium in which : 6063 aluminium allloy with solution heat treatment and artificial aging (T6) is suitable for shipbuilding
[4].
As known, the corrosion resistance of the alloys can be increased with a solution heat treatment [5]. Mechanism of erosion
corrosion of metal in marine environment can be seen in figure 1.
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Figure 1 : Mechanism of erosion-corrosion of metal [6].
During ageing, both strength and hardness were affected by the presence of Mg2Si in various forms. After the solutioning
treatment, magnesium and silicon became completely solutable in the aluminium, known as a solid solution.

Figure 2 : Illustration of the solid solution became fully coherent precipitate of Mg2Si via solution heat treatment process [7].
When age hardening begins, both magnesium and silicon started to come out from the solid solution and precipitated as Mg 2Si.
Precipitation at the early stage was perfectly coherent with the aluminium matrix (figure.2). At high temperature, Mg2Si
precipitates will become partially coherent and, eventually, incoherent with the matrix. In this case full coherency was very
favourable in order to achieve higher strength and hardness [7].
The focus of this study is to investigate the effect of solution heat treatment with both artificial and natural aging on erosioncorrosion resistance of the 6063 aluminium alloy which was represented by corrosion rate and hardness measurement.

2. METHODOLOGY
In this work, an aluminium 6063 alloy is used as the starting material.The chemical composition of 6063 aluminium alloy is
shown in Table 1.
Table 2 : Chemical composition of 6063 aluminium alloy ( in % weight)
Si

Fe

Cu

Mg

Cr

Zn

Ti

Co

Al

0.53

0.25

0.02

0.44

0.01

0.28

0.03

0.01

balance

( CASTING )
10 minutes
o
800 C
o
535 C
o
200 C

( SOLUTION TREATMENT )
6 hours

( NATURAL AGING )
( ARTIFICIAL AGING )
5 hours

14 days
T room

Figure 3 : Complete procedures of casting, solution treatment, artificial aging and natural aging of A6063 alloys
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All alloys were prepared through a melting process at 800 oC with a holding time of 10 minutes. The melt was cast into steel
moulds to obtain 14 mm diameter cylinder shapes. The specimens were solution heat-treated at 535 oC for 6 hours and waterquenched at room temperature. That was followed by an artificial aging at 200 oC for 5 hours [8]. The specimens were then
naturally aged for 14 days [9] (refer to figure 3). Prior to testing, the specimens were mechanically ground using SiC papers
and polished with diamond spray. Hardness test was finally carried out by using a micro Vickers hardness tester, with a load of
300 g for 15s indentation time [10].

Figure 4 : Erosion-corrosion test apparatus with magnetic stirer for A6063 alloys immersion.
The corrosion test was carried out by using 3.5% NaCl solution [11] in order to immitate the actual seawater environment for
immersion. This solution was agitated by a magnetic stirer to make erosive manner [12]. The rotation speed of this solution
were varied form 0 rpm, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600 rpm (see Figure 4). A tafel analysis in a Gamry software was used to
express the corrosion rate of this alloy on each rotation speed.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The erosion corrosion rate of the as-cast of 6063 aluminium alloy is 2.001 mm/year in 3.5% NaCl solution with a rotation
speed 0 rpm and decreased to 0.171 mm/year after solution treatment- artificially aged on rotation speed 0 rpm. The corrosion
rate of this specimen decreased again to 0.002 mm/year after solution treatment - artificially aged - naturally aged for 14 days
(figure.5).

Figure 5 : The erosion corrosion rate of A6063 alloy as cast, artificially aged and combined artificial-natural aged in seawater
substitution 3.5% NaCl solution .
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The effects of velocity in erosion corrosion is given by the following equation [13] :
E = K.vn.f(Ǿ)

(1)

where E = erosion, K = constant, v = velocity, n = exponent, Ǿ = impact angle.
Reffering to the equation, the rotation speed of the 3.5% NaCl solution was strongly influenced by the erosion corrosion rates
of this alloy. If the rotation speed of this solution increased, the erosion-corrosion this alloy would increased too. On the
rotation speed of 0 rpm until 600 rpm, the erosion-corrosion rate of this alloy would increased while the increasing of rotation
speed.
Generally, the optimum erosion corrosion resistance was obtained via a combination between the artificial and natural aging.
In this condition, the alloy had a minimum corrosion rate of 0.002 mm/year at 0 rpm and a maximum corrosion rate of 5.306
mm/year at 600 rpm.
The hardness of as-cast A6063 alloys was found to increase from 66.63 HV to 93.76 HV after the solution treatment and
artificially aging process. The hardness of specimens was increased further up to 96.15 HV after 14 days of both artificial +
natural aging process (refer to figure 6).

Figure 6 : The hardness of as cast A6063 alloy, after artificially and artificial-natural aged

In most offshore systems, materials selection played an important role in minimising erosion-corrosion damage. Erosioncorrosion behavior on the basis of hardness, high hardness in a material does not necessarily guarantee a high degree of
resistance to erosion corrosion [1]. Generally, the optimum hardness was obtained via a combination between the artificial and
natural aging. In this condition, the alloy had a minimum corrosion rate.
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Figure 7 : Microstructures of A6063 alloy after (a) casting (b) artificial aged (c) artificial and natural aged.
Figure 7 shows the microstructure of A6063 alloy after process of casting, artificial aging, and combined artificial-natural
aging. During ageing, both strength and hardness were affected by the presence of Mg2Si in various forms. After the
solutioning treatment, magnesium and silicon became completely solutable in the aluminium, known as a solid solution.
When age hardening begins, both magnesium and silicon started to come out from the solid solution and precipitated as Mg 2Si.
Precipitation at the early stage was perfectly coherent with the aluminium matrix. At high temperature, Mg2Si precipitates will
become partially coherent and, eventually, incoherent with the matrix. In this case full coherency was very favourable in order
to achieve higher strength and hardness.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The erosion-corrosion resistance of A6063 alloys for shipbuilding material in marine environment can be improved with a
solution treatment 535oC for 6 hours - artificial aging 200oC for 5 hours . The optimum erosion corrosion resistance of this
alloy can be reached if its artificial aging is combined with natural aging for 14 days, because the solution treatment can
increase the hardness of this alloy.
In this optimum condition, the alloy had a minimum corrosion rate of 0.002 mm/year at 0 rpm - a maximum corrosion rate of
5.306 mm/year at 600 rpm and a hardness value of 96.15 HV.
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ABSTRACT
Ilmenite, FeTiO3 is a iron-titanium oxide mineral found in the alkaline igneous rocks. Ilmenite mineral reserves are a lot of
spread in Indonesia that are above 75% of content grade. The research aimed to extract titanium from ilmenite ore using the
chloride process and to analyze the kinetics of reactions from the dissolution of Bangka Ilmenite in 20 % HCl solution. The
characterization was including an analysis of SEM, XRD, and XRF.
The results of research showed that the longer leaching process caused a lot of dissolved solids and Fe ions. However, after 6
hours the changes ware not significant. Kinetic model of ilmenite leaching used approaches of shrinking particle model and
shrinking core model. In shrinking particle model, the first order rate constant of dissolved iron was 0,021 h-1 (1/hour) and the
initial particle radius of iron particles were 44.35 m. While the first order rate constant of dissolved solids was 0,017 h-1
(1/hour), and the initial particle radius of particles dissolved solids were 97 m. In the shrinking core model, the first order
rate constant of dissolved iron and dissolved solids was 0.006 h-1 (1/hour) and 0.007 h-1 (1/hour), respectively. In addition, the
reaction kinetics for leaching ilmenite with HCl solution is more likely to use approaches of shrinking core model.
Keywords
Ilmenite, magnetic separation, roasting, leaching, HCl

1.

INTRODUCTION

Ilmenite, FeTiO3 is iron-titanium oxide mineral found in the alkaline igneous rocks. Ilmenite mineral reserves are a lot of
spread in Indonesia, including on the territory of the former mining minerals. Those are above 75% of content grade. The tin
mining on the Bangka Island also contained ilmenite minerals with TiO2 content until 65% larger than the ilmenite mineral
found on the southern coast of Java [1]. Though these minerals if further processing will have higher added value.
TiO2 (rutile) were also found as a separate mineral in nature. However, recently can be said to run out, so the industry switched
to synthetic rutile made from ilmenite (with content grade of 45-70% TiO2). Based on this potential of TiO2, the extraction of
the ilmenite mineral using chloride processes is quite interesting. Titanium dioxide is the result of processing mineral ilmenite
has many uses, such as a pigment, raw material, and catalyst. TiO2 as a photocatalyst has an ability to be self-cleaning, splitting
of water, etc [2]. As a pigment, it is widely used in paint industry, pulp industry and other dyes. This pigment is not toxic,
corrosive and resistant to UV rays. In addition, rutile is the raw material for the manufacture of titanium metal.
The processing of ilmenite can be done through two route, namely sulfate route and chloride route [3]. But the processing of
ilmenite into TiO2 are still major obstacles in purifying TiO2 from impurities. Where sulfate or chloride process is usually done
for the extraction of titanium from ilmenite ore in Indonesia are still not able to produce TiO2 with high purity with impurity
levels to a minimum of Fe2O3 and low operating costs. The existence of impurities in powdered Fe2O3 on TiO2 powder causing
a yellowish color that can not be marketed commercially. TiO2 as advanced materials (advanced materials) must meet more
detailed specifications including purity, size, type of crystal, and particle morphology. Criteria for the fulfillment of TiO2 can
be done with the process of chloride. Chloride process has the advantage of them, easily in the process of purification because
the titanium in the form of titanium (IV) chloride reacts easily with various solvents either H 2O or other extraction solvent [4].
This is supported by previous studies where the extraction of TiO2 using the chloride process capable of producing 58-62%
TiO2 larger than using the sulphate process which produces only 52-54% TiO2.
Extraction of titanium from ilmenite using the chloride process to produce TiO2 with high purity, low operating costs, and
suitable specifications for TiO2 market needs can be achieved when the process of recovery is controlled. The conditions of
recovery process include the ratio of solvent, temperature and optimum hydrolysis time. This condition refers to the both
diagram pourbaix of titanium and iron [5,6].
Kinetics and mechanism of ilmenite solubility in HCl solution can be shown as the following reaction:
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FeTiO3 + 2HCl  Fe2+ + TiO2+ + 2Cl- + 2OH-

(R.1)

Whether both, iron and titanium dissolved in the solution, but Ti (IV) polymerized in HCl solution [7]. This research aimed to
extract titanium from ilmenite ore using the chloride process and to analyze the kinetics of reactions occurring during the
purification of TiO2.

2.

EXPERIMENT

2.1 Materials
Ilmenite Bangka Indonesia, HCl (Merck, 37%), and demineralisasi water (H2O).
2.2 Research Methods
This research includes the characterization of ilmenite raw materials physically and chemically, and then made preparation
using magnetic separation process by varying the current (A). The process continued with ilmenite roasting at temperature
ranges of 800 - 1200oC. The last step is leaching using 20% HCl. Research variables include:
 Magnetic separation processes: current (Amperes) [0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5 A]
 The process of roasting: roasting temperature [800oC, 900oC, 1000oC, 1200oC]
 Leaching process: leaching time [2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 hours] and
 The temperature of the process [80, 100, 120oC]
2.3 Characterization Sample and Product
Characterization done in the research uses Jena AAS analysis 300, XRD, XRF, and SEM analysis

3.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1

Characterization Ilmenite Sample

AAS and XRF analysis results of samples of ilmenite can be seen in Table 1 and Table 2 as follows
Table 1: Result of AAS Analysis
Komponen Unsur
Kadar (%)
Ti
20,05
Fe
36,14

Compounds
wt. %

Fe2O3
49,44

TiO2
38,30

Table 2: Result of XRFAnalysis
SiO2
Al2O3
MnO
CaO
1,76
1,78
2,00
0,08

K2O
0,03

P2O5
0,17

Cr2O3
2,66

SnO2
1,16

In Table 1 and Table 2 shows that significant levels of titanium contained in the ilmenite mineral. Titanium content is very
potential to be utilized as a producer of TiO2. But from XRF analysis seen many impurities contained in the ilmenite that it
needs in detail and optimal processing. Separation of impurities from the element titanium can be done by magnetic separation
process.
.
3.2 Magnetic Separation Process
3.2.1

The influence of current on magnetic separation process of the mass concentrates, middling, and tailing

Figure 1 shows that the greater of current, so the greater the amount of middling and concentrate, while the tailings decreases.
But the change was not significant. Small amount of concentrate which is due to impurities or contaminants other metal oxides
in ilmenite which can not be separated using magnetic separation. These results can be shown in the XRD analysis can be
shown in Figure 2.
In Figure 2, there are peaks seen other than ilmenite, FeTiO3. Those peak represent the intensity of impurities in ilmenite,
although small. Small intensity seen on the results of XRD analysis showed minor elements in ilmenite content. This is
consistent with the results of XRF analysis are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 2 also looks a peak which indicates the intensity of TiO2. This explains that there is content in the form of titanium
oxide (TiO2) as well as contained in FeTiO3. This condition causes the magnetic separation process is obtained the number of
ilmenite concentrates obtained are quite a bit compared to the tailings or middling as in Figure 2.

TiO2

Figure 1: The influence of current on magnetic separation process

FeTiO3
FeTiO3

FeTiO3

Figure 2: The result of XRD analysis on samples of ilmenite

In the concentrate contained the elements or compounds that are magnetic so that the largest content are FeTiO3 and Fe2O3.
Minor oxides such as TiO2, SiO2, Al2O3, etc. might also be interested along with elements or compounds that are magnetic
because of the influence of current strength on the magnetic separation process. The higher magnetic power and influence of
bonds between the metal are difficult to be separated by physical processes. This condition can also be seen from the mapping
results of ilmenite samples that shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Results of ilmenite mapping
In Figure 3 shows that the contents of Ti and Fe contained in the ilmenite are large enough. The titanium element is fairly
spread among the iron element. It is quite difficult to separate the titanium element from iron or other minor elements (SiO2,
Al2O3, etc.). This condition is actually not a problem if ilmenite is pure. That titanium contains in FeTiO3 bond will carry over
with magnetic elements (Fe) on the magnetic separation process.
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3.2.2 The influence of current on magnetic separation process on levels of Ti and Fe (concentrates)
Titanium and iron content in the concentrates are affected by the current settings in the process of magnetic separation. The
effect can be seen in Figure 4.
In Figure 4 looks increasingly large current (A) which is set on a magnetic separation process, the greater the levels of titanium
also generated. These conditions contrast with iron content that is gained initially decreased and then increased again. The
increase in titanium due to the influence of these currents are not significant to happen. The increase in titanium due to the
greater flow settings on the magnetic separation process is also the greater the magnetic power so FeTiO 3 pure containing
titanium is interested as magnet.
3.2.3 Effect of Fe and Ti content on the results of magnetic separation process (tailings, middling, concentrate)
Results of magnetic separation process on the current condition of 1 Ampere (A) are shown in Figure 5.
In Figure 5 shows that the concentrate has a content of Fe and Ti is greater than the tailings and middling results of magnetic
separation process. This is because the elements Fe and Ti much attracted by the magnet when the magnetic separation
process. But the increase is not significant to happen.

Figure 4: Levels of Fe and Ti in various flows (Concentrated)

Figure 5: Distribution of magnetic separation process

(tailings, middling, concentrate)
3.2.4

The influence of current on magnetic separation process of the crystal structure (XRD analysis)

XRD analysis results in magnetic separation process with different flow settings can been shown in Figure 6

FeTiO3
FeTiO3

FeTiO3
FeTiO3
FeTiO3

(a)

FeTiO3

(b)

Figure 6: XRD analysis results of magnetic separation process in Flow (a) 1 A, (b) 1.5 A
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In Figure 6 shows that the relative intensity of FeTiO3 is large enough on magnetic separation process with the current 1.5 A.
The more the relative intensity of ilmenite at the current 1.5 A shows that the more pure ilmenite obtained with both Fe and Ti
content larger.
3.3

Roasting Process

The process of roasting is done to reduce the ilmenite experiencing natural weathering. The influence of roasting temperature
on the concentration of Fe and Ti and crystal structure or the identification of minerals from the results of XRD analysis is
shown below.
3.3.1 Effect of roasting temperature on the concentration of Fe and Ti
Fe and Ti content in the concentrates is affected by operating conditions of roasting temperature. The effect is shown in Figure
7.

Figure 7: Effect of roasting temperature on the concentration of Fe and Ti
Figure 7 shows that the bigger the roasting temperatures above 800oC results the lower the titanium content. While the iron
content fluctuations that initially rose and then fell and rose again. This is because by increasing the amount of roasting
temperature, the ilmenite will happen further oxidation. Advanced oxidation caused by the ilmenite roasting process that is not
done in vacuum furnace. At high temperatures, ilmenite will beoxidized whereas titanium will be separated from the FeTiO3
bond. This condition causes the results of AAS analysis of the Ti content that decrease with increasing roasting temperature.
3.3.2 Effect of roasting temperature on the crystal structure (XRD analysis)
The result of XRD analysis of ilmenite (before and after roasting) can be shown in Figure 8.

FeTiO3
FeTiO3

FeTiO3
FeTiO3

FeTiO3

FeTiO3

(a)
(b)
Figure 8. The result of XRD analysis of ilmenite: a. before roasting process; b. after the roasting process
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Figure 8 shows that the relative intensity of ilmenite is not so different at before and after the roasting process . The change
was only seen in the first peak intensity FeTiO3 which have a relatively higher after than before roasting process. XRD analysis
results are not so different shows that Bangka ilmenite has fairly stable condition and It is not so influenced by the roasting
process.
3.4 Leaching Process
Leaching process carried out to extract titanium from ilmenite. In general, titanium dissolved in the acid solvent of 20% HCl
solution. The sample used was Bangka ilmenite without pre treatment process. This is because the effect of treatment that has
been done by magnetic separation and roasting process above is not significant increasing and separating titanium from
ilmenite concentrates. The influence of leaching time and leaching temperature of dissolved solids and Fe content can be seen
as follows
3.4.1

Effect of leaching time on the dissolved solids and dissolved iron

In the process of leaching, processing time is very influential on the solubility of ilmenite. This condition can be seen in Figure
9.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Effect of leaching time on the fraction of solids and dissolved iron
Figure 9 shows that the greater the processing time the greater the dissolved solids and iron. This is indicated by the fraction of
solids and dissolved iron increased. Changes in soluble fraction increased significantly until the first 6 hours. But processing
time is more than 6 hours showed no significant changes. The more the amount of soluble fraction explained that the greater
the concentration of dissolved iron and titanium resulted from reacting with HCl as solvent.
3.4.2 Effect of temperature on the leaching process
The result of leaching process is strongly influenced by the temperature of the process shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Effect of process temperature on the soluble fraction
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Figure 10 shows that the optimum temperature of leaching process is around 100oC. Where indicated on the temperature of
100°C has the highest soluble fraction compared to the temperature of 80oC and 120oC. Because of temperatures below 100oC
such as 80oC, the energy needed to break ilmenite bond is not enough. While the temperature of 120oC, the energy required is
quite large. Tharefore, it is less efficient because the solvent would evaporate at that temperature.
3.5

Kinetic reaction of Ilmenite Leaching

Chemical reaction from the ilmenite leaching process using HCl will be shown as follows:
TiO2 + 4 HCl ---- TiCl4 + 2H2O
(R.2)
The above reaction kinetic model can refer to the shrinking particle model and the shrinking core model [8] by assuming the
particle size is similar and homogeneous. The model equations are as follows:
Shirinking particle model
1 – (1 – X)1/3 = Ks . t
Ks = 1,97 x 107 ro-0,27Cs0,75exp(-9026/T)

(1)
(2)

Shrinking core model
1 – 3 (1 – X)2/3 + 2 (1-X) = Kd . t
Kd = 2,5 x 1010ro-0,30Cs0,7exp(-10811/T)

(3)
(4)

Where: X = the fraction dissolved at time t; Ks and Kd = apparent first-order rate constants; Cs = the bulk concentration of
acid; Ro = initial particle radius
Based on the shrinking particle model, the first order rate constants of dissolved solids and iron can be shown in Figure 11
and Figure 12 as follows:
3.5.1

Shrinking particle model for dissolved iron and dissolved solid

Figure 11: Shrinking particle model of the dissolved iron

Figure 12: Shrinking particle model of the dissolved solids

Figure 11 shows that equation approach to shrinking particle model is y = 0,021 x, the regression factor (R2) = 0.855. The
gradient shows a first order rate constant in the dissolved iron. From this equation, it can be concluded that the first order rate
constant on dissolved Fe is 0,021 h-1 (1/jam). The initial particle radius of iron particles using the equation, Ks = 1.97 x 107
ro-0, 27Cs0, 75exp (-9026 / T) is 44.35 µm
Figure 12 shows that equation approach to shrinking particle model is y = 0,017 x, the regression factor (R2) = 0.578. From this
equation, it can be concluded that the the first order rate constant on dissolved solids is 0,017 h-1 (1/jam). The initial particle
radius of dissolved solids using the equation, Ks = 1.97 x 107 ro-0, 27Cs0, 75exp (- 9026 / T) is 97 µm.
Based on the shrinking core model, the first order rate constant on dissolved solids and iron can be shown in Figure 13 and
Figure 14 as follows:
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3.5.2 Shrinking core model for dissolved iron and dissolved solid
Figure 13 shows that equation approach to shrinking core model is y = 0.006 x, with the regression factor (R2) = 0.928. From
this equation, it can be concluded that the first order rate constant on dissolved iron is 0.006 h-1 (1/jam)

Figure 13: Shrinking core model on dissolved iron

Figure 14: Shrinking core model of the dissolved solids

Figure 14 shows that equation approach to shrinking core model is y = 0.007 x, with the regression factor (R2) = 0.938. From
this equation, it can be concluded that the first order rate constant on dissolved solids is 0.007 h-1 (1/jam). Based on the above
approach, it can be deduced that the reaction kinetics of ilmenite leaching with HCl is suitable using the approach of shrinking
core model.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions obtained from the research are the greater current (Ampere) on magnetic separation process causes the separated
titanium will be increased but is not significantly. The optimum temperature of roasting process that can increase contents of
Ti is the temperature of 800 oC. Magnetic separation process and roasting process has not been able to increase significantly
for content of Ti and Fe. The longer the leaching process, The greater the amount of dissolved solids and iron. Increasing
significant occurred for 6 hours. After 6 h, increasing in dissolved solids and iron was not significant. The first order rate
constant on dissolved iron is 0,021 h-1 (1/jam) [shrinking particle model] and 0.006 h-1 (1/jam) [shrinking core model]. While
the first order rate constant on the dissolved solids is 0,017 h-1 (1/jam) [shrinking core model] and 0.007 h-1 (1/jam) [shrinking
core model].
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ABSTRACT
Polypropylene (PP) and calcium carbonate (CaCO3) nanocomposites were prepared from masterbatch by melt blending in
twin screw extruder (TSE). The effect of three different nano-CaCO3 loadings in PP matrix (5, 10 and 15 wt%) on the
rheological/viscoelastic properties of the nanocomposites was investigated. The rheological/viscoelastic properties of the
nanocomposites were characterized using a rotational rheometer in melt state (melt rheology) and solid state (viscoelasticity).
In melt rheology, the frequency sweep tests in the nanocomposites melt showed that complex viscosity, storage and loss
modulus of the nanocomposites increased with nano-CaCO3 loading. The increasing of complex viscosity was about 1.4 – 1.9
times fold as compared to that of PP matrix. This is due to the restriction of the molecular mobility induced by the addition of
the nano-CaCO3 particles. Additionally, shear-thinning behavior was observed on the nanocomposites sample. It is suggested
that the spherical nano-CaCO3 particles served as “ball bearing”, reducing the interlayer interaction of PP melt and thereby
decreasing the viscosity of the nanocomposites. In viscoelastic study, Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA) results
showed that the storage modulus increased with the increasing of nano-CaCO3 loading. The improvement was about 15 – 25
% as compared to that of neat PP. Additionally, PP nano-CaCO3 has slightly improvement in usage temperature of material.
Keywords:
Polypropylene, nano-CaCO3 composites, masterbatch, melt blending, twin screw extruder, rheological and viscoelastic
properties

1. INTRODUCTION
Polymer nanocomposites (PNCs) are a new class of composite materials in which the reinforcement filler has at least one
nano-scale dimension. Among various nanofiller, two of the most extensively investigated materials are layered
silicate/nanoclay and carbon nanotube (CNT), which are two- and one-dimensional elements in geometry, thus respectively
have large aspect ratio. Nowadays, attention has also been paid to nanofiller with three dimensions in nanometer scale such as
spherical silica or calcium carbonate (nano-CaCO3) nanoparticles, thus respectively has low aspect ratio [1]. The use of nanoCaCO3 particles may give an interesting topic in the study of polymer – filler interaction. Besides, this material is inexpensive
and widely available. Therefore, it can be used at high level of loading. Furthermore, this material can also be widely used as
filler for almost all of polymers [2-4]. Among the polymers investigated extensively and one of the most widely used
commercial polymers is polypropylene (PP). It has relative high thermal stability, high rigidity, and good mechanical and
processing properties [1,3].
There are four main processes to prepare polymer nanocomposites, namely template synthesis (sol – gel technology), in situ
polymerization, intercalation from solution, and melt blending (melt intercalation) [5,6,7]. The one which attracted great
interest among researchers and also in particular in this work interest is melt blending or melt intercalation technique. This
method is the most preferred method to be used to fabricate nanocomposites, because this method is most compatible with
current industrial processes as extrusion and injection molding. Besides, the absence of solvents will reduce the costs
associated with such solvents and with their disposal and environmental impact [3,8,9]. This method will be more effective in
PNCs fabrication by using masterbatch compared with using bulk nanomaterials. It is because masterbatch could be considered
a dust-free additive, thus it has a less health and safety risks. Another advantage of masterbatch is the elimination of difficulty
in distribution and dispersion process [10,11]. Therefore, melt blending using masterbatch is considered to be one of the
simplest and most economical methods in processing of PNCs. However, literature study about PNCs preparation using
masterbatch are limited compared to the conventional method (direct melt blending of bulk nanomaterials into polymer), which
makes it an attractive area for research study.
The rheological behavior of polymeric nanocomposites especially in melt state is a key factor to understand about the
processability and morphology [6,12]. The effect of addition of nano-CaCO3 particles on rheological/viscoelastic properties of
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polymer has been investigated by some researchers. Weon, et al. [13] reported the effect of temperature on the dynamic
mechanical properties. The DMA results showed that the addition of nano-CaCO3 particles into hcPP matric have resulted in a
considerable improvement in stiffness, storage modulus (G’) throughout the entire range of temperature scanned. The increase
in G’ was suggested due to the reinforcing effect of nano-CaCO3 particles. Wang, et al. [2] investigated the influence of
calcium carbonate (CaCO3) nanoparticles on the rheology enhancement of polycarbonate (PC) melt. They reported a
remarkable rheology enhancement of PC melt due to the addition of CaCO3 nanoparticles. Rabeh, et al. [14] studied HDPE
based nanocomposites prepared using nano-CaCO3 masterbatch. Though the dispersion of nano-CaCO3 in HDPE matrix was
not good, in melt rheological study, they showed that complex viscosity of the nanocomposites was higher than that of the
HDPE matrix.
The aim of this work was to investigate the effect of nano-CaCO3 loading on the rheological/viscoelastic properties of PP
nano-CaCO3 composites, prepared by melt blending method in a co-rotating twin screw extruder using masterbatch. The
rheological/viscoelastic properties of the nanocomposites were characterized using a rotational rheometer in solid state
(viscoelasticity) and melt state (melt rheology).

2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
2.1. Materials
Polypropylene (PP) was used as matrix polymer for the nanocomposites which were investigated in this work. Commercial PP
homopolymer (named: PP570, melt index = 8 g/10 min at 230oC and 2.16 kg) was acquired from a local manufacturer in the
Saudi market. As for the nanofiller, commercial nano-CaCO3 masterbatch materials with approximately 80±3% concentration
of nano-CaCO3 (product name: Nano Filler 0189) were obtained from Wuxi Changhong Masterbatches, Co.Ltd., China. The
granule size for CaCO3 was about 20 nm – 2 m according to the supplier’s data sheet.
2.2. PP nano-CaCO3 composites preparation
PP nano-CaCO3 composites were prepared by melt blending nano-CaCO3 masterbatch and PP matrix. The extruder was a corotating twin screw extruder, Farrel FTX-20 (length D = 26 mm and ratio L/D = 35) operated at a temperature of 240 oC and
screw rotation rate of 17 rpm. Prior to the melt compounding, both PP and the masterbatch were manually pre-mixed with
different loading of nano-CaCO3, subsequently they were dried in an oven at 55oC for 24 hours to reduce the moisture content.
The resulting pellets were injection molded to make a set of molded samples for testing. An injection molding machine, Super
Master Series SM 120, made by Asian Plastic Machinery Co. was used for preparing a set of molds ASTM standard samples
for characterization. Details about injection molding processing conditions are listed in Table 1. Three different concentrations
were used in this work: 5, 10, and 15 wt% of nano-CaCO3. The nanocomposites samples will be referred to, respectively, as
CC-5, CC-10, and CC-15. The same procedure was used on neat PP (referred as CC-0) to compare pure material with its
nanocomposites.
Table 1: Processing conditions of Injection Molding Machine
Screw speed
(rpm)
200

Temperature (oC)
T1
220

T2
240

T3
240

Feed Zone
170

Cooling time
(sec)

Injection
pressure (bar)

Cycle time
(sec)

30

500

35

2.3. Melt rheological and viscoelastic characterization
The melt rheological behavior of the different nanocomposites samples was measured in a Rheometer instrument AR G2 (TA
Instruments – USA), using 25-mm-diameter parallel-plate-geometry and a typical 2 mm gap constant, in the oscillatory mode.
Disk-like samples with diameter 25 mm and thickness approximately 3 mm obtained from injection molding were used for this
test. Excess of polymer melts should be cleaned prior to the test to validate the measurements. The dynamic measurements
were carried out at constant oscillation stress of 10 Pa, which is within the linear viscoelastic region of the samples for
frequencies ranging from 0.1 – 628.3 rad/s. All the rheological measurements were performed at fixed temperature of 230oC.
The data generated from this frequency sweep test were storage modulus (G’), loss modulus (G”) and complex viscosity ( *)

To study the solid viscoelastic properties, Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA) was conducted with the same
apparatus, a Rheometer AR G2. Through analysis of storage modulus we can ascertain the performance of material under
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stress and temperature. The tests were carried out under torsional oscillatory mode using temperature sweep scheme. The fixed
angular frequency was 1 rad/s, and the strain amplitude was 0.5%. This strain was in the linear viscoelasticity region of PP and
the nano-CaCO3 composites. The temperature range studied was from 40oC to 160oC with a heating rate of 3oC. Solid
rectangular samples with approximate dimensions of 3.25 mm thick x 12.70 mm width x 63.5 mm length obtained from
injection molding machine were used for this test.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Melt rheological properties of PP nano-CaCO3 composites
The rheological measurement results revealed that complex viscosity, storage and loss modulus of the nanocomposites
increased with nano-CaCO3 loading. Figure 1 shows the melt complex viscosity as a function of angular frequency at 230oC for
PP matrix and PP nano-CaCO3 composites. As noticed from the figure, the complex viscosity of PP nano-CaCO3 composites
are higher than the neat PP and increased as nano-CaCO3 concentration increased. The increasing was about 1.4 – 1.9 times
fold as compared to that of PP matrix.

Figure 1: Dynamic complex viscosity

as function of angular frequency ( ) for PP nano-CaCO3 composites at 230oC and constant
oscillation stress of 10 Pa.

Like other properties (e.g. mechanical properties), the rheological properties of nanocomposites could be directly related to the
degree of dispersion of nanofiller in the polymer matrix and also the level of interfacial interactions between them [7]. The
increasing in complex viscosity is due to the restriction of the molecular mobility and the reduction of free volume that were
induced by the interaction and dispersion of nano-CaCO3 in the PP matrix [14,16/15]. Besides, it is also the fact that the
rheological response of the nanocomposites caused by the frictional interaction between the nanoparticles and also between the
polymer chains and nanoparticles [17/16]. Thus, increasing nano-CaCO3 concentration increased the number of frictional
interactions. Table 2 shows the representative values of the complex viscosity of PP nano-CaCO3 composites at angular
frequency 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 rad/s.
Table 2: Representative complex viscosity of PP nano-CaCO3 composites at different angular frequencies
Complex viscosity (Pa.s)
Sample
0.1 rad/s

1 rad/s

10 rad/s

100 rad/s

CC-0

1143

964.4

620.2

257.8

CC-5

1573

1298

801.4

324.8

CC-10

1937

1640

1040

452.2

CC-15

1947

1818

1196

465.3
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3.2. Solid viscoelastic properties of PP nano-CaCO3 composites
Figure 2 shows the effect of temperature and nanofiller loading on the dynamic mechanical (viscoelastic) properties of the
nanocomposites. Storage modulus, G’ which resembles the stiffness of PP matrix and PP nano-CaCO3 composites are plotted
against temperatures between 40 -160oC. As seen in Figure 2, the storage modulus (G’) increased with the increasing of nanoCaCO3 percentage. To get more insight into the effect of nano-CaCO3 enhancing the stiffness of PP matrix, representative
values of the storage modulus of PP nano-CaCO3 composites at temperature 30, 60, 100 and 130oC are listed in Table 3. For
example, G’ of the PP matrix (NCC-0) was about 151 MPa at 60oC and that of PP nano-CaCO3 composites were about 175
MPa, 182 MPa, and 190 MPa at nano-CaCO3 loadings 5, 10 and 15 wt% respectively (see Table 4). The improvement was
about 15 – 25 % as compared to that of PP matrix.

Figure 2: Storage modulus (G’) versus temperature of PP nano-CaCO3 composites at angular frequency 1 rad/s and constant
0.1 % strain
Table 3: Representative storage modulus of PP nano-CaCO3 composites at different temperatures

Sample

G’ (Pa) at temperature
o

30 C

60oC

100oC

130oC

CC-0

3.72E8

1.51E8

7.06E7

3.26E7

CC-5

4.2E8

1.75E8

8.39E7

4.14E7

CC-10

4.19E8

1.82E8

8.58E7

4.15E7

CC-15

4.5E8

1.90E8

8.92E7

4.32E7

Figure 3 shows normalized storage modulus curves of PP nano-CaCO3 composites relatively to PP matrix. The storage
modulus improvement could be explained by the randomly distributed and dispersed of CaCO3 nanoparticles which can restrict
the chain mobilization in PP polymer matrix, and thus will increase the overall stiffness of the nanocomposites as compared to
the PP matrix [17-19].
Additionally, PP nano-CaCO3 has slightly improvement in usage temperature of material. For example if 150 MPa modulus is
the designing criterion of a certain application (e.g. autoparts), then PP nano-CaCO3 composites (CC-15) will be achieved this
modulus at temperature of 72oC which is 12 degrees higher that the neat PP. Nonetheless, all curves exhibited similar behavior,
the storage modulus rapidly decreased at higher temperatures (> 140oC). It means that all of the samples generally simply
behaved as polymers displaying decrease in the dynamic modulus (G’ and G”) as the temperature increased. This is due to less
restricted and higher molecular mobility of the polymer chains at high temperature [20].
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Figure 3: Normalized dynamic storage modulus, G’/G’pp for PP nano-CaCO3 composites at different nano-CaCO3
concentration.

4. CONCLUSION
PP nano-CaCO3 composites were prepared using Twin Screw Extruder (TSE). The prepared PP nano-CaCO3 composites
properties were then investigated. In the melt rheology, complex viscosity, storage and loss modulus of the nanocomposites
were higher than that of PP matrix and increased with nano-CaCO3 loading. The increasing in complex viscosity was about 1.4
– 1.9 times fold as compared to that of PP matrix. This is due to the restriction of the molecular mobility provided by the
interaction and dispersion of nano-CaCO3 in the PP matrix. Additionally, shear thinning behavior was observed on
nanocomposites sample. It is suggested that the spherical nano-CaCO3 particles serve as “ball bearing”, reducing the interlayer
interaction of PP melt and thereby decreasing the complex viscosity of PP nano-CaCO3 composites. In solid viscoelastic study,
temperature sweep test results showed that the storage modulus increased with the increasing of nano-CaCO3 loading. The
improvement was about 15 – 25 % as compared to that of neat PP. Additionally, PP nano-CaCO3 has slightly improvement in
usage temperature of material.
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Synthesis and Characterization of Novel Polyurethanes based on N,N'-1,2Ethanediylbis-(4-Hydroxy-Pentanamide) and 4-Hydroxy-N-(2Hydroxyethyl)-Pentanamide
Mochamad Chalid1, a
1

Department of Metallurgy and Material Engineering,
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a
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As diols, N,N'-1,2-ethanediylbis-(4-hydroxy-pentanamide) (1) and 4-hydroxy-N-(2-hydroxyethyl)-pentanamide (2)) are
versatile precursors for the manufacture of bio-polymers. Polymer design, by exploiting the variation in structure of both diol
and di-isocyanate monomers, such as backbone structure and presence of functional groups, appears to be a promising
biopolymer engineering pathway to synthesize polyurethanes. Both diols (1) and (2) were then polymerized by reaction with
aliphatic and aromatic di-isocyanatesat 140 oC in (N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMA) solvents using triethylamine (TEA)
catalysts, to obtain novel polyurethanes. The products were characterized by FTIR, 1H-NMR, 13C-NMR, and Elemental
Analysis. This working has created a new chance to synthesis bio-polyurethanes based on levulinic acid, as one of biomass
compounds
Keywords
Diols, di-isocyanates, backbone structure, functional groups and novel polyurethanes.
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Mechanical Properties Evaluation of Woven Coir and Kevlar Reinforced
Epoxy Composites
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The utilization of coconut fibers as reinforcement in polymer composites has been increase significantly due to their low cost
and high specification of mechanical properties. Whereas kevlar fibers has widely used as the core material in flexible body
armors due to its great mechanical properties, such as high strength, light weight, good chemical resistance and thermal
stability. The research work is concerned with the evaluation of high speed impact and flexural test of hybrid textile reinforced
epoxy composites. Samples were prepared from coir yarn, Kevlar yarn, interlaced of coir and Kevlar yarn with different
warp/weft orientation and pure epoxy as control value. The woven samples were produced using handloom and the composites
specimens were prepared using hand lay-up technique. From the results obtained, it was found that woven kevlar composites
samples displayed the highest impact properties while it exhibits the lowest flexural properties. Results also showed that the
composite plate for woven coir yarn (warp) and kevlar yarn (weft) has the flexural strength and impact strength of 17 MPa
and 67 kJ/m², which presented as the nearest properties to woven Kevlar composite respectively. These results indicate that
coir as a natural fiber can be used as a potential reinforcing material for body armors in order to reduce the usage of synthetic
materials whilst utilizing the natural resources.
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Coir, kevlar, woven, impact strength, flexural strength.
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ABSTRACT
In this research, three aromatic Bismaleimide resins, 4,4'-bismaleimidodiphenyl methane (BMIDDM), 4,4'bismaleimidodiphenylether (BMIDDE) and 4,4'-bismaleimidodiphenyl sulfone (BMIDDS) having various bridging groups
from the corresponding amine monomers (4,4′-diaminodiphenylmethane (DDM), 4,4′-diaminodiphenylether (DDE) and 4,4′diaminodiphenylether (DDS)) are prepared respectively in the first part. These resins are synthesized and characterized by IR
and NMR spectroscopy techniques. The following part investigates the preparation of BMIDDM/BMIDDE and
BMIDDM/BMIDDS mixtures containing various concentrations.
This article emphasizes on bismaleimide resin eutectic mixtures. Differential scanning calorimetry analysis of eutectic
mixtures of three bismaleimides (4,4′-bismaleimidodiphenyl methane(BMIDDM), 4,4′-bismaleimidodiphenyl ether(BMIDDE)
and 4,4′-bismaleimidodiphenyl sulfone (BMIDDS)) that are mixed in different proportions, is used to demonstrate the phase
diagrams, the melting and solubility of each constituent of these binary systems via the different liquid and solid phases.
Furthermore, in the present paper the relationship between binary systems and the concept of a eutectic mixture with its
extraordinary thermal properties is investigated. This study highlights the results of differential scanning calorimetry of the
prepared mixtures, as well as initial monomers. The eutectic melting point of the BMIDDM/BMIDDS system is considerable
because of its much lower melting point than that of the synthesized monomer with the lowest melting point and also very easy
way of using these materials in the molten state. The same DSC thermal study on other mixtures, BMIDDM/BMIDDE and
BMIDDE/BMIDDS, is done and the results are reported. The consequences illustrate that the addition of increasing quantities
of one monomer to the mixture will result in the appearance of two melting points until getting to the melting temperature of
the eutectic composition (Te, a single and homogeneous signal). The same effect of impurities on To and Texo can also be
attained. The findings of this work can be applicable for the transportation industry, particularly in such areas as civil and
military aircraft industry, aerospace and in the marine and automotive sectors.
Keywords
Bismaleimide resins, eutectic mixtures, thermal analysis, DSC, advanced composites

1. INTRODUCTION
Some researches [1] have clearly shown that the mixture composition of two compounds like bismaleimides, one containing an
electron donor and the other containing an electron withdrawing group, is responsible for the general lowering of melting and
polymerization onset temperatures compared to the individual thermal characteristics of each pure monomer. Thermal studies
of a mixture of two or more different BMI monomers indicate that melting occurs at lower temperatures when the proportion
of the monomer with the lower melting temperature is increased. There is a domain of concentrations of the two monomers
which produce a significantly lower melting temperature (Te = eutectic temperature) well below the melting temperature of
each of the two monomers. The eutectic temperature can also be determined by thermal measurements and theoretical
calculations. There are many methods to modify BMI resins [2]. In order to expand the field of application of these systems at
the same time as facilitating their use, we initially ought to lower M (melting point) and To (polymerization onset
temperature) by the use of the mixtures with suitable monomer concentrations. Changes in the thermal behavior of two basic
systems composed of bismaleimide monomer mixtures at different concentrations were investigated by DSC.
High performance materials have been developed in the last several decades to meet the requirement for advanced technology
development. Generally with excellent performance, the materials have the processing difficulty. Among thermosetting
polyimides [3, 4] with high thermostability, bismaleimides (BMI) have long been used to manufacture printed circuit supports
[5-8].
The objective of this study is to provide novel alloys containing bismaleimide structures and analyze their thermal properties.
In order to reach this goal, three kinds of bismaleimides in the given particular physical situations in a one-pot route have been
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synthesized. Three aromatic Bismaleimides (4,4'-bismaleimidodiphenyl methane (BMIDDM), 4,4'-bismaleimidodiphenylether
(BMIDDE) and 4,4'-bismaleimidodiphenyl sulfone (BMIDDS)) having various bridging groups [9] may cause some special
characteristics according to their donor and acceptor nature to the final data from the corresponding amine monomers (4,4′diaminodiphenylmethane (DDM), 4,4′-diaminodiphenylether (DDE) and 4,4′-diaminodiphenylether (DDS)) respectively.
Therefore, DSC thermograms of monomers alone and in the mixtures of BMIDDM/BMIDDE and BMIDDM/BMIDDS with
special molar fractions for understanding special phase characteristics and behaviors are also reported. The melting points
(Mp1, Mp2) and the polymerization onset temperature (To), endothermal temperatures (Tend1, Tend2) and maximum of the
exothermal peak (Texo) are listed in the tables. Processing these data as a function of the composition of the mixture enabled us
to construct some phase diagrams of these eutectic mixtures.

2. SAMPLE PREPARATION
In the preparation of a sample for mixture melting point determination, the two components must be thoroughly and intimately
mixed. This is best accomplished by grinding them together with a small mortar and pestle. If these are not available, a small,
clean watch glass and glass stirring rod or even a very small pestle may be used. Be careful, however, not to apply too much
pressure to the glass rod, because it is more fragile than a pestle and may break. Do not do this on filter paper because particles
of paper may contaminate the sample. This article does not contain the synthetic routes of these three bismaleimide resins that
were carried out in one pot reaction in two steps.
2.1 Preparation and Examination of BMIDDM/BMIDDE, BMIDDM/BMIDDS and BMIDDE/BMIDDS
Mixtures containing varying concentrations of three monomers, BMIDDM/BMIDDE and BMIDDM/BMIDDS and
BMIDDE/BMIDDS were prepared in solvent after dissolution in chloroform at room temperature and under magnetic stirring.
All the resulting solutions were perfectly homogenous (solutions). After evaporating the solvent and drying for several hours in
an oven, the resulting powders were finely ground to obtain the finest mixtures possible. The drying step is very important for
this in order to eliminate solute-solvent complexes that may sometimes appear as artifacts in thermal analyses.
It is shown that no change in the position or intensity of bands characteristic of the maleimide functions of each monomer in
the mixtures was observed, showing that the systems did not change during the preparation of the mixtures. BMIDDM,
BMIDDE and BMIDDS were used in preparation of the eutectic mixtures.

3. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES & MEASUREMENTS
3.1 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Several techniques have been used to monitor the reactions of bismaleimides. They include IR spectroscopy, electron spin
resonance (ESR), 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), dielectric measurements, and thermal techniques such as differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) and dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA). The various techniques do not all measure the
same parameters; some determine the extent of reaction of the bismaleimide groups, while others measure the changes in
properties induced by network formation [4]. The apparent cessation of such changes does not necessarily imply the complete
reaction of all the bismaleimide groups. In this study, DSC diagrams of BMIDDM, BMIDDE and BMIDDS alone or in the
mixtures, were recorded with a 2010 differential calorimeter in the temperature range of 0-260°C with a heating rate of
10°Cmin-1.
The DSC curves of the neat bisimides show single endothermic melting transition and their values are in agreement with the
values determined by the melting point apparatus (as shown in the tables.)

4. DISCUSSION
4.1 Thermal Properties of the Eutectic Mixtures
4.1.1 DSC Analysis of BMIDDM/BMIDDS Mixture
The DSC thermal data obtained for the investigated binary systems are given in Tables 1 and 2. The following general results
can be derived from the tables: the melting temperatures of the binary systems are lower than those of the single acids, and the
temperature ranges are becoming narrow while approaching the eutectic mixture ratio [10]. When a binary system has a
eutectic combination ratio, both of the acids in the mixture melt simultaneously at a constant temperature. This temperature is
called eutectic melting temperature. The eutectic melting temperature was found to be for BMIDDM-BMIDDE in the
combination ratio of 70 wt. % BMIDDE at 150.36°C. This Temperature for the other eutectic system, BMIDDM/BMIDDS,
was 160.45°C in the combination ratio of 30 wt. % BMIDDS.
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Table 1: DSC thermal characteristics of BMIDDM and BMIDDS mixtures as a function of the molar fraction of BMIDDS (χBMIDDS)

The DSC diagrams of each BMIDDM/BMIDDS mixture recorded after a first dynamic scan in the same conditions of
temperature gradient (10°Cmin-1) are compared in Figure 1. Table 1 lists the melting (Mp) and polymerization onset (To)
temperatures, which is taken as the beginning of the exothermic peak, as well as those of the exotherm maximum (Texo), noted
as the maximum of the exothermal peak. Processing thermal data as a function of the stoichiometric ratio of the mixture is
shown in Figure 2. Programmed thermal analysis revealed that endothermal transitions due to the melting of BMIDDM and
BMIDDS alone occurred at 175.76 and 248.78°C, respectively (DSC diagram noted 1 and 6 in Figure 1). The melting points of
the two monomers were very different and the difference observed probably resulted from several factors. In general, the
melting point of a compound increases with its molar mass, intermolecular Van der Waals interactions [11] and also the
intrinsic structures that affect the rigidity.
Figure 1: DSC diagrams of BMIDDM and BMIDDS monomers alone and in mixture as a function of the molar fraction of
BMIDDS.
The addition of large quantities of BMIDDM to the mixtures, i.e. concentrations of χBMIDDM equal to 0.1, 0.3 resulted in the
appearance of two melting points (DSC diagram noted 4 and 5 in Figure 1). The first remained around 160°C and
corresponded to the melting temperature of the eutectic (Te) that remained independent of the BMIDDM/BMIDDS
composition. The intensity of this first endothermal peak, however, depended on the BMIDDM concentration. The second
endothermal transition corresponded to BMIDDS, i.e. the monomer with the higher melting point. The area of the second
endotherm also varied with concentration, but above all was reduced to the point of furnishing a single and homogeneous
melting signal with the first endotherm. This unique melting corresponded to the so-called eutectic composition zone, in which
the molar fraction of BMIDDM (χBMIDDM) in the mixtures was 0.5 to 0.7.
As the proportion of BMIDDM was increased, two other endotherms again appeared. As before, the first was the melting of
the eutectic whose temperature Te remained unchanged, and the second signal was characteristic of BMIDDM monomer
melting.
When the proportion of BMIDDM increased, Texo values were increasing. But, for the eutectic zone, they were decreasing.
Figure 2: Phase diagram melting equilibrium with formation of a eutectic
4.1.2 DSC Analysis of BMIDDM/BMIDDE Mixture
The same thermal study on another mixture, BMIDDM/BMIDDE, composed of the two monomers in Figure 3 was done.
The differential thermal studies thus revealed a number of changes in the zones of reactivity of several binary mixtures that
logically depend on the individual thermal characteristics of the constituents in question. Since the mixtures were consistently
BMIDDM-based, the results show the fundamental role played by the other monomer in terms of thermal data.
Figure 3: Synthesis of Bismaleimides
When the melting points of the two pure constituents were similar, the melting point of the mixture was consistently reduces as
the proportion of the monomer with the lower melting point was increased (Figure 4).
Table 2: DSC thermal characteristics of BMIDDM and BMIDDE mixtures as a function of the molar fraction of BMIDDE (χ BMIDDE)

The thermal studies also showed an effect of the composition of mixtures on the polymerization onset temperatures T o, as well
as on Texo noted at the maximum of the exothermal peaks (Tables 1&2). For understanding this effect more significantly, we
plotted the results of changes in To and Texo as a function of the concentration of BMIDDE in one of these binary mixtures
(Figure 5). The polymerization onset temperature decreased as the proportion of BMIDDM in the mixture was increased, and
this decrease became maximal for concentrations corresponding to the eutectic composition zone. The result was most
significant at point E, since at this eutectic concentration (χ BMIDDE= 0.70) To was the lowest (174°C).
The same comment pertains to the Texo temperatures. As the concentration of BMIDDE in the mixtures was increased, there
was a significant decrease that became maximal at the eutectic point (χ BMIDDE= 0.70). When the proportion became higher than
that at point E, reactivity changed with an increase in To and Texo. The same results were obtained for the other mixture,
BMIDDM/BMIDDS in the proportion of 30%. These data are inconsistent with the results of Nagai et al. [1] who reported no
change in the exothermal peaks in the eutectic mixture.
Figure 4: DSC diagrams of BMIDDM and BMIDDE monomers alone and in mixture as a function of the molar fraction of
BMIDDE
Processing melting data (Mp1 and Mp2) as a function of the mixture (Tables 1&2) enabled a phase diagram to be constructed
(Figures 2&6). In this representation, a relationship between melting and the solubility of each component of the binary
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BMIDDM/BMIDDE and BMIDDM/BMIDDS systems can be shown via different liquid-solid phases, while retaining the
concept of eutectic introduced by Nagai et al. [1].
Figure 5: Changes in Temperatures Tp and Texo as a function of the molar fraction of BMIDDE in the mixtures
In the present case of a eutectic composition and in terms of melting equilibria, there are four particular zones, specific for each
state, whether it be liquid, solid or both at the same time. These domains are delimited by three curves passing through E
(eutectic point) characterized by a unique temperature Te for a well determined composition of BMIDDM and BMIDDS
(χBMIDDS=0.30).
Figure 6: Phase diagram melting equilibrium with formation of a eutectic
4.1.3 DSC Analysis of BMIDDE/BMIDDS Mixture
As before, we prepared two different concentrations of BMIDDE and BMIDDS monomers and mixed them properly.
But the addition of BMIDDE to the mixture, i.e. concentrations of χBMIDDE equal to 0.3, 0.7 didn’t result in the appearance of
two melting points, and we couldn’t see any obvious change in DSC thermograms.
The eutectic point is the only point at which the equilibrium between the three phases is possible: For example, BMIDDM (s),
BMIDDS (s) and binary liquid state [12]:
BMIDDM(S) BMIDDS(S)
(BMIDDM+BMIDDS)L
S: solid state, L: liquid state

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown the results obtained on the reactivity of bismaleimide systems in the molten state. The effect of
blend composition on the thermal characteristics was evaluated by DSC measurements. The DSC study of the
BMIDDM/BMIDDE/BMIDDS mixtures has shown that, using mixtures with well-defined composition, it is possible to
considerably reduce the melting points and zones of reactivity for the monomers, which is of genuine interest for managing
these systems and enabled a phase diagram to be prepared, containing a eutectic in which a relationship between the melting
and solubility of each constituent, BMIDDM, BMIDDE and BMIDDS, could be described.
As expected from the effect of impurities [13,14] on melting points of mixtures, the addition of increasing quantities of one
monomer to the mixture resulted in the appearance of two melting points until getting to the melting temperature of the
eutectic composition (Te, a single and homogeneous signal). You can also see the same effect of impurities on To and Texo.
However, we observed the eutectic temperature and its special phase behavior in two systems, but it was not seen in the
thermal data of BMIDDE/BMIDDS mixture as it was mentioned in previous part. This result may be attributed to the effect of
the donor and acceptor groups of the initial monomers that will be considered and studied in the future researches.
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Figure 1: DSC diagrams of BMIDDM and BMIDDS monomers alone and in mixture as a function of the molar fraction of
BMIDDS

Figure 2: Phase diagram melting equilibrium with formation of a eutectic

Figure 3: Synthesis of Bismaleimides
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Figure 4: DSC diagrams of BMIDDM and BMIDDE monomers alone and in mixture as a function of the molar fraction of
BMIDDE

Figure 5: Changes in Temperatures Tp and Texo as a function of the molar fraction of BMIDDE in the mixtures

Figure 6: Phase diagram melting equilibrium with formation of a eutectic

Table 1: DSC thermal characteristics of BMIDDM and BMIDDS mixtures as a function of the molar fraction of BMIDDS (χBMIDDS)
Sample
code
BMIDDM
M1
M2
M3
M4
BMIDDS

Molar
fraction(χBMIDDS)
0.0
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.0

Mp1(°C)
175.76
160.45
163.09
157.03
161.82
248.78

Mp2(°C)
------170.24
180.89
194
----

Thermal characteristic
Tend1(°C) Tend2(°C)
203.91
---198.95
---201.80
---161.71
199.15
164
202.91
255.29
----

To(°C)
217
209
216
209
206.91
259

Texo(°C)
220
214
218.42
215
208.73
262

Note:
BMIDDM= 4,4′-bismaleimidodiphenyl methane; BMIDDS= 4,4′-bismaleimidodiphenyl sulfone; M1-4= mixtures of different concentrations
(or according to molar fractions, as it is shown for χBMIDDS); Mp1,2= melting point; Tend= endothermal temperature; To= polymerization onset
temperature; Texo= exothermal maximum temperature.
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Table 2: DSC thermal characteristics of BMIDDM and BMIDDE mixtures as a function of the molar fraction of BMIDDE (χ BMIDDE)
Sample
code
BMIDDM
M1
M2
M3
M4
BMIDDE

Molar
fraction(χBMIDDE)
0.0
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.0

Mp1(°C)
175.76
148
149
150.36
145.25
169.98

Mp2(°C)
---172.09
170.2
---155.5
----

Thermal characteristic
Tend1(°C) Tend2(°C)
203.91
---160.55
193.55
168.28
178.62
167.47
---150.52
170
195.31
----

To (°C)
217
204
195
174
190
204

Texo(°C)
220
213
201
179
198
209

Note:
BMIDDM= 4,4′-bismaleimidodiphenyl methane; BMIDDE= 4,4′-bismaleimidodiphenyl ether; M1-4= mixtures of different concentrations (or
according to molar fractions, it is shown for χBMIDDS); Mp1,2= melting point; Tend= endothermal temperature; To= polymerization onset
temperature; Texo= exothermal maximum temperature.
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ABSTRACT
Photopolymer/carbon black nano composite has been successfully synthesized by novel method using visible-light. The
composite that consist of TPA and HDDA photopolymers as matrix and nano carbon-black as fillers were mixed together with
appropriate dispersant to control distribution of filler into matrix. The compound then was cured layer by layer using maskedvisible light to form a prototype. The curing time behavior, mechanical properties and thermal stabilities of the prototype have
measured and analyzed by using Rigid body Pendulum Rheometer, Universal Tensile Machine, and Differential Thermal
Analyzer respectively. The results show that the presence of carbon black decrease the curing time of the sample. In other
hand, the presence of carbon black and dispersant into photopolymer matrix in appropriate composition will not only increase
both of tensile strength and hardness but also increase the thermal stabilization due to increasing the pyrolysis temperature.
Keywords
Rapid prototyping, photopolymer, carbon black

1. INTRODUCTION
The first techniques for rapid prototyping became available in the late 1980s and were used to produce models and prototype
parts. Today, they are used for a much wider range of applications and are even used to manufacture production-quality parts
in relatively small numbers, because of need very high accuracy and long processing time. General rapid prototyping systems,
in accordance with processing materials can be divided into solid, powder, three kinds of liquid materials. First, Solid State
Class: includes all forms of solid state materials, such as linear, rod, sheet and grain form. It belongs to cutting and gluing /
binding approach to the material of paper with glue, one sheet of paper by laser or mechanical cutting device cutting out the
shape outline, and then covered with new adhesive paper, laser cutting to the next level contour until completion, and finally
stripping excess material, such as the U.S. HELISYS Company Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM) [1], Japan KIRA
Company Selective Adhesive and Hot Press (SAHP) and other systems [2]. Second, Powders categories: to wax, nylon,
thermoplastic materials, ceramics, metal powders for the processing of materials, processing methods in order to direct laser
sintering added binder material, such as the U.S. company DTM Selective Laser Sintering (SLS). Or by heating the powder
and binder extrusion nozzle, such as Germany FRAUNHOFER Company Multi-phase Jet Solidification (MJS) Nozzle system
or by thermal bonding agent and the platform of the thin layer of powder bonded together [3]. Third, Liquid categories: for the
processing of light curing resin material, light source point of use (eg laser), line, surface hardening of irradiated light sensitive
resin and molding, such as the United States, 3D systems company Stereolithography Apparatus (SLA) series, Israel
Cubital Company's Solid Ground Curing (SGC), SONY Corporation of Japan Solid Creator System (SCS) and CMET
Company Solid Object Ultraviolet-laser Plotting (SOUP) and Japan DENKEN Company Solid Laser-diode Plotter (SLP) and
other systems [4] .
The technologies for prototyping with high accuracy, such as Selective Laser Sintering (SLS), Fused Deposition Modeling
(FDM) and Stereo Lithography (SLA), have been developed. However, it spent high cost to make a prototype parts with such
methods. In other hand, there are several inherent problems in prototyping process. Not only for pure polymer materials that
the prototype fabricated from photopolymer was difficult for storage due to volumetric shrinkage, deformation during curing
and the continuing deformation for a creeping period after curing but also for composite materials that inhibit curing process
due to reflection or refraction of incident radiation by filler in the polymer matrix. Therefore, the main objective of this study is
how to cope with such kind of above problems by synthesis of composite materials by using a novel ―simple optical‖ method.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Nano Carbon Black as filler in various compositions (0 phr, 0.5 phr, 1 phr) was used in order to increase mechanical properties
and improve curing time behavior. The polymers that used as matrix consist of Tetra function Polyester Acrylate (TPA) and
1,6-Hexanediol Di-acrylate (HDDA) were mixed in proportional composition for about 30 minutes at 1000 rpm. The mixed
polymers was added by amount of nano-carbon black and dispersant then mixed for about 24 hours at 1000 rpm. A few percent
of photo initiator is needed to catalyze photo-curing reaction when introduced under visible light to form the prototype. The
overall experimental design was described in previous work [5].
The curing time behavior, mechanical properties and thermal stabilities have measured and analyzed by using Rigid body
Pendulum Rheometer, Universal Tensile Machine, and Differential Thermal Analyzer respectively.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Curing Time Behavior
As shown on figure 1, the sample added by 1 wt% of nano-Carbon Black without additional of dispersant has curing time 102
second. It was faster than that of pure resin. However, if it compared with sample added by nano-Silica with the same percent
of weight, the curing time of Carbon Black-added resin longer than that of Silica-added resin.

Figure 1. Curing Time curve of photopolymer/CB composite
The effect of filler additon into matrix, principally reduce amount of bonding between polymers matrix. It will consequently
increase the curing time of sample.
3.2 Mechanical Properties
Figure 2 (a) and (b) show that additional of 0.5 wt % of carbon black into photopolymer matrix with additional dispersant in
appropriate composition could effectively increase both of its tensile strength and hardness. However, by further additional of
carbon black and dispersant could decrease both of its tensile strength and hardness. Because of additional excess fillers could
decrease of distribution of filler into matrix. Besides, the excess fillers into polymers matrix will reduce free radical formation
in which stimulate bounding between polymers during exposured on light that finally reduce its tensile strenght. The same
effect on hardness of sample that is the excess fillers could reduce hardness of sample.
Hardness by Increasing Dispersant

Tensile Strenght by increasing dispersant
0.035
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0.5 wt % CB

70

1 wt% CB
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2. Mechanical properties of photopolymer nano composite (a) tensile strength vs dispersant content (b) Hardness vs
dispersant content
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3.3 Thermal Properties
Figure 3 (a) shows that TPA / HDDA with the absence of any other filler, only added photo initiator, start to decompose at
temperature about 268.12oC and complete to decompose at temperature about 489.27oC. Both of figures (b) and (c) show that
with additional of 0.5phr and 1phr of carbon black start decomposition temperature increase up to 293.82 oC and 304.36 oC ,
and final decomposition temperature up to 493.637 oC and 492.47oC respectively. Those were known that adding carbon black
could enhance its pyrolysis temperature.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3 DTA curve of samples varied with the composition of CB filler (a) 0phr (b) 0.5phr (c) 1phr

4. CONCLUSION
The presence of carbon black as filler decrease the curing time of TPA / HDDA-based photopolymer materials that further will
reduce production time and cost of prototype parts. Additional of carbon black and dispersant into photopolymer matrix in
appropriate composition will increase not only its tensile strength and hardness but also its thermal stability.
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ABSTRACT
Most of biological apatites are carbonated apatites. Carbonates can replace position of OH- or (PO4)3- in hydroxyapatite
phases. In the present study, carbonated apatite-chitosan composites were synthesized and their biocompatible and
bioresorbable characteristics were examined in Simulated Body Fluid (SBF). Calcium phosphate was synthesized by
precipitation methode using hen’s eggshells as the calcium sources. Calcium oxyde from hen’s eggshell was dropped by
diammonium hydrogen phosphate at a temperature of 37oC. The resulted precipitate was then dried and sintered at 900oC for
5 hours. Composition of carbonated apatite-chitosan composites used in this experiments was 64% hydroxyapatite, 16%
carbonated apatite and 20% chitosan. The composites were then immersed in 50 ml SBF for 3 months. A slightly decrease of
weight of about 25% after 3 months immersion in SBF was observed. The experiments showed that the weight decreased with
the time of immersion. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) micrographs showed that grain size seemed bigger after the 3
months immersion and some composites were covered by SBF particles indicating an interaction between the composites and
the SBF. X-ray Diffraction (XRD) patterns showed the crystallinity of the composites ranged from 61% to 82% and remained
in similar range during the immersion.
Keywords
Calcium phosphate, simulated body fluid, composites, precipitation, biocompatability

1. INTRODUCTION
Natural bone consists of organic and inorganic substance. Organic substance like organic matrix possesses important property
in the growth of bone minerals, whilst inorganic substance supports the mechanical strength of the bone. Calcium phosphate
known as apatites is a major component in bone minerals [1-5]. Most of apatite obtained in biological system is carbonated
apatite [6,7]. Hydroxyapatite (HA), the most commonly used calcium phosphate in medical fields, possesses excellent
biocompatibility [8,9]. It has the chemical formula Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 and a Ca/P molar ratio of 1.67. It could support bone in
growths without breaking down or dissolving if used for implantation in human body. Presence of carbonate (CO3) may
substitute either for the hydroxyl (OH) or the phosphate (PO4) group, designated as type A or type B carbonated apatite,
respectively. Forming type B carbonated apatites easier than forming type A carbonated apatites due to less energy required to
free (PO4)3-. Type A carbonated apatites could be formed in high temperature and most of type B carbonated apatite might be
formed in low temperature. Dense HA ceramics when used as bone implant is almost non resorbable and bioinert.The
substitutions may cause morphological changes in precipitated apatite crystals as well as their properties. Carbonate substituted
apatite is more soluble than carbonate-free synthetic apatite [10,11]. High brittleness and low tensile strength of these bioactive
materials can be reduced by the formation of the carbonate apatite on the surface of biomaterials. Various methods for
preparing hydroxyapatite have been developed which are are wet method, dry method, hydrothermal method, alkoxide method,
and flux method.
This paper presented examination of bone substitution composites made of calcium phosphate-chitosan in simulated body
fluid (SBF). Calcium phosphate as a mineral was made of hydroxyapatite and carbonated apatite whereas chitosan functioned
as a matrix. The composite should have a good bioactivity and biodegradability in interaction with any cell tissue in human
body [12,13]. In SBF, the material exposed to the effects of aqueous solutions simulating the inorganic part of blood plasma in
the presence or absence of cell cultures and the interactions of the surface with the solution will examine. This in vitro test
performed for three months.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Synthesis of Calcium Phosphate-Chitosan Composites
Hen’s eggshells were used as calcium sources. After washing, egshells were calcinated at 1000oC for 5 hours. Calcium
phosphate compound was prepared by reacting 0.3 M calcium (Ca) solution and 0.18 M phosphate (P) solution using
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precipitation method performed at a temperature of 37oC and stirred by magnetic stirrer. Dry precipitate was then sintered at a
temperature of 900oC for 5 hours to result in HA.
Carbonated apatite was synthesized with the same method of synthesizing HA except the processes was performed without
sintering process. Sonication was applied during the mixing of calcium phosphate compounds and chitosan to result in a
composite with a composition of 64% HA, 16% CA, and 20% chitosan. Chitosan solution 2% (b/v) obtained by dissolvable
powder of chitosan in 3% asetat acid solution (v/v). The resulted composite was then dried at 50oC for 15 hours.
In VitroTest in Simulated Body Fluid (SBF)
SBF was made of KCl, NaCl, NaHCO3, MgSO4.7H2O, CaCl2, Tris+HCl, NaN3, and KH2PO4 solution [14]. In vitro test was
performed by soaking the composite sample into SBF at 37oC for three months. The composite sample was then observed
everyday for a week and every week for three months.
Three methods of characterization was applied: x-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and fourier
transform infrared (FTIR).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 XRD and FTIR Analysis

Figure 1: XRD patterns of calcium phosphate-chitosan composite samples after immersion in SBF for 1 day (D1), 2 days (D2),
3 days (D3), 4 days (D4), 5 days (D5), 6 days (D6), and 7 days (D7)
XRD results of calcium phosphate-chitosan composite samples corresponded to hydroxyapatite (JCPDS 9-432), type Acarbonated apatite (JCPDS 35-180), and type B-carbonated apatite (JCPDS 19-0272) in JCPDS table. The patterns showed the
peaks of samples which mostly consisted of hydroxyapatite (HA) and carbonated apatite (CA). Figure 1 showed phases of HA
and CA in the composites observed day by day during the first week of immersion in SBF. It could be seen that there was no
change of crystallinity of the samples detected. Examination was performed weekly during the three months experiments.
Figure 2 showed XRD patterns of samples observed weekly during the third month of immersion in SBF. The patterns
remained the same as that of the first week, there was no significant change detected. At weeks 10, 11, and 12 there were peaks
of carbonated apatites at around 46o seen in Figure 2. This might be and indication of interaction between the composites and
the ionic solution of SBF.
There was a trend of weight loss regarding the immersion of the composites in SBF that was also observed in this research.
This weight loss indicating a degradation of the composites was observed about 25% after 3 months immersion.
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Figure 2: XRD patterns of calcium phosphate-chitosan composite samples after immersion in SBF for 9 weeks (W9), 10 weeks
(W10), 11 weeks (W11), 12 weeks (W12)
Crystallinity was calculated by comparing crystalline area fraction to the total of crystalline area fraction and amorphous area
fraction. Table 1 showed that crystallinity of the samples ranged from 61% to 82 %. The value was fluctuative, but there was
not any trend of increasing or decreasing of the crystallinity during the three months immersion of the composites in SBF.
Table 1:Crystallinity of samples.

No
1
2
3
4

Time of immersion
1 week
1 month
2 months
3 months

Crystallinity (%)
60.83-82.22
70.38-79.83
64.09-81.28
64.95-79.86

Identification the pressence of functional groups in crystall observed by FTIR characterization as shown in Figure 3.
Transmitance band that appear near 960 cm-1, 610-550 cm-1 and 1030-1090 cm-1 were characteristics of calcium phosphate
showing the presence of calcium phosphate compounds. FTIR spectra for the three months experiments showed that on wave
numbers of 610-550 cm-1 and 1030-1090 cm-1 the transmitance curves diversed due to the immersion.
Carbonate trasmitance was shown in two maximum wavenumbers 1456 cm-1 and 1451 cm-1, also in 1544-1452 cm-1. Pressence
of carbonated apatite crystalls was also observed at wave numbers near 1540 cm-1. Chemical formula of chitosan was
identified from transmitance band at wavenumbers 1014-3400 cm-1. From the FTIR spectra, the presence of chitosan in
composites was clearly detected.
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Figure 3: FTIR spectra of the composites
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3.2 SEM Analysis
Figure 4 showed SEM images of samples with 20,000 times magnification. From the micrographs, it could be seen that the
composites were in the form of agglomerated crystalline particles and cavity from which it could be seen that the sizes became
greater as the time of immersion longer.

a

b

c

d

Figure 4: SEM micrographs of samples after immersion in SBF for 1 day (a), 1 week (b), 1 month (c), and 3 months (d)
After 3 months of immersion, the Figure showed that several agglomerated particles looked covered with precipitates of SBF
and, therefore, the sizes became bigger. It was explained by EDS (Electron Disposition Spectroscopy) characterisation that
several of SBF elements were present in samples. The larger the grain size due to the immersion proved that composites had
interacted with SBF ions. Table 2 showed that the longer the time of immersion, the greater the grain sizes. After 3 months of
immersion the sizes ranged from 0.19-0.81 µm, while after 1 month of immersion the sizes ranged from 0.11-0.41 µm.
Table 2: Grain size of carbonated apatite-chitosan composites.

No
1
2
3
4

Time of immersion
1 week
1 month
2 months
3 months

Grain size (µm)
0.11-0.41
0.17-0.47
0.09-0.50
0.19-0.81
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4. CONCLUSION
Carbonated apatite-chitosan composites consisted of 64% hydroxyapatite, 16% carbonated apatite and 20% chitosan have
been synthesized and then immersed in 50 ml SBF for 3 months. This in vitro test showed that a slightly decrease of weight of
about 25% after 3 months immersion in SBF was observed. X-ray Diffraction (XRD) patterns showed the crystallinity of the
composites ranged from 61% to 82% and remained in similar range during the immersion. The value was fluctuative, but there
was not any trend of decreasing or increasing observed. FTIR spectra indicated that there were functional groups of HA,
carbobated apatite, and chitosan. The longer the time of immersion, compositions for each chemical functions decreased.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) micrographs showed that grain size seemed bigger during the 3 months of immersion
and some composites were covered by SBF particles.
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The physical properties of carbon from natural fibers are strongly influenced by the conditions of carbonization process.
Temperature carbonization process of natural fibers affects the structure and electrical properties of carbon. This research
studied the influence of carbonization process to the electrical conductivity and the microstructure of carbon from oil palm
fibers. Oil palm fiber carbonization process has been carried out at the temperature of 500oC and 900oC for 1 hour in the
atmosphere of inert gas (nitrogen) and at a temperature of 1300oC performed using a Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS). Structure
of oil palm fiber carbon analyzed using XRD and SEM, electrical conductivity measurements carried out using LCR meter.
XRD data analysis showed that thecarbonstructureisamorphous,and carbonization process up to 1300oC cause increase of the
degree of crystallinity, that are 36.92%, 39.07% and 42.48% for 500oC, 900oC and 1300oC respectively. Increase of
carbonization temperature also causesthe electrical conductivity of carbon that are (3.3 x10-6) S/m – (4.8 x10-6) S/m for
carbon 500oC, 1.29 S/m – 1.3 S/m for carbon 900oC, and (1.4 x10) S/m – (1.7 x10) S/m for carbon 1300oC.
Keywords
Carbon, carbonization, electrical conductivity, crystallinity, oil palm fiber
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ABSTRACT
Research and development of concrete these days is increasing. Concrete usually only serves as a structure, it also can have
added functionality if re-engineered material in concrete. The development of technology to be one trigger many concrete
results from this added functionality. One of them is concrete that serves at once as a sensor. Because the value added that
further research is called concrete sensor with smart concrete. Smart concrete is impregnated with carbon fibers in the matrix.
Carbon fibers as reinforcement in addition to serve as sensors in the concrete itself so it don’t need another sensors. Carbon
fibers are used only in small amounts is less than 10 vol% matrix. The principle of this carbon fiber works in piezoresistivity
which respond the mechanical changes (stress and strain) in the form of electrical impulses. The materials used in concrete
mix design followed by the power of K-450 to Highway or Rigid Pavement. The addition of carbon fiber is a synthetic polymer
of polyacrylonitrile (PAN) in the form of chopped. Concrete material bonds have many determinants that in making these
things must be considered. Selection of appropriate ingredients and mixing techniques are workable and measurable can give
a good bond between the material in concrete. By comparing the sensitivity of smart concrete with carbon fiber composition by
0.3%, 0.4% and 0.5% found that the result for more carbon fiber composition, the resistivity of the concrete will be more
sensitive but its strength should be reviewed again if the structural strength standards for Rigid pavement.
Keywords
Smart Concrete, Carbon Fiber, Resistance, Sensitivity, Rigid Pavement

1. INTRODUCTION
In general, concrete is a building material consisting of cement (commonly Portland cement) as well as other cementitious
materials such as fly ash and slag cement, aggregate (coarse aggregate such as gravel, limestone or granite, plus a fine
aggregate like sand), water, and materials additional chemicals. Concrete freezes and hardens after mixing with water and
placement due to a chemical process known as hydration. Water reacts with cement, which binds the other components
together, then forming materials such as stone. Research and development of concrete which are much done in the addition of
a substance as an admixture in the form of fiber. Fibers in the concrete can increase flexural strength. Flexural strength of
concrete is very important as strength of concrete in its application in rigid pavement. The fiber is used also vary raw materials,
shape, size and allocation. This study has been reviewed making smart concrete with carbon fiber reinforcement. The addition
of a number of fiber-reinforcement is one alternative to provide the concrete with high strength such as industrial demand and
also significantly to durability. Concrete with carbon fiber reinforcement in the form of particles showed very good durability
properties because of the fiber has a high resistance against usage, heat and corrosion [1]. Smart concrete also serves as a
sensor to detect static or dynamic loads without the addition of conventional sensors are usually very expensive.
Smart concrete with carbon fiber reinforcement was first discovered by Deborah Chung. Carbon fiber is used only in small
amounts is less than 10 vol% matrix. Construction of roads built by using smart concrete will be able to provide information on
where the vehicle's position is, how much weight, and speed. And these results can be known even when the vehicle is running
normally on the highway [2, 3]. In addition, smart concrete can also monitors the health condition of concrete structures, such
as: cracks (fracture), elastic and inelastic deformation, observed through the electrical signal response is given. So it can
function as well as early warning sensors before the damage is more severe.
In this research, selected the type of carbon fiber PAN (Polyacrylonitrile) as material precursor. This is a figure of PAN
chemical structure:
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Figure 1. Chemical Structure of Polyacrylonitrile [4]
Carbon fiber is a good conductor so the value of R (Resistance) changes the heat flow. Carbon fiber distribution in the
concrete mix is a determinant in the success of concrete technology with carbon fiber reinforcement. Resistivity changes
sensitivity influenced by the bond between carbon fiber and concrete matrix itself [5, 6]. Bond in concrete has many
determinants in making these things must be considered.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
In making concrete this ingenious experiment carried out a series of experiments by using the suitable raw materials. The raw
materials used in accordance with the purpose of the experiment which is expected to include: Portland Cement to take semen
from two of the leading cement producer in Indonesia. Cement is the main ingredient in the construction world as an adhesive
material that would bind other materials into a single entity called "Concrete". Therefore in this study cement used as the main
comparative material on the use of carbon fiber. Aggregate is a filler material in concrete structure so that the concrete with the
same size is obtained at a cheaper price compared to using 100% cement. Aggregate in the concrete mixture is generally in the
form of fine sand and gravel with a certain ratio in accordance with the standards established. Aggregate to produce high
strength concrete must be clean of mud or soil that can weaken the strength of concrete. In the study of aggregate used is sand
of the Pacific Islands, once a clean sand and gravel split.
Carbon fiber is a main ingredient in the formation of the smart concrete nature because if you get pressure properties would
result in electrical conductivity change. In this study, the material used is a PAN type carbon fiber which has proven to change
the nature of conductivity "resistivity" is good. Silica Fume is a compound that has high purity and extremely fine grain size.
Nature provides the advantage of being fill the spaces in the concrete due to the emergence of gas bubbles so as to suppress the
formation of cavities in the concrete. The presence of silica fume facilitate contact between the concrete material with carbon
fiber can be well maintained so that the electrical conductivity up / down barriers. Silica fume is used in high-density classified
as originating from the PT. SIKA, Bogor. Methylcellulose compound can increase the viscosity and thus function as dispersant
of carbon fibers in concrete can be spread more evenly with the help methylcellulose. Methylcellulose added in small amounts
for the strength of concrete is not reduced by the existence of such methylcellulose. Water is the solvent media in the
manufacture of cement with other materials [7]. Beside the concrete forming process occurs also the reaction between water
and cement so that cement will harden. In this study, the water used is in general but the pH is maintained at pH 7, so it needs a
slight amount of acid neutralizer. Smart concrete make to follow the common standard in the manufacture of concrete for road
construction based on Composition of Mix Design Concrete K-450.
Table 1. Composition of Mix Design Concrete

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Carbon fiber/
cement
0%
0,1%
0,2%
0,3%
0,4%
0,5%

Water/
cement
0.34
0.42
0.46
0.46
0.49
0.50

Cement
content
18 %
18 %
18 %
18 %
18 %
18 %

Silica fume
content
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%

Methylcellulose
content
0,4%
0,4%
0,4%
0,4%
0,4%

Besides using the above material in this study also uses the equipment. Equipment used for research and analysis activities
include: Mixer, Moulds iron, Press Test Equipment, Resistance Measurement Equipment. Curing time is 28 days then the next
step is to test the strength of concrete as well as measured electric resistance of concrete.
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3. RESULTS

Figure 2. Graph of Strength versus Resistivity for Smart Concrete with PAN Carbon Fiber 0 – 0.5 %

4. DISCUSSION


Sensitivity Analysis of Smart Concrete
To determine the extent of the load sensitivity of smart concrete analysis with some graph of carbon fiber experiments
in the range 0.1% to 0.5% weight. We choose the three best graphs from the results. From the experimental results
that show the decline curve in the delivery of carbon fiber 0.3%, 0.4% and 0.5% by weight of cement. Then the three
curves were then analyzed by the regression equation which is a function of resistance against the load in KN versus
KΩ. The regression equation graphic images can be displayed in the image below:
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Figure 3. Graph of relationship Resistance vs Load with % carbon fiber content by weight of cement
From Figure 3 then make the calculation of regression analysis as outlined in the table are as follows:
Table 2. Results of regression analysis calculations

No
1
2
3

Equation
Y = - 0,0006X + 1,9671
Y = - 0,0007X + 1,6342
Y = - 0,0009X + 1,3503

Load Sensitivity
( K Ω / KN )
0,0006
0,0007
0,0009

Limit Measured Load ( KN )
Minimum
Maximum
5,29
43,33
31,48
65,55
18,55
47,55

From the regression equation can be seen that the most sensitive to the load is 0.5% addition of carbon fiber with a sensitivity
level of 0.0009 KΩ / KN while the lowest sensitivity level is 0.3% of carbon fiber cement weight is 0.0006 KΩ / KN. From the
table above shows that the more the higher the sensitivity of carbon fiber. By looking at the measured load range showed that
the addition of 0.3% weight carbon fiber cement provides measurement range of the most wide limits of between 5.29 to 43.33
KN while it is the most narrow range of 0.4% carbon fiber with weight of cement. The working principle of this carbon fiber as
censor is piezoresistivity (not piezoelectricity) that respond to changes in the mechanical (stress and strain) in the form of
electrical impulses (electrical resistivity). Basically, concrete has conductive properties, but to increase the sensitivity to
changes stress and strain, we need a more conductive material. Therefore we need a material which has a conductivity value of
large or relatively small resistance value, one of which is carbon fiber, so if there are changes in stress and strain of the
additional load will be monitored in a more sensitive is the resistance of the price change that is reversible for elastic
deformation, and irreversible for inelastic deformation or cracking (fracture) [8]. Resistivity changes resulting sensitivity is
influenced by the bond between carbon fiber and concrete matrix itself. Bond in concrete has many determinants that in
making these things must be considered. Selection of appropriate ingredients and mixing techniques are workable and
measurable can add a good bond between the material in concrete.
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5. CONCLUSION
The electrical conductivity of carbon fiber is very important in smart concrete structures. This can be influenced with variation
and species composition of carbon fibers used to be able to respond to elastic or inelastic deformation of concrete structures
properly. From the experimental results on the addition of PAN carbon fiber is best at 0.4% addition of carbon fiber. Where the
results of the PAN type carbon fiber at pressures between 31.48 to 84.40 KN providing the downward trend in accordance with
the characteristics of concrete barriers to smart censor applications in the transportation sector. By comparing the sensitivity of
smart concrete with carbon fiber composition by 0.3%, 0.4% and 0.5% found that the result for more carbon fiber composition,
the resistivity of the concrete will be more sensitive but its strength should be reviewed again if the structural strength
standards for Rigid pavement.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study was to investigate membrane morphology and transport properties for refinery produced wastewater
treatment. Hollow fiber ultrafiltration bundle equipped with polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes modified by inorganic
lithium chloride and titanium nanoparticles were used to purify refinery wastewater. The comparison of the performance and
morphology was conducted on prepared PVDF composite membranes with various LiCl.H2O and TiO2 contents. The hollow
fiber membranes were characterized by field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM), average pore size and effective
porosity measurements, contact angle measurement, permeability and rejection test. As a result, a maximum was observed for
membrane hydrophilicity, membrane porosity and average pore size when the TiO2 concentration was 1.95 %. In particular, it
was found that interactions between the membrane surface and suspended solid constituents strongly influenced the membrane
fouling. The maximum flux and rejection of refinery wastewater were 82.5 L/m2 h and 98.8 %, respectively, when the PVDF
composite membrane with TiO2 content of 1.95 % is used at pH = 6.9.
Keywords
Refinery wastewater, ultrafiltration, PVDF composite membrane, surface hydrophilicity.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Membrane technologies have been extensively used in separation facilities to separate liquid/liquid or liquid/solid mixtures [1].
Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) is regarded as one of the most attractive polymer materials in microporous membrane
industry. The molecular structure of PVDF homopolymer with alternating CH2 and CF2 groups along the polymer chain forms
a unique polymer. It provides extraordinary mechanical properties, high chemical resistance, good thermal stability and
excellent membrane forming abilities [2]. Therefore, PVDF is a suitable material to make membranes, which have been
applied in lithiumion batteries, pervaporation, wastewater treatment etc. They can also be used as composites with inorganic
nanoparticles such as ZrO2 [3], SiO2 [4], TiO2 [5,6], Al2O3 [7], and some small molecules salt such as LiCl [8] to improve the
membrane separation performance, thermal ability, chemical stability, and membrane forming ability by the combination of the
basic properties of organic and inorganic materials. Among different inorganic nanoparticles, TiO2 has received the most
attention because of its stability under harsh conditions, commercial availability, and easiness of preparation. When dispersed
to PVDF membrane, TiO2 nanoparticles can not only increase the hydrophilicity of membrane to enhance the flux but also kill
bacteria and mitigate the fouling problem of PVDF membrane in MBR system [9,10].
The improvement of PVDF hollow fiber composite membrane properties could be achieved via sol-gel method, grafting, and
physical blending of inorganic materials for its convenient operation [11]. Among these methods, physical blending is most
interesting, owing to its convenient operation under mild conditions, and good performances of the resulting membranes
[12,13]. Yu et al. [14] reported that PVDF/SiO2 and PVDF/TiO2 composite hollow fiber membranes could result in better
performance, especially in terms of membrane structure, mechanical strength, and permeation properties. Liu et al. [ 15] and
Gestel et al. [16] have studied the preparation of TiO2/Al2O3 composite hollow fiber membranes that exhibited better
performances than the membranes with individually added TiO2 or Al2O3 nanoparticles. At present time, there are still few
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papers reporting the preparation and characterization of PVDF/multi-nanoparticles composite hollow fiber membranes, which
might combine the advantages of polymer and various nanoparticles.
The effect of nanoparticle additives, i.e. LiCl and PVP, on the thermodynamic/kinetic relations during the phase inversion
process in the preparation of PVDF-based membranes was investigated by Fontananova et al. [17]. These additives were
soluble both in DMAc and H2O, and were leached out of the solution during phase inversion process. The macrovoids became
more accentuated and extended over the whole cross-section when PVP was present in the casting solution; on the contrary, a
high LiCl concentration reduced macrovoid formation. The unique electronic, magnetic, and optical properties of nanoparticles
improved the properties of polymer to a certain extent because of their small sizes, large surface areas, and strong activities
[18]. The presence of finely dispersed inorganic particles in the polymer matrix has proven very useful in the improvement of
membrane performance [19].
In this study, the fabrication of PVDF hollow fiber composite membranes by adding LiCl.H2O and TiO2 in various
concentrations was investigated, aiming to modify membrane surface properties and improve the filtration performance.
Hydrophilicity of membranes is usually expressed in terms of contact angle for a liquid drop on the membrane surface to
measure the tendency for liquid to wet of the membrane surface. Pore size and porosity analysis of the PVDF hollow fiber
composite membranes were investigated. The surface and inner structures of the sample membranes were studied by FESEM.
The performance for refinery wastewater treatment was characterized by pure water flux and rejection efficiency of refinery
wastewater at various pH values of feed solution.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Materials
Hollow fiber composite membranes were prepared using Kynar®740 PVDF polymer pellets purchased from Arkema Inc.
Philadelphia, USA. DMAc (Synthesis Grade, Merck, >99%) was used as solvent without further purification. Lithium chloride
monohydrate and titanium dioxide nanoparticles were used as inorganic additives. Both of them were purchased from SigmaAldrich and used as received. Glycerol was purchased from MERCK (Germany) and used as non-solvent or the post treatment
of membrane. In all cases, tap water was used as the external coagulation bath medium in the spinning process.
2.2 Preparation of PVDF spinning dopes
Pre-dried (24 h oven dried at 50 oC) PVDF pellets was weighed and poured into pre-weighed DMAc solvent. The mixture was
stirred to ensure thorough wetting of polymer pellets, prior to the addition of appropriate amounts of LiCl.H 2O at 50 oC. TiO2
was then added to the mixture which was continuously stirred for 48 h (IKA-20-W) at 500 rpm until a homogenous solution
was formed. The polymer solution was kept in a glass bottle and air bubbles formed in the dope were removed using water
aspirator for several hours. The fully dissolved polymer solution was transferred to a stainless steel reservoir and left in the
reservoir for 24 h at room temperature for degassing prior to spinning process. Solution viscosity was measured using
rheometer (Bohlin Instrument Ltd.) at various temperatures between 25 and 50 oC.
2.3 Hollow fiber spinning
The hollow fiber spinning process by dry-jet wet phase inversion was described elsewhere [20]. The details of the spinning
dope compositions and spinning parameters are listed in Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 1: Spinning dope compositions
Sample

PVDF wt. %

TiO2 wt. %

LiCl.H2O wt. %

PTL-0

19

0

0.98

PTL-5

19

1

0.98

PTL-10

19

1.95

0.98

PTL-15

19

2.85

0.98

PTL-20

19

3.8

0.98

Briefly, the polymer solution was pressurized through the spinneret at a controlled extrusion rate, while internal coagulant was
adjusted at 1.4 mL/min. The hollow fiber that had emerged from the tip of the spinneret was guided through the two water
baths at a take up velocity 13.7 cm/s, carefully adjusted to match free falling velocity, before landing in a final collection bath
to complete the solidification process. The spun hollow fibers were immersed in the water bath for a period of 3 days, with
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daily change of the water, to remove the residual DMAc and the additives. Then, the hollow fibers were post-treated by leaving
them in 10 wt.% glycerol aqueous solution for 1 day in order to minimize fiber shrinkage and pores collapse. After the fibers
were dried for 3 days, they were ready for making hollow fiber test modules.
Table 2: Spinning condition of PVDF hollow fiber membranes
Dope extrusion rate (mL/min)
Bore fluid
Bore fluid flow rate (mL/min)
External coagulant
Air gap distance (cm)
Spinneret o.d./i.d. (mm)
Coagulation temperature (oC)

4.20
H2O
1.40
Tap water
1 cm
1.10/0.55
25

2.4 Membrane characterizations
Field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) (JEOL JSM-6700F) was used to examine the morphology of the spun
PVDF hollow fiber composite membrane by standard methods. The membrane samples were immersed in liquid nitrogen and
fractured carefully. The samples were then dried in vacuum oven and coated with sputtering platinum before testing. The
FESEM micrographs of cross-section and inner skin layer were taken at various magnifications. It produced photographs at the
analytical working distance of 10 nm.
The static contact angle of membrane was measured by the sessile drop method using a DropMeter A-100 contact angle system
(Maist Vision Inspection & Measurement Co. Ltd.) to characterize the membrane wetting behaviour. A water droplet of 3 µL
was deposited on the dry membrane using a microsyringe. A microscope with a long working distance 6.5x objectives was
used to capture image.
Asymmetric porous membranes were characterized by determination of porosity and average pore radius. The membrane
porosity, ε, was defined as the volume of the pores divided by the total volume of the porous membrane. The membrane
porosity was calculated using the following equation,

( w1  w2 )
ε=

W

( w1  w2 )

W



w2

x 100

(1)

P

where ε is the porosity of the membrane (%), w1 the weight of wet membrane (g), w2 the weight of dry membrane (g), ρp the
density of the polymer (g/cm3) and ρw is the density of water (g/cm3).
To prepare the wet and dry membranes, five spun hollow fibers with the length of 25 cm were selected after solvent was
exchanged in tap water for 3 days. The fibers were immersed into the isopropanol for 3 days and distilled water for 3 days. The
remained water in the inner surface was removed using air flow, before weighing the membranes. The wet membranes were
dried in vacuum oven for 12 h at 40 oC and weighted.
Average pore radius, rm, was determined by filtration velocity method, in which pure water flux of the wet membrane was
measured by applying pressure (0.1 MP) for a limited period (20 h). It represents the average pore size along the membrane
thickness (ℓ) that was the difference between external radius and internal radius of the hollow fiber membrane. The test module
containing 60 fibers with the length of 35 cm was used to determine water permeability. According to Guerout-Elford-Ferry
equation, rm could be calculated:
rm =

(2.9  1.75 ) x8Q
xAxP

(2)

where η is water viscosity (8.9 x 10-4 Pa s),  is the membrane thickness (m), ∆P is the operation pressure (0.1MPa), ε is the
porosity of the membrane (%), Q is volume of permeate water per unit time (m3 s-1), A is effective area of membrane (m2).
2.5 Permeation flux and rejection of refinery wastewater measurements
The permeation flux and rejection of PVDF hollow fiber membranes were measured by submerged ultrafiltration experimental
equipment at various pHs of the feed solution (4.0 to 9.7). The equipment is shown schematically in Fig. 1. An in-house
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assembled U-shape hollow fiber module, with a filtration area of 11.42 cm2, was submerged in prepared suspension in a
membrane reservoir with a volume of 14 L. A cross-flow stream was produced by air bubbling generated by a diffuser situated
underneath the submerged membrane module for mechanical cleaning of the membrane module. The air bubbling flow rate per
unit projection membrane area was set constantly to 1.8 L/min in order to maintain proper turbulence. The filtration pressure
was supplied by a vacuum pump and controlled by a needle valve at 0.5 bar. Permeate flow rate were continually recorded
using flow meter.

Figure 1: Schematic of submerged ultrafiltration process: (v1,v2) feed flow, (P1) peristaltic pump, (P2) compressor, (S)
sparger, (M) submerged membrane module, (T1) pretreatment tank, (T2) membrane reservoir, (QC) flow
control, (PC) pressure control, (LC) level control, (LI) level indicator.
The rejection test was carried out with synthetic refinery wastewater with a mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS)
concentration of 3 g/L and various pH values (from 4.0 to 9.7). All experiments were conducted at 25oC using a vacuum pump.
Firstly, the pure water permeation flux (Jw) was measured at reduced pressure (0.5 bar) on the permeate side. Then, the
permeation flux for the refinery wastewater (JR) and rejection (R) were measured also at the reduced pressure on the permeate
side.
Membrane performance was tested with a self made U-shape membrane module having about 11.42 cm2 of membrane surface
area. Pure water permeation rate was measured after the steady state was reached, and the flux was calculated as

F=

V
At

(3)

where F is the pure water flux (l/m2 h), V is the permeate volume (l), A is the membrane surface area (m2), and t is the time (h).
Rejection (R) was measured using the synthetic refinery wastewater after the pure water test. The synthetic refinery wastewater
was in-house produced and consisted of fresh water, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, surfactant, and carbon black in a proper
composition, having mixed liquor suspended solid (MLSS) of 3 g/l and UV absorptionat a wavelength of 2.6 cm -1. The
rejection was calculated as
R = (1-

cp
cf

) x 100

(4)

where R is the rejection ultrafiltration process (%), cp is the concentration of the permeate (%) and cf is the concentration of the
feed (%).

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Morphological studies of PVDF membranes
The PVDF hollow fiber membranes were fabricated using dry-wet jet spinning method with three different batches of fibers for
each dope composition. The morphologies of the membrane were studied by FESEM.
Figure 2 shows the FESEM micrographs of the PVDF hollow fiber composite membranes prepared using different
concentrations of TiO2 at a constant concentration of LiCl.H2O. Improvement of membrane morphology is observed for
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addition of a small amount of TiO2 nanoparticles. TiO2 nanoparticles have high specific areas and hydrophilicity, which will
affect the mass transfer during the spinning process.
The cross-sectional images for all hollow fibers consist of finger-like macrovoids extending from both inner and outer wall of
the hollow fiber, and an intermediate sponge-like layer. The thickness of the sponge-like layer decreases initially with an
increase in TiO2 concentration (from Figs. 3a to 3c). However, with a further increase in TiO2 concentration the thickness of
sponge-like layer starts to increase (Figs. 3d and 3e). This phenomenon can be explained by the kinetic effect on the rate of
solvent-nonsolvent exchange in the phase inversion process. At lower TiO2 concentration, an increase in the amount of
hydrophilic TiO2 tends to draw more water into the polymer dope, resulting in an increase in the length of finger-like
macrovoids and decrease in the thickness of the intermediate sponge-like layer. Whereas at higher concentrations of TiO2, an
increase in TiO2 concentration increases the viscosity of the polymer dope, decreasing the rate of water intrusion into the
polymer dope, which results in the shorter finger-like macrovoids and thicker intermediate sponge-like layer.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 2: The cross-sectional and outer surface images of hollow fibers (Mag. 800x)
(a) PTL-0 (b) PTL-5 (c) PTL-10 (d) PTL-15 (e) PTL-20
3.2 Porosity and hydrophilicity studies of PVDF membranes

Different concentrations of TiO2 nanoparticles were employed to fabricate membranes. The membranes were characterized in
terms of surface hydrophilicity (contact angle), average pore radius (r) and effective porosity (ε). The results are shown in
Table 3.
Table 3: Properties of fabricated PVDF hollow fiber membranes
Membrane
PTL-0
PTL-5
PTL-10
PTL-15
PTL-20

Contact angle,o (s.d.)

Average pore size(nm), (s.d.)

81.05 (0.79)
60.90 (1.77)
47.33 (1.44)
56.63 (2.44)
57.67 (0.87)

28.0 (1.44)
14.93 (2.45)
34.05 (1.01)
30.12 (1.44)
26.07 (0.97)

Overall porosity
(%)
66.96
76.96
85.41
74.67
63.26

Rejection (%)
62.56
82.35
98.83
93.90
91.71
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Surface hydrophilicity is one of the most important properties of membranes which could affect the flux and antifouling ability
of membrane [22-24]. As presented in Table 3, contact angle decreased significantly with increasing TiO2 content up to 1.95
wt.% (PTL-10). The decreased contact angle indicates the increase in hydrophilicity, which seems natural considering high
hydrophilicity of TiO2 particles due to the presence of hydroxyl group. However, a further increase of TiO2 concentration
results in an increase in contact angle (decrease in hydrophilicity). This is most likely due to the agglomeration of TiO 2
nanoparticles, which reduces the area of contact of hydroxyl groups carried by the TiO2 nanoparticles.
The porosity and average pore size of the prepared membranes are listed in Table 3. All the prepared membranes showed a
good porosity in the range of 63 to 85%, which can be attributed to the low polymer concentration in the spinning dope and
additives used. The porosity increased with an increase in TiO2 content up to (PTL-10) but then decreased with further increase
in TiO2 content. This co insides with the change of the intermediate sponge layer thickness (initial decrease and then increase
with further increase in TiO2 content) as shown by the FESEM images.
The average pore radius is decreased with increasing TiO2 concentration in the spinning dope due to interaction between TiO2,
LiCl.H2O, and PVDF. A small proportion of TiO2 nanoparticles in the dope obtained the existed interfacial stresses between
the polymer and TiO2 nanoparticles, which formed of the organic phase shrinkage during the demixing process. However, the
added higher TiO2 concentration are blocked the pores and formed a denser cross-sectional substructure, consequently
decreasing the average pore size. The change in the average pore size occurs parralel the change in the porosity. This seems
also natural considering the larger size of the finger-like pores as compared to the sponge-like pores.
3.3 Effect of surface properties on permeability and rejection
The effect of membrane characterization parameters on permeability and rejection was investigated using submerged UF
experiments. As shown in Fig. 3, PTL-10 showed a maximum flux of 82.49 L/m2 h for TiO2 concentration of 1.95 wt.% (PTL10). The rejection values demonstrated the similar trend to the flux, showing the maximum value of 98.8 % at 1.95 wt.% TiO 2
concentration. It is interesting to note that the observed trend is contrary to the trade-off effect, by which rejection should
decrease as flux increases. It is easy to understand that the flux shows a maximum value for the membrane PTL-10, since both
porosity and pore size become the highest for this particular membrane (Table 3). The maximum in rejection occurring at the
same TiO2 concentration, on the other hand, can be explained by the trend observed in the surface hydrophilicity. As shown in
Table 3, contact angle is the lowest, meaning hydrophilicity is the highest for PTL-10. Most likely, water is preferentially
transported through the membrane as compared to the hydrophobic components of the refinery waste water when the
membrane surface is hydrophilic, thus the highest rejection of oily components corresponds to the highest surface
hydrophilicity of the membrane.
TiO2 particles on the membrane surface reduced the interaction between contaminants and the membrane surface. The
increased membrane hydrophilicity and membrane pore size with lower TiO2 concentration (≤1.95 wt.%) could attract water
molecules inside the composite membrane; facilitated their penetration through the membrane, enhancing the flux and
rejection. However, higher TiO2 concentration (> 1.95 wt.%) resulted in the formation of a highly viscous dope. As a
consequence, it decreased the hydrophilicity and average pore size.
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Figure 3: Jw , JR, R (retention), and the ratio JR/Jw of PVDF/LiCl/TiO2
composite membranes as a function of TiO2 concentration.
The antifouling properties of PVDF ultrafiltration membranes can be evaluated by the ratio of refinery wastewater flux (JR)
and pure water flux (JW). For the higher antifouling submerged UF membrane, the feed of refinery wastewater would cause a
smaller flux loss and the ratio (JR/JW) would become higher. Figure 3 also shows that the ratio (JR/JW) first increased and
reached the maximum at TiO2 concentration of 1.95 wt.%. This is also due to the highest hydrophilicity at this particular TiO2
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concentration, science high hydrophilicity reduces the interaction between the hydrophobic contaminants and the membrane
surface, effectively improving the antifouling properties. This clearly demonstrates the antifouling properties of TiO2 when it is
added to PVDF ultrafiltration membranes
3.4 Effect of pH on flux performances
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The flux is also strongly influenced by the pH value of feed solution. The permeate flux of a PVDF composite membrane
(PTL-10) at various pH values of 4.0, 5.0, 6.9, 8.1 and 9.7 during refinery wastewater treatment is presented in Fig. 4. The
steady flux increased sharply with increasing pH from 4.0 to 6.9 and the increase became less steep from pH 6.9 to 9.7 due to
the chemical interactions between the charged membrane surface and oil droplets. Figure 4 also shows the effect of pH on the
zeta potential. Due to the presence of the surfactant, the oil droplet is negatively charged. Therefore, the electrostatic affinity
accelerates fouling formation since the droplets adsorb onto the membrane surface and penetrate into the membrane pores,
lowering the steady permeate flux at pH 4.0. Thus, at lower pH values, the increase in suspended solid aggregation, and in turn
flux reduction caused by formation of a thicker suspended solid deposit, is likely due to reduction of electrostatic repulsion.
However, from pH 6.9 to 9.7 the membrane surface is negative charged. Repulsive forces reduce the adsorption of the foulant
and limit the membrane pore blocking, which increases the permeability and results in higher permeate flux. As discussed by
Yuan and Zydney [25], the initial flux decline during membrane filtration is due to the physical deposition of large suspended
solid aggregates on the membrane surface. It was reported that lower pH induced a lower flux. Additionally, the slightly flux
decline seen from pH 6.9 to 0.7 was caused by foulant deposition on the upper surface of the membrane at higher pH. Briefly,
the flux is higher at higher pH values.

20

Zeta Potential
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0
0
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5

6.9

8.1
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12

pH
Figure 4: Effect of solution pH and zeta potential on the steady flux during filtration
of refinery wastewater (MLSS 3 g/L) by membrane PTL-10.

4. CONCLUSIONS
PVDF composite hollow fiber membranes were prepared using dry-jet wet spinning process. Various amounts of TiO2 at
constant value of LiCl.H2O were used as non-solvent additives in the spinning dopes to improve the phase-inversion rate and
provide porous asymmetric membranes with improved structure for refinery produced wastewater treatment. Various
characterizations and measurements techniques such as membrane structure, surface wettability, porosity, average pore size,
and permeability were utilized to evaluate fine structural details of the membrane and membrane performance. Refinery
produced wastewater filtration was conducted through prepared PVDF composite hollow fiber membranes. FESEM analysis
indicated that PVDF concentration of 19 wt.% had suppressed both inner and outer membrane surface finger-like macrovoids
with slightly denser skin layer which decreased mass transport resistance. Addition of 1.95 wt.% of TiO 2 nanoparticles resulted
in smaller nanoparticles which in turn achieved higher hydrophilicity, small pore size, and high porosity. Permeability test
illustrated that LiCl.H2O and TiO2 nanoparticles affected the PVDF membranes performance remarkably. Significantly higher
flux and rejection of refinery wastewater were observed. Furthermore, the steady permeate flux achieved the increased results
at pH 6.7 to 9.7 slightly. These values also reflected the obtained thicker suspended solid deposit on the membrane outer
surface higher steady flux can be obtained at higher pH of feed solution.
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ABSTRACT
The mechanism of deformation in thermo-mechanical processing had been reviewed with the method of plane strain test. One
of deformation mechanism was performed under uniaxial tensile test. Various strategies to achieve the deformation mechanism
are discussed and one of them is plane strain tensile test method that can observed the formability characteristic of the sheet
metal during process. Experimental results of HSLA and Low Carbon Steels show that the forming limit diagram as one of the
formability characteristic can be view the deformation mechanism of plane strain that present on thermo-mechanical process.
Keywords
Thermo-mechanical Process, Plane Strain, Uniaxial Tension Test, Forming Limit Diagram.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Several researches of analyzing isothermally and non-isothermally temperature with different combination of composition and
process have been developed to obtain high strength and high toughness of C-Mn steel plate as a product of Thermomechanical Process (TMP) [1]. Deformation methods that generally used are compression, torsion and bending. In the other
word the deformation method by using tensile force was difficult to find.
In the rolling process, the pressing force will occur in the material surface and tensile force in the inside part of the material.
This will show the deformation mechanism that occurs in the material, not only explained by the pressure force but also by the
tensile force (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Illustration of force and pressure in rolling and tensile deformation.
Some research had done to obtain the plane strain deformation on the uniaxial tensile test by several researches. Wagoner and
Wang (1979) modified the specimen geometry to show the plain strain tensile test condition [2]. Base on the Wagoner and
Wang specimen geometry, some researchers developed the other method to look at the characteristics of the material being
tested in plane strain tensile test [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Kilfoil modified the specimen geometry using a wide and thin specimen [2].
In plane strain tensile condition, the changing of the specimen dimension can be observed from its formability characteristic.
The formability of the metal plate defined by the major and minor strain produced during the deformation process. Standard
approach used to show the value of the deformation stated as Forming Limit Diagram (FLD), which plotted of as a major and
minor strain in a two dimensional area (Figure 2). The limit of the FLD is called Forming Limit Curve (FLC). FLC define the
limit of the safe and failure in the FLD. This curve can be stated as a ratio of true minor strain (ε2) to the true major strain (ε1),
state as β, define as :
β = ε2/ε1
(1)
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where -0.5<β<0 stated drawing process in steel sheet, β≈0 stated as a plane strain process and 0<β<1 stated a biaxial tension.

Figure 2: FLD, showing variation of linear strain [2, 3].
According to ASTM E8, the main parameter that being measured in the tensile testing are stress and strain, where strain
defined as the dimensional change or elongation on unit length (ΔL) caused by the linear force. Strain can be defined as
mathematic equation, for engineering strain, e, and true strain (ε) [8].
Related to the testing of Thermo Mechanical Process, the value of the true strain can be connected with the hot tensile testing,
which is:
ε = 1.155· [ln 1/(1-r)]
(2)
where r is reduction of thickness in the hot rolling process [1].

2.

MATERIAL and METHOD

Commercial C-Mn steel and HSLA steel was used on this study and the detailed composition are given in Table 1 and 2.
Table 1: Composition of C-Mn Steel (% of weight)
C
0,085

Si
0,004

Mn
0.5022

P
0.019

S
0.004

Al
0,019

Cu
0,271

Cr
0.156

Fe
98,783

Table 2: Composition of HSLA Steel ASTM A572 Gr 50 (% of weight)
C
Si Mn
P
S
Ni
Al
Cu Nb
V
Ti
Cr
Mo
Fe
0,085 0,222 1,45 <0.003 <0.003 <0.005 0,049 0,045 0,028 <0.002 <0.002 <0.003 <0.005 98,141

The cold and hot tensile test was carried out in a laboratory using a universal tensile test machine that having 20 kN tensile
load capacity. Samples with 2 mm thickness (parallel to the rolling direction) were machined from the material (Figure 3) with
the specimen dimension as mention in Table 3.The cold tensile test was carried out for A, B, C and D specimens, to investigate
the deformation mechanism on the specimen to find out the plane strain deformation. After the plane strain deformation
achieved, hot tension test was done.

Figure 3: Geometry of Specimen A, B, C and D [2, 7].
Heat treatment of the D specimens fitted with the thermocouple was performed by heating at a constant rate of 0.3 °C.s -1 to
temperatures of 820 °C. Then hot tensile test done for the specimen on 0.01/s strain rate at two different temperatures of about
690oC and 750oC, to study the influence of the temperature on the deformation mechanism. Then hot rolling was done to
compare the result.
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Table 3: Specimen dimension
Specimen
Design

Size (mm)

Angle
L2

R

(A)o

20

200

4

0

2.4

16

200

4

45

31.2

15.7

35

200

8.5

0

85

4

24

200

10

0

W

L0

A

31.2

2.4

B

31.2

C
D

L1

The strain limit of FLD can be defined mathematically or experimentally. To define experimentally, FLC can be count from
the measurement result of the grids dimension, which can be shape as a circle, a cubic or a dot that being placed in the surface
of the specimen gage area. These grids afford as a measurement base zone on the strain. The deformed grids measured and
then compared with the initial grid’s dimension, to calculate the ratio of the main strain that used to obtain the value of β. By
variation the specimen dimension and the amount of the deformation, it was expected to obtain β≈0, so the analysis of the
plane strain in the thermo mechanical process can be done using tensile testing machine [2].

3.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Due to the absence of a standard that defines the geometry of the plane strain specimens; different shapes are proposed
according to the literature. However, in characterizing the local behavior of materials from the experimental measured data,
one should pay attention to the validity of the plane strain assumption. Dimensional change observation was done as analytical
observation phase to observe the formation of plane strain mechanism deformation which successfully being recorded by
digital video camera. This observation focused on the dimensional change of every grid on specimen to measure the spread of
the minor and major strain on seven testing point position (from yield until rupture) during cold and hot tensile test. It’s shown
that the value of FLC point equal to zero (β=0) for the seven position of all specimens. It means that all of the specimens attain
plane strain deformation during cold tension. One of the result observation points for cold tension can be show on 1.155 of
yield point position as shown on Figure 4.
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Figure 4: FLD value of all specimens at 1.155 of yield point position.
The different specimens taken from the literature survey showed that both major and minor strain fields can be obtained, which
indeed make the plane strain tensile test very attractive. Refer to the result on cold tension test, the next observation focused
on the spread of the major and minor strain for hot tension test on several temperatures. Base on the test result (compare of
gage length and mayor strain of each specimen) and the literature, D specimen was chosen for the hot tension test. It’s shown
that the value of FLC point equal to zero (β=0) for the position at 1.155 of yield point and the result can be show on Figure 5.
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Figure 5: FLD value of D specimen at 1.155 of yield point position on severe temperatures
Data presented in Figure 5 indicated the temperature effect for strain behavior. This temperature indicated a marginal increase
in major strain and an insignificant differentiate in minor strain. At this stage, small minor strain observed in the left side of the
vertical line. It was indicate that smaller local necking had occurred in the gage area. It could be explained base on the uniaxial
tensile method that had done to the specimen.
To observe the deformation mechanism of uniaxial tensile that subjected for the thermo mechanical process, hot rolling was
done. By observed the minor and major strain of hot rolling and plotted both with the hot tensile results to the FLD as shown in
Figure 6, we can conclude that plane strain deformation occurred in the process. It means that the uniaxial tensile test could be
used as one of some method to observe the thermomechanical process.
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Figure 6: FLD value of hot tension and hot roll on severe temperatures

4.

CONCLUSIONS

This research is devoted to the analysis of one of the main observed deformation mechanism in Thermo mechanical process of
sheet metals, i.e. the plane strain deformation. An extensive study is proposed with the help of the analysis of an area based
image matching dimensional measurement techniques on the entire gage area of the specimen.
Calculation result of the major and minor strain showed that the FLC value equal to zero in the yield point till the ultimate
tensile strength point for the A, B and C, and D specimen during cold tensile, and show the FLC of D specimen equal to zero
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during hot tensile. When combine it with hot rolling process, it look having FLC similar value. It means that uniaxial tensile
test method can present the thermo mechanical process in some condition.
Continue research must be done to prove this method, such as study the microstructure evolution between hot tension uniaxial
test and hot rolling process to observe and compare the similar grain growth and grain size.
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ABSTRACT
AISI 316L steel widely used in the manufacture of DCP (dynamics compression plate). The cases of failure on the DCP hole
has encouraged researchers to improve the mechanical properties of this material is mainly in the hole. Improvement of AISI
316L steel has been conducted by the hole expansion method (cold working). The method was done by applying pressure on
the side of the hole through a mandrel that bears are slowly (low-speed deformation). Modeling carried out to evaluate the
residual stress that appears on the inside of the hole due to the deformation process. Resulting residual stress distributions
indicate hardness of the surface and in depth hole. The different residual stress distribution is shown by different treatment
with levels of expansion. As expected that the sections beneath the hole surface showed high residual stresses.
Key words:
AISI 316L, deformation, residual stress, simulation

1. INTRODUCTION
AISI 316L steel should be one type of stainless steel that most suitable at this time in Indonesia to produce medical implants
such as plate dynamics compression plate than other types such as pure titanium (Cp-Ti) and its alloys such as TiAl6V4 [1,2].
The mechanical properties of this material are lower than the last two types mentioned above. There are cases of failure of
DCP, produced using these materials, when applied to the patient [3]. Failure that happened in the early stages healing of the
fractured DCP was located around the hole (Figure 1). Due to no indication of crack propagation, it is suspected that the failure
is caused by the high stress concentration around the hole. Allegations were endorsed by the simulation results [4]. While the
other opinion says that repeated loading (due to the patient to walk) to make micro-cracks propagate in the hole so that the
DCP was broken. The failure encourages researchers to improve the mechanical properties, especially in the holes section.

Figure 1. The fractured dynamics compression plate [3]
Micro defects can occur in hollow structures due to machining processes such as milling or drilling. Defects (micro-cracks)
may be propagating in the components so that failure can occur. To prevent crack propagation in the hole may be solved with a
hole expansion method (cold working) using a mandrel or split-sleeve [7-11]. The hole expansion method firstly introduced in
the aircraft industry, especially for the preparation of the holes rivets or bolts. In development of this method is also applied to
the manufacture of pressure vessels [7]. The work is conducting through the mechanism of plastic deformation resulting in
residual compression stress in the material so that it can inhibit the crack propagation [12]. The amounts of residual stress
generated affect the rate of crack propagation.
Cold working can be performed in various ways, which are classified based on the rate of deformation, that are whole
deformation and surface deformation. Both influence the grain refinement mechanism. Whole deformation may be conducted
by ECAP (equal channel angular process), ARB (additive roll bonding), MAF (Multi-axes forgings), and HPT (high pressure
torsion). While the surface deformation may be performed by mechanical milling, cold rolling, SMAT (surface mechanical
attrition treatment), and shot peening. The rate of deformation is widely used as a parameter in studying the behaviour of strain
hardening [7-12].
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An appropriate method for treating the AISI 316L steel is the plastically deformation. It is due to AISI 316L steel included to
the type of stainless steels which can not afford heat treatment because its constituent phases are stable. Plastically deformation
method that can be applied to the DCP is surface treatment due to the shape and the complex model of DCP. Surface treatment
on the DCP conducted by SMAT method has significantly increased surface hardness [5]. However, with this method is not
able to reach the side of the DCP hole. Therefore, this study proposes strengthening the DCP hole by expansion method. To
simplify the complexity of the problems associated with DCP hole geometry, the study conducted by modelling in a simple
form of circular holes in the steel AISI 316L. This model is aimed to evaluate the residual stress that occurs on the surface and
at depth hole AISI 316L steel after deformation.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Strain Rate
Rate of deformation (strain rate) became one of the parameters that affect the behavior of residual stress generated. Strain rate
given in the process of cold deformation lead to the phenomenon of flow stress and hardening mechanisms. Grouping of strain
rate is divided into three regions namely low strain rate (<1 s-1), medium strain rate (1–103 s-1) and high strain rate (> 103 s-1).
Each will give an influence on the flow stress becomes: weak, sensitive and strong [3]. The amount of flow stress will certainly
affect the hardening mechanism. If the flow stress is small then the resulting strain is also low. Conversely, if the flow stress is
higher, it may accelerate the process of stretching. However, the higher flow stress does not lead to the higher resulting
residual stress [7]. It was justified by some researchers [3] which showed that the strain hardening exponent decreases with
increasing strain rate. Therefore, it is still very open to investigate this phenomenon.
Mechanism of strain hardening represented in the form of residual stress has been simulated [9] indicated a mechanism of nonlinear kinematics hardening on the surface of the stretched hole. However, that does not explain the behavior in the deeper
side. In author's knowledge, there are no explained the magnitude and distribution of hardness occurs on the surface as well as
the deeper sides.
2.2. Material properties
Stress-strain relations for materials having strain hardening is given by a modified Ramberg-Osgood equation,

y

y

y

y

for

y

(1)

n for

y

(2)

where σy: yield stress, εy: yield strain = σy/E, and n is strain hardening exponent.
2.3. Formulation
Materials are assumed to be isotropic in the field of the test object. The test object is considered as a thin sheet with an outside
diameter equal to the width of specimens with a hole in the middle. The test object is considered as a thin disk and assuming
the thickness stress equal to zero (plane stress). The analysis was performed with Hencky deformation theory assuming
yielding occurred following the von Misses criterion. Basic equilibrium equation is made in the plastic region a <r <rc. Shear
stress and strain equal to zero due to the symmetrically geometry and balance equation becomes:

d r
dr

r

(3)

r

A strain displacement relation is given by equation:

du
u
,
dr
r
Compatibility equations are satisfied by the strain is:
d
r
dr
r
Relationship of stress and strain follows the rules of the equation:
r

k

n

where k is the coefficient of power,
2

2
r

r

.

(4)

(5)
is the equivalent stress which is defined according to von Misses criterion, that is:
(6)

Specified boundary condition is
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pi

r (r a)

By substituting the auxiliary variables

(r ) become:
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2
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) and
r
6
3
3
Then by manipulating the above equations, the stress equation is equivalent to:
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where σy: yield stress, and
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is a function of strain hardening exponent,
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is auxiliary variable value at r = rc and obtained from the Lame equations;
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3
2
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Relationship of the given pressure to the side of the hole with material yield stress is given the following equation:
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2.4. Strain solution
The total strain on the inelastic area a r
e
r
e

r

e
r
e

(
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rc is given equation:
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The elastic strain follows equation:
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The plastic strain follows equation:
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which Ep can be expressed in form of secant modulus as:
1
Ep

1
Es

1
E

(15)

While Poisson's ratio is given the equation:
(1 Es / E )
e Es
(16)
E
2
2.5. Radial expansion of the hole
Tangential strain in the form of the radial displacement is given equation:
u
(17)
r
Radial displacement at the edge of the hole is given equation
a(
r)
(18)
ur a
Es
Permanent expansion of the hole after removing the mandrel is obtained by subtraction the tangential elastic strain due to
removing the load is given the equation:

ur

a

a

1
Es

1
E

e
r

(19)

Es

E
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2.6. Residual stress
Stress in the inelastic area a

rc is given equation:
2
2
p
(20)
cos( )
sin(
) and rp
6
3
3
Stresses in the elastic region rc <r <b are given Lame’s formula with the inner radius rc, and the inner pressure pc. By
evaluating the elasto-plastic interface r = rc, according to Lame’s formula, obtained:
pc (b 2 rc2 )
and r
(21)
pc
( r rc )
b 2 rc2
At this interface must meet the von Mises yield criteria. Substitution of both equations above to the equation (6) obtains:
(b 2 rc2 )
(22)
p
c

y

(3b 4

r

rc4 )

So the stress in the elastic region rc <r < b now becomes:

pc .rc2
b2
pc .rc2
b 2 and e
(23)
1
1
r
b 2 rc2
r2
b 2 rc2
r2
The resulting stress after the mandrel disposed in the elastic and plastic regions obtained by replacing the pc with pi and rc with
a, so obtained:
e

u

pi .a 2
b2
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1

b2
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pi .a 2

u
r
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1

where pi is obtained from equation (11).
Residual stress in the inelastic area a r
rp

p

u
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rp
r

p
r

b2
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(24)

rc obtained by using equation (20) and (24),

u
r

Residual stress in the elastic region rc <r < b is obtained by using equation (23) and (24),
e
u
re
e
u
and rre
r
r

(25)
(26)

3. MODELLING
In this paper the expanding process of the hole with cold deformation is assumed in steady state condition with a low loading
rate, and therefore used Euler's formula. Specimens are assumed very large compared with the thickness, so that this problem
can be regarded as plane-strain. Materials are assumed to have rigid-plastic strain hardening with yield criterion according to
von Mises. Effects of temperature and viscoplastic strain on material yield strength are ignored, because the increase of
temperature and strain rate on cold deformation is usually quite small. Mandrel ball is considered perfectly rigid (rigid body).
Modelling is conducted by axysimetric mode. Friction on the surface of the mandrel-workpiece is modelled by Coulomb's law
to the condition that the local shear stress can not exceed the yield stress. Loading of the model is shown in Figure 2 (a).
Mandrel ball (diameter di) firstly is located in contact with the edge of the hole of the workpiece with diameter d0. Then the
mandrel ball penetrated into the hole with speed v = 1 mm/sec, thus the whole ball through past the bottom surface of the
workpiece. During penetration of the ball to the hole of the workpiece, deformation is expected so that the hole diameter of the
workpiece becomes plastically larger. Ratio of initial workpiece hole diameter to a diameter of mandrel balls k should be
parameters evaluated in this study. The value of k is determined each is 4/5, 4/6 and 4/7.
Modelling and simulation are conducted using finite element software with constraint conditions as shown in Figure 2 (b). In
this simulation the materials used are AISI 316L steel with a modulus of elasticity = 190 GPa, Poison ratio = 0.3, = 325 MPa
yield strength, maximum strength = 611 MPa and strain hardening constant, n = 0, 26. Workpiece dimensions are determined
for the thickness of 3 mm and 12 mm total width.
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di
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di
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(a)

Figure 2. Modeling of the plastic deformation testing on the hole of the AISI 316L steel
(a) Loading Mechanism (b) Boundary conditions modeling
4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Changes of the von Mises stress distribution during the deformation process is given in Figure 3. At the beginning of contact
are distributed only at the end of the contact (a). At a depth of ¼ deformations appear stresses beyond the yield point followed
by bulging of the upper section of the hole (b) as a consequence of volume displacement of the deformed workpiece toward the
area without constrain. Next on the depth of deformation ½ deformed volume increases resulted in even distribution of bulging
on the surface to the far side of the hole (c). In deformation of ¾ depth, which the penetrating ball already passed experiencing
stress relaxation by elastic properties of the material is indicated by a decrease in stress. Finally, after the deformation process
is completed (e) relaxation of stress occurred in all regions of the workpiece, but the appearance of residual stresses still be
seen on the workpiece as shown by the presence of higher stress than the initial condition.

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3. Stress distribution during the deformation process, respectively at (a) initial contact, (b) ¼, (c) ½, (d) ¾ in depth and
(e) the process ends
Distribution of residual stress in the workpiece after deformation processes are identified on the thickness of the workpiece in
multiple layers starting from the upper surface. Layer-1 expresses the upper surface of work piece, layer-2 shows in the depth
of ¼, layer-3 is in the depth of ½, layer-4 is in the depth of ¾ and layer-5 represents the bottom surface of the workpiece.
Distribution of residual stresses in workpieces that undergo a process of expansion of 12.5% deformation is shown in Figure 4.
At the edge of the ends of the holes (top and bottom surface) residual stress tends to be lower than the depth direction, because
this section had higher stress relaxation due to elastic properties of the material. Residual stress on the hole surface is higher
than that of the depth direction as expected. However in the little below of the hole surface, the residual stresses are exactly
higher than of the hole surface. It is due to stress relaxation at this section is prohibited by neighbourhood resistance
mechanism of the material, while stress relaxation at the surface is higher due to no constrain. The amount of residual stress on
hole surface and in depth direction around 450-500 MPa. Similar behaviour is also produced by deformation with the
expansion of 25% (Figure 5). There is a very high stress at the end of the bottom surface. This anomaly may be caused by
stress relaxation behaviour is not perfect, in which modelling was stopped shortly after the mandrel ball past through the
bottom surface of the workpiece. Allegations that more acceptable is that on the edge of section having a high stress lead to a
shear damage where part of components may be separated from the workpiece. As in the higher expansion of deformation of
39.5% that shows the separating failure of the lower edge hole of the workpiece even performed by decrease the rate of loading
(v = 0.1 mm/s) (Figure 6).
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Figure 4. Distribution of residual stress on the expansion deformation of 12.5%
The different expansion deformation did not yield a different effect on the resulting residual stress. Contrary to what has been
done by [9] which showed that the higher residual stress appears in the higher expansion of holes. This may be explained that
the hole deformation performed by split-sleeve produces compressive stresses dominating the plasticity behavior in the depth
direction of the workpiece. While this deformation produces dominant shear stresses, that tends to cause the shear damage on
the workpiece (partially separated components), especially at a higher expansion deformation. The high shear stress is
influenced by the nature of contact between the mandrel ball with the work piece, in which high friction (due to large surface
contact area and high friction coefficient) increase the dominance of shear stress on the deformation process. This clearly
resulted in the shearing failure of the deformation process at higher expansion, in addition at higher rate of deformation

Figure 5. Distribution of residual stress on the expansion deformation of 25%

Figure 6. Failure on the edge of the bottom hole at 39.5% expanded deformation

5. CONCLUSION
The cold working by the hole expansion method can enhance the mechanical properties of materials through the mechanism of
formation of residual stress in the material, although limited by the level of hole expansion. The dominance of the shear stress
that comes with this method tends to failure the process.
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Cast in Vacuum Casting System
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Porosity in cast metals often leads to cracking of components due to stress concentration and leakage, in the final castings to
be repaired or rejected. Disharmony in casting process resulting in porosity.Prediction of porosity in the casting is needed as
a step to avoid the waste products and reduce costs. But to make sure whether these predictions are accurate and precision, it
is still necessary to validate the test trials and testing. This paper aims to provide early information when, where, and how
large a defect occurs in particular foundry casting porosity on duralumin.
The analytical study of porosity formation based analytic equilibrium wt% of element, the behavior of the thermodynamic,
hydrodynamic, and rules of metallurgical on vacuum casting of duralumin.Experimental as a validation study conducted by
remelting stainless duralumin on-steel bowl in a vacuum casting furnace.Analytical simulation and experimental of the casting
that has been vacuumed by melting 10 cmHg pressure higher than the pressure solidification, and duralumin melt is poured
automatically into permanent mold carbon steel. In the study cast duralumin created five different thicknesses. Both these
studies assumes the addition of copper (2.5%, 3.0%, 3.5 %, 4.0%, and 4.5% Cu) and vacuum pressure (76, 50, 40, cmHg), as
independent variables, as the dependent variable porosity characteristics which include morphology, number and dimensions
of the porosity. Optical emission spectrometry test, Reynold's and Niyama numbers, Sievert's law, Archimedes' principle
(Pycnometry and Straube-Pfeiffer tests), and Eichenauer equation are instruments which are used to determined the
characterization of duralumin casting porosity. Duralumin ingots remelting process performed by the control pressure (p1)
and temperature (T1). Vacuuming process performed after the smelting room temperature reaches 600 oC. Once melted
duralumin followed by pouring into a permanent mold (p2, T2). As a control parameter is the height of pouring (7 cm), pour
temperature and mold temperature respectively at 750 oC and 300 oC.
The porosity characteristics studies of two models produce two types of porosity (gas and shrinkage), the quantity dimension
and porosity, and distribution of porosity in the cast duralumin.
Keywords
Porosity, disharmony, duralumin, vacuuming, model
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ABSTRACT
PEMFC is promising alternative energy source fueled with H2 and O2 that has wide area of applications. One of the main
components for PEMFC stack is bipolar plates, it cost to 60% of total cost and weight to 90% of total weight. In this research,
effect of Aluminum addition to graphite composite bipolar plates for Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) was
investigated. The composite plates made of 80 wt% graphite and carbon black as filler and 20 wt% epoxy resin as binder.
Variation 0-10 wt% Aluminum powders were added to replace graphite in order to improve its properties, especially electrical
conductivity. Composites were made using simple hot press casting with 300 kg/cm2 of pressure, heating in 70 ºC for 4 hours.
Characterizations were carried out to investigate the density, porosity and water absorption, electrical conductivity, flexural
strength, thermal property, and the surface morphology of composite.
The result showed Aluminum addition affected the composite plate’s properties. The porosity and water absorption increase
with higher Al content while the bulk density decreased. The electrical conductivity and flexural strength increase in 2 wt% Al,
but decreased in higher Al content. The SEM image of the composite surface showed that epoxy resin covered the graphite to
minimize porosity. From the results, 2 wt% Aluminum gave the best properties. Bulk density of the composite is 1,833 gr/cm3,
the porosity 0,455 %, water absorption 0,247 %, electrical conductivity reach 0,29 S/cm, flexural strength 22,75 MPa, and
thermally stable up to 180 ºC. Most properties showed that this composite is good candidate to be use as PEM fuel cell bipolar
plate, except for the electrical conductivity. Aluminum addition only increased small electrical conductivity.
Keywords
PEMFC, composite bipolar plate, Aluminum, epoxies resin.

1. INTRODUCTION
Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) has broad application opportunities as renewable energy. This fuel cell has
the advantage of: large energy density (2.6 to 3.8 kW/m2), very low emissions (zero emission), low operation temperature (±
80 º C), convenient fuel supply (H2 and O2, shown in equation 1-3), high efficiency (> 45%), portable shape, reliable and low
maintenance cost, light weight, and very quite. Of the various advantages, the PEMFC can be used as an alternative energy for
transportation, portable, stationary power, and for military applications [1-6].
Anode
:
H2
Katoda :
½O2 + 2H+ + 2e¯
Total reaction of fuel cell:
2H2 + O2

→
→
→

2H+ + 2e¯
H2O
2H2O + Eo

(1)
(2)
(3)

There are two major components for a PEMFC system; 1) Support plate; bipolar plate and end plate, and 2) Membrane
Electrode Assembly (MEA). Bipolar plates are very important components in stacking system because it weight reach 60-90%
of total stack weight, and cost 30-60% of total cost. Expensive manufacturing cost, volume, and weight still problems for
practical and wide use applications. Initial capital cost of PEMFC originally used in US space program was about $US
2000/kW, decreased to $US 500/kW in 2005, and its targeted to be $US 40/kW for practical and wide applications [7-11].
Bipolar plate is major component in a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) for it has several functions as mentioned
by A. Herman [7] and V. Mehta and J. S. Cooper [13]: 1) To distribute the fuel and oxidant within the cell, 2) To separates
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individual cell in the stack, 3) To carry current away from the cell, 4) To facilitate water management within the cell, 5) To
facilitate heat management, and 6) As structural supporter (skeleton). Figure 1 shows bipolar plate position in a fuel cell stack
and mass distribution of a 33 kW fuel cell stack.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. a) Bipolar plate in fuel cell stack [12], b) mass distribution from a 33 kW fuel cell stack [8].
To fulfill the functions as bipolar plate, the materials used for bipolar plate must have different physical and chemical
properties related to each function. Several basic requirements for bipolar plate are:
1. Electrical conductivity: plate resistance < 0.01Ω cm2 and conductivity >100 S/Cm,
2. Thermal conductivity: as high as possible,
3. Density: < 5 gm / cm2
4. Hydrogen/gas permeability: < 10-4 cm3/s cm2,
5. Compressive strength: > 22 lb / in2 or 0,15 MPa,
6. Flexural strength: > 25 MPa,
7. Water absorption: < 0,3 % [14]
8. Corrosion resistance: corrosion rate < 0,016 mA /cm2,
9. Low cost, to be use for wide applications.
Conductive graphite plate is common material use to make bipolar plate in the earlier period due to its excellent chemical
stability and high conductivity. But, there were problems for its high cost, low mechanical strength, and difficulties for
machining to form flow channels. Researchers have used different materials and methods to get more efficient, cheaper, and
lighter bipolar plate. Metals, alloys, and composites have been use for these purposes [13-33]. Graphite and carbon composites
using different type of polymer have been use due to its light weight, corrosion resistance, and lower manufacturing cost.
To get higher efficiency, PEMFC has been developed to operate in higher temperature (>100 °C). For this purposes,
components also develop to operate in this temperature as well. Bipolar plate using epoxy resin for higher temperature
operation has been developved. L. Du and S.C. Jana [24] using expanded graphite and aromatic and aliphatic epoxy resin;
DGEBPA and polypropyleneglycol. H.S. Lee et al. [25] used epoxy resin and carbon fabric to increase the composite
mechanical strength. I.U. Hwang et al. [26] used pepreg carbon fiber-epoxy resin to develop very strong composite. J.H. Lee et
al. [27] used Bhispenol-F base epoxy resin for their composites. The recent is C. Du et al. [28-29] using epoxy resin and
expanded graphite.
To increase the electrical conductivity and mechanical properties, additive material has been added. S.I.Heo et al. [30] used
expanded graphite as filler untuk to increase its properties. S.H.Liao et al [31-32] used multiwalled carbonnanotubes
(MWCNTs) polypropylene nano composite to develop bipolar plate. S. Bhlapibul and K. Pruksathorn [33] added TiO2 and
ZnSt to increases the composite properties.
In this work, we investigated the effect of Aluminum addition to graphite-epoxy composite. Aluminum has good electrical
conductivity and chemical stability. All the materials were purchased from local market in order to reduce price and
independency. We used hot press method for simple fabrication. Variation in composition of its filler was performed to
achieve the best composite properties.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
2.1 Material
We used extra pure graphite produced by Merck (1.02460) as conductive powder. As a binder, thermoset polymer was used.
Viscous Bhispenol-A base epoxy resin, Eposchön – Bakelite EPR 174 and its hardener, Eposchön – V 140 purchases from PT.
Justus Kimiaraya were chosen. Aluminum powder and Methanol purchased from Merck. Methanol was used as a solvent; it
works to dilute the epoxy and hardener. Bulk technical carbon black was purchased from local market.
2.2 Sample preparation
The bulk composite was prepared from 80 wt% filler and 20 wt% binder (1 epoxy: 1 hardener). As filler; graphite, 10 wt%
carbon black, and 2-10 wt% Aluminum powder was used as conductive additives. Graphite, epoxy resin, carbon black, and
Aluminum powder were mixed together. To get homogeneous composites, we mixed and dried in on a hot plate for about 30
minutes inside a beaker glass, the input temperature was 105 0C. Hot press method was introduced to our work. A hydraulic
press machine used to form bulk composites with pressure 300 Kg/cm2; temperature input 70 0C, performed for 4 hours.
Internal size for the iron casting plate is 15 x 15 cm.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. a) Hydraulic hot press, b) 15 x 15 cm iron mold.
2.3 Porosity and Water Absorption Analysis
The porosity was determined according to the ASTM C20 test procedure [34]. The specimen was weighed in air and the value
was recorded as dry weight (D). Then completely immersed in water at a temperature of 100 0C for 2 hours and cooled in
water for 12 hours. The specimen was weighed in water and record as suspended weight (S). The specimen was then dried and
weighed as saturated weight (W).
The porosity then calculated as:
P (%) =

A (%) =

W
(W

D
X 100%
S)

(4)

W D
X 100%
(D)

(5)

2.4 Density analysis
The density of each sample was determined according to the ASTM D792 test procedure [35]. The specimen was weighed in
air and the value was recorded as A. Then completely immersed in water at temperature of 28 0C. The specimen was
wieghed and recorded as B.
The density of the sample was calculated as:
ρ = A / (A – B) X ρt (g/cm3)
(6)
2.5 Electrical conductivity analysis
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The bulk resistance and electrical conductivity of the graphite composite was examined using pour point probe method. We
used four point probe F PP 5000, Veeco Instruments Inc. The bulk resistivity ( ), bulk resistance (R), and conductivity ( )
calculated using equation 7-8.

l
A

R

1

(7)
(8)

where s is distance between two probes, V is voltge, I is electric current, l length, and A is Surface area of the specimen.
2.6 Flexural Strength Analysis
The flexural strength of the composite determined using ASTM D-790 test procedure with 64 mm support span, 3 mm punch,
and 1,5 mm/minute loading rate. Equation use to determine flexural strength (σf) is:
f

3PL
2bd 2

(9)

where P is the maximum load, L is support span, b is specimen wide and d is specimen thickness.
2.7 Morphology and Thermal Analysis
To examine the morphology of the composite surface, SEM-EDX JEOL JSM 5310 LV was used. Thermal analysis using
Differential Scanning Calorimetri, Shimadzu DSC-50 was performed to examine the composite thermal properties.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The composites dimension was about 15 cm length X 15 cm width, and the thickness about 4,5 – 5,5 mm. Figure 3 showed
two examples of these composites, 80 wt% filler without Aluminum and with 2 wt% Aluminum. All the composites have
similar form and appearance. They originally have unsmooth surface due to its mold. On the composite side formed extra
material due to input material that moved when they were stressed with a very high pressure to form the composites.
Composites with Aluminum addition have white Aluminum particles on their surfaces (figure 3.b), the more Aluminum, the
denser the particles appear in the surface.

(a)
(b)
Figure 3. Examples of bulk bipolar plate composite; a) without Aluminum, b) with 2 wt% Aluminum.
3.1 Porosity and Water Absorption Analysis
Figure 4 showed the porosity and water absorption of the composite made. The porosity and water absorption increases as the
Aluminum increase. Only small decrease occurred from 2 wt% to 4 wt% Aluminum additions. These increasing resulted from
the presence of Aluminum powder added that is bigger in particle size. As the Aluminum increased, the volume tends to
expand and the void inside the composite increased. The biggest porosity and water absorption happen in the 10 wt%
Aluminum; 1,421 % and 0,778 %, increase as much as 545,91 % from the origin of only 0,220 % in the composite without
Aluminum addition. Under 6 wt% Aluminum addition, water absorption are under 0,3 %, these composites fulfilled the
requirement to be used in PEMFC.
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Figure 4. Porosity and water absorption of the bulk bipolar plate composites.
Figure 5 gives the SEM of composite bipolar plate that showed the difference composite with and without Aluminum addition.
The image was taken from the surface fracture of composite samples. The figure 5.a showed the overall structure very dense,
almost no pores were existed, so that the porosity and water absorption of the composite was very low. Figure 5.b showed the
images of composite with 2 wt% Aluminum addition. It showed clearly the presence of Aluminum particle that have white
color and bigger size. In the images also presences several black dote that showed the voids or pores inside the composite. It is
clear that the image proofed that Aluminum addition increase the pores and void inside the composite, resulting increase in
porosity and water absorption as discusses above.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5. SEM images of composite bipolar plate that showed the difference of; a) composite without Aluminum, b) composite
with 2 wt% Aluminum additions.
3.2 Density analysis
The density of composite should be as low as possible to reduce the mass of PEMFC stack. Figure 6 showed the result of
density analysis to the composite due to Aluminum addition. Density value tends to decreased with the increasing amount of
Aluminum. From 0 to 10 wt% Aluminum addition, density of the composite only change about 1,63 %, from 1,84 gr/cm3 at the
origin into 1,81 gr/cm3 at 10 wt% Aluminum. This decreasing trend was the result of increasing porosity in the composite as
discussed above (section 3.1). Aluminum has theoretical density 2,7 gr/cm3, bigger than graphite, should be increasing the
density of composite. But, the increasing of pores and void resulting the small decrease in the density of the composites, as
showed in figure 5.b. With average density of 1,8 gr/cm3, all the composites are much lighter than required by US DOE,
which is should be less than 5 gr/cm3.
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Figure 6. Density of the bulk bipolar plate composites affected by Aluminum addition.
3.3 Electrical conductivity analysis
A good bipolar plate should have electrical conductivity higher than 100 S/cm since bipolar plate act as current collector.
Figure 7 showed the result of electrical conductivity measurement using four point probe apparatus (parallel plane). The
electrical conductivity is increase in 2 wt% Aluminum but then tends to decrease as the Aluminum content higher. The
conductivity increase from 0,28 S/cm raise to 0, 29 S/cm and deceasing to 0,23 S/cm at 10 wt% Aluminum. Aluminum
addition in theory should raise the conductivity since it has higher electrical conductivity than graphite, but the increasing
porosity and corroded Aluminum surface may decreasing the composite conductivity. All the result showed that the
composites have much lower electrical conductivity than targeted, 100 S/cm.

Figure 7. Electrical conductivity of the composite bipolar plates.
3.4 Flexural Strength Analysis
Flexural strength is one of the important properties needed to represent the mechanical strength of the composite bipolar plate.
Figure 8 showed the flexural strength of the composite with various Aluminum additions. The flexural strength raise from 15
MPa to 22,72 MPa at 2 wt% Aluminum. Then it decreasing to12,36 MPa at 10 wt% Aluminum added. The decreasing in this
flexural strength is cause by the raise in porosity as the Aluminum content raise. As the pores and void in the composite
increase the mechanical property will decrease. Another factor is the Aluminum powder tends to be in big brittle flake like
shapes. These porosity and brittle shape weaken the mechanical properties. Only in 2 wt% Aluminum the flexural strength
almost fulfilled the 25 MPa required to be good bipolar plate for PEMFC applications.
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Figure 8. The flexural strength of composite bipolar plates.
3.5 Thermal Analysis
Figure 9 showed the thermal properties (DSC profiles) of three different composites; the origin with fully 80 wt% graphite
(blue line), addition 10 wt% carbon black (green line), and addition with 2 wt% Aluminum (red line). It shows that from room
temperature to 198 ºC the specimen behaves endothermic which is absorbing heat. Then with increasing temperature, the
specimen begins its transition to exothermic which release heat.

Figure 9. Thermal property of composite bipolar plate with: 80 wt% graphite, 10 wt% carbon black, and 2 wt % Aluminum
addition.
The profiles showed that the transition points of the composite tend to decrease as the content of filler change, from the origin
in 200 ºC decrease to about 160 ºC at composite with 10 wt% carbon black plus 2 wt% Aluminum. The profiles also showed
that the transition temperature (Tg) from solid to softer material is decreasing from 240 ºC in Origin became 200 ºC at 2 wt%
Aluminum. From these profiles it is proved that until about 180 ºC the specimen is stable and in solid form so that the
composite is applicable to high temperature PEMFC.

4. CONCLUSION
From the above studies to graphite composite made by simple hot pressing method, the Aluminum addition influenced the
composite properties. The best performance was obtained 2 wt% Aluminum additions. The porosity 0,455 %, water absorption
0,247 %, density 1,833 g/cm3, electrical conductivity 0,29 S/cm, flexural strength can reach 22,75 MPa, and thermally stable
up to 180 ºC. Most properties showed that this composite is good candidate to be use as PEM fuel cell bipolar plate, except for
the electrical conductivity. A modification to the epoxy resin by adding some conductive material could be perform to increase
the electrical conductivity of the composite.
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ABSTRACT
This paper is a part of author’s research for the doctoral program at the metallurgy and material department. The research
objective is focused in developing a strength analytical method of a thin-walled steel square pipe (Square Hollow
Section/SHS) affected by the interaction of concentrated-compressive load and bending moment. This strength analytical
method is based on two different approaches, namely plastic mechanisms and elastic theories. This is called the method of
“cut-off strength” and its accuracy will then be verified by an experimental approach.
In the initial stage of research, it has been carried out literature studies on web crippling and the application of a design code
of cold-formed steel section to estimate the strength of the investigated SHS pipe under the interaction of concentratedcompressive load and bending moment. There is one consideration in determining the concentrated load applied according to
the design code used, i.e. the load applied to single thickness webs. The experimental approach was performed in two steps,
which consisted of preliminary and main tests. In the preliminary test, a basic material property was identified by means of
tensile, hardness, and chemical composition tests. Meanwhile, the main one was performed to measure the strength of the
investigated SHS pipe tested to failure under the interaction of concentrated-compressive load and bending moment (Interior
One Flange/ IOF). The data of analytical results obtained from the design code is verified by actual data measured from
experiments. The verification shows that the data obtained from the design code, on average, deviates from the experimental
one by 7 %.
Keywords
Strength estimate, Square hollow section, yield strength, effective width, moment capacity, bending strength, ultimate load,
design code of cold formed, a thin-walled steel.

1. INTRODUCTION
A thin-walled steel square hollow section beam is one of various types of a thin-walled steel section generally used in
structural framing. Examples of these sections can be seen in Figure 1a. A thin-walled steel structure is a steel structure whose
thickness is relatively thin (0.3 mm – 6.0 mm) with its width to thickness ratio is extremely high[1]. This steel structure can be
produced from steel sheets by cold work forming like press breaking, bending breaking or cold rolling. Application of a thinwalled steel structure is very large such as in structural design of automobile, train, ship, industrial building, etc. As the width
to thickness ratio of each structural element is very high, this type of structure tends to undergo local buckling under the
compressive loading. It has been encountered from literature reviews that a failure process of a thin-walled steel section under
applied compressive loads is generally initiated by the formation of local buckling on its compressed elements, which
subsequently can develop to be local plastic failure mechanisms at collapse [1, 3, 4]. In conventional method, the strength
design of steel structure is usually determined by using a safety factor where the value of the safety factor used in design phase
will influence its weight. In order to reduce the steel structure weight, it is necessary to develop another method, which is not
dependent on the application of safety factor and this method will be further studied and developed during the execution of
author’s researches program. This research objective is focused in developing a strength analytical method of a thin-walled
steel square pipe (Square Hollow Section/SHS) affected by the interaction of concentrated-compressive load and bending
moment. This strength analytical method is based on two different approaches, namely plastic mechanisms and elastic
theories. This is called the method of “cut-off strength” and its accuracy will then be verified by an experimental approach
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(see Figure 1b.). Technically, the model of developing strength analysis of thin-walled structure in this research program is
intended to reduce the weak of conventional method of designing steel structure.

a) A thin-walled steel sections used in structural framing[1]

b) The method of “cut-off strength”[1-5]

Figure 1. General illustration of thin-walled sections and method of “cut off strength”.
In Figure 1(b), the value of load at the cut-off strength is the failure load of the section. The first step of whole research
program is concentrated on studying the application of the design code for cold-formed steel section. The implementation of
the first study is to analyze the failure load of SHS according to a method as specified in the British design code, i.e. BS 5950
Part 5 1987. The application of this code also considers the effect of local buckling in compressed element of the section. The
effect of local buckling causes the compressed element not to be fully effective in carrying the applied load. Therefore it is
necessary to determine dimensions of the compressed element, which are still effective in carrying the applied load and this is
performed using an effective width concept. In order to assess the accuracy of using the design code in analyzing the strength
of SHS, its predicted results will be verified using the actual strength measured in the experimental approach. This accuracy is
also statistically assessed and the scattered data obtained is limited within acceptable tolerance 20% [1, 3, 4].

2. ANALYTICAL APPROACH
2.1. Design Criteria of British Standard [8]
This standard consists of design specification of structural steel for buildings. Specification of web crippling for cold-formed
steel is discussed in part 5 of this standard where the term of web crippling is called web crushing. The specification of web
crushing is divided according to types of beam and loadings position as follows: Types of Beam consists of beams or shapes
with having single thickness webs and I-beams and beams with restraint against web rotation. Types and Position of loadings
consists of single load or reaction near or at free end, single load or reaction far from free end, two opposite loads or reactions
near or at free end, and two opposite loads or reactions far from free end.
The Loads that causes local web crushing at reaction point or concentrated load point should be evaluated by using the
formulation in Tables 1 and 2. Formulation in the tables can be used with D/t ≤ 200 , r/t ≤ 6 for beams condition and r/t ≤ 7,
N/t ≤ 210, N/D ≤ 3.5 for decking condition, where D : the overall depth of web (mm), t : the web thickness (mm), r : the
inside bend radius (mm), N : the actual length of bearing load (mm), in the case of two equal and opposite concentrated loads
distributed over unequal bearing lengths, the smaller value of N should be taken. Pw : the single web strength with respect to
the concentration load (N), c : distance of end beam to load or reaction (mm). Constants C in formulation of Tables 1 and 2
have value as follows:
c1
: 1.22 – 0.22k
c2
: 1.06 – 0.06(r/t) ≤ 1.0 but lower than 0.50
c3
: 1.33 – 0.33k
c4
: 1.15 – 0.15(r/t) ≤ 1.0 but not lower than 0.50
c5
: 1.49 0.53k ≥ 0.6
c6
: 0.88 – 0.12 m
c7
: 1+D/t/750 when D/t < 150 and
c7
: 1.20 when D/t > 150
c8
: 1/k when D/t < 66.5 and
c8
: (1.10-D/t/665)/k when D/t > 66.5
c9
: 0.82 + 0.15 m
c10
: (0.98 – D/t/865)/k
c11
: 0.64 + 0.31 m
c12
: 0.7 + 0.3(Ө/90)2
2
k
: Py/228 and Py is the design strength (N/mm ),
m
: t/1.9
Ө
: The angle (in degrees) between web plane and bearing surface plane (45° ≤ Ө ≤ 90°)
The concentrated load (Pw) calculated from the equations in Table 1 and 2 at the beam that undergoes the web crushing only,
but if the beam is loaded by combination of bending and web crushing, the bending moment effect should be considered. To
consider the bending effect, the following formulations should be used for the design.
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a.

Sections having Single-Thickness Webs

b.

I-beams made from two channels connected back-to-back or similar sections which provide a high degree of restraint
against rotation of the web

where,
: the concentrated web load or reaction,
: the concentrated load resistance determined from Tables 1 and 2,
: the applied bending moment at the point of application of ,
: Moment capacity determined on the basis of a
limiting compressive stress in the webs and effective widths of compression element.
Tabel 1. Beams or shapes
with having single thickness webs[8]

Tabel 2. I-beams and beams
with restraint against web rotation[8]

2.2. Moment Capacity (Mc)
In order to analyse the strength of thin-walled steel square pipe (Square Hollow Section/SHS) under combined web crippling
and bending, it was treated as a three-point loading beam where it was loaded at its mid-span and supported at both ends. The
strength of a thin-walled steel square pipe (Square Hollow Section/SHS) under web crippling only was predicted using
formulae given in Table 1. In the case of thin-walled steel square pipe (Square Hollow Section/SHS) under combined web
crippling and bending, its moment capacity should also be calculated in the analysis. According to this design code that the
determination of moment capacity of the Square Hollow Section/ SHS should be based on a limiting compressive stress in the
webs and the effective width of the compression elements. The thickness SHS was also considered in the calculation of the
section properties where if material thickness of SHS is up to 3.2 mm ( internal radius R 5t), the material can be assumed to
be concentrated at the mid-line of the section and round corner is replaced by intersections of the elements. The idealized cross
section of SHS used in analysis is shown in Figure 2. Prior to the detemination of moment capacity of the SHS, the analysis is
carried out to calculate the limiting stress in the webs and the effective width of the compression elements. If the specimen is
subjected to the mid-span loading, the top flange will be subjected to a compressive stress while the web and bottom flange
will be subjected to stress gradient and a tensile stress respectively. The stress distribution carried by the SHS is as shown in
Figure 3 and the limiting compressive stress in the web was calculated using the following formula:
(3)
where
: The limiting compressive stress in the web (MPa), D = hw : The overall web depth (mm), : The material yield
strength (MPa), t : The web thickness (mm), : The design strength (MPa) = . The effective width calculation of the top
flange was carried out by using the procedure of calculating the effective width of an stiffened element under uniform
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compression. The compressive stress acting on the effective element (fc) was equal to the limiting compressive stress in the
web (Po).
If fc/Pcr < 0.123 ; beff/bp = 1 and fc/Pcr > 0.123 ; beff/bp = [1+14 [(fc/Pcr) 0.5 – 0.35 ] 4] -0.2
(4)
fc = Po, Po was calculated using equation (3). Pcr = The local buckling stress on the element and it is calculated from :

Pcr

185000 K (t / b) 2

(5)
where t : the top flange thickness= the web thickness, b : the full width of top flange = bp, K : the local buckling coefficient
Do2
bp2

Do2

hw2

R

t

hw

Do1

hp1

hw1

Do1

t

a) Actual cross section

b) Idealized cross section

Figure 2. Cross section of the thin-walled steel square pipe (Square Hollow Section/SHS).
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Figure 3. Stress distribution on Square Hollow Section/ SHS under mid-span loading.
2.2.1. Direct Analysis
The local buckling coefficient of stiffened top flange element

1.8h
0.091h 3
0.15 h
The position of neutral axis X-X in Figure 4(a) was calculated from
K

7

;

h= hp/bp
(6)

n

Ai y i
yt

i 1
n

A1 y1

Ai

A2 y2 A3 y3 A4 y4 A5 y5
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

yc = hp-yt

(7)
All moments in this above formula were taken about the botton flange (datum line), and the secondary moment of the SHS is
determined on the basis of the following formula :
;
+
;
(8)
i 1

Hence, the secondary moment of SHS about its effective center line X-X :
(9)
Elastic section modulus is :
Compression Region :

( Z c ) SHS

( I xx ) SHS
yc

Tension Region :

( Z t ) SHS

( I xx ) SHS
yt

(10)
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On the basis of Figure 4(a). and the above formula, the value of (Zc)SHS would be less than the value of (Zt)SHS so that Yielding
first occurred in the compression region. The Moment of Capacity of SHS is as follows:
(Mc)SHS = Po. (Zc)SHS
(11)
Y1
beff/2 Y1

c

beff

beff/2
3

4

5

X1

X1
3

X1

hp
3

2

X

t

yt

yc
hp

2
X
yt

1
Datum line Y1

Y1

a)

: effective width of top flange, X1-X1
: Neutral axis of full cross section, X-X
: compressive stress, t
: tensile stress , hw = hp - t

c

X1

X

X
1

beff

yc

bp
Y1
b)
: Neutral axis of effective cross section

Figure 4. Effective cross section and stress gradient in webs of SHS (box section) (a), channel section (b).
2.2.1. Analysis Using Double Channels
In this analysis, the SHS is assumed to be formed from double channels connnected at free edges of both flanges. Its strength
is determined according to the summation of analytical strength of each channel. The local buckling coefficient of unstiffened
top flange element is calculated from

K 1.28

0.8h
0.0025h 2
2 h

;

h= hp/bp
(12)

With the reference to Figure 4(b) the position of neutral axis X-X was calculated as follows :

yt

A1 y1 A2 y2 A3 y3
A1 A2 A3

yc = hp-yt

(13)

The secondary moment of effective cross section show in Figure 6 about its axis X-X is determined according to the same
procedure as that of SHS and it is formulated in the following equation :
(14)
The bending stress carried by the channel section indicates that its maximum value is in the compression region. Therefore, the
channel section will initially yield in its compression region so that the moment capacity (Mc)Ch is computed using the elastic
section modulus of compression region, i.e.: (Mc)SHS = Po. (Zc)Ch

;

( Z c ) Ch

( I xx ) Ch
yc

(15)

2.3. Calculation of Ultimate Web Crippling Load
e ≥ 1.5D

a)

Fcb

x

D
n
L

D = hw
x = 70 mm

L’

b)
Bending Moment Diagram
Mo = Fcb(L-n)/4

Figure 5. Requiremet of distance between load point and support in order to find the strength of combined web crushing and
bending effect (a) Applied Bending Moment Diagram/Mo (b)
In this study, the web crippling load (Fcb) is estimated according to the requirement of Interior One-Flange (IOF) loading as
shown in following Figure 5. The web crippling load (Fcb) is obtained from beams or shapes with having single thickness webs
where
M = Mo = Fcb (L-n)/4
so that

or

(16)

where for loading position of Interior One Flange Loading (IOF) with e ≥ 1,5D, the ultimate web crippling load for beams
or shapes with having single thickness webs
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Pw t 2 k c1 c2 c12 [3350 4.6( D / t )(1 0.007(n / t )]

(17)
In the direct analysis, the value of Mc in equation (16) is substituted by (Mc)SHS and the one of Fcb obtained is the strength of
the SHS beam under IOF loading. In case of the double channels analysis, the value of (Mc)Ch is substituted for (Mc) in
equation (16) and the strength of SHS is calculated from:
(18)
: the strength of SHS estimated using the double channels analysis,
: the strength of each channel section obtained

3. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
The experimental approach was performed in two steps, which consisted of preliminary and main tests. In the preliminary test,
a basic material property was identified by means of tensile, hardness, metallography, and chemical composition tests. In the
experimental approach, tensile tests were initially performed to assess mechanical properties of the basic material used to
manufacture a thin-walled steel square pipe (Square Hollow Section/SHS). The basic material is of a carbon steel sheet and
tensile test specimens are designed according to Standard JIS Z 2201 No. 13A (See Figure 6a). The tensile tests were
conducted on a testing machine RME 100 Schenck Trebel whose maximum capacity is 100 kN. The tensile specimens were
tested in a room temperature to fracture and during the tests, a relationship of static-tensile load vs. specimen deformation was
always monitored by means of extensometer that was mounted at a gauge length of 100 mm. Hardness tests was carried out by
Vickers method meanwhile chemical composition test was done by machine OES ARC-MET 930 SP (METOREX) with the
standard test of ASTM A751 (E 403 Method with OES system). The mechanical properties of the basic material can be
identified by evaluating the tensile test load vs. deformation behavior obtained and their values, on average, are as follows :
Ultimate tensile strength ( UTS) = 349.4 MPa, Yield strength ( y) = 298.9 MPa, Modulus of elasticity (E) = 149450 MPa,
Stress corresponding to Es = 0.7 E , ( 0.7) = 254.1 MPa, Stress corresponding to Es = 0.85 E , ( 0.85) = 209.2 MPa. Meanwhile
the hardness is Hv = 112.6 and the chemical composition are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Chemical compositions of SHS basic material
Element
(%)

Fe
99.64

C
0.037

Si
0.06

Mn
0.29

Cr
0.027

Ni
0.18

Mo
0.0018

Cu
0.049

Al
0.015

V
0.006

Top flange

Do2

W
0.046

Ti
0.0

Nb
0.0

B
0.0

S
0.021

P
0.020

r = 20

t

A

40

20

40

R

Bottom flange

Nominal dimension :
Do1 and Do2 = 97 mm

120

A

22

40

244

web
hw1

L’

22

hp1

Do1

a)

t

b)
;

t = 2.04 mm

;

R = 4 mm

;

L’ = 365 mm, 380 mm, 410 mm, 465 mm ;

hp1 = Do1 - t

Figure 6. Design of tensile specimen[9,10] (a) and design of the investigated SHS beam (b)
Upper lvdt

Load
bearing

Load
cell

Lower lvdt

Jig/rig

Control Unit
LVDT

Specimen of SHS
RME-100

Input signal
X-Y Recorder

a)

Output signal

b)

Figure 7. The test system of interaction of concentrated-compressivebb
load and bending moment (a), photos of failure
mechanisms under the interaction of concentrated-compressive and bending moment test loads(b).
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A subsequent step of the experimental approach is interaction of concentrated-compressive load and bending moment tests on
12 specimens of thin-walled steel square pipe (Square Hollow Section/SHS) beam. The specimens are divided in three
parameters of load bearing length (n = 15 mm, 30 mm and 60 mm). Meanwhile, the other parameter is the distance of load
point to the reaction points (e = 1.5 D for n =15 mm, 30 mm, 60 mm and e 1.5 D for n = 30 mm). The specimen is formed
from the carbon steel as above mentioned and its detail design can be seen in the above Figure 6b. The interaction of
concentrated-compressive load and bending moment tests were also performed in an ambient temperature using the testing
machine RME 100 Schenck Trebel of a 100 kN maximum capacity until the beam specimens completely failed. The test
system of interaction of concentrated-compressive load and bending moment is shown in Figure 7a. This test arrangement is
shown in Figure 7b and it is clearly seen that the Linear Variable Displacement Transducers (LVDT) are used to measure
vertical deflection of the top and bottom flange elements. Actual behavior of load-deflection relationship was always
monitored during the tests and plotted in X-Y recorders. The interaction strength of concentrated-compressive load and
bending moment of the tested specimens was measured from a load-indicating device of the testing machine and also from a
maximum test load of the experimental load-deflection behavior obtained. A mode of failure at each specimen is carefully
observed and this repeatedly occurs in the form of local plastic failure mechanisms as indicated in Figure 7b.The strength of
thin-walled steel square pipe (Square Hollow Section/SHS) beam under interaction of concentrated-compressive load and
bending moment is shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Comparison of design code and experimental results
The Strength of
SHS by
Experiment,
(kN)

Design code BS 5950 Part 5 1987
tf
(mm)

Id

A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
B3
C1
C2
C3
D1
D2
D3

Do2
(mm)

2.04
2.05
2.05
2,05
2.04
2.04
2.04
2.05
2.05
2.04
2.05
2.04

tw
(mm)

96.92
96.89
96.06
97.06
96.98
96.97
96.97
96.95
96.97
96.97
96.99
97.08

Notes: F(cb)SHS

2.04
2.04
2.04
2.05
2.04
2.05
2.05
2.05
2.05
2.05
2.05
2.04

Do1
(mm)
97.03
96.86
97.00
97.00
96.99
96.90
96.99
97.05
96.98
97.00
97.07
96.95

,
(kN)
16.639
16.803
16.806
16.761
16.588
16.592
16.492
16.659
16.658
16.050
16.211
16.044

, (kN)

Note

29.695
29.972
29.982
29.912
29.613
29.616
29.460
29.751
29.747
27.870
28.142
27.860

30.00
0.55
30.00
0.56
30.00
0.56
31.00
0.54
31.00
0.54
31.00
0.54
37.00
0.45
37.00
0.45
37.00
0.45
28.00
0.57
28.00
0.58
28.00
0.57
Mean Value
0.53
Statistical measures
Standard deviation
0.050
: Direct analysis using box section, F(cb)Ch: Analyzed using double channels connected to be box section

0.98
0.99
0.99
0.96
0.95
0.95
0.79
0.80
0.80
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.93
0.082

n = 15 mm
L = 295 mm
n = 30 mm
L = 310 mm
n = 15 mm
L = 340 mm
n = 30 mm
L = 395 mm

4. VERIFICATION OF DESIGN CODE RESULTS

+20%

50.0
45.0
40.0
35.0
30.0
25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0

a)

-20%
Fcb/Fexp

Fcb(kN)

The analytical and experimental approach results of the interaction of concentrated-compressive load and bending moment on
12 specimens of thin-walled steel square pipe (Square Hollow Section/SHS) beam are shown in Table 4. The comparison
results between the strength estimation of a thin-walled steel square pipe (Square Hollow Section/SHS) under interaction of
concentrated-compressive load and bending moment obtained from BS 5950 Part 5 1987 (Fcb) and the experiment (Fexp) are
shown in Figure 8a.
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

b)
+20%
-20%

0.0
0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

Fexp (kN)
SHS/box section

5.0

10.0

15.0

50.0

20.0

25.0

30.0

35.0

n/t
SHS/box section

SHS/2xchannel section

SHS/2xchannel section

Figure 8. Comparison of Fcb and Fexp (a), Accuracy of analytical data(Fcb/ Fexp) vs. Bearing length ratio (n/t) (b).
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The values of Fcb is resulted from equations 16 and 17 (BS 5950 Part 5 1987) where there are two analytical methods of the
strength values of SHS namely Fcb from SHS beams with having single thickness webs (direct analysis using box section) and
Fcb from 2x channel sections with having single thickness webs (analyzed using double channels connected to be box section).
Meanwhile, Fexp is experimental results of 12 specimens of thin-walled steel square pipe (Square Hollow Section/SHS). Figure
8a shows the accuracy of comparing both analytical methods of SHS strength to the experimental one (F exp). In case of the
direct analysis, the accuracy of analytical data obtained displaces and lies far beyond the acceptable limits of
20 %.
Meanwhile, the one of analytical data obtained from the double channels analysis is mostly scattered within the acceptable
limits of 20 % and tends to be in conservative region. The accuracy of design code BS 5950 Part 5 1987 is also plotted in
Figure 8b with respect to the variation of bearing length ratio (n/t). The variation of n/t will influence the magnitude of stress
concentration in the web exactly under the load bearing point.
The statistical analysis shown in Table 4 reveals that the data of double channels analysis tends to underestimate the actual one
of experiment by 7 % with standard deviation of 0.082. In the meantime, the direct analysis results in the estímated data,
which is too conservative by 47 % with the standard deviation of 0.05. Thus, it seems that the double channels analysis is
better than the direct one in estimating the strength of the SHS under combined-concentrated-compressive load and bending
moment. This finding is temporary result that can be disclosed during the preliminary study of the whole research program.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the preliminary study of research program, which is aimed at developing an analytical method of
combined plastic mechanisms and elastic approaches to estimate the strength of thin-walled section beam subjected to the
interaction of concentrated-compressive load and bending moment. The preliminary study is focused on the application of
design code BS 5950 Part 5 1987 to analyse the strength of square hollow section beams affected by interior one-flange
loading (IOF). There are two different approaches in implementing the design code BS 5950 Part 5 1987, namely the direct
analysis and through double channels one. In former analysis, the design code is directly used to estimate the strength of the
investigated beam whereas in the latter one, the investigated beam is assumed to be formed from double channels connected at
free edges of both flanges. Results of both analytical methods are verified using actual ones measured in a number of tests on
the similar design of the investigated beam under the IOF loading to failure. The verification indicates that the estimated data
of the double channels analysis is quite close to the experimental one compared to the data of direct analysis. Based on the
statistical analysis, the double channels analytical data, on average, deviates 7 % from the actual one with standard deviation
of 0.082 and it is still scattered within aceptable limits of 20 %.
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ABSTRACT
Geopolymer resin is a composite resin that is formulated from raw materials or precursors geopolymer. In the application of
heat resistant and fire resistant geopolymer used is a form of metakoalin based geopolymer, fly ash waste from burning coal
power plant is expected to replace metakoalin which has been used as a precursor of geopolymer resin. Fly ash taken from
Suralaya power plant will characterized using XRF, XRD and SEM. Selection of activator and the composition of the weight
will be done to get the geopolymer resin in accordance with the specification of heat-resistant resin. Resin will be
characterized further to measure the viscosity and working time.
Preminary test on fly ash showed that fly ash used is a F class F according ASTM C 618-02 with iron oxide content is high
enough. Mechanical testing results show that geopolymer resin has compressive test of 62,35 Mpa and 11,86 Mpa of flexural
strengt. Cracks on the surface occur after the heating test and silicate melt occurs when tested with oxy-acytilene flame.
During the heating process at 200, 400 and 600o celcius, there is not visible damage to the geopolymer microstructure so that
the resulting resin can be further used as a resin in the manufacture of composite for heat resistant and fire resistant materials.

1. INTRODUCTION
Synthesis of aluminosilicate-based geopolymer was first patented by Joseph Dovidovitts [1] in the late 1970s in France, since
that name “geopolymer” is used as the identity of inorganic polymer. The nature and use of geopolymer to date continue to be
done in various disciplines of science and technology. The potential of the use of geopolymer as low-tech materials include:
brick, decorative stone, ceramic floor tiles, refractories, heat insulation. Medium to high-tech materials include: fire proof
coating, composites for aircraft and automobile components, containers of toxic and radioactive waste. Geopolymer resin
consist of 2 main components [2] namely:
1. Solid particles containing the reactive nature of SiO2 and Al2O3 in the form of numbers and the reactive forms as well
as ash, active clay, pozzolana, slag and so on.
2. Alkali activating solution, where the solution (containing water) may be an alkali hydroxide, silicate, aluminate,
carbonate and sulfate or a combination of the solution.
A Fly ash is the term used for the mention of solid particle which small rounded and flyduring coal burning process. The
process of coal combustion produces 2 types’ ash, fly ash and bottom ash. Fly ash was cacth by the dust collector unit while
the bottom ash is the ash that remains in the bottom of furnace. The main compounds in fly ash and bottom ash are SiO2,
Al2O3, CaO and Fe2O3.
Activators are substances that activate the silicon and aluminum in the fly ash to transform from glassy to solid and hard
materials. type of alkali used include sodium and potassium in the form of hydroxide, sulfate, carbonate, silicate or a
combination of these materials [2]. For industrial purposes, there are 2 types of water glass, alkaline water glass, where the
ratio of Na2O and SiO2 under 2.85:1 and neutral water glass, where Na2O and SiO2 over 2.85:1. Type and concentration of
alkali will affect the process of dissolution of silicon and aluminum in the liquid phase bonds between geopolymer and solid
particles that determine the mechanical strength after curing[3].
Geopolymerization sysntesa described by Joseph Davidovitts by taking samples of raw materials or precursors of metakolin
MK-750 [4]. Active aluminosilicate materials under the influence of strong alkali will dissolve and form a free SiO4 and
tetrahedral AlO4, this process is called dissolution. In line with the reaction time, water will escape, then SiO4 and AlO4 will
share the oxygen between the 2 units to form tetrahedral amorphous geopolymer. There are three common types of geopolymer
chains, polysialat Al-O-Si, polysialat siloxo Al-O-Si-Si and polysialat disiloxo Al-O-Si-Si-Si [4]. The reaction begins with
alkalination and the formation of tetravalent Aluminum on the side sialate then continues with poly-condensation and
eventually forms a network of chain Na-polysialate disiloxo (albite).
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The temperature and curing time is 2 factors playing an important role in the formation of the final structure and mechanical
strength of geopolymer. Geopolymer synthesis can take place at a temperature of 25oC-90oC [4]. At low temperature or room
temperature, the reaction will run very slow [5]. At higher curing temperature beetwen 40oC - 90oC, the curing process has
been able increase the the mechanical strength of geopolymer [3, 6, 7]. While at room temperature, activator concentration will
give considerable influence in increasing the mechanical strength of geopolymer [8, 9].

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Raw Materials Characterization
Precursors used for the manufacture of geopolymer resins are fly ash from Suralaya Bantern power plant units. Coal used
comes from the PT. Bukit Asam in South Sumatra with type bitumious and semi-anthracite. Fly ash has been characterized for
their basic properties and classes of fly ash. The chemical composition of fly ash were tested using XRF according to ASTM C
114-03 [10], while the density, water content and Loss on Ignition (LOI) was tested according to ASTM C 311-02 [11]. XRD
tests conducted to determine the compounds of the particles and SEM observation and EDS performed to see the shape and
micro composition of particles. To determine the particle size distribution is done by using shieve shaker machine at maximum
amplitude for 10 minutes. Six unit of sieves are used with openings (nominal aperture) of 20, 32, 63, 125, 250, 500 microns.
2.2. Geopolymer Resin Preparation
The materials used to make geopolymer resin are as follows: fly ash that has been sieving with nominal aperture 250 mikron,
water glass/sodium silicate, and caustic soda/sodium hydroxide plus aquades water. The composition of the material used is
2:1 of precursor and activator by weight. Activator form of water glass, soda ash plus water as a solvent with ratio of 6:1:3 or
8.3 Molar of NaOH is used. After the raw materials are weighed, NaOH and water until evenly mixed and allowed to cool.
Water glass added in NaOH solution and stirred until completely dissolved. Subsequently the solution was poured into
precursor and stirring until evenly distributed. Mixing process can be done with the aid of a mechanical stirrer to accelerate this
part of the process and ensure all wetted precursors. After the mixing process is complete, the resin is ready to be poured into
molds. During the resin is still liquid form, viscosity and resin/setting time taken to find characters from the resin. Tests carried
out by using the Rotational or Brookfield type viscometer.
Molds that are used are made of steel and copper that had been coated first with plastic adhesive (tape). Tape coating is
intended to prevent sticking of resin and mold during the drying process and ensure a smooth printing surface and flatness of
samples. There are 2 kinds of molds are used, one with dimension 50 x 50 x 50 mm and other 70 x 10 x 10 mm. Large-sized
molds used for compressive strengt testing and small size molds used for three-point bending flexural testing. Mechanical tests
for compressive strength and three point bending flexural is based on ASTM C109-99 [12] and ASTM D790-03 [13].
2.3. Microstructure observation
Observation of microstructure using a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Leo 420i at the Department of Metallurgy and
Materials Engineering. SEM is used to observe the grain shape of fly ash and fault structure of the geopolymer resin. Energy
dispersive X-Ray Spectrophotometer (EDS) was used to determine the micro chemical composition of fly ash. Coating with
gold performed before samples were observed in SEM.
2.4. Heat and Fireproof Resistance
Heat resistance testing performed in furnace at 200oC, 400oC and 600oC for 2 hours. The temperature in the oven before the
sample entered must be stable for several minutes to ensure uniformity of temperature in the furnace. Fire resistance testing
performed with direct fire on one side of the sample surface by using the oxy-acytilene flame. On the front and rear surface
mounted with thermocouples sensors to measure temperature atboth of the surface. Tests are carried out for 5 minutes.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Characterization of fly ash
After density test, fly ash density values obtained at 2:38 gr/cm3. Effect of fly ash in the application of density is the ratio
between weight and mechanical strength are produced. The higher density of fly ash, the weight of materials will become
bigger so that hamper the performance of the resulting material as a whole. Table 1 and 2, shown the test results of water
contents and loss on ignition (LOI). ash Fly ash water contens and LOI values are still included in the requirements of fly ash
that can be used instead of cement. LOI values obtained are also low enough to ensure the durability of fly ash at high
temperatures.
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Table 1. Water contents and Lost On Ignition (LOI) test result.
Water Contents
LOI
Sample no.
(%)
(%)
1
3.55
2.87
2
2.32
3.19
3
2.16
3.17
4
2.44
2.95
5
3.05
2.90
Average
2.70
3.02

XRF test results showed that fly ash is used for research into the classification of fly ash class F according to ASTM C 618-02
[14] where the content of SiO2, Al2O3 and Fe2O3 above 70 percent by weight. Table 2 shown the XRF test result. Iron content
in the form of oxide is quite high, indicating that the quality of fly ash is actually not very good to geopolymer resin. For
comparison, in previous studies using fly ash from the same place showed levels of iron oxide is lower [15]. Comparative
content of alumina (Al2O3) and silica oxide (Si02) as the main compound which is also different geopolymer-forming content
of alumina is very low at only 4.55 percent. The low levels of alumina in fly ash also indicate the type of coal used in
combustion processes are the type of bitumious.
Table 2. XRF test results of fly ash samples*

Al203
SiO2
4,55
40,60
*at weight percent

S
0,80

K2O
3,53

CaO
16,50

TiO2
2,19

MnO2
1,77

Fe2O3
29,82

ZrO2
0,24

XRD test results showed the dominant peak seen in the XRD chart is SiO2 orquartz, iron oxide and calcium oxide. The peak of
alumina is not seen in the graph. These results are in accordance with the data previously XRF test results where the alumina
content of below 7 percent, so XRD was not able to produce high enough peak to show the existence of alumina in the sample.
XRD test results can be seen in the figure 3.
The result of particle size distribution can be seen at figure 4. Fly ash has a variety of sizes above 500 mikron to under 20
microns. The highest size distribution contained in 63 micron sieve, which means particle size between 64 to 125 microns.

Figure 3. XRD diffractograms from fly ash.

Figure 4. Distributon of particle size test result.
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Figure 5. SEM image on as-received fly ash asreceived.

Figure 6. SEM images of fly ash particle under 63 mikron.

2
3
1

Figure 7. SEM images of fly ash particle over 500 mikron.

Figure 8. SEM image with back-scattered detector.

3

1

(a)

(b)
(c)
Figure 9. EDS composition test results from figure 8. Position
(a.) at point 1
(b.) at point 2
(c.) at point 3
SEM image at figure 5-7 showed that the shape of fly ash particles is spherical (rounded) with a variety of sizes. Rounded
particle shape will strengthen the bond and the small size will expand the surface area so that the geoplimerization process will
take place perfectly. Sperichal shape with about the same size will create a mechanical bond strength is also better. Figure 6
showed that a large particle size above 500 microns is fly ash which has undergone aglomerization. Large particle should be
avoided to increase the mechanical strength of the resin.
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EDS test results and observations using Back scattered detector showed that the particles are colored bright / white (see no. 3
in the figure 8) are particles of iron oxide (hematite), particles are colored gray (no. 1 and 2 in figure 8.) is a silica oxide,
calcium oxide and alumina. The amount of iron oxide particles quite a lot and because of magnetic properties of hematite can
not separated by using magnetic separator. The presence of iron oxide in the precursor will lead to inhibition of the formation
of Na-poly-disiloxo sialate. Another effect of the presence of iron oxide is to increase thermal conductivity of the resin.
3.2. Viscosity and setting time of liquid resin
Viscosity test results showed that the temperature has an influence in determining the viscosity of the resin. At high
temperatures the viscosity of the resin is lower but tends to increase faster than the viscosity at lower temperatures. The
relationship between changes in the value of the viscosity of the initial temperature will be more visible when the resin testing
time. Setting time test results show the setting time of sample between 1000 to 2000 seconds depending on the initial
temperature. High initial temperature will increase the degree of dehydration so that rate of increasing viscosity much higher,
thereby reducing the setting time.
Table 3. Resin viscosity test result.
Viscosity (Pa.S)
T = 23.0 - 23.5oC
T = 27.2 - 27.5oC
A
B
A
B
2.54
2.48
2.45
2.32
2.60
2.50
2.48
2.33
2.64
2.52
2.51
2.35
2.70
2.52
2.58
2.41
2.76
2.54
2.70
2.51
2.78
2.55
2.85
2.59
2.80
2.56
2.95
2.71
2.69
2.52
2.65
2.46
0.10
0.03
0.19
0.15
A = using spindle no. 3, B = using spindle no. 4

Shear rate
(1/sec)
41.80
36.60
31.40
26.10
20.90
15.70
10.40
Rata-rata
Std. Dev.

T = 35.4 - 35.9oC
A
B
2.23
2.09
2.29
2.16
2.37
2.27
2.47
2.33
2.55
2.48
2.71
2.65
3.03
2.81
2.52
2.40
0.28
0.26

Figure 10. Setting time graph based on the initial temperature.

3.3. Heat resitance and Fireproof test

Figure 11. Sample after heating at elevated temperatur for 2 hours.
After heated at elevated temperatur, cracks occur on the sample surface. Cracks caused by the accumulation of thermal
expansion due to the dehydration reaction [16]. Non-uniform heat distribution can also contribute to the cracks that occurred
[17]. At 200oC and 400oC, color of the surface tend to brigther but at 600oC shows a darker color and the cracks are more and
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more. The color of the darkening on heating temperature of 600 º C showed that the combustion process occurs due to the
burning part of the geopolymer resin.
From the SEM images still looks pretty much fly ash particles that not react and empty spaces indicated by the black hole.
Empty space should be avoided to prevent crack initiation in case of mechanical loading. To reduce the wasted space for
mixing the resin manufacturing process performed stirring slowly and evenly. Microcracks are visible in the figure 12 started
from the fly ash particles that are not experiencing geopolimerization process. Proper precuring process can reduce the space
that is trapped in the structure. Curing process at high temperature will cause the process of "dry out" or release water from the
structure properly, it can reduce the mechanical strength of the final [17]. Research on the effect of curing temperature is also
done by Alonso and Palomo where curing at temperatures 35-60oC geopolimerization will accelerate reactions and increase the
compressive strength [18]. After heated at temperature 200oC, 400oC, and 600oC showed no damage to the structure of the
geopolymer resin and only showed a few microcracks. At high temperatures, structure which not undergo to geopolimerization
process will undergo to sintering process. Sintering process is supposed to increase the compressive strength on geopolymer
[18].

Figure 12. SEM image after pre-curing.

Figure.14. SEM image after 2 hour heated at 400oC

Figure.13. SEM image after 2 hour heated at 200oC.

Figure.15. SEM image after 2 hour heated at 600oC

Fireproof test results showed that there was damage to the sample surface where some of the sample melted. Molten sample is
a compound of silicate geopolymer resin. Figure 16 shows sample images after the fire test. Temperatures on front surface
which directly affected by the fires is estimated at 1800oC because it burned with an oxy-acitilene flame. Pressure and
temperature are high enough to melt the resin but the resin does not burn. Temperatures were recorded by termocouple only
800oC and then detached due to high temperature and high pressure. Total burning time is 5 minutes. Until 90 seconds to the
rear surface of the sample still showed a normal temperature (below 50oC) so it can be seen that the thermal conductivity of is
very low. Increasing temperature occurred gradually after 90 second. The maximum temperature after 5 minutes burnig is
250oC.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 16. Sample images after fire test (a.) front surface (b.) rear surface.
3.4. Mechanical Test

Table 3. Compressive strength and three-point bending test results after 24 hours curing at 80oC.
Compressive strenght
flexural strenght
Sample No.
(Mpa)
(Mpa)
1
67.43
12.28
2
60.10
10.81
3
63.63
12.33
4
62.29
12.12
5
58.33
11.76
Average.
62.35
11.86

The results of mechanical testing showed the mechanical strength of both compressive and flexural show results quite high.
The data also show that the quality of fly ash is also used quite well demonstrated with high mechanical strength. Further
research is needed to determine the relationship between the ratio of precursors and activators to mechanical strength.
Activator materials are still using p.a (pro analysis) type can also be replaced with the industrial type to determine the effect of
of purity level.

4. CONCLUSION
This article presented the results of initial characterization of fly ash and method of manufacture of resins for the application of
heat and fire resistant. The results demonstrate that:
1. Fly ash is used as the base material or precursor belongs into F-class according ASTM C 618 based on specific gravity,
water content, LOI, and the chemical composition test.
2. Temperature after mixing the resin affects the viscosity and setting time of the resin,
3. SEM observations show that geopolymer had a good heat resistance but tends cracks at high temperature, further research
to find optimum curing temperature and time needs to be done.
4. The addition of the renforced which having high heat resistance is needed to avoid melting when exposed to direct flame.
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ABS
STRACT
t
study, duaal vapor sourrce of ion-plaating process is
i expected too form Fe-In alloy of magnnetostrictive films
fi
with
In this
supeersaturated Inddium concentrration. It retainns the disorderred bcc (α–Fe)) phase at rooom temperaturee. Dual vapor source is
empployed for easyy controllable composition
c
off thin films. Thhe excess energgy incidences oof ion into the depositing
d
film
ms surface
are key parameterrs for magnetosstrictive propeerties.
Dennse plasma fluxx (»2.5 A) of source materiaal can be doseed and deposited on a substtrate. The fluxx of the sourcee vapor is
ioniized from molteen pool to an electrode
e
calledd “probe” by accelerated
a
theermal electronss. Plasma parrameters were measured
m
by Langmuir
L
Proobe and Faradday-cup. All suupersaturated sample films showed bcc structure.
s
The sample of F
Fe-1.5%In
show
wed maximum value of magn
netostriction waas about 80 pppm at 1200 kA/m
/m.
Key
ywords
Dua
al vapor sourcee, supersaturatted solid solutiion, ion-platingg, excess energgy, metastable states,
s
magnetiic films.

1. INTRODUCT
I
TION
Fe-IIn system is im
mmiscible in ro
oom tempature,, because of mixing enthalpyy of Fe-In systeem shows posittive value [1]. Recently,
Hottta et al. have rreported that Fe-In
F
body-cenntered cubic (bccc) alloys weree synthesized by
b mechanicall alloying (MA
A) process
[2]. They describeed that the nannostructure of Fe-In
F
was channged with the lattice distortioon as mechanical energy acccumulated
intoo the -Fe bccc lattice by MA
M process. W
We recently haave studied thhe process for magnetostricttive propertiess of giant
mag
gnetostrictive (GM)
(
films by using several film processess, such as flashh evaporation, eelectron beam evaporation, magnetron
m
sputttering, ion beeam sputteringg, and ion-plaating [3]. The films processes can be sttrongly affecteed the magnettostrictive
prop
perties, such ass the magnetosstrictive suscepptibility and satturated magnettostriction [3].
his study, supeersaturated Fe--In magnetostrrictive films weere prepared bby dual vapor ssource of ion plating
p
(IP) sysstem. The
In th
dual vapor sourcee processes is expected
e
to bee controlled eassily to form supersaturated
s
solid solution [4] of Fe-In thhin films.
ms surface seem
m to be a key factor for maggnetostrictive properties
p
Thee excess energyy incidences of ion into the ddepositing film
[4]. The excess ennergy on the films
fi
depositionn propagates compressive
c
innternal stressess [5,6], and thee magnetoelasttic energy
may
y be significanttly changed byy internal stressses [7–10].
n
annd magnetostriictive characteeristics of thin ffilms were anaalyzed in this sttudy. The
Effeect of excess ennergy on the nanostructure
lattiice distortion w
was increased by
b substitutionn of Indium intto Fe (bcc). In those samples, solid solubiliity limits were extended
and can be kept att α-Fe bcc struccture at room teemperature. Thhe lattice distorrtion in samplees for exceed solid solubility limit was
caussed by excess eenergy of IP prrocess.
Faraday cup /
Langmuir probe
L

A

Figure 1 : Schematic
S
diaggram of dual vaapor source IP system
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2. EXPERIMEN
E
NTAL
2.1 Films preparaation
Fig..1 shows schem
matic diagram of dual vaporr source of ionn-plating (IP) system. Fe-In was
w prepared by
b dual vapor source IP
systtem with electrron beam and resistance heaating. The film
m characteristiccs prepared by IP process shhow wide variaation with
dense plasma fluxx (~2.5 A) of ioonized source materials
m
whichh can be dosedd and depositedd on a substratee.
m, the flux of thhe source vapoor is ionized froom molten poool to an electroode so called “pprobe” by
In thhis type of ion plating system
acceelerated thermaal electrons [111].
um metals are higher than Fee, Fe and Indiuum were evapoorated by electrron beam and rresistance
Sincce the vapor prressure of Indiu
heatting, respectiveely. Compositiion of films waas controlled by
b ratio of Fe and
a Indium deeposition rate and
a measured by
b crystal
osciillator of “ULV
VAC CRTM-50
000”.
Exp
perimental condditions :
Electronic beaam power

: 100～1600 mA×10 kV

Base pressure

: < 5.0ｘ110-4 Pa

Resistance heaating (current)
Anode probe voltage
v
Substrate bias voltage
me
Deposition tim
Substrate

:
:
:
:
:

45 ～ 600A
+50, 1000, 150 VDC
0 ~ -150 V
5 min
Si (100)

Ano
ode probe voltaage of positive electrode defined as Vb, conntrolled at 50 V,
V 100 V, and 1150 V. Substraate potential waas set as 0
~ -1
150 V for accum
mulating of kin
netic energy onn ions in evapooration particles.
2.3 Sample analyysis
mples were measured
m
by using energy dispersive X
X-ray spectrosccopy (EDX), the film
Thee compositionss of film sam
nanostructures weere analyzed by X-ray diffraaction (XRD). The surface observations
o
off the film sam
mples were meaasured by
SEM) and the m
magnetostrictioons were measuured by means of an optical cantilever
c
methhod.
scannning electron microscope (S
s
was measured
m
by styylus profilomeeter. Plasma diiagnostics of eaach material was
w carried outt by using
Thee thickness of samples
Lanngmuir probes ffor ion current saturated and Faraday-cup for
fo ionization raate [12].
2.3 Calculating and measuring
g excess energyy
d
as diffeerence betweenn temperature oof evaporation particles and ddeposition
Exccess energy of pparticles on IP process was defined
partticles on substrrate which can be written as follows
f
(1)
Where R is a gas cconstant and k is a Boltzmannn constant.
partticles on substrrate respectivelly.
is deffined as

and

aree temperature oof evaporation particles and ddeposition
(2)

Herre,

is energgy of ions whille

is Avogadro’s constant,
is determined by

is energgy of evaporattion particles w
which does not ionized.

(3)
i kinetic energgy of ion in evvaporation partiicles and is ioonization rate in
is
i evaporation particles.

(4)
a
and
were potential
p
of plaasma in evaporration particless measured by Langmuir
L
probbe and substratte respectively..
Ioniization rate, , was estimated
d by ratio betweeen ions and evvaporation partticles impinginng unit area of substrate.
(5)
and
werre the flux of evaporatioon particles and ions meeasured by ccrystal oscillator and Faraaday cup
resppectively.
are as follows
(6)
is temperatuure of evaporaation particles which does not
n ionized. It was referringg to molten poool temperaturre.

is
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tem
mperature of subbstrate was deccided to 300-3550 K.
Thu
us from a seriess of formulas (2
2) to (6), excesss energy (

) can be defineed as
(7)

3. EXPERIMEN
E
NTAL RESU
ULTS
In thhis experimentt, it is importannt to mention thhat the saturateed compositionn of films can bbe prepared by controlling thee value of
exceess energy as plasma processs parameter [4].
[ As shownn in equation (7),
( the excesss energy is rem
markably influuenced by
subsstrate temperatture, plasma vo
oltage, substratte bias voltage,, ionization ratee, and temperaature of evaporration particles..
ma parameters on ion-platingg process as a function
f
of proobe anode volttage. Ionizationn rate, kinetic energy
e
of
Fig..2 shows plasm
ion,, and excess ennergy was increeased by escalaating the anodee probe voltagee linearly.
3.1 Preparation of Unrecognizzed non-equiliibrium phase of Fe-Indium
In Fig.3,
F
Fe-In fillm samples weere prepared byy IP process as
a a function oof probe voltagge and compossition of indium
m. It was
foun
nd that the 0 too 17 at%In film
m had α-Fe bcc structure, althhough Fe-In sysstem was immiiscible in room
m temperature [[1]. These
resuults had been atttributed as unrrecognized nonn-equilibrium phase.
p
It was formed
fo
by non--equilibrium coondition as plassma-solid
quennching peculiaar [13-28] of the
t IP system. By increasingg the value off negative subsstrate bias volttage and probee voltage,
exceess energy cann be amplified. It is expected the
t solubility limit of alloy fiilms can be conntrolled by thiss method.
A films
3.2 Magnetostricction properties of supersatturated Fe-IIIA
m is expected ccan make
Tabble I shows thee value of magnnetostrictive off each compossition. By addinng the compossition of Indium
inteernal stress of films
f
rising [2]]. And as a ressult, the saturatted magnetosittriction was inncreasing as a function
f
of com
mposition
[4]. Unfortunatelyy, just the sam
mple of Fe-1.5 at%In showed maximum vvalue of magneetostriction is about 80 ppm
m at 1200
kA//m. This result was caused by
y lattice instabiility due to incrreasing lattice pparameter [27]].

\

(b)

(a)

(c)

Fiigure 2 : Plasm
ma paramaters of
o Fe-Indium on
o ion-platting process
(a) Kineticc energy of ionn (b) Ionizationn rate (c) Excesss energy of onne molar plasm
ma
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Figure 3 : X--ray diffractionn patterns of Fee-In films prepared
by IP processs at probe volttage (a) 100 V DC (b) 150 V DC
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4. CONCLUSIO
C
ON
Thee effects of the excess energyy on the growinng films stronggly depend on its
i intensity [4]. If the excesss energy is conntrolled, it
can be applied to modulate the film
f
propertiess. The intensityy of excess eneergy is determ
mined by both ion flux and ioon energy.
Thee ion flux can be determinedd through the Bohm
B
sheath criterion
c
[14] based
b
on the values
v
of the pllasma potentiaal, plasma
density and electroon temperaturee. If these valuues can be conttrolled, the inteensity of excesss energy can be
b directly conntrolled in
p
IP processes.
t
study, Fe--In thin films were preparedd by dual vappor source of IP process annd analyzed with
w
their nanoostructure,
In this
mag
gnetostrictive characteristics,
c
and excess ennergy ( ). was
w increased by escalating of
o anode probee voltage. The inputs
werre more than thhe mixing enthaalpy of Fe and Indium. Accum
mulated latticee distortion eneergy was enlargged by increasiing lattice
expansion of α-Fee bcc lattice, whhere the increm
ment can be obttained by increeasing impinginng energy of evvaporation parrticles.
ystallographic characterization
c
n in film was cchanged by moobility of depossition particles on substrate and
a impinging energy of
Cry
evapporation particcles. Thus, thesse experimentaal results, caan be able to coontrol the solidd solubility lim
mits and crystalllographic
charracterization off films.
Table.1 : Thhe value of magnnetostrictive in ppm
pp of each sampple
Composition

Magnetostriction

Fe-1.5at%In

80ppm

Fe-2.6at%In

20ppm

Fe

35ppm
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Preparation of Porous Ceramic with Controllable Additive and Firing
Temperature
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Porous ceramics were produced by mixing clay and ash of sago waste from the sago processing industry in Indonesia. The
composition was prepared by adding an amount from 0 to 40 wt% of ash into the clay, and then the samples were milled for 6
h. The samples were dry pressed and sintered in the temperature range between 900oC and 1300oC. The influence of the ash
content and the sintering temperature on the bulk density, firing shrinkage, and porosity was studied in detail. The results
show that an amount of 10 wt% ash can be incorporated into the clay material without any appreciable effect on the bulk
density and porosity of the samples sintered at 1000oC. It was found that if the amount of ashes is greater than 20 wt% and the
sintering temperatures are lower than 1100oC, then the percentage of the porosity is greater than 30%. These results are
important for optimization of the parameters of the technological processes for production of porous ceramics for various
applications, each of which requires a specific porosity.
Keywords
Porous ceramics, sago waste ash, clay, ash content, sintering temperature, porosity, linear shrinkage, bulk density
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ABSTRACT
Flow induced corrosion due to the presence of turbulent flow often occurs which causes severe internal thinning thus promotes
premature leakage. In practice, the common method for controlling such internal high corrosion rate is chemical injection
using corrosion inhibitor which utilizing adsorption or film forming mechanism such as amine based corrosion inhibitor.
Unfortunately, the protection performance of such inhibitor might be much less effective due to turbulent flow induced.
The purpose of this work is to study the use of mixture of piper betle and green tea as an alternative of green corrosion
inhibitor (eco-friendly) to reduce the corrosion rate of API X-52 steel in aerated 3.5 % NaCl solution in turbulent flow
condition. Corrosion rate measurements were conducted using electrochemical polarization method equipped with
CMS100-Gamry Instruments and DC105 software. The mechanism of inhibition was also investigated using Electrochemical
Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) method with EIS300 software. It was found that the addition of mixture of piper betle and
green tea extracts at concentration 3500 ppm respectively and Reynold number ranging from 0 up to 30000, corrosion
rates were significantly reduced with approximately 90 % inhibitor efficiencies achieved. EIS spectra showed that in the
absence of corrosion inhibitor, the Warburg impedance (diffusion controlled) was significantly attributed to the overall
impedance but in the presence of corrosion inhibitor capacitive impedance (charge transfer controlled) was mainly attributed
to the overall impedance.
Keywords
Corrosion rate of steel, green corrosion inhibitor, turbulent flow induced

1. INTRODUCTION
Internal corrosion attack is one of the major problems in industry such as in the oil and gas production facilities which
causes serious detrimental consequences. It is generally believed that corrosion inhibitors can effectively reduce the
corrosion rate of carbon steel materials in aggressive media. Inhibitors can be organic or inorganic compounds, and they are
usually dissolved in aqueous environments. Some of the most effective inorganic inhibitors are chromates, nitrites, silicates,
carbonates, phosphates, and arsenates. The organic inhibitors which are widely used include amines, heterocyclic nitrogen
compounds, sulfur compounds (such as thioethers, thioalcohols, thioamides, thiourea, and hydrazine), some natural
compounds (such as glue or proteins) and mixtures of two or more compounds. Organic compounds containing polar groups
including nitrogen, sulphur, and oxygen and heterocyclic compounds with polar functional groups and/or conjugated double
bonds have been reported to inhibit various metals or alloys. Due to the toxicity and environmental implications as well as
high cost of some corrosion inhibitors currently in use, it is essential to develop alternative corrosion inhibitors which are
environmentally acceptable and inexpensive ones also known as green inhibitor [1][2]. Natural products can be used as
corrosion inhibitors which are readily available and renewable sources. Several studies have developed corrosion inhibitor
materials derived from natural plants such as green tea, rosemary, thyme, coriander, hibiscus, anis, black cumin and garden
cress, tobacco and even honey [3][4][5][6][7]. The protection mechanism of the organic inhibitors mostly based on the
adsorption of ions or molecules into the surface of steel, these inhibitors are able to control the electrochemical reaction, the
rate of diffusion, and surface barriers to minimize the corrosion process [8][9][10][11]. However, the types of inhibitor above
still do not provide maximum performance in its use if there is a change of flow pattern or under turbulent flow condition
[12][13][14][15][16]. There is a form of internal corrosion usually occurs in carbon steel such as API X52 which
affected by flow induced or turbulent condition especially at bent line pipe such as elbow or U-shape area where the
efficiency of the inhibitor might be less effective.
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The aim of this work is to investigate a new environmentally-friendly corrosion inhibitor based on components from
naturally occurring tropical plants which is a mixture of extract piper betle and green tea whether it can protect carbon steel
API X52 in aerated 3.5 % NaCl effectively. Both green tea and piper betle have been known as antioxidant substances.
Green tea contains active substance mostly catechins, especially Epigallocatechin Gallate (EGCG) and its compound
formula : C22H18O11 , the molecular structure is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Molecular Structure of Epigallocatechin Gallate (EGCG) [17]
Piper Betel is a tropical natural product that contains chemical substance, especially hydroxychavicol and its compound
formula : C9H10O2 , the molecular structure is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2. Molecular Structure of Hydroxychavicol [18][19]
It show that an aromatic ring bearing one to several hydroxyl groups is known as phenolic compound which is most common
in plants product. The inhibition potency of Epigallocatechin Gallate (EGCG) and hydroxychavicol are believed mainly due
to the hydroxy groups in the aromatic ring which may increase its antioxidant (oxygen scavenger) properties as well as forming
a surface layer so that the corrosion product becoming more protective.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The specimen used in this study was carbon steel that complying API X52 standard. The shape of the specimen was
cylindrical, 1.5 cm long and 1.2 cm in diameter (known as Rotating Cylinder Electrode - RCE) with a central cylindrical hole
to fit on the stainless steel shaft [20][21]. Above the specimen the shaft was fixed in a long Teflon cylinder and below the
specimen Teflon cap was screwed on to hold the specimen tightly. The diameter of the specimen was exactly the same as that
of the upper Teflon coated shaft or lower Teflon cap. Thus the specimen became a part of the long cylinder exposing the
peripheral surface of the specimen to the test solution. The surface of specimen was polished with 600-grit silicon carbide
paper to obtain uniform results. The chemical composition of this specimen can be shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Chemical composition of steel (API 5L X52)
Fe

C

Mn

Cr

Mo

Ni

Cu

P

S

97.98%

0.21%

0.83%

0.08%

0.01%

0.04%

0.02%

max.0.06%

max.0.02%

Laboratory tests were carried out to investigate the corrosion behavior of API 5X steel that immersed in aerated 3.5 % NaCl
solution at different RCE rotation rate (rpm) ranging from 0 to 5000 rpm with and without the addition of corrosion inhibitor
at room temperature, 25oC and atmospheric pressure. The rotation rate of RCE was driven by a rotator which equipped with
digital tachometer and its proximity. Based on our previous study, a mixture of 3500 ppm piper betle and 3500 ppm green
tea extracts was prepared as corrosion inhibitor. The polarization measurements have been performed to evaluate the
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corrosion potential and corrosion current density while the mechanism of inhibition is investigated by using
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The test cell circuit is schematically shown in Figure 3.

the

Figure 3: Schematic Circuit of Test Cell

2.1 Polarization Measurements.
The Polarization measurements were carried out in a conventional three-electrode cell assembly. The working electrode was
RCE which immersing in 3.5% NaCl solution. A solid tubular graphite was used as the counter electrode and Standard
Calomel Electrode (SCE) as reference electrode. The polarization cell apparatus associated with the hardware Gamry
Instrument PC3 potentiostat equipped with software CMS 100 and DC 105. The polarization was carried from a cathodic
potential of - 250 mV (vs SCE) to an anodic potential of 250 mV (vs SCE) with respect to corrosion potential at a sweep rate
of 0.1 mV per second. The measurements were taken at rotation rates of : 0, 1500, 3000 and 5000 rpm or at linier
velocities of : 0, 94, 188, and 314 cm s-1 which are operating conditions commonly observed in practice [22][23].

2.2 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy Measurements.
The mechanism of corrosion was investigated by using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). This method based on
the response of a circuit to an alternating current voltage as a function of frequency. The electrochemical impedance
measurement were performed under potentiostatic conditions at the corrosion potential by means of Gamry Instrument PC3
potentiostat equipped with software EIS 300. A sine wave (AC) with amplitude of 10 mV was superimposed on the steady
open circuit corrosion potential. The real part (Z’) and the imaginary part (Z’’) were measured at various frequencies in the
range of 1 kHz to 10 mHz. The Nyquist plots of Z’ vs Z’’ were also performed [24][25][26][27].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As results from polarization measurements, the polarization curves were obtained at different rotation rates as can be shown in
Figure 4. As already known, the corrosion of carbon steel in aerated NaCl solution occurred according to the reactions :
Fe  Fe+2 + 2e
H2O + ½ O2 (dissolved) + 2e  2OHor : Fe + H2O + ½ O2 (dissolved)  Fe(OH)2
the further reaction resulted in more stable corrosion product : 2Fe(OH)2 + H2O + ½ O2 → 2Fe(OH)3
The diffusion of dissolved oxygen towards the steel interface was a controlling step, in this case the limiting current density
would be developed which influenced by the rate of flowing or rotation. The corrosion rate could be determined from the
magnitude of related limiting current density as resulted from the measured polarization curves. As shown in Figure 4, at the
cathodic polarization curves showed that at higher rotation rates the higher limiting corrosion current densities occurred due to
higher oxygen diffusion rates towards the interface, while at the anodic polarization curves showed that the rotation rates
slightly affected the magnitude of the current densities. The corrosion potentials, Ecorr were shifted towards more positive
potential as rotation rates increased due to the corrosion product that gradually formed.
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Figure 4. Polarization Curves at Different Rotation rates in Aerated 3.5 % NaCl without Inhibitor
The corrosion rates can be calculated based on approximately values of the developed limiting current densities related to the
rotation rate which can be derived according to the following formulas.
The linear velocity U (cm s–1), at the outer surface of the cylinder is given by :
U = π.d . (F /60)

(1)

where : the rotation rate F can be expressed as revolution per minute (rpm) and d (cm) is the cylinder diameter.
The Reynolds number for a rotating cylinder electrode with outer diameter, d (cm) is calculated according to the relation
Re = U . d . (ρ / μ)

(2)

where : ρ is the solution density (g cm–3) and µ is the absolute viscosity of the solution (g cm–1s–1).
for a RCE geometry, turbulent flow typically is encountered for Reynolds number : Re > 200
The turbulent flow at the RCE induces a wall shear stress on the surface of the cylinder which given by the equation :
τ = 0.0791 ρRe–0.3U 2

(3)

The corrosion rate as a penetration rate is calculated from the corrosion current by the following equation:
a. icorr
CR = K .
(4)
n. D
where:
CR = corrosion rate (mil per year or mm per year depending on units of K)
K = constant for converting units (0.129 for mpy)
icorr = corrosion current density (micro amp/cm2 )
D = alloy density (gram/cm3)
a = atomic weight
n = atomic valence
The inhibitor efficiency IE (%) is calculated using the formula :
CR(uninhibit) – CR(inhibit)

IE (%) =

x 100 %

(5)

CR(uninhibit)
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For a RCE with outer diameter 1.2 cm rotating in aerated 3.5% NaCl at 25ºC (the density is 0.997 g cm–3 and the absolute
viscosity is 0.00891 g cm–1s–1) the following calculations are obtained along with its approximate polarization results in the
absence of corrosion inhibitor as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Rotation rates correlation with the polarization measurement results in the absence of corrosion inhibitor

Rotation
Rate

Linier
Velocity

Reynold
Number

Shear
Stress

Corrosion
Potential vs
SCE

Approx.
Limiting Current
Density

Approx.
Corrosion
Rate

(rpm)

(cm s-1)

(unitless)

(gr cm-1 s-2)

(mV)

(uA cm-2)

(mpy)

0
1500
3000
5000

0
94
188
314

0
9043
18086
30144

0
47.47
154.23
367.54

-630
-570
-530
-510

40
180
250
420

18
82
116
195

In the presence of corrosion inhibitor, the higher rotation rate the cathodic current density slightly increased and limiting
current density not likely developed which indicated that diffusion controlled process not encountered turned to the charge
transfer of oxygen reduction controlled, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Polarization Curves at Different Rotation rates in Aerated 3.5 % NaCl with Inhibitor
The cathodic current density sharply decreased with the addition of corrosion inhibitor and the limiting current density
decreased turned to typical charge transfer current density, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Polarization Curves at 5000 rpm Rotation rate in Aerated 3.5 % NaCl with and without Inhibitor
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In the presence of corrosion inhibitor, the corrosion current densities were obtained by using Tafel’s extrapolations which its
results can be shown in Table 3. which compared to the absence of corrosion inhibitor.
Table 3. Rotation rates correlation with the polarization measurement results in the absence of corrosion inhibitor
compared to the presence of corrosion inhibitor
Without Inhibitor
Rotation Rate
(rpm)

Approx.
Limiting Current
Density
(uA cm-2)
40
180
250
420

0
1500
3000
5000

With Inhibitor

Approx.
Corrosion
Rate
(mpy)
18
82
116
195

Approx.
Corrosion
Current
Density
(uA cm-2)
5.0
12.6
12.6
15.8

Approx.
Corrosion
Rate
(mpy)
2.3
3.0
3.7
4.6

Inhibitor
Efficiency
(%)

87
93
95
96

In figure 7. showed that at the anodic polarization curve, the current density reduced with the addition of corrosion inhibitor
and a slightly passivation phenomenon appeared. This was believed due to reaction of corrosion inhibitor with the corrosion
product forming the more stable layer.

Figure 7. Polarization Curves at 0 rpm Rotation rate in Aerated 3.5 % NaCl with and without Inhibitor
EIS measurements as shown in Figure 8, revealed that in the absence of corrosion inhibitor the overall impedance decreased
with the increasing the rotation rates and a Warburg impedance mainly attributed due to diffusion controlled mechanism.
4.00E+02
3.50E+02

a

3.00E+02

-Imag (Ohm)

2.50E+02

rpm

b : 1500 rpm

2.00E+02

c : 3000 rpm

1.50E+02

b

1.00E+02
5.00E+01

a: 0

d : 5000 rpm

c
d

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

2.00E+02

4.00E+02

6.00E+02

8.00E+02

Real (Ohm)

Figure 8. Nquist plots for steel in aerated 3.5 % NaCl at different rotation rates without corrosion inhibitor
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In the presence of corrosion inhibitor, the overall impedance increased without significantly attributed by the Warburg
impedance but the capacitive impedance due to charge transfer controlled mechanism significantly attributed to the overall
impedance as can be shown in figure 9.

Figure 9. Nquist plots for steel in aerated 3.5 % NaCl comparing with and without corrosion inhibitor addition.

4. CONCLUSIONS
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Corrosion rates of API X52 steel in aerated 3.5 % NaCl increased significantly with increasing rotation rates in
absence of corrosion inhibitor as shown by cathodic polarization curves.
The increasing of corrosion rates with the higher rotation rates were less significant in the presence of corrosion
inhibitor.
In the absence of corrosion inhibitor the diffusion control mechanism encountered that confirmed by EIS
measurement indicating that Warburg impedance mainly attributed to the overall impedance which decreased with
increasing rotation rates.
In the presence of corrosion inhibitor the charge transfer control encountered that confirmed by EIS measurement
indicating capacitive impedance attributed to the overall impedance which decreased with increasing rotation rates.
The corrosion inhibitor of mixture of piper betle and green tea extracts worked as a mixed corrosion inhibitor type
which decreased both cathodic and anodic current densities in turbulent flow condition. It was found that around 90
% of inhibitor efficiency achieved.
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ABSTRACT
Metal Matrix Composite with reinforced particles have been applied mostly in engineering materials due to the high strength,
high hardness, high wear resistance, low heat coefficient expansion and competitive prices. The most types of MMC alloying
used for industrial components are aluminum-copper Alloys (AlCu). When this alloying is combined with ceramic alumina
(Al2O3) can be produced the new materials of MMC. One of the recent developed manufacturing methods for MMC is used by
semi-solid forming method. Thixoforming is one of semi-solid forming process by reheating the ingots of MMC and continued
by forged them into the parts. The research was focused on manufacturing of metal matrix composite by thixoforming process
using the alloying matrix of Al5Cu with the addition of particle reinforcement of 5, 10 and 20 % volume fraction (vf) of Al2O3.
The wetting agent of Al2O3 particles used the addition of 4 % of magnesium. The characterization of MMC was carried out by
mechanical tests (hardness and wear resistance), and by Metallographic tests (microstructure, porosity and density) and also
using SEM/EDS to characterize the microstructure of both matrix and reinforcement of MMC. The results showed that MMC
manufactured by Thixoforming process increase the mechanical properties (hardness and wear resistance) by increasing the
volume fraction of Al2O3. However, the bulk density of MMC is decreased by increasing the volume fraction of Al2O3. The SEM
photographs show that the alumina particles are randomly distributed into the MMC matrix.
Keywords
Metal matrix composite of Al5Cu/Al2O3, semi-solid forming, mechanical properties, microstructure and bulk density.

1. INTRODUCTION
The mechanical properties of metal matrix composites (MMCs) such as specific strength, wear resistance, resistance to impact failure,
and damping capacity are superior compared with the known materials. Moreover, MMC has controllable thermal conductivity and low
thermal coefficient of expansion. Therefore, it is applied to the piston rings, cylinder liners, connecting rods, and engine parts [1, 2]. The
characteristic of the MMC are decided according to the kinds of the matrix and reinforcement; therefore it can be designed variably, but
as a matrix, Al alloy reinforced with Al2O3 is usually used. The liquid method is usually used as the manufacturing process of MMC.
The liquid method has some advantage in the process, manufacturing various parts as well as in using known casting system and
technology. Hence, it is used normally for MMC [3]. If the casting processes of the melted metal are applied directly in the state of
melted Al matrix with reinforcement, the reinforced MMC parts with the complicated shape can be produced. However, it is hard to get
the products for the reinforcement to be distributed uniformly because of the difference of density in the reinforcement. In addition, it is
because the addition of alumina reinforcement (in % fv) into the aluminum alloys liquid affect in changing on their viscosity during the
manufacturing of MMC by semi-solid process. Moreover, Magnesium (Mg) is added to the mixture of Al5Cu and Alumina due to the
influence of Mg is to increase on the wetability between aluminum alloy matrix and alumina reinforcement. When the wetability of
MMC increased, the existence of interface will increase as well. Therefore, in this paper, the reinforced MMCs were fabricated with
semi-solid metals (SSM) processing and the study of reheating (aging) for thixoforming products had been performed. The fabricating
conditions with induced heating stirring method were drawn for the uniform distribution of the reinforcement in fabricating reinforced
MMC for Al5Cu alloy to be used as the matrix. Thixo-forming [4] processes, or semi-solid metals (SSM) processing can potentially
produce high quality, near-net-shape products, due to the better accommodation of globular structures, compared to dendritic material,
and are reported to have less internal porosity [4]. The aim of this work is to analyze the forging behavior of MMC of Al5Cu varied with
5, 10 and 20 % -Al2O3 in the semi-solid state, observing the influence of the process parameters on the necessary forming load and the
effect of solution heat treatment process (aging) of metal matrix composite with reinforced particles. Microstructure and mechanical
properties of parts manufactured by Thixo-forming were also investigated.
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2. METHODOLOGY
The manufacturing of MMC by thixoforming process using the alloying matrix of Al5Cu with the addition of particle reinforcement of 5,
10 and 20 % volume fraction (vf) of Al2O3. Magnesium with 4 % vf is used as the wetting agent of Al2O3 particles. The process of
manufacturing as can be seen in Figure 1. After that the MMC product was re-heating into semi-solid state and was then forged
at the pressing machine into the product as can be seen in Figure 2. Then the product of thixoforming was heat-treated to the
T6 solution treatment at 540oC and was followed by artificial aging for 16 hours and 18 hours at 200oC. In order to characterize
of MMC, mechanical tests (hardness and wear resistance), and by Metallographic examinations such as microstructure,
porosity and density tests and also using SEM/EDS were applied.

Figure 1. Steering mechanism to mix
between Al5Cu and Alumina Powder to
produce a MMC

Figure 2. Thixo-forming processes (forging)
of MMC (Al5Cu/Al2O3) in the pressing
machine

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. Effect of Al2O3 addition and aging parameters
The both hardness and wear resistance of MMC on as cast product has the lower value compared to the heat treated MMC
products as can be seen in Figure 3.

(a)
(b)
Figure 3. Effect of Al2O3 addition and aging parameters to (a) Hardness and (b) Wear rate at certain conditions
It has been shown in some of the previous studies [5,6] that the incorporation of TiB2, SiC, B4C and Al2O3 as reinforcement
into the aluminum-based alloy improve the wear rates. It can shows in Figure 3 that increase the value of hardness is directly
proportional to the additional volume fraction of alumina. The lowest hardness is 52 HRB for the as-cast ingot, and the highest
hardness is in the composite with 20% volume fraction of alumina with 76 HRB. Thus, the addition of 20% volume fraction of
alumina in the composite yields the increasing of hardness by 45%.
The MMC with 5 % vf of alumina reinforcement has optimum density compared to the other MMC with increase for almost
0.4 % density as can be seen in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows the SEM photograph for MMC with 5 % volume fraction of Al2O3.
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Figure 4. Effect of Al2O3 addition to the
bulk at theoretical measurement, as cast and
SSF-NT (Semi Solid Forming – Non
Treatment)

Figure 5. SEM photograph of MMC with 5
% volume fraction of Al2O3.

Using the energy diffraction spectrometry (EDS) as can be seen in Table 1, the color of dark grey can be identified as alumina
reinforcement (Al2O3), the white color is the aluminum alloy matrix of Al-Cu-Mg and the light grey color is the precipitate of
aluminum copper. The microstructure of MMC shows coarse grain in as cast condition and the grain became smaller and
alumina reinforcement (Al2O3) is distributed randomly after thixo-forming process as seen in Figure 6.
Table 1. Micro-analysis results of EDS test for MMC of AL5Cu/Al2O3 with 5 vf % Al2O3.
No
1
2
3

O
27.84
3.51
1.25

Cu
7.06
36.46

Mg
5.62

Si

Ti

0.92
0.48

1.82
0.88

Al
72.16
86.66
55.31

Color
Dark grey
Light grey
White

(a)
(b)
Figure 6. Micro-structure of MMC with 5 % vf Al2O3 at condition of (a) as cast product, (b) thixo-forming product
To improve the mechanical properties of thixoforged Al alloy parts, T6 heat treatment experiments were performed for
variation of artificial ageing time after solution treatment. T6 heat treatment conditions except artificial ageing time were
determined referring to the literatures [8–10]. As can be seen from Figure 6 that the product of thixoforming process showed a
smaller grain structure compared with the as cast product. Grain size reduction is caused by a given amount of compression
force during the process of thixoforming. Heat treatment in the form of solution treatment at a temperature of 540 oC for 4
hours and then on quenching and aging at 200 oC for 16 and 28 hours has changed the microstructure of composite.
Enlargement of grain and grain boundary have occurred during solution heat treatment. However, the composite with volume
fraction of 5 and 10% alumina are still able to maintain their grain boundary shape in the form of globular.

4. CONCLUSION
1.
2.
3.

The addition of Al2O3 reinforced particles into MMC can increase both hardness and wear resistance as the percent vf of
Al2O3 increase from 5 % to 20%.
The longer aging time from 16 to 28 hours during solution heat treatment of MMC can increase both hardness and wear
resistance of MMC products.
The optimum density of MMC with Al2O3 reinforced particles was found in MMC with 5% vf of Al2O3.
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This paper reports a study of Ba0.9Sr0.1TiO3films deposited on Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si substrates. The annealing temperatures were
750°C, 850°C and 950°C. An increase of the average size of grains was observed, from 60 nm at 750°C to 110 nm at 950°C,
as well as an increase of the dielectric constant, remnant polarization and tunability. When the annealing time was decreased
from 1 hour to 15 min, the dielectric constant and remnant polarization values have been increased. The optimized annealing
conditions (950°C for 15 min) give the following results: εr = 780 and tgδ = 0.01 at 100 kHz, Pr = 13 µC/cm², Ec = 63 kV/cm
and a tunability of 55%.
Keywords
BST, thin films, sol-gel, dielectric, ferroelectric, tunability.
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ABSTRACT
Nitride-based magnetic semiconductors of gadolinium doped InGaN thin films of 100 nm-thicknesses were grown on the
MOVPE-grown GaN (0001) template substrates by means of radio frequency molecular beam epitaxy. X-ray diffraction
spectroscopy and X-ray absorption fine structure data showed no existence of a secondary phase such as GdN or InN. XAFS
analysis of the grown samples indicated that Gd atom substitutionally occupied the group-III site. Magnetization versus
magnetic field curves exhibited clear hysteresis and saturation at 300 K. The saturation magnetizations were found to be
enhanced with the increase of Gd concentration.
Keywords
Molecular beam epitaxy, thin film, nitride semiconductors, magnetism, XAFS

1. INTRODUCTION
Following the theoretical work that predicts room temperature ferromagnetism [1-2], III–nitride-based diluted magnetic
semiconductors (DMSs) have been of much interest as candidate material for potential applications to spintronic devices, such
as spin LEDs, spin FETs and spin valves. Such kind of diluted magnetic semiconductors could be produced by introducing
magnetic elements such as Mn [3] and Cr [4] of transition-metal (TM) or Gd [5, 6], Dy [7] and Eu [8], of rare-earth (RE) atoms
into the III-nitride-based semiconductor system. Incorporation of ferromagnetic properties promises to add new functionality
and dimensionality to the currently established semiconductor electronic devices [11]. As seen from the previous report, rareearth gadolinium (Gd) doped GaN exhibited a Curie temperature (TC) of >400K which remains ferromagnetic even at roomtemperature was achievable [5]. Instead of GaN as the host material, InGaN alloys are also seen to have received great
attention because of its potential for optoelectronic devices that could cover the emission spectral range from the ultraviolet to
the near infrared by varying the InN fraction. InGaN alloy doped with magnetic ions is also expected to show interesting
magnetic properties so that this compound could turn into a very promising spintronic material. In this study, we describe the
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth of Gd-doped InGaN thin films and its characterization by various methods.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
Using optimized growth condition through varying the In, Ga and Gd cell temperatures, Gd-doped InGaN thin films were
deposited on thermally cleaned MOVPE-grown GaN templates at substrate temperature of 500ºC by rf-plasma assisted-MBE.
This step was completed after the initial growth of ~7 nm-thick GaN buffer layers and InGaN layers grown at 700ºC and
500ºC, respectively. Three samples of Gd-doped InGaN thin films were prepared namely labeled as C4, C5 and C6 utilizing
growth condition with Ga and In beam equivalent pressure (BEP) kept around at ~5.8 x10-8 and ~1.5x10-8 Torr, respectively.
The Gd cell temperatures were varied for Gd concentrations of ~1-6%. A nitrogen flow rate of 1.5 sccm with fixed rf plasma
power set at 180 W were employed during the growth. Detailed growth conditions for these three samples are described in
Table 1. Combination of various growth parameters such as growth temperature (i.e. substrate temperature, Ts), III/V ratio,
Ga/In flux, Gd flux and InN mole fraction were taken into consideration in order to optimize the growth conditions for the
InGaGdN layers. The thin films were probed via various methods including crystalline quality by X-ray diffraction (XRD)
measurement, local structure around Gd LIII-edge by X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) and X-ray absorption fine
structure (XAFS) measurements were carried out around Gd LIII-edge in a fluorescence mode using 19 SSD detectors (Ge(Li))
at room temperature. The incident X-rays were monochromated using double Si (111) crystals with energy calibrated at the
pre-edge of the Cu foil adjusted to 12.7185 degree (8.979keV). All the XAFS measurements were made at beamline BL-9A in
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Photon Factory as well as at beamline BL01B1 in Spring-8. The magnetic properties of Gd-dope InGaN thin films measured at
room temperature were obtained by means of superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer.
Table 3.2 Growth conditions employed for samples C4, C5 and C6
Sample name

Tsub (°C)

TIn (°C)

TGa (°C)

TGd (°C)

N2 (RF-plasma)

C4

500

679

822

1070

1.5 sccm

C5

500

679

822

1100

at

C6

500

679

822

1130

180 W

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
XRD profiles (not shown) indicated no phase separation for all samples with InN mole fraction about 14-18%. The Gd
incorporation in InGaN was confirmed and studied by the X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) and X-ray absorption
fine structure (XAFS) excitation spectrum around the Gd LIII-edge for the Gd-doped InGaN thin films. Figure 1(a) shows the
XANES spectra around Gd LIII absorption edge of C4, C5 and C6 InGaGdN samples observed at room temperature. Enhanced
intensities were observed at the peaks around 7245 eV denoted by the dashed line for the spectra C4-C6. This enhancement of
the peak intensity in accordance with the increase of the Gd cell temperature confirmed the proportionate increase of the Gd
incorporation into the InGaN layers. Figure 1(b) indicates the LIII-edge of Gd at 7.24 keV exhibiting a very sharp peak with an
extended oscillatory profile (EXAFS) which is a characteristic known as a white line, of all rare earth elements. In the higher
energy region, the LII-edge is also visible at 7.93 keV as a weak peak.

Flourescence Intensity (arb. units)

The XAFS oscillations χ(k) for the Gd-doped InGaN samples were extracted from the observed spectra and the χ(k) function
was multiplied by k3 for weighting in order to compensate the damping of XAFS amplitude with increasing k. Fig. 2(a) shows
the Fourier transform (radial distribution function) of Gd LIII-edge for Gd-doped InGaN films of different Gd concentrations.
Results from the Gd-doped GaN thin film, GdN and Gd metal were also represented as reference in Fig 2(b). The peaks at
around 1.9 and 3 Å correspond to the nearest neighbor Gd–N bond and the second nearest-neighbor Gd–Ga bond, as indicated
by the dashed lines A and B, respectively. No obvious secondary phase such as GdN or Gd metallic nanocluster was observed
from the studied samples as seen from the comparison made with the reference samples. The structure overlying on the
absorption edge slope was analyzed by XAFS analysis code REX2000. We verify on the samples studied here that almost all
doped Gd ions substitutionally occupy the Ga sites of the host material. The limitation of detection in XAFS analysis is about
10%, depending on the local circumstances; in other words, the clustering of a few % of the total Gd ions such as Gd metal or
GdN is not distinguishable.
Gd LIII absorption edge

(b)
Gd LII
absorption
edge

7000

7200

7400
7600
7800
Photon Energy (eV)

8000

Figure 1: (a) XANES spectra around Gd LIII absorption edge of Gd-doped InGaN films grown on GaN(0001) templates at
different Gd cell temperatures and (b) typical XAFS spectrum taken for the Gd-doped InGaN sample shows the characteristic
LIII-edge of Gd.
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C4
C4

(a)

Sample C4
Sample C6

3

Gd - 5.8%
Gd - 1%

C6
C6

Magnetization (emu/cm )

Figure 2: Fourier transforms of Gd LIII-edge EXAFS signal from the (a) Gd-doped InGaN thin films (b) reference samples of
GaGdN, GdN and Gd metal.
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(b)
-400
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Figure 3: (a) Room temperature M-H curves for the InGaGdN epilayers with different Gd concentrations of samples C4 and
C6 and (b) shows the enlarged view of M-H curves in (a) with clear hystereses and coercivities.
Magnetization versus magnetic field curves for the Gd-doped InGaN thin film samples with the highest and lowest Gd
concentrations exhibit clear hysteresis and saturation magnetization (MS) measured at room temperature by means of SQUID
measurements as depicted in Fig. 3(a). Evident of hysteresis can be further observed from the expanded curves of sample C4
and C6 in the inset of Fig. 3(b). M-H measurements were also carried out on GaN template and InGaN sample to confirm that
the magnetic behavior of the InGaGdN layers is indeed a result of Gd doping. We expect that the magnetic properties of the
Gd-doped InGaN thin films will behave in a similar scheme as Gd-doped GaN layer. It has been reported that the magnetic
properties of GaGdN thin films are strongly depending on the growth conditions such as V/III ratio because under different
growth conditions, different types and concentrations of defects might occur and some particular types of defects may
influence the magnetic properties [9]. In addition, Mitra et al. reported that both N and O octahedral interstitials are possible
candidates for defect induced magnetism in Gd-doped GaN than Ga vacancies [10]. With the interesting magnetic properties
observed from the Gd-doped InGaN films, this study hopes to lay the foundation of InGaN-based DMS material that will
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someday enable the fabrication of longer wavelength spin-based electronic (spintronic) devices such as spin-LED and
circularly-polarized laser diodes.

4. CONCLUSION
Gd-doped InGaN epilayers were successfully grown by plasma-assisted MBE with no presence of InN or GdN formation. Gd
presence in the InGaN epilayers was confirmed and studied by XANES and XAFS analysis and it has been inferred that the Gd
atoms substituted the cation sites of Ga in InGaN. Interesting magnetic behaviors of Gd-doped InGaN epilayer were observed
by means of a SQUID magnetometer that could possibly indicate the ferromagnetic characteristics 300 K. Clear hysteresis and
saturation magnetization were also seen from the M-H curves of Gd-doped InGaN thin films measured at room temperature.
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ABSTRACT
This study evaluates the growth kinetics of boride layers at the material surface on ST37steel during the powder pack boriding
process. By using the XR-D analysis, this surface hardening method produces two characteristic phases FeB, Fe2B, and
transition zone, denominated diffusion zone, in the substrate material. The thermochemical treatment was done at two different
temperatures 6000C and 10000C with two treatment times 30 minutes and 8 hours. Using the mass balance equation and
assuming a linier concentration profile at the interfaces, the mobility of boron was determined on ST37 steel. The influence of
treatment time and temperatures is clearly on the growth kinetics of boride layers.
Keywords
Boriding, growth kinetics, borides layer, boron diffusion.

1. INTRODUCTION
Boriding is a thermochemical surface-hardening technique. It is a surface treatment process which boron atoms diffused into
the surface of base material between 600 and 1000o C. Boriding can be done in various ways, like gas boriding, molten salt
boriding, and pack boriding. The boriding produced layers that have high hardness[1]. A modified surface layer consisting of
FeB and Fe2B phase can be produced by boriding process. The powder-pack boriding has the advantages of simplicity and
cost-effectiveness in comparison with other boriding processes. In this technique, the boriding agent in powder form is placed
into a heat resistant box and samples are embedded into this powder under inert gas atmosphere [3]. At the end of boriding
time, the box is cooled at room temperature and then, dust over the samples is removed. It is of great importance to establish
the process parameters that affect the boriding kinetics in order to control automated procedures and obtain the optimal
properties.
Despite the significance of boriding process in industrial field, there is little literature about the modeling of the layer growth
kinetics. For instance, it can be cited the model of Brakman for the powder-pack boriding, the model of Campos and that of
Keddam applied to the paste-boriding process[2]. The model of Brakman accounts for the specific volume difference between
FeB and Fe2B phases[2]. The concentration gradient of boron inside each layer is constant. The main purpose of this work is to
propose an alternative diffusion model for the powder-pack boriding, considering the thermodynamic properties of the FeB
phase diagram and the diffusivity of boron in each phase for the study of bilayer growth kinetics (FeB/Fe2B) onto the ST37
iron substrate between 600 and 10000C for variable process time. The validation of the computation based on the present
diffusion model was achieved by comparison of the calculations with the experimental data provided by Jan [10]. Moreover,
this model was able to predict the boride layer thickness depending on the powder-pack boriding process.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The analyzes of the mathematical model was based on the case of the solvent A is saturated with solute B. The chemical
potential of B on the surrounding atmosphere is such that one or more phases are formed on the substrate surface [5]. The
phases correspond to components of A and B (phases FeB, Fe2B and diffusion zone), where the growth interfaces are rich in
boron. The concentration profile for the growth of two or more phases is linear (Fig. 1), and it is assumed that boron
concentrations are constant over the interfaces as well as on the substrate surface [9]. During the boriding process, the
conditions for thermodynamic equilibrium are reached all the time. Therefore, the concentration profiles for the three phases
are [4]:

For the :

0<x<u

;

C1 ( x, t )

C Fe B
u

Cs

x Cs

(1)
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u<x<v

where :

;

C2 ( x, t )

v<x<w ;

C3 ( x, t )

u = k1 √t ;

v = k2 √t ;

CFe2 B

CFe B

( x u ) CFeB

(2)

C DZ C Fe2 B
( x v) C Fe2 B
w v

(3)

v u

w = k3 √t

(4)

C(x,t) is the concentration as a function of x and t, C1(x,t) boron concentration between the surface and the first interface,
C2(x,t) boron concentration between the first and second interface, C3(x,t) boron concentration on the diffusion zone, CDZ
concentration in the diffusion zone, CFeB concentration at the FeB interface, CFeB concentration at the Fe2B interface, and Cs
surface concentration. Beside that, the variable t is treatment time, k1 parabolic growth constant of the FeB interface, k2
parabolic growth constant of the Fe2B interface, k3 parabolic growth constant of the diffusion zone, u parabolic growth
function on the FeB interface, v parabolic growth function on the Fe2B interface, w parabolic growth function on the diffusion
zone, and x distance from the surface of the steel.

Figure 1. Boron concentration profile for three phases.
Considering that after some time the substrate is saturated with boron, the mass balance equation for the growth of the FeB
layer, Fe2B layer, and the diffusion zone on the interfaces between the surface/FeB, FeB/Fe2B, and Fe2B/diffusion zone are:

( Cs

CFeB )

du
dt

( CFeB CFe2 B )

( CDZ

DFeB

dv
dt

CFe2 B )

dC1
dx

DFe2 B
dw
dt

DFe2 B

dC2
dx

DDZ

dC2
dx

dC2
dx

DDZ

dC3
dx

(5)

(6)

(7)

Where D is the diffusion coefficient of the solvent over the substrate, D0 pre-exponential factor (m2sec-1), DDZ diffusion
coefficient of boron at the diffusion zone, DFeB diffusion coefficient of boron at the FeB interface, and DFe2B diffusion
coefficient of boron at the Fe2B interface. Assuming that interfaces follow the parabolic growth law and using the
concentration functions (1), (2), and (3) the following simultaneous equations are obtained:
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(8)

(9)

(10)

The equation system above can be solved to calculate boron mobility by the numerical method.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDUR
Cylindrical samples of ST37 low iron-carbon alloy, whose chemical composition are: 0.17wt% C, 0.30wt% Si, 0.20 - 0.50wt%
Mn , 0.050wt% P and 0.05wt% S, respectively [6,7]. The samples were covered into the powder pack boriding agent that
consist of 5wt% B4C, 5wt% KBF4, and 90wt% SiC [8]. The temperatures that used in the furnace were 6000C and 10000C with
the treatment time was 30 minutes and 8 hours. Finally, the samples were cooled naturally , cross-sectioned by electrical
discharge machining and a metallographic preparation was done in order to observe the layers and the diffusion zone on a clear
field, using optical microscopy. A minimum of 5 measurements of the layers thickness and diffusion zone were done at
different points of the samples. The presence of boride formed in the borided layer at the surfaces of the ST37 steel were
determined by XRD analysis, using Cu and Mo radiation with wave length between 0.6 and l.9 A°.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The morphology and growth of boride phases on ST37 steel with a treatment time of 8 hours and temperature of 1000 0C is
shown in Figure 2.

FeB

Fe2B
DZ

Figure 2. Cross-sectional views of ST37 borided (FeB, Fe2B) and diffusion zone (DZ) layers treated at 10000C for 8 hours
with powder pack boriding (Jan 2010).
Figure 2 presents the FeB and Fe2B layers that have the thickness about 100 µm and 180 µm.
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 3. Growth kinetics of iron boride layers and diffusion zone for ST37 steel: a) FeB layer, b) Fe2B layer, and c)
diffusion zone.
The growth of iron borides and diffusion zones as a function of process time for steels exposed to the powder pack boriding
process can be seen at the figure 3. The parabolic growth constants for the borided phases and diffusion zone are the values of
the slopes presented in Fig. 3. These parabolic growth constants depend upon the boron concentration in equilibrium with the
material surface. Boron diffusion coefficients on the borided phases and diffusion zones for ST37 steel were determined with
the parabolic growth constants, equations (5), (6), and (7), and the concentration values for each of the interfaces.
The mathematical model used is sensible to the thicknesses measurements of boride layers and diffusion zone. In order to
minimize the roughness effect at interfaces growth, the layer thickness was defined as the average value of the long boride
teeth [4]. Boron diffusion coefficients for the St37 steel on the FeB, Fe2B phases and diffusion zone reach their maximum
value at 10000C and treatment time 8 hours [10]. The parabolic growth constant k1, k2, and k3 for the phases of FeB, Fe2B, and
diffusion zone respectively can be obtained from the slope of the curve in figure 3. Based on the parabolic growth constant and
equation 8), 9), 10) simultaneously it can be calculated the diffusion coefficient of the FeB, Fe2B layers and diffusion zone. For
the more clear, the numerical result of the parabolic growth constant and diffusion coefficient can be seen in the table 1.
Tabel 1 : Parabolic growth constant and diffusion coefficient of the ST37 iron boride
layer
FeB
Fe2B
Diffusion zone

Parabolic growth constant (k)
0.053 x 10-5m2/sec
0.103 x 10-5 m2/sec
0.029 x 10-5 m2/sec

Diffusion coefficient (D)
0,016 x 10-12m2/sec
0.0714 x 10-12m2/sec
0.1069 x 10-12 m2/sec

5. CONCLUSION
(a) In this work, the growth kinetics of the borided phases and the diffusion zones on ST37 steel has been studied. From this
study by using the XRD data analysis, it was produced the formation of FeB/Fe2B bilayer on the surface of ST37 steel.
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(b) The morphology of the layers present on the ST37 steel like the saw-tooth. From the table 1 above diffusion coefficient of
Fe2B layer is bigger than the FeB layer. This condition show that the growth of Fe2B layer is faster than FeB layer.
(c) The growth kinetics of the iron borided layers and diffusion zones is reflected by incrementing treatment time
temperature, generating more compact and continuous layers on the surface of the base material.

and
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Current-Voltage Characteristics of Side-Gated Silicon Nanowire
Transistor Fabricated by AFM Lithography
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Silicon nanowire transistor (SiNWT) was fabricated by using a silicon nanowire as a channel which directly connected to the
source (S) and drain (D). In this work, a side gate (G) formation was used to develop a transistor structure. AFM lithography
was performed to create the nanoscale oxide patterns via local anodic oxidation (LAO) mechanism. A conductive AFM tip was
used to grow localized oxide layer on the surface of silicon on insulator (SOI) substrate by the application of voltage between
tip and substrate. Other parameters that will influence the patterning process such as tip writing speed, relative air humidity,
anodization time and substrate orientation were controlled. The patterned structure was etched with tetramethylammonium
hydroxide (TMAH) and hydrogen fluoride (HF) acid to remove the uncovered silicon layer and silicon oxide mask patterns,
respectively. The surface topography and dimension of the fabricated SiNWT was observed under AFM. Obtained results for
the channel thickness, channel length and the distance between the channel and side gate are 32.92 nm, 7.63 µm and 108.07
nm, respectively. Meanwhile, the I-V characteristics of fabricated SiNWT measured at positive gate voltages are similar to ptype FET characteristics.
Keywords
Silicon nanowire, transistor, side-gated, AFM lithography, wet chemical etching, current-voltage characteristics.
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Nanocrystallinity Enhancement of TiO2 Nanotubes by Post-Hydrothermal
Treatment
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2

In the present research, a modified post-hydrothermal treatment with different temperature of 80-150oC has been applied on
as-annealed TiO2 nanotubes derived from conventional hydrothermal process. The treatment has two-fold objectives, i.e.
enhancing the nanocrystallinity of anatase TiO2, and at the same time maintaining the integrity of nanotube structures. The
resulting TiO2 nanotubes were characterized by using XRD and UV-Vis spectroscopy. The XRD analysis revealed that the as
dried TiO2 nanotubes contain combined crystalline structures of sodium-titanate and anatase. It was also found that by
increasing the post-hydrothermal temperature from 80 to 150oC, the nanocrystallinity of nanotubes enhances as indicated by
increasing the crystallite size of anatase TiO2 from 6.93 to 7.81 nm. The anatase crystallite growth affected the optical
characteristic of nanotubes, as represented with the reduction of the band gap energy, Eg from 3.75 to 3.67 eV by using
Kubelka-Munk analysis for the obtained UV-Vis reflectance spectra. TEM observation confirms that the integrity of nanotubes
structure can be well-maintained upon post-hydrothermal treatment.
Keywords
TiO2 nanotubes, amorphous, enhanced nanocrystallinity, post-hydrothermal
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Due To Ion-Recombination
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ABSTRACT
Isolated atoms in group II-B such as zinc(Zn), cadmium(Cd), mercury(Hg) are chemically stable. But these atoms are
important in the formation of excimer. Zinc has been particularly investigated by many researchers, because Zn2 excimer has
promise as for its long lifetime and potential as an energy-storage system. But it is done by excitation of the outermost
electron.
Our study confirmed the quantum dynamical condensation processes in which inner-core excitation processes arise due to ionrecombination between the vapor phase and the solid phase. The X-ray diffraction of the condensed structure of zinc film
showed two different types depending on the excitation of ionic species. In one type Zn+ excitation induced strong diffuse
scattering, and the other type Zn- excitation induced strong Bragg reflection. Further, we formed the excited state of zinc
excimer having an extremely long lifetime. In intriguingly, characteristic of zinc film transform from metallic to insulative
quality. It is thought that such a structure and a characteristic are the effects of the electron spin and atomic distortion by
inner-core excitation. The structure obtained in our experiment will be expected to be promising in engineering applications,
such as electronics and spintronics, batteries.
Keywords
Ion- recombination, surface phase, inner-core excitation, energy transfer, physical vapor deposition
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Failure Analysis of Deposited Multilayer Thin Films for
EMI Shielding Applications
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ABSTRACT
In this report, a failure analysis was performed on multilayer electromagnetic interference (EMI) coatings of stainless steel
(SS), Ni, Cu and Ag deposited on ABS polymer materials. Problems on films-substrate and films-films adhesion as well as
cracks after deposition were observed. Visual examination, scratch tape test, fractography by electron microscopy and
chemical composition by EDS were carried out thoroughly to find out the primary cause of the problems. It was found that Ni
film is more susceptible to adhesion problem than SS film as both cases occurred on top of the evaporated Ag layer. The films
expansion during the cooling stage as determined by the difference in thermal expansion between Ag and SUS/Ni films plays
an important role to cause the cracks. In addition, to obtain quality of deposited coatings, sputtering and evaporation
deposition parameters are also equally important factors that need optimization.
Keywords
Thin films, deposition, electromagnetic interference, shielding, cracks, failure analysis

I.

BACKGROUND

Electromagnetic interference (EMI), or often called radio frequency interference (RFI), is a disturbance on an electrical circuit
due to electromagnetic induction or radiation. Nowadays, there is an increasing need to shield sensitive electronics from
spurious and stray electromagnetic radiation. EMI shielding can be done using additional parts, faraday cage or by applying
specific coating on the cover of an electronic product. Typical coating materials are metals, such as: stainless steels (SS),
nickel, chromium, copper, aluminum, silver or highly conductive ceramic films, such as: indium tin oxide (ITO), deposited
using sputtering, evaporation or non vacuum processes including electroless plating, spraying, etc. EMI coating is an important
part of a cellular phone cover for protection against electromagnetic interference [1-2].
Many types of plastics can be coated with metallic layers if an appropriate surface preparation is employed for surface
conditioning. Particularly, acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) is one of the most commonly plated plastic because of its
properties, includes: excellent toughness, good dimensional stability, good processability, chemical resistance and cost
effective. ABS is a thermoplastic composed of elastomer (butadiene) dispersed as a grafted particulate phase in a thermoplastic
matrix of styrene and acrylonitrile copolymer [3-6].

Figure 1. Example of EMI coating on ABS substrate observed in this paper
In this paper, failures were observed during manufacturing of coatings for cellular phone covers as shown in figure 1,
deposited using sputtering and evaporation processes.
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II.

ANALYTICAL METHODS AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

Failure analysis procedure began with historical records and data gathering followed by visual inspection. The films are coated
on ABS substrate, which follows the sequence shown in figure 2, with a total thickness of around 30µm. The materials, layers
and process used are:
1.
2.

SS sputtering / Cu, Ag evaporation / SS sputtering
Ni sputtering / Ag evaporation / Ni sputtering
SS or Ni sputtered
SS or Ni sputtered

Ag evaporated
Cu evaporated

ABS Polymer Substrate
Figure 2. Structure of the multilayer EMI films on ABS substrate (not to scale)
Sputtering and evaporation processes were conducted using a hybrid single vacuum chamber PVD system with multiple target
sources.
For most of the samples used in this paper, multiple tape tests (both regular test and scratch test) were applied to characterize
the adhesion between layers and substrate, following ASTM test method [7]. Two common problems were observed after
initial tests:
1. Adhesion problems, which comprises of :
a. Low adhesion between of top layers (SUS or Ni) on Ag, failed on tape test
b. Low adhesion after a scratch-tape test
2. Films cracks after deposition
The fractography microstructure was then studied by Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Hitachi S-4100, while chemical
analysis was performed using Energy Dispersion Spectroscopy (EDS) to find out the primary cause of the problems.

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. Low multilayer adhesion
Microstructures of the failed surface were analyzed using SEM and the results are given in the figure 3.

Ag-rich
Ni-rich

Figure 3. SEM images showing failure of EMI coatings after a regular tape test with corresponding EDS graph
Low adhesion occurs especially between Ni and Ag layers as distinguished by EDS chemical composition results below:
Table 1: EDS chemical composition profile at Ni-Ag layers

Location
Base (Ag)
Failed Coating (Ni)

Ni (at%)
3%
42%

Ag (at%)
97%
57%
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The EDS result suggests that the problem lies on the adhesion of the Ni layer to the Ag layer, not between layers with the
substrate. This can be attributed to improper sputtering parameter, such as high working pressure which leads to high
deposition rate but lacks in the energy for atomic bonding between layers.
Poor adhesion cases were found in the coating using Ni (both after tape and scratch test), while the coating using SS has only
failed after scratch test. The test result as shown in figure 4 indicates the failure is located between SS – Ag layers.

Ag-rich

Ag-rich

Figure 4 SEM images showing failure of EMI coatings after a regular tape test with corresponding EDS graph
Failures after scratch test were occurred both on SUS and Ni based coatings as shown in Fig 4. Visual inspection shows that
the adhesion failure also mostly occurred between Ag layer and the top layer. The EDS examination result confirms that the
composition of the base layer after scratch-tape test was mainly dominated by Ag (>99%). This gives us a clear indication that
sputtered SS layer has a better adhesion than sputtered Ni layer to Ag evaporated layer which was failed even on regular tape
test without scratches.
3.2. Cracks after deposition
Microstructures of cracked surface after deposition were analyzed using SEM are shown in figure 5. It is revealed cracks were
found in every part of the coating almost uniformly. Some parts of the coatings were exposed by the cracks and the top layer
peeled off, which indicates a low adhesion level between the sputtered top layer (SS/Ni) and evaporated Ag layer (similar to
the problem previously described in the section 3.1 above).
Further observation as identified in figure 5 (right) reveals that cracks at the surface are usually wider than the bottom. This
suggests us that the films expansion during the cooling stage as determined by the difference in thermal expansion between Ag
and SS/Ni films plays an important role to cause the cracks. Silver has a higher thermal expansion than Ni/SS, so the layer
shrinks more during the cooling stage. This is coupled with high substrate temperature deposition after Ag evaporation resulted
in cracks occurred during the cooling stage after Ni/SSS deposition due to tension-compression between Ag and Ni/SS as
illustrated in figure 6 [8].
In conclusion, sputtering and evaporation deposition parameters are also equally important factors that could affect the quality
of deposited coatings.

Ag-rich

Figure 5 SEM images showing failure of EMI coatings after final deposition
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Figure 6 Illustration of a crack presence at the top layers due to tension-compression stress in the films during a cooling stage

IV.

REMARKS

Poor adhesion and cracks were mainly occurs at the Ni or SS layers, on top of the evaporated Ag layer. The evaporated Ag
layer and evaporation process have a great contribution to the generation of cracks, therefore main attention can be directed to
carry out a better evaporation process and better integration with the top layers of Ni/SS.

V.
1.
2.

3.

RECOMMENDATION
Based on the microstructure and test observation, stainless steel is more recommended for EMI coating on ABS, providing
stronger adhesion to Ag layer compared to nickel.
The use of lower sputtering deposition temperature, especially for the top layers. It might be better to apply a delay for the
substrate and Ag films to cool after evaporation before subsequent sputtering deposition to minimize the cracks resulted
from residual stress caused by tension-compression in the films.
It is generally accepted that chromium (Cr) has a stronger adhesion to any polymer substrates. Therefore Cr can be
deposited as a base layer instead of SS to improve overall EMI coating adhesions. Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) can be another
alternative but economically impractical because of high indium price.
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Local Structure and Magnetic Properties of FeMnAl Nanocrystalline and
Amorphous Alloys
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The structural and the magnetic properties ofnanocrystalline and amorphous Fe55Mn10Al35 alloys prepared by using a
mechanical alloying process were studied as functions of the milling time for milling times ranging from 1 hr to 48 hrs. The
structural analyses based on X-ray diffraction (XRD) and extended X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (EXAFS)
revealed that the alloying process took place after 12 hrs of milling. We found the samples become nanocrystalline until 24 hrs
milling and amorphous afterward. Concerning the magnetic behavior, the data obtained from a vibrating sample
magnetometer (VSM) showed that both the magnetic saturation (Ms) and the coercivity (Hc) which are depended strongly on
the milling time and the crystallite size. With these results, we believe that by adjusting the milling time, we can obtain an
appropriate structural transformation and appropriate magnetization values.
Keywords
Fe55Mn10Al35 nanocrystalline and amorphous alloys, structure and magnetic properties
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ABSTRACT
Bipolar plate is an important key component in fuel cell system application. Present investigation efforts are made towards
developing light-weight bipolar plate at an effective cost. The objective of this research is to investigate and develop bipolar
plate (l= 15.0 cm in length, w = 10.0 cm width, t = 4.0 mm in thickness) by hot press moulding process at 70oC for 3 hours.
The bipolar plates were prepared by mixing different carbon filler, such as: synthetic graphite, carbon black, and copper (II)
acetate monohydrate {(CH3COO)2Cu.H2O} variables as additives, and, epoxy resin as a matrix composite. The difference
between each bipolar plate was based on the ratio of (CH3COO)2Cu.H2O weight fraction (0% to 20%). All material was
mixed, moulded, and measured by each of their properties. We found that bipolar plate has the of density around 2.3 up to 3.0
gr/cm3, electrical conductivity of 2.95 S/cm as optimum results. Further study investigated the correlation between each
composition performed in this test by Scanning Electron Microscope, XRD and EDX. The observation on SEM confirmed that
(CH3COO)2Cu.H2O had an effect on reducing the electrical conductivity. EDX examination showed that with increasing
(CH3COO)2Cu.H2O weight fraction (0% to 20%), copper can be detected only at 15% to 20% addition of (CH3COO)2Cu.H2O.
These data led to the conclusion that the (CH3COO)2Cu.H2O were not good candidate to increase the electrical conductivity
needed in making bipolar plate on fuel cell system.
Keywords
Bipolar plate PEMFC, carbon black, density, electrical conductivity, and copper acetate monohydrate

1. INTRODUCTION
Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) also called as proton exchange membrane is one of the renewable
resources which play a major role in the future of world economy and in the clean environmental point of view. PEMFC is one
of the cell choices for future automotive application due to its relatively low operating temperature. PEMFC is also recognized
by the US Department of Energy (DOE) to be used in transportation applications to replace the internal combustion engine
causing the current efficiency up to 60%, and, facilitating fuel processing in the absence of pollutants generated.[1-4].
Unfortunately, the penetration of commercialization of PEMFC into the energy market is delayed because of the high
fabrication cost from 2010 to 2015.
The schematic diagram of PEMFC [3] described in Figure 1 is a conversion device that can convert electrochemical energy
from hydrogen and oxygen (or air) to electricity using water as the only by-product.
The basic reactions for PEMFC is shown in equation 1 and 2,
Anode
Cathode :

:
:

H2 ↔ 4H+ + 4 e∆G0
+
½O2 + 2H + 2e ↔ H2O ∆G0

=
=

0.00
-237 kJ/mol

Total

:

H2 + ½O2 = H2O

∆G0

=

-237 kJ/mol

(1)
(2)
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of a polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell [3]
Bipolar plate is the most significant component of the PEMFC, which consumed about 80 % of the total weight and around
38 % of the fuel stack cost [4], as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Component costs in fuel cell stack in percentage
Therefore, it is important to determine the bipolar plates which is economically and technically viable. Metallic bipolar plates
have been made to develop alternative materials, such as stainless steel, titanium and aluminium [2]. However, because the
metals have low corrosion resistance, it has been found to be very difficult to accomplish, compare with the graphite based
composite bipolar plates. The research on carbon composite bipolar plates had been intensified, both thermoplastic and
thermosetting resins have been used to fabricate the bipolar plate [2,4-9].
The criteria or properties of bipolar plate had been suggested as [2,4-6]:
Electrical conductivity: > 100 S/cm , or plate resistance < 0.01 Ωcm2
Thermal conductivity: as high as possible
Density: < 5 gm/cm
Hydrogen/gas permeability: < 10-4 cm3/s.cm2
Compressive strength: > 22 lb/in2
Corrosion resistance: corrosion rate < 0.016 mA/cm2
Efficient process ability
Low thermal expansion
Light weight
This paper reports a study of bipolar plate material using 75 wt% of synthetic graphite powder and 5 wt% of carbon black as
filler, and composed with 20 wt% of epoxy resin and hardener from the total of 120 gram of each bipolar plate. Copper (II)
acetate monohydrate is used as an additive in addition of 0 to 20 wt.% from 75 wt.% of synthetic graphite, which increases the
electrical conductivity of bipolar plate.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Materials
Synthetic graphite powder used in this study obtained from Merck, which had a density of 2.2 g/cm3, and particle size < 50 µm.
Meanwhile, the epoxy resin and epoxy hardener (as a curing agent) produced by Eposchon was used as a matrix. Moreover,
additive of copper (II) acetate monohydrate {(CH3COO)2Cu.H2O} had a density of 1.88 g/cm3 to increase the electrical
conductivity, the methanol from Brastaco to dilute the epoxy and hardener.
2.2 Sample preparation

The sample consists of 5 bipolar plate (BP) made from each composition of the copper (II) acetate monohydrate
{(CH3COO)2Cu.H2O} from 0 % (BP1), 5 % (BP2), 10 % (BP3),15 % (BP4) and 20 % (BP5) respectively. The ratio of epoxy
resin and binder is 1:1. Five samples were tested for each composition.
Initially, all material were mixed on the hot plate for 15 minutes at 100oC, then poured into the stainless steel mould with the
dimension of l= 15.0 cm in length, w = 10.0 cm in width, and t = 4.0 mm in thickness. Finally, it was processed at 70oC for 3
hours through hot press moulding process with pressure of 300 kg/cm2
2.3 Measurement of X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDX)
XRD examination was used to detect the copper, matrix, and graphite through crystal structure of the sample using the method
of Bragg’s simple equation:
nλ = 2dsin θ
Where:
n is an integer,
λ is the wavelength of incident wave (Å)
d is the spacing between the planes in the atomic lattice (Å)
θ is the angle between the incident ray and the scattering planes.

(3)

EDX was measured to detect the composition of the constituent elements in the surface of the sample. Raw data resulted from
EDX device is the % of weight and % of atom, meanwhile the data used for the calculation based on the % weight
2.4 Measurement of Density
The density of the samples were measured in accordance with a procedure recommended by ASTM D792, as described:
(4)
Where;
ρ is the bulk density (gm/cm3)
A is the weight sample in air (gm),
B is the weight sample in the water (g)
ρ air is the density of the water (0,9775 gm/cm3)
2.5 Measurement of Electrical Conductivity
Four point probe (F PP 5000, Veeco Instrument Inc.) was chosen as the method to measure electrical conductivity for the
samples with the dimension of 20 mm x 20 mm x 4 mm. The conductivity (σ) is calculated using the equation 5.
(5)
Where;
ρ is the resistivity (Ω. cm)
σ is the conductivity (S/cm)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis
The results of the matching d-values between the experimental and the reference will identify the compounds contained in the
sample by distributing area reaches and diffraction peaks, which indicates the presence of these compounds. The x-ray
diffraction characterization results is showed in Figure 3.
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Legend:
x
: Graphite
∆
: Carbon
●
: Copper (II) acetate monohydrate

Figure 3: XRD results of sample: (a) BP1, (b) BP2, (c) BP3, (d) BP4, and (e) BP5
High intensity of the peak diffraction indicated in BP1 sample, showed the element of synthetic graphite and carbon black
compound. This same results were found in the samples of BP2, BP3, BP4 and BP5, which belong to synthetic graphite.
However, copper (II) acetate monohydrate was detected in these samples and the compound did not disappear, even though it
has been placed on the hot press machine. The concentration of copper (II) acetate monohydrate remained and increased
insignificantly in the sample, in accordance with the increase in concentration in the sample.
3.2

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Analysis

Figure 4 showed the result of scanning electron microscopy from BP1 samples to BP 5 samples.

(a) BP 1

(b) BP 2

(d) BP 4

(c) BP 3

(e) BP 5

Figure 4: SEM surface micrograph of epoxy resin-based carbon composite bipolar plate
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Figure 4.a showed that graphite produces in sample BP1, evenly spread and the graphite size is quite homogeneous [7-9]. The
maximum porosity described in Figure 4.b for BP2 sample, resin was not able to cover or to wet the entire surface of graphite
and carbon black. While sample BP4 looks more rugged and solid, and sample BP5 has the most rugged structure as shown
in Figure 4.c and 4.d respectively. BP3 sample looks quite smooth and structured as described in Figure 4.e
3.3

Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDX) analysis

The purpose of EDX testing is to find out some of the elements contained in the sample and EDX test results can be seen in
Figure 5. The number of elements of copper in the sample with additive to 5 wt% and 10 wt% are so few that they are not
readable in EDX results table. The element of copper was detected in samples with 15 wt% and 20 wt% additives of copper
(II) acetate monohydrate, is a fairly high point. There was no detection of the copper element in sample BP2 and BP3, which is
caused by the blockage of the carbon elements and oxygen are very dominant. Therefore, some parts of the sample is not
sufficient to deliver the electron.
The concentration of maximum carbon represents in BP 2 sample with 5 wt% Cu(II) acetate monohydrate additive.

Figure 5: EDX examination result of bipolar plate

3.4

Density analysis

Densities of bipolar plate carbon composite range within 2.3 – 3 gm/cm3 and have full filled the requirement as a good criteria
of bipolar plate which is the density < 5 gm.cm-3. Since the density of copper (II) acetate monohydrate is 1.88 gm/cm3 and the
synthetic graphite’s density is 2.2 gm/cm3, the density of bipolar plate carbon composite should be less than 2.3 to
3 gm/cm3 [7-10]. From the samples tested, BP1 sample showed the minimum conductivity is achieved by 2.3 gm/cm3.

Figure 6: Density of bipolar plate carbon composite
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The density of bipolar plate should be light (<5 gm/cm3), in order to reduce the total weight of a fuel-cell stack, for mobile
application.
3.5

Electrical conductivity analysis

The electrical conductivity value (S/cm) of bipolar plate is shown in Figure 7. The test results showed that the addition of
copper (II) acetate monohydrate additives will lower the conductivity of the bipolar plates and they tend to decrease. BP1
sample without any addition of copper (II) acetate monohydrate achieved the maximum value of 2.95 S/cm. While the addition
of an additive of copper (II) acetate monohydrate was within the range of 5 wt% to 20 wt.%, which gradually decreased the
conductivity from 0.42 S/cm to 0.02 S/cm. The graphite formed the electrical conductive matrix, which was caused by the
composition of graphite over 65 wt% [10]. Also, the synthetic graphite reacted with (CH3COO)2Cu.H2O. It will prevent the
formation of conductive matrix formed between graphite with epoxy resin.

Figure 7: Electrical conductivity of bipolar plate carbon composite

4. CONCLUSION
It can be concluded that the addition of additives copper (II) acetate monohydrate produce bipolar plate with lower electrical
conductivity compared with the bipolar plate without any addition of additive of copper (II) acetate monohydrate. Copper (II)
acetate monohydrate as an additive cannot be applied to the manufacture of bipolar plate unless the hydrate compound released.
The optimal composition achieved by BP2 samples, which has a value of conductivity of 0.42 S/cm and density 2.3 gm/cm3.
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Effects of Nickel Addition on Graphitization in Ductile Cast Iron by Rapid
Cooling Process
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Ductile cast iron (DCI) is the most preferred material in piston ring application due to its stiffness, good lubrication and
hardness properties, and competitive price as well. The microstructure of DCI consists of spheroidal graphite nodules
embedded in matrices such as ferrite, pearlite, tempered martensite or austenite. Moreover, elastic modulus is a significant
aspect in piston ring. Recently, the maximum elastic modulus of DCI is about 10-15% lower than steels. Several studies have
shown that the elastic modulus is primarily affected by graphite volume fraction and its shape. In this work, nickel was added
to ductile cast irons to increase hardenability, modulus elasticity, and to stabilize the austenite. Different cooling processes
were applied in order to study graphitization behavior of DCI before and after nickel addition.
Keywords
Ductile cast iron, graphitization, rapid cooling.
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Effects of Silicon Addition on FeAl and Fe3Al Growth Kinetics in Hot-Dip
Aluminized HPF Steel Coating Layer
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Effects of silicon addition on kinetics of aluminide (FeAl + Fe3Al)layer formation were studied. Steel coatedwith pure-Al, Al5wt%Si and Al-10wt%Si were prepared and then heat treated in the range of temperature 800 to 900oC (1073 to 1173 K) for
5,10 and 15 minutes. Kinetics of FeAl and Fe3Al layer formation were analyzed in terms of activation energy formation, Q
(KJ.mole-1). It was revealed in this study that the addition of silicon gave rise in increasing the activation energy value, Q
(KJ.mole-1), of aluminide (FeAl + Fe3Al) layer formation.
Keywords
Aluminized steel, FeAl and Fe3Al layer, kinetics
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Effects of High Carbon Ferro-Manganese Addition to Thermite Reaction
Materials for Rail-Welding Application
Sang-Kyu Choi, Sung-Sang Park, Eung-Ryul Baek
Department of Materials Science & Engineering, Yeungnam University, South Korea

Effect of high carbon ferro manganese addition on hardness properties, and microstructures of the thermite welding materials
for railway joint applications were investigated. It was found, the hardness at the cross section of thermite reaction sample
increase with the addition of high carbon manganese contents. Furthermore, the pearlite volume fraction was gradually
increase and become finer. Based on spectrometry analysis, it was revealed that %C and %Mn content in the product is
influenced by Ferro manganese addition and also by interaction of aluminum & manganese to form oxide flux. When lower
aluminum is used, higher manganese will react to form oxide, consequently reduce the manganese contents in the product.
Therefore we can meet the rail steel standard element composition.
Keywords
Rail welding, thermite, ferro-manganese, pearlite, ferrite
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Characteristics of Calcium Phosphate Compounds Made of CaO and
Ca(OH)2 as Calcium Sources
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ABSTRACT
Calcium phosphate bioceramics is widely used in medicine and dentistry because of its biocompatible and biodegradable
characteristics. This paper presents a study of characteristics of calcium phosphate compounds shynthesized by using two
different types of calcium sources as starting materials, which are, natural and synthetic sources. Calcium oxydes obtained
from calcination of hen’s eggshell were used as the natural calcium sources while calcium hydroxydes were used as the
synthetic calcium sources. The synthesizing processes were performed in a hydrothermal reactor at a temperature of 300oC.
The resulted samples were then sintered at a temperature of 1000oC for 2 to 6 hours. X-ray diffraction results showed that
hydroxyapatite phases were dominantly formed for all variation performed. Some samples showed the presence of tricalcium
phosphate phases after the sintering processes of 6 hours. However, samples using Ca(OH)2 as the calcium sources did not
result in tricalcium phosphate phases even at the sintering time of 6 hours. Fourier transform infrared spectra proved the
presence of hydroxyapatite on samples. Scanning electron microscopy micrographs showed the grain size of samples varied
from 0.09 to 0.30 µm. The sizes decreased as the sintering time increased. This study also measured the efficiency of sample
production and obtained that the efficiency was slightly lower for samples made of natural starting materials.
Keywords
Calcium phosphate, hydroxyapatite, tricalcium phosphate, calcination, diffraction

1. INTRODUCTION
Bone damage or fracture definitely requires bone-substituted materials to replace it. These may be done by using autograft,
allograft, or synthetic biomaterials. However, due to the presence of additional surgery in using autograft and possibilities of
transfer of diseases and immunological reactions in taking allograft, the use of synthetic biomaterials is the best method of
bone substitution.
Biomaterials for implantation should be bioactive, biodegradable, non-toxic, and biocompatible with human body. Calcium
phosphate compounds, which are also called apatites, are the most commonly used bioceramics in medicine and dentistry due
to their biocompatibility and bioactivity/resorbability [1,2]. Two phases of calcium phosphate commonly used are
hydroxyapatite (HA) and tricalcium phosphate (TCP). HA and TCP although have a slightly similar chemical composition,
they differ in their biological resorbing capacity. HA ceramics is almost non resorbable at pH > 4.2, while TCP is porous and,
therefore, much more degradable and resorbable. Okuda (2007) studied the degradation rate of HA and TCP in implantation
and found that HA was not degradable throughout 24 weeks while TCP appeared relatively more degradable and followed by
the formation of new bone [3]. Therefore, HA and TCP could be combined to form biphasic calcium phosphate (BCP) which
has the advantages of being strong and more degradable bone implants [4]. As TCP degrades in bone, media for cell’s
infiltration was created and consequently bone could easily regenerate.
BCP could be prepared by various methods such as dry method, wet method, and hydrothermal method [5,6]. BCP may be
obtained when a synthetic or biological calcium deficient apatite (CDA) is sintered at temperatures above 700oC [7]. The
resorbability of BCP ceramics depends on their β-TCP/HA ratios, the higher the ratio, the greater the resorbability. Yang
(1998) synthesized BCP by using solid state reactions of brushite (CaHPO4.2H2O) with calcium carbonate (CaCO3). Molar
ratio of CaHPO4.2H2O and CaCO3 was controlled between 1.5 and 2.0. The starting material was ball-milled and then sintered
for 4 hours at 1000-1100oC. The results showed that BCP was obtained by adjusting the sintering temperature from 10001100oC [8]. Victoria (2002) prepared BCP by an aqueous precipitation method using 1.0 M of Ca(OH)2 and 0.63 M H3PO4.
The precipitate then was refluxed at 90oC for an hour and then stirred for another hour till it cooled down to room temperature.
Then it was dried at 110oC and calcined at 800oC. XRD result showed that the calcium deficient hydroxyapatite poorly
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crystalline was converted into a biphasic calcium phosphate when calcined at 800oC. The HA and TCP ratio was found to be
70:30 [9].
TCP could also be formed at a temperature of 600oC by using Ca(NO3)24H2O and (NH3)2HPO4[10]. Another researcher
showed that TCP was formed at a temperature of 1100oC by using commercial calcium phosphate [11].
This research aimed to characterize calcium phosphate compounds synthesized by using natural raw materials (CaO from
hen’s eggshell) and synthetic raw materials (Ca(OH)2) as sources of calcium and observed the differences.

2. METHODOLOGY
Materials used in this research were hen’s eggshell and pro-analyze Ca(OH)2 as calcium sources, and pro-analyze (NH4)2HPO4
and pro-analyze H3PO4 as phosphate sources. After washing to remove the inner thin layer membrane, the eggshell was then
calcinated at a temperature of 1000oC for 5 hours to result in calcium oxide (CaO). Calcium phosphate compounds made of
natural and synthetic calcium sources were synthesized in hydrothermal reactors at a temperature of 300oC and pressure of 20
psi for 8 hours. 1 M CaO from hen’s eggshell was mixed with 0.6 M (NH4)2HPO4 and 1 M Ca(OH)2 was mixed with 0.6 M
H3PO4. To control homogeneity of the solution, stirring was held during heating processes.
After the heating processes, sample was decanted for about 12 hours and dried at 110oC for 5 hours [12]. After drying, the
sample was sintered at 1000oC for 2, 4, and 6 hours. All samples were characterized by using X-Ray diffractometer (XRD)
Shimadzu XRD610 which uses Kα x-ray characteristics of Cu (wavelength 1.54060 x 10-10 m) with the range of diffraction
angle 10o-80o. To get the information on functional group in samples, fourier transform infrared (FTIR) characterization was
held by using Bruker model Tensor 37 FTIR Spectroscopy. Wave number used was in the range of 4000-400 cm-1. To observe
the morphology of the sample, scanning electron microscopy was performed by using JEOL JCM-35C scanning electron
microscope (SEM). Before characterization, the sample was coated by gold-palladium (80% of Au and 20% of Pd).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
XRD patterns were evaluated based on JCPDS (Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards) data for hydroxyapatite/HA
(JCPDS-090432), tricalcium phosphate/TCP (JCPDS-090169), and α-TCP (JCPDS-290359). The presence of HA in sample
was indicated by peaks at 25.87o, 31.77o, and 32.90o. The strong indicator of TCP was a peak at 31.02o. All samples presented
phases of hydroxyapatite, the most stable phase in calcium phosphate. Indication of the presence of tricalcium phosphate was
shown only by samples made of eggshell at 6 hours sintering time. On the other hand, in all XRD patterns of samples made of
Ca(OH)2 as calcium sources, the presence of tricalcium phophate was not detected even at samples sintered for 6 hours.
Figure 1 shows XRD patterns of samples made of CaO for sintering times of 4 hours. Figure 2 shows XRD patterns of samples
made of Ca(OH)2 showing only the presence of hydroxyapatite phases for sintering times of 6 hours. The patterns were very
similar with the XRD patterns of 2 and 4 hours sintering time except the intensity is higher at the higher sintering time. Figure
3 shows XRD patterns of samples made of CaO for sintering times of 6 hours which clearly shows the presence of two phases
of calcium phosphate which are hydroxyapatite and tricalcium phosphate phases. The peak of hydroxyapatite at 32.90o in
Figure 3 was lower than that in Figures 1 and 2. This phenomena clearly demonstrated the decrease in intensity of
hydroxyapatite phases due to the forming of tricalcium phosphate phases.
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Figure 1: XRD patterns of samples made of CaO for 4 hours sintering time in which the presence of HA was indicated by
peaks at 25.87o, 31.77o, and 32.90o
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Figure 2: XRD patterns of samples made of Ca(OH)2 for 6 hours sintering time in which the presence of HA was indicated by
peaks at 25.87o, 31.77o, and 32.90o
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Figure 3: XRD patterns of samples made of CaO for sintering time of 6 hours which clearly shows the presence of HA at
25.87o, 31.77o and 32.90o, and TCP at 31.02o.
TCP appeared only in samples synthesized by using CaO but not in samples synthesized by using Ca(OH)2. This might be
caused by the difference in binding type of each precursor. Ca(OH)2 with its ionic binding made it less stable than CaO.
Therefore (OH)- in Ca(OH)2 tend to release and formed stable hydroxyapatite. While CaO with its covalent binding resulted in
unstable hydroxyapatite which then produced tricalcium phosphate phases.
The presence of hydroxyapatite on the samples obtained was also shown by FTIR spectra as illustrated in Figure 4. The sharp
characteristics of HA was shown by the absorption band of PO43- around 1045 cm-1 and 962 cm-1. Figure 4 also shows the
presence of CO32- of carbonate apatite contains in the samples. It is characterized by CO32- absorption bands around 1458 cm-1
and 1420 cm-1 and 877 cm-1. However, the carbonate contains decreased as the sintering time increased. As shown clearly in
the FTIR spectra, the presence of CO32- was very clear at sintering time of 2 hours (A1) and 4 hours (A2), but as the sintering
time increased up to 6 hours (A3), the carbonate absorption band disappeared.
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Figure 4: FTIR spectra of samples made of CaO for sintering time of 2 hours (A1), 4 hours (A2) and 6 hours (A3)
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Morphology of samples showed the particle sizes and shapes. Figure 5 shows SEM micrographs of samples made of CaO with
10000 times magnification. It could be seen that the obtained apatite microcrystals appeared as small grains with round
shapes. Individual grains can be seen clearly. As sintering time increased, the grain size decreased. Figure 6 shows SEM
micrographs of samples made of Ca(OH)2 with 10000 times magnification from which it could be seen that the microcrystals
are smaller and always in compact form. The grain size also seemed decreased as the sintering time increased. These
phenomena of decreasing of the particle sizes might be caused by the loss of carbonate and water in the sample due to the
heating processes. This was also observed in the FTIR results as shown in Figure 4. From the micrographs, it could be stated
that the grain size ranged from 0.12 to 0.30 µm for samples made of CaO and 0.09 to 0.24 µm for samples made of Ca(OH)2.
Table 1 shows the details of the grain size of samples made of CaO and samples made of Ca(OH)2 during 2 to 6 hours sintering
time.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5: SEM micrographs of samples made of CaO with sintering time of 2 hours (a) and 6 hours (b)

Figure 6: SEM micrographs of samples made of Ca(OH)2 with sintering time of 2 hours (a) and 4 hours (b)
Table 1: Grain size of microcrystals of samples made of CaO and samples made of Ca(OH)2.

Precursor

CaO

Ca(OH)2

Sintering time

Grain size

(hours)

(µm)

2

0.18 – 0.30

4

0.15 – 0.24

6

0.12 – 0.21

2

0.15 – 0.24

4

0.12 – 0.18

6

0.09 – 0.15

The efficiency of sample production was observed in this experiment by measuring mass of the raw materials and mass of the
resulted powder. This is shown in Table 2. It was found that sintering time did not significantly correlate with the efficiency of
sample production. However, the efficiency of sample production was different for different raw materials used. It seemed the
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sample production of synthetic raw materials was relatively more efficient. Average efficiency is about 50% for natural raw
materials and 57% for synthetic raw materials.
Table 2: Efficiency of sample production

Ca
source

PO4 source

CaO

(NH4)2HPO4

Ca(OH)2

H3PO4

Sintering
time
(hours)
2
4
6
2
4
6

Efficiency
(%)
50.02
50.21
49.46
57.40
56.83
57.49

4. CONCLUSION
Calcium phosphate compounds synthesized by using CaO from hen’s eggshell and diammonium hydrogen phosphate sintered
at 1000oC for 6 hours produced hydroxyapatite and tricalcium phosphate phases. On the other hand,calcium phosphate
compounds synthesized by using Ca(OH)2 and H3PO4 sintered at 1000oC for 2, 4 and 6 hours produced only hydroxyapatite
phases. However, some carbonate group was also present in calcium phsophate samples for sintering time of 2 and 4 hours ,
and was eliminated by longer sintering time.
It was obtained that efficiency of producing calcium phosphate compounds was about 50% for CaO and diammonium
hydrogen phosphate and 57% for Ca(OH)2 and H3PO4. SEM micrograph shows that the obtained apatite microcrystals
appeared as small grains with round shapes. Individual grains can be seen clearly in samples made of CaO, but in samples
made of Ca(OH)2 the grains were in the compact form. The grain size decreased as sintering time increased.
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For the Cu metallization in Si-based microelectronics technology, a layer of diffusion barrier is required to prevent detrimental reactions
between Cu and Si. However, it is difficult to manufacture reliable and extra-thin barrier materials to cope with the miniaturization. As a
potential solution, a barrierless interconnect based on enhanced thermal stability Cu alloy films has been proposed. In this study we report
the excellent thermal stability of Cu(Ru), Cu(RuNx) and Cu(ReNx) films.
Approximately 300-nm-thick Cu films added with 0.6 at. % Ru, denoted as Cu(Ru) , were deposited onto barrierless (100) Si substrates by
magnetron co-sputtering of Cu (99.999% pure) and Ru (99.99%) targets in an Ar atmosphere. Cu films added with 0.4% Ru and 1.7% N,
denoted as Cu(RuNx), Cu films added with 0.7% Re and 0.06% N, denoted as Cu(ReNx), in an Ar/N2 atmosphere. Post-annealing was
carried out in a temperature range of 200–750°C under a vacuum condition in isothermal and cyclic modes. The film compositions were
verified by EPMA and SIMS. XRD, FIB, and TEM were used to investigate the film’s crystallography and microstructure. The electrical
resistivity of the film was measured by the four-point probe technique. The leakage currents were determined by measuring the current–
voltage (I-V) curves of metal-oxide-semiconductors (MOSs) multilayer structures.
Excellent thermal stability of Cu alloy films is demonstrated in the resistivity results (Fig. 1). Cu(ReN x) films is the highest thermal stability
film which can stable up to 730°C without detectable copper silicide in XRD patterns (Fig. 2). By adding insoluble substances into Cu film
can prevent the diffusion reaction between Cu and Si by inhibiting recrystallization and grain growth after annealing at high temperatures,
as well as their nitrides.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 electrical resistivity results of (a) pure Cu, Cu(Ru), and Cu(RuNX) films (b) Cu(ReNX) films annealed at various temperatures. [fromJ.
P. Chu et al., Applied Physics Letters 91, 132109 (2007) and J. P. Chu et al., Journal of The Electrochemical Society, 156 (7) H540-H543
(2009).]
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(b)

Fig. 2 XRD patterns of (a) pure Cu, Cu(Ru), and Cu(RuNX) films (b) Cu(ReNX) films after isothermal and cyclic annealing at
different temperatures. [fromJ. P. Chu et al., Applied Physics Letters 91, 132109 (2007) and J. P. Chu et al., Journal of The Electrochemical
Society, 156 (7) H540-H543 (2009).]
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Cu metallization, barrierless, thermal stability, insoluble substance, annealing
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High Thermal Reliability of Si/Cu(M)/Cu Systems for Barrierless
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Thermal stability that plays the crucial parameters for advanced ultra large-scale integration (ULSI) circuit applications
today has become even more complicated and demanding. Cu metallization in Si devices has been widely applied on ULSI
circuits because of its high conductivity and greater electro-migration resistance as compared to that of Al. But, Cu readily
diffuse into Si at relatively low temperatures of 200oC, resulting in device failures. In addition, to improve the thermal
reliability i.e. low resistivity and no leakage current at high temperature, a diffusion barrier such as TaN is thus needed.
However, as the dimension of a device decreases, the resistivity inevitably increases due to electron diffuse scattering by the
barrier layer. It is therefore essential to propose a new class of Cu material with enhanced thermal stability for barrierless
metallization.
The materials used are high purity copper as a target, some trace amount of elements such as W and Mo, and Si (100) as
substrate. Copper together some trace amounts of elements then coated on Si substrate by magnetron co-sputtering method.
Then sample were introduced to isothermal and cyclic annealing at different temperatures and performing XRD, FIB, TEM,
SIMS, resistivity and leakage current measurements to analyze its high thermal reliability.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.Electrical resistivity results obtained from (a) Cu(WN), Cu(W) and Cu films in as-deposited and annealed conditions,
(b) Cu(W), Cu(Mo), and pure Cu films annealed at different temperatures for 1 h.
Cu was diffused into Si substrate at annealed temperature of 400oC to form Cu3Si for pure Cu sample. Otherwise, by
additional trace amount of Mo, Cu3Si peak appear only after annealing at 450oC for about 6 hour. On other hand, by
additional trace amount of W, Cu3Si peak only appears after annealing at 580oC. In the case of leakage current by electric
field measurement on the samples, the presence of Cu(Mo), Cu(W) and Cu(WNx) films have effectively inhibited diffusion of
Cu onto Si Substrate. The resistivity measurement on each samples, as shown on Figure 1 above, prove that these can
potentially be used for high thermal reliability of barrierless metallization applications.
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The Cu(M) films (M=W, Mo and WN) that successfully sputtered by using magnetron co-sputtering on barrierless Si substrates
exhibits greater thermal stability along with low resistivity and low leakage current. After isothermal and cyclic annealing at
different temperatures and performing XRD, FIB, TEM, SIMS, resistivity and leakage current measurements, the results show
that copper does not react with Si at temperatures up to 530oC. Therefore, high thermal reliability of Si/Cu(M)/Cu barrierless
systems is promising for applications in barrierless metallization scheme.
Keywords
Copper metallization, barrierless, thermal reliability
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Characterization of Nano Nickel Sintering for Powder Injection Molding
Application
Andy Tirta, Eung-Ryul Baek
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Corresponding author: erbaek@ynu.ac.kr

Characterization of Nano Nickel powder with average size 100 nm was observed for the application of powder injection
molding. Powder injection molding itself is a well known manufacturing process to produce complex structure with near net
shape and batch product. In this research, the nano nickel powder is mixed with solvent based binder system, molded and
sintered in several temperature ranges from 900 to 13000C. The characterization process will cover of the mechanical
properties and deep investigation in the nano-micro structure of sintered sample. The research will give alternative process to
manufacture complex structure with relatively faster and economical than other processes.
Keywords
Nano-nickel, powder injection molding, sintering
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A Study of CIG/CIGS Thin Film Formation Behavior
in Several Temperatures
Bora Kim, Yoonjong Yeo, Sengmin Baek, Eungryul Baek
School of Material Science and Engineering, Yeungnam University, Republic of Korea
Corresponding Author: erbaek@yu.ac.kr

The CIG/CIGS thin film formation behavior in several temperatures was investigated. The results show that the films which
selenized at 4600C perform rough surface structures and relatively small crystals that are connected each others. We found
with increasing the temperature of selenization, the size of the crystal increased since the grain growth was happened. It’s also
found, with increasing the selenization temperature, the thickness of the thin film and crystal size are increase. The phase
evolution were examined by SEM, XRD and EDX. It’s revealed that the elements such as Se and Ga still existed in 550 and
6000C temperatures.
Keywords
CIG, thin film, phase evolution
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The Influence of Copper Addition to Get the Maximum Properties of
Injection Molded Pre-Alloyed Fe-2%Ni-0.5C Steels
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The influence of copper addition in metal injection molding technology on Fe-2Ni-0.C pre-alloyed has been investigated. It is
evident that copper addition lead to the increasing significantly in mechanical properties especially the proportional UTS and
hardness over the Cu-free alloy. The higher mechanical properties were attributed to the increasing of pearlite volume
fraction instead of ferrite and the increasing of hardenability. However, the porosity also increases as the increasing of
copper. The increasing of the porosity is attributed to the molten copper powders which diffuse into the iron during sintering
as the copper melting point is only 1084oC.All the sintering processes were carried out at 1330oC for 3 hr in N2 atmosphere
and heat treated to reach higher mechanical properties. This work is intended to find the maximum copper addition for Fe2Ni-0.C alloy so as to get the maximum properties.
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ABSTRACT
A commercial homopolymer polypropylene was melt blended with commercial nanoclay masterbatch using twin screw
extruder (TSE). The purpose of this work was to characterize the influence of three different concentrations (5, 10, and 15
wt%) of the nanoclay on the melt rheological properties. In order to study the reprocessing effect on the properties of PP
nanoclay composites, melt blending was carried out twice (recycle). The melt rheological properties of the nanocomposites
were investigated via a rotational rheometer with parallel plate geometry. The morphology of the nanocomposites was also
characterized using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The SEM micrographs of cryo-fractured surface of PP-nanoclay
composite samples showed that the nanoclay was well distributed and dispersed in the PP matrix. The frequency sweep tests
on the nanocomposites melt showed that dynamic modulus (G’ and G”) for all the samples increased as the frequency
increased. It is also noticed that melt rheological behavior of PP significantly changed after nanoclay incorporation into PP
matrix. As the nanoclay concentration in the nanocomposites increased, viscoelastic response gradually changes from pseudoliquid like to pseudo-solid like. Additionally, the complex viscosity increased substantially with increasing nanoclay
concentration. In this study, the complex viscosity data were fitted with Carreau-Yasuda model. The nanocomposites exhibited
higher zero-shear-rate complex viscosity and an increased in shear thinning behavior. Furthermore, the comparison of melt
rheological properties between PP nanoclay composites prepared by TSE I (1st cycle) and TSE II (2nd cycle) indicates that
rheological behavior of the nanocomposites was affected by the reprocessing of nanocomposites material.
Keywords:
Polypropylene-nanoclay composites, masterbatch, melt blend, twin screw extruder, reprocessing, morphology and melt
rheology

1. INTRODUCTION
Polymer nanocomposites (PNCs) have attracted great interest among researchers due to enhancements in several properties in
comparison to their traditional composites. Among the entire potential nanomaterials used in polymer nanocomposites,
nanoclay (layered silicate) has been widely investigated primarily because of remarkable improvement in properties.
Furthermore, clay materials are easily available, environmentally friendly, and their intercalation chemistry has been
investigated for a long time. These make nanoclay one of the most widely accepted and effective nano-reinforcements [1-4].
Polypropylene (PP) is one of the most widely used polyolefin polymers due to its good processability, low cost and wide
applications in automotive and packaging industries [5,6]. Therefore, in this study, PP was used as the polymer matrix to form
nanocomposites. Generally, commercial nanoclay has been already organically modified which is known by organoclay. This
effort has been made to overcome the incompatibility between the non-polar hydrophobic PP and hydrophilic clays which
hinders good nanoclay dispersion. Additionally, the PP matrix itself usually has also been modified using compatibilizer such
as maleic anhydride. This approach has been well developed for polypropylene-based nanocomposites [5,7,8].
PNCs can be prepared by different methods, which are in situ polymerization, solvent process and melt compounding.
Recently, most of researchers focus on melt blending or melt compounding process because this method has better commercial
feasibility and lower cost as compared to other methods. This method is also compatible with current industrial processes as
extrusion and injection molding, environmental friendly because no solvent is used [7,9-11]. Recently, commercial nanomaterial masterbatches have been already manufactured. Using masterbatch could eliminate the difficulty in nanofiller
distribution and dispersion process. It is also easy handling because the nano-materials are bounded inside the polymer matrix,
thus it has less health and safety risks. The use of masterbatch in producing polymer nanocomposites is considered to be one of
the simplest and most economical methods in processing of polymer-nanocomposites. Therefore, using commercial
masterbatch becomes a promising alternative in the production of polymer nanocomposites in comparison with using bulk
nano-materials. However, literature survey revealed that the investigation reports which studied polymer nanocomposites using
masterbatch are limited compared to direct incorporation of nano-material into polypropylene, which makes it an attractive
area for research [12].
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Rheological properties are highly influenced by the morphological state (e.g. structure and interfacial properties) of the
materials. Therefore, in the case of nanoclay composites, the melt rheological properties can provide a fundamental
understanding of the degree of layer silicate (clay) dispersion, polymer-filler interactions and structure-property relationship in
nanocomposites [13-16]. Numerous research studies about melt rheological properties of PP-nanoclay composites have been
reported [14]. Lim et al [17] studied the relationship between rheological behavior and microstructure of polymer-nanoclay
composites. Different phase morphology (intercalated or exfoliated) of polymer-nanoclay was obtained in accordance with the
characteristics of the interface between polymer chains and nanoclay. DMA test results exhibited an increasing of both storage
and loss modulus of polymer-nanoclay composites, and decreased the frequency dependence of silicate loading. Similar
observation has been reported by Kim, et al. [7]. They found that addition of nanoclay into polymer matrix increased the
storage modulus by several orders of magnitude and exhibited a transition from liquid-like to solid like rheological behavior.
They related these changes into the state of dispersion of the nanoclay. Koo, et al. [18] investigated the effect of final
morphology of the nanocomposites on the rheological and mechanical properties. They showed that rheological properties
such as storage modulus and relative viscosity have strong relationship with the morphological state of nanoclay. The
exfoliated nanocomposites showed the largest increase and the deintercalated showed almost no change in complex viscosity
with the nanoclay content. Another researcher, Castel, et al. [13] studied the viscoelastic characterization of polypropylene
montmorillonite (MMT) nanocomposites. In their work, Maxwell and Voight element model were used to describe the
relaxation and retardation time spectrum of the nanocomposites. They reported an increase in relaxation and retardation time
which could be related to the MMT dispersion into polymeric matrix.
In this study, PP-nanoclay composites were prepared by melt blending in twin screw extruder using commercial nanoclay
masterbatch. The objective of this study was to evaluate the effect of nanoclay concentration on the melt rheological behavior
of PP-nanoclay composites. Melt blending was carried out twice (recycle) in order to investigate the reprocessing effect on the
properties of PP-nanoclay composites. Rheological measurement was carried out using a rotational rheometer. Additionally,
the morphology of the nanocomposites was also characterized using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM).

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Materials and nanocomposites preparation
Nanocomposites were prepared by diluting highly concentrated nanoclay masterbatch pellets in polypropylene matrix using
melt blend method. A commercial homopolymer polypropylene (PP) was acquired from the local market (product name; PP70)
which has MFI 8 g/10 min according to the manufacturer datasheet. The nanoclay used in the preparation of nanocomposites
was purchased from Nanocor, USA (product name: NanoMax). The nanoclay is PP nanoclay masterbatch with 50wt%
concentration of nanoclay. According to the manufacturer, the nano-clay is organophillic montmorillonite (MMT) which has
been modified with dimethyl-dihydrogenated tallow ammonium and it is believed that the PP carrier has been compatibilized
using maleic anhydride (MA).
Compounding was carried out using a co-rotating twin screw extruder (TSE), Farrel FTX-20 (length D = 26 mm and ratio L/D
= 35) set a barrel temperature of 230oC (feed), a die temperature of 240oC and screw speed of 17 rpm. First, polypropylene was
manually pre-mixed with different concentration of nanoclay (10,20, and 30 wt%), which is effectively are 5,10, and 15 wt%
of nanoclay. The mixed materials (PP and nanoclay masterbatch) were dried in an conventional oven at 55 oC for 24 hours to
reduce the moisture content. Afterwards, the pre-mix was compounded using the twin screw extruder. The extrudate from the
die was quenched in waterbath (at about 20oC), air dried and pelletized by a cutting machine. After pelletizing, the
nanocomposites granules were again melt blended for the second time (recycled). The nanocomposites samples will be referred
to as NCL-5, NCL-10, and NCL-15 for nanoclay concentration of 5, 10 and 15 wt% respectively. The same extrusion
procedure was used on neat PP (referred to as NCL-0) to compare pure material with its nanocomposites. Afterward, the
recycled nanocomposites granules were injection molded to make a set of molded samples for testing. An injection molding
machine, Super Master Series SM 120, made by Asian Plastic Machinery Co. was used for preparing set of molds ASTM
standard samples for characterization. The injection molding conditions are listed in Table 1. For 1st cycle and 2nd cycle
processing will be called TSE I and TSE II respectively.
Table 1: Processing conditions of Injection Molding Machine
Processing temperature (oC)
Zone 1
220

Zone 2
240

Zone 3
240

Feed Zone
170

Rotor speed
(rpm)

Cooling time
(sec)

Cycle time
(sec)

Injection pressure
(bar)

200

30

35

500
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2.2.
2.2.1.

Samples characterization
Morphological characterization

Morphological characterization (degree of distribution and dispersion) is carried out utilizing Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM). The SEM used in this work is a JEOL JSM-6360A, Japan. Molded samples were cryogenically fractured in order to
maintain the originality of the sample’s morphology. Prior to SEM examination, the fractured samples were coated with a thin
layer of gold in order to minimize samples electronic charging and overheating. Additionally, the coating can also increase the
signal and surface resolution. All the samples were examined by the SEM at 15 kV using different magnifications that vary
from 200 to 20,000X.
2.2.2.

Rheological characterization

A Rheometer instrument model AR G2 made by TA Instruments, USA was used to measure the rheological characteristic of
the PP-nanoclay composites. All the rheological measurements were carried out at fixed temperature of 260oC under torsion
mode using frequency sweep scheme in parallel plates fixture with diameter equal to 25 mm and a typical constant 2 mm gap.
Stress sweep tests were also performed on representative samples to determine their linear viscoelastic region. Frequency
sweep tests were made over a range of 0.1 – 628.3 rad/s at oscillation stress of 500 Pa, which is within the linear viscoelastic
region of each sample. Disk-like samples obtained from injection molding were used for this test. The data generated from this
frequency sweep test were storage modulus (G’), loss modulus (G”), and complex viscosity ( *) versus angular frequency.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Nanocomposites morphology
The distribution and dispersion of nanoclay platelets in PP matrix were observed on SEM micrographs of cryo-fractured
surface of PP-nanoclay composite samples at different concentration (5 and 15 wt%). Typical examples of these micrographs
are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: SEM micrographs of NCL-5 (left) and NCL-15 (right) samples (TSE II) at different magnification, A & B (10,000 X); C & D
(20,000 X). Dashed circles show some of nanoclay particles.

As shown in the figure, all the samples show good distribution and dispersion of nanoclay platelets in PP matrix which are
indicated by the white needle-like nanoclay in dark area of the PP matrix. Relatively small size of the nanoclay particles are
scattered uniformly in PP matrix (Fig. 1D). This good distribution of nanoclay could be attributed to the high shear stress that
the polymer melt was exposed to during melt blending which was induced by the twin screw geometry, screw speed and
temperature in the barrel and the two runs (recycle) on TSE machine. Nevertheless, SEM micrographs say nothing about the
formation of intercalated/exfoliated system. To study the nanocomposites structure (intercalation of exfoliation), different
microscopic techniques such as TEM and AFM are needed.
3.2. Melt rheological properties
Figure 2 shows the isothermal curves of both G’ and G” dynamic modulus at 260oC as function of angular frequency.
Analyzing the graphs, it can be observed that the curves of G’ and G” for each of nanoclay composites show a monotonic
increase as the frequency increased. It is also noticed that melt rheological behavior of PP significantly changed after nanoclay
incorporation into PP matrix.
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Figure 2: Storage modulus (a) and Loss modulus (b) versus angular frequency of PP-nanoclay composites (TSE II) at temperature 260oC. (c)
Intersection between the two dynamic modulus

At highest frequencies region which correspond to the marked region II, the melt rheological behavior of PP-nanoclay
composites were unaffected by the presence of nanoclay particles, because it was merely dominated by the motion of short
chains [19]. On the other hand, in the regime of lower frequencies (region I, see Figure 2), both modulus (G’ and G”) exhibited
diminished frequency dependence with increasing of nanoclay content and this behavior was more prominent at higher
nanoclay concentration (10 and 15 wt%). Such behavior is an indication of physical network formation between nanoparticles
and the polymer matrix. This behavior could be related to the sample morphological state, i.e. nanoclay dispersion in the PP
matrix [13,14]. While, at lower nanoclay concentration (5 wt%), the melt rheological response looked similar to that of neat
PP. That indicates that the viscoelastic properties are still dominated by the polymer matrix.
In addition, as noticed in Figure 2, at lower frequencies (region I), there is a gradual change of viscoelastic response from
pseudo-liquid like (G’ < G”) to pseudo-solid like (G’ > G”) as nanoclay concentration in the PP matrix increased. In fact, for
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NCL-15 (the highest nanoclay concentration), G’ became nearly independent of angular frequency at lower frequencies (region
I) as compared to the neat PP. The G’ of NCL-15 exceeded its G” at frequency lower than 0.1 rad/s (beyond our range of
frequency sweep test); which means that characteristic of the material exhibiting a more pseudo-solid like behavior. Similar
results have been observed by Koo et al. [18]. It is suggested that the polymer chains could not relax completely, due to the
interaction between polymer and nanoclay. Interfacial characteristics between nanoclay particles and polymer matrix as well as
the microstructural difference gave a strong relationship between them which manifested in the change of the viscoelastic
properties [14,16-18].
If Figures 2a and 2b (storage and loss modulus) were overlapped, there will be an intersection between the two modulus (see
Figure 2c). The storage modulus gradually exceeded the loss modulus, which indicated a shift from pseudo liquid-like behavior
to pseudo solid-like behavior. As nanoclay concentration increased, there was a trend, where the intersection shifts towards
lower frequency. Additionally, Figure 2a shows that G’ of PP matrix increased about 10,000 times from 0.1 to 100 rad/s,
whereas G’ of NCL-15 increased only about 10 times for the same frequency range. This could be attributed to the molecular
mobility that was restricted for NCL-15 while it was not for PP matrix. Table 2 shows the intersections between G’ and G” for
PP-nanoclay composites at different cycles of processing. As shown in the table, the intersection of nanocomposites for TSE II
has lower frequencies than that of TSE I. This result is an indication that rheological behavior as well as morphological
characteristic of the nanocomposites was affected by the reprocessing of nanocomposites material.
Table 2: The intersection between G’ and G” for PP-nanoclay composites at different cycles of processing
Sample
TSE I (1st cycle)
TSE II (2nd cycle)

Intersection between G’ and G” (rad/s)
NCL-0
NCL-5
NCL-10
NCL-15
252.1
158.5
79.43
< 0.1 rad/s
199.5
`125.9
50
< 0.1 rad/s

The dynamic complex viscosity
of neat PP and PP-nanoclay composite, based on linear dynamic oscillatory shear
measurement at 260oC, are presented in Figure 3. Generally, the complex viscosity of neat PP and the nanocomposites
decreased with increasing angular frequency. Additionally, it is also noticed that the complex viscosity increased substantially
with increasing nanoclay concentration. This increase could be related to the interaction and dispersion of nanoclay in the
polymer matrix that appeared to provide the flow restriction of polymer chain in the molten state.

Figure 3: Dynamic complex viscosity

as function of angular frequency ( ) for PP-nanoclay composites (TSE II) at 260oC.

At lower frequency region ( <1 rad/s), neat PP exhibit a Newtonian-like behavior indicated by the plateau regime. As the
nanoclay concentration increased, the Newtonian-like behavior diminished. In addition, all nanoclay composites exhibited an
increased shear thinning behavior. This observation suggests that the nanoclay particles are strongly oriented towards the flow
direction at high shear rates. Similar result was also reported by Kim et al. [7]; Sinha Ray and Okamoto [20] and Koo et al.
[18].
Table 3 shows the representative values of the complex viscosity of PP-nanoclay composites at angular frequency 0.1, 1, 10,
and 100 rad/s and different cycles of processing. As expected, the complex viscosity of nanocomposites sample for TSE II
greater than that of TSE I, which indicates that rheological behavior of the nanocomposites was affected by the reprocessing of
nanocomposites material. This result (dynamic complex viscosity) meets an agreement with dynamic modulus (storage and
loss modulus).
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Table 3: Representative complex viscosity of PP-nanoclay composites (TSE I and TSE II) at different angular frequencies

Sample

TSE I (1st cycle)

TSE II (2nd cycle)

Complex viscosity (Pa.s)

Complex viscosity (Pa.s)

0.1
rad/s

1
rad/s

10
rad/s

100
rad/s

0.1
rad/s

1
rad/s

10
rad/s

100
rad/s

NCL-0

1023

846.7

567.4

250.5

895.5

746.2

512.3

232.5

NCL-5

2059

1778

1101

458.3

2008

1739

1071

448.1

NCL-10

13860

6500

2811

1028

17050

7547

2936

1001

NCL-15

353000

85060

15000

2787

666000

172000

27730

4585

To get more insight about relationship between complex viscosity (η*) and angular frequency ( ), we fit the complex viscosity
data in Figure 3 to the well known Carreau-Yasuda model without the yield stress parameter, according to Eq. 1 [21]. The data
and the model plotting are shown in Figure 3.
( 1)
where, η0 is the zero shear viscosity, is a characteristic time (or cross-over time) and inverse 1/ is the critical value of shear
rate (or angular frequency, in our case) at which the viscosity begins to decrease. The slope in the power-law region is given by
(n-1). Eq. 1 reduces to the Newtonian fluid behavior for n=1 and describes shear-thinning behavior when n<1, while a is the
Yasuda parameter and attributed to the amplitude of the region of transition between η0 and the power law region (see Figure
4) [21,22]. All parameters, , , n and a obtained from fitting complex viscosity data are listed in Table 4. As noticed from
Figure 3, Carreau-Yasuda model described the nanocomposites satisfactorily.

Figure 4: Theoretical rheological behavior of nanocomposites [21]
As noticed in Table 4, the nanocomposites exhibited higher zero-shear-rate complex viscosity and increased shear-thinning
behavior. Additionally, a increased as nanoclay loading increased, exhibiting a non-Newtonian behavior [21]. Furthermore, we
found that characteristic time (or cross-over time), was significantly affected by the addition of nanoclay. This cross-over
time could be related to the relaxation time of the nanocomposites. Hence, it is demonstrated that the relaxation time of the
nanocomposites increased as the nanoclay concentration increased which could attributed to the restriction of the molecular
mobility by the presence of nanoclay.
Table 4: Parameters with respect to the Carreau-Yasuda model (Eq.1) for PP-nanoclay composites (TSE II)
Sample
n
a
(s)
o (Pa.s)
NCL-0
895.5
0.06
0.41
0.60
NCL-5
2008
0.52
0.62
9.22
NCL-10
13860
7.17
0.62
9.78
NCL-15
666000
6.17
0.25
5.66

4. CONCLUSIONS
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We have already studied the effect of nanoclay loading on the morphology and melt rheological properties of the prepared
nanocomposites. In order to study the reprocessing effect on the properties of PP-nanoclay composites, melt blending was
carried out twice (recycle). Morphological study on the nanocomposites revealed that all the samples showed good distribution
and dispersion of nanoclay particles in PP matrix at all concentrations. In melt rheological behavior, the nanocomposites
exhibited higher storage modulus, loss modulus and complex viscosity than the neat PP. Evidence of changes from pseudoliquid like (G’ < G”) to pseudo-solid like (G’ > G”) appeared as the nanoclay concentration increased which showed an
intense relationship with their morphologies. The Carreau-Yasuda model was used to fit the rheological data and to describe
the effects of nanoclay platelets on the melt rheological behavior. The results showed that the nanocomposites exhibited higher
zero-shear-rate complex viscosity, increased shear-thinning behavior, and a longer characteristic time than the PP matrix.
Furthermore, the comparison of melt rheological properties between PP-nanoclay composites prepared by TSE I (1st cycle) and
TSE II (2nd cycle) indicates that rheological behavior as well as morphological characteristic of the nanocomposites was
affected by the reprocessing of nanocomposites material.
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The Effect of Processing Variables on The Properties of Ga-Doped SnO2
Thin Film by RF Magnetron Sputtering
Ferdyano Finanda, Hee Young Lee*
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The 2 wt% gallium tin oxide (GTO) thin films were studied as a possible alternative to indium tin oxide (ITO) films for
providing good-properties transparent conducting oxide (TCO) for thin film photovoltaic devices. GTO films were
deposited onto glass substrates in active oxygen and argon ambient with post-deposition annealing involved. A RF
magnetron co-sputtering system equipped with a ceramic target of the same composition was used to deposit TCO films.
Earlier studies showed that GTO can be a p-type thin film which many other TCOs are nominally n-type semiconductors.
The oxygen content in the sputter gas, as determined by the oxygen to argon ratio, was varied systematically in the range
(O2)/(Ar)=0–0.06 in order to study its effect on the GTO thin film characteristics.The other processing variables are
working pressures from 3 to 6 mTorr, substrate temperatures from 150 to 450 oC, and RF powers from 100 to 200 W.The
structural and morphological properties were examined by X-Ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscope
(SEM). The optical properties of thin films were studied using UV-VIS spectroscopy in visible region (250-1100 nm
wavelength). The electrical properties were measured by four point probe and Hall effect measurement showed that
processing parameters on GTO had significant influence on its resistivity, mobility and also carrier concentration. The
main objective of this paper was investigating how processing variables would affect TCO properties including electrical
resistivity and optical transmission.
Keywords
Transparent conducting oxide; Ga-doped SnO2; thin film; resistivity; optical transmittance
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ABSTRACT
Every pipeline system has a unique characteristic. For gas transmission pipeline, there are several factors that affecting fit for
service of this equipment that must be evaluated to prevent unpredictable failure for safety reason. In the beginning the
pipeline is still in good condition for operation, but by the time being the integrity of the pipeline decreased due to many
factors. The failure of gas transmission pipeline will have consequences to people, environment and the bussiness itself.
Onshore gas transmission pipeline located in very long route. The surrounding environment of onshore gas transmission
pipeline varies a long its route. So, onshore gas transmission pipeline has many uncertainty factors which can induce failure.
These issues make a RBI system is difficult to apply in onshore gas transmission pipeline. The objective of this research is to
determine factors which give a risk on onshore gas transmission pipeline and the cause of failure in onshore gas transmission
pipeline.
The approaching technique is to identify the risk using qualitative method by multiplying the Probability of Failure (PoF) and
Consequence of Failure (CoF). The PoF and CoF divided in to segmentation so the level of risk can be determined. The
segmentation is based on geographical condition of gas transmission pipeline which are above ground and underground.
The result of risk ranking indicates internal and external corrosion are the most dominan factor of the failure. The other factor
is third party damage that occurs in high density of citizen.
Keywords
Onshore, Gas pipeline, PoF, CoF, RBI

1.

INTRODUCTION

RBI has been known as one of method for equipment inspection in oil and gas industries. The concept of RBI is a part of
Integrity Management that considering risk in inspection programs. Principally, risks in oil and gas industries can’t be
eliminated, but with proper inspection system the risks can be reduce to prevent failure or accident.

Figure 1 .Correlation of risk and inspection
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Some research had done to develop the using of RBI system. Topalis (2009), had developed a software for RBI system in
onshore plant. But, RBI system still difficult to implement for a pipeline such as gas transmission pipeline system in onshore.
Onshore gas transmission pipeline located in very long route. The surrounding environment of onshore gas transmission
pipeline varies a long its route. So, onshore gas transmission pipeline has many uncertainty factors which can induce failure.
These issues make a RBI system is difficult to apply in onshore gas transmission pipeline. The common inspection method
using for pipeline are the time dependent inspection. But with various risk that couldn’t be predicted, a Risk Based Inspection
(RBI) is needed for a pipeline system.

Figure 2: Cause of failure in onshore pipeline
The objective of this research is to determine factors which give a risk on onshore gas transmission pipeline and the cause of
failure in onshore gas transmission pipeline.

2.

DATA SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

This study using a semi-quantitative method. Investigation has been conducted a long 300 kilometers pipeline in region of
West Java. To find the uncertainty factors of a pipeline, several aspects has been taken through direct and indirect assessment.
These aspects will be use in scoring system to determine the Probability of Failure (POF) and Consequence of Failure (COF).
Table 1 .PoF and CoF

No
1.

Third Factor

2.

External Corrosion

CP

15%

Internal Corrosion

Soil Resistivity
Watercut+ CO2

15%
25%

Intelligent Pig

10%

3.
4.
5

PoF

Quality
15%

Design&Operational
Historical of Failure
Total

No

30%
35%
10%
10%
100%
Quality

CoF

1.

Loss of Production

Gas leak

40%

2.
3.

Environment
Secure

Time to repair
Hazard

30%
30%

Total

100%
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The segmentation of this calculation is based on the position divided into underground and above ground. Quality of each
factor in PoF is determined from data assessment, leak history of pipeline shown that most failure is caused by internal
corrosion, make this factor must be has highest quality followed by external corrosion factor. Quality of each factor in CoF is
determined by the level of loss if failure occur in pipeline. The highest score for POF or COF is 5, the score will be the result
of multiplying quality and grade. Total risk in a segment is determine by multiplying POF and COF score, so the highest risk
that possible for each segment is 25, this follow the criteria below:

Total Risk = PoF X CoF

PoF

5

5

10

15

20

25

Very High

4

4

8

12

16

20

High

3

3

6

9

12

15

Medium

2

2

4

6

8

10

Low-medium

1

1

2

3

4

5

Low

1

2

3

4

5

CoF

Figure 3 .Risk scoring

3.

RISK CALCULATION

In order to determine total risk, a simple spreadsheets were used. This calculation shown detail factor that influence of PoF and
CoF. External corrosion were measured based on Cathodic Protection and soil resistivity for underground pipe. For
aboveground pipe, the third factor is dominant as PoF. Internal Corrosion were measured based on CO 2 content in gas and
water cut in pipeline. CoF basically determine based on PoF. Production loss of each segment is influenced by the number of
leak. The environment cause is influenced by population. With higher number of population will, a failure of gas pipeline will
easily detected. The secure factor is influenced by operating pressure. Higher pressure will have higher level of risk. Below is
an example of risk calculation:

Figure 4 .Risk Calculation

4.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Using total risk data, the inspection schedule can be arranged later. Segment with higher level of risk will be inspected more
frequent than the segment with lower risk. Total segmen in this study is 41 segments in three lines along west java, after
calculating the risks in all segments, the risk profil described as below:
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Figure 5 .Risk profil
For some aspects, corrective action can be done to reduce the risk. Third factor aspect for example can be avoided with move
the aboveground pipe to underground. Operational parameters also can be handled with a proper system control.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

In transmission gas pipeline, there are many uncertainty factors a long it’s route. Before applying RBI system in this pipeline,
POF and COF must be determined first. Multiplying POF and COF will result the total risk for each segment. Segment with
higher level of risk need more inspection to prevent accident and failure of pipeline.
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ABSTRACT
The synthesis of titanium dioxide (TiO2) from ilmenite using sulfate processes still become a problem to get its pigment with
high purity and operation cost lower. The purpose of research is to show the coagulant influence and characterization of TiO2
recovery from TiOSO4 solution so product TiO2 with high purity, low operating expenses, and fulfills specification of TiO2
appropriate market. The research method was sol gel process that TiOSO4 solution resulted from the extraction of Bangka
ilmenite using sulfate process is mixed with a coagulant added H2O solvent for hydrolysis process. This process has been done
at the hydrolysis temperature of 90 oC in agitated and refluxed reactor to form TiO2 gel.
The result of research shows that the longer hydrolysis process will produce the higher TiO2 powder and Fe2O3 impurities will
be. The higher acidity degree of hydrolysis process will increase an oxidation degree from Fe 2+ ion to Fe3+ ion that this
process cause yellowing TiO2 powder. The hydrolysis process for 2 h (pH = 0) can decrease significantly an impurity grade
of iron that the whiteness degree of TiO2 become higher, i.e. 96,30 %. The morphology of titanium dioxide resulted is uniform
nanoparticle that the hydrolysis process with adding a coagulant of dextrine has TiO2 particle size bigger than a coagulant of
TiO2 or without adding a coagulant. However the diffraction of titanium dioxide crystalline increased when the hydrolysis
process has been done with adding a coagulant of TiO2.
Keywords:
coagulant, recovery, titanium dioxide, titanium sulfate, ilmenite

1. INTRODUCTION
Indonesia has ilmenite mineral included in the massive rock types, can be used as a raw material for making pig iron, titanium
metal, TiO2 pigment and chemicals from other titanium-based elements. One source of ilmenite in Indonesia is a byproduct of
processing of tin ore on Bangka Island, which ilmenite has not been used optimally until now. Various processes have been
developed to obtain valuable materials from ilmenite [1]. The process that has been developed, among others, is through the
ilmenite rock smelting to produce pig iron and slag containing titanium, in which the titanium contained in the slag and then
utilized as a TiO2 pigment through the process of sulfate. In this process, slag containing titanium are not processed through the
chloride channels to obtain because of the TiO2 pigment containing CaO and MgO in the slag compounds will disrupt the
process of chloride [2,3,4].
Other processes are the dissolution of ilmenite in acid medium to produce TiO2 pigment. It can also be through chlorination
process ilmenite to produce titanium chloride compound as an intermediate product for making titanium metal or pigment
TiO2. Separation process of titanium iron contained in ilmenite can also be done through the use of soda ash roasting process at
a temperature of 873 K, which results from the roasting process is a compound of sodium titanate and sodium ferite, Na2TiO3.
Sodium titanate is a compound that can not dissolve in water while sodium ferite is soluble in water, so both these compounds
can be separated using the solvent water. The selection process from the utilization of ilmenite depends on physical and
chemical properties of the mineral ilmenite [4,5].
From the processes that has been developed, it seems more directed use of ilmenite to make TiO2 pigment. Titanium industry is
not dominated by the production of titanium metal but more directed to make titanium dioxide pigment. For instance in the
2007, World production of titanium oxide reaches about 5.7 million tons while the production of titanium metal is only 324
000 tons [6]. About 93 % of this production came from ilmenite and pseudorutile ores, while the remainning 7 % came from
rutile ore [7].
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The world demand for TiO2 as a pigment increases recently because TiO2 has a high adhesive power compared to another
normal pigment (ZnO). The data can be seen from the refractive index and power of white pigments are quite large compared
to other white pigments [8,9].
Table 1: Refractive Index of TiO2 and other pigments
Pigments
Rutile TiO2
Anatase TiO2
Zinc oxide
Common extender and resin
Water
Air

Refractive Index
2.76
2.52
1.99
1.5-1.6
1.33
1.00

Table 2:. Titanium pigment pysical properties
Physical
properties
Specific gravity
Refractive index
Tinting strength
Oil absorption
Fume Proof

Rutil

Anatase

4.2
2.70
1750-1850
16-36
Yes

3.9
2.55
1250
16-26
Yes

The ability of TiO2 as a pigment is also influenced by the structure of TiO2. Where as pigment, the rutile structure has an
advantage more than the structure of anatase. This can be seen from Table 2 [8,9]. Recently, white pigment of titanium
dioxide is also used in various fields such as self-cleaning, anti-fogging, coating, fillers for plastic and paper, adsorbents,
cosmetics, catalyst, and gas sensors due to its high chemical stability, heat stability, and mechanical and electronic properties.
Fulfillment of TiO2 to the application can be achieved if they meet the desired specifications of purity, color, size, porosity, and
morphology of TiO2 [10,11,12,13].
Ilmenite ore, FeTiO3 which is a byproduct processing of tin industry in Bangka Island is a great potential as a source of raw
material for the manufacture of TiO2. This is because these ilmenite ore has yet to be optimally utilized. The processing of
ilmenite into TiO2 are still major obstacles in purifying TiO2 from impurities. Where sulfate process conducted for the
extraction of titanium from ilmenite ore is still not able to produce high purity TiO2 with impurity levels to a minimum of
Fe2O3 and low operating costs. The existence of impurities in TiO2 powder causes yellowish color. Therefore, this condition
should be avoided. The reaction of ilmenite with sulfuric acid can be shown by the following reaction [14]:
FeO.TiO2 + 2H2SO4 + 5H2O - FeSO4.7H2O + TiOSO4
TiO.SO4 + 2H2O
--
TiO(OH)2 + H2SO4
TiO(OH)2 -- TiO2 + H2O

(1)
(2)
(3)

The process of recovery of TiO2 from TiOSO4 solution at both temperature and operational cost lower is a challenge in
generating high purity TiO2. Therefore, this research conducted in the recovery of TiO2 from the TiOSO4 solution uses
modified sol gel methods in low temperature with the addition of coagulant compound. The process is expected producing
titanium dioxide powder with high purity and low production costs as needed market specifications.

2. EXPERIMENT
2.1. Materials
TiOSO4 solution used in this research contained levels of Fe and Ti about 83 g/l and 54, 26 g/l, respectively. While the
coagulant is dextrin, (C6H10O5)n.xH2O and commercial titania powder (P25). Water for analysis and research was purified by
a water purification machine. The solid NaOH used to adjust the pH was reagent grade (Merck)
2.2. Experimental procedure
10 grams of the coagulant was first dissolved with 300 ml of water at temperature of 40 oC. The process was carried out in the
refluxed reactor under continuous stirring. When the mixture was homogenous, 100 ml of TiOSO4 was added slowly to the
reactor for hydrolysis processes. The hydrolysis process was done at constant temperature of 90 oC for the desired time (2 h or
3 h) to produce sol. The next process is the condensation and aging process to form a gel. Gel of TiO2 was separated from the
solution using a centrifuge apparatus. The washing process of TiO2 has been conducted continually until a pH of 7 (netral). The
last process was drying using muffle furnace at temperature of 100 oC to get titanium dioxide powder. This research has the
variables of process that are coagulant types (dextrine; TiO2), pH (0; 2); hydrolysis time (2 h; 3 h), and the condition of
product washing process ( with or without a solvent of H2SO4 20 %). Whereas characteristic of titanium dioxide powder was
including an appearance of white powder, a degree of TiO2, a morphology of TiO2, a particle size of TiO2, a structure of
particle, and a degree of impurities using whiteness, SEM (Model JEOL JED 2300), AAS, and XRD apparatus. The detailed
synthesis process is presented in Figure 1.
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Coagulant
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SEM, AAS & XRD
Analysis

Hydrolysis (90 oC)

Powder of
TiO2

Sol

Drying

Condensation

Gel TiO2

Aging

Filtration and
washing

Figure 1: The synthesis process of TiO2 from TiOSO4 solution

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The constituent elements of composition, morphology, degree of whiteness, and crystalline structure of TiO2 formed from
recovery of TiO2 from TiOSO4 solution can be shown as follows.
3.1. The composition of TiO2 constituent elements
Table 3 and 4 show the analysis of ESD – SEM from the products resulted in modified sol gel process at a hydrolysis
temperature of 90 oC.
Table 3 : The composition of elemental content in TiO2 powder (EDS Area)

Element
C
O
Si
S
Ti
Fe
Mo
Cu
Total

pH = 2,
2 h, Dextrin
21.72
40.34
1.80
35.24
0.90
100

pH = 0,
3 h, Dextrin
8.02
45.19
2.29
41.48
1.34
1.68
100

Mass (wt. %)
pH = 0,
pH = 0
2 h, Dextrin
2 h, TiO2, Washing H2SO4
15.27
22.76
41.56
39.79
2.35
38.59
33.21
0.75
1.47
1.49
2.76
100
100

pH = 0
2 h, TiO2
19.87
40.55
0.38
0.97
35.77
0.91
1.55
100

Tables 3 are semi quantitative analysis of TiO2 product. From Table 6 and 7 can be seen that at the same time process obtained
levels of iron (Fe), with treatment pH = 0 is relatively smaller than levels of treatment pH = 2. Because the greater degree of
acidity (pH) causes the stability of Fe2+ will become shorter as shown in pourbix diagram in Figure 2. The Fe2+ ions will be
oxidized to form Fe3+ ions or a precipitate of Fe2O3 which come with deposition of TiO2 at the time of screening and washing
processes.
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Figure 2: Eh-pH diagram of the Ti–Fe–H2O system at 25 °C, (excluding Ti2+ ions) considering TiO2 (c, hydrated), Ti2O3 (c,
hydrated) and Fe2O3 as the solid titanium oxide and FeIII phases, and for 0.1 and 0.01 dissolved iron and titanium activities,
respectively. (Solid line refers to the stability area of FeTiO3.) [4,14]
The same condition occurs where the degree of acidity (pH) is similar but the process time is increased from 2 hours to 3 hours
led to increased levels of iron in the sediment of TiO2. Increasing the times of the hydrolysis process cause iron impurities
originally in the condition of Fe2+ will be oxidized to Fe3+ which form the deposition of Fe2O3. Deposition of Fe2O3 is not
going to get away with the process of filtering and washing.
The washing treatment of TiO2 sediment with H2SO4 20 % solution and sonication process also affect sediment quality of
TiO2. When washed using H2SO4 solution and sonication, the precipitate of TiO2 produced is relatively more white than
without washing treatment with H2SO4. This is because iron remained stable in the conditions of Fe2+ which can be separated
from the deposition of TiO2.
3.2. Morphology of TiO2
The morphology of TiO2 precipitate produced by modified sol gel method can be shown in Figure 3.

A. pH= 2, 2 h, Dextrin

B. pH= 0, 3 h, Dextrin
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C. pH= 0, 2 h, Dextrin

D. pH= 0, 2 h, TiO2 ( H2SO4 and Sonication)

E. pH= 0, 2 h, TiO2

Figure 3: The morphology of TiO2 in a variety of process conditions
Figure 3 is an image the morphology of TiO2 on measurement conditions and magnification of 3000 x . From the picture can
be seen that the size of TiO2 particles with the addition of dextrin in the hydrolysis process (Figure 13a, 13b, 13c) has a
relatively larger size compared to Figure 13d and 13e. This happens because the event of obstruction of TiO2 particles by a
large molecule, in the process of cohesion results a relatively smaller crystals (Fig. 13d and 13e). Another cause is the slow
dextrin dissolution of TiO2 precipitate with treatment or without washing H2SO4 and sonication. Dextrin is coagulant properties
or adhesive so that the inter-particle agglomeration of TiO2 will have to form relatively larger crystals. The addition of dextrin
also causes the regularity of molecular form of crystals. However, From the results of X-ray diffraction data in Figure 4
known that TiO2 is in the process using a dextrin having a more random crystal structure or amorphous .
3.3. Whiteness Degrees of TiO2
Measurement of whiteness level of TiO2 can be shown in Table 8
Table 5. The level of whiteness of TiO2
Condition
TiO2 (pH = 2, 2 h, Dextrin)
TiO2 (pH = 0, 3 h, Dextrin)
TiO2 (pH = 0, 2 h, Dextrin)
TiO2 (pH = 0, 2 h, TiO2, Washing with H2SO4, sonication)
TiO2 (pH = 0, 2 h, TiO2)

Whiteness Test (%)
90,65
90,47
91,06
96,30
89,19

Table 8 shows that TiO2 with the washing treatment using dilute sulfuric acid obtained the highest degree of whiteness that is
96.30%, meaning that impurities, which in this case due to the presence of the element of iron is less. These results are in
accordance with the results of semi quantitative analysis by EDS-SEM, where the process which uses the washing treatment
with sulfuric acid and sonication will decrease Fe content lower. Because the elements of a very large contribution to the
decline of the quality of color is Fe. The slightly decreased Fe content would significantly raise the level of whiteness of the
product.
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3.4. Crystal structure of TiO2
Crystal structure of TiO2 prepared by sol gel modification method can be shown in Figure 4.

TiO2
TiO2

TiO2

TiO2

TiO2

TiO2

(b)

(a)

TiO2

TiO2
TiO2

TiO2

TiO2

TiO2

TiO2

TiO2

(d)

(c )

TiO2
TiO2

TiO2

TiO2

(f)
(e)

Figure 4. The result of XRD analysis in different process conditions (a. pH = 2, 2 h, Dextrin, b. pH = 0, 3 h, Dextrin;
c. pH = 0, 2 , Dextrin; d . pH = 0, 2 h, washed with H2SO4; e. pH = 0, 2 , TiO2; f. TiO2 market)
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The result of XRD analysis can be shown in Figure 14. Figure 14a, 14b and 14c is the XRD pattern of sample with the addition
of dextrin while Figure 14d and 14e are not added. There has been a significant change in diffraction pattern between the two
types of this process. The graph shows that there has been decline in the level of sharpness of diffraction peak is significant.
The presence of dextrin will reduce the level of crystalline of TiO2 becomes more amorphous. This happened probably because
of the presence of hindrance (space) by a molecule of dextrin which is very large, so that crystal formation will be random.
Another thing that might happen is the existence of molecules remaining trapped in TiO2 deposition and so will bring up the
peak that is amorphous and also cause a high background in the XRD curves.

4. CONCLUSION
The conclusion that can be given from this research is the longer hydrolysis process for TiOSO4 solution causes the TiO2
resulted has a particle-shaped morphology with smaller size and the number of Fe2O3 impurities are increasing. The number of
the products also increases that are not significant. The lower degree of acidity (pH) will produce TiO2 product with the higher
degree of whiteness that is equal to 91.06% at pH = 0. The whiteness degree of TiO2 products increases to 96.30% when done
with the washing process using H2SO4 and sonication process. This treatment capable of removing more impurities of Fe from
the deposition of TiO2 and TiO2 produced has a smaller particle morphology. Crystalline level on TiO2 product is greater in
the process of modification with the addition of TiO2 sol gel earlier than with the addition of dextrine.
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ABSTRACT
T-Pump made of alloy steel AISI 4140 with 4½ inch outside diameter was broken on the body at sharp corner. Failure
analysis is conducted on the broken T-Pump for determining the root cause of the failure and to prevent the same case in the
future. The examination includes chemical composition analysis, fractography, metallography, Brinell hardness measurement.
The investigation results show that the microstructure of T-pump connection consists of bainitic phase and shows
transgranular cracking propagation. Based on the evidence obtained, it can be deduced that the 4½ inch T-pump connection
was broken at body due to excessive bending and torsion stress during operation. Accumulation of stress was formed caused
by the presence of sharp corner around this area, and the increase of stress from time to time during operation. Until a certain
amount where accumulation of residual stress and operation stress higher than allowable stress, the crack started to form and
with repeated operational load the crack propagated to the final fracture. Therfore the main cause of fracture is the existence
of sharp corner on the body around the crack which acted as stress raisers.
Keywords
Brittle fracture, alloy steel, T-pump

I.

INTRODUCTION

Failure analysis is conducted to find out the root cause of 4½ inch T-pump connection which was broken in Tunu area.
Material of T-Pump made of Alloy Steel AISI 4140. Other technical and operational data such as temperature, pressure are not
available. The chronology of 4½ inch T-pump connection was broken is as followed. At 00.00 – 00.30 T-Pump connection
was broken and gas leaked was found from well. Then 00.30 – 01.00 Pressure control equipment (PCE) was lifted by winch
tugger and crane supported to lift, finally 01.30 – 02.30 Run down PCE.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Digital Camera – for visual and macro-fractography examination.
Optical microscope – for metallography examination
Stereo microscope – for macro-fractography examination.
Frank Welltest – for hardness test
Spark spectrometer – for chemical composition analysis
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) – for microfractograp analysis.

III. EXAMINATION RESULT
3.1.

Visual, fractography, SEM, and Metallographic examination

4½ inch T-Pump Connection diameter on pressure control equipment was broken on the body at sharp corner (figure 1-2).
Further examination at the surface fracture did not indicate fatigue fracture evidence (figure 3).
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Figure 1. T-Pump Connection was broken at the body

Figure 2. Illustration of initial fracture position at the body near sharp corner

Figure 3. At the surface fracture did not indicate fatigue fracture
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Appearance of all crack surface shows typical of brittle fracture (figure 4). Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) at initial
fracture location reveals cleavage structure which represent of brittle fracture (figure 5).

Figure 4. Form of brittle fracture at the initial fracture area.

Figure 5. Specimen taken at initial fracture, SEM at 500x magnification reveals brittle fracture with the presence
of cleavage in the material.
Metallographic sample was taken out at fracture area of longitudinal cross section (figure 6). The direction of fracture
propagation was starting from the corner of T-pump connection to the inside diameter with transgranular fracture (figure 7).

1
3

4

2

Figure 6. Metallographic sample was taken out at fracture area of longitudinal cross section.
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.

Figure 7. The direction of fracture propagation in the corner of T-Pump show transgranular cracking.
Microstructure of initial fracture consist of bainitic (figure 8). Microstructure of location 2 (fracture area) showed a crack
fracture of static load (figure 9), microstructure of location 3 and location 4 consist of bainitic (figure 10).

Figure 8. Microstructure of initial fracture consist of bainitic. Etched: 2%
nital
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Figure 9. Microstructure of location 2 (fracture area) show a crack fracture of static load (transgranular cracking).

Figure 10. Microstructure of location 3 and location 4consist of bainitic .

3.2. Chemical Composition Analysis
Chemical composition analysis result shows that the material of T-Pump Connection is alloy steel according to AISI 4140
show in table 1.
Elements

C
Si
Mn
Cr
Ni
Mo
S
P
Fe

Table 1: Chemical Composition analysis result
Chemical Composition
Test Result
Standard Specification
AISI 4140
0.43
0.38 – 0.43
0.40
0.15 – 0.30
1.06
0.75 – 1.00
1.00
0.80 – 1.10
0.098
0.076
0.15 – 0.25
0.0008
0.040 (max)
0.013
0.035(max)
Balance
Balance

From chemical composition analysis result, it can be identified that the material of T-Pump is close to standard specification of
Alloy Steel AISI 4140.
3.3. Hardness test
Hardness value of T-Pump Connection is around HB 301 to HB 348 is in a range of standar AISI 4140, i.e. HB 302 show table
2.
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x4
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x3
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x9

Figure 11. Location of hardness test .
No. Location
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Table 2: Hardness test result
Result
Standar AISI 4140
(HB)
301
338
323
338
309
323
302
348
318
309
301

IV. DISCUSSION
From chemical composition analysis and hardness test results ( table 1 and table 2), it can be chategorized that the material of
T-pump connection is alloy steel in accordance with AISI 4140 standard.
From fractographic, scanning electron microscope/SEM, and metallographic examination (see appendix 1), it is found
evidence that T-pump connection was broken on the body at sharp corner. Surface fracture on SEM result shows cleavage
which is typical fracture of brittle material, however no indication of striation as typical of fatigue fracture was found.
Microstructure of T-pump connection material consist of bainitic phase and shows transgranular cracking propagation. From
all of evidence obtained it can be deduced that the 4½ inch T-pump connection was broken at body caused by excessive
bending and torsion stress during operation.
Initial fracture have fine surface and residual fracture have coarse surface. With the presence of sharp corner stress
concentration around this area was high, and the stress had increased from time to time during operation. Until a certain
amount where accumulation of residual stress and operation stress is higher than allowable stress, the crack started to form and
with repeated operation load the crack propagated to the final fracture.

V.

CONCLUSION

From analysis and discussion it can be concluded that the main cause of fracture is the existence of sharp corner on the body
around the crack which acted as stress raisers. With repeated operasional load the crack was formed and propagated to the final
fracture.
It is recommended to improve the design of 4½ inch T-pump connection with increasing fillet radius to avoid similar fracture
in the future.
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ABSTRACT

Research study in order to make intermetallic phase compound of Nb3Sn by sintered Niobium (Nb) and Tin (Sn) metals has
been done. Nb3Sn is important element for Cu-Nb-Sn type superconductor. This superconductors are categorized as lowtemperature superconductors (LTS). Type superconducting Cu-Nb-Sn was applied on MRI (magnetic resonance imaging),
NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) and the Maglev (Magnetic Levitation). Nb3Sn intermetallic phase formation is strongly
influenced by the heating temperature, heating time and grain size elements, where the whole of these factors will increase the
reaction rate of penetration of Nb into Sn element and the opposite.
Experiments conducted in laboratory scale using batch method. The discovery of the optimum conditions including the time of
milling Nb and Sn with HEM, the ratio of Nb and Sn, time and temperature of heating a mixture of Nb and Sn. Observations
Nb3Sn characterization is performed by using DTA, XRD,and SEM. Analysis using SEM and XRD indicate the minimum time
required for milling a mixture of Nb and Sn is 3 hours, while the results of DTA analysis showed the formation of Nb3Sn occurs
at temperatures around 700 C. XRD analysis of the mixture of Nb and Sn show that the longer the heating time the Nb3Sn
intermetallic phase formed will be increase.
Keywords
Heat treatment, phase intermetallic of Nb3Sn, superconductor

1. INTRODUCTION
Nb3Sn is the main alloy materials in the manufacture of superconducting wire type Cu-Nb-Sn. Superconducting wire-type CuNb-Sn are categorized as low-temperature low superconductor (LTS). The critical temperature (Tc) of LTS is below -196 °C
(77 Kelvin), equivalent to the boiling point of liquid nitrogen. Tc is the transition temperature, where the condition is lower
than that temperature a material will lose their electrical resistance, or in other words become superconductors. Due to the low
ductility and the price is quite high, Cu-Nb-Sn is more unpopular than the Cu-Nb-Ti (Ti = titanium). However, Cu-Nb-Sn has
the highest critical electric current density, which is an important aspect in the implementation of the superconductor.
One method of making superconducting wire Cu-Nb-Sn is by using nano-powder-in-tube method. This method uses Sn and
Nb powdered, where the surface area of these elements become very large so that the surface area of contact between the Nb
and Sn are also very large which resulted in the chance formation of intermetallic phase Nb3Sn be great too. Factors that
influence the formation of Nb3Sn intermetallic phase on the nano-powder-in-tube method are: heating temperature, heating
time and grain size elements. All of these factors will increase the speed of penetration reaction of Sn element into the element
Nb and vice versa. These methods need to be done because the challenge in making superconducting wire is getting Nb3Sn
intermetallic phase which is a material that is very fragile and easily destroyed.
Therefore required a heat treatment process to obtain the intermetallic phase Nb3Sn.The process of heat treatment performed
on this method will be focus on temperature and heating time of superconductor wire, so it will be known to the optimization
of temperature and heating time of the formation of Nb3Sn. Heat treatment have a very important role in the effort to obtain
specific properties desired in accordance with needs. This process involves heating at a certain temperature and maintained at a
certain time and cooled at a specific media. Heat treatment has the objective to improve the ductility, relieve of internal
stresses, refine the crystal grain size and increase the hardness or tensile stress and also to establish some other phase of the
previous phase. Some factors that could affect the heat treatment, such as heating temperature, heating time, cooling rate and
the atmospheric environment.
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2. EXPERIMENT
2.1. Manufacture of Superconductor Wire with Powder-in-tube process
Intermetallic powders NbSn2 or Nb6Sn5 who have higher content of Sn inserted into Nb tube and heated at 650 ° C to 700 °
C to form Nb3Sn. After heated, then cladding into Cu tube. Shape pieces of superconducting wire cross section can be seen in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Skema proses serbuk dalam tabung.

2.2. Methodology
Manufacture of superconducting wire made by using powder-in-tube. The sample used consists of several variations of the
composition of Sn, as follows:
• 18 At% Sn + 82 At% Nb
•• 22 At% Sn + 78 At% Nb
• 26 At% Sn + 74 At% Nb
The process of heat treatment performed on the samples to achieve the formation of intermetallic phase Nb3Sn also do with
some variation of temperature and heating time as follows:
Temperature : 400˚C, 500˚C, and 700˚C
Heating Time: 48 h, 72 h, 96 h

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From the observation by SEM and XRD of the milling process can be seen that the milling process in addition resulted in
decreases in size also makes the surface will be covered by Sn, Nb, this will help the formation of Nb-Sn alloys that will
facilitate the process of substitution between Nb and Sn to to form Nb3Sn intermetallic phase. From the second observation
shows that the milling time required at least 3 hours. (Figure 2 and 3)
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Figure 3. Analysis by XRD of a sample of the results of milling for 3 hours
DTA analysis performed on samples of the milling with variable percent Sn atom by 18%, 22% and 26% and time spent on
each milling for 3 hours. DTA observations can be seen in Figure 4. From these observations in mind that the Sn metal will
melt at a temperature of 237 ° C while the formation of Nb3Sn intermetallic phase will occur at temperatures around 700 ° C.

Figure 4. DTA curve of sample results milling for 3 hours
Figure 5 shows the effect of temperature on the formation of intermetallic phase NbxSny conducted on samples with
composition 22% Sn, 400 ° C heating and 18% Sn, 500 ° C heating and 18% Sn, 700 ° C heating with heating time
respectively for 72 hours. From the picture looks heating at 400 ° C showed no formation of intermetallic phase NbxSny and
on heating 500 ° C seen from the formation of intermetallic phase NbSn2 with Nb and Sn elements are still visible. At 700 ° C
warming seen from the formation of intermetallic phase in addition NbSn26 Nb3Sn). Here we can see that the temperature of
heat treatment process plays a very important role in the formation of intermetallic phase Nb3Sn.
In table 1 and table 2 shows the results of XRD analysis on several samples with variable percent of the amount of Sn and
heating temperature. From the table it can be seen that the main factors which influence the formation of intermetallic Nb3Sn
hope that is temperature and heating time.
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22%Sn, 4000C, 72 jam

18%Sn, 5000C, 72 jam

18%Sn, 7000C, 72 jam

Gambar 5.Effect of temperature onformation of intermetallic phase NbxSny on sample with composition 18% & 22% of Sn
Tabel 1.Result of XRD analysis with variabel of amount of Sn and heat treatment
No
1
2
3

Sn, %
22
18
18

Condition Experiment
Temperature, °C
400
500
700

Results
Time, Hours
72
72
72

Nb
Nb, Sn, NbSn2
Nb, Sn, NbSn2, Nb3Sn,

26%Sn, 7000C, 48 jam

26%Sn, 7000C, 72 jam

26%Sn, 7000C, 96 jam

Gambar 6.Effect of temperature onformation of intermetallic phase NbxSny on sample with composition 26% of Sn
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Tabel 2.Result of XRD analysis on sample 26% Sn with heat treatment variable
No
1
2
3

Sn, %
26
26
26

Condition Experiment
Temperature, °C
700
700
700

Results
Time, hours
48
72
96

Nb, NbSn2
Nb, NbSn2
Nb, Sn, NbSn2, Nb3Sn

Figure 6 and table 2 shows the effect of temperature on the formation of intermetallic phase NbxSny conducted on samples
with composition 26% Sn, 700 ° C with variation of heating time (48, 72, 96 hours). From the picture looks heating at 700°C
for 48 hours and 72 hours showed formation intermetallic phase of NbSn2 with Nb elements are still visible. At heating at
700 ° C for 96 hours seen from the formation of intermetallic phase of NbSn2 and Nb3Sn, but Nb and Sn elements still
visible. This indicates that the heating time is also greatly affects the heat treatment process.Increasingly of temperature and
heating time, the formation of intermetallic phase of Nb3Sn will be increase too.

CONCLUSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Analysis using SEM and XRD of a sample of the results of the milling powder mixtures of Nb and Sn with HEM tool
shows that the time required for milling a minimum of 3 hours.
The results of analysis with DTA showing temperature intermetallic Nb3Sn phase formation occurs at temperatures
around 700 ° C.
From the process conducted shows that temperature and heating time plays an important role in the process of formation
of intermetallic phase Nb3Sn.
Heating process of Nb and Sn powders compound at 400 ° C for 72 hours did not produce NbxSny intermetallic phase,
whereas at a temperature of 500 ° C for 72 hours resulted NbSn2 intermetallic phase, and at a temperature of 700 ° C for
72 h showed starting Nb3Sn intermetallic phase formation.
Nb3Sn formation of intermetallic phase will be increased if heating time and temperature heat treatment process is
extended. When the process is carried out for 96 hours has not provided optimum results in the formation of intermetallic
phase Nb3Sn.
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Metallization techniques based on electroless coating are used to coat SiC particles reinforced to make Al-Si/SiC metal matrix
composites. Nitric Acid (HNO3), aluminum powder and different percentage of magnesium addition were used in solutions as
electroless coating medium to coat the surface of SiC particles. Five different percentage of Mg was used from 0.1 to 0.5 wt%
in electrolyte solution. Metal oxide coating was characterised by scanning electron microscope (SEM), energy dispersion
spectroscopy (EDS), X-ray diffraction (XRD) as well as Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM). It is obtained that metal
oxide layer formed on the SiC surface was MgAl2O4 or spinel which was analysed by XRD and confirmed by EDS. Spinel
(MgAl2O4) layer was found at all composition of Mg, and such layer improved wettability between SiC and Al-Si. It also is
found that the solution with 0.2%wt Mg content generated more homogeneous metal oxide layer on SiC particles therefore the
solution with 0.2wt% Mg was selected as electroless coating medium to coat SiC particles reinforced to produce Al-Si/SiC
metal matrix composites by stir casting route. The phases present in Al-Si/SiC composites was spinel (MgAl2O4), Si eutectic
and Mg2Si which was analysed by XRD.
Keywords
Metal oxide coating, SiC particles, Al-Si/SiC metal matrix composites, spinel, Mg2Si
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ABSTRACT
The use of ion implantation technique for growing carbon nanotubes (CNT) has been studied. CNT was grown by
implantation of Ar and Ni ion to the nanostructured carbon thin film that were deposited on Si(100) substrate. Dose variation
of ion implantation is between 5 x 1015 ion/cm2 to 1 x 1017 ion/cm2. After implantation, the phase identification by X-Ray
diffraction (XRD) and observations of surface and cross section morphology of samples using Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM) in order to find out the growth of CNT were carried out. The XRD analysis shows peaks of C and Si(100) on the C/Si
thin film samples after ion implantation. It was also shown that the intensity of diffraction peaks were lower along with the
increasing of implant dose. The observation by SEM shows that the greater the dose of implants, the more unflat surface found
on a thin film. While from the observation of cross section, it were indicated that the higher dose implants, more clearly the
growth of CNTs on the surface of C/Si thin film. CNT is predicted to grow as a result of interaction between ion radiations
with carbon, leading to the formation of CNTs.
Keywords
Thin Film, Nano Structured Carbon, CNT, Ion Implantation Technique, Dose.

1. INTRODUCTION
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted considerable attention the last decade since their discovery in 1991 [1], due to their
unique structure and properties. Carbon nanotubes have high mechanical and chemical stability, and become the one of the
mostly researched materials in the last decades because of their promising applications in any aspect of nanotechnology. There
are two general categories of nanotubes. One is represented by single-walled nanotubes (SWNT) that consist of a honeycomb
network of carbon atoms, and can be imagined as a cylinder rolled from a graphitic sheet. The other is multi-walled nanotubes
(MWNTs) that is a coaxial assembly of graphitic cylinders generally separated by the plane space of graphite [2]. This makes
nanotubes challenging materials with peculiar atomic structure and physical properties that make them the most promising
candidate for building blocks of molecular-scale machines and nanoelectronic devices [2–7]. Furthermore, potential
applications of carbon nanotubes including as catalyst supports in heterogeneous catalysis, components of composites, highstrength engineering fibers, and sensors, result mainly from theirs high surface area, mechanical strength, chemical and thermal
stability [8].
Currently, several techniques, such as electric arc-discharge, laser evaporation/ablation and chemical vapor deposition (CVD),
catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CCVD) through the decomposition of hydrocarbon have been succesfully developed to
synthesize CNTSs. The CVD and especially the CCVD method requires a lower reaction temperature with the potential for a
low cost of production. These methods are the best possibility for large-scale production, and the CCVD method has been
successfully used to produce aligned carbon nanotubes [9] and single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) [10]. If the aim scope
is for limited research use, the suitable methods for producing CNT are the first two methods that can produce high-quality
nanotubes [11,12]. Nanotubes are usually grown on nanoparticles of magnetic metal (Fe, Co and other metal), which facilitates
production of electronic (spintronic) devices. In this research, the combination of thin film production and ion implantation
was carried out in order to explore the possibility of growing carbon nanotubes. The main theme of our study is to grow carbon
nanotube from the top surface of carbon thin film.
In this paper we present the study on the growing of CNT by using ion implantation technique, after preparing of carbon thin
film by DC-Sputtering method used nanostructured carbon pellet, that is composed of nanosize of carbon powder prepared by
High Energy Milling ((HEM).
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2. EXPERIMENTAL
Carbon material used as a target of DC-Sputtering for producing carbon thin film is nano structured carbon in the form of
pellet, which are composed of carbon powder prepared by milling process for 50 hours. A formed carbon pellet has the
dimension of 25 mm in diameter with a thickness of 5 mm. A press machine was used to prepare carbon pellet, which the press
machine is a hydraulic type, brand of Daiwa Universal Testing Machine, with the following specifications: rat 100, capacity
100 tons, a power source voltage is 220 VAC, made by Daiwa Kenko, Co. Ltd. A press machine is located at the Faculty of
Civil and Environmental Engineering, ITB - Bandung. From our previous research, it was obtained that the milling process can
be used to destroy the size of carbon powder until nano size [13,14]. Nano-sized powder was then used to make sputtering
target, in order to get nano structured thin film as well [13,14]. More detailed information about the preparation of nano-sized
powder and nano-sized morphology of thin film can be found in our previous reports [13,14]. The graphite powder used for
preparing carbon target is graphite powder (Carbon, C) from Aldrich product with the purity of 99.5%. The parameters of DCSputtering for producing carbon thin film are 573K of deposition temperature and 180 minutes of deposition time (sputtering
time). Producing of carbon thin films was carried out by utilizing DC-Sputtering equipment that is located at the Faculty of
Mathematics and Natural Science, ITB - Bandung. The other parameter settings for producing carbon thin film are written in
the Table 1, while Figure 1 shows the chamber part and control panel part on the DC-Sputtering equipment.
Table 1: Setting parameter of DC-Sputtering and other information at the time of producing carbon thin film
Parameter
Substrate
Target
Distance between substrate-target
Temperature of substrate
Current
Voltage

The Chamber of Sputtering Equipment

Value / Remark
Si(100)
Carbon
400
573
0.033
600

Unit
mm
K
A
V

The Control Device of Sputtering Equipment

Figure 1: The photograph of chamber and control device in the sputtering equipment used in this study.
After carbon thin film is formed, then implantation process using Ni+ ion and Ar+ ion to the nano-structured carbon thin film
was carried out by using ion implantation fasicility located in PTAPB - BATAN, Yogyakarta. The ion implantation process
using Ni+ ion and Ar+ ion was applied to the carbon thin film as a technique for growing carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Nickel ions
of energy in 70 keV were first implanted into the carbon thim film, then next Argon ion were implanted, which both were at
room temperature. The parameters used here is implantation dose, and the dose of Ni+ ion and Ar+ ion was varyed from 5 x
1015 ions/cm2 to 1 x 1017 ions/cm2. The other parameters of implatation process are 70 keV of doping energy, 20 mA of
current, 10-5 mbar of vacuum level, 1.603 x 10-19 of Ar electron charge, and 12.566 cm2 of the cross sectional area of ion beam
source. The equipment of ion implantation used in this study is showed in Figure 2. The implantation process here was
conducted with the aim of an effort to grow the carbon nano tube on the surface of the carbon thin film.
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The Scheme of Ion Implantation Equipment

The Figure of Ion Implantation Equipment

Figure 2: The photograph of ion implantation fasicility used in this research.
The crystal structure was analysed by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) patterns taken with a Phillips APD 3520 Diffractometer, using
Cu radiation, which are located at Nuclear Characterization and Analysis (BKAN), PTBIN-BATAN. The morphology and
cross-sectional of carbon thin film before and after implantation process was observed by JEOL-Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM).

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Carbon thin film before process of ion implantation

Figure 3 : XRD carbon thin film before ion implanting.
The crystal structure was analysed by X-Ray Diffraction spectroscopy using a Cu K source. The results obtained from a
carbon thin film sample are reported in Figure 3. With regard to carbon (C), the pattern shows a small peak from C (002),
which indicate that the carbon film is crystalline structure. The graphite structure is still dominant, dominated by the hexagonal
phase (JCPDS No. 41-1487), because other diffraction peak of C was not identified. Moreover, the peak from Si(100) is
detected and very sharp, indicating the direction of the Si(100) subtrate used in this study. The interlayer spacing d002 was
determined from the 002 peak by applying Bragg’s law with a wavelength of = 0.1003 nm. It was found to be 0.342 nm for
carbon thin film sample, which is slightly larger than that of bulk graphite (0.335 nm).
Figure 4 shows top view and cross-sectional of SEM images of carbon thin film grown on Si(100) substrate for 180 minutes at
the sputtering temperature of 573K by using DC-Sputtering. Top view of SEM image is used to determine the homogeneity of
the carbon thin film. It is needed to know the homogeneity level of the thin film, which the homogeneity plays a very crucial
role, especially to explore the possibility of the formation of CNTs on the surface of thin film. From Figure 4that shows the top
view image (surface morphology) of carbon thin film, a smooth condition of thin film was generated, and from the result of
EDX it is clearly shown that the carbon particles have been deposited on the surface of the Si(100) substrate, which is shown
by gray color of a circle object that is dispersed on the surface of the Si(100) substrate. The carbon nanoparticles are visible in
the top view image. A cross-sectional image is taken to know the thickness of thin film as seen in the right picture of Figure 4.
The carbon thin film deposited on the Si(100) substrate has a thickness of approximately around 800 nm.
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Figure 4 : SEM photograph and EDX analysis result of carbon thin film deposited on Si(100) using DC-Sputtering.
3.2 Carbon thin film after process of ion implantation

Figure 5 : XRD carbon thin film after ion implanting.
Figure 5 shows the XRD pattern of carbon thin films that have been implanted by Ni+ ion and Ar+ ion. Overall the peak of
C(002), Ni(010) and a very dominant of Si (100) peak were detected. At the angle of 68.74o the peak appears that is identified
as a peak of Si(100) substrate of thin film. The peak that is identified as the peak of C(002) and Ni(010) appears at the angle of
21.52o and 39.48o. The numbers written on the Figure 5 imply the amount of dose at the time of ion implantation process
performed. From the results of XRD analysis, no significant differences were found either in intensity or in peak angle shift
with increasing dose of ion implants. The changes are only in the peak of Ni(010), which the intensity is slightly decreased
with the increasing of ion doses. The energy used in the process of ion implantation is relatively small that is around 70 keV,
so that the slightly decreasing of Ni peak’s intensity along with the increasing of doses was happened because the previously
implanted atom (the ion that previously implanted in the surface of carbon thin film) were sputtered by the incoming Ni+ ion.
When the fluence is increased, the concentration of implanted element saturates. It is need to increase the energy of
implantation process, in order to overcome problem of sputtering of implanted atoms. Nevertheless, the apearance of peak of
Ni from the XRD pattern result is an evidence of the occurrence the formation of Ni catalytic nano particles at the surface of
carbon thin film. These Ni catalytic nano particles will be used as an initial of growing CNT.
(a)

(c)

(b)

400 nm
(a) 5 x 1015 ion/cm2

400 nm
(b) 1 x 1016 ion/cm2

(d)

400 nm
(c) 5 x 1016 ion/cm2

400 nm
(d) 1 x 1017 ion/cm2

Figure 6 : Surface image of carbon thin film after ion implanting using Ni+ followed by Ar+ with energy of 70 keV at room
temperature.
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Figure 6 shows the top view (surface) of carbon thin films that have been implanted by Ni+ ion and Ar+ ion with (a) 5 x 1015
(b) 1 x 1016 (c) 5 x 1016 and (d) 1 x 1017 ion/cm2 of 70 keV, which the image was observed by SEM. The size of the formed
clusters is quite uniform in all doses ion, but the frequency of clusters decreases with the increasing of doses ion. From the top
view (surface) of SEM observation, the formation of CNT cannot be observed on the carbon thin film surface. Next, to know
the embryo of CNT formation is also used SEM by shooting a sample from cross direction or cross-sectional observing. As
shown in Figure 7, pieces of long fiber assumed as the embryo of CNT formation is observed on the top surface of the carbon
thin film, especially in the case of ion implantation 1 x 1017 ion/cm2 of dose. It is clear that nanotubes were randomly growth
on the surface of the carbon thin film. The nanotubes have an average diameter of 20-40 nm, and some of them cross each
other. CNT is growing with the definite and clear in the top surface of carbon thin film, along with the increasing of ion
implant dose. This means that the bigger of dose is implanted, the higher of the formation of Ni nano particle on the surface of
carbon thin film, which in turn will encourage more and more CNT grown on the surface of carbon thin film. As written above,
the main target of implanting Ni+ ion is to use Ni as a catalyst for growing CNT. From this experiment also proved the role of
Ni as a catalyst for growing CNTs, where the CNTs grown with the obvious and best when the process of implantation was
carried at the largest dose (1 x 1017 ion/cm2). To know the structure of CNT needs to be clarified by using TEM observation.
On this paper, unfortunately not yet to explain the observation using TEM, and this will be the subject of research in the future
search.
(a)

(b)

200 nm

200 nm
15

2

(a) 5 x 10 ion/cm

(d)

(c)

16

200 nm
2

(b) 1 x 10 ion/cm

16

200 nm
2

(c) 5 x 10 ion/cm

(d) 1 x 1017 ion/cm2

Figure 7 : Cross-sectional image of carbon thin film after ion implanting using Ni+ followed by Ar+ with energy of 70 keV at
room temperature.

4. CONCLUSION
Based on this research, it can be concluded that the application of Ni+ ion followed by Ar+ ion implantation can be used to
synthesize ot to create CNT with an average diameter of 20-40 nm at the surface. The ion implantation with a small energy of
keV ions are useful for obtaining nano particle and CNT in the top of carbon thin film. Ni indicates an important role in the
growth of CNTs, which means that Ni successfully grown on carbon thin films as catalysts for CNT growing.
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ABSTRACT
Columnar Carbon nanostructure(CNS) in thin film carbon/Si(111) have been succesfully growth by ion implantation of Fe as
magnetic catalytic ion growth followed by gas Argon as ion impact growth on ion energy condition E=70 keV at dose 1 x 10 17
and 5 x 10 17 n / cm 2 . Results analysis with High Resolution SEM and X-ray diffraction points out that carbon's diameter rod
or columnar on Silicon substrates around 200nm. In order increase the sensitivity of film to detect a biomedical object as
DNA is necessary to be done one effort to minimizes the diameter of carbon rod or coloumnar.
Keywords
Carbon nanostructure, Carbon/Si, ion implantation, catalytic ion growth

1. INTRODUCTION
New carbon-based material is to be excellent research since the discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNT) in 1991 by Iijima[1]
which opens new horizon regarding the ability of nanotechnology is very exciting world of research ranging from basic
research to industrial applications. Carbon materials have some allotrope structure such as graphite, diamond, fullerene,
nanotubes, Diamond Like Carbon (DLC), glassy carbon and airgel[2]. Nano-structure graphite materials and carbon nanotubes
or carbon nano-material in general structure (CNS) is the material that is expected to be a breakthrough for various applicative
purpose, including as biosensor materials, composite structure materials, drug delivery, energy storage devices, and much
more[3]. Further associated with the effects of the presence of magnetic particle or metallic nanostructures on the graphite or
carbon, arice Guay et.al[4] predict that the level of metallic particles or magnetic will be able to increase the adsorption
capacity of graphite or carbon nanostructures up to 2% by weight. In addition, the biosensor that utilizes a magnetic detection
or sorting of material carbon has several advantages, among others, is the level of high sensitivity, able to analyze or detect
multiple in one unit time, measuring light, able to detect rapidly, potential for single bead detection.
In this research, the ion beam irradiation technique have been using to develop and modify the Carbon film nanostructure on
Silicon substrate. Fe ion with various doses and energy have been deposited at first step then followed by Argon implantation
to growth the Carbon film, especially the structure columnar of carbon. Our study is rather different with the research have
been done by Wang et.al[5], here the substrate Si (111) and Si(100) were used to alignment the growth of columnar carbon
nanostructure due to ion implantation process.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Two types of Carbon source material have been used in this experiment. First one, graphite pellet made from post miling
process. Secondly, the Carbon disk was purchased from Nilaco-Japan to developed some thin film carbon with Physical
Vapour Deposition (PVD) techniques. Both materials have been used as a target to deposited carbon on Si(111) and Si(100)
substrate. Deposition time is 60 minutes with substrate temperature of 150 until 300 degress Celcius. Post deposition process
then the film carbon on Silicon were implanted by Fe ion as magnetic catalytic ion growth follows by Argon ion as ion impact
growth. Implantation condition as follows; energy ion Fe and argon is 70 keV at doses 1x10 17 and 5x1017 n/cm2. Phase and
microstructure film were observed by X-ray difraction technique and microstructure of film by HRSEM/EDX.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Carbon as Target Material
At this stage, the manufacture of carbon nanostructures using High Energy Milling (HEM) with miling time from 5-100 hours.
After milling the powder was compacted in the form of pellets using cold pressing machines with the power press 15 Ton, for
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use as sputtering targets in the manufacture of thin film. The identification results of XRD of the pellets formed carbon
nanostructures milling results 18 hour (solid blue) and 50 hours (solid red) shown in the Figure 1. below. For comparison
included the XRD of carbon disk-Nilaco (solid green) also appear. From the figure below shows that the peak intensity of
diffraction peaks which appear only carbon C (002) and C (004), meaning it shows the results of milling of carbon is still
dominated by the hexagonal phase. From the FWHM of C(002) peak , it was clear shown that the post milled 50 hours have
smallest granular size compare to post milled 18 hour and carbon disk –Nilaco..

10000
Graphite milling:
post 50 hours(solid red)
post 18 hours(solid blue)
carbon -Nilaco(solid
green)

Intensity (arb. unit)

C(002)

5000

C(0

0

20

30

40

50

60

70

2q / o
Figure 1. The XRD difractogram of the carbon post milling results.
Growth of carbon on Si substrate using sputtering method
The Sputtering parameter process to produce a thin film are substrate temperature of 100C - 300C, 30 minutes deposition time
on Silicon substrate. The result of thin film surface morphology observation by SEM is shown in the figure below. Target used
is carbon pellets miling results with HEM for 25 hours and 30 minutes long sputtering. SEM observation results show that thin
film has a homogeneous morphology, with a high enough density, and not much was found droplet particles is one of the
problems of the method of sputtering or other PVD methods. From SEM images , as shown in Fig. 2 that the surface of film at
temperature substrate 300 degree celcius has very uniform morphology and homogeneous compared with other
temperatures. However from the results of SEM observation of the cross section of thin film with sputtering temperature 150C
- 300C shown that 30 minutes long sputtering process has not been sufficient thickness and structure are also still a little
fragile.
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Carbon thin film

Si(111)

Carbon thin film

Si(111)

Sputtering Temperature 150oC

Carbon thin film

Si(111)
Sputtering Temperature 250oC

Sputtering Temperature 200oC

Carbon thin film

Si(111)
Sputtering Temperature 300oC

Figure 2. Observations of carbon cross section morphology of thin films made using sputtering method.
Surface Modification on Carbon/Si film by ion beam irradiation/implantation
The next step is surface modification by utilizing ion beam irradiation or ion implantation technique in order to growth carbon
nanostructure as columnar carbon on the silicon surface. Ion implantation process have two step, the first is using Fe ion
from Fe powder as magnetic/metallic catalyst ion growth, and the second step is using Ar ions of Ar gas as ion impact
growth. Parameters of ion implantation process are the energy 70 keV, and 1x1017 ions/cm2 dose, 20 mA current, 10-5 mbar
vacuum level and time duration of implantation was ± 2.8 hours. From Figure. 3a, it shown that in the case of Carbon
film/Si(100) , the growth of film has not appear. The other hand for Carbon film/Si(111) , the growth of columnar carbon were
clearly seen with diameter around 100-200nm. This result was coincidence with the report of Graphitic carbon growth on
Si(111) using solid source molecular beam epitaxy from J. Hackley et.al[6].
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(a) Carbon Film/Si(100)

(b) Carbon Film (Nilaco)/Si(111)

Fig.3. HRSEM profile Post Implantation Fe and Ar from Carbon Film/Si(100) (a) and (b) . Carbon Film(Nilaco)/Si(111),
columnar Carbon with diameter 200nm were clearly seen.

4. SUMMARY
•

•

Implantation process of ion Fe as catalytic ion growth and Ar irradiation as annealing have been succesfully used to
control the growth of Carbon nanostructure(CNS) like nanorod on Si substrate. The best condition for implantation are
E=70keV at dose 1x1017 ions/cm2 dose, 20 mA current, 10-5 mbar vacuum level and time duration of implantation was
± 2.8 hours.
The diameter of columnar carbonstructure on Si/(111) was around 100-200nm, while for Carbon film/Si(100) the
growth of film not clearly seen.
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ABSTRACT.
Fabrication and characterization of graphite nanostructure thin film using the DC-sputtering technique has been carried out.
Nanostructured graphite for target of deposition using DC-Sputtering technique has been prepared by milling technique using
High Energy Milling (HEM) with the variation of milling time between 50 hours until 100 hours. First, the graphite target was
prepared by doing a compaction using press machine to the nanostructured graphite powder got from milling process.
Second, a thin film of graphite was fabricated using DC-Sputtering technique. The phase identification of nanostructured
graphite thin film were carried out using X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), and the surface and cross section morphology of thin film
were observed using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). XRD identification shows the presence of peaks of Si(100) and
C(002) in all conditions of preparing powder using for target, but a shift of the angel‘s peak to the left and the decreasing of
peak intensity were found. While the observation using SEM to surface morphology of thin film shows that the form of thin
films are mostly homogeneous, smooth and flat at the milling time of 50-75 hours. From the SEM photograph of cross section,
it is shown that there is a tendency of the more commonly found particles of droplets on the surface of thin film with the
increasing of milling process against the carbon powder as a constituent of pellets for the DC-Sputtering targets, especially in
the case of C/Si thin film fabricated using target prepared by milling for 100 hours, the morphology of surface was worst.
Keywords
Graphite Thin Film, Nanostructure, DC-Sputtering Technique, HEM, Carbon Target
1.

INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, studies on amorphous carbon (a-C) and carbon based thin films have been extensively reported. These
films find wide applications in micro electronic devices, due to their important electrical and mechanical properties.
Amorphous carbon films show a wide energy band gap, and have been used as window layer in hydrogenated amorphous
silicon based solar cells, for the enhancement of open circuit voltage and for improving the short wavelength response. Thin
films of a-C are ideal protective coating for magnetic and optical disks [1-5].
Unprecedented worldwide activity in the investigation of elemental carbon was initiated by the discovery of the C60 molecule
by Kroto et al [6] in 1985 and the development of the arc-discharge technique by Kratshmer et al [7] in 1990 to produce new
carbon allotropes in macroscopic quantities. This field is still growing rapidly, and the interest seems to shift gradually from
the basic fullerene molecules actually started in 1991 when Iijima [8] discovered the carbon nanotubes which are, from a
technological point of view, considered to be the most promising members of the family of carbon nanoparticles [9,10].
Several synthesis techniques have been known to create carbon nanostructure thin films, such us chemical vapor deposition
(CVD), system evaporation and sputtering systems [11-15]. In this research, first a High Energy Milling (HEM) technique will
be used to grow the carbon nanostructure, and second then the prepared carbon nanostructure is used as a pellet target for
deposition process using DC-sputtering technique. In current research of nanomaterials using thin film fabrication method, the
surface morphology of thin film become critical point, which the structure of target take an important role in preparing of good
and smooth thin film. Therefore, we are trying to fabricate a nanostructure target in advance, in order to produce good and
smooth graphite thin film that also has a nanostructure, so that in future we can improve the feature and properties of the
produced thin film.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Materials
The raw materials used in this research are graphite powder (Carbon, C) produced by Merck, that has a high purity level of
99.5%, with the powder particle size of 10 m.
Equipments
The equipment used in this research are consisted of analytical scales, High Energy Milling (HEM) equipment brand CertiPrep
Spex 8000M Mixer / Mill and the X-ray diffractometer (XRD) equipment brand Philips APD 3520, which are located at the
Division of Nuclear Characterization and Analysis (BKAN), PTBIN-BATAN. The hydraulic pressing machine Testing
Machine Universal Daiwa brand that was produced by Daiwa Kenko, Co. Ltd., which is located at the Faculty of Civil and
Environmental Engineering, ITB - Bandung. DC-Magneton sputtering equipment used here is located at the Faculty of
Mathematics and Physics Department, ITB - Bandung. The JEOL-High Resolution Scanning Electron Microscopy (HRSEM)
equipment is located at the Division of Nuclear Industry Materials (BBIN), PTBIN-BATAN.
Procedure
Graphite powder material were weighed 20 grams for each, and then the powder is inserted into a large vial container (50 cc)
made of stainless steel. After that, the powder mixture is processed by milling techniques for 50 hours, 75 hours and 100 hours
for each. Weight ratio of ball / sample weight was approximately 3:2 in a large vial at room temperature (R.T). To avoid
damaging the milling equipment due to increased motor temperature is too high, then for each cycle during the 90 minutes of
milling, the process was stopped about 0.5 hours for the purpose of cooling the motor. In this milling process vial and balls
used are made of stainless steel.
The graphite powder milled products were observed the surface morphology by SEM method to determine of the graphite
particle size. Each powder was weighed as much as 3 grams, and pressed with a press machine up to power press of 40 Tons.
A formed pellet has a dimension of 25 mm in diameter with a thickness of 5 mm.
Furthermore, formed pellet then used as target of deposition in the fabrication of graphite thin film using DC-sputtering
technique. The parameter of sputtering were the substrate temperature of 573 K, deposition time of 1.08 x 104 seconds, the
current value of 0.033 A, the voltage of 600 V, the vacuum pressure of about 3.3 x 10-2 Torr. Substrate used in this experiment
is Si (100).
Carbon nanostructure thin film is formed and then characterized by XRD, and HRSEM methods. HEM equipment and DCMagneton Sputtering equipment is shown in Figure 1.

HEM equipment and Vial

The Chamber
Equipment

of

Sputtering

The Control Device of Sputtering
Equipment

Figure 1 : The photograph of HEM equipment and DC-Magneton Sputtering Equipment

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The 20 grams of graphite powder was processed using HEM technique for 50 hours, 75 hours and 100 hours at room
temperature. The morphology observation on the surface of graphite powders after milling processed for each milling time, in
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order to determine the range of powder particle size. It is expected that after the milling process, the graphite powder has a
small-sized particles and this size decrease by the increasing of milling time. From the morphology surface of graphite powder
by SEM methods was obtained as shown in Figure 2. It is shown that the graphite particle size has until nano order size. When
viewed at a magnification of 3.500 times of SEM results, it is shown that the average size range of powder is 70-250 nm [16].
The size of graphite powder after the milling process for 50 hours was about 250 nm, for 75 hours was about 150 nm and 100
hours is about 70 nm. It is shown that the graphite powder has been destructed caused by the vial ball of HEM, long flat and
some powder into a clot. Powder tends to coalesce and form a phase with a small powder size, where there are already fining
into fragments, and some fragments fused with other fragments in the opposite direction. Thus, the HEM technique can
produce nanometer-sized graphite powder.

a. after milled for 50 hours
Figure 2 :

b. after milled for 75 hours

c. after milled for 100 hours

The SEM observation of surface morphology of graphite powder after milled using
the technique of HEM for 50 - 100 hours

The theoretical of this milling process (mechanical alloy) is that the used vial balls collide with each other cause fracture, then
step of cold welding (cold pooling) is happened. The step through this mechanical alloy is four steps. First is flattening process
from round to flat and then followed by welding predominance, second is formation of powder in the same direction, third is
random orientation unification, and the last step number fourth is the steady state [17]. Figure 2 shows some of fragments
together in the opposite direction with the powder has a fine size and small enough, so that the estimated results of powder
milling process using HEM technique for 50 up to 100 hours had passed until the 4th step above.
To observe the crystal structure of thin film that is fabricated by DC-Sputtering technique is obtained using XRD methods.
Nanostructure thin film of graphite was made by Sputtering technique that uses a Si (100) as the substrate and graphite pellet
milling results with variation of milling time from 50 hours up to 100 hours is used as a target. In the fabrication of graphite
thin film this time, with the deposition temperature of 300oC, deposition time of 3 hours, the current value of 0.033 A, the
voltage of 600 V, the vacuum pressure of about 3.3 x 10-2 Torr. From the observation a spectrum of XRD pattern was obtained
as presented in Figure 3. The peak of C(002) was detected at the angles of 23.94o (after milled for 50 hours), the peak of
Si(100) was detected at the angles of 68.74o, which is assumed a peak of Si(100) substrate used in the fabrication of thin film.
The intensity of C(002) peak was decreased drastically as long as the increasing of milling time process.

Figure 3 : XRD pattern of graphite thin film using graphite target created from powder that
was prepared by milling for 50 – 100 hours.
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Furthermore, to determine the level of homogeneity of the thin film, the observations were carried out using HRSEM, as
shown in Figure 4 that shows the surface morphology of graphite thin film. It is shown that the film has a smooth condition,
and also appears evident that the graphite particles have been deposited on the surface of the Si(100) substrate, which is
marked by a round white object evenly dispersed on the surface of the Si(100) substrate.The result of observations show that
those thin film has a homogeneous morphology, with a high population density, and not much was found droplet particles is
one of the problems of sputtering technique. When viewed at a magnification of 10.000 times SEM results shown that smaller
the particle size of graphite with increasing of milling time, and the average size range of powder is 50-150 nm. In accordance
with the particle size of graphite powder used as a target, the smaller the particle size of graphite as target then formed on the
thin film is also getting small. In figure also seem that milling time for 50 hours and 75 hours, the graphite particles seen
clearly, while milling time for 100 hours appears to form agglomeration. For comparison, below is shown a photograph of the
surface morphology of graphite thin film, produced using the same DC-Sputtering. However, the target used is composed of
graphite powder standard, which was not done a process of milling. From the photograph, it looks that graphite thin film has an
uneven surface morphology and a little rough. On the surface of the graphite thin film is also found several small holes and the
large particles of droplets that may disrupt or reduce the properties of the graphite thin film. This can happen because the
constituent powder of pellet target has a particle size of several microns ( m), so that at the time of the deposition to the
surface of Si(100) substrate, it is predicted the graphite particles already deposited was thrown out by the new entry of grahite
particle that has a size of several micron. The surface morphology of this graphite thin film is much worse than the surface
morphology of graphite thin film prepared by using a target composed of the milled powder (this milled powder has nano size
particle). It has also become evident that through the use of target that is composed of nano-sized powder, it will be able to
produce thin films having better morphology, smooth and homogeneous.

a. after milled for 50 hours

a. after milled for 50 hours

Figure 4 :

b. after milled for 75 hours

b. after milled for 75 hours

c. after milled for 100 hours

c. after milled for 100 hours

SEM image for surface morphology and EDS data of graphite thin film using graphite target created
from powder that was prepared by milling for 50 - 100 hours.

The observations result of cross section of graphite nanostructure thin film with HRSEM is shown in Figure 5. The result of
observations show that the thin film has a thickness of around 25 – 50 nm, and from the result of EDS characterization, it is
clearly shown the graphite thin film has been formed on surface of Si(100) substrate.

d.

EDS data of graphite
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a. after milled for 50 hours
b. after milled for 75 hours
c. after milled for 100 hours
thin film
Figure 5 :
SEM image for cross section of graphite thin film using graphite target created from powder that was
prepared by milling for 50 - 100 hours.

4. CONCLUTION
From this research we can conclude that the HEM technique can produce nano-sized graphite powder and graphite powder the
longer the milling process with the HEM technique of graphite powder size smaller. With DC-magneton sputtering equipment
was successfully created nanostructure thin film of graphite on the surface of Si (100) and pellets nanostructure graphite as
target. Nanostructure thin layer of graphite that is formed has a thickness about 25-50 nm.
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ABSTRACT
Synthesis and characterization of hydroxyapatite as synthetic bone material have been studied by the precipitation method.
Calcium hydroxide was reacted with acid phosphate with a ratio Ca/P = 1.67 at 60 oC and pH 10 to produce a white
precipitate. X-ray diffraction observations show the appropriate confirmation of hydroxyapatite crystals and JCPDF data with
hexagonal crystal structure and lattice parameters a = 9.42 Å and c = 6.88 Å. The result hydroxyapatite having 2.8125 nm
crystallite size and lattice strain 0.04585, particle size of about 10 m, and impurity contain Al, Cl, Mn, Mg, Br, K and Na in
small amounts.
Keywords
Hydroxyapatite, synthetic bone, precipitation

1. INTRODUCTION
Bone is a composite type substance containing calcium, phosphate, magnesium and collagen. Structurally bone is divided into
five parts (Periostium, Compact bone, Spongy bone, Bone marrow, Epiphyseal plate) [1]. Fig.1 shows the detailed structure of
natural bone. Bones are rigid and elastic in nature. Major percent of the bone is hydroxyapatite and another small percent of
carbonate (calcium carbonate and carbonate apatite) is present in human bone [2]. Mineral substances like calcium, phosphate
and magnesium make it as a rigid substance and collagen makes it as elastic substance. During bone development stage
mineral substance are converted into apatite minerals from crystallographicall amorphous.

Figure 1: The bone structure [1].
Hydroxyapatite is an inorganic ceramic material with chemical formula Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2. It is chemically similar to the
mineral component of bone and hard tissues in mammals. It is one of few materials that are classed as bioactive, meaning that
it will support bone in growth and Osseo integration when used in orthopaedic, dental and maxillofacial applications. It is
major inorganic constituent of natural bone [3].
Hydroxyapatite (HA) has been widely applied as bone substitutes. Together with tricalcium phosphate, they have been, for
nearly three decades, the most extensively used substitution materials for artificial bone grafts [4]. Their chemical composition,
close to the mineral phase of bones, is an origin of their excellent biocompatibility to bony tissue. This meets the requirement
of any material designed for bone repair and augmentation [5]. To this aim, a high degree of crystallinity and chemical stability
have been included among the desirable properties of an ideal HA [6].
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Hydroxyapatite powders can be obtained commercially with different crystal sizes. Unfortunately, such products may not be
free of impurities. As examples, some commercially available HA particle sizes ranged between 10-40μm, averaged 5.32μm
with a Ca/P ratio of 1.62 [7], while other sources had values of 160-200μm with a Ca/P ratio range of 1.66 to 1.69 [8]. Most
manufacturers produce sintered components which differ chemically from the biological carbonate apatites [9]. Sintering of
HA (depending on stoichiometry) produces decomposition of the calcium phosphate phases to oxyapatite and possibly,
tetracalcium phosphate and tricalcium phosphate (TCP). It has been found that stoichiometric HA is much less biodegradable
than substituted HA and TCP [10]. Several research groups have developed preparative procedures for hydroxyapatite.
Traditionally, two main methods are employed for preparation of HA powder: wet (chemical) method (including precipitation
method [11], hydrothermal technique [12], and hydrolysis [13] and dry (solid state reaction) method. Differences in the
preparative routes leads to variations in morphology, stoichiometry, and level of crystallinity. Other methods, such as sol-gel,
[14,15], spray pyrolysis [16,17] mechano-chemical method [18] have also been developed recently and are well documented
[13].
In this research, the synthesis of hydroxyapatite for bone materials by precipitation method. Calcium oxide is reacted with
phosphoric acid at pH 10 to produce a white precipitate of hydroxyapatite.

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD
All chemicals used in this study namely hydrochloric acid, sodium hydroxide, acetic acid, acid phosphate, calcium oxide, and
ammonia were analytical grade reagents. An X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to investigate the type of phases present, a
scanning electromycroscope (SEM) was used to examine their morphology, while a neutron activation analysis (NAA) was
used to determination of impurity.
Phosphic Acid

Calcium Oxide
Mixing

Precipitation

Amonia

Decantation

Drying

Pyrolysis

Calcination

Compaction

Syntering

Hydroxyapatite
Figure 2. Hydroxyapatite Synthesis Flow Chart
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of structural analysis by X-ray diffraction and compared with JCPDF standard showed that these samples
formed a synthesis of hydroxyapatite structure with appropriate characteristics and crystal plane diffraction angle 2
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
 at 25.8 ; 31.7 ; 32.1 ; 32.8 ; 39.74 ; 46.7 ; 49.4 ; 50.4 ; 53.1 . Hexagonal hydroxyapatite crystals with space
group P63/m and unit cell dimensions a = 9.432 Ǻ and c = 6.881 Ǻ, as shown in Figure 3 :

(a)
(b)
Figure 3. X-ray diffraction pattern (a) hydroxyapatite synthesis products (b) hydroxyapatite JCPDF standard
The results of this analysis indicate that the structure of hydroxyapatite can be formed by reaction between calcium oxide and
phosphoric acid by precipitation method. To determine the lattice strain () and crystallite size (D) that is formed can be
performed with the Bragg equation [19]:
 (cos )   -1 = 2 (sin )  -1 + 0.9 D-1 ………….. ... ... ... ... (1)
: diffraction peak width at FWHM
: Bragg angle
: wavelength of X-rays
: lattice strain
D: crystallite size
Figure 4 shows the relationship  (cos ) -1 and (sin )    can know the value of lattice strain () is equal to 0.04585 and
crystallite size (D) = 2.8125 nm. Lattice strain value of a compounds can interpret of strain the atoms making up the
compounds, while crystallite size interpret of the crystal.size

Figure 4. Relations (cos ) -1 and (sin ) 
The result of scanning observations electromicroscope (SEM) are shown in Figure 5.a, showed that hydroxyapatite particles
measuring about 10 m with plate morphology. EDS measurement results show the existence of Ca and P component which is
the main element forming hydroxyapatite. EDS analysis also shows that the composition of the synthesis component is
homogeneous in trace 10  m 2, as shown in Figure 5.b.
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Figure 5. Observations with (a) SEM and (b) EDS of hydroxyapatite.
In neutron activation analysis, hydroxyapatite samples analyzed were divided into three sections, subjected to neutron
irradiation with neutron flux 103 n.cm-2.det-1 for one minute and with time of irradiation for 10 minutes and 40 minutes with
three days of decay time.
The results show that impurity contained in the hydroxyapatite synthesis by neutron irradiation for one minute to the element
of Al (48.60 ± 6.47 mg/kg), Cl (7.47 ± 38.00 mg/kg), Mn (1.05 ± 0.19 mg/kg), and Mg (2095.30 ± 203.66 mg/kg), whereas
with irradiation time of 10 minutes and 40 minutes with three days of decay time of element unknown impurity K (103.89 ±
26.82 mg/kg ), Br(1617.06 ± 193.66mg/kg ), and Na (9.57 ± 125.10 mg/kg).

4. CONCLUTION
Precipitation method can be synthesized hydroxyapatite from calcium oxide and phosphoric acid. The resulting hydroxyapatite
having 2.8125 nm crystallite size and lattice strain 0.04585, particle size of about 10 m, and impurity contain Al, Cl, Mn,
Mg, Br, K and Na in small amounts.
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ABSTRACT
Research in the manufacture of metal matrix composite materials has been carried out by using stir casting method of the
matrix alloy Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg with SiC particle reinforcement. Experiments are carried out by varying the particle volume
fraction percent (5% and 7.5%) and particle size (147  m and 74  m). Experimental results show that the percent volume
fraction of particles affect the mechanical properties and microstructure of the alloy matrix composite material Al-4, 5% Cu4% Mg / SiC (p). This is indicated by the increased tensile strength, hardness and wear improvement but alloy matrix
composite material Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg / SiC (p) tends to have more brittle nature.
Keyword:
Metal Matrix Composites, Aluminium alloy,forging,mechanical properties

1. INTRODUCTION
Metal matrix composite (MMCs) are engineering materials made from combining two or more conventional materials and
have properties that are superior when compared with its constituent materials. MMCs advantages include having a good
It also has a
combinations of the ratio of stiffness / weight and strength / weight at room temperature and high temperature.
specific modulus, fatigue strength (fatigue strength), wear resistance (wear resistance), abrasion resistance, creep resistance
(anti-creep), high thermal conductivity and low thermal expansion coefficient. From the properties of these advantages,
MMCs can be used as material substitution in which one of them suitable for use in the automotive industry [3]. The use of
metallic base material has been developed for industrial products has several advantages for both the mechanical properties,
electrical or another, but the weaknesses that often arise in the selection of metal caused by a large enough density.
Therefore, the designers of the components and structure of industrial products faced with the challenge of creating new
materials that can meet the requirements of aspects such as specific aspects of strength, stiffness, lightweight, no corrosive
and long life time.
This study focused on the manufacture of metal matrix composite. The materials used as the matrix is a metal alloy (Al-4, 5%
Cu-4% Mg) with SiC reinforcement in the form of carbide compounds in the form of powder / particle.
Manufacture of
composite materials made by liquid metallurgy techniques or methods known Stircasting Compocasting a composite
manufacturing process by pouring the previously undergone a process of stirring on the condition of slurry (S + L) with the
parameter limits; percent SiC particle volume fraction and particle size. While the tests performed on each specimen,
including: tensile test, hardness, wear resistance and metallography. The purpose of the study is to compare the mechanical
properties and microstructure before and after added reinforcement SiC partikel and obtain optimum conditions in the
production of matrix composite materials of Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg / SiC (p).

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD
2.1 Materials
The materials used in this study, consists of:
a. Raw material matrix
 Fure Al ingot
 Cu wire
 Fure Mg ingot
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b. Raw material reincforcement :
 Silicon Carbide (SiC) Powder
2.2 Experimental Procedure
2.2.1

Matrix Process

a. Material balance calculations alloy Al-4.5% Cu-4% Mg before the process of making first matrix material balance
calculation to obtain results in accordance with the desired target, as shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1 Percentage of mixed matrix alloy Al-Cu-Mg

No
1
2

Al-4.5%Cu
448,77
445,77

Chemical composition
Cu4.5%
Al95.5%
20,19
428,58
20,06
425,71

Mg4%
17,96
137,16

b. Preparation of raw materials
After doing the calculations to achieve the target composition was followed by cutting and weighing of raw materials.
c. The process of consolidation and integration
The process of consolidation and integration in the manufacture of alloys Al-Cu-Mg carried out in muffle furnace at a
temperature of 700o C. First melted metal is Al and Cu. Dissolution of Cu into the Al requires sufficient time and arranged
for Cu in a position submerged in the liquid Al. After a perfect soluble Cu, Mg input first wrapped with Al foil into the
liquid Al-Cu alloys by pressing into the liquid to sink position and this will be contact with the outside air. Solubility of Mg
in the liquid Al-Cu alloys do not require a long time. After all form insoluble Mg alloys Al-Cu-Mg proceed with the
process of pouring into a mold to form a bar (ingot).
2.2.2

Making MMCs Stirr-Casting Method

A. Preparation of SiC Reinforcement Material
a. The sifting process to obtain particle size
b. Weighing the volume fraction of SiC as the reinforcement (reinforcement) to the weight of alloy Al-Cu-Mg as a matrix
B.

MMCs Creation
In the manufacturing process that uses methods stir casting MMCs
a. Manufacturing process parameter MMCs
- SiC particle sizes: 147 and 74  m
- SiC particle volume fraction of
BM: 5 and 7.5%
b. The process of making MMCs
In the process of making MMCs, SiC volume fraction of the design is 5 and 7.5%. Stages of the process, as follows:
• include alloys of Al-Cu-Mg which has been cut into pieces and weighed into the crucible with SiC powder.
• Enter crusible into the furnace and then heat until temperature reaches 700 ° C and hold at that temperature for ± 2
hours.
• After the alloy Al-Cu-Mg melt, the crucible removed from the muffle furnace and then fed into the furnace stirrer
which had been preheated at a temperature of 750oC to be stirring on the condition of content become forging process
• Before the end of forging process (temperatures around 600oC), remove from mold and cast products immediately
forging process (forging) to form a plate with a thickness of 10 mm.

2.3 Experimental Testing Results
Sample preparation for characterization testing, including:
a. Cutting
b. Formation of tensile test samples with a size of 100mm long, 20mm wide and 3 mm radius
c.Fine surface by grinding and abrasive materials until the surface flat and smooth.
2.3.1

In this stage testing process that aims to determine the strength of Al-4 alloy materials, 5% Cu-4% Mg alloy matrix
material and KML Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg/10% SiC (p), include: Tensile Testing
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Tensile testing was conducted in order to measure the voltage required to pull off the test object and record the
extension of the test object. For every additional force, the amount of extension of the specimens was measured using
an appropriate extensometer.
2.3.2

Hardness Testing.
Hardness Testing Brinell hardness using the method (HB), which was conducted to determine the level of violence
composite materials. Brinell hardness test uses identor steel ball with diameter (D) = 2.5 mm, with loading (P) equal
to 625 kg

2.3.3

Abrasive Testing
Wear resistance testing conducted to determine the level of wear resistance of composite materials. Wear testing
performed using testing machine "Wear Tester" Model US.01.

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Characterization Experiment Results
MMCs Characterization of matrix alloy Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg and Al-matrix composite materials 4, 5% Cu-4% Mg / SiC
(p) shown in Tables 2 and 3.
Tabel 2. Result of tensile strength

Sample
code
A (0%SiC)
A(5%SiC)
A(7,5%SiC)
B(0%SiC)
B(5%SiC)
B(7,5%SiC)

Tensile
(N/mm2)
90
117.6
157.5
80.6
144.6
149.4

Elongation
(%)
1.35
0.05
0.08
1.82
0.93
0.09

1000

Kekuatan Tarik, N/mm 2

A

B

100

10
0

5

7.5

Fraksi Volume Partikel SiC, (%)

Figure 1. SiC particle volume fraction relationship with tensile strength of materials
Data tensile test results (Table 1) and then plotted into a graph form as shown in Figure 4, shows that changes in mechanical
properties of the alloy Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg alloy matrix composite material and Al-4, 5% Cu -4% Mg / SiC (p). The tensile
strength of Al alloy matrix composite materials-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg / SiC (p)has increased with the addition of SiC particle
volume fraction.
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Elongasi, %

A

B

1
0

5

7.5

0.1

0.01

Fraksi Volume Partikel SiC, %

Figure 2. SiC particle volume fraction relationship with elongation of the material
But the influence of SiC particle size is not too big difference. So with the addition of SiC particles can increase the tensile
strength alloy matrix composite material Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg / SiC (p).
From the tensile test results obtained by the level of material ductility (elongation) which is then plotted into a graph as shown
in Figure 5, shows that changes in mechanical properties of the alloy Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg alloy matrix composite material and
Al-4 , 5% Cu-4% Mg / SiC (p). Percentage elongation values of Al alloy matrix composite materials-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg / SiC
(p) decreases with the addition of SiC particle volume fraction. But the influence of SiC particle size is not too big difference.
So with the addition of SiC particles tend alloy matrix composite material Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg / SiC (p) has the properties of
more brittle than the matrix alloy Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg.
Table 4. Hardness test and wear

Sample
Code
A (0%SiC)
A(5%SiC)
A(7,5%SiC)
B(0%SiC)
B(5%SiC)
B(7,5%SiC)

Abrasive Wear
(gr/m)
1.805
0.566
0.461
2.689
0.672
0.707

HB
104.6
153.7
158.4
103.7
142.3
146.1

1000

Kekerasan, HB

A

B

100

10

1
0

5

7.5

Fraksi Volume Partikel SiC, %

Picture 3. SiC particle volume fraction relationship with violent material
Hardness test result data (Table 2) and then plotted into a graph form as shown in Figure 6, shows that changes in mechanical
properties of the alloy Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg alloy matrix composite material Al-4, 5% Cu -4% Mg / SiC (p). Alloy matrix
composite material hardness of Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg / SiC (p) increases with the addition of SiC particle volume fraction. But
the influence of SiC particle size is not too big difference. So with the addition of SiC particles can increase the hardness of Al
alloy matrix composite materials-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg / SiC (p).
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Keausan Abrasive, g/m

A

B

1
0

5

7.5

0.1

Fraksi Volume Partikel SiC, %

Picture 4. SiC particle volume fraction relationship with abrasiv wear material
Data abrasive wear test results (Table 2) and then plotted into a graph as shown in Figure 7, shows that changes in mechanical
properties of the alloy Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg alloy matrix composite material and Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg / SiC (p). Level abrasiv
wear alloy matrix composite materials of Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg / SiC (p) decreased with the addition of SiC particle volume
fraction. But the influence of SiC particle size is not too big difference. So with the addition of SiC particles can improve the
wear rate abrasiv alloy matrix composite material Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg / SiC (p).
3.2 Metallography
The result of the process on the alloy matrix, as shown in Figure 8 and the material KML as shown in Figure 5 to Figure 9.
A. Matrix Alloy Microstructure of Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg
MgAl2O4

AlCuFeSi

CuAl2

Figure 5. The microstructure of matrix alloy Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg. Etchant: Keller's Reagent. 200x magnification
From the results of microscopic observations in the sample matrix alloy Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg, as shown in Figure 8 shows that
the phase formed in the alloy matrix is CuAl2 (black spots in the grains of Al), AlCuFeSi on boundary and spinel grains
formed from the reaction MgAl2O4 A2O3 with MgO as the effect of stirring in an open condition.
CuAl2 phase is the precipitation of alloy Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg, which is the strengthening phase (strengthening phase) in the
alloy matrix. The formation of precipitation CuAl2 due process of rapid cooling when the composite material in a state of
forged into the form of a thin plate. CuAl2 precipitation formation in each sample is not equal to each other. It really depends
on the temperature and thickness of the composite material when the process of forging.
B. MMCs Material Microstructure with SiC Particle Reinforcement

MgAl2O4

Partikel SiC
CuAl2

Figure 6. The microstructure of Al alloy matrix composite materials-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg / SiC (p). A (5% SiC). Etchant: Keller's
Reagent. 200x magnification
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Figure 7. The microstructure of Al alloy matrix composite materials-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg / SiC (p). A (7.5% SiC). Etchant:
Keller's Reagent. 200x magnification

MgAl2O4

Partikel SiC

Figure 8. The microstructure of Al alloy matrix composite materials-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg / SiC (p). B (5% SiC). Etchant: Keller's
Reagent. 200x magnification

MgAl2O4

Partikel SiC

Figure 9. The microstructure of Al alloy matrix composite materials-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg / SiC (p). (7.5% SiC). Etchant: Keller's
Reagent. 200x magnification
From the metallographic observations on samples of KML with the reinforcement material SiC particles, it appears that SiC
particles distributed in the matrix alloy Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg as shown in Figure 5 to Figure 9. However, if the observed
precipitation CuAl2 formation only occurs in the composite matrix material that is added 5% volume fraction SiC whether
using particle size 147  m and 74  m. Meanwhile, with the addition of SiC volume fraction greater than 5% is almost not
visible. This may be due to a change in the chemical composition of the metal matrix due to the addition of SiC particles so as
to shift the composition in the equilibrium diagram of Al-Cu-Mg. If this happens then the determination of solution heat
treatment temperature is no longer appropriate. Therefore, increased mechanical properties (tensile strength, hardness and wear
resistance) is not solely produced from the formation of precipitation CuAl2 but by the presence of SiC particles that settle in
the matrix alloy Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg. In addition, MgAl2O4 spinel oxide formed from the reaction of Al with Mg oxides.
More and more SiC particles are deposited in the matrix alloy, the higher the hardness value.
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Spinel formation reactions are estimated to occur (36) are:

Mg  2 Al  2O2  MgAl2O4
MgO  Al2O3  MgAl2O4
Mg  4 / 3 Al2O3  MgAl2O4
2SiO2  2 Al  Mg  MgAl2O4
CONCLUSION
Based on the analysis and discussion above, several conclusions can be drawn as follows:
The addition of SiC particles in the alloy Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg can increase the tensile strength, hardness, improved wear rate
abrasiv but tend to have more brittle nature.
 The size of SiC particles (147 and 74  m) is added to the alloy Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg do not show large berubahan
mechanical properties.
 Finer particle size (74  m) will increase the wear resistance or improve the level of keausannya.
 The volume fraction of SiC particles are added to the alloy Al-4, 5% Cu-4% Mg enormous influence on changes in
mechanical properties.
The
addition of SiC particles in the alloy matrix to shift the equilibrium diagram of alloys.

 That means the addition of SiC particles is partially dissolved in the metal matrix.
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ABSTRACT
Carbon nanotube has been used as filler in developing Unsaturated Polyester Resin (UPR) base composite. Use of CNTs
combined with glass fibers as reinforcement, therefore to develop a model to predict the elastic modulus of Hybrid Composite
(CNT-Glass/UPR). Experimental data show that volume fraction variation of CNT influence the elastic modulus of the
composite. Beside experimental, theoretical study also has been carried out to compare with the experimental data. Rule of
mixture (ROM) and Halpin-Tsai model are used as a first approaches in deriving new mathematical model.
The model was developed with the assumption that a mixture of CNT - UPR is a matrix. With that assumption, the elastic
modulus of matrix (CNT-UPR) is calculated based on Halpin-Tsai equation. So to predict the elastic modulus of hybrid
composite can be calculated by ROM Model - Halpin-Tsai equation combination.
We have been carried out experiment with no glass fiber (Vf = 0). Simulation using dummy data for predicting the elastic
modulus show strong correlation with the experimental data.
Keyword
Hybrid Composite,Carbon Nanotube, Model Micromechanic, Modified the Halpin–TSai Equation

1. INTRODUCTION
Composite applications in the automotive industry, aviation and oil and gas need so stringent technical specifications. Strength
to weight ratio of composite are so excellent make composite materials increasingly used in industry. Research and
Development of composite materials continue to be done to improve the mechanical properties.
Discovery of Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) by Iijima [1] in 1991 entered the material technology in era nanotechnology.
Utilization of CNTs as a reinforcement was made to further improve the composite mechanical properties.
CNT was first prepared by M. Endo in 1978 as part of his doctoral studies at the University of Orleans, France. He produced a
filament with a very small diameter (about 7 nm) using a vapor-growth technique, but the fiber was not recognized as
nanotubes [2]. After the discovery of Fullerenes (C60) in 1985 by Kroto [3], research and exploration of further carbon
structure were begun. Then in 1991, Sumio Iijima initiated further research of CNT. He studied materials stored on the cathode
during the synthesis process of Fullerenes by arc-evaporation, and he found the CNT. The discovery of CNTs opened new
opportunities for the development of materials with excellent mechanical properties.
CNTs have excellent mechanical properties compared with other fiber materials. In general, the nature of the CNT has a
characteristic as mixture of diamond and graphite. CNTs have strength and thermal conductivity properties such as Diamond,
and electrical conductivity properties such as graphite. The other advantages, CNTs have a low density and flexible.
Development of micromechanical models associated with the emergence of CNT material has been done by scientists to study
the behavior and characteristics of these nanocomposite materials. Development of micromechanical models for
nanocomposite has been done based on the Rule of Mixture (ROM) model and the Halpin - Tsai equations. Omidi [4], Shao [5]
and Verbeek [6] modified the ROM model for the nanocomposite. Similarly Kanagaraj [7], developed a micromechanical
model for the nanocomposite that HDPE is a matrix. Development of micromechanical models with the base Halpin - Tsai
equation was performed by Montazeri [8] and Nyan [9]
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Hybrid Composite is a composite by using more than one component fibers as reinforcement. Utilization of Hybrid Composite
is extremely beneficial to the specifications required for applications in industry. It can be seen from the ratio of mechanical
properties to density and cost. Use of Hybrid Composite will require an understanding of the behavior and characteristics of
these material. Therefore in this paper, research was conducted to analyze and develope micromechanical model for the Hybrid
Composite.
II.

BASE MODEL

2.1.

Halpin – TSai Equation

Halpin - Tsai developed models for prediction of modulus of elasticity with the form of short fibers. In this study, CNTs can be
assumed as a short fiber. In general, Halpin-Tsai equation is as follows [10] :

P

1
1

Vcnt
Pm
Vcnt

………………. (1)

Where :

PCNT
Pm
PCNT
Pm

1

Here, P represents any one of the composite modulus listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Halpin –Tsai Parameters for short-fiber composites

P
E11
E22

PCNT
ECNT
ECNT

Pm
Em
Em

2(l/d)
2

Comment
Longitudinal Modulus
Transverse Modulus

For the fiber with random orientation, the Halpin - Tsai equation become

Erandom

3
E11
8

5
E22
8

………………. (2)

Rule Of Mixture Model
For unidirectional composite, predict the elastic modulus of composite can be calculated by

E11

E glassVglass

………………. (3)

1 Vglass Em

III.

DEVELOPING MODEL

3.1.

Model Approach

Developing micromechanic for hybrid composite (Glass - CNT / UPR) models is based on that used glass fibers are long fibers
(unidirectional). So that the mixture contains matrix composite (UPR), short fibers (CNT) and long fibers (Glass). The model
was developed with the assumption that a mixture of CNT - UPR is a matrix. The model can be depicted as in Figure 1. Based
on Figure 1, and assuming a mixture of CNT - UPR as the matrix, the modulus of elasticity matrix can be calculated using
equation Halpin - Tsai (equation 1 and equation 2). Furthermore, to predict the elastic modulus of hybrid composites,
composites are considered as a mixed matrix with glass fibers, so it can use a ROM model (equation 3). For hybrid composite
with matrix (CNT – UPR) : Em = P. Thus the elastic modulus of hybrid composite can be determined by the following
equation:

E c1

E glassV glass

1 V glass

1
1

Vcnt
Pm
Vcnt

………………. (4)
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Figure 1: Hybrid Composite Model
3.2.

Mathematical Approach

Development model with mathematical approach was based on the Halpin - Tsai Equation. Based on equation (1) can be
described as follows:

PCNT Pm
PCNT Pm

1
P
1

PCNT Pm
PCNT Pm

1
1

VCNT
Pm
VCNT

become

P

Pm PmVm PCNT VCNT
PCNT Vm PmVCNT

PCNT Pm
Pm

…………………. (5)

From equation (5), it can be seen that the basis of preparation of this model is the ROM model. Halpin - Tsai Equation not only
includes the fraction in the mixing principle, but also includes elements combination of fractions and properties. Halpin - Tsai
Model also considers long-fiber efficiency factor ( ). Equation (5), can be expressed as below.
Halpin – TSai Model (Composite : two component)
Vm

VCNT

Pm

Pm V m

Pm VCNT

PCNT

PCNT Vm

PCNT VCNT

Pm PCNT

Pm PmVm PCNT VCNT
PCNT Vm PmVCNT

PCNT Pm
Pm

P
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By using an inductive analysis approach, micromechanical model of composite Hybrid (3 components) can be derived. For
hybrid composite (3 components) can be expressed as below.
Modified Halpin – TSai Model (Hybrid Composite : Three component)
Vm

Vglass

VCNT

Pm

Pm V m

Pm Vglass

Pm VCNT

Pglass

Pglass Vm

Pglass Vglass

Pglass VCNT

PCNT

PCNT Vm

PCNT Vglass

PCNT VCNT

Pm Pglass

Pm PCNT

Based on the above Matrix Chart and analogy with equation (5), the Hybrid Composite micromechanical model can be
expressed into the following:

P

Pm PmVm
PglassVm

PglassVglass

PCNT VCNT

Pglass Pm

PCNT Pm

PCNT Vglass

PmVglass

PglassVCNT

PmVCNT

PCNT Vm

Pm

…………. (6)

or

P

1

V

1 glass

1

V

1 glass

V

2 CNT

V

2 CNT

3

Pm

………… (7)

3

where :

Pglass Pm
1

2

3

IV.

1

Pglass Pm

PCNT Pm 1
PCNT Pm
PCNT Pm
PCNT Pm

DISCUSSION

To determine the validity of the model, it was analyzed by using dummy data. The variation of volume fraction of CNTs and
glass fiber is determined. Prediction of elastic modulus is calculated using equation (4) and equation (7). The Elastic modulus
calculation results show that a very strong correlation between equation (7) random with all kinds (longitudinal, Transverse,
random) of equation (4) (see table 2 and figure 2)
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Table 2 : Prediction of the elastic modulus with Dummy data

The Elastic Modulus
VUPR

Vglass

VCNT
E11

0.0000
0.1000
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000
0.5000
0.6000
0.7000
0.8000
0.9000

0.0000
0.0080
0.0160
0.0240
0.0320
0.0400
0.0480
0.0560
0.0640
0.0720

0.4600
2.5429
4.3206
5.7910
6.9519
7.8013
8.3370
8.5569
8.4588
8.0406

20.0000

9.0000

18.0000

8.0000

16.0000

7.0000

14.0000

6.0000

Ec (GPa)

Ec (GPa)

1.0000
0.8920
0.7840
0.6760
0.5680
0.4600
0.3520
0.2440
0.1360
0.0280

Equation (4)
E22
E Random
0.4600
0.4600
1.1540
1.6748
1.8459
2.7739
2.5356
3.7564
3.2232
4.6215
3.9086
5.3683
4.5917
5.9962
5.2724
6.5041
5.9508
6.8913
6.6266
7.1569

12.0000
10.0000
8.0000

E11

Equation (7)
E22

0.4600
2.2035
3.9557
5.7169
7.4871
9.2662
11.0545
12.8519
14.6586
16.4746

0.4600
0.5260
0.5987
0.6791
0.7684
0.8683
0.9808
1.1083
1.2543
1.4228

E Random
0.4600
1.1551
1.8576
2.5683
3.2879
4.0175
4.7584
5.5122
6.2809
7.0672
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Equation 4 (T)

Equation 4 (R)

Figure 2 : Prediction of the elastic modulus with Dummy data
Development of a model according to equation (4), begins by looking at the mix behavior of CNTs – UPR, for Halpin –TSai
model whether it applies on longitudinal, transversal or random condition. The next step was analyzing equation (4) without
glass fiber volume fraction, (Vglass = 0) condition.. The result using the model of equation (4) for all three conditions
(longitudinal, transverse, and random) was compared to experimental results. The experimental results show that the behavior
is closest to the Halpin - Tsai model on the condition of random fibers.
Table 3: Comparison Prediction of the elastic modulus from equation (4) and (7) with experiment

VCNT
0.0000
0.0005
0.0016
0.0027
0.0054

E11
0.4600
0.5652
0.7753
0.9852
1.5083

THE ELASTIC MODULUS (Gpa)
Equation (4)
Equation (7)
E22
E Random
E11
E22
E Random
0.4600
0.4600
0.4600
0.4600
0.4600
0.4607
0.4999
0.5421
0.4604
0.4910
0.4622
0.5797
0.7061
0.4611
0.5530
0.4637
0.6593
0.8698
0.4619
0.6148
0.4675
0.8578
1.2779
0.4637
0.7690

Experiment
0.5040
0.5500
0.5460
0.7250
1.3630
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Figure 3 : Comparison Experiment Data with Prediction of the elastic modulus from equation (4)
For the model according to equation (7), experimental results show that the behavior is closest to the model equation (7) on the
condition of longitudinal and random (see Figure 4). It is an excellent fit with the calculation of elastic modulus prediction
using dummy data.

1.6000
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Experiment

0.0020
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Figure 4 : Comparison Experiment Data and Prediction of the elastic modulus from equation (7)
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Paired with other models such as Manera [12] and Christensen and Waals [13], then equation (4) – random and equation (7) random have produced closest results and have a strong correlation with the experimental results ( see Figure 5)
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1.4000
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E (GPa)
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0.6000
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0.0020
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0.0050

0.0060

Fraksi Volum CNT

Equation 4 (R)

Experiment

Equation 7 (L)

Manera

Christensen

Equation 7 (R)

Figure 5 : Comparison with Other Model

V.

CONCLUSION

The simulation results using dummy data to predict the modulus of elasticity-based equation (4) and equations (7) show very
good correlation compared with experimental data. Equation models that fits perfectly with the experiment of the second
equation above are the equation (4) – Random and Equation (7) - Random. Experiments will still be done on glass fiber
volume fraction variations and CNTs, to find a suitable model equation for the hybrid composites.
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Appendix 1: Properties of Material
UPR
Glass
E (GPa)
0.46
7.3
1.14
2.53
(gr/cm3)
d (nm)
l (mm)

MWNT
270
2.1
20
15
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Exploring the Architecture of Solid Solutions with Atom Probe
Microscopy: A Pathway Towards Remarkable New Materials Properties
Simon P. Ringer
Australian Centre for Microscopy & Microanalysis
The University of Sydney NSW, 2006, Australia

Metallic (not glassy!) aluminium alloys with ~1 GPa yield strength? Magnetic carbon?Microstructure control that enhances
both strength, and ductility?
How? In this lecture, I will discuss pathways to achieve these technologies through solute
engineering in solid solutions – via the creation of particular solute architectures.
The challenge for this research frontier is to be able to make actual observations of the solute architecture that can feed back
into processing schemes and materials models. Short range ordering, atomic clustering, segregation and site-occupancy are
major issues that influence phase transformation pathways and kinetics, and consequently the properties and performance of
many technologically important supersaturated solid solutions, including 3rd generation photovoltaic semiconductors,
spintronic ceramics and many structural alloys. Scattering based approaches using X-rays, neutrons or electrons to detect and
precisely measure this 3D atomic architecture in the solid solution are extremely challenging because of complex convolutions
in the diffracted intensity – so much so, that it is unlikely general solutions can be implemented.
I will discuss our approach to addressing these issues using atom probe microscopy. We have recently modelled the origins of
resolution in atom probe, and computed advanced spatial distribution maps, which are largely analogous to Patterson
functions in scattering experiments. This has enabled us to devise an approach for ‘lattice rectification’ of the atom probe
data, somewhat analogous to aberration correction in TEM. The results are taking us closer to the dream of full 3D atomic
resolution microscopy, and are revealing a complex hierarchy and architecture of atomic structures within solid solutions that
can be manipulated to influence materials properties – and so contribute to the achievement of remarkable new materials
properties.

FULL PAPER IS NOT AVAILABLE FROM THE AUTHOR(S)
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Precipitates in Biomedical Co-Cr-Mo-C-Si-Mn Alloys
T. Narushimaa, Alfiranoa, S. Minetaa, S. Nambab, T. Yonedac and K. Uedaa
a
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E-mail : narut@material.tohoku.ac.jp, a8td9511@stu.material.tohoku.ac.jp,
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b
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c

Yoneda Advanced Casting Co., Ltd., Takaoka, 933-0951, Japan
Tel: +81-766-22-8184,Fax: +81-766-22-8265
E-mail : takashi@yac-ic.com

The phase and dissolution behavior of precipitates in biomedical ASTM F75 Co-Cr-Mo-C-Si-Mn alloys were investigated.
Alloys of five different compositions—Co-28Cr-6Mo-0.25C-1Si, Co-28Cr-6Mo-0.25C-1Mn, Co-28Cr-6Mo-0.25C-1Si-1Mn,
Co-28Cr-6Mo-0.15C-1Si, and Co-28Cr-6Mo-0.35C-1Si—were heat-treated from 1448 to 1548 K. The precipitates observed in
the as-cast and heat-treated alloys were carbides (M23C6 type, -phase, and-phase) and an intermetallic compound (phase). The main precipitates observed after heat treatment at high temperatures such as 1548 K were -phase and M23C6 type
carbide. At these high temperatures,two types of starlike precipitates—dense and stripe-patterned—were observed. The
starlike-dense precipitate was the-phase, and the starlike precipitate with a stripe pattern was identified as the M23C6 type
carbide and metallic fcc-phase. In the alloys heat-treated at 1448 to 1498 K, blocky-dense M23C6 type carbide was primarily
observed.-phase was detected in the Co-28Cr-6Mo-0.15C-1Si alloy under as-cast condition and after heat treatment at 1448–
1523 K for a short holding time. The addition of Si seemed to increase the holding time for complete precipitate dissolution
because ofthe effects of Si on the promotion of-phase formation at high temperatures and the increased carbon activity in the
metallic matrix.
Keywords
Co-Cr-Mo alloy, carbide, microstructure, heat treatment, -phase, -phase
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Conditioning Effects on Thermal and Dynamic Mechanical Properties of
Injection Moulded Glass Fibre Reinforced Polyamide 6,6 Composites
Hassan Aziz a and Normasmira AR b
a

Department of Chemistry, University of Malaya, 50603 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
E-mail : ahassan@um.edu.my

b

Department of Chemistry, University of Malaya, 50603 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
E-mail : nmmira@um.edu.my

ABSTRACT
Polymer composites of polyamide 6,6 reinforced with short glass fiber were prepared by injection molding, conditioned under
dry, 50% relative humidity (RH) and wet. Molded specimens were analyzed by thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA), differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) and dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). TGA results revealed that glass fiber loading in PA 6,6
improve the thermal stability of the composites by an increase in Tonset and T50% as well as DTp values. DSC analysis revealed
that the incorporation of glass fiber and moisture into the PA 6,6 matrix resulted in a remarkable decrease in the degree of
crystallinity. However, the melting and crystallization temperatures of the composites are not significantly altered. DMA
results revealed the glass transition temperatures are sensitive to moisture absorption and their values move to a lower
temperature upon exposure to moisture.
Keywords
Conditioning effects, injection molding, glass fiber composites, thermal properties, dynamic mechanical properties

1.

INTRODUCTION

Thermoplastics such as poly(butylenes terephtalate), polypropylene and polyamides are excellent for use in composite
materials for their performance-processability-profitability ratios. Properties of thermoplastic composites arise from the
combination of fiber and matrix properties and the ability to transfer stresses across the fiber/matrix interphases [1]. The effects
of constant moisture content on the mechanical properties of polymers have been widely studied and are fairly well understood
In general, moisture diffusion in a composite depends on factors such as volume fraction of fiber, voids, viscosity of matrix,
humidity and temperature [2].
The objective of this work is to investigate the influence of glass as reinforcement in composites and the effect of conditioning
(dry, 50% R.H. and wet) on thermal and dynamic mechanical of the injection molded glass fiber reinforced polyamide 6,6
composites.

2.

EXPERIMENTAL

2.1

Materials, Specimen Preparation and Conditioning

Materials used for the characterization were Technyl® A216 (unreinforced polyamide 6,6) and Technyl® A216 V30 NAT
(short glass fiber reinforced polyamide 6,6 composites, 16% fiber volume fraction, Vf). Composites with three different fiber
volume fractions, Vf of 4%, 8% and 12% were prepared by diluting of Technyl® A216 V30 NAT with Technyl® A216.
For the specimen preparation, a single gated double cavity, impact and tensile standard test bar mould was used in the molding,
using Boy® 50 tonne clamping force injection molding machine. The dimensions of dumb-bell shaped tensile test pieces were
in accordance with the ASTM Standard D638 [3].
For dry specimens, they were kept in vacuumed desiccators with silica gel immediately after the molding. For 50% R.H.
condition, the specimens were exposed to saturated sodium hydrogen sulphate (NaHSO4) solution environment in the
desiccators for at least a month [4]. For wet conditioning, the samples were immersed in boiling water for at least 24 hours.
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2.2

Determination of Thermal and Dynamic Mechanical Properties

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was investigated by using the TGA 6 Thermogravimetric Analyzer (Perkin Elmer) to study
the thermal decomposition behavior of composites. Tests were done under nitrogen at a scan rate of 10°C/min in a
programmed temperature range of 50°C to 900°C. A test sample of 5-10 mg was used for the run. Differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) experiments were performed with a Diamond DSC (Perkin Elmer). Each sample was subjected to heating
and cooling treatment at a scanning rate of 10°C/min under nitrogen atmosphere so as to prevent oxidation. A test sample of 510 mg was placed in an aluminum pan and tested over a temperature range of 0°C to 290°C.
The dynamic mechanical properties of specimens were analyzed with a Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer, DMA Q800 (Thermal
Analysis Instrument). Test specimens were taken from the middle section of the injection molded dumb-bell test bar and were
subjected to three-point bending mode with a support span of 50 mm. Measurements were conducted over a temperature range
of –100°C to 150°C with a heating rate of 3°C/min under a constant frequency of 1.0 Hz.

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)

Figures 1 and 2 show the TGA curves for all composites in the range of study under dry and wet conditions respectively. The
thermal stability is characterized by the onset, derivative peak temperature and the temperatures at 50% of weight loss, which
are referred as Tonset, DTP and T50%, respectively, as tabulated in Table 1.
Table 1: TGA thermogravimetric data of glass fiber composites under dry and wet conditions.
Sample

Decomposition
Temperature (ºC)

T50%
(ºC)

Tonset
(ºC)

DTP (ºC)

Vf 0% Dry

332 – 797

472

445

478

Vf 0% Wet

301 – 799

426

416

426

Vf 4% Dry

330 – 704

474

447

477

Vf 4% Wet

303 – 705

477

447

478

Vf 8% Dry

331 – 706

482

447

487

Vf 8% Wet

302 – 685

480

445

479

Gradual weight loss in the temperature range of 301oC to 799oC indicates the matrix content of the composites. The
temperature range of 50°C to 200°C corresponds to the gradual weight loss due to evaporation of moisture. For wet samples,
the percentage weight loss of 6% to 7% reflects the maximum moisture absorption by the samples. However, in dry samples,
there is no existence of moisture in this temperature range, indicating no trap water/moisture by the polymer matrix. The
decomposition of PA 6,6 matrix starts at a temperature of 332ºC and reaches nearly 100% at 797ºC.
It is a common practice to consider 50% weight loss as an indicator for structural destabilization [5]. For composites under dry
condition, the temperature at 50% weight loss, T50% for composites at both fiber loadings occur at about 2oC and 10ºC higher
than that of neat PA 6,6. For composites under wet condition, the T50% were shifted by 51oC and 54ºC for composites with
fiber Vf of 4% and 8% respectively, compared to the pure matrix. Even though PA 6,6 matrix under wet condition shows a
thermal stability remarkably lower than the matrix under dry condition, the TGA curves of PA 6,6 composites, for both 4% and
8% Vf glass fiber indicate a marked increase in thermal stability with respect to the wet matrix. These results suggest that the
incorporation of glass fiber into the system has improved the structural destabilization point of the composites.
According to the above results, the glass fiber loading in PA 6,6 produced positive effects on the thermal stability of the
composites. The increment of DTP values of the composites under both conditions compared to neat PA 6,6 (Table 1) also
confirms the good thermal stability of these materials [6].
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Figure 1: TGA thermographs of injection-molded short glass fiber composites under dry condition

Figure 2: TGA thermographs of injection-molded short glass fiber composites under wet condition
3.2

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

The DSC thermograms of injection-molded short glass fiber composites under dry and wet conditions are given in Figures 3
and 4 respectively. The DSC thermograms allow one to estimate the melting temperature ( Tm ), crystallization temperature
( Tc ), also degree of crystallinity ( X c ) of the composites after the melt-crystallization process by using a reference heat of
fusion [7]. In this work, the reference value for the purely crystalline PA 6,6 is taken as 197 J/g ( H*m ). The degree of
crystallinity ( X c ) is calculated by using the following equation:

Xc
where

H m and

Hm
H m*

100 (%)

H*m are the enthalpies of composite specimen and purely crystalline PA 6,6 matrix respectively.

Incorporation of glass fibers into the PA 6,6 matrix results in a remarkable decrease in X c value than pure PA 6,6. The X c of
the composites under dry condition decreases from 37.5% for PA 6,6 matrix to 31.7% and 30.9% for 4% and 8% Vf glass fiber
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composites respectively. This suggests that there is a significant change in the microstructure of the PA 6,6 matrix as a result of
the incorporation of glass fibers [8]. The same behavior is observed for composites under wet condition.
In terms of conditioning, the incorporation of water into the system also reduces the degree of crystallinity. This is expected as
the hydrogen bonds between the molecules are weakened. However, the existence of moisture is not the primary determining
factor for polymer crystallinity as there is not much effect shown with the incorporation of glass fiber.
The melting temperature, Tm is mainly related to the degree of hydrogen bonding between the chains, which depends on the
density of the amide groups. Thus, as the length of aliphatic groups between the amide link increases, the Tm will drop rapidly,
for instance polyamide 6,6 melts at 260ºC compared to polyamide 6,12 at 212ºC [9].

Figure 3: DSC thermograms of injection-molded short glass fiber composites under dry condition

Figure 4: DSC thermograms of injection-molded short glass fiber composites under wet condition
The heating scans show the presence of two melting peaks (Figures 3 and 4). The melting peak at/around 260ºC could be
attributed to the melting of the α-crystalline portion of matrix ( Tm ). The one at/around 253ºC, ( Tm ) probably indicates the
melting of the thermodynamically unstable γ-crystalline [10],[11],[12]. Referring to Figures 3-4, it can be seen that the
presence of glass fiber did not produce any apparent effect on the melting temperature of the composites for both conditions.
This suggests that the incorporation of glass fiber into the composites does not affect the degree of hydrogen bonding between
the polymer chains. As for the crystalline peak temperature, Tc , no significant changes in Tc values are observed with the
incorporation of glass fiber and moisture into the system.
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3.3

Dynamic Mechanical Properties

Results from dynamic mechanical analyses of the injection molded composites are given in Figures 5 and 6, depicting tan δ
against temperature curves. From Figure 5, over a temperature range of –100ºC to 150ºC, two transition regions as indicated by
two damping maxima, are recorded for the dry specimens. These transitions are usually known as ß-transition at a lower
temperature and α-transition at a higher temperature. The peak which is at maximum value of tan δ in α-transition, Tα is
generally known as the glass transition temperature, Tg, while Tß is referred to temperature at the maximum value of tan δ in ßtransition. W√2 is the width of the transition region ( Te Ti ) at tan δmax/√2 height. Te and Ti are respectively the end and initial
temperatures of the transition region. For wet specimens (Figure 6), only one transition, Tα is recorded at much lower
temperatures compared to the dry specimens. Tß is eliminated or reduced to below –100ºC and not detected under the present
test temperature range.

Figure 5: DMA tan delta–temperature behavior of injection-molded short glass fiber composites under dry condition
As shown in Figure 5, the incorporation of fibers produces no significant trend in displacement of the α-relaxation peak for the
dry specimens. Composite with 4% Vf of glass fiber shows the lowest Tg (40ºC), compared to the other compositions (50ºC
and 52ºC for Vf of 8% and 12% respectively). It is suggested that the incorporation of lower fraction of glass fiber may only
give notching effect to the composite. They may introduce a micro void in the composites and instead of reinforcing the
matrix, it weakens the composites. There is no change in Tg of composite at Vf of 8% and only a negligible increase of 2ºC at
Vf of 12%. On the other hand, the presence of the glass fiber reduces the magnitude of tan δmax values dramatically. Higher
reduction for composites with higher fiber loadings is believed due to the strengthening effect by the fibers. Tan δmax of
reinforced composites shows a maximum decrease of about 44% compared to the pure matrix (0.0868 to 0.0488). In this
instance, the incorporation of fibers acts as barriers to the mobility of polymer chain, leading to lower degree of molecular
motion and hence lower damping characteristics [13]. Another possible reason is that there is less matrix by volume to
dissipate the vibration energy.
For the effect of Vf on wet specimens, the same trend as for the dry specimens is observed in terms of stability in T g values and
reduction in tan δmax. Tg of all composite specimens recorded a 3ºC decrease compared to the pure matrix (–13ºC to 16 o C ).
This is believed due to the existence of moisture that weakens the polymer matrix. By chance, tan δmax of reinforced
composites show a maximum decrease of also 44% compared to the pure matrix (0.1142 to 0.0637); same magnitude of
change as that observed for the dry specimens.
Water uptake decreases the Tg of pure matrix drastically compared to the dry specimens, from 50ºC to –13ºC (reduction of
63ºC). For composite specimens, Tg values reduce from between 40ºC and 52ºC to –16ºC, with a magnitude of between 56ºC
to 68ºC. Water uptake also increases the values of tan δmax. For pure matrix, the increase in tan δmax is 32%, from 0.0868 to
0.1142. For composite specimens, the increases are 28% to 51%. From these figures, it can be concluded that the major
contributing factor that leads to the reduction in Tg and increase in tan δmax is the moisture uptake, not the fiber loadings.
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As can be seen in Figures 5 and 6, tan δmax decrease with the increase in fiber loadings for both dry and wet specimens. This
decreases the tan δmax/√2 height, decreases the Ti and increases the Te and eventually increases the width of α-transition region
(W√2). For the dry specimens, dramatic increase in W√2 is shown by samples at all fiber loadings, whereby Vf of 4%, 8% and
12% recorded an increase of W√2 by 22%, 29% and 129% compared to the pure matrix (from 49ºC to 60ºC, 63ºC and 112ºC
respectively). However, for the wet specimens, there are negligible differences in their Ti, Te and W√2. Composites with Vf of
4%, 8% and 12% recorded an increase of W√2 by only 3%, 11% and 8% respectively compared to the pure matrix (from 36ºC
to 37ºC, 40ºC and 39ºC respectively). These trends indicate that, under dry condition, glass fiber is a major controlling factor in
damping properties. In contrary, under wet condition, fiber becomes less important and matrix is the controlling factor.
Comparing Figures 5 and 6, it can be seen that the tan δ peaks of α-transition for both unreinforced and reinforced PA 6,6 shift
to lower values when exposed to humid environment. Since humidity acts as a plasticizer, this induces a further increase in the
amorphous chain mobility in the material and hence reduces Tg significantly [14].

Figure 6: DMA tan delta–temperature behavior of injection-molded short glass fiber composites under wet condition

4.

CONCLUSIONS

The glass fiber loading in PA 6,6 produced positive effects on the thermal stability of the composites. The degree of
crystallinity of polymer is reduced with incorporation of glass fiber. The introduction of glass fiber and moisture into the
composites does not affect the Tm and Tc. The Tg values are not significantly altered by the incorporation of glass fiber into the
system. However, its value is reduced with moisture content. The tan δmax decreases with an increase in fiber loadings for both
dry and wet specimens.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports the influence of Ni/Ti ratio in Ni-Ti-Cu alloys and of the addition of fourth elements (X) in the
Ni35Ti50Cu10X5 (X= Fe, Sn, Cr, Nb, Co, Mo) quarternary alloys on the phases formed and microstructure of the respective
alloy. The experimetal results showed that the larger Ni/Ti ratio in Ni-Ti-Cu alloys, the larger fraction of Ti0.4Ni0.565Cu0.035
precipitate phase and the lower workability of the alloys. The fourth element added into the Ni-Ti-Cu alloys modified the room
temperature phases presented in the alloys by different ways, i.e. by deppressing both B19’(NiTi) and B19’(TiNi0.8Cu0.2)
phases (for X=Fe, Co, Nb), by revealing precipitate phases (for X=Sn and Cr) and by deppressing B19’ (TiNi0.8Cu0.2) phases
(for X=Mo).
Keywords
Shape memory allloys, nickel-titanium-copper, quarternary alloys, phase identification, microstructure.

1. INTRODUCTION
Shape memory alloys (SMA) have the ability to recover plastic strain and restore the alloys to the original shape upon heating,
which corresponds to the martensitic thermoelastic transformation. This shape memory effect (SME) can be used for coupling,
electrical connecting and actuation. To date, Ni-Ti SMA is found in widespread application in engineering and medical devices
application [1,2]. Nickel-titanium (Ni-Ti) is the most potential shape memory alloys for industrial applications compared to
Cu-based and Fe-based alloys due to higher recoverable strain, excellent corrosion resistance and stable transformation
temperature. The important martensitic transformation in Ni-Ti Shape Memory Alloys is B2 B19’ where B2 phase is high
temperature cubic structure and B19’ is low temperature monoclinic structure. However, intermediate structure frequently
exists accompanying the B2 B19’ transformation especially in ternary alloys, e.g. B2 B19 B19’ in Ti-Ni-Cu and Ti-NiPd alloys [3-5] and B2 R B19’ in Ti-Ni-Fe, Ti-Ni-Al and Ti-Ni-Co [6,7] where B19 is intermediate orthorhombic structure
and R is intermediate rhombohedral structure.
The addition of Cu into the binary Ni-Ti shape memory alloys to substitute Ni has been shown to reduce the sensitivity of the
transformation temperature and to lead a narrow its transformation temperature hysteresis. Therefore, Ni-Ti-Cu alloys are the
most atractive shape memory alloys for actuator application due to quick actuation response as a consequence of its small
temperature hysteresis and due to its superior fatigue property. However, nowadays the reseachers are currently investigating
the addition of fourth elements into the Ni-Ti-Cu alloy in order to increase the shape memory effect (SME) and to improve
workability of the alloy.
Since the shape memory effect and the workability of SMA alloys strongly depend on the microstructure of the alloys, it is
necessary to control the phases formed in the alloys. There have been many investigation regarding the Ti-Ni-Cu [8-11] and
Ti-Ni-Cu-X [12-16] shape memory alloys, focusing on phase transformation behaviour, mechanical properties and shape
memory characteristics. However, lack information are found on the role of Ni/Ti ratio on the microstructure of NI-Ti-Cu
alloys. Furthermore, the investigation on Ti-Ni-Cu-X alloys are mostly focusing on the small addition of X (~2 At.%) in the
alloys. Therefore, this paper presents the investigation on the influence of Ni/Ti ratio on the microstructure of Ni-Ti-Cu alloys
and the influence of fourth element in Ni-Ti-Cu-X (where X= Fe, Sn, Cr, Nb, Co, Mo) alloys with respect to the phases
formed in the respective alloy.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Ten button ingots consist of one composition of Ni-Ti alloy, three compositions of Ni-Ti-Cu alloys and six compositions of
Ni-Ti-Cu-X alloys were prepared in vacum arc melting furnace. The chemical composition of the alloys are presented in Table
1. The button ingots of the alloys were encapsulated in quarzt ampouls and homogenized at 1200oC for 24 h. The ingots were
then subjected to hot pressing followed by hot rolling to produce wrought alloys in rod or plate forms. The wrought alloys
were solution-annealed at 900oC for 0.5 h and water quenched. The solution-annealed alloys were finally subjected to standard
metallographic preparation for characterization by using X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and Optical Microscope.
Table 1: Chemical composition of the Ni-Ti based alloys made in this study.
Alloy No.

Elements

Composition
(% at.)

Ni

50,61

Ti

49,39

Ni

40,49

Ti

48,04

Cu

11,47

Ni

44,58

Ti

43,23

Cu

12,19

Ni

49,48

Ti

38,68

Cu

11,84

5.

Ni-Ti-Cu-Fe

Ni35Ti50Cu10Fe5

6.

Ni-Ti-Cu-Sn

Ni35Ti50Cu10Sn5

7.

Ni-Ti-Cu-Cr

Ni35Ti50Cu10Cr5

8.

Ni-Ti-Cu-Nb

Ni35Ti50Cu10Nb5

9.

Ni-Ti-Cu-Co

Ni35Ti50Cu10Co5

10.

Ni-Ti-Cu-Mo

Ni35Ti50Cu10Mo5

1.

2.

3.

4.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 presents the XRD profiles of Ni-Ti and Ni-Ti-Cu alloys annealed at 900oC for 0.5 h. The XRD profiles represents
the phases formed in the alloys which are stable at room temperature. The Ni50.62Ti49.39 alloy (No.1 alloy), a tipically Ni-riched
Ni-Ti alloy consists of mostly B19’ phase and retained B2 parent phase in its microstructure. The incorporation of 10% at. Cu
in the Ni-Ti alloy by maintaining the Ni/Ti ratio (No.3 alloy) reveals precipitate phases of TiNi0.8Cu0.2 and Ti0.4Ni0.565Cu0.035 in
addition to B19’ phase and B2 phases. The TiNi0.8Cu0.2 phase has monoclinic structure, thus it can be considered to B19’ type
phase.The influence of increasing Ni/Ti ratio in the Ni-Ti-Cu alloys from 0.84 to 1.28 (No.2, 3 and 4 alloys) can also be
evaluated from Figure 1 and Table 2 with respect to the phases formed at room temperature. The Ni40.49Ti48.04Cu11.47 alloy
(No.2) with Ni/Ti ratio of 0.84 consists of B19’(NiTi), B2 and B19’(TiNi0.8Cu0.2) phases. In the Ni44.58Ti43.23Cu12.19 alloy
(No.3) with larger Ni/Ti ratio of 1.03, the Ti0.4Ni0.565Cu0.035 phase exists in addition to the similar three phases contained in the
previous alloy. The TiNi0.8Cu0.2 phase in the No. 3 alloy (Ni/Ti of 1.03) is observed to exist in stronger XRD (115) peak
compared to that of alloy No. 2 (Ni/Ti of 0.84), as seen in Figure 1. In the Ni49.48Ti38.68Cu11.84 alloy with largest Ni/Ti ratio of
1.28 (No.4 alloy), the TiNi0.8Cu0.2 phase diminishes, while Ti0.4Ni0.565Cu0.035 phase exists in larger fraction according to its
stronger XRD peaks compared to those of other Ni-Ti-Cu alloys. The phases formed in the respective Ni-Ti-Cu alloys
analyzed from the XRD profiles can be summarized in Table 2. It is clear that the B19 orthorhombic intermediate phase is not
found in all annealed Ni-Ti-Cu alloys made in this study, however it is found in the the aged Ni-Ti-Cu alloys as reported in
Ref.[8].
The increasing in fraction of Ti0.4Ni0.565Cu0.035 precipitate phase in Ni-Ti-Cu alloys as Ni/Ti ratio increases can be confirmed by
observing the microstructure images displayed in Figure 2. It can be seen in Figure 2 that there are elongated phase in the
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microstructure of Ni-Ti-Cu alloys where its fraction increases from No.3 alloy (Ni/Ti of 1.03) to No.4 alloy (Ni/Ti of 1.28).
The increasing of fraction of this elongated phase is consistent with the increasing of peaks strength of Ti0.4Ni0.565Cu0.035 phase
from alloys No.3 to alloy No.4 in XRD profiles of Figure 1. Therefore it can be deduced that the elongated phase in Figure 2 is
seemed to be Ti0.4Ni0.565Cu0.035 phase. This phase was elongated by previous working (hot and cold) subjected to the alloys and
the annealing (solution treatment) at 900oC for 0.5 h did not give sufficient energy for the phase to recrystallize. Therefore,
strain energy assosiated with elongated Ti0.4Ni0.565Cu0.035 phase remained in the alloys, causing the workability of the alloys
decrease for further processing. This was confirmed by the brittleness of the alloys which contained elongated
Ti0.4Ni0.565Cu0.035 phase (No. 3 and No.4 alloys) during wire fabrication in this study. Furthermore, it is concluded that as the
Ni/Ti ratio in Ni-Ti-Cu alloys increases the fraction of Ti0.4Ni0.565Cu0.035 precipitate phase increases and the workability of the
alloys decreases.

Figure 1: Room temperature XRD profiles of annealed Ni-Ti and annealed Ni-Ti-Cu alloys.

Figure 2: Optical microscope images for the microstructure of annealed Ni-Ti and annealed Ni-Ti-Cu alloys made in this study.
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Table 2: Room temperature phases formed in the annealed Ni-Ti and Ni-Ti-Cu alloys.
Alloy
No.
1.
2.

Composition
(%.at.)
Ni50.62Ti49.39
Ni40.49Ti48.04Cu11.47

Ni/Ti

Phases formed

1,02
0,84

B2,B19’
B2, B19’(NiTi), B19’(TiNi0.8Cu0.2)

3.

Ni44.58Ti43.23Cu12.19

1,03

4.

Ni49.48Ti38.68Cu11.84

1,28

B2,B19’(NiTi), B19’(TiNi0.8Cu0.2),
Ti0.4Ni0.565Cu0.035
B2,B19’(NiTi), B19’(TiNi0.8Cu0.2),
Ti0.4Ni0.565Cu0.035

The influence of fourth element addition on the phases formed in Ni-Ti-Cu alloys at room temperature can be evaluated from
XRD profiles presented in Figure 3. The No. 2 Ni-Ti-Cu alloy is also included in the figure for comparison.The element X of
Fe, Sn, Cr, Nb, Co or Mo was incoporated into the Ni-Ti-Cu alloys such that element X substituted Ni to make the respective
Ni35Ti50Cu10X5 alloys. In can be observed from Figure 3 that the elements Fe, Nb and Co depress the B19’(NiTi) and
B19’(TiNi0.8Cu0.2) phases in the respective Ni-Ti-Cu alloys. In addition, Fe reveals only B2 phase, Nb reveals B2 and Ti2Ni
phases and Co reveals Ti0.4Ni0.565Cu0.035 and NiTi (Tetragonal) phases. The absence of B19’ phase in the Ni-Ti-Cu alloys
containing Fe, Nb and Co, respectively, will decrease B2-B19’ transformation temperature below room temperature. On the
other hand, the elements Sn and Cr tend to promote the precipitate phases while maintaining the existence of B2 and B19’
phases in the respective alloy. Sn tend to reveal Ti2Ni precipitate phase, whereas Cr tend to reveal Ti0.4Ni0.565Cu0.035 precipitate
phase. With respect to Mo addition in the Ni-Ti-Cu alloy, B2 and B19’ phases are minimized in the alloy. The phases exist in
the respective Ni35Ti50Cu10X5 alloy according to the XRD profiles are presented in Table 3. Finally, it can be resume that the
fourth element added into the Ni-Ti-Cu alloys modify the phases presented in the alloys at room temperature by different ways,
i.e. by deppressing both B19’(NiTi) and B19’(TiNi0.8Cu0.2) phases (for X=Fe, Co, Nb), by revealing precipitate phases (for
X=Sn and Cr) and by deppressing B19’ (TiNi0.8Cu0.2) phases (forX=Mo).

Figure 3: Room temperature XRD profiles of annealed Ni-Ti-Cu-X alloys.
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Table 3: Room temperature phases formed in the annealed Ni-Ti-Cu-X alloys.
Alloy No.
2.

Composition (%.at.)
Ni40.49Ti48.04Cu11.47

Phases formed
B2, B19’(NiTi), B19’(TiNi0.8Cu0.2)

5.

Ni35Ti50Cu10Fe5

B2

6.

Ni35Ti50Cu10Sn5

B2, B19’(NiTi), B19’(TiNi0.8Cu0.2), Ti2Ni

7.

Ni35Ti50Cu10Cr5

B2,B19’(NiTi),Ti0.4Ni0.565Cu0.035

8.

Ni35Ti50Cu10Nb5

B19’(NiTi), Ti2Ni

9.

Ni35Ti50Cu10Co5

B19’(NiTi),Ti0.4Ni0.565Cu0.035, TiNi (T)

10.

Ni35Ti50Cu10Mo5

B2,B19’(NiTi)

4. CONCLUSION
The investigation has been conducted regarding the influence of Ni/Ti ratio on the microstructure of Ni-Ti-Cu alloys and the
influence of fourth element in Ni-Ti-Cu-X (where X= Fe, Sn, Cr, Nb, Co, Mo) alloys with respect to the phases formed in the
respective alloy.It is concluded that as the Ni/Ti ratio in Ni-Ti-Cu alloys increases the fraction of Ti0.4Ni0.565Cu0.035 precipitate
phase increases and the workability of the alloys decreases. The fourth element added into the Ni-Ti-Cu alloys modify the
phases presented in the alloys at room temperature by different ways, i.e. by deppressing both B19’(NiTi) and
B19’(TiNi0.8Cu0.2) phases (for X=Fe, Co, Nb), by revealing precipitate phases (for X=Sn and Cr) and by deppressing B19’
(TiNi0.8Cu0.2) phases (for X=Mo).
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ABSTRACT
The present work was initiated to explore the optimum tool performance in machining of Ti-6Al-4V using Super-Nitride (SNTR)
coated WC-Co end mills under wet conditions. Ti-alloys, particularly α + β alloys such as Ti-6Al-4V, have been the focus of
considerable research recently because of their high specific strength to weight ratio, which is even maintained at elevated
temperatures, excellent fracture toughness, extensive ductility and corrosion resistance. These properties make Ti-alloys the
most attractive metallic materials for metal working, aeronautic industry, chemical industry, marine environments, and
biomaterials applications. The Response Surface Methodology (RSM) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) were used in finding the
optimum machining conditions. It was proven that overall performance using GA delivers better results than RSM, when the
experimental trials were conducted according to design of experiments (DOE).
Keywords
Optimum Tool Performance, Super-Nitride, Titanium Alloys, Response Surface Methodology, Genetic Algorithm

1. INTRODUCTION
As mentioned above, ti-alloys, particularly α + β alloys such as Ti-6Al-4V, have been the focus of considerable research
recently, because of their excellent fracture toughness, extensive ductility, corrosion resistance and high specific strength to
weight ratio (E/ρ), which is even maintained at elevated temperatures (250 oC – 600 oC). These properties make Ti-alloys the
most attractive metallic materials for metal working, aeronautic industry, chemical industry, marine environments, and
biomaterials applications [1]-[2]. On the other hand previous studies have shown that titanium alloys are considered as the
difficult to machine materials because of its low thermal conductivity, its high heat capacity and high chemical reactivity,
regardless of the type materials used[3]-[5]. To overcome such situation, the optimum cutting conditions play a significant role
in machining of difficult to cut materials. One of the optimum cutting conditions that result in the best tool performance using
RSM was reported by[6]. Another investigation were carried out by [7] and [8] using genetic algorithms for machining
processes. They reported that genetic algorithm can be utilized for investigating the optimum machining conditions. None of
previous studies were focused for optimizing of cutting conditions on aerospace materials using this algorithm. This challenge
was taken into consideration in this study, to fill the lack of information in this field. Therefore, further investigation of
utilization of a genetic algorithm, was employed for optimizing of machining conditions on titanium alloys.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The tests were carried out with a constant aa (axial depth of cut) 5mm and ae (radial depth of cut) 2mm under flood conditions
with a 6% concentration of water base coolant using MAHO 700S CNC machining center for side milling operation. The grade
K-30 solid carbide end mill cutters, with PVD Super Nitride coated which were prepared with different radial rake angle
according to Design of Experiment (DOE), were used for experimentation
The reference workpiece material was a rectangular bar (110 x 110 x 270 mm) of Ti-6Al-4V. Tool life criteria used were
VBmax ≥ 0.25 mm, chipping VBave ≥ 0.20 mm and catastrophic failure.
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Tool wear was measured using a Nikon tool makers’ microscope with 30x magnification. The measurements of tool wear
according to ISO 8688-2 were carried out for each cutting edge at initial cut and continuously after a particular length of cut
(depend on wear progressive of each tool) until the end of tool life was achieved.
The independent variables such as cutting speed, feed, and radial rake angle coded with the following equation by taking into
consideration the capacity and limiting cutting conditions of milling machine.
(1)
is the natural value at the +1 level and , is the
Where x is the coded variable of any factor corresponding to its natural ,
natural value of the factor corresponding to the base or zero level[9]. The level of independent variables and coding
identification are illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1: Levels of independent variables for end milling Ti6Al4V
Independent
Variable
V (m.mm-1)
x1
fz (mm.tooth-1)
x2
γo (o)
x3

-α

-1

Level in coded form
0

1

+α

124.53

130

144.22

160

167.03

0.025

0.03

0.046

0.07

0.083

6.2

7.0

9.5

13.0

14.8

3.RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The mathematical models which were built using RSM will be utilized to find the optimum cutting condition using GA. The
results delivered by using GA, were compared to the results using RSM[10]. The models can be described as 3F1 and 2nd CCD
mathematical model.
The 3F1 mathematical model can be illustrated as:
(2)
with the following ranges of cutting speed Vc, feed per tooth fzand radial rake angle γo: 130≤ Vc≤ 160m.min-1;
0.03 ≤ fz ≤ 0.07mm tooth-1 ; and 7 ≤ γo≤ 13 (º).
while the 2nd CCD mathematical model illustrated as follow:

(3)
with the following ranges of cutting speed Vc, feed per tooth fz and radial rake angle γo:124.53≤ Vc ≥ 167.03m.min-1; 0.025≤ fz
≥0.083mm tooth-1 ; and 6.2 ≤ γo ≥ 14.8 (º).
GA form a class of adaptive heuristics base on principles derived from the dynamic of natural population genetic. The
searching process simulates the natural evaluation of biological creatures and turns out to be an intelligent exploitation of a
random search.
The problem to be solved using GA is coded to binary numbers known as chromosomes. Each chromosome contains the
information of a set of possible process parameters. The population of chromosomes is formed randomly. The fitness of each
chromosome is then evaluated using an objective function after the chromosome has been decoded. Selected individuals are
then reproduced; the selecting occurs usually in pairs through the application of genetic operator. This operator is applied to
pairs of individuals with a given probability, and result in a new offspring. The offspring from reproduction are then further
perturbed by mutation. These new individuals then make up the next generation. These processes of selection, reproduction
and evaluation are repeated until some termination criteria are satisfied. The representing of GA is illustrated in Figure 1.
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In order to optimize the present problem using GA, the following parameters such as population size, maximum number of
generation, total string length, crossover probability, mutation probability, and elitism probability have to be selected to obtain
optimal solution with less computational efforts.

Figure 1: Flow chart of GA methodology approach.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tool life experimental results for SNTR coated carbide tools are illustrated in Table 2These results are used to validate the
comparison between the optimization using RSM and GA.
Table 2: Tool life result for SNTR coated carbide tools
Std
Or
der
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Type

Cutting speed V
[m/min]

Factorial
Factorial
Factorial
Factorial
Factorial
Factorial
Factorial
Factorial
Center
Center
Center
Center
Axial
Axial
Axial
Axial
Axial
Axial
Axial
Axial
Axial
Axial
Axial
Axial

-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
0
0
0
0
-1.4142
-1.4142
1.4142
1.4142
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Feed rate fz
[mm/th]

Radial Rake
angle γ[°]

Tool Life [min]

-1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-1.4142
-1.4142
1.4142
1.4142
0
0
0
0

-1
-1
-1
-1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-1.4142
-1.4142
1.4142
1.4142

20.09
8.85
2.41
0.41
22.2
9.68
2.72
0.46
5.77
6.04
5.69
5.94
16.12
15.95
2.56
2.70
16.44
16.03
0.44
0.43
4.94
4.43
5.55
5.29

Table 3: The optimization results using RSM and GA
Std
Order

Experimental Results
(min)

Response Surface
Methodology (min)

Genetic Algorithm
(min)

1

20.09

20.02

20.09

2

8.85

8.78

8.88

3

2.41

2.43

2.28

4

0.41

0.41

0.53

5

22.2

22.27

22.12

6

9.68

9.76

9.94

7

2.72

2.70

2.73

8

0.46

0.46

0.50

9

5.77

3.84

3.82

10

6.04

3.84

3.82

11

5.69

3.84

3.82

12

5.94

3.84

3.82

13

16.12

16.14

15.64

14

15.95

16.14

15.64

15

2.56

2.61

2.58

16

2.7

2.61

2.58

17

16.44

19.59

15.38

18

16.03

19.59

15.38

19

0.44

0.52

0.43

20

0.43

0.52

0.43

21

4.94

4.67

4.55

22

4.43

4.67

4.55

23

5.55

5.42

5.27

24

5.29

5.42

5.27
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Table 4: Comparison between RSM and GA validated using the experimental results.
Experimental
RSM
Results
(min)
(min)
1
20.09
20.02
2
8.85
8.78
3
2.41
2.43
4
0.41
0.41
5
22.2
22.27
6
9.68
9.76
7
2.72
2.70
8
0.46
0.46
9
5.77
3.84
10
6.04
3.84
11
5.69
3.84
12
5.94
3.84
13
16.12
16.14
14
15.95
16.14
15
2.56
2.61
16
2.7
2.61
17
16.44
19.59
18
16.03
19.59
19
0.44
0.52
20
0.43
0.52
21
4.94
4.67
22
4.43
4.67
23
5.55
5.42
24
5.29
5.42
MSE (Mean Square Error)
RMSE (Root Mean Square Error)

Std
Order

GA
(min)

Error of RSM

20.09
8.88
2.28
0.53
22.12
9.94
2.73
0.50
3.82
3.82
3.82
3.82
15.64
15.64
2.58
2.58
15.38
15.38
0.43
0.43
4.55
4.55
5.27
5.27

Error of GA

0.0043
0.0054
0.0003
0.0000
0.0053
0.0066
0.0004
0.0000
4.0815
4.0815
4.0815
4.0815
0.0106
0.0106
0.0005
0.0005
11.2526
11.2526
0.0065
0.0065
0.0002
0.0002
0.0000
0.0000
1.620391906
1.272946152

0.0000
0.0011
0.0159
0.0140
0.0060
0.0662
0.0001
0.0014
4.1811
4.1811
4.1811
4.1811
0.1564
0.1564
0.0021
0.0021
0.7328
0.7328
0.0001
0.0001
0.0188
0.0188
0.0230
0.0230
0.778974202
0.882595152

The optimization results using RSM and GA are shown in Table 3. The Mean Square Error (MSE) of both methods are figured
out in Table 4. From this table, it can be concluded that the optimization using GA delivered better results than that using
RSM. It can be recognized from the value of MSE of each approach.
E XP E R IME NTAL VS R S M VS AG
30

Umur Pahat (min)

25
20
15

Experiment
RSM

10

AG
5
0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

-5

Std Order

Figure 2: Error Distribution of both optimization methods validated by experimental results.
To provide easier observation of errors, the occured errors was represented and visualized in Figure 2. Finally, it can be
concluded from the optimization results that GA has the ability and is suitable for achieving the best possible tool life when
end milling Ti-64 in combination of cutting speed, feed rate, and radial rake angle.

5. CONCLUSIONS
1) The better overall performance in finding the optimum cutting conditions was delivered by GA compared to RSM. This
can be recognized from its accuracy using the validation tests.
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2) The best results of GA was produced using following parameters:
- Population size
: 80
- Number of generation
:5
- Total string length
: 34
- Crossover probability (Pc) : 0.8
- Mutation probability (Pm) : 0.03
- Elitism probability
: 0.5
3) Even GA delivers better results than RSM, the difference between them was not significant.
4) It was found that GA can only give better results when the optimum parameters were taken in the iterations.
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ABSTRACT
Cryogenic treatment has been widely accepted as a method to improve wear properties of tool steel. However, very limited
knowledge can be found in the literature regarding its mechanism and application to other metals. This paper describes shear
effects during cryogenic treatment on Ti6Al4V alloy compared with cold rolling process. Cryogenic treatment was conducted
by heating the alloy up to 950oC followed with cooling process using liquid nitrogen spraying. Optical and scanning electron
microscope observation show that elongated primary α phase and shear band width below 4 μm were observed in both
cryogenic and cold rolled sample. However both elongated α phase structure and shear band width are finer in the cold-rolled
sample which is an indication that shear effect is higher in this sample. In addition, as observed by X-ray diffraction peak
calculation using Mud-Master computer program, movement of atom during cryogenic treatment is more intense in the
direction parallel with the basal plane, which is the slip plane for hexagonal α phase of titanium alloy. From the above
observations it can be concluded that cryogenic treatment on Ti6Al4V has a strong relation with the mechanism of plastic
deformation in general.
Keywords
Cryogenic treatment, shear mechanism, plastic deformation, titanium alloy

1. INTRODUCTION
The relative amounts of phases in the microstructure can be adjusted by varying heating temperature, deformation process, and
cooling rate [1]. Heat-treatment alone or combination between heat-treatment and deformation process, which is known as
thermo-mechanical treatment, can be a useful method to improve properties of metal by microstructure improvement.
Cryogenic treatment is one of the important methods that can be used to improve the properties of metal. Cryogenic treatment
is commonly used after heat treatment as a panacea for incomplete transformation of austenite in steel, but there may be reason
to consider cryogenic treatment not as a fix for improperly processed parts but as a standard step in the heat treatment process
[2]. The ability of cryogenic treatment to complete martensitic transformation is considered due to the characteristics of this
structure that becomes more supersaturated with decreasing temperature [3].
Although this method has been widely used in tool steel application, especially to improve wear characteristic of this alloy [4],
very limited literature can be found on the detail study of this method, especially on the implementation of this method to other
metals. Therefore study on the cryogenic treatment of Ti6Al4V has been conducted in the present research. Ti6Al4V is a wellknown titanium alloy that has been widely used in air-craft industry due to its high strength to weight ratio and the ability of
this metal to be deformed superplastically [5]. Another inspiration for the present research is from the phenomena of
transformation induces plasticity (TRIP) steel, where plastic deformation can be used to transform retained austenite to
martensite structure of water quenched high-carbon steel [6]. The similar mechanism between plastic deformation and
cryogenic treatment, where shear process occurs during both process [7, 8], is considered to play important role for the
martensitic transformation to take place after both processes. In the present paper, comparison study between cryogenic
treatment and plastic deformation on Ti6Al4V is discussed based on the optical and scanning electron microscope observation
and structure parameter calculation of XRD peak using Mud-Master computer program.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL WORKS
Initial Ti6Al4V alloy was prepared through heat-treatment at dual phase temperature (950oC) and cooling in the air medium.
Cryogenic treatment was conducted through heating process at dual phase temperature (950oC) followed with cooling process
by liquid nitrogen spraying. Cold rolling process was conducted on 10 mm thickness of Ti6Al4V alloy with 50% reduction in
thickness.
Study on the microstructure of cryogenic and cold-rolled sample was conducted by optical and scanning electron microscope
observation. In order to study crystal structure of both processes X-ray diffraction study was conducted after the process. This
characterization was conducted with analytical step size of 0.02o two-theta.
Crystal structure parameter was calculated using Mud-Master computer program based on the calculation of diffraction peak
from X-ray diffraction data. Calculation of X-ray diffraction peak is possible to be done since X-ray diffraction peak can be
treated as Fourier series, therefore Fourier analysis can be done as the start point for crystal structure parameter measurement
by Mud-Master method. Calculation of X-ray diffraction peak using Mud-Master program involving several step, such as
choosing the XRD peak to be analyzed, removing background, removing Kα2 component of radiation, performing Fourier
analysis of interference function maximum and correction Fourier coefficient for symmetrical strain. This method has been
previously success in the measurement of crystal parameter of clay material including strain and crystal size measurement [9].
The theory for the operation of Mud Master program is described by Drits et al. [10]. One point to be noted here is crystal
structure parameter obtained in the present research is not the absolute value for the alloy structure and only suitable as
estimation behavior of material substructure under different treatment.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows microstructure of cold rolled sample, as representation of plastic deformation sample, and cryogenic treated
titanium alloy that has been solution treated in the air before the process. Both of the processes produce an elongated primary α
structure (light particle), however much finer structure is found in the cold rolled sample. This condition suggests us that both
of the processes give a deformation effect on the alloy and this effect is greater in the cold rolled sample than cryogenic treated
sample. Deformation load during cold rolling process is considered to induce shear stress inside the alloy, whereas the military
movement of highly disciplined and coordinated movement of atom during cryogenic treatment results in the similar effect on
the alloy.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Microstructure of cold rolled sample (a) and cryogenic treated sample (b)
Another interesting feature is shown in the Figure 2 that shear bands was observed in both cryogenic treated and cold rolled
samples. The appearance of shear bands is associated with the onset of plasticity [11] and thermal softening in the material
[12]. On the other hand, the width of shear bands is influenced by the degree of plastic deformation [13] and also defects in the
material [14]. Repetition of similar degree of deformation was also found to decrease the width of shear band, such as
repeating similar parameter process of equal channel angular pressure (ECAP) up to four passes significantly decrease the
width of shear band [13]. Decreasing shear band width is important in superplastic deformation process since plastic
deformation becomes more intense inside the shear band [14]. Therefore plastic deformation will be easier if the width of shear
band is small during the process. From the previous research [13], successful superplastic deformation process was found for
the sample with the shear band width around 4-5μm.
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From Figure 2 (a) and (b) it can be seen that lower width of shear bands found in the cold-rolled sample than the cryogenic
treated sample. This is an indication that higher degree of plastic deformation is produced in the cold rolled sample compared
to cryogenic treated sample. In addition shear bands width that is resulted from both processes has the comparable value with
the successful condition for superplastic deformation (below 4 μm) as suggested in the previous research (14). This condition
suggest us that both cryogenic treatment and cold rolling process on the air cooled titanium alloy, produce properties of the
alloy that is suitable to be treated for superplastic deformation process.

Shear bands

Shear bands with the average

widths below 2μm (b)
(a)
around 3μm
Figure 2: Shear band after cryogenic treatment (a) and cold rolling process (b) of initial air cooled sample

On the other hand, shear mechanism by cold rolling process conducted in this research does not contribute to the martensitic
transformation. It is due to the initial condition alloy before the process in the air cooled condition does not have β phase
structure. The similarity of the X-ray diffraction pattern shown in the Figure 3 (a) and (b) between initial air cooled and cold
rolled samples confirm this fact. There are not appearance important peaks for martensite phase such as (1120) plane after cold
rolling process. However decreasing intensity was found in this sample, which is considered due to straining effect after the
process. This condition is also confirmed from strain measurement conducted by Mud-Master computer program as is shown
in the Table 1, 2 and 3 that certain level of strain was found after cold rolling process.
A different situation was found for cryogenic treatment sample that shear mechanism during this process contribute to the
martensitic transformation. Figure 3 (c) shows the appearance of several important peaks for martensite phase, such as (1120)
plane at 2θ angle of 63.2. This plane is formed from the movement of atomic plane of (111) in the β phase [15]. Shear
mechanism during cryogenic treatment also induce crystallographic strain on the primary α phase plane as can be seen in the
Table 2 and 3, that certain level of strain are found in the (2201) plane and (2116) plane. However strain does not occur on
(0001) plane which is the slip plane for hexagonal structure (Table 1). This observation agrees with the slip theory for titanium
alloy that since the slip vectors are parallel to the basal plane (0001), if stress applied in the direction of perpendicular to this
plane, there will be no critical resolved shear stress acting in this plane [15]. The difference on the strain value is also
influenced by the habit plane and orientation relationship plane of the previous β phase structure [1].
In addition as can be seen in the Table 1, certain degree of strain is found in the cold rolled sample for (0001) plane. Higher
degree of deformation and shear stress as also confirmed from the micrograph in the Figure 3 is considered to responsible for
this condition. It can also be understood that no stress condition on (0001) plane for cryogenic treated sample is due to
movement limitation of atom during this process that only possible in a small number of atomic distances during this fast
cooling process [1].
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Figure 3: X-ray diffractograph of initial sample (a) cold rolled sample (b) and cryogenically treated sample (c)
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Table 1: Stress and crystallographic parameter at plane (0001)) for cold rolled and cryogenic treated sample
Parameter
POSITION INT. FN. (two-theta)
d-SPACING INT. FN. (Å)
ROOT MEAN SQUARE STRAIN

Air cooled
38.55
2.335

Cryogenic treated
38.47

Cold rolled sample
38.31

2.340
0.000

2.349
0.138

In order to give better understanding for the shear mechanism and atomic movement after cryogenic treatment, Figure 4
illustrate the condition of crystallographic plane in the hexagonal α before and after the process. From Figure 4 (b) it can be
seen that in the basal plane (0001) increasing d spacing is found after cryogenic treatment as measured by Mud-Master
computer program. However movement of atom in the direction parallel with the basal plane is considered to be higher since
there is also diffraction angle decrement after the process (Table 2). It is only possible if atomic movement in the C-axis
direction is accompanied with a higher atomic movement in the direction of parallel with basal plane. Higher movement of
atom in the direction parallel with the basal plane can be understood since it is the slip plane of the hexagonal crystallographic
of this alloy [15]. With the assumption that atomic movement in the C-axis direction is symmetrical that movement of atom in
the basal plane and the top plane is the same at 0.0025 À, movement of atom in the direction parallel with basal plane can be
measured as 0.0143 À.
Table 2: Stress and crystallographic parameter at plane (2201) for cold rolled and cryogenic treated sample
Parameter
POSITION INT. FN. (two-theta)
d-SPACING INT. FN. (Å)
ROOT MEAN SQUARE STRAIN

Air cooled
40.49
2.228
-

Cryogenic treated
40.55

Cold rolled sample
40.45

2.225
0.107

2.230
0.165

Table 3: Stress and crystallographic parameter at plane (2116) for cold rolled and cryogenic treated sample
Parameter
POSITION INT. FN. (two-theta)
d-SPACING INT. FN. (Å)
ROOT MEAN SQUARE STRAIN

Air cooled
35.45

Cryogenic treated
35.51

Cold rolled sample
35.55

2.532
-

2.528
0.110

2.525
0.235

On the other hand, as can be seen in the Figure 4 (c), movement of atom in the direction parallel with the basal plane and in the
C-axis direction result in the lower angle of (2201) plane that also induce straining effect on this plane as also measured by
Mud master computer program (Table 2). Lower d spacing (Table 2) is also found on this plane as a consequence of this
atomic movement. Similar condition is expected to occur on the (2216) plane that the atomic movement in these directions
induces lower angle of (2201) plane that also results in the straining effect on this plane (Figure 4 (d)). Lower d spacing is also
found in this plane as a consequence of this atomic movement.
In addition if we take into account the perspective length of (2201) plane in the C-axis direction of cryogenic treated as 2.34 À,
by calculation tangential value for 80.235 (figure 3.4 (c)), we get the perspective length of (2201) plane in the basal plane
direction as 0.403À. Since the perspective length of (2201) plane in the C-axis and basal plane direction for initial air cooled
sample is 2.335 À and 0.368 À respectively, strain in each direction can be calculated as 0.005 À and 0.035À respectively.
Taking into account the elastic modulus value of titanium alloy for C axis direction is 145 GPa [15] and we consider the
process is still in the area of linier relation of stress-strain, therefore we get shear stress value in this direction as 72.5 Pa. In the
similar way, shear stress in the basal plane of this alloy can be obtained by multiplying elastic modulus in this plane, 99.5GPa
[15] with its strain value, which is 0.035À, and we get the shear stress value for this direction as 348.25 Pa. This calculation
agrees with the previous hypothesis [1] that lower shear stress will be observed in the C-axis direction than in the basal plane
direction which is the slip plane of this hexagonal crystal structure. This observation also agrees with another hypothesis [16]
that the resolved shear stress, which drives dislocation in a crystal, is strongly orientation dependent.
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Figure 4: Crystallographic plane of titanium alloy (a) and two dimension movement of the plane after the alloy treated by
cryogenic treatment for (0001) plan (b), (2201) plane (c) and (2116) plane (d)
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4. CONCLUSION
Shear mechanism takes place during cryogenic treatment of titanium alloy as can be observed from optical and scanning
electron microscope observation. However shear effect in the cryogenic treated sample is lower than in the cold-rolled sample.
The appearance of shear band width below 4μm in both cryogenic treated and cold-rolled sample is an indication that the
treated alloy has been appropriately treated for the application of superplastic deformation process. Based on the X-ray
diffraction characterization and calculation of X-ray diffraction peak by Mud master computer program, displacement of plane
during cryogenic treatment has been successfully proposed and confirmed the previous theory and hypothesis on the atomic
movement during martensitic transformation. Movement of atom in a short distance and well arrangement is found after
cryogenic treatment, which is the characteristic of military movement, typical for martensitic transformation. In addition, the
movement of atom is more intense in the direction parallel with the basal plane which is the slip plane for hexagonal α phase of
titanium alloy. This observation and also the appearance of shear band width after cryogenic treatment are indication that this
process has a typical mechanism for plastic deformation in general.
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Glass Films
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In certain elementally modulated crystalline films, solid-state amorphization has been reported to take place through
annealing-induced diffusion reactions. However, the extent of amorphization in this case is trivial and confined to the reacted
interfacial thickness of typical few nanometers. In this study, we report extensive amorphization in sputtered films when
annealed in the temperature range between the glass temperature and the crystallization temperature. In addition, the
deposition of thin glass-forming films onto structural materials to enhance the fatigue behavior is of great interest for scientific
studies
Zr-31Cu-13Al-9Ni (atomic percent) films of thickness 5–10 µm were deposited onto glass substrates using a magnetron
sputtering system, followed by annealing at temperatures ranging from 550 to 950 K. The thermal behavior of the film was
determined using a differential scanning calorimeter. The interesting discovery is that certain sputtered crystalline films
become completely amorphous when annealed in the temperature range between the glass temperature and the crystallization
temperature. Unlike other metallic glassy materials that exhibit annealing-induced devitrification, our good glass-forming
films are transformed into various nanoscale and amorphous structures due to the annealing process(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Plane-view TEM micrographs and diffraction patterns of the films in (a) as-deposited and annealed at (b) 650, (c) 750,
(d) 800 and (e) 850 K. Circled regions are for obtaining diffraction patterns. [from J. P. Chu et al., Physical Review B, Vol. 69,
113410 (2004).]
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For fatigue property studies, commercial-grade 316L stainless steel with 20% cold work was used as the substrate material.
The bottom of the 316L specimen was coated with the Zr-based glass-forming film with a thickness 200 nm by magnetron
sputtering. A MTS servohydraulic testing machine was used for four-point-bend fatigue experiments. Fatigue life of a 316L
stainless steel is considerably improved by at least 30 times as well as an increasing of fatigue limit by 30% (Fig. 2).The
samples were examined by scanning and transmission electron microscopy (SEM and TEM) as well as atomic force
microscopy (AFM) for fractography and microstructure investigations.

Fig. 2 Stress versus fatigue cycle for samples with and without the film. Arrows indicate the run-out data without the failure.
[from J. P. Chu et al., Applied Physics Letters, Vol. 88, 131902 (2006).]
Keywords
Metallic glass, sputtered film, amorphization, annealing, fatigue property
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ABSTRACT
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One of main steps in alumina processing is sintering. Due to obtain better characteristics of alumina in this research we have
investigated microwave effect to alumina characteristics (density, pores, and microstructure). Sintering was done by using a
millimeterwaves gyrotron sintering system at Research Center for Development of Far-Infrared Region Fukui University (FIRFU), Japan and using 2.4 GHz microwave heater. The system consist of a 28 GHz gyrotron as radiation source which is
powerful to investigate non thermal effect on ceramics. Then the result was compared to alumina processing by conventional
sintering using electric furnace. The microstructure of the alumina was investigated by using digital microscope to see the
grain. Density was measured at certain increased temperature intervals by using Archimedes method. The sample sintered by
millimeter wave shows a shorter sintering time and higher density than conventional ones.
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1. INTRODUCTION
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Microwave energy, frequency ranges from 0.3 MHz to 300 GHz, is being developed as a new tool for high-temperature
processing of materials. Several advantages associated with microwave processing is rapid and uniform heating, decreased
sintering temperatures, improved physical and mechanical properties, and unique properties which are not observed in
conventional processes. These advantages observed in materials processed using microwave energy are being attributed to
microwave effects which are particular to this technology. Alumina is one of the most interesting ceramic materials. It offers a
combination of good mechanical and electrical properties leading to a wide range of applications. Alumina can be produced in
a range of purities with additives designed to enhance its properties. Because its chemical bond strength between the Al and O
ions is very high, alumina has an outstanding physical stability, such as high melting point (i.e. 2050 °C), the highest hardness
among oxides, and high mechanical strength at room temperature, however, its mechanical strength starts to decrease at 1100
°C [1-3]. Due to the important combination of properties, it is essential to thoroughly research the method for processing
alumina to obtain better characteristics of alumina products for future applications. In Research Center for Development of Far
Infrared Region of Fukui University have been developed heating system using gyrotron as radiation source. Recently, a
millimeter and submillimeter material processing system has been developed and applied. The system is powerful to
investigate the non-termal effect on ceramic sintering that depends on the frequency of electromagnetic energy source that has
been applied to several materials [4-5]. In this research an high quality alumina ceramic have been processing using
microwave using gyrotron as radiation source for alumina processing to get a better characteristics.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
2.1 Sample preparation
Alumina powder used as starting material was commercial α-alumina powder (Sumitomo AES-11C Chemical Co., Osaka,
Japan) of 99.99% purity and 0.4 mm average particle size. To remove hard agglomerates prior to compaction, the powders
were ball-mixed in a polyethylene jar for 24h using alumina balls. The cylinder green samples of the size of 20 mm in diameter
and 6 mm in high were obtained by slip casting. The compact had a relative green density of ≈58% of the theoretical density.
The theoretical density of alumina is 3.986 g/cm3.
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2.2 Sintering
The green samples were sintered in air using conventional heating (electric furnance), microwave heating (2.45 GHz
microwave), and millimeter wave heating (28 GHz gyrotron heating system). The millimeterwaves sintering using consists of
28 GHz , 15 kW gyrotron, a waveguide, and an applicator. We also have been sintering several samples using a submillimeter
wave material processing system (SMMW-MPS) which consist of 300 GHz, 3.5 kW Gyrotron available in research center for
Far Infrared region university of Fukui (FIR-FU) for comparing to other sintered samples, but they are not described here.
2.3 Density
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Bulk and relative density of the specimens in various final temperatures were obtained by the Archimedes method. This
principle states that the weight of an object in a fluid equals its dry weight minus the buoyant force (or the weight of the fluid
displaced). We take three weight measurements : the object's dry weight, its saturated weight in a fluid, and its net saturated
suspended weight. Several physical properties relating to the density and porosity of an object can be calculated i.e. density,
relative density, and open and close pore for each sintered samples. The microstructure of the samples was observed by the
Digital Microscope Keyence VHX-500F.

Figure 1: A submillimeter wave material processing in Research center for Far Infrared Region University of Fukui (FIR-FU)

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

N

O

T

Figure 2 shows the results of the density of alumina samples. In this figure the density after sintering is plotted against the final
temperature of sintering. One of adavantages of sintering using microwave energy is high densification of some ceramic
materials can be achieved at lower temperatures and in shorter times than those required in conventional processing. In the fig.
2 can be noted that the density of the material sintered by using millimeter wave is significantly higher than the densities of
the material sintered by using electric furnace (conventional). The relative density are also plotted in fig.3, where they are
relative density to theoretical density of alumina.

Figure 2: Density of alumina related to final temperature of sintering
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Figure 3: Relative density of alumina related to final temperature of sintering
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Ceramics are generally porous materials with varying degrees of porosity. The term bulk density is used in refer to a ceramic's
density, and it includes the material's porosity and the fact that most ceramics contain both a crystalline and a noncrystalline
phase. Open porosity refers to the network of pores in a material that is open to the surface and into which a liquid such as
water can penetrate if the part were submerged in it. Closed porosity refers to those pores that have become sealed within the
grain structure. New technologies are under development to reduce pores in ceramic materials. Open and closed porosity in
this research is plotted in fig.4. The ratio of the open pore decreases and on the other hand the ratio of the closed pore
increases when the sintering temperature increase .

Figure 4: Relationship between sintering temperature and ratios of open and closed pore
The cause of these significant differences in densification for the microwave versus the conventional samples is the internal
heating phenomenon associated with microwave processing. When the inside of the sample is allowed to achieve high density
before the surface layers densification , the internal porosity is minimized since fewer pores are trapped inside the samples.
Since the samples show significant differences in densification, it must be due to a microwave effect [6-7] . The microstructure
observations were taken by using digital microscope to show the grains is displayed in fig.5. The size of grains is the one of
main factor which determined the density of samples.
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Figure 5: Microstructure of alumina samples at 10000 C sintered by using microwave 2.4 GHz and conventional

TE
D

4. CONCLUSION
The results obtained in this present work demonstrate that the alumina sintered by microwave heating have higher density than
alumina sintered by conventional heating. That was due to a microwave effect which influence to densification and
microstructure of the alumina samples.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports an effect of 0.2% w/v PVA coating on a porous block of Gelatine (G)-Hydroxyapatite (HA) Composites.
The porous composite was prepared by freezed drying of a mixing of G and HA. The ratio by weight of G/HA was 1/1, while
concentration of the composite within the aquadest were 30, 40 and 50% w/v. Three HA’s have been used i.e gHA, coHA and
bHA. The first two were synthesized from natural gyspum and natural calcite using hydrothermal method, while bHA was
prepared by calcination of natural bovine at 900 oC. The specimens were tested by tensile test and its morphology by SEM. It
was found that coating of 0.2%w/v PVA on the porous block composites with high ratios and pores size improved their
diametral tensile strength in the ranges of 19% to 85%.
Key words
Hydroxyapatite, gelatine, PVA, coating, tensile strength, composite

1. INTRODUCTION
Composites based on apatite crystals and natural polymers have received increasing attention in bone tissue engineering
applications due to their ability to preserve the structural and biological functions of the damaged hard tissues in a biomimetic
way. Bone regeneration employs three-dimensional porous materials with adequate mechanical properties to provide the
necessary support for cells to proliferate and maintain their differential function. Pay attention has been made to address the
problem in forming pure bioceramic into a certain geometry that mimic the application. Bioceramic such as hydroxyapatite
(HA) is bioactive material which is able to provide osteogenesis environment for growing the bone. Naturally, human bone
contains about 69% of HA [1]. However, in the form powder, sinthetic HA is difficult to be formed into a certain shape and
geometry at room temperature as it is hard and brittle. Forming it into 3D part at high temperature (1250 oC) is possible by
applying sintering process [2-4], but it is costly process and HA might change its phase into TCP. Efforts have been taken to
develop biocomposite by mixing HA with other biocompatible materials which acts as an additional reinforcement material or
as a matrix. HA can be derived from various natural resources such as gypsum [5-8], calcite [9], bovine bone [10,11], corals
[12], seashell [13], eggshell [14,16], and cattlefish bone [17,18] with several methods like hydrothermal [5-8,19], sol-gel
[20,21] and electrophoretic deposition [22]. In composing composite, as a matrix of HA, study on these materials have also
been done. Particular attention has been on applying natural and synthetic polymers such as collagen type-I, gelatin, PCL,
PLA, PLLA, PMMA and many others. Among those materials, gelatin is favorable material since gelatin can be prepared from
acid-treated collagens has a biocompatibility that is similar to collagen but is much cheaper to produce [23]. Its structural
protein of gelatin can be found in the skins, tendons, cartilage, bones and other connectives tissue of animals [23]. It has a high
biocompatibility, biodegradability and bioactivity [24]. Thus, gelatin is widely used in medical products application, such as
wound dressings [25], drug delivery systems [26], and nerves [27].
In developing biocomposite in which gelatin plays in role of flexibility and as a matrix of the composite, while bioactive HA
component provides a favorable environment for cell to attach, proliferate and differentiate, this composite is possible to be
prepared at room temperature. However, this composite without enhanching or cross-linking is still weak that is not match with
application. The composite is easy to swell in contacting within biological environment such as in Simulated Body Fluid
(SBF). Several additive materials as cross-linkers have been widely used such as genipin (GP) [27], enzym:mTGase [29] and
glutaraldehyde (GA) [30,31]. In the case of gelatin, cross-linking with either GP or GA can improve their mechanical
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properties and swelling resistance. While additive material as a binder, polyvynil alcohol (PVA) [32] and chitosan [33-35] are
the examples. PVA is accounted to be crystalline polymer. Crystallinity of PVA can be reduced by blending PVA with
hydrophilics component such as cyclodextrin, chitosan or carbon nanotube [36]. Crystallite within PVA acts as chain crosslink,
thus PVA can be a potential material for improving mechanical properties of composite. In case of composit nano-HA and
collagen, its durability and mechanical properties can be improved by the use of polymeric binder such as PVA. In this, PVA
facilitates strong adhesion between HA and collagen trough hydrogen bonding and by formation of [OH-]-Ca2+-[-OH] linkage
[37]. In the hydrogel form, PVA exhibits a high elastic modulus and biocompatibility, and it has been employed in several
biomedical applications including drug delivery, contact lenses, artificial organs, wound healing and cartilage [38,39] as well
as heart-valve implant application [40,41].
In developing composite using HA as a base material, there are several matrices and reinforcements have been applied with
combination of two or three materials. For example HA/gelatine/bioactive glass [28], HA/gelatine [30,31,43], HA/chitosan
[34], HA/collagen/PVA [42], HA/glass ionomer cement [44], HA/photopolymer [45], HA/Ni3Al/Al2O3 [46], HA/ZrO2/CaF2
[47]. In the current work presented in this paper, the composite was developed by combination of HA and gelatin with PVA
coating as reinforcement. Several HA were obtained from gypsum, calcite and bovine bone. Evaluation of the effects of 0.2%
w/v PVA coating was carried out on the physico and mechanical properties of three-dimensional sponge-like scaffolds, based
on a porous block of Gelatine (G)-Hydroxyapatite (HA).

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD
Two type of samples were prepared i.e. G/HA porous scaffold without and with PVA film coating prior to diamtral tensile
strength (DTS) test and morphology images.
2.1. Preparation of G/HA Porous scaffold
Materials have been used in the experiment are Hydroxyapatite (HA), gelatine (G), polyvynil alcohol (PVA) and liquid
nitrogen (N2). Three types of HA were used. Two of those were synthesized from gypsum (gHA) and calcite (coHA); and
another one was calcinated bovine bone (bHA). G and PVA (Mw=13000-23000 was categorized as low molecule weight which
has low viscosity) were obtained from Sigma Aldrich. The scaffolds of composites were prepared using three HA i.e G/gHA,
G/coHA and G/bHA. Preparation was carried out by dispersing of each HA (gHA, coHA and bHA) powder and G powder with
ratios of 1/1 in destilled water with various ratios (30%, 40% and 50% w/v) to become solution. This solution was then stirred
under magnetic steering at 50 oC and 300 rpm for about 30 minutes. The GHA solution is then casted in mold kit with diameter
of 12mm and 6mm depth to prepare samples for DTS test and morphology images. All the samples were then freezed
overnight at -20 oC and followed by freezed drying at -20 oC and -0.25 Bar for 24 hours prior to PVA film coating.
2.2. Preparation of Scaffold Samples G/HA with PVA Film Coating
Prior to PVA coating after having the scaffold of the result at section #2.1, solution of 0.2%w/v PVA was prepared. Preparation
of the PVA solution was carried out by heating up 50 ml aquaeus water in baker at 80 oC, then it was added with PVA powder
slowly while stirring at 300 rpm for about 20 minutes. Once the powder was fully dispersed and solubilized, stirring and
heating were stop. The PVA solution was then cooled down at room temperature for few hours and the solution will be ready
for dip coating. When the solution was ready, the samples of a porous scaffold obtained in the section #2.1 were then immersed
in the PVA solution for few minutes allowing the solution completely infiltrates the pores and forms a thin film on the pores
wall. To avoid the exessive solution blockage in the pores, the samples were gently rolled on paper. Next, the samples were
freezed and freezed drying for the second time the same as the section #2.1 prior to quenching. Finally, the samples were
quenched in liquid nitrogen to get cryogenic temperature (-192 oC) condition for 5 minutes.
2.3. Diametral Tensile Strength (DTS) Test and SEM
Diametral tensile strength (DTS) test of the samples were carried out using UTS machine. Samples in the form of disk, were
prepared following the procedure described in section #2.1 and #2.2 above with diameter of 12mm and thickness of 6 mm. The
test procedure was done by pressing the sample until it is broken. The test procedures is shown in Figure 1. To obtain the DTS
value, it is calculated by applying equation 1 where the force (F), the diameter and the thickness of the sample (D and w), and
the DTS value are in Newton (N), mm, and in MPa, respectively.
For SEM morphology, samples were prepared using the same samples for DTS tes by breaking it and keep the surface of the
broken sample in natural appearance, then it was placed at the specimen holder. As the sample is non conductive material,
therefore, the sample needs to be coated with the gold coating using sputter coater for at least one cycle coating. If using one
cycle coating the image is not clear, coating can be done twice or more to get thicker coating.
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Figure 1. DTS test procedure

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Diametral Tensile Strength (DTS)
Results of DTS for G/gHA, G/coHA and G/bHA scaffold coating and uncoating with PVA are shown in Figure 2 and 3. In
general, for both type of scaffold without and with PVA coating show that DTS increases proporsionally by the increase of
G/HA concentration from 30%w/v to 50%w/v. Among those types of HA, for the composite without PVA coating shown in
Figure 2, gHA that synthesized from gypsum showing contribution the highest DTS values compared to the others. Whilst
coHA shows the lowest contribution in the effort of DTS improvement. In this condition, therefore, HA synthesized from
gypsum gives better diametral tensile strength compared to other HA that were synthesized from calcite and calcinated of
bovine. However, although composite with 50% w/v concentration of [G/gHA] in H2O gives the highest DTS value i.e 4.2
MPa, this value is still lower than that of the requirement of bone graft. By PVA coating, the mechanical strength will improve.

5

DTS (MPa)

4
3
G-bHA

2

G-gHA
G-coHA

1
-

20%

30%
40%
50%
Concentration [G/HA] in H2O (% w/v )

60%

Figure 2. DTS of [G/HA] composite for various concenration without PVA coating
As the PVA coating was treated to the previous samples which the DTS result is shown in Figure 3, this coating gives
improvement of its DTS. The improvements are in the range of 19.4 to 85.5% depending to the types of HA: gHA, coHA or
bHA has been used in the composite. HA which was obtained by calcination of bovine at 900 oC for 2 hours gives
improvement in range of 33.5 to 67.2%, while HA synthesized from gypsum contributes DTS improvement in the range of
19.4 to 36.5%, and HA synthesized from calcite increases DTS in the range of 33.9 to 85.5%. Among those composites,
significant DTS improvement after PVA coating has been achived to the scaffold of [G/bHA] with concentration of 50% w/v.
The DTS value of this composite is 6.219 MPa. This value, moreover, is in agreement to the ultimate stress of human
cancelleus bone with age of about 62 years old as studied by McCalden, et. al. Shown in Figure 4 [49].
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Figure 3. DTS of [G/HA] composite for various concenration with PVA coating

Figure 4. DTS value of [G/HA] composite with 50%w/v which is confirmed to McCalden et.al. [49]
3.2. Morphology Images
The morphology of composite scaffold after coating with 0.2% w/v PVA i.e. G/bHA, G/gHA and G/coHA are shown in Figure
5 to 7. In these images we can see that all three types scaffold still have pores with various sizes and shapes which are needed
to acommmodate cell proliferation and biological function. The pores have been formed by the connected wall of composite of
[G/bHA], [G/gHA] and [G/coHA]. In these figures, the mixed of particles of HA and gelatine forms pores walls with PVA
coating. However, although the thickness of the PVA film coating was not measured yet, from the DTS results shown in Figure
2 and 3 have given evident that the PVA film indicates the contribution in mechanical strength improvement. Theoretically,
PVA with its [–OH] group helps to engage HA compound and gelatine to get better bonding which is in return increase the
strength. In term of scaffold fabrication, among those SEM images, the composite of [G/bHA] with concentration of 50%w/v
of H2O shows better example of scaffold. Other composites such as [G/gHA] and [G/coHA] indicate to much concentration as
a result to low percentage of porosity which is not suitable as a scaffold. In order to meet with requirement of scaffold in bone
regeneration application, the porosity of the scaffold should be around 80 to 90% or the pore size of 100 to 300 m. For this, if
we look at the pore size, it seems the size is less than 300 m which is still in the range of scaffold requirement. So, the
operating procedure that we have used in forming pores i.e. freezing-freezed drying before PVA coating, is right. The walls of
the pores which consists of HA particles and gelatine has shown as what we have expected, particularly [G/bHA] shown in
Figure 5. The particle of HA plays a role as reinforcement, the gelatine acts as a matrix within the composite and PVA film as
a skin reinforcement.
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Figure 5. Morphology of [G/bHA] 50%w/v after coating with 0.2%w/v PVA.

Figure 6. Morphology of [G/gHA] 50%w/v after coating with 0.2%w/v PVA.

Figure 7. Morphology of [G/coHA] 50%w/v after coating with 0.2%w/v PVA.
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Comparing to the composite of [G/gHA] and [G/coHA] with the same concentration (50%w/v), the pore wall thickness of
[G/bHA] is higher than that of others. This gives us evident that why the DTS value of [G/bHA] is higher than that of others. In
another word, the composite of [G/bHA] with 50%w/v concentration has better mechanical strength comparing to other
composites.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a novel procedure in fabrication of [G/bHA], [G/gHA] and [G/coHA] porous scaffold with PVA film coating has
been established. The scaffolds have been made by mixing HA which was synthesized from gypsum and calcite as well as
calcinated bovine and gelatine solution with 1/1 ratio. The concentration of the composite to the destilled water were varied by
30, 40 and 50% w/v. In this work, to obtain the porosity of the scaffold before and after PVA coating, a procedure of twice
freezing and freezed drying processes has been applied. The first has been used to the samples before PVA coating; and the
second was applied after coating just before quenching in liquid nitrogen to keep its porosity. After following those several step
processes, PVA coating improves the diametral tensile strength (DTS) of the scaffold composite in the range of 19.4 to 85.5%
depending to the types of HA. Among those composites i.e. G/gHA, G/coHA and G/bHA, PVA coating to G/coHA gives the
highest improvement, but its DTS value is still lower than that needed for scaffold. In this sense, coating of PVA onto G/bHA
composite gives significant DTS value that suitable to be a scaffold. This composite after PVA coating has DTS value of 6.219
MPa which is confirmed to be applied for scaffold of human with age of 62 years old as the study of McCalden et.al.
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Al-Si/SiC Metal Matrix Composites Produced by Spontaneous Infiltration
Anne Zulfia
Department of Metallurgy and Materials, Faculty of Engineering, University of Indonesia, Kampus Baru UI, Depok 16424, Indonesia
E-mail : anne@metal.ui.ac.id

Aluminium Silicon reinforced with 50Vf% SiC has been produced by spontaneous infiltration at 900 oC for 1 hour. Aluminium
infiltrated preforms containing 1%wt Mg mixed with various of Si between 2 and 14wt%, as external dopant. However Al did
not infiltrate a preform containing 1wt%Mg but if mixed with Si in the preform generated in more extensive infiltration. Effect
of Si on characterisation of pure Al composites by spontaneous infiltration were studied and compared to Al-Si based matrix.
Microstructural analysis of MMC as well as mechanical properties were also observed. It was found that increasing of Si
content generated lower porosity thus increasing hardness due to aluminium could wet SiC preform well. Although the dopant
was uniformly distributed throughout the perform but microstructural analysis and hardness measurements indicate that the
resultant composite may not be uniform as infiltration inwards from the top to the bottom of preform. The hardness of Al-Si
composites is significantly increased with increasing of Si for both externally and internally doped system. This is associated
with decreasing porosity with higher Si in composites.
Keywords
Al-Si, SiC, externally doped, metal matrix composites
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Permittivity and Permeability of Mn-Ti Substituted Barium-Strontium
Hexaferrite for microwave absorber
V. Vekky R. Repi and Azwar Manaf
Postgraduate Program of Materials Science, Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Science, Universitas Indonesia
Jalan Salemba Raya 4, Jakarta 10430, INDONESIA
E-mail : vekky_repi@yahoo.com.

ABSTRACT
Mn-Ti substituted barium hexaferrite of Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe12-x(Mn0.5Ti0.5)xO19 with x = 0.1, x = 0.3 x= 0.5 compositions have been
prepared through mechanical alloying route. Identification of X-ray traces confirmed the single phase for all samples.
Magnetic properties which were obtained from hysteresis loop especially remanent magnetization and intrinsic coercivity
decreased in some extent when compared with that of ion free substituted sample. It was not applicable for sample of x=0.1 in
which the coercivity almost similar. However, remanence for the latter was found being the lowest. Dielectric properties in the
frequency range between 8 GHz and 12 GHz for all samples were calculated from S-parameter employing Nicholson-RossWeir (NRW) technique Results showed an abrupt increase of absolute permeability in a frequency range between 11 GHz and
12 GHz though values were concentration dependence. A systematic increase in electric permittivity was also observed in
which values increased with the decrease of ion substitution concentration. It is concluded that, Mn-Ti substituted bariumhexaferrite materials should posses the ability to absorb electromagnetic waves in the high frequency ranges (GHz).
Keywords:
Mechanical alloying; Barium-strontium hexaferrite; Magnetization; Permittivity and Permeability; microwave absorber

1.INTRODUCTION
There are in principle two basic requirements to be satisfied by lossy materials. The first is that characteristics impedance of
materials should be match with the intrinsic impedance of free space. Second, the incident electromagnetic wave must be able
to be attenuated rapidly through the material layer reducing the emerging wave to an acceptably low magnitude. Thus,
materials should have a capability to absorb the electromagnetic waves through electric-magnetic interactions [1]. The two
basic requirements require in which lossy material must possesses magnetic and electric properties with substantial values.
These are including magnetization and hence magnetic permeability and electric impedance and hence the permittivity. In the
current report, we present some results of dielectric and magnetic evaluation for Mn-Ti substituted barium hexaferrite of
Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe12-x(Mn0.5Ti0.5)xO19 (x = 0.1, x = 0.3 x= 0.5) compositions.
2. EXPERIMENT DETAILS
A hard ferrite series of Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe12-x(Mn0.5Cu0.5Ti)xO19 composition where x varies from 0.1 to 0.5 in a step of 0.2, were
prepared by the conventional ceramic method. The samples were synthesized from stoichiometry mixture of BaCO3, SrCO3,
Fe2O3, MnCO3, TiO2 of 99.9% purity. The mixture was milled in a ball milling apparatus for 10 h and sintered in air at 1050oC
for 4h. Sintered powders were then pressed with 70 KN to form pellets, the pellets were in the form of cylindrical with the
thickness of 2 mm and diameter of 2.5 mm, which were finally re-sintered at 1000oC for 3h towards a fully dense pellet
sample.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows XRD pattern of sintered BaSrO6Fe2-x(MnTi)xO3 samples which confirmed single phase hexagonal structure for
all materials. Figure 2 and 3 respectively are calculated dielectric properties and hysteresis loops. It is observed that a free
substitution sample possess largest coercivity (jHc) and remanence typical of permanent magnets. Increase Mn-Ti ion
concentration has reduced both coercivity and remanence towards typical of soft magnets but an x=0.1 sample remain with the
large coercivity. The change magnetization is generally brought about by rotation of spin or domain wall displacement. This
motion lags behind the applied magnetic field and consequently causes change of permeability. This was shown in Figure 2 in
which the change was appreciated at frequency ~ 11.5 GHz presumably this representing their respective natural resonance
frequency. The latter is very much depending on the magneto crystalline constant. The change in permittivity was also
observed at a frequency of ~10.1 GHz which the magnitude was systematically increased with the decrease in ion substituted
concentration simply because material much more behaving as a permanent magnet instead of a soft magnet.
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4. CONCLUSION
Magnetic permeability and electric permittivity of Mn-Ti substituted barium hexaferrites for Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe12-x(Mn0.5Ti0.5)xO19 (x
= 0.1, x = 0.3 x= 0.5) compositions have been evaluated. Abrupt increase in permeability took place at frequencies between 11
GHz and 12 GHz. Increase in permittivity was obtained at frequency ~ 10.1 GHz. The increase in dielectric properties indicate
Mn-Ti substituted ferrite materials posses a potential for microwave absorbers.
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Surface Modification of Hot-Dip Aluminized HPF Steel
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Hot press forming has been widely used to manufacture passenger safety-related anti-intrusion barrier parts in automotives
such as door impact beams, bumpers, pillars and tunnels. Recently, coated steel is more preferred for producing hot-press
formed parts due to its predominance effects in preventing surface oxidation, decarburization and enhancing corrosion
resistance. Two types of hot dipped aluminized coating are used for industrial applications which are type 1 and type 2 that
contains Al-Si near eutectic compositions (7-11wt%Si) and pure aluminum, respectively. Steel coated with pure-Al and Al-Si
alloy results in an intermetallic compounds that contains Al-Fe and Al-Fe-Si in the coating layer. However, study about
interactions between steel and pure aluminum as well as Al-Si alloy in coating layer during hot press forming process is very
limited to date. It is also known that important coating layer properties such as formability and corrosion resistance were
affected by the intermetallic compounds that formed in the coating layer. Therefore, phase constituents, phase morphology,
growth kinetics, mechanical properties, and corrosion properties were evaluated with respect to silicon addition into the
coating layer.
.
Keywords
Hot-dipped aluminizing, hot-press forming, Al-Si coating
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Production of HSLA Steel for Sour Service Oil and Gas Pipeline
Application in Accordance with API 5LX60MS
Fazwar Bujang*
* President Director of PT Krakatau Steel (Persero) Tbk.

ABSTRACT
In 2009, PT Krakatau Steel has successfully supplied approximately 10000 MT HRC for oil and gas pipeline application
intended for use in sour gas environments. The steel which was manufactured to spiral welded pipe in PT KHI Pipe Industries
was in accordance with the Standard of API 5L X60 MS and must have a high strength, good toughness, excellent resistance to
hydrogen induced cracking and sulphide stress corrosion cracking accordingly. Steel-making and hot rolling techniques for
achieving the requirements have been developed, through selective steel chemistry, clean steel-making practices, and hot
rolling process control.
The development of line pipe grade API 5L X60 MS for sour service application is a challenge that both pipe mill and steel
mill are in cooperation to overcome the steel material and the method of manufacturing to meet the market requirements.
This paper presents the latest result on development of high strength steel for use as onshore pipeline API 5L X60 MS for sour
service application in oil and gas industries.
Keywords:
Hydrogen induced cracking, sulphide stress corrosion cracking, thermo-mechanical control process, spiral welded pipe

1. INTRODUCTION
A close technical relationship between PT Krakatau Steel as steel supplier and PT KHI Pipe Industries as pipe producer has
resulted in satisfactory production of approximately 10000 tons of API5L-X60MS in order to supply steel pipe for oil & gas
pipeline project. To keep the production consistency of large tonnage contract, PT Krakatau Steel decided to design the steel
which have uniformity mechanical properties and good physical properties. The steel chemistry is designed to contain low
Carbon, low Manganese and low Phosphorus, while the level of Sulfur is restricted to not exceed 0.002% wt, on the other
hand, Calcium treatment is carried out by means of CaSi wire injection in order to get the ratio of Ca/S < 2. De-oxydation and
de-carburization of the liquid steel is carried out simultaneously in RH Vacuum degasser prior to ladle treatment. The vacuum
treatment is intended for decreasing carbon content and reducing aluminum consumption so that alumina inclusion which is the
product of de-oxydation is minimized.
The continuous casting process is controlled to get an excellent surface and internal quality of slabs. Thermo-mechanical
controlled process (TMCP) applied in hot rolling mill leads to a homogenous microstructure of very fine ferrite-pearlite. These
conditions resulted in a very satisfactory mechanical properties, resistance to HIC and SSCC in both HRC and pipe.
In the pipe making side, to achieve the levels of good mechanical properties, welding quality and geometry of line pipes in
accordance with the customers project specification, the quality plan and manufacturing procedure specification shall be
established included the requirements of line pipe material, welding consumable and pipe manufacturing process to be used in
line pipe production.

2. PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
The specification requirements were included in Table 1 and Table 2 which mostly comprise chemical composition,
mechanical properties, toughness, HIC and SSCC resistances. This steel type complied with not only the API specification 5L,
but also the technical document of the bidder projects. However, in order to ensure that mass production would not be
impaired using this type of steel, special production trials were conducted before final selection of the steel type. In addition to
that, a significant number of coils were trialed through the pipe mill before commencement of production (qualification) in
order to examine product performance.
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Table 1 Standard and Design Chemistries of X60 MS

Element
Standard

Min
Max

C
0.10

Si
0.45

Mn
1.45

P
0.020

S
0.002

V

Nb

Ti

0.08

0.08

0.06

Nb+V+Ti
0.15

Table 2 Quality Requirements of Line pipe API 5L X60 MS

Tensile Properties

Low temperature toughness
(0˚C)

Hardness (HV 10)

HIC Resistance

SSCC Resistance (loaded
80% SMYS)

 Yield Strength (MPa) : 414 – 534
 Tensile Strength (MPa) : 517 – 657
 Elongation (%) : min 23
 Yield Ration (%) : max 90
 Base Metal : avg 27 J, Shear Area min 85 %
 Center weld : avg 27 J
 Fusion Line : avg 27 J
 HAZ : avg 27 J
 Base metal : max 250
 Weld : max 250
 HAZ : max 250
 Crack sensitivity ratio (CSR) ≤ 1.5 %
 Crack length ratio (CLR) ≤ 15 %
 Crack thickness ratio (CTR) ≤ 2.0 %
 No transverse cracking > 0.1 mm
No crack are permitted

3. STEEL MAKING
The production of slab steel was carried out at Slab Steel Plant No. 1 and No. 2 with the processing route as shown in Figure 1.
After melting in the electric arc furnace, the liquid steel was tapped to the ladle with a minimum slag carry over then the steel
making process was completed by such process as vacuum degassing, ladle refining, ladle injection and casting. The steel
making and casting practices adopted for the X60 MS can be summarized as follows:
- Vacuum degassing for the purposes of decreasing carbon and de-oxidation with carbon simultaneously.
- Deoxydation with Aluminum
- Alloying and homogenization
- Hot metal desulphurization and calcium treatment by injecting CaSi wire
- Casting into tundish with weirs, argon gas purging and extended shroud to minimize re-oxidation during set up
- Controlled superheat and casting speed
This practice was developed during preliminary production trials in response to Slab Steel Plant concern to steel cleanliness.

Figure 1 Scheme of steel making process
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3.1 Steel Cleanliness
The one of the problems encountered by PT Krakatau Steel with some types of steel with requires high cleanliness was the
presence of inclusions at the edge of strip while welding process at the pipe mill. These gave rise to ultrasonic indications and
therefore required considerable checking with a consequent reduction in productivity and increase in unit costs. After having a
lot of experience, we got some indicators of steel making and casting parameters which were important in the elimination of
inclusion problems, were1):
 No late scrap or coolant additions
 Ratio of Ca/Al
 Complete shrouding during casting
 No excessively long cast time.
3.2 Surface Quality
The superior surface quality required for some coating process at the pipe mill was achieved through adherence to established
steel making and casting practices, i.e. casting temperature, casting speed, casting flux and mould level control. For additional
insurance, applied for some cases, slab surfaces were machine scarfed to a depth of ~2.0 mm.
3.3 Sulphur Control
Although CaSi injection was employed principally for inclusion shape control, some desulphurization was also achieved and
this is conjunction with hot metal desulphurization ensured the achievement of very low levels of sulphur.

4. HOT ROLLING
The hot strip mill (HSM) at PT Krakatau Steel has a yearly output 2.4 million tons. Figure 2 shows the flow of main process at
HSM.

Figure 2 Scheme of hot rolling process
Thermo-mechanical controlled process (TMCP) was applied in hot rolling mill for the production of X60 MS. The main
purpose of TMCP is to condition the austenite so that it transforms to produce not only fine ferrite grain but also uniform
structure in order to achieve the required mechanical properties. At the same time, the micro-alloy carbide/nitride should
precipitate during or after the transformation, further to enhance the steel strength. These conditions resulted in a very
satisfactory mechanical properties, resistance to HIC and SSCC in both HRC and pipe.
The slabs were reheated in the reheating furnace until the slab temperature reached at about 12500C. The objective of this
process was to soften the slabs and to solute to a certain level the alloying elements such as V and Nb. Then, the slabs were
rolled in the roughing mill in producing transfer bars. Final working pass reduction in the roughing stage were about 20-25 %
at the recrystallization region. After that, the transfer bars were rolled in the finishing mill and to became strips. The major
controlled rolling parameters are the reduction and temperature of the strip. The total aim finishing reduction was
approximately 70% below the temperature no-recrystallization, and the exit temperature at the last active stand was 850-870°C
so that the deformation bands was to form where the ferrite nucleates. On the way to down coiler, the strips were cooled in the
laminar cooling. Increasing cooling rate lowers transformation temperature and hence increases the density of effective
nucleation sites because of the increased driving force for transformation. Increasing cooling rate also leads to formation of
finer carbo-nitride precipitation during or after transformation to ferrite. The target cooling rate and coiling temperature were
~10°C/s and 650°C respectively. The hot rolling process was simply schematized in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3 : Illustration of TMCP applied in Krakatau steel

5. PRODUCTION OF LINE PIPE
Prior to the production of the order, manufacturing procedure qualification test (MPQT) shall be performed in order to ensure
all of requirements can be fulfilled. The production procedure qualification pipe joints shall be used to qualify the pipe
manufacturing procedure, surface quality, non-destructive inspection, mechanical properties and sour service resistance in
accordance with the project specification and API 5L. The result of the procedure qualification testing and inspection shall be
made for review and approval by client prior to production. Some of pipes to be selected and tested as indicated below part of
MPQT :







Chemical and mechanical testing
Weld zone charpy testing (weld centerline, FL, FL+2mm, FL+5mm)
Charpy transition curve (five set from -60 to +20 ˚C)
Strain aged charpy testing
Hydrogen induced cracking (HIC) testing to NACE TM0284
Sulfide stress cracking (SSC) testing to NACE TM0177 (720 hours and 96 hours)

For sour service thermal stress relieving of the weld seam shall be perfomed to enhance sour service capability. The
temperature is in the range of 600 - 680°C for a certain time in which ensuring that HIC and SSC test requirements are
achieved.The weld seam location shall be tracked and the weld zone measured with an optical pyrometer and recorded and
cooling shal be in still air. In Fig 3 shows in brief the production line of the pipe.
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Figure 4 : Pipe production flow process in PT KHI Pipe Industries

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 Chemical Composition
Several grades of steel for sour gas application have been developed at PT Krakatau Steel conforming to API 5L X52 up to
API 5L X60. The chemical composition of X60, Table 4, shows low carbon steel strengthened by addition of Mn, Nb, and V
with very low sulphur content (<0.002%). Low carbon and manganese content is prerequisite for reducing segregation ratios of
P and Mn and hence to reduce the hardness of the segregation which consequently suppress propagation of HIC, improving
weldability by decreasing carbon equivalent, avoiding hardspot and also improving steel toughness.
Table 3 Typical Chemical Composition of X60 MS

Element
Design for
X60MS

Min
Max

C
0.03
0.07

Si
0.20
0.40

Mn
1.0
1.4

P
0.010

S
0.002

V
0.03
0.07

Nb
0.02
0.05

Ti
0.02

Nb+V+Ti
0.05
0.14

6.2 Steel Microstructures
The metallographic observation which was undertaken on samples from HRC resulted that the typical microstructures at the
quarter thickness of the steel, as shown in Figure 5, mostly comprised fine ferrite of 5 µm grain size and fine lamellar pearlite
with its condition tended to become disperse evenly. The lower pearlite fraction of maximum 5 %, popularly known as reduced
pearlite steel could be obtained by lowering carbon content of the constituent and applying appropriate rolling process.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Typical steel microstructures at quarter thickness (a) and centerline (b)
6.3 Mechanical Properties
The results of tensile test which taken from production data of HRC and pipe is shown in Table 4.
Table 4 Typical tensile test results on HRC and Pipe

Tensile properties
YS, MPa
TS, MPa
Elongation, %
Yield ratio, %

Requirements
414 – 534
517 – 657
23, min
90, max

HRC (mean)
477
565
32
84

Pipe (mean)
501
580
36
86

The experience of Krakatau Steel in supply hot rolled coils for ERW and spiral welded pipe showed that the conventional
microstructure of ferrite-pearlite with higher fraction of pearlite tended to cause decreasing of mechanical properties in term of,
especially, yield strength after being manufactured into pipe. The decrease of mechanical properties is well known as the
Bäuschinger effect.. Regarding to the tabel above, it is clearly seen that there is no significant difference in yield strength value
between HRC and pipe in term of helical pipe.. Additionally, although the steel underwent a reciprocal compressive-tensile
deformation during pipe manufacturing and sample flattening, there was not a decrease in yield strength.

6.4 Toughness and hardness test
Charpy impact test which was carried out on both HRC and pipes resulted that the steel has a very good toughness as shown in
Table 5. The impact energy of the steel is much higher than the requirements even at weld area. On the other hand, hardness
testing resulted in a lower hardness without hardspot found in the material.
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Table 5 Typical of Charpy test and hardness test results

CVN at 0°C, J

Requirements
Min avg 27

HRC
Mean
274,
(100 – 322)

Hardness, HV 10

Max 250

185









Pipe
Weld metal 100
FL : 123
FL + 2mm : 122
Base metal : 134
Base metal : 191
Weld metal : 202
HAZ : 181

6.5 HIC and SSCC test
The HIC and SSCC test result are given in Table 6. Uder the standard test condition according to NACE TM0284 solution A
(pH 3, 1 bar H2S) and NACE TM0177, the specified acceptance criteria complied to the project requirements.

Table 6 HIC and SSCC test results

Test Condition

Acceptance Criteria

HIC (96 hours)
pH 5, 1 bar H2S

CTR : max 1.5 %
CLR : max 10%
CSR : max 1%
No crack

SSCC (96 and 720 hours)

Mean Result on Pipe (Base + Weld
Metal)
CTR 0%
CLR 0%
CSR 0%
No crack

The steel microstructures which can be categorized as fine grain steel of ASTM 12 shows that the TMCP was properly applied
and give advantage that both high strength and high fracture toughness was obtained without deterirating the weld ability and
HIC / SSCC resistamce. The result of HIC and SSCC tets indicates that the linepipe have a good reistance to H2S cracking
phenomenon. The process of heat treatment during pipe manufacturing process was sufficient to reduce the residual stresses
and improve to SSCC resistance of linepipe.

7. SUMMARY
Production of steel for linepipe intended for sour service environment require strict control of steelmaking, rolling and pipe
making practicess. The inclusion control is essential. Inclusions control includes low sulphur content, freedom from nonmetallic inclusions and shape control of the existing sulphides. Calcium treatment is an appropriate method for achieving low
sulfur and sulphide shape control. The uniform microstructure as a result of appropriate control of segregation and
thermomechanical control process substantially improve HIC and SSCC resistance of steel products. On the other side, the
production manufacturing procedures in pipe maker must be controlled in order to obtain the compliance to the specifications
and requirements.
PT Krakatau Steel and PT KHI Pipe Industries have succesfully produced 10,000 MT of API 5LX 60MS in 2009 to support a
domestic oil and gas piping project.
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In the present paper, neural networks (NN) with radial basis function and non-linear auto-regressive exogenous inputs
(NARX) structure is introduced and first applied for predicting fatigue lives of composite materials. Fatigue life assessment of
multivariable amplitude loading linked to the concept of constant life diagrams (CLD), the well known concept in fatigue of
material analysis and design, was investigated. With this respect, fatigue life assessment using the RBFNN-NARX model was
realized as one-step ahead prediction with respect to each stress level-S corresponding to stress ratio values-R arranged in
such a way that transition took place from a fatigue region to another one in the CLD. As a result, composite materials lifetime
assessment can be fashioned for a wide spectrum of loading in an efficient manner. In addition, the produced mean squared
error (MSE) values of fatigue life prediction results of the RBFNN-NARX model competed favorably, even better, with those of
the MLP-NARX model previously obtained. The simulation results for different multidirectional laminates of polymeric-based
composites and loading situations were presented and discussed.
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ABSTRACT
Method enhancement of mechanical properties and corrosion resistance improvement of low carbon steel of 0.15% C has
been studied to achieve good physical properties with minimum cost and the result could be applied into many applications.
Grain refinement through thermo mechanical process control is one of several methods that used to improve its performance.
Low carbon steel SS400 was subjected to severe plastic deformation technique called warm rolling. The steel was
subjected to warm rolled temperature of 650oC with different of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.7% deformed. Optical and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) was used to study the formation of fine grains in deformed specimens. The grain size was measured by
intercept line method and the result is various. The size of newly grains is in ranges about 16 to 13 micron meter compare to
original grain size of 23 micron meter. Also the hardness of new grains steel is increase is about 50% which mean the strength
of the steel is also increase.
Keywords
Low carbon steel, severe plastic deformation,warm rolling, grain size, hardness.

1. INTRODUCTION
Low carbon steels have low strength limits to be used in a wide range, but still widely used in industries. Much work has been
done to increase their strength, the one of that methods is refining the grain size of ferrite through warm rolling. In industrial
scale, ultrafine grained low carbon steels have been produced in rolling plants[1]. Warm-working process is situated between
the cold and hot working which corresponds to a temperature range in which, after the plastic deformation, the material is
partially strain hardened and partially recrystallized [2]. Medrea refered to [3] stated that for industrial applications, warm
working is attractive because it offers certain advantages. Compared to cold working, it requires lower deformation forces, can
be applied to a broader range of steels, allows for higher deformation ratios, generates a more uniform deformation across the
transversal section and leads to a less strained microstructure. In term of warm rolling, final rolling must be in the ferrite
temperature range, during warm rolling the microstructure will change and alter the final mechanical properties. Severe
Plastic deformation (SPD) is a technique that can be used to produced ultrafine grained steels whith an average grain size
below 1 µm [4]. Typical SPD techniques include equal-channel angular pressing(ECAP) , accumulative roll bonding (ARB),
birectional compression, and high-pressure torsion (HPT). Recently formulated three requirements to obtain materials with
submicron grain size; the fine grained material must have predominantly high angle boundaries, the structure must be uniform
over the sample volume and the large plastic strains may not have generated internal damage or cracks, so traditional
deformation methods like rolling and wire drawing cannot use to meet these requirements. There is microstructural evolution
during SPD, where grain refinement implies the creation of high angle grain boundaries (HAB). This can be accomplieshed by
three mechanisms, the first is the elongation of existing grains during plastic deformation, causing increase in high angle
boundary area. The second is the creation of high angle boundaries by grain subdivision mechanisme. And finally an elongated
grain can be split up by location phenomenon such as a shear band.the development of new boundaries inside an original grain
by deformation. The possible mechanisms of formation have been reviewed by Hughes an Hansen[4]. Grain subdivision start
at low to medium strains when grain breakup in cells and cells blocks. With increasing strain this substructure evolves towards
a lamellar structure. During this process new high angle boundaries are generated[4]. This paper presents the influence of
warm rolling on the microstructure and hardness of a low carbon steel.It means this work use a severe plastic deformation
method through traditional rolling at warm temperature (650oC), in between Cold and Hot Rolling.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The SS 400 of low carbon steel plates of 70 cm x 30 cm x 6 cm dimension were warm rolled, the chemical composition
shown in Table 1 below. In this research were compared two condition of rolling which are for SS 400 were heated to 650 oC ,
temperature below A1 where the steel is ferrite phase, with deformation level are vary from 20%, 40% and 70% deformation.
Microstructural changes that took place during heat treatment and after warm was assesed by optical microscope and scanning
electron microscope as well. The hardness of rolled steel were done by vickers microhardness.
Table 1: Chemical composition of steel (weight %)
Sample

Fe

C

Cu

Nb

P

S

Cr

Mn

Si

SS400

98.3

0.165

<0.002

<0.002

0.027

<0.003

0.005

1.06

0.295

2.1.Heating process
This work were done followed the process sequences as in Figure 1.

Figure 1. schedule of the process used in warm rolling deformation
The heating process before rolling was done step by step follow the heat schedule as shown in figure 1. Steel was heated at
400oC for 40 minutes and hold at this temperature with holding time of 20 minutes, increase the temperatur to achieved 650oC
within 25 minutes and hold the sample at this temperature for 15 minutes, the sample direct to rolling process with various
deformations, 0, 20%, 40%, and 70% continue to air cooling. After warm rolled experiment the samples were cut, mounted and
polished and etched in Nital 2 % reagent in order to reveal the final ferrite structure from optical microscope and scanning
electron microscope. For determination of mechanical properties were used Vickers microhardness testing .

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Microstructure after warm rolled.
The microstructure were observed by optical microscope and represent in figure 2 which are show that there is relationship
between level of deformation and final grain size. As higher deformation the grain size of ferrite smaller than original. It is
mean that in warm temperatur of 650oC the ferrite are polygon when it has 20% deformation, but when increasing deformation
of 40%, the small polygon grains change to elongated ferrite which the grain size smaller than 20%.
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a

b

0%

Gz=23 m

20%

Gz=16 m

d

c

40%

Gz=12 m

70%

Gz=13 m

Figure 2: Optical microscopy of SS 400 after (a) no deformed (b) 20%, (c) 40% and (d) 70% warm rolled at 650oC .Nital 3%
Warm deformation in ferrite may further refine steel microstructure that were previously refined during transformation.It has
been considered that recovery is the main softening process during warm deformation of ferrite and that dynamic
recrystallization does not occur[5]. The recent study of Murty [6] confirmed the occurrence of dynamic recrystallization of
ferrite in an ultra low carbon steel processed by warm deformation at low strain rate, since warm deformation ferrite ussualy
contains pronounced subgrain structures that are sometime difficult to distinguish from recrystallized grain in standard optical
microstructure. Grain refinement during warm or ferritic rolling can be relized by recovery/recrystallization[7].
Scanning electron microscopy were used to observed the subgrain which formed during warm rolling. Figure 3 shown that the
warm working leads to a finer microstructure, characterized by globular aspect with pearlite homogeneosly distributed in the
ferrite matrix [8].

a

b

Figure 3. Scanning electron microscopy of warm rolled steel of (a) 40% and (b) 70% deformation.
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3.2. Effect of grain size on mechanical properties.
Mechanical properties were represent of hardness. The hardness of the samples after warm working increased with incresing %
deformation since the grainsize is smaller as shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that in deformation of 70% the hardness is about
339 HVN, which mean it is about twice from the original , before warm working process.

Hardness (HVN)

The Effect of Deformation to Hardness
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

339
232
183

193

0

20

0
40

70

% Deformation
Figure 3. relationship of grainsize to hardness
This result follow the Hall-Petch equation

y

i

kyd

1/ 2

, where σy is the yield stress, σi the friction stress, ky the grain

boundary resistance and d is the grain size in µm the effect of grain size on strength. In the investigation by Song et al [6]
(where the initial motivation was not to measure the value of ky amd σi in the Hall-Petch equation), the coarse microstructure
consisted of conventional ferrite and pearlite. When refined into the ultrafine microstructure, however, it comprised ferrite and
fine spheroidized cementite. Refer to Song [6], by use ECAP technique, the initial coarse grained ferrite-pearlite microstructure
was severely deformed. After four deformation passes, a microstructure with finer ferrite and a partially spheroidized pearlite
was obtained. Thus according to Song, the smaller ky value in some studies on ultrafine ferrite might be result of a reduction in
the yield strength by replacing harder pearlite with softer ferrite and spheroidized cementite in the ultrafine microstructure. So
it should be mentioned that most of the submicron microstructures measured for the SPD technique consist of large quantities
of low-angle grain boundaries, and grain dimensions measured refer to thickness of stretched microbands, which is not the
same as average grain diameter.

4. CONCLUSION
The following conclusions can be drawn based on the interpretations presented in this paper :
(1) Finer grain of ferrite steel can be produced by severe plastic deformation through warm rolling at 650oC and 40% to
70% deformation. Compare to hot working ,the warm process is more effective with respect to grain refinement.
(2) Warm rolled severe plastic deformation produce a subgrain which typically more elongated due to the intense
deformation. Hot deformation develops larger more polygonized cell or subgrains as a result of dynamic recovery.
Optical Microscopy is not effective to observe the subgrains but it should be use ElectronBack Scattered Diffraction
(EBSD).
(3) The subgrains resulted by severe plastic deformation will improve the strength of materials.
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Failure investigation was carried out on a cracked carbon steel bypass tube with 1" diameter for the CO2 pipeline in urea
plant. The crack was observed by visual and dye penetrant inspections. The main crack was on elbow's inner curvature with 14
mm length parallel to the tube axis. The cracks started from the inner surface towards to the outer surface. The failure
investigation revealed that the inner surface of the elbow tube suffered from stress corrosion cracking and mild grain
boundary carbide precipitation during welding processes. This type of cracking is caused by both simultaneous presence of
high residual tensile stresses during the Elbow manufacturing and a corrosive medium during gas flow. The stresses that
contributed to the subject failure were primarily forming residual stress in additions to internal hoop stress. The corrosive
medium is related to CO2 gas. The residual stresses that is considered the main reason of failure should be eliminated in order
to avoid this problem.
Keywords

Failure analysis, Elbow tube, Pipeline, Stress corrosion cracking
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1. BACKGROUND

O

T

The carbon dioxide leakage in a carbon steel bypass elbow tube with 2.5 cm diameter located in urea plant, was observed, the
carbon dioxide leakage had increased by time. As a result of that, shutdown of the urea plant was done. The tube contains
carbon dioxide with 98.6% CO2, 0.62% H2, 0.12% Ar, 0.66% N2 and exposes to the ambient air outside. The process
parameters are the temperature 120 oC, the pressure 145 bar. The failed elbow tube was cut and sent for failure analysis. A part
of the failed elbow tube was submitted for the investigation. The elbow section of about, 2.5 cm outer diameter and 0.3 cm in
thickness was investigated.

N

2. INVESTIGATION
2.1 Visual Inspection

Figure 1 shows the schematic drawing of the bypass elbow tube located in the failed valve. The preliminary examination of the
elbow tube shows no signs of deformation or mechanical damage. Visual and dye penetrant inspections of the elbow tube (Fig.
2) show a main crack on elbow's inner curvature with 14 mm length parallel to the elbow tube axis Meanwhile some corrosion
evidence were shown close to the main crack at the outer surface of the elbow tube, and there is no other significant corrosion
damage on the inner surface (Figs 3).
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Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the valve set showing cracks location

Figure 2: As received elbow tube and Penetrant test showing crack on the elbow tube’s outer surface

N

O

T

CO2 localized corrosion

5 mm

a) Inner surface

5 mm

b) Outer surface
Figure 3: Crack appearances in the elbow tube

2.2 Material Specifications
Chemical analysis as well as hardness measurement of the failed elbow tube material was carried out. The results are given in Tables
1 & 2 respectively. The results indicated that the plate material equivalent to St. 45.8.
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Table 1: Chemical analysis of failed elbow tube comparing with St 45.8 (DIN 17175)

Elbow tube material
St 45.8
( DIN 17175 )

C

Si

Mn

P

S

Fe

0.05

0.22

0.51

0.016

0.016

Rest

0.21 (max)

0.10-0.35

0.40-1.20

0.040 (max)

0.040 (max)

Rest

Table 2: Hardness and tensile strength equivalent

Hardness Hv10
Elbow tube material
St 45.8
( DIN 17175 )

Tensile strength, N/mm2
Approx.

143

451

------

410 - 530

2.3 Metallographic examination

TE
D

Different sections were cut from the failed elbow tube perpendicular to the tube axis, both close and far from the main crack.
The cut sections were mounted and prepared for metallurgical examination by grinding, polishing and etching by using 1% and
2% Nital solution.

ES
E

N

As polished cross sections are investigated using Optical microscopes on both outer and inner edges. Many crack fissures and
branched cracks were observed extending from the inner surface of the tube towards the outer surface, (Figs 4-5). This
phenomenon was observed only on inner curvature of the elbow. On the other hand no cracks were observed on the elbow's
outer curvature. On the other hand, by using 1% and 2% nital, optical micrographs showed that the branched cracks are
propagated through the grain boundaries, the mode of crack is intergranular separation with a degree of side branching. As
shown in Figures 6 and 7. Moreover it was found that the hardness of elbow tube showing higher value of Hv160 on the
elbow’s inner curvature as shown in Figure 8.

Inner Surface

N

O

T

PR

The elbow tube materials revealed microstructures of ferritic and pearlitic normalized low carbon steel. The cracks were
intergranular with multiple branches that are the typical form commonly related to stress corrosion cracking (SCC). Figure 11
shows the scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) examination of the main crack surface. A typical intergranular SCC
propagates through grain boundaries was observed.

Figure 4: Cross section of the elbow tube as polished showing crack initiation started from the inner surface.
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Figure 5: Cross section of the elbow tube as polished, showing branches of the crack tail

Crack initiation
50m

Figure 6: Microstructure of fracture zone showing intergranular crack propagation (Nital 2%)
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Figure 7: Intergranular cracking starting from the inner surface of elbow tube
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Figure 8: Schematic drawing of the failed elbow tube showing non-homogeneity of the hardness at the
inner and outer curvature
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3. DISCUSSION

O

T

Figure 9: SEM photograph of the fracture surface, showing crack initiation zone (a), and detached grain (b).

The chemical composition, hardness values and microstructure observations revealed that the elbow tube’s material met with
the specifications. Optical microscope and SEM examination revealed extensive cracking along grain boundaries pathways. It
is clearly obvious that these cracks correspond to that of the intergranular stress corrosion crack (SCC) of carbon steel.
For SCC to occur in carbon steel three contributing factors should exist; corrosive media, tensile stress and steel composition
and must acting simultaneously [1] [2], in the present failure case all three conditions were satisfied.
Carbon and low alloy steels can suffer from SCC in a wide range of environments that tend to form a protective passivating
film. Cracking will not normally occur when there is a significant corrosion rate. Carbonates are one of environments that have
been found to cause SCC.
Carbon dioxide could be partially dissociated according to the fowling reactions
2CO2  2CO + O2

(1)

The fluid gas analysis inside the elbow tube shows small amount of hydrogen, that could react with oxygen to form small
percentage of water. When carbon dioxide is brought into contact with water, the water absorbs the carbon dioxide and
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converts a portion of this to carbonic acid [3]. Normally the dissolution of the carbon dioxide is not represented as a separate
step in thermodynamic analysis and the dissolution is represented as a direct formation of carbonic acid:
CO2(g) + H2O  H2CO3

(2)

The carbonic acid dissociates into the bicarbonate ion and the bicarbonate ion dissociates to form the carbonate ion:
-

-

H2CO3  H + HCO 3
-

-

HCO 3  H + CO

(3)

-2
3

(4)

The damaging concentration of the harmful ions in that environment may be quite small and difficult to detect and, even in the
absence of applied stress. Residual stresses in the structure can often be of a sufficiently high level to cause SCC and failure in
service.

TE
D

The relatively high operating pressure is considered to be the reason of stress concentration at the elbow tube curvature.
Meanwhile, results showed incensement of the hardness in the elbow's inner curvature compared with elbow’s outer curvature,
it could also help to produce residual stress, Viswanatha N. [4] reported that elbows are highly stressed components in any
piping system. This residual stress will added to the hoop stress to accelerate SCC. Pipelines are subjected to pressure
variations and it has been demonstrated for a number of systems displaying SCC that cyclic stresses increase the tendency for
that mode of failure because they reduce the threshold stress above which cracks continue to propagate.

ES
E

N

The suitable alloy composition, microstructure and heat-treatment have a great effect on SCC performance. There are few
general rules governing the influence of material strength on SCC susceptibility, higher strength normally increases the
susceptibility and therefore causing failure by fast fracture with a smaller SCC crack [5]. The morphology of the corroded
outer surface of the elbow tube , gives a primary indication of CO2 corrosion, that could be due to the leakage of CO2 from
elbow which react with air humidity and condensate near to the crack.

4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

PR

Based on the results obtained in this investigation, the morphology of the attack of elbow tube is typical stress corrosion crack
initiated at the inner surface of the curved zone.

O

T

This type of cracking is caused by simultaneous presence of high residual tensile stresses and a corrosive medium. The stresses
that contributed to the subject failure were primarily forming residual stress in additions to internal hoop stress. The corrosive
medium is related to CO2. Through thickness propagation of SCC continued toward pipe outer surface until operating stresses
exceeded the yield strength of the material, and finally a failure occurred. Corrosion attack on the outer surface around leakage
zone could be related to CO2 corrosion after leakage had occurred.

N

Stress-corrosion cracking failures could be controlled by reducing tensile stresses. In order to avoid this problem, the residual
stresses due to either forming or welding should be eliminated.
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ABSTRACT
This research was done to investigate influence of the base metal surface roughness on the BAg-8 spreading behavior and to
get an the properest surface roughness number for large area brazing. The filler metal was melted at 830 oC for 15 minutes on
S50C surface for various roughness. After solidified, the spreading area was observed and characterized in macro and micro
scale. The results show that physically the filler spreading consist of 2 kind of spreading form: true and apparent filler
spreading with composition of the both are almost same; 77% Ag and 23% Cu. For some roughness numbers, un-uniformity of
the heating and cooling process on the filler and dissolving of contaminant into the molten filler caused the true spreading
tends to separate became several parts and tends to flow out from initial placement. Increasing of the surface roughness tends
to increase the capillarity effect and decreasing imbalance in the surface tension. Optimum surface roughness was obtained at
Rz = 0.92, at this number, ratio as well as fitness of the true spreading with initial condition were maximum. In the
application, this condition is predicted can prevent avoid in the joint, increasing the joint strength and its appearance quality.
Key words:
BAg-8, S50C, surface roughness, filler spreading, EPMA
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ABTRACT
Titanium silicon carbide (Ti3SiC2) was synthesized by modified-SHS system through arc melting. Elemental powder of
titanium, silicon, and graphite were weighed according to the stoichiometric ratio of Ti:Si:C = 3:1:2. The effectiveness of
milling machine is compared with mixing the raw materials for an hour with high speed mill and ball mill. Then the mixing by
high speed mill was carried out at different duration. The milled powders were analyzed by XRD and SEM in order to identify
the phase formation and observe the microstructure. High speed mill yield a more homogenous mixture of raw materials
powder. The homogenous mixture was obtained at lesser milling time, which is an hour to produce Ti 3SiC2 in high
composition. Ti3SiC2 can be produced via modified-SHS through arc melting with mixing duration of 1 hour using high speed
mill.
Keywords
Ti3SiC2, SHS, arc melting

1. INTRODUCTION
Ti3SiC2 was firstly synthesized via chemical reaction in 1967, and then by chemical vapor deposition in 1987. Titanium silicon
carbide (Ti3SiC2) has the crystal structure of which is comprised of hexagonal nets of Si atoms separated by three nearly
closed-packed Ti layers that accommodate C atoms in the octahedral sites between them. Its room-temperature electrical and
thermal conductivities are excellent, being about 4.5x10-6 Ω-1 m-1 and 37 W/mK, respectively. It is relatively soft (the Vickers
hardness of which is about 4 GPa), damage tolerant and resistant to thermal shock, and easily machinable. Furthermore, its
density is relatively low (4.5 g/cm3) and it is stable up to at least 1700 °C in inert atmospheres and vacuum [1].
Conventional production method often involves various pretreatments, for example, hot uniaxial pressing, hot isostatic
pressing and chemical vapor deposition. These processes feature the use of strong external heating to accelerate processing and
hence, are regarded as energy intensive technologies [2].
Combustion synthesis, or self-propagating high temperature synthesis (SHS) provides an attractive practical alternative to the
conventional methods of producing advanced materials, such as ceramics, ceramic composites and intermetallic compounds,
since SHS offers advantages with respect to process economics and process simplicity. The underlying basis of SHS relies on
the ability of highly exothermic reactions to be self-sustaining and, therefore, energetically efficient [3, 4]. However so far
there is no published report of production of titanium silicon carbide via modified SHS through arc melting using a TIG arc
welding machine.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The raw materials used in this research are titanium, silicon, and graphite. All of the raw materials are in the form of powders.
The elemental powders are prepared based on the stoichiometric ratio of Ti : Si : C to 3:1:2. Ball mill and high speed mill are
both used to compare the effectiveness of both mixing machine. The mixing process at this stage is for 1 hour. The grinding
media used in this study are zirconia balls with ball-to-mass ratio used is 10:1. After the effectiveness of mixing method was
compared, the milling time was lowered form 1 hour to half an hour. The lowering of milling time is to save the energy and
increases the energy efficiency. Then, the mixed powder will be compacted into 13 mm diameter pellets. The compacted
mixture will be taken for combustion process. In this process the TIG arc welding machine is used. Argon gas is flowed to the
chamber of crucible to provide inert atmosphere that does not react during the combustion process. Water supply also will be
flowed around the crucible to help in cooling the chamber and surrounding. The electrode of the TIG arc welding machine is
made from tungsten. When the combustion process is done the combusted pellet will be taken out and allowed to cool down
before it is taken for characterizations. During the combustion process, the weld current was fixed at 60A and the combustion
time is 60 seconds. The characterizations are X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows the appearances of the samples after the process of modified-SHS through arc melting. The shapes had been
deformed significantly from the original shape after pressing process which is in compacted pellet form. During the arc melting
process, it could be seen that there was presence of liquid phase. When heat was applied, the pellet would at first be seen at red
colour due to heat and then liquid phase could be seen. In Ti–Si binary system there are two eutectic reactions for the Si–TiSi2
and Ti-Ti5Si3 compositions both at the temperature of 1330°C [5]. Therefore it can be deduced from the appearance that the
synthesis process must had exceeded 1330°C. The figure also shows that the sample is very porous after arc melting process.
Porous products from self- propagating high-temperature synthesis are one the major difficulties of SHS [6].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Appearance of sample (a) before arc melting, (b) after arc melting and (c) after cut
Figure 2 show the powder phases after both milling procedure that was analyzed by XRD. The result shows that the silicon
powder content is higher for the mixing using ball mill machine. Since the stoichiometric ratio and the weight for the powder is
the same for both batch, hence it is concluded that the higher amount is due to uneven and ineffective mixing of ball mill
method. Thus, the uneven mixing will cause some portion of the powder mixture to have higher content of some certain
powder. Figure 3 shows the SEM observation of powder mixture from ball milling and high speed milling. It can be seen that
when ball milling is used, the powder does not mix homogenously. Hence, high speed milling is a more suitable method to be
used. Figure 3 shows the SEM micrograph for sample milled with ball mill and high speed mill. The homogenous mixture was
obtained for the sample obtained from high speed mill.
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Figure 2: Comparison of XRD pattern for mixing using ball mill and high speed mill
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Powder mixed and milled using (a) ball mill and (b) high speed mill
Figure 4 show the XRD result for samples arc melted at different duration. The samples have been prepared by high speed
mill. From the figure, there were Ti3SiC2 and other phases in the sample that were arc melted 60 minutes. The other phases
formed are TiC and Ti5Si3. For the sample that was arc melted for 30 minutes, there were only little traces of Ti3SiC2. It mostly
comprises of Ti5Si3. There were also no traces of TiC. The higher amount of titanium silicon carbide in sample of 60 minutes
milling may be due to the longer milling time. In the research of Li et al. [7], a mechanically activated sintering process has
been adopted to fabricate Ti3SiC2 by using powder mixtures of Ti–Si–C. A mechanically induced self-propagating reaction
was triggered after ball milling the mixed powders for 1.5 h. The ignition temperature for self-propagation high-temperature
synthesis of Ti3SiC2 can be lowered through mechanically activated sintering. They also confirmed that using the finestructured powders benefits decreasing the synthesis temperature. Therefore in this study the content of titanium silicon carbide
is higher when the sample is milled for 60 minutes. The low amount of titanium silicon carbide in sample that is milled for 30
minutes may be explained by the ignition temperature is not reached.

Intensity (a.u)
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60 minutes milling

(a.u)

30 minutes milling
TiC
TiC
Ti5Si3
Ti5Si3
Ti3SiC2
Ti3SiC2
60 minutes
90

20
Degree (2)

Figure 4: Comparison of XRD pattern for sample prepared from powder mixture milled for 30 minutes and 60 minutes
Figure 5 shows the SEM images for samples that were arc melted at 60A and the combustion time is 60 seconds. The samples
were milled at 30 and 60 minutes. The 30 minutes milled sample shows initial formation of Ti3SiC2 phase in spherical shape.
The 60 minutes milled sample shows that the grains are longer and might be turn to needle like shape. This may be due to
longer milling time that will contribute to a higher amount of Ti3SiC2 phase. Yeh and Shen, [8] reported in their work that
Ti3SiC2 form was in the needle like shapes and TiC was in faceted crystals.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5: The microstructure for arc melted sample that was milled for (a) 30 minutes and (b) 60 minutes

4. CONCLUSION
Ti3SiC2 can be synthesized in a very short time through arc melting method. The function of arc melting was to provide
ignition temperature for SHS system to synthesis Ti3SiC2. However, it is not known to which extent that arc melting resembles
the SHS system. Even though Ti3SiC2 was able to be synthesized via modified-SHS through arc melting in a very short time, it
was found that there impurities such as Ti5Si3 and TiC always existed together with the product. The samples after arc melting
always have high porosity. Ti3SiC2 can be produced via modified-SHS through arc melting with mixing duration of 1 hour
using high speed mill and combusted for 60 seconds with weld current of 60A.
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In the general rule of casting design the thickest part of the cast should be placed near to the ingate. This arrangement was
meant to guarantee the completion of filling process. An unusual vertical casting design to produce plates with different
thicknesses was established based on the idea that the heat from molten metal will always warm up its entire runner. In this
design the thinnest plate is placed near to the ingate. The design was made for producing thin wall ductile iron. This research
was conducted to see the effects of reverse thickness arrangement in casting design to the microstructure and mechanical
properties of the plates. Plates produced by this design were compared to plates produced by the same design with general
casting arrangement. Thicknesses of the plates produced in this casting were 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm. The moulds used were made
from furan sand. Beside experiment, casting design simulation with Z-Cast was also conducted to ensure the completion of
filling process and to see the manner of solidification. Casting simulation showed that arrangement of plates gave different
filling and solidification manners. Although there were some differences, the filling was successful for both arrangements of
plates. Skin effect was found in both designs. Nodule counts and nodularity were higher in the new design while average
nodule diameters were lower. The result gained in tensile and hardness test did not follow the correlations in the characteristic
of graphite. Mechanical properties showed that position of plate, ignoring the thickness, influence tensile strength and
hardness.
Keywords
Casting design, arrangement of plate position, Z-Cast simulation, thinnest part, ingate.
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ABSTRACT
Most of the materials processing operation such as rolling,casting and welding takes place under non-isothermal condition.
However, the established empirical equations of austenite grain growth only concerned with the austenite grain growth in
isothermal condition. This paper examines the austenite grain growth under non-isothermal condition at various different
cooling rate of a microalloy steel HSLA with 0.019% Nb, after single pass hot-rolling process. The materials have been
deformed of 0.3-0.4 by single pass hot rolling at 900-11000 C range temperatures. Cooling rate variable between 7-11 0 K/s
have been given in a time period of 25-50 second after hot rolling and followed by quenching using water jetspray. The results
are then compared with two austenite grain growth prediction equations, to obtain the most precision non-isotermal austenite
grain growth equation. The first equation to be compared is Beck and Sellars equation by using the T effective factor as the
average temperature during hot rolling process, and the other equation is non-isothermal austenite grain growth kinetics,
which describes the austenite grain growth as function of cooling rates after hot rolling. Non-isothermal austenite grain
growth was obtained by modifying Beck and Sellar’s empirical model, in which the cooling rate is 1/Crm where m = 14, and
an additional constant of B is 1X1014 for HSLA-0.019% Nb. This experiment shows that austenite grain growth kinetics
equation as a function of cooling rate gives more accurate prediction for austenite grain growth during hot rolling (less than
10% deviation ) than the other model of Beck and Sellars equation by using the Temperature effective factor (Teff) (more than
30% deviation).
Keywords
Kinetics, Austenite, Grain Growth, Non-Isothermal, Hot Rolling

1.

INTRODUCTION

In hot rolling process, material experiences reheating to austenite temperature and continuous cooling before and after the first
deformation (roughing) and before and after the second deformation (finishing). The existing models for grain growth are
usually based on Becks formula [1]; however, these models are inadequate for quantitative prediction of austenite grain growth
during reheating of as-cast microstructure in microalloyed steels. To predict the austenite grain growth during hot rolling
process, a relation between austenite grain sizes with the temperature difference is very important. This relation can be
obtained through a thermomechanical process experiment with the variables of cooling rate after a certain deformation. This
experimental data are then compared to Sellars grain growth formula. To develop austenite grain growth kinetic equation in
non-isothermal condition, some modifications are needed on the established Sellars isothermal equation [2],
(1)
where n is the grain growth exponent, A is constants which depend on material composition and processing conditions, Qgg
is the activation energy for grain growth, R is the universal gas constant and T is the temperature in absolute degrees.
The formula modification will represent the non-isothermal condition, as describes in Fig. 1. This figure shows that cooling
rate (∆T/t) value is affecting the grain growth kinetics for non-isothermal condition from which the Sellars equation has been
modified.
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Figure 1. A schematic temperature-time curve of slab hot rolling process, from reheating temperature and cooling curve by a
step function.
The value of T will change along with t value, so with the variable of T1 and T2, the ∆T will be calculated in every t value (in
this research t value is between 10-40 seconds) after rolling.
According to mathematical calculation, it can be shown that [3];

(2)
Some iterations of the model have been made to the experimental results by computer program , to obtain the fit model to the
experimental results, and the modified model will be as follows [3];.
(3)
where
d
d0
n, A, Qgg
T
ΔT
Cr
B, m

= Final grain diameter (μm)
= Initial grain size (μm)
= Material constants (4,5; 4,1 x 1023; 435 kJ/mol)
= Deformation Temperatur (K)
= Temp Change along non-isothermal condition (K)
= Cooling rate (K/s)
= Material constants obtained from experiment (1 x 1014, -14)

From the modified formula above, it can be shown that the isothermal grain growth is affected by ∆T and cooling rate, as
follows [3]
(4)
wheres Cr is Cooling rates after hot rolling process is completed., m is constanta of cooling rate .
In addition to the above modification of Beck and Sellars equation , the non-isothermal condition can be described by
substituting Teff instead of T in Beck and Sellars empirical model in reheating temperature equation (Eq. 1). Effective
temperature (Teff) is the average temperature during process. This formula also describes austenite grain growth in nonisothermal condition. These two equations will be about the real condition in the real thermomechanical process. The present
paper will shows the most accurate non-isothermal austenite grain growth prediction equation during a hot rolling process.
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2. MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The Chemical composition of the steel used in the present work is shown in Table I.
Table 1: The Chemical Composition of the Steel

Ti

C

Si

Mn

P

S

Al

0,001

0,165

0,007

0,664

0,005

0,005

0,037

Cu

Nb

V

Ni

Cr

N

Mo

0,032

0,019

0,005

0,021

0,013

0,033

0,002

HSLA Steel of 0.019 % of Nb were hot rolled with reheating temperature of 1200oC with deformation between 0.3-0.4,
followed with cooling in various cooling rates between 7-11oK /s, in average 30-40 seconds after deformation and finally the
samples were fast cooled to room temperature by water jet spray. Cooling rates were controlled and monitored by a heating
jacket equipment a thermocouple recorder. During the experiment, temperature was controlled by a real time temperature
acquisition. Grain boundary of austenite were observed by metallographic examination with etching solution of 30 wt % of
picric acid in alcohol with one drop of HCl and additional of teepol as wetting agent [4,5]. Austenite grain size was calculated
according to ASTM E 112 [6], with intercept quantitative metallography methods. Experimental relation between austenite
grain boundaries and the cooling rates were compared to the two model of grain growth which is ; (1) by using T effective in
the Beck and Sellars equation(eq 1) instead of T, and (2) Equation (3) , which the modification is austenite grain growth
describes as function of cooling rate. Effective temperature (Teff) is the average temperature during process.
Effective temperature was calculated by using the following equation [7]:
(5)

where Qgg = 435 kJ/mol, based on Sellars equation [8], for HSLA-C-Mn-Nb steel which also refered by researches in
austenite grain growth. R is gas constant , Ti is steel temperature as the hot rolling process completed, and Tf is the
temperature just before fast cooling (quenching ) process. The two modification equations will describes the real condition of
austenite grain growth during hot rolling process. In the present paper, the accuracy of the two models will be evaluated and
compared with the experiment result to hot rolled HSLA-0.019Nb steel. This will shows the more appropriate formula of
austenite grain growth during thermomechanical process of HSLA-Nb steel

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Experimental procedure has been successfully done. The micrographs below shows the samples reheated at 1150oC, hot rolled
at about 900-1000oC, and cooled with some different cooling rate from 20-40 seconds after hot rolling, followed by fast
cooling with waterjet spray. Fig. 1 through Fig. 4 show the austenite grain size at different cooling rates.

Figure 2.Austenite grain size with cooling rate of 7,5 °C/s.
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Figure 3. Austenite grain size with cooling rate of 8 °C/s.

Figure 4. Austenite grain size with cooling rate of 9 °C/s.
Austenite experimental diameter (measured by Intercept method.) , and the comparation of the austenite grain growth
calculation of the two different equation to the experimental results to the HSLA-0,019Nb (d eksp) has been given in the
following table.
Table 2. Calculation of austenite final grain size with two austenite grain growth kinetics equation, compared to the experiment result.

1338

64.46

Dev. Mod 1
eq (eq 1)
(%)
35.15

1350

94.77

Dev.mod. 2
eq(eq 3)
(%)
4.66

1328

60.69

37.39

1350

86.21

1318

56.83

25.07

1350

1336

63.30

10.15

1268

43.76

1262
1292

TEff (oK)

99.41

Cooling
Rate
(Deg/sec)
7.50

11.05

96.93

7.76

84.92

11.94

75.86

7.80

1350

78.30

11.12

70.46

8.00

36.74

1350

76.29

10.27

69.18

8.10

42.65

34.68

1350

58.27

10.75

65.29

9.00

49.04

16.07

1350

51.57

11.74

58.43

12.30

d mod 1 eq
(eq1) (µm)

T deff
(eq 3)(oK)

d mod 2 eq
(eq 3)(µm)

d Eksp(µm)

Table 2 above shows that the higher cooling rate after hot rolling and recrystallization the finer autenite grain size is. This
maybe because of there is not enough time for the grain to grow at the higher cooling rate. The Experiment results are then
compared with Sellars equation in Eq. ( 1) by substituting T with T eff and also by comparing it with the equation in which the
grain growth as a function of cooling rate, in Eq (3). The experimental results of final austenite grain size show that at almost
any cooling rate, Eq. 3 gives smaller deviation than that of Eq. 1.
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Austenit Grain Size(µm)

140

Experimental result

120

Modified Model with
Cooling Rate
Modified Model with Teff

100
80
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40
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6

7

8
9
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o
Cooling Rate ,CR( C/second)

12

13

Figure 5 Comparison of Austenite grain size calculated by two equation and the vexperimental result of HSLA-0.019%Nb
Figure 5 aboves shows that modified model in eq (3) has more precision to the experimental result compare with modified
model with Teff in eq (1), inspite of the non-isothermal condition has been accomodate by T effective. (Shows by the square
points).

4. CONCLUSION
From the result of research it can be concluded that:
1. In order to evaluate austenite grain growth in non- isothermal condition, the established kinetics austenite grain growth
model of Beck and Sellars has been modified as two equation, as a function of cooling rate (Eq. 3) and as a function of
effective temperature (Eq. 1) .
2. The work shows that the higher cooling rate after the hot rolling process the smaller the final austenite grain size is.
3. Beck and Sellars austenite grain growth equation need to be modified to describe austenite grain growth in non-isothermal
condition. Modified Beck and Sellars austenite grain growth equation as a function of cooling rate (Eq. 3) gives more
accurate prediction to the real measured austenite final grain size (less than average 10% deviation) as compared to the
other equation, which is modified with Teff (more than average 35% deviation)
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ABSTRACT
The ZrNbMoGe alloy which is extremely hard and brittle, has been developed as a candidate of the structural materials of
cladding of nuclear fuel elements. The melting process is conducted to form a new intermetallic in the ZrNbMoGe system.
Some samples with a certain composition of Ge were successfully synthesized in the preparation. The raw materials; Zr, Nb,
Mo, Ge were melted at more than 1850○C in argon atmosphere using arc-melting furnace in PTNBR Bandung. The sample
was remelted four times (by flapping technique). The structures were characterized by using High Resolution Powder neutron
Diffractometer (HRPD) in PTBIN Serpong, to complement further X-ray data obtained. The X-ray diffraction patterns report
that the new zirconium alloys are hcp with the lattice parameter of a=3.23Å, b=3.23Å and c=5.14Å, and hypothesized that the
formation of precipitation of ZrMo2 and ZrGe as the samples slow cooled down into room temperature. The former is body
centered cubic with lattice parameter of a=7.59Å and the last is orthorhombic with the lattice parameter of a=7.07Å, b=3.90Å
and c=5.39Å. The results show that both X-ray and neutron diffraction have similar patterns with shifted diffraction angles,
and the neutron diffractogram identifies instead of the ZrMo2 and ZrGe precipitates, also the cubic structure of MoGe2 phase
appears at the angle of about 2=44.29. The microstructures of ZrNbMoGe alloy indicated that the interconnected grains
were exhibited from the occurrence of lengthening inclusions (huge coagulation) and arranging orderly as the dendrites (caststructure). There were observed four interesting areas i.e. matrices, grain boundaries, grey areas and black spots in the
surface specimens.The hardness of the ZrNbMoGe alloy significantly increase, both in the grain areas (316.30 VHN) and in
the grainboundaries (273.23 VHN), compared with in pure zirconium (92.31 VHN). The surface micrograph shows the
predominance of zirconium structures and other types of ZrMo2 and ZrGe system are present.
Keywords:
Crystal structure, hardness, microstructure and ZrNbMoGe alloy.

1. INTRODUCTION
Zirconium and its alloys are a commercially metal with excellent corrosion resistance, good mechanical properties, very low
thermal neutron cross section, and can be manufactured using standard fabrication techniques. The zirconium alloy recognized
as zircalloy-2 and zircalloy-4 [1], have been predominantly used as fuel cladding in Boiling Water Reactors (BWR) and
Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR). However, these alloys must be imported with very costly, therefore many research of
zirconium alloy should be developed to find an alternative material for fuel cladding.
Research, by mean on the synthesis of zirconium alloys [2], adding the minor element of Mo, Nb and Ge has been performed
in PTBIN BATAN using single arc-furnace for melting the compounds. It is found that the alloys have very high hardness and
strength [3], even brittle and difficult to be rolled, when its fabrication. The investigations were stressed to analyze the alloys
by observing the crystal structures, hardness properties and microstructures using XRD-HRPD, Hard Vickers and SEM-EDS
respectively.
The study is also complemented by using diffraction method (X-ray and neutron), which is among widely used instrumental
techniques in the various branches of materials science. It is a fast and non destructive technique for identification of
compounds and for detection of structural changes produced in a compound by physical and chemical process. The technique
is not the most sensitive and quantitative analytical technique [4] available today and it is relatively inexpensive and is
consequently available to the majority of the problem of solid state. Centre for Technology and Industrial Nuclear Materials
(PTBIN) in BATAN Serpong has the kind of sophisticated equipments for identification of any crystalline compounds both of
by using X-ray and neutron diffraction techniques. Shimadzu XD-610 is the X-ray device to identify the structure that
currently used to investigate the crystalline in ZrNbMoGe system [3]. Also, the high resolution powder diffractometer
(HRPD), which utilizing neutron as source, can investigate the material by obtaining the diffraction patterns. The last
instrument has 32 high sensitivity detectors which can measure simultaneously the diffraction patterns of a compound. The
HRPD is so powerful non destructive instrument for characterizing crystal structure of the materials. It’s seen from the peak to
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background ratio, which is very sharp. Because of neutrons have a penetration power several orders of magnitude higher than
X-rays in most engineering materials, neutron diffraction is preferred method for the measurement of the bulk crystal
structures. This provides the thermal neutrons scattered from reactor beam can analyzed deeply the structure of a thick
materials by a simple preparation. So, it gives a complete data. But, there are also many problems that cannot be handled in
utilizing the neutron techniques, i.e. taking along time in running, operational schedules, maintenances and so on.
In this paper, we also described the application of high resolution neutron powder diffraction to identify the crystal structure of
the bulk ZrNbMoGe alloy. The aim is to verify the X-rays data of the ZrNbMoGe alloys obtained, in order to have a good
validity. Parikin et.al. [2] has used the X-ray diffraction method to measure the crystal structure of the alloys with various mass
fraction of Ge element. We will compare our neutron data with these X-ray measurements.

2. THEORETICAL DIFFRACTION
Diffraction is the result of radiation being scattered by regular array of scattering centres whose spacing is about the
same as the wavelength of the radiation. For diffraction to occur, neutron beams scattered off adjacent crystal planes
must be in phase. Otherwise, destructive interference of waves occurs and essentially no scattering intensity is observed.
At the precise geometry [5,6] for constructive interference (scattered waves in phase), the difference in path length
between the adjacent neutron beams is some integer number (n) of radiation wavelengths (). The relationship that
demonstrates this condition is the Bragg equation;
n = 2d sin 
(1)
where: d is the spacing between adjacent crystal planes (interplanar spacing) and  is the angle of scattering beams. The
 angle is usually referred to as the Bragg angle and the angle 2 is referred to as the diffraction angle because that is the
angle measured experimentally.
The magnitude of the interplanar spacing (d) is a direct function of the Miller indices for the plane and it is depend to the
crystal structure system. For a cubic system the relationship is fairly simple. The spacing between adjacent hkl planes
[7] is
dhkl = a/(h2+k2+l2)½
(2)
where: a is the lattice parameter (edge length of the unit cell). For a tetragonal and hexagonal system respectively, the
relationship are more complex;
dhkl = a / {h2+ k2+ (a2/c2)l2}½
dhkl = a / {(4/3)(h2+hk+ k2) + (a2/c2)l2}½
where: a and c are the lattice parameters.

(3)
(4)

3. EXPERIMENTS
Synthesis of zirconium alloy was carried out by melting the elements of zirconium (Zr sponge), niobium (Nb), molybdenum
(Mo) and germanium (Ge), using single arc melting furnace in the argon atmosphere with the temperature more than 1850○C.
The weight percentage of the elements of the ingot being made was 97% Zr, 1.0% Mo, 1.0%Nb and 1.0% Ge. All of these
elements were melted into the copper crucible which equipped by water coolant. By using tungsten electrode, with argon
capacity of 5 liters/minute and electric current of 150 Ampere, the elements were burned and melted. After that, the ingots
were directly cooled into atmospheric condition to obtain the ingots of zirconium alloy. Figure 1 illustrates the experimental
steps of the fabrication (a) raw of materials, (b) single arc melting furnace and (c) the ZrNbMoGe ingot. Table 1 shows the
compositions of the samples, which have been made in the experiment.
Molybdenum

Niobium

Germanium

Zirconium

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. (a). Raw materials, (b). Single Arc Melting Furnace and ( c). ZrNbMoGe ingot.
The samples were characterized using high resolution powder diffractometer (HRPD) in neutron scattering laboratory (BSN)
PTBIN BATAN. The instrument has a wave length of 1.8195 angstrom, which can penetrate deeply into the materials until
equal less than 4 cm [8]. The neutron diffraction patterns were obtained in the range of θ – 2θ geometry with a very good result
in peak to background ratio. Measurements were performed with step of 0.05o in the range of 2θ from 2.5o to 150o.
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Table 1. Chemical compositions of the sample.
Sample
Zr (pure)
ZrNbMoGe

Zr
100
96.00

Composition of the elements (%wt)
Nb
Mo
1.00
1.00

Ge
2.00

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Crystall Structures
In Figure 2, it shows the diffraction pattern of pure zirconium and its alloy (ZrNbMoGe), obtained by using X-ray
diffractometer with Cu-target (=1.5405Å). The scanning was taken from the angle of 2=30 to 2=75, step width of
0.05 and scan mode step-counting. The pattern shows good enough in peak to background ratio and all peaks are seen
clearly. Figure 2a shows that the first three peaks of hexagonal closed packed zirconium arise between the angle of
2=30 and 2=40. Firstly, the peak of (10ī0) plane is on the angle of 2=32, then, two highest peaks of zirconium
appearing at the angle of 2=34.90 and 2=36.55 are respectively (0002) and (10ī1) plane.
Analysing the diffraction patterns is beginning from among three major peaks of zirconium, i.e.: (10ī0), (0002) and
(10ī1) plane. Comparing with Figure 2b, there are several minor peaks arising in between the first three major peaks of
zirconium, i.e.: at the angle of 2=33.6, 2=34.3, 2=35.5 and 2=37.4. These indicate respectively the intermetallic
compounds of ZrMo2, ZrGe (210), ZrGe(102) and MoGe2 [11]. Parikin et.al. [2] reported that these peaks known as the
precipitates formation when the materials were cooled down into room temperature. The X-ray profile gives the
conformation with the neutron diffraction profile shown in Figure 3. The profile was obtained by the high resolution
powder diffractometer (HRPD), within wavelength of about 1.8195 angstrom. As in X-ray profile, several new peaks
are also detected in the neutron diffraction profile among the principal peaks (green arrow) of zirconium. These peaks
were identified by some vertical colouring arrow; i.e. a yellow one for ZrMo2, an orange one for ZrGe and a purple one
for MoGe2. Further, identification shows that these minor peaks are belong to the precipitates that formed as the cooling
process of the alloys [10]. If it is made zooming between the angle of 2=35 and 2=47, the minor peaks of the
precipitate can be seen more clearly.
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(10ī1)

(1120)

(2020)

(10ī2)

(b)

(10ī3)

(10ī0)

(0002)

ZrNbMoGe

Figure 2. X-ray diffractogram of (a) pure zirconium and (b) ZrNbMoGe alloy [2,3].
As shown in Figure 4, the minor peaks arising in between the first three major peaks of zirconium (green arrows), i.e.: at the
angle of 2=39.70, 2=42.49 and 2=44.29 can respectively be marked as the reflection plane of ZrMo2 (220), ZrGe (102)
and MoGe2 (110). The ZrGe (210) plane was not appeared due to the statistical limitation [11] of the neutron scattering data.
Both of X-ray and neutron diffraction profile, it is shown that there is no different information between X-ray and neutron
scattering in analyzing the materials. Although, X-ray can only observe in a surface layer, comparing with neutron can deeply
penetrate a few layers into the materials. In fact that the d-spacing calculations listed in Table 2 show the values resulting from
X-ray and neutron diffraction, close to reference of the d-spacing in last column. The calculations were performed by using
Bragg formula in equation (1). By using different wavelength of scattered beams, the position of reflection peaks (2θ) in the
diffraction pattern will shift either to higher nor lower of 2θ angle. The 2θ shifting occurs because of utility of wavelength in
X-ray (1.5405Å) and neutron (1.8195 Å) which can move diffraction angle to higher 2θ when wavelength is bigger.
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Pattern of ZrNbMoGe
by HRPD_1,8195A
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Figure 3. Neutron diffractogram of ZrNbMoGe alloy, taken by using high resolution powder diffractometer at Neutron
Scattering Laboratory, PTBIN BATAN.
HRPD patterns analysis
in-between the first 3 major peaks of ZrNbMoGe
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Figure 4. Analysis of ZrNbMoGe diffraction pattern in between the first 3 major peaks of zirconium alloy.
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Table 2. The comparison of d-spacing calculation on the ZrNbMoGe, obtained from X-ray and neutron diffraction.
X-ray ( =1.5405Å)
2θ \deg

Sin θ

Neutron ( =1.8195 Å)

dhkl \Å

32.00

0.2757

2.7933

33.60

0.2891

2.6638

34.30

0.2979

2.6111

34.90

0.2999

2.5676

35.50

0.3049

2.5255

36.55

0.3137

2.4554

37.40

0.3207

2.4015

Peak of
the plane
Zr
(10ī0)
ZrMo2
(220)
ZrGe
(210)
Zr (0002)
ZrGe
(102)
Zr
(10ī1)
MoGe2
(110)

2θ /deg

Sin θ

dhkl \Å

37.85

0.3244

2.8039

39.70

0.3397

2.6782

40.65

0.3475

2.6181

41.30

0.3528

2.5787

42.49

0.3625

2.5097

43.34

0.3694

2.4628

44.29

0.3771

2.4125

Peak of
the plane
Zr
(10ī0)
ZrMo2
(220)
ZrGe
(210)
Zr
(0002)
ZrGe
(102)
Zr
(10ī1)
MoGe2
(110)

Ref. dhkl
\Å

2.79
2.68
2.62
2.57
2.52
2.46
2.41

It was a little bit glimpse when X-rays analyze the precipitate formation [2,3] in intermetallic compounds between Zr and Ge.
According to the phase diagram [11] shown in Figure 5, four binary compounds can be formed between Zr and Ge: Zr3Ge,
Zr5Ge3, ZrGe and ZrGe2. In diffusion couples of the type Zr-Ge in the temperature range 1023-1153 K, ZrGe2 is the only
reaction layer. Here, neutron makes a correction of the precipitation formation in ZrNbMoGe system, where ZrGe (not Zr3Ge)
is the last descend of the binary compounds of Zr-Ge. Further, it was Rietveld analysis also giving a good fit in the profile
refinements, which will be discussed in next study reports.

Figure 5. Phase diagram of binary system Zr-Ge [8].

4.2 Hardness
The results of the hardness tests of pure zirconium and ZrNbMoGe alloy were listed in Table 3. It can be shown that the
hardness of zirconium alloy was of about 300 VHN, improving significantly compared with of pure zirconium previously. In
Table 3, the hardness of the alloy significantly increase, both in the grain areas (316,30 VHN) and in the grainboundaries
(273,23 VHN), compared with in pure zirconium (92,31 VHN). There is no change in the microstructures, the improvement in
the hardness is due to the precipitation hardening in the grainboundary, that, inhibits dislocation movements. Based on phase
diagrams, the highest of the hardness and the strength properties supported by the formation of the Zr 3Ge and ZrMo2
precipitates, respectively.
The theory of phase diagram of Zr-Ge [4] showed in Figure 6, explained that synthesis of zirconium alloy which contain below
of about 20.9 %wt. Ge, the precipitation formation of between temperature of 895 ○C to 1535○C was Zr3Ge phase (10 %wt)
and Zr2Ge phase (7 %wt) that is orthorombic structure. The phase diagram of Zr-Ge shows that for the composition of 95%wt.
Zr dan 2%wt. Ge, the precipitation formation was dominated by Zr3Ge phase and other precipitate has not been form yet.
Meanwhile the present of 2 %wt. Mo in the alloy contribute to formation of the ZrMo2 precipitate that is body cetered cubic.
This has been reported by Parikin et.all.[2] in part of the study of crystal structure analysis of ZrNbMoGe alloys using Rietveld
method.
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Table 3. Results of hardness test of the specimens
Specimen

Zr-pure
(sponge)

Indentation

VHN

1

87.78

2

85.14

3

96.48

4

89.15

95%Zr1%Nb2%Mo
2%Ge

1

351.10

2

302.80

inside grain

3

308.50

4

302.80

1

270.90

2

273.90

3

270.00

4

278.10

95%Zr1%Nb2%Mo
2%Ge
on the
grainboundary

Average

Remark
load = 200 gram
time = 15 det.

92.31

316.30

273.23

load = 200 gram
time = 15 det.

load = 200 gram
time = 15 det.

Figure 6. Phase diagram of Zr-Ge

4.3 Microstructure
Optical micrographs of the cross sections of zirconium and ZrNbMoGe alloy were shown in Figure 7. From the microstructure
of the specimen, it showed that the grain size and grain formation of the pure zirconium and ZrNbMoGe alloy were similar
because of the natural ageing process, while recrystallisations were not occur. Therefore, the improvement of the hardness in
the materials was assumed by means of the precipitation in the alloy. This hypothesis should be supported by obtaining XRD
patterns and analyzing the profiles.
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black spots

grey area

grainboundary
matrice
s

Figure 7. Microstructre of ZrNbMoGe with 2% wt. of Ge (2000x).
Table 4. Precentage of atomic in EDS detections.
Position

Atomic Presentage

Probability

Matrices

38% Zr, 62% Ge

Zr, Zr3Ge, ZrGe

Grain Boundaries

25% Zr, 75% Ge

Zr, Zr3Ge, ZrGe

Grey Areas

65% Zr, 21% Ge, 2% Mo, 12% O

Zr, Zr3Ge, ZrMo2, MoGe2, ZrO, GeO

Black Spots

51% Zr, 2% Ge, 10% Ti, 37% O

Zr, Zr3Ge, ZrGe, TiO2, ZrO, GeO

Figure 7 shown, that, there are four interesting areas of matrices, grain boundaries, grey areas and black spots seen in the above
micrograph. The microstructure was developed from a huge coagulation and some needles that distribute in all surfaces of the
material and form dendrite structure as usually observed in the cast structures. The matrices formation is ordered lengthening
inclusions and dominated by the phases of Zr, Zr3Ge and ZrGe which predicted from the comparison of the peak in the EDS
spectrum. Similarly, in the grain boundaries, it was observed the phases of Zr, Zr3Ge and ZrGe. Meanwhile, in the grey areas
consist of the phases of Zr, Zr3Ge, ZrGe, MoGe2 and ZrMo2. The black spots of the surface micrograph show the phases of Zr
and Zr3Ge dominantly. The probability of the phases obtained in the alloy was shown in Table 4. Figure 8 shows the EDS
spectrums for four interesting areas, i.e.; matrices, grain boundaries, grey areas and black spots.
There is TiO impurity in the black spots areas, while, the ZrO and GeO (reactive enough) contaminants were left in the surface
while performed the preparations. Part of the present of TiO2 was hypothesized from unpured zirconium being used, releasing
the weak of bound of the Zr crystals, and oxidized by the system to form TiO2 when melted in the furnace. The ZrO and GeO
are anti corroded layers that protect the surface from surround attacks. The process was where the positive ions in the surface
rapidly capture free negative ions to become a molecule and gathering to form the passive layers in the surface.
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(i)

(iii)

(ii)

(iv)

Figure 8. EDS Spectrum of ZrNbMoGe alloy in: (i) matrice, (ii) grainboundary,
(iii) grey area and (iv) black spot.
The formation of microstructures showed inhomogenity due to the ability of solid solution of each element was different. In
fact, it can be seen that Zr element was as a dominant and tend to melt by itself, while, Ge element, by cooling process, was
trapped between Zr element and because of the atomic radii is almost similar, it captured by Zr crystal to form an intermetallic
solid solution of Zr3Ge substitutionally. This intermetallic solid solutions were distributed in every huge lengthening grains
following the dominated phase of Zr as matrice. While, the Mo element as a minor fraction can pull the Zr crystal to form thinlengthened ZrMo2 precipitates. This can improve the corrosion resist of the alloy.

5. CONCLUSION
In summary, it can be concluded that the crystal structure of ZrNbMoGe alloy consists of structure of pure zirconium i.e.
hexagonal closed pack (hcp) with lattice parameters of a=3.23Å, b=3.23Å and c=5.14Å, and the structure of ZrMo2 i.e. body
centered cubic (bcc) with lattice parameters of a= b= c=7.59Å, and the structure of ZrGe i.e. orthorhombic with lattice
parameters of a=7.07Å, b=3.90Å and c=5.39Å, and the structure of MoGe2 i.e. tetragonal (bct) with lattice parameters of
a=b=3.3313 Å and c=8.195Å. There is no significantly different information between X-ray and neutron scattering in
analyzing the crystal structure of the materials.
The hardness of the ZrNbMoGe alloy significantly increase, both in the grain areas (316.30 VHN) and in the grainboundaries
(273.23 VHN), compared with in pure zirconium (92.31 VHN).
The microstructures of ZrNbMoGe alloy indicated that the interconnected grains were exhibited from the occurrence of
lengthening inclusions (huge coagulation) and arranging orderly as the dendrites (cast-structure). There were observed four
interesting areas i.e. matrices, grain boundaries, grey areas and black spots in the surface specimens.
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ABSTRACT
Hot cracking is one of defects in the cast-products. Understanding the mechanism of this defect is crucial for prediction so that
it can be avoided. In this paper, an experimental study on the fracture behavior of aluminum alloys around solidus
temperature is reported. A tensile testing of as-cast Al3.3%Cu in a notched sample was performed by using a Gleeble 3500®
thermomechanical simulator. The propagation of fracture in the semi-solid state as an effect of temperature and strain rate is
also reported, and the fracture mechanism is studied. Around the solidus temperature, the transition from ductile to brittle
mode of fracture is observed. The fracture surface show an intergranular fracture with interdendritic sructure.
Keywords
Fracture, AA-3.3%Cu, solidus temperature.

1. INTRODUCTION
The various casting defects occurring in the final product of alloys is already known, such as hot cracking. Hot cracking is one
of the crucial problems encountered during casting process. Their occurrence determines the productivity during the process.
These solidification defects are already known for a long time, but quantitative prediction of their occurrence is still
underdeveloped.
Several mechanisms of hot cracking have recently been reviewed [1]. Various criteria which might enable the prediction of hot
tears have been proposed [2-10]. These criteria can be classified into those based on non-mechanical aspects such as feeding
behavior [2-4] those based only on mechanical aspects [5-7], and those which combine these features [8-10].
The link between the appearance of hot cracks and the mechanical properties in the semi-solid state is obvious. And this
connection was explored for decades. Nevertheless, the micro-mechanism of it is not generally accepted whether it is initiated
by a void or instantaneous crack. Most of literature report about this phenomenon is only deal with the sufficient condition for
the possible occurrence of hot cracking [1, 6, 11-13]. There is still lack of study concerning the initiation and propagation of
hot cracks. This is caused by the fact that it is impossible to do an in-situ observation during the hot crack start to develop.
The aim of this work is to investigate experimentally the fracture behavior of aluminum alloys around solidus temperature.
Attention is put on the progression of fracture in the semi-solid state as an effect of temperature and strain rate.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
2.1. Material
The experiments were performed on Al3.3%Cu from the center of 194 mm in diameter of billet in as-cast condition. The
chemical composition of the alloy is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Chemical composition AA5083 of and Al3.3%Cu.

Alloy
Al3.3%Cu

Mg
<0.01

Mn
<0.01

Si
0.08

Fe
0.20

Cu
3.26

Zn
0.02

Ti
<0.01

Al
balance
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2.1. Tensile testing
The notched-tension test samples contained V-notch on both side which was 3 mm in thickness and 25 mm in width. The
complete geometry of the notched-tensile test specimen is shown in Figure 1. For these testing, the loading direction is
perpendicular to the thickness of slab and cross section of billet. The tensile tests were carried out on a Gleeble 3500 ®
thermomechanical simulator. The specimen was clamped between two water-cooled jaws and heated via Joule heating. Load
and displacement was measured by a dilatometer that is attached on the mouth of the notch. The temperature was measured
with a chromel-alumel thermocouple which was spot-welded on the specimen. The tests were performed in stroke control and
different loading histories were applied. During the test, time, temperature, crack opening mouth, jaws movement and load
were recorded.

120
3

25

15

Figure 1. Schemaric drawing of specimen, dimension in mm, thickness 3 mm.
Two aspects influence the fracture behaviors were investigated namely: strain rate and temperature. Two deformation rates of
0.8 m.s-1 and 3.4 m.s-1 were applied during at temperature 580 oC for Al3.3%Cu. The effects of temperature were
investigated by performing tensile tests at various temperatures namely: 580590 oC (~0-1 % of liquid fraction) for
Al3.3%Cu at deformation rate 0.8 m.s-1.
2.3. OM and SEM observation
A sample was cut from the specimen for metallographic observation. The specimens were observed under Polarized Optical
Microscope. The surfaces fractured at 580 and 590 oC were investigated by using Scanning Electron Microscope.

3. RESULT
Figure 2 shows the microstructure of the sample at as-cast condition under polarized microscope. Al3.3%Cu alloy has a
dendritic structure. The microstructure shows clearly that the grain size of Al3.3%Cu alloy are about 210 m.
The effect of testing temperature on the load-displacement curves is shown in Figure 3. The results show that at temperature
between 585 and 588 oC the load-displacement curve of Al3.3%Cu is in transition mode from the ductile to brittle mode.
The effect of displacement rate on the load-displacement curves is shown in Figure 4. It is fractured at temperature 590 oC. The
increase of extension rate causes an increase of maximum load and decrease of extension where the load reaches a peak load.
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Figure 2. Microstructure images of Al3.3%Cu at as-cast condition
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Figure 3. Load-displacement curve of Al3.3%Cu at
various temperature. Temperature: 1) 580 oC, 2) 585
o
C, 3) 588 oC and 4) 590 oC.
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Figure 4. Load-displacement curve of Al3.3%Cu
as an effect of strain rate at temperature 590 oC.
Displacement rate: (1) 0.8 m.s-1, (2) 2.5 m.s-1 and
(3) 7.6 m.s-1.

The SEM images of the fracture surface of specimen fractured at 580 and 590 oC are shown in Figure 5. It is shown that the
surface is smooth which represent a liquid existent at the time of fracture. The inter-granular fracture is clearly seen in the
figure. The fracture surfaces show that the dendritic structure.
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Figure 5. SEM images of fracture surface: (a) tested at 580 oC and (d) tested at 590 oC.

4. DISCUSSION
The aluminum alloys at semi-solid condition show that the strength and ductility of materials is decreasing with increasing
temperature and increasing strain rate. The decrease of ductility leads to a brittle fracture condition. The brittleness is not only
shown by the decreasing ductility with temperature and strain, but also the fracture surface reveals an evident of that
phenomenon. The fracture initiated a solidification range is characterized by intergranular fracture surface.
The load-displacement curve shows that the load increases rapidly at small displacement. After the load reach a maximum
point, it decreases slowly or rapidly which correspond to a ductile or brittle process, respectively. The fracture propagates in a
way that is dependent on the temperature and strain rate. The higher the temperature or strain rate will result in a faster
propagation. At a lower temperature or strain the imposed deformation will be accommodated by crack propagation and
sliding, meanwhile at a higher temperature or strain rate the imposed deformation it will be accommodated by crack
propagation due to the low strength of liquid film and there is not enough time to slide among the grains.
The strength of aluminum alloys in the solidification range increases with decreasing temperature. A zero strength point at a
particular temperature is observed [1]. The brittle temperature range is known to indicate the lowest fracture strain at the
solidification range. In the last stage of solidification, the strength and fracture strain rapidly increases which correspond with a
transition from brittle to ductile mode fracture [6]. The fracture mode shows this transition in which a dimple fracture surface
and plastic deformation is shown in the tensile testing under the transition point [14].
The fracture of materials at solidus regime, in which the grain is covered by liquid, has been studied for the purpose of
sintering processing in metals and ceramics. The role of liquid grain boundary clearly affects the mechanical behavior. The
mechanism of the fracture is initiated by a cavity formation in the liquid phase mainly at the triple-junction [15,16]. The cavity
grows rapidly and propagates across the grain boundary facets [17]. The mechanism of cavity nucleation and growth is
dependent on the quantity and distribution of the liquid phase. The fracture are always intergranular and the grain shape at the
fracture surface is strongly dependent on the quantity of liquid present at the grain boundary before rupture, which is ball-like
grains in liquid-rich areas and angular grain shapes in liquid-poor areas [18]. Sliding grain boundary particularly happens in
full liquid covering the grain at low strain rate.
In the case of the alloys studied, the rapid decrease of ductility at the solidus regime is due to the presence of the liquid film in
the grain boundary. The distribution of this liquid film is dependent on the alloy system, in which a more area of grain covered
by liquid will cause a lower ductility.
Brittle fracture mode in the semi-solid region can be a basic for prediction of the fracture. Griffith’s approach on fracture that is
based on the assumption of brittle material might be applied for the problem. However, the prediction of this fracture should
also involve the permeability behavior of the semisolid state and the relation with porosity.
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5. CONCLUSION
It has been shown that the increases of temperature and tensile rate around solidus temperature lead to a brittle mode of
fracture. The fracture process is initiated by cavity formation that leads to micro-crack by coalescence of the cavity. The microcrack will further propagate and develop a fracture. The fracture surfaces show that it is intergranular with interdendritic
structure.
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Steel wire rope – reinforced aluminium composite - has been developed to improve the ballistic properties and mobility of
armour material. Critical to obtaining ballistic resistance is that the materials must be sufficiently hard and strong, especially
at the surface where a projectile will first make impact. To obtain this resistance, aluminium alloys can be strengthened by
adding Cu and Mg. This research studied the ballistic properties of aluminium composites with varied Cu and Mg content.
The matrix used in this study was an Al-7Si master alloy with 0.08-1.03 wt. % Mg and 0.05-3.75 wt. % Cu, both independently
and in combination. A high carbon steel wire rope was used as strengthening material. The samples were produced through
the squeeze casting process with a pressure of 1 MPa at semi-solid melting temperatures of 590-610 0C. The slab was then
rolled for 10 % reduction to increase the hardness. Ballistic testing was performed in accordance with ASTM F1233 by using
a 9 mm calibre projectile and 900 direction. Microstructural observation was conducted in the as-cast and ballistic samples,
performed with optical microscope and scanning electron microscope (SEM).
The results showed that squeeze casting may improve interfacial wettability and reduce void. The increase in Mg resulted in
the decline of interfacial voids, but Cu addition tended to increase them. The aluminium armour was able to withstand a 9 mm
calibre projectile, although some cracks were visible. The wire rope was not effective in stopping the penetration of a 7.62 mm
calibre projectile.
Keywords
Armour material, ballistic, aluminium composite, steel wire rope, squeeze casting
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is to investigate the effect of silicon fraction of Cu-(2.5-7.5) Si on mechanical and acoustical properties.
As-cast Cu-(2.5-7.5) Si were cut from 250 x 55 x 10 mm of billet and manufactured for tensile, hardness, impact, and damping
test specimen. Simply supported beam model was used for measuring damping capacity. Mechanical and damping properties
of silicon bronze (Cu-Si) were studied. Investigation of Cu-20%Sn bronze alloys was conducted as comparison.
The results show that the mechanical properties and damping capacity of Cu-xSi is higher than Cu-20%Sn bronze alloys. The
ductility and impact strength of silicon bronze also higher than this of tin Cu-20%Sn. It is recommended that Cu (5-7.5%) Si
are suitable to substitute tin bronze (Cu-20%Sn) for music instrument applications.
Keywords
Tin bronze, silicon bronze, mechanical properties and damping capacity

1. INTRODUCTION
Tin bronze alloys are one of the importance materials in industry for a long time, because of their good properties such as; high
strength, thermal conductivity, machine ability, corrosion resistance and wear resistance [1]. It has a good formability. Its
crystal structure is hexagonal closed packed (HCP), which is quite easy to shape in hot conditions [2]
The high tin bronze alloys with composition 20-22%Sn has good acoustical properties, which is capable of producing longlasting slowly damping vibrations [3-5]. It is commonly used for music materials such as bell, or gong. This is a double–phase
alloy containing brittle particles of Cu31Sn8 intermetallic (δ-phase), so that it becomes harder, more brittle than brass [6-7].
Also, tin bronze at low suffer from climate factor. It has a low frost resistance at temperature t = (–(20 -25 oC), the metal
becomes brittle and cracks may appear, increased damping capacity [5-6].
Tin remain expensive and scarred element [3, 5], which makes the study of possibility of replacing high tin bronze by other
material. This research was carried out to investigate the mechanical and damping capacity properties of silicon bronze. It is
expected to produce new alloys that have a high mechanical properties and low damping capacity.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The alloys studied during the present research are Cu-(2.5-7.5) Si and Cu-20Sn. Table 1 shows the composition of the alloys.
The commercial pure copper (99.99 wt. %) and commercial pure silicon (99.99 wt. %) were melted in crucible furnace at
temperature of 1100oC. The molten metal was poured into the preheated permanent mold at 200oC, 300oC, and 400oC. Tensile
test specimens were cut from as-cast materials 250 x 55 x 10 mm. They were made based on JIS Z2201. No.7 standard. Tensile
test are conducted on Universal testing machine with a digital 20 KN capacity. Hardness test was carried out on Vickers type
hardness-test. The notched specimens were used for impact toughness measurement, using a Charpy hammer impact testing
machine.

Figure 1 : Set–up of damping capacity measurement
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The specimens for the metallographic investigation were prepared by cutting, mounting, grinding and polishing of the small
(30 mm diameter, 15 mm long) specimens The specimens were etched with 10% HNO3 + 90 % alcohol. Microstructure
observations of the polished and etched specimens were carried out using optical microscopy. The damping capacity was
determined under simply supported free vibration bending model. The set up of damping capacity measurement according to
standard ASTM E 1876-01, it can be shown in Fig. 1. The logarithmic decrement method is used to calculate damping
capacity.
Table 1 Chemical composition of materials

Bronze alloys

Content of elements wt%
Cu

Sn

Si

Pb

Zn

Mn

S

As

Cu-20%Sn

79.18

19.1

-

1.18

0.505

0.0008

0.014

0.055

Cu-2.5%Si

97.0

0.396

2.12

0.0100

0.015

0.002

-

0.005

Cu-5%Si

93.83

0.276

5.16

0.16

0.427

0.002

0.0423

0.074

3. RESULTS
3.1 Mechanical Properties
The effect of silicon contents on the tensile strength, hardness, and impact strength of bronze silicon by casting on the variation
of mold temperature in Fig 2-4 respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 2, that the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) increase on
addition of 2.5% wt Si and 5% wt silicon, but there is a decrease on addition of 7.5% wt silicon. Also, the raising molds
temperature (200oC to 400oC) decreasing tensile strength. It indicated that the more temperature added, the lower the tensile
strength in which the highest ultimate strength was 231.4 MPa at the temperature of 200oC meanwhile the lowest ultimate
strength was about.218.7 MPa at the temperature of 400oC.

Figure 2 : Effect of w% Si content on tensile strength bronze silicon
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Figure 3: Effect of wt% Si content on hardness strength bronze silicon

Figure 4 : Effect of wt% Si content on impact strength bronze silicon

Fig 3 shows that the hardness of bronze increased along with the increase of the silicon percentage within the alloy. Besides,
it was also affected by the variation of mold temperature. The lower the mold temperature, the harder the bronze gained. The
highest hardness materials were obtained from cast in mold temperature of 200 c, 300 c, and then 400 c. In contrast, the impact
strength decreased by the increase of silicon within the alloy. The strength impact as the result of the casting increased along
with the temperature. It can be best shown in Fig 4.

3.2 Damping Capacity
The damping capacity is the measure of a material’s ability to dissipate elastic energy during mechanical vibration or wave
propagation. Internal damping of materials is characterized by the energy dissipation associated with microstructure defect,
such as grain boundaries, thermo elastic effect, dislocation motion in metals, and non uniform stresses. Fig. 5 shows the effect
of wt % Si on the damping capacity bronze silicon alloys. The damping capacity decreased along with the increase of Si
content. On the other hand, the increase of the mold temperature on casting resulted in the decrease of damping capacity.
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Figure 5 : Effect of wt % Si content on damping capacity bronze silicon

3.3 Microstructure Examination

50 µm

50µm

α

a

b

50 µm
C
Figure 6 : Microstructure of silicon bronze.
a) Silicon bronze 2.5% Si, b) Silicon bronze 5% Si,
c) Silicon bronze 7.5% Si
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Figs. 6a-c show that the microstructure of silicon bronze containing varied silicon content i.e.; 2.5%wt Si, 5%%wt Si, and
7.5%wt Si, respectively. The microstructure of as-cast silicon bronze containing 2.5% wt Si is the largest structure of Cu
primary α-phase. On the other hand, microstructure of silicon bronze containing 5% wt Si and 7.5% wt Si are dendrite
structure. The dendrite structural of silicon bronze 7.5% wt Si was finer than dendrite structural of silicon bronze 5% Si.
(Fig.5b and c). The changes in the microstructure are associated with the addition of wt% Si.

3.4 Comparison Silicon bronze and Tin bronze
Table 2 shows the comparison of mechanical properties and damping capacity bronze tin bronze and silicon bronze. Silicon
bronze alloys of 5% wt Si content and 7.5% wt Si have better mechanical properties compared to tin bronze 20% Sn wt. The
ductility of silicon bronze is much higher than the tin bronze. Therefore, it surely could overcome the brittleness of tin bronze.
Table 2 Comparison of Mechanical and Acoustic Properties of Silicon Bronze and Tin Bronze

Mechanical properties
Alloys

σt

Elongation

Hardness

Impact

(Mpa)

δ%

(HVN)

strength

Damping
capacity %

2

(Nm/mm )
Cu-20%Sn

174.28

3

200.31

0.108

0.249

Cu-2.5%Si

136.27

21.6

120.73

1.025

0.375

Cu-5%Si

255.16

17.4

137.12

0.725

0.214

Cu-7.5%Si

228.54

11

168.42

0.192

0.183

4. DISCUSSIONS
Mechanical properties and damping capacity are influenced by the variation of silicon composition in alloys and solidification
rate. The raising mold temperature affected the solidification process and increased the solidification time. High gradient
temperature on liquid cooling region was affected by different temperature between pouring temperature and the mold
temperature. When the thermal gradient between the mold and the molten metal is high, the cooling rate increases and
solidification time decreases. The solidification rate affects the microstructure forms, such as grain size and dendrite arm
spacing [10-13]. The microstructure that results from solidification directly affects on the mechanical properties of alloys [12,
13]. The ultimate strength (UTS) and hardness strength (HVN) increases as the solidification rate increases but impact strength
decreases.
In the metals and alloys, internal damping results from mechanical-energy dissipation within the material due to various
microscopic and macroscopic processes. Material damping is extremely sensitive to the presence of defects. The defects in
metals and alloys include point defects, dislocation, surface defect and bulk defect. point defects give rise to damping in the
range of low to intermediate levels, line defects give rise to damping levels in the intermediate to high range, and surface
defects give rise to damping levels in the high range [16].
The addition of silicon alloy produced finer dendrite structure, hence increases in the amount of grain boundaries. The greater
grain boundary surface area more effectively block or movement of dislocation and the strength increased. The microstructure
of the silicon bronze 7.5%wt Si consists of coarse ε phase in the microstructure. The area of grain boundary is small, so the
damping capacity is low.
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5. CONCLUSION
The mechanical properties and damping capacity of silicon bronze with the variation of wt% Si content were evaluated and
compared with high tin bronze 20% Sn. It was found out that the variation content of Si and solidification rate affected the
mechanical properties and damping capacity. The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and hardness of material increase as cooling
rate increases but impact strength and damping capacity decreases. When it is compared with high tin bronze, silicon bronze
containing 5%wt Si and 7%wt Si showed good mechanical properties, high ductility, and low damping capacity. Therefore, it
is suitable to substitute high tin bronze especially for music instrument applications.
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In this paper we present experimental results with the ion recombination process in the vapor phase growth method. We
consider the growth process of only one element case, Zinc, because of the clarification of the change of electron states in the
element, not the entropy effect due to different elements. The advantages of using the ion recombination process are the
following; 1) controllability of total energy, 2) the highest quenching rate, 3) locality of the collision.
The total energy of the ion system was below 240 eV. Zn- ions exist on the growth front surface and Zn+ ones impinge to the
growth surface from the vapor phase. The crystal structures of deposited zinc films are measured with the XRD system. Very
strong diffuse scattering intensity of x-ray diffraction was observed at 10 eV, 90 eV, 100 eV and 230 eV after seven months
“annealing” in room temperature from the preparation. These experimental facts suggest the effectiveness of the application
of the excitation process of the inner core electron system as a new advanced material process. In this process, the ion
recombination process and the existence of a metastable state are essentially important factors.
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Crystal structure; X-ray diffraction; growth from vapor; defects; diffusion
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The flows of colloidal suspensions in porous media find many applications in fields such as Petroleum, Civil engineering. For
each application, the scientific problems can be summarized the flow in porous medium of a colloidal suspension whose
particles having characteristic dimension is considerable in comparison with the pores dimension. In certain cases one can
observe a deposit of particles on the surface of the pores which results in a significant modification in the physical properties
of the porous medium (porosity, permeability).
The objective of our study is to use a non-destructive experimental method, the attenuation of -rays, to study the influence of
the number of Peclet on the deposit of latex particles in a consolidated porous medium.
Using a -rays attenuation technique allows us to measure local porosity fluctuation due to particles deposition. By this way
deposition kinetics may be followed locally and precisely.
Nevertheless when considering the thickness of the adsorbed layer over large scales, obtained results using the -rays
attenuation technique are found in good agreement with those obtained by means of an usual technique especially at latest
stages of adsorption process.
Keywords

Porous media, colloid, deposit, Péclet number, -rays.
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1. INTRODUCTION
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Colloids transport in porous media is a topic of central importance because it deals with subsurface water contamination as
well as formation damage in petroleum engineering, a unit operation commonly used in water treatment to remove fine
particles, pathogens and colloid-associated pollutants from dilute suspensions [1],[2].
Colloids behavior in porous media depends on physico-chemical properties of the fluids and solids and on hydrodynamics.
Physico-chemical interactions between particles or between particles and pore surface are described by the DLVO theory
(theory is named after Derjaguin and Landau, Verwey and Overbeek) which includes attractive and repulsive forces and is able
to predict the adhesion conditions [3]. Hydrodynamics plays also a role on particle deposition because it controls the particle
advection in the pores. The collector efficiency is known to depend on Péclet number (ratio of convective forces to diffusion),
Pe, following the power law Pe-2/3. Moreover hydrodynamic shadowing plays an important role in the sense that, when a
particle is deposited on a surface, another flowing particle cannot be deposited in its close vicinity and is transported away at a
distance that depends obviously on the velocity. Hydrodynamic may also play a role on detachment process when
hydrodynamic forces become more important than adhesion forces.
Local measurements of porosity, using the γ-rays attenuation technique [4], give us important information on the way particle
adsorption proceeds. We see clearly that particles are firstly deposited in the zone close to the core inlet, then all the core is
invaded and a particle monolayer is deposited all along the core. The validity of local measurement data, in term of mean
values, is confirmed by comparison with permeability reduction measurement.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
An artificial consolidated porous medium was used (Aerolith-10 from USF Schumacher, Crailsheim, Germany). Its initial
porosity and permeability were 45% and 7.8 10-12 m2, respectively. The 15 cm long sample was a cylindrical core of 5 cm
diameter and a mean diameter grain of 76µm. The colloidal suspension, which was used (averaged diameter of 780 nm), is a
bi-disperse polystyrene latex particle suspension. The concentration of the colloidal suspension was settled to 200 ppm
(8.4×1011 particles/ml). The background solution was a 1:1 electrolyte prepared with deionized water and potassium iodide
(KI). Salt concentration was varied so that ionic strength ranges from 0.003M to 0.018M. Solution pH was adjusted to 7.0 and
sodium azide (NaN3) was added as bactericide. A schematic sketch of the experimental setup is presented in Figure 1.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
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The porous medium was saturated with brine and the initial values of permeabilities and field of local porosity were measured.
The colloidal suspension was then injected at a constant flow, corresponding to predetermined Peclet. A regular collection of
the effluents was carried out, measurement results of the latex concentration by spectroscopy are presented in figure 2. At
different stage of the process, the injection of the suspension was stopped and was immediately followed by a brine injection to
move the particles not deposited, which can allow us to measure the faded medium field local, porosity and permeability.
These results are interpreted and the thicknesses of hydrodynamic layer is calculated, and presented in figure 5.

Figure 2: Influence of Péclet number on the adsorption of the particles, I=0,012M.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Permeability measurement
Initially, we consider that the global damage of the porous medium due to colloidal particle deposit was determined by the
permeability reduction. The Darcy‟s law [5] is expressing the proportionality between the pressure drop P and the flow rate Q
of a viscous incompressible fluid is flowing in a 1D homogeneous porous medium:
Q/A=(kP/L)

(1)

Where A is the cross-section of the porous medium, L its length,  is the fluid dynamic viscosity and k the permeability. k is an
intrinsic property of the porous medium which can be determined in experiments from pressure drop for various values of the
flow.
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Figure 3: The reduction of the permeability ratio
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Figure 3 shows the reduction of the permeability with the increase of pore volumes injected into the medium, and which we
have reduced the permeability progressively until 17 pore volumes (PV). This indicated that deposition is a progressive
process.

k / k 0 of experimental results as the function of pore volumes injected.

N

4.2 Porosity measurement
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Secondly, we determine the local damage of the porous medium by using the gammaray attenuation technique. This is
obtained starting from the local change of porosity as described previously. Figure 4 represents the local variation of porosity
before and after injection of the colloidal suspension. However, one clearly observes a reduction of porosity measured after
the injection of the colloidal suspension. We note also a progressive deposit of the particles along the porous medium which
makes the average value of the porosity pass from 0,44980,006 to approximately 0,42500,006 after 17PV of suspension
have been injected.

Figure 4: Porosity measurement along the porous medium
4.3 Equivalent hydrodynamic thickness of deposited layer
Our fundamental objective is to determine the damage of the porous medium when a colloidal suspension flows through it.
This damage is usually expressed by the measurement of the equivalent hydrodynamic deposited layer thickness, called 
which can be defined in the following way:
The porous medium can be represented schematically by a beam of capillary tubes of the same radius Rp and the flow is
assumed to be laminar. The flow rate is expressed using the Poiseuille law:
Q=(Rp4/8)(P/L)

(2)
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Equation of Darcy (eq. 1) and the equation of Poiseuille (eq. 2) Therefore;
Rp=(8k/)1/2

(3)

The permeability reduction is deduced from Darcy‟s law which is expressed by:
Rk=ki/kd=Pi/Pd

(4)

Indices i and d correspond respectively to the initial and damaged medium. From (2) and (4), the hydrodynamic deposited
layer thickness which is expressed by:
Rp(1-Rk-1/4)

(5)

4.4 Effective deposited layer thickness

TE
D

In figure 4 we traced the calculated hydrodynamic layer thickness. After injection of 17 PV of the colloidal suspension, we see
that the hydrodynamic layer thickness including between 0.45µm and 0.60µm, is of the same order of magnitude as the
particles diameter. This indicates that the deposit is mainly of a monolayer.

In order to compare the values obtained from equivalent hydrodynamic thickness and the effective thickness of the deposited
layer, we use the relation given by [6] [7] to determine this effective thickness:
(6)

N

e =(3Vc/g/4d3g/8)1/3- dg/2
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Where dg is the diameter of the grains and Vc/g is the volume of colloids deposited by grain. A comparison between the values
of e and  is presented in figure 5.

Figure 5: Thickness of the deposited layer (local measurement by gamma, global measurement by head loss).

5. DISCUSSION
The results presented in figure 5 show that the local method of thickness determination of deposited layer and the global
method giving the equivalent hydrodynamic thickness of deposited layer provide close results. The order of magnitude of the
deposited layer is similar to the diameter of the particles, which confirms that the deposit is carried out in a monolayer.
Several experiments with various flows rate were effected, and all show the dependence of the deposit of particles with respect
to the number of Peclet. For low values of Pe, repulsive interactions particle/particle and attractive interactions solid/particle,
we can observe a monolayer deposition of the particles covering the near total of the pore surface. When the value of Pe
increases, the number of particles deposited per unit of area decreases. This can be explained by the phenomenon
“hydrodynamic shadowing” which translates the influence of a particle deposited on the deposit of other particles in its
vicinity.
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6. CONCLUSION
In this study we show that non-destructive experimental technique used (attenuation of the gamma radiation) and the adopted
methodology allows the space monolayer of the deposited particle in any point of the porous medium. Moreover, the local
character of measurement is an asset to appreciate the effective damage of the porous medium, whereas the usual methods are
destructive or intrusive also gives only indirect measurements of the global damage through the medium of permeability fall.
We highlight that the deposit is carried out a progressive way along the porous medium until obtaining a monolayer deposit.
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Analysis of TheFe-Ti and Mg-Ti-Fe Alloys Prepared by High Energy Ball
Milling and Its Hydrogen Capacity
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The synthesis and characterizations of Fe-Ti and Mg-Ti-Fe alloy with the atomic ratio of Fe:Ti = 2:1 and Mg:Ti:Fe = 2:5:6
prepared by mechanical alloying technique in toluene solution and the hydrogen absorption properties of the synthetic yielded
have been performed. The Fe-Ti and Mg-Ti-Fe elemental powders are milled with the milling time of 30 h, in a Spex 8000 high
energy ball mill. The milled specimens are analyzed with an X-ray diffractometer, Philip, type PW 1710, using Cu as the anode
tube and l = 1.5406 Å. Qualitative and quantitative analysis are calculated using Rietveld method developed by Fuji Izumi.
The microstructure of the specimens after milling and hydriding are identified with a scanning electron microscope, Philip
type 550.
The refinement analysis of the x-ray diffractions results for Fe-Ti alloy shows that before milling the specimen consist of Ti
and Fe phases, and after 30 h of milling new phases identified as FeTi and Fe2Ti can be formed. In case of Mg-Ti-Fe alloy
after 30 h of milling new phases identified as Fe2Ti and FeTi compounds and no Mg-Ti or Mg-Fe phases are formed.
Quantitative analysis of the milled powders show that the mass fractions of FeTi phase is 22.5 wt%, Fe2Ti phase is 21.1 wt%,
and the rest is from Fe. The disappearance of Mg peaks after milling is suggested from the transformation of the crystallite
into amorphous state. On hydriding at room temperature, the milled Fe-Ti and Mg-Fe-Ti powders are transformed into bTi4FeH8.5, Fe and TiH2. Consider the high hydrogen capacity and the low hydriding temperature of the Mg-Ti-Fe alloy
compared to that of Fe-Ti alloy, it could be promoted as a new hydrogen storage material.
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Metal hydride, Fe-Ti and Mg-Fe-Ti systems, mechanical alloying, hydriding
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ABSTRACT
We have prepared BST thin films doped by Indium on substrate Pt/Si using chemical solution deposition method followed by
spin coating. The dopant was varied 1%, 2%, and 4% in mole percentage. The specimen was that examined to get the
information on composition, morphology, crystal structure, grain size, and hysterisis curve to analyse the remanent
polarization and coercive field. The SEM results show that increasing the Indium ion dopant does not cause crack on the
surface. Two diffraction peaks are identified as BST on the plane 100 and 110, increasing the dopant has caused lowering the
intensity. The grain size of BST is about 25 nm, whereas increasing the dopant by 1%, 2% and 4% changed the grain size
become 25,2 nm, 26,5 nm and 21,6 nm respectively. The spontaneous polarization increased and the coercive field decreased
on adding 1% dopant, while on adding 4% dopant the spontaneous polarization has decreased.
Keywords:
Spin coating, ion dopant indium, remanent polarization, coercive field

Introduction
Barium Strontium Titanate or BST is a ferroelectric material that has some interesting properties. It has high dieletric constant,
low dielectric losses, low leak current density, and good thermal stability as well as its dependance on Curie temperature [1,2].
This attractive characteristics of BST has made it as a good candidate for memory application, both Dynamic Random Access
Memory and Ferroelectric Random Access Memory [3]. Zhu, Wang and others have examined that those properties can be
achieved by adding some dopant onto BST [4-9].
Indium (In) atoms as dopant on BST can replace Ba/Sr atoms due to their atomic radius are similar. Indium is a soft doping ion
or donor doping in which its ion valence and elastic coefficient are larger, coersive field properties and mechanical quality are
lower, and it has better electrical properties.
Barium Strontium Titanat (BST) could be prepared in several methods, chemical solution deposition (CSD) is a simple method
to carry the preparation in our laboratorium and it can be done at room temperature, the method is also called as sol gel
method. We then proceed the sample by spin coating.
In this paper, we present the characteristic of BST thin film doped by Indium, and we compare with pure BST. We perform the
characterization on cr/ystal structure, grain size, morphology, and hysterisis curve (remanent polarization and coersive field) of
thin film deposited on Pt substrate.

Methodology
Barium strontium titanate (BST) is deposited on substrate using sol gel or CSD method by mean of spin coating. BST solution
is prepared from 0.5 M barium acetate, strontium acetate, titanium isopropoxyde, in which indium acetate is used as a
precursor and acetate acyte as the solvent. Ethylene glycol is also used in the BST fabrication to prevent crack. There are three
steps in thin films deposition using chemical solution deposition method, namely solution preparation, deposition on subtrate
by spin coater, and heat treatments that include drying, pyrolysis, and annealing.
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of the BST/BSIT Characterization
Spin coating method has been used to deposit BST film on Pt/Si substrate. The angular velocity was 3000 rpm for 30 seconds
duration. Then the specimen was heated on a hotplate to make hydrolisis and pyrolisis processes. We annealed the specimen at
8000C for 3 hours. The samples were then characterized by XRD (X-ray Diffraction) to determine the crystal structure and the
grain size; SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) to analyse the morphology; and electrometer Keithley to study the
ferroelectric properties which is the hysterisis curves (remanent polarization and coersive field). Figure 1 shows the flow
diagram of the fabrication of BST/BSIT thin films and its characterization

Results and Discussion
Doping on a compound would occur whenever the radius of a dopant is in the same order of the ion replaced. The radius of
indium ion is about 0.92 Å, this ion will replace Ba2+ or Sr2+ ion whose radius are 1.35 Å and 1.13 Å. The charge of` Indium
atom is 3+, it is larger than the charge of Ba or Sr, dopant in this manner is called as a soft dopant.
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Figure 2. Diffraction pattern of BST and BIST thin films
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Figure 2 shows the XRD diffraction results to reveal the micro structure of BST and BIST thin films. Two diffraction planes
(100 and 110) are identified belong to BST. The intensity of BST thin films at 100 and 110 diffraction planes tends to decrease
on increasing the mole percentage the indium dopant. This can be explained that the replacement of Ba2+ atau Sr2+ by ion
indium (In3+) has caused some crystal deffect, and as the consequence the x-ray intensity decreases. The same phenomena has
been observed by Tae Gon Ha, et al. (2006) while this group was examining the doping of Ba0,7Sr0,3TiO3 by Cu ion, they
observed that all the peak intensities decreased.
The grain size of BST doped by indium thin films is calculated using Scherrer equation. The input data is obtained from XRD
peaks at 360 until 380. The BST plane used for the calculation is 110. Table 1 and figure 3 show the data presentation.
Table 1. FWHM and Grain Size for BST and BIST Thin Films

Sampel
BST
BIST 1%
BIST 2%
BIST 4%

FWHM
0,4104
0,4080
0,3898
0,4690

Ukuran butir (nm)
25
25,2
26,5
21,6

intensitas
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BIST 2%

BIST 1%

BST
36

36.5

37

37.5

38
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2 teta

Figure 3. Diffraction Pattern of BST and BIST Thin Film (110 plane)
From the calculation, the grain size of BIST 1%, BIST 2%, and BIST 4% respectively are 25,2 nm, 26,5 nm and 21,6 nm. The
grain size for pure BST this film is 25 nm. On increasing the mole percentage of indium dopant, the grain size is increasing,
except for BIST 4%. This might be due to the ion In3+ radius is smaller than those both of Ba2+ or Sr2+ radius.
The SEM photograph of BST thin films surface doped by indium shows that the dopant does not cause any crack. There are
some small spots on 1% dopant, but it is not crack, this might be as a result of non uniform heating. All the SEM photographs
are shown in the figure 4.
The hysterisis curves of all BST thin films doped by indium (BIST) show that all these materials are ferroelectric. The pictures
are shown in figure 6. All the experiment were taken by Keithley electrometer in the laboratory of ferroelectric materials,
Department of Physics, University of Indonesia.
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(a)

(c)
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Figure 4. Foto SEM BST dan BIST untuk variasi % mol dopan indium
(a) 0%
(b) 1% (c) 2% (d) 4%
Table 2 indicates that giving 1% of indium dopant has caused the increasing of spontaneous polarisation and remanent field,
while the coersive field is decreased compared with BST pure, whereas for 4% indium dopant the polarisation is decreased. It
seems in general, indium dopant has caused decreasing the spontaneous polarization and remanent field. From the grain size
calculation (except for 4% indium dopant), increasing the mass percentage caused increment in the grain size. We can say that
ion dopant has made the grain size become larger and as the consequence the value of the polarisation is also bigger. The same
scheme happens for the coersive field, In3+ dopant has caused the coersive field larger, eventhough it is smaller than the one in
pure BST. These results indicate that barium strontium titanat doped by indium is a good candidate for memory application.
This is applicable for ferroelectric random acces memory (FRAM) in which the polarisation is large and the coersive field in
small.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6 Kurva histerisis BST dan BIST untuk variasi % mol dopan indium
(a) 0%
(b) 1%
(c) 2% (d) 4%

Tabel 2. Spontaneous Polarization, Remanent Polarization and Coersive Field for BIST Thin Films

Specimen

BST
BIST 1%
BIST 2%
BIST 4%

Ps (+)
(μC/cm2)
25,1658
25,8498
26,8464
21,5692

Ps (-)
(μC/cm2)
24,0536
25,573
25,887
21,4604

Pr (+)
(μC/cm2)
18,6864
20,6316
20,2116
16,8925

Pr (-)
(μC/cm2)
18,2201
20,1266
19,9305
16,5929

Ec (+)
(V/m)
441525
432095
438881
439220

Ec (-)
(V/m)
451825
438887
441502
440059

Conclusion
Two diffraction peaks are identified as BST on the plane 100 and 110, increasing the dopant has caused lowering the
intensity. Compared to pured BST, adding 1% of Indium dopant can cuase the spontaneous polarization and remanent field
increased, while the coercive field decreased. Adding 4% dopant the spontaneous polarization has decreased. We can conclude
that BST doped by Indium is a good candidate for memory application.
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The porous Hydroxyapatite (HA) ceramics have found enormous use in biomedical applications including bone tissue
regeneration, cell proliferation, and drug delivery. This paper investigates the preparation and characterization of bovine
Hydroxyapatite (BHA) porous bone graft by mixing sucrose powder as porogens with bovine bone powder. After uniaxially
pressing at 156 MPa and pressurelessly sintering in air atmosphere at 1200oC for 2 hours the bioceramic showed an
interconnecting porosity. The XRD analysis indicated that bovine hydroxyapatite (BHA) porous bone graft resulted in this
research is single phase HA and is believed to be pure HA as indicated by the peak of the diffraction patterns (JCPDS 9-432).
The phase analysis also shows that BHA porous bone graft is highly crystalline with domain crystallites sizes are between ~46
to ~99 nm (~4.6 to ~9.9 Å). Several trace elements in human bone such as titanium (Ti), iron (Fe), nickel (Ni), copper (Cu) and
Zinc (Zn) were also detected in BHA porous bone graft as indicated by SR-XRF. This object is promising for bone
regeneration because the interconnecting porosity in carbonated apatite provides a good environment for bone attachment and
ingrowths
Keywords
Porous structure, hydroxyapatite, bovine bone, bone graft, biomedical application
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Low Pressure Deposition Process
of Plasma Polymerization Thin Organic Films
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ABSTRACT
Thin films are important in fabricating microdevices, because by depositing a thin film, at least one dimension of the device is
relatively straight forward to obtain and control with high precision, over the range from mono-molecular layers of a few
Angstrom thickness to films of several optical wavelength in thickness (microns). Depositing films must meet requirements. The
film thickness must be uniform over each device and over the large number of wafers usually processed at one time. The
structure and composition of the film must be controllable and reproducible, and films vary in structure depending on the
chemical properties of the material being deposited, the condition of deposition, and the chemical and physical characteristics
of the substrate on which the film is deposited. Historically, dielectric and polysilicon films have been deposited at atmospheric
pressure using a variety of reactor geometries, however, all of these atmospherc pressure reactor tend to provide thickness
uniformities that are usually high. Also, atmospheric pressure system are not as clean as vacuum system. As consequence, they
have been replaced by low pressure reactor such as low-pressure chemical vapour deposition, and ion beam deposition. The
various methods of low-pressure deposition will be discussed, and it was found that there are many advantages of the low
pressure deposition process compared to atmospheric deposition process. In this paper, it was discussed the construction of a
plasma ion deposition process system used for polymer deposition process.
Keywords
Thin films, plasma polymerization, organic films

1. INTRODUCTION.
Polymer organic films have been studied extensively for many years. The particular interest of polymer organic films is the possibility
that these films might have applications in electronic devices such as protective coatings, sensor fabrication, and films for biomedical
applications. In applied electronics these films are well suited for use as electrically insulating materials [1,3].
Silicon dioxide has so far been the main passivation layer in semiconductors due to its good chemical stability and excellent
insulation [4] and is obtained by thermal oxidation of silicon. However, this technique is not suitable for group III-IV component
semiconductors such as gallium arsenide because oxidation requires temperatures above the decomposition point of the semiconductor
itself [5]. Because plasma-polymerized organic films also have other advantages over thermally deposited SiO2, such as lower
sensitivity to ionizing radiation [6], significant efforts to utilize plasma polymers for this application have been made.
It is well known that plasma polymerization (glow- discharge chemical vapour-deposition) is a technique for preparing organic as
well as inorganic thin solid films [7-8], Plasma polymerization is a unique technique capable fabricating thin polymer films from almost any
organic vapour. It refers to the formation of polymerizated monomeric materials under the influence of the plasma. Because the most
practical means of carrying out plasma polymerization involves the use of an electric glow discharge in a vacuum, the term
glow discharge polymerization has also been used [9-10]. In a plasma, the electric field interacts with the gas molecules to
generate a wide variety of reactive species, including electrons, positive ions, and neutral atoms, and molecules in both ground and
excited states. Gases which combine only at elevated temperatures react near room temperature in a glow discharge, and solid
surfaces can be sputtered away by the bombardment of the energetic species to form new substances.The materials formed by plasma
polymerization are vastly different from conventional polymers and are also different from inorganic materials. It really constitutes a
new kind of material technology in that [11-16] plasma polymerization is to be regarded as a new technology for preparing thin films.
Consequently, interest in the plasma polymerization process has originated from a desire to find methods of preparing new types of
materials rather than methods of preparing conventional polymers [17].
The plasma polymerization formation of metal-containing organic films i.e. a compound which has carbon-metal bonds have been attracting
special attention owing to their interesting electrical, optical, and chemical properties [18]. In the early investigations, their use in the
development of electronic applications was rather disappointing. However, the electrical properties of plasma produced polymers
continue to be the subject of extensive investigation toward finding materials suitable for electronic applications [19].
Construction of a plasma ion beam deposition system was also conducted as part of this study. A plasma ion beam deposition system was
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constructed to deposit organic substances polymerized from monomer on to various experimental substrates.
Toluene or p-xylene was used for the organic monomer. It was carried into the discharge chamber using an inert gas (argon). The gas
mixture was ionized by an inductively coupled radio frequency field from a coil connected to a 5 MHz rf generator wound around the
plasma chamber. This generated argon ions in the discharge chamber glass which were then extracted and collimated by an Einzel lens and
focused together with the polymer for deposition on to the various substrates investigated.

2. POLYMERIZATION TECHNIQUE.
Organic polymers may be prepared from monomer vapour by the use of an electron beam, ultraviolet irradiation, or glow discharge
[20]. Glow discharge or polymerization techniques have been used by various researchers to deposit organic polymer on to substrates.
Bradley and Hammes [21] list over 40 monomers that had been examined for these applications, and insulating thin films prepared in this
manner were reported to have very desirable properties.
There are many deposition reactor designs and many experimental conditions to be considered in plasma thin film deposition processes,
and there are published studies describing the technology for producing plasma deposited thin films from these materials [22]. The basic
components of a plasma polymerization system consists of the following components:
1. Deposition chamber or reactor
2. Power generation source
3. Vacuum system
The results of thin film deposition are subject to many variables which may be interdependent, these include: reactor geometry,
power level and frequency of the rf power oscillator, the glow discharge, gas composition and flow rate.
2.1. Deposition Chamber or Reactor
The deposition chamber or reactor is the place where deposition of plasma polymerized thin film on to the substrate occurs. In plasma
polymerization, the design of deposition chamber is an important matter as the distribution of the polymer deposit is dependent on the
geometrical arrangement of the reactor as a whole. The geometrical factor of reactor design also determines the deposition rate as well as the
polymer properties.
In the plasma reactor, not all the organic vapour injected into glow discharge polymerization reactor is utilized in polymer
formation. The proportion of the organic vapour injected into reactor which does not contribute to glow discharge polymerization is called
the bypass ratio. The higher the bypass ratio of a reactor is, the lower is the conversion of the organic vapour to polymer. This ratio,
according to Yasuda et al. depend on the ratio of the volume occupied by discharge to the total volume [23-25].
According Liepins and Sakaoku [26], there are two types of reactor all of which could fulfil the needs of experiments:
1.
A bell-jar type of reactor with capacitively coupled electrodes. This type of reactor employs higher ranges of pressure
(between 1-10 Torr).
2. Inductively coupled rf reactor with a relatively small volume (between 1 -5 litres). This type reactor is operated at lower pressure
less than 1 Torr.
In the bell-jar reactor reported [27], a mass sufficient to form powder was present in the system even under low flow rate conditions.
However, in the lower pressure reactor the diffusional path length increases significantly, and consequently powder formation is not usually
observed.
In plasma polymerization which utilizes internal electrodes to excite the discharge, either the substrate is placed directly on an electrode surface or in
the space between the electrodes. With external electrodes or an induction coil, the location of the substrate can be chosen in a variety of ways
such as in the erect position, lying flat relative to the position of the external electrodes. The substrates usually lie flat for ease of heating the
substrate uniformly during deposition, and to get a high degree of electric field and power density distribution uniformity. Therefore, the location
of the electrodes within a reactor and the location of the substrate are important factors which can also determine the polymer properties.
The distribution of polymer deposition over the substrate is also another important factor which one can relate to the uniformity of the polymer
deposition formed by glow discharge polymerization. It depends on the following parameters [23-25]:
1. The geometrical arrangement of the inlet for the monomer and the outlet of this system to the vacuum system,
2. The operating gas pressure in the discharge,
3. The chemical reactivity of the monomer.
2.2. Power Generation Source.
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In the plasma polymerization process, it has already been observed that an RF power oscillator can be used to maintain a glow discharge at low
pressures and to catalyze the chemical reactions [28]. There are some requirements imposed on power supplies used for plasma
polymerization such as the frequency used in RF generator and the location of the rf electrodes within a reactor.
The power drawn from the supply usually depends on the process operating parameters such as voltage, the gas used for plasma polymerization, and
the process operating pressure. RF power oscillators are commercially available in a large range of power level outputs and the frequencies used
in this RF generator are usually about 13,565 27,12, or 40.68 MHz.
2.3. Vacuum System.
Most plasma systems are not critical about the high vacuum requirements, usually the process pressures are in the range of 0.1 - 1.0 Torr.
Therefore, diffusion pumps are not necessarily required, although these have been incorporated in some experiments to establish
an initial high vacuum 10° - 106 Torr prior to the start of the experiments for cleaning and degassing.
The choice of pumping system must be based on considerations of the pumping rate for all gases and vapours to be introduced or
generated in the process, the inlet flow rates, the background contamination from residual gases, outgassing and backstreaming, and
overall safety [29].

3. MECHANISM OF POLYMER FORMATION IN A PLASMA.
The reactions that are involved in the process of polymer formation in a glow discharge are complex. However, several important
types of phenomena can be identified and this allows the construction of a general picture of glow discharge polymerization .
The processes involved in the formation of a polymer in a plasma, can be represented schematically as shown in Figure 1 [30]. It
consists of two major types of polymerization:
a. The Plasma-Induced Polymerization.
The direct route of monomer to polymer can be visualized by chain reaction polymerization in the case of certain monomers since
the plasma contains a number of energetic species created by electric discharge which can trigger the polymerization. This
polymerization does not produce a gas phase by-product since the polymerization proceeds via the utilization of a polymerizable
structure. Plasma induced polymerization is schematically represented by a chain propagation mechanism as follows:
M* + M --» MM*
Mi* + M --» Mi+1*
propagation
Mi* + Mki --»* Mi - Mk termination
where: i, k are number of repeating units (i.e., i=k=l for the starting material)
M represents the monomer material, which can be a fragment, or even an atom detached from the original monomer
material, but not necessarily having the same structure as the monomer material.
M* represents a reactive species which can be an ion of either sign of charge, an excited molecule, or a free radical, produced
from the monomer M but not necessarily retaining the molecular structure of the monomer material.
b. The Plasma Polymerization.
The route via a reactive intermediary is the major reaction in plasma polymerization. The polymer is formed by the repeated step-wise
reaction
initiation or reinitation
Mi  Mi*
Mk Mk*
propagation and termination
Mi* + Mk*  Mi - Mk
Mi* + Mk*  Mi - Mk

4. OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS FOR PLASMA POLYMERIZATION.
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The operational parameters that control plasma polymerization can be divided into two major categories:
Parameters 1. Parameters which in most cases are not variable, such as size of electrodes, distance between electrodes, and the frequency
of the radio frequency oscillator.
Parameters 2. Parameters that require adjustment for each run and often during a run, such as monomer flow rate, system pressure, and
discharge power.
Because determination of the first parameter has to be carried out after investigation by running the system and varying parameters 2 many
times to get a better polymerized thin film deposition, only the parameters 2 will be discussed in the following sections.

Figure 1. Overall mechanism of glow discharge polymerization After ref.28
4.1. Monomer Flow Rate.
In plasma polymerization, the parameter that can be correlated with the flow rate of monomer is the polymer deposition rate which is
expressed by (mass)/(area)(time). The flow rate refers to the feeding-in rate of starting materials into the vacuum system and is generally
given by the volume of the gas at standard temperature and pressure (273 K and 1 atm) per unit time. This does not mean the rate at which the
starting material is fed to the region of the system where polymerization occurs. Flow rates of a gas in vacuum system merely represent the
total flux of gas but do not represent the velocity of molecules as visualized in the flow of a liquid.
The polymer deposition rates of various monomers should be compared on the basis of the mass flow rate; because in the gas phase, the
pressure and volume of a gas determine the total number of molecules of the gas under consideration at a given temperature.
4.2. System Pressure.
As discussed above, the system pressure of flow is determined by the feed-in rate of the gas and also the pumping-out rate of the vacuum
system. The pumping-out rate, however, is determined by the overall pumping-out capability of the entire pump system. When the system
pressure is measured at some fixed point, the reading of the pressure P, is empirically related to the flow rate F of a monomer by [31] :
F=aPb

(1)

where, a = a constant and the value of exponent b lies in the range l<b<2,but often it is close to 2
When there is a steady-state monomer flow into the plasma reactor and a glow discharge is produced, the system pressure changes to a new
steady-state value as a steady-state plasma flow is established. This change is caused by the major factors:
1. gas phase changes because of the creation of the plasma,
2. the gases change and so do their pumping-out characteristics
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Thus, as soon as the plasma polymerization starts, the gas to be pumped of the system changes from monomer to the gaseous by-product of plasma
polymerization. This change in the composition of the gas causes the pumping-out capability of the system to change.
4.3. Discharge Power.
There are many parameters with which to describe the energy input for plasma polymerization. Current density is used to describe the
energy used in a glow discharge [32]. Duval and Theoret [33] used W/W0 where W is the actual power used in experiment and W0 is the minimum
power required to sustained a glow discharge at a given pressure since W0 dependent on the pressure. Discharge power is an important
parameter because the level of the discharge power varies according to the characteristics of the starting materials but it is necessary to
maintain a glow discharge for polymerization to take place.
In order to understand the importance of the discharge power parameter for glow discharge polymerization, it has been suggested that
one should recognize the following characteristics of the plasma polymerization process [34]:
1. The monomer (the starting material) is in the gas phase, but the main product is in the solid phase,
2. The plasma polymerization occurs mainly in the glow region of a reactor,
3. The gas phase of the glow region is not a simple plasma of monomer but contains significant amounts of non-polymer-forming gas
product(s).
From the characteristics of plasma polymerization listed above, the discharge power level is the main system-dependent parameter, and not simply
the power input into the system. Therefore, the best approach to dealing with this situation is to use the parameter given by W/FM, where W
is the power input, F the flow rate, and M the molecular weight of the starting material [35]. The composite parameter W/FM represents the energy
input per unit mass of the monomer.

5. CHARACTERISTICS OF PLASMA POLYMERS.
As mentioned in section 2, glow discharge polymerization is system dependent, the properties of polymers formed by glow discharge
polymerization are also dependent on the
condition of the process. But in general, polymeric films synthesized by a glow discharge are usually amorphous, high branch cross-linked,
pin-hole free, insoluble and chemically stable. The properties of a plasma polymer depend on the following [32]:
1. The chemical properties of the monomer,
2. The conditions of plasma polymerization,
3. The chemical and physical characteristics of the substrate on which the plasma polymer is deposited.
The properties of a plasma product polymer depend on the chemical properties of the monomer. The effect of free radicals in plasma
polymer formation have been studied in detail by some scientists [36-37]. Because the formation of trapped free radicals is tied to the growth
mechanism in plasma polymerization, the overall properties of a plasma polymer are directly or indirectly related to the number of free
radicals. The quantity of free radicals trapped in a plasma polymer is determined largely by the chemical structure of the monomer.
The dependence of the type of polymer formed on the apparent operational factors of power, pressure and flow rate have also been
investigated. They found that when operational factors were changed, the form of polymers deposited on the substrates were also different.
At lower pressures, low flow rates, and low power supplied to the discharge, the polymers were deposited as a powdery film. However, at
higher pressures, flow rates, and powers supplied to the discharge, the form of the film was oily or waxy.
A composite film consisting of a thin layer of plasma polymer deposited on a flexible polymeric substrate such as polyethylene film has
been observed. From the result found, it shows a strong tendency to bend and curl. It was noticed that the curling always occurs in such a
way that the film is convexed toward the side of the coated layer and that the curling occurs during the process of plasma
polymerization, where these can be no swelling due to the absorption of moisture. This curling can be ascribed to an internal stress
arising in the plasma polymer during polymer deposition.

6. A PLASMA ION BEAM DEPOSITION SYSTEM.
Construction of a plasma ion beam deposition system was also conducted as part of this study. A plasma ion beam deposition system as
shown in Figure 2 was constructed to deposit Organic subtances polymerized from monomer on to various experimental substrates . In
this system toluene or p-xylene was used used for the organic monomer.It was carried into the discharge chamber using an inert gas
(argon).The gas mixture was ionized by an inductively coupled radio frequenzy field from a coil connected to a 5 MHz rf generator
wound around the plasma chamber.This generated argon ions in the discharge chamber glass which were then extracted and collimated by
an Einzel lens and focused together with the polymer for deposition on to the various substrates investigated
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Figure 2 Plasma Ion Beam Deposition System
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Nanostructures for Energy-related Applications
Joe Greene1,2,3
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2
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Department of Materials Science, National Taiwan University of Science and Technology, Taipei 10607, Taiwan

Cubic TM nitrides have wide single phase compound fields which can be exploited. We show results for vacancy hardening
(not associated with film strain) in 3d group-IV TiNx(001): the hardness H of epitaxial layers increases dramatically, while the
elastic modulus E and the relaxed lattice constant decrease linearly, as x is decreased from 1.0 to 0.67. Over the same x range,
the resistivity (x) increases from 13 to 192 -cm due to electron scattering from N vacancies. In contrast, H(x), E(x), and
(x) for 5d group-V TaNx(001) remain constant due primarily to the presence of isoelectronic antisites.
While TiN and TaN are metallic, 3d group-III ScN(001) is a transparent semiconductor with an indirect Γ-X gap of 1.3 eV and
a direct X-point gap of 2.4 eV. Reflectivity measurements from Sc1-xTixN(001) layers show TiN is strongly reflecting up to the
reflectance edge at ћe = 2.3 eV while ScN is transparent and e  x0.5. Thus, hard decorative coatings with a wide range of
colors can be obtained.
The extreme range of materials properties available in TM nitrides and related systems can be enhanced through the formation
of self-organized superhard nanostructures consisting of commensurate nanolamellae, nanocolumns, nanospheres, and
nanopipes. Self-organization strategies include controlled phase separation, surface-induced spinodal decomposition, surface
segregation-induced renucleation, strain-induced roughening, surface anisotropy, and dynamic resputter yield amplification.
As a final example, the Ti-B-N system, exhibiting a deep miscibility gap in the ternary phase diagram, is used as an archetype
to develop strategies for designing reaction paths leading to the directed self-organized growth of "intelligent" hightemperature nanostructures (e.g., the hardness actually increases with temperature!).
Keywords
TM nitrides, sputter deposition, self-organized nanostructures
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Sol−Gel derived TiO2 – PMMA Nanocomposites of Enhanced
Nanocrystallinity
Dr. Akhmad Herman Yuwono
Department of Metallurgy and Materials Engineering
Faculty of Engineering, University of Indonesia
Kampus UI Depok 16424 Jawa Barat Indonesia
Email: ahyuwono@metal.ui.ac.id

Nanocomposites are a special class of materials originating from suitable combinations of organic and inorganic moieties into
nanosized domains, resulting in materials possessing unique physical and chemical properties. Novel electronic and optical
materials based on these nanocomposites have found wide potential application in diverse areas, including optical switches
and waveguides as well as high refractive index and non-linear optical devices. Among other techniques to prepare TiO2organic nanocomposites, sol−gel process has been widely practiced. It is a wet chemical route which involves the evolution of
a system from a colloidal suspension (the “sol”) into a solid/semi-solid (the “gel”) phase. This process was developed initially
as a process to prepare pure ceramic precursors and inorganic glasses at low temperatures. Nowadays, due to its versatility,
i.e.: a lowered processing temperature; high purity; and feasibility of employing various post-forming processes, sol−gel
process has been intensively studied and practiced into applications to respond to the demand for advanced ceramics of high
purity, well-controlled homogeneity, and properly tailored properties as well as various nanostructured materials. On top the
advantages offered, however, the sol−gel process has a major limitation, which is the largely amorphous state in the resulting
TiO2 phase, as a consequence of the relatively low processing temperatures. Indeed, increasing the temperature to a higher
temperature than 450oC can be expected to increase the crystallinity of TiO2 phase itself; however, this is not applicable for
TiO2-polymer nanocomposites due to the decomposition of the organic matrix. Therefore, a systematic investigation has
been conducted into titanium dioxide−polymethy methacrylate (TiO2−PMMA) nanocomposites derived from in situ sol−gel
polymerization and copolymer templating, aimed at understanding the mechanisms responsible for the occurrence of the
largely amorphous TiO2 nanoparticles, which cannot be avoided under the conditions tolerable by the polymer matrix. While
the assembling by copolymer templating leads to a highly organized nanostructure, the largely amorphous TiO2 state is shown
to relate to the fast development of stiff Ti−OH networks during hydrolysis and condensation, assisted by the entrapment of the
rigid polymer matrix. A post-hydrothermal treatment involving high-pressure water vapor has been successfully devised to
enhance the nanocrystallinity of TiO2 nanoparticles. TiO2 nuclei are shown to involve in the rearrangement of flexible Ti−OH
networks, giving rise to the densification of ordered Ti−O−Ti bonds. An appropriate pre-annealing can provide an optimized
concentration of TiO2 nuclei, in competition with a strong hindrance effect resulted from the polymerization of the organic
matrix. The functional properties of the TiO2−PMMA nanocomposites have been correlated to their nanostructures, where
both linear and nonlinear optical responses are shown to increase with the enhancement of TiO 2 crystallinity in the
nanocomposites.
Keywords
TiO2, nanocomposites, post-hydrothermal, enhanced nanocrystalinity
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Notes on a few Tropical Variants of Sustainable Architecture
Jiat Hwee Chang
National University of Singapore
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, architectural discourses have been increasingly dominated by issues pertaining to sustainability. The wide
acceptance of these discourses of sustainable architecture has led some critics to fear that they will be the new hegemonic
knowledge – setting agendas and silencing other critical positions – in architectural education and practice [1]. In response,
some scholars argue that sustainable architecture could be understood pluralistically as situated socio-cultural practices, each
with its own history, geography, and politics [2]. Despite this emphasis on the varieties of approaches, most studies of
sustainable architecture, unlike the scholarship in environmental politics and history, have largely been confined to the EuroAmerican contexts. Although exemplars from the “developing” countries are sometimes included to give the impression of a
global discourse, these studies tend to be silent on the variegated, historical, and contested nature of the sustainability debate
in the “developing” countries [3]. Instead, the inclusion of exemplars from “developing” countries serves to demonstrate that
sustainable architecture is a new monolithic global entity – one without history and differentiated only in terms of
technoscientific configurations responding to “natural” variations (such as climate and ecology) but entirely unaffected by
socio-political forces [4].
I propose to add to the pluralistic understanding of sustainable architecture by examining a few particular variants of
sustainable architecture – permutations of tropical architecture in postcolonial contexts. By tropical architecture, I refer to the
architectural discourses and practices that appear to give primacy to tropical nature, mostly in terms of climatic and
environmental conditions, as the prime determinant of architectural form. However, as has been noted elsewhere, nature is one
of the most complex words in English language [5]; tropical nature is no exception and it has often been expanded to include
social, cultural, and political conditions that are deemed intrinsic to the particular site or place in the tropics. Tropical
architecture is considered as a variant of sustainable architecture because of the recent recasting of tropical architecture as
sustainable architecture [6]. Moreover, there are many similarities between the current discourses of sustainable architecture
and the prior discourses of tropical architecture in terms of their shared emphasis on minimizing resource usage and waste
production, their common concern for social and cultural issues of a locality, and their association with the diverse notions of
development.
As it has been convincingly argued elsewhere, the practices of sustainable architecture are better understood through
narratives that attend to the particularities of a place and its socio-historical contingencies than through abstract models or
best practice lists [7], this paper draws primarily from the situated architecture and discourses on tropical sustainability in
South and Southeast Asia, particularly Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, and Sri Lanka. The architecture and discourses to be
examined centered around the activities of the Aga Khan Award for Architecture (AKAA) in the past two decades or so – the
discourses in the Mimar journal and other publications it produced, the conferences and workshop it organized, the winners of
its triennial awards, and the controversies and debates these activities generated in South and Southeast Asia. Although
primarily concerned with architectural excellence and socio-cultural development in the Muslim societies around the world
[8], the AKAA activities have nonetheless wielded considerable influences over the trajectories that the discourses and
practices of tropical sustainable architecture in South and Southeast Asia took [9]. Not only were the key protagonists of
tropical sustainable architecture, such as Geoffrey Bawa and Ken Yeang, involved in its activities, AKAA’s transnational
network also enabled the coalescence of discrete discourses and practices from different nation-states into larger unitary
regional ones. Moreover, AKAA’s focus on the Islamic and non-Western world highlights the tensions behind North-South and
East-West social, cultural, political, and economic inequalities and differences, a key component of the sustainability concept
often ignored in Euro-American discourses on sustainable architecture.
There are three main sections in this paper, each representing a particular recent strand of tropical architecture, with its own
theories of sustainability, politics of development, and entanglements with prior colonial history. In the first section, I examine
recent tropical sustainable architecture in relation to the notions of ecological modernization and green developmentalism, and
I show how it is in many ways an extension of the post-World-War-II development regime and the modern tropical architecture
created then. In the second section, I examine neo-traditional tropical architecture as an alternative path of development in
relation to the perceived failure of post-World-War-II development regime and the rejection of modern tropical architecture
produced under that regime. I will also review criticisms of this “return to tradition,” especially its elitism and its reproduction
of colonial notions of “tropicality.” In the final section, I examine self-help tropical architecture produced in squatter
settlements in Indonesia in relation to the governmental rationality of the global neoliberal regime in capacity building and
producing self-reliant subjects. I trace this connection between tropical architecture and governmental rationality to earlier
colonial precedents in the British Empire in which the building of tropical architecture was linked to governmental rationality
of managing and optimizing the health and welfare of certain segments of the population.
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Green Developmentalism, Ecological Modernization, and Tropical Sustainable Architecture
If one looks at the tenth award cycle, 2005-2007, of the AKAA, the winners from Singapore and Malaysia – The Moulmein
Rise Residential Tower designed by WOHA Architects and University of Technology Petronas designed by Foster and
Partners respectively – give the impression that sustainable architecture in the tropics is merely an extension of those elsewhere,
differentiated only by climatic variations. From a socio-cultural perspective, both projects are not untypical of recent largescale sustainable architecture elsewhere. The Moulmein Rise Residential Tower is a high-rise condominium development
targeted at the high-end housing market segment while the University of Technology Petronas is a high-tech new university
complex, a wholly owned subsidiary of Petronas, Malaysia’s state petroleum company. The Moulmein Rise Residential Tower
was primarily lauded by the jury for addressing “the challenges of the tropical climates” by successfully adopting passive
cooling strategies for the high-rise residential typology while the University of Technology Petronas was applauded for its
“contemporary reinterpretation of the classic metaphor for tropical architecture – an umbrella that offers protection from the
sun and rain [10].“ These two projects appear to continue the trend started by Menara Mesiniaga, a project designed by
Hamzah and Yeang, which was an AKAA winner at the sixth award cycle, 1993-1995. Menara Mesiniga is an office tower
designed as a “showcase building” for the agent of IBM in Malaysia. The standard office tower typology is differentiated
through its bioclimatic architectural features, such as the spiraling terraced garden balconies, sun-shading devices, and
naturally ventilated spaces [11]. Seen in the larger context of Singapore and Malaysia’s governments’ recent initiatives in
encouraging sustainable architecture through the funding of research in green technologies, building high profile energy
efficient buildings, drawing up new masterplans based on ecological principles, and encouraging the use of sustainable
building assessment methods along the models of Britain’s BREEAM and United States’ LEED, these AKAA projects
appeared to be not out of ordinary [12]. They are exemplary components of Singapore and Malaysia’s larger environmental
movement, perhaps following the well-trodden paths taken in certain Euro-American societies, towards what Michael Bess
describes in another context as the global “light-green society.” [13]
Underlying the light-green society and these projects are the characteristics of what has been described as ecological
modernization [14]. Unlike the radical environmental politics of the 1970s, ecological modernization does not reject the basic
tenets of capitalist modernization. Instead, those who embrace ecological modernization seek more and better modernization.
They share modernization program’s fundamental faith in science and technology, and they believe in technological fixes for
environmental problems. Ecological modernization typically entails programs that establish and fund research infrastructure to
re-engineer or to produce better technological systems in order, for example, to utilize energy more efficiently or to exploit
clean and renewable energies. In architecture, that could mean that the energy profligate International Style modern buildings
should be amended with technological modifications, such as the use of photovoltaic cells, more efficient air-conditioning
system, better utilization of daylight, or the incorporation of other green features, such as vertical landscaping, to reduce energy
consumption and ecological footprint. Or ecological modernization could entail the embrace of alternative or even seemingly
radical design philosophies and methodologies, such as bioclimatic design, biomimicry, ecological design, whole system
engineering, etc., to rethink standard building typologies, such as the ubiquitous hermetically sealed air-conditioned office
tower, and re-engineer their energy management systems [15].
Ecological modernization typically works hand in hand with green capitalism and green developmentalism [16]. Green
capitalism purportedly transforms the old regime of capitalist development, which dominated and destroyed nature, and
reconciles the former opposition between economic growth and environmental protection. One of the basic assumptions is that
environmental problems could be rectified by market solutions based on neoclassical economics promoted by the global
hegemonic regime of neoliberalism [17]. Green capitalism entails the use of market-based instruments to evaluate and value
nature with the implication that in order for nature to be protected, it must be demonstrated as a “resource” or a “natural
capital.” Hence, for example, the protection of a tropical rainforest from logging and deforestation, and the conservation of its
biodiversity could only happen if it is financed by the sale of access to ecotourism sites in the rainforest, or the granting of
rights of bio-prospecting in the tropical rainforest and amongst its indigenous communities to Euro-American pharmaceutical
companies [18]. In a related manner, sustainable architecture and green design have in recent years gained wide acceptance
among diverse large corporations because investments in sustainable architecture and green design are often rationalized
economically in terms of increase in workforce satisfaction and the concomitant increase in productivity, cost savings in terms
of reduced energy consumption, or increase in symbolic capital in terms of boosting the company’s green credentials and
attracting green consumerism. In Singapore and Malaysia, many large real estate developers and multinational corporations
have in recent years followed the governments’ green initiatives and enthusiastically embraced building sustainable
architecture [19]. Even the latest Singapore landmark of conspicuous consumption – the Integrated Resort at Marina Bay
developed by Las Vegas Sands Corporation and designed by Moshe Safdie Architects – is striving to attain certification by the
Green Mark, Singapore’s green building rating system [20].
Because ecological modernization works hand in hand with green capitalism and its attendant green consumerism, it does not
require structural changes to be made to the economy. Existing consumption patterns remain largely unchanged, with perhaps
the exception of the increasing commodification of nature, and the current measure of development remains unquestioned.
Although ecological modernization and green developmentalism have been equated with the hegemony of the sustainable
development paradigm, as outlined in the Bruntland Report (i.e. Our Common Future published in 1987) and further
articulated in Agenda 21 (following the 1992 Rio Earth Summit) [21], one of the three Es of the Bruntland Report – equity,
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ecology, economy – is wittingly or unwittingly ignored in discourses and practices of ecological modernization and green
developmentalism [22]. Equity, or distribution justice, the key principle of sustainable development that seeks to address
uneven development and unequal distribution of wealth and resources between the northern (temperate) and southern (tropical),
the developed and underdeveloped countries, and the resultant North-south development conflict is simply not addressed. In
the next section, I will show that sustainable development, instead of being a new concept, is in many ways an extension of the
earlier post-World-War-II failed development regime.

Post-War Development and Technoscientific Power-Knowledge
hen the AKAA jury referred to tropical architecture in their citation of the University of Technolgy Petronas, they were
drawing upon the discourses and practices of modern tropical architecture produced in the post-World-War-II era of
decolonization under another development regime. Those schemes were devised either by international agencies primarily
under the aegis of the United States, such as those of the United Nations and the World Bank, or the various imperial agencies
primarily in the British and French empires. In the context of the decolonizing British Empire, modern tropical architecture
was mostly built by British or British-trained architects, including key figures such as Maxwell Fry, Jane Drew, and James
Cubitt, and also the lesser known figures serving in the colonial public institutions such as the various Public Works
Departments and the Improvement Trusts [23]. Modern tropical architecture were mainly built as part of the social
development programs in the colonies funded by the Colonial Development and Welfare Act (CD&W) initiated in 1940, in the
forms of schools, hospitals, mass housing and other welfare facilities [24]. Although postwar development in general and
CD&W in particular is in some ways different from the later green developmentalism under the global neoliberal regime
described earlier, there are quite a few significant similarities.
Just as green developmentalism in the guise of sustainable development was formulated to address uneven development and
poverty in the global South in the 1980s, CD&W was devised to compensate for years of neglect in social development and
abject poverty in many of the British tropical possessions in the 1930s. It was primarily aimed at quelling anti-colonial
sentiments and other “disturbances” linked to the socio-economic problems in many parts of the British tropical possessions
and also in response to criticisms, both in the metropole and in the colonies, of exploitative colonialism [25]. It was not only
that the problems were similar, the practices employed in dealing with the problems and the underlying ideologies were also
analogous. Many scholars have argued that the different postwar development practices, be it in agriculture, health, education
or housing, employed a particular way of problematizing that linked the diagnoses with specific prescriptions, and anticipated
certain techniques required to solve the problem. Such an approach of “rendering technical” in which socio-political problems
were turned into technical ones has the effect of depoliticizing social problems [26]. For example, in the case of dealing with
postwar colonial housing problem in the British Empire, the Colonial Office draws on its earlier colonial development
knowledge and practices in dealing with tropical medicine, agriculture, and nutrition, and frame the housing problem as a
strictly specialized technical problem of building cheaper and “better” (in terms of meeting comfort and sanitary standards)
housing [27]. In doing so, the larger structural conditions of poverty for most of the colonial native population and their
inability to afford better housing were unwittingly ignored. In a related way, and as pointed out earlier, green
developmentalism framed the question of sustainability strictly in terms of neoclassical economics and technological change
while largely ignoring the underlying question of distributional justice and socio-economic relations.
To render a problem technical, there needs to be an existing body of knowledge or expertise from which the development
expert could draw his or her prescription. This body of knowledge is frequently technoscientific in nature as in the case of
modern tropical architecture [28]. The British architects saw modern tropical architecture as a “dialect of internationalism
[29],” in which modern architecture was acclimatized to the tropical conditions. In thinking about the tropical conditions,
earlier racist discourse on climate and civilization was recast as a value-neutral technoscientific discourse on how the hot and
humid tropical climate would impinge on the performance of building material and on the comfort of the inhabitants [30]. This
preoccupation with climatic conditions in relation to built form came to be manifested in the field of climatic design.
As scholars in science and technology studies note, the production of technoscientific knowledge necessitates the support of a
corresponding technoscientific infrastructure of research and educational institutions, experts and other trained personnel,
normative practices and standardized instruments [31]. Modern tropical architecture at the end of the British Empire was no
different and it was supported by conferences [32], educational institutions such as the Department of Tropical Architecture
established at the Architectural Association [33], and an international network of building research stations coordinated by the
Colonial Liaison Unit of the Building Research Station in Garston, England [34]. Underlying all this was a fundamental faith
in the transformative power of science and technology, especially in terms of how the application of technoscientific
knowledge would enable development and provide for welfare. This was the prevailing ideology of the postwar development
programs, as exemplified by American president Harry Truman’s Point Four Program [35]. Green developmentalism and
ecological modernization that underlay tropical sustainable architecture also share this faith in technoscience. In fact, tropical
sustainable architecture often draws directly on the technoscientific knowledge created earlier. Similar strategies of passive
cooling and even common parti diagrams and architectural language were often adopted, although their uses are now enhanced
by more advanced technologies used in the design process and during building construction. The building research institutions
may have evolved but they still play key roles in producing the technoscientific knowledge in tropical sustainable architecture.
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The brise soleil, the huge sun-roof, and the “monsoon window” [36] seen in the recent AKAA winning projects were all to be
found in the previous tropical modern architecture.
Following scholars that criticized the discourses and practices of postwar development for reducing complex life-world into
abstract technical knowledge [37], it has been argued that the technoscientific practices of climatic design have the similar
effect of dissolving the historical, social, cultural, and political differences between the different tropical colonies into the
common denominator of climate. Moreover, climatic design facilitated the replacement of embodied knowledge of place with
abstract technical knowledge of climatic conditions and thermal comfort conditions, thus enabling the knowledge of “place”
from a distance through meteorological data and thermal comfort charts [38]. Furthermore, climatic design should also be
understood as power-knowledge configuration. It also served to confirm expertise and, correspondingly, created experts and,
what Bruno Latour calls, “centers of calculation,” i.e. the metropolitan research and educational institutions that accumulated
power-knowledge and facilitated control on climatic design in the tropics [39]. The new technoscientific power-knowledge on
modern tropical architecture, along with neocolonial capitalist development, also contributed to the creation of new building
norms in the decolonizing developing countries, in terms of modern building standards, specifications, materials, components,
and construction methods. Not only did these new norms displace old traditional construction crafts and materials, they also
created a dependency on imported construction materials, components, and expertise from the industrialized countries in the
tropical colonies [40]. In view of these, some post-development scholars, drawing on Edward Said’s Orientalism, dependency
theory, and Foucauldian theories, suggest that postwar development schemes like CD&W and, in extension, the introduction of
modern tropical architecture were part of a new hegemonic regime of power-knowledge to contain and manage the
decolonizing/developing world economically and culturally [41]. This reliance on imported expertise, building materials, and
building components appears to continue into tropical sustainable architecture given the continued technological gap and
inequalities in distribution of resources between the countries in the tropical south and those in the industrial north.

Postcolonial Contestation
Given that tropical sustainable architecture has been interpreted by some as an extension of the neo-colonial power-knowledge
regime that contributed to the underdevelopment of postcolonial nations in the tropics, does it mean then that any postcolonial
subject pursuing tropical sustainable architecture is suffering from what a postcolonial critic called “epistemic conquest” [42]
in which the power-knowledge of development paralyze him to such an extent that it is “impossible [for that person] to
conceptualize social reality in other terms”? [43] There are two main problems with this reading. Firstly, it assumes that the
structure of power-knowledge is so overbearingly powerful that the postcolonial architect in the tropics could not but be a
“’bearer’ of structure.” [44] Secondly, it assumes that all the postcolonial nations are a homogeneous entity, similarly caught
up in a postcolonial mire of poverty and dependency. But as Foucault notes, “[p]ower must be analyzed as something which
circulates… It is never localized here or there, never in anybody’s hands.” [45] Foucauldian theory on power-knowledge
presupposes that “power is only power when addressed to individuals who are free to act in one way or another.” [46] As such,
the neocolonial power-knowledge on modern tropical architecture and tropical sustainable architecture, in spite of their
powerful technoscientific articulations, do not preclude their appropriation by postcolonial subjects. As it has been noted,
“what appears like a discourse of control is at another a discourse of entitlement.” [47] Technical expertise could be acquired
by postcolonial subjects, and as technoscientific knowledge circulates, they could be infused with social, cultural meanings and
re-politicized. In the context of Singapore and Malaysia, which, unlike many other developing countries in the tropics, were
not only not impoverished by neocolonial capitalist development but enjoyed rapid economic growth in the past few decades
during the Asia economic “miracle,” the pursuit of tropical sustainable architecture has to be situated and perhaps understood
differently from what the post-development critics suggest.
In the context of 1980s Singapore and Malaysia, more than a decade before sustainability was being incorporated into the
state’s agendas, Singapore architect Tay Kheng Soon and Malaysia architect Ken Yeang undertook pioneering work on
tropical architecture and urbanism [48]. Tay and Yeang’s works were both related to some of key issues and debates raised at
an AKAA seminar on architecture and identity held at Kuala Lumpur in 1983 [49]. It was in a context of booming Asia
economies and prevailing Asia Pacific Century boosterism [50] that both Tay and Yeang, along with other architects in the
region, sought to articulate their visions of “tropical city” as a regional architectural identity, in what a postcolonial critic
describes as “a cultural restructuring of late capitalist development.” [51] Both Tay and Yeang proposed designs that do not
differ from the ecological modernization paradigm described earlier. Green features such as sun-shading devices, rain-water
collectors, and photovoltaic cells were incorporated into the designs. Bio-mimetic design strategies, such as the lowering of the
ambience temperature of the city environs through simulating the micro-climatic conditions of the tropical rainforest, were also
an intrinsic part of the designs. However, they were not simply technoscientific discourse in the service of green
developmentalism or green capitalism. Rather, they were also eco-social visions that reject both the Malaysia government’s
“visible politics,” [52] i.e. their imposition of ethnic-based architectural identity through the use of ethnic symbols on new
buildings, and the crass commercialism of architectural postmodernism that was sweeping through Southeast Asia then. Tay, in
particular, sought inspiration “from the environment itself, which is specific to time and place… as a generator of form and
expression and to create a sense of cohesive identity which transcends ethnicity and culture.” [53] Tay is acutely aware of the
historical role that colonial cities in the tropics played in the global division of labor during the age of imperialism in the 19th
and 20th centuries. [54] For Tay, that represents an eco-social inequality that he articulates as such:
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Looked at from an ecological perspective, colonialism’s exploitation of tropical resources in effect transferred the surplus value
of crops produced by solar infusion in a northwards flow of commodities in exchange for cheap manufactured goods at prices
preferential to the North and disadvantageous to the South. Colonial economy was, in effect, a systemic appropriation of solar
energy, which acted as a pump in service of the northern economies during their industrial revolution [55].
Tay sees this eco-social inequality lingering into the postcolonial present in the form of hierarchical global network of cities
and economies. According to Tay, the top-tier cities in the northern hemisphere control not only the economic production, but
also have an hegemony over the intellectual and artistic production of the tropical cities in the southern hemisphere. According
to Tay, his vision of the “tropical city” represents a way out of this neocolonial dependency in that it creates a conducive
environment that would “unleash the innovative energy of the people in the tropics in ways that will empower them and enable
them to re-imagine their own identity and destiny beyond the concepts set by the European and North American models.” [56]
If anything, this example perhaps illustrate that technoscientific knowledge and practices of tropical architecture that reinforce
neocolonial dependency in one socio-political context could be appropriated and deployed in another context, and imagined as
an emancipatory identity that purportedly frees the postcolonial subject “from the political and taste-dictates of [his] masters.”
[57]

Development Alternatives, Return to Tradition, and Neo-traditional Tropical Architecture
Other than the AKAA winning works mentioned earlier, there is another group of AKAA winning projects that arguably
represent a much more influential form of sustainable architecture in Southeast Asia. This group includes the Tanjong Jara
Beach Hotel in Trengannu, Malaysia, designed by the Hawaiian architectural firm of Wimberley, Whisenand, Alison, Tong
and Goo, and awarded in 1983 during the second three-year cycle, the Datai Resort in Langkawi, Malaysia, designed by Kerry
Hill Architects and awarded in 2001 during the eighth cycle, and the Salinger Residence in Selangor, Malaysia, designed by
CSL Associates and awarded in 1998 during the seventh cycle. Tanjong Jara Beach Hotel, which was modeled after the
traditional royal palaces of the Malay Sultans in East Coast Malaysia, was hailed by the jury for reviving local traditional crafts
and for producing “an architecture that is in keeping with traditional values and aesthetics, and of an excellence that matches
the best surviving examples.” [58] Datai Resort was similarly celebrated for its use of local materials, crafts, and
reinterpretation of traditional built form[59] while the Salinger Residence was acclaimed for being built “in the traditional way
of the Malays” while uncovering the “deeper meanings of a vernacular architectural tradition.” [60] In other words, this group
of projects is unified by their neo-traditionalism, i.e. their adaptation of traditional built forms of Malaysia, their use of local
materials, and their deployment of traditional craftsman and traditional ways of building. Moreover, the neo-traditional
architecture is also aligned with ecological approaches to building. The neo-traditional building features used in the projects,
such as the deep overhanging roof and the porous wall, are said to facilitate passive cooling through sun-shading and natural
ventilation. The timber used in the Salinger Residence was justified as a local renewable resource with low embodied energy.
[61] The designers of both the Datai and the Tanjong Jara Beach Hotel approached their ecologically sensitive sites, i.e. the
tropical rainforest and the beachfront breeding ground of a rare breed of leather-back turtles respectively, in ways that
minimized the disturbances to the fragile ecosystems. [62]
When compared to the AKAA winning projects discussed in the previous section on ecological modernization, the difference
in built form and construction techniques could not be more marked – low-rise pitched roof buildings in contrast with mid-tohigh rise flat roof buildings, the use of timber and stones instead of concrete and steel, and the reliance on pre-industrial low
technological ways of building against the use of industrial cutting-edge high technology. Underlying the differences in built
form and building practices is said to be fundamental differences in ideology and outlook. In contrast to the faith in modern
science and technology central to the ecological modernization paradigm, this group of buildings appears to reject the technocentric approach and seek a return to pre-modern traditional practices. One of the key impetuses behind this impulse to return
to tradition arose from the disillusionment with postwar development and modernization programs. Together with world
system and dependency theorists, the post-development scholars pointed out that postwar development, which promised the
postcolonial developing world emancipation from economic poverty and social backwardness, produced instead their
economic dependency and cultural demise. [63]
The criticisms of development and modernization were also an integral part of the discourses that AKAA produced. For
example, in an AKAA seminar on regionalism held in Dhaka, Bangladesh, the prominent Indian writer and art critic Mulk Raj
Anand captured the overall sentiment when he remarked poignantly: “We were gifted with the word liberty, but were made
slaves.” [64] Criticisms were largely targeted at International Style modern architecture and how the import of its foreign
building norms and expertise into the developing countries since the postwar years repressed indigenous building traditions
[65]. Criticisms were also directed at how the technical practices of International Style modern architecture brought about
homogenization and the destruction of local socio-cultural diversities. Undoubtedly also influenced by the scholarship on
traditional architecture which first emerged in the 1960s [66] and became widely disseminated and prominent by the 1980s
[67], many of these critics found the panacea for all the evils of modernization, development, and International Style modern
architecture in traditional buildings and traditional building practices, and became their advocates. Instead of the dependence
on foreign capital, building expertise, and building materials required in the production of International Style modern
architecture, advocates saw traditional buildings as promoting self-reliance because of their utilization of local knowledge,
local labour, and locally available materials. In place of the abrupt break with the past that modernization and development
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programs brought about, advocates believed that the return to tradition meant socio-cultural continuity with the past. In
contrast to the conditions of homogenization and placelessness brought about by International Style modern architecture, these
advocates felt that the revival of traditional building would contribute to the construction of regional and place-based identity
[68]. Set against the energy and resource profligacy of the International Style modern architecture and the domination of nature
by man in the industrial West, the traditional architecture supposedly evoked an ecological pre-industrial past in which the
built and the natural environments were in harmony [69].
It was in that context that the discourse of AKAA both reflected the larger sympathies towards traditional architecture while
also actively played the role of shaping those sympathies by “championing indigenous architecture.” [70] This is evident when
one examines the list of AKAA winners, in which approximately half of the 92 winners (until 2007) are either heritage
conservation projects or projects related to reinterpretation and continuation of traditional building typologies, crafts and
materials. [71] In addition, two of the three recipients of AKAA prestigious Chairman’s award, presented to an individual
architect in recognition of his lifetime achievement, are exponents of “neo-traditional” architecture – Hassan Fathy (1980) and
Geoffrey Bawa (2001). Egyptian architect Hassan Fathy was given the award in recognition of his efforts to promote the
architect’s role as a “decoder of a past legacy” and the importance of “learning from vernacular architecture.” [72] The extent
of AKAA’s reverence for tradition was such that it was accused of having “a romantic bias towards traditionalism, historicism
and the vernacular.” [73]
In the context of tropical architecture in Southeast Asia context, Bawa’s work is said to be especially significant. Bawa’s work
was said to have influenced many architects in what one writer called the “Monsoon Asia,” specifically Singapore, Malaysia,
and Indonesia, especially in the design of luxurious neo-traditional houses and resorts for the superrich [74]. His work at the
Batujimbar Estate in Bali for Australian artist Donald Friend is an important precedent that established a particular model of
luxurious tropical “Balinese Resort” that is purportedly sensitive to the cultural and ecological contexts of a place [75]. This
model of luxurious tropical resort, although initially rooted in the specific history and geography of Bali, subsequently
proliferated transnationally beyond the confines of Bali and even Southeast Asia through what a critic described as a “nonspecific Asian style.” [76] Two of the AKAA winners aforementioned, Tanjong Jara Beach Hotel and especially The Datai,
represent the exemplars of this new model of resorts. The other AKAA winner from the neo-traditional category mentioned,
the Salinger Residence, represents the exemplar for the new model of luxury neo-traditional houses. Both neo-traditional
luxury houses and resorts along the lines of the AKAA winners and Bawa’s works are widely published in a series of picture
books during the 1980s and 1990s. [77] These publications were so successful that, in the popular imagination, the neotraditional houses and resorts tend to stand in for tropical architecture in the Southeast Asia context.

Postcolonial Traditional Elitism
As scholars from various disciplines have insightfully pointed out in their study of tradition, tradition is not a not timeless,
eternal entity “out there” or from the past to be recovered by some historical actors [78]. Rather there is no tradition that preexist its social, cultural, political, and economic construction or “invention.” With this insight, it is pertinent for one to ask who
is mobilizing what kind of tradition in service of what kind of visions and agendas? Recent studies have shown that the
production of neo-traditional architecture in different parts of the developing world is intimately connected with the social,
cultural, political and economic elitism [79]. Many of the key producers of neo-traditional architecture in different parts of
developing world, such as Hassan Fathy and Geoffrey Bawa, came from the elite background of the land-owning class. For
these professionally trained cosmopolitan architects, their selective interpretations of the traditional architecture tended towards
romantic idealization, made possible through their detachment from the actual living traditions of the peasants. These supposed
“architecture without architects” in fact have to be anointed through cultural authority of the elite architect. Besides that, these
interpretations of traditional architecture frequently draw from prior colonial construction. Historians of colonial societies
argue that European scholars sought to study, classify, and order the traditions and customs in these societies as these
knowledge help to legitimize the colonizers’ power and rule over these colonial societies [80]. As such, the “traditional”
architectural forms that we often take for granted are in fact colonial inventions. In the context of Sri Lanka, it is argued that
Bawa’s neo-traditional architecture reproduces the colonial gaze and the associated value system [81]. Moreover, as mentioned,
these neo-traditional architecture are often luxury houses and resorts, produced for a clientele that comes from the same
privileged socio-economic stratum as the architects, i.e. those who could afford to share the taste, or cultural distinction, as the
architects themselves; not the poor peasant or even the middle class. In contrast to the reinforced concrete or steel construction,
these neo-traditional architecture tended to rely heavily on labor-intensive craft-based construction process, which was
premised upon the availability of pools of cheap laborers to be exploited [82]. Given that the return of tradition was often
attributed to the failure of the modernization and development to liberate the developing world from poverty and backwardness,
the elitism associated with neo-traditional architecture is paradoxical and its exploitation of the poorer class is, to say the least,
ironic.

Landscape and Tropicality
The neo-traditional tropical architecture discussed should also be understood in relation to the building type from which it is
derived, the colonial Anglo-India bungalow [83]. Many of these neo-traditional architecture, both resorts and houses, share the
typical physical features of a colonial bungalow, such as the verandah, large and lofty rooms, and a large beautifully
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landscaped compound. These features contribute to a cool, shady interior environment and a picturesque landscape that are
frequently considered by the advocates of neo-traditional tropical architecture and other architecture connoisseurs to be in
harmony with the tropical “nature.” However, Anthony D. King points out that the built form of the bungalow was inextricably
connected to the colonial capitalist economy [84]. For example, the plantation bungalow, one of the most common form of
bungalow, was an intrinsic part of the colonial tropical mode of production, i.e. that of plantation system supplying raw
material for the industrial production in the temperate Europe and America. From a political economy perspective, every mode
of production has its own spatial implications, with the attendant social relations [85]. Similarly, environmental historians
argue that each mode of production also entails a specific mode of resource use [86]. In the case of the plantation, it entails the
conversion of the “useless,” i.e. unproductive in the capitalist sense, “virgin” tropical rainforest into the cultivable land of
plantations. Pestilential tropical nature, teeming with millions of parasites and pathogens that threatened the health of the white
man and the plantation laborers [87], has to be transformed into a safe, romanticized Edenic tropical landscape through the
pioneering anti-malarial and rural sanitary work by heroic figures such as Malcolm Watson and Ronald Ross [88]. Plant
species found in nature have to be “improved” biotechnologically through agricultural research and their yields have to be
increased before they became viable agricultural commodities [89]. From this perspective, far from being in harmony with
some primal tropical nature, tropical architecture was in fact part of the resultant landscape produced through the colonial
capital’s transformation of tropical nature.
Furthermore, Marxist geographers argue that the picturesque landscape in which the colonial bungalow sat in could be an
ideological concept that “naturalized” and thus concealed the unequal and expliotative social relations that underlay the
tropical mode of production [90]. Along this line, Anthony D. King shows that although the built-form of the Anglo-India
bungalow has been rationalized in one of the earliest papers on “tropical architecture” as being determined by the climatic
conditions of India, it was more significantly shaped by the colonizers’ socio-cultural practices, which in turn was predicated
upon their powerful socio-political position vis-à-vis the locals, and their exploitation of the cheap availability of large pool of
native servants and large tracts of land [91]. The picturesque landscape, however, was a more complex entity than simply
playing the instrumental role of naturalizing or concealing exploitative social relations. Along the line of Saidian Orientalism,
many scholars of colonial environmentalism argue that the colonial tropical landscape could be understood as an imaginative
geography constructed as an alterity against the perceived normality of the temperate lands [92]. It represented a way of seeing,
thinking about, and constructing the tropics that entangled nature with socio-political notions such as race, civilization, and
gender [93], rendering tropical nature variously as the exotic, erotic, Edenic, pestilential, unsanitary, or backward Other [94].
They argue that the discursive construction of categories such as the Orient and the tropics in colonial knowledge helped to
produce socio-political norms and shape subjectivities that underwrote the power structure of colonial rule. In other words, the
construction of tropical nature was both the enabling conditions and material effects of the “rule of colonial difference.” [95]
Not only that, these power-effects continue to linger on and are continuously being reactivated in the postcolonial present.
Historically, the imaginative geography of the tropics could be seen as manifesting materially at different levels – from how
the tropical “natural” landscape was molded in the creation of gardens, parks and plantations, to how the urban types such as
hill stations and “garden cities” were planned in the tropics, and how the bungalow was spatially configured [96].

Grassroot Development, Kampung Improvement, and Self-Help Tropical Architecture
The final group of AKAA winning projects to be examined represents the only projects in this paper that attempted to address
the oft-ignored social equity dimension of tropical sustainable architecture. They are the Kampung Improvement Program (KIP)
in Jakarta awarded in 1980 during the first three-year cycle, Kampung Kebalen Improvement in Surabaya awarded in 1986
during the third cycle, and Kampung Kali Cho-de in Yogyakarta awarded in 1992 during the fifth cycle. These KIPs were
characterized by a World Bank representative as the “best and richest model” that the other parts of the world like Brazil and
Ghana were following [97]. These projects, all of which are in Indonesia’s major cities, share a few characteristics. Unlike the
AKAA projects in the earlier sections, these projects all dealt with the poorest classes and most disadvantaged groups of people
in the society, and they sought to address the most fundamental issues of housing these people. The KIP in Jakarta is an
initiative that was first started in 1969 to improve the Kampungs in the city, which were essentially overcrowded and insanitary
squatter settlements occupied by a large portion of Jakarta’s population who could not afford better housing. These Kampung
dwellers built their own houses out of cheaply available local materials, cast-off building materials, or other found objects. As
these houses squat on undeveloped land, they typically did not have proper electricity and water supplies, and sewerage system.
As a result, these Kampung dwellers had to rely on polluted sources for water, and the problems with rubbish disposal and
drainage led to frequent flooding during the rainy seasons. Consequently, these produced health problems and Indonesia has
one of the highest incidences of cholera in the world [98]. Kampung Kebalen was a prototype for the KIP in Surabaya, which
was also initiated in 1969 to deal with largely the same problems as those in the case of Jakarta [99]. In the case of Kampung
Kali Cho-De, it was about helping a group of people who were not only poor and disadvantaged but also stigmatized. This
group of dwellers were considered the “the dregs and outcasts of society…homeless people from the surrounding countryside
who worked at the most menial tasks.” [100] They originally lived in houses made of cartons and plastic sheets, which
disintegrated each time when there was a heavy rain.
The improvements proposed for these squatter settlements were rudimentary; they were aimed at addressing the basic
problems of access, sanitation, health, and certain aspects of social improvements. For the KIPs in Jakarta and Kampung
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Kebalen, they entailed what is called “site and service” approach in which basic site infrastructure such as water supply,
electricity supply, sewerage, drainage, roads, and pavements were provided or improved upon. Furthermore, washing and toilet
facilities, clinics, and schools were also added. These projects relied as much on the professional architects, contractors and
other consultants as they relied on the participation of the Kampung dwellers themselves and the help of outside volunteers and
social activists. The Kampung Kebalen project enlisted the help of the professors and students from the local university’s
faculty of architecture to survey the site and conduct other preparatory planning work [101]. The Kampung Kali Cho-De
project was led by Y. B. Mangunwijaya, a Catholic priest-architect-intellectual-social activist [102], and Wili Prasetya, the
social chief of the area, and volunteer art students helped to paint the houses in colorful hues [103]. When professionals or
outside consultants were involved, they emphasized the involvement of the community or their understanding of the
perceptions and aspirations of the community [104].
Behind the KIP was an important shift in the thinking towards squatter settlements and the urban poor who built and lived in
them. This shift, which could be traced to John Turner’s seminal Housing by People (1976) and the first Habitat conference in
Vancouver in 1976 [105], marked the recognition of the ability of the poor and the value of the self-help housing they built.
The self-help houses were considered by their advocates as being better suited to the local needs, local climates, and local
availability of resources than the modern housing provided by either the state or the formal market. The urban poor who built
them were considered resourceful and capable individuals, rather than ignorant, poor and marginalized people trapped in a
“culture of poverty” that needed assistance and interference from the state and its experts. Self-help housing was romanticized
as the new vernacular architecture, the new “architecture without architects.” These advocates of self-help housing pushed for
the recognition and the legalization of self-help housing and squatter settlements, along with their informal economic activities
[106]. Instead of clearing these squatter settlements as the planners typical did in the urban renewals of the 1950s and 1960s,
they argued that the state should facilitate and enable the squatters to build and improve their squatter settlements through
schemes such as the provision of “sites and services.” Rather than the state-dictated top-down planning approach, a bottom-up
planning approach involving the community should be embraced, these advocates argued. The shift of attitude towards selfhelp housing was part of larger responses towards the failure of standard modernization programs, particularly the urban
renewal, slum clearance and public housing programs, in the development countries during the 1970s and 1980s. Like the other
responses discussed earlier, it was critical of the standard prescriptions of modernization and development, specifically those
imposed top-down by the state and its technocrats, and it counter-proposed alternative pathways. Unlike them, however, there
was no need for better modernization, nor was there a need to return to past traditions; the advocates for self-help housing saw
the solution in recognizing what was already there – the squatter settlements and the development from below.
Self-help housing received further boost with emergence of global neoliberalism in the 1980s. The neoliberal institutions and
policy makers saw self-help housing as the only feasible solution to developing countries’ housing problem [107]. Encouraging
and facilitating self-help housing was not just a cost efficient way of dealing with the severe housing problem or a justification
for the fiscal austerity and the withdrawal of state housing subsidies that frequently accompanied the neoliberal economic
restructuring in these developing countries; neither was it only an excuse for avoiding the issue of distributional justice and
dealing with the structural conditions that produced poverty and housing inadequacies as the “structuralist” claimed [108], it
was also a new governmental rationality, one that identifies the targets to be governed, i.e. the urban poor, directs their conduct
by supposedly empowering and optimizing their capacities for improvement, thus producing self-reliant subjects [109]. As the
consultants for Kampung Kebalen put it, the KIP was organized in a manner that will “stimulate the community in the priority
setting of the project components, up grade their own private domain, and complement the result of the KIP in a process in
order to enhance… their own life style” [110] Through an economy of means, in financial outlay, in the extent of construction,
and also in terms of minimum intervention and exertion of power from the consultants and the government, the dwellers of
squatter settlements would purportedly become self-reliant, entrepreneurial subjects. They were said to be mobilized to
improve upon their built environment, their economic status and well-being, and, as a consequence, participate and contribute
to the country’s development. Moreover, these Kampung dwellers were deemed to be producing climatically responsive
“tropical architecture.” One of the technical reviewers noted that “[t]he use of louvered windows, concrete grills and high vents
reflected a sensitivity to local climatic needs sometimes not expressed in government buildings.” [111] Another noted that that
the upgrades by the Kampung dwellers enhanced the natural lighting and the ventilation in their houses and improved the
microclimate in the Kampung through their planting of trees, flowers, and shrubs [112]. For the advocates of self-help tropical
architecture, the climatically-responsive architecture was seen as another demonstration of the ingenuity of the urban poor, of
his or her ability to use limited resources in both an efficient and effective manner.
Besides addressing social equity, what is particular to this strand of tropical sustainable architecture in the KIP is how the
climatically-responsive architecture is linked to a particular form of governmental rationality. In the next section, I will show
how the climatically-responsive architecture in the tropics was historically linked to housing and the different forms of
(post)colonial governmental rationality since the mid-nineteenth century. Whether it was a government that adopted a laissezfaire attitude towards the social problems of mass housing or one that actively intervened in managing mass housing, similar
modern technologies of government in identifying, knowing, and regulating the governed were at work in producing selfgoverning subject.
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Technologies of Government and Environment
The first emergence of tropical architecture, as a systematic body of technoscientific knowledge and practice, could be traced
to the standardized designs for barracks in the British tropical colonies during the early to mid nineteenth century. First
proposed and built in the West Indies [113] and then in British India [114], the planning principles and environmental
technologies of these buildings would form the basis for subsequent tropical architecture. For example, these buildings were
planned to be one room deep to facilitate cross-ventilation, they were oriented to catch the prevailing wind, and features such
as verandahs and ridge ventilation were included to minimize solar radiation and to ensure coolness. Climate was privileged as
the primary design consideration of these barracks because of the causality established between climate, built environment and
health. That causality in turn depended on military statistics and medical theory. Statistics, through the techniques of
quantification, objectification and standardization, enabled comparison across different time-space, facilitated certain
calculative practices and the associated interventions [115]. Detailed military statistics, which began to be collected in an
extensive manner in the British Empire in the early nineteenth century, enumerated and made visible the high illness and
mortality rates of the British soldiers stationed in the tropics, as compared to those stationed elsewhere [116]. Statistics also
translated the high illness and mortality rates into high socio-economic costs to the British government, in terms of the lost of
productivity of the sick soldiers and the need to replace the dead soldiers, and, as such, made evident the necessity for the
British government to intervene and improve the health of the soldiers in the tropics. In addition, the miasmic theory of disease
transmission, which linked the cause of disease to miasma, or noxious vapor from putrescent organic matter in the air [117],
attributed the comparatively high mortality and illness rates to the hot and humid climate of the tropics that increased the rate
of putrefaction. For the maintenance of the health of the soldiers, the buildings were therefore designed to be well-ventilated
and well-shaded to keep the interior cool and the concentration of miasma low. In this case, the improvement of the built
environment, not unlike the KIP, was a part of a larger investment in the health and well-being of the targets of government.
Other than the built environment, attention was also channeled towards the diet, attire, means of recreation, and other minute
aspects of the life of the soldiers in order to encourage the soldiers’ care of their selves, particularly to avoid intemperance (i.e.
over-indulgence in alcoholic drinks). However, unlike the KIPs, these improvements were very selective; they were not
applicable to the larger population, for example, the natives in the colonies. Instead, they were only limited to the European
soldiers and their military enclaves of cantonments and barracks [118].

From Improvement to Aided Self-Help
At the turn of the twentieth century, the targets of government gradually expanded beyond the military enclaves into the native
population in the colonies. Colonial population censuses, despite their dubious accuracy, made visible the socio-economic
costs of the high illness and mortality rates of the natives to colonial production, especially in terms of the labor productivity
and labor supply. Moreover, the outbreak of plagues in many British colonial cities led to investigations that made visible the
bad sanitary conditions that the poor in these cities lived in and channeled the attention of the various colonial governments
toward them [119]. The various initiatives undertaken by Joseph Chamberlain, the Secretary of State for the Colonies (18951903), in moving away from the previous laissez-faire approach and adapting a systematic approach towards developing the
“vast estates” of Britain, especially the founding of tropical medicine to help eradicate one of the “dark problems” of colonial
development, further contributed to the various colonial governments’ will to improve the health and welfare of the natives
[120]. In many of the colonies, this new will translated into the establishment of improvement trusts and the implementation of
various sanitary and urban improvement programs that entailed slum clearance, road widening, provision of open space,
building of public housing and others [121]. Although the miasmic theory of disease transmission had been replaced with germ
theory of disease transmission at the turn of the twentieth century, the environmental factors of light and air continued to
feature prominently as the key determinants of health in the urban sanitary discourse [122], and accordingly, the improvement
programs were designed to, among other things, ensure sufficient air and light in and around the buildings. It has been argued
that a critical part of these sanitary reforms involved producing self-governing bio-political subjects, i.e. subjects with the selfdiscipline to maintain both personal hygiene and the sanitary environment [123]. However, unlike the KIP, the formation of
these self-governing bio-political subjects did not mean the withdrawal of the state. Instead, their formation required the
continuous guidance of the state and moreover, these subjects were to work in tandem with state initiatives to produce the
hygienic environment.
These improvement programs, however, did not even come close to partially solving the sanitary and housing problems that
they discovered. The colonial governments were both unwilling and unable to commit the vast resources required to solve the
urban sanitary and housing problems. These problems lingered into the post-World-War-II period when the new regime of
international development, i.e. CD&W and other afore-mentioned international development programs, attempted to assist the
postcolonial governments to deal with these vast housing and welfare problems. It was upon the subsequent failure of
postcolonial state-led public housing programs in most parts of the “developing” world in dealing with these housing problems
that the new neoliberal development regime in self-help housing, as discussed earlier, came into ascendancy.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, I analyze three different broad categories in the postcolonial tropical variants of sustainable architecture. I argue
that sustainable architecture in the “developing” countries of the tropics should not just be understood as just another natural
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variation, in terms of responding to climatic and ecological differences, of the monolithic global sustainable architecture. I
assert that it is important to understand sustainable architecture in the tropics in relation to the histories of colonialism and
postcolonialism, the socio-economic contexts of uneven development, the politics of cultural identity, and other entanglements
of the “natural” with the social and the political.
The purpose of this paper is not to historicize and problematize every single strand of sustainable tropical architecture to the
extent of paralyzing the capacity of anyone to advocate for and practice sustainable tropical architecture. Rather, I take the
discourses and practices of sustainable tropical architecture seriously and engage critically with the different dimensions of the
claims made in these discourses and practices. I believe that it is only through such a reflexive and critical engagement
between theory and practice that architecture and urbanism in the tropics and elsewhere could continue to address the complex
intertwined dimensions of ecology, economy and equity in sustainable development.
Finally, while I insist on situating this paper in relation to the specific geographies, politics and histories of South and
Southeast Asia both because of the importance of understanding the discourses and practices of sustainability as grounded in
specific contexts and my greater familiarity with these contexts in South and Southeast Asia, I am sure these particular variants
of sustainable architecture that I study might have wider resonances beyond South and Southeast Asia. Because of increasingly
interconnected world that we live in and the (more or less) similar processes of globalization, modernization and colonization
which different parts of the world experienced (albeit differently), similar parallels in terms of the processes described in this
paper, be it the recasting of the modernization paradigm, the appropriation of traditions or the shaping of built environment by
specific governmental rationality, could be discerned in other parts of the world.
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ABSTRACT
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Vernacular architecture such as Indonesian vernacular architecture cannot be separated from nature environment. The result
is architecture which uses native-local materials, traditional structural system, humble, but in general it is full of sustainable
wisdom. Characteristic of local ecology which surrounds the building is main determinant. Such ecological wisdom is the
main aspect of sustainability. In that sense, it is a must to have a meek attitude to learn from the sustainable wisdom of
vernacular architecture, which has ecology approach, including : symbolic, ritual, ethic, realization, engineering of
ecosystem. The study of such sustainable wisdom and reactualization toward the future of architecture is the main description.
The methodology of research which is used is qualitative description, which case study is various Kampung Adat (indigenous
village) of Sundanese ethnic in West Java, Indonesia.
The study is developed from the conciousness that ecology should play a primary role in the realization and judgment of the
future of architecture. Therefore, Reactualization of sustainable wisdom must have three principles, namely: 1) design’s
respectful to ecosystem processes, 2) design as a social process, 3) A holistic approach that recognizes an interdependency of
all things and living objects .
Such approach promotes the future of architecture should have paradigms : 1) buildings physically can last for a long time,
little maintenance, and energy saving, utility and disposal costs, 2) the way architecture and environment ought to respect
man’s spirit and soul, in order to make man as a sustainable spiritual being.
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I. INTRODUCTION
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The degradation, population growth and agricultural limits leading to global famine, pollution of air and water, and the
disastrous potential climate effecting on ozone depletion in the atmosphere, are the basic environmental issues at last decades.
All of these have been examined in evidence of the irreparable damage inflicted on the earth. Therefore there is a need to
consider the significant philosophical shift that has been taken place by human being at the past, that was the concept of
sustainability. The concept is based on the ecology wisdom, which is very important to Vernacular Architecture. Vernacular
Architecture such as Indonesian vernacular architecture cannot be separated from locality, especially nature environment. The
result is the architecture which is based on ecology which surrounds the building, such as : local materials, traditional
structural systems, humble. Theses characteristic can be seen in indigenous society in Indonesia.
In vernacular society, they have had tradition with related to their culture, which have an effect on their environment and
architecture. Norm, culture, climate, and environment are affected to architecture of their building, which is done by trial &
error process, therefore vernacular building is unique, such as : 1) without supported by theory or building principle, 2) tuned
with their climate and environment, society‟s culture, 3) ornaments as a symbol of their society, 4) open-ended with site
accepting changes .
Vernacular architecture are built to meet specific needs accommodating values, economies and ways of life of the cultures that
produce them,.Such concept of sustainable wisdom, and how its implications for the future, particularly for built environment
is very important to be studied. At the future, the inflow of environmental issues go into a new dimension, therefore
reactualization of sustainable wisdom of vernacular architecture is a proper answer.
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II. SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH
Scope of research is various indigenous villages of Sundanese ethnic, such as : Naga Viilage, Ciptagelar village, Baduy village,
and Dukuh village. The methodology which is used is qualitative decriptive-analysis, which uses three aprroaches, such as : 1)
ecology wisdom, 2) Habitation Styles, 3) Natural resourches management, 4) community‟s housing, 5)sustainable house‟s
design. Such approahes led the indigenous society in ordering built enviroment, especially spatial order such as : building
form. They order built enviroment with sustainable wisdom.

III.DESCRIPTION
3.1. Ecology Wisdom
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The essence of ecology wisdom of Sundanese indigenous villages (Kampung Adat) is sustainable architecture. Within a given
ecological setting, Human cultures evolve an adaptive response to their environment. The cultures develop technologies as
means of fulfilling community needs and desires. In turn, these technologies result in ecology impacts. Ecology, culture and
technology evolve and adapt in harmony ( diagram 1), which include :
1) Buildings are cultural resource and legacy for future generations to come, conciousness of dynamic of sustainability,
such as : ecology, culture , technology. Ecology sustainability involves the harmony between ecology and technology,
also appropriate attitudes. ecology consist of: relationship between living organisms and their environment. Culture : the
ideas, beliefs, customs, skills, arts, etc. Technology : the system by which a society provides its members with things
needed .
2) The tradition as the main role of sustainability. Principle on traditional settlement culture and tradition are developed
pararelly with the development of the human civilization, such as the way of life which can be seen in the living art , the
settlement.
3) Institutional Structure of the village. People under Customary Law are responsible to the highest leader, the Sesepuh. the
leaders are elected , to make decisions about the whole life cycle of the kampong, also maintain the survival of tradition.

Culture

PR

Institutional
Structure of the
kampong

T

Ecology

Technology

sustainability

TRADITION PROCESS

N

O

Feedback
Diagram 1.Ecology wisdom
Sustainable wisdom is how to accomadate human need at present without disturbing the human needs in the future (Steele,
1997). Sustainable concept consists 3 aspects (criterias) that has to fulfill, which are: 1. Economic aspects (economic
sustainability) ,2. Environment aspects (environmental sustainability) , 3. Social aspects (social sustainability) .The sustainable
concepts is related to design concepts of housing, which resulting sustainable house design concepts.
3.2. Habitation styles
Vernacular habitation styles is mainly ecological oriented, such as : 1) sustainbility principle on settlement, 2) principles of
spatial specification. These two principles has formed the unique of the habitation styles of indigenous village.
3.2.1 The Sustainbility principle on settlement
The Sustainbility Principle can be seen through three principles : 1. Water management system, 2. Harmony between nature
and environment, 3. Building construction system and building materials.
The traditional settlement preserve the ecological environment through the separation of “forest” and “settlement” areas . All
building activities must be under control of the chief and priest . The development of settlement area and building construction
can be done only with priest‟s permit, in order to protect the environment , such as : a) settlement on the valley or slope of a
hill, is chosen to secure the flow of water from the mountain to the villages, b) settlements built on the mountain, in order to
give security from enemies and animals, c) people in such settlements go down from the hill to the river to collect water and
wash clothes, d) people protect their settlements from water pollution and ground erosion.
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3.2.2. Principles of spatial specification
There are principles of spatial specification : 1) Classification buildings according to certain dimensions, such as single
construction versus open-space architecture, on piles versus earth-bound, wood versus stone, round/oval versus square,
communal versus non-communal, and so on, 2) house as a whole may also be considered to be a configuration of spatial
entities that are diversified and marked, 3) design and building principles may be distinguished as relevant to this process of
spatial specification and gradation. Cultural mechanisms which mark space by means of metaphors e.g : the human or animal
body. Socially spatial specification also results in distinctions and gradations of space from :1. private to public, 2. male to
female, 3. sacred to profane, 4. low status to high status, 5. consanguinal to cognatic relationships, 6. group to elementary
family.
Differences in space are marked through : 1. open-space versus single structure architecture, 2. delimitation by means of
extension or encapsulation often in combination with ornamentation, 3. horizontal and vertical linearity (including elevation),
4. centripetality (synthesis). These cultural, social, design, and building principles used for demarcation in all sorts of
combinations result in a differentiation of spaces which is often quite intricate, gradual, and occasionally situation-bound. The
differentiation of space is also related to the categories of people allowed to enter certain rooms, the use of spaces, and
behaviour required of person in that space. Inhabitants of village are limited to certain number constanly, becaused by the
limitation of environment resources.
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They believe that Kampong is a heir from their ancestor, that‟s why they must keep the village always clean and suitable.
Three elements of land use planning : House, water Supply, and field for horticultura and agriculture, pound for fishery. This
village consist of : a)holy place , b)the clean area such as a place for housing , granary, communal house and Bumi Ageung
(museum for their heirloom ) . c) Dirty place is place which narrow than other place such as : place on river branch, village
border.
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The tradition on Kampong can be described as model Life Cycle Assessment( diagram 2), which has a process : a) to evaluate
the environmental burdens associated with a product, process, or activity, b) to assess the impact of those energy and materials
used and releases to the environment, ) to identify and evaluate opportunities to affect environmental improvements. The
assessment includes the entire life cycle of the product, process or activity, encompassing, extracting and processing raw
materials; manufacturing, transportation and distribution; recycling, and final disposal, which are shown by figure 2.
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Diagram 2. Life Cycle Assessment
Source: Mauboy , Christine Wahyuasih,Sustainability Principle on traditional settlement in Indonesia : the village Kampung Naga,

Figure 1.The implementation of life cycle assesment in daily life
Source: Mauboy , Christine Wahyuasih,Sustainability Principle on traditional settlement
in Indonesia : the village Kampung Naga,
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The settlement is along the drainage basin of river until the side of mount or hill, which is perceived as forbiden land. This
condition shows a human‟s need of water in his life. Kampong is surrounded by forest and huma, also paddy field. People
never change the existing condition of the land as the implementation of their religious teachings, such as :
1) Maintaining land contour as an effort to get balanced condition with nature; and toward environmental sustainability, such
as : chosing podium type as building structure. Podium type allows them to develop building without smoothing down the
contour, Up-lifted house floor is meant to avoid current tide, and natural hazard .
2) Dividing places on the basis of their activity, as an effort to improve interaction; and toward social sustainability. Society
divides their places on the basis of their activity, which include the division for setlement area, mow area, and area of
huma. These three areas are differentiated by their location, because principle of ke-Tuhanan teaches them to differentiate
the clean area from dirty area.
3) Maintaining specific arrangement of the neighborhood, according to ancestor‟s heritage custom, an effort toward cultural
sustainability, which is derived from their heritage custom. Zone system of the settlement devides neighborhood into
various areas. They are: prohibited forest zone, house of puun zone, zone of bale, zone for citizen‟s houses, and zone of
saung lisung.. They believe that west - east orientation is prohibited area for settlement. For settlement area, the
orientation used is north - south with hierarchy from profan area to sacred area.
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The way of living of the society is based on their religion teachings and custom, such as :
1) Avoid using inorganic materials, as an effort toward environmental sustainability. Inorganic material is assumed taboo
(tabu) to be used .This principal teaches them to take care environment and other lifes around them so that they can live
together,therefore up to now the environment remains original. Organic materials is used as tools for primary and
secondary requirements of life e.g: eating, clothing, and housing. The utilities they use are those made of local materials.
2) Generally indigenous people, especially isolated community wear specific clothes, they wear consists of simple pants and
clothes with two colours; black and white.
3) The houses of society is build up from local materials around them (will be explained further at dwelling shares).
4) Differentiating relaxing time and working time in everyday life activity, as an effort toward healthy sustainability.
Indigenous people, especially isolated community are classified into two. They are working time and relaxing time.
5) Kitchen activity is not dominated by women only, but also done by men. This is the strategy to share their work to
construct the conciliation among them.
6) Special living of society is berhuma, also rice field. In cultivating the paddy, people use cangkul, plough , but the isolated
kampong adat do not use cangkul. They only use traditional equipments as used by their ancestors for example big knife
or bedog, short big knife or kujang, big axe or baliung, grass cleaner or kored and aseu or tugal.
7) Not having animal livestock, as an effort toward social sustainability, especially isolated kampong adat such as Baduy do
not have animal livestock. This reason is animal livestock can make up quarel among them. But the other indigenous
villages has limited animal livestock.
8) Refusing the external culture, an effort toward cultural sustainability. Citizens of kampong take care of their way of living
based on their custom, by refusing the external cultural, physically and non-physically,e.g: the use of electronics goods.
9) Exchanging strategy as commercial system, the way to tighten brotherhood. Society trade by exchanging instead of
paying. In this system, society gives their land product for goods they need, to tighten brotherhood between people and
others.

N

3.2.3. Control of customary land and forests
The colonial policy of forced cultivation for the „native‟ population, implemented by the Dutch East Indies Company which
underpinned colonial agriculture was directly opposed to the indigenous culture of subsistence agriculture. To avoid
confrontation with the colonial authorities, the Kampong had to clear some natural forest within their customary lands for
settlements and farming. There is a difference between the terms „village land‟ (tanah desa) and „customary land‟ (tanah adat)
for Sundanese indigenous village, „customary land‟ (wilayah hak ulayat) only refers to communal property. It has very clear
boundaries and use is regulated by customary rules, but there is no individual ownership. This was traditionally known by the
community as „common land‟ but was then classified by the government as „state land‟ by default it as „without owners‟. in
1970s, the district government issued certificates allowing people to use land for agriculture, e.g : the government sets out
some areas of Kanekes village as ulayat territory through some local regulatios. These are shown by figure 2.

Figure 2. customary land of Baduy people
(source: www.arthazone.com dan www.qomm.wordpress.com)
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3.3. Natural resources management
3.3.1. Attitudes toward natural resources and their Management
The attitudes consists of : 1) Basic philosophy of nature and its management, 2) Sustainability and the natural resource
management practices .
3.3.1.1.Basic philosophy of nature and its management,
The indigenous community believes that humans are only one of many living creatures in the universe. In their value system,
human beings should respect earth just as they respect their own parents. The underlying concept is Jagat Leutik, Jagat Gede:
awareness of the microcosm and macrocosm – the small world of consciousness and the immensity of the natural universe.
Nature with all its elements is considered to be some sort of living entity too, which is why it can interact with human beings.
In practice, this principle means that natural resource management must be based on self-awareness. This is reflected in the
way of village‟s people in managing their natural resources. Therefore the community place great emphasis on the balance
between people and nature, such as agriculture and forest management.
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The people recognise several constellations and their significance for agricultural practices. They call these the „Village
Teachers‟. They pay special attention to two constellations and use them for guidance in farming: the Kereti and the Kidang,
which follow each other once a year from east to west.When the Kereti- time to start getting their farming tools ready. Kidang
,time to start clearing the land and cultivating their rice paddies. The people do not view their forests as production forests.
Instead, they value the environmental services provided by forests such as : protecting water sources; balancing climate;
habitats for animals; conservation. They believe that the current generation has only borrowed the natural resources from
future generations and must therefore manage them in a fair and sustainable way.
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3.3.1.2.Sustainability and the natural resource management practices
The manifestation of sustainability is land zoning, according to its function, such as : forest, steep slopes covered with
bamboo groves, agroforestry areas, rice paddies; and fish ponds.
This zoning influences the way people manage their natural resources.: a. Irrigated rice (paddy), Rice is planted for
subsistence, not as a cash crop, b. Upland plots, These are rain-fed not irrigated. Local upland rice varieties are intercropped
with beans, pumpkins, cucumber and maize. This land is used rotationally. c.Open forest (Leuweung bukaan/garapan) (20%) :
Vegetable gardens, Agroforestry, tree species to supply timber and other local needs. d. Fish production, such as : The
Ciptagelar people create fish ponds in parts of the valley floor close to streams or springs. e. Fruit trees,These are not planted
on specific plots of land, but are grown anywhere around the village, on the margins of paddy fields or upland plots.
The people‟s sustainable forest management system distinguishes between three kinds of forest, which are closely related to
their philosophy of life, such as : 1) Protected forest (Leuweung titipan28) (60%), which is protected by the community and the
forest spirits. It is strictly forbidden to enter this forest area without the permissionof the traditional leader, 2) Closed forest
(20%), which functions as a buffer and also protects the village. Community members may only harvest non-timber forest
products., 3) Open forest (20%) , which community uses for its paddy fields, rotational agriculture, agroforestry, housing,
roads, mosques, cemeteries, livestock and other needs. It is strictly forbidden to use the other two forest areas for any of these
purposes.

Figure 3.The sustainability in maintaning agricultural area
3.3..2. Laws and decision making mechanisms for natural resource management
Laws and decision making mechanisms for natural resource management are including :
1. Rituals , such as : a)The ceremony which is celebrated on the certain day of every month in the Muslim or local
calendar. This ritual welcomes the full moon, in paying respect to the spirits within the community‟s sacred
heirlooms,such as : a ritual meal and midnight prayers. b)Ngaseuk which marks the beginning of the planting season
c)Mipit which is celebrated when the rice is ready for harvesting; d)Nganyaran: a ritual for cooking the newly harvested
rice; e)Serah Ponggokan: the community apologises to Mother Earth (Dewi Sri) for disturbing her during their
agricultural activities, f)Seren Tahun , the community thanks the Almighty for a good harvest.
2. Customary rules,The people regard their forest as something special that must be respected. Certain mantras have to be
spoken when entering or leaving the forest. People felling a tree to build a house need to carry.Total village area provided
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3.

by the community leader as a sign of blessing from the microcosm and the macrocosm. It is strictly forbidden to cut
budding or sprouting trees. Nobody is allowed to cut any trees during the second and third months of the Muslim
calendar.The customary law has been made to preserve the balance between humans and nature. The rituals and
ceremonies is being considered as part of customary law, as representation of people‟s collective and individual
obligations before the natural environment can be used, which has Land use including : a) Housing Open forest, Paddy
fields Open forest, Upland agriculture Open forest (Leuweung garapan), b)Burial ground Open forest (Leuweung
garapan), c)Customary forest Closed forest (Leuweung tutupan), Customary forest is Protected forest
Customary law enforcement and sanctions, The basis of customary law is their philosophy of life which is based on three
pillars such as :determination (Tekad), speech (Ucap) and behaviour (Lampah). Harmony – a central aspect of life - can
only be achieved if there is a balance between all three elements. The people must pay attention to these three principles
and use them as guidance intheir daily lives at the individual and community level.
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3.4. Community ‘s Housing
Society applies the principles in arranging the house from their custom and trust. The strategies in arranging the house are:
1. Podium form as house architecture; a mode to maintain land topography, The setlement of society is located in
mountainous area in West Java. That is why society choose podium system as their housing form.
2. House orientation is in accordance with setlement imaginary tinder, north – south direction, according to imaginary
tinder in setlement area, the house is of north – south direction. The entrance of the house is in the north side. This
orientation gives an advantage to the inside part of the building in case of the illumination.
3. Local material as building material, as a relationship with environment. The strategy to fulfill this requirement is to use
of local materials as their housing construction material, such as : Bamboo , wood .
4. Building structure is using a simple structure, which has been developed from their local knowledge. Building structure
system at the housing of Baduy society is the structure constructed with logs and pillars. Generally the building structure
can be devided into upper structure and lower structure. Upper structure consisting of roof and frame of the building.
The burden is channelled through special frame of roof to column or pillar at the building frame. For the lower structure
or foundation, they use umpak system. Umpak is made of stone because it has enough surface level off. Stones
multiplied as umpak are only put down off hand above land, not to be planted. This strategy as solution to overcome
the problem of earthquake .
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3..5. Sustainable house design
An important aspect of a sustainable house design is the extent to which the house can accommodate user needs, climate
conditions and local natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, floods, and storms). Well-designed houses minimize environmental
lution that are environmentally
e,
reuse, demolition, and recycling phases), 4)Consider flexible designs that are easy to upgrade a
-cost, robust, and practical solutions, 6)Ensure easy maintenance through
the use of modest and basic house styles., 7)Ensure cost-effectiveness in all construction activities, 8)Incorporate the users
need and cultural requirements.
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Those keys sustainable house design above must been applied to : house shape, construction system, building component, and
building materials . All those are:
1. House shape ,the shape of house is crucial to ensuring that it is built sustainable.
2. Building method (construction system), sustainable construction practices are low cost, practical and environmentally .
3. Building components, the main building components are the foundation, supporting frames, floor, walls (with door and
window), ceiling and roof. Simple building techniques help to ensure sustainable reconstruction.
4. Building materials, building materials are either made from naturally available sources like inorganic materials .
The overall concept of Sustainability can be seen in figure 5 and table 1.

Figure 4.Sustainability concept of house
(Source: Mauboy , Christine Wahyuasih,Sustainability Principle on traditional settlement
in Indonesia : the village Kampung Naga.)
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Table 1. The table of concept sustainability in vernacular house

(Source: Mauboy , Christine Wahyuasih,Sustainability Principle on traditional settlement
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in Indonesia : the village Kampung Naga)

3.4. Reactualization of sustainable wisdom of vernacular architecture
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3.4.1.Model of reactualization of sustainable wisdom
The model of Reactualization of sustainable wisdom can be seen in diagram 3, which is enhancement of diagram 1. The
sustainability wisdom can be implemented by mechanism/law enforcement,which is done by government body.

Culture

Institutional
body:
government
authority

Technology

sustainability

PR

Ecology

Mechanism /law enforcement
Feed back

T

Diagram 3.Diagram of Reactualization of sustainable wisdom
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In the context of modern, sustainable wisdom can be implemented by institution of authority, such as government authority:
city authority,province authority,or country authority. The implementation of sustainability wisdom is done by law
enforcement,such as : minister‟s decision, president‟s decision, government‟s decision, laws, regulations, city regulations, local
regulations, code of ethics,etc.
3.4.2.The Reactualization of sustainable wisdom in spatial planning
These wisdom can be made by implementation of spatial planning based on local knowledge. Regional level, local knowledge
is key to strengthening the implementation of spatial planning, such as Spatial Planning Act No. 26 of 2007 (UUPR) has given
authority to the Provincial Government and City / County to plan the arrangement of their respective territories in accordance
with the potential resources, characteristics,and cultural (indigenous) regions respectively. UUPR mandates regarding the
importance of attention to aspects of local wisdom contained in the culture system in the implementation of spatial planning.
Government needs to continue to do some efforts at various levels of spatial organization in order to preserve the values of
local wisdom in the context of spatial planning.
In the process of spatial planning, the role of the community should be involved in the whole process. Prepare a master plan
begins with the identification of potentials and problems of development that includes attention to the present, also the
potential and problems that will arise in the future while considering cultures of each region. Close relationship between
culture and cities, where the city is a form of physical and spatial manifestation of cultural articulation of society, efforts to
accommodate the cultural aspects into spatial planning need to be considered properly. Operationalization of policies in order
to develop indigenous knowledge should be pursued in a more integrated between the cultural aspects and other strategic
aspects, through mainstreaming the principles and values of local cultures in the process of spatial planning at national,
provincial, districts and cities in accordance with the spirit of decentralization and regional autonomy.
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3.4.3.The Reactualization of sustainable wisdom in bioclimatic highrise
The bioclimatic highrise is a tall building with passive low energy benefits,achieved through design responses to the climate of
the place and through optimizing the use of the locality‟s ambient energies,to enhance the quality of life and comfort for its
occupants.This case can be seen in Ken Yeang‟s Design of IBM headquarter of Menara Mesiniaga in Subangjaya near
Kualalumpur, Malaysia. Ken Yeang had the terms energy-saving,climate conciuosness and occupancy comfort realized in
built form.,such as: 1) the building‟s general form is oriented for maximum enviromental efecientcy shading against direct
overheating but allowing for natural daylight, 2) calculated shading devices are installed on the building face for passive
cooling, 3) there is terraces which provide for vertical gardens and transitional spaces,also shades and ventilates the building.
This major innovations in form,envelope and regional adaption to the typical skycraper indicated the leading edge of the then
contemporary architecture which ecological based.

IV.CONCLUSION
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Vernacular society, especially indigenous village has many strategies of ecological wisdom to maintain their existence, Both
of this principles applied in all vernacular people can be enhanced to global ethic which implement : 1. Cultural Sustainability
2. Social Sustainability 3. Economic Sustainbility, and also 4. Enviromental Sustainability, what as a whole form architectural
sustainability. The spirit of sustainability must implemented in the modern context through reactualization, such as : institution
body,mechanism of forces. Government authority as formal institution has a power in implementing mechanism of forces, in
order to maintain sustainability wisdom.
At the future the global environment issue is challenging the earth‟s inhabitant,therefore various effort in reactualization
traditional „s wisdom especially sustanaible wisdom is very important, e.g : the model of relationship of various aspect in
sustainability by Ott,K,2003, it shows how both economic and societal values are constrained by environmental limits.

Diagram 4. Relationship of various aspect in the context of Sustainability wisdom
Source: Ott, K. (2003). "The Case for Strong Sustainability."
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The survival of indigenous village and their enviroment up to now has shown a proof of sustainability wisdom, also worthy
aspect which must be implemented by modern people in the modern context, which ecolology conciousness.
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ABSTRACT
Friedrich Silaban (1912 – 1984) was an Indonesian architect associated with Sukarno era during 1950s – mid-1960s. Silaban
proposed through some of his built works a concept which he termed as modern tropis (tropical modern) architecture.
As has been discussed in several writing pieces (the most recent mention appears on Abidin Kusno’s paper presented in
Singapore on January 16th, 2011), Silaban’s modernism was a part of Sukarno’s nation building effort. Silaban had his own
definition on how post-Independence Indonesia’s architecture ought to be; it was to be a modernist architecture which adapts
to Indonesia’s tropical context.
The aspect of tropicality, however, needs to be further discussed. In the case of Friedrich Silaban, this climate-related aspect
was not a mere rhetoric. It actually led him to his design method.
This paper intends to explore his conception of modern tropis by discussing three of his works chosen for their relevance with
the aforementioned concept, namely Istiqlal Mosque in Jakarta (designed in 1954), Silaban’s own house in Bogor (1959) and
Gedung Pola in Jakarta (1962). The paper would focus on the three works’ design aspect which relate to adaptation in the
tropics, and how such adaptation could lead to design method.
Keywords
Friedrich Silaban – tropical architecture – adaptation – design method

1. INTRODUCTION
The period between 1950 and 1965 was a period when Indonesia under President Sukarno sought its image. As a newly
independent nation, Indonesia wanted to express itself as a free, forward-looking nation. In other words, Indonesia wanted to
express an image free of past memories of colonialism and feudalism [1]. Having no—or almost no—association with such
past memories, as well as the presence of “opportunities for the investment of new meanings,” or new image, modernism was
opted as the preferred kind of architecture during the period [2].
Friedrich Silaban was an architect who witnessed this particular era. Not only he was a witness, he also took an active role in
the imagining and construction of modernist architectural image for Sukarno‟s Indonesia. In fact, he was one of those
architects who had personal rapport with Sukarno. Photographs showing Sukarno visiting Silaban‟s house in Bogor indicated
such relationship [3]. In the attempt of imagining free, progressive Indonesia‟s architecture, Silaban had a special method: a
method which revolved around Indonesia‟s tropical climate. The content of this paper concerns with this aspect of tropicality,
which in it s turn contributed in forming Sukarno era‟s architecture.
During a research conducted in 2007 at Silaban‟s house, in which one of this paper‟s authors was involved, some notes of the
architect were found. On one of these notes, written some time during 1960s, Silaban laid out some principles of designing
buildings in the tropics. He put emphasize on the importance of the roof. The roof provides shade and protects one from
rainfall. As Indonesia has tropical climate, a building in the country should comply with requirements dictated by such climate.
The most important element of a building in the tropics, so Silaban wrote, was the roof. As the roof needs to be supported,
columns become another primary building element. And the wall? The absence of winter chill would render the importance of
the wall. It is just a secondary, privacy providing element [4].
The aspect of tropicality became prominent in Silaban‟s works. In the midst of the aforementioned defining the image of freeIndonesia through modernist architecture, Silaban proposed the modern tropis (tropical modern) as the architectural principle
to be applied in the independent Indonesia. Such principle was adopted in, among others, Silaban‟s own house [5].
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The concept of modern tropis of Silaban, albeit proposed in a particular period with its particular political context, is an idea
which could be regarded as a reference for our present era. That is to say, the idea could be a reference on how to design
buildings in tropical Indonesia in a more sustainable manner. Certainly, the issue of sustainability does not only concern the
aspect of climate. Other aspects, such as socio-economic aspects, are also to be regarded.
In the perspective of architectural historians, Silaban‟s modern tropis is important not only in order to have a reference for a
more sustainable architectural practice in the tropics. The narrative of the concept could also demonstrate how an architect‟s
concern regarding local climate contributed in defining an architectural image of a nation. This was not just about postcolonial
psyche, or forgetting and remembering attempt through modernist architecture for the purpose of imagining independent
Indonesia [6]. This was also about accepting the fact that Indonesia lies on such tropical context. This was also about applying
appropriate technology in a particular local context. It is a narrative of how a proposal for appropriate technology became
intertwined with a certain imagining of a nation.
This paper would narrate the narrative through the examples of three works by Silaban: the Istiqlal Mosque, Silaban‟s own
house, and the Gedung Pola. These three works are chosen due to the application of modern tropis principle as laid out by the
architect. In these three works, the roofs are prominent, while the walls are secondary.

2. THE TROPICS
“I have studied the specific needs for tropical buildings by arranging structural devices in such a
manner so that the severe impact of tropical weather on buildings can be reduced as much as possible,
thus minimizing the cost of maintenance and increasing the durability of the buildings. At the same
time these structural devices provide cool and airiness in the buildings, so that it will be comfortable
for the occupants without using any air conditioning, which is usually too costly for the new born
tropical countries.” [7]
When Christopher Columbus firstly reached the shore of Hispaniola island in 1492, he thought that he was somewhere near
Cipango (Japan), which he claimed as the tropical isle of Spain. This imaginative construction of other places accompanied
European exploration to the East in early Renaissance era. It was during these times onward that European curiosity and
exploration to the exoticism of tropicality of the East grew in numbers.
The terms tropical, as well as tropics, have their root from the Greek word tropikos, from trepein, meaning to turn [8]. Its
meanings are related to sciences of astronomy and biology. At first, it means „each of two corresponding circles on the celestial
sphere‟ (tropic of cancer in the north and tropic of Capricorn in the south of equator) „where the sun appears to turn after
reaching its greatest declination.‟ At second, it relates to tropism, origin from Greek tropos, to turning. It means „the turning of
all or part of an organism in response to an external stimulus.‟[9]
Socially, the term tropical is not free of subjective meanings. Initially, to European at least, the tropical referred to an alien
condition which was regarded as uncomfortable (the heat, the mosquitoes, the swamps, etc.) [10]. Later on, the tropical
obtained a different meaning, which can be summarized into one word: exotic. Or rather, the exotic as fantasized by Europeans
[11]. The exploration of tropical sphere become European imaginative construction embedded in colonialist and imperialist
cultures and practices. For instance, in the 1931 Paris Colonial Exhibition, the Tropical Aquarium attracted many visitors to
explore the mystery of tropical aquatic flora and fauna.
In “Green Imperialism” (1995) [12], Richard H. Grove criticized the colonial impact on the environment which was depended
on the growing numbers of professional scientists. The influences of these scientists were part of the foundation of many
Colonial Academy and Schools. In Indonesian architectural schools, the knowledge of tropic entered predominantly into
architectural discipline from Dutch colonial instructors. It was then, the importance of tropical architecture discourses became
part of enduring debates and studies amongst Indonesian academicians, students, practitioners and communities.
One of the practicioners was Silaban. In the second paragraph of a letter sent by Silaban to the United Nations, in which the
former offered his services as an architect to the later. This paragraph shows how much Silaban was preoccupied with the issue
of tropical architecture. But, what is tropical? Is it just a matter of physical climate?
Whether Silaban‟s view on the tropical was formed by the aforementioned colonial construct still needs to be discussed and
debated. What is clear is that he considered tropical climate to be a fact in Indonesia. His position to put tropical architecture as
the domain of modern Indonesian architecture was strongly evidence in his statement, that
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„We do not need to copy the uniqueness of Torajan, Minangkabau, Balinese, Batak etc to make an effort creating
Indonesian architecture. We should not take their shapes, but their spirits which show tropical characteristics. The
things that consider dense tropical forests, hot sun light, also take into account the traditional customs which is
essentially not static, but improve from period to period.‟ [13]
Silaban did not deny the importance of tradition, which was contrast to many other radical modern architects. He emphasized
his philosophy of form which he believed relating to the context and environment where a building will stand. According to
him, the spirit and essence of form was more important than the shape. He experimented with quite a lot variety of roofs to
cope with tropical challenges in Indonesia. Here, he functionalized variety of Indonesian traditional architecture into tropical
styles.

3. THE TROPICAL NATURES OF THE THREE EDIFICES
It has been mentioned that, for Silaban, the roof is the most important element of a tropical building. The roof provides shades.
Moreover, the roof‟s overhangs would not only provide further shade and protection from rainfall, but they also create a sort of
verandah-like space beneath them. Such space would cool down a bit the incoming air which is going into a building.

Figure 1: Sketches on Silaban‟s note,
where he mentioned the importance of
the roof.
(Source: Rumah Silaban/Silaban‟s House)

Figure 2: Guest room at Silaban‟s house. Marble was chosen as material
for flooring as well as to build a seating. The planar marble seating,
attached to the two windows, is now used to place flower vases.
(Source: Pusat Dokumentasi Asitektur)

Figure 3: Silaban‟s house. It is dominated by
the roof.
(Source: “Rumah Silaban/Silaban‟s House”)

Figure 4: Silaban‟s working corner. The roof is connected by the columns
instead of the wall.
(Source: “Rumah Silaban/Silaban‟s House”)

Silaban‟s concern on the aspect of tropical formed the image of Silaban‟s works. The Istiqlal Mosque, Silaban‟s house, and
Gedung Pola, all consist of the same elements: a roof which is supported by columns, the restricted amount of walls, hence
allowing the air to cross ventilate freely. In the case of the house and Gedung Pola, overhangs provide further shading and
protection from the sun heat as well as the rain.
Materials are also important. Marble is used at the mosque. Terazzo tiles are used at Silaban‟s house and Gedung Pola. Today,
we may consider the use of such materials not so sustainable. However, Silaban at that time considered the use of durable
materials as well as materials which do not reflect heat to be sustainable [14].
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Figure 5: An interior view at the mosque also
shows the lack of wall.
(Source: M.N. Widyarta)

Figure 6: Two of a number of marble seats inside the mosque.
Marble is widely used at the mosque. Silaban considered marble,
albeit its high cost, as an appropriate material in the tropics, not
only due to its durability, but also due to the fact that marble emits
coolness. Marble seating like this one is also found at Silaban‟s
own house.
(Source: M.N. Widyarta)

Figure 7
Inauguration of Gedung Pola, 1962. Here, the
building‟s original design is evident. The building is
designed as a composition of roof and column. Walls
are not important, even unseen on the façade.

Figure 8
The roof of Gedung Pola was conceived to have a wide
overhang, as this image shows.
(Source: M.N. Widyarta)

(Source: M. Ali and F. Bodmer, “Djakarta Through the
Ages,” Government of the Capital City of Djakarta, 1970)

4. CONCLUSION
Silaban‟s concern on tropical context prompted him to provide particular elements on his works. The lack of walls presence is
also a feature on his prominent works. In the case of Silaban, there are a number of matters to be noted: the architect‟s concern
on climatic factor provides the image of his works. That is to say, it provides him with a signature signifying his works. This
signature, in Silaban‟s case, encountered another context, which was rather political. The modern tropis image of his buildings
became relevant in the context of a national imagining during Sukarno‟s era, as Silaban‟s modern tropis buildings did not
pretend to have traditional looks. Instead, the buildings addressed the aspect of the tropical in such a straight forward manner
(by the use of un-embellished roofs and other elements).
However, there is another side of Silaban‟s tropical idea that needs to be further explored, which may not be relevant to the
subject of the conference this paper is intended for: whether Silaban‟s idea of the tropical was, or was not, formed by the idea
of the tropical as imagined by Europeans.
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ABSTRACT
Based on the research on the existing writing about the tanggam in Malaysia, the total of writings and research about this
technology is a low compare to the value of this technique or system in a Malay traditional building. Generally, there is some
writing in Malaysia discussing about ‘tanggam’ including the types of ‘tanggam’ used in Malaysians traditional construction
but most of the writings are limited to the lecture notes that is used in higher education and teacher’s notes in the school
curricular that focus the types of ‘tanggam’ and how to prepare it. ‘Tanggam’ system is a main method of joining woods
which is applied in malay traditional building. it works by connecting two small components of a building and yet combining it
to form the main structure of the building. there are only small numbers of writing that discuss in tanggam available in
malaysia and most of the discussion are focusing on methods of producing tanggam, the types and application of tanggam in
construction. in order to conserve this great heritage, the area of study need to be widen to others scopes. this is the way to
maintain the use of tanggam in future. generally, the ‘sistem tanggam’ varies in design, functions and strength where the
strength of the tanggam is mainly depends on the tanggam connection design. in this study, a typology framework is created
based on the previous writing on tanggam system. this typology will try to connect the design, the strength and also the area of
application of the tanggam in malay building.
Keywords
Documentation and analysis, Sustainable design, Malay traditional tanggam

1.INTRODUCTION
Malay traditional building is a building where constructed by adapting the surrounding element, including weather,
construction technology, material and others element. Basically, the Malay traditional buildings were constructed by using the
wood. As stated by Yahaya Ahmad, the wood is use widely in a Malay traditional house construction. The methodology of
construction is used by connection between column and beam, (tiang seri dan alang). Generally, it‟s constructed by the local
carpenter or by the building‟s owner itself. By using wood as a main material, the carpenters on that time was created the
construction technique called „tanggam’. This technique used to connect an element or parts of Malay traditional house where
using a wood as a main material. This technique was fonded 10000 years ago [1].

2. ISSUE IN RESEARCH ABOUT TANGGAM
Based on the research on the existing writing about the tanggam in Malaysia, the total of writings and research about this
technology is a low compare to the value of this technique or system in a Malay traditional building. Generally, there is some
writing in Malaysia discussing about ‘tanggam’ including the types of ‘tanggam’ used in Malaysians traditional construction.
Some of this writing includes the study of the use of ‘tanggam’ in a building, whereas most of the writing exist as lecture
notes that is used in higher education and notes in the school curricular that focus the types of ‘tanggam’ and how to prepare it.
Results from the study of writing in ‘tanggam’ in Malaysia can be classified into different categories according to their
criteria‟s respectively:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Discussing the application and the use of ‘tanggam’ in a building.
Writing that focus in the strength of ‘tanggam’ structure. Writing that present the types of ‘tanggam’ in its uses.
Writing that explains about the types of tangga and its uses.
Writing that depicts the methods of preparing the ‘tanggam’ and the tools used in preparing it.
Writing that explains the background and history of ‘tanggam’.
Writing that highlight the importance of tanggam.
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The research about tanggam tipology is important, because through this research, we will know the relation about the design
of the tanggam system, the strength and the application tanggam system on the Malay traditional building/house. In this
writings, one of the tipology about tanggam will be discussed on the relation about the design, strength and the application
tanggam system on Malay traditional house.

3.TANGGAM APPLICATION IN MALAY TRADITIONAL HOUSE
In order to construct a building, a strong connective system need to be formed to joint all the main components in the building.
This can be seen in Malay building where the main components in constructing the house structure are the components exist in
the main structure. Zulkifli Hanafi stated that the main structure in Malay house is very significant a plays as the backbone to
support the whole structure of the building which determines the entire life of the building. He also said that the main structure
of Malay building is consisting of three main components; the building frame component, the floor structure and also the roof
frame.

01- Bumbung Rumah
02- Kasau Betina
03- Kasau Lintang
04- Kayu Perabung
05- Kasau Jantan

06- Kayu Tunjuk langit
07- Alang Pendek
08- Alang Panjang
09- Tiang Kayu/Panjang
10- Bendul

11- Papan Lantai
12- Gelegar
13- Rasuk
14- Pelancar
15- Tiang Kayu/Panjang

Figure 1: Main structure of Malay traditional House and its components.
3.1Floor Structue.
Generally, there are certain types of connection used in the floor construction. ‘tanggam’ berparit and bertebuk” are mainly
used but “tanggam lekap or gegas” also used in certain connections. Zulkifli Hanafi, mentioned that the connection of the
„tiang’ to ‘rasuk’ is the most important connection in floor construction. He suggested that the staibilty of a building is mainly
depends on the strength of this connection. The tanggam system used in this connection is ‘tanggam tebuk’. He also said that
this is the only tanggam system that provides a strong and very stable connection. This tanggam also applied in joining the
‘belira’ to the ‘tiang’. This is stated by Mastor Bin Surat dan Rosdan Abdul Manan. ‘belira’ used to replace the ‘gelegar‟ in
the house where the ‘gelegar’ does not applied [3,7].
3.2 Roof Structure.
For the roof construction in the other hand, there are certain important connections applied in constructing the structure. For
example, the connection between the ‘alang’ (‘alang panjang’ to the ‘alang pendek’), and also the connection from ‘kasau’ to
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„alang’ as stated by Zulkifli Hanafi. For both connections, „tanggam lekap’ and ‘tanggam berparit’ were used. Besides, other
connections are the connections to ‘tunjuk langit’ which is the connection from „tunjuk langi’t and „alang pendek’, „kayu
perabung’ and ‘kasau jantan’. Mastor Bin Surat and Rosdan Abdul Manan, suggested that ‘tanggam lubang puting’ were used
to join „tunjuk langit’ with „kasau jantan’ and ‘tunjuk langit’ with „alang pendek’, and ‘tanggam lekap’ meant for joining
‘tunjuk langit’ dan ‘kayu perabung’. Meanwhile, for joining all the three components; „tunjuk langit’, „kasau jantan’ dan ‘kayu
perabung’ the tanggam used is ‘tanggam lubang dan puting’ where the design of the tanggam depends on the types of „kayu
perabung’ type [3,7].
3.3 Wall.
Besides the two components that have been discussed earlier, the wall structure is the main part in a house. As stated by
Mastor bin Surat dan Rosdan Abdul Manan, wall on Malay traditional house can be divided into two, for ventilation and
barrier. For barrier wall, it‟s contains from ‘dinding janda berhias’, ‘dinding berpanel’ dan and the others. Meanwhile, for
ventilation wall, it‟s contains from window, door and ornament located on the wall. The tanggam used in the wall construction
is the non-complicated tanggam design, if compared to the tanggam design applied in the floor and roof construction. It is due
to stability of the building structure did not depend on the wall component. Among the connection exist in the wall
construction is joining between wall panel to the column (tiang kayu). The tanggam used is called „tanggam lidah dan
lurah’.Besides that, in the window and door construction, the tanggam mainly used is „tanggam lekap’, ‘tanggam berparit’,
and „tanggam lubang dan putting’ [3,7].

4. TYPOLOGY MAPPING FOR DESIGN AND THE APPLICATION OF TANGGAM IN MALAY
TRADITIONAL HOUSE
From the earlier discussion, it can be said that the design on used of tanggam can be divided into certain types based on its
design. Normally, each design will affect the strength of the tanggam structure directly. The tanggam design are varies and not
restricted to certain types only. However, if we look in another perspective the tanggam can be classified into three groups
based on how it is constructed:
By observing on the design, the tanggam can be classified into three groups:
i.

Group 1 –tanggam design with perforated component. For this type of tanggam, the tanggam is designed with one
component penetrate to another and component to form a connection between them. For example, ‘tanggam tebuk’, ‘tanggam
lubang dan putting’.

Figure 2: Group 1 - Tanggam design with perforated component
ii.

Group 2 – tanggam design with partially perforated. The design mechanism for this tanggam is both components are
formed with small cutting on a connection area , or partially peforated. However, the two components are not penetrating each
other. For example, „tanggam lekap’, „tanggam runcing’ dan „tanggam berparit’.
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Figure 3: Group 2 – Tanggam design with partially perforated.

iii.

Group 3 – Non-perforated tanggam design. The design mechanism of this tanggam is forming small cutting
(parit/takuk) on one of the components. For example,’tanggam lekap’, ‘tanggam lidah dan lurah’ and others.

Figure 4: Group 3 – Non-perforated tanggam design
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Table 1: Tanggam Typology in Malay Traditional House construction

As stated by Zulkifli Hanafi, the connection apllied at Malay house building can be divided into two groups, the primary
connection system and secondary connection system. Usually, the primary connection system is apllied on the main structure
at malay traditional house. The entire loads act on the building will transfer to the main structure. So, the tanggam used in a
main structure connection have to design with high durability ang strength. The connection belonging to primary connection
system is a connection between ‘rasuk’ to ‘tiang’, ‘alang’ to ‘alang’, ‘bendul’ to ‘bendul’, ‘kasau’ to ‘alang’ and ‘tetupai’.
Meanwhile, the secondary connection system is the connection apllied in Malay house where are not carry an heavy load as a
primary connection system. For example, the connection apllied in the middle part of the Malay house (dinding). It‟s including
the connection between wall panel, the connection use in a construction small component like a window, door and the others.
By identify the location and used of tanggam in a malay traditional house building, the strength of the tanggam can be
conclude. It is because, when tanggam apllied and used in a connection where are carry an heavy load, the tanggam was
designed to bear the load to sustain the connection between the components. So, it can be declared as the heavier load acted on
the connection (tanggam), the stronger that tanggam was designed.
By refering to the the Table 1, all the three classes of tanggam is differ in their structure strength. The first group of tanggam
(perforated component) classified as a stronger compared to the others group of tanggam. It is because, this group of tanggam
is widely applied in the primary connection system where are widely used to connect the main structure of the house where are
carry an heavy load as stated earlier. For example, the connection between „rasuk’ and ‘tiang‟, „alang‟ wtih „alang‟, „kasau‟
to „alang‟, „bendul‟ to „tiang‟ as stated by Zulkifli Hanafi. The tanggam used in these connections are „tanggam tebuk’ and
„tanggam lubang dan puting’. Besides of that, the tanggam classified in this group also found used at the secondary connection
system. For example in the construction of small building component like window, doors and the others.
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Figure 5: Apllication of the group 1 tanggam in the main structure of the house
Meanwhile, the tanggam that classified in the second group (partially perforated) is secondary stronger compare to the third
group as shown at the table 1. This group of tanggam was found widely used in a secondary connection system and small part
in a primary connection system. Some of tanggam in this group used in a main structure house, but overally, this group of
tanggam is widely used in a connection where are supporting the main structure of house. The example of the used of this
tanggam can be seen at connection between corner (pepenjuru) of „bendul‟ and where used „tanggam pepenjuru’. Other than
that, connection between „kayu perabung’ and „kayu tunjuk langit’ , ‘kayu gelegar’ and ‘rasuk’ where used „tanggam lekap
berparit’. Compared to the first group of tanggam, the tanggam in second group is less strong than the first group due to
application of tanggam of this group in the structure of the house. The tanggam in the first group was found widely used in a
main structure system, meanwhile the tanggam in this group is found in the connection where are supporting the main
structure of the house.

Figure 6: Apllication of the group 2 tanggam in the connection to support the main structure
The third group of tanggam (Non-perforated), on the other hand widely used a secondary connection system. The tanggam
classified in this group used to connect the structure which is not directly affect the stability of the house structure and not
carry and heavy load if compared to the others group of tanggam. Most of this tanggam only applied on the wall component.
For example, „tanggam lidah dan lurah‟ are used in to join the wall and the pillar and to join a wall panel. Simple „tanggam
lekap’ meanwhile is used in doors and windows construction.

Figure 7: Apllication of the group 3 of the tanggam in the secondary connection system
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5. CONCLUSION
Based on all discussions, there are some conclusion can be done. From the result of typology mapping we can see a direct
connection between the design and the strength of the tanggam connection. It is not only shows the easthetical values as
suggested by certain people. Meanwhile, the strength connection is applied in connection of the main components in a
building. Besides, by doing other study on our cultural technology, we can get new finding in its field. By doing this, it will
provide more chances on doing further research as weel as a way of documenting our cultural and tradition to be conserved for
the next generation
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ABSTRACT
The issue of sustainability has been around for a long time. However, it has become a hot issue after the Earth Summit taking
place in 1992 in Rio de Janeiro and in 2002 in Johannesburg. Conference in 1992 led to the formulation of Agenda 21, an
action plan containing broad principles to help governments and other institutions in carrying out the policies and programs
for sustainable development in their respective countries. The aim of this research was to examine the effectiveness of campus
physical development planning in Malaysia in creating a sustainable living on campus by assessed the problems that exist. The
study was conducted in four public university campuses and limited to only the campus physical planning. Selected campuses
are the research universities campus. The case studies were conducted on each campus. The methodology used in this study is
qualitative and quantitative techniques. Quantitative technique involves collecting data using questionnaires distributed
among 100 respondents for each campus. Meanwhile, the qualitative technique involves collecting comments and opinions
from the respondents obtained from questionnaires, behavioral observation and visual research. The results were then
compared for each campus for an explanation of the problem. The findings revealed that all campuses had a similar problem.
However, there are some differences about the extent or severity of the problems based on campus physical development plan
that is different. The result showed that there are minimal problems occurs on the campus that planned more compact compare
to a wide and dispersed campus. It also indicates that a compact campus tend to create a sustainable life on campus.
Keywords
Sustainable, Campus, Physical Planning, Students, Malaysia

1. INTRODUCTION
The issue of sustainability has been around for a long time. However, it has become a hot issue after the Earth Summit taking
place in 1992 in Rio de Janeiro and in 2002 in Johannesburg. Conference in 1992 led to the formulation of Agenda 21, an
action plan containing broad principles to help governments and other institutions in carrying out the policies and programs for
sustainable development in their respective countries. After that, the principles of sustainability began to be adopted by
institutions around the world to run their operations. Sustainability is a key issue for all organizations in the 21st century [1].
As an institution, the university also can’t avoid the issue of sustainability. Beringer et al. (2009) also recognized that
sustainability is an important issue for universities around the world [2]. Thus, there are several universities that have given
their commitment in creating a sustainable campus. Among the commitments undertaken by the universities toward the
sustainability are through the learning process approach, the campus environment and management [3]. Out of these three
approaches, the implementation of a sustainable campus environment is one of the most effective way possible against other
approaches. Alfieri et al. (2009) has stated that: “By living and learning in an environmentally conscious community, students
learn to consider the impact of their everyday decisions” [4]. In addition, in 1943 Sir Winston Churchill also issued a
statement that used to be the principle or belief until this day; "We shape our buildings and then they shape us” [5].
Although this statement describes the building, in fact it also means the same thing for the environment. This is because the
building and the environment have the same function as place for humans to live and do activities. The statement was
supported by Campos (2008) who argue that human behavior can be shaped by the environment [6]. Therefore, it is important
to create a campus environment that can offer and encourage the community to lead a sustainable life. Thus, a sustainable
campus should be implemented through the campus physical development plan.
1.1 Definition
Sustainable development means the development or progress that meets current needs without compromising needs of future
generations [7]. According to van Weenen (2001), the sustainable development is the mutual dependence of nature [8]. In
addition, in 2009, Sohif et al. interpret sustainable development as development that improve the quality of human life while
living within the capacity of ecosystems while supporting the purpose and benefits of focusing on a balance of social,
ecological and economic [9]. Sustainability will be achieved when the current requirement is achieved without compromising
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the ability of future generations to meet their needs. Based on these statements, we can conclude that development of
sustainable campus means development of the campus that meet the current needs and improve the quality of life without
compromising the future generation needs with focusing on balance in terms of environmental, social and economic [9].
1.2 The Importance of Physical Development of Sustainable Campus
Every year, the number of students who further their studies at universities is increasing. This has been certified by D'Amico
and Brooks since 1968 [10]. After nearly 43 years, this is definitely increasing with population growth and industrial
development and technology. Thus, the universities must have a long-term development plans for their campuses [10]. They
added that there are important for planning development to meet the crucial needs of today while anticipating the impact on the
future development of the campus. This fact has been proved that the awareness of sustainable development has been around
for a long time, but was not given serious attention. The statement also coincided with the concept of sustainable development
is highlighted by the Bruntland Report (1987) which defines sustainable development as development that meets current needs
without compromising the needs of future generations [7].
The importance of sustainable campus development can be seen when many universities have committed to creating a 'green
campus' lately [11]. The statement was also supported by Ryan et al. (2010) when they state that there are many higher
education institutions in the Asia Pacific region, which has been promoting the implementation of 'green campus' [12]. This is
because there are many benefits that can be achieved through the development of a sustainable campus [4]. Thus, many
universities have made sustainability a priority in planning and designing new projects on the campus [4]. According to Norton
et al. (2007), the real benefits of sustainable development can be achieved with the balance of the three aspects of economic,
social and environmental [13]. However, there are still many who view the sustainable development from the aspect of
environment alone [11, 13]. Therefore, the development of the campus cannot focus on one aspect and ignoring the other
aspects because these aspects are mutually dependent and affect each other.
Campus is a centre of knowledge. Campus also known by the local community and society beyond the status and reputation.
Thus, the formation of a sustainable campus can provide opportunities for higher education institutions to teach, show the
progressive principles and be a model to the larger community [14]. Based on these facts, campuses have a strong influence on
a community and a great potential for promoting sustainable development. This shows that how important the establishment of
a sustainable campus that could be the basis of a broader sustainable development throughout the region.

2. RESEARCH METHODS
The research involved case studies conducted on selected campuses. To obtain the necessary data and information, both
quantitative and qualitative techniques were used. Methods and tools used in this study were questionnaires, behavioral
observation and visual research.
2.1 The Scope of the Research
The selection of university campuses in this research is based on the status of universities as a research university. First four
research universities in Malaysia has been selected namely Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM), Universiti Sains Malaysia
(USM), Universiti Malaya (UM) and Universiti Putra Malaysia. This research was limited to campus physical planning only.
Among the elements in the physical design of the campus examined are the layout of the campus, accessibility, circulation,
building design, landscape and environment, transport and mobility, and security and lighting.
2.2 Quantitative Method
Quantitative method in this research involved questionnaires as instruments. The purpose of this questionnaire to obtained
feedback from the respondents about the condition and problems on their campuses. The subjects of the questionnaire are the
students who live on campus. This is because Dahle and Neumayer (2001) stated that students are encouraged to criticize
campus’ activities because they are 'clients' and allowed to demand reform on issues of environment and sustainability [21]. In
addition, Shuhana et al. (2007b) [22] agreed with Moos (1979) statement that students’ perception provided an important
perspective for an 'educational settings' [23]. Feedback from target groups is essential to ensure that their needs are taken into
account in the planning stage [24]. In the context of the planning process, these elements are known as community
participation [24].
The number of respondents determined based on de Vaus (2002) [25] and Hoinville et al. (1977) statements [26]. On 95%
confidence level and 5% of sampling error, de Vaus (2002) stated that the required sample size was 400 sets [25]. Hoinville et
al. (1977) also stipulates that the sub-group in the study, the minimum amount needed in each group were set at between 50 –
100 samples [26]. Thus, a total of 400 students were selected for this study. The amount is divided equally for each campus.
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This means the number of students who are selected for each campus is 100, which coincides with Hoinville et al. (1977) about
the minimum sample size in each sub-group.
The data obtained from the questionnaires were statistically analyzed to show the results for each campus. The results for each
campus were then compared with each other. For further clarification on the results, qualitative methods were used.
2.3 Qualitative Method
Qualitative methods used in this research involved three (3) techniques; questionnaires, behavioral observation and visual
research. Through questionnaires, the students can give comments or opinions in the appropriate fields. This approach
collected information about students' feelings and emotions of the situation on their campuses.
Behavioral observations are one of the techniques of field studies are often used in social science research [27]. Behavioral
observations were conducted to record the behavior and reactions of students to the campus environment. Researcher observed
and recorded observations using notes and photographs. Researchers not involved in the activities performed by students. This
technique is a complement to studies in which the results of the observations can be compared with findings from other
techniques [28].
Visual study was conducted to evaluate the character of an area [22]. These techniques allow researchers to study the shape,
composition and appearance of the city as well as evaluating the assets and liabilities of a city [22]. Through a visual study,
researchers can record the physical and social character of the campus that important or prominent in the campus environment
and to comment on the weaknesses and problems in planning the physical development of campus [22].
This qualitative method collected information about the physical condition of the campuses studied, and feelings of students on
their campuses. This information is very important to complement the findings of qualitative methods. Information obtained
from the qualitative methods used to explain the findings derived from quantitative methods.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Research found that there are difference approach has been used to plan the physical development for research campuses.
Research also found that every approach taken has its own advantages and disadvantages. Besides, there are also problems that
were shared among the campuses. The original discussion of the result is divided into structural lay-out of the campus,
accessibility, circulation, building design, landscape & surroundings, transport & movement and safety & lighting but due to
the limitation of spaces this paper only cover the structural layout of the campus and building design.
3.1 Structural layout of the campus
The four campuses developed using different planning approaches. Structural layout of the campus affects the pattern of life on
campus, especially in terms of accessibility and circulation. Besides, there is a physical development of campus that is less
stressed on the relationship between the functional areas or buildings in campus. Figures below show the distribution of areas
in planning development and student movement on the research campus.
Structures of the internal layout of the UKM campus are divided into three (3) areas, namely the Range 1, Range 2 and Range
3. Range 1 area is planned using the concept of ‘core centralized’ by putting the academic areas surrounding by the social areas
and hostels. The development of the campus in the Range 2 and Range 3 appear to be as simple accretion by placing new
buildings in available spaces without assessing the functional relationship of the buildings.
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Figure 1: Structure of the campus layout for UKM, Bangi.
Source: Google Earth. Edited by the author
USM main campus is planned in a more compact compared to the other campus. This may be due to the limited supply of land
for the campus since it is already surrounded by the development areas. Facilities area is located in the central and surrounded
by academic areas, while residential areas are located in suburban campus. The position of the buildings, especially in facilities
and academic areas are close to each other.

Figure 2: Structure of the campus layout for USM, Penang.
Source: Google Earth. Edited by the author
UM campus planning is scattered where there are academic areas located far from the main academic areas. UM campus layout
looked like structure of ‘centralized core’ which putting the residential area surrounding the social and academic areas.
However, the structure of ‘centralized core’ is quite broad and not well-organized where there is an area in the center of
campus that have not been developed. Hilly terrain factors may be barriers to develop that area to create a well-organized
structure.
UPM main campus is the largest campus in the study. The campus planning is divided into two main areas, academic and
residential areas. Academic buildings have been grouped in one area, while residential areas are also grouped in the same
manner. Other than that, the administration and student facilities are grouped together in the academic areas. There are a
residential colleges, field, sports courts and fitness center in the residential areas.
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Figure 3: Structure of the campus layout for UM, Kuala Lumpur.
Source: Google Earth. Edited by the author

Figure 4: Structure of the campus layout for UPM, Serdang.
Source: Google Earth. Edited by the author
3.2 Building Design
Planning should consider the aspect of unity in designing the building, but diversity is necessary to indicate the various
disciplinary areas offered activities, and cultures that exist on campus [23]. Majority of respondents from USM, UM and UPM
campuses state that buildings design of their campus are unique and able to shown its own identity. On the other hand, majority
of UKM respondents believe that building design of their campus is not unique and failed to show its own image.
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Figure 7: Students’ feedback on the uniqueness of buildings’ design on their campuses.
Visual research conducted found that there is consistency in the design of some building on UKM campus. They are not only
uniform, but also have the same design. This resulted in difficulty to differentiate one building from another and the building
itself failed to project its own image. It also failed to indicate the diversity of disciplinary that existed on the campus.

Figure 8: Photographs of different residential colleges on UKM campus that have same designs.

The 9: Photographs of different buildings on UKM campus faculty that have same designs.

4. CONCLUSION
Results showed that there are some weaknesses in physical development plans of studied campuses. Development plans using
a wide area and put the location of the buildings are far apart have a big impact on the campus accessibility and circulatory
system. Development of large area is difficult for universities to provide facilities such as covered walkways, bicycle paths,
optimum lighting and landscaping in a controlled setting throughout the campus. In addition, the campus plans must ensure
unity in the building design and landscaping to establish the identity of the disciplines offered. To ensure the convenience of
students, the campus transportation system should be more systematic and timely schedule. In addition, lighting is an important
aspect in ensuring the safety of students, especially at night. It can be concluded that the physical development of campus
planning certainly play a big role in influencing the sustainability of a campus. Referring to the findings, the USM campus that
planned more compact compared to other campuses shows minimum overall problems. This proves that compact campus is
more practical for a campus that aims to create a sustainable life. This statement is coincided with the views of other
researchers such as Burton (2000), Burns (2001), Steffen (2008) and Santana et al. (2009) [17, 18, 19, 20].
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ABSTRACT
Computer Aided Design (CAD) has been long time known for documenting architectural design works and information to
replace old manual hand drafting method and brought significant changes in terms of project documentation. However, as we
move towards the world’s modernity, Architectural Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry faces current issues:
Globalization and Ecological awareness.
Since various disciplines involved in a project are not always at a same place, CAD documentation is no longer enough to
handle changes and give integrated information delivery to be comprehended by all parties in real time. Green design
standardization such as LEED or GreenShip, forces architects and engineers to have a brief analysis of the building
performance even at early stages to enable them develop optimum design that fulfill sustainable requirements.
In this work we review multipurpose complementary software namely Building Information Modeling (BIM). BIM it contains
all information that is needed by all disciplines and enables architect and engineers to analyze various design option at every
stages of design, go back and forth easily without having to rebuild every phase’s information from the beginning. It is
concluded that BIM makes best coordination while shortening the workflow and achieving sustainability.
Keywords
CAD, Building Information Modeling, construction, sustainable design, integrated design

1.

INTRODUCTION

Information in CAD document is interpreted with combination of lines (2D CAD) and polygons (3D CAD) that represents
building elements. In 2D CAD, these elements are drawn in standard drafting codes, like in manual hand drawing, by CAD
operator. This approach is still widely used in Architecture Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry. Drawings generated
from 2D CAD: floor plan, section, elevation, and details, remain technically separated. Architects, engineers, analyst, and
contractors have to generate their own drawings to satisfy their needs and building codes. These drawings need to be
coordinated to get full information about the project. Creation and changes in one drawing must be redrawn in all drawings and
re-informed to all parties. In addition, 2D drawings cannot always be comprehended by project owner. Lack of spatial
relationship is the greatest drawback of 2D method.
Increasing demands about spatial information and visualization by owner makes architects have to generate 3D images. With
this 3D method, spatial context can be easily determined and drawing changes can be reviewed better. However, elements in
3D CAD do not have architectural information codes because it is merely combinations of basic shapes. 2D drawings are still
needed to facilitate the constructional bids and complete project information, like shown on Fig 1.
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Figure 1: Site plan 2D CAD drafting (left) and 3D CAD model (right) drawn separately in different applications (Mataram
Islamic Center design competition, 2009)
Due to rapid world population growth, construction demands increase. In addition, various disciplines involved come from
various places in the world. The ordinary CAD solution is no longer enough to provide a fast, integrated, and proper project
information delivery. As the result, lot of resources, money, and time are sacrificed to coordinate and share project
information.
On the other hand, global warming issue makes a new challenge and mindset in architectural design. Analysis of building’s
behavior including air quality and thermal performance, energy efficiency, construction method, and operational costs, are
required as an early feedback in pre-construction stages.
Over 30 years, CAD has evolved into Building Information Modeling (BIM) with integrated architectural and spatial
information, construction and performance analysis, time scheduling, and cost estimation. This approach is also known as 5D
(3D+time+cost) CAD [1] which is believed can handle current issues.

2.

BUILDING INFORMATION MODELING

Building Information Modeling (BIM), or also known as virtual building, basically is a system to approach building design and
construction through building’s lifetime simulation based on coordinated multidiscipline information from its pre-design until
demolition. BIM results building models that are characterized by: building components, included coordinated, consistent, and
non redundant component’s behavior data [2].
2.1 BIM Parametric Modeling
BIM has its roots in Computer Aided Design i.e.: generates digital data or file. Older CAD systems generate data based
primarily on vectors, associated line types, and layers. BIM relies on “parametric modeling” to generate coordinated,
consistent, and computable information of a project. Parametric modeling results parametric models that can be defined by the
following criteria [3]:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Geometry consists associated data and properties;
Geometry is integrated and consistently informed in all views;
Automatically adjusted and fitted when contacted or inserted to other associated objects;
Have consistent value changes in any sub object levels;
Object properties can identify any conflicts if changes are made to it;
Object properties can be linked or extracted for further analysis using the same or other applications.

The simple is: wall in BIM is not interpreted by lines or shapes drawn in floor plan, section, elevation, or 3D view, but by a full
model of wall itself that act as a real wall in relation with other elements like windows or doors, have reliable properties that
can be extracted, consistently measured, scheduled, and documented in standard drafting order (see Fig 2).
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Figure 2: “Parametric Model” of a wall with a window in BIM application (example in Revit)
2.2 CAD and BIM Comparisons
Compared to ordinary 2D or 3D CAD, BIM functions in the same way an Architects/ Engineers would do when they design
their buildings and it adheres to the methods builders would when construction begins [4]. It covers all elements from the
conceptual development to final construction phases. When the changes are made at early stages, the elements on the next
stages are also changed.
As computer plays role in architectural design, we can choose and use various CAD applications to communicate design idea.
Many of them claim themselves support BIM technology. However, to distinguish CAD and BIM differences, according to
parametric modeling as BIM’s foundation, the following CAD features are not counted as BIM technology:
a)

3D model that built for visualization purpose and does not contain constructional information and architectural
behavior;
b) 2D CAD drafting that drawn separately for technical documentation purpose and does not contain integrated spatial
context;
c) Single model file that contains 2D, 3D, and all data that recorded manually, inconsistent, and not automatically real
time upgradeable.

Figure 3: BIM model of a project (Housing Estate design competition, 2010)
Just as shown on Fig 3. Above, BIM parametric model has strengths and features that make it more convenience than ordinary
CAD solutions, such the following:
a)

No redraw and recalculate. All constructional documents are generated automatically from model in standard drafting
codes. Non graphical data is also generated automatically from elements model properties. Any update or changes
made on model is also made on each view and list;
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b) 3D model allows us to understand spatial relationships between each view better and has rich visualization, such as
animation and renderings;
c) Building’s performance, appearance, and cost can be accurately predicted automatically;
d) Project information can be easily and economically delivered because most of BIM applications are fully supported
by information technology and networks.
Table 1 shows the main comparison items between CAD & BIM solution.
Table 1: Comparison between 2D CAD, 3D CAD, and BIM solution

Files needed
File size
Standard drafting codes and
order
Non graphical data calculation
Design visualization
Architectural behavior
Spatial comprehension
Generation and update of
project documentation
Drafting/ modeling complex
geometry
Training difficulty
Supported software/ application

3.

2D CAD
More than 1
Small

3D CAD
More than 1
Large

BIM
1
Very large

Manual

-

Automatic

Manual
-

Yes
Yes

Automatic
Yes
Yes
Yes

Manual/ easy

Manual/ hard

Automatic

Easy

Easy

Easy

Medium
AutoCAD, Google
SketchUp, 3Ds Max,
Maya

AutoCAD, AutoCAD
LT

Difficult, depends on
software
Hard
Graphisoft ArchiCad,
Autodesk Revit

BIM OPPORTUNITIES

BIM has many features that bring new waves and opportunities in AEC industry. Two most significant opportunities are
project collaboration and sustainable design.
3.1 Multidiscipline Collaboration
Currently, during the construction phases, the design workflow is dropped in every lifecycle stage due to the changes made or
rebuilding information needed by each party. 5D parametric model (3D+time+money) of BIM enables architect, engineer,
analyst, and contractor working together simultaneously and managing design changes in real time.
Current BIM collaboration concept is primary based on 1 single model/ file that is stored in a BIM server. Using Local Area
Network (LAN) or online network, BIM applications allow project team members to send, received, and share project data
changes from their local copies. To reduce data traffic, only changes from each member’s machine are sent over via network
and the BIM model in server is automatically updated. This collaboration can be applied both between companies or
disciplines involved (external) and between members within a company (internal).
To manage changes in server file, project principle or CAD manager divides BIM model into several workspaces (see Fig 4).
Each team member reserves and can only work on their respective workspace. This workspace reservation can be defined by
[5]:
a) Areas; example: floors, rooms, mass, interiors, and exteriors;
b) Elements or layers; example: architectural, structures, MEP, and furnishings;
c) Project views and listings; example: plans, sections, elevations, details, and schedules.
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Figure 4: Workspace reservation by area (left) and elements (right) (Graphisoft, 2010)
In addition of collaboration in 1 single file, BIM applications support data extracting or hotlink its model to other application
for further analysis, such as: structural collision detection, MEP modeling, energy efficiency, and cost estimation (see Fig 5).
This analysis can be used either as feedback or imported back to the origin BIM model via network to quickly manage project
changes and sharing with various disciplines.

Figure 5: Collision detection (left) and MEP analysis (right) using BIM model (Graphisoft, 2010)
3.2 Sustainable Design Analysis
Nowadays, green design is not merely just important talks in design. As the green design certification issued and owners
become smarter and more concern about it, architect cannot present his sustainable idea in theoretically, but also have to
submit exact data that support it. In 2008, as shown in Fig 8, McGraw-Hill Construction reported that LEED certification
requirement had motivated half of AEC industry professional in US to adopt BIM technology. A majority of users say BIM is
helpful in producing green projects [6]. This report indicates that compared to ordinary CAD, BIM make it easier for architects
and engineers to conduct design analysis.

Figure 6: BIM involvement level in green project (Norbert W. Young Jr., 2008)
In Fig 7, CAD model consist only geometric information that is represented by a group of lines or surfaces. Therefore, to use it
in analysis application, user needs to rebuild the model and input or calculate manually all parameters needed for green design
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such as project orientation, materials, thermal value, electricity, etc. This workflow, just as the current construction workflow
described previously, will lead to major problem when changes are made and quick feedback or alternative is needed.

Figure 7: CAD model needs to be rebuilt and added with other information in order to use it in sustainable analysis (Design
Studio C, 2006)
On the other hand, parametric model contains CAD geometric information and all data that is needed for green design analysis.
These BIM model’s properties and geometry can be either extracted to third party application or simulated directly in BIM
application (see Fig 8). Statistic data like project location, weather data, or energy sourcing can be easily imported to BIM
model to help architect determine optimum orientation, shading, and daylight.

Figure 8: Quick environmental analysis of a BIM model (Design Studio C, 2006)
Depends on the application, various environmental analyses can be generated using BIM model (see Fig 9), such as: daylight,
solar study, energy use, and artificial lighting study to reduce exterior light pollution design. This green building analysis can
has data measurement output and/ or photorealistic simulation. Thus, architects can use analysis report as earlier feedback to
rethink various design option and manage its changes quickly.

Figure 9: Daylight analysis (left) and shading study (right) (Housing Estate design competition, 2010)

4.

IMPLEMENTING BUILDING INFORMATION MODELING

Parametric modeling requires complex information that is severely different from CAD. Thus, BIM training and
implementation could be a new vast challenge. Previous generations which has been accustomed with CAD mindset, might be
difficult to change and follow it. Nevertheless, current and future generations will have to tackle BIM movement earlier or
later. A proper early training strategy is needed in architectural education which has to have awareness to future challenges and
industry development.
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Students and graduates that will enter professional market need to be prepared, especially in post graduate or professional
education level, so they can lead in this future prospect. Since BIM resembles real building’s life and construction process, in
our opinion, the best way to prepare students to it and to unleash true potential of BIM is through project simulation. Few steps
to carry this out are the following:
a)

Select suitable starting project. Design competition or research on campus development project would be the best
starting project to implement BIM, since it has low-risk as pre-professional project. Many BIM software developers
also grant free license for students and faculty members for education and non-commercial usage. Since sustainability
has been contemporary issue nowadays, project or research that requires accurate data or green design certification
matching such as Greenship Indonesia;
b) Set up the right team. Real building project involves many parties and BIM facilitate data integration between them.
Therefore, it would be better if the team can be assembled from various majors, though it is fine to have team
members from architecture major only;
c) Form a new team organization. BIM model consist complex information from building elements and generates
documentations and lists from them automatically. Thus, CAD operator or estimator does not fit BIM well. Instead,
architect or designer and engineer are best to put with it. Therefore, they can put more focus and efforts in design
rather than documenting and visualizing;
d) Reserve suitable workspace. As a new team’s organization is formed, the workspace does not need to be divided as
conventional job desks such as drafting, visualizing, or cost estimating. Instead, if a team has various major
compositions, each can reserve workspace that fit in their specialty or building elements. In other cases, workspace
reservation can also be defined around functions such as project management, building design, and custom content or
object library creation including document layout and team’s custom preset [7]. For the last one, it would be easier for
designers and engineers if vendors also acknowledge BIM approach and create their product content in BIM model.

5.

CONCLUSION

Rather than separated geometric information that CAD generates, BIM also generates integrated object’s geometry, behavior,
measured data, drafting codes, and environmental impact for each building elements automatically in the same way as architect
does and thinks. Thus, BIM features can make design and construction phases performed more efficient, spend less time and
money compared to ordinary CAD drafting and documentation that still widely used separately by each construction party.
Integrated information terms and features such as “project collaboration and sharing” introduced in BIM allows project
documents created, analyzed, and delivered in no time anywhere. This become crucial benefits in construction practice as it
enables contractors or project manager to coordinate construction phases and share with parties easier.
BIM also support functions needed to model building’s lifecycle, including its performance and environmental impact analysis.
Using BIM, architect can quickly get feedback about their design performance even at early design stages. It enables architect
to rethink various design option, go back and forth easily without having to redo every phases from the beginning.
However, BIM is not ultimate tools to resolve all design problem and replacing architect as its user. BIM, just CAD, is a
solution system to approach building design digitally but following and based on architect way of creative thinking and works.
To adopt the architect’s workflow as its user, BIM relies on parametric modeling that different from ordinary CAD system. In
the end, BIM requires early and extensive trainings for students and graduates to enable them following this current wave in
professional market.
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ABSTRACT
Building Physics course aims to introduce the general aspects of physics and artificial environment such as lighting, acoustics
and climate and ventilation so it can be applied in architectural design. Although not yet fully implemented in an integrated
way in the process of architectural design, this course still be given in schools of architecture. This is evident with the rise of
the buildings still less attention to problems of energy, water use and environmental pollution. This study aims to examine the
ongoing architectural curriculum and subjects that contributes to building performance, especially environmental
performance . The results showed that the curriculum has promoted that design studio as the main core of architectural
education. This is indicated by the significant credit of the subject. However, the integration of the substance of the Building
Physics subject is not fully involved. This is caused by the assessment system of the design studio which does not involve the
lectures from related disciplines, such as Building Physics, Building Utility, and Sustainable Design. Moreover, there is a
lacking in Building Physics materials as compared to Green Building standards, especially LEED rating systems. This is
important because crucial issues in green building is related to environmental pollution, energy and water efficiency, building
materials and indoor air quality. These problems actually faced by this country, especially in big cities. Thus, in some aspects
of green building concepts can be adopted as part of the architectural design process. In the substance of the Physics Building,
the calculation of the various needs of the building, not just the views of needs, but also taking into consideration the
limitations and the impact on the environment.
Keywords
Process of design, Building Physics, environmental impact, resource efficiency, green building.
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Architectural Education
In general, architectural education in Indonesia emphasize on the main courses, that is Subject of Expertise (Mata Kuliah
Keahlian, MKK) , in the format of architectural design studio. This course is conducted starting from the first semester or
second semester until seventh semester. This subject is talking about theory and design of buildings. The higher the semester
the more complicated design. This course integrates a variety of science and knowledge, such as site planning and design,
building structure and construction, building materials and technology along with the type and complexity of the building. In
addition, there are also Basic Expertise Subject (MKDK) which supports subject of Expertise, such as Art and Aesthetics,
Technical Drawing and Buildings Physics. Finally, is the General Subjects, such as English, the ideology of the state, Pancasila
and Citizenship.
In terms of Building Physics subject, universities implement different policies. There are universities that only have one
package of Building Physics and some others have two. This is depends on the competence of graduate of architecture features
that will be produced. Some of the details in the Building Physics are: introduction of lighting, thermal comfort, acoustics and
mechanical ventilation. In lighting class, it is also taught about natural lighting for buildings. In spite of Building Physics
course has delivered, but it seems the implementation in the design studio is still lacking. For example, building design is only
considers the orientation of the building, without considering the best area of the openings for such rooms. The application of
this subject in building design is still weak because the students do not realize the importance of natural ventilation system,
energy-efficient air conditioning system, the best area of the openings,
a suitable glass materials and otjers
In addition, there are also other subjects that play a role in supporting the performance of buildings, namely Building Services.
This subject delivered science and engineering of the operation and maintenance of buildings, such as electrical systems, water
system, fire protection, communication within the building and so forth. Similar with the Building Physics, Building Services
courses are also only considered as a complement or support subject. This can be seen from the design of the students that still
emphasize only the spatial aspects of the design, but less considered aspects of utility, such as mechanical ventilation, artificial
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lighting and other building systems. In the case electrical needs, for example, calculated at the end of planning. Though aspects
of lighting were also has an effect against the use of energy in buildings.
Utility Building applied in some universities from one or two semesters, such as Building Services Part 1 and Part 2 and so
forth. In the process of designing the technical aspects of design relating to the Physics Building and Utility Buildings are
usually done at the end, the part that is more detailed and more technical. Or it can be concluded that the technical aspect of
this is done
later or at the end.
1.2 Practice Of Architecture
Design process conducted in the professional world is not really much different from the academic world. An architect who
recently graduated and worked for a company to directly address a building project to detailed planning of the building. Or the
second possibility, his job is to solve part of the planning already done by other architects. After work is completed design till
with detail, then switch to the division employment process mechanical / electrical. This section of work was further developed
its technical aspects, such as the system of air, water governance systems, structures and so on. In this process certainly not all
wrong, because indeed there are jobs that depend on the work of studio design architect. However, if this happens to aspects of
design / engineering that will have a major impact on costs and sources of the building when the building is so, then surely it
can be left ini tidak. This means there must be a scenario of how that process could run parallel line. Hence when the planning
over the critical aspect in the designing the aspect detail already can include entire problem point
1.3 The Integration Of Building Physics
Building Physics can be defined as the collection of scientific knowledge That focuses on the analysis and control of the
physical phenomena affecting building. This includes the detailed analysis of building materials and building envelope
systems. The practical purpose of building science is to Provide predictive capability to optimize building performance and
understand or Prevent building failures.
When talking about integration in architectural design, then who exactly is speaking problem more architectural design studio.
Because in this course where all disciplines are integrated / merged. Subjects such as structure and building construction,
building technology, utilities, site design, Building Physics and so forth will become mixed one. Despite this initial idea came
from the field of planning remains design architecture. Furthermore, other areas such as structure and building technology and
Building Physics and utilities come to give color to the design. Which is usually the problem is usually architectural and
structural design and building technology has always been a top priority compared with the needs of Building Physics. For
example, such as the number of openings / windows, air ventilation, overhang is less concerned
1.4 The Principles Of Green Building
Actually, some green building principles have been implemented in Indonesia, such as the principle of building orientation to
the north and south, the utilization of natural light, well construction of waste treatment (septic tank), greening the environment
and buildings. However, building standards or a good ideal is still very diverse and fragmented. Building laws, building
regulations, such as the Regulation of Public Works Minister pertaining to many of the buildings, but not yet integrated.
The Green Building Standards, also in fact is an evolving building standards. Starting from high building standards, then it
becomes green building standards that is initiated by the United States Green Building Council. It is eventually becomes a
reference standards for energy efficient building, environmentally friendly and sustainable. Green building standards is good
lesson to be learned by Indonesia. Because in Indonesia, especially in big cities, have similar problems as in the United States
and other developed countries, like lack of electricity, water resources, environmental pollution such as air pollution, water and
soil, energy-efficient buildings, efficient water management and others. For Jakarta, the state has also been very critical due to
the settlement of land surface caused by the decrease in soil water resource.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Materials
Material for this research is mainly originated from architectural curriculum that is currently implemented. This curriculum
usually has a certain structure, such as General Subjects (MKU), Basic Expertise Subjects (MKDK), Expertise Subjects
(MKK) and Professional Development Expertise Subjects (MKPK).. Usually this curriculum change every 4 or 5 years
according to the needs of each universities. This curriculum has the amount of 144 up to 160 credits. In addition, it is also
conducted a review of a detail course that is a implemented unit of the curriculum and guidelines for courses which are held
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every week. Other source is the materials that is available in the assessment of green buildings in the United States of America
or known as LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design). This standard was made as a reference, the material in
this study because of similarities in the problems faced by the United States and Indonesia.
2.2 Methods
The method used in this research is surveyed through the internet. The possibility to appear in the internet is the main
consideration. The universities involved in this research are Universitas Indonesia (UI), Institut Teknologi Bandung (ITB),
Institut Teknologi 10 November (ITS), Universitas Mercu Buana (UMB), Universitas Katolik Parahyangan (UNPAR),
Universitas Gunadarma (UG), and Universitas Islam Indonesia (UII). The research is descriptive which describes a variety of
curriculum used in universities in Indonesia.
Curriculum department of architecture for this study, randomly, according to the availability of the Internet, the amount of
credit for the significant course on architectural design studios, the position and credit course of Building Physics, the course of
Building Services and other subjects which have similarities. For a unit course, to compare Building materials physics course
with assessment materials contained in the LEED rating system. This comparison is intended to determine the extent of the
achievement made by subjects who practiced in Indonesia, although certainly not all items can be used as a reference.

3. RESULTS
3.1 The Credits of Courses
From several universities in the table below there is some variation in the amount of credits of architectural design studio. The
highest amount of credit is occupied by the Universitas Indonesia, that is from 10 to 12 credits. With the number of registration
is certainly expected integration process various kinds of knowledge provided in the program strata 1 can be done. Similarly,
done in the ITB, the number of credits is 8. Followed by the ITS, UMB and Unpar. On the other hand, subjects physics
building, nothing was done during a semester, such as the UMB and ITS. There is also done 2 semesters as in Unpar. The
course is adjacent, i.e. Building Services is still held in some universities, such as ITB, ITS, Unpar and UMB.
Table 1. Amount of credits for Architectural Design Studio, Building Physics, Building Services and similar subjects, of several universities.
No.

Universities

Architectural
Design Studio
10 – 12 credits
8 credits

Building Physics /
Building Services
No subject
Building Science 2 sks;
Sistem Bangunan and
Building Services 2 sks

1.
2.

Universitas Indonesia
Institut Teknologi Bandung

3.

Institut Teknologi 10
November

6 credits

Building Physics 2 credits
Building Services 3 credits

4.

Universitas Mercu Buana

6 credits

Building Physics 3 credits

3.

Universitas Katolik
Parahyangan

4 – 6 credits

Building Physics 1 and 2 ,
2 credits
Building Services 1 dan 2,
2 credits

Other subjects
No subject
Sustainable Built
Environment, 3 sks.
Building Physics, 3sks,
Electives.
Architectural Science
and Technology, 3
credits.
Architectural Ecology,
2 credits
Building Services;
Tropical Architecture,
3 credits, Electives

In addition to Building Physics, there are also universities that conducted the study with scientific terms of architecture, as is
done in the ITS and the science building as is done in the ITB. For the ITB itself mk Building Physics contained in elective
courses. Then in the ITB also has courses that have similar goals with the physics building, which is environmentally
sustainable development.
3.2 Coursework Contents
In general lecture material given in subjects such as physics building is presented in the table below coupled together with the
material on the LEED rating.
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Tabel 2. Building Physics Detail
No.
1

Detail of Building Physics Courses
Natural light

Green Building
Daylight and views

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Shading devices
Quality of interior lighting
Natural ventilation
Indoor Air Quality
Mechanical ventilation (AC)
Opening design
Thermal comfort
Thermal properties of building
materials
Heat transfer
Heat gain in opaque material
Heat gain in transparent materials
Noise control and acoustics

Building envelope
Daylight and views
Ventilation
Ventilation
Energy performance
Daylight and views
Thermal comfort
Low emitting materials

Green Building Category
Indoor Environmental Quality
(IEQ)
SS
IEQ
IEQ
IEQ
EA
IEQ
IEQ
IEQ

Heat Island Effect
Heat Island Effect
Heat Island Effect
Acoustics

SS
SS
SS
IEQ

10
11
12
13

3.3 LEED Rating System
United States Green Building Council has released the system of rating for building that is called LEED Rating System. This
rating is related to the variable of a building that is categorized as ‘green’. Basically, the variables of green building consist of
6 points, that is:
a. Sustainable Sites (SS)
b. Water Efficiency (WE)
c. Energy and Atmosphere (ES)
d. Materials and Resource (MR)
e. Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ)
The detail aspects of these variables are as follows:
a. Sustainable Sites (SS)
This parameter is related to the determination of the location and footprint of a existing building or development plan of a
project. An important point addressed by this variable is how a development in this location do not disrupt the existing
ecosystem, save the use of water for the construction process and reduce the impact of development.
Table 3. LEED Rating System for Sustainable Sites (SS)
A. Sustainable Sites (SS)
¨ Pre requisites 1 Construction Activity Pollution Prevention (Required)
¨ Credit 1 Site Selection
¨ Credit 2 Development Density and Community Connectivity
¨ Credit 3 Brownfield Redevelopment
¨ Credit 4.1 Alternative Transportation—Public Transportation Access
¨ Credit 4.2 Alternative Transportation—Bicycle Storage and Changing Rooms
¨ Credit 4.3 Alternative Transportation—Low-Emitting and Fuel-Efficient Vehicles
¨ Credit 4.4 Alternative Transportation—Parking Capacity
¨ Credit 5.1 Site Development—Protect or Restore Habitat
¨ Credit 5.2 Site Development—Maximize Open Space
¨ Credit 6.1 Stormwater Design—Quantity Control
¨ Credit 6.2 Stormwater Design—Quality Control
¨ Credit 7.1 Heat Island Effect—Nonroof
¨ Credit 7.2 Heat Island Effect—Roof
¨ Credit 8 Light Pollution Reduction
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b. Water Efficiency (WE)
This parameter is related to utilization, water management, especially for buildings that have been completed. An important
point of this variable is how a building can minimize the use of water through a system of water supply and sanitation features
a selection of water saving. Also think about re pengoalahan of water that has been used.
Table 4. LEED Rating System for Water Efficiency (WE)
B. Water Efficiency (WE)
þ Prerequisite 1W ater Use Reduction (Required)
¨ Credit 1 Water Efficient Landscaping
¨ Credit 2 Innovative Wastewater Technologies
¨ Credit 3 Water Use Reduction

c. Energy and Atmosphere (ES)
This parameter is associated the use of energy , especially electricity and Air Conditioning ( AC )in the building . It is also
related to the maintenance and care of this system. An important point of this variable is how the electrical and air conditioning
systems used in this building can be efficiently and effectively and minimize the impact on the environment.
Table 5. LEED Rating System for Energy and Atmosphere (EA)
C. Energy and Atmosphere (EA)
þ Prerequisite 1 Fundamental Commissioning of Building Energy Systems (Required)
þ Prerequisite 2 Minimum Energy Performance Required
þ Prerequisite 3 Fundamental Refrigerant Management Required
¨ Credit 1 Optimize Energy Performance
¨ Credit 2 On-site Renewable Energy
¨ Credit 3 Enhanced Commissioning
¨ Credit 4 Enhanced Refrigerant Management
¨ Credit 5 Measurement and Verification
¨ Credit 6 Green Power

d. Materials and Resource (MR)
This parameter isassociated the use of the material , whetherduring the process of development , utilizationand maintenance of
buildings , materials that can be recycled , havelittle environmental impact and are certified environmentally friendly building
materials . An important point of this variable is how a building materials used are recyclable, environmentally friendly and
cost effective.
Table 6. LEED Rating System for Material and Resource (MR)
D. Materials and Resource
þ Prerequisite 1 Storage and Collection of Recyclables (Required)
¨ Credit 1.1 Building Reuse—Maintain Existing Walls, Floors and Roof
¨ Credit 1.2 Building Reuse—Maintain Existing Interior Nonstructural Elements
¨ Credit 2 Construction Waste Management
¨ Credit 3 Materials Reuse
¨ Credit 4 Recycled Content
¨ Credit 5 Regional Materials
¨ Credit 6 Rapidly Renewable Materials
¨ Credit 7 Certified Wood

e. Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ)
This parameter is related to the governance of state of the physical environment / thermal indoor air is air temperature, air
humidity, radiation, average temperature, ventilation and air cleanliness so as to create an atmosphere conducive to the users
room to work comfortably.
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Table 7. LEED Rating System for Indoor Environmental Quality (MR)
E. Indoor Environmental Quality
þ Prerequisite 1 Minimum Indoor Air Quality Performance (Required)
þ Prerequisite 2 Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control (Required)
¨ Credit 1 Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring
¨ Credit 2 Increased Ventilation
¨ Credit 3.1 Construction Indoor Air Quality Management Plan—During Construction
¨ Credit 3.2 Construction Indoor Air Quality Management Plan—Before Occupancy
¨ Credit 4.1 Low-Emitting Materials—Adhesives and Sealants
¨ Credit 4.2 Low-Emitting Materials—Paints and Coatings
¨ Credit 4.3 Low-Emitting Materials—Flooring Systems
¨ Credit 4.4 Low-Emitting Materials—Composite Wood and Agrifiber Products
¨ Credit 5 Indoor Chemical and Pollutant Source Control
¨ Credit 6.1 Controllability of Systems—Lighting
¨ Credit 6.2 Controllability of Systems—Thermal Comfort
¨ Credit 7.1 Thermal Comfort—Design
¨ Credit 7.2 Thermal Comfort—Verification
¨ Credit 8.1 Daylight and Views—Daylight
¨ Credit 8.2 Daylight and Views—Views

4. DISCUSSION
The contents of educational curricula in general architecture can be divided into 3 groups (Lewis, 1985), namely:
a. Design;
b. History;
c. Technology.
Content like this is almost entirely applied to the school of architecture. Lectures related to the process of creative design
carried out by students to produce a product (building). This course deepened by the design studio. In the school of architecture
became the dominant class in general. Because this is the entire lecture padamata kelimuan combined and processed to produce
the design of the building. Likewise, the school of architecture in Indonesia, this course gain a major position, with a large
amount of credit. From the above results, subjects known design studios in general have a large share of credit, which is
between 4 to 12 credits. Normally this course side by side with course structures and construction of buildings, as a major
supporter of courses
On the other hand, Building Physics course provides the things relating to building performance such as physical,
environmental and health room. In general, the material provided in this course are in accordance with the LEED rating points.
However, given the teaching materials are segmental, not about the real issues, namely energy. Energy problem should be a top
priority which coupled together with the problems of design in general. Issues such as comfort in the building thermal comfort
and visual comfort should be associated with the energy for the building to be sustainable. In addition there are a lot of material
that has not been entered into the physics of building materials, such as the use of materials in buildings (interior), control
systems in buildings (such as for thermal comfort, air quality management during construction and
use of buildings
In connection with the integration of Building Physics course, this is just one suggestion. Because the actual building to go
green, almost all courses in schools of architecture have contribution. As the structure and construction of buildings, should
also discuss about sustainable construction, sustainability is material. The construction process is environmental friendly.
Integration of Building Physics course can be exchange of faculty examiners / assessors design studio, a special assessment in
the studio system design related to Building Physics and other subjects. Using software, the enrichment of literature relating to
legislation and regulation development
In the process of design studio, things are always discussed, still relies on problem-solving program / space requirements,
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issues of compatibility with the space provided activities and problems of compliance with building form and urban problems.
In actual footprint analysis has been mentioned about the availability of utility facilities located on site. The flow of rain water
and sewage effluent and rain water. But back again that these problems still surrounding the introduction of the problem; ah the
end is good building design in accordance with the activity and the environment. The question of environmental awareness
whether architect candidates is less due to the problem of planning and design is too much? Or a big problem has not
appeared? In lecture also often appear assumption that physics course Mechanical and Electrical homes as well as issues that
the problems could be solved if the building design has been completed.
As explained earlier, that the Building Physics course is one course that supports the architectural design of the environmental
aspects. Other subjects are also important is the utility building. In this course discussed about the need in building systems
such as electrical and lighting systems, air conditioning and plumbing systems. For this course, calculations need these systems
also do not just based on pure standards, but need to consider the views of the existing condition comfort, convenience
standards in Indonesia and the principles of efficiency and sustainability

5. CONCLUSION
From the discussion above it can be concluded that in college there were already efforts to deepen the design studio. This is
evident from a significant portion of credit architectural design studio in the curriculum. There are varieties of quantities of
credits from 4 to 12 credits. With so hope that the studio of architecture as a medium of integration, in particular physics course
buildings, utilities and other courses that can be realized. Although the number of credit and Building Physics course, in
particular, is not significant, but we expect it will happen in practice design integration. That is the result of architectural
design, not only in terms of function, but also will consider the environmental aspects, both inside and outside. There is one
important thing, namely that there are still quite a lot of material not covered in the course of Building Physics. In the future,
this shortage is expected to be met even if the container is not in the course of Building Physics. Architectural design studio
teaching method can be improved by using computer simulations to further refine the design. System assessment together with
faculty studio Building Physics would be a better choice.
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ABSTRACT
The paper investigates the potential of a ventilated building envelope for passive cooling in a single storey low cost housing in
a hot humid climate. The inclusion of an ventilated envelope in building design is attributed to the optimization of natural
ventilation in order to minimize indoor overheating conditions. However, the efficiency of this strategy greatly depends on the
design details of the building composition in providing appropriate temperature pattern to the ventilated wall. From the results
of thermal measurements, a significant correlation between ventilated wall and indoor air temperatures is evident. A reduction
of indoor air temperature below the levels of ambient is seen as a function of heat exchange between the indoor air and
ventilated building envelope. However, this behavior is affected by indoor temperature, which are controlled through the
composition between envelope openings and the double layer of wall. From a computational analysis, several temperature
patterns are identified. A relatively better indoor thermal modification is seen when the ventilated wall acts as an air tunnel
discharging indoor air into the outdoor. The earlier pattern is promoted when the wall is ventilated through openings found in
the building envelope.
Keyword
Ventilated building envelope, passive cooling

1. INTRODUCTION
Passive cooling is one of the important options in providing thermal comfort in buildings (Bansal, 1994). To reduce the
mechanical cooling energy cost of new building in a hot and humid region, the design should maximize the natural ventilation
and minimize the fraction of sun energy absorbed by a dwelling (Khedari J, 1997). Providing adequate natural ventilation
would reduce the cooling load of a building in tropical areas. Two major goals in natural ventilation include provision of
sufficient fresh air and satisfactory temperature. At temperatures below 34°C, which is the average temperature in many hot
and humid conditions, air movement might be one of the most useful and least expensive methods to provide a comfortable
indoor climate. The movement of air across human skin creates a cooling sensation causes by heat leaving the skin through
convection and by the operation of perspiration (Nugroho, 2007).According to Gut the main points to take into consideration
when designing a tropical responsive building are (Gut et al., 1993): minimise heat gain during daytime and maximise heat loss
at night; minimise internal heat gain; select the site according to microclimatic criteria; optimise the building structure; control
solar radiation and regulate air circulation. Hot humid tropical conditions in Indonesia can cause high temperature, and low air
flow contributed further to the decreased in the thermal comfortable condition in the building. Residential buildings especially
in low rise terrace housing development are the subject to significant cooling requirements due to the high intensity of solar
radiation received by the building envelope.
Façade of low cost house in Indonesia have been built usually out of brick. The most commonly used construction technique
has consisted of plaster siding without thermal insulation. This construction technique complies fairly well with the Technical
Building Code’s current basic requirements for façade: safety in the event of fire, thermal and acoustical insulation, resistance
and stability against wind loads, and impermeability (waterproofness). The appearance and fast growth of the construction
model known as “ventilated façade,” has come about because of an inability to insulate properly the edge of the framework,
generate thermal bridges; compatibility problems caused by the wide dimensional tolerances of the concrete structures; and
above all, the architects’ desire to experiment with new products and materials in the building of façade. This new construction
technique consists of: one or two sheets of plasterboard attached to flashings, thermal insulation of variable thickness, a
ventilated and drained chamber, and a cladding system of rigid plates with specific fastenings. The cladding system is usually
attached to the wall and to the edges of the framework. This construction technique complies well with some of the demands
imposed upon the façade: thermal insulation and impermeability; but a thorough analysis is required with regard to the problem
of safety in the event of fire and cost. So, the façade must create comfort, primarily thermal and with reference to light, in inner
spaces.
This paper explore the role of passive cooling systems in the use of ventilated façade that provide sun protection and cooling
load control while improving thermal comfort. In addressing these issues, ventilated façade system solutions must respect the
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constraints of latitude, location and solar orientation. Since climate and occupant needs are dynamic variables, in a high
performance building the façade solution must have the capacity to respond and adapt to these variable exterior conditions and
to the changing of occupant needs. Our hypothesis is that ventilated façade can provide solutions to many of these challenges
in building design today. While the focus is on ventilated façade, this paper necessarily has limited scope. We focus on a
specific subset of those architectural criteria related to comfort. Additional critical performance issues such as energy,
acoustics, and security are not addressed here, although in any given building application they may be critically important
performance factors. Finally, the paper takes a hot humid climate perspective based on experience and analyses various
ventilated façade techniques that are being built in Indonesia at present, with different modifications of double envelope.

2. METHODOLOGY
This research is divided into several stages which are: first, is the indoor measurement of existing low cost house; second, is
the ecotect simulation and validation; and last, is the development of simplified model of ventilated façade. In order to achieve
the research objectives, the following steps are used: climate data and site measurement, ecotect software validation,
modification of low cost house façade and analysis of indoor temperature performance. The effect of ventilated façade design
for thermal temperature is quite difficult to be determined by analytical means. The simplest means is to investigate using
computer simulations for both the climate data and building elements. The ecotect is the instrument that is used to model the
low cost house thermal environment. Ecotect validation is done by comparing between field study and ecotect simulation.
Ventilated façade element principle design is built at a scale of 1:1. The testing of the models is divided into several parts to
ease the comparison between various modifications of thermal environment performances. The indoor temperature studies
conducted on the low cost house not only provided valuable insights on its thermal performance but made it possible to
compare the results from the computer model in which the dynamic thermal performance of the building was simulated against
the real performance recorded. The building was neither occupied nor heated during this period. Actual temperature
measurements collected by data loggers was compared with the computer predictions for the same period. Graphs are
displaying both the real and calculated data can be used to judge the accuracy of the simulations and if discrepancy occurs, the
relevant parameters can be adjusted. When the weather data for the given region is available, simulations can be done for
difference times of the year. It is also possible to test a model with the climatic data of other regions. Thus, it is possible to
evaluate the effect of building materials and climatic factors on thermal temperature inside a given building. The temperature
performance of low cost house materials can be evaluated. Other parametric studies relating to façade opening percentage,
louver type, material and double envelope are also performed. The basic field study model is a typical room configuration with
overall size of 3m x 3m x 3m high. This size is to represent a bed room on field study. A model created for thermal analysis
is geometrically simplified since the relevant attributes here are the thermo-physical properties (such as U-values and thermal
admittance values) of the building envelope and fenestrations.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The result discussed the critical need for modification in all aspects of façade design. The modification challenge is also further
complicated if we are addressing a complex building system that is dynamic and responsive to the changing of occupant needs,
building owner needs and societal needs. However, we discuss the challenges of double façade modification. Development of
the ventilated façade had been undertaken on selected climate condition. It was simplified to provide a comparison between
field measurement and the different ventilated façade modification in the same climatic conditions.
3.1 Field Measurement and Simulation Validation
A field study was conducted on the actual house. The single room in the field study was 3 meter high, 3m width and 3m length.
Data loggers were positioned at two difference points both indoor and outdoor. Similarly, in the Ecotect simulation, the
following boundary conditions are used: the material and thickness of the low cost house are based on the basic model, while
the climatic condition is set similar to the climate condition of site. A typical diurnal variation of the mean indoor temperature
against the outdoor temperature is illustrated in Figure 1. It can be observed that the low cost house indoor temperatures were
significantly below the outdoor at 08:00h until 16.00h. The peak ambient temperature (indoor temperature) was 28°C at
14:00h. The indoor temperature was generally slightly higher than the outdoor temperature during the afternoon and night.
Indoor temperature started to increase at 17:00h and peak at 24:00h. The measurement in 1 days showed that the exsisting low
cost house developed by national building standard had an impact for decreasing the indoor temperature. The maximum indoor
temperature (28°C) was above the neutral temperature (24.9°C).
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Figure 1: The temperature measurement for indoor and outdoor on 25 August 2009
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Validation of the program was also performed by comparing the measurement of field study. Figure 2 shows the comparison of
measurement and simulation result. It shows that the agreement between the measurement and simulation is generally good.
The average difference between the measurement and simulation for ambient temperature was 2%; the maximum difference
was 5% at 08:00h for indoor temperature. This gives confidence in using the computer code to study the indoor temperature.
The results obtained from the measurement of low cost house has illustrated that employment of existing wall standard can
maintain indoor temperatures consistently below the outdoor temperature during the day but still above of the neutral
temperature. The maximum indoor temperature on the measurement and simulation was achieved at 14:00h.
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Figure 2: Comparing field measurement with Ecotect simulation of the field study on 25 August 2009
3.2 Impact Double Envelope
There are several new taxonomies of design options but one of the most common approaches to these ventilated façade is the
use of various double envelope designs. This introduces at least two primary layers in the façade, often in conjunction with sun
control systems (e.g., shades, blinds, louvers), light redirection systems and ventilation systems. The characteristic of
“thickness” of such multilayer, multifunctional systems is on the order of 1 meter. In some designs, the air flow is primarily a
thermal mechanism to reject or capture heat. In other systems the air flow is part of a larger building ventilation system,
providing outside air for ventilation purposes without mechanical fan systems. Some of these designs operate largely passively
with bouyancy and other thermal forces but increasingly, the solutions employ valves, vents, actuators and controls that
improve responsiveness and performance. In a building with an ventilated façade with motorized shades, operable louvers to
redirect daylight, vents for air flow, etc., it is highly unlikely that the building will perform as intended without an explicit
effort to tune performance to match with the expectations.
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The primary purpose of the ventilated façade models is to reduce unwanted direct solar radiation received onto the wall for
improvement of the passive cooling (figure 3). The indoor temperature above of neutral temperature was obtained at twelve
times within general activities day hours (08:00h until 20:00h). The indoor temperature impinge is maximum at 14:00 noon on
the aperture facing the east-west orientation. The average indoor temperature of model P2 (double façade by combine with
horizontal louvers) is lower at twenty four hour than the other model. The reason can be explained as the combination of
horizontal and vertical louver even though the indoor temperature inside the room reveals lower value. The profile pattern of
indoor temperature reduction with the typical model of ventilated façade had a similar pattern during all times considered.
The results of the indoor temperature into the room showed that higher temperature obtained during the noon hour than in the
morning and afternoon (figure 4). Lower values of indoor temperature in all models were indicated at 06:00h. This indicates
that by the combination of vertical and horizontal louvers increased the passive cooling performance in the low cost house
significantly. According to Corrado (2004) the appropriate external louver can control the amount of solar radiation admitted
into the room, which could largely reduce cooling loads and improve indoor thermal comfort. Finally, it is in our opinion that
ventilated façade seems to be feasible and viable and the opportunity to further develop the appropriate passive cooling for
tropical climate.

P1

P4
P3
P2
Figure 3: The model of double envelope of ventilated façade
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Figure 4: The indoor temperature of prototype P1, P2, P3 and P3 on 25 August 2009 on east-west orientation
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3.3 Ventilated Façade Performance against House Orientation
Façade systems must be dynamic and flexible to accommodate the changing in the exterior environment and in occupant needs
and desires, all within the context of the overall building system (Nugroho, 2010). The traditional view of façade performance
is a static perspective on a single building component. In addition to the façade elements which provide the direct control of
heat and light with operated reliably over long periods of time. The indoor temperature values were plotted against house
orientation to determine a general distribution profile of temperature levels received in the bed room when ventilated façade is
applied (Figure 5). The maximum temperature values were achieved on east orientation at 14:00h and the minimum
temperature values were obtained on west orientation at 09:00h in the day times. The maximum and minimum average indoor
temperature was obtained at 14:00h and 06:00h for all orientations. Initially, the indoor temperature level showed sudden
reduction on west orientation compared to east orientation. The indoor temperature profile had lesser gradient on south
orientation compared to north orientation. The air temperature profiles showed similar pattern on all orientations and at each
reference solar times.
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Figure 5: The indoor temperature of field study with selected ventilated façade on 25 August 2009 on east, west, north, south
orientations

4. CONCLUSION
Façade have always been a critical element in building design but it is the innovation in wall properties and performance
attributes which have made it possible for the building envelope to fulfill its role without adversing impact on occupants and
owners. The wall has always been an essential element of the building façade, providing a distinguishing appearance from the
outside of the building, and helping to define the comfortable of space indoors, by providing passive cooling with its attendant
variable quantity and quality over time and weather. Façade provide a degree of connection with the out of doors or
psychological comfort but they must also maintain physical comfort in the face of temperature and solar extremes. Breathing
façade provide natural ventilation but admit undesired air leakage and can create drafts. Most ventilated façade themselves are
intrinsically static but they must respond over a wide range of climate and use conditions. Thus, the research suggested several
ventilated façade models for combination of horisontal and vertical façade louvers. The selected model for performance on
different conditions was determined by the indoor temperature reduction. The results obtained for model P2 showed the
maximum passive cooling in the day. The louvers in ventilated façade will be close when the indoor temperature below of
neutral temperature and will be open when the indoor temperature above of neutral temperature. Two modes is becoming
basic operation of automatization smart façade model. In the future research, two trends in evolving ventilated façade
development are advanced based on new materials science breakthroughs at the scale of microstructures, and simultaneous
development and interest in large scale double envelope façade, where solar control, daylight redirection and ventilation air are
all supplied by the new envelope systems. The emerging generation of advanced façade will increasingly incorporate dynamic
elements to provide the control needed to accommodate changing occupant and owner needs and environmental conditions.
Smart control systems will ultimately tie together integration strategies wich support all aspects of complex façade function,
and which address the interface between the occupants and building systems.
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ABSTRACT
New Urbanism movements in which later on adopting the concept of Smart Growth on planning and designing settlements and
urban space (especially in the United States), have become the leading city and urban planning and design methods of actions,
of which also has weaknesses. Particular efforts to build ideal living spaces by synergizing spatial components and nature
within the actual environment, using Best Practice references to achieve the creation of comfort, productive and sustainable
living spaces. In Indonesia, architectural local wisdom and settlement’s design were built by the forms and styles of the very
rich ethnics/traditional and colonial architecture, including its periodical civic and social relations. The climate and natural
resource influences toward developments and construction methods, essentially have to respect the local wisdom
implementations, altogether with its environmentally friendly building technologies, such as on structure, materials and
building physics. The planning of Indonesian cities which are oriented to many western architectural and planning principles,
affecting the forming of settlements which are not fit in regards to the Indonesia’s genuine patterns and communal living
behavior, which is largely known, quite ceremonial. In fact, these tradition based spatial values are the ones which have to be
implemented on Indonesia’s very settlements and cities planning and design developments, which like others inquire the
participations of all related stakeholders, especially the government in making the ideas and programs of the development
planning achieved. The discourse compares and further discusses the position of local wisdom in architecture, its traditional
and spatial design values, to form the concepts of settlement and city planning in Indonesia. Nevertheless, mention from the
analysis, it is important to understand and learn the leading roles of character and uniqueness of every local wisdoms within
the surroundings, while at the same time also referencing the best practices’ of successful real estate development projects
using New Urbanism principles. It is significant, especially on its efforts to use and implement the local wisdoms’ architectural
styles and spatial patterns from each and every one of different built environments. The objectives are to define New Urbanism
principles found within Indonesia’s local wisdoms in architecture and the origin of tropical eco-architecture of its cities and
settlements, based on tradition and locality.
Keyword
New Urbanism, Urban Planning, Smart Growth, Local Wisdom

1. NEW URBANISM
New Urbanism is an agreement of seeing disinvestments on city centers, sprawls, segregation,environmental damage, the loss
of agricultural land and wildlife, and heritage erosion which was build within the society, as one of the challenge in a
relationship between the building and the community. Besides that, this movement also supports the restoration of existing
urban centers within metropolitan area, rural zone reconfiguration of becomingapparent community settlement, heterogenic
districts, natural and environmental conservancies and the preservations of development system values. It states, that physical
solutions would not be able to solve the socio economic problem, yet not only with the economic vitality, community’s
stability and environmental health.
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Image 1-3. Project: Master plan of The Seaside Town Square and Downtown beachfront properties.Opticos and Leon Krier.Originally
designed by DPZ and Co. Source: opticos.com

New Urbanism suggests restructuring public policy and development which support these principles: Settlements have to be
heterogenic on its function and population; Community is designed for pedestrian and public transit, including automobiles;
Cities are formed based on particular formation and public space, including easy access to public facilities; Urban spaces have
to be framed by architecture and landscape designs which are sensitive to local history, climate, ecology and building process.
Besides those, New Urbanism represents citizens which come from the leaders of public and private sectors, community
activist and multi-disciplinary professionals. Commitments to rebuild the relationship between building arts and the
community creations through participations are the foundation. These include the resolution to demand and to place housings,
blocks, streets, parks, settlements, districts, cities, regions and the surroundings. In details, planning actions are always based
on the principles of seeing the housing community, including its sustainability and livability.New Urbanism movements in
which later on adopting the concept of Smart Growth on planning and designing settlements and urban spaces (especially in
the United States), have become the leading methods of action for cities and its urban environments, of which also has
weaknesses[17]. Particular efforts were taken to build the ideal living spaces, by synergizing spatial components and nature
within the actual environment andby usingBest Practice references to achieve the creation of comfort, productive and
sustainable living spaces.
Charter of The New Urbanism[18], in which later had been advanced to The Lexicon of The New Urbanism that consist the
Transect Theory,explaining detailsspatial patterns and compositions of rural urban, based on the documentation of successful
built environments and other best practices. The New Civic Art book also gives a deeper understanding on the planning and
design roots, which adopt the extract of traditional architecture values. They are translated into new forms within also new
spatial patterns. Of course, the automobiles have become the most prominent challenge that changed the planning paradigm,
contrary toward traditional perspectives.New Urbanism propagandas have more or less formed the planning thinking patterns
based on community and tradition, while adapting within urban and rural spatial systems that always been changing.
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Images 4-6. Project:Alys Beach Development of Florida. Bermuda/Moroccan StyleTraditional Architecture.
Originally designed by DPZ and Co. Source: DitaTrisnawan, private collection 2006.

2. SMART GROWTH
Smart Growth theory concentrates on the city center growth to avoid the creation of urban sprawls. It suggests a compact landuse zoning, transit oriented, walk-able, bikers friendly, including school’s location within the neighborhood, continuous and
complete streets (not gated community) and mixed-use developments [19].Smart Growth recommends a regional long-term
sustainability compare to a short-term, objectively to achieve a unique sense of community and place; the expansive choices on
modes of transportation, types of work and housings; evenly distributes expenses and benefits of the developments;
maintaining and building the nature and cultural resources; and also supports public health. The success of a community,
usually shares the same visions and objectives on what we expect within the community. The development plan has to reflect
those values.[20].
The Smart Growth Principles [21] are: 1.Creating spreads of settlements; 2.Creating walk-able neighborhoods; 3. Supports
community collaborations; 4. Pressing on attractive and heterogenic communities with strong sense of places; 5. Predictable,
fair and effective development policies; 6. Mixed use zoning; 7. Maintaining open spaces, agricultural lands, nature and
endangered environment; 8. Providing various modes of transportation; 9. Objects to create solid communities; 10. Taking
benefits of compact building design.
In Indonesia, architectural local wisdom and settlement’s design were built by the forms and styles of the very rich
ethnics/traditional and colonial architecture, including its periodical civic and social relations. The climate and natural resource
influences toward developments and construction methods, essentially have to respect the local wisdom implementations,
altogether with its environmentally friendly building technologies, such as on structure, materials and building physics.

3. SMART GROWTH AND LOCAL WISDOMS – ARCHITECTURE CONTEXT
Smart Growth discourses can be observed into several subjects: 1). Communities Quality Living - it is related to the efforts in
developing the community and helping to create and to maintain the sense of place.2). Design - Smart growth creates
communities that offer benefits in many aspects. 3). Economy- Smart growth supports developments and investments. 4).
Environment –Local and regional challenge from pollutions and ecological impacts. 5). Health cautions – related to
minimum contamination and effective building design and healthy living arrangement. 6). Housing/settlement– options and
choices. And 7). Transportation– Transit Oriented Development, the freedom to choose modes of transportation.
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Images 7-8. Project:Rosemary Beach Development of Florida. Ducth Antilles, Mediteranean StyleTraditional Architecture.
Originally designed by DPZ & Co. Urban Design Associates.
Source: DitaTrisnawan, private collection 2006.
Seaside estates in the state of Florida, is one iconic New Urbanism development which reflects urban spatial design pattern,
traditional architecture and integrated public space. Its small development scale, has able to explain the essence of TND
(Traditional Neighborhood Design).The following drawings are development plans of its Town Square, showing the evolution
of an activity center within a neighborhood, which contains: the new market area, which integrates the tower as a focal
orientation and landmark. Inner zone definition of an Amphitheater with passageway and covered seats, including a new public
plaza along the beach of the A1A highway with retail functions, besides cottage buildings along the beach property.

Progressively, for last two decades, the A1A of which running through the Seaside properties has become the Scenic Highway
as a new regional tourism destination, following the developments of Watercolor, Rosemary Beach and other thematic
property developments along the way. Then comes Alys Beach Development, as a new real estate investment with Bermuda/
Caribbean Islands mixed withMoroccan Architecture nuance and atmosphere, relatively located close to the Scenic Highway
which has become a new development magnet, along A1A (beach-line) because of its outstanding conceptual themes and
visions. These concepts have created strong characters of settlements, buildings and its surroundings.
New Urbanism’s planning principles do have weaknesses. These can be seen in reality on housing and real estate
developments along the Florida Scenic Highway.Even though conceptually these properties have successfully created and
build its strong character and raise its property values, the actual living community has never happened. These properties have
become peoples’ second home or winter-house for most of its settlers. Tourists come and stay in particular seasons to enjoy the
nature and the warm climate of the area. These houses turn into resort hotels or cottages or beach villas which are managed and
rented by hospitality and property companies.

4. INDONESIA’S ARCHITECTURE LOCAL WISDOMS
The planning of Indonesian cities which are oriented to many western architectural and planning principles, affecting the
forming of settlements which are not fit in regards to the Indonesia’s genuine patterns and communal living behavior, which is
largely known, quite ceremonial. In fact, these tradition based spatial values are the ones which have to be implemented on
Indonesia’s very settlements and cities planning and design developments, which like others inquire the participations of all
related stakeholders, especially the government in making the ideas and programs of the development planning achieved.
Over thousand years, our ancestors had found settlement living based on sufficiency of building material and its simple
building technology.Traditional building models are extremely friendly with nature, especially related to its sufficiency and
efficiency. Building orientation, floor levels, floating or upraised structures, sun movements’ roof sensitive, adapted to
Indonesia’s tropical climate. Between buildings patterns are adjusted vertically toward its topography, like we could see on
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Kampung Naga’s West Java. Horizontally, it is clearly seen and composed as like Batak Toba’s traditional architecture, which
is usually positioned facing communal spaces in the form of flat open space as communal activity space, specially religious or
ritual activities and cultural tradition.
Collective examples of planning and design the present local wisdoms are the planning of University of Indonesia Depok
Campus. The complex was build since the 80’s period using Nusantara’s traditional architecture as basic conceptions. The
Nusantara architectures are comprised of various architecture typologies from all over Indonesia’s within the archipelago.
(Image 4).The building materials used are not always been the actual or the originalbuildings, but it can be derived from the
architectural forms and shapes of which are taken from Indonesia’s local architecture. These derivations are the foundations for
designing the buildings, as building technology used affecting structural principles, especially its climate climate sensitive roof
shape.

Image 9. Traditional settlement typologies of Indonesian islands. Source: Department of Architecture University of Indonesia,
Studi Tipologi Arsitektur Tradisional Indonesia, Sketch drawings, 1985.
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5. SPATIAL SYSTEMS AND THE ENVIRONMENT
On a later discussion, spatial program of communal patterns are applied within the University of Indonesia New Intergrated
Campus’ Master Plan in Depok. According to the modern theory of composition, cluster patterns are the common analogy of
communo-spatial concepts. Cul-de-sac and radial patterns are among patterned designs which resembled of those traditional
public spaces. With basic differences on scale and mid section spatial use, which are differ regarding accessibility, Cul-de-sac
pattern accomodates automobiles movement, in contrary with Indonesia’s traditional communo spatial. The weaknesses of the
Universitas Indonesia’s Master Plan lie upon its insensitiveness towards land topography. It can be seen in the form of new
UI’s Boulevard, which is strictly set to keep the North-South axis, in which later will jeopardizing the campus spatial zoning
and its effectiveness. It is related to the land edges and the future main entrance of the campus on the South side, relative to the
location of the new toll road. On the other hand, the spatial patterns which are based on Nusantara’s traditional settlements’
model, has been disturbed by the presences of a growing number of modern architecture buildings that do not respect the initial
planning concept, such as the existence of the Engineering Center at the Faculty of Engineering complex. This new building
which was build in the early 2000s, is located on the wrong position, relative to the previous buildings within, which created
inbalance between the building and its surroundings. The Engineering Center building was build without a careful
consideration to the presence of other structures around. Among other things, the fire and safety standards of many buildings
are surprisingly far from safe. These could happened because of the building annexations’ policies do not follow the initial
master plan concept. Ironicly, the policy executioners (persons in charge) to decide and to maintain the building rules are the
ones that conceptualized those initial Master Plan. They are not consistent in deciding quite many parts of the Campus’
building policy.
The best practice reference of UI Campus Master Plan is the presence of wide city/urban forests, which are spreaded at almost
every corners of Depok Campus. Even though the spatial patterns consistently separate the schools, as the campus are not wellconnected in a way, in terms of pedestrian walkway and the minimum numbers of communal space points/locations. These
spaces are located on every side/corner sections, and but eventually not in the middle section. These facts devide the
relationships between the academic communities (faculties and schools). Although previous campus policy politically was
spatially separated, it was a strategy to limit the open spaces, which are potentially could become a place for mass
concentrations for students’ demos and protests. It had become the strongest reasons why designing the campus’communal
spaces in such a way.

6. TRADITIONAL SETTLEMENT’S SPATIAL VALUES
Comparison of different traditional settlement models are amended in the search of the modified settlement forms, to
explainthe position of local wisdom in architecture,its traditional and spatial design values. Further discussions are due
todefine the form and patternas the very concepts of settlement and city planning in Indonesia.
Indonesia’s vernacular and traditional buildings and settlements are the embryo of Indonesia’s architecture. Historically,
Indische architecture (former Dutch Indische) was built by the colonial government’s deep understanding through the creations
of new buildings rooting from traditional/vernacular forms. The process conformed tropical climates, topography and natural
conditions, source of building materials and of the environment’slocal wisdoms. All of these immensevernacular and
traditional values were built by:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The collective memories of the society, regarding its local architecture strengths.
The knowledge and capacity to build through its cultural roots.
The understanding and knowledge about construct-able and/or construction/building principles.
Its local architecture immense value substances.

These values have to be appreciated more, to find the very actual Indonesia’s design-built architectural forms and patterns.
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Image 10-13. Vernacular Architecture of Wologai Village of Ende Flores.
Source: Field Survey by M. Hasan C. Windriatmo, 2010.
The community of a traditional village at Ende District of Flores Island is an example of local wisdoms’ form, of which
strongly maintain the cultural power of the society facing the streams influence of modern architecture. These cultural
conservation and architectural style are includedin part of Ende’s culture and its social element, that form Ende Flores’
traditional architecture. These embracing forms and patterns are still exist and utilized.

7. NEW URBANISM AND LOCAL WISDOMS IN ARCHITECTURE CONTEXT
The city and regional planning’s success key that use the principles of New Urbanism and Smart Growth, lied upon the vision
to create lively and vibrant urban spaces. The spaces of which should grown to be the heart of the city, or at least the center of
activities of the urban surroundings.
Within Indonesia’s Nusantara local wisdoms, the planning and design of Indonesian cities are majorly oriented toward the
variety and mixtures of the western countries’ architectural styles and urban planning. It also influences the forming of
settlements, which actually are not suitable for the pattern’s genuity and living behavior of Indonesia’s communal society.

Image 14-15. Plaza and open space, UI Faculty of Economics’ fountain. Greenlawn of UI’ manmade lake.
Source:http://farm3.static.flickr.com/2281/2485360179_98e02d53d9.jpg
http://hifdzi06.files.wordpress.com/2010/08/danau-ui.jpg
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Nowadays ”Gotong Royong” and ”Social Togetherness” cultural values of Indonesian society are faded. It has to be redefined
and recreated through early childhood education, including receptive practice and exercise on how important the sustainable
and green developments. Local wisdoms are the foundations to shape the unique character of the national architecture. These
uniquenesses differentiate the socio-cultural and the architecture’s construct-able value system and style. More over, the reality
of the architectural design and spatial traditional and vernacular values demand the stakeholders’ participation, especially the
government and other sectors to make it happen. Making it the source for ideas and designs conducting the development
planning.That is why, learning from Kampung Naga of West Java’s sustainability and independence, and the elegance of Ende
Flores’ housings and villages, have always been respecting the earth’s natural existence within the developments. The local
wisdoms’ values give us signals to always respect traditional spatial values, which have to be applied as wise as possible
within urban settlements, developments and designs of Indonesian cities.
8. CONCLUSION
Nevertheless, mention from the analysis, it is important to understand and learn the leading roles of character and uniqueness
of every local wisdoms within the surroundings, while at the same time also referencing the best practices’ of successful real
estate development projects using New Urbanism principles. It is significant, especially on its efforts to use and implement the
local wisdoms’ architectural styles and spatial patterns from each and every one of different built environments. The objectives
are to define New Urbanism principles found within Indonesia’s local wisdoms in architecture and the origin of tropical ecoarchitecture of its cities and settlements, based on tradition and locality.
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ABSTRACT
Local wisdom was believe as a significant potency for some ethnic in Indonesia to sustain living on the coastal areas. Bugis
community, who live in majority Sebatik Island, who get use to live in the coastal areas, sailing across the ocean and lived outside
their traditional habitats. On the other hand some coastal development policies, new introduce coastal activities or natural hazard
like earthquake or tsunami, and the global warming to change the environmental condition of their settlement.
Adaptation refers to the action taken by individuals, communities or governments in response to climate change and sea level rise,
to reduce the adverse impact or to take advantage of opportunities offered by such changes. These could disturb the existence of
their settlements in the coastal areas.
Based on, private research on coastal settlement in Sebatik Island at 2010, this paper described the role of tradition, local wisdom
or transformaton strategy of Bugis community to survive living in Sebatik island, the border of Indonesia-Malaysia.
Keywords

Coastal settlement, bugis, local wisdom, adaptation, sustainability
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ABSTRACT
This article regarding the results of research that is relatively not final. Themed pattern of settlement space in a village, which
is quite thick and still influenced by the culture of Java in the past, which is located in District Dau, Malang.
The study of this paper, based on a unique community which still holds a “kepercayaaan Aboge” (Alif Rebo Wage), an
Islamic-Javanese belief, which in contrast, this community is different from the general Islamic community, at least not with
the strength of the use of Javanese calendar system, which have consequences to the time difference, for example for initial
determination of fasting, and like celebration Iedul fitri, and Iedul Adha. The spatial pattern of settlement is referred to in this
paper relating to matters that are still close to the side kejawen of this community, for example with the conception horoscope,
“ora ilok”, “neptu” and “petungan”, where it allegedly all of which are still believed and implemented, which ultimately
consciously or not, will affect the spatial patterns that occur.
The results showed that the majority of people still believe and practice all the concepts of trust, even with the knowledge that
began to fade. The results also showed that the existence of economic and land constraints limiting factor in their efforts to
realize the belief system of spatial patterns of settlement that occurred.

Keywords
Islam Kejawen, Petungan, Spatial Settlement Pattern
1. INTRODUCTION
Religion and culture is an entity that often arise at the same time and place, which sometimes overlap and sometimes mixing
between them. Many cases where the fusion between them would produce something else that is unique, which in its
development over time, the result of the integration is undergoing a process of coagulation and sometimes also pelunturan.
Islamic religion and culture of Java to be one example where a simple combination of the two is called the Islamic kejawen.
Indeed, Islam is not only a kejawen pure blend between the two entities, but also further involve other entities such as religious
Hindu, Buddhist, and also the beliefs of native Javanese religion is often called cow. By Ridwan [1], kejawen a mixture
(syncretism) Javanese culture with religion arrivals: Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam and Christianity. Mixed presence of diffuse
between religion and culture-the belief that the various causes of difference with the basic elements, such as those of Islam that
should be monotheism, it turned into a mixture of animism, dynamism (the original element that emerged from religious ox),
and also polytheism , such as trust in the Goddess Sri, the goddess of fertility, agriculture-, and also Bathara Kala, as the god of
destruction and death-something that should be avoided by diruwat.
Although there is awareness that culture and religion are two different things, because its source comes from different things,
but according Simuh [2], as long as it is applied as part of the embodiment of culture, then certainly not a problem. In some
cases, the manifestation of syncretism is manifested in the unique characteristics that are often referred to as Islam abangan,
where one of the study by Ridwan [3] in the vicinity of Cilacap Regency and Banyumas called blangkon Islamic community.
Related to the embodiment of space, Islam kejawen community also believes in ancestor spirits, ancestors, and also the
various spirits that guard every room of the level of houses, villages, even to the royal scale. For example, in the case of
Yogyakarta, known as a South Sea watchman: Nyai Roro Kidul and Mbah Petruk as guardian of Mount Merapi. In the village
scale, it is believed that each village must have a guardian, either in the form of ancestor spirits and other supernatural beings
called Danyang [4]. The existence of such a thing catagorized Javanese mysticism, which, according to Muhammad Afdillah
[5] occurred because of its flexible and high reception power of nature and culture of Java.

2. SYNCRETISM, TIME, AND SPACE ESTABLISHMENT PROCESS
According Simuh [2], syncretism of religious viewpoints is an attitude or outlook that does not question the right-wrong of a
religion, nor do they question the pure and not pure a religion. Even in an extreme level, people who trust and believe this
syncretism tends to fuse-matching properties of religious and cultural elements from one another, not just on the line, but even
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on something different and opposite. Sometimes, the process of syncretism is giving birth something specific believed flow,
which in some locations have different or distinctive character, such as the flow of Sapta Darma trust, with trust in his Lurah
Semar [6]. Quite a lot of cult (islam kejawen), which still exist till today, where even though they are often still claims to be a
Muslim but in practice, the pattern of his existence-religion very close to the pre-Islamic beliefs, namely dynamism animism,
Hinduism and Buddhism [7]. This is certainly also not be separated from the legacy of how the spread of Islamic religion by
the trustee, where schemes are used tend to use the principle of cultural infiltration of religion and belief-old.
Time or in the Java language called mongso, is one dimension that is noticed by people of Java. Time immemorial, people
know when the prey as a guide for farmers to plant. Although it looks like a mystical belief, but actually there is a scientific
concept of making up the rules when the prey is, where the signs of nature serve as a reference or a trace. Apart from the
mystical aspects, in fact from various concepts of the culture, the influence of time in human life many formulated, for
example in the context of the science of astrology in western terminology, and feng shui in Chinese beliefs and culture. Not
only that, the conception of astrology related to aspects of astronomy is also known by another, larger culture, like Indian tribes
in Central America, and ancient Egypt. Manifestations of the influence of aspects of this time was formulated by the people of
Java in the form of conception pawukon / wuku, and petungan. With a system based on certain calculations, it can be
formulated good days and bad days / pengapesan of a person born in a certain period. Furthermore, the influence of time is also
considered to affect the continuity and harmony of nature, so it is also known for certain times of the so-called good days,
where the scale starts from the hours, days, months and even years in the scale. The formulation of this is bound together in a
book, or books that are generally known as a horoscope. For most Java people, especially those based on trust kejawen,
horoscope full of petungan time and space and direction, is still often regarded as a guide to life [8]. In these conditions, even
in the extreme, which is conceptually horoscope already known by the people of Java since the 8th century through the
inscriptions in the Temple-Perot, Haliwangbang, and Kudadu [9], often replacing religion, and often more reliable than the
Shari'a religion itself.
Compared with other versions horoscopes, Pawukon has advantages. Apart from giving a general description to know the
physical condition, character, or character of a person, every wuku also able to find the type of ill-fated (pengapesan) or
restrictions that must be avoided as well as projections of "fate"of someone in the future. For example someone who has Wuku
Kurantil prohibition is suppressor, namely the nature of climbing-climbing. While those who has wuku Gumbreg its
misfortune because water, Keblabag ing Banyu. Wuku age-appropriate, the validity of these restrictions were only a week.
That is, during that time the person concerned should avoid the things that a prohibition.
Not just a role in the affairs of the relationship with god and its worship, religion and belief were also influence manifested in
the space once inhabited by humans. For example, in the Balinese culture, Hindu religion is very crucial in the formation of
space structure of settlements, either directly or indirectly [10]. This condition is not only applicable in Balinese society,
because society madura also experienced the same symptoms, even associated with something that related to socio-cultural
rituals, such carok [11]. Based on that, in general can be said that the culture in this regard including religion and belief
systems are often inspiring space that is inhabited by humans in their life cycle [12]. In a historical journey, the tradition of
living in Java adrift closely with the idea of the state. In state motivation, physical form is not absolute is a composition of
buildings and spaces. State structure is also determined by the strata of society who are in it. Social strata consisting of farmers,
traders, and the aristocratic form a territorial unit. The realization of the traditional housing pattern as an artificial environment
is closely related to the attitudes of community life, not apart from the joints of religion, customs, belief and religious systems
that underlie those aspects of life. Cultural influences on spatial patterns of settlement can be proven and traced through
various examples, such as the formation of two types of spatial pattern of villages in Bali, which is linear (Luan-teben) which
is common in villages typology Bali Aga, and the pattern of great pampatan (cathus patha ) at bali-lying areas [13].
Embodiment of cultural-religious system of Hindu-confidence against space materialized in the form of norms and customs,
where it eventually formed the values of space. Details of these advances cathur system will usually have variants, such as the
presence of the plaza, the plaza with the ring road side, and a plaza with a passage from the plaza to the edge [14]. In detail the
pattern space is more cosmopolitan, with many facets and interests that can affect various variant patterns occur, as proposed
Panggarjito [15], some of them cluster spatial patterns of settlement which is oriented to public facilities / social particular,
pattern-oriented cluster homes a figure / leader, the pattern of cluster-oriented green space or parks, and pattern-oriented cluster
of government facilities. Forms of embodiment of cultural influence (Java) on micro-scale space visible in the form of home
and space constituent. In Javanese culture, human beings will always be living life in the cauldron of war duality: good-bad,
joys and sorrows, black and white, and so on. The right side is a world of good and the left is the world's poor. Appropriation
of public facilities are located in open spaces (plaza) which is in the middle ¬ center housing. The location of the sacred and
the profane respectively located at the north end and south housing [16]. The house is simple and flexible is the embodiment of
nature and philosophy of Javanese people in general. While the division of space into right and left which is a manifestation of
the binary opposition, manifested in senthong right and left form, while senthong middle is a side of the principle of balance
and harmony [17]. In the example of more detail, for example in bali culture, problems courtyard have special rules.
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3. RESEARCH METHOD
This research is an exploratory-explanatory type of research, which explains how the embodiment of cultural influences particularly Islam kejawen of spatial patterns that occurred in a village. The approach used by using depth interviews with key
informants, which clearly has the knowledge and experienceof the influence of Javanese culture ,as well as effects on spatial
planning . Scale used tended houses per house, which last can generated at the village scale. Discussion material that set the
boundaries associated with cultural aspect is the aspect of horoscope, petungan, neptu, while from the side of dwelling space
determination, direction toward the house, and other plants are planted.

4. DISCUSSION RESULT: SPACE SETTLEMENT PATTERNS IN THE PETUNGSEWU VILLAGE
Petungsewu Village is one of the villages in the district Dau, Malang regency which have characteristics, where the most
visible is the presence of Javanese culture is very strong. Based on the results of initial observation and also information
obtained from the mass media, stated that this village is one of the communities aboge (alif Rebo wage), a flow of Javanese
Islam that is unique in the use of the Javanese calendar, so that at some momentum often celebrate fasting and different widths
to those used by the Islamic people in general (mainstream: NU and Muhammadiah). A typical determination to continue using
this system indicate that this community still holds many values in this modern era no longer held by the NII in Javanese
society in general. Beyond that, the existence of these old values can also be an indication that they also practiced many
customs very rarely practiced in other places.
Moreover, on the basis that they are still a little practice animism, dynamism activity, because basically kejawen itself is a
process of syncretism between animism, dynamism (Javanese religion), Hindu-Buddhist, and Islamic religions. The uniqueness
of this mixing of cultural practices that logically would affect the attitudes and actions of everyday life, which has implications
on the space around him. Regardless of whether the space formed around the settlement was not necessarily something
positive, but from here could be formulated regarding the characteristics of a typical residential space, which could be going to
identity and enrich the diversity that exists. It may be that this study is equivalent to the community in Cepu samin-Blora, or
people in Banyuwangi Osing, perhaps even equal to Kampung Naga Indigenous Communities in West Java.
Petungsewu Villages located in District Dau, Malang regency, East Java, is the village of transition between rural and urban
areas. Geographically, this village is a village located in the hills of the fertile soil conditions. In terms of life, the majority of
its people work as farmers and farm laborers, and some small communities to work as laborers and factory buildings. While the
potential of its natural resources are agricultural products like rice, corn, sugarcane, cassava, citrus, ginger, and others. The
choice of location was due to socio-cultural conditions of society that most of them still adhere to the principles and philosophy
of life based on the rule kejawen as study material in this study. Petungsewu Village has an area: ± 275 Km2 with a population
of 3.706 inhabitants. Petungsewu Village is the village of transition between rural and urban areas. Geographically Petungsewu
Village is a village located in the hills of the fertile soil conditions. In terms of civic life Petungsewu Village, the majority of its
people work as farmers and farm laborers, and some small communities to work as laborers and factory buildings.
According to Mr. Kastarianto, Petungsewu used to be a bamboo forest, then there are some people in the 1800's, who wish to
set up settlements with certain rituals, they finally cleaned bambun forest, and open a township, the village was later given the
name of Bulu Rejo. Then for the member name the village, recording count the number of bamboo rods, bamboo rod that is a
thousand is finally given the name "Petungsewu", which means a thousand bamboo. Village Community Petungsewu always

conduct deliberations in solving problems, or make decisions for the benefit of the village in general. Of the several criteria in
pattern formation in the scope of settlement houses in the village of Petungsewu, land that is used as a residence by the local
community in a family inheritance, land transactions, and use of land (occupied and not the property itself). As further
explanation is as follows:
a. Inheritance in Families
The pattern of inheritance of customary land or settled after marrying in the village of Petungsewu following the tradition of
Javanese society in general, which is matrilocal. Means that the wife is to build a house to be occupied by the prospective inlaws that automatically husband should follow his wife, and out of the family batihnya.
b. Culture of Living in Developing
Culture of the house as a place to stay in the village is still very Petungsewu terrace, where one source, Mr. Kastarianto who
reside in Rw.02/Rt.02 provide information about the construction of his house. There are many elements of indigenous culture
kejawean or Java in developing housing that forms the roof is still structurally joglo, despite the existence of significant repair
of houses instead of brick buildings into buildings using bricks, the pattern of home space is still room in the house wearing
structure which has 3 bedrooms, 1 bathroom is located outside the home, kitchen space width-sized house
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District Dau Orientation
Orientasi Lokasi
Penelitian

Figure 1. Orientation Location and orientation Petungsewu Villages in District Dau
c. Kinship
Kinship in the village is still very close, in terms of location of residence, according to sources Kastarianto father homes who
were around the house are relatives and brothers Mr Kastarianto own. As for this Petungsewu village community, kinship
relationships among people is shown through mutual cooperation and know each other well although the distances between
houses away.
d. Reason live
Some reasons for living or building a house as a residence in the village Petungsewu namely the existence of familial
relationships (marriage), the growing development in the city, so finding a place or area that allows to establish a house, the job
factors that are near or are in Petungsewu villages that make must be a resident in the village of Petungsewu
In the second informant, there are two families who are in the roof of the building which Samsuri father and son. What
distinguishes their residence is a separate living room between the rooms for guests father Samsuri and space for guest
children. As for the bedroom, living room and kitchen into one part of the house. Based on the testimony and information from
informants about the culture that resides in the Village of communities sabagian Petungsewu indeed still build their homes with
the design of Javanese culture in general, but some people also are more than adequate standard of living (wealth), then
definitely will repair or home merenofasi to form a new culture while still taking into account the existing Java.
Settlements in Villages Petungsewu showed two different patterns. First, clustered settlement pattern (cluster) in a
geographical unity. Each group is separated by trees, weeds or vacant land (yard / moor). In general, in one group there are 2-3
sub-groups of houses built in a row in the East-West axis, where the homeowner is still relevant among family relationships. In
a sub group homes in general is a family dwelling and consists of several building units with multiple functions. Between subgroup homes to one another separated by a courtyard that is usually used for hanging clothes or agricultural products. Main
entrance is located on the east side that has a function as a one group home, while the road that connects between the
settlements to each other in the form of alley or footpath that is not wider than 2 meters. This pattern is widely dispersed in the
interior and are usually located in the moor / their fields, but there are some who gathered outside the moor / farm them
(Nebulous Village Farm Type). Second, linear settlement pattern along the main road network. Each group of houses separated
by a wall, fence or a page long. The houses are generally built to follow the pattern of road network with fixed building
orientation to the street and this kind of pattern mostly found in rural areas.
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5. CULTURAL ASPECTS THAT INFLUENCE THE PATTERN OF THE SETTLEMENT
Mr. Kastariyanto's house is located at Jalan Tosari, RT. 16 RW. 06. According to homeowners, direction toward the house
which he occupied was in accordance with the calculation because he had neptu Javanese society is trust and confidence of the
culture neptu calculation. Development house based on the calculation of the owner of the house neptu reasonable for
residents of the house will always be in a state of a healthy, peaceful and will get a fortune in abundance, but if housing
construction is not based on neptu it will bring disaster for the homeowner, the disaster can be a lack of good fortune in the can
and the landlord will always be sickly. However, at present the development direction toward homes tailored to neptu the
landlord has rarely occurred because of changes in the modern era. But there are many restrictions that continue to abide by the
residents in the prohibition of planting papaya trees in the yard because it is considered to bring disaster. In addition to housing
construction based on the landlord neptu the yellow leaf is in place above the main door of the house is also believed to
provide safety for the landlord.
Houses owned by Mr. H. Syamsuri is located in the village of Petungsewu RT. 01 RW. 02. home with very modern buildings
already are located near the largest mosque in the village of Petungsewu. House of Mr. H. Syamsuri was built was based on
the calculation neptu the landlord, while for the direction toward itself was not a problem because it neptu calculations used to
determine which directed the foundation to be built first and to determine the first day of construction of the house.
Development house based on the landlord neptu expected for residents of the house to get a smooth and a lot of luck but if not
complied with or build a house on the day that is not good, it will get a hardship such as agricultural products that do not exist
even a farm will be destroyed. This never happens to people who do not follow recommended construction of a house based on
the calculation neptu the pawnbroker. Disaster does not necessarily happen immediately but the interval of 3-5 years the
construction of the house. Mr. H. Syamsuri is one of the people who keep the village from the usual spirits known as "Tukang
Siwer".
Name
:
H. Syamsuri
Address
:
Petungsewu Village
neptu narasumber calculation
(Name + Village)/5
=
(Syamsuri + Petungsewu)/5
=
(Sa + Pa)/5
=
(8+11)/5
=
19/5
=
3, sisa 4 = Pandita, bermakna tenteram

Figure 2. Mr. H. Syamsuri’s House Orientation

Figure 3. Mr. Kastarianto’s House Orientation
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Mr Kastarianto also explained that the traditional beliefs still exist in this Petungsewu Village, to date there are still farmers
who run the trust. In Javanese culture, as I describe at the beginning of this report that the Javanese calendar is still very thick
or felt in the plant. Farmers who grow crops would have to adjust to the day of birth with his neptu, which then will be offset
by plant what fits with the farmers. For more details, I will give illustrative examples of calculations for planting.
Example:
Mr Joko a farmer who wanted to start his earnings but he has not determined what the suitable plant with neptunya. The first
thing to do is remember the day he was born.
Born: Monday Paing
Under terms Monday has a value of 4 and Paing has a value 9, if the total then get the 13. After that it must be divisible by 4
and the match against their harvest of crops according to the calculations.
13/4 = 4, 4, 4, 1
Table 1. Calculation of Crops in accordance with the cropping Day

Kinds of harvest
roots
Batang

Value
Option

1

2

Cabang
Leaves
Flowers
3

Buah

4





From the results of these calculations can be seen that a suitable crop to be planted by the father george are plants that have
crops in the soil or roots like cassava (manioc), yams, potatoes, carrots, peanuts, taro, and so forth.
Mr Sutarmin explained in an interview that until today if he will grow crops still use the Javanese calendar. This belief is still
attached to Mr Sutarmin daily. At this time Mr. Sutarmin only have farms of less than 1 ha, as some land that he had to plant
grass cattle feed. Mr Sutarmin also told farmers that there are some habits in the Village Petungsewu if you want to or after the
harvest. Before planting time they do selametan (prayer) in the hope that one day his crop not mengecawakan and can increase
revenue. For such events will definitely be done to rice plants because they believe that rice is the source of life and to thank
Dewi Sri.

6.CONCLUSION
Based on the facts and studies above, it can be concluded that there are a few examples of the embodiment of cultural
influences (Islam kejawen) on the pattern of space in the Village Petungsewu. Indeed, some of the examples above, not all can
genarilized into 1 overall conclusions, let alone the fact also that the different sides there is also pelunturan cultural systems
that exist due to the development of the village. At the very least, to be identified this phenomenon could indicate that there is a
cultural system, which otherwise would have studied more in-depth local knowledge that can be useful for the development of
the general spatial pattern of settlement in the future.
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ABSTRACT

TE
D

This paper has as objective to supply an explanation about the quality of urban life definition. In such purpose, it is showed an
intercontinental vision about the disciplines that boarding the quality of life study; aspects concerning to the concept, defining,
dimensions and, ending, an explanation about the quality of life when applied to the urban context as support for taking
decisions in the local government. This paper has as main conclusion that quality of urban life is a construct particular of each
community that have to be observed in two dimensions, an objective and another subjective, simultaneously.
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1. INTRODUCTION

ES
E

Quality of life!... Is a phrase that each time is more used in the day to day of the members of the urban community when they
reference to the quantity and quality of the urban amenities and/or urban services.

PR

The Quality of life is a theme that has been a preoccupation of philosophers and researchers from different cultures and
disciplines of the knowledge along the humanity’s history. The philosophers provided distinct forms to reach a good life. Plato,
[1][2][3], indicated that a good life in the community was possible through the justice, reason and wisdom; Aristotle, [2][3][4],
indicated that a good life was based in the happiness; and, Kant, [2][3][5], indicated that a good society was product of a good
behavior from the members of the community.
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The researchers have indicated that don´t exist agree in the definition neither the method to assessment the Quality of life.
Researchers since the decades of the 70 and 80 of the 20th century, as Liu [2][3][6], Baker and Intagliata [2][3][6] had pointed
the existence of many definitions and that such situation was resulted of the different things that people considerate important
to determinate her well-being. References as [5][7][8] sustained that affirmation, reference [9] intended to explain because of
those many definitions. Reference [10] sustained that although exist many and different definitions, all were similar to point
that quality of life was a condition perceived for the residents in a determined area and contrasted with particular values.
On the other hand, the researchers indicated that the study the Quality of life scientifically was initiated in the decade of the
60’s years of the 20th century [2][3][11] and each more the local governments need tools for assessment the Quality of life and
to apply the public recourses where they are more needed.
So, this paper has as objective to supply an explanation about the quality of urban life definition. In such purpose, it is showed
an intercontinental vision about the disciplines that boarding the quality of life study; aspects concerning to the concept,
defining, dimensions and, ending, an explanation about the quality of life when applied to the urban context as support for
taking decisions in the local government.

2. METHOD
The method used to get the objective proposed was structured in four phases: collect of documents that board the Quality of
life’s study from four continents, from different disciplines of human knowledge and different source, systematization, analysis
and classification for type of posture.
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3. RESULTEDS
The American Continent presents more than 50% of the documents collected. From the 131 documents were collected from 4
continents, 8 correspond to Asia, 85 to America (24 to North America, 3 to America Central, 58 to South America), 32 to
Europe, 2 to Oceania, 2 to Asia-America, and 2 to America-Europe [12]. See Graph 1.
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Graph 1: Documents collected.
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The studies of type one discipline are nearly six times more than multidiscipline. 111 documents correspond to studies
development into one discipline and 20 to multidiscipline. Where, as main discipline that board the study is the Geography
followed the social science and the architecture and city planning; and as the main discipline that more interacts with others is
the economy [12]. See Graph 2.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In the literature is common to find confusion between the conception and the definition of the Quality of life [12].
The expression “Quality of Life” emerged as such into the of Social Indicators Movement, 1966, [2][3][11][12][13][14], but
differenced the study, from Social Indicators Movement from the decade 80’s years of the 20th century. From that moment, the
studies concerning to the Quality of Life included the subjective dimension [2][3][11][12].
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The Quality of Life emerged in the urban context into of the discuss concerning to the factors that determine the well-being of
urban community; in such reason, when we refer the phrase Quality of Life to the urban level will be speaking of the Quality of
Urban Life [12].
The Quality of Urban Life has passed by four conceptions, from the conception that considerate as synonymous of the life’s
conditions until the level of satisfaction of the citizen referred to the life’s conditions contrasted with particular values on a
determinate place [2][3][6][12]. Between the works concerning to the life’s conditions as part of the Quality of Urban Life, the
researches of [15][16] are important references in the application of the bioclimatic principles in the sustainable thermal
comfort in architectonic’s space. See Graph 3.
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Graph 3: Quality of Life Conceptions.(Modified of [6] cited in [2][3][12])

No exist agree in the definition and neither never will exist it because of the urban communities differ in the things that
considerate important to represent their well-being; and mainly, because of that the Quality of Urban Life is resulted of
particular experiences and values. The definition of the Quality of Urban life refers factors and satisfactions with those factors
[2][3].
The Quality of Urban Life has to be observed in two dimensions, simultaneously. An objective dimension, which will reflect
the life’s condition, and another, subjective dimension, will reflect the level of satisfaction with that life’s condition [2][3][12].
The assessment of the Quality of Urban Life can be instrumented through dimensions, domains, and indicators [2][3][12][17].
Graph 4.
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Graph 4: Proposal Diagram of tool for assessment the Quality of Urban Life.
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ABSTRACT
The combination of comprehensive and Incremental planning method adopted during the last decades that favoring the market
driven urban development had resulted in deterioration of urban areas: land subsides, floods, air pollutions, social problems,
etc. Market driven urban development has allowed the stakeholders, chiefly the power and economic control actors, created
plans for physical urban development that lead to those problems.
Zoning, which covers land use and densities, have been used in the master plans of the city either as a zoning ordinance during
the Dutch period or as part of comprehensive and incremental planning method used for preparing city master plan after the
independence of Indonesia.
The research investigates the application of zoning, land use and density, in the master plan of the city, using Jakarta City as
the case, in relation to its sustainability and livability.
It is concluded that zoning ordinance need to be reintroduced for making the master plan to enabling the city to survive. The
new zoning ordinance should include the prerequisite conditions, such as urban infrastructure, to support the zoning those
were not available in the older zoning ordinance.
Keywords
Planning, zoning, land use, comprehensive, ordinance

1. ZONING AND CITY MASTER PLAN
Physical urban development is part of the overall development of a city. The development is carried out with and without plan.
Master plan for town and city in Indonesia include comprehensive city plan and incremental city plan. Town and city master
plan is merely guidance for urban development and the actual plan for urban area is the incremental master plan made for a
specific piece of land by a developer, which the latter could be public or private company. This practice has been around since
the 1970s.
Jakarta grows from a small city into large metropolitan. The built up area increased admit the decrease of the open spaces. At
the same time, the floor area ratio is allowed to increase. The urban infrastructure is not increased qualitatively and
quantitatively to meet the growth. Because of that, environment degradation and financial loss is taking place in the city. This
city of more than 10 million people has no sewer treatment that resulted in the ground contamination, water pollution, and
illegal artesian well that makes the land subsides. Some of its garbage goes into rivers and canals. Traffic jams occurs
everywhere because there is no adequate transportation system to serve the city. This situation shows that inability of the area
to support the development in it, or the carrying capacity of the land, is the main culprit.
Reasons for the existence of the problems are because not all the elements or points in the master plan are implemented, as if
land use is the only content of the master plan. Restrictions and conditions often are not applied in the zoning.
Carrying capacity of the land can be increased by intervention of provision of urban infrastructures, such as modes of
transportation serving the area, energy, fresh water and waste treatment. In a master plan, the change of the land use, especially
those creating the increase of density, has to be followed with the plans to increase urban infrastructures to support the change
of the land use. The problem is that in Jakarta, the master plan is merely only a guide line. Therefore, often only the land use
and the increase of the density were implemented, while the other plans are not materialized.

2. THE PHYSICAL PLANNING OF JAKARTA
When the city was under the Dutch control and called Batavia, zoning ordinance was adopted and used for making a city
master plan. In the master plan, the city land was zoned according to the types of land use available in the zoning ordinance, to
meet the planned urban activities in the city. Zoning is the division of town and county into zones where uses are permitted.
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Restrictions and conditions which apply in each zone are detailed in the ordinance. A city or a county is divided into several
classes of districts that include residential, business, industrial, agriculture and reserve/ green area, and each district can be
divided into several classes, which are subject to differing regulations regarding the use of land and the height and bulk of
buildings that are permitted [1]. These classes of each district represent the difference in their densities.
At that time, the city master plan was merely changing and allocating the use of the city land according to the need for growth
with types of land uses from the zoning ordinance. This was possible because the urban infrastructures was adequate to support
the population of the city, and the density was considered low and the nature, the land, was still able to support the physical
development of the city, especially to the area zoned and its surroundings.
Land use planning could be zoning and subdivision control. Planning implies comprehensive policies for the use, development,
and conservation of land. Zoning represents the division of an area into districts with differing regulations; subdivision is the
legal division of land for sale and development. In operating these regulatory controls, local governments have the ability to
impose a range of conditions. Conditions can be converted into ‘development charges’ [2].
After the independence of Indonesia, Jakarta population was exploded, which lead to inadequate urban infrastructure to support
it. Also, the need of higher density development area was inevitable. Also, when urban development became more and more
complicated, to cope with the situation, another method in making the city master plan was introduced. Therefore, the types of
land use in the zoning ordinance made during Batavia were not applicable anymore.
In the new method, all important factors of the master plan are planned including the land use. The type of land use from the
zoning ordinance is no longer used. Instead, the type of land use is made especially for every master plan to suit it. This kind of
master plan that often called the comprehensive plan includes the plan for housing, transportation, urban infrastructures, urban
facilities, and place for urban activities. All these plans are summed up in one drawing/ map, the zoning master plan. The
master plan covers the land use plan and the plans to support land use plan. These plans include urban infrastructure plan and
transportation plan, that both supporting/ enabling the land use plan to be implemented. Every 20 years a new master plan is
made, and every 5 years it is being reviewed and altered.
During the review, the city easily increase the density, floor area ration, for a particular land developed by a developer, without
providing the urban infrastructure required to support the development. Some of urban infrastructure required can be provided
by the development within their area, while the other urban infrastructures have to be provided within and outside the
development. Those can be provided within the area or the development project is water treatment and energy, while mass
transit has to be solved city wide.
The city master plan include the plans that support the zoning plan such as transportation plan and other plans that should be
able to materialize the zoning plan with minimum problems [3]. Unfortunately, the implementation of all these plans did not
materialize except for the zoning, which covers land use and density. Also, often the zoning is altered into higher density that
need more urban infrastructure than planned.
The system of urban development today, allows these to happen. Master plan is considered only as guidelines, not real plans
that have to be followed and implemented as planned. Master plan made by the city can be altered by the developers,
especially to maximize the use of their land, by up-zoning the property, and will be included in the master plan when it is
reviewed.

3. THE IMPROVED ZONING ORDINANCE
Zoning ordinance is a set of types of land use applicable in a particular jurisdiction, a place, a town, or a city, for a long time
periods, more than the duration time of a comprehensive plan. In each type of zoning, there is what can and cannot be done and
there are prerequisite conditions applicable into a particular zone. The prerequisite condition is made to enable the area zoned
to support and enabling the activities produced by the land use taking place and without creating problems to the surrounding
areas such as traffic jam, land subside, and other environment and social problems.
Based on zoning ordinance, in a master plan of a town or a city, the proposed land use is made and all prerequisite conditions
of those zoning need to be met. For example, when an area was up zoned from a residential into commercial, which the latter
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requires service from mass rapid transit, then, a mass rapid transit has to be included in the master plan of the area, and should
be implemented prior to the completion of the planned/ zoned development of commercial activity in the area.
This is very clear, as stated in the purpose of zoning: to lessen congestion in the streets; to secure safety from fire, panic, and
other dangers; to promote health and general welfare; to provide adequate light and air; to prevent overcrowding of land; to
avoid undue concentration of population; and to facilitate the adequate provision of transportation, water, sewerage, schools,
parks, and other public requirements [4]. That every urban activity in a particular area need support. Called land carrying
capacity. These supports can come from nature and man-made or artificial. The more intense and complex the activity, the
more man-made intervention required.
Although, The comprehensive plan, however, must include a review of the physical structure of a city or planning area; a
measurement of development trends; a definition of goals and objectives for future growth and change; proposals to protect
and promote health, education, and general welfare; and specific recommendations, policies, and graphics that delineate the
plan and establish standards in support of it [5], comprehensive plan like in today Jakarta is not sustainable because there is no
action plan to support the land use plan. The land use plan can go ahead without the existence of the planned supports, urban
infrastructure required for that land use. City master plan was made with land use plan and density plan and infrastructure plan
according the need of the master plan itself. The land use and the density that was in the type of land use of the zoning
ordinance were in one package, while in the new city master plan they were separated.
As the city development became more and more complicated because the increase size of the city and its density, and that the
nature of the land no longer able to support the urban activity, intervention to the land is required to support the development.
Therefore, to guaranty the purpose of zoning happen, therefore, in the zoning type that was originally from Batavia zoning
ordinance, which only cover the type of land use that are subject to differing regulations regarding the use of land and the
height and bulk of buildings that are permitted, need to be improved by adding prerequisite conditions, especially the provision
of urban infrastructure such as public transit. This to make sure that the carrying capacity of the land to support the land use is
adequate.
The Comprehensive Plan is a guide for the City’s future growth that includes the Future Land Use Plan, Thoroughfare Plan,
Parks & Open Space Master Plan and recommended goals and objectives to carry out the Plans. The term ‘comprehensive’
came to mean little more than a zoning provision which covered all or most of the districts in a local government area.
A comprehensive plan is a land use document that provides the framework and policy direction for land use decisions. The
plans contain the following chapters: land use, transportation, housing, capital facilities, utilities or urban infrastructures,
shorelines, and rural (for counties). Chapters addressing economic development and parks and recreation also are required, if
state funding is provided. Optional chapters may be included such as: conservation, energy, recreation, and subarea plans
where appropriate. Comprehensive plans identify where and how growth needs will be met. Adjacent jurisdictions are required
to have plans that are consistent. These plans then provide the basis for many of the policies, regulation, and budget decisions
that cities and counties will make.

4. REAPLICATION OF ZONING ORDINANCE IN JAKARTA
The change of land use and density in many areas of the city without considering the carrying capacity of the land in Jakarta,
seem to be one of the most important factors that lead to the social and environmental problems the city population suffered.
To improve and control the physical development of the city that allows its sustainability and livability, there is an urgent need
to reintroduce zoning ordinance to Jakarta. This zoning ordinance regulates the government that makes the master plan and the
landowners that use the land in dealing with urban physical development.
In the new zoning ordinance, beside regulations regarding the use of land and the height and bulk of buildings that are
permitted and applicable to the classes of district or zones, there are also regulations to provide adequate urban infrastructures
to ensure the area to bear the activities allowed by the zone or to improve the natural land carrying capacity of the land and to
meet all the purpose of the purpose of the zoning itself, included in every classes of zone. All plans for city development,
including master plan and comprehensive plan have to use the zoning ordinance.
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Initiating student’s innovation is the aim of any architectural design studio at schools of architecture worldwide. The design
studio is the prospective place that would – theoretically- initiate student’s innovation and help them to acquire creative skills.
Researchers have suggested a number of frameworks/ models to analyze various dimensions that initiate and influence
innovation. The Olympic model –for instance- comprises: style, motivation, knowledge and environment. Using the Olympic
model as a start point, an ongoing research has started in 2009 at College of Architecture and Planning, University of
Dammam to investigate personal and environmental factors that initiate and influence creativity. Third to fifth year students
from Architecture and Building technology departments were surveyed thus interviewed to find out how they collect
information, communicate with their colleagues inside and outside the design studio and how this have helped them to
generate innovative projects. The research found a number of potential complex factors that would play a negative role by
hindering student’s creativity, meanwhile it raised a number of queries that should be investigated by future research.
However, to develop students’ design/ innovative abilities, the paper recommends that certain measures should be considered.
These would include the transformation of the design studio into interactive and friendly learning environment and the use of
tools and systems that motivate and students to innovate.
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1. INTRODUCTION
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Architecture studio education involves a number of varied activities. Before the project begins, the instructor'(s) may establish
the goals, expectations, general procedure, and assessment criteria he/ she will employ for the project. During each semester,
instructors meet students either individually or in groups for design related discussions and clarifications. Traditionally, at the
end of the project, a final review or jury is executed. In each design studio at college of architecture, University of Dammam,
there are usually four instructors for 30-40 students. Each instructor is responsible for approximately nine to ten students.
During each term, two days per week are specified for the design studio sessions for Architecture and Building technology‟s
students. During each session, each instructor would usually spend 30-40 minutes with each student discussing the design
proposal‟(s) and negotiating solutions to various design problems. Students are given one design project each term and they
have to work as groups at site analysis and case study stages thus they split up and each would work on his own until the end
of the term whereas he submits his project.
This research is driven by growing complains by the design studios‟ tutors and the discussions of the board of department of
Architecture regarding the academic abilities of students. Students from all academic years lack basic and advanced design
skills and knowledge. Tutors at all academic levels repeatedly claim that very few students can actually produce innovative
design projects. Furthermore, tutors constantly complain about students‟ design abilities and highlight that students are spoonfed, not inactive nor innovative [1, 2]. Previous research points out some possible causes of the education‟s problem - in
general- and design studio‟s education in specific. It indicates that in many instances, the teacher serves as the “fount of
knowledge” and the students are the empty, open containers anxiously awaiting knowledge to be poured in. Teachers may tend
to be autocratic, repressive, and do little to encourage individuality creativity and many classrooms lack democracy, and
students fear their teachers [3]. Also, it highlighted a number of social and environmental reasons as well.
Previous research has suggested a number of solutions to the design studio‟s education. It encourages educators to spark
creative ideas, encourage follow-up of creative ideas, and evaluate and reward creative ideas [4]. Researchers highlight the
impact of CAAD tools on innovation and how they help in improving design skills and producing innovative design products
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12].
Other researchers such as Fleith [13], Houtz [14], Shallcross [15], Csikszentmihalyi [16], Edmonds [17], Fischer[18],
Mamykina [19], Shneiderman [20], Warr [21] and Kahvecioğlu [22] found a number of environmental/ social factors that
affect innovation. They have put more emphasis on collaboration and how the social interaction/ dialogue would support/
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initiate creativity. Kahvecioğlu [22] suggested that the role of the studio instructor is to create an organizational style in studio
education and this would help in developing creative strategies in the design studio. Parkinson& Robertson [23] suggest the
Olympic Model that constitutes of personal and environmental components and this model can be used in the development of
creative individuals. The literature review demonstrates that with good education, the design abilities of analytic/ verbaliser
students would improve from one year to another to eventually match the wholist/ imager students‟ abilities [24]. As
mentioned earlier, there is an innovation problem regarding all types of students of the college of Architecture, UD. Thus it
would be vital to find out why the abilities of many of the architectural students do not improve along the time, do not produce
innovative design products. This paper question is how far environment/social factors as highlighted by previous research would hinder student‟ innovation. This research tests also how these factors interact and are linked within the context of design
studio. Therefore, the objectives of the research were set as the following:
 To find out students views about tools/ techniques that can be used to produce innovative projects
 To find out communication routes and techniques that they use to get innovative ideas and feedback
 To explore the hindrances and drivers for innovation in the design studio
 To recommend how to create the environment that would initiate student‟s innovation

TE
D

In regards to the research objectives, it is argued that a combination of quantitative and qualitative research methods is needed.
The use of mixed methods is because the findings that relate to each method will be used to complement one another and at the
end of the study to enhance theoretical or substantive completeness [25]. One hundred and ninety four students from College of
Architecture and Planning, Years 3, 4 & 5, were targeted with a questionnaire that asks about tools, systems and conditions that
help in producing innovative products. Forty eight replied back which constitute 25% from the total number of students. Two
software were used to analyze the data; SPSS 16 and AMOS. The following statistical tools were used to analyze the data:
Mean calculation, and path co-efficient. Consecutively, nine students were interviewed. The target of the interviews is to
validate the questionnaire survey results and clarify some ambiguous points.
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2. CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION
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2.1 Definitions
Creativity term is used to reflect a psychological view of creativity on a personal level in contrast to innovation as used in the
world of business on an organizational level [26]. Innovation traditionally focused on products and processes. Hargreaves [27]
suggests that „you can have creativity without innovation, but you cannot have innovation without creativity‟. Warr [28]
examines the work of a number of researchers such as [29, 30, 31, and 32] and points out that there was no definite consensus
regarding how creativity is defined. He finds out that the creative process looks different to different researchers (see also [33,
34, 35, and 36]. There is general agreement among researchers that the act of creation does not occur as a fixed point in time,
but that it is manifested as a process that extends through time, varying in duration [29].
2.2 Innovation and creativity models
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A number of models/ frameworks that initiate creativity have been suggested by researchers. Some suggest that creative
behaviour results from a complex interaction between the characteristics of the individual and those of the environment [37,
38]. Goleman, et al [39]; Gurteen [40]; Nickerson [41]; Kimbell, et al., [42] and Pham, et al. [43] argue that three components
are needed to enhance creativity:
 Expertise (technical, procedural & intellectual knowledge)
 Creative thinking skills (how flexibly and imaginatively people approach problems), and
 Motivation.
The development of creative individuals and institutions can be illustrated using a five factor model – the Olympic Model [23].
These factors are:
 Personality: Open, playful, absorbed, risk-taking, focused, preserved
 Style: double loop learning and critical challenge (A „double-loop‟ approach actually questions the question itself, often
explores its validity in the context of the questioner, and moves to a number of possible solutions or answers, which
may or may not be expressed in verbal terms.)
 Motivation: Intrinsic & extrinsic factors. Intrinsic motivation reflects the desire to do something because it is enjoyable.
Extrinsic motivation reflects the desire to do something because of external rewards such as awards, money, and
praise.
 Knowledge: creative raw material and barrier breaking (being able to view their subject through a different discipline.
For example, architects can gain an insight into structure through the work of biologists or sculptors; and form views
on the nature of space through discussions with poets or sociologists.)
 Environment: learning and creative organizations
Creative environments” are generally described as organizations that enable the production of knowledge, facilitate learning
from experience and from one other; in short, as organizations that provide knowledge sharing [44]. Sternberg and Lubart [45]
observe that in order for creativity to exist, the environment needs to be supportive and rewarding of creative endeavours.
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Shallcross [46] emphasizes that the creative environment does not equate to chaotic conditions that allow individuals total
freedom to express themselves. Cole, Sugioka, and Yamagata-Lynch [47] conducted a qualitative study that investigated a
supportive classroom environment for developing student creativity. The results of that study showed four areas as important
characteristics of the supportive environment for fostering creativity: 1) personal teacher-student relationship, 2) assessment, 3)
openness and freedom of choice, and 4) classroom activities. Ekvall [48] suggests that broad requirements for a creative
climate necessary for an innovative culture include:
 Open, participative culture (rather than suspicious, closed)
 Having a idea-handling system
 Whole workforce involved in idea generation
 Whole organizational Endeavour (through pockets of innovation can emerge and survive)
 Experiment-encorement
 Forgiving culture, patience with failure, trust
 Conflict-handling through debate and insight rather than warfare
 Networking and sharing systems
 System of incentives
 Multidisciplinary working
 R&D investment and
 Some champions (for any change but particularly for newer ideas)

2.3 Creativity within the design studio context
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The design studio environment is unique and different from that of any ordinary classroom, lecture hall or laboratory. Design
studio is the core of architectural education. The architectural curriculum is based on the design studio model which focuses on
“learning by doing”. The architectural design studio offers a prime example of a collaborative, multi-sensory, learner-centred,
constructivist, experiential problem-based teaching environment. The education in the design studio stimulates its‟
characteristics from the nature and process of architectural design. The development of architectural project from initial
concept to the end product is an interactive social psychological process. Through this process, the designer thinks about
design solutions with oneself and communicates ideas with colleagues and instructors. The design process is not a one way
learning process as the learning taxonomy [49] but it consists of a number of stages and these are suggested as: analysis,
synthesis, appraisal and evaluation [50, 51, 52, 53]1 .These stages are linked with forward and reverse (backward) loops.
Lawson [53] points out that the design process is a simultaneous learning about the nature of the problem and the range of the
possible solutions. Thus, the designer would move forward from one stage to another but he would also move backward during
any stage of the design development process. The designer repeatedly evaluates and alters the design scheme and would return
back to the previous stage or may be to the start stage to find out/ test a solution for the whole or a part of the design scheme.
Gennari and Reddy [54] describe the design process as, „human activity, involving communication and creative thought among
a group of participants‟.
Innovation and creativity in design is often perceived as the ability to synthesise and communicate ideas through a visual
medium - in which case the learned skills of manipulating different visual media - and the facility and confidence that comes
with the acquisition of such skills may be of most significance. Another perspective on innovation and creativity is that it is the
designer‟s facility in reading and analysing the design context and solving problems through thinking laterally and making
connections - in which case it may be experiential learning environment that is the most forceful factor in development. With
such complexity of the creative design process and outcome, one would expect that this complexity can be resolved through
the employment of qualified instructors and use of CAAD tools, thus the students would be able to produce innovative
projects. However, certain environment and social factors may intervene and hinder innovation. It is argued that the design of
future CAAD systems should consider these social factors so it would be capable to initiate innovation. The next sections will
test the research hypotheses and demonstrate the results of the field survey. These will be discussed to find out more about the
potential factors that restrict innovation in the design studio. This research however argues that certain factors would intervene
and make this impossible to achieve. The next sections will test the research hypotheses and demonstrate the results of the field
survey. These will be discussed to find out more about the potential factors that restrict innovation in the design studio.

3. THE FIELD SURVEY RESULTS
3.1. The questionnaire survey results
Respondents considered the following information resources of as very useful resources in producing innovative projects and
these are ranked according to their usefulness (more to less): instructor's feedback and advice; discussions with your colleagues
1

Markus (1969) and Maver (1970) developed the RIBA map, and they argued that a complete picture of design method requires both a “decision
sequence” and a “design process” or “morphology”. They suggested there is a need to go through the decision sequence of analysis,
synthesis, appraisal and evaluation at increasingly detailed levels of the design (Lawson 2006)
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from the same year; and projects of higher year student's. Whereas they said that the following information resources are the
least useful in producing innovative projects: projects of the same year students, the University library hard copy references
and the electronic references of the University library. Respondents considered the following tools as the most helpful in
producing innovative projects and these are ranked according to their helpfulness (from more to less):
 The use of advanced rendering programs
 Walkthroughs generated by the computer
 Computer simulation of building behaviour thermal environmental users movement
 Partial 3D free hand sketching of the project or building
 Smart White board that is used for presentation and discussions
 Standalone virtual reality
 Full 3D sketching of the project or building
 Web-based virtual reality
 Immersive Virtual reality. Students considered this tool of little help as they did not use it as it is not available at the
College of Architecture
The most frequent activities and communications of students that happen in the design studio during the term time are the
followings:
 The generation of many sketches before making up mind when working on a design problem
 Doing interactive and useful dialogue with instructors on how to reach to a creative design solution
 Capturing innovative ideas of colleagues of the higher academic level from other departments
 Not taking many risks because of the fear of failure
Whereas the least frequent activities and communications of students are:
 Seeking students and staff from different departments to help in solving specific problems
 Capturing innovative ideas of colleagues of the same academic level from different departments
 Capturing innovative ideas of tutors from other departments
It seems that the design studio is governed mainly by two types of activities/ behaviours (see table 1). One of these seems
positive which is the student's frequent use and integration of different communications tools to initiate creativity and
innovation and the other seems negative which is the instructor dominance on the design process. Students said that instructors
mostly encourage them to:
 Do many trails to develop the design solution
 Follow various approaches to reach to an innovative solution
 Present a creative design solution

PR

Table 1: The frequency of activities and communications that happen in the design studio during the term time (note: frequency of activities
and communications (scale: 0 does not happen, 4 always happen)
Type of communications and activities (Design studio climate)

3.5

We always use and integrate different tools to initiate creativity and innovation (e.g.
brainstorming, group work, etc.)

2.77

The design studio environment is govern with an open, participative culture

2.6

The design studio environment is govern with forgiving culture, patient with failure and trustful

2.6

My instructors encourage me to do many trails to develop the design solution

3.29

My instructors encourage me to follow various approaches to reach to an innovative solution

3.16

I am praised and rewarded when I present a creative design solution

3.10

My instructors work on developing my innovative ideas

3.04

O

T

The instructor's ideas have the greatest weight on design process

N

Design studio
environment

Instructors

Mean value

My instructors give me the complete freedom to do innovations

3

Strategies to motivate and initiate innovation are applied in design studio

2.89

The instructors successfully handle conflict through constructive dialogue

2.875

However, around third of students said that strategies to motivate and initiate innovation are rarely applied in design studio and
conflicts are hardily handled through constructive dialogue. The most frequent support that students get from the instructors is
regarding the cumbersome situations (arranged from more to less):
 The attempt to change the whole design solution during the design process
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 Confusion over the nature and context of the design process
 The attempt to change of the approach to the design solution during design process
 Misunderstanding of some project requirements
The least frequent support that students get from the instructors is regarding the following cumbersome situations:
 Low level of knowledge regarding one of the design aspects
 Misapplication of one of the design requirements
The co-efficient path results showed that when the frequency of tutor‟s support regarding some cumbersome design situations
of the tutor increases, the performance of the student gets better (represented by the final grade). Also, it showed that students
at the fifth year are given more freedom than fourth year students. On the other hand, the co-efficient path results revealed
some odd results such as: when the level of instructor support regarding some cumbersome situations increases, it affects
negatively the student design ability, design outcome and grade. Further investigation was undertaken to clarify the
questionnaire results.

3.2.1. Student’s Personality, style, knowledge, academic level
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3.2. The Interviews results
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3.2.2. Tutor support, personality and style
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One student said that the design process needs extensive knowledge of certain types of design information and if the student
does not have this knowledge, he cannot produce good design. Another student said that some students do not like to change
radically the design concept unless the tutor asks to do so. On the other hand, some students have low design abilities; they are
stabber and unwilling to change the design scheme even if the tutor has asked them to do so. Thus the tutor would spend
considerable time and effort with such students without any progress, thus got depressed and start trying to enforce the student
to follow certain design scheme. On the other hand, some students do not trust the design abilities of their tutors! One student
said: “I take the alterations to my design scheme that is suggested by one tutor to another so I would find out what is the
opinion of the other tutor about these alterations, thus try to co-ordinate between their opinions”. Some students –even in the
final year- have a communication problem with the tutors so they do not know how to communicate with them and how to
discuss design issues with them.

a. support amount, type, timing and clarity
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Guidance at the start of the project development is very important. A student said that intensive guidance is mostly needed at
the initial stages of design. However, the guidance is sometimes not clear as some design parameters are missing and this is
because of some tutors who do not explain it in the right way, or they do not even mention it. Some instructors guide his
students to certain ways of the design scheme‟s development, but the tutor describes it in a way that students do not get the
message and do not know what the tutor aims to reach. During the design negotiations, some instructors do not clarify what is
the nature of the design problem, and where to start to sort it out and ask students to explore various approaches without giving
sufficient guidance of where and what to explore. The student continues: “the problem is that the tutor would ask us to change
the design concept without giving a convincing reason or points out exactly where the problem exists”. Some tutors give
unclear critiques to the design scheme and demand radical changes. One student says: “tutors might say develop any design
scheme and we will help you to develop it further. At the end, you discover that you return to square one as you bring a
complicated design scheme that they cannot comprehend and this gives them an opportunity to reject it or to heavily criticize
it”. During the design process, tutors – sometimes- provide support in an inappropriate time i.e. too late or too early, thus it
affects the project‟s quality, the student psychological condition and his final grade. Another student mentioned that the tutor
should start from where the student has already designed and he should not impose his own ideas. Tutors should show some
design precedents to students and explain about various negative and positive aspects of the project‟s design. Thus students
would have background on how professional architects deal with each design problem and how they sort it out. Tutors should
develop awareness of the student‟s abilities (i.e. weakness and strengths) thus provide support that is tailored to each student‟s
ability. They should motivate and encourage students and this can be in kind of praises, bonuses and incentives.
b. the tutor’s manner, way of communications with students
Some tutors do not have flexibility in thinking. It is hard to convince them of a design solution as they see that it does not
comply with their thinking and approach to sort out the problem. Thus they are unwilling to help the student. They would
rather ask the student to change the design scheme to something that they are willing to negotiate. Some tutors are also unable
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to discover the innovative aspects in the student‟s design. They insist on their own ideas and when a student represents his
ideas to them, they hesitate to accept it. The interviews revealed that students follow their tutor‟s opinion not because it is
convincing and rational but as the tutor has a chunk of the grade.
c. Level of the flexibility of thinking of tutors
Some tutors have no flexibility of thinking. Some tutors are not convinced with a design solution as they see that it does not
comply with their thinking and approach thus unwilling to help the student. They would rather ask the student to change the
design scheme to something that they are willing to work on. Some tutors insist on their own ideas and when a student
represents his ideas to them, they hesitate to accept it. This would hinder communications and exchange of ideas between
them. The student has to follow his tutor‟s opinion as the tutor has a chunk of the grade.
d. the tutor commitment and knowledge
Some tutors are committed and helpful whereas others are not. There is support during the start and the end of the project
whereas it is not stable and changeable at the middle of the project. In regards to the level of design knowledge, some tutors do
not know –for example- how to apply sustainability in a practical way into the design scheme.
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e. Conflict between tutors themselves and with the jurors
The main problem sometimes is the conflict between tutors, thus difference between their opinions and the jurors‟ opinions.
3.2.3. The design studio’s environment
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a. The design studio layout
Students complained that the design studios are not equipped well. It needs continuous cleaning, good lighting, there is no
printers and physical model‟s making facilities and tools and there is a shortage of furniture etc. One student said that he does
not feel secured as the design of studio is not similar to his home environment. It is noisy as there is distraction from other
colleagues who likes to work in a noisy social environment thus he speaks/ chats or calls somebody loudly. He suggests
dividing the space into zones so students can enjoy some level of privacy and feel more comfortable.

PR

b. The democracy at the design studio and college level
Students do not feel that they are an integral part of the college and they cannot participate in the college‟s making decisions.
This reflects badly on the student‟s psychology and his relation with the college‟s staff. Some tutors are unable to discover the
innovative aspects in the student‟s design. The design studio is governed and restricted with unwritten conditions and laws that
restrict innovation.
One student said that he feels that the College is segregated. He continued: “we do not know what each tutor teaches. Also we
do not know from which department the students belong to, and their academic strength areas that we can utilize”.
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c. Support from colleagues, other departments’ tutors and students
The communications and discussions within the design studio help in developing the design scheme. Some students stay and
work at the College even at night. There is daily communications. A fifth year student said: “when I do something, I show it to
another colleague who give me his feedback. This is also happens to me as students from second and third year come to me
and get advice. Even if the student did not follow what has been discussed, he would utilize from the methodology and the way
of thinking and how to making judgments etc.” The communications with other tutors and students is good as a student
commented: “the higher year students would give you an advice and show you another approach or easier way to sort out
things”. However, it seems that communications with other departments‟ tutors is weak and also with students from other
departments.
d. The college and University responsibility
There should be an academic committee that tests students and find out their innovation abilities and set plans on how to foster
student‟s innovation in this particular area or that. The college should set courses that help in identifying the innovation
abilities of students. The University‟s responsibility is to encourage innovation and this should be done from the first academic
year onwards.
e. Quality of support courses
The main help that provided to the student is the backup courses to the design course. The quality of most of the present
courses is bad. Regardless of the quality, some courses such as the environmental studies, light weight structures, structure
forms, construction methodology and design methods can still help the student in producing innovative design ideas..
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
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This study -supported by the previous research- showed that the social settings of the design studio plays an important role in
the life of architectural students and influences their creativity. The field survey highlights the potential factors that would
affect innovation in design studios. Some students work hard. However, this sometimes does not lead to any fruitful and
innovative design outcome because of a number of influences such as:
a. The student‟s level of trust in the tutor‟s design abilities, attitude, flexibility in thinking, design abilities and knowledge;
b. communications type, clarity, frequency etc with the tutor, other colleagues and tutors;
c. tutor‟s support, clarity and timing of support, attitude and extent of knowledge regarding some specific design issues; and
d. the student‟s knowledge, attitude and willingness to collaborate with his tutor
This study -supported by the previous research- has indicated that the environment plays an important role in the life of
architectural students and influences their creativity. The design is a social phenomenon and the research highlights that
communications and social links with the environment, accessibility to information, would affect the quality of the design
output. However, there is a need for more research into the relationship between the design studio‟s tutor and the student and
inspect factors that would affect student‟s abilities and play negative role towards the production of innovative outcome such
as the mistrust between the tutors and the student, lack of democracy at design studio; and college level, tutor‟s frustration,
student‟s depression and anxiety. The university and the college should foster innovation on strategic level, college level and
department level and this should be at the early stages of higher education.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents results of questionnaire survey of the use of air conditioners in houses in Surabaya Indonesia and
Kualalumpur Malaysia. Aim of the survey is to clarify what temperature and humidity the people in these regions prefer or feel
comfortable by questionnaire survey and by measuring the thermal environment. Students participated to interview their own
family members and have their own experience in their daily life in their home. Very low set point temperature is shown by
questionnaire result and seemingly consistent to the real room temperature. It is demonstrated by “cold” sensation voted by
the residents and using blanket during sleeping by more than half of the respondents, as well as various health problems
occurred. The results of measured temperatures, however, show differences about 2 degrees higher than the set point
temperature. The very low set point temperature could be indicated as the expected comfortable condition which in turn
related to energy unconscious life style.
Keywords
Set point temperature, residential building, comfort, field survey, life style, energy conservation

1. INTRODUCTION
In usual air conditioning design, the comfortable range of temperature and relative humidity is assumed to be 25-27℃ and 4060% 1), and it is reported to change only slightly depending on the race and the country, etc. However, we very often
experience a conference hall and a hotel in Indonesia and Singapore are kept at a very low temperature, which seems
inconsistent with the above mentioned research results. Moreover, several researchers in Malaysia and Singapore have found
that local people preferred 2) higher temperatures. The reasons for these disagreements may be differences between the
measurements in laboratories and in real houses or whether the air conditioning was popular. Anyway, the information on the
current state, where the air conditioners are quite prevailing is insufficient. Therefore, the present research aims to clarify what
temperature and humidity people in these regions prefer or feel comfortable by questionnaire survey and by measuring the
thermal environment. Based on the results, we will examine the reasons for the different results between the past thermal
sensations studies, and in the next step search for the optimal thermal design of the buildings when air-conditioning is
assumed.

2. FIELD SURVEY ON USAGE OF AIR CONDITIONER
2.1 Outline of Questionnaire survey
2.1.1 Studied area
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Surabaya in Indonesia and Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia, which belong to the humid tropical climate in the Southeast Asia, were
chosen as the surveyed areas. Surabaya at latitude 7 South and longitude 112 East is the second largest city in Indonesia,
located in the eastern part of the Java Island. Kuala Lumpur at latitude 3 North and longitude 102 East is the capital city in
Malaysia, located in the southern part of the Malay Island. Data of climates in Surabaya, Kuala Lumpur and Tokyo shows that
throughout the year, the temperature and the relative humidity in both cities are almost the same as those at the midsummer in
Tokyo.
2.1.2 Respondent and period of survey
Residential buildings, instead of public buildings, have been chosen as the object of this survey because of the opportunity of
occupants in choosing preferred set point temperature of air conditioner. Conference halls or hotels‟ lobbies are designed for
public use, so that a part of the occupants may endure the condition which is set for all. Therefore in order to achieve the
objective of the research, houses and their users were surveyed in this research.
The questionnaire survey was conducted to 64 students of the architectural department of Institute of Technology Sepuluh
Nopember Surabaya Indonesia, and 65 students of the architectural department of International Islamic University Malaysia.
The questionnaire was handed out in the class, and they were filled out at home, and collected later.
The questionnaire surveys consists items to gather data about basic information of the respondents and their houses, such as
family member, house plan, construction and surrounding, income, possession of electrical appliances. Moreover, items about
air condition usage in the house are also stated as several questions, such as: duration of air conditioner use, set point
temperature, thermal sensation, clothing during sleeping, and health problem during air condition use.
2-2 Results of survey
2.2.1 Family members
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the number of the family members. The average household size was 4.7 persons in Surabaya
and 5.1 persons in Kuala Lumpur. Also seen a large family up to 11 persons, which was because employees (e.g. servants or
housekeepers) were also included.
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Figure.1. Number of family member
2.2.2 Monthly household income
Figure 2 shows the monthly household income for Surabaya and Kuala Lumpur. In Kuala Lumpur, the question was asked
about the annual income, so in order to convert the result to the monthly income, the annual income was divided by12. In
Surabaya, the family with the monthly income from Rp3,000,000 to Rp6,000,000 was about 60%, while in Kuala Lumpur
there were a lot of families with the income of RM1, 667 or less and RM8,333 or more. When calculating the average value by
taking the intermediate value of each choices as a representing value, the average monthly income was Rp5,458,000
(approximately $604, $1=Rp9,040 :As of June 2010) in Surabaya and RM4,515 (approximately $1,398, $1=RM3.23 : As of
June 2010) in Kuala Lumpur.
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Figure.2. Monthly household income
2.2.3 Number of major electrical appliances
Figure 3 shows the average numbers of the major electrical appliances. Most of the electrical appliances were owned more than
the Japanese families (Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications, Statistic Bureau, 2002), which might be due to more
family members as described in figure 1. However, regarding the air conditioner, average possession of air condition in
Indonesian house (2.1 ACs) is less than that in Japan (2.3 ACs) and in Malaysia (2.3 ACs). This might be because of a high
cost of the air conditioner. Especially in Indonesia, the possession of AC increased compared to which reported in 2003 (4). In
Malaysian houses, however, the ownership is higher (3 ACs) than that in Japan.
Although the number is lower than that in Malaysia and in Japan, the ownership of the AC in Indonesia is increasing. It
increased rapidly year by year, and 73% was introduced in the period of 2005~2009.
It is predicted that the air conditioners will prevail very quickly and widely, and thus give a significant influence on the amount
of the energy use and the global environment in the near future.
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Figure.3. Average number of ownership of major electrical appliances
2.2.4 Electric charge
Figure 4 shows the monthly electrical charge. In Surabaya, although more than half of the families expended the electric
charge less than Rp500,000 (approximately $55), the families of 39% used more than Rp500,000. In Kuala Lumpur, although
electric charge around RM100-200 (approximately $31~62) was used by 53% families, there were also 27% families expend
RM200-400 (approximately $62~124). It can be said that compared to household income the proportion of the electric charge
in the both countries were high.
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Figure.4. Monthly electric charge
2.2.5 Bedroom Occupation
Figure 5 shows the number of users of each bedroom. In both countries, more than 95% houses have the bedroom with one or
two users. Although the number of family member ranges from 1 to 11 persons (figure 1), the bedroom is still in private
use/occupation (1-2 users). Therefore, it can be said that at least more than half members could select the set point temperature
of the air conditioner based on his/her own preference.
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2.2.6 Using time of air conditioner
Figure 6 shows the distribution of the installation site of the air conditioners and figure 7 shows daily using time of the air
conditioner. Although in Surabaya, the air conditioners were set almost exclusively in the living room or bedrooms, in some
houses they were also installed in the bathroom and the kitchen in Kuala Lumpur. Regarding the operating time of the air
conditioner, the longer use was 24 hours in both countries, and the average use was 10 hours in Surabaya, while 9.1 hours in
Kuala Lumpur. These are very long compared with Japan; those are 2 to 3 times longer than in Kyoto and Tokyo.
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Figure 6. Installation site of air conditioners
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2.2.8 Blanket use during sleeping
This item is also asked only in Surabaya. Figure 8 shows the result. It can be seen that about half of the families used a cotton
blanket with a thin sponge inside. Although a lot of people felt cold when using the air conditioner as shown in the result of
thermal sensation, they might use a thick blanket as a countermeasure without raising the set point temperature of the air
conditioner.
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2.2.9 Set point temperature of air conditioner and thermal sensation during sleep
Figure 9 shows the set point temperature of the air conditioner and figure 10 shows the thermal sensation during sleep. The set
point temperature was very widely distributed from 16 to 28oCin Surabaya, while from 15 to 39oC in Kuala Lumpur. Several
people reported the set point temperature over 36oC. It seems there was misunderstanding. Although there was a slight
difference between two cities, it seems that there were two peaks centered about 18oC and 25oC in both cities. The average set
point temperature was 21.6 oC in Surabaya and 22.0 oC in Kuala Lumpur. These values are rather low as an environmental
temperature value during sleeping (it is reported the set temperature of air conditioner is 25.8oC for usually use in Japan).3)
Regarding the thermal sensation, a difference could be seen in the tendency between Surabaya and Kuala Lumpur. More than
half people in Surabaya declared 1 (1: cold ~ 5: hot), and the votes of 1 and 2 accounted for more than 90%. On the other hand,
the highest level of sensation in Kuala Lumpur was 2, and the ratio of sensation 1 was lower than that of 3. The average was
1.5 in Surabaya and 2.1 in Kuala Lumpur, a difference of approximately 0.6. It can be said that the air conditioner was used
under the condition with the thermal sense cold and slightly cold especially in Surabaya. However, the ratio of 1 in Kuala
Lumpur amounted to almost 25%.
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2.2.10 Health problem
Although the ratio of the people without any health problems was higher in both cities, about half people (45.7%) in Surabaya
and 27.0% in Kuala Lumpur complain of some problems during staying in the air conditioner room.(figure 11). Many
symptoms such as “feel dry”, “feel cold”, and “feel sick” were reported by many people. Other symptoms, “Headache”,
“Stomachache”, “Tingling of the eye”, “Nosebleed”, “Dehydration”, “Choking”, and “The sweat doesn't come out" were also
declared. It seems clear that the health problems were caused by using the air conditioner with low set-point temperatures.
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4. Measured Temperature and Set Point Temperature.
Concerning to the comfortable range stated before; the set point temperature is very low. In Indonesia as well as in Malaysia
more than 50% residents prefer to the set the temperature less than 25°C with „cold‟ and „slightly cold sensation. Moreover,
more than 50% of them selected less than 20°C with „cold‟ sensation. Thermal condition of 24 bedrooms was measured,
especially in Surabaya, the result shows in figure 12. In average value, the set point temperature is 2 to 3 degree lower than
measured one. Forty percents show the measured temperature quite similar to the set point temperature. This means the
condition is the same as expected by the bedroom users. However, almost 60% have the set point temperature lower than that
of measured. This might indicates the different position of the measurement tool in the bedroom and the room volume which is
serviced by the air conditioner. In the measurement session has found that some of the respondents has the bedroom used
shared air conditioner with next door bedroom.
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Fig.12 Comparison of measured temperature and desired temperature (Set Point Temperature) of 24 residences houses in
Surabaya.
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3. CONCLUSIONS
The questionnaire survey was conducted in Surabaya, Indonesia and Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia under hot-humid climate, in
order to clarify the indoor thermal conditions under a use of air conditioners in residential houses, in which the residents have
the opportunity to choose the set point temperature in their private room (bedroom). The result of the survey shows that the
occupation of bedrooms with one or two persons identified that the bedroom is still in private use to set the private preference
of room temperature.
In both countries, the air conditioner has been spreading rapidly in recent years, and the operating time was longer than that in
Japan. It is predicted that the air conditioners will give a significant influence on the amount of the energy use and the global
environment in the near future. The low set-point temperature was selected during sleep, in spite of cold sensation voted by the
bedroom users.
Result of the survey indicated that the set point temperature is near the real condition. It is demonstrated that, the residents
have voted „cold‟ sensation during operation of air conditioner, more than half respondents use blanket during sleeping, as well
as various health problems occurred. The results of the air temperature measurement, however, confirm that the set point
temperature is in some cases lower than the measured air temperature. It might be the caused by the different position of the
measured points or the ratio of air condition capacity to serviced volume of bedrooms. Further investigations have to be
conducted concerning above mentioned factors.
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ABSTRACT
In recent decades Indonesia has experienced the impact of climate change which is indicated by the high variability in climate and
high rainfall in the shorter period, this causes changes in the pattern of urban development dealing with the problems of declining
water reserves, coupled with particularly high growth in demand of water in urban areas. Other side inundation in the rainy
season occurs even flooding especially in urban areas. Lately, people become more dependent on groundwater reserves because
surface water resources can no longer fulfill their increasing demands for water. Consequently, dry wells and saline water occur
in coastal belts, leading to seawater intrusion and hydrological imbalance along coastal areas. The simple and most effective way
to solve the problems is developing Rain Water Harvesting (RWH) technique. The objectives of this study are identifying the
potential of rain water utilization for settlement infrastructure, especially water supply and drainage in urban areas, evaluating the
RWH technique that most appropriate with the characteristic of the study area, physically, socially, and economically, and the last
formulating direction application of the utilization of rainwater as an adaptation to climate change. The scope of this study is the
utilization of rainwater in urban areas, with case study Sukoharjo urban area, Malang, East Java and the RWH types studied in
this research were recharge well, RWH Storage, and conservation pond. The method used to determine the volume of rainwater
runoff which can be utilized in this study is rational mathematical model, to evaluate the feasibility of each types of RWH
techniques are benefit cost ratio, and mapping the social acceptance of RWH techniques with qualitative analysis method. The
results from this study is the potential for rain runoff that can be used for non-drinking needs and reducing the volume of rain
runoff in Kelurahan Sukoharjo and direction of rain water utilization in Sukoharjo still face some obstacles which are cultural
factors, and utilization factor of funding the installation of rainwater. From the evaluation of physical, social, and economical
aspect the most appropriate rain harvesting technology implemented on Sukoharjo is the recharge well.
Keywords
Rain Water Harvesting, feasibility, urban housing infrastructure, climate change.

1. INTRODUCTION
Climate change has become the important issue raised since the end of the 20th century. Undoubtedly this is an anthropogenic
environmental issue, define as the change of climate elements occur in a long period of time (50 to 100 years) that affected by
human activities that produce greenhouse gas emissions [1]. An indicator of climate change is happening, is the change in rainfall
patterns. The phenomenon that occurs is the rainfall in mainland high latitudes (northern hemisphere, especially America, Russia
and China) increased mainly in the winter. Contrast that occur in areas of sub tropic (Africa) and Tropical (Indonesia), rainfall has
decreased [2]. Changes in rainfall pattern are characterized by delayed onset of rainy season, while the end of the rainy season
becomes faster. On the other hand, although the rainy season that lasts shorter, it has high intensity rainfall. With the shortening of
the rainy season, then the longer the period of the dry season, this is especially true in the south of the equator. This is causing
regular flooding rate, while during the dry season water shortages are common. In addition, increasing population will also put
pressure on water supply, especially in urban areas.
Water supply and drainage are part of the urban settlements infrastructure that is affected by climate change, also at the same time
these are the opportunity of intervention or adaptation to climate change, particularly for urban areas. Currently water supply
system still relies on groundwater sources and springs, while the drainage system used is a conventional drainage system that
oriented to drive rain water directly to the main drain or river, without recharging the water back to the ground. There are two sides
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that need to be observed from these phenomena. First, reduce greenhouse gas emissions as the main cause of climate change and
the second is the adaptation effort performs both reactive and planned to anticipate the negative impact caused by climate change.
Adaptation efforts needed to anticipate climate change in the context of climate change and its effects on water supply
infrastructure and drainage is the application of Rain Water Harvesting (RWH) [3]. Harvesting of water or a water harvesting is a
technique for collecting, and conserving water from various sources for various purposes. Pacey and Cullis [4] define Rainwater
harvesting as a principle use of the precipitation from a small catchment scale. In general, Rainwater harvesting methods are
grouped based on characteristics of producing run-off and storage systems, which are discussed in this study is the method of
roofing Rainwater harvesting to the storage system, recharge well, and conservation pond. In the roof-storage system, rainwater is
collected from the roof of the building, which is directed into the gutter piped to a storage system for household use, and / or water
absorption. Recharge wells are meant to let rainwater that falls on the roof or waterproof area infiltrate into the ground by means of
catching the water in an absorption system. The concept is the same for the conservation pond to catch the rain water in the
absorption system.

a.

b.

c.

Figure 1. Rain Water Harvesting Concepts (a) storage concept (b) recharge well and (c) conservation pond
RWH is an effort of adaptation to climate change in infrastructure provision in urban settlements because of RWH is both
sustainable and concord with the concept of Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) [5]. Water resources must be
managed well, in condition of water resources is critical, future challenges, and paradigm shift. Issues related to the need for water
quantity and quality, especially in urban areas has provided an awareness of the importance of managing these resources in a
comprehensive manner [6]. While IWRM itself is a process that promotes coordination of development and management of water
resources of the system to be cross-sectoral sub-sectors to optimize the economic, socio-cultural without causing significant
disruption to the ecosystem [7].
Recently, application of rain water harvesting as an integral part of urban infrastructure planning in Indonesia is still a discourse,
other than that the product of spatial planning, climate aspects just as supplementary data without use as study materials in spatial
planning, which is known that there has been climate change global influence. For a sustainable water resources development with
IWRM and RWH approaches, Prinz (2000) stated that some important socio economic factors of water conservation and RWH are:
1) Selection of appropriate low cost technology is a prerequisite for widespread implementation. 2) Planners should consider both
traditional and modern technologies. 3) The price of water determines largely the investments justified to avoid water losses.
Therefore this study aims to assess the potential of rain water harvesting in Kelurahan Sukoharjo Malang Region, and to
understand the feasibility to be implemented in the study area socially and economically.
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2. METHOD
This study begins with the identification of the settlement infrastructure supporting the system of water supply and drainage
system. Data collection methods used are observation, and secondary survey to the relevant governmental institutions. From the
data obtained to analyze the potential for RWH in the study area. The method used is a calculation based on the rational formula.
RWH pot= C x I x A
In which:
RWH pot
C
I
A

=
=
=
=

(1)

Rain water harvesting potency (m3/year)
Run off Coefficient
Rain Intensity (mm/year)
Catchment Area (m2)

The method used in the second analysis is economic fesibility evaluated using the cost benefit analysis with the criteria of CostBenefit Ratio (CBR), Net Present Value (NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), and Pay-Back Period to compare between benefit
and cost in the implementation of each alternative RWH system. The preparation cost is used before the project is run, not included
in the investment and project evaluation cost, and fully burdened to the society. The investment cost includes construction,
equipment, instrument, and/or capital. The cost for damages is included in the operational cost. In this research, the analysis is only
based on direct benefit and limited because of the difficulty in calculating it through the economic perspective.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Drainage System and Water Supply System of Kelurahan Sukoharjo
Malang Cityis a city located in the area between the Brantas River upstream meetings with some of its tributaries. According to the
physical condition of Malang City which is a plateau with the Brantas River as its biggest river. Existing drainage systems in
Malang Citycan be divided into 2, namely the macro and micro drainage system. Macro drainage systems Malang used the river as
a channel for final disposal, be it as a drain rain water runoff as well as waste water originating from household wastewater,
industrial and other uses.
Kelurahan Sukoharjo including the city's dynamic growth, with trade area function. For this Kelurahan existing drainage system
consists of a hierarchical channel collector, conveyor and the main drain or river. In general, the drainage system still leads to a
conventional drainage system where the orientation of its development is still solely to accommodate the flow of rain runoff to
flow immediately into the river or main drain, without any attempt to hold water for recharge or infiltration. Of the existing
systems, arise flooding problem due to the high of land use conversion from recharge area to built area.
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Figure 2. Sukoharjo Drainage System, 2010.
Clean water provision Malang Citysupplied mainly with ground water sources either through PDAM and wells used by residents.
Table 1 explain water production data, and service coverage in Table 2.
Table 1. Water Production, Distributed Water, Sold Water and Water Loss PDAM Malang CityYear 2001-2004
Year

Production
Distributed
Sold
Water Loss
(m3)
(m3)
(m3)
(m3)
2001
38.926.373
36.980.054
23.179.098
13.800.956
2002
38.952.932
37.005.285
24.317.709
12.687.576
2003
39.573.086
37.594.431
25.052.635
12.541.796
2004
40.730.923
38.694.376
24.941.661
13.752.715
Source: Master Plan for Drinking Water Distribution System PDAM Malang, Year 2005-2015

%
37.32
34.29
33.36
35.55

Table 2. Service Coverage PDAM Malang Region

Service Coverage (%)
Production Loss (%)

2005
68,49
34,40

2006
70
36,40

Jan-2007
69,69
36
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Source: Master Plan for Drinking Water Distribution System PDAM Malang, Year 2005-2015

Malang PDAM service levels with a network of distribution pipes and connections have been able to reach customers in five sub
districts, 49 villages of 57 villages in Malang, it means that overall Malang was as well as 10 district / villages spread over six
districts in Malang Regency adjacent to the city of Malang. However, the number of customer connections in the city of Malang,
amounting to 64,077 units comprising 60,489 household customers, 226 units public hydrants and 3362 units non domestic
connections. So in 2007 the coverage ratio reached 70% of the total population of the city of Malang.

Figure 3. Sukoharjo Water Supply System, 2010
Sources of water used by the PDAM to serve the Village Sukoharjo derived from water sources Wendit I which is channeled
through the transmission pipeline to the reservoir Betek and then distributed throughout the customer. Sukoharjo Village has 7 RW
and has 3307 of Head of Family (KK). Sukoharjo district residents to use water from taps and wells. Residents who use the taps are
2771 households or 90.67% of the total households. Meanwhile, residents who use wells are 241 households or 7.89%, and
residents use the taps and wells 44 households or 1.44%
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From the data above it can be concluded that for the city of Malang, in particular Sukoharjo urban community still depends on
groundwater reserves retrieval system for public supply. This occurs because surface water sources are no longer fit the
requirements as clean water. The weakness of ground water retrieval systems is the declining trend in the carrying capacity of
ground water reserves of Malang.
In 2007, the carrying capacity of ground water reserve is about 4372,57 m3/person/year, whereas in 2008 the carrying capacity of
ground water turn into 4167,865 m3/person/year or decreased by 4.68%. If the underground water potential remains from year to
year, and the rate of use of ground water without any soil water conservation efforts, the bearing capacity of ground water will
decrease significantly. Although carrying capacity is still far above the carrying capacity of at least (1,000 m3/person/year), if left
unconstrained will cause impacts that affect the entire community livelihoods.
3.2 RWH Potency
To determine the potential of RWH, the variable needed to record is the rainfall data or I (Table 4 and Figure 3), catchment area
(A) and run off coefficient (C). Rainfall data that is needed is the average monthly rainfall over the last few years, for this review
available data on monthly rainfall average from 2000 to 2009. One Rain Station is used which is the nearest rainfall station Sukun,
with consideration of the relatively narrow area that is eligible to use a data station.
Table 4. Monthly Rain Data in Sukun Rain Station
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

283
382
653
499
580
374
644

273
299
325
50
618
418
364

253
264
369
45
800
506
460

390
84
301
65
105
179
239

189
57
100
60
59
6
160

73
103
0
42
1
117
22

0
53
0
0
12
22
0

0
0
0
0
0
16
0

0
20
0
30
59
32
0

268
197
0
77
79
132
0

89
165
105
533
556
308
103

126
312
370
247
541
566
467

2007
2008
2009

113
329
482

392
295
482

385
586
194

455
93
306

41
62
402

75
51
19

5
0
14

0
6
17

0
40
2

25
263
24

408
307
117

677
300
178

Source: BMG, 2009
500
400
300
200
100
0

Figure 3. Monthly Rainfall Average in the study area, 2000-2009 (mm)
The next variable that is the area of catchment, which can capture the flow of rain that can be utilized. In this study several
assumptions that are used for settlements in Indonesia average roof area is 100 m2 [5]. The number of houses in Kelurahan
Sukoharjo in the existing condition is 2722 units. Based on the characteristic of the roof variable C or run off coefficient number
used is 0.85.
Potential RWH at Kelurahan Sukoharjo by using the formula (1) amounted to 424200.06 m3/year, Rainwater harvesting potential
is unutilized, both technical and non technical in Kelurahan Sukoharjo. In more detailed calculation of the potential of RWH can
be seen in the following table.
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Table 5. RWH Potency in Kelurahan Sukoharjo Malang City.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Variable
Area (Ha)
House (unit)
Roof Area Average (m2)
Run Off Coefficient
Rain Fall (mm/year)
RWH Potency (m3/year)
Residents (2010)
Domestic Water Demand (m3/year)
Total Water Demand (m3/year)
Surplus/ Deficit
% Water supplied by RWH

Value
630.00
2129.00
100.00
0.85
2344.10
424200.06
12038.00
746957.90
1553672.43
-1129472.38
27.30

Note:
Water demand for urban area =170 l/person/day
Total water demand = domestic demand + non domestic demand + Hydrants + Water loss.

From the table above can be seen that for Kelurahan Sukoharjo rain water harvesting has not been able to meet all the needs of
clean water (27,3%), but the amount is significant enough to keep the ground water reserves in Malang, but it also will reduce the
burden on drainage, and reduce inundation. Physically evaluation of the RWH technique that the most appropriate for the study are
is the rainwater storage and the recharge well. This mainly because the availability of the land, considering that Kelurahan
Sukoharjo’s high density rate of building.
3.3 Feasibility of RWH
The feasibility of RWH discussed in this paper based on economic evaluation using the cost-benefit ratio (BCR), pay back periode
(PBP), net present value (NPV), and internal rate of return variable. The RWH techniques as mentioned before evaluated are the
storage system, recharge well and conservation pond. The cost compenent each of the RWH techniques used in this paper are
construction, equipment, instrument, and operational cost. The benefit component evalated are direct benefit that can be convert to
economic value.
The benefit component of the water storage can be evaluated by calculating its capacity, that is based on the need for water during
the dry season that covers 180 days x 4 people x 0.1 m3 = 72 m3, with asumption in one day the capacity can cover 0,1 m3. So, the
benefit is 72 m3 x Rp. 2.500 = Rp. 132, 600.00. This value matches the considerable price of PDAM water in Malang City in 2010.
The cost component of this tecnique is based on the construction cost material and labor Rp. 3.020.000, 00, and water draining cost
Rp. 50.000,00 per year [5].
The benefit component of recherge well based on the increase of groundwater level. Recharge wells can increased the groundwater
level to 0.282 m2 per year [9]. The capacity of the recharge well assumed 0,5 m radial. The mean of domestic water use per capita
is 4 people x 0.1 m3/day x 90 days + (3.14x0.5x0.5) x 0.282 m = 36.221 m3. Rainfall influence the absorption capacity, the above
value calculated with the mean of rainfall is 800.6 mm. in Sukoharjo the rainfall is 2344,1 mm/year. Groundwater surface increase
estimation is (2344,1/800.6) x 36.221 x 3 = 106.05 m3; or Rp. 265.131,30. The cost component of this tecnique is based on the
construction cost material and labor Rp. 1.170.000,00, and maintaining cost Rp. 100.000,00 every 5 years [5].
Benefit component for the conservation pond based on the increase of grond water level. Each m2 of a pitch or conservation pond,
have the ability to absorb 7% of rainwater [10]. So the benefit value of conservation pond is = Rp9.693.439, 52. The cost
component based on the price of the land, maintaining cost and the labor cost Rp. 1.700.000, 00. The result of the economic
evaluation is shown in Table 6.
Table 6 The Result of Economic Evaluation

No.
1
2
3

Economic Feasibility
PBP
NPV
BCR

Storage System
36.34
-2,267,690
0.25

Recharge Well
4.77
325,882
1.28

Conservation Pond
1.47
$3,565,807
3.36
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4
5

IRR
Economic feasibility

-18.48%
Not Feasible

16.97%
Feasible

67.88%
Feasible

3.4 Social Evaluation on RWH implementation in Kelurahan Sukoharjo
The example of the utilization of rainwater is for flushing toilets and watering plants and so on, and this will reduce public
spending to buy clean water to potable quality of clean water company (PDAM) to meet the needs of non-drinking water [8]. RWH
implementation face a problem on the condition of Kelurahan Sukoharjo customs and culture of people who are not familiar in the
use of rainwater for water demand this happened especially for rain water storage. The culture of the common people assumption
the rain water is only for agriculture demand, and for drinking needs they depends of tap water by PDAM. They also assume that
using rain water harvesting system is expensive and need the further treatment. Last problem connected with the social economic
aspect is the awareness of the people that the water cycle need to be preserve by absorbtion back to the ground instead of throw it
directly to the sea.

4. CONCLUSION
From the above study can be concluded that RWH has considerable potential to anticipate climate change, where to save the need
for clean water in Kelurahan Sukoharjo by 27,3 %. It also can reduce the burden of drainage channels and reduce inundation. The
most feasible RWH technique based on the physical, economical and social acceptance is the recharge well. However, in the
implementation of RWH having some problems that are not accustomed to cultural communities to use rainwater to meet clean
water requirements and installation costs are quite expensive.
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ABSTRACT
There is a need for a sustainable development in Indonesia’s built environment. One of the most significant technologies for
energy savings in a building lies on its façade. Double skin facade (DSF) has become major architectural element in high rise
buildings over the last decade as an attempt to reduce energy consumption of artificial lights and HVAC loads by increasing
daylight performance and improving thermal satisfaction inside the building, respectively. However, only little work has been
done on the behavior of DSF in hot and humid climates.
Fully glazed facade which has been commonly applied in hot humid climates would increase energy consumption and thermal
discomfort significantly due to the intense solar radiation. Application of double skin facade with additional ventilation system
is one way to solve these problems. Induced airflow inside DSF cavity has great potential for reducing heat gains by
convection, therefore building’s thermal performance is improved and energy requirement is conserved.
The objective of this paper is to investigate and compare the effects of several ventilated DSF types in hot-humid climate,
particularly on building’s energy consumption and thermal performance. Computer software, DesignBuilder (GUI of
EnergyPlus) and CFD-ACE+ (Computational Fluid Dynamics) were employed to examine selected DSF cases. Models
introduced are single skin façade (SSF), DSF without ventilation, naturally ventilated DSF, and DSF with fans. Simulation
shows that naturally ventilated DSF is able to improve thermal performance and minimize energy consumption as well.
However, application of mechanical fans could further optimize building performance by increasing wind velocity and
constant air change rate (ACH) inside DSF cavity. Therefore, this research proves that energy conservation means by
inducing airflow inside DSF cavity is advantageous. However, any effort to link the airflow performance inside DSF cavity
into HVAC system of a building would require further research.
Keywords
Double skin façade, airflow, energy consumption, thermal performance, building simulation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the needs about sustainable development in Indonesia are getting critical. Excessive energy consumption on
various sectors has created substantial problems such as emergency rotation of electrical blackout system. Indonesian warm
humid climate causes about 53% of energy demand in office buildings used for cooling the buildings. Therefore, strategy of
energy conservation in office buildings would be appropriate if focused on the cooling demand.
Konsumsi Energi Indonesia

Transportasi
25%

Industri
32%

Komersial
3%
Permukiman
40%

Figure 1. Indonesian energy consumption pie chart and energy usage profile on office buildings (PEUI 2006 dan ITB 1990)
One of the best methods to conserve energy in office buildings is by carefully designing the façade. Vast development in
façade system which support energy conservation is double skin façade (DSF). Terminology of DSF according to the standard
prEN 13119 is, “Double-Skin Façade: a curtain wall construction comprising an outer skin of glass and an inner wall
constructed as a curtain wall that together with the outer skin provide the full function of a wall” [1]. However, little work has
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been done on the behavior of double-skin facades in hot and humid climates [7]. Typical façade system designed for temperate
and cold climate could not merely applied without involving further adjustments in response of local environment. Comparison
obtained by simulating the system in two different climatic zones showed that thermal performance of the ventilated façade
cannot be generalized and is particularly effective in reducing cooling loads [5]. During summer months in tropical region,
double skin configuration would be easily overheated hence dramatically increase building’s cooling loads [6]. Therefore, a
new approach has to take the climatic factors into account to find out if a double-skin facade can help to reduce energy
consumption in buildings in a hot and humid climate [8].

.
2. METHODOLOGY
The research is conducted by:
1. Determining DSF models which will be examined, the models were chosen based on the distinction of ventilation
modes.
2. Collecting data and utilizing computer software to simulate energy consumption and thermal comfort inside the
virtual building which is implemented by chosen mode of DSF’s.
3. Analyzing the results of each case.
4. Concluding the analysis comprehensively.

3. BUILDING MODELS
The core model is a five-storey office building which has 15x15m rectangular plan, 4m floor-to-floor height, glazed curtain
wall (WWR 90%) as the inner skin, and composed by reinforced concrete as the main structure. The outer skin (DSF) installed
from 2nd to 5th story is made of glass entirely (WWR 100%). The first model is single façade building (SSF – Single Skin
Façade), modeled as benchmark to find out the thermal and energy performance when the DSF is not applied. Second model is
the sealed DSF (SDSF – Sealed Double Skin Façade) as the representative of cold climate DSF, it has a sealed cavity with still
air hence no ventilation occurred. Third model is the naturally ventilated DSF (VDSF – Ventilated Double Skin Façade), the
bottom and the uppermost of DSF are opened up to allow ventilation inside the cavity. Fourth model is the mechanically
ventilated DSF (FDSF – Forced Double Skin Façade), it utilizes fans placed on the upper cavity to enhance airflow and air
velocity inside the DSF.
Table 1. Selected Models of Double Skin Facade

Model
Model 1 (SSF)
Model 2 (SDSF)
Model 3 (VDSF)

Description
Conventional building
Sealed cavity
Opened cavity

Cavity depth
0m
1m
1m

Model 4 (FDSF)

12 fans powered cavity, blow the wind up

1m

Cavity ventilation Mode
n/a
still air
Natural ventilation
Assisted ventilation (rotational
speed of each fans: 800 rpm)

Table 2. Drawing Plan of Building Models

SSF (Single Skin Façade)

DSF (Double Skin Façade)

Typical Plan

Typical Section
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4. BUILDING SIMULATION
4.1.CFD ACE+
CFD ACE+ is sophisticated fluid dynamic software developed by CFDRC (CFD Research Corporation) in Huntsville,
Alabama. It is a versatile tool to predict and calculate fluid motion and other fluid properties. Kusumawanto, 2010, utilized the
software to calculate urban thermal comfort of Malioboro - Yogyakarta, whereas Safer et al, used CFD to examine double
façade with interior blinds. CFD has been acknowledged because of its reliability and accuracy in calculating airflow and its
thermal properties.
4.2. DESIGNBUILDER (ENERGYPLUS)
DesignBuilder really is a breakthrough, it provides a user-friendly GUI (Graphic User Interface) to the famous building
simulation engine: EnergyPlus. EnergyPlus is a simulation engine which is capable in calculating DSF (Department of Energy
Building Technologies Program, 2006). The advantage of using EnergyPlus to calculate DSF is the ability in accessing
detailed data input and combining it all into the total building performance concept to find out the exact effect of DSF in the
whole building system. Nevertheless, EnergyPlus would need complex modeling and high knowledge to interpret and create
reliable results. In addition, DSF modeling in EnergyPlus has not been validated yet.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
5.1.CFD ACE+
5.1.1 Wind Velocity
Inlet wind velocity in modeled domain is determined by wind shear profile of Yogyakarta as an example of warm humid
region. Boussinessq and surface to surface radiation module are activated to account stack effect and radiation heat exchange
inside the domain. Materials used are transparent glass in both façade (outer and inner), and reinforced concrete in the
building’s structure.

Figure 2. Model of building and DSF’s in CFD simulation
Sensors are modeled as horizontal lines at the bottom of cavity, both on windward and leeward sides. Recorded results are
shown as velocity graph in the rightmost column below.
Table 3. Comparison of wind velocity results by CFD simulation

Average Velocity (m/s)
Windward Side
SSF = 0.332372179
SDSF = 0
VDSF = 1.163001994
FDSF = 5.505864714

Comparison Graphs
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Leeward Side
SSF = 0.268832238
SDSF = 0
VDSF = 0.096322485
FDSF = 1.397090308

The result above depicts that configuration of DSF model determines the air velocity inside cavity. Highest velocity is
achieved by FDSF model mainly due to the installed exhaust fans, average velocity is 6m/s. Second highest is VDSF model,
characterized by non uniform velocity due to the uncontrolled ventilation. SSF records wind velocity outside the building since
it has no outer skin and cavity. Lastly, SDSF model has no air velocity at all because the cavity is sealed.
5.1.2 Air Temperature
Solar irradiation is modeled by inputting flux density 700 W/ m2. Materials emmisivity of 1 is applied in all elements, therefore
absorption coefficient is distinguished between the opaque and transparent elements. This process is conducted to find possible
correlation between air velocity inside the cavity and air temperature inside the building.
Sensors are modeled inside the building as vertical lines, placed at 1m distance from the inner skin to the inside, both on
windward and leeward sides. The vertical lines are stretched from the ground to the highest story’s ceiling in order to record
the air temperature in each story.
Table 4. Comparison of air temperature results by CFD simulation

Average Temp (K)
Windward Side
SSF = 313.113
SDSF = 315.0814842
VDSF = 311.2635474
FDSF = 308.1337789

Comparison Graphs

Leeward Side
SSF = 314.4723316
SDSF = 316.8521
VDSF = 312.8501105
FDSF = 309.8740789

Variation of ventilated DSF causes different temperature circumstances inside the building. Highest temperature is laden by
SDSF model due to the accumulation of heat inside the cavity. The air in the cavity is constantly heated up by solar radiation,
plus there is no structural cooling due to the absence of air movement in the cavity to dispose or dissipate the accumulated
heat, recorded temperature is up to 48 degC. Second highest is SSF model, up to 44 degC. The third is VDSF, the moving air
dissipates and extract heat out from cavity and cools the building inner façade by convection, resulting in lower inside
temperature. Finally, the best scenario is achieved by FDSF model. Fans installed are capable in accelerating air movement
hence heat dissipation rate is increased considerably. Highest temperature recorded is only 39 degC, almost 10 degC cooler
than the typical SDSF.
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5.1.3 Conclusion
Table 5. Wind velocity and air temperature results by CFD simulation

Model
SSF

Velocity Contours

Air Temp Contours

SDSF

VDSF

FDSF

CFD simulation on various kind of ventilated DSF shows the distinct relationship between air velocity inside DSF cavity with
air temperature occurrence inside the building. Convection cooling by utilizing air movement outside the building has greatly
influenced air temperature level inside the building. The higher wind velocity outside, the cooler air temperature inside.
Whereas at certain speed greater air movement would create discomfort, an unoccupied cavity would provide better chance to
increase such cooling without sacrificing human comfort. Furthermore in global context of energy conservation, a ventilated
DSF would be beneficial in reducing energy consumption therefore sustainable development could be achieved.
5.2.DesignBuilder
5.2.1 Thermal Comfort
CFD simulation has been conducted to measure the performance of ventilated DSFs in certain time (steady state). In order to
consolidate the previous results, DesignBuilder is employed to measure DSF’s performance in dynamic (transient) time span.
DSF models are created in DesignBuilder as similar as the CFD mode as below.

Figure 3. Model of building and DSF’s in DesignBuilder
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SDSF is modeled in separate zone using cavity convection algorithm indicates the presence of sealed cavity. NDSF uses the
detailed algorithm, and there are vents applied on the bottom and upper DSF surface. On the other hand, FDSF utilizes diffuser
algorithm to simulate a controllable air movement inside the cavity. All of them are simulated to find out the performance
difference in terms of air temperature inside the building as below.
Table 6. Comparison of air temperature results by DesignBuilder
Average Parameters
Air Temperature (oC)
SSF = 38.445665
SDSF = 39.51031
VDSF = 35.43965083
FDSF = 34.36851

Comparison Graphs

The comparison above shows how the building would behave throughout a year in terms of air temperature. Various DSF types
show a distinct relationship between type of ventilation used with air temperature occurrence inside the building. The results
produced indicate similar tendency as previous CFD simulation. FDSF is the best scenario, and VDSF, SSF, SDSF follows
respectively. Therefore, the difference seems a lot more linear due to averaged condition in time (monthly and annual).

6. CONCLUSION
Ventilated Double Façade is highly effective to be applied in warm humid climate as Indonesia. The utilization of air
movement between the outer and inner skin of double façade is beneficial in removing heat inside the cavity as well as on the
building surface. Further acceleration of air velocity by fans would improve heat extraction process, yet the actual
implementation should consider other economical factors i.e. fans installation and maintenance cost. Heat dissipation
mechanism by convection inside the DSF cavity is also capable to reduce the temperature of surfaces (structural cooling) and
minimize the amount of heat transmitted into the building.
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ABSTRACT
Along as population growth and development, it happens that the physical development of the city begins with the rapid
developments in the suburban. This was marked by numerous changes in land use from green open area into an area built,
resulting in uncontrolled growth of cities (Urban Sprawl), Increasing the number of people followed by improvement of the
infrastructure is directly or indirectly been drained of natural resources, which ultimately resulted in a decrease in carrying
capacity. To avoid a crisis of natural resources, sustainable development must be realized, where development should be
considered against the social, cultural, and economic. Here, many parties must play a role in creating sustainable cities.
Therefore it needs a strategy for urban development in order to manage natural resources. Development must rely on all the
actors and for the good luck together.
Architect is one of the actors who played a part in creating a sustainable city that damage of environmental can be controlled.
Much to be done by the architect to crate a fiend, urban environment, urban space planning with comprehensive and
integrated models of participatory planning and over-the-board planning or cross-sector planning process is performed in
consistent, sustained and sustainable.
Keywords
Architect’s Commitment, Degradation of Environmental, Sustainability

1. INTRODUCTION
Man is a component of the natural environment along with other natural components of human beings live together and
manage the natural environment. Using science and technology has developed people gain easy and natural to organize
according to their needs. Architect as one of the actors that play a role in designing and constructing the built environment
ranging from macro level (city and urban planners, landscape architects) to micro level (building design), often less attention to
the harmony of nature, in terms of utilization of natural resources and use of technologies that are not friendly to nature.
Therefore, the Architect has a big hand trigger environmental degradation resulting in decreased quality of human life.
Implementation of government policies related to the regulation that refers to carrying capacity and meet the requirement of
safety, health, comfort and ease in its implementation faces many obstacles. Some thinkers in the field of planning and urban
design, and the built environment in urban areas argued that to achieve sustainable development process, it is necessary to plan
and design that is based on ecological and non-anthropocentric environmental ethics. Non-anthropocentric environmental
ethics saw man as a living community in the world, as well as all others living things, and have an equal footing with other
living beings (Taylor, 1986). Since the second half of the 20th century the development of non anthropocentric environmental
ethics as a result of environmental crises. This paper aims to determine the extent to which Architect make an impact on
environmental damage then make a recommendation to the Architect in controlling damage to the environmental based on
sustainable planning. This paper also expected to provide input to government on policies related to regulation in the planning,
design and development, to the relevant actors, and society.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
This research is case study and field, with the characteristics of the problems associated with the back ground and current
condotions and their interaction with the environment and to provide a complete picture of the case. Book study done by
reviewing the written sources such as documents, reports, legislation, and others. Collecting data through field sources
associated with the natural situation is accomplished by direct contact with the ground situation is through observation,
interviews, focus group discussions (focused group discussion). Done in descriptive analysis techniques aided by visual media
such as photos, drawings and so forth.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Definition of Environment Indonesia according to Law no. 23 in 1997, The Environment is a unity with all things space,
power, circumstances, and living creatures, including humans and other living things. While the scope of Indonesia’
environment includes the space, where the Republic of Indonesian in implementing the vision of the Archipelago’s
sovereignty, sovereign rights and jurisdiction. In the environment there are ecosystems, the order of environmental elements
that are integral part of a comprehensive and mutual influence in shaping the balance, stability, and productivity of the
environment.
3.1. Damage of Environmental
Based on the causes, Damage of Environmental can be divided into 2 types :
a. Damage of Environmental due to Natural Event
b. Damage of Environmental to Human Factors.
Man as ruler of the environment on earth plays a major role in determining the sustainability of the environment. Man as God's
creatures who understands the world could change the face of the pattern of simple life to modern life forms today. But
unfortunately, often what the man is not balanced with thinking about the future life of the next generation. Much progress
achieved by humans bring adverse impacts on environmental sustainability
3.2. Architect Role
Architecture according to the Oxford dictionary: art and science of building, design or style of building (s) is the art and
science of designing buildings. This understanding can, more broadly, covering all architectural analysis and planning process
all the physical needs of buildings, ranging from macro level of town planning, urban design, landscape architecture, down to
the micro level that is designing the interior / exterior. Architecture also refers to the results of the design process.
The role of the architect, always-to-date and follow the will of the client, always will be no dialogue between communities and
between the owner with architects, and between architects with other related fields. And the result is an output called the
architecture, as a product and a solid discipline. Proverb says Architecture is a silent language not spoken, but to understand
the users. In a book written by Vitruvius De Architectural, disclosed that a good building should have aspects :
a. Beauty/ Aesthetics (Venusitas)
b. Strength (Firmitas)
c. Function (Utilities)
Architecture is the balance and control between the three elements, where all aspects have the same portion so that there can be
no single element in excess of other elements. In the modern definition, architecture must include consideration of function,
aesthetic, and psychological. However, it can be said also that the element itself functions in it already includes both aesthetic
and psychological elements. Architecture is a multi-disciplinary field of science, which includes math, science, art, technology,
humanities, economics, social, politics, history, philosophy, and so forth. Required ability to absorb a variety of disciplines and
implement them in a systematic integral. Vitruvius states: "Architecture is the science that arise from other sciences, and is
equipped with the learning process: assisted with the assessment of the work as art." He also stressed the need for an architect
to understand the social, medical, law, economics, philosophy, etc. Philosophy is one of the principal in the architectural
approach. Rationalism, empiricism, structuralism, post-structuralism, and phenomenology are some of the influence of
philosophy on architecture
3.3. Effort to Achieve Sustainable Development
Environmentally sound development is the quest to improve human quality gradually by taking into account environmental
factors. Environmentally sound development known as Sustainable Development. The concept of sustainable development
agreement outcome Earth Summit in Rio de Jaeniro 1992. It contains two important ideas :
a. The idea of needs, especially basic human needs to sustain life
b. The idea limitations, namely the limited ability of the environment to meet needs of both the present and the future.
Government efforts to achieve equitable and prosperous life for its citizens without having to cause environmental damage
followed up with the concept of sustainable development.
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3.4. Criteria for sustainable development in urban areas based on ideas formulated three "Pro" above can be described
as follows (by Madrim Djody) :
a. Pro Social Justice, Justice and Equality means of access to natural resources and public services
(water, soil, air, environmental sanitation, social facilities, transport), respect for cultural diversity,
gender equality.
b. Pro Economic Welfare, which means that economic growth is intended for the welfare of all
members of society (not just the elite), can be achieved through innovative technology that
minimum negative impact on the environment.
c. Sustainable Environment Pro, which means non-anthropocentric environmental ethics (the view that
humans are not doing the oppression of other living beings and the environment) to guide people's
lives so that they always strive for sustainability and environmental balance.
The process of sustainable development can be restored if the interction between social environmental, economic must be
balance. If the third dimension can not be balanced, so the process of sustainable development will not materialize. If only the
pursuit of economic growth without considering others, such as land use changes from open green areas to building area will
cause environmental damage. In this context, axioma “design with nature” (design with nature) has long been suggested by
landscape architecture, pioneered by the late Lan L.Mc.Harg since 1960, including here is a significant change in the system is
awareness among planners, architects , and landscape architecture. Thus was born the movement resource management
(resource management movement) are beginning to feel its influence in the landscape architecture profession. The main change
comes in the transitional culture thinkers (the cultural mindset) of systemic design movement in Architecture in year 70’s who
later disappeared and was replaced by the sustainable development movement. From the case of the built environment and its
relation with human beings, there is already a real difference in approach affects the life to come. Here, architects, academics,
and other parties as one of the city development stakeholders, and designing the built environment is the party that was
instrumental in providing consultancy services for construction and development of the built environment. Architects play an
important role in designing buildings for shelter, work, recreation and others. Architect responsible for designing buildings
habitable and used for economic and social activities daily. Basically, each development will definitely change the balance of
the natural environment and transform it into the built environmental (Built Environmental). In designing the Built
Environment, architects should consider one of them is climate change is something which affects the building that will be
made, and also people know that climate affects where he lived. There are many ways to approach climate change macro and
micro-climate also (local) in various regions. Creating micro-climate (in a certain location) by green open space planning (to
reduce solar heat, as water catchment areas, social space), cross- ventilation and natural lighting (to reduce the cooling load of
air), making the canopy (tropical architecture).
Harmonization
Architecture

Vs

Nature

Technology

Vs

Tradition

Global Knowledge Vs

Local Knowledge

Figure 1: Architecture should strive for harmony with
nature both in terms of technology and in planning
Technology is not always contribute to global warming, but also with the application of good technology and planned will be a
good built environment and sustainability. Environment to adapt to local climatic influences and global climate can be put to
good use in order to realize a sustainable built environment.
Tropical Architecture as one of the traditional architecture that aims to exploit the geographical conditions in the tropics to
reduce energy consumption. The principles of Tropical Architecture was later developed into the "Green Architecture " and
"Sustainable Architecture".
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Local Knowledge
(Reviving Ancient Techniques)
&
Global Knowledge
(Application of Technology)

Figure 2: A cross between Local and Global
Knowledge as a way to create a Green
Architecture
In order to control damage of environmental, architects have a very important role not only building a strong response to
climate change but also how to plan buildings or cities that can reduce the effects of global warming, given the Architect also
indirectly contributed to environmental degradation. Theories of Development by Institution Healey, said that in every process
of development occurs negotiation among the actors involved in each event (event) that took place, which is influenced by
power relationships among the actors, who each have their own resources. According to Elias, negotiation is necessary because
there is dependency among the actors, including the dependence of economic, juridical and communication / information. City
regulations can be viewed as part of the development process, as negotiations between the product of the actors involved. The
negotiation process will be influenced by the presence of economic dependence, legal and communications / information
among the actors. New paradigm with the concept of good governance is born from the changing perspective of the planners
and designers due to the emergence of ecological awareness since 1960. People are starting to be aware of the high costs
required to overcome the problem of environmental degradation. Anthropocentric view of nature (which looked at the problem
only from the point of human interest only, thus ignoring the problems of ecology as a sustainable of life result in lower quality
of natural & artificial of environment.
Target

Modern
Efficiency and growth

Conservation
Natural
Resources
Conservation
Management
of
beaches,
mountains, Integrated Forest
Management

Participant
Participation

Level
Assignment

Rejuvenation of
Government Funds for
rural and urban
infrastructure
development

Non-aesthetic
purpose
Decision
Making

Economic

Science

User

Top-down

Top-down

Bottom-up

Symbol Key
Convergence
(Coherent)
Function
Designer

Power
Directed

Non-Consumptive
Based on ecological awareness

Uniqueness

Giver of
Technician

Forms

/

Giver of Forms / Technician

Community Development Budget

Direction of the self
The facilitator / technician

Figure 3: Modern Theory and Participatory Conservation in the Landscape Planning & Design
This paradigm has a partnership approach, community participation, transparency, accountability, decentralization, reduction
of the role of government, effective, efficient and sustainable. In terms of macro scale, this includes aspects of conservation in
the cross-administrative governance, and bottom-up orientation in which public participation is also an advantage (the principle
of conservation and participatory).
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Figure 4: Flooding occurs due to less green space, the number of construction, remove litter,
building regulations are not implemented

Figure 5: The beach reclamation area resulting in reduced water, sea level rise.

Figure 6: Building Green building should start from the most simple and small
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Figure 7: Building Green also applied to high-rise buildings.

Figure 8: Building with modern technology greatly contributed to environmental damage,
but can be controlled

Figure 9: Environmental damage starts from the construction to the operational development
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Figure 10: Environmental damage starts from the construction to the operational development

Figure 11: Traditional Architecture has a lot of thought to the maintenance environment

Figure 12: Planning of buildings and city planning that right should be able to control
Damage of Environmental.

4. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
From the above analysis and discussion it can be taken several conclusions and suggestions as follows:
1. Architect turned out to have a significant stake in the process of environmental destruction.
Environmental destruction occurred from the construction phase, the use of materials, to building
operations. Architects as city planners, building planners have a moral obligation to participate in
reducing/ controlling the environmental damage
2. In order to control damage to nature, job as an Architect :
a. Having a concept that, climate should not be a constraint in the design but must be the
potential to be used in yielding an architectural asterpiece.
b. Using environmentally friendly building materials
c. Having the concept of energy efficiency, for example by way of planning and natural
lighting as much as possible natural cross-ventilation.
d. In harmony with nature, for example maintain the natural contours
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e. Meet/ comply with building regulations, such as outbreaks, GSB, KDB, plan Porous Soil
Layer
f. Fulfilling one of the requirements of building permits is the EIA documents that have not
been applied to all projects.
g. And others how to plan the work of architecture that has the concept of “Green
Architecture"
3. Architect do not work alone, there should be cooperation and active participation, consistency,
commitment and responsibility of both government, private, and community in realizing sustainable
development.
4. The city is one of the masterpieces of architecture. Urban planning should be done wisely, and made
with a comprehensive policy, bottom-up, internal and external -sector, and can accommodate the
aspirations of the community (participatory).
5. The city is one of the works of architecture, if the city has recognized the role or placed in a position
as a developer of economic strength or all actors, and all actors have the ability to have a partiality
to the interests of the environment and the public, the sustainable urban development will be
realized, so that is not can directly control environmental damage.
6. Establishment of good governance for economic growth and mental good of Human Resources will
establish a system of good governance, one that is by implementing the right policies, thus
supporting the achievement of sustainable development that could indirectly control the
environmental damage.
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ABSTRACT
The need of land for infrastructure, urban facilities and residential construction continues to increase along with the
increasing of population, social and economic activities of residents while the available land is limited. To meet the demand
for housing in Jakarta, the pattern of housing development must move from the horizontal (landed house) into a vertical
pattern (flat) in the form of Rental Flat Housing. This effort represents the most appropriate alternative for savings and
efficiency within the framework of land in Jakarta. The important issue is what needs to be done so that residents would
choose Rental Flats than their own landed house?
The key factors of Jakarta citizen and especially the low-income to be willing to live in the Flats beside the affordable rental
rates, is its location must near from the working area so it does not require transport costs.
The impact of Jakarta land prices that ranging between Rp 1.5 million /m2 up to Rp 3.5 million /m2, is a high investment cost
of Rental Flat Housing development and give a big impact on rental rates. In addition to investment costs, the operational and
maintenance costs and depreciation costs also have an impact on rental rates. Because the public developers are not using the
bank loans, rental or leasing could be set well below the actual market prices (Santoso, 2008). In accordance with the opinion
of Turner (1972) which states the house is a product that is economical and can be traded based on supply and demand so it is
not surprising that previous studies show that income of the residents in rental or leasing turned out to be above the income of
the targeted group development (Subkhan, 2008 and Santoso, 2008). New Tenants get it from the transfer of rights committed
by the old tenants to acquire the excess of market prices as the impact of the rental rate is below market price.
This research found that to reduce the cost of investments in developing Rental Flat for MBR (low-income people) so that it
can be sustainable growth, DKI Jakarta Provincial Government should provide land with low price. To prevent the wrong
target by providing subsidies tariffs, other policies that must be made is to provide incentives for tenants that are using the
Flat in an orderly and disincentive to tenants who misbehave. An incentive is the opportunity to acquire discount for other
expenditures with a value at least equal to the difference between rental values at market prices. While disincentive charged to
tenants who misbehave so they will lose the right and the opportunity to obtain privilege and/or discount for other
expenditures.
Keywords
Rental housing, flat, sustainable growth.

1. INTRODUCTION
Housing is a basic right for every citizen of Indonesia, as mandated in the Constitution of the Republic of
Indonesia 1945 article 28 H paragraph (1). As basic needs, the fulfillment of housing is a priority that could not be deferred.
The rapidly growing population in DKI Jakarta impact on the increasing public demand for housing. The demand of rental
housing for MBR exceed supply due to the high land cost and the impact is increasing the slums area. The study done by
UNDP indicating an expansion of slums to reach 1.37% per year, so the slum area is estimated to be 57,800 ha in 2009 from
the previous condition that is 54,000 ha by the end of 2004. The development of Flats for MBR tends to emphasize the
efficient use of urban land, so in addition to reducing the number of slum is also expected to be a solution to the provision of
housing close to workplaces, livable and
affordable for
the MBR.
Government
efforts related
to the
provision Flats for MBR starts with Perpres 7/2005 which targets as many as 60,000 units flats (sarusun) while the target set in
the Ministry of Housing Strategic Plan 2010-2014 is the implementation of development Flats for MBR as many as 36,480
units [1]. Meanwhile in Jakarta, DKI Jakarta Provincial Government (PEMDA) since 1987 has started to establish Flats
for MBR in Central Jakarta and West Jakarta.
Several previous studies have shown that many units Flats for MBR diverted and occupied not by those who were the original
target group [2]. The transfer of rights is done because with the money, the owner can buy the house with a
situation similar to that
originally occupied in
the
squatter
area. The
squatter settlement
is
where individuals have settled on land without legal or occupies the property without planning permission [3]. Viewed from
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the rental period, previous studies recommended that tenants should be permanent or indefinite leases. This is different to the
concept of rent prevailing in China which provides that the lease duration is only 5 (five) years [4].
The research is to complement previous research results, especially the transfer of rights to the people who are not from
the target group. The purpose of this study was to determine the value of incentives and disincentives that could be given.
To prevent the transfer of lease rights, the values of incentives and disincentives should be higher when compared with subsidy
of
rental
rates. This
should
be done considering
the value of the
leased units is
higher because the
Flats for MBR are in strategic locations. In addition, the value of incentives and disincentives must be associated with
the concept or development policy of Flats for MBR which aims to improve the quality of life.

2. PROBLEM IN RENTAL FLATS FOR MBR
The number of units of Flats for MBR (low income people) that have been built until the year
2009 reached 14,019 units with the status of rental or leasing. In the North of Jakarta, 3814 unit out of 4174 unit have been
built as a rental unit [5]. Achieving the number of units have been built in the time period 1991 till 2009, the achievement were
much less compared with Hong Kong which has a policy that built more than 35,000 public housing units each year, which is
divided into public rental apartments and home ownership apartments [6]. The main issues and problems associated with
the development of Flats for MBR is a) the provision of land that closed to the workplace; b) the provision of infrastructure,
facilities and public utilities and c) sources of financing (especially sharing funding of facilities and infrastructure with local
government and private sector In the last five years the provincial government (province) of DKI Jakarta has freed the land
area of 673,927 m2 for flats and a total of 3346 units of rental flats have been built [7].
2.1 Construction costs and Rental rates of Flats for MBR
The rental rates of Flats for MBR which is manage by the Housing Unit of PEMDA is subsidized and calculated and
determinate by two components. The first is investment and the other is tarif. The amount of subsidy for investment component
ranged between 25 – 100% while for tarif the subsidy was ranged between 25 -50%. The calculation and determination of
Rental Rates for each segment target group showed in Table 1 follows:
Table 1: Calculation and Determination of Tariff Rates Rental Subsidies For Each Segment Target Group [8]

Segment Target Group
1
LOW INCOME
VERY LOW
INCOME
VURNERABLE
POOR
POOREST

Ability to pay
2
Rp. 450.000,Rp. 270.000,Rp. 270.000,Rp. 150.000,Rp. 150.000,Rp. 105.000,Rp. 105.000,Rp. 70.000,-

Amount Subsidy
3
0%/0%
50 % / 0 %
50 % / 0 %
75 % / 0 %
75 % / 0 %
100 % / 25 %
100 % / 25 %
100 % / 50 %

Investment
Component
4
Rp. 306.140,Rp. 153.570,Rp. 153.570,Rp. 76.785,Rp. 76.785,Rp. 0,Rp. 0,Rp. 0,-

Calculation of Rental Rates
Tariff
Price
Component
5
6
Rp. 81.700,Rp. 388.840,Rp. 81.700,Rp. 235.270,Rp. 81.700,Rp. 235.270,Rp. 81.700,Rp. 158.485,Rp. 81.700,Rp. 158.485,Rp. 77.950,Rp. 77.950, Rp. 77.950,Rp. 77.950,Rp. 74.200,Rp. 74.200,-

Data and information used to compare the rental rates of Flats for MBR in 2010 that calculated in this research is the
construction cost data of Flats for MBR that have been built in Marunda in the period 2004 and 2005 (realization 2007). Table
1 and 2 below shows the funding sources, the number of units and construction costs of some block of Flats for MBR in
Marunda [9]:
Table 2:Number of unit, block and sources of fund Rusun Marunda

Number of units
80
300
200
200
900
400

Number of blocks
1
3
2
2
9
4

Budget year
2004
2004
2005
2005
2006
2007

Source of fund
APBN
APBN
APBN
APBD
APBD
APBD
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Table 3: Construction cost Rusun Marunda
Cluster A
Blok 5, 6, 7

Cluster B
Blok 7, 8
Blok 9,10, 11
Blok 1, 2
Blok 3, 6

Budget 2005 Realization 2007
Rp 19.336.014.500
Rp 7.247.787.000
Rp 11.957.756.000
Rp 11.926.684.630
Rp 8.878.629.000

From the above table it can be concluded that the construction costs for 1 (one) block is ranging from 3 to
6 billion rupiah. Since a block consists of 100 units so if the construction of 1 block is Rp 6 billion (the highest value is
taken) the value of the construction of one unit in 2007 will be Rp 60,000,000,. If the use of Flats for MBR is 20 years (age
of the building) then the rental value will be Rp 250,000,- per month and refers to the table 1 above, the target should be the
low income group. This is contradicted with the purpose of development of Flats in Marunda which is actually for the
vulnerable poor or even the poorest,
To obtain the rental rate that achieved the attraction pay-back period the calculations made with the following
assumptions. The land area used is 6000 square meters with a price of Rp 300,000, -per square meter. An area of 4(four) floors
Flats for MBR 13,608 square meters of construction costs Rp 2.177 million per square meter, while the foundation is assumed
to cost 10% of building costs; cost of infrastructure facilities and public utilities (PSU) assumed to be 2% of building cost;
designer and supervision consultant costs 6% and the cost of building permit (IMB) 0.1% of the building costs. Using the
above assumption and with the rental rate ranged from Rp 400.000,-/unit/month for the unit in the 4th floor and Rp 480.000,/unit/month for the unit in the ground floor and the discount factor 12%, the pay-back period was 20 (twenty) years. Moreover,
this result is more or less similar with calculation made by PEMDA with the operational dan maintenance costs in 2010 in
average is Rp 762.618 per unit and the subsidy of rental rate per unit by PEMDA ranged from 45 - 60 % [10].
The above calculation shows that if the value of land is using the market value then the rental rate will be much higher so that
would force the local government should provide a much larger subsidy and the longer time period of using the building.
2.1 The use of Flats for MBR
Another issue that has become a classic is the use of development that is not on target group. The survey results to
Marunda, North Jakarta shows of the 26 blocks are available only 4 blocks that built by the local government is already
filled, while the other 22 blocks are still empty even 3 blocks already damaged. Besides only few unit that already occupied
some of rental rights has been transferred. Until 2009 the number of rental apartments that have been operated and managed by
the Office of Housing Units of PEMDA amounted to 6521 units and in 2010 the number of rental flats increased by 4310 units.
By definition utilization is the way how to make something useful. This means if there are flats that are intended for lowincome people are left empty for some period of time (more than 4 years) the use is under-utilized. Some of
the factors causing poor utilization of Flats for MBR is no comprehensive planning and poor management.
In the case of Flats for MBR Marunda, the main cause is there is no comprehensive plan, indicated by a lack of coordination
among the developers, a lack of public and social facilities, which are burden some residents with transportation costs and lack
of clean water. At the beginning of the occupation, many citizens are hesitant to move or not entitled (Jakarta Government
set only residents who have identification cards that entitled Jakarta had the opportunity to rent Flats in Marunda), only 994
out of 1257 family agreed to move to Flats for MBR, while 191 family does not agree and 72 others are still in doubt [11].
Because the government did not provide a good solution for those who do not have the right and let them stay in their place,
many residents who already inhabit the Flat "sell" the right and back into the old place. Another cause is a bad management. A
lot of buildings who already built by the developer especially that were built using APBN were not delivered to the building
manager. In addition to the less number of personnel, the building managers are not able to persuade people who are
the target group and did not supervise properly so that the transfer occurred or even acts of omission of transfer of rights and
other abuses.
2.2 Incentive and disincentive
According to the script Flats Plan Act, the government and / or local governments could provide incentives for low-income
communities in the form of: a. mortgage loans with low interest rates; b. rental rents waivers and c. insurance and mortgage
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insurance stacking [12]. In Flats for MBR the incentives which were generally provided are rental rents waivers. For the poor
who get the chance to inhabit Flats for MBR in Marunda, incentives rental rates waivers are not able to stem the desire to
transfer the lease rights and obtain benefits immediately, because the amount of reimbursement which reached Rp 20.000.000,
- [13]. That amount of money is interesting, because with this money they can buy a house in the vicinity of their earlier house
with better conditions. Therefore, unless there are better agreement for incentives and disincentives which regards the citizens
who obtain rental rights and there is no authorize explicit sanction to the unofficial tenants, then the practice over the lease will
continue.

3. DISCUSSIONS
As stated above, previous studies suggest the concept of renting Flats for MBR is fixed. With a concept like this, residents
Flats for MBR, which is part of a group of low-income communities (MBR) is treated as if there will be no increase in their
economy ability and government is not responsible to improve the standard of life in society. Therefore rental rate imposed is a
subsidized rental rate between 45-60% according to previous research, income earned is not sufficient to pay operating costs
(salaries of security and cleaning personnel) and routine maintenance, even more so if there is damage that will cost large
enough. As a result, the local government requires an additional budget for the management Flats for MBR which reduces the
ability of local government to build a new Flats for MBR in an attempt to reduce the backlog of housing needs for the MBR
and improve the quality of urban space.
3.1 Flats for MBR as temporary houses
Flats development concept for the MBR should be a temporary house. After some time (at most 5 years) the economic
capability of the tenants should has been increased so that the tenant is expected to move to the Flat Rent for middle-income
communities (MBM) or able to buy low-cost Flats (Rusunami) by leasing scheme. With the concept Flats for MBR only as a
temporary house, then incentives can be given to tenants who are the priority order to obtain Rusunami or Flats for MBM. The
concept of Flats for MBR as the temporary house is more appropriate and responsible because implied an effort to improve the
quality standard of life and economic empowerment of the community.
3.2 Subsidy of rental rates as ‘Housing Savings Advances”
One of the issues associated with the purchase of Flat is the potential buyer does not have enough money to pay a deposit.
Subsidy of rental rates can be provided in other forms so that the tenant does not assign its rights and can afford the down
payment. Assuming that Flats for MBR can be used up to 20 (twenty) years and not counting the cost of land acquisition, a
simple formula to calculate the rental fee is:
y = x/20
where,
y = the rental value,
x = the construction cost of one unit flat that are obtained from dividing the construction cost of one block with the number of
units in one block.
while saving advances for purchase of flats is obtained by using the following simple formula:
y = ax1 + bx2 + cx3,
where,
y = the rental value
x1 = the rental rates should be paid
x2 = subsidy of rental rate in innatura form
x3 = subsidy of rental rate in housing savings advances form
Suppose the rental value per month is Rp 360,000, - With a subsidy rate of + 40% as applied now, the rental rates are set as Rp
200.000, - . With the new format as a replacement subsidy rates, the investment cost must be reduced so that the rental rates
should be only Rp 300,000, - Furthermore the tenant only have to pay Rp 100,000, - and get the discount coupons that could
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use to buy food at Rp 100,000, - or Rp 3000, - per day and "housing savings advances" to Rp 100,000, - per month. From the
government sides as provider of subsidies, the amount of subsidies increased to Rp 40,000, -, but when viewed from the tenant
sides, the rental rates that of Rp200.000, - reduced for only Rp 100,000, - which means the spending per day could be
reduced by Rp 3000, -.The value of “housing savings advances” of Rp 100.000,- per month in 5 year period become Rp
7.500.000 with assumption the interest rates is 8,5% per year. If the value of the savings obtained due to already get a
discount coupon of Rp 100,000, - is transferred into "housing savings advances" then the amount of housing savings advances
to Rp15.000.000, If construction costs are assumed to follow the inflation rate and the inflation rate can be maintained only 6% per year, then
the selling price of Rusunami units in 2016 to Rp 182 million, -The "housing saving advances" of Rp 15.000.000, - can be
used as an additional advance for buying Rusunami or rent the new Flats for MBM. With this format such subsidies can not
be transferred, the tenant is entitled to psychologically and economically would be very helpful so that they do not want
to assign its rights. If management and in particular the supervisors could act decisively with no tolerance for the transfer of
rental rights by not allowing tenants who have no right to occupy the unit and take over the unit, then the development of Flats
for MBR could be sustainable and at the same time improved the citizens quality of life.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In order to reduce the cost of investments in developing Rental Flat for MBR (low-income people) so that it can be sustainable
growth, PEMDA should provide land with low price. PEMDA should not doubt about this policy due to the value of land will
always increased. To prevent the wrong target by providing subsidies tariffs, other policies that must be made is to provide
incentives for tenants that are using the Flat in an orderly manner and disincentive to tenants who violate the rules. The
incentive such as the opportunity to acquire discount coupon for other expenditures such as food or transport and “housing
savings advance” with a total value at least equal to the difference between rental values at market prices. While disincentive
charged to tenants who misbehave so they will lose the right and the opportunity to obtain privilege, housing savings advance
and/or discount for other expenditures. The incentives and disincentives policy could stop the transferred of rental rights and
the development of Rental Flats for MBR will be sustainable.
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ABSTRACT
Along with population growth that concentrated in the urban core zone, the demand for residential land has increased, while
urban land area is administratively fixed. The economic consequence is the increased price of land so that urban dwellers with
low economic status have a low ability to own a house. Limitations of the community to gain access to land, decent housing
and settlement resulting in compaction of settlement which resulted in loss of quality housing, especially in big cities.
Furthermore residential areas that less suitable for habitation with high density and slum environment are formed. Main
purpose of this study is to formulate recommendations in Region based for Housing and Slum Environment Treatment. This
study will use a qualitative approach with survey questionnaires. The method used in this discussion is the interpretation of
literature review, studies of other secondary data and primary survey in several housing and slums in Jakarta and Depok.
Region based for Slum Environment Treatments is efforts to continuously restructure and improve the quality of housing and
slums environment through the improvement and development of housing and the provision of adequate infrastructure,
facilities, and utilities to support the livelihoods and encourage proper and productive environment.
Keywords

Housing, slum environment, treatments

1.

INTRODUCTION

Population growth rapidly especially in urban areas, as a consequent of urbanization, does not accompany by the capability of
city services, resulted in ever-expanding slums environment. The growth of slums is significant, at around 1.37% per year
(based on BPS data) nationally and estimated slums area in 2025 expands to 71,860 ha. Therefore, it is necessary to coordinate
inter-sector treatments through the integration of slum neighborhood to the city activities system with the region based
implementation so the treatments sustained, and form decent, healthy, safe, and sustainable housing and settlement
environment. This statement is consistent with the Housing and Settlement Act No. 4/1992 (Penjelasan Undang-Undang No. 4
Tahun 1992 tentang Perumahan dan Permukiman) article 28 [6] that "a housing environment that does not comply with the
city’s spatial planning, very high building density, very low buildings quality, fragile and improper environmental facilities,
which can endanger lives and livelihoods of residents, identified as a slum environment that unacceptable for human habitation
and should be rejuvenated."
Along with population growth that concentrated in the urban core zone, the demand for residential land has increased, while
urban land area is administratively fixed. The economic consequence is the increased price of land so that urban dwellers with
low economic status, migrants in particular, have a low ability to own a house. Limitations of the community to gain access to
land, decent housing and settlement resulting in compaction of settlement which resulted in loss of quality housing, especially
in big cities. Furthermore residential areas that less suitable for habitation with high density and slum environment are formed.
Quality of the settlement declined accompanied with the increase of environmental pollution, causing degradation of the
quality of human life.
Goal and Objectives
The goal of this study is to formulate recommendations of Region based for Housing and Slum Environment Treatment.
The objectives of this study are:
a. Identification of housing and settlement problems at the sites.
b. Identification characteristics of communities at the sites.
c. Identification of the physical condition of housing and slums at the sites.
d. The recommendations of Region based for Housing and Slum Environment Treatment compiled.
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2. METHODOLOGY
Main purpose of this study is to formulate recommendations in Region based for Housing and Slum Environment Treatment.
This study will use a qualitative approach with survey questionnaires. Qualitative approaches were carried out using
participatory action research criticizing the assumptions and enable the learning process.
The method used in this discussion is the interpretation of literature review, studies of other secondary data and primary survey
in several housing and slums in Jakarta and Depok. To obtain primary data from some of these slums, the questionnaire used as
guidance by the researchers to interview the residents and stakeholders in the settlement. Questionnaires developed from the
literature review. Contents of this questionnaire concerned about: (i) CV of respondents, (ii) Questions related to residence and
infrastructure facilities of respondents, (iii) Questions related to the opinion, (iv) Questions related to the mobility of
respondents, and (v) Describe cognitive map (mental map) where the respondent lives [1].
Cognitive map is a model of individual minds or individual concepts, which is correspondence to specific and unique
representations, experiences, and memories of their places [2]. It also involves to obstacle or struggle, reward, which are
repetitive, neuronal sequences or a series of psychological transformations. Cognitive maps identify representations of objects
or features of the physical environment, the concept of neighbourhood, living beings, behaviour, culture, identity, structure,
and meaning. All the ideas, concepts or models of cognitive mapping give confidence that the use of cognitive maps is an
appropriate method for reading the ‘real’ image of the environment or the world around us [1] [2].

3.

DISCUSSION

3.1. Slums and Squatter Settlements
Slums are settlements environtment with physical, economic, and
cultural degradation, but the location complied with city’s spatial
planning. While squatter settlements are not complied with city’s
spatial planning and inhabit a land that not their owned without
permission.
These are some characteristics of slums:
a. Population density is 250-400 people/hectare.
b. Very poor and insufficient access to public facilities.
c. Narrow streets, unable for four-wheel vehicle to trespass, tend to
be a dirt road, without pavement.
d. Inadequate drainage facilities.
e. Minimum sewerage facilities.
f. Minimum water supply facilities.
g. Highly irregular buildings, generally semi permanent.
Figure 1: Slums (top) and Squatter Settlements (bottom)
h. Vulnerable to disease infection due to high density.
i. Land ownerships mostly are not legal.
j. Condition of dwelling houses and settlements and the use of space reflected the residents of poor and underprivileged.
k. Very high of space utilizing in volume and frequency reflects disorganized space planning and economic powerlessness.
l. Residents of settlements are socially and economically heterogen, diverse in livelihoods and social stratification based on
economic ability [3].
m. Most slum-dwellers have a livelihood in the informal sector.
3.2. Infrastructure, Facilities, and Utilities for Housing and Settlement Area
According to the Housing and Settlement Act No. 4/1992, environmental infrastructure is the physical basis capacity of a
housing environment to function properly while the environment facility is a means of supporting facilities, which serve to
maintain and develop the economic, social [3] and cultural.
Based on the Ministry of Public Housing Regulation No.10/2007 (Peraturan Kementerian Negara Perumahan Rakyat No.10
Tahun 2007 tentang Prasarana, Sarana, dan Utilitas) about the component of Infrastructure, Facilities, and Utilities for
Housing and Settlement Area are roads, drainage, garbage disposal, wastewater, drinking water, Mandi Cuci Kakus (MCK),
city hall, electricity [7].
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According to Indonesian National Standard: Procedures for Housing in Urban Area Planning (Standar Nasional Indonesia:
Tata Cara Perencanaan Kawasan Perumahan di Perkotaan), infrastructure, facilities, and utilities for the housing area consist
of:
a. Infrastructure : road network, drainage network, waste water network.
b. Facilities
: facilities of governance and public service, education and learning, health, places of worship, trade and
commerce, culture and recreation, open space, parks and sports fields.
c. Utilities
: water, electricity, garbage, telephone.
3.3. Learning from the Kampung Improvement Program (KIP)
Department of Public Works has initiated and developed Kampung Improvement Program (KIP) or Perbaikan Lingkungan
Perumahan Kota (PLPK) [4]. Kampong improvement is improving the quality of life kampong’s people through
implementation an integrated activity package consists of physical and non-physical components. The purposes of this
program are to improve environmental infrastructure and basic services for village communities, encourage community
participation to improve their ability of earnings, and productivity of society itself.

Figure 2: Implementation of the Program Kali Bersih, Mojosongo, Surakarta

4.

CASE STUDY AND ANALYSIS

4.1. Research Area 1: Depok
Research location in Depok consists of 3 locations of slums are in Kampung Lio, Kembang Beji, and Ridwan Rais (Figure 3).

KEMBANG BEJI

RIDWAN RAIS

KAMPUNG LIO

Figure 3: Research location in Depok
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Findings and Analysis
1. Population Characteristics
a. Most of the economic activities of resident are around their
domicile as a driver, laborer, ojek and public transportation
worker as well as merchants.
b. Immigrants come to this location because of close to
workplace, safe and convenient residential area compared to
Jakarta and easily accessible with various types of public
transport.
2. Characteristics of Home and Environment
a. Status of home ownership is partly lease and partly certified.
b. Building space is largely inadequate.
c. Transportation mainly uses private motor or public
transportation.
d. There are public facilities such as worship facilities,
traditional markets and schools are close to neighborhood
community is very helpful in their daily routines.
e. There was an eviction in this area.
f. Some areas experience frequent flooding due to poor water
channel and near the swamp or lake.

Road network
Respondent’s house
Mosque
Traditional market
Open space
School
Railway station

3. Analysis of Respondent’s Cognitive Map
Images and text below on this cognitive map is a representation
of the real image of the respondents on the physical condition of
residence is associated with infrastructure, facilities, and utilities,
which is consider most important in supporting their daily life.
Figure 4: Cognitive Map 1st respondent, Depok
These are the results of cognitive maps by respondents in Depok:
a. 1st Respondent
Based on Figure 4, we can see that respondents describe the
condition of their homes with text and drawings, which
includes the road network of the location, their home, and
public facilities such as mosque, traditional market and mini
market, open space, school, and railway station.
b. 2nd Respondent
Based on Figure 5, we can
condition of their homes
includes the road network
public facilities such as
recreational facilities.

Road network
Respondent’s house
Mosque
Recreational facilities
Health facilities

see that respondents describe the
with text and drawings, which
of the location, their home, and
mosque, health facilities, and

Tabulation and analysis of 26 people respondent’s cognitive
map in Depok is on Table 1. The table described the differences
of respondent’s perception about the relationship their self as
occupants and users of infrastructure facilities to the existence of
infrastructure utilities in their area.

Figure 5: Cognitive Map 2nd respondent, Depok
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Total
Priority

School

Security

Worship Facilities

Traditional Market

Stall (Warung)

Open Space

Electricity

Street Lighting

Telephone

Public Telephone

Water

Wastewater

Garbage

Drainage

Pedestrian/road

Public Transportation

Railway Station

Lake (Situi)

Kampung Lio 1
Kampung Lio 2
Kampung Lio 3
Kampung Lio 4
Kembang Beji 1
Kembang Beji 2
Kembang Beji 3
Kembang Beji 4
Kembang Beji 5
Kembang Beji 6
Kembang Beji 7
Kembang Beji 8
Kembang Beji 9
Ridwan Rais 1
Ridwan Rais 2
Ridwan Rais 3
Ridwan Rais 4
Ridwan Rais 5
Ridwan Rais 6
Ridwan Rais 7
Ridwan Rais 8
Ridwan Rais 9
Ridwan Rais 10
Ridwan Rais 11
Ridwan Rais 12
Ridwan Rais 13

Government & public services

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Health Facilities

Slums

MCK

No.

House

Table 1: Analysis of Respondent’s Cognitive Map in Depok

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

●

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

●
●

●
●
○
●
●
●
●

○

○

○
○
●
●

●
●

●
●
○

●

○
○

●

●

●
○

●
●
●

●

●
●

●
●
●

○
●
●
●
●

1
24
2

●
●

●

18
1
10

19
25
1

○

2
0
-

3
4
7

4
3
8

5
5
6

6
0
-

7
18
3

8
6
5

9
10
4

10
6
5

11
0
-

12
0
-

13
0
-

14
1
10

15
0
-

16
0
-

17
0
-

20
0
-

21
8
5

22
2
9

Legend
Described by picture and text
○

Described by text only

●

Described by picture only

Based on the analysis of respondent’s cognitive maps in Depok, the most important infrastructure, facilities, and utilities which
is considered as a priority in their daily life are (1) Pedestrian/road, (2) House, (3) Worship facilities, (4) Stall (warung), (5)
Traditional market, Open space, and Railway station, (6) Schools, (7) Health Facilities, (8) Government and public services,
(9) Lake (Situ), (10) Public phone and Drainage.
4.2. Research Area 2: Jakarta
Research location in Jakarta consists of 4 locations of slums are in Kampung Wadas Timur, Kampung Swadaya, Kampung
Tambak, Kampung Manggarai Utara (Figure 6).
Findings and Analysis
1. Population Characteristics
a. Most respondents were male and 50% of respondent’s are high school graduated.
b. People's occupations are as a merchant, an entrepreneur, housewives, a security guard, employees, office boys, and
shopkeepers.
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2.

Characteristics of Home and Environment
a. Building space is still largely inadequate.

TAMBAK 2

MANGGARAI
UTARA 2

KAMPUNG TAMBAK

KAMPUNG MANGGARAI UTARA

KAMPUNG MENTENG WADAS

KAMPUNG SWADAYA

MENTENG
WADAS

SWADAYA 1

Figure 6: Research location in Jakarta
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

3.

Most respondents are natives who have lived on site from the origin. Most respondents have lived in the area more
than 10 years.
Most of the population live on site because of their parents, others because nearby to the station and the price of the
house.
Transportation mainly by private motor or public transportation.
Land ownership in this site mostly is private property and the rest are lease. Most of the respondents already have a
certificate of ownership as well as some Girik.
Most respondents lived in family core and the rest with large families and themselves. Respondents thought that the
house their occupied still inadequate.
The presence of public facilities such as health centers, government and public services, schools, security, worship
facilities, markets, and open space. These public facilities mostly are in good condition, but lack of open space.

Analysis of Respondent’s Cognitive Map
Images and text below on this cognitive map is a representation of the real image of the respondents on the physical
condition of residence is associated with infrastructure, facilities, and utilities, which is consider most important in
supporting their daily life.
These are the results of cognitive maps by respondents in Jakarta:
a. 1st Respondent
Based on Figure 7, we can see that respondents describe the condition of their house with text and drawings which
include the road network to the location of respondent’s house and neighbours, public facilities such as government
and public services, mini market, school, and health facilities.
Road network
Respondent’s house
Neighbours
Market
Government facilities
School
Health facilities

Figure 7: Cognitive Map 1st respondent, Jakarta
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b. 2nd Respondent
Based on Figure 8, we can see that respondents describe the condition of their house with text and drawings which
include the road network to the location of their house, and public facilities such as government and public
services, mosque, traditional market, railway/bus station.

Road network
Respondent’s house
Mosque
Traditional market
Government facilities
Railway/Bus Station
Figure 8: Cognitive Map 2nd respondent,
Jakarta

Tabulation and analysis of 14 respondents in Jakarta is in Table 2. This table describe the differences respondents
perception about their relationship as occupants and users of infrastructure facilities to the presence
of infrastructure facilities in the area.

Total
Priority

Water

Wastewater

Garbage

Drainage

Pedestrian/road

Public Transportation

Railway Station

Lake

7 8

Public Telephone

6

Telephone

5

Street Lighting

4

Electricity

3

Open Space

2

Stall

Security
Worship Facilities

1

Traditional Market

School

Wadas Timur 1
Wadas Timur 2
Swadaya 1
Swadaya 2
Tambak 1
Tambak 2
Manggarai Utara 1
Manggarai Utara 2
Manggarai Utara 3
Manggarai Utara 4
Manggarai Utara 5
Manggarai Utara 6
Manggarai Utara 7
Manggarai Utara 8

Government & public services

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Health Facilities

Slums

MCK

No.

House

Table 2: Analysis of Respondent’s Cognitive Map in Jakarta
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●
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●

●
●
●
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○

○

●

●
○

○
1
10
2

2
0
-

3
2
5

4
5
4

○
5
5
4

6
1
6

7 8
5 6
4 3

9
2
5

10
2
5

11
0
-

12
0
-

13
0
-

14
0
-

15
0
-

16
0
-

17
0
-

18
0
-

●
●
●
19
13
1

20
0
-

○
21
5
4

22
0
-

Legend
Described by picture and text
○

Described by text only

●

Described by picture only
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Based on the analysis of respondent’s cognitive maps in Jakarta, the most important infrastructure, facilities, and utilities
which are considered as a priority in their daily life are (1) Pedestrian/road, (2) House, (3) Traditional market, (4) Government
and public services, Schools, Worship facilities, and Railway station, (5) Health Facilities, Stall (warung), and Open space, (6)
Security.

5.

Region Based for Housing and Slum Environment Treatment

Region based for Slum Environment Treatment is a comprehensive and integrated plan of housing estate development, through
fulfillments of the housing infrastructure and public facilities needs. Establishing the Region based for Housing and Slum
Environment Treatment can be reach through the program: (1) Improvement and renovations such as the revitalization,
rehabilitation, renovation, reconstruction, and preservation, (2) Rejuvenation, (3) Sustainable management by preserve the
ability of function and environmental capacity.
This Region based for Housing and Slum Environment Treatment Procedures intended to concentrate the conduct of housing
development procedures in a ready independent region or environment so may facilitate environmental facilities easily,
according to Housing and Settlement Act No. 4/1992: (1) Region based for Housing and Slum Environment Treatment Plan
(PLP2K-BK) [5], (2) Preparation of Community Action Plan (CAP), (3) Preparation of Detailed Engineering Design (DED),
(4) Implementation of Physical and Non-Physical Stimulant.
Region based for Housing and Slum Environment Treatment Alternative in Research Area:
1. Research Area 1: Depok
a. Treatment Alternatives for the Community
i. Need for community empowerment in order to maintain the house and its environment. This is a
necessity, considering
most people only high
school
graduated so need
to be
empowered to have
the knowledge and ability to maintain its environment.
ii. Involving the community from the preparation (problem identification, necessity, etc.), planning through the
Community Action Plan (CAP), and implementation till monitoring and evaluation (M & E).
iii. Beside community empowerment in housing and settlements sectors, it is necessary to empowering the community
in economic sector, considering that most of the population economic activities are in the neighborhood.
b. Treatment Alternatives for Physical Environment
i. Things need to be done dealing with their houses is to improve the quality, considering that most houses are
property of their own and already certified. To improve the quality of their houses, then the local
government can access self-supporting housing stimulation of Housing Quality Improvement Activities, Ministry of
Housing (PKP).
ii. Inadequate building space solved by renovation and build vertically due to the limited land space is not possible to
expand the house.
iii. Need for road in good condition to support motorcycles and pedesterian.
iv. There is a public facility in bad condition such as drainage causing frequently flood, needs to be repaired. In
addition, because the location is close to the marsh / lake so infrastructure, facilities, and utilities associated with the
maintenance of marsh / lake are needed.
v. If the lake maintained and managed properly it can be developed into tourist water attraction then able to improve
the economic sector in the surrounding population.
vi. In addition, another infrastructure, facilities, and utilities that should be provided and improved its
quality is clean water, drainage, road / alley / pedestrian and garbage.
vii. Provision and maintenance assistance of the infrastructure, facilities, and utilities at this location held by accessing
the Ministry of Housing or the Ministry of Public Works aid.
2. Research Area 2: Jakarta
a. Treatment Alternatives for the Community
i. Need for community empowerment in order to maintain the house and its environment. This is a
necessity, considering
most people only high
school
graduated so need
to be
empowered to have
the knowledge and ability to maintain its environment.
ii. Involving the community from the preparation (problem identification, necessity, etc.), planning through the
Community Action Plan (CAP), and implementation till monitoring and evaluation (M & E).
iii. Beside community empowerment in housing and settlements sectors, it is necessary to empowering the community
in economic sector, considering that most of the population economic activities are in the neighborhood.
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b. Treatment Alternatives for Physical Environment
i. Things need to be done dealing with their houses is to improve the quality, considering that most houses are
property of their own and already certified. To improve the quality of their houses, so the local
government can access self-supporting housing stimulation of Housing Quality Improvement Activities, Ministry of
Housing (PKP).
ii. Inadequate building space solved by renovation and build vertically due to the limited land space is not possible to
expand the house.
iii. Need for road in good condition to support motorcycles and pedesterian.
iv. There is a public facility in bad condition such as drainage causing frequently flood, needs to be repaired.
v. Green open space is urgent to improve considering the bad conditions.
vi. In addition, another infrastructure, facilities, and utilities that should be provided and improved its
quality is clean water, drainage, road / alley / pedestrian and garbage.
vii. Provision and maintenance assistance of the infrastructure, facilities, and utilities at this location held by accessing
the Ministry of Housing or the Ministry of Public Works aid.

6.

Conclusion and Recommendations

Region based for Slum Environment Treatment is a comprehensive and integrated plan of housing estate development, through
fulfillments of the housing infrastructure and public facilities needs. Region based for Slum Environment Treatments is efforts
to continuously restructure and improve the quality of housing and slums environment through the improvement and
development of housing and the provision of adequate infrastructure, facilities, and utilities to support the livelihoods and
encourage proper and productive environment. These efforts have been prepared accordance to regional plan that integrates the
concept of treatment with potential activity in the surrounding city.
Based on the research process that has been done, it can be arranged the steps for Region based for Housing and Slum
Environment Treatment, consists of (1) Problem identification, (2) Compiling the cognitive maps, (3) Decisionmaking by preparing several alternatives of the physical environment slums handling, (4) Development of action plans, (5)
Identification of assistance which able to accessed with the aid proposal, (6) Implementation of the slums treatment, (7)
Monitoring and evaluation.
Region
based
for
Housing
and
Slum
Environment
Treatment
needs
to be
done by both
the
central and local government and the community. But the role of local government as the initiator and facilitator is
dominant; it is also related to regional autonomy and a lack of knowledge and the community’s ability to overcome the
untidiness in the area. These procedures could become one of the supporting instruments in compiling the Handbook
of Housing and Slum Environmental Management-Region Based (PLP2K-BK) prepared by the Ministry of Housing [5].
Research Recommendations
Cognitive map is proposed as an alternative method to determine which the most important infrastructure, facilities, and
utilities issued by people in the slums. This map is developed, based on a structured questionnaire. Through analysis
of cognitive maps, we gains a better understanding about the most interesting or prominent physical condition of slum. In this
case focused on the aspect of infrastructure, facilities, and utilities are most needed by respondents in the area. Based on
respondents
cognitive map, then we
proposes infrastructure,
facilities,
and
utilities
improvement priority in housing and slum areas at research location.
Summary of field studies and analysis results, associated with rules and regulations of the Indonesian National Standard:
Procedures for Housing in Urban Area Planning and the Ministry of Public Housing Regulation No.10/2007 on
the infrastructure, facilities, and utilities as can be seen in Table 3.
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Table 3: Infrastructure, facilities, and utilities priority comparison between regulations and respondent’s cognitive maps
NO.
A
1
2
3
B
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
C
1
2
3
4
D
1
2
3
4
5
6

INDONESIAN NATIONAL
STANDART OF URBAN
RESIDENT AREA PLANNING
PROCEDURES
Infrastructure
Road Network
Drainage
Wastewater network
Facilities
Government and Public service
Education and learning facility
Health Facility
Worship Facility
Commercial facility
Cultural and recreational facility
Open space, garden and sportfield
Utilities
Clean water
Electricity
Garbage
Line Telephone
Others

PERMENPERA
NO.10/2007

RESPONDENT’S
COGNITIVE MAPS

PRIORITY

Road
Drainage
Wastewater

Road/alley/pedestrian
Drainage
Wastewater/septic tank

1
10

City Hall

Community Hall
School
Community Health Center
Worship Facility
Traditional Market, stall

7
6
8
3
5

Open space

7

PAM / clean water
Housing Electricity, street/alley light
Garbage
Telephone, Public Telephone

10

Clean water
Electricity
Garbage

MCK

MCK
House
Security
Public Transportation
Railway Station
Lake (Situ)

2
10
4
9

Based on Table 3, we recommended the Region based for Housing and Slum Environment Treatment should also facilitate the
wishes and needs of local communities. In this study, 10 priority aspects infrastructure, facilities, and utilities improvement can
be traced according to the needs of society are (1) Road network, (2) Houses, (3) Worship Facility, (4) Railway station,
(5) Commercial facility, (6) Educational facility, (7) Government and public services, and facilities for open
space, parks, sportfield, (8) Health facilities, (9) Lake (Situ), (10) Drainage, Line telephone, and Security.
Through infrastructure, facilities, and utilities improvement, hopefully the development of housing and slum settlements which
was originally slums turned into a decent housing and habitable. Priority of decent housing areas development is
expected to be a consideration in compiling the spatial plan (Rencana Tata Ruang Wilayah) so the sustainability to support
proper and productive livelihoods and livesupport environment will be well monitored by the government, society, and the
private sector or developer or business unit who willing to invest for construction and development in the field of public
housing.
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ABSTRACT
Participation in the design process especially in architecture and urban design is one of the most important factors which are
emphasized in recent years. Community participation plays a crucial role to improve sustainability of the process. It
guaranties the prosperity of the project in future especially when it faces economic, social and cultural changes. Therefore
customer desires have first priority in contemporary design, which developed for industrial design to architectural and
landscape design. The importance of participation has been highlighted in the 5th Development Plan of Iran that makes an
obvious necessity for architects as well as other practitioners to do their best to fulfill this hard task.
This paper is to develop a customer-oriented approach toward landscape design. The theoretical framework of this paper
based on the literature review regarding to community participation. The paper proposes a guideline to find customers interest
toward urban landscape and test it in case of Police Park in Tehran.
The research question: How a customer-oriented approach toward landscape design may be established? Qualitative
Research Method is adopted in this paper which being supported by depth interview technique with questionnaire.
Keywords
Sustainable landscape architecture, community participation, customer-oriented design, design process, Police Park in Tehran

1. INTRODUCTION
The urban outdoor spaces have exceptional environmental importance with regard to their contribution to the reduction of
various types of pollution and to the improvement of microclimatic conditions. Furthermore, urban open spaces make positive
contributions to human health and well being and they lead to an important contribution to human thermal comfort in exterior
spaces [3].Schroeder (1991) has shown that natural environments with vegetation and water induce relaxed and less stressful
states in observers compared with urban scenes with no vegetation[26]. This ability of natural elements to function as ―natural
tranquillizers‖ may be particularly beneficial in urban areas where stress is an all too common aspect of daily living (van den
Berg et al., 1998). Beside aesthetic, psychological and health benefits, natural features in cities can have other social benefits.
Nature can encourage the use of outdoor spaces, increases social integration and interaction among neighbors[13]. Aspects
such as ―amount of public green spaces per inhabitant‖, ―public parks‖ and ―recreation areas‖ are often mentioned as important
factors to make the city liveable, pleasant and attractive for its citizens. It is strongly believed that developing more sustainable
cities is not just about improving the abiotic and biotic aspects of urban life, it is also about the social aspects of city life, that
is—among others—about people‘s satisfaction, experiences and perceptions of the quality of their everyday environments[11].
As a changeable structure the landscape offers the individuals on the one hand a framework to fulfil their actual needs. On the
other hand the same structure enables the individual to develop him/herself by changing it[16]. Simmel (1993) has expressed
this relation with his thesis of ‗culturation‘: human beings culturate themselves by shaping the elements of their environment.
From that perspective, the withdrawal from the everyday landscape must be seen as the result of an alienation process between
the local population and their environment in the sense of a lacking reflexivity [24]. In other words the residents can no longer
fulfil their needs and identify themselves with their everyday landscape because they don‘t have satisfying opportunities to
influence the development of their landscape. So a good strategy for a sustainable landscape development should not only
focus on sustaining the physical landscape resources, but it should also and perhaps most of all guarantee that the residents can
participate in the landscape development [8]. Sustainability indicators for urban development should include more parameters
about public spaces and green open areas, as well as indexes reflecting citizens‘ satisfaction and perception of their living
environments [11]. This paper direct to the importance of urban parks for the well being of the citizens and for the
sustainability of the city they live in.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Community Work
2.1.1. Community and Concepts of Participation
Concepts such as ‗community‘ and ‗community participation‘ have been intensively problematized in recent decades in both
developed and developing countries. There may, however, be many interpretations of what is meant by the terms in these two
different contexts. Contexts are indeed different and varied [17]. The word ‗community‘ is an umbrella term that is defined and
applied in a myriad of ways. For instance, it may be used to refer to geographic communities where members are based in one
region; or virtual communities, where members‘ main form of contact is through electronic media [18]. Communities of
circumstance constitute another possible form of community. Such communities might emerge, for example, when bushfires or
floods occur across different regions and those most affected feel connected to one another [21]. Finally, there are communities
of interest, where identity groups form to lobby government for some kind of policy change and/or sponsorship [19].
Economic conservatism and some forms of liberalism are the orientation of most anti- or reluctant communitarians. While
volunteers are expected to perform community work in the ‗private realm‘, when landowners, corporate managers and
(scientific) ‗experts‘ stress the need for community work in the ‗public realm‘ the focus is on instrumental (task-focused)
processes [18]. Yet, many anti- or reluctant communitarians lobby governments to provide business with tax ‗incentives‘ and
other subsidies. Often arguing for self-regulation rather than government legislation [7]. Given its philosophical base, it has
very little correlation to justice or social and environmental sustainability.
2.1.2. Maximizing Efficiency of Participation
Communitarians with a technical or functionalist orientation are usually informed by the philosophies of utilitarianism,
pragmatism, rationalism and/or some forms of liberalism (see Birkeland, 1999). Usually their main goals are to determine
‗optimal solutions‘ with minimal ‗fuss‘ and maximum ‗efficiency‘. In turn, they seek to institute policies and programmes that
they maintain the current social order, irrespective of whether they ‗mean to‘. Sometimes this is done even when references to
justice are made but placed well down the list of priorities. Participation usually revolves around expert-driven consultations
with community ‗stakeholders‘ (including market research). Prominent office bearers and their subordinates often use
community participation as a way to get others to ratify the views of ‗experts‘. Chosen experts are usually those who use
technical solutions to solve (what are arguably) political problems [23].
The advantages of this approach hinge on the clear lines of authority and standardized forms of working. Also, because of its
espoused neutrality, efficiency and erasure of conflict, this model is often seen to be attractive by state authorities (such as
local councils and provincial governments), large social welfare organizations (especially those that are church-based) and
established charitable trusts. However, with little vision, place for diversity, or attention to power relations, it has a very limited
capacity to ensure that socially and environmentally sustainable practices are incorporated ‗across the board‘ [7].
Often informed by a wide mix of ideas produced by liberal humanism, eco-feminism, post-modernism and (some forms of)
post-colonialism, the main goals of community work is to devise policies and programmes that balance social needs and wellbeing with environmental protection; and Four different approaches to community participation address the impact of social
inequality (see Kenny, 1999). For the most part, however, this is done without many criticisms made about the impact of multinational corporations on communities and the expansion of global capitalism.
2.1.3. Advantages of Participation
What are the advantages of conceptualizing community participation from this type of approach? Mostly, they relate to
attempts to tackle the ‗hard‘ problems of injustice and environmental degradation. Focusing attention on ‗big picture politics‘,
this approach provides a very clear vision – or series of visions – of a more just and inclusive society [23]. And for people who
are really interested in social and environmental sustainability, it has a great deal to offer. In terms of disadvantages, however,
there is no doubt that this type of approach is ambitious and relatively difficult to institute, considering the profound changes
required. Alienating many ‗powerful‘ segments of society, it is also not attractive to many ‗ordinary‘ people who remain
unconvinced that there is a viable alternative to global capitalism. Nor is it appealing to those who do not want to link their
local community activity to global politics. Offering only limited roles for state authorities and their professionals, it is also
difficult for large bureaucracies to adopt, especially those influenced by electoral politics.
Citizen participation is, however, a lot more than just consulting people for the successful resolution of social, cultural and
economic issues related to environmental conflicts. The primary goal of participation is to give proper responsibility to people
for, and control over, their lives [20]. On the other hand, citizen participation in design project is ensured by translating
customer requirements into the appropriate technical requirements from the very beginning of a design process.
2.2. Participation in Process Design
2.2.1. Process Design
To produce an object-design and, as far as necessary, a realization design, one may want to design the design process itself, See
Figure 1. However, as in the realization process, in many cases already some kind of design process may be in place.
Experienced individual architectural or engineering designers, or small teams of them, tend to use informal procedures for their
design processes, which they have developed over time through their initial professional training and through subsequent
experimenting and learning…Professionalization of process design has progressed much less than in object and realization
design. As we will see this may be related to the fact that in object and realization design one designs respectively material
objects and processes with strong material elements, while in process design one designs human action systems, which are of a
fundamentally different nature [2].
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Object design

Realization
design

Material world of
realizing

Realization
Process

Immaterial world of designing

Process design

Entity

Figure 1 Process, object and realization design
2.2.2. Importance of User's Participation in Process Design
Armstrong (1993) observed that the individual has a natural claim to participate in decision making related to his/her situation
with both psychological and social needs to feel control over his or her own life conditions. He explains that decisions become
better when the persons who are affected become a part of the decision making process [4]. if one longs for decision making
and esteems the design of expert and participative technical solutions over those designed through , object and realization
design, the technical/ participative approach is likely to be used. Main stages of the design process can comes into account a
general decide model Identify, design, selection, implementation and evaluation of environment are the main stages of the
design process, see figure 2.

Identify

design

evaluation

Values of
participants

implementation

selection

Figure 2: General model for designing practical procedure
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2.3. Quality Function Deployment
2.3.1. The Process of QFD
Quality function deployment (QFD) is ‗‗an overall concept that provides a means of translating customer requirements into the
appropriate technical requirements for each stage of product development and production [28]. In the 1960s, Quality Control
and Quality Improvement had a distinctively manufacturing flavor in Japan. . . . In the late 1960s and early 1970s, Joji [Yoji]
Akao and others went to work on improving the design process so that when the new product was introduced to manufacturing,
it was high quality from the beginning. The process for improving design was called Quality Function Deployment (QFD).
From 1975 to 1995, this tool/process was integrated with other improvement tools to generate a mosaic of opportunities for
product developers [29]. Since its initial development in Japan in the late 1960s and early 1970s, especially since its rapidly
spreading to the US in the 1980s and later to many industries in many nations, a vast literature on QFD has evolved. To suit the
different needs of QFD researchers and practitioners, its literature needs categorizing and reviewing. This is a meaningful but
difficult work that seems having not been done yet[9].
QFD was originally proposed, through collecting and analyzing the voice of the customer, to develop products with higher
quality to meet or surpass customer's needs. Thus, the primary functions of QFD are product development, quality
management, and customer needs analysis. Later, QFD_s functions had been expanded to wider fields such as design,
planning, decision-making, engineering, management, teamwork, timing, and costing. Essentially, there is no definite boundary
for QFD_s potential fields of applications [9].
2.3.2. QFD Applications in Process Design Literature Review
There is no definite boundary for QFD‘s potential fields of applications And the interests in QFD applications in process
design are growing slowly. Various applications within the literature can be grouped under three categories as: QFD
implementations before the design process; QFD implementations during the design process and QFD implementations after
the design process.
2.3.3. QFD Implementations before the Design Process
QFD was originally proposed, through collecting and analyzing the voice of the customer, to develop products with higher
quality to meet or surpass customer‘s needs. Thus, the primary functions of QFD are product development, quality
management, and customer needs analysis [9]. Quality management and product development are achieved in QFD through
customer needs analysis that, in fact, is always the very first step of a QFD process and is thus an important functional field of
QFD [9].
2.3.4. QFD Implementation during the Design Process
QFD is not a design technique. It is a method from design process to satisfy the customer. It is to guide the design process and
to transform customer requirements into design objectives. It is applied to evaluate design solutions or outputs from the
creative process of design.
2.3.5. QFD implementations after the design process
QFD is a pro-active ‗‗customer-driven planning process‘‘ so that problems could be found and solved at the very beginning of
the product development and fewer people have to deal with the problems at the later stages [14].

3. INFERENCE MECHANISM
3.1. Research Tools
QFD offers a rationalized approach to customer satisfactions and seems complex and mathematical with too many data. For
some landscape design, it‘s not easy to define the average customer, and also customers may not know all possibilities. In the
first part of present study, the design team prepared the engineering characteristics that would enable a set of predefined
customer needs regarding the comfort and improving product performance. Next, the design team used the House of Quality to
establish the mutual relations between the customer needs and the engineering characteristics.
3.2. Research Question
How a customer-oriented approach toward landscape design may be established?
3.3. Research Method
Qualitative Research Method is adopted in this paper which being supported by depth interview technique with questionnaire
[30].

4. CASE STUDY: QFD APPLICATION IN A CUSTOMER-ORIENTED APPROACH TOWARD
LANDSCAPE DESIGN
4.1. Police Park
The case study covers a QFD exercise carried out by research team of landscape architecture students of Tarbiat Modares
University in the case of Iran, Tehran, Police Park. Police Park is located in the region called the Garden of Majid Abad in
the North East area of Tehran and total area is about 42 hectares. Since its completion in 2003, it has become the most popular
park in the city. This park split to northern and southern section by Street. We will remember to North Park Police and South
Park Police in this paper. The purpose of this research is employing qualitative techniques to develop performance quality in
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neighborhood parks design. In this regard, North Park Police has been selected as samples and South Park Police as rival Park
in computing and data collection in the field is considered, Figure 3.

Figure 3: North Park Police and South Park Police
4.2. Constructing the HOQ Matrix
A difficult and demanding part of the systems engineering process is definition of the problem and identification of the
needs to the system. QFD is related to systems engineering in terms of facilitating specification of stakeholders’ wants and
needs to the system at each stage from research and product development to engineering and manufacturing, to marketing
and distribution. QFD is a method that structures system planning and development, and enables the development team to
assess the proposed system systematically in terms of how it meets the needs and requirements [12].
As stated before, the first step in the application is to identify the expectations of park users. To achieve this purpose,
Several methods can be used to establish customers' expectations: survey, interviews; questionnaires; observation, etc. A
pilot questionnaire survey was made based on literature review and observation, and it was given to 36 park users. The
final survey questionnaire was modified based on the pilot study. Results of customer surveys, interviews with park users
have constituted the entries of HOQ. The determined customer requirements are presented in five major factors in Table 1
Access and connection: Customers expect to easily communicate with their desired location have physical and visual.
Safety: feeling of security and having a good mental image of the environment.
Health: To minimize air pollution, sound pollution and….
Sociability: the citizens are able to place and person should own
Vitality: the concept of allowing the survival of human biological and sociological
Table 1: Voice of customers section of HOQ

Factors

Access and
connection
safety
Health
Sociability
Vitality

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Having continuity directions
Having connections to both directions
Legibility Directions
Walk around the paths being
Tangible and non tangible Care
Proper lighting at night
Health Rates
participative
Economic vitality
retail sales

The technical specifications corresponding to each voice of customer have been identified in the next step. Technical
specifications reflect the solutions selected by the research team to supply the customers and translate the quality functions
to design features. The technical specifications should be measurable and quantitative to allow them to be compared with
objectives. Technical specifications, which have been identified as a result of brain storming sessions consist of Quality
Function Development team consists of a number of landscape design students, are listed in Table2.
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Table 2: Technical measures section of HOQ
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Number of directions without deadlock
Number of Intersection
Number of signpost
Number of pedestrian direction
Number of centers and individuals to care for
Number of lighting equipment
Number of health service equipment
Number of places and social gathering places
Number of business units
Number of retail sales

The process of QFD involves many steps of one or more interlinked matrix to follow, of which the first is called
‘‘House of Quality’’ (HOQ). In this phase, customer requirements are identified (‘‘whats’’) and then the requirements
are transformed into technical responses or specifications (‘‘hows’’). The HOQ displays the Voice of the Customer
along the left, and the development team’s technical specifications to the user needs requirements along the top,
shown in Figure 4. Based on the weights assigned to the (‘‘whats’’), which are placed to the right in the matrix, the
amount of impact each ‘‘how’’ has on achieving each ‘‘what’’ are given priorities written at the bottom of the HOQ.
The prioritizing of park users requirements is shown in the ‘‘rate importance’’ column in the table, where the values
1-9 may be defined as 1 being least important and 9 of highest importance. The rate of importance and the
corresponding explanation derived from the survey.
In order to fill the relationship section of the HOQ matrix, the relationships between park user requirements and
technical specifications have to be specified by the research team. This step is essential to understand the cooperation
of each technical specifications in customer satisfaction to see how the technical specifications are helpful to satisfy
each customer prospect. The design team estimated the strength of the relationship (9 : strong relationship, 3 :
moderate relationship, 1 : weak relationship, or 0 : no relationship) between each customer requirements and each
technical specifications are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Scoring scale 1
Score
9
3
1
0

Meaning of relation/linkage
Strong relationship
Moderate relationship
Moderate relationship
No relationship

The resulting matrix are shown in Figure 4. The first column, right column after assessment competitors, is called the
Goals column. The results of the research team survey ranged from 1 to 5 record in this column. For instance, number
4 in the second row shows designer should plan on connecting directions to assess customer number 3 to number 4
will close. The goals have been set by considering the best alternative for each customer expectation as compared to
major rivals. Improvement Ratios for each customer requirements, which are found by dividing the Goal to the current
performance, are calculated. For instance, ‘‘Having connections to both directions’’ has an initial importance level of
4. The performance of North Park Police in satisfying this need is given a score of 3 whereas the competitors have a
corresponding performance score of 4. Thus, the target performance is decided to be 4 and the Improvement Ratio is
found by dividing the Goal (4) to the current performance (3). The Improvement Ratio is calculated as 1.33. For Rows
the current performance and the Goal are equal, the Improvement Ratios is number 1 that change does not require.
The revised weight is obtained by multiplying the Improvement Ratio (1.33) with the original importance weight (4).
The purpose of this calculation is to increase the weight of the customer requirements already not considered.

5. DISCUSSION
Actions of A categories will be dedicated to the rows that park designer should evaluate rival (South Park Police) and possibly
to an imitation of it. Because of customer view, South Park Police is in conditions better than North Park Police. Actions of B
categories shall be adopted in circumstances that South Park Police advantage is less than North Park Police. We can evaluated
along with the South Park Police other projects intended to pay them among the best designs can be selected. Actions of AC
categories: In these conditions the South Park Police and Park Police of the North don't have good conditions and better to
designer looking for new ideas.
For instance, HOQ shown that, "Legibility Directions" is customer requirements and located in Actions of A categories and
possibly to an imitation of South Park Police . In the relationship matrix of the HOQ matrix there are the highest the
relationship matrix of the HOQ matrix between "Number of signpost" and "Number of lighting equipment" and a medium
relationship with "Number of directions without deadlock". The relationship matrix of the HOQ matrix indicate "Number of
signpost" technical specifications no negative impact would be on other technical characteristics But there is negative
correlation between the " Number of lighting equipment " and " Number of centers and individuals to care for " That is
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increasing " Number of lighting equipment " from " Number of centers and individuals to care for " is reduced. Designer
examining on South Park Police a few ideas and test innovative engineering, Legibility Directions according to two technical
characteristics increases.

Action

Weights

best

Improvement Ratios

worse

Preference index

Technical Specifications

Number of retail sales

south Park
Police

Number of business units

Number of places and social gathering places

Number of health service equipment

Number of lighting equipment

North Park
Police

Goals

Customer Requirements

Number of centers and individuals to care for

whats

Number of Intersection
Number of signpost
Number of pedestrian direction

Hows

Importance Of Needs To Customers

Customer
rating

1. Having continuity directions

Access and

2. Having connections to both
directions

connection

3. Legibility Directions

A

4. Walk around the paths being

safety

C

5. Tangible and non tangible
Care

C

6. Proper lighting at night

Health

Sociability

B

7. Health Rates

A

8. participative

9. Economic vitality
Vitality

10.retail sales

Weights

Figure 4: HOQ matrix
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6. CONCLUSION
Quality function deployment is a new technique in the field of engineering and a method used to identify critical customer
attributes and to create a specific link between customer attributes and design parameters. In this paper, an attempt has been
made to examine the applicability of QFD as a strategic decision-making tool in the field of design process. This research in
the field of landscape design implements for the first time .It's purpose is prioritizing demands and requirements of citizens
regarding neighborhood parks. The priorities in the column "Row weight" (figure4) are shown.
The results indicate that " Legibility Directions ", "health rates" and "tangible and non tangible care" in the park looking for the
most important is customer demands But with the formation of HOQ Matrix and compare North Park Police with rival park,
the results indicate that "tangible and non tangible care" located in the fourth priority.
Citizen Participation in park design process helps designers to meet the needs of those who will use the park. It also helps to
citizens a sense of "pride" and "ownership" of the park in all members of the community who participate. These factors help to
keep the park alive for many years, and also help to reduce the incidence of vandalism on the parks. Our investigations show
that the QFD process is one of the best techniques for Customer-Oriented Approach toward landscape design.
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ABSTRACT
This paper attempts to re-organize and analyse the Prophetic Hadith in giving an alternative approach for the designs of
modern mosques in Malaysia. The research has been done by collecting traditions in the collections of al-Bukhari and Muslim
which are then elucidated and formulated as a reference-framework for handling various issues and confusion in the making
of designs of modern mosques in Malaysia. This research is divided into two main sections. The first section contains research
on the issue of the design of mosques in Malaysia. Section two consists of documentations and analysis of the collections of the
Prophetic traditions concerned in illuminating various issues and problems on the designs of mosques in Malaysia and the
world. Hopefully, through this research in this paper we can understand the utilization of the Propetic Tradition as one of the
main alternative approaches and reference frameworks in bringing out modern mosque designs in Malaysia for the present
and the future.
Keywords
Hadith, modern mosques, Islamic architecture.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the paper entitled Islam, Architecture and Globalization: Problematic and Prospects for Research in Indonesia Darwis
Kudori divided various thoughts , discussions and writings on Islamic Architecture and Mosque Architecture into two main
perceptions. The first perception is termed as the Critical Perception .This is defined as a critical perception based on thinking
founded on an academic approach which is rational, and academic discussions, as is found in his following observation:
“We call this perception as „critical‟ because it is based on scientific methods, accumulation of knowledge and
intellectual reflection (developed constantly and developed progressively in the West)”1
Further he categorizes the institution as the Agha Khan Award for Architecture or thinkers on Islamic Architecture and
architects like Oleg Grabar and Mohammed Arkoun into this category. In connection with the Agha Khan movement he
divides this into three characteristics. The first characteristic of this movement is its openness towards experts and thinkers
(among Muslims) and those outside Islam, like Kenzo Tange, Charles Jencks, Robert Venturi, apart from Muslim scholars
like Seyyed Hossein Nasr and Muhammad Fazlurrahman. The second characteristic of this group is that its thoughts are based
on an intellectual elaboration. This has happened through research in various disciplines of knowledge. The third characteristic
mentioned by him is what he termed as ‗modesty‘. The Agha Khan movement does not make efforts to become a school of
thought , however, it can be loosely termed as a forum for conducting reflections, making discussions , exchanging of ideas
and experiences as well as sharing research for seeking solutions in various issues faced by Muslims.
As for the second perception, namely the ideological perception or in other words Darwis termd this as Arabo-Islamist trend, is
defined as an ideological perception based on three counts. The first count is that this perception acknowledges and is
convinced of the existence of architecture which is Islamic in nature, which needs to be disseminated and developed, to come
face to face with Western [cultural] domination. On the second count this perception is so based on the certainty that that
Islamic Architecture originated from values and principles in the foundations of Islam from the Qur‘an and Sunnah, whereas
the third consideration is from the reality that this group is formed in political framework and patronage of the Saudi
authorities. Even though in his various elaborations Darwis is seen as taking more the side of the first perception while at the
same time criticizing the second approach, even then, the classification done by him is important for the understanding of a
foundation or identification of thinking and philosophical outlook which is spreading in Islamic Architecture.
1

See Darwis Khudori, Critical Pedrception while the second one is termed as the Ideological Perception, in a working-paper in the Third International
Symposium on Islamic Expression in Indonesian Architecture, ―Tectonic Dimension in Islamic Architectural Tradition in Indonesia, p.60.
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Ismail Serageldin while discussing the planning of mosques as one of the major elements in Islamic Architecture, has
classified the approaches taken into five categories, namely popular approach (vernacular), traditional, populist, adaptivemodern, and the last one being the modern one.2 Concerning the space covering for services, he divides the planning of
mosques into four sections namely Major Landmark Structure, Community Centre-Complex, Small Local Mosques, and
Zawiyas. Through such notion of division and classification [of functions] the work is being facilitated smoothly in identifying
the characteristics and grasp of a mosque.
As for Mohammad Al-Asad, his observations are summarized in such classification [of functions] making them into two only,
as explained by him in the following:
“I suggest placing these categories within an even simpler system by dividing approaches to contemporary mosque
into two groups: one that accept historical precedents as main source of inspiration for generation of form and one
that does not”.3
Kemas Madani in another writing of his on mosques re-classifies again the functions of mosques into two, namely mosque an
environment and next mosque as a centre of activities and spiritual devotions4.
Hasan-Uddin Khan in his writing on mosques makes five classifications therein as constituting major elements in Islamic
Architecture. This classification is based on the categories of mosque users who express their needs for such development in
mosques.5 The said classification is done based on the categories of the clients who express need for such mosques. The
classification divides the mosque into The State Client, The Local Administrator, Institution, the Rural Society and the wider
Society as the mosque users (clients). Since this involves much documentation for so many mosques, in various countries, this
classification is very important for our literary treasury concerning mosque designs.
This paper attempts to re arrange and conduct an analysis of the Prophetic Traditions (Hadith) in providing the chosen
approach for making designs for modern mosques in Malaysia. Research is done by collecting traditions from the collections
of al-Bukhari and Muslim, and then they are elucidated and formed into a reference framework for handling various issues and
confusions in mosque designs in Malaysia. This research is divided into two major parts. The first part contains research
concerning issues and problems of mosque designs in Malaysia. The second part consists of documentations and analysis on
the Prophetic traditions relevant to the topic, in showing various issues and problems on mosque designs in Malaysia and the
world at large. Hopefully through this research enshrined in the paper we can understand the utilization of the Prophetic
tradition as one of the major approaches and reference frameworks in producing modern mosque designs in Malaysia for the
present and for the future.

2. THE ISSUE OF MODERN MOSQUE DESIGNS AND THE ANALYSIS OF PROPHETIC HADITHS
CONCERNING THE DESIGN OF MOSQUES IN MALAYSIA
This writing discusses the issue of mosque designs found in Malaysia. The original discussion is done in six parts namely the
issue of identity and form, the issue of the position and location of mosques, the issue of specialization [of functions] and the
planning in the use of space, the issue of the members of the congregation and mosque use, especially in relation to women,
children, the younger generation, the disabled, the issue of security of the inner area and the mosque space, the issue of the
administration of mosques, and the economy of mosques but due to the limitation of the spaces, this paper only cover the first
issues which are identity and form of mosque.
2.1 Identity and Design
Malaysia has experienced the problem of identity in the design of mosques because there is failure of Muslim thinkersaccording to Mohamad Tajuddin (1998:17) - to translate the suitable approach in contemporary modern era in mosque designs
. If we examine the Prophetic Traditions ( peace and blessings be upon him) we will find that there are a number of traditions
which contain similar meanings covering this issue of identity which can be used as useful guidance in the making of mosque
designs.

2

See his paper:Ismail Serageldin, Contemporary Expressions of Islam in Buildings: The Religion and Secular, in the International Seminar , Agha Khan
Awards for Architecture, Jakarta & Yogyakarta 15-19 of October, 1999, p.28.
3
See the proceedings of the International Seminar, Agha Khan Awards for Architecture, Jakarta & Ygyakarta 15-19 October, p.28.
4
See proceedings of the International Seminar, Agha Khan Awards for Architecture, Jakarta & Yogyakarta 15-19th October 1990, and p.34.
5
See his working-paper :Hassan-Uddin Khan, ―The Overview of the Mosque, an Overview and Design Direction‖, in the International Seminar , Agha Khan
Awards for Architecture , Jakarta & Yogyakarta 15-19 of October, 1999, pp.109-126. See also the classification based on the characteristics of the area in
his book :The Mosque: History, Architectural Development & Regional Diversity (2002), New York: Thames & Hudson
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Picture 7: Tengku Sulaiman Mosque, Bentong, Pahang.
Source: Kunadzri, 2007
For deciding the image and design of the form of mosques in any locality it must be considered that that design and image
should symbolize or reflect one cultural identity of the local situation .By reflecting or symbolizing the cultural identity of that
society, then by the same token that will be a landmark for the area. Such a step is seen as necessary to be taken seriously by all
concerned in the building of a mosque; and it should be remembered that to be proud about something which does not rightly
belong to oneself is a form of ‗deceit‘, as indicated by the following Prophetic Tradition:
6

Meaning: It is narrated on the authority of Asma‟ rd :A woman went to see the Messenger of Allah saying: I am the
wife of a man who has taken a second wife, is it sinful if I pretend to be satisfied with the wealth which is not given
to me? The Messenger –peace and blessings be upon him said: „Whoever feels satisfied with what is not given to him
is like the one who puts on two attires of falsehood”.
In connection with the building of a mosque, the important issue which is also discussed is the high cost of building it, to the
extent that sometimes it almost reaches a figure which can be considered as superfluous extravagance. Such excessive
spending of wealth can be avoided if the extra elements which are merely ornamental in nature and do not constitute a function
in that building is avoided and in its place is taken something which is simple in nature. This is in conformity with the Islamic
life style like the one which is practiced by the Messenger of Allah –peace and blessings be upon him- as indicated in the
following prophetic traditions:

Meaning: It is narrated on the authority of Muhammad bin Ziyad: I have heard Abu Hurairah saying: “When I saw a
man, an officer of the government of Bahrain drawing along his long attire on the ground, with the cloth on the dust,
I said: the amir has arrived, the amir has arrived, the Messenger of Allah peace and blessings be upon him said:
“Truly Allah does not look (with mercy) at a person who trails his attire on the ground by reason of pride”.

Meaning: It is narrated on the authority of Anad –may Allah be pleased with him: When we were sitting together in
the presence of the Prophet-peace and blessings be upon him in the mosque , then a man came riding a camel .He
asked the camel to kneel down in compound of the mosque , while tying its foreleg, while asking:” Who among you all

6

Shahih Muslim, Hadith ke- 1387, hlm. 784.
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is named Muhammad? At that time the Prophet –peace and blessings be upon him was sitting among us (the
Companions) while reclining among them. We answered „The fair man reclining on his side. We replied: The man
looked towards the Prophet peace be upon him saying “O the son of „Abdu‟l-Muttalib”, The Prophet replied “I am
here to reply to your questions”. The man asked the Prophet (pbuh) “I would like to ask you a question which is
difficult for you to answer, so please do not be angry” .The Prophet (pbuh) said “You ask whatever you want to ask”
.The man said “ I would like to ask in the name of your Lord and the Lord of those before you, has Allah sent you unto
all mankind?”.The Prophet replied „In the name of Allah, yes”.The man further asked, “Has Allah commanded you
to perform the five obligatory daily prayers”? The Prophet (pbuh) replied “By Allah, that is true”. Then the man
asked “Has Allah commanded you to fast in the month of Ramadhan?”,The Proiphet (pbuh) replied “Yes, by
Allah:”. “The man then asked “In the name of Allah, has Allah commanded you to take zakat from the rich to be
given to the poor?”.The Prophet (pbuh) replied “By Allah, that is true” Then the man said “I believe in all that which
has been sent unto you, I have been sent by my tribe as a messenger, my name is Damam ibn Tha‟labah, from the
tribe of Banu Sa‟d bin Bakar”.
From the tradition above , we know that situation of the Messenhger of Allah (pbuh) when he was among his Companions in
the mosque with no distinctive difference from others as a man, whereas he was sent as a messenger from Allah, in fact the
atmosphere manifested equal status of everyone. His mode of behaviour which was simple without special distinctive apparel
showing his importance, while he was reclining among his Companions, without having a throne, all of this shows that
simplicity is an important value in every aspect of human life; and this is also true in relation to the building of mosques.

Picture 8: Tuanku Mizan Mosque, Putrajaya.
Source: www.islam.gov.my
In avoiding wasteful spending and the practice of simplicity and moderation in the building of mosques, elements which are
purely ornamental in nature without functionality should be avoided. As an example we can see the minaret which is normally
found especially in most of the mosques in Malaysia and in the world in general. The function of minarets is supposedly to
be a structure as a place in which the muezzin will make the call to prayer. However, during the time of the Messenger of
Allah (pbuh) the call to prayer was not made from minarets , but on the highest roof in the locality, as explained by
K.A.Creswell (1958:5). With the present modern situation there is no necessity for the use of minarets for making the call for
prayer because this is substituted by the call being made through the use of the loudspeaker. Therefore the use of minarets
in designing mosque architecture is no more suitable as stated by Oleg Grabar (1973:120). However, it is seen as practical
for it to be used as landmark for indicating the presence of mosques in a locality as suggested by Mohamad Tajuddin
(1998:275).
The origin about the azan is for making the call reach the people so that the daily obligatory prayers are being performed
when the time comes. The origin of the azan is as stated by the following Prophetic tradition:

Meaning: It is narrated on the authority of Ibn „Umar (May Allah be pleased with them) : When Muslims (that is the
Companions) arrived in Madinah , they congregated for performing the obligatory prayers, and they made use of the
calculation of time in doing so. At that time the azan as method of calling to prayer had not yet been introduced. One
day a person suggested the use of bells, as done by the Christians, some others suggested the use of the trumpet just
like the horn as used by the Jews. It was „Umar who for the first time suggested the call (so that people come to
prayer; then the Messenger of Allah himself ordered Bilal to proclaim the azan (calling people to prayer).
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In the building of mosques there is a need for the use of architectural language which is suitable with the attribute of attracting
people‘s interest for inviting them to perform the obligation well. This is seen as needing attention concerning the design of
the fence and the image of the whole mosque. The design of the fence should give the indication that it is inviting the people
to enter the mosque compound .This can be done either by building low fence or by making its compound separate by
planting certain trees together with an attractive landscaping; this is something different from what is found in most mosques
in this country which has high fences making people have a slight feeling of fear from going near . This should be avoided
and appropriate lessons should be drawn from the tradition of the Prophet (pbuh) concerning the fact that mosques in his time
had no fence and people could freely enter them and go out at any time without discrimination because of social status,
position and age. The tradition is the following:

Meaning: It is narrated on the authority of Ibn „Abbas (May Allah be pleased with them) : One day I went riding a
female mule, at that time I was on the verge of reaching the age of a matured person. The Messengere of Allah
(pbuh) was performing his prayer at Mina.There was no wall in front of him, and I passed by in front of some rows
of people praying.I allowed the mule to go , then I entered the row [of people praying] , and none objected to that.

Picture 9: The Kampong Air Mati Mosque, Perak.
Source: www.wikipedia.org

Picture 10: Kampong Pasir Puteh Mosque
Source: Abu Saif, 2008
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As a religion which is perfect and total in nature covering all aspects of the life of its followers, it is simple, and tolerant in its
rules in most matters The same goes with the building of mosques in which the religion does not create difficulties for the
believers making them acquire vehicles for bringing them to mosques like cars and so on, because mosques are situated far
from their homes. What is reiterated here is that most things which are complicated in human life start from the human self
which likes to create innovations as needs. Difficulties in spiritual devotions or in doing certain activities has maded man to
run away from such duties as stated in the prophetic tradition as the following:

Meaning: It is narrated on the authority of Anas –may Allah be pleased with him- : From the Messenger of Allah
(pbuh) “Make things easy, do not make things difficult [for people], give glad tidings [unto them] do not scare
them”.
From this Prophetic tradition it is found that difficulties faced by people in doing certain things may cause them to avoid
them. From this it can be concluded that the positioning of mosques should be a matter of serious consideration so that
people will not find it difficult for them to go to mosques [for doing their religious duties].

4. CONCLUSION
Based on the evaluation and interpretation done on the materials of the Prophetic Tradition it is found that mosques of that time
were not limited in their activities only to one which was spiritual in nature involving only spiritual devotions , but there was
the function of having various activities generating development of the Muslim society itself. The effectiveness of the
function in that time can be observed in the spread of the Islamic religion itself in the whole world, even though then his
mosque was made of trunks of date-palms with the roof from palm leaves. Behind the success of the Messenger of Allah
(pbuh) at that time there is the example to be followed by contemporary Muslim society to develope the institution and
enhance its functions to the maximum as a focal point of the movement of contemporary Muslim society by fulfilling the
spiritual and physical needs of people. With the availability of the mosque playing its important role hopefully the Muslim
society would develop well and realize its unity thus becoming a respected society looked upon with respect by people and
at the same time getting the Good Pleasure of its Creator.
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ABSTRACT
Sustainability is a growing trend within the field of architecture, it is currently the most pressing, complex and challenging
agenda facing architects. In order to create adaptability sustainable design need involves an architectural designing method
which capable to increase student awareness of users with specific desires.
Empathy is the capability to share and understand another's emotion and feelings; simply put, putting oneself into another’s
shoes. In designing new building, putting yourself into what user’s needs is essential. Empathic design process involves seeing
and understanding people’s emotions and feelings in their own natural environment as opposed to as laboratory test objects.
Therefore, empathic design becomes a method about a force for change in the creation and management of adaptable
environments for people.
Conventional design methods was shown to be insufficient and the creation of empathic design process was important to
increase student’s sensitivity. The active participation of users in addition of empathy methods ensured that future architecs
gained a deeper understanding of user needs and were able to create appropriate and quality building and environment. The
objective of this paper is to describes the architectural teaching methods through empathic design approach with the intention
to create an adaptable and sustainable built environment.
Keywords
Adaptable, empathic, design, architecture, teaching, approach
1. INTRODUCTION
Sustainable architecture is a provocative title and begs questions that must be addressed. Currently, the term of sustainability
become an issue that is often used as an image of human life in facing environmental degradation. However, sustainability
issue is often seems to be expressed merely in the form of visual and technical level. But have not touch the essence of this
issue yet that is the concern of harmony between human life and nature. One of it is creating an adaptable buit environment
with nature.
Harmony can be achieved if there is a robust sense of interwoven between human with each other. Currently, the architectural
appearance is often created without considering this prerequisite. Sustainability has become not only an attractive and
fashionable phrase, but also a „comfort word‟ that is prone to being viewed with suspicion. Today, it is widely established that
empathy is needed in creating a true understanding of the user experience as a resource in the design process (Fulton-Suri,
2003; Koskinen and Battarbee, 2003 in Fritsch et al, 2007).
In architecture field, the empathy design has long been known but relatively new to developed as a method of design. Need to
encourage young architect to develop an understanding about design that consider the users in depth. It is necessary in
introducing an adaptable design, so that the design result eventually is a design that either has sustainable value or perpetual
use.
Most of us understand that design done in a morally responsible, collaborative and ecologically sensitive way is a key to
improving the future (Burnette, 2010). Empathy approach becomes more significant methods since human need to actualize
themself and also creating a sustainable environment for the future. Empathy as an approach to achieve the key will be
explicate in this paper in order to edify (young) architect how to share and understand another's emotion and feelings to applied
as adaptable design.
2. METHODOLOGY
The methodology used in explaining this paper is descriptive-exploratory method to some of literatures that discusses directly
or indirectly about empathic design. This exploration based on criticism of design method development which arise today.
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Many pedagogical practices in design studios today have been based on a number of assumptions, particularly those revolving
around such abilities (Mostafa and Mostafa, 2010). If the assumption continuously occurs, it is not impossible design methods
will no longer considering of human need and dimension, but more concerning architect‟s ego. „Unsuccessful‟ design often
comes from the assumption that users like what we like (Fritsch et al, 2007). Based on this phenomenon, this paper developed
by describing some fundamental issues about human centered design which narrating empathic as an approach toward
adaptable and sustainable design.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Empathy in design
Empathy is a person‟s ability to identify with and understand another person‟s feelings, ideas and circumstances. Empathy, is
"an imaginative projection into another person's situation" (Koskinen and Battarbee, 2003 in Fritsch et al, 2007). So, we can
say that empathic design is a user (human)-centered design approach that pays attention to the user's feelings toward
architectural forms. Currently, empathy method more developed in the products design that want to seize the segments of
specific consumer. Of course, as a part of design discipline, architecture must also be able elicits this method with the aim of
creating an adaptable design as well. Thus, for architects who have not directly been in contact with the users they receive
information about, special attention must be given to the communication of user insights.
Nowadays, it is widely established that empathy is needed in creating a true understanding of the user experience as a resource
in the architectural design. Empathy design is the capacity of participating in the feelings or ideas of another person. It is a
personal connection to the users who are seen as persons with feelings, not merely as informants (Mattelmäki and Battarbee
2002). Empathic design is empricial research techniques that provide designers access to how users experience their material
surroundings and the people in it in, including themselves as key characters of their everyday lives “ (Koskinen and Battarbee,
2003 in Fritsch et al, 2007).
Fritsch
According to Kouprie and Visser (2009), some aspects of empathy for communication in design activities are worth
considering:
Experiences are personal, which makes it difficult to relate and to understand. Empathic understanding is therefore
always limited: the empathizer cannot become totally another person, but is able to balance and switch between the
other person‟s perspective and his own.
Empathy has affective and cognitive components. The affective component enables the empathizer to experience the
feelings and emotions of another person; the cognitive component is a more detached understanding, in which the
empathizer reasons from the perspective of the other person. Combining and balancing these components is needed to
gain empathy and use it in designing.
Empathy is not a state at one moment, but achieved through a process. The empathizer can enter, wander around and
step out of the other person‟s world.
These aspects have led us to the insight that empathy could be also regarded as a process in architecture. A process in which
the architect steps into, wanders around and steps out of the user‟s world. During this process the designer combines cognitive
and affective aspects to empathize. This process is not instantaneous, but involves (thinking) space and time. We believe that
for gaining empathic understanding the architect must involve his own feelings too. Trying to relate to the user experiences by
bringing up one‟s own related experiences is an essential step of the empathy process.
3.2. Empathy as a morally responsibility
The development of architectural education now is increasingly less attention to the essence of human desire. Consumerization
of architectural facade become a precedence with the exclusively intention to statisfy human desire of identity only. Stare at
development in the Middle East. Development is one of progress that should be done by humans continually. But morally, the
development must also pay attention to harmony with humans and nature. The desire to build like in the Middle East prolong
to wipe out the sense of togetherness and the sense of empathy for fellow human beings. The rich increasingly oppress the poor
because the rich get richer and the poor getting poorer. Not surprisingly, these phenomenon lead to increasing number of social
problems and the slums. Brent C. Brolin notify us ‟do fit it with the surroundings...rather than try to shock...‟, so that the desire
of users can be adjusted.
Actually, this can be diminished by empathy sense in designing the built environment. The approaches used for empathy
design are often required to be both grounded by the experience of real people and capable of inspiring ideas: to be generative,
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not primarily evaluative, of good inclusive design (Fulton-Suri, 2005 in Fritsch et al, 2007). Designs are created from empathy
sense preserve to develop morally responsible both for society and the natural surroundings.
3.3. Empathy as a collaborative way in problem solving
The method of empathy itself is an improvement part of participatory methods in human-centered design. Empathy method in
design was developed to complement and strengthen the basis for the development of active participation in solving design
problems. Empathy method will unable managed when not accompanied by sharing between the architect and the user
continually. This collaboration by itself will bring all the participants involved to create appropriate solutions and properly
targeted. One example is through storytelling. Through projective tools like storytelling are users asked to describe, not only
their life and activities in general terms but also their dreams and aspirations (Fritsch et al, 2007). With storytelling, we can
explore the idea of presenting user studies and we can arouses empathy by providing an opportunity for empathically forming a
subjective understanding of users' experiences and points of view.
Empathy became the key ingredient to gaining „inside‟ information from participant. The user‟s stories can be used to
empathize with them in a natural way. As examples is what have done by Eko Prawoto, Aga Khan Award 2010 finalist for his
reconstruction of Ngibikan village after an earthquake hit in Yogyakarta on May, 2006. The community rebuilt the physical
fabric of their environment which in turn helped to rebuild the ‘gotong royong’ or togetherness of this agrarian village. As
such, the Ngibikan village reconstruction provides an alternative model for a post-disaster reconstruction project that
demonstrates the enormous positive impact of a grassroots rebuilding effort. By combining participatory methods and
emphatical sense, Eko able to reconstruct their village as well reconstruct their emotion towards their cultural identity.
3.4. Empathy as a ecologically sensitive way
Sustainability became the issue that are often used today and is closely related to ecological issues. In the field of architecture
itself the sustainable development, defined as “a development that meets the needs of the present generation without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (WCED, 1987 in Lombardi, 2005). In order to
preserve this necessity, since now we should be able to adapt our needs with what is also needed by nature and our
environment. The results should reflect our ability in adapting and assimilating our design to nature.
On the other hand, design work becomes more difficult if we do think that users are so different from us as designers. The
challenge is to find a balance between these two extremes and develop new approaches to gathering user information and
creating empathy in a design team (Suri, 2003 in Fritsch et al, 2007).
In forming an ecological design, a young architect should be able to develop his/her ability to respond to natural conditions as
well as capable of absorbing the user desires, and also he/she must intimate with the environment. These demands are often
regarded as an obstacle to the architect in creating his works. Consequently, often some-frills building with ecological or green
building but the building itself unconsciously use materials that are not environmental friendly. Nevertheless, try to put
ourselves as users or as nature, then we will be supposed feel what really has happened in our development system.
This dilemma also relates to the way we design our environment. How can be adapatable if we can not endeavor to adapt and
assimilate our designs with surroundings and if we do not recognize and empathize the environment in which our design will
be placed. Most of what happens now is we we prefer the dominant form of consumerism. We almost have left the contents
that represent the „other‟, the peasant community of the past, could not be more emphatically expressed (Oliver, 2006).
3.5. Empathy as a design method in architecture
Design methods in architecture is more holistic in solving the problems of design. The approach is usually done by combining
some issues from a variety of methods across scientific disciplines. Cross cultural issues in architecture have been explored and
addressed by numerous authors, in particular by Frampton (1983) who used the term “critical self-consciousness” when
speaking of the discrimination which is exercised when choices are being made about borrowing from other cultures (Hegvold,
1999).
Empathy approach as one method of design furthermore uses interdisciplinary methods in the understanding and operation.
This is done to get various strategic issues that can be used as a design method. If contextualized, the application of empathy
method as a method of design can be initiated taught to the young architect on the school because in this stage they were first
forged to be someone who is skilled in designing the built environment.
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According Hegvold (1999), there are four issues to be addressed in resolving the dilemma that can be implemented to arouses
empathy in architectural education method, that is:
Cultural Sensitivity
A focus on cultural sensitivity at all levels in the education process is a key determinant in encouraging students to work
together and bringing their own cultural background to the design process. The strategy to develop cultural sensitivity can
be achieved by implementing a system that integrates the empathy approach in designing methods. The application can be
integrated into the studio system or a specific studio model.
Understanding Context
An architect will need to be aware to context in its various forms, such as cultural, political, historical, social, technical and
environmental contexts. Its Required an understanding to contextualize different kinds of issues with suitable models in an
appropriate educational framework. Each student need a requirement to undertake a series of drawings to examine a
particular piece of architecture which is outside the students‟ cultural experience. As a starting point, it is essential that
student respect and place value on their own cultural traditions and learn to draw from their own architectural heritage. The
cultural background diversity of architectural students at all universities in Indonesia should be able to be used as an
opportunity to develop an understanding of cultural diversity in Indonesia. This is necessary so that after they graduate,
they can relate their design anywhere in accordance with the context.
Sensitising Staff
The school has sought to employ staff from different cultural backgrounds who have already internalised a cross-cultural
approach to the teaching of architectural design. This combination will bring campus ambiance into a collaborative
character so that every facing problem of design, each other will giving attention with the input from all cultural
backgrounds. This collaboration also helps staff to obtain an understanding all Indonesian cultures in order to achive
holistically design solving and also encourage the sense of empathy towards each students‟ achievement results.
Sensitising Student
The difficulties when applying the empathy method is when we offering some option to explored by students a design that
requires special needs. Most are done by the students is they choose a design that has been applied (reproduced) without
considering the background and the specific needs of user. This problem is caused by architectural education system
nowadays merely taking notice on the process and result as a product, but does not create a process that involves and
accommodate the desire of each student. In the end, their aspiration can not absorbed as a design because depressed by
'wish the lecturer happy' idiom. Strategic way that can be implemented to sensiting student, i.e. :
• Get to know each student (deeper is better). With known, they will impress we are trying to understand them.
• Provide objective and balanced job/task.
• Give an appreciation of each work performed by each student (no matter how small is it).
This process for achieving empathy as a method that can be implemented in architectural design is depicted by Visser and
Kouprie (2008). It consists of four phases: discovery, immersion, connection, and detachment. In the discovery phase the
designer allows himself to become absorbed in the user‟s world. In the immersion phase the designer internalizes the user‟s
world into his own. Then in the connection phase, the designer connects, cognitively and affectively with the user‟s
experiences. In the final phase, detachment, the designer moves back from the merged worlds to a position of separate identity.
If contextualised into the architecture field, the translation of this method include;
1. Discovery
Students are provoked to understand the problems faced by users in-depth and holistic. The method can be achieved from
explorative method to experiences that directly or indirectly affect the user in making design decisions. For example how
the user when he woke up or during a shower. Every person have a different habit so that affects the accessibility of design.
2. Immersion
In this phase, the student/architect has been in user‟s position so that the designing experience should have been positioned
to put himself in a user perspective. The architect expands his knowledge about the user and is surprised by various aspects
that influence the user‟s experience. The architect should open-minded and focused in the user‟s point of reference. He is
being pulled into the user‟s world, and absorbs without judging.
3. Connection
In this phase, the architect makes a connection on an emotional level with the user by recalling his own feelings and
resonates with the user‟s experience. At this phase both affective and cognitive components are important; the affective to
understand feelings, the cognitive to understand meanings. After we recognize the component, behavior of users
in having their activities can already be felt and expressed as preconception.
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4. Detachment
The designer steps back into the role of designer and makes sense of the user‟s world. After finding preconception, the
architect describe it to be used as a basic for ideation and conception.
In architecture, a good part of architectural education is consumed in teaching students how to represent a building; the concept
behind it, its details, its structural system, its interiors, its exteriors. At the core of these tools of representation is the ability to
convey through lines, in two dimensions what is, of course, a three dimensional product. It is a skill that is not easy to learn or
to teach and it is an important component of almost all aspects of the architectural education process.
But not all students have the ability to represent the buildings in 2D-3D dimensional form, there are also students with limited
abilities. This type of students can be used to dig up information from the user, so that we could taught to them the ways of
generating the user experience. This is based on the assumption that „in planning a design studio that addresses the sensory
nature of architecture one has to employ alternative methods of instruction that break free from Cartesian geometry and deal
with design in a more phenomenological manner… and the design process is only successful if it constantly refers to the senses
as tool and purpose (Ibrashy and Gaber, 2010).
Ibrashy and Gaber (2010) propose the method of design through installation art for improving the sensitivity of young architect
through sense. Students were told to experience the five senses at every installation made. From simply asking a student if they
would like to live in their own design, to making students walk barefoot up and down many types of stairs and describe the
sensation, to asking students to critique buildings and landscapes as receptacles of sound, smell and other sensations, these
teaching methods are all attempts to free the students of the necessary yet restraining tools of traditional representation as well
as to empathized with their way of designing life.
Furthermore, the design was to be grounded in a real site that they were asked to visit and report on, and in a program that was
arrived at democratically through brainstorming. Finally, designs were developed in a tactile physical manner through
modelling and sketches. Traditional orthographic representation and computer aided design was relegated from design tool to
representational tool to be applied to the design after it was almost fully developed. Evaluation throughout the duration of the
studio would be transparent and would focus on the student‟s ability to palpably grasp and express ideas beyond graphics
(Ibrashy and Gaber, 2010). Active participation and empathy model which improved through this method can be developed in
an adaptable approach in order to create a young architect who is familiar with the environment.
Wang (2002) describe that full size mock-ups of student designs are one example of simulations which have heuristic value
and students can simulate experiences of design (in Ibrashy and Gaber, 2010). In order to encourage the sense of empathy for
the student is needed 1 : 1 scale mockup. The competency through 1 : 1 scale mockup that is to increase the ability of;
conceptional, sharpening sense, abstracting, understanding the environment, and upgrading skills. The benefits include
(Atmodiwirjo and Yatmo, 2010):
- Obtain a complete understanding of space, time and environment.
- Feels the object visually will affect the sense of space.
- Senses the composition arising from the composition.
- Develops a cognitive ability and awareness to understand the space and place.
Besides that, with applying this studio model, the students greatly benefitted from having their work to be exposed to a larger
audience of peers and instructors – gaining a variety of feedback to help them understand the problems and questions they had
posed with their works. Moreover, commonly in many architecture schools students do not have their own studio so that there
is no sense of belonging to the community. Whereas by applying this kind of studio too, the student can arouse collaboration of
the spesific group/team to provoke emphatical sense and togetherness.
An approach that can be immediately implemented to educate the young architect is build the workshop form such as a studio
with some facilities to develop their sense of empathy. This is a sollution for overcome the rarenees in classes interact. In this
kind of studio:
• Sense of empathy will arouse.
• Collaboration will be seen.
• Active participation and contribution of every individual will sensed.
• Understanding of the essence of design is achieved.
• Holistical and appropriately results.
4. CONCLUSION
The empathic approach presented in this paper gives insight into some aspects of empathy in architectural design.
When architects do not see the advantages of empathy in design, the results can be unsatisfying.
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Empathy approach ought to be a method in architectural designing so that the architect is able to translate the desire of users
appropriately and suitably.
The method of empathy can be developed through architectural learning systems, especially in the studio learning system.
Moreover, this paper propose some ideas to turn into preconception that can be implemented in architectural studio, i.e.:
- Combines studio method with empathy method.
- Arouses collaboration in studio process.
- Involves all studio participant in problem solving with role-playing activities.
- Develop 1 : 1 scale studio model with some element that can improves empathical sense.
This paper gives insight into the process of empathy for the role of (young) architect in relation to the user, and can be used to
collaborate existing empathic research with design techniques, support development of new empathic tools and techniques and
foster discussion about the emerging role of empathy in the design process. In its development, further research is needed
which related to translate the technical and methods of empathy design structurally especially its implementation in the
architectural learning system. Furthermore, this paper is expected to encourage all institutions of architectural education to
arouse the empathy as a design method in order to generate qualified architect with the aptitude in building an adaptable and
sustainable built environment.
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ABSTRACT
After lasted 35 years the culture of vertically mass public housing (MPH) in Bandung, it is the very right time to evaluate the
creativity and adaptability of inhabitants in their dwelling unit, especially in Rusun Sarijadi, the first MPH in Bandung. Using
qualitative and quantitative analysis, through the data recording of 54 housing units floor plans to show the proportion of the
floor and wall area which is covered by furniture; and interpreting 132 photos that show utilization of space vertically, the
findings were obtained spatial variability as a manifestation of creativity and adaptability of the occupants, which were
classified into 2 types: the first variant is the largest group of housing units which are utilized more horizontally rather than
vertically. The second variant is at least group of housing units which is balanced utilization of vertically and horizontally.
There is not found the variant of housing units which utilized more vertically than horizontally. It means that although culture
of vertically housing in big cities in Indonesia such as Bandung is already lasted in years, but the utilization of vertical space
is limited to the scope of the building, not yet reached the scope of residential units.
Key words
Creativity, adaptability, mass public housing, space-usage, Sarijadi Bandung

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Creativity and Adaptability
English word creativity comes from the Latin term creō "to create, make". The word "create" appears in English as early as the
14th century, notably in Chaucer [1]. Creativity is the ability to transcend traditional ideas, rules, patterns, relationships, or
the like, and through imaginative skill to create meaningful new ideas, forms, methods, interpretations, products, solutions,
works of art, devices, or a new artistic object or form. What counts as "new" may be in reference to the individual creator, or to
the society or domain within which the novelty occurs. What counts as "valuable" is similarly defined in a variety of ways [2].
Creativity is also seen as being increasingly important in a variety of other professions. Architecture and industrial design are
the fields most often associated with creativity, and more generally the fields of design and design research. These fields
explicitly value creativity, and journals such as Design Studies have published many studies on creativity and creative problem
solving [3]. Creativity and everyday imaginative thought, according to Weisberg [4], creativity only involves ordinary
cognitive processes yielding extraordinary results. In everyday thought, people often spontaneously imagine alternatives to
reality when they think "if only..." [5].
Adaptability comes from the Latin term adaptāre “to fit” is a feature of a system or of a process. According to Andresen and
Gronau [6] adaptability in the field of organizational management can in general be seen as an ability to change something or
oneself to fit to occurring changes. Adaptability is (1) ability to adjust (someone or something, especially oneself) to different
conditions, a new environment; and (2) ability to fit, change, or modify to suit a new or different purpose [7].
Creativity and adaptability in everyday life in using space by inhabitants in their dwelling unit is the focus of this study.
1.2. Rumah Susun Sarijadi as a Pioneer of Mass Public Housings in Bandung
Sarijadi mass public housing (MPH), was built in 1976, is one of the pioneer MPHs in Indonesia, and the first one in Bandung.
See figure 1. As a result of the articulation of architectural creativity, Sarijadi MPH was designed to accommodate the needs of
lower middle income people to reside. With the space and land efficiency principle, it is reasonable that its dwelling units were
designed with a limited area, which is 36 m2. In the available 864 residential units, residents are required to be creative and
adaptive in using the space of their dwelling units.
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Aerial image of Sarijadi MPH shows 5 short blocks in left and
11 long blocks in right

Short Block
(106 of 36 m2 type)

Long Block
(704 of 36 m2 type)

Figure 1: Sarijadi mass public housing in Bandung

2. READING CREATIVITY AND ADAPTABILITY IN SARIJADI MASS PUBLIC HOUSING
2.1. By Interpretation of Space-Usage in Dwelling Unit
To determine the level of creativity and adaptability of the occupants in the efficiency and optimizing the utilization of space
occupancy both horizontally and vertically, this study was conducted in 54 housing units, through the data recording in the
form of floor plans to show the proportion of the floor which is covered by furniture or house-hold equipment and the floor as
circulation space; and readings and interpreting 132 photos that show utilization of space vertically.
Using qualitative and quantitative analysis, the findings were obtained in the form of spatial variability as a manifestation of
creativity and adaptability of the occupants, which were classified into 2 types: the first variant is the largest group of housing
units which are utilized more horizontally rather than vertically. The second variant is at least group of housing units which is
balanced utilization of vertically and horizontally. There is not found the variant of housing units which utilized more
vertically than horizontally.
2.2. Space-Usage in 54 Units
There were 54 respondents as representatives of their units or 6.3 % of the existing 864 residential units, allowing surveyors to
note their dwelling unit floor plan. This data is used to analyze quantitatively about the average of covered space by furniture
and space for circulation in residential units. At the same time to know the efficient of space usage of the dwelling units, to
compare to developers’ point of view.
There are17 units have >50-75% of space floor coverage by furniture, and 37 units have >25-50%. That is why they do not use
space more intensive vertically. The average of space floor coverage by furniture in observed 54 units is 33-58%. It means,
even horizontally there are 42-67% of floor spaces used as space for movement, higher than developers’ point of view. See
Figure 2.

1 ( >50-75%)

2 (>25-50%)

3 (>25-50%)

4 ( >50-75%)

5 ( >50-75%)

6 (>25-50%)

7 ( >50-75%)

8 (>25-50%)

9 (>25-50%)

10 (>25-50%)

11 (>25-50%)

12 (>25-50%)

13 (>25-50%)

14 (>25-50%)

15 ( >50-75%)

18 ( >50-75%)

24 (>25-50%)

25 ( >50-75%)
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26 ( >50-75%)

27 ( >50-75%)

28 ( >50-75%)

29 ( >50-75%)

30 ( >50-75%)

31 (>25-50%)

32 ( >50-75%)

33 ( >50-75%)

34 ( >50-75%)

37 ( >50-75%)

38 (>25-50%)

39 (>25-50%)

40 ( >50-75%)

42 (>25-50%)

43 (>25-50%)

44 (>25-50%)

45 (>25-50%)

47 (>25-50%)

48 (>25-50%)
49 (>25-50%)
50 (>25-50%)
51 (>25-50%)
52 (>25-50%)
54 (>25-50%)
Total of 54 units, consists of: 37 units with furniture coverage area of >25-50%; 17 units with furniture coverage area of >50-75%

Figure 2: Space usage in 54 units
2.1. Spatial Variability of Space Usage in 11 Units
There were 11of 54 respondents or 26.2% allowing surveyors to take photos in their dwelling units. This data is used to
analyze qualitatively and descriptively about the creativity and adaptability of the occupants in the use of limited space in their
dwelling units. Only 4 of 57 rooms have horizontally usage lower than vertically (H<V). It means the utilization of vertical
space is limited to the scope of building, not yet reached the scope of residential units. The amount of layer vertically points
out the same conclusion. Only 17 rooms have 3 and 4 layers of vertically usage, while 38 have only 1 and 2 layers. See table 1,
2, 3, and 4.
Table 1: Spatial variability in 11 units by code number of respondent
Code Number of respondent’s
dwelling unit sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Dominance

Seating
H>V
H>V
H∞V
H>V
H∞V
H>V
H>V
H>V
H>V
H>V
H>V
H>V

Bed 1
H<V
H>V
H∞V
H∞V
H∞V
H>V
H>V
H>V
H∞V
H>V
H>V
H>V

Bed 2
H∞V
H∞V
H∞V
H>V
H>V
H>V
H>V
H>V
H∞V
H>V
H>V
H>V

Room
Kitchen
H<V
H∞V
H<V
H∞V
H∞V
H∞V
H∞V
H>V
H<V
H∞V
H>V
H∞V

Toilet
H>V
H>V
H>V
H>V
H>V
H>V
H>V
H∞V
H∞V
H>V
H>V
H>V

Other

Only 4 of 57 rooms
have horizontally
usage lower than
vertically (H<V)
Small kiosk H ∞ V
Study room H > V

Table 2: Spatial variability in 11 units by space occupation ratio and vertically layers

Ratio between
vertically and horizontally
occupation
Amount of vertically layer
of occupation

H>V
H∞V
H<V
1
2
3
4

Seating
9
2
0
3
7
0
1

Bed 1
6
4
1
2
4
1
4

Room
Bed 2 Kitchen
2
7
4
6
0
3
1
4
4
4
2
2
1
4

Toilet
9
2
0
4
5
2
0

Other
1
1
0
1

1
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Table 3: Spatial variability in 11 units by code number of respondent and vertically layers
Code Number of respondent’s
dwelling unit sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Total

Seating
2
2
2
1
4
2
2
1
2
2
1

Bed 1
4
2
3
4
4
1
2
2
4
2
1

Vertically layer
Bed 2 Kitchen Toilet
2
4
2
2
3
2
3
4
1
3
2
2
1
3
2
1
2
2
2
4
3
1
2
1
4
4
3
2
1
1
1
2
1

Other

Small kiosk 4
Study room 1

Table 4: Spatial variability in 11 units by domination of usage and vertically layers
Code Number of respondent’s
dwelling unit sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Total

Horizontally dominant
H>V
(room)
2
3
1
3
2
4
4
4
1
4
5
33

Horizontally and vertically balanced
H∞V
(room)
1
2
3
2
3
1
1
1
3
1
0
18

Vertically dominant
H<V
(room)
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
4

Amount of Layer Vertically
(room)
1
2
3
4
3
2
4
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
3
2
1
1
3
2
3
4
1
14
24
7
10

To complete the analysis, the following is the description of space usage in 11 observed dwelling units.
Respondent 1. The living room is filled with a thin mattress overlay, with no chairs and tables. There is an aquarium on top of
a short cabinet. Walls are decorated with several paintings. Bedroom 1, in addition to a bed, is filled with a closed wardrobe,
and opened clothes hanger. Bedroom 2, besides the bed is filled with short and tall bookshelves up to the ceiling. The floor is
used to put clothes, slippers, and small items on the mat, left scattered. Kitchen with L configuration, some space is used for
circulation path to the toilet, and seemed so narrow. Vertically utilization of stacked storage and cooking equipment cabinets
hang on the wall. Narrow elongated toilet shape caused some difficulties for placement arrangements the tub which is large
enough, so to get into the toilet is rather hindered and cramped, but it gives the possibility of protecting the door from the
shower splashes when bathing.
Respondent 2. The living room is filled with furniture like seating chair, corner and center table. There is a width display
cabinet of at once to put the TV, electronic and other entertainment equipment, as well as to display knick-knacks. The upper
wall of living room is used for hanging pictures or paintings. Still possible to put aesthetic elements in the form of artificial
flowers arrangement and real plants. Bedroom 1 contains a double bed, open hangers, as well as a short cabinet as partition
into the space next to it (originally was the bedroom 2). Bedroom 2 is converted to dining room and there is an equipment
cabinet, as well as a short shelf of magazines collection. Kitchen consists of an L-shaped table with a cabinet on the upper wall.
It is still possible to put the shoe rack and laundry room in front of the toilet and kitchen area. In the toilet, squat closet was
replaced with a seat one, equipped with a jet washer, and a bucket. Tetaban is functioned to place some small-size toiletries.
The mirror is placed facing the light source from the opposite wall, serves to increase the lighting effect.
Respondent 3. There is no furniture in living room, but a mat. Storage is located on one side of the wall as a display cupboard.
Bedroom 1 and 2 are filled with double bed and wardrobe. Kitchen uses bale-bale system for dispensing and weeding work,
and using a table to put the stove. Toilet is just filled with a squat closest and a bucket.
Respondent 4. The living room without furniture chairs and table, just a short shelf is placed on one side of the wall,
completed with a dispenser. Bedroom 1 contains a double bed and high wardrobe. Bedroom 2 contains a single bed and
medium size wardrobe. The kitchen is filled with very few kitchen appliances, only by a table for a kerosene stove. There is
also a dishes rack and a rice cooker place. Kitchen sink and laundry room is connected by continuous space with toilet. In front
of the toilet door, there are cleaning tools such as brooms, mop sticks, buckets and other, so the door could not open fully, but
the users still can pass. Floor leveling was made to distinguish the function of each zone.
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Respondent 5. Sitting is filled with L-shaped sofa, all at once as a place to take a nap, or even to sleep at night. There are book
shelve and places of entertainment electronics equipment such as TV and stereo set. Bedroom 1 is filled with a bookcase as
well as working desk. Other than a double be, bedroom 2 is filled with a single bed and short wardrobe. Permanent L-shaped
kitchen table is completed with storage plastics rack. There is a table to place the dispenser and rice cooker. The washing
machine and other laundry equipment like buckets is placed in the kitchen side by side to the terrace. Vat of water and a stove
are placed in the stairway hall. Using a squat toilet completed with water vat and some buckets.
Respondent 6. The living room contains a sofa that filled the length of one side of wall, backward to the window, overlooking
TV-CD rack and a plastic store cupboard with four stacks. On one side of the wall there is a row of kitchen appliances such as
refrigerators, cabinets store, washing machines, and shoe racks. Bedroom 1 contains a single bed and a clothes cupboard.
Bedroom 2 includes a single bed, medium size wardrobe, dresser table, and working desk. The kitchen contains 2 separate
kitchen table, a table to put stove the on the window side, and other one is for the sink. On the above there are cabinets and
other kitchen equipments. Toilet is arranged by the position of the door in the middle, using a squat closet, completed with a
keg and a big bucket of water. Place for drying clothes is using the stairs railing on the porch.
Respondent 7. The living room is filled with furniture and short cabinets to put a TV and some small ornamental things. A
center table is placed flexible. The wall is only used for hanging of painting or other images. Corner of the room is used to
place the ornaments and art items such as big size jars. Bedroom 1 is filled with short double bed; dressing chair is placed
beside the dresser because of limited space, to give the opportunity to get enough space to prayer place beside the bed.
Bedroom 2 is filled with two single beds, a wardrobe, and a sewing machine that was placed in the position of the window, for
lighting reason. Not a lot of kitchen furniture, so it seems like a neat and clean room. For drying clothes, there is an iron frame
that can be stretched from wall openings. Toilet contains only a squat closet. Tetaban edge is occupied only by a small bench,
equipped with a vat of water with a big size enough for the size of the toilet. Mirror and a basket are hanging on the wall.
Respondent 8. The living room contains a sofa, for watching TV in front of it. There is a dispenser, placed on the floor. In the
bed room there is a mattress also placed on the floor; a short stool to place small equipment. Bedroom 2 includes a mattress
leaning against the wall, laying it down if it is wanted to be used. In all rooms, goods and equipment are placed on the floor
lined up and stacked. Wall areas are used to attach posters, and mirror. There are some furniture in the form of rack or cabinet
to put TV, and wardrobe. Hangers are placed in front of the window so that it covers the entry of lighting. There is a permanent
L-shaped kitchen table as a place for cooking and washing.
Respondent 9. The living room contains L configuration furniture without centre table, only a corner table. In the front part of
seating room is sealed by partition to make a small room as a kiosk. Behind the kiosk there is storage. The Space under the
seating chairs is also used as storage of goods to sell. There are still wall areas left blank vertically. In bedroom 1, the space is
vertically utilized up to 4 layers, to reduce the horizontal usage, which is required for circulation space. Bedroom 2 is sealed to
put bookshelves and the rest is for working space. The kitchen is filled with furniture either vertically or horizontally, without
closing the entry of light and air flow. In toilet, there is enough circulation space. There is no obstruction of wall openings.
Respondent 10. The living room contains of chairs and center and corner table, with L configuration. Bedroom 1 contains a
double and cupboards. Bedroom 2 includes a single bed and wardrobe. The kitchen contains a kitchen table to put the stove.
Respondent 11. The living room contains of a thin mattress, without any furniture. Bedroom 1 also contains a mattress that is
placed on top of the stack of cardboard to elevate the position of the mattress. There is a wardrobe also. In bedroom 2, there is
a mattress; goods and equipments are placed in the floor. Both of bedrooms are minimized to set aside the space for study
room that contains a wardrobe and working desk. Kitchen contains a kitchen sink and a short table to put stove. There is a
cabinet above the kitchen sink.
2.2. Typical creativity and adaptability in MPH
In seating room mostly is filled by L configuration seating chair or sofa; and some is using mattress without furniture, so that
the room is felt more spacious. Seating room is also used as extension of kitchen and functions as storage, to cope the limited
space for kitchen. Bedroom 1 mostly is filled by double bed and wardrobe or single bed with working desk, and some with
bookshelf, while bedroom 2 by twin bed and wardrobe, even though there is one changed to be the dining room. It means in
MPH, the seating room and bedroom lay-out can give the wide spectrum for creativity and adaptability of the occupant to use
those rooms. Even though kitchen is so small horizontally, the occupants are still difficult to arrange kitchen equipments
vertically. So it needs creativity innovation in design, so that the MPHs’ inhabitants can use the more appropriate and efficient
kitchen. Squat closet in toilet mostly remained as it was built. Only one of 11 units the closet has changed. It is the “changing”
adaptability. The rest are categorized as “just taking or fitting” adaptability. Generally, there is no extra ordinary innovation in
using space in Sarijadi MPH, because the arrangement of the space usage is really relied on their common creativities. Some
images of their dwelling unit condition can be seen in Figure 3.
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Respondent 8

Respondent 9

Respondent 10

Respondent 11

Figure 3: Dwelling units condition
Some unique phenomena due to creativity and adaptability that is found in space usage in MPH’s dwelling unit are as
followed: (1) Mirror element is used as light reflector for the effects of adding light for small room, especially toilet; (2) The
occupants still have possibility to put aesthetic element in limited space of their dwelling units, even though its item size is big
enough; (3) Drying clothes by sticking outward from windows or other wall opening of dwelling units is still ongoing; (4)
Placement of furniture mostly does not preclude the entry of light and air flow from outside into the room; (5) Smaller space
than standard for activities and movements is still can be tolerated by occupants; as long as their daily activities can still take
place; (6) Not using the vertical space so that the space is felt like more relieved; and (7) Besides having the power of
adaptability, each unit is able to express their creativity. There are rigid spaces and fixed spaces, as well as the flexible space.
Even in very rigid space, creativity can beat the adaptability.

3. CONCLUSION
The findings indicate, there have been residents’ creativity and adaptability to take advantage of limited space, not only
horizontally but also vertically, although still at very few. These findings have a meaning that although culture of vertically
housing in big cities in Indonesia such as Bandung is already lasted 35 years, but the utilization of vertical space is limited to
the scope of the building, not yet reached the scope of residential units. Individually, residents’ creativity and adaptability to
utilize space both horizontally and vertically is highly depend on spatial intelligence they have, in appreciating the available
space. In fact, living in MPH could not improve occupants’ spatial intelligence yet to the vertically settled way of life overall.
Thus, other stakeholders who are more sensitive and have a higher spatial intelligence are highly expected to give lessons or
examples for prospective MPHs’ residents even also for the common citizens, about the vertically way of life more optimally.
So it is necessary to increase spatial intelligence of all stakeholders involved in the provision and occupation of MPH, so that
the purposes of space efficiency actually can be achieved.
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ABSTRACT
Based on Act No. 4 of 1992 about the Housing and Settlement [5], the government conducts in the field of housing and
settlements. This article embraces all kind of housing, including self-help housing or known as perumahan swadaya. Self-help
housing is housing built and repaired on the initiative and community efforts. A large number of housing needs in Indonesia
are met through this housing pattern. This type of housing is often associated with the informal housing and generates slums.
As housing problem is a complex circumstance, therefore a suitable approach from the government is needed to solve the
problem. This work is to find a suitable form or intervention to maintain and manage the self-help housing that sustainable.
To get an accurate understanding about the situation of this housing in Indonesia, a documentation and mapping of problems
are conducted. Using both quantitative and qualitative methods, this research involved seven housing communities (Kelompok
Swadaya Masyarakat) in Bandung, Semarang, Mataram, and Kendari. The difficulty to access funds (formally), building
materials, technology, and other housing resources is one of the problems exist. The programs conducted by the government
are mostly consists of only physical aspects and the sustainability of the programs is often questioned.
Keyword:
Self-help housing, maintenance, management, community, sustainability

1. INTRODUCTION
Self-help housing is a major asset in Indonesia, because a large number of housing needs in Indonesia are met through this
self- help housing patterns. According to Badan Pusat Statistik (2004) ca. 68% of families build their own homes, 6.9% of the
families buy a not-new-built house, 2.2% buy a new-built house from individual, and 3.4% buy their house from developers. In
urban area in Indonesia, ca. 70% of the housing is self-help housing, mostly in informal area, and only 30% of the housing is
formal housing along with the infrastructure, for example real estate housing, apartment, public housing, etc. [1].
Self-help housing itself is housing built and repaired on the initiative and community efforts, either individually or in groups/in
mutual cooperation. This type of housing is often identified with the informal housing, because the construction is generally
performed by low-income group, independently, without going through a formal development procedures. An important
characteristic of the self-help housing by the low-income groups is the emphasizing the process (construction) itself rather than
housing as a product. One of the factors is because the process is controlled by the owner/user, which means, the initiative, the
decision and the execution are made by the owner. It depends also on the availability of the capital, not only financially, but
also socially and the know-how or knowledge in constructing a house. The execution is community-based; the neighborhood
helps the construction in a way they are accustomed to, such as gotong royong. The pattern gives the low-income groups
bigger opportunity to build a house and this indicates that self-help housing plays an important role in Indonesia, especially in
meeting the needs of shelter for the low-income groups.
Based on the activity report from KEMENPERA (Ministry of Housing and Settlement) in 2009, there are some problems
frequently faced by the government involving the self-help housing conducted by the low-income groups. These problems are
closely related to the characteristics mentioned above, namely:
-

Most of the self-help housing is inappropriate and healthy to be dwelled, artless, spontaneous, and not equipped with
proper infrastructure. This group of housing tends to sprawl and generate slums;
The low-income group has limited access to bank or other institution that gives loan/credit. These people become
bankable, because most of them have no asset as assurance or they don‟t have regular income;
Because of the irregular earnings, they have also limited access to other housing resources;
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-

The know-how and knowledge, not only on house construction techniques, but also on organizing people are also
inadequate;
The role of these people is as well low in decision making in relation to planning and developing their housing and
settlement.

Since housing problem (including its maintenance and management) is a complex circumstance, between private and public
realm, the government cannot always do top down policy, gives instruction or forbid the housing communities. A suitable
approach or intervention by the government is needed, especially in finding the origin of the problems. In this case, the housing
communities ought to figure out by themselves and communicate what they really need. Through participation and bottom-up
process, the housing communities have a stronger sense of belonging which have influence the sustainability of the programs
[2, 3]. In order to solve the problems above and to prevent further degradation of the of housing‟s and settlement‟s quality, the
government tries to take action. As part of carrying out the mandate of the Act No. 4 of 1992, KEMENPERA [5] has several
programs and two of them regarding self-help housing are by increasing the quality of settlements in 30 provinces, for e.g.
through Self-Help Housing Development Stimulants (BSP2S) and Improvement the Quality of Housing (PKP).

2. METHODS
To find a suitable form or intervention to maintain and manage the self-help housing that sustainable, based on the
characteristics of the communities in Indonesia, it is necessary to get an accurate understanding about the situation of the selfhelp housing in Indonesia. By using quantitative and qualitative methods, this research involved seven housing communities
(Kelompok Swadaya Masyarakat) in Bandung, Semarang, Mataram, and Kendari through observations, interviews and focused
group discussion.

3. DISCUSSION
Firstly the terms of maintenance and management are being defined. From literature and examples on field, to maintain has the
meaning of taking care of, ensuring, protecting, rescuing (from danger) periodically, in order to stay well [4]. On the other
hand, to manage means to control and to direct, so that it will sustain in a long term [4]. There are many forms or phrases used
by the government or organization referring maintenance and management of self-help housing, among others are restoration,
renovation, refurbishment, upgrading, etc., which include the house itself, the utility and infrastructure of the neighborhood.
Theories about the housing crisis can be divided into two major groups. The first group sees the housing problem of the capital,
while the second group, think of hygiene/health/order. The first aspect sees that, there are: lack of funds for the construction of
housing for the low-income, high interest housing loans, etc. Meanwhile second group tends to reduce the problem to a mere
"matter renovation/revitalization of the village", cultural issues, particularly the culture of poverty, and the question of lack of
supervision of the state.
The documentation about programs and activities related to housing and settlement, especially to maintenance and
management, are conducted in Bandung, Semarang, Mataram and Kendari. The founding shows that the maintenance and
management of self-help housing and settlement are not yet an issue for the low-income groups, because it is not their main
concern. Crucial for them is to fulfill the basic needs: food, clothing and shelter. Because of the low-income, they have the
difficulty in accessing financial aid from bank, building material, newest technology, land, permit and other housing resources.
In the other hand, some of the low-income group housing communities are accustomed to be dependent to the grant or any
other financial aid, although the government meant that this aid as a tool, in order to awake their concern regarding their
housing quality. In some cases, like in Pekalongan and Sukoharjo, the grant are being transformed into a rolling fund, therefore
more people also get the benefit from the aid, and not only to improve their house but also their welfare.
There are many programs and activities that have been carried out in order to upgrade the quality of the housing and settlement
(Table 1). The targets are the low-income groups, in consideration that they were not capable to do it by themselves and ought
to be assisted. Although 90% of the programs are initiated by the government, there are also programs or activities derived
from the communities themselves, like Arisan Rumah in Bandung and self-help housing development from Yayasan Bina
Karya (YBK), an organization founded by factory labor. Most of the maintenance programs or activities respond the physical
needs, but only few comprise non physical matter, such as healthy living, saving habit, organization skills, administrative
skills, etc. The number of the programs and activities initiated from the government shows the concern of the government in
regards upgrading the quality of the self-help housing.
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Table 1. Program/Activities related to Housing and Settlement in Kendari, Mataram, Bandung and Semarang
Location
Kendari

Mataram

Programs

Initiator

PNPM Mandiri
Perkotaan/
P2KP II

Ministry
Social Affair,
Ministry of
Housing &
Settlement

Urban Study
Group
Self-help
Housing
Program

Urban Study
Group
local
government &
building
material
supplier
government

Traditional
Housing
Settlement
Revitalization

Bandung

Financial
Source
Ministry
Social
Affair,
Ministry of
Housing &
Settlement
voluntary
contribution
government

Coordinator
local
government

Form of
Activities
community
development &
physical
upgrading

Target
low-income
group

government
& housing
communities

housing
communities
loan acceptor

Urban Study
Group
government

Discussion
forum
Loan in form of
building
materials

study group

government

government

physical
upgrading/
construction:
community
toillet, fence,
parking lot
slum
identification,
community
development,
supervision,
facilitation,
micro credits
rolling fund in
form of arisan

traditional
communities

traditional
communities

communities

communities,
local
government
& consultant

local
community

local
community

local
government,
Baitul Maal
(BMT) &
cooperation
Labor

housing
communities

Facilitation on
Streghtening
Community
Institution

government

government

government

Arisan Rumah

housing
communities
(KSM Tani
Margaluyu
dan KSM
Pemuda
Harapan Jaya)
local
government

voluntary
contribution

Cooperation
(KSM Tani
Margaluyu
dan KSM
Pemuda
Harapan Jaya)

local
government

local
government

youth education

community
& youth from
madrasa &
mosque

Self-help
Housing
Program

Yayasan Bina
Karya (KSM)

voluntary
contribution
&
sponsorship

Yayasan Bina
Karya

physical
upgrading/
construction

Self-help
Housing
Program

Yayasan Bina
Karya (KSM)

Masyarakat
dan
Yayasan
Bina Karya

Yayasan Bina
Karya

physical
upgrading/
construction

member of
the YBK
(labor), who
has not
owned a
house
member of
self-help
community

Housing
Development

Executor

member of
self-help
community
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Table 1 (Continued). Program/Activities related to Housing and Settlement in Kendari, Mataram, Bandung and Semarang
Location
Semarang,
Pekalongan
and
Sukoharjo

Programs

Initiator

Financial
Source
Netherland
government

CoBILD

UNDP

Healthy
Housing
Development
Program for
low-income
groups,
consists of:
A. Poor
community
development
B.
Rehabilitation
for
inappropriate
house or slum
area
C. Self-help
housing
development
for poor
household
D. renovating
and/or riskreducing
program for
vulnerable
houses from
natural
catastrophe
PNPM Mandiri
Perkim

local
government

local
government

local
government

local
government

local
government

local
government

local
government

BSP2S, PKP,
PSU
Stimulant for
Decent
Housing
Development
Integrated
Program to
deal with slums
and
inappropriate
housing

Coordinator
Yayasan
Peduli
Pembangunan
Perumahan
Permukiman
Kota (YP4K)
Semarang
local
government &
real estate
association

Form of
Activities
rolling fund

Target

Executor

lowincome
group

YP4K

-

lowincome
group

government &
housing
communities

Division from
Ministry of
Public Affair
Division from
Ministry of
Public Affair

-

poor
people

-

slum
communiti
es

government &
housing
communities
government &
housing
communities

local
government

Division from
Ministry of
Public Affair

grant in form of
building material

poor
household

government &
housing
communities

local
government

local
government

Division from
Ministry of
Public Affair

-

communiti
es in
danger
area

government &
housing
communities

Ministry
Social Affair,
Ministry of
Housing &
Settlement

local
government

community
development &
physical
upgrading

lowincome
group in
Central
Java

government &
housing
communities

Ministry of
Housing &
Settlement
local
government

Ministry
Social
Affair,
Ministry of
Housing &
Settlement
Ministry of
Housing &
Settlement
local
government

Ministry of
Housing &
Settlement
local
government

at first grant,
develop into
rolling fund
cash

cooperation
(KSP) Sapta
Usaha Mulya
government &
housing
communities

local
government

local
government

local
government

-

lowincome
group
lowincome
group in
Sukoharjo
lowincome
group in
Pekalonga
n

micro credit
institution

Although most of the program deriving from the government, the government tries to involve the communities at some level,
for e.g. as executor or coordinator. Some of institutions, associations, foundations, housing societies, study groups, etc. which
have interest in housing play a significant role in this field. They act as an interface between the government and the housing
communities, especially as facilitator, coordinator, management in some programs due to their ability and capability. This
implies that their skill and know-how, technically or socially, are required. To sustain the program, their role and the financial
support have to be reckoned in the future program.
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Financial becomes big issue, not only in maintaining and managing the self-help housing and the sustainability of the program,
but also for the operational for the facilitation. The funding of the governmental programs is coming from APBN/APBD
(national/local budget), meanwhile the funding from the housing communities or foundation originates from voluntary
contribution, NGOs, or any other non-governmental funding. The non-bank institution or cooperation is very helpful in
performing their task as coordinator or distributor of the fund, because they can manage a low-rate loan, without any assurance
and legal. Weakness from these programs with grant funding system is that they tend to be project oriented. Without the
funding, the program cannot sustain. So it is necessary to develop a scheme that can sustain although the grant/stimulant is not
given anymore.
The technical know-how in maintain and the administrative skill in managing the financial aid is required to obtain an optimal
result. This comprises the selection of the building material and technology, in particular regarding global warming and
environmental destruction. With the assistance of facilitator with adequate and appropriate skill or competence (technical,
psychology, and politic) as fund manager and also good supporting facilities, the sustainability of the programs is possible.
Another prerequisite is favorable political condition and the commitment of the stakeholders.
Land as one of the housing resources is an important aspect for the low-income group housing communities. Many of the
communities dwells on a land that are legally not yet belong to them or misuse the land use. In some cases, like in Semarang
(Co-BILD program) and Pekalongan, the land legalization as a part of the maintenance the self-help housing program is an
important step legally and psychologically for the dweller, because this action is a kind of recognition of their existence in the
society. This leads to the improvement of the social capital in maintaining their housing and settlement. With such recognition,
their spirit and commitment increase, particularly in improving their houses and their welfare as well. Another important social
capital for the program is the initiative of the people, high spirit of working together, social affection and control. Elaborating
the local wisdom and the policy can produce program or activities that are more contextual.
There are communities that have to be differentiated based on the intervention from the government (Table 2 and 3). This will
influence the form of the future intervention required. For example, there are so called “empowered” communities and
“powerless” one. The “empowered” housing communities means that the communities have understood their problem
(cognitive), are willing to solve their problem (affective) and able to fulfill their needs. This kind of communities needs less
assistance or intervention from the government in maintaining and managing their housing and environment, compared to the
“powerless” communities. Further than that, the „empowered‟ communities can develop to an autonomous communities and
civil society. These also differentiate the steps or program that need assistance or intervention from the government.
Table 2: Characteristic of the Communities based on the intervention from the government
Former Governmental Grant Acceptor

Non Grant Acceptor

Aspects
“empowered”

“powerless”

“empowered”

“powerless”

Forming stage of the
community

formed

formed

formed

not yet, some exist but
still powerless

Community
program/activity

Appear, because of the
grant, and developing

Dependent / Project
oriented

Create it s own program
and developing

Non

Funding

Depends on the grant,
but sustainable

Dependent / Project
oriented

Self-help / independent

Non

Sustainability of the
program/activity

Sustainable

Not sustainable

Sustainable

Non

Table 3: Form of Possible Intervention to the Communities
Program
Organizing people
Mapping Problem and
Planning Activities
Permit (Land use)
Housing Maintenance
and Management
Others

Former Governmental Grant Acceptor
“empowered” comunity
“powerless” community
Form of intervention:
coordination with local
government
Form of intervention:
introducing for e.g. new
technology
Assistance only if needed
and open more to
partnership

Need assistance
Need assistance
Need assistance in
execution
-

Non Grant Acceptor
“empowered” community
“powerless” community
Need assistance
Form of intervention:
coordination with local
government
Form of intervention:
introducing for e.g. new
technology
Assistance only if needed
and open more to
partnership

Need assistance
Need assistance
Need assistance in
execution
-
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In order to create better cooperation between the government and the housing communities, the role between them should be
shared based on the capacity. As example, the government can have a bigger role in providing the access to land, land use and
infrastructure for the communities. The communities can organize and develop themselves through community development
program in maintaining and managing their house and settlement. Together, the government and the community can have
equal role and responsibility in funding, to achieve best cooperation.

4. CONCLUSION
The problems found in the maintenance and management of self-help housing, among others, is that the income level is very
low, so that it is very difficult to access funds (formally), building materials, technology, and other housing resources. The
programs conducted by the government are mostly consists of only physical aspects, although not all the problems can be
solved physically. The sustainability of the programs are often questioned, because most of them are project oriented (depends
on the fund from government). The government shows attention for the housing sector, including in guiding the management
and maintenance of self-help housing. This can be seen from the special units in KEMENPERA that deal with the matter. But
it is not enough, because housing problems is necessarily only a problem for the government, but also for the community itself,
as a shared responsibility. The role of the NGO and other institution should be developed and reckoned in the program. Most
of those programs need assistance, for e.g. through competent facilitators, not only technically but also socially,
psychologically and politically. Community empowerment method can be the key in the maintenance and development of selfhelp housing in order to sustain.
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ABSTRACT
This study developed minimum requirements for energy-efficient material of campus building in Yogyakarta based on overall
thermal transfer value (OTTV) and daylighting criteria. Measures of energy efficiency are 150-200 lux with minimal 80% for the
daylighting distribution and 45 W/m2 for the maximum OTTV. Certain window to wall ratio (WWR) was defined based on the
simulation results of the daylighting level and the distribution with considering the feasibility factor. Minimum requirements for
the thermal transmittance (U), the shading coefficient (SC), the solar absorption (a) and the visible light transmittance (VT) were
generated from the OTTV calculation of the classroom, which meets the OTTV and the daylighting criteria. The material’s
embodied energy was considered in setting several combinations of SC, VT, a and U for each window orientation and typical
WWR. The results show that in warm humid areas lower SC and light color surface are more effective in raising energy-efficient
building than lower U glazing. Low-U glazing should be avoided since it contains high embodied energy. Defining specific
requirements for each window orientation and typical WWR resulted in higher standard value of U, which then offers more
possibilities in the design exploration and selecting low embodied energy materials.
Keywords:
shading coefficient, solar absorption, thermal transmittance, visible light transmittance

1. INTRODUCTION
Overall Thermal Transfer Value (OTTV) has been established as Indonesian National Standard for energy conservation on
building envelope (SNI 03-6389-2000). OTTV formula is used as a control measure for thermal performance of air conditioned
building envelope. It prescribes 45 W/m2 for the maximum heat transfer through the building envelope [1]. In this standard
daylighting aspect having important contribution in energy efficiency, (visual) comfort, health and maintaining positive
psychological effect for occupants is excluded. This formula is also not simple for common people and architect, since long
calculation must be done to obtain the value.
Several material standards had been established to achieve energy-efficient building envelope. CNMI Tropical Energy Code [2]
prescribes maximum thermal transmittance value (U) for the material envelope of air conditioned buildings, and maximum solar
heat gain coefficient (SHGC) for the fenestration. Roof constructions should meet the requirements for thermal transmittance and
reflectance. It also prescribes air leakage of the fenestration and other openings. CNMI Tropical Energy Code defined some
requirements depending on the material type and the building type, such as: non-residential, high-rise residential and low-rise
residential. No controls in optical property for daylighting aspect, but only in the opening area.
International Institute for Energy Conservation (2006) has developed Energy Conservation Building Code to provide minimum
requirements for the energy design building and construction [3]. Insulation materials, U, SHGC and air leakage of the building
envelope should comply the mandatory requirements which are specific for each climate zone. Minimum visible transmittance
(VT) is prescribed as a function of the window to wall ratio (WWR). Maximum WWR of vertical fenestration is limited to 40% for
all building-types. The scope of Energy Conservation Building Code is more complete than CNMI Tropical Energy Code. It covers
5 climate zones, i.e. composite, hot-dry, warm-humid, moderate and cold. Prescriptive requirements in daylighting are provided in
detailed.
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Strict requirements, however, limit creativity in building design. For example, 40% of the maximum WWR is sometimes too small
or too large for some building types. It should be noticed that window benefits indoor daylight level and also physiological and
psychological effect of view area to outside. Energy efficiency is only one of ecological indicators. Natural resource sustainability,
human health, comfort and productivity also should be considered in recent developments to avoid the increasing of environmental
disaster. Considering the ecological dimension, new material standard for energy efficient building envelope would be developed
based on the study of CNMI Tropical Energy Code, Energy Conservation Building Code 2006 and SNI 03-6389-2000. The
implementation area of this study is limited for Yogyakarta and campus building type only. Since specific type has different
criteria in opening area and building appearance, specific requirements will offer possibility for architects to design more
comfortable and human building.

2. ENERGY CONSERVATION BUILDING CODES AND ECOLOGICAL INDICATORS
SNI 03-6389-2000 provides standard for energy-efficient building envelope measured by the Overall Thermal Transfer Value
(OTTV). OTTV measures the conductive heat gain through the opaque and the transparent building envelope and the radiative heat
gain through the transparent area. A building envelope can be classified as energy efficient if the OTTV does not exceed 45 W/m2.
SNI 03-6389-2000 uses the following formulae to calculate the value of all building types:
OTTV = a.[(Uw x (1-WWR)] x TDEK + (SC x WWR x SF) + (Uf x WWR x DT)

(1)

Formulae (1) describes the effect of material properties on the value represented by the thermal transmittance of the wall (U w) and
the fenestration (Uf), the solar transmittance of the window (SC) and the solar absorption of the wall (a). U describes the
performance of material in transporting heat from outside to inside in a steady state conditions. In warm humid areas U functions to
prevent outdoor warm air flowing quickly to indoor cool air that occurs in mechanically ventilated buildings. Each material has
specific U due to its thermal conductivity, the thickness and the density. Conductive heat transfer across fenestration depends on
the temperature difference between the indoor and the outdoor (DT). The heat transfer across wall is determined by the equivallent
temperature difference (TDEK) and the solar absorption of the wall (a). According to SNI 03-6389-2000 generated value for DT is 5
K and for TDEK is 15 K [1]. By comparison, the Building Control Regulation of Singapore set 12 for the combination value of
TDEK and a, and 3.4 for the value of DT [4].
Maximum U prescribed in CNMI Tropical Energy Code is described in Table 1.
Table 1: Maximum U in W/m2.K [2]

Building construction

Wall

Mass
Metal building
Steel framed
Wood framed and others
Insulation directly fastened to deck
Attic and others

none
0.642
0.704
0.505

Roof
Non & high rise Low rise
residential
residential
0.369

0.369

0.409
0.193

0.409
0.153

Whereas International Institute for Energy Conservation sets maximum U for warm humid zone such as Table 2.
Table 2: Maximum U (W/m2.K) in warm humid zone [3]
Building element
roof
wall
vertical fenestration
Skylights with curb
Skylights without curb

24-hour use buildings (hospitals,
hotels, call centers)
0.261
0.352

Day time use buildings and
other building types
0.469
0.352
3.177
11.240
7.717

In SNI 03-6389-2000 SC consists of SC of the glazing (SC1) and SC of the shading (SC2). Shading Coefficient (SC1) is the ratio of
the solar heat gain of a particular glazing relative to that of 3 mm thick clear glass at normal incident. Recently solar heat gain
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coefficient (SHGC) replaces SC as a measure of the fraction of heat gain of solar radiation through the fenestration. The SHGC of
a fenestration is approximately equal to the SC multiplied by 0.87.
Prescription of maximum SHGC developed by CNMI Tropical Energy Code depends on the element of the building. SHGC of
glass should meet a maximum of 0.4 and the plastic skylight should not exceed 0.35. International Institute for Energy
Conservation set the limits of WWR. Vertical fenestration shall comply with a maximum SHGC of 0.25 for a maximum WWR of
40%. Whereas, the maximum SHGC for skylights with maximum Skylight Roof Ratio of 2% is 0.4 and the skylights with
maximum Skylight Roof Ratio of 5% is 0.25.
No daylighting aspect is considered in SNI 03-6389-2000. Meanwhile, daylighting contributes up to 15% of the building energy
according to the energy consumed by lighting during clear daytime. Building’s heat load calculates the energy for lighting as
internal heat gain. However, an excessive daylighting produces overheating. CNMI Tropical Energy Code sets only daylit area
control [2]. Minimum VT requirements based on the WWR are provided in Energy Conservation Code 2006 [3].
Energy conservation concerns only one part of environmental system. Ecological indicators had been developed in building
construction to avoid environmental depletion due to the building construction, occupancy and demolition. Some indicators
measure the contribution of building materials in energy conservation and environmental pollutions. Since 40% to 50% of total
flows of raw material yearly extracted worldwide are used in manufacturing building products, an environmental conscious in
selecting building materials should be assessed based on environmental requirements. Giordano and Torresan [5] developed 11
ecological indicators based on the environmental requirements, i.e. production energy, transportation, thermal transmittance,
thermal inertia, expected life span, construction system, recycling scenario, CO2 equivalent, occurrence of acidification and toxic
substance. Embodied energy (in MJ/kg or MJ/m3 or MJ/m2 for some materials) measures the energy consumed during the
manufacturing process and transportation of building material. Some cases prefer to use carbon footprint (kg CO2/kg) to describe
the amount of CO2 emissions for the whole product’s life cycle.
In developing countries the amount of conventional energy used by manufacturing process and transportation of building material
is considerable. Embodied energy of the same material can vary over wide area due to different technology and man power
employed in production stage. No study reported the embodied energy as well as the carbon footprint of common building material
in Indonesia. Values developed by Indian and other countries for the rests will be adopted as references. Similar conditions in
building material production may result in the same amount of the embodied energy [6].

3. METHOD
New material standard will develop minimum requirements for 4 material properties of the building envelope performing the heat
load and the daylighting, i.e. U, a, SC and VT. To keep the accuracy, applications of the standard were limited to campus building
type in Yogyakarta. Referring SNI 03-6389-2000, standard values of U, SHGC, a and VT should meet the requirement of OTTV
(≤45 W/m2) and the daylighting criteria for classroom and office, i.e. 150 lux to 200 lux for the average daylighting level with ≥
80% for the indoor daylighting distribution [7].
To develop the material-property standard, simulation and analytical methods were conducted to study the energy performance of
campus building in Yogyakarta. Simulation models were constructed based on 3 real-campus buildings. The analysis was based on
the Ecotect-Radiance simulation results of the daylighting level and the distribution to define typical WWR and proper external SC
(SC2) of campus building. The function of window area in providing view to outside can be measured by its feasibility factor. If
obstruction outside is minimal, the feasibility factor is the result of multiplying the WWR and the VT. The value should be more
than 0.25 [8]. This window is considered as view window. Window having feasibility factor less than 0.25 was classified into nonview window. This can be applied for classroom without a need of view to outside, such as: computer laboratory, workshop
classroom and examination room. Simulation variation in the interior surface reflectance and the glazing VT was done to obtain
specific daylighting criteria for each window orientation in energy-efficient campus building. Interior surface reflectances for
classroom recommended by IESNA are 70-90% for the ceiling, 40-60% for the wall and 30-50% for the floor [9]. Variations in
interior surface reflectance are simulated in two conditions, i.e. high reflectance (the maximum recommended value) and medium
reflectance (the minimum recommended value). Each variation might have consequence to change the requirement of the glazing
VT.
The OTTV was calculated using the formulae in SNI 03-6389-2000. Ecotect’s simulations of the fabric heat gain and the direct
solar heat gain were considered as a secondary value of the envelope’s heat transfer. The simulations were done under such
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conditions: the maximum air leakage for glazed swinging entrance doors and revolving doors were 5 l/s.m2 and for other
fenestration and doors were 2 l/s.m2 [3].
Maximum requirements were obtained by combining value of the U, the a and the SC with the OTTV of 45 W/m2. Since flexible
material criteria offer more creativity in design, several combination values of the U, the SC and the a for specific orientation were
developed. U varies in 3 ranges of value, i.e. high U (4.2 ≥ Uwall > 3 and 7.4 ≥ Uglazing > 6), medium U (3 ≥ Uwall > 1.5 and 6 ≥
Uglazing > 3), and low U (1.5 ≥ Uwall > 0.75 and 3 ≥ Uglazing ≥ 0.6). Common wall materials have medium U, whereas low U should
be achieved by adding thermal insulation. Low Uglazing can be achieved by adding the layers and air space in between, such as:
double/triple glazing. It is possible, however, to set higher value of U for maximum requirement of the OTTV.
Maximum requirement of SC was defined in daylighting analysis. The SC can be derived in several combinations of SC 1 (SCglazing
or SHGC) and SC2 (external shading or SCshading). Glass block and multilayer glazing are examples of glazing with low U, which
has low SC. Glazing with low SC may have high U, such as: tinted single glazing. Usually low SCglazing has low VT. Only special
glazing, such as: multilayer glazing with low-e outer coating and some glass blocks, have a combination of low SC and low U with
medium VT. Variation in a also was set in 2 ranges, i.e. low a (0.2 ≤ a ≤ 0.5) and high a (0.5 < a ≤ 0.8). Surface with low a can be
raised by light color painting. The embodied energy was taken into account in defining ecological combination values of material
properties.

4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Typical WWR and External SC for Campus Buildings
Campus buildings dominated by classrooms have typical WWR. A quite wide window should be provided to allow airflow and
daylight entering the classrooms. Concerning the energy conservation, daylighting and natural ventilation are recommended for
mechanically ventilated classrooms as long as the outside conditions are supporting. Although the recent ICT based learning need
low lighting to display images transmitted by LCD projector, openings are still required to provide evacuation and positive
psychological effects and avoid boredom. Nowadays, projector with new technology can work in medium light level.
Three campus buildings have different average WWR. Campus Building I has highest WWR (0.45), whereas Campus Building III
has lowest WWR (0.19). Thirty to forty percent of window area provides enough view to outside without bothering the students’
concentration. At least 0.85 of VT for 30% to 40% of WWR will be required to achieve more than 0.25 for the feasibility factor.
Less than 30% of window area is recommended only for classrooms which no need view to outside, such as: audiovisual room or
computer laboratory. Simulations under existing reflectances (higher than the maximum value) without environment created
sufficient daylit rooms in three classrooms in Campus Building II (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Daylighting simulation results of the 3rd floor (left), the 3rd floor (middle) and the 4th floor (right) of Campus II
When the reflectances reduce to maximum value, i.e. 60% for the wall, 90% for the ceiling and 50% for the floor, only Room 2402
meets the criteria. Table 3 presents the daylighting performances of the rooms. Most of window areas are shaded against the sun
(SCshading ≈ 0). Although the SCglazing is relative high, the wide external shading devices creates low average SC. Sufficient
daylighting levels were achieved by reflected sunlight. These low SC helped the building envelope to raise low thermal transfer
value or OTTV. Larger room needs higher SC to achieve sufficient daylighting level and distribution. Sufficient daylighting levels
with even distributions cannot be achieved when the interior reflectance was decreased into minimum recommended values. The
SC must be increased to meet daylighting criteria under such condition. However, increasing of the SC can lead into more than 45
W/m2 of the OTTV. To meet the daylighting criteria, high interior surface reflectance, therefore, is more effective than increasing
the VT.
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Table 3: Daylighting performance of existing rooms
Classrooms
and areas (m2)
Reading Room
269.8
Architecture
Studio
401.2
Room2402
156.8

Orientation

WWR

SCshading

North
South
West
North
South
West
North
South

0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.30
0.39

0.013
0.003
0.031
0.030
0.006
0.048
0.001
0.022

Average
SC
0.015

0.028
0.011

SCglazing
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94

VT

Average daylighting
levels (lux)

Daylight
distribution

0.87

150

73.1%

0.87

150

78.9%

0.87

150

98.3%

Simulations with lower VT changed the daylighting performances (Table 4). It will be better to keep the VT as low as possible to
maintain the daylight distribution and to avoid overheating. Glazing with high VT usually has high SC. Reduction of the WWR
will achieve moderate daylighting level, but it potentially reduces the daylight distribution.
Table 4: Daylight distributions of Room 2402 in maximum and minimum of VT
Corridor
orientation
North
South
West
East

VT
0.87
0.65
0.87
0.60
0.87
0.75
0.87

wall
0.50
0.60
0.60
0.50
0.60
0.60
0.63

Reflectances
ceiling
floor
0.90
0.50
0.90
0.50
0.90
0.50
0.90
0.50
0.90
0.50
0.90
0.50
0.90
0.53

average
0.63
0.67
0.67
0.63
0.67
0.67
0.69

Daylight
distribution
97.1%
82.3%
99.7%
80.3%
81.9%
82.3%
80.7%

4.2 Combinations of U, a, SC and VT
Calculations of room 2402 with variation in corridor orientation show that the average OTTVs and the total envelopes’ heat gain
are less than 45 W/m2 (Table 5). Simulations with variation in orientation show that the same dimension of external shading may
have different value of SC if the orientation changes. Since the OTTVs are higher than the heat gain through the envelope,
implementation of the standard based on OTTV formulae will produce lower envelope’s heat gain than that based on total envelope
heat gain.
Table 5: The OTTV and the heat gain through envelope per area
Corridor
orientation
North
South
East
West

Wall areas
(m2)
56.4
56.4
56.4
56.4
56.4
56.4
56.4
56.4

Wall
orientation
North
South
South
North
East
West
West
East

WWR

SC

0.30
0.39
0.30
0.39
0.30
0.39
0.30
0.39

0.001
0.022
0.000
0.026
0.016
0.072
0.013
0.075

OTTV
(W/m2)
28.77
29.94
28.72
30.47
29.59
32.31
29.33
34.23

Fabric heat gain
(W/m2)

Direct solar
gain (W/m2)

Total envelope
heat gain (W/m2)

14.14

8.81

22.95

13.95

9.54

23.50

15.86

13.53

29.40

15.46

15.42

30.89

Total heat gain through the envelope of each orientation is lower than the average OTTV. It means that an envelope having less 45
W/m2 for the OTTV will transfer heat gain lower than the OTTV. Probably the DT and the TDEK are higher than the real values.
4.3 The ecological dimension in setting the material standard
Several combinations of SC, U, VT and a as minimum requirements for energy-efficient building material with 0.35 to 0.42 of the
WWR are presented in Table 6. These combinations are valid for 0.35 to 0.42 of the WWR. Values put on the Table 6 were based
on these considerations:
- Material with lowest (combination) value should be available in the market or possible to produce.
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- Window with high VT usually has high SCglazing.
- Low-Uwall is ecollogically preferable than low-Uglazing.
Low solar absorption (light color paint) is an effective and simple method to reduce the OTTV. Lower SC reduces the OTTV faster
than lower U. An envelope oriented to south without shading (external shading = 0.55) is possible to have high SCglazing and Uglazing,
such as 5 mm clear glass, but the opaque envelope should be insulated. An envelope with narrow shading should be light color
painted, whereas an envelope without shading, except an envelope oriented to South, must use medium SCglazing. Glazing types
having SCglazing medium and medium Uglazing are optilight or solarplus.
Table 6: Recommended combinations of VT, SC, U and a
Maximum total SC
SCshading
SCglazing
0.011
0.94
North
0.65
0.60; 0.90; 0.50
0.400
0.94
0.55*
0.60
0.011
0.94
South
0.60
0.50; 0.90; 0.50
0.400
0.94
0.55*
0.94
0.011
0.94
West
0.75
0.60; 0.90; 0.50
0.400
0.94
0.55*
0.60
0.011
0.94
East
0.87
0.63; 0.90; 0.53
0.400
0.94
0.55*
0.60
Note: *) Fifty five percent is the yearly SCshading value of envelope without external shading.
Orientation

Min.
VT

Minimum interior reflectance
(wall; ceiling; floor)

Max. Uwall
(W/m2.K)
4.13
1.75
4.00
4.15
3.85
1.00
4.13
1.71
4.00
4.11
1.28
2.64

Max. Uglazing
(W/m2.K)
7.40
7.40
6.00
7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
6.00
7.40
6.00
6.00

Max. a
0.80
0.30
0.30
0.80
0.30
0.30
0.80
0.30
0.30
0.80
0.30
0.30

Each combination above has its own consequences. Reduction of U of the same material needs to increase the thickness. It means
that material with lower U has higher embodied energy. Cavity with proper thickness and number can decrease the material’s U
without adding the material in large volume. However, it must be considered that thicker material consumes larger space. It is
unpracticable to raise very low U by adding the thickness. Adding thermal insulation is a practical method to achieve low U below
1 W/m2.K. Cellulose is a kind of insulation with relative low embodied energy [10].
Low-U glazing can be achieved by two methods. The first is by adding the thickness. As glass (40060 MJ/m3) has relative-high
embodied energy [11], adding the thickness should be avoided. The second is by adding air space between the layers. Suggested
fill gases having low-embodied energy are air and argon (11.85 KJ), although they produce higher U compared to krypton (508.2
MJ) and xenon (4.5 GJ) [11]. Several advanced (double) glazing can achieve 0.6 W/m2.K of the U, such as: vacuum windows with
two glass layers, a narrow spacing, and a low-E coating; aerogel windows filled with highly insulating silica aerogel and
transparent honeycombs, inserted between glass panes. The last two types are ecologically recommended than triple glazing. LowU wall usually has lower embodied energy than low-U glazing.
Light color interior surface can help the interior to achieve sufficient daylight level with even distribution, whereas, light color
exterior surface is effective to reduce the envelope thermal transfer value. Choosing light colored paint is also an ecologically
recommended. Light color reduces the OTTV effectively without adding the material volume. Same material with different color
has the same embodied energy. Although solvent based paint (128 MJ/l) has higher embodied energy than water based paint (115
MJ/l) at the same volume, the embodied energy per area is lower. Painting with solvent based (6.1 MJ/m2) for the same wall area
expends more energy per square area than that with water based (7.4 MJ/m2). Painting the interior surface with light color is less
expensive than replacing the glazing with higher VT or increasing the SC. Light color painted exterior surface is less expensive and
easily applied than replacing the wall with lower U. Therefore, high exterior/interior surface reflectance is highly recommended for
energy efficient buildings. It must be noted that an external surface with too light color potentially creates glare. Planting high tree
with proper dense foliages can reduce the glare produced by the light color surfaces.
Low SC can be achieved by two methods. The first is by choosing glazing with low SC or SHGC. Heat absorbing glass, reflective
glass, and Low-E glass are kinds of glazing with low SC. They are produced by adding metallic coating to prevent significantly
reduction of the VT. Low-e coating adds 8.42 MJ/IG unit to the embodied energy [11]. Installing large shading above the window
is the other method to reduce the SC. Higher SC of the glazing can be applied as long as the cumulative SC remains the same. The
increasing of the embodied energy due to the lower value of the SC, however, is too complicated to estimate. Shading can be made
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of any material with large variations in design. It should be noted that enlarging the shading should be followed by increasing the
VT of the glazing in order to maintain the daylight level. However, glazing with high VT usually has higher glazing SC. An
envelope without shading is difficult to raise energy efficiency, since it requires low glazing SC and U, but high VT. Planting high
tree with proper dense foliages can behave as external shading with low SC and embodied energy. Vegetative shading with lower
SC is ecologically recommended in creating low SC than glazing with lower SC. However, the energy (embodied energy and
energy for building operation) saving should be compared to the benefits of psychological effects, visual and thermal comfort
produced by the envelope design.
Heat gain simulations of the recommended combinations with large external shading and those with medium external shading were
done to examine whether a classroom with such combinations has a maximum of 45 W/m2 for the envelope heat gain. Simulation
results present on Table 7. The maximum envelope heat gain is 45 W/m2 reached by model oriented to South with wide external
shading. Variation in annual solar intensity falling on the model envelope resulted in lower envelope heat gain of other models with
different window orientation and external shading width. Overall results describe that recommended combinations can be applied
to achieve energy-efficient building.
Table 7: Simulation results of the envelope heat gain of the recommended combinations
Total SC
Orientation

VT

Interior
reflectance

South

0.60

0.50; 0.90; 0.50

West

0.75

0.60; 0.90; 0.50

East

0.87

0.63; 0.90; 0.53

SCshading

SCglazing

Uwall
(W/m2.K)

0.011
0.400
0.011
0.400
0.011
0.400

0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94

4.15
3.85
4.13
1.71
4.11
1.28

Uglazing
(W/m2.K)

a

7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
6.00

0.80
0.30
0.80
0.30
0.80
0.30

Fabric
heat
gain
(W)
3166
1162
3224
1455
2885
2117

Direct
solar
gain
(W)
1885
1319
1772
1195
1027
798

Envelope
heat gain
(W/m2)
45
22
44
23
35
26

7. CONCLUSION
Thirty five percent to fourty two percent of window area on 2 room-sides is the typical WWR for campus buildings in order to
provide sufficient daylight level with even distribution and low heat gain. It is recommended to have low SC for the envelope than
low U glazing. Low U glazing should be avoided in order to keep the embodied energy down. Low SC can be achieved by planting
vegetation with proper leaf index area to create high shading effect with low embodied energy. Choosing material with light color
is effective to reduce the OTTV and ecologically recommended. Minimum requirements for energy efficient building material
respecting the WWR and the window orientation offer more possibilities to select eco friendly material and more opportunities for
designers to develop their creativity and innovation in their design process.
It is suggested for the next study that more detailed requirements for the envelope material properties present in a matrix with
standard for external SC presented in vertical and horizontal shadow angle or a list of vegetation. A simple and complete standard
can help architects, building material industries and stake holders to achieve energy-efficient buildings.
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ABSTRACT

'Pentactics' is a neologism that considers the interaction between technology and the natural environment to address problems
of globalization, culture and natural resource management as these fields pertain to architecture and city planning. The
methodology compares Paris and Jakarta as burgeoning metropolises beset with ecological, housing, and transportation
challenges. Specifically, the 'Grand Paris' master plan points towards the pentactics of eco-urban politics, which are pertinent
for Jakarta in the context of sustainable development models.
Keywords
Ecocity, Ecotopia, Pentactical

1. INTRODUCTION
Paris and Jakarta are selected as two metropolises with burgeoning populations beset with ecological, housing, and
transportation challenges. The purpose of this paper is to analyze how green city paradigms are applicable to integrated ecodesign solutions. Accordingly, “An ECOCITY is composed of compact, pedestrian-oriented mixed-use quarters or
neighbourhoods, which are integrated into a polycentric urban system in public-transport-oriented locations” 1 . The
methodology in this paper first considers the historical and philosophical foundations of green cities for a five-pronged
approach or pentactical strategy towards sustainable growth. The method is to identify ecotopian characteristics by comparing
and contrasting three ecocity case studies: Dongtan in Shanghai, Treasure Island in San Francisco, and Masdar in the United
Arab Emirates. The paper tests the realization of ecocities with the 'Grand Paris' design competition and then compares ecocity
ideals with green developments in Jakarta. Offering visualization towards a „grand scenario‟ for green cities, Vincent
Callebaut, a Belgian architect has pioneered eco-symbolism with projects entitled 'Physalia' (2009), a water bubble,
'DragonFly' (2009), an architectonic vision with urban agriculture, 'LilyPad' (2008), a 'Floating Ecopolis' for climate change
refugees and recently 'Hydrogenase' (2010), inspired by algae-powered airships. This research aims to define eco-urban
development goals for 21st century ecotopias, specifically aimed at Paris and Jakarta. These development goals, based on a
European Union model, are summarized as follows: Minimizing the political implications of land, energy, and materials
resources; minimizing total lifecycle costs, minimizing impairment of the natural environment, minimizing transport demands,
and maximizing human wellbeing. Therefore, the utopian ideal of a „green city‟ or an „ecotopia‟ is based on the philosophy of
man living in harmony with the environment, thus implying a balance between economic cycles of production and
consumption, triggering the ideal of urban agriculture as well as sustainable urban development. The transformation of a 20 th
century hypermodern city to a 21st century green city requires the political will and economic means to support change in urban
policies which affect how we live in cities. These changes include the reduction of carbon emissions and the re-introduction of
urban agriculture into compact urban infrastructures. In conclusion, 'Grand Paris' (2007-2010) calls for a sustainable and
environmentally responsive urban future which is compatible with eco-urban strategies for Jakarta.

2. RATIONALE FOR GREEN CITIES
“The way cities generate and use energy, plan urban landscapes, design transport and infrastructure and manage waste,
has a direct impact on greenhouse gas emissions and climate change, as well as on job creation and economic growth. Put
these together and it is easy to understand why cities are essential to fostering a greener economy” 2 .
Wim Kok, Former Prime Minister from the Netherlands and President of the Club of Madrid, Urban Roundtable of Mayors

The importance of green cities generating a green economy is stated clearly in the issues paper for “Cities and Green Growth”
prepared for the OECD (Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development) Urban Roundtable of Mayors held in Paris
(May 2010). Of particular relevance are eco-innovation centers which pertain to the Faculty of Engineering, University of Indonesia
conference entitled Quality in Research 2011 (Bali) “Integrated Design in Urban Eco-Technology for Quality of Life and
Humanity.” The OECD Urban Roundtable argues that, “There is also the potential for municipalities to strengthen the

development and deployment of low-carbon and environmental technologies through networking platform for eco-innovation,
in partnership with private sector researchers and universities” 3 . The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) is one financial
instrument that could create revenue for cities through a market for carbon offsets and carbon trading. However, further
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expertise, which is beyond the scope of this paper, is required to develop a carbon trading mechanism for, say, the expansion of
green space in either Paris or Jakarta or eco-technology innovations. Another idea would be to fund the improvement of public
transport to reduce carbon emissions from private cars. The OECD Urban Roundtable reports that only two urban
transportation projects, (the Bogotá bus rapid transit, TransMilenio and the Delhi subway regenerative system) are listed out of
1224 CDM projects. Barriers related to the participation of urban projects include an inability for „soft‟ architectural projects
such as passive design for heating and cooling systems to reduce energy consumption in buildings to qualify within the carbon
trading mechanism. According to the OECD Urban Roundtable Issues Paper, such projects are not recognized or quantifiable
as a way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions under the system of „measurable, reportable, and verifiable‟ (MRV) procedures.
Therefore, there is a need for eco-innovation in policy and financial instruments used to fund the development of green cities.
The rationale for green cities originates with ecological utopia or ecotopia. In Greek oikos translates as household and topia as
place. Thus, ecotopia is a realizable vision for urban living, balancing human intervention with the natural forces in the
environment. Indicators of a green city include the percentage of open space and the amount of daylighting in urban districts.
Historically and philosophically, the foundations for green cities stem from the City Beautiful Movement (1893, Columbian
Exhibition) in which the great urban parks such as Central Park, Hyde Park, and the Bois de Boulogne became as essential to
the cities of the industrial revolution as civic buildings for governance, education, and culture. Today, in what we would call
„urban lungs‟, urban parks allow breathing space, both physically and metaphorically. The idea of Garden Cities originated
with Ebenezer Howard (To-morrow, 1898 and Garden Cities of To-morrow, 1902), resulting in Letchworth and Welwyn
garden cities contained within the greenbelt in London. Far more radical as an urban vision, the unrealized „Plan Voisin‟
(1925) by Le Corbusier was based on demolition of Paris, north of the Seine and building a series of cruciform towers (Ville
Contemporaine, 1922) in a parkland setting for a modern neighborhood. With only 15% built up area, allowing for 85% green
space, the Ville Radieuse (1935) proposed twenty-four, 60-storey high apartment towers. However, Montavon, Steemers,
Cheng, and Campagnon (2006) indicate that the shadows cast by the towers would reduce the amount of solar penetration,
thereby negating the notion of a „Radiant City‟ in preference for the traditional 1920‟s style Parisian low-rise apartment blocks
around open courtyards. “The daylight viability of both urban blocks are significantly higher than the skyscrapers, hence the results seem
to suggest that Le Corbusier‟s skyscraper proposal might not be such an effective design option, in terms of daylight performance” 4 .
Therefore, the analysis of historical urban utopias with contemporary statistical and measurement techniques provides a
quantifiable methodology towards the planning of green cities.
In a scientific context, green parks provide for the conversion of carbon emissions and a possible method, through identifiable
indicators, to measure and offset the ill-effects of global warming and greenhouse gases. Economic indicators describe the
urban development costs for green cities. Rodenburg, Baycan-Levant, van Leeuwen and Nijkamp (2001) describe pressure
indicators that “…represent social, economic and ecological driving forces stimulating the development and utilisation of
urban green” 5 . „Pressure‟ indicators describe emissions, the use of raw materials, and energy consumption. Interventions in
the environment, such as infrastructure or the increase in road surfaces, occur at the expense of green space and rainwater
absorption areas. „State‟ indicators describe the quality of the environment in terms of physical, chemical and biological
criteria such as changes in the human population, which affect the amount of green space/person. „Response‟ indicators relate
to the quality of the environment in the context of spatial planning such as a requirement for 30% green space in a city.
Rodenburg, Baycan-Levant, van Leeuwen and Nijkamp (2001) propose that environmental policy is formed by indicators
which measure the perception of environmental problems that lead to policy formulation, monitoring, and evaluation.
Economic indicators classify dimensions of socio-economic impact, the aesthetic merits of green space, environmental impact,
and financial impact. From the socio-economic dimension, utilization of green space is measured by how people use green
space in the city for recreation. Threats to the environment may include too many people, or crime implications, or increases
in traffic congestion. The financial dimension concerns the production of plants, compost and employment. The financial
dimension also includes financing by public authorities and sponsorship by public-private partnerships or private means for the
acquisition and maintenance of green space. Negative threats to green space include market pressures resulting in limited land
resources and high prices of urban land.

3. PENTACTICS FOR ECOTOPIAS
Pentactics involve a five-pronged approach for eco-cities: Political, Economical, Environmental, Technological, and Social
(Pentactics for Ecotopias, Wildsmith, 2010). The first strategy is political in order to provide the support for environmentally
conscious urban development. Global warming predictions indicate that coastal cities will face environmental consequences
that are international in scope, well beyond the confines of national boundaries. The proliferation of ecotopias in virtual reality
points towards global momentum for reducing carbon emissions, re-introducing urban agriculture, and designing green cities.
The second strategy is economical and recognizes the inadequacies of the current financial system and the global economic
downturn from 2008 to the present. The second strategy is to set up a global fund to provide for alternative green technologies
and to provide employment opportunities to build ecocities. This tactic for a green global financial structure recognizes the
power of financing to create worldwide opportunities for sustainable livelihoods. The third strategy is environmental and is
related to recognizing that universities are the key to innovation, research, and development with collaboration between the
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public and private sectors and ngo's for green technologies. The fourth strategy is technological to involve industry and
corporations as engines of commercial growth to enable the tangible production of urban infrastructure. Going beyond the
capitalistic/communistic dialectic, the intention is to reshape corporate policies to respond to human needs in order to provide
the requisite technology, capabilities, and skills to build green cities. The fourth tactic recognizes the capacity of corporations
to sponsor and mobilize the development of green cities. The fifth strategy is social and cultural development. The fifth
tactic provides for requisite political, economical, environmental and technological support for human endeavors to build
ecocities for the 21st century 6 . This research forms the basis for a pentactical approach for the transformation of Paris and
Jakarta as ecocities.

4. ECO-CITY MASTER PLANS
“The Key Objectives for 2050 Ecological Age are: CO2 Reduction: 80% back to 1990-levels by 2050, Ecological Footprint
Decrease: a transition of Ecological Footprint to the global earth share in all countries, 1.44gha/person, based on projected
global population in 2050, Human Development Index Improvement: raise overall wellbeing in GDP/capita, life expectancy, and
education” 7 .

Peter Head OBE FREng FRSA “Entering the ecological age: the engineer’s role,” The Brunel Lecture 2008

In the Brunel International Lecture „Entering the ecological age‟ (2008), Peter Head of Arups advocates compact, mixed-use
cities where people walk, ride bicycles or take public transport to reach work, home, school, shops, and leisure facilities. With
quieter transport, building materials will be lighter and will enable the use of sustainable materials, resulting in lower C02
emissions and improved air quality, allowing for natural ventilation. These characteristics are formative in the development of
ecocities. Analysis of ecocity master plans serves to identify ecotopian characteristics by comparing and contrasting three
ecocity case studies: Dongtan in Shanghai, Treasure Island in San Francisco, and Masdar in the United Arab Emirates.
The first example, Dongtan, Shanghai designed by Arups (2005) is one of the earliest eco-cities planned in China. However,
laudable its aspirations are for a green city of 5,000-500,000 people on an 8,600 ha site; the project is fraught with economic
and political difficulties, which have stalled its realization. Aims of using wind and biomass for electricity generation and
promoting a policy of 'Recycle and Reuse' to process 90% of the waste generated by the city depends entirely on realization of
the development in the first place. Although wind turbines, a nature conservation area, a lake used for water retention and
residential buildings set in landscaped courtyards all portray a green utopia, the promises of the government to generate jobs
and the developers to build the city are embroiled in a quagmire of politics and economics. The second green city example is
Treasure Island in San Francisco, designed by Arups (2008) in collaboration with the Department of Architecture, University
of California, Berkeley. Treasure Island will be a sustainable community for 13,500 people on a 450-acre site (182 ha), all
built within a budget of US$3 Billion. The project provides 6,000 new houses with 300 acres for parks, farms, and greenery.
With 400-ft long eco-blocks, spaced within a 10-minute walking distance of the business district, Treasure Island residences
will have a compact multi-family housing density ratio of 75 units/acre. “By producing its own energy and recycling its waste,
a city can operate less like a factory and more like an ecosystem - supporting a larger number of people with far fewer
resources” 8 . Treasure Island promises to be a role model for green cities. A third green city example, Masdar (2006-2016)
designed by Foster & Partners, in the United Arab Emirates is based on the utopian ideal of a 'carbon neutral' city in an area of
six (6) square kilometers, for 100,000 people with a budget of US$22 Billion. The mission statement for the environmentallyfriendly city is: 'Zero-Carbon, Zero Waste, and Car Free' 9 .
Comparative analysis for the eco-city case studies concludes that density figures for eco-city pilot projects range from 58
people/hectare at Dongtan, to 74 people/hectare in Treasure Island, to 83 people/hectare in Masdar. The estimated costs for
development vary widely from US$3 Billion for Treasure Island on a 182-ha site (average US$ 16.5 Million/ha) to US$22
Billion on a 600-ha site (average US$36.5 Million/ha) for Masdar. On a comparative note, South Korea's Song Do City
development on a 1500-acre site (607 ha) for 65,000 people (107 person/ha), is under construction at a cost of US$35 billion
(average US$57.5 Million/ha) 10 . The variance in estimated costs is indicative of the unknown contingencies of developing a
'smart' city, let alone a technology-led ecocity. The characteristics for these ecocity pilot projects revolve around alternative
energies and objectives for 'zero carbon, car free, and zero waste'. The budget variance also points to the experimental and
unforeseeable development costs for alternative energy systems. In relation to a compact city and housing density, Peter Head
of Arups in „Entering the ecological age: shaping cities of the future’ illustrates that a 2-story duplex in Peterborough, UK
results in 30 dwellings/ha, 4-5 story Georgian row housing in Notting Hill, London results in 164 dwellings/ha and a 6-story
apartment building in Amsterdam results in 200 dwellings per ha 11 . Assuming 4 persons/dwelling, then the number of
people per hectare is estimated as 120 people/ha, low density, 656 people/ha, medium density and 800 people/ha, higher
density. In comparison, the three ecocity case studies are all relatively low density.
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5. PARIS – JAKARTA COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Comparing Paris with Jakarta is far easier from the lofty heights of a Google map in outer space or as a cybernetic historian
surfing the Internet for comparable data. Whereas from 1850-1870 the French engineer Georges-Eugène, 1st Baron
Haussmann set the precedent for grand boulevards cutting through the urban fabric of Paris, less than hundred years later, at
the time of its independence (1949), Jakarta shared a certain affinity with Paris‟ morphology of grand boulevards and diagonal
connections as part of its nation building and urban planning development. The satellite view of Champs D‟Élysées and Place
Charles de Gaulle (formerly Place D‟Étoile) is comparable, at a glance, to the diagonal arterials at the National Monument
(MONAS) and Gelora Bung Karno Stadium. The morphological comparison is indicative of a chronological analogy between
the patterns of 19th- century industrial city of Paris and the 20th- century post-colonial city of Jakarta with the notion of
connectivity between monumental places. Patterns of the 19th and 20th century industrial city continue to exist simultaneously
in the colonial and post-colonial morphology, indicating the dynamics of living in hyper-modern global cities of Paris and
Jakarta. What the two cities share in common is the potential to respond to climate change with green city typologies.
The estimated city population for Jakarta ranges between 10 Million people in the city center to 24 Million people in the
greater metropolitan area. Using the City Mayors data source (Table 1), Paris‟ population figures range from 2.1 Million in the
city to 11.8 Million people in the metropolitan area. The difference between Table 1 and Table 4 for Paris population is likely
due to population growth from 1999-2011.
Table 1: Jakarta – Paris: City – Metropolitan Population (2011)
World
City
Metro
City
Country
Mayor
Rank
Population
Population
11
JAKARTA
Indonesia
10,100,000
24,100,000
Fauzi Bowo
133
PARIS
France
2,113,000
11,769,000
Bertrand Delanoë
http://www.citymayors.com/statistics/largest-cities-mayors-1.html

The City Mayors, Demographia and Wikipedia data vary depending on the population projections and the land area. Both
megacities have different densities (people/Km2) due to a variance in statistical data collection methods in terms of geographic
area and population. The City Mayors data (2010) indicate a population of 14.25 Million people in Jakarta in an area of 1,360
Km2 resulting in a density of 10,500 people/Km2. Paris is cited as 9.65 Million people in an area of 2,723 Km2 for a density
of 3,550 people/Km2. These figures indicate that Jakarta‟s density is three times greater than Paris‟ density.
Table 2: Comparison Jakarta – Paris Demographic Population Density Data (2010)
Rank

17
69
2
24
6
n/a

City / Urban area
City Mayors
JAKARTA
PARIS
Demographia
JAKARTA
PARIS
Wikipedia Metro
JAKARTA
Demographia Metro
PARIS

Country
2010
Indonesia
France
2010
Indonesia
France
2010
Indonesia
1999
France

Population

Land area
(Km2)

Density
(Km2)

14,250,000
9,645,000

1,360
2,723

10,500
3,550

22,000,000
10,195,000

2,590
3.043

8,500
3,300

18,900,000

5,100

3,706

9,645,000

2,723

3,550

http://www.citymayors.com/statistics/largest-cities-density-125.html, http://www.demographia.com/db-worldua.pdf,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_metropolitan_areas_by_population, http://www.demographia.com/db-lonlanypar.htm

Although the figures project authenticity and accuracy individually, statistical data vary widely between different sources and
between the same sources with different interpretations, thus contributing to difficulties in comparative urban statistical
analyses. A comparison of metropolitan areas indicates that Jakarta (Wikipedia Metro data 3,706 people/Km2) and Paris
(Demographia Metro data 3,550 people/Km2) have similar densities (Table 2). The difference occurs in the land area
calculation. Conversely, the Demographia figures indicate density rates for Jakarta at 8,500 people/Km2 and for Paris at
3,300/Km2, resulting in an interpretation that Jakarta‟s density is 2.5 times greater than Paris. Yet, according to metropolitan
density analysis (Demographia), Paris is among the most densely populated urban areas in the world (Table 3). Paris‟ inner
city core has a density of 19,996 people/Km2 (Table 3), almost twice Jakarta‟s average of 10,500 people/Km2 (Table 2).
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Item
1
2
3
4

Table 3: Paris Metropolitan Area Density Analysis (1999)
%
Paris Location Population
Area – Km2 Density Population/Km2
Population
Inner Area
2,125.000
22%
106
19,996
Total Core
6,164.000
63.9%
749
8,229
Outside Core
3,481,000
36.1%
1,975
1,762
Urbanized Area 9,645,000
100%
2,724
3,540
http://www.demographia.com/db-lonlanypar.htm

In terms of population forecasts (Table 4), the projection tripling Jakarta‟s population in the metropolitan area by 2030 presents
an even more compelling case for devising a green city paradigm for Jakarta and justifies the construction of a new megacity.

Rank
2
29

Table 4: Comparison Jakarta – Paris Population Forecasts (2010)
2010
2025
2030
Geography
Urban Area
Population
Projection
Projection
Estimate
Indonesia
Jakarta
22,000,000
32,720,000
37,040,000
France
Paris
10,195,000
10,320,000
10,355,000
http://www.demographia.com/db-worldua.pdf

The relevance of density and population projections concerns the allocation of green space for spatial planning. Higher
densities of people/square kilometer indicate high rise buildings with open green space as a possible scenario for high density,
compact green cities. Further difficulties with the correlation of statistical data occur in determining the percentage of green
space within urban areas. The rationale for high density cities is that these kinds of urban areas have a lower carbon footprint
than suburban cities. There are two factors involved: first, lower greenhouse gas emissions occur in metropolitan areas with
public transport systems and second, the heating/cooling costs are reduced in multi-tenanted buildings in comparison with
single family homes. Ennos, Handley and Gill (University of Manchester, 2007) advocate a 10% increase of green space to
reduce global warming effects. “We discovered a modest increase of 10% green space reduced surface temperatures in the
built environment by 4C, which would overcome temperature rises caused by global warming over the next 75 years,
effectively „climate proofing‟ our cities” 12 . Accepting that an increase of green space will offset the ill-effects of global
warming, the next step is to determine existing levels of green space. In a survey of the top 15 greenest cities in the world
(2007), green city characteristics vary from energy use to the number of parks to reductions in C02 emissions 13 . Reykjavik,
Iceland holds first place for hydrogen buses, heat and electricity generation from renewable, geothermal energy and
hydropower with a target to become fossil fuel free by 2050. Second place is awarded to Portland, Oregon for its reduction in
C02 emissions with the use of light rail, buses and bike lanes plus 92,000 acres of green space. Curitiba, Brazil holds third
place with 75% of its residents riding public transport and 580m2/person of green space. Vancouver produces 90% of its
hydroelectric power from renewable resources, has 200 parks and aims for a 100-year plan for sustainability. Targets for the
City of London Climate Change Action Plan (2007) include a cut in C02 emission by 60% in the next twenty years, primarily
by improving home energy efficiency and high taxation on SUV‟s. In San Francisco, 17% of the city is devoted to green space
with at least 70 projects registered with the U.S. Green Building Council (LEED) certification. The amount of green space
recommended by the World Health Organization ranges between 20-30% of the geographical area with 15-25m2/capita. Paris
has 3,000 ha (30Km2, 30,000,000m2) of green space including 18.41 Km2 of woodland parks, 20 cemeteries (4.23Km2), 426
parks and gardens (3.8Km2). The degree of accuracy in interpolating the amount of green space is subjective since the urban
area is ill-defined. Assuming these figures are related to the inner core area of Paris, this results in 30Km2/106Km2 or 28%
green space (Table 5). Jakarta‟s Parks and Cemeteries Agency is targeting a figure of 13.9% green space (2010) for an urban
core of 661.52 Km2 (66,152 hectares). With an increase to 30% open space in the 2030 spatial plan, Jakarta‟s green space
would be more than doubled. Thus both cities are close to the WHO recommended 30% green space in cities.
Table 5: Comparison Jakarta – Paris City Green Space Projections (2010)
Population
Urban Area
Green
%
City Core
Green Space m2/Person
Estimate
Km2
Space Km2
2010
Jakarta
7,125,000
661.52
94.6
13.9
13.27m2/person
Paris
2,125,000
106
30
28%
14.11m2/person
http://www.interenvironment.org/pa/lellouch.htm,
http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2009/08/15/corporate-contributions-green-space-are-crucial-city.html

Related to transport and urban scale, both cities have ring roads located outside the historic city: In Paris, the A36 or SuperPériphérique, under construction, will be 69 kilometers in length. Jakarta‟s Toll Road is planned to be 65 kilometers of which
51 kilometers is completed. Paris‟ Le Métro (Le Métropolitain) was opened in 1900 coincident with the Paris Olympics.
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Today there are 199 km of tracks, 15 lines and 300 stations. Comparatively modest in size, Jakarta‟s MRT is planned to be
108.7 kilometers with 23 stations, with plans to start construction again in 2011. Mass rapid transit will relieve congestion
from private cars; however, the cost of infrastructure resulted in delays after the Asian Financial Crisis in 1998. In terms of
goods movement, both cities are connected to ports with different proximities to the city center. Le Havre is 176 kilometers by
car (2 hours and 70 minutes) from Paris, whereas Tanjung Priok is within 33 km of the Soekarno Hatta International Airport.
Depending on traffic conditions the port of Tanjung Priok is 45-minutes to the city center. The historic port of Sunda Kelapa is
still operational for inter-island trade. Of greater economic significance related to the morphology of the city and the
implications for the transport of goods are the origins of Paris as a river port city and of Djakarta as a colonial port city.

6. PENTACTICS FOR ECOTOPIAS FROM PARIS TO JAKARTA
“…Our Utopia will have, of course, faultless roads and beautifully arranged inter-urban communications, swift
trains or motor services or what not, to diffuse its population, and without some anticipatory provisions, the prospect
of the residential areas becoming a vast area of defensively walled villa Edens is all too possible” 14 .
H.G. Wells, A Modern Utopia (1905)
'Grand Paris' is a design competition (2007-2010) championed by French President Nicolas Sarkozy. Ten renowned architects
were invited to design a post-Kyoto green urban center for an environmentally conscious world class city 15 . The design
competition is pentactical in its strategy to link politics with economics with environmentalism with technology and with social
issues. The 'Grand Paris' design competition instinctively conforms to pentactical logics: Politics, Economics, Environment,
Technology and Social design issues. The grand vision begins on the political stage with an ambitious plan championed by
President Sarkozy for Paris as a green and sustainable city. Roland Castro's scheme (Figure 1) for a greener Paris in La
Courneuve, which is currently a grim housing project, follows the green city tradition of greenways and urban parks. Richard
Rogers proposes to give Paris a green heart, uniting its transport arterials with a vast network of lush green parks above and
alternative energy generation plants and railways below. Urban agriculture is part of the scheme by Jean Nouvel. The center
piece is an arts and cultural center to replace the former Renault factory, symbolic in itself of the balance between social,
cultural, and technological issues for eco-urbanism. High speed maglev trains are a further manifestation of the evolution of
the 19th-century phenomena of technological innovation morphed to shape 21st century urbanism. A technological solution to
connect Parisian districts is proposed by Christian de Portzamparc with an elevated maglev train and a massive train station to
replace the Gare du Nord and the Gare de l'Est. A new business district is projected to free up traffic congestion. Of all the
ecotopian visions discussed in this paper, President Sarkozy's 'Grand Paris' comes closest to transforming the five principles of
pentactics into a physical presence representing the unity of humanity's efforts towards solving the problems of contemporary
megacities. Dr. Nicolas Bouchard of Renaissance Urbaine notes that, “We are now entering a phase where we are thinking
about the future of the metropolitan system with a collaborative approach. The ‘Grand Paris’ vision focuses on the
intensification of progressive densification and micromobility” 16 . Aside from obvious political hurdles, the main question is
how much 'Grand Paris' will cost and then how it will be funded, Nicolai Ouroussoff notes:
“And Sarkozy has yet to say how he would pay for such an ambitious undertaking. Whatever their chances of being
realized, however, these proposals force us to rethink what it means for Paris to be Paris, and how to fix our faltering
cities. At a time when 'infrastructure' has become a catchword of politicians around the world, these plans offer a
glimpse of what a sustainable, more egalitarian city might look like and the role a government might play in shaping
one” 17 .
On the opposite side of the world in Jakarta, the green movement is thriving and the ideal of green cities is promoted by green
consumerism. In “Green Bay” (2009), Pluit, North Jakarta, the shopping malls and developers are responding to consumer
consciousness and demand for green lifestyles. Developed by Agung Podomoro, Green Bay islands in the Java Sea draw
inspiration from the man-made islands in Dubai. Green Bay offers 8,000 units on a 12.5 ha expanding to 60-ha site. (2009). In
response to annual high tides and the possibility of global warming, the island design is based on a polder or dike system,
allowing for a flood-free environment. Although its imagery is one of conventional high-density, high-rise apartment
complexes, presumably the developer will provide energy-saving measures such as double-glazing and gray water recycling. It
is difficult to identify in the master plan whether Green Bay Pluit is a compact city with full provisions for workplaces, shops,
schools and open space for an eco-sustainable community. Based on the assumption of four people per apartment unit there
will be a minimum of 32,000 people, a small town by American standards, living in high density apartments. Another example
of a nautically inspired iconic development is 'Regatta' (2005-2008), which is an exclusive hotel and residential development
designed by WS Atkins for PT Dharmala Intiland and PT Global Ekabuana on an 11-ha site with 920 units for ten apartment
towers located in an aquatic park. The shape of the hotel is inspired by a giant sail, allowing for natural ventilation between
the hotel towers, connected by a bridge at the top for breathtaking views. With 65% green space currently available, Sentul
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City (Figure 2), a City of E-nnovation, includes an Eco CBD and a university linked with the Bogor Institute of Agriculture
(2009). Sentul City is an integrated satellite city on a 3100 ha site for 7,312 houses developed so far on 800 ha with an adjacent
417 ha of protected forest. Sentul City, developed by PT Sentul Tbk, won the Housing Estate Green Property Award (2009).
With its four pillars of development as an EcoCity, an Education and Knowledge City, an Entertainment and Destination City,
and an Arts and Culture City, Sentul City is well on its way to becoming an ecocity of distinction. Other plans are being
considered to relocate the administrative capitol of Jakarta. Among the locations under consideration are Jonggol with a 35,000
ha development by Bakrieland 18 . Another choice is for a new capitol city in Palangkaraya. Both satellite cities are
reminiscent of plans by Soekarno and Soeharto for a new capitol city instead of Jakarta. In conclusion, research in
ecotechnologies and ecological urban design solutions are based on the exploration of what ecocities of the 21st century might
be like when realized within the constraints of 19th and 20th century infrastructure as discussed in the comparative analysis of
Paris and Jakarta. Tradition is gradually being transformed to meet today's challenges to strike a sustainable balance between
consumption of energy resources and production of alternative green technologies and urban solutions. Now is the time for
green cities in which each citizen achieves his/her talents as an architect, as an engineer, as a doctor, as an urban planner and
even more humbly as a politician to realize that ecocities of the future require distinctive foresight and humility for cohesive
urbanization, sound economic planning, quality engineering and good governance.

Figure 1: Paris – Architect Roland Castro's scheme for a greener Paris in La Courneuve, which is currently a grim housing project, follows
the principle of greenways and urban parks. http://www.guardian.co.uk/artanddesign/2009/mar/13/architects-reveal-grand-paris-redesign

Figure 2: Jakarta - Sentul City (City of Ennovation) includes an Eco CBD, ecopark and university, Bogor Institute of Agriculture (2009).
David Klage & Walter Stewards, California, Master planners http://www.sentulcity.co.id/ourcity/project_detail.aspx?id=61
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ABSTRACT
Alternative energy, nowadays, become more necessary than fossil fuels which might be destructing and polluting the earth
environment. Wind can be one of the most cheap, secure, environment friendly and reliable energy supplies. Building
Integrated Wind Turbine (BIWT) is becoming increasingly common as a green building icon and new method of assessing
optimal building energy. However, to employ BIWT, it is important to design the building shape and swept area carefully to
increase wind velocity. Some of numerous design forms of BIWT will be explained in this paper using CFD (Computational
Fluid Dynamics) analysis to find the most effective BIWT design in urban area. This paper will focus on the maximum wind
velocity which passes the swept area to get maximum wind power. The result shows that, building energy can be optimized
through aerodynamic building design to get the maximum wind power for building energy consumption.
Keywords
Wind energy, Aerodynamic building design, CFD analysis, Wind velocity
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ABSTRACT
The problems investigated in this research are formulated in several research questions as follows. (1) how can the tourism
development at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih be described? (2) how can the community involvement in the tourism
development at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih be described? (3) What is the impact and meaning of the community
involvement at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih?.
This research applies qualitative method, aiming at understanding and analyzing the community involvement at Tourist
Village of Jatiluwih.
The conclusions of this research are as follows. First, the tourism development at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih resulted in
co-modification and conflict of interest. Second, the community got involved in the tourism development at the Tourist Village
of Jatiluwih by participating in the preparation, planning, operating, development, and monitoring stages. Third, the tourism
development and community involvement at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih affected the management of the tourist village, the
pictures taken by the tourists, the absorption of the local workforce, the philosophy of trihita karana (parhyangan, pawongan,
and palemahan) got despised. The community involvement were meaningfulness to welfare, meaningfulness to conservation,
and meaningfulness to empowerment.
Keywords
Tourism development,community involvement,tourist village

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The development of cultural tourism, as a reliable tourism, is based on the culture and life of the community where it is
developed. This means that tourists demand for the tourist products which are related to the life and culture of the local
community. Thus, it is expected that there is a mutual relationship between the local community and its culture. Reference [1]
shows such a mutual relationship should benefit one another, meaning that tourism should be able to enhance the culture and
that at the same time the culture itself should contribute to the progress of tourism. The relationship between the developments
of culture and national tourism is expected to result in such an optimal acceleration that it will be able to improve the welfare
of the community, to create job opportunities, to minimize poverty and to distribute development evenly.
Bali has been one of the Main Tourist Destinations in Indonesia and even in the world as it has various tourist assets and has
attracted many tourists. To maintain and increase the number of visits to Bali made by both the domestic and foreign tourists,
the Government of Bali Province, with its community, has diversified the tourist products in addition to having kept good
security, which is an investment in tourism industry, and enhancing the local community awareness of tourism. The diversity
of tourist products created has basically referred to the Bali’s potentials and abilities by involving the local community as the
essence of the development. In the perspective of cultural studies, the development of tourism has been a reaction against the
developmental failure done by the modernization created by the First World for the Third World. Reference [2] shows the
development of tourism has been a correction of the tourist products created by applying the approach of fordism (an approach
by which a great number of homogenous products are produced) and has been an effort made to apply the approach of
postfordism (an approach by which a small number of heterogeneous products are produced).
To make the management of tourism involving the local community able to maintain the environmental balance and harmony
and satisfy the tourists, sustain the existing social system, culture and economy, the development of tourism in Bali cannot be
separated from the local genius of trihita karana, which refers to the balanced relationship of three elements. They are
parhyangan (the relationship between man and his God), pawongan (the inter relationship of human beings), and palemahan
(the relationship between man and his environment).
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The development of tourism, in addition to being dominated by the discourse of sustainable tourism development, is also
dominated by the discourse of community-based tourism. The community-based tourism refers to an approach in tourism
which is completely different from the conventional one so far conducted. It refers to the centralistic or top-down approach,
which used to be strongly dominant during the New Order, as it restricted the ideas coming from the community, especially the
ideas related to the community involvement in the development of tourism. Besides, during the New Order, many accusations
related to the development of tourism were made to the government. The local government was accused of damaging
environment, being unable to control the free growth of tourism, not taking actions against the malfunction of space lay out,
paying no attention to the islands taken away by the capitalist, paying no attention to functional switch of agricultural areas,
and many others which have contributed to the damage of Bali. Furthermore, tourism was utilized as the open arena of political
fights which led to an increase in opposition against the government and different insights between Bali and Jakarta. While
Jakarta wished that the tourism in Bali were developed without limitation, the Bali intellectuals suggested that the ”specific”
villages were conserved in such a way that their originalities could attract the tourists.
Based on the above accusations and to accommodate the two pressures, the government of Bali, in the International
Conference on Cultural Tourism in Yogyakarta held in 1992, announced the development of Jatiluwih Village, Tabanan
Regency, as an tourist village. Such a development has been expected to involve optimally the local community through social,
cultural and economic activities in the tourist products offered.
In fact, most of the local community members did not feel the usefulness of the development of tourism at the Tourist Village
of Jatiluwih. What happened was that the involvement of the local community in the tourism development in the village was so
limited that conflicts of interests took place between the government and the local community. While the government
supported the capitalistic entrepreneurs of tourism, the local community opposed to the government hegemony.
Based on the background describing the gap between what was expected (das sollen) and the fact (das sein), the research focus
is the involvement of the community in the development of tourism at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih, and the impact and
meaning of the community involvement at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih.
1.2 Problem Formulation
The problems of the research are formulated as follows (1) how can the tourism development at the Tourist Village of
Jatiluwih be described? (2) how can the community involvement in the tourism development at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih
be described? (3) What is the impact and meaning of the community involvement at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih?.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
2.1 Literature Review
As literature review, two research previously conducted and related to the tourist village are reviewed. The differences between
this research and those previously conducted are on the research approach, the subject of the research, and the problems
discussed. While the approaches applied in the previous research were cultural and sociological, the one employed in this
research is cultural studies with multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary discussion. While the subjects of the previous research
were the traditional villages, the subjects of this research are the traditional village as well as the administrative village.
Viewed from the problems formulated, whereas those formulated in the previous research were related to the empowerment of
the community and general things such as lay out and what dominantly operated the tourist village, those formulated in this
research are related to the development of tourism at the tourist village, the community involvement in the development of
tourism at the tourist village, and the impact and meaning of the development of tourism and community involvement at the
tourist village. Based on what has been traced, the research related to the tourist village previously conducted can be described
as in Table 1 below.
No.
1.

Researcher
Reference
[3]

2.

Reference
[4]

Table 1: The information obtained by tracing the research previously conducted
Approach
Substance
Cultural
□ The problems discussed were why the traditional village of Penglipuran was developed as an
Paradigm
integrated tourist village, the attempts made to empower the traditional village as an
integrated tourist village, and the meaning of such an empowerment to the community of the
traditional village of Penglipuran.
□ The subject of the research was the community of the Traditional Village of Penglipuran.
Sociological □ The problems discussed were general in nature such as arrangement of layout, construction of
parking lots, and domination of the administrative village over the traditional village when
running the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih.
□ The subject of the research was the community of the Traditional Village of Jatiluwih.

In addition to the two researches above, the research conducted in Bali on the application of the community-based tourism and
tourism in Bali are also referred to. This research presents the tourism in Bali which is directed to environmental safety,
appreciation of the concepts of preservation and conservation, and appreciation of the community and local culture, as in [5].
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Besides, several relevant books are also referred to in this dissertation such as:
(a) The book entitled Tourism in South-East Asia. This book discusses the global tourism, especially the tourism in South East
Asia in various dimensions. Reference [6] shows articles discussing a lot about the recent development of tourism in Bali
and Indonesia is also referred to. From the references mentioned above, if related to this research, the information on the
following can be obtained sustainable tourism, environmentally-oriented tourism, the image of tourism, local culturallyoriented tourism, the local community in connection with the development of tourism, hand-made souvenirs made by the
local community, tourism in connection with preservation and conservation, the local human resources in the development
of tourism, the role of banjar (traditional neighborhood) in the development of tourism, community-based tourism, and
tourism with local genius.
(b) The book entitled A Guidebook for Tourism-Based Community Development. The book discusses differentiates the
development of conventional tourism from the community-based tourism development as follows. In the model of the
development of conventional tourism, the interaction among resources, residents, and visitors is not balanced resulting in
conflict. However, the model of the community-based tourism development, resources, residents, and visitors interact
harmoniously and the community plays a key role in the tourism development, as in [7]. The differences of the
development of conventional tourism from the community-based tourism development can be described as in Figure 1.
[Conventional Tourism]

[Community-Based Tourism]

Resources

Resources

Conflict

Conflict
Unbalanced
Development

Residents

Visitor

Conflict

HarmoHarmony
The involvement of ny
the community plays a
key role in the development
Residents
Visitor
Harmony

* Development is meant to create welfare for community
* Revitalization of community through the utilization of resources
* Tourism is promoted to be in harmony with the local life and
environment
* Responding capacity to increase demand for tourism
Figure 1: Concept and significance of community-based tourism
2.2 Theoretical Framework
Five theories are eclectically applied to investigate and analyze the problems in this research. They are the theories of
hegemony, comodification, deconstruction, discourse of power/knowledge, and community-based tourism development.
Hegemony refers to the critical thinking which directs someone or a group of people to follow what is intended by applying the
approach of political leadership and ideology based on either direct, indirect, open or close consensus or agreement, and the
components available in the community, as in [8]. This theory is relevant to investigate and analyze the problems related to the
involvement of the community in the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih, Tabanan Regency.
Comodification, refers to capitalism which makes something directly realized or calculated as a commodity for sales in the
market. This does not only take place in the aspects of production but also in the aspects of consumption and distribution, as in
[9]. This theory is used to investigate and analyze the problems related to the community involvement in the development of
tourism.
Deconstruction refers to the model of analysis related to the ”deconstruction” of various constructions, paradigms, structures
(including the structures of language, power and the institutions of social objects) without destroying the existing elements in
such a way that new constructions will be created with new orders which are more significant to the essence of the objects and
aspects of the analysis so that they can be maximally used, as in [10]. This theory is employed to investigate and analyze the
meaning of the community involvement at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih, Tabanan Regency.
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The discourse of power/knowledge refers to the knowledge used by a particular individual or group as a strength to oppose
what is intended by his/her/its rivals. In this case, power is put intro practice within a scope, in which there are strategic
positions which are related to each other, as in [11]. This theory is used to explore and analyze why tourism is developed at the
Tourist Village of Jatiluwih, and how power/knowledge operates in the community involvement in the development of tourism
at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih, Tabanan Regency.
The development of the community-based tourism, as the crystallization of the critical theories, refers to the development
which is focused on the application of the bottom-up approach, which is opposed to the conventional development. What is
meant is that it involves the community in every stage of the development of tourism for the community welfare. This theory is
used to investigate and analyze the problems related to the community involvement at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih, and the
impact of the community involvement at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih, Tabanan Regecy.

3. RESEARCH METHOD
In accordance with the characteristics of cultural studies, this research was conducted by applying qualitative method and
descriptive-qualitative analysis, as in [12]. Such an analysis has something to do with interpretivism (postpositivism), the
research paradigm which aims at understanding social phenomenon, as in [13].
This research was conducted at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih, Penebel District, Tabanan Regency, Bali Province. There are
several reasons why the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih was chosen as the location of the research. They are (1) it has great
potentials which can attract tourists which are in the forms of the beautiful nature of terraced rice fields, authenticity of
archeological remaining such as Luhur Petali Temple, various arts (sacred or non sacred), the existence of jineng (a traditional
building where rice is stored) in front of the villagers’ houses. (2) it is proposed to be a world heritage. (3) There is a reality at
the location where the research was conducted that economically most of the community members are not directly affected by
the development of tourism at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih. (4) The main potentials owned by the Tourist Village of
Jatiluwih are the natural view of the nature, the farming culture which is in accordance with what is demanded by the tourists
who are interested in culture, the rural nature, and the interaction among human beings.
In this research, the instruments which were employed are (1) the researcher was the main instrument for collecting and
interpreting the data; (2) a list of questions in the form of interview guidance containing open questions which were possibly
made to be more specific; (3) field notes, which were used for taking notes of what was seen, experienced and heard during the
data collection at the field; and (4) tape recorder and camera, which were used to record the interview results. The data needed
in this research was collected by applying some techniques such as observation, interview and documentary study. The
techniques used to analyze the data in this research were descriptive qualitative and interpretative techniques.

4. DISCUSSION
4.1 The Community Involvement in the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih Tabanan Regency
Firstly, the community involvement in the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih in the form of participation may be viewed in five
stages. First, at the stage of preparation, to what extent the community participated in the process of socialization to welcome
the development of the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih.
Secondly, at the stage of planning covering the identification of needs and the analysis of ability. In this stage, the community
participation was functional in nature, meaning to what extent the local community participated in what had been planned by
the experts coming from outside the village who were trusted to develop tourism at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih.
Thirdly, at the stage of operating, which consisted of physical participation and non physical participation. In the physical
participation, the local community participated by (a) mobilizing itself, meaning that the community with full awareness built
the physical facilities needed to support the development of tourism at the village. This was realized in the establishment of the
post of retribution at Dusun Kesambi and Dusun Gunungsari Desa (dusun refers to neighborhood) and the establishment of
Jatiluwih Café. One community member also established one inn; (b) participation given in the form of incentive materials,
meaning that the local community participated in preparing the sources needed such as traditional building (twelve-pillared
house) which was comodified into ”sample house”. The non physical participation of the community was shown by (a)
mobilizing itself, meaning that the community with full awareness learned particular foreign languages in relation to the
development of tourism at the village, learned arts in the forms of gamelan orchestra and dances; (b) interactive participation,
which was realized by sending five young people to a formal educational institution of tourism.
Fourtly, at the stage of development, in which the community participation was spontaneous in nature. Some members built
and managed tourism related businesses such as establishments of accommodation, laundry, and silver smith, stalls of food and
beverages, and stalls of daily needs.
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Fively, at the stage of monitoring, in this stage the community participation was more in the form of monitoring which was
practical and preventive in nature to prevent the village from being polluted with negative actions. In general, the community
participation was manipulative in nature for two reasons. The first reason is that the development of tourism did not work
perfectly and the second reason is that the local community did not have the power for attending to and monitoring the
development of the village as an tourist village. As a result, the process of reinforcement and revitalization could not work
well.
4.2 The Impact and Meaning of the Community Involvement at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih Tabanan Regency
The community involvement at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih affected (1) the management of the tourist village; (2) the
pictures taken by the tourists; (3) the absorption of local work force, and (4) the philosophy of trihita karana (parhyangan,
pawongan, and palemahan) was despised. Viewed from its meaning, it was meaningful to the community welfare,
conservation, and empowerment.
Firstly, being meaningfulness to the community welfare is the manifestation of the concept of welfare in Hinduism, that is,
moksartham jagadhita. This concept is framed by the concept of caturpurisa artha (dharma, artha, kama, moksa) and the
concept of pancayadnya to harmonize the implementation of trihita karana for the welfare of the local community.
Pancayadnya refers to the religious rituals which, in this case, were packed in such a way using expressive symbols that it
could reveal the multidimensional meaningfulness according to the time, place and situation. Welfare resulting from the
development of tourism was considered dialectics of welfare by most the Jatiluwih Village community members.
Secondly, as far as its meaningfulness to conservation is concerned, disharmony between culture and ecology took place.
Ecologically, the land which should have been used to support the forest has been converted into the location where
accommodation was built. As a consequence, to maintain cultural, social and ecological sustainability, the sense of diversity
should be taken into consideration in developing tourism at a tourist village.
Thirdly, as far as its meaningfulness to empowerment is concerned, it expressed collective awareness, ideological approach,
openness, mutual love and assistance and solidarity contained in the ideology of the development tourism, that is, the welfare
of the local community. However, only a few community members got empowered, meaning that the ideology to develop
tourism for the community welfare did not fully take place yet.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions which can be withdrawn from this research are as follows. First, the development of tourism at the Tourist
Village of Jatiluwih resulted in comodification, conflict of interests, and hegemony from the government. Secondly, the
community got involved in the development of tourism at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih by participating in the preparation,
planning, operating, development, and monitoring stages. Thirdly, the development of tourism and the involvement of the
community at the Tourist Village of Jatiluwih affected: (a) the management of the tourist village; (b) the pictures by the
tourists; (c) the absorption of the local work force; (d) the philosophy of trihita karana (parhyangan, pawongan and
palemahan) got despised. With regard to the meaningfulness of the development of tourism and the community involvement,
they were meaningfulness to welfare, conservation and empowerment.
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ABSTRACT
Law no.5/1992 about the true objects of cultural heritage also regulates the conservation of heritage buildings in fact not
"resonate" in the field. The public also seemed to not know and would not care about heritage buildings. Limitations of
information and inventory activities of heritage buildings make this problem more complicated because local governments
cannot function in an optimal control of building heritage in their territory. In this regard, it needs an information system that
provides public access to information about conservation of heritage buildings. This research was conducted by taking the
location in the city of Yogyakarta, namely Maliboro area. From the analysis shows that most of the buildings are experiencing
change and loss of the elements of his heritage. It is recommended that the development of the building will be used as the
basis for the preparation of the website Historic Building Conservation Information System based on the community
possessing the heritage buildingsin the city of Yogyakarta. Internet-based information system will be the website of www.jogjaheritage.com is a system where the interaction between the people of Yogyakarta, in particular and others) where the public
can obtain information on conservation guidelines of historic buildings to make people or community conserve their building
as a self-preservation or partnership with others (government and universities). The website is also available from the
research menu to find guidelines for preservation of historic buildings, and best practices, preservation of historic buildings.
Therefore, community building activities in self preservation or partnership is an effort to conserve historic buildings in the
city of Yogyakarta as a step to respect the values of history, culture and local wisdom.
Keywords
Information systems, conservation of heritage buildings, websites, community

I. INTRODUCTION
Law No. 5 of 1992 concerning preservation and conservation of cultural heritage objects mentioned that the meaning of objects
of cultural heritage is a man-made object [1]. Recognizing the importance of the value of cultural heritage objects, Yogyakarta
Provincial Government issued Regional Regulation No. 11 year 2005 concerning the management of cultural heritage objects
and areas of cultural heritage. Economic factors and the factors blamed for transfer of ownership of the lost and changing a
number of heritage buildings. No doubt, heritage buildings require significant maintenance costs. Apart from having to
maintain the architecture characteristic must also ensure that the buildings are worthy to be occupied. But not all owners of
heritage buildings have sufficient budget for maintenance and management. The government did not provide sufficient
incentive funds to help. As a consequence, the heritage building is only allowed to improvise, and less manicured. Some found
abandoned by their owners and left empty. Several more have changed their ownerships or changed into constructions with
modern style of architecture [2]
Information systems of the heritage building conservation are expected to have a discussion forum as an opinion exchange area
on the heritage building management. In this regards, developments of the conservation technology are to keep updated. This
needs a further study to define how the method of heritage buildings management in accordance with the heritage character of
Yogyakarta. Considering the problems mentioned above, the formulation of the problem in this research can be briefly defined
as follows: "How to develop a conservation model of heritage buildings within the city of Yogyakarta which is then stored in a
media system so that information can be accessed and used optimally by the public." Internet-based information system in the
form of a website is a system where the interaction between people (especially in Yogyakarta) and the computer becomes a
very important role for information dissemination and preservation of heritage buildings in the city of Yogyakarta.

II. INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND HERITAGE BUILDINGS
The information system is a system in an organization that brings daily transaction processing needs that support the operations
function managerial organization with the activities of an organization's strategy to provide certain information to outside
parties with information necessary for decision making. Information systems within an organization can be regarded as a
system that provides information to all levels within the organization whenever necessary. These systems store, retrieve,
change, process and communicate information received by using information system or other system equipment [3] [4].
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Urban design is defined as the human response to the physical aspects of the urban environment through the visual, seeing
beauty, and spatial character. Urban design as one form of implementation of mezzo-scale in the urban planning, including
preserving the heritage sites and buildings, the revitalization of the city below, or develop a new city. Heritage sites and
buildings form an important part of urban culture. Investing in our heritage by preserving them would give benefit to the city
itself, through the strengthening of social capital society, the economic benefits through tourism heritage, and also as a legacy
gift that can be enjoyed by future generations [5].
According to the Act 5 /1992 Objects of Cultural Property includes: 1) Man-made objects, movable or immovable in the form
of entity or group, or its parts or their remnants, which was at least 50 years, or represent the distinctive style and represents the
style of at least 50 years, and is regarded as having significant value for the history, science, and culture, 2) Natural objects,
which have important value for the history, science, and culture. Objects of cultural heritage has a unique characteristic, a rare,
fragile, non-renewable , cannot be replaced by the same technology and materials, and significantly important because it is
evidence of past human activity. Within the scope of Yogyakarta province, preservation and conservation of historic buildings
is based on Law No 11/2005 concerning the management of the site and preserve the historic buildings. The law states that the
heritage buildings can be owned by individuals and can be used for several purposes, including commercial activities, as long
as the new activity does not affect the value of those heritage buildings. Change ownerships of heritage buildings are allowed,
but must be recognized by the Government [6]

III. HERITAGE BUILDINGS IN THE MALIOBORO AREA OF YOGYAKARTA
Based on the aspect of urban planning, urban design Yogyakarta has a unique meaning, because the city of Yogyakarta was
built according to cosmological ideas are realized by straight line that connects the southern ocean and Mount Merapi in the
north, with the Sultan's palace in the middle. Straight lines depict the human journey as a single line from birth, to the worldly
possessions, to the supreme goal (of God). Malioboro, which is located near the Sultan's palace is also the center of earthly and
human, where the growth of Chinatown in Malioboro Street trading began in the first Sultan Hamengkubuwono 1755. In in
early 1900, the influence of colonial style is represented at the Grand Hotel de Jogja (now the Garuda Hotel). In the 1970s,
Malioboro Street serves as a center of cultural activity and a stage of amateur artist (Usman, 2006). Chinatown architectural
style is realized in the building that occupies the ground floor shops, while the upper floors used for residential uses [7]
In general, the façade of heritage buildings on Malioboro Street can be seen in a number of important elements based on
recommendations from Bell (1998) [8]: (1) roof line, (2) façade ornaments, (3) Pattern window, (4) Signage, and (5) Showcase
windows. Research "Information Systems Community-based Conservation of Historic Buildings in the city of Yogyakarta"
take a place in the area of Malioboro. Site selection was based on the position of the central commercial area of Malioboro in
Yogyakarta, where the commercial buildings of historic Chinatown overlooked preservation activities. According to data of
Culture and Tourism Office of Yogyakarta, there are 407 heritage buildings and 30 buildings of cultural heritage in the region
of Yogyakarta [9]. The location of Yogyakarta City can be seen administratively on the map of Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Yogyakarta Map
Source: Triple A, 2004
Condition of historic buildings in the area of Malioboro based on Bell’s façade recommendation [10] are as follows: 1) Outline
the roof (roofline): as much as 50% of the buildings have experienced a change in terms of elements of its roofline. Only 20%
of the buildings which still has an original roofline of the colonial style or Chinatown; 2) Ornaments façade: many of the
existing building facade ornaments installed with the boards or billboards with the name of the shop concerned. As many as
52% (77 buildings of a total of 149 buildings) the building has a facade ornamentation that is dominated by the sign or
billboard. While only 14% (21 of 149 buildings) of the buildings have the original ornaments of their façade style; 3) Pattern
window: as many as 54% (81 of 149 buildings) the building has a window pattern that is changed. While only 14% (21 of 149
buildings) of the buildings have the original window pattern; 4) Board billboard or signboard: as many as 52% (77 of 149
buildings surveyed) use a fairly massif large nameplate. While only 9% (14 of 149 buildings) uses relatively small signboard.
Due to the classification of changes in building style, 62% of the 60 buildings (31 buildings) are classified as having major
changes, including the entire façade, shop, and signage. While 26% (13 buildings) are in the "middle class" with a few changes
but still maintain some aspects of heritage. The remaining 12% (6 buildings) are classified as retaining heritage buildings [11]
Heritage places are a fundamental part of tourism industry. Domestic and overseas tourists want to experience the distinctive
natural, indigenous and historic heritage places and the rich stories associated with them [12]. The London Heritage Council
has announced the 2010 Community Heritage Investment Program [13]. This action promotes any projects and event in the
heritage and cultural sector, including heritage buildings and cultural tourism. Successful tourism at heritage places [12]
involves:
1) Recognizing the importance of heritage places;
2) Looking after them;
3) Developing mutually beneficial partnerships;
4) Incorporating heritage issues in business planning;
5) Investing in people and place;
6) Marketing and promoting products responsibly;
7) Providing high quality visitor experiences;
8) Respecting indigenous rights and obligations.
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In this paper, some key elements relating to the case study of the heritage commercial building in Malioboro Street are
including: 1) public participation, 2) heritage building maintenance, 3) the role of government, 4) Incentive funding, and 5)
Supervision and advocate.

IV. PERCEPTION AND ASPIRATION OF THE HERITAGE BUILDING OWNERS/USERS
A perception is a process of recognition and providing meaning made by an individual to its environment [14] (Gibson, 1986).
The perception is highly subjective and depends on the framework of space, time, and personality of each individual. This
aspiration, in this respect, will be used as aspiration to develop the information system of heritage building conservation in
Yogyakarta. The planning system and its implementing regulation should apply a combination of top-down and bottom-up
approaches that place greater emphasis on aspirations and participatory processes. This approach provides communities with
opportunities to voice their aspirations and participate in producing development programs that suit their needs [15]. In this
respect, the building owners / users around Malioboro Street is the active actors who is investing and very influential to the
condition of buildings they occupy. The data collection of the building owners/ users’ perception of the Malioboro area
include: (1) The function of the building and (2) Management and maintenance of buildings [11]
Table 1. Deductive Analysis of the Community Interview

No

Criteria of Heritage Building
Guidelines
Public participation in the
making the heritage building
guidelines

Deductive Analysis of the Community Interview
(Owners/Users of Heritage Buildings in Malioboro)
1
Guidelines for heritage buildings should be made jointly with us. We do
not want if the guidelines were made unilaterally by the Government.
There are government regulations that encourage us to build a pergola
along Malioboro Street. Meeting on the Malioboro signature in which
150 were invited to come, however only 15 people. This was because the
project was not our idea, but it was Mr. Mayor’s idea. If there is such a
better idea to be discussed together with us, there will be a balance
interest between the government and the community.
2
Heritage building maintenance I think a guidelines is needed on ways to take care of the heritage
with an easy and cheap way to building with an easy and cheap way without help from the government.
do
The treatment can be done by the people themselves. The government
staff had come to me because of I reinstalled a new window on the top of
the building, and I was asked why the building was changed. I replied
that the window is already porous. The staff was only promising to give
me an incentive tax and however, until now there has been no the
incentive tax realization, and I do not know how to take care of it also is
not clear.
3
The active role of the
So far the government can only give advice, but no concrete action to
government against the effort
help the community, such as property tax issues or at least the assistance
to preserve the heritage
of community advocate to make people working in line with their owned
buildings
culture of Yogyakarta tradition.
4
Maintenance incentive
The main problem is funds, so the government should help as well.
Maintenance cost of old buildings was not so cheap. Mostly, ordinary
people are not able to do it.
5
Supervision from the
The government's role should be in the making of rules and supervision.
government
Currently, all is not done
Source: interview, building users/owners, June 2010

V. THE MODEL OF THE INFORMATION SYSTEM OF THE HERITAGE BUILDING
CONSERVATION IN YOGYAKARTA
The communication system of heritage buildings website in the city of Yogyakarta uses the PHP and mySQL technology. In
the preparation of a communication system of the heritage buildings, the approach involves the concept, purpose, websites
design, and application systems. The system includes a step determining the name of the website, system design, interface
design, and design the menu [16 ]
a. Concept approach: Based on the number of distribution contained heritage buildings in the city of Jogjakarta, especially in
the Malioboro area, according to data from the Department of culture and tourism City of Jogjakarta that there are 407
heritage buildings and 30 buildings of cultural heritage in the region of Jogjakarta
b. Objectives: Needed a system that can be a central in providing information about the heritage buildings located in the city
of Jogjakarta
c. Web Design:
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1) Name of the website
Based on existing website domain, then the next is the website name-hertage.com www.jogja who have publicly
accessible
2) Design System
The information system will be built using a programming language based on the PHP and MySQL database
3) Interface design
a) Intro Header, b) Menu Utama, c) Sub Menu, d) Web Content, e) Footer (see Figure 2)

Figure 2. Website Design of the www.jogja-heritage.com

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1. Conclusion
Based on the results of data collection and analysis of heritage buildings in the city of Yogyakarta, such as Malioboro area, we
can conclude several things that changes to the facades of heritage buildings in the area of Malioboro is influenced by several
commercial factors, such as: 1) a modern lifestyle and stylish building performance such as super and mini markets, 2) larger
and massive sign-band, 3) Changes building ownership with different building concept, 4) lack of building maintenance, and 5)
lack of building conservation information and advocate
6.2. Recommendations
Guidelines are needed for conservation and preservation of historical buildings in Yogyakarta. Guidelines of heritage buildings
should be established by considering the following criteria:
a. Guidelines for public participation in making guidelines
b. Provide cheap ways of building maintenance and easy for the layman
c. Contains procedures to guide and assist the treatment of heritage buildings
d. Provide heritage building maintenance incentive mechanism
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In the website of www.jogja-heritage.com will present the conservation guidelines for historic buildings including the items a
through b on this recommendation. Another recommendation is to further research related to systems management and cultural
preservation of historic buildings in the city of Yogyakarta.
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ABSTRACT
Pamesuan or pemedalan (cultured Balinese language) is a gate of a house (umah), a gate of Balinese traditional housing
compound’s yard, a gate of temples or a gate of a village.
Based on Balinese root word, pamesuan or pemedalan means out/exit (it is not as the one would expect in English that gate
means entrance). It could considered that exit is a important experience for Balinese such as its Balinese sacred ritual event.
Through the ‘Pleasure of Architecture’ method, revealed that the experience of leaving place (exit) is a suffering process in
pleasure that cause longing to return.
On the umah adaptation in tourism areas, pamesuan and sacred ritual event as part of Balinese architecture express the spirit
of place.
Keywords
Pamesuan, sacred ritual event, spirit of place, adaptation

1. INTRODUCTION
Pamesuan or pemedalan (cultured Balinese language) (Figure 1), is a unit of gate of umah (a house), a gate of a yard of
Balinese traditional house, it can also be in the form of a gate of temples as well as a gate of a village. It is described that this
gate or pamesuan or pemedalan shows the reflection of Balinese traditional architecture. On the other side, architecture in
tourist resorts as life environment needs effort arrangement which remain to adapt between functional of the occupants and
tourists‟ needs. In addition, the architect must remain to present the soul which becomes the „spirit of place‟ of the tourism
area. Therefore, the disclosure of the „spirit of place‟ of tourist area of paumahan/pawongan is done through interpretation of
pamesuan or pemedalan as a place with the Pleasure of Architecture method.

Figure 1. The pamesuan of umah in perspective at jalan Wanara Wana - Ubud

2. UMAH AT TOURIST RESORTS
Bali as a tourist destination has tourism potency in the form of tourism objects or tourist resorts. One of the tourist resorts is in
the form of Balinese traditional settlement. As part of Balinese traditional architecture, this traditional settlement is based on
the philosophy of Balinese‟s, namely Tri Hita Karana [7], such as, atma – angga – khaya. This is descrtibed in a traditional
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village in the form of Kahyangan Desa (temple) as the spirit (atma), Krama Desa (people) as the power (angga) and Karang
Desa (the area of the village) as the physic (khaya). Further, the manifestation on architecture (typology) is distinguished into
the architecture of parhyangan/religion (pura), the architecture of pawongan/ paumahan/housing (umah, jero, griya, puri), and
the architecture of palemahan/village area (desa) as well as completed with the architecture based on the specific names. Umah
as part of the architecture of pawongan/paumahan in the tourist resorts constitutes tourist destination which is alive where
there are living communities. This condition has made umah at pawongan develop based on the development of occupants‟s or
residents‟s needs as well as tourists‟s needs.
Ubud is one of the famous tourist resorts in Bali and develops rapidly. That‟s why one of the paumahan (housings) namely the
corridor at Jalan Wanara Wana in Ubud is taken as the case. This corridor has a plurality of plain architecture representing
pawongan/paumahan/housing. Plurality is one of six basic conservation considerations as noted by Snyder-Catanese. The six
basic conservation considerations are based on scarcity (very rare work, not shared by other regions), historicality (the location
of an important historical event), aesthetics (beauty of form, structure or ornament), superlativity (the oldest, tallest, longest),
plurality (typical work, representing a certain type or range of buildings) and the quality of effect (its existence will enhance
the image of the surrounding environment).
At the beginning, the corridor at Jalan Wanara Wana in Ubud has an appearence like a paumahan (housing) in the plain
architecture with fence wall (penyengker) and pamesuan as the focal point and part of the roof looming behind it. Pamesuan as
a focal point on the line of the fence wall (penyengker), exists to indicate one unit of house from each family. In addition, as
also aided with the color and texture of brick, sandstone, and stone as well as sculpture and carving decorative, provides a
sense of space in Bali. This feeling of space is a need for tourists visiting Ubud, in addition to Ubud presenting arts like dance
and painting. Also the needs of souvenir shopping are fresponded by the residents. On the other hand, the existence of this
corridor supports the image of the centre of Ubud consisting of Ubud Palace, market and the housing in the vicinity.
Furthermore, since it is a life corridor where the residents experience some development it was also researched their
development in the form of residents‟s needs.
Paumahan at Jalan Wanara Wana is the most developed of paumahan in Ubud, supported by the community who from
generation to generation remain to have “love binding” to maintain several old architecture at their umah (house), and also this
paumahan is formed through the ritual activities of the residents [9]. Further, as mentioned above, umah in Bali nowadays in
general and specifically umah at the tourist resorts – Jalan Wanara Wana Ubud have developed in accordance with the needs of
the residents. The development of the residents‟s needs [9] such as, the need of four wheels that arising as a result of life style.
Due to such need, pamesuan is widened so it can be passed through by four wheels vehicle or other possibilities are the form is
omitted. Besides, there is also a need for commercial space (place of trade) which at the beginning uses telajakan. On the other
hand, telajakan has lost as a result of road widening. It also tends to cause the demolition pamesuan and fence wall
(penyengker), which is then changed into shops and stalls directly open onto the road. Furthermore, the needed for circulation
/adequate road for four-wheel vehicles. Inadequate road width does not allow for "parking on street." In this case setback
buildings are required to form space which allows to be used as parking of vehicles. It also tends to dismantle pamesuan and
fence wall (penyengker). Similarly, the needed of space for activities due to the diversity of needs as a result of increasing
education as well as developing lifestyle, while the land is limited. This has led to a tendency to grow upwards house. In
addition, it appears that pamesuan and fence wall (penyengker) tend to be modified or eliminated causing the corridors view
has have lost their identity. The identity, in addition, as the needs of tourists as noted above, it is also necessary to be
understood what the meaning of a pamesuan supported by the fence wall for an umah.

3. PAMESUAN AND SACRED RETUAL EVENTS AS THE SPIRIT OF PLACE
Pamesuan or pemedalan (cultured Balinese language), is a unit of gate of umah (a house), a gate of a yard of Balinese
traditional house, it can be in the form of a gate of temples as well as a gate of a village. Pemesuan or pemedalan according to
Saraswati has a sense of an exit place [8], has outward orientation (pesu/medal) [8], its mean that exit is an important event. It
could considered that exit is a important experience for Balinese.
In addition, pamesuan is considered important as the placement of the pemesuan at the Balinese traditional umah has attention
based on the expectation of the residents [8]. Pemesuan described above is a gate that has an exit sense. Saraswati also
revealed pamesuan typology. Pamesuan typology based on its horizontal dimension [8] can be distinguished based on
pamesuan which only has lebuh, which has lebuh in the form of cangkem kodok (frog mouth), which has jaba sisi, and which
has ancak saji. While based on its vertical dimension [8], it can be distinguished into pamesuan in the form peletasan, in the
form of angkul-angkul, in the form of kori, in the form kori majajar, in the form of kori and separate apit lawang, in the form
of gelung kori, in the form of kori agung and pamedalan in the form of kori agung accompanied by betelan which is also in the
form of kori.
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Furthermore, it is also revealed that the complete form of pamesuan symbolizeas the human personification. Pamesuan has
gidat (forehead), kuping (ear), and subeng (earrings). In addition, there is also awak (body), sipah (armpit), and lelengen (arm)
(Figure 2). Lelengen in this case is a depiction that penyengker (fence wall) on the left and right are held and connected by
lelengen of pamesuan so it is a unity that protects umah (house). Lelengen can be in the form of paduraksa which is cut and
attached to the pamesuan or panjak. Further, between the wall of penyengker are unified/integrated by paduraksa (padu means
integrate, raksa means guard) which means united together to keep the house [8]. It raises meaning interpretation of this
architecture. As stated by Ruskin in Kostof [5] that all architecture proposes an effect on the human mind, not merely a service
to the human frame. Like ritual, it is said as the poetry of function: insofar as a building is shaped by ritual it does not simply
house function, it comments on it.
forehead
armpit
body
arm
fence wall

Figure 2. Arm as one of the personifications of pamesuan
Further, Dhavamony [3] states that there are two kinds of Hindu rituals (in India) commonly performed, namely vedic and
religious ritual. Vedic ritual includes the sacrifices to the gods while religious ritual focus on the worship, the performance of
fasting and parties as part of Hindu Religion which close to people. He also said that the puja (worship) is the most frequently
performed in all celebration [3]. On the other hand, he said that the ritual of sacrifice occupies the prime place [3] because
through this ritual people serve themselves to the gods through the offering of a gift and close relationship and communication
between them and Gods set through participation and taking part in the sacred offerings. On the other side, he said [3] that in
Hindhuism, the religious act is essentially a sacrifice as an act of homage to Gods in the worship. In Balinese community, these
two types of ritual performance are almost always performed together in a series of ceremony. In addition, ceremony/upakara
is one of the three principle philosophy of the manifestation of Balinese traditional architecture (upakara/ceremony –
tattwa/phylosphy – tata susila/ethic) which are interrelated each other [7]. Thus, as one of the manifestation of Balinese
traditional architecture, pamesuan is based on the philosophy where pamesuan and ritual event attached on it is a unity.
In addition, Norberg-Schulz said that place is a space that has a spirit in accordance with the character of the society [6]. It is
also said that the genius loci, which is the "spirit of place", since ancient time has been recognized as a tangible reality which
human beings lived in everyday life. This illustrates that the place is in the life of a society. On the other hand, ritual activities
constitute of the life of Balinese community which is belief to have been inhereted from generation to generation, when the
community do their daily life, it will be preceded, completed or based on the way of thinking and way of behave according the
religious belief [7]. It indicates that the activities of Balinese in their dialy life and ritual activities are a unity.
On the other side, Tuan [11] said that the human body is part of the universal material, as an object of which access of its
properties can always be observed. To observe this, human beings are endowed with senses. The importance of the visual
sense is expressed by Dovey [4]. This is also supported by the opinion of Tuan [11], that of the five human senses, traditional
people is more dependent on the vision to make their way in the world than the other senses, however, do not forget that people
view the world through all senses simultaneously. While for most people [11], music is more powerful emotional experience
than seeing a picture or scenery. This indicates that the human body experiencing with the five senses and the human soul with
an emotional experience are inseparable. And also when catching „genius loci‟ as a place as said by Norberg-Schulz [6] that
the genius loci is a “spirit of place", where the spirit is something which gives excitement. In the process of this excitement, the
Pleasure of Architecture method by Tschumi [1] can help to disclose the spirit of a place in this case “the spirit of place” of
pamesuan/pamedalan is obtained.
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Furthermore, it is necessary to be proposed that in a sacred ritual event, yadnya is commonly offered. Yadnya has the meaning
of worship, giving sacrifice or making holy, and also has the sense to act as an intermediary, as a description of social life, love
and brotherhood (tatwam asi). Yadnya may be in the form of debt (Dewa Rna, Pitra Rna, Rsi Rna) and the worship of holy
sacrifice (Dewa Yadnya, Pitra Yadnya, Rsi Yadnya, Manusa Yadnya, Bhuta Yadnya) [7]. In addition yadnya in the form of
knowledge is more nobly than Yadnya in the form of object in whatsoever [7]. However, the ability of each people is different
therefore the other alternative recourse is given which can be taken, namely yadnya through sacred rituals based on desa-kalapatra (place-time-situation).
As already mentioned above, Yadnya in a Balinese sacred ritual is a holy sacrifice, or in other words a sacrifice that intended to
be dedicated which is based on or appropriate to the desa, kala, patra. Sacrifice, willing to sacrifice or even the victim has the
meaning of suffering, as well as adjusted, reflects the existence of things that are sacrificed in order to become appropriate.
Although the suffering occurs many times, a Balinese sacred ritual event can still be witnessed. This suffering indicates
bondage as the sacrifice of body-soul. Tschumi in one of the fragments in the Pleasure of Architecture method [1] revealed that
the bondage like so many knots that cannot be untied. The more numerous and sophisticated the restraints, the greater the
pleasure.
Then it is continued to the next fragment, where it is said that the pleasure of excess requires consciousness as well as
voluptuousness. This is reflected that the meeting between the slave and his master is an excitement, an erotic. In another
fragment, Tschumi also reveal metafhor of seduction. He said that is rarely pleasure without seduction, or seduction without
illusion. Sometimes disguise is necessary like mask, because it provides pleasure. Mask has a dual role, that no single
understanding is possible. Simultaneously they place a veil between what is assumed to be reality and its participants (you or I)
and also sometimes you desperately wish to read the reality behind the architectural mask of appropriate role. That‟s why, the
sacred ritual events that attached on the pamesuan are full of symbols disguised by a veil of multiple layers of which meaning
needs disclosed. This uneasy matter is a spirit of place that provides pririt or voluptuousness which makes the sustainability of
the sacred ritual events. The eroticism of sacred ritual events provides a voluptuous, giving rise to longings to repeat or do it
again as if it is an ecstasy.
Further it is also conveyed that the complete form of pamesuan symbolizeas the human personification. Pamesuan has head,
body, legs same as the discussion of architecture since Greek architecture period, however in Balinese architecture it is
completed with lelengan/arm, armpit, forehead, ear, and subeng (earrings). Lelengen in this case is a depiction that penyengker
(fence wall) on the left and right are held and connected by lelengen of pamesuan so it is a unit that protects umah (house).
Lelengen can be in the form of paduraksa which is cut and attached to the pamesuan or panjak. Further, between the
penyengker wall are unified by paduraksa (padu means integrate and raksa means guard) which means united together to keep
the house [8]. So far, guard means protection or there is also the possibility of significantly curb, or also may provide lessons
or even a process to remove restraints, to the outside, toward higher levels. This is illustrated as a butterfly struggling out,
passing cocoon hole that force of body fluids leading to the wing so its wings are strong to fly. Challenge making a butterfly
stronger and able to survive in the universe outside the cocoon. But butterflies do not return to the cocoon. This illustration is
different from the manik ring cucupu (fetus in the mother uterus); uterus as a place that provides livelihood, protection and
development of the fetus. Likewise, the baby providing comfort to the uterus so the mother was suffering from or at the
extreme point, a mother could die because of fetus in the uterus. Giving comfort means a sacrifice that may also be a suffering.
Fetus in the womb ready to be prepared for the outside to the world and a place where humans live, grow and take refuge in the
universe, similar as manik ring cucupu. Unlike butterflies, different with the 'magic cauldron Candradimuka in the puppet
story', as commonly, people will miss the mother; the owner uterus they have ever occupied. In the uterus, there are sufferings,
and also to get out of the uterus is also a suffering. This interpretation is a portrait that exit as a suffering caused longing to
return. Similar what is conveyed by Tschumi [1], the more numerous and sophisticated the restraints, the greater the pleasure
and it will be increasingly missed.
Apparently there is equality of the essential meaning between pamesuan with sacred events in the form yadnya, forming
synergy, a unity that reinforce each other, bonding, inseparable. The inseparable unity between pamesuan that causes longing
with sacred ritual events that provide voluptuous which also raises longing, like ecstasy, then the place, has the meaning as the
spirit which is the "spirit of place".

4. PAMESUAN ON UMAH ADAPTATION IN TOURIST AREAS
Based on spirit of place - the spirit of a pawongan/paumahan as well as to accommodate the needs of tourists and of residents,
preservation effort is required for the corridor of tourist area of Jalan Wanara Wana Ubud or other areas having similar
characteristics with it. Through conservation efforts, this area will remain to be tourist resorts having spirit that attract tourists‟
interest and residents can still enjoy life.
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Conservation is term as an umbrella of all conservation activities in accordance with international agreements that have been
formulated in the Burra Charter (the Charter of the International Council of Monuments and Sites/ICOMOS in 1981, namely:
The Burra Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Significance). Conservation means all the process of keeping the
place so it can maintain its culture significantly. The restrictions of conservation include conservation, maintenance,
preservation, restoration and adaptation. The conservation is all process of management of a place in order that its cultural
meaning is maintained covering maintenance and in accord with the condition, that is preservation, restoration, reconstruction
and adaptation, while maintenance is the ongoing maintenance of buildings, meaning and arrangement of a place should be
distinguished from repair, where the repair includes restoration and reconstruction and should be done accordingly. Next
preservation maintains what has been built somewhere in its original condition without any changes and prevent the
destruction and restoration returns that have been built at a place known to its original state, by removing additional or rebuild
the original components without the use of new materials. Further reconstruction to rebuild a suitable place as possible to its
original state is known and be distinguished by using new materials or old, and adaptation changing a place in accordance with
the use of which may be combined, and enables the combination of him.
With regard the constraints of conservation internationally agreed, the adaptation is capable to accommodate the needs of the
above, which should be followed up in Regional and Town Planning (RTRW), Detail and Town Planning (RDTR) and Urban
Design Guidelines/UDGL (RTBL) of pawongan/paumahan of a tourist area.

5. CONCLUSION
Based on the abovementioned discussion, it can be concluded that pamesuan and sacred ritual events as the spirit of place can
be the “spirit” in an umah adaptation at the tourist resorts supported by the ability to accommodate the needs of tourists and
residents.
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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the significance of traditional raised-floor granary Lumbung for Balinese people based on ethnographic
field works from 2006 to 2011. Historical records show that Lumbung started disappearing around 1970s-80s, but in limited
areas such as Tabanan, it is still actively used. The author interpreted the reason for the disappearance and survival of
Lumbung based on interviews of local farmers and observation of agricultural activities. As the result, it appeared that the
distribution of surviving Lumbung was evidently connected with that of traditional ‘Local Rice’ cultivation. Local Rice
production routine is significantly different from that of recently introduced ‘Normal Rice’, namely the former used traditional
working styles and facility/tools throughout the routine whereas the latter introduced new and efficient working styles.
Therefore, Lumbung only copes with the Local Rice routine, which seems the nature of the connection between the two. In
addition the ‘traditional’ routine appears to be sustained by local people’s special mental attachment to Local Rice, and
Lumbung symbolizes the mentality. By this study, what Lumbung means to local people could be profoundly understood in
terms of the mental landscape, and this will be useful for future planning of promotion of farming and development of Balinese
society.
Keywords
Traditional architecture, granary, cultural identity, agriculture, mental landscape

1. INTRODUCTION: LUMBUNG (RAISED-FLOOR GRANARY) IN BALI LANDSCAPE
This paper discusses significance of Bali traditional raised-floor rice granary Lumbung in local people’s mental landscape and
presents an idea for proper direction of preservation of Lumbung to be useful for promotion of farming culture in the future.
Architecture is materialization of the function of a human activity space, and thus it represents certain set of human activities,
that reflect cultural and regional characteristics. Therefore, traditional architecture can be associated with, not only practical
activities, but also symbolic meanings including the concept of sacredness and taboo, and cultural identity. In preservation of
traditional architecture, thus, we need to have a holistic understanding of both practical and symbolic aspects in terms of local
people’s mental landscape.
Among various types of architecture, a granary is one of most commonly seen construction. Food storage facility emerged in
the very early stage of human history and took a fundamental part of everyday landscape. The style of granary not only
reflects the subsistence strategy of each society but also the cultural characteristics. A granary has also been a symbolic object
or a stage of ceremony, and thus much concerns with human mental landscape.
Bali has a traditional granary for rice with a characteristic raised-floor shape [Figure 1]. In earlier days the granary was called
by several names depending on its size, as explained below. However, nowadays the remaining number is much less and the
size classification is lost, so in this paper the traditional granary is collectively called Lumbung, which is a name in Indonesian
and most commonly used in modern Bali. Rice farming is vital for Bali culture and the rice granary Lumbung must have
played a significant role in the Balinese life, but now the tradition only survives in limited places. Here the author would like
to discuss the role of Lumbung in Balinese people’s everyday landscape and the factor behind its survival and disappearance,
based on the data obtained from the field work carried out for the last 6 years. Lumbung can be a significant cultural symbol of
Bali and helpful for promoting revival of agriculture, and thus understanding local people’s perception of Lumbung would be
important for the future planning for Bali society.
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2. THE BACK GROUND OF THE RESEARCH: THE HISTORY OF LUMBUNG
Today Lumbung is only seen in limited areas, such as villages of Tabanan, but until a few decades ago, it was a common factor
in the Balinese everyday landscape.
Covarrubias, a Mexican painter, lived in Bali in 1930s and recorded various aspects of the contemporary Bali culture [1].
Among them, he mentioned the raised-floor granary, describing that raised-floor granary was called by different names
according to the size, such as Lumbung, Djineng, Kelump, and the granary was a visual indicator of the wealth of the family.
This suggests that the raised-floor granary of the time was a common part of the Bali house complex. The situation seems to
have continued in 1960s, a Japanese research group recorded a similar classification of raised-floor granaries as that introduced
by Covarrubias, in south Denpasar and Lombok Island [2].
However, in 1980s, it appears that the situation started to change. Kagami mentioned in 1987, as a part of discussion on the
contemporary Bali house complex structure, that ‘…today more and more families thresh and sell out rice on the premise of
harvest, and [traditional] granaries are becoming out of use even if they own one.’ [3]. On the other hand, Nagabuchi in 1988
observed that the Mantenin ceremony of the raised-floor granary regularly practiced in the Wongayagede village, Tabanan [4].
These studies indicate that, at latest by 1980s, the raised-floor granary has become ‘disappearing tradition’ in general, but in
specific areas the granary kept being a part of everyday landscape and actively used. This 1980s pattern is same as what can be
observed today, indicating that a remarkable shift in the state of the raised-floor granary happened around 1970s-80s.
Therefore, the study of the present state of Lumbung and the cultural background, with a comparative view of its surviving
areas and disappeared areas, should provide the clue to understand significance of Lumbung in Balinese landscape. For this
purpose, the author carried out field research in Bali farming villages.

3. FIELD RESEARCH (2006-2011)
The field research has been carried out since 2006 and the detailed results have been published elsewhere [5][6][7][8][9]. The
research method is interviews of farming families on Lumbung and observation of agricultural activities/ceremonies
concerning it. Informants are mainly owners of Lumbung in Tabanan, Gianyar and Karangasem, but for comparative study,
farmers not having Lumbung in Tabanan and Karangasem were also interviewed (for detailed information on informants, see
[7]). As the result, high possibility was raised that survival of Lumbung much concerns with which type of rice is cultivated.
In present Bali, two types of rice are cultivated. One is traditional ‘Local Rice (Padi Bali)’ of red and white variations, and the
other is ‘Normal Rice’, which was introduced as a part of BIMAS and IMMAS Programs promoted by the Indonesian
government in 1960s-70s [10]. Today Normal Rice production is prevalent over Bali for its higher productivity than Local
Rice, but in certain areas Local Rice keeps being regularly cultivated. My research showed that distribution of the Local Rice
cultivation and surviving Lumbung seems to be interconnected.
There are two ways of cultivating Local Rice today. One is only cultivating Local Rice through a year, and the other is mixed
cultivation, namely cultivating Local Rice and Normal Rice in turn, once each per year. The former case was observed in
Wongayagede of Tabanan and Sebatu of Gianyar, whereas the latter case is commonly seen in north Tabanan villages, and also
in Ababi and Selat of Karangasem. As far as my research covered, in all those cases, except the two villages in Karangasem,
farmers own Lumbung. Furthermore, those Lumbungs are not just ‘remained’ but also actively ‘used’, with regular
maintenance and reforming. Some Lumbungs are even elaborately decorated or kept being improved of the material or
structure. This indicates that, in those Local Rice cultivation areas, Lumbung is a living factor of agricultural routine, not a
relic of old days life.
On the other hand, in a few examples of farmers cultivating only Normal Rice but owing Lumbung, which are recognized in
south Tabanan and Karangasem villages, Lumbungs are treated more like relics or mementos. Namely, the farmers keep the
Lumbung for the reason like ‘It was passed down from a parent/ancestor, so I do not dare to destroy it’, and maintenance or
reforming is hardly applied. In an extreme case, a family in Selat totally stopped using their Lumbung when they replaced
Local Rice by Normal Rice 10 years ago, although the Lumbung building itself remained.
Those examples show that Lumbung is evidently connected with Local Rice cultivation and plays a lively part only in Local
Rice production areas. This view is reasonable in terms of chronology too, as the timing of Normal Rice introduction and
Lumbung’s becoming ‘disappearing tradition’ is simultaneous; 1970s-80s. To further support this hypothesis, in those villages
cultivating both Local Rice and Normal Rice, commonly farmers store only Local Rice in Lumbung, while Normal Rice is
stored elsewhere, such as a part of a living house or a shed. As discussed below, harvesting methods are different between
Local Rice and Normal Rice, i.e. Local Rice is picked the ear and made into a sheaf, whereas Normal Rice is threshed in the
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field and the grains are stored in a sack. The Normal Rice sacks are generally heavy; 20 to 30 kg, and difficult to carry up into
the raised-floor Lumbung, so it can be one reason why only Local Rice is stored in Lumbung. However, still this cannot
explain why then 2 types of storage are kept in parallel rather than storing both Local and Normal Rice in the same shed,
despite that maintenance of Lumbung costs much. Therefore, it is considered that there exists connection between Lumbung
and Local Rice in farmers’ mentality, rather than technical reasons.

4. DISCUSSION: WHAT IS THE CONNECTION BETWEEN LUMBUNG AND LOCAL RICE?
Now, I would like to further discuss the nature of the connection between Lumbung and Local Rice. A granary takes a
fundamental part of agricultural cycle, thus for the discussion, we need to see the whole agricultural routine of Local and
Normal Rice. My field research also revealed that the routine of Local Rice production is significantly different from that of
Normal Rice production. Local Rice is harvested by picking the ear by a hand-made tool called Anggapan, and the sheaf is
dried and stored in Lumbung. The work is generally done on family basis. On the other hand, Normal Rice is harvested by a
factory-made scythe called Arit, and the rice is threshed on the premise, of which grains are put into sacks for storage. Because
Normal Rice harvesting and threshing are carried out altogether, the labour tends to take a large scale and commonly involves
a large group of tenant farmers. In addition, traditional ways of gender labour divisions and mutual supporting system in a
community are more visible in the Local Rice production area. Difference between the 2 types of rice is also recognized in
ritualistic aspects concerning rice storage. Namely, traditional ceremonies and taboos remain with Lumbung, but they are not
applied to Normal Rice storage facility.
Altogether, it appears that agricultural activities associated with Local Rice and Normal Rice respectively form coherent circles
[Figure 2]. All activities involved in Local Rice production seem based on the concept of ‘tradition’, throughout the working
style, facilities and used tools. On the other hand, activities for Normal Rice production seem based on the concept of
‘efficiency’, positively introducing new styles of work. It is thus considered that Lumbung can find a reason to exist as a part
of the ‘tradition’ cycle of Local Rice, but cannot cope with the ‘efficiency’ circle of Normal Rice. This explains why it
disappears at the same time as Local Rice cultivation disappears, while it keeps the active use as far as Local Rice cultivation is
continued.
Moreover, it seems that each of the coherent circles is respectively sustained by different directions of mentality of Balinese
people [Figure 2]. In interviews, farmers often expressed strong mental attachment to Local Rice, even those who do not
cultivate it any more. Namely, Local Rice is commonly described as ‘tasty’ ‘good’ ‘nutritious’ and so on, and almost all
farmers said they would like to eat Local Rice as far as possible. On the other hand, with Normal Rice no valuing other than
being ‘productive’ is expressed. Indeed, among farmers of mix-cultivating Local and Normal Rice, many said they saved
Local Rice for their own consumption and sold out Normal Rice. This indicates that only Local Rice is recognized as real
‘food’ and Normal Rice is treated more like cash crop. It is supposed that, because Local Rice is ‘real food’, it is produced in a
‘real’ way using traditional facilities/tools and with proper ceremonies, whereas with Normal Rice people do not care changing
the production methods for more efficiency.
Above all, the ‘traditional’ circle of Local Rice seems sustained by Balinese peoples’ idea of ‘real rice production’, and
Lumbung, which is the most visible factor of the circle in everyday landscape, symbolizes the idea. Therefore, if Lumbung is
properly protected and presented in the Bali landscape, it can work well for protection of Balinese farming culture and
promoting people’s motivation towards farming.

5. PROSPECTS: PROMOTION OF AGRICULTURE IN BALI AND LUMBUNG
In Bali today, it is a serious problem that farming lands and population are both decreasing. For promotion of rice farming, it
would be effective to protect Local Rice cultivation and Lumbung as a whole agricultural landscape, and encourage local
people to work with it as expression of their own cultural identity.
Although rice terraces in Tabanan and Gianyar are one of popular and highly promoted sightseeing spots, Lumbung, which is
an indispensable factor of traditional rice farming scene, is not sufficiently presented or protected. Traditional and
characteristic styles of store houses also exist in other parts of the world, such as the yam house in Papua New Guinea and
Takakura raised-floor granary in the Amami Oshima Island, Japan [11][12]. Those store houses are, taking an advantage of
the characteristic shape, well presented as the symbol of culture; e.g. the miniature models are sold as souvenir, and the models
are displayed at important places such as airports, Diet Building and sightseeing spots. Compared to them, Bali Lumbung is
not „advertised‟ well. At present, only in limited areas it is used as a cultural icon, such as Lumbung display at some souvenir
shops around Ubud and a new Lumbung-shape hotel by Bali Nature Land in Gunungsaridesa, Tabanan. It will be useful to
promote Lumbung as a Balinese cultural symbol further and broader, because it can much contribute to people connecting
agricultural works with their own cultural identity, and promotion of agriculture hand in hand with tourism.
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Figure 1: Lumbung (Jatiluwih,Tabanan)
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Figure 2: Activity circles of 2 types of Bali rice production
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ABSTRACT
Ban Mae Long is one of the villages settled for Kalenian people, one of the minority hill tribes living in the north of Thailand
located close to the border of Myanmar. The project was picked up and implemented as one of the model cases for the purpose
of validating and achieving the sufficiency economy concept offered by the leadership of King Phumipol to establish the better
quality of life for the village people.
In this paper the project scheme and its background are introduced including the issues involved in the process of development
and the countermeasures actually accessed mainly focusing on the water supply system, one of the most important lifeline
infrastructures and the primary school reconstruction. The rural development model of Ban Mae Long can be expanded to the
other local community to promote the further successful establishment of a sustainable community.

1. INTRODUCTION
There are almost seven to eight races of minority hill tribes living along / at the border line area between Thailand and the
neighbor countries of Myanmar, Laos and Cambodia. Chiang Mai is one of the famous cultural centers of the regional province
for the ancient capital almost 700 years ago settled after Sukhothai dynasty, located in the north of Thailand along the border
line of east area of Myanmar. Most of those minority hill tribes have been the migrant people emigrated from one place to the
other developing the new mountainous hillside area based on the slush and burn agriculture. No official registration documents
related to the individual / personal biography can be found for some of the emigrated tribes. This makes the governmental
official support difficult. The support and assistance can be therefore implemented from the humanity point of view as one of
the royal projects.
Fig.(1 ) shows the (a) geographical location of Ban Mae Long district and (b) Road inside the village (partly paved), (c) Village
entrance and primary school and (d) Road from / to the village (not paved) respectively in which the Kalenian tribe is living.

(a) Geographical location of the village

(c) Village entrance and primary school

(b) Road inside the village (partly paved)

(d) Road from / to the village (not paved)

Figure 1: Ban Mae Long district and village
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Table 1 : Village outline in FY 2010

Total population of the village
Number of family household
Number of primary school student
Infrastructure
Road to / from the village
Road inside the village
Electricity supply
Solar cell provided / family
Water supply
for drinking,
for irrigation for farming
for power generation

410
86
140
Not paved mostly as shown above
Partly paved as shown above
Not done enough
Not enough for power
Not satisfactory
Not enough
Not enough

The summarized outline of the village is shown in Table1

2. SLUSH & BURN FARMING
The slush and burn method of farming has been popularly accepted by the migrant tribes for a long time before and recognized
as one of the sustainable agricultures one time in the past from the following viewpoints shown below.
1) Insects can be controlled easily by burning
2) Ash left after burning can be used as the fertilizer
3) No needs to apply chemicals such as herbicide, pesticide and fertilizer
4) “Slush and burn” agriculture is one of the environment friendly farming methods due to the long term periodic rotation
system of the newly developed land use after waiting for the enough recovery of soil fertility
This type of farming is still being continued not only in Thailand, but also in some of the countries in South East Asia. Even in
Fukui prefecture, Japan some of the people is growing sesame based on this farming method, but in small scale (2010).
However most of the burnings which can be popularly observed in recent years are drastically different from the original
purpose of farming. It is becoming a cause of serious problem of promoting the global warming due to the huge scale of new
land reclamation for growing the other specific green business crop production such as sugarcane and palm oil tree plantation
to be used for the bio-based energy production.
Currently the topical keywords such as “fire prevention” and “stop burning” are getting popularly, but seriously closed up from
the viewpoints of environmental preservation even in Chiang Mai city area because the smog produced interrupts the smooth
traffic and give the damage on the tourism more or less.
To prevent the forests by those hill tribes from deforesting caused by burning, Royal Thai King’s mother encouraged them to
settle down their village by setting up a certain size of rural area to build up a primary school for their children’s education and
other life line infrastructure establishments such as road, land for farming, water management system etc. As a part of Thai
society, The Faculty of Engineering Chiang Mai University (CMU) and The Engineering Institute of Thailand (EIT) have been
deeply involved in the related project or program to help and assist those people in many ways of constructing the common use
facility available for the community event and activity including the related essential infrastructures and their maintenance in
addition to the renewal sometime from time to time depending on the condition and occasion.

3. WATER SUPPLY & MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Water supply should be secured as one of the most important and essential conditions for maintaining a certain level of
sustainable living standard. Water can be used mainly for three purposes of drinking, irrigation and energy production. The
conditions required are little bit different in use depending on the above mentioned purposes from the viewpoint of water
quality and quantity. Especially the one for drinking should be surely qualified enough to be safe for humans. A big amount of
volumetric water should be needed for the irrigation to grow the agricultural crops in food, energy and material production. A
stable constant volume of water supply must be secured for the electric power generation (here it means the use of micro-hydro
power generation) in addition to the total height of head as far as the potential energy of water is used in this case, but the water
quality does not have to be so seriously considered if it is safely used and not polluted chemically so much in the lower level
range than the rated standard. One of the most important principles of handling the natural resources not only water but also
the bio-resources to keep in mind is to follow the method of “cascade use” of it. It means that they should be efficiently and
effectively used as much as possible up to the final stage of scrapping or throwing out. In case of bio-resources production, the
process should be followed from cultivation, harvesting, processing and utilization. Even after it seemed to be completely used,
the other possibility of using again (reuse concept) must be reconsidered from the viewpoint of resource and energy saving.
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They shouldn’t be burnt so easily at the early stage after harvesting without the specific purpose of utilization.
As already well known the water flows from upper stream to down stream, therefore it should be used efficiently during the
flow process as much as possible. Once the water is flown down from the upper stream to the down stream, the extra energy is
needed to bring it back again. The direct usage of the mechanical energy produced by the water mill to complete the operation
such as rice de-husking and milling can’t be recommendable except the special condition. Once the energy produced from the
hydro-electric generating system consisting of mechanical water mill and electric generator should be used directly or stored as
the electricity in the battery combined with the necessary current flow devices such as inverter / converter so as to be used at
any time when necessary for many purposes such as the operation of the many kinds of equipments. The mechanical energy
conversion to the electric energy and its use can expand the availability and the flexibility of the produced energy utilization.
The limitation of the location, area and space for the micro-hydro electric generation system installation may not be the
constraints for actual running and operation of the connected equipments and tools in addition to the maintenance and repair.
Electric energy can be so easily and simply transmitted by cables and used more conveniently at any required position and
place.

Figure 2: Water Supply and Management System applied in this study
The method of utilizing the water can be mainly classified into three ways based on the purposes of drinking, irrigation for
farming and hydropower generation. Even in this case study, all of the above mentioned possibilities were targeted.
For drinking water, the quality must be checked and analyzed chemically first from the viewpoint of safety at least in addition
to the total amount of quantity required. In constructing the water reservoir, the assessment should be carefully done based on
the standard offered by ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials). The safety and the required quantity of the water
were considered and investigated with the first priority in this study. The concrete made circular units were connected and piled
up in series to form the cylindrical water tank reservoir as shown in Fig.(3,4 ).
Fig. ( 5) (right) shows the combined machines of de-husking and milling function together, which can be operated by the less
power than one horsepower. In case the electricity not available, the diesel engine can be used for the electric generation in
addition to the de-husking of rough rice simultaneously. The size of the machine can be selected based on the total capacity
required in the actual use per unit duration, for example how many kilogram of rough rice can be processed per unit duration
(month). It consists of the electric motor, generator, de-husker and battery. The electric energy can be used at anywhere once if
it is generated and charged irrespective to the location and position where the objective machines and tools are going to be set.
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Figure 3: Whole view of the drinking water reservoir facilitated

Figure 4: Gabion dam to be used for irrigation and hydro power generation

Figure 5 : Whole view of pico hydro power generation system (left) and the rice de-husking machine with electric motor &
diesel engine (right)
In early days of the project implemented under the name of Thai King’s mother, a solar panel unit was provided per one family
household, however they are just only for the purpose of receiving the information through mass media like TV and radio. It
can be also used not only for the social event activity of the village people but also for the purpose of using as the heavy power
source because of the insufficient power output. Naturally speaking a certain amount of power source available for operating
the tools and equipments as a prime mover have looked necessary from the initial stage of village settlement, however due to
many difficulties, it has not been materialized. A gabion dam was constructed for water reservoir available for irrigation and
the other use. Almost 4 km length of water supply system was also facilitated for the village and school consumption.
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4. SCHOOL BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
The school was also renewed equipped with solar panel system to enable them to communicate with other education network
through internet in addition to solve the problem of the digital divide. The education is one of the most important and essential
issues for human resources development. The capacity of the school must be enough to accept the estimated total number of
the students almost ( ) students considering the future aspect and educate them to the junior high school grade from the
elementary school one. Fig. ( 6,left) and Fig.(6,right ) show the drawing and the picture of the school after the renewal
completion, Two stories school building has four class rooms.

Figure 6: Drawing of the school (left) and its newly built whole view (right)

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The objective to facilitate the infrastructure of life line and the education for the minority hill tribe villagers and their future
human resources development was completed for the purpose of achieving the economy sufficiency. It is nice that the
university has been involved in this type of project as a part of Thai society organization. The project is functioning
beneficially not only villagers but also the related university people in integrating their confidence in their professional
experience and career. Students joined the project while under progress obtained more knowledge and experience not only
academic but also the practical skills in addition to the sense of responsibility, cooperation, leadership and voluntary spirit. By
providing the infrastructure basically for living and educating the young generation for human resource development, a certain
level of daily life could be secured as the community, however the followings should be considered additionally for further
promotion of this project in making it really fruitful.
1) One of them is to educate the management and develop the market how and where to sell the products they produced.
The value adding technology transfer is also needed not only for covering their living, but also for sufficiency economy
offered by Thai King Phumipol.
2) The pavement of the road connected to the outside society from the village should be completed to make the above
mentioned access more smooth and safe even if it can be done step by step and little by little
3) Fair trade system should be actively introduced for the purpose of more stabilized income based management of
economy. One of the possible examples for this access is to consider the handicraft material production by use of banana
which is popularly and easily grown up in that area
4) Eco-tourism is also one of the hopeful programs for the tourist to experience the country hill side life and culture in
addition to directly feel the nature
5) A special unique education program should be offered such as the cooperative education and career development
(internship) for the university students to learn and experience more about how important the environment is for mankind
I addition to the education of practical, and technical engineering skill including the management
6) The effort for further improvement of the water supply and management system should be continued especially focusing
on the power increase from the viewpoint of economy expansion at village level
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ABSTRACT
One of the characteristic of Japanese city is that a lot of farmlands exist in the urban area. In addition, Japanese society is
facing the depopulating society and it is thought that the demand for the urban land use will decrease. So it is necessary to
show the direction of efficient utilization of the urban farmland as the city planning. This study aims to clarify the amount of
stock and the distribution of farmlands in the urban area and to clarify the characteristic of the efforts of urban farmlands
conservation by new utilizations of new entities. The results of this study are as follows; 1) In the Kansai metropolitan area,
8,393 hectares of farmlands exist in 167,805 hectares of urbanization promotion area and the ratio of the farmland is 5.0%. 2)
By the literature survey and the questioner survey, 9 types and 268 cases of the new utilizations of urban farmlands were
collected in the Kansai metropolitan area. 3) As a result of the questioner survey, it is clarified that understanding of farmers
and citizens is a big issue and the role of the intermediary organization is important to entrust the utilization and maintenance
of abandoned farmlands by new entities.
Keywords
Urban farmland, multiple functions, city planning, urbanization promotion area, matching system

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the characteristic of Japanese city is that a lot of farmlands exist in the urban area. In the current city planning, it has
been aimed to change the land use of farmland into the urban land use as soon as possible. It is because farmlands in the urban
area have been considered as the inefficient land use for the city. On the other hand, it is gradually clarified that urban
farmlands have multiple functions like to reduce the heat island effect, for disaster prevention, formation of a good landscape,
education, and recreation, etc. Of course, the function of supplying of food is included in the urban farmlands' multiple
functions. In addition, Japanese society is faced the depopulating society and it is thought that the demand for the urban land
use will decrease. Many urban farmlands will remain in the urban area, but it is hard to ensure successors of farming
households. It is expected the abandoned farmlands will increase in the urban area and these farmlands should be maintained in
some way to keep the urban environment better.
In Japan, in order to protect farmers’ rights, entities other than farmers are restricted in owning farmland. On the other hand,
increasing numbers of residents in urban area are interested in farming. To consider urban farmlands' maintenance from the
point of view of city planning, it is necessary to try to find new ways for the utilization of farmland by new entities more than
just farming.
Many former researches regarding to the urban farmland or its function and utilization have been conducted, for example
Yamamoto (1994) focused on the interrelationship between urban farmlands existing formation and the ecological function 1)
or Matsumoto (2008) focused on the characteristics of the urban farmland's landscape 2). On the other hand, many studies about
the new utilizations have been conducted, for example Oba (2001) focused on the allotment gardens in the urban area 3), but
research data of the efforts of urban farmlands conservation by new utilizations of new entities in urban area is insufficient.
This study aims to clarify the amount of stock and the distribution of farmlands in the urban area and to clarify the
characteristic of the efforts of urban farmlands conservation by new utilizations of new entities.

2. METHODOLOGY
This study is based on two analyses in the Kansai metropolitan area. First, this study tried to clarify the characteristic of the
quantity and the distribution of farmlands by the geographical information system (GIS). Next, this study conducted the
literature survey to find the various types of new utilizations of farmland. And the questioner survey was conducted to
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municipalities about the actual condition of the new utilizations of urban farmlands. And then the hearing survey was
conducted to some advanced cases about the outline of their efforts.

3. CHARACTERISTIC OF QUANTITY AND DISTRIBUTION OF URBAN FARMLANDS
This study tried to clarify the characteristic of the quantity and the distribution of farmlands by the geographical information
system (GIS) in the Kansai metropolitan area. Figure 1 shows the transition of land use in urbanization promotion area 4) in the
Kansai metropolitan area analyzed by GIS 5). Now, 8,393 hectares of farmlands exist in 167,805 hectares of urbanization
promotion area and the ratio of the farmland is 5.0 %. In 1974, 20,271 hectares of farmlands exist in 158,121 hectares of
urbanization promotion area and the ratio of the farmland is 12.8 %. This result shows 11,878 hectares of farmlands were lost
and changed to building site from 1974 to 2001. Additionally, Figure 2 shows the distribution of farmland area. The farmlands
site area of not less than 1,000 square meters and not more than 5,000 square meters is the largest number and its ratio is 43.1%.
This result shows most of the farmlands in urbanization promotion area are small and farmlands with area of 1 hectare or more
found in 747 sites and it accounts for 1.6%.
Figure 3 shows one example of distribution of urban farmland in the Kansai metropolitan area, located in the north of Osaka
City. There are many small farmlands and big areas of farmlands of 1974 are lost in 2001.

Figure 1: Transition of land use in urbanization
promotion area

Figure 2: Distribution of farmland area
in urbanization promotion area

4. ACTUAL CONDITION OF NEW UTILIZATIONS OF URBAN FARMLANDS
4.1 Method
For citizens other than farmers to utilize farmland, they need to go through a procedure to rent farmland from farmers via an
agricultural cooperative or a municipality by Agricultural Land Act. There are a variety of ways for the utilization of farmland.
This study conducted the literature survey with websites to find the various types of new utilizations of farmland in the Kansai
metropolitan area. From websites of 94 municipalities were examined to collect cases of new approaches to utilize farmland
for landscape, education, and recreation. In addition the questioner survey was conducted to 94 municipalities to find new
ways for farmland utilization and received replies from 38 of them (collection ratio, 40.4%). As a result, 9 types and 268 cases
were collected.
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Figure 3: Distribution of urban farmland located in the north of Osaka City
The result is shown in Table 1. The cases were grouped into those in which farmland was directly used and those in which
farmland was indirectly. In addition, major entities that utilized farmland were divided into farmers and non-farmers.
4.2 Characteristics of new ways for farmlands utilizations
Allotment gardens were the most popular case of farmland utilization by non-farmers, with 53 municipalities, or 56.4% of
those surveyed, confirmed to have taken up the approach. Various type of farmland ownership was also found, such as
ownerships of rice terraces, bamboo shoots, black soybeans, persimmon trees. Food education is an approach to give children
chances to directly experience farming and deepen their understanding of the importance of food. This approach was
confirmed in 21 municipalities. There were cases of newly prepared farmland in urban development. This survey found three
cases including roof top farming gardens for rent in redevelopment projects and condominiums with vegetable gardens for sale.
There were new cases of farmland utilization by farmers, who aimed at various forms of value-added farming including the
cultivation of traditional vegetables and the development of specialty produce. Cases of environmental conservation were
found in 13 municipalities, where rape blossoms were cultivated for bio-diesel and rice was grown with Chinese milk vetch for
environmental conservation by groups mainly consisting of farmers. Cases of farmer's markets, which sell local product and
lead to the utilization of surrounding farmland in consequence, were grouped into indirect utilization. There were 32 such cases.
There were other cases. Yamato Sakurai Film Commission took up many farming landscapes and the walking trail of Sakai
City aimed at human interactions by readily walking in agricultural village areas. Neither is an approach directly involved in
farmland. However, their approaches leading to farmland conservation and may be considered indirect utilization.
Generally speaking, the cases described above only concern how to use individual lots of farmland. There were a limited
number of wide range approaches, such as part of regional development activities.
4.3 Characteristics of location of new ways for farmlands utilizations
GIS was used to find how new ways for farmlands utilizations were distributed in relation to cities. Farmland sites where such
approaches were taken were successfully located for 167 cases. It was found whether the sites were located in urbanization
promoting areas or urbanization control areas.
The result is shown in Table 2 and Figure 4. Although tabulation included only a limited number of cases, new approaches to
farmland utilization were found both in urbanization promoting areas and urbanization control areas. Utilization form and
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entities saw little differences among the three classifications. There were 44 cases of approach in urbanization control areas
within 500 meters of boundaries between urbanization control areas and urbanization areas. The number of cases increased to
119 when those in urbanization areas were added. The number of cases further increased to 134 when those within one
kilometer from the boundaries were included. Most of them may be considered approaches that take advantage of closeness to
cities.
Table 1: List of new ways for farmlands utilizations
utilization
entities
form

new utilizations

number

nonfarmers

ownership

directly
use

14

pick-your-own farm shop

10

allotment garden

53

welfare farm

14

include 1 welfare farm conducted by NPO

eco-farm

1

compost kitchen waste and utilize it

food education

21

farmland ownership

10

volunteer

4

bamboo forest

2

other

3

traditional vegetables

12

specialty produce

16

environmental conservation

20

cultivation for landscape

18

farming organization

6

farming by NPO

1

training for farming

6

planning

16

agricultural housing
cooperatives

4

farmer's market

32

set up hub center

3

other

2

value-added
farming

other
farmers
cultivate
human
resources

institution
or planning

indirectly use

experience of plant and harvest rice, event of potato
digging, et cetera
potato digging farm, strawberry picking farm, gather
chestnuts farm, et cetera
almost allotment garden conducted by municipality
(include 6 allotment garden conducted by NPO)

agricultural experience
tourism

farms

case example

total

ownerships of rice terrace, bamboo shoots, black
soybeans, persimmon trees, et cetera
effective use of fallow farmland, rice terrace conservation
activities
maintenance of bamboo forest, training for revive bamboo
forest, et cetera
newly prepared allotment garden in redevelopment project
(Namba Parks), apartment kitchen garden
traditional Kyoto vegetables, traditional Naniwa
vegetables, revive "Ama-Imo", et cetera
"Mibuna", buckwheat, early persimmon, soybeans, wheat,
et cetera
grow with Chinese milk vetch, rape blossoms for
biodiesel fuel (BDF), et cetera
cosmea, helianthus, Chinese milk vetch, rape blossoms, et
cetera
farm-union corporation, agricultural youthful club,
organization of farm house women, et cetera
support engagement in agriculture by retiree, agricultural
school for citizen, et cetera
some agricultural planning by Osaka pref., some rural
settlement planning by Kobe city, et cetera
Ikaruga Town, Iwamuro-cho Tenri City, Zaimoku-cho
Yamatotakada City, et cetera
morning market, evening market, farmer's market at
shopping street in city center, et cetera
rural environment improvement center, regional resource
management center, et cetera
film commission, walking trail in agricultural village
areas, et cetera

268

Table 2: Distribution of new cases of approach to utilize farmland
utilization
form

entities

urbanization control areas
urbanization within 500m from beyond 500m from outside the left
promoting area
column
border of
border of
urbanization area urbanization area

total

non-farmers

40

25

20

3

88

farmers

26

16

16

2

60

indirectly use

9

3

7

0

19

total

75

44

43

5

167

directly use
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Figure 4: Distribution of new cases of approach to utilize farmland

5. ISSUES IN PROMOTING UTILIZATION OF URBAN FARMLAND
In addition the questioner survey was conducted to 94 municipalities to find issues in promoting utilization of urban farmland
in the same questioner survey and received replies from 38 of them (collection ratio, 40.4%).
5.1 Municipalities' recognition of new utilization cases
Figure 5 shows municipalities' recognition of new utilization cases of urban farmland in their district. Out of 38 municipalities,
14 replied, "the number of utilization cases is not adequate but there is still enough room for utilization." They recognized that
there was still enough room for utilization. In contrast, 10 municipalities replied, "they do not consider utilization adequate and
have not found effective ways." They had no prospective for future development of utilization.
5.2 Issues in promoting utilization of urban farmland
Figure 6 shows issues in promoting utilization of urban farmland. To a question concerning issues in promoting utilization, 16
municipalities replied, "farmers, who own farmland, have not fully understood the significance of utilization." Understanding
by farmers is a big issue. Many replied, "individual lots of farmland are small in area", "they are dispersed", or "there are few
lots of utilizable farmland", indicating such issues as the location and size of utilizable farmland. They may be considered
supply-side issues of utilizable farmland. On the other hand, few replied to the following questions: "citizens, who are users,
have not fully understood the significance of utilization" and "citizens and NPOs have few needs to utilize farmland."
"There is no intermediary organization or human resource that links owners and users" was a reply from 14 municipalities. It is
an issue to match owners with users. In addition, 9 municipalities replied, "legal and taxing systems are big restrictions for
utilization." It points out limitations of Farmland Act and the tax system in promoting utilization.
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Figure 6: Issues in promoting utilization of urban farmland

6. CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME ADVANCED CASES
6.1 Characteristics of effort of "Farmer Club of Saito"
The hearing survey was conducted to Intermediate Corporation of "Community Saito" about the effort of "Farmer Club of
Saito." This project is one of the community farms by the developer and it aims to formation of community on the process of
the construction of "Saito" new town located in Ibaraki City Osaka Prefecture. 30 to 40 new families or 100 new residents or
more participate in this community farm. The intended farmlands are located in the rice terrace and these farmlands are bought
up by the developer for the new construction site in "Saito" new town. This project is operated by "Community Saito" with the
support of local farming households as previous landowners. New families participate in the experience event of plant and
harvest rice or vegetables (Figure 7). They eat their new rice in the harvest festival and the remaining harvested rice is brewed
to sake by the local sake brewery.
This project gets big result as the new community formation with the new utilization of abandoned farmland. However, it
becomes the problem that how to move the management independence to the community. Additionally Intermediate
Corporation of "Community Saito" cannot sell these farm products such as rice or vegetables under the existing law
(Agricultural land Act) because this organization is not farmer, and it is necessary to secure another source of income for the
management of the organization. It is one of the factors of the success that this project carries out in the farmland owned by the
developer. This condition should be considered to generalize this case.
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Figure 7: New families participating in the experience event of plant and harvest rice or vegetables
6.2 Characteristics of effort of "farmlands matching support system" by Nara prefecture
The hearing survey was conducted to Nara prefecture about the effort of "Farmlands matching support system." This system
aims to connect new entities with abandoned farmlands and to reduce its quantity. The frame of this system is that Nara
prefecture recruits NPOs or volunteer groups and registers them on the new utilization entities of abandoned farmlands. Nara
prefecture also gathers information about abandoned farmlands from farming households. With this system, NPOs or volunteer
groups can get the information of abandoned farmlands from Nara prefecture. Nara prefecture assumes matching new
utilization entities and farmland owners.
Although 16 groups, for example NPOs, volunteer groups, social welfare corporations and organizations of rural settlement,
are registered on this system, but only 6 groups can approve the match by 2009. There is a certain amount of effect by
"farmlands matching support system", it cannot help being said that cost-effectiveness is low. Because Nara Prefecture who is
mediator should deal with all of the matters to operate this system, for example hearing new utilization entities' and farmlands
owner's needs, meeting together of both, handling complaints and so on. It is necessary the cooperation of the local agricultural
cooperative association or municipalities.
It is necessary for the area of leasing farmlands at least 50 are by Agricultural Land Act. But it is too large farmlands to
maintain by new utilization entities. It is necessary to simplify the regulations of the lower bound area. And when there is
inheritance or owner's demand for returns, it is necessary to bring back the farmland within three months based on regulations
of the contract of the farm use. The continuance of the new effort is not guaranteed.

Figure 8: Farmlands matching support system by Nara prefecture
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7. CONCLUSION
First, this study tried to clarify the characteristic of the quantity and the distribution of farmlands by GIS. As the result, 11,878
hectares of farmlands were lost and changed to building site from 1974 to 2001. Most of the farmlands in 2001 in urbanization
promotion area are small and farmlands with area of 1 hectare or more are exist only accounts for 1.6%.
As a result of the literature survey, a total of 268 cases of approach to utilize farmland were collected in the Kansai
metropolitan area. And as a result of the questioner survey, it is clarified that understanding by farmers and citizens is a big
issue and the role of the intermediary organization is important to entrust the utilization and maintenance of abandoned
farmlands by new entities. In addition, under the situation where there is a need for a new urban structure, the wide range
approach, such as part of regional development activities is more important than the utilization of individual lots of farmland.
Although the wide range approaches like "Farmer Club of Saito" mark the beginning of regional development activities, it is
needed further analysis of the evaluation of these efforts.
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ABSTRACT
We could see lots of houses being renovated or extended by owners after the houses get dwelled in especially of those terrace
housing in Malaysia. The renovations scenario upon these terrace houses is indeed one of the serious housing issues and
problems in Malaysia. House, is a valuable asset in human’s life and is one critical and important setting in developing lives of
human being. Therefore, as time goes by, people develop and wanting to improve the state and quality of their house so that
they can live their lives towards better meaning parallel to their up growth. But, easy said than done, renovation is some work
that needs thinking about. In fact, most of houses which are dwelled by modern Malay people in Malaysia nowadays did not
evolve in synchronize to the Malay people’s needs. This paper thus will focus its investigation towards the phenomena of
renovations upon selected double-storey terrace housing within Klang Valley, Malaysia. Investigations will be carried out by
questionnaires, statistic analysis of findings from site visits, and interviews with the owners of the houses. Among those things
that will be investigated are about the type of renovations that have been done and the factors which influence the act of
renovating. Results show that the type of renovations varies, be it on a major or minor scale. Those renovations of houses
involving numerous parts or sections of houses such as the kitchen, rooms, bathrooms, and so forth and were done because of
many different factors or reasons.
Keywords
House renovation and extension, modern terrace house, changes and modification of house

1. INTRODUCTION
House, is an important asset because it complements its value. It is no shock that people try to own a house. For some, they
execute renovations to escalate the price of the house making it invaluable in the future. Unsurprisingly, the market rise in
property business. In Malaysia, the phenomenon of house renovation is usual to the eyes. In fact, house renovations had
happened since the traditional Malay world. But, this paper will be focusing on the renovation aspects in modern Malay house
such as the types of renovation done, onto which parts of house, the influencing factors for renovations to occur, and so on.

2. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
Based on observations, renovations or extensions onto a house are not something new nowadays in Malaysia. Historically,
renovations had emerged from the time of traditional Malay. In addition, the renovations done during that period by those
traditional Malay were indeed a well thought and sophisticated extension system which was beyond its time. This system
consists of very detail considerations towards the elements of; design, function, and aesthetic. Now, it is for sure that we could
find a renovated house if we were in a housing area, especially the one that contains terrace houses. Thus, this writing
eventuated from this observation. But, the study is concentrated only towards the renovations carried out upon double-storey
terrace house type specifically in the area of Bandar Baru Bangi and Kajang which is both located in the city of Selangor,
Malaysia.

3. ISSUES AND PROBLEMS
Double-storey terrace house is not a type of house that is cheap. This type of house is categorized in a high-cost level. In
Selangor, take Bandar Baru Bangi for instance; one unit of double-storey house (40 x 65) square feet could reach RM 400,
000 (Ringgit Malaysia). The problem is that this house is bought at such an expensive price but still needs major renovations.
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The price that those developer put on should be consistently rational to the condition of the house as in design, function,
aesthetic and other aspects of the house but this is not the case happening in Malaysia. Apart from this, another problem that
might surface from the renovation is that it will aggravate the safety of the dweller and those around it. Among the issues and
problems that should be looked into are the cultures or trends of renovations of the modern Malay community toward their
house, how the life development and time are influencing the people to renovate, the influencing factors for people to renovate,
the type of renovations done, and which parts of house is often involved in house renovation. This scenario of house renovation
is like a subtle insult thrown from the community to the architect and the developer, and reasonably maybe it should be seen as
an insult so that these issues and problems will be taken into thoughts seriously hence a better house will be designed in the
future.

4. SCOPE OF RESEARCH
This study concentrated its research towards renovation aspects in double-storey type of house which is a critical housing
phenomenon in Malaysia nowadays. So, sample from double-storey terrace housing in Bandar Baru Bangi and Kajang were
analyzed to understand the relevant issues and problems. The two areas were chosen based on the modern life of their
communities and at which they live in the modern setting. This study engaged the questions about the factors or reasons that
cause people to renovate their house. It also will be figuring out the types of renovations done by the landlords and will
discover which parts of house usually being renovated.

5. OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH
The objectives of this study is to identify the influencing factors or reasons that caused people to renovate their house, to
investigate the types of renovation done by the landlords toward their houses and onto which parts of house, to perceive the
design complication in the housing, and to do a documentation of the journey and the development of Malaysian housing
industry. The general objective is the sum up of all the objectives mentioned so that this research will be documented and
hopefully will serves as a reference and an ignition to the mind of those builder to produce more significant and better houses
in subsequent time.

6. THE REASONS WHY WE RENOVATE
Paul Bianchina (1999) stated that most of the landlords do renovate their houses because lot of reasons. But basically, when a
family grows, it members increased in numbers and therefore, the house, say it rooms, toilets, or kitchen, needs an upgrade in
area thus there goes the renovation or extension. Apart from that, they also need to increase the privacy. So generally almost all
of things need to be expanded as the family grows. Besides that, Paul Bianchina also thinks that the dweller’s hobby or interest
would promote and develop from time to time. Thus, the renovation done onto the house could be resulting from that certain
hobby or interest. For example, the renovation of a particular area to a garage, a walk-in wardrobe, or an office. Renovation to
an office is a common renovation done in these modern days. Renovations are not necessarily just to expand the area but could
also change the function of the space.

Figure 1: Space conversion to an office space. Source: http://taberstudio.com/images/projects/Architecture/Home_Office [23
May 2009].
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House renovation or expansion is a need in the perspective of family. When a family grows, the numbers of dweller will
increase and the children will grow up from their childhood until their youth ages. Along with this development, the need of
space with function will change. The needs of a children certainly differs compared to a teen, youth, or a scholar per say. So,
when the time comes, renovation will definitely takes place. Architecture nowadays tend to orient itself based on objects alone
and disregard the meaning of value and context in a built environment just to achieve some kind of image or form. This kind of
orientation denies the social and culture of a particular community who is human, one who will live in the building [1].

7. THE TYPE AND AREA OF RENOVATION
There are three main areas or parts in a house prior to the renovation and those are the front part, the back part, and the side
part. Each part of the house for every different house is then been worked on to accomplish certain type of renovation
depending on respective factors or reasons.
7.1 The front area
Study showed that, the renovations done onto the front part of the houses by the landlords involving the addition of floor tiles
to the bare flooring. The floor tiles used were different in color, size, shape, or pattern. These additions of floor tiles which
vary in many ways for every house had created a messy and chaotic sight to the front of the houses. This also made the overall
look of the houses as disorganized.

Figure 2: Examples on the renovations in front of the house.

Figure 3: Another example of renovation done (addition of awning) to the front part of the house.
Plus, roof or awning is also added to the porch or the parking space to shelter and shade the vehicles from the burning sunlight
and the rain. The extent of the roof from the existing roof also is different for each house. Some landlords extended the roof
just by half and some did extend it further to the lot’s perimeter.
Apart from that, the material used for the roof and the height of the roof are also different. Hence, the peculiarity of the front
façade of those terrace houses. In addition, there are also landlords who agreed to each other for a shared-roof or awning to be
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installed to their front parts. Plus, it had been observed that there are some owners who extended the wall of their house to the
borderline of the lot and extensively restructured the original roof. Other than that is the renovation of the fencing which has
been redesigned to the personal taste of the house owners. This renovation also used various kinds of materials with different
kind of approach in design.
There are also people who renovated their front part into a landscape area or a space for clothing lines. Unfortunately, these
two types of renovation could not integrate together as the house has limited area in front. So the landlords had to choose
between these two types of renovation.
7.2 The back area
Based on observations through the study, the renovation towards the back area is the most obvious and distinctive job done by
the landlords. The house owner expanded the area of the original kitchen which was small and could not adapt to the cooking
culture of this Malay community.
Originally, there was a small outdoor area at the back just outside the kitchen for clothing lines but this has to be gone to make
way for a larger kitchen and to cater the need for cooking. They also prefer an area of clothing lines that is hidden from public
sight. Sadly, some of them are forced to dry their clothes under the sun in the back lane as shown in the picture below. This is
the result after extending the kitchen and they have no space left available for clothing lines. Apart from expanding the kitchen,
they also renovated the upper level at the back. The rooms are widened and the floor area upstairs is also increased. Plus, some
of them even replaced some area at this level for the clothing lines.

Figure 4: Expansion of kitchen and extension of rooms upstairs (left figure) and distinctive kitchen renovation at the back lane
and the elimination of the original cloth-drying area plus the visual disturbance and color disorganization.
Based on study, the part which is often being renovated is the kichen area located at the back of the house. This proved that the
existed kitchen area was not large enough to contain all the cooking equipments and the cooking activities of this Malay
people. The cooking culture is definitely innate with the Malay community but still it seems like this has not come to the
professional’s attention. The kitchen is also renovated to establish a new laundry area which is not built in the house originally.
Table 1. The numbers of house owner who done the renovation according to the area of the house.

Number
of owner

Front Living Kitchen Rooms Toilets Side
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7.3 The side area (corner lots)
According to the study, those who dwell the corner lot, they would add the number of spaces in the house. This meant the
addition of internal floor area that lead to the additional roof. Usually the renovation done to the corner lot house is major in
scale and could disrupt the structure of the original house.
On the other hand, the original landscape of this additional land at the corner is bare land and sandy without grass. So the
house owner had to plant on the grass and build up landscape to cool down the house temperature other than to make it a
recreational space for the family. But, as the family grows and the members added up, most of the owners chose to use the
extra land beside of the house for a building space rather than a landscape area. Some of them even extended the side wall of
their house to the perimeter of the lot and this made the extended wall standing exactly beside the road and this could magnify
the risk of burglary or road accidents.

Figure 5: The addition of the roof and the conversion of the side area into a recreational area and landscape.

Figure 6: Level addition to a floor into a balcony and expansions of living area and kitchen.
7.4 The Renovation of Internal Layout Plan
From observations, it can be summarized that there are few evidences that showed the owners are not satisfied with the internal
layout plan of the house. The walls inside of the house are knocked down to get the layout plan that met their needs. Plus, there
are few people who rearranged or repositioned the guest room to the back of the house to get a larger and flexible kitchen and
dining area.
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There is also owner who renovated the function of toilet space to a storage area to keep and hide all the home appliances and
equipments. Study also found out that the design aspect did influence the act of renovation. Some of the owners did break
down solid wall and gave it a new touch with nice aesthetics. For example they made some vertical openings to the wall as
shown in the picture below (refer to figure 8).
Moreover, there is one person who owned two lots of adjacent houses. This person made a drastic and huge renovations which
involved major scale of works such as the demolition of wall of two adjacent houses to achieve an open internal layout plan
that is free from walls like the traditional Malay houses, change of location of particular space like the guest room, the addition
of a balcony at the upper level at the front of the house, the repositioning of columns structure, and the renovation to the roof
structure in front of the house (refer to figure 9)

Figure 7 & 8: Function of toilet space renovated into a store & Guest room renovated to a family lounge.

Figure 9. Internal layout plan renovation which affected the front part of the house and its roof structure. An example of major
renovation.

8. THE INFLUENCING FACTORS TO RENOVATE
There are various factors that could cause someone to do a house renovation or expansion. Among the factors that could
contribute to the act of renovating is the number of dweller, taste in designs, following trend, financial condition, and so on.
But from the analysis, it has been found that the obvious reason why these people did the renovations is that they needed a
larger space or area. The dwellers found that it is critical and important to have a large and open space. They need it to
accommodate the increasing family and to indulge the function of space that might change as time goes by, such as the needs
to provide a room for each child.
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Table 2: Influencing factors for a renovation to occur

Number of
owner

Area

Design Safety Dweller Trend

Budget Others

9. CONCLUSIONS
Majority of modern Malay community nowadays renovated their houses. They renovated their house onto various parts and
areas of the house and done that with many types of renovation. The renovations done involving the front area to the back area,
from the living area to the kitchen and the scale of the renovation are both major and minor. The different type of renovation
done showed us that the people are getting more alert and attentive about design aspects and they wanted a better house to live
their lives. Apart from that, there are several factors that contributed to the act of renovation. This phenomenon of renovation is
indeed an issue that should be looked into by the architects and other professionals in the field so that this issue and problems
that eventuated from this phenomenon can be fixed and hence a better housing scheme that is more responsive to its dwellers
will be produced.
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ABSTRACT
The acoustic assessment was conducted in the complex of TIM Art Centre, where one small auditorium “Teater Kecil” is located. In
architectural acoustics, due to the importance of audience’s satisfaction in auditoria, specific acoustic treatments are carefully observed
and evaluated for performance design. The Teater Kecil has a capacity of 250 people, generally used for theatre and musical drama,
and sometimes is used for musical, choir, and chamber orchestra performances
This paper evaluates the acoustic characteristics of the theatre in relation with its architectural design including the surrounding
materials used in the theatre. The acoustic measurements involved are only reverberation time or RT. A computer simulation
measurement technique is employed by using CATT Program V7. Besides, real time measurement is also conducted. The derived
acoustic parameters are then confirmed with the theoretical predictions, in order to check the accuracy of the results.
The results derived from measurements indicated that the RT values from computer simulation were shorter when compared to on site
measurements and the theoretical predictions. Design of the theatre is appropriate regarding its RT for multi-purpose performances as
well as the interior design for architectural point of view, and therefore the application of electro-acoustic is actually not necessary.
Keywords

Reverberation Time, Architectural Acoustics

1. INTRODUCTION
As part of the Building Physics Study for post-graduate students, this paper evaluates the acoustic properties of one small theatre,
“Teater Kecil”, in the complex of TIM Art Centre Jakarta, in relation with its interior architectural design. The surrounding materials
used for the theatre are also evaluated. The theatre is frequently used for multi-purpose performances.
The acoustic prediction and measurement involved is only the reverberation time (RT) values nevertheless adopting different
techniques. The on site measurement is conducted as well as subjective evaluation. The derived RT is then verified with Sabine
theoretical prediction, in order to compare the accuracy of the measurement method. Besides, a computer simulation measurement
technique is employed by using CATT Program V7.2.

2. THE TEATER KECIL
The Teater Kecil has a capacity of 250 people, generally used for theatre and musical drama, and sometimes is used for musical, choir,
and chamber orchestra performances. The plan shape of the theatre is shoebox with 16 m length, main width is 14.80 m, designed with a
proscenium stage and two tiers of shallow balcony to seat 55 audience. The height of the ceiling is 10.50 m and the volume is 2,790 m3.
The plan of the Teater Kecil is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 : 3D of the Teater Kecil at TIM
Both of the side of the walls are covered with light carpet, whereas the surrounding wall consists of textured wood panel that should
give good resonance to the music as well as give good diffusion to the surrounding areas. The rear wall made of holed wood panel
40x40 cm filled with absorbent material. These panels are acted as absorbent as well as diffusor surface. The whole ceiling is made of
gypsum board. The upper level of auditorium is functioned as monitor room and service as well as ducting and cat walk, with a
plastered rigid wall.
From these material applied (in walls, ceiling and the finished materials) within the auditorium, it can be perceived that they are
dominant in producing valuable reflections and diffusions. They make important contributions to the acoustic characteristics, depending
on their nature and configurations.
The seating is catered for 250 audience, they are fully upholstered and fixed on the floor but can be removed and adjusted depend upon
the style of performances. The floor is fully carpeted. It can be seen that those materials are dominant in contributing main absorbent
within the theatre.

3. RT VALUE PREDICTIONS AND MEASUREMENTS
The reverberation time (RT) formula by W.C. Sabine in the 19th century had made modern room acoustics starting to be developed
progressively. Until now, RT has been considered as the most important criterion for auditoria acoustics. The auditorium volume
(V), its audience capacity and attendance, and the enclosed surfaces whether absorptive or reflective (A), all contribute to
influencing the RT of the auditorium. The Sabine's equation is defined in seconds as :
RT = 0.161 V
A

seconds

(1)

When the frequency is over 1000 KHz, the effect of air absorption (m) is significant and the equation is rewritten as :
RT = 0.161 V
A+4mV

seconds

(2)

The different techniques of calculating RT are adopted to evaluate the theatre, such as : Sabine calculation, subjective evaluation,
computer simulation, and on-site measurements. The RT result at 500 Hz is 1.19 seconds with Sabine calculation for T60, it is shorter
than that the criteria for musical performance of 1.5-2.1 seconds. The same applied for the value at 1 KHz of 0.99 seconds. This is
predicted due to some parts of the surrounding are finished by absorbent materials.
Subjective criteria by audience have gained through questionnaires when Chanchiki Tornade Chindon Music performance was held
at the theatre. The questionnaires were distributed to 150 audience whereas 70 were returned. The criteria given such as : level of
satisfactory audience, clarity, intelligibility, reverberant. The judgement from audience for acoustic criteria fell into satisfactory
and good, while the low frequency modes need to be strengthened. This method is adopted in order to comprehend the other
adopted techniques.
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The RT values then predicted by using CATT computer simulation technique, where the input criteria are : the coefficient
absorbtion of materials, frequencies, corners, and CAD drawing. Two sources on the stage and ten receivers on the seating area
including the balcony have set to calculate their RT values. The drawing of auditorium can be rotated for supervision. The RT
values can be seen at each frequency and position. It is observed that the RT gained between 1.2-1.6 seconds at the ground level,
whereas at the balcony between 0.7-1.1 seconds. The average RT value at 500 Hz derived is 0.38 seconds and at 1 KHz is 0.35
seconds.
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Figure 2 : Comparison of RT values from different techniques

The next test was on site measurements, with pink noise to represent the sound source and Condensor Microphone Bruel & Kjǽr
type 4191 as the receiver. Three receiver positions were set in the seating area and the source was put at the stage level. The
background noise was recorded at 37.1 dBA. The RT result at 500 Hz is 0.9 seconds and at 1 KHz is 0.84 seconds.
Various techniques have been employed to derive RT values of the theatre. The results obtained from the on-site measurement and
Sabine prediction values are in agreement, although at low frequencies the on site measurements are slightly higher, whereas at
mid and high frequencies they are slightly shorter.
In evaluating the RT values from CATT program, they are shorter significantly in each frequency when compared with other two
techniques. It is assumed that the difference due to averaging calculation in each position. The CAD drawing showed that in the
balcony positions there were very little reflections, so that when the values were averaging they corresponded to the total values.
The positions of sound source also need to be checked similar to the height of on-site measurements.
In order to design the RT values longer, certain modifications are proposed by adding more reflected panels and surfaces as well as
reducing absorbent elements, although the acoustic design is in agreement with its proper quality. It is, therefore, suggested to change
the diffuser panel walls either into diffuser wood omni-diffuser type E-400 with α in 500 Hz 0.28, so that the RT value in mid
frequency will be 1.2 seconds; or with diffuser fibre-reinforced gypsum pyramid type E-400 with α in 500 Hz 0.1, to get the RT
value of 1.27 seconds.
Recently, the electro acoustics is applied within the theatre for performances. For such small theatre, there is not crucial to strengthen the
acoustics by adopting electro acoustics, since the acoustic problem could be overcome by natural acoustic design. It is validated by
adopting different techniques of RT evaluation.

4. SUMMARIES
It was interesting to observe the acoustic characteristics of the small theatre at Teater Kecil of Jakarta, which is frequently used for
multi-purpose performances. Obviously, the materials chosen as well as the design of shapes of the enclosures are important factors
affecting the acoustic quality of the room. The absorption coefficient of the enclosure materials, the shape of the surrounding walls,
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the ceiling configuration, and the seating arrangement, create the specific acoustic character of the theatre. This means that in the
building design, architectural and acoustical factors should be carefully determined and must be properly balanced.
From the results, it was found that small auditorium produced good acoustics. It is not necessary to equip the auditorium with electro
acoustic. The Teater Kecil has good acoustics even without significant and special acoustic treatments, only by providing carefully
selected interior architectural and acoustical design factors. The RT values are acceptable, uniform, and easy to be treated in small
theatre with 250 audience. No serious acoustic problems encountered during the investigations.
It is found that re-arranging the interior and the material is the most practical and efficient way to adjust the acoustic attributes of a
theatre as desired. The investigations performed that : showing that various techniques and simple method can be applied in
preliminary acoustic investigation; showing that the acoustic properties of the room rely on the relation with its architectural design
of surroundings, and showing that speech-reinforcement system is not necessary be applied in a small theatre.
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ABSTRACT
Education is a contiguous and consecutive process. Thereby learning skills and knowledge in any context, requires strong and
potent academic basis. To reach this target, evaluation as a means to recognize student’s learning level and making decisions
for further educating steps seems essential. All the Educational systems have sort of official examination, assessment or
grading policy to measure students taught amount. In the typical policy, students are told clearly about the proposed
assessment program and the relative weightings of the various components and they are given timely and helpful feedback
after each assessment episode. Internationally, in these decades, universities and educators have become increasingly
committed to making assessment and grading more effective in promoting student learning. Appraisal methods and grading
systems in studio based educating systems, such as architecture, more than other majors and fields needs attention and
scrutiny. Because transmitting the success amount of solving ill-defined problems in design studios to grading symbols are
more difficult than multiple choice tests and even open ended questions. The primary interest of this paper is in grading
methods that claim to be criteria –based.
Keywords
Architecture Education, Criteria –based assessment, Grading

1. INTRODUCTION
Design process in architectural studios is based on some small-small well defined projects during the semester and on final
project at the end which is ill defined and in larger scale. Students should finalize their project before deadline and present it in
submission day with proper documentation. In this day they have a chance to see other student’s project and get the comments
from peers and experts and finally they will get mark. Experiences show that students are worry about their grades insofar as
they won’t attend in discussions if they think their comments will affect grades and with small negative comments or finding
fault in their project they get disappointed and loose other statements and suggestions coming after. Most of the student’s
complain is about the unfairness and inequitable of grades. This may rout in unawareness of the way they evaluate and graded.
On the other hand analysis shows that there is no common understanding of what grading process is in architecture and what
occurs in faculties are just instructors experience from what their own professors did. This has inhabited high-quality
discourse, research and development of grading system in architecture education. First of all, we have to investigate about the
past and current implemented grading systems in architecture faculties to find the characteristics and attributes of idealistic
grading systems Since different definitions of some terms related to the discussion are used differently in different countries,
and even within a single country, in different education sectors, finding an appropriate terminology to use in analysis of
assessment and grading is essential. For instance, ‘assessment’ in some contexts in the USA refers to the evaluation of a wide
range of characteristics and processes relating to higher education institutions, including entry levels, attrition rates, student
services, physical learning environments and student achievements. In the UK, assessment can mean what students submit by
way of project reports, written papers and the like as distinct from what they produce under examination conditions. Similarly,
a ‘grade’ may refer to the classification of the level of a student’s performance in an entire degree, the summary of
achievement in a single degree component or the quality of a single piece of work a student submits in response to a specified
task.
Assessment in this article refers to the process of forming a judgment about the quality and extent of student’s achievement or
performance. Such judgments are mostly based on information obtained by requiring students to attempt specified tasks and
submit their work to instructors or tutors for an appraisal of its quality.
Scoring and marking are used interchangeably in this article to refer to the processes of representing student achievements by
numbers or symbols. Scoring includes assigning a number to reflect the quality of a student’s response to an examination item.
In most cases, scoring and marking apply to items and tasks rather than to overall achievement in a whole course [1].
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Grading refers to the evaluation of student achievement on a larger scale, either for a single major piece of work or for an
entire course. Scores or marks often serve as the raw material for grade determinations, especially when they are aggregated
and the result converted into a different symbolic representation of overall achievement [1]. Grading symbols may be letters
(A, B, C, D, etc.) descriptive terms (such as Distinction, Honors, Credit, Pass, etc.), or numerals (such as 7, 6, …, 1).numerals
are usually deemed to represent measurements, and this provides a straightforward rout to the calculation of grade point
averages(GPAs).the other symbols need a table of numerical equivalents.
Students deserve to know which of their works and under what type of criteria will be assessed. This will enable students to
shape their work appropriately during the design process and specifying the bases for grading help to provide a rationale for
grading judgments after they have been made and the results given back to the students.
In all studio based educating systems such as architecture studios, we can find different grading models, which their principles
may deduced from either the policy document or from accepted practice. One of these systems is comparative method. In this
appraisal model the student’s projects will compare with each other. In fact jurors or the related tutors that are going to give
marks in submission day, judge the quality of projects holistically then they rank the projects. Grades follow in descending
form best project to worth one. This method is unfair. Students deserve to be graded on the basis of the quality of their work
alone, uncontaminated by reference to how other students in the studio perform on the same or equivalent tasks, and without
regard to each student’s previous level of performance.
In comparative system, the holistically attitude to the projects judgment leads to neglect Student’s Creativity and abilities in
some contexts. Students can’t be aware of their weak and strong points and by this way and they can’t do any effort to increase
their marks and just lucky students who are skillful in graphic design are able to impact jurors for better grades. On the other
hand making pair-wise comparisons just among small set of students submissions is possible. It will be very difficult in large
amount of projects and students. Albeit this method is not objective based and we can know it as a subjective method, this
method is still use by instructors all around the world.
In recent years, universities have made explicit overtures towards criteria-based grading and reporting. Under these models,
grades are required to how well students achieve the juror’s expectations. These expectations can be explain in different form.
We name these expectations as course objectives. The objectives are assumed to provide the basis for the criteria, but exactly
what the criteria are is in essence left undefined [1]. These objectives should be known by instructors, students and especially
external jurors. Because invited jurors have their certain tendency and assumed objectives that would be the base of their
grading. This incoherency may lead to variant in given marks by different instructors and students dissatisfaction.
One of the implemented methods under this way is grading system base on marking forms. These grading criteria sheets [2]
typically do not map in any simple way into course objectives. They are scoring rubrics which shows some tasks and their
marks portion. These tasks outline some of the knowledge and skills students ideally should be able to exhibit by the end of the
course. For instance, 3D model and executive details, boards, oral presentation as tasks and 5 mark for each of them. The given
mark is based on the quality of presented documentation. This holistic method cannot explain about the expected details in
each task and will leave the doors open to enter the personal opinions and subjective decisions in evaluation. An underlying
difficulty is that the quality of performance in a course, judged holistically on the basis of the quality of work submitted, may
not be determinable well with the attainment of course objectives.
It is obvious that in all grading models transforming students work to marks, grades or scores is very difficult because
whenever the projects encoded with symbols the connection between course objectives and projects has broken and after that
just the grade exists and can show the student’s success amount. This has lead to do many efforts to define and implement
some norms and criteria in appraisal methods. Despite the broad desirability of criteria- based grading in educating systems to
implement these methods and ways, there are different conceptions of what it means in theory and practice. This article is
based on a review of the most common grading policies and will try to hybrid the criteria based models to introduce a new
appraisal method in evaluating architectural projects in universities.

2. CRITERIA BASED GRADING MODELS
Since criteria are attributes or rules that are useful as levers for making judgments, it is useful to have a general definition of
what criterion is. There are many meanings for criterion (plural criteria) but many of them have overlap. Here is a working
dictionary style definition, verbatim from Sadler 1987, which is appropriate to this discussion and broadly consistent with
ordinary usage [3]. Criterion (n): A distinguishing property or characteristic of anything, by which its quality can be judged or
estimated, or by which a decision or classification may be made. (Etymology: from Greek kriterion: a means for
judging.)Grading models may be designed to apply to whole course or alternatively on specific assessment tasks and some can
be appropriate for both. For all grading models explained below, the interpretation of criteria is same with the general
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definition given above and all of them make a clear connection between the achievement of course objectives and given
grades, without reference to other students achievements.
2.1 Verbal grade description
In this model, grades are based on student’s achievement to the course objectives. In this form, the given grades are base on
interpretations which clarify the attainment amount of course objectives figure 1. This kind of grading method is based on
holistically attitude in evaluations.

Figure1: Form (a)
2.2 Objective achievements
In this form the course objectives will be portioned into major and minor and the achievement of each can be determined by
yes or No and the achievements of each objective will be computed [1] Fig.2. Both of these two objective base models make
clear connections between the attachments of course objectives and the grades awarded but students can’t easily ant close
connection between the course objectives and assessment items and they are not in strong position to judge how much they
reached to the objectives.

Figure2: Form (b)
Therefore these types of models have little prospective value for students. Also there are no indications of whether given
grades are for attainment in objectives of a special task or for whole objectives and it will be assessed by its own or in
combination to other objectives.
Most educational outcomes and attainments amount cannot be assessed as dichotomous states like yes or no or zero and one,
because learning is a continuous process that in contrast with discrete scales it can just be divided into segments satisfactory
and dissatisfactory[1].
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2.3 Qualitative criteria
Teachers specify the qualitative properties as criteria to be closer to teaching and learning and assessment grading. In this
method teachers are obliged to make a judgment about the quality of student responses to each assessment task and objectives.

Figure 3.
In this model the grades are given in simple verbal scale for each task such as poor, acceptable, good and excellent. But since
in reality student’s works are not perfect and there are different descriptions for these verbal scales and some teachers believe
that Excellent and A is just for god and no one deserve grade A, the distribution of grades and marks can’t be appropriate.
In this model scores in different assessment tasks are added together and finally the 100 point scale may divided into segments
according to the number of grades.

3. PROPOSED CRITERIA BASED MODEL IN ARCHITECTURE ASSESSMENTS
All aforementioned methods have weak and strong points. For instance, first model has tried to avoid dispersion of
interpretations for grades between different assessors which can affect the given marks. But there is no room for expected
objectives and their definitions in design process and final projects. So doors of subjective judgment will be still open.
Second model is based on dividing the expected objectives into major and minor and the evaluation is completely related to the
student’s achievements to these objectives but as mentioned before it is not possible to judge about the attainments and
achievements in continuum process just by yes or no.
In third form by introducing tasks as criteria for grading and verbal definitions for students achievements amount has improved
two previous models but objectives and importance amount of them are still unclear for students and external assessors. So we
have to hybrid these methods to reach the improved model.
What makes the definition of different projects (their scale, title, objectives) during architecture education is transmitting new
knowledge and experience based on learned related topics, issues and projects in continues process of learning. So the aim of
each project is unique to itself and has different layers.
In all submission days, students prepare needed documentation such as sheets included plans, evaluations, sections,
perspectives etc and 3D models which may determine by instructors or leave arbitrary. But these are not just the things that are
going to be assessed by jurors. Primary goals that were the basis of problem solving process are the most important part of
assessment. So the criteria to be used in assessment and grading are linked directly to the way objectives expressed [4].
Since this approach has some conceptual parallels with the behavioral objectives movement, according to Mager (1962)[5], a
behavioral objective is not properly formulated unless it includes a statement of intent, descriptions of the final behavior
desired, the conditions under which this behavior is to be demonstrated and the minimum acceptable level of performance that
signifies attainment of that objective.
Defined architecture assignments, Depends on their type, scale and duration, have different objectives and expectations to
assess the student’s submissions and different tasks are required. These tasks are based on some practical necessity and some
personal standards aligned with course objectives. These tasks will create policies for assessors to intend to take into account in
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judgment. Eyeballing different evaluation sheets in variety of studios for different projects bring us to this result that the rubric
of the tasks is as follow:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Critical Explanation
Logical Development
Proposal and recommendation
Oral and Graphic Presentation

The potential number of tasks relevant to the projects is large but these are enough to be illustrated and discussed in this paper.
For each rubric and task some criteria will be defined. Segregating evaluation extent to more tasks will increase student’s
opportunities to show their capabilities and sufficiency and gain more chance to get better marks. But in contrast the more
objectives are expressed for each task, the more they will operate isolated and will recede from the overall configuration that
constitutes a unit of what the students are suppose to do. In addition it will restrict assessors between these defined boarders
and will confine their authority and experiences in cognition and analyzing students hidden intends in their designing. This is
completely in opposition with the main target of inviting external jurors which is benefit from diversity of expert ideas and
critical attitudes. So characteristic of objectives are more effective that their numbers in defining flexible evaluation borders.
Since not all criteria types’ are same, there is no necessity for the number of criteria to be same in different tasks. In fact these
are subtitles for what is expected from students to do and they elaborate the borders of course objectives for assessors. For
instance in figure 4 we can see tasks with some of their criteria which have defined by related instructor base on course
objectives and implemented strategies in studio. Each of criteria is included in marking grid.
On the other hand according to main focus of education process in certain period, different priorities with different attention
portion will be dedicated to each objective. This kind of precedence will import to assessment criteria and evaluation sheets
[2]. Therefore each task would have dedicated percentages to show the major and minor objectives and grade amount. Figure 3
illustrates this type of grading model.

Figure 4:
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Since students perform in continuous path, the result of their performance just can be revealed in continuum that can be
divided between satisfactory and dissatisfactory. Student’s locus this vector derives from quality of their work in response to
defined criteria in each task. So it is needed to define some qualitative levels to apply as a norm to the assessment. Descriptions
should have the best overall fit with the characteristics of the submitted projects. The assessor does not need to make separate
decisions on a number of discrete criteria, as is usual list form. Such as little or no evidence, beginning, developing,
accomplish, exemplary.
However these descriptions are very helpful and effective in appraisal system but finally the qualitative assessment should be
able to be transmitted into grades and marks. So we need to coordinate this model to one of the common grading system. As
we mentioned before, using grading systems such as (1 -100) or (A, B,..) are not appropriate ways to import to criteria based
assessment model because after transmitting students work to numerical grades the connection between course objectives and
grades will be completely broken. Since marks and grades do not in themselves have absolute meaning in the sense that a
single isolated result can stand alone as an achievement measurement or indicator that has a universal interpretation.
Assessment and grading do not take place in a vacuum. Quality of student’s work together with interpretations of such
judgments can be known as comprehensive model in judgments. So alternatively, a simple verbal scale could be used for each
criterion such as Fail, Poor, Average, Good and Excellent but in this type verbal grade description applies to given assessment
task, with a separate description for each grade level (as mentioned before).So each list of criteria can be elaborated into a
marking grid.
Finally components of grades will be weighted before being added together to reflect their relative importance in the
assessment program.
There are several forms to show the final grades. The simplest is a numerical rating scale for each criterion, in which case the
ratings could be added to arrive at an overall mark or grade for the work. Using numerical ranges gives the impression of
precision and the system is easy to make operational.
Introduced model contains most of the strong points of other criteria based models and none criteria base models. These strong
points are revealed in figure 5.
This method does not depend on ranking or sorting student’s projects. It means there is no explicit reference to other student’s
performance. But final grades are assigned by determining where each student stands in relation to others.

Figure 5:
Also since this model is completely base on course objectives and instructor’s expectations and strategies in conducting the
project, it makes opportunities for instructors to discuss and criticize their implemented methods in teaching and defining
assignment and their objectives. This may lead to improvement in education level.
Although judgments can be made either analytically (that is, built up progressively using criteria) or holistically (without using
explicit criteria), or even comparatively, it is practically impossible to explain a particular judgment, once it has been made,
without referring to criteria. So it is needed to investigate about all evaluation and assessment methods and find used criteria
and hybrid their potentials to current methods and upgrade the existing models.
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4. CONCLUSION
Evaluation and grading system in art and architecture and especially in their studio-based courses are more difficult than other
majors and field. Since their teaching and learning process are different and more complicated than theory courses, it is
admissible. But there is common thought that believes there is no criterion and norm in their grading and assessing system, in
the other word the grading system is holistically and subjective. This statement also is not incoherent. There is no special
criteria and norm among jurors and instructors in evaluating and grading student’s project and if they have it is not known and
explained to students. Students themselves are inducted directly into the processes of making academic judgments so as to help
them make more sense of and assume greater control over , their own learning and therefore become more self-monitoring.
In recent years, more and more universities have made explicit overtures towards criteria-based grading to make assessment
less mysterious and more open and more explicit. But whenever there is no discussion and contribution, there is no way to
improve and development in this model and many institutions may employ identical or related models without necessarily
calling them criteria-based. A further framework can be self-referenced assessment and grading, in which the reference point
for judging the achievement of a given student is that student’s previous performance level or levels. What counts then is the
amount of improvement each student makes.
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ABSTRACT
Since the issuance of various regulations about the formation new administrative region, a lot of regions in Indonesia rushed
forming new administrative regions. Many of these new regions are failing because of the rigid criterias to determine the feasiblity
of a new administrative region. One of them is South Lombok Region. This research use the concept of bioregion as an alternative
method to measure the feasibility of a new administrative region. Analysis applied in this research is the comparison analysis
between the indicators in the potential new administrative region (South Lombok Region) and the main region (East Lombok
Region), scoring analysis and analytic hierarchical process analysis. Based on the analysis results on new administrative region
assessment indicators (development programs, geographical conditions, topographical conditions, hidrological conditions,
cultural aspects, natural resources, facilities availability, taxes, range of control and settlement group), it is noted that the new
administrative assessment indicators had less than 50% of the main region. Based on the results of scoring and analytic
hierarchical process analysis on those indicators, the new administrative region had the score of 221,034 that showed South
Lombok Region is not feasible to become a new administrative region separated from East Lombok Region.
Keywords
new administrative region, bioregion concept, regional development

1. INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of the formation of new administrative regions began in the issuance of Law no. 22 year 1999 on local
government which gives regions flexibility to develop themselves in the accoedance with the local potentials. Various reasons that
underlie the policy of new administrative region formation starting from the economic equity, geographic conditions, identity
differences and failures in conflict managements [1]. But in the development, many newly formed administrative regions do not
provide solutions to region’s development problems, and even raises new problems. Previous researches indicate that out of 173
new regions/cities and provinces, it is found that 76 of them are problematic. It means that 85% of the new administrative regions
are failed.
Criterias for the eatablishment of new administrative region refer to Regulation no.78 year 2007. Those criterias are found not to be
strong enough to be applied as the requirements of a new administrative region, because they are too standardized and does not
refer to natural conditions and regional relationship. Another approach that can be used is the bioregion apporach, a geographical
approach that requires attention to ecological, economic potential, natural resources and social-cultural. To complete the bioregion
approach, it also conducted a regional approach that assessed the relation between the new administrative region and the original
administrative region from the aspect of economic, facilities availability, development program, range of government control and
settlement concentration. The higher the level of dependence of the new administrative region to the original administrative region
and its surrounding areas, it can be said that this new region is not ready to be established [2].
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The research was conducted in East Lombok Region. Wide area and uneven distribution of population resulting a far range of
government control in the provision of public services. Due to that conditions so it was proposed to separate East Lombok Region
into 2 regions namely East Lombok Region and South Lombok Region.

2. RESEARCH METHODS
Data was collected in the secondary survey by collecting various document from relevant agencies, including the provincial and
region spatial planning documents, Nusa Tenggara spatial planning document and each agencies sectoral plans. Primary survey
conducted by interviewing technique to determine the social character of the society and movement pattern. Data used to describe
the cultural identity is tribe kind, tribes relationship between the new administrative region and the original region. While the
indicators of geographic, hydrologic, topographic, natural resoucesm, regional finance, reliance of the use of facilities, range of
government control, settlement concentration and development programs were analyzed using descriptive statistics. Those
indicators were compared between new administrative region candidate South Lombok region with the original region.
In the final step, evaluative analysis was done by using analytic hierarchical process method to give weight to each indicator. The
weights are multiplied with the existing scoring to obtain value for determining the readiness of a region as a new administrative
region.
Table 1: Determination Value of New Administrative Region Radiness
Categories
Very
Capable
Capable
Less Able
Not
Capable
Very not
capable

Total Nilai Seluruh
Indikator
Value to
Value

Keterangan

420

to

500

Recommended

340

to

419

Recommended

260

to

339

Rejected

180

to

259

Rejected

100

to

179

Rejected

3. RESULTS
3.1 South Lombok Region Characteristics
3.1.1 Regional Development Policies and Programs
East Lombok region policies contained in the region spatial plan and region medium term development program are districts
function, regional development priorities and the development of infrastructure facilities. From those policies, as much as 42.99 %
of existing programs were planned for the new administrative region candidate.
3.1.2 Ecological Characterictics
East Lombok region has land and sea with an area of 267,988 ha. The area of land and sea for the new administrative region is
54,705 ha or 20.41% of the original region area. The new administrative region covers 8 districts in the southern part of the original
region.
East Lombok region located at an altitude of 0 – 3,726 m above sea level. The morphology of the area is a mix between flat plains
and highlands aound mount Rinjani. Based on data from East Lombok Region BPN data there are 2 districts on new administrative
region candidates are at 0-2% slope, there are 3 districts on new administrative region candidates are at 2-15% slope, and there are
3 districts on new administrative region candidates are on slope between 15-50% slope. The diversity of the landscape will
influence the types of natural resources.
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Figure 1: Morphological Condition Comparison Between New Administrative Region and Original Region

3.1.3 Hydrological Characterictics
Total supply of irrigation water for the districts in the new adminsitrative region is 1979 ha of the total agricultural area of 21,313
ha. Percentage availability of irrigation water for agricultural areas is only 9.28% of total agricultural area located in the new
administrative region. While the comparison of area that can be served by the river in the new administrative region are 30.43% of
total irrigation water supply for the whole agricultural area in the original region.

Figure 2: Irrigation Water Supply Comparison Between New Administrative Region and Original Region
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3.1.4 Cultural Characterictics
Tribes who inhabited 8 districts in the new administrative region is the Sasak Tribe. Socio-cultural character of the community in
the region still reflect the character of social division and the local culture is mutual aid, selfless attitude, high social awareness and
play active role in development. Tribes who inhabited the new administrative area is the same tribe who inhabited the original
region.
3.1.5 Natural Resources Characterictics
The new administration region has potential in agriculture, plantation, fisheries, tourism and small industries.
3.1.5.1 Agricultural Potential
The new administrative region is a central production area of rice. If compared with the original region, 34.7 % of the rice crop was
in the new region area with the ratio of total production to the original region is 39.78 %. Other agricultural commodities area
tubers, maize and beans. Compared with the original region, the bean commodity have a value ratio of > 50 %, which indicates that
half of the total production of beans produced in the new region. But compares with other commodities in the new region, beans
had a very small amount of comparison to 1.47 %.
3.1.5.2 Plantation Potential
The largest area in the new administration region is used for the development of tobacca, especially virginia tobacca. If the use of
land for tobacco compared to the original region, percentage value of the new region is very large at 66.53 % with a total planting
area in the new region is 14,564.91 ha. New region’s tobacco contribution to the original region is 79.73%.
3.1.5.3 Fishery Potential
Fishery potential in the new administrative region is marine aquaculture and ponds. For marine aquaculture, the new region had
56.58 % of the total aqualculture area of East Lombok region as a whole. For pond, the new region had 45.95 % of the total pond
area of East Lombok region as a whole.
3.1.5.4 Tourism Potential
East Lombok is one of region in West Nusa Tenggara province which has many tourist attractions. Starting from the panoramic
beaches, cultural tourism, to the mountain scenery. For the new administrative region, the more prominent attractions are the beach
and bay waters. Tourist attraction in the new region are natural attractions and coastal tourism. Comparison of natural attraction in
the new region area is 7.1% of total distribution in original region. As for coastal tourism, 40 % of the total tourist beach located in
original region.
3.1.5.2 Small Scale Industry Potential
There are 4 5 types of crafts made by the people of East Lombok region, includes the people in the new administrative region. 60%
og small industry centre in East Lombok region are located in the new region.
3.1.6 Regional Dependency Characterictics
The level of regional dependency assessed by the use of public facilities, regional financial condition, mileage to the original
region and residential concentration.
3.1.6.1 Facility Dependency
The number of junior high school facilities located in the new administrative region area are 29 units or 38.09 % of the total junior
high school. While the number of senior high school facilities located in the new administrative region area are 42 units or 30.88 %
of the existing school.
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Health facilities in the new administrative region are the integrated health center that has the same level with the hospital. While
the hospital facilities found only in the Selong and Labuhan Haji districts where both are in the original region.
The worship facilities are dominated by the mosque because majority of the population of East Lombok region are moslem.
Class A market in East Lombok Region were 17 units which 7 of them or 41.17% are in the new administration unit. While the
class B market in East Lombok Region were 16 units which 5 units or 31.25 % are in the new region.
3.1.6.2 Regional Finance
Based on data processing on market service charges, hotel tax, entertainment tax, property tax, rental tax and advertisement tax, it
is known that the total contributions made to the original area from the new administration area was 10.27 %.
3.1.6.3 Control Range to Region Capital
Districs are includede into the new administrative area South Lombok region ranged from the distance of 10 – 28 km from the
original region capital Selong. 6 districts or 75% of the districts are in the category “near” (4 – 20.7 km) from the original regional
capital. Only two districts or 25 % are in the category “midlle” (20.8 – 37.5 km) from the original district capital.

Figure 3: Districts Range from the Region Capital Comparison Between New Administrative Region and Original Region

3.1.6.4 Settlement Concentration
The settlement pattern in the new administrative region was linear along the arterial roads and clustered around the agriculture
area. Covered area on the new region were only 16.3 % from the total landa that can be used for non-agricultural activities.
Compared with the East Lombok region settlement total area, the new administrative region area were 42.19 %. While the
population density of the new administrave region were 37.96 % of the total East Lombok population or 971 people / km2.
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Figure 4: Settlement Distribution Comparison Between New Administrative Region and Original Region

Figure 5: Population Density Comparison Between New Administrative Region and Original Region

3.2 Assessment of South Lombok Region as A New Administrative Region
Based in the analytic hierarchical Process to determine the weight and determination of score from the South Lombok
characteristics as the new administrative region, obtained the total value of all indicatiors of the readiness of the South Lombok
region formation.
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Table 2: Assessment of South Lombok Region as a New Administrative Region
No.
1.

Indicators
Development
Policies
2.
Geographical
Condition
3.
Topographical
Condition
4.
Hydrological
Condition
5.
Cultural Aspects
6.
Regional Potential
Agricultural
Plantation
Fishery
Torism
Small Industry
7.
Facilities
Availability
8.
Regional Finance
9.
Control Range
10.
Settlement
TOTAL

Score
3

Weight
9.22

Value
27.66

3

8,77

26,31

2

6,22

12.44

2

7,11

14.22

2

5,07

10.14

3
2
3
2
4
3

3,086
3,086
3,086
3,086
3,086
13,66

9.258
6.172
9.258
6.172
12.344
40.98

1
1
2
33

12,32
10,66
11,55
100

12.32
10.66
23.1
221,034

Based on the calculation above, it is known that the overall value of the indicators in the assessment of new administrartive region
policy in South Lombok is 221.034. That value indicate that the policy is DENIED. Using the bioregion and regional studies
approach, it is known that the policy of South Lombok to become a new administrative region should be considered given the
value of the existing indicators that is unable to implement the policy.

3. CONCLUSION
Bioregion approach on the assessment of a new administrative region showed different results compared to the determination of
new administration region from regulation no 78 year 2007. Bioregion approach that based on ecological aspects and regional
studies can describe the condition of a region by its own characters, unlike the standards that tends to make generalizations from a
condition that often do not get characteristics and special conditions of a region.
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents some early outputs from a study considering Papua’s economic development options. Rich in mineral and
forestry wealth, Papua paradoxically suffers the highest levels of poverty in Indonesia; it can be argued that uneven income
distribution is as significant as a lack of wealth, or potential. Using secondary data sources the paper looks at how economic
development options impact on Papua.
However, it concludes that unless Papua resolves its chronic energy shortages economic development will be constrained.
Therefore, it considers a number of sustainable energy sources including jatropha and sago and clean technologies:
biodiesel, ethanol and anaerobic digestion. An initial cost benefit feasibility study is presented for each option, prior to
making some early observations on their economic, social and environmental impact.
Keywords
Anaerobic Digestion; Clean Energy; Economic Development; Papua; Sustainability.
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ABSTRACT

TE
D

Sustainability measurement tool provide opportunity to measure Indonesia’s current sustainability status of development. This
paper discusses the existed measurement tools, and assesses their relevancy for Indonesia. The result shows that aggregate
indicators or indices are more preferable because they easily communicated to the general public. From the assessment to the
ten selected indices, we find that most of the existed tools are lack of sustainable development dimensions integration.
Although national level is the most common used level, most of the indices can be used at a variety spatial level. The Wellbeing
Index is the most consistent with sustainable development dimensions and the most relevant to be used in Indonesia. We
recommend revisiting the Wellbeing Index indicators selection in order to use it to measure Indonesia’s sustainability
Keywords

Sustainability Assessment, Indicator, Index, Integrated Assessment, Indonesia

N

1. INTRODUCTION

PR

ES
E

Indonesia, as one of the most populous country in the world, had solid economic growth during the entire decade, mostly in the
5 to 6 percent annual range [1]. At the same time, education and health sectors also have remarkable achievement as indicated
by an almost double increase in junior high enrolment rate and halve decrease in child and maternal mortality rate [2]. In
contrast with the achievements, the deterioration and rapid exhaustion of natural resources became a concern as evidence that
much of Indonesia’s development has been at the expense of the natural environment. In the urban area, development also
resulted in the emerged of many slum areas and increasing social gap between the have and the poor. Under such conditions, it
is important to use appropriate assessment tools to measure the nation’s sustainability status comprehensively in order to guide
into a sustainable way of development.

N

O

T

As a mainstream, sustainable development (hereafter: SD) had already recognized in Indonesia’s development planning.
Unfortunately, how to monitor and evaluate the integration of economic welfare, environmental quality and social coherence is
not appropriately explained. There are many tools currently existed to assess and measure a nation’s or region’s sustainability
status. These tools are scattered on different scale, focus and purpose. The aim of this paper is to contribute to the overview
and discussion on the index-based sustainability measurement tools, and assess their relevancy for Indonesia. It is done by
using the integration of economy- environment -society dimension, the spatial level coverage of the tools criteria and the
suitability to the current condition of Indonesia.
The paper is divided into five sections. The second section explains the general approaches used in measuring sustainability.
The third section deals with existed SD indicators and focuses to selected indices; whereas the evaluation of those
sustainability indices is presented in the fourth section. The conclusion is presented in the fifth section.

2. APPROACHES IN MEASURING SUSTAINABILITY
When examining a region or a country with a concern for sustainable development, we obviously want to know if our actions
will have a positive or negative impact in terms of meeting our criteria for sustainability. Most sustainability assessments
involve either direct quantitative measurement and/or qualitative assessments given quantitative rankings [3]. Reference [4]
advises that measuring sustainability in quantitative terms resolves itself into two approaches: a) The inclusion of natural
resource capital into national accounts; and b) The development of indicators or sets of indicators to assess the sustainability of
development path.
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2.1 Inclusion to National Accounts
Conventional economics has treated the environment as external to its analysis. The rise of concern to rethinking this thought
led to the concept of green accounting as a solution to integrating environmental and economic data. Green accounting
incorporates environmental assets and their source and sink functions into national accounts [5]. Whereas there is yet no
international consensus on how to do this incorporation, the Statistical Division of the United Nations (UNSTAT) has
developed the System for integrated Environmental and Economic Accounting (SEEA) handbook which first issued in 1993
and revised in 2003.
The SEEA’s main objectives are identification of all environment related flows and stocks and incorporation of environmental
costs and benefits into national accounts. The SEEA uses both monetary values (in environmental prices, costs) and physical
weights (in particular the mass of material flows) to form an adjusted environmental indicator. Green GDP is the most popular
indicator derived from this ‘green’ accounting framework. However, Green GDP could not tell straightforwardly whether or
not an economy is on sustainable path; neither could the growth of Green GDP [6].

2.2 Indicators and Aggregated Indicators (Indices)

TE
D

As reference [5] emphasizes, environmentalists criticize the use of market values for ‘pricing the priceless’ categories of
nature. They believe that assessing environmental assets and their services in monetary terms ‘commodifies’ nature, whose
intrinsic value should not be subjected to market preferences. They prefer measuring environmental impacts by physical
indicators and aggregating material flows through the economy in material flow accounts.

ES
E

N

Indicators for public policy purposes have at least two defining characteristics: 1) indicators quantify information so its
significance is more readily apparent; and 2) indicators simplify information about complex phenomena to improve
communication [7]. Even though indicators are often presented in statistical or graphical form, they are distinct from statistics
or primary data. An indicator's significance extends beyond what is actually measured to a larger phenomenon of interest.

PR

The United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, has already been
urged countries as well as international organizations to develop and identify indicators of SD in order to improve the
information basis for decision-making at all level and to contribute to a self-regulating sustainability of integrated environment
and development systems [8]. Using indicators is only one tool for evaluation; scientific and policy-oriented interpretation is
required for them to acquire the full meaning. They often need to be supplemented by other qualitative and scientific
information, particularly in explaining driving forces behind indicator changes which form the basis for an assessment.

N

O

T

Finding an appropriate set of indicators of sustainable development for a community, a city, a region, a country or even the
world is not an easy task. It requires knowledge of what is important for the viability of the systems involved, and how that
contributes to sustainable development. The number of representative indicators should be as small as possible, but as large as
essential. Data limitations are often a significant obstacle to generating large indicator sets, and it is also the case in regional or
sub-national analysis [9]. The Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD) Indicators of SD were developed and
published on 1994, 2001 and 2007. The newly revised CSD indicators contain a core set of 50 indicators as part of a larger set
of 96 indicators [10]. However, set of indicators are often voluminous and not very well focused. These compilation-type
indicators also have a highly co-linier problem that all indicators are related to each other [11]. Otherwise, the solution would
also not be a single indicator like the gross domestic product (GDP). A single indicator cannot capture all vital aspects of
sustainable development. GDP is now mainly a measure of how fast resources are squandered and converted into money flows,
irrespective of their effect on society [12, 13].
For policy practice, the variety of SD indicators poses a huge problem, especially since policy makers demand an aggregate
index that can be unambiguously interpreted and also easily communicated to the general public [14]. Indeed, aggregated
indices top an information pyramid whose base is primary data derived from monitoring and data analysis [7]. Aggregation
methods include the calculation of weighted or un-weighted averages, summation in accounts and balances and mathematical
reduction of correlated indicators by factor analysis. Based on this discussion, next section of this paper will focus on the
existed sustainability aggregate indicators (index).
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Figure 1: The Information Pyramid [7]
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D

3. SUSTAINABILITY INDICES

ES
E

N

There are numerous attempts to move beyond the single and nonintegrated indicators and combine different nature–society
dimensions in one index. As earlier overviews of sustainability assessment tools suggest in reference [14] and [15], this article
scrutinizes ten SD indices. They are Genuine Progress Indicator/Index of Sustainable Development Welfare (ISEW), Genuine
Savings (GS), Ecological Footprint (EF), Wellbeing Index (WI), Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI), Environmental
Performance Index (EPI), Environmental Vulnerability Index (EVI), Human Development Index (HDI), Living Planet Index
(LPI), and City Development Index (CDI). These indicators selected based on the degree of their popularity as the degree of
document availability. A detailed description of many of these indicators can also be found in references [14], [15], and 16] as
below information mainly referred to.
3.1 Genuine Progress Indicator or Index of Sustainable Development Welfare (GPI/ISEW)

O

3.2 Genuine Savings (GS)

T

PR

The Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare (ISEW) has been developed by C. W. Cobb [17] and the General Progress
Indicator (GPI), developed by the non-profit organization Redefining Progress in the mid-1990s [14, 15]. Both these tools,
which are closely related, aimed to integrate environmental and social externalities in national welfare accounting. They adjust
national accounting practices by include deductions for military spending, environmental degradation and depreciation in
natural capital. As all adjustments are monetized by using normalization and weighting the sum is used for aggregation.
Calculations have been performed for a number of countries; but these calculations were done by different institutions and are
hardly comparable.

N

Genuine Savings (GS) is another alternative measurement mechanism to determine sustainability at the national level. This
index put forwarded by Pearce and Atkinson in 1993 and has been enhanced by Hamilton et al., in 1997 [15]. This index
defines the level of re-investment from resource rents that are reinvested to assure that the (societal) capital stock will never
decline. The societal capital stock consists of produced capital, human capital as well as natural capital (natural resources).
Most emphasis is placed on the economic and environmental components, but the tool also includes investments in education.
As in the GPI/ISEW all values are monetized, the aggregation is achieved by simply adding up. A positive indicator value
reflects a positive transition toward sustainability, whereas a negative indicator value represents the opposite. It thus has the
advantage of giving a country a clear signal in terms of its direction of development [15].
3.3 Ecological Footprint (EF)
The Ecological Footprint [16, 18] is based on the quantitative land and water requirements to sustain a (national) living
standard into infinity thereby assuming certain efficiency improvements. Calculating the Ecological Footprint is a multi-stage
process and based on data from national consumption statistics. The average person's annual consumption level of food,
housing, transport, consumer goods and services is estimated. Next, the land area needed for the production and environmental
impact of each of the consumption items is calculated, and finally all the areas needed are summed. Thus, the EF primarily
relies on normalization as any consumption is converted in land use. Weighting is rather implicit in the conversion parameter
and aggregation is done by adding up. The Ecological Footprint has been applied to numerous countries and regions. It has
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mainly been used at the national level, but changes at city or urban-region level, and aggregated indices have also been
evaluated [15].
3.4 Wellbeing Index (WI)
The Wellbeing Index (WI) developed by Prescott-Allen in 2001 is based on the assumption that a healthy environment is
necessary for healthy humans [14]. It consists of two indices, the Human Wellbeing Index (HWI) and Ecosystem Wellbeing
Index (EWI), which are aggregated from more than 80 different indicators. HWI includes population and health parameters,
wealth indicators, indicators on knowledge, culture, community and equity issues, while EWI aggregates land, water and air
dimensions, biodiversity issues and resource use indicators. The aggregation of these dimensions is conducted by a weighted
arithmetic mean which is normalized by a proximity-to-target approach using targets of related indicators. The two indices are
given equal strength when they are combined into one index called the Barometer of Sustainability.
3.5 Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI)

TE
D

As reference [14] presented, the Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI) is developed to measure overall progress toward
environmental sustainability. It consists of 68 indicators of five different categories: the state of environmental systems (air,
water, soil, ecosystems, etc.), reducing stresses on environmental systems, reducing human vulnerability to environmental
change, social and institutional capacity to cope with environmental challenges, and the ability to comply with international
standards and agreements. For normalization the standard deviation is calculated of each variable. The three aggregation steps
consist of arithmetic means with equal weights. This index focuses mainly on environmental sustainability; some social and
institutional issues are included indirectly.

N

3.6 Environmental Performance Index (EPI)

PR

ES
E

Complementary to the ESI which focuses on the environmental dimension of sustainability, the Environmental Performance
Index (EPI) addresses the need for a gauge of policy performance in reducing environmental stresses on human health and
promoting ecosystem vitality and sound natural resource management [14]. The EPI focuses on current on the-ground
outcomes across a core set of environmental issues tracked through six policy categories for which all governments are being
held accountable. The EPI is based on a proximity-to-target approach which measures country performance against an absolute
target established by international agreements, national standards, or scientific consensus. All variables are normalized in a
scale from zero to 100. Weights are drawn from statistical mechanisms or by consulting experts. Finally, the six policy
categories are aggregated to the ESI taking the weighted sum.

T

3.7 Environmental Vulnerability Index (EVI)

N

O

The Environmental Vulnerability Index (EVI) has been developed by the South Pacific Applied Geoscience Commission
(SOPAC), the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) and their partners [20]. It measures how vulnerable each aspect
of development is to damage and identify ways of building resilience. The EVI utilizes 50 indicators to capture the key
elements of environmental vulnerability. Each indicator is classified into a range of sub-indices including the three aspects of
hazards; resistance and damage and into policy-relevant sub-indices. All indicators are normalized to a common scale so that
they can be combined by averaging, and to facilitate the setting of thresholds of vulnerability.
3.8 Human Development Index (HDI)
Since 1990 the Human Development Index (HDI) is reported annually as part of the Human Development Report of the United
Nations Development Program (UNDP, 2005) [21]. The HDI is used for evaluating social and economic progress in different
countries. It consists of three general parameters (sub-indices): longevity, knowledge, and standard of living. Longevity is
measured by life expectancy at birth; knowledge is measured by a combination of the adult literacy rate and the combined
primary, secondary, and tertiary gross enrolment ratio. Finally the standard of living is measured by GDP per capita. Each subindex is calculated using common normalization procedure by their exogenous maximum and minimum values, and then
equally weighted to be aggregated by an arithmetic mean. The HDI has a strong focus on the social dimension of SD. There is
a proposal to modify the HDI by adding a fourth parameter, per capita carbon emission, as a representative of environmental
parameter which this index lacks of.
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3.9 Living Planet Index (LPI)
The global biodiversity indicator Living Planet Index (LPI) was developed by World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) in 1998
[14]. It reflects changes in the health of the planet’s ecosystems by tracking population trends of over 2500 vertebrate species.
The LPI calculates the average annual rate of change for species population from 1970 to the latest date for which sufficient
data are available (1970 serves as a base-year with the index value for 1970 scaled to unity) [22]. Separate indices are produced
for terrestrial, marine, and freshwater species, and the three trends are then averaged to create an aggregated index. As all
variables are in changes of numbers of species no normalization is accomplished and all ratios are equally weighted.
3.10 City Development Index (CDI)

4. EVALUATION OF SUSTAINABILITY INDICES

TE
D

The City Development Index (CDI) suggested by the United Nations Centre for Human Settlements (HABITAT) consists of
five sub-indices: City Product, Infrastructure, Waste, Health and Education – where each sub-index is consist of several
indicators [22]. The technique used to construct the City Development Index is similar to that used by UNDP for their HDI.
Common normalization procedure is applied to the City Product sub-index; whereas weighting procedure applied to the rest.
The five sub-indices are aggregated towards the CDI using an arithmetic mean. The CDI is defined at the city level and could
also be taken as a measure of average wellbeing and access to urban facilities by individuals.

N

According to [8] and [10], selection of indicators should in accordance with following criteria: i) availability and reliability of
the source of information data; ii) the most current statistical data; iii) representatives in the analysis of the three systems:
natural, social and economic; and iv) a holistic approach that included qualitative and quantitative terms.

ES
E

4.1 Criteria for Assessing the Index

Since all aggregate indices reviewed here already consider all these criteria, in this paper we will focus on criteria to assess the
indices for use in Indonesia. This paper set three criteria that should be confirmed by the index:

PR

The integration of economy-environment-social dimensions.
The first criterion is the integration of economy, environment and society systems. Which tool is capable of integrating
these systems? Refer to the basic concept, SD has three main dimensions – economy, social equity, and environment –
which development should maintain and improve them simultaneously. Therefore, the index should accommodate this
basic rule proportionally.

N

O

T

The spatial level coverage.
The second criterion focuses on the spatial coverage of an assessment. Which tool is capable of assessing different scales
or spatial levels? This criterion specifically required to evaluate and monitor SD status and achievement not only at
national level. Since Indonesia blessed by having many provinces, cities and regencies, we should use the same tool at
different level and location. It would make the result easy comparable and more meaningful.
The suitability to the current condition.
The third criterion is regarding the tool suitability/applicability to Indonesia’s current condition. Which tool is ready to be
applied soon? Each country has different data collection and management policy which resulted in the different data
availability. This criterion correlated with the spatial level coverage in regards that not all data collected and/or published
at more than one level.
Data for a large number of indicators are usually difficult to obtain and thus made comparison impossible between cities,
regencies or provinces. An ideal tool should have only a few representative indicators for three dimensions (economy,
environment and social equity) of sustainable development, and they should be widely adopted in all-level statistics.
4.2 Assessment of Sustainability Indices
Using criteria explained above, we then assess the ten SD indices (see Table 1). In general, the selection of SD variables
(indicators) which form the basis for SD indices are far from reflecting the entire holistic character of sustainability. Indicators
selection can be quite country specific as sustainable requirements may be viewed differently across countries [23]. Regarding
to the first criterion, the integration of economy, environment and social framework, only the GPI/ISEW, WI, and CDI meet
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this requirement with different treatment. The GPI/ISEW considers the social and environment dimension of sustainability by
converting the impact of development (to the society and environment) to monetary value and treats it as negative value. In
other side, the WI and CDI treat all indicators using weighting, normalization and other statistical calculation method to get the
composite index. The rest indices are failed to meet this requirement, even the ESI, EPI, EVI and LPI are exclusive only to one
dimension of sustainability, the environment.
The second criterion, the spatial coverage, is more flexible in connection with various tools. Although the national level is the
most common focus, six out of ten tools can be used at a variety of spatial levels. This means that specific development
impacts can be calculated for a region within a country. In addition to the possibility of multilevel indicator (data) availability
in Indonesia, this assessment also refers to previous works by other scholars who attempt to apply these indices at sub-national
level [3,9]. The GPI/ISEW, GS, LPI and CDI are those which failed to meet this requirement. The GPI/ISEW, GS and LPI are
limited by their indicators nature, which rarely available at sub-national level in Indonesia. For example is the change in net
international position indicator for the GPI/ISEW which only available at national level.
Table 1: Indices Assessment.
Integration

Spatial level

GPI/ISEW
GS
EF
WI
ESI
EPI
EVI
HDI
LPI
CDI

Economy-Social-Environment
Economy-Environment
Economy-Environment
Economy-Social-Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Social-Economy
Environment
Economy-Social-Environment

National
National
National, City
National, City
National, City
National, City
National, City
National, City
National
City

Suitability
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

ES
E

N

TE
D

Index

PR

Majority indices are meeting the third criterion, the suitability/applicability to current Indonesia’s condition. This means that
we already have sufficient data to use those tools although some proxy or modification should be considered to be used.
Exception is the GPI/ISEW which several indicators required are not yet available. For example are the loss of natural habitat
and costs of climate change. To find those indicators value is another hard work which should be done separately from
sustainability assessment.

N

O

T

As an addition to what we found above, reference [14] advises us that weighting and normalization procedures used on indices
pose a genuine problem since they aim at the comparability of variables even though these are not comparable. All indices we
have considered above are using these procedures which mean that they are all very arbitrary and can be misleading. To deal
with this problem, it recommends using the expert consultation weighting with a risk of subjectivity. On the other hand,
weights derived by statistical methods might be less acceptable from a policy-making perspective.
Based on this assessment result, we recommend the Wellbeing Index (WI) which meets all the three criteria. The WI originally
developed to measure sustainability at national level. This index consists of HWI and EWI which in turn consist of five subindices (see paragraph 3.4 above). The five dimension of the HWI are based on 36 indicators, those of the EWI on 51
indicators. The required data number here might seem too extensive since the index tried to capture all aspect of the
development. But since the index stressed on the framework of the wellbeing rather than stuck on the indicators, and the
thought on wellbeing itself have many alternatives [15,19,24], there is an opportunity to revisit the index and make some
adjustment on what indicators should be used.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper provides a review on sustainable development measurement tools that are widely used to measure national
sustainable development in policy practice. We have discussed that aggregate indicators or indices are more preferable because
they easily communicated to the general public. We also have assessed the possibility of ten indices to be used in measuring
Indonesia’s sustainability using three criteria – the integration of economy- environment -society dimension, the spatial level
coverage and the suitability to the current condition of Indonesia. The result shows that most of the existed indices are lack of
the economy, environment and society dimensions integration. Contrary, most of them can be used at variety spatial level,
although national level is the most common used level. We find that the Wellbeing Index is the one which meets the criteria
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and we recommend using this index to measure Indonesia’s progress towards sustainable development though need to be
revisited on its indicators selection.
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ABSTRACT
The need of land for infrastructure, urban facilities and residential construction continues to increase along with the
increasing of population, social and economic activities of residents while the available land is limited. To meet the demand
for housing in Jakarta, the pattern of housing development must move from the horizontal (landed house) into a vertical
pattern (flat) in the form of Rental Flat Housing. This effort represents the most appropriate alternative for savings and
efficiency within the framework of land in Jakarta. The important issue is what needs to be done so that residents would
choose Rental Flats than their own landed house?
The key factors of Jakarta citizen and especially the low-income to be willing to live in the Flats beside the affordable rental
rates, is its location must near from the working area so it does not require transport costs.
The impact of Jakarta land prices that ranging between Rp 1.5 million /m2 up to Rp 3.5 million /m2, is a high investment cost
of Rental Flat Housing development and give a big impact on rental rates. In addition to investment costs, the operational and
maintenance costs and depreciation costs also have an impact on rental rates. Because the public developers are not using the
bank loans, rental or leasing could be set well below the actual market prices (Santoso, 2008). In accordance with the opinion
of Turner (1972) which states the house is a product that is economical and can be traded based on supply and demand so it is
not surprising that previous studies show that income of the residents in rental or leasing turned out to be above the income of
the targeted group development (Subkhan, 2008 and Santoso, 2008). New Tenants get it from the transfer of rights committed
by the old tenants to acquire the excess of market prices as the impact of the rental rate is below market price.
This research found that to reduce the cost of investments in developing Rental Flat for MBR (low-income people) so that it
can be sustainable growth, DKI Jakarta Provincial Government should provide land with low price. To prevent the wrong
target by providing subsidies tariffs, other policies that must be made is to provide incentives for tenants that are using the
Flat in an orderly and disincentive to tenants who misbehave. An incentive is the opportunity to acquire discount for other
expenditures with a value at least equal to the difference between rental values at market prices. While disincentive charged to
tenants who misbehave so they will lose the right and the opportunity to obtain privilege and/or discount for other
expenditures.
Keywords
Rental housing, flat, sustainable growth.

1. INTRODUCTION
Housing is a basic right for every citizen of Indonesia, as mandated in the Constitution of the Republic of
Indonesia 1945 article 28 H paragraph (1). As basic needs, the fulfillment of housing is a priority that could not be deferred.
The rapidly growing population in DKI Jakarta impact on the increasing public demand for housing. The demand of rental
housing for MBR exceed supply due to the high land cost and the impact is increasing the slums area. The study done by
UNDP indicating an expansion of slums to reach 1.37% per year, so the slum area is estimated to be 57,800 ha in 2009 from
the previous condition that is 54,000 ha by the end of 2004. The development of Flats for MBR tends to emphasize the
efficient use of urban land, so in addition to reducing the number of slum is also expected to be a solution to the provision of
housing close to workplaces, livable and
affordable for
the MBR.
Government
efforts related
to the
provision Flats for MBR starts with Perpres 7/2005 which targets as many as 60,000 units flats (sarusun) while the target set in
the Ministry of Housing Strategic Plan 2010-2014 is the implementation of development Flats for MBR as many as 36,480
units [1]. Meanwhile in Jakarta, DKI Jakarta Provincial Government (PEMDA) since 1987 has started to establish Flats
for MBR in Central Jakarta and West Jakarta.
Several previous studies have shown that many units Flats for MBR diverted and occupied not by those who were the original
target group [2]. The transfer of rights is done because with the money, the owner can buy the house with a
situation similar to that
originally occupied in
the
squatter
area. The
squatter settlement
is
where individuals have settled on land without legal or occupies the property without planning permission [3]. Viewed from
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the rental period, previous studies recommended that tenants should be permanent or indefinite leases. This is different to the
concept of rent prevailing in China which provides that the lease duration is only 5 (five) years [4].
The research is to complement previous research results, especially the transfer of rights to the people who are not from
the target group. The purpose of this study was to determine the value of incentives and disincentives that could be given.
To prevent the transfer of lease rights, the values of incentives and disincentives should be higher when compared with subsidy
of
rental
rates. This
should
be done considering
the value of the
leased units is
higher because the
Flats for MBR are in strategic locations. In addition, the value of incentives and disincentives must be associated with
the concept or development policy of Flats for MBR which aims to improve the quality of life.

2. PROBLEM IN RENTAL FLATS FOR MBR
The number of units of Flats for MBR (low income people) that have been built until the year
2009 reached 14,019 units with the status of rental or leasing. In the North of Jakarta, 3814 unit out of 4174 unit have been
built as a rental unit [5]. Achieving the number of units have been built in the time period 1991 till 2009, the achievement were
much less compared with Hong Kong which has a policy that built more than 35,000 public housing units each year, which is
divided into public rental apartments and home ownership apartments [6]. The main issues and problems associated with
the development of Flats for MBR is a) the provision of land that closed to the workplace; b) the provision of infrastructure,
facilities and public utilities and c) sources of financing (especially sharing funding of facilities and infrastructure with local
government and private sector In the last five years the provincial government (province) of DKI Jakarta has freed the land
area of 673,927 m2 for flats and a total of 3346 units of rental flats have been built [7].
2.1 Construction costs and Rental rates of Flats for MBR
The rental rates of Flats for MBR which is manage by the Housing Unit of PEMDA is subsidized and calculated and
determinate by two components. The first is investment and the other is tarif. The amount of subsidy for investment component
ranged between 25 – 100% while for tarif the subsidy was ranged between 25 -50%. The calculation and determination of
Rental Rates for each segment target group showed in Table 1 follows:
Table 1: Calculation and Determination of Tariff Rates Rental Subsidies For Each Segment Target Group [8]

Segment Target Group
1
LOW INCOME
VERY LOW
INCOME
VURNERABLE
POOR
POOREST

Ability to pay
2
Rp. 450.000,Rp. 270.000,Rp. 270.000,Rp. 150.000,Rp. 150.000,Rp. 105.000,Rp. 105.000,Rp. 70.000,-

Amount Subsidy
3
0%/0%
50 % / 0 %
50 % / 0 %
75 % / 0 %
75 % / 0 %
100 % / 25 %
100 % / 25 %
100 % / 50 %

Investment
Component
4
Rp. 306.140,Rp. 153.570,Rp. 153.570,Rp. 76.785,Rp. 76.785,Rp. 0,Rp. 0,Rp. 0,-

Calculation of Rental Rates
Tariff
Price
Component
5
6
Rp. 81.700,Rp. 388.840,Rp. 81.700,Rp. 235.270,Rp. 81.700,Rp. 235.270,Rp. 81.700,Rp. 158.485,Rp. 81.700,Rp. 158.485,Rp. 77.950,Rp. 77.950, Rp. 77.950,Rp. 77.950,Rp. 74.200,Rp. 74.200,-

Data and information used to compare the rental rates of Flats for MBR in 2010 that calculated in this research is the
construction cost data of Flats for MBR that have been built in Marunda in the period 2004 and 2005 (realization 2007). Table
1 and 2 below shows the funding sources, the number of units and construction costs of some block of Flats for MBR in
Marunda [9]:
Table 2:Number of unit, block and sources of fund Rusun Marunda

Number of units
80
300
200
200
900
400

Number of blocks
1
3
2
2
9
4

Budget year
2004
2004
2005
2005
2006
2007

Source of fund
APBN
APBN
APBN
APBD
APBD
APBD
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Table 3: Construction cost Rusun Marunda
Cluster A
Blok 5, 6, 7

Cluster B
Blok 7, 8
Blok 9,10, 11
Blok 1, 2
Blok 3, 6

Budget 2005 Realization 2007
Rp 19.336.014.500
Rp 7.247.787.000
Rp 11.957.756.000
Rp 11.926.684.630
Rp 8.878.629.000

From the above table it can be concluded that the construction costs for 1 (one) block is ranging from 3 to
6 billion rupiah. Since a block consists of 100 units so if the construction of 1 block is Rp 6 billion (the highest value is
taken) the value of the construction of one unit in 2007 will be Rp 60,000,000,. If the use of Flats for MBR is 20 years (age
of the building) then the rental value will be Rp 250,000,- per month and refers to the table 1 above, the target should be the
low income group. This is contradicted with the purpose of development of Flats in Marunda which is actually for the
vulnerable poor or even the poorest,
To obtain the rental rate that achieved the attraction pay-back period the calculations made with the following
assumptions. The land area used is 6000 square meters with a price of Rp 300,000, -per square meter. An area of 4(four) floors
Flats for MBR 13,608 square meters of construction costs Rp 2.177 million per square meter, while the foundation is assumed
to cost 10% of building costs; cost of infrastructure facilities and public utilities (PSU) assumed to be 2% of building cost;
designer and supervision consultant costs 6% and the cost of building permit (IMB) 0.1% of the building costs. Using the
above assumption and with the rental rate ranged from Rp 400.000,-/unit/month for the unit in the 4th floor and Rp 480.000,/unit/month for the unit in the ground floor and the discount factor 12%, the pay-back period was 20 (twenty) years. Moreover,
this result is more or less similar with calculation made by PEMDA with the operational dan maintenance costs in 2010 in
average is Rp 762.618 per unit and the subsidy of rental rate per unit by PEMDA ranged from 45 - 60 % [10].
The above calculation shows that if the value of land is using the market value then the rental rate will be much higher so that
would force the local government should provide a much larger subsidy and the longer time period of using the building.
2.1 The use of Flats for MBR
Another issue that has become a classic is the use of development that is not on target group. The survey results to
Marunda, North Jakarta shows of the 26 blocks are available only 4 blocks that built by the local government is already
filled, while the other 22 blocks are still empty even 3 blocks already damaged. Besides only few unit that already occupied
some of rental rights has been transferred. Until 2009 the number of rental apartments that have been operated and managed by
the Office of Housing Units of PEMDA amounted to 6521 units and in 2010 the number of rental flats increased by 4310 units.
By definition utilization is the way how to make something useful. This means if there are flats that are intended for lowincome people are left empty for some period of time (more than 4 years) the use is under-utilized. Some of
the factors causing poor utilization of Flats for MBR is no comprehensive planning and poor management.
In the case of Flats for MBR Marunda, the main cause is there is no comprehensive plan, indicated by a lack of coordination
among the developers, a lack of public and social facilities, which are burden some residents with transportation costs and lack
of clean water. At the beginning of the occupation, many citizens are hesitant to move or not entitled (Jakarta Government
set only residents who have identification cards that entitled Jakarta had the opportunity to rent Flats in Marunda), only 994
out of 1257 family agreed to move to Flats for MBR, while 191 family does not agree and 72 others are still in doubt [11].
Because the government did not provide a good solution for those who do not have the right and let them stay in their place,
many residents who already inhabit the Flat "sell" the right and back into the old place. Another cause is a bad management. A
lot of buildings who already built by the developer especially that were built using APBN were not delivered to the building
manager. In addition to the less number of personnel, the building managers are not able to persuade people who are
the target group and did not supervise properly so that the transfer occurred or even acts of omission of transfer of rights and
other abuses.
2.2 Incentive and disincentive
According to the script Flats Plan Act, the government and / or local governments could provide incentives for low-income
communities in the form of: a. mortgage loans with low interest rates; b. rental rents waivers and c. insurance and mortgage
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insurance stacking [12]. In Flats for MBR the incentives which were generally provided are rental rents waivers. For the poor
who get the chance to inhabit Flats for MBR in Marunda, incentives rental rates waivers are not able to stem the desire to
transfer the lease rights and obtain benefits immediately, because the amount of reimbursement which reached Rp 20.000.000,
- [13]. That amount of money is interesting, because with this money they can buy a house in the vicinity of their earlier house
with better conditions. Therefore, unless there are better agreement for incentives and disincentives which regards the citizens
who obtain rental rights and there is no authorize explicit sanction to the unofficial tenants, then the practice over the lease will
continue.

3. DISCUSSIONS
As stated above, previous studies suggest the concept of renting Flats for MBR is fixed. With a concept like this, residents
Flats for MBR, which is part of a group of low-income communities (MBR) is treated as if there will be no increase in their
economy ability and government is not responsible to improve the standard of life in society. Therefore rental rate imposed is a
subsidized rental rate between 45-60% according to previous research, income earned is not sufficient to pay operating costs
(salaries of security and cleaning personnel) and routine maintenance, even more so if there is damage that will cost large
enough. As a result, the local government requires an additional budget for the management Flats for MBR which reduces the
ability of local government to build a new Flats for MBR in an attempt to reduce the backlog of housing needs for the MBR
and improve the quality of urban space.
3.1 Flats for MBR as temporary houses
Flats development concept for the MBR should be a temporary house. After some time (at most 5 years) the economic
capability of the tenants should has been increased so that the tenant is expected to move to the Flat Rent for middle-income
communities (MBM) or able to buy low-cost Flats (Rusunami) by leasing scheme. With the concept Flats for MBR only as a
temporary house, then incentives can be given to tenants who are the priority order to obtain Rusunami or Flats for MBM. The
concept of Flats for MBR as the temporary house is more appropriate and responsible because implied an effort to improve the
quality standard of life and economic empowerment of the community.
3.2 Subsidy of rental rates as ‘Housing Savings Advances”
One of the issues associated with the purchase of Flat is the potential buyer does not have enough money to pay a deposit.
Subsidy of rental rates can be provided in other forms so that the tenant does not assign its rights and can afford the down
payment. Assuming that Flats for MBR can be used up to 20 (twenty) years and not counting the cost of land acquisition, a
simple formula to calculate the rental fee is:
y = x/20
where,
y = the rental value,
x = the construction cost of one unit flat that are obtained from dividing the construction cost of one block with the number of
units in one block.
while saving advances for purchase of flats is obtained by using the following simple formula:
y = ax1 + bx2 + cx3,
where,
y = the rental value
x1 = the rental rates should be paid
x2 = subsidy of rental rate in innatura form
x3 = subsidy of rental rate in housing savings advances form
Suppose the rental value per month is Rp 360,000, - With a subsidy rate of + 40% as applied now, the rental rates are set as Rp
200.000, - . With the new format as a replacement subsidy rates, the investment cost must be reduced so that the rental rates
should be only Rp 300,000, - Furthermore the tenant only have to pay Rp 100,000, - and get the discount coupons that could
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use to buy food at Rp 100,000, - or Rp 3000, - per day and "housing savings advances" to Rp 100,000, - per month. From the
government sides as provider of subsidies, the amount of subsidies increased to Rp 40,000, -, but when viewed from the tenant
sides, the rental rates that of Rp200.000, - reduced for only Rp 100,000, - which means the spending per day could be
reduced by Rp 3000, -.The value of “housing savings advances” of Rp 100.000,- per month in 5 year period become Rp
7.500.000 with assumption the interest rates is 8,5% per year. If the value of the savings obtained due to already get a
discount coupon of Rp 100,000, - is transferred into "housing savings advances" then the amount of housing savings advances
to Rp15.000.000, If construction costs are assumed to follow the inflation rate and the inflation rate can be maintained only 6% per year, then
the selling price of Rusunami units in 2016 to Rp 182 million, -The "housing saving advances" of Rp 15.000.000, - can be
used as an additional advance for buying Rusunami or rent the new Flats for MBM. With this format such subsidies can not
be transferred, the tenant is entitled to psychologically and economically would be very helpful so that they do not want
to assign its rights. If management and in particular the supervisors could act decisively with no tolerance for the transfer of
rental rights by not allowing tenants who have no right to occupy the unit and take over the unit, then the development of Flats
for MBR could be sustainable and at the same time improved the citizens quality of life.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In order to reduce the cost of investments in developing Rental Flat for MBR (low-income people) so that it can be sustainable
growth, PEMDA should provide land with low price. PEMDA should not doubt about this policy due to the value of land will
always increased. To prevent the wrong target by providing subsidies tariffs, other policies that must be made is to provide
incentives for tenants that are using the Flat in an orderly manner and disincentive to tenants who violate the rules. The
incentive such as the opportunity to acquire discount coupon for other expenditures such as food or transport and “housing
savings advance” with a total value at least equal to the difference between rental values at market prices. While disincentive
charged to tenants who misbehave so they will lose the right and the opportunity to obtain privilege, housing savings advance
and/or discount for other expenditures. The incentives and disincentives policy could stop the transferred of rental rights and
the development of Rental Flats for MBR will be sustainable.
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ABSTRACT
The role of public space for city branding and image policies has been widely applied in Japan. During 1970s local urban
designers started to rediscover the quality of public spaces as means for local identity promotion and participation in
beautification strategies. After the city heyday in 1980s, urban redevelopment projects had been halted due to Japanese
recession, but now the production and management of urban public space is culminating in big cities such as Tokyo and
Yokohama. This paper discussed the role public space in Tokyo to increase the area competition and enhance city branding.
The study was based on my personal narrative and reflection during the academic journey in the year of 2010 and supported
by various publications on Japanese urban redevelopments. It reveals that while Tokyo relies on the role of real estate sector
for the creation of “New Public Space” through large mixed-use redevelopment schemes, public spaces qualities are
heightened by exploring the romantic images that associated with the Japaneseness.
Keywords
City branding, Tokyo, public space quality, local government, private sector

1. INTRODUCTION
Historically speaking Japanese cities did not have any tradition of architecturally planned public spaces as do Western cities
such as French and Italy. Traditional open areas in Japanese cities were more like gathering place for relax, which were found
in residential area, in vicinity of entertainment district and in a ground of shrines and temples. In Tokyo, many smaller open
spaces are traced to the Edo period when clearings were created at the foot of bridges and at certain street intersections for
public gatherings, street vendors and open-air entertainment [1]. However, the Meiji Restoration in the second half of
nineteenth century marked the period of modernization of Japan. Along with the social modernization, modern architecture and
urban planning born in Western Europe was being imported and implemented. This was done largely as part of reform efforts
to relieve overcrowding and misery in working class and to control the spread of urbanization. In the latter half of the
nineteenth century many Japanese cities began to develop public parks. In Tokyo, public parks such as Ueno Park and Hibiya
Park were developed to provide refuge from the city’s frequent fires in addition to relief against crowding [2]. These days,
public spaces in Japan compulsory provided according to urban development planning codes, either outdoors or indoors and
include walkways, open areas, landscaped plazas and public squares, lobbies of many buildings and various other areas where
people may sit, gather or pass through. Such spaces have been important parts of Japanese cities, having much to do with basic
routines in a city’s life, as well as with the city’s overall image and reputation.
During twentieth century, the familiar pattern was that in most cities in Japan, almost all public spaces wholly in the public
domain – that is, owned and maintained by government, especially local government, for essentially unrestricted access and
usage. This contrasts with earlier arrangements in Western cities of which urban parks and gardens were almost exclusively in
private hands and maintained for the enjoyment of elite classes. However, in twenty first century many Japanese cities enter
the era of transition from traditional urban planning to a new urban management that is inspired by the model of private
economic sector. To be more competitive, many cities tried to apply similar marketing and management strategies. Hence, as
private companies, cities also try to promote more distinguished and positive images. This is the reason why such expressions
as “urban attractiveness”, “strategic urban management” or “urban marketing” rapidly emerge in Japan.
This article tries to reveal how Japanese cities improve their attractiveness through the creation of positive local images by
emphasizing urban public spaces. For that reason, improvements of public spaces are stressed in their relation in various fields:
history, culture, sightseeing, landscape, environment, custom, etc. The research questions are how is the role public places as a
mean to generate city branding and improve image? What are their architectural and landscape qualities, and how they try to
narrate their conditions?
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2. THE ROLE OF PUBLIC SPACES
As part of public realm, public spaces define as the public faces of buildings, the spaces between frontages, the activities taking
place in and between these spaces, and the managing of these activities, all of which are affected by the uses of the buildings
themselves, i.e. the “private realm’ [3]. There are many researches on various roles of public spaces, which encompass
physical, ecological, psychological, social and political. Physical roles of public space can be seen in various forms, such as
streets, squares, plazas, market places and parks [4]. Thompson argue that public space contribute to create ecologically
healthy environments. His research revealed that with vegetation, open spaces can ameliorate an unfavorable micro-climate,
increase air turbulence, filter dust parties, direct cooling down and cleansing breezes [5]. Some research on correlation between
public spaces and social interaction proved the psychological role of public spaces [6] [7] [8]. Performing as the arena for
social interaction, public spaces holds social role by welcoming everyone to bring together different groups of people
regardless of their class, ethnic origin, gender and age [9]. In political aspect, public spaces are closely related to their
contribution to democracy, since the characteristic of public spaces are open to all and accommodate freely chosen and
spontaneous action for people [10].
The economic, symbolic and aesthetic roles of public spaces are significant. The history showed that public spaces have been
major places where commercial activities have taken place [11]. Commerce also often benefit from the coming and going of
public spaces. When public spaces kept in good condition, the urban value of surrounded places increasingly rouse and visa
versa. As for their aesthetic roles, public spaces function to beautify the city, since they improve and enhance the aesthetic
quality of the city [12]. Finally the symbolic role of public spaces pointed out by Jacobs [13], who argues that public spaces
can give identity of the city:
Streets and their sidewalks, the main public spaces of a city, are its most vital organs. Think of a city and what comes
to mind? It is street. If a city’s streets look interesting, the city looks interesting; if they look dull, the city looks dull
(Jacob, 1961, 29).

3. PUBLIC SPACES AND CITY BRANDING
Knowing the economic role of public spaces, local governments in big cities put efforts to undertake various urban
regeneration projects for marketing city branding through enhancing city imaging and identity of place. This encourages by the
fact that urban areas are forced to increasingly compete against each other for investment and visitors (including tourist). Best
practices among world’s leading cities have been revealed the role of public spaces as the toolkit to formulate their own brand
identity and positioning strategy. For instance, Rome beside has been blessed by a large number of stunning architectural assets
such as Colleseum and St Peter’s Basilica, has profoundly influenced the world’s social, cultural and political development
over past 2,500 years. These majestic heritages continually attract people from around the world and ensure the long standing
branding Roma as the Eternal City.
On the contrary, cities that do not have cultural heritage should develop their own style and attraction, if they do not want to be
overlooked. Bilbao is the example of the case. Using landmark building of Guggenheim designed by Frank Gehry, the impact
of this building is only second to the Sidney Opera House and finally it transformed the declining industrial city into a center of
tourism and modern service industries. Today we often use the term “Bilbao effect” when describing the enhancement of
landscape for selling the city for potential customers – business investors and visitors, which include tourists.

3. DISCUSSION: NEW PUBLIC SPACES IN TOKYO
During a period of rapid economic expansion and peaked on bubble-economic era in the 1980s, many public spaces in
Japanese cities have been “over-planned” so that during recession, they suffered from lack of investment and interest of
developers. Further more, Japanese population shrinkage has drawn public spaces to have fewer users than were anticipated.
As a result, some public spaces lack a critical mass of population that they are hardly used by the public and are more
appropriately called “planned wastelands” or “new urban deserts”. Regardless of decreasing demand, landscape designers were
assigned to provide amounts of open spaces, erected numbers of fountains and statues, and planted numbers of hedges. Public
areas that have been completed are indescribably bland and repel rather than attracted users. They represented sterility
uncharacteristic of Tokyo’s greatness. One example is urban center at Makuhari New Town in east of Tokyo. This is a planned
and very orderly center of office buildings, convention and exposition facilities and recreation sites along the shores of Tokyo
Bay. While branding as “the largest convention complex in the East”, the public spaces in Makuhari New Town remains as
empty green areas with fountains, walkways and public arts in the middle of nowhere. The case of Makuhari revealed that
Japanese urban areas which has long had a problem of extraordinary overcrowding and lack of open spaces, then has to face
the problems of empty open spaces.
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Figure 1: Empty Public Spaces at Makuhari New Town
Entering the twenty first century, the rapidly globalizing world enforced Tokyo not to relying on past glory. Tokyo must
distinguish from her competitors like Singapore and Shanghai and position herself as a recognizable brand in an increasingly
international market place. As with companies, city branding try to search for city’s distinctiveness which begins with an
understanding of what it wants to be and what it has to offer [14]. The city’s actual conditions are established and then the
distinctive features are determined to find out a clear and strong identity. Given the example of Tokyo, now the metropolitan
government began by defining a set of requirement for the brand: that it should be quick to create, self-explanatory, cover all
facets of the city, build on recognized symbols, be understandable to global audiences, suitable for public and media relations,
and use the city itself as medium and allow for partner integration. The end result, the slogan “Make Tokyo a place of endless
attraction and new discoveries” was considered to reflect all these requirements.
In October 2003, Tokyo Metropolitan Government published “New City Planning Vision for Tokyo”. The plan outlines the
incorporation of circular megalopolis structure that will draw the sprawling region closer to the centers, infilling the mixed use
development and increasing the population density [15]. Government intended to relocate one million residents closer to where
they work. To support the city vision, Tokyo Metropolitan Government encouraged private interests, particularly developers of
large new projects, to own and control spaces for the public and set rules about how they are to be used. The private sectors
entrusted to apply their expertise on town buildings while the government improved the environment to facilitate the urban
rebirth and promote the regulation. This trend is most evident in big cities in Japan at various mega-structure mixed-use and
multi-use developments. The mixed-uses consist of three or more significant, mutually supporting, revenue producing uses
such as retailing, offices, residences, hotels or entertainment functions (e.g. cinema complexes) in projects that are both
planned and integrated. Multi-uses consist of only two of these uses or have been developed without a coherent overall plan
[16].
Mixed-uses and multi-uses redevelopment projects have been started out since bubble-era and continued in recent years in
Tokyo and their surroundings. After the city’s heyday in 1980s, which is predicted to last until 2015, recently a construction
boom is taking place, thanks to inexpensive post bubble land prices. As land processes have begun to rebound, new
construction has been spurred on by the need to maximize rents, returns and space [17]. Abundant lands once occupied by old
wooden buildings, untidy apartment complex from 1920s and Japanese Defense Department Headquarters turned into modern
mixed-use developments, like Roppongi Hills, Omotesando Hills and Tokyo Midtown. Mixed-uses developments answer the
necessary to create a compact city that concentrates urban functions, such as living, working, entertaining and learning within
walking distance. This is also in response to the fundamentally transformation of Japanese society from an industrial into a
knowledge-based society.
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Figure 2: New Public Spaces at Various Development Projects in Tokyo
Since redevelopment projects are varied according to types, land uses and setting, to answer the research questions, my
personal observations in Tokyo begun with conveying on various public spaces at Roppongi Hill, Tokyo Midtown, Shiodome
at Siosite, Marunouchi District, Makuhari New Town and Minato Mirai 21 at the waterfront in nearby Yokohama. Roppongi
Hill is a mixed-use development featuring office, retailing and residences. It is on a prominent old industrial site to the west of
Tokyo’s CBD. Shiodome consists of a dozen skyscrapers which is drawing 61,000 workers, most of whom are in media
business and adding a night time population of 6,000 residents [18]. Marunouchi district has been established centre since
Meiji Era or late 1800s. As the business center, the neighborhood had traditionally been dead after 6 p.m. and on weekends.
Mitsubisi Estate Co. the owner of 31 buildings in Marunouchi district initiated to transform “the 9 to 5” business district into
more open interactive and neighborhood area. Most popular visit is Nakadori, a fashionable avenue that runs the entire length
of the Marunouchi district. Once a quiet street of office building, it has been repaved lined with fine cafes, restaurants, and
exclusive brand boutiques shaded by trees and decorated with public art statues. Makuhari New Town and Minato Mirai 21 are
located on land reclaimed from Tokyo Bay. The first of these is within Tokyo itself and includes, among many other uses, a
popular beachfront community named Odaiba. Makuhari is a large, new district of modern office buildings and convention
center in neighboring Chiba Prefecture. Minato Mirai 21 is a huge, up-scale, mixed-use development that symbolizes the new
look of Yokohama.
Most of these developments are urban renewal projects near the centers of cities, new developments on landfill at inner city
waterfronts, or new developments at strategic crossroads or commuter rail hubs in suburban settings. Development of mix-uses
and multi-uses in central cities has often been accomplished using compensation method that award additional height and
density allowances in exchange for attractive public spaces, both exterior and interior. Indeed, this is said to be the origin of
many of the building-front “public” plazas, landscaped gardens and spacious lobbies of today’s new city office complexes,
shopping centers and hotel developments [19]. Another reason for constructing these amenities is to increase business by
creating environments that shoppers would find attractive and comfortable.
One example I will describe in detail is Tokyo Midtown, a mixed-use development covers 10 hectares and locates in the heart
of the Roppongi District. The project mission is to shift public perception Roppongi district form its reputation as a nighttime
destination to an update view. In fact, although Tokyo is a relatively safe city, Roppongi was not a subtle place since it has an
abundant nightlife: strip clubs, hostess bars, and other hedonic entertainments. Roppongi was characterized by ghostly quiet by
the day and rampant with hedonism each night. Consider the safety and comfort of the project’s residents, workers, and visitors,
Tokyo Midtown applied unusual concept, which is not just in Tokyo, but in urban centers worldwide. It is to pair high-end
housing and retail with public open space.
Mitsui Fudosan group, the owner of Tokyo Midtown hired EDAW the American landscape design firm to ensure that the
public spaces design was touched on, but does not stem from a deep understanding for Japanese culture [20]. Fifty percent of
the area is public space made up of parks, promenades, streetscapes, and plazas, with the great lawn as the center point. This is
a particularly unusual feature in Japan, since traditionally green space in Japan has been confined to private gardens and sacred
spaces on a more intimate scale. The designers wanted to provide open and inviting green spaces that can be programmed for
events as well as a typically Japanese based horticultural interest. As cherry blossom season is a time of celebration in Japan,
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140 mature cherry and camphor trees located in the original park Defense Agency ground were preserved and transplanted on
site to create a “cherry promenade.” Usually, when trees are in bloom, Japanese take off time from work to gather at their
favorite tree with a blanket, picnic, and drinks. The park also linked to an existing greenbelt that connects the project area to
abundant neighboring green space, including the grounds of a Tokyo government cemetery and Shinto religious shrine. Local
residents mentioned that during this season, thousands of visitors visited Tokyo Midtown, attracted by the opportunity to
celebrate the cycle of seasons and the beauty of the trees. While lawn design was more characteristically modern and Western,
the garden is more Japanese touches. It designs involved more traditionally Japanese depictions of landscape through a series
of narratives, framing nature. The paving patterns are derived from the familiar proportions of tatami mats, the traditional
woven rice straw floor covering. Black bands in the paving echo the mats cloth hems and reflect elements of the building
facades.
Tokyo Midtown area was designated as the first Priority Urban Redevelopment Area based on the Urban Renaissance Special
Measures Law [21]. The philosophy behind Urban Renaissance is to draw out the expertise and creativity of the private sector
as much as possible by considering whether development project really has to be public work. The public sector has some
unprofitable projects that could turn into profit if they worked together with various members of the private sectors. The
government supports the private sectors by promoting deregulation and structural reform. At the same time, private sector
make proposal to government too of what they would like the government to do. This is the central aim of urban renaissance
that worked very well in Tokyo Midtown project. For updating with actual condition and requirement, urban Redevelopment
Law, the City Planning Law and Building Standard Law had been revised. In regard to administrative procedure, the
government responded as flexible as possible. This situation created an environment in which the developer was able to build a
town without any schedule delay. In this case, government support and private sector know-how come together in a good
collaboration.
Since private sectors consider what should do to attract people and what products will sell well, they outlined development
plans that are solidly based on what consumers want. Through brainstorming, developer and designer decided “Diversity on
the Green” as the branding of Tokyo Midtown. This branding pointed toward a town where all kinds of people from all over
the world would gather and there would be exchange with different cultures in a peaceful and relaxing environment filled with
greenery and water. To facilitate long-term visitation, Tokyo Midtown brings an ongoing stream of people through the street,
plaza, park, and shops. Two subway lines Hibiya Line and Oedo Line have been routed to the project, replacing the existing
subway stop for one line and redirecting underground passageways to provide an exit at Tokyo Midtown. This connectivity
was considered vital for both physical and psychological reasons. The access to and from site’s attractions enforced the visitors
to pass instinctively to pedestrians. A network of pedestrian pathways creates linkages throughout the entire development,
while shade trees soften transitions from park to building. Other measures to make the area pleasant for people including
burying the electric wires, widening the sidewalks and planting double rows of street trees. The complex is dense but designer
included places where people could see far into the sky so that the complex would not have oppressive or intimidating feel.
Bridges and plazas provide a visual connection to the urban character of the Roppongi District beyond. Green gateways at road
and parkland entrances and edges ease transition to the neighborhood ahead. As a result, despite its upscale housing component
and exclusive development, Tokyo Midtown is open in character and connected to the neighboring areas.

http://www.tokyo-midtown.com

Figure 1: Public Space at Tokyo Midtown
Although privately owned and developed, Tokyo Midtown establishes a series of safe and comfortable public spaces that open
for all. The vision is to contribute significantly to the quality of life for Tokyo’s residents. Midtown visited by more than
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75,000 people to pass through the site every day and more than 25 million per year [22]. Visitors enjoy picnic, attend
programmed events on the lawn (such as light-up), or stroll along the water features. Located in the edge of the area is The
21_21 DESIGN SIGHT designed by Tadao Ando, which is facilitated designers, corporations, craftspeople, and engineers to
meet to research design.

4. CONCLUSION
Globalization encouraged Tokyo to re-articulate its brand identity. Defining branding through freshening new public space is
essential to create city competitiveness in term of economic, cultural, environmental and life style. Tokyo brand strategy
gained positive impact on investment, jobs, inhabitants, visitors and events and confirmed Tokyo’s appeals on the world stage.
Tokyo ranked as the top four cities according to Global Power City Index 2010. Survey for the Emerging Trends in Real
Estate Asia Pacific 2007 reported that Tokyo was the third-best investment city in Asia by people responding to an Urban Land
Institute/PricewaterhouseCoopers survey.
Good collaboration between government support and private sector know-how proved to be worked well for successful public
spaces in Tokyo. In term of form making, the fundamental idea of new public space is the fusion of Western and Japanese
culture, which is demonstrated in its open space manifestation. The clarity and openness is more Western while detail and
complexity prevails Japanese concept. New public spaces in Tokyo had leave behind the old fashion scheme and enter the idea
to reinterpret cultural and natural histories in new way for searching the sense of place of public spaces.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, while global population grows rapidly, industrial processes and human lifestyle only shifts incrementally to a more
sustainable way. This leads not only to the anticipated environmental degradation contributed by industries but also by the
substantial increase in consumption at the household level. Since a rise in household consumption is expected to grow in
parallel with economic growth, the amount of household waste is anticipated to increase as well. Hence, waste reduction at the
household level/source is the most effective way in reducing both the waste quantity and the cost associated with its

handling and its environmental impacts [1]. Meanwhile, waste reduction at source is feasible only if the program
can be effectively fed back to the economy. At the household level, waste reduction is expected to shift expenses
while at the national / regional level, waste reduction is anticipated to cut handling and management costs.
This paper proposes methods to introduce sustainable consumption at household level as part of a regional
sustainable waste management program. Two major stakeholders are identified in this paper, namely the urban
government and household units. The determinant success factors of the whole program are public acceptance and
support of local management with clear political decisions. The paper outlines the important role of the local urban
government as the key decision maker and the society as the actors. It suggests that a successful waste reduction program
should carry an integration of multi-approach strategy—waste reduction at source, combined with recycling and better

disposal procedures—that addresses the issues of economic feasibility.
Keywords
Sustainable consumption, waste reduction, household, urban government,
1. INTRODUCTION
work of waste reduction at source/source reduction is the first priority in waste management (Fig. 1). Source
reduction discussed in this paper is a parallel work of the development of decision support model on regional
sustainable waste management for developing country, particularly Indonesia. The model aim appl the low carbon
eco-city concept from waste management sector. Low Carbon Eco-City, in particular the contribution of waste
management sector, is a concept of living in low rate of carbon generation, using fewer natural resources, and
encouraging waste reduction at source by improving the material . This work focus on organic and inorganic waste
from households at the source, before they joined the municipal waste management system.
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Figure 1. Waste Management Hierarchy [2]

The approach of source reduction is based on the "Reduce, Reuse, Recycle" principle, which aim encourag consc
consumption the quantity of generated waste and its treatment. Although most campaigns are devoted only to one
specific action, it suggests that a successful waste reduction program should carry an integration of multi-approach
strategy (Fig. 2). That is the integration of waste reduction at source with recycling/other treatments and better
disposal procedures. This principle aspires to promote people's awareness to the environmental impact caused by
consumption and waste, by implementing information diffusion, community participation and promoting changes
in habit.

Figure 2. Multi Approach Strategy: source reduction-recycling/other treatments-disposal
The general objective of this work is to propose strategic method/approach that can be adopted by decision makers in order to
create waste reduction at source as daily habit incommunities of the developing world, particularly in Indonesi. Also the

paper outlines the role of key
Consumption and Waste in Developing Countries
sustainable consumption demands products and service to meet the human needs but with concern to the
minimization of environmental problems. Sachs and Santarius [3] point out that as a result of extreme socioeconomic differences,consumption pattern. n lower income class, consumption is related to the first level of human
needs. As purchasing ability increases, the amount of goods consumed by th higher class also increas.
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Although it is expected a larger amount of waste being generated by higher income household, itthat these
households tend more often, buy less food with packaging and donate their cloths to the charity [4]. his way they
perform better source reduction, thus reduce the curbside waste they eventually generate.
countriesIndonesia generate 0.40.6 kg waste/capita/daydeveloped countries generate 0.7-1.8 kg waste/capita/day
[5]. The waste is directly related to population growth, economic activity and urbanization ([6];[7]). Though this
number is smaller compare to developed country, it severe environmental problems most of th waste is
organicshygiencount open dumping population generates emissions to the atmosphere.
Trend of Policies on Source Reduction
The current trend in environmental policies focus only on end-of-pipe methods, but also the original causes of the
problem it self [8]. Thus it considers the consumption pattern at source as well, such as strategy and performance at
the household level [9].
The European Directive 2008/98/EC determines that waste prevention must be considered a priority in relation to
other forms of waste management, such as recycling, incineration and landfilling. applied strategy reduc the
amount of organic waste going to the landfill, aiming to avoid the Green House Gas (GHG) generation. The
government may take measures regarding some sorts of waste without harming the internal market.
The Brazilian Action Plan for Sustainable Production and Consumption, for example, involves campaigns,
education, and case studies to achieve behavioral changes among the society. This change addresses the cultural
effect and focus on discouraging consumerism as way to achieve satisfaction and happiness [10].
Indonesian Government enacted Law no. 18 Year 2008 about Waste Management. This law is focusing on
changing paradigm from waste ‘collect-transfer-and dump’ management in to ‘waste as material resources’
management. The old paradigm tends to stipulate higher cost, especially on the transportation and most important
is the poor access for the society and business sectors’ involvement. One of the principles adapted to the new law
is to promote and apply the 3R (Reduce, Reuse and Recycle) method.
Action Oriented Program: What and How?

Home/Backyard Composting
Home composting can be used for diminishing two significant parcels of waste composition: food and yard waste [11]. In
composting process, the organic waste is transformed into humidified humus that can be used as fertilizer for agriculture and
gardens. Unfortunately this is yet not a common technique that is promoted by municipalities, moreover in

developing country. But by contrast, soon as home composting is promoted, the society that aware of the
advantages turn out to be interested and willing to practice it [12].
Greywater Tower
Greywater tower relates to composting. Instead of using the compost product in the home/backyard, it can replace the

function of soil in greywater technology. Greywater tower is one technology in agriculture to reuse the greywater
[13]. Its external structure consists of poles and shading material, while inside is soil/compost and stone packed
drain. This stone will spread the water flow throughout the column. This can be implemented in a yard or pots.
Animal Feeding
Another method of reducing the organic waste is to use the food scraps for animal feeding. This is a common practice in
developing countries. Although it can not mentioned purely as waste prevention action, but it does reduce the amount of

organic waste. People who did not want to participate in composting program are normally because they use their
organic waste for animal feeding [12].
Grasscycling
This effortless practice consists in simply leaving the glass clipping on the lawn after mowing. Besides preventing a

significant amount of waste from entering the municipal waste management system, it helps to maintain the
nutrients for the garden. Campaign like this is usually done among residents of the community [11].
Reuse of Textiles
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The EPA (1997) suggests some clothing material to be sold or donated to charity. Except reducing the amount of nonrecyclable waste, it is also a way to increase solidarity. A common habit in North America, for example, they often
open garage sale in which people sell their unwanted clothes for insignificant price. This it also helps the avoidance
of waste consumption.

Sustainable Purchasing Habits
Source reduction is also related to waste toxicity. The consumer should choose product with less packaging and that are

durable and/easy to repair especially the non-disposable one. Hence, the reduction in the use of strong chemicals,
such as the ones contained in batteries, cleansing products and poisons should be also considered. The reuse of
existing products and packages can also improve the households’ performance concerning waste avoidance [14].
Moreover the use of reusable bags to substitute the disposable plastic bag is the most classical example of this
habit.
Below are some recommendations that could lead to sustainable consumption:
Table 1. Daily attitudes that can be used aiming sustainable consumption
Reuse of materials
Less packaging
Durability
Reducing toxicity
reuse existing products
or packaging;
reuse envelopes and
purchase reusable
labels;
if materials or products
are still useful but no
longer needed, to reuse
them by giving away to
charity or reselling;
renting or sharing tools
and other limited-use
household items.

purchase cleaners,
washing solutions and
detergents that allow
refilling when possible;
avoid over-packaged
products;
try to buy unpackaged
goods,
buy in bulks - using less
packaging, but only if the
whole product will be
used;
buy meat/fish/chicken
from the counter instead
of packed ones;
avoid plastic bags when
buying fruits and
vegetables;
buy concentrated
products, like bottle of
orange you can dilute,
instead of small cartons.

avoid disposable
products, such as
tissues, face wipes,
razors, paper and
plastic cups, plates,
kitchen towels,
computer cartridges
and cameras;

purchase rechargeable
batteries instead of
disposable ones;
choose less toxic
options of household
chemicals.

lengthen the lives of
products, like tires, to
postpone disposal;
choose products with
longer warranties;
for more complex
products, check
whether there are
spare parts available
locally;
try to repair broken
objects rather than
replacing them.

Source: Sources: [8]; [14]; [15]; [16]; [17]
The Role of the Local Government and the Society

One of the subjects point out by Agenda 21 (United Nation Conference on Environment and Development 1992) is
the importance of society support and/or action in order to improve the environment quality. In this way, public
involvement is essential when concerning issues like natural resources, waste management and public health [18].
Ref. [6] states that society should actively participate in the undertaking of waste management systems. Without
their involvement both trough direct action of trough the election of good representatives, the system will be
doomed to failure. In accordance with Ref. [9], public planning activities that engage public participation help to
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improve communication between decision-makers and societies, enhancing the exchange of knowledge and stating
different preferences. Although not always taken into practice, public involvement is considered an obligation on
the part of administrators.
As a result of the Århus Convention in 1998, a list of recommendations regarding public participation was
elaborated. Even though most of them are more related to environment impact assessment processes, some can be
applied for waste management:
Incentive participation: it must be relevant and interesting;
Necessary information: public need to be informed about the proposal in a complete, accessible and easy
approach.
Necessary help: public might need some help to receive information, like seminars or telephone help lines
[9].
However from some case studies under source reduction program, it is noticed that every program never been out
from the higher authority. Whether it takes place in a company, a local authority or at national level, these
programs must have endorsement of the director, mayor or environment ministry. This support is needed in terms
of facilitating and conflict avoidance.
Environmental education aiming Sustainable Consumption
Raising awareness on the waste matter is important to guarantee the continuation of source reduction at household lever

program. One of method to reach this awareness is though environmental education.
When putting into practice, public participation is what environmental education is about. However, according to
Ref. [9], the public involvement from the beginning of the process provides a better chance into identifying
people's main concerns and perhaps helps shinning light on finding better solutions for their problems.
Some characteristics of the public and educators will eventually affect the line of action when promoting
environmental education. The most significant ones mentioned by Ref. [9] and Ref. [12] in that field are:
education and literacy will influence on people's capability into taking action and the method the
information is broadcasted;
use of language may affect people's understanding of the problems - when using technical terms, some
people might feel un-motivated into participating;
the material used for didactics must be reachable, clear and interesting - being that brochures, TV
commercials of lectures;
political structure and power relations will affect the accessibility of a program to be implemented in the
community;
the availability of financial resources might influence on the quality of the material and reflect in people's
will into participating;
educators must be aware of public's socio-economic level and working conditions, so that a program won't
interfere negatively in their lives.
Methodological Approach to Promote Sustainable Consumption in Indonesia

The main question of this paper is how to promote sustainable consumption in Indonesia, or in other words how to
encourage source reduction at the household level in order to reach conscious consumption. Table 2 shows the list
of source reduction actions with the economic, social, environmental potential impacts. Figure 3 and 4 give details
on how to introduce such actions, for example home composting, at the household level.
Table 2. Source Reduction Action
Source Reduction
Action
Home/Backyard
Composting

Comments

Economic
Impact

Social
Impact

may meet difficulties to be applied in crowded settlement where
individual green space is hard to find. It is also works for
individual household, not in a community

(-)

(0)

Environmental
Impact
(+)
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Greywater Tower

Animal Feeding

Grasscycling

Reuse of Textiles

Sustainable
Purchasing Unit

more flexible rather than home/backyard composting,
since it could be applied in home/backyard or other open
space that belongs to community. It is also possible to
apply in pots and hanging pots.
may meet difficulties since not every household owns
home animal, even if they do have like cat or dog
normally it belongs to household with good income
where the food is the best quality. Moreover not in every
society has cattle/animal farm, except at the rural
area/village. For those who have chicken, ducks, or goats
it is possible only for some kinds of waste food.
similar to the difficulties of home/backyard, not every
household own yard. Even if they have most probably in
a small area which might not contain huge amount of
grass.
In general it is simple and easy to apply and suitable for
wealthier suburban areas, where gardens are found.
reusing textile for other use in households’ activities, or
for other member in the household might increase
benefits such as encouraging solidarity and saving some
money for buying new cloths. May require willingness
by the people into practicing handcrafts. "Garage sales"
may face cultural barriers.
Might be potential reduction in amount of household
waste but Must be intensively repeated. Results depend
on consumers' understanding on the matter and
consequent action - not always sure. Results tend to be
better when involving the industrial and commercial
sectors.

(+)

(+)

(+)

(+)

(0)

(+)

(0)

(0)

(+)

(+)

(+)

(+)

(+)

(0)

(+)

Note:
these comments are given based on the characteristic of Indonesian society in general
All these actions assumed to have positive environmental impact since it reduce the total amount of waste
that joined the municipal system for further treatment and considered as non-GHG emission generator
potential
Mark: (-) negative; (+) positive; (+/-) positive and negative; and (0) neutral

Figure 3. Source Reduction Action – A Methodological Approach
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Figure 4. Solid Waste Management System – Multi Approach Strategy

Since the parcel of biodegradable waste is higher in developing countries, it is expected that good and wellstructured actions such as home composting and consumers’ related programs will result in a more significant
diversion of this kind of waste from the final destination. These actions did not require additional infra-structure
and can act on significant fraction of the waste stream.
The difficulties in implementing actions such as home composting program in Indonesia could be related to the
educational level of participants, as most people tend to have a lower level of instruction, and the extensive
working hours, and housewife who tends to spend the whole day only at home. That last aspect may influence
mostly regarding the gathering of mediator/facilitator, in this case could be the one from Community Based
Organization or Non Government Organization. This actors bridge the local government and the society.
Nevertheless, the most relevant feature in the programs can become a problem: governmental support and
consequent funding. As waste prevention programs may influence in consumption patterns (which may reflect on
the economy), do not present immediate results and are not foreseen by the legislation, decision-makers may not be
so willing into backing up these projects. Another barrier could be the already existing problems regarding waste
management systems, which might take away authorities' attention from the generational aspects of residues.
Conclusion
One of the main challenges in order to implement source reduction actions (table 2) is to change the current
standards of consumption and waste generation, considering the assessment of the impacts of such actions.
However these actions are potential to shift expenses while at the national / regional level, waste reduction is
anticipated to cut handling and management costs of municipal solid waste management system.
Concepts regarding waste prevention may come across some cultural factors regarding consumption of disposables
goods and non-environmentally sound shopping habits. In places where illegal burning is a common practice,
educational campaigns could increase the amount of materials going to the waste stream, as citizens would then be
giving it a proper destination. Moreover, it should be kept in mind that Indonesia tends to have an extra reason for
performing waste prevention: public health. As many health problems arise from the population's close contact
with waste (which affect public finances), this can be used as evidence for promoting this kind of programs.
However, since Indonesia face serious problems related to famine, poverty, security, political problems,
unemployment, diseases and others, environmental education is left aside and not considered as an important issue
by decision-makers. Therefore, waste prevention should be considered a matter of public health, so that is given the
proper importance.
Recommendations
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For long-term source reduction it is recommended that programs be implemented in a continuous way, respecting
the communities' main characteristics and setting priorities of actions. The formulation of waste related policies is
also indicated for providing legal basis for these programs. The most important thing is to always follow such
actions with repeated concern reminder.
The national Ministry of Education, in the case of including environmental education in schools’ curricula, should
implement the first one. Such a measure will make the learning process constant and lasting. The material should
be developed by partnerships between educators and environmental technicians. As explained in theory, the
material should present real-life cases and request solution on the part of students.
For more direct programs (which can be implemented by the municipal WMS, NGO's, universities or in
partnerships), there should be performed a previous study for identifying the amount and composition of the waste
in the targeted community. Surveys can also be conducted in order to verify the level of information the people
have concerning waste. A local university can be used for presenting the subject to the community, or by other
means such as of radio, TV and Internet announcements and newspapers callings.
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ABSTRACT
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Urban development needs to consider sustainability so that development increases participation in active forms of transport to
create sustainable transport system. This requires a more holistic approach in understanding and predicting behaviour. Current
transport surveys have gaps in collecting details of a range of individual and socio-cultural factors that are major determinants
of transport behaviour within an ecological framework. The review of literature and questionnaires shows that there are gaps
between the existing (practical) travel surveys and the (theoretical) ecological frameworks. A need in changing the travel
behaviour from individual-level to be more ecological perspective leads to the proposed urban ecological model of travel
behaviour. Adapting the health, consumer behaviour, crime, and education - based models of ecological frameworks into
travel-based models, an urban ecological model of travel behaviour can be used to well understand travel behaviour and allow
the development of healthier transport systems.
Keywords: Urban ecology, ecological framework, travel behaviour

1. INTRODUCTION

PR

Urban development needs the support of transportation because of economic growth and the increase of transportation demand.
However, the extensive development of urban transportation should also consider sustainability and personal health, such as
active transport. There are several programs being conducted in several States in Australia to improve the sustainable transport
form, such as Travel Blending in Sydney and Adelaide [39]; and Travel Smart in Victoria [46], South Australia [51],
Queensland [37], and Western Australia [20].

N
O

T

The Victorian Activity and Travel Survey (VATS) and the Victorian Integrated Survey of Travel and Activity (VISTA) 07 are
household-based travel surveys conducted in Victoria from 1993 to 2002, and from 2007 to 2008, respectively [52]. Both have
surveyed household information, personal information, vehicle information, and travel and activity information. However,
since there is a need to increase participation in active forms of transport to improve personal health as well as a sustainable
transport system, this requires a more holistic approach in understanding and predicting travel behaviour.
The research shows that the current transport surveys do not collect details of a range of individual and socio-cultural factors
that are major determinants of transport behaviour within an ecological framework. For example, [14] argue that identifying
socio-economic-status (SES) mediation on walking for transport is important because of its related interventions, but the
household-based travel surveys in Victoria, VATS and VISTA 07, do not provide the level of education information in the
questionnaire, which is a factor to measure SES [4]. Other discipline areas, such as health, education, marketing, and even
criminology, have more or less proposed an ecological framework to understand the relevant behaviour.
The term “urban” usually relates to people living in cities or towns, with its special characteristics in population [18], density
[35][3][47], and development, such as in economic [32], technology [45], land use and environment [1][24][33]. Meanwhile,
[25] define ecology as: ecology the nature, ecology the science, ecology the idea, and ecology the movement. Therefore,
ecology is then expanded to be the concept of models, frameworks, or perspective rather than specific variables [41]. Ecology
explains the relationship between the environment and the population.
In this research, urban ecology refers to a model, framework, or perspective that concerns interaction between human and
physical and socio-cultural environment of cities or towns. The model involves sociological, psychological, economical, and
public health perspectives of behaviour outcomes of inhabitants of cities or towns. Thus, it could examine human-created
social, cultural, health, and environmental problems in cities or towns. An urban ecological framework will be proposed to
identify a range of personal, social, cultural, psychological, economic, and health factors that influence people’s travel
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behaviour in an urban area. This research aims to identify a range of personal, social-cultural, and environmental data items
that should be included in broad scale population level travel surveys. It allows a deeper understanding of the factors that
influence transport behaviour and the design and implementation of healthier transport systems.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The research proposes an urban ecological framework to identify a range of personal, social, cultural, psychological, economic,
and health factors that influence people’s travel behaviour in an urban area. There have been several frameworks that have
already been discussed and proposed. This section mostly discusses the different ecological frameworks in health, consumer
behaviour, crime, and learning/education. The proposed urban ecological framework will be based on reviewing those
frameworks and considering their fitness for explaining and predicting urban transport behaviour.

N

TE
D

Reference [12] develops Ecological System Theory that strengthens the study of the ecology of human development.
Bronfenbrenner proposes a formulation that development is a joint function of “person” and environment. Then, [13] present
the evolution of an early version of the ecology framework, which involves four important components. These are process as
the core of the model, person, time, and environmental context. Travel as a key element in human behaviour may be affected
by and affect those levels of influences; the person itself, the environment, the process, and the time. For example, the travel
pattern of individuals is affected by their characteristics such as lifestyle, transportation system performance, and land use
patterns [54]. Therefore, the ecological system theory that has main premise that “human behaviour cannot be understood
without taking into consideration the context in which a person is embedded” ([19], p.153), is incorporated into the urban
ecological model of travel behaviour in the main concept of the model. It will include different levels of factors, from
individual to environmental and process and time as the way as well as constraint of the interaction between factors.

PR

ES
E

Meanwhile, in health, [34] propose an ecological model for health promotion which focuses not only on individual factors but
also social environmental factors. Because many of the ecological frameworks had less specific details in guiding
conceptualisation of a specific problem or identifying suitable interventions, [34] propose five levels of behavioural
determinants, which include intrapersonal factors, interpersonal processes and primary groups, institutional factors, community
factors and public policy. Additionally, [41] describe the ecological models of health behaviour and health promotion that have
impacted in the health practices worldwide. Specifically, [41] explain how environments affect behaviour and how
environments and behaviour affect each other. The working definition of the ecological models stresses the influences of
intrapersonal, social, cultural, and physical environment variables on behaviours.

N
O

T

In addition, [40] argue that the ecological models are particularly applicable in physical activity interventions since the
physical activity behaviours have to be done in specific physical environments, intrapersonal variables, interpersonal and
cultural factors, and physical environments that can all influence behaviour. These interventions can also be applicable to
active transport behaviour since the physical activity levels can not only be increased by vigorous exercises but also moderateintensity ones, including active transport. Reference [43] review the population interventions to increase physical activity in
different population segments, which are in children and adolescents, and in young, mid-life, and older adults. Salmon and
King introduce social ecological model of physical activity that recognises the influences of individual, socio-cultural, and
environmental/policy on physical activity behaviour for general and child-specific population. While there are ecological
models to explain physical activity behaviour, physical activity itself can be a potential pathway from socio-cultural factors to
weight gain in the context of an ecological model. Reference [5] examine a range of potential socio-cultural factors that relates
to obesity risk, and classify into groups of social roles and relationships, ethnicity and cultural factors, and socio-economic
status (SES) in developed countries. Therefore, to promote active transport and eliminate the barriers of active transport,
including individual barriers, social and cultural factors, environmental factors, safety concerns, and policy and regulatory
factors [9], it needs a multi-level ecological model to be applied.
In other discipline area, for example consumption behaviour, [22] structures several factors in order to understand consumer
behaviour, including an individual level, an interpersonal level, and a socio-cultural level. These three levels of consumption
behaviour reflect the ecological framework. Meanwhile, the concept of a consumer decision making process [44] is similar to a
person’s decision making in travel. People can choose when, where, and using what mode to get to an activity place.
Therefore, the concept of consumer behaviour, especially the psycho-social input factors, such as experience, perception,
knowledge, and motivation can be adapted to the urban ecological model of travel behaviour.
Meanwhile, in crime, [23] argues that crime is a complex matter, so it cannot easily be understood through simple theories. As
behaviour, crime can be investigated from its causal perspectives. Gibbons also discusses whether there are general factors that
contribute to criminal behaviour, called biogenic, psychogenic, and sociogenic approaches. The author argues that there are
biological variables that play some part in crime, but still human behaviour needs complex explanations. In more specific
concern, [15] discuss the causal analysis of expropriative crime, which is adopted from expropriate strategy to take resources
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from others. The authors believe that humans are considered to take control over the biological body so that they can avoid
such actions. However, humans need to adapt to their respective environments. Genetic selection does not appear to be a factor
in expropriative crime according to [15]. Rather, they say it is a deliberate choice. Although [23] does not mention that the
theory is an ecological framework, it is. Both theories [23], [15] describe the human behaviour to affect and be affected by
their environment. Similarly, evaluating human travel behaviour should be viewed in the context of “ecology”.
In the education literature, such as [6] and [7] that propose social learning theory, and [2] that lists practical guidance of
psychological principles for the learner and learning process, people’s ability to learn can depend on themself as well as their
environment. The concepts adapt to an “ecological” framework. Similarly to education that suggests and incorporates
“ecological” frameworks in its theories as well in the practical context, travel as part of human behaviour can be learnt and
intervened from an ecological perspective.

TE
D

Additionally, some psychological literature related to behavioural change models, such as Health Belief Model by Becker,
Stages and processes of self changes by [36], Theory of reasoned action and Theory of planned behaviour, to change behaviour
or habit, the intervention can be made based on individuals’ factors as well as their environment. These concepts also apply in
changing individuals’ travel behaviour. The shift in changing travel behaviour from an individual-level to be a more ecological
perspective will support the change towards a more sustainable transport system.

3. TRAVEL SURVEY METHODS

ES
E

N

In Australia, the household-based travel surveys have been carried out since 1960 (in Brisbane) that is mainly related to vehicle
movement patterns and forecasts, while individuals’ factors then have become concerns explicitly in 1981 Sydney Household
interviews [55]. In Melbourne, [55] mentions the survey carried out firstly in 1964. In this chapter, the discussion mainly
emphasises on the existing household-based population level (large scale) travel surveys conducted in Victoria from 1993 until
2008.

PR

The review and analysis of Victorian travel surveys are based on the first four logical steps listed by [38], which are
preliminary planning, selection of survey method, sample design, and survey instrument design. Both surveys, the Victorian
Activity and Travel Survey (VATS) and the Victorian Integrated Survey of Travel and Activity (VISTA) 07 will be compared
and analysed based on the steps.
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The first checklist is the preliminary planning process, including the objectives, the scope, and the contents. Mainly, the
objectives of the transport survey are describing the existing conditions of a transport system, and/or explaining the causal
relationships of transport behaviour, and/or forecasting the future transport conditions, and/or measuring the effects of system
changes, and/or monitoring the survey transport itself [38]. The scope of VATS includes the occupied private residential
households within the Melbourne Statistical Division (MSD), covering 57 Local Government Areas (LGAs) existing in 1993,
and the 31 existing LGAs after 1996, the demographics of all persons (including visitors), and the one-day travel made by the
residents [29]. Meanwhile, VISTA 07 does not cover the MSD area only, but also covers the regional cities (areas) of Geelong,
Ballarat, Bendigo, Shepparton and Latrobe Valley [52]. The survey contents of VATS and VISTA 07 mainly are the same,
including households, vehicles, persons, and travel.
The second checklist is the selection of survey method. VATS was conducted from 1993 to 2002 [29]. It is the pioneer study of
the ongoing and self-completion survey in Victoria and was developed by Tony Richardson, Liz Ampt, and colleagues. It is a
one-day travel survey, using a mail-out/mail-back self completion questionnaire. The method itself started in the 1970s in
Germany, with the design called KONTIV-design [11]. Meanwhile, VISTA 07 was conducted from June 2007 to June 2008
[21] as “ a next generation” VATS. The methodology was self-completion questionnaire, which is personal delivery to and
personal collection from the households, with the supplementation of telephone motivational calls, telephone and postal
reminders, and telephone clarification calls. The method is different to VATS method, which used a mailout-mailback self
completion questionnaire that may be a contributing factors of the decline of the response rate. Since 1994 to 1999, the
response rate of VATS gradually declined, from 50% in 1994 to 32.5% in 1999 [29].
The third checklist is the sample design. The VATS sample was selected proportionally over all the Local Government Areas
(LGAs) in the Melbourne Metropolitan Statistical Division (MSD), which were the 57 LGAs that existed in 1993, and then for
the 31 LGAs that were established after 1996. The addresses were selected using stratified sampling frame, based on an
address file obtained from MITS, a Melbourne Water billing company [29]. It involved 45,000 households within those nine
years [27], with 5,137 households responded over 16,425 people sampled in 1999 [29]. Meanwhile, the VISTA 07 sampling
units were the addresses of occupied private dwellings in MSD and the regional cities of Geelong, Ballarat, Bendigo,
Shepparton and Latrobe Valley [52]. This is not LGA-based areas, rather, it is an aggregation of LGAs, called regions. Based
on [21], the participants were 11,400 households in Melbourne, 1,270 in Geelong, and 4,400 in the regional areas. The
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questionnaires were delivered to the selected households by random selection. The sampling method was changed from VATS
because of the change in survey methodology, from the mailout-mailback concept of VATS to hand-delivery and handcollection of VISTA 07. VISTA 07 did not use all database of population to be sampled, but it used a multi-stage sampling
process [52]. The VISTA 07 sampling frame was taken from GIS-based lists of properties. Thus, the samples are only
properties within a residential sampling zone. However, this method may potentially be biased-sample source because of the
exclusion of residences in non-residential planning zone areas, in addition to the exclusion of recently established residential
areas [52].
Lastly, in survey instrument design, both VATS and VISTA 07 use “KONTIV-design” in their questionnaire form. Both
surveys consist of a detailed one-day travel diary (in blue colour) and a household information questionnaire (in red colour).
The difference is in the page orientation. While VATS uses red form in landscape orientation and the blue form in the portrait
orientation, VISTA 07 uses both forms in portrait orientation.

4. DISCUSSION: AN URBAN ECOLOGICAL MODEL OF TRAVEL BEHAVIOUR
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Both VATS and VISTA 07 do not provide adequate information in regards to ecological perspectives. The ecological
perspective argues that understanding individual behaviour is better in the context of interpersonal, social, and environmental
factors [34]. The interaction between contexts and humans can influence the individuals’ behaviour [40][42] and their
development [12][13]. Therefore, there is a shift to change the behaviour from individual-level attributes and behaviour to a
more ecological perspective, especially in health [53]. Additionally, [41] argue that there is a need to expand the ecological
models from both health and transport fields in order to be able to explain and predict behaviour. The ecological system theory
can be incorporated into the urban ecological model of travel behaviour. Specifically, the ecological approach can be used to
intervene in people’s travel behaviour in active transport and create a more sustainable transport system.

PR
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However, the existing travel surveys in Victoria, VATS and VISTA 07, have several gaps in addressing those ecological
frameworks. VISTA 07, for example, has more gaps than VATS in addressing individual and interpersonal factors, such as
developmental history, linguistics, and ethnic background, through only omitting one question of language from VATS.
Meanwhile, VISTA 07 by adding the questions: “Do you have any comments about roads, public transport or the general
transport system in your area?” can address the urban planning policies’ factor. The gaps, therefore, limit the analysis and
prediction of Victorian’s travel behaviour. Other gaps in the socio-cultural and the environmental/policy factors include
motivation [8]and physiological and social factors [16] that contribute to the difference between gender’s travel behaviour in
active transport.
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T

Therefore, these gaps should be reduced by shifting the focus from an individual level to a different level of analysis because
this will help to examine and incorporate various sources that influence transport behaviour in addition to the individual’s
factors. Additionally, aiming at a more sustainable and healthier transport system, behavioural change programs can use those
levels (socio-cultural and environmental/policy) to intervene in behaviour.
The transport and health studies should be synergistic in their relationship explaining travel behaviour. [41] suggest expanding
the model framework to encompass “ecological” models, including demographics, psychological, social/cultural, policy, and
physical environmental variables to understand the behaviour as well as to effectively change strategies to improve health and
quality of life. The model proposed here is to explain the interaction between individual, interpersonal, socio-cultural, and
environmental factors. This interaction between the individual, interpersonal, socio-cultural, and environmental factors is
defined here as the “process”. Essentially, process means the interaction between the ecological factors. Time is also a factor
because the interaction or process evolves dynamically. The model shows that each level of factors, individual, interpersonal,
socio-cultural, and environmental/policy interact each other through a process within a time frame. Figure 1 is a description of
this framework.
As resources, the process and time factors have roles in providing an adequate context for the multi-level factors to influence
travel behaviour. These factors can be explored and be the inputs for travel decision making. The process and time factors
provide different outcomes of human development [13]. The regular interaction among persons, objects, and symbols, called
process [13] is also the input that influences travel behaviour. For example, the process for evaluating a choice of a transport
mode based on an individual’s preference can influence individual travel behaviour. Additionally, if there is an intervention
process injected into this evaluation, the travel behaviour may change. Meanwhile, the time factor is a fundamental resource
for individuals, in addition to the money or wealth [27][28]. This factor also influences individual travel behaviour. For
example, time allocation for each individual is different. An individual, then, can decide whether he/she uses a certain kind of
transport mode using some allocation strategies. Therefore, the process and time factors can be considered the resources that
influence travel behaviour.
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Meanwhile as pathways, both the process and time factors are “places” where the multi-level ecological factors grow and
move. The individual, interpersonal, socio-cultural, and environmental/policy factors need a “place” to influence behaviour. To
change certain behaviour needs stages and processes [36]. Stages refer to the level of processes. Similarly, travel behaviour can
also be changed through intervention processes. For example, Travel Smart is an intervention program to reduce motorised
vehicle growth and kilometres travelled [26]. Meanwhile, the time factor must also be located in a “place” where the
intervention program is conducted to influence travel behaviour. Time defines whether the multi-level ecological factors can
then develop a certain travel pattern for individuals.
The process and time factors can also be the constraints. The process factor could be very definitive so that it restricts the
outputs of travel behaviour. For example, when individuals may need to obey a definitive intervention process, the behaviour
may end up only in certain travel patterns. Each individual has their own strategy to allocate time because each individual has
only 24 hours a day [27][28]. Time and opportunity are, therefore, also described as barriers to physical activity [9]. This
constraint (time) leads to different strategies in travel behaviour.

TE
D

Those are quite different and unique interpretation developed using an ecological perspective. The multi-level ecological
factors together with the process and time factors will influence travel behaviour. Since ecological system theory has as its
main premise that “human behaviour cannot be understood without taking into consideration the context in which a person is
embedded” ([19], p.153), this model can be used to better understand human behaviour, especially in travel.
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Figure 1 The urban ecological model of travel behaviour

Several factors in ecological models (mostly in health study) mentioned in the literature review are adapted to the urban
ecological model of travel behaviour. Several factors which are not (yet) covered in the existing travel survey are
recommended to be added in the next generation travel survey to promote healthier choice of transport and sustainable
transport systems. The following table (Table1) shows the summary of the additional factors proposed. The details are
described for each factor following the table.
Table 1 The recommended additional factors for next generation travel survey
Factors
Height and weight
Disability
Educational level
Belief/religion
Experience
Perception, knowledge, and
motivation
Barriers, family-friends-other
support/influence

Levels
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
interpersonal

and

Parameters
Height and weight
Physical disability
Highest education qualification
Religion
Frequency using certain mode
Subjective agreement (disagreement) of several
statements
Subjective evaluation of barriers and subjective
agreement (disagreement) of several statements

References
[5]; [10]; [17]; [50]
[9]; [49]
[5]; [14]; [17]; [43]; [49]; [50]
[31]; [43]
[22]
[9]; [14]; [22]; [44]
[9]; [34]; [40]; [43]
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Levels
Interpersonal

Household income
Marital status, motherhood,
care-giving roles
Formal, social, and cultural
rules
Community and institutional
support
Neighbourhood accessibility &
safety, street connectivity &
traffic,
and
urban
planning/design
Process

Interpersonal
Interpersonal

Time

-

Socio-cultural
Socio-cultural
Environmental

-

Parameters
Language, country of birth, and length of stay in
Australia
Gross household income
Marital status, pregnancy, and subjective evaluation of
barriers
Subjective comments and descriptive culture-related
travel
Subjective agreement (disagreement) of several
statements
Neighbourhood walkability scale and subjective
agreement (disagreement) of several statements

References
[5]; [43]; [49]; [50]

Cannot be covered in the questions but through the
coordination program with other agencies
Departing time and arriving time of trips (already in the
existing VISTA 07), frequency, duration, subjective
evaluation of barriers

[12]; [13]

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

[14]; [43]
[5]; [54]
[34]; [43]
[34]
[9]; [14]; [40]; [41]; [43]; [50]

[9]; [12];[13]; [14]; [17]; [27];
[28]; [50]

TE
D

Factors
Ethnic background

ES
E

N

The current transport surveys, especially in Victoria (VATS and VISTA 07) have gaps in collecting details of range of
individual, psychological, interpersonal, socio-cultural, and environmental factors. These surveys do not attempt to incorporate
an urban ecological framework. VATS and VISTA 07 were not intended to explain travel behaviour. They are used to describe
current travel patterns. They provide valuable information and the current patterns of travel behaviour that are useful and
necessary for transport planners and decision makers. However, the gaps limit the understanding and prediction of travel
behaviour. Therefore, there is a need to adapt and incorporate an urban ecological framework because ecological factors are
major determinants of behaviour [34][48][40][42][53].

PR

Despite several limitations in some areas, such as lack of other travel survey information to compare and little time to conduct
pilot test, this research has identified some levels and factors for an urban ecological perspective. This leads to the explanation
of why urban areas have specific characteristic of travel patterns and why urban inhabitants travel at a certain time, with a
purpose, using a mode, to a specific place. Understanding the psycho-social characteristics of urban population can be a guide
to developing intervention mechanisms to change travel behaviour in order to improve quality of life.

N
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T

An urban ecological model of travel behaviour is a conceptual model. The conceptual model developed here (figure 1) needs
empirical testing. The continuation of the research is strongly recommended, especially in the form of a pilot study.
Additionally, there is a need to investigate whether the internet can be used as an alternative to the current paper-based travel
survey and to investigate how Global Positioning System (GPS) can be used as an alternative to or as a supportive device for
the next generation of travel surveys.
Although an ecological model of travel behaviour still needs further work, this research provides the bases for further
application of an ecological framework in transport. Such a framework identifies the range of individual, socio cultural, and
environmental factors that contribute to travel behaviour.
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ABSTRACT
According to “The Pleasure of Finding Things Out“, by Richard Feynman, Math is a science of patterns, using math we can
examine numeric patterns. Our accident analysis aims to find patterns in archived accident data. Accident analysis is an
important source of information for developing prevention strategies and making decisions. Drury and Brill had shown that
etiological accident data from in depth investigations can be used to derive meaningful hazard patterns for products [1]. Each
scenario suggested at least one feasible and effective intervention, but such an intervention strategy was appropriate only to
that scenario [1]. For the last 15 years, we had conducted accident analysis of occupational fatalities to reveal significant
factors contributing to various types of fatalities. We had accomplished in-depth analysis for fatal falls and fatal electrocution
in construction industry. Currently, we are working on the caught in between fatalities and other Archival data. The results can
be used to target workers who are at higher risk of injury and provide a direction for in-depth scenario analysis of the injury
for proposing useful prevention strategies
Keywords
Data mining, archival data

1. ACCIDENT ANALYSIS OF OCCUPATIONAL FATALITY
Our investigation of work-related injury was initially inspired by the statistical analysis in Japanese of aging workers in Japan.
They discovered that workers over the age of 50 had more falling, tripping, struck by or against, and overexertion injuries.
Specific prevention strategies were developed to protect aging workers from these occupational injuries. Around 1995, the
author was requested by the Institute of Occupational Safety and Health in Taiwan to analyze occupational injury to determine
whether aging workers were at elevated risk.
Accident reports from the 1,230 work-related single fatalities in the years 1989, 1990, and 1992 were collected and analyzed to
reveal the significant factors contributing to such fatalities. Information on worker's age, gender, and experience, type of
industry, the source of injury, the company size, and the accident type were coded for the analysis. The aggregated and
disaggregated fatality rates of twelve accident types were standardized using the total number of workers of the same age,
gender, and industry. The relationships between age and accident rate were tested with the regression analysis to discover that
fatality rate has a significant rising trend with age for falls, collapse, being struck by & against, falling objects, explosion,
drowning, and slipping & tripping accidents. On the other hand, fatality rate of electric shock declined significantly with age
[2]. Later the demographic variables, e.g. age, gender, and industry of the same 1,230 work-related fatalities were reanalyzed
with a model free approach to target high risk working groups. The Chi-square Automatic Interaction Detector (CHAID) was
used to divide the working population into segments based on whether the worker was a victim in any fatality. Generally
speaking, age and gender were found to be the less critical factors and they were nested under the most critical variable, type of
industry. Five different interactive patterns were identified correlating the age, gender, and industries of the victims. A
comparison among ANOVA, SMR and CHAID proved that CHAID outperforms other methods, for it not only reveals the
complex and hierarchical interactive patterns but also prioritizes the importance of the predictor variables [3].

2. IN-DEPTH SCENARIO ANALYSIS
Drury and Brill had shown that etiological accident data from in depth investigations can be used to derive meaningful hazard
patterns for products [1]. These hazard patterns can then be used to design data-collection instruments that are more human
factors oriented and avoid asking unnecessary questions. The source of injury identifies the object, substances, exposure of
bodily motion which directly produced or inflicted the injury (e.g. boxes, metals, chemicals). The accident type identifies the
event which directly resulted in the injury (e.g. strucked by, fall from elevation, and contact with extreme temperatures) [4].
Both the source of injury and accident type provided diagnostic information on the circumstances or conditions contributing to
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the occurrence of the injury. Thus, the author analyzed industry, source of injury, and accident type of 784 work-related
fatalities in 1999 and 2000. Spearman’s rank correlation, Cramer’s V and Phi coefficient were applied to evaluate the
association between any two factors and identify general causation patterns, e.g. the type of work injuries that were caused by
different sources of injury and in various industries. The Finnish Multi-Linear Event-Sequencing Method [5] and the
Operationalized Model [6] of treating the accident as a flow of events were adopted to determine the source of injury preceding
the injury event (e.g. type of accident) with regards to different types of industry.
Significant accident scenarios identified included: fatalities from falls caused by structure and construction in the construction
industry; caught in between and clamped fatalities caused by loading and unloading machinery, and power machinery;
explosion fatalities caused by materials and supplies in the manufacturing industry; and struck by and against fatalities caused
by loading and unloading machinery in the transport, storage and communication industry. These results provided a direction
for in-depth scenario analysis and for more effective inspection strategies which may reduce both accident frequency and
severity [7].

3. FATAL FALLS OF CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 1994-1996
One previous analysis of 1,230 work-related fatalities indicated that falls caused the most deaths in the construction industry
(56.9%), and falls in the construction industry accounted for more than 30% of the total deaths [2]. Effective strategies for
preventing fatal falls must be developed based on the In-depth analysis of accident scenarios associated with these fatal falls.
Five hundred and six case reports of occupational fall fatalities in construction industries were analyzed based on a
classification scheme. Individual factors (age, gender and experience level of the victim), task factors (performing tasks),
environmental factors (job site, source of injury, cause, falling height, time and date of the accident), management factors
(company size measured by number of workers and use of personal protective equipment) and other related factors were coded
for the analysis. The result indicated that majority of victims were male (92.1%) with less than 1 year of experience (80.5%)
and work for small companies without providing any safety equipment (93.3 %). Majority of the accidents events can be
classified as fall from scaffold (30.4 %), fall through existing floor opening (20.6 %), fall from building girders (11.3 %), and
fall from roof edge (10.5 %). Figure 1 shows the most obvious cause of falls which is unsafe acts of person, such as: bodily
action (10%), poor work practices (7.1 %), improper use of personal safety equipment (3.7 %), etc. Recently, we proposed to
apply fault tree analysis of 424 work-related fatalities from the years 1996 to 2002 [8]. Our previous study applied Phi
coefficient analysis to eliminate insignificant causes and leaving much smaller set of significant causes for accident prevention.
In the current study, the Boolean algebra was applied to simplify 31 cause combinations associated with falling from scaffold
fatalities as the union of 9 single causes. All the 412 fall fatalities can be reduced to 26 non-repetitive cause combinations
without excluding any cause combinations. Thus, the Boolean algebra allowed the authors to take into account a greater
number of cause combinations and reduce to manageable size for the further analysis of prevention measures.

Figure 1: Frequency distribution for the cause of fall in construction industry
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4. ELECTRICAL FATALITIES IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
Electrical fatality accounted for 14.6% of all fatal accidents and was the second leading cause of occupational fatality in
Taiwan following the fall fatalities. We analyzed 250 work-related single fatalities of electrocution in construction industry
from 1996 to 2002. Each fatality was coded in terms of individual factors, task factors, environmental factors, management
factors, agency of the accident, part of body affected, nature of injury and causes for these accidents [9]. For the detail on
coding for electrocution is provided in Figure 2. The Chi-square Automatic Interaction Detector (CHAID) was applied to the
coded data of the fatal electrocution to find a subset of predictors that might derive meaningful classifications or accidents
scenarios. A series of Flow Diagrams was constructed based on CHAID result to illustrate the flow of electricity travelling
from electrical source to human body. The flow could be through an intermediary object or directly to human body part. The
Flow Diagram can then be used to implementing barriers by cutting the trace between electrical source and victim.

Figure 2: Coding for electrical fatalities in the construction industry

5. OCCUPATIONAL INJURY RISK OF HANDICAPPED WORKERS
Almost all workers (including handicapped and non-handicapped) are subjected to work-related injury, such as caught in
between or clamped by power driven machinery or falling from height. An injured worker could be a handicapped or a
non-handicapped. The only large scale study in the United States [10] showed that workers with disabilities, especially sensory
impairments, appear to have an elevated risk for occupational injury. We analyzed 6,327 disabling injuries in 1999 to compare
the ratio of the SMR of the handicapped vs. the non-handicapped to reveal that handicapped workers were at elevated risk for
occupational injury. Standardized mortality ratio (SMR) is the observed number of injuries in the study population divided by
the expected number of injuries calculated based on the cell specific rate of the reference population. Thus, occupational injury
risk of handicapped workers must be taken into account seriously in particular to look at the reasons behind this unexpectedly
high occupational risk.
As handicapped workers' employment demographics and injury patterns differ from the remainder of the labor force, we need
to evaluate and determine strategies and interventions (including environmental modifications, equipment modifications, and
procedural modifications [11] ) based on the characteristics of work-related injury and the working environment.

6. OTHER APPLICATION
The current paper summarized our research effort in accident analysis over the last 10 year. Since two accident investigators
may report the same accident outcomes using different terminology, the process of turning qualitative information into a
quantitative coding seems to be the most challenging step. If the accident reports are to be processed effectively, they must be
classified into predetermined categories that can be used for sorting purposes. The coding scheme is an elementary basis for
presenting and processing the collected accident reports. Practical and usable coding system for the classification of other
accidents [12] or defects [13] can be developed and applied accordingly
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is a design of support system of Kaizen activity in production department. Research procedure of
this paper consists of the following three portions. Firstly, a structure of Decision Support System (DSS) is illustrated as
quoted system of proposed system which is composed of three elements such as Kaizen Case-base, Model-base and Userinterface. First element accumulates useful cases to develop new case. Second element accumulates models to utilize the Casebase effectively. It includes four kinds of models such as Kaizen strategic model, Kaizen objective model, Kaizen data analysis
model and model building blocks and subroutine. Third element gives a linkage structure among Kaizen Case-base, Modelbase and Kaizen engineers. It is consists of four procedures, that is, installation procedure of proposed support system,
construction procedure of Kaizen Case-base, evaluation procedure of the Case-base and development procedure of new case.
Secondly, classification of Kaizen Case-base is discussed from three viewpoints such as utilization purpose of it, its
information structure and data type accumulated to it. Thirdly, investigation and arrangement of examples of three model
types except model building blocks and subroutine as mentioned above is performed and the proposed model-base is
constructed based on the investigated results. Our proposal can contribute to maintain and improve Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) in manufacturing system through the discussion of Kaizen experts whose factory collaborates in this
research.
Keywords
Kaizen Activity, Decision Support System (DSS), Data-base, Kaizen Case-base, Model-base, User-Interface, Key Performance
Indicator (KPI), Global Manufacturing, Knowledge Management
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ABSTRACT
In order to increase competitiveness of enterprises, particularly domestic automotive components of small and medium size
enterprises (SMEs). The implementation of kaizen method to increase quality product on automotive components of SMEs has
been done. The target of this research is to enhance quality and productivity, in order to increase company profit and to fulfill
customer satisfaction (partnership). Based on the results of survey to 40 (forty) automotive components of SMEs in West Java
spread over in Bandung, Sukabumi and Bekasi. Nine selected companies become model program. Its consideration criterion is
: (1) existence of improvement themes and (2) high interest from their owner/director of SMEs chosen to be follow up
recommend improvement. This research conduct by implementing of the kaizen method to improve work standard gradually
and continuously towards every processes, involving all levels of managers and employees. For example, the implementation
kaizen in PT. X, which covers : (1) identifying process in work place (2) improvement of 5S, work instruction and
documentation system, (3) counter measured of product reject or NG (No Good) the highest of production problems, (4)
increased of productivity. Kaizen implementation results obtained : (1) 5S conditions to be better, (2) The rejection rate or NG
decrease in the number of excellent products from 26% to be 4%, (3) productivity increased from 25% to be 40%. We hope
that results of the research can be used to accelerate the business development on automotive components of SMEs or
supporting industries in Indonesia to enhance of competitiveness in the global market.
Keywords
Kaizen, quality control, automotive components, SMEs

1. INTRODUCTION
Metal and machinery industries in particular supporting industries in the manufacturing industry has a very important role in
supporting industrial development in Indonesia. Among other things supplier : (1) agricultural equipment industries, (2) factory
equipment, (3) machine tools industries, (4) mold and dies industries, (5) rail way industries, shipping industries, (6)
automotive components industry, etc.
In relation to the automotive components industry, the supporting industries according to the Association of Indonesia
Automotive Industries (GAIKINDO) [1] is an industry that make products (goods and or services) to fulfill the needs of other
industries to support the manufacture of the end or as a component/part after-market.
Good manufacturing industrial structure should follow the form of a pyramid between assembler industries, supporting
industries level 1, level 2,level 3 [2].
As quite large market opportunity prospects and component needs have increased from year to year, both for motor vehicle
assembly, after market (replacement) and for export purpose, Indonesian motor vehicle production and selling shows that
domestic automotive components industry in progress has rapid growth. The question is how those chances can be used by
Indonesian automotive components industry [3].
Based on the results of the study [4] conducted by Unico-JICA Japan in 2008. In West Java, there are about 240 automotive
components the SMEs are not ready to face the opportunities and challenges in free trade. Because of : (1) producing various
but few product types, (2) producing added value and a bad quality product, (3) high and uncompetitive production cost, (4)
not on time delivery time, (5) weakness engineering and management resulting from limited technology capability and human
resources. The more concerning is that if SMEs regards globalization era as obstacles for its existence due to the inability, then
it will be very dangerous for entire industry structure.
To strengthening the human resource development for automotive components of SMEs in Indonesia, based on the problems
mentioned above the research that consists of 2 (two) parts. The first parts is discussion of a model program to support the
Ministry of Industry towards human resource development for automotive components of SMEs especially in West Java
province. The second part is example the implementation of improvement (kaizen) method in PT. X. This discussion is
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expected to be useful for the builder or owner or manager of automotive components of SMEs accelerate the business
development on automotive components of SMEs or supporting industries in Indonesia to enhance of competitiveness in the
global market.

2. METHODOLOGIES RESEARCH
In terms of method, these research are the primary and secondary data analysis. The primary data obtained through survey by
conducting research, interviews and direct guidance and consultation to selected companies in addition to the hearings with
experts, researchers and industry officials and trade related. The secondary data obtained by literature study, observation data
from various publishers and reports related institutions. Sequence of implementation steps of this research can be seen in
Figure 1.
Start

Field Study

Background

Study Literature

Determining of model program
Survey company :
Research interviews
Reguest the company to the kaizen
Selection of companies
Theme & setting action plan, vision &
mission and SWOT
Services and consultation
Results and Discussions
Conclusion
Finish

Figure 1. Flow chart of metodologies research.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The implementation of model program
To achieve the expected goal, namely the successful implementation of kaizen methods in supporting industries, the survey has
been carried out to visited 40 companies in West Java province (Bandung, Sukabumi, Bekasi), can be seen in Table 1. The
selection of companies that become the object of study is focused on supporting industries layer 2 (secondary) and layer 3
(tertiary), local transactions with the assembler relationship is not stable. Area survey objects and model program development
of supporting industries, shown in Figure 2.
The results of the survey nine selected enterprises were determined with consideration of criteria are : (a) there is a strong
desire on the part of Owner/Director of selected SMEs to become a model program, (b) found the theme of improvement
(kaizen) is good to follow up, as shown in Table 1. As seen in Table 1, main issues facing many model enterprises are related
to 5S activities, productivity and reduction of setup time, and reduction of the rejection rate.
Table 1. Sector of visiting companies in West Java [4]
No
1
2
3
4
5

Sector
Automobile
parts/Motorcycle parts
Machine parts
Die/Jig
Process
Assembler
Total

Number of
companies
23

Average number
of employees
89

4
9
2
2
40

14
38
30
40
-
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Figure 2. Model program [4]
Table 2. Improvement theme with 9 selected enterprises[4]

x

x
x
x
x

Guidance of bookkeeping

Implementation of process
management
Implementation of machine
maintenance
Thoroughness of inventory
control
Implementation of work
instruction
Understanding of plan and actual
of production time

Improvement of technique of
workers

Enterprises
PT. X
PT. X22
PT. X23
PT. X24
PT. X25
PT. X26
PT. X27
PT. X28
PT. X29

Implementation and
thoroughness of 5S activity
Productivity and Abbreviation of
set-up time
Reduction of rate of defective
goods
Reduction of defective in process
Establishment of Cost
Accounting System
Work Safety

Improvement theme

x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

The Implementation kaizen in PT. X
Kaizen method is the improvement of standard work gradually and continuously toward every processes, involving all levels of
managers and employees. Mindset and operational techniques of these methods are very helpful in fixing the amount of
production failure, decreasing the amount of safety stock, on time delivery, to increase machine efficiency and productivity
enterprises [5,6].
The problems are usually simple kaizen that can not be seen by the managers (owners) of the company. But it can be seen and
to over come by the operators because they work there. Although the problem is usually simple, but after over come to produce
efficiency that will result in quality and productivity of the enterprise increases.
As an example of kaizen implementation done at PT. X which is one automotive components manufacturer in Bekasi engaged
in machining. Research was conducted through a program of services and consultation activities for 6 (six) months and at the
end of the presentation through a workshop was held which was attended beneficiary companies.
After the kaizen team was formed at PT. X which consists of a small group activities with the number of ± 10 people, which is
representative of the Production, Engineering, PPIC, Quality Control (QC) and Maintenance. Furthermore, the schedule was
made and the stages of implementation of program activities kaizen team, as follows [7]:
1. Preparation kaizen committee, organizational structure and work programs.
2. Kkick of activities kaizen method implementation.
3. Socialization of the work program committee kaizen activities: (a) formation of kaizen teams, (b) the preparation schedule
kaizen team meetings, (c) training/guidance implementation.
4. Start a kaizen team activities at PT. X.
5. Identify the company's condition before and after improvement.
6. Consultation, evaluation and subsequent management plan.
7. Documentation and photographs after improvement.
8. Standardization and then countermesurement plan.
9. Conclusions and recommendations.
10. Presentation of research results implementation of kaizen in front of the owner, manager and employees.
11. Evaluation and reporting of research.
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Vision of PT. X is "To become of the best company in Indonesia in the field of manufacturing that produces quality products
with a productive personnel and committed”. The mission is "To fulfill customers satisfaction in providing products and services
on time and without NG (No Good)":
Produce various kinds of automotive components.
Each employee is responsible for producing the best work, on time and continuously improves work performance and work
quality.
To conduct technical cooperation with related Research & Development institutions and companies that have good
reputation to accelerate mastery of new technologies.
Making the machinery and equipment in top condition.
Based on the vision and mission of the above, then the management of PT. X need to do quality control measures it produces a
superior product (Figure 3). The inspection results are know many casting products received from supplier and also machining
processes yield components that do not fulfill quality requirements, namely : rejects and require repeated repairs (rework).

Figure 3. The excellent product of PT. X.
PT. X introduced a system of mass production where the production process is done in sequence starting from the in coming of
casting material (from supplier) by the PPIC (production planning and inventory control). Then do the inspections and checks
visually casting material by the Quality Control (QC) section. And then machining process in the production section follows
the steps of manufacture of automotive spare parts according to specifications of each product. After the machining process is
finished, before entered into the warehouse first performed quality inspection of finished products.
In order to implement the production process, the activities of PT. X grouped five operational units, which include: (1)
production: (a) machining centers 1 to 4, (b) conventional 1 to 7, (c) maintenance, (d) engineering. (2) QC, (3) PPIC: (a)
warehouses, (b) PPC, (c) delivery. (4) personal & general administration, (5) marketing.
The purpose of the implementation of kaizen is to improve the quality of the products of PT. X in order to satisfy the consumer
(partnership) as well as increased corporate profits and to be able to compete in the global market. Target in 2010 to be achieved
by PT. X to be followed up by a team of kaizen is the reject ratio of not more than 0.10% and productivity increases of over
25%. Summary results of kaizen implementation of the proposed four important points that must be corrected immediately,
namely:
1. The identification process in shop floor.
Before improvement : no identification in every steps process so that operator can not know process. Some time operator
mistake to give information NG product and communication with QC patrol not accurate. After improvement : with
identification in every steps process so that operator easy to know process and communication with QC patrol very easy.
To knowing and easy to distinguish the goods so that no to using or sending. It is necessary given the clear identification of
the name of goods (materials & products) and instructions where to put NG products. Also created procedures for granting
the status of the material/product, namely: (a) accept: green color, (b) repair: the color yellow, (c) to put off : the color blue,
(d) reject: the color red. More details are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

LINE A

Milling, Drilling,
Slotting

Figure 4. Make to identify process at work place.

Figure 5. Make a clear identification of the
name of materials and products.
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2. 5S Improvement, Work Instruction (WI) and documentation system
5S (Seiri/arrangement, Seiton/tydying up, Seiso/cleaning, Seiketsu/hygiene and Shitsuke/discipline) or commonly known
by other terms, such as 5R/5K [8] are a method used to reduce the waste that exists in the work place. If workers do not
perform well 5S, means way of working is also not good.
The author had engaged in the identification of initial conditions of the working environment of PT. X using the 5S check
form using scale of Likert[9]. The assessment is classified to be 5 levels with a score that is as follows: (a) Very good = 5,
(b) Good = 4, (c) Enough = 3, (d) Less = 2, (e) Very less = 1.
Based on the appraisal company's initial conditions, then concluded the implementation of 5S in PT. X is still in the
category of assessment is less because the position of the average value of 2.52 total 5S. So that needed improvements in
working conditions.
5S method activities conducted at PT. X as many as 18 items kaizen, among others, as follows:
a. Before improvement there is no way to collecting and prevent chips scattered on a table machine. After improvement :
to add things cleanliness chips of table settings and the machine table at work. Make chimney at cover for the channel to
removal chips.
The results that stand out from the implementation of 5S is the occurrence of changes in working atmosphere that can
improve morale, especially the workers who were in the field so that reject machining down. An example can be shown
in Figure 6 and Figure 7.
b. Before improvement manual drawing form WI and QC standards into a single and an explanation of the process works is
not clear (at each process works in the same sequence). The improvement is to form WI, QC standard and standard tools
are separated and put in place are easily visible and legible operator. Also features an explanation on the form WI:
important points, the drawing sequence of operations, safety equipment used and 5S instructions at the end of the job.

Figure 6. Creat a place so that chips do not fall
to the flour but can be accommodated, easy and
quick to cleaning it.

Figure 7. Iron Cabinet that prevents the operator are
moved, so the part after checking is easly moved to the
pallet

3. NG product reduction
To produce quality products with the consumers satisfaction required quality control at each step of the process, from input
raw materials to output finished products[10]. QC analysis includes the observation of the flow of the production process,
inspection and analysis of incoming material, unconformity product control and customer claims, as follows [11]:
a. QC line in coming :
The whole products that will go to be completed : Letter of work, Inspection Result Data (component part/finished
good), Mill Sheet material (raw material).
QC check by random sampling using: Inspection Jig and measurement of the critical point when needed.
When the results of the inspection in accordance with standards established by: Letter of work in stamp "QC OK", Part
in pairs labeled "OK", permit forwarded to IRD Data warehouse receipts and/QC Mill Sheet in the store as an archive.
If found unconformity: Letter of work in stamp "NG QC", rejected products, issued Trouble Report and distribution to
warehouse receipts and to the material control to follow up.
b. QC line in process :
QC line in process to inspection : periodical check every step of the process 3 times per day @ 5pcs, publishes Inspection
Result Data for the final part of each production lot and sampling for measuring data at random.
To hand over part of the line process to warehouse part of finish good: Part delivered to the warehouse part of good finish
enclosing Inspection Result Data (IRD) which includes data measuring, production date, lot production and QC status
labeling as part status.
If there is an unconformity: the STOP then publish Trouble Report Production, distribute Trouble Report Production to
the Production to be followed to the relevant section and receive PICA-PA (Problem Identification, Corrective &
Preventive Action) from the production.
c. QC line out going/delivery :
The whole products that will go into the warehousing area must be equipped with finish good parts: Inspection
Result Data (part) made by the QC line and prepare a QC status labels for packaging requirements as needed.
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QC line out going checked by random sampling of finished good parts that will be sent to the customer: the
measurement of the critical point and to avoid the problems of visual changes, check for part of the shelf for more
than 2 weeks.
If found unconformity: parts removed from the warehouse of finish good to the line of production to be clarified and
resolved the problem by QC line process and the production section.
d. Unconformity product control :
If found unconformity :
*) Follow-up NG product: QC to re-verification based on standard IRD or when required by drawing, QC to try out
repair to determine the short-term actions and Section Production of doing repair according to the instructions of the
QC based on the results of repair.
*) Corrective Action: QC issued a Trouble Report for the repair tools and production gets distributed. After finished
repairs to carried out try out and then to count of stability and process capability.
*) Preventive Action: If the problem arising from the system (SOP, the method of checking/process, etc.) then made
revisions to the document in accordance with standard requirements.
Concessions: under certain conditions based on technical considerations, part "NG QC" in the process can be
continued with a note: "carried out an additional process/repair within a certain amount of" on demand from the
Production and PPC section to Quality Control section".
e. Control safety part :
The whole products that will be entered must be completed : letter of work, Inspection Result Data (part
components/finished good) and Mill Sheet material.
Test data: periodic data suppliers submit test results for each lot material conformity with standard testing.
Cross check the data supplier : QC to carried out testing as a cross check on data received from suppliers. For facilities
testing not to carried out internal. But an accredited testing laboratory selected.
If the unconformity is found : lots of material that is expected to be problematic in separate, Supplier called to discuss
follow up of unconformity standard. If any part of the lot NG that has become products and sent to the customer
immediately informed.
Before improvement of PT. X does not have procedures for countermeasure and prevention of NG products through quality
control system. The improvement is to introduce the QC 7 tools to analyze and countermeasure the causes of product NG
(defect & reject). For example of items before and after improvement kaizen can be shown in Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure
10.

Figure 8. Creat a clamp part with a two-way (formerly
one-way) so that the results of machining is OK.

Figure 9. Make a spot to place the part
(previously could not be placed on a flat table)
so that the operators do not need to hold these
parts.

To produce quality with customer satisfaction :
a. Quality control to carried out during the production process not at the end of the process.
b. To carried out 100% inspection on the whole particularly products.
c. Every day at 14.00 for a half hour, which was attended by leaders to discuss the quality of products (both from customer
complaints, incoming from suppliers and internal quality problems).
After improvements, with cover: (1) the identification process in the work place, (2) 5S improvement work instruction and
documentation system, (3) countermeasure of product reject (NG). The results of the rejection rate (NG) decreases in the
number of products from 26% to 4%.
4. Increased productivity
To increase productivity, very important to improvement activity. The steps before and after improvement are described as
follows [12]:
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a. Before improvement : there were many work in process (WIP) stock because lot production system was used. After
improvement : WIP stock was eliminated by adopting one by one production system. Operator working stands were made
in the same height to make operators could move easily to the next process.
b. Before improvement : the material was put in big pallets (contents of products =120 pieces), and was transferred by the
hand lift to the side of Machining Center. *Working floor was in difference level.
After improvement : smaller size trolley (contents of products = 55 pieces) was introduced. Hand lift becomes unnecessary
and material also becomes easy to take. Workability has also been improved. *Working floor had been made in the same
level.
c. Before improvement : the process of setting, the position of clamping bar is cross caused the work setting poor.
After improvement : Clamping bar is right side. Improvement of the position of clamping bar made the setting of the work easier
and improved workability.
d. Before improvement : the height of machine tables were different. The transfer of the product from one machine to the next
machine was not smooth.
After improvement : make the height of machine tables in the same level. Made the distance between machines closer.
Workability was improved. Transfer time was improved by 5 seconds.
The effect of the improvement mentioned above, can be produced a working balance and the number of operators decreased
(from 4 operators to be 3 operators). The results of the kaizen implementation can be productivity increased from 25% to be
40%. More details are shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11.

Figure 10. Decreas of operators in PT. X.

Figure 11. Increas productivity in PT. X.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
1. The results of the research consisted of 2 ways, namely: (a) model program as a pilot to support the ministries of industry
toward the human resource development on automotive components SMEs, (b) the implementation of kaizen method that
involves the leadership and employees at the company that became the model selected program.
2. Kaizen as important way to improve work standard gradually and continuously toward every processes, involving all levels
of managers and employees.
3. Based on a survey of 40 automotive components SMEs scattered in the district/city of Bandung, Sukabumi and Bekasi in
West Java province, 9 (nine) selected companies chosen as a model program.
4. The result of implementation kaizen method in PT. X is 5S to be better, the rejection rate decreased (NG) in the number of
excellent products from 26% to be 4% and productivity increased from 27% to be 40%.
5. By using kaizen method, the case study may also be implemented for other automotive component SMES to the efforts of
improving quality, productivity and competitiveness in the global market.
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ABSTRACT
Have been done by research of energy losses at operation of coals fluidized boiler and its distribution system on paper
industry which located in Pati Regency. The raw materials of this Paper Industry are paper waste, cones, sawdust and sludge.
Design of capacities of fluidized boiler is 12 tons of steam/hour, while actual of capacities is 6 -7 tons of steam/hour. Steam
yielded by boiler used for the production process of paper, for chemical and hidropulper units. Researched aspects at
operation of stove of combustion as generating condense, fuel, feed water, system of distribution condense, pipe, blow down,
condensat, steam trap, condition of insulation of pipe and emission of gas throw away smokestack boiler. Then to do/
measurement on field and also calculate the balance of mass and energy. Result of research indicate that energy losses that
happened at operational of fluidized boiler, found of inefficiency is equal to 4,198,650 kcal/day or equal to 874.7 kg. of
coal/day or Rp. 524,831/day. At systems of blow down happened the loss of energy is 20,573 kcal/day or 4.3 kg of coal/day
or Rp. 2,572.-/day. From system of distribution condense to unit of production process happened the loss of energi is equal to
24,157,839 kcal/day or 5,032.9 kg. of coal/day or Rp. 3,019,730.-/day. At condensation happened the loss of energy is equal
to 24,675,840 kcal/day or 5,140.8 kg. of coal/day or equal to Rp 3,084,480/day. While the effect there is of steam trap,
happened the loss of energy 15,713 kcal/day or 3.3 kg. of coal/day or Rp. 1,964.-/day. When it’s calculated per year, the losses
reached 19,104,701,041 kcal/year or 3,980,146 kg. of coal/year or Rp. 2,388,087,630.-/year. Caused inefisiensi energy, so
happened the environmental loss with its castaway the emission of gas of CO2 is equal to 510,785.410 tons CO2/year, which is
a greenhouse gas-forming compounds (Green House Gas) as one of the causes of global warming. After being done by
improvement with expense of invesment is equal to Rp. 32,254,342.-. So the value will be obtained energy saving
15,571,242.145 kcal/year, or fuel of coal 3,244,099 kg/year, or Rp. 1,946,405,268.-/year and will be reduced Green House
Gas of CO2 is equal to 416.314,46 tons CO2/year. Payback period of investment cost improvement is six days.
Keywords :
Energy losses, coal boiler , paper industry

1. INTRODUCTION
Energy savings done effectively in the industry can provide financial benefits to the industry itself. The high energy
consumption will increase operating costs, and adversely affect to the environment, such as the formation of carbon dioxide
(CO2) as the biggest cause of greenhouse gas effects that can impact on global warming and climate change phenomena.[1]
Pulp and paper industry is one industry that is relatively large energy users. Either in the form of electrical energy, steam
energy, fuel, or other energy.[2]. Energy costs in pulp and paper industry is the second highest cost after raw material costs.
Various attempts were made to reduce energy costs in line with rising prices and limited supply of fuel. We saw ineffisien in
the use of steam energy at operations. This has resulted in wasteful use of fuel, reducing the economic life of the appliance and
eventually become waste production costs. Losses of energy is the energy used in the production process as a component to
include in the production process, but does not support the production process, because the loss occurs in the middle of the line
distribution. For example, a leak in a steam pipe flow, the heat insulation peeling off and the presence of excessive
condensation.[9]
C.B.Oland Shows [8], somethings that can cause energy losses include: error in determining the specifications of the
equipment, the equipment has passed the technical age but still in use, lack of equipment maintenance, negligence of user in
operation and so on. In an effort to solve this problem, then by conducting a study to detect, to identify, to measure, to
calculate andto plan the concept of improvement, so that will be able to know its cost saving. Besides it will also be calculated
how much CO2 that can be controlled, thus inhibiting the formation of greenhouse gases (Green House Gas) as one of the
causes of global warming effects that might impact on global climate change.
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In this study, which was chosen as the object of research is the paper industry in the Pati Area, Central Java Province, which is
the Small and Medium Industries. Each stage of the production process, widely used steam energy generated from the steam
generating unit "steam boiler" that is used coal as a fuel. As a first step in research on companies / industries, has made by
identification of opportunities at critical points of inefficiency / waste in energy consumption.[10]
At the operational steam generation and distribution system to units of production process, there are many inefficiencies loss of
steam energy. This is correct when reviewed, not only losses in the steam is just the product, also the loss of all components in
supporting the formation of steam, among other things, fuel, time, manpower, equipment (maintenance and depreciation of
equipment), material softening in the feed water, and water as feed water.[12]
Energy audit is one of the steps undertaken in an effort to realize the energy saving program. If this is all researched and
identified into cost components, it will count how many are missing costs (losses). Also needs to be taken into account also the
risk of environmental impacts caused by the existence of such inefficiencies.[1]
The scope of this study is only on the energy derived from steam generator operation "steam boiler" and its distribution system
in the production unit. The purpose of this activity is to investigate the existence of inefficiency in energy use in the
operational process of paper production industry, particularly energy derived from steam generation (steam boilers), so expect
the efficiency of energy use to control the formation of GHG that can impact to global warming[8]. The objective of this
research is to identify and to evaluate the use of energy derived from Steam Generator "Fluidized Boilers" which includes the
distribution system to the units in the industrial production process of paper, to determine the critical points, and to calculate
the losses due to the occurrence of inefficiency energy.[1] The benefits are real concept in significant energy savings measures,
particularly in the form of steam energy that comes from operational "Fluidized Boilers" coal-fired, control the formation of
CO2 in flue gas emissions, as well as carry out the implementation of Presidential Instruction (Inpres) No.10/2005, concerning
savings energy.[13]

2.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

2.1 Scope of Research
Scope of research covers the initial consultation, the observation process energy sources in generating steam boiler, steam
distribution to the machines of processes, measuring the temperature of the steam pipe and pipe insulation systems, steam
traps, condensate that happened until the machine papermaking process. The data obtained from direct field measurements and
questionnairing filled out by the factory speakers. The results are calculated on actual conditions and compared with the
condition after the repair. This will be an input to the plant in doing the repair / improvement.

2.2 Materials of Research
In this research used the following materials: Chemicals for analysis of emissions from flue gas, material for analysis of
particulate matter, fiber thimble filter, coal, feed water of boiler, primary air as a source of oxygen in the combustion process in
the supply of the FDF, steam, condensate.
2.3 Equipments of Research
Equipment that be used and related in this study include: steam generator / steam boiler which type "Fluidized Bed", Infra Red
/ Laser high temperature tester, Digital gas analyzer, Gastec tube detector, vacuum pump, Analitical balancing, Desicator, Wet
gas meter, Digital thermokopel, UV-VIS Spectrophotometer, Weather station, Gas and Particulate sampler and Glassware for
analysis.
2.4 Stages of Research
Stages of research undertaken were as follows:
a. Conducting consultations and surveys on paper industry which will be the location of the research by explaining the plan
of research into the industry.
b. Conduct assessment and details identification to the selected paper industry, in terms of production processes, steam
generation/ steam boiler, the type of fuel that be used, steam distribution system to a unit of production including piping
systems, steam traps, blowdown and condensate systems.
c. Performing calculation and evaluation at the critical points losses, how many losses that have been issued, both in
economic and environmental impact.
d. Performing calculations and evaluating how the value of savings that can be controlled, if the improvement (repairs), so
that steam production will be more efficient, saving fuel, reducing CO2 emissions from the combustion process and reduce
the impact of global warming and the greenhouse effect.
e. Develop reporting and suggesting improvements for the industry concerned.
2.5 Designs of Research
In doing this research, starting from direct observation of production processes, fuel used, steam-producing equipment
(boilers), and leaks that occur from the steam generator to the paper process unit. Methods of research conducted by research
in the field approach one of them is a way to measure the temperature in the steam pipes of the utility boiler units to the
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processing unit in need. Type the measured heat pipe consists of insulated pipes and pipe without insulation.Then the data will
be used as basic calculating performance evaluasting of boiler, performance of distribution instrument and energy losses in unit
process. The amount of energy loss is calculated again and the changed terms of rupiah as the amount of expenditure factory
, to determine the amount of loss due to leaks in the unit process. From these calculations it then be evaluated for
improvements have been done so that waste can be reduced to a minimum.
2.6 Flow Chart of Research

Operational of Steam Boiler
in Paper Industry
Energy inefficiency caused by
1. Steam distribution system
2. Combustion system
Control of the energy loss by identifying and
reviewing the production process, steam
boilers, steam distribution system and fuel
Recording :
Production of steam (Ton/ hour)
Recording :
1. Boiler feed water ( m3/day)
2. Coal as a fuel (Ton/day)
3. Blow Down Boiler
4. Condensat
5. Steam Trap

Evaluation of steam distribution system at the
stage of paper production process (piping
insulation, calculate the number of calories
lost, loss of fuel)
Action plan
To modificate/ maintenance steam distribution
systems and to calculate reduction of gas
emission that forms
Steam production more efficient
Reducing emission of CO2 gasses from combustion process
Reducing global warming/ Green House Gases

Figure 1.Flow Chart of Research

3.

RESULTS

Overview of Paper Making Process :
Paper industry to be elected to the location test is an industry that produces the type of medium and craft paper. This research
is limited to the study of energy loss in the form of steam energy that used in paper production processes and related with
engine generator steam or boiler.
3.1 Raw Materials
Raw material of paper making in paper industry was elected, consisting of 5 different materials that are grouped based on
hidropulper process that is known by Afal Paper 35% and boxes 30% at HP I, Sawdust 5% and cone 10% of the HP II, and
Sludge derived from paper mill waste 20% of the HP III.
3.2 Indirect Materials
Indirect materials are that used in paper making, such as : water, chemicals and steam.
3.3 Description of Steam Distribution
The observation, identification, and direct measurement in the field (steam generation in selected industries), ie starting from
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the operation process in the furnace boiler unit (the use of coal fuel, physical properties, chemis etc., see table 2, 3 and 4) to the
steam distribution (piping system) and its utilization at each stage of the process, which is detected directly, the actual condition
of the pipe include: insulation, steam traps, condensate, blow down systems which cause loss of thermal energy (heat radiation
and convection) is wasted in the environment which is an existing shortage the industry , then these proposals improvements
made include: improving isolation system pipe, reducing the amount of condensate, reducing the steam trap, pressing excess
primary air and fuel system evaluation. The calculation result is all shown in tables 5,6,7,8and9.[13]
3.4 Laboratory Test Results
Here are presented the results of analysis of exhaust emission gas from the stack fluidized boiler in Ones PaperIndustry[8].
Table 1. Exhaust Emission Test Results from Fluidized coal boilers in Paper Industry
No.
1.

Parameter

Result

Emission Coal Boiler Quality Standard
Permen LH No.07 Th 2007

mg/Nm3

2.6176

750

3

Unit

Sulphur Dioxide (SO2)

2.

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

mg/Nm

37.628

825

3
4.
5

Carbon Monoxide (CO)
Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
Total Suspended Particles (TSP)

mg/Nm3
%
mg/Nm3

28.630
0.20
1094.9

230

6.

Oxidant (O2)

%

18.0

-

0

150
32
756
58

-

PHYSICAL CONDITION
1.
Temperature of Flue Gas
2.
Temperature of Ambient
3.
Pressure
4.
Humidity
Source : Secondary data result of research, 2008

C
C
mmHg
%
0

Information : The fuel used is coal
Capacity steam boiler : 6 tons steam/hour
Working pressure
: 5 kgs/cm2
Operational
: 3 Shift/day
Table 2. Results Identification Boiler Data in Paper Industry
Specification bioler
Boiler Capacity
Total operating hour
Type

fluidized boiler

unit

12

Ton/hour

24

hour

Fluidized bed

Type of Fuel

coal

The calorific value

4800

Cal/kg

Fuel Consumption

1.25

Ton/hour

600,000

IDR

Fuel Prices / ton
Feed Water Boiler
Total make up water

10

%

100

0

C

Make up water temperature

30

0

C

TDS Feed Water

112

mg/l

TDS is allowed

Max 200

mg/l

Water temperature in boiler

Inlet temperature boiler from economizer

-

0

C

Inlet temperature boiler after economizer

90

0

C

90

0

Temperature condensate
Blow Down
TDS Feed
pH TDS Feed
TDS is allowed
pH TDS is allowed

C
-

112

mg/l

8
3000

mg/l

6-8
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Flue Gas Emission
Temperature flue gas

150

0

CO2

0.2

%

240

0

C

Steam Production
Temperature
Enthalpi of saturated steam
Steam production

C

-

-

6-10

Ton/hour

Physical Condition
Ambient temperature

0

32

C

Source: Secondary data result of research, 2008

Table 3. Operational Requirement per day to Fluidized Boiler [4],[6],[7]
No.

Description

Unit

Fluidized Boiler
Shift 2

Shift 1

1

Operational Hour

2

Water Usage

3

Blow Down

pH

11

11.5

11.5

11.4

4

Steam Production

Ton

3,921.0

4,163.00

5,090.00

4,391.33

5

Steam Production / hour

Ton

6.1

6.3

6.0

6.2

6

Coal consumption

Ton/hour

1.25

1.3

1.2

1.25

7.

Make up water

Ton/shift

556.5

580.2

606.8

581.2

8

Coal consumption / hour

9

hour

Note

Shift 3

Ton/shift

8

8

8

24

5466

5529

5590

5528

Kg

1250

1300

1200

1250

%

82.00

84.00

84.00

83.33

Efficiency
Source : Paper Industry,at pati, 2008,

Table 4. Spesification of Coal Consumption (Grade: Medium)
No.

Technical Specification

Unit

TBI - 100

1.

Total Moisture

%

23 – 25

2.

Inherent Moisture

%

14 – 16

3.

Volatile Matter

%

40 – 42

4.

Fixed Carbon

%

30 – 35

5.

Ash

%

0.9 – 1.5

6.

Sulphur

%

0.2

7.

Calorific Value

Kcal / kg

4800-4900

-

45 - 52

8.
Hardgrove Index (HGI)
Sumber : Coal Suplier Data, 2007

Table. 5. Resume Loss of Energy on Fluidized Bed Coal Boiler System [3],[11],[14]
No

Type of Losses

Total Calories

Total Coal

Kcal/day

Kg/day

IDR/day

IDR/month

Loss
IDR/year

4,198,650

874.7

524,831

15,744,938

188,939,250

20,573

4.3

2,572

77,148

925,771

1

Furnace (Excess Air)

2

Blow Down

3

Isolation System

24,157,839

5,032.9

3,019,730

90,591.895

1,087,102,737

4

Condensate

24,675,840

5,140.8

3,084.480

92,534,400

1,110,412,800

5

Steam Trap

15,713

3.3

1,964

58,923

707,072

Total/day

53,068,614

11,056

6,633.577

199,007,303

2,388,087,630

Total/month
Total/year

1,592,058,420
19,104,701,041

331,679
3,980,146

Table 6. Resume of Energy Needs after maintenance on System of Fluidized Coal Boiler [3],[11],[14]
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No.

Total Calories
Kcal/day

Total Coal
Kg/day

793,914

165.4

99,239

2,977,176

35,726,114

20,573
4,331,805
4,665,901
2,971
9,815,164

4
902
972
1
2,045

2.572
541.476
583.238
371
1.226.895

77,148
16,244,268
17,497,130
11,142
36,806,864

925,771
194,931,221
209,965,556
133,699
441,682,362

Total/month

294,454,908

61,345

Total/year

3,533,458,896

736,137

Type of Savings

1

Furnace (Excess Air)

2
3
4
5

Blow Down
Isolation System
Condensate
Steam Trap
Total/day

The condition after maintenance
IDR/day
IDR/month
IDR/year

Table 7. Resume Provided After Energy Saving System Improvement
No.

Jenis Penghematan

1

Furnace (Excess Air)

2
3
4
5

Blow Down
Isolation System
Condensate
Steam Trap
Total/day
Total/month
Total/year

Total Calories
Kcal/day

Total Coal
Kg/ day

IDR/day

Saving
IDR/month

IDR/year

3,404,736

709

425,592

12,767,761

153,213,136

0
19,826,034
20,009,939
12,742
43,253,450
1,297,603,512
15,571,242,145

0
4,130
4,169
3
9,011
270.334
3,244,009

0
2,478,254
2.501,242
1,593
5,406,681

0
74,347,626
75,037,270
47,781
162,200,439

0
892,171,516
900,447,244
573,373
1,946,405,268

Table 8. The amount of CO2 emissions that can be reduced after the introduction of improvements system [7]
Type of Calculation
Coal Losess ( Kg/year )
Coal Losess (Ton/year )

Real Condition
3,980,146
3,980.15

Condition after Improvement
736,137
736.14

Reducing Losses
3,244,009
3,244.01

Kadar C dalam Batubara ( Kg/ year )

139,305,112

25,764,804

113,540,307

Berat Mole C dalam Batubara ( Kgmole/ year)

11,608,759

2,147,067

9,461,692

Berat CO2 ( Kg/ year )

510,785,410

94,470,950

416,314,460

Berat CO2 ( Ton/ year)

510,785.41

94,470.95

416,314.46

4. DISCUSSION
In the furnace is obtained waste of energy due to excess of oxygen (air excess). To avoid this, the air requirements for
combustion can be set on the FDF (primary air). Control FDF conducted during combustion inside the furnace, which also
affects the burning of coal, given the type of boiler is a fluidized so that the FDF settings are needed to create a turbulent flow.
Setting air requirements could affect the concentration of exhaust gas emissions, mainly on the parameters of CO, CO2 and
O2.On the Blow down does not provide significant value extravaganceof waste, because the things that affect the blow down
like TDS and make-up water already qualified feed water quality standard of boiler. In isolation system, a huge waste of
energy. Most of the pipe on the paper of PT. SIK damaged insulation. So the impact of out excessive condensate, and heat loss
by radiation and convection in the steam distribution piping. This causes the room temperature increases, thus affecting the
comfort of workers around the site. Determination of the thickness of the insulation on each pipe, the pipe diameter is
calculated based on the size, type of insulation material and the comfort of ambient temperature[11],[3], [12]. The following
table sample size calculation pipe diameter and insulation thickness are required :
Table 9. Needs pipe insulation thickness based on pipe diameter
Diameter Pipa ( Inchi )
Insulation Thickness ( Inchi )
6
2.5
1
0.6
8
3.2
4
1.6
2.5
1.2
0.75
0.3
Source : Secondary Data Results of Research,2008
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Table 9 above is an example of the calculation of some size pipe used for distribution of steam in the process unit PT. SIK.
Pipe insulation material used is rock wool. The use of rock wool is right, because it can reduce the maximum high temperature
600oC, more easily accessible, affordable, and many forms (sheets, pipes, and board). Some of the steam distribution pipe
location also been equipped aluminum foil on the outside of the pipe after wrapped with rock wool. The function of the
aluminum foil is for neatness, add to the aesthetics and resist heat radiation. Improvements to the piping system will reduce the
formation of condensate, and comfort working in the environmental process. The occurrence of energy loss caused by the
steam trap due to a leak in the pipe distribution thereby increasing the need for steam production. The effort to conserve energy
on the overall savings associated with fuel consumption of coal in the boilers.[11]

5. CONCLUSIONS
5.1
Conclusions
From the research results can be summarized as follows:
5.1.1 Actual Conditions Before Improvement
a. For energy losses that occur in the steam generating operation on coal burning stoves in Fluidized Boiler, inefficiency
and has lost energy of 4,198,650 kcal / day or equivalent to 874.7 kg of coal per day or IDR.524.831 /day.
b. For energy losses that occur in the system coal boiler blow down is not so significant per day, ie 20 573 kcal /day or 4.3
kg of coal /day or IDR. 2,572 /day.
c. From the steam distribution piping system to a unit of production process, there has been loss of energy inefficiency of
24,157,839 kcal /day or 5032.9 kg coal /day or IDR. 3,019,730 /day.
d. To lose the energy that occurred as a result of condensation, then there is loss of energy inefficiency 24,675,840 kcal /day
or 5140.8 kg coal /day or IDR. 3,084,480 /day.
e. Energy losses that occur due to the steam trap, then there is inefficiency in the energy loss of 15 713 kcal / day or 3.3 kg
coal / day or IDR. 1964 /day
f. If all the combined elements of 5 (five) aspects of the observations, then the total loss of energy per day amounted to
53,068,614 kcal /day or 11,056 kg of coal per day or IDR.6.633.577 /day.
g. When calculated per year, losses to reach 19,104,701,041 kcal / year or 3,980,146 kg of coal / year or IDR.2.388.087.630
/year.
h. With the inefficiency of the above, then after the calculation of environmental losses will occur, that is by wasting gas
emissions amounted to 510,785.410 tons CO2/year, which is a greenhouse gas-forming compounds as a cause of global
warming.
5.1.2 Actual Conditions After Improvement
a. Energy losses that occur in steam generation operations in Fluidized Boiler coal burning stoves, there was reduction of
energy loss to be 793, 914 kcal / day or equivalent to 165.4 kg of coal per day or IDR. 99,939 /day.
b. Energy losses that occur in boiler blow down system is not very significant coal per day, ie 20, 573 kcal /day or 4.3 kg of
coal /day or IDR. 2,572/day.
c. In the steam distribution piping system to a unit of production processes, to reducing loss of energy to 4,331,805 kcal /day
or 902 kg of coal / day or USD 541,476/day.
d. Energy loss that occurs as a result of condensation, then there is reduction of energy loss into 4,665,901 kcal / day or 972
kg coal /day or IDR. 583, 238/day.
e. Energy losses that occur due to the steam trap, then there is reduction of energy losses into 2,971 kcal / day or 1.0 kg of
coal /day or IDR. 371/day.
f. If all the combined elements of 5 (five) aspects of the observations, the total reduction of energy loss per day to 9,815,164
kcal /day or 2,045 kg of coal per day or Rp.1,226,895/day.
g. When being calculated per year, then the reduction of losses into 3,533,458,896 kcal / year or 736,137 kg of coal / year, or
IDR. 441,682,362/year.
h. With the improvements mentioned above, the following analysis and calculations, the loss of environment by waste gas
emissions of CO2 is reduced to 94470.95 tonnes CO2/year,
1. Value of annual savings that can be obtained after improvement:
 Total calories: 15,571,242,145 Kcal /year
 The amount of coal: 3,244,009 kg /year
 Total : IDR. 1,946,405,268
 Reduction of CO2: 416,314.46 tons CO2 /year
2. The investment cost required to improvement after the calculated amount of IDR. 32,254,342, - (cost of materials,
installation and energy).
i.
If the calculated payback period (payback period) for the improvement of investment cost is 6 days.

6. SUGGESTIONS
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Performed improvement of the system or equipment that caused inefficiency in steam generator, both of generator its self or
the system including furnace, fuel, excess oxygen, emissions of gasses, as well as from the steam distribution system to unit of
production, among others:
Selection of coal must have a high calorific value and low impurities for high combustion efficiency, good quality emissions
from flue gas, and production of steam is high.
The improvement needs to be an adjustment of oxygen excess air requirements to accelerate the combustion process, namely
by adjusting the primary air flow from the FDF.
Improvements to the isolation of the steam distribution pipe by isolating the peeling line with a diameter of each pipe.
Pipe insulation material distribution should continue to use rock wool as it can reduce high temperature.
Condensate distribution out of the pipe should be housed and fed back as boiler feed water.
Conducted dissemination of energy conservation periodically to employees who work in units of utility and production.
This research needs to be continued in the second stage to monitor the Paper industry is doing repairs.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a literature survey and discussion of lean six sigma focusing on introducing environmental aspects into its
concept. The work is part of a research project aimed at the development of lean six sigma tools to reduce the environmental
impact of manufacturing industry. Many continuous improvement models such as lean, six sigma and lean six sigma have been
proposed to improve the competitiveness of the manufacturing industry. Most recent studies of lean six sigma showed that the
integration of the lean and six sigma concepts will lead to dramatic improvements. This integration will reinforce each other
appropriately. However, most recent studies have indicated that the integration of lean six sigma concept focusses on
economic perspectives such as cost, quality and time. No research studies of lean six sigma consider or integrate
environmental perspectives in its concept. Our research suggests an environmental perspectives need to be introduced or
integrated in lean six sigma concept as a continuous improvement model to achieve the overall competitiveness of the product.
Keywords
Lean six sigma, environmental aspects, continuous improvement

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past decades global competition and environmental issues have a significant implication to the manufacturing
industry. These issues could push industry to increase the quality of product continuously and also to be concern about
environmental issue by developing environmentally friendly product. Manufacturing industries are required to eliminate the
enviromental impacts that are caused by their production processes. In order to survive and be competitive in the global
market, industries should improve the quality of their products and reduce the environmental impact at the same time. To
improve the quality and reduce the environmental impact effectively, environmental aspects should be introduced into early
stages of product development [1, 2]. Due to the requirement of environmentally friendly products, industries need the
integration of continuous improvement methodology and environmental assessment in the same framework to address
environmental aspects at every stage of product development.
Research on lean, six sigma and lean six sigma as a continuous improvement methodology have been extensively conducted,
however, most of them focus on traditional indicators such as quality, cost, time and service. Some researchers argued that lean
six sigma methodology is a powerful method in order to enhance the quality of product, eliminate variation and has a
significant result on increasing customer satisfaction. Due to the growing concern on environmental problems which are
caused by manufacturing industries and consumer demands for environmentally friendly products, manufacturing industries
are forced to increase the awareness on environmental issues by improving and optimising methods and controlling their
production processes to reduce environmental impacts. Manufacturing industries should be proactive to create the design of
environmentally friendly products [3]. Moreover, the increasing of competitiveness of manufacturing industries will force them
to take a lead in continuous quality improvement to create and manage their business processes more efficiently and
effectively.
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2. ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS: A BRIEF INTRODUCTION
Environmental aspects is an elemen of activities, products and process in industry which have interaction and effect on the
environment. Environmental assessment is needed to analyse these effect. This assessment is a process to identify, evaluate and
eliminate the significant negative impacts on the environment. Environmental impact of industry would connect with industrial
activities. These activities could relate to the production of industrial wastes include solid waste, liquid waste and gas waste.
Due to the environment consideration, environmental issues has grown significantly for manufacturers and push each
manufacturer and industry to introduce the integration of environmental aspects into their organisations to reduce the
environment impact and to be more concerned about environmental aspects [4-7]. Environmental issues also have significant
implication for environmental protection and sustainable development and will lead to create environmentally conscious design
(Eco-designs) which focuses on environmental effect and resource consumption along the product life cycle [8].
Environmental responsibility will lead to increase and improve manufacturer’s performance including process, products and
practices such as ‘waste minimisation’ and ‘zero emision’ [9]. The implementation of design for the environment in the
product development process will have a significant impact on improving environmental aspects of products and increase
product competitiveness [10].
Several studies of environmental consideration argued that the environmental aspects should be integrated to the product
development process to achieve the overall competitiveness of the new product. Giancarlo [1] in his research indicated that
environmental and quality performance should be integrated as a new business strategy to achieve environmental continuous
improvement. Other researchers pointed out that the new paradigm of operation management which focuses on cost, quality,
time, service and environmental performance has been recommended to achieve environmentally sustainable product
development [11]. Kaebernick, Kara et al [2] in their research supported that the paradigm of product development could create
a new paradigm for sustainable manufacturing that will introduce the environmental perspective at every stage of product
development processes.

3. LEAN SIX SIGMA: A LITERATURE SURVEY
The integration of both the lean concept which focuses on eliminating waste in process and the six sigma concept that focuses
on reducing defective products to increase customer satisfaction is termed the lean six sigma approach. Furterer and
Elshennawy [12] identified lean six sigma is a methodology which focuses on improving quality, decreasing variation and
eliminating waste in industry. Other researchers pointed out that lean six sigma is an effective business strategy to decrease
costs and achieve a significant inprovement in growth and profitability [13]. Most current studies on lean six sigma defined it
as a continuous improvement methodology that focuses on product and process performance [14-18].
Current studies on lean six sigma showed that the combination of two methodologies could reinforce each other perfectly and
lead to create a powerful approach to improve quality of the product and process and also reduce the time. Pepper and
Spedding [19] highlighted that lean and six sigma methodologies do not provide potential improvement when applied
independently but if implemented simultaneously, they reinforce each other appropriately. Other researchers supported that the
integration of the lean six sigma concept creates an effective methodology to improve products, process and increase customer
satisfaction [15, 18]. The integration of lean six sigma can create a dramatic improvement rather than when lean or six sigma is
used separately [20]. This integration can reduce cost, time and improve quality and organisational performance [14, 21]. Lean
six sigma will lead to synergies for quality improvement in industry and promote the combination of human and process
aspects as a part of process improvement that it will reinforce each other simultaneously [15, 22]. Furthermore, the integration
of lean and six sigma principles may have a significant result in improving the productivity and quality of providing financial
services [12].
The application and implementation of lean six sigma methodology will lead to create an effective process and satisfy the
customer needs [23]. Furthermore, the industry will have significant benefit by implementing lean six sigma as a powerful
improvement methodology in their business [24].
Recent studies of lean six sigma showed that the DMAIC (define, measure, analyse, improve and control) cycle is the useful
framework for lean six sigma implementation [14-18, 22]. Every step in the DMAIC cycle has a significant correlation with
improvement performance and each step needs to be identified clearly. The use of the DMAIC cycle based on the six sigma
methodology could systematically improve production quality and reduce cost in the manufacturing shop-floor [25]. The
application of the lean six sigma concept by using the DMAIC model could provide a dramatic improvement in the
manufacturing process [26]. The DMAIC process can be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The DMAIC process. Source: Montgomery p. 335[27]
Several studies of lean six sigma implementation will be presented below to show the techniques, tools and indicators that are
used.
Aggogeri and Mazzola [28] showed that the combination of lean six sigma could increase the performance level of a
manufacturing system. The authors implemented the DMAIC cycle for improvement. This project achieved a significant result
in reduction of costs of poor quality, increasing process cycle efficiency and also increasing process capability. They used
several tools for their research include QFD (quality function deployment), cause effect diagram, MSA (measurement system
analysis) and SMED (single minute exchange of die). Lee and Wei [21] in their research demonstrated five phases of DMAIC
to reduce the mold changing time in in-circuit testing process in a printed circuit board plant in China. They adopted several
tools include time value chart, TPM (total productive maintenance) and 5S (sort, simplify, sweep, standardise, self discipline)
in their research. The combining these methodologies would recognise key process input variables which would affect key
process output variables and has a significant result in reducing the variance of mold changing process and time. Dario et al.
[26] presented an application model of the lean six sigma DMAIC to improve manufacturing process of a plastic cup. They
used an application of 5S techniques in their research project. They identified that thickness variation of the plastic film could
affect the thermoforming process and would increase production cycle time. The implementation of this methodology also has
a significant result in reducing costs saving on raw material. Kumar et al. [14] proposed a lean sigma framework to reduce the
defect of final product in automotive accessories. They used current state map to look at the process and would help to identify
the opportunities for improvement. They used a study of gauge repeatability and reproducibility to identify the sources of
variation in the measurement system. The cause and effect diagram and design of experiment are used in their project to show
the most important process parameters that would effect on the process problems and to decide the significant process
parameters. They showed that the implementation this methodology would have a dramatic improvement in defect per unit,
process capability index and overall equipment effectiveness and also on financial savings. Nicholas and Matthew [23] showed
that the application of the DMAIC in lean six sigma approach could lead to improvement in printing company. They divided
their project into two categories, data collection and data analysis. They used several techniques and tools to support their
project such as delay studies, facility measurement, work sampling studies, time studies, man machine charts, standardized
work plans and plant layouts. The improvement from their project include minimise the labour costs, reduce the number of
product defect and improve the quality of product.

4. DISCUSSION
Lean six sigma is a poweful methodology which could eliminate waste and reduce the product defect. It could be applied in
many sectors of industry. From the review of lean six sigma methodology, the following two main issues are found:
1. The current research of lean six sigma methodology use traditional approach which focuses on four main areas of
performance such as cost, quality, time and service for their improvement, none of current studies of lean six sigma
consider on environmental perspectives.
2. The need to integrate environmental aspect into continuous improvement methodology for sustainable development.
In the growing interest of sustainable development, manufacturer have double responsibilities. Firstly, how to improve the
quality of product continuously and secondly, how to concern about environmental issue to eliminate the environmental impact
and enhance the customer satisfaction. The introduction of environmental perspectives into manufacturer could lead to reduce
the materials used, emission and the waste products also eliminate inefficiency. These improvement could achieve traditional
and environmental perspectives simultaneously. This area is promising to explore. Jeronimo de Burgos and Jose [11] proposed
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five operations objectives cost, quality, time, service and environmental performance to achieve sustainable development.
Shane [5] in his research pointed out that manufacturer could evaluate their product planning and design stage to improve the
environmental performance of their products. He also suggests that the product development process should include
environmental performance. Objective targets such as environmental impact of materials and energy efficiency can be used.
Choi et al. [10] in their research highlighted that all products contribute to the environmental problems and the need of
consideration and integration of environmental requirements in early product development.
The integration of lean six sigma which focuses on environmental aspects could be one of the key iniatiatives in manufacturing
industry. Waste in this methodology include environmental impacts that are caused by industry activities such as water
pollution, air pollution and solid waste. These wastes could be caused by ineffective of production process or the use of
materials. The lean six sigma as a product development process could combine traditional and environmental performance to
improve their quality of product, process and also meet with the environmental issue. The DMAIC cycle is a common
framework which can be used for lean six sigma implementation. This cycle would consist of five stages: define, measure,
analyse, improve and control. This methodology could lead to develop green project by combining traditional and
environmental approach include reduction environmental impact from industry. Stage define in this approach is very important
to clarify and select the lean six sigma project, scope and resources. Environmental consideration could be put as a part of lean
six sigma project. Identifying improvement indicators in define stage would consist both of traditional and environmental
indicators such as increase product quality, reduce manufacturing cost, energy usage, raw materials, solid waste and emission.
Reduction on the environmental aspects from sustainability perspectives could lead to achievement of economic and
operational benefits. The baseline of measurement in measure stage could involve environmental impacts that are produced by
production process and product. The design of product and process could consider in both of conventional and environmental
perspectives. Lean six sigma concept offers smart set of techniques and tools to support this methodology in implementation.
However, these tools focus on traditional approach that used four areas of improvement such as quality, cost, time and service.
These tools need to be integrated with other tools that consider on environmental perspectives and could be deployed on every
stage in the DMAIC cycle. Several tools that concern on environment have been developed. These tools could be put into lean
six sigma methodology to support the improvement.
Keijiro et al. [4], developed QFDE (quality function deployment for environment) that based on design for environment. This
is an effective tool to integrate conventional and environmental requirements and also would be translated into product design
characteristics. The use of this tool would help the engineer to design and create product and process that will fit with the
customer and environmental requirements. Zhang et al. [29] developed green QFD-II that is integrated with LCA (life cycle
analysis) and LCC (life cycle costing). This is an effective tool to deploy customer, environmental and cost requirements to the
product development process. One environmental technique and tool for assessing the environmental performance is LCA.
This tool can be used to identify environmental aspects and significant effects on the life cycle of a product or process. This
methodology can be used in both the design of a new product and the evaluation of an existing product. Kuo et al. [30]
presented an eco-quality function deployment (eco-QFD) in order to consider environmental concern to achieve overall
customer satisfaction. Lindahl [31] showed that E-FMEA (environmental failure mode and effect analysis) that has been
developed by the Swedish consulting agency could be applied in the product design process. The main purpose of this tool is
to identify and evaluate potential environmental impacts in order to take corrective preventive actions to eliminate the
environmental impacts.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper reviews environmental consideration in lean six sigma methodology. Environmental issue has been growing and
could encourage industry to increase the awareness on environmental issues by improving and optimising methods and
controlling their production processes to reduce environmental impacts. Although extensive research on lean six sigma has
been conducted, several gaps based on environmental problems are found. Introducing environmental aspects into lean six
sigma concept is an important issue for future research direction. This paper recommends that environmental aspects could be
integrated in lean six sigma concept for sustainable development. Lean six sigma as continuous improvement methodology and
product development process could consider in both of traditional and environmental perspectives. This approach also could
create a green lean six sigma methodology in order to achieve the overall competitiveness of product and process. This
methodology can be applied in manufacturing industry to reduce the environmental impacts of its products and business
activities. Introducing environmental aspects in the lean six sigma concept will be a key success factor to respond the customer
needs and increase customer satisfaction.
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ABSTRACT
The acceleration of product innovation becomes a pivotal competitive weapon for an organisation. Hence, the product
innovation process has evolved from one that moves sequentially through strategic planning and concept generation to
pre-technical evaluation, technical development and commercialisation into one which recognises and works with the
overlapping nature of the various phases. This research work proposes an enhanced Stage-Gate method for designing product
innovation process in a small medium enterprise. The enhanced method comprises the optimisation of idea generation and
concept development process and it has been empirically tested in an IT SME in Germany. The results are discussed to give
guidelines for an effective and efficient implementation in the industry.
Keywords

Stage-Gate Method, Product innovation, Idea database, Product portfolio management.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Innovation is regarded as one of the most influential factors bolstering global economic growth. From a company point of view,
innovation is a key to survival in the globalised market and ensuring competitive advantage, success and growth [1].
Frequently, innovation, especially in generating new products, is understood as the rejuvenation of saturated products by
utilising appropriate technologies and strategies to open new opportunities in the market [7]. This situation is the result of
shortened product life cycles brought on by rapid technology development. Each day, new technology develops, and offers new
innovations for multipurpose products [8]. Therefore, only the companies that can consistently bring new, imaginative,
value-adding products, services and value propositions to the market will survive and grow in today's rapidly changing market
environment [3, 4, 5, 6]. To sum up, being innovative is one of the keys to boost profit margins and fuel future earnings
streams.
Accordingly, innovation should be the core of a company’s business strategy. The strategy such as marketing strategies, capital
investments, manufacturing plans and research and development expenditures must be developed, built and allocated around
innovation. Based on research, one of the strategies that could be implemented is building up a strong correlation between
market performance and new product. New products capture and retain market shares, and also increase profitability in the
market. In the case of mature and established products, the sales growths do not come only from the ability to offer product
with low prices but also from a variety of non price factors such as design, customisation and quality. For a shortened life cycle
products, the ability of replacing the products frequently with better version then become a crucial issue. In addition, the
acceleration of product innovation becomes a pivotal competitive weapon. Competing in time reflects a growing pressure on
firms not just introducing new products but do so faster than competitor. The speed determines the position as the leader in the
market and opens up the window of opportunity.
Past research has examined the product innovation process and identified the steps to be carried out in an organisation,
documented the impact of each step on product innovation development, and assessed the role of models in supporting and
improving the process [3]. Empirical investigations have also identified factors that underlie product innovation success and
stress the need for developing tools and procedures that serve to better direct the product innovation process [2, 3, 10].
Moreover, enhancement of ideation capacity and the utilisation of different methods for handling innovation opportunities has
become of paramount importance [10]. Highly structured methods for managing the product innovation process have emerged
over the past decade.
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Aiming to give the company a guideline to perform the right tasks in achieving an innovative product and process, there should
be an enhanced and comprehensive innovation management system in the company. This system will define the requirements
that should be fulfilled to build up an innovative organisation such as the appropriate organisation culture and structure,
systemised tasks from generating the innovative idea, idea screening, idea selection, making decision which implementation to
develop, development, testing and validation, decision to launch, launching and finally the after launch analysis, and giving the
right direction to achieve the objectives in each phase and overall objectives.
One of the well known methods used by several successful companies such as 3M, Procter and Gamble, Pfizer, and Hewlett
Packard is The Stage-gate Process. This Stage-gate Process was initiated by Robert G. Cooper [3] and enhanced by several
companies; those have adopted the model into their new product development process. The feedbacks from the adopters have
transformed the Stage-gate process into a constantly evolving process. It has become faster and streamlined. Basically, the
stage-gate approach summarise the way to generate innovative product, and giving details for each phase to support the
achievement of an innovative product and the continuity to generating it. Although there are a lot of companies that have
adopted the Stage-gate approach successfully, still there are some companies those failed in adopting this process to generate a
new innovative product. There are several research have been conducted and focused on the critical issues in Stage-gate
implementation which should be preconceived to make the stage-gate approach works properly and achieve the desired results.
Although based on the same concept, each case of Stage-gate implementation is unique, and needs customisation from the
company side based on their own requirements.

2.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this work is to design a comprehensive innovation management system, which giving the guidelines to the
SMEs in generating a new innovative product from the idea generation and selection until the post launching phase. This
research proposes the adoption of Stage-gate approach and detail tasks that should be performed within the stage and concludes
the critical points that should be managed in order to build up an innovative process and finally generating the innovative
products. Several literatures collected, compared and mapped on the requirements to support the development of the
Stage-Gate model. It also refers to diverse case studies from several companies which have adopted the Stage-Gate approach,
in order to find out the most appropriate solution and design for a comprehensive innovation management system to be
implemented in a SME. This SME Stage-Gate model has been empirically tested in an IT SME in Germany.

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Designing Stage-Gate Process

Currently, the innovation process at X AG only based on the technology competencies which are offered by development team
with an enhancement from marketing point of view. Due to the tight competition in IT industry, being innovative for X AG is a
compulsory demand that should be fulfilled. Referring to its vision, being the big three in voice portal business, a generation of
systematic new product development becomes compulsory requirements in order to generate a high quality and innovative
product. A Stage-Gate Process at X AG will be customized according to its needs. Figure 1 shows the proposal of Stage-Gate
Model to be implemented at X AG.

Discovery
Discovery
Stage

Gate 1

Stage 1

First
Idea
Idea
Screen

Preliminary
Preliminary
Investigation
Investigation

Voice of Customer
Mind Mapping
Group Brainstorming
Creativity Award

Gate 2
Second
Second
Idea
Screen

Stage 2

Gate 3

Decision
Detailed
Detailed
to
Investigation Develop
Investigation

Stage 3

Gate 4

Stage 4

Gate 5

Development

Decision
to
Test

Testing
and
Validation

Decision
to
Launch

Portfolio Management
Customer feedback
Idea Database
Competitor’s Product roadmap
Shortening
Define market
E-advertising
development
and technical
Direct marketing
time
characteristics
Target costing
Internet competitive
analysis

Field trials
Ecommerce
test market

Stage 5
Post
Launching Launching
Review
Implementing Financial
Marketing
Analysis
Plan

Figure 1. Stage-gate Model at X AG [3]
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3.2. Implementation
Despite of its competence in voice portal technology with the core product V/3 and Soft TEL, X AG would like to emphasise its
application components with the purpose to increase the company market share and attractiveness. That is why the broadened
application will be the focus of new product development process in X AG. The aim is to create a product added value through its
compatibility and quality. Based on this need, the Stage-Gate Process here will be focusing on the selection, development and
realisation process of several ideas into several application components.

3.2.1. Early Phase: Discovery to Development
The early phases in Stage-gate process are crucial and determine the success of new product developed. As seen on Figure 2, it
covers the idea discovery stages, idea screen, investigation and the decision to develop the product. Underneath could also be
seen the proposed tasks that could be performed in the related stages.

Discovery
Discovery
Stage

First
Idea
Idea
Screen

Voice of Customer
Mind Mapping
Group Brainstorming
Creativity Award

Preliminary
Preliminary
Investigation
Investigation

Idea Database
Define market
and technical
characteristics
Internet competitive
analysis

Second
Second
Idea
Screen

Decision
Detailed
Detailed
to
Investigation Develop
Investigation

Portfolio Management
Competitor’s Product roadmap
E-advertising
Direct marketing
Target costing

Figure 2. Early Phase: Idea Discovery to Development [3]

Idea discovery could be done through several methods such as brainstorming, method 6-3-5, mind mapping, value innovation,
TRIZ, check list and even write down the ideas that may come up from each employee on his day to day tasks. In general,
there are two proposed method that X AG could perform. First, from outside the company, X AG should consider to implement
the Voice of Customer research. This research involves the customer to define their needs and wants and even brilliant new
ideas to be developed as a new killer application. The lead users, who are the expert from the customer side, should be
interviewed to discover the hidden customers needs and desires.
On the other side, in the company itself, the combination between Mind Mapping Method and Brainstorming Method could be
the most suitable method to be implemented. First, each employee will be asked by Process promoter to map out the ideas that
may come out from important characteristics in human life such as mobile, entertaining, convenient, and so forth. The ideas
those generated then screened by each contributor and only the most proper ideas will be saved into a database like Microsoft
Access.
In this database all the ideas that come from outside and inside the company could be updated weekly by the entire employee
and by the end of the month, the process promoter will review the ideas that saved and bring them to the Brainstorming
Meeting which will be done periodically (ideally once a month). Brainstorming process holds an important role here, because
the combination from several ideas or even generation of new ideas from the existing idea could be done effectively.
Combination of creativity will cultivate an outstanding performance. And as recognition of the good achievement, every ideas
that comes up as the big 5 ideas will receive an award from the company in form of incentives or the opportunity to get a
promotion.
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Voice of Customer

Figure 3. Clarity’s proposed Idea Generation and Selection Tasks [9]

After completing the idea generation and screening stage as seen in

, then whole selected ideas which saved in an idea database which will go through the rating process which acts as
prerequisites of portfolio management process. The next step after having the idea database is assessing the ideas that stored in
this database. Portfolio management is used to assess all the suitable ideas based on several criteria. X AG gives the certain
weight to its portfolio calculation based on its needs. The Product Portfolio analysis is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Product Portfolio Analysis [9]

As seen in Figure 4, X AG considers the market and user benefits as the company value and technology effort replaces the
function of probability of success. Firstly, the technology effort in generating the product will be calculated based on the
number of dialog states, perplexity of the grammar, modelling adjusts and the need of customisation for each product generated.
Then, the company value could be determined from the market size, market traffic, number and size of competitors, pay per
use of the product by end user and benefits that offered to the end user. This technology effort and company value then used as
the axes metrics in portfolio analysis.
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Based on the results from portfolio analysis then the decision about which ideas will be realised could be taken. The most
profitable options with high probability of success will be the most attractive solution for the company. Otherwise, the
company still can realise the other options with different management or saved them in database with remarks for realisation.
Since, the database will be reviewed periodically, it is still possible to realise the unprofitable or probable unsuccessful options
later with other condition and situation.

After deciding the projects that will be taken, all of the company components should commit to work together to realise the
project. Each project should be well planned and the tasks of each team member should also already determine before starting
to development phase. The best output comes from the input and the value added chain through. Thus, the suitable project
planning is crucial in achieving product success. In Figure 5 could be seen the overview and summary of tasks performed in
proposed new product project plan. These proposals are made based on the current size of the company and its readiness in
launching the whole integrated Stage-gate process.

Figure 5. Sample of Clarity’s New Product Project Plan [9]

3.2.2. On to Development, Testing and Validation
After deciding to go to development then the development should start working to build up the new product. The development
covers the designing, prototyping, testing and validating the product. During the development phase, the customer feedback
should be still considered due to the possibility of design change. In order to avoid the possibilities of technical failures after the
launch, then the customer test also should be done in the development phase. After all the development process is finished then
the process will go on to the final and total validation of the entire project, the commercial product, its production and its
marketing. The field trials and e-commerce test market are the most appropriate tasks that X AG could adapt to its products. In
the field trials, a product is then over handed to the designated customer to be used and a debriefing session also should be
undertaken. And then the question to discover customer preferences, product’s strength and weaknesses and suggestions for
improvement also should be reviewed. The e-commerce test market normally performed by IT companies based on the reasons
that they could launch their prototype direct on their website. From this beta-test then the customer could give the feedback or
also the company could track the segmentation of users and what are the purpose of using the product.

3.2.3. Launching and Post Launching Review
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The final stages of Stage-Gate process cover the launching decision, which should be supported by implementing the market
launch plan. A strong e-advertisement, direct marketing , product positioning as early follower and price strategy based on target
costing seems to be the most suitable strategy for X AG products. E-advertisement supports the communication strategy as a
push strategy for the new customer who does not know yet about Clarity. The advertisement could be put on search engine portal,
the IT magazines and journal portal and even on the customer or partner website. Direct marketing would also be an effective
way to promote about Clarity and its products.
For product positioning strategy, as a small-medium sized company it would be better for Clarity to take the early follower
strategy. It should observe the trends in the market and keep up to date abut the innovative issue within the company or from the
market, and technology development in research institutes and universities.
The most suitable pricing strategy for Clarity products is by using the target costing methods with connects the allowable cost
Stage
Discovery

Possible Tasks
Brainstorming, Method 6-3-5, Mind mapping, Value
Innovation, TRIZ, Check lists

Preliminary Investigation

Set up idea database
Market and technical analysis
Competitive analysis

Detailed Investigation

Portfolio Management, Scoring Models, Economic
Models

Development

Customer feedback, shortening development time

Proposed Tasks
Voice of Customer
Mind Mapping combined with Group
Brainstorming
Collecting Ideas into database
Define market and technical
characteristics,
General competitive analysis such as
number and size of competitors through
the internet
Portfolio Management, Constructing
competitor’s products roadmap
Trade show visit
Define marketing planning for selected
product: e-advertising, direct marketing
(cooperate with partners), target costing
strategy.
Partnering and outsourcing
Customer feedback, shortening

from market view and drifting cost from development cost. At the end, development would work as efficient as possible to meet
the target cost that allowable from the market view. Finally after setting all the marketing components properly, then the product
could be launched and then after launching the company still have to measure the product performance by using financial
performance such as ROI, NPV, IRR and other Profitability Ratios. The summary of proposed Clarity’s Stage Gate Tasks could
be seen in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of X AG Stage-Gate Tasks [9]
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Testing and Validation
Launching
Post Launching review

Field trials, e-commerce test market
Implementing Marketing Launch Plan (Marketing
Mix)
Profitability Analysis

development time
Field trials, e-commerce test market
Implementing Marketing Launch Plan
Profitability Analysis
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4.

CONCLUSION
There are several critical factors that should be built in the implementation plan of stage-Gate Model. The first thing to be
done is to design a reliable Stage-Gate Process. It is a foundation for achieving a sustainable product innovation process.
There is a wealth of excellent information generated on the stage-gate process. After defining the reliable stage-gate
process, there should be sufficient and appropriate resources with a defined roles and responsibilities. Recognising that
implementing stage-gate is usually a significant cultural adjustment for organisation, there are many people at many
levels with defined role and responsibilities involved to give their contribution in generating innovative products through
stage-gate process. Not only the resources that run the process will be needed but also from the top, visible and
meaningful leadership from the management should also be there. It is a concise requirement regarding that without the
management appreciation and thorough understanding about the current position and the planned forward steps with
stage-gate process, the process will take no influence at all. After having the support from all of the company components,
a strategic implementation approach which requires the participation integration from all company components should be
ensured. This strategy means that the company should be ready for change and consequent in implementing the change.
The integration of all company components in implementing the stage-gate process should also be supported by an
effective communication plan. A master communication plan such as newsletter, email and meetings should not only
inform and educate but also generate excitement and maintain momentum throughout the life of the project by
demonstrating the importance of the initiatives. After planning the steps to implement the changes, the company should
understand the impact on its culture and systems. In addition, it should perform an effective change management which
acknowledge and reward those people who has given their support and contribution to the new Stage-gate process. Finally,
the performance of Stage-gate process should be measured to track the effectiveness of tasks that performed. The focus of
performance analysis should be the financial KPI such as ROI, NPV, IRR, and so forth.
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ABSTRACT
XYZ Inc. is corporation that produced is Slab Steel at Slab Steel Plant I. The problem at this factory is machine down time. The
purpose of this research is to decrease down time to improve reliability and availability by Reliability Centered Maintenance
(CRM) method. Data were collected by observation in the shop floor and interviewed with maintenance department. Data
distribution was tested correctly to determine Mean Time To Failure (MTTF), reliability, and availability. The policy of
maintenance is acquired by Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA), Information Work Sheet dan Decision
Work Sheet. The result is Continuous Casting Machine (CCM) as critical machine with down time is 26705 minutes. Main
component that caused down time with CCM is switch gear and down time is 18770 minutes. MTTF is 17013.59 minutes.
Interval between improvements for machines is 10.69 hours. The reliability of maintenance machine is 99.99 % and
availability is 96.36 %. The maintenance policy of CCM is scheduled restoration task. With RCM, critical machine component
can be obtained. Also, reliability and availability can be improved.
Keywords
RCM, MTTF, reliability, availability

1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of reliability is coming up because factor of mechanical wearing out, age and electronic resistance, component of
equipment, and another factor from environment [4]. Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) is a technique that used to
develope preventive maintenance [2]. This matter is referring to principal that reliability is function of design and quality to
form effective preventive maintenance [1]. Also this planning include spare parts which have been predicted and recommended
[7]. Reliability is defined as system probability will have performance appropriate with function that is required at fixed time
period [6] Another definition, reliability is probability a system can function as normal when it is used for the time period at
condition of specific operation [5].
This research is developed from research as in [3) and [10]. Reference [3] shows implementation RCM at M.Clutch Billet Steel
Plant is function of component for up-down electrode mastil to melt liquid steel and function of failure is Furnace cannot
operate so production process is stop. Whereas, reference [10] shows designing of machine maintenance with RCM at
connection and generator unit that turbine-generator machine is critical machine with the biggest component down time is
bearing. The maintenance objective of turbine generator machine for bearing is scheduled on-condition task, periodical
controlling, and roll greasing based on the interval of component life time.
Slab Steel Plant I XYZ Inc. is corporation that produced is Slab Steel. The problem at Slab Steel Plant I is downtime at
production department and management want to implement RCM for improving and keeping reliability and availability. RCM
is hoped to appear a framework based on condition information for planning that is efficient, applicable, and able as the best
choice at adjustment or development optimum maintenance model [8]. This research proposes to determine critical component
and machine at Slab Steel Plant I XYZ Inc., then determine the maintenance objective based on RCM.
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2. RESEARCH METHOD
This research use Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) method. The first is collect data by observation at shop floor and
interview in the maintenance control and operation department. Data of failure is used to determine critical component and
machine, then determine the maintenance objective use RCM II. Data distribution was tested correctly to determine Mean
Time to Failure (MTTF), Mean Time to Repair (MTTR), reliability, and availability. The policy of maintenance is acquired by
Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA), Information Work Sheet dan Decision Work Sheet. Steps of research
can be shown below as completely.

Start

Last research

Problem identified

Study of literature and field

Purpose of research

Data collection by observation
and interview : production
activity and machines

A
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A

Determination of critical
machine

Determination critical component by
pareto chart

Determination maintenance objective
use RCM II

Calculation time between failures (TTF)

Calculation of time to repair (TTR)

Calculation Index of Fit (IoF), use
weibull, normal, exponential and
log normal distribution

Calculation Index of Fit (IoF), use
weibull, normal, exponential and
log normal distribution

Select Index of Fit with
the big value

Select Index of Fit with
the big value

Test Index of Fit selected with
Goodness of Fit

Accept
distribution,H
o

Select Index of Fit with the big
value

Accept
distribution,H
o

No

Yes

No

Yes

Calculation parameter with
Maximum Likehood Estimator

Calculation parameter with
Maximum Likehood Estimator

Calculation repair interval

Calculation
Availability value

Calculation
Reliability value

Analysis

Conclusion and recomendation

Finish

Figure 1: Outline of problem solving
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3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Critical Component and Machine
Data down time total of machine during year 2009 is shown below:

No

Table 1. Total Down Time of SSP (Slab Steel Plant) I Year 2009
Down Time
(minutes)
Equipment
Frequency

1

LF (Ladle Furnace) 2

761

10

2

LF (Ladle Furnace) I

2610

9

3

EAF (Electric Arc Furnace) 5

8585

92

4

EAF (Electric Arc Furnace) 8
CCM (Continues Casting
Machine)

13789

113

26705

27

5

Figure 2. Pareto Chart of SSP Down Time at January-Desember 2009
Critical machine is machine that has the biggest down time [9]. From pareto chart is showed that CCM (Continuous Casting
Machine) is the biggest Down Time as 26705 minutes, so CCM is determined as critical machine. Whereas main component
that caused down time with CCM is switch gear and down time is 18770 minutes. It’s happend because switch gear is center of
controlling electric current, so if the breaker is trip then CCM will stop and down time is happened.
Table 2. Classification of Continous Casting Machine (CCM)Part Year 2009
Down Time
No
Equipment
(minute)
Frequency
1

Slide Gate

47

2

2

DBH

50

1

3

General

165

4

4

Secondary C W

213

1

5

Tundish Car

335

1

6

Roll Table

633

4

7

Control System

692

3

8

Cutting Machine

1932

5

9

Segment

3868

4

10

Switch Gear

18770

2

Total

26705

27
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Figure 3. Pareto Chart of CCM SSP I Down Time Year 2009
3.2
3.2.1

The Maintenance Objective Based on Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) II
Making Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) for CCM Slab Steel Plant I

Making FMECA is used to analyze function failure, failure effect and cause of failure. Also FMECA is used to make
information worksheet. With FMECA, we can get RPN (Risk Priority Number) value by multiply Severity (S), Probability (P)
and Detection (D).
Table 3. Diagram of Failure Mode Effects And Criticality Analysis (FMECA)
No
1

3.2.2

Component
Switch Gear

Function Failure
breaker trip

Failure Effect

break down
Cannot operate

Cause Of Failure
Cable current over
capacity or short
current
Cable was burned

S

P

D

RPN

TOTAL

10
10

8
8

7
7

560
560

1120

Making Information Worksheet Slab Steel Plant I

RCM Information Worksheet is used to record asset functions that is checked and to arrange list of function failures, failure
modes, and failure effects.
Table 4. RCM II Information Worksheet of Slab Steel Plant I
RCM II INFORMATION
WORKSHEET
SLAB STEEL PLANT
FUNCTION

1

Power supply for
moving and
controlling machine

CONTINUOUS CASTING MACHINE
Switch Gear

SLAB STEEL
PLANT

Facilitator:

Date:

Auditor:

Date:

FUNCTIONAL FAILURE

FAILURE MODE

FAILURE EFFECT

(Loss of Function)

(Cause of Failure)

(What happens when it fails)

A

1

Cable current over
capacity or short
current

break down

2

Cable was burned

machine cannot operate

breaker trip

3.2.3 Making Decision Worksheet Slab Steel Plant I
Decision Worksheet describe how that worksheet is used to record answer from questions at the decision chart.
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Table 5. RCM Decision Worksheet of Continuous Casting Machine

RCM II
DECISION
WORKSHEET
SLAB STEEL
DIVISION

CONTINUOUS CASTING MACHINE

Information
reference

Consequence
evaluation

F

FF

FM

H

S

1

A

1

Y

1

A

2

Y

E

O

H1

H2

H3

S1

S2

S3

O1

O2

O3

N1

N2

Y

T

Y

Y

T

Y

N3

Unit or
Item No:

Facilitator:

Date:

Sheet No:

Unit or
Compone
nt No:

Auditor:

Date:

Of

Initial
interval

Can be
done by

2 weeks

electric
technician

2 weeks

electric
technician

Default action

H4

H5

Proposed Task

S5
Scheduled restoration
task, preventive
periodically
Scheduled restoration
task, preventive
periodically

3.3 Designing Maintenance Based on Reliability Centered Maintenance II
3.3.1 Determine Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) dan Mean Time To Repair (MTTR)
Determine parameter value in each distribution that is selected; use Maksimum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) method.
Calculation with Maksimum Likelihood Estimator, we can get value more accurate and describe optimum condition for each
failure.
MTTF value is average value from data distribution for each time distribution between failures. Usually, this value near to
interval data of failure time. MTTF shows average time between one failure with the next failure. Whereas MTTR value is
average time of repair. From calculation Maximum Likelihood Estimator, acquired as follow:

1

Table 6. Calculation MTTF with Maximum Likelihood Estimator
Distribution
Parameter
Interval
Calculation
 =5,287526292
Lognormal
MTTR
641,2819635 minutes

2

Exponential

No

 =5,87765 x 10-5

MTTF

17013,59259 minutes

By data processing, we can get MTTR as 641.2819635 minutes or 10.69 hours and MTTF as 17013.59259 minutes or 238.560
hours. So, when machine almost operate until 238.560 hours, it was done controlling, maintenance, and treatment of machine
before it makes down time. Whereas interval time to repair the machine is average 10.69 hours.
3.3.2 Calculation Reliability and Availability at CCM
Based on calculation MLE, we can get data as follow:
 = 5,87765 x 10-5
MTTF = t = 17013,59259
MTTR = 641,2819635
Formula reliability dan availability based on distribution that is selected (exponential distribution) as follow:
Reliability : R(t) = e
Availability = A =

 t

nT < t < (n+1)T

MTTF
MTTF  MTTR

(1)
(2)

Result of reliability and availability at CCM is:
R(t) = e
A=

 t

= e

5,87765x 10-5 x17013,5925
9

= 0.999999997

17013,5925
MTTF
=
= 0.963676776
MTTF  MTTR 17013,5925  641,2819
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We can get reliability at CCM as 99.99%; it means CCM can operate appropriate function that we want, during period year
2009 with operation condition that is determined. Whereas availability as 96.36%, it shows CCM have probability available to
perform function in time period at operation condition as 96.36%.

4. CONCLUSION
Continuous Casting Machine (CCM) is critical machine with down time as 26705 minutes. Whereas component that cause the
biggest down time at CCM is switch gear, with 18770 minutes. The objective of CCM maintenance based on Reliability
Centered Maintenance (RCM) is scheduled restoration task. Reliability of CCM as 99.99% and availability as 96.36%. MTTF
(Mean Time To Failure) as 17013.59 minute or 238.560 hours. It means, was done controlling, maintenance, and treatment the
machine before it’s running at 238.560 hours. Whereas MTTR (Mean Time To Repair) is 10.69 hours.
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ABSTRACTS

Palm oil industry where normally is operating in the remote area, where the facilities: road and its infrastructures are limited
to its quality and quantity. Fleet management, especially the preventive maintenance is a very critical part to this business’
profitability. With its typical natural product FFB (Fresh fruit bunch), CPO (Crude Palm Oil) and its derivates, timing is one
of an important variable to consider ensuring the quality of products. It is argued that transport management is a complex
system in the business. This paper proposes an insight for developing preventive management using system dynamics
approach.
Key words
Palm oil industry, preventive maintenance, Systems Dynamics, simulation

1. INTRODUCTION
The role of palm oil business in Indonesia can be seen from the arable land availability use for. In year 2003, private sector
own 52.78% from the total arable land for palm oil; government (PTPN) and community (smaller holder) are 12.33% and
34.89% respectively. In the future the role of private will be much higher as the raising level of competitiveness [Panduan
lengkap Kelapa Sawit. Penebar Swadaya, Jakarta.2008].Since 2007, non-oil export, CPO export was the highest contributor to
the Indonesian economy. In period of Jan-May 2008, its export was US 7.1 Billion or 16% of non-oil export. Further, since
2007 Indonesia was the top production country in the world leading Malaysia. Indonesia produce of 19.2 million/year, surpass
Malaysian’s production of 15.9 million/year (Kompas, 2009). Export in the 1st semester in 2009 was 1.1-1.12 million/month,
dan in average the increment was 100.000 ton per onth within the 2nd semester of 2009.
Supply chain play critical role and is the competitive advantage for the industry (Banomyong, Ruth;, 2010) (Ruth, 2010)
[Roekel,et all,2002;Banomyong,2010;FAO report,2007].The main basic supply chain activities in palm oil are: the movement
of FFB (fresh fruit bunch) into mill, CPO (Crude Palm Oil) and its derivates from estate to mill, mills to bulking storage, from
bulking storage to refinery and from refinery to customer; being an edible or non-edible oil, for local or export. All these
activities requires high certainty in fleet management: reliability,availability of the vehicle as well as the labor to ensure
product, in the right time to move in and out , to its origin or destination. The are three basic components in consideration :
cost,quality and safety. The three brings this paper into its importance, to share it for business and scholar.
Reliable transport would be a competitive advantage in terms of cost,quality and safety. Timing is an important part of fleet
management.The harvesting time, transport time of FFB right after the harvesting time to mill, time to transport CPO and its
derivatives to Bulking (buffer storage for refinery) are the critical mask to ensure the quality of the product. The best time to
transport FFB since its 1st harvesting time should not more than 24 hours, otherwise the quality of FFB-further its CPO would
be deteriorated. All FFB which are laying around without immediate processing in mill would end to high free fatty acid. To
prevent CPO from high fatty acid (hfa), all the FFB have to proceed in mill at most within 8 hours since it harvesting time.
[Fisika UNRI, 2008]. This similar to CPO and its derivatives. They require immediate transport otherwise quality become an
issue-price level relate to its quality.Proper handling while transport of FFB,CPO and its derivative from its origin (estate,
mills) to destinations (mills, bulking storage) would increase the product safety since the very beginning of process.
Number of quantity FFB produced by the palm tree individually would increase by time. The 1st harvesting time is 36 month
since its 1st planting. The number of FFB would continuoslly increase for about 15 years from 1st planting. The production
would decrease gradually up to 30 years. This number of quantity produced is also depended on the estate management. In its
growing stage water supply and fertilizer management is critical. Lack of fertilizer would affect to the harvesting for the long
run period. Number of FFB produced would far below normal. Another significant effect is lack of water which is normally
supplied by pond in the plantation area. This reserved water source from raining which is depend on the climate condition. It is
mostly experienced that in rainy season the number of FFB produced in harvesting time far above FFB produced in dry season.
Interelation and interdependency among climate,geography, plantation management,infrastructures, with FFB produced in
determining the number of fleet to serve the operation is complex problem.
It is argued that the fleet management system in the industry is complex system. Its complexity is not only to the number of
agents involved in the system [Sterman,2000], though in this case, the number of the decision maker (agents) would contribute
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significantly to its complexity,mental model,bounded rationality, especially when come to the decision making. The nature of
production, which extremely affected by the climate conditions, makes it hard to predict the harvesting production given that
the management of plantation is properly done. The climate and geography and its interrelationship, the global warming
effects, are very uncertain components to predict the production. The remote operation with poor infrastructure doesn’t give
support to the proper maintenance. The road and hilly sorounding make another difficulty for fleet to transport good. Its even
damage fleet easily. The nature of FFB,CPO and its derivative which are very fragile to the environment conditions make the
product quality deteriorate easliy without proper handling. Those interdependencies and interalationships among the factors
form complex problem-complex system. The decision taking in one part without knowing thorough (holistics) understanding
of the others would end to policy resistance [Sterman,2000].It is the clear that the transportation management,i.e fleet
management plays an important role in determining quality and safety leadership in the industry, to reach business
sustainability.

2. OBJECTIVE OF THE PAPER
If sustainability is the life then competitive advantage is the fresh blood to keep on flowing for the business surviving. As has
been discussed above, the role of transport in the industry play an important role to move up all the business operations: from
harvesting, FFB processing, CPO processes up to the selling end products to customer. Without reliable transport management
will face a very challenge in terms of profitability. Proper transport management i.e. good fleet management is determined by
good preventive maintenance. As it is argued, fleet management in this industry is complex system, where we have difficulty
to predict the result of interactions among the factors in the system through analytical approach. We propose a new way of
looking into more holistic approach, thinkING deeper and thorough, more productive way of how to improve the way a system
works.

3. METHODOLOGY
This study mostly is combination empirical works and literature study on the field of study. The present studies on the
maintenance and SD applied to fleet maintenance along with work experiences in one Conglomerate Corporation. Study was
conducting in one company in Sumatera. When the study was conducted, the transportation services in the corporation is
served by one business unit, a company whose has its own independent P&L. This business unit serves the entire group in the
corporation. In this study worldview; we will have both key elements: system and thinking. The two (Sterman, 2000) elements
are the foundations for approaching the issue. Effective systems thinking also requires good scientific reasoning skills such as
the ability to use a wide range of qualitative and quantitative data, and familiarity with domain-specific knowledge of the
systems under study [Sweeney, Sterman,2000]. In this study focus will give to the causal relationship among the factors creates
the complexity. Causal loop diagram will be using the tools.

4. LITERATURE REVIEWS
From manufacturing perspective, preventive maintenance is several of actions being taken in such that machines working to
what it is required to do so. [Coder, 1992, p 1]. In this sense servicing and inspection activity are partly considered as
preventive maintenance as it is done to ensure the machines or system is able to function as it is presumed to have.
Maintenance is complex system as its interdependency and interrelatedness with other business function, i.e. production.
Maintenance could be in conflict with each other.
In broad perspective, maintenance ensures the flows of products from upstream to downstream: inbound, production,
outbound. Operations effectiveness, in this case productivity and efficiency, are affected by the firm’s maintenance program.
The main objective of maintenance management hence is to reduce the adverse effects of breakdown and maximize the facility
availability at a minimum cost [Lofsen, 1999].
The idea of system dynamics (SD) originally known in industrial dynamics, can be attributed to Jay Forrester at MIT. He
developed a theory of information feedback and control as a means evaluating business and other organizational and social
context. This also involve developing an analytical modeling methodology [Flood,et all,1991].The main idea behind the SD
methodology was the people who involve in problem solving-making decision. People literally think in the event-oriented.
They think that every event has a cause, which in turn is an effect of some still earlier cause [Sterman, 2000]. People indeed
are not able to understand complex problem. People have limitation to absorb all that information. People have bounded
rationality [Simon, 1957]. Distortions in memory impose important bounds on rationality. When people making decision they
tend to use their own world of view in the decision making process. This world of view is called mental model. The
incompleteness of mental model in understanding the problem, making them taking the incomplete decision (policy), and get
rejected in its implementation stage (policy resistance).
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According to SD methodology, when we do action there would be reaction accordingly, feedback. SD is the relationship
between feedback processes operating at the deep structural level that give rise to system behavior at the surface level
[Jackson, 2009]. In this way of seeing, in every event there is a closed loop forms, action-reaction closed loop. The number of
loop determine its level of complexity-the more the higher its complexity. That loops form a particular diagram so called
causal loop diagram (CLD). The structure of SD methodology is exhibited by causal loop diagram. This diagram captures the
major feedback mechanism [Georgiadis, et all, 2004].
We may know all the variables involve in the problem with its interrelation and interdependency, but we can’t determine
mentally the properties of problem which may occur during the interactions. That hidden problem’s property is called the
behavior. That the behavior to understand. This behavior is determined by the causal loop diagram. Causal diagram play two
important roles in SD. First, during model development, they serve as preliminary sketches of causal hypothesis and secondly,
they can simplify the representation of a model. [Georgiadis, 2004]. As people have limited capability to see complex
problems, we need a support of computer to see this hidden property, for us-to see the behavior of interactions involved
variables. We need a model for this purpose.
Modeling in SD is how we capture the problem into its flows and stock diagram. By repetition, computer simulation, we see
the interactions behavior and try to understand the interactions. Flows and stocks are the main component beside delay and
feedback in SD model. The building block: flows, stocks, feedback and delays build the flow-stock diagram (FSD). These
build the structure of the model. The behavior of decisions systems (problem) arises from its structure [Sterman,2000].

5. MODEL BUILDING
For the reason of repetition in the writing, we use ’DEV’ to refer to CPO derivates products: productd produced from CPO. In
the following sections will discuss profitability of the industry. From that profitability model paper will go deeper into stages
of:harvesting model,FFB processing model, how transportation play its importance determining the FFB,CPO,DEV quality
and safety as competitive advantage for the industry.What are factors, their interilationships and interdependences building the
dynamics of the wholeness of the system to consider for decision making.

6. CAUSAL LOOP DIAGRAM OF MODEL
As it is said there are three things to be competitive in the industry: product quality,safety and cost. Profitability is determined
by the revenue and its cost incurred. This revenue depends on the produced FFB,CPO and DEV as indegenous factors. To
ensure the quality of produced FFB it is required that the FFB be delivered on time to the mill as quick as possible. It needs
proper management in fleet :its fleet availability and reliability. Same requirement goes to mills production ensuring CPO be
delivered timely to bulking storage before it get sold to the customer or further processing results on DEV. In another words
there is strong relationship between fleet capacity, FFB production capacity and mill production capacity, as shown in figure 1.
The R loop shows that the more the produced FFB,CPO and DEV the more the fleet requirement.Whilst the delivery quality
for both FFB, CPO and DEV requires supporting corporation profitability.
CPO&DEV
Delivery quality
Fleet Capacity
+
FFB
Production
capacity

+

R1

+

Produced
CPO&DEV
+
R2

Produced
FFB
+

+

FGB Delivery
quality

Saleble
+ CPO&DEV

+

CPO&DEV
production cost
+

Mills
Capacity
+

B2
-

B1
FFB production
cost

-

+
Revenue
+
Profit

+

Figure 1 : Fleet,Production capacity causal loop diagram
From BU point of view,profitability depends on the frquency of service provided,the higher the better. That frequency again
relate to the fleet availability i,e. The management of maintenance (preventive maintenance). As it shows the fleet capacity in
general related to the fleet renewal program owned by the BU to maintain their fleet age average. The higher the fleet age
average the high the failure rate of the fleet. Tha’s why important to have proper fleet renewal program.
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Figure 2:BU profitability causal loop diagram
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Further depends on the geography and the climate condition. The more FFB,CPO and DEV are produced the more the fleet
capacity requires. In some periods of time within the year, the production level is far higher than the others period. That is due
to rain fall level in the period and geography. Different geography has different rain fall level. In that particular period seems
the business unit (BU) require more fleet capacity than the other period.Lack of fleet capacity would reduce the corporation
profitability due to restan1 fruits: the good quality of produced FFB become less. The less the produced FFB the less the
produced CPO and DEV, assuming no external supplies are allowed. That seasonally demand face the challenge if the
management have to do new investment for new capacity. Again new invesment for new fleets takes some times, it is delayed
somehow. Indeed, even more challenge, the road condition in that particular period create another difficulty for the fleet
operations. Hilly road as well as muddy, and flooding will be challenges for increasing the fleet break down. The fleet break
down level jump up for high reduction in availability for fleet capacity. That high break-down in fleet would face two
problems:high operational cost and low service level, the two reduce BU’s profitability at the end would reduce consolidated
profitability in corporate level. High operational cost caused by huge cost for repair of break down and cost increase due to low
productivity (fixed cost for labor and fleet). Low service level caused by the low volume of FFB,CPO and DEV that the BU
can be delivered.
that particular periods and build low service level for the BU since business unit could not bring FFB, or CPO from estate or
bulking storage for furtherThe more FFB,CPO and its derivative are produced the more the fleet capacity requires. The cost
would follow accordingly in f selling.orm of variable and fixed cost, for operational and investment. The level of quality and
safety embed in the service management provided by the company in delivering the TBS to mills; CPO from mills to bulking

1

Restan is local terminology used to refer to those harvested fruits stayed around more than 24 hours since its harvesting time.
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storage; and CPO derivative to customer. The better the service management the higher the quality and safety.The service
management level is determined by fleet availability, i.e fleet mainten

7. CONCLUSION
There is big dilemma facing by the transport management in the industry, internal (indegenous) and external(exogenous): the
overload truck which cause damage and poor infrastructure and the poor infrstructure that make transport manager load the
truck more than road capacity to get its economic of scale. This is know as reinforcing loop in the system dynamics
methodology.It is that naturally and typically oil palm industry is operating in the rural area, where the infrastructures, the
support for doing transportation are very minimum. The road conditions where the fleets are going and coming for doing the
transportation, are not supporting for this activities. It is not a surprise in this activities where a truck is trapped in muddy, can’t
do anything except waiting for help to get out from the muddy. Or truck is just stopped in the middle on the road due to
problem in its tire, mechanical issue and other issue which are due to improper maintenance. To develop the road is costly and
need regular maintenance. Though this is part of the industry activities to support the business, but from practical point of view
this is not only costly to be done but also contradict to what have been a policy for the company who are operating the fleet in
the plantation. As timing is crucial, as far fleet manager concern is how to bring as much as possible the FFB or CPO from its
origin to its destination. The more they could move the FFB or CPO in once trip the more the product arrived, in right time, in
the destination.This is also would benefit for the fleet manager as they may get more income relative to their cost incurred. The
more volume they bring the less the cost, relative to cost ratio, they may have. At least this is the mental block that they have
for doing this activities.
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ABSTRACT
Product development is a success factor key for a company to increase and retain its customer through their products. Customer
starts to find new product that has more practically and more interesting. Economic success of a manufacturing company depends
on its ability to identify customer needs and appropriately to create new products that can meet those needs. Thermos is often used
to store hot water supply and becomes a limitation purposes if it is only needed for household use only and cannot carry aroundwhere. Products Bi-Thermos is an innovation of product design development thermos that can represent what is desired by
costumers and also not forget to pay attention to the art of aesthetics and comfort of a product. Bi-Thermos consists of two words,
namely Bi meaning two or double and Thermos, which means the water heater. This name can be interpreted as a water heater
which can be divided into two parts and still have the same function when they separate or when fused both. The design is
developed by using house of quality to determine which aspect that will be developed based on customer’s need.
Keywords
Product development, product design, house of quality, costumer need, quality function deployment

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, to keep the existence of company in its tight competition, every company should consider the innovation of its product.
Customer will grab the most attractive product and product is no longer bought on the basis of functional value. Improving the
product is important role in attracting consumer to buy the product. Economic success of a manufacturing company depends on its
ability to identify customer needs and appropriately to create new products that can meet those needs. Thermos is often used to
store hot water supply and becomes a limitation purposes if it is only needed for household use only and cannot carry aroundwhere.
Products Bi-Thermos is an innovation of product design development thermos that can represent what is desired by customers and
also not forget to pay attention to the art of aesthetics and comfort of a product. Bi-Thermos has many advantages compared to
other ordinary thermos, one of which can be divided into two: smaller and larger parts, it is possible to simplify the task of taken
and stored. Another advantage of Bi-Thermos is a water heating system which located under the mat to warm the cold water with a
jack and a USB cable so the user doesn’t need to fear the water in it will getting cool and there is a heater indicator display as a
signal when charging.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Product development is an interdisciplinary activity requiring contributions from nearly all the functions of a firm; however,
marketing, design and manufacturing are almost always central to a product development project. A product development process
is the sequence of steps or activities which an enterprise employs to conceive, design and commercialize a product [1]. There are
six phases of the generic development process: planning, concept development, system-level design, detail design, testing and
refinement, and production ramp-up. The important things begin with corporate strategy and include the assessment of technology
developments and market objectives. Customer needs are the focus to make sure that the product can be accepted at the market. So,
the needs of the target markets are identified and the alternative concepts are generated. After that, the design is conducted with the
product architecture and the decomposition of the product into subsystems and components. We got detail design that shows the
complete specification of the geometry, materials and tolerances of all the part. At the end, the product is tested and evaluated for
its construction. Then it is made and launched as well becomes available for widespread distribution.
Quality function deployment (QFD) is a method to transform user demands into design quality, to deploy the functions forming
quality, and to deploy methods for achieving the design quality into subsystems and component parts, and ultimately to specific
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elements of the manufacturing process [2]. QFD emphasizes multifunctional teams required for integrating all corporate functions
to be responsive to the customer’s requirements so that product planning, product design, process planning, and production
planning provide a coherent response to customer [6]. The first step of QFD is to identify and capture customer requirements,
wishes, expectations and demands. In the following steps, these are translated by multi-functional product teams into the
corresponding technical specifications. QFD uses a series of related matrices and tables as the tool for translating the voice of the
customer first to design specifications, then to more detailed part characteristics, then to show the necessary process and
technology characteristics, and finally to show the specific operational conditions for the production phase [3]. The component of
house of quality can be seen in Figure 1 [6].

Figure 1 the Component of House of Quality

3. RESEARCH METHOD
The scientific method is a way to apply logical principles to the discovery, validation and explanation of the truth [4]. In this
research, I used the following steps to get the design. They are:
1. Identify what customer’s need
2. Interview with some customers
3. Determine questionnaire variables
4. Determine size of samples
5. Designing the questionnaire
6. Giving the questionnaire to the samples
7. Validity and reliability testing for the questionnaire
8. Designing the Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
9. Making the House Of Quality (HOQ)
10. Determine target
11. Scoring concept
12. Choosing the alternatives
13. Design and Analysis
The first step should be done is identify what customer’s needs by interviewing them, so we can find out their views about the level
of importance and satisfaction from their products. I also get some advices for improvement their product. The feedbacks from
customers are related to satisfaction of product. Some variable are collected from the questionnaire. They are comfort to hold and
ergonomic, easy to carry and kept anywhere, easy to re-washing, resistance to heat radiation, colors and themes, style and size,
capacity and the filling process, easy to open lid and safety, heating indicator display, as well as an additional system to keep the
heat on the thermos and the speed of water heating.
A sampling technique used in this research is non probability sampling. Non-probability sampling is a sampling technique where
the samples are gathered in a process that does not give all the individuals in the population equal chances of being selected [3].
The method used in determining the sample based on the coincidence. It is called incidental sampling method. Incidental sampling
is a generic term which involves selecting the most easily accessible people from the population [4]. Consequently, it is relatively
easy to do, i.e. to anyone who by chance to meet the person looked suitable for use as a data source. In this case, the sample was
taken to the customers who use a thermos in daily life.
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After determining the variables and the size of sample, the next step is designing a questionnaire. The questionnaire can be seen in
Table 2. The samples are thermos user from random place on Bandung city. Before processing the results, the questionnaire should
be tested for validity and reliability to prove how good the results obtained and to ensure correctly that the questionnaire is feasible
to use for further data processing. If the instruments in the questionnaire declared valid result and reliable then we can process to
the next step, but if it was found that questionnaire instruments that are not valid and reliable, it will return to the questionnaire
design stage. The preliminary questionnaires are 30 customers to make sure that the questionnaires can be used in this research.
The results are then processed with SPSS 16 software. They are declared valid and reliable which then continued up to 272
samples.
Table 2 Questionnaire Design
No

Level of Importance

Questions

Level of Satisfaction

1

1

2

3

4

5

Comfort to hold

1

2

3

4

5

2

1

2

3

4

5

Easy to carried

1

2

3

4

5

3

1

2

3

4

5

Easy to kept

1

2

3

4

5

4

1

2

3

4

5

Easy to re-washing

1

2

3

4

5

5

1

2

3

4

5

Light to carried

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

Resistance to heat radiation

1

2

3

4

5

7

1

2

3

4

5

Thermos colors

1

2

3

4

5

8

1

2

3

4

5

Thermos themes

1

2

3

4

5

8

1

2

3

4

5

The size of the thermos as suit as needs

1

2

3

4

5

9

1

2

3

4

5

Unique and ergonomic design

1

2

3

4

5

10

1

2

3

4

5

Capacity to suit the needs

1

2

3

4

5

11

1

2

3

4

5

Easy to filling process

1

2

3

4

5

12

1

2

3

4

5

Easy to open lid

1

2

3

4

5

13

1

2

3

4

5

Safety on the lid

1

2

3

4

5

14

1

2

3

4

5

The system to keep the heat

1

2

3

4

5

15

1

2

3

4

5

Heating indicator display

1

2

3

4

5

16

1

2

3

4

5

The speed of water heating

1

2

3

4

5

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
All samples are tested with SPSS 16 software. The result can be shown in Table 3. Corrected Item-Total Correlation for every
variables are more than 0.4. A rule-of-thumb is that these values should be at least 0.4[5]. It means that all variables are valid for
the research. Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient normally ranges between 0 and 1. However, there is actually no lower limit to
the coefficient. The closer Cronbach’s alpha coefficient is to 1 the greater the internal consistency of the items in the scale. [5]
provide the following rules of thumb:“_ > .9 – Excellent, _ > .8 – Good, _ > .7 – Acceptable, _ > .6 – Questionable, _ > .5 – Poor,
and_ < .5 – Unacceptable”. It should also be noted that an alpha of 0.868 is probably a reasonable goal. It should also be noted that
while a high value for Cronbach’s alpha indicates good internal consistency reliability.
Segmenting, targeting and positioning are needed to locate a product in the market and customer’s view to fit the needs and desires
of customers and adds higher positive values compared to existing competitors. By doing segmentation, marketing activity can be
done more focused and company owned resources can be used more effectively and efficiently in order to give satisfaction to the
customers. In market segmentation, Bi-Thermos can be found in any group of segment both for men or women aged 13 years
above with incomes of Rp.2.000.000,- or more per month.
After segmenting, our next step is deciding the target market. Target for Bi-Thermos divided into housewives with baby or toddlers
that using thermos for making hot milk and people who travel a lot such as camping, picnic, or for family holiday that using
thermos to make warm drinks. Determining market position shows how a product can be differentiate from other competitors. The
material is made of stainless steel to prevent heat transfer and given a glass wall that cannot move heat conductively so that the
product became a heat-resistant when it held. Another difference compared to other thermoses, Bi-Thermos can be divided into
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two parts, small and large, making it easier to be carried and stored. In addition, there is water heating system used for warm the
cold water.
Table 3 Statistical Test for Validity and Reliability

VAR00001

Scale Mean if
Item Deleted
55.3860

Scale Variance
if Item Deleted
104.201

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation
.482

Squared
Multiple
Correlation
.345

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted
.861

VAR00002

55.3713

101.541

.590

.516

.857

VAR00003

55.4007

102.691

.528

.446

.859

VAR00004

55.3419

100.211

.623

.570

.855

VAR00005

55.6287

103.024

.489

.348

.861

VAR00006

55.5662

100.852

.611

.522

.856

VAR00007

55.3897

100.785

.625

.606

.855

VAR00008

55.5368

103.334

.495

.325

.861

VAR00009

55.3934

105.118

.469

.350

.862

VAR00010

55.4963

103.727

.523

.375

.860

VAR00011

55.4007

101.562

.623

.474

.856

VAR00012

55.3971

103.849

.462

.299

.862

VAR00013

55.5368

105.777

.412

.370

.864

VAR00014

55.5037

106.362

.408

.313

.864

VAR00015

55.6434

105.514

.384

.340

.866

VAR00016

55.6140

107.478

.302

.269

.869

N of Cases = 272.0
Alpha = .868

N of Items = 16

In this case, the priority of characteristics based on the level of importance in the design of thermos are (1) Unique and ergonomic
design with a value of 0.104, (2) Capacity to suit the needs with a value of0.081, (3) The size of the flask as suit as needs with a
value of 0.074, (4) Easy to re-washing with a value of 0.068, (5)The system to keep the heat with a value of 0.067, (6) Easy to
carried with a value of 0.063; (7) Easy to kept with a value of 0.061 ; (8) The speed of water heating with a value of 0.056; (9)
Safety on the lid with a value of 0.054;(10) Easy to open lid with a value of 0.053; (11) Resistance to heat radiation generated with
a value of 0.051; (12) Comfort to hold with a value of 0.049; (13) Light to carried with a value of 0.045; (14) Easy to filling
process with a value of 0.044;(15) Heating indicator display with a value of 0.044;(16) Colors on the thermos with a value of
0.041, and (17 ) Themes on a thermos with a value of 0.040. The result can be seen in figure 2.
From those needs will be answered by technical response which is include: a unique and ergonomic design, the heater and the use
of additional energy from electricity to re-heat, the size of the thermos as customer’s desire and can be divided into two types, sizes
and dimensions that are not too large so it can be easily carried and stored, filling water into the thermos without barrier and do not
have a lot of gaps that are difficult to reach, easy to open the lid but strong inside the lid, lining material from glass and heat
resistant, the body of thermos has place to put the finger on, heat indicator display that indicates the heat of the water, variaton of
colors and themes.
The concept analysis provides the criteria in formulating the details of the needs of the thermos are: there’s an outline for the finger
in the body of the thermos so user feels comfort when holding, the base is not slippery because it’s made by material like a rubber
and the lid using such tumbler systems to pour the water, variants capacity of the thermos, thermos dimension with several options
tall or short, inside of the flask is made of stainless steel which wrapped by glass to keep heat in a flask with outer casing using
isolator materials, heating systems and indicator lamp which indicate if green lamp then the water is hot and if red lamp then the
water is being heated.
Detail Design
Design of Bi-Thermos is made more comfortable with the view of the ergonomic. The size of the radius of the outer flask is 3.75
cm to meet the comfort in holding. With a total height of 30 cm and height of the total capacity is 23 cm and the radius of the inner
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thermos 3:25 cm, Bi Thermos is able to accommodate the water with a capacity of ± 760 ml. Form a more slender flask is designed
to meet the needs of all consumers. Women generally have large clutches smaller than men. This is so considering the size of the
outer diameter should not be too big.
Wall of thermos is made to inhibit the heat transfer to the thermos, by making shiny the surface of inner tube consist of stainless
steel that serves to prevent the move of heat in radiation and reflecting the radiation back to the thermos, the layer is given the wall
of glass as a bad conductor, so it can’t move the heat conductively.
Body of bi-Thermos can be divided into four parts which are the lid, small upper body, the large lower body and the base which
consist of heating system. The whole design can be seen in figure 4.
Lid
Form of thermos’ lid made to resemble a tumbler to facilitate the use of thermos in pouring the water; in order to filling the
water again, it uses a system like screw to open its cap. When the lid is closed there’s strokes on the side so the lid of
tumbler is locked. When pouring the water, the lid of tumbler also locked so it won’t block out the water.
Small upper body and large lower body.
Form of body of bi-Thermos can be divided into 2 parts upper and lowe. Both can be joined by the screw system so that
when it put together, there is no gap and strong merger. Overall height of thermos is 30cm with 7cm for upper body and 16
cm of lower body, each part consist of 1cm of screw system at upper and bottom part of it. The upper part is outside screw
and the lower part is inside screw. This is done so the customer can adjust the needs of water in the thermos. For example, if
a customer needs a small capacity only for a cup of coffee or tea, customer can just carry the small upper part of thermos.
The dimension can be seen in figure 3.

Figure 3 Detail Dimension
Mat
The water heating system in Bi-Thermos using electricity for source of energy and consist of 2 options, using the electric
cable that can be plug and remove from the base part of thermos and there is a cable to be connected to the cigarrette lighter
in a car, and a cable to be connected to USB port.
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Figure 4 Thermos Design
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Figure 2 Quality Function Deployment of Bi-Thermos
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6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new conceptual design of thermos has been introduced to enhance the company’s sustainability as means to transfer
“the voice of customer” in to design and product development. The design is called Bi-Thermos. It has several advantages
compared with a thermos generation existed before. QFD is used to meet customer needs and expectations based on the available
resource. It has given great detail of information among the relationships to make design as customer needs. For further research,
the design can be modified into artistic design with additional function such as temperature indicator, etc.
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ABSTRACT

N

TE
D

The conventional flicker apparatus has been used in a number of applications. However, the apparatus may have problem on
sensitivity due to its dependency on subject’s honesty. The present study was aimed to obtain further development of the flicker
test apparatus. The proposed design was developed based on the following criteria: lack of bias, mobile or portable, easy of
use, and having the similar principle to the conventional apparatus. The proposed design consists of four LEDs, set in a square
shape with two LEDs above two others, with two feedback buttons for user. Similar to the conventional one, the proposed
apparatus will continuously signal (flicker) with increasing frequency. Here, the signal is from either top LEDs or bottom
LEDs randomly. Subject is required to press either one of the two feedback buttons according to signaling LEDs, every two
seconds regulated by an audio tone. The device stops if subject makes two consecutive mistakes, and the resulting critical
flicker fusion frequency (CFFF) is displayed and recorded. A laboratory experiment was done to investigate the utility of the
proposed apparatus. A total of 16 respondents (8 males and 8 females) were involved. They were asked to perform arithmetic
tests with the duration of 100 minutes. Changes in CFFF were assessed using both conventional and proposed apparatus every
20 minutes. Changes in CFFF were observed before, during and after the test. Compared to the conventional apparatus, the
proposed tool appeared to be more sensitive. It is hope that the proposed flicker apparatus can be used widely in ergonomic
applications.
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E

Keywords

Critical Flicker Fusion Frequency (CFFF), Flicker test apparatus, Ergonomics, Fatigue

1. INTRODUCTION

O

T

PR

Flicker test apparatus has a long history since it was introduced in the early 1940. It has been used as a tool to assess visual
fatigue and anxiety [1, 2]. Initially, the product uses analog technology and needs power from electricity. Therefore, it can
only be used in a laboratory setting, as shown in Figure 1. The new version of flicker test is the introduced [3], namely
Portable Fatigue Meter (PFM). They came up with a smaller, lighter and more portable apparatus than the original, wired one
(Figure 2). Both types of flicker use a light-emitting diode (LED) driven by oscillation circuit. When power is applied, the
frequency begins to either decrease or increase at the rate of 1 Hz/s. The frequency at which user reports either the
disappearance (increasing) or appearance (decreasing) of flicker is defined as flicker fusion threshold or critical flicker fusion
frequency (CFFF).

N

Conventional flickers (including PFM) have been reported to have a threat to their sensitivity. Its sensitivity seems to be
depending upon subject’s honesty. No feedback is available to make sure that the disappearance or appearance frequency is the
real threshold for a subject. A discussion has been raised in the literature. User characteristics such as risk-taking and riskavoiding may affect subject’s threshold. Risk taking user may respond quicker than risk avoiding user in reporting the
threshold. This may be the main reason why researchers found inconsistency on flicker fusion frequency (using the
conventional apparatus) if the apparatus is used to monitoring workload.
In ergonomic applications in industry, there is a need to have an assessment tool to monitor worker performance. It has been
realized that fatigue, stress, sleepiness, and anxiety may affect the performance and then lead to error, product reject, and
accident. The assessment tool will have a role for a performance check or a kind of “test battery”. The tool should be mobile
and able to provide a real-time output.
Human performance and fatigue should be distinguished in terms of physical and mental (cognitive). Physical performance
seems to be easier to be monitored, such as based on heart rate [4]. The current challenge is to come up with an assessment
tool for mental performance and fatigue. The traditional flicker seems to be applicable in monitoring mental fatigue thru eye
performance. Therefore, there is a need for further development of flicker apparatus that can be used for more ergonomic
applications. The need became the main motivation of this study.
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Figure 1: Flicker Test Apparatus by Yagami Scientific Instruments MFG co. Ltd.

Figure 2: Portable Fatigue Meter (PFM)

PR

2. PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

N

O

T

The development of the conventional flicker apparatus was begun with a comprehensive evaluation. A series of interview and
discussion were done with experts in order to get a better product concept. Several criteria for the new apparatus were defined.
Among the criteria chosen were lack of subjectivity, user friendly, portable, feedback availability, repeatability, the need of
power or electricity, and durability. After several development phases, the final design is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Proposed Flicker Apparatus
The proposed design consists of four LEDs, set in a square shape with two LEDs above two others with two feedback buttons
for user. Similar to the conventional ones, the proposed apparatus will continuously signal (flicker) with increasing frequency
0-60 Hz with an increment of 0.5 Hz. Here, the signal is from either top LEDs or bottom LEDs randomly. The user is
required to press either one of two feedback buttons according to signaling LEDs, following an audio tone. The device stops if
the user makes two consecutive mistakes, and the resulting critical flicker fusion frequency (CFFF) is then displayed and
recorded.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL TEST
The proposed product was then tested in a laboratory. A total of 16 respondents (8 males and 8 females) were involved. They
were chosen based on the following criteria:
Students in the age of 20-25 years old
Had no previous brain disorders
Had no current stress problem [5]
Free of alcohol and cigarette at least 24 h prior to the experiment [6]

TE
D

The experiment was conducted at the Laboratory of Ergonomics, Bandung Institute of Technology. The respondents were
asked to perform arithmetic tests with the duration of 100 minutes. The test was selected to represent jobs with mental
workload. A one-hour test has been considered to be mentally fatiguing [7]. Similar test has been used by Didomenico dan
Nussbaum [8]. The arithmetic test consisted of combination of multiplication and division shown randomly in a computer
monitor. Here are several examples: (85/5)*16, (90/9)*19, (81/3)*15. A 5-minute practice was given prior the test. Subject
can only continue to a next question, after giving answer correctly. However, subjects were motivated to finish the test as
quickly as they can. Prior to the experiment, an informed consent was given, signed by participant. Financial compensation
was given at the end of the experiment. Environmental factors were kept constant across participants, including temperature
(24-27°C), humidity (60-70%) and light intensity (150-170 lux).

ES
E

N

CFFF were assessed using both conventional (Yagami’s Flicker) and proposed apparatus every 20 minutes. The order was one
to another. In addition, heart rate was collected continuously using Polar Monitor (data not reported here). CFFF were
observed before, during and after the test. Data were analyzed based on changes in CFFF for both apparatus. Thus, every
participant had 6 CFFF data points obtained from the conventional apparatus (CFFFold) and the same amount of data point
obtained from the proposed apparatus (CFFFnew) . Two methods were done in data processing; first based on CFFF
differences, after and before the test. Here, for each CFFFold and CFFFnew data set, the last two data points were subtracted to
the first two data points. The result was defined as either CFFFold Diff and CFFFnew Diff. The second method was based on a
linear regression approach. For each participant and each apparatus, all the 6 data points were fitted into a linear regression
(after normalization into the initial data point). The slope was taken, defined as CFFFold Slope and CFFFnew Slope.

4. RESULTS

N

O

T

PR

A sample of CFFF data obtained every 20 minutes during the arithmetic test from a subject is shown in Figure 4. While CFFF
data from the conventional apparatus seems to be constant, the proposed apparatus indicated substantial decreasing CFFF
values overtime.

Figure 4: Data sample of CFFF obtained from the two apparatus
Data processing using method 1 resulted in the following findings. Only one participant had CFFFold Diff that was negative.
However, three participants had negative value in CFFFnew Diff. Here, the proposed apparatus seemed to be less reliable.
However, the average of CFFFnew Diff was greater than CFFFold Diff. This was true if only data with positive values were
taken or all data were considered (Table 1). This suggested that the proposed data was more sensitive to mental fatigue than
the conventional apparatus.
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Method 2 of data processing resulted in similar findings. Three participants had negative CFFFold Slope, while four participants
had negative CFFFnew Slope. The average of CFFFnew Slope was greater than CFFFold Slope as shown in Table 1. Again, this
was true if only data with positive slope values were taken or all data were considered.
Table 1: Summary of changes in CFFF using conventional and proposed apparatus

Apparatus

Method
Method 1
(CFFF difference)
Method 2
(CFFF Slope)

Data Source

Conventional

Proposed

CFFFold Diff = 0.933

CFFFnew Diff = 1.375

Only positive diff.

CFFFold Diff = 0.813

CFFFnew Diff = 0.844

All

CFFFold Slope = -0.039

CFFFnew Slope = -0.086

Only positive slope

CFFFold Slope = -0.027

CFFFnew Slope = -0.046

All

4. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION

ES
E

N
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The main purpose of this study was to come up with a better flicker test apparatus. Therefore, a new apparatus was proposed
based on the current limitations, and then tested in a laboratory experiment. The proposed apparatus appeared to comply with
the requirement criteria stated during need analysis phase. They included lack of subjectivity, user friendly, portable, feedback
availability, repeatability, the need of power or electricity, and durability. Excluding the first criteria, the proposed apparatus
seemed to be comparable to Portable Fatigue Meter [3]. The unique of the proposed tool was the ability to provide feedback
on subject’s threshold. It was hoped that the bias would be minimized. To allow for feedback, at least two LEDs were needed
along with two press buttons to be used for subject. The flickering LEDs was regulated thru a small programming installed in
the apparatus for randomization, either top or bottom LEDs. The reason of the device will stop if two consecutive mistakes
were made was to compromise error made during the test. The selection of two LEDs for top and bottom locations was indeed
subjective. Further study will be conducted to find out the sensitivity of the apparatus if three sets LEDs are used (allowing for
more choices and minimizing subject’s guess), with only one LEDs each instead of two.

PR

The main assumption in the laboratory experiment was that the arithmetic test was mentally fatiguing. Is the test really
mentally fatiguing? It appeared to be true as most of subject had declining CFFF values, for both apparatus. Previous studies
have confirmed that such test in 100 minutes duration was mentally fatiguing using EEG [e.g. 7] or NASA-TLX [8]. Actually,
another way to confirm is using heart rate data. Such data were indeed collected during the experiment, and will be presenting
in a more complete publication later. In short, since the apparatus is generally intended to assess and monitor mental fatigue,
declining values in CFFF indicated good sensitivity of the apparatus.

O

T

The next question to be answered is that if the proposed apparatus more sensitive or not compared to the conventional.
Sensitivity can be measured from two perspectives. First is based on data trend over time and the second is based on either the
differences after and before the test or slope. In terms of data trend overtime, the conventional apparatus seemed to be better.
However, based on the second aspect, the proposed apparatus appeared to be more sensitive.

N

It should be noted that the motivation of this study was derived from a need in industry for more ergonomic interventions.
Tasks with dominant mental activities need to be monitored in term of fatigue. Mental fatigue can lead to error and accident
(fatalities and catastrophic) such as those who work in air traffic control, control room, public driver, and etc. Here, a mobile
apparatus such as flicker can play a role as an alternative instrument for fatigue monitoring. However, conventional apparatus
is worthless since workers may lie on their flicker threshold due to their resistance. Therefore, the proposed apparatus seems
to be prospective. Further development will be done in the future in terms of:
Number of LEDs set: two or three. As previously mentioned, three LEDs will minimize subject’s guess. Therefore,
the sensitivity of the proposed apparatus would be improved.
Color of LEDs. The proposed apparatus used red LEDs with black background. Further study is needed to investigate
whether there is an effect of the color and its black background.
The feature of the apparatus is also subject to be improved. The proposed apparatus was designed to be placed on a
work table.
For the conclusion, this study has proposed a new flicker test apparatus with a feedback mechanism. The results of the
laboratory experiment, comparing the conventional and proposed apparatus, suggested that the proposed apparatus seemed to
be more sensitive in terms of slopes and differences in CFFF after-before the test. However, the consistency of declining
CFFF values across participants was slightly better for the conventional apparatus. The proposed apparatus can be used in
industry for assessing and monitoring mental fatigue in order to increase quality of working life which is among the main goal
of ergonomic applications.
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Digital Manufacturing:
Concurrent Product and Process Development in Global Era
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ABSTRACT
The global manufacturing era is in progress. Digital manufacturing (DM) plays a significant role as well as one of the key
strategies of the global manufacturing industries in setting up vision and strategic planning toward the knowledge based
manufacturing. A term of DM is basically a set of the advanced manufacturing technologies that are utilized to improve a
competitive advantage of the company, which need to be considered. As current and future tools in manufacturing engineering
and management, the idea of DM is challenged by the rapidly changes of the ICT (Information and Communication
Technology) application and the global manufacturing trends for the effective and efficiency operations in global networks.
The manufacturing environment rapidly changes in turbulence fashion and requires the responsive manufacturing systems. To
get more understanding about DM, this paper briefly describes DM in three sections: the introduction, the advantages and
benefits that need to be considered, and the overview the challenges as well as opportunities toward the applications. The
strategic aspects and needs of DM in research, design and development are main concerns of the presentation.
Keywords
Digital Manufacturing, Emerging Technologies, Direct Digital Manufacturing, Intelligent Production, Global Networking

1. INTRODUCTION
Global competitive market place, the availability of product increased, leading to more selection for customers and more
competition for manufacturer. These trends and competition have impacted and challenged every industries to seek or to
update continuously integrated manufacturing solutions in order to improve its performance and to stay competitive effectively
[1]. To achieve these goals, global manufacturer have attemted to continuously improve product quality while streamlining
manufacturing processes in order to reduce costs by utilising appropriate DM technology in product development cycle. To
understand these global challenges, Figure 1 bellow illustrates how a significant technology focus has influenced
manufacturing industries in a last decades, starting from ‘efficiency’ in the 60s to a current focus level of technology,
‘nanolity’, which involves nanoscience and nanotechnology. This technology focus transformation is due to the impacts of the
rapid development of digital technology in most fields [2].

Figure 1. Technology Focuses Transformation in Industry [2]
The technology focus transformation above can also be seen by the changing in: competition, customer requirements, updating
technology in manufacturing, utilization of information technology, regulation, and macro global economic [3]. For example,
internet have provided new ‘playing field’ for most manufacturing industries in accessing reuired data and information.
Concequently, global trade barriers at the same time have changed significantly and trigerred manufacturing industries to
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review their strategies as well as manufacturing operations, especially which are related toward product quality, cost, and time
(Figure 2).

Figure 2. Tansformation in Manufacturing Areas [3]
To anticipate and response toward this transformation, the availability of the appropriate facilities and infrastructures in
management as well as the accurate information are very crucial [4]. Therefore, it is predicted that most of current and future
modern manufacturing industries will adopt and implement the application of DM to their managements and operations.

2. DIGITAL MANUFACTURING
What is Digital Manufacturing? Digital Manufacturing (DM) is a set of advanced manufacturing technology (mostly computer
based) which have a capability to assist industries accelerating product development cycle while maintaining quality,
improving capacity, efficiency and effectivity of the process [5]. DM is an initiative to define and optimize manufacturing
process, to strengthen the management of manufacturing process in information, and to facilitate effective collaboration among
engineering diciplines by using full digital product and plant definition [6]. Currently, the involvement of DM technology is
able to influence all manufacturing aspects in all line of activities from product design up to customer services. Family of DM
technologies such as CAD/CAM, CAE, CNC, RP, FMS and SPC are utilized in design, manufacture/production, and sale a
product. Basically, the implementation of DM technologies should engage one to another as an integrated operation so that the
process can be more efective and efficient, as well as time and cost can be reduced.

3. CONSIDERATION AND BENEFITS
Several main features of the DM are: higher degree of freedom as well as accuracy in resulting a complex design; capability in
developing high variety of new products which cannot be done through conventional route; reducing/simplifying stages in
design and manufacturing process; accelerating product realisation; saving time and cost [7] Based on the above, it is
understood that recent DM technologies become an important component in developing and managing a product. The DM
technologies can be utilized to facilitate a holistic view the integration of the product and its design process as integral
components of the overal product development process, and enables product design to be sensitive to product design as well as
to process constraints and capabilities (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Prototipe Jig & Fixture [8]
In the process of product and tool design, the benefits of the DM technologies are the capability in communication effectively
and collaboration, reducing a number of design revision/modifications, saving tooling design, and saving design lead-time [8].
The DM technologies in design relate to computer aided design (CAD) which capable in generating digital mock-up/prototype.
Also, with computing simulation, a designer able to employ the DM technology in simulating how to realize the design,
helping a designer in exploring design alternatives, and assessing the impacts of production effectivity so that the problems in
realizing and implementing the design can be anticipated as early as possible (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Design Analysis [9]
Design process is a significant step in determining a development of manufacturing processes effectively. Figure 5 below
shows one of a new availabel solution in appropriate DM technology to integrate concurrently a process planning based on
product geometry. With its capability, this DM technology provides the linkage between every process step and the product
and resource data related to that operation. This specific features provides further benefits of DM technologies: save time
significantly in planning, get a rapid feedback, and solve the problems in advance.
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Figure 5. Geometry-Based Process Planning [10]
Moreover, DM technologies can also substantially be utilize for production planning process validation. With manufacturing
simulation shown in Figure 6, a propper planned process can be verified and analyzed. The DM technology is able to model
and simulate a workshop layout, production and assembly processes so that problems in the process can be detected earlier and
process efficiency can furthermore be improved. From the benefits inquired, a success key in the application of DM
technologies higly depends on: (a) comprehensive integration, (b) process re-engineering, and (c) data availability worldwide.
With a capability of process planning and production verification, this DM technologies have been furthermore accepted as an
important tool in supporting decision making process [11]. It provides an evironment and facilitate the concurrent product
development team to perform in reaching the optimal combination od product and process.

Figure 6. Manufacturing Simulation [10]

4. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
The DM technologies widely impact and offer new opportunities to most diciplines and to any function in the organization as
well as to improve business process and management. Therefore, the application of DM technologies revolusionize modern
manufacturing industries in the future. The followings are some of DM contribution that challenge and simultaneously provide
opportunities to the manufacturing industries in achieving their vision and development [12, 4].
4.1. Product Cycle Orientation
A new orientation of manufacturing paradigm is toward product value improvement and optimization in their whole life [3].
Figure 7 illustrates the utilization of DM technologies which have an impact on process and product management from design
process to the end of product cycle. So that, the industries that produce the product are able to monitor and track the progress
of their product as well as to maximize profit gained. Therefore, variety and personal ability of the human resources in all level
of line activirties will be crucial factors in resulting a successful implementation of DM technologies in manufacturing
industries.
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Figure 7. Product Cycle Orientation [6]
4.2. Business Sustainability
In managing and optimizing product cycle, it is necessary for manufacturing industries to improve continuously their business
strategies and models in order to add more values. Also, other important aspects in managing business continuously are to
increase and maximize profits from research activity and long-term development as an important part of the sustainable
business development.
4.3. Global Networking
Current manufacturing process in the era of DM is generally connected in a global networking. This kind of networking is an
important part in a complex manufacturing networking among industries worldwide. By utilizing this global networking,
Figure 8 illustrates a possibility to synergize more dynamic and cooperative manufacturing process.

Figure 8. Manufacturing Global Networking [6]
4.4. Updated Technology
Manufacturing technologies will always improves its capability toward new dimensions of efficiency and to solve existing
technical limits. The accuracy of technology implementation is a requirement in achieving competitive advantages. The
common objectives are to save time, materials and energy with innovation solutions. Therefore, a potential technologi
parameters that can be used to overcome the existing technical limits are: (a) technical process performances - time, accuracy
and cost, (b) reduction of energy and materials consumption, (c) reduction of time and increase of facilities/machines
utilization, (d) clean/green manufacturing, and (e) zero defect manufacturing.
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The basic understanding of processes and evaluation of critical areas can activate potential to high level of manufacturing. This
includes the manufacturing low value to high end product. Manufacturing Engineering itself is a key technology for
innovation in manufacturing field. The involved human resources who are working in the environment of digital and virtual
require DM tools in order to support more complex works [6]. Development as well as innovation in industrial product and
process is oriented toward experiences which then become a reference in the reliability of the product. On the other hands, a
‘cost experiences’ (time and productivity lost) for a knowledge based industry can be solved by employing DM technologies
through modelling the whole manufacturing process.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Reviewing this DM technologis is based on the global manufacturing challenges including all driven factors that triger it.
Global era of DM highly influenced by economic and role of manufacturing technology in the capability improvement of
innovation and adaptation toward current dynamic working environment. Considering market dynamic and innovation, ability
in using DM technologies is a success key for adapting modern facilities and techniques in engineering, control, supervision,
and management as well as for anticipating and adapting future modern manufacturing visions. Furthermore, sistem
optimization, data management and knowledge are challenges and simultaneously new opportunities for human resource
development as well as their working places. Finally, this can be happened in the world of digital that is connected through
global informatin system. This is coined a new manufacturing era called Digital Manufacturing.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays where internet becomes a need, the usage is not only for lifestyle but also for business purposes.
People can place advertising, buying and selling activity through online. The stock market activity is one area
that can not separate itself from internet, as now many online broker companies to bridge the need of people
around the world in buying US stocks. Company xyz is established more than eighty years ago and with many
support spots worldwide to serve their customers. The products of the company are range from work tools,
engine and machines and specially designed to meet the purpose to create infrastructures such as roads and
buildings. However, not only in construction area, the products are also used for a long time in mining sector
and forestry. Price of the stock on September 21 is $74.79 and move to $79.75 on October 15. The risk profile is
automatically generated by the software to help traders evaluate the trading plan. From the risk profile chart, it
is showed that the maximum risk is infinity and the loss begin if the stock price jump to over $84.45 or fall down
below $70.56. Maximum profit achieved around $442 if the price in November 2010 is between $77 and $78.
Keywords
Risk profile, trading plan.
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Investment World
Compared to couple years ago, when people asked how to manage his money, it could be possible that the
answer may be different right now. Previously, one simply answered to keep money in the bank or make
procurement on property sector. Hoping that the deposit get interest rate or investment rise when procurement of
building at x price right now, the value will be double or triple in the upcoming period. Current situation is a
little bit different, while internet take parts in life, youngsters are involved to make profit from online business.
Slowly but sure, buying and selling orders move to virtual world, where buyer makes series of activity from
items and vendor selection to online payment. Not only industrial goods sales, but also stock markets deeply
influenced by rapid technology and information on the web.
This contrast compared to traditional buying and selling shares in stock market which have long history more
than three centuries. The seed is Amsterdam Stock Exchange in 1602, today also known as Euronext after
merged with Paris Stock Exchange and Brussels Stock Exchange. Amsterdam Stock Exchange was founded by
Dutch East India Company to fund operational cost of exploring and colonizing new world.
1.2. Research Objective
Nowadays the reason stock exchange exist in each country is for economic purpose. Investor who is willing to
buy share of certain company must submit the order via online or offline brokerage firms. The purpose of the
research is to conduct analysis risk and reward of buying share manufacturing xyz.
1.3. Scope of The Research
The research is limited to US market due to information that is relatively easy to capture, not only the news or
rumors related to the company activities but also financial statement as the mirror reflecting internal condition.
2.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Company needs money to cover investment and operational cost. It is common that cash spent for such huge
expansion, upgrade or buying new high technology machines drains company’s cash money. For funding such

1
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need, one alternative is contact the bank and get some loans. Others prefer to offer share to investor in exchange
for liquid money. So the terminology share, stock or equity represents the same meaning.
The share which listed in stock exchange must follow local regulations such as provide annual or quarterly of
financial report. This information is provided for public consumption, namely shareholders, media, and
community. One of the important point in financial history is the opening of Chicago Board Options Exchange
in 1973.
Options is a financial derivative where contract are sold by option writer and bought by options holder. The
important things which differ stock to option is the right of the buyer.
The options contract offers the investor the right, but not the obligation, to make long (call) or short (put)
position of a security or other financial asset at both party agree. Agreed Price is at market price and the law of
supply
demand
take
important
part
in
the
transaction.
Call options give the option to buy at certain price, so when the buyer make the action, they want the stock to
rise. Contrary with Put options which give the option to sell so the buyer predict that the share will plunge. This
is the unique condition that are not exists in stocks trading. The following table exhibit the options and share.
Table 1. Options and Share
Options
Shares
Possibility of profit Yes
Yes
when market up

3.

Possibility of profit
when market down

Yes

No

Price
Risk

Lower
Limited or
unlimited
,depends on
the strategy

Higher
Share price
dives to zero

RESEARCH METHOD

The research is initialized by searching company listed in US market. The candidate is investigated in
movement of the price through candle stick chart and the fundamental of the company.
Next step is to create the plan which the risk and exit strategy involved. After all is completed, than order is
submitted.
The following diagram exhibits methodology used to create order. If one of the steps failed, then the whole
process must be repeated.

Find the stock
Analysis of candle stick
Fundamental analysis
Create the trading plan
Submit order

2
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Figure 1. Methodology

4.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Company xyz is established more than 80 years ago and with many support spots worldwide to serve their
customers.
The products of the company are range from work tools, engine and machines and specially designed to meet
the purpose to create infrastructures such as roads and buildings. However, not only in construction area, the
products are also used for a long time in mining sector and forestry.
The candle stick chart below represents the performance of stock XYZ for the past one year.

Figure 2. XYZ Stock Chart
Range of price movement is $30, with the lowest in February 2010 and the highest in October 2010. The annual
sales growth over the past five years is 1.34% and the dividend is $1.76 per share.
One criteria that is important is dividend, while with this indicator, public can monitor the status of financial
health. Simply that the company is in good condition, if able to the share holder get profit from the stock they
owned.
Price of the stock on September 21 is $74.79 and move to $79.75 on October 15. Figure 3 illustrate risk profile
that consists of risk and reward if taking xyz. X axis represent the stock price and Y axis represent the profit or
loss that could occur.
The position that must be submitted to the online broker company is one lot each for short put and short call
November 10. With this position, it will automatically create risk profile as shown in figure 3. The profit or loss
each day may vary depends on the stock price, however the top profit is known.
The risk profile is automatically generated by the software to help traders evaluate the trading plan. From the
graph below, it is showed that the maximum risk is infinity and the loss begin if the stock price jump to over
$84.45 or fall down below $70.56. Maximum profit achieved around $442 if the price in November 2010 is
between $77 and $78.

Figure 3. Risk Profile in November

3
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With this strategy the investor can make a limited profit while the price of the stock is decline.

5.

CONCLUSION

This strategy is known as limited reward-maximum risk. The benefit using this strategy is giving the buyer
profit while the stock price moves up and down in the profit range. The downside is the unlimited risk if beyond
the range. Exit strategy apply if the trader forecast the future price will escalate or falling down.
6.
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ABSTRACT
PT. X is a medium scale of Cigarette Companies. It still new in industries relatively, so the market has not been expanded
nationally yet. One of the constraints in production planning at PT. X is the unknown of the right products combination, to
gain profits by reducing the total cost of production. To solve these problems, it is necessary to analyze in determining the
right combination of products in order to meet demand, so total production cost will be reduced. In solving products
combination problems with the objective function to increase corporate profit and decrease production cost, hence in this
study is used Goal Programming method. As per result of data processing, the optimal combination of products are 2268 balls
of product A, 2384 balls of product B, and 836 balls of product C. By this products combination, the company will earn a
profit IDR 2.732.400.000, - compared with a profit before applying Goal Programming IDR. 2.654.400.000,Keywords
Products Combination, Goal Programming

1. INTRODUCTION
PT. X still new in cigarette industries relatively, so its market share has not widespread nationally yet. Production planning and
the determination of production figures that have been done so far, only based on an estimation and intuition by marketing
department and company owner who’re paying a little attention to the aspects of customer demand and even tended to use the
entire production capacity. Since the demand is lower than production capacity, the company profit is not optimal.
One of the factors that caused the problem arises because of the ignorance about the right combination of products, which help
company to maximize the profits by lowering the total cost of production.
In additional, the number of defective products from the production is relative high so the company must pay the quality cost.
The number of defective products is large due to improperly raw materials and human errors in the production process. Hence,
company need to determine the optimal combination of products so the benefits can be achieved optimally.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Production Planning
Production planning is the one essential in manufacturing companies. It associates determining the volume, due time of
completion, capacities utilization and loads distribution.
In production planning, the company can make a decision about production planning properly for further period in order to
obtain the most minimum cost. So the maximal benefits can be reached. A method for that purposes is by determining the
optimal combination of products. Product mix or product combination is determination of amount and type of product that
must be produced to get the maximum profit or minimum cost by considering the available resources.

2.2 Goal Programming
Goal Programming is a mathematical modeling that used as reference to making decision, to analyze and create solution of
problems by involving multiple objectives, so the alternatives optimal solutions can be created. Goal Programming model is an
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extension of the linear programming model that developed by A. Charles and W. M. Cooper in 1956 [1]. Linear Programming
is a general model that can be used in solving the problem of allocating limited resources optimally [11]. This model is useful
to maximize profits or minimize costs, and also as a method to solve the problem of allocating limited resources among several
activities that compete with the best way possible to be done. [1].
2.2.1 Modeling of Goal Programming
For example, there are some conditions in the company as follows:
Z = C1 X1 + C2X2 + C3X3 + ... + Ci Xi

(1)

a1X1 + a2X2 + a3X3 +.....+ aiXi < Yi

(2)

b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 +.....+ biXi < Di

(3)

Subject to:

Where
Z
Xi
Yi
Di

: Objective Function
: Number of product i produced
: The number of available workers
: The number of available raw materials.

So, this can be solved by Goal Programming model as follows:
Min Z = P(d1+ + d1- ) + P (d2+ + d2-) + ... + Pi(di+ + di- )

(4)

Subject To :
(5)
(6)

Where :
Pi
didi+

= The goals to be achieved
= negative deviation
= positive deviation

The goal programming can be applied to solve the problem of mixing and multistage, multiproduct and multiple period of
production planning problem [8]. The model is used to support tactical and operational decisions in the process by mixing a
basis for production, transportation and storage of product. Goal Programming is a formal decision analysis which can handle
the multiple objectives conflicts by applying specific priority goals [3].

3. METHODOLOGY
The problem in this paper is imbalance and lack of accuracy planning of the number or composition of the cigarette products
production. Then, the data is collected to obtain required data in solving problems. Next step is forecasting future demand
using Time Series, Moving Average and Smoothing Single Exponential, with Minitab program, and then compare the value of
MAD and MAPE. The forecasting with the smallest MAPE and MAD value will be selected.
Next, formulates a model of Goal Programming includes: objectives and constrain. Preparation of the objective function,
which showing the objectives research that relating to the optimal arrangement of resources to achieve cost minimization and
profit maximization of the three products. After the combination of products number called as the Goal Programming
Approach, then the next step is comparing the total profit, before and after applied Goal Programming.

4. FORECASTING
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Before performing the production process, first forecasting should be done to determine the number of products that will be
produced in the future, based on previous data. After some of forecasting methods were used, such as Moving Average of 2
months, 3 months, and 4 months, the Single Exponential Smoothing with α = 0.1, and the Single Exponential Smoothing with
α = 0.5. Then MAPE and MAD were selected based on the smallest value. So the result is the single exponential Smoothing
method with α = 0.1 for cigarettes A and C and the Single Exponential Smoothing with α = 0.5 for cigarette B.
Production demand forecasting result is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Production Demand Forecasting Results (balls / Yr)

5.

Product Item

Forecasting

A

2208

B

2304

C

816

GOAL PROGRAMMING FORMULATION

Before determining the goal programming model, it is necessary to calculate the parameters that will be used in the model
1. Production Costs
Before calculating the production cost, First calculates the materials costs, direct labor costs, and overhead costs. So the total
production cost can be shown by Table 2.
Table 2. Total Production Cost

Product
X1
X2
X3

Material Cost
IDR. 400,000
IDR. 280,000
IDR. 360,000

Regular Labor Cost
IDR. 20,685
IDR. 20,685
IDR. 20,685

Overhead Cost
IDR. 12,000
IDR. 8,000
IDR. 10,000

Total Production Cost
IDR.432,685
IDR.310,685
IDR.390,685

2. The selling price for each product and safety stock can be shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Selling Price Product and Safety Stock

Product
X1
X2
X3

Selling Price/ Ball
IDR. 600,000
IDR. 400,000
IDR. 500,000

Safety Stock
60
80
20

3. The Calculation of Quality Cost
The quality cost is the group of costs that associated with producing, identifying, preventing or improving products that do not
meet requirements.
Table 4. Total Quality Cost

Product
X1
X2
X3

Quality Cost
IDR. 1,597.3125
IDR. 1,639.8375
IDR. 1,640.8875

Goal Programming Model Formulation, based on those parameters.
a. Decision variables used are:
X1 = Number of Product A
X2 = Number of Product B
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X3 = Number of Product C
b.

Targets to be achieved:
1. Maximizing Production Volume Objective as follows:
(7)
Where:
Xi = number of products -i
Pi = the level of demand for product -i
di- = value deviations below Pi
di+ = value deviations above Pi
For di- and di+ a minimum, the objective function Z is:
(8)
2. Maximizing sales revenue with the objective function as follows:
(9)
Where:
Si = selling price per unit of product i
Xi = Number of product i produced
m = number of products

3. Minimizing production cost objective as follows:
(10)
Where:
Ci = Cost of production per unit of product i

4. Minimizing the quality cost objective as follows:
(11)

Where:
Qi = Quality cost per unit of product i
Based on the parameters that have been determined, the formulation model as follows:
1. Target to meet the total demand
As mentioned earlier, forecasting time horizon used 12 months. Thus, total demand for these products based on the
total forecasting over the past 12 months. Goal fulfillment of product demand is reflected constraints in equation (7),
which can be described as follows:
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
As the company wanted to meet consumer demand, then the objective function is minimizing the negative deviations (di-) as
follows:
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(16)
(17)
Positive deviation is limited to not more than the amount of safety stock, and the similarities can be seen as follows:
(18)
(19)
(20)
2. Target to maximize sales revenue
Max Z = 600 X1 + 400 X2 + 500 X3

(21)

3. Target to minimize total cost
Min Z = 432.685X1 + 310.685 X2 + 390.685X3

(22)

4. Target to minimize total cost quality
As companies want the cost of quality is minimized, hence the objective function equation is as follows:
Min Z = 1.5973125 X1 + 1.6398375 X2 + 0.16408875 X3

(23)

5. DISCUSSION
Optimal solution based on the WinQSB software results for the optimal counting of each product, can be seen in Table 5, and
the value of each goal can be seen in Table 6.
Table 5. Number of Optimal Product

Product Item
X1
X2
X3

Number of Optimal Product (ball)
2,268
2,384
836
Table 6. Optimal Solution

Goal
G1:
G2 :
G3´:
G4 :

Optimal Solution
0
IDR. 2,732,400,000
IDR.2,048,615,250
IDR.89,038,590

Based on the table above, the optimal solution for the combination product for a year are 2268 balls made for X1, 2384 balls
made for X2, and 836 balls made for X3.
And for the target:
1. Target to meet product demand is fulfilled, because the number of total negative deviation (d-) is 0.
2. Target to maximize sales revenue with company’s profits is IDR 2,732,400,000
3. Objective to minimize production costs is IDR 2,048,615,250
4. Target to minimize the cost of quality is IDR 89,038,590

6. CONCLUSION
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This paper investigates Goal Programming Approach when applied in the Cigarettes Company, to evaluate the optimal
combination of product and compare the profit before and after applying Goal Programming. By applying the Goal
Programming method, the company will earn a profit of IDR 2,732,400,000 compared with a profit before applying the goal
programming IDR 2,654,400,000. Then, the company can save on production costs amounted to IDR 262,302,990 or as much
as 11.35%.
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ABSTRACT
Fierce competition among local and international textile industry requires the company to increase production and product
quality control. The problems faced by the company is the defect holes in the fabric, where hole defects can disrupt the
wearer's appearance. The hole in the fabric occurs due to less optimal processes on Weaving machine.
Based on the above, the authors conducted research to determine the factors and levels of treatment factors that significantly
affect product defects by using the Taguchi method.
The first step solving the above problem starts with determining Weaving machine as the most influential factor for the
presence of hole defects in the fabric, and the factors having significant influence and can be controlled are, right Rapier
position factor (factor A), a position left Rapier (factor B), the distance between the list with a career (factor C), and engine
speed (factor D), based on brainstorming and fishbone diagrams. Then do the design parameters to determine the level of
treatment Weaving machines to be used at trial; calculate degrees of freedom (dof); choose the orthogonal array (OA)
according to which will be used in research; calculate the percentage contribution of each factor to the Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) ; do Pooling Strategy Up to the factors that have an F-ratio> F-Ratio Error (1); take the Test of F-Ratio to indicate
factors that significantly influence the presence of defects on the basis of the calculated F value> F-Table ; and calculate S / N
Ratio for his views of the major ranking factor generated difference value, and calculate the loss function faced by the
company after repair these weaving machine parameter settings.
The results of this study is, setting the optimal parameters Weaving machine with Smaller the better quality characteristic,
namely factor A1 (52 º), factor B2 (58 º), the factor C2 (0.15 mm), and factor D2 (380 rpm).
Keywords
Fabric Production, Defect, Process Weaving Machine, Design Parameter, and Taguchi Method.

1. INTRODUCTION
In coherence with the fierce industrial competition which forces every companies to increase their product’s qualities they
produced. In order to achieve such goal in between textile manufacturing industries, it is needed to be done a quality control.
Quality control can be conducted as the manufacturing process is being carried out and also the control that is done before the
production process starts. Therefore it will decrease the amounts of products being returned from the consumers.
One of the many methods in process planning is the Taguchi Methods. This Taguchi Methods is the simplified DOE (Design
of Experiments), with a specific orthogonal arrays, factors and levels application. A good quality product according to Taguchi
is a product that can achieve the specification’s target. Taguchi considered that a product which cannot achieve the specified
target will cause loss, even though the product is still on the edge of a specification tolerance limits (Taguchi Loss Function).
Therefore, the Taguchi Methods can be used to make a good planning, which is more known by the term of Robust Design.
The problems that are about to be discussed in the research is the hole defects on textile. The repairs on the textile can be done
by using artificial quality approach through experiment planning using Taguchi Meethod so that the company can increase the
quality of the products design or process without increasing production costs, by seeing from cost factor that this approach will
not need a high cost to conduct quality reparation. By looking at optimal parameters from the factors that influences the
characteristics of the quality. There are a few things that are needed to be noted, such as what production factors which causes
the defects on textile, and how is the level or degree of mitigating each controlling factors that are the most influential in
minimalizing the defects.

2. METHODOLOGY
Quality has various definitions, where those various definitions depends on the perception or view of each person. The
following are some expeerts opinions about quality, such as J.M Juran stated that quality is a suitability of goal or benefits.
According to W. Edward Deming, quality has a goal to fulfil consumers needs at present time and in the future. Crosby stated
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that quality is a suitability between needs, which consists of availability, delivery, reliability, maintainability, and cost
effectiveness.
Of those definitions can be summarized that actually quality is te whole types or characteristics of products and services in its
goal to fulfil the needs and hopes of the consumers (Dorothea Wahyu Ariani, Quality Management).
Quality control is a verification system and guardian/maintenance of a level/degree of product quality or process that is desired
by a convenient planning, use of approriate tools, constant inspection, and also corrective action whenever needed (Sritomo
Wignjosoebroto, Introduction to Industrial Technics & Management)
Taguchi Method was intruduced by Genichi Taghuchi in 1980 and was developed by Kackar in around 1986. Taguchi Method
is an offline method of quality control, that is a quality control by paying attention to the product design or by carrying out
repairment on the product design (Dorothea Wahyu Ariani, Quality Management). As quality control of statistical process is
said as an online quality control method which do not need extra attention toward the product design but only the fixes of
product standard quality control or process.
Taguchi Method basically is a statistic technique to carry out experiments to determine the best combination of product design
and variable process to create a product. The best in this statement means low cost with the highest uniformity. It feel s
difficult, because the process will take time (Drs. Amin Widjaja Tunggal, Integrated Quality Management, An Introduction).
This Taguchi is known because of the development of the QLF (Quality Loss Function) concept to connect cost of quality
directly towards variation in the process.
Taguchi Concept :
1. Quality Robust Products, the product that are produced are uniformed and consistent in shape, quality, model and etc.
2. A Quality Loss Function, identifying all costs that are related with the products quality and to increase the costs whenever
the product is far from consumers need and expectation or from the target set.
3. Target Oriented Quality, the philosophy of repairment constantly and continous to carry the products to reach the target.
There are Taguchi’s seven points that distinguish Taguchi’s approach with traditional approach in quality guarantee (Tapan P.
Bagchi, Taguchi Methods Explained: Practical Steps to Robust Design) :
1. An important dimension of product quality that are produced is the total loss and it is forwarded by the product to the
consumers.
2. In a competitive economic competition, continuous quality improvement and cutting costs is important to be able to
survive in the business.
3. Continuous quality improvement includes reduction of variation of product characteristics from the target values.
4. The loss that are felt by the consumers because of product variations oftenly reach the deviation proportion of the
characteristics from it target values.
5. Final quality and cost of production process are determined by widened engineering design and production process.
6. Variations of products or processcan be reduced by exploitating the non-linear effect from the product parameters or
process in its characteristics.
7. Statistical experiment design can be used to identify parameter settings from products or process which finally can reduce
variations.
In Taguchi Method there are 3 stages to optimalize product design or production process (Tapan P. Bagchi, Taguchi Methods
Explained : Practical Steps to Robust Design) :
1. System Design, is the first stage in design and a conceptual stage to new product creation.
2. Parameter Design, is physically created or mathematical prototype based on previous stage through statisitcal test, this is
to identify the parameter setting that will provide average performance on the target and determine the disturbance factor
effect to product variation.
3. Tolerance Design, is to determine tolerance of the parameter that related to the loss on society because of product disorder.

3. ANALYSIS
The quality characteristics of motive X textile is that it has the most defects of holes on the textile. The holes on the fabric
emerge because the imperfect process of the Weaving Machine. This is caused because of the weaving machine is not working
optimal.
On the weaving machine there are some factors that influences the hole defects on textile motive X. This research only
explains the factors that can be controlled such as those mentioned above in the Problem Limitation. To achieve a good quality
on the motive X textile that is so that the hole defects will not appear, it is needed to optimalize the performance of weaving
machine and produces a good quality of textiles, and to conduct parameter of design on the machine. By doing improvement
on the factors that are affecting and the controlling weaving machine process : right rapier position, left rapier position,
distance between list and carrier, and also machine speed.
Each factor are given 2 (two) levels, those factor’s value had been adjusted based on the brainstorming of parties related and
the experience. The factor levels is as the following : right rapier position (Factor A) is given a value of level 1 as much as 52 º
and level 2 as much as 53º, left rapier position (Factor B) is given a value of level 1 as much as 59º and level 2 of 58º, distance
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between list and carrier faktor (Factor C) is given a value of level 1 as much as 0.16mm and level 2 of 0.15mm, and tha
machine speed factor (Faktor D) is given a value of level 1 as much as 390rpm and level 2 of 380rpm, whereas level 1 is the
recomended setting to those machine factors, and as for level 2 is the standard settings of the machine.
After the data collection and data processing are done it can be known found the defects that are oftenly emerge on the the
product of textile motive X. From the Pareto diagram, it can be seen the defects number in the period of 1 to 30 April 2007 that
shows in sequence from the largest to the smallest. The most often defects that can be found on the textile motive X is the hole
defects.
Taguchi Method is used to design strong products against environmental influences or disturbance factor. On this Taguchi
Method it is started by a system design that is influential production factor process and can be controlled are seen in time and
without high cost, therefore machine is an influential production process factor towards the hole defects on the fabric. The next
stage is parameter design, this is to determine the factors on the machine that are most influential significantly and can be
controlled, among them are : right rapier position factor that are given a level of 52º and 53º, left rapier position that are given
a level of 59º and 58º, distance between list and carrier factor that are given a level of 0.16mm and 0.15mm, and machine
speed factor that are given a level of 390 rpm and 380 rpm. On this research is used orthogonal array L8 (24)
whereas
this research has been attempted as many as 8 (eight) experiments.
This ANOVA can decipher total variations into factor variation therefore it can be known the contribution of each factors
towards the total variations. The result of data workout shows the contribution in percentage of each factors. Those factors are
factor A as much as 1.38, factor B as much as 0.035, factor AxB as much as 0.15, factor C as much as 0.3425, and factor D as
much as 0.035. From the contribution percentage calculation, we can find that the factor that has the most contribution are
factor A and C, as for factor B and D has the least contribution.
Based on the analysis on variants by using pooling up strategy, we can find out that factor B, C and D are pooled because their
Means of Square calculations are less than their Means of Square errors as much as 0.996, which makes them doesn't have
significant influence towards the achievement of quality characteristics desired, it can be seen on the Table 1.1. And we can
find out the factors that have significant influence toward the achievement of quality characteristics, which are the factor of
right rapier position (factor A) and the factor of distance between List and Carrier (factor C).
Table 1.1 Result of Variant Analysis
Factor

Sq

V

Mq

F-ratio

%contribution

A

5,52

1

5,52

5,54

1,38

B

0,14

1

0,14

0,1405

0,035

AxB

0,6

1

0,6

0,6024

0,15

C

1,37

1

1,37

1,375

0,3425

D

0,14

1

0,14

0,1405

0,035

Error

392,23

394

0,996

ST

400

399

To prove that there is a difference in the way it is conducted and the factor influence in the test, the test is followed by F-ratio
test. The test of F hypothesis is done by comparing the variants that is caused by each factors larger than F-table values, this
shows that the factor has an influence towards the hole defects on the fabric. As for if the F-count on each factors is smaller
than F-table values, then the factor will not influence the hole defects on the fabric motive X.
The data processing result shows that Factor A has a real impact of the hole defect on the fabric, as for Factors B, C and D
does not influence towards the hole defects on the fabric. Therefore it is needed to be conducted improvements on Factor A by
using optimal type or size of each factor.
Based on the analysis, each factor has an average value from each levels and value difference between level 1 and level 2 to
determine tha ranking of each factors. Whereas Factor A achieved the First ranking of each factors, factor C in second position,
Factor B in third position and Factor D in fourth position.
From the hypothesis test results, we can find that the most influential factor is Factor A which has a high value or average.
Therefore, it is best that Factor A is improved by chposing the correct level for the factor. In this research, the quality
characteristics being used is "the smaller the better", therefore for the factor A it is used level 1 where the right rapier position
is set to 52º, for factor C it is used level 2 where the the distance between list and carrier is set to 0.15 mm, and for factor B it is
used level 2 ehere the left rapier position is set to 58º, and also for factor D it is used the standard level which the company
uses and set to 380 rpm.
In this research, the S/N Ratio that are being used is applicable to the quality characteristic of "the smaller the better", but to
choose the correct level to be used is by choosing levels that has the biggest S/N Ratio.
From the analysis of data workout result on the S/N Ratio, we find out that the optimal setting for the weaving machine is
factor A level 1, factor C on level 2, factor B on level 2 and factor D on level 2, these are shown on Table 1.2 and Figure 1.1
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Table 1.2 Results of Ratio S/N calculation on each influencing factors
Factor

Class
A

B

AxB

C

D

1

-16,64

-16,47

-16,47

-16,51

-16,34

2

-16,13

-16,34

-16,3

-16,25

-16,42

Difference

-0,51

-0,13

-0,17

-0,26

0.08

Rank

1

4

3

2

5

Signal to Noise Ratio

D
2

D
1

C
2

C
1

2

1

xB
A

xB

1

2
B

B

2

A

-16

A

A

-15,9

1

-15,8

-16,1
-16,2
-16,3
-16,4
-16,5
-16,6
-16,7
Faktor

Figure 1.1 Each factors effect graphic for S/N Ratio
In this research, the factors that are influencing and controllable are based on the short time experiments, these are done in 8
experiments with 4 main factors and 1 interaction factor (AxB) and 50 times resetting of initial settings (level 1) and
recommendation setting (level 2), it can be found that there were a cost loss as much as Rp.444.444,-.

4. CONCLUSION
The conclusion that we can gather from the research are as the following :
1. Based on brainstorming, the production process factor that has an influence on the defects of fabric is the machine factor
in the weaving process, and those factors significantly influential and controllable on the weaving machine are : right
rapier position (Factor A), Left Rapier position (Factor B), the distance between list and carrier (Factor C), and Machine
Speed (Factor D).
2. After data workout and analysis are done with the Taguchi Method, it is acquired the optimal design parameter, for
controllinmg factor that has significant influence to the quality of fabric in this case is the parameter settings level or the
calibration of weaving machine to minimize defect, including : right rapier position (factor A) on level 1 with 52º, left
rapier position (factor) B on level 2 with 58º, the distance between list and carrier (factor C) on level 2 with 0.15 mm,
and machine speed (factor D) on level 2 with 380rpm.
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ABSTRACT
PT. X is one of famous company in sanitary product industry. The product have been well known in the market. The company
realize that the output not optimal yet. Short investigation on field show there are some problems of product quality. More
accurate investigation will be done to know the level of quality of body faucet part S11005-3S. Investigation is started by
collecting data from quality control section. The data collected come from ream, lathes and drill process. Based on data
analysis is known that the product body faucet part S11005-3S has not in statistical quality control base on 3 sigma.
Keyword
Data part S11005-3S, 3 sigma, quality

1.

INTRODUCTION

PT X is one of the company produce fitting and sanitary products. Faucet, shower, soap holder, tissue box, towel rack,
washbowl glass, closet, bathtub, and some equipment used for the bathroom are the main product. Market share of PT. X is not
only in Indonesia country, but PT. X has owned international agents in some continents and has exported its product to 24
countries in the world.
In fact, the company has fulfill requirement of the consumer need, through achievement of the company to the standard which
has been specified. Even though, it is very importance to investigate the quality of product to be more assures that the product
has fulfill the quality standard.
The investigation started from collect data at quality control department. Data resulted from drill, rim and lathe processes
collected from March to October 2009. Analysis using statistical tools with 3 sigma controller will give the fact description of
product body faucet part S11005-3S in statistical control or not.

2.

PRODUCTION PROCESS

PT. X produce faucets part S11005-3S through some steps as showed at figure 1. Figure 2 show the body faucet part S110053S.
Casting

Machining

Polishing

Plating

Assembling

Figure 1: Production process part S11005-3S
Machining department produces ± 1100 part numbers. One part number can be processed only once process, whereas the other
part number must be through several processes. One machines, can produce some part numbers and one part number can be
produced at some different machines.
Row material of body faucet part S11005-3S is brass casting. Machining process body faucet part S11005-3S through three
processes, using three different machine types. That is machining process at riming machine, CNC lathe and drilling machine.
The time process required at riming machine 30 seconds, while at machine CNC lathe required 75 seconds, and at drilling
machine about 60 seconds.

Figure 2: Body faucet part S11005-3S
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2.1. Process on Riming Machine
Machining process at rimer machine is the first process for body faucet part S11005-3S to make inner thread and outer thread.
They used is horizontal rimer machine type with sigmat, micrometer gauge measuring instrument. Figure 3 show the rimmer
machine and figure 4 show the rimer machine output.

Figure 3: Rimer machines

Figure 4: Rimer machine output

2.2. Process on Lathe CNC
The lathe CNC machine used to makes threads, hole and cutting the product with ring gauge to check outer thread. Figure 5
show the CNC lathe machine and figure 6 show the CNC lathe machine output.

Figure 5: CNC lathe machine

Figure 6: CNC lathe output

2. 3. Process on Drilling Machine
The last machining process for body faucet part S11005-3S is to make hole or makes drat of product at drilling machine
Figure 7 show the drilling machine and figure 8 show the drilling machine output.

Figure 7: Drilling machine

Figure 8: Drilling machine output

3. DATA AND ANALYSIS
31. Data
Several data of part 11005-3S as a result of riming, CNC lathe and drilling process collected from quality control department
start from March until October 2009. Data measurement of part 11005-3S showed at table 1.
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No

Date

1

17/3/2009

2

18/3/2009

3

7/4/2009

4

13/4/2009

5

22/4/2009

6

23/4/2009

7

7/5/2009

8

8/6/2009

9

9/7/2009

10

10/7/2009

11

11/7/2009

12

12/7/2009

13

18/8/2009

14

21/8/2009

15

24/8/2009

16

1/9/2009

17

10/9/2009

18

15/9/09

19

2/10/2009

20

3/10/2009

21

5/10/2009

22

6/10/2009

23

9/10/2009

24

15/10/09

25

22/10/09

Table 1: Data measurement of part 11005-3S
Rim
CNC
R2
R11
R14
CNC2 CNC5
(mm) (mm) (mm)
(mm)
(mm)

Drill
D1

D2

21,95

10,64

24,71

57,05

5,48

5,64

2,90

22,04

10,70

24,72

56,99

5,49

5,57

2,89

22,01

10,58

24,69

57,06

5,51

5,58

2,87

22,26
22,21
22,16
22,19
22,10
22,05
22,01
22,04
21,92
21,93
21,97
21,98
21,98
21,95
22,10
22,15
22,10
22,10
22,05
22,08
22,15
22,15
22,15
22,13
22,07
22,17
22,18
22,14
22,07
21,80
21,98
22,12
22,10
21,98
22,14
22,14
22,10
22,05
22,02
22,00
21,50
22,06
22,13
22,05
22,17
22,05
21,55

10,72
10,67
10,73
10,58
10,50
10,51
10,60
10,49
10,66
10,57
10,72
10,71
10,65
10,70
10,55
10,55
10,55
10,55
10,51
10,51
10,51
10,67
10,60
10,65
10,51
10,51
10,51
10,55
10,73
10,64
10,58
10,57
10,67
10,64
10,59
10,54
10,52
10,56
10,67
10,62
10,60
10,54
10,51
10,55
10,57
10,44
10,37

24,73
24,72
24,75
24,70
24,59
24,70
24,70
24,72
24,71
24,75
24,70
24,53
24,51
24,70
24,65
24,71
24,72
24,76
24,71
24,70
24,71
24,58
24,64
24,68
24,63
24,59
24,76
24,72
24,68
24,75
24,70
24,71
24,76
24,60
24,75
24,74
24,82
24,68
24,70
24,69
24,88
24,59
24,62
24,67
24,75
24.69
24,74

57,08
57,07
57,14
56,85
56,95
56,90
56,85
56,50
56,88
56,50
56,80
56,83
56,77
56,87
56,59
56,97
57,07
57,03
56,95
57,10
56,98
56,80
56,80
56,68
56,80
57,00
57,06
57,04
57,08
57,09
57,07
57,02
57,05
57,10
57,19
57,11
57,10
57,10
57,23
57,10
57,22
57,05
57,11
57,05
56,96
56,74
57,04

5,58
5,64
5,50
5,51
5,56
5,48
5,45
5,45
5,59
5,53
5,55
5,51
5,52
5,56
5,51
5,55
5,50
5,48
5,49
5,50
5,55
5,51
5,41
5,55
5,54
5,57
5,67
5,62
5,52
5,61
5,54
5,54
5,57
5,59
5,51
5,43
5,48
5,49
5,46
5,45
5,59
5,60
5,56
5,48
5,45
5,32
5,48

5,53

2,97

5,56
5,49

2,87
2,92

5,48
5,51

2,91
2,90

5,56
5,50

2,93
2,94

5,58
5,47

2,97
3,13

5,46
5,49

2,95
2,99

5,48
5,48

2,91
2,98

5,45
5,41

2,89
2,85

5,41
5,51

2,88
2,68

5,44
5,44

2,98
2,84

5,46
5,45

2,84
2,84

5,51
5,61

2,81
2,88

5,63
5,61

2,90
2,89

5,58
5,55

2,86
2,85

5,52
5,48

2,94
2,87

5,64
5,59

3,14
2,88

5,61
5,60

2,78
2,95

5,59
5,60

2,84
2,81

5,60
5,76

2,76
2,89

5,55
5,56

2,86
2,85

5,60
5,47

2,85
2,85

5,46
5,47

2,73
2,90

5,45
5,41

2,87
2,90

5,65
5,50

2,89
2,88
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3.2. Analysis
PT X has establish a standard to check the dimension of part 11005-3S. Standard dimension used for riming output R2 is 22
mm with tolerance ± 02 mm. Standard dimension used for R11 is 10,5 mm with tolerance ± 02 mm. While standard dimension
used for R14 is 247 mm with tolerance ± 01 mm. Standard dimension used for CNC2 is 57 mm with tolerance ± 02 mm,
while CNC5 is 54 mm with tolerance ± 02 mm. Standard dimension used for drilling output D1 is 55 mm with tolerance ± 02
mm, D2 is 29 mm with tolerance ± 02 mm.
Control charts are one of the most commonly used tools in statistical process control. They can be used to measure any
characteristic of a product. A control chart for variables is used to monitor characteristics that can be measured and have a
continuum of values. A mean control chart is often referred to as an x-bar chart. It is used to monitor changes in the mean of a
process. Range (R) charts are another type of control chart for variables. Whereas x-bar charts measure shift in the central
tendency of the process, range charts monitor the dispersion or variability of the process. The method for developing and using
R-charts is the same as that for x-bar charts. The center line of the control chart is the average range, and the upper and lower
control limits are computed as follows:
Range , R= X max- X min........................(1)

…..........................(2)

Center line of range chart,

Upper control chart, UCL R =

x D4….....................…….(3)

Lower control chart, LCL R =

x D3.....................…..(4)

Where D3 = 0 and D4=3.27 for 3 sigma controll level.

Rata-rata pengukuran untuk tiap kali operasi

Batas atas, UCL

Batas bawah, LCL

=

=

................(5)

+ A2 x

- A2 x

………................(6)

…...................................(7)

Where A2 = 1.88

Figure 9: X control chart for R2 part 11005-3S

Figure 10:R control chart for R2 part 11005-3S
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Figure 11: X control char for R11 part 11005-3S

Figure 12: R control chart for R11 part 11005-3S

Figure 13: X Control chart forR14 part 11005-3S

Figure 14: R control chart for R14 part 11005-3S

Figure 15: X control chart for CNC2 part 11005-3S

Figure 16: R control chart for CNC2 part 11005-3S

.
Figure 17: X control chart for CNC5 part 11005-3S

Figure 18: R control chart CNC5 part 11005-3S
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Figure 19: X control chart D1 part 11005-3S

Figure 21: X control chart for D2 part 11005-3S

Figure 20: R control chart for D1 part 11005-3S

Figure 22: R control chart for D2 part 11005-3S

Based on X-R control chart for output from riming machine it is known that for dimension R2 there are many data out of
control while for R1 and R 14 all the data in control.
While the output from CNC2 lathe machine show that the data is out of control because there are some data out of upper limit
control. But the output from CNC 5 shown the data in control.
The output from drilling machine D1 and D2 show that the data are not in control.
Based on statistical calculation known that the output from riming machine still at 2,727 sigma level, lathe CNC machine at 2,7
sigma level and drilling machine at 3,3 sigma level.

4. CONCLUCION
From data and analysis it can be conclude that the part 11005-3S as the output of 3 type of machining processes is not in
statistical quality control because the level of quality lower than 3 sigma.
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ABSTRACT
Human error can not be eliminated, but can be minimized. In this study, it resulted the task phases that may cause or lead to
transaction errors by using the method of Systematic Human Error Reduction and Prediction Approach (SHERPA). As the
SHERPA method input, the Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) was performed to determine the task phases of the teller
transactions. Based on the analysis results, all phases of transaction tasks can cause errors but mostly occurs on a high level
of problem criticality which is the phase of counting the money.
Keywords
Teller, Transactions, Systematic Human Error Reduction and Prediction Approach (SHERPA), Hierarchical Task Analysis
(HTA)

1. INTRODUCTION
Banking world has a very important role in the economy of a nation. Although it can be said that the bank basically only carry
out the distribution task for acting as an intermediary holds the funds as borrowers, but banks can be regarded widely as the
heart of a complex economic structure. According to the Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 10 Year 1998 November
10, 1998 on the banks, which meant the bank was "a business entity which collects funds from the public in the form of
savings and channel them to the community in the form of credit and / or other forms in order to improve the standard of living
of the people ".
Based on data from Bank Indonesia's banking system in August of 2008 recorded that there were 125 banks in Indonesia. So
the competition between banks is increasing with the quality of competing. This is a tough challenge for the Bank X. Based on
statistical data of Bank Indonesia in December 2009 which was published in early 2010, showed that based on the total assets
of the Bank X is included in the five largest banks in Indonesia. With total assets of the great need to be supported by quality
services that quickly and accurately. Banking industry is one industry that is facilitative industry that produces mainly in the
form of services sold to consumers so that the banking industry is promoting trust and quality service.
The Bank is an institution of trust, which can be seen in bank's principal activities are to accept and give credit to those who
need funds. If the bank has lost the trust of customers, it will be predicted the bank will not be able to survive in business
continuity, because the initial capital in a bank is a belief. In addition to the trust institution, the bank is also a service agency.
Banks are required to be able to provide a quality service so that it can meet the needs and wants of customers through serviceoriented customer satisfaction. One is the quality of service to our customer frontliner. Teller is being perceived as the front
liners "front" in the banking business. This is because the teller is one of the first personnel who visits the customer upon
entering a banking hall. In other words all financial transactions both in cash (savings deposits, savings withdrawals, payment
of electricity, etc.) or non-cash transactions (Overbooking, RTGS, etc.) in a bank, tellers must be through the customer so that
it can become the image of a bank. In this case the teller at the bank has a big risk and affect the operations of a bank. In
additions, tellers also the most likely personnel to detect and stop fraudulent transactions so as to prevent losses in a bank
(currency and counterfeit checks, identity theft etc).
Teller also require to be friendly in interacting with customers and able to provide information about customer accounts and
banking services. Teller services are not adequate as prime and services that are less friendly, long transaction process, errors
in transactions, long queues can lead to customer disappointment. Teller also must be able to work fast, precise and careful in
dealing with customers. If the transaction time is too long can result in long queues which can cause customer dissatisfaction
can even form the perception that the bank X has slow service and low quality.
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Transactions are fast also be supported on the accuracy of transactions by a teller because if something goes wrong it will deal
can be risk and detrimental to the customer and the bank even on both sides. Error or fraud in transactions conducted by the
teller could cause customers to lose trust in the bank. So the need to analyze the performance of tellers in conducting
transactions with errors observed teller transactions conducted so that the quality of service to customers can be improved. We
then performed an analysis of the frequency of error occurrence, criticality problems, and solutions that possible improvements
could be done to improve the error rate teller transactions using Sherpa.
The goal of this research for the identification phase of the task can often lead to errors and critical issues in the knowledge of
teller transaction activity. Then the results of identification were used to determine the steps that can be done to anticipate
mistakes teller transactions. Research done at teller the bank X with error based on human factors.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Hagan and Mays (1981) defines human error as the failure of humans to perform tasks that have been designed within the
limits of accuracy, range and amount of time (Hagan and Mays, Love and Josepshon, 1981). Reason describes human error in
a psychological as "any occasion where a series of mental or physical activity planned does not work as expected as it should,
thus failing to achieve expected results." In addition, according to Reason (1990), the amount of involvement of human error is
high because almost all technology systems not only run by humans, but also designed, constructed, organized, managed,
maintained and managed by humans[1]. Based on this thinking error is defined as a deviation from what was expected and is
caused by human action.
Human error is something that can not be avoided but if it happens to cause losses for the company. In the world of banking,
human error contributed greatly to banking transactions, especially on teller transactions. Where is the teller is a gateway 'front'
in financial transactions both cash and non-cash. Therefore the percentage error of the human factor needs to be
reduced. Human errors can be avoided or reduced by reviewing the factors the cause, one of them by using Sherpa. One of the
classification of the most simple human error is made by Swain and Guttman (1983)
• Error of omission, namely fault for forgetting to do something.
• Error of commission, that is not doing something right
• A sequence error, the error due to do a job that does not comply with the order.
• A timing error, the errors that occur when a person fails to do the work in the specified time, either because the response is
too long or too quick response. [2]
2.1 Methods Sherpa (Systematic Human Error Reduction and Prediction Approach)
SHERPA method using the structure of questions and answers to identify errors that might occur in the task analysis. Such
mistakes are identified based on the model of expertise (skills), rules (rule), knowledge (knowledge) derived from the generic
error modeling system (GEMS), developed by Rasmunssesn et al (1981) and Reason's (1987). This approach tries to link the
reduction of measurement errors with the causes of human error. Human error identification technique is to free the analyst to
define the information that is useful for error reduction strategies. According to Stanton et.al (2004) there are eight steps in the
analysis SHERPA, as follows:[3]
1. Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA)
This process begins with an analysis of work activity, using hierarchical task analysis (HTA), then the analysis of the overall
goal of the task, which is then broken down into subordinate goals. If analysts are satisfied that the level of analysis is quite
comprehensive, the next level can be studied. Analysis of the results down to the precise stopping point is reached.
2. Classification Task
Every teller transaction activity from the fault taxonomy are classified into one of the following types:
• Action (eg pressing a button, pull the switch, opening the door)
• Retrieval (eg getting information from the screen or manual)
• Inspection (such as procedural activity)
• Selection (eg choosing one alternative over another)
• Information communication (such as talking with others)
3. Human Error Identification (HEI-Human Error Identification)
After the tasks are classified into five types of tasks and analysts consider credible error modes of each activity by using
taxonomic errors, as in Table 1.
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Table 1: SHERPA Error Modes.

ERROR MODE
Action Errors
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
Checking Errors
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
Retrieval Errors
R1
R2
R3
Communication Errors
I1
I2
I3
Selection Errors
S1
S2

ERROR DESCRIPTION
Operation too long/short
Operation mistimed
Operation in wrong direction
Operation too little/much
Misalign
Right operation on wrong object
Wrong operation on right object
Operation omitted
Operation incomplete
Wrong operation on wrong object
Check omitted
Check incomplete
Right check on wrong object
Wrong check on right object
Check mistimed
Wrong check on wrong object
Information not obtained
Wrong information obtained
Information retrieval incomplete
Information not communicated
Wrong information communicated
Information communication incomplete
Selection omitted
Wrong selection made

4. Consequence Analysis
Activities activities that have been grouped by taxonomic errors then determined the consequences of any errors that may have
significant implications for critical mistakes
5. Recovery Analysis
If there are steps that fault activity can be restored, it can be incorporated into the next step. But if it is not possible to recover
the recovery column is left blank or absent.[4]
6. Incidence Analysis of Genesis
Activities were classified again in the form of the frequency of incidents that are classified based on historical data. Frequency
values are categorized into:
L (Low): Low, if the error does not occured or almost never done
M (Medium): Medium, if an error has occurred on previous occasions
H(High): High, if the error has often occurred
7. Criticality Analysis
Error transactions may potentially critical problems. But the extent to which errors can cause serious problems that are very
variable and depend on several factors. Therefore, criticality assessment will be modified to reflect the severity of the
consequences of errors led to low levels of criticality problems (Low), medium (Medium), high (High)
8. Remedy
Analysis the last step in this process is to propose an error reduction strategy. It is presented in the form of proposed changes to
work systems that can prevent errors that occur or at least reduce the consequences of these errors. Typically, these strategies
can be categorized into four categories: Equipment, Training, Procedures, Organization
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The topic of this research is to analyze the error teller transactions with methods Systematic Human Error Reduction and
Prediction Approach (Sherpa), then performed the collection of data such as transaction data, personal data teller, transaction
error data. This analysis process begins with the observation of how the teller. Then analyze the activities that can cause the
error transaction. Once the data can then be analyzed using a method that can be known stage Sherpa task causing error teller
transactions.

3. DISCUSSION
After performing the process of collecting data and then processing the data using the method of Systematic Human Error
Reduction and Prediction Approach (Sherpa), the next stage is to analyze the data
3.1 Description Teller
Research conducted on transactions conducted by the teller at Bank X, which performed for 16 days, the work unit there are
three tellers with the information data as in Table 2
Table 2: Description Teller.

Description

Operator code
X

Y

Z

Gender

Female

Male

Female

Marital status

Married

Single

Married

Age

26

24

24

Experience Old

>1 year

6 month

8 month

Educational Background

D3

D3

S1

3.2 Number of Transactions
In one day every teller can perform a number of different transactions with a number of other teller transactions as well as with
the number of errors made at each teller as can be seen in the picture below Table 3. Error Index to Total Transaction Teller
Transactions. Based on the table, see the index of the biggest mistakes of the total transactions carried out by the teller of X
with index of 0.359, where x most widely teller made a mistake for 97 errors, but with the number of transactions made at least
the 2702 transaction. If associated with long time experience of being a teller and age, teller x has a 'flight hours' is higher but
the index error produced the second highest among the other teller
Table 3. Error Index to Total Transaction Teller Transactions.

Types of errors

Total
of errors
(16 days)

Mean
errors
/day

Invalid passbook balance

44

2,75

Wrong passbook serial

41

2,56

Must update passbook

36

2,25

Unknown account

29

1,81

Account has no unposted

25

1,56

Account not activated

24

1,50

Pasif account

19

1,19

Update balance < min balance

17

1,06

Nominal Input Error

10

0,63

account input no. error

7

0,44

Amount excedded limit

6

0,38

Transaction code input error

3

0,19

3.3 Types of Error
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In the normal teller transactions do not fail to make a mistake.Based on historical data in mind there are several types of errors
made by previous teller. Based on the frequency of events such as errors in the table, then with the approval of the bank, the
level of frequency is divided into three categories (low, medium, high) with details such as frequency of occurrence in Table 4.
Table 4. Transaction Error Incidence Rate

Number of Error

types
of errors Ind
ex / day

Rate

Category

0–9

0-0,59

1

L

10 – 19

0,60-1,19

2

20 – 29

1,20-1,79

3

30 – 39

1,8-2,39

4

≥ 40

≥ 2,40

5

M

H

As for the category of the critical level resulting from errors that occur, can be categorized as follows into five rankings in
three categories. The classification level of criticality problems can be seen in Table 5.
Table 5. Criticality Level Problems.

Criticaly Problem

Ranking

Category

If it does not cause direct problem

1

Low

If the cause can not be done the next transaction

2
Medium

If you can inhibit the process of the transaction but did not result
infinancial losses

3

If causing bookkeeping errors

4
High

If the cause financial losses for both parties

5

From Table 3 the average error per day, unknown errors that occur most often is the customer's account balance input error
with a description type of error 'invalid passbook balance' or savings account balance is invalid. This can happen any input
error due to differences in the balance of savings or savings account balance is printed on the passbook and the system so that
tellers usually directly enter the last balance shown on passbook without confirmation first.
SHERPA uses Hiraki Task Analysis (HTA) as the input of the action Sherpa. In a teller transaction is responsible to deposit
cash receipts as deposited savings, loans, or transfers, and to transact such payments savings withdrawal transaction. So that in
a hierarchical analysis teller duties are classified into two main categories of transactions deposits and withdrawal
transactions.Deposit transaction is a transaction that can increase customers' account balances. While the withdrawal
transaction is a transaction reduces the customer's account balance. At this stage of manufacture of a hierarchical task analysis,
task stages teller transaction is divided into seven stages:
1. Stage call customer name
2. Transaction confirmation stage
3. Phase input transaction codes
4. Input stage of the transaction data
5. Phase counting money
6. Print Out Phase
7. Phase validation by the teller
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3.4 Classification Task Stage Transaction Based Incidence andCriticality Levels
Once in to Sherpa output, then the data in again if returned toclassified based on the level of frequency and criticality
problems, as shown in Table 6.
Table 8 :Classification Task Stage Transaction Based Incidenceand Criticality Levels.

F

High

Medium

Low

C

Task Stage Deposit Transaction

Task Stage Withdrawal Transaction

L

-

-

M

4,3 ; 4.5

4,3 ; 4.4

H

5,1 ; 5,2 ; 5,3 ; 5,5; 5,7

5,1 ; 5,2 ; 5,3 ; 5,5; 5,7

L

-

-

M

2.1.2 ; 2.2.1 ; 2.2.2 ; 4.2(No.
(account is not activated and
inactive)

2.2.2 ; 4.1 ; 4.2
(account is not activated and inactive)

H

2.1.3 ; 4.1 ; 4.2 ; 7.2 ; 7.3(Error
mutation account)

2.2.1 ; 4.1 ; 4.2 (Error mutation account)

L

1.1 ; 2.1.3 ; 6.1 ; 6.3

1.1 ; 2.1.3 ; 6.1 ; 6.3 ; 7.4.1 ; 7.5 ; 7.6

M

1.2 ; 4.1

1.2 ; 4.1

H

2.1.1 ; 3.1 ; 3.2 ; 3.3 ; 3.4 ; 4.5 ;
5.4 ; 5.6 ; 6.2 ; 6.4 ; 7.1

2.1.1 ; 2.1.2 ; 3 ; 4.5 ; 5.4 ; 5.6 ; 6.2 ; 6.4 ;
7.1 ; 7.7

4. CONCLUSION
Each stage of the task can occur or the possibility of error, but most often occurs with a high level of criticality is the stage of
counting the money. Human error can not be eliminated but can be minimized so that the phase or task that often lead to errors
in predictions need to be an improvement and anticipation both in terms of technology, equipment, training, and procedures.
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ABSTRACT
Sentra Kaos Jalan Suci Bandung is area where many small medium garment industry that produce and sell t-shirt mainly
custom design for local and national costumers. Generally the owner of that industry still using traditional approach to
manage their business which supply chain is one of them. Lack of knowledge on supply chain management make owners have
difficulty to fulfill quantity and delivery dates for customers. These problem commonly happens in small medium industry at
Sentra Kaos Jalan Suci Bandung. So the importance of supply chain strategy for owner at Sentra Kaos Jalan Suci Bandung is
to win competition among garment industry in Bandung or Indonesia are how to minimize inventory and lead time to fulfill
customer requirement.
In this research we try to conceptualize simulation model in order to search better supply chain strategy for Sentra Kaos
Jalan Suci Bandung. Software ASDN (Agile Supply Demand Network) is applied in this research to capture existing supply
chain model and proposed new supply chain model with 3 scenario: current model, procurement trough “Koperasi”, splitting
job to subcontractor.
Result of this research that current scenario lead-times is 7 days, procurement trough cooperatives (Koperasi) and use of
subcontractor not significant improve. Highest inbound inventory level found at all retails for current scenarios and
procurement trough “Koperasi” scenario at Koperasi itself. Supply chain strategy that we conclude for Sentra Kaos Jalan
Suci Bandung are to keep high inbound inventory at expense high inventory cost to fulfill customer needs.
Keywords
Supply Chain Management, Inventory Management

1. INTRODUCTION
Sentra Kaos Jalan Suci at Bandung, which main products are t-shirt, jacket, hat and sweater has long history as groups of small
sized make to orders company on garment/apparel industry since 1980s. Most of owners of this company use traditional
management or approach in way to procure, manufacture and distribute their products. To keep production target based on
customer order, commonly the owner of a company splits their job to other company or they called makloon, but this solution
didn’t help too much because every company at Sentra Kaos Jalan Suci has limited capacity. Moreover materials procurement
trough traditional way that the owner didn’t have material planning such as mrp, make production halt because lack of
materials.
Supply chain management is the integration of key business processes across the supply chain for the purpose of creating value
for customers and stakeholders (Lambert, 2008). To ensure on schedule production and increasing competitive advantage,
Sentra Kaos Jalan Suci needs a good supply chain management design from procurement of raw materials on time, optimum
production time and on time product delivery to customers.
Supply chain management is expected to resolve problem of company owner at Sentra Kaos Jalan Suci that can help them to
see the picture of their business as a whole (comprehensive) and real-time to gain a competitive value for the company, in
terms of what they see is right-correctly describe the actual condition of the company right away. For that, minimizing
inventory levels, and minimizing the costs arising from upstream to downstream, not including the cost of production is needed
in improving the efficiency, sharpen the response, and eventually was able to generate competitive value for the company.
Materials that commonly procured isn’t far from Sentra Kaos Jalan Suci such as fabrics from Cigondewah Bandung, cotton
yarn, printing paint, and t-shirt accessories from Pasar Baru Bandung. Currently there is a planned among owners of company
at Sentra Kaos Jalan Suci to form material cooperatives to improve material procurement process and better pricing. This
initiatives arise after material shortage because of material supplier hold their stock from market and increased currency to buy
material.
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In this paper we looking viable option to design supply chain for Sentra Kaos Jalan Suci (SKJS) that minimize inventory cost
and other cost that formed from long business process from supplier to customers without sacrifice product quality. The supply
chain design in this paper contain 3 scenario, (1) base condition of SKJS, (2) job splitting trough subcontractor and (3)
procurement material trough material cooperatives. ASDN Logistic software will be used to evaluated

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Supply chain management is a cross-functional approach including regulating the movement of raw materials into an
organization, certain aspects of the internal process materials into finished goods, and the movement of finished goods out of
the organization and to the final consumer. As organizations seek to focus on core competencies and become more flexible,
they reduce the ownership of raw material sources and distribution channels. These functions are increasingly being outsourced
to other entities that can make the cost of activities better or more effective.
The effect is to increase the number of organizations involved in satisfying customer demand, while reducing management
control of daily logistics operations. Less control and more supply chain partners led to the creation of supply chain
management concepts. The objective of supply chain management is to improve trust and collaboration among supply chain
partners, thus improving inventory visibility and speed the movement of supplies.
Several models have been proposed for understanding the activities required to manage the movement of materials on
organizational and functional boundaries. SCOR is a supply chain management model promoted by the Supply Chain Council.
Another model is the SCM Model proposed by the Global Supply Chain Forum (GSCF). Supply chain activities can be
grouped into strategic level, tactical, and operational. Process Classification Framework SM high-level, enterprise-neutral
industrial process model that allows organizations to see their business processes from cross-industry perspective.
Beamon [1] provides list of literature that divide supply chain design into (1) Deterministic Analytical, (2) Stochastic
Analytical, (3) Economic Models and (4) Simulation Method. Using simulation as supply chain design has advantage to
evaluate proposed supply chain model without interfering current operation and make allot of possibility to improve.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In order to design supply chain for Sentra Kaos Jalan Suci, we use simulation approach to simplified design and give us
freedom to experiment on direct implication on parameter change. Flowchart of the research as figure 1.
Modeling
Based Scenario

ASDN Logistic
Simulation

Analysis

Figure 1Research Flowchart
Modeling base scenario is conducted with using preliminary data from interview with company owner at Sentra Kaos Jalan
Suci. Data that we gathered on this stage is current supply chain network, procurement system and production system. Then
we make base model that captured current Sentra Kaos Jalan Suci supply chains. We make 2 proposed scenario from base
model that include material cooperatives and subcontractor like figure 3 and 4.
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Supplier
Cigondewah

Sentra Kaos Jalan Suci

Supplier
Pasar Baru #1

Print
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Supplier
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Figure 2 Base Scenario of Sentra Kaos Jalan Suci Supply Chain
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Sentra Kaos Jalan
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Figure 3Subcontract Scenario
Cooperatives

Fabric Factory

Fabric

Yarn Distributor

Yarn

Paint Distributor

Pain

Cutting

Print
(Sablon)

Sewing

Consument

Figure 4 Cooperatives Scenario
Following tables 1, 2 and 3 contains data for supplier, manufacture (Sentra Kaos Jalan Suci) and Consument.
Table 1 Supplier Data

Product
Price (Rp)
Cost (Rp)

Cigondewah
Fabric Cotton Combed 100%
11000/1.1meter
7000/1.1meter

Supplier
Pasar Baru
Yarn Cotton 100%
2400/50meter
2000/50meter

Supplier Cat
Paint Netral AG
4150/ 250gram
3500/ 250 gram

Table 2 Manufacture Data
Manufacture
Product
Price (Rp)
Cost (Rp)
Lead-times

Sentra Kaos Jalan Suci
T-Shirt
25000/ pcs
19520/pcs
0.03 days

Print (Sablon)
Printed T-Shirt
30000/ pcs
28000/ pcs
0.05 days
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Table 3.Consumer Demand

Consumer

Medan

Batam

Bandung

Jakarta

Semarang

Price (Rupiah)

190000

170000

120000

200000

130000

Demand (Unit)

8905

12647

15879

20981

16976

Std. Dev Demand (Unit)

135

583

937

569

894

Performance parameters that we use in this research are limited on lead times, and inventory level.

4. DISCUSSION
Simulation on supply chain design using software ASDN Logistics that run on Java as shown on figure 5.
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Figure 5 ASDN Model and Output Graph
Result that we have from simulation on three scenarios as shown on figure 6 are total lead times are 7 days for base scenario, 8
days for subcontractor scenario and 9 days for cooperatives scenario. For proposed procurement trough cooperatives not
improve total lead times because cooperatives it self only change wholesaler actors from Cigondewah or Pasar Baru. We
assumed that cooperatives supplier directly from textile manufacture from Bandung as Cigondewah but from simulation results
effectiveness of cooperatives considered low.
On inventory parameters from figure 5 we can see that highest inventory on supplier sides Cigondewah Outbound and
Koperasi Outbound for fabric material as primary material for t-shirt product. For company at Sentra Kaos Jalan Suci, highest
inventory held by sablon (printing) because that activity is the last operation on making t-shirt including packaging and
shipping. For consumer we can see that inbound inventory on some city because of high demand and transportation lead time,
so consumer at city level (as sales distributor) have to make stock enough for their sales. Exceptionally from cooperatives
scenario, we can see that most consumer have low inventory because company (Sentra Kaos Jalan Suci) become bottle neck
for entire supply chain because of lack capacity and material from procurement.
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7. CONCLUSION
Result of this research that current scenario lead-times are 7 days, procurement trough cooperatives (Koperasi) and use of
subcontractor not significant improve. Highest inbound inventory level found at all retails for current scenarios and
procurement trough “Koperasi” scenario at Koperasi itself. Supply chain strategy that we conclude for Sentra Kaos Jalan Suci
Bandung is to keep high inbound inventory at expense high inventory cost to fulfill customer needs.
For future research we need to include other area in Bandung or West Java that small medium garment industry can share
capacity and create collaborative supply chain.
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ABSTRACT
Bioethanol production from bagasse through simultaneous saccharification and fermentation (SSF) was successful at lab
scale. Eventhough it is technically possible to develop the technology into industrial scale and the government’s energy
mandate 2025 set to use 5% of energy source is from biofuel, do current government’s rules and regulations allow the
technology to survive. How attractive is the industry? Results on this study show that the net present value of 8,000 liter per
day bioethanol production is 32,204,238,747 Rupiah and the internal rate of return value is 9%. However, the current fiscal
policies do not work well to promote bioethanol industry growing. Offering bigger fiscal policy for example tax cut, special
tariff, will attract people to invest more.

Keywords
Bagasse, Simultaneous Sccharification and Fermentation (SSF), fiscal policy.
1. INTRODUCTION
Electricity demand in Indonesia increases with the rate 5.9% per year which is bigger than the electricity supply growth [1].
This situation turns out to be an electricity crisis. Scheduled black out occurs in many places including at the industrial areas.
According to Blueprint 2006, 54.78% of energy consumption is from oil. Depending on notorious fossil based fuels to fulfil
electric energy is not a sustainable policy due to the fuels are not renewable and they are also not environmentally friendly. The
government proposed National Energy Mix 2025 to reduce the dependency on fossil fuels and to promote the utilization of
renewable energy including biofuel. It is projected that biofuel will contribute 5% to total energy source at the time of 2025
(Figure 1) [1]. As addition to its scarcity and environmental impact, another issue related to fossil fuels is the price is not
stable. The price volatility generates doubt about long term stability of the energy in the future.

Figure 1. National Energy Mix 2025
Bio-renewable energy is one of important energy alternatives to reduce world dependence on fossil fuels. Ethanol has been
recognized as a potential renewable energy to replace petroleum-based transportation fuels. Developing biofuel such as ethanol
from renewable biomass or lignocellulosic materials would provide strategic, environmental, and societal benefits [2, 3].
Example of potential lignocellulosic material is bagasse, the solid residue of the sugarcane (Saccharum Officinarum). juice
extraction. Bagasse is a potential renewable biomass resource for bioethanol production. Not only it is cheap and readily
available, but more importantly it has high carbohydrate content and low lignin content [4]. Because of these, bagasse is a
potential feedstock for bioconversion to ethanol. However, especially in Indonesia, the utilization of bagasse in industrial fields is
still limited, except for energy source for steam production.
Eventhough in one side bagasse is technically a potential feedstock for bioetahanol and it is cheap and the government mandate
to use 5% of its enegy sources in 2025 from biofuel, are the government rules and regulations favourable to support its
industrialization? This study will answer that question. It will analyze the impact of fiscal policy especially taxation schemes
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to bioethanol competitiveness.

2. BIOETHANOL PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY
Bioethanol is ethanol made from biomass containing cellulose or starch component. To convert biomass cellulose to ethanol
one way to use is Simultaneous Sacharification and Fermentation (SSF). See figure 2 for the schematic process of bioethanol
convertion. Like figure 2 depicts, SSF basically consists of three processes, pretreatment, sacharification and fermentation
process at reactor dan distillation process at distillation column. At pretreatment, raw material, i.e. bagasse, is planted with
white rot fungi. The fungus breaks lignocellulosic chain by eating the lignin part. Sacharification uses enzymes cellulose and
cellubiase and fermentation uses yeast.

Figure 2 Scheme of the Second Generation Bioethanol Production Processes [5]

3. INVESTMENT ANALYSIS METHODS
Investment analysis methods that usually used to evaluate a project or a set of alteratives are net present value (NPV) and
internal rate of return (IRR) [6].
NPV of a project is the difference between the total cash flow per unit time has been changed to the present value of the
investment conditions that have been cashed. In other words, NPV is a value that indicates the amount of money that will be
generated from an investment. If the NPV produces a positive value, then the project is feasible because it indicates that the
investment has achieved favorable conditions. If the NPV of a cash flow indicates the number zero, it can be said that the
percentage increase in the value of money that occurs on these investments at least have managed to cover the level of
uncertainty that occurs. NPV is calculated by adding up all the cash flow over time from a period of zero until the last period.
NPV is formulated as follow:
.................(1)
Where: I
r
An
n
Vn

= investment
= rate of return that need to get
= cash flow / proceed
= economic value of investment
= residual value

IRR is a percentage increase in the value of money contained in the current cash flow. IRR can be interpreted also as the
discount rate that produces zero NPV.
........................................................(2)
Where: r = rate of return
An = cash flow / proceed
n = economic value of investment
In general, investment decisions based on NPV and IRR will give the consistent results, meaning that "if an investment
proposal is considered feasible based on the NPV, the investment proposal assessed on the IRR is also feasible.
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4. FISCAL POLICY
Fiscal policy is a government instrument to achieve its development objectives. Fiscal policy is executed thru government
spending and execising taxes and customs. Fiscal policy is crucial to be taken into consideration when evaluating an
investment especially thr new advance technology ones. Many times a government provides incentives and avelliates taxes to
promote new technologies. Table 1 shows details of the fiscal stimulus policies applied in the field of taxation while
government fiscal policy on customs is on Table 2.
Table 1 Fiscal Stimulus on Taxes 2009 [7]
Description
A. Tax Saving
1. Tariff reduction PPh OP (35%=>30%) and tariff
diversification
2. Peningkatan PTKP menjadi Rp 15,8 juta
3. Tariff reduction PPh Body (30%=>28%) and Go
Public => tariff 5% lebih rendah
B. Tax Subsidy/BM (DTP) to Industry/RTS
1. PPN Gothermal
2. PPN Article 21
3. PPN Oil cooking
4. PPN Biofuel (BBN)
5. PPN Oil and Gas exploration
6. Industrial tariff
Total Stimulus

Alocation
(trillion Rp)
11,0

Act/Regulation

Implementation

13,5

UU No. 36/2009

1 Jan 2009

11,0

UU No. 36/2009

1 Jan 2009

18,5

UU No. 36/2009

1 Jan 2009

13,3
0,8
6,5
0,8
0,2
2,5
2,5
24,3

PMK 242/2008
PMK 43/2009
PMK 231/2008
PMK 242/2008
PMK 241/2009

1 Jan 2009
18 Mar 2009
23 Des 2009
1 Jan 2009
26 Feb 2009

Tabel 2. Fiscal Stimulus on Customs 2009[7]
Customs DTP 2009
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Sector
Aeroplane
Vehicle/motor components/parts
Electronic components/parts
Ship
Heavy industrial equipments
Medichal needs
Steam generator
Sorbitol
Information industry
Methyltin Mercaptide industry
Ballpoint equipment
Others
Total Custom DTP

Alocation
(million Rp)
416,0
795,2
215,4
151,0
106,0
11,4
14,0
0,7
50,0
0,9
3,2
736,2
2.500,0

Regulation
PMK 26/2009
PMK 27/2009
PMK 28/2009
PMK 29/2009
PMK 30/2009
PMK 31/2009
PMK 33/2009
PMK 34/2009
PMK 35/2009
PMK 36/2009
PMK 37/2009
-

In Indonesia, Act Number 25, 2007 is about investment. It describes about what is capital investment, domestic investment,
foreign investment, investors, and other matters related to capital investment. Chapter X of the law especially be the base of
calculations on this study. The chapter is described below [8]:
1.
2.
3.

4.

The government provides facilities to investors who make investments
Investment facilities given to investments that: (a) conduct its business expansion and (b) makes a new investment
The least criteria to receive facility capital investment: (a) absorbs a lot of labor, (b) including a high priority scale, (c)
including infrastructure development, (d) conduct technology transfer, (e) conduct a pioneer industry; (f) located in
remote, disadvantaged areas, border areas, or other areas deemed necessary; (g) preserving the environment; (h) conduct
research, development and innovation; (i) in partnership with micro, small, medium, or cooperatives; (j) the industry uses
capital goods or machinery or equipment produced in the country
Facilities to be given to capital investment can be: (a) the income tax through a reduction of net income to a certain level
of total investments made within a certain time, (b) exemption from or reduction of import duty on capital goods,
machinery, or equipment production needs that can not be produced domestically; (c) exemption from or reduction of
import duties of raw materials or auxiliary materials for production purposes for a specific period and specific
requirements, (d) exemption or deferral of Value Added Tax on import of capital goods or machines or production
equipment that can not be produced domestically during a specific period, (e) depreciation or amortization; and (f) Land
and Building Tax relief, especially in certain sectors, in areas or regions or specific areas
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5.

Exemption or reduction of corporate income tax in the amount and period may only be given to new investment which is a
pioneer industry, namely industry with wide scale, provide value-added and high-externality, introduce new technologies,
as well as having strategic value for the national economy

Government Regulation No. 1 Year of 2007, specifically deals with tax facilities for investment in certain business areas and /
or in certain regions. Detail of the facilities is described in Article 2 [9]:
1) To Taxpayer-shaped body of the domestic limited liability companies and cooperatives that make investments in:
o certain business fields as defined in Appendix I of this Government Regulation; or
o certain business areas and certain areas as specified in Annex II of this Government Regulation,
be granted facilities for Income Taxes.
2) Income Tax Facilities referred to in paragraph (1) is :
o reduction of net income amounted to 30% (thirty percent) of total capital investment, are charged for 6 (six) years
each at 5% (five percent) per year;
o accelerated depreciation and amortization are listed at table 3, as follows:
Table 3 Depreciation and Amortization [9]

Government regulation No. 1 Year of 2007 is reinforced by the Minister of Finance Regulation No. 24/PMK.011/2010 on the
Granting of Taxation and Customs Facilities for Renewable Energy Sources Utilization Activities.
Act Number 17 Year of 2006 is about the imposition of tariff on imported goods. Basically, the tariff is determined by
reference to the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System (HS) or from the World Customs Organization
(WCO). Determination of the rate of import duty is thru the Minister of Finance. In Act No. 17 Year of 2006, Tariff and
Customs Value are set as follows [10]:
The first section,
o Paragraph 1 of the Customs Tariff (Article 12), contains provisions regarding the highest tariff of 40%, in
consideration of Law No. 7 of 1994 regarding the ratification of the Agreement Establishing the World Trade
Organization and the imported goods are exempted from the highest rates, in accordance with notification of Indonesia
on GATT;
o Paragraph 2, Classification of Goods provided for in Article 14, but the title of "Classification of Goods" that exist in
the old laws no longer used.
The second section entitled "Customs Value", with sections and paragraphs, while the new laws this title is not listed, and
directly into the substance of Article 15.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Bagasse Potency of Indonesia
Bagasse is the solid residu of the processing sugar cane into sugar. The amount of bagasse produced from a sugar-making
process is around 30%, then approximately, around 500 tons bagasse will be obtained per year per hectare of sugar cane
plantation.
If one liter of bioethanol needs approximately 2.5 kg of bagasse, an ethanol plant with a production capacity of 8 kl/day then
the required 20 ton bagasse per day. This quantity is possible to fill since Indonesia has a number of sugar factories, for
instance factories at East Java and Lampung. There are about 335,725 thousand hectares sugar cane plantation [11]. With an
average 500 ton supply of bagasse per year per hectare (about 1.6 tonnes per hectare per day), bagasse supply is sufficient.
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5.2 Economic Calculation
In evaluating the economic value of capital costs, operating expenses, and preparation of financial cash flow, some basic
assumptions used are listed on Table 4
Tabel 4 Economic Analysis Assumptions [12]
Parameter
Quantity
Investment Sources
Debt
Equity
Interest Rate
Income Tax Rate
Construction Period
Plant Life Time
Electricity Price
Current Exchange

70 %
30 %
7%
30 %
1 year
25 years
Rp. 570/kWh
Rp. 9.000/US$

While primary production equipment procurement cost of 8000 liter per day is U.S. $ 5,580,000 and buildings and support
facilities construction costs is U.S. $ 1,110,000. So the total investment cost for a single-scale industrial unit is U.S. $
6,690,000 or Rp. 60.21 billion. Investment cost and its components can be clearly seen in Table 5.
Table 5 Investment Costs [12]

The calculation of operational costs is based on production capacity per year, assuming eight hours work per day and 312
effective working days, and a total production of 2.496 million liters bioethanol per year. Table 6 shows the results.
Table 6 Operational Costs [12]

Using assumptions and data shown on Tables 4, 5, and 6, and with using white rot fungus selling price of Rp. 10,000 per Kg,
the NPV is 117,156,513,917.69 and the IRR is 22.05%. However, if the calculation excludes the income from selling the
fungus, the NPV is Rp. 32, 204.238.747 with IRR just only 9%.
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5.3 Sensitivity Analysis
Raw material is one of crucial variables determining feasibility of a bioethanol project. Sensitivity analysis is performed to see
how changes on row material price, bagasse price influence project profitability, the NPV and IRR. The results show that the
NPV are still positive, means the project is still good to go, even though the bagasse price is double, triple, or quadruple.
Sensitivity analysis results for IRR vs bagasse prices are shown at figure 3.
IRR vs Bagasse Prices
23.00%
22.00%
21.00%
20.00%
19.00%
18.00%
17.00%

IRR

1

2

3

4

Figure 3 Effect of Bagasse Price on NPV
5.4 Fiscal Policy on Bioethanol
Government regulation has significant impact on the existence and survival of a. bioethanol project. Regulation such as VAT
and import duties impact on IRR are shown on figure 4 and 5
IRR vs PPN
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
IRR

10.00%
5.00%
0.00%
5

0

-5

-10

Figure 4 Effect of VAT on IRR Facilities
IRR vs BEA MASUK
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15

Figure 5 Effect of Imposition of Import Duties on IRR
Figure 5 shows a IRR decline of 17,1% when import duty increases by 5%. This indicates that the government should be
careful and selective in the amount imposed tariffs of new industries. Because if it will actually reduce the competitiveness of
bagasse bioethanol industries.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Bioetahol production of 8,000 liter/day will yield with NPV of Rp 32,204,238,747 NPV and IRR of 9%. With this result,
the industry is not quite attractive to do especially compare to fossil based fuel as source of energy.
If the ethanol business is integrated with white rot fungus business, the NPV and IRR increase significantly. The NPV
becomes Rp 117,156,513,917.67 while the IRR is 22.05%.
Bagasse price raising to double will drop the NPV to USD 5,144,324,648.26 and the IRR to just 1%.
VAT reduction for 5-15% causes NPV to USD 3,510,351,548.40 and IRR to 1.24%.
Imposition of Import Duty by 5-15% has a very significant role that is about 17,10% of the IRR.
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ABSTRACT
Inventory problems, unnecessary process, and delay time are the wastes that typically occurred in automotive spare parts
production process resulting poor production performances. Considering that typical problems; especially for back mirror and
inner view production, the research was conducted to identify wastes and to re-design production process based on the
perspective on lean production. The first step was mapping the current condition of production process as a value stream map.
The second step was identifying all added value activities for the products in order to create proposed state map. The
simulation was conducted using the object-based simulation software called Plant Simulation to study the behaviors of the
new system. The results of the simulation were some scenarios of different production conditions in related to lean production
approach.
Keywords
Lean Production, Value Stream Map, Simulation

1. INTRODUCTION
Lean Manufacturing implementation in a production system is expected to increase work efficiency and effectiveness through
the analysis of all the things that have no added value to the company. Lean production is a series of integrated activities aimed
at achieving a high volume production with the inventory of materials, work in progress and finished products are minimum
[1]. Philosophy read, the value is determined by the client which means identifying what you want, the client, and the delivery
of value to the client. Lean manufacturing aims to achieve the same result with the minimum of inputs, such as time, space,
human intervention, process, materials and costs are minimal [2].
VSM (value stream mapping) is mapping the flow of information and materials in a supply chain process. Allocation of the
value chain is a tool that can be used to map string value (value chains) in detail to identify the areas of waste and find the
causes of waste and to reduce them or provide properly remove them. Value Stream Mapping offers a true picture that can
technically be used to identify additional activities that do not value the company.
In mapping the process a value assignment of current sequence was assigned, followed by a proposal of improvement plan to
look at waste that must be removed to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the process towards lean manufacturing.
Moreover, the simulation is used to duplicate/describe characteristics and appearance of the real system that to allocated the
proposed value chain. The initial idea of the simulation is to imitate situations in the real world in a systematic way, then know
the nature of its operation, and, finally, draw conclusions and make decisions based on the results of this simulation.
Simulation of material flow includes all relevant processes of production, storage and transportation activities which illustrates
the production model that is being increasingly recognized in the industry. Simulation for decision making is used in the
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application of new production systems or to assess existing production systems. The reason for using simulations in
implementing lean concepts, in particular [3]:
1. Random variation and structure to overcome
2. The data must be fully analyzed to help understand the effect of the random nature of the system's behavior.
3. Interaction between components of the system that should be evaluated
4. Future conditions must be validated to be applied to reduce or eliminate trial period
5. Different conditions for the future must be systematic and they have been considered.
The main objective of this research is to design a system simulation model of production which refers to the concept of lean
manufacturing as a value stream is proposed. There are some simulation scenarios required to view the new system behavior to
changes on several variables that influence.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research consists of several steps, i.e.:
1. Conduct field observations, and map information and material flows in the current display flow value
2. Analysis of flow processes to reduce waste in accordance with the concept of lean production
3. The proposed improvements and suggested display flow value
4. Creating a simulation model to see the behavior of the system in accordance with the proposed map using software to model
that plant.
The study began with direct observation to determine the flow of information and materials in that factory. In making the
VSM, the focus was give on one product family as the model line. Selection of a model line is to facilitate the making of VSM
that is done by making the production process matrix in which a family of products selected on the basis of greatest demand
(Table 1).
Operation process chart is used to help find breakout processes and components (Figure 1). Flow of information and material
from selected products is depicted when customers put an order before the order is fulfilled. To make the flow of the
production process requires data such as time quantum, tour of duty cycle time, common services, shared workstation, total
stocks (raw materials, WIP, finished products). The results of current conditions show the thread values that you can see in
Figure 2.
The current state VSM (Figure 2) described the process inspected and analyzed to determine the activities that are inconsistent
with the concept of lean which is a waste as excess inventory, surplus process and waiting time. Time studies conducted to
determine whether some work can be done by qualified and trained operators in a given time [4].
Results of time study are shown in Zeta cell balancing graph. From the diagram the problems that exist in current conditions of
production were revealed. Analysis of 4 M tools described in the Fishbone diagram [5]. From the chart we can see the main
problem with any issues that arise. After the root cause of the problem is known and then we made a table of suggested
improvements for each workstation. Suggested improvement of production a stream value of future conditions under which a
proposal will be implemented. Simulation is used to evaluate the behavior of a system [6]. Through this simulation the
validation of the proposed improvement and its effect on the system can be determine by creating a scenario in accordance
with the conditions that often occur in the field.
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Table 1: Product family grouping

Figure 1: Operation process chart
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Figure 2: Current Value Stream Mapping

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The WIP is calculated from the number of WIP parts waiting to be processed at the next station to finished products. Part of the
WIP is calculated on the basis of the results during the direct observation in this area. Table 2 is the result of identification that
reflects current production conditions. Problems identified are described in the zeta cell balancing graph [7] (Figure 3), in
particular:
1. There is still time processing cycle several work stations that exceeds the takt time line
2. The average non-Precious time is still larger than the average precious time.
Table 2: Work in Process time
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Figure 3: Zeta cell balancing graph
The Fishbone diagram shows causes of the main problem with any issues that arise (Figure 4). After the root cause of the
problem is known, the table proposed improvements (Table 3) has been made for each workstation. Suggested improvement of
production is depicted to a stream value of future conditions expected to be realized (Figure. 5).

Figure 4: Fishbone diagram analysis of the causes of the problem operator 5

Table 3: Proposed improvement operator 5
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Figure 5: Proposed Value Stream Mapping
By the simulation based on the proposed value chain, the behavior of the system can be known to conditions before
improvements proposals are implemented in the current state. In this study simulated three scenarios to illustrate the situation
with some changes in the variables of time affect the output of the system.
3.1 Scenario 1
Scenario 1 is done by running the model proposed by a VSM during working hours which is effective in 1 day for 7.6 hours or
7 hours 36 minutes (8 hours for working time minus 5% for machine installations for 1 day). This model is to define the
maximum benefit from the proposed model when used in normal time.
Scenario 1 is done by setting the effective process time during the work day. From the statistical data after running the model
can be known a maximum output of the proposed model: 3607 pcs (see the amount of output frequency at online stores). With
the amount of output that allows the system to increase the production capacity (3308 fruits into 3607pcs per day), and
prepared for additional requests from customers
Table 4: Statistic for scenario 1
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3.2 Scenario 2
In scenario 2, an electrical shutdown by PLN for 3 days and days off from working overtime for hours in October, only 18
days (21 days to less than 3 days of power outages). Applications per day in October amounted to 3,860 units per day (69.476
units demand in October was divided 18 working days). With the amount of 3,860 units / day of overtime are necessary to fill
the hours of work lost by power outages.
Table 5: Statistic for scenario 2

From the simulation model scenario 2 can be known when the production of 3860pcs in 1 day 8 hours 7 minutes and 55
seconds (when viewed from the sum of operating time operator 1). This shows the overtime period by an average of 1 hour 28
minutes and 5 seconds (8 hours 7 minutes 55 seconds minus 7 hours 36 minutes). With this simulation is expected to allocate
part of PPIC overtime period if absolutely necessary.
3.3 Scenario 3
Scenario 3 describes increased demand in the next few months in 30% of the month, because customers already know the
process improvement eventually process for efficiency by 30%.. Demand in November increased 30% for each month that is
90.319 units (69 476 units, more than 30%) with a working day in November is 21 working days to which 4,301 units per day
average production target. Scenario 3 uses the shift calendar tools in the plant simulation software. With the shift calendar that
can determine the loss of time on a day in the model.
Adjustment loss came in the shift calendar is as follows:
• start up time of 5% of the business day time 1 and assume that at first the configuration change is to 07: 00-07: 24 am
• morning break 09: 30 - 9: 40 am
• break time at 11: 40 am - 12: 20 pm
• rest time in the afternoon to 15: 30 - 15:40 pm

Shift calendar
tool

Loss time setting

Work hour

Figure 6: usage of the shift tool calendar
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Table 6: Working Time Statistic Skenario 3

Simulations run from 7:00 to 17:28 hours which showed that within 1 working day later to meet customer demand for around
4301 per day from time to time to take an average of 1 hour 28 minutes (at normal finish 16:00).

7. CONCLUSION
Process improvement and waste reduction to the concept of efficiency in the manufacture of parts of the Assembly line internal
see D16D made by analyzing actual conditions using the current value that subsequently increased to proposal of flow of value
on the basis of the proposed improvement before the analysis of the problem. From this research process some conclusions can
be made as follows:
1. Decrease Production Lead Time (PLT) obtained from 942,719.8 seconds to 945,694.7 seconds in the proposed state map.
2. Process Cycle Time decreased by 39.4 seconds.
3. Reducing the number of workers labor as much as 3 of the original number of 10 workers.
4. Total cycle time in the assembly process was reduced from 88.08 seconds in the initial conditions to 57.45 seconds in the
proposed model.
5. Changes in time for production lot of 26 minutes specified in the initial conditions to 13.5 minutes in the proposed model
6. The addition of production capacity of 299 pcs per day in the model proposed initial capacity of 3308 pcs per day.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, a model which relates some global and macro-economic indicators to bank performance are structured and simulated.
This modeling is proposed to see the impact of a financial crisis to the financial performance of a bank. Indonesia is used as a case,
when in the period of 2007/2008 a global financial crisis took place. During that time economists in some countries around the world
were forced to calculate and to predict the impact of the crisis to bank performance and economy of their own country.Besides
economic sub-models, some other sub-models concerning banking systems, such as financial statements, bank’s policy in managing
savings and loans, the Central Bank policy, and cause-effect relationship among variables are built. With assumption that the global
financial crisis influences the flow of funds, then amount of interest rate and length of time of loan repayment are used as exogenous
variables in the simulation. The model produces a number of bank’s financial ratios that show the financial performance of a
bank.The bank performance model is run and simulated over financial data of Bank Negara Indonesia (BNI), and over aggregated
data of all banks in Indonesia. Even though the model is simplified by reducing some macro-economic endogenous variables, the
result shows that in general the financial performance of banks in Indonesia have gotten no significant impact from the global
financial crisis. This fact rejects opinions of some officials that the global financial crisis of 2007/2008 has brought a systemic impact
that make some banks collapse.
Keywords
Financial System; Financial Crisis; Bank Management; Economic Modeling; Dynamic Modeling.

1. INTRODUCTION
Economic crisis which fell upon the United States back in 2007-2008 attracts the attention of many economists around the
world. Think about it, crisis that happened to this super power country, the center of the world‟s economy, had shaken all the
economic backbones in the world. The impact it caused was not small at all, starting from the mass-firing which is done by
some big companies to make the employment more efficient, to the inflation that makes the USD exchange rate in many
developing countries became unstable. The global banking condition experienced a significant effect like the weakening of the
domestic exchange rate that caused a loss of credits, and the difficulty to accurately analyze the financial banking condition.
The panic situation happened to Indonesia too. Some economists believed that the global crisis would go on for quite long that
might bring systemic impact to the banking industry. More than that, some officials suggested to bail a bank out, that was in
near collapse, even though the cause was unknown yet.
This is the purpose of the study to design a model that is able to measure and predict financial performance of a bank which
lives in a global economic situation. The model is run over data of Bank Negara Indonesia (BNI) and the entire Indonesian
banks as an aggregate, including data on the domestic and international economy, to see what might happen to the bank if
some important global factors change. For the purpose a model of dynamic simulation is done.

2. THE METHODOLOGY
2.1

Financial Statements and Ratios

Like corporations in general, banks‟ financial ratios are also used as tools to analyze financial performance of bank. Financial
ratios are calculated from financial statements which are usually reported by the company every period of time. Some
important financial statements are balance sheet, profit and loss statement, cash-flow statement and sources and uses of funds
statement.
In general, financial ratios can be classified into 5 groups [1, 2, 3], namely:
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1. Profitability Ratio
Profitability Ratio measures the ability of the company to produce profit.
2. Liquidity Ratio
Liquidity Ratio indicates the company's ability to meet currents obligations.
3. Leverage Ratio
Leverage Ratio indicates the extent to which the company financed by debt.
4. Activity Ratio
Activity Ratio indicates the capacity and effectiveness of managing the bank‟s assets.
5. Price Ratio
Price ratio shows how much investor is willing to pay for current earnings.
Not all of the ratios are used in the modeling. However, in addition to the above ratios, in measuring the performance of a
bank, the following ratios are more important:
1. OER Ratio
OER ratio is ratio of operating expenses over operating revenues that used to indicate how big the difference between the
two.
2. NPL Ratio
NPL ratio is the ratio of credits that no longer accrue interest or that have had to be restructured compare to total credits
provided by the Bank.
2.2. The Steps
There are several steps to come to the modeling:
(1) The first step is to calculate the financial ratio of the bank over the year of 2007 and 2008 quarterly. It is to see the trends
that occur at the same time with the global crisis, and to examine changes of the banking performance accordingly during that
period.
(2) In accordance with the concept of dynamic system, is to create a sub-model of the banking system to see the relationships
of the defined exogen and endogen variables that construct a set of simultaneous equations of the sub-model model.
Dynamic system is a method of studying the structure and behavior of the system of social, economic, and environment to gain
an understanding how the components interact in one another. As implied in the definition, the main advantage of the dynamic
systems approach is its ability to represent changes in the system over time. The dynamic system implied in the model is not
only to manage the system overtime, but also to solve simultaneously the set of equations of the model, to formulate agenda for
simulation and to test the verification and the validation of the model [4, 5]
(3) The third step is to assemble the above banking sub-model with the international and domestic macro-economic submodels, and transform the whole model into causal-loop diagram. With this diagram the influence among variables can be
seen. The effect of the influence is symbolized by the "+" sign as positive; and "-" as a negative influence. Furthermore, a
“stock” and “flow” diagram is created, which aims to calculate the values of each of the endogenous variables, and at the same
time to make a chart of them.
(4) The forth step is to run the true data in the model by using powersim software to produce what it is called the basic run.
This step is followed by verification and validation of the model: it can be seen from the basic run, whether or not the results
converge to unique solution, and whether the solution is close to the real values.
(5) Finally, some simulation scenarios are constructed, called simulated runs, to see the response of the model due to different
values of exogenous variables. Different values of exogenous variables, including some policy variables, will of course
produce different solutions or outcomes which might be interested to see and examined.

3. THE MODEL
3.1. The Whole Model
The model consists of three sub-models, namely international, domestic macroeconomics and domestic banking system. The
sub-models are inter-related and influencing each other through some dependent or endogenous variables. To simplify the
model, some endogenous variables are assumed to be independent or exogenous. Some of the exogenous variables are used to
run for simulation. The model is shown schematically in Figure-1.
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The international sub-model affects the domestic macroeconomic sub-model and the domestic banking system through
international rates of interest, foreign exchange rate and balance of payments. The domestic macroeconomic sub-model
influences the banking system sub-model through fiscal and monetary policies, and the price level of the economy. The
important component of the banking sub-model is bank‟s financial statements, in the sub-model of which two important
variables are the amount of times for repayment of loans or quality of performing and non-performing loans, and interest rate.
The whole model is to pick-up bank„s financial performance as output which is indicated by several bank‟s financial ratios.

Figure-1. The Model
3.2. The Banking System Sub-Model
The heart of the model is the banking system sub-model. The bank‟s financial ratios are used as reference in this sub-model to
see the performance of the bank in a certain period of time. Four financial ratios are taken in this model, which are return on
asset (ROA), return on equity (ROE), OER ratio, and NPL ratio.
Two dimensions of financial ratios are taken into account, the company dimension and the industry dimension. The company
dimension is used to see the change and the trend of change of the financial performance of the bank observed, that is BNI;
while the industry dimension is used to compare the performance of the BNI bank with the whole domestic banks as an
aggregate.
The calculated values of the ratios are used as early step in creating the banking system sub-model. As it is seen from Figure-2
the values of ROA and ROE of BNI during the period observed tend to increase; while OER ratio and the NPL ratio are
decreasing.
The relationships between variables are in fact structured as a set of simultaneous equations in which the solution is converged
into unique solution.
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Figure-2. Result of the Ratios
To come to the solution, the set of the simultaneous equations, with its relationships among variables, is converted to dynamic
system presented in some interrelated casual loop diagrams. Figure-4 is a diagram that shows the relationship between some
important components of the banking system. The components include the banking regulation of Bank Indonesia as the Central
Bank, the regulation of which affects the reported financial statements and cash flow, financial ratios and the financial
performance of the bank concerned.

Figure-3. A Causal Loop Diagram of the Banking System
3.3. The Application of the Model
The financial data of Bank Negara Indonesia, or BNI, are used to run the model. Most of the data are taken from the financial
statements, which are the balance sheet, profit and loss statement, cash-flow statement and the sources and applications of
funds statement. Including as inputs are also loan repayments and the bank‟s policy towards savings and loans, and some
national macroeconomic indicators, such as the GNP and its growth, and the price level.
In this model, the Bank of Indonesia interest rate, the BI-rate, is used as an exogenous variable and at the same time a
controllable variable. The BI-rate is determined by the monetary authority of Bank of Indonesia with regard to some
international rates of interest, such as the Sibor (Singapore interest borrowing rate) and the Libor (London interest borrowing
rate). The monetary policy of the Bank is also influence by other variables within the international sub-model, such as
exchange rate and the balance of payments.
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The BI-rate determines the BNI interest rates on savings and loans, the interest rates of which are also influenced by the GNP
and the growth rate of the economy. The GNP and its growth are endogenous variables that are much influenced by the
monetary policy, the fiscal policy, the balance of payments policy and the level of price. The greater the BI-rate and the growth
of the economy, the greater the banks interest rates on savings and loans. BNI will adjust its rates according to BI-rate and the
changes in the economy. The Bank interest rates will affect the schedule and terms of the repayments of loans; and both of
them influence the non-performing loans and consequently the whole performance of the Bank.
Table-1 shows that the model divides the quality of the bank repayments of loans and credits into five classes. The quality of
the loan repayments determine the provision for loan losses the bank must reserve. Good quality of loan repayments reduces
the value of the NPL ratio and so increases the net income of the bank.
Table-1: Type of Loans and Credits

The balance sheet in the sub-model will calculate the stock of cash and other productive assets, the liabilities and the equity
capital of the bank during the simulation. The same thing happens with the profit and loss statement and the cash-flow
statement that determine the total revenues and expenses of the bank and the net profit that generated. The solution of all of
which is influenced by the productive assets, the loan repayments, the interest rates and other variables that contained and
solved in the sub-model. In the end, all calculations done by the powersim generate graphs and tables of the bank financial
ratios as final form of the outcome.

4. THE RESULTS: THE BASIC RUN AND THE SIMULATION RUN
One of the results of the basic run is the quarterly net profit of 2009/2010 as shown in Table-2. The verification and the
validation of the model are done based on the results. The results proof that they fit known data reasonably well.
Table-2. Results of the Basic Run
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Two exogenous variables that bring much influence in the model are the BI-rates and the repayment period of loans. The
model is tested further for simulation run. The simulation is done through four scenarios, using the BI-rates and the repayment
periods of loans as controlled variables. Table-3 shows the results of the simulation.
The first scenario uses BI-rate of 13.25% and 365 days of loan repayment. In this scenario all ratios tend to increase in the first
quarter, but decreasing all the way after. This results show the decrease in level of the bank profit as the ROA and the ROE
also decrease. The decreasing of the NPL ratio indicates that the amount of the non-performing loans decreases started in the
second quarter.
The second scenario with the BI-rate of 13, 25% and repayment period of 500 days shows a significant movement of the
financial ratios. The NPL ratio increases very significantly, especially in the quarter-1 to quarter-2. At the end of quarter-1, the
NPL ratio increase to 13.87% and continue to increase in the quarter-2 to reach 51.09%. The NPL ratio declines on the next
quarter to reach 44.52% and continue to go down to reach 38.7% at the end of quarter-4. The increase of the NPL ratio is due
to increase in bank provision for loan losses in line with the bad debts. In addition, the OER ratio increases because of the
operational increase of expenses over the rising bad debts. The bad debt situation causes the ROE and ROA ratios decrease
0.29% and 0.30% points. In other words, the bank experiences a decrease in profits.
The third scenario with BI-rate of 7.25% and the repayment period of 365 days shows a similar situation as in the first
simulation. This ratios increase at the end of the first quarter and then down in the next quarters. The increase of the ratios is
due to the income increase of the bank as the result of the low interest rate and good debs that generate better economic
activities.
The forth scenario uses BI-rate of 7.25% and the repayment period of 500 days. It shows almost the same situation as in the
second simulation, where the ROA ratio and the ROE ratio increase in the first and second quarter and decrease thereafter. The
NPL ratio increases at the end of the first and second quarter, followed by a decrease in the next quarters. It is observed that the
repayment of loans due to bad debts dominates the performance of the bank compared to interest rate.
Table-3. Result of the Simulation Run

5. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
The global financial crisis occurred during the period of 2007 to 2008, the data of which period are used to run the model as
described above. There are several conclusions that can be drawn regarding the above results:
The NPL Ratio and the Profitability: The global financial crisis of 2007-2008 neither provided a significant impact on Bank
BNI nor on Indonesian banks in general as an aggregate. It is marked with small changes in bank‟s ratios, such as:
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The ratio ROA of BNI increased by 0.27%; while the entire Bank in general decreased by 0.26%.
The ratio ROE of BNI increased by 5.58%; while the entire Bank in general decreased by 1.02%
The ratio OER of BNI decreased by 2%; while the entire Bank in general increased by 3%.
The ratio NPL of BNI decreased by 2.27%; while the entire Bank in general decreased by 1.43%.
Therefore, it is not true at all, that the global crisis of 2007-2008 had brought systemic impact on the Indonesian banking
system that made some banks to a near collapse situation. If there was a bank collapse at the period of time the crisis occurred,
then the trouble happened because of other reason.
The Significant Factor: It is concluded that the significant factor to the performance of the Bank are the interest rate, which
important component of it is the BI-rate, and repayment period of loans. Based on the simulation, the changes in both factors
will cause significant changes in the bank performance.
Even though the model is able to reflect the behavior of the real world, however, there are some suggestions that may increase
the quality of the modeling and so the results that produced from running the model:
The model assumes with to many independent variables to run; it needs to change some of them into dependent variables.
Some important independent variables such as international oil price and foreign exchange rate can be introduced in the
simulation.
The model needs further development to include some macroeconomic variables to match with the general equilibrium
modeling.
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ABSTRACT
This research evaluates the ergonomic aspect of motorcycle design in virtual environment. This research was conducted by
using Jack software 6.1 with Posture Evaluation Index (PEI) approach which integrate the the three methods, namely: Lower
Back Analysis (LBA), Ovako Working Analysis (OWAS) and Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA). The research objectives
are evaluating the existing motorcycle design and also to seek the most ergonomic design by evaluating the handlebar height
and distance between motorcycle’ seat and handlebar. The research result showed that the most ergonomic design of
motorcycle for female rider is motorcycle with a 16 cm handlebar height and with 20 cm distance between the seat and
handlebar, which has a PEI score of 1,45.
Keywords
Ergonomics, Virtual Environment, Motorcycle, Posture Evaluation Index

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, motorcycles have become increasingly attractive by society. Cheap price, the fuel-efficient, cost-effective
maintenance and operations and their functions which increasingly necessary as an alternative transportation In cities and rural
areas, delivering motorcycles as star in transportation at home and abroad. In Indonesia, according to data from sales of
motorcycles, the number of motorcycle have reached around 5,7 million units in 2009, or only decreased about 6% of sales in
2008.
But, the Polda Metro Jaya recorded that number of motorcycle accident have been increasing from year to year and recorded
that nearly 1000 cases accident per year happened in Jakarta. In 2007 4933 cases of motorcycle accident happened, 5898 cases
in 2008, 6608 cases in 2009 or nationally AISI (Asosiasi Industri Sepeda Motor Indonesia) noted that until the end of 2008, the
percentage of motorcycle accidents amounted to 67% of the number of motorcycle circulation, in other words half the
motorcycle rider in Indonesia have experienced of accident, whether serious or not, many who became victims died.
A motorcyclist requires more concentration than driver, beside that rider are also easier to feel tired, and this fatigue factor was
mentioned as one of the factors causing the accident. New South Wales (NSW) Road Traffic Authority (RTA) noted that 5,4%
of motorcycle accident victims are riders who are tired, where that percentage is significantly higher than other drivers who
involved in accidents caused by tired driver. That accident data highlight the fact that fatigue is more dangerous to the safety of
motorcycle rider than vehicle drivers.
Based on research conducted by Prof. Narelle Haworth & Peter Rowden (2006), there are several factors that potentially
contribute to the fatigue experienced by motorcycle riders, one of these factors is vehicle factors. Vehicle factors that direct
contribute to fatigue are vibration and noise of motorcycle engines. In addition they also noted that physical demands, such as
posture and vehicle control, are also affected as well as the cognitive demands associated with vehicle operation which also
contributed. This is reinforced by a statement from dr. Aviandy Sukarto, Msc. SpKP, expert of medical community. He says
“when people sit down, the load is 6-7 times much heavier than when we stand. Atlas bone that supports the skull suffered the
heaviest burden. And if riding, with the wrong position, the lumbar vertebrae of the spine (L2 and L3) will be suffered by low
back pain. If it’s happened continuously, moreover on continuous vibration, it will arise inflammation (artosis lumbar) and
calcification if the spine and pinched their spinal cord. If have been severe, it will fractures. Unfortunately in Indonesia, the
facts have not been followed by scientific research and related improvement. That fact, then, be my background research on
motorcycle design, especially the cub type.
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2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Man has different body size and those differences will affect the dimensions of the body so that the designer must considered
several factors that can design an optimal product. Those factors that must be considered are age, gender, body position,
disability, clothing, ethnicity, and pregnancy. There are two main principles when determining anthropometric data, that is
extreme anthropometric data (percentile 1st, 5th, 10th, 90th, 95th, 99th) and average anthropometric data (percentile 50th) where
the determination of the principle adapted to the purpose of the design itself.
Virtual environment or as known as virtual reality is an artificial physically representation that generated by a computer that
enables users to interact with artificial environments that have similarities to the real environment. Jack Human Modeling is a
tool that uses a virtual environment. In this software, Jack has a Task Analysis Toolkit (TAT) that can help designers
determine the ergonomics level of the products. In this research, Posture Evaluation Index (PEI) is the evaluation methods that
will be used. This method was developed by Francecso Caputo, Prof; Giuseppe On Gironimo, Ph.D. and Adelaide Marzano,
Ing., from the university of Naples Federico II, Italy. This method aim to calculate the comfort level of human postures that are
modeled in this Jack 6.1, based on the results issued by Task Analysis Toolkits.
The first stage of this research is to identify the variable and research data. In this study, four types of data required, that is
characteristic of women motorcycle riders, motorcycle specification (as a reference), woman’s anthropometric data and
trajectory data. And then, that data is collected through questionnaire and observation.
The data that derived from questionnaire are about characteristic of motorcycle driver and their trajectory. For rider
characteristic, authors focus on several behaviors that are considered important, such as posture, driving time and weight of
luggage carried. And then, these three behaviors are summarized and developed in the form of questionnaire and observation.
The following figure is the result of its recapitulation.

Figure 1: Sample Posture of Motorcycle Riders

The time that women spent
on the motorcycle each day
6%
1 hour
22%

39%

2 hour
3 hour
4 hour

33%

Figure 2: Recapitulation of Time driving questionnaire results
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The weight that carried
while driving
9%

2-4 Kg
5-7 kg

30%
61%

>7

Figure 3: Recapitulation from questionnaire of motorcycle rider baggage weight results

Road condition
7%
Smooth

21%

A lot of steps
72%

Not smooth

Figure 4: Pie chart of trajectory data
Besides collecting data through questionnaires, the authors also collected data through direct measurement. The data was
obtained through direct measurement are specification of motorcycle and anthropometric data. Specification data is used to
make motorcycle models that match with the actual size so it can present actual system. Similarly with motorcycle
specification data, anthropometric data are also necessary to make a good analysis. For this anthropometric data, measurements
are performed on women who aged 17 to 24 years where there is thirteen measured body dimensions which include weight and
height. After collected, the distribution of anthropometric data is viewed and calculated their percentile value. We used average
percentile principle (percentile 50th) because it is the midpoint of the bridge of range body size from maximum extreme value
(percentile 95th) and minimum extreme value (percentile 5th). Besides that, average percentile are used by the consideration on
the actual condition of motorcycle manufacturers, they would prefer to produce motorcycle with the highest market share
(assumed that percentile 50th have >75% of the population).
Table 1: Motorcycle specification

No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Component Name
Stang
Handle Bar
Jok-Stang
Foot step-Ground
Jok
Wheel diameter

Length (cm)
68
11
30
21
20
43
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Table 2: Anthropometric dimension for Each Percentile

The second stage is performing data processing. In this stage there are two processes, that is simulation using Jack 6.1 software
and the calculation of the value of PEI. Before performing the simulation, first we must determine the model configuration that
will be tested. The configurations are made of combination of seat and handle bar design vertically and horizontally, that will
be simulated on the flat and bumpy trajectory.
After determining the configuration, the next step is make motorcycle design based on that configuration with Google Sketch
Up, and then converted into .jt form by NX 6.0 software assistance. That design will be used as input in the simulation by
using Jack 6.1 software. By using Jack software, we can analyze the value of static strength prediction (SSP), Lower Back
Analysis (LBA), Ovako Working Posture Analysis (OWAS) and Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) from body posture
that is used. The result of that value would be required input in calculating the value of PEI. After the PEI values for all
configuration obtained, the next step are make some analysis and evaluation so a conclusion can be drawn from it.
Table 3: Configuration of motorcycle design
Konfigurasi

Konfigurasi 1
Konfigurasi 2
Konfigurasi 3
Konfigurasi 4
Konfigurasi 5
Konfigurasi 6
Konfigurasi 7
Konfigurasi 8
Konfigurasi 9
Konfigurasi 10
Konfigurasi 11
Konfigurasi 12

Jok - Stang
(vertikal)
cm

Jok - Stang
(Horizontal)
cm

Jenis
Lintasan

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

26
26
6
6
16
16
36
36
6
6
16
16
26
26
36
36
6
6
16
16
26
26
36
36

Rata
Polisi Tidur
Rata
Polisi Tidur
Rata
Polisi Tidur
Rata
Polisi Tidur
Rata
Polisi Tidur
Rata
Polisi Tidur
Rata
Polisi Tidur
Rata
Polisi Tidur
Rata
Polisi Tidur
Rata
Polisi Tidur
Rata
Polisi Tidur
Rata
Polisi Tidur

Keterangan

Aktual

R
e
d
e
s
i
g
n
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3. DISCUSSION
Process simulation with Jack 6.1 software done in several stage, that is :
1. Creating a virtual environment that consisted of a motorcycle model and their trajectory,
2. Create a virtual human based on anthropometric data collected,
3. Make some position of virtual human on virtual environment accordance with the women rider posture obtained
(shown in figure 4),
4. Giving additional load on the virtual human. In this study, the force / load placed on the shoulder and neck, where
both of that load presenting the bag and helmets load,
5. Creating an animated series that can depicted the actual motorcycling activities,
6. Running a virtual human simulation and analysis using Jack Analysis Toolkits.

Figure 4: Positioning virtual human process
Jack TAT that will be used in this study is the SSP, LBA, OWAS, and RULA. SSP is used to assess whether the simulated
postures can be performed by at least 90% of the total population rider. LBA is used to analyze compression forces
experienced by the spine and then compared with the NIOSH standard, which is 3400 N. beside that, the LBA can also assess
the possibility of spine injury. OWAS used to analyze the posture of the rider’s body as a whole and assess the possible risk of
injury on musculoskeletal system. OWAS is a relative evaluation for any inconvenience experienced by a posture that caused
by intensity of load. RULA is used to analyze upper limb that consists of arms, wrists, torso and neck.
Each tools of Jack TAT will provide assessment of the posture taken by virtual human from series activities of driving
motorcycle. These results will be used to calculate PEI value of each configuration models that created using following
equation.
PEI = I1 + I2 + I3 . mr
(1)
With : I1 = LBA / 3400 N; I2 = OWAS/4; I3 = RULA/7; mr = amplification factor = 1,42
Jack’s recapitualation of theTAT analysis and PEI calculation value for each configuration can be seen in table 4 below.
Table 4: Jack’s recapitulation
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Figure 5:Comparison PEI value chart of all configuration to the actual design
From table 4, we can see that all configuration have SSP values above 90%, this results indicates that postures that have been
simulated by the virtual human can be performed by more than 90% of the rider population. The same with OWAS, all
configurations have the values that tend same. It is because the rider’s body posture while riding tends to remain for each
configuration. On the other hand, LBA and RULA value for each configuration has value that fluctuates depending on the
design used.
Figure 5 shows the PEI values that obtained by each motorcycle design configuration. From figure 5, it can be seen that the
design 9th which has a handlebar 6cm tall and 40 cm distance between seat and handlebar generate greater PEI value than the
actual motorcycle design that is 2, 57 for flat trajectory and 2, 62 for bumpy trajectory. This shows that the design 9 th was not
an ergonomics motorcycle. On the other hand, the smallest PEI values generated by design 6th which has handlebar height 16
cm and 20 cm distance between seat and handlebar, that is 1, 45 for flat trajectory and 1, 77 for bumpy trajectory. This PEI has
smaller value is due to rider posture, on a motorcycle while riding this configuration, tend to erect so the risk of injury that may
occur in the spine and musculoskeletal system are relatively small.

4. CONCLUSION
PEI is a method that can assess whether the postures that occur when humans interact with a product meets standard
ergonomics or not. PEI value that have been generated would reflect how much ergonomics that a product have, where the
smaller PEI value produced more ergonomically product. Due to the ergonomics have some goals that is safety, convenience
and efficiency so this study has the same goals too that is to reduce the fatigue experienced by riders in order to reduce
accidents that occur. And in this study, that characteristic of ergonomics are described on quantitatively by PEI value which
have been calculated where the maximum value of this PEI is 3, 42.
This study underlined three categories. The first configuration is the actual motorcycle design (H S X), where after it is
simulated by using Jack 6.1 software we obtained 501 N LBA, this value still are regarded within safe limits because it didn’t
pass compression action limit that has been standardized or equal to 3400 N so it is estimated have small risk of injury to the
spine while riding relatively. Meanwhile, this design generated 2 for OWAS value in flat trajectory and 3 for bumpy trajectory.
This showed that the current posture potentially could significantly endangered human musculoskeletal system so corrective
action are needed as soon as possible. This design generated 5 for RULA value so it means that investigation and changes are
needed as soon as possible. PEI value for this design is 1, 68 for flat trajectory and 2, 01 for bumpy trajectory. This number is
not the best value of all configurations, so the chances to make improvement still wide opened potentially.
The second configuration is design 9th, which is the worst configuration in terms of ergonomics side for women rider
(percentile 50th) based on PEI approached. This configuration has 6cm handlebar height and 40 cm distance of seat –
handlebars horizontally that generated 2, 57 for flat trajectory and 2, 62 for bumpy trajectory.
The third configuration is design 6th, which is the best configuration in terms of ergonomics side for women rider (percentile
50th) based on PEI approached. This configuration has 16cm handlebar height and 20 cm distance of seat – handlebars
horizontally that generated 1, 45 for flat trajectory and 1, 77 for bumpy trajectory.
So when we see from differences between those three configurations, there are several key factors that affect the PEI value on
women riders when riding that is the handlebar position, distance between seat and handlebar and the track condition. There is
the tendency that the distance between seat and handlebar are getting closer (with range between 20 to 25 cm) would make
lower PEI value while the distance between seat and handlebar are further away will create greater PEI value. So if we want to
make an optimal motorcycle design we must combine proximity distance between seat and handlebar with handlebar height
which ranges 16 to 36 cm.
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ABSTRACT
The setting up of EDC machine process is a job that requires a precision work. Errors in the work would have an impact to the
company. It requires a working procedure that will eliminate those errors. Analysis of errors in the process of setting up EDC
using Systematic Human Error Reduction and Prediction Approach (Sherpa) will predict and provide improvements to the job
process. This research produces a new working procedures and to recommend the improvements which will eliminate and
minimize the errors of the work.
Keywords
Systematic Human Error Reduction and Prediction Approach, Electronic Data Capture, Hierarchy Task Analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
In the business world that increasingly advanced today, there is a tendency to change in order to fulfill the needs of community
members who are no longer solely rely on cash transactions or cash but also the credit transaction. Since two decades, the
Indonesian banking world began a race issue credit cards that was adopted from credit cards issued by banks in developed
countries in previous decades.
According to data from Bank Indonesia (BI), until the end of 2008, the number of credit cards in circulation has reached 23.11
million cards with the number of transactions Rp 18,77 trillion. Compared with 2007, total outstanding credit card up to 2008
has increased 24.21% to 127 million cards. Similarly, the number of transactions increased 47.18%, from Rp73 trillion in 2007
to Rp107 in 2008. One of the government-owned bank that has the strongest market share in credit card business in Indonesia
is PT. Bank X. Where the main advantages of X Bank credit card is a credit card company interest rate 2.95% per month which
is the lowest interest rate credit cards from 20 players in Indonesia, with the main services that focus on travel, food and
dining, and fashion.
The above conditions should be special attention to the PT. Bank X to improve the quality of the company's performance in
achieving the set target. One of the most important thing that should be maximized is the achievement of maximum
performance by employees as an important component for the company in executing the company's activities.
Human resources is an important asset for the company in running the company's life. As the backbone of the company in
producing quality products that will determine the sustainability of production activities, the company must have great
attention to the performance of employees. Because it will really hurt the company if the company has workers who do not
show good performance.
Electronic Data Capture (EDC) is an important component to conduct credit transactions using credit cards. Electronic Data
Capture (EDC) is a tool used for card transactions that connect online with the bank network system. To be able to conduct
credit transactions with the credit card on every merchant must have Electronic Data Capture (EDC) machine.
Data Electronic Data Capture (EDC), which is still active in the merchant based on data in August 2010 showed that PT. Bank
X has a 28370 unit of Electronic Data Capture (EDC) throughout Indonesia. As for the Jakarta area there are 1290 machines
Electronic Data Capture (EDC), which is managed directly by PT. Bank X. To be able to use the machine Electronic Data
Capture (EDC), PT. Bank X have technical support that is responsible in the process setup of Electronic Data Capture (EDC)
located at the merchant.
In fact, frequent mistakes in setting up the machine Electronic Data Capture (EDC), which will affect the continuity of
business processes. Therefore required a prediction that aims to reduce errors in the job, The analysis process is using the
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Systematic Human Error Reduction and Prediction Approach that can predict the error of the task the job done in the process
of setting up EDC.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The study was conducted to identify technical support Electronic Data Capture (EDC) error at PT. Bank X by using the
Systematic Human Error Reduction and Prediction Approach (Sherpa). Due to still have a mistake in the process of occupation
is conducted, and also analyzes the solutions to the problems in setting up EDC at. Bank X.
The collection of data through primary data and secondary data. Primary data include direct observation, interviews with
technical support machine Electronic Data Capture (EDC) and the work unit supervisor Merchant Support PT. Bank X
Secondary data include machine Electronic Data Capture (EDC) reports and Report Cards starting from August 2010 until
September 2010. EDC Report presents a list of EDC that settings to merchants, the name of technical support who setup the
EDC, while the Report Card shows the work done mistakes in the process of setting up EDC.
Analysis of the performance of technical support Electronic Data Capture (EDC) machine at PT. Bank X is using the
Systematic Human Error Reduction and Prediction Approach (Sherpa). Systematic Human Error Reduction and Prediction
Approach (Sherpa) is a systematic technique for predicting human error by analyzing the task and provide potential solutions
to these errors [2]. This method is in accordance with this study aimed to analyze the errors of technical support Electronic Data
Capture (EDC) machine at PT. Bank X in the setup Electronic Data Capture (EDC) machine and seek solutions to existing
problems in setup Electronic Data Capture (EDC) machine.
According to Stanton et.al (2004) there are eight steps in analyzing the Sherpa who then implemented in this research [3]:
1. Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA)
HTA is a way of dividing the task into components or parts of the task [1]. Some of the HTA example can be seen in Figure 1
below.
0
PENYETINGAN MESIN
EDC
Plan 0 do : 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

1. CHECK
REQUEST PADA
APLIKASI MOLS

2. BUAT
TERMINAL ID
PADA TERMINAL
MASTER

3. NYALAKAN
MESIN EDC

4. INPUT
TERMINAL ID KE
MESIN EDC

5. LOAD APLIKASI
DARI TERMINAL
MASTER KE MESIN
EDC

6. AKTIVASI
TERMINAL KE
HOST KREDIT

7. AKTIVASI
TERMINAL KE
HOST DEBIT

8. LAKUKAN
PENGETESAN
TRANSAKSI
PADA EDC

Plan 1 do : 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 then exit
Plan 7 do : 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 then exit

Plan 6 do : 6.1,6.2,6.3 then exit

1.1 FIND
REQUEST
MESIN
EDC

1.2 READ
REQUEST

1.3 LIHAT
JENIS MESIN
EDC YANG DI
REQUEST

1.4
TENTUKAN
TERMINAL
ID

6.1 BUKA
APLIKASI
CARDLINK

6.2 PILIH
MENU
OATF

6.3 INPUT
TID

Plan 3 do : 3.1 or 3.2 then exit

3.1 FIX
LINE

3.2 GPRS
7.1 BUKA
APLIKASI
B24

7.2 PILIH
MENU PTD

7.3 INPUT
TID

Plan 3.2 do : 3.2.1, 3.2.2 then exit

3.1
PASANG
KABEL
POWER

3.2.1
INSERT
SIM CARD

3.2.2
PASANG
KABEL
POWER

Figure 1 : Task Hierarchy Process setup EDC (some)
2. Task Classification
Each level task in the HTA then classified into one taxonomic errors and encoded according to the types of errors that may
occur, based on the Sherpa Error Model
If there is a step in the HTA task that can not be identified taxonomic errors that may occur will be coded "no".
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Table 1 : SHERPA Error Model

Error Type

Code
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

Action Error

A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
R1

Retrieval Error

R2
R3
C1
C2
C3

Checking Error

C4
C5
C6

Selection Error

S1
S2
I1

Information
Communication
Error

I2
I3

Error Mode
Operation Too Long/Short
Operation Mistimed
Operation
In
Wrong
Direction
Operation Too Little/Much
Misalign
Right
Operation
On
Wrong Object
Wrong Operation On
Right Object
Operation Omitted
Operation Incomplete
Wrong Operation On
Wrong Object
Information not obtained
Wrong
information
obtained
Information
retrieval
incomplete
Check omitted
Check incomplete
Right check on wrong
object
Wrong check on right
object
Check mistimed
Wrong check on wrong
object
Selection omitted
Wrong selection made
Information
not
communicated
Wrong
information
communicated
Information
communication incomplete

3. Human Error Identification (HEI)
Based on the HTA researchers consider the model error that may occur and are associated with each activity by using the
existing taxonomic errors. Any activity that is in the HTA determined taxonomic errors that may occur, and then encoded
according to the type of taxonomic errors.
4. Consequence Analysis
Having identified the type of taxonomic errors for each activity that is in the HTA, then the next step is to determine the
consequences of any errors that may occur in every activity.
5. Recovery Analysis
If there is a fault duty steps can be restored it will be incorporated into the next section, but if not possible then the recovery is
not included. If it can be restored it will be coded according to type of step recovery, if recovery can not be done it will be
coded "no".
6. Frequency Analysis
Next determine the frequency of errors that are classified into low, medium, or high. Description errors are categorized based
on the response code, and then given ratings based on the frequency of errors that occur, then were classified based on low
level (L), medium (M) and high (H). For an unknown error has never occurred in the classification are categorized into low
(L). Table 2 below presents the categories of types of errors.
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Table 2 : Error Type Category

Error
category
03
58

Task Step

Description

1.4
2.1.1

Wrong Determines Of TID
Choosing The Wrong Application

03

2.3.1

Wrong To Input TID And MID

CR

2.3.2

Wrong To Input Dial Number

12

2.3.3

Wrong To Input NII Number

03

2.4.1

Wrong To Input TID And MID
Does Not Input TID And MID

CR

2.4.2

Wrong To Input Dial Number

12

6.3

Wrong To Input NII Number

25

7.3

Wrong To Input TID To The Host Credit

ND

8.1

Wrong To Input TID To The Host Debit

CR

8.1.2.2.2

Not Setup Com

CR

8.1.2.2.2.7

Not Setup APN

CR

8.1.2.2.2.7

Input The Wrong APN Name

The classification error frequency can be seen in table 3 below.
Table 3: Frequency Classification

Error Category

Ranking

CR
03
25

1
2
3

ND

4

12

5

58

6

Classification
H
M
L

7. Criticality Analysis
To determine the critical classification is determined by classification of the consequences of mistakes made that happen and
then assigned a rating based on the levels of risk from the impact of these errors are classified based on low level (L), medium
(M) and high (H). Critical classification can be seen in table 4 below.
Table 4: Critical Classification

Consequence Classification
Work Repeat And Administration Of
Machine And Payment Wrong
Transactions
Can
Not
Be
Done,
Administration And Payment Merchant
Wrong
Work Repeat And Administration Of
Machine Wrong
Transactions Can Not Be Done And Repeat
The Job
EDC Blank Because TID Does Not Exist On
Terminal Master
Load Application To The EDC Can Not Be
Done

Ranking

Classification

1
H
2
3
M
4
5
L
6
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8. Remedy Analysis
The last step in this process is to propose an error reduction strategy. It is presented in the form of proposed changes to work
systems that can prevent errors from occurring or at least reduce the consequences of these errors. Every step of work
contained in the HTA and have been identified taxonomic mistakes, consequences, and criticality, then the solution will be
determined from any critical errors that aim to prevent mistakes happening again or at least reduce the consequences of these
errors. The result of the SHERPA are presented in appendix table 8.

3. DISCUSSION
3.1 Frequency Of Errors In EDC Setup
For the frequency of errors made by the Technical Support (TS) from August 2010 to September 2010 can be seen in Table 5
below.
Table 5 : Frequency Tabulation of Error by Technical Support (TS) in the EDC machine setup

No.

TS
TS
1
TS
2
TS
3
TS
4
TS
5

1
2
3
4
5
TOTAL

Number
Of
Errors

Number Of
EDC

% Errors

12

38

31.58%

7

66

10.61%

7

65

10.77%

6

49

12.24%

6

32

18.75%

38

250

15.20%

For the type error code response that occurs in the process of setting up EDC can be seen in table 6 below.
Table 6 : Respon Code Description
RESPONE CODE
Status

Description

03

Invalid
Merchant

Category
Errors in Determining TID
Wrong or not input TID / MID
on the terminal Master

12

Invalid
Transaction

Errors in input NII

25

No
Terminal
Record

TID has not been registered in the host
credit

58

Transaction
Not Allowed
To Terminal

Error in choosing the EDC application

CR

ND

Communication
Error
No Data

Wrong or not input dial number
Wrong or not setting com
Wrong or not setting APN
TID has not been registered in the host
debit
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For the frequency error based on the types of errors that occur be seen in Table 7 below.
Table 7 : Tabulation types of errors in the process of setting up EDC Machine

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
TOTAL

Error
Type
03
12
25
58
CR
ND

Frequenc
y
Occurren
ces
5
3
5
1
20
4
38

% Frequency of
Type Errors
13.16%
7.89%
13.16%
2.63%
52.63%
10.53%
100.00%

3.2 Remedy
Based on the table Sherpa Output who had served previously, then there are two types of solutions (remedy) is offered to
overcome the errors that occur in the process of setting up EDC at PT. Bank X that is training and making signs of warning.
3.2.1

Training

Training was conducted aiming to provide an explanation on how to setup the correct EDC and in accordance with the
procedures created. This training also aims to provide an explanation of the setup process analyzes EDC engine that has been
described in the previous section, for the Technical Support (TS) to better understand the causes of errors, the consequences of
errors and to know the recovery will be done if something goes wrong in the process of job. In addition, the TS can also
perform Sharing Knowledge about problems that may be obtained while doing the job.
3.2.2

Warning Sign

This warning sign was meant for the TS to be more careful in the process of work. The warning signs are made only on the job
step that has an error rate with high frequency and high critical, and represents a common mistake. From Sherpa output can be
made following some warning signs:
DON’T FORGET TO SET APN
RECHECK THE DIAL NUMBER
RECHECK NII
DON’T FORGET TO SET COM
Figure 2: Warning Sign
Furthermore, designing the new Standard Operating Procedures in the process of machine Electronic Data Capture (EDC)
setup at PT. Bank X.

4. CONCLUSION
Research was conducted to analyze the process of setting up the machine Electronic Data Capture (EDC) at PT. Bank X by
using the method of Systematic Human Error Reduction and Prediction Approach (Sherpa). Based on the data repot EDC that
starting from August 2010 until September 2010 so it can be concluded that the PT. Bank X does not have procedures for
process setup Electronic Data Capture (EDC) machine, therefore the researchers tried to design a working procedure in the
process of setting up EDC.
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Analysis using Systematic Human Error Reduction and Prediction Approach (Sherpa) method produce Sherpa output table
which shows that the type of errors that may occur in the process of setting up EDC include A7 (one operation on right object),
A8 (operations omitted), C1 (examination omitted), S2 (the wrong selection) and R2 (wrong information obtained). The
consequences of these errors generally result in the transaction can not be done and the work must be started again. Therefore,
given some solutions in order to minimize errors in the setup EDC process by making the working procedures, training and
making of the warning signs. The aim is that the process of setting up EDC can run well and to reduce errors in the setup
process, so technical support can provide better performance on the job.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research is to measure Indonesia’s bank efficiency before and after the global economic crisis in the late
2007, and to see the correlation between government’s BI rate policy towards bank efficiency. The methods used in this
research are data envelopment analysis (DEA) and Spearman’s correlation. In modeling DEA, three different approaches are
used: intermediation, production, and value added. The result shows that the crisis affected bank efficiency which reflects in
the decreasing efficiency score in 2008, but in 2009 the condition has improved and so did the efficiency score. And there is no
correlation between BI rate policy with bank efficiency.
Keywords
Bank, bank efficiency, global financial crisis, data envelopment analysis

1.

INTRODUCTION

Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a method of calculating the efficiency of using non-stochastic approach was first
proposed by Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes in 1987. In the process, the DEA has become the most popular method and most
commonly used to estimate the efficiency of the company's performance with multiple inputs and multiple outputs. This
method uses linear programming in solving the basic model. DEA can be used to estimate the efficiency of the performance of
various kinds of decision making unit (DMU), one of which is bank. In addition to measuring the efficiency performance of
banks as the DMU, namely how a DMU can utilize a minimum input for maximum output, an indicator of efficiency or
productivity of the DEA can also be used to assess the effect of economic events such as the global economic crisis in 2008
which still continues today.
The collapse of financial institutions in the United States in 2007 certainly brought negative impacts to the economies around
the world. That is due to the enormous impact the U.S. economy against the global economies. Banks in Indonesia did not
escape from the shocks of the economic crisis, either. Based on the publication "Economic Outlook 2009", the Indonesian
economy in 2008, especially in the final quarter began to show a worse condition than the three previous quarters. This is
particularly evident from the tendency that the lower export growth. But in 2009 the Indonesian economy showed signs of
improvement.
One effect of the global economic crisis on banks is the emergence of the reluctance of banks to disburse loans. It forced BI to
issue a policy in order to save Indonesia's economy by lowering the BI rate, with the hope of commercial banks will reactivate
its activities in providing the loan. This study aims to measure the efficiency of commercial banks in Indonesia using the
method of Data Envelopment Analysis. In addition, this research is also conducted to analyze the comparison condition of
those banks before and after the global financial crisis, as well as the correlation between the BI policy rates that is taken by the
government on the efficiency of banking in Indonesia. Results from this study can be used by relevant parties for further
review on the efficiency of banks in Indonesia as well as the effects of the economic crisis on banking efficiency.
2.

METHODS

In measuring the efficiency of banks in Indonesia, this study uses a general DEA and DEA time series analysis methods. For
the commonly used modeling methods, the DEA CCR and BCC models is used to compare of the result of both models. While
for time series analysis, the DEA Malmquist Productivity Index is used. In order to measure the efficiency, defining input and
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output variables is required. The approaches used in defining the input and output variables in this study are the production
approach, the intermediation approach, and value-added approach. Input and output variables were selected from existing
literature. For the intermediation approach, the inputs used are assets, equity, deposits, while its output is loans, net income [1].
For inputs used the production approach is employee expenses, other operational expenses, while its output is loans, other
operational income, deposits [2]. For value-added approach, the inputs used are interest expenses, other operational expenses,
while its output is loans, deposits [2]. Data inputs and outputs can be obtained at the balance sheet and income statement of
banks in Bank Indonesia's website. Then to see the effect of the BI policy rate on bank efficiency, the correlation analysis
between the BI rate to the value of banking efficiency is used. The correlation method used is Spearman's Rank Correlation for
data which are not normally distributed. The BI rates data can be accessed at the website of Bank Indonesia. The samples in
this research are 19 commercial banks in Indonesia, which has a total asset value of more than Rp. 20 Trillion. The minimum
number of samples recommended in the use of DEA method is as much as two or three times the amount of input and output
variables. In this study, for each approach used a maximum of 5 input-output variables, so the minimum number of samples
has been met.
Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a linear programming-based technique to measure the performance efficiency of an
organizational unit called the decision making unit (DMU). This technique aims to measure how efficiently a DMU in using
available resources to produce outputs. DMU can be a manufacturing unit, universities, schools, hospitals, banks, power plants,
and others.
DMU performance was assessed using DEA with the concept of efficiency or productivity, the ratio of total output per total
input. The efficiency estimated using DEA is a relative efficiency. What is meant by relative here is relative to the best
performing DMU.
2.1 Mathematical Programming Aspects of DEA
To calculate the efficiency with multiple inputs and multiple outputs requires general mathematical methods. Assume x and y
are used to represent input and output. And assume that subscript i and j represent the input and output. Then xi represents the
i-th input dan y represent the j-th output of a DMU. Consider the number of inputs and outputs are represented by I and J
where I, J > 0.
In DEA, multiple inputs and outputs are linearly aggregated using weights. Thus, the virtual input from the company are
obtained from the total weight of overall linear input.
(1)
There ui is the weight for input xi during aggregation.
Meanwhile, the virtual output of a company is derived from the number of linear weights of all output.
(2)
Where vj is the weigth for output yj during aggregation.
Given the virtual inputs and outputs, then the efficiency of a DMU in converting inputs into outputs can be defined as the ratio
of output per input.
(3)
The most important aspect at this stage is the assessment of weights. Weighting is done by providing a unique weight for each
DMU. Weights for a DMU is determined using mathematical programming as the weight of that will maximize the efficiency
of the model according to the efficiency of other DMU. The value of weight is between zero and 1.
2.1.1

CC R Model

This model estimates the gross efficiency (gross efficiency) of a DMU. This efficiency value of technical efficiency and scale
efficiency. In this model used the assumption of constant returns to scale in which banks are considered to have the same
operational scale.CCR DEA model that maximizes the general output is as follows,
(4)
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Subject to,

2.1.2

BCC Model

Model BCC measures pure technical efficiency of a DMU because it takes into account the existence of variation of efficiency
in the operation scale of DMU (variable returns to scale). The measurement result using this model is a pure technical
efficiency and scale efficiency. Efficiency of scale is a measure of how efficiency of a DMU in the scale of its operations.
(5)
Subject to,
=1

Figure 2.1 Frontier efficiency of CRS and VRS
(Source: Ramanathan, 2003)

2.2 Malmquist Productivity Index
Malmquist Productivity Index (MPI) is a method to perform time series analysis in DEA. MPI-based output model can be
defined as follows:
(6)
(7)
MPI is a geometric average of the effects of technological change, where changes in total factor productivity growth (MPI) is
caused by changes in technology (T) and changes in efficiency (E). If the value of T and E is more than one, then it can be
concluded that there exists technological progress and efficiency changes.
2.3 Approaches in Defining Input-Output
In calculating the efficiency of financial institutions, there are a wide range of conceptual approaches that can be used to
explain the relationship of input and output in the form of a proper model of efficiency. There are three approaches that can be
used to define the input and output relations in the banking industry, which are production approach (production approach), the
intermediation approach (intermediation approach), and the approach to asset (asset approach) [3].
However, in addition to the three approaches, much of foreign literature review assessed the efficiency of the banking industry
through other approaches, such as value-added approach (value added approach) and the user cost approach (user-cost
approach). Production approach is one of the most common approaches used to analyze the efficiency of banks. With this
approach, banks are seen as institutions that utilize all human resources and capital to provide services and products to
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customers [4]. By looking at that definition, then the corresponding input is resources used such as labor costs and operational
costs, while the products and services such as credit (loans) and deposits are considered as the output from the bank.
The intermediation approach views financial institutions as intermediaries [3]. Financial institutions transfer financial assets
from units with surplus funds (surplus) to the units that lack of funds (deficit). With this approach, the input used is the cost of
labor, capital and interest payments on deposits, while the output is measured in terms of credit loans (loans) and financial
investments (financial investment). In the asset approach, this approach sees the primary function of the financial institution as
a creator credit loans (loans), which approached the intermediation approach where the output is defined in terms of assets [3].
In this approach, efficiency measures the ability of banking assets in invested funds in the form of loans, securities and other
assets as an alternative output. While the inputs used in this approach is labor costs, the price of the fund, and the price of
physical capital.
Approach to identify value-added output as a category in the balance sheet arrangements that contribute to the value added of
banks, such as business related to the consumption of real resources (labor and capital) [2]. In general, with this approach, the
resulting deposit category (e.g., demand, savings deposits) and credit is seen as an important output for the categories that
contributed greatly to added-value. The assumption here is that banks will only accept deposits or offer credit if the bank
makes contributions both financial and strategic contribution to the business of banking. Lastly, user cost approach determines
whether a financial product input or output on the basis of the net contribution to bank profits [2]. If the financial returns on an
asset exceed the opportunity cost, it is considered as output. In addition to previously mentioned, it is considered as input.
2.4 BI Rate
In facing the current global economic crisis, one of the policy taken by Bank Indonesia is to lower the BI Rate. BI Rate is the
interest rate policy that reflects the monetary policy set by Bank Indonesia and announced to the public. Banks, in the
intermediation approach, is viewed as a liaison between investors and borrowers in charge of collecting funds and then
distribute it in the form of loans [2][1][4]. From the definition of the intermediation approach, the three agreed that the loan is
the output of the model of efficiency with the intermediation approach. BI policy rate changes affect the determination of
interest rates on commercial bank which can then impact on the amount of credit disbursed by banks. Because the amount of
credit is the output of banking efficiency model in the intermediation approach, then BI rate would indirectly influence or at
least have a relationship with the amount of loans extended by banks and then it will also have an effect on banking efficiency.

3.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Isotonicity Test
To test the validity of input and output variables used requires an isotonicity test. The input and output used in DEA must meet
the conditions which increased the number of inputs will result in an increase in output. Isotonicity test involves the calculation
of the correlation relationship between inputs and outputs to identify whether the increased number of inputs will lead to
increased output. The isotonicity test results (Tables 4.1 - 4.3) shows that all input and output variables that are used are valid
for use in measuring efficiency.
Table 4.1 Pearson Correlation for Variable Input-Output Intermediation Approach

Loans
Net Income

Total Asset
0.967
0.877

Equity
0.947
0.881

Deposits
0.961
0.884

Table 4.2 Pearson Correlation for Variable Input-Output Production Approach

0.939

Other Operating
Expenses
(exc. Employee
Expense)
0.960

0.803
0.899

0.913
0.957

Employee
Expense
Loans
Other Operating
Income
Deposits
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Table 4.3 Pearson Correlation for Variable Input-Output Added Value Approach

Loans
Deposits

Interest
Expenses
0.924
0.941

Other Operating
Expenses
0.961
0.938

Table 4.4 Summary of Data Processing Result BCC (Intermediation Approach)

Total DMUs that efficient efficient
Total DMUs that have decreasing efficiency from previous year
Total DMUs that have increasing efficiency from previous year
Efficient Average of CCR
Efficient Average of BCC
Efficiency Scale (= CCR/BCC)

2005
11

0.892
0.937
0.952

2006
8
8
3
0.842
0.919
0.919

2007
9
5
7
0.861
0.934
0.923

2008
8
8
5
0.869
0.919
0.946

2009
12
7
5
0.872
0.928
0.942

2008
7
10
3
0.750
0.837
0.897

2009
7
5
8
0.785
0.852
0.921

2008
5
10
4
0.774
0.842
0.919

2009
6
5
6
0.741
0.818
0.908

Tabel 4.5 Summary of Data Processing Result BCC (Production Approach)

Total DMUs that efficient efficient
Total DMUs that have decreasing efficiency from previous year
Total DMUs that have increasing efficiency from previous year
Efficient Average of CCR
Efficient Average of BCC
Efficiency Scale (= CCR/BCC)

2005
10
0.757
0.850
0.889

2006
11
3
8
0.765
0.879
0.872

2007
9
6
4
0.766
0.877
0.869

Table 4.6 Summary of Data Processing Result BCC (Value-added Approach)

Total DMUs that efficient efficient Jumlah DMU yang efisien
Total DMUs that have decreasing efficiency from previous year
Total DMUs that have increasing efficiency from previous year
Efficient Average of CCR
Efficient Average of BCC
Efficiency Scale (= CCR/BCC)

2005
7
0.721
0.844
0.853

2006
9
3
5
0.782
0.871
0.898

2007
8
6
6
0.807
0.887
0.904

3.2 CCR and BCC Efficiency Measurement Result
From Table 4.4 - Table 4.6, it can be seen that the efficiencies generated by the CCR and BCC models are different, where the
efficiency value in the BCC model is always higher. By using the BCC model, banks which are not considered efficient in the
CCR model can be considered efficient in BCC model because BCC model considers the aspects of economy of scale. From
Table 4.4, it can be viewed that in periods of crisis, the number of banks which achieve 100% efficiency in 2007, 2008, and
2009 is 9, 8, and 12. This indicates that quite a lot of banks that it can quickly restore the effects of the global economic crisis
and increasing its efficiency during the period. However, judging from the number of banks which experienced decreasing
efficiency from the previous year, the number of banks which experienced decreasing efficiency from the previous year
increased in 2008 to 8 banks, from the previously only 5 banks. This illustrates that when the initial economic crisis happened,
quite a lot of banks are not capable of maintaining its performance efficiency and vulnerable to changing economic conditions
such as when a crisis occurs.
From production approach (Table 4.5), in the global economic crisis period (2007-2009) the number of banks that received
perfect score of 100% decreased from 2007 to 2008. Then, judging by the number of banks which efficiency decreased of the
previous year, the number of banks experienced deterioration in the efficiency value in the year 2008, the mean value of
efficiency in the year 2008 is less than in 2007, as many as 10 banks. The least amount is in 2006, which is just as much as 3
bank. In addition, the number of banks that have increased efficiency are most numerous in 2006 and 2009, as many as 8 banks,
while the least increase occurred in 2008. On the global economic crisis period (2007-2009) can be seen that the number of
banks decreased efficiency value from the previous year occurred mostly in 2008. Otherwise the global economic crisis
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worsened until the end of the fourth quarter. This can be illustrated from the large number of banks decreased efficiency. But
in 2009, it can be seen that the number of banks with decreasing efficiency value from the previous year decreased in number
and more banks have increased the value of efficiency.
With Added Value approach (Table 4.6), it can be seen that in the global economic crisis period (2007-2009) the least number
of banks that scored a perfect efficiency is in 2008. This may indicate that at the time of economic crisis, not many banks are
able to achieve 100% efficiency value during the current economic slump like that. In 2008, the effect of global economic
crisis is obvious, where the number of banks that scored a perfect efficiency is the least, the number of banks has decreased the
value of efficiency is the most, and the number of banks have increased the value of efficiency is the least. This illustrates that
in 2008 the bank is very difficult to maintain its performance in the middle of changing economic conditions. However, there is
an improvement in 2009 in the number of banks that obtained perfect efficiency, as well as an increase or decrease the value of
efficiency, although not as good as the results achieved at the time before a crisis occurs.
4.3 Malmquist Productivity Index Result
To analyze the TFP change in times of crisis, consider the line in the period of 2007-2008 and 2008-2009 on Table 4.7 – Table
4.9.
In the intermediation approach (Table 4.7), the result for the period of 2007-2008 shows that there are changes in TFP by 3.7%
and 1.9% of technological change, but no significant changes in efficiency. It can be concluded that changes in TFP during
2007-2008 occurred due to the contribution of technological change, i.e. changes in economic situation of Indonesia in the year.
But in the year 2008-2009 there is no change in value because of changes in TFP is still below one.
From Table 4.8, from the production approach, it can be seen that in the year 2007-2008 did not change the value of TFP. But
in the period of 2008-2009, TFP growth reached 7.1% as a result of changes in technology and increased efficiency
simultaneously. Thus, it can be concluded that changes in economic conditions do not affect changes in TFP in the production
approach in 2007-2008, but the effect in subsequent periods.
Then, from the results of value-added approach which can be seen in Table 4.9, there is a change in the value of TFP in the
period 2007-2008 but did not occur in the next period. However, in the both periods can be seen that the value of technological
change that occurred was more than one, which means there is a change of technology in those periods. For the period 20072008, more contribute to technological progress than efficiency changes in the value of TFP changes. It can be concluded that
during this period of changing economic situation affects the changes in the value of TFP.
4.4 Spearman’s Rank Correlation Result
Before performing the correlation analysis, the Anderson-Darling normality test was performed on data to test the normality of
the data. From the results of normality test, p value <0.010 for all the efficiency of data obtained from the CCR or BCC model.
If the value of p is less than 0.05 then the hypothesis that these data follow a normal distribution is rejected. It can be
concluded that the data will be used in correlation tests are not normally distributed, so that in this correlation analysis the
Spearman's correlation method was chosen to see the correlation between variables.
Table 4.10 Spearman’s Correlation Analysis Result

Correlation
CCR intermediation-BI rate

0.046

CCR production-BI rate

-0.016

CCR value added -BI rate

-0.029

BCC intermediation-BI rate

-0.014

BCC production-BI rate

0.074

BCC value added-BI rate

0.057

From Table 4.10, it can be seen that the resulting correlation coefficient of the correlation test are all low (less than 0.4). This
indicates that there is no relationship or no relationship at all but very small relationship between values of efficiency, whether
generated from the CCR model and BCC model, with the value of BI rate. It can be concluded that there was no relationship
between policy changes in the BI rate to the efficiency of banking performance in carrying out the functions and roles
associated with lending to outside parties.
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4.

CONCLUSION

In this study we can conclude that the measurement of efficiency shown by the CCR and BCC model are very different.
Modeling BCC is able to "catch" more banks with perfect efficiency value. This is due to the modeling of the BCC to consider
aspects of returns to scale in which each bank operates differently. From the measurement of efficiency in this study found that
by using the BCC model measures the intermediation approach, during the global economic crisis, the average bank efficiency
decreased (to 0.919) but improved in 2009 (0.928). Later the production approach also obtained similar results in 2008 where
the average bank efficiency decreased (to 0.837) but improved in 2009 (0.852). On the approach in added value, there was a
slight difference in results in 2008 the average bank efficiency decreases (becomes 0.842) and in 2009 was still declining
(0.818). However, overall it can be concluded that during 2007-2008 a decline in the value of banking efficiency. The global
economic crisis may be one cause of impairment of such efficiency.
In the DEA time series analysis, namely the model of Malmquist Productivity Index, it can be concluded that in the 2007-2008
period changes in the value of TFP in the intermediation approach and added value approach which was caused by changes in
technology, which in this case considered as a change in the situation of the Indonesian economy current global economic
crisis hit.
Then, from the results of correlation analysis between the BI rate to value the efficiency of banking performance showed that
there was no correlation (or a very weak correlation) between these two variables. This is indicated by the value of efficient
correlation ranged below 0.4.
For further research, there are several points to be considered. DEA model used in this research is output oriented. Measuring
of efficiency based on the input model and then comparing the result to the output oriented model to see the effectiveness
models to measure bank efficiency could be an alternative for further research. The sample used in this study is not much,
which is only 19 banks. To obtain more accurate measurements, the number of samples can be reproduced. The rule of thumb
for minimum sample size should also be noted in using DEA method. Performance measurement in this study only views
banking industry from three different approaches: intermediation, production, and value added. There are other approaches that
can be used to measure the efficiency of bank performance, such as asset and user-cost approach. Defining the inputs and
outputs for the DEA is known to be very subjective. Therefore, to further research might be able to use a combination of input
variables and other output or increasing the number of input and output variables so that research can be more objective. Also,
Efficiency is measured in this study only the technical efficiency and scale. While the DEA is still there in the modeling of
other models, such as cost efficiency and profit efficiency, which can be adopted in measuring the efficiency of banking
performance. Weighting method used in this study is weight restriction, where the weighting is left entirely to the DMU.
However, reality shows that there is input and output variables that have contributed but did not get adequate weighting when
weighting left entirely to the DMU. Therefore, it should be noted that the weighting problem by asking for consideration by
experts of economic and banking.
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ABSTRACT
ISO 9001 is an international standard for Quality Management System (QMS) that has proven its effectivity in many
organization types. However, implementation in community health center (Puskesmas) in Indonesia is relatively new,
especially for ISO 9001:2008 standard. The objectives of this research are to identify QMS structure design and special
interpretation of ISO 9001’s requirement for community health center, including the exception of the requirement. The
research is qualitative based on data collection using interview and field observation in ISO 9001 certified community health
center. Analysis was conducted using business process mapping and correlation matrix. The result of research shows some
ISO 9001 requirements that needed special interpretation for community health center, which are quality objectives
(requirement 5.4.1), human resource (requirement 6.2), infrastructure (6.3), working environment (6.4), product realization
process (7.1), customer related process (7.2), provision of production and services (7.5), and process monitoring and
measurement (8.2). The exception requirement is design and development (7.3).
Keywords
ISO 9001:2008, Community Health Center (Puskesmas), business process mapping, correlation matrix

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Puskesmas is the government health institutions are expected to reach all levels of society. Therefore, the quality of Puskesmas
services constantly strive to improve the level of public health to be better. One of the government ways is "forcing" –
institutions to implement ISO 9001.
ISO 9001 is an international standard about QMS and purposed to provide an effective management framework, ensure
consistency of product and service quality and also achieve customer satisfaction. Gotzamani and Tsiotras (2002) explained
ISO 9000 is a sub-system of TQM and if applied consciously and consistently, it will obtain improvements to the organization
[9]. At health institutions, a study conducted by Nasiripour et al (2009) shows that the application of ISO 9001 at health
institutions can improve performance, especially customer satisfaction and Human Resources (HR) development. Application
of ISO 9001 in some health centers has well executed. For example in Jakarta, 42 of the 44 existing district Puskesmas has
applied and obtained QMS ISO 9001 certificate (2000) [1]. However, in other areas, there are still many Puskesmas that have
not implemented ISO 9001.
1.2 Problem Identification
Application of ISO 9001 begins with the interpretation of required QMS processes that appropriate with requirement of ISO
9001, standard-setting process acceptance, measurement and process control mechanisms. After that, the documentation
process is conducted to ensure the QMS maintained.
Potential problem that cause difficulty of implementing ISO 9001 at Puskesmas is about interpretation problem of ISO 9001
requirements into its business processes. ISO 9001 standard uses concept and terminology based on production system
manufacturing industry [8]. However, Puskesmas have production system that very different with the manufacturing industry.
There are also specific interpretations of ISO 9001 application requirements at Puskesmas. It is certainly makes another
problem for quality personnel at Puskesmas to perform justification of QMS ISO 9001 design necessary for the organization.
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Therefore, identification and documentation process of QMS at Puskesmas is required. In accordance with the requirements of
ISO 9001 and the requirement identification of ISO 9001 which requires specific interpretation to provide a reference design
about how QMS at Puskesmas can appropriate with ISO 9001:2008 standard.
1.3 Objective Research
According to problems described before, this research is conducted to identify the design of process structures and documents
at Puskesmas that appropriate with QMS ISO 9001:2008 standards, to identify the specific interpretation of ISO 9001
requirements for Puskesmas business processes, and to identify exception requirements.

2. RESEARCH METODOLOGY
This research is descriptive. Research phases are consisted of data collection, process requirement analysis, document
requirement analysis, and requirement analysis of ISO 9001 which requires specific interpretation. Data was collected by
literature studies, interview with Puskesmas team who experienced in Management Representative in District Puskesmas and
coordinate QMS ISO 9001 development in some village Puskesmas, also conduct field and documentation observation at
Puskesmas that has been certified from ISO 9001 to observe its real application. According to ISO 9001 standard which is
"compliant" standards, we expected with the data collection structure, QMS design for Puskesmas in general.
To facilitate the objectives achievement, this research is also conducted by business process mapping and matrix correlation.
Business process is a set of interrelated work tasks or steps, beginning with the response to the occurrence of an event, to
achieve specific goals for customer and stakeholder business processes [12]. By mapping Puskesmas business processes, we
can identify existing processes and the connection between one process with other processes. For evaluating the adequacy of
processes and documents at Puskesmas with ISO 9001:2008 requirements, correlation matrix is used. Correlation matrix is a
matrix which describes two or more variables. Thus, it can explain whether there is any relation between variables. Correlation
matrix used in this study using a correlation matrix approach for project management which connects to the work and the
person in charge, so it does not obtain the correlation coefficient number.

3. ISO 9001:2008
3.1 The Concept of Quality at Health Institutions
ISO 9001 is a generic standard [2]. These standards contain the things that must be controlled, without mentioning how to
control it. It makes the application of a standard requirement for a type of organization not necessarily the same as other types
of organizations. The standard application requirements will greatly depend on the quality of the existing concepts on the type
of organization. Given the Puskesmas is health institutions, the following are discussed about the concept of quality at health
institutions.
The concept of quality in an organization depends on the characteristics of the product and customer. Products are the result of
several activities or processes [3]. In general, the product of health institutions can be categorized as follows [4].
- Services, for example planning, development, and implementation of treatment plans, outpatient plans, medical procedures,
transportation, therapies, clinics, and dental care.
- Hardware, for example wheelchairs, implants, dentures, and bandages.
- Software, for example a computer program.
- Materials processing, for example blood or infusion.
ISO 9000 defines quality as a set of inherent characteristics of the product to meet the requirements [3], such as customer or
regulatory requirements. Health care practitioners consider the quality as the suitability of the results achieved through the
activities of prevention, diagnosis, and medical treatment with needs of the customer population [5]. Customer is an
organization, individual or population that receives a product or service [6]. In the context of health care institutions, their main
customer is the patient [4]. However, there are several parties who also receive the product from health institutions, so they can
be considered as a customer. The parties are patient's family, payer (eg: insurance companies), and surrounding communities.
If we observe the typical product and customer at health institutions, there are 4 aspects that must be considered by the Health
Institutions, such as technical, medical, maintenance, and hotels to meet customer needs [6]. Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO, 2006) mentions several dimensions that can be used to assess the service
quality of Health Institution: effectiveness, efficiency, safety, accessibility, appropriateness, timeliness, and availability
Prevention
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3.2 TQM and ISO 9001
TQM is a management philosophy developed by Dr. Edward Deming in the 50s and has been shown to restore the Japanese
after the defeat of World War 2 [10]. If TQM philosophy is adopted, it can be indicated by several criteria: top management
leadership, continuous improvement, deal with customer requirements, reducing rework, visionary, increase employee
involvement and teamwork, process redesign, benchmarking, team-based problem solving, consistently measurement of
results, and close relationships with suppliers (Powell, 1995; Whitney and Pavett, 1998) [11]. TQM can be applied to many
system management frameworks such as MBNQA, EFQM and ISO 9001. In the relation with ISO 9001 and TQM, Gotzamani
and Tsiotras (2002) explained that ISO 9000 is a sub-system of TQM, and if applied consciously and consistently, it will
obtain improvements to the organization [9]. TQM model is compatible and complementary with ISO 9001 model. Starting
with ISO 9001:2000, and now reaffirmed by ISO 9001:2008, the requirements clarify the relation between QMS ISO 9001
with TQM (Biazzo and Bernardi, 2003). ISO standards are adopted by TQM philosophy with stronger focus on customer
satisfaction and continuous process improvement approach (Chan et al., 2002), and emphasizes that top management ensures
that all personnel understand the importance of meeting customer requirements (Kartha, 2004) [9] .
3.3 Application of ISO 9001 at Health Institutions
Health institutions left 20 years behind from most other industries in adopting management system standards such as ISO
9001. It is because several factors including the absence of governmental obligations, customer demands or lack of knowledge
in applying these standards [7].
ISO 9001 was first issued in 1987 by ISO. This standard was revised in 1994, 2000 and 2008. ISO 9001:2008 has 5 main
requirements to be fulfilled by an organization such as Quality Management System, Management Responsibility, Resource
Management, Product Realization, and Analysis, Measurement and Improvement. Van den Heuvel et al (2005) shows that the
application of ISO 9001 at health institution can bring some benefits, such as, developing organizational culture to focus on the
patient, the whole process are well organized and continually improved, the existence of performance measurement which
provides an overview of performance and results, encouraging the emergence of quality and quality system improvement itself,
system documentation required for institutions, and positive results on "patient safety" than the health institutions that do not
implement ISO 9001.
3.4 IWA 1:2005
As mentioned in 3.1, ISO 9001 is a generic standard. Therefore, ISO issued the other standards for interpret ISO 9001
certification in several business sectors that are deemed appropriate. In the education sector, ISO issued IWA 2 as the
interpretation of ISO 9001 certification in the field. While the health sector, ISO issued IWA 1. The concept of IWA 1 which
oriented by interpretation of ISO 9004 will certainly make it difficult for Puskesmas to adapt these standards as an
interpretation of ISO 9001. It is because Puskesmas have to sort out the process which "must exist" or "just choice" process, if
the whole process applied will take a long time. In addition, the concept of IWA 1 which oriented by ISO 9004 would also tend
to lead a pessimism for Puskesmas personnel and the high ideal considering the existing requirements. In summary, it can be
said that IWA 1 should be applied after Puskesmas consistently run ISO 9001. In other words, it can be concluded that
complementary standards for IWA 1 is necessary, which is more oriented to the application of ISO 9001 rather than ISO 9004.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1 The Concept of Puskesmas Services
To understand the requirements application of ISO 9001, the concept of Puskesmas services need to be known. Puskesmas is
one of health institutions which owned by the Government. In general, Puskesmas services can be divided into two services:
health services and public health. Activities in health service are curative and rehabilitative, there are examination of patients,
administration of drugs, up to treatment. However, in contrast with the hospital, curative activities which conducted by
Puskesmas is just in a basic level. In the other hand, activities in public health include promotive and preventive activities, such
as counseling, seminar, education, and others similar activities in order to prevent the occurrence of disease in the community.
If we concern in both types of services (health service and public health), it appears that health service is more directed to
health institutions such as hospitals and clinics. Meanwhile, public health (especially promotive function) is more directed at
educational institutions in health. Differences concept between public health and health service that includes product, outcome,
customers, suppliers, and operators can be seen in Table 1.
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Table 1. Puskesmas Services Concept

No

Component

Health Service

1

Product

Health services starting from registration processes, medical
services in each poly, up to pharmacy

2

Outcome

Level of patient’s health after being given services

3

Customer

4

Operator

Patients and their family
Doctors, Nurses, Laboratory Officers, and Other Medical
Officers
Stetoscope, rontgen equipment, dental unit, surgical equipment,
etc
Hospital referral, drug distributors, and external laboratory

5
6

Machine/
Tools
Supplier

Public Health
Health promotion by counseling and seminars
Disease prevention services by immunization
Level of public awareness after being given health promotion
The level of resistance (immunity) of community against
disease
Surrounding communities
Doctors, Nurses and Elucidation Officers
Module seminars/education, brochures, tools needed for vaccination
and prevention
Speakers/trainers, administrative offices

4.2 Draft of QMS ISO 9001 for Puskesmas
As mentioned in 3.3, ISO 9001:2008 has 5 major requirements. The fourth requirements on the quality management system
which covers general and document requirements are the outlines of the requirements that must be met by an organization to
have QMS in accordance with ISO 9001:2008. While, the fifth requirements is about management responsibilities, the sixth
requirements is about resource management, the seventh requirements is about product realization, and the eighth requirements
is about measurement, analysis and improvement are detailed outlines of the fourth requirements. The design of QMS in this
section discusses the structure of process (requirement 4.1) and documentation (4.2) at Puskesmas in accordance to what is
demanded by the fourth requirements in ISO 9001:2008. Then the interpretation details of the 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th requirements
in ISO 9001:2008 are shown by exposure 4.3.
QMS draft is purposed for health service at Puskesmas. It is because design for public health services can be met by IWA 2,
while public health service is considered with the concept of educational services for the community. In addition, the
phenomenon shows that Puskesmas in general has implemented ISO 9001 in the scope of health service services due to limited
number of existing human resources.
4.2.1 Business Process Map of QMS ISO 9001Puskesmas
The purpose of QMS implementation at health institutions is to achieve quality compliance processes in the institution with the
requirements of the patient or other parties [6]. To achieve this objective, ISO 9001:2008 requires that organizations should
identify and manage QMS processes effectively according to the standard requirements. According to the results of business
process mapping at Puskesmas, the QMS processes which appropriate with the ISO 9001:2008 requirements and the
interaction process can be seen in Figure 1. QMS Process Map at Puskesmas.

Figure 1. Bussiness Procees Map of SMM ISO 9001:2008
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QMS processes which contained at Puskesmas can be grouped into four main processes, there are quality planning process,
core process, supporting process and quality improvement process. Quality planning processes are consist of two processes.
First process is the process of establishing policies, objectives and quality plans at Puskesmas considered by customer and
regulatory requirements and applicable laws. Second process is Puskesmas work program planning process. Core process is the
main activity of existing functions at Puskesmas to meet customer and regulatory requirements and applicable laws. Core
processes at Puskesmas are consist of promotion and marketing, registration process, medical treatment process, laboratory
process, customer-owned luggage handling process, pharmaceutical storage process and pharmacy process.
Medical service processes are consist of activity to diagnosis the condition, medical planning, treatment, patient monitoring
and referral activities. Medical service processes are depended on the type of Puskesmas and the availability of facilities at
Puskesmas. The following are examples of medical service processes: general poly; 24 hours general poly; dental poly;
maternal & child health poly; birth room; family planning (KB); emergency unit; TB & leprosy examination; nutritional
counseling. Supporting process is the activity of existing functions at Puskesmas to support the implementation of core
process. Existing supporting processes at Puskesmas are consist of staffing process (recruitment, competency analysis, training,
and training evaluation), material procurement, supplier selection and evaluation, equipment repair and maintenance,
measuring instruments calibration, financial, document and data control, quality record control, also recording and reporting
process. Quality improvement process is the activity which purposed to measure and review the effectiveness of QMS
implementation and to take the action needed to improve the QMS performance. This processes are consist of internal quality
audit process, management review, corrective and preventive actions, customer satisfaction measurement, customer complaint
handling, data analysis, and inappropriate treatment services.
4.2.2 Documentation of QMS ISO 9001Puskesmas
To ensure consistency implementation of QMS process, ISO 9001:2008 requires QMS documentation. Required QMS
documentation are consist of policy and quality objectives, quality manual, 6 quality procedures, procedures or work
instructions for critical process, and quality records.
To meet those requirements, Puskesmas can develop a documentation system with the following structure: Policy and
objective of quality; 1st Level Document: quality manual, containing the scope of QMS application, exception of applicable
requirements, application description requirements of ISO 9001 and its reference documents, and QMS process map; 2nd Level
Document: procedures, containing 6 units of compulsory quality procedures for ISO 9001 (internal audit procedures, document
control, quality record control, unconformity product control, corrective and preventive) and other procedures in accordance
with the characteristics of business process at Puskesmas; 3rd Level Document: job instructions and external documents that
became the job reference. Not similar with manufacturing industry or other services, at health institutions, there are many
external documents should become a job instruction, for example standards service of midwifery; 4th Level Document: quality
records are consist of forms and records of reference work results as implementation evidence of quality documents;
Puskesmas is a government institution which should refer to the regulations. In addition, its process business is also adopted by
the standards of health services. Therefore, the procedures or work instructions must be appropriate with all regulatory
requirements and standards, which referred by Puskesmas. For more details, QMS documentation at Puskesmas in order to
meet the requirements of ISO 9001 can be seen in Table 2. Correlation Matrix of ISO 9001 and QMS Document at Puskesmas.
4.3. ISO 9001 Interpretation, Special Requirements for Puskesmas
In accordance with the exposure 3.2, ISO 9001 standard is generic. Therefore, there is a unique opportunity interpretation for
each ISO 9001 requirements in a type of organization. Based on the data obtained in interview and observation of IWA 1:2005
analysis, there are some different interpretation of ISO 9001 requirements between Puskesmas and manufacturing industry or
other services. Following exposure is the unique interpretation of ISO 9001:2008 requirements at Puskesmas.
4.3.1 Quality Objective (Requirement 5.4.1)
ISO 9001:2008 requires top management to have a commitment to QMS (requirement 5.1), to ensure customer focus (5.2), to
establish the quality policy (5.3), to ensure quality planning (5.4), to assign duties, responsibilities and to ensure the existence
of internal communication (5.5), and to conduct QMS periodic review (5.6). At Puskesmas, unique interpretations of the
requirements are contained in 5.4, especially sub requirement 5.4.1 about quality objectives.
Quality objectives at Puskesmas must consider at least three main aspects, such as government regulations related to
Puskesmas performance, Puskesmas performance in the previous period, and the potential of Puskesmas in quality objectives
period that has to be achieved. Some of quality objectives which can be used by Puskesmas, such as: Reduce number of
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customer complaints; Increase customer satisfaction index; Decrease the competence gap; Increase employee morality in
attendance and punctuality; Increase number of Puskesmas users; Increase turnover of self-financing (user charges); Number
of patient safety
4.3.2 Human Resources (Requirement 6.2)
ISO 9001:2008 requires the organization personnel, who can affect the quality, to be competent based on appropriate
education, training, expertise, and experience (requirement 6.2.1). To ensure this requirement, ISO 9001:2008 release an
instruction for organization to provide training or other treatments to meet these standards, to evaluate the effectiveness of the
treatment, to ensure personnel awareness of their job, and to maintain records related to these activities (6.2.2). At health
institutions, personnel competence that should be require is the communication ability [4]. In principle, communication skills
in health institution’s personnel are expected to strengthen the relationships with customers. In addition, health institutions can
obtain a good impression of their users, so that service quality will be good also. In the context of Puskesmas, to meet the
competency standards, it can be built by developing cultural programs Senyum, Salam and Sapa (3S) or similar program which
can increase the sense of health center personnel to be more familiar with the patient or patient's family.
4.3.3 Infrastructure (Requirement 6.3)
ISO 9001:2008 requires the organization to provide and maintain their infrastructure that can affect their quality. In the context
of Puskesmas, there are two unique things that must be considered. First, Puskesmas service will generate medical wastes. In
simple terms, this condition seems only affect for Puskesmas which implement ISO 14001 requirements about Environmental
Management System. However, Puskesmas service environment requires sterile condition from pollution to obtain desired
customer’s outcome. Therefore, in order that medical waste can’t adversely affect the service quality, Puskesmas should
provide medical waste treatment facilities and maintain that facilities although they do not implement ISO 14001, or they can
outsourced from other party, who can handle this problem. Second, some Puskesmas services may involve information
technology, such as for registration process or customer database. Puskesmas must ensure that information technology
facilities are well maintained. Some activities can be conducted to meet this requirement, include virus monitoring or daily
virus scans.
4.3.4 Work Environment (Requirement 6.4)
ISO 9001:2008 requires organizations to define and manage their work environment to meet the requested product or service
requirements. In the context of Puskesmas, their services involve their customer in work environment. It makes the working
conditions will greatly affect the quality of customer perception. In addition, their production process also involves not only
patients, but also their family. Therefore, Puskesmas have to design their physical environment with comfort, cleanliness, and
sterile parameters from the possibility of germs or bacteria to the patient or patient’s family. Other efforts that can be done is
implementing 5S program (Seiri, Seiton, Seiso, Seiketsu, Shitsuke)
4.3.5 Product Realization Planning (Requirement 7.1)
ISO 9001:2008 requires the organization to plan and develop processes for product realization. In the context of Puskesmas,
the services produces a product or service differently which depends on patients conditions of health. Therefore planning of
realization of products or services on health center is specially made for each patient.
Generally, the ilustration of product realization planning process for each medical service at Puskemas as follows. After the
patient arrived, doctors make an early diagnosis of health. Based on the results of the diagnosis, the doctor plan the necessary
medical treatment. The planning process is that medical actions interpreted as product ralization planning in Puskesmas.
Product realization planning process result are recorded in care plan documents contained in the card status of patients.
4.3.6 Customer Relation Processes (Requirement 7.2)
ISO 9001:2008 requires the organization to identify customer need or related regulations, review it and determine whether they
have ability to meet those needs and communicate effectively. In the context of Puskemas, it can be interpreted as follows. The
process of identifying customet needs in the health center conducted bt the doctor with diagnosis, the doctor should be able to
know the initial conditions of the patient abd the desired income.
Review process needs of customers in the health center were done by Doctor as certain whether the health center can provide
medical services or should be referred to elsewhere. In addition, the doctor must ensure that the patient or patient’s family
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understand the consequences and risk of medical measures to be taken both from the technical aspects well as form the
financial aspects. This is evidence by the agreement between the contracting Parties Health Center Patients.
4.3.7 Product and Service Supply (Requirement 7.5)
ISO 9001:2008 requires the organization to ensure that the process is under controlled, validate the process whcih can not be
verifyed after finishing task, set tracing ability, keep the customer’s properties, keep the product safely, and control the
monitoring and measuring tools. In the context of Puskemas, some interpretation especially for requirements above are as
follows. Firstly, controlling and planning of services can be done by two things, which are :
Ensure that medical officer has eligible competencies. For the doctors, they have the Practice Permit.
Adopt standards of health in diagnosing, treatment, or monitoring tthe patient, such as Midwifery Service Standards.
Secondly, process that must be validated is medical service process (diagnosis, care planning, treatment, and monitoring)
because it is special process that its effectivity can not be measured directly towards the patient. Thirdly, customer properties
which is used by Puskemas inter regional or medical information.Therefore, Puskesmas must ensure that the property is wellmaintained and well-protected by applying a standard of property storage. The fourth, Requirement of traceability in the
production process caried out with the aid of Puskemas Status Card. Where is the doctor who provides services to write the
type and the time of action. In addition, for patient medical information was also given a special code so as not to be confused
with any other patient medical information.
4.3.8 Measuring and Controlling Process (Requirement 8.2)
Product of Puskemas is attached within the services. This process causes the difficulty of measuring the performance of public
health services. The process for public health services in the form of the registration process and the pharmacy counter and the
process can be measured by the parameters of work time and the adjustment of the demand of patients with a given product
(target disease with poly and prescription drugs).
For medical services process (diagnosis, care planning, treatment, and monitoring) is a special process that can measue its
effectiveness after patients undergo the process. Indicator taht can be used by Puskemas is the rate of healing and patient
satisfaction.

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Table 2. Correlation Matrix of ISO 9001:2008 and SMM Puskesmas Procedure
ISO 9001:2008 Requirement
Document
4
5
6
7
Management Observation Procedure
5.6
Document and Data Controlling Procedure
4.2
Quality Record Controlling Procedure
4.2
Corrective and Preventive Treatment Procedure
Internal Quality Audit Procedure
Inappropriate Product Controlling Procedure
Customer’s Complaint Handling Procedure
Data Analysis Procedure
Customer Satisfaction Measuring Procedure
5.1,5.2
7.2
Program Planning Procedure
5.4
Promotion and Marketing Procedure
7.2
Registration and Payment Procedure
4.1
7.1,7.5
General Poly Service Procedure
4.1
7.1,7.2,7.5
24 Hours General Poly Service Procedure
4.1
7.1,7.2,7.5
Dental Poly Service Procedure
4.1
7.1,7.2,7.5
Maternal & Child Health Poly Service Procedure
4.1
7.1,7.2,7.5
Birth Room Service Procedure
4.1
7.1,7.2,7.5
KB Service Procedure
4.1
7.1,7.2,7.5
TB & Leprosy Service Procedure
4.1
7.1,7.2,7.5
Nutritional Counseling Service Procedure
4.1
7.1,7.2,7.5
Laboratory Service Procedure
4.1
7.1,7.2,7.5
Pharmacy Service Procedure
4.1
7.1, 7.5
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8
8.5
8.2
8.3
8.3
8.4
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2
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23
24
25
26
27
28

Medicine and Health Instrument Acceptance, Storage and Distribution
Procedure
Employment Procedure (Recruitment, Competence Analysis, Training and
Training Evaluation)
Product and Service Procurement Procedure
Suppliers Evaluation Procedure
Instrument Reparation and Maintenance Procedure
Calibration Procedure

-

-

6.1,6.4

7.1,7.5

8.2

-

-

6.1,6.2

-

-

-

-

6.1
6.3
-

7.4
7.4
7.6

-

5. CONCLUSION
In accordace with the formulation of the problem and reseacrh purpose, some conclusion can be drawn based on this research
are :
Concept of Puskesmas Services can be categorized within two classification, which are public health service which is
curative and rehabilitative and public health that are promotive and preventive
SMM ISO 9001:2008 design for Puskesmas can be seen in Figure 1. Bussiness Process Map of SMM ISO 9001:2008
Core process of Puskesmas SMM consist of promotion process and marketing, registration process and counter, medical
service process, laboratory process, customer material handling process, pharmacy storage process, and pharmacy process.
Documentatiob of Puskesmas SMM consist of four level, which are Quality Guidance (include policy an quality
objectives), working procedure (consist of quality procedure, core task and supporting task), task instruction and external
document, and quality note. More details,can be seen in Table 2. Correlation Matrix of ISO 9001:2008 and Procedure of
Puskesmas SMM.
Differences in Intrepretation of ISO 9001:2008 Requirement within manufacturing or service industry is the requirement
of quality objective, infrastructure requirement, working environment, Product realization plan, Customer relation process,
production supply and service, Measuring and Monitoring Process.
Requirement of ISO 9001:2008 which can be excluded by the Puskesmas is the design and development (Requirement
7.3).
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ABSTRACT
Since the energy consumption is a critical issue raised to the interest of many enterprises, it is important to be able to forecast
the energy demand in the future accurately. There are many time series forecasting techniques proved to be potential to predict
the usage of energy. The capability of different time series methods was assessed by fitting the energy demand and the data
used in this case study is the electricity consumption of the whole industrial sector in Thailand from 1985-2000. The Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) was utilized to select the suitable technique to forecast the energy demand. The result showed that
the autoregressive moving average (ARIMA) model was the most appropriate forecasting model because of its ability to
predict the data which was non-stationary. Moreover, it was also robust to the outlier in the data.
Keywords
ARIMA, Electricity demand, Time series Analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
The productivity improvement was the mechanism which drove the effort of conducting research and development in many
industries. The energy consumption is a critical factor which has a great impact on the productivity increases and the accuracy
of energy forecast is an important key led to the production efficiency. For this reason, analysts need a guideline to better
choose the appropriate forecasting techniques in order to make accurate forecasts of energy trends. However, there are many
techniques contributed to the prediction of future energy demand. In this study, different forecasting techniques were utilized
to forecast energy consumption in Thailand while the comparison of these techniques was conducted to choose the best
approach in this scenario.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The appropriate forecasting model was derived by dividing a set of time series into two periods: historical and hold-out period.
The data from the historical period was utilized to fit the model while different measures of forecasting error e.g. mean squared
error (MSE) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) were calculated from the hold-out period. A derived model should
minimize the error while the residual had to satisfy all the assumptions or pass the model adequacy checking (Normally and
Independently Distributed: NID) i.e. yt  f ( x, )   t while x and  were relevant factors and model parameters
respectively.
For time series analysis, autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model was a stochastic difference equation that
was frequently utilized to model stochastic disturbances [1]. The general form of ARIMA model was shown in equation (1).

dYt    1dYt 1  2dYt  2  ...   p dYt  p  at  1at 1  ...  q at  q

(1)

The order of ARIMA model was normally identified in the form of (p, d, q). p indicated the order of the autoregressive part
while d was for the amount of difference and q for the order of the moving average part. Some specific form of ARIMA model
was utilized to represent autocorrelated disturbances, e.g. autoregressive order one, ARIMA (1, 0, 0) or AR (1) for stationary
disturbances while integrated moving average, ARIMA (0, 1, 1) or IMA (1, 1) was used to represent non-stationary
disturbances, as recommended by Montgomery, Keats, Runger and Messina [2] and Box and Luceno [3].
The important issue was that the robust structure of the model (maintaining all the underlying assumptions) seemed to be more
important than the minimization of the forecast errors. Many authors agreed that stochastic disturbances can be best modeled
by using stochastic difference equation models introduced by Box-Jenkins (ARIMA) methodology. ARIMA model was
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utilized in order to forecast one-step ahead disturbances according to the characteristics of data: stationary or non-stationary. If
the model was identified correctly, the sequence of the output error should be white noises with zero mean and constant
variance. However, there was no empirical or exact rule to derive the best model and the selection of disturbance model was
still the extensive discussion among authors. Some authors suggest that the capability of the forecasting model would greatly
be enhanced if the model was based on many sets of data (MSOD) not just only one set of data (SSOD).
After the model was derived, the next phase was the continuous improvement of the model in order to guarantee that the future
forecasts were accurate since this was the indication of how well the model was able to predict the disturbance. The
improvement was done by monitoring the disturbance errors and differentiating sources of variability which were common
causes and special causes. If the forecast errors were the result of only common causes, there was no need to reevaluate the
forecasting model since these errors are inherent in the process. On the contrary, the intervention (re-formulate forecasting
model or re-estimate model parameters) was required when special causes existed (it might be in the form of a shift) and
affected the stability of the models (error assumptions were violated) [4].
Ediger and Akar [5] utilized both ARIMA and seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) models to estimate the future primary energy
demand of Turkey from 2005 to 2020. A class of time-series analysis, autoregressive moving average (ARIMA), was deployed
by Abdel-Aal and Al-Garni [6] to forecast monthly domestic electric energy consumption in the eastern province of Saudi
Arabia. The optimum model was the first ordered ARIMA with a multiplicative combination of seasonal and nonseasonal
autoregressive parts. The accuracy of electricity demand prediction was improved by combining the traditional grey model GM
(1, 1) with the trigonometric residual modification technique [7]. Cho, Hwang and Chen [8] compared the result of the
univariate ARIMA and the traditional regression models to forecast the short-term load by considering weather-load
relationship.

3. ENERGY DEMAND ANALSYIS
The energy consumption data (electricity) of the industrial sector in Thailand was collected annually from 1985 to 2009 in
GWh unit and used as a historical period to construct a forecasting model. As shown in Figure 1, when the time series was
inspected visually, obviously, there was an increasing trend in the data. According to the correlogram in Figure 2, the
autocorrelations gradually decayed over lags while the autocorrelation at lag 1 and 2 seemed to be significantly higher than the
surrounding ones so the data was not stationary (with highly correlated data).

Time Series Plot of Power
60000

Power

50000

40000

30000

20000

10000
1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997 1999 2001 2003 2005 2007 2009
Index

Figure 1: Time series plot of electricity consumption data.
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Figure 2: Autocorrelations of eletricity consumption data.

4. FORECASTING MODEL
The most appropriate model to forecast the electricity demand was selected on the basis of Akaike information criterion (AIC)
which is a measure of the goodness of fit of a statistical model.
Table 1: Forecasting models with AIC.
Model

AIC

Random Walk
Random Walk with drift
Constant mean
Linear trend
Simple moving average of two terms
Simple exponential smoothing
Brown’s linear exponential smoothing
Holt’s linear exponential smoothing
ARIMA (1, 1, 0)
ARIMA (0, 2, 0)
ARIMA (0, 2, 2)
ARIMA (2, 0, 0)
ARIMA (1, 2, 1)

15.6468
14.5713
19.5685
15.094
16.546
15.727
14.5999
14.7466
14.5424
14.5443
14.6036
14.6083
14.625

The statistical package used in this research was Minitab version 14 and Statgraphics Centurion 14.
As shown in Table 1, the autoregressive moving average, ARIMA (1, 1, 0), with = 1.0082 and  = -0.6712 had the lowest
AIC among all proposed models while The statistics and coefficients of ARIMA were shown in Table 2.
Table 2. ARIMA coefficients and their statistics (from Minitab).
Type

Coef

SE Coef

T

P

AR1 1.0082 0.0159 63.51 0.000
MA1 -0.6712 0.1589 -4.22 0.000

Therefore, this model might be one of the appropriate candidates to fit this set of data. However, the assumption of the errors
had to be analyzed in order to assure that this model is validated. For this reason, the model adequacy checking was conducted
to verify that all the assumptions were sastisfied. The correlograms of ACF in Figure 3 signified that there is no autocorrelation
in the residual since all the residual from ACF was not significantly different to zero.
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Figure 3: Residual autocorrelations plot of electricity consumption data.
The normal probability plot (Figure 4) and the scatter plot between residual and fitted values (Figure 5) showed that the errors
lied randomly above and below the center line (zero mean) with no specific trend of pattern developed. However, there might
be an outlier existing among errors.
Normal Probability Plot of the Residuals
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Figure 4. Normal probability plot of the residual.
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Figure 5. Residual VS fitted values.
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For this reason, the boxplot in Figure 6 was utilized to check whether there was an outlier or not and the result confirmed that
there was an outlier existing (year 1998) among the errors on the negative side of the plot. This outlier might be the result of
special events that could not be explained by the model but the residual from the ARIMA model satisfied all the underlying
assumptions so it validated that the above model was accurate in prediction.
Boxplot of Residual
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0
-1000
-2000
-3000
-4000

Figure 6. Boxplot of residual.
In conclusion, the residual from ARIMA model satisfied all the underlying assumptions so it signifies that the proposed model
was suitable to predict the electricity demand. Therefore, the ARIMA model was an interesting choice to fit this set of data.

5. CONCLUSION
Since the industrial sector in Thailand has to deal with the increasing trend of energy usage deviation which is not random and
there might be some outliers which complicate the forecasting process. In order to predict the energy demand effectively,
many authors proposed different techniques in order to predict the trend which cause the deviation. One of the most popular
model is Box-Jenkins’ ARIMA because of its flexibility and the ability to model both stationary and non-stationary processes.
In this study, it was proved to be the most appropriate model based on AIC and its robustness to outliers in the data.
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ABSTRACT
Both of scientist and managers claim that product design is one major tool to gain competitive advantages. Although there are
many researches related to product design, the failure rate of new product is still high. To describe the critical factors of
product success and their relationship, a comprehensive model will be performed. The model will be developed based on two
success indicators, namely market share and customer satisfaction. A model involved some important variables such as image,
appearance/design, price, technical superiority, time in market, and brand. For low end mobile phone case, the model
indicates that market share is significantly influenced by price, time in market, luxury image, and brand. Customer satisfaction
is significantly influenced by image and color. Besides, product appearance is significantly correlated to image.
Keywords
Market share, customer satisfaction, image, appearance/design, price, technical superiority, time in market, and brand

I. INTRODUCTION
Successful new product development (NPD) is an essential element for the renewal and survival of many manufacturing
companies. Both of scientists and managers stated that product design was one major tool to gain competitive advantages [1].
Though there have been many researches related to product design, the failure rate of new product was still high. Crawford
reported that 35 % to 45 % of new products failed to compete in the market [2]. Stevens and Burley even identified that the
failure rate of new products was somewhere between 40 % and 75% [3].
Though there are many researches related to product design, however, there is no standard method to measure the
success/failure of product. Product Development and Management Association (PDMA) task force identified that project
success consisted of three independent dimensions: financial, customer and technical [4].
There are also some researchers who try to identify factors that influence new product success. Because of no convergent
results, two meta analysis were done by Henard & Szymanski and Montoya-Weiss & Calentone [5] [6]. Montoya-Weiss &
Calentone developed taxonomy of product success factors that consist of 4 main factors [6]. The success factors are product
characteristics, firm strategies, firm process characteristics, and market characteristics.
Based on the literature studies above, a success factor modeling will be developed. Low end mobile phone will be used as
study case. Model will be developed by using Structural equation modeling (SEM). Structural equation modeling (SEM) is a
serial of statistical methods that allow complex relationships between one or more independent variables and one or more
dependent variables. SEM may be used as a more powerful alternative to multiple regression, path analysis, factor analysis,
time series analysis, and analysis of covariance. It is also can be used for modeling of interactions, nonlinearities, correlated
independents, measurement error, correlated error terms, multiple latent independents each measured by multiple indicators,
and one or more latent dependents also each with multiple indicators.
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II. LITERATUR STUDY
2.1 Product performance factors
Product success rate is the percentage of products meeting the firms' objective (financial) criteria [7]. It is usually measured
based on product performance. The term product performance is associated to product properties. Different definitions of
performance are found in the literature. Ulrich and Eppinger defined product performance as: “How well a product implements
its intended function” [8]. The definitions implied that product performance was a measure of functional aspects of the product.
Some other researchers commonly defined some measurements based on financial (such as meeting profit target, investment
return rate and sale growing rate) and customer/market response [9][10][11]. Based on 55 studies, Product Development and
Management Association (PDMA) task force identified that project success consisted of three independent dimensions:
financial, customer and technical [4]. It also identified 16 indicators and categories them into 5 groups namely customer
acceptance, financial performance, program, project and company [12]. The comparison structures related to product success
indicators presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Product performance measurement structure comperation [12]

PDMA Task Force
Firm

Cooper [13]
Success rate

Program

Program impact
Overall performance
-

Consumer
Financial
Product

-

Hauschildt[14]
Firm
Other
Program
Economics
Effect
Technical effect

2.2 Product Success Factors
Many researchers identified some factors of success [5][6][15][16]. Montoya-Weiss & Calentone underlined that many
researches had wide variation in result and they are non convergent [6]. Based on multivariate analysis, Cooper identified 11
dimensions (from 77 observed independent variables) of product success [17]. They were product uniqueness/superiority,
market knowledge and marketing proficiency, technical synergy/proficiency, market dynamics, market need (growth and size),
price, marketing and managerial synergy, marketing competitiveness and customer satisfaction, newest to firm, strength of
marketing communication and launch effort and source of idea/investment magnitude.
Henard & Szymanski developed taxonomy of product success factors that consisted of 4 main factors [5]. They were product
characteristics, firm strategies, firm process characteristics, and market characteristics. By using meta-analysis of 60 empirical
studies, Henard & Szymanski also showed 8 important variables of product performance. They were product advantage,
product innovativeness, marketing strategy, technological strategy, structured effort, market orientation, cross functional
integration and competitive response intensity [5]. Cooper & Kleinschimidt, based on effect on profitability and impact,
identified some critical factors which drive product success [15]. Top four of them were high quality product process, new
product strategy, adequate resources, R & D spending.

III. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESES
The conceptual framework of the model is developed based two success indicators namely market share and customers
acceptance/customer satisfaction and six important factors of product success, namely, price, product superiority, timing,
company superiority (brand), product shape/design and product images. There are two indicators that are used to evaluate the
success/failure. The first indicator is a customer satisfaction [16][18][19]. The role of this measure is to understand the level of
acceptance of customer to the product performance. This measure is important to evaluate the potential losing/getting of future
product. Customer may move to other product/brand if they feel dissatisfied about the product. On the contrary, it also
influences the customer acquisition. The second measure is a number of customers using the product or market share. The
relation between the two indicators is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Customer satisfaction impact [20]
Three hypotheses that would be examined are
H1

: Market share is influenced by price, product strength, and time

Price sensitivity is important variable for customer to buy a product because it can limit someone to buy a product [21]. A
significant variables of product advantage are technical superiority/strength [5][6][22]. Launching timing is very important
variable to product success [23][24]. Launching new products to market quickly is a pre requisite for acquiring a competitive
advantage.
H2

: Market share are influenced by brand

Brand equity is important variable for customers to buy a product [21] [25]. A brand is intended to represent a unique identity
that extends beyond the product itself. It can have aesthetic and symbolic value for consumers. A brand can communicate
functional characteristics, give a quality impression (functional value), communicate ease of use to customer and as a value
added purchase [21][25][26]
H3

: Product image correlates to product design

Product’s appearance has aesthetic and symbolic value for consumers. Same as brand, it can communicate functional
characteristics and give a quality impression (functional value), and can communicate ease of use [26]. Page and Herr stated
that design and brand strength differentially impact liking and quality judgments [25]. Symbolic meaning can be attached to a
product or brand [27][28].

IV. METHODOLOGY
The research involves three latent and 15 manifest variables. There are three latent variables namely satisfaction, product
image, and design. The manifest variable of satisfaction are easy used, qualified product and after sales satisfaction. Product
image manifest variables are qualified, luxury, innovated, and prestigious image. Design manifest variables are shape, color
composition, and size.
To develop the model, 95 respondents are involved. They answered a questionnaire containing 26 main questions and 13
supporting questions that classified as indicator of success (satisfaction), customer perception about image and design. Besides,
some data are collected from some reference such as product market share, product specification, and brand value. Brand value
is based on survey done by SWA and MARS 2008 and % sales were taken from Yogyakarta Nokia Representative. Brand
values were determined based on brand share, brand awareness, advertisement awareness, customer satisfaction, and gain
index. They are analyzed from survey that involved 2648 respondents collected from 7 big cities of Indonesia [29].

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The relation among the variables, both latent and manifest variables are showed in Figure 2. The regression weight and
covariance of selected important variables are in Table 2 and Table 3. The model is very good because probability of the Chisquare is 0.223 (higher than 0.05). This indicates that data support the model.
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Figure 2: Product success modeling result
Besides, it is supported by some other performance measures. Root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) is 0.035 and
since it is less than 0.05, it indicates a good fit. Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) same as 0.9 which again reflect a good fit.
Based on regressive weight analysis (Table 2), Hypothesis H1, and H2 can be proved. (1) Market share is negatively affected
by price, time lunching, and luxury image. The work is in line with Foxall and James finding that price is important decision
variable for customer to buy a product because it can limit someone to buy a product [21]. Market share is also negatively
influenced by the product launched length. The new product tend to be accepted more than the older one.
Table 2: Regression weight

Estimate
Design
Product image
Satisfaction
Brand
Satisfaction
Brand
Market share
Market share
Market share
Market share

<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<---

Time
Strength
Image
Strength
Color
Time
Brand
Price
Time
Luxury

S.E.

C.R.

P

Label

-.033 .014 -2.356 .018
.312 .074 4.206 ***
1.826 .498 3.667 ***
-19.868 4.279 -4.644 ***
.325 .125 2.611 .009
-.954 .290 -3.283 .001
.065 .003 21.546 ***
-.007 .000 -15.164 ***
-.039 .009 -4.151 ***
-.378 .143 -2.647 .008
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In contrary, (2) Market share is also positively influenced by brand. A brand can communicate functional characteristics, give a
quality impression (functional value), communicate ease of use to customer and as a value added purchase [21][25][26]. (3)
Strength, that is positively correlated price and negatively correlated to time, is strongly influenced market share. This is
consistent to the (1).
Table 3: Covariance

Price
Time
Product image
Brand
Innovation image

<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->

Strength
Strength
Design
Price
Brand

Estimate
S.E. C.R.
151.355 23.473 6.448
-2.237
.488 -4.583
.582
.137 4.255
1494.466 362.217 4.126
4.059
1.686 2.407

P Label
***
***
***
***
.016

Covariance table (Table 3) indicates that H3 is supported. There is significant correlation between product image and product
design. This supports Creusen and Schoormans finding that product appearance/design
can communicate functional
characteristics and give a quality impression (functional value), and can communicate ease of use [26]. Besides, there are
significant correlation between price and product strength, time and product strength and time, brand and price and innovation
brand.

VI. CONCLUSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Model fits to the data based on all fit indicator used, Chi-square, GFI and RMSEA,
The model indicates that market share is significantly influenced by price, time in market, luxury image, and brand.
Customer satisfaction is significantly influenced by image and color.
Product appearance is significantly correlated to image.
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ABSTRACT
Customer knowledge has been accepted as a key strategic resource in any company’s success. It has been recognized in marketing
as a significant resource that can be managed to foster new product development, improve innovation and to support the
management of long-term customer relationship. Implementing customer knowledge management (CKM) in new product
development (NPD) demands understanding about marketing, customer involvement in product development, collaboration
networking and knowledge management (KM). An integrated performance measurement of this activity is precious to assure the
investment on this effort could attract more value added.
The dimension of the measurement in this research is developed by using the scorecard approach to facilitate the measures of the
system that consists of tangible and intangible measures. IDEF0 is used as reference model since it is adaptable in many research
fields, such as information system, collaboration network and knowledge management. Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) as the
method to measure the system efficiency is chosen to analyze data collected. It is chosen because of its simplicity to be understood
and its flexibility to handle various kinds of data obtained by the questionnaire. Proposed method to analyze a system that is built
on dimensions of input-mechanism-control and output challenges DEA an advanced implementation.
Keywords:
knowledge co-creation, performance measure, data envelopment analysis, IDEF0

1. BACKGROUND
In the network economy in the 21st century, companies can no longer be seen as a stand-alone entity, collaboration and joint
creation of knowledge and values with external stakeholders and other entities within the business ecosystem becomes necessary
[1]. The ecosystem of knowledge consists of a multi-layered „ba‟, the which exist across organizational boundaries and is
continuously evolving with the companies that make up knowledge "by synthesizing their knowledge and the knowledge
embedded in various outside players, such as customers, suppliers, competitors or university [2]. Kohlbacher [1] and Bititci et.al
[3] argues that there is a trend for the collaboration of a company and another company in order to perform an increasing value for
example in terms of new product development. Bititci et al [3] stated that currently, the company improve its business and its
competitiveness by collaboration, collaboration improves new and unique value proposition. Kohlbacher [1] states that marketing
knowledge is necessary to perform a collaboration, not only within companies or between different units in an enterprise, but also
with other stakeholders, such as customers, suppliers, partners and competitors. This includes the opportunity to co-develop new
products and services. The manager should see the company as an entity associated with the global network economy, and
therefore should pay attention to relationship marketing activities as knowledge co-creation and value co-creation with other
entities within the business ecosystem. Some of the benefits of collaborative activity is to improve the performance on new
product development, including to reduce the risk of product development failure, improving product development time and to
improve product development costs [4].
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Based on the literature review, there are many researches discuss about the customer knowledge co-creation to increase
innovation and new product development, how the process of customer knowledge co-creation and what factors are affecting the
performance of customer knowledge co-creation. Researches that demonstrate the way of managing customer knowledge cocreation to increase value for both parties collaborate still not widely disseminated.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
From the gap mentioned in the previous paragraph, then the formulation of the problem of this research is how to improve
customer knowledge co-creation for new product development. Some research questions to be answered are:
1. What is the measures of customer knowledge co-creation performance?
2. What project have good performance in customer knowledge co-creation?
3. For the in efficient project, what project become the referant to emulate their performance?

3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this research is to develop a model to measure the performance of customer knowledge co-creation in new
product development. This model will describe the factors that affect the performance of customer knowledge co-creation in new
product development, best practices from customer knowledge co-creation and the methodology used to improve performance.
Based on literature study has been conducted and based on the real application, then the data envelopment analysis (DEA) is an
appropriate methodology to achieve the objectives in this study. DEA is an optimization method in linear programming, so DEA
has been widely used for case studies to discover best practice or the best composition of a system. Therefore, DEA in this study
could reveal the composition of the most productive customer knowledge co-creation in new product development process.
Therefore, the measurement will be conducted in this research are:
1. Using the scorecard method, because the performance of customer knowledge co-creation has of tangible and intangible
measures.
2. Using performance index to indicate the performance of knowledge on tangible and intangble measures.
3. Use DEA to reveal the best customer knowledge co-creation with highest performance index. Using DEA at the same time
will reveal the best composition in managing the customer knowledge co-creation.

4. LITERATURE REVIEW
4.1. Customer Knowledge Co-Creation
To obtain good customer knowledge, the activities should not be limited to marketing activities. Getting the customer involved
at every stage of new product development is the best way to teach and learn with customers [5]. Customer knowledge co-creation
is the creation of knowledge shared by the company with customers in customer knowledge management activities. Knowledge cocreation is obtained from two-way relationship and intensive collaboration [6]. Collaboration with the customer in order to enhance
the new value has been discussed in several studies, such as the framework for customer involvement to produce new products
[7][8][9] and customer knowledge management for knowledge creation to increase innovation and competitiveness [1][6][10][11].
Thomke and Von Hippel [9] introduced a method for the customer as a co-innovator and co-development. Customer as coproducer in many activities including product development, product design, production, marketing and others been subject of many
researches recently [8][9].
Smith and McKeen [12] claim the customer knowledge co-creation as one of the dimensions of customer knowledge,
completing the other dimensions, ie. knowledge of customer, knowledge from customer and knowledge for the customer.
Kolbacher [1] promotes concept model of knowledge co-creation in new product development. Several other studies depict direct
evidence for the positive impact of KM practices on innovative performance. Belbaly et.al [11] and Tian and Jin-xue-xin [13] do
research to find the factors that influence the successful implementation of a customer knowledge management. Belbaly et.al. [11]
shows the relationship between enablers and knowledge creation process in CKM to the impact on new product development
project but Belbaly et.al. [11] has not explicitly define the customer as partner in customer knowledge management activity.
Belbaly et.al. [11] also does not promote any metric and the quantification of the customer knowledge management performance.
Tian and Jin-xue-xin [13] promotes the enablers of a customer knowledge management, which is adapted from enabler of a
customer relationship management (CRM). Tian and Jin-xue-xin [13] provides the outcome of CKM implementation that describe
the links between customer perceived value, expectation value, customer satisfaction and customer relationship. They certify that
good CKM process provides benefits to company, ie. customer loyalty, customer trust, customer satisfaction and quality and timing
of customer relationship [13].
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4.2. Performance Measurement Of Customer Knowledge Co-Creation In New Product Development
There are two references that mainly used in developing the model in this study, they are the measurement of collaborative
network by Parung and Bititci [14] and measuring knowledge in new product development by Lettice et al [15]. Parung and Bititci
[14] build a model using a value chain perspective that is between the company and its partners. While the measurement cube built
by Lettice et al [15] is to measure knowledge in product development. This research use operational research method. Operational
research is a scientific approach to decision making in an effort to determine the best way in designing and running a system that is
that usually requires an allocation of limited resources. This problem can be solved by non-parametric approach, then the
appropriate method is data envelopment analysis (DEA). DEA can be used for linear programming optimization. DEA will be
employed to reveal best practices or best composition of a customer knowledge co-creation in new product development, measured
by the productivity. The input and output variables are compiled from many references that also used to develop the dimensions
and criteria in measuring the performance of customer relationship management, new product development, knowledge
management and collaboration network. DEA is a linear programming, the operational research approach. Because of this
characteristic, then measuring performance by using DEA means independent from standard performance measures and experts
judgement. DEA is considered as a proper methodology to develop a model performance measurement of customer knowledge cocreation.
4.3. Knowledge Management Performance Measurement Using Data Envelopment Analysis
DEA has been used in various studies to find the efficiency of the process, best practice and benchmarking process. Many
researches use DEA to measure performance of knowledge management including SubbaNarashimha dan Ahmad [16], which
evaluates the utilization of technological knowledge stock in pharmaceutical companies, and Jae-Hyeon and Suk-Gwon [17] which
conduct an assessment of the contribution of knowledge on the development of business performance, ie Knowledge - ProductProcess - Performance or KP3. Jae-Hyeon and Suk-Gwon [17] also promote a linkage matrices which function is to show the
relationship of knowledge to business performance through products and processes. Ramirez and Nembhard [18] evaluate the
productivity of knowledge workers and Leitner et al [19] evaluates intellectual capital. Paradi et.al. [13] use data envelopment
analysis (DEA) to examine the productivity, efficiency and effectiveness of an engineering design team, a form of knowledge
workers.
Performance index has been used in many research [20] [21] [22] but they did not facilitate the process to find best practices in
customer knowledge co-creation that can be used as reference to obtain the index. Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is one of the
performance measurement framework with a performance index relative to other organizations that perform a similar process that
uses the terminology of "efficiency". DEA is a non-parametric so that the specific form of production function is not to be known
or assumed. In the parametric analysis, the shape of the production function is known or assumed. Analysis is possible because the
frontier formed by the DEA program is based on existing best practice. Score generated by the DEA model is based on comparison
with the frontier, which consists of corporate best practice being observed.

5. CUSTOMER KNOWLEDGE CO-CREATION PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT MODEL
Structured analysis and design technique (SADT) is a function modeling method used by The United states Air Force to
conduct functional analysis and communication from a system perspective. Diagram notation used in the SADT helps to describe
and understand a system. A method to model a function under SADT is IDEF0. IDEF0 is an engineering technique for displaying
and managing needs analysis, requirements definition, functional analysis, system design, maintenance and a baseline for
continuous improvement, decisions model, actions and activities of an organization or system. IDEF0 model reflects how the
system functions are interconnected and operate. The components of the IDEF0 syntax are boxes, arrows, rules and diagrams. In
IDEF0, the box will be named with a verb or verb phrase, then each side of the function box has a specific role. Arrows located on
each side of the box has a different function. Arrow located to the left of the box describes the inputs to be changed or needed by
the function to generate output Control arrow at the top of the box determines the conditions required by the function to produce
correct output. Arrow located on the right side of the box and pointing out from the box indicates data or objects produced by the
function, and arrow located at the bottom of the box identify factors that enable the execution of the functions. Parung and Bititci
[14] and Lettice et.al. [15] develop the model of system performance using SADT approach. Thus this research will use the same
approach by compiling the measures in previous research related to customer knowledge co-creation concepts.
5.1. Stakeholder Contribution On The Input Dimension
Produt development management is interdicipline. The success of new product development is influenced by the contribution
of the stakeholders [15][23]. This criterion is measured with the understanding that involves the customer to better work
together in the knowledge co-creation is one of the biggest challenges faced by managers of knowledge [24]. This dimension
consist of knowledge contribution from the customer and knowledge contribution from the staff.
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5.2. The Value on the Output Dimension
The right side of the box to connect to the output arrow. Customer knowledge management to knowledge creation has been
widely studied to increase innovation and competitiveness [1][6][10][11]. So the output of the customer knowledge cocreation is expected to increase Innovation, new product advantage, and customer relationship. Innovation is the indicator of
the creativity. The process of customer knowledge positively correlated with new product advantage [25]. Product advantage
is the key success factors of NPD [26]. Customer relationship indicates the customer perceived value obtained from customer
knowledge process [13].
5.3. Knowledge Process on Control Dimension
Control dimension is the conditions required by the function to produce the correct output, this includes the knowledge
processes ie knowledge sharing and knowledge exploitation. Knowledge sharing is mandatory in knowledge management and
relevant to knowledge for the customer and knowledge from the customer. Knowledge Exploitation is required since invention
without knowledge exploitation will not produce innovation [27]. Knowledge Exploitation indicates the performance of
knowledge for the customer.
5.4. Enabling Factors on Mechanism Dimension
Mechanism consists of enabling functions. Enabling function is built by adapting Tian-Xue and Jin-Xin [13], Belbaly et.al.
[11], Choi and Lee [28][29] and Rumizen [30]. Rumizen [30] states that the stages of knowledge requires three things:
knowledge process, technology enablers and activities of the organization or organizational alignment. Therefore, in this
study, dimensions of the mechanism consists of knowledge enabler, competitive context and organizational alignment.
Knowledge enablers adopting enablers of customer knowledge management [11][13], knowledge management and new
product development [15] and collaborative network [13]. Lettice et al [15] include the competitive context in size on the basis
that organizational performance is influenced by the competitive context in which the organization operates. Organizational
alignment is the organization's activities for the organization runs as a team [30], this includes the leadership and the provision
of rewards or incentives [31].
The measures of customer knowledge co-creation in this research is developed based on previous researches, and compiled
carefully through discussion with some scholars and practitioners. The details been explained in sub chapter 5 and described
using IDEF0 notation in figure1.
Knowledge
Sharing

Knowledge
Exploitation

Control

Output

Input
Innovation

Customer Knowledge
Contribution
Employee Knowledge
Contribution

Customer Knowledge Cocreation

New Product Advantage

Customer Relationship
Knowledge Enabler

Competitive context

Organisational Alignment

Mechanism

Figure1. Customer Knowledge Co-Creation for New Product Development Using IDEF0 Notation

6. DATA COLLECTION
To demonstrate how to utilize the proposed model, a survey is performed by interview and distributing questionnaire to some
respondences. Interview and questionnaires distribution in the early stages to the respondences is to find out if the question is clear
and if the data is available. Invited companies in the survey is company that has collaboration with the customer at B2B level. The
data is acquired based on project, thus every company could respond more than one response since they manage more than one
projects. The items in the questionnaire measure respondent perceptions on the performance on the basis of the Likert-scale . The
composition of participated respondences is can be seen in tabel 1.
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Tabel 1. The Composition of the Respondences
NO
1
2
3
4
5

Company
Company A
Company B
Company C
Company D
Company E

No of Project

DMU’s Number

3
5
5
5
3

DMU 01 – 03
DMU 04 - 08
DMU 09 –13
DMU 14 – 18
DMU 18- 21

Amount of
DMU
3
5
5
5
3

7. MEASURING THE PRODUCTIVITY USING DATA ENVELOPMENT ANALYSIS
Data envelopment analysis is a method used for mathematically comparing the productivity of decision making unit (DMU),
measured based on multiple inputs and outputs. The ratio of weighted output to weighted input to produce a measure of
productivity that called as relative efficiency. DMU with seamless ratio of 1 is considered to efficiently provide the necessary input
and output. Units that have a ratio less than 1 are considered to be inefficient relative to the most efficient units. Because the weight
for variable input and output of the DMU is calculated to maximize the ratio and then compared with similar ratios of the DMU
with the best performance, productivity measures are also considered as relative efficiency [37].
One of the contentious natures of DEA is that the DEA only relative efficiency, among the set of DMU being compared. The
output depends on the factors that enter the analysis and the numerical value refers to the qualitative factors [32]. Eilat et.al [33]
promotes DEA with improvement so it can be used to perform quantification of multiple qualitative concept that is in the portfolio
of R&D. Quantification of qualitative concepts have been discussed in model of multiple criteria given by Greenberg and
Nunamaker [34]. Manzoni [35] demonstrates how to handle the qualitative data. For consistency, Phuong [36] use standardized
formula to convert the data into a spectrum, the lowest value “1” and the highest value “10”. Transformation formula for data is as
follow:

Score=

(1)

To measure system performance by using DEA, the formulation of the objective function of productivity and efficiency is
determined using the concept of efficiency, output divided by input. A two stages DEA process will be conducted as follows:
i. First, DEA is used to determine the productivity of 21 DMU by using 2 input measures for input dimension and 3 output
measures for output dimension, and the objective function is maximizing the productivity, the ratio of output to stakeholder
contribution.
(2)
ii. Second, DEA is used to determine the efficiency of 21 DMU using the productivity obtained in stage I for the output
dimension, and 2 control measures and 3 mechanism measures for the input dimension, and the objective function is
minimizing the resources, the ratio of output to the control and mechanism dimension.
(3)
7.1. Customer Knowledge Co-Creation Performance
From the formulation proposed in formulation (2) and (3), the result of this calculation on customer knowledge co-creation
productivity using DEA – CRR model is as can be seen in table 3.
7.2. The References for the Unefficient Unit
The way to improve the performance of an inefficient DMU is by refering to the DMU with efficient score is equal to one.
These references consider the availability of the inefficient unit resources to to emulate the referent in order to improve their
performance. DEA provides the list of the references, and can be seen in table 3.
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8. DISCUSSION
Customer knowledge co-creation is knowledge that created in the interaction with customer. A measurement is required to
optimize the customer knowledge co-creation activity, though many scholars claim that measuring knowledge is difficult, even
impossible to be done. Many researches develop performance measurement of knowledge management by connecting the process
with the concequences of the process in term of efficiency, effectivity, productivity and contribution. The concequences of
knowledge include the tangible and intangible measures and values, therefore it is recommended to develope scorecard for the
performance measurement. The objective of performance measurement in this paper is to find the right composition in managing
the customer knowledge, therefore DEA is employed to reveal the best practice of customer knowledge management based on
empirical study. The scorecard is developed based on previous researches about knowledge management, customer relationship,
customer knowledge management, collaboration system, and performance measurement, and use IDEF0 to construct the system
being observed that consists of input, output, control and mechanism. Figure 1 shows the measures of customer knowledge cocreation performance using IDEF0 notation.
To demonstrate the utilization of this scorecard using DEA, DEA-CCR model is employed in two stages. The first stage is to
find the efficiency scores of the units being observed, by calculating the ratio of output to the input of customer knowledge cocreation using DEA-CCR output oriented model. In the second stage, the efficiency scores is obtained by calculating the ratio of
the efficiency scores acquired from the first stage to the control and mechanism as the input dimension using DEA-CCR input
oriented. From this experiment of using DEA, the result is as can be seen in table 3. Table 3 depicts that DMU_01, DMU_02,
DMU_03, DMU_15, DMU_19, DMU_20, and DMU_21 are the efficient DMUs. Table 3 also provides the information to answer
the research question about the referent project that should be emulated by the inefficient project. The maximum number of
referent firms found in the analysis is 3. Then if the reference set contain more than 3 DMU‟s, then the decision to eliminate the
referent DMU is the DMU with weight less than 0.2. For case of DMU_09 until DMU_13, DMU_01 is eliminated from the
referent list that is to be emulated because the weight is less than 0.2.
Table 3. The efficient and inefficienct DMU with reference

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Inefficient
DMU
DMU_01
DMU_02
DMU_03
DMU_04
DMU_05
DMU_06
DMU_07
DMU_08
DMU_09
DMU_10
DMU_11
DMU_12
DMU_13
DMU_14
DMU_15
DMU_16
DMU_17
DMU_18
DMU_19
DMU_20
DMU_21

Efficiency
score at 1st
stage
1
1
1
0.8277
1
0.8055
0.7376
0.8277
0.9063
0.9063
0.9063
0.9182
1
0.9299
1
0.9356
0.9299
0.9604
1
1
1

Efficiency
score at
2nd stage
1
1
1
0.802196
0.969178
0.780674
0.714895
0.802196
0.860428
0.860428
0.860428
0.871757
0.949438
0.929902
1
0.935605
0.929902
0.960379
1
1
1

Reference set (after the 2nd stage)
DMU_01
1.0000
DMU_02
1.0000
DMU_03
1.0000
DMU_01
0.8277
DMU_01
1.0000
DMU_01
0.8055
DMU_01
0.7376
DMU_01
0.8277
DMU_01
0.1544 DMU_19
DMU_01
0.1544 DMU_19
DMU_01
0.1544 DMU_19
DMU_01
0.1565 DMU_19
DMU_01
0.1704 DMU_19
DMU_15
0.9299
DMU_15
1.0000
DMU_15
0.9356
DMU_15
0.9299
DMU_15
0.9604
DMU_19
1.0000
DMU_20
1.0000
DMU_21
1.0000

Emulate
which
referent
firm(s) ?

DMU_01
DMU_01
DMU_01
DMU_01
DMU_01
DMU_19
DMU_19
DMU_19
DMU_19
DMU_19
DMU_15
DMU_15
DMU_15
DMU_15
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9.

CONCLUSION

Most empirical investigations in knowledge management have used multivariate statistical methods to establish the factors that
influences the knowledge management. In contrast, this paper reveals how the factors influence the knowledge management
performance, in context of customer knowledge management productivity. This paper develop the scorecard using IDEF0 notation
and use two stages DEA to estimate the productivity of every DMU by using DEA-CCR output oriented model and the efficiency
of the control and mechanism measures by using DEA-CCR input oriented. The result shows that there are two DMU‟s, DMU_05
and DMU_13, have different score at the two stages. It means that this units are productive in converting the input into the output
but they are not efficient in process, ie. control and mechanism dimension. The customer contributes only in the input dimension,
but they do not have any contribution in the control and mechanism dimension. It means that the effect of customer contribution to
DMU_05 and DMU_13 is different from their contribution to DMU _01, DMU_02, DMU_03, DMU_15, DMU_19, DMU_20 and
DMU_21. Therefore, further study on this symptom is required. Validation of correlation between the performance dimensions of
customer knowedge co-creation requires right quantification method and factor analysis. This could ensure the result obtained from
DEA is correct and can be used in strategic decision making. From survey, it is difficult to find expert that has deep understanding
about management of customer knowledge and able to support in judgement process. It means that subjective weighting in AHP is
difficult to be implemented here. Therefore objective weighting supported by quantification method could lead the research to
better result.
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ABSTRACT
This research discusses the relationships of manufacturing capabilities in motorcycle parts manufacturers can affect and
manufacturing performance especially at a particular business environment. The study was conducted in the industrial area
around the Jabodetabek, using the questionnaire and multiple regression analysis as the statistical method. The results states
that the manufacturing capabilities that include cost, delivery, flexibility and quality significantly influence manufacturing
performance. However, in certain environmental conditions, not all manufacturing capability can be used to predict
manufacturing performance. The manufacturing capabilities are determined by its business environment type, such as
dynamic, hostile and complex environment. Priority of manufacturing capability could be determined for the every type of
business environment to increase the manufacturing performance.
Keywords
Manufacturing capability, Manufacturing performance, Business environment, Motorcycle component manufacturers, Multiple
regression analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Manufacturing industries plays an important role and contributes to the Indonesian economy. It can be seen from its
contribution to GDP (Gross Domestic Product) which has the highest GDP compared to other industries. Besides that,
manufacturing industries absorb labor and the number is increasing every year so it is expected can reduce unemployment. The
other contributed of manufacturing industries is the value of manufacturing exports that increased every year.
Automotive industry as part of manufacturing industry (especially motorcycles) also has a good prospect in the future. It can be
seen from the increase of motorcycle sales that reached the highest point in 2008 (BPS, 2010). The number of motorcycle
sales is still expected to rise considering the potential of the Indonesian people as consumers’ motorcycle. The potential make
many company from inside or outside Indonesia enter to motorcycles industry so the business environment more competitive.
For that it is important for the company to have the competitive edge so the companies can compete with their competitor and
survive in an increasingly competitive business environment. With the increase of manufacturing capabilities is expected to
improve company performance so the company has a competitive advantage compared to other companies.
This study aims to know the relationship of manufacturing capabilities and manufacturing performance, and then this research
can get the priority of capabilities for dealing with various environmental conditions to improve the performance.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The variables manufacturing capabilities in this study are consist of cost, product delivery, flexibility and quality.
Cost: the ability to compete in price and minimizing the costs (Fisher, 1997; Chase et al., 2001; Miller and
Morris, 1999)
Delivery: the ability to compete in the delivery of products such as speed, can be trusted (dependability), and
short production lead time (Chase et al., 2001; Smith and Reinertsen, 1991)
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Flexibility: the ability of companies to provide rapid design changes, the range of products more variety,
flexibility of ordering a larger size, and number of new products to more. (Frohlich and Dixon, 2001; Miller and
Roth, 1994; Chase et al., 2001)
Quality: the ability to provide consistent product quality and in line with consumer desires. (Miller and Roth,
1994; Chase et al., 2001)
Performance (Leachman, 2005) are the various indicators in the form of awards or achievements of waste reduction,
implementation efficiency, time delivery, superior quality, enthusiastic workers, customer satisfaction and other achievement.
In this research, is used as a measure of performance, is the performance of manufacturing (cost, quality, delivery, and
flexibility). This was adjusted for other variables that will be used, manufacturing capability.
While business environment variables consist of (Miller and Friesen, 1983):
Dynamic Environment (rate of change), is characterized by change and innovation within the industry as well as
customer and competitor uncertainty (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967; Thompson, 1967; Burns and Stalker, 1961).
Environmental Hostility (degree of threat), the level of threat posed by the strength and intensity of industry
competition (Khandwalla, 1973; Miller and Friesen, 1978).
Environmental Complexity/Heterogeneity covering corporate diversity or variation (Chandler, 1962;
Khandwalla, 1972; Porter, 1979).

Manufacturing
Capabilities

Quality

Flexibility
Manufacturing
Performance
Delivery
Business Environment
Cost

Dynamic
Hostility
Complexity

Figure 1: Research Model.
The study was conducted on companies’ motorcycle components that located in around Jabodetabek. The research data
obtained through questionnaires and direct interviews with company management. Of the 59 companies that became the object
of study only 28 companies that are willing to help and total respondents are 117 respondents. Four questionnaires were not
filled completely so it cannot be used in further data analysis. The Respondents in this study at least have a position as
supervisor and represent each division in motorcycle and automotive component companies.
The method used for data processing is multiple regressions. Variables used in this study consisted of three variables as the
dependent variable manufacturing performance, manufacturing capabilities as independent variables and the business
environment variables used for classifying questionnaires into a certain type of environment. Four point Likert scale used in
this study to measure all the variables.
Manufacturing capability variables used to measure the ability of companies to reduce costs, product delivery, quality and
flexibility (1 very not good, and 4 very good). Manufacturing performance variables used to measure the performance of the
company to reduce costs, product delivery, product quality and flexibility of the company (1 very dissatisfied, and 4 very
satisfied). Dynamic environment variables have different scales for each type. Dynamic environment to measure the stability or
the difficulty in predicting consumer preferences, the level of innovation and speed product becomes obsolete (1 not dynamic,
and 4 very dynamic). Threatening environment to measure the level of threat to competitors (1 not threatening, and 4 very
threatening). Various measures of environmental diversity of competitor activity and the diversity of methods and tactics (1 =
very poor range, 4 = very diverse).
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3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Most of the companies, 93%, are categorized as large company (with number of worker more than 100 people) and 66% is a
company that has stood for more than 20 years. While most of the respondents who filled out the questionnaires from
engineering division (43%) with manager position (24%).
Manufacturing capabilities of motorcycle component companies around Jabodetabek has an average rating of 3.25 from a scale
of 4. With delivery capabilities the ability of companies to send products with fast response (Del1) has the largest value of the
attribute compared to other capabilities. For the manufacturing performance that was achieved by companies has an average
rating of 3.07 from 4 with the delivery performance as the highest performance value. The business environment currently
being faced by companies motorcycle components is a dynamic environment (the environment changes fast enough and a little
hard to predict), threatened (competitor activity enough to threaten the company), and complex (diverse in their methods and
tactics as well as the diversity of competitor activity).
First step to do are reliability test and validity test. Reliability test showed the consistency of each question item. While the
validity used to measure how actually the questionnaire can measure the object. Reliability test was conducted by calculating
Cronbach's alpha. If cronbach's alpha value greater than 0.6 (Sunyoto, 2008), it means reliabel. All variables have cronbach’s
alpha greater than 0,6 so the reliability test are fulfilled.
Table 1: Reliability Test.

Validity test is done by comparing the value of r calculated with r values of the table. R value calculated from the calculation
of SPSS, while the r value table obtained from table r (Sugiyono, 1999). If α = 5%, df 108, the value of r table is 0.195. The
results of validity tests for all variables, the values of r calculated larger than r table so validity test are fulfilled.
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Table 2: Validity Test.

Multiple regression analysis performed to obtain the relationship between manufacturing capabilities and manufacturing
performance either with or without the business environment variables. The table below presents the results of multiple
regression analysis.
Table 3: The Result of Multiple Regression Analysis.

From the table above, the first seen is significant value F. When significant F values < 0.05 (Hair et al, 2009) at α = 5%, it is
concluded that the model was significant (the manufacturing capabilities was significant with manufacturing performance. The
value of R shows how strong the correlation between independent variables (manufacturing capabilities) and the dependent
variable (performanca capabilities). If the R square value above 0.5 then the strong correlation between these variables is
positive. Conversely if the value is below 0.5 then the correlation is weak. (Sunyoto, 2008).
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From the significant value F on each type environment there is no significant difference, except on the condition does not
threaten environment. This shows that even with the business environment variables, the relationship between manufacturing
capabilities with manufacturing performance remains significant and is not determined by environmental conditions. However
the environmental situation, the relation to the two variables remained significant. Significant value of F in non-threatening
environment is quite different than the others, perhaps because the number of samples (N=46) less than the sample that used by
other types of business environments for example dynamic environment (N=96).
The coefficient of determination (R square) indicates the percentage of variable capabilities including cost, delivery, flexibility
and quality can explain the changes of manufacturing performance. The table shows that the R square values obtained between
20-32%. This means that the manufacturing capability can only explain changes in manufacturing performance by 20-32%
while the remaining approximately 80-70% is explained by other variable. Other variables may include employee incentive,
reward, comfort or worker benefits that workers can motivate workers so that their performance increases.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Without grouping of environmental variables, the priorities that are acquired from the data processing is delivery in the first
place, followed by quality, cost and last flexibility. In the motorcycle assembly company, product delivery becomes very
important. This is because every company has a production plan that must be applied to meet customer demand. Currently the
speed of the motorcycle assembly is 20 seconds for one motorcycle. Thus, the delay of delivery would create a disturbance in
the production line. Because of that, the suppliers are required to not be late in delivery materials. Delay of a raw material
cause the production system not on the schedule. The concept of JIT (just in time) where there is no inventory also requires the
company to focus on product delivery.
Delivery of the product becomes the first priority was also caused by demand for motorcycles which were increased and
reached its highest point in 2008. The demand will be increase due to the forecast so that the timely delivery of components
and the consistency becomes very crucial and important in the assessment of performance.
Quality is the second priority. Quality is an important element to keep the consumer so they will not move to another company.
Priority number three is cost, if the company is able to reduce costs, the price will be cheaper. Cheaper prices could increase
demand but on the other side will also reduce the profit margin. Also, for the Indonesian people, where economic conditions
are still low, motorcycle with cheap price will likely be selected.
The last priority is flexibility. Flexibility becomes the last priority in the company's component parts because the company is
not required to make or provide product design changes because most designs are given by the customer. In addition, for
developing countries like Indonesia, especially in terms of flexibility technology is still far from developed countries. In
developed countries, flexibility (especially related to technology) became a key element.
Dynamic environments (to predict and very rapid changes), the priorities that obtained are first cost, second delivery, third
quality and last flexibility. Cost becomes important in dynamic environments, because if the company can minimize the cost,
then any profits earned. In the dynamic environment, consumer tastes and preferences change with the rate of innovation is
rapid, so if the company can meet consumer tastes and being innovated while still maintaining affordability by minimizing the
cost, the company will be survive. In threatens environment, the priority number one is cost. Threaten environment is an
environment where competition is tight so competitor company's position can threaten the existence of the company with the
condition of industry changing very rapidly so it is difficult to predict. To win the competition in the motorcycle industry, more
cheaply products will increase sales. Especially when looking at the condition of Indonesia as a developing country where
purchasing power is not high enough and the preference is cheaper products. Quality being the last prioryty in the threatening
environment. Motorcycle consumers are not too concerned with the quality, different case with the car, that quality is number
one. The priority at not threaten environments or stable environment (competitors do not threaten the company's position) is
reverse fromthreaten environment. On this environment conditions, the number of competitors is usually little or even there is
company that have no competitor. These companies usually have a parent company that it is definitely going to buy the
product. However, it is not mean that the company will always be safe. Quality becomes the most important factor for holding
company, if the quality is not like they expect, although a subsidiary, the parent company can terminate the contract. So that
quality becomes the first priority in this type environment. In a complex environment, the number one manufacturing
capabilities priority is delivery, followed by cost, quality and flexibility. Companies focus on delivery systems as a strategy in
dealing with diverse markets.
From the analysis results of the business environment note that the current environmental conditions faced by the company's
motorcycle components is a dynamic environment, with threaten and complex competitors. From the results of the priority
types of capabilities that have been obtained for the three environmental conditions are found for the first and second priority is
cost and delivery. So as to face the business environment and to survive in environmental conditions, the company should
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prioritize the cost and delivery. The business environment is affect the relationship with manufacturing performance
manufacturing capabilities, particularly in terms of priorities of manufacturing capabilities in accordance with certain kind of
environment.
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ABSTRACT
This journal describes an application and implementation of value engineering to improve quality of piston 5D9 in machining
process. Quality is a capability from organization to afford an appropriate product with customer expected. A value
engineering approach to improve quality more appropriate because value engineering is a systematic methode to improve
value even product or services by using function analysis. This research using Pareto Diagram, Cause and Effect Diagram,
FMEA and Monte Carlo Simulation because those methode are most appropriate after the function analysis and FAST Model
have been built. Based on FMEA model, maintanance function have been chosen and finding maintanance schedule with
MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure) and MTTR (Mean Time To Repair). MTBF and MTTR calculation in this journal also
using Monte Carlo simulation methods. At the end we know that preventive maintenance schedule is doing every 19 hour with
length 0,35 hour.
Keywords
FAST model, Pareto diagram, Cause and Effect diagram, FMEA model, Monte Carlo simulation, MTBF and MTTR .

1. INTRODUCTION
Get into a third millennium, a competition between automotive industry increasingly stringent. This competition be affected by
fundamental government policies specifically related with reduction import duty rate and luxury tax decision for vehicle with a
condition for CKD (Completely Knock Down) maximum 40% and CBU (Completely Built Up) maximum 10%, moreover
import trade system policy has been changes where imports automotive CBU submitted to general importer not again to
producer importer or ATPM . In 1996 the government was published about develop national automobile industry namely
Inpres No: 2 / 1996 containing presidential instruction to industry and trade ministry, finance ministry, dan activator of
investment funds ministry of state to realize national automobile industry. Presidential instruction states that national
automobile are using created its own brand and a hundred percent producer company were owned by the Indonesian, and
production process also doing in Indonesia and able to meet the requirements about 20 % local content in the first year, 40% in
the second year, 60% in the third year (Augustina Kurniasih, „Industri Otomotif Indonesia).
Likewise with the automotive component industry, according to Minister of finance decree No. 135/2000 regarding the
reduction in rate to a maximum 0f 5% for the industry component which was originally established based on the common rate
system. This allos consumers to get auto parts at a price competitive and good quality. According to W. Edward Demings,
quality is not something that we install such as new carpet or a set of books who put on the shelf, but the quality is something
that worked and is a learning process. Where the dimensions of product quality viewed based on its performance product
specificity, reliability, power resistant, aesthetics and perceived quality (Gavin D “What does product quality mean”, 1984).
The dimensions of quality can also be seen from the side of the organization that is based on the commitment of top
management, planning and sales operations, using equipment and technical, performance of management, knowledge
management, teamwork, and assesment of her self (Basu R “Implementing Quality: Practical Guide to Tools and Technique,
Thompson Learning (Forthcoming)).
Based on the definition of quality above, can also determine what called from the management quality is a function
management associated will all aspects of good quality products, process and the organizations to deliver products that comply
with consumer expectations (Ron Basu, J. Nevan wright “ Quality Beyond Six Sigma”). Management quality is also an
important strategy for management gain competitive advantages and improvements. The concept of quality such traditional
Statistical Quality Control, Statistical Process Control, Zero Defect and Total Quality Management, a major player in several
this last year. One method used to make improvements quality is the approach to value management or value engineering.
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Value engineering is a systematic methods to repair a value from product and service using examination function. Value
defined as function ratio towards cost. Therefore the value was added to repaire function ot to reduce costs. Basic principle
from value engineering is a basic function which maintained and not reduced as a consequence from value improvement.
Value concept based on relation between satisfaction needs and expectation also resources needs to achieve this.

Figure 1 : Value Engineering Process Diagram

2. METHODOLOGY
The most important step in understand a problem is develop models of system function. In value engineering, analysis function
is formed by a team of interdisciplinary working in space, this analysis functions is the middle point of the value engineering.
The classical methods of analysis functions developed by Larry Miles, there are only two words used to describe each
function, the verb and noun. The use of verbs and nouns are not enough to assert function, so that the function analysis phase,
the value given in this function. This value is used to evaluate the function on the basis of its interest, or its value to the overall
system (James R. Wixson, CVS, CMfgE).
Model function is known as a FAST model, was formed as the basis of some analysis. FAST is a methodology that comes
from value management or value engineering which known as “value managed Failure Analysis”. (James R. Wixson, CVSLife, CMfgE “A Value Management Approach to Improving Quality Performance”). FAST model created to describe the
existing system on line, in this case interdependence between functions in line. FAST model is a wheel of good
communication, using the verb-noun rule in creating analytic functions through all disciplines of science and technology.
After the model function is made and then proceed to a phase of creativity. This phase used the methods that can identify the
functions and needs in doing any repair. One of methods that used in this study is pareto diagram. Basic of calculation using
this pareto is a defect that occurs in line with the expectation that this research will be concentrated on 20% from causes which
will represent 80% due to the resulting. Cause and effect diagram is used to determine the root cause of problems after 80% of
the causes known.
FMEA (Failure Mode and Effect Analysis) model is made because of this systematic method used to determine the possibility
of defects, reasons for failure, to evaluate the risks and consequences of failure, and develop solutions to eliminate the
consequences of failure. (Dipl.rer.oec.Axel Peter Reid, “Combining Value Engineerings and Zero Defect to Drastically
Imprpve manufacturing Quality and Shorten Delivery Times”.) FMEA is a methodology that can integrate with both VE work
plan at the design phase or in solving problems and also because it is more appropriate. FMEA is used after the function
analysis and FAST model is finished.
After the value of RPN from FMEA model is known, it can also determine which functions need to do a repair, so that the
objectives to be achieved in this research can be fulfilled. On value engineering, it has entered into the evaluation stage. At this
stage unknown maintenance functions that must be repaired, by finding the value of MTBF and MTTR can be carried out
planned maintenance scheduling. Monte carlo simulation was made to compare the MTBF and MTTR values obtained from
manual calculation. Final stage from this research is the implementation of the overall research and recommendations that have
be done.

3. ANALYSIS
FAST model is a simple model which can shown function and relation between those function. FAST models are created in
this research explained that the results to be achieved is to reduce defect that occurs in line, where it is necessary to achieve
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good quality piston. Quality of the piston is influenced by processes in accordance with its standard. These processes are also
influenced by the condition of the engine and the ability of the operator, where the condition is also influenced by the machine
tool and machine performance, while the ability of operators affected by the accuracy and application of working procedures.
So to get the condition of the engine and the ability of a good operator, required controls on the line, where the control consists
of control over maintenance of machines and operators involved in it. So we need a master plan input control, see figure 2.

Figure 2 : FAST Model on Machining Process
Based on the results of collecting and processing data obtained from this study found that 80 percent due to occur on line
using pareto diagram :
1. Grade ODF, with a total defect during the month of December 2009 through January 2010 amounted to 1977 pieces.
Grade ODF is the grade (diameter) end of the piston, where this grade is the minimum and maximum standards.
Grade A = -7 ≤ x ≤ 0

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

Grade B = 1 ≤ x ≤ 8
This grade usually occurs due to unstable machine in this case feeds to the outside piston diameter, or diameter of the
inner piston is not in accordance with this piston in the engine cradle.
Step ODF, with a total defect during the month of December 2009 through January 2010 amounted to 1025 pieces. Step
ODF is a scratch in diameter that occurs in outside of the piston (Outside Diameter Finished), the cause is a tool that used
to process feeds blunt (age tool out).
Baret PHF, with a total defect during the month of December 2009 through January 2010 amounted to 943 pieces. Scratch
from baret PHF is occurring in the piston pin hole, cause is a blunt tool (age tool out).
MC Dent, with a total defect during the month of December 2009 through January 2010 amounted to 791 pieces. MC dent
is a dent that occurred during the process machining, mc dent is usually caused by human error and the number of scraps
that stick to the tool.
Step PHF, with a total defect during the month of December 2009 through January 2010 amounted to 682 pieces. Step
PHF is occurring in the scratch in the pin hole piston, the cause is a machine error.
Crashing angle drill oil holes, with a total defect during the month of December 2009 through January 2010 amounted to
548 pieces. Drill oil hole angle of 18 degree from the axis of pin hole, because the machine errors cause drill oil hole
angle changed as a result the process of formation of oil hole is not in place. In addition to errors caused by the crashing
engine drill oil hole angle is also caused by the troubled program.
Drill slip oil hole, with a total defect during December 2009 through January 2010 amounted to 322 pieces. Drill slip oil
hole is the width of the ring groove defect because it scratched by the drill, the cause is a machine error, operator error at
the time put the piston in yatoi (holder the piston in the machine).
Rough snapring, with a total defect during December 2009 through January 2010 amounted to 311 pieces. Rough snapring
caused by machine error in rough pin hole.
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Figure 3: Pareto Diagram December 2009 Through January 2010
Factors that influence the occurrence of defects in the above are as following :
1. Human factors.
when viewed from the human factor there are two main factors that influence occurrence of defects in the machining
process in line, namely :
a) Inaccurate, among them are reading the results of grade (outer diameter piston) after process feeds/smoothing is
done, the reading is done by using a measuring instrument. Where tolerance limits outcome measurement grade is
the minimum -7 and maximum +8, if the measurement results exceed grade specified limit then the piston is
otherwise defective. And also when reading grade operators sometimes do not notice anymore eye dial the
measuring instrument grade, whether it lies in the eyes of a dial actual position. Usually the factors that influence
the lack of carefully situations are fatigue and night work. Fatigue caused by the operator to work for 12 hours.
b) Less training, less of training of operators can be seen from the uniformity in grade reading results. The reading
grade results of individual operators often different, in this case the rounding issue that is not uniform grade. This
can also be seen from the lack of implementation of working procedures/ often, to speed up the process, there are
several operators who are not work in accordance with existing procedures.
c) Less motivation, defects often occur in the piston 5D9 caused by operators who are not careful in taking or put
both in the engine piston and in the rack piston after completion of the process on the first engine for further to be
processed on a second machine, third and onwards. Less motivation from an operators because the company
policy that made it less profitability for the operators it self.
2. Method
Control system applied to the processes that occur in machining process is lacking. For examples :
a) The control of the piston which is used as the master for the measurement grade outside piston diameter,
sometimes exceeding the standard which allowed a maximum of 3 days.
b) Calibration of the measuring instrument.
c) Control of machines used to process too rarely performed, except those in a state machine breakdown/damage.
d) Control of machine setting sometimes overlooked.
3. Machine
The machine is also as one of the main causes of defects are produced. Usually the condition of a machine that could be
the cause of defects, namely :
a) Unstable machine condition. This condition is affected by the lack of maintenance performed by company.
Usually companies do maintenance only when the machine is in a state of breakdown.
b) Blunt tool. Age tool discharged, causing a blunt tool that feeds the process of the piston is not perfect. This is due
to the absence of replacement schedule tools are planned.
c) Inside engine area was dirty. Gross area within the engine causing the pistons feeds hampered by the rest of the
previous feeds was still inside the machine. Scrap the rest feeds of the piston when attached to the tool will cause
defects in the psiton.
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Figure 4 : Cause and Effect Diagram Grade ODF
Three causes of the defects in the piston 5D9, can be known what a major factor that causes most of the defect on
piston 5D9, that is machine factor. This is based on the calculation of RPN (risk priority number) in FMEA model where the
machine error ranked first with RPN value is 28,03 percent. So based on the Pareto principle that by doing repairs on the 20
percent cause,is expected to improve due the resulting 80 percent.

Figure 5: FMEA Model in Line on Machining Process
This machine factor was influenced by less of preventive maintenance, so in this research we built maintenance plan.
Maintenance scheduling is done by taking the data interval time damage. The interval time is the interval between the engine
after the repair has done, and then the machine was damaged again. It is necessary to know the MTBF (Mean Time Between
Failure) of machine, so that maintenance can be done before it reaches the average time occurrence of damage. Average
Length of time the repair machinery is also called MTTR (Mean Time To Repair).
MTBF and MTTR calculation results are as follows :
a) MTBF = 46,6991 hr
b) MTTR = 0,360796 hr
Table 1 : Monte Carlo Simulation Damage Interval Time

Table 2: Monte Carlo Simulation Average Time Repairs
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From the results of MTBF and MTTR above, then the company can do maintenance before the machine is operated for
46,6991 hours, with average repair time amounted 0,360796 hours. This maintenance can be done when the machine is not
currently operating. To obtain optimal results from the scheduling of maintenance in this research, we made a simulation using
Monte Carlo simulation. Having done this calculation with the simulation obtained the following results :
a) MTBF = 19,5111 hr
b) MTTR = 0,3506 hr
Based on the results of MTBF and MTTR over well with the simulation or not, then good maintenance done at the time the
engine has been working for 19,5111 hours because the damage often occurs at that time.

4. CONCLUSION
.
From this research it has acquired the design of an appropriate quality improvement strategies in the piston production process
especially in the machining process, which design steps from the improvement strategies in this study are as follows :
1. FAST model.
This model was used to analyze the functions that exist on the line, the purpose of this research and the basic functions you
want to repair . the basic function on line is to produce good quality piston.
2. Pareto Diagram.
With a Pareto diagram obtained eight types of defects that are 80 percent of defects that occur in the piston 5D9, namely
grade ODF, step ODF, baret PHF, MC dent, step PHF, crashing angle drill oil hole, slip drill oil holeand rough snapring.
3. Cause and effect diagram.
Cause and effect diagram can help this research to know what the root causes.
4. FMEA model
The model is very appropriate conducted on this research, where the FMEA can be obtained from the cause of the failure,
so it can be done improvement of the quality of piston 5D9.
5. Maintenance plan
Scheduling of maintenance sought after it emerged that the machine represent 20 percent of the causes of defects in line,
where the scheduling optimal maintenance should be done in line every 19,5111 hours with the length of time amounted
0,3506 hours.
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ABSTRACT
The growth of Small and Medium Industries (SMI) up to now continues to increase, based on data from the Ministry of
Industry (2004) it is stated the number of SMIs in 2002 was 2.55 million business units and in 2003 increased to 3 million
business units. It means the SMI growth has occurred at 15% per year. So this shows the high competition that occurs among
SMIs. Potential SMIs will excel in their business, while SMIs which are not competitive in the competition will retreat from
their business.The research methodology used in this research is to generate scenarios selected textile industry that is TK, ACI
and VI based on the behavior of real systems, by using dynamic system simulation approach, and assisted software of
Powersim 2000. Each industry has 3 scenarios that must be determined its implementation priority in order to develop a
business plan for 60 periods in the future by using Fuzzy AHP approach. Policy scenarios developed by TK industry consist of
developing the concept of e-commerce for the first scenario, developing 2 DC for the second scenario, and the third scenario is
developing 3 DC. The three scenarios developed by each ACI industry are investing new machine, old engine optimization and
work system design. Scenarios developed by industry VI for three of which, each is the variation development of new products
based on new machine investment, the development of new product variations by maintaining of existing machines and the
development of embroidery designs. Selected alternative priority for TK industry is to develop the concept of e-commerce with
score of 0.575. Selected alternative priority for the ACI industrial is working system design with score of 0.536. Selected
alternative priority for the industry VI is the development of embroidery designs with score of 0.506.
Keywords

strategy, scenarios, models, systems, profit
1. INTRODUCTION
Growth, development and survival of an industry can not be separated from the formulation of business plans that are designed
with mature thought the various parties in the organization at the company. At present, the industrial development is very
rapid, so that increasing rivalry in the industrial world.
The growth of Small and Medium Industries (SMI) up to now continues to increase, based on data from the Ministry of
Industry (2004) it is stated the number of SMIs in 2002 was 2.55 million business units and in 2003 increased to 3 million
business units. It means SMI growth has occurred at 15% per year. So this shows the high competition that occurs among
SMIs. Potential SMIs will excel in their business, while SMIs which are not competitive in the competition will retreat from
their business.
Some industries that appear do not have a long business lifecycle, one of contributing factor is the inability of SMIs in
designing its business development strategy. Based on the foregoing, the research on the modeling of the business development
strategy for the survival of SMIs is very important to do.
The result of the first year research has developed a modeling by approach to dynamic system simulation based on a Causal
Loop Diagram (CLD). There are 4 models generated, namely the business development model design system for textile
finished goods products SMIs, the second model is a sub system of the addition of new markets, the third model is a sub
system of productivity improvement and the last model is a sub system of product diversification.
Based on the results of the first year research, it will be developed Stock Flow Diagram (SFD) based on the CLD that has been
designed. The development of CLD to the SFD will show the development of core variables into several more specific
variables within the framework of the third business development strategy formulation of three selected SMI units as research
objects.
The formulation of business development strategy which will be raised its policy scenario is the industry sustainability for SMI
ACI with the score of the Non Numeric Multi Experts Multi Criteria Decision Making (ME-MCDM) Very Important (VI), add
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new markets for SMI TK with the score of the ME-MCDM Very Important (VI), and increase productivity for SMI VI with the
score of the ME-MCDM Important (I).
The policy scenarios will be conducted with Power Simulation software. Where the policy scenarios generated by the model
simulation result based on real behavior systems that have been validated by the U-Theil's.
The policy scenarios will be developed into more than two scenarios, in which the best policy scenario election would be
conducted. The selection of the best scenario would be done by using Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). The policy
scenario that has the score of highest fuzzy AHP will be elected to the SMI business development policy.
The main objective of this research is to develop a model of business plan development policy of small and medium industries
for textiles finished goods commodity. Based on the results of the first year research has been known the formulation of
strategies for developing business plans for small and medium industris of TK, ACI and VI that are located in Kabupaten and
Kota Bogor. Where this three industries are the model which is taken for similar SMIs which are in the same quadrant, namely
the quadrant of star and stability, based on the BCG matrix, which has been done in the first year.
Second year research will develop a model of CLD into SFD in Powersim to determine the value of company profits or
earnings during the next 5 years if the policy scenarios are specified for the development of business plans. Where the TK
industry will determine the value of profit based on the policy scenario to add a new market, while the ACI industry based on
the productivity improvement strategies, and the industry VI based on the product diversification strategy.
The benefits of this research obtained are as follows:
1. The model of policy obtained, can be used SMIs to apply in developing its business, so that SMIs can sustain the survival
of its business, and survive in the world competation of textile finished goods commodity industry.
2. Give thought contributions to the development of systems science and systems approach applications for the policy making
with regard to efforts to minimize the "out of business" companies of textiles finished goods commodity IKMs in
Kabupaten Bogor and Kota Bogor Jawa Barat.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research has been preceded by preliminary research that has been done through the research of Hibah Dosen Muda DIKTI
2007, entitled "Modelling of Textile Finished Goods Product Marketing Strategy based on dynamic System Simulation
Approach to SMI in Kota Bogor." (Nurhasanah, 2008). This research has been done mapping the position of SMIs on the
growth of companies and relative market share. From this it is known that 50% (8 IKM) sample of companies collected by the
way of cluster random sampling in a position that is growing and must be maintained growth and survival. While only 12.5%
(2 SMI) companies that are included on the stable phase, and 37.5% (6 SMI) are included on phase that should be liquidated or
sold its assets to a more advanced SMIs.
Then the research of Hibah Dosen Muda continues with the Hibah Bersaing DIKTI 2009 research that has been approved in
the first year, with the title of Model of the Business Plan Development Policy of Small and Medium Industry of Textile
Finished Goods Commodity in Kabupaten dan Kota Bogor (Nurhasanah, 2010).
The selected strategy will be developed its model by using the mental models generated with CLDF and SFD. This model
developed will use the assistance of Power simulation software.
The model that has been developed will be built the scenarios by using supporting variables to be included in modeling the
dynamic system simulation. The scenario that is developed is a scenario to be used to determine the policy of SMI business
development model of textile finished goods products in Kabupaten Bogor and Kota Bogor. The scenario which is successfully
developed will be weighted the level of interest with a matrix of pairwise comparison to be processed by the fuzzy AHP
approach. Figure 1 below presents the flow diagram of research framework.

3. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Policy Scenario Simulation
The policy scenarios developed for TK industry is to add new market. Where prior to the policy scenario is done, it must first
be a review of the basic model which is the behavior of real systems of this industry.
The condition that occurs in the behavior of the system here based on the simulation of dynamic systems is that everyday this
industry produces 6,000 dozens or 72,000 piece of blouse or tops clothing special for adult female . This means that with the
labor of 25 male and 40 female, the company has the profit that can sustain its business in facing competition with other
similar industries, where profits obtained is amounting to IDR.563.858.590. U-Theil's value of the current condition is at
0.015.
Now, the TK industry only market their products to Bogor and Bandung. Based on the selected strategy formula namely by
adding new markets, then this industry will expand its marketing area. The first scenario that will be developed based on the
real system that has been simulated for next 60 monthly periods is to add new markets through the development of TK industry
sites. In this site it will be developed e-commerce system. Recapitulation of the simulation results are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. TK Industry Racapitulation Scenario Simulation
Condition
Existing
1st scenario
2nd scenario
3rd scenario
*)

Description
*

PC = 6000 lusin
Develop e-commerce
Develop 2 DC
Develop 4 DC

Profit
(Rp.)
563.858.590
405.668.306
546.239.315
494.406.896

U-Theil’s
0,0150
0,0125
0,0126
0,0127

PC = Production Capacity

Currently the ACI industry occupies a position in the quadrant of stability, based on the first year research, which meant that
the company is able to organize production and make profits in the current cash flow condition. In addition, the production
routines have been already performed well and smoothly every day.
Daily production that is carried out by this industry is capable of producing 840,000 pieces of adult female finished clothes
from synthetic fibers, with the assistance of 132 operators. In which 11 male, and 121 the rest are female. Operators here are
helped ranging from receiving raw materials in the warehouse, designing, measuring, cutting, hemming mechanically and
sewing, and packaging.
The stability condition which is modeled with the SFD in the simulation of dynamic systems informs the company's profit
amounted IDR.791.793.752 with the deviation value based on the U-Theil's approach amounted to 0.0093. The simulation
results of the recapitulation are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. ACI Industry Racapitulation Scenario Simulation
Condition
Existing
1st scenario
2nd scenario
3rd scenario

Description
Defect = 2%
New mechine investment and training operator
Old machine dan training operator
Work system design, old machine, and training operator

Profit
(Rp.)
791.793.752
691.793.752
442.413.752
858.213.752

U-Theil’s
0,0013
0,0009
0,0010
0,0011

Initial condition of VI industry that is simulated by the model based on the behavior of the real system is this industry has
produced with a capacity of 3600 dozen per month of adult female Moslem dress. Where the number of operators who operates
the machines is 32 people. Twelve of them are male, while the remaining 30 people are female. The simulation results for the
profit is amounted to IDR.669.432.008,- with the U-Theil deviation value of 0.0011.
The first scenario that is developed from VI industry VI is to develop products variation, invest in new machinery and improve
marketing methods that have been done. The investment of new machine will be conducted at the period of 7 with an
investment value of IDR.500.000.000,-.
Investments in new machines are done to meet demand of the third new product variations. Another consequence that must be
implemented is increasing the number of operators as much as possible.
The products variations that are developed are hijab for adult female, koko shirt for children and Muslim clothes for female
children. The three variations of this product will be produced in the period of the 12 th and incur the cost of IDR.487.296.000,-.
The recapitulation of the simulation results is shown in Table 3.

Condition
Existing
1st scenario
2nd scenario
3rd scenario

Table 3. ACI Industry Racapitulation Scenario Simulation
Profit
Description
(Rp.)
One product
669.432.008
New machine investment and develop 3 new
764.837.600
products
Old machine, training operator and develop 3 new
818.570.724
products
Embroidery machine, training operator, develop 3
602.570.724
new products dan adding 3embroidery design

U-Theil’s
0,0011
0,0008
0,0008
0,0014

3.2. Policy Scenario Priority
The weight value for TK industry policy scenarios based on the fuzzy AHP and the hierarchical structure is presented in Figure
2. The selected scenario for TK industry from SFD graphic is presented in Figure 3. The weight value for ACI industry policy
scenarios based on the fuzzy AHP and the hierarchical structure is presented in Figure 4. The selected scenario for ACI
industry from SFD graphic is presented in Figure 5.The weight value for VI industry policy scenario based on the fuzzy AHP
and the hierarchical structure is presented in Figure 6. The selected scenario for VI industry from SFD graphic is presented in
Figure 7.
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4. CLOSING
The research result concluded that the policy scenarios that are developed by TK industry consists of developing the concept of
e-commerce for the first scenario, developing 2 DC for the second scenario, and the third scenario is developing 3 DC. The
three scenarios that are developed by each ACI industry are investing new machine, old machine optimization and working
system design. The scenarios developed by VI industry for each of which is the development of new products variation based
on new machinery investment, the development of new product variations by maintaining of existing machines and the
development of embroidery designs.
Alternative priorities for the TK industry are to develop the concept of e-commerce with the score of 0.575. The alternative
priority for ACI industry is designing working system with the score of 0.536. The alternative priority for VI industry is the
development of embroidery designs with the score of 0.506.
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ABSTRACT
Climate change becomes a serious problem in human life nowadays. Some disasters such as flood, dried, storm and so on are
caused as effect of the climate change. To minimize effect of the disaster, weather condition must be predicted. Weather
stations are needed to provide whether data. However, the existing weather stations are in limited condition and some of them
do not work properly. An integrated weather station is developed in this research to provide weather data that can be shared.
To develop an integrated weather station some instruments installed such as thermometer, barometer, hygrometer and
anemometer. Data from the sensors are read, processed, sent and displayed by the microcontroller. The weather data are also
sent by the microcontroller to a central computer through GSM modem in SMS format.

1. INTRODUCTION
Climate change becomes a serious problem in human life nowadays. Some disasters such as flood, dried, storm and so on are
caused as effect of the climate change. To minimize effect of the disaster, weather condition must be predicted. Weather
condition or weather data are found from a weather station. A weather station is a facility with instruments and equipment for
observing atmospheric conditions to provide information for weather forecasts and to study the weather and climate [1].
Reference [2] developed weather monitoring and forecasts system using satellite data downloaded from internet. From this
research concluded that satellite data can be used for weather forecasts in short period with empirical forecasts method. To
obtained weather data to make Go/No-Go decision in flight study and flight analysis, weather monitoring system developed
[3]. An automatic weather station and ultrasonic wind sensor installed in run way and landing area. With this weather
monitoring system, flight training can be started after weather conditions fulfill the criteria. Reference [4] reported a method
for weather radar operation monitoring, consist of gain and receiver antenna. From the daily sun signal analysis can be used for
monitoring of all radar antenna and receiver radar stability system.
Weather stations are needed to provide whether data. However, the existing weather stations are in limited condition and some
of the weather stations can not work properly. An integrated weather station is developed in this research to provide weather
data that can be shared.

2. RESEARCH METODOLOGY
To develop an integrated whether station some instruments installed. Temperature and humidity sensor module is used to
measure air temperature and humidity. A barometer is used to measure air pressure. An anemometer is used to measure wind
speed and direction. The sensors are connected to a microcontroller module. Data from the sensors are read, processed, sent
and displayed by the microcontroller. A dot matrix display is used to display the weather data. The weather data are also sent
by the microcontroller to a central computer through GSM modem in SMS format. A central computer received the weather
data then process, save and display. The weather data are displayed in computer screen as numeric data and also as chart. The
research flow work is shown in figure 1. This research started with instrumentation. All sensors, microcontroller module, GSM
modem and other instrument are connected. Sensors are calibrated before used in this system. Weather data are acquired by a
microcontroller then processed, displayed and sent. A central computer reads, process, stores and displays the weather data.
Figure 2 shows the integrated weather station instrument set-up. Thermometer, hygrometer, barometer and anemometer are
connected to a microcontroller module. The weather data are displayed and sent by the microcontroller with dot matrix display
and GSM modem. The sent data then received by GSM receiver and transmitted to a central computer. The central computer
displayed the weather data in computer screen for weather analysis.
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Figure 1. Research methodology

Figure 2. Integrated weather station instrument set-up
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3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this research an integrated weather station equipment and software have been developed. The developed equipment is shown
in figure 3. The equipment is used to measure weather data to test performance of the developed equipment. The testing is
conducted around 12 hours and with weather conditions are clear at morning and cloudy at afternoon and the data are recorded
with sampling time of 15 minutes. The weather data are shown in table 1 and figure 4, figure 5 and figure 6.

Figure 3. The developed weather station equipment

Table 1. Weather data
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Figure 4. Air temperature graph
Figure 4 shows air temperature graph. From the air temperature data can be given data as:
Minimum Temperatur
: 350C
Maximum Temperatur
: 420C
Mean Temperatur
: 39.80C
The air temperature is cool at morning then incres until reach maximum temperature at afternoon then decrese and stabil at
certain value.

Figure 5. Air humidity graph
Figure 5 shows air humidity graph. From the air humidity data can be calculated as:
Minimum humidity
: 31%
Maximum humidity
: 66%
Mean humidity
: 46.7%
The air humidity is high at morning then decrese and reach minimum value at 9.45 then increase and reach maximum value at
11.45 and small decrese then stabil.

Figure 6. Wind speed graph
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Figure 6 shows wind speed graph. From the wind speed data can be calculated as:
Minimum wind speed
: 0.4 km/h
Maximum wind speed
: 2.6 km/h
Mean wind speed
: 1,2 km/h
The wind blows unstable, some time blows slowly and some time blows rather quicly.
From the wind direction data can be reported that the wind blows in random direction but in overal the wind blows in direction
about 220 degree or the wind tend to blows to shothwest direction.

4. CONCLUSSION
From the result can be concluded that the developed integrated weather station system can works properly. The recorded
weather data can be given as
Air temperature:
minimum = 350C
maximum = 420C
mean
= 39.80C
Air humidity:
minimum = 31%
maximum = 66%
mean = 46.7%
Wind speed:
minimum = 0.4 km/h
maximum = 2.6 km/h
mean = 1.2 km/h.
With the integrated system, the weather stations can share their data.
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this research is to analyze the relationship between manufacturing strategy and functional capability of
motorcycle components manufacturers in Jabodetabek. The questioner was developed based o) seven functional capabilities
(Hitt and Ireland, 1985) and four type of manufacturing strategy (Skinner, 1969). The multiple linear regression analysis is
used as statistical method. The result of this research shows that flexibility strategy is influenced by functional capability of
Production/Operations and Public & Governmental Relations, delivery strategy and quality strategy is influenced by
functional capability of Production/Operations, and cost strategy is influenced by functional capability of General
Administration, Production/Operations, and Engineering and R&D.
Keywords
Manufacturing Strategy, Functional Capabilities, Manufacturing Industries of Motorcycle Parts

1. INTRODUCTION
Industry is one of the most important sectors in developing economies of this country. It has such a role in determining amount
of Gross Domestic Product (GDP), employment, product exports, and the fulfillment level of consumption which increases
with the increasing number of Indonesia population. Manufacturing Industry is one of Indonesia’s Industry sectors which
contributes much in developing economies of this country. Based on data from Badan Pusat Statistik Nasional, Manufacturing
Industry contributes the largest GDP amount of the overall national GDP. Manufacturing Industry contributes 27.41% of
overall national GDP in 2005, 27.54% in 2006, 27.06% in 2007, and 27.87% in 2008. Besides giving large contribution to
GDP, the Manufacturing Industry also has contribution in employment and development of product export.
Automotive Industry is one of the Manufacturing Industry sub-sector which is growing rapidly. The demand for its products,
especially motorcycle, has increased in the last ten years. This kind of two-wheeled vehicle has become an alternative mode of
transportation because the price is affordable and there is support for loans from finance companies. Therefore the demand of
this product has increased in 10 years later. As the demand increased, the demand of motorcycle components which has
excellent quality, competitive price, and good in delivery has increased too. Coupled with the effect of free trade such as
ACFTA (ASEAN-China Free Trade Agreement) where product from abroad can more easly enter domestic market, Nasional
Industry had to reinforcing its strategies to face this global market with using its resouces and capabilties effectively.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The data of this research is obtained by deploying questionnaire to 30 motorcycle part manufactures in Jabodetabek area, with
5 to 10 respondent each company. The respondents of this research are the employees of those companies whose position level
are supervisor to manager (head division, manager assistants, and other position which has the same level as supervisor). Total
respondents gained are 119 respondents.
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The observed variables in this research are Functional Capabilities and Manufacturing Strategy. Capabilities are modes of
behavior that an organization is able to perform in order to support its strategy (Anderson, 1983) [2]. Hitt and Ireland (1985)
mention seven functional capability, they are General Administration, Production/ Operations, Engineering and R&D,
Marketing, Finance, Personnel/Human Resources, and Public and Governmental Relations [3]. Manufacturing Strategy which
was defined firstly by Skinner (1969) refers to exploiting certain properties of the manufacturing function as a competitive
weapon [4]. He mentions four manufacturing strategy, they are Flexibility, Delivery, Cost, and Quality.
The questionnaire contains some statements that measure the observed variables using scale 1-4. For functional Capability,
scale 1 means very not capable, scale 2 means not capable, scale 3 means capable, and scale 4 means very capable, while for
manufacturing strategy scale 1 means very not important, scale 2 means not important, scale 3 means important, and scale 4
means very important.
This research use multiple regression analysis to analyze the relationship between those seven functional capabilities and each
manufacturing strategy. Functional capabilities are observed as independent variable (X) which influence dependent variable
manufacturing strategy (Y)
The capability General Administration acts as X1, Production/Operations as X2, Engineering and R&D as X3, Marketing as X4,
Finance as X5, Personnel/Human Resources as X6, and Public and Governmental Relations as X7.
Hair (2008) minimum samples : variable for using multiple regression is 5:1 (5 respondents for each variables) [5]. There are
also three assumptions that have to be completed, they are normality, heteroscedasticity, and linearity. F test is used to test the
significance of the equation while t test is used to test the significance of each independent variable [6]. Before performing the
correlation analysis using multiple regression analysis, firstly observer conducted validity and reliability test to test whether the
questionnaire is properly used as instrument of this research.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The results of validity and reliability test shows that the questionnaire is proper enough to be used as instrument of this
research. Cronbach’s alpha is used to decide whether the questionnaire is reliable or not. The questionnaire is reliable enough if
the Cronbach’s alpha is more than 0.60 and valid if the value of corrected item total correlation is more than 0.195 (r table=
r0..05,119) [6]. The resume of validity test is shown in Table 3.
Table 1: The Result of Validity and Reliability Test.

General Administration

0.812

Corrected ItemTotal Correlation
yang terendah
0.507

Production/Operations

0.817

0.592

Engineering and R&D

0.814

0.549

Marketing

0.849

0.439

Finance

0.767

0.425

Personnel/Human
Resources

0.777

0.541

Public and Governmental
Relations

0.79

0.653

flexibility

0.849

0.512

delivery

0.845

0.733

quality

0.806

0.532

cost

0.833

0.652

VARIABEL

Cronbach's
Alpha

After conducting validity and reliability test, the multiple regression analysis was conducted to analyze the relationship
between independent variables (functional capability) and dependent variable (manufacturing strategy). The results of
regression analysis showed that not all the functional capabilities influence the manufacturing strategy. Every functional
capability has different contribution in influencing manufacturing strategy.
3.1

Manufacturing Strategy- Flexibility

Functional capabilities which significantly influence the manufacturing strategy flexibility are production /operations,
marketing, finance, and public and governmental relation. The regression equation is:
Yflexibility = 1.253 + 0.343 X2 – 0.382 X4 + 0.319 X5 + 0.349 X7

(1)
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Table 3:.Resume of Regression Analysis of flexibility.

The coefficient correlation of 0.633 indicated that there is strong relationship between the independent and dependent variable
in equation, while determination coefficient of 0.40 indicated that the regression equation can describe 40% variation of the
dependent variable.
The regression coefficient value indicated the contribution of each independent variable in influencing dependent variable.
Public and Governmental Relations has the largest positive coefficient regression equal to 0.349 of flexibility. It means that
any increased value of this variable will increase the value of flexibility for 0.349 time of its value. Production / Operations has
a regression coefficient value of 0.343 which means that any increase value of this capability will increase the value of
flexibility for 0.343 of the value of this capability, as well as its decline. Finance has a regression coefficient value of 0.319
which means any changes to increase the value of this variable would increase the value of flexibility for 0.319 times from the
value of this variable. Marketing has a negative regression coefficient. It indicates that there is opposite direction of the
relationship. Every increased value of this variable will decrease the value of flexibility for 0.382 times from finance value.
Flexibility strategy is activities undertaken by the company under certain conditions that can suddenly occur. The activities are
such as renewal processes, renewal of production lines, update of equipment and machinery, especially at the commencement
of new projects or new agreement with costumer of producing new products.
Readiness of the production function as a business unit activity within the production process is currently facing the changes
that occurred along with increasing or changing demands of costumers, would be very important. If the production cannot
adapt the old production process was run with a new production process because of changes good product variants, types, and
basic materials compiler products, then consumers would not be satisfied and will look for another company to become their
suppliers.
Requests for changes in types of products produced in the motor components industry usually occur along with the emergence
of new types of motors as well as new variants are usually held every two years. Therefore every company should be ready to
accept challenges from customers to produce new products which are different from the previous products they’ve produced.
For that, production/operations is very important in achieving successful in implementing flexibility strategy.
On the other hand along with the development of national issues of safety process and the safety of consumer products as well
as greening the environment, the company's ability to comply with regulations issued by the government and consumers
become important, namely the capability of Public and Governmental Relations. Each product or a new variant of course have
certain standards, such as about how the production has to a good and friendly work environment and avoid accidents.
Finance calculates whether the investment of new project will be profitable or not so the company can decide whether the
project had to be taken or not.
3.2

Manufacturing Strategy – Delivery

Based on the result of multiple regression analysis, the only functional capability which significantly influences manufacturing
strategy delivery is production /operations. The regression equation is:
Ydelivery = 2.276 + 0.428 X2

(2)

Table 4:.Resume of Regression Analysis of Delivery.
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The coefficient correlation of 0.399 indicated that the relationship between the independent and dependent variable in equation
is strong enough, while determination coefficient of 0.150 indicated that the regression equation can describe only 15%
variation of the dependent variable, while the rest is described by other variables which are not observed on this research.
The regression coefficient value indicated the contribution of each independent variable in influencing dependent variable.
Production/Operations as the only significant capability that influences delivery has positive regression coefficient equal to
0.429. It means that any increased value of this variable will increase the value of delivery for 0.429 time of its value.
Delivery strategy is activities that company o in order to ship their products fast and meet customers’ demand specifications.
To be able to ship products accurately and meet the schedule, production system must be running smoothly. Errors in the
production process can cause the products are not appropriate or not in accordance with customers’ demand specifications.
Delay in the production process can also cause delay in delivery. Therefore, production capabilities / operations are very
influential in the development of the delivery strategy of the company.
3.3

Manufacturing Strategy – Quality

Based on the result of multiple regression analysis, the functional capabilities which significantly influence manufacturing
strategy quality are production /operations and finance. The regression equation is:
Yquality = 0.661 + 0.495 X2 + 0.331 X5

(3)

Table 5: Resume Analisis Regresi Strategi Quality.

The coefficient correlation of 0.72 indicated that the relationship between the independent and dependent variable in equation
is strong, while determination coefficient of 0.518 indicated that the regression equation can describe 51.8% variation of the
dependent variable and the rest is described by other variables which are not observed on this research.
The regression coefficient value indicated the contribution of each independent variable in influencing dependent variable.
Production/Operations has the largest positive regression coefficient equal to 0.495. It means that any increased value of this
variable will increase the value of quality for 0.495 time of its value. Finance has positive regression coefficient equal to 0.331
which means that any increased value of this variable will increase the value of quality for 0.331 time of its value.
Production/Operations has the largest regression coefficient because this capability was the one who determines whether a
product is in conformity with the established standards for production processes determine the quality of a product.
3.4

Manufacturing Strategy – Cost

Functional capabilities that significantly influence cost are general administration, production / operations, engineering and
R&D, and marketing with the regression equation:
Ycost = 1.060 + 0.300 X1 + 0.361 X2 + 0.352 X3 – 0.314 X4

(4)

Table 6: Resume of Regression Analysis of Cost.
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The coefficient correlation of 0.624 indicated that the relationship between the independent and dependent variable in equation
is strong, while determination coefficient of 0.390 indicated that the regression equation can describe only 39% variation of the
dependent variable and the rest is described by other variables which are not observed on this research.
The regression coefficient value indicated the contribution of each independent variable in influencing dependent variable.
Production/Operations has the largest positive coefficient regression equal to 0.361 of cost. It means that any increased value
of this variable will increase the value of flexibility for 0.361 time of its value. Engineering and R&D has regression
coefficient value equal to 0.352 which means that any increase value of this capability will increase the value of flexibility for
0.352 times from its value, as well as its decline. General Administration has regression value equal to 0.300 which means any
changes to increase the value of this variable would increase the value of cost for 0.300 times from the value of this variable.
Marketing has a negative regression coefficient. It indicates that there is opposite direction of the relationship. Every increased
value of this variable will decrease the value of flexibility for 0.314 times from finance value.
Manufacturing Strategy cost is activities whose implication is reduce the cost of materials, process, and overhead.
Production/Operations arrange production system to run optimally in order to reduce the cost such as inventory, defects, and
etc. Engineering and R&D makes improvements of both process to increase the process efficiency. If process id improved
continuously, company can reduce waste. As the result, the cost of production can be reduced, so company can gain more
profit

4. CONCLUSIONS
From the results of regression analysis it can be concluded the relationship between the functional capabilities and
manufacturing strategy are as follows:
Production/operations capability became the main priority in the development of manufacturing strategy, since it
significantly influences all types of manufacturing strategy. It also has coefficient correlation greater than other
capabilities in all regression equation. From the values of the regression coefficients, any increase in the value of
this capability will increase the value of flexibility strategies for 0.343 from the value of this capability, increase
delivery strategy for 0.428 from the value of this capability, increase the value of quality strategy of 0.495 from
the value of this capability, and increase the value of strategy cost at 0.361 times of the value of this capability.
The priority order of functional capability in developing manufacturing strategy flexibility based on regression
coefficient: Public and Governmental Relations, Production/Operations, but there is no significant differences in
the regression coefficient, so those capabilities should be improving simultaneously.
The priority order of functional capability in developing manufacturing strategy quality based on regression
coefficient: Production/Operations, finance.
Strategy delivery is influenced only by capability production/operations, it is probably because this capability
related directly with the activities of the strategy delivery.
The priority order of functional capability in developing manufacturing strategy cost based on regression coefficient:
production/operations, engineering and R&D, general administration. Same as strategy flexibility there is no significant
differences in the regression coefficient, so those capabilities should be improving simultaneously.
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ABSTRACT
This research was conducted to develop production and inventory planning model at pumping unit manufacturer for the main
equipment in the volatile demand of oil and gas industry. Therefore, this model sets to calculate for fluctuative demand of the
pumping units as well. The purpose of this research is to obtain optimization model for production planning and inventory
control that will maximize profits based on the forecast demand request of three types of pumping units C25, C114, and C228.
The integer programming of this model has the following structure: maximize profits subject to ensuring some constraints are
not violated, include resource constraints in a fairly complex facilities such as labor, availability of raw materials includes the
procurement and its storage requirements, reaching the break even point, and production target in accordance with demand
changes. Based on the result of this production and inventory planning model, the optimal production volume was obtained to
generate maximum profits for September to December 2010 with the availability of resources. Moreover, sensitivity analysis
shows us allowable decrease for man hours and storage capacity variables
Keywords
Production and inventory planning, integer programming, pumping units, sensitivity analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Pumping unit manufacturer is a company dedicated to operating oil and gas equipment. Pumping units are widely used in the
fields of oil and gas worldwide. Along with the increasing of competition in world today's industry, similar companies are
required to have a competitive advantage to survive in the national and international levels. The object of this research is a case
study of the pumping unit equipment and gas manufacturers.
One of the methods that are carried out is to create a model of production planning and inventory appropriately. Production and
inventory planning is related to the determination of production volume, timeliness of completion, and the utilization of
available resources. Having the right production and inventory planning, production processes can run efficiently and
effectively so that it will have an impact on increasing corporate profits.
Currently, the determination of production volume is being made based on the production manager and marketing decisions by
looking at the pattern of past data, the ongoing long-term project, and quantitative forecasting based on historical data. As is
known, in general, the interpretation of the results of forecasting will not be too much different from the pattern of data
requests in previous years. However, this company’s case is somewhat different because there is a high demand shifting from
178 units in the year 2007 to 591 units in 2008 for the type of C114, and a decrease from 12 units to 3 units in the same year
for type of C228. Therefore, production and inventory planning at this company is less accurate considering fluctuations in
demand or supply uncertainty of demand and supply. Uncertainties in the production process are divided into two groups: (i)
environmental uncertainty, namely uncertainty of demand and supply and (ii) the system uncertainty, namely uncertainty of
production, lead-time production, quality, production system failures, and changes in product structure [2].
In addition, production decisions also do not consider the limitation of the company in terms of capacity and material
availability. In this case for raw materials, for example, the company cannot produce certain type of raw material which is not
available, and is still waiting for delivery.
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Referring to the description above, the company needs to make improvements in the design of a model of production and
inventory planning optimally so that it can get the most out of the benefit in the demand for the three types of the planned
pumping units by considering all the limitations of resources covering the company's production capacity of labor, availability
and capacity of raw materials, production targets, and break-even point (BEP) of the company.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research methods to be used are as follows:
1. Identify the issues raised in pumping unit manufacturer.
2. Collect and collate literature studies related to problems that have been identified. The main literature used in this research
is integer programming.
3. Determine the purpose of the research.
4. Identify and collect necessary data through corporate documents, employees interviews or staff experts, and based on the
literature includes profit data for each type of pump unit, quantity of labor data, the number of work days each month
during 2010, sales for the past 4 years before the period of observation, the use of material and warehouses data, and the
number of minimum production.
5. Process the data using integer programming and software Lingo.
6. Analyze the processed data by comparing the results of theory with the company's policy thus far.
Make conclusions based on analysis results.

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The objective function of this model is to maximize profits (Z) of each pumping unit produced. Mathematical formulation for
the objective function can be written as follows:
(1)
Where:
Z = profit to be achieved from the whole pumping unit produced
Cj = profit for the production of pumping unit-j
Xj = optimal production quantity (decision variable types of pumping unit-j)
j = types of pumping unit -1, 2, ...., n
Where the decision variables to be searched for the optimal solution is:
X1 = pumping unit type C25
X2 = pumping unit type C114
X3 = pumping unit type C228
The first constraint function is the availability of working hours of labor (man hours). It is assumed that the number of standard
working time at each work station must be less than or equal to the available working hours. So the first constraint function
formula is:

(2)
Where:
aij = standard time on station for the type of pumping unit-j
Xij = optimal production quantity (decision variable type pumping unit-j)
Yk = labor hours available in month-k
i = workstations, i = 1, 2, ..., m
j = types of pumping units, j = 1, 2, ..., n
The second constraint function is the availability of raw materials. It is assumed that the amount of raw material used should be
less than or equal to the availability of raw materials in the warehouse every month. Formulations that are used to formulate the
second constraint are:

(3)
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Where:
dij = amount of raw material used for this type of pumping unit-j
Xj = optimal production quantity (decision variable type pumping unit-j)
Kl = average availability of raw materials in warehouses months-l
j = types of pumping units, j = 1, 2, ...., n
i = types of raw materials, i = 1, 2, ...., m
The third constraint is the number of minimum production constraints that meets the BEP (break even point) in a production
unit. Forecasting demand uses historical data requests in January 2007 - August 2010. The forecasting is conducted to see the
huge potential demand for pumping units in September to December 2010.
In this study, it is assumed that the number of products to be manufactured value less than or equal to the prediction of the
number of products in September to December 2010. Mathematical formulation of constraint for the number of requests can be
written:
(4)
Where:
Xij : optimal production quantity (decision variables to the type of pumping unit-j)
Rij : number of demand (production target)
i : month, i = 1, 2, 3, ..., m
j : types of pumping units, j = 1, 2, ..., n
The fourth constraint is the number of minimum production constraints that meet the BEP (break even point) in a production
unit. In this study, it is assumed that the number of production must be greater or equal to the number of minimum production
company applied. The formulation of the minimum production constraints can be written:
(5)
Where:
Xij : optimal production quantity (decision variables to the type of pumping unit-j)
Sij : number of minimum production (production target)
i : month, i = 1, 2, 3, ..., m
j : types of pumping units, j = 1, 2, ..., n

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
General problem of integer programming is to find the optimum (minimum or maximum) linear function of variables that are
restricted by the linear relationship (equality or inequality) [3, 4, 5]. Integer programming model is used to obtain solutions in
the form of an integer. This model consists of 3 parameters, namely:
1. Decision variable is the amount of production for each pumping unit
2. Objective function is the desired profit from the total production
3. The function of constraints is the limit of the working hours of people, availability of raw materials, production targets, and
the number of minimum production.
Integer programming is usually combined with a sensitivity analysis as input data to look at possible changes data while
maintaining optimal solution [6]. Sensitivity analysis is the study of the sensitivity of the optimal solution resulting from
changes in model parameters, namely the value of decision variables in the objective function, the value of the right side, and
the coefficient of constraint functions. In this case, we would like to know how big the model parameters changes are allowed
to maintain optimal solution.
Through sensitivity analysis we can find to what extent the capacity value can be increased or reduced to maintain optimal
solution. For example, for the month of September 2010, from the test results LINGO12 application programs can be seen the
addition and reduction of the maximum permitted capacity. Increasing the maximum allowed is the addition of permitted
facilities, e.g. for assembling Pitman (line 2) which the permitted addition is infinite. While the reduction is the maximum
decrease allowed, e.g. for assembling Pitman (line 2) the allowed reduction is 1,601,278 seconds. In table 1 can be seen the
results of a recapitulation of every decision variable values, objective function and constraint functions for the month of
September, October, November, December 2010. Recapitulation of the addition and reduction in the allowable capacity can be
seen in table 2.
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Table 1: Results of Calculations With Integer Programming
Function

September

October

November

December

Decision Variable
1

C25

0

0

0

0

2

C114

8

11

14

17

3

C228

1

1

1

1

97040,56

125128,27

153215,98

181303,69

Objective Function
Unused Labor Hours (second)
-

Pitman assembly

414722,21

552951,07

691179,93

829408,78

-

Horse head assembly

291187,65

388239,03

485290,42

582341,80

-

Samson post front assembly

319179,34

425560,94

531942,54

638324,15

-

Samson post rear assembly

312923,76

417218,80

521513,84

625808,88

-

Walking beam assembly

758752,92

1011660,84

1264568,76

1517476,68

-

Gear reducer assembly

652813,21

870407,09

1088000,97

1305594,85

-

Frame assembly

512501,44

683325,59

854149,74

1024973,89

-

Equalizer assembly

392540,98

523375,76

654210,55

785045,34

-

Frame extension assembly

318096,32

424117,28

530138,24

636159,20

-

Belt guard assembly

289976,46

386623,93

483271,40

579918,86

-

Counter weight assembly

174411,95

232535,60

290659,24

348782,89

Unused Raw Materials
-

Flat T = 4,5 mm

0,65

0,77

0,89

1,01

-

Roller bearing (RB) Ø = 16 mm

8,33

11,33

14,33

17,33

-

Wide flange (WF) 400 x 200 x 8 x 13

2,59

3,31

4,03

4,75

Table 2: The Maximum Change in Capacity
Firm Capacity

RO
W

Current
RHS

Allowable
Increase

Allowable
Decrease

Unused Labor Hours (second)
-

Pitman assembly

2

2016000

INFINITY

1601278,00

-

Horse head assembly

3

1209600

INFINITY

918412,40

-

Samson post front assembly

4

1209600

INFINITY

890420,70

-

Samson post rear assembly

5

1209600

INFINITY

896676,30

-

Walking beam assembly

6

4838400

INFINITY

4079647,00

-

Gear reducer assembly

7

4838400

INFINITY

4185587,00

-

Frame assembly

8

2016000

INFINITY

1503499,00

-

Equalizer assembly

9

1209600

INFINITY

817059,00

-

Frame extension assembly

10

1209600

INFINITY

891503,70

-

Belt guard assembly

11

1209600

INFINITY

919623,60

-

Counter weight assembly

12

806400

INFINITY

631988,00

Unused Raw Materials
-

Flat T = 4,5 mm

13

10

INFINITY

9,43

-

Roller bearing (RB) Ø = 16 mm
Wide flange (WF) 400 x 200 x 8 x
13

14

50

INFINITY

41,67

15

35

INFINITY

32,41

-

Production Target (Unit)
-

C25

16

0

18,61809

0,00

-

C114

17

8

18,73490

4,00

-

C228

18

1

18,71919

0,00

5. CONCLUSION
Optimum total productions using integer programming in September are 0 unit pumping unit C25, 8 units pumping unit C114,
1 unit pumping unit C228. In October, 0 unit pumping unit C25, 11 units pumping unit C114, 1 unit pumping unit C228. In
November, 0 unit pumping unit C25, 14 units pumping unit C114, 1 unit pumping unit C228. In Desember, 0 unit pumping
unit C25, 17 units pumping unit C114, 1 unit pumping unit C228. Thus, the benefits for the month of September, October,
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November, and December in a row by using integer programming are $ 97,040.56, $ 125,128.27, $ 153,215.98, and $
181,303.69.
After calculating the availability of resources, the company can produce without interruption due to lack of resources remains
unused resources within the resource availability. For example, in September 2010, Pitman labor Assembly used is 414.722.21
second or 20.57%. In addition, it can also be seen that there is a surplus of resources and unbalanced between existing
resources. For example, in September 2010 for Assembly used in collecting reducer 652.813.21 seconds or 13.49, while the
equalizer assemblies 392.540.98 unused seconds or 32.45.
Through sensitivity analysis, we can find out how many changes in model parameters are allowed to maintain optimal solution.
Also, it can be seen also the excess or shortage of production capacity from both labor capacity and availability of raw
materials. In the calculation, the capacity of labor and raw materials must be reduced to reduce production costs, so that profits
can be maximized.
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this research is to empirically analyze product success strategies of various products by using
cluster analysis. The right combination of product strategy would lead to high products performance. Data from 52
different products were used in this research taken from different types of industry, i.e.: automotive,
telecommunication, electronic and service. Four different types of cluster scenarios were generated and the fivecluster solution gives the best explanation of some combination of product strategy that lead to equifinality. The
profiles wereverifiedby normality, collinearity, and multicollinearity tests. The selection process of scenario was
done by both qualitative and quantitative procedures. The discriminant test was also applied to identify the
characteristics that significantly different across each clusters. The results were three different scenarios to be
successful through the elaboration between product factors i.e.: brand image, product feature, after sales service,
physical product image, product design, and time to market with the sufficient value of those factors.
Keywords
Product success, cluster analysis, product strategy

1. INTRODUCTION
BlackBerry story is an example for successful product. Nowadays, almost people seem familiar with BlackBerry.
This famous mobile communication provides aspecial communication system through it devices to be success[10].
Being success is not an easy thing to achieve, however the right combinations of product strategy would lead to high
product performances.
Although products can reach its success by several scenarios, but probability of a product’s success remain low.
Based on a survey that was conducted in many industries, it was showed that product’s success rate was around 5565% [2]. In a product development survey, it was found that for 11 serious concepts, 3 of them was developed, 1,3
of them was launched and only 1 was successful. It was very surprised when product’s success rate only reached
1/11 [2].
Many things become attentive when consumer perspectives are not valid while they need something. The difference
between their want and their buying decision makes producers need to be more proactive to select product strategies
in order to make products match with consumer buying decision. Reference [7] could be a compared case. Hogan
[7] concluded that many new products failed because producer did not make a sufficient value for consumers.
Consumers do not need complex and sophisticated products with less “user-friendly” appearance.
Mystery of product’s success has been familiarly discussed. Many researches have been done for long time to solve
the mystery. The researches arefollowing; success and failure product dimension [1], the effect of emotion in a
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success of a product [6], a resource-based study of new product development: predicting five year later commercial
success and speed to market [8], an analytical Kano model for customer need analysis [13], understanding customer
needs through quantitative analysis of Kano’s model [12]. Based on the literature studies, there has no method that
can absolutely predict a success of a product yet. There is a systemic (interrelations) strategy that should be
developed and the success would depend on the elaboration of appropriate success scenarios.

2. METHODS
The research started with data collection. Data from52products were taken from different types of industry, i.e.:
automotive, telecommunication, electronic and serviceand thatwere standardized in order to uniformity of logic unit
in research.Then, the data should be cleansed and checked for assumptions of normality, colinearity, and
multicolinearity. The resulting data were evaluated by using cluster analysis. Cluster analysis is the most commonly
used technique to search for a “natural” structure among the observations based on multivariate profile [5].
In cluster analysis for this research, a hierarchical method was used in selecting the clustering algorithm. The
characteristicof hierarchical procedures is that the results at an early stage are always nested within the results at a
later stage for creating a similarity to a tree. The objective was to determine how many numbers of clusters are
appropriate in developing the scenarios of product strategy. This research determined the number of clusters by
using two approaches in hierarchical method. The first approach was using agglomeration coefficients for last 10
stages to extract the clusters. The second approach was forced to generate scenarios for number of cluster. It was
forced to extract some group of clusters from three, four, and five, to six-cluster scenarios.The subsequent scenarios
were analyzed to develop combined strategy by both qualitative and quantitative procedures.The qualitative way
was done by patterns assessment and the quantitative ways were evaluated by using ANOVA for each variable
across clusters, non-parametric and Duncan range tests to recognize to what extents the profiles are distinct to each
other.
To define the measure of success, the percentage of market share was used in this research. It was customized as the
dependent variable to show whether the profiles had either high or low performances. Given the number of 52
products, it was measured by the average market share of all products within each cluster. Here, it was patterned
whether the market share for each cluster is biggeror smaller than the average market share.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The data showed that there are no problems with normality, colinearity, and multicolinearity. The collinearity
statistics showed that VIF of each variable is less than 5. It explained that there was no threat from multicolinearity
problem as shown in Table 1.
Based on the data from 52 products, 15 variables were generated and can be shown in Table 2. From Table 2, it was
explained that 15 variables were combined in cluster analysis techniques to develop product success strategy as
displayed in Figure 1 to Figure 4.
There was a unique pattern in both four-cluster and six-cluster scenarios as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. By
defining the structure among those two observations, the figures displayed a simplified grouping of cluster and
showed a general strategy for reaching a level of market share. In four-cluster scenario, the advancement in X1, X6,
X9, and X14 leads the performance of products within clusters to reach around 20% of market share level.
Meanwhile, the same case happened in six-cluster scenario although the leading variables are different. X5, X8, X11,
and X14 are the variables influencing the level of market share to around 22%.
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From this two scenarios, time to market give the impression to be appropriate inferences for getting the success of a
product. This result is fully supported in [8] that the prior conceptual measure of new product success is speed to
market. The speed to market of a new product launch is concomitant with reaching the market. Some other
researchers ([11], [4], [3], and [9]) in [8] are unanimous that first-mover advantage in dynamic markets usually is
considered a major plus in being able to establish profitable products and create a dominant design that can grant
long-lasting competitive advantage.
Table 1. Assumption Checking
Coefficientsa
Model

Collinearity Statistics
t

1(Constant)

Sig.

Tolerance

VIF

.449

.656

-.775

.443

.391

2.558

.194

.847

.444

2.251

1.160

.253

.567

1.763

.432

.668

.375

2.664

-1.052

.299

.667

1.500

product speed

.013

.989

.234

4.268

product quality

1.500

.141

.485

2.062

product feature

.874

.387

.663

1.508

product design

-.420

.677

.368

2.719

product consumption

-.200

.843

.535

1.871

product strength

-.611

.544

.293

3.411

-1.304

.199

.588

1.700

product service

-.991

.327

.490

2.042

time to market

2.098

.042

.458

2.182

after sales service

1.090

.282

.753

1.327

physical product image
price image
product performance image
after sales service image
brand image

price

a. Dependent Variable: market share

Table 2. Variables Description
Var

Description

Var

Description

X1

physical product image

X9

product design

X2

price image

X10

product consumption

X3

product performance image

X11

product strength

X4

after sales service image

X12

Price

X5

brand image

X13

product service

X6

product speed

X14

time to market

X7

product quality

X15

after sales service

X8

product feature

Assessment process of the profiles of three-cluster and five-cluster scenarios was done by using qualitative way. The
patterns were identified and it could be indicated that in three-cluster scenario there was no special meaning for the
success of a product because the most successful cluster is the cluster which has the highest value of each variable.
The three-cluster scenario can provide a basic delineation of customers in perceptions and buying behavior. There
was no meaningful product strategy information that is contained in the three-cluster profile so that this research
tended to analyze the five-cluster profile profoundly to get the combined strategy to attain success of a product.
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The five-cluster profile can be viewed for a more complex segmentation strategy that provides a highly
differentiated mix of variable which includes customer perception, product functionality as well as targeting options.
The profiles of combined strategy can be shown in Figure 4.

100
80
60
40
20
0

Value

Value

The five-cluster scenario was assessed for managerial significance by using discriminant analysis or ANOVA. The
p-value for the ANOVA is 4.3x10-6. The resulting discriminant analysis indicated that there is a significant different
across the clusters within the profile.

x1

x3

x5

x7

100
80
60
40
20
0
X1

x9 x11 x13 x15

X3

X5

X7

X9 X11 X13 X15

Variable

Variable
cluster I

cluster 2

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

cluster 3

cluster 4

Cluster 4

Cluster 5

Cluster 6

Figure 1. The six-cluster profile

Figure 1. The four-cluster profile

The profile in five-cluster scenario was evaluated by dividing the dependent variable which is market share to 2
levels to represent either high performance or low performance of combined product strategy. The 1st, 3rd and 5th
cluster in the scenario were classified as high performance clusters. It was called the equifinality of product strategy.
This cluster group would be further evaluated to generate product strategies.
The 1st cluster provides an exceptional strategy. Without any advancement in the variables, the 1st cluster profile
success to reach high performance. The profile demonstrated that the 1st cluster use “sufficient-value” strategy for its
success. This strategy first declared in [7] by simply saying “It is surprising how many new products fail because
they don’t create sufficient value for customers. The result is that many products have appealing features that
customers won’t pay for”.
100
Value

Value

80
60
40
20

100
80
60
40
20
0
X1

0
X1

X3

X5

X7

X3

X9 X11 X13 X15

X5

X7

X9 X11 X13 X15

Variable

Variable
Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Figure 2. The three-cluster profile

Cluster 3

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 4

Cluster 5

Cluster 3

Figure 4. The five-cluster profile
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Next strategy is provided by the 3rd cluster. It was likely similar to the result of four-cluster scenario. The
progression in physical product image, after sales service image, product design, and time to market gives
probability to reach success. This strategy was implemented by Garuda Indonesia to steal the highest market share in
Indonesianair transportation.
Brand image, product feature, and after sales service are the weapon for the 5th cluster strategy. The right
combination of other variables supported by these three main variables makes products, for example Telkomsel
(telecommunication company in Indonesia) and Honda (the world renowned automotive company)are the leader of
market share in Indonesiawithin their industry. This strategy is reinforced by Han et al. [6]by his theory; although
one’s subjective impression could be influenced by product performance, brand image of a product still played an
important role in consumer buying decision.

4. CONCLUSSION
Having a deal with success of products is not as easy as ABC. However, there are several ways to reach the success
by defining right combination of product strategy using cluster analysis. Cluster analysis is a technique whose
principal purpose is to group objects based on the characteristics they possess. The five-cluster scenario in this
research can be considered for more complex product strategy. It provides three different scenarios to be successful
through the elaboration between product factors such as brand image, product feature, after sales service, physical
product image, product design, and time to market with the sufficient value of the factors.
The limitations of cluster analysis according to Reference [5] are it is descriptive, atheoretical, and noninferential, it
will always create clusters, regardless of the existence of any actual structure in the data, and cluster solutions are
not generalizable because they are totally dependent upon the variables used as the basis for the similarity measure.
For future extensions, a successful segmentation analysis not only requires the identification of homogeneous groups
or clusters, but that they also are identifiable or in other word uniquely described on other variables. When cluster
analysis is used to verify a typology or other proposed grouping of objects, associated variables may be profiled to
ensure correspondence of the groupings within a larger theoretical model[5].
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ABSTRACT

Food supplies inventory is a perishable goods that have a specific characteristic in counting the order quantities. PT X, a big
and well known restaurant, always maintain their food quality standard by using the best material. Raw food have limited
lifetime for optimum freshness. Determination of optimum quantity and delivery time will prevent waste caused by too much
order and also prevent lost sales caused by unavailability. It is also important to consider which supplier match the company
needs.Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) with adaptation for inventory model of Continuous Review System was used to solve
the problem to determine optimum quantity and delivery time. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) was also used to determine
best supplier based on a set of criteria.Raw material food included in this study were restricted to 3 most important ingredients
for the restaurant: meat, rice, and spices. In this study it was concluded that to anticipate the uncertainty in demand quantity
and lead time, safety stock was needed. Furthermore, EOQ had been calculated as optimum order and Reorder point was
established. With AHP Method, best suppliers based on chosen criteria had been selected. Criteria for selecting suppliers in
this study are: price, quality, delivery timeliness, accuracy of delivery quantity and supplier performance.
Key words

EOQ, Continuous Review System, Reorder Point, Safety stock, and AHP

1. INTRODUCTION
A service is an activity or series of activities of more or less intangible nature that normally, but not necessarily, take place in
interactions between customer and service employees and/or physical recource or goods and/or systems of the service provider
which are provided as solutions to customer problems. (Christian Gronroos, service Management and Marketing, Lexington,
Mass: Lexington Books, 1990, p.27 taken from Fitzsimmons). The service industry as the subject in this paper is a restaurant
whose input is a raw food that consider as a perishable material that could be stale by time. How to manage the raw food
inventory system and how to choose the best supplier is the concern of this paper. Also the consumer satisfaction, in this case,
the freshness of the raw material and the availability of the food when ordered.
1.1 Problem statement
The problems arised could be divided into 2 parts: first the order and inventory system. As mentioned before, raw food is a
perishable goods, that quality will be decreased by time, and cannot be stored for more than 1 week in freezer. This company
has not standardized yet its order and inventory system, they just operate it by manager experience. They also consider safety
stock, but once again by trial and error.
The second, is related to the supplier that should be choosen. The company has not yet standardized it too. They have not
formulate the best criteria in choosing their supplier. They just order the supplier that at time most comfortable to
communicate.
The Objective of this paper it to determine the optimal quantity and schedule order time for restaurant X raw material. And the
benefit of this paper is to help delivery system to determine the best time and quantity to order. Also to determine the safety
stock and the supplier that met their criteria.
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2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Figure 1: Research Methodology Flow Chart

Preliminary Study are conducted to observe general condition in the company. The problem in the operation system also being
monitored. Then the main problem identified and formulated, discussion with the company management about their point of
view were subjected to consider too. After that a literatur study are conducted to know the alternative solutions. After found
the suitable method to solve the problem, data collecting was conducted to analyze and solve the problem. Because this is
perishable item, the methods was by counting Economic Order Quantity for Continuos Review System that take notice to
customer satisfaction. Then Safety Stock (SS) dan Reorder Point (ROP) method were used to get the right quantity and
delivery time. Also conducted calculation using Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) to choose the best supplier for the
company. Analytical and Conclusion were done to know further about the study.
3. DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING
3.1 Data Collection
From the interview with the restaurant, it was agreed to invenstigate the most popular raw material: meat, rice, and spices.
Meat consists of beef meat, chicken, duck, and ham. Spices consists of sugar, salt, pepper, chilli, garlic, onion, and msg.
The 5 criterias for AHP were: Price (related to product pricing), quality, on time delivery, accurate quantity delivery, and
supplier historical performance.
Below are the sample of raw material weekly demand data from September until December 2008.
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Table 1: Raw Material Demand Data
Period
Month

Use Quantity (kg)
Week

Meat

Rice

Spice

1

10

20

5

2

20

20

5

3

20

25

7

4

25

25

8

1

25

30

7

2

15

25

6

3

20

25

7

4

30

30

10

1

30

35

12

2

15

30

8

3

25

25

7

4

25

30

8

1

30

40

10

2

20

30

8

3

30

35

8

4

40

45

14

380

470

130

September

October

November

December

Total

3.2 Data Processing
3.2.1 Calculation of Optimum EOQ, ROP, and Safety Stock
Basic theory that used in this paper was inventory system for perishable goods, economic order quantity (EOQ), inventory
management under uncertainty, continuous review system, and Analytical hierarchy process (AHP).
The Economic Order Quantity is commonly use for service industry, because it is an accurate model (James A. Fitzsimmons),
which assumes a contant rate of demand and no stockout.
(1)
Inventory Management under Uncertainty, consider demand rate or inreplenishment lead time. Each time an order is placed,
these uncertainties pose a risk of stockout occuring before the replenishment order arrives. To reduce the risk of stockout
during this time, extra inventor can be held in excess of expected demand during the lead time. A trade-off exists between the
cost of investing in and holding excess inventory and the cost of stockouts. The unique terms is the service level, a customeroriented term and is defined as the percentage of demand occuring during the lead time that can be satisfied from inventory. In
practice, selecting a service level is a policy decision.
The service level is used to determine a reorder point (ROP) which is the level of inventory on hand when a replenishment
order is initiated. The reorder point is set to achieve a prespecifified service level that requires information on the frequency
distribution of demand during the replenisment lead Time (LT). When we set the reorder point, also determined the safety
stock level (SS), whis is the excess inventory that is held during the reorder lead time to achieve the desired service level. The
reorder point equals the safety stock level plus the average demand during the lead tim (dL). That is:
ROP=SS+dL

(2)

The demand during lead time ditribution now can be described in the following general manner, where the daily demand has a
mean µ and standard deviation :
dL = µ (LT)

(3)

L=
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The Central Limit Theorem allow us to assume that the demand during lead time distribution has a normal distribution no
matter what the daily demand distribution is. The safety stock now dan be calculated using the following equation, where z r, is
the standard normal deviate for r percent service level:
SS= zr
To control the system adapted here, the reorder policy is the continuos review system. The inventory level decreases in a
variable fashion because of uncertainty in demand until it reaches a predeterminde trigger level, ROP. Here, an order for
replenishment is placed with the vendor. From the time the reorder point is reached until the replenishment is received, the
inventory level continues to decline. Generally, there will be some inventory remaining just befor the replenishment is
received. The average inventory balance just when the rplenishment arrives is the safety stock level SS. This inventory is
maintained to protect against stockouts that might result from unusually high levels of demand and/or longer-than expected
replenishment lead time. Also for several time stockout dose occur. For this method the order quantity is fixed, but the cycle
time between orders varies.
The research adapted the Continuous Review System (Q,r) in their system, so EOQ are fixed, but the cycle between order are
various. Order will be release until the quantity reach Reorder Point (ROP) with safety stock to reduce the risk of uncertainty
demand.
Below is computation example of meat EOQ, ROP and SS .

EOQ

2DS
H

EOQ for meat

=

2(1136.975)(30000)
50000

26.119 kg 27 kg

With daily demand for the meat (from historical data): = 380/122 = 3.115 kg/day
Handling cost Rp. 50000/kg/year, also obtained from hisorical data
Safety Stock and Reorder Point calculation, are calculate as mentioned below (meat example also).
Calculate the standard deviation of the demand data.
Example for September 2008:
Demand on September: 75 kg, Average weekly demand for meat are: 23.75 kg
Deviation for week 1 = 10 23,75
13.75
Square deviation value = ( 13,75)

2

189.0625

Standard deviation (calculation was shown in table 2 below) =

1
N

N

xi i 1

2

825
16

7.181

Determined service level dan service factor
Service level stated percentade of demand on lead time that could be fulfilled. The restaurant management stated the service
level is 96%.
Service factor determined using service level. For service level 96%, the service factor are 1.75.
Counting safety stock
Safety stock

= standar deviasi x service factor x LT
= 7.181 x 1.75 x 1 = 12.567 kg 13 kg

Counting reorder point (ROP)
Reorder point (ROP) formula is
SS + dL, with dL as the average demand on lead time. Counted by multiply the daily
average demand that distribute normally with lead time (LT). Lead time for all those raw material is 1 day.
ROP meat
= SS + (LT )
= 13 + (3.115)(1) = 16,115 kg 17 kg

Table 2: Calculation of Meat’s Square Deviation
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Period
Month

Week

Meat Demand
(kg)

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

September

October

November

December

Total

10
20
20
25
25
15
20
30
30
15
25
25
30
20
30
40
380

Average
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.75

Deviation
-13.75
-3.75
-3.75
1.25
1.25
-8.75
-3.75
6.25
6.25
-8.75
1.25
1.25
6.25
-3.75
6.25
16.25

Square
Deviation
189.0625
14.0625
14.0625
1.5625
1.5625
76.5625
14.0625
39.0625
39.0625
76.5625
1.5625
1.5625
39.0625
14.0625
39.0625
264.0625
825

Determined service level dan service factor
Service level stated percentade of demand on lead time that could be fulfilled. The restaurant management stated the service
level is 96%.
Service factor determined using service level. For service level 96%, the service factor are 1.75.
Counting safety stock
Safety stock

= standar deviasi x service factor x LT
= 7.181 x 1.75 x 1 = 12.567 kg 13 kg

Counting reorder point (ROP)
Reorder point (ROP) formula is
SS + dL, with dL as the average demand on lead time. Counted by multiply the daily
average demand that distribute normally with lead time (LT). Lead time for all those raw material is 1 day.
ROP meat
= SS + (LT )
= 13 + (3.115)(1) = 16,115 kg 17 kg
3.2.2

Choosing the best Supplier using AHP

AHP is an approach to decision making that is designed to assist in the completion of the measurement and comparison of
multiple criteria complex problems. (Saaty, 1993)
After data and criteria collection , AHP are used to choose the best supplier.

Figure 2: Hierarchy Structure for Meat
Using the Analytic Hierarchy Process above the supplier are choosen.
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First by using Matrix Pairwise Comparison than normalize the matrix. Then Calculate the priority vector (PV) for price. After
that consistency test are conducted. We obtained 0,066, below 10%, so we can accept the test.
Consistency Ratio (CR) =

CI
Random Index (RI)
0.059
=
0.066 (nilai CR < 10%, acceptable)
0.900

4. ANALYSIS
Table 3: Result for EOQ, SS and ROP

Meat
Rice
Spice

EOQ (kg)
27.00
42.00
10.00

SS (kg)
13.00
12.00
4.00

ROP (kg)
17.00
16.00
6.00

Because the raw material here is perishable goods meaning the quality could be deteriorate if being kept to long, it could be
overcome by using First In First Out rule in managing it. And from the EOQ, SS and ROP, it could be concluded when the
supply reach reorder point, the raw material will decreased until the order coming, but it will not zero stock, because we have
safety stock. Safety stock could save the company from stock out, or unordinary event such as high demand. So the company
could use the continuous review system, with fixed EOQ, but cycle between order diferent, depent on demand between lead
time.
And for the best supplier for meat, using AHP was obtained: the best price was UD Bersaudara, the best quality was UD
Bersaudara also, on time delivery : UD Uci, accurate quantity: UD Bersaudara, supplier performance: UD Hendra, and overall
criteria: UD Bersaudara.
For the best supplier for rice, was obtained: the best price was UD Sinar Jaya, the best quality was UD Sinar Jaya also, on time
delivery : UD Bintang accurate quantity: UD Bintang, supplier performance: UD Bintang, and overall criteria: UD Sinar Jaya.
For the best supplier for spices, was obtained: the best price was UD Abadi, the best quality was UD Abadi also, on time
delivery : UD Abadi accurate quantity: UD Intan, supplier performance: UD Abadi, and overall criteria: UD Abadi.

5. CONCLUSION
From this reaserch, it could be concluded that the optimem order quantity for meat was 27 kg, rice 42 kg, and spices 10 kg.
And the reorder should be done when the quantity of the meat was 17 kg, rice 16 kg, and spices 6 kg. Safety stock for the raw
material were: meat 13 kg,rice 12 kg, and spices 4 kg. And from the AHP could be chosen the best supplier for meat was UD
Bersaudara, for rice was UD Sinar Jaya, and for Spices was UD Abadi.
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ABSTRACT
Preliminary study conducted in three hospitals in Jakarta illustrating that the nurses as part of medical services had
experienced work related stress condition.The triggers to the stress were responsibility to medical patient’s life, shiftwork
condition, patient’s characteristic, pressure from head section, pressure from medical patient’s family, teamwork, work
environment etc. These conditions led the nurses into high mental workload which can reduce their performance.
The next step of study was mental workload measurement using NASA-TLX with six descriptor (physical necessity, mentally
necessity, time necessity, performance, effort and frustration level ). The result from three different hospital showed that all the
observed nurses from all shift (morning, noon and evening) had high mental workload indicated by score up 70 (scale 10100). This finding led to find suitable ergonomics intervention to solve this condition.
Participatory ergonomics approach was applied to get best solution from stakeholder perception. Each hospital has chosen the
different tools to reduce mental workload. The consideration was based on existing condition of company, cost, time consume,
simplicity to apply and interest. The choice were simply yoga practice, brain gym and laugh therapy and changing shifwork.
Although each hospital with their own choice, the result of implementation showed that there was significant decreasing of
mental workload score.
Keywords
Mental workload, NASA-TLX, simply ergonomics intervention, participatory ergonomics

1. INTRODUCTION
The nurse as an important part of the healthcare industry, was able to experience ergonomic risk associated with mental
workload. Preliminary study conducted in three hospitals in Jakarta illustrating that the nurses as part of medical services had
experienced work related stress condition. The level of stress can affect mental workload.
The 72 nurses as the object of this research come from different type of hospitals (government and private hospital, public and
specialized hospital) and different section of hospital (type of disease and class of inpatient hospital room). Based on the
preliminary questionnaire was indicated that more than 80% of the nurses stated that they had experienced work related
stress condition.[1,5,8] A study from the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health sets that nurse is a profession
who set a very high risk to stress. Seyle in Kroemer [2] indicate the reasons why professional nurses have a very high risk of
exposure to stress are that nurses have a duty and high responsibility on the safety of human life.
The triggers to the stress stated by the nurses were responsibility to medical patient’s life, shiftwork condition, patient’s
characteristic, pressure from head section, pressure from medical patient’s family, teamwork, work environment etc. These
conditions led the nurses into high mental workload which can cause disruption of working concentration, disruption of health,
pressured condition, uncomfort situation and finally effect of working performance.
Based on the fact findings, this research was aimed to measure mental workload and design the ergonomics intervention to
reduce the workload.

2. METHODS
Methods using in this research was divided into two, measurement and application of ergonomics intervention. Measurement
was conducted to measure accurately mental workload meanwhile ergonomics intervention was practiced to reduce
ergonomics risk which in this case was mentalworkload.
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2.1 Mental Workload Measurement
Mental workload is measured using NASA-TLX methods. NASA TLX is the subjective measurement with multidimensional
workload scale consists of six descriptors which are physical necessity (PN), mentally necessity (MN), time necessity (TN),
performance (P), effort (E) and frustration level (FL). Reference [7] suggests suggest to use NASA-TLX method for mental
workload measurement because its high sensitivity
The measurement was carried out to the nurses in three shift, morning, noon and night. There are two step in NASA-TLX
methods which are weighted and rating.
2.1.1 Weighted Step
In weighted step, the respondent choose one the most important pair descriptor just like explained in table 1 and then become
the weight for rating step.
Table 1 Weighted Step
No.

Pair

1

Choice

No.

Pair

PN / MN

9

MN / FL

2

PN / TN

10

TN / P

3

PN / P

11

TN / E

4

PN / E

12

TN / FL

5

PN / FL

13

P/E

6

MN / TN

14

P / FL

7

MN / P

15

E / FL

8

MN / E

Choice

2.1.2 Rating Step
In rating step, respondent will give score for 1-100 for each descriptor based on what they feel about the load just like depicted
in figure 1.

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Very High

Very Low

Figure 1 Rating Step
Here are the step for rating step to get mean weighted workload :
1) Calculating the product value with multiply the rating with the weight for each descriptor. There are six product
values for PN,MN,TN,P,E and FL.
Product = rating x weight factor
(1)
2) Calculating WWL (Weighted Workload)
WWL = ∑ Product
(2)
3) Calculating mean of WWL with dividing total value of WWL with total number of weight which is 15.
Mean of WWL = WWL / 15
(3)
The category for mental workload based on value of WWl can be seen in table 2.
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Table 2 Categorized Score of Mental Workload

Category

Scale

Very high

81-100

High

61 - 80

Moderate

41 - 60

Low

21 - 40

Very Low

0- 20

2.2 Ergonomics Intervention
Simply ergonomics intervention was chosen by the stakeholders as a part participatory ergonomics approach. Forming of
group discussion involving the nurses and their supervisor (leader) was conducted as first step of the intervention design. Then
some of the options offered to the stakeholder including their information. Categories of simply ergonomics intervention based
on considerations, condition of the company, time consume, cost, ease of implementation and familiarity to the options
(interest). Options offered were music therapy, laughter therapy, aromatherapy, yoga, brain gym and changing shiftwork. The
options chosen were laughter therapy, yoga, brain gym and changing shiftwork.
2.2.1

Brain Gym

Brain Gym is a series of simple exercise developed by Paul E. Dennison, Dr. Phill and his wife Gail E. Dennison [2]. The
effects of brain gym are :
1) Reducing emotionally stress and clearing the thinking process.
2) Improving relationship among people in workplace cause relaxing effect
3) Improving language and memorizing skill.
4) Making people more spiritful, creative and also improving concentration ability.
5) Feeling healthier
6) Improving study and work achievement.
Brain gym can activate three dimension of brain which are :
a. Lateral Dimension
To stimulate the left and right hemispheres. When these skills have been mastered, people will be able to process a
linear code, written symbols with the two sides of the brain or from both directions : left to right or right to left which
is the basic ability of academic success. The inability to stimulate the left and right brain hemispheres resulting
learning disabilities or dyslexia.
b. Focusing Dimension
To stimulate the back of the brain or brainstem and the front of the brain (frontal lobes). The inability to stimulate
the part will result in less able to express themselves and participate actively in the learning process, in other words
known as lack of attention, lack of understanding, too late to talk or hyperactive.
c. Convergence Dimension
To stimulate limbic system (midbrain) associated with the emotions and the cerebrum (cerebral cortex) to think
abstractly. The inability to stimulate the part will be marked by unfounded fear, tend to react "to fight or flee", or the
inability to feel or express emotion.
There are some specific movement to activate each dimension of brain.
2.2.2

Laughter Therapy

Laughter therapy was created by dr. Madan Kataria on March 1995 [3]. The main aim of this therapy is eliminate the negative
effects of stress which 70% become cause of disease. The other benefits of this therapy are anti stress manner, reducing
depression and other psychosomatic disorder, strengthening the immnune system, avoiding high blodd pressure and heart
disease, anti aging, etc. This therapy must be conducted systematically and required training and habituation.
2.2.3

Yoga

Yoga teaches the art of relaxation with a variety of movements to stretch each muscle[6]. Yoga relaxes the muscles throughout
the body and the toes to the head, which when combined with breathing techniques properly can reduce stress on the body. In
addition, yoga is also taught how to direct the energy into the body to create a sense of relaxation and improving concentration
ability. The series of movements of the body postures (asanas) and if the breath (pranayama), if done on a regular basis has
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been shown to lead human beings to create an atmosphere of relaxation of highly qualified. Some movement posture (asanas)
done in a good, true, and the concentration able to calm the nervous system of work-related stress, restoring adrenal function to
normal levels and provide comfort to the body. Therefore yoga can be used to release or reduce the stress.
2.2.4

Shift Work Changing

Shift work is a method to set the 24 hour working time into several groups. There are several model of shiftwork such as three
shift with 8 hour rotation (2-3), three shift with 2-2-2 rotation ( 2 days in the morning, 2 days in the noon, 2 days in the night, 2
days off) , three shift with 2-2-3 rotation, two shift with 3 days work and 3 days off and etc.
Organizational criteria by which to judge the suitability of shift systems include the number of shifts per day, the length of
every shift, the times of the day during which no work is done, the coverage of the week by shifts and whether there is shift
work on holidays. They all are known as independent variables. Meanwhile the dependent variable is the health of the shift
worker, whether the shift regimes affect a person;s physiological or psychological well-being.[4]

3. IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 Implementation Of Brain Gym
Brain gym was sosialized with direction from instructor. The nurses were given chance to train before practicing by
themselves. Brain gym was implemented three times a day in the early shift, break time and late shift work. Implementation
was conducted in 7 days.
3.2 Implementation of Laughter Therapy
Laughter therapy was implemented in the beginning of work time for 15-20 minutes each time. The nurses in group applied a
series of therapy. The most important thing of this therapy were willingness to laugh and eye contact. Implementation was
conducted in 10 days.
3.3 Implementation of Yoga
Preferred yoga movement to practice was a movement that was easy to do in the workplace.The nurses were introduced to
yoga by yoga instructor within two days of training. After the training the nurses practiced the yoga by themselves in 14 days.
There was a checklist form to control the nurses practicing yoga.
3.4 Implementation of Shift Work Changing
In the beginning, there was no specific model of practiced shift work. After discussion, management of the hospital was agree
to apply shift work changing as an ergonomics intervention. The model of shift work that was possible to be applied was three
shift with 2-2-2 rotation. Implementation was conducted in 14 days.

4. RESULT
Table 2 show comparison NASA-TLX score before and after implementation the chosen simply ergonomics intervention.
There can not be concluded that specific shiftwork had highest mental workload. All kind of simply intervention can reduce
NASA TLX score which means reducing mental workload
.
Table 3 Comparison Mental Workload Before and After Implementation
NASA TLX SCORE
shift

Morning

noon

night

Hospital

intervention

before

after

before

after

before

after

A

shift work,
laughter therapy

73.89

57.79

74.91

58.51

77.01

59.12

B

brain gym

77.19

64.67

78.81

65.85

75.12

63.91

C

yoga

82.79

72.51

74.51

66.41

76.19

67.14
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5. CONCLUSION
This study concludes that :
1.
2.
3.

Most of the nurses had experienced mental workload in the level of high or very high.
Simply ergonomics intervention can reduce score of NASA TLX.
Although each hospital with their own choice, the result of implementation showed that there was significant
decreasing of mental workload score
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ABSTRACT
In administering intravena invasive technique for pediatric patients, Nurses are obligated to control the fixation of the
insertion area because it may lead to extravasation. This extravasation is considered as adverse-event because it is a kind of
injury or harm which is normally resulted from intravena invasive technique administration. If this condition is not properly
handled, it may lead to infection, causes pain to the patients and finally costs patients due to using additional medical
equipment due to re-administrering intravena invasive technique.
This phenomenon was also happened in XYZ Hospital. For this reason, some of nurses in XYZ hospital decided to meet and
formed QCC group in order to reduce the number of extravasation adverse-event. Before QCC group, the number of reinvasive administration was about 42 patients due to extravasation with additional cost of IDR 5,833,800 and after QCC
group, this number was improved to about 21 patients or 50% reduction with additional cost only IDR 3,168,900 or IDR
2,664,900 lower than before. This result proves that the implementation QCC method has proven in improving the quality of
intravena invasive technique for pediatric patients.
Keyword
Extravasation, fixation, adverse-event, QCC

1. INTRODUCTION
In order to support a pediactric patient’s healing process in any hospital, an intravena invasive technique is usually
administered because it is prescribed by his or her doctor. If this can not be properly administered, then it will lead to the
adverse event of extravasation to the patient.
An extravasation is a kind of medical adverse event that may happen when the medication fluid is flowing outside the patient’s
intravena due to the patient’s uncontrollable mobilisation drived by the patient’s anxiety. If this is not properly handled, then it
will result in form of infection in which the number of patogent bacteries are increasing. Furthermore, these patogent bacteries
may cause the patient’s condition deteriorating. Figure 1 below depicts how the extravasation may happens and its forms of
probable resulted infection. In addition, curing the infection may require additional medication and, therefore, it may increase
the patient bill due to the use of additional invasive tools.
During the observation at XYZ hospital, the data on the extravasation has shown its increasing number among pediatric
patients. This fact has urged several nurses forming QCC group [1] in order to improve the quality of the intravena invasive
technique.

Figure 1. The process of extravasation and its probable forms of infection
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Based on the above condition, the group has set several research objectives as follows:
1. To find the root cause of the extravasation among the pediactric patients.
2. To draw the needed action plans to reduce the number of extravasation among pediactric patients.
3. To evaluate the implementation of the action plan in order to find the most effective effort in reducing the number of
extravasation among pediactric patients.
4. To standardize the most effective effort that has proved in reducing the number of extravasation.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research has been conducted using the methodology of QCC [1] in which several nurses from XYZ hospital are meeting
together in order to discuss the issue. In this method, there are 8 steps under Plan-Do-Check-Action cycle as describe in figure
2.

Figure 2. The 8 Steps of QCC Method
From the above figure, we can conclude that 8 steps are as follows:
Step 1: Setting the quality improvement theme.
This step is done by using brainstorming, process mapping, evaluating waste, examining QCDSMPEEE (Quality, Cost,
Delivery, Safety, Moral, Productivity, Ergonomic and Environment) matrix, and 5S-House Keeping method.
Step 2: Setting the quality improvement target.
By deploying SMART (Specific-Measureable-Achieveable-Reasonable-Time Bound) criteria.
Step 3: Analyzing the current condition.
The actual data and information shall be analyzed using 4M1E (Man, Machine, Method, Material and Environment) frame
work and its corressponding probably impacts in QCDSMPEE matrix.
Step 4: Cause and Effect Analysis.
In this step, each problem shall be traced to its root cause by deploying the cause and effect diagram.
Step 5: Plan the solution.
Each root cause shall be properly overcomed. Therefore, an action plan needs to be developed. This is done by using 5W2H1T
(What, Why, Where, When, Who, How, and How Much) to detail the intended plan.
Step 6: Conduct the solution plan.
The group needs to implement the solution plan in the exact way and record all the result that may come from the
implementation. If the result has deviation, then the group needs to evaluate the root cause using PICA form (Problem
Identification and Corrective Action) and discuss it during the team meeting.
Step 7: Evaluating the result.
In this step, the group collects the result from the implementation of solution plan and compares it with the target by deploying
histogram.
Step 8: Standarizing the solution and next plan.
In this last step, the group may standardize the solutions that have proved the desired result compared to the target.

3. DISCUSSION
In the month of January 2010, the QCC group of nurses at XYZ hospital has meet together in order to initial the quality
improvement that is needed to be done. The results have been elaborated in the following sections based on QCC method.
Step 1: Setting the quality improvement theme.
During the month of January to March 2010, the group has identified 3 major quality problems that they were facing with such
as the extravasation among pediactric patients, the leakage of medication fluid bags, and incomplete medical records. The data
is shown as folows:
Table 1. The quality problems
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Form the above table, we can conclude that the extravation among pediatric patients is the most significant quality problem
that the group faced during the observation period. This has been proved by evaluating the pareto diagram as follows:

Figure 3. The quality problems pareto digram
Once the quality problem has set, the group decide that they need to make a proper project schedule so that the quality
improvement project may be completed on time.
Table 2. Activity Schedule

From the above table, we can conclude that the activities of QCC group is scheduled from January 2010 to September 2010 (9
months) with details 3 month for setting the theme, 2 month for planning dan 3 months for implementation and 1 month for
evaluating the result.
Step 2: Setting the quality improvement target.
In order to properly set the quality improvement target, the group has evaluated its actual performance in preventing the
extravasation among pediatric patients as shown in the following table:
Table 3. Extravasation Performance Control

From the above table, we can conclude that the average number of extravasation accidents among pediatric patients is around 6%
during the observation period with deviation about 2%. Therefore, the group has set the target from 6% to 4% as shown in the
folowing figure:

Figure 4. Target Setting Graph
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Step 3: Analyzing the current condition.
In this step, the group has observed and meet together in order to analyze the current condition in which the nurse were
customed in conducting intravena invasive technique among pediatric patients. The results are presented in the following table:
Table 4. Analysis of the current condition

From the table, we can conclude that the extravasation may occur due to several factors. First, When doing the fixation, nurses
had covered the insertion area with intransparant bandage. Second, the position of syringe and fixation condition were not
properly checked by nurses. Third, the monitoring form used by nurses was not include the responsibility to check the position
of syringe and fixation condition. Fourth, the quality of spalks were not good enough to protect the condition of fixation. Lastly,
the quality of bandage were not adequate in protecting the condition of fixation.
These factual conditions found by the group are important information because they may affect several problems by using
QCDSMPEE matrix as we may learn from the following table:
Table 5. The evaluation QCDSMPEE Before QCC

There are several impacts that may generated from the current condition. First, the nurse may not be regarded as professional
nurse. Second, the medical cost may increase due to additional treatment. Third, the healing process of the patient may be
delayed especially when the infection takes place. Fourth, the condition may risk the patient safety due to the exposure to the
undesireable infection. Lastly, the extravasation may encourage the patient to place complaint against the hospital management
due to the pain caused by the infection or additional treatment.
Step 4: Cause and Effect Analysis.
The following figure is depicting the cause effect of the quality problem faced by the team:

Figure 5. Cause and Effect Analysis
From the above diagram, we may learn that there are also several root causes that drived the possibility of extravasation among
pediactric patients. First, the nurse did not conduct the intravena invasive technique properly based on Standarized Operating
Procedure (SOP) so that the insertion area was not covered by transparant bandage as instructed in the SOP. Second, there is
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no clear instruction for the nurse to check the position of syringe and fixation condition in the SOP. Third, the monitoring form
was not include the intended instruction as described in the third point so that the head of nurse can not decide whether the
checking was properly conducted.Fourth, the quality of spalk used for fixation was made of the unused cartoon so that it may
be deteriorated due to the pediactric patient’s sweat on the area of fixation. Lastly, the quality of bandage was easily
deteriorated due to the same cause.
Step 5: Plan the solution.
In this step, every root cause shall be overcomed by proper solution. This was done in order to prevent the posibility of
recurring cause in the future. The following table is intended to decribe the more detailed planning of the solution.
Table 6. Planning the solution.

From the table, we can drive several needed solutions as planned. First, to revise work instruction related to intravena invasive
technique. Second, to revise form used during conducting the intravena invasive technique. Third, to procure wooden spalk to
strengthen the fixation. Fourth, to procure more stronger bandage. And lastly, to implement the revised work instruction. These
solutions do not need any budget because the cost occured during the intravena invasive will be burdened to the patient.
Step 6: Conduct the solution plan.
In this step, all planned solutions are implemented and evaluated. The result is shown in the following table:
Table 7. Impementation the solutions

From the above table, we can see that during the implementation period, the group did not find any problems and therefore, we
can conclude that the solutions had done successfully as planned. The details on the results may be presented in the following
sections.
The result of solution 1: Revised Work Instruction
The following table shows the summary of the revised part of the work instruction:
Table 8. Revised Work Instruction

The above table has shown that by revising the work instruction, it will also update the quality management system of XYZ
hospital.
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The result of solution 2: Revised Form
The following form has shown the revised form:

Figure 6. Revised form
The above figure has shown that the form has been revised by adding the required columns named as the position of the
syringe and the condition of the fixasation in order to ensure that the activities are properly implemented.
The result of solution 3: The procurement of Spalk.
The following figure is related to the procurement of spalk:

Figure 7. The procurement of Spalk
From the above figure, we can see that the previous spalk was replaced with better quality of spalk in order to ensure that teh
fixation is improved better.
The result of solution 4: The procurement of more stronger bandage.
The following figure is related to the procurement of more stronger bandage:

Figure 8. The procurement of more stronger bandage.
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The above figure has shown that the previous bandage is replaced with the better quality of bandage in order to strengthen the
fixation.
The result of solution 5: Socialization of the revised work instruction
The following table has shown the feedback during the socialization of the revised work instruction:
Table 9. The feedback of the socialization

From the above table, we can conclude that the socialization was properly done in which the nurses were undestand about the
new way of conducting intravena invasive technique.
The result of solution 6: The implementation of the revised instruction
The following figure has shown the result of implementing the revised instruction:

Figure 9. The implementation of the revised instruction
The above figure has shown that after conducting the new way of the intravena invasive technique, the quality of fixation is
improved, therefore, it may reduce the possibility of the accident of the extravasation.
Step 7: Evaluating the result.
The following table has shown the result of the QCC project:
Tabel 10. The result of QCC Project

The above table has shown that the number of the extravasation accident during May to Jul 2010 was around 3%. This result
exceeded the targeted about 125% from the target as shown in the following graph:

Figure 10. Result evaluation
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From reviewing QCSMPEE, then we can conclude the result as follows:
Table 11. QCDSMPEE Review after QCC Project

The above table has shown that the implementation of QCC project has generated several benefit. On of the benefit is in
reducing the cost of quality related to the use of medical tools during the implementation of the new way of the intravena
invasive technique.
Table 12. The cost of material.

Table 13. The cost of quality.

The above table has shown that the cost of quality before QCC was about IDR 138.900,00 per patient dan after QCC about
IDR 151.000,00 per patient.By multiplying this cost with the number of invasive aciton, we can generate the reduction about
IDR 2.664.900,00 in total.
Step 8: Standarizing the solution and next plan.
The standarization are as follow:
1. The use of Work Instruction of the intravena invasive technique and Form of monitoring the quality of fixation quality.
2. The use of wooden spalk and stronger bandage in strengthening the fixation to the patient with high explosure of
extravasation.
3. To revise the quality objective to 3% per month.
The next project will be to reduce the number of incompleted medical records of the pediatric patients.

4. CONCLUSION
There are several conclusion that we can learn from this research such as the following items:
1. The root cause of the extravasation was due to the low quality of fixation so that it will be deteriorated due to the patient
mobilization.
2. To overcome the root cause, there was an effort needed to strengthening the quality of fixation using wooden spalk and
stronger bandage. In order to guarantee this implementation, the group also revised the work instruction and form.
3. This effort has resulted the reduction of the number of the extravasation from 6% to 3%.
4. Because its resul, the group has standarized the revised work instruction and form.
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ABSTRACT
Tourism in Bali increase fastly and causing many new hotels arise. This leads to the tight competition of the hotel business in
Bali and push the existing hotels to improve their competitiveness. In order to improve their competitiveness, the company
needs to do performance measurement as a function of control, evaluation and to make continous improvements. Bali Ayu
Hotel & Villas as the object of this research only measured their performance based on the financial perspective, just by
measuring the hotel revenues. This research use Balanced Scorecard method in a linkage with Customer Relationship
Management. Balanced Scorecard method has ability in measuring overall performance between financial perspective and
non-financial perspective. Hotel is corporation that offer service as the main product, so it is important for the hotel to focus
on the customer Due to that objectives, the hotel needs Customer Relationship Management method as a tool to manage their
customer in order to give the best services.
Keywords
Balanced Scorecard, Customer Relationship Management.

1. INTRODUCTION
Bali island is popular resort area in Indonesia that always become one of the best traveling destination in the world. The
culture, panoramic, people, beach, art, food and many fabulous things made everyyear many tourist come and enjoy their
holiday in this beautiful island. Based on the data from visit Indonesia 2009 from Tourism Department, shown that the quantity
of tourist coming to Bali has been increase significantly among the last ten years. Due to information from local goverment
confirms that the amount of hotel going up rapidly neither local or foreign investment. Bali Ayu Hotel & Villas build in 1999
which location at Petitenget 99x street, Seminyak, Kuta. This hotel own by native investor and contour in cottages and villa
with classic Balinese architecture surrounding by village panoramic. The hotel offers a lot of facilities like spa, restaurant,
lounge bar, swimming pool and pool bar, laundry service, money changer and various adventure activity. This is the strategy of
the hotel in term of get new customer and maintain retention customer to choose Bali Ayu Hotel & Villa as their home. All this
approach however, can not be the guarantee that the hotel will get surplus financial in the long term. The management should
determine medium and long term strategies related with vision and mission organization in order to maximise the future
market potency.
Be aware of this situation, Bali Ayu Hotel & Villa considering many perspectives to measure their organization performance
that not only assess financial but also non-financial aspects. This outlined the research framework using Balanced Scorecard
(BSC) to translate the vision and misson into strategies and key performance indicator to measure. Thus Customer
Relationship Mangement (CRM) as important method to complete the BSC framework, especially in hotel that rely on
customer orientation in their priority focus. CRM has advantage to improve organization value through customer segment
organize in running business process.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
This research classifies studies into two themes of model that are Balanced Scorecard and Customer Relationship
Management. The weighting process use Pairwise Comparison Analytic Network Process with software Super Decision
Analysis 2.0.8.
2.1 Balanced Scorecard
According to Anthony and Govindarajan [1] Balanced Scorecard is a tools that help organization focus, improve
communication, and strategies feedback. Balanced Scorecard also adimited not only performance measurement but also as
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powerful strategic management tool [2]. The Balanced Scorecard was originated in 1990 conducted by Kaplan and Norton.
BSC is aimed at helping enterprises achieve visions and strategies. In addition to the financial perspectives, the operational
perspectives was included in order to amend the insufficiencies inherent in traditional performance appraisals. BSC therefore is
not a performance appraisal system but a new strategic management system that integrates corporate strategies, visions, and
performance appraisal. This management system is composes of four perspectives, including financial, customer, internal
process and learning and growth [3]. Particularly emphasized is the balance in the measurement system. This balance is
maintained between short-and long-term goals, financial and non-financial measures, lagging and leading indexes, and external
and internal performance perspectives. The architecture of the scorecard, as shown in Figure 1, will be the foundation for
enterprise when reconsidering the development of their performance management.

Financial
perspective

Strategy, vision,
and corporation
mission

Customer
perspective

Internal Process
perspective

Learning & Growth
perspective
Figure 1. Balanced Scorecard Perspectives
2.2 Customer Relationship Management
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) was initially considered as a technology-only tool or simple database marketing.
However, its has evolved into a management philosophy in which organization concentrates its activities around the customer
[4]. Over time, it has emerged as a strategy to use information technology to integrate the cross functions of employees to
understand and retain long term profitable relationship with customers. The goal is to create greater value for both customers
and shareholders. This can be done by classify customers segmentation, direction to customer satisfaction orientation, and
implement the business process.
Fundamental element from relationship within customer and the organization is focus in customer retention and encouraging of
customer value. This illustrated ini figure 2.

Relationship

Retention

Referrals

Recovery

Figure 2. CRM Cycle
According to Lo [5], there are 9 main activities of CRM concepts:
1. Customer portofolio analysis: CRM places great importance on assessing the potential economic contribution of each
customer by estimating the revenue generated. Without customer data, the companies will not able to segment the
market.
2. Customer intimacy: communication with customers as an important component of enhancing the intimacy with
customers. The company must be proficient in acquiring, enhancing, storing, distributing, and using high-quality
customer data.
3. Value proposition development: this stages involves identifying sources of value for customers and creating an
experience that meets and exceeds their expectations and requirements.
4. Manage customer lifecycle: customer acquisition, retention, and development are important processes in managing
customer lifecylce. With good customer databases and ata mining techniques, customer data can be used to prospect
new customers and for cross-selling and promotion of new products and services.
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5. Evaluation and control : tracking the performance of the customers evaluation of the hotel experiences. Analyzing the
information for performance monitoring to improve its services and products.
6. Leadership and culture : related with direction and work culture inside organization. The leader must be strongly
committed to lead the change
7. Information technology : appropriate use of technology certainly helps the organization manage customer relationship
more effectively.
8. People : passionate employees with strong enthusiasm in their job, considerable resources in recruiting, training, and
retaining.
9. Process : is the way which things are done within an organization. The processes need to be designed and
implemented to facilitate the creation of value the customers and the achievement of CRM objectives.
2.3 Pairwise Comparison Analytic Network Process
Analytic Network Process (ANP) developed by Thomas L.Saaty in 2001. The aim of elaborate this method is to improve
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method disadvantage [6]. ANP is widen than AHP. ANP contains the interdependence
among the criteria or subcriteria that could be influenced each other. The assessment is comparing importance between two
criteria that represent many side of judgment. Hotel have indicators measure that consist of several criteria which stimulus one
or some indicator along the organization operational. This is why the priority of that indicators could be related.

3. FRAMEWORK OF INTEGRATION BCS AND CRM
Balanced Scorecard provides each perspectives hierarchy within an enterprise with a comprehensive measurement standard
and integrates strategic goal. Thus Customer Relationship Management was added and put together in that relevance BSC
perspective. The framework shown in figure 3.

Financial
perspective

Customer Portofolio
Analysis

Customer
perspective

Customer
Intimacy

Value Proposition
Development

Internal Business
Process
perspective

Information
Technology

Manage
Customer
Lifecycle

Evaluation and
Control

Learning and
Growth
perspective

People

Process

Leadership and
Culture

Figure 3. Framework integration BSC and CRM

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Based on the framework, strategic map was construct and many key performance indicators derived from each of the strategy.
In order to give different priority depend on the level of importances, Pairwise Comparison Analytic Network Process using
Super Decision 2.0.8 software used to calculate the weight of those key performance indicators. This results shown in table 1.
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Table 1. The weight of perspectives

Cluster
Balanced Scorecard
Perspective

CRM Perspective for
Customer Perspective
CRM Perspective for
Internal Business
Process Perspective
CRM Perspective for
Learning and Growth
Perspective

Node
Financial Perspective
Customer Perspective
Internal Business Process
Perspective
Learning and Growth
Perspective
Customer Intimacy
Value Proposition
Development
Evaluation and Control
Information Technology
Manage Customer
Lifecycle
People
Process
Leadership and Culture

Normalized Value
0,1911
0,6570

Inconsistency Index

0,0760

0,0275

0,0760
0,5000
0,0000

0,5000
0,4546
0,0909

0,0000

0,4546
0,3333
0,3333
0,3333

0,0000

The performance measurement constructs in four period that are: period I in Januari-March represent low season, period II in
April-June as medium season, then period III along July-September stated as high season, and the last period IV put in
October-December for peak season. Table 2 describe the score from the measurement for year 2008 and 2009. The range
score is deviate from 1 to 5. One is the worst condition, three is moderate, and five is the excellent achievement. The score two
and four rely on the understanding between bottom and up level. The performance in 2009 have improved from 2008. The
CRM with BSC framework is aimed at helping the hotel to reach vision and strategies.
Table 2. Performance score

Year
Period
Period 1
Period 2
Period 3
Period 4
Annual

2008
Score
3,0283
3,6293
3,7925
3,5843
3,5086

2009
Score
3,6225
4,5870
4,5570
4,2690
4,2589

5. CONCLUSION
This paper has objective to establish performance measurement using Balanced Scorecard and Customer Relationship
Management. The focus is in the customer. The empirical findings and implications for management are explained as follows:
CRM drives BSC focus on specific target market and understanding customer character more, therefore organization
can take strategic decision.
CRM drives BSC to assess the performance not only based on financial results, but also pay close attention on
customer and their overall relationship.
CRM drives BSC to concentrate in customer retention and loyalty
CRM will drive cost efficiency occur because of better services or effective marketing promotion. CRM will drive
operational efficiency
CRM will increase time to market that bring product to market more faster with good customer information.
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ABSTRACT
Flight queing in routine maintenance service in a flight school causes a deficiency in flight avaiability for school daily
operations. Therefore it’s disturbing school daily operations. Moreover it could cause a dissatisfaction to the student since
their service level will decrease along with the lack of ready-flight to operate. So, an optimal usage schedule and maintenance
schedule for flight are quite critical. In this paper will be discussed a case of optimization for optimizing the flight maintenance
schedule in flight school which currently taking 2000 hours for the maintenance service for each flight by proposing memetic
algorithm. The results show that there are zero flight deficiency for almost 10 years with a standard deviation of 0.4395 and
give an increasing number of student that could be enrolled in that school or increase school student capacity.
Keywords
Memetic Algorithm, Flight Scheduling, Optimization

1. INTRODUCTION
Scheduling is one of the important things in aviation. In airplanes, flight scheduling and maintenance scheduling is the main
thing to noticed, because the optimal scheduling is needed in flight. If in an enterprise there is an optimal scheduling, the use of
time, energy, production, and profits will also be got more optimal.
In its lifetime operation, every aircraft must get a periodic maintenance. This maintenance should be done because each
component has a specific age limit so it must be replaced or repaired. Basically, maintenance is divided into two kinds, which
includes preventive maintenance is maintenance to prevent failure of the component before the component was damaged, and
corrective maintenance is maintenance of the damaged components to be used again.
Maintenance of aircraft is usually grouped by intervals commensurate in packages of work, or often called clustering [1]. This
kind of maintenance is done to make it the easier, effective, and efficient. Intervals which are being undertaken to carry out the
work packages are:
- Flight Hour
Is the inspection interval which is based on the number of operational hours of airplane.
- Flight Cycle
Is the inspection interval which is based on the number of takeoff-landing of an aircraft. One time a takeoff-landing
calculated as one cycle.
- Calendar Time
Is the interval inspection which is carried out in a specifically schedule.
Flight educational institution is an institution that has responsibility to educate its students in the field of aviation education,
which includes major aviators, aviation engineering, aviation safety, and aviation management. Major of Aviators require the
ready aircrafts to wear every day, so flight schedules of the students are not disrupted with inspected aircrafts. A preventive
maintenance of an aircraft in a flight educational institution is known as maintenance scheduling. For flight hour maintenance
is divided into multiples of 50, 100, and 2000 hours. Each group has a different job lists to be done. For calendar time usually
was not done in educational institutions, because the high frequency of use of the aircraft, so they usually use the flight hour
maintenance. Corrective maintenance is commonly known as unscheduled maintenance. The example guide of unscheduling
maintenance is a hard landing, where pilots (students) report the incident to the Maintenance Department.
The purpose of scheduling maintenance of aircraft is to arrange the order of a aircraft maintenance scheduled (50, 100, and
2000 hours) in one time interval, eg 1 or 2 years so the aircraft is always ready if it is require to used and there is no stacked of
aircraft during the maintenance.
A case in a wellknown Indonesia flight educational institution is taken. The problem faced by institution is the accumulation of
stacked aircraft during maintenance, results the number of ready aircraft to be used does not comply with requests from the
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Aviators Major. And also there is no schedule of aircraft need to be used which provided from the Aviators Major to the
Maintenance Department. Thus the scheduling should be adjusted from the Maintenance Department and Aviators Major.
In this paper there will be a solution to solve aircraft maintenance scheduling problem using Memetic Algorithm method. The
principle is based on the analogy of biological evolution, which consists of population initialize process, mutation process,
crossing process, and selection process.

2. THEORITICAL REVIEW
2.1 Scheduling
Scheduling has a special meaning as the duration of work time required to conduct a series of work activities that exist in
aviation activities. Scheduling is also as a process for preparing a list of work to be done to achieve or realize a goal that also
contains tables for its implementation.
2.2 Maintenance
In its lifetime, each aircraft must have a schedule for maintenance. This maintenance should be done because each component
has a specific age limit so these components must be replaced. Besides that, the component must be repaired if found has
suffered damage.
Maintenance can be divided into two major groups, namely preventive maintenance and corrective maintenance [2]. Preventive
maintenance is maintenance that prevents the occurrence of the failure of the component before the component is damaged.
And corrective maintenance is maintenance for repair the damaged components so can be back to the initial condition / used
again.
Preventive maintenance can be divided into two types, namely:
1. Periodic maintenance or hard time, a treatment that is based on a maximum time limit of age of an aircraft component.
In other words, this treatment is a preventive maintenance by replacing aircraft components even though components
are not damaged.
2. On-condition maintenance, a treatment that requires an inspection to determine the condition of an aircraft component.
Once it can be determined further action base on the results of these inspections. If there are symptoms of damage, these
components can be replaced if technical and economic reasons meet.
Corrective maintenance is also known as condition monitoring, which is maintenance carried out after the damage to a
component found, by improving the component. If the improvements can not be done with the technical and economic reasons,
then they should do the replacement.
2.3 Memetic Algorithm
Memetic algorithm is an extension of the concept of genetic algorithms with heuristic search algorithm based on the
mechanism of biological evolution. The diversity in biological evolution is a variation of chromosomes in an individual
organism. This chromosomal variation will affect the reproductive rate and level of ability to remain living organisms [3].
Individuals who are more powerful (fit) will have a higher level of survival or the survival rate. In addition, the stronger
individual will have a higher reproductive rate compared with individuals who are less fit [4]. At a certain period (often known
as the generation), population as a whole will contains of more fit organisms.
Genetic algorithms were first developed by John Holland from University of Michigan (1975). John Holland said that any
problems in the form of adaptation (natural or artificial) can be formulated in genetic terminology. Genetic algorithm is a
simulation of Darwinian Evolution process and genetic operations on chromosomes [5].
2.3.1 General Structure of Memetic Algorithm
In this algorithm, the search techniques performed well on a number of possible solutions known as population. Individual in a
population is called chromosome. This chromosome is a solution that was still shaped as a symbol. Initial population was built
by random, whereas the next population is the result of the evolution of the chromosomes through iterations which called
generations. In each generation, chromosomes will through evaluation process by using a measuring instrument called the
fitness function. Value of fitness of a chromosome will indicate the quality of the chromosomes from the population. The next
generation is known as a child (offspring) are formed from the combination of two current generation of chromosomes that act
as the parent (parent) using crossover operator. Beside crossover operator, a chromosome can also be modified by using
mutation operator.
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The population of the new generation is formed by selecting the fitness value of chromosome carrier (parent) and the fitness
value of chromosome children (offspring), and also reject the other chromosomes so the population size (number of
chromosomes in a population) is constant. After going through several generations, then this algorithm will converge to the
best chromosome.
The differences between memetic algorithm and genetic algorithm is addition of the local search techniques in the algorithm
memetika. Local search in memetic algorithm aims to make the selection of chromosomes from individuals who have the best
fitness value to be the Parents of the next generation and control the size of the search space near optimal solution. Local
search techniques can be applied before or after the process of selection-crossover-mutation [6].
In this paper is using Two Phase Metaheuristik Hybrid Algorithm in local search techniques. Two Phase Metaheuristik Hybrid
Algorithm is a method of searching neighbor solution by using a set of neighboring solution structure N = {Ninsert, N2-opt,
Nchange} by randomly picking one of the neighbor solution structure at each iteration [7]. Local Search Ninsert is a movement to
move a single gene to the other genes in a single Solution Representation (SR) with the notation m insert = (i, k, i+), which
means the transfer of gen k to be placed between gen i and gen i+. Local Search N2-Opt is a movement to redeem the two genes
with other genes in a single Solution Representation (SR) with the notation m2-opt (k-c, k, i-, i), which means the exchange
order-k, k with the gene sequence i-, i. Local Search Nchange is a movement to redeem a single gen with other genes in a single
Solution Representation (SR) with the notation mchange (k, i), which means the exchange k by i.
2.3.2 Principal Components of Memetic Algorithm
In general, the simple flow charts of memetic algorithm as shown in Figure 1 below [8]:

Figure 1: Flowchart of Simplified Memetic Algorithm
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3. METHODOLOGY
The initial phase of this paper is preparation of the problem. At this stage, situation, condition and the problem is defined. And
also limit the scope of the research issues identified. The next stage is the preparation for algorithms modeling, the algorithm
model is made with the aid of software MATLAB 7.8, the steps to manufacture the model are follow:
1.
2.
3.

Identify the data required and then collect secondary data from the company.
Determining the parameters that will be used for data processing.
Creating a genetic algorithm model of the problems with the software Matlab 7.8.

After the program is created, then we have to make sure whether the program can be run, then we do the verification and
validation, by comparing the results of the program schedule with manual calculation. Then do the Design of Experiment
(DOE) to determine the input value which producing the best output value. The steps in this stage are:
1. Conduct verification and validation of the program that has been made.
2. Conduct DOE to determine the input value which produce the best output value.
3. Comparing and analyzing the solution schedule with initial conditions.
4. Conclusions based on the analysis results.
The Mathematical Model
Scheduling maintenance of aircraft in the institution follow flight hour where aircraft maintenance in accordance with the
hours of aircraft used, which means the maintenance depends on the aircraft used by the students. The drawback is there is a
stacked of aircraft at the 2000-hours maintenance, therefore the objective function of scheduling maintenance is to minimize
the occurrence of 2000-hours maintenance at the same time.
Variables:
Cij
= Aircraft age i in the end of periode j
Xij

= 1 , if aircarft i in periode j used.
= 0 , 0 , if aircraft i in periode j does not used.

Cij=0

= Ui , initial age of aircraft i

Pij

= 1 , if aircraft i in periode j
= 0 , if aircraft i in periode j

do 50-hours maintenance.
did not do any maintenance.

qij

= 1 , if aircraft i in periode j
= 0 , if aircraft i in periode j

do 100-hours maintenance.
did not do any maintenance.

rij

= 1 , if aircraft i in periode j
= 0 , if aircraft i in periode j

do 2000-hours maintenance.
did not do any maintenance.

Subscripts:

i = Aircraft 1, 2, 3,...., 24
j = Week 0, 1, 2, 3,...., 480

Objective function:
o.f. min Z =
w.d
.

rij

(1)

Cij = Cij-1 + 25 Xij

(2)

(Cij) / 50 = Integer
so pij = 1 , maintenance
pij = 0 , not maintenance

(3)

(Cij) / 100 = Integer
so qij = 1 , maintenance
qij = 0 , not maintenance

(4)

(Cij) / 100 = Integer , so pij = 0

(5)

(Cij) / 2000 = Integer
so rij = 1 , maintenance
rij = 0 , not maintenance

(6)
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(rij) = 1 , so

pij +

rij = 6

qij +

(7)

rij

≤ 75 (8)

Descriptions:
1. The objective function is to minimize the 2000-hours maintenance at the same time.
2. Aircraft ages in week j.
3. 50-hours maintenance.
4. 100-hours maintenance.
5. If aircraft i do 100-hours maintenance, so the 50-hpurs maintenance cannot be done.
6. 2000-hours maintenance.
7. If aircraft i do 2000-hours maintenance, then the aircraft cannot be used for 6 weeks (be in overhaul).
8. Availability of maintenance time for one week is 75 hours, each of maintenance require time as follow:
50 hours
= 5 hours
100 hours
= 10 hours
2000 hours = 5 hours /day

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The institution is involving 24 aircraft for students practice, with 15 mechanics, and 25 students each semester. Each aircraft
used in a week for 25 hours, means that each aircraft used for 5 hours every day. Every aircraft that has been used for 50 hours
cannot be used next week because it is in the maintenance. The following table is the aircraft needs every week in the month x
each semester:
Table 1: Aircraft Needs every Week (units) in the Month x each Semester

The proposed solution of this maintenance scheduling is to use memetic algorithm. In this research, memetic algorithm was
adopted into the MATLAB programming language. The objective function is to minimize 2000-hours maintenance at the same
period.
In this research, the parameter factors which are used to simulate the scheduling is a factor of population size (Ukpop),
maximum iterations (MaxG), the probability of crossover (Pc), and local search (LS),. Each factor has a combination of levels,
where each factor is replicated 6 times, with 4 factors and 3 levels so the total of replication is carried out as much as 486
times. Table 2 shows the level of combinations each parameter factors:
Table 2: Combination level of Each Parameter Factors

Parameters
Population Size (Ukpop)

Level
30

50

100

Maximum Iterations (MaxG)

1000

5000

10000

Probability of Crossover (Pc)

0,5

0,7

0,95

Local Search (LS)

10

100

1000

The result of aircraft scheduling maintenance with the objective function to minimize the occurrence of 2000-hours
maintenance at the same periode with the best combination of parameter values is Ukpop 30, MaxG 10,000, Crossover 0.5, and
local search 10. Table 3 shows the results of the best aircraft maintenance scheduling.
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Table 3: The Best Aircraft Maintenance Scheduling

Aircraft amount

24

Periode (weeks)

480

Amount of 2000-hours maintenance

33

Amount of Additional Aircraft

0

Best Standard Deviation

0,43955

Total of best combination running time

126.9722

Research about the aircraft scheduling maintenance previously done by using the Genetic Algorithm (GA) method. Here is a
comparison of previous studies using AG with this research (using AM):
Table 4 : Comparison of Research AG Method dan AM Method
Genetic Algorithm

Memetic Algorithm

Best Deviation Std. = 0.43955
Best running time = 34,4759 seconds
Amount of students = 29

Best Deviation Std. = 0.43955
Best running time = 126.9722 seconds
Amount of students = 30 orang

Compared with previous paper that used genetic algorithm, this paper obtained better results in an increasing number of
students that can be received from 29 people to 30 people per semester, with a standard deviation of both Genetic Algorithm
and Memetic Algorithm Memetic is 0.43955. As for the best running time of Memetic Algorithm is longer than Genetic
Algorithm, it is fair to say because it occurs on the addition of Local Search techniques each time running the program.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a simulation-optimization model for aircraft scheduling maintenance. The model combines the rotation of
aircraft usage and 2000-hours maintenance, at institution with memetic algorithm. The result of optimization in scheduling
research shows that the model results aircraft maintenance schedule in terms of availability for 10 years to 25 students each
semester.
1. Based on the analysis of aircraft maintenance scheduling problem in this paper using memetic algorithm with the
MATLAB 7.8 language program, obtained the aircraft maintenance scheduling model, where there is no shortage of the
aircraft for 10 years with aircraft maintenance scheduling sequence combinations to-7.
2. The most optimal 2000-hours aircraft maintenance schedule for the next 10 years is obtained with the best combination
of parameters, which are Ukpop 30, MaxG 10,000, crossover 0.5, and Local Search 10 with the standard deviation of
0.43955.
3. Running time of the program to obtain the best aircraft maintenance schedule is 126.9722 seconds by using a notebook
centrino duo which has 2GB memory.
4. With aircraft maintenance scheduling conditions which exist today, the institution can increase the number of students
that can be received from 25 people to 30 people per semester.
5. Compared with previous studies using Genetic Algorithm, obtained better results in an increasing number of students
that can be received from 29 people to 30 people per semester, with a standard deviation of both Genetic Algorithm and
Algorithm Memetic is 0.43955.
6. Running time of program which produce the best parameter combination studies with Memetic algorithm method was
more longer than the method of Genetic Algorithm with the time difference by 92,4963 seconds.
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ABSTRACT
The study concerns in modeling the production schedule of 5” and 6” Silicon Polished Wafer manufacturing. The process of
both products is categorized as flexible flow shop with 12 different types of product. Each product is processed through four
stages with fixed sequence. There is a limitation of process flexibility among three of four stages that also causes the
scheduling become difficult to arrange. Some dispatching rule is applied to solve the schedule problem. SPT (shortest
processing time) and EFT (earliest finish time) is the two of dispatching rule which used for this kinds of problem. The other
method that also carried out with those two dispatching rule is job families approaching. Job families approaching will
minimize the effect of limited process flexibility. Those combined methods will be developed to be an algorithm called
multiproduct-multistage algorithm and applied to the initial solution. The initial solution consists of the schedule of each
stage. Initial solution is optimized by using a Genetic Algorithm. Genetic Algorithm is search process of the best solutions
among possible solutions by simulating the natural evolutionary process.
Keywords
Scheduling, flexible flow shop, multi-product multistage, dispatching rule, genetic algorithm

1. INTRODUCTION
An important function of management is the coordination and control of complex activities, including optimum resource
allocation in the performance of those activities. In scheduling problems we must determine the order or sequence for
processing a set of jobs through several machines in an optimal manner. The flow shop problem is a scheduling problem
which considers m different machines and n jobs; each of the jobs consists of m operations and each of the operations requires
a different machine and all the jobs are processed in the same processing order. Scheduling for an industry that has a character
flow shop has done by a lot of researcher. One of them is Lixin Tan (2000). He already using genetic algorithms in the
scheduling and he also modify the genetic algorithm to introduce two additional operations. One solution is to replace the less
good in every generation with the best solution is found in the previous generation. Then O. Etiler (2004) also make
improvements to the scheduling with the way genetic algorithms generate different genetic operator. According to which the
study said that in this way can improve the weaknesses in this algorithm. While the research on scheduling semiconductor
company itself has also been done by Yufeng lu (2000) but there is no research that specifically conduct research of
scheduling with a genetic algorithm on the industry of silicon polished wafer manufacturing. The complexity of the problems
that faced by the planning in this industry is the number of machines that come with unflexibility of process, and also the
many levels of complexity in the process of scheduling in the industry.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Scheduling is one form of decision making which plays an important role in both the manufacturing and industrial services. In
the current conditions where competition is so tight, effective scheduling is needed to keep the market. Scheduling began to be
considered at the beginning of the twentieth century. Henry Laurence Gantt is one of the pioneers who
introduced a scheduling system. Scheduling started entering the fields of research operation in the 1950s. Dynamic
programming and integer programming began to be used to solve scheduling problems in the 1960s. In the 1970s, complexity
theory was introduced by Richard Karp, this theory defines the relationship among the problems in scheduling. In 1980, many
academics and industrial use conducting stochastic scheduling. Along with the development of science and computer
technology, scheduling by using computer programs more used. Scheduling problem has attracted the interest of the
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programmer, expert research, industrial engineers, and operations to continue performing in-depth study of the
the increasingly complex scheduling problem.
Genetic algorithm is a heuristic search algorithm based on the mechanism of biological evolution. The diversity in biological
evolution is inter-individual variation of chromosome organisms. Chromosome variation will affect the reproductive rate and
level of ability of organisms to remain life. There are four conditions that greatly affect the evaluation process, namely:
1. The ability of organisms to reproduce
2. The existence of populations of organisms that can reproduce
3. The presence of organisms in a population
4. Differences in ability to survive
Stronger individual will have a higher level of survival and reproduction compared with weak individuals. Genetic Algorithm
first developed by John Holland of the University of Michigan (1975). He said that every problem in the form of adaptation
can be formulated in terms of genetics.

3. METHODOLOGY
Research carried out on this one part of production that produce 12 types of goods with the four stages of the process that
must be passed by each type of goods. Each type of goods have a different standard process at every stage, so did the
quantity of order for each type of goods that vary from one type to another type, such as in the following table:
Table 1: Standart time (in minutes)

Job (i)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

stage I
355
250
441
378
404
236
483
135
377
382
412
390

Standart Time
stage II stage III
552
300
376
208
689
376
592
328
627
358
356
223
753
442
196
143
588
357
595
367
639
402
606
394

stage IV
79
68
86
82
81
66
89
57
81
79
82
79

Table 2: Quantity of order

Job (i)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

Quantity (Qm)
10
1
12
7
10
7
2
5
6
8
11
7

In addition, there are several conditions that must be considered at the time of production scheduling is done such as appearing
on the picture below, where the number of machines for each stage is different, so the ability to process the goods at each
stage.
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Figure 1: Process condition o f each stage
The purpose of scheduling functions that will be made is to minimize the makespan (Cmax).
FFs|(Cmax) = (Max{FTijk4m}–Min{RTijk4m}) + (Min{RTijk4m}–min{RTijk3m}) + (Min{RTijk3m} – Min{RTijk2m}) + (Min
{RTijk2m}–Min{RTijk1m}) (1)
where ∀ i ∈ I , ∀ j ∈ J, ∀ m ∈ M Notation:
FFs : Flexible Flow shop
FT : Finish Time RT : Release Time
i : job
j : unit j from job i
k(n) : stage number (1,2,3,4)
m : machine/workstation number in k(n) I : total quantity of job
J : total unit quantity
M : total quantity of machine/workstation

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Initialization Solution
Data from the existing order, initialization is done to get a scheduling solution that will be optimized early in the next step.
At this stage initial solution, the number of orders each type of goods taken in divided sampling that represents the number of
items that will be processed for 5 days. Value are rounded to the the nearest digit.
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Conditions that are used on the schedule is as follows:
1) Each machine/workstation is only one unit of the goods at a time and can not work diselingi by other (non-preemptive).
2) There are no constraints in the availability of material.
3) Machine condition is considered stable.
4) Time of the process (processing time), including time already set up.
5) At the 1st step process in the replacement of a blade between one type of goods with the type of goods that are fixed. Time
for the replacement of a knife is 60 minutes on stage 1. Then the replacement carrier plate and setting back on the 3rd stage is
45 minutes.
Conducted in phases to initiate the solution is as follows:
1) Define a method of scheduling.
2) Arrange scheduling.
3) Calculating makespan.
Determination method of scheduling is done the third stage. At stage 1 and stage 3, a number of unit orders are combined in
a group based on job type goods. This is to avoid change over time (the time that is used to change tools). Some dispatching
rule used in scheduling this looks like the following table.
Table 3: Dispatching rule

Process
Stage
Stage1
Stage II
stage III
stage IV

Machine
Paralel
3 mesin
Paralel
5 machine
Paralel
3 machine
Single
1 machine

Dispatching
Rule
SPT, group
(job)
EFT, unit base
EFT, group
(job)
EFT, unit base

4.1.1 Scheduling Algorithm for Stage 1
Step 1 Calculate the time needed for each job.
PTI = STI. Jm where; TI = process time job i, STI = basic unit of time job i, Jm = Number of units of job i
Step 2 Sort results of calculation ranging from the smallest value.
Step 3 Enter the value of the first workstation on the m1, second on the workstation m2 and third in the order m3 workstation.
Step 4 Perform step 3 for the remaining of the job that has not been scheduled.
Step 5 Calculate the Finish time (FT ) of each unit in each workstation.
1) Finish time of the unit (j) of job-n is accumulation of standard time (STI) of the unit that has been done.
n

FT = Σ STijk1m

(2)

j=1

2) For each job turnover on the same workstation, the value of the FT-j to the unit's job to (i+1) plus the value of constant
COTk1 = 60 or FT (i +1) jk1m + COTk1.
4.1.2 Scheduling Algorithm for Stage 2
Step 1 Based on the calculation of the FT worksation at all stages 1, FT Sort value ranging from the smallest value.
Step 2 Enter the first five smallest value (from step 1) on the workstation m1, m2, m3, M4 and M5.
Step 3 Calculate the Finish time (FT) of each unit on each workstation.
1) Finish time units of job unit in 2nd stage in the value of the release time (RT) unit in the phase 2 with the standard unit of
time on stage 2.
2) Release time of the unit to-1 on stage 2 is a unit of time to finish 1 of stage 1
FTi1k2 = RTi1k2 + STi1k2
(3)
RTi1k2 = FTi1k1
(4)
3) Finish on time to the unit - n on each machine is an accumulation of standard time (STI) of the unit that has been done by
the unit to release time-1
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n

FT = Σ Tijk2 + RTi1k2 j = 1

(5)

j=1

Step 4 Sort FT of step 3 from the smallest value.
** At this time, the workstation will change the order in accordance with the value FT
Step 5 Enter the next five smallest value (from step 1) on the workstation in accordance with the order in step 4.
Step 6 Perform steps 3, 4 and 5 to the last unit of step 1.
4.1.3 Scheduling Algorithm for Stage 3
Step 1 Based on the calculation of the FT all workstations on stage 2, Sort FT value from the the smallest value.
Step 2 Enter the three different job with the smallest value in the machine FT 1, 2 and 3
Step 3 Calculate the end time (FT = Finish time) of each unit which each machine.
1) Finish time of units # 1 on stage 3 is sum of the release time (RT) on the stage 3 with a standard time on stage 3.
2) Release time of the unit to-1 on stage 3 is the time to finish-1 from the phase 2
FTi1k3 = RTi1k3 + STi1k3 (6)
RTi1k3 = FTi1k2
(7)
Step 4 Check with the FT of job next order or FTI (j+1) k2 of the same job that has been assigned. Compare with the FT of
job # n-3 on the stage that has been done by machine m (FTijk3m).
1) If the value of FTI (j +1) k2 is smaller than FTijk3m, then enter the unit to the j-machine.
2) If the value of FTI (j +1) k2 is greater than both FTijk3m but the difference is smaller than the turnover tool (COTk3 = 45),
enter the unit to the n- machine and note the difference between the FTI FTijk3m.Jika (j +1) k2> FTijk3m and Ti (j +1) k2 FTijk3m a = <45 = FTijk3m then FTijk3m + a.
** In this case, the machine is idle in a state of a
3) If the value of FTI (j +1) k2 is greater than the difference between the two FTijk3m and larger or equal to the time change
tool
(COTk3 = 45), then do the job change. If the FTI (j +1) k2> FTijk3m and FTI (j +1) k2 - FTijk3m = 45, then change the job
4) For each job turnover on the same workstation, the value of the FT-n to the unit's job (i) to n +1 with constant value COTk3
= 45 or FTijk3m + COTk3
Step 5 Perform steps 3 and 4 until all units scheduled.
4.1.4 Scheduling Algorithm for Stage 4
Step 1 Based on the calculation of all FTworksation on 3 stages, FT Sort value ranging from the smallest value.
Step 2 Enter the smallest value of the first one (from step 1)
Step 3 Calculate the end time (FT = Finish time) of each unit which each workstation.
1) Finish time unit #-n in stage 4 is the value of the sum of release time (RT) unit # on the stage 4 with standard time on
stage 4.
2) Release time of the unit # 1 on stage 4 is the time to finish unit #1 from the stage 3
FTi1k4 = RTi1k4 + STi1k4
(8)
RTi1k4 = FTi1k3
(9)
3) Finish on time to the unit - n on each machine is an accumulation of standard time (STI) of the unit that has been done by
the unit to release time-1
n
FT = Σ STijk4 + RTi1k4
j=1
based on initialization solution of this algorithm scheduling program will be developed and will be use as basis for the
calculation and determination of the value of fitness function in Genetic Algorithm.
4.1.5 Calculating Makespan
In accordance with the equality of Cmax, the calculation is done to initiate the makespan solution. Makespan calculation is as
follows:
FFs|(Cmax) = (Max{FTijk4m}–Min{RTijk4m}) + (Min{RTijk4m}–min{RTijk3m}) + (Min{RTijk3m}– Min{RTijk2m}) + (Min
{RTijk2m}–Min{RTijk1m})
(10)
Max{FTijk4m} = 13179 (in 12th unit of 3rd job in stage 4th )
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Min{RTijk4m} = 474 (inn ist unit of 8th job in machine m1 at stage 3th)
Min{RTijk3m} = 331 (in 1st unit of 8th jobs at machine m1 at stage 3rd)
Min{RTijk2m} = 135 (in 1st unit of 8th jobs in stage 2nd) Min{RTijmk1} = 0
Maka Cmax = (13179-474) + (474-331) + (331-135) + (135-0) = 13179 minutes
4.2 Scheduling with Genetic Algorithm
Based on the scheduling of the initialization solution, optimization is done by using the method of Genetic algorithm (GA). In
the study, the application of the Genetic algorithm is only done in the scheduling stage 1, for the scheduling phase 2 and
phase 3 will follow the results of GA scheduling algorithm in accordance with the grain D. GA optimization uses the software
MATLAB 7.0.1
a. Parameter Determination
Parameters that are mentioned in the GA GA control parameters, namely the size of the population (popsize), the
opportunity crossover (pc) and the mutation (pm). Recommendations that could be used in the determination of parameters
such as the GA is the following table. This research is using the parameters recommended by Grefenstette. After the next set
of GA operations conducted genetics.
b. Genetic operation
Geneticist who conducted the operation included:
1) Permutation encoding
2) The initial population randomly
3) Evaluation kromoson, looking for individuals with the best fitness value. In the fitness of this research is the goal to
minimize the makespan, with the notation fitness value = 1/Cmax
4) The selection, using the roulette wheel selection.
5) Cross over
6) mutation
The next step is to do data processing for the scheduling, with a minimum makespan. Data processing is done by taking the
interval 10, but three running only the first five intervals.
Results from running the whole process of data is as follows:
Table 4: Output of matlab running program

Running #
1
5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Makespan
15893
13096
12079
12973
16715
13444
14552

Elapsed time
14.609000
12.703000
86.391000
12.141000
58.203000
16.422000
14.000000

16458
12927
11110
15198
15104

43.390000
13.000000
17.609000
14.718000
15.922000

4.3 Analysis
The calculation of the makespan initialisation solution is 13,093 minutes, while that with the use of Genetic algorithm
resulted in 11,110 Iterations 80th. Iterations on the 10th makespan value is to be down 12,079 or more have been good from
the start but initialisasi time running 30th, 70th and most likely other makespan value is higher than the early initialisation.
This is possible because the solution has occurred initiate the optimization process so that the opportunity to evolve to
become smaller. For this, consideration should be change the operating parameters with the other genetic parameter different
that recommended by Grefenstette.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

From the results of research on modeling the schedule of flexible flow shop of production process with genetic algorithms on
polished silicon wafer processing industry in order to reduce the makespan, can be concluded that:
1. Initialization solution is to set the initial method of scheduling as the new basic model scheduling optimization which will be
developed.
2. With the condition that the process has many stages and many variations in type of goods, production scheduling can be
done by using the dispatching rule provide scheduling in advance (schedule in advance) to maximize scheduling on the next
stage.
3. Type of dispatching rules can be combined between one stage to the next stage upon consideration of the conditions and
constraints that are owned. In this study, incorporation method SPT (shortest processing time) and EFT (earliest finish time)
used simultaneously in accordance with the objective of minimizing makespan scheduling.
4. The grouping of orders into a family unit made to minimize the idle time as a result of the limited flexibility of the process in
certain circumstances.
5. Scheduling optimization solutions to the initialization done by using Genetic Algorithm to obtain near-optimal scheduling.
6. The result of optimization by using genetic algorithm shows a reduction makespan for 1983 minutes or 8.45% compared
with the results of the initial scheduling solutions.
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ABSTRACT
Port of Merak and Port of Bakauheni represent of link between two main islands in Indonesia, which are in Java and Sumatra.
The growing population of both islands had impacted to the increasing of economic level and mobilities. The existing of port
user has to be accompanied by the reduction of time services which will cause reduction of waiting time and queue of vehicles.
This study uses simulation methods to obtain a description of conditions of port Merak and Bakauheni at various scenarios
which was number of ships, number of docks, passenger arrival rate, sea wave, and intervals of ship arrivals.The result
showed that on a weekdays and weekend, vehicle waiting time was about 10-30 minutes. On national holidays the waiting
time increased to more than 10 hours. The recommendation to data analysis was the port should operate 5 docks and 3
additional ships at long holiday to solve vehicle queues which can reduce time to 1-3 hours.
Key Words
Port, quality services, simulation, waiting time, queue

1. INTRODUCTION
Port of Merak and Bakauheni is a link sea transportation between Java and Sumatra which can support economics to both
island and to some part of cities or small islands in Indonesia. Every day hundreds of passengers and vehicles pass through this
port. Contradictly, the port still have problems on serving the time services to the user, which clearly indicated at national
holiday, idul fitri (moslem holiday), the number of passenger increased drastically this lead to the need of additional ships,
however this must be considered as an economic factors; such as purchase cost of ships, the additional of new ships and the
number of additional dock. A recommendation of changing the port facilities had to be well analyzing to overcome the queuing
and developed the best solution.
One method that can be used to analyze the overall system is simulation, which is predictive and accurately evaluates the
performance of even the most complex systems. By using the computer simulation to modeling a system before the system was
built, it has been validated to avoid failures. In addition, simulation can also provide flexibility in doing various scenarios
because this method tends to have a minimal risk, low cost, and does not require much time. This study uses simulation
methods to obtain a description of Port Merak in the different scenarios, and then analyze the results of simulation and search
for solutions to overcome the problems.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
System is a set of objects that work together or interact in some of the regular mutual dependence to achieve a desired goal.
System is often influenced by changes that occur outside the system. These changes can be said to occur in the system
environment. In modelling the system, decisions must be made within the limit of the system and the environment [1].
According to Blanchard, the system is defined as a collection of elements that work together to achieve the desired [2].
Important issues that are covered in a system are: a. a system consists of multiple elements. b. These elements are interrelated
and work together. c. A system exists in order to achieve certain goals.
In simulation, system can be comprised of entities, activities, resources, and control. These elements defines who, what, where,
when, and how the entities are processed. Elements of the system are related to one another in a ways that often result in
complex interactions. System complexity especially influenced by the mutual dependence and inter-element variability in the
behaviour of elements that generate uncertainty. Mutual dependency of the behaviour of one element can affects other
elements in the system. Variability is the difference in the inherent characteristics of some systems that involve humans and
machinery
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2.1 Model
Model is a representation of a system. For most studies, it is important to only consider the aspects of the system that affect the
problems being studied. The aspects are represented in the model of the system, so the model is a simplification of the system,
but detailed enough to make the decision on the system [3]. Model is a representation of the fact that simplified. Thus, the
exact way in which an operation is performed is not so important as the way in which the operation impact the rest of the
system. An activity should always be viewed from how these activities affect the elements of the other system, not how the
activity is performed.
Model is usually taken from a number of assumptions relating to the operating system. Assumption is expressed in
mathematical relationships, logical, and symbolic of the elements in the system. Through the model, we describe some of the
real system that can be used to obtain predictions and formulate strategies controlling system [4].
2.2 Simulation
Simulation is an imitation of the operation of a process or system in order to evaluate and improve system performance.
According to Shannon (1976), simulation is the process of designing the simulation model of the system and makes
experiments with model for the purpose of understanding the system behavior and evaluates the various strategies for the
operating system. According to Schriber (1987), simulation is the modelling of a process or systems in such way that the
model mimic sthe response of the actual system to events that take place over time. Simulation as a methodology to analyze
problems and develop solutions is not new. However, with the development of computer technology and software capabilities
that user friendly, the use of simulation to overcome management problems has increased [5]. Human knowledge, simulation
models, and methodological decisions that are combined in the integrated information system that offers a new standard of
problem solving in quality management. Simulation model is used as a tool for the better understanding of the decision making
process and to the learning process in port [6] , enterprise and school [7].

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
To perform the simulation, there are several steps that must be done. Figure 1 shows the steps in the simulation.
Problem formulation
Set a goal and overall
project planning

Model concepting

Data collection

Translate the
model
No
Verified?

Yes
No

No

Validated?
Yes
Design the scenario

Run and analyze
the model

Need additional
trial?

Yes

No
Documentation
and reporting

Implementation

Figure 1: The Steps in the simulation.

The problem is formulated based on the background that has been described. The planning was done in accordance with the
steps in the simulation of figure 1. Model concepting is done simultaneously with data collection so that the concept model that
is made in accordance with the real situation. Collecting data is done through the company's historical data, direct observation
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of the locations and the flow of passengers and vehicles, and time study to calculate the time of each process. Data that has
been collected then translated into a computer simulation model using software ProModel.

4. RESULTS and DISCUSSION
4.1 Model Input
Data input for the model include the type of passengers, the passenger arrival patterns, number and specification of the ship,
ship schedules, port layout, the number of docks, and the number of passenger and vehicle counters. There are two kinds of
passenger of port of Merak, passenger (people) and vehicle which is classifed into several group like shows in table 1.
Table 1: Passenger of port of Merak
Passenger's Types
Passengers
Adult
Children
Vehicles
Class I
Bicycle
Class II
Motorcycle
Class III
3-wheeled vehicle
Class IV (passengers) Car
Class IV (goods)
Pick up
Class V (passengers) Small bus
Class V (goods)
Small truck
Class VI (passengers) Big bus
Class VI (goods)
Big truck
Class VII
Tronton
Class VIII
Trailer

Level of passenger arrival at the port of Merak was between 100 - 150 thousand of passengers and vehicles each month.
However, during the Idul Fitri holiday, the number of passengers increased drastically, reaching almost 200 thousand
passengers. Passenger arrival pattern for the year 2008 can be seen in the figure 2.

Figure 2: Passenger’s arrival rate 2008
Passenger arrival rate can be divided into four seasons, the weekdays, weekends, holidays, and Idul Fitri.
Port of Merak has 32 ships with a capacity that varies between 300-1000 passengers and 40-200 vehicles. Every day, 18-19
ships are operates with interval of 15 minutes and waiting time 45 minutes. The ports entrance is divided into two passenger
entrances and vehicles entrances. Passengers who enter the port will go to the passenger counters to purchase tickets and
walked to the dock through the bridge which is called access bridge. Vehicle will go to vehicle counter. There are four counters
for passengers and eight counters for a vehicle with a capacity of each counter can served only 1 passenger / vehicle.
Port of Merak and Port of Bakauheni has four ferry docks and one speed boat dock. Ferry dock is facilitated with gangway,
side ramp, and movable bridge which is a bridge between the docks and ships. Gang way is used to load and unload
passengers. Side ramp has functioned on loading and unloading small vehicles such as; motorcycles and cars. The movable
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bridge functioned to load and unload vehicle such as; buses, trucks and trailers. Gang way is located on the dock 1.2, and 3.
Side ramp is located on the dock 1 and 3, while the movable bridge is located on each dock. All vehicles will enter and exit the
ship through the movable bridge through dock 2 and dock 4. Layout of the port of Merak can be seen in the figure 3.

Figure 3: Port of Merak layout
4.2 Model
This model is applicable for ships either from Merak Port to Bakauheni Port or Bakauheni Port to Merak Port.
Passanger purchased the ferry tickets at the counter. The ticket then should be submit to the dock officer before entering the
ship.
Trucks should go to the weigh bridge for measuring weighing capacities. The tickets can be purchased directly to the
counter. For two-wheel drive must go to counter 8. After getting tickets moved to check point to lead to the dock.
At dock 1 and 3, the entrance of vehicles divided into two, through the side ramp and movable bridge. For two-wheeled
vehicles and small vehicle such as a small car, jeep, and truck, and have to go to the side ramp parking area. The larger
vehicle have to go to the movable bridge parking area.
4.3 Scenario and Analysis
There are 24 scenarios which are run for this research. Some of them are, the behavior of the system and the effects of the
addition of the ship, dock or ship schedule changes. Scenarios are developed based on the seasonal, wave conditions, the
number of docks, the number of ships, and headway of the ships. Season is divided into four, the weekdays, weekend, holiday,
and Idul Fitri. Arrival rate of vehicles in each season is different as shows in table 2. In the normal waves all the ships can
operate, while in the high waves ships that weighed more than 3800 GRT (gross tons) are recommended. The result of each
scenarios will be analyzed to measure the performance of the system; the number of vehicles in the system, vehicle waiting
time, and the queue occurs outside port.
Simulation results show, on the weekdays (Monday-Thursday), the number of the dock have not affected the waiting time of
vehicles. By using 3 docks, the port can served the passengers and vehicles in 10-30 minutes and did not occur the queue even
though the condition of high waves. On weekend, the vehicle waiting time is not significant in the normal wave conditions,
but it does at the high waves. The difference waiting time of dock #3 to dock #4 docks is about 7 hours, and the waiting time
between dock #4 to dock #5 is not much different. Current conditions, only 4 docks are available, when one dock is damaged
the waiting time of vehicles will increase up 11 times longer. Operating 3 docks at high waves, queue outside the port can
reach to 10 km. Operating 4 or 5 docks, there is no queue outside the port.
On holidays, operating 4 docks, queue can reach up to 8 km, and operating 3 docks,12 km of queuing with more than 10 hours
waiting time. Operating 5 docks, waiting time of vehicles can be reduced to 3 hours for truck and 1,5 hours for other vehicles.
No queue of vehicles outside the port. Operating 4 docks at high wave condition with 22 ships, waiting time of vehicles is
more than 13 hours, queue 14 km outside the port. By operating 5 docs; 32 ships, vehicle waiting time is 7 to 9 hours. Queue
of vehicles along the 3 km outside the port. On holidays, operating 5 docks and 32 ships is an optimal condition at the normal
wave conditions, but still not enough to optimize the service time on the condition of high waves.
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At the Idul Fitri, the waiting time of vehicles is still very long even though the port has maximized the service with 5 docks and
32 ships. With 5 docks, waiting time at the Idul Fitri can reached to 6 hours at the condition of normal wave and 10 hours at the
high wave conditions.

Figure 4: Comparison of the waiting time of the car
Figure 4 shows the comparison of waiting time of the car for each season. The waiting time increased drastically during the
holidays and increased more drastically at the time of Idul Fitri. Operating 5 docks with the 32 ships, still need two additional
ships, so the number of vehicles in system is not more than 500 trucks and 200 cars, motorcycles, and buses. The queue outside
of the port will not occur, vehicle waiting time can reduced to 86% to 2 hours for the trucks and 1 hour for other vehicles.
Additional 3 ships with capacity of 200 units of vehicles and tie up time of the ship from 45 minutes to 30 minutes, the
number of vehicles in the system can be reduced to about 100-1100 unit for the motor car and, while bus and truck for less than
200 units. Vehicle waiting time could be reduced from 12 hours to 2 hours. At the high waves condition, the addition of 6 units
ship with a large transport capacity of 200 units of vehicles and reduction of tie up time into 30 minutes, then the number of
vehicles in the system can be reduced to about 1200 cars and motorcycles, while bus and truck less than 200 units . Vehicle
waiting time could be reduced from 15 hours to 3 hours.

Figure 5: Car’s waiting time after solution
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5. CONCLUSIONS
1. On weekdays (Monday-Thursday): number of dock are directly not affected to vehicle waiting. The solved problems are the
3 docks, can met the efficiencies of 10-30 minutes
2. On weekend : Operating 3 docks at high waves, queue outside the port can reach up to 10 km. Operating 4 or 5 docks,
evidently there were no queue outside the port.
3. On holidays: Operating 5 docks and 32 ships, waiting time of can be reduced to 3 hours for truck and 1,5 hours for other
vehicles; which no queue outside the port.
4. On Idul Fitri: the waiting time is still very long eventhough the port has been maximized the services; with 5 docks and 32
ships. Which with 5 docks, the waiting time can reached to 6 hours on normal wave condition and 10 hours on high wave
conditions.
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ABSTRACT
Human Errors which were happened in cement production area with high risk have caused loss such as work accidents and
property damage.This research aims to determine the best solution for reducing the probability of human error for patrollers
in cement plant who are responsible to do checking and simple repair using Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) method. HRA
methods used in this research are Systematic Human Error Prediction and Reduction Analysis (SHERPA) dan Human Error
Assessment and Reduction Technique (HEART). HRA is accomplished by identifying errors, assessing the probability of the
errors, and finding factors which contribure to the error. In fact, human error is related to workload and human machine
interaction. Therefore, in reducing human error, it is necessary to analyze using physical and mental workload assessment and
ergonomics evaluation tools. The integration among those three methods created solution such as check list and labeling
system, rest time consideration, and tools design change.
Keywords
Human Error, Human Reliability Analysis, Patroller, Workload Assessment

1. INTRODUCTION
In this era of technology development, manual works or physical works will be decreasing, and turn into automated system.
This system requires more mental processes (perception, memory, thinking, and decision making). Mental processes in
industry involve more complex perception and decision making with many of variable of decision. If the automated industrial
system was not well designed, the probability for human to make errors, will be increasing. These human errors contribute to
work accident, property and environment damage that will make loss for company and surroundings. Whereas automated
industrial system needs accuracy in maintenance to keep the performance of production process which still depends on the
reliability of human. Therefore, it is important to reduce the probability of human errors.In fact, human error can be avoided by
evaluating the causes. One of the best waysfor reducing human error is by doing Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) which is
systematic evaluation about factors that influence the performance of operator, staff, technician, and plant personnel. The main
objective of Human Reliability Analysis is to quantify the probability of human error, and to analyze the characteristic of
system, procedure and operator to identify the causes of errors.
The case study of this research is the kiln area of cement plant that consists of coal mill, suspension preheater, and cooler, with
patroller as an object. The tasks of patroller are checking and repairing. For the repairing task, the task that will be analyzed in
this paper is coating removal in main burner.

2. HUMAN RELIABLITY, WORKLOAD, AND WORK POSTURE THEORY
Reason (1990) described human error psychologically as all of opportunity in which a series of mental or physical activity that
was planned did not work as expected as they should, thus failing to achieve expected results. Basically human error can be
anticipated by identifying potential errors that occur and how to prevent it.Systematic Human Error Reduction and Prediction
Analysis (SHERPA) method used the structure of questions and answers that have been computerized to identify errors that
may occur in the task analysis. These errors are identified based on the model of skill (expertise), rule (regulation), and
knowledgederived from the GenericErrorModelingSystem (GEMS), developed by Rasmussen et al (1981) and Reason’s
(1987). Results from analysis of the SHERPA will be stored in tabulated form. The first column contains the number of task
steps. Error mode is selected based on SHERPA Error Modes table inserted into the second column. In the second column
contains the description of the outline of the inserted errors.
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Human Error Assessment and Reduction Technique (HEART) is a technique used in the field of human reliability assessment
(HRA) for the purpose of evaluating the probability of occurrence of human error during the process of completion of a
specific task. The steps of the HEART are as follow:
The first step of the process is identifying the range of the subtask required by the service system to fulfill the given task.
Determine EPCs which is the situation that causes a negative effect on the outcome. EPC is calculated by using the formula
below:
Calculated Effect = ((Max Effect – 1) × Proportion of Effect) + 1
(1)
Final estimation of HEP then will be calculated. Only few of EPCs show evidences that match to the actual situation.
Fault tree is a standard way to represent human error and its effect on the purpose of a system. Fault tree is a logical structure
that defines the incident that caused an accident / incident that is not desired. Standard symbols to describe the logic of events
and relationships shown in Figure 1. (Kirwan, 1994).

Figure 1 Fault Tree Diagram Symbol (Source : Kirwan, 1994)
NASA-TLX is a method of mental workload measurement using six dimensions of mental workload demand, i.e. physical
demand, technical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration. Furthermore, the weights of each dimension
load are obtained by comparing the dimensions of one with another and choose the dimension that is more dominant. The
frequency dimension being selected is dimension of weight. The value of workload is obtained by giving the value rating for
each dimension of the workload. Result of weight and rating of each dimension are averaged and then summed with the
divided by 15 (the total number of weights).
Low Back Analysis (LBA) is a real time evaluation of load received by the spine when performing a given task. Pressure value
is then compared with the pressure limitations that existed at the NIOSH standard which is 3400 N.Ovako Working Posture
(OWAS) is the evaluation of worker’s comfort level when doing a job. Analysis released by OWAS also provides
recommendations whether it is neccessary to improve working posture or not. Index generated a level of comfort and
convenience compared with the existing index OWAS which has maximum value of 4.Rapid Upper Limb Assessment
(RULA) is an evaluation of the quality of upper body posture and also identification the risk of damage or interference with the
upper body. RULA index is then compared with the maximum index RULA which is 7.

3. RESEARCH METHOD
Stages of Human Reliability Analysis begins with SHERPA method (Systematic Human Error Reduction and Prediction
Analysis) by indentifying task in the form of hierarchy (Hierarchical Task Analysis), the possibility of error and its
consequences. The tasks are then reduced by using the Fault Tree Diagram to describe the mechanism of error and a task-task
which directly contribute to the error, example is as shown in the figure 2 at the following page. Based on the principles of
Boolean calculation, it was found that the value for each level of the possibility of failure is as follows:
T1=E1∩ D (E1 and D) = E1 . D
(2)
E1 = A U B U C (A or B or C) = A + B + C
(3)
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Figure 2 Fault Tree Diagram 1 Coating Removal Work
Table 1 Linkage between Possible Errors with Task in Coating Cleaning Jobs

Error Code
A
B
C

Error Type

Related Task

Fail to close valve bin blow
Fail to open wind hole
Fail to assure that there is no pressure

2. Close valve bin blow
1. Open wind hole
3. Check pressure

The tasks was assessed using the method of HEART (Human Error Assessment and Reduction Technique). The first step is
determining the type of task and its value through the Generic Task HEART table, then determine the conditions that can
cause the error listed in the table EPC (Error Producing Conditions), and assess the proportion of the effect (assessed
proportion) of the EPC through discussions with workers who had experienced. This proportion is then multiplied by the value
contained HEART effect on EPC tables for each of the EPC, and then the results accumulated through multiplication. The
result of this accumulated value multiplied by the Generic Task HEART contained in the table and produce value the
possibility of failure (assessed probability of failure).
Measurements of physical workload are performed by the method of calculating calories work. The first step is identify the
type of activity, duration, weight carried during the activity and condition of the area of activity. Then the activity of these
workers compared with the activities listed in the table activity-based calorie expenditure. Furthermore, activity calories per
minute value multiplied by the duration and then accumulated and divided by the total working time to obtain the value of the
average workload. The value of the average workload was compared with the average work capacity, in this case for example 4
Kcal / min. If the load exceeds capacity, then it should be rest time which is calculated with the formula below, which R
(minutes) is rest time needed, T (minutes) is work duration, K (Kcal/minute) is average workload, and S is workload standard
(Kcal/minute)

R

T (K S )
K 1.5

(4)

For the measurement of mental workload performed, the method used in this research is NASA-TLX (Task Load Index).
While for the ergonomic assessment of tool is done by calculating an ergonomic tool PEI (Posture Evaluation Index) and the
level of danger or severity of the job, PEI values obtained from the formula:
PEI = I1 + I2 + I3. Mr

PEI = (Score of LBA/3400) + (Score of OWAS/4) + (Score of RULA/7 x 1,42)

(5)
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The value of RULA, OWAS, and LBA areresulted from posture simulation using software Jack 6.1. Whereas the level of
severity was obtained by assessing the posture with the following criteria:
The level of high risk (score = 3): Position of the wrists touch the instrument, the position of bodies in front of the main
hole.
The level of moderate risk (score = 2): Position of the wrists near the appliance, but not touch, the body position is not in
front of the main hole but still close to the front position of holes
The level of low risk (score = 1): Position of the wrist far from the appliance, body position far from the middle of playing
holes.
Besides simulating the actual conditions, recommended configurations are also simulated

4. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Results from the HEART method are the probability value of failure when doing the tasks. From the results of HEART
assessment for patrol job in Coal Mill, we can see that the work of checking component bag filter has the highest probability of
failure. This is because checking the bag filter needs complex skills and experience. Besides, checking bag filter is fairly
dangerous because of its location, which is located in the dust collector. Components of bag filter are also quite complex, so
that it needs expertise, attention, and accuracy to identify the causes and decide what appropriate action to correct these
abnormalities.

Figure 3 Assessed Probability of Failure for Patrol Work in Coal Mill
Components that also have possibly high failure compared to other components i.e.the dust collector, fan motor, belt and roller
gear reducer, belt conveyor, and hydraulic pump motor of the mill and roller mill. These are influenced by the level of
complexity of the job. Examination of these components is more difficult and requires special attention and knowledge than
other components such as hygiene that can be very clearly seen and understood by human.

Figure 4 Assessed Probability of Failure for Patrol Work in Suspension Preheater
For suspension preheater kiln area, tasks of inspections that have a high possibility of failure are inspections of motor part of
the water slide silos, dust collectors, and SP Fan motor. The causes are the same as the previous discussion of Mill Coal area,
which is level of complexity of work that require attention and expertise than others.
In cooler area, inspection works with a high level the possibility of failure are checking all appron conveyor components
consisting of motors, gear reducer, chain, and bucket. Besides appron conveyor components, motor components in the dust
collector fan also have a fairly high probability of failure. The high likelihood of failure of engine components appron
conveyor is caused by a fairly big and long structure and the location that is quite difficult to reach because most are under the
ground and with a dark and dusty conditions. Moreover, appron conveyor components have frequent abnormality and
replacement of one set of roller appron.
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Figure 5 Assessed Probability of Failure for Patrol Work in Coller
From the chart below we see that the task which has the greatest probablity of failure is the third task which is identifying the
causes of the disorder. The high probability of failure of this task is caused by complex attention, skill, and knowledge which
are needed than other tasks. To be able to correctly identify the cause required special attention to find the cause of
abnormalities. This task will be difficult if it is conducted by unexperienced people or people who do not have expertise in the
field of mechanics. In addition, this task also requires the concentration of workers due to work-related cognitive process.

Figure 6 Assessed Probability of Failure for Patrol Work Based on Task
Therefore, basically there is no definite method in identifying the cause of disorder, it depends on the type of disorder and the
skills of workers. In addition, environmental factors are also influential. Work environment that is noisy and hot, can interfere
with proper identification.The summary of causes can be seen in fish bone diagram
Mental and
physical fatique

Man

Machine

Loss of concentration

Machine unstability

Less skill and experience
Kegagalan menidentifikasi
penyebab dengan tepat

No definite method in identifying
the causes of abnormalities

Noisy

Unproper environment condition

Method

Environment

Dusty

Figure 7 Fish Bone Diagram The Failure of Identifying the Causes of Abnormality
The result of human reliability analysis for coating removal can be seen in figure 8 at the following page.That figure shows
that task “takes a position on the right or left of the tool, ensures the body's position is not too close to the appliance, and
ensures the position is not in front of the main hole” are tasks that have a high possibility of failure. These three tasks can be
categorized as task “ secure the position while doing the job”.

Figure 8 Assessed Probability of Failure for Coating Removal Work Based on Task
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The cause of the possibility of failure of the task can be seen in fish bone diagram in figure 9. From the fishbone diagram can
be seen that there are several factors that cause the failure forsecuring the position while doing the job. These factors, e.g. less
disciplined worker (not working in accordance with current SOP) and lack of concentration at work due to physical exhaustion.
Man

Machine
Uncomfortable Design Tool

Violance to SOP

Unsuitable platform

Loss of concentration
Physical Fatique

Failure to secure the position

No standard posture recommendation
High risk level

Method

Environment

Figure 9 Fish Bone Diagram Failure for Secure Position Task
While from the equipment’s factor, the design tool that is not ergonomic, and height of the platform is not in suitable. These
make harder for worker to take a safe position. In existing condition, to provide the force to pull tool, worker’s body must be in
a position adjacent to the tool, so when the tool hit a fairly heavy material, it will be hard to avoid. In addition, because the
position of the body adjacent to the tool causes the body position of the workers approached the center of burner holes , so
there is potential to be exposed to splashed by material. From method factor, there is no recommendations picture of standard
postures that should be conducted by workers.
From the measurement of physical workload by using the method of calculation of calories, the results can be explained based
on the following figure (10 & 11).

Figure 10 Energy Expenditure of Physical Workload for Patrol Work in Coal Mill

Figure 11 Energy Expenditure of Physical Workload for Patrol Work in SP Kiln
The average workload for patrol work in the area of coal mill (19.76 KJ / min) is greater than a predetermined work capacity
(16 KJ / min). Therefore, it need take a break for nine minutes between the task so that worker performance is well maintained.
The average workload for patrol work in the area of Kiln SP (18.92 KJ / min) is greater than a predetermined work capacity
(16 KJ / min). Therefore, the worker can take a break for 6.5 minutes between the sidelines of the tasks.The result of the
mental burden of processing the average values as described intable 2 at the following page. The result of ANOVA to
determine the factors that affect mental workload, concluded that age and working experience affect significantly the result of
a mental burden, while the factor type of work do not influence significantly. Based on the influence of age and duration of
work, efforts to reduce the mental workload can be done through the transfer of knowledge between workers with younger or
less experienced and older workers as well as self-development opportunities for younger workers.
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Table 2 Average Value and Category for Mental Workload
Average
Job
Value
Category
Patrol in Coal Mill
51.08 Medium
Patrol in SP Kiln

56.78

Medium

Patrol in Cooler

56.45

Medium

Light Repair

62.56

Medium

For ergonomic assessment, four recommendations with different configurations are simulated. For posture recommendation,
two actual configurations with different posture are simulated. For the recommendation of design changes in equipment, three
configurations are simulated with differences in distance of three design tool handle, that are 20 cm, 10 cm, and -10 cm.
Whereas for the recommendation of the height change platform, two configuration are simulated with height changes to 15
and 25 cm. In the last recommendation, which is changes in high-design tool and platform, 2 configurations are simulated.
The best configuration of each recommendation is then compared to each percentile and obtained the followingcomparison.

Figure 12 PEIxSeverity Differences Compared to Actual Configuration for Percentile 5%

Figure 13 PEIxSeverity Differences Compared to Actual Configuration for Percentile 50%

Figure 14 PEIxSeverity Differences Compared to Actual Configuration for Percentile 95%
From the graph of the results for percentile 5%, 50%, and 95% at the previous page, we can see that there is a declining in the
value of x PEI for the severity level from actual configuration of the three recommendations. The greatest declining was
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obtained by applying the instrument design change recommendations by changing the distance between the handle top and
bottom grip of +10 cm.
In addition to consider the contribution of the improvement (difference PEIxSeverity) obtained from the recommendations,
another factor to consider is the incremental cost of the recommendations. Therefore, the contribution is divided by the added
cost for recommendation to determine the contribution per incremental cost of repairs, as shown in the figure 15. From the
graph below shows that the value of contributions (a reduction in the risk / additional cost) for recommendation of instrument
design change with the distance between the grip +10 cm has the highest value, even more dominant than the other
recommendations configuration.Therefore, the best recommendation is configuration tool design changes with the distance
between the grips handle of +10 cm.

Figure 15 Contribution Comparison of the Recommendations

5. CONCLUSION
The highest probability of failure component examination for patrol work is checking the component chain, bucket, and gear
reducer from the apron conveyor cooler, and fan motor from the SP. While the task that most contribute to the possibility of
failure investigation work is task to identify the cause. Recommendationsforreducing the probability of failure are inspection
checklist system, labeling, and refreshing training. While for a job coating removal, a task which most contributed to the
failure of the task to secure a position because of several factors, such as human factors are lack of concentration and
discipline, as well as equipment that is less ergonomic factors. Therefore, the recommendations that should be conducted are
the socialization SOPs and safety through warning of potential hazard in the work area and review of ergonomic tools.
From the results of the ergonomic assessment of tool, it was found that the recommendation to change design tool with a grip
distance of 10 cm is the best recommendation.While the result of physical and mental load measurements found that workers
need a minimum rest periods in between patrols in the coal mill for nine minutes and the suspension preheater for 6.5 minute.
The mental burden of workers classified as moderate and influenced by the factors of age and work experience, so it is
necessary to create training and transfer of knowledge between older and younger workers.
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ABSTRACT
Durian seed contains fat, protein, and carbohydrate especially starch. Starch is a polysaccharide consisting of repeated
glucose bonded each other with glycosidic bond. To obtain some specific characteristic, it can be modified the starch of crosslinking method. The intention of this is to study the characteristic of non modified and modified starch of durian seed with
some parameters, namely yield, starch contain, amylose contain, whiteness, shape and size of starch granule, gelatinized
temperature, and viscosity. This study was conducted by starch extraction of durian seed and was continued by starch
modification with cross-linking method. Starch was extracted from durian seed with several steps, such as dextruction,
filtration, decantation, washing, drying, milling, and sieving. Starch was modified by cross-linking method using POCl3 as
cross-linking agent. Two factors were used for this study namely concentration of POCl3 (0.025% w/w, 0.05% w/w, and
0.075% w/w)) and the reaction periode (30 minutes, 60 minutes, and 90 minutes). The natural starch of durian seed has
differences characteristic with that of modified starch.
Keywords
Starch, durian seed, cross-linking, POCl3

1. INTRODUCTION
Durian (Durio zibethinus) is a tropical fruit that has been widely cultivated in Indonesia and become a favorite by its people.
The fruit of durian consists of the skin, the meat, and the seed, but until today the part that can be consumed has always been
the meat, whereas the skin and the seed were to waste. Durian seed is round, heavy and quite big in terms of mass. During the
harvest season, waste product reached the higher number along with the number of consumption which eventually caused the
limitation of waste reception & disposal sites. Durian seed contains a lot of fat, protein and carbohydrate especially starch
[Stanton, 1966]. According to Nielsen [2003], starch can be found in every part of a plant (leaf, branch, root, and seed). Starch
can be used widely in food product, for example as a water binder or thickening agent and texture former in crackers and bread
production. Starch has various characteristic, depending on its source plant, the shape and the size of starch granule, amylose
content and amylopectin [Beynum and Roels, 1985]. To get the desirable starch characteristic, a starch modification was done
in food production or the industry to fix the viscosity, stability, texture, appearance, and emulsification [Cho, Prosky, dan
Dreher, 1999]. The general purpose of this research is to utilize and optimize the use of durian seed which has been a waste
product as a starch by distinguishing the physicochemical characteristic of non modified and modified durian seed starch. The
specified purpose of this research, is to learn the physics and chemical characteristic of non modified and modified durian seed
starch, and evaluate the chemical concentration effect and the reaction period towards the resulted modified starch.

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD
The main material used were native durian seed (Medan durian seed) which was acquired from durian stall in Jalan Panjang,
Kebon Jeruk, West Jakarta, and aquadest. Chemical (pro analysis) for modified starch were Na2SO4, NaOH 0.5M, POCl3, and
HCl 1M, HCl 25%, dan NaOH 45%.. The equipments used were Spectrophotometer, SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope),
FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy), Chromameter, Falling Ball Viscometer, and Brabender Viscoamylograph,
Sieve Shaker Tyler, Mortar, Evaporation Dish, Platinum Dish, Magnetic Stirrer, Oven, Desiccator, Analytical Balance, Table
Balance, Volumetric Flask, pHmeter, thermometer, burette, reflux.
Research was conducted to determine starch yield, characteristic from durian seed starch which encompassed amylose content,
shape and size of starch particle, whiteness, viscocity and durian seed starch gelatinization’s temperature. This research was
done also covering the process of starch extraction from durian seed which followed by starch modification with cross-linking
method. Working procedure for starch extraction could be viewed in Figure 1
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Durian seed
water (1:10)

washing

peel

mixing
waste
crushing
Filtration
Decantation (24-48) hours

Filtrate
sediment

washing
Drying in cabinet dryer
(50oC, 24 hour)
grinding
Sieving 100 mesh

Non modified starch
Figure 1. Extraction starch from durian seed
Starch was modified using cross-linking method, with POCl3 as cross-linking agent. In this research, concentration used was
0.025, 0.05, and 0.075 % b/b, where the reaction treatment period were 30, 60, and 90 minutes. The analysis conducted on
native durian seed starch were yield determination, starch content, moisture, ash , amylose , shape & size of starch particle,
whiteness, viscocity, and durian seed starch gelatinization temperature.
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Starch of durian seed (non modified)

↓
water+ Na2SO4

NaOH 0,5 M

Mixing

↓

pH adjustment to 11,5

↓
Added POCl3*

↓
mixing**

HCl 1 M

↓

pH adjustment to 5,5

↓
waste

Decantation (24-48 hour)

↓
sedimentation

↓
washing

↓
Drying in cabinet dryer
(40oC, 24 hour)

↓
grinding

↓
Sieving pass 100 mesh

↓
Modified starch
Fig 2. Modified of starch by cross-linking
Source: Modified Kaur, dan Singh (2006) dan Mirmoghtadaie, Kadivar, dan Shahedi (2009)
Tabel 1. Modified crosslinking
Konsentrasi POCl3 (g/kg)
A1
A2
A3

B1
A1B1
A2B1
A3B1

Reaction periode (hour)
B2
A1B2
A2B2
A3B2

B3
A1B3
A2B3
A3B3

Note: [POCl3 ]= A1 = 0.25 g/kg; A2 = 0.5 g/kg; A3 = 0.75 g/kg

3. DISCUSSION
Analysis on non modified starch durian seed shows 18.11% of yield, this matches Jufri et al. 2006 journal which stated that
non modified starch from durian seed’s yield was ± 18.46%. Water content determination aimed to discover if the starch is
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dry enough with water content below 12%. Ash content determination to ensure that starch have low mineral content (<1%),
based on Farmakope Indonesia (1995), ash content of the starch should not be exceeded 0,6%.
Tabel 2. Proxymate analysis of durian seed starch (RH 55%)
Analyses Item
Water content
Ash content

Non modified Starch
8,67 %
0,252%

The starch content of durian seed was 83.28%. According to Beynum and Roels (1985), starch granules commonly contain 1020% non-starch material, which is consisted of water and small portions of protein, fat, phosphor, and a little bit of inorganic
material.
Amylose analysis was done on both modified and non-modified durian seed starch. Amylose in non modified durian seed and
modified were analyzed using IRRI method [Apriyantono et al., 1989]. According to the research, modified durian seed starch
contains of lower amylose compared to the non-modified one. This matter was suspected based on the formation of cross-link
between amyloses which produced amylopectin until the amylose content decreased and amylopectin content increased. The
result of amylose content can be viewed on Table 3.
Tabel 3. Amylose content on modified and non-modified durian seed starch
Reaction periode (minute)
POCl3 conc. (%w/w)
Non30 (B1)
60 (B2)
90 (B3)
modified
0.025 (A1)
24,91%
21,56%
20,44%
18,38%
0.050 (A2)
18,58%
18,11%
18,12%
0.075 (A3)
18,93%
17,96%
18,27%
From Figure 3 below you can see that the higher POCl3, concentration, the lower amylose content is. This matter is suspected
because of the cross-link formation between amylose which produced amylopectin which caused amylose content to decrease.
The longer reaction period, the lower amylose content will be. This was caused by the longer starch reaction with the more
cross-link formed between amylose, producing amylopectin which lower amylose content.
20,5

20,13

a

20

19,5

19,69a

19,5

19
18,27

18,5

18,39b

b

18

amilosa (%)

amilosa (%)

20

18

17

17,5

0.05
konsentrasi POCl3 (%)

0.075

b

18,26c

18,5

17,5

0.025

18,84

19

30

60

90

waktu reaksi (menit)

Fig 3. Histogram of % POCl3 , reaction periode towards % amylase
Note: The numbers on the histogram, followed by different superscript letters (a, b) indicate significant difference (p <0.05)
Whiteness of durian seed starch from either modified or non-modified was measured using chromameter. The result can be
viewed on Table 4 below. It can be seen that non-modified starch had higher whiteness compared to the modified ones which
was 94.7%. Based on chromameter result on Table 4,. The decrease of whiteness was caused by maillard reaction.
Tabel 4. whiteness of modified starch

POCl3 (% w/w)

Nonmodified
94,7%

Waktu reaksi (menit)
30 (B1)
60 (B2)

0.025 (A1)
90,29%
0.050 (A2)
84,56%
0.075 (A3)
89,99%
According to Fig 4, the higher POCl3 concentration content, the lower whiteness

90 (B3)

90,53%
86,92%
86,34%
85,09%
89,11%
86,30%
from modified durian content starch.
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30

60
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derajat putih = whiteness

Fig 4. concentration of POCl3 and reaction periode towards whiteness modified starch
Note: The numbers on the histogram, followed by different superscript letters (a, b) indicate significant difference (p <0.05)
Gelatinization Temperature were analyzed using Brabender Viscoamylograph. The result can be viewed on Table 5.
Tabel 5. Gelatinization Temperature and Maximum Viscosity by Brabender Viscoamylograph
starch
SAG
SPG
Max . Visc
Non modified
67,5oC
94,5oC
965 BU
A1B1
75 oC
>97oC
not detected
A1B2
78 oC
>97oC
not detected
o
A1B3
78 C
>97oC
not detected
A2B1
81 oC
>97oC
not detected
A2B2
79,5 oC
>97oC
not detected
A2B3
90 oC
>97oC
not detected
A3B1
90 oC
>97oC
not detected
A3B2
72 oC
>97oC
not detected
A3B3
78 oC
>97oC
not detected
From the result of Brabender Viscoamylograph, non modified durian seed starch had early temperature of 67.5 oC, whereas
the temperature peak of non modified durian seed starch gelatinization is 94.5oC. Maximum viscocity from non modified
durian seed starch is 965 BU. Early temperature of modified durian seed starch was between 75-90oC but the temperature peak
of non modified durian seed starch gelatinization was failed to be analyzed because of the equipment limitation which had
maximum temperature of 97oC. Cross linking could be done to prevent the swelling of starch granules during the cooking or
to prevent gelatinization from starch [Cui, 2005].
The viscocity of both non and modified durian seed starch was analyzed using falling ball viscometer. It could be viewed in
Table 6 below.
Tabel 6. Viscosity by falling ball viscometer

Conc. POCl3 (% w/w)
0.025 (A1)
0.050 (A2)
0.075 (A3)

Nonmodified
538, 67 cp

Reaction periode (minute)
30 (B1)
60 (B2)
583,11 cp
794,53 cp
1093,49 cp

544,05 cp
844,36 cp
1034,24 cp

90 (B3)
599,27 cp
700,27 cp
1003,27 cp

cp= centipoise

POCl3 concentration effect and the reaction period effect towards viscocity could be viewed on Fig 5. The higher POCl3
concentration, the higher viscocity from non modified durian seed starch as well and the longer the reaction periode, the lower
as well its viscocity.
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1000

575,48a

400
200
0
0,025

0,05

0,075

830
820
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800
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780
770
760
750
740
730

823,71a
807,55a

767,6b

30
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60

90

waktu reaksi (menit)

Fig 5. POCl3 concentration effect and the reaction period effect towards viscocity
Note: The numbers on the histogram, followed by different superscript letters (a, b) indicate significant difference (p <0.05)
Shape & Size of Starch
Non modified durian seed starch size was 3.87 µm, whereas the modified one was 5.52 µm. The size of starch increased after
being modified. This matter could be caused by the water binding by modified starch which caused the size of modified starch
also got bigger.

(a)
(b)
Fig 6. shape and size of non modified starch of durian seed (a) shape and size of non modified starch of durian seed (b) with
2500x magnification
The bigger the granules, the higher temperature needed to reach the peak of gelatinization [Mirmoghtadaie et al., 2009]. Non
modifiedand modified starch have irregular shapes. From Fig 6 you can see that (a) the non modified starch had smaller size
and less uniformed than (b), the modified one.
The structure of starch was analyzed using FTIR. From Fig 7 and Fig 8 , it could be seen that modified and non-modified
starch have different structures. The differences were caused by the cross-link in modified starch. According to the analysis,
the structure changing in amide –NH3+ (1650-1560) compound (a), sulfate SO2-O- (1420-1330) compound (b), phosphate P-O
(1050-1030) compound (c), and halogen C-Cl (800-600) (d) compound.
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Fig 7. FTIR Result for modified starch
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Fig 8. FTIR Result forUnmodified starch
7. CONCLUSION
According to FTIR, the changing of structure was created by the cross-link. Non-modified durian seed starch have irregular
shapes with the size of 3.87 µm, whereas the modified ones were also irregulars but with the size of 5.52 µm. The modified
starch also has different structures with the non-modified ones on its amide compound, sulfate, phosphate, and halogen
compound. Durian seed had a pretty large yield which was ± 18,11%. Durian seed starch had a starch content of 83.28%. The
amylose content and whiteness of modified durian seed starch was lower compared to the non-modified ones. In the modified
ones, if the POCl3 concentration was increased and the reaction period was prolonged, the lower its amylose content and
whiteness as well. Modified durian seed starch also has higher gelatinization temperature and viscosity.
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ABSTRACT
The advent of technology as inputs in the realization of organizational productivity enhancement has prompted
researchers to study the determinants that make certain the successful acceptance of new technologies especially
information technology among users. Many studies have looked into framing variables from the existing established
theories of technology user acceptance but fall short in integrating variables derived from literatures such as the
marketing, trust and web-design. Taking into consideration the gap in the literature, a studies have been carried out
to examine the determinants of user acceptance of the electronic procurement system (eProcurement) being
employed in various governmental departments in Indonesia. Furthermore, TAM approach in state-owned
companies also promises significant improvement in terms of productivity gain, although its application has never
been widely explored. This study, therefore, focuses on the influencing factors on eProcurement acceptance in a
state-owned electrical company. In brief, the findings from this study reveals: (1), perceived ease of use,
responsiveness and facilitating conditions significantly influence the acceptance of the eProcurement system and (2)
perceived usefulness, assurance, perceived risk, and trus, on the other hand, did not significantly influence the
acceptance of the eProcurement system.
Keywords : technology acceptance model, user acceptance, electronic procurement system quality dimension,
Information Systems, usage.

1. INTRODUCTION
The eProcurement system is an e-government initiative under the Electronic Government flagship of the
Government of The Republic of Indonesia. The eProcurement system streamlines government activities and
improves the quality of service it renders. eProcurement converts traditional manual procurement processes in the
Governmental system to an electronic procurement on the Internet. The eProcurement system allows suppliers to
present their products and services on the World Wide Web, receive, manage and process purchase orders and
receive payment from government agencies via the Internet.
The suppliers’ product or service catalogue is converted into the form of an electronic catalogue or eCatalogue,
which can be viewed from any desktop with a web browser. The moderate usage of the eProcurement system
indicates an acceptance problem among government users. Our study is aimed at investigating this problem by
examining the determinants or factors that influenced the user acceptance of the eProcurement system among
government users. The next section deals with the hypotheses development.
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2. FRAMEWORK
The technology acceptance model (TAM) was first created by Davis (1989), based on the theory of reasoned action
(TRA) (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) in psychology research. The TRA posits that individual behavior is driven by
behavioral intention where behavioral intention is a function of an individual’s attitude toward the behavior and
subjective norms surrounding the performance of the behavior. In other words, it states that one’s behavior and the
intent to behave is a function of one’s attitude toward the behavior and their perceptions about the behavior.
Therefore, behavior is the function of both attitudes and beliefs.
Meanwhile, TAM proposes that perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness of technology are predictors of user
attitude towards using the technology, subsequent behavioral intentions and actual usage. Perceived ease of use was
also considered to influence perceived usefulness of technology. Figure 1 presents original version of TAM.

Figure 1: TAM Model (Davis, 1989)

TAM has been applied in numerous studies testing user acceptance of information technology, for example, word
processors (Davis et al., 1989), spreadsheet applications (Mathieson, 1991), e-mail (Szajna, 1996), web browser
(Morris & Dillon, 1997), telemedicine (Hu et al., 1999), websites (Koufaris, 2002), e-collaboration (Dasgupta,
Granger & Mcgarry, 2002), and blackboard (Landry, Griffeth & Hartman, 2006). In this study, the e-learning was
considered a system that makes use of Internet and web technology in accomplishing its mission of delivering
information to and interacting with the students through a computer interface.
In TAM, perceived usefulness refers to the degree to which the user believes that using the technology will improve
his or her work performance, while perceived ease of use refers to how effortlessly he or she perceives using the
technology will be. Both are considered distinct factors influencing the user’s attitude towards using the technology,
though perceived ease of use is also hypothesized to influence perceived usefulness and attitude towards using the
technology. Finally, such attitude towards using the technology determines the behavioral intention to use that
technology. Figure 2 depicts the research model employed in the study. The model is taken from the reasearch of
Rose and Kumar (2009).
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Perceived Usefulness

Assurance

Perceived Risk

Facilitating Conditions
Intentions to transact
the e-Perolehan system
Perceived ease of use
easeoof use
Trust

Responsiveness
Figure 2: Research Model; Rose and Kumar (2009)

A survey was conducted on employes of the State-owned Company in an electrical industry to evaluate the
application of TAM concerning the implementation of an eProcurement system. The Company had started
implementing the use of eProcurement since early 2000. The major aim is to acelerate the procurement process.
Each participant was asked to fill out a questionnaire indicating his or her agreement or disagreement with each
statement on a 5-point Likert-type scale with the end points being “strongly disagree” and “strongly agree”. Scale
items appearing on the survey were adapted from scales measuring variables in Davis et al. (1989).
Sample demographic information with respect to age and gender was also taken for potential control purposes in
data analysis. Responses were received from 60 subjects, giving a response rate of around 86,67% (N=122). Over
half of the respondents (65,4%) were male, and the respondents’ age varied from 20 to 40 years, reflecting the
population from which sample was drawn.

3.

METHODOLOGY

Measurement validity in terms of reliability and construct validity was evaluated. The reliability analysis was
conducted in order to ensure the internal validity and consistency of the items used for each variables. Hair et al.
(1998) recommended that Cronbach alpha values from 0.6 to 0.8 were deemed the lower limit of acceptability. An
alpha of more than 0.7 would indicate that the items are homogeneous and measuring the same constant. Table 1
shows the reliability of the measurement scales. Cronbach’s alpha reliability scores were all over 0.7, which is
considered very good (Nunnally, 1978). Hence, the results demonstrate that the questionnaire is a reliable
measurement instrument.
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Table 1: Cronbach’s alpha reliability scores

Variabel
Perceived Usefulness

Cronbach’s
Alpha
0.908

Assurance

0.744

Perceived Risk

0.713

Facilitating Conditions

0.857

Perceived Ease of Use

0.890

Trust

0.784

Responsiveness

0.724

Intention to Use

0.862

Multicolinearity analysis is basically meant to know the existence of linear relationship between the free variables in
the regression model testing. Multicolinearity can be obtained by calculating the VIF (Variance Factor Inflanatory)
and Toll (Tolerance). If the VIF value above 10 and the Toll under 0.10 then it means there is multicolinearity. In
this multicolinierity test, there are 7 independent variables that were tested, namely: Perceived Usefulness,
Assurance, Perceived Risk, facilitating Ease of Use, Trust, and Responsiveness. The result of all independent
variables tested are free from multicolinearity problem
.
Table 2: Multicolinearity test result
Variable

Tolerance
Value

VIF

Perceived Usefulness

0.331

3.023

Assurance

0.342

2.920

Responsiveness

0.278

3.595

Facilitating Conditions

0.224

4.474

Perceived Ease of Use

0.353

2.830

Trust

0.240

4.162

Perceived Risk

0.339

2.947

Determining the presence or absence of symptoms is explored through heterocedacity Glacier test. In this test,
regression Glacier noise error was conducted against every free suspecetd variable. Base on this test results, a
decision would be drawn. If the number of significance is gretaer than 0.05 at the confidence level of 95%,
heterocedacity would not exist. The heterocedacity test results can be seen in the Table 3 below:
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Table 3: Heterocedacity test result

Variabel
Perceived Usefulness
Assurance
Responsiveness
Facilitating Conditions
Perceived Ease of Use
Trust
Perceived Risk

Sig.
0.708
0.195
0.686
0.511
0.072
0.265
0.621

The research model shown in Figure 2 was tested using SPSS software. Multiple linear regression analyses were
conducted based on 52 completed responses collected from the survey. Test results can be seen in the table below

Table 4: Multiple linear regression result

Model
1

4.

(Constant)
Perceived Usefulness
Assurance
Perceived Risk
Facilitating Conditions
Perceived Ease of Use
Trust
Responsiveness

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
.304
.607
.143
.091
.028
.070
-.068
.105
.200
.082
.138
.055
.150
.100
.211
.083

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
.147
.037
-.060
.276
.226
.165
.259

t
.500
1.570
.405
-.652
2.428
2.502
1.503
2.538

Sig.
.620
.124
.687
.518
.019
.016
.140
.015

DISCUSSION

This study examined TAM using student acceptance of eProcurement System. Overall, TAM was partially
supported. Based on data collected from 52 sample, the utility of TAM for explaining acceptance of eProcurement
System by sample was evaluated. Results showed that perceived ease of use is more important in determining
intention to use than attitude toward using. In agreement with what TAM postulates, perceived ease of use was
found to have a significant influence on employees intention to use the system, that is, it is in accordance with Davis
(1989) who found attitude toward using was at best a partial mediator of the effect of perceived ease of use on
intention to use, and that it added little causal explanatory power. An explanation might be that employees are
willing to adopt beneficial applications of eProcurement, and this may suggest that employees tend to focus on the
usefulness of the technology itself. In this context, providing proper user training is essential for directing and
solidifying employees perception on the ease of technology usage.
Furthermore, facilitating condition, responsiveness and perceived ease of use were also found to have a significant
effect on attitude towards using the technology. Contrary to what TAM hypothesizes, attitude was found to have no
effect on intention to use. These might reflect limitations of TAM’s applicability with respect to technologies, user
populations, or both.
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Compared to prior TAM studies, the model appeared to have relatively weaker utility for explaining employes
attitude formation and intention development. TAM appears to lack adequate specificity to explain and enunciate
attitude and intention of employes. The results of this study show that TAM can be used to explain the students
acceptance eProcurement System.

5.

CONLCUSION

The authors analysis indicates two recommendations. First, to expand the theoretical validity of the literature,
reexamination of TAM with other employees or user population and different information technology (IT)
application will be important. Second, the study did not fully test TAM concept. Actual technology use was not
included in the research model. Continued studies that incorporate actual technology use into the research model
would enable an increasingly complete examination of the applicability of TAM in explaining or predicted IT
acceptance by employes. Therefore, future studies should also not be limited by the original TAM.
Davis (1993) suggested additional factors to be included in the original TAM such as prior usage, user experiences,
and user characteristics. Accordingly, future studies should investigate the role of adding such variables to those
originally used in the model.

6.
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ABSTRACT
Forecasting is part of demand management as production planning functions that could be useful in giving the
description of production activities to be carried out. The purpose of this research is to obtain an accurate forecasting
model to project the demand for the product as a function of production planning. Because forecasting is not absolutely true
and accurate, the forecast error approach is a key to determine the set minimum inventory levels (safety stock). Thus the
forecast demand can be predicted and the amount of inventory can be determined to anticipate the number of variety and
fluctuative demand. Using time series analysis with ARIMA method, it is concluded that the demand forecasting model in
which the forecast error falls to 19%.
Keywords
Forecasting, safety stock, ARIMA, time series analysis, forecast error

1. INTRODUCTION
Competition between firms to gain market share where the main objective for companies or business is to make the
consumer as the ultimate goal of their business strategy. This deals with the main objective of a company that is serving
the customer, where the ultimate goal of the company is running the company that can meet consumer needs. For this
type of electronic goods, the availability of goods in the market becomes very important where in a retail sale of goods
there are many items available to be chosen by the consumer. Therefore, most manufacturing companies cannot wait
until the request is actually coming to begin to plan production.
Companies continually face the uncertain fluctuations of customer orders. To deal with these fluctuations in the company
need to hold extra inventory, reserves adequate production capacity, scheduling overtime work plan, and carefully manage
their delivery scheduling time. Therefore, fluctuations can increase costs and reduce its operational efficiency, and very
important for companies to effectively manage the volatility to increase profitability. Furthermore, to be fluctuations may
affect the company's ability to fulfill customer orders in a timely manner, which can cause loss of opportunity to sell
products in future competitive market today.
One way to predict the existence of these fluctuations is to predict a future state. So that companies can predict future orders
and help management to manage production planning and improving its operational efficiency. Forecasting is a very
important part of an enterprise as the basic inputs for planning business strategies. For example, with the forecast
demand, then the settings and perancanaan production (production planning and control) can be done. Demand levels
greatly affect the level of production capacity, financial needs and other parts in a business. In the functional areas of finance
and accounting, forecasting provides a basis for budget planning and cost control. Marketing relies on sales forecasting for
new product planning, sales force compensation, and make other important decisions. Production and operations personnel
use the estimates to make periodic decisions involving the selection process, capacity planning, and facility layout, and also
for ongoing decisions regarding production planning, scheduling, and inventory.
Then, as preventive measures to avoid any backlog of requests that cannot be fulfilled
or excess inventori then the
company should have inventory levels in anticipation of this uncertain demand. Inventory levels or commonly known as
safety stock is the stock of reserves to meet demand beyond the estimates.
Based on this, the necessary forecasts about the number or the number of requests that will come is with forecasting. So
the purpose of forecasting, which is part of demand management as a function of projected production planning can be
useful in giving the description of production activities to be carried out. Then, to anticipate the forecast error was decided
to eat some minimum inventory levels (safety stock) in inventory reserves that the company can meet the demand coming.
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The research will emphasize to the method of forecasting and demand management is the most basic right as one of the
company in making decisions so that companies can improve operational efficiency and results from the forecast will be
used to determine the level of safety stock that must be kept by the company as a level minimum inventory.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Time Series Analysis
Time series analysis is forecasting method using time series approach (time series) as the basis for forecasting, which
requires actual data then be predicted to identify patterns of data needed to determine the appropriate forecasting method.
This approach tries to understand and explain the specific mechanism, predicting a future value with the assumption
that past data can project the future, and optimize control system. The goal is to observe or model the existing data series
to enable future data are not known yet predictable.
By considering a time series of observations in which a sequence can be denoted by a linear combination of variablerandom variables, for example,
, described the probability that is distributed steadily with an average 0 and
variances
. Data distribution is normally distributed and successive from random variables
or known as
white noise process. Linear combination of can be donated in the following equation
(1)
or
Where is the weight and value constant while is a constant that determines the level of the process. Another
alternative of equation (1) defined by other notations, is B. Denoted by
Equation (1) is usually called a linear filter. Consecutive time series observations of is dependent, as determined by
other variables namely . Furthermore, if
are normally distributed and
is also normally distributed. In view of the
linear filter model, this observation can be defined or known time series with a process of white noise transformation
into a time series.
Model (1) was obtained from a stationary time series and the nonstasioner. If the time series are s tationary time series
means the up and down or random terfluktuasi average but has a constant and if the nonstasioner time series, the average
has a range of high enough value. In general, the linear filter weights
is finite or infinite and converging, in
and
stationary time series with average . If the weight , infinite and divergent, then the time series formed are nonstasioner and
is the only reference value of the original process.
2.2 ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average) Model
ARIMA forecasting method is one approach that uses time series techniques a correlation between time series. The rationale
of the ARIMA model is the observation now (zt) dependent on one or several previous observations (zt-k). In other
words, this model was made because there is a correlation statically (dependent) inter-series observations. To view the
dependencies between observations, can perform the correlation test between experiments often known by autocorrelation
function (ACF).
ARIMA Model consists of three process are autoregressive, integrated, moving average with order (p, d, q) and denoted as
ARIMA (p, d, q). Order p is to show the existence of autoregressive process on the model, the order d to demonstrate
integrated process that must be done first on the data, and q order to show the process of moving average. If the value of
d = 0 dan q = 0, then the autoregressive model is denoted as AR (p) and if d = 0 and p = 0, then the moving average
model is denoted as MA (q) while if there are third in the model then the model process is called autoregressive
integrated moving average is denoted as ARIMA (p, d, q).
Autocorrelation and Partial
Autocorrelation
One way to detect the dependencies between observations is to perform a correlation test among observations is called
autocorrelation function (ACF). Autocorrelation
between successive values in a time series is the key to identify the
basic patterns and determine the appropriate korespondasi models for time series. Autocorrelation at lag k to show the
correlation between two values in a time series of observations separated by k units are
(2)
Autocorrelation values ranged between
relationship between these values, a positive sign

. Furthermore,
illustrating the value of the correlation
indicates that the relationship is a positive berkorealasi and negative
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signs indicate that the relationship is a negative correlation. Strong relationship was found when the correlation is 1 and
the increasingly weakened to a value of 0. To measure the closeness of the relationship between experiments a time called the
partial autocorrelation function (partial autocorrelation function/PACF). In a time series analysis the correlation between xt and
xt-k at a lag k will affect the moving values of
. The partial autocorrelation coefficient k, denoted as
. Plot of
at lag k is called as partial autocorrelation function (
).
Autoregressive (AR) Process
Autoregressive (AR) model denoted as
(3)
Where
is dependent variable and
is independent variable. Independent variable is the row of
is demand in period t-1, then
is demand for the next period
values from the same or similar variables, for example
t-2 and so in. While et is error or residual unit which describes the random noise that can not be explained by the model.
Thus, autoregressive process is as follows:
1. Determine the model of equation (3) appropriate
2. Determining the value of p (determining the length of the equation that is formed)
3. Estimating coefficients weight
Moving Average (MA) Process
The process that determines whether the autoregressive time series models or moving average depending on data correlation
(autocorrelation) which will be modeled. Another model from the ARIMA model is the moving average is denoted as follows
(4)
where, as mentioned above that
is error or unit residual and
is difference between actual
value with value forecasted at period t.
Combination Prosess of Autoregressive and Moving Average (ARMA)
Equation of ARMA model is a combination of AR and MA equation is denoted as follows
(5)
The equation shows that the demand equation depends on the value of the past and the past error between the actual
demands forecasting with the predicted value.
Integrated Process (Stasioner and Nonstasioner)
ARMA Model is stationary time series model which that can be relied upon to illustrate the future value forecasted are
very varied. Basic theory of ARMA model is a correlation, and stationary means using and reading behavior of the
correlation between the values of the past to predict the future value. Stationary state is required to be able to represent
the state of the overall data is data with no trend, seasonal, and so forth. However, the ARMA model is an approach
that can be used for various types of time series. If the time series is not stationary there should be differentiation in the
data.
2.3 Safety Stock
Safety stock is inventory prepared as a buffer stock in anticipation of the differences between forecast and actual demand, the
delivery time expectated, and other unexpected matters. Success rate and accuracy of forecasting can be measured by
calculating the forecast error. Basic forecast error used as the basis for the calculation of safety stock level is RSME (Root
Mean Square Error). Mean Squared Error (MSE) using squared value for each difference calculation happens. The
difference with the mean absolute deviation (MAD) is the MSE of the error rate for the deviation is more extreme than
the MAD.
(6)
where:
e = error (difference of
)
= actual value at period t
= forecasting value at period t
n = number of observations
Therefore, safety stock is the amount of supplies needed to anticipate the forecast error. Forecast error is the key to
determining the level of safety stock. Calculation of safety stock based on forecast error is as follows.
(7)
where:
SL = Service Level
FE = Forecast Error, used is RSME (Root Mean Square Error)
LT = Lead Time
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3. METHODOLOGY
Some methodology for data collection required to conduct this research. Data collection was conducted by observation,
interviews, and collecting documents on the company. Data needed is divided into two which are data of
product demand and data of product forecast used by companies as a reference in the production planning.
1. Data of Product Demand
Based on interviews and data of demand derived for all types of company’s products (printers). Finally, one type
of printers that can be
a representation to describe
the behavior
of demand onthe
company's printer products
is
decided. Demand for products to be studied is the product demand in the last two years (April 2008 - March 2010).
2. Data of Product Forecast
Company has a forecasting system to generate the forecasting data of product demand that will be used for production planning
that shows a description of total products which will be manufactured. Production planning then is transformed to MPS
(Master Production Schedulling). Planning is used to manage resources needed such as capital, equipment, labor, raw material,
and et cetera. Historical data for forecasting used by company is the data in the last six months.

4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
4.1 Determining Product Demand Forecasting Model
Identification of ARIMA model (p, d, q) is the order of (3, 1, 1), value of d obtained for the interpretation of time series
plot is a series nonstasioner. By performing the differentiation level one has a stationary data. The next step is determining
the values of model parameters, that is the autoregressive coefficient ( ) and moving average coefficient (θ) so that model
equations in the form intact. The amount parameter is determined by trial and error by comparing the smallest value of
MSE (Mean Squared Error) generated by those parameters.
Results of data processing, equation of ARIMA model for demand product is as follows

forecast calculation using ARIMA (3, 1, 1), the accuracy forecast result does not achieve 100%. Forecast error resulted
using ARIMA (3, 1, 1) as measured by the MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error) is 64%, it means forecast accuracy
is only about 36%. When compared with the forecast error made by the companies that is equal to 83%, the prediction using
this method produces a better calculation accuracy is increased by 19%.
In addition, as a model for comparison was undertaken to test against the other two models for comparison. Based on
time series data held there are two models proposed are biased comparison of the first model ARIMA (1,1,0) or ARI (1,1)
and the second model is ARIMA (0, 1, 1) or IMA (1,1). However, comparison of these two models do not produce
smaller forecast error is 78% for ARI model (1,1) and for the IMA model (1,1). So far the best model that can be used
for forecasting is the ARIMA model (3,1,1) with the forecast error at 64%. Therefore, this method can be proposed to
project product demand forecast for the future.

Figure 1: Actual and Forecasting Product Demand Comparisons between ARIMA Method with Previous Method
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4.2 Determining Safety Stock Level
In fact, company wants to have a number of safety stocks at optimal levels so that the cost of excess inventory as well as
the costs of stockout achieves a minimum cost. In this research, the scope does not cover the cost, safety stock
calculation depends on the level of service that the company wants to provide to customers. The value of safety factor can
be seen by looking at service level (probability) = 100% - α so the value of Zα or safety factor which is the ratio of the
security level can be determined. The value of safety factor to service level can be seen in table (1).
With equation (7) safety stock value can be determined. Safety stock is a component of the total inventory to
menanggulagi fluctuations in demand. Therefore, the forecast error is a key element in implementing and determining safety
stock (the amount of product should be available) is appropriate.
Forecast error is defined as a deviation of error (forecast error) is the RSME (Root Mean Square Error) because it will
determine the amount of safety stock in the unit. Based on ARIMA method, the value of the deviation from the actual
demand with the result of the prediction is RSME = 4633 units. Here are numbers of safety stock at different service levels
(table 2).
Table 1: Safety Factor Unit in Various Service Level

Table 2: Number of Safety Stock in Various Service Level
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Figure 2: Linear Graphic of Safety Stock and Service Level
The desired level of service level depends on management decisions that determine tolerance level of many goods that backlog
allowed. In general, why the company set safety stock in the warehouse is to avoid lost sales. However, meet the demand is
not always can give benefit for the company. On the one hand, if the company has reached maximum production capacity in
other words to meet the demand beyond production capacity, the company must add the resource. Additional resources
may be the addition of machines, workers, production lines and so forth. Limiting the number of lost sales are lost due to
failure to sell smaller than if the company must add the cost of resources. Reason to avoid the existence of stockout is
the backorder cost and the possibility of losing customers. So that the stockout avoided by the company. Therefore,
service level to be used depends on each company's policies, the extent allowable stockout amount (toleration level of
compliance with the request). In general, the level of service level used ranged from 95% - 99% means that the higher level
of desired service level, the more amount of products that should be in stock. As can be seen in Table 2. and Figure 3.
the large number of safety stock linearly with the desired level of service level.
In Figure 3. can be seen projected demand for the next three months, which according to fluctuating demand forecast
prediction rises and falls. In principle, the forecast predicts only a future state and 100% reliable unbiased forecast error.
Safety stock is key to anticipate the demand forecast error and this fluctuation. At 90% service level, the suggested safety
stock are 5937 units, meaning that for the next three months are advised to have a total warehouse inventory is always
there for 5937 units. Therefore, forecasting that is used has an error of 64%, greater safety stock can also be assumed as
the minimum number of products to be produced, meaning that for three months the amount of production is maintained at
those levels in order to meet the fluctuating demand.

Figure 3: Design of Safety Stock in Various Production Service Level
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this research is to obtain an accurate forecasting model to project the demand for the product as a function
of production planning and forecasting results can be used to determine the minimum inventory level (safety stock)
in order to anticipate the number of requests varied. Based on the results of data processing and analysis concludes
that:
1. Forecasting model of product demand using ARIMA method is order (3, 1, 1) with the following equation:

Forecast error for the model equation measured by MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error) is 64% decreased by
19% from previous forecasting method was 83%. Mean error (the average forecast error per unit) gives a very small
value of 91 units while the previous method yielded a mean error amounted to 2247 units. It can be concluded that this
method can describe the demand function in production planning.
2. Based on the forecasting results where the 64% forecast error (MAPE) and 4633 units (RSME), the supplies needed to
anticipate the existence of this forecast error (safety stock) at some desired level of service level is 5937 units in
service level 90%, 6509 units service level at 92%, 6837 units at 93% service level, service level 7203 units in
94%, 7620 units at 95% service level, service level 8110 units at 96% and if you want to achieve 97% service
level, then the safety stock units that must be provided is as much as 8713 units. Demand for three months head so
varied and fluctuating magnitude of this safety stock can be assumed as the minimum number of products to be produced,
meaning that for three months the amount of production is maintained at those levels in order to meet the fluctuating
demand.
For further research, hopefully there are some changes that should be done to achieve better research results, including:
1. Many types of forecasting methods, in this study conducted forecasting method are based on time series analysis
methods. Better forecasting analysis method used in combination of time series analysis, nor regression analysis. With
regression analysis can be known factors that influence the demand so that the results of forecasting can be more certain
than merely from the successive of time series.
2. In the calculation of safety stock, the amount of safety stock is an alternative of some of the existing service level. For
further research, should consider the cost factor is the value of backlog is more profitable than the pursuit of a target
company to meet the many demands and vice versa. By knowing the cost, safety stock levels can be determined at an
optimum.
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ABSTRACT
Several indicators can be used for assessing the success of hospital services. There are indicators whose standard values
established by Ministry of Healthy, Republic of Indonesia, for all Indonesian hospitals without paying attention to the
variables that affect the indicators. This research will use multiple regression analysis to identify the variables that
significantly influence each indicator. The purpose of the research is to get regression equation models, so that the models can
be used to determine the value of service indicators standard in the next year.
Keywords
Indicators Standard, Multiple Regression Analysis, Regression Equation Model

1. INTRODUCTION
Hospital industry interpreted as applying industrial management in hospital management in order to attain effectiveness and
efficiency when running the business. Hospital as an organization of health service also faces the era of globalization and
change of environment, especially health treatment environment changes, so that hospital management requires certain ways to
face the problems. Changes in hospital environment, for example, happened at medical technology and science. Both of them
become more complex and give more benefits for the hospital services. In addition, there are changes in health area’s
paradigm. Government had done deregulations and privatizations. Private sector was given amenity by government to develop
or build hospital, so the competition in hospital industry becomes more competitive (Ristrini, 2005). The hospital industry in
province of Riau also faces the same conditions. Nowadays, the amount of private hospitals is bigger than government,
BUMN, or TNI/POLRI’s.
Previous research related to hospital services is done to see patients’ satisfaction level after receiving healthy services. Kaul,
Gupta and Jauhari (2008) using three factors: patient condition before consultancy with doctor, patient condition during
medication and consultancy, and patient condition after consultancy, to see which factors are significantly influence patients’
satisfaction.
Ditjen Bina Pelayanan Medik, Department of Healthy, Republic of Indonesia established a set of standards to capture the
quality of hospital services in Indonesia. They are utilization level of the equipments, quality of service and level of efficiency
in the services. The indicators of the standards are showed in table 1.
The other indicators that already used are average visitation to polyclinic per day, activity of emergency clinic unit, surgery
activity, activity of surgery, activity of laboratory inspection, Keluarga Berencana (KB) activity, referral activity, and the
payments.
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Table 1: List of Hospital Efficacy Indicators
No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Indicators
Bed Occupancy Rate (BOR)
Percentage of usage of bed in one set of time.
Average Length of Stay (Av LOS)
Average of patient treatment time
Bed Turnover (BTO)
Frequency of bed usage, how many times the bed was
used in one set of time (usually 1 year).
Turnover Interval (TOI)
Average time when a bed is not used by patient.
Net Death Rate (NDR)
The mortality rate after 48 hours of treatments for every
100 patients
Gross Death Rate (GDR)
General mortality rate for every 1000 patients.

Ideal Value
60-85%
6 - 9 days
40-50 times / years
1 - 3 days
< 25 per 1000 patients that exit
< 45 per 1000 patients that exit

A hospital can be told as a succeed hospital if it can complete the ideal standard for each indicators. But nowadays, the existing
standard applied for the all of hospital in Indonesia without paying attention of hospital class and others variables, so that the
gap between the ideal value and the hospitals’ real achievements is still high. To solve the problems, it is important to know the
variables that influence each indicator, so that hospital service standard in province of Riau can be determined based on
research. Later, the quality of hospital services in Riau can be improved.
The results of this research are regression equation models that can be used to determine the indicators standard in hospital
services based on variables that significantly influence the indicators.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
2.1 Problems
The specific problem in this research is to find variables influencing efficacy indicators of service in a hospital. Furthermore,
this paper proposes a model to determine hospital standard that suitable with variables that significantly influence efficacy
indicators using multiple regression analysis.
2.2 Variables Identify
The objects of this research are two private sector hospitals in Province of Riau at one class. Variables identification was done
using questioner and direct interview to party which related to these problems, e.g. hospital managements, room head at
hospital, and Public Health Service (Dinas Kesehatan) of Province Riau that handling hospital area.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Bed Occupancy Ratio (BOR)
3.1.1 Normality
Variable BOR depended to some independent variables like day treatment of hospital (X1), existence of extraordinary
occurrence (X2), amount of exit patients (X3), skill of medic and paramedic (X4), and amount of patient enter (X5). Figure 1
and 2 shows that data was distributed normally.
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Figure 1: Histogram Model Regression Equation Residual at BOR Indicator

Figure 2: Normal Probability Plot at BOR Indicator
3.1.2 Linearity
Table 2: Summary Linearity Test for BOR Indicator
Sig.
Alpha Condition Conclusion
Y * X1
0.910
0.05
S>α
Linear
Y * X2
0.054
0.05
S>α
Linear
Y * X3
0.178
0.05
S>α
Linear
Y * X4
0.080
0.05
S>α
Linear
Y * X5
0.423
0.05
S>α
Linear

All of linearity values were higher than 0.05 (alpha value), so it can be concluded that all of independent variables have linear
correlation with BOR variable.
3.1.3 Homescedasticity
Figure 3 show the scatter plot of data. The scatter plot doesn’t show certain patterns, so it can be said that heteroscedasticity
was not happened in this regression equation.

Figure 3: Scatter Plot BOR Prediction Value with Residual
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3.1.4 Autocorrelation
Table 3: Result of Durbin Watson Test

Table 2 shows the results of Durbin Watson Test. Autocorrelation is happened if ineligibility du < d < 4-du. After calculating
the data, it was seen that the ineligibility is 1.727 < 2.197 < 2.273. Since Durbin Watson value is between du and 4-du, it can
be said that autocorrelation doesn’t happened at BOR regression equation residual.
3.1.5 Multicollinearity
Table 4: Collinearity Statistic at BOR Indicator

Since the tolerance value at independent there is < 0.1, it can be concluded that multicolinearity was happened. Therefore of
variable must be eliminating.
3.1.6 Regression Equation
From table 2, it can be seen that 98.1% variation of BOR value can be explained by independent variables. From table 4, it can
be seen that four independent variables (X1, X2, X4, X5) having effect to BOR value.
Table 5: Anova Regression For BOR Indicator

Table 5 shows the coefficient regression for BOR indicator as shown below:
Table 6: Coefficients Regression for BOR Indicator

From the significant value t test, it can be seen that each variables significantly influencing BOR value. The equation of
regression for BOR indicator is:
Y = -5.071 + 0.018 X1 + 0.015 X2 + 1.256 X4 + 0.008 X5

(1)
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3.2 Average Length of Stay (Av-LOS)
Variable of Av-LOS depended to some independent variables like amount of exit patients (X1), amount of day treatment of exit
patient (X2), suffered disease type (X3), faction medicine patent was given (X4). Table shows the coefficient regression for AvLOS indicator. Table 6 shows coefficient regression for AV-LOS indicator.
Table 7: Coefficients Regression for Av-LOS Indicator

From the significant value t test, it can be concluded that the independent variables that significantly influencing Av-LOS
value are amount of exit patients variable (X1), amount of day treatment of exit patient (X2), and faction medicine patent was
given variable (X4). The equation of regression AV-LOS indicator is:
Y = 4.142 - 0.003 X1 + 0.001 X2 - 0.036 X4

(2)

3.3 Bed Turnover (BTO)
Variable BTO depended to some independent variables, i.e. amount of exit patients (X1), suffered disease type (X2), existence
of extraordinary occurrence (X3), and amount of enter patients (X4). Table 7 shows coefficient regression for BTO indicator.
Table 8: Coefficients Regression for BTO Indicator

From the significant value t test, it can be seen that independent variables that significantly influencing BTO value are amount
of exit patients variable (X1), and extraordinary occurrence variable (X3). The equation of regression BOR indicator shall be as
follow:
Y = - 0.177 + 0.007X1 - 0.0004 X3

(3)

3.4 Turnover Interval (TOI)
Variable TOI depended to some independent variables i.e. amount of exit patients (X1), day treatment of hospital (X2),
existence of extraordinary occurrence (X3) and amount of enter patients (X4). Table 8 shows coefficient regression for TOR
indicator.
Table 9: Coefficients Regression for for TOI
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From the significant value t test, it can be seen that all independent variables were influencing TOI value significantly. So the
equation of regression TOI indicator shall be as follow:
Y = 3.413 – 2577.936 (1/X1) - 0.002 X2 + 0.002 X3

(4)

3.5 Net Death Rate (NDR)
Variable NDR depended to some independent variables i.e. amount of exit patients (X1), amount of dead patient > 48 hours
treatment (X2), skill of medic and paramedic (X3), and suffered disease type (cause of death) (X4). Table 9 shows coefficient
regression for NDR indicator.
Table 10: Coefficients Regression for NDR Indicator

From the significant value t test, it can be concluded that all independent variables were influencing NDR value significantly.
So, the equation of regression NDR indicator shall be as follow:
Y = 4.123 - 0.006 X1 + 1.068 X2 - 0.231 X3 + 3.092 Log X4

(5)

3.6 Gross Death Rate (GDR)
Variable GDR depended to some independent variables i.e. amount of exit patients (X1), amount of dead patient (X2), skill of
medic and paramedic (X3), and suffered disease type (cause of death) (X4). Table 10shows coefficient regression for GDR
indicator.
Table 11: Coefficients Regression for GDR Indicator

From the significant value t test, it can be seen that independent variable that significantly influencing GDR are value amount
of exit patients (X1), amount of dead patient (X2), and suffered disease type (cause of death) (X4). So the equation of regression
GDR indicator shall be as follow:
Y = 19.3 - 0.024 X1 + 1.229 X2 + 0.06 X4

(6)
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3.6 Validate of Result
The model containing all of the equations for each indicator can be used to determine standard value indicators for service
efficacy in hospital. This model has paid attention to variables which were significantly influence each indicator. By using
forecasting of next year data from the variables that is significantly influencing the indicators, standard proposal for next year
2008 can be proposes as follows :
Table 12: Standard Value of Indicators for Service Efficacy in Hospital

No

Indicators

Standard by Ministry
of Healthy

Standard proposes for Next
Year

1.

BOR

60-85%

61 – 63 %

2.

Av LOS

6 - 9 days

4 – 5 days

3.

BTO

40-50 times / year or
3 – 5 times / month

5 – 6 times/month

4.

TOI

1 - 3 days

5 – 6 days

5.
6.

NDR
GDR

< 25 per 1000 patients that
exit

< 45 per 1000 patients that
exit

< 15 per 1000 patients that exit
< 29 per 1000 patients that exit

4. CONCLUSION
The models obtained from this research are made based on variables which significantly influence indicators service efficacy
in hospital. These models can be used to determine the standard of each indicator.
The opportunity for next research can be done by giving additional variables which possible influence indicators service
efficacy in hospital. Furthermore, identifying indicator standard can used better forecasting method, so that Ministry of
Healthy, Republic of Indonesia can used this regression equation models to determine standard value indicators for service
efficacy in hospital according to the situation and class of each hospital, since this models consider variables which is
significantly influence of each indicators value.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an application of differential evolution algorithm for job shop scheduling problem. Job shop scheduling is
a complex combinatorial optimization that needs long computation time to find the best solution. A differential evolution
algorithm could give an optimal solution of job shop scheduling problem in short computation time. A differential evolution
algorithm is the latest metaheuristic methods developed by Storn and Price, which is based on biological evolution mechanism
in finding the best individual as the best solution. A case study of job shop scheduling in PT X is performed to implement the
algorithm. The objective of the differential evolution algorithm in this job scheduling problem is to minimize makespan.
Scheduling result using the algorithm gives makespan value 33% smaller than dispatching rules method.
Keywords
Job shop scheduling problem, differential evolution algorithm, dispatching rules

1. INTRODUCTION
Scheduling, a form of decision-making, plays an essential role in manufacturing as well as in the service industry. A
corporation must respond quickly to the customers’ demands in order to maintain marketshare. Thus, effective and efficient
scheduling has become a necessity for survival in the modern competitive marketplace. Maximizing machine utilization is one
of the typical goals of scheduling problems. When considering the job shop scheduling (JSS) problem, the general form of the
classical scheduling problems, the goal above can be intuitively transferred to makespan minimization. The JSS problem with
objective function of minimizing makespan can be stated as follows: each of n jobs is to be processed without preemption by m
machines; each of job consists of m operations that own a predetermined processing order through machines. Each machine
can handle no more than one job at a time and each job must visit each machine only once.
PT X is a manufacture company which produces plastic product. One of its division, mould division, plays an important role in
supporting PT X’s production. The division produces various moulding products using job shop production type. Moulding
products are processed through several machines, in different process. The division also receives repaired order of molding
components using the same machines. This condition needs time efficiency.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Since the JSS problem is complex and difficult to be solved by exact algorithm, then it is solved by heuristic algorithms
approach. Heuristic agorithms can obtain optimal or near optimal solution in acceptable computation time. Heuristic
algorithms can be broadly classified into two groups: classical-heuristics (dispatching rules, shifting bottleneck procedure, and
constraint propagation) and meta-heuristics (Simulated Annealing, Tabu Search, Ant Colony Optimization, Genetic
Algorithms, and Differential Evolution).
The methodology used in this research is differential evolution algorithm, the latest meta-heuristic algorithm proposed by Storn
and Price in 1997 [1]. Differential evolution algorithm is an improved version of genetic algorithm. Its principle is based on
biologycal evolutionary analogious, that find the best individual as the best solution. The advantages of DE are its simple
structure, ease of use, speed, and robustness [2]. The objective function of this job shop scheduling problem (case study in PT
X) using DE algorithm is makespan minimization.
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Generally, this algorithm is devided into four step, they are population initialization, mutation, crossing over, and selection.
There is a litle modification for DE algorithm in JSS problem compared by original DE algorithm, like permutation of
operation and job repetition vector. It’s caused by a fact that the idividual in the population does not represent job sequencing,
thus need to be converted into job repetition vector. The flowcahrt of DE algorithm for job shop scheduling problem is given in
figure 1.

Figure 1: Flowchart of Differential Evolution Algorithm for Job Shop Scheduling
The flowchart is defined as follow:
a) Initialization
This step includes parameter control tuning and population initialization. Parameter control tunning gives impact on DE’s
performance (effectivity, eficiency, and robustness). Parameter control tuning has a purpose to find an acceptable solution
trough some function evaluation. Three parameter controls in DE are:
1). Parameter control of mutation, F– a real constant factor which control mutation operation, in a range of [0,2].
2). Parameter control of crossing over, CR– control crossing over operation, in a range of [0,1].
3). Number of Population, NP – population size in one generation. NP = n x m; n:number of job; m:number of
machine.
The population of individual is constructed randomly for the JSS problem. The following formula is used to construct the
continuous position values:
(1);
xik0 x min x max x min r
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where xmin= -4; xmax=4; r = a uniform random number between 0 and 1. The X individual is a d-dimention vector, that
d=nxm.
The individual is then converted into job repetition vector using this formula:
t
ik

t
ik

n

1

(2);
1

where φ is a permutation of operation which is derived from Smallest Position Value rule. Table 2 illustrates the solution
representation of individual X of the DE algorithm for the 3-job 3-machine problem containing 3x3=9 operations.
Table 2: Solution Representation of 3 x 3 JSS Problem Using DE Algorithm

(Taken from: Tasgetiren, 2004)

After that, evaluate each individual in the population using the objective function

fi

t
i

X it

= C max max

j

i ,.., n

Cj to choose

target individual as the best initial solution.
b) p-date generation t = t + 1
c) Mutation
Each of population members that are not chosen as target individual will be mutated to form mutant individual
1
which is determined from:
Vi t 1 vit1 1 , vit2 1 ,..,vit,nm
Vi t

1

X at i

F X bti

X cti , (ai ≠ bi ≠ ci).

(3)

d) Crossing Over
Following the mutation phase, the crossover (recombination) operator is applied to obtain trial population. Mutant
individual and target individual is combined by crossover operator CR to generate a trial individual U it 1 uit1 1 , uit2 1 ,..,uit,nm1
according to:

uikt 1

vikt 1 , if rikt 1 CR or k D
xikt , otherwise

D: an integer random number between 1 and nm which is used to ensure that at least one parameter of trial individual
differs from its counterpart in the previous generation.
CR: user-defined crossover constant in the range (0,1).
: a uniform random number between 0 and 1.
d) Find Permutation of Job Operation
Apply the SPV rule to find the permutation of operation (i= 1,2, …,NP).
e) Find Job Repetition
Determine job repetition vector, (i = 1,2,…,NP).
f) Evaluate Trial Population
Evaluate trial population using the objective function: (i = 1,2,…,NP).
g) Selection
To decide whether the trial individual should be a member of target population for the next generation or not, it is
compared to its counterpart target individual in the previous generation. The selection is based on the survival of fitness
among the trial population and target population such that:
(4)
h) Stopping Criterion
If the number of generation exceeds the maximum CPU times, then stop; otherwise go to step 2.
The data which is needed to solve the job shop scheduling problem in PT X using DE algorithm i.e. data of molding products
demand and their components, name and number of machines used in production floor, data of working days and working
hours/day, data of run time of each machine to process the product including its components. According to those data, initial
data computation is done to be an input of the next computation process. The initial data computation result is given in table 3:
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Tabel 3: Machines run time of each job (days)
Job

1
2.94
5.14
15.33
2.89
0.00
7.21
5.30
4.27
11.09
6.39
2.24
13.52
9.88
43.58
0.00
0.00

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

2
1.14
4.34
3.39
0.00
5.83
3.05
5.86
0.68
2.86
4.76
0.00
1.83
1.34
8.14
0.14
0.17

3
0.00
2.71
1.29
0.00
8.58
2.61
0.37
0.85
0.61
0.00
1.15
0.00
0.75
5.97
0.00
0.00

4
0.00
1.36
2.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.12
2.41
2.08
2.64
0.00
1.09
1.71
8.76
0.18
0.00

5
1.12
0.00
10.85
0.00
0.00
0.97
3.27
1.18
0.00
3.94
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.15
0.00
0.00

Mesin
6
0.00
3.90
0.54
0.00
0.00
3.36
0.10
0.07
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.95
0.00
0.00

7
0.00
0.92
4.27
0.81
0.00
7.63
2.68
1.19
0.51
1.76
0.47
0.61
4.54
24.14
0.00
1.02

8
0.00
0.68
2.88
0.00
0.00
0.61
0.51
0.85
0.00
0.58
0.34
0.00
2.37
3.39
0.20
0.00

9
0.00
0.58
1.02
0.00
0.00
0.51
0.58
0.75
0.00
0.44
0.24
0.00
0.68
0.95
0.00
0.00

10
0.00
0.34
0.92
0.00
0.00
1.97
0.27
0.20
0.00
0.31
0.00
0.00
1.36
6.07
0.00
0.00

11
0.00
0.54
0.41
0.00
0.00
0.68
1.02
0.47
0.00
0.34
0.00
0.00
0.27
0.68
0.00
0.00

Table 3 above represents machines run time and sequence of each job. It is described as follow: job 1will be processed in
machine 1,2, and 5; job 2 will be processed in machine 1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9,10, and 11; and so on for job 3 until 16. All of products
are assumed to be ordered and delivered together.
DE algorithm for this JSS problem is coded in MALTAB 7.1. MATLAB is chosen because it is easy to implement Differential
Evolution algorithm components which use matrix operation. According to its name, “MATrix Laboratory”, MATLAB is a
computer language for numeric computation which is matrix oriented [3].

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Output of Computer Program
The performance of DE algorithm in ihis JSS problem was investigated by observing combination of three different DE
parameter controls. NP was set to 176 and never changed during the experiment. Optimal or near optimal result was obtained
by using these parameter controls value, as shown by table 4. With: Ct: computation time; Cmax: Makespan; Awal: minimum
makespan for the first generation; Best: global minimum makespan.
Table 4: Output of Computer Program
NP = 176
F = 0.8
CR = 0.9

F = 0.8
CR = 0.7

F = 0.8
CR = 1.0

F = 0.5
CR = 0.9

F = 1.0
CR = 0.9

Percobaan
ke-

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

Awal
Ct
Cmax
4.4183 161.4500
4.0261 161.7600
4.2362 173.0700
11.5649 162.3700
4.2289 163.0200
6.6745 162.3100
4.5693 158.6600
6.0093 159.2900
6.8403 167.4400
5.2190 172.1300
9.2472 167.5800
6.6835 178.3500
10.9311 165.5600
4.9326 154.5900
4.2362 163.0000
4.5486 157.0800
9.8263 175.0100
5.9409 163.1100
14.7067 179.2100
6.7134 178.3200
21.4301 167.3800
11.9730 163.9500
14.6147 158.9700
5.2553 168.5700
4.1440 168.4000

Ct
303.4294
304.1886
306.8982
309.0000
307.5959
306.9892
303.6048
309.4958
306.0599
311.9512
306.8495
306.6176
311.0378
306.1742
303.6952
310.2722
308.6907
305.7008
307.0503
307.8917
308.1673
310.4760
303.4518
316.4868
319.2918

Best

Cmax
131.9800
131.2000
130.5900
131.7100
131.2000
130.5900
131.2000
133.0300
131.2000
132.0100
133.3100
133.3100
130.5900
133.3100
132.0600
131.2000
132.9500
131.6500
131.2000
131.2000
133.3100
133.3100
130.5900
133.9500
132.3200

Jumlah
Iterasi
1525
1487
1396
1668
1573
1525
1523
1504
1561
1711
1624
1749
1724
1799
1629
1764
1727
1755
1704
1749
1738
1730
1719
1827
1746

From the table above, it is shown that minimum makespan from the computation is 130.59 days, and from the experiment,
there are no result which gives values smaller than 130,59 days. That value has a chance to be appear in a combination of F =
0.5 – 1, and CR = 0.7 – 1. Values which are out from that range have a probability to be appear but in a small chance. Several
various of makespan value obtained is affected by random number in the population initialization phase.
Optimal condition can be reached if minimum makespan is obtained in a short computation time and in a small deviation.
Based that, there is a sufficiency with Tasgetiren's opinion that parameter control which is used is F=0.8 dan CR=0.9.
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3.2 A Comparison Between DE Algorithm and Dispatching Rules
This research uses three dispatching rules method (FCFS, SPT, and EDD) to be compared by DE algorithm. The difference
from the results obtained is that schedule given by DE is an operation sequencing of each job, in a random formation. And for
the dispatching rules, the schedule given is sequenced based on jobs, not operations of jobs. Manual computation result of the
DE algorithm is given in table 5.
Table: 5 DE Algorithm Result
SPT

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

J1

126.89

128.03

J2

54.02

58.36

J3

69.35

73.61

J4

129.78

-

J5

-

J6

82.95

J7

48.88

64.22

64.59

70.57

J8

87.22

101.85

102.70

105.11

M6

M7

M8

M9

M10

M11

waktu penyelesaian (hari)

-

-

129.15

-

-

-

-

91.32

92.68

-

96.84

97.76

113.20

113.78

115.95 117.17

-

-

129.15
117.17

74.90

76.92

87.77

88.31

92.58

104.47

105.49

107.26 114.42

114.42

-

-

-

-

130.59

-

-

70.22

99.90

-

-

-

-

-

-

86.00

88.61

-

89.58

92.94

105.39

110.65

111.16

115.61 116.29

116.29

73.84

88.41

100.37

101.59

106.07

106.34 115.44

115.44

106.29

106.36

111.67

112.52

120.57

127.63 128.17

128.17

-

-

-

-

-

130.59
99.90

J9

98.31

101.17

101.78

107.19

-

-

107.70

-

-

J10

75.74

80.50

-

83.14

93.52

-

109.46

110.04

110.48

-

107.70

J11

100.55

-

113.67

-

-

-

119.24

119.58

119.82

-

-

119.82

J12

123.95

125.78

-

126.87

-

-

127.48

-

-

-

-

127.48

J13

110.43

111.77

112.52

114.23

-

-

118.77

125.39

126.07

127.43 127.70

127.70

J14

43.58

51.72

57.69

66.45

68.60

73.55

97.69

101.08

107.02

113.33 114.01

114.01

J15

-

73.79

-

92.86

-

-

-

110.85

-

-

-

110.85

J16

-

64.39

-

-

-

-

110.48

-

-

-

-

110.48

113.64 116.63

116.63

FCFS method prioritize job which comes earlier. Since all products are assumed come together, then product identified by job
1 will be done first, after that job 2,3,4, until 16 are done sequentially. Manual computation of FCFS method is shown in table
6.
Table 6: First Come First Served Method
FCFS

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9

M10

M11

waktu penyelesaian (hari)

J1

2.94

4.09

-

-

5.21

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.21

J2

8.08

12.42

15.13

16.49

-

20.39

21.31

21.99

22.56

22.90

23.44

23.44

J3

23.41

26.80

28.09

30.10

40.95

41.49

45.77

48.65

49.66

50.58

50.99

50.99

J4

26.30

-

-

-

-

-

46.58

-

-

-

-

46.58

J5

-

32.63.

41.21

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

41.21

J6

33.52

36.57

43.82

-

44.79

48.15

55.77

56.38

56.89

58.86

59.54

59.54

J7

38.82

44.78

45.16

49.28

52.55

52.65

58.45

58.96

59.53

59.81

60.82

60.82

J8

43.09

45.46

46.31

51.69

53.73

53.80

59.63

60.48

61.22

61.43

61.90

61.90

J9

54.18

57.05

57.66

59.73

-

-

60.24

-

-

-

-

60.24

J10

60.58

65.42

-

68.06

72.00

-

73.76

74.34

74.78

75.08

75.42

75.42

J11

62.82

-

63.97

-

-

-

74.23

74.57

74.81

-

-

74.81

J12

76.33

78.16

-

79.25

-

-

79.86

-

-

-

-

79.86

J13

86.21

87.57

88.32

90.03

-

-

94.57

96.95

97.63

98.98

99.25

99.25

J14

129.79

137.92

143.89

152.65

154.80

159.75

183.88

187.27

188.22 194.29 194.97

194.97

J15

-

138.06

-

152.83

-

-

-

187.48

-

-

-

187.48

J16

-

138.23

-

-

-

-

184.90

-

-

-

-

184.90
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Makespan value obtained by FCFS method is 194.97 days. So, the DE algorithm obtains makespan 33% smaller than FCFS
method.
SPT method prioritize job which has shortest processing time. Job sequencing obtained is as follow:
15

16

4

11

1

8

5

12

9

2

10

13

7

6

3

14

Table 7: Short Processing Time Method
SPT

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9

M10

M11

waktu penyelesaian (hari)

J1

8.08

9.23

-

-

10.35

-

-

-

-

-

-

10.35

J2

42.10

46.44

49.15

50.51

-

54.41

55.33

56.00

56.58

56.92

57.46

57.46

J3

86.21

89.60

90.89

92.91

103.75

104.30

108.57

111.45

112.47

113.38 113.79

113.79

J4

2.89

-

-

-

-

-

3.71

-

-

-

-

3.71

J5

-

18.86

27.43

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

27.43

J6

70.89

73.94

76.55

-

77.52

80.87

88.50

89.11

89.62

91.58

92.26

92.26

J7

63.67

69.64

70.01

74.13

77.41

77.51

80.19

80.69

81.27

81.54

82.56

82.56

J8

12.35

13.03

13.87

16.28

17.46

17.53

18.72

19.57

20.31

20.52

20.99

20.99

J9

36.95

39.82

40.43

42.50

-

-

43.01

-

-

-

-

43.01

J10

48.49

53.34

-

55.97

59.91

-

61.68

62.25

62.69

63.00

63.34

63.34

J11

5.14

-

6.29

-

-

-

6.76

7.10

7.34

-

-

7.34

J12

25.86

27.69

-

28.79

-

-

29.40

-

-

-

-

29.40

J13

58.37

59.73

60.48

62.19

-

-

66.73

69.11

69.78

71.14

71.41

71.41

J14

129.79

137.92

143.89

152.65

154.80

159.75

183.88

187.27

188.22

194.29 194.97

194.97

J15

-

0.14

-

0.32

-

-

-

0.52

-

-

-

0.52

J16

-

0.31

-

-

-

-

1.32

-

-

-

-

1.32

Makespan value obtained by SPT method is 194.97 days, same with FCFS method, but with different job sequencing. So, DE
algorithm obtains makespan 33% smaller than SPT method.
EDD method prioritize job which has earliest due date. Actually, for makespan minimization case, due date is not considered,
because it assumed that all products are ordered and delivered together. Due date which is used must be a due date of the whole
job, not due date of each job. But, since there are due date of each job in the reference of these data, then an experiment is tried
to compare makespan obtained by DE and EDD.
Table 8: Earliest Due Date method

EDD
J1
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7
J8
J9
J10
J11
J12
J13
J14
J15
J16

M1
8.08
47.70
86.21
2.89
54.92
60.22
64.49
19.17
70.89
5.14
32.68
42.56
129.79
-

M2
9.21
52.04
89.60
15.04
57.97
66.08
66.76
22.03
75.65
34.51
43.90
137.92
0.14
0.31

M3
54.76
90.89
23.62
60.58
66.46
67.61
24.23
6.29
44.65
143.89
-

M4
56.12
92.91
70.58
72.99
26.30
78.29
35.60
46.36
152.65
0.32
-

M5
10.33
103.75
61.55
73.85
75.03
82.22
154.80
-

M6
60.02
104.30
64.90
73.95
75.10
159.75
-

M7
60.93
108.57
3.71
72.53
76.63
77.82
26.81
83.99
6.76
36.21
50.90
183.88
1.32

M8
61.61
111.45
73.14
77.14
78.66
84.56
7.10
53.27
187.27
0.52
-

M9
62.19
112.47
73.65
77.72
79.41
85.00
7.34
53.95
188.22
-

M10
62.53
113.38
75.62
77.99
79.61
85.31
55.31
194.29
-

M11
63.07
113.79
76.29
79.00
80.09
85.65
55.58
194.97
-

waktu penyelesaian (hari)
10.33
63.07
113.79
3.71
23.62
76.29
79.00
80.09
26.81
85.65
7.34
36.21
55.58
194.97
0.52
1.32
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Makespan value obtained by EDD method is 194.97 days, same with FCFS and SPT method. So, the DE algorithm obtains
makespan 33% smaller than EDD method.
A big difference between DE algorithm and three dispatching rule methods, according to analyzes, is caused by the fact that
DE algorithm schedules jobs by sequencing operation of each job randomly, so that idle time is minimized. In dispatching
rules method, operations of each job are not sequenced randomly, but sequenced together based on the job. So, there is a
possibility for a job that has to wait its predecessor finishing it process, can not do one of its operation in another machine. In
dispatching rules method, sequence of jobs in each machine will be same, while in DE algorithm, sequence of jobs in each
machine will be different.

4.

CONCLUSION

Optimal solution in minimizing makespan for this job shop scheduling problem using Differential Evolution Algorithm method
gives result of 130.59, by computation time of 5 minutes. If it is compared by the three dispatching rules methods, DE
algorithm can give result of makespan minimization 33% smaller than dispatching rules with shorter computation time.
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Probabilistic Project Cost-Time Trade-off: a Spreadsheet-based
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ABSTRACT
A spreadsheet-based simulation-optimization model is developed to address a project time-cost trade-off problem in a
probabilistic fashion. This model extends earlier versions by relaxing some assumptions to better reflect real project
environment. The optimization procedure is developed by using a linear programming consisting of an objective function (to
minimize project duration) subject to project budget and other operational constraints. Probabilistic analysis is performed by
Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS). The two procedures are combined by means of a spreadsheet macro algorithm. The result
from the case example shows that the concept is viable and practicable. Moreover, based on the case simulation, some
practical insights can be learned.
Keywords
Project, trade-off, probabilistic, schedule, cost, spreadsheet

1. BACKGROUND
Contemporary projects are characterized by their complexity [1] and uniqueness [2, 3] leading to uncertainty and risk being the
norm on carrying out projects [4]. Empirical studies (e.g. [5-7]) provide evidence that a good planning is one of the project
critical success factors. This is the key motivation for scholars and practitioners to develop techniques or tools to facilitate
project planning. Among them, modeling and simulation have gained significant recognitions due to their ability to aid analysis
of uncertain, complex project systems (see for instance [8]).
Probabilistic techniques in project analysis have been developed in order to overcome weaknesses of the earlier deterministic
techniques of Critical Path Method (CPM) and Program and Evaluation Review Technique (PERT) (e.g. [9]). In short,
probabilistic analysis provides a more realistic representation of the uncertain nature of project environment. Project
probabilistic analysis may be carried out either by using analytical or simulation approaches. Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) is
a well-accepted method on conducting probabilistic simulation (e.g. [10]). While analytical analysis is a stimulating academic
exercise, MCS gained its recognition because of its practicality. Especially in a case involving complex activity networks and
special types of distribution, it avoids complex multivariate integrations often used in analytical methods for solving
probabilistic networks [11]. A wide range of project-related applications of MCS can be found in literatures (see for instance
[12] and [13]).
Chung-Wei et al. [14] argue that “time-cost trade-off analysis is one of the most important aspects of construction project
planning and control” (p. 117) . Trade-off analysis can be seen as a sub problem of the more general project modeling and
analysis. In a trade-off problem, project factor(s) with a lower priority must be given up in favor of those with higher priorities.
The original, deterministic model of trade-off analysis (e.g. [15]) can be seen as a pure optimization problem. The goal is “to
identify the sets of decisions that lead to desirable project duration and cost” [16]. For instance, in a cost-time trade-off
problem, given contractual project duration Tcont, project planners must find configurations of project schedule which meet the
Tcont constraint while minimizing the overall project cost. Suppose that the client requests a shorter project duration Tcont’ <
Tcont then different optimal configurations of project schedule must be elaborated. It is highly likely that in such a case of Tcont’
the new optimal solution yields in higher project cost. The so-called Pareto optimality relation between project-level cost and
time is often represented in the minimum time-cost curve [16].
Some advancement of the original project trade-off analysis is observable. Chung-Wei et al. [14] proposed a combined
approach of simulation techniques and genetic algorithm (GA) to solve time-cost trade-off problems by considering
uncertainty. The model considers: (a) discrete, non-linear relationship between time and cost at an activity-level, (b)
probabilistic analysis, (c) direct correlations between time-time, time-cost, and cost-cost at an activity-level. Despites its
improvement compared to the traditional deterministic approach, some possible expansions could be carried out. The method
of directly correlating parameters is somewhat impractical. Moreover, the mechanism on determining parameter correlations
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(which parameters correlate to which) as well as the level (to what extent parameters are correlated) needs to be developed.
Risk analysis may also be formally incorporated.
Yang [16] provided a different perspective on dealing with time-cost trade-off problems. The main focus of his research was
investigating the impact of budget uncertainty (defined as a probabilistic optimization constraint) towards time-cost trade-off.
Some features include: (a) using piecewise, continuous linear segment to approximate non-linear relationship between time and
cost at an activity-level, (b) using analytical approximation to transform the probabilistic constraints into a deterministic
equivalent as in PERT (c) considering indirect costs as well as bonus [penalty] for ahead [late] delivery. Yang [16] provided a
conceptual formulation for the cost elements. However they did not appear in the case example. The model output is the
minimum time-cost curves subject to different levels (mean and SD) of project budget.
Referring to the above two key studies on project trade-off analysis, there are some opportunities to extend and advance project
trade-off models to better reflect the increasingly complex project environment. It might be useful to develop a new trade-off
analysis model which considers: (a) practicable model for hybrid optimization and probabilistic simulation, (b) indirect cost,
bonus, and penalty (c) uncertainties in budget estimates and activity-level duration estimates. This paper aims at presenting a
new spreadsheet-based model to address a project time-cost trade-off under uncertain environment which considers the two
features.

2. MODEL DEVELOPMENT
2.1. Integrating Optimization and Probabilistic Analysis
Figure 1 depicts the pseudo code of the optimization-simulation integration. This pseudo code is then translated into high level
language codes written in a spreadsheet visual basic application (macro).
Start
Set ITERmax
Set Bpara1, Bpara2, …
Set DURpara1_i, DURpara2_i, …
For ITER = 1 to ITERmax
Run generate_RNF
Run solveLP
Run record_results
Next ITER

; set number of iterations
; set the statistical parameters
of budget level
; set the statistical parameters
for each activity duration
; MC generates random variables
; Solver runs linear programming
; MC records results

Finish
Note: MC ~ Monte Carlo

Figure 1: Pseudo Code for Integrating Optimization and Probabilistic Analysis
3.1. Optimization
As in any standard optimization problem, the optimization procedure comprises (a) problem formulation (b) decision variables,
and (c) constraints as described in Table 1.
Table 1 Optimization Procedure

a. Problem formulation
Minimize total project duration (Tm)
Subject to: budget (B), activity logical sequence, and allowable activity duration and extension constraints;
Provided: bonus ( ) and penalty ( ) rates, indirect cost rate ( ), contractual project duration (Tcont).
b. Decision Variables
i_start
Activity_dur_i
c. Constraints
i_succesor_start i_finish
Activity_dur_lower_i Activity_dur_i
Total_Project_Cost

Budget

start time for activity i
duration for activity i

Activity_dur_upper_i

activities logical sequences
allowable duration reduction / extension
for each activity
Financial or budget constraint

(1)
(2)
(3)
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Total project cost is defined as follows:
Total_Project_Cost = Ci + Cind + Cbp, where
(a) Activity-related cost (Ci) can be presented as a cost-time trade-off function for i, assuming a linear relationship:
Ci = [Cbase_i + Ccrash_i (t base_i - t crash_i)]
(b) Indirect costs (Cind) may include general and administrative costs (e.g. utility bills in the office).
Indirect cost is observed at a project level, assuming linear function: Cind = Tm *
(c) Penalty or bonus (Cbp) may apply
Tm Tcont
Cbp
= (Tm - Tcont) * if
; penalty applies
= (Tm - Tcont) * if
Tm < Tcont
; bonus applies
Equations (7) and (8) can be expressed:
Cbp
= * max [0, (Tm - Tcont)] - * max [0, (Tcont- Tm)]

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

3.2. Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS)
MCS is utilized to reflect uncertain nature of projects. Random numbers with certain probability functions are generated to
replace single, fixed estimates for model inputs. Table 2 shows some uncertainties to be incorporated in the model.
Table 2 Uncertainties on Input Estimates for Monte Carlo Simulation

4.

1.

Model Input
project-level budget

2.

activity-level durations

How
assigning random numbers for
RHS of the budget constraint
assigning random numbers for
duration of each activity

Notes
In lieu of a fixed value of estimate. Budget constraint
is estimated by a Probability Density Function (PDF)
The cost-time trade-off function as indicated by
equation (5) applies. Hence the value of Ci changes on
every MC iteration step following the random change
of the activity duration estimates.

APPLICATION EXAMPLE AND RESULTS

To demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed conceptual model, an application example is illustrated in this section. Most of the
project data used in this example is taken from a reference paper [16]. Columns [a] to [d] in Table 3 depict the original data
taken from the reference paper. Data in columns [e] to [p] are introduced to this report as additional information required by
the proposed model.
Table 3 Project Activity Data

Normal

Activity Successor
(i)

(i_succesor)

(a)
10
20
30
32
40
42
44
50
52a
52b
60
70

20
30,32
40,42
40,42,44
50,52a
50,52a
52a
60
52b
60
70
0

Act. Dur. Limit

Duration
(days)

Cost ($)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

5
3
7
5
6
5
7
10
6
2
2
3

500
900
3250
1000
1400
1100
1500
4200
0
800
1100
1300

5
1
4
3
3
3
4
5
4
0
1
2

5
3
7
5
6
5
7
10
6
2
2
3

Activity Duration Estimate

(lower) (upper) Optimist

Most Likely

Pesimist

(m)

(n)

(p)

5
2
5
3
4
4
5
8
5
2
2
2

5
3
7
5
6
5
7
10
6
2
2
3

5
5
10
7
9
7
9
13
8
2
3
4

Table 4 shows eight different project budget scenarios (T1 to T8) by which the simulation is executed in the case example.
Additional hypothetical data needs to be introduced, as seen on Table 5. The data was also taken from the reference paper.
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Table 5 Budget Estimates for Monte Carlo Analysis

Para. 1

Input Data
Para. 2
Para. 3

Table 4 Additional Data for Optimization

Type

Case
code

Data
Committed total duration

Tcont

value
30

unit
days

18200

19000

19700

triangular

T1

19400

20000

20700

triangular

T2

Bonus per day

-200

$/day

20300

21000

21600

triangular

T3

21200

22000

22700

triangular

T4

Penalty per day

500

$/day

22200

23000

23700

triangular

T5

Indirect cost per day

50

$/day

23200

24000

24700

triangular

T6

24000

25000

25800

triangular

T7

25000

26000

26800

triangular

T8

The simulation-optimization algorithm as depicted earlier is run and the results are explored in the following passages.
3.1. Sensitivity Analysis
Figure 2 depicts results of the sensitivity analysis for the case. It shows the variation of the simulation output (project minimum
duration, Tm) subjects to the variations of inputs. It is clear from the graph that Tm is very sensitive towards the variation of
project budget. In contrast, the model is robust to the variations of activity durations. Accordingly, excessive efforts and
resources on improving data accuracy of activity duration estimates are not deemed necessary. Extra procedures such as
assigning statistical correlations among activity duration estimates (as in Chung-Wei et al.[14]) will not significantly affect the
overall analysis output. Instead, available resources (if any) might be used to improve accuracy of the project budget estimates.

Figure 2 Result for Sensitivity Analysis
3.2. Effect of the Variations on Budget Levels
Figure 3 depicts the collated results of the analysis for eight different project budget scenarios. It shows the probability
functions of the (calculated) minimum project duration across different scenarios of project budget estimates. Graphically,
from Figure 3, it can be seen that each project budget scenario provides a different estimate profile of the minimum project
duration. Figure 4 provides a different perspective of the simulation result. It shows the percentile contour of the result across
different project budget.
From Figures 3 and 4, it can be seen that the higher the project budget, the shorter the expected minimum project duration.
Recalling from equation (3) of the budget constraint, it must be noted, that the budget level refers to the upper limit of the
project financial constraint. Accordingly, the relationship between the two variables in this case can be stated as follows: there
is a non-linear negative correlation between calculated minimum project duration and the upper limit of the budget constraint.
Figure 4 indicates that the higher the project budget the smaller the variations of the minimum project duration. In other words,
the higher the budget level, the more certain the project duration. Another interesting finding is that for the Case T8 (budget
level = $26,000), input variations do not affect the minimum project duration. Input variations within the stipulated range
provide a single optimized value of minimum project duration (Tm=21 days), as shown in Figure 3 as a vertical line instead of a
probability function. From the optimization perspective, it can be explained that within a stipulated range of the budget level of
$26,000, budget is no longer an active constraint. Hence, the project minimum duration as the objective function of the
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optimization, in this level, is not affected by the variation of the budget constraint. If the simulation is extended by assigning
higher values of budget constraint the value of objective function will be fixed to Tm = 21 days. Tm cannot be shortened further
even if the budget is increased. Constraints other than budget will prohibit the further shortening of project duration.
30

100

29

90

T8

28

T3

Prob. (1/1000)

70

27
26

60
50

T6

T5

T4

25

T1

T2

24

40

23

30

22

20

T7

T1
20
19000

0
20

22

24

26

28

40%

80%

90%

T6

60%

percentile

T7

T8

21

days

10

20%

Min. Time Duration (days)

80

30

Figure 4 Minimum Project Duration: Probability
Functions for Different Budget Levels

T2

T3

T4

T5

20000

21000

22000

23000

Budget Level ($)
24000

25000

26000

Figure 3 Minimum Project Duration:
Percentile Values for Different Budget Levels

3.3. Effect of Budget Uncertainty towards Project Duration
To analyze the effect of project budget uncertainty towards minimum project duration, a different set of scenarios is simulated.
In this case, project budget uncertainty is represented by normal distributions with varying means and standard deviations.
Figure 5 shows the result. They include that other things being equal: (i) the higher the project budget constraint, the shorter
the expected project duration, confirming previous analysis; (ii) the higher the budget constraint variation, the higher the
expected minimum project duration; (iii) the higher the budget constraint variation, the higher the variation of the minimum
project duration.

28
26
24

80%

90% percentile

22
18000

60%

34

34
32

SD = $200

Min. Time Duration (days)

30

40%

30
28
26
24

20%

40%

80%

90% percentile
SD = $500

20000

21000

22
22000 18000

32
30
28
26
24

Budget Level ($)
19000

60%

Budget Level ($)
19000

(a)

20000

(b)

21000

22000

20%

40%

80%

90%

22
18000

60%

SD = $700

Min. Time Duration (days)

32

20%

Min. Time Duration (days)

34

Budget Level ($)
19000

20000

21000

22000

(c)

Figure 5 Percentile Values of Minimum Project Duration for different Budget Means and
Standard Deviations; (a) SD=$200, (b) SD=$500, (c) SD= $700
4.

DISCUSSIONS AND MANAGERIAL INSIGHTS

4.1. Practical Features of the Proposed Model
From the practical perspective, the proposed procedure can be used by project decision makers to aid decision making process
during project planning. The model seems practicable since it is developed within a spreadsheet framework. The proposed
model can be used to examine various possible trade-off between Tm and Budget. The model is capable to consider scenarios
beyond those of traditional models of normal project duration Tm crashed project duration. It provides a wider range of
analysis by enabling the examination within the range of extended project duration Tm crashed project duration by
incorporating both bonuses and penalties for early and late project completion respectively. The model also considers
uncertainties in budget and activity duration estimates and it is easily extended to consider uncertainties in other project
parameters.
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4.2. Some Managerial Insights
Any simulation-related analysis suffers in a problem of generality. Nevertheless, some practical insights of the previous
analysis are worth mentioning. It can be said that: (i) during the development stage of such a similar model, a sensitivity
analysis could be conducted to determine which parameter(s) in the model are considered sensitive. Extra efforts and resources
could then be focused to refine the estimates of such parameters; (ii) management must be aware of the negative correlation
between the expected budget and the expected minimum project duration – the higher the budget the shorter the expected
project duration; (iii) Management must be aware of the positive correlation between budget variation and the expected
minimum project duration – the more uncertain the value of project budget the later the expected completion date of the project
for a given probability value; (iv) Management must be aware of the effect of the budget variation towards the variation of the
minimum project duration – the more uncertain the value of project budget the more uncertain the project duration estimate (v)
Beyond a certain value of project budget, project duration can no longer be shortened by increasing the upper limit of the
project budget. In this case, project budget is no longer an active constraint for the project.

5. CONCLUSION
A spreadsheet-based simulation-optimization model is developed to address a project time-cost trade-off problem in a
probabilistic fashion. This model extends earlier ones by incorporating some factors to better reflect real project environment.
Practical issues of the proposed model have been addressed along with some managerial insights gathered from the case
example. Some limitations and possible future model advancements have also been briefly outlined.
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NOMENCLATURE
Activity_dur_lower_i
Activity_dur_upper_i
Budget
Cbase_i
Ccrash_i
Cind
Cbp
i
t base_i
t crash_i
Total_Project_Cost
Tcont
Tm

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

lower limit for duration for activity i
upper limit for duration for activity i
upper limit of project Budget
cost without crashing / extension for activity i
cost for crashing / extension per unit time for activity i
indirect cost
bonus or penalty
activity index
time duration without crashing / extension for activity i
time duration after being crashed / extended for activity i
total project cost
committed project duration
calculated project minimum duration
penalty charged per unit time
bonus gained per unit time
indirect cost per unit time
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ABSTRACT
Simulation is an ideal solution for addressing wide issues in health care delivery. These issues involve provider operating
policy, patient treatment procedures, public policies and capital expenditure requirements. This paper presents example
applications in eleven operation rooms and the patient came from 20 departments of the teaching hospital areas. Modeling,
experimentation and other project issues are discussed. First, the measurement of operation time medical distribution, length
of stay, operation risk are applied to train simulation and to estimate the utilities the operation rooms. Finally, the research
reveals that the scheduling discussed in this paper extracts the optimal doctor schedules within the operation duration in the
conditions of number of patients, operation risk and operation rooms available. A summary of technical issues, as well as
issues relating to the acceptance of the use simulation in health care delivery is presented.
Keywords

Health care, simulation, utilities, optimalization
1. INTRODUCTION
There has been increasing need of a better life quality nowadays . Health is becoming the major need in every man's life.
Medical and healthcare industry plays an important role in improving people's quality of life. In medical and healthcare
industry, hospital holds a significant part in fulfilling the purpose. Hospital has become one of the center for experts,
technologies and capital [Budiman, 2000; 1]. With this thing in mind, Rumah Sakit Cipto Mangunkusumo – RSCM needs a
strong managerial system to win the competition and keep the orientation on the vision and mission that it carries. Instalasi
Bedah Pusat – IBP (Central Surgery Installation) as the central surgery organizer has a function and task to coordinate and
carrying out the preparation, regulation and supervision of all tools and manpower needed to do the surgery and defining the
standard operation procedures. Due to its strategic function, IBP should be supported by reliable people and system. This paper
is intended to find out the ideal daily utilization of the surgery room that IBP has.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1.Simulation
Simulation is on of the quantitative way that is mostly used to make a decision. Simulation is a method that studies a real
system by doing experiments on a model that represents the system [Sweeny,2000: 367]. According to Shannon, “Simulation
is the process of designing a model of a real system and conducting experiment with this model for the purpose of
understanding the behavior of the system or of evaluating various strategies for the operation of the system (within the limits
imposed a criterion or a set of criteria).” System behavior in simulation is often used as a base for decision making without
changing the real system so that it will not be affected. Steps in simulating a system are:
1. Planning the study; to get a successful simulation, a realistic simulation planning should be developed.
2. Identifying the system; define the system that will be simulated in detail: identify therelationship, the key factor,
differerence time or condition-based activity, separate input and response variable.
3. Building the model; develop progressively, expand incrementally.
4. Experimenting simulation to the model; including simulation attribute determination like warm-up period, steady
state, replication, or system design method.
5. Analyzing the output; pull a conclusion regarding the actual system based on the simulation to the model.
6. Reporting the result; make recommendations and developing suggestion for the actual system.
2.2. Time Measurement
Time measurement is an observatory and time-recording work with regards to an element or a cycle using certain prepared
instrument. Time measurement technique is divided into two: direct and indirect method. Two examples of time measurement
direct method are the stopwatch and work sampling methods.
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2.3. Time Distribution Examination using Stat::Fit Software
Stat::Fi is user-friendly application software to examine analytic distribution conformity of user data. Two important Stat::Fi
features are those to examine data distribution conformity from which inputted by the user with several types of distribution.
2.4. Statistic Distribution
Stat::Fi software has several statistic distribution which will be tested for their conformity, including Beta, Gamma,
Lognormal, Inverse Gaussian, Logistic, Log-Logistic, Pearson 5, Pearson 6, Triangular, Weibull, and Uniform Distribution
[Law, Averil M. dan W. David Kelton: 329-343].
1. Beta Distribution
Notation
: b (α1 , α 2 )
Application
: used as rough model due to lack of data; random proportion distribution such as damaged
item proportion during delivery, time to finish a job.
Density function

x a1 -1 (1 - x) a2 -1
f(x) =
; if 0
B(α 1 , α 2 )
f(x) = 0

x 1

; else

Distribution function

: no verge form in general

Parameter
Interval

:

α1 > 0

Mean

:

α1
α1 + α 2

Variance

:

α1α 2
(α1 + α 2 ) 2 (α1 + α 2 + 1)

α1 - 1
α1 + α 2 2

if

and

α2 < 0

: [0,1]

Modus
=

= 0 dan 1
= 0 if
= 1 if

if
1
1

1,
1,

2
2

1
1

if
if

α1 > 1, α 2 < 1

α1 < 1, α 2 > 1
α1 = 1, α 2 = 1
α1 > 1, α 2 = 1
α1 = α 2 = 1

= none
if
Other distributions used for the simulation are: Gamma, Lognormal, Inverse Gaussian, Logistic, Log-logistic, Pearson 5,
Pearson 6, Triangular, Weibull, and Uniform Distribution.

3.RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1. Initial Research
Initial research is done by measuring the time in the surgery room with time and motion study approach. It is an activity where
time is measured since the patient waits in the administration room, operated in the surgery room, sterilized in the cleaning
room, and sent back to the recovery room. Further research including identifying patient’s visit distribution pattern, determine
waiting time to surgery, and simulation to get optimal surgery room utilization.
3.2 Data Collecting
Primary data collected during the research are:
a. Work hour determination research in 15 surgery rooms on 5 surgery working days, starting from surgery room preparation
(OK), the surgery, and cleaning. Starting from 07.00 until the patient taken to recovery room.
b. Simulation measurement research
Research data from point a) is taken into referenced working hour for simulation (interval arriving time). Surgery
classification data was taken from IBP central management on April-June and IBR department management on
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September-November. Data to determine ideal condition simulation was taken from patient visitation data in Irna Room
A, B and Cendrawasih Pavilion during month of January to March.
3.3 Data Processing
3.3.1 Motion and Time Study Data Processing
Raw data is processed by adding the longest surgery time with below considerations
1. Cycle time is the whole doctor activity time (including allowance)
2. All the surgery done is considered successful.
3.3.2 Simulation Data Processing
1.

2.

Determine patient’s visit distribution pattern. Software used to determine patient’s visit distribution pattern is Stat::Fit
a. Input the last 3 months surgery patients data into data table using Auto::fit feature
b. Output of Auto::fit is a statistic distribution (e.g.: p(0.22)) static distribution used is discrete statistic distribution
c. The result will be a graphic that shows patient’s distribution pattern.
Simulation processing. Simulation steps using promodel 4.0 are
Entities, these are the surgery patients.
Arrivals, patient entering the surgery room: registration, waiting time, surgery process, cleaning, and recovery
process.
Processing, process element that the patient should be through: registration, waiting time in IBR, surgery process,
cleaning, and recovery process.
Path Network, direction and line of resources accompanying the patient: IBP entering door, surgery room, surgery
bed.
Resources, tools used to deliver patient to the surgery room is a bed on return.

4. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
4.1. Secondary Data of Patient Visit Summary January – March
Secondary data shows the summary of patient visit to each recovery room. Data of surgery which can not be found on
registration book in each recovery room obtained from surgery data percentage on November. The number of big surgery is
always being the highest among all, followed by special surgery, medium surgery, and the small surgery. Table below shows
one example of secondary data taken from Irna A (Room A and B) recovery room and other 26 departments.
Tabel 1. Number of Visit to Irna A Recovery Room
Irna A

Special

Large

Medium

Small

Total

Total

385

630

148

77

1240

Mean

6

9.76

2.28

1.2

19.24

Source: data processing
4. 2. Caring Unit Waiting Time (Average Long Stay)
Before gets surged, patient is prepared in respective caring unit. Waiting time to the surgery is different as the cause is different
too. Table below shows patient’s waiting time in caring unit without differing the causes. In Irna A 3rd Floor right section
(tumor department) the average waiting time is 11 days, with maximum and minimum waiting time are 42 days and 0 day.
Surgery numbers and type simulation using Output Stat::fit is explained on charts below
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Figure 1.The numbers of special surgery for digestive
department per day on April – June is maximum 2. The
lowest percentage majority (almost 70%) shows zero
surgery and 30% of it shows 1 surgery per day. Stat::fit
simulation output is P(0.38), which means data is Poissondistributed.

Figure 2.The numbers of special surgery for
digestive department per day on SeptemberNovember is maximum 2. The lowest percentage
(10%) majority (60%) shows zero surgery and
30% of it shows 1 surgery per day. Stat::fit
simulation output is P(0.52), which means data is
Poisson-distributed.

Figure 2. The Comparison of Distribution for Special Surgery in Digestive Department

The Motion and Time Study Research resulting in surgery time which can be used as a ‘best practices’ in surgey room for
special, big, medium, and small surgery (determined as cycle time + allowance factor). This result can help to develop surgery
operation procedure and time standard as a working guidance.
Table 2. Best Practice of Each Type of Surgery
Action
Special surgery
Big surgery
Medium surgery
Small surgery

Research to patient
n = 40
10 patients
12 patients
11 patients
7 patients

Best practices time
3 hours 15 minutes 06 seconds
2 hours 50 minutes 36 seconds
2 hours 10 minutes 08 seconds
1 hour 11 minutes 41 seconds

Interarrival time
Average = 30 minutes
Deviation standard = 10
minutes

Type of surgery combination Special: Big: Medium: Small = 30,99%: 50,41% : 12,40% : 6.20%

Surgery waiting time for IRNA A in average is 11. Data obtained from Motion and Time Study is processed to get ‘best
practices’ of each type of surgery as shown in below table
Table3. Best Practices for Special Surgery Based on MTM Study
Doctor 1
1:32:45

Doctor 2
0:32:55

Doctor 3
0:29:12

52%

25%

23%

1:19:50

0:08:13

0:03:30

87%

9%

4%

6:35:29

6:42:59

7:20:34

32%

33%

36%

3:12:03

1:23:01

0:00:51

77%

22%

1%

1:43:03

0:14:39

0:00:00

83%

17%

0%

0:18:22

0:00:00

0:00:00

100%

0%

0%

0:57:12

0:01:17

0:00:00

98%

2%

0%

2:34:47

0:03:29

0:10:58

92%

2%

6%

2:16:31

2:59:51

0:12:58

41%

55%

4%

2:21:30

0:16:01

0:00:00

90%

10%

0%

Total Operator Activity
2:05:10

Total Doctor
2:34:52

Total Surgery Time
2:16:38

1:29:34

1:31:33

1:51:45

7:29:17

20:39:02

7:53:47

4:34:17

4:35:55

5:18:00

1:57:42

1:57:42

2:15:44

0:18:22

0:18:22

1:06:31

0:57:12

0:58:29

1:27:25

2:49:14

2:49:14

3:29:02

3:07:39

8:36:59

3:55:07

2:37:31

2:37:31

2:57:04

r

3:15:06
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Doctor 1 is the primary doctor, doctor 2 and 3 are Postgraduate Medical Doctors accompanying the primary doctor. Total
Operator Activity is a total time needed by the three doctors (not including anesthetic doctor and Head of Operation Room) to
take surgery action. Please note that a parallel surgery action time is only considered the longer time. Total Doctor is a total
time needed to do the surgery. Total Surgery Time is time needed to do a surgery.
Table 4. Output 7 Simulation Scenarios Conclusion
Scena
rio
I
II

Simulation
All scheduled
(IBP)

All surgery
time average
Capacity fulfilled

All scheduled
(department
management)
Combination of
special, big,
medium, small
surgery
All type of special
surgery

Capacity fulfilled

V

III

Deviation
standard

Utilization

Output recovery

56.61%

Capacity fulfilled/no bottleneck

48.34%

No bottleneck

7.9 hours

0.553 hour

Min=
51.21%

Max=
72.65%

Bottle neck, 27.2 patients, Additional overtime,
Additional doctors, if doctor availability is 2-3
hours/day. Additional Surgery room

8.83 hours

1.117 hour

Min=
43.31%

Max=
80.60%

All type of big
surgery

7.93 hours

0.959 hour

Min=
39.31%

Max=
78.48%

VI

All type of medium
surgery

6.2 hours

0.605 hour

Min=
32.08%

Max=
72.97%

VII

All type of small
surgery

4.44 hours

0.4991
hour

Min=
48.34%

Max=
59.30%

Bottle neck,27.2 patients, Additional overtime,
Additional doctors, if doctor availability is 2-3
hours/day, Additional Surgery room
Bottle neck, 27 patients,Additional overtime,
Additional doctors, if doctor availability is 2-3
hours/day, Additional Surgery room
Bottle neck, 27 patients, Additional overtime,
Additional doctors, if doctor availability is 2-3
hours/day , Additional Surgery room
27 patients, Capacity fulfilled, but this small surgery
has the lowest percentage among all tpes of surgery.

IV

5. CONCLUSION
1.

2.
3.

4.

The role of Central Surgical Agency (Instansi Bedah Pusat/IBP) as the manager of surgery rooms in coordinating,
preparing, arranging, and supervising all resources needed to d surgery action up to month of June showing differences
on patient services.
This needs to be identified to ensure the cause of the decrease. Yet coordination of IBP with other departments and
recovery room should be re-evaluated to make sure that patient get immediate surgery action. The length of Stay (LOS)
may cause patient to move or resign from treatment.
Differences of these two management patterns is also shown from the determination of surgery risk level that shows the
low risk surgery decreasing, equal with temporary level 1 surgery and level 2 and 3 surgery appeared in 15 surgeries.
Surgery waiting time for IRNA A in average is 11 days, with maximum 42 days and minimum 6 days. Averaga waiting
time for Cendrawasih Pavilion is 5 days, with minimum waiting time of 1 day. This wide-range waiting time (6-42
days) causes many patients resigning or moving. This condition cause IBP lost 37.39% of its patient compared to the
surgery schedule.
Doctor’s schedule based on simulation result.
Based on scenario III, IV, V, VI and VII: additional 2 shift a day of back-up doctor. A day doctor shift change for each
doctor. The average patient visit to IBP is 27 patient per day, obtaining 4 alternatives for scheduling.
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ABSTRACT
In cases of end-milling removal rate, depth of cut, cutting velocity and feedrate were taken into account as important factors
affecting machining quality, tool fracture, tool wear and so on. Generally cutting conditions were determined on the basis of
field experiences and many researches about cutting force acquisition by using dynamometer and tool shape design have been
actively achieved, however quantitative data of the important influential factors for cutting conditions cannot be actually
suggested. In this study axial depth of cut and radial depth of cut were taken into account as design factors among cutting
conditions such as spindle RPM, feedrate, axial depth of cut and radial depth of cut by using a 3-axis micro machining system.
Choosing width of machining errors as a criterion for machining quality, an approximate model was established by using
"Response Surface Design", a relationship between design factors and response values was realized and cutting conditions of
micro end-milling processes were optimized by using an optimization program called VisualDOC.
Keywords
Micro end-milling, Central composite design, Response surface design, Cutting conditions, Optimization
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ABSTRACT
Collaboration has become an important component for successful supply chain management. Collaboration can occur
between companies and their suppliers or between companies and their distributors. Collaboration can emerge in several
forms, such as : Joint activities, integration on planning and technology, new product development, supplier agreement, etc.
This paper focused on the development of proposed model to find the variables that affect the collaboration and the success
of supply chain management . The proposed model has six variables, namely Trust, Information Technology, Commitment,
Supplier Collaboration, Customer Collaboration and Supply Chain Management Performance. This paper provides value
insights to help practitioners and researchers gain better understanding on collaboration that lead to improvement in
business performance.
Keywords
Collaboration, Supply Chain performance, Information technology, Trust, Commitment, Supplier Collaboration, Customer
Collaboration

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the important changes in corporate strategy and operational activity is externalization and expansion of production.
Nowadays ,Many companies are highly dependent on external resources. Supplier and distributor become an integrated part of
the company. The role of strategic suppliers and distributors can not be separated from the internal activities . They have
significant contributions in the formation of the company competitive advantage. As a consequence, many companies
restructured their logistics functions into the supply chain network and invest the software to manage information flow within
the supply chain network.
Supply chain management (SCM) is the integration of key business processes among a network of interconnected that consists
of suppliers, manufacturers, distributors and retailers in improving the smooth flow of goods, services or information from the
source (suppliers) to the final consumer in order to reduce total cost and increasing the level of customer service [1]. To
achieve the goal of SCM, interdependency (mutual dependence) among the members of SCM is manifested in the form of
collaboration. Various forms of collaboration becomes the key word in the success of this SCM. Supply chain is equipped by
utilizing information technology and collaborative efforts to facilitate integration among members of the SCM.
Collaboration occurs when two or more organizations have a mutual dependence (interdependence) and work together to
achieve certain goals in common. Collaboration is defined by Vacon and Claasen as cited in [2] as the relationship between
the player at the upstream level (supplier, manufacturer) and the player at downstream level (distributors and customers).
According to reference [3], Collaboration appear in three dimensions of sharing resources, collaboration and collaborative
process operations improvement process. Meanwhile, according to reference [4 ], collaboration can be done in some forms
include: cooperation in planning and forecasting, in material control, collaboration in product design, the exchange of
information about materials, production and knowledge. Collaboration in supply chain is a useful approach to achieve worldclass SCM performance.
Some researchers have been studying the influence of various variables in the collaboration of company performance in the
SCM [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]. But there are many different variables with different influences on the success of SCM. This paper
focused on the study to find the variables that affect the collaboration and the success of SCM. By knowing the variables that
significantly affect the collaboration and the success of SCM, it can be used as a guidance in planning future business
performance improvement strategy.
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2. FRAMEWORK OF THE PROPOSED MODEL
Some researchers claim that the success of collaboration will improve company performance in the SCM [5] [9]. Meanwhile
there are several factors that influence the success of collaboration in SCM, such as Information Technology (IT),
Commitment , Trust , Supplier Collaboration and Customer Collaboration [2], [3] [11] [12]. Based on the opinion of the
previous researchers, this proposed model has six variables consists of two variables antecedens (IT and Trust), 4 intervening
variables (Commitment, Supplier Collaboration, Customer Collaboration) and one consequent variable (SCM performance).
The model proposed is given in Figure 1.

IT

Supplier
Collaboration

H1
H6

H8

H2

SCM
Performance

Comitment

H7

H3

H9
H4

Trust
H5

Customer
Collaboration

Figure 1. Proposed model of the effect of different variables on the success SCM collaboration
The following will explain the theoretical framework based on previous research to formulate hypotheses in this study.
2.1.Information Technology (IT)
Information Technology (IT) is an enabler for the continuity of business relationships between the actors in the SCM.
Bowersox and Daugherty (1995) as quoted in reference [10] identify that IT is a major factor in modern SCM best practices.
Collaboration through IT is the key to success in improving the performance of SCM. With the IT, collaboration between
manufacturing and retail will be able to quickly respond to market demands through a more precise scheduling, inventory
management and development of products and better services [11]. Furthermore reference [10] stated that IT capability
positively effect on internal collaboration and external collaboration and also on company performance. As reference [12]
stated that one of the tools in IT that is Vendor Managed Inventory has positive influence on supply chain performance in
terms of enhancing the operation of SCM and reduced operating costs. Many forms of IT in collaboration, including Electronic
Data Interchange, Vendor Managed Inventory, E-procurement, ERP, e Business, etc. The hypothesis of this research is the use
of IT has positive influence on collaboration (both with suppliers and with customers),
H1: The use of IT positively influences Supplier Collaboration
H2: The use of IT positively influences Customer Collaboration
Construct IT is measured using a questionnaire based on studies by reference [10].The instrument consists of 4 indicators with
a Likert scale of 1-5, as given in Table 1.
2.2. Trust-Commitment-Collaboration
Trust can be interpreted as trust in other parties to be able to do something (have attributes) as expected [13]. In the SCM
business processes, actors collaborate by exchanging information, knowledge and assets. This can take place only when there
is trust that underlie these relationships. Sahay (2003) as refer to reference [2] stated the importance of the relationship
between trust and commitment . Trust and commitment is a requirement for solving problems that arise between businesses.
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Ganesan (1994), Narayan and Rangan (2004) as cited in reference [2] states that the trust has a positive influence on
commitment and enhance collaboration between retailers, buyers and vendor. Interpersonal trust in buyer-seller relationship
can increase the commitment between the organization and can improve business performance. Reference [2] states that the
trust has a positive influence on commitment and performance of SCM. Therefore, this research has hypothesized that the trust
has a positive influence on commitment and collaboration (both supplier collaboration and customer collaboration) in the
supply chain.
H3: Trust positively influences Commitment in the SCM context
H4: Trust positively influences Supplier Collaboration in the SCM context
H5: Trust positively influences Customer Collaboration in the SCM context
Variable Trust is measured by using a questionnaire based on the study by reference [2] which consists of 4 indicators with
Likert scale 1-5, are presented in Table 1.
2.3. Commitment
Commitment is the attitude of the extent to which actors in the scm bound (having alignments) and the expression of attention
in order to achieve common goals [13]. With the commitment of the actors in the SCM will pay attention and try to be able to
maintain relationships and assist other actors in order to achieve SCM purpose (Morgan and Hunt, 1994 as cited in
reference [2]. Mohr and Speakman (1994) in reference [2] states that commitment is a key attribute in the collaboration.
Reference [2] stated that the commitment has a positive influence on the performance of SCM. The commitment between the
actors will enhance cooperation (collaboration) and facilitate the exchange of information among actors . Therefore, in this
study has the hypothesis that commitment has a positive effect on collaboration.
H6: Commitment positively affects on supplier collaboration
H7: Commitment positively affects on customer collaboration
Commitment variables is measured using questionnaires based on the study by reference [2], which consists of 4 indicators
with Likert scale 1-5, as given in Table 1.
2.4. Collaboration
Collaboration is defined by Vacon and Claasen as cited in [2] as the relationship between the player at the upstream level
(supplier, manufacturer) and the player at downstream level (distributors and customers). Collaboration can be done in various
forms including: cooperation in planning and forecasting, in material control, collaboration in product design, the exchange of
information about materials, production and knowledge [4].Some researchers claim that successful collaboration increase the
performance of firms in SCM. [5] [9]. Interfirm collaboration in terms of inventory flexibility improve performance of the
company [14] . Collaboration comes in 2 forms, namely the exchange of information related to forecasts, scheduling, inventory,
delivery and installation of structural collaboration such as kanban systems, VMI, co-location plan [15] . According to
reference [10] , internal collaboration has a stronger influence than the external collaboration of company performance in the
SCM. The hypothesis of this research is collaboration has positive influence on the performance of SCM.
H8: Supplier Collaboration positively affects the performance of SCM
H9: Customer Collaboration positively affects the performance of SCM
Variables and Customer Collaboration Supplier Collaboration is measured using a questionnaire that developed based on
studies by reference [16], which consists of 4 indicators with Likert scale 1-5, as given in Table 1.
2.5. SCM Performance
Conventionally, performance measurement is defined as the process of quantifying the level of efficiency and effectiveness of
an activity into a measured value [17]. In the modern business management, performance measurement has a wider meaning
than just the quantification and counting. From the perspective of management, measurement performance can provide
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feedback information is very useful for managers in monitoring the progress of company performance, to improve motivation
and communication and to diagnose a problem (Rolstandas, 1995, Waggoner, 1999 in [18]). In the context of supply chain,
company performance is defined as competitive advantages that differentiate the company in the eyes of consumers relative to
its competitors [19]. There are many different measures to the performance of SCM. In general, the performance of SCM is
divided into two that are traditional approach and the Balanced scorecard approach . The traditional approach use some
competing criteria such as cost, quality, flexibility and delivery as a competitive advantage in the implementation of enterprise
operation strategy (Leong, 1990, Boyer, 1998 in [20]) .On the other hand, The Balanced Score Card approach focused in the
company's internal performance measurement methods that integrate financial and non-indicator aimed to evaluate the SCM
business from four perspectives: financial perspective, customer perspective, internal business process perspective, learning
and growth perspectie [21] .In this research, indicators of performance of SCM based on the traditional approach where this
approach widely used, performance indicators are given in Table 1.
Tabel 1. Research’S Indicators
Construct
Indicator
1.Information Technology 1. Use of IT devices with suppliers
2.Use of IT devices with customers
3.IT capability relative to competitors
4.IT capability relative to industry
standard
2.Trust
1. Level of confidence to partners in
SCM
2. Level of confidence that parners
have willingness to conduct all
business processes correctly
3. Level of confidence that parners
have high integrity
4. Level of confidence that the partner
able to behave honestly in business
3.Commmitment
1. Level of attention given to the
problems faced by partners
2. Level of intention and effort to
maintain long term relationships
with partners
3. Level of acceptance of risk in
relationships with partners
4.Supplier Collaboration 1. Sharing information about inventory
levels, production planning and
demand forecasting
2. Agreement in the frequency and
delivery time
3. Inventory Consignment
with
suppliers
5.Customer Collaboration 1. Information sharing about inventory
levels, production planning and
demand forecasting
2. Agreement in the frequency and
time of delivery to the customer
3. Inventory Consignment with
customer
6. SCM Performance
1. Overall Delivery Time
2. Overall Cost
3. Overall Product Quality

Variable
IT1
IT2
IT3
IT4
T1
T2

T3
T4
C1
C2

C3
SC1

SC2
SC3
CC1

CC2
CC3
SCM1
SCM2
SCM3
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Based on the theoretical study above, the proposed model that describes the relationship between the variables and indicators is
developed .The model has six variables namely Trust, IT, Commitment, Supplier Collaboration, Customer Collaboration and
SCM Performance. Variable Trust and IT referred to as exogenous variables, i.e variables that are not influenced by the
previous variables. Variable Commitment, Supplier Collaboration, Customer Collaboration and SCM Performance called
endogenous variables, i.e variables that are influenced by the previous variables [22]. There are 3 intervening variables, ie
variables that have a variable before (antecedents) and variable thereafter (consequently), that is variable Commitment,
Supplier Collaboration, Customer Collaboration. The Relationship Between Various variables with the indicators given in
Figure 2.

IT1

IT2

IT3

IT4

IT

SC1 SC2 SC3

Supplier
Collaboration

C1
C2

SCM1

SCM
Performance

Comitment

SCM3

C3

Customer
Collaboration

Trust
T1

T2

T3

SCM2

T4

CC1

CC2

CC3

Figure 2. The Relationship Between Various Variables and It’s Indicators

3. CONCLUSION
Collaboration in supply chain is a useful approach to achieve world-class SCM performance. Some researchers have been
studying the influence of various variables in the collaboration of company performance in the SCM, but there are many
different variables with different influences on the success of SCM. The framework of this proposed model can be used as a
first step to find the variables that affect the collaboration and the success of SCM. Based on the opinion of the previous
researchers, this proposed model has six variables consists of two variables antecedents (IT and Trust), 4 intervening variables
(Commitment, Supplier Collaboration, Customer Collaboration) and one consequent variable (SCM performance). Subsequent
research is to test the hypotheses of the model by conducting a survey on SCM business practices. The results of further
research can be used as a reference in planning future business performance improvement strategy.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, product manufacturers and consumers started to be more concerned about the environment. For that reason,
manufacturers started to accept used product from the consumer community in order to recycle, remanufacture, resale,
refurbished or for disposal. This activity is known as Reverse Logistics which descibes as a process where manufacturers
accept used products from consumers for the purpose of recycling, remanufacturing, reuse or disposal. Although Reverse
Logistics can be considered as an environmentally friendly activity, some manufacturers have some reservation based on some
drawbacks for example difficulty in forecasting product returns, complex product identification process and returns
management. An Automated Product Identification System is proposed as a substitute to manual identification method to
identify product returns. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology is used as a data storing mechanism for recyclable
products. All value added activities are 'recorded' in the RFID tags mounted on the product. These data will act as a 'product
diary' for that particular product. Once the product enters the Reverse Logistics chain, Reverse Logistics operators can
retrieve all information in the RFID tags, including all information on the materials and parts for recycling purpose. This
system will save a lot of time for identifying materials and parts in a particular used product.
Keywords:
Reverse Logistics, RFID, Sorting, Product Data, Product Recycle

1. INTRODUCTION
Reverse Logistics can be considered as an environmentally friendly activity because it will slow down the rapid expansion of
landfill area. This is due to the increased amount of solid waste generated with respect to time. In 1970, the amount of solid
waste generated by each American citizen was 5 ½ pounds and in 1982, the amount increased to 8 pounds for each citizen [1].
It is believed that the amount of waste generated will increased with respect to time. This horrific trend is happening
everywhere around the globe.
The most tormenting part is our landfills expand at an alarming rate due to the increasing rate of waste generated. For that
reason, we will face a decrease in land available for disposal sites [1]. This is the strongest reason for implementing Reverse
Logistics process. Used products from consumers will be transported to the factory or recycling center for further processing.
As a result, the amount of new material needed will be less because some of the raw material can be recycled from the used
products. On the other hand, products that have been remanufactured will be sold to the second market.

2. REVERSE LOGISTICS
Reverse Logistics is the process of planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient, cost effective flow of raw materials,
in process inventory, finished goods and related information from the point of consumption to the point of origin for the
purpose of recapturing value or proper disposal [2]. Reverse Logistics can also be defined as the movement of materials back
up the supply chain [3].
Reverse Logistics activity will help to reduce the purchase of ’virgin’ raw material since raw material for the next generation of
products can come from recycling and remanufacturing activities. Besides, Reverse Logisitcs is also dedicated as one way to
reduce the rapid expansion of our landfill since not all products are thrown directly to the landfill.
Reverse Logistics usually implemented by manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers and service firms [2]. The overall reverse
logistics activities were confined to 1) collection, 2) inspection/selection/sorting process; 3) reprocessing, and finally 4)
redistribution [4].
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There are various reasons for doing Reverse Logistics. One of them is recyclers are able to get back a large portion of
production materials [1-2]. Moreover, some claimed that the use of secondary material in production will result less energy
required [1]. Besides, Reverse Logistics operation will help to enhance the image of the firm [1].
In addition, manufacturers implement Reverse Logistics because they want to encourage their customers to buy their new
products [2]. This case is valid in automotive industry and currently in Malaysia, a national auto-maker company (Proton) is
offering discounts to buyers who can trade in their old cars in order to purchase new Proton cars.
2.1

Reverse Logistics Issues

Reverse Logistics can be considered as one complicated process. This is because Reverse Logistics deals with many issues.
One of Reverse Logistics issues is channel conflict [1]. In some cases, recycling activities are considered as less important
compared to other value added or money making activities. Channel conflict also occurs whenever recycling activities are
taken for granted.
Besides, transportation for collecting returns is also considered as one major issue in Reverse Logistics system. According to
[1], manufacturers found out that the cost for transporting returns was not really profitable compared to transporting virgin raw
materials.
Another issue of Reverse Logistics is product returns or wastes come in wide varieties [1]. For that reason, the sorting process
will be more difficult. In order to resolve this issue, several conceptual models for Reverse Logistics were developed. One of
them is a conceptual model for handling used mobile phones [5]. The developed model is a general model for managing
returns of used mobile phones. In addition, there were also Reverse Logistics models developed for other industries such as
metal industry, automobile and others [6-7].
In addition, the problem of choosing strategic locations for recycling centers is not easy to solve [1, 8]. In [1], it was suggested
that marketing should play its role in informing consumers about locations of recycling centers. Besides, a generic algorithm
proposed in [8] aims to solve the problem of finding strategic locations for recycling centers. A recycling center at a strategic
location will maximize coverage of consumers.
Lack of product information is another important issue in implementing Reverse Logistics. According to [9], there is lack of
effort focusing on designing a reliable information system for Reverse Logistics. In order to overcome this issue, researchers
started to propose the possibility of implementing Information Technology (IT) to the existing Reverse Logistics system [10].
In 1998, [2] mentioned that the information system for Reverse Logistics operation did not provide the status of returns. For
that reason, [2] suggested that the information system for Reverse Logistics need to be enhanced and improved by utilizing
emerging technologies such as two dimensional bar codes and RFID systems. From there, the existing bar codes system was
proposed as a medium for recyclers to access important product information such as product make, product model and the
correct disassembly sequence [11]. As the cost of implementing RFID is decreasing, RFID technology was proposed as a
medium for sending product information to recyclers [12-13].
This paper proposes a system that will utilize enormous advantages of RFID such as no line-of-sight, less human intervention,
data storing ability and fast scanning mechanism.

3. RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION (RFID) TECHNOLOGY
As expected by previous researchers [2, 10], Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology can be a really useful tool for
enhancing Reverse Logistics product information system. RFID simplifies the checking and monitoring of tasks, and provide
up-to-date information on process status, enabling users to react swiftly to unforeseen events [14].
RFID system consists of three main elements (refer
Figure 1): a tag, a reader and a middleware. The tag, also called transponder, is made of a chip and an antenna. It contains a
unique code that provides the unique identification of each object [15]. The reader, also known as interrogator has an antenna
which emits radio signals and receive signal in return from the tag. The distance of the reading range depends on multiple
factors; the frequency that is used, the orientation and polarization of the reader, the environment [15]. Lastly, the middleware
can provide the primary link between RFID readers and databases [16].
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Figure 1: RFID System Components [17]
Low-cost RFID tag is capable of reading or writing information of an entity without contact physically, while it possesses a
fast recognition speed, and has a relatively greater storing ability compared with bar-code [16]. According to [18], when using
a bar-code system for detection purpose, label must be correctly positioned relatively to the reader. This characteristic is called
Line of Sight which requires human intervention for scanning purpose and it will provide chance for error and inefficiencies.

4. AUTOMATED PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM
An Automated Product Identification System is proposed as a substitute to manual identification method to identify product
returns. Quality product data information assists in reducing time for identification and sorting process. This will also reduce
operational cost.
The most suitable recycling procedure will be suggested for different part of a particular product. In order to achieve this,
relevant information regarding the product will be embedded in an RFID passive tag mounted on the product. The product that
flows through the supply chain system until it stops whenever it is delivered to the customer. This product will serve the
customer until the end of its lifecycle.
4.1

Operational Method

In the field of conventional RFID-enabled supply chain, RFID tag is embedded on new and finished product so that every
supply chain actors (supplier, manufacturer, distributor and retailer) can monitor and track the location of a particular product.
Once the product is purchased by a customer, the RFID tag will obsolete and expired.
In this project, the RFID tag that has been mounted on the new product will not be deactivated. This tag will be built tough
enough to last with the product for years of usage. Whenever this product is returned for recycling or disposal, the RFID tag
will still be in used for Reverse Logistics purpose.
Via this method, Reverse Logistics processes can be executed much easier provided all history of the product is stored in the
RFID tag. This method will save a lot of time for usable components or materials identification during the product
disassembly.
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Figure 2: Automated Product Identification System Architecture
The proposed system (refer
Figure 2) will utilize Class 0 and Class 1 tags. Class 0 tag is a passive tag that is read only. The unique ID in the tag was set
during the manufacturing process of the tag. Class 0 tag does not have any Write capability [19]. Class 0 tag will be mounted
on a base part for particular product. Class 0 tag can also be reusable.
The product in the project architecture is a computer keyboard that will go through four value-adding processes (Base Part
Ready, PCB Insert, Keypad Insert and Attach Cable and Top Cover). Once the base part goes through several workstations for
value-added process on the base part, RFID system will record all value added activities that will transform the base part into a
final and finished product. For that reason, the Class 0 tag is only used for tracking purpose on the production floor.
Before the final product goes into the packaging section and the warehouse, the Class 0 tag will be peeled off of the final
product. Next, all value added information and other relevant information related to the final product will be sent to the RFID
printer. This printer then will print a new Class 1 passive tag that contains all information mentioned before.
The Class 1 tag is the second type of RFID tag used in this system. The Class 1 tag will be mounted on the finished product
until its End-of-Life (EOL). The Class 1 tag has the same feature as the Class 0 tag except the Class 1 tag has Write Once
capability. In other words, Class 1 tag has the WORM (Write Once/Read Only Memory) capability [19]. With this WORM
capability, the user can write any suitable ID on the tag using an RFID printer.
In the proposed system, at the end of its lifecycle, the product will be sent to any Recycle Center and from here, the product
will enter the Reverse Logistics chain that will lead to Reverse Logistics facilities. Upon arrival at the facility, the product will
be scanned using an RFID reader. The product information in the passive tag will be accessible to any employee at Reverse
Logistics facility.
4.2

Benefits of the system

This system will save a lot of time for identifying materials and parts in a particular used product. In addition, this project will
offer certain benefits to different groups of people:
i.
Reverse Logistics operators: ability to rapidly identify materials and parts in a used product.
ii. Manufacturers: ability to record all value-added activities and track products on the supply chain
iii. Logistics companies: ability to track every product on the supply chain with the help of RFID technology
iv.
Consumers: Better after sales services (product returns, recycling, disposal etc) and faster product delivery.
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5. CONCLUSION
RFID technology is used as a data storing mechanism for recyclable products. All value added activities are 'recorded' in the
RFID tags mounted on the product. These data will act as a 'product diary' for that particular product. Once the product enters
the Reverse Logistics chain, Reverse Logistics operators can retrieve all information in the RFID tags, including all
information on the materials and parts for recycling purpose. This system will save a lot of time for identifying materials and
parts in a particular used product.
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ABSTRACT
The limited amount of natural resources or virgin materials and environmental issues are currently being discussed
internationally. Many studies and researches that explore how complexity human needs can be fulfilled with material
limitations. Reverse logistics (RL) is one of method that solves this problem and will thoroughly discuss the issue process,
planning, strategic, consolidation, internal & external policy, product design, modularity and waste. Reverse Logistics
research consists of 5 essential part namely RL Input, RL Process, RL Structure, RL Output and RL System. First, RL Input
will analyze the type of raw material, process of disassembling, coordination, supply chain inventory systems, repair and after
sales service, remanufacturing, recycling, refurbishing, reusing and production planning. The third, RL Structure discusses
about location-allocation problems, inspection & consolidation, integrating manufacturing & remanufacturing, and product
modularity. And the fourth is RL Output , research area is pricing after remanufacturing, process & competition and customer
relation. And the last part is RL system which discusses more about policy, social and economical aspect and resources. The
reasons underlying the existence of reverse logistics research methods are legislation, social responsibility, corporate
imaging, environmental concerns, economic benefits and customer awareness. The goal of all reverse logistics researchs is
how to minimize all the costs that will be issued by the company so that it can maximize the profit.
Keywords
Reverse logistics, minimize cost, natural resources, review , customer awareness

1. INTRODUCTION
The availability of natural resources are decreasing, while the efforts for recovery or conservation of the existing natural
resources, take a very long time and costly. It requires an approach or method for natural resources availability will not be a
problem for production process by in spite of lack natural resources. Due to the number of natural resources limitation,
companies are required to implement some concepts such as: legislation, social responsibility, corporate imaging,
environmental concerns, economic benefits and customer awareness (Mutha,2005)
Several techniques have been developed to response the problem, one of them is how to upgrade the product value by using a
small percentage of natural resources, but the value of the product is the same or nearly the same as the new product using the
natural resources. The concepts are remanufacturing, refurbishing, reusing, recycling and modularity concepts.
One effort that can be done to socialize the goal is by implementation of reverse logistics method. According to Neto, 2008 the
relationship between products improvement and value and process which in line with "the design of sustainable logistics
networks balancing the planet and profit”, the illustrates that the good design (including process and material usage) will be
able to balance between sustainability of our planet and the profit that will obtained by the company.

2. REVERSE LOGISTICS CONCEPTS
The definition of reverse logistics by Rogers and Tibben-Lembke, 1999 from The Council of Logistics Management is
“Process of planning, implementing and controlling the efficient, cost-effective flow of raw materials, in-process inventory,
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finished goods and related information from the point of consumption to the point of origin for the purpose of recapturing
value or proper disposal”.
The concepts above illustrate that the actual reverse logistics is a process of planning, implementation and controlling elements
ranging from raw materials, work processes become a finished product with the information as a complement in management
system that will provide information about the new product, end of life of a product until the process increases the value. And
another concept of reverse logistics is described by The Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP) is: The
process of planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient cost, effective flow of raw materials, in-process inventory,
finished goods and related information from the point of origin to the point of consumption for the purpose of conforming to
customer requirements. Karen Hawks, 2006, defines reverse logistics as quoted from Rogers and Tibben-Lembke, 1999 is the
process of planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient, cost effective flow of raw materials, in-process inventory,
finished goods and related information from the point of consumption to the point of origin for the purpose of recapturing
value or proper disposal. More precisely, reverse logistics is the process of moving goods from their typical final destination
for the purpose of capturing value, or proper disposal.

2.1 REVERSE LOGISTICS SCOPE AND CLUSTERING
The scope of reverse logistics (Dekker and de Brito, 2002), in the supply chain can increase the value of the product and the
product must meet several requirements, namely: Manufacturing return, Commercial return (B2B and B2C), Product recall,
Warranty return, Service return, End-of-use return and End-of-life return. Reverse logistics also has a larger scope (Rogers
and Tibben-Lembke, 1999), reverse logistics discussion not only about the production process but also about how to use
energy or sources that are used for its usage to a minimum level. The impact produced by a process and transport that occur
also has a very significant impact because its costly. According to Achillas, 2010, the cost product transport from the
manufacturing process to the customer is about 10-15% of the total price/ unit. Rogers and Tibben-Lembke, 1999, explains that
the activity in the reverse logistics is ”processing returned merchandise due to damage, seasonal inventory, restock, salvage,
recalls, and excess inventory. It also includes recycling programs, hazardous material programs, obsolete equipment
disposition, and asset recovery”. While Pokharel & Mutha, 2009 through the results of the review between 1992 and 2008 of
all studies related to reverse logistics are around 170 journals classified all the researches into four perspectives: Reverse
Logistics Inputs and Collection, Reverse Logistics Structure, Reverse Logistics Process and Reverse Processes Logistics
Outputs. RL Inputs (Pokharel & Mutha, 2009) discusses many of the raw materials or parts of new modules before the process
begins whereas RL Structure and Processes explain about Collection, Processing, Remanufacturing, Inspection and
Consolidation, and the last is RL Output which will discuss many issues such as Recycled materials & spare parts and
remanufactured products. Explanation of Pokharel & Mutha, 2009 can be described as follows:

Figure 1 : Content categories for an RL system.
(Source : S. Pokharel & A. Mutha ,2009)

2.2 House of Reverse Logistics
From the review carried out by de Brito et.al 2002; Pokharel & Mutha, 2009, Zhang et.al, 2010; Johnson, P. Fraser, 1998;
Yalabik, Line et.al, 2005; Liang; Yijiong et.al, 2007; Vadde, Srikhanth et.al, 2010; Mitra, Subrata, 2005; Aras, Necati, 2010
and the research conducted by Mutha, 2009; the perspective can be a house of reverse logistics that consists of 4 pillars,
foundation and roof.
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REVERSE LOGISTICS

RL OUTPUT

RL INPUT

RL PROCESS

RL STRUCTURE

GOAL : MINIMIZE COST AND MAXIMIZE PROFIT

REASON :
LEGISLATION, SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, CORPORATE
IMAGING, ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN, ECONOMIC
BENEFIT, CUSTOMER AWARNESS

Figure 2 : House Of Reverse Logistics

From the House of Reverse Logistics, RL Systems above can be added in different micro (Figure 2) .On the basis of research
by Kumar & Putnam, 2008; Amini, M. Mehdi et.al, 2004; Richey, R. Glenn, 2005; Cheng & Lee, 2010; Genchev, Stefan.E,
2009; Alvarez-Gil., Jose M. et.al, 2007, the RL system related to with policy, innovation, resource based view, SWOT, system
approach, stakeholder theory, organizational slack, strategic posture, operations / marketing interface, customer behaviour /
habits and leasing, therefore figure 3 can be added to RL System to adopt the methods above.
Customer behaviour /habits ,
government policy, facility and
ability company, innovation,
strategic planning, SWOT,
stakeholder theory and
organizational slack

REVERSE LOGISTICS

proses dissasembly process,
coordination, supply chain,
inventory systems , repair and aftersales service, remanufacturing,
recycle, refurbishing, reuse,
production planning

RL SYSTEM

RL OUTPUT

RL STRUCTURE

RL PROCESS

GOAL : MINIMIZE COST AND MAXIMIZE PROFIT

RL INPUT

raw material , recycled material,
used parts/new parts, supplier,
Forecating, inventory system & how
to collection product/parts

location-allocation, inspection &
consolidation, integrating
manufacturing and
remanufacturing, product
modularity

pricing after remanufacturing
process & competition, customer
relation

REASON :
LEGISLATION, SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, CORPORATE
IMAGING, ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN, ECONOMIC BENEFIT,
CUSTOMER AWARNESS

Figure 3 : House Of Reverse Logistics with RL System

3. DISCUSSION
From the figure of the House of Reverse Logistics and also refers to the journal by Pokharel & Mutha, 2009, there are some
gaps that can be done for future research that is a problem on customer behaviors or habits, because it is impossible for macro
reverse logistics has decapacity to run smoothly if the main actors, customers, governments and companies do not contribute
effectively. Many RLs which have successfully been implemented in country like Japan and Europe, due to many factors,
have been supported by facilities, the policy of the government, the warranty from the company, places for collecting the
goods which have been provided speeded in urban centers and can easily be accessible and satisfy for customers. Product
specification factors also must be considered because of the size and weight of product, its measure of implementations
reverse logistics can run well and minimize costs.
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4. CONCLUSSION
In order to respond the environmental issues, the reverse logistics is one method that can respond the challenge. Reverse
Logistics which will be implemented by a company not only a corporate responsibility but also the responsibility of all parties
like the government that provides policy, the company that provides services for collecting the goods, either centralized or
decentralized and its production processes and customers that have an important role as an end users to be more aware of the
goods due to decreasing number of natural resources.
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ABSTRACT
One of the commonly used products in our daily lives is disposable alkaline battery. Many people tend to discard the batteries
when they are no longer in use. Therefore, this research conducted a life cycle assessment (LCA) of disposable alkaline battery
by using an LCA software, known as SimaPro 7.2. The data collected in this research includes the composition and the
production process of battery, transportation, and battery disposal scenario. By using the EcoInvent database and the
collected data, the material, energy, emission and waste released in all life cycle stages of alkaline battery can be determined.
The data inventory is calculated by using the EcoIndicator 99. There were two assessments conducted in this research. The
first one assesses the production of battery while the second one assesses the entire life cycle of battery The result concludes
that the life cycle phase that has the largest impact to human health and the environment is the production of battery. From
the evaluation of the network diagram, there are three components that have dominant impacts to the environment. They are
anode, anode collector and cathode. The highest impact is associated with the production of zinc, which is the main
composition of anode.
Keywords
Life Cycle Assessment, Disposable Alkaline Battery, EcoInvent, EcoIndicator 99

1. INTRODUCTION
During the last decades, environmental concern has increased rapidly. This concern has forced industries to identify the
environmental impact of their products so that they can develop more “environmentally friendly” products. The most widely
known tool for assessing the environmental impact of a product during its entire life cycle is Life Cycle Assessment (LCA).
Life cycle assessment is a “cradle-to-grave” approach for assessing industrial systems. “Cradle-to-grave” begins with the
acquisition of raw materials from the earth and ends when all materials are returned to the earth. By including the impacts
throughout the product life cycle, LCA provides a comprehensive view of the environmental aspects of the product or process
[1].
One of the commonly used products in our daily lives is disposable alkaline battery. The usage of disposable batteries in
Indonesia is quite extensive. Many people tend to discard the batteries when they are no longer in use. Therefore, this research
conducted a life cycle assessment of disposable alkaline battery by using LCA software, known as SimaPro 7.2. By doing the
assessment, we can identify which component of the battery that has the highest environmental impact. We also can determine
which phase in the life cycle of the battery that has the largest impact to human health, ecosystem quality and resources used.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
Based on ISO 14040, the life cycle process consists of four components: goal definition and scoping, inventory analysis,
impact assessment and interpretation [ 2].
2.1 Goal definition and scoping
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The goal in conducting this research is to determine which phase in the life cycle of alkaline battery and which battery’s
component that has the highest impact to human health, ecosystem quality and resources used. The scope of the research is:
- the type of battery: disposable AA alkaline battery.
- the data composition of battery are calculated from a previous research done by Almeida [3] and Handbook of Battery [ 4]
- the life cycle of battery to be discussed includes the production of battery (assembly), the distribution of battery and the
final disposal scenario.
- The assumption of annual battery consumption for each family is 10 packs (2 pieces/pack ).
- The vehicle used for distribution of battery is assumed to be a 1 ton- capacity van (with 700 kg load).
- Distribution of battery includes transportation from the factory to the distributor, from distributor to the agent (Banten
area), and from agent to retailers (Karawaci).
2.2 Inventory analysis
Life Cycle Inventory Analysis were conducted by using EcoInvent database provided in SimaPro 7.2. Input data were divided
into two parts: the production of alkaline battery and the product life cycle of battery. For battery production, the collected
data consisted of material composition (as shown in table 1 and figure 1) and the production process of battery. For the product
life cycle, data for battery distribution and final disposal scenario were added (as shown in figure 2). Based on the data
calculation, the energy and materials usage as well as environmental releases can be determined.
Table 1. The composition of AA disposable alkaline battery
Component

Material

Average weight (g)

Cathode tube

nickel

0.045

(nickel plated steel)

Steel sheet

3.965

Cathode

MnO2

10.482

(MnO2 + C + KOH)

C

0.986

KOH

0.431

Separator

Paper

0.152

Anode

Zn

3.179

(Zn + KOH)

KOH

0.681

Plastic Grommet

Polyamide

0.215

Anode collector

Brass nail

0.438

Insulator

Craft paper

0.060

Anode cap

Nickel

0.004

steel sheet

0.661

label

PVC

0.230

Moisture

water

1.997

TOTAL weight

Figure 1. Cutaway of a cylindrical alkaline cell [ 5
]

23.527
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Material

Part Fabrication

Assembly

Nickel plated steel

Cathode tube

Cathode tube

cathode

cathode

MnO2

carbon

KOH
anode

separator

Zinc powder
Paper Wood Free,
Coated

separator

anode

packaging

distributor

Agent in Banten

Cu
Brass Nail
Zn

Supermall Lippo
Karawaci

Nylon

Plastic grommet

Anode cap
user

Craft Paper Bleached

insulator
Landfill

PVC

Plastic film label

Label

Figure 2. Life Cycle Diagram of Disposable AA alkaline battery
2.3 Impact assessment
The method used for life cycle impact assessment is Eco Indicator 99 (E). In the Eco Indicator model, the three categories
chosen to measure impact are [6]:
1. Human Health includes the number and duration of diseases and life years lost due to premature death from environmental
causes. The unit used is DALY (disability adjusted life years). The effects to be included are: climate change, ozone layer
depletion, carcinogenic effects, respiratory effects and radiation.
2. Ecosystem Quality includes the effect on species diversity. The unit used is PDF*M2*Yr. where PDF means potentially
disappeared fraction over a certain area, during a certain time. The effects to be included are: ecotoxicity, acidification,
eutrophication and land-use
3. Resources include the surplus energy needed for future extraction of minerals and fossil fuels. The unit used is MJ surplus.
2.4 Interpretation
Interpretation of result includes the analysis of network diagram for product life cycle of battery and the evaluation of the
impact assessment of battery assembly. After doing the analysis, the conclusions can be drawn regarding life cycle phase and
battery component which has the highest impact to human health and the environment.
3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Analysis of network diagram
Network diagram of product life cycle is shown in figure 3. Based on figure 3, it is shown that the production of alkaline
battery contributes the greatest impact (90%) to the environment. Therefore further analysis will be emphasized on the
production phase to determine which component has the highest impact to the environment. Pareto diagram is used to show the
relative percentage of contribution to the environmental impact for each battery component (shown in figure 4). From figure 4,
three components that have dominant impact (81.3%) to the environment are anode, anode collector and cathode.
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Figure 3. Network diagram of product life cycle with 1.3% cut-off
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Figure 4. The relative percentage of contribution to the environmental impact for each battery component
3.2 Impact Assessment of alkaline battery production
Eco Indicator 99 (E) is used as the impact assessment method in SimaPro 7.2. This method consists of five steps:
characterization, damage assessment, normalization, weighting and single score.
3.2.1 Characterization
The purpose of characterization step is to identify which component has the greatest contribution to the eleventh impact
categories. The categories are carcinogens, respiratory organics, respiratory inorganics, climate change, radiation, ozone layer
depletion, ecotoxicity, acidification/eutrophication, land use, minerals and fossil fuels. Characterization of impact assessment
of alkaline battery production is shown in figure 5. From figure 5, it is known that anode has dominant impact in nine
categories and it has very significant impact in ecotoxicity. Cathode tube has significant impact in five categories. Packaging
has dominant impact in four categories and it has the greatest contribution in land use. Cathode and anode collector, each has
great impact in three categories. Anode collector has very great impact in minerals resources.
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Figure 5. Characterization of impact assessment of alkaline battery production
3.2.2 Damage Assessment
In damage assessment, the eleventh impact categories are classified into three types of damage, namely human health,
ecosystem quality and resources. Figure 6 shows the output of damage assessment of alkaline battery production.

Human health

ecosystem quality

resources

Figure 6. Damage Assessment of alkaline battery production
Three components that have dominant impact to human health are anode, anode collector and cathode. Anode also has the
largest impact to ecosystem quality. In the third damage category, anode, anode collector, packaging and cathode tube give
approximately the same contribution to resources depletion. Overall, anode contributes the greatest impact to all damage
categories.
3.2.3 Normalisation
The three damage categories have different units. Normalisation is a way to express potential impacts so that they can be
compared. As the Eco-indicator is developed for Europe, the European normalisation values are used. Normalisation of
alkaline battery production is shown in figure 7. Based on figure 7, it is shown that there are three out of eleven categories that
have significant impact, namely: carcinogens, ecotoxicity and fossil fuel. There are three components that have significant
contributions to carcinogens impact category. They are anode collector, anode and cathode. In those three components, four
substances that contribute the most in carcinogen impact category are identified (as shown in table 2). The substances are
arsenic ion, cadmium ion, cadmium and arsenic. All of them are found as air emission.
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Figure 7. Normalisation of alkaline battery production
Table 2. Contribution of substances in carcinogen impact category
No.

Substance

Anode

Cathode

Anode collector

1

Arsenic ion (air)

3.03E-05

36.30%

1.68E-05

20.15%

3.18E-05

38.12%

2

Cadmium ion (air)

2.14E-05

33.26%

1.80E-05

27.91%

2.22E-05

34.44%

3

Cadmium (air)

6.86E-07

16.99%

1.96E-08

0.48%

3.24E-06

80.16%

4

Arsenic (air)

1.38E-06

42.85%

1.18E-08

0.37%

1.77E-06

55.08%

For ecotoxicity impact category, two main components that have the largest contributions are anode and anode collector. There
are five substances that contribute the most in ecotoxicity category for the two components (as shown in table 3). Based on
table 3, it is shown that Zinc, the main material for anode production, is the major contributor to ecotoxicity.
Table 3. Contribution of substances in ecotoxicity impact category
No

Substance

Anode

Anode collector

1

Zinc (air)

7.76E-05 (91.11%)

7.18E-06 (8.42%)

2

Tin (air)

4.88E-06 (73.53%)

1.68E-06 (25.31%)

3

Nickel (air)

2.42E-07 (6.08%)

2.93E-06 (73.40%)

4

Copper ion (water)

1.00E-06 (30.83%)

1.08E-06 (33.19%)

5

Zinc ion (water)

7.50E-07 (38.95%)

8.05E-07 (41.77%)

3.2.4 Weighting
In the weighting step, the method used is Europe EI 99 E/E according to Eco Invent database. The result of impact assessment
(weighting step) of alkaline battery is shown in figure 8.
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Figure 8. The weighting step in impact assessment of alkaline battery production
Based on figure 8, there are four dominant impact categories. They are ecotoxicity, carcinogens, fossil fuel and respiratory
inorganics. In ecotoxicity category, the components that have significant contributions are anode and anode collector. Anode
collector, anode and cathode are the three components that have significant contributions to carcinogens category. Anode also
gives significant contribution toward fossil fuel depletion and respiratory inorganics. From figure 8, it is known that the
component which contributes the most to human health, ecosystem quality and resources depletion is anode.
3.2.5

Single score

The last step of impact assessment provided in SimaPro is single score. This step is a summary of the impact assessment of
each battery component. The single score of alkaline battery components is shown in figure 9.

Anode

insulator

cathode

anode
Collector

label

moisture

packaging

separator

cathode
tube

plastic
grommet

anode cap

Figure 9. Single score of alkaline battery components

From figure 9, it is shown that there are three components which have significant contributions to the environment. They
are anode, anode collector and cathode. The most contributing component is anode, which has dominant impact in
ecotoxicity, carcinogens and fossil fuel depletion. The anode collector, as the second largest contributor, has significant
contributions in carcinogens and ecotoxicity. The third one, cathode, has a significant contribution in carcinogens.

4. CONCLUSION
The life cycle of alkaline battery includes the production of battery, the distribution process, and the final disposal
(landfilling). Based on the life cycle assessment conducted, the production of alkaline battery has the largest contribution
to human health, ecosystem quality and resources used. From the analysis of network diagram, it is known that there are
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three components that have significant contributions to the environment. They are anode, anode collector and cathode. The
highest impact is associated with the production of zinc, which is the main composition of anode.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this plenary talk is, understanding recent industrial globalisation, empowerment of market and customer power,
mass-production/consumption and disposals, resource drain and waste problem, corruption of environment for human life etc,
to introduce the concept, way of thinking and “how to” issues of lean management, followed by its application to
environmental sustainability issues.
It consists of basic idea of lean management and approach, outline introduction of Total Productive Maintenance and
Management (TPM) including its structure, application and effectiveness, which is regarded as a generic lean scheme focusing
on loss reduction and productivity improvement, and finally, discusses about its relevancy and robustness through cases of lean
application in industries to environmental problems such as reduction of CO2 emission, zerotisation of industrial waste,
detoxifisation of poisonous substances etc.
Keywords
Kaizen Technology, Globalization, Environment, Knowledge Transfer, Total Productive Maintenance and Management
(TPM), Loss Reduction, Material Flow Cost Accounting (MFCA)

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent years, green manufacturing with strong competitiveness becomes an emergent issue in the globalising industrial sector
[1][17][21][22][38][40]. In fact, concept of “green”, which aims not only sustainability of our society but also aims positive
contribution of natural resource preservation as well as cultivation through industrial activities, is one of the prioritised issues of business
units. Because it formulates the various criteria of corporate social responsibility (CSR) in terms of Green Key Performance Indicators
(G-KPIs) [50] and also, it is obvious that business unit’s competitiveness [14][15][18][19][23] is very much compulsory to
guarantee the effort for effective performance. It is widely recognised that an effective way to overcome environmental
problems mainly caused by recent explosion of industrial globalisation is capability reinforcement [29][32][33][34][35] of
these industries on green / sustainable activity.
Meanwhile, Lean Management advocated through famous book in 1990[71], which must be the western version of Japanese
traditional way of management by using KAIZEN (continuous improvement) methods, is recognised as a proverbial concept
effective for reinforcing organisational constitution. The basic idea of this management style is to pursue structuring tenacious,
highly capable and lossless business organisations, and it has been implemented up to now to many companies / industries and
contributing industrial society worldwide. According to this diversification, many useful methodologies and technical contents
have been developed, which is to realise reduction of input to business function such as manufacturing process, and
simultaneously, increase of output from it. Namely, conversion efficiency between input and output is the target to improve,
where input is the resource used for conversion operation including labours, facilities, materials, methods etc. and output is the
performance measured regarding to the quality of the products, cost spent for the operation, value of the delivery and
procurement activities etc (See Figure 1). The definition and the way of measurement of these issues are the critical research
topics among industrial engineers and managers[27][31]. Established measures for the input and output are called Key Activity
Indicators (KAIs) and KPIs respectively.
To maximise the ratio between input and output measures in terms of KPI/KAI ratio, Lean Management focuses on losses
(MUDAs) to tackle with these elimination.
These losses could be classified to various categories, and resource-wise classification is given as follows.
1) Human Resource Related Losses: accidents/incidents, absenteeism, labour turnover, idle, working rate slow down,
improper work assignment, inefficient work sequence, inadequate skill etc.
2) Facility Related Losses: breakdown, start-up loss, shut-down loss, slow down, minor stoppage (Choko Tei), machine idle,
improper job assignment, inflexible capability etc.
3) Materials/Parts Related Losses: inflow defects, in-process defects (which causes rework / waste), outflow defects (which
causes complaint and waste), improper flow of timing (which causes inventory)
4) Method Related Losses: ineffective procedure, run-wild software program etc.
5) Organisation Related Losses: ineffective strategy and management, trial and error approach for new business start-up,
M&A loss etc.
6) Others: financial loss etc.
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The reason why Lean Management devotes loss elimination is because this effort directly links to system output, i.e. specific
KPIs, therefore, it could be expected to contribute higher advancement of some business performance. For instance,
elimination of accidents/incidents, facility breakdown, rework and waste are the requisite for robustness of business function
and elimination of outflow defects is the key for service competitiveness. Waste reduction is necessary for environmental
sustainability and ineffective and/or wrong strategy gives serious negative influence to company’s CSR [16][68].
To achieve organisational objectives in collaboration with all of the members, robust sense of value is quite necessary that
everybody understand it is essential. “Loss Elimination” is a natural representative of these. Otherwise, loss tend to be
transferred among members and finally it will be exploded in the organisation and/or within company’s business network as
illustrated in Figure 2 that describes a scene of popular card game transferring joker among participants. Moreover, Lean
Management has specific style of thinking that drives organisation to loss elimination activity. This can be called
“Contradiction-driven Management” [45][70] and it provides “Mission Impossible” first as leader’s message, then encourages
all the members involved to think how to overcome the impossible problem, followed by PDCA cycle to attain or close to the
objectives. There are some good examples could be learnt from Toyota, the leading lean company [62], i.e., KANBAN system
[55] that is implemented in most of the sites in this group companies and its subsidiaries for visualise bottleneck functions, and
the mission “Let’s tackle with developing a new car that cleans the air along with running” delivered by the former president
Mr. Watanabe. Also, in the other Lean Scheme called Total Productive Maintenance and Management (TPM), it is
recommended to pursue “Zerotisation” [43] of unfavourable phenomena, which must be ultimate ideal state. For instance,
Phenomena-Mechanisms (PM) Analysis [60] for thoroughgoing cause investigation of machine breakdown and 4M Analysis
[61] that is a condition identification and implementation method to zerotise fluctuation of the result are typical technologies
developed based on this style of thinking.
2. LEAN MANAGEMENT SCHEME
There are many management schemes born in Japan for performance improvement based on Industrial Engineering
technologies such as Total Quality Management (TQM), Total Productive Maintenance and Management (TPM), Total
Productivity Management (another TPM), Policy Deployment Process (Policy Deployment Process), and many companydeveloped in-house performance improvement schemes. Among these, Total Productive Maintenance and Management is
focused to examine in this paper. The reasons are its generality, its productivity-focused scheme and its rapid international
diversification worldwide [2][3][4][5][6][7][8][9][54][59][63][65][66][67][69]. In recent years, number of manufacturing firms
that are implementing this scheme is increasing rapidly. For instance, in 1991, there were only 41 manufacturing firms
received TPM award although number of applicants tend to grow gradually [53]. In the last decade (2000-2010), however,
number of applicant firms exploded and, in 2001, 183 firms received this award in the world (See Figure 3). There are some
reasons why TPM is diversified so quickly. It might be its generality, coverage and capability [36][37][41].
This scheme was born in 1971 officially, and has continued to contribute performance improvement of various manufacturing
companies including large enterprise and SME, from food industry to steel industry (See Table 1). This scheme can be
characterised by five distinctive features, i.e., “Nine Pillar Teams” as organisational driver which consists of Autonomous
Maintenance (AM) team [57], Focused Improvement (FI) team [58] etc. as shown in Table 2, “Loss Analysis” as constitutional
logic which focuses on loss detection and elimination where typical loss categories and their definitions are summarised in
Table 3 and 4, “Improvement Tools” as effective weapon to cope with the problems (See Table 5) which consists of various
industrial engineering and operations management technologies [11][12][13][39][42][47][48][49]
[51][52] including methods of Toyota Production System (TPS)[30] [46][56] and “Six Categories of Award” to provide proper
entry point for enabling applicant business unit can start improvement activity depending on their improvement level [10]. This
training kit consists of award for world-class TPM achievement, advanced special award for TPM achievement, special award
for TPM achievement, award for excellence in consistent TPM commitment, award for TPM excellence category A and award
for TPM excellence category B. As the last distinctive feature of this scheme, “Step-wise Approach” must be listed, which is to
provide visible and reliable procedure bringing TPM activity to their planned results. Table 6 shows the example step
procedure to perform autonomous maintenance activity. Among five features described above, establishment of pillar team is
the most important and the basis for realisation of lean, because this is the essential contrivance to guarantee entire
participation for loss reduction.
As an example mission and/or structure of pillar team, the role of Planned Maintenance Team is summarised as follows.
Mission: Contributing Effective and Efficient Operations by Keeping Owned Facilities Healthy with Planning-based
Maintenance Activity
Activity: Category of Maintenance Methods (JIS Z8115)
1) BM: Breakdown Maintenance: repair operation after breakdown - Reactive
c EM: Emergency Maintenance: immediate repair operation after breakdown
d PBM: Planned BM: breakdown occurrence → repair planning → repair parts procurement → sequenced repair operation
2) PM: Preventive Maintenance: inspection + maintenance - Proactive
cTBM: Time-based Maintenance: schedule-based inspection and maintenance
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i. PM: Periodical Maintenance: calendar-base schedule
ii. DM: Duration-based Maintenance: cumulative working hour-base schedule
dPM: Predictive Maintenance=CBM (Condition-based Maintenance): maintenance by monitoring alternative variables
i. CBM1: inspection by simplified diagnosing equipments (including five senses)
ii. CBM2: inspection by simplified diagnosing equipments + advanced diagnosing equipments
iii. CBM3: on-line real-time inspection by automatic diagnosing function
3) CM: Corrective Maintenance= MP (Maintenance Prevention): improvement activity for breakdown elimination - Beyond
proactive
Outline of Safety and Environment Team is described below.
<Accident/Incident Elimination> [28][44]
Mission: Improvement of Safety Performance and its Preservation, Zerotisation of Accident/Incident
Activity:
1) Classification of Accident/Incident
8 Categories: Mortal, Disabled, Non-reinstatable Absence, Reinstatable Absence, Non-reinstatable, Reinstatable, Minor
Injury, Potential Risk (Hiyari Hatto)
2) Preparation of Early Treatment Procedure for Accident: Development of Each Division’s Action Programme and Safety
Training
3) Investigation of Accident Cause: Application of Why-Why Analysis, WWBLA, FTA etc.
4) Countermeasure Development for Zero Accident: Installation of Fail-Safe/Fool-Proof Contrivance etc.
5) Preservation of Zero Accident: Collection of Potential Risk (Hiyari Hatto) Information, FMEA (Failure Mode & Effect
Analysis), Installation of Visual Management
<Improvement and Preservation of Environment: Zero Emission Activity>
Mission: Improvement of Safety Performance and its Preservation, Zerotisation of Accident/Incident
Activity:
1) Classification of Emission: Composition-wise, Division-wise, Product-wise, Supplier-wise
2) Investigation of Cause of Emission: Application of Why-Why Analysis, WWBLA etc.
3) Countermeasure for Zero Emission: Case Studies etc.
4) Recycle Activity: Case Studies etc.
5) Preservation of Zero Emission: Emission Monitoring and Control System
Next issue to discuss is how TPM is spreading over the world with what sort of organisational platform [20][25].
Figure 4 illustrates its domestic collaborative structure among four players, i.e. Japan Institute of Plant Maintenance (JIPM) as
headquarters, industries which consists of over 1500 experienced business units from various industrial sectors, universities
which includes major academic institutions in Japan and JIPM Solutions Co. which is the consulting firm of TPM activity
employing over 100 senior TPM experts from industries. This platform has been extended gradually with drastic organisational
reengineering since 1971. In the last 2 decades, TPM scheme has been expanding globally through out major industrial regions
as shown in Figure 5. To provide enough capability to proceed requirements from industries over the world, headquarters
started to develop partner organisations in several countries where TPM scheme is well popularising. These six plus one
agencies collaborating with JIPM are described in Figure 6. Further effort devoting now to cope with TPM globalisation is
transfer Japanese domestic platform structure to these countries. This idea, the global framework for collaboration among
regional platforms, is illustrated in
3. GREEN / SUSTAINABILITY AND LEAN
In this chapter, some noteworthy activities related to both green / sustainability and lean management are described.
(1) Effort on CO2 reduction in logistics operations
Due to big negative contribution on CO2 emission for many years by logistics industries including infrastructural such as
railway, air carrier, marine transportation, large-scale logistics companies and 3PLs, argument on modal shift issue has
been emerged among them. Many environment friendly ways of transportation methods / scheme are under research and
development and, here in this plenary talk, a general delivery routing problem in consideration of CO2 reduction is
discussed [40].
(2) Waste zerotisation by Material Flow Cost Accounting (MFCA)
These years, METI, a ministry of Japanese government, has been encouraging MFCA implementation for improving
convergent efficiency of factory from materials to products. Here, application of this method in the context of lean is
discussed.
(3) Activities in motor industries
Car industry, which produces mass volume of durable consumer goods by using over 20-30 thousands of parts / materials,
is certainly a big player influencing natural environment. This industry, mother of Lean Management, has long, high level
and various experiences on the discussing matter. Their green efforts to contribute environment is summarised in this talk,
all of which are valued cases as the knowledge and experience transfer to other sectors.
(4) Eco-Town Project supported by national / regional governments
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This project was launched in 1997 by METI, of which concept is to attain zero emission and encourage regional economic
growth together. Up to now, 26 regional organisations have been participating with powered lean methodologies. Here,
some excellent achievements are introduced and evaluated.
(5) Effort on detoxifisation of poisonous substances
It is serious that poisonous substances are contained in some major products such as TV, power transformer etc. Here,
effort on detoxifisation of PCB (Poly-Chlorinated Biphenyl), a very dangerous chemical material, is investigated through
case study of a privatised company.
Pressure for High
Performance

Less Resources

Manufacturing
System

Input

Output

∥
Conversion
Function

Customer
Satisfaction

Higher Market Share
etc.

Figure 1. Concept of Lean Management (source: Katayama, H. et. al. (1996))
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M id
Figure 2. A Popular Card Game (An Allegory of Loss Transfer)
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Figure 3. Trend of TPM Award Holders (1971-2007)
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Table 1. Diffusion of TPM into Various Industries (1971-2007)
Fabrication and Assembly Industries

Process Industries

Automobile and vehicle
(90)
Automotive parts and
transportation equipment
(488)
Machinery (general and precision)
(105)
Semiconductors and electronic Devices (202)
Electrical appliances (home
appliances and communication)
(77)
Metal products
(88)
Housing and woodwork
(33)

Steel and nonferrous metals
(162)
Chemicals
(266)
Textile
(83)
Rubber and plastics
(154)
Foodstuffs
(338)
Pharmaceuticals
(15)
Paper and pulp
(70)
Printing
(73)
Cement and ceramics
(72)
Electricity, gas, petroleum and coal (44)

Total

Total

(1083)

(1277)

Table 2. TPM Pillars as Organisational Drivers

Table 3. Losses and Their Definition (Continued…)

Table 4. Losses and Their Definition
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Table 5. Members of TPM Improvement Toolbox

Table 6. Seven Step Activities for Autonomous Maintenance

Figure 4. Relationship among JIPM, Industries and Universities in Japan
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Europe
302 workplaces in 19
countries

North America
71 workplaces in 2
countries

798 workplaces in 47 countries and 1
region won the awards

Asia
328 workplaces in 15
countries and 1 region
Africa
18 workplaces in 4
countries

Oceania
6 workplaces in 2
countries

On-site screening

Latin America
73 workplaces in 5
countries

JISHU-HOZEN (Autonomous Maintenance) activity

Figure 5. Globally Expanding TPM (Excluding Japan)
SMMT Industry
Forum (SMMT-IF),
Association française des
ingénieurs de maintenance

Korean Standards
Association (KSA) South
Japan Institute of Plant
Maintenance (JIPM),
Corporate Synergy
Development Centre (CSD),

Confederation of
Indian Industry (CII),

Technology Promotion
Association (TPA),

Figure 6. TPM Awards Assessment Agencies in Collaboration with JIPM
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JIP
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Industries

Figure 7. Relationship among JIPM, Industries and Universities in Japan
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Tunnels as Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) system reveal as an attractive solution to overcome traffic congestion in many urban
areas. However, due to some circumstances such as scarcity of land, tunnels are likely being constructed near to existing
structures, pipelines, and buried infrastructures. Tunneling construction in soft-ground inevitably will cause ground
movements and consequently will affect the overhead existing structures, in particular piled foundations. The understanding of
soil-pile-tunnel interaction is of great value to industry, especially in providing reliable and economic design without
compromising safety issue. This soil-pile-tunnel interaction is suit for centrifuge geotechnical modeling. The advantages of
centrifuge modeling over numerical modeling and field studies for tunneling research will be discussed. Of great importance
of this study is the techniques to simulate tunnel-induced volume losses in a similar fashion to real tunnels constructed using
tunnel boring machines (TBMs).
Several research involving tunneling simulation and its effect to adjacent piles have been carried out in Center for Soft Ground
Engineering of the National University of Singapore. Start from the utilizing of polystyrene foam to the latest development of
using mechanical system coupling with dynamic data acquisition system to simulate volume losses will be discussed in this
paper. The observed volume losses from the above techniques of simulation seem in a good agreement with the well-known
empirical Gaussian distribution curve formula. However, the above techniques do not able to simulate low volume losses in
which commonly encounter in real situation with the latest development of TBMs tunneling operation. Liquid pressure method
of model tunnel will be presented to overcome this issue hence enable progressively volume losses simulation. Some of the
important findings related to the influence of tunnel construction to nearby piled foundations will also be highlighted in this
paper. It can be established that the pile responses varies considerably depending on the relative position of the pile to the
tunnel axis.
This paper highlights the gradual development or enhancement of modeling technique to simulate tunneling process in order
achieve/advance quality of research in the subject matter.
Keywords
Centrifuge, foundations, piles, tunneling, volume loss
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ABSTRACT
Project planning is among the most critical factors to the success of a construction project. In project planning, cost and
schedule are closely interrelated, because they share a lot of common data in their planning processes. Therefore, the
integration of cost and schedule functions has been an attractive issue in construction project planning. Many researchers
have emphasized the benefits of this integration and several different methodologies combining cost and schedule data have
been provided. However, the results of the previous studies are not comprehensive enough to fulfill the requirements of project
planning. This paper presents a model-based planning system that employs Building information model (BIM), object
sequencing matrix (OSM), and genetic algorithms (GAs) to obtain an optimal crew assignment under resource and workspace
constraints. The purposes are to evaluate the project costs and optimize the temporal distribution of resources in project
planning. A computer implementation called Cost/Schedule Integrated Planning System (CSIPS) is also developed to verify the
feasibility of the proposed approach.
Keywords
Building Information Model, Genetic Algorithms, crew assignment; project planning
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ABSTRACT
Value Engineering is a systematic method that using function analysis to improve value of a project. The proper application of
VW method is expected to deliver best value of a project in terms of quality, technology, efficiency and innovation. This
research is designed to evaluate the application of VE method in design stage of construction building in Indonesia. Based on
the result of questionnaire survey and interviews, it was found that the application of VE in the design stage has not been
optimized applied due to the lack of VE understanding and incomplete VE process. Therefore a recommendation on a proper
VE method based on International standard is proposed to solve problems encountered in Indonesia.
Keywords
Value Engineering, Building Construction, Design Stage, Optimizing

1. INTRODUCTION
Construction of buildings has the sequence of stages that starts from formulation stage, planning and design stage, construction
and controlling stage and closing stage (Kohli, 2007). Planning decisions are made by the stakeholders at design stage in order
to maximize the use of resources during the construction stage. Unfortunatelly, the execution of construction building in
Indonesia is still relatively inefficient (Rochmanhadi, 1992; Latief and Untoro, 2009). Inefficiencies in the management of
construction projects can be found from the high wastage that leading to cost overrun and delays (Soemardi,
Wirahadikusumah and Abduh, 2007, Latif and Untoro, 2009).
The challenges of building construction has been recognized by the government and in order to improve efficiency,
Regulation of the Minister of Public Works No. 45/PRT/M/2007 is published. Based on the regulation the application of
Value Engineering (VE) at the design and construction stage of buildings need to be performed, especially for public buildings
with an area of more than 12.00m2 or over eight (8) floors.
Unfortunatelly, construction practitioners in Southeast Asian countries generally not mastered the concepts and methods of
VE (Cheah and Ting, 2005). It is supported by research from Latief and Untoro (2009) that a series of problems are still
occurred in the implementation of VE in Indonesian construction industry include lack of knowledge and understanding on the
VE study.
The main objectives of this research are thus to determine the benefits and key success factors of VE application in the design
phase in Indonesia, to evaluate the gaps on the application of VE that occur in the design phase of buildings in Indonesia and
international standard and finally to suggest a recommendation to optimize the application of VE.
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2.

VALUE ENGINEERING IN CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

2.1 . The Development of Value Engineering
Based on the standard SAVE (2007), the concept of value began in the late 1940s by Lawrence D. Miles who worked at
General Electric (GE), a defense contractor who faced a crisis of materials to produce products during World War II. The
situation then be realized that if the value and innovation improvement could be systematically managed, it would have
increase the competitive advantage of company through the concept design of the integrated function analysis with innovative
process known as value analysis (VA).
Application of VA was expand and also change in context from review existing parts to improving conceptual design, the term
marked the emergence of Value Engineering(VE) used by U.S Navy in 1954. In the early 1960s, VE started to be applied in
the construction industry (Shen and Guiwen, 2003). At that time the contractors were required to reduce project costs without
compromising quality and function of construction works. To overcome this, the contractors and the clients begin to apply the
VE method at design stage. Next decade, many organizations or institutions applied VE method in the early stages of planning
a product or service.
According to Djoko Ramiadji (1986) VE study in Indonesia has been recognized and applied in road construction, for
example re-design of Cawang Fly Over Road Project during its construction. Implementation of VE in the project was used
to produce several billion dollars cost savings. Since then, applications VE have been defined as a need and then be applied to
road and building construction projects. But its applications have not yet describe the optimum results, understood as a costs
optimization process through substitution method which did not refer to the VE process that has been best practiced in the
international context.
2.2 . Value Engineering Study
Implementation of VE study theoretically can be implemented during the project life cycle starting from the concept stage
with a large potential for cost savings than if carried out during the construction phase. This is caused by a high flexibility in
making changes without the expense and additional time to redesign if implemented at an early stage of the project (ASTM,
2010). According to Dell'Isola (1997) the implementation of VE study is better conducted at the beginning of the project and
if applied later will increase the investment and change resistance will exist. A proper VE method as a systematic and multidisciplined team approach to analyze the function (Berawi & Woodhead, 2005a; Berawi & Woodhead, 2005b) is expected to
produce an optimum outcome for a project in terms of quality (Berawi, 2004), technology (Berawi & Woodhead, 2005c;
Berawi, et.all, 2008), efficiency (Abdul-Rahman, Berawi, et.al, 2006; Woodhead & Berawi, 2008) and innovation (Berawi &
Woodhead, 2008; Berawi, 2009) .
According to SAVE Standard (2007), the requirements of VE study are a) the team follows an organized job plan b)
multidisciplinary group of experienced professionals and project stakeholders, and c) value team leader is trained in value
methodology techniques. The VE study generally encompasses three stages include pre-workshop (preparation), workshop
(execution of job plan) and post-workshop (documentation and implementation). The purpose of the job plan is to guide the
team through a process to identify and focus on the main functions of the project to create new ideas that generate enhanced
value. The job plan consists of the following sequential phase.
1. Information phase – The information phase aims to understand current conditions and their limitations.
2. Function Analysis Phase – This phase is an important in the VE study that aims to understand the project from the point of
view function and identify the system or group function that have a high potential for improvement. This phase involves all
members of the VE team together.
3. Creative Phase – The creativity phase aims to generate ideas of how other alternatives run the functions of the
building/system or functions that have been identified as having high potential to be able to do improvements. In this phase,
the VE study team utilize of creativity techniques to develop ideas in carrying out the functions of the building/system.
4. Evaluation Phase – The evaluation phase aims to reduce the number of ideas that have been identified to a list of of ideas
that most potential to improve project outcomes.
5. Development Phase - The development phase aims to analyze and further develop the list of alternative ideas/ the most
potential to improve project outcomes.
6. Presentation Phase - The presentation phase aims to explain the alternative value (value) to the management team and other
stakeholders or decision makers.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Quantitative and qualitative researches are both used to achieve the objectives of this research. The quantitative methodology
is conducted through a questionnaire survey both online and offline while the qualitative method is applied using in-depth
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interview. The offline questionnaire survey were conducted to reach wider respondents which distributed to the Indonesian
construction industry stakeholders that are incorporated in 9 mailing list of construction industry and Indonesian VE
association (HAVEI). Interview was conducted by Indonesian practitioners and experts. The following criteria of expert are
having education at least bachelor degree with working expert on construction projects at least 13 years and have been
involved in the VE study.
The data was analyzed using the descriptive procedure in SPSS to describe the application of VE in the design stage. The data
was analyzed using Cronbach’s Alpha as a method to ensure data’s reliability. Reliability is the ability of the questionnaires to
consistently measure the topic of research at different rimes and across different population (Hinton, 2004). The data was later
analyzed using One-Sample T test in order to check whether the data obtained from the questionnaires are significant by
comparing the mean of the data with the hypothesized population mean (Morgan, 2004).
The in-depth interview was conducted when the trend of the answer from respondents were determined after analyzing the data
obtained from the questionnaire. The semi structured interview was conducted to explore the underlying reasons of the
respondents that contributed to the answer in the questionnaires.

4.

RESEARCH RESULTS

4.1. Questionnaire Survey Result
This section presents the results of questionnaire survey regarding to application of VE at design stage of building
construction. Data collection of questionnaire were gained from distributing questionnaires among construction stakeholders in
Indonesia.
The total number of return questionnaire are 51 in which the profession respondents as a contractor (33.33%), consultants
(31.37%), government staff (17.65%), developers (7.84%). The majority education of respondents have bachelor degree
(76.47%) followed master degree (17.65%). Only a few respondents who have national certification (23:53%) whereas the
international certification (9.8%).While the position of the respondents was dominated by civil engineers (27.45%) and project
managers (21:57%) and architects (5.77%). Respondents’ experience according to their profession, majority of the
questionnaire answered by the respondents have 1-4 years experience (35.29%), more than 13 years experience (33.33%) and
5-8 years experience (13.73%).
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9; 18%
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Figure 3 : The Benefits of Value Engineering/Value Management
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As shown in Figure 3, respondents are asked to define the benefits of VE application. From the 10 benefits VE as cited in
questionnaire, the majority of Indonesian construction stakeholders only aware the two benefits from application of VE in the
design phase, namely improve effectiveness and enhance project value.
Mean = 21.14
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Figure 4 : The Critical Success Factors of VE Study
Figure 4 illustrated majority of the respondents response on the critical success factor application of VE. From six key success
factors in the questionnaire, the majority of Indonesian construction industry stakeholders only select the structured and
planning properly.
Based on the result of questionnaire, the suitability of VE application with international standards have many gaps. This can be
found from the answer given in questionnaire about the activities, materials and tools at pre-workshop, workshop stage and
post workshop stage.
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Figure5 : The Problems of VE Application
Incompatibility/gaps of VE application at design stage of buildings and the problems of VE application are determined as

a lack of knowledge and practice of VE, conflict interests and lack of VE guidance that has been shown in Figure 5.
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4.2. Interview Result
The interview result are summarized in the following table.
Question
Q1-Application of
Causal Factors
VE in Indonesia

Improvement
Efforts

Interview with Experts
- The absence of law or others regulation to force the stakeholder to understand
VE correctly
- Lack of socialization or delivery of VE materials that are less proper in the
socialization
- There is an understanding that the benefits of VE just for cost effectiveness,
quality control, and quality assurance.
- Lack of knowledge about the VE, methods and requirements of VE
- Often found failures in the use of VE method in practice
- Arrange a law of VE
- Socialization
- Provide and publicize the results of VE studies
- Improve or straighten the understanding of VE
Lack the expertise of VE

Q3- Constraints to
fulfill the
requirements of the
VE Team Leader

Constraint
Improvement
Efforts

- Socialization and publication of certificate of VE program
- Require a certificate of VE expert consultants
- VE become the university curriculum

Q3 –VE workshop

Improvement
Efforts

-

Q4 – The problems
that often occurs in
the application VE

Causal Factors

-

The causes of
conflicts of
interest

The causes of
lack VE
guidance

-

Strengthening the presence of association VE in Indonesia
Provides practical guidance of VE
Workshops and seminars of VE
Increasing attention and interest of construction industry stakeholders about VE
application
Lack of socialization of VE
Lack of knowing the VE international standard
Lack of experience of VE studies
Less concerned about professional responsibility
The interests of efficiency (contractors) are faced with the interests of aesthetics
(architects)
The procurement system
The results difficult to implement associated with attitude of resistance to change
The results of less adequate planning
Lack capabilities of writing VE guidance
less understanding about VE by construction stake holder

5. CONCLUSION
There is a highly need to optimizing the application of VE in the design phase of buildings in order to produce the best value
outcome. Currently, the gaps between the execution of VE in Indonesia with international standards still prevalent and
followed by lack of experience on the implementation of VE in Indonesia. The application VE in building construction
projects more toward cost optimization through substitution method and carried out informally in public buildings. The
problems in the application of VE in Indonesia are caused by a lack of knowledge and practice of VE, especially the use of
function analysis (FAST Diagram) the existence of conflicts of interest and there is no guidance of VE.
The proposed recommendation to optimize the application of VE are to arrange enforcement of VE with the state law as
practiced in the USA, to provide VE guidance and hand book, socialization on VE through regular training or workshop, VE
to be incorporated in the university curriculum, and strengthen the presence of VE association in Indonesia.
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ABSTRACT
Public infrastructure projects interest the member of public at large. Nevertheless, with the belt-tightening budget, public
infrastructure projects in Malaysia are procured by the private concessionaire on behalf of the government. These ‘privatised’
public infrastructure projects however resulted in high-profile problems due to poor public accountability, reduction in
competition and development of monopolies embedded in these procurement approaches. Therefore, this paper explores the
necessity of the key performance indicators (KPIs), a monitoring tool which ensures that private concessionaires perform their
responsibilities effectively. Thus, with the aim of formulating the definition and variables of the KPIs for the assessment of
public infrastructure projects performance in Malaysia, this paper establishes the KPIs of public infrastructure. Questionnaire
survey is undertaken in prioritising the KPIs where the Statistical Packages of Social Science (SPSS) results demonstrate that
63 from 78 variables from the KPIs variables from literature review are included as KPIs for public infrastructure projects in
Malaysia. Thus, this KPIs establishment urges the need for KPIs in monitoring the performance of private concessionaire and
rising private concessionaire’s responsibility and accountability in undertaking public infrastructure projects in Malaysia for
the betterment of public infrastructure provision and finally encouraging the KPIs implementation in Malaysia’s construction
industry.
Keywords
Key performance indicator, public infrastructure facility and service, project performance, monitoring and benchmarking tool

1. INTRODUCTION
Various tools have been used in enhancing the performance of an organization or a company especially when money is a key
matter in one’s business. This includes the most established tool of performance monitoring known as Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) where the practice in Business Intelligence (BI) has proven that these KPIs are able to improve the
performance in a systematic and logical way by quantifying the performance and then comparing this performance against
others [1] [2]. Thus, with the same agenda, the Malaysian government has an inspiration of improving the performance of the
public infrastructure projects which are claimed as synonymous with delays and shoddy workmanship [3], which inherently
cause problems and heavy expenditure to the government. These public infrastructure projects are previously procured by the
government yet now is delivered by the private concessionaire due to government’s intention in reducing its budget deficit and
balance sheet constraints [4].
However, the current trend of public infrastructure projects delivered by the private concessionaire is also notorious with the
monopoly of PFI projects by certain private concession entities who have relative connection or company affiliation with those
who have authority in relation with public infrastructure provision. This monopoly exercise has consequently demotivated the
private concessionaires particularly Bumiputera in participating in the provision of public infrastructure projects in Malaysia.
Therefore, it is essential for this paper to explore the necessity of the key performance indicators (KPIs) in monitoring the
performance of private concessionaires. Via the KPIs, the private concessionaire is accountable to perform their
responsibilities effectively as their performance is linked to the reward and penalty system of performance-based payment
mechanism.
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In line with the aim of this paper, it is momentous to note that there is currently no specific KPIs has been formally
established or used in the procurement of public infrastructure projects [5]. Therefore, this paper formulates the definition and
variables of the KPIs for the assessment of public infrastructure projects performance in Malaysia, and subsequently
establishes the KPIs of public infrastructure. Nevertheless, given that the performance of public infrastructure projects
provision in the rough-and-tough construction industry is apparently dissimilar from the performance of trades in Business
Intelligence (BI), it is vital for this paper to reflect the establishment of KPIs of public infrastructure with those KPIs available
and successfully implemented in the BI.
Thus, before this paper confers about the establishment of KPIs for public infrastructure in Malaysia, the discussion on the
principles of KPIs originated from the BI and the construction KPIs are taken place followed with the establishment of KPIs in
Malaysia’s construction industry, the characteristics and the current implementation of public infrastructure in Malaysia which
rationalizes the significances of establishing the KPIs for public infrastructure and finally the methodologies in achieving this
paper’s aim.

2. KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS IN BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are among the models of benchmarking available which serves as a standard by which
others may be measured or judged [6]. The goals, aim or objectives are the “measurable” or “judgable” objects attached to the
benchmarking in order to determine the performance as well as the achievement of particular activity at the end of definite
timeframe [4]. KPIs are categorized as formal benchmarking or sometimes better known as best practice benchmarking or
process benchmarking which improve one’s performance in a systematic and logical way by quantifying the performance and
then comparing this performance against others [1] [2]. Ultimately, the lessons learned from the best are used to make aimed
improvements. The practicality of KPIs is that it demonstrates the new technique of resolving problems compared to the
technique utilised at present [7] [8], where in point of fact this new technique is carried out to show how it performs as it has
been used by others beforehand.
KPIs are originated from the Business Intelligence (BI) area which are used to assess the performance of business within a
determined duration. Among the areas top BI analyses are customer related numbers namely new customers acquired, status of
existing customers and attrition of customers; turnover generated by segments of the customers; outstanding balances held by
segments of customers and terms of payment; collection of bad debts within customer relationships; demographic analysis of
individuals (potential customers) applying to become customers as well as the levels of approval, rejections and pending
numbers; delinquency analysis of customers behind on payments; as well as the profitability of customers by demographic
segments and segmentation of customers by profitability [4].
The procedure of KPIs in BI starts with the identification of the problem areas within the strategic management environment,
where an array of research methodology may be employed to execute the procedure [9], namely informal conversations with
end-users, clients or customers; exploratory research techniques such as focus group; or in-depth marketing research,
qualitative research, surveys, questionnaires, reengineering analysis, process mapping, quality control (QC) variance report or
financial ratio analysis for instance Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR). Through this procedure, functions and processes to KPIs are
expected to be obtained.
The next step in KPIs in BI procedure is the identification of the top-of-the-range organisations leading in their particular areas
[10] [11]. Once ascertained, survey to these organisations need to be undertaken to assess their specific business processes via
detailed surveys [12] [7]. Through these detailed surveys, business process alternatives can be forwarded by comparing the
range of practices by various leading organisations [13]. The visit to the best-practice companies is also required in identifying
leading edge exercise [7] [14]. As the practices of the eminent companies are obtained, the final procedure of KPIs in BI is to
develop implementation plans known as critical success factors (CSFs), which include namely the identification of specific
opportunities, funding the projects and selling the ideas to the organisation [15] to gain demonstrated value from the
benchmarking process. These CSFs pilot the organisation into improved business performance by achieving the established
organisation’s goals and objectives [13], highlighted in this paper as its focal subject called as KPIs.

3. KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS IN CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
As defined by [16], construction key performance indicators (KPIs) are “national data sets against which a project or a
company can benchmark its performance” whilst [17] defines KPIs based on its every single word forming the KPI
terminology: “key” means how we define when a project is successful, “performance” means how the success is demonstrated
and “indicator” means how to measure the success. Although the principles of construction KPIs and BI KPIs are similar, their
end products are different where construction KPIs include the wall chart covering the performance within a timeframe for
instance environmental wall chart, economic wall chart etc, the construction industry progress report as well as case studies
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which enable individual firms to compare their performance over time against their own industry [4]. The potential of KPIs in
construction industry is acknowledged via the “Rethinking Construction” [18]. The tribute is borne due to the two drivers
suggested by [19] in improving the standard of the UK construction namely the need to focus on the customer and a need for
clear measurement of performance, where the second driver is specifically piloted to the establishment of KPIs in construction
industry.
Despite end products, other dissimilarities between BI KPIs and construction KPIs are the procedures of performance
benchmarking. In construction exercise, the first step initiates with data collection which can be either using the existing
records or collecting new data via surveys. Survey can be carried out manually or online via web-based technology for instance
online or e-mailed questionnaires writing directly to online database. The latest system formulated in 2002 and ran officially
since January 2003 in construction practice is the Microsoft Access customer-care database, which generates a form that is
either posted to the client or completed over the telephone [20]. Comments of the reason why the respondents provide the
particular answer should also be obtained. This assists the organization in improving their performance of the succeeding
benchmarking and giving ideas of how the next benchmarking can be carried out [4]. The second step is to allow the
organization calculates the KPIs input via integrated customer care database.
The KPIs input calculation then leads to the result storage based upon the desired objectives. However, the most critical step is
the forth of producing the charts and reports in reference with the prior calculated result. It is crucial to develop the most easily
understood charts and reporting as they are the important means in letting the results speak. Then, the results are compared
with other internal or identical projects to benchmark and determine the changes that should be done for improvement. The
compared data can be compiled in assisting the contrast review. The rapid plot on radar chart might be produced and must be
distributed to the Managing Director, Divisional Director, Marketing Director and Contract Manager as well as every single
division of personnel. As the comparison has been illustrated via visual diagram together with the determination of the strength
and weakness of the particular project, improvement will be suggested by the personnel in further upgrading the strength or
confronting the weakness. Finally, the whole processes must be repeated whilst establishing KPIs as an integral part of the
project in order to improve the organization continuously [21]. The frequencies of re-measurement commonly organization
construction industry worldwide are monthly, quarterly, end of commission or phase and annually. The monthly benchmarking
keeps an organization check on performance which may meet the contractual aim and objectives whereas the annually
benchmarking which requires both limited data and effort provides a snapshot of organization’s performance which may meet
some of the contractual aim and objectives.
In terms of establishment, the UK is considered as the best inventor of doable construction KPIs worldwide in comparison with
Australia [4]. France, the Netherlands, Chile, Japan, Finland, Malaysia [18], German, California, New England have not set
any national KPIs but have some activities that address the KPIs themes. Having conferred the KPIs software development,
despite Australia, the UK and the US, Canada, Member States of European Union (EU), Switzerland, Norway, Australia, New
Zealand, Hong Kong and Japan are investigating the feasibility of making comparisons of their KPIs with worldwide. The
summary of this establishment is demonstrated in Table 1.
Table 1: Establishment of construction KPIs worldwide [18]
National KPIs
Establishment
Australia
Canada
Chile
Denmark
EU
Finland
France
Hong Kong
Japan
Malaysia
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Singapore
South Africa
Sweden
Switzerland
UK
US

Best Practice
Recognition

No KPIs
Establishment

KPIs Themes
Addressed

Potential

Software
Development

Potential

Potential

Potential

In terms of the construction KPIs components and variables, different countries address different variables of KPIs as shown in
Table 2.
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Table 2: List of countries with their addressed KPIs and components [4]
Postconstruction

Construction

Pre-construction

Operational
Environment

Social

Economy

Functional
Product

Consultant

M&E

Component

Professional

C&S

KPIs

Europe
UK
France
The Netherlands
German
Denmark
Sweden
Germany
Finland

X

Australia
Australia
North America
US
California
New England
South America
Chile
Africa
South Africa
Asia
Japan
China
Hong Kong

- Confirmed; X - Most probably; Blank – Not decided yet

Thus, based on various literatures of which include Table 1 and Table 2, this paper proposes 78 variables of KPIs for
Malaysia’s construction industry which is yet to be established as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Construction Key Performance Indicators [4]
4. PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE PROVISION IN MALAYSIA
Public infrastructure is the productive capital structures that underpin the economy and society and contribute over time to the
achievement of its economic and social goals [22], thus it is further divided into two: economic infrastructure that is the
networked services highlighting the economic production for example hydraulic facilities, highways, transport,
communications, water supply, sewerage and energy distribution; and social infrastructure providing community services
through quality of life as well as social and equity consideration for instance education, health, leisure, law and order [23] [24].
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As in Malaysia, public infrastructure, both the economic and social infrastructure are traditionally procured by the government
until the government decides to share the burden of financing the public infrastructure with the private sector via the Malaysia
Incorporated Policy 1983, which then is upgraded to the Privatisation Policy 1985 and the Privatisation Master Plan (PMP)
1990 [25]. Later in 2005, the Malaysian Privatisation Programme has been expanded to the National PPP Program in the
Economic Planning Unit (EPU) under the Budget 2005 of the Ninth Malaysia Plan (9MP), which promoting the PPP as an
alternative project procurement approach for public infrastructure [26]. Nonetheless, again the term PPP has been changed to
PFI while tabling the Budget 2006. Since 1983 until now, 474 projects ranging from power utilities, telecommunications,
highway, ports, water and TV stations to parking fees and rubbish disposal [27] [28] have been instigated by the private
concessionaire on behalf of the government. In pace with this privatised public infrastructure provision, the option of financing
the project is also tremendously changed whereby full dependency on the government’s budget is partly reduced [29]. Figure 3
illustrates all the options of financing public infrastructure projects of which include the government fund.

Options of financing the provision of public infrastructure in Malaysia
Solely
government
funding

Solely private
funding

Government
funding through
bond issuance

Loan

Domestic

PFI

Off-shore

Figure 3: Options of financing the provision of public infrastructure project [30]
Nevertheless, some of these 474 privatised projects for example power utilities, telecommunications, highways, ports, water
and TV stations, parking fees, rubbish disposal [31] and transportation system have not delivered the government’s social
economic goals of which include Renong’s RM 30 billion in debts; Light Rapid Transit (LRT) companies, STAR’s and
PUTRA’s debts of RM 6 billion as well as the Independent Power Producers (IPPs) producing surplus electricity absorbed by
Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB) [4]. Besides, this privatized programme also resulted in a number of high-profile problems
namely cost overruns on highways and buildings, poorly constructed hospitals and schools yet the contractors have been paid
as well as non-financially and technically qualified concessionaires to undertake major projects [32]. Thus, it is essential for
the government to look for a mechanism to improve the performance of the privatized social infrastructure delivery in
Malaysia.
This include the establishment of the key performance indicators, “a performance-based delivery assessment” according to the
government’s standard where the performance of the private concessionaire undertaking the public infrastructure projects is
linked to the reward and penalty system for the compliance and non-compliance of the standard [33]. This is eventually linked
to the payment where the private concessionaire has to maintain their standard of delivery as required by the government via
KPIs as they receive their payment progressively [34]. In an occurrence of defects, the payment will be postponed until the
defect is rectified. Besides, if the services become unavailable or fall below the level stipulated in the contract, the payment
would be reduced [35].

5. KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT
KPIs for public infrastructure project in defined as “the organised and characterised KPIs through careful and systematic
discussion, weigh and examination, where these KPIs take advantages of public criticism about the partnerships between the
government and private concessionaires as well as attain the intention of enhancing economic and social structure”. As the
KPIs for public infrastructure are probably different from the typical KPIs for construction which can accommodate various
ranges of construction project, this paper investigate whether all the 78 variables in construction KPIs as shown in Figure 4 are
doable for the establishment of KPIs for public infrastructure in Malaysia. A quantitative non-experimental research stage
which consists of experience-based and opinion-based surveys using questionnaire as well as structure purposeful interviews
are conducted in the construction-related conferences, seminars and workshop locally and internationally to prioritise the
construction KPIs variables in establishing the KPIs for public infrastructure project in Malaysia. The results of the survey to
153 respondents selected from the probability simple random sampling (SRS) comprising of the construction players,
academia, end-users and members of the public have been analysed using seven analysis method of Statistical Packages of
Social Science (SPSS). The results demonstrate that 63 from 78 construction KPIs variables sourced from the KPIs variables
chart are included as KPIs for public infrastructure project in Malaysia as demonstrated in Figure 4. The prioritisation of the
KPIs variables is undertaken by partitioning the KPIs variables into two independent variables of respondent’s demographic
data: the ownership/shareholding of the company/organisation and the experience of the company/organisation in KPIs as they
influence the respondent’s decision in the variables prioritisation.
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KPIs for Public Infrastructure Project

Figure 4: Key Performance Indicators for public infrastructure project in Malaysia
6. CONCLUSION
The establishment of the KPIs for public infrastructure project in Malaysia is expected to solve the high-profile problems
currently emerged in public infrastructure project procured by the private concessionaires on behalf of the government as the
former procurer. Seeing as 63 variables sourced from the 78 variables of construction KPIs from the literature review are being
agreed to be included in the KPIs for construction industry and thus being prioritized by the respondents, there is a prompt
necessity for the key performance indicators to be implemented while procuring the public infrastructure project in monitoring
the performance of private concessionaire thus they perform their responsibilities effectively. The establishment of the KPIs
for public infrastructure projects therefore achives the aim of this paper in formulating the definition and variables of the KPIs
for the assessment of public infrastructure projects performance in Malaysia. It is expected that these KPIs for public
infrastructure in Malaysia are properly implemented and evaluated by the respective authority particularly the government in
ensuring the effectiveness of its systems and consequently contributes to the betterment of the public infrastructure
procurement in Malaysia.
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ABSTRACT
Earned value method is a scheduling tool that shows project time and cost performance in the form of modified S-curve in a
certain period of time with indicators of Budgeted Cost of Work Shedule (BCWS), Budgeted Cost of Work Performed (BCWP),
and Actual Cost of Work Peformed (ACWP). Compared to conventional S-curve project monitoring method, earned value
method has significant advantages. This method is able to predict future project performance, so that more accurate
corrective actions can be taken using mathematical approach.
There are four conditions about the time and cost evaluation with earned value, the first is schedule overrun and cost overrun,
the second is schedule overrun and cost underrun, the third is schedule underrun and cost overrun and the fourth is schedule
underrun and cost underrun, where these conditions describe project progress that probably happen at the site. The fourth
condition is a condition that a manager should achieve to complete the project.
Based on data of EARN Project using earned value method analyzed in this paper, it can be concluded that this method is
more progressive in terms of information view, such as time and cost used. From the EARN Project performance graphics, it
is found that earned value in week 6 is BCWP6th = $ 21,967, the budget deficit is $ 21,967 -$ 42,733=
-$20,766, while
the actual cost excess is $29,000 - $21,967 = $7,033.
Project completion schedule is overrun from planned 12 weeks to 17.67 weeks. The final project cost (EAC) is overrun from planned
$78,000 to $103,019.8. These analysis show contractor losses if work speed is not improved, and how much additional time and cost
can be predicted using the earned value method.
Keywords
Earned value, cash flow, BCWS, BCWP and ACWP

I. INTRODUCTION
Scheduling is the allocation of time available to the implementation of each piece of work within the framework of the
completion of a project so that it achieves optimal results by considering the existing limitations.Scheduling is one element of
the project planning, which may give the appearance of the scheduled plan and progress of the project in terms of resource
performance in the form of cost, labor, equipment and materials. It also gives plan of the project duration and progress of time
to project completion. Because in the process of scheduling the preparation of activities and relationships between activities is
very detailed, it can help the evaluation material for planning improvements during the course of the project by an iterative
process.During the process of project control, scheduling follows the development of projects with various problems through
the process of monitoring and updating to get the most realistic allocation of resources and establishment of appropriate
duration of project planning [1].

2. MEASURING THE SCHEDULE AND COST PERFORMANCE WITH EARNED VALUE METHOD
Controlling of large-scale and complex projects should be handled in a systematic, open, and communicative action. One
method of controlling the performance of the project with a more progressive way is “Earned Value”, which can provide
information regarding the progress of the project within a specified period and to estimate the progress of the project in the
next period, in terms of cost and time of completion of the project. This method uses the modified S-curve as the display of
information with the X-axis shows the duration of the project and the Y axis expresses the cumulative cost. Earned value
method shows project time and cost performance in a certain period of time with indicators of Budgeted Cost of Work Shedule
(BCWS), Budgeted Cost of Work Performed (BCWP), and Actual Cost of Work Peformed (ACWP). Compared to
conventional S-curve project monitoring method, Earned Value method has significant advantages. This method is able to
predict future project performance, so that more accurate corrective actions can be taken using mathematical approach [2].
In determining the performance of the project by Earned Value, the information is displayed in the form of indicators in
quantitative form. This indicator informs progress position within a specified period and to estimate the projected progress of
the project in the next period. These indicators are as follows:
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1.

BCWS (Budgedted Cost of Work Schedule), described the plan budget until a certain time period of the volume
of the project will be completed
2. BCWP (Budgeted Cost of Work Performed), describes the plan budget at a certain time period what has been
done on the actual volume of work
3. ACWP (Actual Cost of Work Peformed) describes the actual budget spent on the implementation of work on the
actual of the volume of work
With these three indicators, performance measurement cost and time for the Earned Value method uses 3 types of S-curve as
the cumulative value of the cost with a function of time, which is integrated in one view.
An analysis of the deviations that occur at the cost and schedule in a way to measure it, is described below.
1. Deviation Schedule / Time
a. SV (Scheduling Variance) = BCWP - BCWS
SV> 0, the actual progress > the plan: an accelerated project against the plan (schedule underrun)
SV<0, the actual progress < the plan: a delay of the project against the plan (schedule overrun)
b. SPI (Schedule Performance Index) = BCWP / BCWS
SPI> 1, the actual progress > the plan: an accelerated project against the plan (schedule underrun)
SPI <1, the actual progress < the plan: a delay of the project against the plan (schedule overrun)
2. Deviation Costs
a. CV (Cost Variace) = BCWP – ACWP
CV> 0, the cost of the actual volume > the actual cost (cost underrun)
CV<0, the cost of the actual volume < the actual cost (cost overrun)
b. CPI (Cost Performance Index) = BCWP / ACWP
CPI> 1, the cost of the actual volume > the actual cost (cost underrun)
CPI <1, the cost of the actual volume < the actual cost (cost overrun)
By calculating the above indices, it may be seen that the project will be delayed or not, and the cost will be excess or less
than budgeted, then the progress of the project for the future need may be predicted in a way like this.
1. Estimated Completion Date
ECD = (Time / SPI) + Time Unused
2. Estimated at Completion
EAC = Residual Cost / CPI + ACWP
= (Total Cost - BCWP) / CPI + ACWP
3. Earned Value = BCWPnth (Cost completion of the volume of work at a certain time period n)
All three of the above are indicators that can be counted on project milestones that have been determined, so that the values
obtained indicating the progress of projects during this period and the progress of the project in terms of cost and time for
completion in the future [3].

2. CONDITIONS OF PROJECT PROGRESS
Every project has different characteristics in their handling, so the time and the cost are crucial issues that should be the focus
of major concern in project management besides other resource management. There are four conditions about the time and cost
evaluation with earned value, the first is schedule overrun and cost overrun, the second is schedule overrun and cost underrun,
the third is schedule underrun and cost overrun and the fourth is schedule underrun and cost underrun, where these conditions
describe project progress that probably happen at the site.
In the event of deviations from project plans, corrective action is done by updating the time duration by the use of resources
and cost. Corrective action plan be adjusted to the conditions of the project and the capacity of existing resources in the form of
costs, materials, equipment and workers, so the limitations of existing data adjusted to the desired level. Above process is
made iteratively by determining the adjusted baseline periodically to the level of needs, such as bill payment terms for the
time, monitoring, and corrective actions to progress the project. Any data and information is derived from actual field
conditions such as the progress of time, the volume of work, amount of resources, costs and everything associated with
reprocessed scheduling by updating the previous data, so that controlling the cost and time can be directed in accordance with
the original plan [4].
If there is a change in the use of limited resources such as labor or equipment and material, then the process of corrective
action taken is made with consideration of resource leveling that does not change the duration of the project. Conversely, if
there is a change or deviation of the baseline cost and time in particular, the data and information is updated, and then
reschedule for rythm of work and progress in the future, so the project duration and magnitude of the project cost unchanged
from the original plan. This action is always done on the baseline at certain period or on certain conditions that require special
attention [5].
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2.1 The First Condition

Figure 1. Schedule Overrun and Cost Overrun
From Figure 1 in the 4th week baseline, it can be seen that BCWP<BCWS. It can be concluded the example project is schedule
overrun. ACWP>BCWP shows that the actual cost is higher than budgeted cost (cost overrun). In the 12th week, the performance is
still not good where ACWP>BCWP (cost overrun) and BCWP<BCWS and thus the project completion would be delayed to 15th
week or schedule overrun [6].

2.2 The Second Condition

Figure 2. Schedule Overrun and Cost Underrun
From Figure 2 in the 4th week baseline, it can be seen that BCWP<BCWS. In can be concluded that the example project is in
schedule overrun. At the same time, for ACWP<BCWP, the project is in cost underrun. The earned value for 4th week, BCWP is
lower than BCWS but higher than ACWP. In the 12th week, the cost performance is getting better, ACWP<BCWP (cost underrun),
however still BCWP<BCWS, the project completion would be delayed to 15th week or schedule overrun.
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2.3 The Third Condition

Figure 3. Schedule Underrun and Cost Overrun
From Figure 3 in the 4th week baseline, it can be seen that BCWP > BCWS, showing that the example project is in schedule
underrun. ACWP > BCWP shows that actual cost spent is higher than budgeted cost (cost overrun). In 12 th week real quantity
would be higher than planned quantity, or in other words schedule underrun. ACWP > BCWP in the 10th week shows that
actual cost is higher than budgeted cost (cost overrun).
2.4 The Fourth Condition

Figure 4. Schedule Underrun and Cost Underrun
Figure 4 shows the ideal condition for project completion. From 4th week baseline to 9th week, BCWP > BCWS. This shows that
the project completion date is earlier than planned date, 2.5 weeks ahead. (schedule underrun). ACWP < BCWS < BCWP shows that
actual cost spent is lower than budgeted cost, so there is cost saving (cost underrun). This indication can be predicted in the 4th week
where BCWP > BCWS > ACWP.
Based on the results obtained from the use of earned value method to analyze the progress of the project, it could be concluded
that, the information view of earned value method is more progressive than the conventional S-curve, which is useful to
monitor and evaluate project progress on a particular baseline and future. This method can predict the cost and time loss due to
the rhythm of work that tends to slow, so the extra duration of the project and ultimately the cost can be calculated by
mathematical approach, which can then be used to determine corrective actions to be performed.

3. APPLICATION OF EARNED VALUE METHOD
To schedule a project must be conducted in a manner that describes the sequence of work and identifies the significant task
interdependencies needed to meet the requirements by [7]:
• Listing of project tasks
• Identifying the constraints/interfaces
• Making the project master schedule
• Listing of major tracking milestones
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• Identifying project risks
 Estimating for all work
• Managing reserve budget
• Managing formal budgets for all authorized work
Controlling with Earned Value methods is implemented by providing information regarding the progress of the project and by
estimating the progress of the next period, in terms of cost and time of completion of the project.
Project Background and Data Analysis
As an example, the implementation of Earned Value Method in „EARN PROJECT‟ is illustrated. The project consists of
activities A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, and J where the total buget is $78,000. Table 1 is a barchart showing the EARN project
budget allocation per week over a period of 12 weeks planned project as indicated by the barchart and the baseline at week 6 as
limitations for monitoring and evaluation.
To create S-curves with 3 indicators BCWS, BCWP and ACWP. The data analysis is conducted by accumulating the value in
the form, and then plotted on the y-axis and the x-axis as the duration of the project. BCWS is the planned cost and volume,
while the BCWP is the realization of the volume of work in the form of cost and ACWP is the actual cost of the actual volume
of the actual completion of work.
Table 1. Barchart of EARN Project Progress

Weeks

Budget
Task
($)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
Total

Actual
Arrears

3500

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

583.3 583.3 583.3 583.3 583.33 583.33
1583 1583.3 1583.3 1583 1583 1583

9500
4500

1125 1125

10500

2100

4500

1125

1125

2100

2100

2250

2250

2100 2100

3100

15500

3100 3100 3100 3100
1125 1125 1125 1125

4500
3500

1750 1750

9500
12500

1042 1042 1042 1042 1041.7 1041.7 1042 1042 1042 1042 1042 1042

78000

`

BCWS

3375 3375 4333 8017 10267 13367 9408 9408 6850 5267 2167 2167

BCWP
ACWP

1625 1625 2750 6433 4267 5266.7
2000 2250 3500 6750 6250 8250

1583 1583

1583

1583

1583 1583

Monitoring
Baseline at week-6

To discover the progress of the project, the data of BCWP, BCWS and ACWP curves are compared. The result may reflect the
occurrence of delay or acceleration of project performance in terms of project implementation time. The actual cost incurred
may be either less than the budget plan or the actual costs incurred may be greater than the settlement volume of work already
done.
Finding and Discussion
At week 6 of Table 1 above the cumulative cost of each indicator is calculated, and then the problem of scheduling the time
and cost is identified, by doing the following calculations:
BCWS12th or a total cost of project plan = $ 78,000
BCWS at the end of week 6
BCWS6th = $ 3,375 + $ 3,375 + $ 4,333 + $ 8,017 + $ 10,267 + $ 13,367 = $ 42,733
BCWP at the end of week 6
BCWP6th = $ 1,625 + $ 1,625 + $ 2,750 + $ 6,433 + $ 4,267 + $ 5,267 = $ 21,967
ACWP at the end of week 6
ACWP6th = $ 2,000 + $ 2,250 + $ 3,500 + $ 6,750 + $ 6,250 + $ 8,250 = $ 29,000
Project Schedule Performance
- Schedule Variance
SV = BCWP6th - BCWS6th = $ 21,967 - $ 42,733 = - $ 20,766 < 0
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- Schedule Performance Index
SPI = BCWP6th/BCWS6th = $ 21,967 / $ 42,733
= 0.514 <1
Conclusion: The actual schedule is slower than planned schedule (schedule overrun)
Project Cost Performance
- Cost Variance
CV = BCWP6th - ACWP6th
= $ 21,967 - $ 29,000 = - $ 7,033 < 0
- Cost Performance Index
CPI = BCWP6th/ACWP6th
= $ 21,967 /$ 29,000 = 0.757 < 1
Conclusion: The actual cost plan exceeds the budget (cost overrun)
100

$103019.8

Cost Overrun

EAC

90
80

BCWSTOTAL = $78000

Cost ( x $1000)

70
60
Schedule Overrun

50

$42733
BCWS

40
30

$29000

20

$21967

Schedule Variance

ACWP
Cost Variance

BCWP

Plan

10

ECD
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Monitoring Baseline

14

15

16

17

18

Duration ( Weeks)

Figure 5. Schedule Underrun and Cost Underrun
In Figure 5 above, BCWS curve is the budget plan; at the end of the project, if the project execution is according to the plan,
then the total project budget amounted to $ 78,000 with duration of the project of 12 weeks.
From the scheduling in accordance with the actual situation at week 6, it was identified that BCWP curve below BCWS curve,
so it can be concluded that the project experienced delay (schedule overrun). ACWP curve is above the BCWP curve, therefore
the actual cost of the project exceeds the budgeted cost (cost overrun). The value of baseline results on the 6th week of $
21,967, so there is a deficit of $20,766 from the budget plan and larger cost of $ 7,033 from actual cost incurred.
Estimated Completion Date
ECD = ( Residual Time / SPI) + Spent Time
= (12 - 6) / 0.514 + 6 = 17.67 weeks
Delay= 100% - 17.67/12 X100% = - 47.25%
Estimated Cost at Completion
= (Residual Cost / CPI) + ACWP6th
= (Total Cost - BCWP6th) / CPI + ACWP6th
= ($ 78,000 - $ 21,967) / 0.757 + $ 29,000 = $ 103,019.80
An additional budget cost = 100% - $ 103,019.8/ $ 78,000x100% = -32.2%
Earned Value
With performance in Figure 5, Earned Value at week 6 is BCWP6th = $ 20,500, there is a deficit of the budget plan at
a cost of = $ 21,967 -$ 42,733= -$20,766, while the actual cost of excess of $ 29,000 - $ 21,967 = $7,033.
If this situation is not anticipated, the project condition will worsen, where the completion time is longer and cost needed is
larger. Therefore, an attempt should be made to predict the progress of the project in the future, by calculating the value of
ECD 17.67 weeks. The calculation of the final cost of the project reveals the increased value of the EAC from planned $78,000
to $103,019.80. This result shows losses for the contractor, if the rhythm of work is not changed and if no mitigation effort.
By using “Earned Value” scheduling method, how much time delay and the additional cost to be borne from.the situation may
be predicted and anticipated accurately.
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4. CONCLUSION
It is concluded that:
1. Display information on “Earned Value” scheduling method is more progressive than the conventional S-curve, and is
useful for monitoring and evaluating project progress on a certain baseline
2. This scheduling method can predict the cost and time loss due to the rhythm of work that tends to slow, so the extra
duration of the project and ultimately the cost needed can be calculated with mathematical approaches, then determine
what corrective action will do next
3. Estimated Actual Cost (EAC) and Estimated Completion Date (ECD) information are the data that will be used to
perform corrective actions such as either acceleration of work rhythm, exchange of money and time (duration-cost
trade off) or addition of manpower, overtime and resources scheduling.
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ABSTRACT
The risk of accidents on building construction work is quite high. This is caused by the complexity of construction, where each
project has different conditions, use varies of equipment, lack of knowledge, attitude, etc.. Currently safety programs in
construction gets more attention, even more firmly set in the construction services law. Safety program is also required
because of other aspects such as humanitarian, economic, reputation and competition. But there are indications that the
implementation of safety programs is still low. This study aims to observe the practice of building construction work,
especially to identify potential hazards, conduct risk assessments and advise risk control. This study results indicate that there
are many potential hazards such as buried from soil excavation, hit by hoes, exposure to hot sun, hit by heavy equipment, hit
by stone, mortar / concrete exposure, etc. This paper explains how to assess those risks and suggests risk control. In general,
the implementation of safety programs at the project in the case studies is still low. It is expected that this research results can
provide a picture of the implementation of safety programs and encourage parties involved in building projects for more
attention to safety aspects.
Keyword
Hazard identification, risk assessment, risk control, building construction work

1. INTRODUCTION
The need for buildings is still high, either for offices, shops, apartments, hotels, hospitals, housing, etc..; either from
government or private sector. Buildings can be categorized into multistory buildings v.s. single storey buildings or engineered
structure buildings v.s. non-engineered structure buildings. For all these categories, basically there are many risks related with
safety in the construction works to realize those buildings. Risks that arise due to the complexity of building construction,
where each building has different conditions, use varies of equipment, lack of knowledge of work safety, worker attitude, etc..
Even now building constructions are required to be completed faster can led to higher risk.
Some of the risks of workplace accidents in building construction works are falling from height (on roof work, masonry walls,
concrete beams, etc.), buried (in excavation work), falling objects or material ruins, electricity shock, exposure to saw (on
wood work, cutting ceramics, iron work, etc.), hit by heavy equipment, exposed to hazardous material, etc.. Accidents can be
classified into serious, moderate or minor work accident. The consequences of accidents can cause injury, disability, loss of
life, damage of property or loss of company reputation. Accidents certainly not desired by all parties involved in the
development of a project.
Recently the implementation of safety programs in construction gets more attention, even set firmly in construction services
law (UUJK) number 18 / 1999. Article 23 of the UUJK states that the implementation of construction work must comply with
work safety regulation. In addition there are also many regulations governing the implementation of safety programs, such as
Law No. 1 / 1970, Regulation of the Minister of Labor and Transmigration No. 01 / 1980, Law No. 13 / 2003 and the Joint
Decree of the Minister of Public Works and Minister of Labor Number 174 / 1986. Negligence which caused accidents can be
considered as a breach of regulations and may be subject to criminal sanctions, either in the form of fines or imprisonment.
In addition to the above legal aspects, implementation of safety programs should also consider other aspects such as the
humanitarian aspect, economy, and reputation of the company (Ridley, 1986). Against humanitarian aspects, basically
workplace accidents are not expected to cause suffering to the victims (dead or injured) or anguish for his family. On the
economic aspects, safety programs actualy may prevent greater losses. Economic losses due to workplace accidents should not
only be considered as medical expenses only, but also cost for workers' compensation, insurance premiums, and repair of
damaged facilities. Indirect costs such as loss because of delay, decreased productivity, and fines need to be evaluated.
Company's reputation can be tainted and cause deterioration in the company's reputation and even loss of customer. In the
current era of globalization, safety programs even become requirements for winning the competition.
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Nevertheless there are indications that the implementation of safety programs is still low. This can be seen from the high
number of workplace accidents and low application of company safety programs. There are several causes of which are lowlevel concern, the notion of safety programs will only add on costs, low level education of the construction worker, poor law
enforcement and poor public awareness (Wirahadikusumah, 2007). This study aims to observe the practice of building
construction work in the field, especially to identify potential safety hazards, conduct risk assessments and advise risk control.
The tools used for this analysis is HIRARC or Hazard Identification, Risk Assessment, Risk Control.

2. HIRARC (Hazard Identification, Risk Assessment, Risk Control)
HIRARC analysis can be found in many literature [1,2]. Basically HIRARC is a tool for risk management, ie to identify all
factors that can cause workplace accidents (the hazards), taking into account the likelihood of occurrence and severity if the
hazard occurs (the risks) and make efforts to control these hazards. Below is described how to analyze HIRARC.
Hazard Identification
Hazard identification is an activity to assess and monitor potential sources or situations that may cause accidents, either
causing illness, injury, death, property damage or environmental damage. Hazards can arise due to unsafe acts or unsafe
condition. Unsafe acts are actions, behaviors or attitudes that are not secure, which can be caused by fatigue, lack of
knowledge / skills, or disability. Many workplace accidents caused by these factors. While unsafe condition are unsafe
working conditions that can be caused by environmental factors, equipment, processes, methods, or company policy. Hazard
identification can be done by reviewing documents, surveys, interviews, inspections and observations.
Risk Assessment
Risk assessment aims to determine the potential impact of hazards, wheter they can cause illness, injury, disability or death.
Risk is a combination of likelihood (or probability or frequency) of an accident can be occurred and the impact (or
consequence or severity) of the accident that may cause injury / illness. Mathematically risk is calculated as formula R = L x S,
where R is Risk, L is Likelihood and S is Severity. Below is one way of assessing risk. Table 1 shows how to assess the
likelihood of a danger may happened, Table 2 shows how to assess the severity of an accident if it happened, while Table 3 is
how to determine the level of risk.
Table 1: Likelihood

Likelihood (L)
Most likely
Possible
Conceivable
Remote
Inconceivable

Rating
5
4
3
2
1

Deskripsi
The most likely result of the hazard / event being realized
Has a good chance of occurring and is not unusual
Might be occur at sometime in future
Has not been known to occur after many years
Is practically impossible and has never occurred
Table 2: Severity

Severity (S)

Rating

Deskripsi

Catastrophic
Fatal

5
4

Numerous fatalities, irrecoverable property damage and productivity
Approximately one single fatality major property damage
if hazard is realized

Serious
Minor
Negligible

3
2
1

Non-fatal injury, permanent disability
Disabling but not permanent injury
Minor abrasions, bruises, cuts, first aid type injury

Table 3: Level of Risk

Risk Rank
15 – 25
5 – 12
1–4

Resiko
High
Medium
Low
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Risk Control
Controlling risk is the effort to reduce or eliminate potential hazards, which can be done with elimination, substitution,
engineering controls, administrative controls, and use of personal protective equipment (PPE). Some literature explain that
these control efforts are hierarchical, starting from elimination, substitution, until the latter is PPE. Elimination is risk control
by eliminating the source of danger. Substitution is to replace the material or change with safer ways of working. Engineering
control is done by modifying or adding new installation. Administrative can be done with work procedures, supervision, work
rotation, house keeping, maintenance programs, etc.. PPE into consideration when the above control methods are not yet
qualified, and additional protection is necessary

3. PROJECT CASE STUDY
The object of this research is the construction of a shopping center building located in Kota, Yogyakarta. This shopping
complex occupies an area of approximately 7,500 m2, consists of three blocks, namely Block A with 18 units, Block B with 48
units, and Block C with 20 unit. Project value of about ten billion dollars, which is scheduled for completion within five
months. The building construction consist of two stories building, with footplate foundation, reinforced concrete frame
(columns, beams and floor plate), brick walls and tile roof. In general, these projects are conventional, that is employing a lot
of labor and simple technology. Below are described some works in the construction of the shopping center building.
(1) Excavation
This work consist of excavation of footplate foundation and stone foundation (staal). The footprint size of he footplate
foundation is about 1.2 m x 1.2 m with a depth of 1.5 m, while the Staal foundation has a width of 80 cm, depth of 1m and
elongated according to the building walls. The excavation work for the footplate foundation partially undertaken manually by
human labor and simple tools (hoes, shovels). Others excavation work was done using excavators, especially if it was found a
large tree roots or hard soil. While the Staal foundation excavation is done manually. Soil from excavation was then placed
around the excavation site. Figure 1 shows the excavation work for the footplate foundation, while Figure 2 shows excavation
work for the Staal foundation. From these photos it can be seen that workers are not equipped with adequate personal
protective equipment (PPE) like boots, helmet, and gloves.

Figure 1: Excavation Work for Footplate Foundation

Figure 2: Excavation Work for Staal Foundation Staal
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(2) Staal Foundation
Staal foundation is used to support the building walls. The foundation is made of stone bonded with mortar with a mixture of 1
part cement : 10 parts sand. The foundation has a trapezoidal shape with a height of 80 cm, width of base of 60 cm and width
of top of 30 cm. The staal foundation work process is done manually, ie by grasping the stones by hand and arranged in the
excavation that has been provided. Before the set, the stones was piled around the excavation (see Figure 3). The stones have a
size between 10-40 cm, with a hard and sharp surfaces.

Figure 3: Stones for Staal Foundation
3) Footplate Foundation
Footplate foundation is made of reinforced concrete. This work generally consists of reinforcement, formwork and pouring
fresh concrete. Steel reinforcement work consists of cutting, bending and assembly of steel reinforcement. The cutting of steel
is done using a cutter bar (Figure 4). The bending work is done using a manual bending tools, made of some pins plugged in
the block of wood, where steel reinforcement is placed between the pins and bent using a steel rod. While the assembly of steel
reinforcement basically is putting together steels after the cut and / or the bent, in accordance with the plan. As in the
excavation work, the workers at this job also are not equipped with adequate PPE.
After the assamble reinforcements have been completed, they were put into the excavation. These set of reinforcements ware
laid above a sheet of concrete as a working floor made of material which is a mixture of 1 cement: 2pasir: 3kerikil. After the
reinforcement is installed, then a formwork was set, and fresh concrete was poured into the casting. These fresh concrete was
made using a concrete mixer, which was placed close to the excavation (see Figure 5). These fresh concrete flew from concrete
mixer through a piece of zinc into the mold. Poured concrete then is leveled and compacted in a simple manner with a piece of
steel and small shovel.

Figure 4: Steel Reinforcement Work

Figure 5: Pouring Concrete
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(4) Masonry Walls
This work is an installation of bricks for wall coverings and room partitions. Bricks used has a size of 5 x 11 x 22 cm. Bricks
were bonded using mortar with a mixture of 1 cement: 4 sand. Installation of the bricks carried out gradually every about 1.5
meter high. Brick walls were strengthened with a frame structure consists of columns and beams, practically every area of 12
m2 or where there was opening such as above doors or windows. Figure 6 shows the workers were laying bricks for the walls.
It can be seen from this photo that the works was done using relatively simple tools, a mix of steels and bamboo as scaffolding
and workers were not equipped with adequate PPE.

Figure 6: Masonry Wall Work
4. HIRARC Analysis
From the descriptions as explained above and also the photographs, HIRARC analysis for the project in the case study will be
conducted as follows. First hazard identification is discussed, follow by risk assessment and risk control.
Hazard Identification
(1) Excavation Work
Figure 1 s.d. 4 shows field conditions during excavation work. From those Figure, it can be observed that there are many
unsafe conditions during the excavation work. Some of which are unused material (e.g. zinc, nails) were scattered every where,
many holes with a fairly deep and very close together, and access is difficult. From these unsafe conditions, potential hazards
can be identified such as injured due to scattering material, buried from soil landslide, either due to deep holes or because
between each hole was very close distance. Soil from excavation that was piled up near the holes and the operation of heavy
equipment near the holes also cause the risk increase. The use of heavy equipment with poor supervision also prone to create
accidents, such as can be hit or structed. Meanwhile in for the excavation works manually using hoes, the absence of working
procedures are also potentially exposed to hazards such as cut by hoe or hit by loose hoe. While extremely hot weather can
cause health problems.
(2) Stone Foundation
Unsafe condition found in this work is a pile of stone which is placed around the excavation. The stacks of stones is pretty
mounting so prone to landslides. The stones is not only large in size, but also heavy, hard and sharp. If these pile of stone
collapsed and hit workers who were working inside the excavation can cause serious accidents. On the other hand, unsafe acts
can be seen from the way the stones were brought, where they were carried on the shoulder through which access is difficult
because of the excavation. The workers also did not wear gloves so that injuries from scratch on a hard surface and sharp rocks
can occur. While the installation of stone using mortar, workers do not use leather gloves can hurt his hand.
(3) Footplate Foundation
Unsafe conditions was found in the steel reinforment work, where it can be seen from the messy, dirty and untidy workshop so
it was uncomfortable to work. Since there were many sharp steel that were placed untidy can lead into accident. While in
poring concrete job, unsafe condition was found at work in the excavation without adequate protection where landslide can be
a threat. This danger even increase since a working concrete mixer was placed next to the location of pouring. Also using a
sheet of zinc as a chamfer for flowing concrete is also harmful. Unsafe acts are found in the handling of steel with bare hands,
without gloves. This can cause injury to the hand. The same thing was found in the operation of the cutter bar. Unsafe acts can
be seen from the worker who is less coordinated so that many workers who are working while talking / joking. This can
obstruct concentration and can cause accidents such as expose to a sharp steel or wedged by steels. Unsafe act on pouring
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concrete work can be seen from workers standing on wet concrete without shoes, also without gloves can cause hand expose to
concrete.
(4) Masonry Work
Unsafe condition is found in working at height without adequate working facilities such as fence, railing and safety harness.
Installation of brick without following the procedures that are too high can cause wet masonry wall to collapse. Some workers
also put up a brick with a range that is too high because the scaffolding is too low. This can cause injury to hands and also are
at risk of collapse. The bamnoos as a base for working that were not tied well, even in some places there were excessive
overhang, were dangerous that can cause a worker fell from a height. The danger could even be greater because there are a lot
of dirt under the scaffolding, and also materials or equipment that can aggravate the situation in case of accident. Workers also
did not wear gloves can cause injuries due to mortar.
Risk Assessment and Risk Control
Assessment of risk can be calculated in a way as shown in Table 4. In the Table, column activites describes activities of the
project. Then column hazard identification states potential hazards that were identified from the discussion above. Next, risk
assessment is calculated by formula R = L x S, where R is risk, L is Likelihood and S is Severity, as explained in the above sub
chapter. For example, in excavation work, one of the hazards identified was buried under landslides. Value of L was given 4
because it was assumed that the possibility of the landslides is assumed to be has a good chance of occuring, and if it happens
it can cause a fatal severity so that the value of S is 4. Thus the R value is 16 or high risk. In the control column can then be
given advice to prevent accidents or reduce risk.
The value of risk for all identified hazards then can be sorted, from highest to lowest. High risk potential accident should
receive better attention. From the table it can be grouped hazard with a high risk (R = 15-25) are buried avalanche and hit by
heavy equipment. Where medium risk (R = 5-12) includes hit by hoes, heat exposure, exposed cement / mortar / concrete wet.
And low risk (R = 1-4) does not exist.
Table 4: Tabel HIRARC

Activities

Hazards Identification

L

Risk Assessment
S
R=L x S
4
16
3
6
2
6
5
15

Risk Control

Excavation
work

-

Buried by lanslide
Hit by hoe
Exposure to heat
Struck by heavy equipment

4
2
3
3

Stone
foundation
work

- Crush by stone
- Exposure
to
harmful
cement on skin
- Injury to hand / back in the
transport of stone

3
4

3
2

9
8

- Work procedure, boots
- Gloves, boots

3

3

9

- Work procedure

- Wedged by reinforcement
- Punctured
by
reinforcement
- Wedged by tool because of
working while joking
- Landsliding
- Etched by sheet of zinc
when poring concrete
- Feet / hand exposed to wet
concrete

3
3
2

2
3
2

6
9
4

- Work procedure, gloves
- Work procedure, gloves
- Work procedure, supervision

3
4

3
2

9
8

- Work procedure, ladder
- Ladder

4

2

8

- Boots

- Fall from scaffolding
- Fall of bricks
- Hand exposed to mortar

3
3
4

3
3
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4. CONCLUSION
There are many potential hazards in the construction of building. From this study, hazards were found in some jobs, ie
excavation, stone foundation, reinforced concrete work, and masonry walls. Hazards may arise either because of unsafe act or
unsafe condition. Some potential accidents include buried by soil landslide, hit by hoe, exposure to hot sun, hit by heavy
equipment, crushed by stone, exposed to mortar / wet concrete, injured hand / back, wedged / stuck by reinforcement, etched
by sharp material (zinc), fell from a height. In risk assessment, hazards can be measured and grouped so that the level of risk
can be managed better, higher risk should have more attention. Furthermore, risk control can also be determined so that
potential hazards can be prevented or their impact can be reduced. This paper has provided examples of how to conduct risk
management analysis using HIRARC for building construction work. In general, the implementation of safety programs at the
project in the case study is still low. It is expected that the research results can provide a picture of the implementation of
safety programs and to encourage parties involed in buidling projects for more attention to safety aspects.
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ABSTRACT
Infrastructure is essential for the country development. The Republic of Indonesia as an archipelagic country requires large
number of transportation infrastructure and facilities (land, sea, air, and telecommunication) in order to integrate all regions
and to accelerate the social-economic development.
The development planning of Sunda Strait Bridge (SSB) project with a value of U.S. $ 11 billion is considered as the largest
infrastructure project in Indonesia. Unfortunately, the current design and financial investment of SSB project are facing
difficulties of getting investors due to the selling value of projects that are considered less feasible. The concept of PPP is now
considered to be not optimum for the realization of mega infrastructure projects (e.g. case study of The Channel Tunnel project
and the Taiwan High Speed Rail project). Considering this situation, a model of Strategic Alliance Public Private Partnership
using Value Engineering for Mega Infrastructure Projects proposed as an alternative to increase the selling value of the
project. Application of Value Engineering Method is proven and widely adopted in developed countries in infrastructure
projects to increase the value of the project.
This paper is intended to evaluate the current planning of SSB project development and proposed alternative ways in order to
improve efficiency and effectiveness of SSB infrastructure project development and financing.
Keywords
Strategic alliance, public private partnership, value engineering, infrastructure project.

1. INTRODUCTION
Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) have developed as one of the most popular governance structures to deliver public
infrastructures/services, by which the effectiveness and efficiency are claimed to be achieved more easily than traditional
delivery approaches and governance (Bettignies and Ross 2004). Unfortunately, while the higher efficiency due to better
pooling of resources is largely emphasized in PPPs, the impacts of transaction costs embedded in PPPs are often understated.
In fact, the high transaction costs could render PPPs an inferior alternative for providing public infrastructures/services.
Although an ideal governance structure should improve the production efficiency and, at the same time, economize on the
relevant transaction costs, different governance mechanisms often present different trade-offs between benefits and costs.
Nevertheless, choosing from the alternative schemes of project deliveries entails careful evaluation of the comparative
tradeoffs between transaction costs and internal capabilities or benefits. Therefore, it is critical to study when and why PPPs
may not be an appropriate governance structure for public infrastructures. There are two cases study are the Channel Tunnel
project and the Taiwan High Speed Rail project, two of the largest and, yet, the most problematic and controversial PPP
projects in the world. The two studied projects were selected because they shared some critical characteristics: (1) the BuildOperate-Transfer (BOT) model was applied, (2) these two mega projects involved high construction costs, high business risks,
and high public interests, (3) when the concession was awarded, the related institutional environments and financial markets
were inexperienced and immature for adopting PPPs, and (4) during the operation period, both projects ran into financial
difficulties (Ho & Tsui, 2010).
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In terms of governance structure, PPPs can be considered an alliance between the government and private parties, which is
governed by a long-term concession/contract agreed by two major joint partners, the PPP concession firm and the government.
From the resource-based view, the use of PPPs can be explained by the rationale for alliances as argued by Das and Teng
(2000) that value-creation potential of resources can be obtained when the resources are appropriately pooled together. The
partnering parties share, exchange and aggregate their own valuable resources with each other in order to seek synergy and
improve efficiency and effectiveness. However, from the transaction costs perspective, there might be distinctive and
sometimes substantial transaction costs embedded in PPP alliances because (1) PPP projects are often public service/facility
oriented, (2) project finance is typically used in PPPs, and (3) one of the partners is government. These differences contribute
to many problems which may cause significant transaction costs. These transaction costs include those that can be observably
identified and measured and those that are hidden, not easily assessed. The hidden transaction costs may significantly
undermine the expected benefits and sometimes cause disastrous impacts on the society. Specifically, Ho and Tsui (2009)
argue that there are two major sources of transaction costs in PPPs, namely, the principal-principal problems mainly caused by
unbalanced profit structure and the hold-up problems mainly caused by government’s soft budget constraints.
An alliance is a form of relationship contracting in which the establishment and management of relationships between partners
remove barriers that maximizing partner contributions and success (Ross 2003). Unlike traditional (transactional) types of
procurement where the focus is on maximizing individual outcomes, alliances work on the principles of mutual trust,
commitment, and communication (Kumaraswamy et al. 2005; Lee and Cavusgil 2006). It is then use to reduce conflict and
enhance productivity and overall performance (Lambe et al. 2000; Lee and Cavusgil 2006). Two types of alliances are strategic
and project alliances (Li et al. 2000; Love et al. 2002). Strategic alliances are long-term partnerships established between
organizations to pursue mutual strategic goals (Holt et al. 2000; Cheng et al. 2004; Judge and Dooley 2006). Project alliances
on the other hand are short term and can be described as a project delivery strategy in which a number of participants join
together to share risks and outcomes on a project (Li et al. 2000; Rowlinson et al. 2006). They are essentially a procurement
model and can take several forms which include pure and price competitive alliances (Ross 2008). A detailed review of the
alliance procurement process can be found in Lahdenpera (2009). Most of the earlier use of alliances in Australia particularly
WA in the oil and gas sector used a pure alliance (Walker and Hampson 2003) where the non owner participants(NOPs) were
selected on the basis of experience, capability, and attitude but without regard to price. Two notably successful WA projects
that used this form of procurement approach were the East Spar and the Wandoo B developments (Jefferies et al. 2000; Davis
and Cowan 2008). While such projects were successful a great deal of skepticism has arisen with the use of pure alliance forms
due to the under runs against the target outturn cost (TOC). The TOC is a jointly determined estimate of the total capital
expenditure required to deliver the scope of works. A TOC includes the estimated direct cost of each NOP for their respective
portions of work within an alliance, as well as the estimated direct costs of the client/owner. It has been suggested that the TOC
that is often not genuinely competitive which can result in the alliance being perceived to have performed well (Davis and
Cowan 2008).
Ten years ago, the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) acknowledged the need to foster an effective
model for public-private partnerships as globalization took hold and foreign investment in developing countries shifted from
being predominantly international donor driver to overwhelmingly driven by the private sector. USAID created a new model
for public-private partnerships called Global Development Alliances (GDAs). Since the inception of this model, USAID has
formed more than 900 alliances with over 1700 partners.
In the construction industry, alliancing is one of the most attractive project delivery forms for pursuing efficiency in terms of
cost, time, quality and other objectives through cooperation (Van den Berg and Kamminga, 2006). Originated from the UK,
project alliancing is booming in Australia. In North Sea Andrew’s Field Project, an eight-participant alliance was established in
the early 1990s, and resulted in 21 percent reduction in capital expenditures finally (Bakshi, 1995). In Australia, two alliances
were formed in 1994 on the East Spar Project and Wandoo B Offshore Oil Platform Project (Campbell and Minns, 1996).
Since then, alliancing has been used on other infrastructure and service areas. Northside Storage Tunnel Project, which was
constructed in the late 1990s, was deemed to be the first alliancing project in the Australian public sector (Henderson and
Cuttler, 1999). The National Museum of Australia Project is the first building project to utilize alliancing approach and
achieved breakthrough performance (Walker et al., 2002). A statistics indicates that approximately 300 infrastructure and
construction projects with a total value of 90 billion dollars have been delivered through alliancing methods in Australia to date
(AAA, 2009).
In the construction industry, alliancing not only is an interorganizational cooperative arrangement between organizations in the
supply chain but also evolves into a unique project delivery form in which “the owner collaborates with one or more service
providers to share the risks and responsibilities in delivering the capital phase of a project (DTF Victoria, 2006)”. Project
alliances in the construction industry belong to one type of vertical (Nooteboom, 1999), non-equity alliances (Das and Teng,
2001), which are formed between clients and service providers through contracts. In the last few years, many researchers have
given their own definitions to project alliancing (e.g. Kwok and Hampson, 1996; Abrahams and Cullen, 1998). Despite the
differences, project alliancing commonly contains two necessary hard (contractual) elements – formal contract and real gain-
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share/pain-share arrangement, and three essential soft (relationship-based) elements – trust, long-term commitment, and
cooperation and communication (Yeung et al., 2007). Just as name implies, a project alliance is formed under
interorganizational cooperative arrangements for delivering a specific project or outcome and has a defined end (Hauck et al.,
2004). In Australia, a typical making process scheme for project alliances is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Typical making process scheme for project alliances, based on the recommendation of Department of Treasure and
Finance, Victoria (DTF Victoria, 2006).
The need to identify the critical factors in the successful development and management of the price competitive alliance model
has become a priority for public sector clients, as there is an increasing need to obtain better value for money (VfM) for its
infrastructure projects. The success factors (SFs) for price competitive alliances during their relationship development phases
as this form of alliance contract is being used extensively by public sector clients to procure critical infrastructure projects in
Western Australia (WA) (Love, Mistry & Davis, 2010). To ensure the probability of project success using an alliance, the
following SFs have been identified in the literature. Here the partnering and alliance literature are drawn upon as they are
considered to be both forms of relationship contracting:
Management and support factors include top management support (Black et al. 2000), alliance partners’ agreement (Love
et al. 2002), adequate resources (Boddy et al. 2000), workshops (Ariño et al. 2005), and continuous improvement (Walker
et al. 2002);
Collaboration and cooperation support factors include open communications (Black et al., 2000), mutual trust (Hoffmann
and Schlosser, 2001; Chan et al., 2004), effective coordination (Gulati 1995), creativity (Li et al. ,2001), team building
(Love and Gunasekaran 1997, 1998; Love et al. 1998), and compatible alignment (Love et al. 1998); and
Knowledge and learning factors include creativity, joint problem solving (Love et al. 2002; Cheng et al. 2004), learning
climate (Holt et al. 2000), and commitment (Cheng et al. 2004).
Figure 2, shown a model of alliance SFs that has been conceptualized and derived from the normative relationship contracting
literature. It is suggested that these SFs are needed throughout all stages of an alliance’s life cycle though their respective
weighting will vary. For example, all the collaboration and cooperation factors will rank highly in all stages, though during the
formation stage continuous improvement will be of less importance as key performance indicators (KPIs) and objectives are
being identified (Love, Mistry & Davis, 2010).
In some countries like the United States, Britain, Australia and Japan, application of VE has solved many problems and further
application VE has increased the competitiveness of their construction industry (Nakagami, 1996; Daddow and Skitmore,
2003; Berawi, 2004; Berawi and Woodhead , 2008; Berawi, 2008a; Berawi, 2009a; Berawi, 2009c; Berawi 2009d; Yeong,
2009). Need to note that the VE has been applied in the construction industry in Indonesia since 1986, namely the Toll Road
project Cawang - Tanjung Priok (Untoro, 2009).
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Figure 2. Conceptual model of alliance SFs (Love, Mistry and Davis, 2010)

2.

PPP IN INDONESIA INFRASTRUCTURE

2.1. Recent Development
On March 3, 2009, Bappenas issued Minister Regulation Number 3/2009 on the procedure of PPP project planning and
determination, categorized into potential projects, priority projects, and projects that are ready to be offered to private
investors. The so-called Bappenas’ PPP Book was first launched on March 15, 2009 containing 87 projects with an estimated
total investment of US$ 34.2 billion. The book was revised in early 2010, now with 100 projects and total investment of US$
47.3 billion. Table 1 summarized the projects listed in the 2010 PPP Book. Toll roads is by far the largest investment with US$
26.8 billion followed by railway with total investment of US$ 9.5 billion and power plants with US$ 4.05 billion. Listed also in
the category of potential projects is the Sunda Strait Long Span Bridge with 29 km length and with an estimated cost of US$
11 billion. Indonesia is now working hard to finalize all the necessary policy and regulatory frameworks to smoothing out PPP
for all aforementioned large-scale infrastructure projects. Preparation to embark on the PPP undertakings includes the
establishment of Land Acquisition, Guarantee, and Investment Funds under the auspices of Ministry of Finance in which
around US$ 500 million has been allocated from state budget to the funds as seed capital. Although the majority of the projects
are potential in nature but the list has shown government strong will to go ahead with PPP projects (Dikun & Rahman, 2010).
Table 1. Indonesia PPP Projects by Sector (US$ million)
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2.2. Risk Management In Indonesia’s PPP
In Indonesia, risk analysis for private infrastructure projects is officially performed by Risk Management Unit (RMU), a unit
under the Ministry of Finance (MOF), but works also under the Committee through the PPP Center. RMU is formed by MOF
Decree in 2005. The Committee is to evaluate and determine whether specific infrastrucother non-financial supports. Together
with the Committee, RMU works on different government support schemes and risk sharing to be provided. Government
support and risk sharing arrangements will be finally decided by Minister of Finance based on the assessment and
recommendation made by the Committee. In general, government will stay responsible for basic, non-financially viable
infrastructure projects. For projects that are financially viable, private investors will be the main actors for financing with a
possibility for government to provide a government support. Thus far, only three risks are covered by the decree: (i) political
risk; (ii) project performance risk, and (iii) demand risk. Government has moved forward to enhance the Unit by establishing
Indonesia Guarantee Fund (IGF) to take care risks arise from infrastructure projects with PPP and to formulate risk sharing
arrangement which is appropriate according to the best practice of PPP contracts. Figure 2 depicts the government support
scheme in which for any financially viable project, three funds would be made available: land fund in the preparation stage,
guarantee fund in the bidding and construction stage, and investment fund in the operation stage. While Land Fund is
tentatively managed by a special public service unit in an executing agency, Guarantee and Investment Funds have been
established as a commercial legal entities under the supervision of Ministry of Finance (Dikun & Rahman, 2010).

Figure 2. Government Support Scheme (Dikun & Rahman, 2010)

3. VALUE ENGINEERING IN PPP
Value Engineering (VE) is the systematic review of a project, product, or process to improve performance, quality, and/or lifecycle cost by an independent multi disciplinary team of specialists. The VE process, referred to as the Job Plan, defines a
sequence of activities that are undertaken during a VE study, before, during, and following a workshop. During the VE
workshop, the VE team learns about the background issues, defines and classifies the project (or product or process) functions,
identifies creative approaches to provide the functions, and then evaluates, develops, and presents the VE proposals to key
decision makers. It is the focus on the functions that the project, product, or process must perform that sets VE apart from other
quality-improvement or cost-reduction approaches. VE had been widely implemented in infrastructure projects, especially for
large scale projects financed by public sector money (Bytheway and Charles,1971; Palmer et all,1996; Weatherhead and
Grifin, 2006; Woodhead & Berawi, 2008).
Value engineering can be utilized as an appropriate strategy to enhance project implementation and to ensure the project
satisfies its need and purpose in an effective and efficient manner (Hays, 2006; Berawi and Woodhead, 2005a; Berawi &
Woodhead, 2005b). VE may occur during the project’s design, bidding process, or execution phase. Each of the design, bid
and execution phase of the project presents opportunities for the owner to benefit from VE activities. Generally VE is applied
when there is a well defined scheme in order to optimize costs and benefits. VE has a rather long history to be improved,
combined and used together with several other methods. Syverson (1992) and Berawi (2004) have combined VE with Quality
Management to convert customer expectations into quantified technical design characteristics and development of the product
plan. Noda and Tanaka (1997) have seen VE as an essential technique to Target Cost Management (TCM) while Al-Yousefi
and Hayden (1995) have combined VE with TQM.
The main idea for integrating VM and RM is to optimize the value of a project. Othman (2004) supported the idea of
integration of VM and RM as two complimentary disciplines, saying that best value could not be achieved unless associated
risks have been managed. The idea emerges from the facts that there will be rather meaningless to optimize the value of a
project if significant risks prevail and impair its delivery, thereby destroying the value (Dallas 2006). Strong rationales behind
the need for integration of VM and RM were provided by Connaughton and Green (1996), Paliokostas (2000), Smith et. al.
(2006), and Thompson (2004). They have in principles agreed the following reasons for the integration: (1) avoidance of
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duplicating efforts by using the same resources and multi-disciplinary team; (2) involvement of stakeholders in the value
management process; (3) providing a nice way of introducing VM and RM into an organization; (4) maintain and improve
future appraisals and assessment of projects; (5) influences the VM proceeds in this case-option appraisal, by allowing the
users to consider specific options used in the past similar projects; (6) makes them aware of their weaknesses and strengths; (7)
shortening the time taken to develop viable solutions based on the risks facing a project; (8) identifies specific risk allocation
structures in association to contract strategies; and (9) provides in-depth assessment process.
There are four advantages in integrating value and risk management practices (Weatherhead, et.al. (2005):
Integration enables value and risk issues to be considered together. From the very beginning of the project a full picture is
available to help decision-makers develop an understanding of opportunities and uncertainties.
Integration is more efficient, not only from the depth and quality of the discussion process, but also because fewer
workshops and meetings are required.
The use of this integrated discourages the use of ambigious and inconsistent language and so promote a common team
understanding and coordinated effort to realize the client’s objectives. This should reduce the levels of confusion in the
industry and make it easier for facilitators and others to work within project team.
Any value management, value analysis, value engineering or risk management tool or other relevant business
management tool can be incorporated where, and whenever desired.
The fact that risk and VE are interrelated tasks that should be carried out in parallel and cannot be segregated from large
infrastructure investment project was highlighted by Berends and Long (2007). The use of risk management and value
management is instrumental to the successful delivery of construction project on time within the budget. Haghnegahdar and
Ashgarizadeh (2008) pointed out the fact that more than 75 percent of many infrastructure projects are not accomplished in accordance with the apportioned expenses and schedules. One of the major reasons of this failure is risky eventualities and
occurrences in projects. Like in many other parts of the world, Indonesian infrastructure projects are still struggling with
inefficiency and ineffectiveness due to the lack of obedience, incomplete, and inaccurate analysis leading to inefficiency and
ineffectiveness of budget spending in the infrastructure projects of public works (Latief and Untoro, 2009). Long before that,
Alwi et. al. (2002) had identified the problems of inefficiency and ineffectiveness of Indonesia’s construction industry as
caused by delayed schedule and cost overrun.
The combination of value engineering and risk management within integration process is an excellent strategy, able to
maximize the project value and reduce uncertainty. Should value engineering and risk management procedures be integrated
during the project developments, compilation and recognition, one can gain mastery over the project’s worth in a series of
consecutive operations by means of several workshops to define, analyze, and control the pertinent values (Terry 2004). Griffin
(2006) argues that the issue is no longer about whether they should be used but whether the processes should be integrated. The
application of VE will help client to identify the best way of meeting business need while RM is used to manage the risks
associated with the solution that offers the best whole-life value to the business and that way should not be seen as barrier to
innovation (The OGC, UK 2003).

4. THE SUNDA STRAIT BRIDGE
Infrastructure development is essential for the country development. One indicator to measure the progress of the country is
being viewed with the quality and quantity of its infrastructure. The Republic of Indonesia as an archipelagic country require
large number of transportation infrastructure and facilities (land sea, air, and telecommunication), to integrate all regions, to
accelerate the social-economic development and to maintain the national unity.

Figure 3. Location of SSB Project
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Infrastructure needs at this time which is extremely urgent, especially for the case study Sunda Strait Bridge (SSB) project with
a value of U.S. $ 11 billion (the largest infrastructure project in Indonesia). A mega project is defined by large-scale investment
projects (extremely large-scale investment project) at a cost of at least U.S. $ 1 billion, and attracted much attention of the
public (political interest) because a substantial impact on society, environment and budget (U.S. Federal Highway
Administration). So the criteria for the mega project is the SSB project can be categorized as mega project.
With the design and supply conditions that exist, SSB project was having trouble getting investors due to the selling value of
projects that are considered less feasible. The concept of PPP is now considered to be not optimal for the realization of mega
infrastructure projects (case study of The Channel Tunnel project and the Taiwan High Speed Rail project), so that the model
of the Strategic Alliance Public Private Partnership for Mega Infrastructure Projects based Value Engineering proposed as an
alternative to increase the selling value of the project. Application of Value Engineering Method is proven and widely adopted
in developed countries in infrastructure projects with huge costs to increase the value of the project.

5. CONCLUSION
There is a need to improve the current design and financial investment of SSB project. Identifying the critical success factors
of SSB project are expected to increase the value of SSB project. This proposed research will be investigated various
alternative ways that can be recommended to improve the project value for SSB project stakeholders.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a study on microstructures of compacted bentonite-sand mixture. A mixture of Calcium type bentonite and
sand with composition of 50% bentonite and 50% sand was used. Compacted pure bentonite was also prepared as a
comparison. The specimens were compacted at two different water content conditions (i.e., water content at dry side and wet
side) based on standard Proctor compaction result. Mercury intrusion porosimetry test (MIP) and environmental scanning
electron microscope test (ESEM) were utilized in order to investigate the pore size distribution (PSD) and fabric of the
specimens, respectively. The pore size distribution obtained from MIP tests was verified using the ESEM photos. The result
shows that the PSD of specimens tested in this study show bimodal characteristics in spite of their different compaction
conditions. The ESEM photos supports the result obtained from MIP test.
Keywords
Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry, Environmental scanning electron microscope, pore size distribution,clay fabric

1. INTRODUCTION
The pore size distribution (PSD) obtained from mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) test has been used to study the
microstructure of clays. Generally, it was found that compacted clays show bimodal PSD (i.e., micro-pores and macro-pores)
(e.g., [1] for illite, [2] for kaolinite, and [3] for heavily compacted bentonite-sand mixture).
[1] reported the effect of compaction conditions (i.e., dry of optimum (DOP), optimum (OP), and wet of optimum (WOP)) on
the PSD curves of Jossigny silt. It was found that the PSD of DOP specimen shows a clear bimodal PSD whereas the PSD of
OP and WOP specimens tend to have unimodal PSD. Different from low plastic clay (e.g., kaolinite and illite) where the
mercury fills entire pores, the non-intruded pores have been found in the highly plastic clay such as bentonite ([4] for Almeria
clay, [3] for heavily compacted bentonite-sand mixture, and [5] for MX-80). The total non-intruded pores increase by
increasing the water content of the specimen as shown in the PSD data reported by [3] and [5].
For different purposes, the PSD data obtained from MIP test has been used to predict specific surface area, saturated
coefficient of permeability, and soil water characteristic curve of compacted clay [7]. However, the predictions using the PSD
data are not valid for compacted bentonite-sand mixture due to presence of the non-intruded pores, changing in PSD during
wetting, osmotic effects, and hydration force. [3] found the hysteresis between the experimental result and prediction of soil
water characteristic curve of heavily compacted bentonite-sand mixture.
Besides the PSD data, photografs of clay fabric obtained from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and environmental
scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) have been used to study microstructure of compacted clay (e.g., [1], [3], and [6]). [1]
found that a granular aggregate structure with inter-aggregate pore was developed in the illite compacted at DOP condition
whereas a structure of clay matrix that envelops silt grain and fills the inter-aggregate pores was found in the specimen
compacted at WOP condition. For compacted bentonite-sand mixture, a wavy flake-like structure was observed for the
bentonite with high water content ([6] and [8]). This results in very thin intra-aggregate pores and mercury can not intrude to
these pores [9].
In this study, the MIP data was used to study the distribution of pores (i.e., micro-pores and macro-pores) of bentonite and
bentonite-sand mixture compacted at different conditions (i.e., dry of optimum and wet of optimum). The ESEM photographs
were used to support the result obtained from MIP test.
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2. SPECIMENS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
Two types of specimens were prepared with different bentonite contents (on a dry mass basis); namely, 50B/50S for specimen
with bentonite content of 50% and 100B for pure bentonite specimen. The sand was sieved through 2-mm sieve openings
before mixing. The sufficient amount of water was added to the specimens to reach the target water content based on standard
Proctor curves result. The mixtures were stored in the two layers plastic bag for 2 weeks for equalization. The specimens were
statically compacted to reach desired dry densities. The initial conditions of specimens tested are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 Summary of initial conditions of specimens tested in this study.

Specimen
Water content (%)
DOP
24
100B
WOP
45
DOP
14
50B/50S
WOP
24
50B/50S
HC
9
*measured using chilled-mirror hygrometer

Dry density (Mg/m3)
1.17
1.17
1.61
1.61
2.00

Initial total suction* (kPa)
6524
406
2186
271
22700

The specimens were cut into a small cubic with approximately 1 cm length. The specimen was freeze-dried prior to the MIP
test. The MIP equipment used was Autopore II 9220 from micromeritics, Berlin. In order to investigate the fabric of bentonite
used, environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM) type-XL30 from Philips was used.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Pore Size Distribution of Compacted Bentonite and Bentonite-Sand Mixture
The MIP test results have been interpreted using Washburn method [10]. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the method to determine
the limit between micro-pore and macro-pore for the 100B and 50B/50S specimens, respectively. This method follows the
method suggested by [8]. As shown in Figure 1(a), the limits of micro- and macro-pores of 100B DOP and WOP specimens
are approximately 0.03 and 0.04 m, respectively. Figure 1(b) shows that the limits of micro- and macro-pores of 50B/50S
DOP and WOP specimens are the same (i.e., 0.035 m).
Figure 2 shows the pore-size distribution (PSD) curves of the compacted bentonite (i.e., 100B DOP and 100B WOP
specimens) tested in this study. The figure shows that the two PSD curves show the same shape. However, the PSD of 100B
WOP is placed below the PSD of 100B DOP. It is found also that the total non-intruded pores volume of 100B WOP specimen
is larger than that of 100B DOP specimen. The result agrees well with the result reported by [5] for a sodium type of bentonite
(i.e., MX 80) that higher specimen water content results in larger the total non-intruded pores volume.
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Figure 1 Determination of limits between micro-and macro-pores from the PSD data (a) 100B specimens and (b) 50B/50S
specimens
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Figure 2.b. shows curves of the mean pore diameter of pores versus percentage of intruded pores. As shown in Figure 2.b, the
curves show like a uni-modal PSD since the peak of pore size distribution in the micro-pores level is not clearly shown.
However, considering the non-intruded pores are the intra-laminar pores which are existed in the intra-aggregate pores,
actually the two specimens have bimodal pore size distribution. The figure also shows that the pore population of both
specimens are the same with very small different in the pores with diameter higher than 10 m. As shown in the figure, the
diameter of macro-pores (i.e., inter-aggregate pores) are concentrated at 5 m. The percentage of pores of 100B WOP
specimen at corresponding diameter is lower than that of 100B DOP specimen. This is because, at higher water content, the
aggregates enlarge and soft enough to deform and fill the inter-aggregates pores during the compaction.
Figure 2 also shows the distribution of air and water within the specimens. The pore volume full of water (saturated) is
obtained by multiplying the degree of saturation (Sr) and total pore volume of the specimen intruded by mercury. By
considering only the smaller pores of the specimen would be full of water [1], the pore volume full of air is obtained by
subtracting the total pore volume intruded by mercury with the pore volume full of water. From the Sr data (i.e., 100B DOP
with Sr of 40% and 100B WOP with Sr of 91%), it is found that the total of pores full with water are 0.19 cm3/g and 0.43
cm3/g and the total of pores full with air are 0.28 cm3/g and 0.05 cm3/g for 100B DOP and 100B WOP specimens,
respectively. The data is then plotted to the figure by assuming that the water is placed in the smaller pores due to the hydration
force and capillary effects. For 100B DOP specimen, it is shown that the water is mainly placed in the intra-aggregate pores,
leaving the air in the inter-aggregate pores. For 100B WOP specimen, the water fills the intra-and inter-aggregate pores,
leaving the air in the pores with diameter higher than 10 m.
Figure 3 shows the pore-size distribution (PSD) curves of the compacted bentonite-sand mixtures (i.e., 50B/50S DOP and
50B/50S WOP specimens) tested in this study. From Figure 3(a), it is shown that both PSD curves are almost the same not
only the shape but also the total of non-intruded pores. This is also shown in the curves of mean pore diameter versus
percentage of intruded pores (Figure 3(b)). As shown in Figure 3(b), there are two main populations in the macro-pores of PSD
of bentonite-sand mixture (i.e., at diameter of 5 m and diameter of 20 m). The first pore population (i.e., at diameter of 5
m) is the same as the pore population of PSD of compacted bentonite as shown in Figure 2 (i.e., the inter-aggregate pores).
The second pore population (i.e., at diameter of 10 m) is probably the pore developed between clay aggregates and sand in
the mixture. The small pore population with pore diameter between 80-200 m as shown in Figure 3(b) may be developed in
the contact between sand surfaces and the clay aggregates.
total pore-volume of the
specimens=0.474 cm 3/g
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Figure 2 Pore size distribution curves of low compacted 100B specimens
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Using the same method as compacted bentonite, the water-air distribution of the compacted bentonite-sand mixture was also
plotted in Figure 3. For 50B/50S DOP specimen, the water fills not only the micro-pores (or intra-aggregate pores) but also the
macro-pores (i.e., almost the entire inter-aggregate pores). For 50B/50S WOP specimen, water fills almost the whole pores
leaving air in the pores with diameter larger than
m. Since sand is not swelling material, the water placed in the second
pore population (i.e., at diameter of 20 m) do not make significant difference in PSD of the specimen. This results in almost
the same PSD of both specimens even they are compacted at different conditions (i.e., DOP and WOP conditions).
3.2 Fabric of Compacted Bentonite and Bentonite-Sand Mixture
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the ESEM photos of 100B DOP and 100B WOP tested in this study, respectively. The figures have
magnification of 500x. As shown in Figure 4(a), the aggregation is clearly shown in the fabric of specimen compacted at DOP
condition. At this condition, the aggregates are strong enough to resist the deformation during compaction. This results in high
percentage of inter-aggregate pores.
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50B/50S WOP
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(50B/50S DOP)

saturated
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(a)

total pore-volume of the
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0.3

10

(b)

micro-pores

0
0.001

0.01

macro-pores
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1

10

100

1000

Mean pore diameter ( m)
Figure 3 Pore size distribution curves of low compacted 50B/50S specimens

The 100B WOP specimen shows quite different overall image (Figure 4(b)) from that of 100B DOP specimen, despite the dry
densities of the specimens are the same. The higher water content of 100B WOP specimen results in the bigger size of
aggregates and become deformable. As a result, the macro-pores which represent the pores between clay aggregates are filled
during compaction and no apparent aggregation shows in WOP condition. This makes the 100B WOP has less percentage of
inter-aggregate pores.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the ESEM photos of 100B DOP and 100B WOP with magnification of 2000x, respectively. Figure
5(a) shows association of small aggregates with diameter varies from 2-5 m. Wavy flake-like structure of the aggregates
consisting of clay platelets are shown in the figure even the specimen compacted at DOP condition. The shapes result in the
non-intruded pores within the aggregates. Figure 5(b) shows the ESEM photo of the 100B WOP specimen with magnification
of 2000x. It is depicted in the figure that aggregation is not appeared resulting unclear inter-aggregate pores. Wavy flake-like
structure is shown in the edge of the association of aggregates.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4. ESEM photo of compacted bentonite: (a) 100B DOP and (b) 100B WOP (magnification: 500X)

(a)
(b)
Figure 5. ESEM photo of compacted bentonite: (a) 100B DOP and (b) 100B WOP (magnification: 2000X)
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the ESEM photos of 50B/50S bentonite-sand mixture compacted at Proctor densities on dry and
wet condition (i.e., 50B/50S DOP and 50B/50S WOP), respectively. As shown in Figure 6(a), the bentonite aggregates do not
stick on the surface of sand leaving pores between them. The same as 100B specimen, wavy flake-like structure of clay is seen
in the figure even the specimen compacted on DOP condition. This also results in the non-intruded pores within the aggregates
as shown in Figure 3. The wavy flake-like structure of clay is shown clearly in Figure 6(b) since the specimen has higher water
content.

4. CONCLUSION
The following conclusions can be drawn based on the results of microstructure investigations on the bentonite and bentonitesand mixture.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

The PSD of specimens tested in this study show bimodal characteristics in spite of their different compaction conditions.
For 100B mixture, at the same void ratio, the specimen compacted DOP has a greater volume of macro-pores compared to
the specimen compacted WOP.
The 50B/50S mixture specimens do not show the same phenomenon. The volumes of macro-pores are the almost same for
both the DOP and WOP specimens.
New pore population (i.e., pores between clay aggregate and sand surface) is developed in the PSD of compacted
bentonite-sand mixture.
The non-intruded pores exist in all specimen tested in this study and mainly affected by water content.
As shown in the ESEM results, the aggregation is clearly shown in the fabric of low compacted 100B DOP specimen.
Wavy flake-like structure is shown not only for the low compacted WOP specimen but also for the low compacted DOP
specimen.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. ESEM photo of compacted bentonite-sand mixture: (a) 50B/50S DOP and (b) 50B/50S WOP (magnification: 2000X)
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ABSTRACT
A new technology called energy piles, an integration of heat exchanger pipes with the concrete pile foundations, is an
innovative solution of thermal building system to support energy sustainability development. Energy piles use direct shallow
geothermal energy in soil as their heat source and work with the heat transfer principle in order to produce potential heat
energy for the building. They aim to warm the building during winter season and to cool the building during summer season.
Heat is transmitted from soil to the heat exchanger pipes which embedded on concrete piles and continues to the building via
heat pump. The heat transfer works in alternating system to accomplish double mode operation. This technology has been
developed since 1980s in Europe. It is proved as eco-friendly technology with cost effective budget and land efficient area.
Nevertheless, due to its seasonal operation time, energy piles are subjected by thermal contraction and dilatation which
threaten their mechanical durability, especially at interface soil-structure. Numerical modelling is conducted to complete the
literature study by using finite difference code FLAC3D.
Keywords
Energy piles, shallow geothermal energy, heat transfer, thermo-mechanic, interface
1

INTRODUCTION

Since early 1930s, the technology to use shallow geothermal energy or ground source for thermal building needs has been
developed. Open loop system with GSHP (Ground Source Heat Pumps) technology uses ground water as heat carrier medium.
Ground water is pumped directly from an aquifer to heat pump and its waste heat is returned to the same aquifer or another
pond [1]. Due to possibility affects chemical and biological pollution to the ground water, this system has developed to closed
loop system [2].
Closed loop system with GCHP (Ground Coupled Heat Pumps) technology contains of closed-loop heat exchanger pipes,
inserted in boreholes which are laid vertically or horizontally [1]. It is also well known as borehole heat exchanger (BHE)
system. A heat carrier medium is circulated through the heat exchanger pipes for transmitting heat from ground soil to heat
pump. It needs high cost installation of drilling and also a huge land area.
In 1980s, Austria took a pioneer to move in energy piles system, where closed-loop U-tube heat exchanger pipes are installed
in foundations elements, such base slabs, piles, diaphragm walls, etc [2]. This new system reduces cost installation and land
use because the foundations function both in supporting the static loads of structure and also in producing thermal energy for
the building. Therefore, energy piles are bi-function foundations.
2

THE SYSTEM OPERATIONAL

Energy piles consist of three principal circuits. The first circuit is soil as heat source, where its ground temperature is averaged
as 14°C [3]. The heat is transferred to the energy piles as the second circuit through U-tube heat exchanger pipes. Saline
solution such as 40% glycol mixtures is circulated inside the heat exchanger pipes as heat carrier fluid. It aims to avoid the
freezing at inclination angle of U-tube [4]. U-tube is then connected to heat pump in order to serve the tertiary circuit:
building’s thermal canalization with thermal needs.
The process of heat transfer based on delta temperature in each circuit with energy conservation equilibrium. In winter, when
the building needs to be warmed, heat is extracted from soil to the building. Inversely in summer, heat is rejected to soil from
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the building in order to recharge the shallow geothermal energy in soil. This is called seasonal operating system which
produces a balance energy of geothermal by dual utilization.

Figure 1 : Energy piles components

3

METHOD OF APPLICATION

Heat transfer in energy piles from soil to building is surrounded by complex process. In the first circuit, the transfer depends on
soil thermal and hydrology properties, which are specifically conducted by thermal conductivity and water content of soil. In
the second circuit, the transfer is predominantly affected by thermal expansion’s coefficient of soil and concrete, also by
interface mechanical criteria between soil and structure. Finally, coefficient of performance of heat pump is the key to avoid
the energy loss between the second and third circuit.
In order to well design this complicated system, we should firstly do some in-situ geological test to determine the geology,
hydrogeology, mechanical, and thermal properties of soil. By the parameters obtained from in-situ test, we formulate energy
conservation mathematical model in considering different types of soil. Two substantial parameters are used to divide the types
of soil: soil’s saturation degree and existence of groundwater flow. The most complex heat transfer process occurs in nonsaturated soil with groundwater flow, which consists of thermo-hydro-mechanic coupling.
Numerical approach is proposed to simulate thermo-hydro-mechanical coupling in system. Laloui et al. (2006) has completed
some numerical models of repeated thermal loading with thermo-hydro-mechanical coupling [5]. To validate the results
numeric, it is suggested to do thermal performance test by experimental approach [6]. The experimental test should be done
simultaneously to compare the result of numerical and experimental
4
4.1

SOIL PROPERTIES
Thermal Properties

Ground temperature is a function of time and depth; which varies in time because of seasonal surface temperature, and in depth
due to the attenuation of thermal flux [3,7]. It forms a sinusoidal equation as below:
.

(1)

Heat flux propagation in soil is nearly conducted by heat capacity and thermal conductivity. Because soil is a porous medium
which consist of solid and fluid, the term of those two parameters depends on porosity factor [8].
,

(2)
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.

(3)
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Figure 2 : Ground temperature varies in depth and season

4.2

Hydrology Properties

Groundwater flow in soils is formed by water content and temperature gradients [9, 10]. Darcy and Fick governed the
equations of groundwater flow based on condition saturated or non-saturated soils.
For the saturated soils by Darcy:
,

(4)

whereas Fick added the influence of vapour in non-saturated soils:
.
5

(5)

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Analytical approach is examined to design the heat transfer energy in each circuit. The critical process to be assured is the
continuity at each interface.
5.1

Premier Circuit

Conservation of energy in soils is categorized in four types, based on two substantial parameters: soil’s saturation degree and
existence of groundwater flows. As a synthesis analysis of the precedent research works of de Vries [11] and Laloui [8]; we
explain in Table 1 below, the types of heat process in each soils; and formulate them in energy conservation equation based on
Fourier’s law on equation (6)-(9).
Table 1 : Division of Problem Heat Transfer in Soil
Heat Transfer
in solid Conduction
in liquid Convection
in vapour Latent

SATURATED
no ground-water
with ground-water
velocity
velocity
v
v
x
v
x
x

NON SATURATED
no ground-water
with ground-water
velocity
velocity
v
v
x
v
v
v

For the saturated soil with no groundwater flow, energy conservation is:
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,

(6)

while in saturated soil with groundwater flow, there is convection heat transfer which contributes as below:
.

(7)

Non-saturated soil has air-filled pores that possibly induce vapour heat transfer. If the groundwater flow in non-saturated soil is
small or zero, energy conservation is:
,

(8)

while if groundwater flows in non-saturated soil is ineligibly:
.
5.2

(9)

Second Circuit

At the interface soil – piles, the continuity of system have to be established by continuity of stress, displacement, and heat flux;
as these following equations:
(10)
(11)
(12)
On the other hand of continuity system, the heat transfer process induces thermal dilatation of the concrete pile, which
influences its mechanical behaviour. From the thermo-elasticity equation, the thermal dilatation value is:
(13)
The total deformation of structure including elastic deformation caused by structural loads and thermal dilatation caused by
thermal loads is:
(14)
The elastic stress is a linear product of elasticity modulus and elastic deformation that will change in addition of thermal
dilatation:
(15)
where the thermal stress itself is:
(16)
5.3

Third Circuit

The demand of heating/cooling building has to be designed firstly as a crucial parameter. It’s used to design the input energy of
heat pump as the fluid temperature and to design how many pipes and piles to be created to support the building’s mechanical
and thermal loads [3].
= demand heat of building (3rd circuit) = output energy of heat pump, and
= input energy of heat pump (2nd circuit);
For
the energy equation which occurs in the heat pump is:
(17)
(18)
The continuity system should have an input energy of heat pump (2 nd circuit) equals to the output energy of heat source (1st
circuit).
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(19)
(20)
6

NUMERICAL MODEL

A preliminary model to examine how the heat diffuses in the energy piles system is conducted by utilising finite difference
code FLAC3D. The objective of this modelling is to determine whether FLAC3D is sufficient enough to calculate thermomechanic coupled in time loading analysis until it reach steady state condition.
The model is limited in following conditions: there is no groundwater flows in the soils, temperature of pile is constant, no
variation of soil’s temperature in depth and time, pile head is free of constrain, no mechanical loading applied, and in thermoelastic condition.
A concrete pile with diameter 60 cm and length 10 m is located in the centre of soil area with radius horizontal 20 m in depth
20 m. Average ground temperature that we use in calculation is 14°C . During the period of winter, the system works in
heating system, heat is extracted from soil to building by fixing the concrete pile in 4°C. Contrary, in the period of summer, the
system works in cooling system, heat is injected to soil from building by fixing the concrete pile in 22°C. This model assumes
that temperature in concrete pile is homogeneous along the axe. We neglected the seasonal temperature loading and don’t
compute the diffusion in concrete itself. Each model is loaded by heating and cooling cyclic time for one season period, started
by 1s, 1 hour, 1 day, 3 days, 7 days, 15 days, 1 month, 3 months, until 6 months.
Table 2 : Division of Problem Heat Transfer in Soil [12]
Thermal conductivity
Specific heat extraction
Coefficient of thermal expansion
Bulk modulus
Shear modulus
Density

W/m2
J/kg °C
J/°C
MPa
MPa
Pa

SOIL
1.5
800
5x10-6
20
7.5
1950

CONCRETE
1.8
880
1x10-5
20000
7500
2500

Figure 3 : Model cross-section

The effect of thermal loading in pile uplift has just increased after 105 seconds (Figure 4); or correlated to our loading cycle, its
influence appeared after 1 day heating/cooling time. The maximum pile uplift in 6 months heating is 0.736 mm downward and
in 6 months cooling is 0.588 mm upward. These small displacements consist of only thermal loading, because there is no
mechanical loading applied in the pile.
By the increment of time cycle, vertical displacement at soil’s surface raises. Vertical displacement at soil’s surface form a
settlement contour (Figure 5); where in radius 16 m, it is already steady with no displacement.
When we observe the elastic stress locally depth by depth, we obtain a hyperbolic stress curve. The stress increases in depth
and reaches its peak in depth 7 m below surface and then decreases until the base pile (Figure 6). In reverse, the thermal stress
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less varies in depth, it is almost constant. The amount of thermal stress is very small which gives slightly different in initial and
elastic stress.
In heating system, the thermal stress is positive due to dilatation of pile, but it gives a reduction of initial stress to elastic stress.
In cooling system, the thermal stress is negative which gives additional value of initial stress. The longer time of thermal
loading, the smaller thermal stress obtained; hence the elastic stress of the longest thermal loading (6 months) has just 10 kPa
different to the initial stress due to its equilibrium diffusion.
Head Uplift Displacement
time (s)
1.E+00
0.8

1.E+02

1.E+04

1.E+06

1.E+08

vertical displ (mm)

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1
Heating

Cooling

Figure 4 : Evolution of uplift displacement in thermal loading

Vertical Surface Displacement in 6 months loading
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-0.6
-0.8
-1
Heating
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Figure 5 : Contour of surface displacement in thermal loading

The next step we apply interfaces around the pile: horizontal in the bottom of pile at plane XZ and two vertical interfaces at
plane XY and YZ. Vertical interfaces are only able to slide but horizontal interface is assumed to support detachment. There is
a difference vertical displacement obtained if we consider the presence of interface: the value becomes smaller that it means
the system structure is more bound (Figure 7). The result shows with interfaces model, the displacement between soil and
concrete are slightly different, refers to no mechanic loads applied.
According to the preliminary numerical model, with and without interface, the static thermal loading gives negligibly influence
on elastic stress of material. It is the thermal cyclic loading in seasonal mode operation that provokes the strength durability of
structures, especially at interface soil-structure. The pile is subjected alternately by contraction and dilatation during the
operation time. This cyclic loading might degrade the interface criteria and might bring the structure into plasticity condition.
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Figure 6 : Vertical pile stress in depth
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Figure 7 : Comparison vertical displacement with/without interface

7

CONCLUSIONS

Energy piles are bi-function foundations which support the load of structure and serve thermal energy to the building as heat
exchangers [13]. They extract the heat from Earth, called geothermal energy, and then reject it back for the balance energy
system. Their utilisation of geothermal energy as heat source of thermal building system provides an innovative
environmentally friendly building technology.
Energy piles can work in two system operations: only heating/cooling operation system for tropical or glacial countries, and
the seasonal heating-cooling operation system for four-season countries. The former one tends to not reach balance energy thus
it needs combination with solar panel system [14], and the later one is the favourable for its automatic balance energy.
In soils, heat transfer depends on its thermal properties, which are functions of groundwater flows and saturation degree.
Besides, heat transfer from soil to concrete involves an additional stress, lateral friction, and uplift displacement due to pile
dilatation [15]. Therefore, the application of this system requires a well-calculated of couple thermo-hydro-mechanic and a
correct investigated data of in-situ test.
A numerical model has done to examine the mechanical behaviour of energy piles subjected by static thermal loads with
FLAC3D. For the heating/cooling operation system, the effect of thermal load gives slight significant to pile’s dilatation and
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head uplift displacement. For the seasonal operation system, seasonal thermal load induces lateral friction at interface soilstructure because of alternately pile’s dilatation and contraction which threaten pile’s durability.
Further numerical model is projected in transient condition with cyclic thermal loading in order to investigate the resistance of
pile due to seasonal operation system. We concern to investigate the degradation of interface soil-structure subjected by
thermal solicitation.
8
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ABSTRACT
Design concrete building is reffers on it’s mechanical properties. The development of concrete technology has grown rapidly
because of new additive materials made from polymer to reach high performace concrete. Concrete with additive like
superplasticizer will undergo micro structure evolution that causes its properties become different from ordinary concrete.
Evolution caused by addition of superplasticizer in concrete has not been well understood. Structure with ductile failure can
tranform into brittle because of addition of superplasticizer, although in the minimum dosis than maximum allowed [4] .
Concrete were made by mixing of fly ash, silica fume, cement, plasticizer, water and aggregates. The concretes were tested in
compression in various amount of superplasticizer. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) has been used to observe the
morphologi of the material and XRD, XRF and FTIR were also used to characterize the samples.
The results show that the superplasticizer influenced the fluidity, the quality of the bonding at the interface between the
component of the concrete and behaviour concrete failure.
Key words
Microstructure, superplasticizer, concrete, mechanical properties

1. INTRODUCTION
The use of superplasticizer in the world has developed, which is encouraged by the manufacturer. Although the
superplasticizer has been used widely, the behaviour is not fully understood especially in tropical areas. In compressive test of
the concrete with certain superplasticizer, it found that some concrete crack in the horizontal direction and some concrete crack
in the normal direction. The compressive test complies with A.S.T.M. C 494-92. Horizontal cracks give a sign that the failure
is more brittle than ordinary cracks. To indicate the cause of failure it’s necessary to investigate the properties of concrete by
integrating research of chemistry, physics and civil engineering.
In concrete making, the primary product in the firts 4 hours of hydration is ettringite.. The amount of ettringite does not
develops in a system that does not directly correlate with the initial component [15]. Expansive ettriggite that was in the
interface of paste and aggregate which was create during delayed ettrigite formation (D.E.F) led to concrete damage, it caused
the aggregate to de-bond from the paste matrix. The generation of ettringite at the proper time during concrete hydration is
required. If all of the ettringite is formed, while concrete is still plastic, cracking of matrix will not occur, even if done
excessively; the ettringite will make room for itself before the concrete becomes brittle.
To reach high performance concrete (H.P.C), low water cement ratio should be used. It is possible to decrease w/c to become
40% by using superplasticizer, high workability and high performace concrete. If the w/c to ebb from 0.3 to 0.26, a little
change of C-S-H gel composition exists, while increased to 0.46 a significant change of the gel occurs [17]. Low w/c should
be used to reach high strength concrete; meaning not all of the ettringite will form [3].
Strong scattering action of superplasticizer made a change of kinetic reaction and the morphology and the chemical structure of
superplasticizer will influence concrete force development [19]. Polycarboxylate (P.C.Es) results least alteration inside the
structure and compotition of C-S-H gel forming. PCEs induces microstructural modification in paste by decrease little
porosity. The change of micro structure happen during supercritical carbonation. Residual component after supercritical
carbonation process like monocalcium aluminat, calcium carbonat aluminium hydroxyda is durable in normal condition [1].
Excessive internal heat during curing is the other primary mechanism that causes the formation of D.E.F. Wet or low pressure
curing result tobermorite gel, it is like solid which much calcium (1.5-2.0 mol calsium per mol silica). Micro cristals appear,
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and then it’s form a sheet or roll by fibres which connected it’s ends. This rich calcium phase is the direct product from cement
hydration, which content a least alumina and ferri oxide. This solid phase called tobermorit gel or likely tobermorit [13].
In this research, addition of two kind of superplaticizer result different mode of cracks after compressive test on concrete. The
addition of superplasticizer HS cause horizontal crack (Figure 1), but superplaticizer S result only normal cracks
“unpublished”[4].

(a)

(b)
(c)
Figure 1.
(a) Cylinders with horizontal cracks (b) Cylinders with normal cracks (c) The fragment of concrete due to horizontal cracks
The main purpose of this research is to understand the cause of horizontal cracking that means a brittle failure in H.P.C
superplasticizer. This research is very significant with structure failure type that means a user safety.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
The concrete were made by mixing fly ash, cement, silica fume, and other agregate, and water with certain ration and
superplaticizer. Two kinds of superplasticizer were used in this research, they are HS (superplasticizer which cause horizontal
cracks after compressived test) and S (superplasticizer which results normal crack after compressived test).
The concrete were tested by compresive force and other characterization conducted as : scanning electron microscope, X-ray
diffraction and X-ray Flourescence, F.T.I.R (Fourier Transform Infra Red) for superplasticizer solution analysis.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The steps of this research are follow :
3.1. Investigation of The Fragment of Concrete Due to Horizontal Cracks
The fragment of concrete due to horizontal cracks were investigated visually by using loop. From this investigation it seen
that the coarse aggregate to be splited and a little part of aggregate to be lost. It means that the big energy spread horizontally.
3.2. Comparation of Material Compositions, Temperature and Relative Humidity
Comparation of material compositions, temperature and relative humidity at casting time of H.P.C is shown in Table 1. From
10 kinds of mixtures , 5 kinds or almost 50% have horizontal cracks (bold printed words). Table 1 describes that the material
composition, air content, temperature and relative humidity at casting time, do not correlate directly to horizontal cracks. From
the table 1 can also be revealed that ratio of materials concrete seem not correlate with horizontal cracks.
Air content of H.P.C with S superplasticizer are 0.4, 5.8, 2.2, 1.5, 2.3, 1.6 %. From Table 1 air content of various mixtures in
with HS is about 0.4 – 1.9 %. It is mean that the range of air content in HS mixtures included in S mixtures range, so the air
content does not influenced crack type.
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Tabel 1: Composition of H.P.C with HS superplasticizer

3.3. Chemical Composition
The analysis of chemical compostion were done by means of X.R.F. The chemical compostion of silica fume dominate by
almost of 90wt% silica amorph (confirm by X.R.D) and for fly ash contains of 45wt% SiO2, 17wt% Al2 O3 and 25wt% Fe2 O3
which almost in crystalline state. Cement contain of 15wt% SiO2, 71wt% CaO, 4wt% Fe2 O3.
Table 2 shows the chemical composition in mixing concrete according to Table 1.
Table 2: Chemical composition in raw material of H.P.C with HS superplasticizer

Note : bold printed are the cylinders with horizontal cracks.
Table 2 show almost no distinction in chemical compound among the concrete samples. It seems that the cause of normal
cracks can not be explained directly by chemical compostion of the concrete.
3.4.Scanning Electron Microscope (S.E.M)
From scanning electron microscope observation, it show that the powder of fly ash, and silica fume, almost sperical and the
cement powder seems make aglomerate. If the mixing is not sufficient to de-aglomerate of cement powder, it seems that the
powder is not good enough to wet the component of the concrete, so the quality of interface will decrease.
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(a) Fly ash

(b) Silica fume

c. Cement powder
Figure 2.
S.E.M image of (a) fly ash, (b) silica fume, (c) cement powder
Figure 3 show S.E.M image of crack surface of the concrete. It seem that the interface bonding between the component of
concrete is not quite strong to withstand the compresive force test.
Since the bonding at the interface
between the component of concrete is
not quite enough, the normal force
transmit in normal direction will
deviate by the agregate (stone for
example) to other direction. At first
step, the crack will deviate to
horizontal direction, since the bonding
between the agregate, the crack will
continue to the path where the bonding
is weak that is horizontal.

Figure 3. S.E.M image of crack surface of the concrete.
3.5. Fourier Transform Infra Red (F.T.I.R) Analysis of Superplasticizer
The analize of chemical contain in concrete can not suffice to detect horizontal cracks causes. Chemical reaction methode is
bordered by polymer incapability to dissolve in solvent; thus, to detect properties and polymer analize of molecule can be used
F.T.IR. Figure 5 (a,b) show the difference of the two kind superplaticizer by F.T.I.R.
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Figure 4 .
(a) F.T.I.R of superplasticizer S which cause normal cracks
(b) F.T.I.R of superplasticizer HS which cause horizontal cracks
(c)Infrared polymer absorption bands of interest in polymers arranged by approximate wave length and frequency
Polarization (dipole moment per unit volume) is important conceps to understand structure and materials properties. Electronic
displacement around atoms/ions and ionic displacement in molecule and cristalic structure occur,so moment orientation
between positive and negative electron capacity occur with and then become positive and negative groups.
The spektra of similar infrared absorption in cristaline and amorph can be diffrentiated into 2 reasons as follow : (1) the exist
of specific intermolecule interaction in cristalinity polymer that lead a sharpness/splitting of certain band, (2) the exist of many
specific compatibility one of these, but not in the other phase, this condition rises the cristaline/amorph properties exclusively.
Figure 4(a) is shown many sharp highest points/splited of absoption in maximum and minimum wave number of 3200 – 3600
and ± 500 respectively, while no sharp highest point/split in Figure 4 (a). It means that in HS occur spesific molecules
interactions in crystaline polymer in maximum and minimum waves numbers, while in S no interaction molecule. Interaction
energy will lead heat in mixing polymer solvent. Figure 4 (b) also shown very close absorbance fluctuation, it means the
change of polymer concentration even in extraordinary high rate; while in S is undergo slowly. Maximum value HS absobance
are 8 while S is 1,5. The both of superplasticizer have zero minimum value absorbance, so the range of HS is quite wider than
S. Figure 6 (a,b,c) show there are C
X in HS but no in S, because this bond are double; great energy have been prepared
to separate the bond.

4. CONCLUSION
Superplasticizer make the mixing more or less fluids, depend on it’s chemical compositions. It could make the bonding
between the component aggregate of the concrete better or weaker. The quality of the bonding certainly will affect the
capability the concrete withstand the force work on the concrete. The direction of the crack, in compresive test, normaly will
parallel with direction of the force. In concrete, in this case the concrete is ceramic composite, will cappable to withstand
compressive force than shear force. In HS superplastizicer the exist of specific intermolecule interaction in cristalinity polymer
that create big energy. If the bonding required between the aggregate is quite enough, it is possible that the crack will take the
direction other than normal direction.
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ABSTRACT
Aggressive environment such as seawater will affect the performance of concrete and mortar, especially its compressive
performance. An effort should be done to resist the degradation of mortar performance by applying admixture that will
prohibit the destruction, even increasing its compressive strength. Sugar based admixture that consists of blended sugar,
sucrose, and sugar cane liquid, invented by Susilorini, has proven to increase compressive strength of mortar and concrete. In
this research, six mixtures of sugar based admixture will be applied into specimens of mortar. The specimens were designed to
reach compressive strength f’c = 30 MPa and cured in plain water, brackish water, and seawater. Those specimens were tested
for compressive strength at age 7, 14, and 28 days. The results has shown that mortar with mixture M-I-A-02 is optimum that
gives gradual increment of compressive strength along curing duration with many medias. It is also proven that mortar with
mixture M-I-A-02 is optimum that gives small decrease of compressive strength while cured by seawater and brackish water.
Keywords
Compressive, strength, mortar, sugar, admixture

1. INTRODUCTION
Concrete durability is a major factor of concrete sustainability. It is important to pursue concrete sustainability for supporting
sustainable development for human welfare by good performance of concrete. In this purpose, the performance of mortar will
also determine the whole concrete structure performance. While sustainability becomes major concern in this decade,
sustainability of concrete is a must. The sustainability of concrete (mortar is included in this term) is influenced by concrete
and mortar performance. Aggressive environment such as seawater will affect the performance of concrete and mortar,
especially its compressive performance. An effort should be done to resist the degradation of mortar performance by applying
admixture that will prohibit the destruction, even increasing its compressive strength. Previous researches and invention by
Susilorini [1-4] found that sugar based admixture consisting of blended sugar, sucrose, and sugar cane liquid (invented by
Susilorini) will increase compressive strength of mortar and concrete, as well as modulus of rupture of concrete.
Sugar is welknown as retarding and also accelerating admixture in certain dosage. When sugar is applied into concrete mixture,
sugar will stabilize ettringite in C3A-gypsum system, retard consumption of gypsum and formation of ettringite [5]. Specific
characteristic of sugar and C3A is retarding rapid formation of cubic phase C3AH6 but accelerating the formation of hexagonal
phase C4AH13 [6]. It is interesting that sugar admixture in certain dosage will perform accelerating admixture by accelerates the
rate of hydration of the calcium silicates in cement.
A question of how concrete and mortar with sugar based admixture will be survived in seawater environmental still left behind.
Concrete deterioration in seawater can be related to the form of erosion or loss of the solid constituents from the mass [7]. It is
said that ettringite swelling will take place when seawater intrusively absorbed into the concrete, and (OH)- ions will be
replaced by Cl- ions. One should be noted that the presence of Cl- ions may generate accelerating of the rate of hydration of
the calciumsilicates in cement, reducing the alkalinity of the mix while generating a lot of heat, and leading to reduced
durability of concrete [8]. To answer the question in the beginning of paragraph, this research wants to investigate the
compressive strength of mortar exposed to seawater compared to mortar that is exposed to plain water and brakish water.
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2. METHODS
This research conducts experimentally. There were six mixtures of sugar based admixture will be applied into specimens of
mortar. The sugar based admixture is based on Susilorini invention [1], patent is ongoing process (Reg. No. P00201000309).
The specimens were designed to reach compressive strength f‟c = 30 MPa and cured in plain water, brackish water, and
seawater (Figure 1). Brackish water consists of 50% plain water and 50% seawater. Those specimens were tested for
compressive strength at age 7, 14, and 28 days.

Figure 1. Mortar specimens were cured in seawater

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The result of experiment shown by Figure 2. It is found that mixture of M-I-A-02 consistenly gained higher compressive
strength (from age 7 to age 28 days) when it is cured in plain water (PW), seawater (SW) and brackish water (BW). The
mixtures of M-I-A-01 and M-II-B-01 gained fluctuative compressive strength which is getting higher at age 14 days but going
down when reached age 28 days. Oppositely, the mixture M-I-B-04 gained fluctuative compressive strength that is getting
lower at age 14 days but going up when reached age 28 days.
70
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Figure 2. Compressive strength of mortar with various curing duration and media
According to chemical test [2] of seawater and plain water, Cl- ions in seawater was found as 17.483.750 ppm while in plain
water as 355000 ppm. The curing media gives significant influence in hardening process of mortar. While the presence of Cl ions is higher in seawater and brackish water compared to plain water, then the possibility of mortar constituents bleaching is
also higher. Hence, while mortar is not hardened yet because of the retarding effect caused by sugar based admixture, mortar is
not strong enough to resist compressive at early ages (i.e. at age 7 or 14 days).
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The compressive strength of mortar with high dosage of sugar (mixtures M-I-A-01 and M-II-B-01) will go down at early ages,
but then get higher at age 14 days, and little bit decreased at age 28 days. For mortar with fairly dosage of sugar and sugar cane
liquid (mixture M-I-B-04), the loss of mortar constituents will be bigger, therefore it will have lower compressive strength at
age 14 days, but the hardening process seemed cathcing up the performance that finaly at age 28 days it has high value of
compressive strength. The mixture M-I-A-02 which contains optimum dosage of sucrose, sugar, and sugar cane liquid has
increased the value of compressive strength of mortar gradually, from age 7 days, 14 days, until 28 days. It proves that sugar
based admixture were giving enough time for cement paste to set and harden with more sticky bonding mechanism caused by
the admixture. Hence, while the mortar is in hardening process, the bleaching of mortar constituent can be prohibited by
bonding mechanism of sugar based admixture.
The compressive strength of mortars with sugar based admixture that were cured by seawater decrease about 1.8-13.5%
compared to mortars with sugar based admixture that were cured by plain water. When mortars with sugar based admixture
that were cured by brackish water, it have about 2.2-22.9% lower value of compressive strength, except for mortar with
mixture M-I-A-02 that is cured by brackish water, it has 7.7% higher value of compressive strength compared to the one cured
by plain water.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This research meets conclusions as follow.
a. The mixture M-I-A-02 which contains optimum dosage of sucrose, sugar, and sugar cane liquid has increased the
value of compressive strength of mortar gradually and consistently, from age 7 days, 14 days, until 28 days
b. The mixtures M-I-A-01 and M-II-B-01 with high dosage of sugar has fluctuative compressive strength along the
curing duration. It goes down at early ages, but then gets higher at age 148 days and little bit decreased at age 28 days
c. The mixture M-I-B-04 with fairly dosage of sugar and sugar cane liquid has also given fluctuative compressive
strength along the curing duration. It goes down at age 14 days, but then gets higher at age 28 days
d. The compressive strength of mortars with sugar based admixture that were cured by seawater decrease about 1.813.5% compared to mortars with sugar based admixture that were cured by plain water while the one cured by
brackish water decreased about 2.2-22.9%
e. The mortar with mixture M-I-A-02 that is cured by brackish water has 7.7% higher value of compressive strength
compared to the one cured by plain water
f. Mortar with mixture M-I-A-02 is optimum that gives gradual increment of compressive strength along curing duration
with many medias
g. Mortar with mixture M-I-A-02 is optimum that gives small decrease of compressive strength while cured by seawater
and brackish water
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ABSTRACT
Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) is a non-metal material made of carbon fiber and has a tensile strength of 2800
MPa, so when used in the composite concrete structure will play a role in providing a large tensile strength.
CFRP is commonly used in practice to strengthen reinforced concrete beam, especially for strengthening mid span region
(positive moment region). But for negative moment region, particularly when a column exist, strengthening with CFRP still
facing a problem, because the lack of development length. In this paper, some methods for beam strengthening at negative
moment region will be exercised.
Experiment using steel belt at column section upon beam-column joint, aim to make development length for CFRP, is proved to
raised the flexural capacity of the the beam at this section. A comparison to another method of strengthening is also presented
here.
Keywords
Development length, carbon fiber, strengthening beam at column support region

1. INTRODUCTION
The issue of upgrading the existing structure has been one of great importance for over a decade. Deterioration of bridge decks,
beams, girders and columns, buildings, parking structures and others may attributed to ageing, environmentally induced,
degradation, poor initial design and/or construction, lack of maintenance, and to accidental events such as earthquake.
Especially in seismic zone like Indonesia, seismic retrofit has become an impportance issue.
Structural repair, strengthening and retrofitting is one of the challenging works in civil engineering. Strengthening has its own
problems because it is done on the structures that already exist. Therefore the location factor (easy to achieve), weather,
construction time, and costs of implementation are the importance factors that should be considered carefully by the engineer.
The development in material science has provided answers to the above challenges. One of the them is the use of Carbon Fiber
Reinforced Polimer (CFRP) as external reinforcement for strengthening structural element. CFRP can be used to increase both
flexural and shear strength. Just like steel reinforcement, while strengthening flexural element, CFRP behave as an external
additional tension element. Consequently it also requires development length so that the CFRP stress can increase from zero to
its yield strength.
The problem of development length will arise and become an obstacle if we want to increase the flexural capacity of beams in
the support (negative moment) region. Normally in the building structure, we always have column in this area, so that it is
impossible to provide development length for CFRP to reach its ultimate capacity.
This paper proposed one alternative solution for beam flexural strengthening at support (Negative Moment) region by using
CFRP and column steel belt. The CFRP are bonded to steel belt and the steel belts are fastened to the column, so that carbon
fibers hopefully can reach its ultimate strenght and the moment capacity expected to increase optimally.
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2. METHODS FOR BEAM STRENGTHENING AT SUPPORT REGION
Theoretically the development length is a necessary condition that must be met for strengthening using CFRP. Nevertheles, it
is often found in the fields, a variety of ways that violate this rule. In practice we can found 2 types of CFRP negative moment
strengthening without development length, i.e. :
2.1. Straight CFRP plates on beam support region with termination in front of column face
Theoretically, the maximum negative moment at beam occurs at the column face, and of course this area will become the most
critical area for beam strengthening. The addition of straight CFRP plates without development length in this region does not
add flexural capacity at all. The CFRPs end just exact at the maximum moment region without any development length that
enable them to reach their ultimate strength. This type of strengthening is described as in figure 1 section I.
2.2. Cross CFRP plates on beam support region with termination in front of column face
Just like the previous type, this second type of strengthening have no development length but only additional crossing CFRP
plates perpendicular to the straight ones as described in figure 1 section II. To verify the analysis of both strengthening
methods above, a series of experimental were performed using cantilever column-beam specimens that havbe been
strengthened.

3. FLEXURAL BEAM STRENGTHENING AT SUPPORT USING CFRP AND COLUMN STEEL BELT
The main problem in strengthening at support region is the absence of development length for CFRP plate. To overcome this,
in this paper will discuss about a method that uses a steel belt that looped around the column, in which the CFRP plate,
mounted on the top beam, glued to the steel belt. It is expected that the steel belt around the column, will function as the
development length for CFRP plate, so that the CFRP plates will be able to reach their ultimate stresses and work optimally as
an external tension element.
In this strengthening method, bond between concrete and CFRP plate, and bond between CFRP plate and steel plate, plays a
very important role for achieving a Concrete-CFRP-Steel Composite. To test the validity of this method, a series of experiment
was performed using columns with cantilever beam specimens. Details of samples for this method will be discussed in next
section.

4. SPECIMENTS
Three types of specimens were made in this experiment, representing two types of common practice method and a new
proposed method using a steel belt. Each type consists of three specimens, so that nine specimens will be tested in the whole
experiments. These three types of specimens are shown in figure 3 until figure 6.
Each specimen has column section of 225 mm x 225mm, cantilever beam of 175mm x 225 mm and total column height of 840
mm. Each support was treat as hinge support. Detail sections of the specimen are represented in figure 2 below.
The CFRP used in this experiment has a dimension of 50 mm width and 1,2 mm thickness. Table 1 shows the technical
specification of CFRP while table 2 shows the specification of the epoxy adhesive.
Table 1. CFRP Characteristic

Tensile strength
Young’s Modulus
Ultimate tensile strain
Thickness/width
Density

2800 MPa
165.000 MPa
> 1,7 %
1,2 mm/ 50 mm
1,60 g/cm3

Table 2. Epoxy Adhesive Characteristic

Young’s Modulus
Bond strength

12.800 Mpa
> 4 MPa
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II

I

Beam strengthening using CFRP

Section I. Straight CFRP Strengthening without
development length

Section II. Cross CFRP Strengthening without
development length

Figure 1. Common beam support strengthening in practice
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Figure 2. Reinforced Concrete Cantilever Specimen
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Figure 3. Straight CFRP installment on Specimen model 1
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Figure 4. Cross CFRP installment on Specimen model 2
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Figure 5. CFRP installment with steel belt on Specimen model 3
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Figure 6. Cross section of CFRP and 50mm x 5mm steel plate on beam column joint

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
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Figure 7. Dial gauges location on specimen
The experimental method is conducted as follow:
1. Deflection measurement was performed in 5 locations on the beam-column specimen, as shown in figure 7.
2. The load was located 100 mm from the beam ends as shown in figure 7.
3. Before it is strengthened, every sample was loaded until it reached its ultimate strength.
4. After it has reached its ultimate strength, then each sample was grouted using non-shrink grout material to fill its crack
width.
5. After grouting process, the strengthening was performed for the whole three strengthening methods.
6. The strengthened samples were reloaded until they have reached their ultimate strength again.

5.

TEST RESULTS

The test results from each sample are shown in table 3. This table shows that Model 3 gave the best result comparing to model
1 and model 2. Model 1 gives only an average increase of 13.9%, while model 2 at 24.0%. From the results of models 1 and 2,
they show that even though there is no development length of CFRP, the load test results indicate the increasing of flexural
capacity. This means that the presence of additional CFRP gave a quite good composite effect in this tension region.
From table 3, we can see that maximum increasing load percentage from model 3 is 41,4% with an average of 35,4%.
Theoretically, CFRP strengthening can increase the ultimate capacity until 55 %. This means that experimental results from
model 3 show that model 3 can reach maximum 75,3% from strengthening target, with an average with an average
achievement of 64,4%.
The results show that the typical failure that occurs in model 3 is the release of bonding steel belt at column face due to the
tension force at the top face of the cantilever beam. Flexural cracks also occur at the column face.
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Table 3. Comparison ultimate load from three strengthening models

MODEL

STRAIGHT
CFRP
CROSS CFRP
CFRP WITH
STEEL BELT

SAMPLE
NUMBER
M1.1
M1.2
M1.3
M2.1
M2.2
M2.3
M3.1
M3.2
M3.3

ULTIMATE LOAD (kN)
INCREASING LOAD PERCENTAGE (%)
WITHOUT CFRP
WITH CFRP STRENGTHENING
EXPERIMENT
THEORETICAL
STRENGTHENING
THEORETICAL EXPERIMENT THEORETICAL EXPERIMENT
EACH SAMPLE
AVERAGE
13.1
13.0
20.3
14.2
55.0
9.2
13.9
13.1
12.0
20.3
14.8
55.0
23.3
13.1
13.0
20.3
14.2
55.0
9.2
13.1
12.0
20.3
16.2
55.0
35.0
24.0
13.1
13.0
20.3
15.4
55.0
18.5
13.1
14.0
20.3
16.6
55.0
18.6
13.1
14.0
20.3
18.4
55.0
31.4
35.4
13.1
14.0
20.3
19.8
55.0
41.4
13.1
15.0
20.3
20.0
55.0
33.3

Figure 8. Typical failure of model 3

6.

CONCLUSION

From the analysis and experiment that has been done, it can be concluded:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Beam strengthening at support region using model 1 and model 2 (without development length) only provides average
effectiveness of 34,5%.
Beam strengthening Model 3 (CFRP and steel belt) provides more effective results with an average effectiveness of
64,3%.
Beam strengthening model 1 and 2 have typical failure mode characterized by the presence of wide cracks at column face.
At beam strengthening model 3, failure mode is determined by the release of bonding steel belts at column face.
Increasing the ultimate capacity in model 3 is still possible by anchoring the steel belt into the column.
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ABSTRACT
Earth’s average surface temperature increases, in form of Global Warming and Climate Changes, have trigged research in
Asia Pacific Perspective, due to its full swing development in the region, including in Indonesia. The development comprises
the area of Economy, Environment and Energy, that relates to the Driving Forces from Basic Sector Trends. The scope of
Problem of this research comprises the Human aspects in term of its Quality of Life for both Current and Future Urban
Generation. The work of this Research has several objectives: a. Ground understanding on the Global Warming and Climate
Change. b. Further understanding, of what are happening around the globe and in Asia Pacific. c. Environmental Indicator,
known as DPSIR Model, comprising Driving Forces, Pressure, State, Impact and Response. The results and discussion section
discuss specific situation in Asia Pacific, with the further discussion in Indonesia Perspective Furthermore, environmental
sustainability indicators are used to sharpen the analysis in term of i. Pollution Measures, and ii. Eco-Efficiency Measures.
Thus, this paper elaborates Eco-Technology and Environmental Engineering. This research paper conclude the expectation to
have a further continuation of previous, and future research in the augmentation of Human’s Quality of Life for Current and
Future Urban generation.
Keywords
Climate Change, Global Warming, Eco-Technology, Energy, Environmental Engineering

1. INTRODUCTION
Earth’s average surface temperature increases have been observed and felt during prior years, in form of Global Warming.
These increases will be perceived in the long term as Climate Change. . C.A Tisdel [1] discussed in his book, the basic causes
of Global Warming and predicted consequences. Precisely, it is explicitly stated “ Most natural scientists agree that global
warming is occurring because of to the accumulation of greenhouse gases in the Earth’s atmosphere. Loss of vegetation that
helps store some of these gases, such as carbon dioxide, and the burning of carbon-based fuels are amongst the factors
contributing to global warming. The current upward trend in global temperatures ( which has happened following the Industrial
Revolution) is unique because it is a result of human economic activity rather than natural causes.” The prediction mentioned
that by the end of this century, the rise of global temperature by up to 6◦C and sea level of 80 cm, versus the average prediction
for a rise of 4 – 5◦ C in global temperature and sea level of about 40 cm, if business activities continue as usual.
Eventually, these awareness on Global Warming and Climate Change, trigger the intention to conduct research in Asia Pacific
Perspective, due to its full swing development in the region, including in Indonesia. The mentioned development comprises
the area of Economy, Environment and Energy, that relates to the Driving Forces from Basic Sector Trends. The scope of
Problem of this research comprises the Human aspects in term of its Quality of Life for both Current and Future Urban
Generation.
In wider perspective, Global Warming and Climate Change, can be viewed from Industrializing Countries, with extensive
development in the area of Economy, Environment and Energy. Table 1 shows the Climate Change Performance Index 2010
[2], for those Industrializing Countries, where Indonesia has score of 54.9 among the category. Higher score indicate that the
country has done adequate efforts to reduce and prevent dangerous effect toward Climate Change. This higher score can reflect
the rank of that countries among 57 Countries that globally are responsible for more than 90% of global energy – related CO2
emissions.
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Table 1: Climate Change Performance Index for Newly Industrializing Countries

( Source : Germanwatch 2009 : Climate Change Performance Index 2010 )

Furthermore, Global Warming and Climate Change, can be viewed from category of ASEAN Member Countries plus India,
China, Japan and Korea Republic. Among this category, after India, Indonesia has better rank and higher score other than
ASEAN Member Countries and China, Japan and Korea Republic.
Table 2: Climate Change Performance Index for ASEAN Member Countries plus India, China , Japan, and Korea Republic

( Source : Germanwatch 2009 : Climate Change Performance Index 2010 )

The work of this Research has several objectives to be presented : First Objective, is to provide ground understanding on the
Global Warming and Climate Change. Second Objective, is to narrow down both understanding, of what are happening around
the globe and in Asia Pacific. Third Objective, is to relate to Environmental Indicator, known as DPSIR Model , that are the
Methods to analyze the Sector Trends in Asia Pacific, and its impact on Human’s Quality of Life. DPSIR Model comprises
Driving Forces, Pressure, State, Impact and Response Fourth Objective, is to elaborate the State, Impact and Pressure , as
indicated in DPSIR Model. Fifth Objective, is to integrate the DPSIR Model, with the appropriate level of development for
Asia Pacific in term of balancing the Economy, Environment and Energy. The results and discussion section discuss specific
situation in Asia Pacific, with the further discussion in Indonesia Perspective. The above DPSIR Model, is integrated with the
Economy, Environment and Energy. Precisely, on how the Economic Growth in one country, is balanced with the
Environment Awareness, along with the Energy Consumption in that country. This Energy Consumption has to be balanced
with the effort to create further renewable energy that reduces the acceleration toward the Global Warming and eventually
Climate Change. Furthermore, environmental sustainability indicators are used to sharpen the analysis in term of i. Pollution
Measures ( Air Quality and Water Quality ), and ii. Eco-Efficiency Measures, including Greenhouse Gas Emissions. Thus, the
results and discussion also elaborate Eco-Technology and Environmental Engineering.
This research paper conclude the expectation to have a further continuation of previous research, and future research to have
spirit to exchange the research with person that interested in the augmentation of Human’s Quality of Life for Current and
Future Urban generation. That Quality of Life are expected to be achieved through the R stage, as Response Stage in DPSIR
Model and the balance between Economy, Environment and Energy.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
R.K. Chung and E. Quah [3] indicated in their books, the Environmental Indicators known as DPSIR ( Driving Forces –
Pressure – State – Impact – Response ). This paper uses this DPSIR Model as Research Methodology, as combined with the
actual condition in Asia Pacific and Indonesia in particular, along with real situation that happened in Indonesia. The Material
and Methods in this Research refers to the center of DPSIR Model, as indicated in the following Environmental Indicator , as
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: DPSIR Model : Environmental Indicator
In 1994, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development ( OECD ) published preliminary set of environmental
indicators, in term of PSR ( Pressure-State-Response ) Model. Furthermore, The European Environment Agency ( EEA )
produce the DPSIR Model, as the extended approach for PSR Model. The choice of DPSIR Model , instead of , PSIR Model, is
relevant with Figure 1 and the full swing development in Asia Pacific Region, including in Indonesia. Precisely, Figure 1
indicates this region has several Basic Sector Trends, known as Driving Forces, that exerts environment Pressures, through
Human Activities directly affecting the Environment. Eventually, Rising Global Temperature is part of the State, as
Observable changes in the Environment.

Figure 2 : Automotive : Basic Sector Trends and The 18th Indonesia International Motor Show
As part of the Research Methodology, Figure 2 indicates the Basic Sector Trends in Indonesia, in Automotive Industry. The
Research Methodology refers this Automotive Industry and explores the DPSIR Model, in order to support the discussion and
to achieve the objectives of this paper.

3. DISCUSSION
The scope of Problem of this research comprises the Human aspects in term of its Quality of Life for both Current and Future
Urban Generation. Automotive Industry around the globe, in particular in Asia Pacific, including in Indonesia constitutes the
Basic Sector Trends, as Driving Forces. Referring to DPSIR Model, the discussion that relates to Automotive Industry can
commence from Driving Forces, until the elaboration of Pressure, State , Impact and Response Model. The 18th Indonesia
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International Motor Show, indicates the full swing development in this Industry that involves the need for 3 E , which are
Economy, Environment and Energy.

Figure 3: The Considerations of 3 E
In Figure 3, The 3 E ( Economy , Environment and Energy ) considerations are deemed indispensable, due to the fact that
Economic Growth from increasing trends in Automotive Industry and the Quality of Life, have to be balanced with the
awareness toward Environment Sustainability and Energy Security. Precisely, the Environment friendly of Automotive
Products and Energy Security from fuels that are not only originated from Fossil fuels, but also from the renewable form of
Energy. The Theme of The 18th Indonesia International Motor Show , known as Eco-Technology Monitoring, fits the
requirement and awareness toward 3 E Considerations. Eventually, these 3 E Considerations reach the improved Quality of
Life for both Current and Future Urban Generations.
Indeed, The Asia Pacific Region has undergone the Fastest Economic Growth across the globe. Simultaneously this economic
growth provide huge pressure on the Environmental Sustainability. This paper pointed out the need to appropriately balance
the 3 E Considerations, in order to fulfill the need for Current Urban Generations and simultaneously to ensure the need for
Future Urban Generations, not only in the Automotive Industry Trends, but also in form of other Basic Sector Trends that put
pressure on the next stage of DPSIR Model. Ultimately, this balanced 3 E considerations provide positive effort to prevent
dangerous impact toward Global Warming and Climate Change.
3.1 Global Warming and Climate Change
Table 3: Climate Change Performance Index and Its Partial Score

( Source : Germanwatch 2009 : Climate Change Performance Index 2010 )

Reference [2] and Table 3 indicates that Overall Results for Climate Change Performance Index ( CCPI ) mentioned
explicitly : “ Clearly show which countries have the longest way to go in order to catch up. But even countries with high
rankings have no reason to sit back and relax. On the contrary, the results illustrate that even if all countries were as engaged as
the current “forerunners”, efforts already made would still be insufficient to prevent dangerous climate change. Hence , this
year 2010 again, no country made it the first three rankings.”
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It is interesting to view the result of CCPI, in term of the challenges for current and future urban generations, and the
improved Quality of Human Life for current and future urban generation.
3.2 Asia Pacific and Indonesia
Further the effort to improve Quality of Human Life, there is another challenge to harness the effort across the globe. The
consideration will be the cooperation of effective control by all countries contributing to the global warming and climate
change. In the region of The Asia Pacific and Indonesia, the challenges provide higher barrier, as most of countries in The Asia
Pacific and Indonesia, has been racing to improve the economic growth, that somehow have less balance toward the 3 E
Considerations. Furthermore, Reference [4] indicates the link between Environmental Technology and Competitive
Advantage.

Figure 4: Climate Change and Roadmap for Indonesia’s National Development Plan
Figure 4 and Reference[5] shows the Roadmap for Indonesia’s National Development Plan, that eventually is expected to face
the challenges in the perspective of Indonesia. This Road Map for Climate Change constitutes Integration of Adaptation and
Mitigation.
3.3 DPSIR ( Driving Forces – Pressure – State – Impact – Response ) Model
Basic Sector Trend in Automotive Industry constitutes the discussion of this paper as relate to the DPSIR Model. References
[6] and [7] show the evidence of Eco-Technology Monitoring, as the them of The 18th Indonesia International Motor Show
2010.
3.3.1

Driving Forces [Basic Sector Trends]

Departing from this model, in Indonesia’s perspective, the event of The 18th Indonesia International Motor Show 2010
constitutes Basic Sector Trends in Automotive Industry.
3.3.2 . Pressure [Human activities directly affecting environment ]
Basic Sector Trends affect the environment in form of emissions to air, water and land. In Indonesia’s case, the growth rate of
Indonesian population and the activities they conduct can affect the environment. Precisely, there is possibility that
Automotive Industry can relate to the pollution level.
3.3.3 State [ Observable changes in the environment ]
Pressure from Basic Sector Trends imply through changes in the environment, in term of air/water quality, rising global
temperatures and pollution. This paper elaborates the main consideration toward Global Warming through the rising of global
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temperature and eventually the Climate Change. In term of Pollution, the discussion can be expanded through the Pollution
measurement by Kuznet Curve, as indicated by reference [8] and Figure 5.

Figure 5 : Climate Change Performance Index and Its Partial Score
3.3.4 Impact [Effects of a changed environment]
State resulted from Pressure, can have Impact , that can be reflected through Effects of a changed environment. In Indonesia’s
case, starting from the State, the experience can be manifested through the changed environment, in term State ( rising global
temperature and pollution ) into its Impact ( health impact, decrease in agricultural production, floods ). In term of Health Plan,
and the anticipation toward Climate Change, Tabel 4 has explored the matrix based upon reference [5]
Table 4 : Climate Change and Health Plan for Sectoral Roadmap

3.3.5 . Response [ of Society to address the problem ].
By observing the State, and experience the Impact; the society is required to have a response to address the problem. In this
case, the Society can refer to the individual, government or institutions. Response in term of research into renewable energy,
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energy taxes, environmental laws, regulation, and standards. In Indonesia perspective, it is indeed wide variety of Response
that need to be conducted and require mutual participation.

4. CONCLUSION
Human aspects in term of its Quality of Life for both Current and Future Urban Generation are deemed indispensable.
In the constants changes of rising economic growth, with the linkages toward the environmental sustainability and energy
security, the Asia Pacific Region including Indonesia face harder challenges.
Many new sector trends that appear in this modern society. Eventually these sector trends create the Driving Forces that
eventually propagate the situation as depicted in DPSIR Model. Automotive Industry around the globe, in particular in Asia
Pacific, including in Indonesia constitutes the Basic Sector Trends, as Driving Forces. Referring to DPSIR Model, the
discussion that relates to Automotive Industry can commence from Driving Forces, until the elaboration of Pressure, State ,
Impact and Response Model.
Climate Change Performance Index 2010 has indicated that for this Year 2010, no countries are in the top three ranks due to
the inadequacy of 57 countries that have been doing great effort to prevent dangerous climate change. It is expected this paper
is beneficial for research in The Asia Pacific Region and Indonesia, for current analysis and further anticipation for urban
generations that will face more challenges from new Basic Sector Trends. Ultimately, in term of Global Warming and Climate
Change, instead of the rise prediction of global temperature by up to 6◦C and sea level of 80 cm, the future rise will be around
or less than a rise of 4 – 5◦ C in global temperature and sea level of about 40 cm.
Future research as continuation for this research need to focus on what can be maintained from Countries in The Asia Pacific
Region and Indonesia, in order to maintain the rank in Climate Change Performance Index 2010. The ultimate goal will be the
continual improvement of Human aspects in term of its Quality of Life.
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ABSTRACT
One of the physiological needs of human being is water. The existence of water on earth depends on water cycle in the area.
The amount of water on the surface of the earth is always fixed, but the spreading depends on the pattern of land use on it.
Without realizing the public, land-use change will bring negative impact on the lives of the next few years. In the north of
Jakarta, groundwater has been intrusion by sea water, making it unfit for consumption. With the question above, then
conducted research aimed at the research objective is to build the Green Open Space Management Model as a Regional
Catchment Area in order to increase water availability in North Jakarta. The method used is to create a spatial model of
spatial dynamics, spacious as well as the presence of existing green space requires spatial data Lansat image. Area of green
space required as recharge areas using data on the number and rate of population growth, per capita water consumption,
supply capacity of PAM, potential lake or there, annual rainfall and potential green space allocation. Based on the discussion
that there then can be found in North Jakarta PAM supply capable of supplying the domestic needs of ground water that
exceeds the needs of the existing green open space management policy as a water catchment areas in North Jakarta area while
maintaining the existing green space that serves as the region in order to prevent ground water filling intrusion of sea water
and add green space located on the edge beach in the form of mangrove forests to prevent abrasion.
Keywords
Green Open Space, Recharge Area, North Jakarta

1. INTRODUCTION
High population growth rate and limited land owned by causing the growth of physical development in the city of Jakarta is
done by converting agricultural land, forests and other open spaces into land awoke with pavement and building structures.
This results in reduced area of green open space (green space), so space is reduced water absorption, become arid and hot
environment and the loss of diversity of flora and fauna. To prevent further environmental damage caused by the growth of
development will require the protection of the environment, in which each of construction in progress must be able to put
forward the limitations
and advantages possessed by the environment itself.
One of the physiological needs of human being is water. Smoothness of human life would be disrupted if water is not
available, and at the last stage, no more life. The existence of water on earth depends on water cycle in the area. The amount of
water on the surface of the earth is always fixed, but the spreading depends on the pattern of land use on it. Without realizing
the public, land-use change will bring negative impact on the lives of the next few years. In the north of Jakarta, groundwater
has been intrusion by sea water, making it unfit for consumption. Not only occur in areas north of Jakarta alone, but also
occurs in a large number of places in Jakarta. The more the amount of space resulted in a place built for pervasiveness in the
rain water to be reduced, giving rise to negative impacts such as flooding in the rainy season and lack of availability of water in
the dry season.
Studies and research on the extent and location of green space needs as catchment areas in Greater Jakarta to meet the needs of
domestic groundwater is a very important thing, because it can contribute to the business management of green space as
catchment areas in Jakarta.
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2. RESEARCH PURPOSE
The purpose of this research is to build Green Open Space Management Model as a Regional Catchment Area in order to
increase water availability in North Jakarta. The objectives of are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Studying the existence of the existing green open space and its ability to meet the needs of domestic groundwater
Prepare a map of the allocation of green open space potential as the recharge area in North Jakarta area
Develop Open Space Management Model Green as Regional Catchment areas in North Jakarta
Develop a scenario that required ground water adequacy in the management of green open space as a water catchment
areas in North Jakarta to maximize water absorption
To formulate policy recommendations as the management of green open space Catchment areas water in North Jakarta.

3. METHODOLOGY
The data required are obtained from the data: Secondary data data ground water infiltration rate distribution maps, spatial data
Lansat image, data on the number and rate of population growth, supply capacity of PAM and rainfall; Primary Data Field
study using GPS in green space sites in North Jakarta. Rainfall data used are rainfall data hourly with the listing from 2003 to
2007 (Data Center area Ciliwung Cisadane, Directorate General of Natural Resources Dep. PU) and monthly rainfall data from
1997 to 2006 from the observation station Meteorological Maritim Tanjung Priok.
The steps taken in this research procedure as follows:
1. Literature Review
2. Surveys and Data Collection
3. Analysis and Discussion
The calculation of the water needs of domestic (household) and domestic groundwater supplies in North Jakarta area on the
basis of assumptions as follows:
1. Domestic water needs in North Jakarta area accounted for 10 years, from 2006 to 2016
2. The need of water per capita in North Jakarta area amounted to 150 liters / day / person or 54.75 cubic meter per year
per people.
3. Ground water to meet domestic water demand in North Jakarta is obtained from the existing green space (2006),
green space plans and other potential originating from the lake or that there are in North Jakarta
4. Take into account also supplies piped in North Jakarta as a reduction of ground water needs
To take into account the existing green space area (in 2006) in North Jakarta with spatial analysis of land suitability map that is
in the image interpretation Lansat image Path / Row 122 064 1October 2006 using Erdas E 8.5 and Arc View 33.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The presence of green space that is in 2006 in North Jakarta area Based on the map of Jakarta lansat in 2006 created spatial
maps of land based on its designation of North Jakarta area. Spatial data processed using Erdas 3.3 perwilayah 85 and Arcview
project with the result:
Table 1 : Land Based Year 2006 Per-Purpose Zone Resapan in North Jakarta area

No.

Infiltration
Area

1
2
3
4
5
6

R8d
R9d
R10d
R11d
R12d
R13d

North Jakarta

Land Area (m2) in 2006
Green Open Space
(RTH)
4,477,832.77
5,607,871.00
2,278,085.04
2,359,123.64
4,117,661.22
8,848,514.51
27,689,088.19

Open Space

Lake

River

618,594.63
818,489.84
323,253.96
287,236.81
369,175.84
1,414,573.76

177,384.49
244,016.22
277,332.09
145,869.48
67,532.17
1,128,237.37

23,411.15
518,647.03
879,719.01
911,234.02
1,271,405.56
7,649,143.25

3,831,324.84

2,040,371.82

11,253,560.02

Green Open Space Area in 2006 is 27,689,088.19 square meters (19.4 %) of the broad area of North Jakarta. Area of Land is
open or 3,831,324.84 square meters or 2.75% Jakarta Area North of Area.
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Table 2 : Area of green space to the Area of North Jakarta in 2006
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Zone
Catchment
Area
R8d
R9d
R10d
R11d
R12d
R13d

Percentage
Land Area (square meter)
Green Open coefficient
Green Open
Total Area
Space (%)
Space
4,477,832.77
11,857,036.09
37.77
0.3777
5,607,871.00
20,168,429.36
27.81
0.2781
2,278,085.04
10,997,421.20
20.71
0.2071
2,359,123.64
14,271,947.07
16.53
0.1653
4,117,661.22
27,398,537.19
15.03
0.1503
8,848,514.51
54,862,229.09
16.13
0.1613

North Jakarta

27,689,088.19

139,555,600.00

19.84

0.1984

Potential green space allocation map as Regional Catchment Area in North Jakarta
Allocation as a potential green space catchment areas in North Jakarta is based on the value of the final infiltration rate, ground
water, population density and vast open areas in North Jakarta. The result can be seen in the following table.
Table 3 : Allocation of green space as a Regional Resapan Potential of Soil and Water Front Catchment area in North Jakarta area

No
1
2
3
4
5
6

final
Catchment
infiltration
area in North
rate
Jakarta
(cm/minute)
R9d
0.4
R10d
0.35
R11d
0.25
R12d
0.15
R13d
0.1
R8d
0.45

Surface
Ground
Water
(m)
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5

Open Land Catchment
Area (square
Area
meter)
Potential
1,413,900.00
618,300.00
818,100.00
323,100.00
287,100.00
369,000.00

IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV

Information
Low Potential
Low Potential
Low Potential
Low Potential
Low Potential
Low Potential

Table 4 : Allocation of green space as an Area of Potential Resapan of Population Densityin North Jakarta area

Sub District
Pademangan

y Catchment Area in North Jakarta
122.80

R8d

R9d

Penjaringan

50.17 R12d R13d

Cilincing

60.01

R8d

Tanjung Priok

124.48

Kelapa Gading

66.36

R10d R11d R12d R13d

R9d

R10d R11d R12d R13d

R8d

R9d

R10d R11d R12d R13d

R9d

R10d R11d R12d R13d

Based on the above table, the areas with the potential to be used as green space area in North Jakarta is an area that still has an
open area, has a low density medium (51-100 people / hectare) and medium potential areas and above (ground water> 6 m) for
North Jakarta area does not exist.
4.1. Green Open Space Management Model as a Regional Territory Catchment Area North Jakarta
Dynamic Model Management as a Regional Resapan green space in North Jakarta area is made by taking into account the
domestic water needs for 10 years ie the year 2006 to 2016 with per capita water demand amounts to 150 liters / day / person
or 54.75 cubic meter per year per people. Ground water to meet domestic water demand is obtained from the existing green
space (in 2006), green space plan, other potential originating from the lake or that there are in North Jakarta and also taking
into account the supply of PAM in North Jakarta as a reduction of ground water needs . By Stella Research 8 Dynamic
Management Model is prepared as a regional green space Catchment Area in North Jakarta area as shown in Figure below.
Based on the above table, the areas with the potential to be used as green space area in North Jakarta is an area that still has an
open area, has a low density medium (51-100 people / hectare) and medium potential areas and above (surface ground water is
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more 6 meter) for North Jakarta area does not exist.
K9d

K8d

R8d

K10d

K11d

R9d

K12d

R10d

K13d

R11d
R12d

Kekrgn JakPus
RTH Renc

R13d

Kekrgn JakSel

Kekrgn JakTimKekrgn JakBar

C
Crh Hjn
Utara

JakPus%

Pasokan ke Wil lain
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PAM

Kebut Air Domestik

d9d

Vol PAM
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f 10d
f 12d
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f 11d

d12d

Penduduk
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JakBar%
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Potensi Lain

Luas DanauSitu

Figure 1 : Model Management Green as Regional Open Space District,North Jakarta

Results from the model calculation above obtained results as follows:
a) The population of North Jakarta for 10 years (2006-2016)
b) The number of domestic water needs of residents of North Jakarta for 10 years (2006-2016)
c) Number of supply PAM North Jakarta residents for 10 years (2006-2016)
d) The amount of ground water supplies from lakes or there in North Jakarta for 10 years (2006-2016)
e) The amount of ground water supplies of green space in 2006 in North Jakarta
The results of model calculations presented in the following table:
Table 5 : Total Population of North Jakarta for 10 years (2006-2016)

Year

Population Growth

Population in North Jakarta

(people/year)

(people/year)

2006

1,180.97

1,180,967.00

2007

1,182.15

1,182,147.97

2008

1,183.33

1,183,330.11

2009

1,184.51

1,184,513.45

2010

1,185.70

1,185,697.96

2011

1,186.88

1,186,883.66

2012

1,188.07

1,188,070.54

2013

1,189.26

1,189,258.61

Table 6 : Number of Domestic Water Supplies Residents in North Jakarta for 10 years (2006-2016)
JAKARTA CENTER
Years

Population Growth

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
Final

1,494.16
1,496.70
1,499.25
1,501.79
1,504.35
1,506.90
1,509.47
1,512.03
1,514.60
1,517.18
1,519.76

Population
878,918.00
880,412.16
881,908.86
883,408.11
884,909.90
886,414.25
887,921.15
889,430.62
890,942.65
892,457.25
893,974.43
895,494.19

Domestic Waters
Needs
48,120,760.50
48,202,565.79
48,284,510.15
48,366,593.82
48,448,817.03
48,531,180.02
48,613,683.03
48,696,326.29
48,779,110.04
48,862,034.53
48,945,099.99
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Table 7 : Total Supply PAM Residents in North Jakarta for 10 years (2006-2016)
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Tabel 8 :

Increase PAM

Supply PAM in North Jakarta

(cubic meter/year)
-226,206.18
-225,504.94
-224,805.87
-224,108.97
-223,414.23
-222,721.65
-222,031.21
-221,342.92
-220,656.75
-219,972.72
-219,290.80

(cubic meter/year)
72,969,734.00
72,743,527.82
72,518,022.89
72,293,217.02
72,069,108.04
71,845,693.81
71,622,972.16
71,400,940.95
71,179,598.03
70,958,941.27
70,738,968.56

Jumlah Pasokan Air Tanah dari Danau atau Situ di Wilayah Jakarta Utara During 10 Year (2006-2016)

3,178,899.30
3,178,899.30
3,178,899.30
3,178,899.30
3,178,899.30
3,178,899.30
3,178,899.30
3,178,899.30
3,178,899.30
3,178,899.30

Table 9 : Ground Water Supply of green space in 2006 in North Jakarta area

Year

b

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Volume of Ground Water from
Existing Area Green Open
Green Open Space in 2006, North
Space in (2006)
Jakarta
(square meter)
(cubic/year)
27,689,088.18
43139599.38
27,689,088.18
43139599.38
27,689,088.18
43139599.38
27,689,088.18
43139599.38
27,689,088.18
43139599.38
27,689,088.18
43139599.38
27,689,088.18
43139599.38
27,689,088.18
43139599.38
27,689,088.18
43139599.38
27,689,088.18
43139599.38
27,689,088.18
43139599.38

Scenario Management of green space as an area of North Jakarta District Resapan
Based on the results management model for processing of green space as a catchment area in North Jakarta is prepared 5
alternative green space management scenarios in order to meet the needs of domestic groundwater that is with the following
results:
Scenario 1: Area of green space like a vast green space there in 2006 and the Supply Lake / lakes in 2006
Area of existing green space in the year 2006 amounted to 27,689,088.18 m2 or 19.84% by volume of ground water produced
by 43,139,599.38 m3/thn while other potential volume of supply from the lake / it amounted to 3,178,899, 30 m3/thn. So the
existing green space in 2006 and other potential of the lake / there is only capable of supplying the domestic needs of ground
water in 2006 until 2016 approximately 70.92% -71.64%, just as shown in following table
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Table 10 : Groundwater Supply of the existing green space in 2006 and Supply Lake / lakes in 2006 in North Jakarta area
Year

Water need in North Jakarta
(m3/thn)

2006

64,657,943.25

2007

64,722,601.19

2008

64,787,323.79

2009

64,852,111.12

2010

64,916,963.23

2011

64,981,880.19

2012

65,046,862.07

2013

65,111,908.93

2014

65,177,020.84

2015

65,242,197.86

2016

65,307,440.06

Table 11 : Total Supply PAM Residents in North Jakarta for 10 years (2006-2016)
Increase Demand PAM

Year

Supply PAM in North Jakarta

(m3/thn)
-226,206.18
-225,504.94
-224,805.87
-224,108.97
-223,414.23
-222,721.65
-222,031.21
-221,342.92
-220,656.75
-219,972.72
-219,290.80

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

(cubic meter/year)
72,969,734.00
72,743,527.82
72,518,022.89
72,293,217.02
72,069,108.04
71,845,693.81
71,622,972.16
71,400,940.95
71,179,598.03
70,958,941.27
70,738,968.56

Table 12 : Number of Ground Water Supply from Lake or Situ in North Jakarta area for 10 years (2006 to 2016)

Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

t
(cubic meter/ year)
3,178,899.30
3,178,899.30
3,178,899.30
3,178,899.30
3,178,899.30
3,178,899.30
3,178,899.30
3,178,899.30
3,178,899.30
3,178,899.30
3,178,899.30

Table 13 : Number of Ground Water Supply of green space in 2006 in North Jakarta area
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Existing Green Open
Space Area in 2006
(square meter)

Year

27,689,088.18
27,689,088.18
27,689,088.18
27,689,088.18
27,689,088.18
27,689,088.18
27,689,088.18
27,689,088.18

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Volume of Ground water from
existing Green Open Space in
2006, North Jakarta
(cubic/year)
43139599.38
43139599.38
43139599.38
43139599.38
43139599.38
43139599.38
43139599.38
43139599.38

Scenario Management of green space as an area of North Jakarta District Resapan Based on the results management model for
processing of green space as a catchment area in North Jakarta is prepared 5 alternative green space management scenarios in
order to meet the needs of domestic groundwater that is with the following result
Scenario Management of green space as an area of North Jakarta District Resapan Based on the results management model for
processing of green space as a catchment area in North Jakarta is prepared 5 alternative green space management scenarios in
order to meet the needs of domestic groundwater that is with the following results:
Scenario 1: Area of green space like a vast green space there in 2006 and the Supply Lake / lakes in 2006 Area of existing
green space in the year 2006 amounted to 27,689,088.18 m2 or 19.84% by volume of ground water produced by 43,139,599.38
m3/thn while other potential volume of supply from the lake / it amounted to 3,178,899, 30 m3/thn. So the existing green space
in 2006 and other potential of the lake / there is only capable of supplying the domestic needs of ground water in 2006 until
2016 approximately 70.92% -71.64%, just as shown in following table.
Table 14 : Groundwater Supply of the existing green space in 2006 and Supply Lake / lakes in 2006 in North Jakarta area

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

No

242,058.04
242,058.04
242,058.04
242,058.04
242,058.04

Zone Catchment
Area

1
2
3
4
5
6

R6c
R7c
R7d
R8c
R8d
R9c

407,843.60
407,843.60
407,843.60
407,843.60
407,843.60

15,193,730.73
16,188,375.38
17,148,960.45
18,076,768.72
18,973,034.82

Land area (square meter)
Open Area
186,267.71
43,192.51
17,996.88
9,898.28
22,496.10
2,699.53

Total Area
2,851,949.97
1,453,701.09
1,928,883.90
5,950,003.25
4,222,189.92
2,945,797.28

14,785,887.13
15,780,531.78
16,741,116.85
17,668,925.12
18,565,191.22

Persentage Open
Area (%)

6.53
2.97
0.93
0.17
0.53
0.09

Coef.
0.0653
0.0297
0.0093
0.0017
0.0053
0.0009

Scenario 2: Relying on domestic water supply needs of the population only from PAM alone North Jakarta PAM supply
capable of supplying the domestic needs of ground water exceeds the needs of approximately 108.32% - 112.86%, just as
shown in the table below. So the needs of domestic groundwater North Jakarta had to be fulfilled from the supply of PAM
alone.
Domestic Water Supply Needs
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Table 15 : : Residents only from PAM alone in North Jakarta area

Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Kebut Air
PersenDomestik
tase KeterJakarta Utara cukupan
cubic meter/ year
(m3/thn)
%
72,969,734.00
64,657,943.25
112.86
72,743,527.82
64,722,601.19
112.39
72,518,022.89
64,787,323.79
111.93
72,293,217.02
64,852,111.12
111.47
72,069,108.04
64,916,963.23
111.02
71,845,693.81
64,981,880.19
110.56
71,622,972.16
65,046,862.07
110.11
71,400,940.95
65,111,908.93
109.66
71,179,598.03
65,177,020.84
109.21
70,958,941.27
65,242,197.86
108.76
70,738,968.56
65,307,440.06
108.32
Supply PAM
North Jakarta

Scenario 3: Area of green space like a vast green space available in 2006, Supply Lake / lakes in 2006 and PAM Ground water
supplies from the existing green space in 2006, another potential of the lake / situ, North Jakarta, PAM is able to supply the
needs of domestic groundwater exceeds the needs of approximately 179.24% - 184.49% only, as shown in the table below.
Groundwater Supply
Table 16 : The existing green space in 2006, Supply Lake / lakes in 2006 and PAM in North Jakarta area

Volume Air
Tanah dari RTH
Tahun yang Ada (2006)
Jakarta Utara
(m3/thn)
2006
43.139.599,38
2007
43.139.599,38
2008
43.139.599,38
2009
43.139.599,38
2010
43.139.599,38
2011
43.139.599,38
2012
43.139.599,38
2013
43.139.599,38
2014
43.139.599,38
2015
43.139.599,38
2016
43.139.599,38

Volume Air
Potensi Lain
(Danau/Situ)
Jakarta Utara
(m3/thn)
3.178.899,30
3.178.899,30
3.178.899,30
3.178.899,30
3.178.899,30
3.178.899,30
3.178.899,30
3.178.899,30
3.178.899,30
3.178.899,30
3.178.899,30

Pasokan PAM
Jakarta Utara

Total

(m3/thn)
72.969.734,00
72.743.527,82
72.518.022,89
72.293.217,02
72.069.108,04
71.845.693,81
71.622.972,16
71.400.940,95
71.179.598,03
70.958.941,27
70.738.968,56

(m3/thn)
119.288.232,68
119.062.026,50
118.836.521,57
118.611.715,70
118.387.606,72
118.164.192,49
117.941.470,84
117.719.439,63
117.498.096,71
117.277.439,95
117.057.467,24

Kebut Air
PersenDomestik
tase KeterJakarta Utara cukupan
(m3/thn)
64.657.943,25
64.722.601,19
64.787.323,79
64.852.111,12
64.916.963,23
64.981.880,19
65.046.862,07
65.111.908,93
65.177.020,84
65.242.197,86
65.307.440,06

%
184,49
183,96
183,43
182,90
182,37
181,84
181,32
180,80
180,28
179,76
179,24

Scenario 4: Area of green space consists of green space plus a plan on potential areas of existing green space in 2006, Supply
Lake / lakes in 2006 and PAM Because in scenario 3 ground water supply exceeds domestic needs which is about 179.24% 184.49%, is not needed anymore additional green space plan, as shown in the table below.
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year

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Table 17 : Water Supply Plan Land of green space, green space available in 2006,
Supply Lake / lakes in 2006 and PAM in North Jakarta area
Green
Open
Volume
Vol PAM + RTH
space Percen- Green Open
Adequacy
2006 + Another
Domestic water
Excess North
Plan
tage Space plan,
Total
PercenPotential North
needs
Jakarta
Area,
luas
North
tage
Jakarta
North
Jakarta
Jakarta
(m2)
%
(m3/year)
(m3/year)
(m3/year)
(m3/year)
%
(m3/year)
0
0
0 119,288,232.68 119,288,233
64,657,943.25 184.49123 54,630,289.43
0
0
0 119,062,026.50 119,062,027
64,722,601.19 183.95742 54,339,425.31
0
0
0 118,836,521.57 118,836,522
64,787,323.79 183.42558 54,049,197.78
0
0
0 118,611,715.70 118,611,716
64,852,111.12 182.89569 53,759,604.58
0
0
0 118,387,606.72 118,387,607
64,916,963.23 182.36775 53,470,643.49
0
0
0 118,164,192.49 118,164,192
64,981,880.19 181.84176 53,182,312.30
0
0
0 117,941,470.84 117,941,471
65,046,862.07 181.31769 52,894,608.77
0
0
0 117,719,439.63 117,719,440
65,111,908.93 180.79556 52,607,530.70
0
0
0 117,498,096.71 117,498,097
65,177,020.84 180.27534 52,321,075.87
0
0
0 117,277,439.95 117,277,440
65,242,197.86 179.75703 52,035,242.09
0
0
0 117,057,467.24 117,057,467
65,307,440.06 179.24063 51,750,027.18

Scenario 5: Area of green space plan consists of green space, green space available in 2006, Supply Lake / lakes in 2006, PAM
and supply of green space plus another Region
Under scenario 4 domestic ground water supply exceeds demand there is for m3/thn 51,750,027.18 - 54,630,289.43 m3/thn.
Excess domestic supply of ground water can not be used to supply other areas because of the hydrological aspects of the North
Jakarta does not affect other areas because it is an area which is the bottom of the release area. Existing ground water can be
used as filler to prevent ground water intrusion of sea water.
Table 18 : Excess Water Supply Area of Land in North Jakarta
Year

Excess North Jakarta

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

(cubic meter/year)
54,630,289.43
54,339,425.31
54,049,197.78
53,759,604.58
53,470,643.49
53,182,312.30
52,894,608.77
52,607,530.70
52,321,075.87
52,035,242.09
51,750,027.18

Recommendations Management of green space as an area of North Jakarta District Catchment Area
Based on the model and scenario management of green space as a catchment area in North Jakarta to recommend any of the
following :
1. If you rely on the existing green space area and the potential of the lake and there is ground water that is produced do not
meet domestic water needs of North Jakarta area residents because ketercukupannya years 2006-2016 only 70.92% 71.64%
2. Supply PAM North Jakarta has been very inadequate domestic water needs of the population, so that you no longer need
additional green space plan
3. While the existing green space in 2006 (19.84% area of North Jakarta) should be maintained because the ground water
produced can be used as filler to prevent ground water intrusion of sea water.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
5.1. Conclusion
Based on the analysis and discussion that has been done, it can be concluded among other things:
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1.
2.

3.

4.

The existence of the existing green open space (yr 2006) in North Jakarta amounted 27,689,088.19 m2 (19.84% area of
North Jakarta) and its ability to meet the needs of domestic groundwater.
Green Open Space Allocation potential as the recharge area in North Jakarta area who still have an open area, has a low
density medium (51-100 people / ha) and medium potential areas and above (ground water> 6 m) to the North Jakarta area
does not exist .
Scenario adequacy of ground water required in the management of green open space as a water catchment areas in North
Jakarta to maximize water absorption is as follows:
a. Scenario 1: Area of green space like a vast green space there in 2006 and the Supply Lake / lakes in 2006 Existing
green space in 2006 and other potential of the lake / there is only capable of supplying the domestic needs of ground
water in 2006 until 2016 approximately 70.92% -71.64% only
b. Scenario 2: Relying on domestic water supply needs of the population only from PAM alone North Jakarta PAM
supply capable of supplying the domestic needs of ground water exceeds the needs of approximately 108.32% 112.86% only
c. Scenario 3: Area of green space like a vast green space available in 2006, Supply Lake / lakes in 2006 and PAM
Ground water supplies from the existing green space in 2006, another potential of the lake / situ, North Jakarta, PAM
is able to supply the needs of domestic groundwater exceeds the needs of approximately 179.24% - 184.49% only
d. Scenario 4: Area of green space consists of green space plus a plan on potential areas of existing green space in 2006,
Supply Lake / lakes in 2006 and PAM Domestic ground water supply exceeds demand which is about 179.24% 184.49%, is not needed anymore additional green space plan
e. Scenario 5: Area of green space plan consists of green space, green space available in 2006, Supply Lake / lakes in
2006, PAM and supply of green space plus another Region Excess domestic supply of ground water can not be used
to supply other areas because of the hydrological aspects of the North Jakarta does not affect other areas because it is
an area which is the bottom of the release area. Existing ground water can be used as filler to prevent ground water
intrusion of sea water.
Recommendations green open space management policy as a water catchment areas in North Jakarta area while
maintaining the existing green space that serves as a regional ground water charging to prevent the intrusion of sea water
and add green space located on the edge panatai in the form of mangrove forests to prevent abrasion.

5.2. Advice
Based on the results of research, discussion and conclusions, it is necessary to recommended further research is needed about
the function and need for green space in North Jakarta in order to prevent intrusion of sea water.
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ABSTRACT
Peoples’ activities living in an urban may result a big amount of air pollution, thus such condition really needs an ecological
improvement in order to establish efforts of micro-climate mitigation. The growth of Yogyakarta Urban Area (YUA) has urged
the increasing of micro-climate, especially its temperature. One of the efforts to decrease the temperature of the urban is by
establishing the development of green open space (GOS). An ideal urban area based on Regulation No.26, 2007, on the
management of minimum area has to have 30% of GOS from the total extent of an area. The image interpretation resulted
from IKONOS satellite in 2009 showed that YUA still has 43,36% GOS from the total extent of the area.. In fact, based on the
survey result (2010) there are still areas which contain high temperature during the day (more than 36,5 C). This condition
proves that an important factor related to GOS is the canopy density, except the extent of the area. The existing canopy density
still dominantly remains between low and middle level with a lack of evenly GOS distribution. Condition of micro-climate is
also influenced by population and building density. By applying GIS analysis with overlay technique-based among the three
factors, it is determined the priority zone of GOS development in YUA. The analysis result showed that there are 38,82 % area
which have low priority, 32,38 % of middle priority, and the rest is 28,80 % of very high priority to be developed as GOS. The
land conversion is bigger and has high potency on prívate sector, thus GOS development needs to be establish on public
sector, such as the making of urban park, green-path line, urban forest, and others. The lack of land area may be overcome by
maintaining perpetual rice field, optimalization towards the use of state land and buildings, and the engineering of land which
has dense buildings. Community empowerment strategy, application of insentive - disinsentive mechanism, and efforts of GOS
productivity improvement can be appropriate to make those efforts become implementative.
Keywords
Green Open Space, Urban Heat Island, Yogyakarta
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ABSTRACT
High population growth and limited land Owned by Causing the growth of physical development in the city of Jakarta is done
by converting agricultural land, forests and other open space to land awoke with pavement and building structures. This
decreases the area of green open space (green open space) so That the space is reduced water infiltration. With the above
issues, the aims to find green open space requirements needed for the Jakarta area is the recharge area in order to meet the
needs of domestic groundwater. Used the method is to create a spatial model of spatial dynamics, spacious and presence of
existing green open space requires spatial data Lansat image. Green open space required as recharge areas using data on the
number and rate of population growth, per capita total water consumption, supply capacity of PAM, the potential of the lake
or away, annual rainfall and potential green open space allocation. Based on the discussions That there then cans be found
With an estimated population of DKI Jakarta Until the year 2016 = 7,804,846, then the domestic water needs of the population
That year (2016) amounted to 427,315,322.20 m3/year.The total green open space needed to meet domestic water needs of
Jakarta in 2016 is 16,180.54 hectares or 24.92% of the total area of DKI Jakarta.
Keywords
Green Open Space, recharge area, the Soil Water Domestic

1. INTRODUCTION
Now, Jakarta has more water loss compare to several decades ago. This is happened because of reducing open spaces as areas
for water penetrating into soil. Many open spaces have been converted into built-up spaces. This purpose is to meet the
socioeconomic needs of the urban population itself.
In many ways, increasing of soil hardening is not accompanied by an effort to add the penetration of water into soil to
compensate equally amount if there is no hardening activity. Many agricultural and forest areas previously acted as areas for
penetrating of rain water into the soil naturally has changed due to the building on or reducing vegetation. Reducing of ground
water supply will cause clear decreasing of ground water level. The negative impact of this phenomenon is very large. In
addition to the more expensive supplies of ground as water source of clean water, it is also causing sea water intrusion into the
mainland, as it is now found in Northern Jakarta.

2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The purpose of the study were:
(1) Assess the presence of existing green open space and its ability to meet the needs of domestic groundwater.
(2) Assess the needs of local green open space as Recharge Area to Meet the Needs of Domestic Ground Water in Jakarta
area.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW
3.1. Green Open Space
Open space is defined as a space in cities or urban areas, in the form of an area or region, with the open space utilization
characterized with no built-up space, very low density built-up space, an/or very low altitude space. Green open space is open
space filled naturally or cultivated by green plants or vegetation such as agricultural and plantation plants.
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3.2. The function of green open space
The functions of green open space are:
1.
As a medium to maintain the sustainability of ecosystem functions and environmental conservation in urban areas
2.
As a refuge of plant seeds (germplasm). With the green open spaces, the seeds of plants will be saved from
environmental destruction.
3.
As ground water recharge area. Ground water is vital for human needs. Based on observation, ground water in many
large cities have mixed with seawater. Sea water has seeped into land. Examples, seawater in the Jakarta city has seeped
into around National Monument area.
4.
As a medium to improve local climate.
5.
As the lungs of the city. This is other benefit except greenery view..
6.
As an area for sports and recreation. In the green open spaces, urban communities will carry out sports easily.
Therefore, it also has function as a medium to improve urban communities’ health.
7.
As a medium to create greenery, freshness, health, cleanliness and beauty of the city.
3.3. Green Open Space as Recharge Area
In the urban forest area, plant root systems and litters turn into humus will enlarge the number of soil pores. The humus is more
hygroscopic with a great ability to absorb water (Bernatzky, 1978) so that the moisture of forest land will increase.
Upstream serve as water catchment areas, they should be planted with crops have low evapotranspiration. In addition, root
system and litters can improve soil porosity so that a lot of rain water will infiltrate into the soil and only a little of water will
become runoff.
If heavy rain occurs, the rain water will seep down into the deeper layers of soil to be water infiltration and ground water.
Thus, forest city built on water catchment areas of the city will be able to overcome the problem of water with producing good
quality water.
Wide of green open space required as a place to infiltrate water can be calculated by using a modified approach based on the
water needs of the urban forest area (Fakuara, 1987):
La = Po. K (1 + r - c) t - PAM – Pa
z
La
: wide of urban forest to be built
Po
: total population
K
: water consumption per capita (l / day)
r
: rate of increase in water consumption
c
: controlling factor
PAM : water companies supply capacity
t
: year
Pa
: potential soil water
z
: the ability of urban forests in storing water

(1)

4. METHODOLOGY
Data preparing is the first activity in this study. The secondary data obtained are ground water, distribution maps of infiltration
rate, spatial data, Landsat image, the number and rate of population growth, supply capacity of PAM (Drinking Water
Company) and rainfall. Rainfall data used are hourly data from 2003 to 2007 and monthly data from 1997 to 2006.
The steps taken in this research as follows:
1). Literature Review
2). Surveys and Data Collection
3). Analysis and Discussion
The calculation of the water needs of domestic (households) and domestic groundwater supplies based on the assumptions as
follows:
The calculation was made each region (for 5 areas of DKI Jakarta)
Domestic water needs were calculated for 10 years from 2006 to 2016
Water requirement per capita was of 150 liters/day/person or 54.75 m3/year/person
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Ground water to meet domestic water needs was obtained from the existing green open space (in 2006), planned green
open space and other potential water from the lake or situ in DKI Jakarta, and
Water supply from PAM Jakarta in DKI Jakarta as a reducer factor of ground water needs
The wide of existing green open space area (in 2006) was obtained by spatial analysis of land suitability map. In this analysis,
Landsat images were interpretated by using Erdas E 8.5 and Arc View 3.3.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1. Existing Area of green open space in 2006 and the Water Meets the Land Domestic Capabilities
Based on the map of Jakarta lansat in 2006 created spatial maps of land based on its designation of Jakarta area. The result of
spatial data processing by using Erdas 85 and Arcview 3.3:
Table 1 Area of existing green open space (in 2006) in the Jakarta area

Year

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Percentag
Area of existing Area of existing Area of existing Area of existing Area of existing Area of existing e of green
green open
green open
green open
green open
green open
green open space
open
space in 2006
space in 2006
space in 2006
space in 2006
space in 2006
in 2006 DKI
space in
Central Jakarta
West Jakarta
North Jakarta
South Jakarta
East Jakarta
Jakarta
2006 DKI
Jakarta
hectares
531,36
531,36
531,36
531,36
531,36
531,36
531,36
531,36
531,36
531,36
531,36

hectares
2.233,41
2.233,41
2.233,41
2.233,41
2.233,41
2.233,41
2.233,41
2.233,41
2.233,41
2.233,41
2.233,41

hectares
2.768,91
2.768,91
2.768,91
2.768,91
2.768,91
2.768,91
2.768,91
2.768,91
2.768,91
2.768,91
2.768,91

hectares
4.636,81
4.636,81
4.636,81
4.636,81
4.636,81
4.636,81
4.636,81
4.636,81
4.636,81
4.636,81
4.636,81

hectares
5.857,58
5.857,58
5.857,58
5.857,58
5.857,58
5.857,58
5.857,58
5.857,58
5.857,58
5.857,58
5.857,58

hectares
16.028,05
16.028,05
16.028,05
16.028,05
16.028,05
16.028,05
16.028,05
16.028,05
16.028,05
16.028,05
16.028,05

%
24,68
24,68
24,68
24,68
24,68
24,68
24,68
24,68
24,68
24,68
24,68

Based on the calculation of the domestic (household) water needs and domestic groundwater supplies in the Jakarta area as
shown below:
Table 2 The Domestic Water Needs and Domestic Ground Water Supply of the Jakarta area

Ye ar

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Dome stic W ate r
Ne e ds DKI
Jakarta

(m3/year)
622.927.577,00
625.989.352,67
629.071.362,20
632.173.745,86
635.296.644,85
638.440.201,42
641.604.558,80
644.789.861,23
647.996.253,95
651.223.883,27
654.472.896,50

O the r
Volume of Ground
Pote ntial
W ate r from
Supply PAM DKI
Volume of
Existing RTH
Jakarta
W ate r (Lake /
(2006) DKI
lake s) DKI
Jakarta
Jakarta

(m3/year)
163.554.874,00
164.509.926,49
165.635.913,61
166.938.908,85
168.425.541,44
170.103.027,84
171.979.205,45
174.062.569,23
176.362.310,98
178.888.361,61
181.651.436,78

(m3/year)
311.538.799,69
311.538.799,69
311.538.799,69
311.538.799,69
311.538.799,69
311.538.799,69
311.538.799,69
311.538.799,69
311.538.799,69
311.538.799,69
311.538.799,69

(m3/year)
5.086.613,56
5.086.613,56
5.086.613,56
5.086.613,56
5.086.613,56
5.086.613,56
5.086.613,56
5.086.613,56
5.086.613,56
5.086.613,56
5.086.613,56

Pe rce ntage
ade quacy

%
77,08
76,86
76,66
76,49
76,35
76,24
76,15
76,10
76,08
76,09
76,13
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5.2. Area of green open space and Capability Plan Meets Domestic Ground Water
To meet domestic groundwater needs, DKI Jakarta still need more additional green open space called planned green open
space in West Jakarta (Kembangan and Cengkareng Districts) in 2006 and in East Jakarta (Cipayung District) in 2016. The
area wide and volume of produced water are shown in Tabel 3 and 4.
Table 3 Area of green open space in each area Plan Needed in DKI Jakarta

Year

Green Open
Green Open
Space Plan
Space Plan Area
Area for The
for The West
Center
Jakarta
Jakarta
hectares

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Green Open
Space Plan
Area for The
North Jakarta

hectares
135,38
135,38
135,38
135,38
135,38
135,38
135,38
135,38
135,38
135,38
135,38

-

hectares

Green Open Green Open
Green Open
Space Plan
Space Plan Space Plan Area
Area for The Area for The
for The DKI
South Jakarta East Jakarta
Jakarta
hectares

-

hectares
-

17,11

hectares
135,38
135,38
135,38
135,38
135,38
135,38
135,38
135,38
135,38
135,38
152,49

Percentage of
Green Open
Space Plan for
DKI Jakarta
%
0,21
0,21
0,21
0,21
0,21
0,21
0,21
0,21
0,21
0,21
0,23

Table 4 Volume of Green Open Space Plan Needed in each area of DKI Jakarta

Year

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

The Volume of
Green Open
Space Plan in
Center Jakarta
(m3/thn)
-

The Volume of
Green Open
Space Plan in
West Jakarta
(m3/thn)
2.011.065,84
2.011.065,84
2.011.065,84
2.011.065,84
2.011.065,84
2.011.065,84
2.011.065,84
2.011.065,84
2.011.065,84
2.011.065,84
2.011.065,84

The Volume of
Green Open
Space Plan in
North Jakarta
(m3/thn)
-

The Volume of The Volume of
Green Open
Green Open
Space Plan in
Space Plan in
South Jakarta
East Jakarta
(m3/thn)
(m3/thn)
354.215,58

The Volume of
Green Open
Space Plan in
DKI Jakarta
(m3/thn)
2.011.065,84
2.011.065,84
2.011.065,84
2.011.065,84
2.011.065,84
2.011.065,84
2.011.065,84
2.011.065,84
2.011.065,84
2.011.065,84
2.365.281,42

Based on water needs of domestic soil, the total green open space as catchment areas to meet domestic ground water are shown
in Table 5 below.
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Table 5 Total Green Open Space to Meet Domestic Ground Water Needs in DKI Jakarta

Ye ar

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Are a Gre e n
O pe n Space
Ne e ds In
C e ntral
Jakarta

(Hectares)
531,36
531,36
531,36
531,36
531,36
531,36
531,36
531,36
531,36
531,36
531,36

Are a Gre e n
O pe n Space
Ne e ds In We st
Jakarta

Open Space

Open Space

Open Space

Open Space

Ne e ds In North
Jakarta

Ne e ds In South
Jakarta

Ne e ds In East
Jakarta

Ne e ds In DKI
Jakarta

Pe rce ntage
O f Gre e n
O pe n Space
O f DKI
Jakarta

(Hectares)
2.368,79
2.368,79
2.368,79
2.368,79
2.368,79
2.368,79
2.368,79
2.368,79
2.368,79
2.368,79
2.368,79

(Hectares)
2.768,91
2.768,91
2.768,91
2.768,91
2.768,91
2.768,91
2.768,91
2.768,91
2.768,91
2.768,91
2.768,91

(Hectares)
4.636,81
4.636,81
4.636,81
4.636,81
4.636,81
4.636,81
4.636,81
4.636,81
4.636,81
4.636,81
4.636,81

(Hectares)
16.163,43
16.163,43
16.163,43
16.163,43
16.163,43
16.163,43
16.163,43
16.163,43
16.163,43
16.163,43
16.180,54

%
24,89
24,89
24,89
24,89
24,89
24,89
24,89
24,89
24,89
24,89
24,92

Are a Green

Are a Green

Are a Green

(Hectares)
5.857,58
5.857,58
5.857,58
5.857,58
5.857,58
5.857,58
5.857,58
5.857,58
5.857,58
5.857,58
5.874,68

Are a Green

6. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
Results of research can be concluded i.e.:
1. Wide area of green open space in 2006 is 16,028.05 Hectares or 24.68% of DKI Jakarta area. This area can produce
ground water volume is 311,538,799.69 m3/year (74.10% -77.09% sufficiency). This is minimum green open space
which must be maintained to meet the needs of domestic groundwater.
2. Existing green open space in 2006 (24.68% of Jakarta area) should be maintained to meet domestic water needs of
Jakarta residents. In 2006, Jakarta needs to add green open space in Kembangan and Cengkareng Districts, West
Jakarta (0.21% of DKI Jakarta). In 2016, green open space sholud be added in Cipayung District, East Jakarta (0.23%
of Jakarta).
3. The total green open space (planned green open space + green open space 2006) are needed to meet the needs of
domestic groundwater of DKI Jakarta in 2006-2015 is approximately 24.89% of Jakarta and in 2016 is 24.92% of
Jakarta.
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ABSTRACT
Clean Development Mechanism as one of the instruments in the climate alteration mitigation at present is the only flexible
mechanism that involved developing countries in their implementation. CDM owns two main intentions, such as: to help
developing countries as a host of CDM project to achieve sustainable development; and to help developed or established
countries to decrease the target of their emission (may not possibly fulfilled in their home country) by taking credit from the
decrease of emission produced from the projects carried in the developing countries. Total landfill methane emissions in 19952010 amounted to 1661.6 Piyungan tCO2e with methane gas utilization in 2011-2019 to reduce methane emissions by 447,919
tCO2e generate electricity of 24,605,124 KwH / tCO2e with the number of CERs worth Rp.44.344.005.790. With the
implementation of CDM Landfill IRR of 20.32% Piyungan greater than the benchmark rate (BI Rate) is currently at 6.5%, then
NPV is positive, it means that this activity is eligible to run and return on capital activities in 2015, total payback amount of
Rp. 15,408,909,401. Year 2011-2019 emission reduction potential of 447,919 tCO2e.
Keywords
Clean Development Mechanism, methane emission, reduction emission methane

1. INTRODUCTION
Clean Development Mechanism as one of the instruments in the climate alteration mitigation at present is the only flexible
mechanism that involved developing countries in their implementation. CDM owns two main intentions, such as: to help
developing countries as a host of CDM project to achieve sustainable development; and to help developed or established
countries to decrease the target of their emission (may not possibly fulfilled in their home country) by taking credit from the
decrease of emission produced from the projects carried in the developing countries. This mechanism is to decrease emission
from its sources, to decrease content of GRK in the atmosphere, and sustainable development approach. This mechanism is
sustainable seeing from the aspect of environment, social and economy. The gas categorized as GRK is the most influenced
ones, either directly or indirectly, against the effect of glass house. The gases contain carbon dioxide (CO2), methane gas
(CH4), nitrogen oxide (N2O), Chlorofluorocarbon (CFC). Methane gas is one of the glass-house gases derived from the
decomposition process of anaerobic organic solid waste. The solid waste management that is not treated well will cause for
methane released into the air, and the enhancement of methane gas emission concentration (CH4) caused by the higher
emission speed compared with the lower methane.
The concentration of the largest greenhouse gas (anthropogenic), according to data from the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change) in 1995 are CO2 (carbon dioxide) at 358 ppm derived from fossil fuel combustion, changes in land use,
cement production and methane (CH4) at 1720 ppm derived from fossil fuel use, rice fields, farms and waste (landfill). Trend
methane emissions (CH4) tCO2-eq in the world which originated from the landfill, from 1990 of 550 increased 2-fold in the
year 2020 amounted to 910 if no intervention in the management of the landfill (Table 1).
Table 1. Trend in methane emissions (CH4) tCO2-eq Year 1996-2020
Source
1990
1995
2000
2005
2010
2015
Landfill Methane
550
585
590
635
700
795

2020
910

Source: (IPCC Inventory Guidelines Working Group III, 2007)
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One source of methane emissions are derived from landfill solid waste disposal. In the period of 2004-2008 amount of waste
disposed to landfill increased annually. Metro city like Jakarta, in 2004 the amount of waste dumped in landfill was 1,370,549
tons / year increased in 2008 to 1,408,129 tons/year. The amount of waste are relates to emissions of methane (CH4) produced.
Waste that is not managed properly, causes of greenhouse gas methane (CH4) released into the atmosphere.

2. METHOD
This research approach is quantitative non-experimental. This type is classified as descriptive research that aims to explain the
conditions of methane gas emission reductions through the implementation of CDM in the Piyungan landfill and describe the
role of CDM in waste management. Research conducted at the Piyungan landfill, between the period of July to November
2010. The population in this study are 15 collectors. Respondents are representative of the population in this case, stakeholders
in the implementation of CDM emission reductions of methane in the Piyungan landfill. Data obtained through a literature
study, field observation and in-depth interviews and focus will be analyzed with quantitative methods using descriptive
statistics. Descriptive analysis is intended to estimate the large amount of methane and methane emission reductions through
the implementation of CDM in the Piyungan landfill.
Table 2. Methods and analysis used to achieve the research objectives
No.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Research Objectives
Estimating the amount of methane emissions
from landfill waste landfill Piyungan.
Estimating methane emission reductions
through the implementation of CDM in the
landfill Piyun
Analyzing the economic benefits of reducing
methane emissions through the implementation
of CDM in landfill Piyungan.
Analyzing the role of CDM in the management
of waste in landfill Piyungan.
Analysing the management of waste in landfill
Piyungan after the implementation of CDM

Data Collection

Data Analysis Method

The literature study,
field visits.

Calculation Method IPCC 2006: (2006 IPCC
Guidlines for National Greenhouse Inventories
Chapter 3: Solid Waste Disposal)

The literature study,
field visits.

IPCC 2006 Calculation Method

Interviews, Library
Studies

Descriptive quantitative analysis and calculations

Interviews, Library
Studies
Interviews, Library
Studies

Quantitative Descriptive Analysis and Interviews
Quantitative Descriptive Analysis

Methane Emissions Calculation Method
Calculation method using the IPCC 2006 with some assumptions as follows:
Waste generation is relatively fixed
Composition of waste disposed to landfill is relatively fixed at Piyungan
Methane is released during the year since the waste disposed to Piyungan landfill
Climatic conditions are relatively fixed, there is no significant change
Value of error and the ratio of methane conversion specified in the IPCC method is acceptable as far as there is no
error value and the conversion ratio is more specific.
For the calculation worksheets contained with the following steps:
1. The first step, i.e data collection rubbish and waste composition on Piyungan landfill (secondary data).
2. The second step, estimates of DOC (degradable organic carbon) that is organic carbon waste which can decompose
by multiplying the composition of garbage with DOC i (degradable organic carbon in waste type i) is the fraction of
organic carbon biodegradable based waste composition (Table 2.2).
Table 3. DOC i values (IPCC, 2006)
No

Waste Composition

DOCi (wet waste)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Wood and wood products
Paper
Leftovers
Cloth
Waste from garden
Plastic, glass, metal and other debris

0,43
0,40
0,15
0,24
0,20
0,00

DOC = W i x DOC i …………………………………………………………….…………….(1)
DOC : fraction of organic carbon annually biodegradable, Gg C / g waste
DOC i : fraction of organic carbon based on the composition biodegradable
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3.

4.

The third step, estimate the type of Piyungan landfill (anaerobic treatment, aerobic treatment, no special processing),
then calculate DDCO m is the volume of organic carbon in landfill biodegradabled (Gg), using the formula:
DDOC m = W x DOC x DOC f x MCF …………………………………………….………….(2)
Where = DDOC m: generation of organic carbon in landfill biodegradabled, Giga gram
W: waste generation, Giga grams / year
DOC: fraction of organic carbon annually biodegradable, Gg C/g waste
DOC f: fraction of organic carbon biodegradable
MCF: Methane correction factor for aerobic decomposition per year
The fourth step (Appendix 2), calculate BECH4,SWDS,y is the initial conditions of methane emissions, according to the
formula:
BE CH4, SWDS, y = DDOC m x F x 16/12 x GWP CH4 ……………………………………………(3)
Where = BE CH4, SWDS, y: the potential for methane generation from waste (tCO2e)
DDOC m: biodegradable carbon organic waste in landfill
F
: fraction of methane produced from landfill
16/12 : The weight ratio of molecules
GWP CH4: greenhouse gas potential of CH 4

Values for parameters such as generation of methane emissions from organic fraction biodegradable carbon (DOC f), methane
correction factor for aerobic decomposition per year (MCF), the fraction of methane produced from landfill (F) can be seen in
Table 4.
Table 4.Methane Emissions generation parameters (IPCC, 2006)
No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Parameter
GWP CH4
DOCf
MCF
F
Molecular weight ratio

Value
21
0,5
0,8
0,5
16/12

Methane Emission Reduction Calculation Method
For data that are not available, use the error values provided in the method and use the value contained in the model equation
of damage (decay) and the errors in the IPCC method is acceptable as far as there are no errors and the conversion ratio that is
more specific. For the calculation of methane emission reductions are the steps as follows:
1. The first step, secondary data collection, data LFG, electricity consumption (CF y) and total electricity consumption
(ECP).
2. The second step, calculate the amount of CH 4 is destroyed, by the formula:
MD Project = BE CH4,SWDS,y x CF y x GWP CH4 …………………………………..…………….. (4)
Where = MD Project: the number of CH 4 that destroyed (tCH 4 ) (tCH4)
BE CH4, SWDS, y: the potential for methane generation from waste (tCO2e)
CFy
: electricity consumption (tCO 2 e)
3. The third step, calculating project emissions is the emissions produced from electricity consumption in the project,
according to the formula:
PE y = EC ELjy PJjy x EF x (1 + TDL Jy) …………………………………………………...……(5)
Where y = PE: emissions resulting from electricity consumption (tCO 2 e)
EC PJjy : total electricity consumption during the project (MWh)
EF
: emission factor of 0.891 (tCO 2 e / MWh)
TDLJy : Average technical transmission and distribution are lost during proyek project at 0.2
4. The fourth step, calculate the methane emission reduction
ER y = BE y - PE y …………………………………………………. …………………………(6)
Where y = ER: methane emission reduction (tCO 2 e)
BE y
: the potential for methane generation from waste (tCO2e)
PE y
: emissions resulting from electricity consumption (tCO2e)
Financial Calculation Method of Methane Gas Emission Reduction
For the financial assessment of the implementation of CDM Landfill at Piyungan using NPV (net present value), based on net
present value of the present value calculation flow of incoming funds (receipts) with the present value of outflows (expenses)
over the period of analysis and specific interest . Criteria for eligibility is if the present value or NPV> 0 or a positive NPV,
with the formula (Suparmoko, 2006):
NPV NPV = (ΣPV Income) - (ΣPV Expenditures) ………………………………………………………(7)
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Methods payback rate IRR (internal rate of return), is a guide value which is identical to how much interest rates can be given
by the investment compared to prevailing interest rates generally. The higher the IRR the better the benefits of the project, the
lower the IRR shows less and less feasible, according to the formula (Suparmoko, 2006):
IRR = Total Benefits - Total Costs
x 100% …………………………………………………………….(8)
Total Cost

3. DISCUSION
Piyungan landfill is a regional solid waste landfill with the service area coverage comes from the Agglomeration of
Yogyakarta, start in operations in January 1996. Piyungan landfill is located at RT 04 and Dukuh Bendo Ngablak and Dukuh
Watu Gender RT 05, Desa Sitimulyo, Piyungan Subdistrict, Bantul District, Yogyakarta Special Region with extensive land
area of 12.50 ha. Extensive use of landfills by 10 ha, divided into 3 zones, namely zone 1 is a passive zone with a land area of
1.5 ha with a depth of 20 m, zone 2 is also a passive zone, with a total area of 7.4 ha, the zone 2 is to be used as the installation
of methane gas collection, while zone 3 is the active zone of 2.5 ha, it is still used and the activities of scavengers (400
inhabitants) and cattle (800 heads), while the remaining land of 2.5 ha is used for offices and workshops. Installation of
methane gas collection was in zone 2, ± 6 ha of land has a depth that varies from 15 to 20 m and contains about 85% of waste
dumped more than 2 years. Based on data from BPS (2007), population growth 1.46% for Bantul, Sleman regency of 1.34%
and 1.32% of the city of Yogyakarta. Service area coverage Piyungan waste landfill is the region of Yogyakarta, which covers
the entire territory of Yogyakarta, Sleman and Bantul regency. The amount of waste in the city of Yogyakarta in 2009 is
110.137 tons / day (62.19%), Sleman 54.828 tons / day (30.19%) and Bantul regency 10.651 tons /day (6.01%).
Methane gas is a greenhouse gas, therefore the efficiency of gas collection and decay is one part in the CDM. Landfill gas is
affected by the anaerobic decomposition of solid waste in the landfill. Basically landfill gas composed of methane and carbon
dioxide gas. Gas emission levels in general are influenced by the type of waste dumped, the elements of moisture, waste age
and local climate conditions. In addition to global responsibilities, maximize the capture and destruction of methane gas to
provide the ability for local governments of Yogyakarta, Bantul and Sleman districts in urban waste management.
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Figure 2. Methane Emissions TCO2e at Piyungan landfill from 1995-2010
(Source: results of the analysis)
Figure 2 shows the estimates of methane emissions from landfill Piyungan years 1995-2010 gradually increased each year that
is equal to 81.528 tCO2e , 84.184 tCO2e, 86.787 tCO2e, 89.471 tCO2e, 92.239 tCO2e, 95.092 tCO2e and 133 tCO2e. Effect of
the provincial population growth rate rose DIY increasingly associated with Waste generation rate of the higher will increase
the emission of methane in the landfill Piyungan. Conditions are not yet handle Piyungan landfill methane gas causes the
emission of methane released into the atmosphere. Also Piyungan landfill waste composition factor is dominated by organic
waste by 77% while for non-organic garbage at 22.63%, due to the availability of biodegradable organic material. Based on
Pacey & DeGier (1986), which states that the composition of waste is a very important factor in the formation of methane
because of the availability of organic matter and nutrient availability to the system. Other influence factors including rainfall
and temperature, affect the speed of formation of methane gas as needed in the decomposition of waste that occurs in anaerobic
conditions. Based on data from the Environmental Technical High School in Yogyakarta, the average rainfall 500-1000 mm /
year, the air temperature in March 2010 in Piyungan landfill is 35 ˚ C, humidity 58-62%, wind speed from 0.91 to 2.10 m / s,
the air pressure of 660 mmHg, and average rainfall 500-1000 mm / year.
Socio-economic factors affecting the level of methane gas emissions, because it affects waste generation and composition of
organic and non organic waste that can inhibit the rate of anaerobic process carried out by methane-forming microorganisms.
This is in accordance with Son (2007), states that the organic material and wood density significantly affect methane emission,
increase organic matter and wood density can increase methane emissions. The pattern of life and socio-economic level in the
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third city of Yogyakarta, Sleman and Bantul regency are middle class, causing a lot of the goods consumed that affect waste
generation. Changes in people's lifestyles affect the composition of the waste, along with the easy development of fast food
and food technology, the percentage of plastic waste nationally based on MOE data, 14% in 2008 has increased to 15% in
2009.
Emissions of methane has the ability to strengthen the short-wave radiation into long waves that are hot by 21 times compared
to CO2, therefore the percentage increase in emissions of methane (CH4) remains to be controlled. If not controlled will cause
a negative impact, especially in the carbon cycle and the process of photosynthesis. The increasing human activity to its needs,
will increase the volume of waste. Garbage is not managed properly emit methane into the atmosphere. Increased carbon from
the landfill will increase the number of CH4 in the mesosphere layer, causing the incoming sunlight will be reflected back to
earth, raise the temperature on earth. This has been going on since the industrial revolution, a period of almost 100 years has
caused climate change. Climate change and global warming causes the cycle of carbon and cause changes in ecosystem
processes such as photosynthesis and food webs. Changes in the carbon cycle of increased carbon by fossil fuels, industry, rice
fields, garbage in the landfill, then the rate of carbon absorption decreases due to deforestation, destruction of marine
ecosystem (phytoplankton is reduced, is the largest biological absorption of the reaction of photosynthesis), forest ecosystems
(rather good land use from forests to monoculture plantations, mining, agriculture). Changes in the ecosystem due to
manufacturers began to decrease (the plants began to decrease in number), then a certain animal species, will decrease due to
rising temperatures.
According to the results of the analysis, reduction emission methane at TPA Piyungan Bantul. The estimated reduction of
landfill methane emissions in 2011 amounted to 86.216 Piyungan tCO2e per year gradually decreased the amount of 72 139
tCO2e in 2012, 61,148 tCO2e in 2013, 52.416 tCO2e in 2014,
45 .381 tCO2e in 2015, 39.630 tCO2e in 2016, 34.885 tCO2e
by 2017 and 25.222 tCO2e in 2019. Decrease due to reduction of flare activity (burned) from the implementation of the
activity of methane gas collection from the year 2010-2019. Murdiyarso (2003), argued that the concentration of methane (CH
4) and N2O is relatively low, but the ability to strengthen the short-wave radiation into long wave heat is much greater than the
CO2 concentration and its growth is much greater. Gas methane (CH4) and N2O strengthen radiation is between 20 and 200
times the ability of CO2. This suggests that increases slightly from methane (CH4) and N2O remains must still be controlled.
Feasibility of methane emission reduction activities through the implementation of CDM in the landfill Piyungan must be
certified by operational entities (legal entities of local and international organizations) that have been accredited and
designated, under the provisions of the CDM Executive Board (composed of 10 States Parties to the Kyoto Protocol), was
confirmed by the CMP (conference the party who acts as the meeting of the Parties under the Kyoto Protocol is the highest
decision-making on CDM) to meet the criteria as stipulated in article 12.5 of the Kyoto Protocol
1. Participation of developing countries carried out on a voluntary basis and approved by each party involved is the project
participants, government, national authority (DNA), the operational entity (DOE), the CDM executive body, the general
public about the CDM project
2. CDM activities must lead to tangible benefits, measurable and long-term related to climate change mitigation activities
(activities that aim to slow climate change)
3. CDM activities must generate profits or acquisition (additionally) in terms of emission reductions than if no activity
In connection with the feasibility of methane emission reduction activities through the implementation of CDM in the landfill
can be said additional Piyungan if methane emissions can be reduced to below the emissions produced in conditions where
there is no CDM activity. It can be seen in Figure 3, that there is a reduction in methane emissions from the absence of CDM
activities in the presence of methane emission reduction activities through the implementation of CDM in the Piyungan
landfill.
Table.5 shows the conditions in the absence of CDM activities in the presence of methane emission reduction activities
through the implementation of CDM in the landfill Piyungan from year 2011-2019. Condition of potential methane emission
gradually decreased each year that is equal to 86.778 tCO2e,
72.701 tCO 2 e, 61.711 tCO2e, 52.979 tCO2e, 45.943 tCO2e,
40.192 tCO2e, 31.447 tCO2e, 25.737 tCO2e. Then the results of emission reduction is 86.216 tCO2e, 72.139 tCO2e, 61.148
tCO2e, 52.416 tCO2e, 45.381 tCO2e, 39.630 tCO2e, 34.885 tCO2e, 30.885 tCO2e, and 25.222 tCO2e . The model used is a first
order decay (FOD) of the IPCC with the ratio of success for the waste sector included waste by 83%. Compared with the
results of monitoring of methane emission reduction is located at the landfill in Bekasi stone wells, landfill Suwung in Bali,
TPA Tamangapa in Napier on the landfill project documents the Well Stone, Suwung TPA, TPA Tamangapa. For TPA
Tamangapa 2008, 2009, 2010 amounted to 35.162 tCO2e; 70.182 tCO2e and 76.609 tCO2e. Sumur Batu landfill in 2008,
2009, 2010 amounted to 43.206 tCO2e; 68.393 tCO2e; 79.752 tCO2e. TPA Suwung 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 amounted to
49.033 tCO2e; 79.511 tCO2e; 93.140 tCO2e; 104.843 tCO2e. Compared with the results of emission reduction is 70,645 tCO2e
TPA Piyungan; 74,175 tCO2e; 4207,955 tCO2 e; 5221,601 tCO2e, with the capacity of the landfill that is not too far, the results
of the comparison can be said is comparable.
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Table 5. Methane Emission Reduction in Piyungan landfill Year 2011-2019
(Source: Results of the analysis)

Year Credit
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
Total

Estimated Emissions Resulting from
Consumption of Electricity Project
(tCO2e)
562.40
562.40
562.40
562.40
562.40
562.40
562.40
562.40
515.35
5014.55

Estimation of
baseline emissions
(tCO2e)
86778
72701
61711
52979
45943
40192
35447
31447
25737
452935

Estimated Emission
reduction (tCO2e)
86216
72139
61148
52416
45381
39630
34885
30885
25222
447919

Estimation of methane emission reduction from the 2011-2019 year decline, it is because of methane emission reduction
activities through the implementation of CDM. Then aspects of landfill design and the formation of methane emission by
microorganisms affect methane emission reduction. Landfill design aspects such as land planning, the selection of the final
cover and base coating, pipeline planning and monitoring plans need to be well planned. Piyungan landfill which will end
operations in 2012 will open new opportunities for expansion and integration with the management of methane gas. TPA
Piyungan postoperatively with an integrated waste management will support the implementation of the reduction of methane
gas that had existed before, by way of garbage that have been disaggregated, put in landfills and by planning landfill methane
gas and piping systems will be combined with methane gas piping system that has. Good planning will reduce the impact of
methane gas emissions and the negative impact of waste in the landfill.
Design aspect Piyungan existing landfill will be integrated with methane gas flare system installation. The effectiveness of gas
collection system relies on operating system design, and the ability of the formation of methane (CH4) solid waste landfill.
Active collective collection system consists of pipes belonging to the system of gas extraction wells or collection trenches.
Pressure gradient created in the trenches collecting and then forced the exit gas from the landfill. Then the gas is channeled
through pipes to the combustion unit. Stages of the landfill gas flare system installation Piyungan namely (1) conduct the
excavation construction landfills, (2) disposal of construction, (3) construction of piping; stage (4) flaring system construction
development; stage (5) of construction; the last stage (6) the instrumentation and monitoring of gas flare system.
The first phase of construction excavation aims to attach geoliner HDPE liner formed after the ground, the ground covered by a
layer of Geomembrane. Geosynthetic layer is a layer that is used is similar colored plastic with a thickness of 2.5 mm made of
High Density Polyethilen, one of the compounds of petroleum. The second phase of construction of disposal to landfill
Piyungan that will be installed gas piping systems, starting from zone 1 zone 2 of the TPA Piyungan. The third phase of
pipeline construction, in this phase of the gas piping system installed that will lead to a flare system. Piping system addopt
herringbone layout system because it has the advantage that it is more cost effective, all in the landfill gas will be collected
effectively. Gas piping systems to be used in landfill Piyungan using vertical pipes. The design of the vertical collector wells,
filled with permeable material, e.g. gravel /pebbles; well covered to prevent entry of air, 500 mm diameter hole wells, each
well was given a vacuum pump (air flow convection). Vertical pipe well-planned progressive system, by using the pipeline
gas catcher who will be placed continuously from the bottom of the landfill until the final layer of the landfill with a design
that (1) casing diameter of 300 mm, (2) diameter perforated PVC pipe of 200 mm, (3) distance between the pipe along the 25
m, (4) filler material between the casing with PVC pipe is gravel with a diameter of 5-7 cm.
The fourth stage of construction development flaring system this system has a component of a demister, flow meter,
thermometer, supply fan, the flow meter to the flare, flares, cooling systems, water fan, LFG gas flow meter to a gas engine
and LFG Gas engine. The system is divided into two after the supply fan of the first flaring towards the flow meter system to a
flare, flares, cooling systems, water fan, LFG gas. Both the flow meter to a gas engine and LFG Gas engines coupled to
produce energy for power generation into electricity. Technologies that can recycle carbon dioxide into fuel gas, which then
can be used as fuel for electric generators. Technology based on generator gas production method by heating the gas generator
unit (axiom, 2010). Gas engine technology consists of (1) reactor chamber where the fuel is heated and decomposes into the
filter unit also contained a purified gas fraction, and (3) cooling the cooled at room temperature. Exhaust from the gas engine
operating on generator 5 times cleaner than conventional liquid fuels and other gases. The fifth stage is the construction of the
final closure of landfill cells with Geomembrane layer to prevent the spread of methane gas. The last stage installing
instrumentation and monitoring systems, aims to monitor the gas flare system.
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Figure 3. Landfill gas flaring system (Source: David, 2005)
Operational activities, construction and post construction of Landfill Gas flaring system at the Piyungan landfill have a
negative impact during construction and operation of the construction phase of the increasing levels of noise and dust may
occur and impact on local communities residing in the vicinity of the location. Noise pollution from the combustion can be
very annoying because of the use of equipment and the combustion engine itself. Has a potential impact on the workers on site
and also the people who reside near the location. To reduce the impact of noise pollution to the recipient, the burning must be
away from buildings. The negative impacts during the operational phase of the potential risk of asphyxia on the location, the
main impact for workers on site. Closed combustion system which is used to prevent noise disturbance and to provide
protection from weather and human access is not concerned. However, landfill gas is an asphyxiant, so that ventilation is
adequate or systematic safety safeguards should be used. In addition, the community around the Piyungan landfill have
positive perceptions towards the installation of methane gas emission reduction. Therefore, the involvement of their
involvement is needed to ensure that the environment and their lives are not disrupted. Then scavengers hoping that by doing
increased landfill will have an impact on the quality of the environment around the landfill as well as means to improve the
quality of life for scavengers.
The assessment should ensure that the economic benefits emsi methane reduction activities through the implementation of
CDM meet the criteria of the Kyoto Protocol CDM. Under the agreements, the implementation of clean development
mechanism between the Japanese side of Shimizu Corporation with the organizers of the Local Government of Sleman, Bantul,
Yogyakarta. Distribution of CERs by 25% to 75% of the organizers and the Japanese (Shimizu Corporation). The advantage of
CERs can be used by local governments, for operating expenses and cost of Piyungan landfill postoperative TPA. Results of
the analysis are NPV if 10% of Rp10.453.428, 927; IRR of 20.32% ; payback amount of Rp. 28.054.096.601; BEP unit of
54.020 tons of CO2; BEP revenue Rp.5, 347,964,422; and generated electricity ranges from 1.696,555 to 4.736.000 KwH /tonCO2, diminishing each year due to the reduced amount of methane gas.
The role of clean development mechanism for the management of solid waste landfill at Piyungan Bantul are in environmental,
social, economic and legal aspect. The role of CDM in the environmental aspects has a positive impact of landfill planning and
management handling of leachate and methane gas thus avoiding the handling of water pollution, air pollution, reduced smell
disorders and disease vectors. Then protect the public from the negative effects, avoid the impact of methane emissions, solid
waste services to increase capacity both in terms of number and area of service, a clean environment, waste dumped in landfill
can be managed, controlled environmental pollution due to garbage and the city to be clean. Social Aspects of scavengers and
surrounding people have a positive perception of the installation of methane gas capture at Piyungan landfill proposed for
location does not interfere with activities of their area looking for income. Their involvement is needed to ensure that their
lives and activities of the installation of methane gas capture is not disrupted. Economic aspects of the benefits of CERs can be
used for additional operational and maintenance costs, thereby reducing the burden of Piyungan landfill operating budget or
can be used for the cost of environmental pollution risks that may exist in the future and postoperative maintenance costs.
Legal aspects of the local government of Sleman, Bantul, Yogyakarta Municipality implementing Law No.18 of 2008, namely
cooperation between the government and the planning of the landfill with landfill control system, but there is no legal certainty
operationally and regionally applicable. Indirect benefits can be obtained that is the existence of technology transfer, capacity
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building, improvement of environmental quality and to strengthen Indonesia's position in world forums. Thus the three aspects
(economic, social and environmental) of sustainable development will be met.

4. CONCLUSION
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Total estimation of methane emission of TPA Piyungan in 1995 until 2010 in the amount of 1.661,6 tCO2e;
It found emission decrease of methane gas since non-existence of CDM activity.With the existence of methane emission
reduction activity through CDM implementation in TPA Piyungan, totally in 2011 – 2019 in the amount of 447.919 tCO2e
by receiving CERs in the amount of 44.344.005.790 (@ 99000/ton CO2e) produces electricity in the amount of
24.605.124 KwH/ton-CO2;
Economic analysis concluded that the NVP and IRR activity is indicated negative value, while the existence of activity is
indicated positive value. IRR value with the existence of CDM implementation in TPA Piyungan in the amount of 12,57%
indicated bigger from the referred interest rate (BI rate). At present, the interest rate is in the amount of 65%, it means that
investment value of CDM implementation activity in TPA Piyungan is higher (12,57%) a year compared if the investment
in the bank in the amount of 6,5% a year. Then, NPV is indicated positive value; it means that the project is properly to
carry out, and it is estimated that it is capable to return the capital of activity in 2015, total return capital is in the amount
of Rp. 15.408.909.401;
The role of clean development mechanism for the solid waste management of TPA Piyungan in Bantul as the aspect of
environmental, social, economy and law is properly fulfilled since the existence of three continuation aspects;
The solid waste management after the implementation of clean development mechanism will be used to be final
processing location (TPA) with the utility as following solid waste processing area and green area. TPA Piyungan owns
three zones with the width of 10 ha, zone I in the width of 1,5 ha can be created to be solid waste processing location that
comprises of (a) sorting area, composting area and office area; zone II in the width of 2,5 ha after being used as methane
gas collection installation and will be gas installation after operation of TPA Piyungan; zone III in the width of 2,5 ha can
be green area.

5. RECOMMENDATION
Suggestion that can be provided with the activity of climate alteration impact supervision is still needed to implement,
remembering the annual increasing solid waste production in line with the population growth. The reduction of methane
emission in Indonesia has also not been running well, remembering that there’s still several TPA that applied gas flare system.
It needs to socialize the apprehension about the activity of clean development mechanism implementation for the local
government, society. In this way, it is expected that the government can make regulation in the local area for the activity of
clean development mechanism implementation. In overcoming with the climate alteration, it is expected that the activity of
clean development mechanism implementation in TPA Piyungan will sooner implement and maximize benefit of methane gas
emission as renewable energy. This activity need to be implemented to TPA in Indonesia. Recommendation to the further
research is to implement follow up analysis about the utility of TPA Piyungan by using the landfill mining system, and
intended to enhance capacity of TPA Piyungan for it reusability.
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ABSTRACT
Total Suspended Particulate (TSP) is one form of particulate pollutants emitted by vehicles with various diameters. There are
two classes of TSP: primary and secondary formation. The former is directly emitted from its sources, biogenic or
anthropogenic while secondary particulate formation requires complex photochemical reactions involving various radicals in
air. The objective of this study is to analyse temporal variations of the TSP at Margonda Street, City of Depok. Samples of TSP
were taken from Margonda Street to represent the busiest street at Depok using High Volume Air Sampler ( SNI standard 194840-199). Traffic volume is measured by summing total vehicles that traverse measure point for one hour. The vehicles are
differed into 3 modes (motorcycle, car, and bus) and then converted into passenger car/hour (pc/h) unit by its conversion
factors. Other factors were considered such as traffic volume and meteorological condition. Analysis is made to figure out the
influence of vehicle’s type on TSP concentration. Multiple linear regressions is applied with motorcycle’s volume (x1), car’s
volume (x2), and bus’ volume (x3) as independent variables and TSP concentrations as dependent variable. It can be concluded
that TSP concentration is not influenced by the type of vehicle and which lane the vehicle traverse. However, TSP
concentration is more influenced by traffic volume. Slightly correlation between traffic volume and TSP concentration is
caused by negative correlation at certain time that can be explained theoretically by photochemical reactions.
Keywords
Total suspended particulate, temporal variations, Depok

1. INTRODUCTION
Transportation is one of the important factors that supports human’s daily activities. Nowadays, almost all transportation
activities are fueled by fossil fuel. Unfortunately the burning process has negative impacts on the environmentamong others is
air pollution. As one of the pollutant emitted by vehicle’s emission, TSP is divided into two types, primary and secondary
formation (Takekawa, 2003). The former is directly emitted from its sources, biogenically or anthropogenically. While
secondary formation requires complex reactions and consist of organic or inorganic contents. Secondary formation can be
happened by the presence of various radicals in air that influenced by ultra violet intensity. The examples of vehicle’s
emissions that can be classified as TSP are:
a. Carbon Oxides (COx)
According to Ryadi (1982), the biggest amount and most common of COx that emitted from vehicles is carbon monoxide (CO).
CO is formed by incomplete burning due to this reaction:
Fuel (C) + ½ O2 → CO
The presence of CO in ambient air can trigger photolysis reactions that involve hydroxyl radical (OH·), Hydroperoxyl (HO2),
oxygen, and ozone. Legget (1990) describes the reaction between those radicals in terms:
OH· + CO → CO2 + H·
H· + O2 + M → HO2 + M
HO2 + CO → OH· + CO2
b. Nitrogen Oxide (NOx)
According to Ondrus (1979), oxide nitrogen type that found in vehicle’s emission is nitrogen monoxide (NO). Most NO that
emitted do not come from compound with nitrogen content in fuel, but they come from reaction between free nitrogen in air
and oxygen in high temperature.
N2 + O2 → 2NO
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Nitrogen is an inert gas and does not have tendency to react with oxygen. Both are about to react in temperature more than
1,210 °C. Therefore, burning temperature in vehicle that usually ranges from 1,210 °C-1,765 °C enables NO formation in big
amount.The formation of nitrate particulate process can be initiated through oxidation and photochemical reaction (Zhang, et
al, 1994). The reactions are:
HNO3 + aerosol surface → particulate
NO3 + H2O + aerosol surface → particulate
Like carbon oxide, the presence of nitrogen oxide in air can cause photolysis reaction. Vione, et al (2005), describes the
involving reaction as:
O3 + hv → O· + O2
O· + H2O → 2OH·
HO2 + O3 → OH· + 2O2
HO2 + NO → NO2 + OH·
NO2 + hv → NO + O·
O· + O2 + M → O3 + M
NO + O3 → NO2 + O2
c. Sulfur Oxide
Sulfur oxides that contained in vehicle’s emission are in SO2 and SO3 form. SO2 is formed much more than SO3, while SO3 is
variously formed between 1-10% from total SOx. Laaksonen, et al (2008), says that SOx photolysis as a result from OH· radical
presence is following this mechanism.
OH· + SO2 → HSO3
HSO3 + O2 → SO3 + HO2
SO3 + 2H2O
Furthermore, the presence of organic compounds in air can causes secondary aerosol compounds formation (Martinez, 1981).
This aerosol then reacts with water particle and forms sulfuric acid. The following reactions are:
RHCOO + SO2 + M → RCH(O2O)SO
RCH(O2O)SO + H2O → RCHO + H2SO4
d. Hydrocarbon (RH or HC)
The presence of hydrocarbon in vehicle’s emission is caused by incomplete burning of fuel that contain hydrocarbon. Basic
complete burning reaction of hydrocarbon is:
HC + O2 → CO2 + H2O + energy
However, common reaction is not in complete state. The mechanism of incomplete burning reaction is:
HC + Φ(O2 + 3.76 N2) → CO2 + H2O + N2 + O2 + CO + HC + NO + NO2
This HC that is not completely burned then emitted with other vehicle’s emission (Rubin, 2001). The emitted hydrocarbon is
classified into cyclic, aromatic, aliphatic, ali-cyclic, etc (Underwood, 1986). One of which is Volatile Organic Compounds
(VOCs). The presence of VOC can form new compound called Secondary Organic Aerosol (SOA) that might be more
dangerous from the former. This SOA can be measured as particulate. Bauer and Langmann (2002) describe the hydrocarbon
photolysis reaction mechanism as a result of radical presence in air as:
RH + OH· + O2 → RO2· + H2O
RO2· + NO → RO· + NO2
HO2· + NO → OH· + NO2
RO2· + NO2 → ROONO2
ROONO2 → RO2· + NO2
The example of secondary compound formation is PAN formation (Peroxy Acetyl Nitrate, RC(O)OONO2). According to
LaFranchi, et al (2009), PAN reaction can be described in these reactions:
VOC + OH· (+O2) → RC(O)O2· + H2O
VOC + hv + (O2) → RC(O)O2· + H2O
RC(O)O2· + HO2 → RC(O)OOH + O2
RC(O)O2·+RC(O)O·→RC(O)OOH+HCHO+O2
RC(O)O2· + RH → RC(O)OOH + R·
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RC(O)O2· is called acyl peroxy (AP) that reacts with NOx. The reactions are:
RC(O)O2· + NO2 → RC(O)OONO2 (PAN)
RC(O)O2· + NO → NO2 + CO2 + R·
RC(O)OONO2 → RC(O)O2· + NO2
PAN can be broken down into AP and NO2 by heat. The reaction takes place in 1 hour and temperature 298 K. This study
proposed to analyse the temporal variations of TSP concentrations, and several factors that affect these variations such as
traffic volume and meteorological conditions.

2. METHODOLOGY
Two variables measured in this research: traffic volume and TSP concentration. Sampling method is referred to SNI 19-48401998, using High Volume Air Sampler (HVAS) wich is reffered to ASTM D 4096-91 (2003). Traffic volume is measured for
one hour by summing total vehicles that travel through sampling point. The vehicles are classified as motorcycle, car, and bus
and then converted into passenger car/hour (pc/h) unit by its conversion factors.The sampling location is at Jalan Raya
Margonda with consideration of its high traffic volume. TSP concentration is measured on side of the lane to Jakarta.
Meanwhile, traffic volume is measured for both lanes (lane to Jakarta and Lane to Depok). Sampling was taken during week
day week end. The measurement is held for 15 hours per day, from 06.00 until 21.00 for each day.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
It is found that TSP concentrations at certain point were above the standard which is 230 μg/Nm3 (refers to PP No. 4/1999)
especially during morning hour and early evening. Meanwhile, TSP concentration leans to decrease at afternoon on Tuesday
and Wednesday because the traffic volume is not too high at that time. The different condition appear on Saturday and Sunday,
TSP concentration increase in the afternoon since people usually start their activities late. The result of traffic volume
measurement and calculation is showed in Figure 1c.
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Figure 1. Daily Traffic Volume Fluctuation: (a) Lane to Jakarta (LJ); (b) Lane to Depok (LD); (c) Both Road
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To analyse the influence of vehicle’s type to TSP concentration, the multiple linear regressions were applied: Motorcycle’s
volume (x1), car’s volume (x2), and bus’ volume (x3) were independent variables, while TSP concentration (y) dependent
variable. The result for each lane can be seen in Table 3.
Table 3. Result of Multiple Linear Regressions with 3 Vehicle’s Modes: Lane to Jakarta; Lane to Depok

Day
Sat
Sun
Tue
Wed
Day
Sat
Sun
Tue
Wed

Lane to Jakarta
Regression Formula
y = -3.0383 + 0.0840x1 + 0.0120x2 + 0.2141x3
y = 134.6421 – 0.0526x1 – 0.0095x2 + 0.4061x3
y = -37.6296 + 0.1505x1 + 0.0133x2 – 0.0683x3
y = 114.6121 – 0.0166x1 + 0.1281x2 – 0.7361x3
Average
Lane to Depok
Regression Formula
y = 133.6897 – 0.0411x1 + 0.0174x2 + 0.1151x3
y = 135.1291 – 0.3054x1 + 0.1260x2 + 0.4683x3
y = 443.6238 + 0.0050x1 – 0.2404x2 + 0.1186x3
y = 133.1460 + 0.1803x1 – 0.1363x2 – 0.0305x3
Average

R2
0.3497
0.1324
0.8747
0.2168
0.3934

r
0,5913
0,3639
0,9352
0,4656
0.5890

R2
0.0297
0.6548
0.6734
0.6555
0.5034

r
0,1723
0,8092
0,8206
0,8096
0.6529

The R2 average shows the linear correlation between average percentage of TSP concentration and traffic volume. However
some negative coefficients are found for certain mode. For example, motorcycle coefficient in LD was -0.0411 (Saturday).
This negative value means when motor’s volume increase for 100 pc, the TSP concentration will decrease 4.11 μg/Nm3. To
established more accurate analysis, the process continued to multiple linear regression where independent variables are total
volume on LJ and total volume LD (using 6 independent variables). Multiple linear regressions with 6 independent variables
analyzed the influence of vehicle’s type by analyzing both lanes together. The result can be seen in Table 4.
Table 4. Result of Multiple Linear Regressions with 6 Independent Variables

Day
Sat
Sun
Tue
Wed

Regression Formula
y = – 40.1736 + 0.0962R2J – 0.0158R4J + 0.1442BJ – 0.0253R2D + 0.0453R4D + 0.2550BD
y = 161.6438 – 0.0161R2J – 0.0635R4J + 0.3376BJ – 0.3411R2D + 0.1873R4D + 0.3139BD
y = 12.5303 + 0.1585R2J – 0.0084R4J – 0.4623BJ – 0.0751R2D + 0.0779R4D + 0.0359BD
y = – 251.8329 + 0.1109R2J + 0.0193R4J – 0.0284BJ + 0.1676R2D – 0.0066R4D + 0.2924BD
Average

R2
0.4177
0.8559
0.8978
0.8071
0.7446

r
0,6463
0,9252
0,9475
0,8984
0.8544

It is clear that when both lanes were analysis separately, the negative correlation were still appeared which meant no particular
vehicle mode affected TSp concentration. Consequently total traffic volume applied as independent variables in the next
analysis..
a. Influence of Total Traffic Volume Each Lane to TSP Concentration
This analysis is made to figure out which lane that influence more on TSP concentration. The analysis is divided into 2 phases,
first is analysis of total traffic volume both lanes separately using simple linear regression, and the second is analysis of total
traffic volume both lanes together using multiple linear regressions with 2 independent variables. The result of analysis total
traffic volume both lanes separately can be seen in Table 5.
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Table 5. Result of Simple Linear Regression of Lane to Jakarta (LJ) And Depok (LD)

Day
Sat
Sun
Tue
Wed

Day
Sat
Sun
Tue
Wed

Lane to Jakarta (LJ)
Regression Formula
Y = 0.058x -20.71
Y = -0.008x + 141.7
Y = 0.121x – 176
Y = 0.002x + 119.7
Average
Lane to Depok (LD)

r
0.422
0.118
0.896
0.022
0.365

Regression Formula
Y = 0.058x -20.71
Y = -0.008x + 141.7
Y = 0.121x – 176
Y = 0.002x + 119.7
Average

r
0.422
0.118
0.896
0.022
0.365

Average of correlation coefficient for traffic volume in LJ is similar to LD. Like multiple linear regressions, r < 0.5 shows
there is weak correlation between traffic volume in LD and TSP concentration. Further analysis using multiple linear
regressions with 2 independent variables (traffic volume in LJ as x1 and traffic volume in LD as x2).
Table 6. Result of Multiple Linear Regressions with 2 Independent Variables

Day
Sat
Sun
Tue
Wed

Regression Formula
y = – 8.8339 + 0.0642x1– 0.0111x2
y = 155.0627 – 0.0334x1+ 0.0196x2
y = – 33.8035 + 0.0977x1– 0.0300x2
y = – 392.2976 + 0.0976x1 + 0.0946x2
Average

R2
0.2208
0.0528
0.8288
0.6850
0.4469

r
0.4699
0.2299
0.9104
0.8277
0.6095

Average correlation coefficient 0.6095 shows that TSP concentration is influenced enough by x1 and x2. The analysis concludes
that TSP concentration is influenced by both lanes (LJ and LD). The influence from LD might be caused by width of
Margonda Raya Street that does not too wide. High buildings stand in a row on both side also cause the air trapped and
turbulence than immediately dispersed out the system.
b. Non-linear Correlation Between Traffic Volume and TSP Concentration
The following analysis shows that correlation between traffic volume and TSP concentration cannot be described in linear
correlation because of weak coefficient correlation. Theoretically, it is known that traffic volume and emitted pollutant
concentration give a positive correlation. Positive correlation means that measured pollutant concentration will increase if the
traffic volume increases, and also vise versa. But if daily fluctuation of TSP concentration is presented with daily fluctuation of
traffic volume at the same figure, it can be seen that there are certain times when the negative correlation happened. This is the
reason that makes weak correlation between traffic volume and TSP concentration. Negative correlation can be explained by
photochemical reaction. Basically, negative correlation and non-linear correlation between those variables are caused by
formation of secondary particulate through complex reaction that influenced by radicals presence in air. This research is similar
with other research held by Zhang (1994), Saunders (2003), Bauer (2002), and concluded that there is chain correlation
between TSP, NOx, uv intensity, and humidity content in air. Other data such as temperature that represent uv intensity,
humidity content, and NOx is needed to help analyzing the mechanism of negative correlation that happened at certain time.
NOx concentration data are taken by other researcher together with other data. These are the explanations for mechanism of
negative correlation between traffic volume and TSP concentration.
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Figure 2. Fluctuations of (a) Traffic Volume and TSP Concentration (b) NOx Concentration On Saturday:
Negative correlation happens at 08.00-11.00 and 12.00-15.00 (Figure 2a). Those times have high uv intensity. The
Mechanisms that can explain the negative correlation presence from 08.00 are:
RH + hv (+O2) → RO2· + OH·………(1)
RO2· + NO2 → ROONO2……………(2)
ROONO2 → RO2· + NO2……………(3)
Reaction (1) can be proved by seeing Figure 2b. OH· radicals react with CO and form HO2. HO2 then oxidize NO that
becomes NO2, so NO2 increases at that time. The presence reactions:
OH· + CO + O2 → CO2 + HO2
HO2 + NO → NO2 + OH·
Meanwhile, reaction (2) can be proved by decrease of NO2 and reaction (3) by increase of NO2 (Figure 2b). After 15.00, there
is no correlation negative presence anymore. The uv intensity starts to decrease so the photolysis reactions cannot be triggered.
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Figure 3. Fluctuations of (a) Traffic Volume and TSP Concentration (b) NOx Concentration On Saturday
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Negative correlation mechanisms that happen at 08.00-10.00 can be explained like Saturday. The difference is TSP increase
slowly at 09.00-10.00, because the secondary particulate formed slightly. Slight TSP formation is caused by NO2, as main
component of secondary particulate formation, presence in little amount. OH· radicals was formed in little amount at 08.0009.00, so OH· slightly oxidize NO to NO2. Can be seen on Figure 3b, the increase of NO2 at 08.00-09.00 is slowly. Excess NO
that are not oxidized by OH· then oxidized by RO2 and become NO2 due to this reaction:
RO2· + NO → NO2 + CO2 + R·
Secondary nitrate particulate is about to formed together with other emitted particulate at 10.00-11.00. The formation of
secondary nitrate particulate can be known by decrease of NO2 (Figure 3b). Nitrate particulate starts to apart by heat at 11.0012.00 that can be known by increase of NO2 (Figure 3b). Negative correlation that happens at 15.00-16.00 is caused by rain in
low intensity. The formed particulates were diluted into water particles.
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Figure 4. Fluctuations of (a) Traffic Volume and TSP Concentration (b) NOx Concentration On Saturday
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No negative correlations found on Tuesday at 07.00-10.00. The TSP concentration are higher than threshold (PP No. 41 Tahun
1999). The high traffic volume caused by Jakarta-Bogor commute train did not operate until 10.00. However other negative
correlation happens at 10.00-11.00 when TSP concentration increased because of secondary nitrate particulate formation. As
before, the formation of secondary nitrate particulate is in agreement with the decrease of NO2 (Figure 4b). Nitrate particulate
is break down at 11.00-12.00. The breaking process is not followed by increase of NO2 because of high uv intensity that breaks
NO2 into NO due to this reaction. Negative correlation then happen again at 14.00-15.00 because rain starts to fall in low
intensity. The breaking process of nitrate particulate is presumed not happen because NO2 and NO are also decrease as a result
of reaction with water particle and form HNO3. Rain intensity then increases at 17.00. The result is significant increase of
traffic volume does not give any effect to TSP concentration. After 19.00, TSP concentration is still measured in slight amount.
The negative correlation at 19.00-20.00 can be caused by particulate absorbtion into water molecules.
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(a)

(b)(Wiyandari, 2010)

Figure 5. Fluctuations of Traffic Volume and TSP Concentration and NOx Concentration on Saturday
The mechanisms of negative correlation on Wednesday at 08.00-09.00 can be seen due to these reactions:
O3 + H2O + hv → 2OH· + O2
RH + hv (+O2) → RO2· + OH·
Formed hydroxyl radicals then react with CO and form hydroperoxyl that oxidize NO into NO2. The increase of NO can be
caused by breaking process of NO2 into NO. No deviation occur in the morning because the weather was cloudy. The
mechanisms of negative correlation at 13.00-16.00 due to breaking process of hydrocarbon into RO2 by heat, formation of
secondary particulate, and breaking process of particulate. Negative correlations happen again at 18.00-20.00. The deviation at
18.00-19.00 is caused by breaking process of particulate by heat. Traffic volume at that time is quiet high This queuing then
makes the temperature increase, so possibly break nitrate particulate. This breaking process can be proved by increase of NO2
and decrease of NO. Negative correlation at 19.00-20.00 is also caused by formation of nitrate particulate. Although there is no
uv at that time, emitted hydrocarbon can be broken down by OH· radicals. This radical then react with NO2 and form secondary
nitrate particulate.
4.

CONCLUSION

TSP concentration is not influenced by the type of vehicle and which lane the vehicle traverse. However, TSP concentration is
more influenced by traffic volume. Slight correlation between traffic volume and TSP concentration is caused by negative
correlation at certain time that can be explained by photochemical reactions. This is still theoretically explanation. There are
other factors that influence TSP concentration, which are temperature, weather, humidity, uv intensity, and other meteorologist
factors.
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ABSTRACT
The objective of the current study was to evaluate the quality of soil taken from a rural area exposed to cement plant
emissions. The study was carried out in Eskisehir/Turkey. Micro and macro element concentrations were examined in cement
and topsoil to evaluate a cement plant as pollution sources. The content of elements (Cd, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mn, Pb, Ni, Zn, Ba, Al, B,
K, Ca, Mg, Na, P and S) was determined by ICP-OES. We also examined the some physical (soil type) and chemical (pH,
organic matter, total lime, electrical conductivity) properties of topsoil in the investigation area. The results obtain from
locations chosen at various distances to the cement plant; indicate that the elements (Cr, Cd, Fe, Mn, Ni and Zn) are very
dense, particularly in the prevailing wind direction. On the other hand, the amounts of Ca, Cu, Pb, Ba, Al, K and Mg in soil
from road side near the cement plant were found to be higher than the other stations. Results for EF (Enrichment Factor)
showed that soils were enriched in Ni, Cr, Mg, Pb, Ca, Na, Al and Ba; Enrichment factors confirmed that the main pollution
source of soil was cement factory and transportation. The cluster analysis revealed three groups of stations that differ in their
distributions. One of these groups is uncontaminated soil, which is control area; the second one is polluted soil by prevailing
wind; and the third is contaminated soil, which is located near cement factory and road side. Results of some element levels
were compared to maximum levels of metal limits according to European Regulation and some countries included in the
European Union.
Key Words
Cement plant, micro element, macro element, soil quality

1.INTRODUCTION
Contamination of abiotic (air, water, soil) and biotic (human, animal plant and microorganism) by toxic elements from cement
plants have been studied by many investigators [1,2,3,4]. Solid particles can have negative effects on soil quality, and one type
of industry that causes particle pollution is the cement factory. Although cement factories are generally established far from
city centers, local areas are affected negatively. Cement dust spreads along a large area through wind, rain, etc., and are
accumulated in and on plants, animals, and soil and can have very negative effects on human health [1].
Several studies on industrial areas have shown that a cement factory is a main source of vanadium in the environment, and
some species on industrial sites presented rather high concentrations of Pb and Cu [5]. Atmospheric pollution produced by
cement works is known to include high levels of calcium carbonate and oxides of potassium, silicon and Na 2SO4, the particles
of which become airborne. The effects of these particles landing on the surface of conifer needles and other vegetation types,
and the production of an alkaline micro-environment have been studied to a limited extent [6]. Cement plants are important
emission sources of pollution of both organic and inorganic chemicals, and produce an input of metals and metalloids such as
As, Cd, Ca, Co, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn, with industrial waste incinerators also being sources of heavy metal and organic
compound pollution. Some of the heavy metals emitted by these industries are known to be toxic for human and plants, even at
low concentrations demonstrated that cement dust and associated chemicals can spread over a large area through wind and
rain, becoming accumulated in lichens, plants, animals and soils, and thus negatively affecting human health [4]. On the other
hand, organic matter is an important soil component. It has a nutritional function by serving as a source of nitrogen, phosphate,
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and sulfur. Organic matter also promotes a good soil structure and has a high binding capacity for cations and organic
contaminants determined that metals are accumulated in soil samples [7].
The aims of this paper are determined the micro-macro element levels in soil and quality assessment of soil taken from a rural
area exposed to cement plant emissions.

2.MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Study Area
Eskisehir is a city in northwestern Turkey (39°47′N 30°31′E) and the capital of the Eskisehir province. The city is located on
the banks of the Porsuk River, 788 m above sea level, where it overlooks the fertile Phrygian Valley. Eskisehir has a harsh, dry
continental climate with cold, snowy winters and hot, dry summers. The most obvious evidence showing continental climate is
the temperature difference of night and day changes between 12oC and 29oC in the region. Annual average temperature is
10.9oC. According to monthly average temperatures, the coldest month of the year is January with average temperature of 2oC. Rainfall occurs mostly during the spring and autumn and annual average precipitation is 378.9 mm. Wind mostly blows
from East at Eskisehir in four months of year (November, December, January, and February). Other eighth months it mostly
blows from West and North-West [8].
Soil samples used in this study were collected between May 2008-May 2009 (at four times) from the polluted (east, west, south
and southeast direction of the cement factory) and unpolluted area at Türkmen Mountain in Eskisehir, Turkey (Fig.1).

Figure 1. Sampling area in Eskisehir (Turkey) from the surroundings of a cement plant.
2.2 Physical and Chemical Analysis
Surface soil samples (0-40cm) were dried at 105oC for 3h (to a constant weight). After grinding samples passed through a
nylon sieve (0.5 mm), and 0.2 g of each sample was placed in pyrex reactors of a CEM MARSXpress microwave digestion
unit. Digestion was carried out using a mixture of concentrated HNO3: HClO4 in 3:1 proportion. Afterwards, the samples were
filtered in such a way as to make their volumes up to 100 mL with ultra-pure distilled water. A blank digest was carried out in
the same way. The element standard solutions used for calibration were prepared by diluting stock solutions of 1000 mg/L of
each element supplied from SCP SCIENCE. Element concentrations were measured by Varian 720 ES model ICP-OES
[9,10,11]. The element analyses in lichen samples were recorded as means triplicate measurements. In the ICP-OES analysis,
the following wavelength (nm) lines were used; Al 308.215, B 249.678, Ba 493.408, Ca 315.887, Cd 226.502, Cr 205.560, Cu
324.754, Fe 259.940, K 766.491, Mg 279.078, Mn 257.610, Na 588.995, Ni 231.604, P 214.914, Pb 220.353, S 181.972, Se
196.026, Si 251.611, Zn 213.857. Data presented are the averages of at least three independent experiments each of them in
three replications. The analytical process quality was also controlled by certified reference material of NCS DC73350 (leaves
of poplar). The analysis of these standard reference materials showed good accuracy, with the recovery rates of the metals,
between 90.3 % and 108.9 % (Table 1). Recoveries were compared with the American Organization of Analytical Chemists
criteria [12].
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Table1. Results on element levels of reference materials

Element
(mg kg-1)

NCS DC73350 (leaves of
Recovery
poplar)
%
Certified
Analytical
value
Cd
0.32±0.07
0.32±0.01
100.0
Cr
0.55±0.07
0.56±0.005
101.8
Cu
9.3±1.0
8.4±0.45
90.3
Fe
274±17
287.66±11.06
104.9
Mn
45±4
43.6±6.41
96.8
Pb
1.5±0.3
1.63±0.37
108.6
Ni
1.9±0.3
2.00±0.28
105.2
Zn
37±3
35.93±3.23
97.1
B
53±5
54.5±2.98
102.8
Al (%)
0.104±0.006
0.109±0.002
104.8
Ba
26±4
28.33±1.15
108.9
K (%)
1.38±0.07
1.41±0.05
102.1
Ca (%)
1.81±0.13
1.85±0.17
102.2
Mg (%)
0.65±0.05
0.63±0.02
96.9
Na
200±13
198±4
99
P
1680±60
1641.46±141
97.7
S (%)
0.35±0.04
0.37±0.01
105.7
a
AOAC American Organization of Analytical Chemists

AOACa
%

80-110
80-110
80-110
90-107
80-110
80-110
80-110
80-110
80-110
95-105
80-110
97-103
97-103
95-105
90-107
95-105
95-105

In soil samples, texture determined by hydrometer methods [13]. pH was measured using ½ soil/water suspension, % organic
matter was determined by Walkey-Black method, total lime was determined by Scheibler calsimeter, total nitrogen was
extracted by Kjeldahl’s method [14], electrical conductivity (EC) was obtained according to US Salinity Lab. Staff [15].
2.3 Statistical Analysis
CA (Cluster analysis) is a group of multivariate techniques whose primary purpose is to assemble objects based on the
characteristics they possess. CA methods provide means for classifying a given population into groups (clusters), based on
similarity or closeness measures. Cluster analysis was used to detect similarity groups between the sampling sites [16].
Application of the multivariate statistical algorithms has been supported by the Minitab 15 software package.

3.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of some physical and chemical properties of topsoil (Table 2) are given by comparing control group.
Table 2. Some physical and chemical properties of topsoil in study area

Location

1
2
3
4
Control

Sand
%

Physical Properties
Dust
Clay
Soil Type
%
%

pH

65.92
42.83
54.14
41.90
50

16.31
17.12
16.89
15.48
25

8.00
7.90
8.30
8.25
6.10

17.78
40.06
28.97
39.97
25

Sandy clayey silt
Silty clay
Sandy clay
Silty clay
Clayey silt

Chemical Properties
Total lime
Organic
Total
%
matter
nitrogen
%
%
2.98
2.00
0.10
10.92
4.45
0.22
28.49
3.04
0.15
11.87
0.80
0.04
non lime
1.94
0.08

EC
mS/cm
0.40
0.31
0.56
1.84
0.31

Table 3 shows that macro-micro element contents in soil samples by comparing to control group. These elements also were
analyzed in cement. The amounts of micro and macro elements in polluted (all station) areas were higher than in the control
(unpolluted) area, except for boron. In this study, the concentration of B was found to be decreased in the polluted area.
Because the boron compounds are high level in natural formation of uncontaminated area.

Table 3. Mean±SD values of micro and macro elements in cement and soil samples (dry matter)
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Element
(mg kg-1)

Cd
Cr
Cu
Fe
Mn
Pb
Ni
Zn
Ba
Al
B
K
Ca
Mg
Na
P
S

Cement
(n:8)

2.812±0.035
94.325±5.831
12.050±0.602
9567±466
212.75±12.177
1.800±0.950
64.625±3.525
35.300±1.977
61.900±3.357
20825±1270
30.200±1.175
9077±514
331000±19056
5115±261
1537.7±92.941
220.07±15.947
5805±797.979

1
1.566±0.057
140.200±13.576
19.466±0.416
40720±600
439.733±32.883
7.066±1.137
264.000±5.656
45.300±0.989
57.133±5.315
18081±1285
2.133±0.986
2530±204
24108±4044
17846±142
297.4±36.769
976.13±24.440
914.80±17.936

2
1.733±0.115
450.533±74.413
20.133±0.702
41996±1404
448.400±38.000
11.733±1.101
450.666±23.007
45.410±6.238
77.866±8.419
18988±1721
6.933±0.503
3267±466
52841±7272
21813±345
103.8±18.870
427.466±8.326
853.75±10.122

Soil
(n:45)
Location
3
1.550±0.070
115.333±7.379
29.900±2.121
39012±1608
346.400±28.280
12.300±2.404
99.933±12.050
40.266±1.285
108.100±18.809
19520±1414
7.800±1.131
3623±320
104436±8020
23150±341
103.5±18.672
412.850±5.455
693.00±16.946

4
1.066±0.115
54.733±3.775
38.733±2.305
31025±1622
313.066±20.520
15.650±0.400
53.733±2.175
38.733±1.616
156.820±9.026
31786±2856
14.733±1.331
4343±204
120270±7075
25840±183
81.8±8.742
393.466±18.475
577.20±23.040

control
0.800±0.058
10.112±0.854
9.740±0.658
12500±743
248.280±11.453
0.933±0.057
11.186±0.982
19.851±0.074
12.324±1.637
5965±605
16.200±2.807
982±15
5143±169
1345±21
25.9±1.838
356.801±21.040
352.80±18.075

According to the concentration of the elements were observed three types of distribution. Cadmium, chromium, iron,
manganese, nickel and zinc concentration of soil samples were found to be 2>1>3>4 stations. On the other hand, potassium,
calcium, magnesium, copper, lead, barium and aluminum were also found to be 4>3>2>1 stations. Contrary, phosphor, sodium
and sulfur concentrations of were found to be 1>2>3>4 stations. The first and second stations are located prevailing wind
direction. On the other hand, the third and fourth stations are located at the roadside. In addition, the first station is located near
the residential area. Properties of the stations are effective on the distribution of element concentrations.
Reference [1] shows a range between 36.631 and 53.728 mg kg-1 chromium concentration in the soils taken from same area. In
this study, the chromium concentration of the soils was between 54.733 and 450.533 mg kg -1 (Table 3). In a period of
approximately 6 years, chromium levels in soil were observed an increase of about 1.5-8.5 times. According to the World
Health Organization [17], the chromium content in soil ranges between 2 and 60 mg kg-1 and 100 mg kg-1 for Turkish
Environmental Guidelines [18]. According to the results obtained, study area in terms of chromium is much polluted. Similar
situation is current for nickel. Nickel concentrations are above the limit values (75 mg kg-1, Turkish Environmental Guidelines
[18]), except for 4th station and control area. Moreover, results of Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn levels were compared to maximum
levels of metal limits according to European Regulation and some countries included in the European Union (Fig. 2) [19,20].
As shown in figure, soil samples of the study area were contaminated Cr, Cd and Ni, especially station 2. Iron, calcium,
manganese and aluminum levels were found to be very high according to the control area. The reason these elements stem
from cement emission and transport of cement.
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Figure 2. Critical limit values for concentrations of heavy metals in soil
The distribution pattern of total concentration of element can be used to judge whether the enrichment of an element is due to
the cement factory will be discussed by element (Fig. 3). The enrichment factor (EF) (EFsoil= (Cx/CFe)soil / (Cx/CFe)control) is also
used to as an index to distinguish that whether an element in soils derived from natural or anthropogenic sources. Enrichment
factor values >2 were considered as a critical level of enrichment contributed mainly by anthropogenic inputs [21].

Figure 3. EF value all elements for soil (a) Station 1; (b) Station 2; (c) Station 3; (d) Station 4.
The horizontal line indicates the EF threshold = 2
In the current study, enrichment factor values > 2 were considered indicatives of some enrichment corresponding mainly to
anthropogenic inputs. Results for EF (Enrichment Factor) showed that soils were clearly enriched by Ni, Cr, Mg, Na and Pb in
station 1. The second station was enriched with Cr, Ni, Mg, Pb Ca. The third station was enriched with Ca, Mg, Pb, Cr, Ni, Ba.
And, the fourth station was enriched Ca, Mg, Pb, Ba, Cr and Al compared to the control levels, confirming that they are
derived from anthropogenic activities. The EFsoil for Ca was the highest value in station 3 and 4, indicating that soils near the
factory were highly enriched by this element. On the other hand the EFsoil for Cr and the highest value in station 2. In our
study, all the sampling areas showed high levels of trace element (Ca, Ni, Cr, Mg, Na, Ba, Al and Pb) enrichment. Our findings
are in agreement with studies reporting element enrichment in soils by cement factory [4, 22, 23].
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Cluster analysis was used to detect similarity groups between the sampling sites. Application of clustering analysis to the data
set gave the dendrogram shown in Fig. 4 for all elements. Three statistically significant clusters are formed: Cluster 1 (1st and
2nd stations) includes 2 sampling sites, cluster 2 (3rd and 4th stations) includes 2 sampling sites and cluster 3 (control area)
includes one sampling site. Cluster analysis method gives the percentage of similarities between different sampling sites. The
similarities between clusters are increasing by getting closer to 1.

Figure 4. Dendogram showing clustering of sampling according to macro and micro elements
Fig. 4 shows the lowest similarity between cluster 2 and 3, which is the indication of highest pollution for cluster 2 (roadside
and near cement factory) by comparing to the cluster 3 (control site). However, 1 and 2 stations were cluster closer to each
other and to the cluster 3, by comparing to the cluster 2. All these results were also correlates with the Table 3.

4.CONCLUSION
Environmental pollution with industrialization in the world has reached major proportions. Industrial wastes cause serious
problems on air, water and soil quality. Within the scope of this study, the concentrations of micro and macro elements (Cd,
Cr, Cu, Fe, Mn, Pb, Ni, Zn, Ba, Al, B, K, Ca, Mg, Na, P and S) in soil were determined around cement plant as pollution
sources. The results indicate that the levels of Cd, Cr, Fe, Mn, Ni and Zn increases in soil samples in the prevailing wind
direction. According to the results obtained, study area in terms of chromium is much polluted. These element levels were
shown to be influenced by the cement plant. The amounts of Ca, Cu, Pb, Ba, Al, K and Mg in soil from road side near the
cement plant were found to be higher than the other stations. According to the stations, although there were differences in
levels of the element compared to the control of soils around the cement factory was found to be polluted. Results for EF
(Enrichment Factor) showed that soils were enriched in Ni, Cr, Mg, Pb, Ca, Na, Al and Ba. The anthropogenic trace elements
are high around the cement factory. Enrichment factors confirmed that the main pollution source of soil was cement factory
and transportation. Cd, Cr and Ni levels in soil samples from cement factory were higher than the maximum levels of metal
limits according to European Regulation and some countries included in the European Union.
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ABSTRACT
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Currently most of stormwater management is based on Low Impact Development (LID) concept, in which the feature of community
landscape and residential lot are used to suppress unnecessary peak flood increment due to urbanization. As such the landscape is designed
to function as hydraulic structure to lengthen time of concentration (tc) and to increase infiltration rate (f).
Conserving runoff water by intensifying f, however, would only make sense to be applied in the recharge area of the ground water system of
the region. Typically, recharge areas lay on the upstream part of the basin while peak flood increment due to urbanization suffered only by
the downstream part. Flood disaster or other unwanted inundation problem is not a typical common issue for those who live on recharge
area. But it is them who have to bear the burden of constructing LID structure.
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From the above point of view, alternative to make this concept workable is to accept justification that their willingness to participate may be
based on some kind of compensation arrangement, funded by cross subsidy scheme from downstream community. The subsidy should cover
not only the expenses of construction, maintenance and opportunity cost lost, but also reasonable amount of incentive fund to encourage
participation. Therefore, to determine total fund to cover expenditure of the project, should require complete understanding of participation
willingness of the upstream community. Such willingness might be characterized by their level of education, welfare and other socioeconomic factors.
This paper is to identify the most feaseable setting of LID structure’s for any given social and economic condition. The analysis assume that
such feasibility is unique for each structure service scale. As such the result is focuse on household, communal and regional scale of service

PR

Keywords
stormwater management, LID Implementation, Scale of service, social and economic feasibility
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I. Introduction

N

O

Following hydrologic cylce, some amount of stormwater that fall on the ground will infiltrate into the soil and the rest will
flow overland before they drain into river. Therefore, pushing overland flow to infiltrate the soil will reduce the total amount of
river charge, and retaining water on land as long as possible will to reduce the amount of peak flood. Low Impact Development
(LID) concept in managing stormwater follows this logic.
LID's goal is to mimic a site's predevelopment hydrology by using design techniques that infiltrate, filter, store, evaporate, and
detain runoff close to its source by installing these function into community landscape and residential lot features. As such the
landscape plus in-yard and roof drainage areis designed to function as hydraulic structure to lengthen time of concentration (tc)
and to increase infiltration rate (f).
Conserving runoff water by intensifying f, however, would only make sense to be applied in the recharge area of the ground
water system of the region. Typically, recharge areas lay on the upstream part of the basin while peak flood increment due to
urbanization suffered only by the downstream part. Flood disaster or other unwanted inundation problem is not a typical
common issue for those who live on recharge area. But it is them who have to bear the burden of constructing LID structure.
From the above point of view, alternative to make this concept workable is to accept justification that their willingness to
participate may be based on some kind of compensation arrangement, funded by cross subsidy scheme from downstream
community. The subsidy should cover not only the expenses of construction, maintenance and opportunity cost lost, but also
reasonable amount of incentive fund to encourage participation. Therefore, to determine total fund to cover expenditure of the
project, should require complete understanding of participation willingness of the upstream community. Such willingness
might be characterized by their level of education, welfare and other socio-economic factors.
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This paper is to identify the most feaseable setting of LID structure’s for any given social and economic condition. The
analysis assume that such feasibility is unique for each structure’s potential service coverage. As such the result is focuse on
household, communal and regional scale of service.
LID's goal is to mimic a site's predevelopment hydrology by using design techniques that infiltrate, filter, store, evaporate, and
detain runoff close to its source. Technically, this concept is applied to create hydraulics structure, that lengthen time of
concentration and increase infiltration rate of run off process. According to their scale of services, these structures can be in the
of scale household, communal and regional services. Wether in implementation the hydraulics structure is feasible for any
given social and economic community condition. Because the feasibility is unique for each structure service scale.
The Study Area
Research location is Kecamatan Sukmajaya Kota Depok (kelurahan Sukmajaya, Abadijaya, Mekarjaya). Kecamatan
Sukmajaya is located in Sugutamu Sub-Watershed. The area is part of the middle area Ciliwung Watershed, but in Sugutamu

PR

ES
E

N

TE
D

the location I s downstream area (Figure I).

T

Figure 1 : Location Map The Study Area

O

(Sumber : BP Das Ciliwung-Citarum Report, Depok Dalam Angka 2006,

N

PHKB Report Departemen Teknik Sipil UI Thn 2007)

From characteristics of the study area i.e the population density, income and education background we can get the information
economic and sosial condition society who lived there. Characteristics of the study area can be representated any given
economic and social condition society who lived there (Figure 2)
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Sumber : Depok Dalam Angka 2006

Implementation of LID, in the form of structural and non-structural measures, will be effective at recharge area, which is

T

generally located in upstream part of the watershed. Determination of Upstream-Downstream Region based on regional

O

groundwater concept. Pattern of recharge and discharge of groundwater flow is influenced by topography, lithology,

N

stratigraphy and structure of the material deposit and geological formation. Based on formation in geologic system and
hydrogeology the study area is recharge are (Figure 3)
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E

Figure 3 : Location map The sudy Area
Sumber : Peta Hidrogeologi, Badan Geologi

2. OBJECTIVE

3. RESEARCH METHOD

PR

This paper is to identify the most feaseable setting of LID structure’s for any given social and economic condition. The
analysis assume that such feasibility is unique for each structure service scale. As such the result is focuse on household,
communal and regional scale of service

T

1. Compile types of LID facilities

O

2. Classify and Calculate the cost of each class of LID Implementation Scale
3. Design and Conduct survey to determine the condition of social and economic community

N

4. analysis the social and economic feasibility. Social feasibility of household scale of service seen from academic background
income and lot size .

The research used the survey respondent method. The tool used for the survey is a questionnaire. Sampling Target is
Upstream Resident with volume 100 sample and category respondent based on lot size.The lot size divided three category is ≤
90 m2 , 90 m2 s/d 150 mM2 dan > 150 m2. Respondent category based on lot size intends to get the structure of society
intelectual level that are considered will affect responsibility and willingness to flood management.
The result processed by using frequency distributin and cross tabulation. Data were analyzed descriptively with a discussion
quantitative and qualitative data from the community as stakeholder beneficiaries.

4. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
For the analysis of social and economic feasibility, respondent are categorized based on lot size :
Type 1 which has a lot size ≤ 90 m2
Type II which has a lot size > 90 s/d < 150 m2
Type III which has a lot size ≥ 150 m2
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According to result survey, in figure 1 and table 1,2 can be seen the percentage each respondent category and identity
respondent based on income dan educational background.

Respondent Category
50%
40%
30%
36%

20%

32%

31%

10%
Category I

Category II

Category III

TE
D

Figure 1 : Respondent Category

Table 1. Respondent Category - Income

< 2jt
43,2%
27,3%
9,4%

ES
E

Type 1
Type II
Type III

Income
2 jt s/d 4 jt
> 4 jt s/d 6 jt
24,3%
10,8%
24,2%
18,2%
31,3%
12,5%

N

Respondent Category

. 6 jt
21,6%
30,3%
46,9%

Table 2. Respondent Category – EducationalBackground

PR

Respondent Category

Educational Background
SMA/SMK
University
26,3%
63,2%
26,5%
73,5%
9,1%
90,9%

T

Type 1
Type II
Type III

SMP
10,5%

N

O

According to identity respondent and scale of service hydroulics structure, we will analyze economic and social feasibility
from hydroulics structure. The feasibility is based on willingness to pay the construction and maintenance cost.
The result of research is presented in matrix 1 and 2. Both the matrixs shows relation between educational background and
various income
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Matrix 1 : Respondet have educational background Senior High School – various income

Income - educational background
Hyroulic Structure

Type I
3a

3b

Type II

3c

3d

3a

3b

Type III

3c

3d

3a

3b

3c

3d

House Hold
Cistern
Biopori
Sumur Resapan
Rain Barrel
Dry Well
Communal
Bioretension
Permeable Pavement

TE
D

Region
Filter Strip
Graseed Swales

ES
E

: Respondent Educational Background (Senior Highschool)
: Respondent Income < 2 jt/month
: Respondent Income 2 jt s/d 4 jt/month
: Respondent Income > 4 jt s/d 6 jt/month
: Respondent Income > 6 jt/month

PR

Note :
3
a
b
c
d

N

Permeable Pavement

Matrix 1 show the hydraulic structure like biopori, rain barrel, dry well and infiltration trench that feasible in household scale.
In all category repondent, only community who has income more than 6 juta/month, the hydraulic structure can be applied.
Hydroulic structure’s for communal and region scale is feasible to applied in all community category with various income.

O

T

Matrix 2 : Matrix Respondet have educational background education University

N

Hyroulic Structure

4a

Income - educational background

Type I
4b

4c

Type II
4d

4a

4b

4c

Type III
4d

4a

4b

4c

4d

House Hold

Cistern
Biopori
Sumur Resapan
Rain Barrel
Dry Well
Communal
Bioretension
Permeable Pavement
Region
Filter Strip
Graseed Swales
Permeable Pavement
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Note :
4
a
b
c
d

: Respondent Educational Background (Senior Highschool)
: Respondent Income < 2 jt/month
: Respondent Income 2 jt s/d 4 jt/month
: Respondent Income > 4 jt s/d 6 jt/month
: Respondent Income > 6 jt/month

Matrix 2 show the hydraulic structure like biopori, rain barrel, dry well and infiltration trench that feasible in household scale.
In all category repondent, only community who has income more than 4 juta/month, the hydraulic structure can be applied.
From both the matrix, can be concluded that in community who have level of economic middle and upper, the hydroulics
structure is applied. Income and educational background influence the community in implementing the goverment program.
From the result sudy and characteristics of the study area, the LID concept is feasible to implement in the study area

5. CONCLUSSION
2.

Characteristic of the study area, i.e the population density, education background and income will be affected feasibility
the implementation of LID concept
Determination of Upstream-Downstream Region based on regional groundwater concept in the application of LID are
very important, because LID will be effective at recharge area, which is generally located in upstream part of the
watershed.
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ABSTRACT
Low density urban sprawl generates a greater need to travel than more compact structures of mixed land uses in which the
physical separation of activities is small. One way to reduce travel needs would be to bring homes, jobs, and service together
in a relatively compact urban centre to achieve a high level of accessibility with little need for movement. Urban form
contributes to the reduction of urban travel and car dependence in order to achieve a more sustainable city. Using journey-towork (JTW) Census data over a 35-year period from 1961 to 1996 in Sydney, this paper analyzed jobs-housing dispersion in
Sydney by applying several methods such as dispersal index, Z-score, lorenz curve and Hansen Index. The travel patterns were
measured in terms of total amount of travel, trip lengths and mode choice. The results indicated that the change in the relative
jobs-housing location was followed by the change in travel patterns. Both housing and employment have moved away from the
CBD towards the outer areas. The increasing number of job opportunities in the outer areas was expected to reduce the trip
length of the residents. However, the findings indicated that only a few outer ring LGAs experienced slightly decreasing trip
lengths whilst others experienced a dramatic increase. Increasing suburb to suburb travel could not be served well by a radial
form of public transportation. If the decentralization trend continues into the future without changes to the public
transportation service, it is expected that the proportion using car will continue to increase.
Keywords
jobs-housing dispersion, total amount of travel, trip length, mode choice.

1. INTRODUCTION
Transport is important for development and it conveys many benefits. It allows personal mobility for both work and leisure
activities. It supports social and economic development. Despite the unquestionable socio-economic benefits of transport, it
also creates substantial and steadily adverse effect on environment. Much of the environmental debate has focused on the
notion of „sustainable development‟ which is defined as “development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” [11]. Newman and Kenworthy [7] stated that land-use
patterns and built form affect intrinsic energy needs as well as the efficiency with which energy needs can be met. Low density
urban sprawl, for example, generates a greater need to travel than more compact structures of mixed land uses in which the
physical separation of activities is small, and the technical and economic viability of certain energy technologies and transport
systems are affected by factors such as urban density and the location and mixing of different land-use. Interaction between
urban structure and energy systems takes place at all scales from that of the individual building to the region. Therefore,
energy-conscious land-use planning at any one level alone is unlikely to make a major contribution to sustainability.
One way to reduce travel needs would be to bring homes, jobs, and service together in a relatively compact urban centre to
achieve a high level of accessibility with little need for movement. Many studies suggested that concentration of development
is an energy efficient form [9]. The European Commision‟s Green Paper on the Urban Environment concluded that the existing
high-density compact city should be the focus of future development. However, there are some possible contradictions of this
policy to the energy efficiency, quality of life, green city and renewable energy sources [3]. Some studies proposed
„decentralised concentration‟ as an efficient alternative in terms of travel and energy requirements [8]. Rapid growth in car
ownership has permitted more dispersed patterns of urban development. The energy and environmental implications of these
trends are alarming because predicted traffic growth is likely to outstrip measures to improve the energy efficiency and
environmental performance of vehicles unless other policy measures are introduced [7]. Policies for sustainable urban
development should therefore include measures to reduce the need for movement and to provide favourable conditions for
energy-efficient and environmentally friendly forms of transport. According to Black and Suthanaya [2], land-use planning has
a key role to play in the attainment of these objectives.
Many research have focused on the debate of the urban form contribution to reduce urban travel and car dependence and to
achieve a more sustainable city. Job accessibility is often used as a tool for examining the equity aspects of development [1].
Accessibility concept can be used to analyze relative job-housing location. Job accessibility is described by the availability of
jobs and the effort to reach them in terms of travel distance, travel time, costs (or a combination of any or all of these). Using
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journey-to-work (JTW) Census data over a 35-year period from 1961 to 1996 in Sydney, this paper analyze changes of travel
patterns (total amount of travel, trip length and mode choice) following changes in the jobs-housing dispersion in Sydney,
Australia.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Dispersal Index
The relative dispersion of job location to housing location is calculated using dispersal index (DI). Dispersal index is the ratio
of the average job distance from the CBD to the average housing distance from the CBD. Brotchie et.al. [4] introduced the use
of dispersal index as follows:
DI = x/y

(1)

Where:
DI
x
y

= dispersal index
= average job distance from the CBD
= average housing distance from the CBD

The value of 1 indicates that on the average, jobs and housing are located at the same distance from the CBD. A ratio higher
than 1 also indicates a more balance distribution of housing and jobs. The higher the ratio than 1 indicates that the housing
location is more centralized than the job location. On the other hand, a ratio lower than 1 indicates that the opposite applies and
that the job location is more centralized than the location of housing.
2.2 Z-Score
There is an infinitely large number of normal curve – one for each pair of values for and . It is neither possible nor
necessary to have different tables for every possible normal curve. The standard normal distribution is a transformation of the
normal distribution. In the standard normal curve, = 0 and = 1. This standard normal curve can be displayed in terms of Zscore. The standard normal curve helps to simplify the calculation of probabilities for normally distributed populations.
Because not all normally distributed random variables have = 0 and = 1, it is needed to transform the variable so that = 0
and = 1. It can be done by using the Z-score, which is calculated as follows [6]:
Z =

X-

(2)

2.3 Lorenz Curves
Lorenz Curves have been used in a number of geographical applications, as well as by researchers in other disciplines in
respect of non-spatial data [10]. The deviation away from the diagonal in the curve suggests that there has been a reduction or
shift in the number activities. When the Lorenz curve does not follow the diagonal, there has been a change in the spatial
distribution of the variable, or the phenomena show some evidence of spatial separation. The point at which the perpendicular
distance of the curve from the diagonal is greatest indicates the areas which are most dissimilar. This distance provides the
index of dissimilarity, Ds, which may be obtained in three ways [10]. Calculation of dissimilarity index (Ds) based on [10]:
Ds =
Where:
Xi
Yi

| Xi – Yi| / 2

(3)

= the unaccumulated percentages for variable X
= the unaccumulated percentages for variable Y

The dissimilarity index can be used for a series of matched variables in order to compare different areal patterns. The technique
requires that the data are held in the form of frequency counts for the two variables and therefore do not include any negative
values.
2.4 Job Accessibility
The common criteria in quantifying job accessibility have been to use travel time and/or distance as a measure of frictional
factor. The measure of job accessibility itself can be quantified in numerous ways, for example, by measuring the total number
of jobs located within a specified distance from a residential zone or by using a job accessibility index based on Hansen‟s
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formula [5]. Job accessibility as measured by a total number of jobs located within a specified distance of a zone, is a relatively
simple measure of physical accessibility that does not allow for any spatial discounting of jobs [1]. It is a summation of jobs
located within a nominated distance in all direction from a zone. An accessibility index based on Hansen‟s definition discounts
the jobs contribution to the accessibility values by the jobs‟ respective distance from the zone. The Hansen-based job
accessibility index is used in this study and expressed as follows:
n

Ai

=

Ej / dij

j =1

(4)

where:
Ai
Ej
Dij

=
=
=
=

accessibility index of zone i;
number of jobs in zone j;
distance between zone i and j; and
the calibration parameter.

The above equation shows that job accessibility increases with an increased number of jobs but decreases when the distance to
get to those jobs increases. The further away the jobs are from the zone, the less they contribute to the zone‟s accessibility
value because of “spatial discounting”.

3. METHODOLOGY
Sydney is a good, general, study case because of its physical characteristics and historical development which are not
dissimilar to many other Australian and North American cities. Sydney Statistical Division defined by the Australian Bureau of
Census, comprising 44 local government areas (LGA) (see Figure 1). The 44 LGAs were grouped into three regional rings:
inner, middle and outer ring. Data used in this study is journey-to-work census data. The journey-to-work census data, which
forms the basis for this study was provided by the New South Wales Department of Transport, Transport Data Center (TDC).
Microsoft Access was used to compile relevant cross-tabulations and summaries. Tabulations were then converted to Microsoft
Excel spreadsheets to allow presentation and modification of format. Data sources are the 1961, 1966, 1971, 1976, 1981, 1991,
and 1996 Journey-to-Work data for Sydney Metropolitan Area. The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) conducts the Census
and the data are aggregated from census tracts for the Statistical Local Area (SLA) levels and cover 44 Local Government
Areas.
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Figure 1: Sydney LGA boundaries and zoning system
To evaluate the relative dispersion of jobs to housing, a dispersal index (DI) is calculated. The jobs-housing balance is
measured based on the ratio of residential workers to jobs. The accessibility to jobs is calculated based on Hansen‟s
accessibility index. Lorenz curve is used to test the hypothesis that the variables are similarly distributed over time. From the
Lorenz curve, the similarity of the variable distribution over time can be visually inspected. Dissimilarity index is applied
further to confirm the results obtained from the Lorenz curve. Based on the latest census data and the average change in both
urban form and travel pattern variables over time, a Z-score is calculated in order to identify outliers or zones that have an
extreme value. To facilitate a visual inspection, a scatter-plot for this Z-score is developed. The total amount of travel is
measured in persons.kilometers (prs.kms). The mean trip length is measured in kilometers (km) over the road. Transportation
modes evaluated include car, bus and train.
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4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Dispersal Index
Table 1 shows the average jobs and housing distance from the CBD in Sydney and the dispersal index over the 35-year period
from 1961 to 1996. The difference between the average housing distance and the average job distance from the CBD is also
presented in Table 1. It is identified that although the location of housing on the average is further away from the CBD
compared to the location of jobs, the average job distance from the CBD has increased at a greater rate than the average
housing distance. This is shown by the change in the difference value which is closer to zero. When the difference is zero, it is
an indication that, on average, the distance of jobs and housing from the CBD is equal. The dispersal index further indicates
that the value has moved toward unity over time. The dispersal index of 1 indicates that the average job distance from the CBD
is the same as the average housing distance. It is clearly shown that as the dispersal index approaches unity, jobs are
decentralized at a faster rate than housing.
Table 1: Dispersal index for Sydney (1961-1996)

Year
1961
1966
1971
1976
1981
1986
1991
1996

Average job distance
from CBD (km)
10.88
12.50
13.71
15.29
16.06
16.92
17.78
18.11

Average housing distance
from CBD (km)
16.93
18.56
19.76
21.02
22.28
23.02
23.75
23.98

Difference
(km)
6.05
6.06
6.05
5.73
6.22
6.10
5.97
5.87

Dispersal index (DI)
0.642
0.674
0.694
0.727
0.721
0.735
0.749
0.755

4.2 Jobs-Housing Balance
Ratio of residential workers to jobs is used to measure the job and housing balance for each of the 38 LGAs in Sydney. LGAs
with ratio of 1 indicates that the balance or similar number of workers and jobs are available in that LGA. A ratio lower than 1
and closer to zero indicates that more jobs are available than residential workers. A ratio above 1 shows that there are more
workers available than jobs. The lower the ratio, the more people are expected to work locally. On the other hand, the higher
the ratio, more people will try to find jobs in the other zones or LGAs. Figure 2 shows the ratio of workers to jobs for 38 LGAs
in Sydney by increasing distance from the CBD over the 35-year period from 1961 to 1996. It can be seen that there is no clear
trend towards an increase or a decrease in the worker to job ratio by increasing the distance from the CBD. However, several
LGAs located close to the CBD tend to have a lower value. In terms of the changes over time, the middle and outer ring LGAs
tend to experience a higher decrease compared to the inner ring.
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Figure 2: Ratio of residential workers to jobs and distance from the CBD in Sydney (1961-1996)
4.3 Accessibility to Jobs
Accessibility to jobs is calculated based on Hansen‟s accessibility index. Figure 3 shows the job accessibility in Sydney by
increasing LGA distance from the CBD over a 35-year period from 1961 to 1996. Accessibility to jobs tends to decrease by
increasing the distance from the CBD. The Sydney LGA has the highest accessibility to jobs, about 179,933 in 1961. It reached
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180,938 in 1996. Mosman has the lowest accessibility in the inner ring about 60,682 in 1961 and up to 84,537 in 1996. On
average for the inner ring LGAs, the accessibility to jobs has increased from 90,706 in 1961 to 103,641 in 1966, followed by
an unstable figure and it reached 110,216 in 1996. The average increase in the accessibility to jobs for the inner ring LGAs is
about 2,787 per 5 year or 557 per year.
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Figure 3: Accessibility to jobs and distance from the CBD in Sydney (1961-1996)
In order to evaluate the equality distribution in the accessibility to jobs that are actually accessed by three transportation
modes, i.e. car, bus and train, Lorenz curve is applied. Figure 4 shows the Lorenz curve for accessibility to jobs by car, bus and
train based on 1996 JTW census data. From visual inspection of Figure 4, it clearly shows that the accessibility to jobs by car is
more equally distributed than the distribution of accessibility to jobs by bus and train because the curve is closer to the
diagonal of the graph. The distribution of accessibility to jobs by bus and train is not very different. However, the distribution
of accessibility to jobs by bus is slightly closer to the diagonal line than train. These findings are to be expected because the
outer areas of Sydney have a poor public transportation service and therefore, it is much more convenient for residents to travel
by car to reach their job destination in the outer areas.
Lorenz Curve for Accessibility by Transportation Modes
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Figure 4: Lorenz curve for accessibility to jobs by transportation modes in Sydney
4.5 Travel Pattern Trends in Sydney
4.5.1 Total Amount of Travel
Figure 5 shows the total amount of travel by all transportation modes for 38 LGAs in Sydney over a 35-year period from 1961
to 1996. In 1961, the total amount of travel for LGAs located in the inner and middle ring is not very different to that in the
outer ring. However, a dramatic increase was experienced by the LGAs located in the outer ring (beyond 20 km from the
CBD) over time whilst it remained relatively stable in the inner and middle ring.
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Figure 5: Total amount of travel by all transportation modes and distance from the CBD in Sydney (1961-1996)
Table 2 shows the total amount of travel by transportation modes in Sydney based on 1996 JTW census data. As the proportion
using car is higher than the other transportation modes and distance traveled is relatively long, the total amount of travel by car
is much higher than that of train and bus. On average, based on 1996 data, the total amount of travel by car in the outer ring
LGAs is much higher than that in the inner and middle ring (about three times and six times higher than in the middle and
inner ring, respectively). This indicates that the main challenge for Sydney is to reduce the growth in total amount of travel by
car for the outer ring LGAs.
Ring

Inner

Middle

Outer

Table 2: Total amount of travel by transportation modes (persons.kilometers) in Sydney, 1996
Mode
LGA Minimum
LGA Maximum
LGA Mean and Change
Location
Min Value
Location
Max
Average(1996)
Change per 5
Value
years
Car
Sydney
12,254
Randwick
241,110
103,639
9,318
Bus
Sydney
3,375
Randwick
92,987
26,233
-1,584
Train
Mosman
5,258
Marrickville
76,356
30,843
2,716
Car
Hunters Hill
34,390
Bankstown
449,259
193,876
7,313
Bus
Auburn
1,154
Ryde
55,780
13,161
-944
Train
Hunters Hill
1,036
Parramatta
180,795
76,259
-1,696
Car
Camden
231,703
Sutherland
1,073,159 633,325
82,652
Bus
Camden
1,544
Warringah
130,611
19,466
-35
Train
Warringah
31,565
Gosford
552,167
222,125
16,660

The use of private car is the main concern in relation to the energy consumption and transportation emissions issues because
most cities in the world, including Sydney, have experienced an increasing car dependence. In order to evaluate the total
amount of travel by car and identify outliers, the Z-score is calculated and the scatter-plot of the results is given in Figure 6.
The horizontal axis represents the total number of travel by car in 1996 whilst the vertical axis represents the average change in
the total amount of travel by car per 5 years. The total amount of travel by car in 1996 has a positive linear association with the
average change per 5 years. This indicates that the LGAs that have a high total amount of travel by car in 1996 tend to have a
high increase in their total amount of travel by car over time. Observations on the horizontal axis indicate that Sutherland (37),
Blacktown (5) and Penrith (31) have values over two standard deviations higher than the mean. Observations on the vertical
axis indicate that Gosford (15), Penrith (31) and Wyong (44) have experienced a high increase in the total amount of travel by
car of more than two standard deviations higher than the mean.
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Figure 6: Scatter-plot of Z-score for total amount of travel by car in Sydney
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4.5.2 Mean Trip Length
Figure 7 shows the mean trip length by all transportation modes in Sydney over a 35-year period from 1961 to 1996. In
general, the mean trip length increases with distance from the CBD in a fairly consistent manner for those LGAs within 20 km
of the CBD. Beyond that distance, the relationship is less consistent. Inner LGAs experience significant increases in their trip
length over time. Although the trip length for the LGAs located in the middle ring also increased over time, it was at a slightly
lower rate than that in the inner ring. The LGAs located in the outer ring experienced unstable value in their trip length with
several LGAs experienced increases whilst others experienced decreases.
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Figure 7: The mean trip length by all transportation modes in Sydney (1961-1996)
Table 3 further shows the mean trip length by transportation modes in Sydney. It can be seen that the mean trip length by train
is typically longer than that of car and bus. Bus is mainly used for short distance trips to work whilst train becomes competitive
with car for long distance trips to work. Generally, the mean trip length increases by increasing the distance from the CBD
where the outer ring residents have longer mean trip lengths than that of inner and middle ring residents regardless their
transportation mode to work.
Table 3: Mean trip length by transportation modes (kilometers) in Sydney, 1996
Ring

Inner

Middle

Outer

Mode

Car
Bus
Train
Car
Bus
Train
Car
Bus
Train

LGA Min

LGA Max

Location

Min Value

Location

Max Value

Botany
Sydney
Woollahra
Burwood and
Willoughby
Burwood
Willoughby
Holroyd
Holroyd
Holroyd

8.7
5.1
8.5
11.4

Mosman
Mosman
Botany
Ku-ring-gai

11.8
9.7
16.5
15.7

LGA Average and
Change
Average
Change
(1996)
per 5
years
10.5
0.5
7.4
0.1
11.7
0.4
12.9
0.3

7.7
11
13.9
9.4
23.6

Ku-ring-gai
Parramatta
Wollondilly
Wollondilly
Wyong

14.9
21.4
34.7
34.8
93.9

10.4
16
23.5
19
42.6

0.4
0.3
0.7
0.7
-0.1

4.5.3 Mode Choice
The rise in the proportion using car indicates the increasing dependence on the cars which leads to an increase in energy
consumption and transportation emissions. The proportion using car is found to increase by increasing the distance from the
CBD. The proportion using car has increased over time regardless of the LGA distance from the CBD. Table 4 shows the mode
choice (the proportion using car, bus and train) in Sydney based on 1996 JTW census data and the average change per 5 years
is also presented for each mode. It is clearly shown that private car dominates mode for traveling to work in Sydney with an
increasing trend over time. The use of public transportation mainly decreases over time although on the average, the inner ring
LGAs experience an increase at about 0.4 percent per 5 years. The use of bus in the middle ring has decreased at a faster rate
than train. On the other hand, the use of train in the outer ring has decreased slightly faster than bus. It is shown also that the
use of car tends to increase by increasing the distance from the CBD whilst the use of bus tends to decrease. Middle ring LGAs
are found on average to be the highest train users at about 22 percent (compared to 18 percent and 15 percent in the inner and
outer ring, respectively).
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Table 4: Mode choice (percent) in Sydney, 1996
Ring

Inner

Middle

Outer

Mode

Car
Bus
Train
Car
Bus
Train
Car
Bus
Train

LGA Min

LGA Max

Location

Min
Value

Location

Max
Value

South Sydney
Ashfield
Botany
Burwood
Auburn
Hunters Hill
Hornsby
Hawkesbury
Warringah

46.4
8.5
3.8
60.4
1.2
2.6
73.4
0.7
3.1

Drummoyne
Randwick
Ashfield
Hunters Hill
Manly
Burwood
Wollondilly
Warringah
Hornsby

75
30.2
37
84
22.9
34.1
92.4
16.6
25.1

LGA Average and
Change
Average
Change
(1996)
per 5
years
61
1.5
22
-1.9
18
0.4
71
1.5
7
-0.9
22
-0.6
82
1.3
2.8
-0.5
15
-0.8

5. CONCLUSIONS
The results indicated that urban form variables vary across the Sydney study area. They have changed over time although
several LGAs were identified as experiencing a relatively stable value. Both housing and employment have moved away from
the CBD towards the outer areas. The increasing number of job opportunities in the outer areas was expected to reduce the trip
length of the residents. However, the findings indicate that only a few outer ring LGAs experienced slightly decreasing trip
lengths whilst others experienced a dramatic increase. This is an indication that several LGAs in the outer ring benefited by the
decentralization of employment whilst others did not benefit as shown by the increasing trip lengths for commuters.
Decentralization of both residential workers and employment was followed by an increasing use of car. Because the
employment location in the outer ring is much easier to reach by car, this leads to an increasing car dependence by residents.
The radial form of the public transportation network was originally designed to take residents to the CBD destination.
Increasing suburb to suburb travel can not be served well by a radial form of public transportation. If the decentralization trend
continues into the future without a change to the public transportation service, it is expected that the proportion using car will
continue to increase.
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ABSTRACT
Methane is natural gas that is released into the atmosphere by biological processes in the anaerobic environment through the
process of methanogenesis. Methane absorbs infrared radiation, so that these properties can cause heating in the atmosphere,
methane gas therefore referred to as greenhouse gases. Methane has a strength 21 times greater than the temperature rise of
CO2 in the 100-year time period. Currently, Indonesia is highly dependent on the landfill which is generally operated Open
dumping. Open dumping is done layer by layer thus allowing the occurrence of anaerobic processes. One way that can be
done to reduce methane gas from landfills that escape into nature is to oxidize methane by utilizing landfill cover material
(Biocover) as a medium for methane oxidizing microorganisms. The process of methane oxidation is a process that converts
methane gas into water, carbon dioxide, and biomass. The purpose of this study was to determine the performance of methane
oxidation in continuous flow conditions. Biocover used in this study is to compost landfill mining using a column reactor
operated continuously. In the continuous experiment CH4 oxidation efficiency on average in a stable condition was 70.48%
with 110 gr/m2.day oxidation rate and the average percentage increase of CO2 by 63.95%.
Keywords
Waste; landfill; greenhouse gases: methane; biocover; oxidation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Human activity is estimated to emit methane (CH4) about 60% [4]. Sources of methane from agriculture, cattle farming,
emissions of waste disposal, landfills and natural gas production. Methane gas released into the atmosphere will contribute to
global warming gas 21 times the power of carbon dioxide (CO2).
Landfill problems in Indonesia are generally operated landfill is open dumping, one of the problems of open dumping system
is a bio-gas. Recently bio-gas (CO2 and CH4) is considered a major cause of greenhouse gas emissions.
The biggest biogas produced from landfill is methane gas. Landfill has contributed approximately 20-70 Tg [10] for methane
gas emissions every year. Landfill gas can be collected and used for energy production or flared, but in significant amounts of
gas are released into the atmosphere. Another way in reducing methane gas which simpler and cheaper is to oxidize methane
by utilizing landfill cover material (Biocover) as a medium for methane oxidizing microorganisms..
The mechanism of oxidation of methane was carried out by microorganisms which methanotrophik bacteria. The amount of
methane that can be oxidized these bacteria depend on the availability of methane gas, oxygen availability, pressure,
temperature and condition of the media cover. Medium soil cover can be designed to achieve optimum growth of methane
oxidizing bacteria thus increasing the biological oxidation of CH4. Landfill cover a variety of media have different
configurations and substrates to support the growth of microorganisms methanotropik [9].
The availability of oxygen is important in the process of oxidation. Without oxygen, the bacteria methanotroph can not convert
methane into carbon dioxide, water and biomass [9]. Czepiel, et al [2] states that landfill soil to oxidize methane between 775
nmol / hour / gram of dry soil up to 930 nmol / hour / gram of dry soil, the oxygen content of 3% to 20.8%. Oxygen content
below 3% of methane oxidation will not occur. In a pure bacterial culture, the level of oxygen required ranged 0.45% to 20%
to achieve optimum rate of oxidation of methane [6]. The number of methane that is oxidized may vary depending on
temperature. High or low temperatures can affect the activity of bacterial metanotropik metabolism. Based on previous studies
the optimal temperature for the oxidation of methane ranges from 20 º C to 36 º C, but the oxidation which occurs at 20 º C is
only half of that found at 30 º C [17]. Referring to the optimal temperature oxidation of methane gas that has been done by
previous researchers, it is predicted that methane oxidation can be applied to the climatic conditions in Indonesia
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Application of compost as cover material is a low cost approach to reduce emissions that are suitable for developing countries.
In addition to the compost can be prepared from organic waste from landfills, there is no extra fee for soil cover transportation
from other places. So that is a cheap and effective option for reducing emissions from small and old landfill with a low amount
of methane produced [16]. Compost has a larger pore spaces are filled with air instead of soil (approximately 50% compost,
20-30% of the soil), thus providing more oxygen for the oxidation of methane and make the area more extensive aerobic in
closing [16].
Studies on the oxidation of methane using biocover landfill was mostly done by other countries and have significant oxidation
efficiency in an effort to reduce methane emissions from landfills. In a study of the types of media studies cover landfills used
by researchers who use the compost using a compost all appropriate standards, yet there are researchers who use compost
landfill mining.Compost landfill mining is naturally degraded by waste composition according to existing conditions in the
landfill waste. The composition of landfill waste in Indonesia have a high organic content and metal.
Waste disposed by open dumping and is long enough to accumulate can be exploited and used as compost landfill mining [5].
In Indonesia, besides the operation of the landfill problems in open dumping is also difficult to find land suitable for landfill, so
the compost landfill mining could be used as a disposal site improvement efforts and utilizing the space for further disposal
and reduce the potential sources of pollution.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Biocover used were compost landfill mining, over 5 years of age obtained from TPA Jelekong. The source of methane is 99%
pure methane. The experiment operated continuously using a laboratory scale column reactor made of flexy glass with the size
of 70cm x 20 cm. as many as 3 pieces. as shown in Figure 1. The column is equipped with 5 sampling ports located one on top
and 1 below and 3 pieces on the side of the reactor with a height of 15 cm, 25cm, and 35 cm, 3 pieces of microbial sampling
ports, a channel for air supply, drainage and gas outlet . At the bottom of the column is equipped with a layer of gravel for the
uniformity of gas distribution and buffer.
Gas Evacuation

Sampling
port Bacteri

O
o

Sampling port gas

o
o
o
o
o

Material Biocover

CH4

Flow meter
Gravel

Air

Figure 1: Continuous Experiments

The column filled with compost landfill mining. Temperatures suitable laboratory temperature, humidity and the need for C, N,
P, according to media conditions. Test material is filled into the column with a depth of 60 cm, then the stream of pure
methane gas continuously from the bottom of the reactor through the media with a debit arrangement about two kinds of
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magnitude, between 2.5 to 5.0 ml / min [11]. Flow meters are used to adjust the flow rate of methane gas that flowed into the
reactor in units of ml / min. Gas analysis performed during the research process with a range of time every day.
The purpose of the reactor column continuous experiment conducted to determine the performance of methane oxidation by
using compost landfill mining and evaluate biocover material at a certain thickness in continuous flow conditions.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Experiments using a column reactor with a height of 60 cm and extensive media biocover 0.28 m2 which operated
continuously, pure CH4 (99%), flowed from the bottom of the reactor with a flow rate of 5 ml / min so that the obtained fluxes
which enter into biocover at 10, 71 m3/ha.h, this flux value close to the range of flux values 1.7 - 15.9 m3/ha.h conducted by
Einola, et al [7] on field-scale experiment in Aikkala Findland Landfill cover material with a mixture of sludge compost and
peat. Air Supply 127 ml / min to get the oxygen flow by using air pumps. The availability of oxygen is important in the process
of oxidation, without oxygen, the bacteria can not change metanotropik methane into carbon dioxide, water and biomass.
Moisture content of the media at the beginning of the operation was 17.31% with temperatures of 24 ° C. Samples were taken
at sampling port which has been prepared by 5 points at 1 point at the top and bottom of the reactor, while others represent the
side of reactor media thickness of 15 cm, 25 cm and 35 cm.
Continuous operation of the reactor has been conducted for 109 days, the decrease in CH4 concentration in the reactor column
sampling performed every day at each sampling port using the Gas Analyzer (Portable combination gas detector Gas RX-515
mode). Decrease in CH4 concentration at sampling port 1 can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: CH4 gas reductions on a sampling port 1

Figure 3: Production of CO2 at a sampling port 1
In the figure 2 shows the concentration of CH4 in the sampling port 1 to day 30 are still fluctuating, after which a gradual
decrease in CH4 concentration began to decline. CH4 reduction in the highest efficiency at this port is only 46%, while the
increase in CO2 production in Figure 3 appear to fluctuate with an average percentage increase of 54.82%. Decrease the
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concentration of CH4 and CO2 increased in the reactor showed biological activity [13]. However, at this port is still visible
decrease in CH4 concentration has not been effective.
On day 30 of moisture will be analyzed are 32.57% and pH 6.12, then on day 109 were analyzed to be 39.50% moisture and
pH 7.77. Based on this it can be stated that the media thickness of 15 cm on biological activity still occurred until day 109.
Facts in the literature shows that most biological oxidation of CH4 by methanotroph [6]. Hilger & Humer [3], reported that CH4
is consumed by metanotroph and oxidized into CO2 and water for energy, while other parts are incorporated into biomass
(C4H8O2N).

Figure 4: CH4 gas reductions on a sampling port 2

Figure 5: Production of CO2 at a sampling port 2
In the figure 4 CH4 concentration sampling port 2 tended to decrease and almost stable after day 37, the highest CH4
concentration decreased efficiency occurs at day 74 amounted to 51.7%. Decrease in CH4 concentration followed by a
significant increase in CO2 with an average percentage increase of 91.91% can be seen in Figure 5. Albanna, et al [14] states
that the decrease in CH4 concentration and increased concentration of CO2 in the headspace gas of each reactor were clearly
indicate the existence of biological activity in the place with varying efficiency in different operating parameters.
Moisture content in the media is an important operating parameters, because changes in humidity during the operation will
affect microbial activity, and therefore done on day 30 of moisture in the media re-analysis of the results shows that the
increase of moisture from 17.31% to 33.81% and changes in pH from 7.05 to 4.91. Based on this can be ascertained there has
been microbial activities that increase water content in the media. After a day to 109 performed again the analysis of moisture
and humidity decreased to 27.6% and pH to be 7.73.
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Figure 6: CH4 gas reductions on a sampling port 3

Figure 7: Production of CO2 at a sampling port 3
Figure 6 shows the sampling port 3 CH4 concentration decreased gradually after day 30. Efficiency decrease the concentration
of CH4 on the 37th day of 41.67% and increased gradually up to 81% on day 88. Stable condition in the estimate of the day 45
to day 88 with an average efficiency of 56.96% and the rate of oxidation 88 gr/m2.day. Oxidation rate obtained in this research
approach column experiments performed as in [15] with filter material Sedge peat moss.
Increased CO2 in the figure 7 showed significant increase, with the percentage increase in CO2 by 73.64%.At the sampling port
3 represents media thickness 35 cm on day 30 seen on the reactor wall color from the color changes from brown to green and
clearly visible on the walls of the reactor column color difference on the media thickness of 15 cm and 25 cm which is still
brown, other that the analysis of moisture than at the beginning of the experiment, the results showed an increase in humidity
from 17.31% to 40.98%, on the reactor walls visible presence of water droplets and the decrease in pH from initial pH 6.8 to
5.85. From the analysis of humidity on the 3 sampling ports seen the highest humidity occurs at the top of the reactor, it is
estimated that at the top of the reactor most of CH4 is oxidized to produce high humidity. After a day to 109 humidity was
measured again and the result was a decline from 40.98% to 29.58%, pH from 5.85 to 7.81. On the wall of the reactor were to
happen again changes the color green was back as the initial condition is brown, on a day to 109 on this port is estimated to
have started to decrease microbial activity, was expected because the inlet CH4 concentration is reduced.
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Figure 8: CH4 gas reductions on a sampling port 4

Figure 9: Production of CO2 at a sampling port 4
Sampling Port 4 is an outlet of the reactor columns, pictures 8 shows the efficiency of CH4 concentrations decreased after day
30 amounted to 13.7% and increased gradually to 100% on day 91. Stable condition in the estimate of the day 30 to day 82
with an average oxidation efficiency 70.48% and the rate of oxidation of 110 gr/m2.hari. Oxidation rate obtained in this
research approach column experiments conducted as in [1] and [12] with the respective material supermuld and SS Compost /
wooden chips. Figure 9 shows the increase in CO2 production tended to occur after day 22, the average percentage increase in
CO2 production by 63.95%.

4. CONCLUSION
Continuous experiments on laboratory scale column reactor in the study to determine the performance of methane oxidation
using compost landfill mining and evaluating the thickness of the material biocover effective in oxidizing methane. The results
for 109 days at room temperature reactor with a column indicates that the reactor has occurred allowance column followed by
an increase in CH4 and CO2 production. CH4 oxidation efficiency is quite significant happened at the sampling port 4 which
represents the thickness of 35 cm biocover with CH4 oxidation efficiency on average in a stable condition was 70.48% with
110 gr/m2.day oxidation rate and the average increase of CO2 63.95%. To find out miroorganisme who worked on the media
then need to identify the bacteria.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the role of Art, Spiritual, Science, Engineering & Technology (ASSET) for Improving the Quality in Research of
the Indonesian Human Resources (IQRIHR). There are four universe aspects, i.e., Physical, Intellectual, Emotional and Spiritual (PIES)
related to IQRIHR. There are three basic requirements for improving PIES aspects: Material, Energy and Information (MEI). Those
aspects are important inputs for Education & Training (E&T) and Research & Development (R&D) activities for development of ASSET.
IQRIHR is desired output that must be attained from activities of E&T and R&D based on ASSET.
Keywords
ASSET, IQRIHR, PIES, MEI, E&T, R&D

1. INTRODUCTION
The development of ASSET represents forces that strongly affect man, life, and civilization. ASSET are ethically neutral. It
means that ASSET can be good and can also be evil. The goodness or evil is determined by the purpose and utilization. The
purpose of ASSET is to support the development efforts, thus they constitute parts of the development while they also
constitute the driving force for speeding up development.
The objectives of ASSET will aim at increasing the quality of human life. The skills of research staffs hopefully bring their
bright ideas in designing clear vision for human and national development. Sustainable development must be supported by
health economics. In an expose on healthy economics, the healthy industries are highly labor-intensive. Therefore healthy
development is tied closely with the redistribution of income seen from two different aspects, namely with regard to equitable
distribution the results of development, and with regard to expansion of employment opportunities. The expansion of job
opportunities cannot be separated from ASSET and particularly from appropriate ASSET in the rural area. In this connection,
one should keep in mind that in developing appropriate ASSET, one must pay heed to the local condition, such as tradition,
customs and usages, standard of education, availability of infrastructure.
It is now generally accepted that the principle of appropriate ASSET comprises:
1. Low-cost, in proportion with the income level of the local population
2. Providing job opportunities
3. The tools and equipment used must be required only a few and simple maintenance
4. The equipment and material should be locally available or only small quantities need to be imported
5. In harmony with the local socio-cultural conditions
6. Not needing any intricate infrastructure
7. A high added value compared with ASSET being applied.
The increase of added value shall be achieved through applications of ASSET in that word’s widest sense. The ASSET
developed must be adapted to social conditions, natural resources and the environment. A scientist graduate of high standard,
when he/she is employed in developing countries, must adapt his/her technical skills to the natural condition in such countries,
which will be quite different from what he/she would apply in developed countries. The main constraint of ASSET
development in developing countries is the fund, material and manpower. In this connection, it will be necessary to adapt the
existing ASSET and bring them into harmony with the rural conditions in the countries. That is why it is necessary to
emphasize the main managerial aspect that must cover the research of existing tradition, customs, and desires of community
with regard to the local skills.
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2. ASSET DEVELOPMENT
There are two approaches that must be considered in ASSET development, i.e., prosperity approach and security approach. The
prosperity approach will be mainly discussed in this paper. There are four aspects that must be accounted for: Physical,
Intellectual, Emotional and Spiritual (PIES) aspects. The physical and intellectual aspects must be supported by Three Basic
Needs (TBN) such as Material, Energy and Information (MEI). Furthermore, the subsystems of Indonesian national system
are:
1. Demography (human resources)
2. Natural Resources
3. ASSET
4. Law and order
5. Infrastructure.
The activities and development are listed in:
1. Human resources development E&T and R&D
2. Research and development for ASSET
3. Industry and manufacturing
4. Implementations and applications of ASSET
5. Repair, maintenance and rehabilitation.
E&T and R&D in developed countries is for development new ASSET, but in developing countries E&T and R&D is mostly
only for importation and utilization of ASSET.

3. BASIC REQUIREMENTS AND ACTIVITIES FOR E&T AND R&D BASED ON ASSET
The second large area for further investment in ASSET infrastructure is energy and natural resources. In Indonesia we are
therefore paying attention to possibilities in developing petroleum and natural gas based industries, which use oil and natural
gas for feedstock and raw material, fertilizer, plastics, and fiber. The third area for expansion of ASSET facilities, efforts are
being made to make industrial. ASSET provide practical solutions to the various problems.
The needs for communication and transportation infrastructure which includes sea transportation, air transportation, land
transportation, and postal and telecommunication services and a network of radio and television are also important to be
concerned. The transfer of ASSET relevant to the establishment of manufacturing plants to meet nations requirements for
industrial products like the ones previously mentioned can only made effective through the consistent execution of realistic and
integrated production plans progressively moving to more and more sophisticated ASSET involved in the manufacture of a
particular industrial product.
To implementation of progressive manufacturing plans requires that the industrial manufacturers adopt an active and even
aggressive attitude towards the acquisition of ASSET. They cannot remain passive and static waiting for ASSET to be passed
on to them. In order to help develop this dynamics and active posture, they must be sustained and supported byASSET
institutes and laboratories providing ASSET services relevant to the production processes and the ASSET intended to be
acquired.
To this end, the government has to establish the Center for the Development of ASSET, an industrial ASSET estate planned to
comprise a construction testing laboratory, an energy laboratory, a calibration and instrumentation laboratory, an electronics
laboratory, a multi-purpose research reactor, a chemistry laboratory, a physics laboratory, an aerodynamics, gas dynamics, and
vibration laboratory, a thermodynamics and propulsion laboratory, a process technology laboratory, and other laboratories.
This will become the focus of planned efforts to transfer, adapt and develop ASSET appropriate and useful for the creation and
expansion of productive processes throughout the nations. Defense related ASSET is the fourth area in which additional
investments are to be made. The need to strengthen ASSET to support national’s defense and security capability is obvious
given his/her strategic location, his/her abundance of resources and his/her unique geographic features. One nation must be
able to control his/her area of jurisdiction and defend it against actions endangering his/her sovereignty, the achievement of the
objectives of his/her National Development, such as equitable distribution, growth, stability, and the progress of his/her efforts
at nation building. One nation has to be ready to commit resources to utilize defense ASSET relevant to the strengthening of
his/her People’s Defense System adapted to the national cultural, geographic, and technological conditions, and to the
manufacture of the weapons system appropriate to this system.
Lastly, a people committed to transfer, adapt, and further develop even the most modern ASSET indispensable. Without
ASSET, no one country will be able to develop his/her economic potentiality. Successful transfer and development of ASSET
can only take place through the vehicle of consistently executed realistic and concrete programs of production which
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incorporate a systematic, step by step increase in the degree of comprehension and mastery of successively more sophisticated
ASSET. Only through these kinds of progressive manufacturing plans can a society develop itself into a productive power and
hence a credible and respected member of the family of nations existing in the world today and in the future.

4. ASSET POLICIES
The policies on ASSET should be directed toward developing national capabilities in ASSET as necessary for the national
development in accordance with the needs and priorities of national development. The global policy on E&T and R&D of
ASSET can in broad outlines reach their targets, when the definite E&T and R&D for ASSET programs can be implemented
according to plan. However, it will still be necessary to study and formulate the supportive and ASSET programs, to achieve a
convergence between the plans and the results we hope for. Special attention must be given to the following:
1. Inter-institutional coordination and interaction, and particularly the optimal distribution and utilization of the available
information on ASSET
2. The provision of funds and of skilled staff in accordance with the Research and Technology Matrix, whereby the
development and participation of the regions in accordance with the development and participation of the regions in
accordance with the development conditions must be further increased
3. Proper inducements and remuneration for ASSET staff who show superior performance, must be planned and formulated
as a policy which shall be increasingly introduced in our society
4. Supportive policies are also needed to distribute and popularize the modus operandi for ASSET transfer from overseas,
through involving national manpower and materials, in a programmed, systematic, and effectively phased program
5. In taking benefit of foreign ASSET capacities through bilateral, regional or multilateral cooperation, a mutually beneficial
institutional must be pursued.
In determining the objectives of the ASSET programs, the results and utilization should be institutionalized harmoniously in
stages. This is appropriate as the development of ASSET has been funded from taxes and other government revenues raised by
the community, and therefore the interests of the community should be given proper attention.

5. RELATIONS BETWEEN INDUSTRY AND UNIVERSITY
A good vision for the university-industries cooperation should have some distinctive features including the followings:
1. Innovative and future-oriented
2. Utopian enough to lead to a clearly better future for the organization
3. Fitting in with the organization’s culture, values and history
4. Reaching out for new dimensions
5. Setting standards of excellence and reflecting high ideals and aspirations
6. Clarifying purpose and direction, including measurable objectives
7. Inspiring enthusiasm and encouraging commitment
8. Reflecting the uniqueness of the organization, its identity and core competencies.
Industry can get the following advantage from its cooperation with research institutions:
1. A redefinition of industry’s role, causing it to be increasingly oriented towards need and demand
2. Consultation and counseling services on industrial property laws, design and development of products, quality control and
suchlike
3. Testing facilities
4. Assistance in negotiations with projects and equipment suppliers
5. ASSET- economic forecasting
6. Exchange of ASSET Information
7. Establishing communications with overseas E&T and R&D institutions, etc.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
It can be concluded that :
1. The development of ASSET via E&T and R&D activities represent forces that strongly affect man, life, and civilization.
2. Without ASSET, no one country will be able to develop her economic potentiality.
3. The policies on ASSET shall be directed toward developing national capabilities in ASSET as necessary for the national
development in accordance with the needs and priorities of national development.
4. The spirit of the cooperation among scientists/academics inter - universities should very high.
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5.
6.

The exchange programmers are very useful for scientists, academics and engineers in order to discuss and share the latest
development in ASSET.
E&T and R&D in developed countries for development new ASSET, but in developing countries E&T and R&D mostly
only for importation and utilization of ASSET.

7.

IQRIHR is desired output that must be attained from activities of E&T and R&D based on ASSET.
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ABSTRACT
Universitas Indonesia plans to develop a new health sciences faculty compound and teaching hospital in Depok campus. Daily
operating of hospital and faculty buildings will consume energy, water and other natural resources. Therefore excessive
consumption of energy and water can have an adverse effect on the sustainability of natural resources. Green buildings should
reflect the adoption of energy and water saving systems, proper treatment of sewage and waste, and the use of fewer raw
materials.
Use of “grey water” combined with rainwater harvesting is considered- The infection control practices at the hospital
minimize the potential use of grey water. The segregation between grey water and hazardous and medical waste water should
be considered in design and to reduce, re-use and recycle general waste. The grey water will be treated to achieve a certain
quality standard as stated in water quality regulation, than the treated water will be reused for flushing and gardening.
Keywords
Green building, grey water,rain-water harvesting, reuse

I.

BACKGROUND

Water is an important natural resource that has to be managed and used carefully for the sake of the present community and the
future generation. In line with this, the Indonesian 1945 Constitution, Section 33 verse 3, stated that the land, water and natural
resource contained within is owned by the country and has to be used to prosper the community, thus natural resource
management generally has to be organized for resources conservation and sustainable usage to ensure continuality and
sustainability of the resources using more comprehensive and integrated management method.
The water quality will be greatly influenced by the quality of the surface water as its main source. If the surface water quality
is bad then it would bring another problem since water purification process inside the aquifer took longer time than in the
ground, hence the need to re-analyze the quality of the surface water.
The Universitas Indonesia (University of Indonesia, UI) campus with total area of 312 Ha has been designed as green campus,
49% of the area is built for educational purposes while the rest of the area of 160 Ha is reserved as the campus green area. The
campus green area is mainly used as water infiltration area, which consisted of the urban forest, a 100 Ha area located on the
northern part of the campus, 30 Ha dedicated for water management program and the rest of the area used as building’s green
belt. The water management program in the campus is organized by making six artificially recharge ponds (Kenanga, Agathis,
Mahoni, Puspa, Ulin and Salam), which are scattered all around the campus.
University of Indonesia stated to plan enhancing educational and research capacity of the ‘health faculties’ of UI which consist
of medical, dentistry, nursing and public health faculties, and improving the quality health human resource in regional
universities, through developing the new faculty compound of health faculties. Early stage to plan establishment of new
medicine faculty as 18,000 sq.m, dentistry faculty as 13,000 sq.m, expansion of nursing and public health faculties as 6,000
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sq.m and 5,000 sq.m. This new compound equipped by infrastructure development such as, inner road, drainage, sewage
treatment, septic tank, car park, waste management facilities etc.
The health faculties will be supported by establishing a new teaching hospital, whereas the laboratory of staffs and students to
enhance their knowledge in health sciences. The establishment of health faculties and teaching hospital will be managed as a
project basis named the Project for the Development of World Class University at the University of Indonesia.
The health faculties compound of University of Indonesia in Depok, the daily water need will be covered by both the water
supply from the drinking water company (Perusahaan Air Minum /PAM) and from the groundwater. The daily water-involved
activity in the faculty’s compounds is like washing, drinking, wudhu, toilet flushing, plant watering, and fire extinguishing.
Some of the activities such as toilet flushing and plant watering do not need good quality water, thus the recycling water can be
used as an alternative water source. In order to efficiently implementing recycling water method in the faculty’s compound,
further research and analysis for the recycling water usage combined with rainwater harvesting is needed.
This study analyzed the rainfall data in the campus area, Depok and evaluated the volume and dimensional structure of the
required harvest system in collecting and gathering the rainwater. It also dealt with the cost effectiveness analysis of using the
cistern system in efficiently managing the runoff in the rooftop of the faculty compound. The rainwater harvesting system in
faculty’s compound is designed to collect rainfall using the building rooftops as the catchments area.

II.

METHODOLOGY

The analysis for calculating the efficiency of using cistern system for rainwater harvesting in the faculty’s compound is done
on several stages. The first analysis involved the calculation of the rainwater run off volume in the faculty’s buildings using the
annual rainfall data (secondary data) and the evaluation of the suitable volume and structure of the cistern system in collecting
and gathering the rainwater. The next analysis dealt with the determination of the efficiency application of the rainwater
harvesting system. The collected data is further used to make rainfall distribution map and design suitable cistern system for
effective rainwater harvest in the study area. The data calculation and analysis is done using appropriate hydrology theories for
determining the system efficiency.
The segregation between grey water and hazardous and medical waste water should be considered in design and to reduce, reuse and recycle general waste. The grey water will be mixed with the rainwater and then treated to achieve a certain quality
standard as stated in water quality regulation.
Related regulation used on wastewater treatment plant design
•
•
•
•

III.

Republic of Indonesia Law 23/1997 regarding Environmental Law
Government Regulation PP No. 51/1993 regarding Environmental Impact Analysis
DKI Jakarta Governor Degree No. 582/1995 regarding Quality Standard on Source of Surface Water in DKI Jakarta
Regulations and rules related to Environmental and Sanitation

RAINWATER HARVESTING

Rainwater harvesting is a method used for collecting and storing rainwater. Rainwater is considered as safe water source due to
its almost neutral pH and relatively pollutant free characteristic. The concept of rainwater harvesting is very old. Several
archaeological evidences had showed that the concept of rainwater collecting has existed as early as 4,000 years ago and the
rainwater harvesting method had probably been practiced in China more than 6,000 years ago. The ruins of what is considered
as water collection site that were built on year 2000 BC for agriculture and daily purposes is still can be seen in Israel [1].
3.1. Rainwater Harvesting Component
Rainwater harvesting is a series of processes comprises of rainwater collection, diversion and storage for various purposes such
as field irrigation, drinking water source, daily need, and aquifer recharge. On small-scale system, implementation of rainwater
harvesting can simply be made by redirecting the flow of rainwater from rooftop to a landscape area using the contour of the
area. A more complex system of rainwater harvesting will requires several additional appendages such as gutters, pipes,
catchments area, filtration area, water pump and water treatment unit.
Domestic rainwater harvesting system has five basic components such as the following:
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1. The surface of rainwater catchments area, the amount of harvested water depends on the size of the catchments area and
materials.
2. Gutter and downspout pipe, usually made from PVC, vinyl and galvanized steel, required for redirecting the water flow from
the rooftop to catchments area.
3. Leaf screens, first-flush diverters, and roof washers, required for eliminating unwanted debris on catchments area before
entering the storage area.
4. Storage unit, the most expensive component in the system. The size of the storage unit is determined by the rainfall amount,
water need, length of dry season, the catchments area and available fund.
5. Filtration and disinfectant only required if the harvested water will be used for drinking.
3.2. Cistern Method
Cistern method, having the same basic concept as the rainwater harvesting method, is a method use for directly collecting
rainwater on the rooftop through rainwater harvesting system components such as gutter, downspout pipe, first-flush diverter,
and water storage unit. The component of a cistern system can be seen on Figure 1.

Figure 1. The component of cistern system [2].
3.3. The Universitas Indonesia (UI) Campus Catchment Areas
The UI campus in Depok consists of buildings, sport facilities, road networks, parking areas and parks. The rooftops of the
buildings are chosen as the catchments area due to large surface area available for maximizing rainwater run off those flow to
the ponds. The building rooftops in the UI compound have identical characteristics with same roof angle and roof tiles for
rooftop cover (roof coefficient = 0.65).

IV.

RAIN-WATER ANALYSIS
4.1. Rainfall Data

The rainfall data used for calculation for developing cistern system is taken from the annual rainfall data in Depok recorded in
Pancoran Mas station from year 1994-2006 [3]. From the data, a monthly representative data in a year is used for calculating
the cistern volume.
4.2. Estimation of Time Needed for Water Storage in the Cistern System
To estimate the duration of time needed to fill the water storage in the cistern system, data on debit of rainfall is needed. The
rainfall debit (Q) can be calculated using the following equation [5],

Q

I

C

A

(1)
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with I is the intensity of rainfall, C is the roof coefficient and A is the catchments area.
The annual rainfall data is sorted to find the maximum rainfall data and analyzed using the Gumble method. The rainfall data is
then analyzed further using the Mononobe method to define the correlation between intensity and time duration. The data from
the Mononobe table is then used to make an IDF curve, showing the correlation between the rainfall intensity, density and
frequency.
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Figure 2. The IDF curve of Pancoran Mas station.
The IDF curve showed 7 distinct IDF curve with repetition period of 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 50 year. The curve showed a
tendency that the intensity would be bigger along with the longer duration of the repetition period. To obtain optimum data,
then further analysis for 3 IDF curve for repetition period of 2, 5 and 10 year is analyzed.
The rainfall intensity resulted from this analysis is then used to calculate the rainfall debit for each main buildings in the
faculty’s compounds. By using the data of rainfall debit for repetitive period of 2, 5 and 10 year, the duration for filling the
cistern tank can be determined by dividing the cistern volume with the rainfall debit. The time duration needed for cistern tank
filling for repetitive period of 2, 5 and 10 year.

V.

RECYCLING WATER

The health faculty compound and teaching hospital in University of Indonesia campus is still in designing stages, several
modification done based on stake holders suggestions. The important thing to resuse ‘grey water’ is segregation between ‘grey
water’ and medical waste-water and also hazardpous waste-water. Where medical and hazardous waste-waste will be managed
and treated separatedly with special treatment under specific regulations. The Project Implementation Unit who responsible to
supervise design and constrction period of the health faculty and teaching hospital ordered the design team to establish:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare planning criteria for recycling installation system
Prepare construction plan for recycling installation system
Establish detail drawing on recycling installation system and its supporting facilities planning
Prepare budget plan to construct the recycling installation system
Prepare tender document
Establish SOP (standard operating procedures) on recycling installation system

The estimation of water usage is depends on the water supply usage activities such as toilet need, pantry, canteen and ablution.
The amount of water usage used on the activities could be calculated as follows:
• Water usage for toilet needs (cleansing and flushing) is 6—10 liters/person, urinary 1—2 liters/person. The total
amount of water used for toilet needs is equal to 7—12 liters/person.
• Water usage for pantry is 100 – 200 liters/pantry/day.
• Water usage for ablution is 20 liter/person.
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•

Water usage for canteen or food vendor is 500 liters/vendor/days.

•

The total number of teaching staff, students, employees and administrative staffs in faculty compound compound
buildings is estimated around 2,500 persons, which are distributed in several sections and work units. So the total
amount of water usage for toilet need will be 17.50 — 30.00 m3/day.
Total amount of water usage in the canteen consisting of 50 kiosks will be 25.00 m3. Total amount of water usage in
the pantry is 50 x (100 — 200) liters equal to 5.0 — 10.0 m3.
The total amount of water usage for toilet, canteen and pantry is 47.50 to 65.00 m3.
Water used for ablution is about 20 to 30 m3.
Water used for floor cleansing in Building is 35.00 m3.
So the total amount of daily water usage in Central Jakarta Government Office Compound is estimated 102.50 to
130.0 m3
Water discharge is depends on the water usage activities.
The wastewater coefficient discharge for toilet, pantry, ablution and canteen is around 0.6 to 0.8 from the total amount
of water usage.
So the total amount of wastewater will be 0.8 x 130.00 m3 = 104.00 m3.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.1. Wastewater treatment plant system:
•
•

The recommended wastewater treatment plant system employs biology system. There are two choices of systems, the
first is the anaerobe and aerobe combination system, and the second is the activated sludge system.
The design team management has to decide to use combine treatment plants for both types in consideration for easy
operation and maintenance, the treatment result and the require area needed.
5.2. Recycling system:

The recommended recycling system is based on the potential properties of the recycled water. The recycled water can be use
for:
• Reserve water for urban fire fighting.
• Gardening water and car park washing.
• Cleansing floors and streets

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

The study indicated that based on calculations, it is evident that the volume of cistern system can be determined by balancing
the supply and demand volume, with supply volume defined as the amount of harvested rainwater and demand volume defined
as the basic water demand. The cistern system efficiency can be maximized depending on the amount of rainfall and cistern
volume, higher cistern volume will result in higher efficiency
The study indicated that at least daily 104 cubic-meter of water can be reused for improving the campus areas condition and
water saving.
In the sustainable concept, the bigger the amount of wastewater that can be reused in a daily life indicated more achievement
in the sustainability

VII.

RECOMMENDATIONS

To compensate the continuous transformation in land usage in the campus area, proper development and construction project
have to keep in mind to manage the surface run-off, and to maintain water quality in the area.
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Figure 3. Lay Out Plan.
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ABSTRACT
The University of Indonesia plan to constructs teaching hospital to increase the health services in city of Depok and support
the academic activities for the students of health sciences faculties. A 50,000 meters square of facilities are design and develop
to support the academic activities of faculty of medicine, faculty of nursing, faculty of dentistry, faculty of public health and the
department of pharmacy. The waste management in the medicine facilities is also important factor in the design to prevent the
health problem to the people in the surrounding facilities. Many type of waste are discuss and its possible handling and its
disposal procedure.
Keywords
Hospital, disease, waste, solid waste, waste water

1. INTRODUCTION
.It is known that the hospital waste such as waste water, waste mud, and solid waste from the hospital may contain the source
of disease. The source of diseases are originates from the severe ill person which flow to the canalization and harm the people
in surrounding area. The problem of waste from medical facilities during it’s collection, transportation, and temporary
placement will not only produce the disturbing odor but also directly or indirectly risk the health of the human being. Many
micro organism reside in this waste such as organism needed to decompose the waste. However, other microorganism may
also live at the waste which pathogenic for the human being. The microorganism originate not only from the sick person and its
secretes but also from healthy person for example enterobacteria or staphylococcus aures which normally reside on 1/3 people
of the world. The cause of the problem is as follow :
1.
2.
3.
4.

The disposal of the waste at the hospital is an interest of a small group of people. The medical personal (doctors,
nurse, health personal) has a first priority to diagnose, therapy, and care of the patient at the first priority. Hygienic
problem in the hospital is the lowest priority of the medical personals.
The responsibility from different area of the hospital regulate differently.
Nobody feel responsible for the disposal of the waste.
In the future, there will be a big problem regarding the medical waste for the hospital or several hospitals as we may
face today for domestic waste.

2. WASTE CLASIFICATION
The waste classification based on hygiene is as follow :
1.
2.
3.

Waste, which suitable for every type of waste disposal treatment (domestic waste).
Waste, which usually need to be burned (hospital specific waste).
Waste, which need a specific treatment (hazardous waste).

The classification of hospital waste must follow the rate of infection hazard. The further waste classification is according the
infection hazard of each medical facility and infection hazard by the end disposal.
Waste classification according to contamination of the pathogenic microorganism is as follow:
1.
2.

Waste, that not need a special treatment (domestic waste)
Waste, in collecting, transporting, and placing in the hospital need a special treatment which will contaminate the
hospital such as blood, secrete, excrement, needle, etc.
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3.

Waste, in collecting, transporting, and placing in the hospital, will transmit the disease (infectious waste) such as
waste from infectious station, waste from hepatitis patient from dialysis station, experiment animal, and waste from
microbiology station, laboratories, blood bank.

Domestic waste
Domestic waste in the medical facility are for example waste from paper, packing material, not contaminate glass ware, not
contaminate textile, can, and garden waste
2.1 Hospital specific waste
Hospital specific waste are waste that produce during treatment, therapie, and diagnose of the patient, which probably
contaminate with pathogenic organism. For example : blood, secrete, disposable needle, disposable cloth, disposable OP
textile.
2.2 Infectious waste
Some items include in this waste, for example : Waste from infectious station, from dialysis station, from medical laboratories,
waste from histologie station, and waste from obduction station
2.3 Extraordinary waste
The extraordinary waste are waste that need a special treatment that follow existing regulation. However this waste expose no
infectious hazard. The following item is include as extraordinary waste, such as :
-

Human body part waste, body tissue part.
Radioactive material
Meal and cooking waste
Medicine prophylaxes
Chemical
Easy burn liquid

The human body part usually not an infectious waste, but it need an ethical and aesthetical background for collecting and
disposing it.
2.4 Liquid waste
The common liquid waste pose not a problem in the medical facilities. Some research in Germany has concluded that the waste
waster from medical facilities is equal or less compare to the common city waste water. Usually at the hospital facility has their
own centralize waste water disinfection zone. However if there is an outbreak of typhoid, or cholera, a special treatment
should be made to protect the source of drink water from the disease.

3. COLLECTION AND TRANSPORTATION
Basically, it may happen that during collection and transportation of the waste, a spreading of the pathogen organisms take
place. This condition should be take in to account during design of the medicine station. For this purpose theoretically 3 to 4
parts waste container should be use in these region. In the other station it need probably 2 part container is sufficient. The
major consideration is to during overall collecting and transporting the waste, the medical waste and the domestic waste may
be transported together and eliminating the possibility of the spreading of the disease.
To prevent the spreading of germ in the station or different part of the hospital, the waste transport box possible only in closed
container. The hospital waste may 48 hours time places in temporary region at the hospital, before it goes to the waste end
station. The temporary room should consider the following items :
1.
2.
3.

Room should have good air flow.
A possible hand disinfection and washing is possible.
The placing and carrying of the waste should avoid a possible dust and remaining waste at the room
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4.
5.
6.

The temporary placement of waste must avoid its influence the surrounding region, such as kitchen, care station, etc.
The temporary place must have a closed door, but easy to reach from outside region.
The room must be easy to disinfects and to clean

Especially the personal which transporting of the waste in the facilities must know the possibility of hand and cloth
contamination. Also the procedure of hand disinfection, change the work cloth, are necessary to understand to avoid the
possibility of spreading the germ. If it is possible a central waste placement with cool air between 2 – 15 degree celcius is
desired. The hospital waste must be carried to the end disposal place within max 1 week, and also waste shall not in huge
amount. The temporary room is designed, that a disinfection is always possible, to prevent the spreading of the germ.
A long stay of the waste especially the dentistry facility has to be avoided. Therefore an everyday emptying the waste bin in
the clinics are needed, and if possible in a closed container.
3.1 Domestic waste
Basically the domestic waste in the medical facility should be in closed compartment. Therefore a hygiene ways of storage is
guarantee.
3.2 Hospital specific waste and infectious waste
Hospital specific waste and infectious waste must use bag with a special numbered and has a wall strength of 150 micro μm.
Tube, pipette, and scalpel waste shall avoid the personal injury during collecting
3.3 Extraordinary waste
For special waste like body part, organ waste, animal waste, pills, chemical, easy burning liquid, should be collected
separately, and dispose specificly. Chemical liquid must be in collected in closed container, will be transport to special
deponie. This container should be put in a cool room, and to be protected against explosion and fire exposure. It is
recommended that a dusch installation is available in the room. Pills like cytostatika is to be put in special are because the
citostatika will be burn at 1000 centigrad. Body part and organ part considering an ethical and aesthetische ways. It is possible
to be send to the crematorium, or cemetery. Meals and kitchen waste could be send to the farmer, but a heating of 90 – 100
grad is needed for the waste before it is use as animals meals.

4. THE DISPOSAL OF THE WASTE
The end disposa; he waste cidposal site for the domestic waste and hospital specific waste could use the following methods :
1.
2.
3.

deposit to different disposal site. Despite of existing incinerator, the domestic waste will be put in different deposit
location, to allow the waste decomposed by microorganism. Due to the high temperature, and a special decompostable
microorganism. This biotope is not good for the pathogen germ
Composting , it is recommended only for the domestic or domestic like waste.
Incineration, This method only recommended for the domestic waste and body part waste. Problem rise for this
method are the environmental hazard and high initial budget. The method is not recommended for the pharmaceutical
waste if the medicament may not deliver back to the pharmacist. A special work cloth and enough hand disinfection is
needed for the people work in the incinerator area.

5. THE END DISPOSAL OF INFECTIOUS WASTE
1. For the infectious waste, the incineration of the waste may be applied.
2. Thermal disinfection. The thermal disinfection is a method to disinfect of the infectous waste. This method use a 100 – 105
grad of heating the waste for 15 minute and `134 grad heating for 5 minute using a vacuum-moist-vacuum procedure. After
this process, the infectious waste may be handled like domestic waste. The advantage of this method is a small amount of
budget is needed for this kind of facility and could be adjust to the need of the hospital
3. Thermal sterilization. Only in seldom occasion, waste need a thermal sterilization. Therefore this method may be neglected
due to the very snall amount of waste could be used. The method is un safe, also it may danger our environment.
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Chemical disinfection. After chopping in small pieces of waste, and difficulties to get a uniform pieces, influence time,
neutralization, penetration depth, this method with certain condition may be used.

6. CONCLUSION
The government of Indonesia must have regulation, concept and investigation of the disposal the hospital waste. Especially, for
the information to the people expose to the infection hazard and contamination hazard. Special Procedure is needed for the
people to change the working cloth and regular hand disinfection after dispose a hospital waste.
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ABSTRACT
The new faculty compound development offers a valuable opportunity to ensure the improvement of the quality of work life for
staff, and the quality area for students in a safe and healthy environment. The building should be design by considering;
sustainability of the site. The building site should plan with consideration for alternative transportation, storm-water
management, site redevelopment and reducing any impact on the surrounding environment. And call for an integrated
walkway/jogging path in the area surrounding the new faculty site. The existing land contour will be use to design pathways,
drainage channels and better landscaping.
A water efficient, low maintenance landscaping program should be introduced in the new building setting wherever possible.
Water conservation will be achieved through the integration of storm water management into the site landscaping. There is
existing vegetation on the new building site. The location of new landscaping will take into account cooling loads, fresh winds
and breezes. The planting of trees on the east and west sides of the building will dramatically reduce cooling loads, while big
trees can block strong winds or help to channel cool breezes. All of trees on the site, and topsoil will be protected during the
work. To save trees during the construction period is necessary, and then replanting and plant a suitable trees as a result of
land clearing program.
Keywords
Ssustainability, new building, water efficient, landscaping, trees

1. INTRODUCTION
The Universitas Indonesia (University of Indonesia, UI) campus with total area of 312 Ha has been designed as green campus,
49% of the area is built for educational purposes while the rest of the area of 160 Ha is reserved as the campus green area. The
campus green area is mainly used as water infiltration area, which consisted of the urban forest, a 100 Ha area located on the
northern part of the campus, 30 Ha dedicated for water management program and the rest of the area used as building‟s green
belt.
University of Indonesia stated to plan enhancing educational and research capacity of the „health faculties‟ of UI which consist
of medical, dentistry, nursing and public health faculties, and improving the quality health human resource in regional
universities, through developing the new faculty compound of health faculties. Early stage to plan establishment of new
medicine faculty as 18,000 sq.m, dentistry faculty as 13,000 sq.m, expansion of nursing and public health faculties as 6,000
sq.m and 5,000 sq.m. This new compound equipped by infrastructure development such as, inner road, drainage, sewage
treatment, septic tank, car park, waste management facilities etc.
The health faculties will be supported by establishing a new teaching hospital, whereas the laboratory of staffs and students to
enhance their knowledge in health sciences. The establishment of health faculties and teaching hospital will be managed as a
project basis named the Project for the Development of World Class University at the University of Indonesia.

2. EVALUATION
As per the Project for the Development of World Class University at the University of Indonesia, the Steering Committee
(which is the uppermost decision organization of the project) along with the Inter Faculty Committee (IFC) have had a series of
meetings to set up the strategy how to proceed the project.
As a result of the comprehensive discussions with the Steering Committee, IFC, PIU and authorities of the University, the
following strategies were already concurred.
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2.1. MODIFICATION DESIGN FOR HEALTH FACULTIES.
a. Integration among Five Faculties:
IFC is now studying to integrate educational curriculum to accomplish one “Health Science Faculty” concept. In a
new, integrated curriculum, for example, medical, nursing and other health science students will join one unified
biomedical practice with standard curriculum. As IFC and Faculties introduce integrated educational activities, they
will need physically integrated educational facilities. This is the primary reason why five faculties need the physical
integration in their new Faculty Complex; Steering Committee concluded to design the project facility as follows:
Buildings of “Health Sciences Faculty” will be constructed within the Campus Ring Road area, and all five
faculties: Faculty of Medicine (FK); Faculty of Dentistry (FKG); Faculty of Nursing (FIK); Faculty of Public
Health (FKM) and a part of Pharmacy Department will be integrated into one “Health Sciences Faculty
Complex”.
The Complex‟s buildings shall be shared and integrated by all the faculties, where there shall be no claim or
ownership of each building from any Faculties.
b. Integration between Faculty and University Hospital:
To accomplish the fundamental integration between “Health Science Faculty” and University Hospital, the Steering
Committee concluded to locate the Hospital Buildings in a near proximity of the Faculty Complex. And this will
cause the following changes of Faculty of Nursing existing buildings:
UI‟s University Hospital will be constructed near the existing Faculty of Nursing building (Building-B). The
Building-B will be upgraded, and will be integrated as a part of the University Hospital buildings.
The other existing Faculty of Nursing building (Building-A) will be demolished. Demolishment process will be
taken place after permission letter from the Ministry of Finance is obtained and after the Faculties complex is
constructed.
c.

Management of Educational Equipment:
As most of laboratories will be shared by five faculties, it is important to establish the secure management system of
educational equipment (which is fundamentally belongs to each faculty). Preparation and Equipment Rooms should
have enough room sizes to keep the relevant equipment securely and should be located adjacent to each sharedLaboratory. Laboratory management office will also be provided inside the Preparation Rooms to ensure the proper
equipment use.

2.2. JUSTIFICATION
a. High Efficiency in Faculty Management:
In new proposed Health Science Faculty Complex, most of classrooms and laboratories will be equally shared and
used by all the faculties, and those rooms are managed by the centralized Management system. This high efficiency in
management how to use classrooms and laboratories will enable the proposed Faculty Complex to absorb Faculty of
Nursing‟s additional floor area requirements caused by demolition of the existing buildings without sacrificing other
faculties‟ educational activities.
Classrooms will be typified by sizes, and will be equally used by all the faculties to maximize efficiency of room
usage.
Laboratories: functionally similar laboratories will be typified into the same laboratory-cluster to raise each
room‟s occupancy hours and to reduce redundancy (effective management). Other functionally unique
laboratories (such as Skill Labs, Oral Biology Lab, Nursing Labs, Nutrition Lab and Anatomy Dissection Lab,
etc.) will be designed as a specific laboratory used mainly by the relevant faculty only.
Administration Staff Room: Administrative staff rooms will be merged to reduce redundancy and maximize the
efficiency in use.
b. Enhanced Pharmacy Department’s Educational Activities:
Although the proposed Faculty Complex will not be able to provide all necessary facilities required by Pharmacy
Department‟s educational activities in Year 2015, mainly due to budgetary constrains, it will be able to provide a part
of fundamental educational facilities by allowing Pharmacy students to use some shared-use classrooms and
laboratories (such as Discussion Room (PBL Facility), Wet Labs and Computer Labs) when available. Effective use
of those commonly shared rooms will enable Pharmacy students to use them in spare times without sacrificing other
four faculties‟ educational activities.
2.3. RESSUMME
At early stage the planning stipulates an area allocation that is concentrated by faculty-by-faculty. In the new area
allocation, the areas are allocated according to function of the rooms, without the assignment of ownership by Faculty,
while keeping to the original proposed total usable area stipulated in the earlier plan.
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Area allocation for Classrooms will be increased, because most of the existing Faculty of Nursing buildings are
occupied by classrooms. Laboratories will maintain enhanced educational activities in Target Year, 2015 by raising
efficiency in management how to use them. Supporting functions, such as Library, Gymnasium and Cafeteria (which
has lower priority to provide substantial educational activities) will be reduced to generate floor area for more
fundamental educational activities

3. THE PROJECT IMPACTS
The Project Implementation Unit (PIU) conducted several studies in Determination of Potential Impacts of the Proposed
Project. Impacts will be determined as significant positive or negative, direct or indirect, short-term or long-term, unavoidable
or irreversible. Cumulative of the proposed development will also be highlighted. Special emphasis will be placed on:
o Land use management
o Terrestrial ecology
o Visual Resource
o Energy Transmission
o Air quality & Noise
o Traffic Management and Safety
The study proposal predicted an impact on traffic flows on the local highway network, including on the existing compound
buildings. The proposal has an impact on traffic movements to and within the hospital site, including the bus road and
pedestrian hierarchy on site and how linkages to and within and Green Travel measures are to operate.
The proposal may involve the partial diversion of the existing footpath. The direct traffic impact on the Campus is likely to be
limited to a relatively small number of bus movements, from the proposed bus gate as well as possible noise and disturbance
from vehicles using the service road and additional car parking areas. This impact may increase if there are further linkages
between the building site and main road and how the footpath/cycle-way linkages are developed. There may be additional
noise for residents on the Campus estate as a result of traffic on the new distributor road and proposed toll road.
The study prepared for the development of a Monitoring Plan to ensure implementation of the mitigation measures and longterm minimization of negative environmental impacts. And plan to establish program for the public participation/review
process through meetings with relevant governmental agencies, in obtaining the views of civil society and participating in a
public consultation if required.

4. DESIGN CRITERIA: GREEN BUILDING
The new facility should offer a valuable opportunity to ensure the improvement of the quality of work life for staff, and the
quality care for patients in a safe and healthy environment. The building should be design by considering:
- sustainability of the site
- water efficiency and conservation
- energy efficiency and maintaining atmosphere
- controlled indoor environmental quality
The committee developed a list of environmental concerns and reviewed these concerns with various stakeholders. The
initial goal was to create awareness and to educate the staff involved. We obtained board and senior management team
support for the concept of moving toward a green hospital and then proceeded to review alternative mechanisms to be
adopted for the new health faculty.
4.1. Sustainability of the site.
The health faculty site planned with consideration for alternative transportation, storm-water management, site redevelopment
and reducing any impact on the surrounding environment.
The development of the dense grid of public transit will provide the residents a way to travel to the new faculty compound
without cars. The faculty has closed to the planned highway (toll road), which will be reviewing a new bus routes to the
new faculty. It is university‟s goal that the bus routes be extended to include the health faculty. The current health faculty‟s
lot is land locked and additional space is used for parking. Plans call for an integrated walkway/jogging path in the area
surrounding the new faculty site. The existing land contour will be use to design pathways, drainage channels and better
landscaping.
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4.2. Landscape with drought resistant native plants and perennial ground covers
A water efficient, low maintenance landscaping program will be introduced in the new health faculty setting wherever
possible. Water conservation will be achieved through the integration of storm water management into the site landscaping.
The new faculty should be fortunate to be situated on a site with an adjacent retention pond that will accept most onsite water.
The remainder of the water will be dealt with on site (parking lot storage, landscape runoff). There is existing vegetation on the
new faculty site. The location of new landscaping will take into account cooling loads, fresh winds and breezes. The planting
of trees on the east and west sides of the building will dramatically reduce cooling loads, while big trees can block strong
winds or help to channel cool breezes. All of trees on the site, and topsoil will be protected during the work.
4.3. Place building to take advantage of sunlight
The orientation of the new faculty should be adjusted to maximize the amount of sunlight received in the building. The
architects have worked with a number of plans to ensure maximum exposure of east and west facing windows. Skylights have
been included in public spaces, and most areas have been designed with windows as part of the main focus. In addition, the
architects have also reviewed various windowsills and frames to ensure optimum sun exposure during the whole year, and the
partial blocking of the sun during the dry seasons. These efforts will reduce the overall energy consumption, helping to save on
the faculty operating expenses. The planners are reviewing different building materials, and will endeavor to surpass the
ASHRAE standards (the standard for design and maintenance of indoor environments).
4.4. Use durable products and materials due to the long lasting usage
All major electrical and mechanical equipment to be included in the development of the new hospital is being reviewed, and is
expected to be functioning for 30 to 50 years (and even longer in some cases). The faculty construction should be selecting
material for interior finishes that will require low maintenance, but at the same time will also be hard-wearing and attractive.
Low maintenance exterior finishes would include brick, pre-finished aluminum windows and steel metal siding and a modified
bitumen roof. Increased ventilation and incorporated low –VOC paints. 'Eco-logo' products including latex paints and water
based adhesives will be used wherever possible throughout the new hospital. Formaldehyde-free medium density fiberboard
will be used where appropriate.
Most interior lighting will be high efficiency fluorescent using certain tube lamps with high efficiency electronic
ballasts. The use of incandescent lighting will be restricted to areas where it is deemed essential, and then it will
typically use higher efficiency halogen lamps. Exterior lighting will use high efficiency metal halide lamps. Exterior
lighting will be controlled via timers and photocells. Most of the interior lighting will be provided with local switches.
Offices should be provided with local switching allowing lights to be turned off when not required. The use of ambient
light sensors and occupancy sensors will be considered to minimize energy use; however, their application will be
limited by the budget. Air conditioning systems for office area will be variable air volume.
Low flush toilets and urinals, and water saver showers should be used throughout the new faculty buildings, where
appropriate.

5. DISCUSSION
The detail engineering design of all faculty building which is based on green building design has already completed and agreed
by the steering committee. The PIU and expert calculated bill of quantity and all of unit prices. The results calculation
illustrated that building prices will be increased around 7% or regular building design‟s prices. The monthly electricity bill,
service charges and operating costs analysis and predicted that it will be reduced around 30%. The initial construction cost will
increase 7%, this costs based on calculations will be recovered within 2 years.
The other problem is during the next construction period, the university should establish an expert group to manage and
supervise the implementation of the development the green building design of the health faculty. Then the expert group should
also create a standard operating procedures and maintaining program for this new health faculty. The skilled persons should be
prepared and trained to implement a good established operating and maintaining program. The training program to enhance the
skilled person to manage a new ground and buildings should be designed and implemented in several stages.

6. CONCLUSION
The green building design applied in the new health faculty, which planned to achieve the goal of sustainable development, to
ensure the improvement of the quality of work life for staff, and the quality area for students in a safe and healthy environment.
These new buildings will be constructed within the second semester of year 2011. The obstacles predicted that how the
university can control and supervise the construction period while to achieve all of buildings those designed by considering;
sustainability of the site.
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ILLUSTRATION

Figure 1. Lay-out Plan

Figure 2. Site Plan

Figure 3. Bird‟s Eyes View

Figure 4. Eye Level Perspective
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ABSTRACT
Many construction contractors do their business in form of projects to deliver construction infrastructures in Indonesia. There
are different factors that can affect the success of those projects depending on the set up success criteria. The project manager
is one of the factor that affecting the success of the projects and one of the success criteria is the cost/budget performance.
Seeking competent project managers is a not an easy task to do by many contractors, especially for project sponsors and
project manager’s line manager. Also, there is a lot of contruction companies having difficulties to develop ones. They do not
know a which competencies elements are essential for project managers which affecting the cost/budget.
This research has the objective to explore the construction project manager’s competency elements that are correlated with the
cost/budget performance of construction projects in Indonesia and hence establishing a construction project manager’s
competency model. The variables are consolidated using global competencies standards such ICB (IPMA Competence
Baseline), Project Management Competency Development Framework (PMI) and GAPPS (Global Alliance for Project
Performance Standards). The factor analysis has been used to establish the model. The validation was done by having reconfirmation from experts and calculation using least square analysis.
The competency elements have been grouped by using factor analysis to organizational context, team building, communication
and personal self behavior competencies, which are dominated by behavioral competencies elements. The proposed
competency models can be used as baseline for project managers selection, competency development and career path
application in construction companies.
Keywords
Competency, construction, project manager, cost/budget performance

1. INTRODUCTION
According to Project Management Body of Knowledge or PMBoK® [1] , project is defined as temporary endavour to produce
unique products or services and to fulfill the stakholder expectation. The project will be terminated once the objectives are
achieved or if the project sponsors abandon the project for certain reasons. The projects are expected to be successfully
delivered according to the success criteria that have been defined by the projects. In the past the project success criteria has
been defined by fulfillment of the major triple constraints such as scope, time and cost, but Baccarini [2] stated that it is not
enough to have them fulfilled, unless the quality, the processes and stakeholder satisfaction. There are many factors affecting
the success of the projects and one of them is the ability of project manager, which highly affected by the competency of the
project managers, in running the projects. Many project organizations aim to seek and develop competent construction project
managers in order to have more successful projects. However, it is difficult the finding out the required and important project
manager competencies that are casually related to project manager perfomance and hence successful projects. This paper has
the objective to seek the competencies attributes that are causally related with the project cost performance as part of project
success criteria. A mathematical model is expected as a result of this research.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Although only few studies related to schedule performances of Construction Projects in Indonesia were done in the past, the
result has indicated that there deviations of baselines. Kaming, Olomolaiye, Holt and Harris [3] has identified that 27% of
project managers have completed the less than 70% of the projects on budget. Santoso [4] has found that incompetent project
managers was ranked in number 3 of the factors that affecting the cost overrun in construction projects in Indonesia.
Meanwhile, Trigunarsyah [5] has found that only 36% from the observed construction projects were over budget. One of the
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causes of this is insufficient planning process that could be influenced by the incompetent project managers. Therefore it is
essential to find out how the establish a model that draw the causal relationship between the competencies of construction
project managers with the cost performance of construction projects in Indonesia.

3. THEORITICAL FOUNDATION
The author thinks it is very important to understand the research development in critical success factors in project, prior to
exploration of competencies.
3.1 Project’s critical success factor
Pinto and Slevin [6] has found where project managers were not identified as one of the critical factors. However, through the
time, Pinto and Slevin [7] identified another factors where one of them was related with project manager’s competency such
as, administrative, interpersonal and technical competencies. While Belassi and Tukel [8] concluded that 4 dominant factors,
where one of them, it was factor that is related with project managers and the team. Thomas, Delisle and Judgey [9] found out
that the failures of the projects are caused by project managers that have only few to none project management trainings.
Furthermore, Naoum and Fong [10] has identified sub-system critical success factors such as project manager’s characters and
leadership. Mengesha [11] has consolidated previous researches and found out that project manager’s competency play big role
in determining project success. Kuen, Zailani and Fernando [12] has also consolidated the development of research in project
critical success factor and found out that the project manager’s competencies are mostly part of the factors. From the past
research, it can be concluded that the project manager’s competency play important role in delivering successful projects.
3.2 Project management competencies
The research in competency has been developing since McClelland [13] found out that traditional academic aptitude and
knowledge test as well as school certificate can not predict work perfornance or success inlife and it was also biased from
minority, women and low economic level group. Further more Boyatzis [14] and furthermore Spencer and Spencer [15] has
formulated competencies as underlying characteristics of a person that lead to or cause effective and outstanding performances.
According to Heffernan and Flood [16] and Crawford [17] there are 2 (two) approaches in defining competencies such as :
a. Input based competency approach (mostly applied in U.S) is defined as underlying characteristics of an individuals
that are causally related with reference criteria of an effective/superior performance of a work. This approach is in line
with the definition of previous Boyatzis [18] and Spencer and Spencer [19]
b. Output based competency approach. It is known also as performance based competency approach (mostly applied in
UK, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa). The competency is defined as a function of a work and standards of a
work performance that has to be achieved. This definition is inline with definition that are concluded by Dainty,
Cheng and Moore [20]
There are some PM competencies standard that have been globally used as have been described in tabel 1, where have been
used of many countries in applying project manager’s competency.
Table 1: Global and National Project Management Competencies Standard
No

Standard Description

1

Project Management Competency
Development Framework (PMCDF)

2

IPMA Competence Baseline (ICB)

3
4

A Framework for Performance Based
Competenc Standards for Global Level 1 and
Level 2 Project Managers
Standar Kompetensi Nasional Manajemen
Proyek Konstruksi Indonesia (Indonesian
Construction Project Management Standard)

Established by
Project Management
Institute (PMI)
International Project
Management
Association (IPMA)
Global Alliances for
Project Performance
Standards (GAPPS)
Ikatan Ahli Manajemen
Proyek Indonesia

Numbers of Competencies
Elements/attributes
102
46
21
28

Altough various global project management competency standards are available, Indonesia has adopted the PMI standards
where mostly driven by project management knowledge areas with extension of construction project management knowledge
areas such finance, claim, environment and safety management.
From the above standards, it has been observed that the attributes categorization of ICB (IPMA Competences Baseline) into 3
(three) major attributes. Therefore, it has been concluded, for the purpose of this research, the category will be established
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based on ICB, although the content of the sub attributes are consolidated ones. The consolidated list of attributes/elements of
competencies are produced as indicated in table 2 below.
Table 2: Consolidated competencies attributes
No
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17
1.18
1.19
1.20
1.21
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15
2.16
2.17
2.18
2.19
2.20
2.21
2.22
2.23
2.24
2.25
2.26
2.27
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10
3.11

Attributes

Knowledge

Knowledge

Behavior
Behavior

Contextual

Sub attributes
Project management succes
Project requirement and objectives
Project changes
Project start up
Project structure
Project scope deliverables
Project close out
Project time & project phases
Project resources
Project cost & finance
Project quality
Project prganisation
Project teamwork
Project control & report
Project information & documentation
Project communication
Interested parties
Risk & opportunity
Procurement & contract
Expert Judgement
Knowledge Center
Result orientation
Concern for order, quality, & accuracy
Initiative
Information seeking / Observation
Costumer service orientation
Interpersonal Understanding
Impact & Influence
Organizational Awareness
Relationship Building
Developing Others
Leadership
Directiveness
Analytical thinking
Conceptual thinking
Self-control
Self-Confident
Flexibility
Organizational Commitment
Engagement & motivation
Relaxation
Openness
Creativity
Efficiency
Negotiation
Conflict & crisis
Reliability
Ethics
Project orientation
Programme orientation
Portfolio orientation
Project programme implementation
Permanent organisation
Business
Systems, products & technology
Personnal management
HSE & environment
Finance
Legal
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From overall attributes, it can be seen that the attributes of competencies are dominted by ICB, though some of them are taken
from other standards as indicated in table 1. The whole attributes are used as variables and converted into questionnaires in this
research.

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Having the problem statement and research question as indicated in point 2, according to Yin [21], this research is suitable to
be done using survey. The relationship between the construction project cost performance and the construction project
managers in form of the mathematical model is to be explored. The questionnaire, as research tools, has been chosen and
produced. The respondents are to assess the statements with rating 1 to 5 (1 = not influencing, 2 = less influencing, 3 = pretty
much influence, 4 = influencing, 5 = very influencing ) and they also to rate their project cost performance with rating 1 to 5 (1
= cost overrun more 4%, 2 = cost overrun 2%-4%, 3 = cost overrun 0%-2%, 4 = under budget 0%-2%, 5 = under budget more
than 2%) Furthermore it was validated by project management experts and practitioners with minimum 14 years experience,
prior to the distribution to the respondent.
The cluster random sampling methods have been chosen and the samples are taken from 6 major construction companies
(contractors) in Indonesia, where 3 (three) are Indonesian State Owned Company (BUMN). The samples of n = 40 project
managers with criteria of minimum 3 years experience and bachelor graduated are picked and analyzed using statistical tools
SPSS. Prior to correlation analysis, and factor analysis, the validity and reliability of the data are tested. Once the mathematical
model is established, the result will be validated using least square analysis and also to the PM experts. The least square
analysis is used to check the validity of the mathematical model. The result with this method can be seen through the plotted
points where the tendency can be seen from this plot.

5. DISCUSSIONS
Once the questionnaire are returned, from academic background perspective, it is found that 29 respondents (72.5%) have
bachelor degree and 11 respondents (27.5% ) have master degree. From total respondents, 24 of them have project
management certification local and/or global, while 11 of them are not. From working experience perspective, most of them
62.5% has over 15 years of experience, while 37.5% is less than 15 years of experience. The data was tested under and was
found reliable in each cluster/category knowledge (Cronbach Alpha = 0.856), behavior (Cronbach Alpha = 0.944) and
contextual (Cronbach Alpha = 0.822). Under category knowledge, the variable project start up and project resources are not
valid, while variable personnel management and finance, under category contextual are not valid as they are less than 0.312
(using table Pearson Correlation with t =0.05 and n=40). The latent variables using mean value are considered to be used, as
the variable indicators can not measured directly, while the measurement is done using Likert scale.
After the validity and realibility of the data has been tested, the latent variables are tested. It is found that the r value between
respective variables and cost performance, 0.446 between knowledge-cost performance, 0.614 between behavior-cost
performance and 0.413 between contextual-cost performance. As the r value is positive, it can be concluded that the higher the
competencies of construction project managers, the better the cost performance. In order to test the significance of this
statement, it is necessary to calculate the t-value using below equation (1):
t = r ( √(n-2)/(1-r2) )

(1)

where r = correlation coefficient Pearson, n = samples. After having calculated value, it is found that t-value for knowledge,
behavioral and contextual respectively are 3.072, 4.795 and 2.944 where as they are much bigger compared to t-value taken
from table which is 2.024. Therefore, there is significant relationship between construction project manager’s competencies
and project schedule performance. T-values of the sub-variables are also calculated using the above equations and compared to
the t-value in the table and the result shows that the values are much bigger from 2.024.
Furthermore, prior to factor analysis, the variables are again reduced using Anti Image Correlation, to only 23 variables and
those are information and documentation, communication, interested parties, risk and opportunity, result orientation,
initiative, interpersonal understanding, impact and influence, organizational awareness, developing others, conceptual
thinking, self control, flexibility, organizational commitment, movitation, relaxation, openness, creativity, efficiency, conflict
and crisis, developing others, portfolio orientation and leadership. From the result, it can be seen that the elements/attributes
are dominated by behavioral and contextual competences. Using KMO and Bartlett’s test, it can be seen that the significance
value is 0.000 which means that there is significant relationship between the competencies and cost performance the MSA
value is 0.833 which more than 0.5 as the condition that the data can be further analysed using factor analysis. The below table
3 shows the result of the factor analysis.
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Table 3: Result of factor analysis
Factor

Rotated Factor Matrix(a)
Creativity
Interested_parties
Organizational_Awareness
Relationship_Building
Impact_and_Influence
Risk_and_opportunity
Organizational_Commitment
Conceptual_thinking
Portfolio_orientation
Self_control
Relaxation
Developing_Others
Motivation
Interpersonal_Understanding
Conflict_and_crisis
Flexibility
Information_and_documentation
Communication
Openness
Result_orientation
Efficiency
Initiative
Leadership

B
K
B
B
B
K
B
B
C
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
K
K
B
B
B
B
B

1
0.83
0.63
0.60
0.59
0.58
0.57
0.54
0.53
0.49
0.44

0.46
0.45

0.44

2

3

4

Factor Group

Organizational
Competence

0.42
0.40

0.76
0.72
0.69
0.58
0.56
0.53

0.47

Organizational
Competence

0.47
Team Builder
0.46
0.79
0.76
0.52

0.40

Communication
0.86
0.53
0.51
0.51

Self Behavior

After the having the data analysed using factor analysis, there is 4 (four) new factor group (cluster/category) that categorize the
competencies such organizational competences, team builder, communication and self behavior. Furthermore, the model can
be build using factor score coefficient matrix as has been shown in table 4.
Table 4: Factor Score Coefficient Matrix
Variables
Interested_parties
Risk_and_opportunity
Impact_and_Influence
Organizational_Awareness
Relationship_Building
Conceptual_thinking
Self_control
Organizational_Commitment
Creativity
Portfolio_orientation
Interpersonal_Understanding
Developing_Others
Flexibility
Motivation
Relaxation
Conflict_and_crisis
Information_and_documentation
Communication
Openness
Result_orientation
Initiative
Leadership
Efficiency

B
K
B
B
B
K
B
B
C
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
K
K
B
B
B
B
B

X1,17
X1,18
X2,7
X2,8
X2,9
X2,14
X2,15
X2,18
X2,22
X3,3
X2,6
X2,10
X2,17
X2,19
X2,20
X2,25
X1,15
X1,16
X2,21
X2,1
X2,3
X2,11
X2,23

1
0.07
0.17
0.05
0.13
0.16
0.07
0.07
0.12
0.37
0.04
0.08
-0.12
0.06
0.09
-0.24
-0.04
0.07
-0.18
0.06
-0.07
-0.01
-0.05
-0.07

2
0.01
-0.14
0.07
0.00
-0.07
-0.09
-0.07
-0.07
0.01
0.04
0.13
0.25
0.06
0.24
0.43
0.11
-0.18
0.01
-0.04
-0.14
0.07
0.01
0.09

3
0.08
0.05
-0.07
-0.08
0.07
0.06
-0.03
0.01
-0.08
0.04
-0.08
-0.10
0.05
-0.22
0.17
-0.09
0.40
0.43
0.16
-0.03
-0.06
0.04
-0.08

4
-0.14
-0.05
0.02
0.10
-0.01
0.05
0.03
0.04
-0.08
-0.03
-0.08
0.06
-0.12
0.01
-0.12
0.05
-0.05
0.09
-0.03
0.67
0.08
0.12
0.12

Having the coefficient from table 4, the mathematical model can be developed as has been shown in equation (2)
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Y = 0.07X1,17 + 0.17X1,18 + 0.05X2,7 + 0.13X2,8 + 0.16X2,9 + 0.07X2,14 + 0.07X2,15 + 0.12X2,18 + 0.37X2,22 + 0.04X3,3 +
(2)

0.13X2,6 + 0.25X2,10 + 0.06X2,17 + 0.24X2,19 + 0.43X2,20 + 0.11X2,25 + 0.4X1,15 + 0.43X1,16 + 0.16X2,21 + 0.67X2,1 +
0.08X2,3 + 0.12X2,11 + 0.12X2,23
where
X1,17

:

Interested parties

X2,22

:

Creativity

X1,15

:

X1,18

:

Risk & opportunity

X3,3

:

X1,16

:

X2,7

:

Impact & Influence

X2,6

:

X2,21

:

Openness

X2,8

:

X2,10

:

X2,1

:

Result orientation

X2,9

:

X2,17

:

Flexibility

X2,3

:

initiative

X2,14
X2,15
X2,18

:
:
:

Organizational
Awareness
Relationship
Building
Conceptual thinking
Self control
Organizational
Commitment

Portfolio
orientation
Interpersonal
Understanding
Developing Others

Information &
documentation
Communication

X2,19
X2,20
X2,25

:
:
:

Motivation
Relaxation
Conflict & crisis

X2,11
X2,23

:
:

Leadership
Efficiency

In order to ensure that the model is valid one, the model is herewith validated by the experts and also tested using least square
analysis, where the whole data was entered into the equation and seek for the result and from below figure 1, where the cost
performance is increasing in line with higher competencies.
Cost performance

Competencies

Figure 1: Least square analysis graph

6. CONCLUSION
This study has proven that the competencies of construction project managers are highly correlated with the project cost
performance of construction projects in Indonesia, especially from perspective of Indonesian contractors. The result shows not
only strong correlation, but also majority of competencies attributes are behavioral competencies and those are mostly called
by soft or human skills such communication, result orientation, initiative, interpersonal understanding, impact and influence,
developing others, conceptual thinking, self control, flexibility, motivation, relaxation, openness, creativity, efficiency, conflict
and crisis, developing others, portfolio orientation and leadership . The finding is also interesting to see, by using factor
analysis, the competencies are clustered or formed into factors that are organizational competencies, team builder, self
behavior and communication, which again, indicating a strong concentration in soft skills area. Comparing to the result of
previous research such Dainty, Cheng and Moore [22] and Ahadzie, Proverbs and Olomaiye [23], the competencies are
strongly correlated in behavioral cluster/category. The established mathematical model that has been validated by using Least
Square analysis and through feedbacks from experts has answered the research questions as basis of this study. Although the
findings are interesting and important, the authors realize that further deeper study is still required to explore the specific
competencies resulted in this study.
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The result of this research is also very helpful for the contractors in developing the project manager competencies that are
specific in the human skills area rather than knowledge. This is very important, as many PM training providers are still
providing development program mostly in area of project management and provided in training class, whereas the human skills
are more effective to be performed not in form of training class. Therefore, the competent construction project managers can be
developed by having the right program which is strongly related with the performance of the projects.
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Application of Simple Linier Programming for Flood Management
Based on Structural and Non-Structural Approach
(Upstream Citarum Case Study)
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Citarum is the longest river (approximately 230 km) and the largest in the West Java province, Indonesia. The total water
potential in the river is 13 billion m3/year, with watershed area of 6,327 km2. Every year, the state and condition of the
Citarum watershed is become more alarming since many floods occur during the rainy season. The government has sought to
overcome this by creating a massive structural project called as river normalization project that considered can quickly solve
the flood problem. However, this approach can not be applied as a single solution. Non-structural approaches such
management of watershed and flood prone areas are also needed.
By focusing the study on the Upper Citarum watershed that covers 13 sub-watersheds with a total area of about 1,771 km2,
optimization of flood measures using simple Linear Programming has been done, taking into account a combination of
structural and non-structural approaches. Optimization is done by identifying constraints variables of each decision variable,
with reference to the size of the budget allocated to each activity. The results simulated magnitude of the most optimal solution
approach to reduce impact or loss caused by flooding, which shows the appropriate combination of structural and nonstructural interventions. This model can also be used as a reference for policy makers.
Keywords
Flood management, linear programming, citarum
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ABSTRACT
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The flows of colloidal suspensions in porous media find many applications in fields such as Petroleum, Civil engineering. For
each application, the scientific problems can be summarized the flow in porous medium of a colloidal suspension whose
particles having characteristic dimension is considerable in comparison with the pores dimension. In certain cases one can
observe a deposit of particles on the surface of the pores which results in a significant modification in the physical properties
of the porous medium (porosity, permeability).
The objective of our study is to use a non-destructive experimental method, the attenuation of -rays, to study the influence of
the number of Peclet on the deposit of latex particles in a consolidated porous medium.
Using a -rays attenuation technique allows us to measure local porosity fluctuation due to particles deposition. By this way
deposition kinetics may be followed locally and precisely.
Nevertheless when considering the thickness of the adsorbed layer over large scales, obtained results using the -rays
attenuation technique are found in good agreement with those obtained by means of an usual technique especially at latest
stages of adsorption process.

Keywords:

PR

Porous media, colloid, deposit, Péclet number, -rays.

1. INTRODUCTION
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Colloids transport in porous media is a topic of central importance because it deals with subsurface water contamination as
well as formation damage in petroleum engineering, a unit operation commonly used in water treatment to remove fine
particles, pathogens and colloid-associated pollutants from dilute suspensions [1],[2].
Colloids behavior in porous media depends on physico-chemical properties of the fluids and solids and on hydrodynamics.
Physico-chemical interactions between particles or between particles and pore surface are described by the DLVO theory
(theory is named after Derjaguin and Landau, Verwey and Overbeek) which includes attractive and repulsive forces and is able
to predict the adhesion conditions [3]. Hydrodynamics plays also a role on particle deposition because it controls the particle
advection in the pores. The collector efficiency is known to depend on Péclet number (ratio of convective forces to diffusion),
Pe, following the power law Pe-2/3. Moreover hydrodynamic shadowing plays an important role in the sense that, when a
particle is deposited on a surface, another flowing particle cannot be deposited in its close vicinity and is transported away at a
distance that depends obviously on the velocity. Hydrodynamic may also play a role on detachment process when
hydrodynamic forces become more important than adhesion forces.
Local measurements of porosity, using the γ-rays attenuation technique [4], give us important information on the way particle
adsorption proceeds. We see clearly that particles are firstly deposited in the zone close to the core inlet, then all the core is
invaded and a particle monolayer is deposited all along the core. The validity of local measurement data, in term of mean
values, is confirmed by comparison with permeability reduction measurement.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
An artificial consolidated porous medium was used (Aerolith-10 from USF Schumacher, Crailsheim, Germany). Its initial
porosity and permeability were 45% and 7.8 10-12 m2, respectively. The 15 cm long sample was a cylindrical core of 5 cm
diameter and a mean diameter grain of 76µm. The colloidal suspension, which was used (averaged diameter of 780 nm), is a
bi-disperse polystyrene latex particle suspension. The concentration of the colloidal suspension was settled to 200 ppm
(8.4×1011 particles/ml). The background solution was a 1:1 electrolyte prepared with deionized water and potassium iodide
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(KI). Salt concentration was varied so that ionic strength ranges from 0.003M to 0.018M. Solution pH was adjusted to 7.0 and
sodium azide (NaN3) was added as bactericide. A schematic sketch of the experimental setup is presented in Figure 1.

Brine

Colloidal
suspension
1

0

0

cc/h

Double piston pump
Porous medium

Spectrophotometer

TE
D

Fraction collector

Figure 1: Experimental setup

N

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
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T
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The porous medium was saturated with brine and the initial values of permeabilities and field of local porosity were measured.
The colloidal suspension was then injected at a constant flow, corresponding to predetermined Peclet. A regular collection of
the effluents was carried out, measurement results of the latex concentration by spectroscopy are presented in figure 2. At
different stage of the process, the injection of the suspension was stopped and was immediately followed by a brine injection to
move the particles not deposited, which can allow us to measure the faded medium field local, porosity and permeability.
These results are interpreted and the thicknesses of hydrodynamic layer is calculated, and presented in figure 5.

Figure 2: Influence of Péclet number on the adsorption of the particles, I=0,012M.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Permeability measurement
Initially, we consider that the global damage of the porous medium due to colloidal particle deposit was determined by the
permeability reduction. The Darcy‟s law [5] is expressing the proportionality between the pressure drop P and the flow rate Q
of a viscous incompressible fluid is flowing in a 1D homogeneous porous medium:
Q/A=(kP/L)

(1)

PR

ES
E

N

TE
D

Where A is the cross-section of the porous medium, L its length,  is the fluid dynamic viscosity and k the permeability.
k is an intrinsic property of the porous medium which can be determined in experiments from pressure drop for various values
of the flow.
Figure 3 shows the reduction of the permeability with the increase of pore volumes injected into the medium, and which we
have reduced the permeability progressively until 17 pore volumes (PV). This indicated that deposition is a progressive
process.

O

T

Figure 3: The reduction of the permeability ratio k / k 0 of experimental results
as the function of pore volumes injected.

N

4.2 Porosity measurement

Secondly, we determine the local damage of the porous medium by using the gammaray attenuation technique. This is
obtained starting from the local change of porosity as described previously. Figure 4 represents the local variation of porosity
before and after injection of the colloidal suspension. However, one clearly observes a reduction of porosity measured after
the injection of the colloidal suspension. We note also a progressive deposit of the particles along the porous medium which
makes the average value of the porosity pass from 0,44980,006 to approximately 0,42500,006 after 17PV of suspension
have been injected.
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Figure 4: Porosity measurement along the porous medium

4.3 Equivalent hydrodynamic thickness of deposited layer
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Our fundamental objective is to determine the damage of the porous medium when a colloidal suspension flows through it.
This damage is usually expressed by the measurement of the equivalent hydrodynamic deposited layer thickness, called 
which can be defined in the following way:
The porous medium can be represented schematically by a beam of capillary tubes of the same radius Rp and the flow is
assumed to be laminar. The flow rate is expressed using the Poiseuille law:
Q=(Rp4/8)(P/L)

(2)

PR

Equation of Darcy (eq. 1) and the equation of Poiseuille (eq. 2) Therefore;
Rp=(8k/)1/2

(3)

Rk=ki/kd=Pi/Pd

(4)

O

T

The permeability reduction is deduced from Darcy‟s law which is expressed by:

N

Indices i and d correspond respectively to the initial and damaged medium. From (2) and (4), the hydrodynamic deposited
layer thickness which is expressed by:
Rp(1-Rk-1/4)

(5)

In figure 4 we traced the calculated hydrodynamic layer thickness. After injection of 17 PV of the colloidal suspension, we see
that the hydrodynamic layer thickness including between 0.45µm and 0.60µm, is of the same order of magnitude as the
particles diameter. This indicates that the deposit is mainly of a monolayer.
4.4 Effective deposited layer thickness
In order to compare the values obtained from equivalent hydrodynamic thickness and the effective thickness of the deposited
layer, we use the relation given by [6] [7] to determine this effective thickness:
e =(3Vc/g/4d3g/8)1/3- dg/2

(6)

Where dg is the diameter of the grains and Vc/g is the volume of colloids deposited by grain. A comparison between the values
of e and  is presented in figure 5.
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Figure 5: Thickness of the deposited layer (local measurement by gamma, global measurement by head loss).

4.5 DISCUSSION
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The results presented in figure 5 show that the local method of thickness determination of deposited layer and the global
method giving the equivalent hydrodynamic thickness of deposited layer provide close results. The order of magnitude of the
deposited layer is similar to the diameter of the particles, which confirms that the deposit is carried out in a monolayer.
Several experiments with various flows rate were effected, and all show the dependence of the deposit of particles with respect
to the number of Peclet. For low values of Pe, repulsive interactions particle/particle and attractive interactions solid/particle,
we can observe a monolayer deposition of the particles covering the near total of the pore surface. When the value of Pe
increases, the number of particles deposited per unit of area decreases. This can be explained by the phenomenon
“hydrodynamic shadowing” which translates the influence of a particle deposited on the deposit of other particles in its
vicinity.

5. CONCLUSION
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In this study we show that non-destructive experimental technique used (attenuation of the gamma radiation) and the adopted
methodology allows the space monolayer of the deposited particle in any point of the porous medium. Moreover, the local
character of measurement is an asset to appreciate the effective damage of the porous medium, whereas the usual methods are
destructive or intrusive also gives only indirect measurements of the global damage through the medium of permeability fall.
We highlight that the deposit is carried out a progressive way along the porous medium until obtaining a monolayer deposit.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to compare the NCUC model and the HEC-HMS using a specific case which consists of four storm
events in Taiwan. The NCUC model is proposed by Lin and Wang, while the HEC-HMS, developed by US army corps of
engineers, is a widely used model. Both models are used to model the rainfall-runoff process. However the concepts of these
two models are disparate. The NCUC model is a lump model, whereas the HEC-HMS is a distributed model. The comparison
herein includes the modeling philosophy, data requirement, parameter calibration process, and accuracy. The results show
that these two models have respective advantages and disadvantages. Comments are given in the end of this paper for
engineers to properly select the rainfall-runoff models for different purposes.
Keywords
NCUC model, HEC-HMS, rainfall-runoff modeling

1. INTRODUCTION
Rainfall-runoff models are useful tools for engineers in many aspects, such as the selection of design level of a structure [1]
and the evaluation of an existing engineering project [2]. There are many rainfall-runoff models which can classified into
various categories. A collection of these models can be found in [3].
Based upon various criteria, the rainfall-runoff models can be classified into different categories. For example, a distributed
rainfall-runoff model calculates the runoff under the consideration of spatial characteristics throughout the system. On the
other hand, a lumped rainfall-runoff model models the rainfall-runoff process ignoring or averaging the spatial characteristics
[1]. The HEC-HMS [4], which is a complex computer program developed by the Hydrological Engineering Center, is one
famous tool to model the rainfall-runoff process. The HEC-HMS is not a model, but is a packaged program that involves
many functions for engineers to model the rainfall-runoff process. It is difficult to classify the HEC-HMS into an appropriate
category. A brief description of the HMS-HEC is given in the following section to help users understand the HEC-HMS.
The nonlinear computational units cascaded (NCUC) model, which is proposed by one of the authors [5-6], is a lumped and a
conceptual model. The NCUC model has an automated calibration method which can calibrate the model of arbitrary patterns.
A explanation of the NCUC model is also given in the following section.
The modeling philosophy of the HEC-HMS and the NCUC model is so different that the significant differences exist in
rainfall-runoff modeling using these two different tools. The purpose of this paper is to compare the HEC-HMS and the
NCUC model using the same data set. Four issues arising from the comparison are explained and discussed in this paper. The
four issues are the modeling philosophy, data requirements, parameter calibration processes, and accuracy of the HEC-HMS
and the NCUC model. Suggestions are then given for engineers to properly select the rainfall-runoff models.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE TWO MODELS
2.1 The NCUC model
The NCUC model is developed by combining the concept of the tank model [3] and the artificial neural networks. The NCUC
model consists of several NCUs (nonlinear computational unit) whose configurations can be different. An NCU functions like
a tank in the tank model, but a new facility is added to restore the content of an NCU at a specific time. The configuration of
an NCU can be chosen depending on the modelers’ requirement. The number of NCUs contained in an NCUC model, like the
number of neurons in the artificial neural networks, can be freely selected by the modelers. This characteristic gives modelers
flexibility to adopt the NCUC model that can meet the features of the study watershed. In addition, the NCUC model is
embedded with an automated calibration method (ACM) which helps modelers calibrate model parameters. The ACM
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alleviates the burden of modelers from the manual calibration. Readers can obtain more information of the NCUC model in
[5-6].
2.2 The HEC-HMS
The HEC-HMS (hydrologic engineering center-hydrologic modeling system) is developed on the basis of the HEC-1, and new
algorithms are added. In fact, the HEC-HMS is not a model, but is a set of models that model from infiltration, surface flow,
baseflow to river routing, etc. Two fundamental elements, the subbasin and the reach, are used in the HEC-HMS to represent
the physical watershed. Many models are established in the HEC-HMS to model a component within the rainfall-runoff
process. For example, baseflow, one component of the rainfall-runoff process, can be modeled using models of bounded
recession, constant monthly, linear reservoir, nonlinear boussinesq, and recession. Modelers are free to choose among these
various models. A comprehensive description can be found in [4].

3. DATA SET AND RESULTS TABLES AND FIGURES
3.1 DATA SET

The study area is a watershed which is located in the southern Taiwan. The watershed is a rural and mountainous one. Its area
is 355.12 km2. There is one water level gage installed on the Bridge Nanfong, and the location of the water level gage is the
concentration point of the study area. Therefore, the study area is called the Nanfong watershed and is draw in
Figure 1.
Nine rain gages are around the Nanfong watershed. In this paper, the rainfall depth data is collected from these nine rain gages.
The runoff data is collected from the water level gage installed on the Bridge Nanfong. Since the areal average rainfall depth
is essential to both the NCUC model and the HEC-HMS, the Thiessen method is applied in this paper to evaluate the areal
average rainfall depth. The Thiessen polygon determined by the nine rain gages and the Nanfong watershed is depicted in
Figure 1 as well.

A basin model [4], which is a critical component in the HEC-HMS, represents the stream network and the topological relation
of subbasins. In this paper, the basin model of the HEC-HMS is constructed by the river system and the subbasins shown in
Figure 1. The Nanfong watershed, in this paper, is divided into 37 subbasins as given in
Figure 1 based on a DEM (digital elevation model). The river system is also generated by the DEM and is used to build the
stream network of the HEC-HMS.
Two storm events, as given in Table 1, are modeled in this paper using the two models. Among them, one event is used for
calibrating the model parameters, and the other one is used for validation. Both of the two storm events contain two typhoons
which are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Storm events modeled

Number
1
2

Starting time
July 16, 2008
September 12, 2008

Ending time
July 29, 2008
September 16, 2008

Remark
Typhoons Kalmaegi and Fungwon
Typhoons Sinlaku and Jangmi

Usage
Calibration
Validation
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Figure 1 Nanfong watershed

The HEC-HMS provides many options for modeling the rainfall-runoff process. In this paper, methods used for different
components are listed in Table 2. Detail information of the methods mentioned in Table 2 can be found in [4].
Table 2: Methods used for subbasins

Component
Loss rate
Transform
Baseflow
Routing

Method
SCS curve number
Kinematic wave
Recession
Kinematic wave

Some of the parameters required by the methods in the HEC-HMS can be roughly estimated using the satellite images. For
example, the method used for routing is kinematic wave. Parameters for this method are the river length, the river slope,
Manning’s n, and the channel dimension. Among these parameters, the river length and the river slope can be obtained from
the satellite image and the DEM. Channel dimension can be estimated by field survey and images. However, some of the
parameters have to be manually estimated. One of these parameters is the Manning’s n of river channels. Although the
Manning’s n can be roughly estimated by field survey, it is difficult to be obtained in inaccessible regions, such as the
upstream area of Nanfong watershed. In other words, values of the Manning’s n in these regions must be guessed. Such
quality of calibration highly depends on the experience of modelers.
For the NCUC model, the parameters can be estimated by the ACM. What is necessary for modelers is to prepare the rainfall
and runoff data of storm events to be studied. When the NCUC model is used, the Thiessen polygon is the only one thing that
must be drawn by modelers to evaluate the areal average rainfall. The ACM then takes over the calibration for modelers.
Modeling results of the two storm events using the HEC-HMS and the NCUC model are shown in Figures 2 to 5.
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Figure 2 Result of calibration using the HEC-HMS
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Figure 3 Result of calibration using the NCUC model

4. DISCUSSIONS
It can be found from Figures 2 to 5 that differences exist in the modeling accuracy of the two models. There are many possible
reasons. One of them is the calibration of the HEC-HMS in this paper is not properly performed, or the models selected for the
components provided by the HEC-HMS are not appropriate. In this paper, the number of parameters that need to be estimated
in the HEC-HMS is over three hundreds. On the other hand, the number of parameters of the NCUC model is eighteen, and
the ACM performs the calibration without any modelers’ intervention. Therefore the difficulty of calibrating the HEC-HMS is
higher than that of calibrating the NCUC model. Since the nature of the HEC-HMS and the NCUC model is so different, the
comparison of accuracy between these two models is perhaps insignificant and is unfair.
As explained above, the data required for the HEC-HMS is numerous, including the maps, DEM, river system, and satellite
images, while the data required for the NCUC model is only the rainfall, runoff data and the Thiessen polygon. Burdens of
modelers can be alleviated when the NCUC model is used.
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Figure 5 Result of validation using the NCUC model
The NCUC model can be classified into the black-box model. Thus the parameters of the NCUC model have no explicit
connections with the environment factors, such as the vegetation, geology, and soil types, etc. In contrast, many of parameters
in the HEC-HMS have strong connections with the environment factors [4]. With the connections, for example, the flood
impact of future development can be evaluated.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the HEC-HMS and the NCUC model are compared using the same data set. From the comparison, it is found
that the HEC-HMS needs more parameters than the NCUC model to describe the rainfall-runoff process of Nanfong watershed.
The calibration difficulty of the HEC-HMS is higher than that of the NCUC model. The NCUC model needs less data than the
HEC-HMS. However, the HEC-HMS is capable of evaluating the impact inflicted by the environment changes. These two
models has their own advantages and disadvantages. It is concluded that modelers should select the model carefully to meet
their requirements.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, one of the newest algorithms, namely the Big Bang-Big Crunch (BB-BC) algorithm is used to solve the problem
of reservoir operation problem. BB-BC relies on one of the theories of the evolution of universe; namely, the Big Bang and Big
Crunch theory. The purpose of this study is evaluating the performance of algorithm in solving the reservoir operation
problem. For this, the problem of water supply and hydropower operation of Dez Reservoir in Iran over 5 and 20 years
operation periods is taken as case study and the results are presented and compared with those obtained by Max-Min Ant
System (MMAS) algorithm. the result confirms the ability of the BB-BC algorithm to optimally solve the problem of reservoir
operation.
Keywords
Big Bang-Big Crunch algorithm, reservoir operation, optimization

1. INTRODUCTION
In water resource management literature, optimal reservoir operation problem is not a new issue. Various optimization
techniques have been used to solve this problem. These techniques include mathematical approaches such as Linear
Programming (LP), Nonlinear Programming (NLP), Dynamic Programming (DP) and Heuristic algorithms such as Genetic
algorithms (GA), Particle swarm optimization (PSO), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Honey Bee Mating Optimization
(HMBO) algorithms. Amongst mathematical methods, LP is well known as the simple optimization technique because it is so
easy to understand and does not need any initial solution. Some application of LP to reservoir operation can be found in Yeh
[1]. After LP, DP is the most useful optimization method that is widely used in water resources planning and management.
Dynamic Programming disintegrates the primary problem into sub problems, which are solved over each period [2]. Some
applications of dynamic programming to reservoir operation problems can be found in [3], [4] and [5]. Nonlinear programming
(NLP) has not become as popular as LP and DP in the literature of water resource management problems. A reason for this is
that NLP approaches are slow, iterative and require large amount of time and computational costs [6]. Nonetheless, Hicks et al.
[7] and Haimes [8] applied NLP technique to reservoir operation problems. Despite the widespread application of
mathematical methods in water resource management, these techniques fail to find the optimal solution when the objective
functions are complex and the number of decision variables is too large. To overcome this limitation, recently meta-heuristic
algorithms such as GA, PSO and ACO, are used to solve the problem of reservoir operation. A comprehensive survey on the
application of evolutionary algorithms (EAs), with particular focus on GA, to water resource management problems can be
found in [9]. Kumar and Reddy [10] used PSO for multiobjective optimization operation of the Bhadra reservoir system in
India. They [11] also applied ACO algorithm to optimize the operation of multi-purpose reservoir system located in India.
Afshar and Moeini [15] used a version of ACO algorithm called the Max-Min Ant System (MMAS) Algorithm for the solution
of simple and hydropower reservoir operation problems. Montalvo et al [12] applied one of the variants of Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) to two case studies: the Hanoi water distribution network and the New York City water supply tunnel
system. Haddad et al [13] applied the Honey Bee Mating Optimization (HBMO) algorithm to single reservoir operation
problem.
In this paper, the Big Bang-Big Crunch (BB-BC) algorithm is used to solve the problem of simple and hydropower optimal
operation of a single reservoir. Then the Dez reservoir in Iran is taken as a case study and the results are presented and
compared with those obtained by Max-Min Ant System (MMAS) algorithm. The results show that the BB-BC method is much
more efficient and effective than those obtained by MMAS for both of the problems considered in this article.
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2. BIG BANG-BIG CRUNCH (BB-BC) ALGORITHM
Big Bang-Big Crunch is one of the newest algorithm that relies on the famous theories about the evolution of universe; namely,
the Big Bang and Big Crunch theory [14]. This algorithm is composed of two phases: a Big Bang phase, and a Big Crunch
phase. In the Big Bang phase, the randomly generated candidates are uniformly distributed over search space and then in the
Big Crunch phase, these candidates are concentrated to a point by using a convergence operator namely Center of Mass. Using
center of mass, the new position of each candidates are calculated. This process is repeated until the convergence is achieved.
In original version of the algorithm, center of mass is calculated as follows:

where
is the jth component of center of mass, is the jth component of ith candidate,
is fitness of the ith candidate, and
N is the number of candidates. The algorithm updates the new position of each solution by using of the center of mass.
Updating rule can be written as:

where

is the new value of the jth component from ith candidate

distribution, is the constant value and
component for variable x, respectively.

is the iteration index.

and

is a random number with a standard normal
are the maximum and minimum value of th

Other forms of the center of mass can also be used. Here, the best solution of each iteration is used as the center of mass.

3. RESERVOIR OPERATION
The objective function of simple operation, can be defined by the minimization of release deviation from a pre-defined pattern
of demands over an operation period. This can be written mathematically as:

Subject to continuity equations at each period

and minimum and maximum allowable values of release and storage volume at each period

where

is water demand in period in million cubic meters (MCM),
is release from the reservoir in period t (MCM),
is the maximum demand over the whole operation period (MCM), NT is number of periods.
is storage at the start of
period t (MCM),
is water inflow to the reservoir in period t (MCM),
and
are the minimum and maximum
allowable storage in reservoir (MCM), respectively and
and
are the minimum and maximum allowable release from
reservoir (MCM), respectively.
For hydropower operation of a single reservoir, the objective is to find a set of release volumes so that the total power
generated is maximized. This objective can be defined in different ways. Here the following objective function is used:
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where
is power generated in Mega Watt (MW) by the hydro-electric plant in period t,
is the total capacity of
hydro-electric plant (MW). The constraints of this problem are the same as those of the simple operation problem.

The power generated can be stated as follows:

with

and

Where is the gravity acceleration equal to 9.81 m2/s, is the efficiency of the hydroelectric plant,
is release from
reservoir at period (m3/s),
is the plant factor,
is the effective head of the hydroelectric plant (m),
is the
elevation of water in reservoir at period (m),
is the tail water level of the hydroelectric plant (m), , , and are four
constant which can be obtained by fitting equation (10) to the existing data.

4. CASE STUDY
Here, the water supply and hydropower operation of Dez reservoir in southern Iran is taken as the case study to evaluate the
performance of the BB-BC algorithm. The total storage volume of Dez reservoir is equal to 2510 MCM; average annual inflow
is 5303 MCM over 5 years and 5900 MCM over 40 years. The maximum and minimum allowable storage volumes are taken
to be 3340 MCM and 830 MCM respectively, while the maximum and minimum monthly water releases are taken as 1000
MCM and 0 MCM, respectively. The coefficients of the volume–elevation curve defined by Equation 10 are a=249.83364, b=
0.058720, c= -1.37 3×10–5 and d=1.526 3×10–9. The hydroelectric plant consists of 8 units. the capacity of each unit is 80.8
MW working 10 hours per day leading to a plant factor of 0.417. The total capacity of the plant is 650 MW and its efficiency is
considered to be %90 that is, 0.9. The tail water level (TWL) from sea level is 172 m.
These problems are solved here using BB-BC algorithm for monthly operation over 60 and 240 monthly periods with 400,000
function evaluation, penalty coefficient of 10000 and equal to 7. Table 1 shows the maximum, minimum and average results
obtained by BB-BC and MMAS [15] algorithms over 10 runs. Figures 1-4 show the convergence curves of simple and
hydropower operation over 60 and 240 monthly periods, respectively.
It can be seen in Table 1 that the minimum solutions obtained using BB-BC for water supply operation over 60 and 240
months are 0.739 and 5.261, respectively and for hydropower operation over 60 and 240 months are 7.461 and 22.362,
respectively. These results can be compared with the global solutions obtained by Lingo software that are 0.7316 and 4.7684
for water supply operation, respectively 7.372 and 20.622 for hydropower operation over 60 and 240 months, respectively. As
it can be seen BB-BC results compared with those obtained by MMAS algorithm are much closer to global solutions especially
for longer period operation i.e. 240 months. So that the objective costs for simple and hydropower using MMAS are 10.313
and 35.300 whereas using BB-BC this costs are 5.261 and 22.362, respectively. This clearly shows that BB-BC is very
successful to solve the large-scale reservoir operation problems.
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Table 1: maximum, minimum and average results obtained by BB-BC and MMAS for 10 runs

Method

Model
Simple

BB-BC
hydropower
Simple
MMAS
hydropower

Month
60
240
60
240
60
240
60
240

Minimum
0.739
5.261
7.461
22.362
0.785
10.313
7.913
35.300

Maximum
0.745
5.427
7.557
22.646
0.814
13.326
8.063
39.980

Average
0.742
5.381
7.488
22.458
0.799
12.013
8.001
37.568

Figure 1: Convergence curves for the simple operation over 60 month period

Figure 2 : Convergence curves for the simple operation over 240 month period
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Figure 3: Convergence curves for the hydropower operation over 60 month period

Figure 4: Convergence curves for the hydropower operation over 240 month period

5. CONCLUSION
Big Bang Big Crunch algorithm is a new optimizer technique that was not applied to water resource management problems yet
and Simplicity and high speed of convergence can be justify its use in this field of engineering. This article had two main
goals: 1-use of this algorithm in water resources management, and more importantly 2- study efficiency of algorithm with
solving a real engineering problem and compare the results with those previously obtained with the Max-Min algorithm. The
real engineering problem was simple and hydropower operation of Dez reservoir in Iran over 60 and 240 operation periods.
The results showed that the proposed methods have the ability to solve large-scale reservoir-operation problems.
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ABSTRACT
Improper management of land-use activities cause the disruption of bio-physical balance in the watershed, resulting in
flooding, drought, sedimentation, etcetera. This led to many losses, both in economic and environmental. To reduce the
impacts, implementation of integrated and sustainable watershed management is urgently required. This requires efficient and
effective implementing agencies. They should have the similar perception regarding their respective authority in managing the
watershed. To avoid conflict of interests among the agencies concerned, determining the boundaries and area of watershed
based on bio-physical parameters is absolutely indispensable. The purpose of the study is to delineate the boundary and
determine the area of Manjuto watershed in Bengkulu Province, Indonesia. The 4-step procedure is applied, comprises DEM
conditioning, flow routing, delineation of watershed boundary and determination of watershed area. Extensive calculations
performed by considering the topography of the region. The test using transect lines elevation proved that the result is
accurate and consistent with the theoretical definition. Afterward, the result is compared to the existing information. The result
shows that Manjunto watershed area is 79,581 hectares or 7.4% smaller than the area defined by the Ministry of Public Work
and 29.3% larger than the area defined by the Ministry of Forestry.
Keywords
Watershed, delineation, GIS-application.

1. INTRODUCTION
Improper management of land-use activities cause the disruption of bio-physical balance in the watershed, resulting in
sedimentation, flooding, drought, and so forth. This has led to many losses, both in economic and environmental. Therefore, to
reduce the impacts, implementation of integrated and sustainable watershed management in Indonesia is urgently required.
However, lack of accurate data – especially outside Java, made it difficult to respective watershed management authorities (the
implementing agencies) for coordination, integration, synchronization and synergy (CISS). These result in escalating the
number of critical watersheds in Indonesia from year to year, from 22 in the year 1970 to 62 in the year 2004 [1].
Integrated and sustainable watershed management requires efficient and effective implementing agencies. They should have
the same perception about the span of their respective authority in managing the watershed. To avoid conflict of interests
among the agencies concerned, determining the boundaries and area of watershed based on bio-physical parameters is
absolutely indispensable.
Since watershed delineation using conventional method – based on very limited data will result in inaccurate information and
cause discrepancy among the implementing agencies, the utilization of remote sensing and Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) is considered to be the most favorable option.
The purpose of the study is to determine the boundaries, area, and flow pattern of Manjuto watershed in Bengkulu Province,
Indonesia, using GIS. The result will be utilized for progressing research, namely the development of integrated and
sustainable watershed management model for Manjuto, which consider both bio-physical and socio-economic aspects. The
research expectation is that the results will become useful tools to the Bengkulu Province decision makers and institutions
authorized in making the best decision in managing the Manjunto watershed.
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2. METHODS & ANALYSIS
The method applied in this research is summarized and presented in Figure 1, while four main steps in the procedure will be
discussed in the subsequent paragraphs.
Start

Import DEM

DEM conditioning using
Priority First Search Algorithm

Flow routing using
8-Direction Pour Point Method

Delineate Watershed Boundary using
Flow Accumulation Jump Analysis

Determine Watershed Area

No

Model
Validation

Yes
Compare the Result
with the Information Published by
Office of Public Work &
Office of Forestry

Stop

Figure 1: Watershed delineation procedure
2.1. DEM Conditioning
The initial steps in the algorithm is to refine the contour lines of DEM (Digital Elevation Model) by interpolation method. The
DEM conditioning is necessary in order to avoid the jammed during flow routing procedures caused by existence of
depressions and flat-areas on the DEM. The flow accumulated in the depression or flat-area will cause internal drainage and
discontinuity of stream-network connectivity from upstream to downstream. Furthermore this situation will result in inaccurate
delineation, where the watershed area is erroneous, since it contains a hole, as a result of incorrect geo-statistical calculation.
“Priority First Search” (PSF) algorithm is applied so as to eliminate the effect of depression and flat-area in the DEM. The PSF
algorithm is able to handle the complex problem caused by existence of depression and flat-area on the DEM. From the grid on
depression or flat-area the algorithm will search the surrounding grids with lower elevation to be the possible outlet and
determine the optimum drainage direction between the grid and the outlet. Further, the algorithm will derive the elevation of all
grids along the drainage direction using “Weighted Graph Methodology” in order to determine the slope from the grid to the
outlet with consistent gradient [2].
2.2. Flow Routing
After conditioning the DEM, the following step is flow routing. Using “Eight Direction Pour Point Model”, flow direction
between grids is determined by comparing the elevation relative to 8 (eight) surrounding grids, as illustrated on Figure 2 (a).
Afterward, flow direction will be determined by the “Direction of Steepest Descent”. The output is grid with integer range
from 1 up to 255 as shown on Figure 2 (b) [3].
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Figure 2: (a) Eight direction pour point model; (b) Direction of steepest descent
Figure 3 shows the process from flow routing based on DEM elevation up to flow pattern determination, as a basis for
watershed boundary delineation.
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Figure 3: Flow pattern determination based on DEM elevation.
The steps are summarized as follow:
1. DEM with elevation on each grid.
2. Determine the flow direction using the procedures “Eight Direction Pour Point Model” and “Direction of Steepest
Descent”.
3. Compute the flow accumulation on each grid by adding all flows coming into particular grid with flow in the grid.
4. Flow pattern is drawn by connecting grid with low flow accumulation into the grid with higher flow accumulation.
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2.3. Delineation of Watershed Boundary
After setting the outlet point manually, watershed boundary is determined using algorithm “Flow Accumulation Jump
Analysis”. Establishment of river networks is done by identifying the channel head of each tributaries. Afterward, the flow of
each segment is mapped, starting in the upstream part of river. Algorithm will then distribute watershed into a number of subwatershed automatically. Stream network interconnection is recorded using Horton numbering method [4].
2.4. Determination of Watershed Area
Usually, determination of area based on assumption that all grids are flat, however, in reality the surface of planet earth is
uneven and its topographical characteristic is vary. Therefore, determination of area should consider the topographical
condition of watershed. Figure 4 shows grid area determination considering the topographical condition.

x/cos ɤ

ɤ

x
(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Computation of grid area considering the topographical condition, (a) Plan, (b) Cross-section
The subsequent step is computing the grid area by deriving the slope information of each grid from the DEM, determining the
spatial resolution of the grid and substituting in equation (1) as the following:

A x 2 / cos
Whereas:
x

ɤ

A

(1)

= grid spatial resolution
= grid slope
= grid area

3. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS
3.1. Manjunto Watershed Boundary and Flow Pattern
The initial step starts with DEM obtained from “Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM)” with spatial resolution of 90 m,
which has been interpolated into 10 m. The result of watershed delineation and flow patterns of Manjuto River is presented on
Figure 5.
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Legend:
Manjunto Watershed Boundary
Flow Pattern
Point of Origin
Source: Research Result, 2010.

Figure 5: Manjunto watershed boundary and river flow pattern.
The black-line represents the Manjunto watershed boundary, whereas the blue-line represents the flow-pattern of river
Manjunto. On the map, the first order stream will merge into the second order stream and so forth, up to the highest order
stream on the watershed. On the map can be seen that the highest order stream is aligned with the river Manjunto, meaning that
the result is accurate.
Verification of resulting watershed is carried out by superimposing to the topographical 3D view as shown in Figure 6.

Source: Research Result, 2010.

Figure 6: Manjunto watershed superimposed into the topographical 3D view.
The figure shows that at high topographical region, the boundary line runs through the ridge. The result is consistent with the
theoretical definition of watershed [5]. Test is also done by drawing transect line elevation of watershed boundaries, as
presented in Figure 7.
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Manjunto Watershed Boundary
15.0 m

10.0 m

5.0 m
0.5 km

1.5 km

2.5 km

3.5 km

4.5 km

Source: Research Result, 2010.

Figure 7. Test of Transect Lines Elevation of Watershed Boundary at the Outlet.
From the distribution of elevation known that the watershed boundary elevation has the highest score compared to other
regions along the transect line. Raindrops fall inside the boundary will flow into the stream, while those which fall outside the
boundary will flow into the neighboring stream. This shows that the watershed boundary derived from this research have a
high degree of accuracy.
Overlay of watershed boundary as results of the study with exsisting watershed boundaries as published by Ministry of Public
Work is exhibited in Figure 8.

Source: Research Result, 2010.

Figure 8: Overlay Manjuto Watershed Boundary: (1) research result using GIS; (2) as published by Ministry of Public Work
(BWS/Balai Wilayah Sungai VII).
The red-line represents the Manjunto watershed boundary as result of this study, whereas the orange-line represents the
Manjunto watershed boundary under Balai Wilayah Sungai/BWS VII jurisdiction. Although the same approach is used, the
delineated boundary especially on the downstream part of the watershed turned out differently. This is caused by positioning of
the outlet point and the quality of DEM. Quality of DEM which affect the model output is the density of contour-line. Denser
contour-line will result in better model output.
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3.2.

Manjunto Watershed Area

Analysis of watershed properties resulted that watershed area is 79,581 hectares or 7.4% smaller than existing watershed area
defined by the Ministry of Public Work (85,469 hectares) and 29.3% larger than the existing watershed area defined by the
Ministry of of Forestry (56,250 hectares), as illustrated on Figure 9.
Note that the difference is due to the approach used in the determination of watershed boundaries. Ministry of Forestry
segregates the watershed based on administrative boundary, namely Bengkulu province covering an area of 56,250 hectares,
while the rest is in the Jambi province. On the other hand, the Ministry of Public Work through Balai Wilayah Sungai (BWS)
VII and this study determine the watershed boundaries based on the hydrological aspects.

Manjunto Watershed Boundary
Boundary as published by Ministry of Public Work

Boundary as published by Ministry of Forestry

Source: Research Result, 2010.

Figure 9: Disparity of Manjunto watershed boundary.
The situation shows that managing the watershed which located on two different administrative regions might be problematic.
To avoid conflict of interests among the agencies concerned, they should have the similar perception regarding their respective
authority in managing the watershed. Therefore determining the boundaries and area of watershed based on bio-physical
parameters is absolutely indispensable.

4. CONCLUSION
1.

Determination of watershed boundaries and area based on bio-physical parameters is absolutely indispensable. The
utilization of Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is considered to be the most
favorable option. The application of DEM and GIS on Manjuto watershed boundary was proved to be accurate.

2.

The difference approach used in watershed delineation result in difference watershed boundary, which also influence the
determination of watershed area:
79,581 hectares (by this study)
85,469 hectares (by Ministry of Public Work, BWS VII)
56,250 hectares (by Ministry of Forestry)
Although the same approach is used, the area calculated by BWS VII and by this study is turned out differently. This is
mainly caused by positioning of the outlet point and the quality of the DEM.
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ABSTRACT
Low Impact Development and Better Site Design (LID/BSD) terms include a series of techniques – known as Best Management
Practices (BMPs), that reduce impervious cover, conserve natural areas, and use pervious areas to more effectively treat
stormwater runoff, and promote “the treatment train approach” to runoff management. The goal of LID/BSD is to reduce
runoff volume and mitigate site impacts of a development site. As one out of many structural BMPs, stormwater ponds are
typically installed as an “end-of-pipe” BMP at the downstream end of treatment train. The size and outflow regulation
requirements of stormwater ponds can be reduced using additional upstream BMPs. Removal mechanism of pollutant is
primarily through settling.
The research objective is to determine the level of Situ KAMPUS-UI System effectiveness as a series of ponds to reduce COD
(Chemical Oxygen Demand) concentration. COD is one out of many water quality parameters that indicates the presence of
domestic wastewater. The results proved that Situ KAMPUS-UI system which is installed as an “end-of-pipe” BMP at the
downstream end of the treatment train, without any additional upstream BMPs is ineffective.
Keywords
LID/BSD, BMPs, stormwater ponds, pollutant removal.

1.

INTRODUCTION

LID (Low Impact Development) and BSD (Better Site Design) terms are often used interchangeable. According to [1]
LID/BSD includes a series of techniques – known as “Best Management Practices (BMPs),” that reduce impervious cover,
conserve natural areas, and use pervious areas to more effectively treat stormwater runoff. BMPs promoted by [2] known as
“Runoff Management Treatment Train” approach as shown on Figure 1.
The goal of LID/BSD is to reduce runoff volume and mitigate site impacts when decisions are being made about proposed
layout of a development site. Therefore LID/BSD techniques can significantly reduce stormwater runoff and pollutants
generated at a development site, and also reduce the size and cost of both the stormwater conveyance system and stormwater
management practices, when applied early in the design and layout process. The goal is to apply numerous BMPs as many as
possible to maximize the benefit of stormwater reduction.
Under the treatment train strategy, stormwater management begins with simple methods that minimize the amount of runoff
that occurs from a site and methods that prevent pollution from accumulating on the land surface and becoming available for
wash-off. The subsequently major BMP is then collection and treatment of runoff locally and regionally, either as stand-alone
practices or in treatment train combinations. Categories of structural BMPs comprise: bioretention devices, filtration practices,
infiltration practices, stormwater ponds and stormwater wetlands.
The term “stormwater pond” may refer to any constructed basin that is built for the purpose of capturing and storing
stormwater runoff, either temporarily or for an extended period of time, in order to prevent or mitigate downstream water
quality and/or quantity impacts. Stormwater ponds are in general stand-alone system which is installed as an “end-of-pipe”
BMP at the downstream end of the treatment train. Stormwater pond size and outflow regulation requirements can be
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significantly reduced with the use of additional upstream BMPs. However, in most cases stormwater ponds are the only
management practice in use at a site.

Figure 1: Runoff Management Treatment Train [2]
Water quality pollutant removal mechanisms in stormwater ponds is primarily through settling, where deposition of solids in a
water column, typically a minimum of 12 hours of detention is needed to effectively settle solids. Other pollutant removal
mechanisms are through infiltration/recharge and biological uptake. Simultaneously, stormwater ponds can be utilized as water
quantity control. The mechanisms are primarily through rate and velocity control. Although detention of stormwater runoff can
slow the discharge to rates comparable with pre-development conditions, it can also significantly increase the peak flows
period. Intentional restriction of stormwater runoff, such that velocity of discharged through downstream channels does not
cause erosion. Secondary mechanism of water quantity control is through evapotranspiration.
At Universitas Indonesia (UI) Depok campus there are six stormwater ponds (situ), known with their acronym KAMPUS, short
form of Kenanga-Agatis-Mahoni-Puspa-Ulin-Salam (local name of trees). Situ KAMPUS-UI system which was built in 90’s,
originally was aimed as part of stormwater management, infiltration/recharge facilities, and landscape aesthetics.
Since the dominant land use of Situ KAMPUS-UI system catchment is residential area, the waste from the catchment is
dominated by domestic waste. Domestic wastewater comprises mainly of organic matter, which can be directly processed both
physically and biologically. According to [3] characteristics of domestic wastewater are as follow:
Table 1. Domestic Wastewater Characteristics [3]

Contaminant

Specific production (g/cap.d)2

Concentration1 (mg/l)2

Total dissolved solids
BOD
COD
Kjeldahl-nitrogen (as N)
Total phosphorus (as P)
Faecal coliform (No. per 100 ml)

100-150
40-80
30-60
70-150
8-12
1-3
106-109

400-2,500
160-1,350
120-1,000
280-2,500
30-200
4-50
4x106-1.7x107

Notes:

BOD: Biochemical oxygen demand
COD: Chemical oxygen demand

1
2

Assuming water consumption rate of 60-250 l/cap.d
Except for faecal coliforms

The objective of the study is to determine the level of Situ KAMPUS-UI System effectiveness in COD concentration reduction.
COD is one out of many contaminant parameters that indicate the presence of domestic wastewater.
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2.

METHODS & ANALYSIS

2.1

Governing Equations

Temporal aspects of pollutant reduction is elaborated using mass balance for well-mixed lake as follow:

dC
W t Q.C k.V .C v As .C
dt
dC W (t )
C
dt
V
Q
v
k
V
H

(1)

V

(1a)
(1b)

λ is called an eigenvalue (a characteristic value).
Where:
V
C
W
Q
k
v
AS
H

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

(m3)
(mg/l)
(mg/d)
(m3/s)
(d-1)
(m/s)
(m2)
(m)

effective volume of pond
concentration of water quality parameter
loading terms
inflow
decay rate
apparent settling velocity (on field)
pond surface area
mean depth

Apparent settling velocity, v will be substituted by vS, which is equal to settling velocity attained from laboratory tests.
Based on assumption that the dispersion is negligible, equation (1) will be solved using Runge-Kutta model [4]. The basic
equation of Runge-Kutta model is the following:

Ci

1

Ci

1
6

k1 2k2 2k3 k4

t

(2)

Where:

2.2

k1

f ti , Ci

k2
k3

f ti
f ti

k4

f ti

1
2
1
2

(3a)

t , Ci
t , Ci
t , Ci

1
2
1
2

t k1
t k2

t k3

(3b)
(3c)
(3d)

Algorithm

Strategy to achieve the objective of the research comprises:
1. Collection of primary and secondary data/information.
∙ Physical characteristics of each pond.
∙ Discharge measurement at inlet and outlet.
∙ Sampling at inlet and outlet of each pond.
∙ Laboratory tests.
2. Simulation of parameter concentration decay using Runge-Kutta method will be carried out with the following
features:
∙ without load addition,
∙ with and without decay rate (k), and
∙ at 12-hour and after 5-day duration.
3. Analysis of simulation results.
∙ Comparing simulation results for condition with and without decay rate (k) at 12-hour and 5-day duration.
∙ Deduction the rationale of parameter concentration decay.
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3

RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

UI Campus Map produced by Directorate of General Affairs Universitas Indonesia is shown on Figure 2, while Table 2
presents the physical characteristics of Situ KAMPUS-UI system. Rough estimation of area (A) and depth (H) is based on
Campus Map and field survey.

1: Kenanga

2: Agatis

3: Mahoni

4: Puspa

5: Ulin

6: Salam

Figure 2. Situ KAMPUS-UI System at UI Campus, Depok.
Area, A is determined based on Campus Map combined with information from Google Map and supported by AutoCAD.
Depth, H is determined using “wading” method, while the area, Pond volume is simply the product of depth multiply by area.
Table 2. Physical Characteristics of Situ KAMPUS-UI System.

Situ
Kenanga
Agatis
Mahoni
Puspa
Ulin
Salam

A (m2)

H (m)

V (m3)

28,000
20,000
45,000
20,000
72,000
42,000

2
2
2
1
1
3

56,000
40,000
90,000
20,000
72,000
126,000

Sampling was carried out at both inlet and outlet of each pond. The water quality profiles (Ammonium, Phosphate, BOD, and
COD) resulted from laboratory tests are summarized on Table 3.
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Table 3. Water Quality Profiles of Situ KAMPUS-UI System.

Nr

Location

Parameter Kualitas Air (mg/L)
COD
Ammonium

BOD
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Kenanga, inlet
Kenanga, outlet
Agatis, inlet
Agatis, outlet
Mahoni, inlet
Mahoni, outlet
Puspa, inlet
Ulin, outlet/Salam, inlet
Salam, outlet

1,35
0,58
1,25
0,71
1,12
2,97
1,6
1,5
1,72

108
38,4
116
81,6
216
51,2
117,6
93,6
37,6

Phospat

2,67
2,21
6
4
13
4
3
2,35
3,5

22,97
18,74
24,84
20,86
23,02
17,14
23,82
26,57
28,82

As the objective of the study is to determine the level of Situ KAMPUS-UI System effectiveness in COD concentration
reduction, simulation were carried out using initial values of COD concentration obtained from analysis of water samples in
the laboratory. The Inflow Q equal to 25.92 m3/s is average of measured value during field survey at inlet of Kenanga, Agatis,
Mahoni and Puspa.
Table 4 presents the simulation results of COD concentration decay at each pond using Runge-Kutta method, with initial value
of decay rate (k) set at 0.23, referring to typical values of k for pollutant and wastewater [3].
Table 4. Simulation Results using Runge-Kutta Method – with k.

COD AGATIS
80

70

70

Concentration(mg/l)

Concentration(mg/l)

COD KENANGA
80
60
50
40

30
20
10
0

60
50
40

30
20
10
0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

time (day)

5

6

140

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Concentration(mg/l)

Concentration(mg/l)

4

COD PUSPA

COD MAHONI
120
100

80
60
40
20
0

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

0

14

2

4

6

COD ULIN
Concentration(mg/l)

120
100

80
60
40
20
0

2

4

6

10

12

14

COD SALAM

140

0

8

time (day)

time (day)

Concentration(mg/l)

3
time (day)

8

time (day)

10

12

14

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

time (day)

Refer to the above graphics, it can be seen that COD concentration at each pond underwent decay after 5-day duration
significantly.
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In order to provide evidence that the decay is resulted purely from decay process, simulations were also carried out for
conditions without decay rate. The results are presented on Table 5.
Table 5. Simulation Results using Runge-Kutta Method – without k
.

COD AGATIS
Concentration(mg/l)

Concentration(mg/l)

COD KENANGA
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

7

0

1

2

time (day)

5

6

100

90

100

80

Concentration(mg/l)

Concentration(mg/l)

4

COD PUSPA

COD MAHONI
120

80
60
40

70
60
50
40
30

20

20

0

0

10

time (day)

time (day)

COD SALAM

COD ULIN
160

100

140

90

120

Concentration(mg/l)

Concentration(mg/l)

3
time (day)

100
80
60
40

20

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

0

0

time (day)

time (day)

Table 6 presents summary of simulation results of each pond for both conditions with and without decay rate.
Table 6. Effectiveness of Situ KAMPUS-UI System as Pollutant Removal.

Situ

Kenanga

Agatis

Mahoni

Puspa

Ulin

Salam

Initial Concentration (mg/l)
Eigenvalue, λ (d-1)
With decay rate (k)
Concentration after t = 12 hours (mg/l)
Concentration Reduction (%)
Concentration after t = 5 days (mg/l)
Concentration Reduction (%)
Without decay rate (k)
Concentration after t = 12 hours (mg/l)
Concentration Reduction (%)
Concentration after t = 5 days (mg/l)
Concentration Reduction (%)

108
0.74286
74,50
31
1,37
99
83,57
23
8,99
92

116
0.928
72,96
37
0,44
100
81,83
29
2,75
98

82
0.568
87,59
-7
11,64
86
97,90
-19
44,94
45

216
1.626
117,86
45
4,65
98
89,40
59
19,78
91

117
0.690
128,17
-10
14,39
88
138,73
-19
32,11
73

93,6
0.469
90,52
3
34,18
63
103,22
-10
34,18
63
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Although in Situ Mahoni there is almost 50% (from 86% turn into 45%) different between with and without decay rate
simulation, in general, the results as summarized on Table 6 indicate that the reduction of COD concentration are dominated by
flushing not by decay, since there is no significant different between those two results. The decay in Situ Mahoni most
probably is caused by its elongated shape.
The simulation results provide evidence that Situ KAMPUS-UI System which is installed as an “end-of-pipe” BMP at the
downstream end of the treatment train, without any additional upstream BMPs, is ineffective.
In order to reduce the pollutant concentration in Situ KAMPUS-UI system, as recommended by [2], BMPs measures such as
bioretention, filtration, infiltration, stormwater pond and stormwater wetland, should be implemented as integral part of Runoff
Management Treatment Train.

4.

CONCLUSION

Situ KAMPUS-UI System which is installed as an “end-of-pipe” BMP at the downstream end of the treatment train, without
any additional upstream BMPs, is ineffective.
As recommended on [2], application of numerous BMPs such as bioretention devices, filtration practices, infiltration practices,
stormwater ponds and stormwater wetlands, under the treatment train strategy, might reduce pollutants generated at Situ
KAMPUS-UI System.
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ABSTRACT
Coal waste in solid waste from industry causing a negative impact, because of SOx and NOx compounds in the form of gas into
the air and react with water vapor to form H2SO4 and HNO3, resulting acid rain harmful to the environment and health
problems. The purpose of this study is to utilize waste coal becomes fly ash and bottom ash where the fly ash is used as an
alternative material in the manufacture of cementitious concrete block and cementitious concrete brick to have the better
physical and mechanical properties and the higher value. Experimental method is applied to produce samples at the factory.
Independent variables used in this study were: the composition of fly ash (20% and 40%); composition of sand: cement (8:0.75
and 10:1), time of mixture (4 minutes and 8 minutes). The dependent variable used is the compressive strength and porosity of
the concrete blocks and concrete bricks. Data from testing the compressive strength and porosity were analyzed by Taguchi
method to obtain the most optimum composition. The result showed that the composition of fly ash, the composition of sand:
cement; and stirring contribution to contribute to the compressive strength of concrete blocks, each for 38,969%, 20.336% and
73.61%. While the percent contribution of the compressive strength of concrete blocks, each for 49.976%, 7.861%, and
15.169%. Percent contribution of each variable on the porosity of concrete block is 33.379%, 14.76% and 23.275%. While the
concrete brick porosity of 35.567%, 94.47% and 9.04%. Output in this study is the composition of material for concrete blocks
and concrete bricks containing coal waste (fly ash). It is found that in order to obtain concrete block and concrete brick
quality in terms of compressive strength and porosity, it can be done by varying the composition of 20% fly ash, sand
composition: cement 8:0.75 and stirring time of 4 minutes.
Keywords
Fly ash, compressive strength, porosity, concrete blocks, concrete bricks, Taguchi
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1. INTRODUCTION
Coal including non-renewable energy sources, but the results showed that the coal reserves in the world today are still very
abundant. Commencing in 1990, total world coal reserves estimated at 1079 billion tons and still reliable as a source of world
energy by more than 230 years old, even expected to reach up to 300 years. In Indonesia alone, according to data on the PT.
Bukit Asam Coal Mine, until 1991 the number of newly mined coal amounted to 14,478 thousand tones, out of total reserves
are estimated at 34 billion tons. During this utilization of fossil fuels, especially coal, are very bad when associated with
environmental pollution problems. Both SOx and NOx gases produced can react with water vapor in the air to form H2SO4
(sulfuric acid) and HNO3 (nitric acid). Both can fall together rainwater resulting in acid rain which causes environmental
damage and health problems.
Allegations that the waste disposal plant in Tempukrejo, Mojorejo Village, District Bendosari is waste coal, which is B3 solid
waste (hazardous and toxic materials) has been proven. According to the Environment Office of Sukoharjo, in Government
Regulation No. 85/1999 concerning Amendment to Government Regulation No. 18/1999 that Waste Management has clearly
stated B3 included in category B3. In fact, all activities related to waste handling B3 must have permission from the
authorities. Therefore, it is expected the industry immediately relocate the solid waste before the Ministry of Environment
conduct annual checks on performance and feasibility of the industry. Waste coal turned out to be used as a mixture of raw
materials or even alternative materials to replace cement. Utilization of coal waste as non-structural building materials such as
concrete bricks, concrete blocks, or concrete brick press and also as a partial substitution of cement in the manufacture of
concrete has been done by industry [1].

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD
2.1 Materials
Sample blocks and concrete blocks made by varying the composition flay ash (20% and 40%); sand: cement (8:0.75 and 10:1)
and stirring (4 minutes and 8 minutes). Sample testing of compressive strength and porosity taken as many as 8 samples each
of 3 times the replication. The reason for the use of as many as 8 samples based on orthogonal arrays are used that have been
tested for normality of the data. Thus the total sample used by as many as 24 samples to test the compressive strength of
concrete blocks, 24 samples to test the compressive strength of concrete bricks. As for the porosity test concrete bricks and
concrete blocks of each 24 samples. Samples produced of this research are concrete bricks and concrete blocks made of high
quality fly ash from the recycled waste coal. The quality of concrete blocks and concrete bricks are evaluated from the high
compressive strength and low porosity.
2.2 Experiment Method
2.2.1

Sample production

With the increasing volume of waste coal, this would be a great environmental problem. Based on field observations, the
spread of coal waste in the industry could be reclaimed for the future. In line with developments in the town of Sukoharjo
development, the needs of particular buildings and concrete brick concrete block is also increasing. Based on observation, the
soil around the Sukoharjo very suitable for building materials. Another problem that arises, for concrete brick and concrete
block is the high price of Portland Cement (PC). Meanwhile, coal waste discarded by industry in the surrounding areas have
the potential used for building material mixture of concrete brick and concrete block. Because of the high price of PCs and the
availability of coal waste in large amounts motivating to find alternative low-cost cement replacement material. According to
Dharmawan [2], utilization of coal waste in this form of fly ash can be used to make building materials. With a mixture of coal
ash which is a waste power plant, was successfully created in a simple building block. The results showed that the concrete
blocks of coal ash waste coal (TABB) with a ratio of 60: 40 (68.98 kg/cm2) but higher than the tela stone (50.45 kg/cm2).
According to Priyatama [3], gain technical / economical obtained in the use of Fly Ash, among others:
a. Improving the quality of building materials are stronger, more resistant to acid and lighter than the building
materials of cement
b. Increased efficiency of production cost of building materials
c. Have major differences with other building materials due to cement replacement.
Efforts to control acid deposition is to use fuels containing less contaminants, avoiding the formation of pollutants during
combustion, capture pollutants from exhaust gases and saving energy. Environmental pollution control can be done in several
ways, among others:
a. Use of Fuel With Low Sulfur content
b. Reducing the sulfur content prior to combustion
c. Control of Pollution During Combustion
d. Control After Burning
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2.2.2

Compressive strength test

Testing strength is one of many tests to determine the quality of the material. In this research, conducted tests on building
materials made from waste coal is the compressive strength tests conducted by creating a standard specimen block and
concrete brick concrete. Given load on the specimen until the crack / rupture. The amount of compressive strength is
formulated as follows:
Compressive strength = Load/Surface Area

Kg/cm2

(1)

Loading rate is 30 gr/cm2/second for wet specimens, and 150 gr/cm2/second for dry specimens. Compressive strength is not
enough will cause the already outbreak of mold, while the compressive strength will prevent excessive depreciation of castings
and cause cracks and difficult for demoulding [4].
2.2.3 Porosity test
Physical test used to determine the quality of building materials is the porosity test. Porosity is defined as the ratio of pore
volume (i.e. the volume occupied by the fluid) of the total volume of building materials. There are two types of porosity that is
inter-grain porosity and fracture porosity. Mathematically porosity can be written as follows:
Porosity = (Voids volume / mixture volume ) x 100%

(2)

It should be noted, that the porosity in a test system vary widely. In naturally fractured reservoir system, the porosity ranges
from slightly greater than zero, but can be worth is equal to one (1) on the voids. In general, the average porosity of a porous
media system cost between 50-30%. So if the resulting value of porosity is less than 30% mean porosity is still small relative
or are still considered safe.
2.2.4 Stages of Taguchi method

The stages to apply Taguchi method are as follow:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

Selection and Adjustment Orthogonal Array (OA)
Taguchi Experimental Design
Brainstorming
Cause and Effect Diagram (Ishikawa Diagram)
Separating the control factors and noise factors
Determining the level of factor and value factor
Identify factors that may interact.
Describing the required linear graph for the control factors and interactions.
Choosing Orthogonal Array
Enter and / or interaction of factors into the column
Experimenting
Analysis of experimental results
Selection of optimal factor levels for the conditions.
Estimated average process at optimum conditions

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Compressive strength test results
Tests conducted on the compressive strength of materials laboratory, Department of Civil Engineering UNS Surakarta with
experimental methods. Compressive strength testing is done as much as 8 times the experiment, each replicated 3 times,
bringing the total sample data to test the compressive strength of concrete blocks and concrete blocks each of 24 samples. The
purpose of this test is to find the optimal value of the compressive strength of concrete block and concrete products block in
order to improve the quality and quantity of the product so that it can win market share [5]. Table 1 and Table 2 show the
combination of mixture compositions and the results of testing the compressive strength of concrete brick and concrete block,
respectively.
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Table 1. Results of testing the compressive strength of concrete brick
Sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

A
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

B
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2

AXB
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1

FAKTOR
C
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
1

AXC
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

Compressive Strength (KN)
n1
n2
n3
190
240
210
190
190
210
210
230
190
230
210
200
240
195
210
100
160
120
120
120
160
90
80
90

Table 2. Compressive strength of concrete block
Sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

A
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

B
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2

AXB
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1

FAKTOR
C
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
1

AXC
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

Compressive Strength (KN)
n1
n2
n3
130
115
100
140
150
130
180
150
200
230
220
210
215
210
200
210
220
210
190
225
195
195
240
190

3.2 Porosity test result
Tests conducted in laboratory material porosity, Department of Civil Engineering UNS Surakarta. Porosity testing is done as
much as 8 times the experiment, each replicated 3 times, bringing the total sample data to test the compressive strength of
concrete blocks and concrete blocks each of 24 samples. The purpose of this test is to determine the optimal porosity value of
concrete bricks and concrete blocks produced from fly ash in order to improve product quality so as to win market share. Table
3 and Table 4 show the combination of mixture compositions and the results of porosity testing of concrete brick and concrete
block, respectively.
Table 3. Porosity test results of concrete bricks
Eks
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

A
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

B
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2

AXB
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1

FAKTOR
C
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
1

AXC
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

Porositas (%)
n1
n2
40
35
21
53
17
29
32
28
18
38
41
16
17
24
20
28

n3
23
30
35
36
26
22
43
38

Table 4. Porosity test results of concrete blocks
Eks
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

A
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

B
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2

AXB
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1

FAKTOR
C
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
1

AXC
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

n1
58
48
50
20
42
38
20
18

Porositas (%)
n2
28
25
38
51
28
43
36
34

n3
51
29
55
23
46
26
28
31

3.3 Discussion Using Taguchi Method
3.3.1 ANOVA response of concrete block’s compressive strength
To know the main factors and interaction between the two main factors which significantly influence the compressive strength
of concrete blocks response variables we used analysis of variance (ANOVA). Data used in ANOVA analysis has been
transformed into a ratio S / N (signal to noise) [6]. The factors tested that significantly influence the compressive strength of
concrete blocks with ANOVA is the composition of fly ash (20% and 40%); composition of sand: cement (8:0.75 and 10:1)
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and stirring (4 minutes and 8 minutes), interactions composition of fly ash with a composition of sand: cement (AxB), the
interaction of fly ash composition with stirring (AXC) which can be modeled as formula 3.
Yijkl = + i + j + k + ij + ik + ijkl (3)
Where:
Yijkl = compressive strength of concrete blocks on the level of factor A - i, factor B j-th stage, C factor k th stage,
interaction and interaction AxB AxC.
= overall average
= effect of factor A level i-th
i
= effect of factor B level j-th
j
=
effect of factor C level of the k-th
k
=
effect
of interaction AxB factor
ij
= interaction effect of factors AxC
ik
= Error
II DN (0, 2)
ijkl
Testing hypotheses and conclusions can be drawn from ANOVA table above are as follows:
i. Ho: 1= …= 3 = 0 (no effect of fly ash composition factor),
H1: at least one pair of which is not the same.
Conclusion: P Value = 49.97% > 5%, then reject Ho, i.e. no effect of different levels of composition of fly ash on
compressive strength of concrete blocks.
ii. Ho : 1 = … 3 = 0 (no effect of the composition of sand, cement).
H1: at least one pair of j which is not the same
Conclusion: P Value = 7.861% > 5%, then reject Ho, i.e. there are significant differences in levels of the composition
of sand: cement on the compressive strength of concrete blocks.
iii. Ho : 1 = … = 3 = 0 (no stirring effect).
H1: at least one pair k that is not the same.
Conclusion: P Value = 15.169% > 5%, then reject Ho, i.e. there are significant differences in levels of agitation on the
response variable compressive strength of concrete blocks.
iv. Ho : 11 = … = 33 = 0 (no interaction effect of fly ash composition and the composition of sand: cement
H1: at least one pair of j1 is not the same.
Conclusion: P Value = 11 171%> 5%, then reject Ho, i.e. no interaction effect of different levels of fly ash
composition and the composition of sand: cement on the compressive strength of concrete blocks
v. Ho : 11 = … = 33 = 0 (no interaction effect of fly ash and stirring)
H1: at least one pair of j1 is not the same
Conclusion: P Value = 12 213%> 5%, then reject Ho, i.e. no interaction effect of different levels of fly ash and
stirring on the response variable compressive strength of concrete block
3.3.2 Main Effect
Average effects of main factors and interaction factors on compressive strength of concrete blocks with larger is better quality
characteristic is the difference between level 1 to level 2 of each main factor and interaction. Main Effect biggest factor
achieved in the composition of fly ash (A) for 4.023, while the smallest effect achieved between the composition of fly ash and
mixing (AXC).
3.3.3 Optimum Conditions Press Strength Concrete blocks
The optimum condition is useful to know the level of each factor so that the response of the compressive strength of concrete
blocks can be optimized. Factor-factors that influence the response of the compressive strength of concrete blocks in the main
experiments is the composition of fly ash (A), the composition of sand: cement (B), stirring (C) , the interaction of fly ash
composition with the composition of sand: cement (AxB), the interaction of fly ash composition with stirring (AXC). The
optimum conditions selected for each level which gives an average value of S / N ratio is highest.
The optimum conditions for the compressive strength of concrete block achieved at A1B1C1 conditions, meaning that in order
to optimize the compressive strength of concrete blocks required parameter settings, meaning that 20% fly ash composition,
the composition of sand: cement 8; 0.75 and stirring 4 minutes.
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3.3.4 Transformation of the Power of Optimum Conditions of concrete bricks
The amount of S / N ratio of the optimum based on the variation of fly ash composition, the composition of sand: cement and
mixing and interaction between the two factors that can optimize the compressive strength of concrete blocks with a
characteristic quality of Larger is Better at 50.219 with MSD value of 0.00001.
3.3.5 Confidence Interval on Compressive strength of Concrete bricks
In optimizing the compressive strength of concrete blocks used for the 90% confidence level and Confidence Interval + / 0761, then it can obtain the optimum value of 50 219 + / - 0761 or 49 458; 50.98 which is expected to be used as a reference in
the manufacture of high quality building block in terms of compressive strength.
3.3.6 Distribution Variations on Compressive strength of concrete bricks
Based on the graph in Figure 2 shows that, in order to optimize the optimum compressive strength of concrete blocks, the
compressive strength of 174.375 with S / N Ratio of 44.291. In the improved condition, the value of S / N ratio increased to
50.219. Cp and Cpk values in the initial conditions of 1. This value increased to 1978 in the improved condition, which means
making concrete bricks which have optimum compressive strength can be done by combining the three variables, namely the
composition of fly ash, the composition of sand: cement and mixing. This is indicated by the value of Cp> 1, so that the
resulting blocks have high strength. LSL value achieved by 19,667, while the value of USL at 329,082. The value of loss
function which can optimize the optimum compressive strength of concrete blocks at 74.4 cents / $ 1 Loss.
Using the same procedure, Taguchi method was applied to find the optimum composition of mixture for optimum compressive
strength of concrete block, minimum porosities of concrete blocks and concrete brick. The resume of the results are as follow:
Combination Flay ash composition (A), the composition of sand: cement (B), stirring (C),. interaction between the composition
of fly ash with a composition of sand: cement (AXB) and fly ash composition interaction with stirring (AXC) contributed
contributes to the compressive strength of concrete blocks, each for 49.976%, 7.861%, 15.169%, 11.171% and 12.213%.
Combination Flay ash composition (A), the composition of sand: cement (B), stirring (C),. interaction between the composition
of fly ash with a composition of sand: cement (AXB) and fly ash composition interaction with stirring (AXC) contributed
contributes to the compressive strength of concrete blocks, each for 38.969%, 20.336% 7.361% 27.997% and 5.096%.
Combination Flay ash composition (A), the composition of sand: cement (B), stirring (C),. interaction between the composition
of fly ash with a composition of sand: cement (AXB) and fly ash composition interaction with stirring (AXC) contribute to the
porosity of concrete bricks, each for 3. 567%, 9.447%, 9.04%, 31.68% and 12.804%. Combination Flay ash composition (A),
the composition of sand: cement (B), stirring (C),. interaction between the composition of fly ash with a composition of sand:
cement (AXB) and fly ash composition interaction with stirring (AXC) gave donations contribute to the porosity of concrete
blocks, each for 33.379%, 14.76%, 23.275%, 13.044% and 13.073%. Level of factors that can optimize the compressive
strength of concrete brick is A1B1C1, meaning the composition of 20% fly ash, sand composition: cement 8:0.75 and stirring 4
minutes. In the compressive strength of concrete blocks is A2B2C2, meaning the composition of 40% fly ash, sand
composition: cement mixing 10:1 and 8 minutes. The optimization is achieved at the level of porosity concrete brick A2B2C1,
meaning that 40% fly ash composition, the composition of sand: cement mixing 10:1 and 4 minutes, Meanwhile the optimal
factor levels at the same porosity of concrete blocks with compressive strength of concrete blocks is A2B2C2. Cp and Cpk
values on the compressive strength of concrete blocks, concrete blocks, concrete bricks and concrete blocks porosity in the
initial conditions of 1. This value has increased in the improved condition each being the compressive strength of concrete
blocks 1.978, 1.603 on the compressive strength of concrete blocks, 1.287 and 1.499 on the porosity of concrete bricks,
concrete bricks and concrete blocks that are generated by combining three variables: Flay ash composition, the composition of
sand: cement and agitation have a high capabilities evaluated from the high compressive strength and low porosity.
3.4 Optimization of Compressive Strength and Porosity Concrete blocks and concrete Block MRSN Method (Multiple
Response Signal To Noise)
This procedure is an optimization procedure based on the selection of several alternatives. In this case is how to maximize the
compressive strength of concrete blocks and concrete blocks at the same time minimizing the porosity of concrete bricks and
concrete blocks simultaneously in order to obtain high-quality products along with increased selling prices.
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Table 6. MRSN Value
Experiment

Factor

TNQL

MRSN

A

B

AXB

C

AXC

BXC

e

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

e

1,097

30.4027

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

e

964

29.8413

3

1

2

2

1

1

2

e

962

29.8314

4

1

2

2

2

2

1

e

782

28.9327

5

2

1

2

1

2

1

e

778

28.9080

6

2

1

2

2

1

2

e

714

28.5396

7

2

2

1

1

2

2

e

632

28.0055

8

2

2

1

2

1

1

e

615

27.8897

Results on Table 6 showed that application MRSN procedure to optimize the compressive strength and porosity of concrete
blocks and concrete blocks simultaneously obtained A1B1C1 parameter variations. Therefore, in order to obtain concrete block
and concrete products block quality in terms of compressive strength and porosity of the optimum, it can be done by varying
the composition of 20% fly ash, sand composition: cement 8:0.75 and stirring time of 4 minutes.

IV. CONCLUSION
The main factors which significantly influence the quality of concrete bricks and concrete blocks in terms of compressive
strength and porosity is Flay ash composition, the composition of sand: cement and mixing. The interaction factor is the
interaction between fly ash composition and the composition of sand: cement, fly ash composition interaction and mixing .
The application MRSN procedure to optimize the compressive strength and porosity of concrete blocks and concrete
blocks simultaneously obtained A1B1C1 parameter variations. Therefore, in order to obtain concrete block and concrete
products block quality in terms of compressive strength and porosity of the optimum, it can be done by varying the
composition of 20% fly ash, sand composition: cement 8:0.75 and stirring time of 4 minutes.
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ABSTRACT
City of Depok final disposal lies in Cipayung region. In year 2002, this city final disposal is designed to operate with sanitary
landfill method and has 10 years services and able to generate 1.200.000 m3 in area of 61.000 m2. Head of Clean Division,
DKP Office of City of Depok stated that Cipayung final disposal had overfilling by its designed. In year 2006 showed that solid
waste disposal reached 60 % of its site capacity and in year 2009 increased to 90 %.
Study of composition and generation of Depok solid waste that entered Cipayung final disposal is aimed to recognize caused of
life time services reduces and active period of Depok final disposal. Study showed that Depok solid waste that entered
Cipayung final disposal per day was 799 m3 or 80 ton that consists of 76.96 % organic and 23, 04 % inorganic solid wastes.
Supposed in year 2011 only organic solid waste generated is 77 % of total or 627.32 m3 per day, all 5 UPS work with each
UPS capacity to process organic matters 15 m3 per day, and also open new area and give new capacity to become 1.500.000
m3, therefore, life time period this TPA will exceed year 2014 (168 days effective).
Key words
Solid waste, generation, composition, final disposal, sanitary landfill

1. INTRODUCTION
City of Depok, 200.029 km2 wide, is categorized as a growing city, populated over 1,503,677 capita and its population growth
reach to 3.43 % per year based on Bappeda City of Depok data. It means, Depok enters as highly populated city that
accelerated with increasing settlements, commercials, and educational regions.
Solid waste management is one of city problems against City of Depok, which is population increased, simultaneously solid
waste increased as well. Solid waste treatment nevertheless applies conventional procedure for instance collecting,
transporting, and disposed. This situation caused some quantities of solid wastes disposed directly to Cipayung – solid waste
disposal site, which is located in Sub-district of Pancoran Mas.
Solid waste disposal site (TPA) at Cipayung is the only one facility and serve Depok city since 1984 to date (2010). TPACipayung was designed by sanitary landfill operation in year 2002 and its life-time was 10 years period. Unfortunately, in year
2009 showed that this site is exceed its capacity before time period ended by year 2012, said Head of Clean Division DKP City
of Depok. Average city disposal reached 4,200 m3 per day based on assumption waste disposal generated 2, 5 liter per capita
per day (DKP City of Depok, 2010). TPA Cipayung data showed that volume of city waste disposal entered this site is 1,200
m3 per day and similar with 2.9 % total of city waste disposal (UPT TPA Cipayung, 2010).
Problem of Cipayung final disposal site is over capacity and seriously threatened City of Depok. To eliminate city risk are
expand this site with open new area. However, it is really difficult because this program need big capital and mostly
communities refuse to release their land. For that reason, this problem must be found to extend life-time this site.
Research is needed to find out caused of short life-time period and over capacity that happened at Cipayung-waste disposal
site. This research is going to identify how big waste disposal generation and composition, and operating system to dispose
waste disposal works properly to date as well. Additionally, based on waste disposal generation and its composition data in this
site will find operation system to handle waste disposal alternative to extend life time period of this site.

2.OBJECTIVES
This research is aimed to identify number of waste disposal generation and its composition daily routine enter to this TPA, to
examine caused of over capacity, to design operation system to handle waste disposal alternative in this site which is going to
extend life time period as well.
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Benefit of this research is notifying waste disposal generation and its composition data recently to DKP, to develop an attention
for solving over capacity problem in TPA-Cipayung.

3.CIPAYUNG-DEPOK SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL SITE
Geographically city of Depok lays in 6º18’00’’- 6º28’00’’ South Latitude and 106º43’00’’-106º55’30’’ East Longitude.
Otherwise, TPA-Cipayung lays in 6º25’00’’- 6º25’25’’ South Latitude and 106º47’12’’-106º47’25’’ South Latitude. In
addition, TPA-Cipayung is the only one city final waste disposal site which runs in year 1984 to date year 2010. TPACipayung is 10 km distance from city of Depok. Service area of this site is city of Depok region. Work hours of this site are
Monday – Friday, 08.00 am - 16.00 pm (WIB) and Saturday 08.00 - 12.00 am (WIB). TPA-Cipayung limits are drainage canal
in southern and eastern parts, Pasanggrahan River in southern and western parts (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).

Figure1 : Location of TPA-Cipayung
Source: Google Map

Initially, land of TPA Cipayung was open area, land slope less than 20 %, soil content limestone, abandoned. Based on this
condition, this area rebuilt to become waste disposal site to serve city of Depok. This site is 9.10 ha totally and disposal area is
6.10 ha in year 1984. This site consists of two places that receive of domestic waste disposal namely old and new ponds. The
old one is 6.10 ha divided into three zones that is Zone I (Pond A), Zone II (Pond B)), and Zone III (Pond C). Depth of filling
waste disposal is 16 – 23 m or 23.3 m average. This pond was designed to collect 1,200,000 m3 domestic waste disposals by
year 2002 for 10 years period.

Figure 2 : TPA-Cipayung is seen from above
Source: TPA-Cipayung documentation

Initially, land of TPA Cipayung was open area, land slope less than 20 %, soil content limestone, abandoned. Based on this
condition, this area rebuilt to become waste disposal site to serve city of Depok. This site is 9.10 ha totally and disposal area is
6.10 ha in year 1984. This site consists of two places that receive of domestic waste disposal namely old and new ponds. The
old one is 6.10 ha divided into three zones that is Zone I (Pond A), Zone II (Pond B)), and Zone III (Pond C). Depth of filling
waste disposal is 16 – 23 m or 23.3 m average. This pond was designed to collect 1,200,000 m3 domestic waste disposals by
year 2002 for 10 years period.
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Fgure 3 : Old Pond Division Zone in TPA-Cipayung and Location of Building Facilities in TPA-Cipayung
Source: TPA-Cipayung documentation.

Firstly, design of TPA-Cipayung was open dumping. Then, in year 2002 TPA-Cipayung converted to sanitary landfill
operation system. However, in fact this system is not easy to employ because of limited budget and operational matters.
Furthermore, operation system changed to become controlled landfill that is waste disposal filled to the ground or pond layer
by layer. This system applied in temporary until sanitary landfill implemented. After waste disposal were blocked and filled
and then filled and covered by soil, at least once every 7 days. Yet, implementation of soil layer cover solid waste is done three
times a year. Soil width that covered wasted disposal bulk was 10 – 20 cm, and earth was come from other area that far from
this site.
In general, domestic waste disposal is simple, for instance, collecting, transporting, and disposed that applied to city of Depok.
There is no separation process to become organic and non-organic waste. Consequences of this situation, domestic waste
disposal totally entered and placed in TPA-Cipayung. In year 2006 showed that solid waste disposal reached 60 % of its site
capacity and in year 2009 increased to 90 %.
New pond was designed in year 2009 and life time period until year 2012. This pond area is 0.6174 ha. Depth of solid wasted
disposal approximately 7.5 m and 10.0 m, and estimated capacity up to 46,305 – 61,740 m3. Reducing solid waste disposal in
TPA-Cipayung area was 3R + P program. This program had been implemented by a solid waste treatment unit (UPS) treated
solid waste turn into compost. A UPS has capacity to produce 5 – 10 m3 per day and sorting process were done by scavengers.
Plan had been made to build 4 UPS that its capacity is 30 m3 per day.

4.METHODOLOGY
This research is located in TPA-Cipayung city of Depok, and started from April 2010 to Mei 2010. This research is
quantitative method using surveys and measuring objects. The object is waste disposal generation and its composition that
enter TPA-Cipayung, Depok. Survey is completed in 12 days from Monday through Saturday. Load count analysis method is
used in this research. Measuring volume of solid waste disposal generation is made to identify average volume that enters to
TPA-Cipayung (m3 per day or ton per day). Measuring solid waste disposal composition is made to distinguish percentage of
weight every component within solid waste disposal sample. Methods of taking and measuring solid waste disposal generation
and its composition based on SNI 19-3964-1994 about . Survey data is analyzed to obtain average number of solid waste
disposal generation, its density, their volume and composition.
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Figure 4 : Location of Points of Samples Taken and Separated
Source: Result of Survey

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Solid waste disposal density and is composition samples was taken from 2 point of disposed places for 12 days period.
Samples come from point 1 were taken from day of 1 to 10, in addition, samples come from point 2 were taken from day 11
and 12. Picture 5.3 showed points of samples taken.
Samples taken in one day were taking 3 times, for instance, sample no 1 is taken from 8.00 -10.00 am (WIB), sample no 2 is
taken from 11.00 -13.00 am (WIB), and last sample no 3 is taken from 14.00 -14.00 am (WIB).
Solid waste disposal density is solid waste disposal mass per unit time. Fully solid waste disposal filled to a box (0,5 x 0,5 x
0,5 m3 (0,125m3) and get total weight of solid waste disposal samples in kg. Result of 12 days survey showed that average of
solid waste disposal density is 99.671 kg/m3
Each bulk sample is separated based its type or composition of solid waste disposal then weigh up. In addition, each
composition is weigh up and divided by total bulk sample weigh will get percentage of each solid waste composition. From
this scheming showed that solid waste disposal composition that enter TPA Cipayung daily is illustrated in Table 1
Table 1: Solid Waste Disposal Composition Daily and Its Average

Average Composition
Organic

76,96%

Papers

7,05%

Plastics

11,37%

Glass

0,22%

Metals

0,21%

Others

4,18%

Number of solid waste generation in TPA Cipayung is calculated by measuring solid waste disposal volume daily based on its
working hours. Data were obtain from type of trucks, their capacity, percentage over capacity of trucks load, and number of
trip for each truck. Additionally, volume of solid waste generation was obtained from adding total number of volume all trucks.
End result illustrated that number of solid waste generation daily as shows in Table .2.
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Table 2 : Solid Waste Generation in TPA-Cipayung

Day of
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Day/Date
Friday
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

30/04/10
01/05/10
03/05/10
04/05/10
05/05/10
06/05/10
07/05/10
08/05/10
10/05/10
11/05/10
12/05/10
13/05/10
Mean

Solid Waste
Generation
(m3/day)
809,6
779,8
835,8
806
825,2
760,4
801,9
750,2
843
784,7
795,2
795,8
798,97

Solid Waste Generation
(ton/day)
80,69
77,72
83,30
80,33
82,25
75,79
79,93
74,77
84,02
78,21
79,26
79,32
79,63

Source: Survey data taken and analyzed

Based on measuring result of solid waste generation is obtained average volume TPA Cipayung daily is 798.97 m3/day similar
with 798,966.7 liter/day. In addition, those solid waste bulk times its average density will get solid waste generation in TPACipayung are 79,634.14 kg per day or 79.634 ton per day. Based on 12 days monitoring data, the highest is on Monday,
because of accumulation of solid waste disposal quantities on Saturday afternoon and Sunday. In meantime, the lowest rate is
on Thursday and Saturday.
Survey on TPA-Cipayung using observation and interview methods come to be several factors cause lessen life time of this
facility. Factor of solid waste composition is one of the problems. From measuring solid waste composition resulted organic
solid waste is 76.96 % and non-organic matters is 23.04 % (7.05 papers, 11.37 plastics, 0.21 glasses, and others 4.18 %). The
presence of non organic materials especially plastics will need more time to decomposition process, otherwise this facility
accept simply organic matters for sanitary landfill system. Other factor is solid waste disposal should be covered by earth and
do once in a week. In fact, it is happened only three times in a year. This facility has no standard operating procedures (sop) for
compaction activities therefore compaction factor is unknown. Lastly, solid waste treatment plant (UPS) is designed to reduce
solid waste generation in this site and processing organic matters turn into compost as well. Yet, all of these do not match. UPS
only proceed solid waste in limited amount that come from domestic markets. Moreover, there is no separation process in this
facility and reducing amount of solid waste disposal were done by scavengers that again in limited number. Because the
scavengers take solid waste disposal that valued to sell.
Estimation of TPA-Cipayung’s life-time period for Old Pond and New Pond is referred to result of amount and composition of
solid waste disposal, zone area and height of solid waste generation recently and planning of height of solid waste generation
and also, result of solid waste generation examination in this site.
There are three scenarios made to estimate life time period of TPA-Cipayung based on solid waste disposal that enter this site.
In year 2011, it is assumed that there is new pond with 300.000 m3 volume and then total area of solid waste generation
becoming 1.5000.000 m3.
First scenario is amount of solid waste generation in TPA-Cipayung 798.97 m3 per day in year 2010. Natural decrease in size,
mechanical compaction and one UPS used is 50 %. Based on calculation that is 61,228 m3 land can be used for 149 days in
year 2011 and number of solid waste disposal 825.42 m3. If new area were opened by year 2011, land capacity become
1,500,000 m3 and this TPA can be operated until year 2013 for 135 days period and amount of solid waste generation reach
880.96 m3.
Second scenario states that start year 2011 only organic solid waste will be placed that is 77 % or 627.23 m3 per day. Assumed
that all solid waste disposal are separated and all non-organic materials wil continue to process such as recycle, sell, or proceed
to become valued new materials. Result of computing shows that life time period of TPA is much longer from 135 days to 195
days and organic solid waste generation only burried in this site start in year 2011. If new area were opened in year 2011
therefore land capacity increased to 1,500,000 m3. It means, TPA will be operated up to 2014 during 33 days period with
amount of organic solid waste generation is 691.69 m3.
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Third scenario is 5 UPS units in year 2011 work and each unit able to process organic solid waste 15 m3 per day, then organic
solid waste generation will be 552.32 m3 per day. Based on this condition, by year 2011 TPA will be operated continued to 222
days. If new area were opened in year 2011 therefore land capacity increased to 1,500,000 m3. It means, TPA will be operated
up to 2014 during 168 days period with amount of organic solid waste generation is 616.69 m3.

6. CONCLUSION
TPA-Cipayung was designed in year 2002 as sanitary landfill system for ten years period. On the other hand, this system is not
easy to implement because of operational matters and budget. This system was changed to turn into controlled landfilled
system.
Generally, solid waste managemeny applied system in Depok is simple consists of collecting, transporting, and disposing. All
domestic solid waste will be end in TPA-Cipayung. After TPA-Cipayung operated for 4 years, solid waste generation reached
60 % of total capacity this facility, and increased near 90 % in year 2009.
Result of this research states that solid waste disposal amount in TPA-Cipayung is an average of 798.97 m3 per day or similar
to 798,966.7 liter per day and an average solid waste disposal density is 99.671 kg per m3. Monday is peak-day that reaches the
highest amount of solid waste generation, this situation happen because of solid waste disposal accumulated during Saturday
afternoon and Sunday, in addition the lowest occur in Thursday and Saturday.
Solid waste disposal compositions in TPA-Cipayung consist of 76.96 % organic and 23.04 % non-organic materials (7.05
papers, 11.37 plastics, 0.21 glasses, and others 4.18 %).
Numerous factors cause TPA-Cipayung life time period decreases. First, amount of non-organic materials is filled in this site.
Second, solid waste covered by soil layer is no more than three times a year. Third, compaction factor in solid waste disposal is
unknown. Finally, solid waste treatment unit (UPS) in TPA-Cipayung process solid waste turn into compost only is not
optimum.
Estimation of TPA-Cipayung’s life-time period for Old Pond and New Pond is referred to result of amount and composition of
solid waste disposal, zone area and height of solid waste generation recently and planning of height of solid waste generation
and also, result of solid waste generation examination in this site.
Supposed in year 2011 only organic solid waste generated is 77 % of total or 627.32 m3 per day, all 5 UPS work with each
UPS capacity to process organic matters 15 m3 per day, and also open new area and give new capacity to become 1.500.000
m3, therefore, life time period this TPA will exceed year 2014 (168 days effective) will produce solid waste generation is
616.69 m3.
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ABSTRACT
The fish canning industry yields a huge of waste water containing high concentration of BOD, COD, TSS, oil and fats etc.,
that is hazardous due to generate pollution when dumped to environment with no proper treatment. A study on opportunity of
cleaner production technology application and a laboratory research on waste water treatment technology, especially in Up
Flow Anaerobic Filter and Aerobic System application, have been done to find the proper management technology to help the
industry in controlling their waste water. The result of studies shows that by applicating cleaner production technology is able
to be done by reducing the waste on its sources i.e. by water minimization and by waste utilization. The result of the researches
on the treatment technology of the waste water containing 3.500 mg/L of COD treated by UAF- aerobic system with hydraulic
retention time variables found that the retention time in UAF was 3 days and in aerob was 24 hours, COD reduction was 71,
6% and 90,3 %. The yield fulfills the effluent standard according to Regional regulation of Central Java Province No 10 /2004
Keywords
Fish canning, pollution, cleaner production, UAF-Aerob
1. INTRODUCTION
Indonesia fishery yields variety of fishes such as tuna fishes, shrimps, crabs etc. Base on products and their waste, the fish
processing industry can be grouped into fish, shell fish, fish meal and fish oils processing industries. This paper explains just
fish processing industry. The fish processing industry are in the form of cold storage, fish canning industry and others. They
have good prospects since many of them are export oriented.
The fish industry, in one hand yield economic value products, but in the other hand generate a huge solid and liquid waste.
The waste must be managed properly unless generate environmental pollution problems. Unfortunately, most of the industry
do not have knowhow to manage the waste properly.The waste contain high suspended solids, biodegradable organic
substances, proteins, oils and fats.
In order to solve environmental problem faced by the fish processing industry, tha research on waste water management
technology was be done. The reason is that the the heaviest pollution load come from the fish canning and fish meal industry
(Bustanil Ibrahim, 2006). The research objective is to find the concept of fish canning wastewater management technologies
for saving environment. The target is to find opportunities for implementing cleaner production and the to find optimum
operating conditions in treatment processing with UAF-Aerob treatment methode.
The waste management means the implementation of cleaner production (pollution prevention efforts from the process (
internal treatment) combined with waste water treatment (external treatment ) alltogether that the waste water generated meet
the effluent standard . Recently, most industries use external teratment approach. The weaknesses of external treatment are:
(Harry M. Freeman, 1995):
The treatment is not effectively solve environmental problems since the waste is still yielded only in the form of other
medium.
The approach is reactive
Waste treatment contribute to increase production cost since it needs investment and operating costs for processing
and disposal the waste.
The industry tend to break regulations on waste standard if the law enforcement ia weak
To eliminate the weaknesses, the waste management efforts should begun by the applying cleaner production to minimize
puillution load as low as posible then is followed by waste water treatment until the effluent fullfill the effluent standard.
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Cleaner production principles are Elimination, Rethink, Reduction, Reuse, Recycle and Recovery (1 E 5R). The waste water
sources are te process and cleaning equipment. Waste water can treated from any sources individually or combined all of
them. According to A Musquera-coral et al (2003), the waste water from tuna fish canning industry contain high COD and
Nitrogen. For removing COD and nitrogen content, the waste water can be processed separately by Biological processes,
Anaerobic-Anoxic-Aerob. If the waste water are combined, the treatment is the anaerobic followed aerobic process (Pankay
Chowdhury et al, 2009).
2. RESEARCH METHOD
2.1. Data collection
Primary data was from the industries, laboratory analysis, and field observations. Secondary data from literature and
consulting the various parties involved
2.2.Research Methodology
2.2.1. Assessment of cleaner production opportunities
Exploration of cleaner production opportunities by direct observation in canning fish industry, with questionaires on materials
management, storage and materials handling, water and waste water, energy, processing, as well as from literature.
Opportunities for cleaner production is a concept on cleaner production can be applied to the fish canning industry.
2.2.2. Identify the characteristics and wastewater pollution load
Sampling of wastewater was carried out several times from the combined effluent, laboratory analysis, field and laboratory.
The parameters of waste water are COD, BOD, pH, etc as key parameter.
2.2.3. Waste water treatment UAF - Aerob experiments in laboratory
Based on the their characteristics, the waste water were treated in laboratory by UAF – Aerobic method.
Materials used in the research were waste water of the industry, anaerobic and aerobic microbes, phosphate and urea fertilizers,
chemicals for analysis of COD, BOD etc.
UAF reactor consist of cylindrical tubes filled partially plastic bottles serving as filter media and media for microbes grow. The
microbes form a thin film on the entire surface of the filter media. The film would contact with waste water flowing coming
from the bottom of the tube continuously. The tube’s diameter is 10 cm, and length is 90 cm. The tube was filled with filter
media by 65 cm high. The volume of liquid in the tube was 6 L. Flow of the waste water were adjusted by a peristaltic pump,
the debit was 40-250 mL/ hour. The volume of the reactor was 5 L, debit was 80-420 mL / hour.
The reactor figure is shown in Figure 2
Before the waste water was filled to the reactor, acclimitation of anaerobic and aerobic microbes shoul be done. The
acclimitation is the preparation for the microbes to adjust themselves in optimum condition to be ready treating waste water.
After acclimitation, the waste water was filled gradually to the reactor until steady state condition that characterized by
constant COD and BOD value.
The processing condition (Benefield, 1990) were: Anaerobic p.H = 6.5 to 9.0 ; ratiof BOD: N: P = 100: 2.5: 0.5.
Aerobic pH = 6.0 - 8.5; ratio BOD: N: P = 100: 4:5; MLVSS = 4000mg / L; SV30 = 25-35% and DO + 2mg / L
Variable experiments was hydraulic retention time
Result of the research:
Evaluation was done out using benchmarks of the fish canning industry standard effluent of Central Java Province
regulation No. 10/ 2010 (Baku Mutu Air Limbah Prop. Jawa Tengah No. 10 Th 2010).
Treatment Efectivity: Percentage of decrease in COD before and after treatment

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Description of the processing production and sources of waste
The flow chart of fish canning industry’s production prosessing is shown in the figure 1.
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Fig 1 : Fish canning flow process diagram

The sample of waste water came was taken from a fish canning industry in Central Java.The industry yields solid waste
generated fom fish heads and entrails, about 3tons /day. Liquid waste generated from the washing process of fish, entrail,
spines and skin removal, and from washing floors and processing equipment. The water used was estimated about 360 m3/day.
Solid waste directly is sold to other users. The liquid waste was passed through a settling tanks before it was treated and
dispossed to environment. The analysis results of the waste water is shown in Table 1.
Tabel 1 show that the concentration and pollution load (i.e BOD, COD TSS, oil and fat) were out of the effluent and
maximum debit standard of waste water. Therefore, in order to fulfill teh standard, the industry should minimize the water
used and improve its waste water treatment instalation. The ratio COD / BOD was about 0.38. It is means that the waste water
contained high biodegradable organics. Based on this characteristic, the waste can be be treated by “Up Anaerobic Filter –
Aerob” (UAF) biological method. The reason is that the method is easy and cheap.
No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Parameter

BOD
COD
TSS
Oil and fat
NH3-N
Sulfida
p.H
Debit

Table 1 : Results of Analysis of Waste Water of one Fish Canning Industry
Result of fish analyis
Effluent Standard *)
Influent
Effluent
Waste liquid debit Max 15M3/ton raw material
mg/L
mg/L
(kg/day)
mg/L
Load
kg/Ton
kg/day
1286
1229
393.26
125
1.875
37.5
3336
2859
914,88
250
3.75
75
318
212
67.84
85
1.275
25.5
32,5
17
5.44
0.075
1.5
0.041
0.095
0.030
0.567
1.974
0.632
7.13
6.08
6-9
320 m3/day
300 m3/day

*) Central Java Province Regulation No. 10 Th 2010
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3.3.Research Result Of Cleaner Production Opportunities
In principle, cleaner production is to prevent, reduce and eliminate waste or contaminants at their source and use the waste.
Cleaner production implementation, is to eliminate deficiencies in waste treatment, therefore, and consecuently, it will get
some benefits. Waste management improvement in the industry is conducted by applying cleaner production approach
combined together with waste treatment.
In the fish processing industry, the wastes contain natural organic matters that can be used as a source of protein for humans
and animals. A portion of fresh fishes, as raw materials, is processed to be final products. The rest, the bigger portion,
becomes solid waste. The solid waste is dispossed directly or sold to other indutry to be used as animal feed and other
products.
For reducing pollution load in the fish industry, the first step is to maximize the use of waste for producing other products
such as fish meal, fish oil etc. Large-scale fish processing industries are able to integrate the main product proccessing unit and
re use processing unit. Mean while, small scale industries have no opportunity to re use their wastes, and they sell the waste to
others .
Key strategies in cleaner production implemention:
Treat the solid wate as by product not dispose as waste.
Clean barking fishes by a vacuum cleaning house and collect blood and offal in offal hopper, do not discharge the to
the effluent system.
Equip the waste water drainage with filters and baffles to prevent solid materials entering into the effluent system.
Clean equipment before using them, by water guns and clean spilled matters on the floor by squee geer.
From the observation in the fish canning industry, the cleaner production opportunities can be done at any step of the
production processing.
3.3.1. Unloading Raw Materials (Fishes).
In the boat, the fishes are kept in tanks containing water. Sea water is used for transporting and unloading the fishes into the
plant. Fresh water, oftenly, is added to the system to maintain water flow sufficiency. Waste water generated is containing of
blood. Depend on the type and condition of fishes when unloaded, the water from the fishes processing plant contain 20-25%
of total organic substances.
Cleaner production opportunities that can be implemented at this step are:
Reduce organic load of the waste water from the unloading process by reducing contaminant in fish and by chilling
the fish captures
Minimize the water used by :
a. Limit the amount of water into pumping system for transporting fish
b. Instal a solenoid valve that will halt the water flow when fishes unloaded
c. Recirculate of the water (it requires drying conveyor system to separate the solids from the flow before use).
d. Instal water meter to control excessive water use
Use conveyor system for transporting fishes to processing plant . Modern dry system is as effectively as wet
unloading system, although some water still need for increasing unloading velocity.
Reuse the fish oil and protein content in the water for fish meal production if the plants are nearby. Another
possibility is to treat waste and dispose it to the sea
.
3.3.2. Packing In Cans.
This steps in the process are the sorting, sizing, cutting, nobbing and packing fishes to cans. Small sized fishes were canned in
whole bodys, whereas medium sizes fishes were cut into certain sizes before packed in cans.
Nobbing is the process of fish head cutting and entrails removing simultaneously. Skin removal ( barking) some time is carried
out using warm baking soda solutions. The fish off cuts such as tails, heads and entrails are brouht to waste collecting area or
directly to fish meal plant. Tails from the medium and large fishes are sometimes separated, collected and used for minced
products. Environmental problems arising from the water using and from high organic load contents in the waste water stream.
Offal containing oil and soluble organic substance is the important element of organic matter present in the waste water.
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If the proceess of offal transportation is carried out wetly, cleaner production opportunities in this process are:
Instead of nobing, the fish, the entrails and offal can be removed by using vacuum suction machines. The entrails and
offal are brought into the collecting facilities or into the fish meal plant in in enclosed system instead of using water
flumes. This method can reduce water consumption and COD load by about 67 %. However, this need highinvestment cost. Another method that is cheaper is to use efficient water spray nozzle and a solenoid controlled shut
of valves that enable to reduce water consumption by 50%. (EPA, 2001).
When filling fishes into cans must be done carefully in order not to unnecessarily contaminate the outer surface of the
cans, since it will need more washing the cans before resorting. By implementing good housekeeping enable reduce
water consumption and chemicals.
3.3.2. Precooking and draining cans.
In order to avoid the cloudy sauce formation or brine, smaller fishes are precooked in the cans, meanwhile medium and large
size fishes are precooked before canned. Most of cooking processings take place in water filled cooker. After cooking, the
inedible parts of the fishes are removed by peeling or by cutting. The edible parts are then filled into the cans. The cans are
then drained to remove any unnecessary liquid. In heating process of large size fishes, grease, oil, protein and fish flake will
be released into the water forming oil layer on the surface. In processing small size fishes, there weight will be reduced by 1020% in form of water overflew of the cans. The overflown fluid contains soluble protein and oil that their content depends on
the type of fish. Environmental problems that arise this process the water consumption for cooller filling, steam production,
and sometimes for addition to support draining and liquid effluent removal. Another environmental problem is large amount of
energy used. Cleaner production option that can be applied are:
Cooking Water can be recycled many times if the oil is separated. Furthermore, oil is used or sold for fish oil
production. Liquid yielded in the process of oil separation can be used to produce fish soups. Since the liquid is warm,
oil can be separated easily from the surface by scraping or suction. This measure will reduce the pollution load of
waste water. It would be more efficient to take the oil immediately after the draining process since the oil will be
emulsified into the water. For large scale production, oil separation can use centrifuges devices but it need high cost
investment. In order to cost effective, the volume waste water must be large.
Cooker equipment must be insulated to reduce energy loss. Good insulation is expensive. Alternatively, the process
use a microwave cooling for pre separation process. High cost investment is needed, however, water consumption is
eliminated and energy consumption is reduced, especially for fish in high cans .
3.3.3. Sauce filling, sealing and washing of cans
After draining process, cans then are brouht to a filling station to be filled with sauce or brine, and then the can sealer. Cans are
washed to remove the remains of fish and sauces. Water requirements for washing depends on the handling cans and fished
packed in the cans. Washing water will increase if the operators in the process work improperly. The environment problems
are spilled sauce, brine or oil from the cans, and the washing water consumption. All of them will enter to the waste water.
Measures for cleaner production implementation are:
Install a large tray to capture the spilled substance from the filler machine.
The filler machine must be controlled and adjusted to prevent leaking.
Reuse the cooling water from the resort to wash closed cans. The measure require not much investment cost, since it
requires piping only.
3.3.4. Cans sterilization
.
The sterilization process is to preserve product. Cans are heated by hot steam at a certain temperature. After sterilization, can
is cooled at a temperature of 25 - 350 C with chlorinated water. The main environmental problems are air pollution, water
consumption for steam production and for cooling can. Cleaner production measures that can be done in this process are:
• Water filled to resort with no storage tank facility use 75% more energy than the resorts equiped with storage tank
facilities. In one hand, investment cost of the storage tank is relatively low but in other hand, savings in water is
consumption is high, i.e estimated saving is 173 kw and 5 -6 m3 (COWI Consulting Engineers And Planners As,
2000)
• Isolate the resort can save energy, but it needs expensive cost.
• Circulate the cooling water using the cooling tower. The water can be contaminated with broken cans and dirts. The
contaminants and dirts must be removed to keep the water clean. If the cooling water can not be recirculated longer,
it can be used to clean the sealed cans or for others cleaning activities. The measure requires relatively low invesment
cost in the form of pump and piping system. The measure enable to reuse 85% of water.
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3.4. The results laboratory research of fish canning industry’s waste water treatment .
After acclimatitation, the microbes are fed gradually to the UAF reactor.The treatment process by the UAF ( Up Flow
Anaerobic Filter) is done continuously by upward flow direction

3.4.1. Wastewater treatment by UAF Biological Systems
Variable experiments is retention time, i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 days. The research results presented in Figure 3. Plastic bottles in
the UAF act as media for microbes growing to form a layer of mucus which cover the entire surface of the filter. The wider
surface area of the filter, the more effective the microbes contact to the waste water. As a result, the dissociation of organic
substances either dissolved or suspended substances in the wastewater is more effective, then COD content will decrease lower
and lower. Filter media must be fully soaken in the waste water to avoid of contact between the microbes with oxygen.
The reaction is as follows:
Organic Materials
Organic acids

 Organic Acids + CO2 + H2O + energy
 CH4 + CO2 + energy

The graph show that longer the retention time of waste water in the reactor UAF, the higher the % of reduction in COD the
waset water. This is due to of contact time between waste water and microbes is longer, consequently more effective the
dissociation of organic substance in the waste water. The maximum condition of % of COD reduction was achieved at
retention time of 5 days with % of COD reduction was 86.09%.
3.4.2. Fishes Canning Processing Industry’s Waste water treatment by Aerobic biological systems
Figure 3 is the graphic of the experimental results of he UAF. The graphic show that at retention time in 3 days in the UAF the
% COD reduction was 71.63%. That COD content of waste water was 995.4 ppm, under 1000 ppm. It was known that the
biological aerobic activated sludge process can be more effective if the COD content is under 1000 ppm. Therefore, after 3
days of retention time in UAF treatment the waste water is treated by activated sludge biological system. Variable of retention
time in aerobic condition are 12, 24, 36, 48 and 60 hours. The experimental results are presented in Figure 4
Activated sludge process is the wastewater treatment with aerobic biological system using microbes consisting of bacteria,
fungi, protozoa, and metazoa mixed with organic mud. If organic materials contact with the activated sludge, the microbes will
hydrolysis organic materials using hydrolitic enzymes. At the same time, the microbes it will grow by themselves due to the
energy got at the time of decomposition process. In the process, the microbes form viscuse substances that finally form floc
and precipitattion. By this way, BOD and COD content in the waste water will decrease. Aerobic microbe will grow well if
there are sufficient oxygen supply and nutrients. Both factors will support the growth aerobic microbest to yield enough energy
for decomposing organic compounds. The chemical reactions that occur are the followings :
Organic materials + O2 + NH3
New Cells + O2

 . New Cells + CO2 + H2
 CO2 + H2 + NH3
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Figure 4 show that longer the aeration time, the higher the % of COD reduction due to organic substances decomposition by
microbes. Optimum retention time was achieved at 24 hour aeration time that yield % of COD reduction by 90.33%.
Operating conditions were pH: 6 to 8.5, temperature: 28-30 0 C, and DO: 1-2 mg/ L, MLVSS: 2000 - 3000 mg/ L. When the
process occure, large amounts of microbial mass of sludge were formed, therefore, it necessary to give circulation and mud
reduction.
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Table 2 : Results analysis of fish canning industrial waste water treated with biological systems UAF (optimum retention time of 3 days) and
activated sludge (optimum retention time of 24 hours).
No
Parameters
Unit
Influent
1
TSS
mg/L
1440
2
BOD
mg/L
2456
3
COD
mg/L
3509
4
Fat and oil
mg/L
4.472
5
p.H
6.84
* Prop Ja Teng Regulation No 10 Th 2010

Efluent UAF
248
663.9
990.5
1.250
7.46

Effluent Aerob
62
6.67
94.80
0.055
7.92

Canning fish effluent standard *
85
125
250
5
6-9

From the table shows that all parameters of the waste water treated by UAF (optimum hydraulic retention time is 3 days) Aerob ( 24 hours) has fulfilled Effluent standard of fish canning industry.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
4.1.Conclusion
Waste water from fish canning industry enable to cause environmental pollution if not managed properly. The main
parameters of the waste water which not fulfil with effluent standard are BOD, COD, TSS, Oil, Fats, and pH. The source of
the waste water are the fish unloading, washing and skin removal process, peeling and inspection of fish for barking,
washing floors and process equipment.
The great measure for manage waste water is by applying cleaner production and waste water treatment using with biological
systems UAF - Aerob.
Cleaner production option that can be applied to the fish canning industry is the utilization of all solid materials as a by
product, waste water canal complete with filter and / or barriers to prevent entry of solids in sewage and wastewater
minimization such as using cleaning techniques dry.
Fish canning wastewater can be treated in laboratorial scale by biological systems UAF - Aerob activated sludge in order to
meet the effluent standard. Optimum retention time in UAF is 3 days with 71.63% of COD reduction, whereas an optimum
retention time in the activated sludge process is 24 hours with 90.33% of COD reduction. The treated waste water has already
meet Fish Canning waste water effluent standard Prop Ja Teng Regulation No. 10 Th 2004
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4.2. Suggesstion
The research results are basic data as an input for the fish canning indutry in managing its waste water to prevent environment
pollution
Clean Production efforts must be done before the waste water treatment to minimize pollution load entering the WWTP and to
get another economiuc benefits.
Methane gas yielded from wastewater treatment should be taken as a by product enabling be utilized as an energy source.
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ABSTRACT
The demand of municipal drinking water in Indonesia is always increasing in direct proportion to population growth and to
increasing industrial water demands. However, instead of increased capacities and services, the municipal water supplies are
constrained by limited financial factors.
The High Rate Water Treatment Plant (HR-WTP) system, which is inexpensive, effective and efficient, has been developed to
reduce the common operational problems, and also as an alternative for the development of water treatment plant systems
capacity in Indonesia. HR-WTP systems are a recent concept of water treatment plant design where engineering calculations
are precise under conditions of operation so that the design can optimize the operation and process of the unit. The investment
cost is cheaper as compared to those of any other kind conventional WTP systems.
Implementation of HR-WTP system in up-rating of the Dekeng-WTP system at PDAM Kota Bogor proved successful in
increasing the plant capacity from its original of 500 Lps to more than 1200 Lps. Another successful application of HR-WTP
system was experienced in the upgrading and up-rating of the Pedindang-WTP system at PDAM Kota Pangkalpinang where
the plant capacity can be increased from its original of 50 Lps to 300 Lps. The performance of the WTP system was also
significantly improved from poor performance to very good performance.
The investment cost for up-rating proved competitive when compared to alternatively constructing a new WTP system with an
equivalent capacity and performance. Application of HR-WTP systems for the development of WTP system in Indonesia, i.e.
rehabilitation, up-grading, and up-rating, as well as construction of a new WTP system, is expected to bring technical,
financial, and economic benefits.
This new approach might be an innovative solution to the challenge of Millennium Development Goals in Water Supply Sector
in Indonesia, where an additional capacity of ca 150,000 Lps should be developed within a 15 years period with an estimated
budget of US $1.5 billions. This budget might be reduced to less than 50% through the application of the HR-WTP system.
Keywords
loading rate, filtration rate, conventional system, high rate system

1. INTRODUCTION
The demand of municipal drinking water in Indonesia is always increasing in direct proportion to population growth and to
increasing industrial water demands. However, instead of increased capacities and services, the municipal water supplies are
constrained by limited financial factors. The water treatment plant systems in Indonesia have a total capacity of around
100.000 Lps which serve more or less 100.000.000 population equivalent. Only less than 30% of the population is covered by
these water treatment plant systems.
Furthermore, there are operational problems of the water treatment plant (WTP) system in some cities in Indonesia (even
though they are operated at low to medium loading rate) especially in the sedimentation units, e.g., sludge carry over, flow
distribution, temperature effect, density flow, algal growth, scale deposits, wind effect, etc. [1]. Due to these problems, the
filter unit of the water treatment plant systems become inefficient because of its frequent clogging of the filter media. In a
normal operation without such a problem the filter unit of the water treatment plant system may work with a backwashing
cycles of around 24-48 hours. The more frequent the filter is backwashed the more inefficient the filter unit would be.
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If operational problems of the water treatment plant system can be solved and the loading rate of the system can also be
increased then the systems will become more efficient and effective therefore the capacity of the water service may be
increased and thus the demand of municipal drinking water might be supplied [2].
The objective of this work is to find any methods to increase the production and service capacity of the municipal water
treatment plant system in order to reach the millennium development goals in water supply sector in Indonesia, where an
additional capacity of ca 150,000 Lps should be developed within a 15 years period with an estimated budget of US $1.5
billions. This paper will focus on the financial prospect to the application of the high rate water treatment plant (HR-WTP)
system, where evaluation is based from the successful implementation of this system.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The HR-WTP system had been implemented successfully at Dekeng WTP system at PDAM Kota Bogor and Pedindang WTP
system at PDAM Kota Pangkalpinang. The WTP systems were investigated and modified by introducing a new configuration
of the systems to increase its capacity (up to double or even three fold) as well as to improve its performance. Mathematical
model of the WTP system had been developed and simulation using the mathematical model as well as field observation had
been clarified. The detailed report of the successful application of HR-WTP system for Dekeng and Pedindang WTP system
can be found elsewhere [2], [3].
The implementation cost of the application of HR-WTP system and engineering cost estimate were then evaluated to compare
with an equivalent capacity of building a new conventional WTP system. Financial analysis was then carried out to observe the
bank-ability and feasibility as well as the prospect of the application and implementation of the High Rate Water Treatment
Plant System.
Mathematical modelling for financial analysis was developed to simulate any conditional of the financial aspect in respect to
the application and implementation of the HR-WTP system. Important parameter and criteria for the financial analysis in the
model includes: Capacity of the WTP system (Lps), Unaccounted for Water (%), Water Tariff (Rp/m3), Operation and
Maintenance Cost (Rp/m3), Investment including VAT (value added tax, Rp.), IDC (interest rate during construction),
Construction Periods (months), Tax, Interest Rate (%), Conversion factor for HC (house connection), Equivalent HC vs
System Capacity, Cost of HC, Targeted Period of Investment, Targeted IRR (internal rate of return), Inflation Rate/ Water
Tariff Increase, Standby Cash for O & M (operation and maintenance), Water Sales and Payment Efficiency, Maximum
Extended Period of Payment, etc. The output of the financial analysis includes: BEP (break even point), IRR (internal rate of
return), NPV (net present value), and DCR (debt coverage ratio).
By using the mathematical model the bank-ability and feasibility as well as the prospect of the application and implementation
of the HR-WTP System can be evaluated in comparison with the implementation of the conventional WTP system. The project
will be classified as bank-able when the BEP is less than 10 years. When the IRR is 5% above the interest rate the project will
be classified as feasible, and the prospect of the project would be high when the NPV is significantly comparable to the
investment cost.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Successful application of HR-WTP system
The Dekeng WTP system of PDAM Kota Bogor was designed for 400 Lps (Liter per second) in capacity with its performance
as fair to good performance. The system consists of coagulation unit, flocculation unit, sedimentation unit, filtration unit, and
disinfection unit. The system was operated at hydraulic capacity of around 460 Lps and a fair to good performance was
reached, and the output of treated water met the drinking water quality standard.
By modification of the system configuration in the sedimentation unit as well as in the filter unit as reported in detailed in
Reference [2] it was proven that the Dekeng WTP system could be up-rated from its original capacity of 460 Lps with a fair
performance to 1200 Lps in capacity with a good performance. The surface loading of the sedimentation unit was increased
much higher from the conventional level of 11.56 mph (meter per hour) to a high rate level of 30.48 mph. At this high rate
level of loading rate the system is hydraulically still in a laminar and stable condition. No scouring effect on floc particles or
sludge washout was observed.
Further more by modification of the filter unit with a coarser gradation of the media it can be achieved that the filter unit could
be up-rated from its original capacity of 460 Lps with a good performance to 1200 Lps in capacity with a similar performance.
The filtration rate was increased much higher from a conventional level of 6.4 mph to high rate level of 16.7 mph. At this high
level of filtration rate the system was still under condition of good performance where the in-plant water losses are less than
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5%. This is acceptable in accordance with the design standard. The filtrate of treated water has less than 0.5 NTU of turbidity,
and this is much better than the prevailing drinking water standard of 5 NTU.
Another successful application of HR-WTP system was experienced at Pedindang WTP system where the system was designed
for 75 Lps in capacity with its performance as expected fair to good performance. The WTP system was a typical pulsator
system which consists of coagulation unit, flocculation unit, sedimentation unit, filtration unit, and disinfection unit. The
system was actually operated at hydraulic capacity of around 50 Lps and a poor to fair performance was resulted. The output of
treated water met the drinking water quality standard
By modification of the system configuration in the sedimentation unit as well as in the filter unit as reported in detailed in
Reference [2] it was also proven that the Pedindang WTP system could be up-rated from its original capacity of 50 Lps with a
fair performance to 300 Lps in capacity with a good performance. The surface loading of the sedimentation unit was increased
much higher from the conventional level of 1.71 mph to a high rate level of 28.42 mph. At this high rate level of loading rate
the system is hydraulically still in a laminar and stable condition. No scouring effect on floc particles or sludge washout was
observed.
Further more by modification of the filter unit with a coarser gradation of the media it can be achieved that the filter unit could
be up-rated from its original capacity of 50 Lps with a fair performance to 300 Lps in capacity with a similar performance. The
filtration rate was increased much higher from a conventional level of 4.8 mph to high rate level of 28.7 mph. At this high level
of filtration rate the system was still under condition of fair to good performance where the in-plant water losses are less than
5%. This is acceptable in accordance with the design standard. The filtrate of treated water has less than 2 NTU of turbidity,
and this is better than the prevailing drinking water standard of 5 NTU. Table 1 shows a comparable result in the application of
HR-WTP for up-rating and upgrading Dekeng- and Pedindang WTP system.

Table 1 The performance of HR WTP system application

3.2 Financial prospect of the HR-WTP system application
The investment cost for the application of HR-WTP system proved competitive when compared to alternatively constructing a
new WTP system with an equivalent capacity and performance. In the development of Dekeng WTP system it was estimated
that constructing a new WTP system which includes additional supply for raw water resources would cost more than US $ 7
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millions, however by the application of HR-WTP system that investment cost had been reduced to less than US $ 4 millions.
On the other hand the development of Pedindang WTP system it was estimated that constructing a new WTP system which
excludes additional supply for raw water resources would cost more than US $ 3 millions, how ever by the application of HRWTP system that investment cost had been reduced to less than US $ 1 million.
Financial analysis of the application of HR-WTP system in the development of Dekeng WTP system at PDAM Kota Bogor as
compared to constructing a new conventional WTP system is depicted in Tables 2 and Table 3. It can be seen from the Table 2
and Table 3 that the application of HR-WTP system shows a much better prospect as compared to constructing a new
conventional WTP system, where the investment cost had been reduced from US $ 7 millions to only US $ 4 millions. The
Break Even Point (BEP) would be accelerated from 9.5 years to only 5 years, and due to this, the Internal Rate of Return as
well as the Net Present Value would significantly be better and therefore the project became more bankable.
The financial analysis for the application of HR-WTP system is simulated under the following data and assumptions: Capacity
of the WTP system is 700 Lps, Unaccounted for Water of 30 %, Water Tariff of Rp. 2500,-/m3, Operation and Maintenance
Cost of Rp. 900,-/m3, Investment including VAT is Rp. 40.000.000.000,- Construction Periods of 12 months, Interest Rate of
19 %, Conversion factor for House Connection is 7000 per year, Equivalent HC vs System Capacity is 70 HC per 1 Lps, Cost
of HC is Rp. 1.500.000,- Inflation Rate/Water Tariff Increase is 6%, Standby Cash for O & M of 3 months, Water Sales and
Payment Efficiency of 97%, Maximum Extended Period of Payment of 3 months, etc. (Table 2).
Table 2: Financial analysis for the application of HR-WTP system at PDAM Kota Bogor

On the other hands the financial analysis for alternatively constructing a new WTP system is simulated under the following
data and assumptions: Capacity of the WTP system is 500 Lps as proposed in master plan of WTP system, Unaccounted for
Water of 30 %, Water Tariff of Rp. 2500,-/m3, Operation and Maintenance Cost of Rp. 900,-/m3, Investment including VAT
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is Rp. 70.000.000.000,- Construction Periods of 12 months, Interest Rate of 19 %, Conversion factor for HC is 7000 per year,
Equivalent HC vs System Capacity is 70 HC per 1 Lps, Cost of HC is Rp. 1.500.000,- Inflation Rate/Water Tariff Increase is
6%, Standby Cash for O & M of 3 months, Water Sales and Payment Efficiency of 97%, Maximum Extended Period of
Payment is 3 months, etc. (Table 3).
Table 3: Financial analysis for the application of new conventional WTP system at PDAM Kota Bogor

Further more, the application of HR-WTP system in the development of Pedindang WTP system at PDAM Kota
Pangkalpinang as compared to constructing a new conventional WTP system showed a similar prospect with those experienced
at Dekeng WTP system, i.e., the investment cost had been reduced from US $ 3 millions to only US $ 1 millions. The Break
Even Point (BEP) was accelerated from 3.6 years to only 1.9 years, and due to this, the Internal Rate of Return as well as the
Net Present Value was much better and therefore the project became more bankable.
The financial analysis for the application of HR-WTP system at Pedindang system is simulated under the same data and
assumptions with that of Dekeng WTP system except for the capacity of the system which is 250 Lps, Unaccounted for Water
of 35 %, Operation and Maintenance Cost of Rp. 1200,-/m3, Investment including VAT is Rp. 10.000.000.000,- Interest Rate
of 15 %, Conversion factor for HC is 7000 per year, Equivalent HC vs System Capacity is 100 HC per 1 Lps, Cost of HC is
Rp. 2.000.000,- On the other hands the investment cost for constructing a new conventional WTP system with an equivalent
capacity and performance is estimated at Rp. 30.000.000.000,-.
Comparison of the financial analysis for the application of the HR-WTP system versus constructing a new conventional WTP
system can be seen as follows (Table 4).
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Table 4: Comparison of financial analysis for the application of HR-system versus conventional WTP system

4. CONCLUSSION
The HR-WTP system, which is inexpensive, effective and efficient, has been developed to reduce the common operational
problems, and also as an alternative for the development of water treatment plant systems capacity in Indonesia.
Implementation of HR-WTP system in up-rating of the Dekeng-WTP system at PDAM Kota Bogor proved successful in
increasing the plant capacity from its original of 460 Lps to more than 1200 Lps. Another successful application of HR-WTP
system was experienced in the upgrading and up-rating of the Pedindang-WTP system at PDAM Kota Pangkalpinang where
the plant capacity can be increased from its original of 50 Lps to 300 Lps.
The investment cost for up-rating proved competitive when compared to alternatively constructing a new WTP system with an
equivalent capacity and performance. Application of HR-WTP systems for the development of WTP system in Indonesia is
technically implement-able and financially prospective which could bring socio economic benefits.
This new approach might be an innovative solution to the challenge of Millennium Development Goals in Water Supply Sector
in Indonesia, where an additional capacity of ca 150,000 Lps should be developed within a 15 years period with an estimated
budget of US $1.5 billions. This budget might be reduced to less than 50% through the application of the HR-WTP system.
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ABSTRACT
Hydrochlorofluorocarbon (HCFCs) as substitute for CFC still has ozone depletion potential and global warming potential, so
that the Montreal Protocol decided to accelerate schedule of HCFC phase-out, binding to all parties including Indonesia. This
study focuses on how the strategy of refrigeration and foam manufacturing sectors and government in responding to the
provisions of the Montreal Protocol. This research is quantitative study using descriptive, SWOT and AHP analysis. Results of
this study showed that ODS phase-out policy tools is in place, although importation and use of HCFCs control has not
regulated in detail yet. Most of refrigeration and foam manufacturing sector has a plan to replace use of HCFCs by
considering the availability of funds and technicians, but has not been able to determine the HCFC alternatives. The most
important factor to support the HCFCs phase out is the presence of government policy on import duty exemption for
environmental friendly technologies. Ministry of Industry is considered to have the most important role to achieve the target of
HCFCs phase-out. Weighted priority strategy as sequenced is to promote non-HCFC products, funding partnership program,
capacity building of human resources, establishing schedule banning use of HCFCs in manufacturing industry, incentive
programs, restrictions on imports of HCFCs. ODS phase out policies need to be improved by including a detailed HCFC
control settings. Governments need to facilitate the realization of the manufacturing industry plans to replace HCFCs.
Keywords
HCFC, AHP, ozone layer protection policies

1. INTRODUCTION
Indonesia has ratified the Vienna Convention, Montreal Protocol and all its amendments, therefore, Indonesia is obliged to
phase out the consumption of ozone depleting substances (ODS) gradually. Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), halon,
carbontetrachloride (CTC), methylchloroform (TCA), hydrochlorofluorocarbon (HCFCs), bromochloromethane, methyl
bromide and hydrobromofluorocarbon (HBFC) are the ODSs that must be reduced in conjuction with the schedule stated in
Montreal Protocol. These ODSs are widely used in industrial sector such as foam, refrigeration, fire extinguishers, aerosols,
solvents and tobacco. Especially for methyl bromide, in Indonesia, the substances used for fumigation in warehousing as well
as quarantine and pre-shipment.
ODSs contain chlorine or bromine compounds that able to reach the stratosphere. Those compounds react with ozone in
staratosphere which reduce the concentration of ozone as a filter of UV-B rays enter to the earth. Based on research, high
intensity of UV-B exposure to the living organism can cause skin cancer, eye cataracts, decreased immunity, and affect plant
growth and marine biota.
Indonesia does not produce ODSs, so that the entire domestic demand is met through imports. Imports of TCA, CTC and halon
have been banned since 1998, while banning import of CFC began January 1, 2008 from the grace period in 2010 given to
Article 5 countries (countries with ODS consumption of less than 0.03 kg /capita/year). Methyl bromide fumigation for the
purposes of warehousing also banned since January 1, 2008, while application for quarantine and pre-shipment still can be
used.
Indonesia as Article 5 countries is entitled to acquire assistance from the Multilateral Fund (MLF) of the Montreal Protocol. In
the early stages of ODSs phase-out, one of the replacement technology approved by the MLF is HCFC-based technologies as
intermediate alternative for CFC. HCFCs are considered as an intermediate alternative for CFCs due to it’s containing of ozone
depletion potential. HCFCs are widely used as a substitute for CFCs in the manufacture of commercial and domestic
refrigeration products, industrial refrigeration, transport refrigeration and air conditioning (including commercial and
residential air conditioning), chiller and foam.
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Majority of manufacturing industry of refrigeration and foam sectors that obtain technical assistance and technology transfer in
Indonesia most likely using HCFC-based technology as the alternative compared to non-HCFC. Survey done by UNDP (2007)
showed that HCFC consumption in Indonesia increased significantly due to increasing income per capita and market demand.
Increasing of HCFCs consumption is also caused by the CFC phase-out program that encourages industry to use HCFCs are
available as alternatives to CFCs. Increased consumption of HCFCs will contribute to the depletion of the ozone layer and
global warming. Based on survey results report of the UNDP (2007), it was showed that the use of HCFC-22 in 2005 led to
contribution of Indonesia to ozone depletion at 131.04 MT / MT of CFC-11 and contributes to global warming amounted to
4.1652 million MT / MT of CO2.
Considering the negative impact of using HCFCs to the environment, especially against the global warming, the meeting of
parties to the Montreal Protocol decided to acceleration of phase-out of HCFCs. Therefore, Article 5 countries including
Indonesia are required to accelerate the total phase-out of HCFCs from the original schedule.
HCFCs phase-out for Article 5 countries are counted based on its baseline which is taken from the average consumption
estimates in year 2009-2010. Schedule of HCFCs phase-out that have been assigned to the Montreal Protocol are as follows: in
2013: freeze; in 2015: decreased by 10% from the baseline figure; in 2020: decreased by 35%, in 2025: a decrease of 67.5%,
and between the year 2030 -2040, 2.5% HCFC use is only allowed for maintenance (servicing) refrigeration equipment
(UNEP, 2007).
Indonesia does not produce or export the ODS, so that the fulfillment of Indonesia's obligations towards the ODS phase-out
measured by its success overseeing and stop the import of ODS. In order to meet those obligations, the Government is doing
efforts to control entry of ODS into the territory of Indonesia in line with the reduction in the use of ODS in various sectors of
activity.
1.1. Objective of Study
As a party to the Montreal Protocol, Indonesia is obliged to comply with the phasing out of ODS, particularly acceleration of
HCFC reduction targets as scheduled. In line with the efforts to eliminate ODSs, the goverment of Indonesia have been
established regulations to support the ODS phase out activities but not currently regulate in detail the elimination of HCFCs.
Meanwhile, the majority of manufacturing industry which receives assistance from the MLF in particular the transfer of
technology of refrigeration and foam sectors is still using HCFC-based technologies, while the use of HCFCs should be
eliminated, especially to reach the reduction target 10% of HCFCs by 2015.
Therefore, the government as the policy makers and industrial refrigeration and foam manufacturing sector as users of HCFCs
need to establish strategies to accelerate the phase out of HCFCs gradually in accordance with the target reduction set by the
Montreal Protocol.
This study aims to (i) to review existing government policies related to the acceleration of the HCFCs phase-out; (ii) to get
picture the readiness of the manufacturing industry of refrigeration and foam sectors to support the acceleration of HCFCs
phase out; (iii) to determine the priority of the government's strategy and industrial refrigeration and foam manufacturing
sector in acceleration of HCFCs phase out.
1.2. Method
This research uses descriptive analysis approach, SWOT analysis and the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP).
Descriptive Analysis
Descriptive analysis is intended to describe the readiness condition of industrial users of HCFC refrigeration and foam sectors
in responding to the acceleration of HCFCs phase out and the policy studies on ozone layer protection and ozone depleting
substances phase out at the national level in supporting the achievement of HCFCs phase out target.
SWOT Analysis
SWOT Analysis is used to identify the factors that affect the acceleration of the HCFCs phase out and formulate alternative
strategies that should be taken to achieve the acceleration of HCFCs phase out target..
SWOT Analysis stands for Internal Strengths and Weaknesses and External Opportunities and Threats (Rangkuti, 2002).
SWOT analysis is also called a situation analysis which has been classified into internal factors (strengths and weaknesses) or
as indirect impact and external factors (opportunities and threats) or as direct impact. Both these factors have a positive impact
as result from opportunity and strength and negative impact that comes from the threats and weaknesses.
Identification of internal factors conducted to determine the strengths and weaknesses as viewed from the resources owned by
the industrial refrigeration and foam manufacturing sector in achieving the acceleration of HCFCs target. Identification of
external factors conducted to determine the opportunities and threats faced by the manufacturing industry of refrigeration and
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foam sectors in achieving the acceleration of HCFCs target. The identification results of internal factors and external factors
used to formulate the factors that support the efforts to accelerate the HCFCs target and alternative strategies to be taken based
on a combination of strengths and opportunities and the combination of weaknesses and threats.
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
AHP analysis is used to determine the priority of alternative strategies have been formulated on the SWOT analysis. Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) is an approach which is used to determine the priority of alternative strategies and policies that
require attention by all stakeholders in order to achieve the acceleration of HCFCs target.
AHP is basically designed to capture people's perceptions that very closely associated with specific issues through procedures
that are designed for up to a scale of preference among alternatives. These methods formulate the problem in a hierarchical
model and incorporate these considerations to produce a scale of relative priorities. Strength of AHP lies in its design that is
holistic, using logic, consideration based on intuition, quantitative data and qualitative preferences (Saaty, 2001).

2. RESULT OF STUDY
2.1. Ozone Layer Protection Policy Review
Implementation of ODS phase-out activities in Indonesia conducted in coordination among relevant agencies who have
different job functions. Coordination function is strengthened by established Steering Committee and Technical Committee
team that was formed by decree of the Minister of Environment.
Key government agencies that have important role in ODS phase out, including the acceleration of HCFCs phase out is the
Ministry of Environment as the National Focal Point for Ozone Layer Protection program implementation in Indonesia, the
Ministry of Trade as an institution that has an important role in issuing the policy on importation of ODS, the Ministry of
Industry as the industrial supervisors, and the Directorate General of Customs and Excise, Ministry of Finance as an institution
that had a significant role in controlling the export and import of commodities including ODS. Other government agencies who
are members of the Steering Committee and Technical Committee also has an important role in providing direction and input
in implementing activities in accordance with their responsible.
Summary of existing and proposed ODS phase out policy to support the HCFCs phase out acceleration as in Table 1.
Table 1. Existing and Proposed HCFC Phase out Policy
Policy / Regulation
Decree of Minister of Health
No.37/Menkes/Per/VII/ 1990
Law No. 74 year 2001

Main Control
Prohibition the use of ODS as aerosol propellant in cosmetic
used
Handling of Dangerous and Toxic Substances

Decree of Minister of Trade
No.24/MDAG/PER/6/
2006

Banning import of halon, CTC and TCA. CFCs, and Methyl
Bromide for non QPS are able to import until 31 Dec 2007.
HCFCs are only imported by Registered Importer / Importer
Producer. Mandatory to report ODSs import.
Mandatory registration for refrigeration/AC servicing shops,
certification technician, prohibition venting of ODS including
HCFC.
Banning production of ODSs. CFC, CTC, TCA, MBr, Halon
only able to use by manufacturing until 30 June 2008.
Obligation to use label of non-CFC/non-Halon .
Since 1st January 2008, import of MBr only allowed for QPS

Decree of Minister of
Environment
No. 2/2007
Decree of Minister of Industry
No. 33/M-IND/PER/4/
2007
Decree of Minister of Trade
No. 51/M-DAG/PER/12/
2007
Decree of Minister of Industry
No.86/M-IND/PER/11/
2008
Decree of Minister of
Agriculture
No.37/Permentan/OT.140/7/2
009
Decree
of Minister
of
Environment
No. 35/2009

Guidance to use label of non-CFC / non-Halon

Proposed Policy/Regulation
To add prohibition of HCFC if it is
used in cosmetic product.
In this regulation, ODSs are classified
as dangerous and toxic substances
To establish quota import of HCFCs,
transit permit, labeling on virgin or
recycled HCFC.

To determine schedule banning on
HCFC in manufacturing industry,
apply label of non-HCFC

To include label of non-HCFC.

MBr only applied if it’s required by importing country.
Fumigation use MBr only conducted by certified technician.

Mandatory to report stock of Halon, prohibition venting of
Halon, using Halon as critical use must obtain permit from
MOE.
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2.2. Results of questionnaires and interviewing the refrigeration and foam manufacturing industry respondents
A total of 10 respondents from 28 companies manufacturing refrigeration sector that are willing to submit the questionnaire,
and 11 of the 36 companies manufacture foam sector which provides a response to the questionnaire.
Results of reviewing questionnaires and interviews with several respondents:
a. Industrial refrigeration manufacturing sector
All respondents refrigeration sector manufacturing industry has been aware of issues accelerating of HCFCs phase-out.
Information obtained from the meetings with the Ministry of Environment and other sources. The whole industry knows
obligations and the impact that the company will face with the acceleration of HCFCs phase out as it has been done during the
CFCs phase out. 80% of companies have known alternative refrigeration HCFCs as refrigerant, and 20% other companies
claim do not know what kind alternative substances to HCFCs. 90% of refrigeration companies claim to have plans to replace
HCFCs. Alternative refrigerant of CFC and HCFC most widely used is HFC-134a. HFC-134a does not have ozone depletion
potential but contain global warming potential. 40% of respondents stated that replacing the use of HCFCs by themselves can
be done if the company has adequate funds, and 60% of respondents stated the need to have human resources (HR) in this case
is a trained technician who is able to operate non-HCFC technologies.
b. Industrial foam manufacturing sector
All respondents foam manufacturing industry sector has accelerated the elimination of HCFCs to know the issues. Information
obtained from the results of meetings with the Ministry of Environment and other sources. The whole industry knows
obligations and the impact that the company will be faced with the acceleration of the elimination of HCFCs as it has been
done during the elimination of use of CFCs. 64% of companies have known foam as an alternative to HCFC blowing agent.
Although some companies have found an alternative type of HCFCs, but none of the companies that have set a kind of
alternative materials to be used HCFCs.
As a summary, not all industrial refrigeration and foam manufacturing sector has a plan to replace the use of HCFCs
independently. Availability of funding and skilled human resources is the important factors for the industry to replace the use
of HCFCs. It is not easy for refrigeration and foam manufacturing industrial sector to determine alternatives to replace HCFCs
in the production process, although information on alternative technologies has been widely publicized. According to
respondents, alternative substances to replace HCFC for refrigeration and foam sectors not yet widely available in the domestic
market, therefore, HCFCs are still a main substances used. If the alternatives are already available in the domestic market, they
believed that the prices will be higher than HCFCs due to limited availability, and has not been able to compete with the price
of HCFCs.
2.3. SWOT Analysis Acceleration of the Elimination Effort ODS of HCFCs type
Factors that affect the acceleration of the elimination of HCFCs were calculated using SWOT analysis. SWOT questionnaire
prepared by incorporating several factors that can affect the acceleration of the elimination of HCFCs. Information gathered
from some of the literature and direct input from industry and representatives of HCFC users from government agencies to
categorize internal and external factors on the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in support of the implementation
of the acceleration of the elimination of HCFCs. SWOT analysis is presented Table 2.
Formulation of alternative strategies to deal with the acceleration of industrial preparedness HCFC elimination strategy
approach strength-opportunity (SO), weakness-opportunity (WO), strength-threat (ST), and weakness-threat (WT). The
principle of the approach of this strategy is to maximize the strength to be able to enlarge the opportunities and overcome /
prevent threats, and minimize the weaknesses that exist in order to take advantage of opportunities and threats (Rangkuti,
2004).
SWOT Analysis Effort BPO Accelerating the Elimination of HCFCs type. The results identify the factors that affect the efforts
to accelerate the elimination of HCFCs and formulation of alternative strategies based on SWOT analysis further discussed
with experts through focus group discussion. The experts argued that the results of this analysis, several factors are considered
and alternative strategies that may affect efforts to accelerate the elimination of HCFCs are:
a.

Factors that support efforts to accelerate the elimination of HCFCs:
1. Availability of adequate funds to replace HCFC technologies into non-HCFC
2. Having a technician / operator who is trained to operate the non-HCFC technologies
3. Production costs have increased as a result of the use of non-HCFC technologies
4. The selling price of non-HCFC-based products relatively more expensive than the price of HCFC-based products
5. The availability of alternatives to HCFCs that have a value close to zero or effectiveness GWP equal to the domestic
market although HCFCs are still in limited quantities and is priced relatively more expensive than HCFC
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6.
7.

Increasing awareness of consumers to use environmentally friendly products
The existence of government regulations regarding the import duty exemption for environmentally friendly
technologies
8. Government policies related to restrictions on imports and use of HCFCs is not yet available
9. The behavior of consumers who tend to prefer to buy goods with relatively cheaper price
10. HCFCs are still available in the domestic market in large numbers.

b.

Alternative strategies that can support efforts to accelerate the elimination of HCFCs:
1. Development cooperation program funding by international donor agencies or financial institutions to support
technology transfer to non-HCFC
2. Increasing human resource capacity in the manufacturing industry to apply the non-HCFC technologies
3. Increased promotion of the use of products of non-HCFC and negative impacts of the use of HCFCs in consumer
products
4. Developing an incentive program for companies that conduct non-HCFC technology transfer
5. HCFC import control policy development through the establishment of import quotas
6. Development control policy through the establishment of a schedule the use of HCFC ban on the use of HCFCs in the
manufacturing industry
Table 2. SWOT results with strategies which affect efforts to eliminate ODS HCFC type

Internal factor

STRENGTH/S
S1. Having a technician / operator who has to
know the usage of non-HCFC technologies
S2. Have the funds to replace the use of HCFCs
to non-HCFC

External Factor

OPPORTUNITY/O
O1. The availability of alternatives to HCFCs
that have zero ODP & GWP value close to
zero.
O2. Availability of material non-HCFC
alternatives that have the same effectiveness
with HCFCs with an economical price and
close price HCFCs
O3. Increasing awareness of consumers to use
environmentally friendly products
04. The existence of the government's policy
on exemption of import duty for
environmentally friendly technologies
O5. The company obtained the image in the
domestic and global markets for non-goods
producing environmentally friendly HCFCs
THREAT/T
T1. The absence of government regulation to
restrict the importation and use of HCFCs
T2. The absence of government regulations
that require the transfer of technology to nonHCFC
T3. Market demand for products that use
HCFCs remains high
T4. HCFCs are still available in the domestic
market in large numbers
T5. Prices of non-HCFC products can not
compete with the price of HCFC products

STRATEGY S-O
1. Optimize funding and human resources that
are available to replace the use of HCFCs with
materials and technology alternatives to HCFCs
that have been available.
(O1, O2, O5, S1, S2)

STRATEGY S-T
1. Encouraging the use of promotional
products of non-HCFC and negative
impacts of the use of HCFCs to consumer
products(T3, T5 ; S2)
2. Encouraging governments to formulate
non-standard products nationally HCFCs
(T2, T6 ; S1, S2)
3. Encourage governments to develop
incentive programs for companies that
conduct non-HCFC technology transfer
(T2, T6 ; S1, S2)
4. Development control policy through the
establishment of a schedule the use of
HCFC ban on the use of HCFCs in the
manufacturing industry (T1, T2, T4 : S2)
5. Import control policy development
through the determination of import
quotas HCFCs HCFCs (T1, T4 ; S1, S2)

WEAKNESS/W)
W1. The use of non-HCFC technologies
require high production costs
W2. The selling price of non-HCFCbased products relatively more expensive
than the price of HCFC products
W3. Application of technology to nonHCFC relatively complex
STRATEGY W-O
1. Utilizing funding from government
programs or institutions to support
technology transfer
(O1, O2, O3 ; W1)
2. Improving human resources
capabilities in the manufacturing
industry to apply the non-HCFC
technologies
(O1, O2, O3 ; W3)
3. Encouraging the use of promotional
products of non-HCFC and negative
impacts of the use of HCFCs to
consumer products
(O1,O2, O3, O4 ; W1, W2)
STRATEGY W-T
Utilizing funding from government
programs or agencies pemodalan to
support the transfer of technology and
seek opportunities for funding from
other sources (T3, T5,T7 ; W1)
2. Encouraging the use of promotional
products of non-HCFC and negative
impacts of the use of HCFCs to
consumer products (T3, T5; W1, W2)
3. Encourage government to provide
information and technical assistance
for technology transfer of non-HCFC
(T3, T4; W2, W3,W4)

1.
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2.4. Priority factors which affect efforts to eliminate ODS HCFC type
The result of combining expert opinion related to the factors that influence the effort to eliminate ODS HCFC using Expert
Choice software version 11 shows the value of consistency ratio of 0.01 with the priority order of the highest importance is the
existence of government policy on import duty exemption for environmentally friendly technologies is an important factor that
will affect the implementation of efforts to eliminate ODS type HCFCs (weight value 0.160).

Figure 1. Priority Factors Affecting Effort BPO Type of HCFC Elimination

2.5. Priority role of manufacturing industry and the government in an effort to eliminate ODS types of HCFCs
Result analysis of the combined opinions of experts to determine the priority order of the role of the actors are presented in
Figure 2 which shows that the Ministry of Industry is the most responsible party in an effort to eliminate ozone depleting
HCFC type. Compared with other actors, the value generated considerable weight is 0.208. Next is the industrial foam (weight
value 0.189), industrial refrigeration (weight value 0.188), Ministry of Commerce (weight value 0.156), Ministry of
Environment (weight value 0.155), Directorate General of Customs and Excise, Ministry of Finance (weight value 0.104).

Figure 2. Priority Actors Who Have Role in Effort BPO Type of HCFC Elimination
The election of the Ministry of Industry as the main actor showed that policy-making related to the elimination of HCFCs,
oversight of policy implementation at industrial level and the selective provision of recommendations to companies that pose
as HCFC importer holds a key role in the successful elimination of ODS types of HCFCs.
Use of HCFCs by the manufacturing industry will depend on government policies supported by technical assistance for
industry in the transition to non-HCFC. This is as stated by some representatives of users of HCFCs in the manufacturing
industry management plan for the elimination of the discussion meeting HCFCs (MOE, 2010). Therefore, the Ministry of
Industry as a builder agency industry has an important role to determine the condition of the use of HCFCs in Indonesia and
the need for facilities and infrastructures in support of achieving the target acceleration of the elimination of HCFCs.
The role of manufacturing industry plays a vital role in the implementation of the elimination of HCFCs because the industry
will face obstacles, especially the availability of adequate funds as reflected in the joint opinion of the respondents that the
factor of availability of adequate funds to replace HCFC technologies into non-HCFC ranks second with weight value 0.147.
This factor is a major consideration for the industry because it is closely related to production costs and selling prices of the
goods they produce, as seen from the combined opinions of respondents who put the factor of production costs have increased
as a result of the use of non-HCFC technologies equivalent to the price factor based products non-HCFC relatively more
expensive than the price of HCFC-based products with their respective weight value of 0.083 and 0.081. Coupled with the
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behavior of consumers who tend to prefer to buy goods at a price relatively cheaper with weight value 0.063. In order to
achieve the goal the elimination of ODS HCFC type then these constraints must be overcome. According to the opinion of
respondents, the major opportunities that can overcome these problems is the availability of alternatives to HCFCs that have a
value close to zero or effectiveness GWP equal to the domestic market although HCFCs are still in limited quantities and at a
price that is relatively more expensive than HCFC ranks fourth by value weight of 0.116.
Ministry of Commerce of priority ranks fourth with 0.156 weight value. These institutions have a role in defining and issuing
licenses for import of ODS importing company after getting a recommendation from the Ministry of Industry and Ministry of
Environment. The crucial role of the Ministry of Commerce in supporting the elimination of ODS type HCFCs are doing
import export regulation of ODS through the issuance of import of ODS policy.
The main challenges to be faced by the Ministry of Industry to support the achievement of the goal of reducing ODS
consumption of HCFCs is to provide the kind of government policy-related restrictions on imports and use of HCFCs because
until now the policy is not yet available, as seen from the combined opinions of respondents who placed this factor in the third
with weight value of 0.131. The next challenge is the ODS type of HCFCs is still available in the domestic market in large
numbers with a value of 0.070 weight that requires intervention from the Ministry of Commerce to regulate trade system and
the circulation of the domestic BPO market type of HCFCs.
Ministry of Environment is the fifth after the Ministry of Commerce recall this agency has a role at the level of coordination
and facilitation of policy development and implementation of ozone layer protection program including the fulfillment of
obligations to the Montreal Protocol along with other related government agencies. However, when seen from the value of its
weight, the Ministry of Environment have a key role is almost equivalent to the Ministry of Commerce of 0.155. This is
understandable because in the implementation of monitoring the importation of ODS, these agencies are involved in providing
recommendations to the company that filed as a importers of ODS. Factor availability of government regulations regarding the
import duty exemption for environmentally friendly technologies (of weight of 0.160) is an opportunity for the Ministry of
Environment to support the achievement of the elimination of HCFCs. This is in line with the program granting import duty
exemption for equipment that can protect the environment, so that by adding non-ODS technologies to the list of items that can
be obtained exemption from customs and entered it will provide an opportunity for industry to acquire non-HCFC technologies
with a more affordable price .
Directorate General of Customs and Excise, Ministry of Finance last ranked in decreasing the consumption of ozone depleting
HCFC type with a value of 0.104 weight. These institutions have an important role in the supervision of various commodities
including BPO revenues to Indonesia in accordance with the conditions set by the relevant agencies in charge. In other words
that the Directorate General of Customs and Excise will perform their duties and functions in monitoring the BPO revenues on
the basis of policies set by the Ministry of Commerce. However, measures of control settings BPO revenues to Indonesia need
to get input from the Directorate General of Customs and Excise who have knowledge about the implementation of various
commodities imported by the importer. It is very important to control the entry of ODS in particular types of HCFCs illegally.

2.6. Priority strategies in an effort to eliminate ODS HCFC type
In order to support achievement of the goal the elimination of ozone depleting HCFC type it is necessary to set strategic
priorities of the six strategies that have been determined by experts through focus group discussion (FGD). Determination of
priorities by using AHP method based on the point of view of experts on each of these strategies by considering the role of
each actor (foam manufacturing industry sector, manufacturing industry refrigeration sector, the Ministry of Environment,
Ministry of Industry, Ministry of Commerce and the Directorate General of Customs and Excise, Ministry of Finance) in
support of the objectives.
Result analysis of the combined opinions of the respondents, as shown in Figure 3. obtained the conclusion that the main
strategy of the elimination of ozone depleting substances types of HCFCs is increasing use of promotional products of nonHCFC and negative impacts of the use of HCFCs in consumer products with the highest weight value of 0.197. In general, the
strategy's first priority is not directly to stop the elimination of the use of HCFCs in quick time if compared with the
determination of policy restrictions on imports or the use of HCFCs in the manufacturing industry. However, a good
understanding of the consumer to ozone-friendly products and the negative impact due to the use of HCFCs to the environment
and living things are expected to be a good opportunity for a long time for the manufacturing industry to begin to move
produce products of non-HCFC.
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Figure 3. Priority Strategies in Effort BPO Type of HCFC Elimination
This needs to be a concern by various stakeholders to begin socializing the issues especially the negative impact of the
elimination of HCFCs as a result of damage to the ozone layer and global warming. The second strategy selected priority is the
development cooperation program funding by international donor agencies or financial institutions to support technology
transfer to non-HCFC HCFC with weight value 0.192. As in the previous discussion that the replacement of HCFCs with nonuse of HCFCs will require high investment costs to replace materials and technology in supporting the production process. Not
all users of HCFCs manufacturing industries have adequate funds to conduct the transfer of technology independently.
Therefore need any interference from the government to provide access for the manufacturing industry in obtaining funding
assistance to support efforts to eliminate HCFCs.
Obtaining grant funding through the Montreal Protocol Multilateral Fund could be one opportunity for users of HCFCs for the
manufacturing industry to make technology transfer if the requirements set can be met. Ministry of Environment has an
important role to facilitate access to grant funding. In addition, the need to develop various financing programs that allow
industry to make the transfer of technology such as soft loan program. Increasing human resource capacity in the
manufacturing industry to apply the non-HCFC technologies into the third strategic priority selected by the weight value 0.164.
Changes in the use of materials and technology so that trained technicians need the ability to produce products with the same
quality while still using HCFCs. In addition, an introduction to the type of material and new technology is very important to
minimize the negative impacts that may result for example of safety aspects. Ministry of Industry plays an important role to
develop the various technical assistance activities for the industry to provide training for technicians in an effort to transfer
technology to non-HCFC. Also expected the cooperation with the provider of material and non-HCFC technologies to provide
information and increase the ability of human resources in industrial use.
Further control policy development strategy the use of HCFCs by setting a schedule banning the use of HCFCs in the
manufacturing industry with a fourth priority weight value 0.161. Determination of schedule banning the use of HCFCs in the
manufacturing industry becomes very important to provide a snapshot for the industry to begin preparing themselves for the
replacement of materials and technology to non-HCFC. Schedule ban the use of HCFCs in the manufacturing industry will
differ from one sector to another sector, depending on the complexity of the industry. The availability of materials and
technology will affect the readiness of the industry sector to quickly select the most appropriate to replace HCFCs in the
production process. Developing an incentive program for companies that conduct non-HCFC technology transfer has a weight
value of 0.145 is the choice of the five priorities as a result of the combined analysis of expert opinion. Program incentives are
very important and beneficial for the industry, especially when I have to do the transfer of technology that requires high
investment costs, e.g with the policy of import duty exemption for ozone-friendly technologies or non-HCFC. It is not easy to
be implemented due to one of the state revenue income derived from the cost of imports of various commodities, but the very
need to be considered for providing support for the manufacturing industry to begin to perform the transfer of technology with
a more affordable price.
The most important step to meet the target of elimination of HCFCs is through control of entry into Indonesia is through
import restrictions. This is also done during the elimination of CFCs by determining the amount of import quotas that do not
exceed the target of elimination of ODS according to the schedule of the Montreal Protocol. Realization data import HCFCs be
one source of official government data that is used for reporting the consumption of HCFCs to the Multilateral Fund and
Ozone Secretariat as the obligations of the parties to the Montreal Protocol. Although the import control becomes very
important in efforts to eliminate HCFCs, but the results of the combined analysis of expert opinion to produce strategic
development control policies HCFC imports through import quotas become the last priority of the six strategy options with a
value of 0.141 weight.
Based on the results of AHP analysis showed that to support the attainment of the objectives the elimination of HCFCs ozone
depleting substances, the Ministry of Industry is the dominant actor plays an important role based on factors that influence
goals. The first priority of the resulting strategy for achieving the elimination of HCFCs is to enhance the promotion of use of
products of non-HCFC and negative impacts of the use of HCFCs in consumer products, however, other important strategies
need to be implemented in parallel so as to mutually support the achievement of objectives. The duration acceleration of the
elimination of HCFCs mainly target the achievement of the elimination of HCFCs 10% in 2015 relative so close that needs to
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get a response from various parties, both from the manufacturing industry, government and consumers as users of the finished
product.
Government involvement in the implementation strategy to enhance the promotion of the use of non-products of HCFCs and
the negative impact of the use of HCFCs in the consumer products made in accordance with their respective roles. Ministry of
Industry as an institution builder to make efforts to promote the industry through the development of symbols that are used as a
tool for introducing non-HCFC. This has been implemented at this stage of the elimination of CFCs by developing non-CFC
logo, making it easier for consumers to choose products that do not use CFCs. Community leaders or other figures can be
ambassadors campaign to build value or non-HCFC product image. Ministry of Environment to continuously disseminate
negative impact the use of HCFCs that can destroy stratospheric ozone, contributing to global warming, as well as other
aspects such as energy conservation so that the public will begin to choose non-HCFC. Promotion activities can be done
through print and electronic media.
ELIMINATION OF HCFCs OZONE DEPLETING SUBSTANCES

Availability
of adequate
funds to
replace
HCFC
technologie
s into nonHCFC
(0,147)

Having a
technician /
a trained
operator to
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(4)

3. CONCLUSION
Based on the results of the analysis conducted, the researchers gave the following conclusion:
1. The Indonesian government has a set of policies that can support the implementation of the acceleration of the elimination
of ODS types of HCFCs that have been applied to the stage of the elimination of CFCs and other ODS type, but has not set
detailed HCFC control measures. Therefore, it needs improvement policy tools, especially through import restrictions limit
the use of HCFCs and HFCs in determining the level of manufacturing industry.
2. Industrial users of HCFC manufacture of refrigeration and foam sectors expressed readiness to replace the use of HCFCs,
especially if the availability of funding and human resources capable of running a non-HCFC technologies.
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3.

Result analysis of the acceleration of the elimination of HCFCs strategic priorities are:
a. Priority strategies are selected based on the opinions of the respondents were analyzed using AHP analysis concluded
that in order to achieve the elimination of HCFCs will target sequence of strategies should be implemented are (1)
increased its promotion of the use of non-products of HCFCs and the negative impact of the use of HCFCs in
consumer products (weight value 0.197), (2) development cooperation program funding by international donor
agencies or financial institutions to support technology transfer to non-HCFC HCFC (weight value 0.192), (3)
increase human resource capacity in the manufacturing industry to apply the non-HCFC technologies (weight value
0.164), (4) development control policy through the establishment of a schedule the use of HCFC ban on the use of
HCFCs in the manufacturing industry (weighted value 0.161), (5) developing an incentive program for companies that
conduct non-HCFC technology transfer (weight value 0.145), (6) HCFC import control policy development through
the establishment of import quotas (weight value 0.141).
b. Selected strategy priorities are generated by considering the factors that affect the acceleration of the elimination of
HCFCs are (1) availability of adequate funds to replace HCFC technologies into non-HCFC, (2) have a technician /
operator of trained personnel to operate the non-HCFC technologies, ( 3) the cost of production has increased as a
result of the use of non-HCFC technologies, (4) selling price of non-HCFC-based products relatively more expensive
than the price of HCFC-based products, (5) the availability of alternatives to HCFCs that have a GWP value near zero
or equal effectiveness with HCFC domestic market although still in limited quantities and at a price that is relatively
more expensive than the HCFC, (6) increasing awareness of consumers to use environmentally friendly products, (7)
the existence of government regulations regarding the import duty exemption for environmentally friendly
technologies, (8) government policies related to restrictions on imports and use of HCFCs is not yet available, (9)
consumer behavior that tends to prefer to buy goods at relatively cheaper prices, (10) HCFCs are still available in the
domestic market in large numbers.
c. Ministry of Industry is a valued stakeholders have important roles in implementing the strategy of elimination of
HCFCs. Next in succession is the foam manufacturing industry sector, manufacturing industrial refrigeration sector,
the Ministry of Commerce, Ministry of Environment and Directorate General of Customs and Excise, Ministry of
Finance.

4. RECOMMENDATION
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Encourage governments to develop and improve policies include the elimination of ODS with detailed arrangements
HCFCs. The experience of developed countries that have made the elimination of HCFCs may be a reference for
Indonesia to implement the same thing while considering the readiness condition industrial users of HCFCs in the country
Considering that the readiness of the various manufacturing sectors HCFC users are different, the role of government is
needed to support the industry that is able to independently perform the replacement of HCFCs and facilitate the provision
of financial support and technical assistance to other manufacturing industries. Ministry of Environment as the national
focal point of the ozone layer protection program is expected to bridge the funding and technical cooperation at the
international level for the manufacturing industry users of HCFCs.
Encourage the Ministry of Industry to actively facilitate and provide assistance to industry to replace HCFCs in order to
support the achievement of the elimination of HCFCs based on Montreal Protocol schedule.
Implementation of the strategy in accordance with the priorities that have been generated from this research are to be
applied in efforts to accelerate the elimination of HCFCs by keeping into account the implementation experience of
previous CFC elimination. The results of this study is the analysis of partial response manufacturing refrigeration and
foam sectors HCFC users who are in most parts of Indonesia as well as representatives from related government agencies,
therefore, the implementation strategy of the elimination of HCFCs will also need to consider other HCFCs user industry
conditions that are beyond the population research
Analysis of manufacturing readiness HCFC users in this research is still limited to a descriptive analysis based on
interviews with respondents. Future studies are expected to conduct a study of costs and benefits (cost and benefit
analysis) to find out how much the industry is able to perform the replacement of materials and technology to non-HCFC
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ABSTRACT

Cities community delivers some immediate challenges, from pollution and disease, unemployment and lack of housing. But
the city that presents opportunities to improve energy efficiency, reduce disparities in development and improve living
conditions in general. History shows that an integrated urban policy can be a path to building a solid (Ban Ki-Moon, 2009).
Settlements included in national priorities, but has not been included in the projects offered in the PPP Book, although very
large housing needs of 5.8 million units. This caused one of them is a low investment value. Given the importance of housing
needs in urban development, the PPP can be done in the area with the help of technical assistant by the central government.
This study discusses the problems of any obstacles or things that both encourage rejuvenation of an area that suffered a setback
function (decaying urban) in order to be returned to the original function or even enhanced function to the ideal with the main
supporting infrastructure such as housing, transportation, energy availability, as well as distribution of clean water which will
strengthen the city to operate the function that consists of 5 pillars, namely: community service centers, trade and distribution
center, financial center, the center of tourism-related community development. Articulation between the major stakeholders
such as: government, private, and community become the main concern in this research, including in determining the
appropriate financing schemes.
Keywords
settlement, public private partnerships, articulation, urban
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background
Cities community delivers some immediate challenges, from pollution and disease, unemployment and lack of shelter. But the
city that presents opportunities to improve energy efficiency, reduce disparities in development and improve living conditions
in general. History shows that an integrated urban policy can be a path to building a solid (Ban Ki-Moon, 2009).
A policy as a strategy for the future, one with the realignment of an area to achieve optimum utilization of each existing urban
land plot in accordance with the functions that have been outlined or urban renewal. Urban renewal is aimed at improving the
living conditions of urban society and environmental quality, and sustainability of local communities in various aspects:
economic sustainability, environmental sustainability and social sustainability (Lee KL Grace; Edwin HW Chan, 2005). Urban
Renewal done when a city experiencing a setback function, so that should be raised again in his new function.
Urban planning should be done prudently and comprehensively. Previously, city planning is not done with the wise and
comprehensive, construction / development is causing social and environmental problems, such as clutter environment, traffic
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congestion and poor environmental quality (Poirot, 1995; Fung, 2001). This will be more severe in the absence of consistency
in the implementation of existing plans.
Urban renewal related to four main points in the infrastructure, namely: housing and settlement, transportation, energy security
and clean water. To generate a new function of the supporting infrastructure is reliable, it is not solely the responsibility of
government, but also the private sector and community involvement. Experience both on policy and practice of France, Britain
and the Netherlands in doing urban renewal indicated a need for articulation between public, private, and civil actors (Roelof
Verhage, 2005).
Development of national infrastructure that have the carrying capacity and maneuverability to economic growth and social
justice and the interests of common people in all parts of the archipelago of Indonesia is to encourage community participation.
Therefore, the substance of the core infrastructure program outlined as follows:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

. Soil and spatial: consolidation of policies for the handling and use of land for public interest as a whole under one roof
and integrated spatial management.
Road: the completion of Lintas Sumatra, Java, Bali, Kalimantan, Sulawesi, West Nusa Tenggara, East Nusa Tenggara, and
Papua, along the total 19,370 km in 2014.
Transportation: development of infrastructure networks and providing inter-modal transport and inter-island integrated in
accordance with the National Transportation System and the Blueprint of multimodal transportation and reduction of
transport accidents so that in 2014 less than 50% of the current situation.
Housing people: Healthy Simple Housing Development Subsidized 685 000, 180 and 650 Rusunami following twin block
residential area facilities that can accommodate 836,000 poor families in 2012.
Flood Control: the completion of flood control facilities, including the East Jakarta Flood Canal before 2012 and the
integrated handling of the Solo River Basin before 2013.
Telecommunications: completion of development of fiber-optic network in eastern Indonesia before 2013, and
maximizing the availability of data and voice communications access for all people.
Urban Transport: improving the system and transportation network in 4 major cities (Jakarta, Bandung, Surabaya, Medan)
according to the Urban Transportation Blueprint, including the completion of construction of electric railway
transportation in Jakarta (MRT and Monorail) no later than 2014.

Based on the description above, public housing included in national priorities, but has not yet been included in the projects
offered in the PPP Book, although very large housing needs of 5.8 million units. This caused one of them is a low investment
value. Given the importance of housing needs in urban development, the PPP can be done in the area with the help of technical
assistant by the central government. Plan for infrastructure development in Jakarta as stated in the structure of the land space of
2010 s / d in 2030 as in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Space Structure Plan Mainland Jakarta in 2010 s / d 2030
City of Jakarta as the capital of the country with an area of approximately 66,152 Ha has a function and role as a service city
with 4 (four) pillar activities, namely: financial center, trading and distribution centers, community centers and centers of
tourism.
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Figure 2. The proportion of Infrastructure Service Coverage to Total Population in DKI Jakarta
Source: processed from various sources
Accordingly development area the function and role, the growth and development are walking with rapid urban development.
The population served by reaching more than 10 million people make this city experienced high pressure in the planning of
land use, transportation and environmental quality as well as attention from the public regarding the effects of urban growth
such as sprawl, congestion, housing needs and the loss of green open space.
This study discusses the problems of any obstacles or things that both encourage rejuvenation of an area that suffered a setback
function (decaying urban) in order to be returned to the original function or even enhanced function to the ideal with the main
supporting infrastructure such as housing, transportation, energy availability, as well as distribution of clean water. The main
supporting infrastructurel strengthen the city to operate the function that consists of 5 pillars, namely: community service
centers, trade and distribution center, financial center, the center of tourism-related community development.
Role of the major stakeholders such as: government, private, and community become the main concern in this research,
including in determining the appropriate financing schemes. The results of this study will be recommended to the stakeholders
especially the government which will able to make Jakarta as a city that can bring opportunities. It must be backed with the
reliability of infrastructure in Jakarta, particularly for infrastructure settlements as the "trigger" its development with the
principles of PPP financing schemes to attract local and foreign investor interest and improve its competitiveness in national
and global markets.
1.2 Problem Identification
Jakarta's rapid population growth reaching 3% per year, potentially causing problems such as inefficient use of urban land,
increasing slums, residential areas that are not organized and environmental pollution. City of Jakarta as the capital of a
country with a large flow of urbanization has implications for the increasing population and increased need for housing.
As it is, a variety of social problems also arise as a result of the impact of urbanization is almost unstoppable. Starting with the
economic problems and social have implications on the complex physical problems such as the arrangement of space that is
not effective, traffic congestion and poor transport, flood, slum housing and so forth.
The number of people is increasing living on limited land at the root problem of housing. High prices and limited land area in
downtown Jakarta, resulting in an alternative to solve the housing needs in urban areas is limited to the developing model of
vertical form of residential apartment buildings. The middle of society forced to live in the suburbs because housing prices in
the middle of town that is not affordable. This is one of the causes of congestion in the city of Jakarta. Because at the same
time, the people of the Greater Jakarta area move toward the outskirts of Jakarta for work. Therefore, a simple development of
this plan is one of the strategic program to address the provision of housing in urban areas, decent and affordable to lowermiddle income community.
Housing backlog is high, about 5.8 housing units (2004 data), the addition of new housing needs due to the addition of a new
family of about 820,000 units per year. In addition, many homes were unfit for human habitation including, technical and
ecological, scattered in urban and rural. Slums scattered throughout the urban region, especially Indonesia covering less than
54,000 ha, spread in 10,000 locations. Obstacles faced is the limited urban land so that town government is required to be able
to utilize land efficiently by increasing the intensity of their use.
In line with the scarce and expensive land in the city, the demand will increase in intensity of the larger buildings. The city not
only grow horizontally but will also grow vertically. Meanwhile, the presence of superblock as a "city within a city" as an
attribute difficult to avoid the modern metropolis. In fact superblock on the outskirts of Jakarta is not an independent city.
Superblock function as a generator trip (trip generators) and member of significant traffic impact is very big on the road
network infrastructure that is usually already saturated city. Dilematic situation will arise between the demands of building
intensity and the carrying capacity of urban land (Suyono Dikun, 2003).
Today's modern life, human welfare is largely determined by availability, number and quality of energy that can be utilized,
either directly or indirectly. Constitution has mandated that all land, water and land and property contained therein shall be
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utilized as much as possible to people's welfare. Increasing water demand for industrial and settlement is expected to occur
attraction or even conflicts between water use sectors as well as between regions.
Management of water resources are closely linked with the welfare of the community. This is a global issue raised at the third
World Water Forum, Kyoto Japan, 2003, which agreed that public access to clean water is the essence of sustainable
development and efforts to alleviate poverty and hunger. Provision of clean water are implemented in an integrated manner,
including provision of drinking water and sanitation, for both rural and urban areas.
The scope of this study focused on infrastructure development undertaken by a private settlement in cooperation with the
government. The study aims to formulate the implementation strategy of rejuvenating the city with some cities precedents in
other countries such as France, Britain, Netherlands, Singapore, and Hong Kong (takes about 50 years) who have successfully
implementing public private partnerships (PPP).

2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Development of the application of PPP model in urban renewal builds upon the analysis, while the research area will be done
in the case of Regions Cilincing – Marunda. The final conclusion can be drawn from the research and the resulting PPP
financing models on urban renewal in Indonesia, especially in Jakarta, with characteristics that specific.
2.1.Collection Method
2.1.1.Primary Data
Primary data is existing data and facts relating to the City of Jakarta (especially in northern areas of research case study of
Jakarta) and obtained directly from the field through direct survey. Methods for collecting data and facts rejuvenation of
existing areas are:
a.
b.

Field survey methods, field survey conducted to see at first hand the condition of the existing regional spatial reclamation
is done by observing, feeling and record on camera media. Results recorded images will be used in the analysis process.
The method of mapping the condition of the supporting infrastructure of Jakarta, this method is part of the activities of
field survey that aims to record the various conditions of the supporting infrastructure, such as: housing, energy, clean
water, and transportation.

2.1.2.Secondary Data
Secondary data is data about the rejuvenation of the area obtained from a collection of books and literature from the library
policy. Literature review of various reference sources (journals, text books, penelurusan internet etc.) about good practice in
the development of settlements by the application of the PPP in several other countries that has done it (France, Britain,
Holland, Hong Kong, India, Singapore etc).
The result of these reviews can be used as a reference in Indonesia and particularly its application Jakarta, reinforced with the
preparation of road maps from sources that are very relevant and is a secondary data valid / invalid methods for the collection
of secondary data about rejuvenating the area conditions through surveys instantional such as:
a.
b.

data collection development policy
literature review

Research Locations
Location of the study focused on several areas in Jakarta, tailored to the characteristics of the region that has been done by the
private and public developers Agency that led to the application of the principles of PPP in development, including Kelapa
Gading, Kemayoran, Ancol, and Pondok Indah. This is intended to obtain information about failure, success, or improvements
required to be applied to study sites in Cilincing - Marunda. This location was chosen considering not fully activated of
settlement infrastructure in this region than in the surrounding area, but this area has the prospect to be used as investment
options.
This research requires coordination with various stakeholders such as the Directorate of Joint Government and Private /
Bappenas, Local Government of DKI Jakarta, Ministry of Public Housing, and Ministry of Public Works.
2.2. Research Procedure
Research steps are as follows:
1.

Develop a research questionnaire.

2.

Distributing questionnaires to stakeholders both public, private and government, a minimum of 250 respondents

3.

Survey research sites to identify and map the environmental conditions in the area of research. Mapping of existing
conditions include: Master Plan / National Spatial, Provincial and District, and Network Utilities / Infrastructure.
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4.

Evaluate / review government policies related to the Rejuvenation of the city of Jakarta in general and North Jakarta
in particular.

2.3. Data Collection Techniques
The AHP (Analytical Hierarchy Process) conducted in this research is to obtain the Risk Priority of each potential risk in the
development of settlements in the area, then significantly affect the prospects for cooperation of government and private model
in urban renewal in Jakarta.
There are 2 (two) kinds data used in this study (Arikunto, 2004), namely: 1. Secondary data include: the study of literature
(books, journals, previous studies etc.) to define the variables measured in this study. The data for the theoretical basis of
research taken from books, journals, papers etc..
2. Primary data
Qualitative data include distributing questionnaires to residents and private sectors with an interest in the concept of
rejuvenating the city (urban renewal) are collected.
Quantitative data include the expected consequences will arise from doing urban renewal ordinal qualitative data, ie data
obtained from the categorization or classification, and there is a relationship between this data but can not do math operations.
2.4. Determination of analysis techniques and data processing.
In this research, data analysis techniques determined by using the 5 (five) method are:
1.
2.

Analysis of risk level to determine the level of each impact, as input to mathematical analysis as the input level of risk
and statistical analysis of risk levels.
Analitycal Hierarchy Process (AHP) to determine the risk factors or ranking the effects of the implementation of public
private partnerships.

The statistical analysis to determine the percentage of large sources of risk on each indicator, to determine the descriptive
data (mean, median, mode, std. deviation etc.), to test the normality of data.
2.5. Research Analysis
As previously explained that there are various kinds of analysis have been determined in achieving the objectives of this
research. Each analysis was performed as shown in the framework of related research. How the analysis is done and what is
the purpose of doing will be discussed.
2.5.1. Level Analysis of Risk (Risk Level)
Analysis of the level of risk is influenced by two criteria, namely: the level of impact and influence the frequency of
occurrence of impact. Scale effect level is the result of preparations obtained from the impact assessment criteria.
Frequency impacts criteria occurring in this study is a combination of qualitative evaluation techniques New Zealand standard
on
risk
management
(AS
4360-1995).
Analysis of levels of risk or Risk Level conducted to determine the risk level of survey data through a questionnaire. Analysis
of risk level can be done qualitatively by making the risk level matrix of criteria influence the level of impact and frequency of
occurrence of impact, which after a modification can be seen in table 1 below:

Table 1. Matrix of risk level based on the degree of influence and frequency of occurrence (Source: processed (Risk Management)
Frequency

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Very Low

Low

Middle

High

Very High

1. The prospect of the PPP as planned

L

L

L

M

S

2. The prospect of the PPP as planned, there is a
change concept settlements / urban renewal

L

L

M

S

S

3. The prospect of the PPP did not go as planned,
there are changes in the system of cooperation

M

M

S

S

H

4. The prospect of the PPP did not go as planned,
there are changes in the concept of neighborhood
/ urban renewal and systems that affect
cooperation.

S

S

H

H

H

5. The prospect of the PPP does not exist

S

H

H

H

H

Level of impact
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Note :
L
M

:low risk
: medium risk

S
H

:significant risk
:high risk

2.5.2. Analitycal Hierarchy Process (AHP)
AHP method was first introduced by Thomas L. Saaty in the period 1971 - 1975 when he was at the Wharton School. AHP
method is conducted to process data on the questionnaire to see the ranking of risk factors from the dominant to the nondominant.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Data Collection
Data obtained in this study is getting from respondents survey according to the objectives of this research. The survey is a
systematic approach to collect data based on samples from the actual population that can be known to a behavior or the main
characteristics of the target population at a given time. The object of this research is the human settlement with its supporting
infrastructure are generally located in the greater Jakarta area. The details of this study as in table 2 below:
Table 2. General description questionnaire (Source: processed)
Institution

Questionnaire

Send

Response

Prosen

Government (central/
municipal)

Delivering the questionnaire and
interview / discussions

20

6

30 %

Private (developer and
manager of the area

Delivering the questionnaire and
interview / discussions

20

4

20 %

Public (low-income
communities and upper
middle)

And the interview went straight to the
settlement population

700 ekp

411 ekp

58,71 %

Settlements used as samples in this study were included in the group of low-income communities and upper middle class
society, with a view to give an idea of the condition of settlements and infrastructure. Both quantitative data and qualitative
data derived from surveys in Central Jakarta, East Jakarta and North Jakarta.
In addition, this survey was also conducted to 10 institutions as stakeholders comprising government and private institutions.
The respondents filling the questionnaire are at last equal position with a Director at Ministry level or knowledgeable person in
implementation of public-private partnership.
3.2 Profile of research data
There are two questionnaires implied:
Questionnaires 1, includes data of level impact and frequency in public private partnerships implementation.
Questionnaires 2, includes data on public opinion toward the settlement infrastructure
For more details, examples of profile data on a questionnaire 1 can be seen in Table 3 below:
Table.3.The level impact and frequency of public private partnerships (Source: processed)

Level of impact

Frequency

Impact happens to cause
1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

A.
PPP Success Barriers
1. Lack of consultation with expert
2.

Inability to improve the structure of
the agreement

3.

………

The public opinion data profile can be seen in table 6 which gather opinions of their respective communities in Jakarta and
surrounding settlements of existing infrastructure and their expectations of the capacity and reliability of infrastructure
(transportation, energy and water) in the future.
3.3 The determination of sources of risk
Weights calculating of risk conducted by SPSS program sub analyzing Count. Data information from questionnaire 1 which
already tabulated used to input SPSS. From the analysis can be obtained weight source of risk.
3.4 Determination of the risk ranking of the impact of the implementation of PPP
From the 32 impacts variable on the implementation of PPP that have been identified, the risk level of each impact and the
ranking or priority of these impacts are determined .
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3.5 Determination of Impact Risk Level
As described in chapter 3 analysis is done in 2 different ways. However, determining the level of risk fixed based on data
level impact and frequency of occurrence influence PPP implementation.
Determining the risk level is based on the mode or the value of the most outgoing. Appropriate risk level matrix is known that
the impact with a small degree of influence and frequency rarely have this level of risk (L) Low . Thus, from 32 impact
variables it can be determined the level of risk impact which voted by a majority of respondents (mode). In principle, how to
determine the level of risk that has been described previously, still refers to the matrix level of risk and tabulated into
converted numbers, namely: L = 1, M = 2, S = 3 and H = 4 and then used as input data in mathematical analysis, statistical
analysis of the level of risk and risk level.
3.6 Determination of Risk Ranking by AHP
To get the weighting factor as a multiplier value to obtain local values, the approach taken as shown in table 4 for the level of
influence and Table 5 for frequency.
Table. 4. Weighting matrix for the degree of influence
Fatal

High

Middle

Small

Nothing

Fatal

1,000

3,000

5,000

7,000

9,000

High

0,333

1,000

3,000

5,000

7,000

Middle

0,200

0,333

1,000

3,000

5,000

Small

0,143

0,200

0,333

1,000

3,000

Nothing

0,111

0,143

0,200

0,333

1,000

Total

1,787

4,676

9,533

16,333

25,000

Table 5. Weighting matrix for the frequency
Always

Usually

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Always

1,000

2,000

3,000

5,000

7,000

Usually

0,500

1,000

2,000

3,000

5,000

Sometimes

0,333

0,500

1,000

2,000

3,000

Rarely

0,200

0,333

0,500

1,000

2,000

Never

0,143

0,200

0,333

0,500

1,000

Total

2,147

4,033

6,833

11,500

18,000

Furthermore, the matrix above is normalized (the sum number of columns to be equal to one), by dividing the numbers in each
column with the largest numbers. This was done to look for relative comparison between each sub-criteria which here are
called priority or also called eigenvector of maximum eigenvalue. The process can be seen in Table 6 for the level of influence
and table 7 for the frequency.

Table 6.Normalisasi matrix and Priority Level Influence
Fatal

High

Middle

Small

Nothing

Total

Priority

Prosen

Fatal

0,560

0,642

0,524

0,429

0,360

2,514

0,503

100

High

0,187

0,214

0,315

0,306

0,280

1,301

0,260

51,754

Middle

0,112

0,071

0,105

0,184

0,200

0,672

0,134

26,719

Small

0,080

0,043

0,035

0,061

0,120

0,339

0,068

13,480

Nothing

0,062

0,031

0,021

0,020

0,040

0,174

0,035

6,925

Total

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

5,000

1,000

Table 7.Normalisasi matrix and Priority Frequency
Always

Usually

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Total

Priority

Prosen
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Always

0,460

0,496

0,439

0,435

0,389

2,218

0,444

100

Usually

0,230

0,248

0,293

0,261

0,278

1,309

0,262

59,016

Sometimes

0,153

0,124

0,146

0,174

0,167

0,764

0,153

34,447

Rarely

0,092

0,083

0,073

0,087

0,111

0,446

0,089

20,098

Never

0,066

0,050

0,049

0,043

0,056

0,263

0,053

11,859

Total

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

5,000

1,000

Based on the above table can be explained that the percentage of each sub-criterion is obtained by dividing the relative
priorities between sub-criteria with the largest numbers. This percentage sought in order to see the impact of each sub-criterion
of sub-criteria that the greatest influence and to use the calculation to find the sequence in reviewed risk factors in general.
Based on final value of risk factors that have been attached, then the priority order can be constructed starting from the largest
to the smallest value, which means starting from the first priority to last priority.
3.7. Discussion
3.7.1. Discussion on Risk Ranking
Analysis of risk ranking as described in the discussion of research on determining the effects of applying the Risk Ranking
PPP, obtained by 2 ways of analysis, mathematical and AHP.
The mathematical analysis obtained 3 kinds of risk levels that are 1) risk ranking based on the degree of exposure; 2) risk
ranking based on the level of frequency; and 3) risk ranking based on risk level.
AHP software acquired a range of risk levels. Five top ratings PPP implementation that provides the greatest impact on the
development of settlements with questionnaire data 1 are taken and shown in table 8.
Table.8. Ranking the top 5 final score risk factor

Impact

Final Value
of Risk
Factors

1

X9

42.019328

2

X13

41.588771

3

X14

38.735397

4

X31

38.46979

5

X4

37.842603

Indicator

Source of risk

Obstacle the success of
PPP
Factors influence the
success of PPP
Factors influence the
success of PPP
Factors influence the
failure of PPP
Obstacle the success of
PPP

Lack of legal empowerment for the cooperation
agreement involving two parties
Good Governance
Equalization / equating the project vision
Unequal benefits for the parties involved
Changes in the mandate / authority within the
government structure

3.7.2. The discussion of public opinion
The survey was conducted by using a questionnaire 2, to determine public opinion against the settlements and supporting
infrastructure (transport, energy and water) that has been received so far, and the desire / hope for the future society. Survey
carried out in several locations in the settlement area of Central Jakarta, North Jakarta and East Jakarta.
3.7.3. Selection of residence
For the selection of housing, both low-income people (36%) and middle and upper people (53%) said the reason to choose a
place to live because of strategic location. For home ownership up to 59% said MBR is proprietary, and middle and upper
people said 73% of the home ownership is the right property. The same answer given by both groups of society that is equal to
73% for the question of whether housing conditions are adequate. However, they still require environmental improvement /
infrastructure, each answering 48% by the MBR, dan 58% by the middle to upper society.
3.7.4. Improved infrastructure is expected by society
Public opinion about this need is explored to determine the most needed infrastructure to improve capacity and reliability, so it
can support a region. In addition, the determination of the infrastructure can provide a snapshot of investment prospects,
particularly with the implementation of the principles of public private partnerships.
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Low level income communities gave their opinion as follows: 51% increase in settlements, 21% increase in transportation,
17% increase in clean water, 7% increase in energy (electricity and gas), 4% other infrastructure improvements. While the
middle and upper level income communities provide their opinion as follows: 42% increase in housing, transportation 29%,
electricity and gas 18%, and 11% said clean water infrastructure needs improvement.

4. CONCLUSION
Based the analysis and discussion has been described, it can be concluded that:
1)
2)

Implementation of public private partnerships in the areas of housing including supporting infrastructure, providing
investment prospects of the region need to be implemented.
Sources of potential risk (5 major risk ranking) in the implementation of significant public- private partnerships in
infrastructure development of the settlement are:
a) lack of law reinforcement on the cooperation agreement involving two parties (X9)
b) good governance (X13)
c) affirmative action / project vision equation (X14)
d) unequal benefits for the parties involved (X31)
e) change of mandate/ authority within the government structure (X4)

3) Low level income people give their opinions at the priorities in increasing settlements (51%), transportation (21%), clean
water (17%), energy (electricity and gas 7%)) and other infrastructure improvements (4%). While the middle and upper
level provide their opinion to increase in housing (42%), transportation (29%), electricity and gas (18%), and clean water
infrastructure (11%).
4) Based on the analysis of the stakeholders sources of risk (government and private institutions) and public opinion
requirement of infrastructure improvements, model of public-private partnership adopted in the development of residential
urban renewal based in Jakarta can be formulated.
Based on the findings obtained, suggestion can be proposed as follows:
1)
2)

Institutional cooperation and coordination that has a direct and / or indirect in settlement and development of the region in
the form of legislation and policies have to be set up.
This study has initiated the application of Publlic Private Partnerships in the development of residential urban renewal
based in Jakarta. Further in depth study suggested to be continue in 2011 with a focus area: "The implementation model of
public Private Partnerships in the settlements development focusing on the investment prospects of urban renewal in
Jakarta".
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ABSTRACT
In Malaysia, the government now focuses on the effort to create a high income nation. In this sense, economic infrastructure
such as highways and bridges generally will capture the headline. As a result, social infrastructure, such as hospitals and
schools, is somehow comparatively overlooked as it generally offers social value rather than economic value. As for social
infrastructure around the globe, most of the existing frameworks focus on either one aspect of social infrastructure success
determinants namely critical success factors (CFS) or social infrastructure project success criteria namely key performance
indicators (KPI). Little study focuses on studying the relationship between these two aspects. Therefore, this paper reviews the
concepts of project success determinants and project success criteria in social infrastructure provision and proposes a
framework that graphically depicts the relationship between social infrastructure projects success determinants and criteria.
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) is employed to develop the framework. The outcome of this research enables the policy
makers (government) and decision takers (contractor) to access the value-for-money of under-planning social infrastructure
projects from their aspect respectively. Thus, it is anticipated that the government should look at this relationship framework
while tabling infrastructure especially social infrastructure budget in the forthcoming Malaysia Plan.
Keywords
Social Infrastructure, Relationship Framework, Structural Equation Modeling (SEM), Project Success

1. INTRODUCTION
Malaysia is one of the developing countries that have not yet achieved high her economic or industrial growth, which is usually
indicated through gross national products (GNP) or national per capita income [1]. Therefore, the government now focuses on
a series of policies to create high income nation which serves as a platform to achieve a developed nation by 2020. With the
vision 2020 which is now around the corner, there is plenty of room for Malaysia to improve particularly with respect to
infrastructure provision. This is due to the fact that public infrastructure is the most apparent form of construction which
interests the society at large, as in [2].
In this sense, the economic infrastructure such as highways and bridges will generally capture the headline. On the other hand,
it is widely accepted that these economic infrastructure projects will instantly generate positive spillover effect to the economy.
The government is well acknowledged of this and thereby a RM40 billion Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) project and six toll
highways are set to start soon in 2011, as in [3]. Additionally, it is undeniable that some of the excitements from these projects
have spilled over its neighbours which are expected to contribute substantially toward country’s gross national income (GNI)
by 2020.
However, with all the focuses being directed on these “headline projects”, social infrastructure such as hospitals and schools, is
somehow comparatively overlooked. Nonetheless, social infrastructure is needed to serve the new community, thereby
enhancing the quality, image and desirability of a new places as well as its commercial value [4]. Social infrastructure is
regarded as final piece in the jigsaw of new well-served community. It will make the new community more livable and thereby
play a role in attracting local and foreign investment. In addition, social infrastructure will be catalytic on other sector such as
tourism. The number of foreign patient seeking treatment in Malaysia generated about US$27 million in 2004 and the figure is
expected to stand at US$56 million a year in national earning by 2010 [5].
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Nevertheless, the provision of social infrastructure is still being surrounded with various problematic issues. Most of the social
infrastructure is procured under the government’s belt-tightening budget. As a result, the government has employed private
sectors to form a Public Private Partnership (PPP) to deliver social infrastructure projects. As social infrastructure projects are
intrinsically perceived as being smaller scale than economic infrastructure projects, PPP does not appear to be having more
defined revenue stream in social infrastructure projects than the latter [6]. Consequently, another procurement method called
Private Finance Initiative (PFI) has introduced to procure social infrastructure projects, as in [7].
The provision of social infrastructure project via existing procurement methods is somehow considered as a two-edged sword.
Different procurement methods yield different results. Of these procurement methods, there is yet a study showing the best
way to procure social infrastructure projects. As quoted by China famous politician, Deng Xiaoping that “No matter whether it
is a white cat or black cat. It is a good cat so long as it catches mice”, it inspires some thoughts. As such, the purpose of this
paper is to thoroughly review the concepts of project success determinants and success criteria in social infrastructure
provision and propose a framework that graphically depicts the relationship between social infrastructure projects success
determinants and success criteria. Despite the fact that this paper represents a partial part of the on-going PhD research
undertaking on social infrastructure provision, the outcome is beneficial to the government in tabling national budget in the
forthcoming Malaysia Plan.

2. CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES OF SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Seeing as this paper studies the concepts and principles of infrastructure, it is momentous to thoroughly discuss infrastructure
in general and social infrastructure before the core content of its success determinants and criteria are extensively deliberated.
Therefore, this section confers the concepts and principles of social infrastructure.
Infrastructure is defined as the productive capital structures that underpin the economy and society and contribute over time to
the achievement of its economic and social goals [8]. The structures that underpin the economy of a nation are referred to
public utilities such as power, telecommunication, piped water supply, sanitation and sewerage, solid waste collection and
disposal and piped gas as well as public works which include roads, major dam and canal works for irrigation and drainage,
and other transport projects like urban and inter urban railways, urban transport, seaports and waterways and airports [9]. On
the other hand, the structures that tend to maximize social value of a nation are related to education, prisons, health, tourism
and recreational facilities [10].
Besides, there is a suggestion that the definition of infrastructure should be made on the basis of its capacity to raise revenue
and the degree to which revenue streams are profitable or require subsidization. As a result, social infrastructure is belonged to
non-profit making or loss-making, and therefore requiring subsidies, as in [11]. Social infrastructure may also involve a wider
range of partners including in most cases various government agencies, private companies and non-profit organizations
together with a selection of user groups, freelance scientists, independent consultants as well as academic research institutes
[12]. In addition, local sources have categorized construction projects based on the project functionality but not based on the
construction activities or types of infrastructure per se as shown in Table 1.0 [13].
Table 1: Malaysia’s construction projects by category
Category
Infrastructure

Social Amenities

Construction Product
Reservoir, water pipeline, oil and gas pipeline, water tank, oil and gas tank, and chemical
tank.
Telephone cabling, electric cabling, hydroelectric power plant, communication, and audio
visual station.
Airport, railway or train station, bus station, taxi station, harbor, jetty, road, highway, railways
track, rail, traffic light, bridges, and tunnel.
Sewerage treatment plant and drainage system.
Flood mitigation work, slope protection work, fire prevention, and disaster prevention work
Hospital, clinic, medical laboratory, and medical treatment centre.
Higher learning institution, school, education, and training centre.
Youth center, welfare, rehabilitation centre, and protection centre.
Public toilet, solid and liquid disposal centre.
Mortuary, memory centre, community centre, public hall, and multipurpose hall.
Street light, religious house, small bridge, and pedestrian bridge.
Sport centre, leisure and recreation centre, club house, playground, and society office.

Having conferred the social infrastructure alone, the provision of social infrastructure is substantially growing as the number of
proposed social infrastructure projects is on the increase. The growing is at a phenomenal pace as the government is preparing
the nation towards a developed country. As an illustration, the total of RM20 billion is financed by the government via the
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Employees Provident Fund (EPF) and Pensions Trust Fund (PTF) to procure social and economic infrastructure in 2006. Of the
RM20 billion, 93.5 percents are allocated to procure social infrastructure under Ninth Malaysia Plan (9MP) [14].
This paper concludes that social infrastructure is defined as provision of infrastructure particularly with respect to three aspects
namely well social value defined, non-profit defined provision and generally procured via PPP mode. A local scarcity of
research in this area means construction authorities are unable to properly supply the community with effective social
infrastructure. However, social infrastructure is gaining more focus lately as the government’s strategic to enhance
sustainability of newly served community has been initiated.

3. SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE SUCCESS DETERMINANTS
Construction project success is a debatable topic in construction management. Thus, there is no exception for social
infrastructure success which is prone to receive taxpayers’ criticism and comments where the infrastructure is procured via
their money for their convenience. Although physically constructing a hospital is more or less similar to physically
constructing a shop in term of the technical aspects such as piles, columns, and beams, regardless of the size of the building,
there are differences between them. The core difference is that the former is constructed to serve the community while the
latter is constructed for the purpose of commercial value. As such, the term “success determinants” used in this paper is for
distinguishable purpose in differentiating success determinants from the term “critical success factors” that usually used in
measuring project success for generic construction projects. From the literature review, the social infrastructure success
determinants are highlighted in the following sub-sections.
3.1 Pre-Construction Stage Related Success Determinants
Social infrastructure delivery system around the globe has shifted to new pattern of procurement via partnering between the
government and the private sector known as PPP. There are many types of PPP namely Build and Transfer (BT), Build,
Operate and Transfer (BOT), Build, Operate, Own, and Transfer (BOOT), and Build, Transfer and Operate (BTO). The most
significant difference among them lies in the issues of ownership of the infrastructural facilities and equipment [15]. Although
it could be argued that the type of procurement method is not a key determinant for the success of various projects, project
success appeared more clearly attributable to relationships between the project’s stakeholders than the way in which the
projects are procured [16]. As social infrastructure project is procured on non profit basis, the procurement method somehow
very much influences the budgetary decision of the government. With the emergence of PPP, it provides flexibility for the
government in tabling the belt-tightening allocation especially in relation to social infrastructure. As a result, the provision of
social infrastructure is on the increase and eventually benefits the community at large. Therefore, procurement method is seen
as a key determinant in providing social infrastructure in this paper.
Beside procurement method, tendering process is widely accepted as a social infrastructure success determinant. This is due to
the fact that the social infrastructure provision generally involves the government and private sector. Thus concerns arose over
the transparency of tendering process as well as selection of concessionaire. Consequently, this has led to accusation of
cronyism [17]. In this respect, the efficiency of the social infrastructure provision will be greatly affected. Therefore, this paper
suggests that transparency in tendering process including selection of concessionaire is a social infrastructure success
determinant in the long run.
In addition, life-cycle cost analysis (LCCA) is identified as a key determinant of successful social infrastructure project
redevelopment, as in [18]. As the major character of LCCA is the selection of project alternatives, it is in line with the
government’s effort in creating value for money of social infrastructure projects. There are some project alternatives, which are
including demolition of existing schools or hospitals and construction of a new one on the same site, sale of existing schools or
hospitals and construction of a new one on the new site, as well as renovation and addition to the existing schools and hospitals
rather than construction of a completely new one [19]. Therefore, it is suggested by this paper that life-cycle cost analysis is a
determinant in the provision of social infrastructure.
3.2 Construction Stage Related Success Determinants
Competency of contractor is defined as the capability of contractor in carrying out the main duties in erecting the structure. The
contractor’s experience in term of site management, supervision and involvement of subcontracting, financial performance,
technical performance, as well as effectiveness of cost control system is a key determinant in ensuring construction project
success, as in [20] and [21]. Between 2003 and 2008, four new hospitals namely Pekan Hospital, Sultan Ismail Hospital,
Sultanah Bahiyah Hospital, and Sultan Abdul Halim Hospital were encountered different level of defects due to contractor’s
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incompetence [22]. Therefore, it is observed by this paper that the competency of contractor is one of essential component of
construction stage related success determinants.
Besides, every construction project including social infrastructure is chaired by a project manager during construction stage.
The selection of project manager is intrinsically one of the most important and, at the same time, most complicated decisions to
be made [23]. Therefore, selection of project manager with sufficient technical and professional experience, communication
and management skills is inevitably an essential element for the successful completion of a project, as in [24].
3.3 Post-Construction Stage Related Success Determinants
This is due to the fact that constructing and maintaining a social infrastructure are two different matters. As the social
infrastructure provided for a long term basis, the issue of on-going management and maintenance is imperative to ensure the
success of its provision. The key message is that no piece of social infrastructure should be provided without clear business
plan that has been independently scrutinized setting out the new facility will be maintained over the long term, as in [25].
Social infrastructure success is long term thereby the maintenance plays a pivotal role in this respect. Thus, this paper
considers the long term management and maintenance as a success determinant of post-construction stage related success
determinants.
3.4 Other Success Determinants
There are plenty of other miscellaneous success determinants which are not covered in the preceding categories. Of these
determinants, communication, cooperation, and coordination, were enhanced and formalised as the Triple C approach which
greatly influences the project’s success [25]. As social infrastructure involves many parties, on-going communication,
cooperation, and coordination between all stakeholders throughout the life of the project are exceptional important and
regarded as one of the success determinants in social infrastructure provision by this paper.
Additionally, external determinants have always been underpinned in success of a construction project especially with respect
to social infrastructure. A stable macroeconomic environment is crucial, as in [26], and a sound economic policy, as in [27]
plays a pivotal role in determining success of a social infrastructure project. Apart from this, external influences like political
influence is generally agreed as determinants affecting the success of any construction based projects [28]. Therefore, this
paper suggests external determinants like stable macroeconomic environment, sound economic policy as well as stable political
environment as essential determinants in delivering social infrastructure project. Table 2 summaries the project success
determinants in the provision of social infrastructure.
Table 2: Social infrastructure success determinants
Social Infrastructure Success Determinants
Pre-construction Determinants
Procurement method [16]
Tendering Process [17]
Whole of life design [18], [19]
Construction Determinants
Contractor competency [20], [21], [22]
Project manager competency [23], [24]
Post-construction Determinants
Long term commitment [4]
Other Determinants
Communication, cooperation and coordination [25]
Economic Factor [26], [27]
Political Factor [28]

4. SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE SUCCESS CRITERIA
Many studies are conducted to measure the success of project based on performance itself. Meanwhile, project performance is
a function of normalised variables representing the merit, the risk, the category bias, the progress deviation, the cost deviation,
the decision effectiveness, the customer commitment, the cost effectiveness, and the production preparedness of the project, as
in [29]. However, this paper reckons project performance alone is insufficient in evaluating the success of the social
infrastructure provision. This is simply due to the fact that the social infrastructure provision is concerning the society at large.
From the literature review, the social infrastructure success criteria are highlighted in the following subsections:
4.1 Public’s Satisfaction
Public’s satisfaction is foreseen by this paper as an important variable of success criteria. Public is referred to those who will
benefit directly or indirectly from the social infrastructure provision. A social infrastructure project is perceived as successful
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project only if the magnitude of all stakeholders including public’s satisfaction is achieved [30]. The main determinants of
public’s satisfaction are cost, as in [31], and quality, as in [32]. Thus, this paper further suggests that the public’s satisfaction
on quality and cost of any services delivered is perceived as main success criteria in the social infrastructure provision.
4.2 Client and Contractor Related Success Criteria
This paper observes that client and contractor related success criteria are imperative in evaluating success of a social
infrastructure project. There are two essential components for an effective client and contractor relationship. Firstly, the
contractor is of customer-focused in term of understanding and fulfilling the expectation of the client [33]. Secondly, client
must be focused on fulfilling the expectation of all stakeholders [34]. The effective client and contractor relationship would
have led to successful delivery of a social infrastructure project in term of time, cost and quality [35]. It would have no benefit
to local community if a social infrastructure project unable to meet time, budget and specification. Table 3 summarises the
success criteria in the provision of social infrastructure.
Table 3: Social infrastructure success criteria
Social Infrastructure Success Criteria
Client-contractor Criteria
Time [33], [35]
Cost [33], [35]
Quality [33], [35]
Public’s Satisfaction
Cost of service [31]
Quality of service [32]

5. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SUCCESS DETERMINANTS AND SUCCESS CRITERIA
Having identified the social infrastructure success determinants in section 3 and social infrastructure success criteria in section
4, the next step would be to illustrate the relationship between them. A comprehensive literature review has conducted to
reveal various social infrastructure project success determinants and criteria as illustrated in Figure 1. This theoretical
framework graphically depicts the relationship between social infrastructure success determinants and criteria. The social
infrastructure success determinants are the input while criteria are perceived as output. The one-headed arrows represent the
regression relationships with the direction of the arrow indicating the direction of influence. Although the framework is simple,
there are some reasons behind the simplicity of this framework. As for validation in this paper, literature based justification is
conducted to underpin the simplicity of proposed framework which will be further discussed in the next section.

Pre-Construction
Determinants

Construction
Determinants

Client-contractor
Criteria
Social
infrastructure
success

PostConstruction
Determinants

Public’s
Satisfaction

Other
Determinants

Figure 1: The theoretical relationship framework for social infrastructure
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6. DISCUSSION
Reference [36] shows project success determinants consists of three requirements. First, project success should represent
elements of the project and its management. Second, the project manager and team must be able to influence the success
determinants. Lastly, the determinants, when present, should increase the chance of success. The determinants suggested by
this paper fulfill well these three requirements. For first requirement, the determinants are clearly categorised into different
project stages namely pre-construction stage, construction stage, and post-construction stage. For second requirement, the
project manager and the project team are very much influencing the project success as mentioned in section 3.2. Lastly, this
paper reckons that the success of a social infrastructure projects will eventually be achieved once all the determinants are
fulfilled.
Most frameworks of previous and existing studies tend to be exhaustive which included many determinants and criteria. As a
result, the framework may become so complex that it cannot be validated [37]. To avoid this, the proposed framework in this
paper is designed in a simple manner where it already covers sufficient elements if not all. In addition, different project
determinants are needed in different phases [38]. This is well acknowledged in this paper.

7. CONCLUSION
The recent growth of interest in the provision of social infrastructure has emerged as it relates to sustainability of a community
which has a great influence towards a developed nation. In this sense, different perspectives of key players including the social
infrastructure providers, financiers and the end-users access the success of a project in a different way. It is hardly agreed upon.
As such, this has inspired the direction of this paper to focus on the relationship between project determinants and success
criteria. In addition, this relationship framework may be turned out to be empirical important as it provides an insight in a
provision of social infrastructure in Malaysia for regional planning as well as future implementation of social infrastructure.
As this paper is a subtopic of on-going PhD research, the next logical step would be to validate how well the context of social
infrastructure provision in Malaysia fits into the framework. In line with the growth of interest in using Structure Equation
Modeling (SEM) to validate hypothetical framework, this paper therefore, foresees the potential of SEM in similar process.
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ABSTRACT
The construction industry is an industry that carries a higher risk of accident rate compared to other industries. From
research conducted in many countries, types of fall accidents is the highest type of work accidents in construction projects. So
there are efforts to identify and analyze the factors that cause fall accidents and effort required in the control and prevention of
factors leading to fall accident in construction projects.
The purpose of this paper describes a research proposal on modeling non-linearity relationship factors that caused the fall
accident on construction projects with dynamic systems approach.. This paper describes 1) conceptual framework of nonlinearity model fall accident in construction project 2) literature review of previous research related to the model and the
theory of fall accident construction projects.
The contribution of this research is to develop a model non-linearity fall accident causation to provide input for the
government in formulating policies that need to be related to the prevention and control of fall accidents on the construction
project in Indonesia in the future.
Keywords
Construction project, fall accident causation, dynamic systems approach, theoritical conceptual framework

1.

INTRODUCTION

Many studies conclude that the risk of accidents in the construction industry in several countries showed statistically
significantly higher than the average for all industries (Sorock et al, 1993;. Sawacha et al, 1999;. Shi, 2009). This is due to the
nature of construction projects, unique, different working locations, open and influenced by the weather, the implementation
time is limited, many workers are unskilled labor, the displacement of workers is very high, working at height, the nature of the
dynamic nature of physical and tiring work. (Sorock et al, 2000; Hsiao and Simeonov, 2001; Kines 2002;. Chi, Chang et al,
2004; Lipscomb, Glazner et al, 2006; Imriyas, Pheng et al 2007.).
The impact of accidents is quite large, in addition to loss of life and decreased quality of life of workers, accidents in
construction projects also lead to project delays, increased project costs, medical expenses, and other negative consequences
(Lipscomb et al, 2003; Horwitz and McCall, 2004; Meerding et al, 2005; Gavious et al, 2009). In terms of financial impact of
accidents in the form of direct costs billions of dollars per year (Chen et al., 1995), while indirect costs estimated to be six
times more than direct costs (Gavious et al., 2009).
Types of accidents is fall accident for the highest type of accident in construction project. In the U.S., between 1992 and 2006,
falls accounted for 32% of fatal work accidents in general (Dong et al, 2009.) And 37% of deaths in the construction industry
(Kaskutas et al, 2009.). In New Zealand fall from a height are the main causes of workplace accidents (Bentley et al, 2001.).
The accident rate decreased by approximately 51% of injuries in the construction industry of China (Yung, 2009).
Research conducted in Hong Kong concluded that the fall from a height which represents more than 47% of fatal accidents in
2004 in the construction industry (Chan et al, 2008). Chi and Wu (1997) reported that more than 30% of deaths from accidents
at construction projects in Taiwan from fall accident. As a result, fall is the most dangerous in many countries (Lipscomb et al.,
2003, Horwitz and McCall, 2004, Gavious et al, 2009). In the U.S., the annual cost of fall accident by around six billion dollars
in 2000 (Courtney et al, 2001.). In the Netherlands, total health care costs for injuries caused by work-related fall accident by
eleven billion dollars in 2004, where 44% of fall injuries due to accidents (Meerding et al, 2005). In general, data from some
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countries shows that the rate of fall accidents in the construction industry is the highest number of accidents at work and affect
to a great extent the humanitarian and economic aspects.
As in other countries, the rate of accidents at work in Indonesia was quite high. Despite five years of data showing a decrease
year after year is that the data of accidents at work in 2008 decreased by 50% compared to the year 2007 up 83,000 cases have
also decreased compared to 2003 105.846 cases. But the number of accidents in Indonesia were still among the highest in
ASEAN countries. According to a study carried out by the ILO (International Labour Organization) in 2009, Indonesia ranks
152 out of 153 worst countries in terms of security standards (www.nakestran.go.id). And based on the results of an analysis
more thoroughly in cases of accident at work, was the most critical is the sector of construction projects. This sector ranks the
highest number of accidents, was 32% (Rosalinda 2009). Research Ardan (2006) concluded that the species fall accidents are
the highest type of accident in Indonesia.
Seeing the impact is large enough, then the random crashes in the construction industry continues to attract attention in recent
years. Prevention of work-related accidents declined to be a high priority in the construction industry (Jeong, 1998, Gauchard
et al., 2001, and Kemmlert, 2001, Keynes Lundholm, 2002, Ergor et al., 2003, Shi et al. 2004, Winn, et al., 2004, Bentley et
al., 2006, Lehtola, etc.., 2008). Causes of accidents are very complex, can be caused by a factor or combination of
contributions from several interrelated factors (Abdul and Dillon, 1994). Several studies have been conducted which concluded
that the factors that contribute to the risk of accidents in the construction industry is influenced by different environments,
such as the influence of wind, the local temperature, human behavior, psychological condition of workers, education level, and
organizational factors such as commitment rules and local regulations, stakeholders, (Hinze, 1997, Suraji, 2001). The number
of factors studied and the diversity of research methods and different locations will build a thorough understanding of the
significant factors that fall accidents causation (Hu, et al, 2009).

2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The definition of accidents obtained from several references is a situation of unwanted, unplanned, uncontrolled which disrupt
the normal functioning of a person and may cause injury damage, and loss of property (DeReamers, 1958; Hinze, 1997; Suraji,
2000) . According to Davies (1990) safety in the context of civil engineering is how to maintain safety for people who do the
work of construction, operation and maintenance of building technical work.
Occupational injuries from construction activities in general are defined by Davies and Tomasin (Imriyas, 2009) as :
Danger of physical injury and fatality; and
Health problems
Construction accidents resulting in physical injuries and fatalities can be broadly categorized into the following eight basic
groups Hinze (2005; Haslam et al 2005) :1) falling from heights) 2) Struck by falling object/ moving vihicles 3) Excavationrelated accident 4) Accident by operation of machinery/ tools 5) Electrocution 6) Fire/ explosion 7) Failure of temporary
structures 8) Others
The results of several previous studies indicate an accident at a construction project is dominated by industrial accidents has
decreased. Prevention of accidental falls is an important priority in the construction industry. According to Abdulhamed (2000)
accidents was reduced from two types, namely: 1) Falling from heights examples: falls from the work platform, falling from a
ladder. (2) falling of the same level, examples of cases that fall under this category from sliding off, encounter, or fall to the
ground or on the ground with the same level.
2.1

Accident Causation Theory

There are many theories explaining the cause of the accident, these theories provide an understanding of preventive measures
against accidents. However, this theory has weaknesses and strengths of each. There is no theory that completely satisfy both
describe all the factors related to occurrence of an accident or predict with accuracy the reasons for accidents that might happen
(Brauer, 1990).
Several theories explain the causes of accidents: the Chain-of-state events is the theory that accidents can be described as an
event sequence of events that are interconnected or related. The theory of chain event focusing attention on the physical
conditions that can contribute to the risk of accidents. This theory is also known as the Domino theory was developed Heirich
followed by some experts (Hinze 2005). This theory concludes that the accident 88% of accidents caused by unsafe acts, while
the remainder is caused by things that are not due to human error, which is 10% due to unsafe conditions and 2% are caused by
acts of God (Stanton 1990).
Some theory Heinrich has been criticized because it simplifies the control of human behavior as the cause of the accident
(Zeller, 1986 in Abdulhamed, 2000). The Distraction Theory states that safety is the situation. Accidents caused by mental
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disorders vary widely, then the response to it must be differentiated to produce the achievement of a safe. Danger (hazard) can
appear in many forms. Usually, the risk / hazard is considered as the physical conditions at a particular quality that can be
applied in situations where workers perform routine work in an environment that is known to have risk / potential hazards. This
theory was developed by Hinze (1997). In the theory of the distraction, the accident rate and the level of productivity allocated
in a diagram. There is the possibility of the productivity and safety are carried out against each other, which means that if
productivity is high, the possibility of safety low. There is also the possibility that the safety and productivity can be achieved
at the same time. That everything is possible only when the risk of serious side of the work environment. The Accident
Mechanism Theory is developed by Reason (1995) establishes that the accident at work in the construction industry due to a
whole in the barrier system. The Barrier system may include training, procedures or rules relating to safety at work, the
provision of safety equipment and others.
Constraint-Response Theory is developed by Suraji (2001) states that the accident was a natural phenomenon. People who are
involved in construction projects can create a potential factor causing the accident. Clients, project managers, designers,
consultants, contractors, sub contractors, site managers, operators and supervisors can influence a situation that could
potentially lead to accidents. These factors may include factors related to technical factors related to operational, environmental
factors are related, and factors associated with managerial.
The theory describes multiple paths of constraints and responses experienced by all parties involved, from project conception,
through design and construction, which may generate situations or conditions to lead to increasing risks of accident. It maps
causal factors of accidents: distal factors and proximal factors, which may be generated by clients, client’s team, designers,
contractors and subcontractors as well as operatives. These factors are taken into account as contributory factors to lead to
disturbances of plant or equipment, structures or temporary structures, operatives, materials, services, ground and other
facilities. Distal factors classified as project conception constraints, client responses, project design constraints, designer
responses, project management constraints, project management responses, construction management constraints, construction
management responses, sub-contractor constraints, sub-contractor response, and operative constraints are presented. Proximal
factors classified as inappropriate construction planning, inappropriate construction control, inappropriate construction
operation, inappropriate site condition, and inappropriate operative action.
2.2

Research Gap

From the review of previous studies concluded that 1) previous studies have not a model of non-linearity relationship factors that
cause accidents in certain types of fall accidents on a construction project. 2) Previous studies have not comprehensively explain
the factors that fall accident causation: human factors, equipment factors, organizational factors, management factors and
environmental factors.
2.3

Research Needs

From several theoretical causes of construction accidents in the above discussion it can be concluded that the accident: 1) It is
influenced by many factors, which consist of personal factors, organizational factors, management, environment, and involvement
of parties involved in construction projects 2) accidents can caused by one factor, directly or contributed to several factors. 3)
These factors interact in complex and dynamic / non-linearity in a system. 4) Research is needed to analyze the causes of
workplace accidents, especially accidents fall so it can be determined that preventive measures can be taken in controlling and
reducing the accident falls on the high-rise construction projects in Indonesia in the future.
The purpose of this paper describes a research proposal on modeling non-linearity relationship factors that caused the accident
falls on construction projects with dynamic systems approach. Modelling non-linearity is to estimate the quantitative, prediction,
and further analysis of the policy needs to be done in the prevention and control of workplace fall accidents on construction
projects in Indonesia in the future. The factors that cause workplace accidents are reviewed from 5 construction: 1) human factors,
2) factors of equipment, 3) organizational factors, 4) management factors and 5) environmental factors.
2.4

State of The Art

This study as a whole is an attempt to analyze the factors that contribute to accidents caused fall and analyze the causal
relationship (causal loop) of the factors by using dynamic modeling based on the theory to look beyond the relationship of nonlinearity of each factor to another factor that can be done prediction estimates, quantitative, and then to analyze appropriate policy
needs to be done to prevent and control accidents fall-rise building construction projects in Indonesia in the future.
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3.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1

Conceptual Framework

Model studies conducted to develop a theory or model of fall accident causation that have been developed. Deductive analysis
was then performed to establish the factors causing the accident which combines previous models. The phenomenon described
the incident down 5 construction: 1) Human Factors 2) Equipment Factors 3) Organizational Factors 4) Management Factors
and 5) Environmental Factors.

Figure 1 : Elemen Breakdown Structure for Fall Accident Causation

Figure 2 : Deductive Analysis to Fall Accident Causation Modelling

Figure 3: Construct Non-linearity of Fall Accident Causation
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3.2

Research Design

To achieve the research objectives, this study will be conducted in accordance with the flow chart below.

Figure 4 : Research Flow
Research activities began with the study of literature through a review of theories related to the accident and previous research.
By using a fishbone (Ishikawa Diagram) (PMBOK, 2008) to see cause and effect of each factor causes of fal accidents.
Data collection will be done with the instruments listed below:

Figure 5 Data Collection
From the above research instruments developed in the factors which cause accidents and then describe the interaction of each
factor. To see a causal relationship loop and interaction of each factor was then performed with analysis of dynamic systems.
Software / tools used to simulate the variables in the analysis of this system is Powersim. After that then conducted simulations
to see the dynamic model of the factors that cause accidents due to high building construction project in Indonesia. The model's
findings will be validated through a longitudinal survey with case studies in several high-rise building construction projects.
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4.

EXPECTED RESULT

The research results are expected to:
1. Model Non-linerity of fall accident causation on construction projects in Indonesia
2. From the model of non-linearity / dynamic relationship that will be known of each factor and the most influential factor so
that intervention can be performed on the factors that most influence on the causes of accidents fell. Which one will become a
reference in determining the appropriate policies to prevent or control the accident fell on high rise building construction
project in Indonesia in the future
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When faced with limited resources, highway construction projects managers must determine which projects to fund at what
levels from a pool of potential ones. The appropriate appraisal mechanism should be established according to the needs of
potential requirements. While facing with limited resources, the managers or decision makers for public construction projects
must determine which to fund at what levels from a pool of potential ones. Transport infrastructure project selection means
identifying the most cost-beneficial projects for maximizing the net benefit to the public and allocating resources most
efficiently. This problem of project selection is inherently multiobjective since various factors, such as the available budget, the
chance of success, and the efficient allocation of the project team, must be considered simultaneously. The uncertainty of the
data at the time decisions are made further complicates transport infrastructure project selection. In this research, a
multiobjective, integer-constrained optimization model with competing objectives for transport infrastructure project selection
is formulated using probability distributions to describe costs. The subjective rank is determined via the Analytic Network
Process (ANP) which is able to reflect the interdependencies among criteria and candidate projects. Our proposed model is
unique since it integrates multiobjective optimization, Monte Carlo simulation, and the Analytic Network Process. The
application of the proposed methodology is illustrated through an empirical study of "East-West Highway Improvement
Program" which will be illustrated utilized our proposed algorithm.
Keywords
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This problem of transport infrastructure project selection is inherently multiobjective since various factors, such as the
available budget, the chance of success, and the efficient allocation of the project team, must be considered simultaneously.
Under limited budget constraints, the primary and most challenging task for public sector managers is deciding which projects
to fund at what levels. Two aspects of such decision-making are especially difficult. First, many valid metrics can be used to
judge potential projects. For example, one can select projects based only on minimized overall costs. However, doing so would
ignore other salient aspects, such as the perceived project „„value‟‟ or chance of success. Thus, by its very nature, transport
infrastructure project selection is multiobjective. A second important consideration of transport infrastructure project selection
is that anticipated costs, human resources, and material supplies are often difficult to estimate in the planning stages. Thus,
project managers are forced to make decisions without full knowledge of the complete data values.
When the input data in the problem, such as costs or revenues, are stochastic, the problem of transport infrastructure project
selection is known as portfolio optimization. Projects (e.g., stocks) are selected to maximize the overall portfolio value subject
to constraints on risk levels. The pioneering work by Markowitz [1] is one of the early, well-known references for portfolio
optimization. Subsequent developments have explored variations on the portfolio optimization problem. For example, in oil
and gas planning, Davidson and Davis [2] and Edwards and Hewett [3] use portfolio optimization to analyze models for
evaluating energy projects. Also in oil and gas planning, Brashear et al. [4, 5] employ a portfolio systems approach to select
exploration and production projects. In addition, Mohanty [6] develops a multiple-criteria decision-making model with a
structured sequential heuristic procedure for portfolio selection.
More generally, Lee and Kim [7] suggest an integrated approach for project selection in information systems, using Delphi, the
Analytic Network Process, and 0–1 goal programming. Badri et al. [8] consider project selection in health care IS applications
using goal programming and Mohamed and McCowan [9] consider project investment decisions in construction using
possibility theory in the context of uncertainty. Lastly, Leinbach and Cromley [10] implement goal programming with multiple
objectives to select rural road projects in an Indonesian rural works program.
Previously work makes use of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to determine the „„value‟‟ or rank of each potential
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project, which has been explored in other relevant work. For example, Greenberg and Nunamaker [11] suggest a multiobjective
budgeting approach for governmental and nonprofit organizations. Schniederjans et al. [12, 13] propose the use of AHP and a
multiobjective programming methodology to help make cost driver selections for an activity-based costing procedure. They
also suggest a combined AHP and goal programming method for planning information system projects. Alidi [14] also
proposes a decision-making approach based on AHP that incorporates qualitative and quantitative aspects to assist the
measurement of the initial viability of industrial projects. Finally, Willett and Sharda [15] use AHP to evaluate several flood
protection projects.

TE
D

The operations research literature has naturally focused more on alternative models and solution algorithms. For example,
Benjamin [26] proposed a goal-programming model for public-sector project selection in Trinidad and Tobago in which the
goals are stipulated by the program manager. This model, which was applied to the energy sector, included economic, financial,
social, and political factors but did not address project scheduling despite the author‟s recognition that scheduling is the second
phase in public-sector investment problems. Much earlier, Lee and Sevebeck [27] used goal programming in their aggregative
model for municipal economic planning. The model was applied to a small problem from the municipal government of
Blacksburg, Virginia. More recently, Chan et al. [28] used a goal-seeking methodology within a capital budgeting framework
in considering technology modernization by the US Army. It is important to note that the approaches taken in these earlier
studies all demand that managers specify a policy by explicitly setting goal levels for several criteria.

ES
E

N

Some researchers have used the analytical hierarchy process (AHP) to help managers identify their priorities. For example,
Barbarosoglu and Phinas‟s [29] project selection tool for the Istanbul Water and Sewerage Administration used AHP and
mixed integer programming (MIP) to include social, political and economic criteria. After first using AHP to quantify tangible
and intangible attributes, and obtain an aggregate weight for each project, they used the resulting weights in the objective
function of the project scheduling MIP model. Son and Min [30] also combined AHP and integer programming to solve a
capital budgeting problem in the US electrical power industry, taking financial and regulatory (environmental) constraints into
account.

PR

Whereas these AHP-based approaches can include hard-to-quantify factors, the methodology‟s demanding pairwise
comparisons tend to limit the size of the project bank. For instance, the above two experiments considered only nine and three
projects, respectively. Moreover, the authors made no attempt to quantify the economic cost of including social, environmental,
and political factors.

O
T

This paper presents a new formulation for determining a public related optimal transport infrastructure project selection that
accounts for multiple objectives. Also, the proposed method considers probabilistic aspects by directly incorporating them as
part of the multiobjective optimization model, as well as incorporating ANP in evaluating project ranks. In addition to the
model formulation, the approach is validated using an example of seven projects from Taiwan. The proposed model is intended
to be more efficient in transport infrastructure project selection compared to the procedure currently in use. The ANP has also
been implemented to determine a rank for the projects; the sum of ranks of selected projects constitutes one of the objectives to
be optimized. Consequently, this work will be helpful for public sector project managers as part of the planning process.

N

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Project selection involves two key modeling aspects: multiple criteria and probabilistic components (e.g., costs). Models for
project selection should incorporate both of these elements to produce a more robust and realistic formulation.
2.1 Multiple Criteria and Multiobjective Optimization Theory
When obtaining a utility function for the decision maker is difficult or undesirable, multiobjective optimization is often used.
In this setting, the concept of a „„solution‟‟ needs to be redefined. One appropriate definition is Pareto optimality. In a Pareto
optimal solution, an improvement in one of the objectives must come at the expense of at least one of the other objectives [16].
For example, in the current work, a Pareto optimal solution corresponds to a particular subset of the projects that is selected.
The computation of all the Pareto optimal solutions (or an approximation thereof) is the goal.
Two common approaches to enumerating this Pareto optimal set of solutions are the weighting method and the constraint
method [16]. In the first approach, positive weights are applied to each objective, which are then summed. This aggregate
objective is then optimized subject to the original feasible region. Thus, a solution of this subproblem is automatically a Pareto
optimal point of the original multiobjective optimization [17, Theorem 3.1.2]. The subproblem is
k

Max

wi f i x
i 1

s.t.
x S,
where wi 0 , for i 1,, k .
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In contrast, the constraint method selects one objective to optimize, creates additional constraints beyond the original feasible
region that incorporate appropriate bounds on the other objectives, and solves the resulting single objective problem. At
optimality, if these additional constraints are binding, then the solution corresponds to a Pareto optimal point.
In principle, if these approaches are used iteratively (e.g., trying different weights in the weighting method or different bounds
on the additional constraints in the constraint method), a reasonable approximation to the Pareto optimal set of solutions can be
obtained.

2.2 Monte Carlo Simulation Combined with Optimization

TE
D

When the Pareto optimal set of solutions is not convex, certain duality gap points can exist. These points are Pareto solutions
that cannot be obtained by solving an appropriate weighting problem. Such solutions can usually be found by the constraint
method, but when integer programming is involved, a huge computational burden arises [18]. In spite of this difficulty, the
weighting method has some appeal in its simplicity of operation, i.e., simply trying a grid of values for the different weights.
Indeed, if the goal is not enumeration of the entire set of Pareto optimal solutions, but rather the generation of a representative
subset, the weighting method is reasonable. This was the strategy Cohon and Rothley [18] adopted in an application of
multiobjective programming to nuclear waste management, where they noted the presence of duality gaps but did not pursue
them. They also observed that these duality gaps have been the driving force for research in solving multiobjective integer
programs [19].

N

As noted above, transport infrastructure project selection involves multiobjective optimization. In addition, uncertainty in the
data must be incorporated. The Monte Carlo approach has a potential advantage when applied in the context of multiobjective
optimization.

PR
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Monte Carlo approach is to simulate realizations of the random variables (e.g., costs) and include them as part of the
optimization problem to guide the process towards a solution. This approach does not rely on utility functions to combine the
multiple objectives. Indeed, using the weighting method, constraint method, or other approaches, one can generate an
approximation to the Pareto optimal set that easily incorporates the randomness of the uncertain elements. Also, compared to
stochastic programming approaches, the computational difficulty of solving each subproblem (e.g., weighted subproblem or
constraint subproblem) relatively lessens. Unlike the chance-constrained approach, convexity of the feasible region is often not
an issue. Also, complete replication of constraints for each scenario is not needed, as is the case with the extensive-form
recourse approach. Additionally, this approach reduces the need for more complicated approaches, such as the L-shaped
method for an implicit, two-stage recourse approach. In summary, our approach using Monte Carlo simulation combined with
a multiobjective generating method can be very efficient to model multiple objective problems that include uncertainty.

O
T

3. THE DATABASE AND DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES

N

The database of transport infrastructure projects information used in this study originated from an example of seven projects
from Taiwan. Each year, an annual budget was allocated for construction costs, sustainment expenditures, and a modernization
program.
Based on a Chi-squared goodness of fit test, two distributions, the Beta General and the Triangular distribution, were selected,
with the parameters dependent on which of the seven project types (P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6 or P7) were used. The parameters
adopted for each distribution type were: Triangular (min, mode, max) and Beta General (shape parameter 1, shape parameter 2,
min, max).
The key elements evaluated for each project i 1, , n were: the project rank, the project cost, the number of project
managers needed, and the project risk. Additionally, one might also consider whether impacts on social welfare in public sector
transport infrastructure project selection are possible.
One of the important objectives associated with transport infrastructure project selection is the perceived value of the project if
funded. For project i, RANKi was a score given to each project based on computations using ANP [20] used to approximate
each project‟s value relative to alternative projects. Project benefits can be expressed as multiple criteria but ANP allows one to
consistently and rigorously collapse these multiple criteria into one measure. Since 7 transport infrastructure projects needed to
be prioritized.
The specific empirical example concerned the major planned areas of Taiwan. These areas are deliberated on reaching an
optimal solution, for the best alternatives of transport infrastructure projects within their limited resources, from seven
alternatives which were developed and proposed by the government‟s professional team. The seven transport infrastructure
projects can be briefly described as follows: For the project A, named Guanyin-Daxi Improvement program (P1), which is one
highway integrated with ramp construction improvement project; the project B, named Zhangbin-Taichung Construction
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program (P2), which is one highway construction connecting two major freeways; the project C, named Hanbao-Caotun New
Construction program (P3), which is one new corridor construction between two major arterials; the project D, named Tai78,
17 and 61 arterials Separation and Interchange upgrade Construction (P4), which is one construction with 3 arterials change to
upgrade separation and interchange; the project E, named Dounan Interchange Construction of Additional East-West Ramp
(P5), which is one east-west ramp interchange construction; the project F, named Beimen-Yujing New Construction program
(P6), which is one new east-west freeway construction connecting Beimen-Yujing; finally, the project G, named
Tainan-Guanmiao Road Construction program (P7), which is one new east-west major road construction connecting
Tainan-Guanmiao. Most of them are located around or near the major developing cities in Taiwan. The main source of
information of the system was the Plan for the Transport Infrastructure Projects Planning and Evaluation of Taiwan (2010).

TE
D

The problem consisted of prioritizing seven transport infrastructure projects on the basis of six criteria deemed to be important
for future development. Under the planning agency of Taiwan‟s governemnt, a project for evaluating seven transport
infrastructure alternatives, i.e., P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6 and P7, respectively, was proposed and ongoing. As a typical urban
problem, there are multiple criteria for comparing candidate alternatives: these include both quantitative and qualitative
elements. Furthermore, there are 6 criteria for this alternatives selection problem, e.g., building aspect, siting and surrounding
aspect, cultural aspect, financial aspect, social aspect, and creativity aspect. Each alternative was evaluated with respect to
these 6 criteria by evaluators and specialist teams consisting of authorities in the corresponding fields. These teams reported
their evaluation of each alternative by assigning a pairwise comparison cardinal number score. The higher the score, the better
the evaluation performance.

d , d , deviational variables reflecting, respectively, over- and under- allocation of project managers, and;

PR

●
●

ES
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The project cost reflected nonlabor as well as direct labor costs. In addition, a separate cost was included for the project
management team. For project i, the first term is denoted as COSTi and the second type of cost is given as TEAM_COSTi.
Other data relevant in the problem include:
●
number of project managers needed for project i (PMNOi),
●
the overall annual budget available (BUDGET),
●
the total number of project managers available (PMAVAIL), and
●
the dollar penalty for under- or over- allocating the number of project managers ( ).
The variables used in this model were:
xi , a binary variable reflecting if project i was selected (1) or not selected (0),
●
yij , yij , intermediate variables used in the calculation of the modified mean absolute deviation for project i and scenario

j, i 1, , n, j 1, , m , described below.

O
T

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION MODEL FOR TRANSPORT
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT SELECTION

N

For each year considered, two multiobejctive optimization models were solved. The first model selected those projects deemed
best based on the current budget, with two options possible: complete funding or no funding for each project, i.e., xi 1 or 0.
For each year after the appropriate projects were selected, a second optimization problem allocated the residual budget in a
fractional manner since governmental agencies usually choose to optimally allocate budgets to fund whole projects first. Then,
if any extra funding remained, it could be allocated to partially support other projects with a scaled-down scope. Also, once a
project was funded completely, it was taken out of the list of available projects. Thus, the decision process included two main
loops: one for varying the multiobjective weights used to generate a Pareto optimal solution and one for the different years. For
a specific choice of weights and for a particular year, two optimization problems were solved. For notational simplicity, in
what follows, the year subscripts are omitted in the description of the optimization problems.
Both optimization problems considered four objectives:
●
the total ANP-based rank: n RANK x ,
i

i

i 1

●

Minimize the total number of project managers needed:

n

PMNOi xi ,

i 1

●
●

Minimize the extra project managers that are needed (over-allocation penalty): d , and
Minimize the modified mean absolute deviation (MMAD) of the scenario cost and the expected project cost.

The variance of the costs for the entire portfolio of selected projects can be used to measure the cost risk associated with
selecting certain projects. However, one disadvantage of this measure is that it penalizes any deviation from the mean, either
positive or negative. An alternative measure that overcomes this limitation is a variation of the mean absolute deviation [1, 21].
The modified mean absolute deviation is a measure of risk that has some advantages over the variance measure as described
next.
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Assuming m separate realizations of cost for each project, each one generated by a Monte Carlo simulation or observed in
practice, the mean absolute deviation (MAD) is computed as
m

1
m

MAD

j
j 1

j =jth realization － mean value [22]. A modified version of MAD in which only the positive deviations in cost are

where

penalized is
1
m

MMAD

m

max

j

,0

j 1

More intricate piecewise linear functions combined with optimization problems are also possible [22].
The model considered that the total costs for all the selected projects should be within budget:
n
COST x TEAM _ COST x
BUDGET . In addition, for each project i and scenario j, a cost of the project was generated based
i

i

i

i

TE
D

i 1

on a known distribution function as described above. This scenario cost, denoted as
for the MMAD. In particular, it was required that sij xi COSTi xi

yij

yij

sij , was used as part of the computations

i 1,, n, j 1,, m ，, which defined the deviation

of the scenario cost from the expected cost for the project as the difference of two nonnegative variables, yij , yij . Only
exceeded the nominal cost COSTi of the project. The modified

N

sij

positive deviations were used when the scenario cost

ES
E

mean absolute deviation, which is a measure of risk to be minimized, is

MMAD

n

m

i 1

j 1

yij

nm

PR

The concept of model formulation is borrowed from Gabriel et al. [24]. Note that the data of example used in this paper are
based on Plan for the Transport Infrastructure Projects Planning and Evaluation of Taiwan 2010 [25]. Collecting these
objectives and constraints together, the first multiobjective optimization problem was:
n

Max

O
T
Min

N

RANK i xi ,

i 1
n

PMNOi xi ,

(1)

i 1

MMAD ,

Min
Min

d

s.t.
n

COSTi xi TEAM _ COSTi xi

BUDGET ,

(1a)

i 1
n

PMNOi xi

d ,

PMAVAIL d

(1b)

i 1

sij xi COSTi xi
MMAD

xi

m

i 1

j 1

yij

yij

i 1,, n,

j 1,, m ,

,

(1c)
(1d)

nm

i 1, , n ,

0,1

d ,d

yij

n

(1e)

Z ,

(1f)

The fourth objective d , can be construed as a goal to be reached and as such does not have a weight associated with it. The
resulting weighted objective function to (1) is given as
n

w1

n

RANK i xi
i 1

w2

PMNOi xi

w3 MMAD

d

(2)

i 1

where the weights w1 , w2 , w3

0 and (2) is to be maximized.
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he weighting problem for the second optimization model (for the residual amount) was
Max w

n

n

RANK i xi

1

w2

i 1

PMNOi xi

w3 MMAD

d

(3)

i 1

s.t.
n

COSTi xi TEAM _ COSTi xi

RESID _ BUDGET ,

(3a)

i 1

n

PMNOi xi

PMAVAIL d

d ,

(3b)

i 1

sij xi COSTi xi

yij

n

m

i 1

j 1

MMAD

0

xi

i 1,, n,

yij

yij

j 1,, m ,

(3c)

,

(3d)

1,, n ,

(3e)

nm

1

i

TE
D

(3d)
d ,d Z
where RESID_BUDGET represents the residual budget after the first round of projects is selected and the transport
infrastructure project selection variable xi is allowed to be fractional, as opposed to the binary selection variable in the first
optimization problem.

N

5. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO A CASE OF TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT
SELECTION

N
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This paper presents a real-world empirical example on an ongoing decision-making project in Taiwan, called “Transport
Infrastructure Projects Planning and Evaluation of Taiwan”. Most of the study areas have been suffering from many urban
problems involving issues of population, transportation, pollution, health care and natural disaster preparedness. In an effort to
solve such urban issues, the government of Taiwan has decided to alleviate the urban related problems by means of the urban
redevelopments strategy. A project is ongoing to decide on the alternatives proposed for improving the urban redevelopments
in these proposed major areas. A council consisting of 10 experts has been appointed to decide on the best solutions. The
Council suggested 7 transport infrastructure alternatives and proposed to the City for their consideration by July, 2008.
Under the Council, a committee for choosing the methodology for evaluating these alternatives and their priorities was
organized. It consisted of five experts in decision making, urban development, economics, traffic engineering, cultural and
environmental issues and assessment. One of the objectives of this Committee was to survey potential methods for consensus
formation among the Council members. As the Committee member, the author proposed methods for this purpose, as described
in the paper.
The models described above were applied to the data of 7 transport infrastructure projects. By varying the weights for each of
the objectives, different Pareto optimal transport infrastructure project selection plans were generated. Ranges for w1, w2, and
w3 were from 0.4 to 0.6, 0.3 to 0.6, and 0.2 to 0.6, respectively. Also, to ensure the stability and reliability of the model results,
two different random number seeds were chosen in conjunction with two numbers of simulation iterations for random project
costs.
Table 2 gives the results of which projects were selected. The project name is given as Pm where „„m‟‟ is the project type (1–7).
The column labeled „„Complete Funding‟‟ shows those projects selected by the model to receive 100% funding for each year.
For example, in year 1, four projects were entirely funded. The next column to the right indicates the project that was partially
funded with the residual budget (e.g., P3 for year 1.) The remainder of the available budget partially funded one project. The
planned budget for the next year was reduced by the difference between the cost of the selected project and the partial funding
allocation. These transport infrastructure project selection results were based on the parameters: weights w1=0.5, w2=0.5,
w3=0.5, and 1000 simulation iterations. Similar transport infrastructure project selection results were obtained for other weights
and number of iterations.
Table 2: Results for weights w1=0.5, w2=0.5, w3=0.5 (1000 iterations and seed = 4)

Complete funding
Year 1

P2 P6 used: $10

Year 2

P1 P3 P4 P5 P6 used: $31

Year 3

P2 P4 P5 used: $13

Year 4

P7 used: $10

Partial funding
P5 (0.4196) used: $14
P7 (0.5804) used: $8
P7 (0.1342) used: $5
P3 (0.1063) used: $2
P1 (0.1063) used: $2
P3 (0.3045) used: $4
P6 (0.6955) used: $24

Budget avail.
$ 32
$ 58
$ 50
$ 38

All numbers are in hundreds of millions of dollars.
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The model accounts for probabilistic considerations, multiple objectives, and other constraints, while also achieving this higher
level of budgetary allocation efficiency.
Deciding which transport infrastructure projects must be funded from a pool of candidate projects can be a challenging task.
The difficulty arises given competing goals of cost minimization and maximizing the value of the funded projects, to name just
two. The selection is made more difficult because certain factors, such as costs, are uncertain. To assist project managers, a
multiobjective optimization model with simulation-based constraints and an objective using ANP to generate a robust and
efficient transport infrastructure project selection plan were presented. The model was tested using project data for Taiwan
with 7 projects.
The results illustrate three main contributions. First, by encoding project funding decisions in an optimization model, a more
efficient allocation of public sector resources can be achieved, which is especially important in the face of limited budgetary
resources. This conclusion is supported by both a robust model and the numerical results, showing improved efficiency over an
actual transport infrastructure project selection plan by the governmental agency in question.

TE
D

Second, this model allows policy and decision makers to directly incorporate uncertain elements, such as costs, to more
accurately characterize tradeoffs that must be made in funding public sector projects. At present, such an explicit
characterization of risk is not always made in practice.

N

Third, since the weighted subproblem can be run multiple times, policy and decision makers can be presented with an
approximation to the Pareto optimal set of solutions for funding projects. This result is achieved without needing to impose
specific utility functions to combine the multiple objectives. As such, the results are general and can be applied by a variety of
policy and decision makers.
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E

The implications of these contributions show that by using an approach like the one presented, project officials can be more
efficient about their transport infrastructure project selection tasks, as well as have more robust outcomes. The latter results
from optimizing more than one objective and from the model treating uncertain costs internally.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

O
T

PR

In this paper, we have introduced a new multiobjective mixed integer programming model for optimal 7 transport
infrastructure projects selection that is especially geared toward public sector agencies. This model provides a much-needed
decision support tool for public sector planning managers who must decide which projects to select from an existing project
bank and when to invest in them. The proposed model maximizes a weighted sum of total ANP-based rank. Moreover, it
simultaneously satisfies the following important criteria: Minimize the total number of project managers needed; Minimize the
extra project managers that are needed (over-allocation penalty), and Minimize the modified mean absolute deviation (MMAD)
of the scenario cost and the expected project cost.

N

We have illustrated the model using a case study based on 7 transport infrastructure projects selection problem in Taiwan. We
conducted a sensitivity analysis that: measured the impact of changes of the weights on normalized ANP-based rankings,
measured the impact of the changes of total number of project managers needed; and measured the impact of endogenous
resource generation in a low-budget scenario on the optimal investment plan. We also explored the opportunity cost of
decisions made because of modified mean absolute deviation (MMAD) of the scenario cost and the expected project cost, a
common occurrence for public sector agencies in Taiwan.
The model‟s value as a support tool for public sector agencies planning managers is evidenced by several characteristics. First,
it permits optimal selection and ordering in an ex ante scenario, Second, it not only allows planning managers to defend the
investment strategy that best suits the government‟s goals, but it quantitatively measures the opportunity cost of public
decisions. Finally, it greatly facilitates the planning process of public sectors that must invest public resources using a public
and social investment orientation.
The model also provides several avenues for future research. For example, extended models might capture the essence of many
different public sectors, such as those that also want to incorporate risks into their decisions. Some good reference papers have
also been developed for the project selection models for the private sector that incorporate risk [31–33], and much work on this
aspect remains to be further done in depth for the public sector for future research work.
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ABSTRACT
The development of toll road infrastructure in Indonesia is still slow down, if we compare the growth of toll road before crisis
from 1978 until 1998 was 13.66% and after the crisis from 1999 to 2010 was 2.14%. Otherwise, the length of toll road in
Indonesia until now has 742 km, operated by State Owned Enterprise (Jasa Marga) is 78% and private is 28%.
The fact of that data above that toll road investment in Indonesia is not interesting to private investor because investment in
toll road development riskier than other infrastructure investment.
At this paper, we try to explain the development and toll road infrastructure risks in Indonesia.
Keywords
Toll road infrastructure, risks

1. INTRODUCTION
The development of toll road infrastructure in Indonesia is still slow down, if we compare the growth of toll road before crisis
from 1978 until 1998 was 13.66% and after the crisis from 1999 to 2010 was 2.14%. Otherwise, the length of toll road in
Indonesia until now has 742 km, operated by State Owned Enterprise (Jasa Marga) is 78% and private is 28%.
The fact of that data above that toll road investment in Indonesia is not interesting to private investor because investment in toll
road development riskier than other infrastructure investment.
At this paper, we try to explain the development and toll road infrastructure risks in Indonesia.

2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

What is risk? The Oxford English Dictionary tells us that risk is “Hazard, change of, or of bad consequences, loss.” Non until
the mid 17th century, did the word “risk” enter the English language. The dictiononary definition may satisfy notion scientists
when they talk about risk, but it is too narrow when also looking at risk taking. Risk and risk taking, both forming the basis of
risk management, can be viewed from a multi –disciplinary perspective. Several studies have attempted to discuss this issue.
Yates and Stone (1992) looked at eh elements that can be the building blocks of risk constructing. Psychologists examined the
personality correlates to risk (Kogan and Wallach, 1964). Researchers in economics (Knight, 1921), sociology (Heimer, 1988),
and management (Sitkin and Pablo, 1992) have examined the role of risk in each specific area.[1]
Risk in inherent in all construction work no matter what the size of a project or the scope of the work. Size can be one of the
major causes of risk, so can change of risk, so can changes in political or economic planning. Other factors carrying risk with
them include the complexity of the project, location, speed of construction and familiarity with the type of work. The evidence
of many projects all over the world reveals that these risks are not being adequately dealt with.
The most important issues that risk management helps to resolve are usually related to objectives and relationships between
project parties. There are six basic questions that need to be addressed: [2]
1. Who
Who are the parties ultimately involved?
(parties);
2. Why
What do the parties want to achieve?
(motives);
3. What
What is it the parties are interested in?
(design);
4. Whichway
How is it to be done?
(activities);
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5.
6.

Wherewithal
when

What resources are required?
When does it have to be done?

(resources);
(Timetable).

The goals of risk management, therefore, are to identify project risks and develop strategies which either significantly reduce
them or take steps to avoid them altogether. At the same time, steps should be taken to maximize associated opportunities. In
essence, it involves planning which minimizes the probability and net effects of things going wrong, and carefully matches
responsibility to residual risks which are unavoidably retained. It is a very constructive and creative process. [3]
In short, the purpose of project risk management is to: [4]
Specifically identify factors that are likely to impact the project objectives of Scope, Quality, Time and Cost
Quantify the likely impact of each factor
Give a baseline for Project Noncontrollables
Mitigate impacts by exercising influence over Project Controllable.
Project Risk Management includes the processes of conducting risk management planning, identification, analysis, response
planning, and monitoring and control on a project. The objective of Project Risk Management is to increase the probability and
impact of positive events, and decrease the probability and impact of negative events in project. [5]
Project Risk Management processes, which are as follows:
Plan Risk Management – The process of defining how to conduct risk management activities for a project.
Identify Risks – The process of determining which risks may affect the project and documenting their characteristics.
Perform Qualitative Risk Analysis – The process of prioritizing risks for further analysis or action by assessing and
combining their probability of occurrence and impact.
Perform Quantitative Risk Analysis – The process of numerically analyzing the effect of identified risks on overall
project objectives.
Monitor and Control Risks – The process of implementing risk response plans, tracking identified risks, monitoring
residual risks, identifying new risks, and evaluating risk process effectiveness throughout the project.
According to Chapman and Ward (2003) [6] the Project Life Cycle (PLC) is a convenient way of conceptualizing the generic
structure of projects over time. It is often described in terms of four phases, using terms like conceptualization, planning,
execution, and termination (Adams and Barndt, 1988). Alternative phraseology may be used, such as formation, build-up, main
programme, and phase-out (Thamhaim and Wileman, 1975), but the underlying phases identified are essentially the same.
These phases are commonly described in a manner emphasizing the extent to which they differ in terms of the level of
resources employed (Adams and Barndt, 1998), the degree of definition, the level of conflict (Thamhain and Wileman, 1975),
the rate of expenditure, and so on. This can help to show how management attention to the factor being considered needs to
vary over the life of the project. Useful recent references to the PLC literature include Bonnai et al. (2002) and Tummala and
Burchett (1999).
A similar argument applies to sources of uncertainty and their management. However, an appreciation of the scope for risk
management and how to approach it requires consideration of the differences between phases of the PLC in a greater level of
detail than the typical four phase structure. Table 1. Breaks down the typical four phase characterization of the PLC into eight
stages. We use the term „stage‟ rather than „phase‟ to emphasize the difference and to reserve the word „phase‟ for the
decomposition of the Risk Management Processes (RPM). Table 1. also breaks each stage into steps. The breakdown into eight
stages goes some way toward highlighting sources of uncertainty and facilitating their management. However, the still more
detailed description of the PLC provided by steps is useful to underline where particular sources of uncertainty arise in the PLC
and how risk management might be most effective. In the early stages these steps imply a process of gradually increasing detail
and a focus on the nature of a product or service deliverable, as distinct from the later focus on its delivery and then its
operation. [6]
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Table 1. Phases, Stages, and Steps in the Project Life Cycle (PLC)

Phases

Stages

conceptualization

Conceive
The product

planning

Design
The product
strategically
Plan
The execution
strategically
Allocate
Resources
tactically

execution

Execute
production

termination

Deliver
The product

Review
The process
Support
The product

Steps
Trigger event
Concept capture
Clarification of purpose
Concept elaboration
Concept evaluation
Basic design
Development of performance criteria
Design development
Design evaluation
Basic activity and resource-based plans
Development of targets and milestones
Plan development
Plan evaluation
Basic design and activity-based plan detail
Development or resource allocation criteria
Allocation development
Allocation evaluation
Co-ordinate and control
Monitor progress
Modification of targets and milestones
Allocation modification
Control evaluation
Basic deliverable verification
Deliverable modification
Modification of performance criteria
Deliver evaluation
Basic review
Review development
Review evaluation
Basic maintenance and liability perception
Development of support criteria
Support perception development
Support evaluation

Meanwhile according to Fisher and Babbar (1996)[7], the main risks facing private toll road projects include pre-construction,
construction, traffic and revenue, currency, force majeure, tort liability, political, and financial, these risks must all be
addressed in a manner satisfactory to debt and equity investor before they will commit o project funding.
Estache, Romero, and Strong (1998)[8] risk allocation is a complex and difficult process, and for all practical purposes, it is a
negotiated process. Unfortunately, these initial negotiations seldom involve the future regulators, even when their outcome is
critically important to regulatory decisions. This is why one of the first tasks a new regulator has to address in its new position
is to understand the distribution of risks to which each party is committed through the contract, since in many renegotiation or
regulatory disputes; the responsibility will be based on the assignment spelled out in the contract.
The main risks facing toll road projects are pre-construction activity, construction, traffic and revenue, currency, force majeure,
tort liability, political risk and financial risk. These risks must be addressed in a satisfactory manner before debt and equity
investors will commit to project funding. The standard risk identified in contracts is: pre-construction, construction, traffic and
revenue, financial, regulatory and political. In addition, force majeure and legal liability are commonly addressed in contracts
since they have proven to be serious sources of cost overruns in the sector.[8]

3. TOLL ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE RISKS IN INDONESIA
Based on literature study, toll road infrastructure risks in Indonesia can be described as seen on Table 2.
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Table 2. Toll Road Infrastructure Risks in Indonesia
No
1

2

3

4

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Risks
Private Equity Risk
1.1.
Long –term investment Risk
1.2.
Employment Risk
Financial Risk
2.1.
World Financial Crisis Risk
2.2.
East Asis Financial Crisis Risk
2.3.
Banking Stability Risk
Economic Crisis Risk
3.1.
World Economic Crisis Risk
3.2.
East Asia Economic Crisis Risk
Planning Risk
4.1.
Source of Fund Risk
4.2.
Market Risk
4.3.
Credit Risk
4.4.
Currency Risk
4.5.
Equity Risk
4.6.
Partnership Pattern Risk
4.7.
Government Support Risk
4.8.
Regional & Lanscape Risk
4.9.
Permission Risk
Design Risk
5.1.
Alignment Risk
5.2.
Final Engineering Design Risk
5.3.
Traffic Forecast Risk
5.4.
Construction Cost Estimate Risk
Procurement Risk
6.1.
Land Acquisition Risk
6.2.
Contract Type Determination Risk
6.3.
Investor Wnner Determination Risk
6.4.
Politic Risk at Procurement
Construction Risk
7.1.
Investment Risk
7.2.
Default Risk
7.3.
Credit Exposure Risk
7.4.
Credit Derivative Risk
7.5.
Cost Overrun Risk
7.6.
Material & Equipment Risk
7.7.
Technology Risk
7.8.
Force Majeure Risk
7.9.
Environment Risk
7.10.
Time Risk
7.11.
Quality Risk
7.12.
Politic Risk at Construction
7.13.
Contractor Performance Risk
7.14.
Consultan Perfomrance Risk
7.15.
Economic Social Risk
Operational Risk
8.1.
Operation Financial Risk
8.2.
Operation Settlement Risk
8.3.
Fraud Risk
8.4.
Misselling Risk
8.5.
Legal Risk
8.6.
Cost Overrrun Risk at Operational
8.7.
Traffic Realization Risk
8.8.
Tariff Adjustment Risk
8.9.
Toll Collection Technology Risk
8.10.
Treatment and Maintenance Management Risk
8.11.
Enviromenment Risk at Operation
8.12.
Politic Risk at Operation
Concession Risk
9.1.
Transition Risk
9.2.
Ownership Status Risk
9.3.
Treatment and Maintenance Management Risk After
Concession
9.4.
Occupation by Government Risk
9.5.
Government Garantee Risk

Literature
[9]; [10]; [11]
[12]
[13]
[14]; [15]; [16]; [17]; [18]; [19]; [20]; [21]; [22]; [23]; [24]; [25];
[26]; [27]; [28]; [29]; [30]; [31]
[32]; [33]; [34]; [35]
[36]; [37]; [38]
[39]
[40]; [41]
[42]; [43]
[44]
[45]; [46]; [47]
[48]
[49]
[50]; [51]; [52]; [53]
[54]
[55]; [56]
[57]
[58]
[59]; [60]; [61]; [62]
[63]
[64]; [65]
[66]
[67]
[68]; [69]
[70]; [71]
[72]
[73]; [74]
[75]; [76]
[77]; [78]
[79]; [80]; [81]
[82]
[83]; [84]
[85]
[86]
[87]; [88]
[89]
[90]
[91]
[92]
[93]
[94]
[95]
[96]
[97]
[98]
[99]
[100]
[101]
[102]; [103]
[104]
[105]
[106]
[107]
[108]
[109]
[110]
[111]
[112]
[113]
[114]
[115]
[116]
[117]
[118]
[119]
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4. CONCLUSION
As we can see that the development and toll road infrastructure risks above are results of literature study, and we have not
determined what risk is the highest or lower. And we can devide 9 parts of toll road infrastructure risks are: private equity risk,
financial risk, economic crisis risk, planning risk, design risk, procurement risk, construction risk, operational risk, and
concession risk.
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ABSTRACT
Cement mortar paste by mixing Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) with water has been used for plastering structural and
nonstructural building elements. For non engineered structures, it is found as wall plastering material for aesthetics purpose.
A set of research work investigated the compressive strength of mortar paste using rice husk ash (RHA) and OPC in
proportion of 50% by 50% has been conducted. The cube mortar paste specimens size of 50 mm x 50 mm x 50 mm were
prepared for compression test using universal compression machine done to the specimens at the age of 3,7,14,21 and 28 days
based on Indonesian National standard SNI 03-6451-2000. Using three different types of Water/Cement Ratio (W/C) 0.6, 0.7
and 0.9, for mixing mortar paste, it was found that the optimum 0.7 W/C produced the compressive strength of mortar paste f m’
= 25.2 MPa which is considered as moderate compressive strength. This mortar is applicable for non engineered local houses
for plastering wall surface or other moderate strength plastering use.
Keywords
Cement OPC, Mortar Paste, Compressive Strength, Rice Husk Ash

1. INTRODUCTION
Cement motar paste are widely used as building material especially for low cost houses in villages and rural areas. As price of
Portland Cement is becoming expensive, the use of pure cement paste for interior finalizing or wall plastering is costly for low
income people. Rice husk ash (RHA) is consdered as poduction waste from paddy farm that can be collected easily from
villages.
It is an agricultural residue obtained from the outer covering of rice grains during milling process. It constitutes 20% of the 500
million tons of paddy produced in the world [3]. Initially rice husk was converted into ash by open heap village burning
method at a temperature, ranging from 300ºC to 450 ºC. When the husk was converted to ash by uncontrolled burning below
500ºC, theignition was not completed and considerable amount of unburnt carbon was found in the resulting ash. Carbon
content in excess of 30% was expected to have an adverse effect upon the pozzolanic activity of RHA. The ash produced by
controlled burning of the rice husk between 550 ºC and 700 ºC incinerating temperature for 1 hour transforms the silica content
of the ash into amorphous phase. The reactivity of amorphous silica is directly proportional to the specific surface area of ash.
The ash so produced is pulverized or ground to required fineness and mixed with cement to produce blended cement.
The major chemical content of SiO2 in this RHA is found as 93%. This RHA is costless for famer and harmfull for plantation.
To avoid the effect of harmfullness of this RHA to agricultural soil, this RHA is mixed with Ordinay Potland Cement (OPC)
using the equal weight proportion. Adding this mixed RHA-OPC with water, this type of cement paste is applicable for
building material, as beneficial enhancement for village people.
The use of RHA as a supplementary cementing material is of great interest to many developing countries where rice production
is in abundance. A highly reactive pozzolan is obtained when RHA is burnt under controlled conditions. In other conditions a
residual RHA is produced with a lower quality, but it can be improved by grinding. Mixing RHA together with cement
produced fresh and mechanical properties of mortar mix in order to be used for concretes replacing cement by residual RHA
[9] [10]. The incorporation of natural RHA in structural concrete represents a good alternative for the disposal of this residue,
even without the previous optimization through a grinding process
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
RHA provides a positive effect on the compressive strength at early ages, but the long term behavior of the concretes with
RHA produced by controlled incineration was more significant. The results of durability aspects due to physical or pozzolanic
effects after the addition of both RHAs, and its chemical composition, in general indicate an enhanced performance, proving
the feasibility of its rational utilization as a supplementary cementing material [1][2]. The particular RHA consists of 87% of
silica, mainly in amorphous form and has an average specific surface area of 36.47 m2/g. Test results obtained in this study
indicate that up to 30% of RHA could be advantageously blended with cement without adversely affecting the strength and
permeability properties of concrete. Comparison of the data for 1, 3, 7 and 28 days of curing time shows that the compressive
strength increases with RHA up to 15% and then the compressive strength decreases, and 30% replacement of OPC with RHA
is considered as the optimal limit [3]. The compressive strength of RHA blended cement mortar is found as 30 – 40 MPa
depend on the content of RHA [4]. Different types of ashes are produced and long-term strength of rice husk ash pozzolanas
with lime or cement is investigated to suggest a sustainable affordable option in rural building applications, especially for rural
housing [5][6]. The use of RHA significantly improves the mortar strength at the 20% replacement level and at the later age.
At 30% replacement level of OPC by RHA the porosity of mortar is increased at 28 and 90 days as compared to OPC mortar
[7]. Mixing RHA in concrete using recycled aggregates produced the splitting tensile strength of the recycled aggregate
concrete was 8.15% of the compressive strength. The modulus of elasticity of recycled aggregate concrete was lower than that
of the conventional concrete and was about 4% lower than the value predicted by ACI 318 [8].

3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
Laboratory experimental work was condacted, first by obtaining the content of mixing water to reach the workability condition
of wet mortar paste. It is measured by using flow table measuring apparatus until wet motar paste flow within 100 – 110 mm of
diameter on flowing table measurement as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Flow table workability test
The chemical content of RHA is also analyzed by using XRF analysis and the result shows the major chemical content of this
material is 94.34% of silica which is formulated as SiO2. This silica is expected to be the filler of mortar mix to increase the
compressive strength. The result of XRF analysis is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. XRF Analysis of RHA
By detecting the chemical content of RHA, the proportion of 50% RHA : 50% OPC was mixed using W/C 0.6 ; 0.7 ; 0.8 and
molded as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Rice husk ash and molding the specimens for compression test
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After 24 hour after molded, the specimens were cured in a container and being tested at the age on 3, 7, 14, 21 and 28 days.
The compressive strength of hardened mortar is evaluated based on the compression test done to number of specimens until
failure. The maximum failure compression load was recorded and analyzed to be a compressive strength of each specimen and
noted as f m and it is equal to maximum load divided by the compression area as stated by SNI 03-1974-1990 using cube
specimen size of 50mmx50mmx50mm. The compression test is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Procedure of compression test

4. DATA COLLECTING AND ANALYSIS
From this experimental work, the avearge compression load are noted in kN and tabulated in Table 1.
The compressive strength are as given in Table 2.
Table 1. Compression load

Type of mortar

Area
(cm2)

OPC cement paste using W/C 0.3
RHA-OPC mortar paste using W/C 0.6
RHA-OPC mortar paste using W/C 0.7
RHA-OPC mortar paste using W/C 0.8

25
25
25
25

3
days

Compresssion load (kN)
7
14
21
days
days
days

28
days

115.6
34.5
35.1
21.95

137.7
37.85
44.95
30.7

209
57.5
63
47.5

160.1
45.1
48.45
34.95

187
54.6
56.35
45.25

Table 2. The compressive strength of mortar

Type of mortar

Area
(cm2)

OPC cement paste using W/C 0.3
RHA-OPC mortar paste using W/C 0.6
RHA-OPC mortar paste using W/C 0.7
RHA-OPC mortar paste using W/C 0.8

25
25
25
25

3
days
46.24
13.80
14.04
8.78

Compresssive strength (MPa)
7
14
21
28
days
days
days
days
55.08
15.14
17.98
12.28

64.04
18.04
19.38
13.98

74.80
21.84
22.54
18.10

83.60
23.00
25.20
19.00

The compressive strength of mortar is also given in graphs form as shown in Figure 5. and Figure 6., and one showing the
difference behavior of mortar RHA-OPC compared with OPC mortar. It is noticed that the compressive strength of mortar
containing RHA is about 70% of that of normal OPC mortar.
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Figure 4. The compressive strength of RHA-OPC mortar
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Figure 6. Compressive Strength of RHA-OPC Mortar

5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Mixing the RHA and OPC in equal weight proportion using 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 of W/C the compressive strength f m of these
types of mortar are obtained as:
f m with W/C 0,6 produced the compressive strength of RHA-OPC mortar equal to 23.00 MPa

f m with W/C 0,7 produced the compressive strength of RHA-OPC mortar equal to 25.20 MPa
f m with W/C 0,8 produced the compressive strength of RHA-OPC mortar equal to 19.00 MPa
The average of f m is about 25% of f c
Generally, this type of mortar can be used as building material especially for non engineered building in rural area and further
deeper research in this area is still needed.
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ABSTRACT
The number of Jakarta inhabitant grows very fast during the last decade, in line with that the housing issues are very crucial
since the space is very limited inside the city hence they start to move out from city centre and build their house in the outskirt
of Jakarta, such as Bogor, Depok, Tangerang and Bekasi which is well known as (JABODETABEK). Regarding to this
situation, the inhabitants commutes from the outskirt to the city moreover the number is increased every day. Here the toll
road is the main access for private vehicles enter the city hence it affects the traffic especially during the peak hour.
This condition encourage us to develop a new instrument in managing traffic inside the tol network, hence this research
introduce a fiscal policy as the managing instrument. Implementing the fiscal policy, this research differentiates the toll fare
between peak and off peak hour, moreover, this research expect that there will be some toll road user who shift they departure
time from peak to off peak. The toll users who depart on the off peak period will pay discounted toll fare, this policy can also
part of JABODETABEK’s Transport Demand Management (TDM) policy since it helps to increase the traffic performance in
the city road network during the peak hour and distributes demand more equally
Here the paper use stated preference survey to gather the data and then the binary logit model is used as a basis to observe the
probability of shifting departure time from peak to off peak and also observe the Willingness To Pay (WTP), this paper also
can inform the optimum price for those operation time.
Keyword
Discounted toll fare, Binary logit model, Shifting departure time and Willingness To Pay (WTP)

1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Background

Jakarta greater area is one of most crowded city in the world with around 13 million inhabitants, in terms of economic of view,
this area grows around 5 % per anum which is one of the city with highest economic growth in Indonesia. The land in the city
centre is limited and the price is sharply increased since the spatial distribution is changing overtime, hence, the city cannot
fulfill the housing demand especially in the city centre. To solve this problem, many residential areas are build around the
ouskirt Jakarta such as Bogor, Depok, Tangerang and Bekasi which is well known as JABODETABEK. Furthermore, this
condition also distress the number of traffic movement, eventually, there are many people start to commute back and forth to
city center during the weekdays, which most of them use either private or public mode.
Here most of the commuter use private mode, they also prefer to enter toll roads which are on of main access to enter the city,
moreover, the current condition also shows the number of car ownership is also increase which is not in line with the growth of
toll road length and road capacity hence toll network level of service will decline, since, there are long queuing and delay
which are common happen during morning and evening peak hour. in other words, the demand is already higher than the
network capacity (oversaturated), on the other hand this situation doesn’t exist in off-peak period.
To optimize the toll road capacity, this undergoing research tries to distribute the traffic relatively flat hence the road capacity
can be use more efficiently. It also helps to support Transport Demand Management (TDM) program’s of Jakarta Province in
terms of reducing the congestion in the local network especially during the peak hour period. Therefore this research
introduces a new instrument to manage the demand in toll road network. In fact, the toll road network in Indonesia does not
have an instrument that used the distribution of demand, which is one of common instrument that used in many countries to
manage traffic demand. Here the main function of ramp metering is to arrange the access time to freeway and helps to prevent
shock wave around diverging and merging area.
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Based on the explanation above, here this research introduces a modification ramp metering by using a fiscal instrument as a
meter. The fiscal is related to toll fare which may differ based on the network level of service, in other words, the off peak toll
user may get a compensation as they shift their departure time. in contrast the toll user who enter during the peak hour, they
can drive more convenience, less traffic, higher speed and etc, hence, driver must pay higher as they get more privilege. By
implementing this innovation, this paper expect that there will be group of toll users, especially the peak hour traveler will shift
their departure time therefore it helps to improve the highway network level of services which are measured in the basis of
transport variable, Speed, Density and Volume.
This research analysis is based on logit model, where the variables that will be used derived from hypothetical information
related to the amount of compensation and selection of travel time is selected.
1.2

Objective

The main purpose of this study to identify all variables which are related to the choice of departure time, furthermore, this
research develop analytical method of differentiate toll fare based on variables which are already identified in this research.
Applying differentiate toll fare can be a demand management strategy hence the road capacity can be used more optimize
where the toll road users get better level of service
From the government point of view, differentiate toll fare policy is expected to give positive impact to reduce congestion level,
exhaust emission since there will be number of users shift their departure time to enter or leave the city center in the morning
and afternoon respectively.
1.3

Research scope

In this study are as follows;
Build a logit model as a tools to develop analytical model for determaining the differentiate toll fare.
Capture all variables that related to departure time prefrences, where all variables are identified based on hypothetical
condition
This study only focused on the motorway networks which towards the city of Jakarta and ring roads.

2

LITERATURE REVIEW

To define the optimum capacity of highway capacity or toll road capacity in this case, here is necessary to consider comfort,
safety and realbility of the network. Therefore, the network can reach high level of service which the number of traffic and
travel time certanty are the indicators
2.1

Highway management

There are many highway management instruments already introduced eventually, in one segment, there is a possibility to apply
more than one management instrument. Here are general highway demand management, such as; signal controls at the entrace
and exit the highway, information on toll road traffic (traveller information) which can be located on the toll road section and
the arterial road leading to the highway entrance ramp. The traveller information also provide information related on accident
and weather condition along the segment which is part of incident management)
Furthermore, in managing access to the toll road, the control instrument is operated on the ramp entrance which is known as
ramp metering infact it is co-ordinated with the other ramp meters along the highway segement. the result of implementing the
ramp meter is the traffic flow can be relatively stable and reliable. Here the meter helps the traffic to meet optimum volume,
speed and reduce delay and shock wave.
In this regard, this paper introduces a new method or instrument in highway management. Here we use fiscal policy as
instrument in managing the highway especially toll road. In the other words, there will be a differentiate toll fare, the toll fare
will not flat during the day however it will be fluctuated based on operating hours, peak and off peak. To define the
differentiae, here the study develop the analytical model on the basis of Willingness to Pay philosophy and logit model as the
tools.
2.2

Willingness To Pay

Willingness to Pay (WTP) theory is a willingness of costumers to provide a payment for the service that the costumers get,
which are toll users in this case. The WTP is measured based on the toll road preferences and perception of level of services of
toll road that they received. This approach is used to define the accepted range of toll fare differentiate between the peak and
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off peak period., moreover, it also protect consumers to received optimal level of service as much as they paid. Here are factors
that affect WTP level;
• Products which are provided by operators of transport services
• The quality and quantity of services provided
• Utility of transport services users
• User Behaviour
2.3

Factorial Design

To capture the WTP level, the researcher must observe every possibility event that the toll user can prefer as their preference
which is impossible and time consuming. Hence, here the factorial design play its role to simplify the combination that may
occur. These approach objectives are;
• Measuring the effect of variable
• Determine the most influential variable
• Measuring the interaction between variables
Furthermore, here the objectives can be met if the researchers take two points or values at minimum for each variable. For
example; if there are two points on each variables, then the experimental design is called as factorial design 2nd level. Using
factorial design is more efficient way to examine all combination variables compare to trial and error method, the factorial
design method also helps to find all interaction among the variables, hence it can minimise errors in drawing a conclusions

3
3.1

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Pre-Study

In early of stages, this study observe all the toll network that consider as an main access towards city centre, here it is also
necessary to capture the traffic patterns on the selected toll network for 24 hours In fact, this information is also useful as a
basis in formulating the hypothetical condition during peak and off peak hour respectively. Here are four selected toll
networks; Jagorawi toll road, Jakarta - Cikampek, Ring In the city of Jakarta, Prof. Dr. Ir. Sedyatmo, Jakarta - Tangerang and
Jakarta Outer Ring Road).
During the pre-study phase, here the researchers also need to identify all variables which affect the toll network performance
such as traffic volume, travel time, speed, delay and departure time preference. Together with phase, it is also important to
define potential survey location and respondent in terms of quality and quantity.
3.2

Data Set

The stage of this research discusses the data collection, data validation and interpretation together. Here is a crucial stage, the
researchers needs to conduct depth interview on the basis of pre-study hypothetical condition result, in fact, the depth interview
will follow the stated preference survey concept
Stated Preference Method (SP)
This method is useful to measure customer preferences. To measure it, the researchers provide number of question which
depends on the result of factorial design analysis, then the respondent must choose one alternative that they desire in fact the
alternatives are based on hypothetical condition. Wardman (1987) stated that SP methods can be traced back to the
psychology of mathematics in the 1960s, this method uses a combination of individuals decision making process. SP is useful
and handy tools to measure the society preferences regarding new alternative, the nature of variables can be quantitative or
qualitative, variables used are determined in advance, so do not speculate
Furthermore, SP also needs to gather all main attributes that determine people’s behavior. here are the stages in the preparation
of preference surveys: determining variables and alternatives, to ensure the hypothetical conditions, sample selection,
interview, measure preference, data processing, data analysis
During the data collection, the respondents are toll road frequent user and they commute from their home to city. The aim is to
gather better quality answers from the respondent since they are familiar with the situation in toll road network.
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3.3

Analysis

It has been stated that the objective of this study is to define the differentiate toll fare between the peak and off-peak, in fact the
differentiation depends on toll road network performance. The research will also predict the number of traveler who will shift
their departure time to off peak, which they receive toll fare reduction.
Logit model
Briefly, the analysis will use a logit model which developed by Luce (1959) which is derived from independence irrelevant
alternative (IIA) as characteristic of preference probabilities in fact MNL has a high correlation with the utility maximization.
In the reality, it is a fact that people try to maximize their utility in choosing the alternative, they will choose one alternative
which give the highest utility. Here this research use the logit model as a tool to carry out the probability of choosing departure
time, in fact, the toll user will choose the departure time which maximise their utility
Basically, the Logit model is separated into two parts;
1) Parameter of dependent variables, (Vnj) and
2) Unobservable part (εnj).
Then utility formulation is:

Un Vnj

nj j...(1) ; for each alternative.

Additionally, the unobservable part is characterized to be independently, identically distributed value (IId) which is well
known as Gumbel distribution.
Then, to observe the probability of shifting the departure time, this research use binary logit model which can be written
below;

P( yes)

1
1 e

( utility)

(2)

Where;
P(yes) = Probability of shifting departure time to off peak hour
Since our alternatives are a binner option, either depart during peak or off peak hour then the probability analysis will be done
under binary logit condition.
(3)
Hence, the probablity of people who don’t want to shift their departure time is written in equation (2) above

4

RESULTS

Stated preference survey result is the main input for this research, the main objective is to capture people willingness to shift
their departure time from peak to off peak period. Here the toll user will receive a discount fare as a compesation for shifting
their departure time, in this regards, this research propose three discount fare scenarios which are 10%, 25% and 40%
respectively. To gather a good data, we try to find frequent toll road users and they must not works or involve in some sectors
such as; toll operator, advertising consultant, media, etc. Furthermore, the sample are taken in six toll road segments, which are
South, East, Inner Ring Road, Jakarta, Outer Ring Road, Inter Urban and West toll road, in fact, there is also a possibility that
the toll users use more than one toll segments. Table 1 below shows the respondent preferences
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Table 1 Respondent Preferences

Toll Segments

Inner Ring Road

Outer Ring Road

South

East

Inner Ring Road + South

Inner Ring Road + East

Inter urban + East

Inter urban + East +
Inner Ring Road

4.1

Discount
Fare
Scenarios
10%

No.

%

No.

%

Total Number
of Respondent

9

23,08

30

76,92

39

25%

5

16,67

25

83,33

30

40%

4

16

21

84

25

10%

6

-

26

-

32

25%

4

15,38

22

84,62

26

40%

5

22,73

17

77,27

22

10%

7

-

20

-

27

25%

3

15

17

85

20

40%

2

11,76

15

88,24

17

10%

9

-

11

-

20

25%

1

9,09

10

90,91

11

40%

2

20

8

80

10

10%

6

22,22

21

77,78

27

25%

6

28,57

15

71,43

21

40%

1

6,67

14

93,33

15

10%

4

-

10

-

14

25%

2

20

8

80

10

40%

1

12,5

7

87,5

8

10%

8

-

6

-

14

25%

2

33,33

4

66,67

6

40%

2

50

2

50

4

10%

5

-

10

-

15

25%

3

30

7

70

10

40%

3

42,86

4

57,14

7

Shifting

Do not Shifting

Binnery Logit Analysis

Based on the data in Table 4.1 above, the next step is to predict the degree of preference which is represend by utility function,
in fact, this function can be divided into two types which are constant utility and random utility function. In transport research,
A preference of choosing an option is classified into random utility function (Kanafani, 1983) which can be seen in equation 1.
Furthermore, the utility function represent a relationship among independent and dependent as non linear form. To determine
the scale and intercept, the analysis process needs to be done in linear form which is Logarithmic Natural (Ln). Here the
outcome is community’s utility value which is well known as Willingness To Pay (WTP), in this case WTP value is related to
the cost of using toll roads. It also assumes that WTP utility value is a dependent variable and the attributes of travel as
independent variable.
Table 4.2 below shows the WTP logit model calculation, there three toll fare reduction scenarios (10%, 25%, and 40%) is
independent variable while calculation on utilities colum is dependent variable, then by using weighted least square regression
method, here is the equation of the utility function;
Utility

= - 1.78177 - 4.1E-05toll fare (3)

Where;
Utility = Utility of traveler to shift they departure time from peak to off peak
Toll fare = Discounted toll fare during off peak Hour
Table 2 below shows the result of binary logit model based on stated preference survey;
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Table 2 Result of Binary Logit Model Based on Stated Preference Survey

Toll Segments

Inner Ring Road

Outer Ring Road

South

East

Inner Ring Road +
South

Inner Ring Road +
East

Inter urban + East

Inter urban + East +
Inner Ring Road

5

Discount Fare
Scenarios

Departure Time

Utility

Probability

Maximum
Probability

10%
25%
40%
10%
25%
40%
10%
25%
40%
10%
25%
40%
10%

Off Peak
9
5
2
6
4
5
7
3
2
9
1
2
6

Peak
30
17
15
26
22
17
20
17
15
11
10
8
21

-1.54
-1.58
-1.62
-1.52
-1.57
-1.61
-1.54
-1.58
-1.62
-1.32
-1.40
-1.47
-1.30

0.18
0.17
0.16
0.18
0.17
0.17
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.21
0.20
0.19
0.21

25%
40%
10%

6
1
4

15
14
10

-1.38
-1.46
-1.08

0.20
0.19
0.25

0.21

25%
40%
10%
25%
40%
10%

2
1
8
2
2
5

8
7
6
4
2
10

-1.20
-1.31
-0.31
-0.55
-0.80
-0.07

0.23
0.21
0.42
0.37
0.31
0.48

0.25

25%
40%

3
3

7
4

-0.35
-0.64

0.41
0.35

0.48

0.18

0.18

0.18

0.21

0.42

DISCUSSION

During this research, there are 270 valid respondents which 91% are man and only 9% are woman. Around 82% of
respondent states that the main reason to enter the toll road is travel time, eventually, the travel time in toll road is faster
compare to the side road. The next reason is level of covinience which around 11% of respondent choose this reason, the tolll
users think that driving in toll road is less stressfull and they also able to drive in high speed, compare to the other roads. On
the other hand, the driver must share traffic with huge number of slow vehicle and pedestrian. This research also try to gather
data from frequent toll road user as much as possible, in fact, there are 61 % of respondent is daily toll road user and 19% of
respondent only use the toll roads around 3 or 4 times a week.
Here the hypothetical conditions for peak and off peak period are based on the traffic data from PT. Jasa Marga (2010). It
shows that the morning peak hour period on those six toll networks is between 6.00AM to 10.00 AM. There are also three
hypothetical condions in terms of discounted toll fare scenarios which are 10%, 25% and 40% respectively. Based on those
hypothetical condition, the survey shows the 10% reduction attract 27% respondent to shift their departure timem and then
13% of respondent shift their departure time if there are 25% reduction.
The binary logit analysis shows that majority of respondent can accept the hypothetical condition of 10% discounted toll fare
scenario, in fact, all those respondent in six toll roads illustrate that the 10% scenario reach maximum probability. Our analysis
also captures that the discounted fare scenarios affect for those people who use toll roads more than one network and also
affect those long distance toll road user or inter urban traveler. It is showed by respondent who use three networks which are
Inter urban, East and Inner ring road, in fact, the analysis shows that maximum probability to shift their departure time is 48%.
In contrast, the short distance traveler indicates less probability to shift their departure time, it is around 18%. The number is
not high compare to the long distance traveler, this situation is happen since the short travelers are commuting traveler and
their office hour is relatively strict hence there is an obstacle to shift their departure time.
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The 40% discounted fare scenarios, here the respondents find difficulties in interpreting the hypothetical since they think those
discount fare scenario don’t realistic and it is impossible that the operator would like to implement 40% discounted fare, hence,
all the binary logit calculation shows 40% scenarios is the lowest probability compare to the others.
Furthermore, here the research also try to capture the average number of utility, probability of shifting departure time and
average toll cost after the reduction scenarios are implemented, more details can be seen in Figure.1 below;

Figure.1 The Probability of Shifting Departure Time Vs Discounted Toll Fare
This research also observes the relationship between the probability and discounted toll fare, in fact, the relationship is
polynomial function. Here the 10% and 25% discounted toll fare scenarios shows similar trend line, both of the trend lines are
slightly decreased in the beginning then increased after they reach the minimum discounted toll fare. Based on the utility
function (equation.1), the minimum toll fares, after discount are implemented, is around Rp.45.000 and Rp. 30.000, where the
probability of shifting departure time are around 0.06 and 0.1 for those two scenarios 10% and 25% scenarios, respectively.
However, the 40% discounted toll fare trend line is on the other way around, the data set find difficulties in finding the
minimum point since our respondent are reluctant to accept the hypothetical condition, they don’t think this scenarios has a
very small probability that the stake holder will implement this scenarios.
Based on the data, our stated preference data indicates the average cost, after reduction, is Rp. 14.873, Rp. 13.156 and Rp
14.563 for three scenarios 10%, 25% and 40% respectively. In fact, it has been stated in the previous paragraph that the toll
user are willing to pay Rp.45.000 and Rp. 30.000 after 10% and 25% reduction. This condition reflects that implementing
discount fare is not only instrument to spread the traffic during the peak hours, eventually, our toll fare needs to be restructure
since our finding shows there is a huge margin between the average cost and willingness to pay. Hence there is a possibility to
consider the externality factors to be part of toll fare components it is also possible that the margin cost can be used to improve
local transport infrastructure and system.

6

CONCLUSION

To capture the effectiveness of toll fare differentiate, here the analysis is based on stated preference and binary logit model
moreover there are three hypothetical discounted toll fare scenarios which are 10%, 25% and 40%. Based on the analysis, this
research shows that 10% discounted toll fare scenario reach maximum probability on all six networks. Furthermore, the
implementation of differentiate toll fare gives more benefit for long distance traveler in fact the maximum probability of
shifting departure time is 48%. Then, flexibility office hour is also main reason to shift departure time, our calculation shows
that toll users between 9:00 AM and 10:00AM have higher probability to shift compare to the other hours. On the other hand,
the commuting travelers drive relatively short distance. Their probability of shifting departure time is not high and their office
hour is not flexible.
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Our analysis also illustrates 10% gives smallest utility, it gives highest toll fare around Rp.14,873 furthermore the stated
preference and binary logit model indicates that the respondent interpret clearly the hypothetical condition, the respondent is
clearly interpret 25% discounted fare scenario, however, the situation is different for 40% scenario. Here the respondent is
reluctant to answer since the respondent find difficulties to accept hypothetical condition.
This research found that the Willingness To Pay (WTP) is higher that the current average cost, in fact that the WTP values are
Rp 45.000 and Rp. 30.000 after 10% and 25% reduction, moreover, the current average cost are Rp. 14.873 and Rp. 13.156
respectively. Our finding indicates there is a huge margin between the average cost and WTP value, in fact the current toll fare
need to restructure. It is necessary to consider the externality factors as part of toll fare system since using toll road may create
externalities for other people who don’t use toll road or shifting their departure time.
Overall, this study success to identify some variables regarding to departure time preferences in fact only toll fare, distances,
variable has been considered in this research. Therefore, there is still a possibility to improve the methodology since many
variables are not considered yet.
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ABSTRACT
Temperature and compaction effort are the most dominant factors that contribute to the asphalt concrete performance.
Recently most of laboratory testing method to measure the performance of hot-mix asphalt uses Marshall testing method. The
sample is tested with specified number of compaction blows and at ambient temperature both for making sample and during
testing. However, since the procedures are tested in standard testing condition, the effect of compaction effort due to different
temperature and development of deformation are not recorded. In this research the method is modified in making sample by
applying different number of blows at different temperatures, but the stability measurement is conform to the original Marshall
method. Two types of samples are tested which characterized by the aggregate gradation. Sample is made by four different
numbers of blows such as 50, 60, 75 and 90 with four different temperatures ranging from 90oC to 120oC. Sample is
compacted gradually for every 5 blows to determine the effect on deformation. The results show the development of
deformation rate of the sample is higher at the early phase of compaction and tend to decrease at higher temperature. Stability
and flow show tend to increase relative to the increase of temperature and number of blows.
Keywords
Hot-mix asphalt, compaction, temperature, performance.

1. INTRODUCTION
Compaction is an essential factor in the design and to guarantee a good quality production of asphalt mixtures [1]. It is a
process of densification of material by which the volume of air in an asphalt mixture is reduced through the application forces
or pressure. Void in the mix become smaller in space as a result of compaction which will increase unit weight or density. An
increase of density as a result of the process subsequently increases density of the hot-mix asphalt concrete which will improve
resistance to permanent deformation. The optimum result of compaction is influenced by the temperature and method to finish
the layer mix in the field. Relatively high temperature ensures binder is sufficiently liquid to function as a lubricant between
aggregate and reduce internal friction in the mixture to achieve aggregate interlock.
The compaction condition such as compaction temperature and intensity of load applied are factors influence level workability
and the ability to achieve optimum finish works [2]. In the field, compactions depend on some factors which includes
characteristic of mix, compaction temperature, environmental condition and energy for compacting the asphalt concrete [3].
Asphalt concrete is design to have air void in the range of 5-8 percent, to accommodate densification and consolidation process
during its services. Due traffic loading asphalt concrete layer will consolidate due to traffic loading in two ways considering
reduction of void in the mix. [4]. The first phase is caused by decreasing volume of air void in the mix which is one
dimensional densification. It is follow by the second phase in the form of plastic flow mechanism consolidation of the total
voids in the mineral aggregate. Those phase is influenced by relationship of temperature viscosity of the asphalt and the
contribution of each of the two is varies. Some experiment has [5] shows that reduction of air void into lesser than 3 percent,
asphalt mix will dominantly indicated by plastic flow mechanism. This is caused by the increase of pore pressure in the air
void part which forced a portion of asphalt penetrate into the void and reduce the thickness of asphalt film in the aggregate
surface [5]. These two phenomena will reduce distance and reorientation of aggregate in the mix caused by the flow of asphalt
into the voids.
Recent works using Concrete Rubber Mix (CRM), [2] mentioned that compaction condition needs to be determined because
the viscosity and amount of the CRM binder affect the compact-ability of the mix. It is found that CRM binder compacted at a
higher temperature than non-modified mixtures. However, the dependency properties of the mix on compaction temperature
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and level are considered unclear and findings in this area are still rarely undertaken [2]. Compaction using Superpave gyratory
compactor shows that the difference in the air void contents is function of the compaction temperature is statistically
insignificant for the material tested at the level of 5% significance. In this works the specimens had the same volumetric
properties at a very wide range of compaction temperatures from 116 to 1730C. The air void contents of the mixtures with
CRM binders decreased as the compaction temperature increased from one temperature to the next consecutive temperature at
the same compaction level. From statistical analysis, it was shown that the compaction temperature significantly affected the
total air void contents of the mixture [6]. Some studies has shown that asphalt concrete may be susceptible to rutting if the final
value of void is below 3% and moisture damage it is more than 8% [7]. Field compaction process is influence by roller weight,
drum diameter, the vibration and the penetration of the drum into the asphalt concrete materials [8]. It is recognized that
performance of penetration grade binder, particularly modified binder have different viscosity characteristics [8], leading to the
loosening of aggregate particles and eventually cracking after a relatively low number of cycles. [9]
Although there have been moves towards the use of more complex and sophisticated equipment to evaluate and to characterize
asphalt concrete, the use of empirical laboratory tools is still gaining ground in some countries. The use of latest model of
laboratory equipment is deal with the use of mechanistic approach which need among other is relationship between stress and
strain. Marshall testing method is considered as basic principle and it has long been used to analyze the strength of sample
mixes estimated by its value of stability and flow [3][10][13]. Sample is assumed has reach optimum strength or density when
sample compacted at a certain number and ready to be followed up with the final steps to find all kind of Marshall Parameter.
It is also common in Indonesia to use Marshall testing method to analyzed technical characteristic and basic parameter of hot
mix asphalt concrete [11][14]. This research is an attempt to extend utilization of Marshall testing method and apparatus in
order to evaluate the effect of temperature and in combination with compaction effort. Modification of method is related with
how the compaction is done with gradual number of blows whilst reading the deformation every intermediate determined of
blows for a selected temperature of sample.

2. METHOD OF TESTING
A set of four to four cell of matrix was used to determine the effect of temperature during compaction of sample. Matrix
component comprises of four type of temperature apply during compaction in the laboratory (90, 100, 110 and 120 degree
Celcius) and another four cell is representing number of blows (50, 60, 75 and 90 blows). This approach results a 16
combination of samples in total to determine the dominant factor to produce good performance of hot-mix asphalt concrete and
to find optimal combination of different temperature and number of blows to compact the sample. Marshall testing method is
used as a basic principle of laboratory works. In standard testing method compaction is undertaken in an ambient temperature
and number of blow is predetermined depend on the sample being tested. Using Marshall compaction apparatus the density of
the compacted sample is increased to a point by increasing number of blows of the compaction hammer. It is recommended at
least three level of compaction refer to the traffic condition classified as light, medium and heavy traffic condition with number
of total blows are 35, 50 and 75 respectively. This is an effort to simulate prediction of the amount of densification occur in the
road pavement due to traffic loads. Total amount of densification is a function of temperature and the degree of initial
compaction during construction. Finished compacted sample is tested by using Marshall testing apparatus to determine
stability and flow, VIM and VMA.
For that reason the present study is focused on different test methods on specimen compaction to determinate the effect of
blows and simultaneously to record the development of gradual densification measure by the deformation during compaction
process. In standard compaction, Marshall approach only required total blow depend on hot-mix asphalt concrete selected,
there is no requirement to measure the deformation of sample either total deformation or gradual development of deformation.
Gradual development of deformation would be good information to measure
rate of deformation and effect of compaction refer to number of blows given.
This may be similar with the result using Wheel Tracking Machine. By
applying gradual number of blows for one designed temperature history of
deformation rate could be recorded. To achieve the objective of this research a
series of testing was carried out to establish relationship between compaction
process and temperature. The main testing undertaken is in the process of
making sample in the standard mold of the Marshall testing apparatus. As the
objective is to find the effect of temperature during compaction process,
sample is heating and maintains constantly during compaction on various
temperature levels. It is selected four different temperature levels to obtain
approximately minimum temperature at 900C and the highest is 1200C. During
compaction process sample temperature is maintain in the same level by
installing an additional controlled heater released from steel ring bundling the
sample. (see Figure 1)
Figure 1 : Additional controlled heater
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Experimental program Material characteristics of the sample tested are shown in Table 1. There are two types of hot-mix
asphalt concrete which are Type 4 and HRS each type representing continuous and gap aggregate gradation Both of sample
types follow specification from Directorate General of Highway – Indonesia [12]. The testing procedure modification from
standard Marshall Testing is: (i) install heater at mold to provide targeted compaction temperature, (ii) compaction and reading
the difference of samples height per 5 blows, (iii) repeat step no (ii) for different temperature (900,1000,1100 and 1200Celcius),
(iv) apply all steps for four types of compaction (50, 60, 75 and 90 blows). Two types of mixtures were tested and investigated
are called dense graded and open graded. The dense graded mixture was comply with the specification from Bina Marga with
maximum size is 1 inches. The open graded mixture prepared in laboratory was designed with Bina Marga specification to be
compacted to air voids ranging from 12 to 25%. Gradation and type of aggregates are described in Figure 2. The technical
specification for the two types sample observed is shown in Table 2.
Table 1.a: Material Characteristics Asphalt Testing
Specification
No

Testing

Unit

1

Penetration test (25oC, 100gr, 5 second)

0,1mm

2

o

ring and ball test (5 C)

o

3

cleaveland open cup

o

4

thick film oven test

5

CCl4 test

6

Ductility

7

Penetration test (after 24 hours oven)

8

Specific Gravity (25oC)

Pen 60/70

Result

Min

Max

60

79

62

C

48

58

52,45

C

232

-

332

%

-

0,4

0,31

%

99

-

99,75

Cm

100

-

>100

%

75

-

83,4

gr/cc

1

-

1,03

Table 1.b: Material Characteristics Aggregate Testing
No.

Testing

Unit

Requirement

Coarse

Med

Fine

1

Bulk Specific Gravity

gr/cm3

> 2,5

2,503

2,504

2,619

3

2

Saturated Surface Dry Gravity

3

Apparent Specific Gravity

> 2,5

2,536

2,550

2,646

3

> 2,5

2,588

2,625

2,690

4

Water Absorption

<3

1,32

1,84

1,01

gr/cm
gr/cm
%

Table 2: Mixes Specification
Sieve
No.
3/4
1/2
3/8
4
8
30
50
100
200
filler

Gap Gradation
HRS-WC
Passing %
%
100
100
90 – 100
95
75 – 85
80
61
50 – 72
61
35 – 60
47,5
47,5
47,5
6 – 12
9
0

Continous Gradation
Spec IV

Passing %

100
80 - 100
70 - 90
50 - 70
35 - 50
13 - 23
13 - 23
8 - 16
4 - 10

99,84
90,04
84,11
55,37
36,20
20,68
14,93
10,64
5,25
0,00

Figure 2: Two types of Gradation Mix

3. RESULTS
3.1

Deformation

Standard procedure of Marshall Testing is mentioned sample must be compacted in two sides, the upper and lower side and are
compacted with the same numbers. It is means that total numbers of blow are twice of mentioned standard compactions per
each sample. If not maintained normally at the initial phase the temperatures at the top and bottom of the specimen increased
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and decreased respectively, with less than a 0.5° change in the mid height temperature. Some research shows that the changes
in temperature corresponded to a slight drop in modulus, the modulus decreased as the mid-height temperature increased.

Gap Gradation Deformation
25

20

20

Deformation - mm

Deformation - mm

Continous Gradation Deformation
25

15

y90 = 3.301ln(x) + 2.524
R² = 0.898
10

y110 = 3.030ln(x) + 4.762
R² = 0.640
10

y100 = 3.828ln(x) + 0.496
R² = 0.769
y 110= 3.487ln(x) + 2.726
R² = 0.806

5

y90 = 2.933ln(x) + 5.222
R² = 0.630

y100 = 2.794ln(x) + 7.180
R² = 0.632

15

y120 = 3.018ln(x) + 6.124
R² = 0.822

5

y120 = 3.886ln(x) + 1.084
R² = 0.758
0

0

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

0

100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190

Blows
90C

100C

110C

120C

Log. (90C)

Log. (100C)

Log. (110C)

Log. (120C)

Blows

90C

100C

110C

120C

Log. (90C)

Log. (100C)

Log. (110C)

Log. (120C)

(a)
(b)
Figure 3 : Deformation of sample at different compaction blows and temperature for two type of hot-mix concrete
Figure 3 show the increase of deformation calculated based on the height differences per 5 blows. Both of sample shows a
similar pattern with the mathematical function of line are logarithmic. For the continuous gradation indicates that the increase
of temperature compaction is relatively follow the same trend and deformation complies with the increase number of blows
during compaction. The equations of all line develop has value of R2 high between" 0.75 to 0.89". Mix with gap gradation
shows that temperature between 90 and 1000C become an envelope as limit number of total deformation, and it is also shows
that 110 and 1200C is lay within that envelope. The two figures (Fig. 3a and 3b) shows that for both type of mix the best result
to have highest deformation is in the range of 110 to 1200C and compacted at 90 blows. However, tends is the deformation of
gap graded is higher compare to continuous gradation mix. Analysis refer to the rate of deformation is shown in Figure 4a and
4b. Rate of deformation is defines as the incremental differences on deformation determined for each number of blows.

rate of deformation - continuous graded - mm

rate of deformation gap grad- mm

y90 = -1.29ln(x) + 5.930
R² = 0.524
y100 = -1.20ln(x) + 5.598
R² = 0.428
y 110= -1.38ln(x) + 6.305
R² = 0.466

10.00

8.00

y 90= -1.51ln(x) + 6.839
R² = 0.411

10,00

y100 = -1.71ln(x) + 7.668
R² = 0.445

8,00

y110 = -1.47ln(x) + 6.698
R² = 0.369
y120 = -1.64ln(x) + 7.399
R² = 0.464

6,00

6.00

rate of deformation - mm

rate of deformation - mm

y 120= -1.27ln(x) + 5.928
R² = 0.411

90 C
100 C
110 C
120 C
Log. (90 C)

4.00

2.00

90 C
110 C
Log. (90 C)
Log. (110 C)

4,00

100 C
120 C
Log. (100 C)
Log. (120 C)

2,00

no of blows
0.00

0,00

0

50

100

150

200

0

-2.00

-2,00

-4.00

-4,00

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

no of blows

(a)
(b)
Figure 4 : Rate of deformation for continuous and gap graded asphalt concrete mixes.
Total deformation Total deformation is this context mean total difference of sample height at initial and at the end of
compaction. Total deformation for each different compaction is shown in Table 3. From table 3, total deformation shows no
unique relationship between temperature and number of blows. However, for compaction blow 60, 75 and 90 shows that total
deformation is increase along with the increase of temperature. This condition could agree with the characteristics of binder, at
temperature relatively high consistency of asphalt is still easier to flow and filled up void during compaction. It is also confirm
for the two different mixes tested that the proper range for denser mixes achieve in the range of 100 – 1200C. Compare to
continuous gradation, the test results shows that total deformation of gap gradation is relatively give closer each other the value
of total deformation for different number of blows.
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Table :3 Total deformation and percentage of height for gap and cont gradation
Temp
0
C

50

90

16.6

Gap
60

Continous
60
75

75

90

50

19.0

22.5

19.3

17.4

17.5

18.8

90
19.9

100

25.5%
22.7

26.2%
20.7

28.5%
19.0

30.2%
19.4

25.1%
16.8

28.4%
17.9

34.0%
18.7

29.9%
22.0

110

24.7%
19.7

26.9%
20.1

28.5%
16.6

34.2%
19.3

34.9%
19.9

30.6%
18.5

29.7%
21.4

30.3%
20.5

120

29.9%
20.3

28.0%
20.6

32.7%
20.1

32.3%
19.8

30.0%
15.7

30.3%
20.1

26.1%
20.2

30.1%
22.4

23.9%

30.4%

31.5%

36.0%

30.9%

31.3%

30.7%

30.4%

In Table 3 it is describe two parameters which is total deformation and ratio between initial height of sample and compacted
sample after total number of blows is completed. The percentage is range between 24.7 to 36.0% for the two type of mixes
tested. For continuous graded concrete the percentage is range between 25.1 to 34.9% compare to gap graded which value
range between 25.5 to 36%. Gap graded mix confirm with its grading characteristics since it has larger void results higher rate
of deformation. This parameter may correlate with its density of the mix and reach at the higher degree of compaction and
temperature. From the graphic shows that compaction will give optimum result when temperature of the mix in around 1100C.
3.2

Void in Mix

To analyze the effect of different effort of compaction, void in sample mix is determined from the number of blows during
preparation of sample and in combination with its design temperature. Measurement of void in mixes is based on the
cumulative number of blows for a specified number of blows. The sample is tested using Marshall Testing apparatus.
Acceptable specimen value for void in mix refer to specification issued by the Indonesia Department of Highway is ranged
between 3.0 to 5.0. Table 4 and Figure 5 shows that all of VIM values are above the required minimum number of the
specification referenced, however most of samples not comply with the specification for its maximum value. The highest value
is reach at 60 blows and temperature of 100oC, and the lowest is 4.86 occur at 75 blows and temperature of 110oC.The value of
VIM lies within the allowable envelope only found for the sample compacted at temperature around 1100C for 75 and 90
blows. The value for these two points is in the range of 4.60 to 4.86 mm. For the 1000C and 1200C the result are approximately
above 10% of the maximum allowable value and only valid for number of blows of 75 and 90.
Table 4: Value of Void in Mix of the Sample
0

Temp C

Continuous gradation - %
50
60
75
90

Gap gradation - %
60
75
90

90

7.19

6.96

6.02

5.34

8.63

6.77

5.05

4.76

100

7.46

8.24

5.46

5.06

8.83

7.57

4.51

3.83

110

5.19

6.94

4.86

4.60

7.48

6.50

4.13

3.41

120

7.37

6.14

5.13

6.18

6.69

6.14

4.00

4.02

9.00
90

100

9.00

8.00

110

120

8.00

7.00

max

vim gap

90

100

110

120

7.00
vim

vim cont

vim

50

6.00

6.00

5.00

5.00

4.00

4.00
3.00

3.00
40

50

60

70

80

blows 90

40

50

60

70

80

blows90

Figure 5 : Value of VIM for different blows and temperature
Previous research [5] proven that desirable range of air voids for asphalt concrete mixes is in the range of 3-5 percent. That
range of void value give satisfactory performance level for most of different environment. Result from this research has
indicated that if sample are compacted below 75 blows and in combination with lower temperature during compaction (less
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than 1000C) void in the mixes will tend to be higher. Void developed in asphalt mix depend on compaction effort and
embedded asphalt characteristic related with its consistency as a function of temperature. The lower the temperature shows the
lower the air void, and in particular if it combines with less number of blows during compaction. Air void less than 3 percent
leads to an excessive plastic flow, caused by pore pressure is build in the space of air void and makes some percentage of
asphalt is flowing forcedly. The asphalt concrete mix is designed to have sufficient air voids in the total compacted mix to
allow for a slight amount of additional compaction under traffic loading. At the initial stage of laying asphalt concrete in the
field it requires void between 5-8 percent needs to be compacted at least when temperature not lower than 1100C. It is find that
any change [4] in the air voids refer to its optimum value during service life make up initiation of damage.
Void in Mineral Aggregate

3.3

VMA is defines as the intergranular void spaces between aggregate particles, it is calculated as a percentage of a bulk volume
of compacted asphalt concrete in the laboratory or paving mixture in the field. The same principle is apply utilizing Marshall
Testing parameter to measure value of VMA. As reference, for this value Indonesia Department of Highway is decide to use
maximum value of VMA is 16 and 18 for continuous and gap gradation respectively. The result of this research shows that for
both samples mixes, all type of sample compaction treatment has value of VMA above the value specified in the Specification.
VMA value is range from 17.84 to 20.22 depend on variation and combination of temperature and number of blows during
compaction process. Concurence with the value of void in mix, the lowest value of VMA is also found at 1100C and 90 for
temperatur during compation and number of blows with the value of 17.84. For the lower temperature this research shows that
value of VMA is higher and there trend at lower compaction temperature VMA is muc higher compared to value at higher
termperature. As refer to its characteristics asphalt concrete is significanlty sensitive to temperature in which striffness of
asphalt concrete is depend on the stifness of asphalt as binder. There are some experimental result shows that stiffness of
asphalt is depend on the compaction method, and have proved that there exists differences in stiffness of asphalt concrete
mixtures having the same overall air voids content but compacted with different devices. (see Table 5 and Figure 6)
Table 5: The value of VMA of samples
Continuous gradation- %

0

Gap gradation-%

Temp C
50

60

75

90

50

60

75

90

90

20.07

19.87

19.07

18.48

21.31

19.71

20.39

20.14

100

20.30

20.97

18.58

18.23

21.49

20.40

19.94

19.37

110

18.35

19.86

18.06

17.84

20.32

19.48

19.62

19.01

120

20.22

19.17

18.29

19.20

19.64

19.16

19.51

19.53

22.00

vma cont
90
110

21.00

100
120

vma

20.00

19.00
18.00
17.00
16.00
40

50

60

70

80

90

blows

Figure 6 : Trend line of VMA value base on number of blow and compaction temperature
The constructions of void in mineral aggregate is happen cause by flowing of asphalt in to the void and simultaneously reduce
the asphalt film thickness. Following this phenomena relative distance between aggregate is also reduce make reorientation of
aggregate particles. Restructure and movement of aggregate particles is occurring if friction amongst particle has been settled.
From the figure it shows that lower temperature results higher void in mineral aggregate and it conform that at lower
temperature asphalt tend to hardly compacted. In fact, some mixes that have adequate internal friction and cohesion at the time
of construction can become over lubricated (through a reduction in air voids) due to additional consolidation. Due to this over
lubrication, the strength and shear properties of the mix significantly reduce.
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3.4

Stability of the Mixes

The value of stability of two types of mixes is found to be higher than specification (550 and 800kg). From sample with
combination of four different temperatures it is found that all samples of continuous mix compacted with 90 and at temperature
1200C gives higher value compare with other scheme more value that it stated in the manual. The value is range from the
lowest 819.9 kg to the highest with of 1795.4 kg. The lowest value for this type is sample compacted by 50 blows at 900c to
1100C. Similar results also found for gap graded mixes which shows that compaction at 120 0C and 90 blows gives the highest
value with the total range is between 976kg to 1800kg. However, in this study the highest value is found for the sample at 90
blows and 1100C.
Table 6: Marshall parameter (stability and Flow)
blows
50
60
75
90
50
60
75
90
50
60
75
90
50
60
75
90

temp
90
90
90
90
100
100
100
100
110
110
110
110
120
120
120
120

Gap
Stab -kg.
1264.71
1103.87
1055.01
1318.25
1125.54
976.28
1568.03
1853.10
1490.31
1247.65
1591.96
1804.31
1589.12
1380.91
1663.33
1752.52

Flow –mm
3.25
3.23
2.60
2.87
3.07
3.27
3.00
3.28
3.48
3.00
2.60
3.63
3.50
2.87
3.28
3.23

MQ
390.19
340.56
406.08
459.83
369.57
296.49
527.39
566.22
428.11
420.56
618.06
497.48
454.57
480.83
506.81
542.37

Cont
Stab - kg
819.94
1102.31
958.62
1240.43
981.01
1171.43
1476.82
1499.60
969.04
1167.84
1474.72
1795.41
1445.12
1360.02
1752.75
2079.25

Flow -m
3.67
3.50
4.40
3.97
3.17
3.83
4.15
3.03
3.83
3.37
3.45
3.27
3.50
3.38
3.38
2.78

MQ
224.41
314.29
217.87
313.95
309.81
307.08
354.50
498.17
252.38
348.68
430.37
550.77
414.20
402.53
516.82
748.79

As shown in the Table 6 value of stability of gap graded mixes is relatively fluctuated compared to the value found for
continuous mixes. Even the result shows there is an indication of combination between temperature and compaction effort on
the performance of mixes, it is still relatively hard to decide the most influence factor. All result in this research mentioned that
even with the minimum number of blows and compacted at lower temperature the value of stability is still comply with
specification. If this result is compare with value of the void in the mix the tendency of more blows in combination with higher
temperature will give better performance of hot-mix asphalt concrete. At lower temperature void remaining in the mixture is
still high and this will provide lower value of stability and more porous pavement. Asphalt as binder at lower temperature all
structure is tend to harder unable to move over each other and has a high viscosity. If hot-mix asphalt concrete experiencing an
increase of temperature some of molecules start to move or to flow follow by broken down of intermolecular bonds. Research
has shown that at lower temperature asphalt resembles a solid, at the same time as if temperature increases it becomes liquid.

Figure 7 : Trend line of Stability and Flow value base on number of blow and compaction temperature
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4. CONCLUSIONS
a)

Modification of the standard Marshall testing and procedure of works could give more information, in particular the
increase and the development of compaction effort to the deformation of the sample, and with installment of
predetermine heater could maintain temperature during compaction processes.
b) Densification of hot-mix asphalt concrete sample is achieved at a range of temperature between 110 and 1200C and 90
blows for compaction effort. Additional reading during compaction could make Marshall testing more comprehensive
since it can give data on the gradual deformation or the differences in sample height. The result could become an
input to evaluate the degree of deformation.
c) This research has find that within the range of compaction blows the minimum requirement in term of VMA could
comply with the requirement used in the specification, whereas for the value of VIM there is a difference between
continuous graded and gap graded mixes. Above 80 blows, the result shows that value of VIM is became smaller for
gap graded mix.
d) The result shows there is a tendency for the value of void in the mix influence that number of blows in combination
with higher temperature will give better performance of hot-mix asphalt concrete. This may cause by the
characteristics of asphalt as binder since at lower temperature all structure is harder and might not able to flow and
filled up the void. An increase of temperature, hot-mix asphalt concrete some of component flowing and would fall
apart intermolecular bonds.
e) To ensure and to validate the result of this research, it suggested to do more variation of mixes tested and must
compare simultaneously with other similar testing method in particular to measure the rate of deformation. This may
also followed up with the field testing in order to find the best result considering the effort of compaction which is
converted to the number of passes of roller machine and limit of temperature during compaction process.
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ABSTRACT
Conflict between pedestrians is interaction between the movement of either pedestrians toward or in the opposite direction,
there are not only conflicted at crossing the road but also with the sellers/traders who stopped and trade on pedestrian area.
The pedestrians along Margonda have the high volume because it is centered by a crowd affected by the campus and
commercial places such as malls, and commercial places. In addition Margonda Street filled with other buildings such as
shops, workshops, showrooms, schools and other shopping places.
The objectives of this research are to determine and analyze the Level of Service (LOS) in the pedestrian area of Margonda
with direct calculation and analysis using software named Nomad.
Nomad software can be create and learn in the form of pedestrian movement simulations, assuming that the vendor referred to
as barriers to the pedestrian and provides input policy on the location and the presence of street hawkers (street vendors) in
Margonda area,
The results of this analysis is the LOS of pedestrian in Margonda area is E, and there insignificant difference in all simulation.
However, it is expected to assist in providing input on relevant government policy in relation to the presence of street vendors
in the pedestrian area. These policies will benefit all elements between road users and street vendors.
Keywords
Pedestrian Level of Service, Street vendors, Pedestrian

1. INTRODUCTION
Walking is the forgotten modes of transportation, infrastructure for pedestrians often overlooked, especially in the presence of
sidewalk vendors (PKL), which obstruct pedestrian movement (Sumabrata, 2004)
LOS is an indication of the level of comfort to the pedestrian area, which is to identify factors associated with conditions that
exist in the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM, 2000).
Margonda area is a dense region with 3 important planned zones, including zones for office, education and shopping zone.
Considering these conditions, the level of comfort should acquire the attention of road users.
The presences of sidewalk vendors (street vendors) were out of control and affected pedestrian comfort. On the other hand the
existence of street vendors provides benefits to road users. However, the existence of these street vendors have to be well
controlled so as not to interfere with road users particularly pedestrians.
Nomad simulation program can explain how the patterns of pedestrian movement across the region (Campanella, MC, et al,
2000). Nomad can be used to analyses the comfort level to the pedestrian in the Margonda affected by changes in walking
velocity caused by street vendors.
Nomad is a microscopic modeling program through a pedestrian simulation within an area on foot (walking areas). Imply that
these microscopic simulations explained in detail. Behavior depends on the characteristics of the pedestrians, such as walking
velocity that depends on gender, age, travel destination, etc.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
The study conducted in the Margonda area as shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1, Reseach location

Pedestrian is an important element in the analysis, the number of pedestrians and pedestrian travel time will be observed from
the video recorded and translated into a Nomads program.
Video capture was done on the Margo City Mall Bridge. The area represent the existing conditions was captured by the camera
as shown in figure 2, the size of pedestrian area is 4 meters width and 20 meters length, the dimensions of street vendors is 40
cm x 140 cm.

Figure 2, Video recorded

Observations and data collection conducted in the morning and afternoon, with consideration of the existence of difference
number of street vendors with 8x15 minute intervals.
The scenario was made based on the existing data, as follows:
-

Existing condition.

-

Scenario 2

: The condition in which the presence of street vendors into increased 2 times.

-

Scenario 3

: Planning conditions is the condition of the location of street vendors to be more neat and orderly.

-

Scenario 4

: Clean condition which is No street vendors.
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The data translated to the Nomad to performed validation of the existing condition, and analyzed to the above scenario in order
to obtain the characteristics of simulation scenario, such as pedestrian velocity, travel time and trajectory of pedestrians, the
flow method as can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Analysis Flow chart
Nomad simulation as shown in figure 4, is based on the empirical knowledge of the behavior of pedestrians. The benefits of
this simulation is to provides a prediction of the future situation, the compromise process among the pedestrians, shows
activity of pedestrians may use the optimum route, acceleration, and change of purpose of travel.

Figure 4, NOMAD Analysis

3. DISCUSSION
Video footage of the afternoon shows the movement from south to north as well as the movement from north to south is almost
analogousas shown in table 1. However, in morning the movement generally from north to south as shown in table 2.
Table 1. Number of Pedestrian in the afternoon (16.00 – 17.00)

Periode
st

Original

Number of
Pedestrian

South

North

1 15 minutes

155

75

80

2nd 15 minutes

146

69

77

3 15 minutes

168

87

81

4th 15 minutes

162

79

83

total

631

310

321

average

159

78

81

rd
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Tabel 2. Number of Pedestrian in the morning (10.00 – 11.00)

Original

Number of
Pedestrian

Periode
1st 15 minutes

South

North

74

34

40

nd

91

40

51

rd

90

36

54

th

4 15 minutes

115

50

65

total

370

160

210

average

93

40

53

2 15 minutes
3 15 minutes

Nomad performed in four scenarios on both morning and evening conditions as shown in Figure 6.

Morning Simulation

Afternoon Simulation

Morning Simulation

Afternoon Simulation

Figure 6, Scenario Simulatiom of NOMAD
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Based on the LOS analysis at each interval indicated that in the afternoon of the majority (47%) are at LOS E, as well as in the
morning (51%), as can be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7, LOS Analysis of NOMAD
Nomad simulation illustrates that there insignificant different on pedestrian velocity due to regulating street vendors, especially
in the morning scenario, on the other hand in the afternoon scenario, the addition of the street vendors will reduce pedestrian
velocity by 32%, but the control and exclusion of street vendors affected only 26% of pedestrian velocity. The pedestrian
velocity variation of each simulation can be seen in Figure 8 and table 3.
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Figure 8, Velocity within Scenarios
Table 3, Pedestrian velocity as Nomad scenario

Phenomena in the field were pedestrians feel comfortable with the presence of street vendors, street vendors benefits the
pedestrian because they can buy anything from the street vendors. So this at some point also makes buildup pedestrian area
street vendors cannot be simply eliminated, because if there were no street vendors the pedestrian will considerable decline.
From the phenomenon that occurs between field conditions with analysis by nomads, the existence of street vendors by
pedestrians, but the presence of street vendors is not to obstruct the pedestrian comfort

4. CONCLUSION
Based on data and analysis can be concluded that:
• The Margonda pedestrian area especially in the research area included in category LOS of E
• In the afternoon, presence of street vendors will make pedestrians have to travel in a longer time
• In the morning the existence of street vendors will not influence on pedestrian movement
• Analysis of the field using the Nomad is identical in terms of generating an average velocity of pedestrians.
Some suggestions to improve the research include:
• It is need to carried out more than 2 times observations to acquire data related to the genuine conditions
• In the afternoon, the existence of street vendors should be more well-organized and disciplined
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ABSTRACT
Early 2002, landslide occurred in backside of building 50 and 52, P2PLR-BATAN. Geotechnical and hydrogeological
investigation conclude that landslide is caused by groundwater flow insulation which made pore pressure increased and soil
shear strength decreased. Slope stability calculation analysis shows the average secure factor was in the level 0.36 below the
secure level (1.3). Horizontal drains and trench drains installation in the foot slope applied to lower the groundwater level and
to eliminate pore pressure in soil in order to increase soil shear strength. To determine the number of horizontal drains to be
installed, lithology units and water flow velocity in each lithology units need to be observed and measured. They are claystone
= 0.00003 lt/s; sandy claystone = 0.03 lt/s; and sandstone = 6.024 lt/s. Horizontal drains installation on the foot slope
installed as much as 30 pieces with water flow velocity of 12.85 lt/s. This installation decrease the groundwater level
significantly and the secure factor for slope stability increase into level 1.65. Thus, the installation of horizontal drains would
be very appropriate to prevent landslides on the slopes in backside of PTLR-BATAN.
Keywords
Horizontal drains, trench drains, landslide, shear strength.

1. INTRODUCTION
Early 2002, land movement occurred in backside of building 50 and 52, P2PLR-BATAN. From the preliminary study this
movement is caused by land subsidence. This subsidence then repaired by using soil stockpiling and compacting. This
overburden then made the upper side of the slope heavier and start to fall again not long after the overburdening finished. In
the year 2003, geotechnical study was carried out to study the cause of land movement and to prevent it happens again. From
this study then it is recognized that slope stability safety factor is only 0.36, below the secure level (1.3) made this slope in
unstable position. Hydrogeological analysis showed there is groundwater flow insulation which caused the happened of excess
pore water pressure. This excess made a decrease of soil shear strength which is the main factor of landslide occurrence in
early 2002. By eliminating the insulation, groundwater accumulation in the soil decreased, made pore water pressure lower and
cause the increasing of secure factor into safe level.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Permeability Test
Permeability test is carried out to obtain soil permeability data which will be use to calculate water velocity that flow in the soil.
This test is perform in every soil layers to have information about aquifer. Methods to use to obtain the soil permeability are
constant head test and pumping test. Constant head test is conducted by inserting pipes to the bottom of the hole or to the final
depth of soil which want to know it’s permeability, then flow it with water constantly by not lowering the water level. To get a
constant flow discharge scale, numbers of experiment are conducted until the water level in the hole stable. Furthermore,
discharge rate is calculated by flowing the water into a container. Time recording start when the first water flows until water in
the container full, then continued by calculate discharge rate using the recorded data. Pumping test is conducted with a constant
discharge rate and no change in well groundwater level. Water pumping is carried out during a certain time interval until the
groundwater level in piezometric well changed. Value of permeability coefficient is obtained with the assumption that water
flow into the well is horizontal with the radial direction through the pipe wall. Constant head test and pumping test illustrated
in picture 1 below.
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r

r
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k

Drawdown

1

Where k = water permeability coefficient (cm/s)
Q = discharge rate (cm3/s)
H = hydraulic gradient (cm)
R= casing pipe diameter (cm)
Equation:

Q ln( r2 / r1 )
(h2

2

2

h1 )

.................................................... (2)

Where: Q = Pumping discharge rate
r1 = Well radius
h

2

h

1

Impermeabel

Pumping Test

r2 = Distance between test well and piezometric well
h1 = Water level of test well
h2 = Water level of piezometric well

Picture 1. Constant Head Test and Pumping Test Scheme and Equation
2.2. Horizontal Drains Calculation and Design
Horizontal drains are installed by considering water discharge calculation which flows into slope body. Water discharge
calculations are conducted based on hydraulic conductivity data, hydraulic gradient data, and the wide of slope section area.
Hydraulic conductivity is calculated from in field permeability test by using pumping test method or constant head test method.
Hydraulic gradient is calculated based on the difference between water table elevation in the upper side of slope and
piezometric well horizontal distance to the footslope. This calculation is based on comparation between inside slope discharge
rate and flow capacity of horizontal drains pipe. Discharge rate inside the slope is calculated differently for each lithology,
because every lithology have a different hydraulic conductivity. Groundwater discharge is calculated by using equation
Q K .i. A .............................................................................. (3)
Where: Q = discharge rate
K = hydraulic conductivity
i = hydraulic gradient
A = area wide
Pipe flow capacity calculation is conducted to every different pipe diameter to have a propiate pipe diameter to adjust with drill
hole. Manning equation is used in to pipe flow capacity calculation.
Q V .A
V

1.486

2

1

.R 3 .S 2

............................................................... (4)

N
Where: Q = discharge rate
V = velocity (ft/s)
A = pipe section wide
R = hydraulic radius
S = slope angle (%)
N = roughness coefficient (0.013)

The number of horizontal drains is calculated by dividing the wide of drainaged area section and pipe flow capacity. Because
horizontal drains slope angle also hold an important rule, a few slope angle configuration is carried out to obtain the optimum
condition. When the number of horizontal drains need obtained, then detailed design of field work is conducted by considering
the detail of technical drilling, supporting structure, and also tools and materials spesification.

2.3. Horizontal Drains Installation
Horizontal drains installation is carried out by using a drill hole. Hole drilled horizontally with bearing as describe in the
design. This installations are also supported with some structure such as control basin and trench drain. Horizontal drilling is
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caried out with 30 m – 40 m depth to make hole for drains pipe instalation. After the drilling, 2 inch perforated pipe then
installed. This pipe is covered by 2 mm non woven geotextile which is more permeable than soil.

Picture 2. Horizontal drilling direction and design

3. DISCUSSION
Area of building 50 and 52 is composed by 4 rock layers, identified from BH-1, HB-1, and HB-2 drill hole. From top to bottom,
they are claystone 1, coarse sandstone, claystone 2, and tuffaceous claystone (picture 3). Claystone 1 has thickness from 5 m –
10 m, coarse sandstone is about 5 m, claystone 2 is about 3 m, and tuffaceous claystone is more than 15 m.

Picture 3. Drill hole location and geological section
From well HB-2, groundwater level from surface (H) is 135 cm, drill hole radius (r) is 3.175 cm, and constant discharge rate
(Q) is 0.0194 lt/s. Permeability (k) then calculated by using equation (1), and the result is 4.1x10-7 cm/s. Constant head test also
conducted in well HB-1, and the result is 3.98x10-5 cm/s (Picture 4).
Well HB-2
Well HB-1
Q = 0.0194
Q = 0.0194
lt/slt/dt
2r = 6.35 cm

0m

Q = 0.0175 lt/s
0

H = 135 cm
1
MAT
2
2.6 m
3
Clay
4m

4
Silty Clay
5

5.1 m
Coarse Sand

6m

k

0.0194
5.5 x135 x(2.5 x2.54)

4.1x10 7 cm / s

k

0.0175
4400

3.98 x10 5 cm / s

Picture 4. Permeability test using constant head test on well HB-1 and HB-2.
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Pumping test is carried out in well HB-1 and BH-1 by using pump and suction pump placed in the bottom of the well (picture
5). Well HB-2 is a piezometric well for HB-1. Distance between HB-1 and HB-2 (r2) is 7.5 m, drill hole radius is 0.019 m,
lithology thickness on HB-1 (h1) is 5 m, lithology thickness on HB-2 (h2) is 5.6 m, discharge rate (Q) is 0.94176 m3/day. Soil
Permeablity then calculated by using equation (2), and the result is 3.26x10-4 cm/s. Pumping test on well BH-1 is carried out by
using well HB-1 as piezometric well. Distance between BH-1 and HB-1 (r2) is 9.75 m, drill hole radius is 0.019 m, lithology
thickness on BH-1 (h1) is 5.32 m, lithology thickness on HB-2 (h2) is 7.07 m, discharge rate (Q) is 3.456 m3/day. Soil
permeability then calculated using equation (2), and the result is 3.66x10-3 cm/s.

Based on the permeability test, it is conclude that hydraulic conductivity for each lithtology units are 4.1x10-4 cm/s
for clay, 3.26 x 10-4 cm/s or 3.98 x 10-5 cm/s for sandy clay, and 3.66 x 10-3 cm/s for clay sand.
BH-1

HB-1
HB-1

HB-2

MAT
MAT'

2.10 m
1.30 m

MAT
MAT'

1.99 m

1.34 m

7.40 m

3.30 m
2.60 m

3.35 m

7.00 m

8.40 m

5.32 m

6.41 m
8.40 m

r1 = 9.75 m

12.73 m

r1 = 1.90 cm
30 m

r1 = 7.50 m

7.5
)
0.019
1.366 x(5.6 2 52 )

r1 = 1.90 cm

0.94176 xLog (
k

3.26 x10 cm / s

9.75
)
0.019
1.366 x(7.07 2 5.32 2 )
3.456 xLog (

4

k

3.66 x10 3 cm / s

Picture 5. Permeability test using pumping test on well HB-1 and BH-1
Groundwater discharge from the upper slope is calculated for each lithology by using equation (3). Groundwater discharge for
claystone is 0.0043 lt/s, sandy clay is 0.066 lt/s, and sandstone 13.252 lt/s, with total discharge is 13.322lt/s
By using 2 inch pipe and 13.322 lt/s total dscharge, numbers of horizontal drains installed then calculated. Horizontal drains
installation on the foot slope have been installed as much as 30 unit.
After define number of horizontal drains, horizontal drilling is carried out with 60 m depth. Drilling target is coarse sandstone
layer in the footslope. Drilling direction is horizontal and about 2o vertical based on the design. Horizontal drain then installed
after drilling process end by inserting perforated pipe to the total depth, then continue by ternch drain installation. This pipe is
covered by 2 mm non woven geotextile which is more permeable than soil
Trench drain is use to make sure that foot slope is not saturated with water. Trench drains is 1 m wide and 1.5 m – 3 m depth,
covered with geotextile and gravel. Water from horizontal drains then flows to control basin. Water discharge rate then
recorded and the result is lt/s. Groundwater level after the instalation then measured again, and the result is that groundwater
level is decrease 1.95 m below (picture 6). This makes the calystone is not saturated with water and increase the safety factor
to secure level (1.65). Horizontal drains installation on the foot slope installed as much as 30 units with water flow velocity of
12.85 lt/s.
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Picture 6. Groundwater level after horizontal drains installation

4. CONCLUSION
Horizontal drains installation on the foot slope flows water in 12.85 lt/s and stops the water insulation inside soil. This make
the groundwater level down below the impermeable layer, cause the decrease of pore pressure and increase soil shear strength.
This condition makes this area safe from landslide.
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ABSTRACT
Transportation is an interdisciplinary approach. Psychology contributes to the understanding of the behavior of transportation
users, included the private car owners and public transportation users. These studies tried to explain the using of bus rapid
transit (BRT) in Jakarta, named Transjakarta. Using, the first corridor of busways, the first study explored the characteristics of
Transjakarta ‗s user (N=748). The second study elicited free responses of commuters who usually use cars to travel to their
workplace destination, through interview technique (N= 32). The third study predicted commuters‘ travel behavior change
using behavioral intention model of planned behavior theory (N= 493). It explained how their attitudes toward Transjakarta
busway, the difficulties and easiness for car owner to change to Transjakarta using, how they subjectively perceived the norms
of using Transjakarta. The results showed interesting findings. The majority of current Transjakarta users did not contributed
from car owners. Only small number of its users came from car users. The modal salient beliefs of commuters using private car
implied more negative beliefs. Interestingly, majority of car users tended to have positive attitude toward TransJakarta using,
weak subjective norms, but strong behavioral intentions to use Transjakarta. Their intentions were even stronger if
Transjakarta was totally convenient. Further explanation on how to encourage commuters travel mode and how to improve the
quality of Transjakarta as a major in Jakarta macro transportation system were also discussed.
Keywords:
Travel behavior, theory of planned behavior (TPB), behavioral intention, attitude, perceived behavioral control.

1. INTRODUCTION
Stressful is one word that describes physical environment in Jakarta. The result of Mercer Indonesia research in 2008 showed
that the quality of life of Jakarta people was worse than other big cities in the world. This fact was physically contributed from
bad transportation system, traffic jam, air pollution, high frequencies of criminalities at street, and other. Related to bad
transportation, Indonesian Transportation Society (MTI) in 2010 Transportation Outlook had foreseen that gridlock will totally
happen in Jakarta in 2014. Mapping of transportation problems in Jakarta revealed that there were several behavioral problems
besides policies and infrastructural ones. People dependency to use private transportation modes (car and motor cycle) were
one major behavioral problem. More than its instrumental-reasoned, using private car had symbolic-affective motives for its
users, and make it difficult to encourage car users to change their travel modes to public transportation (Steg, Vlek &
Slotegraaf, 2001). The dependency to use private car could be contributed from several causes: the long travel time from
people home to their workplace, the same work hours, and the increasing numbers of people occupied private transportation
modes. On the other sides, the condition of public transportation in Jakarta was perceived terrifically bad. Modification of
some infrastructures and policies do help to solve the problem, but changing people attitude and perception had found cheaper
and accepted (Taylor & Ampt, 2003). Focusing on travel behavior of commuters owning one private car, this paper will
explain several psychological variables that potentially induce and impede them to use public transportation, particularly bus
rapid transit named TransJakarta.
Commuter‘s travel behavior is defined as the use of particular transportation mode to travel from home to workplace and return
from workplace to home. Using mass public transportation like Transjakarta is assumed to be the best alternative of commuter
travel mode to avoid inner city traffic jam. Transjakarta is the only one of mass transportation modes provided by Jakarta city
government and has some significant advantages. It is cheap, fast, and quite comfortable. But is this the true case for
Transjakarta in the minds of hundreds of commuters? Do they favor using Transjakarta than private car? Do they truly use
such mass public transportation? If they don‘t, what obstacles that impede them using it? If they want to use it, what factors
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will support their decision? Indeed, travel and traffic involves behavioral domain, and psychological theories provide
explanation of car use and car use reduction. One theory that had been used in wide-range studies of behavior change is the
theory of planned behavior or TPB from Azjen (1991). TPB is the most popular theoretical framework to have been applied to
travel mode choice (Gardner & Abraham, 2008), and in the last decade TPB has been one of two theories that has been used in
most pychological research targeting determinants of car use (Anable et al. in Bamberg, Fujii, Friman & Gärling, 2011). The
evidence of TPB effectiveness in explaining and predicting various behaviors is robust. TRA, for example, was proved to be
able to predict one's intention to get a job, drinking behavior, losing weight, election participation, voting behavior, using
condoms, other health related behaviors, and traffic violations, (Ajzen, 1991). In car use behavior, meta-analysis of 23 unique
data sets reported in 20 publications generally supported the predictive utility derived from TPB (Gardner & Abraham, 2008).
Furthermore, stronger effects on both intention and behavior were found for TPB cognitions regarding use of non-car transport
or restricting driving than for matched cognitions pertaining to car use.

Figure 1: Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1991)
TPB is a further explanation of the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) of Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), which assumes that
humans are rational beings, who systematically use or process the information that he had a reasonable order to arrive at
certain decisions. Therefore, behavior is considered as volitional, means follow the will of individuals alone. TRA explained
that intentions can predict behavior if it is known how individual attitudes and subjective norm toward attitude objects. In other
words, the intention is one's will to commit an act that can be predicted from attitudes and normative norm. Attitude implies
there are beliefs that certain behaviors will bring consequences (behavioral belief). While the subjective norm is the
individual's beliefs about what is considered important and expected by his significant others (normative belief). TRA is a
success to explain the behavior completely under the control of individuals. For example, voting behavior, family planning,
abortion, going to church, and behaviors related to health (Ajzen, 1988).
However, the TRA can not be used to explain and predict behaviors that are not entirely under individual control. This is also
to criticize TRA that there are huge samples of social behavior influenced by factors outside the individual, thereby weakening
the individual's perception that he is able to perform a behavior. For that reason, Ajzen (1991) added one variable, namely
perceived behavioral control (PBC), into a model of behavioral intentions to explain behaviors that do not follow under
volitional control. Choosing travel modes is also behavior not governed under the rules of own individual will. It must be
based on consideration and reasonable information available in the minds of transport users. This includes, using public
transportation for car users. People for example, when forming an intention to use car or bus, do not only take into account
their attitudes toward these two travel modes but they also judge the difficulty of using them. This is referred to as perceived
behavioral control. TPB thus stresses the importance of situational constraints.

2. PRESENT RESEARCH
Using the Corridor I of bus ways (Blok M – Kota destination) as sample of Transjakarta service areas, these studies were
aimed to explain and predict commuters‘ travel behavior who owned one car in his/her household. The Corridor I was selected
for several reasons. Blok M bus shelter has feeder for Transjakarta users. It also connected with the inner city bus terminal.
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The bus terminal provides and enables more commuters to use the bus way. Moreover, the travel destinations of Corridor 1
represent some of major business centers in Jakarta (Sudirman, Thamrin, Gajah Mada, Hayam Wuruk). In the first study, we
explored the characteristics of Transjakarta ‗s user. The second study elicited free responses of commuters who usually use
cars to travel to their workplace destination, through interview technique. The third study predicted commuters‘ travel behavior
change using behavioral intention model of planned behavior.

2.1 Study 1
This study was designed as a baseline survey to show that the majority of Transjakarta users did not contributed from private
car owners. It will give evidence on the importance to encourage travel choice modes among private car users.
Method
The respondents of the survey were Transjakarta users in Corridor 1 (Blok M – Kota). The survey was conducted in one full
day of Transjakarta operation (from 5 am – 9 pm) in Blok M bus shelter in November 2010. There were 748 respondents
briefly interviewed before they ride on Transjakarta. The interviewed was structured, so the questions were fixed for all
respondents. The brief interview covered some important question to find the characteristic of Transjakarta users, for example:
their travel destination (location), travel purpose, frequency of riding on Transjakarta, perceived intensity of riding on it,
previous mode of transportation before using Transjakarta, ownership of private car and/or motor cycle.
Results
The results showed interesting findings. From 748 respondents, their travel purpose was mainly for work (62.5%) and rest for
other purposes. The majority of current Transjakarta users did not contributed from car owners, but other public
transportations. More than half respondent were previously public transportation users (67%). Only small number had
previously used private car before they changed their travel mode to Transjakarta (12%). The small number of respondents was
also previously motor riders (14.9%). More over, majority of respondent were not owners of private car (64%) and only some
of them had one car in their household (31%).

2.2 Study 2
To answer how the private car users will change their travel mode choice, we need to identify their beliefs toward car using
and Transjakarta using. Such technique require respondent to list the characteristic, qualities, and attributes of the object of the
consequences of performing the behavior in the free-response format. Follow the procedure of Fishbein & Azjen (1975), a
person‘s beliefs about a given object or action can be elicited in a free-response format by asking him to list the characteristic,
qualities, and attributes of the object of the consequences of performing the behavior.
Method
This study elicited free responses of commuters who usually use cars to travel to their workplace destination through interview
method. In Februari 2011, we interviewed 32 respondents who usually traveled to their office with private. The characteristic
of the respondents were: they live in Jakarta and around, their office locations were passed by the Corridor 1 route, they
frequently used private cars for the last 1 year, and they have only one car. The questions explored behavioral beliefs (e.g.
What comes to respondent‘s mind when he hear the "use private cars for commuting to work‖? What comes to mind when
respondent hear the "using TransJakarta to go to work‖? What are the positive and negative consequences or benefits do
respondent think when respondent use TransJakarta), normative beliefs (e.g. Who is the person or party that supports to use
TransJakarta), and control beliefs (What factors or conditions that encourage respondent will to use Transjakarta?)
Results
The elicitation study showed that being stuck in traffic jam, quick or late to come to office, more fuel utilization and cost,
comfort air conditioner, protected from weather (rain/heat), flexible mobility, and being stress in riding were all the salient
behavioral beliefs of private car using. While, squeezing into and in the bus, long queue before riding the bus, difficult access
to the closest shelter, less fuel utilization, quick to come to office, clean shelter, and good air conditioner were the attributes
(salient behavioral beliefs) of Transjakarta using.
Data in normative beliefs also discovered that majority of car users did not support by their significant others to use
Transjakarta as main public transportation to work (78%). Only the rests had been supported by their friends, spouse, or
parents to use it for specific reasons. The bus was faster, cheaper, less fuel utilization, and escaping stress for using private car.
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Furthermore, their possibilities to use Transjakarta were believed to be based on particular conditions that were beyond their
own control. Such conditions were shorter bus waiting time, sterilization of the bus ways, shorter queue, not squeezing into
and in the bus, easier access to the closest shelter, clean shelter, and comfort air conditioner. These contents of control beliefs
strongly implied that travel behavior for car users who commute from their home to their workplace could not considered
under volitional control. Means, there were external factors or variables that influence their decision to choose Transjakarta.
Therefore, explaining and predicting commuters travel behavior with TPB are adequate and fit with reality.

2.3 STUDY 3
Based on modal salient beliefs that had been found in study 2, we formulated a questionnaire to conduct a large-scale survey
within TPB theoretical framework. We also compared those beliefs from previous studies (e.g. Heath and Gifford, 2002), and
included other variables related with car using like car use problem awareness and others.1
Method
The same as study two, we targeted specific respondents. They live in Jakarta and around, their office locations were passed by
the Corridor 1 route, they frequently used private cars for the last 1 year, and they have only one car. This specification of only
having one car was intended based on assumption that such condition would imply the users to do deliberate choice whether to
use private car or not. Approximately 1000 questionnaires were distributed. The total number of completed questionnaires was
633 for a return rate of 63%. Of the 633 who returned the questionnaires, those who truly fitted with the targeted respondent
characteristic was 493 and used for analysis.
The questionnaire had a bipolar response format ranging from -3 (strongly disagree) to 3 (strongly agree). It measured
determinants of TPB.
Intention. Two items on the questionnaire directly asked respondents about their intentions to use Transjakarta.
Attitude. Attitude toward Transjakarta use was measured using a direct question about respondent‘s general preference for
riding the bus.
Perceived behavioral control. A direct measure of PBC was assessed using two items that asked respondents to rate how
difficult and how probable it was for them to take Transjakarta to commute to office.
Subjective norm. Subjective norm was measured by two items that asked respondent to rate the extent to which most people
who are important to them think that they should take Transjakarta to commute to office.
Behavioral beliefs. Behavioral beliefs and control beliefs were measured mainly to find particular condition or situation that
influence respondents decision to use Transjakarta. Here, we used 10 behavioral beliefs about transportation mode (e.g.
squeezing into and in the bus, queue before riding the bus, access to the closest shelter, fuel utilization/cheap, quick to come to
office, clean shelter, and good air conditioner), 11 control belief (e.g. waiting time, sterilization of bus ways, shorter queue, not
squeezing into and in the bus, easier access to the closest shelter, clean shelter, and comfort air conditioner, living near a good
bus route, and knowing the bus route and schedule well), and 2 normative beliefs which formulated in general term (most
significant persons, not a single and specific one).
To analyze the data, we firstly performed descriptive statistics to understand the nature of intention, attitude, subjective norm,
and perceived behavioral control. Then, we performed multiple regression analysis in order to find the contribution of each
TPB-determinant to predict intention to use Transjakarta
Result
Descriptive statistics of intention showed that the majority of private car users had strong intention to change to
TransJakarta. This can be seen from the Table 1 which lists the means and standard deviations for the variables or PBCdeterminants. Further descriptive analysis of intention 2 showed that majority of respondents had strong intention to use
Transjakarta.

1

Due to the limitation of paper to be submitted in the conference, we just reported here the result of multiple regressions of TPB-variables,
and not included other variables related to car using.
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Table 1: Mean and standard deviations of the variables

M

SD

Intention 1 to take TJ

4.12

1.456

Intention 2 to take TJ

5.00

1.220

Attitude toward TJ use (direct)

4.09

1.498

Subjective norm (direct)

3.13

1.420

PBC over TJ

3.35

1.464

Note. N = 493, TJ = Transjakarta, PBC = perceived behavioral control. Variables were measured on 6-point scale
ranging from -3 (strongly disagree) to 3 (strongly agree). In intention 1, the respondents were asked, ―In the future, I
intend to use TransJakarta as my travel mode to go to office to substitute my private car.‖ Intention 2 was more
specific: ―In the future situation, if TransJakarta is really convenient as a travel mode to go to office, I will use
TransJakarta as a substitute for my private car.‖
Table 2: Percentage of respondents’ intention to use Transjakarta if it is convenient (N = 493)

f

%

Strongly unintended

10

2,0

Unintended

11

2,2

Quite unintended

44

8,9

Quite intended

68

13,8

Intended

130

26,3

Strongly intended

231

46,8

From table 2, we could stated that majority of respondent had strong intention to use TJ. Their intention were stronger if TJ
convenient enough for them (private car users). Interestingly, respondents also tended to have positive attitude toward TJ
using, but weak subjective norms and weak PBC. These data indicated that car users favored to use TJ, but the most significant
others around them did not support to use TJ. The car users also perceived themselves not to be easy to use TJ due to specific
conditions of TJ.
We then performed multiple regression analysis in order to find the contribution of each TPB variable. The three original TPB
variables explained most of the variance in intention to use TJ in the future if it is convenient, (R² = .378, F (3, 493) = 98.984,
p < .001). This result can be interpreted that 37.8% of variance of intention to use TJ is explained significantly by the three
variables. Drawing this finding into population, the percentage of variance reached 37.4% as it seen in table 3, and the betas for
all TPB-variables were positive. This can be interpreted that the intention to use TJ can be estimated and predicted from
attitude toward TJ, subjective norm, and PBC over TJ. The higher the attitude, subjective norm, and PBC, the higher the
intention to use Transjakarta will be.
Table 3: Multiple Regression of Intention to take Transjakarta

R²

∆R²

β

t

.378

.374

.372

8.756***

Subjective norm

.205

4.692***

PBC over TJ

.172

3.953***

Variable
Attitude

Note: *** p< .001
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3. GENERAL DISCUSSION
In study 1, the findings that Transjakarta was mainly used to travel people to work and those used it were previously other
public transportation users indicated important notion. There were quite number of previously car users who had changed their
travel mode choice. Even small, this number contributed to the reduction of pollution and reduction of traffic jam in the route
of Blok M – Kota. But, most private car users in Corridor I had not used Transjakarta service, thus road spaces were still used
largely by the private car users. If more private car users change their travel mode to Transjakarta, the traffic jam will
potentially break down. In other words, if more private car users change to Transjakarta, the contribution of Transjakarta as a
mass public transportation maybe significantly helpful to reduce traffic jam, reduce air pollution, and maybe prevent the 2014
gridlock.
How can we explain car user change to Transjakarta bus? Findings in study 2 indicated that car users are actors who
deliberatively consider their choices in both travel modes (private car versus bus using). They believed in several
disadvantages of using private car (being stuck in traffic jam, potentially late to come to office, and more economic cost), but
also believed that the bus was not comfort enough for them (squeezing into and in the bus, long queue before riding the bus,
difficult access to the closest shelter). Thus, the modal salient beliefs of commuters using private car implied more negative
beliefs toward both travel modes, but the bus had more negative contents than private car. Family and friends as significant
other around car users also did not supported to use Transjakarta use, thus weakening their intention to use the bus. Moreover,
there were external factors or variables that influence their decision to choose Transjakarta: shorter bus waiting time,
sterilization of the bus ways, shorter queue, not squeezing into and in the bus, easier access to the closest shelter, clean shelter,
and more comfortable air conditioner. If there are any interventions targeted to improve those factors, car users‘ change to
Transjakarta bus may be very potential. Program sterilization applied by government at the end 2010 shown positive
indication to busway Transjakarta. Numbers of passenger become higher than before program sterilization. But, some problem
should be noticed are level of crowded passengers in halt still happen in rush hour, waiting time longer than published and
inconvenient condition on bus caused too many passengers and no air flow. According to busway explanation this situation
caused by not enough bus to support all passengers and long time to fill gas for busway fuel (station of gas fuel (SPBG) limited
in Jakarta). Most bus of Transjakarta use compression natural gas (CNG) except corridor I route blok M-Kota use diesel as fuel
to support government policy to reduce emission. Limited SPBG become one big problem to solve beside less of bus to serve
Transjakarta passengers. Some of bus corridor I used to help others corridor of busway. Corridor I (Blok M-Kota) is the best
transjakarta operator and serves more than 2 million passengers in a month. From general service authority (BLU) busway
some improvement should be made to shift car passenger to busway. BLU need to add more bus, increase minimum level of
service include waiting time, capacity a bus, time travelled, convenient in halt and bus.
Can we be sure of such intervention? Can car users‘ change to Transjakarta bus be predicted? Findings in study 3 showed that
variance of intention to use Transjakarta could be estimated 37% from attitude, subjective norm, and PBC. We had known that
car users‘ attitude toward Transjakarta was positive and strong. However, their subjective norm and PBC were weak. Thus,
(again) any intervention designed to solve problems related to the subjective norm and PBC can predict potential change in the
travel behavior of private car users. To encourage commuters travel mode and to improve the quality of Transjakarta as a
major in Jakarta macro transportation system, subjective norm and PBC are necessarily required.
As concluded in Gardner and Abraham (2008), TPB-specified determinants are potentially useful targets for behavior change
interventions. However they also noted that habit was associated with intention and strongly associated with behavior across
studies, indicating that more than intention change may be necessary to initiate behavior change. Their finding might explain
why the contribution of TPB only account less than 50%. Furthermore, there might be another variable related to travel
behavior and traffic mode decisions, like car use problem awareness that interfere with the result.
Despite of this weakness, these studies provide what cognitive antecedents of travel behavior should be targeted by particular
policy measure. Increasing driving costs, for example, may encourage drivers to set car use reduction goals and form plans for
use of alternative modes. Stradling, Meadows, and Beatty (2000) summarized that cost increasing can be done by
implementing some ‗push‘ measures, including raising of fuel prices, raising parking charges, tolls by place (e.g. motorways)
or time (e.g. peak hour). They also listed some pull measures: persuasive communications like anti-car use propaganda,
improve availability of information, well publicized role of modeling, car pool lanes, better public transport vehicles and
interchanges—cheap, clean, comfortable, convenient, fast, frequent, reliable, safe, weatherproof. Will the push and pull
measures effective enough? Stradling et.al showed in their study that effectiveness ratings of pull and push policy measures
showed car users would rather be pulled that pushed from their cars. Thus, pull polices will be more popular than push policies
and may be more effective.
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4. CONCLUSION
In general, these studies examined travel behavior from psychological perspective using TPB. TPB is useful targets for
behavior change interventions. Particular TPB-variables need to be targeted to help drivers out of their cars are subjective norm
and PBC. Persuasive communications like anti-car use propaganda involving commuters‘ significant other like parents, spouse,
and friends are important to raise collective consciousness about the problem addressed by car using. Better Transjakarta
vehicles, shelter, and its traffic management are strongly recommended. Clean, comfortable, convenient, fast, frequent,
reliable, and safe are prerequisite of more car users‘ changes.
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ABSTRACT
Short-term shrinkage is very important because it can give micro cracks, that can be accumulated when load is applied.
Tropical environment generally has higher relative humidity and temperature than in four-season countries. This research
was conducted experimentally, by using specimens according to ASTM 78-08 and full-scaled beam. Two types of mixeddesigns were used : they were without fly ash (DB) and with fly ash (TB). Fly ash was designed to replace 15% of cement
weight. Each kind of standard samples had three pieces, while full-scaled beam only one. Both mixtures had average strength
of 60 MPa. Measurement of shrinkage and concrete temperature was done with vibrating wire embeded strain gage, one was
installed at the end of standard sample, while in full-scaled beam four were installed at the end and four in the middle. Then
the samples were stored in a conditioned room with the temperature of 28±3oC and relative humidity of 72±5%.
Measurement was done right after casting until they reached the age of 15 days. Investigation result shows that the shrinkage
in standard sample can not represent full-scaled beam. Fly ash can decrease autogenous shrinkage and shrinkage at curing
time in standard sample and full-scaled beam; therefore, they become 40-60% and 60-80% respectively. In DB full-scaled
beam, at the end of span, the shrinkage can reach more than 100 times compared with in the middle, while TB has similar
shrinkage, like in cross section.
Keyworlds
Shrinkage, HPC, fly ash, tropical weather

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, more high rise buildings and long span bridges are growing fast in tropical countries; therefore, the use of HPC will
increase. Development in tropical countries is followed by incline in the use of electrical products. Fly ash in Indonesia is
waste from coal burning, product of electrical power plant; therefore, classified as F [24]. The use of fly ash as cement
replacement will make economical concrete and healthy environment. Using concrete mixture with fly ash is an integrated
design in urban ecotechnology for quality of life and humanity. Shrinkage in normal concrete has been well understood. Two
of the determining shrinkage parameters are relative humidity and temperature [3,9,16]. Temperature and relative humidity
(RH) in tropical areas are generally higher than in four-season countries.
However, to determine HPC shrinkage, Indonesia still uses normal concrete shrinkage formula that is based on research in
four-season countries [1]. Gerard Ponds (2003) divided phases of shrinkage into 3, which were phase 1 (0-15 days), phase 2
(15-100 days), and phase 3 (100-1000 days) [12]. Shrinkage of concrete will cause micro cracks that occur at early age. Many
researchers have studied expansive additive to prevent the cracks [13]. Many problems occur in tunnel caused by initial cracks
[22]. This cracks will accumulate due to applied load. Concrete bending structure is usually of beams and plates. At certain
bending condition, tensile strength occurs [10]. It can widen micro cracks, resulting in serious failure. Thus, understanding of
what happens in concrete at hydration process, curing time, until 15 days old should be increased, especially for HPC.
Salah A. Altoubat and David A. Lange have done the shrinkage, creep, and cracks at early age using dog bone
(76,6mmx76,6mmx1000mm) specimens [23]. Kwang Myong et al have done the autogenous shrinkage with temperature of
20oC and RH of 60% [17]. In 2010, creep in normal concrete in tropical weather was investigated [21]. Mechanical properties
of high volume fly ash in self- compacting concrete mixtures have been investigated by P. Dinakar [19]. The research used F
class fly ash, and showed that much fly ash can decrease compressive strength of concrete at 28 days old but can improve it at
90 and 180 days old. The adequate strength development and low temperature rise characteristic of high-volume fly ash
concrete [4]. Fly ash influences the development and relaxation of early stress [6]. The highest of autogenous shrinkage rate is
during 3 to12 hours [20].
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The primary purpose is to understand the influence of fly ash in short-term HPC shrinkage by means of standard samples and
full-scaled beam. This research is aimed to use in cement industry, for scientists, designers, planners and construction builders
in tropical areas. The scope of this research is replacement of 15% of cement weight by fly ash in a conditioned room ( the
temperature of 28±3oC and relative humidity of 72±5%).
Comparisons of accuracy results from researches based on available regulations or other investigations are shown in Table 1
Table 1: Comparisons of accuracy results from researches based on available regulations or ather investigations
No
1
2
3

Year
2008
2005
2004

Researchers
J Karthikeyan,, A Upadhyay, M Bhandari15
Canfield25
Yeol Choi. Moon-Myung Kang27

Most accurate regulation//Explanations
Most accurate regulation : AASHTO
ACI over estimate
ACI over estimate

4

2004

ACI & CEB under estimate

5

2004

Carlos Videla, Juan Pablo Covarrubias and
Christian Masana7
Mauricio Lopez, Lawrence F Kahn and
Kimberly E Kurtis18

6
7

2004
2003

Waldron25
Townsend25

8

2003

Townsend25

9

2003

Townsend25

Shape of specimen (mm)
Prism 150×150×600
Prism 100×100×600
Prism 75×75×285

Most accurate regulation < 100 days : Shams & Kahn
Most accurate regulation > 100 days : ACI 209
Most accurate regulations:Bazant B3, NCHRP 496
Most accurate regulation for cylinder specimen:
Bazant B3
Most accurate regulation for prism
Gardner-Locman (GL)
Most accurate regulation for total strain: ACI-Huo

Cylinder Ø100, h:200)

Cylinder
Prism 150×150×600

Table 1 shows that the most suitable regulation really varies and the shapes of most specimens can .be classified as little
specimens.

2. RESEARCH PROGRAM
This research was done by experimental method by standard and full-scaled beam. Yves have revealed that performance of
concrete is indicated by minimum compressive strength of 60 Mpa [26] ,few permeability (< 2.5 cm) and slump flow of 30±5
cm.
2.1.Materials
Fine and coarse aggregate was chosen based on optimum gradation according to ASTM C33-03. The materials used in the
study are as following : OPC, fly ash class F, HRWR (polycarboxylate as organic activator), river sand (SSD specific gravity
2.6053; absorption 0.4%), coarse aggregate 6-12mm (SSD specific gravity 2.636; absorption 2.26 %), coarse aggregate 1319mm (SSD specific gravity 2.563; absorption 1.543 %)
2.2. Mixture proportions
High shrinkage is most dependent on binder, not environment [8], based on this reason the use of cement is limited .
Composition of concrete was designed with and without fly ash as shown in Table 2. Both of mixtures have average
compressive strength of 60 MPa at 28 days of age. Proportion of sand and coarse aggregate for both mixtures was the
same;therefore, the change in volume of aggregate can be ignored.
Table 2: Concrete composition
Material (kg/m3)
Ordinary Portland Cement
Silica Fume
Fly ash
Water
Sand
Coarse aggregate
6 mm – 12 mm
13 mm – 19 mm
HRWR

Without fly ash (DB)
500
40
142.6
800
935
280.5
654.5
7.6

With fly ash (TB)
454.3
40
57.14
146
800
935
280.5
654.5
7.6

Properties
w/cm
HRWR/cm
Slump flow (cm)
Air Content (%)
Permeability (cm)

DB
0.264
1.4%
30-35
1.6
1.2

TB
0.264
1.4%
30-35
1.5
1.6

2.3. Specimens
This study used specimens according to ASTM 78-08 that were 15cm х 15cm х 60cm prisms and full scaled beam (20cm х
60cm х 300cm), 3 pieces of prisms for TB and also DB, while for full-scaled beam only one. To have similar structure with
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long span bridge, the full-scaled beam was designed as in prestressed beam. Shrinkage is read as strain hystory by vibrating
wire embeded strain gage/VWESG (Figure 1). One is installed at the end of standard sample, while at full-scaled beam four at
the end and four in the middle of span as shown in Figure 1(a) and 1(b) respectively. Samples were covered by styrofoam for
24 hours to reduce the influences from the environment; thus, shrinkage and temperature in concrete were seen as the influence
from hydration process. After that samples underwent wet curing until they reached the age of 7 days.

(a)

Standard sample
(b) Full-scaled beam
Figure 1 : The installed of VWESG

(a) Standard samples
(b) Full-scaled sample
Figure 2 : In conditioned room

Then the samples were stored in a conditioned room with the temperatue of 28±3oC and relativ humidity 72±5% as seen in
Figure 2. To minimize the friction between specimens and floor, 2 cylinders supported a sample and were placed at the bottom
of standard specimen, while at the full-scaled were 6. This observation was done every 15 minutes right after casting until 24
hours, every 60 minutes at 25 to 48 hours , third day until seventh day every 2 hours, and the rest of the days was once a day.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The graph of strain at the first 24 hours of shrinkage is shown in Figure 3(a) for standard samples, 3(b) and 3(c) for full-scaled
beam using VWESG at the end of span, and in the middle.
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(b)At the end of full-scaled beam
(c) In the middle of full-scaled beam
Figure 3 : Autogenous shrinkage in standard samples

The above figures show that for the first 24 hours of hydration process, standard samples swell and shrink one after another.
Shrinkage of TB is smaller than DB. At the end of full-scaled beam, the shrinkage shows significant deviation between DB
and TB. Fly ash has great influence on the area and on this step. While in the middle of full-scaled beam, the fluctuations of
strain occur in DB, but not in TB. Cross section strains of TB at the end and in the middle are more distributed than DB.
Shrinkage at curing time until the age of 7 days is illustrated in Figure 4 (a),(b),(c).
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(b)At the end of full-scaled beam
Figure 4 : Shrinkage at curing time
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(c) In the middle of full-scaled beam

DB and TB standard samples at curing time do not show significant fluctuation because the graphs are relatively flat. Curing
begins on the second day because the silica bridges occur [11]. At the end of DB full-scaled beam, the strains shows smooth
inclining graph, but TB shows declining graph. In the middle, both of mixtures expand.
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(b)At the end of full-scaled beam
Figure 5 : Short-term shrinkage
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Figure 5 shows a complete short-term shrinkage. The biggest shrinkage occurs at the bottom of cross section for DB, and for
TB is on top, and vice versa. Table 5 shows maximum strain at every phase of short-term shrinkage and ratio of TB and DB a
long the span, while Table 6 shows it along cross section.
Table 5. Maximum strain and ratio of TB and DB along the span
Mix Standard
design
At
Age
DB 12,5 hours
TB 12,5 hours
DB
7 days
TB
7 days
DB
15 days
TB
15 days

sample
the end
Max strain
0,000071488
0,00004392
0,000086496
0,000040777
0,00018176
0,00018122

Full scale beam
At the end
In the
Age
Max strain
Age
24 hours
0,00491
12,5 hours
9 hours
0,000108672 7-24 hours
7 days
0,00915145
7 days
7 days
0,000056948
7 days
15 days
0,010162
15 days
15 days
0,0001406
15 days

end strain end strain /
DB /TB
middle
standard/ middle strain At the
In the
Max strain full-scaled
end
middle
0,000184896
0,01
26,6
45,2
1,58
0,000117
0,40
0,9
0,000078432
0,01
116,7
160,7
1,27
0,000061536
0,72
0,9
0,000130752
0,02
77,7
72,3
1,05
0,000125
1,29
1,1

standard
61,44

TB/DB (%)
Stage in
full-scaled full-scaled
phase 1
at the end in the middle
2,21
63,3
Autogenous

47,14

0,62

78,5

Curing time

99,70

1,38

95,6

The end of
phase 1

Table 6. Maximum strain and ratio of TB and DB along the cross section
VWESG
DB
1
0,01016
2
0,00705
3
0,00939
4
0,00659
From top
1,3,2,4
Average
Longest range

Deviation
0,002349
0,000768
0,000457
0,0011913
0,003574

VWESG
1
2
3
4

TB
6,81E-05
8,80E-05
0,0001017
0,0001406
4,3,2,1

Deviation
1,997E-05
1,363E-05
3,894E-05

TB/DB (%) VWESG
6,70E-01
5
1,25E+00
6
1,08E+00
7
2,13E+00
8
5,7,6,8
2,418E-05 1,28E+00
7,25E-05

DB
Deviation VWESG
TB
Deviation TB/DB (%)
7,84E-05
5
6,15E-05
7,85E+01
0,0000216 1,75E-05
6
4,39E-05 -1,77E-05 2,03E+02
3,91E-05
3,94E-05
7
0,00003168 -9,34E-06 8,11E+01
-1,29E-06 -2,29E-05
8
4,10E-05 -2,85E-06 -3,17E+03
5,6,8,7
3,4452E-05
4,4527E-05
7,97E-05
-2,99E-05

From this Table, strain deviation along the cross section in DB is bigger than TB
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4. CONCLUSION
The conclusion that can be drawn from this study is that first of all little samples can not represent full-scale beam because the
shrinkage is only 1-2%. It is also shown that fly ash can decrease shrinkage to 40-60% for standard sample and 60-80% for
full-scaled beam at hydration process and curing time, but not at the end of phase 1. In addition, the experiment shows that fly
ash can even the shrinkage along the span and cross section.
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ABSTRACT
Installation of timber piles by pushing the piles into soft soil layer in the field is one of the methods of soil reinforcement to
increase the soil shear strength and decrease the settlement of soft soil at post-construction stage. This soil reinforcement
method is termed as composite soil. A set laboratory study of reinforcement effect on shear strength in undrained condition
was conducted on kaolinite clay by using triaxial apparatus to simulate the real field condition. The first step, the kaolinite
clay slurry were consolidated in the rowe cell consolidometer apparatus under pressure of 100 kPa until 8 days. For tiaxial
test, the samples were made by using extruder with diameter size of 32mm and height of 72 mm, then the timber piles with
diameter of 2 mm and length of 25 mm, were inserted into soil sample. The soil samples reinforced by timber pile are termed
as composite samples. The second step, the soil and composite samples were saturated in the triaxial test until the coefficient
of B higher than 0.97. During the triaxial test and the first step of the consolidation stage, cell pressure of 100, 140 and 180
kPa were applied within 24 hours. Applying the shear force to the samples in undrained test until reaching a maximum stress
and strain of 14 % was carried out. The results from this test indicated that the cohesion parameter and angle of internal
friction of composite samples are higher and lower respectively than the unreinforced soil samples under consolidated
undrained test. It was found that a reinforcement system increased the soil strength and reduced the settlement to support
permanent load.
Keywords
Reinforcement, kaolinite clay, soil shear strength, consolidated undrained, strain.
1. INTRODUCTION
The safety of buildings construction located on soft soil should be ensured against failure and tolerable settlement. One of the
applied methods is soil reinforcement. This method is to increase the shear strength capacity and decrease the settlement during
post construction phase by pushing the timber piles into soil layer. To simulate the real condition in the field, laboratory study
of the effects of timber pile reinforcement on shear strength in undrained condition was conducted on kaolinite clay by using
triaxial apparatus.
Park, et al., [18] have studied the effect of sand pile in the clay on shear strength as composite sample under consolidated
undrained triaxial test. Chang, et al., [6] was used geosyntetics material to make composite reinforced soil on unconfined
compression strength and consolidated drained triaxial tests. And Damoerin, et al., [8, 9] was used too geosyntetics material to
reinforce of peat on CBR and unconfined compression test at the laboratory. Irsyam, et al., [14] giving information concerning
design and construction control of embankment over soft cohesive soils by using bamboo piles in the field to increase the shear
strength capacity and decrese the settlement. Bergado, et al. [3] have conducted the full-scale loads tests on granular piles on
soft clay, indicated the increasing of the bearing capacity and reducing the settlements. Consolidated undrained triaxial test on
the soil samples reinforced by timber pile was conducted to simulate the real condition in the field and the test results indicated
that the cohesion parameter and the internal friction angle of composite samples are higher and lower respectively than the
unreinforced soil samples under consolidated undrained triaxial test.

2. TEST PROCEDURE
Test on soil samples consist of physical and engineering properties. The consolidated undrained test was conducted on soil and
composite samples to obtain shear strength parameters.. The first step for preparation of sample, the kaolinite clay slurry was
consolidated in the rowe cell consolidometer apparatus under pressure of 100 kPa until 8 days. For triaxial test, the samples
were made by using extruder with diameter of 32mm and height of 72 mm, then the timber piles with diameter of 2 mm and
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length of 25 mm, were inserted into soil sample. The soil samples reinforced by timber pile are termed as composite samples.
The soil and composite samples were saturated in the triaxaial test until the coefficient of B is above than 0.97. During the
triaxial test and the first step of the consolidation stage, cell pressure of 100, 140 and 180 kPa were applied within 24 hours.
Applying the shear force to the soil and composite samples in undrained test until reaching a maximum stress and strain of 14
% was carried out. Total amount of the timber piles are shown in Table 1 and the configuration of timber piles can be seen in
Figure 1.
Table 1: Total amount of samples
No.

Sample Code

1.
2.
3.

C0
C1-25
C2-25

Variation of timber piles
Amount
Diameter
Length
0
2 mm
2 mm

0
25 mm
25 mm
Total

Amount of
Sample

0
1
2

3
3
3
9

Figure 1: Installation configuration of timber piles

3. TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
3.1 Physical Properties
The physical properties test results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Physical properties of kaolinite clay.
No.

Physical parameters

Value

1.

Color

white

2.

Natural water content

1.61%

3.
4.

Specific gravity
Atterberg Limits:
Liquid Limit, LL (%)
Plastic Limit, PL (%)
Plastic Index, PI (%)

2.60
78.22
37.64
40.58

5.

Sieve Analysis:
Sand (%)
Silt (%)
Clay (%)

0
75
25
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3.2 Engineering Properties
Generally, the engineering properties are necessary for foundation, earth structures and slope stability.
3.2.1

Engineering Properties

Shearing of the soil samples in undrained is carried out by using the speed of 0.05 mm/minute and pore pressure measured
until reached the maximum deviator stress and then it conducted until strain reached 14 %. In this test, the effective stress can
be influenced by excess pore water pressure. The relation between deviator stress and strain can be seen in Figure 2 and the
maximum deviator stress reach on strain between 7 – 12 % and it indicates that the material of soil and composite samples are
in normal consolidation and plastic condition. Based on the Figure 2, it indicates that the timber pile reinforcement increased
the deviator stress especially on C2-25 type.
Deviator Stress vs Strain
(C0)

Deviator Stress vs Strain
(C1-25)

Deviator Stress, q (kPa)

200
180 kPa

150

140 kPa
100 kPa

100

50

250

200
180 kPa

150

140 kPa
100 kPa

100

Deviator Stress, q (kPa)

250

Deviator Stress, q (kPa)

250

Deviator Stress vs Strain
(C2-25)

50

0
5
10
Strain, ε (%)

15

180 kPa
140 kPa

150

100 kPa

100

50

0
0

200

0
0

5
10
Strain, ε (%)

(a)

15

0

5
10
Strain, ε (%)

(b)

15

(c)

Figure 2: Relation between deviator stress, q and strain, ε.
The relation between the excess pore water pressure and strain can be seen in Figure 3 and the maximum excess pore water
pressure reach on strain more than 5 % and it indicates that the pore water pressure begin to resist the deviator stress. In
general, the excess pore water pressure on composite samples is lower than unreinforced soil sample. It shows that the
effective stress on composite samples is higher than unreinforced soil sample and the reinforcement system increased the soil
strength. The maximum deviator stress, strain and excess pore water pressure can be seen in Table 2.
Table 3: Maximum deviator stress, strain and excess pore water pressure value.
Sample
Code

Sample Type

C0

Kaolinite (soil sample)

C1-25

+ 1 timber pile: L=25 mm
(composite sample)

C2-25

+ 2 timber pile: L=25 mm
(composite sample)

Note

Notation

∆σ
ε
∆u
∆σ
ε
∆u
∆σ
ε
∆u

kPa
%
kPa
kPa
%
kPa
kPa
%
kPa

100 kPa
120.40
12.16
55.00
119.64
10.53
60.00
131.81
9.87
58.00

Maximum Value
140 kPa
136.40
11.12
80.00
148.83
8.56
70.00
159.63
7.24
68.00

180 kPa
173.30
9.03
92.03
174.49
7.57
85.00
185.54
6.58
79.00
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∆u vs ε (C0)

120
100

180 kPa

80

140 kPa

60
100 kPa

40
20

140

120
100
180 kPa

80

140 kPa

60

100 kPa

40
20

0

Change in Porewater Pressure, ∆u (kPa)

140
Change in Porewater Pressure, ∆u (kPa)

140
Change in Porewater Pressure,∆u (kPa)

∆u vs ε (C2-25)

∆u vs ε (C1-25)

120
100

140 kPa

60

5
10
Strain,ε (%)

15

100 kPa

40
20

0
0

180 kPa

80

0
0

5
10
Strain,ε (%)

(a)

15

0

5
10
Strain,ε (%)

(b)

15

(c)

Figure 3: Relation between excess pore water pressure, Δu and strain, ε.
3.2.2

Critical State Path

Based on the critical state path method with effective stress of p’ and deviator stress of q’ = q = (σ1 – σ3) illustrated the
relationship between effective and deviator stress as shown in Figure 4. The effective and deviator stress can be calculated by
using this formula as follows:
p’ = [1/3(σ1’ + σ3’)] = [1/3(σ1 + σ3)] – Δu = p – Δu …………………… (1)
q’ = q = (σ’1 - σ’3) = (σ1 - σ3) …………………………………………. (2)
M parameter and qo value can be found in Figure 4. And the other hand, parameter of λNCL, N, λCSL, Γ can be obtained on the
curve about the relation between specific volume (v) and ln (effective stress, p’) in Figure 5.

q vs p' (C0)

y = 0.916x + 39.75
200
180

150

140
100

100
50

250

y = 0.748x + 59.71
200
180
140

150

100

100
50

0
100

200

300

p' =⅓ (σ1'+2σ3') ( kPa)
(a)

y = 0.688x + 73.44
200

180
140
100

150
100
50

0
0

q =σ1-σ3 (kPa)

250
q =σ1-σ3 (kPa)

q =σ1-σ3 (kPa)

q vs p' (C2-25)

q vs p' (C1-25)

250

0
0

100

200

300

p' =⅓ (σ1'+2σ3') (kPa)
(b)

0

100

200

p' =⅓ (σ1'+2σ3') (kPa)
(c)

Figure 4: Relation between deviator, q and effective stress, p’.
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3.2.3

M Parameter & qo value and C’ & Ǿ Parameter

Based on the curve the relation between deviator, q and effective stress, p’ as shown in Figure 4, M parameter and qo value can
be obtained. And M parameter can be determined as gradient between q and p’ value at failure condition. qo value is
intersection between gradient and ordinate line and it indicates that the soil and composite samples is in over consolidation
condition. M parameter and qo value can be obtained by shear strength parameter of C’ and Ǿ by using equation of (3) and (4)
as follows:

…………………………………………(3)
…………………………………………(4)
Based on the formula 3 and 4, the value c’ and ∅’ are given in Table 4.
Table 4: M parameter & qo. Value, c’ and Ǿ parameter
Sample
Code
C0
C1-25
C2-25

Kaolinite
(soil sample)
+ 1 timber pile: L=25 mm
(composite samples)
+ 2 timber pile: L=25 mm
(composite samples)

c'
(kappa)

∅'

0.916

39.75

18.47

23.41

0.748

59.85

28.17

19.42

0.688

73.44

34.73

17.98

(o)

Parameter of λNCL, N, λCSL, Γ
Critical State Line (C0)

Critical State Line (C1-25)

Critical State Line (C2-25)

2.50

NCL :
y = -0.47ln(x) + 4.587

2.40
2.30

CSL

NCL

2.20
2.10

CSL :
y = -0.52ln(x) + 4.698

2.00
0

100
200
p' (kPa)

(a)

Spesific Volume,v (ml)

2.50
Specific Volume,v (ml)

qo

2.50

NCL : y = -0.42ln(x) +
4.375

2.40
2.30

NCL
CSL

2.20

CSL : y = -0.37ln(x) +
4.060

2.10

NCL : y = -0.43ln(x) +
4.466

2.40
2.30

CSL

NCL

2.20

CSL : y = -0.39ln(x) +
4.231

2.10

2.00
300

Specific Volume,v (ml)

3.2.4

M

Sample Type

2.00
0

100
200
p' (kPa)

300

(b)

0

100
200
p' (kPa)

300

(c)

Figure 5: Relation between deviator, q and effective stress, p’.
These parameters are found from: (i). Graph equation of specific volume (v = 1 + e) versus ln (effective tress, p’) from the
original equation (NCL and CSL) as seen in Figure 5; (ii). Normal Consolidation Line (CSL) with equation of v = N – λ ln p’
and (iii). Critical State Line (CSL) with equation of v = Γ – λ ln p’. By using p = 1 kPa, the value of N, λ and Γ can be
obtained as shown in Table 5. Normal Consolidation Line (NCL) located on the left of Critical State Line (CSL). Parameter of
λNCL, N, λCSL , Γ can be seen at Table 5. It can be seen from Table 5 that the parameter value of composite samples are smaller
than soil sample and this indicates that volume of reinforced samples will be decreasing.
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Table 5: Parameter of λNCL, N, λCSL , Γ

Sample
Code
C0
C1-25
C2-25

3.2.5

Sample Type
Kaolinite
(soil sample)
+ 1 timber pile: L=25 mm
(composite sample)
+ 2 timber pile: L=25 mm
(composite sample)

Critical State Parameter
NCL
CSL
λ NCL
N
λ CSL

Γ

-0.479

4.587

-0.525

4.698

-0.421

4.375

-0.371

4.060

-0.435

4.466

-0.397

4.231

Modulus of Elasticity and Coefficient of Volume Compressibility

Initial tangent modulus, E is based on the relation between deviator stress and strain on the linear condition. And coefficient of
volume compressibility, mv is based on equation of (5) as follows:

………………………………………… (5)
The modulus of elasticity, E and coefficient of volume compressibility, mv, are shown in table 6. It can be seen that the
elasticity of composite samples are bigger and coefficient of volume compressibility are smaller than soil sample. This
indicates that the reinforced samples decreased the settlement.
Table 6 : Coefficient of Volume Compressibility (mv)
Sample Code
C0
C1-25
C2-25

Sample Type
Kaolinite
(soil sample)
+ 1 timber pile: L=25 mm
(composite sample)
+ 2 timber pile: L=25 mm
(composite sample)

mv (m2/MN)
0.89
0.67
0.59

4. CONCLUSION
* The cohesion parameter and the internal friction angle of composite samples are higher and lower respectively than the
unreinforced soil samples under consolidated undrained triaxial test.
* Parameter of λNCL, N, λCSL , Γ of composite samples are smaller than soil sample and this indicates that volume of reinforced
samples will be decreasing.
* The elasticity modulus of composite samples is bigger and coefficient of volume compressibility is smaller than soil sample.
This indicates that the reinforced samples decreased the settlement.
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ABSTRACT
Results of two series of experimental study of composite beam comprise of local stiffened cold-formed channel section with
mortar and concrete are presented. First, stiffened-channel was encased with two different materials, mortar and GRC, and
different thickness, 10mm and 20mm. Seven specimens were tested under static load until failure. The results showed that
mortar and GRC improve local instability of channel and prevent local buckling. All specimens were failed due to concrete
crack and steel yielding. The ultimate bending capacity (Mu) of channel increases 3 to 4 and 2.6 to 2.7 times when it was
covered by GRC and mortar, respectively. It can be concluded that GRC is more effective to improve bending capacity of
channel than mortar. Addition of 10mm thickness of GRC enhances about 30% of Mu. In the second series, stiffened-channels
were used as reinforcement with different degree of shear connectors. Slip between steel and concrete detected during the test
indicates partial interaction of composite beam. Length of shear connectors affects bonding of two materials which result
different Mu. In general, stiffened cold-formed channel can replace conventional reinforcing bars to achieve equal bending
capacity as enough shear connectors provided, unless partial interaction will result lower bending capacity.
Keywords
Cold-formed steel, composite beam, experimental study, ultimate moment

1. INTRODUCTION
The use of cold-formed steel in construction industry has been steadily increasing for the last two decades owing to its
excellent structural performances and economic advantages. Due to the thinness of the steel plate material, cold-formed steel
can be produced economically by using roll-forming operations. A great number of researches have been conducted to study
the behavior of cold-formed steel and results have been adopted into design code. Most of studies concerned about strength of
various section of cold-formed steel [1],[2]. However, the use of these members in composite beams has been very limited,
even though composite cold-formed steel-concrete slabs have been used extensively in building construction.
Problems involved either steel or concrete in construction industry are known well by all structural engineers, as each material
has its own weakness. Steel which were fabricated as thin plates is weakened to buckling. On the other hand, even though
concrete was generally designed thick but are weak in tension. Combining steel and concrete together as reinforced concrete or
composite structure aims to make both material works according to their best performance. Up to now, composite structures
comprise mostly from hot-rolled-steel and cold-formed-steel is only utilized in composite slab [3]. Only limited study has been
conducted on composite structure employing cold-formed steel [4].
One of the problems involved in composite structures is bonding between the two materials. Usually, mechanical shear
connectors are used to prevent the bond failure. Analysis of composite beam generally assumes that there is full interaction and
the steel is fully yielded. In reality, there is always both partial interaction and steel may not fully yielded that will reduce the
beam strength [6].
Like other countries, the use of cold-formed steel in Indonesia also boomed in the last decade even though the government has
not provided a design code yet. Roof truss and composite slab are two structural elements where these members are commonly
applied. Except steel decking, stiffened-channel section is the most popular profile of cold-formed steel available in Indonesia.
It is realized that composite structure is not a new concept in civil engineer, but experimental study utilizing local product of
cold-formed steel is still needed to be done. In common hot-rolled-steel composite beam; the connectors are usually welded to
the steel. In composite slab, steel deck is purposely designed with stiffener to contribute as shear connectors. Unfortunately,
welding is not recommended for cold-formed steel and hence another alternative of shear connectors should be found for
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composite cold-formed steel beam. Study in references [4] used stiffened-channels sections produced with several
embossments in web section as shear connectors. There were no mechanical shear connectors used in specimens.
Two series of experimental studies of composite beam reported here were conducted by using stiffened-channel section
available in local market with two different models of composites beam. Both series employed different models of shear
connectors. The objective is to determine the bending capacity of these composite beams and to investigate its behavior. In the
first series, stiffened-channel was covered by mortar or GRC and in the second study it was used as reinforcement replacing
conventional reinforcing bars. The effect of material covers and its thickness, also bonding between steel and its material cover
were all parameters investigated. Second series were aim to observe interaction of stiffened-channel and concrete if it was
provided with or without mechanical shear connectors and also to investigate the effect of partial interaction to bending
capacity of composite beams.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
2.1. Specimens
As mentioned earlier, two different models of composite beams were studied through experimental test. They are: (1)
stiffened-channel encased with different thickness of mortar to improve its strength, stiffness and local buckling stability and
(2) the channel was used as beam reinforcement with different percentage of shear connection. As shown in Table 1, a total of
12 specimens were tested consisting of 7 and 8 specimens for first and second series, respectively. Detail of specimens and
material properties used are presented in Figure 1 and Table 2.
Table 1. Specimens
No

Specimens

First Series
1 C-Profile
2 MKT1L
3 MKT2L
4 MFT1L
7 MFT2L
Second Series
No Specimens
1 RC4
2 CBNoSC4
3 CBSCL4
4 CBSCH4

Thickness
(mm)

Cover

20 MPa of Mortar +
iron mesh
20 MPa of GRC

10
20
10
20

Shear Connector Concrete Fc'
25 Mpa
h=75mm
h=150mm

L(mm)

Number of
specimens (N)

1400

1
1
1
2
2

L (mm)
1500

N
2
2
2
2

Cover :
a. Mortar +
10mm of iron mesh

C
H
thickness:

B

b. GRC

Hole on the web as
mortar connectors

Figure 1: Detail Specimens of First Series of Composite Beam
As presented in Figure 1, steel channels are encased by two different materials, mortar and GRC. In order to prevent crack,
iron mesh with 10mm of spacing were added to mortar. Since the thickness of mortar and GRC were only 10-20mm, then there
is no mechanical shear connector provided between both materials. Initially, bear in mind to punch the web surface of channel
to make it rough, but it was difficult to execute because it was very hard. Punching would buckle web plate. Alternatively, the
web was drilled to make several holes with 100mm in diameters and the holes were arranged as staggered as shown in Figure
1. The purpose is to tie mortar/GRC between the opposite sides of channel surface and act as shear connectors. Mortar was
made from cement, sand and water in volume ratio of 1:1:1 whereas GRC was a mix of 0.5kg fiber in 1kg weight of cement.
Based on hammer test on the 28th day, the compressive strength of mortar and GRC were about 20Mpa.
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Table 2. Section and Material Properties of Cold-Formed Steel C75
B(mm)
75

H(mm)
40

y

(MPa)
588

u

(MPa)
598

t(mm)
1

lip(mm)
5

E
(MPa)
2100000

elong.
(%)
6.2

2D10

2D10

2D10

Φ8 - 100
250

Shear
Connector
ϕ10 - 100

h

150

a.

Φ8 - 100

2D16

C 75

150

Composite Beam with different
length of Shear Connector
(CBSCL4 &CBSCH4)

Φ8 - 100
250

250

b.

C 75

Composite Beam without
Shear Connector
(CBNoSC4)

150

c.

Reinforced Concrete Beam
(RC4) as a benchmark

Figure 2. Detail Specimens of Second Series of Composite Beam
Detail of composite beams in the second test is shown in Figure 2. As can be seen, two channels act as reinforcement were
placed on the beam bottom. Two different length of mechanical shear connectors with 10mm in diameter were used for
specimens CBSCL and CBSCH. Specimen CBNOSC was designed without shear connectors and bonding between steel and
concrete relied on flange and lip of channel section. Based on compressive test, strength of concrete was 25MPa.

a. Testing Machine

b. Test-Setup of C -beam
c.
Figure 3. Test Setup of First Series

Test Setup of Composite Beam

2.1. Test-Setup
Due to lack of apparatus in Civil Engineering – UI Laboratory, first test was conducted in LIPI Cibinong using 50kN capacity
of compressive testing machine as shown in Figure 3. Each specimen was tested under a simply supported condition.
Concentric load was slowly applied on the midspan with speed of 0.10mm/minutes. Since the machine could only record
deflection at corresponding load location, hence only one deflection was recorded during testing.
Figure 4 show test setup of second series which was held in Civil Engineering – UI Laboratory. Tests were conducted on
testing rig with 2 hydraulic jacks to apply four point loading scheme. Three dial gauges were mounted on the midle, one-third
and on cantilever of beam to record the deflection of beam. Magnitude of load and corresponding deflections were manually
recorded. For further observation of slip between steel and concrete, different load methods applied in each specimen,
monotonic and semi-cyclic loading. Monotonic means that load is applied once until failure whereas in semi-cyclic loads were
applied in four cycles which are ¼, ½, ¾, 1 of ultimate loading. Prediction of ultimate load was based on monotonic test
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results. For each cycle, after reaching the intended magnitude, then the load was released gradually to zero. The test breaks for
about 10-15 minutes before starting the next cycle. At the end, the specimen is loaded until failure.
Hydraulic
Jack

L/3

L/3

L/3

15cm

Specimen

L=1.2m
m

Figure 4. Test Setup of Second Series
Table 3. Summary of Test Results

Specimens

Cover

Thickness of
Cover (mm)

C-Profile

-

-

MKT 1L

Mortar +
iron mesh

MKT 2L
MFT 1L-A
MFT 1L-B
MFT 2L_A
MFT 2L_B

GRC

Mu (Nm)

Ratio of Mu to Improvement
C-Profile
(%)

595

1.00

-

10

1,557

2.61

161%

20

1,607

2.70

170%

10

1,815

3.05

205%

10

2,156

3.62

262%

20

2,327

3.91

291%

10

2,446

4.11

311%

Failure Mode
Lateral Torsional Buckling

Yielding of steel & concrete
crack

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1. Test Results of Channel Section Encased by Mortar/GRC
Summary of test results is presented in Table 3 and Moment-Rotation (M- ) curves of all specimens are shown in Figure 5.
Figure 6 – 9 shows comparison of M- to see the effect of material cover and its thickness. As shown, GRC is effectively
improves strength of cold-formed steel compared to mortar with iron mesh. Figures 8-9 show that strength of GRC beam is
28% to 48% higher than mortar. The ultimate bending capacity of composite beam (Mu) increase 3.05 – 4.11 times when it
was covered by GRC and 2.6 - 2.7 times when it was covered by mortar with iron mesh. Addition of 10mm thickness of GRC
increases 30% of ultimate bending but only slightly improvement occurs at specimen with mortar.
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Figure 5. Moment-Rotation Curve of Specimens encased by Different Materials & Different Thickness
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0.5
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0
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0
0

4

1

Figure 6. M- of Specimens Encased by Mortar
2.5

2
28%

Cold Form
3

4

Figure 7. M- of Specimens Encased by GRC

MFT1L_B
MFT1L_A
MKT1L
C-Profile

Moment
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2

Rotation
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2.5

48%

2

1.5

1.5

1

1

0.5

Moment
(kN-m)

MFT2L_B
MFT2L_A
MKT2L
C-Profile

0.5
Rotation
(10 -3 rad)

0

0
0

1

2

3

4

Figure 8. M- of Specimens Encased by
10mm of Thickness

5

0

1

2

3

Rotation
(10 -3 rad)

4

Figure 9. M- of Specimens Encased by
20mm of Thickness

Figure 10 shows failure mode of most composite specimens. Based on observation, only steel-channel beam failed due to
lateral torsional buckling. There was no local buckling and lateral torsional buckling occurred on composite specimens. The
load was carried by both mortar and steel, before mortar/GRC initially crack. The holes engaged steel and mortar and transmit
the shear forces, hence both material deflected together. As the load increases, mortar/GRC cracking and separation was
initiated and composite is no longer maintained. At this stage, the load was carried by steel channel meanwhile mortar/GRC
acted only as lateral support preventing lateral torsional buckling. Finally, the ultimate bending strength was reached when the
crack become extensively large and steel might reach yielding stress. Assumption that steel reached its yield stress was based
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on observation that excessive deformation occurred on composite beam. At the end of test, mortar and GRC detached from
channel section as shown in Figure 10. However, staggered holes on the steel web could effectively bond mortar/GRC on both
sides and ensure composite action. Hence, it can be concluded that staggered holes can replace mechanical shear connectors in
composite beam consist of channel section and mortar/GRC.

Figure 10. Failure Modes of Composite Beam
3.2. Test Results of Composite Beam with Channel section as Reinforcement
Summary of test results is presented in Table 4. Unfortunately, due to lack of human factor, deflections data that were
manually recorded seem inaccurate and hence moment-rotation curve could not be obtained. According to Whitney interaction
diagram, ultimate bending capacity (Mu) of RC beam is about 29.06kNm. If composite beam was provided with full shear
connectors, its ultimate bending capacity will be 29.33kNm. Specimen CBSCH4 was designed having equal strength with
RC4. As shown in Table 4, Mu obtained from test results of RC4 and CBSCH4 is slightly lower than theoretical prediction.
Table 4. Test Results
No

Spesimen

1

RC4

2

CBNoSC4

3

CBSCL4

4

CBSCH4

Mu (kNm)
Shear
Ratio of Mu Degree of SC
Modes of Failure
Connector (SC) Monotonic Semi Cyclic Average
to RC4
(%)
26.71
29.07
27.89
1.00
Concrete crack and rebar yielding
lip
18.85
20.62
19.74
0.71
74%
Concrete crack and slip
h=75mm
25.14
23.57
24.35
0.87
91%
Concrete crack and slip
h=150mm
28.28
25.14
26.71
0.96
100%
Concrete crack and steel yielding

Crack
width
No Slips
slips

slips

a.

Initial stage of loading

b.

Slips and Crack

Figure 11: Observation of specimen CBNoSC4 during testing
Slip between steel channel and concrete of specimens CBNoSC4 and CBSCL was detected during the test. It indicated that
both composite beams only had partial interaction. Bigger crack appeared in specimens CBNoSc4 compare to CBSCL4.
Before cracking, the load was carried by concrete and steel and both materials deflected together. As the load increases,
vertical separation was initiated and composite action was no longer maintained. At this stage, the concrete carried additional
load. However, in the case of specimen with mechanical shear connectors CBSCL, the existence of stiffened lip reduced the
vertical separation meanwhile specimens without shear connectors CBNoSC, engagement between steel and concrete relied on
stiffened lips. The ultimate bending strength was reached when the additional load became sufficiently large to initiate
diagonal cracking.
Full interaction of steel and concrete was observed on CBSCH as it was designed as full shear connectors. Comparing Mu of
others to this specimen, then CBNOSC4 and CBSCL4 could be categorized as partial shear connectors with degree of
interaction 74% and 91%. Actually, CBSCH and CBSCL were provided with the same numbers of mechanical shear
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connectors but different height of connectors which resulting different Mu. As mentioned earlier, interesting fact found in
specimen CBNOSc4. Even though there were no mechanical shear connectors, however, there was some degree of interaction
between concrete and steel observed during testing. It came from flange and stiffened lip of channel section. Its ultimate
bending reached 0.71 times of RC4. In can be concluded that conventional reinforcing bars can be replaced by cold-formed
steel with equal strength (As.Fy) and ultimate bending capacity (Mu) can be reached if enough shear connector provided.
However, without shear connectors, it still can be used as reinforcement but bending capacity of composite beam decrease
according to degree of interaction of composite beam.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Mortar with iron mesh and GRC improve local instability of stiffened channel section and prevent local buckling. All
composite specimens were failed due to bigger crack propagate in the concrete and steel reach its yield stress. It is found that
GRC is more effectively improve strength of cold-formed steel than mortar. Compared to steel channel beam, the ultimate
bending capacity of composite beam (Mu) increases 3 – 4 times and 2.6-2.7 when it covered by GRC and mortar, respectively.
Mu of composite beam with 20mm of GRC is 30% higher than 10mm but only slightly improve when it was encased by
mortar. During the test, staggered holes on the steel web could engaged mortar/GRC on both sides of channel section. The
holes could be considered as partial shear connectors.
Local cold-formed stiffened channel can be utilized as reinforcement and has the same strength with RC beam when enough
mechanical shear connector provided. Without mechanical shear connectors, it still can be used where flange and stiffened lip
can act as partial shear connectors, but resulting lower ultimate bending capacity. In this experimental study, Mu of specimens
without shear connectors was about 0.71 times of one with shear connectors.
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Fire damages on concrete structures are often happened during construction work or operation especially in building
structures. Concrete as building material normally has a high resistivity to temperature increase such as fire compared to
other types of materials such as wood, timber or steel. In a case of concrete damage due to fire, it is necessary to investigate
the degree of damage and the possibility of repair, and strengthened therefore the structure is technically adequate to be refunctioned.
The investigation should be made to the structures by visual inspection, non destructive and destructive manner to evaluate the
existing concrete strength. The test to the concrete reinforcement rebar should also be obtained by in-situ test or Brinell test.
The aim of repair on major fire-damage of concrete structure is essential that the repair must restore any loss of strength,
maintain durability and strengthen the fire protection to concrete. In this situation, the concrete according to fire is proposed
that it still has a sufficient strength and cover the durability of material that could be used to increase the resistivity to fire
protection. The methods of repair to the fire damage on concrete structures are using resin repair, polymer modified mortar,
grouting mortar. Resin repair may consist of variety of configuration of patch or infill of epoxy, polyester and acrylic mortar.
Resins are often used to repair the lightly spalling areas and small cracks size of between 0.5 mm to 1 mm width.
Polymer modified mortar is also used as repair in any instance, such as hand repair to the damage of small areas. This type of
damage will be effective by using of polymer-modified cementetious mortar. This repair should be applied to areas of patches
of between 12 mm to 30 mm depth. Another method of repair using grouting mortar is to repair a large area of damage or
crack and large spalling on column, beam and slab.
Keywords

Concrete, fire damage, repair, epoxy resin, mortar grout.
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ABSTRACT
By the year of 2025 Jakarta population will reach 9.26 million people, while the day population is believed to be much more
than that due to commuting people to and from its supporting cities of Bodetabek. By now the total population of Jabodetabek
is believed to be more than 24 million. This situation is of course getting worse when road infrastructures and other means of
public transport cannot keep up with the increasing population and its travel demand.
The provision of safe, convenient and reliable rail-based public transportation services is a must to solve the problem of urban
transportation in the Jabodetabek region and to help increase its economic sustainability. As the share of urban railway
services in the Jabodetabek transportation system is only of a small portion, it is rather imperative for the region to have an
efficient rail-based urban public transport system. Currently, rail transport contributes only around 7 percent of national
people mobility. Government is now revitalizing the railway sector following the issuance of Law Number 23/2007 in which
public monopoly is abolished and market for rail industry and services is open for competition.
This paper will investigate various factors that can lead to the improvement of economic and people movements in the
Jabodetabek area. The factors include the level of service of the Jabodetabek Rail, service of the road transport performance,
the access to the system, the improvement in infrastructure and rolling-stock performances, and the quality and capability
levels of management and human resources needed to operate such a system. The performance indicators of such system to
better serve the demand would be the quality of people movement using the rail system (comfort, access, affordability, safety,
security) and the efficiency of the people movement (access time, travel time, egress time, and speed). The study will
preliminarily look at the possible modal shift that could happen as a result of the system. The paper will also take a look at the
possibility of traveler shifting to rail-based transport
Keywords
rail-based, tranportation, travel, demand, efficient

1. BACKGROUND
Since Jabodetabek (Figure 1) becomes the largest urban agglomeration in Indonesia, but the expansion of its physical
economic and business facilities have not been followed by the enhancement of transport infrastructure and services. The result
is that the traffic congestion is so massive that the region is now under constant threat of total gridlock. Traffic congestion
problem is so severe that it will need a dynamic, significant, brave, fast, and smart solution. Ordinary and conventional
approach simply is not going to work. The solution must be dynamic to keep up with the uncontrollable growth of population
and its increasing vehicle ownership and utilization. Fast, brave and smart solution will be absolutely necessary due to the
political complexity of the problems.
Table 1 shows that with only 6,580 square kilometers of land area, the population of the agglomeration increased dramatically
from 8.34 million people in 1971 to 24.93 million in 2007. The Bodetabek area which is 5,925 square kilometers in size is the
house for 15,877 million people. During the working days, its believed to be much more to reach 10 to 12 million people due
to commuting people to and from its supporting cities of Bodetabek.
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Figure 2 shows that DKI Jakarta has the population density of 13,500 people per sq.km, made it the densest region in
Indonesia. The Jakarta city center was the most populated region with the density of 18,618 persons per sq.km.

Figure 1 . Jabodetabek Greater Area

Figure 2 : Population Density
Source : JICA and Bappenas. The SITRAMP Study 2004

Urbanization is still consistently progressing. Urban population increased by 1.27 times during the period 1990-2000 from 13.1
millions to 23.0 million people. Urban area expanded by 1.41 times during the same period from 1,660 sq.km to 2,339,4 sq.km.
The share of urban areas within the region increased from 25 percent to 35 percent in the 1990s.
Table 1 : Jabodetabek Propulation Growth
Regions

Land Area
(sq.km)
655.7
3,380.7

Population
in 1971
4,579
1,863

Population
in 2007
9,057
6,529

1,067
831
8,340

5,076
4,268
24,930

DKI Jakarta
Bogor &
Depok
Tangerang
1,259.8
Bekasi
1,284.2
Jabodetabek
6580.4
Source : BPS-2008, Sitramp-2004

In 2002, there were 7.3 million trips that required public transport services, it is estimated to grow to 9.9 million trips by 2010
and 13 million trips in 2020. As many as 3.6 million person trips will commute to inner Jakarta city in 2020 [1]. The city
government has forecast the total gridlock will happen in 2014 when the number of four-wheeled motorized vehicles (about
3.3 millions) fills the road space totally, if no actions to mitigate the use of private cars [2].
With only 7,650 km road length or 6.3 percent of total land area, Jakarta generated about 17.1 million person trips per day in
2008 and the trips were served by 5.6 million private cars, including motorcycles, and by only 86,435 public transport vehicles,
buses in all sizes, paratransit, and rail. The private cars which constitute 98.5 percent of total vehicles carry 44 percent of the
total person trips, while public transport with only 1.5 percent fleet carries 56 percent of total person trips. Only about 3
percent of the trips were served by rail [1].

2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The research collects secondary and primary data. The primary data were collected by interview approach. The interview
aimed to reveal the opinion of railway passenger and road-based passenger by modes comprises: Bus-way, City-bus, Small
capacity vehicle, Taxi, Private car, and Motorcycle.
2.1.

The Secondary Data

Secondary data were collected from literature references and consist as follow: (1) Policy which applied on Jabodetabek Area
from various organizations; (2) Master plan of Land-use on Jabodetabekpunjur; (3) Master plan of Railway development; (4)
Characteristic of social economic information; (5) Previous research which related topic on Jabodetabek Area; (6) Investment
and financing on Jabodetabek Railway; (7) Existing performance and passenger of Jabodetabek railway;
2.2.

The Primary Data

The primary data were collected by means of interviewing that followed questionnaire format. Respondents who interviewed
comprises of railway passenger and road passenger depicted as follow. The total number of respondents have been
interviewed are 1500 persons and consists of rail modal users and road modal users.
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Respondents were questioned their opinion about imaginary condition offered which called stated preference method. This
method measures the response of passenger according to questionnaires. Primary data directly collected from railway and road
user consist of:
1)
describing the perspective opinion of existing railway passenger as a main transport;
2)
describing the perspective opinion of existing road user for possibility shifting to use railway mode as a main transport;
3)
observing the characteristic of station area and railway track situation;
Primary data has also been collected from organization which relates with railways, Government officer, experts, and railway
stake holders.

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1.
The Previous Modes
Number of modal change is an indicator of important efficiency and effectiveness of transport. the number of modal change
reach 87,28%. The higest proportion of mode which used previously is public Small Vehicle Capacity (MPU) of 43,08% as its
shown in figure 4.
Road users have trip changing modes about 83,29%. The highest proportion of mode using previously is Large City Bus about
20,31% as its shown in figure 5. The modal interchange of trip show that the accessiblity of the public transport network does
not working optimum yet.

others
2,83%

Road-Mode_Total
[transport before the mode]
walking
16,71%

rail-mode
20,82%

bicycle
2,83%
ojek (pay-mtr)
3,08%

large-bus
20,31%

Figure 4 Previous Modes before rail modes

small-bus
19,79%

middle-bus
13,62%

Figure 5 Previous Mode before road users

3.2.
The Next Modes
Recapitulation of data for the next modes condition after their existing modes has shown that the rail mode users move to the
next modes about 85,36%. The higest proporsion of the next modes is smal vehicle capacity (MPU) about 46,62 % as its
shown in figure 6.
The road users have characteristic that they change in to the next modes condition about 74, 24%. The highest proportion of
the next modes is the small vehicle capacity (MPU) about 28,28% as its shown in figure 7.
others
13,06%

walking
14,64%

Rail-Mode_Total
[transport after rail-mode]
bicycle
1,13%

large-bus
4,05%
ojek (pay-mtr)
13,96%

middle-bus
6,53%
small-bus
46,62%

Figure 6. The Next Modes after rail mode

Road-Mode_Total
[transport after the mode]

rail-mode
14,90%
large-bus
6,57%
small-bus
28,28%

others
2,53% walking
25,76%
bicycle
4,80%
ojek (paymtr)
middle-bus 5,56%
11,62%

Figure 7. The next Modes after road modes

3.4.
The Routine Trips
The routine rail mode users is about 80,38% and the daily trips as the biggest proportion is about 87,56%. This fact indicates
the commutter/shuttle trips. The routine trips are commonly used by working trips and education activities and it shown in
figure 8.
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Rail-Mode_Total
[routine trips]

19,62%

weekly
10,08%

others
2,36%

Rail-Mode_Total
[type of routine trips]

yes
no

80,38%

daily
87,56%

Figure 8. Routine Daily Trips and weekly trips by rail mode users
The road mode users have their own characteristic routine trips which lower percentage than the rail mode user of about
75,27%. This trips compose of 80,59 % daily trips and 15,09 % weekly trips as its shown in figure 9.

no
24,73%

Road-Mode_Total
[routine trips]

others
3,32%

weekly
16,09%

Road-Mode_Total
[type of routine trips]

daily
80,59%

yes
75,27%

Figure 9. Routine Daily Trips and weekly trips by road users

3.5.

Trips Purposes

The trips purposes of the rail mode users and road mode user consists of: work 59,37% and 55,02% respectively. The working
trips, education trips, and trading trips are the routine trips activities. Those trips potentially shown in figure 10 and figure 11.
Social
16,03%

Rail-Mode_Total
[trip purposes]

Road-Mode_Total_
[trip purposes]

social
18,63%

Shopping
10,38%

shopping
7,51%

Work
59,37%

work
55,02%

school
18,83%

School
14,22%

Figure 11.Trips Purposes of the Road
Users Modes

Figure 10.Trips Purposes of Rail
Mode users

3.6.
Transport Cost
The rail mode passenger have to pay for one-way trip around 6 to 10 thousand rupiah and represented by the highest
percentage of 42,17% as shown in figure 12a. The total expenses for transport cost dayly is more than 21 thousands rupiahs
and represented by the highest percentage of 50,46% as shown in figure 12b. The one-way trips road user and the road users
spent more than 21 thousands rupiahs are 36,24% and 34,78% respectively as its shown in figure 13a. and figure 13b
respectively.
Moda Rel_Total
[transport cost by rail-mode]

≥ 21.000
17,28%

11.00020.000
25,12%

Moda Rel_Total
[total transport-cost (rp/day)]

≤ 5.000
15,44%

≥ 21.000
50,46%
6.00010.000
42,17%

≤ 5.000
4,61%

6.00010.000
20,97%

11.00020.000
23,96%

Figure 12.Transport Cost by Rail Mode Users
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≤ 5000
3,78%

Road-Mode Total_
[tranport cost per mode]

600010.000
26,65%

≥ 21.000
36,24%

11.00020.000
33,33%

(a)

Road-Mode Total_
[total transport cost (rp/day)]

≤ 5000
2,86%

600010.000
22,36%

≥ 21.000
34,78%

11.00020.000
40,00%

(b)

Figure 13. Transport Cost of Road Mode User
3.7.

Transportation Cost and Income

The rail and the road mode users spent 16 to 20% of their income represented by 39,39% respondent (figure 14a) and 28.4%
(figure 15a) respectively and their monthly income of 2,1 to 5 millions rupiah represented by 33,19 % respondent (figure 14b)
and 40,99% (figure 15b) respectively. Profile in details shown in figure 14 and figure 15
Rail-Mode_Total
[percentage transport-cost of Income]
≥20%
3,03%

0-5%
7,71%
6-10%
17,63%

16-20%
39,39%

(a)

≥10 mi
4,65%
5,1-10 mi
27,43%

≤ 1 mi
6,19%

Rail-Mode_Total
[Income (rp./month)]

1,1 -2 mi
28,54%

(b)

11-15%
32,23%

2,1-5 mi
33,19%

Figure 14. Pecentage of Trasport Cost and Income of Rail Mode Users
≥20%
9,48%

Road-Mode Total_
[% transport cost of Income]

≥10 mi
10,07%

≤1 mi Road-Mode Total_
5,94%[Income (rp/month)]

0-5%
23,61%

16-20%
12,78%

5,1-10 mi
13,80%

1,1 -2 mi
29,20%

(a)

11-15%
25,98%
6-10%
28,14%

2,1-5 mi
40,99%

(b)

Figure 15.Pecentage of Trasport Cost and Income of Road Mode Users
The transport expenses out of their income describe the expensiveness of transport cost. The cheapest cost of transport leading
the people mobility and movement to fulfill their need. The transport cost have to be maintained affordable according to the
value of money.
3.8. Rail Mode Choice
a.
Rail Mode Users
There were captured various reason why the respondents were using railway mode. The highest percentage of reason is
“faster” represented by 32,09% as shown in figure 16a. The reason could cause they left the rail are “The Late of Schedule”
represented by 29,04% shown in figure 16b. If the rail fare-raised over than 30%, the passenger will leave the rail mode and its
represented by 64% (figure 16c.).
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others
3,73%

no choice
5,38%

no congestion
18,43%
easy acces
7,87%

others [The reason of leaving the rail-mode]
8,08%
security
none
8,08%
25,11%

16-20%
4,35%

safety
7,86%

often late
29,04%

punctual
6,21%
cheapest
19,05%

9-10%
5,43%

≤10 %
3,04%

21-25%
1,74%

faster
32,09%

comfort
7,25%

Rail-Mode_Total
[% of fare raise-up, cause leaving rail-mode]

Rail-Mode_Total

Rail-Mode_Total
[the reason of
using rail-mode]

(a)

own car
11,35%

fare raised
10,48%

(b)

26-30%
22,39%

≥30 %
63,04%

(c)

Figure16. The reason of Using the Rail mode

When they asked about the reason why their friends or relations or neighbours are not using the rail mode, the answer of “the
access” by 35,52% ( figure 17a). If their expectation is come true, respondents optimist that they would change into rail mode
by 64,04% (figure 17b). The figure 17 also describes and indicates the potential demand to change their modes into the railbased mode transport. It is important to arranged various efforts to fulfill the demand.
Rail-Mode_Total
[the reason of friends/family/relative/neighbor
not choose the rail-mode]

own vehicle
16,07%

others
6,77%

Rail-Mode_Total
(Convice to choose the rail-mode]

not-sure
13,46%

fare
3,59%

Acces
35,52%

safety
7,19%

no
22,51%

yes
64,04%

(a)

schedule
19,66%

security
11,21%

(b)

Figure 17.The reason of Using the Rail mode by Friend/Relation/Neighbours
b.
Road Mode Users
The reason why that they are not using the rail mode, they answer that the existing road mode more accessible than the rail
(21,86%) as shown in figure 18a. The reason could attract them to use the rail mode are due to accessibility represented by
28,71% as shown in figure 18b.
no congestion
2,92%

others
2,39%

Road-Mode Total_
[the reason not using
the rail-mode]
no choice
21,50%

easy acces
21,86%

punctual
4,16%

(a)

security
7,61%

others
4,26%

cheapest
14,78%

none
25,54%

puntual
15,13%

safety
5,53%

faster
17,61%

comfort
14,78%

Road-Mode Total_
[the reason to using rail-mode]

easy acces
28,71%

fare
13,22%

(b)

Figure 18. The reason to change into rail mode by road user
3.9.

Integrated Transportation

a.
The Rail Mode Users
The integrated transport provides integration modes of operation and management in order to provide better services to the
passenger. In this scenario, interchange modes will be served by Existing Railway, MRT, and Monorail and Busway. The rail
mode user of 71,98% (figure 5.18a) said that it is the great options with once transaction can be used to the several modes
represented by 75,18% (figure 5.18b). They are able to pay addition fare of one thousand rupiahs on top of existing mode
represented by 38,05% (figure 5.18c). Profile respondent of integrated transport shown in figure 5.18.
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no answer
7,52%

Rail-Mode_Total
[ Integrated Busway-railbase mode]

normal
14,81%

Rail-Mode_Total
[Preference of transaction)

others
6,62%

pay per
mode
18,20%

≥ 5000
0,98%

5000
27,32%

Rail-Mode_Total
[Addition Fare (rp)]

≤1000
38,05%

`

good
5,69%

3000-4000
3,90%

(a)
excellent
71,98%

(b)

once
75,18%

(c)

2000-3000
29,76%

Figure 5.18. The Response of integrated Tranport by Rail Mode User
b.
The Road Modes Users
The road user will choose integrated transport represented by 60,02% (figure 5.19a). Ideal fare for the services according to
their opinion are not more than 10 thousand rupiahs represented by 51,31% (figure 5.19b). They prefer to pay once transaction
represented by 88,52% (figure 5.19c). Profile respondents of integrated transport shown in figure 5.19.

others
5,55%

Road-Mode Total_
[Mode would be chosen when
integrated transport is implented ]

21.00030.000
7,86%

≥30.000
1,94%

Road-Mode Total_
[Ideal fare ticket when
transit integrated]

recent mode
34,43%

integrated
60,02%

(a)

others
3,24%

(b)

11.00020.000
38,89%

≤10.000
51,31%

pay per mode
8,24%

Road-Mode Total_
[preference of transaction]

once
88,52%

(c)

Figure 5.19. The Response of integrated Tranport by Road Mode User
4.
CONCLUSION
Jabodetabek greater region is envisioned to have a consolidated rail-based transport system as the backbone for more than 30
million people and probably more than 50 million daily person trips in 2025. The interview survey of the rail and road modes
revealed the facts as follow:
1) Modal interchange from previous existing modes to rail modes user represented by 87,28% and from previous modes to
before existing road modes represented by 83,29%
2) Modal interchange after the existing mode shows that the rail mode changed represented by 85,36% and road modes users
changed represented by 74,24%.
3) The routine trips represent 80,37 % of rail mode users and 87,56% of road modes users;
4) Transportation expenses of rail mode user 6 to 10 thousands rupiah represented by 42,17% and road modes users expenses
more than 21 thousand rupiah (36,24%);
5) The highest percentage of transportation cost spending of 16-20% out of their income represented by 39,39% respondents.
The road modes users spent their transportation cost of 6-10% out of their income represented by 28,14% respondent;
6) The reason using and changing the modes indicate that, potential demand availability to induced trips into integrated
transportation;
7) The respondent enthusiast to accept integrated transportation to be implemented.
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ABSTRACT
This research is aimed to assess two freight distribution model of Public Service Obligation State-Owned Company (PSOSOC) which focus on the idea of integrated system. Such an idea comes from the real case of an Indonesia PSO-SOC. PSOSOC has an orientation on security of supply on public (subsidized) demands whereas at the same time it is expected to get
profit from its commercial demands.
In order to increase the efficiency, we propose two mainstreams of integration model, those are Product-Based Model (PBM)
and Resource-Based Model (RBM). Both integration systems are intended to maximize profit of the system, rather than that of
each affiliated company as a sub system. In both systems, we integrate the operation of distribution of all the affiliated
companies under the coordination of the holding company.
We make use of production cost, transportation cost, warehouse cost as well as revenue as variables of the model. Solution of
the model is approached by network representation formulation.
Both models and the existing PSO-SOC model are applied to some hypotetical cases and assessment is carried out to see the
performance of all models. It is concluded that RBM gives better solution than PBM and the existing model.
Key Words
Public service obligation state-owned company, distribution system, product-based model, resource-based model, network
representation.

1. INTRODUCTION
A state-owned company is owned partly or wholly by national, regional or local government and it involves in the public
sector. In Indonesia, the State-Owned Company is classified into Public Service Obligation State-Owned Company (PSOSOC) and Business Oriented SOC. PSO-SOC has the obligation to serve the entire demand on “public (subsidized)”
commodities or services regardless of the their sizes, locations and infrastructure condition, whereas at the same time it is
assigned to gain profit from its “commercial” commodities when the excess capacity exists. In contrast, Business Oriented
SOC has an objective to maximize its profit or minimize the cost merely.
The PSO-SOC under consideration is a group of companies that consists of one holding company and five affiliated companies
in which each affiliated companies (included the holding itself) carries out the operational of production and distribution of its
own plant [9]. Those companies (plants) are managed individually and there is no regulation that integrates them in their
logistical process. The holding clusters all the retailers (as end consumers) merely based on the principle of “least cost of
distribution” and production capacity of the plants. It carries out task to assign the „public (subsidized)‟ demand to each
affiliated companies, included the holding itself and it also holds responsibility in distribution and marketing of subsidized
products.
The PSO-SOC under consideration produces four kinds of products where each product comprises of subsidized and nonsubsidized (commercial) products. In order to meet the demand of final consumers, the PSO-SOC is assigned to fulfil all the
national demands on subsidized products whereas the government fixes the selling price as the Highest Retail Price (HET). As
the excess capacity takes place, the producers may utilize the capacity of the plant by selling the product as a commercial item,
either for local/national demand or export commodities. Naturally, commercial price is greater than subsidized price and
therefore these two prices could be a trade-off to attain the maximum profit of the companies.
The products of PSO-SOC are composed mainly of natural resource, that is natural gas. Such material covers 60% of
production cost, whereas the remaining cost contains the overhead cost. Each of four kinds of products consumes different
composition on natural gas. Production cost is various among the plants.
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From our previous study, it is concluded that the distribution system of PSO-SOC under consideration is lack of efficiency in
term of “system” level [9]. This hyphotesis is based on the reality that the optimization is carried out by each affiliated
company (as a subsystem) exclusively and there is no integration exists in the level of holding company. The concept of
price/demand differentiation (subsidized vs commercial product) as well as the problem of utilization of excess facility and
sharing utilization of logistics facilities raises the notion to enhance the distribution systems of PSO-SOC. Such notion should
be seen as the optimization in the level of holding as a system (rather than each company as a sub-system) where the holding
has an authority to integrate the management and operation of the affiliated companies. This idea is relevant to the concept of
total logistics, in which the components of logistics are treated as an integrated system [7].
Previous researches on freight distribution system concern mostly on private companies, in which their concern is merely on
profit maximization [1] or cost minimization [12] [2]. Most of the researchs on distribution of public needs are related to the
public services (such as school, police station, hospital, etc) rather than public goods. Savas [8] focus his research on the equity
in providing public services, whereas Ross [6] propose model with multicriteria to select sites of public facilities. Regarding
the variables included, most of the researchs concern to the transportation cost, whereas some of them deals with some other
variables , such as production cost, fixed cost of facility, inventory holding cost, and others variables which are relevant to the
special problem they face [13] [4] [1] [5]. These facts bring the notion to enhance the earlier distribution models for the
purpose of taking into account special role of state-owned company.
2. THE PROPOSED MODEL FORMULATION
In order to integrate the distribution systems of all the affiliated companies, we propose two integration models, those are
Product-Based Model (PBM) [11] and Resource-Based Model (RBM) [10]. They are differentiated regarding the level of
integration which is aimed in the optimization. In PBM, the production and distribution assignment of each type of product is
carried out independently to each other, whereas in RBM it is carried out simultaneously for all types of products.
In order to formulate assignment model of PBM , we make use of “volume of end product” as the unit of optimization.
Furthermore, in RBM we use “volume of raw material” as a replacement of unit of optimization. In RBM, we exploit total
capacity of each plant on raw material (i.e. natural gas) to be used as constraint of the model, whereas in PBM plant capacity
on each type of product of each plant is used instead.
The mathematical model of PBM is shown in the equations (1)-(7) and it is in association to the distribution network as shown
in figure 1 [11]. Such network is not an obligation. It can be modified to take other forms of distribution network in term of
number of nodes and links and number of stages as well.
Consolidation
Centers

Plant

Retailers
R1

P1

α p(m)c
βcrm
γ p(m)r

Notes :
α

CC1

p(m)c

βcRm
γ

P2

p(m)r

: Quantity of product-m that flow from Plant p(m)
to Consolidation Center-c
: Quantity of product-m that flow from
Consolidation Center-c to Retailers-r
: Quantity of product - m that flow from Plant p(m)
to Retailers-r

R2

Figure 1. An example of physical distribution network
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Subscripts:
p : indicate the Plants
c : indicate the Consolidation Centers
r : indicate the Retailers
m : indicate the Products
p(m) : indicate the plant p P that
produces product-m

C, m

M

(6)

Sets :
P : Set of plants
C : Set of consolidation centers
R : Set of retailers
M : Set of products

Ms
Mc

M : Set of subsidized (public) products
M : Set of commercial products

Decision Variables:
p ( m ) c is quantity of product-m that flow from plant p(m) to consolidation center-c
crm

is quantity of product-m that flow from consolidation center-c to retailers-r

p ( m) r

is quantity of product - m that flow from plant p(m) to retailers-r

Input Parameters:
rm

: selling price of the product-m at retailer- r

u pc : unit transportation cost from plant-p to

p (m )

: unit cost for producing product-m in plant-p

wcm : unit warehouse cost to handle product-m in

consolidation center-c

consolidation center-c

vcr : unit transportation cost from consolidation

Cp p (m) : capacity of plant-p to produce

center-c to retailer-r

product-m

z pr : unit transportation cost from plant p(m) to

rm

: demand of product-m in retailer-r

retailer-r
Equation (1) denotes the objective function of PBM that actually maximizes the profit, in which profit is represented by
revenue minus cost. Surely, this objective function can be replaced by minimization of cost minus revenue. The first three
fractions of equation (1) represent transportation cost, the fourth part is associated to warehouse cost. The fifth fraction
represents production cost and the last one concerns to revenue. Surely, due to the opposite characteristic of cost and revenue,
we put minus sign before revenue. Equation (2) denotes that total inflow minus total outflow in consolidation centers is set as
zero since those nodes are set as intermediate nodes. Equation (3) and (4) are related to demand satisfaction. Equation (3) is
related to subsidized products, hence the equal sign is used in order to guarantee that such products must be fully satisfied.
Whereas, in equation (4) less than/ equal to sign is used since commercial product should not be fully satisfied. Equation (5)
implies that total amount of production of any type of product by each plant should not be more than its plant capacity.
Equation (6)-(8) are non negative flow constraints.
Furthermore, mathematical model of RBM is basically developed using PBM‟s formulation, whereas the equation (5) is
replaced by equation (9).

p (m)c
c Cm M

p (m)r

m

Cp p , p

P

(9)

r Rm M
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Cp p
m

: Resource (raw material) capacity of plant-p to produce all types of products
: Resource Conversion Coefficient

Equation (9) implies that total amount of resource (raw material) used to produce all types of products by each plant should not
be more than its capacity. Resource conversion coefficient (

m

) represents the amount of raw material used to produce one

unit of product-m.

3. THE USE OF NETWORK REPRESENTATION TO FORMULATE THE MODEL
In order to solve the model, we make use of network representation (NR) to represent both PBM‟s and RBM‟s formulation.
Network Representation (NR) is a technique to solve model by representing mathematical model as network flow-based
formulation [3]. It is characterized by the use of diagrams that have emerged, by progressive elaboration, from those used
traditionally in network flow and graph theory. NR is developed by adding some dummy nodes and dummy links on the
original physical network to represent all the components of the mathematical models. Surely, NR of PBM and the one of
RBM are in different form.
Figure 2a and 2b denote NR of PBM of distribution network shown in figure 1. Since in this case the problem is set to deal
with two types of products, so there are two NR, those are NR of product 1 and the one of product 2. We name each of such
NR by Product Sub Network Representation (P-SNR).
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Figure 2a. P-SNR of product 1

Pi : Plant – i
Pi-m : Plant – i associated to product - m
CCi : Consolidation Center – i
CCi : Dummy node of Consolidation Center – i
Ri : Retailer – i
Ri-mS : Retailer – i associated to product-m subsidy
Ri-mC : Retailer – i associated to product-m commercial

Figure 2b. P-SNR of product 2

Links between node Pi-m and Pi are designed as production cost link. Those links represent cost to produce product-m in planti. Each of those links is characterized as product-exclusive link, that is each link is devoted to certain product. Links between
Pi - CCi , Pi - Ri and CCi’ - Ri are designed as transportation cost link, and they represent transportation cost between two
distribution facilities. Hence, each link of transportation links is characterized by a certain unit cost of transportation. It is
assumed that unit cost to transport any type of product in certain link is similar. Link between CCi – CCi’ represents cost of
using warehouse-i. Every one unit of flow comes to the consolidation center is charged by one unit cost of warehouse cost.
Links between node Ri and Ri-mS (or Ri-mC ) are designed as revenue link. Those links represent revenue from selling subsidized
(or commercial) product-m in retailer-r. Each of revenue link is also designed as product-exclusive link. Unit cost associated to
revenue link is denoted by selling price. In accordance with the notion of constraints in equation (2)-(8), links of transportation
and warehouse cost are designed as uncapacitated links, whereas the amount of flows on production cost links are limited by
plant capacity and flows on revenue links are limited by demand associated to such links.
Each node of NR is valued as its Flow Requirement. Flow Requirement of node Pi-m is set as capacity of plant-i to produce
product-m. Flow Requirement of node Ri-mS (or Ri-mC ) is set as demand of retailer-i on subsidized (or commercial) product-m.
Flow Requirement of the remaining nodes, those are Pi , CCi, CCi’,and Ri are set as zero. It implies that those points are just
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designed as intermediate nodes.
Furthermore, NR of RBM is shown in figure 3. Since the idea of RBM is to optimize simultaneously all types of products, NR
of RBM actually is built from some numbers of P-SNR. In this case, NR of RBM consists of two P-SNR, those are P-SNR 1
and P-SNR 2. In figure 3 we simplify the figure of each P-SNR, especially in the parts that related to transportation cost links
and warehouse cost ones. In order to gather all the P-SNR‟s, we add Transformed Sub Network Representation which consists
of some dummy nodes and dummy links to integrate all the P-SNR‟s into one NR. We gather all the P-SNR‟s by introducing
“resource-based” uncapacitated Pi’-Pim links. Flows on such links represents total amount of resource (raw material) of plant-i
which is used to produce product-m. We categorize such magnitude as “resource-based unit” in contrast with “product-based
unit”. In product-based unit links (links of P-SNR) , flows refer to the flow of product.
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CCi : Consolidation Center – i
CCi : Dummy node of Consolidation Center – i

Pi ‟ : Dummy node of Plant – i
R‟i-m s : Dummy Retailer – i associated to subsidized product-m
R‟i-m C : Dummy Retailer – i associated to commercial product-m
Link of Transformed Sub NR

Ri : Retailer – i
Ri-m s : Retailer – i associated to subsidized product-m
Ri-m C : Retailer – i associated to commercial product-m

Figure 3. Network Representation of RBM
In the example of figure 3, flow on link P2’-P21 refers to the total resource that is used in plant 2 to produce certain amount of
product 1. Since the flows on links Pim - Pi correspond to the total amount of product-m which is produced by plant-i (productbased flow), hence we require a means to describe how the magnitude of the flow alters as a result of the activity being
performed. We make use of Resource Conversion Coefficient (μm) to change the magnitude of the flow. It refers to Multiplier
Coefficient [3].
Furthermore, link flows of Rim-R’im correspond to the total product of m that is supplied to retailer-i, in which they are already
converted into the magnitude of resources. Links between Source node – Pi’ and R’im - Sink node are used to gather all the
resource capacity in one system. The capacity of links between Source node and Pi’ are set as resource capacity of the
associated plant. Links beyond the P-SNR‟s are cost as zero, except the links between Rim-R’im . Such links which are
connected to the commercial products, such as link R12c-R’12c are cost extremely high, whereas the ones which are connected to
subsidized products are cost as zero. This consensus is applied in order to make priority to satisfy the subsidized product more
than the commercial ones. Their capacities are set as the amount of associated demand to such links.
Accordingly, unlike the practical side in the company under consideration, RBM makes use of total amount of product that is
produced by each plant as a decision variable, not as capacity constraint any longer.
Flow Requirement of all nodes of the modified NR are set as zero except for the source and sink node. The flow requirement
of Source Node is set as total supply and the one of Sink Node is set as negative total demand.
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In certain condition, total actual demand is more than total supply capacity or inversely. In such cases, we modify the NR
(both for PBM and RBM) to deal with the problem [10] [11].
Further problem is how to determine the optimal assignment on such NR‟s, that is how to distribute multicommodities from
source node to sink node in order to attain maximum profit. That problem is analogous to the problem of solving mathematical
model stated in equation (1). Constraints of the objective function as stated in equation (2)-(9) are satisfied through the Flow
Requirements which are set to all nodes of NR‟s.
Step-wise of model solution of PBM and RBM can be investigated in our previous publications [10] [11].

4. COMPARISON OF PBM AND RBM
In order to make comparison between the integration model of PBM and RBM, we develop some hypothetical cases and apply
them on source code which are developed for solving both models. Those cases are differentiated in term of network type,
network size, unit cost and the amount of demand and supply as well. In addition, both proposed models are also compared by
the existing model, that is the model which is used by PSO-SOC under consideration as described in the first section. The
results of such applications are summarized in table 1.
From those cases, it can be shown that RBM gives better optimal solution than PBM and existing model. Nevertheless, in
some cases, PBM or existing model gives better solution, particularly in cases of supply and demand in balance. In such cases,
costs on links representing production cost and revenue are actually have no effect on the optimal solution since all the
capacity of the plants should be utilized and all the demands are to be satisfied. This condition corresponds to the concept
which is used by PSO-SOC under consideration, that is it considers only transportation cost on its production and distribution
assignment. This concept makes the size of its NR (and also its searching area ) smaller than RBM‟s or PBM‟s and
consequently the optimal solution can be found more precisely.
However, in excess demand or supply cases, as mostly occured in practice, RBM could be considered more than other
models, especially the existing one. The existing model do not consider the production cost and selling price, therefore in
excess demand or supply cases it will loose the opportunity to gain more profit from higher selling price or lower production
cost eventhough it gains the lower transportation cost. RBM and PBM consider the cost components of the production and
distribution system more comprehensive than the existing model.
Furthermore, since RBM makes the optimization for all types of products based on the resource capacity of each plant, it could
manage the resource more efficiently. Hence, it could guarantee all the subsidized demands to be fully satisfied (in case of
total raw material is sufficient to produce all products on demand). Case 1 shows the problem of unsatisfied subsidized
demands. In such case, eventhough PBM gives better solution than RBM, actually PBM can not fully satisfy all subsidized
demand. It is occured since in PBM plant capacity to produce each type of product is set as constraint of the model, whereas in
RBM it is set as decision variable. It means that the output of optimal assignment of RBM is used to be the plant capacity to
produce each type of product and it is not determined at the beginning of the optimization process.
Regarding the computation time, eventhough the NR size of RBM is bigger than PBM‟s, their computation times are slightly
similar. It is occured since the optimization process on RBM is carried out just in one time, whereas in PBM it is carried out in
m-times consecutively, where m is the number of types of products.

5. CONCLUSION
This research work discusses the comparison of two proposed distribution model of PSO-SOC, those are Product-Based Model
(PBM) and Resource-Based Model (RBM). They are differentiated regarding the level of integration which is aimed in the
optimization. In PBM, the production and distribution assignment of each type of product is carried out independently to each
other, whereas in RBM it is carried out simultaneously for all types of products.
From application of the model on some hypotetical cases, it can be concluded that RBM gives better solution than PBM and
the existing model of PSO-SOC under consideration, particularly in excess demand or supply case. Since RBM has the highest
level of integration rather than PBM and the existing one, so that RBM could manage the resource more efficiently. In the
condition where the supply and demand are in balance, PBM dan RBM could be utilized to replace the existing model.
Furthermore, robustness of RBM dan PBM still have to be tested for the real data of PSO-SOC, to come up with the
recommendation for PSO-SOC under consideration.
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Table 1. Summary of results of some hypothetical cases
Attributes
Case
Suppy and
Network
Demand
Type
1 Excess Demand (1) Type 1
2 Excess Demand (2) Type 1
3 Excess Supply (1)
Type 1
4 Excess Supply (2) Type 1
5 Excess Supply (3) Type 1
6 Balance
Type 1
7 Excess Demand (1) Type 2
8 Excess Demand (2) Type 2
9 Excess Supply (1) Type 2
10 Excess Supply (2) Type 2
11 Balance (1)
Type 2
12 Balance (2)
Type 2
13 Excess Demand (1) Type 2
14 Excess Demand (2) Type 2
15 Excess Supply (1) Type 2
16 Excess Supply (2) Type 2
Type 2
17 Balance (1)
18 Balance (2)
Type 2
19 Excess Demand (1) Type 3
20 Excess Demand (2) Type 3
21 Excess Supply (1) Type 3
22 Excess Supply (2) Type 3
23 Excess Supply (3)
Type 3
24 Balance
Type 3

Unit
Cost

Type 1
Type 1
Type 1
Type 1
Type 1
Type 1
Type 2
Type 2
Type 2
Type 2
Type 2
Type 2

Objective Function Value
Conclusion
Existing
PBM
RBM
Model
-1.450
-1.330
-1.180
PBM is better *)
9,02%
-850
-866
-670
RBM is better
1,88%
-2.670
-2.670
-2.410
PBM & RBM are similar
-2.660
-2.670
-2.400
RBM is better
0,38%
-2.650
-2.670
-2.410
RBM is better
0,75%
-2.510
-2.565
-2.510
RBM is better
2,19%
-15.620 -16.309 -15.394
RBM is better
4,41%
-14.616 -15.001 -14.468
RBM is better
2,63%
-19.714 -19.114 -19.254
PBM is better
3,14%
-18.790 -19.419 -18.204
RBM is better
3,35%
-19.294 -19.060 -19.296
Existing model is better
1,24%
-18.370 -18.552 -18.372
RBM is better
0,99%
-15.730 -16.357 -15.454
RBM is better
3,99%
-14.706 -15.018 -14.538
RBM is better
2,12%
-19.894 -19.181 -19.322
PBM is better
3,72%
-19.190 -19.557 -18.464
RBM is better
1,91%
-19.374 -19.112 -19.374 Existing model &PBM are better 1,37%
-18.670 -18.614 -18.672
Existing model is better
0,31%
-7.470
-8.075
-7.190
RBM is better
8,10%
-6.950
-7.192
-6.670
RBM is better
3,48%
-15.994 -15.693 -14.424
PBM is better
1,92%
-14.774 -15.395 -13.924
RBM is better
4,20%
-17.430 -18.105 -16.600
RBM is better
3,87%
-14.790 -15.485 -14.040
RBM is better
3,73%

Notes :
PBM : Product-Based Model
RBM : Resource-Based Model
Network type 1 consists of 2 plants, 2 retailers, 1 consolidation centers
Network type 2 consists of 2 plants, 2 retailers, 7 consolidation centers
Network type 3 consists of 2 plants, 2 retailers,3 consolidation centers & 4 distribution centers
*) PBM is better but some amount of subsidized commodities could not be satisfied
-1450 : the best objective function value
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ABSTRACT
Public transport is expected to accommodate people movement and minimizing traffic congestion. However, public transport
operations in many cases become major factor contributing traffic congestion, in particular at a surrounding area of Jakarta.
This condition affected the function of public transport and traffic flow. This paper discusses influence of mikrolet as small
sized public transport to the performance of traffic at Jalan Ciledug Raya-Tangerang, in the area of shopping center. Mikrolet
operation is characterized by time and places of stop for the duration of boarding and alighting passenger. Data were
collected with video camera to provide accurate vehicle and passenger movement. Analysis shows that mikrolet characteristic
studied has strong not only by influence to the average traffic speed, but also related with the route, and distance to end of the
route.
Keywords
Traffic behaviour, Public Transport, Traffic Performance.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Losses due to traffic congestion in Greater Jakarta (Jakarta, Bogor, Depok, Tangerang and Bekasi) are about 43 trillion Rupiah.
Several studies such as SITRAMP (2004) (Jachrizal S., 2009) have been conducted and recommend the development of public
transport in Greater Jakarta. Among several types of public transport in Jakarta, the small sized public transport with six to
twelve passengers is an important component in serving the community. However, this type of public transport is often causing
congestion. Shelter and terminals as place for boarding and alighting passenger also give significant contribution to traffic
congestion and the condition of shelters and terminals is a potential factor to the overall traffic flow (Dickey, 1997, Allan
Black, 1995, May AD, 1990).
The traffic flow is influenced (Ajzen, 1988, Branca AA, 1964) by human factors, geometric and governing devices. Behavioral
components of the human factor are expressed attitudes by interaction reciprocally one another (Myers, 1983). Behavior is a
function of individual characteristics and situation (Bandura, 1988) includes motives, values, personal characters, and attitudes
that interact with each other and interrelate with situation. Behavior of public transport in Jakarta mostly portrayed from lack of
drivers discipline (Jachrizal, S. 2009) such as stop and go driving, un-controlled speed and lane indiscipline. Driving behavior
(Martin Peter T, 1997) could also identify by maneuver such as jerking, sudden drop speeding due to passenger to be and
passenger willing to alight and turning movement.
This research conducted to analyze the performance of traffic on the outskirts business area of Jakarta influenced of small sized
public transport vehicles (mikrolet).

2.

RESEARCH METHOD

Locations at Jalan Ciledug Raya-Tangerang, in the area of shopping center as shown in Figure 1.a were selected based on the
traffic flow with the mix traffic condition consisting of private vehicles and public transport. Data collected via video camera
placed on the top floor of Ciledug Mall CBD as shown in Figure 1.b, within 4 periods of observation to acquire load factor,
passenger boarding and alighting figures, small sized public transport (mikrolet) traffic behavior, traffic flow, and travel speed.
Analysis conducted to determine the effect of load factor and numbers of passenger boarding and alighting against traffic
behavior of mikrolet and influenced driver behavior on the traffic. The analysis included the influence of the mikrolet driver
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behavior to the traffic performance such as average speed flow, classified by traffic flow, and total traffic flow at the
intersection, including the proportion of flow turn right and turn left.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. The Research Location (a) and Location of Video Recorder and View of Observation (b)

3. ANALYSIS
3.1. Composition and Traffic Flow
Traffic flow on the study area is 2.263 pcu/hours for 2-way, with a maximum of 34 pcu/minutes to Tangerang (lanes 3 and 4)
and 33 pcu/minutes for the opposite direction. The composition of traffic is dominated by motorcycle traffic which is
equivalent to 77.9% of the total traffic flow, small sized public transport (mikrolet) contribute 11.9%, private cars 6%, pick-up
1.2%, and medium Bus (Metromini) 1.0% calculated from total daily flow. Observation on the mikrolet movement shows that
the highest flow of mikrolet occur is in the morning from 06:56 to 07:56 pm with 712 vehicles/hours (2-way) and maximum
traffic flow for each direction of about 9 to 11 vehicles/minute, or almost 1 (one) mikrolet every 6-7 seconds. The lowest
traffic flow occur at 10:47 to 11:47 pm with the total of 576 vehicles/hours, and maximum traffic flow within this period is
about 7-13 vehicles/minutes which is similar to the morning period flow. The highest traffic flows occurred on the 1st period
(6:56 to 7:56 pm), which is 2.817 pcu/hours for 2-way, and the lowest occurred in the 3rd period (14:34 to 15:34 am), which is
1.773 pcu/hour. Data obtained during observations is 1.518 mikrolet equal to 75.7% of the total traffic flow of public transport.
The data cover the entire movement for the duration of the video recordings as shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Number of Sample Data Public Transport Minibus
Route to East – Jakarta

Route to West - Tangerang

Period
BTR

CKL

CPT

KBL

KCR

PNG

TOTAL

BTR

CKL

CPT

KBL

KCR

PNG

TOTAL

Period 1 (06.56 -07.56)

43

Period 2 (10.47 - 11.47)

30

86

5

253

35

25

447

20

42

0

137

7

20

226

45

10

193

27

26

331

17

20

5

120

0

21

183

Period 1 (14.34 - 15.34)

13

14

1

55

7

7

97

7

13

6

91

0

9

126

Period 3 (17.02 - 17.02)
3
14
2
35
1
7
62
1
6
2
Note: BTR: Bintaro; CKL: Cikokol; CPT Ciputat; KBL Kebayoran Lama; KCR Kunciran: PNG Pesing

32

0

1

42

Of the total vehicle traffic composition, percentage of mikrolet is 56.5%. In the morning rush hour, there is 70% of mikrolet for
all routes going to Tangerang, with the composition of: route Ciledug-Kebayoran Lama is 61.2%; route Ciledug-Cikokol is
16.4%, route Ciledug-Bintaro is 7.8%; route Ciledug-Pesing is 7.5%,; route Ciledug-Kunciran is 4.7% and route CiledugCiputat is 2.5%.
3.2.

Stopping Behavior

The observed behaviors include percentage of the vehicle stops, duration of stop, stop location and the cause of stopping. The
percentage of vehicles stopped during observation classified by stopping location and direction of movement is presented in
Table 2.
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Table 2. Stop Location and Direction of Movement

ApJCL1 = 39,2%
Average Stop = 16,2 sec

JCL1 = 20,7%
Average Stop = 14,4 sec

ExJCL1 = 8,6%
Average Stop = 13,9 sec

ApJCL2 = 21,7%

JCL2 = 7,3%

ApJCL2 = 21,7%

Average Stop = 11,6 sec

Average Stop =11,0 sec

Average Stop = 11,6 sec

(a) Route Direction to Tangerang
ExJCL3 = 2,1%
Average Stop = 6,5 sec

JCL3 = 8,2%
Average Stop = 12,6 sec

ApJCL3 = 5,6%
Average Stop = 20,1 sec

ApJCL2 = 21,7%

JCL2 = 32,8%

ApJCL4 = 26,2%

Average Stop = 11,6 sec

Average Stop =23,6 sec

Average Stop = 20,1 sec

(b) Route Direction to Jakarta/Blok M
Stop-lane located at the left lane road (symbols: ApJCL1, JCL1, ExJCL1) for the direction of movement to Tangerang used by
the mikrolet route of Ciledug-Cikokol and Ciledug-Kunciran and the second lane which is located at the right lane, especially
the at a certain stretch of two lanes road approaches to intersection (code: ApJCL2) is occupied by a number of different transit
routes going to Jakarta (Figure 2a). The direction of movement to Jakarta shows the opposite pattern, stopping location or left
lane of four lane road (code: ApJCL4, JCL4, ExJCL4) utilize by vehicle route from Jakarta, the third lane (outer right lane)
mostly utilized by route from Tangerang (Ciledug -Cikokol) (Figure 2b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. The reason to stop by the route: (a) left side; (b) right side
Observation to evaluate reason for mikrolet to stop at any point of road is found majority is because of waiting for passengers
to be with approximately about 30.2% of the total number of vehicles observed. There is also found that alighting and boarding
of passenger contribute relatively large percentage for mikrolet to stop for about 22.3% and 13,3% for passenger alighting and
boarding respectively. Waiting in queue for a line-up several other mikrolet contribute about 12.8%. Other reason to stop is
bulding up queue with other vehicle in the stream which is not always mikrolet which is approximately 10.0%, and other
reasons which is not one of the reasons mentioned earlier is 10% (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Reasons Contributing Mikrolet to Stop
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3.3.

Right Turn and U-Turn Behavior

Analysis characteristics of flow maneuver is (Salter RJ, 1974, Martin, PT, 1997) determined based on percentage of vehicles
movement type and waiting time of mikrolet before taking its chance to do real action. In term of movement, there are two
major maneuver of mikrolet during its operation such as right turn and U-turn. Right turn for some of route in this area is a
maneuver to reach terminal, since it is located in the right side of road network, however U-turn movement is made to return
back to the origin before stopping or going into the terminal. The two major movements are recorded as 48.6% of the total flow
for right turn mikrolet movement and for U-turn the percentage is varies among different routes. U-turn movement is found
with the composition of 44.2% for Ciledug-Bintaro route, for Ciledug-Pesing route is of 27.9%, for Ciledug-Kebayoran Lama
route is 17.4%, and Ciledug –Ciputat route is 10.5%. Number in percentage is estimated as the ratio between each type of
movement and total traffic flow. Analysis based on waiting time period is calculated starting from the point vehicles stop until
movement is started. It is found that average waiting time for right turn was 8.8 seconds; with maximum was 57 seconds.
Average turning time for right turn was 22.3 seconds, with a maximum of 81 seconds. Average waiting time for a U-turn
movement is found as 24.4 seconds, with maximum waiting time 55 seconds. The average waiting time route with a range
between 22.7 to 24.9 seconds was similar for both directions.
3.4.

Average Speed Flow

Analysis for average speed shows that the value is very low as it is found that speed of mikrolet for route going to Tangerang is
only 6.4 km/h, and 8.1 km/h to Jakarta. Based on route it is found that the route with the end destination in Tangerang is higher
compared to the route going in reverse direction (to Jakarta). For end destination of Tangerang average speed it observed that
the route of Ciledug-Kebayoran Lama speed is 6.8 km/h, and Ciputat-Ciledug route is 4.1 km/hour. With the same approach it
is found that average speed of mikrolet to the Jakarta is 13.5 km/h and Ciledug-Pesing route is 5.9 km/hour. From the direction
based analysis, mikrolet going to Jakarta is relatively has higher speed compared to the mikrolet for Tangerang, even the
difference is not significant. For both direction the value indicated that level of service given by this transit system is
considered as very low, which also influence in the development of congestion to the total traffic flow.
From the result of observation it is considered that the total mikrolet movement is categorized as very slow speed movement
behavior which further defined in number is less than 10 km/h. In most cases the low speed is mostly resulted by its system
since it occurs without blocked movement of the other vehicle in the total flow. Mikrolet runs slow in the study area as 14.6%
of the total sample, with slow speeds varies from 7.4 to 7.5 km/h and in average if counted for two directions is in the range of
6.5 to 8.5 km/hour. This is mean that route does not affect the average speed and the trend lower velocity occur for all period
observation time (from period 1, to period 4), with the exception for the route of Cikokol-Ciledug which shows higher speed
for direction to the Jakarta.
3.5.

Load Factor and Mikrolet Operational Behavior

The effectiveness and efficiency of transit operation is (Well, GR, 1985, Black Allan, 1995) measured by the capacity of the
system and its subsystem to carry passenger. Total number of passenger carried compared to the number of fleet is one of the
primary parameter which is called as load factor. With the capacity of maximum 12 passenger, load factor of mikrolet is 20,7%
and 18% for the mikrolet to Tangerang to Jakarta respectively. In total for both routes either going to Jakarta or leaving to
Jakarta is calculated with average of 2-3 passengers on mikrolet. The average number of load factor is related with the
characteristics of surrounding study area consider that terminal Ciledug as end destination of the route. The average low speed
mikrolet during it’s daily operation may caused by high traffic volume along the route or is an attempt to get more passenger
carried. To find the rational between two possible alternatives statistical analysis using regression analysis is used. Speed is
assumed as the variable influencing low load factor. From this approach, the relationship between load factor and travel speed
is formulated based on 23 sample sizes in the following equation:
Y = 0.016 X2 + 0.0259 X1 + 8.6309 ..................................................... (1)
Y is representing travel speed and X is load factor, this equation has the value of rxy = 0.5393.
Noted that speed of mikrolet is assumed constant and mikrolet ride on the left lane road (lane 1 for directions to the Tangerang,
and lane 4 for directions to the Jakarta), and continuous traffic flow. The period of observation was 06:56 to 07:56 am.
Equation (1) shows that the higher the load factor will make higher travel speed.
3.6.

Passenger Behavior and Traffic Flow

Stopping duration is affected by passenger boarding and alighting behavior and it could be used as an indicator. In this research
stopping duration is observed for a selected sample of vehicle which makes stop to catch passenger and or alighting. Total
sample for this purpose is 140 or approximately 27,5% of the total population with the similar activities related with stopping
vehicle. Statistical analyzed with Y is length of stopping time and X is number of passenger boarding and alighting, found the
equation as follows:
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Y = 5.3371 x + 2.549 ........................................................................... (2)
with the coefficients of correlation between variables tested was, rxy = 0.7453.
3.7.

Effect on Design to the Traffic

Geometric design at intersection is normally based on the total and composition of vehicles stream which is represented by the
width of lane, radius of curvature and approach width at intersection. Failed to comply those standard cause delay time and
reduce intersection capacity. In this study area complexity of vehicle maneuver and stream are severe occur cause by vehicle
stops, turning right and u-turn. These create congestion at and surrounding area observed. (Figure 4).
Median gap located in front of the CBD Ciledug also functioned as an opening, and hence this facility is not designed both
related with the location and it’s geometric design. As a result of this wrong design, create a difficult maneuver of vehicle to
turn right and develop potential conflict with traffic flow from the opposite lane (from Tangerang). These conditions resulted
an increase of accident to happen and also reduce amount of intersection capacity, this especially may cause by the right
turning lane capacity. Placement of signs and median gap/intersection were inappropriate to ban right turn and a U-turn for
traffic from the street Ciledug Raya.

Figure 4. Geometric Design of the Study Area
3.8.

Effect on Traffic Performance

Private vehicle speed analyzed against the number and average duration of mikrolet stops, the flow of public transport, and an
average speed of public transport. Samples were selected with the criteria of constantly flow, with a total flow of traffic
entering the intersection is relatively analogous, including the proportion of flow of turn right and turn left.
The total inflow of intersection is calculated in passenger cars units (pcu)/minutes, referring to the MKJI (1997). The result,
then grouped in classes of total inflows in the interval 10 pcu/minutes. This grouping is intended to predetermined variable (Y),
the average speed of private vehicles was impartial by the total traffic flow of vehicles entering the intersection, or influenced
by the behavior of the mikrolet traffic flow. Results of analysis of each variable tested are presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Effect of mikrolet behavior to traffic characteristics

4.

CONCLUSION

Behavior of stop, turn right, U-turn and slow speed generally to seek passengers, habits, cultural system and unwritten norms
prevailing among the mikrolet drivers.
Driver behavior influenced mikrolet traffic, with the variable (Y) is the speed of flow, and variable traffic behaviors of
mikrolet (X) are:
stops, there is a strong negative correlation (rxy = -0.6111 to -0.8124) regarding to the number of mikrolet. Average
speed flow declined with respect to the number of mikrolet stops.
Traffic flow of mikrolet, show the weak correlation.
Average speed of mikrolet flow, showed strong and positive correlation (rxy = 0.4102 to 0.6394) for a total inflow of
31 to 70 pcu/min.
Load factor is influenced by (rxy = 0.5393) mikrolet speed.
The number of passengers boarding alighting affected (rxy = 0.7453) the average length of interruption of mikrolet, the
more the number of passengers boarding alighting the longer stopping public transport minibus.
Median gap/intersections design (engineering design) that affected with the standard space between the traffic lanes turn right
to the stop line. Openings median not only inconsistent with no right turn and U-turn signs but also high risk of accidents to the
flow of traffic from Ciledug Raya.
The existences of ojek (informal motorcycle public transport) that occupy the road, and street vendors on pedestrian paths lead
to the high side friction (side friction) and the decreased capacity of roads and intersections in the study area.
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ABSTRACT
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) has been developed and partly-implemented to overcome the urban transportation problems in DKI
Jakarta based on Macro Transportation Pattern, a planned public transportation system. BRT has been found to be one of the
most cost-effective mechanisms for cities to rapidly develop a public transport system that can achieve a rapid and highquality service. This paper describe how BRT-Transjakarta can built the urban environment for the convenience of people, and
finally make people not trapped in congestion, jams, temporal uncertainties and health threats in city environment. Despite a
general shift toward accessible mainstream services, BRT-Transjakarta as a system can make change for the rise of private
cars and motorcycles in urban area that presents a number of challenges related to accessibility, travel reliability, safety and
quality of life. This study identifies and analyzes the process of social engineering of the development of Transjakarta bus. This
multidisciplinary study uses reliability concept, Domino’s theory, Servqual theory, accessibility concept, and auto-mobility. In
conclusion, public transportation reform could entice people to have new journey which was never before found in reality. It
means, BRT-Transjakarta is one of means to promote quality of life within urban society.
Keywords
Ssocial engineering, reliability, safety, accessibility, auto-mobility

1. INTRODUCTION
The common phenomenon perceived from the development of the world‘s big cities nowadays is society mobilization
booming. In doing their daily activities, people need public transportation. The increase of this need is caused by the
simultaneous increase of the economic, political, and socio-cultural activities in city centers, whereas the citizens‘ residences
are shifting and continuously developing to the suburban areas. Thus, the distance between their residences and their working
places, schools, or other important places is increasing, as well as the time they need to get to those places.
The development of society‘s life and the advancement of transportation technology have a bearing on the social and regional
economic alterations. The alteration of life style, the increase of income, and the advancement of economy as well as the
increase of the production of automotive industry are an inseparable unity, despite the fact that the interference of the
government through various policies has given birth to a new social issue in the city, that is, the traffic jam [4] [17] [20].
Furthermore, as a metropolitan city, Jakarta is getting less orderly-arranged. The preliminary figures of JUTPI Commuters
Survey 2010 show that there is an alteration of the traveling modes of the commuters in JABODETABEK between the data of
2002 and of 2010. Commuters using buses are decreasing drastically from 38.3% in 2002 to just 12.9% in 2010. In contrast,
commuters using motorcycles have reached 48.7%. Further and complete descriptions on the travel of the commuters can be
seen in Figure 1. The issue later develops not only as a merely technical issue but also as a socio-cultural one.
The fact about the transportation shows that the large volume of private transportations exceeds the capacity of the available
infrastructures. The increase of the number of transportations continuously affects the socio-cultural life of the society. The
people who are using the road are not only competing to use the limited road spaces but also becoming less arranged and
organized in using transportations. The commonly seen practices of the society‘s transportations have shown the uncouth
culture of using transportations. Users of motorcycles often take the spaces for pedestrians (or the sidewalks). Also, the public
transportation drivers often stop at any places to take passengers on or let them off. It is a sign of disorders of the society in
using transportations, thus making traffic jam a usual and regular sight in Jakarta and its surrounding areas.
It has been recorded that in 2002, there are 7.3 million travels per day, and it is predicted that in 2010, there will be
approximately 9.9 travels per day. This number is predicted to be constantly increasing in 2020 to 13 million travels per day.
Meanwhile, the ratio of the number of private transportations compared to public transportations is 98:2 (in percentage). The
presence of Transjakarta becomes one of the best and practical options of the transportation improvement for the people. This
policy option is related to technical considerations, the growth of Jakarta which undergoes the increase of the need of traveling
each day with public transportations from Bodetabek regions to Jakarta and vice versa. Yet, people have, for a quite long time,
expected the government policies that can accommodate the aspirations and the need of humane transportations. Such social
need cannot be separated from their daily unpleasant experiences during traveling in the public transportations, such as being
in the crowded spaces, getting sexual harassments, being a victim of a pickpocket, and other conditions that lead to different
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kinds of inconvenience. The physical condition of the public transportations, such as being sultry, stuffy, and smelly, also
contributes to the lack of good service of the available public transportations.

Figure 1. The alteration of the traveling modes of the commuters between 2002 and 2010
(Source: Preliminary figures of Jabodetabek Urban Transportation Study (JUTPI), Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs, 2010)

In this context, there is a social problem in making choices of doing mobilization: either using the public transportations or
private transportations. The decision to use the public transportations is determined by people‘s capability in accessing those
two kinds of transportations. Meanwhile, the available empirical fact shows that there is a discrepancy among society to access
public transportations. That is what restricts and causes the social exclusiveness in doing daily mobilization, especially to reach
offices of public service. The social obstacle to do mobility (the incapability to travel to distant places with the available public
transportations, the decrease of the accessibility on social networking and public facilities) is one of the indicators that the
society experiences social exclusion in transportation. This social exclusion associated with the accessibility of public
transportation services is a condition that causes the society to experience the difficulties to access the transport mode. The
inappropriateness in transportation services often contributes to the social exclusion in the society, especially for certain groups
of people who depend on public transportations for their living and are physically incapable (difabel), have low income, or
cannot afford to have or to drive cars [17] [18] .
In reality, there is a tendency showing that the rich can economically have a wider chance to access the transportation service
compared to the people who are economically weak [24]. To fulfill the need of mobilization, people prefer to use private
transportations since public transportations are considered inconvenient and not secure. Based on that, public transportations
have bad reputations and thus are stigmatized by the users. People tend to see the existence of public transportations as not
proper, not hygienic, not convenient, and not secure [15]. Therefore, people tend to choose freedom and flexibility of private
transportations for traveling. This leads to the continuous development of the auto-mobility culture. This phenomenon of automobility is what society choose consciously and rationally to feel convenient and secure to get to the destined places, the form
of which is by using their own vehicles, either four-wheeled (cars) or tow-wheeled vehicles (motorcycles). His phenomenon is
related to the incapability of the wealthy people to access the transportations that give comfort, security, and safety as well as
affordable price. Both the government and the private operator are not yet capable to fulfill such need of transportation.
Certainly, it is the obligation for the government to bridge and also to overcome this problem by putting the society‘s need as
the primary reference for the government in building the social service of the public transportations in the society [26]. The
question is: ―Can Transjakarta bus be a miraculous breakthrough in solving the problems regarding the transportations for the
urban society in Jakarta?‖

2. LITERARY REVIEWS
Definitions and practical applications of the system of public transportations are viewed through different perceptions in many
countries. Developing countries may have different definitions than the industrial countries [22] [27] [33]. The simple
definition of the public transportations is the collective form of transportations which can be accessed by everyone, where the
schedules, routes, and costs have been determined, and that don‘t use private vehicles [6]. The definition of Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT) is the system of high-quality bus transportations which are fast, convenient, and effective in the urban mobility costs,
through separated or special facilities, quick and frequent operations, and primary services on the market and consumers [13]
[36].
The real depiction of people‘s cynicism toward the operating public transportations until now is certainly unpleasant [15]. The
representation of the bad condition of the public transportations is seen in the inappropriateness and discomfort of the services
provided by both government and private operators. This leads to the emergence of the auto-mobility practices. Auto-mobility
is a big infra-system consisting of drivers, vehicles, fuelling systems, services, and so on. Cars and motorcycles are total
metaphors of the life of modern society, thus the selection of modes of personal transportations legitimates the society among
different genders, classes, ages, etc., and is used as a main discourse which is maintained to build the image of prosperous life
and which is fixed with the arguments to accelerate people‘s mobility [34]. In this case, private cars and/or motorcycles
become the symbol of social progress.
The culture of social dependency on private transportations makes people‘s inclusion in transportations bigger. The
dependency of the transportations is the effect of the inappropriateness of the available public transportations. This means that
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the worsened public transportation service socially implicates the cultural development of social dependency on private
transportations. The use of private transportations is aimed to accelerate the mobility. The society in the cities nowadays needs
the mobilization facilities which are fast, affordable, and give priority to the aspect of safety on the road. Therefore, this study
also observes and analyzes safety on the road, considering that safety is our responsibility, starting from the safety of
pedestrians, car drivers, motorcycle riders, public transportation drivers and owners, and also the government. If the awareness
of the safety on the road can be increased, the accidents are expected to decrease [25].
LACK OF MANAGEMENT CONTROL
The weakness of the functions of management, leadership, working standard, correction error
DIRECT / BASIC CAUSE
Personal → knowledge, skill, motivation, physical or capability work problems, physical and mental stress
Job Factor → inadequate leadership/supervision, engineering, purchasing, maintenance, tools, equipment, materials,
work standard design, abnormal use
ACCIDENT
LOSS

Figure 2: Adapted from ―Practical Loss Control Leadership‖, by Bird and Germain, 1990
There are several theories regarding the factors causing an accident. One of the theories which is used in analyzing the causes
of an accident and is also the early theory regarding the cause of an accident, is the Domino‘s theory. This theory explains that
accidents can occur because of the unsafe condition and the unsafe act. According to him, accidents can be prevented by
diminishing those two factors: both the unsafe act and the unsafe condition, or, in other words, by controlling the situation (the
thing problem) and the people problem. This Heinrich theory is strengthened by [3], who suggested that accidents are caused
by the lack of the system of management control. This theory is later improved by International Loss Control Institute, who
introduced this theory as ILCI Loss Causation Model. Similar to the Domino theory, the ILCI model is based on the events that
can cause loss. The events are: Lack of Control, Basic Causes, Immediate Causes, Incident/Contact, and Loss. Therefore, in the
chronology of the events, there is nothing more important than control. Furthermore, control is the role or function of the
management (Planning, Organizing, Leading, and Controlling). That means, the focus is still on the unsafe action and unsafe
condition, but widely there is a component of the cause of the accidents, ―Lack of Control‖. It doesn‘t put emphasis on humans
or workers, but more on the role or function of the management in doing the control. The management is expected to control
the Indirect Cause and Direct Cause.
In addition, this research also executes the study of service quality in Transjakarta public transportations. The study concerning
the evaluation of the service quality of Transjakarta bus rapid transit program has been conducted by several researchers [30]
conducted a study to reveal the dominant factors in the implementation of TransJakarta program. The result of the research,
which is exactly a year after the Transjakarta Busway was first operated, shows that the program has fulfilled the criteria of
best practices – as a benchmarking [5] [14] [32] [8] in the breakthrough solution on the complicated problems of
transportations in DKI Jakarta. The criteria of best practices is important to be given, considering that the public transportations
have become the public need, thus the role of the government is to provide and to improve the service of public transportations,
which is highly required [21]. Therefore, the establishment of transportations must refer to people‘s need that considers the
efficiency and effectiveness aspects [12], with the fulfillment of the efficiency and effectiveness aspects of the transportation
system in DKI Jakarta, as well as the proof of the government partiality on the reform of the public service programs through
the public transportation [10] [11].
Several experts describe this concept with the definition which is mutually reinforcing in accordance to the perspective used to
determine the characteristics of specific services [1] [7] [2] [29]. Reference [37] later developed the service quality gap model
into an instrument of multi-dimensional measurement scale named SERVQUAL. In its development, these ten dimensions are
later simplified by [37] into five dimensions of service quality, namely: Tangible (Real and existing), Reliability,
Responsiveness, Assurance, and Empathy. The measurement of the service quality is done toward the two dimensions which
are related to each other in the process of the service, namely the evaluation of satisfactory on the dimension of service users,
and the evaluation which is done on service providers. Reference [37] suggested that the key factors which influence the
expectations of the service users are the information retrieved orally (word of mouth), the personal needs of the service users,
the external communications, and the past experiences of the service users, as depicted in the model of the measurement of
service quality below (Figure 3):
In addition, [19] also introduced the method of Importance Performance Analysis (IPA) to measure the relation between the
consumers‘ perceptions and the priority of the quality improvement of the products or the services, which is also known as
quadrant analysis [16] [28]. The interpretation of the IPA graphic is very easy, where the IPA graphic is divided into four
quadrants based on the result of the measurement of importance-performance. Finally, the culture in using transportation,
which is adjusted to the local wisdom, is one of the key factors in designing infrastructures – in addition to the costs, the
functional attributes, climate, and the condition of the topology as well as the aesthetics attributes. The component of facilities
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or Transjakarta infrastructures consists of busway, bus stop, terminal, busway line, traffic signs, control centers, integrated
facilities as well as public facilities.
Word of mouth

Personal needs

Externals Communications

Past experiences

Dimensions of Service Quality
Reliability
Responsiveness
Assurance
Empathy
Tangibles

Perceived Service Quality
Expected Service (ES)

1.
2.

Perceived Service (PS)

3.

Expectation exceeded
ES < PS (Quality surprise)
Expectation met
ES = PS (Satisfactory quality)
Expectation not met
ES > PS (Unacceptable quaa lity)

Figure 3 Model of the measurement of service quality (Source: Zeithamal, et al. (1990: 23)).
In addition to the service quality, the accessibility of the transportation becomes important along with the increase of the
human civilization. Welfare for the society is not only reflected on the development of economy but also on the increase of life
quality, the reduction of the inequality and unemployment, by facilitating the mobilization of the population. We must
emphasize here that a number of access types are more important than others. It is the duty of the policy makers to see the
priorities and to group the urgent or the optional. The accessibility of the transportations is the priority as the support of the
economic and social activities, but is optional in the service quality. However, the condition of the sufficient facilities will
determine the capacity and the quality of the travel.
The establishment of the transportation accessibility becomes a social problem when the transportation facilities which are
constructed and provided by the government can‘t directly provide any socio-economic benefits for the life of the society [27]
[35]. This tendency is one of the problems where the improvement of the transportation facilities in fact causes the social
exclusiveness.
People will then encounter difficulties to access the establishment of transportation facilities constructed by the government.
The difficulties of people to do mobilization (the incapability of doing distant travels using vehicles or motor vehicles, the
limitation of services and products) are one of the indicators of the society undergoing the social exclusion.
The social exclusion which is related to the public transportation service is the condition which causes the society to
experience the difficulties in accessing the transport modes. The inappropriateness in transportation services often contributes
to the social exclusion in the society, especially for certain groups of people who depend on public transportation for their
living and are physically incapable (difabel), have low income, or can‘t afford to have or to drive cars [17]. The difficulties in
accessing public transportation consist of four factors: (1) the availability of proper transport modes, (2) the unaffordable
public transport modes due to location, (3) the price or costs, (4) the inaccessible public transport modes and the incapability of
providing fast and on time services to reach the activity locations which people want to access. Those apply both to social
included people and social excluded people. The transportations can be considered as sufficient to fulfill people‘s needs after
fulfilling the four criteria, and can be considered as insufficient if failing to fulfill one or more criteria.

3. METHODS AND APPROACHES
In accordance with the problems and the purpose of the research, the method used is the quantitative-positivistic approach [23].
This research which refers to the purpose of the planned study [9] is an explorative research using mixed methods approach.
The analysis of the infrastructures and service quality is done with the quantitative approach, whereas the analysis of
accessibility concept, auto-mobility and safety are done with the qualitative approach to describe the backgrounds and complex
interactions of the informants as well as to provide in-depth information.
The data collecting using the quantitative approach was done through the distribution of questionnaires to 450 respondents
(end user) on working days (from Monday to Friday) and holidays (Saturday and Sunday) during rush hours, starting from
October 2009 to February 2010. The question formats refer to the five dimensions of servqual and Importance Performance
Analysis using 40 indicators. These indicators were retrieved from the field data toward the evaluation of people‘s needs on
five dimensions of service quality, as well as from literature studies of several past researches on the quality of Transjakarta
service – both the research conducted by [30], Kompas, and by YLKI. While the qualitative approach used the techniques of
observations, in-depth interviews, and focus group discussion. Later, the steps of sorting data (to process the retrieved
information thus become systematic based on the examined variables) and classifying data (to classify the previously arranged
information to be compared by the respondents) were done, whereas to analyze the data, the content analysis (the method used
to make conclusions through the efforts to find the characteristics of the message, done objectively and systematically) was
done.
As for the safety, the examined variables consist of nine variables namely: the perception of Transjakarta driver and other road
users, the attitudes of Transjakarta driver and other road users (unsafe act), the road condition, the condition of the bus (unsafe
condition) and the management control, the company‘s SOP, training, working shifts, and safety promotion (lack of
management). On the other side, the subjects of the research are based on the considerations or particular criteria of the
researchers. The criteria determined by the researchers are the people who know and fully understand about safety in using
transportations. Based on the criteria, the informants of the research are 15 drivers of Transjakarta bus, and three informants
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from the Transjakarta Management, consisting of one informant from the Transjakarta bus operator and two informants serving
as the representatives of Public Service Board of Transjakarta (PSB).
The examination technique of the validity of the data used in the qualitative approach is triangulation. It consists of the
triangulations of the sources, methods, and data or analysis. The triangulation of the sources was done by means of crosschecking the data with the facts from other sources and using different informant groups. This triangulation was done by
finding the people who knew exactly the event of the accident. In addition, other informants were from other sources which
were not related to the unstructured interviews. The triangulation of the methods was done by means of using several methods
in collecting data. In addition to using the method of interviewing the informants, and observations were also conducted to
ensure the actual conditions.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Transjakarta, which first operated in corridor one on January 15, 2004, has a socio-cultural function. The Transjakarta bus
rapid transit was planned to overcome the social and technical problems of transportations in Jakarta. Therefore, Transjakarta
not only has the function to vertically bridge the accessibility discrepancy between the group of people who can access private
transportations and those who can only access public transportations. This vertical accessibility discrepancy can be overcome
by the operations of Transjakarta. The existence of Transjakarta bus is especially relevant to the needs of the people who seek
fast mobilizations.
The result of the research shows that the services of Transjakarta buses actually have not yet fulfilled the criteria as a fast
public transportation. The users think that Transjakarta have not fulfilled the conceptual values or designs of continuous
transportations. They still have to be among the crowded space in the bus stop and in the bus as well. The development of
accessibility through Transjakarta buses is still far from fulfilling the practical needs of the urban society. People need rapid
time in doing their mobilizations. The result of the infra-structure research shows that, despite using the transportation system,
Transjakarta has not yet been integrated with the feeder transportation, nevertheless this study shows that the Transjakarta
users have obtained a way to overcome the lack of the accessibility. More than 50% to 70% use official public transportations
before getting to the Transjakarta buses, and then walk on foot to their destined places once they get off from the Transjakarta
buses. The corridor (bus route: Blok M - Kota) is a sterile corridor without any traffic problems of other transportation modes,
but with the length of 12.9 km, the average speed of the buses is only 17.31 km per hour, still below the minimal speed for the
reliability of Transjakarta bus service. The reliability is also shown with the headway or the average interval of bus arrivals
from the data of the whole corridor 1 to 8, which is only 2 minutes and 42 seconds, still fulfilling the determined service
standard. The best average headway is in Corridor 1 (bus route: Blok M - Kota), that is, less than 2 minutes and the maximum
headway of 12 minutes occur when less occupied. The maximum headway in the result of the surveys is 38 minutes, occurring
in the corridor 8 (bus route: Harmoni – Lebak Bulus) during the rush hours in the morning. The too-long headway, with the
deviation of more than 50%, far above the Minimum Service Standards during the rush hours, shows that the corridor with the
length of 26 km clearly have insufficient bus units. The availability of the maintained facilities, such as bus stop, overpass, as
well as the reliability and the sufficiency of the numbers of the operating armada or units, can increase the capacity of the
service of Transjakarta bus.
The inaccuracy of the headway is also caused by the unsterilized Transjakarta bus lines since the lines are also used by other
transportation modes (such as private cars, other public transportations, motorcycles). The use of the Transjakarta bus way by
other transportation modes cannot only be considered as the effect of the lack of awareness of the non-Transjakarta-bus road
users towards the existence of the Transjakarta lines, but also as the effect of the existence of the line which must be used
alongside other transportations, therefore the lines can‘t be sterilized from other road users. It is inevitable that other data also
show that the problem regarding the headway is also caused by the lack of the culture in using the transportations well on the
road.
On the evaluation of the service quality, the respondents gave values to every dimension based on the level of the priority of
service quality based on the perception of the Transjakarta users. The evaluation of the level of the priority of the service
quality given by the respondents is depicted in Table 1. The result of the research shows that actually the Transjakarta users
give the highest level of the priority of the service quality on the empathy dimension – measuring the attitude, attention, and
the concern of the service providers towards the customers, that is 24.5%. This result improves the result of the level of the
appropriateness which is a comparison ratio between the level of the occupations (perceived service) and the level of
importance (expected service) (see table 1), that is, the highest percentage of the level of appropriateness is on empathy, with
87.54%.
Table 1: The Average Evaluation of the Level of the Priority of the Service Quality Based on the Perceptions of Transjakarta Users
Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Dimension
Empathy
Reliability
Assurance
Responsiveness
Tangible

Value
10538
8793
8253
7523
7414

Average (%)
24,5 %
20,44 %
19,19 %
17,51 %
17,24 %

Source: The Examination of the Multidisciplinary Research Data, UI,2010

On the other side, the evaluation of the lowest priority level of the service quality is on the tangible dimension – measuring the
quality of the Transjakarta physical facilities in providing services for the customers, that is, 17.24%. This result improves the
result of the measurement of the level of appropriateness (expected service) (see table 3), that is, the lowest percentage of the
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level of the appropriateness is on tangible, with 63.47%. This fact shows that actually the Transjakarta users give the lowest
evaluation on the tangible dimension, or in other words, the tangible dimension is ‗valued‘ to have the lowest priority
compared to other dimensions.
The interesting point is that, based on the admission of several respondents, the Transjakarta users don‘t consider the
TransMileneo in Bogota, Columbia as a benchmarking of the service quality of Transjakarta, whereas the government of DKI
Jakarta made the TransMileneo as the comparison standard for Transjakarta. The fact based on the research shows that the
Transjakarta users are likely to compare Transjakarta with other public transportations they have used before, such as such as
PPD (air-conditioned bus), regular bus, metromini (medium-sized city bus), mikrolet (a kind of jitney), other public transports–
which are certainly far below satisfying. Thus, the evaluation of the service quality of the Transjakarta attributes will (always)
be far beyond the users‘ expectations, considering these attributes – such as information, the opening hours of the ticket boxes,
skywalk, special bus stops, etc. – will not be encountered in other public transportations.
This result of the research also shows that the variety of people‘s behavior in using the roads and public transportations reflects
their cultural values. This becomes one of the causes of the inconvenience in the use of Transjakarta buses. These data show
that 57.6% of the Transjakarta users think that the issues of convenience, security, and affordability in the Transjakarta services
are relevant to the image or descriptions of good public transportations. The accessibility development is an important thing for
society nowadays. The data show that people still think that Transjakarta has not yet sufficiently fulfilled people‘s needs for
daily mobilizations. It is shown by the data that 58.7 % of the users think that there are no changes in the services, and that
only 26.3% of them think that Transjakarta is getting better, while the other 2.3% think that Transjakarta is getting worse. This
research data also shows that the Transjakarta routine users think the existence of Transjakarta have initiated the improvement
of the travels directly, with the numbers of 70.1%. The existence of Transjakarta is actually perceived by the society. 64.6% of
people say that Transjakarta has applied the values of the fast public transportations, for both the drivers and the users. This
indicates that the drivers have done their roles in making convenient and secure conditions. The users also have felt the
applications of the BRT technology. 57.6% of the users think that the issues of convenience, security, and affordability in the
service of Transjakarta are relevant to the image or descriptions of good public transportations. The accessibility development
is an important thing for society nowadays.
The research data also shows that people still think that Transjakarta has not yet fulfilled people‘s needs sufficiently for their
daily mobilizations. It is shown by the data that 58.7 % of the users think that there are no changes in the services, and that
only 26.3% of them think that Transjakarta is getting better, while the other 2.3% think that Transjakarta is getting worse. This
research data also shows that the Transjakarta routine users think the existence of Transjakarta have initiated the improvement
of the travels directly, with the numbers of 70.1%.
In relation to the auto-mobility, the result of the study shows that there is an increase. This increase is caused by the vertical
discrepancy which is getting bigger, from the public transport modes to individual transport modes. People prefer to choose
motorcycles or cars to accelerate their geographical mobilizations. The need of fast mobilizations indicates that there is an
inclusion of the society. This social inclusion is measured from the way people determine, choose, and use their transportations
modes, and the government is incapable to intervene it, since it is an individual, not collective, choice. To stop the progress of
the inclusion is not an easy thing to do, since the inclusion can only be decreased if the government has a strong and serious
will to develop public transportations. If not, the inclusion is getting bigger, and what the government should think of
regarding the phenomena of the strong inclusion in the individual and social levels is the risk of the inclusion itself, in the
forms of traffic congestions or traffic jams as well as the disorder of the road users and the large number of the private
vehicles.
This activity will continue to take place until now, meaning that people‘s participation to determine their own transport modes
is still wide. The inclusion of the people has not yet developed to the level of the public transportation use, or even to change
the modes by cycling or walking. Particular segments or levels use particular transportations; transportation has become an
ideology, and exists in the life of society. The development of public transportation transits which should have been the
strategy of the inclusion actually goes through a long process and doesn‘t hit the target directly, but that doesn‘t mean that it
fails. It is, indeed, impossible to stop the increase of the individuals using cars or motorcycles in the near future. The
discrepancy in terms of one‘s progression forms polarization and the system of caste in transportations, especially in transport
modes. The lower-class society can‘t travel fast, conveniently, and safely, whereas the upper-class society can do the practices
of mobilizations conveniently, safely, and fast. This happens because of difference of the used transportation modes.
The implications of the rapid increase of private transportations use cause the users to be trapped in daily traffic congestions
every single time. It‘s not a rare thing that the vehicle users act brutally to each other, which also increase the effects of the
congestions, and the number of the vehicle users get stressed up because they can‘t keep being burdened by and adaptive
towards the increasing congestions. The brutal or criminal behaviors are unconsciously done by the vehicle users, and it‘s
increasing. The number of people who get stressed up by the congestions is increasing, as well as the accidents because of the
indifference and impoliteness in using transportations. The disorders of the traffic arrangements also serve a big role in making
the traffic congestions. As explained above, in relation to its strategic position, Jakarta needs public transportations that can
fully support people‘s activities and the city constructions, as well as guarantee the safety of the people using them.
In relation to the study of safety, the result of the research shows that the management have determined the punishments which
will be given to the driver for doing violation. The punishments are applied so that every officer obeys every rule which has
been issued. According to the operator management section, there are several punishments in the forms of the first, second, and
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third Warning Memorandum and a layoff, whereas the Public Service Board (PSB) of Transjakarta applies the system of
giving warning for minor violations and giving second official report when anyone misuses the rules and the systems. The
fines and punishments are also regulated in the agreement with the operators and furthermore will be processed by the
operational section of Transjakarta PSB. Here we can see that the role of management in doing control to prevent accidents has
run well. In addition to punishments, the instruments of measurement, performance evaluation and correction, the steps
describing the process from the beginning until the end in working the jobs well are also very important (Bird and Loftus,
1985). The operational standard regarding the condition of the bus (interior and exterior conditions) as well as the equipments
of the car parts regarding the safety which has been made by the management have been in accordance with the company
policies and government rules. The procedures are formal procedures on how an occupation must be done such as the standards
of the performance, objectives, documentations, instructions about procedures, etc. If insufficient, it will give negative impacts
on the control of the workers, performance, and safety. A company must have clear and specific standards for every element of
the programs and all identified jobs. According to several drivers, the Standard Operational Procedures (SOP) regarding the
good conditions of machines, brakes, and tires is now available. Even though there are still informants who haven‘t seen the
rules in written form, most of them have known and obeyed the SOP.
In addition to the operational standard regarding the conditions of the bus, there is also SOP regulating the drivers‘ behaviors
when driving. The SOP regarding the aspect of safety, made by Transjakarta PSB and obeyed by the operators, is as follows:
(a) drivers who eat, drink, smoke, use cell phones, or listens to music using headphones in the bus; (b) drivers which are
proven to carry and/or use narcotics, addictive drugs, or alcoholic drinks; (c) drivers who drive the bus recklessly without
paying attention of safety; and (d) drivers who drive the bus with speed above the determined limit, that is, 50 km per hour.
In addition, as the manifestation of safety implementation in using transportations in the level of operators or driver, the
operators do daily briefing before operating the bus. Driver are always reminded to constantly check the vehicles to be used,
such as checking the doors so they can still function well, checking the tires, and checking the handy talkie so it can still
function well. The management section makes a target of 8 hours of working shift and 5 trips in a day, which must be fulfilled
by every driver. The drivers always get directions on safety and information through the handy talkie in the form of suggestion
to keep the distance, the speed, and to obey the traffic rules. Competence tutorial and training are given as lesson learning to all
busway officers so they can overcome problems of working safety and health. The management section guarantees the
capability of all workers in terms of working safety and health, which are obtained from the supporting trainings conducted by
the management section. The forms of the trainings are firefighter trainings (in case there is a fire in the office or in the
vehicle), as well as the trainings on how to do safety driving.
The result of the research also shows that the operator management is quite open towards the feedbacks from the officers
regarding the problems of working safety and health. However, those feedbacks are only gathered; there are no further actions
of the feedbacks. This is the susceptibility in the management of busway. A lot of accidents have never been investigated in
greater depth and the management section doesn‘t do any control actions towards every accident. The alteration of the
management in the busway transportation management will bring busway into a better state, and the workers can soon adapt
with the alterations. The alteration done by the management section is an efficient alteration.
Other study results indicate that the management section of Transjakarta has taken the role to prevent and to control the
occurrence of accidents – without putting any emphasis on human error, but more on the role and function of the management
in controlling. The things that have been done—including the active participation of the leaders in taking part in each meeting
and event concerning the working safety and health, briefing about the problems of the working safety and health, doing safety
inspection periodically, as well as involving the workers in every problems regarding the working safety and health—are the
efforts of the management which are expected to control the Indirect Cause and Direct Cause, thus the losses caused by the
accidents on Transjakarta busway can be prevented. It is in accordance with the Domino theory explained above, that the loss
which is caused by accidents can be prevented when the management control the Indirect Cause and the Direct Cause.
In the end, the results of this study show that the Transjakarta bus represents a public transportation that can alters the uncouth
culture in using transportations, with the introduction of new values in using transportations, such as behaviors and discipline
attitudes in using Transjakarta buses as a new order that is highly needed by the whole urban society. The existence of the
values of convenience, safety, respect for time, costs, and others which are inherent in Transjakarta services is expected to
decrease any kind of risks in using transportations. Thus, the Transjakarta bus will be considered as potential to enhance or
improve the quality of the life of the urban society.

5. CONCLUSION
The Transjakarta BRT plays an important role in bridging the transportation accessibility discrepancy that exists so far. People
can easily access and use the Transjakarta bus as a transportation mode that gives convenience, safety, security, and affordable
costs. Therefore, the establishment of Transjakarta bus can become the social strength that can support the development of the
new culture in using transportations for the urban society, in addition to the capability to decrease the culture of dependence on
the use of private transportation. The presence of Transjakarta can become a model for the urban society to build new
transportation culture. The establishment of more civilized and better culture in using transportations is based on the values of
regularity, orderliness, convenience, security, discipline, which are totally different with the cultures in using transportations
outside Transjakarta, or in other public transportations. The establishment of the new culture in using transportation in society
can give positive implications on the improvement of people‘s life quality.
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The overall new values in using transportations, which exist in Transjakarta, give directions regarding the procedure of
civilized use of transportations. The values also serve as a reference for the society to use the bus, which is binding and
becoming new rules or people‘s procedures in using transportations, thus anyone who is going to use the Transjakarta bus are
obliged to comply with the values without exceptions. The new values in using transportations, which are constantly practiced,
give birth to the new culture in using transportations, which is practiced in Jakarta and other urban areas which also implement
BRT.
The alteration of Transjakarta PSB into an independent agency directly under the Governor of DKI Jakarta – similar to the
management of TransMilenio which is directly under the Mayor of Bogota, Columbia, thus can be managed professionally –
needs to be considered. Actually, Transjakarta has not yet become an effective antidote to overcome the complicated problems
of congestions in Jakarta, just like TransMilenio in Bogota, Columbia. Without any strategic public policies in the field of road
transportations, the traffic congestions in DKI Jakarta will worsen. In fact, it is predicted that in 2014, there will be a total
collapse since there will be no more road spaces left for the vehicles going out from the house (Dept. of Transportation, DKI
Jakarta, 2004).
For the sustainability of Transjakarta bus development, the government should not give up the perspective of sustainable
development of transportation systems, because the Transjakarta bus has the potential to be a transport which is capable of
becoming an urban lifestyle.
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ABSTRACT
Urban road improvement program such as geometric intersection improvement or traffic phase light should consider road
safety and accessibility. Those could be evaluated in a short time without waiting any accident data from police department or
accident event. This tool is traffic conflict study. With traffic conflict study, the effective of any road improvement could be
valued and evaluated. Traffic conflict study is a traffic event which two or more vehicle involved, and those vehicles take
evasive act to avoid crashes. Traffic conflict study has been used in many countries, but compared to numbers of road
improvement the application of traffic conflict is less used. This paper described traffic conflict studies which has been applied
in Bandung and the results are providing such as motorcycle facility at intersection, intersection improvement, and traffic
management at intersection. Result of traffic conflict study describe type of road facility improvement, this paper shows
easiness traffic conflict study technique to be applicable in Indonesia.
Keywords
Traffic conflict, road facility, vehicle manouver, road safety, intersection
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ABSTRACT
The strength and durability of asphalt concrete is a function of ability to withstand damage caused by the temperature and
traffic loading repetition resulting in accumulation of permanent deformation. Aggregate strongly affects the strength and
durability of asphalt concrete. In this research the influence of aggregate to asphalt concrete is analyzed based on the voids
produced that are evaluated from parameter related with value of resilient modulus and dynamic stability. Two type of
gradations were tested which are continuous gradation and gap graded represented by mixture type AC-WC (asphalt concrete
– wearing course) and HRS (hot rolled sheet) respectively.Some fine aggregate stone dust should be replaced with Portland
cement into HRS gap gradation mixture with the assumption to reduce the amount of voids that it could improve the
performance of concrete mix. Loading is represented by pulse and timing at various temperature to evaluate the mixture
performance use Universal Testing Machine. To measure the effect of loading frequency on the deformation Wheel Tracking
Machine is used. Factorial design approach is used to analyze data for the two types of mixtures. The result of this work shows
that both mixtures are influenced by temperature and loading variations, but HRS’s performance with a litlle voids is better
than AC -WC
Keywords
Aggregate gradation, mixture performance, resilient modulus, dynamic stability.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The strength of asphalt concrete to permanent deformation depends on several factors such as mixture quality, air temperature,
traffic loads, moisture and oxidation of asphalt [13]. Modulus of asphalt mixture layer is significantly influenced by
temperature. The higher the temperature, the lower of asphalt mixture layer modulus, while the modulus of sub grade and
aggregate layers are less affected by temperature [7]
Resilient modulus is directly related to the ability to spread the load of material received in the form of stress and strain as well
as showing how the material is deformed by traffic load repetitions. Resilient behavior is similar to elastic behavior, with the
exception of the resilient modulus of the little permanent deformation after each cycle of loading [9].
The performance of asphalt concrete is determined by the size of the voids which occurs as a result of the grain size
composition, shape and texture of aggregate, as well as the amount of asphalt in mixture. To calculate the amount of voids,
aggregate and asphalt‘s specific gravity are deciding and significant factors. According to the Marshall test result, it is known
that the bigger specific gravity is, the bigger void filled with binder (VFB) value will be, so void in mineral aggregate (VMA)
will increase, while void in mixture (VIM) will decrease.
Hot Rolled Sheet (HRS) is a gap graded hot mix asphalt concrete that according to Bina Marga standard (2007) is intended to
carry traffic load lesser than 1 million ESAL per year. Wearing Course Asphalt Cement (AC-WC) is designed to carry load
over 1 million ESAL / year, with a dense gradation. Because of gradation differences which the HRS has more fine aggregate,
the HRS is more flexible when receiving a vehicle load, but generally weaker than the AC-WC
According to previous laboratory test, from Marshall and Wheel Tracking test with Gilsonite Resin as an additive, AC-WC
showed better performance than HRS [2], also AC-WC showed better performance than HRS in terms of Index Residual
Strength value, Dynamic stability and Resilient Modulus at 35 oC and 45 oC [10], AC-WC with a Portland cement filler proved
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to be more stable, rigid, and better durability value than stone dust filler [11],. the HRS is more resistant against the flow, the
influence of weather, more flexible and easier to do, but in terms of resistance to permanent deformation is less good because
stability is lower. Reviews economically, HRS costs more 14.01% cheaper because the use thinner than AC-WC [13].
Based on that previous research, this research was carried on by improving the performance of the gap graded HRS by
replacing the stone dust filler with Portland cement. It is assumed that the characteristics of Portland cement such as fineness
modulus and specific gravity are able to fix the performance of HRS as how it has happened to ACWC mix according to
Putrowijoyo’s [11] research. As a comparison, an ACWC mix with dense gradation is made, which uses the same type of
aggregate but with stone dust filler. Both mixtures use the same asphalt type and evaluated by Marshall’s method to get the
best performance as a preliminary condition.
Research is done to estimate the effects of temperature changes and load repetittion on the performance of both asphalt
concrete mixes, which results in resilient modulus and permanent deformation , using Universal Material Testing Apparatus
and Wheel Tracking Machine. After undertaking research by replacing stone dust aggregate with Portland cement the voids at
HRS became smaller than the AC-WC with stone dust aggregate, which is the voids decrease affects the HRS performance’s
increased.

2. METHODOLOGY
Research on the performance of two kinds of asphalt concrete is done by using UMATTA micro device that is a non
destructive and the values of deformation speed and dynamic stability are obtained with the whell tracking as a destructive test.
In different ways, both tests simulate the resistance of mixtures to repeated loading under the influence of temperature. Both
tests are performed in the laboratory. Test begins from Marshall Stability test to obtain mechanical properties of two kinds of
hot mix asphalt, which are AC-WC and HRS. AC-WC uses stone dust as much as 10% with optimum asphalt percentage 6.4%,
while the HRS uses Portland cement filler as much as 9% and 6,8% optimum asphalt percentage.
Samples are made according to the best mixture of asphalt optimum percentage with Marshall’s method before. For
UMATTA test the specimens made according to the Marshall specimens with thickness ranging from 62 mm and ranging from
101 mm of diameter to be tested with the temperature parameters of 25, 37.5, and 500C which load given was 187.5, and 250 N.
Tests conducted with repeated loading refers to the test procedure according to ASTM method D4213 and SNI 03-6836-2002.
The process of loading for each specimen consists of two stages, first preconditioning phase and the main testing phase.
Preconditioning phase is required to prepare specimens for reading data produced is in a stable uniform condition.
Input data begins with five conditioning pulses followed by a load of five pulses. The period of 2000 ms conditioning pulse.
Pulse period equal to the frequency of loading is done in 1000 equivalent to 1 Hz. Rise time is 40 ms. Poisson ratio of 0.4 is
taken in accordance with SNI.
Wheel tracking test is done with 30 cm x 30 cm x 5 cm samples, which are passed repeatedly by the examiner wheel made of
hard rubber that has a 20 cm diameter by wide wheel tread 5 cm ± 0.1 cm and loaded 20 N ± 5 N. The sample temperature of
the test is 25, 37.5, and 50 0C.

3.

DISCUSSION

3.1 The physical properties of aggregate
Designing asphalt concrete mixture and calculate the results of Marshall Stability test requires data of aggregate physical
properties, which include specific gravity, sieve analysis and materials finer than 200 μm. Tests are carried out on coarse
aggregate, fine aggregate, stone dust and Portland Cement as filler. From the results of sieve analysis, aggregate blending is
performed to obtain the aggregate grading on the upper and lower restriction zone accordance with the requirements according
to Highways Department of Public Works, 2007 Edition and the percentage of each type of coarse aggregate, fine and filler to
be used. Aggregate must be clean as stated in the test of material finer than 200 μm ofr asphalt to be able to stick properly.
Table 1 and table 2 show the results of testing the physical properties of aggregate. Apparent specific gravity is needed to
calculate the estimated needs of asphalt that aggregate gradation used.
Table 1. Aggregate Testing tabulation.
Aggregate
Testing
Apparent specific gravity
Dense unit weight kg/l
Material finer than 75 um, %

coarse
2,51
1,37
1,75

fine
2,53
1,50
2,6

Portland Cement
3,15
1,25
---

Stone dust
2,52
1,43
2,9

Specification
Min 2,50
Min 1,42
Min 8%
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Sieve size
25 mm
19
12,5
9,5
No 4
No 8
No 16
No 30
No 50
No 100
No 200

Table 2. Aggregate gradation
Upper of restriction
Lower of restriction
zone
zone
100
100
95
95
85
85
60
60
45
36
29
20
10

33
21
15
11
8

Requirement with
restriction zone
100
100
90-100
Maks 90
--28-58 31,6
25,6-31,6
19,1-23,1
15,5
4-10

The red color is restriction zone
Aggregates that are used in accordance with the qualification of use in asphalt concrete mixtures. The gradation for AC-WC is
taken over the restricted zone, while midpoint for the HRS BinaMarga 2007 is taken. Aggregate composition for AC-WC
includes 40% coarse aggregate, 50% fine aggregate and 10% stone dust filler. Aggregate composition for HRS includes 39%
coarse aggregate, 52% fine aggregate and 9% Portland cement as filler.
3.2 The physical properties of asphalt
Tests on physical properties of asphalt are needed to determine whether the characteristics of asphalt match field conditions
where the mixture will spread out, and as preliminary data for the design of asphalt concrete. Asphalt specific gravity,
penetration, softening point, ductility and flash point value are a description of the asphaltene and malthene composition which
determines its adhesiveness nature, generally tested at a temperature of 250C, except for softening point at a temperature of 50C
and the flash point is obtained in accordance with its resistance when heated until it ignites and then burns. Table 3 shows the
results of testing the physical properties of asphalt in accordance with the requirements according to Highways Department of
Public Works, 2007 Edition
Table. 3. Asphalt testing tabulation

Test

Results

Requirements

Specific gravity
Penetration
Softening point
Ductility
Flash point

1,01
61
530C
100 cm
340 0C – 368 0C

Min 1,0
60-79
48-58
Min 100
Min 200

3.3. Marshall Stability Test
Testing
Void in Mineral Aggregate,VMA, %
Void In Mixture VIM, %
Void Filled with Binder, VFB, %
Stability, kg
Flow, mm
Marshall Quotion, kg/mm

Table 4. Summary of Marshall Testing
Result
AC-WC
HRS
15,96
18,2
5,19
3,8
67,51
79,2
873
1151,6
4,04
3,6
234
323,1

Specification
Bina Marga 2007
Min 15
3,5 – 5,5
Min 65
Min 800
Min 3,0
Min 250

From the Marshall Test results it was found that voids at HRS are smaller than the AC-WC, so that HRS has better
performance than AC-WC, in terms of Marshall Stability value, flow and Marshall Quotient. Based on a previous research, it is
known that the finer grain size, and the specific gravity of Portland cement which is much larger than the stone dust, gives a
significant contribution to improving the performance of the HRS.
3.4
Resilient Modulus Test
Resilient modulus test is measured by indirect tensile strength in repeated loads using UMATTA which generate data of tensile
strain, tensile stress and resilient modulus on variations of the chosen temperatures, and loads. The test is performed without
damaging the specimen (non-destructive test); assumed to be at the time of asphalt concrete is in the elastic phase. Some
parameters were obtained directly by the automatic computer calculation, e.g. resilient modulus, rise time peak, time of loading,
tensile stress, peak force and total recoverable strain (Siswosoebrotho et al, 2005). The temperature of test was selected 25,
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37.5, and 50 0C, load varies 187,5 and 250 N, with loading frequency 1 Hz. Discussion of the data in terms of strain, stress and
resilient modulus related with load and temperature influence.
3.4.1. Tensile strain vs load
Tensile strain occurs simultaneously with the tensile stress when the load with 5 pulses is applied on the sample test. Figure 1
describe the amount of tensile strain that occurs in the load varies 188 and 250 N with temperature variation of 25, 37.5, and
500C. It can be seen that the strain increases as the load increases. Strain that occurs in the AC WC mixture greater than HRS
under the same load change

strain vs load

strain, μm

150

HRS,25
ACWC,25
HRS,38
ACWC 38
HRS,50
ACWC,50

100
50
0
188

250
Figure 1. Strain vs load

3.4.2.

Tensile stress vs load

Figure 2 shows the relationship between tensile stress to load variation from 187.5 to 250 N at 1 Hz load frequency. Stress
value increases with load increases. HRS ability is greater than AC-WC at the same load change

stress vs load
stress, kPa

40

HRS,25
ACWC,25
HRS,38
ACWC 38
HRS,50
ACWC,50

30
20
10
0
188

250

Figure 2. Stress vs load
3.4.3.

Resilient modulus vs load

Figure 3 shows resilient modulus and load relationship. Resilient modulus increase is inline with load increase. As strain and
stress load relationship in the mixture elastic phase, the resilient modulus has not shown turning point yet.

resilient modulus, MPa

resilient modulus vs load
HRS,25

4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

ACWC,25
HRS,38
ACWC 38
HRS,50
ACWC,50
188

250

Figure 3. Resilient modulus vs load
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3.4.4.

Tensile strain vs temperature

Figure 4 describes the amount of tensile strain that occurs in the temperature variation of 25, 37.5, and 500C with load varies
188 and 250 N. It can be seen that the strain increases as the temperature increases, with ACWC being greater than HRS.

strain,μm

strain vs temperature 25-50 C
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

HRS 188
ACWC 188
HRS 250
ACWC 250

25

38

50

temperature, C

Figure 4.strain vs temperature
3.4.5.

Tensile stress vs temperature

Figure 5 shows the relationship between tensile stress to temperature varies 25, 37,5and 50C. Stress increases inline with
temperature increases, but ACWC greater than HRS .

stress vs temperature 25-50 C
35

stress, kPa

30
25

HRS 188

20

ACWC 188

15

HRS 250

10

ACWC 250

5
0
25

38
temperature,C

50

Figure 5.stress vs temperature
3.4.6.

Resilient modulus vs temperature

Figure 6 shows resilient modulus and temperature relationship. Resilient modulus decrease is inline with temperature increase.
The higher the temperature the smaller the resilient modulus, but ACWC is smaller than the HRS
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resilient modulus, MPa

resilient modulus vs temperature 25-50 C

HRS 188

5000
ACWC 188

4000
3000

HRS 250

2000

ACWC 250

1000
0
25

38

50

temperature,C

Figure 6. Resilient modulus vs temperature
The purpose of loading and temperature variations is to see the resilience of the asphalt concrete mixture towards the repeated
loading as a traffic loading, at a temperature modelled as that works on the road surface. Monitoring the effect of temperature
is followed by a test of resistance to permanent deformation in destructive ways at the same temperature. From all these tests it
is shown that HRS has a better performance from AC-WC for all variations of load and temperature
3.5.

Wheel Tracking test

This Wheel Tracking test produces dynamic stability, the rate and value of permanent deformation.This test is an advanced
observation of HRS and AC-WC behavior. From all these tests it is shown that HRS has a better performance from AC-WC
for all load and temperature variations.
3.5.1.

Dynamic stability vs temperature

Dynamic stability is a representation of the resistance of asphalt concrete receiving repeated loading as traffic load model.
Mixture is called resistant to permanent deformation if it is able to receive 2500 passes / mm minimum. Figure 7 shows that
the dynamic stability decreases with increasing temperature, but the ACWC value is smaller than the HRS.

dynamic stability, track/min

Dynamic stability HRS vs ACWC
18000
16000
14000
12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0

HRS 25
ACWC 25
HRS 38
ACWC 38
HRS 50
ACWC 50
25
temperature.C

Figure 7 Dynamic stability Vs temperature
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3.5.2.

Deformation rate vs temperature

According to the Field General Specifications Roads and Bridges, (2007) a mixture is called resistant to heavy traffic flow to
permanent deformation when the permanent deformation is ≤ 0,033 mm / min. Figure 8 shows that the deformation rate
increases inline with temperature increases, but AC WC greater than the HRS.

deformation rate, mm/min

deformation rate HRS vs ACWC
0.009
0.008
0.007
0.006
0.005
0.004
0.003
0.002
0.001
0

HRS 25
ACWC 25
HRS 38
ACWC 38
HRS 50
ACWC 50
25

temperature,C

Figure 8. Deformation rate Vs temperature

3.5.3.

Deformation value vs temperature

deformation value, mm

Figure 9 shows that the deformation value increases inline with temperature increases, but AC WC greater than the HRS.

1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Deformation value HRS vs ACWC
HRS 25
ACWC 25
HRS 38
ACWC 38
HRS 50
25
temperature,C

ACWC 50

Figure 9. Deformation value Vs temperature
From all these wheel tracking tests it is shown that HRS has a better performance from AC-WC for all temperature variations.
4.

DISCUSSION

Strain, stress and resilient modulus is a micro-scaled test which aims to determine the mixtures resistance to repeated traffic
loading. An observation about mixture resistance is followed by destructive test of dynamic stability, deformation rate and
value. According to observation which based on aggregate gradation AC-WC and HRS voids, it is known that both kinds of
mixture with temperature and loading variations affect the behavior of strain, stress, resilient modulus, dynamic stability, and
also deformation rate and value. In accordance with the aim of research, all the test results showed that HRS’s performance
with Portland Cement filler better than AC –WC with stone dust filler.
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5.

CONCLUSION

From the laboratory data according to the research aim, it can be concluded that:
1. The use of Portland cement as a filler increases the HRS performance better than AC-WC
2. According to observation which based on aggregate gradation AC-WC and HRS voids, it is known that both kinds of
mixture gradations with temperature and loading variations affect all research behaviors
3. According to strain, stress and resilient modulus non destructive test which based on aggregate gradation voids, HRS
has better temperature and loading resistance than the AC-WC gradation
4. According to dynamic stability, deformation rate and value destructive test which based on aggregate gradation voids,
HRS has better temperature and loading resistance than the AC-WC gradation.
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ABSTRACT
Road as transport infrastructure plays very important role in enhancing the growth of a region. Reliability of the road
mandatory because of damage road can be impeding travel. Destruction to roads caused by various factors, such as excess
load traffic.
Overload may produce the load of each axle of the vehicle exceeds a determined standard. These conditions encounter on
trucks exceeding the load limit. In designing the structure of the road based on the Bina Marga method, axle load calculated in
units equivalent axle number of 8.16 tons of standard axle (AE18KSAL/N). Total equivalent axle number over the service life is
Lintas Ekivalen Rencana, (LER). Due to traffic volumes exceed the forecast or excessive load of traffic will make LER
achieved faster than the service life of structure and fatigue occurs earlier than planned.
Based on analysis of high density traffic, concluded that the addition of 5% load will cause 10% decrease of service life of
pavement, and 30% overload destruction 30% faster than pavement planned period
Keywords
Truck, Excessive Load, Equivalent Axle, Pavement Service Life

1. INTRODUCTION
Survey data in 2006 showed flow of goods mostly via land transport; 90% of national goods transport is by vehicle trucks, 7%
with the sea transport and other means of transport such as trains, planes, and river transport [1]. Problems correlated with type
of truck that exceed the Maximum Axle Load truck (Muatan Sumbu Terberat / MST).
Road function and classification as Indonesia Government Regulation no. 43 of 1993 classified into type I, II and III shows in
Table-1, where for type I and II with the 10 tons MST while MST 8 tons for the road type III. In addition to the load limit of
vehicles, government regulation set the limitations of vehicle dimensions involving length and width.
Minister of Transportation Decree No. 74 of 1990 article 9 emphasized. The load limit regulation, especially for heavy trucks,
which regulates the MST for a single wheel single axle with the 6 tons and 10 tons to the single axle using double wheel.
Furthermore, 18 tons allowed for double axles double wheel, and 20 tons for the triple axles double wheel.
Table-1. Indonesia Road Class and Function
No.

Road Clasification

Road Function

1
2

I
II

3

IIIA

4
5

IIIB
IIIC

Arteri
Arteri
Arteri or
Kolector
Kolector
Local

Vechicle Dimension (maximum)
Width, mm
Long, mm
Height, mm
2.500
18.000
2.500
18.000
4.200mm
and
2.500
18.000
≤1,7x
vechicle width
2.500
12.000
2.100

9.000

MST,
ton
> 10,0
≤ 10,0
≤ 8,0
≤ 8,0
≤ 8,0

Table-2. Maximum Axle Load for Container Truck
No
1
2
3

Axle Configuration and Wheel
Single Wheel
Single Axle
Double Wheel
Double Axle
Double Wheel
Triple Axle
Double Wheel

MST, ton
6,0
10,0
18,0
20,0

Remarks
Not regulated for permission to operate
on the function of a particular street or
road class.
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Although the load limits that affect the load axle has been established rigorously, but in reality many truck exceeds the
permitted load, this circumstances not only disrupt vehicle speed and safety and but also affect pavement structures
destruction.
Several studies discussed excessive load. One of study concluded that the road damage due to excessive that happens then the
users required to pay compensation for damage load of Rp. 45, -/ton/km [1]. Other studies related to the excess load concluded
that excessive loads affect the vehicle speed, especially in high speed road (freeway/toll way) [2].

2. VEHICLE LOAD
2.1. Load Equivalent Factor (E)
Vehicle and its load influenced on the road surface depend on the number and type of vehicle axle [3]. More vehicle axle will
lessen MST then the load set by the pavement structure at pedestal points. The variety of the vehicle axle then converted to
equivalent number of load-axis by dividing the number by 8.16 tons multiplied of rank four as follows [4] [5]:
(1)

(2)
As for the triple-axle as follows [6]:
(3)
P1, P2, and P3: Load on each group axle
Table-3. Axle Load of each Truck Type

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Vehicle Type
Passenger Car (1.1)
Small Bus (1.1)
Reguler Bus (1.2)
Truck 2 axle (1.1)
Truck 2 axle (1.2)
Truck 3 axle (11.2)
Truck 3 axle (1.22)
Truck 4 axle (1.1.22)
Truck 4 axle (1.222)
Truck 4 axle (1.2 - 22)
Truck 4 axle (1.2 + 2.2)
Truck 5 axle (1.1.222)
Truck 5 axle (1.22 - 22)
Truck 6 axle (1.22 - 222)

axle-1
1
3
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Axle Load Distribution (ton)
axle-2
axle-3
axle-4
axle-5
1
6
10
6
10
6
10
9
9
6
9
9
7
7
7
10
9
9
9
9
9
6
7
7
7
9
9
9
9
9
9
7
7

axle-6

7

Total Load
(ton)
2
9
16
12
16
21
24
30
27
34
33
33
42
45

Source: Director General of Land Transportation - Ministry of Transportation, Indonesian Government No.SE.02/AJ.108/DRJD/2008.
(2008). “Calculation of Maximum Limitation Guidelines (JBI : Total Weight Permit) and (JBKI: Total Weight Combinations
Permit) for the car stuff, Special Truck, Truck following Attractor/ Trailer.” Circular Letter

Truck have axle configuration as shown in Table 3. The total of vehicle axle is a total equivalent number of vehicles. This
figure shows the level of damage (damage factor) generated from these types of vehicles over the service life cycle. [7]. The
level of damage can be differentiating by load on the axle and the number of wheels on each axle and by effect of the type of
wheels (single or double). Damage factors from a single axle are greater than double axles, as well as crack or damage on the
wheel rut [8].
As in shown in Table-3, the type of trucks are permitted on the load has a different type of arrangement of the axle, especially
the rear axle group. For truck type no.9, 12 and 14 has 3 axle, the other with one or two axes. Previous studies proved that the
truck with a single axle and dual axle causing cracks bigger than the triple-axle or more [9].
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2.2.Lintas Ekivalen Rencana (LER)
Trucks with a variety load limits will contribute to fatigue to pavement structure. So that the Accumulated path Equivalent over
the Planning period of vehicle (LER) is formulated as follows [4]:
(4)
β is the design period of pavement structure, traffic volume in the initiation and the final planning period stated in the AADT, i
is the rate of traffic growth during the planning period, C is the coefficient of vehicles distribution. Magnitude of LER is a
benchmark in determining the strength of the pavement structure during life cycle. Thus if the value of LER achieved before
the period of planned, it can be said that the structure damage has been done earlier.

3. AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC (ADT)
Traffic data acquire from survey conducted at Jalan Raya Bogor Cibinong (table-4). This location consists of various types of
truck even though the traffic dominated by sedans and other passenger vehicles.
Judging from the number of vehicles on the road, passenger cars have dominated but for the calculation of pavement structure
that more consideration is the number of vehicle loads, that are distributed from each wheel to the road surface. Although the
total path load to be grouped in the total weight of the vehicle, type passenger vehicles are still dominant, but in terms of total
equivalent axle numbers, the percentage of axle equivalent sedan vehicles and similar relatively small (at only 0.14%).
Similarly to the type of vehicle bus, although buses have a percentage of 40.42% of the total number of equivalence on this
road but this type of vehicle not included in the analysis of excess load. For this type of passenger car and buses were not
analyzed further because the focus of this review is to load excessive vehicle truck.

Tabel-4. Comparison of the total vehicle weight and the total equivalent axle number

No.

Type of Vehicle

ADT
(vehicle)

% total
vehicle
weight

% total load
equivalent factor

10,328

40.17%

0.14%

1

Passenger Cars (1.1)

2

Small Bus (1.1)

61

1.07%

0.58%

3

Big Bus (1.2)

519

16.14%

40.42%

4

Truck 2 axle (1.1)

985

22.99%

17.62%

5

Truck 2 axle (1.2)

328

10.22%

25.60%

6

Truck 3 axle (11.2)

32

1.31%

2.49%

7

Truck 3 axle (1.22)

29

1.37%

2.09%

8

Truck 4 axle (1.1.22)

20

1.17%

1.60%

9

Truck 4 axle (1.222)

9

0.49%

0.35%

10

Truck 4 axle (1.2 - 22)

33

2.20%

4.67%

11

Truck 4 axle (1.2 + 2.2)

12

0.77%

1.74%

12

Truck 5 axle (1.1.222)

7

0.43%

0.31%

13

Truck 5 axle (1.22 - 22)

12

0.98%

1.60%

14

Truck 6 axle (1.22 - 222)

8

0.70%

0.80%

100.00%

100.00%

Total

12,384

Truck 2 axles with a total weight of the vehicle 16 tons, or often referred to as heavy trucks, has the largest number (25.60%)
than other types of heavy trucks. While other truck two-axles with the total vehicle weight of 12 tons (17.62%), with rear axle
using a single wheel so that the smaller the load capacity. Therefore, the total percentage of the equivalent axle number for
trucks two-axle is 43.22% of the total load on this road.
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4. ANALISYS AND DISCUSION
4.1. Axle Load
As shown in table-5, trucks have a number of axles different as well as the maximum allowable weight of each axle differently.
This difference by considering the weight of cargo that can be transported. The heavier the cargo being transported, the more
axes that are used as a pedestal that does not exceed the axle load regulations.
Tabel-5. Total Vehicle Load

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Vehicle Type
Truck 2 axle (1.1)
Truck 2 axle (1.2)
Truck 3 axle (11.2)
Truck 3 axle (1.22)
Truck 4 axle (1.1.22)
Truck 4 axle (1.222)
Truck 4 axle (1.2 - 22)
Truck 4 axle (1.2 + 2.2)
Truck 5 axle (1.1.222)
Truck 5 axle (1.22 - 22)
Truck 6 axle (1.22 - 222)

Total Load
12
16
21
24
30
27
34
33
33
42
45

The total equivalent axle number of the truck as in table-5 has a different number as in the figure-1. Medium Trucks have the
smallest of equivalence axle number because of its cargo was also the smallest. And the two-axle truck consists of 2 types of
trucks that have a total cargo that is not much different (only 4 tons). But both have a total number of equivalence is much
different (see Figure-1). Others with a four-axles truck although the total amount equivalent to its axles is the greatest but this
does not mean that this truck has the largest carrying capacity. This depends on the number of axles and axle position which
will affect the equivalent axle number.

Load Equivalent Factor

5,000
4,500
4,000
3,500

3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500

1,000
0,500
0,000

Figure-1. Differences equivalent axle numbers of each type of truck
Diversity equivalent axle number owned by various types of trucks will have an impact on the needs of the strength of
structure of the service life road. Efficiency of various types of truck loads will be obtained when a truck that has a large cargo
capacity but has a total equivalent axle number of the smallest axle. This is intended to maintain the continuity of the road
service life as planned.
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4.2.Excess Load
The analysis conducted in this paper is to conduct comparisons of each type of truck that has a different axle configuration.
This is due to each type of truck has a different traffic volumes and different load capacities. Overview of the excess load is
done by increasing the charge from a normal load of 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25% and 30%. The amount of additional load that
occurs in two-axle truck become overloaded reference on another type of truck.
10
9,5

Service Live (year)

9
8,5
8
7,5
7

Truck 2as
Truck 3as
Truck 4as
Truck 5as
Truck 6as

6,5
6
5,5
5

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

Over Load

Figure-2. Changes of Pavement Service Life with Various Types of Trucks
In general, due to excessive loading of all types of trucks showed the total value of LER achieving faster than the planned
period, in other words the way the service period will be shorter. Each type of truck shows distinct decline line as depicted in
Figure-2.
Service life decreased for trucks with two-axles is the fastest, so LER achieved faster than plan. This is reasonable because of
the percentage of the total equivalent axle number to the total of all types of vehicles reached 43.22%. With the addition of a
truck load of 5% two-axles the LER that should be achieved in year 10 will occur in the year to 9.5 or decreased service life of
0.5 years. When the load excess achieves 10% of load conditions two-axles there will be a 0.8-year decline. Similarly to the
discussion of other truck types as depicted in Figure-2 and Table-6a
Tabel-6a. Changes in Total LER Trucks Two Axle by Services Life of Pavement and percentage of Excess Load

Truck 2 axle

0%
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%

1
125
134
143
155
167
182
198

2
260
277
297
320
347
376
410

3
404
431
463
498
539
585
638

4
560
597
641
690
747
811
883

5
728
776
833
897
970
1.054
1.147

6
909
970
1.040
1.120
1.212
1.316
1.433

7
1.105
1.179
1.264
1.362
1.473
1.600
1.742

8
1.317
1.405
1.507
1.624
1.757
1.907
2.077

9
1.547
1.651
1.770
1.907
2.064
2.240
2.440

10
1.797
1.917
2.056
2.215
2.397
2.602
2.834

Total initial load trucks two-axles of 33.21% with an increase of 5%, load increase is 16.65% so that the total load two-axle
trucks to be 49.86% of the total traffic load. Increased burden of this magnitude will be added to the other truck type. Similarly,
in simulating the addition of 10%, 15%, 20%, 25% and 30% always refers to the weight gain that occurs in truck loads twoaxle.
Take into consideration that the truck two-axles has 2 types of trucks with different characteristic ; two-axle truck with single
rear wheels and two-axle truck with dual rear wheels. Both have different number of equivalence when its load differs only 4
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tons, then the impact on the reduction of service life of pavement caused by two-axle truck with dual rear wheels because the
rear wheel load of 10 ton where the load is also a limit Maximum Axle Load are required.
For three-axle truck, 5% additional load increased LER that should be achieved at the age of 10 years to 9.65. Thus decline in
0.35 years. Similarly to the discussion of other truck types when a load excess 10%, 15% to 30% will decline in performance
to 2.62 years as shown in Table-6b.

Tabel-6b. . Changes in Total LER Trucks Three Axle by Services Life of Pavement and percentage of Excess Load

Truck 3 axle

0%
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%

1
125
132
139
149
160
174
190

2
260
273
288
308
332
361
395

3
404
424
449
480
517
562
614

4
560
587
621
664
716
779
850

5
728
763
808
863
930
1.012
1.105

6
909
953
1.009
1.078
1.162
1.264
1.380

7
1.105
1.159
1.226
1.311
1.412
1.537
1.677

8
1.317
1.382
1.462
1.563
1.684
1.832
2.000

9
1.547
1.623
1.718
1.836
1.978
2.152
2.349

10
1.797
1.885
1.995
2.132
2.298
2.500
2.729

Percentage of total weight four-axle trucks amounted to 4.63%. When compared with three-axle trucks with a total weight of
2.68%. And the addition of 5% load LER has changed its achievement in the year to 10 a year to 9.63. This number is nearly
equal to the changes in vehicle truck three-axle, whereas the total weight of four-axle trucks greater. This reality means that the
more the number of axles will reduce the impact load on the pavement structure.
LER changes that occurred in four-axle trucks, five-axle and six-axle can be seen in Table-5c, 5d and 5e.
Tabel-5c. Changes in Total LER Trucks Four Axle by Services Life of Pavement and percentage of Excess Load

Truck 4 axle

0%
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%

1
125
132
141
151
164
179
198

2
260
274
293
314
340
371
409

3
404
427
455
488
529
578
637

4
560
591
630
676
733
800
882

5
728
768
819
878
952
1.040
1.146

6
909
959
1.023
1.097
1.190
1.299
1.432

7
1.105
1.166
1.244
1.333
1.446
1.579
1.741

8
1.317
1.390
1.483
1.590
1.724
1.883
2.075

9
1.547
1.633
1.742
1.867
2.026
2.212
2.438

10
1.797
1.897
2.023
2.169
2.353
2.569
2.832

Tabel-5d. . Changes in Total LER Trucks Five Axle by Services Life of Pavement and percentage of Excess Load

Truck 5 axle

0%
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%

1
125
129
135
141
149
159
172

2
260
268
279
293
309
329
356

3
404
417
434
455
481
512
555

4
560
578
601
631
666
708
768

5
728
751
781
819
866
921
998

6
909
938
976
1.024
1.082
1.150
1.246

7
1.105
1.140
1.187
1.244
1.315
1.398
1.515

8
1.317
1.359
1.415
1.483
1.568
1.667
1.806

9
1.547
1.596
1.662
1.743
1.842
1.958
2.122

10
1.797
1.854
1.930
2.024
2.139
2.274
2.465
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Tabel-5e. Changes in Total LER Trucks Six Axle by Services Life of Pavement and percentage of Excess Load

Truck 6 axle

0%
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%

1
125
129
133
139
146
154
165

2
260
267
277
288
303
320
342

3
404
416
430
448
471
498
531

4
560
576
596
621
652
690
736

5
728
748
775
807
848
896
956

6
909
935
967
1.007
1.059
1.120
1.194

7
1.105
1.136
1.176
1.225
1.288
1.361
1.452

8
1.317
1.355
1.402
1.460
1.535
1.623
1.731

9
1.547
1.591
1.647
1.715
1.803
1.906
2.034

10
1.797
1.848
1.913
1.992
2.095
2.214
2.362

5. CONCLUSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Lintas Ekivalen Rencana (LER) as a representation of the traffic load on a road give an idea of the achievement of
pavement service life.
Axle trucks configuration affect Load Equivalent Number, which in turn affect the value of LER.
More vehicle axle trucks that have will reduce the effects of reducing the period of the road service in terms of
achieving value LER.
Excess load on trucks that have permission axle load of 10 tons is not recommended because of large adverse effects
resulting.
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ABSTRACT
There are a number of factors contributing to the level of traffic safety and accident occurrences. Studies show that the underlying
factor in individual incident is the magnitude of adopted trainings of drivers and other road users and how they implement it in
their driving tasks. Thus, to qualify as a safety driver, one needs to fulfill certain skills and knowledge requirements, some of which
are visibly measurable and detectable. A series of tests and examinations are to be conducted in order to decide whether a driver is
capable, skilled, and knowledgeable and is eligible to be behind the wheel and be licensed. A comprehensive - not fragmented training program is highly in demand to secure the expected level of safety within the driving environment. Out of a number of
observed cases, accident causations due to obviously poor quality of drivers such as lack of driver’s conformity to the expected
level of disciplines, obedience to the rules, or more; least required driving quality, seems to outnumber those due to the wide range
of drivers’ physical factors. It is of paramount importance, therefore, to design a training curriculum based on the required basic
competencies of a safety driver and to license only the eligible prospective drivers. This paper discusses and proposes a
comprehensive drivers’ training program based on the underlying performance criteria required for licensing safety drivers in
Indonesia.
Key words
Traffic safety, driver’s license, safety education, driving environment

1. INTRODUCTION
Based on the accident data from the Police Department, there is a continuous increase of traffic accident occurrence. In 2001 the
total number of accident was 12,791, in 2002 increased to12, 267, and reached 20.635 cases in 2005. In 2007 the number of
accidents reported to come to a figure of 48.508 accidents, 16,548 fatalities, 20,180 seriously injured and 45,860 lightly injured.
Table 1. Traffic Accidents Statistics
NO

DESCRIPTION

2000

2001

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

1

Traffic Accidents

12,649

12,79 1

13,339

17,732

20,623

87,020

49,553

59,164

2

A. Death

9,536

9,522

9,856

11,204

11,610

15,762

16,955

20,188

3

B. Seriously Injured

7,100

6,659

6,142

8,983

9,891

33,282

20,181

23,440

4

C. Lightly Injured

9,518

9,181

8,694

12,084

12,326

52,310

46,827

55,731

Source : National Police of the Republic of Indonesia

Traffic safety is often considered as the resultant of the interaction between drivers and other road users. This implies that the
quality and the quantity of individual interaction are the results of simply the maneuvers of the parties. This notion is applicable in
some instances, however, studies show that the underlying factor in individual incident is the magnitude of adopted education in
the drivers and other road users and how deeply they internalize, and implement it in the driving environment.

2. TRAINING AND LICENSING
To qualify as a safety driver, one needs to fulfill certain skills and knowledge requirements, some of which are visibly measurable
and detectable. A series of tests and examinations are to be conducted in order to decide whether a driver is capable, skilled, and
knowledgeable and is eligible to be behind the wheel and be licensed. The following figure shows the comparison between the
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number of new Drivers’ Licenses and number of vehicles. The least difference is indicated by the figures for private vehicles
whilst that of public transport and motor vehicle suggest to be more distinctive.

Figure 1. Number of New Drivers’ License compared to number of vehicles: private vehicles
(kendaraan pribadi), pubic transportand cargo (angkutan umum dan beban) and motor vehicles (sepeda motor) in 2004
Training and education is not the determining factor that acts solely as shown in Figure 2. A number of physical factors like age,
sex, etc., engineering factors; vehicle functionalities, tires etc., and psychological factors like emotions, level of stress, distractions,
etc., also contribute to the level of traffic safety attained in a driving environment. Driver training and driver education are not the
same – the former is a sub-set of the latter.
Occurrence of traffic accidents

Traffic behavior

Perception,
attitude
Training and
Education

Traffic
situation
Road safety facilities,
Vehicle conditions

Instructions
For discipline

Population, geographical,
economic conditions

Social and cultural background,value
norm, law, custom, thoughts

Figure 2. Occurrence of traffic Accidents
2.1. Typical Weaknesses of Indonesian Drivers Training
Basic driver training works at an instructional level in that most people who are initially trained to drive by a driving school,
friends, relatives or a combination thereof achieve licensed driver status [1]. There are a lot of driving schools across the country
for people to learn how to drive. The schools provide theoretical training materials and on-the-road trainings to allow learners to
learn to drive in real traffic situations. The trainings is quite typical in terms of training material, examination, and licensing
conditions and procedures. The general weaknesses found in driving schools across the country can basically be classified into the
following categories:
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Table 2. List of common weaknesses of driving training and licensing programs

CATEGORY

Candidates

Instructors and Trainers

Training conditions
Driving Test:

2.2.

TYPE OF WEAKNESSES
Candidates range from illiterates to highly educated. Although education
basically is not a determining factor, some groups may require special
extra trainings in order to attain the expected standardized quality of
drivers.
Instructors are required to possess a formal certificate and are capable in
performing safety driving which will then be passed on to the prospective
drivers. The majority of driving schools, however, do not require
instructors’ certificate whereas with a formal and trustworthy certificate,
an instructor can be expected to perform his training up the expected
standards. Lack of skill of trainers is certain to result in inadequate
training, which may lose some significant safety-related points of the
training and the training may end-up to lower level of standard
Few in-traffic training sites
Traditional driving schools/ grounds
More administrative than licensing
Intervening unauthorized individuals, agents or course organizers

Drivers training materials
and handbooks to learn

Not comprehensive and lacking of safety aspects

Training Statistics and
Evaluation

Lacking or unavailable

What Drivers’ Competencies Should Be Incorporated in the Curriculum

The majority of driver trainings focus on drilling the prospective drivers skills and knowledge to apply in emergencies,
particularly those involving death or injury, which mostly are incidental. However, drivers quickly forget skills and knowledge
which they do not have to apply regularly or is to a large extent forgotten when required at some time in the future. This is not
unique to driving, people lose competence in respect of any set of skills which are not practiced or are only rarely applied. The fact
indicates that those involved in accidents, especially severe crashes have not been able to apply the learned attitude for safety
driving.
As commonly practiced, a driver’s licensing has been an assessment of driver’s competency in knowledge and psychomotor
skill. These two domains are basically very accessible and easy to identify. Later studies, however, show that perception,
cognition and attitude/motivation play a more vital role in traffic accident causation. Considering that drivers’ training is a learning
process, the activities can be identified to fall in Bloom’s three domains of educational activities as follow:
- Cognitive: mental skills (Knowledge)
- Affective: growth in feelings or emotional areas (Attitude)
- Psychomotor: manual or physical skills (Skills)

After a learning period, the learner (learner drivers) should have acquired new skills, knowledge, and/or attitudes (K S A).
Training curriculum should therefore be designed to interpret the required competencies into the categories of Skill, Knowledge
and Attitude. Skills and Knowledge can be obtained only if the curriculum cover the basics of vehicle handling process and
mechanics in various traffic situations. Attitude is highly correlated with safety concern of drivers. The curriculum should embed
drivers responsibility on the road and safety of road users including himself. Emphasis should be given on the pedestrian safety
and other vulnerable road users like motorcyclists, crossing children and elderly.
In order for a driver candidate to pass a licensing procedure, a set of performance criteria comprising a minimum requirement of
knowledge, skill and attitude levels needs to be fulfilled. This covers some driving-related aspects that a driver will interact in his
driving tasks. Table 3. shows a proposed list of performance criteria that a driver should master in order to be licensed a capable
driver.
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3. LICENSING
To obtain a license, prospective drivers should take a valid test based on the trained competences: knowledge, skill and attitude. As
licensing a driver measures the knowledge, skill and attitude of the driver, the test should incorporate all the driving task
components in two big areas of movement: in-vehicle controls and in-traffic driving. One of the constraints commonly found is
that one examiner not always assesses a given test-drive in the same way and that the examiner would disagree with the
assessments made by all other examiners. Despite the discrepancies, any tests conducted should aim at finding out how safe a
prospective driver would be. The test itself needs to be in conformity with the objective of the curriculum. In-vehicle controls are
basic to driving-in-traffic as how drivers control the vehicle determines the very basic and first level of safety. Knowledge of how
the control system, navigational system, braking system, in-vehicle safety operation and protection system are of paramount
importance before a driver moves on to in-traffic driving which requires the mastery of vehicle controls.
Prospective drivers should pass the theoretical test administered before the practical test. This test assesses their knowledge on
traffic, hazard perception, signs and signals, roadway and related regulation. Test takers should be given the opportunity to re-take
the theoretical test. The practical test determines if the applicant is able to drive safely and competently in various road and traffic
conditions. A driving test route which incorporates a range of different hazards and driving situations is set to represent a normal
driving condition. During the test, the examiner should assess the test taker performance. Mistakes or faults are judged and
classified into dangerous, serious and driving fault, each is potential to fail test takers, whilst successful test takers will still have to
be on probation for a designated period. Below is a list of drivers’ task components that prospective drivers need to carry out.
Table 3. Proposed driving Knowledge, Skills and Attitude that a driver needs to perform for a driver’s license

Knowledge
(Cognitive Activities)

Skill
(Affective Activities)

Attitude
(Psychomotor Activities)

Understand the functions of the vehicle
components, braking system and accelerator
navigational system and display and in-vehicle
safety control system
Know the vehicle characteristics in various
driving environment
know the handling characteristics of other
vehicles with regard to stability, speed, braking
and maneuverability

Able to use the component
skillfully

Able to assess the degrading
conditions of the components and
aware of the possible breakdowns

Able to choose the appropriate
action in different situations

Able to assess the risks caused by
the characteristics of other vehicles

Car control
and
road
procedure

Know vehicle safety check procedures before
driving and car control and handling during
driving

Able to do the safety procedure
checking as a routine

Aware of safety risks due to
incomplete
safety
procedure
checking

Road
user
behavior

Know road-users related accident causation,
physical and psychological aspects

Be alert and able to anticipate
other road users’ maneuver

Shows awareness of the existence
of vulnerable road-users, shows
respect to regulations

Driving
Environment

know which road users are most at risk and
how to reduce that risk.
Know different driving environments and the
characteristic, possible obstacles and hazards.

Able to take appropriate
precautions in adverse weather
conditions
Able to follow signs, rules and
regulations

Be aware of how the conditions
may cause others to drive unsafely

Able to get help and rescue
immediately

Perform safety driving in various
driving conditions

Vehicle
components
functions
Vehicle
characteristics

Traffic signs,
rules
and
regulations
Emergencies

Have knowledge of the meaning of traffic signs
and road markings, for example speed limits,
parking restrictions and zebra and pelican
crossings
Know what to do if involved in an accident, an
emergency situation, know how to get
immediate help and rescue

Perform rules and regulation
obedience and conformity
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Table 4. Drivers’ tasks test components

Required Tasks

In-Vehicle
controls

1.
2.
3.
4.

In-traffic
driving

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Precautions before getting in or out of the vehicle.
Safety checks on doors, seat and head restraints, seat belts and mirrors.
Start the engine and move off.
Road positioning for normal driving

Proper observation in all traffic conditions.
Choosing suitable speed for road and traffic conditions.
Changing gear to respond to hazards or different conditions
Lane obedience and necessary lane changing .
Overpass maneuver .
Turn right and left at junctions at crossroads and roundabouts.
Safe distance in car-following .
Pedestrian priority.
Care for vulnerable road users safety.
Urban and rural roads driving,
Traffic regulations and traffic signals
Stopping the car the correct way
Parallel parking
Car parking at different types of parking lot

4. CLOSING
Despite the two kinds of tests, what is more important in licensing a driver is the examiners’ attitude and manner. As it is quite a
common practice where intervening unauthorized individuals, agents or course organizers play a role in the issuing of drivers’
licenses, even a tight examination would not be effective. It is therefore very significant that the test be strictly carried out to
prevent it from being rather administrative than licensing. Drivers’ license has functioned less to guarantee drivers competence and
even worse, it may grant an incompetence driver to be behind the wheel and be a hazard on the road. To grant their eligibility,
drivers has to stay in a probation licensing period where they need to conform to the approved eligibility. This implies that failure
to perform in a driving environment may result in the cancellation of driver’s license. This practice and the whole process need to
be evaluated, and reformed. It is necessary that a strict and independent body be established to take charge of the licensing process
based on the required knowledge, skill and attitude of competent drivers.
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ABSTRACT
Recovery by Equilibrium in Patches (REP) is a recovery method introduced by B Boroomand. This method is using patch as
recovery media as is used by Superconvergent Patch Recovery (SPR) which is well known as a good recovery method. In this
research, a numerical study of REP implementation is held to estimate error in finite element analysis using DKMQ element.
The numerical study is performed with both uniform and adaptive h-type mesh refinement. The result is compared with three
other recovery method, i.e. SPR method, averaging method, and projection method.
Keywords
Bending Plate, Finite Element Method, Superconvergent Patch Recovery, Recovery by Equilibrium in Patches, DKMQ element

1. INTRODUCTION
Solution error is unavoidable in finite element method application, either caused by inappropriate model, numerical integration
usage, inaccuracy of numerical solution, or rounding error accumulation in numerical process. A complex problem usually has
no exact solution, therefore, the error happened is also difficult to determine. Error estimator is developed to gain solution as
close as possible compared to exact solution.
Error estimation procedure based on recovery method gives good result for various plate problem. A widely used error
estimator is superconvergent method which has known giving high error convergence rate. The first superconvergent method is
Superconvergent Patch Recovery (SPR) method which is developed by Zienkiewicz-Zhu [Z2]. The basic principle of this
method is recovering element nodal forces by least square fit method analogy on some internal force sample which is known
more accurate.
A study developed by Zhang [Z1] showed that the Zienkiewicz-Zhu patch recovery technique gives ultraconvergent result
when even-order finite element spaces and local uniform meshes are used.
The next superconvergent method is Recovery by Equilibrium in Patches (REP) which is developed by Boroomand [B1], [B2],
[B3]. This method is based on equilibrium of solution formulation to produce recovered internal forces field. Like SPR, REP
uses patches as calculation media.
In this paper, a study is held to evaluate the application of REP method in estimating error of finite element result using
DKMQ (Discrete Kirchoff Mindlind Quadrilateral) element[K1], [K2]. The performance of REP is then compared with other
method, i.e. SPR method, projection method and averaging method.

2. THE RECOVERY METHOD
2.1 THE SUPERCONVERGENT PATCH RECOVERY (SPR)
Superconvergent Patch Recovery method is relative simple and easy-used. The idea is recovering finite element result with
least square fit method analogy.
The recovered moment/shear force M* is assumed as

M x*

P ξ, η

M x*

1 ξ η ξ2

an
ξη η2

ξ 2 η ξη2

a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

a6

a7

a8

T

(1)

where <P> is polinomial expansion function in (ξ, η) parametric local coordinate system which assumed as continuous stress
field in evaluated patch. The unknown parameter {an} is solved by minimizing the following function
2

n

Φ

M xh ξ k ,ηk

P ξ k , ηk

an

(2)

k 1

where (ξk , ηk) is Gauss coordinat in patch local coordinate system, n is number of Gauss point in patch, M x (ξ k , ηk ) is finite
element result. The minimization yields
h
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n

P ξ k , ηk

T

n

P ξ k , ηk

k 1

T

P ξ k , ηk

an

M xh ξ k , ηk

(3)

k 1

an

and
n

A

where

Pk

1

A

bn

(4)
n

T

Pk ,

bn

Pk

k 1

T

M xh ξ k , ηk

(5)

k 1

2.2 THE RECOVERY BY EQUIBRIUM IN PATCHES (REP)
The Recovery by Equilibrium in Patches uses a weighted form of equilibrium equation to produce recovered solution. The
equilibrium equation of patch is expressed as

[ Bb ]T {M *} {M h } d

0
(6)

[ Bs ]T {T *} {T h } d

0

This lead us to a simple requirement that the recovered values satisfy approximately

[ Bb ]T {M *} d

[ Bb ]T {M h } d

p

p

[ Bs ]T {T *} d

(7)

[ Bs ]T {T h } d

p

p

where

Bbx
Bb

Bby

;

Bsx

Bs

Bsy

Bbxy
M

*

M
M
M

*
x
*
y
*
xy

;

T

(8)

Tx*
Ty*

*

;

M

M
M
M

h

h
x
h
y
h
xy

;

T

h

Txh
Tyh

Hence, equation Error! Reference source not found. can be expressed as

Bbx

T

M x* d

T

Bbx

p

M xh d

(9a)

p

Bby

T

M *y d

p

Bby

T

M yh d

(9b)

p

Bbxy

T

M xy* d

Bbxy

p

T

M xyh d

(9c)

p

Bsx

T

Tx* d

p

Bsx

T

Txh d

(9d)

T

Tyh d

(9e)

p

Bsy

T

Ty* d

p

Bsy
p

As an example, in recovering M x* , substituting equation Error! Reference source not found.) to equation
(9a)
will produce

Bbx
p

T

P {an } d

Bbx

T

M xh d

(10)

p

Using Gauss numerical integration, equation Error! Reference source not found. can be expressed as:
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n

Bbx ( k ,

k)

T

n

P( k ,

k) J( k,

k)

{an }

T

Bbx ( k ,

k 1

k

) M xh J ( k ,

k

)

(11)

k 1

with n is the number of element’s Gauss integration points which included in patch, J is Jacobian matrix and ω is weighing
factor. Equation Error! Reference source not found. can also be expressed as

[ D]{an } {F h }
[ De ] and {F h }

[ D]

where

(12)
m

m

{Feh }

(13)

i 1

i 1

with m is number of elements in a patch, and
NPG

[ De ]

Bb ( j ,

j

T

)

P( j ,

) J( j,

j

)

(14a)

M xh J ( j ,

j

)

(14b)

j

j 1

NPG

{Feh }

Bb ( j ,

j

)

T

j 1

with NPG is number of Gauss points in each element in a patch, and n = m x NPG. Then, using least square fit method, we
define the following function
T

[ D] {an }-{F h }
{an },

And minimizing it to

{an }

[ D] {an }-{F h }

(15)

0
1

[ D]T [ D]

{an }

[ D]T {F h }

(16)

In some patch configuration, [D] is probably unstable. This problem can be solved by defining function

([ D]{an } {F h })T ([ D]{an } {F h })

(17)

([ De ]{an } {Feh })T ([De ]{an } {Feh })
Minimizing that equation to {an} will produce:

{an }

1

[ De ]T [ De ]

[ D]T {F h }

[ De ]T {Feh }

(18)

1

{an } [ A] {bn }

Or

[ A]

With

[ D]T [ D]

T

(19)

T

[ D] [ D]

[ De ] [ De ]

{bn }

[ D]T {F h }

[ De ]T {Feh }

(20)

In above, [D e] and {Feh } have the same expression as [D] and {Fh}, but the integrals are applied on each element.
2.3 ERROR INDICATOR
The relative error indicator is calculated from energy norm as follows

uh
where u

h

h

is total energy norm, uM

2

uMh

2

2

uTh

(21)
h

is bending stress energy norm, uT is shear stress energy norm, and

uMh

2

1

M h Hb

M h dA

(22)

A
2
uTh

T h Hm

1

T h dA

(23)

A
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The energy norm of error is

e*
where e

*

is total energy norm of error, eM

2

2

e*M

2

e*T

(24)

is bending stress energy norm of error, eT

is shear stress energy norm of

error, and
2

e*M

M*

Mh

1

Hb

M*

Mh

dA

(25)

A
2

e*T

T*

Th

Hs

1

T*

Th

dA

(26)

A

Then, the total and partial relative error indicators are

e*

*

u*

*
eM

*
M

100%

*
T

100%

u*M

eT*
uT*

100%

(27)

where

u
*
uM

2

uMh

2

2

*
eM

uh
2

,

2

e

2

uT*

2

uTh

2

eT*

2

(28)

3. NUMERICAL STUDY
A

Fixed supported
Data
E=10.92 ; =0.3
R=5 ; t=0.1, 1, 2.5
Uniform load fz=-1

C

B
R

Figure 1: Circular Plate under Uniform
Load

The following notation is used in the numerical study
REP1 : REP method, element based patch, minimum 3 elements
in one patch
REP2 : REP method, element based patch, minimum 5 elements
in one patch
REP3, REP : REP method, element based patch, minimum 7
elements in one patch
SPR1 : SPR method, nodal based patch
SPR2 : SPR method, element based patch
AVR : Averaging Method
PRJ : Projection Method
NELT : number of elements

A study is held subjected to circular plate under uniform load (Figure 1). The study implements REP methods and covers
various patch configuration as classified above. The result shows that all patch configuration give accurate result and close to
other recovery methods for moments recovery (Error! Reference source not found.,

Table 3, Figure 3, and Figure 4). However, external patch usage, happened if we allow minimum 3 or 5 elements in one patch
(REP1 and REP2), may produce inaccurate result for shear force (Table 1 and Figure 2). Meanwhile, using only internal
patches, which have minimum 7 elements in one patch, give better result for shear force.
Figure 2 shows that external patches produce very large different result for shear force in the center of the plate. Approaching
plate edge/support, the difference between REP1, REP2 and REP3 becomes smaller. It is widely known that bending plate
element like DKMQ is developed with an aim to solve shear locking problem, hence, shear force accuracy is not considered
important.
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Table 1 Shear Force Distribution, Circular Plate, R/h=50
NELT = 48

Tr (R/h = 50)

REP3

0.03866

0.25264

0.49117

0.70964

0.96286

1.2068

1.4292

1.7052

REP2

0.84163

0.8096

0.58586

0.61163

0.83343

1.2137

1.4402

1.6975

1.981
1.983

REP1

3.2064

0.9746

0.03685

0.61163

0.83343

1.2137

1.517

1.6427

2.1387

SPR 1

0.0535

0.2698

0.4831

0.7337

0.9776

1.205

1.4448

1.6775

1.9592

SPR 2

1.9508

0.0421

0.2552

0.4773

0.7313

0.9775

1.204

1.4492

1.6897

PRJ

0.125

0.2446

0.489

0.7313

0.963

1.1869

1.4213

1.6756

1.801

AVR

0.1213

0.2422

0.4859

0.7305

0.968

1.1956

1.4327

1.6995

1.8414

0

0.3125

0.625

0.9375

1.25

1.5625

1.875

2.1875

2.5

Exact

Table 2 Mr Moment Distribution, Circular Plate, R/h=50
NELT = 48

Mr

REP3

2.0365

1.9582

1.7149

1.3107

0.73687

0.00407

-0.8847

-1.9547

-3.2

REP2

2.033

1.9581

1.7143

1.3105

0.73638

0.00396

-0.8835

-1.9415

-3.1897

REP1

2.0316

1.9588

1.7155

1.3105

0.73638

0.00396

-0.8974

-1.9397

-3.1872

SPR 1

2.0366

1.9582

1.7171

1.3131

0.7438

0.0126

-0.8788

-1.9466

-3.2048

SPR 2

2.0337

1.9585

1.7168

1.3121

0.7422

0.0101

-0.8868

-1.9518

-3.1989

PRJ

2.0192

1.9429

1.7105

1.316

0.755

0.0319

-0.8527

-1.9223

-2.7124

AVR

2.0608

1.9811

1.7422

1.341

0.7753

0.0493

-0.8364

-1.8976

-3.1647

Exact

2.0313

1.9507

1.709

1.3062

0.7422

0.0171

-0.8691

-1.9165

-3.125

3.5

3

3

2
1.5
1
0.5

1

Mr

Tr

2

REP3
REP2
REP1
SPR 1
SPR 2
PRJ
AVR
Exact

2.5

0
-1

0

1

2

3

4

-2
-3

0
0

1

2

3

4

5

5

REP3
REP2
REP1
SPR 1
SPR 2
PRJ
AVR
Exact

-4

R

R

Figure 2 Shear Force Distribution, Circular Plate,
R/h=50

Figure 3 Mr Moment Distribution, Circular Plate,
R/h=50

Table 3 Mθ Moment Distribution, Circular Plate, R/h=50
NELT = 48
REP3
REP2
REP1
SPR 1
SPR 2
PRJ
AVR
Exact

2.0375
2.0348
2.034
2.0366
2.0365
2.0192
2.0608
2.0313

1.9897
1.9876
1.9884
1.9908
1.99
1.9768
2.0184
1.9849

1.85
1.8493
1.8492
1.8549
1.8551
1.846
1.8892
1.8457

1.6235
1.625
1.625
1.6333
1.6327
1.6237
1.6701
1.6138

Mθ
1.3038
1.31
1.31
1.3236
1.321
1.3057
1.3572
1.2891

0.88361
0.89357
0.89357
0.9198
0.9127
0.8901
0.9471
0.8716

0.36198
0.37449
0.37663
0.4072
0.396
0.3736
0.4328
0.3613

-0.2608
-0.2482
-0.248
-0.2261
-0.232
-0.2537
-0.194
-0.2417

-0.9683
-0.9523
-0.9465
-0.961
-0.9615
-0.7127
-0.9494
-0.9375

1.829

2.1514

2.4914

Table 4 Shear Force Distribution, Circular Plate, R/h=5
NELT = 48

Tr (R/h = 5)

REP3

0.03675

0.32353

0.61457

0.89076

1.2

1.5289

REP2

0.97155

0.99077

0.67413

0.72183

1.009

1.5509

1.814

2.1619

2.4106

REP1

3.9666

1.1532

-0.0677

0.72183

1.009

1.5509

1.9217

2.0851

2.6122

SPR 1

0.0632

0.3345

0.6001

0.9088

1.2168

1.5253

1.8448

2.1278

2.4404

SPR 2

0.0496

0.3204

0.5962

0.9109

1.2174

1.5247

1.8479

2.1374

2.444

PRJ

0.148

0.2953

0.5956

0.8971

1.1986

1.5001

1.8065

2.1253

2.2773

AVR

0.1513

0.3027

0.6051

0.9065

1.2057

1.506

1.8178

2.1467

2.3151

Exact

0

0.3125

0.625

0.9375

1.25

1.5625

1.875

2.1875

2.5
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4

2.5

3,5

2
1.5

0
1

2

3

4

5

-1

REP3
REP2
REP1
SPR 1
SPR 2
PRJ
AVR
Exact

2,5
2

Tr

Mo

0.5
-0.5 0

3

REP3
REP2
REP1
SPR 1
SPR 2
PRJ
AVR
Exact

1

1,5
1
0,5
0

-1.5

0

R

1

2

3

4

5

R

Figure 5 Shear Force Distribution, Circular
Plate, R/h=5

Figure 4 M Moment Distribution, Circular
Plate, R/h=50

The circular plate study is also analyzed for various plate thickness, including thin and thick plates, with R/h varied from 50, 5,
and 2. The study shows similar accuracy characteristic for all R/h (Table 1, Table 4,
Table 5, and Figure 2,
Figure 5, and Figure 6).
Table 5 Shear Force Distribution, Circular Plate, R/h=2
NELT = 48

Tr (R/h = 2)

4.5
4
3.5

REP3

0.03673

0.33209

0.63077

0.91486

1.2332

1.5706

1.8708

2.18

2.4986

REP2

0.9857

1.0107

0.68394

0.73696

1.0354

1.5959

1.8484

2.1906

2.3903

REP1

4.0426

1.1718

-0.0778

0.73696

1.0354

1.5959

1.9591

2.1105

2.5951

1.5

SPR 1

0.0647

0.3434

0.6163

0.9339

1.2523

1.5696

1.8849

2.1499

2.4404

0.5

SPR 2

0.0507

0.3289

0.612

0.9357

1.2521

1.5675

1.8885

2.1616

2.4465

PRJ

0.1508

0.3013

0.6085

0.9178

1.2285

1.5382

1.8474

2.1633

2.3124

AVR

0.1553

0.3106

0.621

0.9308

1.2394

1.547

1.8557

2.1688

2.3268

Exact

0

0.3125

0.625

0.9375

1.25

1.5625

1.875

2.1875

2.5

REP3
REP2
REP1
SPR 1
SPR 2
PRJ
AVR
Exact

3

Tr

2.5
2
1
0
-0.5 0

1

2

3

4

5

R

Figure 6 Shear Force Distribution,
Circular Plate, R/h=2

External patches usage for all R/h values produce inaccurate result for shear force in plate center. In this numerical study,
relative error indicator is studied for various element number, i.e. 3, 12, 27, and 48 elements. For thin plate (R/h =50), all patch
configuration including external patch give close relative error indicator result compared to SPR method result (Error! Not a
valid bookmark self-reference. and Figure 7).
Table 6 Relative Error Indicator, DKMQ Element, R/h=50

R/h=50

NELT

Total Relative Error Indi
REP1

REP2

REP3

Partial for Bending
REP1b

REP2b

SPR2

REP3b

3

46.43

44.355

37.97

12

10.66

10.716

11.273

10.653

10.709

11.263

9.852

27

5.968

5.935

5.982

5.928

5.924

5.975

5.664

48

4.082

4.041

4.047

4.035

4.028

4.04

3.946

Relative Error Indicator
(%)

50
REP1

40

REP2
REP3

30

SPR2

20
10
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

NELT

Figure 7 Total Relative Error Indicator, DKMQ Element, R/h=50

However, for thicker plate with R/h equal 5 and 2 (Table 7, Table 8, Figure 8 and Figure 9), only full internal patch usage
(REP3) gives very close result compared to SPR, while other patch configurations give fluctuative result. Based on this result,
it can be concluded that only full internal patch usage is reliable.
Table 7 Relative Error Indicator, DKMQ Element, R/h=5

R/h=5

NELT

Total Relative Error Indi
REP1

REP2

REP3

Patsial for Bending
REP1b

REP2b

SPR2

REP3b

3

90.441

38.915

38.776

12

12.258

11.768

11.831

11.713

11.313

11.285

12.132

27

10.686

8.14

7.76

7.265

7.197

7.133

8.001

48

8.691

6.359

5.877

5.399

5.376

5.354

5.992

Relative Error Indicator (%)

50

REP1

40

REP2
REP3

30

SPR2

20
10
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

NELT

Figure 8 Total Relative Error Indicator, DKMQ Element, R/h=5
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Table 8 Relative Error Indicator, DKMQ Element, R/h=2

R/h=2

NELT

Total Relative Error Indi
REP1

Partial for Bending

REP2

REP3

REP1b

REP2b

REP3b

Relative Error Indicator (%)

50

SPR2

3

97.208

12

14.23

13.71

13.691

12.682

42.9
12.324

11.784

40.322
14.139

27

16.008

10.275

9.362

7.826

7.723

7.579

9.465

48

13.19

8.205

7.036

5.731

5.674

5.621

7.051

REP1

40

REP2
REP3
SPR2

30
20
10
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

NELT

Figure 9 Total Relative Error Indicator, DKMQ Element, R/h=2

Another way to obtain good relative error indicator result for DKMQ plate bending is to consider only bending error indicator
partially. Partial relative error indicator for bending give no fluctuative result (Figure 10 to Figure 12).
R/h=5

50
Relative Error Indicator (%)

Relative Error Indicator (%)

R/h=50
50
REP1b
40

REP2b
REP3b

30

SPR2

20
10

REP1b

40

REP2b
REP3b

30

SPR2

20
10
0

0
0

10

20

30

40

0

50

10

20

30

40

50

NELT

NELT

Figure 10 Partial Relative Error Indicator for
Bending, DKMQ Element, R/h=50

Figure 11 Partial Relative Error Indicator for
Bending, DKMQ Element, R/h=5

R/h=2
Relative Error Indicator (%)

50
REP1b

40

REP2b
REP3b
SPR2

30
20
10
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

NELT

Figure 12 Partial Relative Error Indicator for
Bending, DKMQ Element, R/h=2

4. CONCLUSION
Patch type usage is sensitive in REP application. External patches usage give fluctuative result in shear force recovery in REP
application, hence, only internal patches are recommended. On DKMQ element, external patch usage still gives similar REP
relative error indicator for thin plate, but gives higher relative error indicator for thick plate. Full internal patch usage does not
give significant REP relative error indicator difference for both thin and thick plates.
On DKMQ element, partial relative error indicator for bending gives good result without any fluctuative result for various
patch configuration. For circular plate under point load, the partial relative error indicator for bending is much smaller than the
total relative error indicator of SPR and REP. REP method gives close result compared to SPR method.
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ABSTRACT
Underground pipes are used for water supply, drainage, oil and gas supply, irrigation, etc. Blast constituent comprises of the
ground media, intervening layer, structures, and blast. This study is aimed at determining the response of underground empty
pipes due to blast loads using finite element numerical code, Abaqus. In this study, blast load parameters were determined
using Unified Facilities Criteria (2008). Time integration technique in Abaqus/Explicit was used to solve the equation of
motion. The soil and pipes materials were considered as elastic, homogeneous and isotropic. The material properties as
obtained from different researchers and pipe manufacturers were used. From the result of the dimensionless parameters, it
was observed that depth of burial of pipes play a significant role in the response of underground pipes due to surface and
underground blasts whereas coefficient of friction has little effect due to underground blast. Dimensionless pressure and
deflection of underground pipes reduce as embedment ratios increase in surface and open trench blasts whereas this is not so
in underground blast. Finally guidelines thus established will help in the design of underground pipes to resist effects of blasts.
Consequently, the environmental risk and hazards caused by blasts will be reduced.
Keywords
Environment, blast, underground, pipes, finite element

1. INTRODUCTION
Underground structures are fully buried structures and partially buried structures. These can be any structures of diver’s
shapes, shelters, basement, silos, storage facilities, shafts, tunnels, pipes, etc. These structures are constructed of different
materials such as steel, plain and reinforced concrete, timber, clay, fibre glass, etc. Underground pipes are used for various
services [18]. Blast from terrorists, accidental explosion, war, accumulation of explosive gases in pipes, etc can create
sufficient tremors to damage substructures over a large area. It has been reported that at blast wave of 138kpa, reinforced
concrete structures will be leveled [4, 5]. Consequent upon these phenomena are loss of lives and property while in the
manufacturing industry, it leads to disruption in production, land degradation, etc. As reported by [24], it is evidently clear
from the recent revelation of US cables by Wikileaks published in the New York Times that insurgent and terrorist attacks on
large scale are imminent across the globe. As a result of these, there is need to study the relationship and consequences of
blasts in underground structures. This is with a view to designing protective underground structures specifically pipes to resist
the effects of blast.

2. BACKGROUND STUDY
The constituents of blast are basically the explosive, ground media, intervening layer, structural components, and
blast characteristics. In studying soil-pipe interaction through modeling as shown in Figure 1a, experimental results
are required in other to simulate the prevailing situations between all the constituent materials. These data are best
obtained from field tests, laboratory tests, theoretical studies, work done in related fields and extension of work
done in related fields [15, 18]. A lot of works have been done on dynamic soil-structure interaction majorly for
linear, homogeneous, and semi-infinite half space. The response of elastic half space was first carried out by [7].
Reference [23] obtains the responses of buried circular pipes under three-dimensional static and seismic loading.
Method used is the finite element based software package, SAP-80. This study is aimed at determining the response
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of underground empty pipes due to surface, underground, open trench blasts and internal explosion using finite
element numerical code, Abaqus. This is with a view to providing design guidelines that will assist in designing
underground pipes to resist the effects of blast loads [17].
3. METHODOLOGY
The existing model of [23] on static and seismic load on buried pipes using SAP program was validated and the result
compared well with the result of Abaqus numerical code. In this study, blast load parameters were determined using [26]. The
soil and pipes materials were modeled as elastic, homogeneous and isotropic as shown in Figure 1b. The usual elastic constants
and density of the materials as obtained from different researcher and pipe manufacturers were used in this study [8, 9, 10].
Contact problems were defined, non-linear geometry due to large displacements and rotations as a result of large loads was
considered as well as time incrementation to ensure stability. The governing dynamic equation of motion is given as
[m] [Ü] + [c] [Ů] + [k] [U] = [P];

for U (t = 0) = Uo, and Ů (t = 0) = Ůo = vo

(1)

where m, c, and k are element mass, damping and stiffness matrices, t is the time, U and P are displacement and load vectors
and dots indicate their time derivatives [1]. Time integration technique in Abaqus/Explicit numerical code was used to solve
Equation 1 [1, 6]. The parameters measured are displacement, pressure, stress and strain at the crown, invert and spring-line of
underground pipes. Dimensional analysis was used to present the results

a

b

Figure 1: (a) Cross-section of buried pipe; (b) Finite element model of soil medium, intervening medium and pipe

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the peak reflected pressure and peak side-on overpressure for surface blast are presented in Figures 2 and the
loading wave velocities for sand and saturated clay are presented in Figures 3. In addition to this, the dimensionless pipe
pressure and deflection against embedment ratios for surface blast are presented in Figures 4 and 5 respectively while the
dimensionless pipe pressure against coefficient of friction and embedment ratios are presented in Figures 6 and 7 respectively.
Furthermore, the dimensionless pipe deflections against embedment ratios for underground blast are presented in Figures 8 and
the dimensionless pipe pressure and pipe deflection against embedment ratios for open trench blast are presented in Figures 9
and 10 respectively. Finally, the dimensionless pipe pressure and deflection against embedded ratio for internal explosion in
underground pipes are presented in Figures 11. Note that in Figures 4-10, P is the surface pressure while Pcr, inv and spr are
the pipe pressure at the crown, invert and spring-line respectively. H is the depth of soil cover on the underground pipe and D
is the diameter of the pipe. x is the displacement at the crown, invert and spring-line of the underground pipes, P is the surface
pressure (peak reflected pressure), M is the modulus of elasticity of the soil and R is the radius of the underground pipes. With
the increase of R/t ratio means decrease of thickness of pipes, where R is the radius of underground pipe and t is the thickness
of underground pipe.
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Figure 2: Peak Reflected Pressure and Peak Side-On Overpressure

Figure 3: Loading Wave Velocity for Sand and Saturated Clay
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Figure 4: Dimensionless pipe pressure in different soil media against embedment ratios
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Figure 5: Various dimensionless pipe deflection in different soil media against embedment ratios

Figure 6: Dimensionless pipe pressure in different soil media against coefficient of friction for underground blast

Figure 7: Dimensionless pipe pressure against embedment ratios for underground blast
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Figure 8: Dimensionless pipe deflection against embedment ratios for underground blast

Figure 9: Dimensionless pipe pressure in different soil media against embedment ratios for open trench blast

Figure 10: Dimensionless pipe deflection in different soil media against embedment ratios for open trench blast

Figure 11: Dimensionless ground surface pressure and deflection against coefficient of friction for internal explosion
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It is shown from Figures 2 and 3 that energy attenuate as the distance from the explosion increases. The reduction is more in
underground blast than surface blast. In underground blast, the blast energy reduces to the seismic velocity of soil as the
distance from the explosive source increases [2, 15, 21]. From the result of the dimensionless parameters, it was observed that
depth of burial of pipes play a significant role in the response of underground pipes due to surface blast as shown in Figures 4
and 5 whereas coefficient of friction has little effect due to underground blast and internal explosion as shown in Figures 6 and
11 respectively [27]. As the depth of burial increase, there is reduction in pipe pressure and deflection due to surface,
underground and open trench blasts as shown in Figures 4 to 5 and Figures 7 to 10. The parameters reduce at embedment ratio
of 3 in surface and open trench blasts beyond which no significant response occurred in the ground media considered. This is
not so in underground blast. In addition, coefficient of friction shows no significant changes in the response due to
underground blast for concrete pipes [11, 12, 20, 27].
In the case of internal explosion in underground pipes, geotechnical property of soil show no significant changes in the energy
generated in underground pipes whereas due to dynamic nature of the blast load, coefficient of friction show no significant
changes. In addition to this, earthquake parameters on the ground surface reduce as the embedment ratios increases. These
earthquake parameters were higher compared to that of San Fernando earthquake of 1971 [22]. This is noticeable in loose sand
and dense sand due to arching effects [3]. Crown, invert and spring-line pressure, stress and strain also reduce in all the soils
considered as the embedded ratio increase as shown in.
For buried pipes to resist effects of surface blast, burial depth must not be less than 3 [13, 14, 16, 19, 27]. In the case of
undrained clay, soil treatment in form of grouting and stabilization need to be carried out. Results of experiment carried out by
[25] have shown that tyre-chips backfill could be used to reduce displacement/deflection in underground pipes.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper has highlighted the various responses of underground pipes due to surface blast, underground blast, open trench
blast and internal explosion. Dimensional analysis was used to present the results. It must be noted that soil exists as a semiinfinite half space; numerical methods to be employed must incorporate the notion of infinity in the formation [12, 17, 18].
Responses of underground pipes due to surface blast are graphically presented using dimensionless parameters. Finite different
method in Abaqus/Explicit numerical code was used to solve Equation 1. Mitigation measures to reduce the effects of blasts
were also suggested.
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ABSTRACT
In the developing countries like Indonesia, especially in the big cities like Jakarta, tunnel constructions should be considered
to solve traffic problems. Besides, geological and topographical condition in Indonesia that is rich of mine materials make
tunnel construction will be developed in the future. But then, Geographical condition in Indonesia that lies in intersection of
the three tectonic plates makes Indonesia vulnerable of earthquake disaster. Earthquake will destroy every building included
tunnel constructions. Based on this phenomenon, it was necessary to make research about influence of earthquake load to
tunnel construction.
Stability analysis of mine tunnel that belongs to P.T. Aneka Tambang Tbk., located in Pongkor Mountain, Bogor, West Java,
would be done in this research. This analysis was conducted with numerical method using plaxis v.8.2 software. Plane strain
idealization and Mohr Coloumb material model were used in the numerical model. Earthquake loads were applied in Peak
Ground Acceleration form, with five variations of PGA that are 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 cm/s2. Earthquake data were
downloaded from United States Geological Survey (USGS) in Strong Motion CD (SMC) format. In this research, change of
displacement and stress of the tunnel construction in consequence of variation of the PGA values would be observed. Three
conditions of tunnels would be applied in this research namely tunnel without supporting system, tunnel with original
supporting system (same as in the research location), and tunnel with Q system supporting system.
The results of this research show that the increase of PGA will increase both of displacement and stress of the tunnel
constructions. Earthquake load cause significant displacement in wall area of tunnel. Based on the result of numerical
simulation, original supporting system (same as in the research location), is strong enough to support earthquake load that
less than 300 cm/s2(0.3g). Wall area additional support is needed only when the earthquake load more or equal than 300
cm/s2(0.3g).
Keyword
Tunnel, stability, earthquake, peak ground acceleration, numerical simulation
1.

INTRODUCTION

In the developing countries like Indonesia, especially in the big cities like Jakarta, tunnel constructions should be considered to
solve traffic problems. Besides, geological and topographical condition in Indonesia that is rich of mine materials make tunnel
construction will be developed in the future. But then, Geographical condition in Indonesia that lies in intersection of the three
tectonic plates (Indo-Australian, Eurasian and Pacific), makes Indonesia vulnerable of earthquake disaster[4]. Earthquake will
destroy every building included tunnel constructions. Based on this phenomenon, it was necessary to make research about
influence of earthquake load to tunnel construction. If tunnel stability influence of earthquake load with Peak Ground
Acceleration (PGA) variation and preventive action can be analyzed, that will give a contribution to development of tunnel
technology in Indonesia.
1.1 RMR Classification System
The most popular rock mass classification system that is used in the project is Bieniawski's RMR (1989). This classification
system has been considered both of geological parameters and rock shape geometric to determine rock mass quality. Six basic
parameters that must be considered in RMR classification system are[3] :
a. uniaxial compression strength,
b. Rock Quality Designation (RQD),
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c.
d.
e.
f.

space of discontinuity,
condition of discontinuity,
ground water condition,
Orientation of discontinuity.

1.2 Rock Failure Criterion
The first rock mass failure criterion was presented by Hoek and Brown in 1980. The last revision of Hoek and Brown rock
mass failure criterion was published in 2002. Correlation of stress in rock based on this criterion can be expressed with
following equation[5].
(1)
with :

mb, s and a

: major effective stress (kN/m2),
: minor effective stress (kN/m2),
: rock mass reduction factor
(2)
(3)
(4)

with,
D
:
GSI :

disturbance factor of rock mass,
Geological Strength Index.

Hoek and Brown (2002), also gave correlation equation between Hoek-Brown failure criterion with Mohr-Coloumb failure
criterion. Both parameters of cohesive strength (c) and friction of angle ( ) can be obtained with the following equation.
(6)
(7)

1.3 Influence of Earthquake load to Tunnel Construction
Ground motion that was caused by earthquake can be expressed in three parameters: displacement, velocity and acceleration.
Geotechnical engineer prefer to use acceleration to the other parameters because this parameter has direct correlation with
dynamic load. Practically, geotechnical engineer commonly use Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) to design analysis[2].
Earthquake resistant design of structure is based on the value of PGA in particular area. In Indonesia, PGA value can be
obtained from Earthquake Risk Map that has been made by the expert. Based on Earthquake Risk Map for Hydraulic Structure,
Indonesia is divided into 5 earthquake zones. Each zone has specific coefficient that will affect to PGA value[6]. Generally,
influence of earthquake load to tunnel construction can be expressed in two categories[8]:
1.3.1 Ground Shaking
Ground shaking refers to the vibration of the ground produced by seismic waves propagating through the earth’s crust. The
area experiencing this shaking may cover hundreds of square miles in the vicinity of the fault rupture. The intensity of the
shaking attenuates with distance from the fault rupture. Ground shaking motions are composed of two different types of
seismic waves, each with two subtypes.
1.3.2 Ground Failure
Ground failure broadly includes various types of ground instability such as faulting, landslides, liquefaction, and tectonic uplift
and subsidence. Each of these hazards may be potentially catastrophic to tunnel structures, although the damages are usually
localized. Design of a tunnel structure against ground instability problems is often possible, although the cost may be high. For
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example, it may be possible to remedy the ground conditions against liquefaction and landslides with proper ground
improvement techniques and appropriate earth retaining measures.
1.4 Finite Element Method
One of the methods that can be used to analyze the structure including tunnel structure with numerical method is finite element
method. Finite element method is approach analysis based on assumption of displacement and stress or combination both of
them in each element. Up to the present time, finite element method is the most powerful method to solve structure problem
including static and dynamic problem, simple and complex geometry, or 1, 2 and 3 dimensional model[7]. In this research,
stress deformation analysis was conducted by finite element method using plaxis v.8.2.
According to the finite element method a continuum is divided into a number of elements. Each element consists of a number
of nodes. Each element has a number of degree of freedom that correspond to discrete value of the unknowns in the boundary
value problem to be solved[2]. In plaxis, the user may select either 6 nodes or 15 node triangular elements to model soil layer
and other volume cluster (Figure 1).

.
Figure 1 : Position of nodes and stress points in soil elements
For triangular element there are two local coordinates: ξ and η. In addition it use an auxiliary coordinate ζ = 1- ξ- η. For 15
nodes triangles the local nodes numbering as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 : Local numbering and positioning of nodes
Plaxis uses Gaussian integration within the triangular elements. For 6 nodes elements the integration is based on 3 sample
points, whereas for 15 node elements 12 sample points are used[2].

2.

METHODOLOGY

2.1 Location
Stability analysis of mine tunnel that belongs to P.T. Aneka Tambang Tbk., located in Pongkor Mountain, Bogor, West Java,
would be done in this research. Research location can be shown clearly in Figure 3 [1].
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Figure 3 : Research location
One unit computer with windows XP professional operating system and software of Plaxis v.8.2 under license of Civil
Engineering Department UGM was used as a tool in this research.
2.2 Step of Research
This research is divide into several steps as followings:
2.2.1 Secondary data collecting
Tunnel secondary data include research location, tunnel geometry, results of soil and rock test laboratory that belong to PT
Aneka Tambang Tbk.
2.2.2 Data analyses
Data analysis was used to find out structure geometry of tunnel and model parameter will be used for numerical simulation.
Geometry model of tunnel was determined from both of cross section and long profile in topographic map.
2.2.3 Determination of numerical model
Determination of numerical model is based on secondary data with necessary simplification adjust with program
restrictiveness. Plane strain idealization was chosen in structure model of tunnel. Tunnel cross section with the biggest static
load was used in this analysis located in the highest ground surface from topographic map (Block III central). Homogeny soil
material was assumed in this model. Soil parameters that be used is the result of Rock Lab v.1.0 software that has been
developed by Hoek (2002). Mohr-Coloumb model material was chosen in this numerical simulation. Material model in plaxis
more is clearly shown in the figure of the mesh generation (Figure 4).

Figure 4 : Mesh generation elemen
From the Earthquake Risk Map 20th Year Time Period, the value of bedrock PGA in research location is 100 cm/detik2
(Majoan and Kasiro, 1989). Based on the value of PGA, the variation values of PGA used in this research were 100, 150, 200,
250 and 300 cm/dt2. Interval value of PGA was chosen 50 cm/dt2, because this alteration value made significant displacement
of tunnel. Earthquake data was downloaded from United States Geological Survey (USGS) in Strong Motion CD (SMC)
format. SMC data format was chosen in this research because it was the only type of format data that compatible with Plaxis
v.8.2. The example of PGA in SMC format data is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 : PGA in SMC format
2.2.4 Model calculation with Plaxis
Tunnel stability analysis on influence of earthquake load uses Plaxis v.8.2, generally is divided to three steps: Plaxis input,
Plaxis calculation, and Plaxis output. The results of numerical simulation using Plaxis are stress and deformation of tunnel
structure.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Based on both secondary data analysis and numerical model analysis, the result of this research can be presented as followings.
3.1 General
Mine tunnel Ciurug L 600 located in Pongkor Mountain West Java has mountain range of topography with 600 m – 775 m of
elevation. The tunnel has 1,5 km of length and 4 m of size of opening. Cross section of tunnel is shown in Figure 6 [1].

Figure 6 : Tunnel cross section
The test of mechanic behavior conducted to soil material in research location. The results of the test are shown in the Table 1.
Material
Breksi Tufa
Mat interface breksi tufa vs ore
Vein (ore)
Filling Slury
Mat interface filling slury vs breksi tufa

Table 1 : Soil mechanic parameter.
E
c
(kN/m3)
(Mpa)
(GPa)
25.6
62.62
6.45
21
10
5.2
24.5
58.19
6.96
21.5
0.08
0.05
17
0.05
0.001

0.26
0.24
0.22
0.3
0.3

c
(Mpa)
8
0.5
4
0.03
0.001

(o)
60
20
52
35
10

Based on the result of laboratory test that was conducted by PT Aneka Tambang Tbk, rock mass in the research location
generally come into 3rd class of classification system, with the value of RMR ranging from 40 – 60. Rock mass strength was
calculated by Hoek and Brown classification system with Rock Lab v.1.0 program. Soil material used in this research is breksi
tuf. Input data was taken from the result of intact rock test laboratory and rock mass observation. Rock Lab v.1.0 resulted rock
mass parameter that is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2 : Rock mass parameters.
Parameter
c
E

Value
0.364
53.24
691.07

Unit
(MPa)
(o)
(MPa)

3.2 Result of Numerical Simulation
Instead of making variation of PGA, numerical simulations also makes variation of tunnel condition. Three conditions of
tunnel simulated in this research: tunnel without supporting system, tunnel with original supporting system (same as in the
research location), and tunnel with Q system supporting system. The following are results of numerical simulation:
3.2.1 Displacement
The correlation between increasing of PGA and displacement of tunnel are shown more clearly in Figure 7.

Figure 7 : Correlation PGA and total displacement.
The chart in Figure 7 shows that the raise of PGA will increase of displacement to all of tunnel conditions. Average increasing
of displacement tunnel without supporting system is 0.58 cm (14.13 %), whereas tunnel with original supporting system is 0.44
cm (21.07 %), and tunnel with Q system supporting system is 0.66 cm (23.70 %). Supporting system reduces the value of
displacement of tunnel structure. Average decreasing of displacement caused by original supporting system is 2.32 cm (47.00
%), whereas Q system supporting system makes average decreasing to 1.29 cm (27.44 %).
Tunnel displacement was also observed in several points of observation in order to simplify the analysis. The points of
observation are shown in Figure 8 as follows.

Figure 8 Points of observation
Displacement value on each of observation points are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3 : Displacement on each of observation points.
No

1
2
3
4
5
6

Variation of PGA
g
0
0.10 g
0.15 g
0.20 g
0.25 g
0.30 g

(cm/s2)
0
100
150
200
250
300

Total Displacement
without supporting system
Value (cm)
Obsevation point
3.50
A
3.60
A
5.40
E
5.70
E
5.73
B
6.40
B

original supporting system
Value (cm)
Obsevation point
1.60
A
1.70
A
2.90
A
3.10
A
3.30
A
3.80
C

Q system supporting system
Value (cm)
Obsevation point
2.00
A
2.30
A
4.00
E
4.30
E
4.70
B
5.30
B

Based on Table 3, it can be shown that for both tunnel without supporting system and tunnel with Q system supporting system,
the maximal displacement occur on roof area of tunnel when the value of PGA less than 150 cm/s2 (0.15g). Whereas, the
maximal displacement occur on wall area of tunnel when the value of PGA is equal or more than 150 cm/s2 (0.15g). This
condition shows that earthquake load with significant value of PGA will be more influential on wall area of tunnel.
At condition of tunnel with original supporting system, maximal displacement occurs on the wall area of tunnel only when the
value of PGA is 300 cm/s 2(0.3g). This condition indicates that tunnel with original supporting system is strong enough to
support earthquake load that less than 300 cm/s2 (0.3g). Wall area additional support is needed only when the earthquake load
more or equal than 300 cm/s 2(0.3g).
3.2.2 Stress
The correlation between increasing of PGA and stress of tunnel are shown more clearly in Figure 9.

Figure 9 : Correlation PGA and principle stress
The chart in Figure 9 shows that the increase of PGA will increase of stress to all of tunnel condition although the increasing
of stress is insignificant. Average increasing of displacement tunnel without supporting system is 0,026 MPa (0,284 %),
whereas tunnel with original supporting system is 0,086 MPa (1,037 %), and tunnel with Q system supporting system is 0,054
cm (0,599 %).
Supporting system reduces the value of stress of tunnel structure. Average decreasing of stress brought about by original
supporting system is 0,86 MPa (9,39 %), whereas Q system supporting system make average decreasing to 0,14 MPa (1,52 %).

4. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
4.1

Conclusion

Based on the result of this research, it can be concluded as follows:
a. The raise of PGA will increase of displacement to all of tunnel condition. Average increasing of displacement tunnel
without supporting system is 0.58 cm (14.13 %), whereas tunnel with original supporting system is 0.44 cm (21.07 %),
and tunnel with Q system supporting system is 0.66 cm (23.70 %).
b. Supporting system reduces the value of displacement of tunnel structure. Average decreasing of displacement caused by
original supporting system is 2.32 cm (47.00 %), whereas Q system supporting system make average decreasing to 1.29
cm (27.44 %).
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c.

d.

e.

4.2

The raise of PGA will increase of stress to all of tunnel condition although the increase of stress is insignificant. Average
increasing of displacement tunnel without supporting system is 0,026 MPa (0,284 %), whereas tunnel with original
supporting system is 0,086 MPa (1,037 %), and tunnel with Q system supporting system is 0,054 cm (0,599 %).
Supporting system reduce the value of stress of tunnel structure. Average decreasing of stress that is caused by original
supporting system is 0,86 MPa (9,39 %), whereas Q system supporting system makes average decreasing to 0,14 MPa
(1,52 %).
Tunnel with original supporting system is strong enough to support earthquake load that less than 300 cm/s2 (0.3g). Wall
area additional support is needed only when the earthquake load equal or more than 300 cm/s 2(0.3g).
Suggestion

The suggestions that can be given to the future research are the following.

a.
b.
c.

It is needed future research that consider discontinuity factor of rock mass in numerical model.
It is needed to develop this research with 3 dimensional models.
It is needed to develop this research with more complete data for transportation tunnel.
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ABSTRACT
Tunnel-soil-pile interaction involves a complex mechanism and centrifuge modeling is a good technique to investigate this
problem. Research studies involving tunneling simulation and its effects on adjacent piles have been carried out in the Center
for Soft Ground Engineering of the National University of Singapore. Start from utilizing polystyrene foam to the latest
development of using mechanical system coupling with dynamic data acquisition system to simulate ground volume losses due
to tunneling are discussed in this paper. The observed volume losses from the above techniques of simulation seem in a good
agreement with the well-known empirical Gaussian distribution curve formula. The above techniques however are not able to
simulate small volume loss which is commonly encountered in the field in view of advancement of tunneling technique. Liquid
pressure method of model tunnel is currently developed to tackle this issue enabling progressively volume loss simulation. This
paper emphasizes the gradual development and enhancement of modeling technique to simulate tunneling process in order to
advance the quality of research in the subject manner.
Keywords
Centrifuge, foundations, piles, tunneling, volume loss

1. INTRODUCTION
Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) system is an attractive solution to overcome traffic congestion in many urban cities. However, due
to land scarcity in urban areas such as Singapore, tunnels are being constructed in close proximity to existing structures,
pipelines, buried infrastructure and even existing tunnels. Tunneling construction in soft ground will inevitably cause large
ground movements which may endanger nearby structures. Significant improvements have been made in recent decades in the
operation of Tunnel Boring Machines (TBMs) in term of ground movement control during tunnel excavation, in particular face
pressure control. With this advancement, the induced ground volume loss could be well controlled to within 1% tunnel volume
in the field.
Owing to small model size, the simulation of small volume loss in the laboratory is not straightforward. Several research
studies have been conducted in the Center for Soft Ground Engineering of the National University of Singapore (NUS) to
simulate tunnel-induced volume loss in the centrifuge and to investigate its effects to adjacent piled foundations [1-6]. This
issue has also been examined by researchers [7-10]. This paper reports the gradual development of NUS model tunnel in past
decade with main emphasis on enabling simulation of progressively small volume losses in the centrifuge. Some important
findings related to tunnel-soil-pile interaction studies carried out on the NUS Geotechnical Centrifuge [11] are briefly reported.
The paper highlights the gradual development and enhancement of modeling technique to simulate tunneling process in order
to achieve quality in research in the subject manner.

2. GROUND MOVEMENTS
Construction of bored tunnels in soft ground inevitably causes ground movements. The prediction of these ground movements
is of great importance in urban environment because of their influence to nearby structures. The primary components of ground
movement associated with shield tunneling have been identified by Mair and Taylor [12] comprising (1) well ahead radial
movements towards heading, (2) radial movements towards lining after passage of the shield due to over-cutting edge and tail
void, (3) lining deformation and finally, and (4) consolidation settlement. The volume loss due to tunneling is manifested into
transverse (i.e., perpendicular to the tunnel axis) ground surface settlement trough. The immediate „green-field‟ ground
settlement trough after passage of the shield can be reasonably well predicted using the well-known error function of Gaussian
distribution curve. This method lies on its simplicity and is given as:
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Sv

Smax exp

x 2 / 2i 2

(1)

where Sv is the settlement at any point, Smax the maximum settlement, x the offset from the tunnel center-line and i is the
distance of the inflection point from the tunnel center-line. Based on UK tunneling data, O‟Reilly and New [13] described that
i is a linear function of the depth of tunnel. They proposed an approximation linear relationship, i = Kzo, where K is the trough
width parameter and zo is the depth of the tunnel axis. For practical purposes, they recommended the K value could be taken as
0.50 for tunnels in clays and 0.25 for tunnels in sands and gravels. Furthermore, Mair & Taylor [12] established the value of K
to range from 0.40 to 0.60 for clays and 0.25 to 0.45 for sands and gravels. It is important to note that this method could also be
used to evaluate the subsurface settlement trough. The K value however increases with depth and this empirical relationship is
given by Mair et al. [14].
The volume loss (Vl) is estimated from the ratio of the volume of surface settlement trough (Vs) to the volume of the tunnel.
The Vs could be evaluated by integrating equation (1) to give
Vs

2 i S m ax

(2)

2

(3)
(4)

Vs Vl D 4
Smax 0.313Vl i

Another important aspect need to be considered is the ground deformation mode around the tunnel, either ovalisation of tunnel
lining or over-cut of tunnel (Figure 1). From the various components of ground movement described above, it is observed that
the inward movements of soil towards tunnel lining are generally true for TBMs, mainly due to presence of over-cutting edge
of shield tunneling and tail-void grouting. Therefore, the model tunnel should be designed to encourage inward displacements
to occur in a similar fashion to tunnels constructed using TBMs in the field.

Figure 1. Deformation modes of tunnel (a) Ovalisation of tunnel lining and (b) over-cut of tunnel [4]

3. CENTRIFUGE MODELLING OF TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION
3.1 Why centrifuge modeling?
Tunnel-soil-pile interaction involves a complex mechanism and this problem is well suited for centrifuge modeling rather than
field study or numerical modeling. Owing to complex behavior such as nonlinear soil behavior, spatial variability, and soilstructure interaction, field monitoring during actual construction process is probably the best method to capture all the
complexities involved. However, the numbers of site-based research are limited due to limited number of projects with high
quality field monitoring data, site conditions are very difficult to control, the high cost of instrumentation, and field monitoring
is generally not a high priority in tunneling works. In addition, it is impossible to conduct parametric studies in order to
thoroughly investigate the effects of important parameters.
On the other hand, with leap advancements of computer technology nowadays it is possible to perform a sophisticated threedimensional numerical modeling (e.g., finite element FE analysis) of tunnel-soil-pile interaction problems. The debatable issue,
however, is still the reliability of the results yielded from the FE package. As soil behavior is typically highly nonlinear and
stress-dependent, its behavior depends on the recent stress history. Many soil constitutive models are available ranging from
simple linear elastic-perfectly plastic to very advanced models with non-linear small strain stiffness. The results of numerical
analysis are subjected to user expertise and sound understanding of soil model used in the analysis [15]. Therefore, centrifuge
modeling appears to be an attractive approach to examine tunnel-soil-pile problems provided that the model could capture
important parameters that govern the behavior of the geotechnical system.
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The following subsection provides in detail the gradual development of the NUS model tunnel from the earlier model of
utilizing polystyrene foam to the latest mechanical model coupling with dynamic data acquisition system to simulate tunnelinduced volume losses. The limitations of each tunnel model are discussed in comparison with the real tunnel behavior and
finally the proposed new model for the ongoing study is presented.
3.2 NUS model tunnel
3.2.1 Polystyrene foam model tunnel
At NUS, Ran et al. [1] conducted centrifuge model tests involving ovalisation of tunnel lining as shown in Figure 1a. The
model tunnel used polystyrene foam encircled with brass foil (Figure 2a). This technique for simulation of tunnel excavation in
a centrifuge was introduced by Sharma et al [16]. The volume loss was simulated by dissolving the polystyrene foam using an
organic solvent, acetone, while the centrifuge was in-flight at a predefined acceleration. For tunneling in Kaolin clay with a
diameter of 6 m in prototype scale and tunnel cover/diameter (C/D) = 2, the induced volume loss, however, was 28.2% with
maximum soil settlement of 0.43m. One of the limitations of this technique was that no allowance had been made to encourage
inward movements of soil at the tunnel spring line.

Figure 2. Polystyrene foam model tunnel (a) ovalisation of tunnel-lining [1];
(b) over-cut of tunnel [3,4]
Improvements were made by Ong et al. [3,4] to enable simulation of inward movements of soil towards tunnel lining. This
deformation mode is more reasonable for TBM due to existence of over-cut of the shield and tail-void grouting. The improved
model tunnel is shown in Figure 2b in which the polystyrene foam was placed eccentrically between the stainless steel tunnel
lining and the latex membrane. The gap parameter GAP as proposed by Lee et al. [17] has been adopted to quantify the degree
of over-cut of tunnel. The simulated tunnel opening for this model has a GAP of 200 mm in prototype scale with an equivalent
imposed volume loss of 6.6%.
Although the immediate surface settlement trough for both studies was well described using Gaussian distribution curve as
shown in Figure 3, the volume loss is too large as compared to that normally encountered in practice, especially for Ran et al.
[1] experiments. Moreover, by utilizing polystyrene foam as a model tunnel, researchers do not have freedom to control the
imposed volume loss progressively. Therefore, the working condition of the geotechnical system (i.e., ground and piled
foundations responses) could not be well investigated.
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Figure 3. Surface settlement trough (a) Ran et al [1] and (b) Ong et al [4]
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3.2.2 Mechanical model tunnel
Ong et al. [5] developed a mechanical model tunnel system to replace the previous model. The mechanical model tunnel was a
novel development of Ong [18] during his PhD study at NUS. The model tunnel was made up of a circular rigid outer plate and
a hollow metallic circular tube of 60 mm diameter (Figure 4), simulating a 6 m diameter prototype tunnel at 100g.

Figure 4. Mechanical model tunnel [5]
The rigid plate served to maintain a uniform GAP for the entire model tunnel. The two radial bearings inside the model tunnel
assisted to facilitate a smooth movement of the sliding rod and provided support to the solid aluminum sliding rods. There
were nine rods which were inserted into the respective holes of the model tunnel. A rigid circular plate was then used to
encircle the model tunnel and an oval-shape GAP was created between the rigid circular plate and the point of contact of nine
small rods. The mechanism worked as such when there was a force pushing the aluminum sliding rod, the small rods will fall
onto the three thinner parts of sliding rod of smaller cross-sectional area. As such, the GAP in cross-sectional view will close
up and thus simulates the inward tunnel deformation of the oval-shape GAP.
The imposed GAP of this tunnel model was able to simulate 3.3% and 6.6% volume loss. The typical centrifuge model setup is
depicted in Figure 5. The measured and computed settlement troughs for tunneling in Kaolin Clay with D = 6 m and C/D = 2
for short term (ST) and long term (LT) are shown in Figure 6. The typical vector of soil movements derived using Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique is shown in Figure 7. Nevertheless, the progressive volume losses (i.e., small to
intermediate movements) could not be simulated using this method though achieving a much smaller volume loss 3.3%. The
advantage of this tunnel model over the previous model is that the induced ground movements are solely due to tunnel volume
loss but not the deformation of tunnel lining.

Figure 5. Sketch of centrifuge model package [5]

Figure 6. Surface settlement troughs [5]
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Figure 7. Vector of soil displacement on (a) 2 days (short-term) and (b) 720 days (long-term) [5]
In an attempt to measure the induced volume loss and the corresponding instrument responses progressively, Kwa [6]
improved Ong‟s mechanical model tunnel by reducing the GAP parameter such that 2.4% volume loss could be achieved.
Furthermore, dynamic data acquisition system was used to capture the intermediate volume losses (i.e., values between 0% to
2.4%). The maximum sampling rate of this unit is 100 kHz. For Kwa [6] experiments, a time step of 1 kHz (0.001ms) was
used. In other words, 1000 readings were recorded within 1 second duration. The dynamic data acquisition system consisted of
3 units, TMR-211 control unit, TMR-221 the full bridge strain unit and TMR-222 the strain 1G2G4G.
Owing to the capability of the dynamic data acquisition system, abundant data could be obtained for each instrument. The
intermediate volume losses were interpreted from these readings using Matlab smoothing spline function. However, it was
difficult to determine the exact trigger start time of the initiation of tunnel volume loss as there is earlier or delayed responses
from all instruments. To overcome this issue, some additional improvements had been made such as assembling all instruments
into the same framework of strain meter (i.e., one system and one time frame) and direct measurement of outer tunnel plate
using additional displacement potentiometers, LVDT. The measured surface settlement troughs for tunnel in Sand with D = 6m
and C/D = 5.2 from this improved mechanical model are shown in Figure 8. These surface settlement troughs were derived
from the LVDTs at appropriate time-steps that corresponding to each volume loss.
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Figure 8. Surface settlement troughs of improved mechanical model tunnel [6]
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It should be noted that the surface settlement troughs of Figure 8 do not follow the Gaussian distribution curve. The volume
losses calculated from the settlement troughs were somehow larger than the actual volume losses derived from the tunnel.
There are two possibilities that may cause this. First, the sand sample was in loose state, hence contraction occurred during the
tunneling process. Second, there may be some errors in the experimental setup. However, further investigations were not
carried out to investigate this issue.
Although some improvements were made to enable the progressive volume losses to be captured, the nature of time-steps
extrapolation does not allow the soils to behave in a similar fashion as real soils. For instances, 0.001 ms in model scale at
100g equals to 10 sec in prototype scale. Therefore the responses of soil (e.g., contraction or dilation for sand and pore pressure
response for clay) would not have enough time to build up for each step of tunneling process. This may have an effect on the
pile responses as well.
3.2.3 Proposed NUS new model tunnel
A new model tunnel is proposed to overcome the above issue. The current ongoing research for tunnel-soil-pile interaction will
employ a new model tunnel as shown in Figure 9. The model tunnel consists of hollow brass cylinder and the entire model is
sealed within a 1 mm thick latex membrane. The membrane is sealed at both ends using wire and grease. Fluid (e.g. water) is
used to fill the annulus between brass cylinder and latex membrane. Tunnel volume loss is simulated by extracting fluid from
the annulus using the volume control system. Extraction of fluid from the tunnel is achieved through a small hole at one of the
ends of the tunnel using a remotely-controlled actuator.
Utilizing fluid and volume control system, the extracted fluid of model tunnel could be controlled such that the imposed
volume loss is being able to be predefined at a certain rate using the centrifuge control room. The cross-sectional shape of the
model tunnel (Figure 9) is designed to facilitate inward displacement of soil towards tunnel lining. This method of tunneling
simulation has been used by several researchers [e.g., 8, 9, 10] though minor modifications have been made.

Figure 9. Proposed new model tunnel

4. PILED FOUNDATION RESPONSE TO TUNNELLING
Studies on piled foundation response due to tunneling conducted on the NUS geotechnical centrifuge have been reported
elsewhere [1,3,4,5]. Pang et al. [19] reported full scale field study of piled foundation due to tunneling during MRT
construction in Singapore. The results of centrifuge tests on single piles (i.e., bending pile and axial pile) due to tunneling are
shown in Figures 10 and 11. The schematic of centrifuge tests is shown in Figure 5. As can be seen, owing to soil moving
downward and sideward, both negative skin friction and bending moment are generated on the pile and the magnitude
increases with time and tunnel volume loss. Both the neutral plane and maximum induced pile moment take place about the
tunnel axis.
The lateral pile movement profile appears to behave in similar manner as the soil movement for a free-head pile. The pile
deflection is smaller and the pile deflection profile is „smoother‟ due to large pile rigidity. It should be noted that the induced
axial load and bending moment are additional to those on the existing piles.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Gradual developments of NUS model tunnel have been presented with emphasis to enable ground movements to occur in a
similar manner as prototype tunnels constructed using TBMs. The progressive development of modeling techniques in the
subject manner is necessary to advance quality in research, hence the results yielded from centrifuge experiments could be
used in understanding tunnel-soil-pile interaction problem.
Soil settlement troughs resulted from centrifuge experiments in clay generally agree well with Gaussian distribution curve
formula. Piled foundation responses due to tunneling depend on the tunnel volume loss and pile position relative to the tunnel
axis.
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Figure 10. Tunneling induced (a) pile axial force (b) pile settlement [5]

Figure 11. Tunneling induced (a) pile bending moment (b) pile deflection [5]
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The performance of geosynthetic reinforcements under static and cyclic loading is described in this paper. Laboratory tests
supported by a theoretical analysis were conducted to investigate the cumulative effects of loading on the pullout capacity and
behaviour of geogrid reinforcements. The test methods and procedures for analyzing and interpreting the data are presented.
The mechanics of load transfer and reinforcement displacement under static and cyclic loading modes is also examined. The
results indicated that the accumulation of the reinforcement movement increases with increase in the number of load
repetitions and load amplitude. The effect of cyclic loading was to bring about a redistribution of load along the reinforcement
and a degradation of the frictional resistance at the soil-reinforcement interface. In general, the results obtained during this
investigation demonstrate that geosynthetics can be used in situations where loads are non-static, although care will be
required in ensuring that appropriate factors of safety are applied in design of reinforced soil structures.
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Geosynthetics reinforced soil has became a significant part of civil engineering practice over the past thirty years and their use
is growing rapidly as infrastructure development poses an increasing demand. It is a low-cost approach and can provide
sustainable solutions to soft and unstable ground problems. Various types of geosynthetics materials have been used in many
aspects of geotechnical applications such as in transportation construction, water and wastewater management, containment,
retaining structures, slops stability and embankments stabilization, and in some applications they have entirely replaced the
traditional construction material. Considerable efforts have been made to understand more fully the interaction properties
between different types of geosynthetics and different types of soils [1][2][3][4][5]. However, the selection of appropriate
design parameters for geosynthetics reinforced soil systems and their applications in different loading conditions have
remained variable and sometimes confusing due to the lack of data from field monitoring and laboratory models that can
optimize current design methods [6]. Up to now, there are many uncertainties concerning the design of the load carrying
capacity of geosynthetics systems which subjected to non-static loading modes such as traffic loading. The absence of a
comprehensive and conclusive study of geosynthetics reinforced soil behaviour is still observed with many questions
remaining to be answered. The need for a comparative study taking into consideration all the main factors involved in the
mechanism of geosynthetics reinforced soil such as; type of the reinforcement, length of the reinforcement, nature of loading,
construction technique and the effect of all these factors on the performance and service life of the geosynthetics elements
remain essential. The development of reliable design methods for reinforced-soil systems requires a thorough understanding of
the interaction mechanism of the composite material as well as the failure modes of these systems under different loading
conditions.
In this paper the pull-out performance of geogrid reinforcements under static and cyclic loading are presented along with a
numerical analysis. The mechanics of load mobilization at the soil-reinforcement interface is also examined under the loading
and unloading modes.

2. PULL-OUT TESTING OF THE GEOGRID
The pullout testing program has been designed to evaluate the interlock capacity of the geogrid/soil. The main testing
apparatus used in this investigation is shown in Figure 1. It consisted of a rigid sand container of inside dimensions 2.0 m x
0.4 m x 0.4 m and a loading system with the capacity to apply either static or cyclic loads to the reinforcement. The cyclic
loading was applied every 30 seconds by means of a reciprocating motor to give a square shaped pattern between an upper and
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a lower load level. The confining stress, which could be controlled from up to 100 kPa, was applied to the top of the soil
sample via a pressure plate loaded through a water bag and connected to an air compressor through a pressure regulator.

Figure 1: Test apparatus

TE
D

The reinforcements used in testing are formed by cutting Tensar SR2 geogrid into a row of two ribs in width and 2 m length.
Tensar SR2 is a uniaxial geogrid manufactured from co-polymer grade high density polyethylene.

N

The test specimen was located at the mid-height of the soil sample and connected to the loading levels system with a special
end clamp. Instrumentations were used to measure pullout force, pullout displacement and surcharge pressure. The upper and
lower load levels were expressed as a percentage of the index load (PI) of the geogrid reinforcement, defined as the ultimate
rupture load of an identical geogrid in air as shown in Figure 2. The distribution of axial strain in the geogrid was measured
using axial movement gauges provided at eight locations along the reinforcement.
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The soil used in testing was a uniformly graded dry sand of medium size with a coefficient of uniformity Cu = 1.9. The sand
samples were prepared in the pullout box by raining method to a targeted relative density Dr = 53%.

Figure 2: Typical tensile strength extension of the geogrid (SR2)

3. PULL-OUT PERFORMANCE OF THE GEOGRID
A series of pull-out tests was carried out to investigate the static performance of the geogrid reinforcement. Two levels of
normal stress, 50 and 100 kPa were applied to the sand surface and the reinforcements were loaded statically. The load
increment was 20 kg / 5 minutes and reduced to 10 kg / 5 minutes at high extension.
Figure 3 shows the load-displacement relationships for the 2 m geogrid reinforcement buried under the two levels of surcharge
pressure. As can be seen, no peak load could be observed with the system of loading used and the relationship between load
and deformation became linear at large displacements. The general pattern of these relationships is characterized by a rapid
increase of load with an initial small increase in the strip movement up to a certain level after which the displacement
continues to increase with load increase till the end of the test. Under higher surcharge pressure the reinforcement mobilized
greater resistance to pulling load.
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Figure 3: Pullout load – displacement relationships at different confining stresses
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4. EFFET OF CYCLIC LOADING
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The behaviour of the reinforcements was examined under a wide range of cyclic loading. In some cases the tests were taken to
104 load cycles while the confining stress was kept constant at 100 kPa. The cumulative movements of the reinforcements
versus the log number of loading cycles is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Displacement – log number of load cycles relationships

N

As shown, the general behaviour of the reinforcement was characterized by a continual increase in displacements with increase
in loading cycles from the starting till the end of the test. Despite the large number of load repetitions none of the tested
specimen failed by a sudden pulling out. All the geogrid reinforcements were gradually pulling through the soil, as the number
of load cycles increased, showing no sign of absolute failure. It can be noted that the behaviour of the geogrid reinforcement
was highly dependent upon the magnitude of the cyclic load, with higher amplitude causing a rapid deterioration of the
reinforcement.

5. LOAD TRANSFER MECHANISM
The recorded movements along the length of the geogrid reinforcement are given in Figure 5 for the static loading mode and in
Figure 6 for the cyclic loading mode. These movements were expected to be a combination of two components; the extension
induced in the reinforcement together with the slip movement of the reinforcement. However, as can be seen, the total
deformation of the reinforcement consists only of an extension of the front half part of the geogrid reinforcement and neither
slip nor extension along the rear segment of the specimen length was observed. This means that no load was absorbed by the
lattermost half length of the reinforcement and hence no frictional or bearing resistances were mobilized along that part of the
strip. This observation would indicate that unless a very low confining stress be used it would be impossible to pull out the
reinforcement. Consequently, failure of these reinforcemente by rupture appears to be an easier mode.
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Figure 5: Axial displacement of the geogrid with applied loads

Figure 6: Change in axial displacement with number of load cycles

6. SOIL-GEOGRID INTERFACE MODEL
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Due to geometrical and mechanical characteristics, geosynthetics can only carry tensile stresses through contact zone and
anchorage members. Under applied external load the reinforcement will mobilize progressively resistance along its length
according to the laws of band and bearing. Thus, the total pullout resistance of the reinforcement would consist of two parts; (i)
frictional resistance and (ii) passive-bearing resistance. This can be computed as:
l

T

2b

n
a

x dx

b

(1)

n

0

0

where T is the total pullout resistance, b is the reinforcement width, a x the soil adhesion at the interface, l is the effective
horizontal length of the reinforcement, b n is the passive-bearing resistance, and is the number of ribs in the geogrid
reinforcement. The passive-bearing resistance can be evaluated by invoking the theory of bearing capacity [7] which can be
expressed for cohesionless backfill as follows:
b

where

is the frictional angle for soil and

n

ne

tan

tan 2 45

2

(2)

the applied normal pressure at the soil-reinforcement interface.

The unloading of the reinforcement may be analyzed by incrementally adding reverse or negative loads. Thus, the mechanics
of unloading are similar to those described for the loading case, except the adhesion resistance is no longer a x but a x .
Initially the adhesion a x in the direction of the reverse load is overcome and this is followed by the mobilization of the
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adhesion a x
needed to cause failure in the reverse direction. Equilibrium equation can be written for the soila x
reinforcement composite under no load as fellows:
x

2b

x

n
a

0

x dx

b
0

n

2b

a

x dx

(3)

0

Thus, the process of unloading may be studied by the gradual application of negative loads until the gross effect is that of zero
external applied load.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained during this investigation demonstrate that geosynthetics can be used in situations where loads are nonstatic, although care will be required in ensuring that appropriate factors of safety are applied to control the resulting
deformation. In general, the following observations are made:
Under static loading applications the geogrid reinforcement experienced a gradual deformation with load increase. No
peak load was observed with the system of loading used and the relationship between load and deformation became
almost linear at larger displacements.

2.

Under cyclic loading the geogrid reinforcement exhibited a gradual forward movement with increase in the number of
load cycles showing no sign of imminent pullout failure for all levels of applied load. The accumulation of the
reinforcement deformation increased with increase in the number of load repetitions, load amplitude and load levels.

3.

The displacement of the geogrid reinforcement consisted of an extension of the front part of the reinforcement only
and neither slip nor extension along the rear segment was observed.
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Eco-Pricing of Mobility
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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses mobility pricing concepts from viewpoint of ecological targets and sustainable development. The current
Finnish mobility pricing system is used as a starting point, and proceeding in the discussion towards its strengths and
weaknesses with regard to environmental policy agenda. Since the Finnish practice has a long tradition of internalizing the
external costs of ecological and environmental costs, it serves as a good spring board towards eco-pricing. If eco-pricing
would be adopted, there would be necessary economic trade-offs. Hence, the question turns into political and social one: how
much are we willing to pay for ecological mobility? The technological issues are considered in the end, as eco-pricing will
require the employment of different technologies. The technological challenges are probably easier to tackle than the political,
social and institutional ones, however. Finally, the different aspects of advanced vs. developing economies are discussed.
Keywords
Pricing, externalities, mobility, transport
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Risk Forecast Gas Distribution Pipeline using Random
Number Generation Simulation
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ABSTRACT
Risk forecast gas distribution pipeline using random generation is developed. The tool is based on a
simulation software. The tool has been applied to find the dominant risk in distribution pipeline to support
the activity of pipeline integrity management of the company. The main strength of this method is that it has
a high probability of obtaining better solution with significantly fewer simulation runs than oher methods.
Also, by changing step size, it is possible to influence the results. This method is general and can be applied
to other process modelled or activities. The result of this study can be applied in maintaining the activity of
asset management integrity of the gas pipeline company.
Keywords
Random number, Pipeline Integrity Management, Gas Distribution Pipeline, Potential Hydrocarbon
Release, Crystal Ball, Risk Matrix

1. INTRODUCTION
Natural gas distribution pipeline has an importance role in contributing the industrial activity in the west of
Java and Jakarta Area, the capitol of Indonesia. The pipeline has to be maintained to ensure that pipeline
working properly in transporting natural gas to the end-users. Preventive maintence is one of the
maintenance strategy to reach the goal of the gas distribution company. For ageing pipelines, i.e. those
pipelines reaching the end of or exceeding their original design life, there is an increasing requirement
around the world to defer their replacement and extend their remnant life. In order to evaluate the actual
pipeline condition in service, operators will implement routine condition monitoring activities; for example
on-line process control and monitoring systems, product monitoring, corrosion probes, etc. for internal
corrosion and external surveys such as corrosion protection and coating condition surveys to monitor
external corrosion. The primary aim being to identify at a very early stage any occurrence of accelerated
deterioration, i.e. deterioration faster than that accounted for in the original design plan.
It is widely accepted that in-line inspection is a key component of any pipeline integrity management
programme which based on accurate and reliable data provides a sound technical basis for planning future
maintenance and repair activities.

Pipeline Integrity Management System
It is a safety management system, whose field is pipeline integrity. The field does not cover occupational
health. Each natural gas pipeline operator has a system to manage all its resources and activities. This
management system is specific to each operator. It generally integrates all the following activities: storage,
compression, transportation and delivery of natural gas (see diagram below). PIMS is based on such
principles as: - adoption of high technological standards in construction; - carrying out of proactive
measures for ensuring that the pipeline system is maintained fit for purpose; - working out of emergency
procedures; - incidents investigation; - training of personnel; - definition of roles and responsibilities of
personnel. It follows the basic principle plan, do, check and act (PDCA) which includes policy, planning,
implementation and operation, inspection and corrective actions, and management review.
In this study, our scope of work is focusing a segment of pipeline distribution network in central of Jakarta
area operated by PT PGN (persero). The segment of pipeline is located tie-in form X area to Y area using
12 inches pipeline diameter. The pipeline is lied down under the ground and have 5 (five) points river
crossing. Pipeline is crossing the river it appears to land surface and become above ground because it using
bridge structure to support pipeline when crossing the river. This survey inspected 9 (nine) critical points
and stated as test point. Critical points are located at 5 points in under ground and 4 points above ground.
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The survey found that the pipeline had not well insulated because they were malfunctions on the cathodic
protection system. Also, the survey found that the transformer-rectifier was broken. Therefore, the
pipeline work with the severe condition and environment (overload above the ground).

2. Risk Assesment using Random Number Generation Simulation
Random number generation as discussed in the current litarature normally refers to the generation of a
sequence of independent values thar are uniformly distributed over the interval from 0 to 1 [0,1]. These
values in turn form an essential part of programs incorporating uncertainty in simulations. This type
computation occasionaly require the selection of a random item from a list to test the presence or absence
of a particular quality of pattern. An example use of random numbers is to reflect event frequencies: any
nine out ten times, a particular weighting factor may be appropriate, but the remaining time may require a
different factor.
Random number generator in this study using montecarlo method simulation package developed by Crystal
Ball Software. Montecarlo method are a class of computational algorithms that rely on repeated random
sampling to compute their results. These methods are most suited to calculation by a computer and tend to
be used when it is infeasible to compute an exact result with a deterministic algorithm.

3. Risk Assessment for Pipeline Integrity Prioritisation and Planning
Risk Based Assessment (RBA) is a systematic approach which aims to reduce the overall risk exposure by
focusing on the areas of higher risk. This approach reduces the total scope of work and inspection costs in a
structured and justifiable way. The underlying philosophy of risk based assessment is ensuring pipeline
system integrity while maintaining risk at as low a level as is reasonably practicable (ALARP principle).
Risk is generally described as the product of the likelihood of a given failure multiplied by the consequence
of that event:
Risk = Likelihood or Probability of failure x Consequence of failure
Risk assessment strategies can be applied to pipelines at all stages of their life, from design through to
decommissioning. The application of methodologies enables the operator to: Identify the primary threats to
pipeline integrity, rank pipelines in terms of risk (probability of failure and consequences), optimise
Inspection, Maintenance, Repair (IMR) activities, i.e. defining the appropriate maintenance need and
maintenance activities, and define an appropriate frequency for conducting the maintenance activity
combined with a detailed understanding of pipeline degradation mechanisms the primary steps in
conducting a risk assessment include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data collection
Segmentation of pipeline into sections (e.g. High Consequence Areas).
Consideration of threats, consequences and mitigation to pipeline sections
Relative risk assessments
“What if” capability for sensitivity analysis
Generate report for the reference IMR plan.

This information can be used to optimize and plan inspection and maintenance activities and identify the
need for further detailed quantitative risk assessment or fitness-for-purpose assessment. For example such a
programme aimed to limit the risk of external corrosion may involve a combination of external coating and
corrosion protection (CP) surveys, internal inspection using intelligent pigs to detect and monitor corrosion.
fitness-for-purpose assessment and Pipeline Integrity (IMR) Plans at the heart of any pipeline integrity
management system is having an understanding of the likely condition of a pipeline and confidence in the
data generated from any inspection programme conducted to validate this understanding.
Based on the data generated by the inspection programmes, an operator can go forward and make decisions
related to the current and future integrity of a pipeline, remaining life assessment and appropriate
preventative maintenance and inspection activities to maintain the design plan for the pipeline.
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3. 1. Integrity Management based on prevention and mitigation
Only when the active threats/degradation mechanisms have been identified and the corrosion growth rates
have been estimated, can appropriate preventative measures be determined which will form the basis of an
appropriate, cost effective corrosion management plan.
Combined with a review of corrosion management activities, e.g. review of external corrosion protection
and coating systems, internal corrosion control/monitoring, correlation with the inspection findings, the
primary aim of any integrity management strategy is to diagnose the likely causes of corrosion. On this
basis, appropriate preventative measures to minimise further deterioration of the pipeline can be defined.
Based on determined corrosion growth rates, predictions of future repairs together with mitigation and reinspection requirements can be determined.This approach has been applied routinely for many pipeline
Operators to develop pipeline specific integrity plans.
3.2. Qualitative probability/likelihood of failure prediction
Probability factor is made from the sum of each factor that divided with equalized factor. Equalized factor
is used for ensure probability factor have range from 1 (one) to 5 (five). Factors that impact qualitative
probability/likelihood prediction analysis are corrosion inspection factor, operational inspection factor,
third party interference inspection factor and leak history factor inspection. Every each factors that
mentioned above have sub-factors that build assessment range for likelihood analysis. We will describe that
following factors for details.
Scoring of assessment of the risk from every point in the pipeline is fuzzy and very relative, thus to scoring
of each point was used risk based assessment model. It starts from all data records and finish with operators
interview in the field. The data are checked from existing manual, such as SOP (Standard Operating
Procedure), historical accident report, SHE (Safety, Health and Environment) report and incorrect operation
report, and it would used for likelihood prediction. Product hazard like accident was analyzed by using
cause and effect documentation and the dispersion factor like standard compliance was used for
consequence prediction. From likelihood and consequence prediction, we set up risk matrix form that could
used for risk classification for all available data from the field.

Figure 1: Risk Matrix
Risk matrix, we could use for risk classification all data from the field. Score from risk matrix indicate how
much risks shall be managed and categorized (low, medium, high).
3.2.1. Corrosion Inspection factor
This factor covers reports from what happened in the field based on factors lead to pipeline corrosion.
Reports based on survey on may 2009 and the major factor we meet from the reports are corrosion factor
from external inspection, cathodic protection reading, cathodic protection survey status and cathodic
interference. This factor each have assesment range form 1 (one) to 5 (five) as stated above.
3.2.1.1. External Inspection
Table 1: External Inspection Criteria.
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Criteria
Directly Routine survey. Air Patrol and GVI Inspection have been done more than 1
year for all pipelines. Prediction result and corrective action needed.
Directly survey and GVI inspection have been done within last 2 through 5 years for all
pipelines. Prediction result and corrective action needed.
Directly survey and GVI inspection have been done within last 2 through 5 years just
part of pipeline. Prediction result and corrective action needed.
External survey hasn’t been done for all pipeline and done on last 5 years
no External survey that has been done

Point
1
2
3
4
5

3.2.1.2. Cathodic Protection Reading
Table 2: Cathodic Protection Reading Criteria.
Criteria
Cathodic Protection reading indicated protection (reading showed more negative than
protection criteria)
Cathodic Protection reading indicated thin protection (reading showed fail for protection
where protection criteria less than 25mV)
Cathodic Protection reading indicated no protection (reading showed fail for protection
where protection criteria more than 25mV). If that is no survey cathodic protection then
it is a fail point

Point
1
3
5

3.2.1.3. Cathodic Protection Survey Status
Table 3: Cathodic Protection Survey Status Criteria.
Criteria
Full survey Cathodic Protection (CIPS) that have been done in the last year
Full survey Cathodic Protection (CIPS) that have been done within last 2 through 5
years
partial survey Cathodic Protection (CIPS) that have been done within last 2 through 5
years
Cathodic Protection Survey have been done un-continuously > 5 years
No Cathodic Protection survey

Point
1
2
3
4
5

3.2.1.4. Cathodic Interference
Table 4: Cathodic Interference Criteria.
Criteria
No detected interference
Detected interference and had been successfully eliminated
Near from electricity way
Detected Interference
Detected Interference and Near from electricity way

Point
1
2
3
4
5

3.2.2. Operational Inspection factor
Based on that survey report on May 2009 operational inspection factor have two sub-factors that support
for assessment. That following are Operational Pigging and design consideration.
3.2.2.1. Operational Pigging
Table 5: Operational Pigging Criteria.
Criteria
Pipeline regularly was been pigging with basic recommendation frequency based
pigging needed on that line ( analysis from production scale)
Pipeline was been pigging less than basic recommendation frequency based pigging
needed on that line ( analysis from production scale)
Pipeline seldom was been pigging but there was no recommendation for pigging
pipeline never was been pigging

Point
1
2
3
5

3.2.2.2. Design Consideration
Table 6: Design Consideration Criteria.
Criteria
Design documented and for code to recognized, Pipeline operated base on original
design parameter

Point
1
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Design documented and for code to recognized, Pipeline operated base on original
design parameter. Pipeline end connection with threaded
Design documented and for code to recognized, Pipeline operated base on original
design parameter. But pipeline is over the lifetime.
Design documented and for code to recognized, Pipeline operated out of original design
parameter.
Design hasn't been known

2
3
4
5

3.2.3. Third Party Interference Inspection factor
Pipeline lay down cannot neglect interference from outside caused by external load that can come from live
load like man activity and vehicles, agricultural activity and natural effect that called third party
interference. For assessment this factor should be support by sub-factor like pipeline cover, third party
damage, Right of Way (ROW) and land stability.
3.2.3.1. Pipeline Cover
Table 7: Pipeline Cover Criteria.
Criteria
Buried with more than 1 m with warning sign and additional physical protection
Buried with more than 1 m with warning sign or additional physical protection
Buried with more than 1 m
not buried
Buried less than 1 m

Point
1
2
3
4
5

3.2.3.2. Third Party Damage
Table 8: Third Party Damage Criteria.
Criteria
pipeline going across forest, mountain, ocean or agriculture area with less than 10
buildings on a distance 1.6 Km, 0.4 Km wide and crossing with pipe (MIGAS 300.K
Class 1)
pipeline going across agriculture area with 10 through 46 buildings on a distance 1.6
Km, 0.4 Km wide and crossing with pipe (MIGAS 300.K Class 2)
pipeline going across village, market and small city with more than 46 buildings on a
distance 1.6 Km, 0.4 Km wide and crossing with pipe (MIGAS 300.K Class 3)
pipeline going across more densely populated or big city with more than 46 buildings
and high rise building on a distance 1.6 Km, 0.4 Km wide and crossing with pipe
(MIGAS 300.K Class 2)

Point
1
2
3
5

3.2.3.3. Right of Way (ROW)
Table 9: Right of Way (ROW) Criteria.
Criteria
Thicket and trees far from pipeline. Pipeline sign can be seen from all direction and with
or directly through it
most condition of ROW are Thicket and trees far from pipeline. Pipeline sign can be
seen from all direction and with or directly through it
Little condition of ROW are Thicket and trees far from pipeline. Pipeline sign can be
seen from all direction and with or directly through it
not in ROW Condition

Point
1
2
3
5

3.2.3.4. Land Stability
Table 10: Land Stability Criteria.
Criteria
land slide is not happened through or under ROW
land slide is happened through or under ROW
land slide is happened through or under the pipeline

Point
1
3
5

3.2.4. Leak History Inspection factor
Form report we have based on survey there was historical notes the leak of the pipeline. This factor is one
of main factor and will have big effect to assessment.
Table 11: Leak History Inspection Criteria.
Criteria
No leaks
one leak caused by third party
one leak caused by corrosion or more than one leak caused by mechanical

Point
1
3
5
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Form all tables above we should choose event that similarly or most approaching event compared with
actual condition on the field. Thus, from all the result use distribution data type that most suitable for that
condition, like isosceles triangle, right triangle and uniform.
3.3. Qualitative consequence prediction
Determination for consequence use the same method that using for likelihood prediction. It using sum of
individual factor divided by normalized factor. Normalized factor is to ensure that all consequence factor
have point range within 1 (one) through 5 (five). There four main factor is used to make assesment, there
are safety, environment, financial and reputation of company. But in this case financial is excluded because
no supporting data for assessment.
3.3.1. Safety
Safety data base on survey report from PGN consist of release quantity, flammability/toxicity and
population density. Release quantity refers to nominal pipe size of pipeline, greater nominal pipe size mean
greater consequence. Nominal pipe size break down from low consequence with point scale 1 is pipeline
under 6 inches diameter. Point scale 2 for diameter 6 through 12 inches. Point scale 3 for diameter 12
through 24 inches. And point scale 5 for diameter 24 inches above.
Flammabilty/ toxicity is refers to service fluid of pipeline that consist fluid potential produce flame or
toxic. Population density use same parameter like on table 8.
3.3.2. Environment
Existence of pipeline may affect the environment, this factor should be assessed to know how much risk
that effected from pipeline. This make consequences and consider based on release quantity, type of fluid
and location factor. For release quantity and location factor we can use same data from safety that have
same parameter with this. But for type of fluid have different assessment even though have a same data for
type of fluid.
3.3.3. Reputation of Company
The operator company that take control of pipeline operation is one of consideration for consequences of
pipeline. The popularity and scale of company use to determine point of assessment.

4. LIKELIHOOD AND CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS
Using Crystal Ball software for analyzing each assumption of every factor. Every point on each factor refer
to criteria that mentioned above. We need likelihood and consequences that will produce risk forecast for
this case using crystal ball simulation. This following table below will give description based survey data
of PGN pipeline and determine distribution data type use in crystal ball.

A

Table 12: Qualitative Assessment of Likelihood
QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF
Probability
LIKELIHOOD
Type

Point

Description
routine survey every 1 year through 5 years
Pipeline not protected, cathodic protection
system fail. Covers by macan that malfunction
Pipeline not protected, but regularly survey
cable connection to ground bed and drain point
are confusing

1
1.1

Corrosion Inspection Factor
External Inspection

1

1.2

Cathodic Protection Reading

5

1.3

Cathodic Protection Survey Status

4

1.4

Cathodic Interference

2

2

Right Triangle
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform

Operation Inspection Factor

2.1

Operational Pigging

2.2

3
Design Consideration
Third Party Interference Inspection Factor

3

Distribution
Type

3

3.1

Pipeline Cover

4

3.2

Third Party Damage

5

3.3
3.4
4

Right of Way (ROW)
Land Stability
Leak History Inspection Factor

2
1
3

Pipeline seldom was been pigging but there
was no recommendation for pigging
Design documented and for code to
recognized, But pipeline is over the lifetime.

Isosceles
Triangle

Pipeline buried more 1m, some point less 1 m
and river crossing pipeline not buried
pipeline located near bus way and river with
most populated structure
pipeline far from tree and thicket
no potential to land slide
one leak at SBU-I Cideng

Isosceles
Triangle

Right Triangle

Right Triangle
Right Triangle
Right Triangle
Uniform
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B

Table 13: Qualitative Assessment of Consequences
QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT
Probability
OF CONSEQUENCES
Type

Point

1
1.1
1.2

Safety
Release Quantity
Flammability Toxicity

2
4

1.3

Population density

5

2
2.1
2.2

Environment
Release Quantity
Fluid Type

3
2

2.3

Location Factor

5

Reputation of Company

4

3

Distribution
Type

Description
Pipeline Diameter 6 inches
Sweet Natural Gas
pipeline located near bus way and river with
most populated structure

Discrete
Continuous

Pipeline Diameter 6 inches
Sweet Natural Gas
pipeline located near bus way and river with
most populated structure
Pipeline owned by PGN

Discrete
Continuous

Discrete

Discrete
Continuous

Calculation of risk of existence reconditioning trunkline from Walet Utara to Balongan with several
parameters that was shown in Table 21 and 22 as above using simulator crystal ball, it could be forecasting
using simple prediction as before and shown again in below equation.
Risk = Likelihood of failure x Consequence of failure
Furthermore, it was could be translated in mathematically expression as more complicated equation as
consequence of a lot of parameter that is expresses in Table 21 and 22 and it shown as following equation.
m
⎛
⎛ n
⎜ p
a
f
⎜ ∑ i i ∑ bi C i
⎜ c × ⎜ i =1
× i =1m
i
n
⎜∑
⎜
bi
⎜ i =1
⎜ ∑ ai
∑
q
i =1
i =1
⎝
⎜
di ×
∑
p
⎜
i =1
ci
⎜
∑
i =1
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝
R=
q
∑ di

⎞⎞
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

i =1

Here, notation C expresses consequence factor, f expresses likelihood factor, and constant a, b, c, d is
weighting value of each parameter of C and f. Furthermore, notation i is using for identification each
parameter of C and f.( i equal to 1,2,3, …,m is identification of each consequence type parameters; i equal
to 1,2,3, …,n is of each likelihood type parameters; ; i equal to 1,2,3, …,p is identification of each
consequence parameters; ; i equal to 1,2,3, …,q is identification of each likelihood parameters.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS
These results of simulations will present the point of risk, the probability level, and the risk category with
the chart of sensitivity level.
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Figure 2: Forecast Corrosion Inspection and Sensitivity
Forecast Corrosion Inspection have risk value 10.82 with probability level 85.19% with that result it will
categorized medium risk with sensitivity highest on cathodic protection Reading.

Figure 3: Forecast Operational Inspection and Sensitivity
Forecast Operational Inspection have risk value 11.43 with probability level 85.38% with that result it will
categorized medium risk with sensitivity highest on design consideration

Figure 4: Forecast Third Party Interference Inspection and Sensitivity
Forecast Third Party Interference Inspection have risk value 12.66 with probability level 85.11% with that
result it will categorized significant risk with sensitivity highest on land stability.
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Figure 5: Forecast Leak Factor History and Sensitivity
Forecast Leak Factor History have risk value 12.48 with probability level 85.18% with that result it will
categorized significant risk.

Figure 6: Total Forecast

6. CONCLUSION
Simulation using by random number generation apply to forecast the risk on gas distribution pipeline is
presented. The simulation has been sucessfully applied to asses the risk for every point in the SBU-1
Cideng pipline. Based on that simulation results, the risk value of the pipeline is 11.4 with probability level
85.2%. With that result, we can conclude that using risk matrix, the risk of the pipeline will be categorized
at medium risk. The highest sensitivity of forecast parameters are on design consideration with sensitivity
presentage 26.4 %, followed by operational Pigging with sensitivity presentage at19.8 % and leak history
inspection with sensitivity presentage 17.1 %.
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ABSTRACT
Water-blown Polyurethane foams (PUF) has been prepared from vegetable; soybean based polyols. They
were characterized into water-blowned flexible and semi rigid polyurethane foam. This work is directed to
production of flexible polyurethane foams by a process involving the reaction of mixture of 2,4- and 2,6Toluene diIsocyanate isomers, with blending of soy polyols and petroleum polyol with ratio of 1:4(v/v) in
the presence of other ingredients such as blowing agents, silicone surfactant and accelerating agents. The
objective of this work was to study the effect of chain extender and role of phosphoric acid catalyst to the
final properties and correlate the morphology image with mechanical properties of these foams. It was
found the addition of chain extender improves the property and then further decreases the properties on
further addition of the same. The increase ratio of phosporic acid result less water absorbency. The ratio
of epoxide to chain extender correlate to the apparent density of the foam.
Keywords
Water-blown polyurethane, vegetable based polyol, catalyst

1. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years there has been a growing interest in the development of bio-based products that can
reduce the widespread dependence on the petroleum feed stocks. Petroleum is a nonrenewable resource,
the inevitable depletion of petroleum resources coupled with the high cost has prompted researchers to
develop alternatives to petroleum based products from vegetable oil. The use of vegetable oils and their
derivatives in polyurethane and specialty chemicals is well known [1-6]. Besides their renewable nature,
most of these derivatives are biodegradable and environmentally friendly, which make them attractive
candidates for development of sustainable technologies [7].
The properties of polyurethane foam (PUF) can be modified within wide limits depending on the raw
materials used for its synthesis. The polyols and isocyantaes are the major raw materials which largely
influence the properties of the foams. These changes are mainly due the differences in chemical structure,
equivalent weight and functionality of the polyols or combination of polyols which decides rigidity or
flexibility based on the polyol used. [8]
The preparation of polyols from vegetable oils for general polyurethane use has been the subject of
many studies. For natural oils and derivatives to be used as raw materials for polyol production, multiple
hydroxyl functionality is required. [9] Traditionally, plant oil-based polyols have been prepared starting
from triglyceride molecules. These polyols have been successfully prepared using different methods;
most common is the epoxidation of carbon-carbon double bonds and further oxirane ring-opening with
alcohols or other nucleophiles [10–16]. Phosporic in the present is an appropriate catalyst, the epoxy
compounds will react with reactive isocyanate to form oxazolidone during polyurethane foam production
[17].
Most of rigid PUFs are prepared from judicially formulated blends of polyols. The blends may contain
several polyols, or so called mixed polyols which can be used for the achievement of specialty properties.
Because of of the lower tendency to crystallize, PUF synthesized using mixed polyols have better physical
properties.[18] The role of difunctional compounds (1,2 ethanediol or ethylene glycol) are essentially
chain extenders whereas compounds with higher functionality should considred as cross link agents [19].
Chain extender are generally low molecular weight reactants which produce hard segments which are
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believed to result from an increased intermolecular association or bonding induced by the use of chain
extenders [20].
The research was conducted to determine the effects of phosporic acid in the soy-epoxide hydroxylation
to the property of polyurethane. However, the reports did not explore the optimization amount of ethylene
glycol. Moreover this work aimed to study the effect of chain extender into polyol blends to properties of
water blown polyurethane. Chemical blowing agents are used in the preparation of PUFs. Distilled water is
one of the most widely used, it reacts with isocyanate and generates carbon dioxide and polyurea. The
carbon dioxide causes foaming: as a result, a cellular structure is formed.The application of chain extender
and polyol blend into rigid foam PUF is to improve the properties and processing which seldom studies.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
2.1 Materials
Soybean oil of RBD (Refined, Bleached, Deodorized) was supplied by JICO Agung Jinyuone Co LTD
Korea and Nirwana Lestari from Soine Darby Edible Products LTD Singapore. Hydrogen Peroxide was
obtained from Brataco Chemika, several other reagents; Acetic Acid were obtained from Merck Germany,
Sulfuric Acid from Tedia Company, Inc., phosporic acid from Harum sari. All solvents and reagents used
in the study were of laboratory grade and were used as received.
A two step process was applied for the preparation of soybean oil based polyol. In the first step
unsaturated fatty acids in triglycerides reacted with phosphoric acid to form epoxidized oil. Through
epoxidation, the double bonds of triglycerides were transformed into oxirane rings. In the second step the
epoxidation, the epoxidized oils were converted into polyols using ethylene glycol. Typically, synthesis of
PUF was done by the following procedure as can be seen in table 1.
Table 1. Characteristics of materials used in study
Material (designation)

Propertie s

53.89 gr Iod/ 100 gr sample
Soybean Oil JICO Co Ltd Korea

Role

Epoxide

viscosity 65.5278 cps
Acid value 0.024 mgr KOH/gr sample

Ethylene Glycol

Functionality 2.0

Chain extender
Chemical blowing

Water

Silicone

Functionality 2.0

Agent

Surfactant

Soy Polyol Synthesized at laboratory Oxirane 4.7 (%) mgr KOH/ gr sample polyol

2.2 Methods
Polyols have different physicochemical properties that have direct effect on their performances in
polyurethane formulations. The properties described below are important criteria for characterizing polyols.
2.2.1 Impact Resilience
Impact resilience is a measure of elasticity, bouncing, or springiness of foam and is expressed as % of
return, or % resilience. To obtain % resilience two type of balls: a 46 gram and 2.7 gram is dropped 50 cm
onto the foam through with every 5% return calibration marked. Three drops are executed and the averages
of the three readings are equal to the % of the return of the ball to its original height.
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2.2.2 The apparent density
The apparent density of PUF samples were measured as per ASTMD 1622-03. The specimen was 1x1x1
cm3 (length x width x thickness). The apparent density of of PUF1, PUF2, PUF3, and PUF4 were measured
and average value reported.
2.2.3 The foam morphology
The morphology of the PUF samples was studied with JEOL, Scanning electron microscope, Japan
2.3 Foam Preparation and Evaluation
The foam preparation was carried out by free rise method with the chemical composition shown in table 2.
Investigation to the foam elasticity was controlled by polyol series. The isocyanate in the formula was
made constant.
Table 2. Formulation of water-blown Polyurethane
Designation of

Epoxide/alc

Polyurethane

Soy polyol

Water

T DI Isomers

(ml)

(ml)

(70:30) (ml)

PUF 1

1:01

5

2

5

PUF 2

1:05

5

2

5

PUF 3

1:07

5

2

5

PUF 4
1:09
5
2
5
This formula was done in three temperature conditions which are: 50, 60, and 700C

The synthesis of PUF was performed in a 400 mL glass reactor at normal pressure and under vigorous
agitation. In the prepolymer procedure, soy polyol or blending soy-petro polyol was reacted to TDI isomers
at 70± 50C for 2 hours, in order to yield a prepolymer that mixed to chain extender ethylene glycol. The
resulting material was poured into a glass mold and left at room temperature for 26 hours.

3. RESULTS and DISCUSSION
3.1. The effect of chain extender on Density
The effect of chain extender ethylene glycol (EG) on the density of the water-blown PUF is shown in table
3. It is known that the mechanical properties of a cellular material mainly depend on its density [21].The
characteristics of different materials used in the preparation of PUF are shown in table 1. All the chemicals
were used as received.
Table 3 Effect of Ethylene Glycol on Density of PUF
Designation of

Content of EG

Density

Polyurethane

(ml)

(pcf)

PUF 1

4.26

12.27

PUF 2

21.3

12.82

PUF 3

29.8

13.39

PUF 4

38.34

15.86

The SEM reveals on the foam cells are slightly minor with enhancing temperature conditions to 700C,
(PUF4) compared to 600C. It is due to the evolution of less blowing gas due to difference in reactivity
between polyol and ethylene glycol with TDI isomers. The cells in PUF which included EG in the
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synthesis was vague. At the initial most of the cell faces broken. Water acts as a chemical blowing agent by
generating CO2 on reaction with diisocyanate, with the evolution of heat. Because of the increase
temperature, the volume of blowing gas in the mixture exceeds its solubility limits and bubble nucleation.
The morphology of PUF using petroleum polyol is quite obvious and comparable to soy polyol.

PUF 4 at 600C

PUF 4 at 700C

EG included in the synthesis

Synthesis from petro

Fig. 1 SEM photograph of PUF sample

3.2. Water absorption behaviour
The water absorption behavior of PUF prepared from blended polyol containing soy polyol and petro
polyol. The hydrophobic nature of the long carbon chain as well as of the ester linkage in the PUF. The
ingredient used for PUF 2 and PUF 4 seems to be more water absorbance rather to PUF 1 and PUF 3 either
synthesized by concentration of acid catalyst in the mixtures; H3PO4 1% (v/v) or H3PO4 1.5% (v/v). It is
much comparable to PUF which synthesize using sulfuric acid as catalyst as can be seen in fig. 2. The
choice of chain extender determined chemical resistance as well as water absorbency.
70

Water Absorbency (%)

60
50
H3PO4 1% v/v

40

H3PO4 1.5% v/v

30

H2SO4 1% v/v

20
10
0
PUF 1

PUF2

PUF3

PUF4

Designated Polyurethane

Fig 2. Water Absorbency of designated PUF
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3.3 Effect of Polyol and its blends on the properties of PUF
Mechanical properties of water blown PUF depends on functionality, equivalent weight, and hydroxyl
value of the polyol and PUF density. There are different types of polyol were used in this work in the
preparation of PUF. Using polyol 4 whereas yield PUF 4 is led to more rigid PUF rather than PUF 1, PUF
2, and PUF 3. The equivalent weight of the polyol 4 (13.5 mgr KOH/gr) is much comparable to polyol 1
(208 mgr KOH/gr); PUF 2 (181 mgr KOH/gr), and PUF 3 (122 mgr KOH/gr).
The equivalent weight of the polyol are important parameters in preparation of rigid PUF, this link to
density; which declined as the equivalent weight increase.
3.4 Effect of Chain extender to PUF impact resilience
Water reacts with isocyanates forming carbon dioxide as chemical blowing agent, which in most cases
chemical blowing agents such water are used in lower quantities compared to physical blowing agents.
Table 4 The Impact Resilience of PUF
Designated

Chain extender

Polyol

Initial Foam

PUF is with 1.0% (v/v) H3PO4 PUF is with 1.5% (v/v) H3PO4

Height

Ball I

Ball II

Ball I

Ball II

(ml)

(cm)

(cm)

(cm)

(cm)

(cm)

Polyol 1

4.26

3.5

nb*

nb

3

nb

Polyol 2

21.3

2

1.5

2

3

1

Polyol 3

29.8

2

1

nb

2.5

1

Polyol 4

38.34

2.5

0.5

1.5

3

1.5

Nb* is indicated that the ball is not bouncing
Ball is dropped from 50 cm onto the foam; 5% return calibration were marked
Ball I is weight of 46 gram
Ball II is weight of 2.7 gram

Table 4 shows the effect concentration of chain extender on the resilience of water-blown flexible
polyurethane foams. It is apparent that the resilience of foams decreased steadily with increase in chan
extender in epoxidized soybean oil. The loss of resilience was most likely due to significant differences in
the equivalent weight between chain extender and epoxidized soybean oil and their chemical structure. As a
result, the foam containing more chain extender became stiffer and less resilient under the ball rebound
testing conditions. The elastomeric properties of the materials are derived from the phase separation of the
hard and soft copolymer segment domains. Because the hard segments are covalently coupled to the soft
segments, they inhibit plastic flow of the polymer chains, thus creating elastomeric resiliency.
As in general, the foam bouncing response of PUF was made in amount of EG 4.26 ml; if its not which
is not bouncing; this may indicate the formula is a semi rigid to rigid foam formation. The chain extender
simultaneously chemical blowing agent, and catalyst formed PUF which in this work; the PUF 2 and PUF 3
are comply as flexible foam.

CONCLUSIONS
Water blown polyurethane derived from varying concentration of ethylene glycol, different polyol and
polyol blend, blowing agent, and catalyst have been prepared.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The optimum content of EG is with the formula of PUF 2 and PUF 4
The apparent density of P4 > P3 > P2 > P1 which increase with the increase ratio of epoxide to
Ethylene Glycol (chain extender)
The water absorbency of PUF that was synthesized using 1.5% (v/v) H3PO4 is less than 1.0% (v/v)
H3PO4
Foam comfortness of PUF 2 and PUF 4 is better than PUF 1 and PUF 2 which indicated by value
of impact resilience
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Improving the Henna Dye Ability of Cotton by Treatment with
Chitosan.Nanoparticle (CNP)
Erdawati and Tri Suharto
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ABSTRACT
Chitosan nanoparticles were prepared based on the ionic gelation of chitosan with tripolyphosphate anions.
The physicochemical properties of the chitosan nanoparticles were determined by FTIR analysis, XRD pattern
and TEM. The pretreatment of cotton with chitosan nanoparticle was studied by measuring the K/S values of the
treated substrates at various concentrations of chitosan and the dye. The result provided a significant
enhancement of dye uptake onto the cotton and also showed good antimicrobial activity against Escherichia
coli and Staphylococcus aureus at 0.1% concentration.Fastness properties of the applied finish to washing,
rubbing and perspiration have also been discussed
Keywords
chitosan nanoparticle, henna, dyeing , cotton
1.Introduction
Henna (Lawsonia inermis) is one such natural dye and it contains Lawsone a red–orange pigment (the molecule
of which is also known as hennotannic acid is the chief constituent of henna leaves). Industrial classifications
also describe Lawsone as Natural Orange 6 and CI 75480, it acts as a substantive dye for keratin and imparts
orange colour. Chemically, the molecule of Lawsone is 2-hydroxy-1,4-naphthoquinone structure of which is
shown in Fig. 1
However, henna dye has a low affinity for cotton because cotton does not have any cationic sites for the
attachment [1]. Cotton is an abundant natural fibre which consists of practically pure cellulose (about 88-96%)
[2]. Cotton may be described chemically as. poly(1,4-b-D anhydroglucopyranose) [3]. Natural cellulose fibres
carry a small negative charge, due to the presence of some carboxylic acid groups from oxidation at the primary
hydroxylic sites [4]. At a pH higher than 8, some of the hydroxyl groups on the the hydroxymthyl side chains
may also be ionized increasing the negative charge significantly [5].

Fig 1.Chemical structure of Lawsone.
The negative charges on the surface of cellulose repel anionic dyes and hence the efficiency of dye fixation on
cellulosic fibres is generally low. To counter this problem, a number of studies on cotton dyeing have been
carried out to improve the dye uptake and fastness properties.
To overcome this problem is the pretreatment of cotton for surface modification with chitosan. The chitosan is
highly recommendable, since it shows unique chemical and biological properties and its solubility in acidic
solutions makes it easily available for industrial purposes. The modified fibre always shows somewhat different
dyeing behaviour,enhancement of colour strength, [6]. they also established the application as an auxiliary in
printing of textiles[7]. The influence of the biopolymer to the fibre dyeability has to be examined in detail [8].
Among many other uses, it has been recently shown that chitosan has got wide application in textile dyeing and
finishing as a substitute for the various chemicals used in textile processing [9]. improves the dye coverage of
immature fibres in cotton dyein[10]. and that it could be successfully used as a thickener and binder in pigment
printing of cotton [5]. (Bahmani, East, & Holme, 2000). In wool finishing, chitosan has been used as a
shrinkresist agent [11] and as an agent for improving the dyeability of wool [12]. . However, the application of
chitosan in textiles is limited due to its poor solubility above pH 6.5, poor durability on cotton textile due to lack
of strong bonding forces between the two polysaccharide[9].
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An alternative way to over this problem is the pretreatment of cotton with chitosan nanoparticle. Recently,
chitosan nanoparticle have been prepared to improve its antimicrobial activity,(13) and mainly used as drug
carrier as reported in previous studies [14]. chitosan nanoparticles had been prepared, characterized, and used to
adsorb eosin Y from aqueous solutions [15]. Nanoparticles are made of natural or artificial polymers ranging
min size from 10–1000 nm [16]. .Nanoparticles display unique physical and chemical features because of effects
such as the quantum size effect, mini size effect, surface effect and macro-quantum tunnel effect. Hence the aim
of the present study is to investigate the combined effectof chitosan nanoparticle and henna on dyeing of wool
fabrics
2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
The cotton fabric used was purchased from the market in Rawamangun District,Jakarta, Indonesia. To remove
the wax and impurities, the cotton fabric (5x5 cm) was added to boiling water (2 L) to which had been added
soap flakes (ca 7 g) and sodium carbonate (3 g). The mixture was then boiled for 1 h. The cotton was then
removed, washed with hot water and cold water in order to avoid break down of the emulsion and precipitation
of the impurities on the cotton, squeezed to remove excess liquor and air dried. Finally, it was treated with 1 M
HCl ( 2 L) at room temperature for 30 min and then removed and washed with deionized water until the rinsed
water was neutral. The cotton yarn was then dried at room temperature.
Commercially available henna (leaves) powder was used as such for dyeing. Acetic acid, sodium hydroxide,
sodium tripolyphosphate was purchased from the Aldrich Chemical Company, was used for preparation of
chitosan nanoparticle, ethanol and distilled water were used for carrying out dyeing.
2.2 Preparation of chitosan nanoparticles
Chitosan beads 500 mg was dissolved in 100 ml acetic acid 1% (v/v) to obtain chitosan solution, and raised to
pH 4.6-4.8 with 10 N NaOH. STPP(1%) with pH 6.0 was slowly dropped into a chitosan solution. Under
magnetic stirring at room temperature, 1 ml STPP 1% solution was added dropwise to 25 ml of chitosan
solution. The mixture was stirred for a further 20 min followed by sonification. The resulting suspension was
subsequently centrifuged at 12.000 rpm for 10 min. We added additional STPP into supernatant after
centrifugation, and observed a milky emulsion, which implied that not at all the chitosan had been converted to
nanoparticles. The mixture was stirred again for a further 20 min followed by sonification. The resulting
suspension was subsequently centrifuged at 12.000 rpm for 10 min. The chitosan nanoparticles were obtained by
freezing the emulsion at -40C. The frozen emulsion was then thawed in the atmosphere and the nanoparticles
were precipitated. The weight of the collected nanoparticles mg. 20 min and then dried at 100 °C for 96 h.The
Chi-tosan nanoparticle was characterized by X-Ray Diffractometry, Fourier Transform Infrared spectrometry
and TEM
2.3 Treatment of cotton fabric with chitosan
A known weight of chitosan nanoparticle was dissolved in an aqueous 0.25% acetic acid solution under
mechanical stirring for 15 min. Cotton fabrics were padded in two depth and nips in chitosan nanoparticle
solution then squeezed to a wet pick-up of 100%. The cotton fabrics were then dried at 850 C for 5 min then
cured at 100–1600 C for 1–5 min. Finally, the samples were washed with water at room temperature and dried at
ambient conditions.
2.4. Dyeability study on treated cotton fabric with Henna dye
The henna powder was immersed in water–ethanol mixture (90:10 v/v) for 24 h and extracts were obtained. The
dyeing was carried out using the extracts in water–ethanol mixture (90:10 v/v) for 90 min at 600 C with
material-to-liquor ratio 1:50. The dyeing was carried out for three different shades % viz., 1%, 3%, 15% (owf)
for the dyes. The samples were then washed and dried.
2.4. Determination of colour strength and related parameters
Determination of colour strength and related parameters Reflectance values of the treated samples were
measured using UV–Vis spectrophotometer (U-3210, Hitachi, Japan) at kmax and K/S value of the fabrics were
determined using the Kubalka–Munk
equation given below
K
(1-Rλmax)2
------ = --------------S
2Rλmax
where K is the coefficient of absorption; S is the coefficient of scattering;Rλmax is the reflectance value of the
fabric at peakwavelength.
The colour difference and relative colour strength between chitosan nanoparticle coated dyed samples
and uncoated dyed samples were also obtained using following relationships. Relative colour strength (%)
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K/S of treated sample
=
--------------------------------- x 100%
K/S of untreated sample
∆E =

(∆L)2 + (∆a)2 + (∆b)2

where ∆L = Lcoated -Luncoated; ∆a = acoated-a uncoated; ∆b=bcoated– buncoated. ‘L’ describes lightness; ‘a’
measures redness or greenness and ‘b’ measures yellowness or blueness.
2.5. Evaluation of dye uptake
Dye exhaustion. The percentage dye exhaustion for each dye was determined by comparing concentration of
dye in dye bath before and after dyeing. This was done with the help of a spectrophotometer and a calibration
curve. The exhaustion is calculated using the following
expression:
C0 - C
Ex(%) = ------C0
Where, Ex is the total exhaustion, C0 and C are concentrationsof dye bath before and after dyeing, respectively.
2.6. Determination of fastness properties
The treated samples were washed as per the conditions specified in the test method IS 3361:1988 to determine
the change in colour and staining of adjacent fabrics after washing. Rubbing fastness tests were carried out
according to the test method IS 766:1988. The treated materials were evaluated for their perspiration fastness
using the test method IS 971:1983
2.7. Antimicrobial activity test
Control and treated cotton teated samples were tested for their antimicrobial activities against Staphylococcus
aureus as Gram-positive bacteria and Candida albicans as a fungus. Microorganisms were supplied from the
Department of Microbiology, State Univercity of Jakarta The cultural medium used was prepared by mixing
the following constituents: glucose, 10 g/L; yeast extract, 3 g/L; meat extract, 1.5 g/L; NaCl, 0.5 g/L and agar 20
g/L. The pH of the cultural medium was adjusted at 7 then sterilized at 1200 C for 30 min under pressure
Antimicrobial activity was estimated according to AATCC Standard Test Method. The previously
mentioned medium was poured in sterile Petri dishes (20 ml for each plate) and left to cool. These plates were
inoculated with the test organism and left for 2 h. Discs of cotton treated fabric samples (10 mm in diameter)
were introduced to the plates with a sterile forceps and gently pressed to insure good contact with the solid
medium. The plates were then kept in the refrigerators at 50 C for 1 h to permit good diffusion before
transferring them
to an incubator at 370 C for 24 h. The inhibition zones (mm) were then measured
3. Results and Discussion
Characterization chitosan nanoparticle
3.1 The FTIR Analysis
The FTIR spectra of nanoparticle chitosan are shown inf Fig 1. A characteristic band at 3406cm-1 is attributed
to –NH2 and OH groups stretching vibration and the band for amide I at 1655 cm-1 is seen in the infrared
soectrum chitosan. Whereas in the FTIR spectra of nanoparticle chitosan the peak of 1655 cm-1 disapperar and
2 new peaks at 1639 cm-1 and 1542 cm-1 appears. The disappearance of the band could be attributed to the
linkage between the phosphoric and ammonium ions. The nanoparticle chitosan also showed a peak for P = O
at 1155 cm-1. Qi et al [17] observed similar results in their study of the formation nanoparticle chitosan and
chitosan film treated with phosphate.
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Fig2. IR Spectra of chitosan nanoparticle
The mechanism of cross linking of chitosan with STPP could be either by deprotonation or ionic
interaction as shown in Fig.2. Chitosan with a pKa of 6.3 is polycationic when dissolved in acid and presents –
NH3+ sites. STPP (Na5P3O10) dissolved in water dissociates to give both hydroxyl and phosphoric ions. Since
the cross linking of chitosan would be dependant on the availability of the cationic sites and the negatively
charged species, it was expected that the pH of STPP would play a significant role in same. pH would bring
about a change on the extent and type cross linking. Hence in the present study, pH conditions pH 8.6 were
used for reaction. At pH 8.6 both OH- and phosphoric ions were prsent and may compete each other to interact
with the – NH3+ of chitosan.
3. 2. XRD Analysis
X-ray diffraction pattern of chitosan nanoparticle are shown in Fig 2.However, no peak is found in the
difractogram of chitosan nanoparticle. The XRD pf chitosan nanoparticle is characteristic of an amoorphous
polymer. The crystal structure of the amorphous chitosan nanoparticle has been destroyed after crosslinked with
sodium tripolyphosphate.

Fig 4. X-ray powder diffraction patterns of chitosan nanoparticles
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3.3. Morph
hology of chittosan nanoparrticles
Fig. 5 depiicts the TEM im
mage of chitosan nanoparticle along with SAED particles shown in inset. The average
diameter of particles wass about 9.1-1000 nm. Zhi et al[[18] was reportted ,when NaO
OH was selected as the
2 nm.
precipitatoor, the average diameter chitosan nanoparticcle was 32-142

Fig. 5.. TEM imagesaand size distribbution of chitossan nanoparticlle
xhaustion and color measurrement
3.4 Dye ex
The percennt exhaustion of
o dyes and K//S value of cottton samples dyed
d
with threee concentration
n henna dye annd
CNP conceentration is recorded
r
in Taable 1. Henna dye used in th
he showed hhigher dye exhhaustion on CN
NP
treated cottton than untreeated cotton saample. . From the tables it can
c be seen thhat the K/S vaalues of chitosaan
coated dyeed fabrics are higher
h
than thaat of uncoated dyed fabrics. As the chitosaan concentratioon increases, thhe
dye uptakee also increases which is refllected in the vaalues. This enh
hancementin (K
K/S) values off chitosan treateed
cotton fabrrics is associateed with the intrroduction of chhitosan primary
y amino groups into the fiberr structure.
Table 1 also shhows that the relative colouur strength of the samples iincreases with the increase in
chitosan cooncentration foor each shade % of the dye.
Table 1.Sppectrophotometter characterizaation of henna dyed samples
Chitosan
Dye
K/S
Reelative colour sstrength (%)
(% w/vv) (% w/v))
L*
*
a*
b*
∆E
E
1
0
0.1
0.57
63.0
10
31
4.
0.5
0.64
65.0
9
29
3
0
0.1
0.87
52
15
31
0.5
0.89
51
14
21
5
0
0.1
0.95
49
17
29
0.5
0.98
49
16
30
Thhis result furthher affirms thatt chitosan nanooparticle increases the amouunt of dye uptaake in the treateed
wool fabrics. This could be explained based on the fforces of repullsion and attracction expectedd to occur durinng
the dyeing
g process. Thesse forces arise due to the preesence of free hydroxyl grouups in cotton ceellulose, anionnic
and cationiic groups preseent in dyes, am
mino [NH3+] annd carboxylic [COO–]
[
ions inn CNP besidess other factors.
Inn dyeing with the anionic dyes,
d
the preseence of aminoggroups on CN
NP treated cottton reduces thhe
repulsion between
b
the frree hydroxyl groups
g
of celluulose and the anionic groupss of dyes. As a result, treateed
fabric sampples showed higher color streength after dyeeing with thesee dyes. The low
wer color yieldd on CNP treateed
samples caan be attributedd to the presencce of COO– grroups which reppel the dye aniions thus givinng a lower colour
yield.
To evaluate the colour parameeter and the collour differencee, CIE Lab systtem is used, whhere L_ refers to
darkness valuees from 100 too 0 representinng white to blaack, a_ valuess run from neggative (green) to
lightness–d
positive (reed) and b_ valuues run from negative
n
(blue) to positive (yeellow) and the ttotal colour diffference is giveen
by DE. Lower L_ valuess indicate that the
t sample beccomes darker to that of contrrol sample. It can
c be seen froom
Table 2 thhat the L_ vallues decrease with the increease in chitosaan concentratioon indicating that the sampple
becomes darker
d
compareed to that of th
he control sam
mple. The colo
our difference (DE) values are
a also given in
Table 1 an
nd from the taables it can bee clearly seen that there is a significant ccolour differennce between thhe
samples treeated with diffferent chitosan concentrationss though dyed to
t the same shaade %.
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3.6. Washing fastness of dyed fabric samples
The dyeing studies showed that the color yield on cotton improved for most samples treated with CNP The
additional dye taken up is most likely attached to the CNP and not to cellulose. Thus the wash fastness of the
dye would depend on the bonding between dye and CNP as well as the bonding between CNP and cellulose.
Textiles are subjected to frequent washing, rubbing during their usage. Hence durability of the finish
applied on the textile material to these conditions is extremely important and hence has been assessed and is
given in Table 2. In can be seen from Table 2 that the K/S values of dyed CNP treated fabric samples showed
lower reduction after repeated washing (5 wash cycles) compared with untreated ones. The ionic interactions
between anionic dyes and the amino ions in CNP treated samples improve the wash fastness of dyes on cotton.
It should be noted that the improvement in change in colour is observed at higher dye and chitosan
concentration. Rubbing fastness of the samples assessed in terms of dry and wet rubbing indicates very good
fastness to rubbing for dry (4–5) and wet (3–4).
Table 2 Fastness rating of henna dyed samples
Dye
Chitosan Washing fastness
Rubbing fastness
(%w/v) (% w/v)) Assessment
Assessment
Assessment
Assessment of
of change
of staining
of staining
change in colour
in colour
dry wet
acidic
alkaline
1

3

5

0
0.1
0.5
0
0.1
0.5
0
0.1
0.5

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4
4
5
5
5
5
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3.7. Antimicrobial activity of cotton fabric samples treated with CNP
The percentage reduction of microbes in relation to addon as a result of CNP application on cotton fabric is
shown in Fig. 5. The percentage reduction at 0.5–0.6% add on is about 60% for CNP applied to cotton fabric.
No significant difference is obtained with further increase in concentration. Therefore a concentration of 1gpl
corresponding to 0.5–0.6% add-on could be consideredas the optimum for application on cotton fabric for high
antimicrobial activity.
In general, a higher reduction was observed for S. aureus as compared to E. coli, particularly at higher
concentrations. It has also been shown that only low concentrations of antimicrobial agents are active against E.
coli and the activity may actually go down at higher concentrations.
4. Conclusion
Chitosan nanoparticle was prepared by . It was applied to cotton with pad-dry-cure and the fabric was tested for
dyeability, antimicrobial activity and durability to multiple launderings.
Using a 0.1% solution of CNP, a semi durable antimicrobial finish could be given to cotton which is active
against Gram-positive bacteria S. aureus and Gram-negative bacteria E. coli. The treatment also made cotton
basic dyeable. Dye exhaustion as well as the wash fastness of dyes improved after the treatment. Treated
samples also had better dry wrinkle recovery as compared to untreated ones. The proposed treatment can thus be
used to impart an eco friendly, multifunctional finish on cotton textiles.
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Optimization of Nanopackaging Composition to Enchance Shelf
Life of Fruit Juice Evaluation of nanocomposite packaging
containing Ag and ZnO on shelf life of fresh
orange juice
Riskiono Slamet and Erdawati
Dept of Chemistry State Univercity of Jakarta

ABSTRACT
Nanopackaging with high tensile strength ( 42.16Mpa and elongation 2.5%) containing nanopowder (chitosan
nanoparticle,nanoclay and Ag nanoparticle), HDPE and glutaraldehyde were prepared by melt mixing in a
twinscrew extruder. A three-component mixture were designed to obtain synergetic values of mechanical
strength of a nanopackaging and the response surface method using a mixture design of a constrained
triangular surface was applied to analyse the data obtained. The results showed that the nano-packing material
had a quite beneficial effect on physicochemical and sensory quality compared with HDPE packaging
material.Packages prepared from the films were then filled with starfruit juice and stored at 4 °C. Ascorbic acid
(AA) content and browning index attributes of them were evaluated after 0. 7, 14 and 21 days of storage. After
21-day storage, the content ascorbic acid were decrease from 79 mg/100 to 71.33 mg/100g for nano-packing
and 79 mg/100 g to 69.22 for normal packing, and for browning index were increase from 0.3 to 1 (OD 420)
for nano-packing and 0.3 to 1.5 (OD 420) for HDPE packaging, Therefore, the nanopackaging ing could be
applied for preservation of starfruit juice to expand its shelf life and improve preservation quality
Keywords
response surface method,nanopackaging, starfruit juice
1.Introduction
Star fruit is grown in the tropic and sub-tropic regions of the world. It is quite a popular fruit and largely planted
in Southeast Asia and many other countries. It is usually consumed fresh or made into fruit juice or juice drinks.
The researcher reported that star fruit is a good source of natural and can effectively scavenge free radicals [1].
Setiawan and coworkers reported the content of carotenoids in star fruit [2], and the antioxidants in star fruit
were found to be proanthocyanidins, -epicatechin and vitamin C [3] The freshly harvested star fruits is more
highly appreciated by consumers
However, this highly commercial-valued star fruit has a limited shelf-life, mainly due to rapid pericarp
browning, desiccation and decay after harvest . Such changes result from loss of desirable aroma compounds as
well as the development of off-flavours [4] . To avoid loss of nutrition value, it is usually encouraged to
consume fruits and vegetables fresh. However,for the purpose of transportation, extension of shelf life, etc., they
are also processed into juices and juice drinks and package with glass bottle, coated paperboard cartons and, allplastic containers have been used for packaging[5]
Problems with all-plastic containers used in the studies cited above included light transmission and
oxygen permeability. It should be noted, however, that oxidative reactions (auto-oxidation) have been reported
to take place in milk packaged even in coated paperboard cartons which were found to be more or less
impermeable to oxygen [6]. Much attention had been paid to the storage techniques of juice, including heat
treatments, and modified atmosphere packing. However, most of these strategies are expensive and timeconsuming. Thus, there is an urgent need to have alternative technologies to inhibit undesirable physicochemical
and physiological changes during storage.
.In recent years, nanomaterials have attracted increasing attention because of their potential impact on
an wide range of industries and markets and has been widely applied to the food industry . Fuji apples with
Nano-SiOx/chitosan preservation agents had good quality according to the research of Li and Wang [7]. Green
tea, with nano-packing, had better maintenance of vitamin C, chlorophyll, polyphenols and amino acids than
with normal packing[8].
The effect of a novel nano-packing material on preservation quality of Chinese jujubeThe results
showed that the nano-packing material had a quite beneficial effect on physicochemical and sensory quality
compared with normal packing material. Hongmei et al[9]. was prepared a novel nano-packing material and
investigate its effect on preservation of Chinese jujube during room temperature storage. Aryou Emamifar .et
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al[10]. were studied to evaluate the capabilities of ZnO and Ag nanoparticles filled LDPE nanocomposite
packaging to preservation and prolonging shelf life of orange juice.
The properties of a packaging product will usually depend strongly on the proportions of the individual
material that are present in the formulation. Mixture designs with corresponding analysis techniques can
therefore play an important role when developing and optimizing packaginging products .The mixture design
approach has been used, for example, in the optimization of formulations of food, [11], paint[12] polymers, [13]
asphalt, [14] concrete, [15] glass[16] and ceramic frits. [17]. The synergetic effect of a combination of two or
more components on a property of interest can be easily identified by means of a mixture design approach.
This study presents the synergetic effect of the composition of a nanopackaging mixture, constituted by
Ag, clay and chitosan nanopartcle and
evaluate the capabilities of nanocomposite packaging as a new
approach to preservation and prolonging shelf life of starfruit juice during room temperature storage. Sensorial,
microbial and physicochemical parameters were monitored to assess the best packaging conditions to preserve
the star fruit juice quality.
2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
Chitosan nanoparticle,.Ag nanoparticle obtain from Dept of Chemistry State Univercity of Jakarta.Nanoclay
with a cationic exchange capacity (CEC) of 92.7 mequiv/100 g, was supplied by Laboratory Geoservice Jakarta.
HDPE powder from. 10 kg of star fruit ((Averrhoa carambola L.) were purchased from the local market in
Jakarta,
2.2. Preparation of the nanopackaging
This research work is based on a three-component nanopackaging , constituted by nanopowder, HDPE powder
and glutaraldehyde. Nano-powder (nano-Ag 25%, nanoclay 50%, chitosan nanoparticle 25%) (30%),HDPE
powder (60%) and glutaraldehyde 25% (10%), were blended to uniformity for 1 h using a high-speed mixer.
After cooling for 1-2 min, the mixture was extruded by a twin screw extruder and cut into nano-granules. Then,
10 g of nano-granules and 30 g of HDPE powder were blended for 0.5 h, and afterwards made into film of 40
m thickness. Finally, the film was made into bags of 15 x 10 cm using a microcomputer control high-speed bag
making machine (FBD 300 W). Polyethylene bags of the same thickness and size without nano-powder served
as controls. For each mixture composition, three specimens were submitted to physical was measured. The
physical properties of nanopackiaging and HDPE packaginging materials, including tensile strength and %
elongation. The mixture design matrix in each mixture experiment is shown in Table 1
Table 1 Mixtures used in the first experimental approach.

No
1
2
3

Parameter
Nanopowder (X1)
HDPE(X2)
Glutaraldehyde (X3)

Low(%)
30
65
5

Middle(%)
35
50
15

High (%)
40
35
25

2.3. Regression model
A complete mathematical and statistical theory on experimental designs of mixtures is available elsewhere.For
instance, a second-degree polynomial model to suit the experimental data can be defined according to the
expression:
Y= b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + b12X1X2 + b1b3X1X3 + b2b3X2X3
where Y is the expected physical properties ( 1.e %elongation), X1 is the amount of nanopowder in wt.%, X2 is
the amount of HDPE powder in wt.%, X3 is the amount of glutaraldehyde in wt.%, and b1, b2, b3, b12, b13,
b23 are the coefficients of the adjusted equation. The software Design expert versi 7.0 was used for generation
and evaluation of the statistical experimental design .
2.4. Mechanical properties: tensile strength (TS) and elongation-at-break (%E)
TS and E were measured with an Instron Universal Testing Machine (Model 4500, Instron Corporation)
following the guidelines of ASTM Standard Method D 882-91. The initial grip separation was set at 30 mmand
the crosshead speed was set at 5 mm/min. TS was expressed in MPa and calculated by dividing the maximum
load (N) by the initial cross-sectional area (m2) of the specimen. E was calculated as the ratio of the increased
length to the initial length of a specimen (30 mm) and expressed as a percentage. TS and E tests were replicated
five times for each type of film.
2.5. Starfruit juice production
To prepare starfruit juice, 10 kg of star fruit were juiced using a semi-industrial juice extractor (Panasonic
P200A) equipped with a central fruit halving knifeand a pair of holding cups, 90 mm in diameter, thoroughly
washed with detergent and hot water. The juice (with an efficiency of 25.8%) was passed through a 1 mm mesh
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filter and immediately transferred into a sterile glass container under sanitized conditions. Packages were
prepared by a hand heat sealer using nanopackaging and pure HDPE films 15×10 cm in size.The packages were
immediately wrapped in aluminum foil and sanitized at 95 °C for 2 min. After cooling and under a sterile
laboratory hood, 175 ml of fresh starfruit juice was poured into each package and sealed by the heat sealer.
2.6. Storage
Packages containing starfruit juice were stored in dark and cool conditions (4 °C). The samples were evaluated
in duplicate for ascorbic acid, immediately after packaging and after 7, 28, and 56 days of storage.
2.7 Ascorbic acid measurement
The ascorbic acid was measured by 2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol titration Briefly, tissue (50 g) from six fruits
was immediately homogenized in 50 ml of a 0.02 g/ml oxalic acid solution and then centrifuged at 15,000g and
40 C for 15 min. Afterwards, 10 ml of supernatant were titrated to a permanent pink colour by 0.1% 2,6dichlorophenolindophenol
titration. Ascorbic acid concentration was calculated according to the titration volume of 2,6dichlorophenolindophenol and expressed as mg/100 g fresh weigh.
2.8. Browning index measurement
To determine the browning index of the samples, 10 ml of the sample starfruit juice was centrifuged (10 min,
7800 ×g at 4 °C), and 5 ml of ethyl alcohol (95%) was added to 5 ml of the juice supernatantfollowed by
centrifuging the mixture again under the same conditions. The absorbance of the supernatant was read at 420 nm
using a spectrophotometer (Shimadzu 160 A) .
3. Results and discussion
In the present study, a multivariate strategy (Lewis et al., 1999) was exploited to evaluate the effect of varying
the relative percent of the three components used for the nanopackaging production, i.e. nanopowder, HDPE and
glutaraldehyde, on the to enchance mechanical properties
(considered as the experimental response to be
maximized).
The experimental domain of each excipient used for the nanopackaging production, i.e. nanopowder,
HDPE and glutaraldehyde was set on the basis of a preliminary screening, also taking into account factors such
as the mechanical properties and the consistency of the obtained nanopackaging as well their mechanical
properties
In particular, the nanopowder concentration range (30–40%, w/v) , HDPE ( 45-55% ) and finally 525% glutaraldehyde was chosen as the lowest value of this nanopackaging. .Thus, the chosen independent
variables ranged as follows:
X1 = nanopowder : 30-40%
X2 = HDPE = 45-55%
X3 = glutaraldehyde : 5-25%
All the formulations prepared within the experimental design layout yielded free-flowing beads with a
properties consistency, good mechanical. All these batches were then evaluated in a random order for
mechanical properties (tensile strength). The tensile strength values of the 20 batches showed a wide variation
ranging from a minimum of 34.08 Mpa to a maximum of 42.16 Mpa.
Table 2. Experimental plan and observed response for nanopackaging
No
% Nanopowder
% HDPE
%Glutaradehyde
Tensile strength
(X1)
(X2)
(X3)
(Mpa)
1
35
50
15
41.83
2
35
50
15
41.95
3
30
55
25
34.81
4
43.41
50
15
36.48
5
40
55
5
36.88
6
30
45
25
34.02
7
35
58.41
15
42.16
8
26.59
50
15
34.08
9
40
55
25
36.54
10
35
50
31.82
41.65
11
30
45
5
39.67
12
35
41.59
15
41.12
13
35
50
15
41.78
14
30
55
15
41.56
15
35
50
15
41.80
16
35
50
15
41.82
17
35
50
15
41.89
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18
19
20

35
40
40

50
45
45

1.82
15
25

35.74
35.74
36.44

Analysis of variance (ANOVA)was applied for estimation of significance and validity of the model,
using a 5% significance level. ANOVA analysis of the experimental results obtained. The model presented an
adjusted square correlation coefficient R2 (adj) of 98.7%, fitting the statistical model quite well. In this way, the
formulation nanopackaging could be expressed using the following equation:
Tensile Strength = 12.33 + 1.24X1 + 0.35X2 -0.04X3 + 0.005X1X2 +
0.0009X1X3 + 0.0007X2X3 -0.02X12-0.005X22 -0.005X32
A three-dimensional response surface plot generated using the statistical model obtained from multiple
regression analysis is presented in Fig. 1 to observe the effect of changing independent variables on tensile
strength nanopackaging.

Design-Expert® Software
R1
Design points above predicted value
Design points below predicted value
42.16
42

34.02
40.675

X1 = A: np
X2 = B: hd

39.35

R1

Actual Factor
C: gl = 20.00

38.025

36.7

60.00

40.00
55.00

35.00
50.00

B: hd

30.00
45.00

25.00
40.00

A: np

20.00

Fig. 1 Response surface plot of the effect of nanopowder (X1) and HDPE(X2) concentration
tensile strength nanopackaging (X3, i.e. glutaraldehyde was kept at
a constant
value of 20(%)

on

The variable X3, i.e. glutaraldehyde was held constant at the low value of 20%, since it exhibits a negative
effect on the response. Fig. 1 it is possible to point out a negative interaction between them; the response is
maximized when nanopowder is at its low level and HDPE is at its high level. On the contrary, when HDPE is
at the low level, the change in nanopowder amount is not important. In addition, for the strong positive
interaction between nanopowder and glutaraldehyde , the maximization of tensile strength (Mpa) corresponded
to a low level of glutaraldehyde (20%, w/v), a low level of nanopowder (30%, w/v), and a high level of HDPE
(50%, w/v), with a predicted tensile strength 42.16 Mpa. A nanopackaging formulation was then prepared
according to the optimal composition identified from the response surface plot.and three replicate trials were
then performed with this composition.
Fig. 2 reports the iso-response curves for nanopowder and HDPE maintaining glutaraldehyde at the
fixed value of 20%. Analysis of this graph indicated that the highest tensile strength value are obtained with
high levels of HDPE and low levels of nanopowder.. Thus, the chosen independent variables ranged as follows:
X1 = % nanopowder: 27.50–37.5% (w/v); X2 = % HDPE : 47.50–55% (w/v)
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R1

Design-Expert® Software
60.00

R1

37.617

Design Points
42.16
34.02

55.00

X1 = A: np
X2 = B: hd

38.493

B: hd

Actual Factor
C: gl = 20.00

40.245
39.369

50.00

41.121

6
41.121

45.00

40.245

40.00
20.00

25.00

30.00

35.00

40.00

A: np

Fig. 2 Iso-response curves of formulation of nanopackaging encapsulation efficiency as a
function of
the factors nanopowder (X1) and HDPE (X2), maintaining glutaraldehyde
(X3) at 20%.
3.2. Characteristics and tensile properties of nanopackaging
In order to verify of the model developed, three more experiments were performed for adsorption capacity as
shown in Table 3 by using the numerical optimization of the Design-Expert software based on the models
proposed.
Table 3 Tensile strength and elongation at break of HDPE based film (1) and
nanopowder loaded HDPE based films (3-4).
No
glutaraldehyde
HDPE(
nanopowder
Tensile strength(Mpa)
(%)
%)
(%)
experiment
predicted
1
20
45
35
39.45
42.2
2
20
55
25
40.81
43.40
3
20
65
15
31.05
31.81

Tensile strength (TS) and elongation at break (E) of the films are tabulated in Table 3. Film showed
TS of 26.30 MPa and 3% , while the nanopowder loaded films (films 2-4) gave TS in a range from 34.81to
41.95 MPa, and a elongation ranging from 2.5 to 3.1 %. ]. The tensile strength of the films containing
nanopowder ilver nanoparticlesdiffered significantly from that of the control film. . In addition, the
incorporation of nanopowder resulted in a slight decrease in elongation from 3.0 (film 1) to a value ranging
from 2.5 to 2.7% (films 2-4). The elongation of the films containing nanopowder was significantly different
from that of the control. The tensile results suggested that the incorporation of nanopowder could somewhat
improve the tensile properties of nanopowder–HDPE based film.
3.3. Ascorbic acid and browning index
The ascorbic acid content of starfruit juice is in the range of 80 mg/100 mg which decreases during storage.
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80
78
76
74
72

nanopacking

70

HDPE

68
66
64
0

7

14

21

Fig. 3. Effects of nano-packing and normal packing on ascorbic acid content. of juice
temperature storage

fruitduring
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According to Fig 3 and Fig 4 significant decrease is observed in the ascorbic acid content of all the experimental
packages during storage at 4 °C while the browning index increased significantly in all the test packages. Loss
of ascorbic acid and development of brown pigments are significantly higher in HDPE than in nanopackaging .
Ascorbic acid is usually degraded by the oxidative process which is stimulated inthe presence of light, oxygen,
heat, peroxides and enzymes (Plaza et al., 2006).
The browning rate was also an important index of jujube quality during storage. During storage, the
browning rate of all groups increased with time (Fig 4). Moreover, the browning rate of nanopackaging was
always lower than that of the HDPE . Fig 2 shows that the rates of degradation of brown pigments in
nanopackaging HDPE were significantly lower than HDPE packaging. Leizerson and Shimoni (2005) reported
that increased values of browning index by up to 0.367 are still invisible. Increasingtemperature has a major
effect on the increased rate of browningreaction in fruit juice (Koca, Burdurlu, & Karadeniz, 2003).
ascorbic acid losses (Choe, Huang, & Min, 2005).

1.6
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0
0
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Fig. 3. Effects of nano-packing and normal packing on browning index of juice
during room temperature storage.

fruit

The nanopackaginging was better for maintaining the content of ascorbic acid and browning index
compared with the control (P < 0.05). The change of TA and TSS contrasted with the reports by Zhong and Xia
(2007), who reported that TSS and TA in Indian jujube fruit increased initially and then declined during 16-day
storage when the fruits were coated with 1-methylcyclopropene and/or chitosan. Aryou et al (2010) report that
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compared with pure packaging materials, antimicrobial nanocomposite packages containing Ag and ZnO as an
alternative non-thermal technology can extend the shelf life of fresh orange juice up to 28 days. However, a
certain concentration of nano-ZnO in the packages showed less adverse
effects on sensory characteristics.
4.Conclusion
In this study, a novel nano-packing material with higher mechanical properties was successfully synthesized
and then applied to the preservation of starfruit juice during refrigerated temperature storage. The results
showed that the nanopackaging material had quite beneficial effects on physicochemical and physiological
quality compared with HDPE packing material. This study showed that application of HDPE nano packaging
materials containing Ag, clay and chitosan nanoparticles is a new approach for preserving and extending the
shelf life of starfruit juice at 4 °C. Application of packages containing nanpowder prolonged the shelf life of
fresh orange juice up to 21 days without any negative effects on sensorial parameters. It was also shown that
application of this nanopackaging for storage of starfruit juice, was not sufficient for long time storage.
Therefore, the nanopackaging may provide an attractive alternative to improve the preservation qualities of
starfruit juice during extended storage.
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ABSTRACT
We present an experimental study of Free-Space Optical Communication (FSOC) system performance in a turbulence
medium. The FSOC system is Direct Detection method by applying 680-nm of laser diode and OOK modulation. The collimated
beam from LD is passing through a turbulence medium and directed into an aperture lens in front of photodetector. The scale of
turbulence as parameter of Rytov variance is designed from weak to strong scale by employing hot steam of water vapour mixed
with an cold air of environment. The results of experiment shows that in the weak to moderate scale of turbulence, highest value
of mean SNR and high quality mean BER are achieved.
Keywords: free-space optical communication (FSOC), turbulence media, direct detection, SNR, BER

I. INTRODUCTION
Free-Space Optical Communication (FSOC) system recently have been developed so vastly because its
provide high link of capacity, free-license, low cost of deployment, easy of maintenance, and could be integrated
with existing communication system [1]-[3]. The latest development of FSOC is used as an integrated spaceterestrial network e.g. to enhance communication links for satelite to satelite crosslinks, up-and-down between space
platforms and aircraft, ships, and other ground platforms, and among mobiles and stationary terminals terestrial [4].
The potential of link capacity of FSOC have been achieved at the scale of 4.10 Gb/s with the length of transmission
2.4-Km amplified by Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) [5]. Enormous bandwidth also have been investigated
by modulated 32x40 Gbit/s of WDM system in FSOC over 1,2-Km using laser diode 1550-nm [6]. FSOC also has
been integrated with the broadband network in Japan with the length transmission of 2-Km by implementing 800nm laser diode and tested on natural environment such as rain and fog [7]. Another work also showed that FSOC
has many advantages of free of EMI, inexpensive deployment and more faster, while RF signal was transported
through the link [8]. Evenmore FSOC have been used as wireless broadband in order to support the optical fiber
system in metropolitan area by using LED transmitter [9].
The major problem of FSOC system is the media of propagation is atmosphere, which its natural
charactheristics of light for example light attenuation caused by the O-H absorption such as rain, fog, and snow.
Other degradation are caused by Rayleigh and Mie scattering and difraction as well. The physical properties of
atmosphere are random fluctuation in temperature, pressure and wind speed. These charactheristics cause the
medium of the atmosphere behave random fluctuation index of refraction. The random fluctuation of the
propagation medium is called turbulence, which the size, dimension and density of the air change randomly in space
and time. Due to index of refraction fluctuates randomly, the intensity of light that propagate along the medium
suffer attenuation and scintillation. Those all phenomena finally degrade the strength of signal performance of
FSOC in the receiver system.
Some research works have been devoted to study these phenomena intensively in order to enhance the FSOC
performances and mitigate the effect of turbulence. The signal strength suffers from degradation and also has
fluctuation of intensity at the receiver then the FSOC system is designed to be amplified by EDFA. The EDFA is
configured in a saturated regime condition to boost the signal strength at the receiver, in order to mitigate signal
successfully[10] [11]. The effect of turbulence also cause the beam wandering in receiver side. To overcome this
wandering problem, an array detector system has been implemented at receiver and have been reported succesfully
[12]. Another work also studied intensively in transmitter system in order to mitigate the effect of turbulence. The
multi input multi output (MIMO) method is implemented, where the multiple laser diodes are applied at the
transmitter and multiple photodetectors are applied at the receiver system. The MIMO system is reported succesfully
overcoming the turbulence effect and enhance the FSOC performance [13].
In this work we use the FSOC of Direct Detection method in order to analize its performance in turbulence
medium. We employ a laser diode of 680-nm and PIN photodetectors, by applying ON-OFF keying modulation
technique at the transmitter. Turbulence medium is modelled in laboratory by a simulation of using of plastic tube
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filled with the flow of hot water vapour (steam) and mixed with the cold air at temperature of 20 0C. This turbulence
medium is called random media of tube propagation simulator. The motivation of this work is to investigate the
system performance influenced by scale of turbulence that is designed from weak to strong turbulence.

II. BASIC THEORY
Free-Space optical communication system is lightwave communication that using free-space for
propagation medium rather than optical fiber. The fundamental difference of FSOC and optical fiber communication
systemis that FSOC is not guided at free-space, whereas the optical fiber is guided and immune from the
surrounding noise. The FSOC are consists of three main parts TX, Free-space terestrial medium, and RX [14].
FSOC consist of laser diode as an optical transmitter (TX) and photodiode as the optical detector (RX) gathered with
the optical system to direct the optical beam [14]. The laser beam is collimated via optical lens configuration system,
which called telescope transmitter to direct the optical beam through air to reach the receiver lens and focused into
the photodetector as as shown in Fig. 1.
Direct Detection Method

Atmosphere
TX

Beam
Expander/Focuser

Receiver
Lens

RX

Figure 1: The FSOC system.
There are several advantages of FSOC system which are listed as implementing smaller antenna
(telescope), smaller size and weight of the components, power concentration in a very narrow beam, and enormous
bandwitdh. FSOC, furthermore is considered to be more compact, simple configuration device, and inexpensive
compared to its technological competitor such as optical fiber and microwave communication. For that reason, it is
now being developed so vastly for many areas of communication. The simple configuration of FSOC system is the
direct detection method, which means at the receiver side the optical beam is directly collimated by a lens onto
photodetector, as shown in Fig. 1. The benefit of Direct Detection method are simple and unnecesary to use the
optical fiber as the point of focus spot from the receiver lens. This method also reduce the effect of beam
wandering. However there is a disadvantage of direct detection method due to shot noise caused by influenced of
environment temperature outdoor. Also a mandatory requirement to locate the detector outside the door. Moreover it
requires the optical filter to reduce the background noise of another optical sources such as comes from the sun or
another that may be detected by the photodetector. The electronic filter can be used in the form of digital signal
processing after the detector to overcome the background noise that generated by the photodetector hence SNR can
be keep high.
When the turbulence is assumed absence on the medium of propagation or in the atmosphere the SNR is
represented as [15]:
=

(1)

Where η is the quantum eficiency of photodetector, Ps is the received signal intensity, ν is the light frequency, h is
planck constant, and B is the bandwidth. Eq. 1 is the value of signal to noise ratio (SNR) by ignoring the background
illumination, circuit and thermal noise which called limited shot-noise. The parameter of BER (bit error rate) in the
form basic modulation OOK (on-off keying) is represented as [15]:
( )=
(2)
√
Eq. 2 represents the value of BER by considering the random noise in the photodetector that lead to mistaken bit
from 0 to be 1 or vice versa [15].
In the case of turbulence in weak scale that lead to irradiance fluctuation or scintillation the governing equation PDF
(probability of density function) on the photodetector is the lognormal and modelled in Eq. 3:
( )=

,

√

−

〈 ( ,

( ,

)〉

( ,

)

)

(3)
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Where
0, +
= ( ) is the flux variance and dependent upon the diameter of aperture. Due to the nature
of turbulence is random fluctuation, the value of SNR is no longer of deterministic but rather than mean value and
can be expressed as [15]:
〈

〉=

(4)

In the presence of optical turbulence the PDF (Eq.3) is considered as conditional probability that must be averaged
over the PDF of the signal in order to determine the unconditional mean of BER [15]:
〈
〉
~
( )
Pr( ) =<
>= ∫
(5)
Where

( ) is the gamma-gamma distribution of unit mean.

√

III. METHOD OF EXPERIMENT
GaAs diode laser 680-nm is used as the light source at transmitter (TX) by considering the high value of
transmission factor in the previous our research, the cheap price and available in the market. The receiver (RX) is
using Si PIN photodetector integrated with an simple electronic signal amplification using Op-Amp that capable to
convert the current from photodetector into DC voltage as the parameter the signal strength, received from the
aperture. The laser diode is configured in direct modulation method using driver laser and the input signal is using
function generator. The input voltage signal is injected into the cathode of the diode laser hence perform OOK
modulation technique. The collimated laser beam travels along the medium and being assumed as the Gaussian
beam that interacting with the turbulence medium. The FSOC system on the experiment is shown in Fig.2:

Figure 2: Experiment diagram of FSOC Direct Detection Method.
The power of signal iradiance from the laser is tuned from the amplitude of modulation in the range of 0 – 30
dB. The range of frequency modulation is 10 – 100 MHz, injected into the cathode of laser after being drive by
current controller from laser driver. The current is maintained stable by using a current controller in the driver circuit
by applying feedback gain control. The laser beam from laser is collimated by the transmitter lens passing throught
the simulator turbulence medium (tube propagation simulator). The receiver lens is focusing the beam coming from
turbulence medium alligned with the optical axis of transmitter lens to avoid the large beam wandering. The set-up
of experiment is shown in Fig. 3. The main measured parameters the strength of the optical beam that already
interacted with the turbulence medium.

Figure 3: Experimental set-up of turbulence medium as the optical beam propagation (random media of tube
propagation simulator).
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The turbulence condition is simulated by mixing flow of steam from heated water vapour (T = 70 0C) with
the cold air 9from the Air Conditionner, T = 22 0C). The result is an equilibrium temperature at T = 35 0C at tube
propagation simulator. The length of tube propagation simulator is 3-m. In order to design a strong scale of
turbulence, an exhaust fan is used to accelerate the flow of mixed air and steam. While to simulate a weak
2
turbulence, the exhaust fan is switched off in order to obtain Rytov variance, σ R < 1.
In order to compute the mean SNR, based on Eq. 4 the SNR0 is investigated from the measurement of
received power (tube propagation simulator) in the absence of turbulence. Where the results of span measurement is
obtained in the range of -30 - +30 dB. The parameter of flux variances in the presences of weak to strong turbulence
0, +
= ( ) is taking from the refference 15, for various scale of turbulence. After computing the mean
SNR, second step is computing the mean BER as a function of mean SNR. The mean BER is based on Eq. 5, where
pi(u) is the gamma-gamma distribution of received signal as a function of various scale turbulence on reff. 15.
Finally we obtain the graph plot of mean SNR Vs. SNR0 and mean BER Vs. Mean SNR, furthermore we analyze the
results for each scale of turbulence based on the experimental set-up.

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS
The following three figures show the results of laboratory experiments according to three scales of turbulence.
The three scaless of turbulence is characterized by Rytov variance factor (σ2R). Turbulence is refraction index
function structure as a function of time and space that changing in random fashion (inner and outer scale variances).
The weak turbulence is defined when σ2R < 1, moderate turbulence is defined σ2R >1 while the third is strong
turbulence where σ2R >> 1. The computation results of mean SNR (dB) are shown in Fig 3.a – c.

Weak Turbulence,
σ2R <1

Saturated regime

(a)

Moderate Turbulence,
σ2R >1

Saturated regime

(b)
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Strong Turbulence,
2
σ R >>1

Saturated regime

(c)
Figure 3: Mean of SNR (dB) measurement in three scaless of turbulence
a. Weak turbulence b. Moderate turbulence c. Strong turbulence
While the results of mean BER computation at the range mean SNR ranging from 0 – 5 dB for the various
scale of turbulence are shown in Fig. 4.a – c:

Weak Turbulence, σ2R <1

(a)

Moderate Turbulence, σ2R >1

(b)
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2

Strong Turbulence, σ

R

>>1

(c)
Figure 4: Mean of BER measurement in three scaless of turbulence.
a. Weak turbulence b. Moderate turbulence c. Strong turbulence
SNR0 is the SNR computation at the absence of turbulence, where there is no irradiance flux variance at the
photodetector, while <SNR> is the mean value of SNR (Eq.1 and Eq.4). From Fig. 3 a-c it is clearly shown that
various means of SNR are caused by the turbulence. In the case of weak turbulence, where the factor of Rytov
variance is small (σ2R < 1), the range of mean SNR is -3 – +3 dB for SNR0 ranges from -10 - +10 dB. For moderate
turbulence the mean of SNR is in the range of -0.95 - +0.95 dB and for the strong turbulence, the range of mean
SNR is in the range of -0.45 - +0.45 dB. Furthermore, comparison of those three scales of turbulences, it is shown
that the presence of turbulence give deterioration effect for the received power at the photodetector. The Rytov
variance factor represents the value of refraction index structures (C2n) of along the medium propagation which give
contribution to the scale of turbulence. The increment of C2n is caused by the cumulative density of the steam of
water vapour along the tube of propagation. Highest density cause high value of C2n, then the Rytof variance
becomes higher as well. The water vapour absorbs the laser beam, which makes lower intensity at receiver.
Evenmore the turbulence causes random fluctuation of received power strength at the photodetector as well.
The nature of steam density in the tube propagation simulator is designed quite similar to the condition on the
atmosphere. It means that it behaves random of refraction index. Due to this random absorption, the Gaussian beam
experiences a disturbance on the intensity profile. Beside experiencing the random absorption on the profile
intensity of Gaussian beam, it also experiences the beam wandering. Beam wandering is caused by the molecular
orientatian in refraction index structure is existing in random distribution which will cause the collimated of the
Gaussian beam is wandering from its axis center. The intensity of Gaussian beam received by the photodetector is
random. SNR is not exact value anymore, however it has a lognormal distribution and having the mean value.
Fig. 3.a – c show that high value of Rytov variance factor contributes to the minimum mean of SNR, while
for the minimum value of Rytov variance will contributes a maximum of mean SNR. Each mean SNR tends to reach
saturation for each scale of turbulence as shown in Fig 3.a – c. At the weak turbulence, the saturation is at 8-dB, at
the moderate turbulence is at 4-dB and for the strong turbulence is at 2-dB. The saturation of mean SNR is caused
by the fluctuation of received intensity by the photodetector is tend to steady state after sufficiently long propagation
in the random medium. This caused the performance of the FSOC system is not determined only by the high power
intensity of transmitter. However many factors give rise to the contribution of it. Some factors are the diameter of
receiver lens and the spatial diversity in order to elevate the value of mean SNR.
Due to the fact that the mean SNR values is not exact anymore caused by the nature of refraction index
structured (scale of turbulence), the value of BER also are not exact as well. And in the form of lognormal
distribution and has the mean values. The computation results of mean BERs are shown in Fig. 4.a – c. On the weak
turbulence for the value of mean SNR 0 – 5 dB, the mean of BER is ranging from 4.6 x 10-11 – 0.1 x 10-11, for the
moderate turbulence 4.6 x 10-10 – 0.1 x 10-10, and for the strong turbulence 4.6 x 10-9 – 0.1 x 10-9. Each scale of
turbulences tend to caused the mean of BER goes slowing down exponentially from 0.1 – 5 dB, means that the high
value of mean SNR contribute to high quality of mean BER. It shows clearly that the Rytov variance factor as the
representation of scale turbulence has a signifficant effect for the mean BER. The lowest value of mean BER is at
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the weak turbulence and the highest value of it at the strong turbulence. Eventhough the value of BER is still at the
limit of performance tolerance.
The effect of intensity deterioration caused by the random absorption of beam light on the Gaussian beam
profile will cause a random mean SNR. The higher intensity fluctuation on the photodetector causes the probability
of fade become more higher also. The fade probability means that the profile intensity is fluctuated by the beam
wandering at the receiver as well. The beam spot also moves randomly, hence the photodetector receive a random
wandering at the same time. This can degrade the performance of the FSOC system in Direct Detection method. The
higher of scale of turbulence will rise up the fade probability, hence the mean BER is going to lower quality as the
low of mean SNR. The high value of mean SNR will cause the mean BER also goes to a high quality.
The beam wandering occurs along the random medium (tube propagation simulator) can be explained by
considering that the profile of Gaussian beam from transmitter is spherical wave. The divergence of the optical beam
will occur when the random medium exhibit random index refraction structure. Due to this divergence, the mean
SNR also decreases signifficantly, espescially in the case of strong turbulence. Beam wandering also exhibits the
strong scintillation in the photodetector hence this lead to degrade the intensity of received power, hence it causes
the mean SNR decrease.
In order to enhance the performance of FSOC system in the scheme of Direct Detection method, a new
technique is required to elevate the value of mean SNR. The mean SNR value can be elevated by rising the received
power in the photodetector and minimize the effect of scintillation or fluctuation signal power. Rising the power
received by photodetector could be achieve using large aperture lens at the receiver, to minimized effect of the beam
divergence, due to turbulence. The large aperture of receiving lens could anticipate the spot movement of Gaussian
beam hence still focused to sensing area of photodetector as well. While to minimize the strong fluctuation of the
received power or scintillation could be achieved by using spatial diversity. By using the spatial diversity system,
scintillation in the photodetector can be minimized [16]. Another technique to reduce the effect of scintillation due
to turbulence is by using photodetector with a large sensing area. This technique is called array photodetector, which
sensing large optical beam after propagate through the random media and mixed the signal output from each
photodetector into the signal processing method in order to maintain the BER quality [12].

V. CONCLUSION
We report the performance of FSOC system in the Direct Detection method by simulating random media of
tube propagation simulator. By using steam of hot water vapour that mixed with cool air from Air Conditioner, we
can obtain conditions of Rytov variance factor at various scale turbulence (weak to strong scale). From the
experiments we get result that mean of SNR and BER quality, that are influenced strongly by the scale of
turbulence. The strong turbulence caused the mean of SNR and mean of BER becomes lower. Hence the
performance of system degrade by the presence of turbulence. On the other hand, for weak and moderate scale of
turbulence contribute higher mean of SNR and BER, it means that the performance of FSOC system is high. From
the experiments the quality of BER is still in the limit of performance system, i.e. in the range of 10-9 – 10-12. For the
next experiment we plann to enlarge the aperture of lens in the proportional ratio to beam divergence.
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ABSTRACT
The server room has become very important part of a computer laboratory. For some people who does not use server directly,
assume the server room does not have any value. Yet, it is certainly important to keep room server free from unauthorized
access using or loss of goods. That's why the safety factors of the room server become very important. With the increasing
security needs of the server room, a server administrator is required to be more vigilant. But, because of the limitations of
human security, server room is often neglected. Therefore, it needs a system that can cover a server administrator's lack in
securing the server room. Those security needs can be met, one of them is a simple method such as build security system using
laser detection supported by software. This paper will explain how the system will respond to every detected movement and
then inform by sound the sirens and security cameras will record all activities in that room and then save the recorded video
with a file name contains time information. Room security system can also be used to monitor the room all time because there
are cameras that constantly monitoring the room. With the equipment that has been designed, implemented and supported by
security system software is certainly very helpful to increase the room security, especially server room. This room security
system built using the Java programming language, especially using JMF and MySQL database.
Keywords
Security, Monitoring, Laser, Light Dependent Resistor, JMF

1. INTRODUCTION
The server room has become very important part for a computer laboratory. For some people who do not use servers directly
assume the server room does not have any value. But for a computer laboratory or a server administrator obviously does not
want any unauthorized access or loss of goods in the room server where the server computers are located. That's why the safety
factors for the room server become very important. The aim of this research is to develop a security system which connected
into computer and interface device which as an integrated system which can help to improve the security of a server room
particularly. So the system could provide a sense of secure, comfort, and controlled for the room server and all activities in that
room could be monitored directly.

2. METHODS
The adopted research methods in this research include:
2.1 Data Collection Method
Collection of necessary data in this research conducted in the following manner: (1) Bibliographical Studies conducted to
collect data by studying the theories relating to issues to be studied in order to obtain all over overview of the problems and can
be used as reference material. (2) Interviews were conducted to several interested parties including the server administrator and
ask people who are experts on electronics engineering.
2.2 System Development Method
The following below are some phases to design the software and hardware in this research:
(1) Planning, involves determining the purpose of making room security system's hardware and software application layout
using Java programming language. (2) Analysis, analysis phase describe some expected functions from this room security
system's hardware and software into its component to determine what features will be offered to users in detail. (3) System
Design; is a follow-up phase from analysis phase to make an overall design, including input design, output design, and layout
design. (4) Interface Design; create a whole interface design of the room security system using laser beam detection and light
dependent resistor (LDR) which includes required electronic components for the interface. (5) Implementation, carried out to
establish the system design of the room security system's hardware and software into the real system from the former design
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which has been designed. (6) Testing, conduct to examine the system and to find possibility of errors which happen to be
repaired.

3. THEORY
3.1 Parallel Port
Parallel port is one type of socket on personal computer to communicate with other external devices such as old printer model.
Parallel port was introduced in 1981 by IBM when IBM introduced the IBM Personal Computer (PC). At the beginning
introduction for the first time, a parallel port was functioned to connect a computer to a dot matrix printer so that the parallel
port is often referred to printer port. Because of technological developments, the needs of computers connectivity to external
devices are no longer limited to printers only, but extend to other external devices such as scanners and other devices which
designed using parallel port connections. There are two kinds of parallel port connector, which has 36 pins (known as the
Centronic) and 25 pins (known as DB25), but commonly a parallel port which used in computers is DB25 because it is more
practical and save space, while Centronic connectors commonly found on printer only. DB25 connector consists of 2 types,
namely DB25 female port connector which located on computer and DB25 male port connector which located on the cable
connecting to external devices. The following figures are male and female parallel port:

Figure 1: Parallel port male and parallel port female.
From the existing 25 pins in DB25, 17 pins are used as information carrier channel while 8 pins remaining is function as a
ground. Those 17 pins which used as an information carrier divide into 3 parts, are as follows: 4 pins as a control lines, 5 pins
as a status lines, and 8 pins as a data lines. Control bits and status bits function for handshaking in process of writing data to
parallel port. Table 2.1 shows the composition of the functions between DB25 pin connector and Centronic connector.
Hardware pins out of DB25 connector are divided into 3 groups:
a. Data lines (data bus)
b. Control lines
c. Status lines
As its name implies, data is transmitted via data lines, while control lines are used to manage peripherals and then peripherals
will resend the status via status signal lines. Those three groups of line were linked by data, control, and status of internal
registers.
Table 1: Comparison between Connector Pin DB25 and Centronic’s Function

DB25 Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18-25

Centronic Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
32
31
36
19-30

SPP Signal
nStrobe
Data 0
Data 1
Data 2
Data 3
Data 4
Data 5
Data 6
Data 7
nAck
Busy
Paper-Out / Paper-End
Select
nAuto-Linefeed
nError / nFault
nInitialize
nSelect-Printer / nSelect-In
Ground

In/out
In/Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
In
In
In
In
In/Out
In
In/Out
In/Out
Gnd

Register
Control
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Status
Status
Status
Status
Control
Status
Control
Control

Because computers have 8 bits per address, it takes three physical addresses for each address on parallel port. It has 8 bits for
data, 5 bits for status and 4 bits for control. Physical address which is used for this purpose also known as register, so those
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three physical addresses are also known as data registers, status registers, and control registers as well. Those registers address
are sequential, in example if the initial address of parallel port is 0378H, the data register address is 0378H, the status address
is 0379H, and the control register is 037AH. Thus, those addresses are usually called as an offset, which mean the distance
from the prefix [3].

Figure 2: Layout of Female Parallel Port Functions
3.2 Basic Electronic Components
(1) Diode
Diode is p-n material junctions which function as a rectifier electrical current. Diodes which used on this room security system
design is IN4148 type diode, made from silicon which can drain 12 Volt electrical current at the same direction and used light
emitting diodes (LED) as a lights indicator.
(2) Laser Diode
Laser diode is a type of laser beam which the active medium of its semiconductor is p-n junction, similar to light emitting
diode. Principally this type of light diode works same as the other diodes, which is pass through the electronic circuits which
consists of junction type p and junction type n. Both of types are often produce 2 voltages, that is: (a) biased forward, which
produce direct current with 0.707 volt of value for the distribution of the peak, the wave form is above (+). (b) Back forward
biased, is a reverse electrical voltages which can damage electronic components.
(3) Integrated Circuit (IC)
Integrated circuit is a kind of semi-conductor components designed from several electronic components such as transistors,
diodes, resistors, capacitors and other components which assembled into an integral and integrated component become another
form called CHIP.
(4) Cable
Cable is one of the simplest electronic components. Cable is a conductor which functions to conduct electricity which used as a
liaison between a series of interface with a parallel port, conduct a web camera with a computer, and so forth.
(5) Capacitor
The capacitor is a device that can store energy in electric field, by collecting an internal imbalance of electric charge. The
capacitor has a unit measurement named Farad. Capacitors do not have positive and negative poles on its foot. Mostly of
capacitors are flat round brown, red, green, and others looks like tablet.
(6) Printed Circuit Board
Printed Circuit Board is a board where the electronic components assembled. On the PCB, it has printed form of conductor
paths as a series of circuit. PCB is divided into two: Plain PCB; is a PCB that the circuit paths have not been printed yet and
PCBs which has been hollowed so the electronic components can be installed directly.
(7) Relay
Relay is a kind of switch that serves to connect and disconnect electricity on the circuit connection automatically. The principle
works by using electromagnetic system which originated from a coil of its soft sided iron.
(8) Resistor
Resistor is electronic components that inhibit the movement of electric current (resistance) expressed in unit measurements of
Ohms. Types of resistors: (a) Regular Resistors (fixed value); is a resistor which has fixed value to inhibit the electricity flow.
This resistor usually made from nickel or carbon. (B) Variable resistor; is a resistor which its value could be vary by rotating
the toggle on it. So the resistor value can be assigned as needed. This resistor is divided into two: Potentiometer and Trim Pot
(Trimmer Potentiometer) are usually attached to the circuit board. (C) PTS and NTC Resistor, NTC (Negative Temperature
Coefficient), is a small resistor which its value will increase when exposed to hot temperatures. While the PTS (Positive
Temperature Coefficient), is a resistor which its value will be greater when the temperature is being cold. (D) LDR (Light
Dependent Resistor); is a type of resistor that will changes the resistance due to the influence of light. When the dark lights the
greater the value while the bright lights the smaller the value.
(9) Transistor
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Transistor is the active component which using the flow of electrons as the working principles within the material. A transistor
has three regions namely doped emitter region, base areas and collector areas. There are two types of transistors NPN and PNP.
The transistor has two connections: one between the emitter and base, and the other between the collector and base. Therefore,
transistor likes two opposite diodes each other, emitter-based diode (abbreviated with emitter diode) and collector-based diode
(abbreviated with collector diode) [6].
3.3 Java
Java is an object oriented programming language (OOP) and can be run on various operating systems. Java development is not
only focused on one operating system only, but developed for many operating systems and Java is open source also. There are
two main components of the Deployment Environment. The first one is the JRE, which is located on J2SDK package,
containing classes for all Java technology packages that include basic classes of Java GUI components and so forth. Other
components contained on the Web Browser. Almost all of commercial web browsers provide interpreter and runtime
environments for Java technology [2]. Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is an imaginary machine (virtual) working with similar
applications on a real machine. JVM provides hardware specifications and platforms where Java code compilation occurs.
Those specifications make Java based applications to be free from any platform, because of the compilation processes were
completed by the JVM. Java application programs could be created with a text file extension .java. The program then compiled
to produce a byte code file or more with file extension .class. Byte code is a series of instruction similar to machine code
instructions. The difference is the machine code must be run on a computer system where the compilation is intended, while
the Java byte code run on an interpreter which available on any platforms of computer systems and operating systems [4].
3.4 RDBMS MySQL
MySQL is an open source Relational Database Management System (RDBMS). Its reliability in processing database supported
by its speed to access database query and the number of features it has made it as a widely used database today. To access data
in a relational database must use a standard language called SQL (Structured Query Language). Almost all the existing
database server currently supports the SQL language to perform data management. In general, SQL consists of two languages,
namely Data Definition Language (DDL) and Data Manipulation Language (DML). Implementation of DDL and DML is
different for each database management system, but in general the implementation of each language has a standard form
established by ANSI. Data Definition Language used to define, modify, and delete databases and objects that are needed in the
database, such as table, view, user, and so forth. Some SQL commands are included in the DDL are: Create, Alter, and Drop.
Data Manipulation Language used to manipulate existing data in a table. Typical commands are: Select, Insert, Update, and
Delete [5].
3.5 Java Media Framework
JMF API is an architecture which combines protocol and interface programming to record, transmit, and playback media. On
JMF version 2.11, Sun's as the Java programming language developer company took the initiative to bring the processing of
time-base media into Java programming language. Time-base media is changing the data which received based on time,
includes audio and video clips, MIDI, and animation. Here are some functions of JMF: (1) could be used for various
multimedia files on a Java applet or others application. Formats supported include AU, AVI, MIDI, MPEG, QuickTime and
WAV. (2) Play streaming media from the internet. (3) Capture audio and video with a microphone and video camera and then
save the data into supported formats. (4) Sends audio and video in real-time into the Internet or an intranet network. (5) Can be
used for radio or television broadcast programming directly [1].

4. FINDINGS
4.1 Specification of Application System Process
This room security system application using laser and light dependent resistor is run on a computer which connects to the
interface using a DB25 through a parallel port. Besides DB25 as a connector, it required laser and Light Dependent Resistor
(LDR) as a sensor also. Laser beam which emitted from laser pointers will be reflected several times through a mirror located
on the walls of the room and then the laser will be captured by the LDR. LDR here serves as a sensor when exposed to laser
beam will inhibit the electric flow from the adapter to the computer, otherwise if the LDR do not receive laser beam, in this
case the laser is blocked by an object until the LDR, the electricity will flow from the adapter to the computer. It will take
some actions by enabling the camera to record activity in the room and activate the siren lights and sound the siren.
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Figure 3: The process of sending and processing data
4.2 Interface Circuit Design
On hardware design, parallel port is used as a data signal sender and receiver between the computer and the interface circuit.
Data signals which sent to the circuit will be transformed into an electrical powered signal which will turn on the siren lights,
sound the siren, and read the data entry from sensors. In parallel ports DB25 connector there are 25 pins, 17 pins serves as an
information carrier channel and 8 pin serves as ground. Those 17 information carrier channels are divided into 3 parts, namely:
8 bits of data, 5 bits of status and 4 bits of control.
From 25 pins on a parallel port, there are only 5 pins which used on this room security system; 2 pins functioned as an input
receiver from LDR sensors and 3 other pins functioned to send bits of data to turn on the siren lights and sound sirens.
The interface on this room security system serve as a receiver sensor which works by receive input bits from LDR sensors then
sends these bits through a parallel port to the computer then convert it into digital data that will turn on the siren lights, sound
sirens, and turn on the camera. To be able to turn on the siren, relay circuit are needed where the voltage incurred could be
determined, it is due to the voltage (around 2 volts DC to 3 volts DC) which incurred by the parallel port is only able to turn on
light emitting diodes.
Interface circuit consists of several components, includes 2pieces laser beam pointers, 10 pieces of 1 kΩ resistors and 100 Ω, 3
pieces of 22 µF capacitor, 5 pieces of S8050 and BC550 transistors, 5 pieces of IN4148 diodes, 2 pieces of SPDT relays, 2
pieces of trim pot, 1 piece of variable resistor, 1 piece of NE555 Integrated Circuit, 1 piece of CD4017 Integrated Circuit, 2
pieces of light emitting diodes, and 1 piece of buzzer. The entire component installed on a PCB (Printed Circuit Board).
Here are a whole series of interface design used on this room security system:
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Figure 4: The Entire Electronic Circuit of Server Room Security System Interface
4.3 Interface Layout
On the main form there are two main panels, the main panel above and the main panel below. The function of main panel
above is to monitor the server room through a live video from the webcam which could be viewed lively on the video panel,
while lamps status and alarm status functioned to turn on and turn off the siren’s lights or turn on and turn off the siren’s
sounds if desired. Administrator can enable or disable this security system at the activation group while common users cannot
do this function. Change password button is used when the users is currently logged in want to change their password.
The main panel below functioned to view archived videos. If users pressing the desired video file on the available table, then
video will be played on the play saved video panel. User could stop the video which playing on the panel by pressing on the
status bar at the bottom of the play saved video panel. The main form is shown by the figure 5 below.
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Figure 5: Main Form Layout

5. CONCLUSION
After passing through design phase until testing and implementation phase this server room security system interface
performance, expected could help some problems and difficulties in securing server room from an unauthorized person threats.
So it could make a server room more secure and could reduce expenditure of times and costs. To prevent failure of electrical
power should be used Uninterruptable Power Supply as well. For further research, this system is expected to be developed by
expanding the laser beam range and using auto rotating camera based on motion sensors. Moreover, this security system could
be integrated with door security system using password and fingerprint.
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ABSTRACT
Microgrid is a distributed generation system in small community using some microsources as a electrical energy
source including renewable energy sources and battery storage, thus environmentally friendly. Microgrid can work to connect
to the grid or working in isolation from the grid / isolated. Stability of microgrid system provide reliability, power quality and
power efficiency is better.
Stability of microgrid PV systems depends on the condition of the solar energy source and load conditions. In grid
connected power deficit can supply from grid. In isolated condition, to maintain power stability of microgrid, added diesel
generators for supplying power to the charging battery or supplied directly to the load
How to manage for the activation and operation mode of the diesel generators in the microgrid PV system to
maintain power stability based on the forecast weather conditions and load prediction, using energy management system
becomes topic in this research.
Keyword : microgrid, power stability, load prediction, weather prediction

1. INTRODUCTION
The need for electricity is not only a problem of the urban population but has become a requirement until the
villagers. Meeting the demand for electricity be met by building several power plants in both the national and regional scale.
To meet demand for electricity to some remote areas built several small-scale plants, either by using renewable energy sources
such as PV (photovoltaic), wind etc.
Currently developing electric generating system development lead to the application of micro-network technology
(microgrid) and establish a system of distributed generation. One source that can be used on microgrid system is solar power
generation. Sources of electrical energy from solar radiation is converted into electrical energy using solar cells. Electrical
energy obtained from solar radiation, in addition to the loads used are also stored into the energy storage systems such as
batteries. This system is usually added with other generators in hybrid such as diesel generators to meet the energy deficit due
to lack of solar radiation due to weather. Diesel generators are operated at the time of electricity from solar energy is not
sufficient for the load. Diesel generator activation is done manually or automatically based on battery level.
This means that if at the time the weather was overcast and the chance is high enough so that the load demand can not
fully be met by the battery but not sufficient condition for the activation of the generator, there will be instability of the
operation of the plant, because of shortage of resources.
To anticipate this is necessary to develop an energy management system that can predict the load needs to be supplied
by considering the weather conditions and battery status in order to activate the generator so that every time the system worked
stable power and meet the needs of the load.
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2. MICROGRID
According to [1] microgrid is grid consisting of several microsource, usually using renewable energy sources and can
operate connected to the utility grid at low voltage levels or operate islanded / isolated, not connected to the grid. Micro
networks more and more developed because it has several advantages, according to [2], among others:




Reduced costs of transmission and distribution because of the distance between the generator and the load closer
Provide electrical power quality and reliabiltas better
Reduce environmental pollution due to exhaust emissions because it uses renewable energy sources.

The concept of Microgrid first introduced by the energy department of the United States, in 1999, through the Consortium for
Electric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS) [3]. Microgrid system configuration can be seen in the following figure
[4].

Figure 1. Microgrid diagram
In this configuration each generation consists of a micro source and an inverter that will convert the input DC voltage
into AC voltage output. Generator is also connected with a local load. Inverter in addition to supplying the local load can also
send power to the network. However, the reverse can also occur where the local network receives power from the network if
the source of the local plant does not meet. Each generator to connect with Local Control (LC), where each local control will
be connected with Micro Grid Central Controller (MGCC), which will determine the operation of micro network in order to
operate optimally both technically and economically.
3. ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Energy management system in the microgrid is intended to regulate power plant operation in order to obtain a stable
output power and optimum operation both technically and economically. Therefore, the energy management system will be
monitor the generating system operation. Monitoring is done by reading several plant parameters such as output voltage,
output power and others. Monitoring is done online using communication means either hardwire or wireless, [5] describes the
communication protocol used on the microgrid system. Monitoring data will be sent to a control system that will process the
information and manage the operation of each generator in accordance with the conditions of the source of electric power from
generation owned them.
The concept of energy management system (EMS) that propose by CERTS [6], is energy management functions the
EMS could perform such as local control of generation and various subsystems including building process control, HVAC,
water heating, etc. Also discussed are possibilities for the storage of electric energy, meeting the electric power quality needs
of industrial operations, and opportunities for supplying ancillary services to the local utility. There is a significant and
important potential for microgrids to level electrical load peaks and provide other services to the utility.
In the microgrid system is used a lot of energy sources using renewable energy sources, like solar, wind and others.
To maintain the stability of the microgrid system / power system because of the availability of energy sources of uncertainty is
required EMS.
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Definition of power system stability [7] is the ability of an electric power system, for a given initial operating
condition, to regain a state of operating equilibrium after being subjected to a physical disturbance, with most system variables
bounded so that practically the entire system remains intact.
To improve the stability of microgrid systems that use solar energy sources can be done by adding some control
modules in the EMS as shown in the following figure,

Figure 2. propose diagram EMS
In the above system to increase the stability of the EMS is equipped with predictive capability of short-term load and weather
prediction capabilities to determine the potential of solar energy sources will be obtained. Besides the real potential energy
radiation will be read, too, to know how far the deviations of weather prediction and potential energy stored in batteries.
Overall this parameter is used to determine the operation of diesel generators to generate power for the operation of diesel
backup power to work more stable and optimal (economic).
The load forecasting can be done in several methods, namely: long-term, medium term and short term. [8] Describes
nine techniques that can be used to load forecasting. The nine categories of load forecasting techniques to be discussed are:










multiple regression;
exponential smoothing;
iterative reweighted least-squares;
adaptive load forecasting;
stochastic time series;
ARMAX models based on genetic algorithms;
fuzzy logic;
neural networks; and
knowledge-based expert systems.

Schema of weather specific prediction intervals for irradiance forecasts describe in [9] used in photovoltaic system.
[10][11][12] describe some method that can use to weather prediction.
4. SOLAR POWER GENERATION SYSTEM (SPGS)
SPGS utilizing solar energy sources to generate electricity using solar cells (photovoltaic). In addition to solar cell
also consists of a solar battery to store power, battery charging control module and inverter to produce alternating current
electricity (AC).
Solar cells are semiconductor materials that will produce currents when exposed to sunlight. There are several solar
panel cells: the first type, the best today, is a type mono crystalline. These solar cells have efisiensi5 12-14%. The second type
is polycrystalline, which is made of crystalline silicon with efficiencies of 10-12%. The third type is amorphous silicon, which
form a thin film. Efficiencies of about 4-6%. This type of solar cell is used widely in children's toys, clocks and calculators.
The latter are solar cells made from Ga As (gallium arsenide) are more efficient at high temperatures.
A solar cell can be modeled as a current source circuit and diode as shown following:
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Figure 3

diode model of solar cell

VI characteristics of solar cells can be expressed by the following equations:

where :
q = electric charge = 1.6e-19
n = diode quality factor
k = Boltzman constant = 1.38e-23
T = Working Temperature
T1 = reference temperature-1
T2 = reference temperature-2
G = solar radiation
Isc = sort circuit
In applications solar panels will be composed in series and parallel to form a solar panel array or string. Output
voltage will be adjusted with the battery charging voltage is used or based on input voltage from the inverter module. While
the output power is determined based on the load capacity to be supplied. On average required to produce 1 kWp solar cell
area of approximately 10m2. For each type of solar cells the ability to produce energy for each unit are as follows:
Battery charging control unit (BCU) serves to set the charging current to the battery or supply to the load. At a large
enough power from the panel while the battery level is full enough so BCU should be able to channel all the power from the
panel to the load. Meanwhile, if the power of the panel is not too large, the BCU will provide some needed power from the
battery load. If the required power to the load can not be met by the panel and the battery then the BCU will disconnected to
the load.
Inverter module is useful to generate alternating voltage out (AC), to supply AC loads. The voltage output of solar
panels in the form of DC voltage and the output of the module BCU also still a DC voltage will be converted to AC voltage
inverter module. If the output of the inverter load is only connected to the inverter then simply use an off grid inverter, while if
the load can also be supplied by grid, it must be used an on grid inverter.
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Configuration of SPGS, as found in the laboratory of solar at energy conversion department of Bandung polytechnic,
can be seen as in the figure below.

Figure 4. 15kVA SPGS the laboratory of solar, energy conversion department of Bandung polytechnic
schematic diagram of the system is shown in the picture below,

Figure 5.

Schematic diagram of SPGS the laboratory of solar Bandung polytechnic

In this system, as shown in the picture above, has a 3 phase output generated from the inverter device. There are two
types of inverters used in this system, the first unidirectional inverter that works to change the photovoltaic output voltage of
DC into AC. The output of the inverter besides to connect directly to the load, it’s also connected to the other inverter type of
inverter that is bidirectional inverter, which serves to charge batteries or distribute the power from the battery to the grid. If the
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power of the photovoltaic output is insufficient to meet load requirements. In this system the generator function to meet the
power needs supplied by the load or the battery if the source of photovoltaic not comply. Generator operating conditions
triggered by the battery level, if the condition of the battery level is less than one and the current value of sunny boy inverter
output is not sufficient then generator works.
Power and voltage characteristic of solar panels in following :

Figure 6. Solar graph of time

Figure 7. Graph of solar panel voltage by day
From figure above shows that the highest power output of solar panels occurred at approximately 11:00 hours until 14:00
hours, from output power measurement show 12 kWp. Power output lowest at 3 kWp occur in the morning. While the panel
output voltage reaches about 450 volts in accordance with the needs input voltage of inverter.
5. CONCLUSION
Looking at the characteristics of output power from solar panels which are very dependent on sun exposure, the microgrid
system stability can be improved by taking into account the estimated load that will be used and weather conditions will occur.
So that can be expected if the system is necessary to enable a diesel generator or not. The exact method to be used in load
forecast and weather forecast and control methods to be used in determining the activation of a diesel generator which will
really determine performance to be reach by system to be developed.
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ABSTRACT
Microgrid is the electrical system using multiple sources of energy as a source of electrical energy including
renewable energy sources, thus environmentally friendly. Microgrid can work to connect to the grid or working in isolation
from the grid / isolated. Microgrid provides system reliability, power quality and better efficiency.
Islanding condition is a condition where loss of power grids so that microgrid system must be able to detach from the
state to connect to the grid and become isolated. Detection of islanding condition as one of the microgrid components plays an
important role in maintaining the reliability, security and network quality. There are many methods that can be used to detect
the islanding condition either passive, active or remote.
This paper will discuss various techniques that can be used for the detection of islanding conditions and a discussion
of excess and deficiency of each technique. They will also be delivered state of the art to study the condition of islanding
detection methods through review of several relevant journals. End of the article will discuss the laboratory experiment of
islanding transition, in case of false detection islanding condition when power load equal to power generator and proposed a
new method detection of islanding conditions that may provide better performance.

Keyword : microgrid, islanding, islanding detection method

1. INTRODUCTION
Currently, electricity demand continues to increase, in order to meet these needs built several power plants with
greater capacity, according to the government's target of 10GW [1]. Although it has built several power plants with large
capacity but are still unable to meet demand for electricity in some areas. Construction of several power plant from renewable
energy sources, has become alternative to meet the electricity needs in some areas. Whether in the form of solar power and
micro hydro power plant. Construction of power plant carried out both by central and local governments to governmental
organizations.
Through government regulation of electricity, it should be the electric generated can also sell to PLN, so that it can
produce benefit. However, this has not been able to work properly because there are several standards related to the quality of
power generated from the plant is not met.
Production of electric power from solar power generating system varies greatly depending on the source of the sun
received at the time. This raises problems with the quality of power generated, especially if connected to a grid system, where
solar power would be seen as negative by the system loads the nets because it has characteristics that are not controlled [2].
This problem can be handled by adding another generation systems such as a more controlled, the addition of energy storage
systems (batteries) or to form a hybrid system by adding diesel generators or micro turbines [3]. Some power systems derived
from several sources can be integrated into hybrid power generation system. Furthermore, these systems can be developed as a
generator of the controlled system is more stable with microgrid technology so it can connect to grid.
Microgrid power system works on low voltage distribution level, and have multiple sources of distributed energy.
Microgrid system also has the ability to operate connected to the utility grid through medium voltage or can be operated
separately by the network (islanded) [4].
Application of microgrid systems provide many advantages both from the user side or from the electric utility
provider. From the user side application of microgrid systems that connect to grid, it can improve network quality, reduce
emissions and can reduce costs by the user. From the provider of electric utility power system application distributed with this
microgrid capability can reduce the power flow on transmission lines and distribution so as to reduce losses and reduce costs
for additional power. In addition microgrid can also reduce the load on the network by eliminating the deadlock and help
improve the network in case of errors [5]. Application of this microgrid system will also help repair the emission reduction and
climate change threat. Because the application of this microgrid system using renewable energy sources.
The challenges that arise in the development of microgrid system is huge among others the development of
distribution control system and microgrid operation. Verify that the network can operate stable if disturbances occurred.
Maintaining stability and power quality during operation islanding or not connected with the network.
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How to maintain the stability and power quality especially during the transition into islanding operation conditions
and to develop methods of detecting islanding conditions in accordance with microgrid system will be the topic of this
research.
2. MICROGRID
Microgrid system is a miniature of the utility grid system in a small scale and consists of several power generation
systems are built from several sources of energy, referred to as micro source [3]. Source plants for microgrid system could be
generating solar energy, wind power, micro-hydro power generation, micro-turbine and others. A microgrid into the category
of distributed energy resources (DER), where each micro source, besides supplying the energy needs for its own needs is also
possible to divide the production of electrical energy produced for use by others. Or vice versa if the production of electricity
generated is insufficient to meet his burden, it can receive the supply from other micro source. Each micro source are mutually
connected in a grid with a control mechanism that regulates the operation of the microgrid system. Microgrid system to
connect to the utility grid or isolated from the utility grid, if there is interference and working in islanded mode of operation.
Microgrid system connected to the utility grid at low voltage levels.
Microgrid structure, as shown in Figure 1 [3], consists of several microsource, power and voltage control systems,
circuit breakers and connecting to the utility grid point (Point of common coupling). Microgrid control system has the ability
to include voltage control, power flow control, load sharing during islanding operation, protection and stability and the ability
to switch from connect to the utility grid to islanding operation mode if an interruption occurs.
In microgrid structure there is energy manager that allows the microgrid system to perform power flow settings of
each micro source through communication channels that have the ability of artificial intelligence. the communication protocol
that typically used refers to communication protocol standard of IEC 61850-7-420 [8].

Figure 1. microgrid structure
In the microgrid structure above each micro source equipped with a control module that determines the basic
operation of microgrid. Where each micro source control will regulate power flow on each feeder, the transition to islanded
condition and be able to connect back to the utility grid when the disturbance has to be corrected. Beside that micro source
control also capable of performing parameter settings based on preliminary data from a source or without other locations. So
that each micro source can be integrated into the microgrid in a plug n play manner. There are several control methods used in
micro source among others [3]:
 Basic control of real and reactive power
 Voltage regulation through droop
 Fast load tracking and the need for storage
 Frequency droop for power sharing (in islanded mode of operation)
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3. ISLANDING DETECTION METHODS
Islanding condition is a condition in which the microgrid is not connected to the utility grid, this happens because of
interference with the utility grid network. Things to consider about islanding condition is associated with termination of the
connection between the microgrid to the utility grid can result in damage to each plant. In addition, this condition also can lead
to voltage levels and frequencies that are not maintained on the permitted standard. It is necessary for the handling of islanding
detection of this condition.

Figure 2.

Islanding condition detection method

There are several methods that can be used to detect the islanding condition is the detection method of remote and
local detection, as shown in the diagram above [4]. The remote method is based on communication between the power plant
control with a microgrid. This method provides a better level of reliability compared with local methods but are also more
expensive and not economical. Included in the remote method such as transfer trip scheme, used here SCADA technology to
control mechanisms.

Figure 3.

power line signaling scheme

Another method is the power line signaling scheme, in this method is used as a power line communication channels
and each microgrid is equipped with a receiver. If the receiver does not receive the signal, it can be assumed in the islanding
condition because it means there is a disconnection between the utility grid with a microgrid. The scheme of this method can
be seen in the image above.
Local detection method of islanding conditions based on measurement of parameters microgrid system such as,
voltage, frequency and others. Local detection method of Islanding conditions can be grouped into three detection techniques
are passive detection techniques, active detection techniques and hybrid detection techniques[6].
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Passive detection technique that is based on measurement of some parameters such as variations in voltage, frequency,
harmonic distortion etc. Difference of these values during islanding conditions and conditions connect to the grid is used as a
differentiator islanding condition. The passive detection techniques include:
 Rate of change of output power scheme
 Rate of change of frequency scheme
 Rate of change of frequency over power scheme
 Change of impedance scheme
 Voltage unbalance scheme
 Harmonic distortion scheme
Active detection technique of islanding condition based on direct observations on power system operation on changes
in some parameters of the system when the microgrid operates in islanding conditions. Included in this active detection
techniques, among others:
 Reactive power export error detection
 Impedance measurement method
 Phase or frequency shift method
 Active frequency drift with positive feedback method
Hybrid detection technique based on the incorporation of passive and active techniques in which the active technique
performed after islanding condition is detected through passive methods. Included in these techniques are:
 Technique based on positive feedback and voltage imbalance
 Technique based on voltage and reactive power shift
Each of these techniques has advantages and disadvantages that can be viewed at the following tebel [7]:
Detection Techniques
Remote

Advantages

Disadvantages

highly reliable

Expensive to implement especially for small systems.







Local
> Passive Techniques

Short detection time
Do not perturb the system
Accurate when there is a large mismatch in
generation and demand in the islanded system




Difficult to detect islanding when the load and
generation in the islanded system closely match
Special care has to be taken while setting the
thresholds
If the setting is too aggressive then it could result
in nuisance tripping

> Active Techniques

Can detect islanding even in a perfect match between
generation and demand in the islanded system (Small
NDZ)

Giving disturbance in the system, thus requiring a
longer detection time after distturbance and the
consequences of a given disturbance can reduce the
power quality and system stability when connected to
the grid

> Hybrid Techniques

Small NDZ

Longer detection time

Interference occurs only when suspected in islanding
condition

4. PRELIMINIARY RESEARCH
To better understand about the phenomenon of transition of islanding condition, then conducted an experiment to see
what parameters are affected in times of transition of the islanding conditions from connect to the grid. So expect to develop a
better method for detecting islanding condition. Experiments carried out by using the engine generator is connected to a load
and then connected to the network. There are three conditions that try to be observed are:
1. Disconnected from the network when the power generators have exactly the same power with the local load.
2. Disconnected from the network when the generator has the advantage of the power needed to supply local power so
that excess power to the network.
3. Disconnected from the network when generator power shortage that gets power from the network to supply local
power needs.
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(a)
Figure 4.

(a) equal power

(b)
(b) feed power to grid

Figure 5.
take power from grid
The results of experiments conducted in the first experiment showed that when the generators have the same capacity
with the load, so when disconnected from the grid, even it had changes in current and voltage at first but the overall operation
of the generator practically unchanged.
In a second experiment, when the generator has a power output greater than the local load, so some of the power
output from the generator will be distributed to the grid. When disconnected from the grid, there will be excess power from a
generator that had been a rising current and voltage.
In the third experiment, when the generator has a power output lower than local load, so for the power needs of the
local burden partly met from the grid. When disconnected from the grid then there is loading on the generator so that the
voltage drop on generator power but to maintain that fixed on the load current increases.
5. CONCLUTION
From the experiments that conducted not represent of all the phenomena that occur at the time of entry microgrid
system into the islanding condition, when disconnected from the grid connection. But from some of the activities carried out to
give some figure about what the parameters may change in transition times of islanding condition occur. Still need to do
further exploration of the phenomenon of islanding on microgrid system mainly on sources that use a power converter, as in
plants that use renewable energy sources either wind or solar, to be able to develop a method for detecting islanding conditions
with better performance.
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The Study of Computational Fluid Dynamics on Analysing Effect of
Skyscraper to Urban Area on The Developing Countries
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The development of new high building as known skyscraper building is still rising to cope with demand of spaces for office
and/or living quarter. The most consideration mostly based on the shape and structure to ensure the aesthetic and strength of
the building. However, there is still some considerations that require equal attention such as the effect cause skyscraper on the
wind flow on the surrounding building. This effect might be neglected by some of the development but in fact this will affect the
smaller building and/or housing surrounds the skyscraper building. For instance, in case of fire, the prediction of heat and
smoke are very important to prevent losing human life and strategy of putting the fire off.
Two steps of methodology will be presented on this paper on achieving the objective of the research. The area will be selected
based on good representation of the number skyscraper and housing in the area. This representation will then be converted
into three dimensional models using appropriate scale. The wind prediction will then be applied into the model based on the
metrological data on the specific selected area.
Two simulations will be conducted on this paper. The first simulation is focusing on the turbulence flow cause by the
skyscraper and the housing surrounding area. The fire simulation will be conducted on the second mode of simulation by
creating a heat source as point and representation of the fire. The meshing will be used depending on the minimum gap or
distance on the model. The wind speed and direction will be selected based on the annual average number.
The results will be evaluated based on the both effect of turbulence and heat source spreads that is depending on the average
wind speed on the area.
The report will conclude on the benefit of Computational Fluid Dynamics on designing a new skyscraper or high building. This
can be used by the local authority to present the approval or disapproval any new proposal by the developer based on the
effect cause to the smaller and/or housing around the building.
Keywords
CFD, Computational Fluid Dynamics, building, urban area, fire simulation
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ABSTRACT
Based on statistics stated by Malaysia Palm Oil Board (MPOB), quantity of palm biomass residues increased significantly
from year to year. In 2006, the production of residues such as shell, mesocarp fibre and empty fruit bunch (EFB) in Malaysia
are 5.20x106 tonne/year, 9.66x106 tonne/year, and 17.08x106 tonne/year respectively. Unfortunately, due to the inefficient
utilization of this vast amount of residues, much of them are still dumped in areas adjacent to palm oil mills. Therefore,
briquetting technology has been introduced to cope with the problem which promises the solid fuel with high energy content
per unit volume. In this study, the maximum compaction pressure for producing briquettes with new mixture of Empty Fruit
Bunch (EFB) and mesocarp fibre (weight ratio 60:40) is determined. Hydraulic press is used for producing briquette with
variety of compaction pressure, which ranges from 3 to 11 MPa. Finally, it is found that the physical characteristics of new
proposed briquette are almost remained unchanged when the compaction pressure exceeds 9MPa. This discovery is very
important in order to save energy for mass production purpose.
Keywords
Briquette, EFB, mesocarp fibre, palm biomass, compaction

1. INTRODUCTION
As reported by Malaysia Palm Oil Board, in year 2006, the production of shell, mesocarp fibre and EFB in Malaysia are
5.20x106 tonne/year, 9.66x106 tonne/year, and 17.08x106 tonne/year respectively. This amount increased significantly from
year to year since more hectares of land have been developed with palm plantation. Therefore, efficient utilization of these
palm residues is very important in order to prevent energy waste and dumped areas adjacent to palm oil mills.
Briquetting technology promises solution to cope with the problem of energy waste and dumped areas adjacent to palm oil
mills. Conversion of these residues into briquette is one of the alternative methods to improve the properties especially in term
of energy content per unit volume. Densification such as briquetting, pelletizing and baling is a process that can improve the
storage and transportation of biomass fuel [1].
Generally, briquetting technology has two types of mechanism, which are piston press and screw press [2]. It has been reported
that the wear of contact parts in piston press such as ram and die is less compared to the wear of the screw and die in screw
extruder press [3]. However, the extremely high compaction pressure during screw press will result damages to the contact
parts of briquetting machine. For instance, even though composition, surface structure and hardness of piston ram remained
unchanged during briquetting Empty Fruit Bunch (EFB) short fibre, the obvious damage (wear) could be observed physically
[4].
In this study, the maximum compaction pressure during briquetting EFB short fibre is investigated in order to save energy and
prevent damage in the future. Hydraulic press is used to produce briquettes with compaction pressure ranges from 3 MPa to 11
MPa. The new mixture of EFB short fibre and mesocarp fibre (weight ratio 60:40) is used for producing briquette for
investigation purpose.
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2. METHODOLOGY
The palm biomass residues (EFB short fibre and mesocarp fibre) have been collected and grinded into powder. The weight
ratio 60:40 (EFB fibre: mesocarp fibre) is used for producing briquette. In this study, binding agent used is starch (20% of
weight of residues) and water (80% of weight of residues). After all of these mixtures are homogeneously mixed, it is dried
under ambient temperature for approximately 6 hours.
Then, dried moulds are pressed under compaction pressure which ranges from 3 to 11 MPa by using hydraulic press as shown
in Figure 1. The experimental setup consists of YASUI hydraulic hand press, die set, load cell and data logger.

Figure 1: Experimental Setup
After briquetting, the produced briquette is removed from die set and is dried under ambient temperature for 1 week in order to
obtain rigidity and stability.
Relaxed density is then determined by using stereometric method which based on the dimensions such as diameter and height
[6]. Meanwhile, the compressive strength is determined by using INSTRON machine. Figure 2 below shows the sample of
briquette undergoes a compression test. By knowing force applied until the appearance of cracks, and the suface area, the
compressive strength is calculated.

Figure 2: Compression Test
For proximate analysis, the common standard is used to determine the moisture content, volatile matter, fixed carbon and ash
content of produced briquettes. Table 1 below shows the standard used.
Table 1: Standard Used for Proximate Analysis.
Properties
Standard Used
Moisture Content ASTM D3173
Volatile Matter ASTM D3175
Ash Content
ASTM D3174
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the result of relaxed density, compressive strength and proximate analysis of produced briquettes are discussed.

relaxed density (kg/m3)

As shown in Figure 3, the relaxed density increased with the increase of compaction pressure. However, the gradient of the
graph decreased when the compaction pressure increased, until it becomes almost straight line when the compaction pressure is
9MPa and above. This is mainly due to the achievement of limitation of porosity when the compaction pressure reaches 9MPa.
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Figure 3: Relaxed Density versus Compaction Pressure

Compressive Strength (MPa)

Meanwhile, Figure 4 shows the graph of compressive strength versus compaction pressure. Generally, all the values for
compressive strength exceed the minimum requirement for good resistance to mechanical disintegration of briquette, which is
2.56 MPa [7]. It is also found that the pattern of compressive strength is almost identical to that for relaxed density. Similar
like previous graph, the compaction pressure of 9 MPa and above is not necessary due to very small changes occur.
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Figure 4: Compressive Strength versus Compaction Pressure
Finally, proximate analysis is done in order to investigate the effect of compaction pressure on the combustion properties. It is
found that there are no significant changes of the properties when the compaction pressure increased. The figure below shows
all the briquettes produced have higher moisture content if compared with the moisture content of raw materials themselves
(7.3% for EFB fibre and 5.2% for mesocarp fibre). The increase is mainly contributed by the additional starch and water to the
mould during preparation process. However, all the values of moisture content are lower than the value belongs to current
commercial briquette (12.5%) and slightly higher than the minimum requirement stated by DIN 51731(<10%). Besides, the
values of volatile matter for the briquettes are within the range of 71% and 72% for different compaction pressure.
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Figure 4: Compressive Strength versus Compaction Pressure

4. CONCLUSION
In this study, the briquette with weight ratio of 60:40 (EFB short fibre and mesocarp fibre) is used due to the large of portion of
EFB produced and satisfaction of minimum requirement stated by DIN 51731, and also good competition with local
commercial briquettes [8].
The result shows that the compaction pressure of 9MPa and above is unnecessary since the physical characteristics tend to be
constant. Besides, in order to produce briquette with competitive characteristics, it is sufficient by using compaction pressure
9MPa and below. This determination is very important in order to save energy and prevent damage of contact parts during
briquetting.
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ABSTRACT
In the present study, the effect of graphene coating on boiling heat transfer is being investigated under a pool of saturated
R134a. The influence of the coating thickness, acid treatment and the graphene content on the heat transfer was studied.
Finally, the boiling performance of a graphene coated surfaces are compared with those of carbon nanotubes, diamond, and
aluminum coated surface.
Keywords
Enhanced heat transfer, pool boiling, graphene, epoxy

1. INTRODUCTION
In the 21st century, people’s standard of living is raised as industries are highly developed. But greenhouse effect is becoming a
danger to people due to the overspending of fossil fuels. One of the fundamental ways of reducing the greenhouse effect is to
increase the system efficiencies of refrigeration/air-conditioning systems and reduce the system energy usage. Thus, to enhance
boiling and condensation heat transfer of the refrigerant is considered as an important way to increase energy efficiency.
The micro/nano surface structures have been well known for enhancement of nucleate pool boiling heat transfer. To create the
micro/nano surface structures, various techniques such as plasma coating [1,2],mechanical surface machining and spray
coating[3.4] have been proposed. Chang and You et al. [4] carried out experimental study on the nucleate pool boiling heat
transfer of micro-porous surfaces, in their study micro-scale enhancement techniques with five different coatings are used to
augment boiling heat transfer performance characteristics, and the micro porous enhanced surfaces showed about 80-90%
reduction of incipience superheat, about 30% enhancement of the nucleate boiling heat-transfer coefficient and about 100%
enhancement in CHF than bare surface. Ujerech et al. [4] reported an investigation on the enhancement of heat transfer of
CNTs in pool boiling of FC-72 on silicon and copper surfaces. They showed that CNT-coated surfaces reduced the incipient
boiling superheat and enhanced the nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient, compared to smooth surface, and these
advantages were attributed to the effectiveness of CNTs at both initiating and sustaining the nucleation process, enhancement
of nucleate boiling heat transfer was also believed to be caused by increase of heat transfer area.
In this study, grapheme was applied instead of conventional nano particles to enhance pool boiling heat transfer. Graphene is
an allotrope of carbon, whose structure is one-atom-thick planar sheets of sp2-bonded carbon atoms that are densely packed in
a honeycomb crystal lattice [5]. Graphene with a two-dimensional honeycomb structure have attracted much attention due to
their remarkable electronic properties and mechanical, high electron mobility, high thermal conductivity and other potential
properties. Balandin, A. A. et al. [6] showed that the near-room temperature thermal conductivity of graphene was recently
measured to be between (4.84±0.44) ×103 to (5.30±0.48) ×103 Wm−1 K−1. These measurements, made by a non-contact optical
technique, are in excess of those measured for carbon nanotubes or diamond. In the application of polymer composites, the
MGP (multi-graphene platelets) planar structure provides a 2-D path, and ultrahigh contact surface area with polymer resulting
in enhancement of the composite thermal conductivity [7.8].
The present research is an experimental study of pool boiling heat transfer from graphene coated surfaces which have high
thermal conductivity. The influence of the coating thickness, acid treatment and the graphene content on the heat transfer was
studied. Finally, the boiling performance of a graphene coated surfaces are compared with these of carbon nanotubes, diamond,
and aluminum coated surface.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
2.1Experimental apparatus
Fig. 1 illustrates the pool boiling test equipment used in this study. The test was performed in a pool of R134a at a gauge
pressure of 2.5 kg/cm2 and liquid temperature of 4.8C. This pressure and temperature were maintained throughout all the runs
and readings done during the test. The tests were started at very low heat fluxes with which no boiling is observed but with a
small temperature difference between the surface and the liquid. The heat fluxes were gradually increased. For all the test runs,
the minimum heat fluxes were less than 0.1 W/cm2 and the maximum heat fluxes were around 25 W/cm2. The heat flux was
controlled by voltage input. The critical heat flux (CHF) has not been investigated in this paper.

Figure 1: Boiling heat transfer test set-up.
2.2 Preparation of coating
2.2.1 Preparation of acid-treated graphene powder
The pristine graphene was dispersed in a mixture of H2SO4(90%)/HNO3(70%) 3:1 and sonicated in a water bath for 24h
at20°C. The resultant acid-treated graphene were obtained on a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filter with the pore size of
01.um and washed 2 times with methanol, After acid-treatment, the acid-treated graphene was dried in an oven at 60°C[9].
2.2.2 Preparation of coating with various powder
The heat transfer performance of bare and coated Cu plates (10 x 10 x 0.3 mm) in boiling heat transfer using R134a has been
investigated. Bare, CNT coated, and diamond powder coated Cu plates were studied. The details of these Cu plate specimens
are summarized in Table 1. For each specimen, the powder, methylethylketone (MEK), and epoxy resin were mixed and stirred
for 1 hr. Then epoxy hardener was added and stirred for another hour. For the CNT coated Cu plate, the graphene, acid-treated,
and CNT mixture was sprayed on the Cu plate substrate (spray-coated surface) and dried in an oven at 423 K for 1 h[4].And
for the diamond coated and Al coated Cu plates, the coating was done by simply dripping the solution on the substrate (dripcoated surface) and dried in an oven at 423 K for 1 h. Fig. 2 shows the SEM images of the coatings.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 2: The SEM images of (a) pristine graphene, (b) pristine mwcnt, (c) diamond, (d) aluminium.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, the power input and the heat transfer coefficient was calculated as below.
q  VI

h

(1)

q/ A
Twall T bult

(2)

Where q, V, I, h are power input to the cartridge heater (W), voltage, current, the heat transfer coefficient. The local wall
temperature Twall was measured by two thermocouples, the Tbulk is the refrigerant average temperature measured by 3
thermocouples in the liquid bath.
3.1 Comparison with other coatings
The comparison of graphene, CNTs, diamond, aluminium coating surfaces is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. When the heat flux is
below 5w/cm2, diamond coating surface show the best heat transfer performance. When the heat flux is above 5w/cm2, the
superheat temperature of graphene coating is lower than the other coatings, when the superheat temperature is above 10℃, the
graphenen coating was the best heat transfer coefficients compared to the other coatings. The improvements were attributed to
the higher contact surface and 2-D structure which leads to a decreased thermal resistance of the interface between graphene
and epoxy.
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3.2 Effects of acid –treatment
The application of graphene is limited by its aggregation and stacking, in order to solve this problem, acid-treatment is used
[10]. The boiling performance of the acid-treated graphene coating, pristine graphene coating, and the bare Cu plate substrate
is shown in Fig. 5. As the heat flux increased, the superheat of the surfaces increased, when the heat flux is below about
1.5W/cm2, the superheat of three surfaces is almost similar, at higher heat flux, the superheat of surfaces appeared lower than
that of other surfaces. The superheat of the acid-treatment graphene coated surface is only lower above about 15 w/cm2 . In the
Fig.6, the acid-treated graphene coated surface also showed less improvement in terms of heat transfer coefficient than the
pristine graphene coated surface. This is because the acid oxidation may cause damage on the graphitic structure, and loss of
the intrinsic properties of the graphene based materials [11]. The particle size is decreased during the process of acid-treatment
resulting in decease of surface roughness.
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3.3 Effects of coating thickness
The influence of the coating thickness is shown in the Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. As shown in Fig. 7, when the heat flux is above about
6w/cm2, at the same heat flux, the superheat increased as the thickness increased. In Fig. 8, the heat transfer coefficient is
decreased with the increasing thickness. This is because of the low thermal conductivity of the epoxy. As the thickness is
increased, the thermal resistance increased leading to the less enhancement of boiling heat transfer.
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3.4 Effects of graphene content
The influence of the graphene content is shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. As shown in Fig. 8, when the heat flux is above about
6w/cm2, at the same heat flux, the superheat increased as the thickness increased but only for 0.1-0.3weight % graphene.
However, the superheat of 0.4weight% is increased and higher than the bare copper plate. The same situation appears in Fig.
10. The heat transfer coefficient of the 0.4 weight% contained surface is lower than other surfaces. The reason is shown in Fig.
11. Fig. 11 shows the SEM image of four different graphene contents. The roughness is increased as the graphene content
increased. Some graphene aggregations out of the epoxy are observed in Fig. 11(d), due to the difficult dispersion when there
is more graphene. The graphene aggregation reduces contact area and increases the thermal resistance of the interface between
the graphene and the epoxy resulting in the significant decrease in the thermal conductivity [12].
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 11 The SEM images of different graphene content s (a) 0.1weight%, (b) 0.2weight%, (c) 0.3weigthr% and (d) 0.4weight%

4. CONCLUSION
The present research is an experimental study of pool boiling heat transfer from graphene coating surface which have high
thermal conductivity. The influence of the coating thickness, acid treatment and the graphene content on the heat transfer was
reported. Finally, the boiling performance of a graphene coated surfaces are compared with those of carbon nanotubes,
diamond, aluminum coated surface.
(1) When the heat flux is below 5w/cm2, diamond coating surface shows the best heat transfer performance. When the
heat flux is above 5w/cm2, the superheat temperature of graphene coating is lower than the other coatings. When the
superheat temperature is above 10℃, the graphene coating show the best heat transfer coefficients compared to the
other coatings. The improvements were attributed to higher contact surface and 2-D structure which leads to a
decreased thermal resistance of the interface between graphene and epoxy.
(2) The acid-treated graphene coated surface also showed less improvement in thermal conductivity compared to the
pristine graphene coated surface. This is because the acid oxidation may cause damage on the graphitic structure, and
loss of the intrinsic properties of graphene based materials [11], the particle size is decreased during the process of
acid-treatment resulting in decrease of roughness.
(3) When the heat flux is above about 6w/cm2, at the same heat flux, the superheat increased as the thickness increased.
The heat transfer coefficient is also decreased with the increasing thickness.
(4) The superheat increased as the thickness increased only for 0.1-0.3weight % graphene content. However, the
superheat of the surface with 0.4weight% graphene content is increased and higher than that of bare copper plate. The
heat transfer coefficient of the 0.4 weight% graphene containing surface is lower than other surfaces. Some graphene
aggregations are out of the epoxy observed This is because the graphene aggregation reduces contact area and
increases the thermal resistance of the interface between the graphene and the epoxy resulting in the significant
decrease in the thermal conductivity
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents an efficient computation of optimal tool length for 5-axis mold & die machining. The implemented
procedure processes an NC file as an initial input, where the NC data is generated by another commercial CAM system. A
commercial CAM system generates 5-axis machining NC data which, in its own way, is optimal based on pre-defined
machining condition such as tool-path pattern, tool-axis control via inclination angles, etc. The proper tool-length should also
be provided. The tool-length should be as small as possible in order to enhance machinability as well as surface finish. A
feasible tool-length at each NC block can be obtained by checking interference between workpiece and tool components,
usually when the tool-axis is not modified at this stage for most CAM systems. Then the minimum feasible tool-length for an
NC file consisting of N blocks is the maximum of N tool-length values. However, it can be noted that slight modification of
tool-axis at each block may reduce the minimum feasible tool-length in mold & die machining. This approach can effectively
be applied in machining feature regions such as steep wall or deep cavity. It has been implemented and is used at a molding
die manufacturing company in Korea.
Keywords
5-axis machining, optimal tool length, NC data

1. INTRODUCTION
The five-axis NC machining has its own merits and has widely been utilized in manufacture of various parts such as turbine
blades, marine propellers, and molding dies [1]. One of its strengths is to facilitate flexible use of shorter cutters than general
three-axis machining, especially for deep cavity or vertical wall area. In addition, it is evident that the shorter tool length
provides the better accuracy and surface quality in machining, due to less tool deflection [2].
On the other hand, too short cutter possibly causes collision between tool holder and cut workpiece. Therefore, it is essential to
provide optimal (i.e., shortest & feasible) tool length avoiding unintended collision. The tool length is defined by the length
from tool tip to holder bottom as depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Definition of tool-length
In general, five-axis machining tool-path generation on a commercial CAM system needs machining condition which includes
tool-path pattern, tool orientation, tooling geometry, minimum tool-length, machine kinematics, etc. In the process, the CAM
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system computes the optimal tool-length at CL (cutter location) points of the tool-path, when the predefined tool-orientation at
each CL point is not modified. However, it should be noted that mild modification of tool-orientation can reduce the toollength especially in steep wall areas as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Tool-length reduction example

2.OPTIMAL TOOL LENGTH COMPUTATION
2.1 Overall Procedure
It is depicted in fig. 3 the overall procedure of computing optimal tool-length for the input NC data generated from a
commercial CAM system, where initial tool-length is set by the input ‘minimum tool-length’ provided by the mold maker. The
procedure can be divided into following stages:
(1)Compute minimum feasible tool-length for current tool-orientations, and search for target NC blocks where tool-length
correction is needed,
(2)Compute optimal tool-length of target NC blocks by modifying tool-orientation at each target NC block.
2.2 Current tool-length and target NC blocks
The current tool-length is defined as minimum feasible tool-length for the whole CL data, with maintaining the tool-orientation.
Feasibility check (e.g., collision check) based on previous research [3] is performed. Fig. 3 illustrates an example plot of
feasible tool-length for a set of NC blocks. It shows maximum of minimum feasible tool-lengths of all NC blocks are 79mm,
which should be current optimal tool-length for the NC data.
Then target NC blocks whose feasible tool-length is larger than input minimum tool-length are selected such that at the block
feasible tool-length should be reduced thereby further reducing optimal tool-length. Red dotted line in Fig. 3 depicts the
threshold value, and NC blocks whose tool-length is above the value are target NC blocks.

Fig. 3 Target NC blocks
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2.3Optimal tool-length
The minimum feasible tool-length (Lk) for each target NC block is recomputed by modifying tool-orientation within a
bounded angle domain (e.g., ±5^o). The tool-orientation is defined by elevation and azimuth angles in the global coordinate
system, so each angle change is locally bounded as shown in Fig. 4.
The optimal tool-length is the maximum of minimum feasible tool-lengths at CL points of the target NC blocks. The minimum
feasible tool-length (Lk) at a CL point is obtained by constructing a TL-map (tool-length map) defined on a local azimuthelevation angle domain. An example of the TL-map is shown in Fig. 5, where minimum feasible tool-length in current toolorientation is 79mm (i.e., at the center), but it can be reduced to 64mm if the tool-orientation is modified. Having obtained TLmaps for all target NC blocks, we can determine optimal tool-length Lo by the maximum of minimum feasible tool-lengths of
the target blocks.
Next step is to modify tool-orientation at a CL point where Lk> Lo, so that Lk becomes Lo. This is easily done by use the TLmap. An example result is illustrated in Fig. 6.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4 Tool-orientation angles and local boundary

Fig. 5 Sample TL-map

Fig.6 Example modification of tool-orientation
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3. ILLUSTRATED EXAMPLE
The developed system was applied to 5-axis molding die machining as shown in Fig. 7, where 8,602 NC blocks were generated
by PowerMill® [4] CAM system. The current optimal tool-length is determined as 17.1mm based on the tool-length plot
without modifying tool-orientation (see Fig. 8).
Total 548 target NC blocks were selected by input minimum tool-length of 15mm, and the optimal tool-length of 14.9mm was
obtained by the prescribed algorithm.

Fig. 7 CAD model and Tool-paths
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Fig. 8 Initial tool-length plot

4. CONCLUSIONS
An optimal tool-length computation algorithm has been developed, and applied to five-axis NC machining of molding dies.
The developed system is used at a domestic molding die manufacturing company in Korea.
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ABSTRACT
Owing to the worldwide surge in fuel prices, transportations costs have also registered unprecedented rise. While the research
for alternated fuels has been brought to the centre stage, at the same time, fuel efficient design of engines and vehicles has
risen in the priority list of design considerations. A tremendous scope in this regards exists in the design of the aerospace
vehicles, as lifting tons of load into air requires colossal amounts of energy / thrust generated by aero- engines as a
consequence of burning fuel. Any reduction in the vehicles weight, without compromising other design requirements related to
the structural integrity, can therefore pay dividends in fuel conservation. This can also enhance the vehicles payload carrying
capacity by shedding off useless weight. Traditionally, the methods employed in the aerospace industry for weight optimization
relate to incorporations of lightening holes in ribs, spars, bulkheads, longerons etc or more recently through use of composite
materials. Both the methodologies however have inherent limitations. While the lightening holes, being through holes, are
restricted in size, quantity and placement, composites usage has also been limited to secondary load taking members in
aerospace structures. These limitations leave a significant room for further weight optimization. Under this background
perspective, the paper examines and establishes the significance of another less recognized / employed but equally effective
non traditional method of weight reduction known as the Chemical Milling. The potency of the process lies in its ability to
remove measured and variable depths of material along complex geometries and contours characteristic of aerospace
structures in the most economical way thereby achieving optimal weight reduction. After establishing the process significance,
the paper brings into focus the theory, design, development, and employment of the process. Optimization of control
parameters has been given special emphasis during the discussion of various processes while the facility layout is addressed
at the end.
Keywords
Chemical milling, aerospace structures, weight reduction

1. INTRODUCTION
Non-traditional manufacturing processes is defined as a group of processes that remove excess material by various techniques
involving mechanical, thermal, electrical or chemical energy or combinations of these energies but do not use a sharp cutting
tools as it needs to be used for traditional manufacturing processes. Extremely hard and brittle materials are difficult to machine
by traditional machining processes such as turning, drilling, shaping and milling. Nontraditional machining processes, also
called advanced manufacturing processes, are employed where traditional machining processes are not feasible, satisfactory or
economical due to special reasons as outlined below:1.1 Very hard, fragile materials difficult to clamp for traditional machining
1.2 When the work-piece is too flexible or slender
1.3 When the shape of the part is too complex
Several types of non-traditional machining processes have been developed to meet extra required machining conditions. When
these processes are employed properly, they offer many advantages over non-traditional machining processes. The process
analyzed and explained in this paper relates to Chemical milling. Chemical machining (CM) is the controlled dissolution of
work piece material (etching) by means of a strong chemical reagent (etchant). In CM, material is removed from selected areas
of work piece by immersing it in a chemical reagents or etchants; such as acids and alkaline solutions. Material is removed by
microscopic electrochemical cell action, similar to the ones that occur in corrosion or chemical dissolution of a metal. This
controlled chemical dissolution will simultaneously etch all exposed surfaces even though the penetration rates of the material
removal may be only 0.0025–0.1 mm/min. In chemical milling, shallow cavities are produced on plates, sheets, forgings and
extrusions. The two key materials used in chemical milling process are etchant and maskant. Etchants are acid or alkaline
solutions maintained within controlled ranges of chemical composition and temperature. Maskants are specially designed
elastomeric products that are hand strippable and chemically resistant to the harsh etchants [1][2][3]. Chemical Milling has
made rapid inroads in the aviation industry as a method of weight reduction and incorporating better weight to stiffness ratio
without compromising the strength of the parts. Shallow layers of material from large aircraft components missile skin panels
(Figure 1) and extruded parts for airframes can be effectively removed. The salient advantages that this technology offers; such
as, ease of job execution, low cost, accuracy and repeatability have made this an indispensable process for the wide spectrum
of industry.
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Figure 1: Missile skin-panel section contoured by chemical milling to improve the stiffness-to-weight ratio of the part [1]
All metals, especially Aluminum, Titanium, and Steel are considered suitable for Chemical Milling. Whereas in the aviation
industry, the process is mainly used on Aluminum alloys. In the case of Aluminum, the process utilizes acidic or alkaline type
chemicals. The Acid based Chemical Milling process besides being expensive is slower and the quality of the product is
poorer as compared to the alkaline based process. Therefore, alkaline-based Chemical Milling is more commonly employed.
Chemical Milling can be performed by two different methods: (1) Chemical Milling of unformed metal sheets which is then
bent to the required profile, (2) Forming of sheet metal parts prior to its Chemical Milling.

2. CHEMICAL MILLING VS CONVENTIONAL MILLING – AN ANALOGY
Fig 2 and 3 below are referred with regards to this analogy. The chemical solution replaces the tool (rotary cutter). Chemical
force replaces the mechanical force for cutting. The tool speed is replaced by the chemical type. The function of the tool
positioning by the milling machine is replaced by the part blanking. The depth of cut is replaced by the time the part is
exposed to the chemical. The feed direction which is well controllable aspect in the conventional milling cannot be controlled
in chemical milling. This is because of the fact that chemical milling is an isotropic phenomenon in which the exposed metal is
milled in all directions (Figure 4). As a certain depth has been milled, milling also starts at the side walls of the depth created
which is undesirable. This is why the masked area is kept smaller than the actual size needed to offset the effect of this
inadvertent milling. Machine bed size limitation for maximum part size is replaced by tank size.

Figure 2: Mechanics of a conventional milling process

Figure 3: Work piece dipped in the chemical milling tank

Area Milled Inadvertently
Blanking

Wok piece

Figure 4: Chemical milling – An isotropic process
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3. THEORY
Parts to be chemically milled are first cleaned and masked with a coating of synthetic-rubber that protects it from being milled.
The masked parts are then scribed resulting in the removal of the maskant from selected areas as specified in the part design
drawing. The areas from where the maskant coating has been removed are chemically milled in the appropriate solution at
controlled temperature for specified time, resulting in the reduction of part weight.

4. CHEMICAL MILLING PROCESS FLOW
A typical production line setup for chemical milling of Aluminum, Titanium or steel comprises of cleaning and chemical
processing tanks physically arranged in order of the process. At certain stage, the parts may require to be routed in the reverse
direction which is accomplished through manual or automatic programming of the overhead crane to which the milling rack is
hung. However such instances are preferred to be minimal so as to achieve greater process efficiency. Chemical milling
processes are adapted to specific applications on the basis of part material, desired physical / chemical product characteristics,
facility layout / size, chemicals and effluent plant availability etc and are therefore often proprietary in nature. However,
general characteristics of typical facility may comprise of the following salient features.
4.1
Production Documents Preparation.
Specific documentation for each part to be chemically milled is essential
for process planning and execution in an error proof and methodological manner. Important inputs and essential parameters to
prepare such production documentation are provided by the part engineering drawings. Essential documentation in this regards
include:4.1.1
Chemical Milling Process Technical Sheet.
A separate Chemical Milling Technical Sheet is prepared for
the each part to be chemical milled. Following information may be essential to be included in this document.
4.1.1.1 Part Number and nomenclature.
4.1.1.2 Stock material and its thickness.
4.1.1.3 Part quantity and its dimensions.
4.1.1.4 Parts drawing with area to be chemical milled identified.
4.1.1.5 Thickness of the part at specified area after Chemical Milling. Refer Fig 5.
4.1.1.6 Signature of worker, supervisor, technologist, and quality inspector etc.

Figure 5: Part drawing is utilized to mark zones of chemical milling on the part as in this case a complex pressure vessel cap,
mapped for chemical mill [7]
4.1.2
Work Order Form for Chemical Milling Template.
Specifications to manufacture the Chemical Milling
Template are provided on this form. It is then routed to the templates manufacturing facility for template manufacturing.
Modern state of the art facilities are however now moving towards 5 Axis laser scribing therefore replacing template
manufacturing with the CNC program generation at this stage. Refer Fig 6.

Figure 6:

5-axis 9' x 40' laser scriber with NC adjustable pogo bed [7]
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4.2
Parts Preparation. During preparatory work, the parts are properly cleaned by various special processes. This is
essential as even very small impurities or particles on the surface of the part can result in punctured or uneven masking.
Various special processes that may be employed to clean the parts are described below and may be carried out in a sequence
dictated by parts material and the nature / extent of deposited dirt or grime on the parts:4.2.1
Degreasing. The parts are externally cleaned of any easily removable impurities with cloth and suitable cleaning
solvent such as MethyleEthyleKetone (MEK) etc. Ultrasonic cleaning can also be utilized.
4.2.2
Alkaline Cleaning. The parts are cleaned by Alkaline Cleaning process to remove stains from their surface. This
process is carried out by dipping the part in a tank filled with a suitable alkaline cleaning solvent compatible with the part
material. Temperature controlling and agitation in the tank can be used in high end facilities for better results .Process time
should be depended upon achieving the required standard of cleanliness.
4.2.3
Light Deoxidize. This process is carried out to remove oxidants from surface of the part that may have been
produced as a consequence of earlier processes performed on the part. Process time is adjusted in accordance with condition of
the part. Highly greased / dirty parts require longer processing times.
4.2.4
Hot or Cold Agitated Water Rinse. Cleaning solvents used in earlier processes are generally rinsed using hot or
agitated De-Ionized (DI) water as necessary. The purity grade of DI water tracked in parts per million (PPM) needs to be
maintained and is usually not exceeded beyond 10 PPM. Process time is adjusted as required based on results. Continuous
flow of fresh DI water may be maintained from one end while drainage occurs from the other end in cases where very
stringent cleaning standards are mandated.
4.2.5
Air Drying. This is usually accomplished at the end of wet cleaning processes. Hot air blowing can be carried out or
the part can be placed in an oven at moderate temperatures.
4.3
Maskant Application.
After the cleaning process, parts to be chemically milled are covered with a coating called
‘Maskant’ that protect parts from chemical reaction in Milling Tank. Polymer or rubber based materials are generally used for
masking procedure. The selected maskant material should have following properties [6].
4.3.1. Tough enough to withstand handling
4.3.2. Well adhering to the work piece surface
4.3.3. Easy scribing
4.3.4. Inert to the chemical reagent used
4.3.5. Able to withstand the heat used during chemical machining
4.3.6. Easy and inexpensive removal after chemical machining etching
The adhesion, thickness, smoothness and uniformity of the masking therefore, play a very important role in the quality of
milled part. Multiple maskant coatings are used to provide a higher etchant resistance. Long exposure time is needed when
thicker and rougher dip or spray coatings are used. Various maskant application methods can be used such as dip, brush, spray,
roller, and electro coating as well as adhesive tapes. When higher machined part dimensional accuracy is needed, spraying the
mask on the work piece through silk screen would provide better results. Thin maskant coating would cause severe problems
such as not withstanding rough handling or long exposure times to the etchant. The application of photoresist masks which are
generally used in photochemical machining operation, produce high accuracy, ease of repetition for multiple part etching, and
ease of modification. Possible maskant materials for different work piece materials are given in Table 1.
Table 1:

Maskant material, thickness, method of application and some important considerations are explained below: 4.3.7
Thickness.
Thickness in the range of 0.5mm is generally assumed to be good enough for producing parts with
higher dimensional accuracy requirements. Thickness in this range can however not be achieved in a single spray coating and
therefore multiple spray coating are resorted to. Sufficient time must lapse between subsequent spray coatings so as to allow
the previous layer to set well. Ultrasonic thickness testers are a good way at this stage to ensure if requisite thickness has been
achieved.
4.3.8
Method Selection.
Soaking and spraying are used for high end applications and greater production batches.
Brushing can be employed in case larger parts are to be masked and the construction of the parts is relatively simpler. Using
roller or masking tape can be adopted for low end applications and low production runs.
4.3.9
Impurities in the Masking Material. Before using the masking material it should be insured that it is free from
contaminants and physical impurities. In case impurities are there, masking material must be filtered. This is important since
small impurities in masking material can cause uneven or punctured masking surface on the part. A uniform masking layer
also ensures that an even force can be applied with the knife while peeling off the masking. Consequently, damage to the part
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skin is avoided.
4.3.10 Viscosity of the Masking Material. Viscosity is measured using a U-tube viscometer also are known as glass
capillary viscometers or Ostwald viscometers, named after Wilhelm Ostwald. Refer Fig 7. Another version is the Ubbelohde
viscometer, which consists of a U-shaped glass tube held vertically in a controlled temperature bath. In one arm of the U is a
vertical section of precise narrow bore (the capillary). Above this is a bulb; with it is another bulb lower down on the other
arm. In use, liquid is drawn into the upper bulb by suction, and then allowed to flow down through the capillary into the lower
bulb. Two marks (one above and one below the upper bulb) indicate a known volume. The time taken for the level of the
liquid to pass between these marks is proportional to the kinematic viscosity. Most commercial units are provided with a
conversion factor, or can be calibrated by a fluid of known properties. The time required for the test liquid to flow through a
capillary of a known diameter of a certain factor between two marked points is measured. By multiplying the time taken by the
factor of the viscometer, the kinematic viscosity is obtained. The masking material is poured into the tube and the time taken
for the level to drop between two marked graduations on the tube is noted against a pre-calibrated standard value. In case the
viscosity is not within range, the masking material is diluted or made dense accordingly by adjusting the ratio of the making
material with respect to thinner.

Figure 7: Ostwald viscometers measure the viscosity of a fluid with known density
Viscosity is also measured using A Zahn cup which is a viscosity measurement device widely used in the paint industry. Refer
Fig 8. It is commonly a stainless steel cup with a tiny hole drilled in the centre of the bottom of the cup. There is also a long
handle attached to the sides. There are five cup specifications, labelled Zahn cup #x, where x is the number from one through
five. Large number cup sizes are used when viscosity is high, while low number cup sizes are used in cases where viscosity is
low. To determine the viscosity of a liquid, the cup is dipped and completely filled with the substance. After lifting the cup out
of the substance the user measures the time until the liquid streaming out of it breaks up, this is the corresponding "efflux
time". SOCOMAST T2240, TURCOFORM MASK 5580-G are some of the commercially available maskants used in high
end applications for chemical milling and have viscosity in the range of #5 Zhang cup.

Figure 8 : Zahn cup viscometer
4.3.11 Spraying Equipment. Masking material for spraying on parts to be chemically milled usually has higher density
necessitating the need for using special high pressure spraying equipment. Such equipment would require stringent pre and
post use cleaning / cleansing drills to ensure prolonged problem free operations during their service life. Commercial
companies such as GRACO, KREMLIN, NORDSON etc manufacture equipment for high end applications capable of
producing pressure in range of 1800 psi and a compression ratio as high as 1: 30.
4.3.12 Masking Inspection and Repair. Quality of masking can be checked with Electric self-Sensing Leak Detector.
Refer Fig 9. In case some spots require repair, a special masking material need to be applied. AC-811 Line Sealer and AC-807
Repaircoat works well for a wide family of maskants. AC-806-AC Line Sealer is employed when chemical milling in acid
etchants. AC-832 or AC-837T Topcoat may be used when chemical milling in very aggressive acid etchants to enhance the
chemical resistance of these maskants. [8]
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Figure 9 : Electrical lining leak detector
4.4
Scribing, Peeling of Masking and Racking.
In the absence of a state of the art numerically controlled laser
scribing, a template will have to be manufactured. The part is fixed in a fixture and the template is placed on the part.
Manufacturing holes on the part and template are utilized for their proper alignment. Using the templates as pattern, the
features to be chemically milled are scribed by a knife. Areas to be milled are then peeled. The important points of this activity
are listed below.
4.4.1
The manufacturing holes on the part and the template must be aligned properly before inscribing.
4.4.2
The part and the template must not have any gaps between their surfaces. Gaps should be removed through clamping.
4.4.3
The cutting knife should be held vertical to the part and parallel to the edges of the template.
4.4.4
A uniform force has to be exerted on the knife. The force should just be enough to pierce the masking and not
scratch on the underlying part surface. The part has to be rejected if it is scored in this way. On the contrary, if the masking
surface is not cut all the way, while peeling, masking from the unwanted area might also be removed inadvertently. This has to
be avoided.
4.4.5
The parts are suspended on the racks in a way that they do not overlap / interfere with each other.
4.5
Milling.
Part can now be considered ready for carrying out the Chemical mill process. Modern facilities
these days incorporate Programmable Logic Controlled (PLC) milling bath tanks. This can also facilitate in Adaptive Control
(AC) where the process parameters are tracked and automatically brought within range as a deviation is sensed. This most
important stage of the process is discussed under the following headings: 4.5.1
Milling Solution Chemical Concentration. The chemical etchant to be used with different types of material is
shown in Table 2.
Table 2:

4.5.2
Preparing the Rack.
Chemical milling is a batch process as running the entire facility with huge amount of
chemicals and processes for a couple of part is not cost effective. The batch parts are loaded on the rack which is hung with the
overhead crane responsible for routing the rack to the process tanks as per a predefined sequence. Refer Fig 10. The parts
spacing and orientation is also important and effects process capability. Parts should not interfere with each other and should
be preferably dipped in the milling tank in a different orientation each time after the cleaning process.
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Figure 10: Parts hung from the rack are dipped in tank [7]
4.5.3
Chemical Milling Time Calculation. The time for which the Chemical Milling is to be performed on a part to
achieve the required dimensions is given by Table 2. However since this is dependant on a number of factors such as the
solution strength, temperature etc, a more accurate way is to note the milling rate. Dipping a sample of the same material of a
known thickness in the tank for a specified time enables this. Thickness of the sample is then measured and milling rate is
calculated. Time required for milling is calculated by formula given below: Milling Time = Milled Depth / Milling Rate or Speed.
For example, if a 10 mm thick sheet is to be milled to 7 mm from one side, the milling rate would be calculated by dipping a
sheet of the same material and thickness in a prepared solution. If after 5 minutes the thickness of the sample is reduced to 9.8
mm, the milling rate is calculated by dividing the milled thickness on one side of the sheet (10-9.8/2) by the milling time. In
this case it would be 0.1/5 mm per minutes. Now the milling time required to achieve the required thickness can be calculated
by the formula given above. This would be 3/0.02=150 minutes.
4.5.4
In Process Parts cleaning. During the Chemical Milling process, surface of the part is cleaned periodically to
remove impurities. This can be accomplished by using DI water of right grade, at right temperature and for right duration as
discussed for earlier cleaning processes. Acids such as the Nitric acid can also be used followed by cleansing with DI water.
Cleaning frequency is dependent on the chemical milling rate as higher rates amount to mixing of the milled material parts
getting dissolved in the tank and effecting the process quality. Therefore the amount of dissolved metal impurities in the tank
eg in grams per liter are monitored. Metal content in the Chemical Milling tank has to be critically monitored. Incase it
exceeds 80-90 grams / liter; the solution no longer remains usable and has to be replaced. While replacing the tank solution
100 % contents of the tank are not taken out. When some quantity of the old solution is left in the tank, new solution is added.
In this way, the old solution can be utilized to achieve the required metal content in the new solution.
4.5.5
Milling Tolerances.
After the milling process is completed, the part is inspected for having achieved the
required milling dimensions. Such measurements should not be taken from areas of changing thickness or radii on the part. A
tolerance of  0.1 mm for the milling depth and  0.8 mm at the edges can be obtained in a high end facility following
stringent quality and process control parameters. Refer Figure 11.

Figure 11: Chemically milled panels being inspected for tolerance [7]
4.5.6
Finishing and Inspection.
After the milling process, parts need to be immediately rinsed with cold and then
hot DI water as exposure with residual etching bath solution would continue to mill the part even after taking it out of the tank.
Air drying can then be accomplished followed by peeling off the maskant and inspection. Rework is also possible if parts are
found to be out of milling tolerances in the negative range.
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5.

TEMPLATES OR NC PROGRAM UTILIZATION IN CHEMICAL MILLING PROCESS

5.1
Templates manufacturing or NC programming in case of laser scribing is done for precise marking / cutting of the
maskant thereby exposing area to be milled. Following are some of the considerations that need to be taken into account in this
regards:
5.1.1
Template Material. Templates can be made of metal, but in case of contoured-surface parts on which Chemical
Milling is usually performed, epoxy resin or fiberglass templates can more easily and accurately give the required contour.
Therefore, these are preferred over metal ones.
5.1.2
Scribed Area Dimensioning. The scribed area has to be smaller than the actual dimension of the required Chemical
milled area. This is because of the reason that as the part is milled along the depth, some milling would inadvertently take
place laterally at the edges. This lateral penetration has to be calculated and compensated by cutting out equally smaller
dimensions on the template.

6.

IMPORTANT FACILITY CONSIDERATIONS

6.1
Buildings. Refer Fig 12. Milling process building should be spacious enough to house all the cleaning and process
tanks in sequence. Tanks are placed with sufficient gaps to enable movement and handling and should be sufficiently elevated
for routing the tank plumbing. Railings along the length of the building are necessary for the overhead crane. The ceiling
height should therefore be sufficient to shift parts by overhead crane. Space as an input buffer to the process where the part
racks can be queued up need to be accounted for. Separate rooms / building need to be designated for the maskant application
and manual / laser scribing for the part. However the facility is to be so designed that the parts / materials transportation is
minimized. Time-motion study can help ascertain a feasible layout. Area for process engineers, maintenance and management
staff has to be accounted for. Effluent plant however need to be separated from the process building but forms an important
part of the setup. The facility may have its own DI water production plant especially in a high production facility. In this case,
a separate building would be needed.
6.1.2
Equipment. As certain tanks need to be agitated and heated therefore necessary stirring equipment is needed.
Usually steam is routed in tanks for heating purposes requiring steam plants. Compressed air can also be used for stirring or
drying purposes requiring a compressor. Necessary monitoring and recording equipment measuring bath temperatures,
concentration, process time etc are also essential. Similarly toxic fumes from the tanks need to be collected and disposed via
an exhaust system. Spray equipment with necessary water exhaust systems (air curtains) are needed in the maskant application
area along with overhead cranes. Some parts may need drying in an oven. Important inspection and test equipment includes
lining leak detectors, electrical thickness testers etc.

Figure 12: Engineering services and facilities for chemical milling production line set up [7]

7.

CONCLUSION

Every ounce of extra or surplus weight that can be reduced from the aerospace structures result in carrying equal amounts of
useful and critical payload. In the present age of design customization and optimization, this critical technology can therefore
pay dividends by ensuring that any weight which is not directly contributing towards structural strength and stiffness
requirements of the designed structure can be shed off. Chemical milling ensures that this can be done in an effective, easy and
cost efficient way, no matter how difficult the extra weight is positioned in terms of access and orientation. To achieve the
same results in the absence of chemical milling, excessive and cumbersome 3 or 5-axis machining would have to be employed
seriously restricted by the machine bed size limitations besides being time consuming and expensive. A clear understanding
and precise comprehension of facility processes that this technology entails as explained in this work is therefore critical in
achieving full benefits from this critical application.
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ABSTRACT
The present paper reports the results of a theoretical and empirical work, during which the warp tension variations in a
weaving machine were modeled and simulated. A rapier loom, Sulzer-Ruti G6100, was used to model the warp tension
variations in a weaving cycle. The loom has a couple of springs mounted at two sides of the backrest roll to create tension in
the warp ends as well as a dashpot system to damp the vibrations of the system. Therefore the system is consists of springdashpot was modeled and simulated. Then the warp tension variations obtained from simulation was verified by measuring
warp tension using a collective warp tension meter. The results obtained from simulation and experimental showed a good
agreement. In this research work, the backrest roll displacement during a weaving cycle, also, was modeled and simulated.
The theoretical results were verified using a special sensor working on basis of Eddy current. The results obtained from
measurement approve the simulation and the model applied.
Keywords
Computer simulation, Warp tension, Weaving machine, Spring-Dashpot system

1. INTRODUCTION
The increase in the operating speed of modern weaving machines has made the weaving process more difficult, as even small
errors in machine settings can lead to repeated stoppages and cause cloth defects. To avoid these problems the weaving
machines provide numerous setting possibilities to achieve optimum operation at the higher weaving speeds.
Warp tension is one of the parameters to be carefully controlled on a loom, so as to avoid excessive peak tension values, as
well as too low values of it which would lead to unsatisfactory shedding. A computer simulation of warp yarn tension during
weaving is aimed to help in creating objective setting recommendations for weaving machines.
To determine the combined effect of a given combination of the factors such as loom, weave and warp ends material on a
loom on a routine basis will be time consuming, uneconomic and sometimes impracticable. To skip these obstacles, some
research workers have simulated and measured warp tension variations in the weaving machine[1-10]. On basis of these
works, the loom and forces involved in determining warp tension can be mathematically modeled and the effects of different
factors on warp tension may be examined.
The objective of this work is modeling and simulating a weaving machine which has a system combining of couple of spring
and couple of dashpot, as this kind of system has not been simulated by previous researches.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
For the work reported in this paper, a rapier loom, model G6100, with dobby mechanism to shed, having 10 heald shafts, run at
285 R.P.M, with balanced shed geometry, advanced shed timing, i.e. shed is closed at 315o, positive take-up of fabric and
negative let-off mechanism was used.
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The warp yarns used to produce the fabric in warp tension simulation were spun yarns Ne=30/2 and warp density of
24ends/cm,
From diagram of healds displacement, it was found out that the heald are displaced maximum 38.mm. when the heald shafts
are leveled at 90o-180o, the warp yarns are let-off.
As a basic device, the damper is a hydraulic piston-in-cylinder assembly. The piston is actuated by the suspension, causing the
fluid to flow throughout the damper body. A reservoir provides the fluid’s static pressure. The reaction of the damper to the
suspension input is vital to vehicle control, and is the result of the energy dissipation provided by the fluid. Our engineering
specifications and targets follow the piston-in-cylinder baseline of geometric, fluid, and mechanical properties.
To calculate damping constant of the spring-dashpot, the specifications of the components were determined as following:
1. Cylinder diameter: 44.6mm
2. Piston diameter: 43.4mm
3- Piston length: 60.25mm
At the start point of operation, about 250cc oil with viscosity of 5.28cst at 100oC and viscosity of 32cst at 40oC are poured
inside the dashpot. The amount of dynamic viscosity, , was obtained from relevant equation, 0.028192NS/m2. The amount of
damping constant, C, was calculated which is about 1556.52 NS/m
We also calculated the spring constant of the spring with following specifications which is about 30.85N/mm:
 Material: Steel CK75/75(SAE1074)
 Number of coils: 19
 Exterior diameter: 56.3mm
 Inner diameter: 54.3mm

3. MODELING THE SYSTEM
Regarding the free diagram of forces exerted to backrest roll, the relevant equations were used. The equations are written on
basis of equilibrium of forces and moments around backrest roll, shown in Figure1. Therefore we had to obtain the inertia
moment of the backrest roll, using equation(1).The weight of back rest roll was estimated about 75.8kg. The inertia moment of
the backrest roll which is combination of several parts, was calculated and obtained about I=1.050kg.m2.
(1)
In which
m: The mass of backrest roll
M: The mass of part on which the backrest roll is fixed
xCG: The distance of the supporting part of backrest roll to rotating point A
L: The length of springs used to exert tension in the warp yarns
: Angular displacement of backrest roll from rotating point A
I: Total inertia momentum of the system around point A
K: The spring constant of the springs used
h: The distance between the effective point of exerting force on the spring and rotating point A
c: damping constant of the dashpot spring
T1: Warp tension between warp beam and backrest roll
T2: Warp tension above backrest roll

Figure 1: The free diagram of forces acting on the backrest roll
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To calculate c we used equation (2):
(2)
In this formula, l is the piston length; D is exterior diameter of the piston, is the dynamic viscosity of the oil used in dashpot
and d is the distance between the piston and cylinder of dashpot, shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The parametric dimensions of the dashpot

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the next step the warp tension was determined using the parameters of the warp beam such as instant diameter of the beam,
angular velocity of the beam, the initial modulus of the warp yarns, etc. To calculate warp tension above backrest roll, (Tb ),
shown in Figure 3, equation(3) is used. The cause of tension variations in warp ends is the difference between the weaving
velocity (v) and the velocity of warp let-off ( ). In normal conditions these velocities are constant and Tb can be easily
obtained.

Figure 3: The forces acting on the backrest roll
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(3)
In which:
v: The weaving velocity
: The radius of warp beam
: The angular velocity of the warp beam, and
K: The elastic constant of the warp ends
To simulate and plot warp tension variation during weaving cycle the following equation was used:
(4)
In this equation:
Ts: is basic warp tension
T2: The warp tension before beat-up
a: the distance between cloth fell position and the heald when the shed is closed
b: the distance between the heald and drop wires
h: the vertical displacement of the heald
K1: the elastic constant of warp yarns
: the angular velocity of loom(rad/s)
t: time
As beat-up occurs, the warp tension is added remarkably. Therefore it is necessary to determine the beat-up equation to obtain
warp tension during it. By solving equation (4) and considering beat-up force we can plot warp tension vitiations, as seen in
figure 4.

Figure 4: The warp tension variation, obtained from simulation
To verify the results obtained from simulation, we measured the warp tension using a yarn tension meter working on basis of
strain gauges. As observed from figure 5, the warp tension trace shows a good agreement with theoretical results.

Figure 5: The warp tension variation, obtained from measurement
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As seen from figure 5, some fluctuation is observed while there are no such fluctuations in figure 4. In fact there are some
noises which cannot be modeled or would be so complicated to be modeled.
We also modeled and simulated backrest roll fluctuation during weaving cycle, using equation (1). To obtain and plot the
angular displacement of the backrest roll, we should calculate  from this equation. By substituting the constant values and the
values of warp tension in equation 1), and numerical solution of differential equation, the angular displacement of backrest
roll( ) was computed using Runge-Kutta method, and plotted using MATLAB. Figure 6 displays angular displacement of
backrest roll obtained from simulation. To verify the simulation we measured angular displacement of the backrest roll using a
sensor which works on basis Eddy current. Figure 7 shows the angular displacement of the backrest roll, obtained from
measurement.

Figure 6: The theoretical angular displacement of the backrest roll

Figure 7: The angular displacement of the backrest roll obtained from measurement
As can be observed from figures 6 and 7, the results from experimental confirms the model and simulation, however, there are
some noises in the trace measured by relevant sensor.
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5. CONCLUSION
In this research work, the warp tension variations of a weaving machine was modeled and simulated. The tension is exerted on
the warp yarns by backrest roll equipped with a couple of springs and dashpots, placed at two sides of the machine. To model
warp tension variation and angular displacement, the differential equations were written and solved numerically. Then the
theoretical warp tension variations and angular displacement of the backrest roll wereplotted and compared with similar graphs
obtained from experimental. The theoretical results show a good agreement with the experiments.
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ABSTRACT
Mechanical stimulation has been reported to improve cell growth in bone and cartilage regeneration. Various research groups
have described their own bioreactors that stimulate cell-seeded scaffolds. We have developed a bioreactor capable of applying
controlled compressive loading to a cell-encapsulated agarose hydrogel. To compare the effect of mechanical stimulation on
agarose hydrogel, we used one control group (static mode) and five experimental groups (continuous sinusoidal mode, square
mode, intermittent_3sec mode, intermittent_60sec mode, intermittent_600sec mode). The results show that the
intermittent_3sec conditions improve proliferation of cells better than the other conditions studied.
Keywords
Bioreactor, compressive loading, scaffold, agarose, tissue engineering

1. INTRODUCTION
Generally, environmental stimuli can have a dominant influence on cell properties and tissue regeneration such as bone and
cartilage tissue [1-3]. However, previous research has considered only simple repetitive stmili [4-6]. In this study, we
fabricated a bioreactor and analyzed how various compressive loadings influenced cell growth. To compare the effects of the
various compression stimulations on agarose hydrogel, we cultured MC3T3-E1 cells statically and dynamically. Hydrogel
scaffolds provide advantages over other scaffold materials. The effects of the mechanical stimulation were assessed by
evaluating cell number at the beginning and end of the 7day long stimulation experiments.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
For this research we have developed a custom-made bioreactor system that can stimulate cells with various compressive
loading. The bioreactor system was composed of two major components, including compression system and the incubator
system(Figure 1). Compression system was used to apply unconfined compressive loading as dictated by the LabVIEW
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controller. To make cell-seeded 2% agarose gel, we mixed a 4% agarose solution with an equal volume of murine MC3T3-E1
preosteoblasts( RIKEN Cell Bank, Japan) at 2×106 cells/ml.
We fabricated cell-encapsulated agarose hydrogel scaffolds for mechanical stimulation. Agarose allows effective induction of
cell adhesion and growth and simple transfer of metabolites [7]. We used BactoTM Agar (BD, USA) powder to prepare 4%
agarose solution. To make 2% cell-encapsulated agarose hydrogel scaffolds, we mixed a 4% agarose solution (100 ml) with an
equal volume of MC3T3-E1 cells suspended in media (-MEM + 10% FBS). We set the cell-encapsulating 2% agarose
scaffold by injecting it into cylindrical plastic molds with a diameter of 10 mm and a height of 5 mm(Figure. 3). After gelation
at the room temperature, the agarose hydrogel scaffolds were detached from the mold.
To compare the effect of various compression stimulation regimes on cell-encapsulated agarose hydrogel scaffold, we used six
experimental conditions. The conditions consist of static mode (control group), square mode, continuous sinusoidal mode,
intermittent mode_3sec (the duration of stimulation was 3 seconds per cycle), intermittent mode_60sec and intermittent
mode_600sec. The agarose hydrogel scaffolds were also subjected to 10% dynamic compressive stimulation strain at 1 Hz
frequency for 7 days. All stimulus treatments were applied for 8 hr/day during the tests.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of custom-made bioreactor system

Figure 2: Photograph of the agarose gel scaffold
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Figure 3: Modes of compression stimulation

Figure 4: Numbers of MC3T3-E1 cells in static and dynamic culture

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The effect of mechanical stimulation on the proliferative activity of MC3T3-E1 cells was assessed by flow cytometry(FACS
Calibur-S system, BD, USA). Figure 2 shows the cell counting results using FACS. There were differences in the numbers of
cells grown in the various modes of compression stimulation. The levels of cell proliferation of sinusoidal mode and
intermittent_3 sec mode were higher than those for other modes. The level of proliferation of cells was greater than that for the
control group(static mode) for all modes except intermittent mode_600 sec. This suggests that mechanical stimulation
increases cell proliferation more than the static condition. In particular, the level of proliferation with the short interval and
pause of 3 sec was the highest of all experimental groups.

4. CONCLUSION
In this study, we fabricated cell-encapsulated agarose hydrogel scaffolds using MC3T3-E1 cells. A bioreactor capable of
applying controlled mechanical stimulation to cell-encapsulated agarose hydrogel scaffolds was constructed. To compare the
effects of various mechanical stimulations of the scaffolds, we cultured MC3T3-E1 cells statically and dynamically. Further
study will be conducted to find the best culturing conditions to allow the mechanical stimulus to contribute to proliferation and
differentiation.
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ABSTRACT
Currently composite material has been widely used in engineering application, including friction material. The composite
friction material is produced from particulates bound by resin-based binder. Various application of brakes and clutch uses
composites as the friction material due to its flexibility of characteristics if designed systematically. Comprehensive knowledge
on the influence of each component material to the composite gross characteristics is essential for designing the composite
friction materials. This paper presents study and preliminary experiments to find the influence of component materials, along
with the particle’s shape to the composite crush strength. The investigation shows the influence of each component, presented
in the response surface model. From the examination of microstructure, it is found that there is a difference in grain shape
between the green and final product.
Keywords
Friction material, Green strength, Design database

1. INTRODUCTION
Friction material has vital role in mechanical system, especially for stopping mechanism (brakes) and transmission (clutch).
Friction material has been widely used in transportation application, such as cars, motorcycle, buses, trucks and trains, as well
as in material handling equipment, such as elevator crane, haul truck, and conveyor. Design and production of friction material
is crusial to ensure that the product serves the function as required. The main properties of friction material are coefficient of
friction and wear rate. However, development of modern friction material deals with other important properties, i.e.









Coefficient Friction
Wear Rate
Noise and vibration
Weight
Strength: Crush, Bending and shear
Specific cost
Reliability and properties stabilization
Environmental issue
 Thermal properties: Heat Dissipation, thermal conductivity,
etc.
In general, the design of friction material must produce a friction material that has specific requirement such as cost efficiency,
environmentally-friendly, stability in properties especially for wide operational time, low wear rate, and compatibility with
paired component. Research and development in this area is already conducted both in homogenuous or in- homogenuous
material (composites).
For the case of composite friction materials, selection of components and composition, plays important roles to control the
gross material properties. Each component serves a specific function. A research is conducted in order to formulate a design
methodology in selecting component and composition of the composite friction material for different application. CAFS [1],
for instance, presents a research methodology for advanced friction material that is highly based on the experimental study on
the roles of each components. Whereas, in order to formulate the composition, an optimization algorithm has been used.
Similar to the research methodology, a mixed numerical-experimental approach is proposed by combining the database
obtained from the series of carefully executed experiments and the numerical optimization method in order to find the most
suitable composition of composite friction material for each application.. The so-called knowledge-based design method has
been applied to other design problems, such as in anisotropic material property characterization [2], impact energy-absorption
[3], and orthodontic wire geometry selection [4]. Similar methodology has also developed by others researchers, such as Wang,
with the term Metamodel-based Design Optimization (MBDO) [5].
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In this paper, the research is initiated by investigating the influence of the shape of particles to the strength of the composite
friction material. The investigation examines the interlocking phenomenon among the grain of composed materials, both as a
green product and cured specimens. The strength evaluated is chosen to be the Crush test. The grain is examined using a
microscope.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1 Application of friction material: a) brake pad, b) brake lining, c) coupling, d) train brake

2. COMPOSITE FRICTION MATERIAL
2.1 Composed Materials
A brake lining, for instance, typically contains 10 to 30 different materials, and can be categorized by the role of the
component in the material, as follows [1,7].

Abrasive (Aluminium Oxide, Iron Oxide, Quartz, Silicon Carbide)

Friction Modifier (Graphite, Metal oxide, Coke)
 Binder/Matrix (Novolac, Resin Phenol, Resin modified)
 Reinforce (Glass fiber, Kevlar)
 Filler (Antioxidant, Asbestos, Barium sulfate, Rubber, nitride)
2.2 Applicable Material Test Methods
Various test methods can be used to characterize the composite friction mechanical properties, such as crush strength, bending
strength, hardness, shear strength, as well as other important properties, such as friction coefficient, heat resistance, density
and thermal conductivity. The main standards that is used is the American Standard for Testing Materials (ASTM), as shown
in Table 1.
Table 1 type of test and reference standard
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Type of test
Density test
Friction coefficient test
Hardness test
Shear strength test
Crush strength test
Bending strength test
Thermal conductivity test

Reference standard
ASTM D792
ASTM D3702, SAE J661
ASTM D785
ASTM D732
ASTM D695
ASTM D790
ASTM D177

3. GREEN STRENGTH TEST
In this paper, it is proposed to evaluate the Green strength, in order test characterize the mechanical interaction in each material
after compaction process without thermal curing. This concept is adopted from the metallic sintering process. It is seggested
that the shape of the material grain correlates with the contact area to each particle. The more the contact area, the more the
mechanical bonding will produce among particles.
3.1 Specimen Preparation

Figure 2 Mould and green product specimen
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The step of production of specimen and green product was carried out based on ASTM B312-96 (Standard test method for
Green Strength for compacted Metal Powder specimens), with the size of specimen of 85×15×10 mm3, and the compaction
force of 12.5 tonf or equivalent to compaction pressure of 9,2 MPa.
3.2 Test Result and Discussion
The green strength test was evaluated using crush test with universal test apparatus. Even though, in the standard bending test
is reccommended, this crush test was considered sufficient to indicate the strength of the green product. The tested composition
are obtained using systematic sampling of Latin Hypercube Sampling. This method can define the distribution of sample point
as randomly and this method also can guarantee the distribution of sample point uniformly for each design variable. [8]
The test result was then fitted to approach polynomial surface. The best fit is obtained using combination of 1st order and 2nd
order, as can be seen in Figure 3. There is significant effect on different components to the crush strength, for instance
component A, that is contributing positively with the crush strength. Effect of other components can be seen in the figure,
however also affected by other components. Up to now, the number of datapoints are still limited, hence the accuracy of the
surface model is considered limited. More datapoints are to be added through more experiments, before firmer conclusion can
be drawn.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3 The influence of material for crush strength properties green product: (a) component A to component B, (b)
component C to component D, (c) component E to component B
3.3 Interlocking Phenomenon
The another method to know how relationship between material (especially grain interaction) in micro structure with
methalography analysis. Grain shape particle of green product looks relatively rounded.

100 µm

Std 10

100 µm

Std 10

Std 10
100 µm

Figure 4 Grain shape of green product
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4. FINAL PRODUCT TEST
Research on the friction material starts with the case of brake application. The difference between this final product and the
green product is that the final product specimen has undergone thermal process, so that has been fully cured to final form.
Brake specimen was prepared in a bar shape with size of 150×90×15 mm3, with a pressure of 20 tonf or equivalent to 0,97 Mpa
and at the temperature of 1800C. The material composition was the same as that of the green product. After hot press process,
the specimen was further cured at the temperature of 1000C.
4.1 Specimen Preparation
As in the green product, composition was generated using a more systematic sampling method of Latin-Hypercube Sampling
(LHS) [8].

(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 5 The influence of material for crush strength properties brake specimen: (a) component A to component B, (b)
component C to component D, (c) component E to component B
4.2 Test Result and Discussion
As in the green product tests, the test result is presented in surface model, as can be seen in Figure 5. Polynomial second order
method was used to fit the experimental datapoints, with the R2 accuracy value of 0.83, 0.81, and 0.46 for the cases in Figure 5,
respectively. By comparing the results between the green and final products, the following preliminary conclusion can be
drawn: 1) the tendency of characteristics each component is similar to green product result, 2) the crush strength is higher than
green product’s result.
4.3 Interlocking Phenomenon
By examining the micro-structure with methalography analysis, it is found that the grain shape particle of final product is
relatively rosette shape (Figure 6), with more contact grain particle area than rounded shape as in the green product (Figure 7).
Despite the role of the binder on the final product, the difference in the grain shape is interesting to be investigated further.

100 µm

100 µm

100 µm

Figure 6 Grain shape of final product
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Round Shape

Rosette Shape

Figure 7 Comparison of green product and final product

5. CONCLUSION
The influence of different components in a composite friction material has been examined through comparing between the
green and final product. The effect was investigated on the crush strength and their micro-structure. The influence of each
component has been obbtained and presented in this report against the crush strength. The microstructure of the green product
was found in rounded shape, whereas in the final product, it was in rossette shape. It was also found that there is similarity in
the tendency of inlfuence of material components to the crush strength, between green product and the final product.
More experimental tests will have to be carried out before obtaining a more accurate estimation of the influence of each
components. That is important for design database generation before being used in the design stage of the whole knowledge
based design methodology being developed.
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ABSTRACT
The strength of geopolymer depends on the nature of source materials. Geopolymers made from calcined source materials,
such as metakaolin (calcined kaolin), fly ash, slag etc., yield higher compressive strength when compared to those synthesised
from non-calcined materials, such as kaolin clay. This paper was study about the processing of green polymeric concrete by
using fly ash with geopolymerization process. The fly ash is replaced accordingly with the percentage of 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%
and 50% by weight. The alkali activator being used for the geopolymerization reaction was Sodium hydroxide and sodium
silicate solution. After the green polymeric concrete had been cast into mould, the samples were keep in room temperature
until compressive strength testing days which is at 7 and 28 days based on British Standard (BS). The samples had been tested
to find its compressive strength, density, water absorption and porosity properties. The strength of the cement paste will
decrease with the increasing percentage of kaolin. The result shows that the strength development of green polymeric concrete
is enhance compared to the normal concrete. It was found that 10% replacement appears to be the optimum replacement
where concrete exhibits enhanced compressive strength at all percentage of kaolin.
Keywords
Green Polymeric Concrete; Kaolin; Fly ash; Compressive Strength

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a great development in a novel family of building materials—geopolymer cement around the world.
Geopolymer cement is a type of three-dimensional CaO-free aluminosilicate binder,which was developed by J. Davidovits in
the late 1970s [1]. Geopolymer are ceramic materials that are produced by alkali activation of aluminosilicate raw materials,
which are transformed into reaction product by polymerization in a high pH environment and relatively low curing
temperature. Because of the low energy requirements, their inflammability at high temperatures, resistancy to acid attack, it
make these novel products more eco-friendly than Portland cement [1,3,4 ,6].Geopolymer using class F fly ash was
investigated and prove that it has good thermal resistance properties up to 800°C [7]. Geopolymerization is based on aluminosilica chain. Geopolymers prepared using either fly ash or kaolin have framework structures originating from condensation of
tetrahedral aluminosilicates units of varying Al/Si ratio such as (Al-O-Si-O-)M+ , (Al-O-Si-O-Si-O-)M+ , (Si-O-Al-O-Si-O-SiO-)M+ etc. M+ is an alkali ion, usually Na or K to stabilizes the balance of charge of the tetrahedral Al [5]. The main
difference between fly ash and kaolin geopolymer is that the kaolin pores are predominantly composed of mesopores whereas
fly ash pores contain higher proportion of micropores than kaolin geopolymer. The durability and strength of the concrete
structure strongly depend on its material transport properties, such as permeability, sorptivity, and diffusivity which are
controlled by the microstructural characteristic of the concrete [8]. It is known that the density, water absorption and porosity
are the critical components of the microstructure of hydrated cement paste that influence its compressive strength. In this
paper, attempts to provide an essential information on strength performance and development, density, water absorption and
porosity of green polymeric cement made from different percentage of kaolin with fly ash and to better utilize it in the future.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
2.1 Materials Characterization
The kaolin used in this study was obtained from Associated Kaolin Industries Sdn. Bhd (AKI). AKI has been mining,
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processing and supplying kaolin products, from its reserves in Tapah. The fly ash used in this study was obtained from
Manjung power station, Lumut, Perak, Malaysia. The chemical composition of fly ash and kaolin is shown in Table 1. The fly
ash was of low calcium fly ash (class F) and generally glassy with some crystalline inclusions of mullite, hematite and quartz.
The fineness of the kaolin was 100% and 91% for fly ash respectively passing through a 45 µm sieve.
Table 1: Chemical composition of Kaolin and Fly Ash.

Percentage (%)
Kaolin
Fly Ash
51.88
52.11
33.57
23.59
0.83
7.39
0.71
0.88
0.03
2.61
0.58
0.78
0.01
0.42
1.66
0.80
1.31
0.49
0.03

Chemical
Composition
SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
TiO2
CaO
MgO
Na2O
K2O
P2O5
SO3
MnO

Alkaline activator in this research consisted of sodium silicate and sodium hydroxide. Sodium hydroxide that been used in this
study was in a form of pellet with 98% of purity and a liquid sodium silicate used consist 12% of Na2O, 30% of SiO2 and 58%
of water by mass. Sodium silicate was used as alkaline activator because of its cheaper price and availability. Sodium
hydroxide solution needed for activation was prepared to a concentration of 12M by adding sodium hydroxide pellet with
distilled water. Palomo et.al [9] found that 12M concentration of sodium hydroxide produced better results compared to others.
2.2 Mixture Compositions
A number of samples with various percentage of kaolin mixed together with fly ash were investigated, all at room temperature
exposure. The mixes had the same Na2SiO3/NaOH ratio of 2.5 and were both activated using the same alkaline solutions, which is
Na2SiO3 and NaOH liquid.
The geopolymer paste of different percentage of kaolin had solids to liquids ratio of 2.0. Before the ratio of solids to liquids and
Na2SiO3/NaOH to be used in the experiment being determined, a large number of trial with various ratio had been done. Among
the many trial mixes studied, these two respective ratios provided near optimum workability. When the solids to liquids ratio
exceeded these values, the workability of the pastes decreased, causing difficulties in casting and mixing. All the mix design
proportions geopolymer paste was shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Mix design proportions

Percentage of Kaolin (%)
Ratio solid to liquid
Ratio Sodium Silicate/NaOH
Mass of kaolin (g)
Mass of fly ash (g)
Mass of sodium silicate (g)
Mass of NaOH (g)
Mass of H2O (g)

10
2
2.5
112.5
1012.5
401.79
160.71
0

20
2
2.5
225
900
401.79
160.71
0

30
2
2.5
337.5
787.5
401.79
160.71
50

40
2
2.5
450
675
401.79
160.71
130

50
2
2.5
562.5
562.5
401.79
160.71
160

Kaolin has higher liquid demand compared to fly ash due to its finer particle size. As a result, higher solids to liquids ratios were
achievable in fly ash mixes compared to kaolin mixes. But in this study kaolin will be combined together with fly ash. The
workability of the paste will decrease as the percentage of kaolin increase. It is because kaolin his higher liquid demand compared
to fly ash due to its finer particle size. Furthermore, fly ash with its spherical shape particles increases workability compared to
kaolin with its plates-like structure as seen in Figure 1 below. The microstructure appearance of the original kaolin and fly ash is
well agreed with that reported by Davidovits [10]. Therefore, water less than 10% had been added to the mixture to increase its
workability.
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(a) Fly ash

(b) Kaolin

Figure 1: Microstructure of materials analyze using scanning electron microscope (SEM).
2.3 Specimen Preparation and Test Procedure
The geopolymeric precursor which is kaolin with fly ash and alkaline activator solution were mixed manually for 10 min and
being cast into cubic molds. The dimensions of the geopolymer cubic specimens prepared were 50 mm ×50 mm ×50 mm. The
samples were then vibrated to release any residual air bubbles.
Each sample batch was prepared in duplicates. Six samples were prepared for each percentage of kaolin (i.e. 3 for 7 days and 3
for 28 days compressive strength testing). The value of density is been determined by dividing the dry weight of the sample with
its volume based on BS 1881-114:1983. For water absorption and porosity, the following equation was used.

WaterAbsorption 

MS  MD
 100
MD

(1)

Where ;- Ms = Saturated mass
MD = Dry mass

Porosity 

M SA  M D
 100
M SA  M SW

(2)

Where ;- M D = Oven-dry mass
M SA = Saturated surface dry mass
M SW = Saturated submerged mass

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Compressive Strength
The compressive strength testing of the geopolymer cubes were being based on BS 1881-116:1983. The loading rate that had
been used for this testing is 5mm per minute. The samples were tested for 7 days strength and 28 days strength after casting. The
strength results for 7 days and 28 days compressive strength are summarized in Figure 2 below.
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Figure 2: Graph of percentage of Kaolin versus Compressive Strength
As presented in Figure 2, the percentage increments of kaolin cause strength loss. It shows that samples of more percentage of
kaolin will have lower compressive strength for both 7 days and 28 days samples. We can also see that 28 days compressive
strength is higher than 7 days compressive strength. The compressive strength of the geopolymer cube will increase
proportionally to the time.
3.2 Density
The density of geopolymer samples that were obtained can be seen from Figure 3. The density value range is from 1820 kg/m3 to
1950 kg/m3. The range value of density for normal OPC is about 1750 kg/m3 to 2400 kg/m3. From Figure 3 we can see that the
value of density will be reducing when more kaolin is added to the mixture of geopolymer by percentage. This is because due to
the particles size of kaolin which is fine that will reduce the density of the samples. The samples with high value of density will
have high compressive strength. It is because geopolymer with high density will have less pores and thus increase its
compressive strength.
1960
1940

Density (kg/m3)

1920
1900
1880
1860
1840
1820
1800
1780
1760
10

20

30

40

50

Pe rcentage of Kaolin (%)

Figure 3: Graph of Percentage of Kaolin versus density
3.3 Water Absorption and Porosity
The water absorption and porosity value of geopolymer cube with different percentage of kaolin is shown in Table 2, Figure 4
and Figure 5 below. It can be seen in the Figure 4 that water absorption of the samples will increase when the percentage of
kaolin is increase. The porosity of the geopolymer samples will also increase due to the increment of kaolin percentage in the
mixing as shown in Figure 5. The highest value of water absorption was observed is 2.213% at the percentage of kaolin 50%.
Same goes to porosity which its maximum porosity value is 5.882 %. As we can see, the samples with higher compressive
strength will have a lower value of water absorption and porosity. This is because there are an interaction between compressive
strength with water absorption and porosity where the pores at the surface affect the bond of the paste and the compressive
strength of the samples.
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Table 3: Water Absorption and Porosity value

Kaolin %

Water Absorption

10
20
30
40
50

Porosity

2.069
2.075
2.101
2.158
2.213

4.054
4.110
4.412
5.556
5.882

2.25

Water Absorption (%)

2.2
2.15
2.1
2.05
2
1.95
10

20

30

40

50

Percentage of Kaolin (%)

Figure 4: Graph of percentage of Kaolin versus water absorption

7
6

Porosity (%)

5
4
3
2
1
0
10

20

30

40

50

Percentage of Kaolin (%)

Figure 5: Graph of percentage of Kaolin versus porosity

4. CONCLUSION
Based on the results from the study, the following conclusion can be drawn:
i. The geopolymer cement paste samples containing less percentage of kaolin will have more strength compared to samples that
have more percentage of kaolin.
ii. Compressive strength of 7 days geopolymer samples is lower that samples of 28 days same as normal concrete.
iii. The geopolymer cement paste samples containing less percentage of kaolin exhibit higher density and lower water absorption
and porosity value.
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ABSTRACT
AISI 316L steel widely used in the manufacture of DCP (dynamics compression plate). The cases of failure on the DCP hole
has encouraged researchers to improve the mechanical properties of this material is mainly in the hole. Improvement of AISI
316L steel has been conducted by the hole expansion method (cold working). The method was done by applying pressure on
the side of the hole through a mandrel that bears are slowly (low-speed deformation). Modeling carried out to evaluate the
residual stress that appears on the inside of the hole due to the deformation process. Resulting residual stress distributions
indicate hardness of the surface and in depth hole. The different residual stress distribution is shown by different treatment
with levels of expansion. As expected that the area under the surface of the hole showed a high residual stress.
Key words:
AISI 316L, deformation, residual stress, simulation

1. INTRODUCTION
AISI 316L steel should be one type of stainless steel that most suitable at this time in Indonesia to produce medical implants
such as plate dynamics compression plate than other types such as pure titanium (Cp-Ti) and its alloys such as TiAl6V4 [1,2].
The mechanical properties of this material are lower than the last two types mentioned above. There are cases of failure of
DCP, produced using these materials, when applied to the patient [3]. Failure that happened in the early stages healing of the
fractured DCP was located around the hole (Figure 1). Due to no indication of crack propagation, it is suspected that the failure
is caused by the high stress concentration around the hole. Allegations were endorsed by the simulation results [4]. While the
other opinion says that repeated loading (due to the patient to walk) to make micro-cracks propagate in the hole so that the
DCP was broken. The failure encourages researchers to improve the mechanical properties, especially in the holes section.

Figure 1. The fractured dynamics compression plate [3]
Micro defects can occur in hollow structures due to machining processes such as milling or drilling. Defects (micro-cracks)
may be propagating in the components so that failure can occur. To prevent crack propagation in the hole may be solved with a
hole expansion method (cold working) using a mandrel or split-sleeve [7-11]. The hole expansion method firstly introduced in
the aircraft industry, especially for the preparation of the holes rivets or bolts. In development of this method is also applied to
the manufacture of pressure vessels [7]. The work is conducting through the mechanism of plastic deformation resulting in
residual compression stress in the material so that it can inhibit the crack propagation [12]. The amounts of residual stress
generated affect the rate of crack propagation.
Cold working can be performed in various ways, which are classified based on the rate of deformation, that are whole
deformation and surface deformation. Both influence the grain refinement mechanism. Whole deformation may be conducted
by ECAP (equal channel angular process), ARB (additive roll bonding), MAF (Multi-axes forgings), and HPT (high pressure
torsion). While the surface deformation may be performed by mechanical milling, cold rolling, SMAT (surface mechanical
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attrition treatment), and shot peening. The rate of deformation is widely used as a parameter in studying the behaviour of strain
hardening [7-12].
An appropriate method for treating the AISI 316L steel is the plastically deformation. It is due to AISI 316L steel included to
the type of stainless steels which can not afford heat treatment because its constituent phases are stable. Plastically deformation
method that can be applied to the DCP is surface treatment due to the shape and the complex model of DCP. Surface treatment
on the DCP conducted by SMAT method has significantly increased surface hardness [5]. However, with this method is not
able to reach the side of the DCP hole. Therefore, this study proposes strengthening the DCP hole by expansion method. To
simplify the complexity of the problems associated with DCP hole geometry, the study conducted by modelling in a simple
form of circular holes in the steel AISI 316L. This model is aimed to evaluate the residual stress that occurs on the surface and
at depth hole AISI 316L steel after deformation.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Strain Rate
Rate of deformation (strain rate) became one of the parameters that affect the behavior of residual stress generated. Strain rate
given in the process of cold deformation lead to the phenomenon of flow stress and hardening mechanisms. Grouping of strain
rate is divided into three regions namely low strain rate (<1 s-1), medium strain rate (1–103 s-1) and high strain rate (> 103 s-1).
Each will give an influence on the flow stress becomes: weak, sensitive and strong [3]. The amount of flow stress will certainly
affect the hardening mechanism. If the flow stress is small then the resulting strain is also low. Conversely, if the flow stress is
higher, it may accelerate the process of stretching. However, the higher flow stress does not lead to the higher resulting
residual stress [7]. It was justified by some researchers [3] which showed that the strain hardening exponent decreases with
increasing strain rate. Therefore, it is still very open to investigate this phenomenon.
Mechanism of strain hardening represented in the form of residual stress has been simulated [9] indicated a mechanism of nonlinear kinematics hardening on the surface of the stretched hole. However, that does not explain the behavior in the deeper
side. In author's knowledge, there are no explained the magnitude and distribution of hardness occurs on the surface as well as
the deeper sides.
2.2. Material properties
Stress-strain relations for materials having strain hardening is given by a modified Ramberg-Osgood equation,

   

 y   y 

 y

(1)

    for   

n
y
 y   y 

(2)

for

where σy: yield stress, εy: yield strain = σy/E, and n is strain hardening exponent.
2.3. Formulation
Materials are assumed to be isotropic in the field of the test object. The test object is considered as a thin sheet with an outside
diameter equal to the width of specimens with a hole in the middle. The test object is considered as a thin disk and assuming
the thickness stress equal to zero (plane stress). The analysis was performed with Hencky deformation theory assuming
yielding occurred following the von Misses criterion. Basic equilibrium equation is made in the plastic region a <r <rc. Shear
stress and strain equal to zero due to the symmetrically geometry and balance equation becomes:

d r     r

dr
r
A strain displacement relation is given by equation:
du
u
 r  ,  
dr
r
Compatibility equations are satisfied by the strain is:
d   r   

dr
r
Relationship of stress and strain follows the rules of the equation:

(3)

(4)

  k n

(5)
where k is the coefficient of power,  is the equivalent stress which is defined according to von Misses criterion, that is:
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(6)

Specified boundary condition is

 r ( r a )   pi
By substituting the auxiliary variables    (r ) become:

2
2

 sin(  ) and  r    cos( ) ,
6
3
3
Then by manipulating the above equations, the stress equation is equivalent to:

 

 y

cos(  c   n )
cos(    n )

(7)

c1

exp( c 2 (   c ))

(8)

where σy: yield stress, and
(3n 2  n) and
3n(n  1)
c1 
c2 
(3n 2  1)
(3n 2  1)
n is a function of strain hardening exponent,
n  arccos

3n

(9)

(3n  1)
2

c is auxiliary variable value at r = rc and obtained from the Lame equations;
c  r  rc  arccos

b 2  rc2

3
2

(10)
 rc4
Relationship of the given pressure to the side of the hole with material yield stress is given the following equation:

3b

4



c1

Pi
2 cos(c  n )

exp( c2 (a  c ))
y
3 cos(a  n )

(11)

2.4. Strain solution
The total strain on the inelastic area a  r  rc is given equation:

 r   re   re  ( r   ) / Es

  e  e  (  r ) / Es

(12)

The elastic strain follows equation:
 re  ( r   e  ) / E

 e  (    e r ) / E

(13)

The plastic strain follows equation:

 rp  ( r   p ) / E p

p  (   p r ) / E p

(14)

which Ep can be expressed in form of secant modulus as:
1
1
1


E p Es E

(15)

While Poisson's ratio is given the equation:

  e

Es (1  Es / E )

E
2

(16)

2.5. Radial expansion of the hole
Tangential strain in the form of the radial displacement is given equation:
u
(17)
 
r
Radial displacement at the edge of the hole is given equation
a(    r )
(18)
ur  a 
Es
Permanent expansion of the hole after removing the mandrel is obtained by subtraction the tangential elastic strain due to
removing the load is given the equation:
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ur a  a        r   
 E s E 
  Es E 

(19)

2.6. Residual stress
Stress in the inelastic area a  r  rc is given equation:

2
2

(20)
 sin(  ) and  rp    cos( )
6
3
3
Stresses in the elastic region rc <r <b are given Lame’s formula with the inner radius rc, and the inner pressure pc. By
evaluating the elasto-plastic interface r = rc, according to Lame’s formula, obtained:

 p 

 ( r rc ) 

pc (b 2  rc2 ) and
 r   pc
b2  rc2

(21)

At this interface must meet the von Mises yield criteria. Substitution of both equations above to the equation (6) obtains:
(b 2  rc2 )
(22)
p 
c

y

(3b 4  rc4 )

So the stress in the elastic region rc <r < b now becomes:

pc .rc2  b 2 
pc .rc2  b 2  and e
(23)
1  




1

r
b 2  rc2  r 2 
b 2  rc2  r 2 
The resulting stress after the mandrel disposed in the elastic and plastic regions obtained by replacing the pc with pi and rc with
a, so obtained:

 e 

 u 

p .a 2  b 2 
pi .a 2  b 2  and u
1  2 
 r  2 i 2 1  2 
2
2 
b a  r 
b a  r 

(24)

where pi is obtained from equation (11).
Residual stress in the inelastic area a  r  rc obtained by using equation (20) and (24),

 rp   p   u and  rrp   rp   ru

(25)

Residual stress in the elastic region rc <r < b is obtained by using equation (23) and (24),

 re   e   u and  rre   re   ru

(26)

3. MODELLING
In this paper the expanding process of the hole with cold deformation is assumed in steady state condition with a low loading
rate, and therefore used Euler's formula. Specimens are assumed very large compared with the thickness, so that this problem
can be regarded as plane-strain. Materials are assumed to have rigid-plastic strain hardening with yield criterion according to
von Mises. Effects of temperature and viscoplastic strain on material yield strength are ignored, because the increase of
temperature and strain rate on cold deformation is usually quite small. Mandrel ball is considered perfectly rigid (rigid body).
Modelling is conducted by axysimetric mode. Friction on the surface of the mandrel-workpiece is modelled by Coulomb's law
to the condition that the local shear stress can not exceed the yield stress. Loading of the model is shown in Figure 2 (a).
Mandrel ball (diameter di) firstly is located in contact with the edge of the hole of the workpiece with diameter d0. Then the
mandrel ball penetrated into the hole with speed v = 1 mm/sec, thus the whole ball through past the bottom surface of the
workpiece. During penetration of the ball to the hole of the workpiece, deformation is expected so that the hole diameter of the
workpiece becomes plastically larger. Ratio of initial workpiece hole diameter to a diameter of mandrel balls k should be
parameters evaluated in this study. The value of k is determined each is 4/5, 4/6 and 4/7.
Modelling and simulation are conducted using finite element software with constraint conditions as shown in Figure 2 (b). In
this simulation the materials used are AISI 316L steel with a modulus of elasticity = 190 GPa, Poison ratio = 0.3, = 325 MPa
yield strength, maximum strength = 611 MPa and strain hardening constant, n = 0, 26. Workpiece dimensions are determined
for the thickness of 3 mm and 12 mm total width.
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Figure 2. Modeling of the plastic deformation testing on the hole of the AISI 316L steel
(a) Loading Mechanism (b) Boundary conditions modeling
4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Changes of the von Mises stress distribution during the deformation process is given in Figure 3. At the beginning of contact
are distributed only at the end of the contact (a). At a depth of ¼ deformations appear stresses beyond the yield point followed
by bulging of the upper section of the hole (b) as a consequence of volume displacement of the deformed workpiece toward the
area without constrain. Next on the depth of deformation ½ deformed volume increases resulted in even distribution of bulging
on the surface to the far side of the hole (c). In deformation of ¾ depth, which the penetrating ball already passed experiencing
stress relaxation by elastic properties of the material is indicated by a decrease in stress. Finally, after the deformation process
is completed (e) relaxation of stress occurred in all regions of the workpiece, but the appearance of residual stresses still be
seen on the workpiece as shown by the presence of higher stress than the initial condition.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3. Stress distribution during the deformation process, respectively at (a) initial contact, (b) ¼, (c) ½, (d) ¾ in depth and
(e) the process ends
Distribution of residual stress in the workpiece after deformation processes are identified on the thickness of the workpiece in
multiple layers starting from the upper surface. Layer-1 expresses the upper surface of work piece, layer-2 shows in the depth
of ¼, layer-3 is in the depth of ½, layer-4 is in the depth of ¾ and layer-5 represents the bottom surface of the workpiece.
Distribution of residual stresses in workpieces that undergo a process of expansion of 12.5% deformation is shown in Figure 4.
At the edge of the ends of the holes (top and bottom surface) residual stress tends to be lower than the depth direction, because
this section had higher stress relaxation due to elastic properties of the material. Residual stress on the hole surface is higher
than that of the depth direction as expected. However in the little below of the hole surface, the residual stresses are exactly
higher than of the hole surface. It is due to stress relaxation at this section is prohibited by neighbourhood resistance
mechanism of the material, while stress relaxation at the surface is higher due to no constrain. The amount of residual stress on
hole surface and in depth direction around 450-500 MPa. Similar behaviour is also produced by deformation with the
expansion of 25% (Figure 5). There is a very high stress at the end of the bottom surface. This anomaly may be caused by
stress relaxation behaviour is not perfect, in which modelling was stopped shortly after the mandrel ball past through the
bottom surface of the workpiece. Allegations that more acceptable is that on the edge of section having a high stress lead to a
shear damage where part of components may be separated from the workpiece. As in the higher expansion of deformation of
39.5% that shows the separating failure of the lower edge hole of the workpiece even performed by decrease the rate of loading
(v = 0.1 mm/s) (Figure 6).
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Figure 4. Distribution of residual stress on the expansion deformation of 12.5%
The different expansion deformation did not yield a different effect on the resulting residual stress. Contrary to what has been
done by [9] which showed that the higher residual stress appears in the higher expansion of holes. This may be explained that
the hole deformation performed by split-sleeve produces compressive stresses dominating the plasticity behavior in the depth
direction of the workpiece. While this deformation produces dominant shear stresses, that tends to cause the shear damage on
the workpiece (partially separated components), especially at a higher expansion deformation. The high shear stress is
influenced by the nature of contact between the mandrel ball with the work piece, in which high friction (due to large surface
contact area and high friction coefficient) increase the dominance of shear stress on the deformation process. This clearly
resulted in the shearing failure of the deformation process at higher expansion, in addition at higher rate of deformation

Figure 5. Distribution of residual stress on the expansion deformation of 25%

Figure 6. Failure on the edge of the bottom hole at 39.5% expanded deformation

5. CONCLUSION
The cold working by the hole expansion method can enhance the mechanical properties of materials through the mechanism of
formation of residual stress in the material, although limited by the level of hole expansion. The dominance of the shear stress
that comes with this method tends to failure the process.
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Wettability, Electrical and Mechanical Properties of 99.3Sn0.7Cu/Si3N4 Novel Lead-Free Nanocomposite Solder
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ABSTRACT.
A nanocomposite solder alloy with 99.3Sn-0.7Cu base alloy was successfully fabricated using the powder metallurgy
route which consist of blending, compaction and sintering. Varying amount of nano size silicon nitride particulates
were introduced as reinforcements to obtain a novel lead-free nanocomposite solder alloy. Following fabrication, the
sintered nanocomposite solder were cut into thin solder disc and were analyzed in terms of their wettability, electrical
and mechanical properties. Wettability, electrical and mechanical properties of the nanocomposite solder were
compared to 99.3Sn-0.7Cu and 96.3Sn-3.0Ag-0.5Cu lead-free solder which were fabricated with the same method using
powder metallurgy route. Wettability property of the nanocomposite solder was found to be in the accepted range with
wettability angle below 45° similar to 99.3Sn-0.7Cu and 96.3Sn-3.0Ag-0.5Cu lead-free solder. Besides werttability, the
results of electrical and mechanical properties analysis showed that additions of nano size Si3N4 had enhanced the
strength and electrical conductivity of nanocomposite solder camparing to 99.3Sn-0.7Cu and 96.3Sn-3.0Ag-0.5Cu leadfree solder.
Keywords
Lead-free solder, Composite, Wettability, Electrical properties, Mechanical properties.
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Fabrication of The Magneto-Optical Kerr/Faraday Effect Measurement
Setup for Characterization of Nanomagnetic Elements
DjatiHandoko, Hong-GuangPiao, Je-Ho Shim, Suhk Kun Oh, Seong-Cho Yu,
and Dong-Hyun Kima
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Nowadays, nanomagnetic devices have a main role in computer industries. To observe magnetic features of the nanomagnetic
device, Magneto-optical effects such as Kerr effect and Faraday effect can be used. We report the fabrication of the magnetooptical Kerr/Faraday effect measurement setup for characterization of nanomagnetic elements. With achievement of low noise
measurement configuration by precision electronic measurements, Kerr/Faraday effect was observed. The essence of the
experiment is to measure a light intensity that is reflected from the surface of the nanomagneticelemets. Light intensity is
measured by a photodiode detector (Hamamatsu S5870) which produced the laser-induced photocurrent. Using
transimpedance amplifier, the signal is converted to the voltage which is measured by the lock in amplifier (Stanford Research
SR810). By performing the measurement at different lock-in frequencies and different analyzer angles, we systematically
analyzed various random noise sources and their effect to the signal to noise ratio. The change of the Kerr effect is measured
with variation of the external magnetic field. The measured magnetic properties were compared with the corresponding
magnetic domain structures observed by the magnetic force microscope.
Keywords
Kerr effect, Faraday effect, magneto-optic effect, magnetic domain, magnetic random noise
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The potential development of nano-structured Cu-Nb3Sn superconductor
wire for the application of medical device in Indonesia
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ABSTRACT
The phenomenon of superconductivity has been long known since its first discovery in 1912 at the laboratory of Heike Kamerlingh
Onnes, University of Leiden – the Netherlands. Through the long period of up and down developments, various superconducting
materials have finally reached their functional technological applications. Cu-Nb3Sn superconductor wire has been considered as
low temperature superconductors (LTS) since its critical temperature is far below 77 K which is the boiling point of nitrogen. The
popular applications of Cu-Nb3Sn wire include magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), as well as
potential magnetic levitation vehicle. Medical observation using MRI has progressively become the need for many people
regardless of their economic background or social status. The problem rises when the investment value on buying MRI device is
compensated with the expensive medical check-up fee. There is then an urgency to develop LTS wire whose cost (including
cryogenic system) constitutes about 60% of the total cost of manufacturing MRI system. As the nanotechnology becomes globally
significant, its implementation on superconducting material has also come into consideration. This paper discusses the state of the
art of low temperature superconductor Cu-Nb3Sn including what the author has been conducting so far in the field of research and
development. The potential processing route for developing nano-structured Cu-Nb3Sn superconductor wire will also be presented.
According to the Consortium of European Companies Determined to Use Superconductivity (CONECTUS), the global market of
LTS wire predictably reaches the value of 4,600 million Euros in the year 2013. This paper also brings up the potential future
market for the Indonesian superconductor wires, especially Cu-Nb3Sn, and how to penetrate the international market networks.
Above all, the driving force to develop nano-structured Cu-Nb3Sn LTS wires in Indonesia is to bring forward the competitive
advantages over the comparative advantages by giving techno-economical added values for abundant mineral resources as well as
increasing the capacity of national industries.
Keywords
Superconductivity, Cu-Nb3Sn, low temperature superconductors, magnetic resonance imaging, nuclear magnetic resonance,
magnetic levitation, nano-structured superconductor, competitive advantages, comparative advantages

1. INTRODUCTION
Superconductivity is the ability of certain metals, alloys and ceramic materials to allow electrical current flowing through without
electrical resistance and energy dissipation. The phenomenon of superconductivity was firstly discovered in 1912 at the Laboratory
of Heike Kamerlingh Onnes, University of Leiden – the Netherlands. At that time several metals suddenly lost their electrical
resistivity while introduced into an extremely low temperature (cryogenic condition). Such phenomenon remained in a curiosity
until 1954 when Y. B. Yntema from University of Illinois, USA successfully developed the first superconducting magnet. Since
then the development of superconductor has been slowly paced due to the difficulty in providing the cryogenic condition and the
lack of knowledge in producing the electrically as well as thermally stable superconducting wires.
The initial development of modern superconducting materials began with pure metals, such as: aluminum (Al), lead (Pb), indium
(In), and mercury (Hg), categorized as Type I - Superconductors. In this Type I - Superconductors the magnetic flux (B) cannot
penetrate the bulk material, known as the Meissner – Ochsenfeld Effect [1]. The critical current density (Jc) passing along the
materials only limited in the surface with the depth of approximately 1/10 micron, while the maximum operating magnetic field
(Bc) is usually less than 0.1 T or 0.1 Tesla corresponding to the fluxes between the two poles of a horse-shoe permanent magnet
[2]. These drawbacks in Type I – Superconductors limit their application in the forms of wires and cables.
The term technical superconductors appeared to describe those capable of being implemented in the forms of wires, coils, and
cables. These superconductors are also popular as Type II – Superconductors. Unlike Type I – Superconductors, the bulk materials
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of Type II – Superconductors can be penetrated by the magnetic flux. Some known Type II – Superconductors are Nb3Sn, NbTi, as
well as NbAl. In NbTi superconductor, the maximum Bc can reach as high as 13 T with Jc higher than 1000 A/mm2 and its critical
temperature (Tc) as low as 10 K or 10 Kelvin corresponding to -263C [2]. In Nb3Sn, the value of Hc can reach as high as 27 T
with Jc higher than 1000 A/mm2 and Tc 18 K (-255 C) [2]. The critical temperature (Tc) is the temperature below which the
material suddenly loses its electrical resistivity (e). In other words, Tc is the transition temperature from a normal conductive state
to a superconductive state.
Based on their Tc values, superconductors can be classified into two groups, namely high temperature superconductors (HTS) and
low temperature superconductors (LTS). HTS are materials whose Tc is higher than 77 K, while LTS with Tc less than 77 K. The
77 K is known as the boiling point of liquid nitrogen. The first HTS was discovered by IBM scientists Karl Mueller and Johannes
Bednorz in 1986 through the examination of Ba-La-Cu-O system [3]. The phenomenon of superconductivity in LTS can be
described through mechanism of Cooper Pairing in which two electrons are bound together at low temperatures in a certain
manner, firstly introduced by Leon Cooper in 1956 [4].
The current wide-range application of superconducting wires includes particle accelerators, fusion reactors, cyclotrons for cancer
treatment, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) system to detect any abnormality in human tissues or organs, nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) device to determine macromolecule structures, research magnets, as well as magnetic levitation (maglev) trains
(Figure 1). The most popular particle accelerator is the large hadrons collider (LHC) so-called CERN spanning the border between
Switzerland and France with the circumference of 27 km and 100 m underground. Such LHC is used to study the smallest known
particles – the fundamental building blocks of all things. One of the biggest projects in fusion reactors is ITER (International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) in France with participating country members covering European Union, Japan, China, the
United States, South Korea, India and Russia with the budget of more than US$ 300 millions. The fusion reactor itself has been
designed to generate 500 MW of output power for 50 MW of input power, or 500% efficiency [5]. The magnetic levitation is a
transportation system that suspends, directs and propels vehicles, predominantly trains, using magnetic levitation from a very large
number of magnets for lift and propulsion [6]. Such method is potentially faster, quieter and smoother than wheeled public
transportation systems. This technology has the potential to exceed the velocity of 6,400 km/h if applied in a vacuum tunnel [7].
The objective of this paper is to discuss the potential development of Nb3Sn low temperature superconductor particularly for the
application in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) device in Indonesia. Through the invention of MRI, the use of superconductivity
shifts from scientific laboratory to everyday use. MRI has transformed superconductivity from a scientific challenge to a
phenomenon that improves people‘s quality of life. Moreover, superconductivity benefited MRI by making it commercially
feasible. Since the first publication of human body images by Damadian et al in 1977 [8], MRI has become one of significant tools
in medical technology. However, the problem rises when the investment on purchasing MRI device is compensated with the
expensive medical check-up fee paid by patient. There is hence an urgency to develop economical LTS wires whose cost (along
with its cryogenic system) constitutes about 60% of the total cost of manufacturing MRI system.

Figure 1: Various applications of superconducting wires.
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2. TOWARD ECONOMICAL MRI DEVICE
A new way of preference in the medical engineering states that there are mutual interrelations among a doctor, a patient, and a
medical engineer [9]. It means that the healthcare of a patient does not only depend on the doctor’s treatment but also on how the
utilized medical device can be adjusted in such a way to adapt with the patient’s physiology or even the patient’s need. In this case,
the man behind medical device is the medical engineer. Considering that major MRI devices are still expensive, this new paradigm
suggests that the MRI device should be designed and manufactured not only to have high capacity of scanning meticulously but
also economic competitiveness.
2.1 Structure and Principle of MRI Device
An MRI device consists of a magnet, magnetic gradient coils, an RF (radio frequency) transmitter and receiver, and a computer
that controls the attainment of signals and computes magnetic resonance images. An MRI structure is shown in Figure 2 [10]. The
resolution of a magnetic resonance image is affected by the strength of the magnetic field. In this case the higher the field strength,
the bigger the signal according to:
in

E  h  h
E
strength of the signal corresponding to energy of atomic nuclei
h = Planck’s constant
 = resonance frequency
 = magneto-gyred ratio
B0 = static magnetic field


2

B

0

(1)

which:
=

In addition, there is also a parameter called spatial gradients of magnetic field (G) in MRI system. G influences the field
experienced by each nucleus to be varied upon its location within an object. For example Gx is a linear gradient of magnetic field
along the x-axis yielding an extra field of Gx.X at the point X. When it deals with three-dimensional space, then there should be Gy
and Gz as well. Equation 1 is then modified into:

E  h  h


2

B

0

G

(2)

Clinical or medical MRI devices utilize superconducting electromagnets (along with their cryogenic systems) that can have
magnetic field strengths up to 10 T, typically 1.5 to 3 or 4 T. The use of superconducting magnets may have been the single most
significant contribution to making medical MRI equipment possible.

Figure 2: Structure of MRI device [10].
Within the MRI system the three-dimensionally spatial gradients of Gx, Gy, and Gz (Equation 2) are generated from three
electromagnets or gradient coils located along side-to-side, back-to-front, as well as head-to-toe. The resulted signal is thus
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spatially encoded and can be flexibly oriented. The adjustable electromagnetic field (B0) is brought into the magnet using an RF
transmission system consisting of an RF synthesizer, a power amplifier, and a transmitting coil. The transmitting coil itself can also
act as the receiving coil. Nevertheless, better quality images are obtained using a separate receiving coil that suits closely to the
body part being scanned. The various obtained magnetic resonance images in Figure 2 (abdomen, knee joint, spine, etc) are
generated using different coils located accordingly. To acquire multiple channels of data in parallel, state-of-the art receiving coils
are designed to have multi-element phased arrays. Nowadays parallel imaging uses unique signal acquisition methods to substitute
some of the spatial coding provided by the magnetic gradients with the spatial sensitivity of the various coil elements. This
technique produces large improvements in image resolution as well as time consumption.
In earlier time, a resistor was attached to a coil while a capacitor into another, separated by a vacuum tube, to construct an image
acquisition system. Data were then read and projected onto a grid to create the image. Today image computation algorithms have
tremendously evolved allowing signal acquisition methods to be coped with specific image processing methods.
The best thing about MRI device compared with other imaging techniques is its high quality contrast. Such contrast depends on the
interactions between generated magnetic field of superconducting magnets and surrounding environment. In other words, the
magnetic resonance behavior of the atomic nucleus is affected by the surrounding magnetic field it experiences and thus by
different parameters, such as blood flow, chemical exchange, and other physiological occurrences. This situation firstly suggests
that to get better contrast of acquired images, external contrast agents (for instance gadolinium) can be used to enhance the normal
contrast among soft tissues like firstly introduced by Lauterbur et al [11]. Paramagnetic agents having strong magnetic effect on the
surrounding molecules can also significantly enhance the image of the regions in which it is positioned. Secondly, the good
contrast of image can also be attained by utilizing superconducting coils with high operating magnetic field.
To obtain high magnetic field superconducting wire, a closer look on different types of low temperature superconductors (LTS)
wires should be performed as the initial step in developing high performance MRI system. When the economical competitiveness
of MRI system is also required, the selection of appropriate LTS wires based on the availability of abundant mineral resources in
Indonesia becomes necessary.
2.2 Materials for LTS Wires
Nb-Ti LTS wire has become the dominant commercial commodity since it can be economically tailored in a strong and ductile
form with both high current density as well as high resistive transition index. The typical starting composition of Nb-Ti LTS wire
is 46.5 up to 50 wt% Ti. The as-cast Nb-Ti ingot is hot forged followed by annealing at 870C for 2 hr. The annealed ingot is then
sealed inside a high purity Cu tubing and extruded into a wire shape or monofilament with hexagonal cross-section. Such crosssection is intended for the sake of efficient arrangement. The monofilament is cut into shorter pieces and restacked inside another
Cu tubing to form the final multi-filamentary composite. This composite is then wire-drawn and heat treated at 375 to 420C for 20
to 80 hr in duration. The observed maximum value of Bc is 11.5 T at 4.2 K, corresponding to 44 wt% Ti.
Next to Nb-Ti LTS wires is the group of A3B compounds having A15 crystal structure, shown in Figure 3. In this structure, A
atoms are located in 6c positions while B atoms in 2a positions. The A15 crystal-type compound wires include Nb3Al, V3Ga, and
Nb3Sn. These compounds have been known for generating magnetic field higher than 10 T at temperature of 4.2 K. Since A15
materials are brittle, the necessary route of production utilizes ductile precursors which are heat treated at the final stage to form
A15 compounds through the solid state diffusion.
Nb3Al has not yet achieved status of fully commercial strands; however it can be still regarded as technical superconductor since it
has been successfully fabricated into km-length wires. The important feature of Nb3Al is its high strain tolerance which is not
possessed significantly by Nb3Sn. A strand of Nb3Al produced by “jelly roll” method can possess current density (Jc) of 600
A/mm2 at 12 T and 4.2 K [12]. By rapidly heating-quenching technique (RHQT), the superconductive compound of Nb3Al is
formed through heat treatment of a meta-stable bcc supersaturated solid solution of Nb(Al)SS at 800C [13]. Such Nb(Al)SS has
been developed by rapidly quenching Nb/Al composites (fabricated through modified jelly roll or powder-in-tube method)
formerly heat treated to 1900 - 2000C. The rapid quenching is performed in the Ga bath. The RHQT is then improved by
conducting double rapidly heating-quenching technique (DRHQT) [14].
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Figure 3: A15 crystal structure.
A very small amount of superconductive V3Ga is formed between the Ga-rich compound and V through the grain boundary
diffusion reaction below 800C [15]. The thick V3Ga layer is formed when small amount of Cu is added into Ga-rich compound at
temperature below 700C. Here the Cu does not dissolve into V3Ga, so that the superconductive properties of V3 Ga are not
significantly affected. In earlier time, this type of V3Ga could be fabricated into tapes with the attained magnetic field of as high as
17.5 T [16]. Nowadays, V3Ga has been developed through powder-in-tube (PIT) process using high Ga content and Cu-Ga
compound powders [17].
Nb3Sn is the second most widely used superconductor after Nb-Ti and possesses higher Tc of 18.2 K than Nb-Ti. Unlike Nb3Al,
Nb3Sn has been widely manufactured and exhibits sufficient strain tolerance. Accordingly Nb3Sn is applicable for the application
in ITER CS model coil capable of storing up to 640 MJ of energy. Figure 4 shows the comparison of critical current densities (Jc)
for various superconducting strands at applied magnetic fields above 10 T [18]. In this figure, the critical current densities at 4.2 K
are compared among various LTS wires fabricated into more than 100 m long wires or tapes. It is clear that Nb3Sn in various forms
holds significant roles in the application of accelerator magnets as well as for NMR and other applications requiring magnetic
fields between 11 and 20 T. Historical review on properties and fabrication processes as well as the correlation between properties
and variations in composition, morphology and mechanical properties of Nb3Sn LTS wires have been well discussed [19, 20].
To be applicable for stable magnet operation, the effective filament diameter should be less or equal to 40 m. One way to achieve
that is by internally sub-dividing the sub-elements and the other way is by reducing the sub-element size before stacking [21].
These two techniques provide the idea on how to obtain the near nano-structured LTS wires, which will be discussed separately
below.

Figure 4: Compared performances (Jc vs. Bc) among various LTS wires [18].
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2.3 Previous Attempts in Developing Nb3Sn Wires in Indonesia
The development of Nb3Sn wires in Indonesia is begun with the Cu-20%Nb in situ composite wires. Cu-20%Nb wires have been
designed to accommodate the co-existence of Lorentz force and ohmic heating taking place in pure copper wire applied in high
voltage and mechanically stressed condition, such as in high voltage transformator or electric motor. The magnetic Lorentz force
can lead to unexpected wire elongation, while the excessive ohmic heating can cause partial melting of the wire. The addition of
Nb surely reduces the conductivity of Cu wire; however Nb can act as the reinforcement to strengthen the wire against the Lorentz
force. The composition of 18 to 20wt% Nb has been found to be optimum in accommodating both high strength and good electrical
conductivity. The scientific attempts to develop Cu-18 to 20%Nb have covered microstructure observation, thermo mechanical
properties, crystallographic orientation, as well as computer modeling [22 – 28].
In the year 2005, PT. Timah (Persero) Tbk initiated a scientific collaboration with Research Centre for Metallurgy – Indonesian
Institute of Sciences (P2M – LIPI) to give added values for Indonesia tin (Sn) resources. Such added values required significant
techno-economical breakthrough. Henceforth, one of the proposed commodities to be developed was Cu-Nb-Sn superconductor or
Nb3Sn LTS wire. The previous knowledge on developing Cu-Nb in-situ composite wire provided good support on manufacturing
Nb3Sn wire, especially through internal-tin process. Some results on research and development of Nb3Sn wire in Indonesia have
been published [29 – 31].
Figure 5a shows the cross-sectional view of first Nb3Sn wire developed by P2M - LIPI. From Figure 5a it is clearly seen that there
are 11 monofilaments surrounded by Nb-barrier inside the final Nb3Sn wire. The applied method for this Nb3Sn wire was internaltin process. In this case, the ingot of monofilament was initially rolled to reduce the diameter followed by wire-drawing process.
The resulted monofilament with hexagonal cross-section was cut into 11 shorter pieces and restacked inside a Cu-Nb tubing to
form final wire ingot. Such ingot was again rolled and wire-drawn into the final wire. This final wire was then heat treated in a
vacuum condition at temperature of 650C for 50 to 70 hr, to allow the formation of Nb3Sn compound along the wire through
solid-state diffusion.
Figure 5b shows the generated magnetic field (Bc) as a function of critical temperature (Tc) of the wire in Figure 5a. The
superconductivity tests were conducted at High Field Laboratory for Superconducting Materials (HFLSM) – Institute for Materials
Research – Tohoku University, Japan. The two lower left curves in Figure 5b indicate the superconductive performance of wires
developed by Research Centre for Metallurgy (P2M’s wires), while the upper right curves indicate that of Furukawa’s wires. The
results in Figure 5b suggest that the performance of P2M’s wires is still below that of Furukawa’s wire. It has been analyzed that,
in order to shift the Bc vs. Tc curve from lower left to upper right, the number of monofilaments should be increased. Secondly, the
heat treatment temperature and time should be increased to ensure the optimum formation of Nb3Sn compound. Furthermore, in
order to attain good monofilament cross-sectional shapes, the rolling process prior to wire-drawing process should be avoided.
Instead, extrusion process should precede the wire-drawing process. If the extrusion process is not possible to do, the wire-drawing
process should be used since the beginning stage by means of large scale drawing bench and small scale drawing bench. Figure 6
shows the scheme of internal-tin process implemented in P2M’s wires with respect to cross-sectional view.

Figure 5: a) Cross-sectional view of firstly developed P2M’s wires, and b) the Bc vs. Tc curves of P2M’s wires compared with
those of Furukawa’s wires.
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Figure 6: The cross-sectional view of implemented internal-tin process in the P2M’s superconducting wires.
Figure 7 shows the latest achievement of P2M - LIPI in producing Nb3Sn superconducting wires with higher number of
monofilaments. The composition along with the ingot structure was technically designed by P2M – LIPI; however the wire was
manufactured by a designated company abroad facilitated by PT. Timah (Persero) Tbk. The final wire, consisting of 37
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monofilaments, was heat treated at 750C for 80 hr. It is now clear that the cross-sectional view of each monofilament is
hexagonal-in-shape, since no rolling process was utilized.
The superconductivity test of Bc vs. Jc (instead of Tc) was again conducted at High Field Laboratory for Superconducting
Materials (HFLSM) – Institute for Materials Research – Tohoku University, Japan. The data of Bc vs. Jc are indicated in Table 1.
The highest measured Jc is 460 A/mm2 at Bc of 12 T. In order to ensure the minimum requirement of MRI device (Jc = 600
A/mm2), the measurement should be conducted at lower Bc. Alternatively the number of monofilaments can be increased to attain
higher value of Jc. All of these suggest that it is feasible to produce Nb3Sn wire capable of being applied in MRI system. The
challenge is now how to commercially produce such wire in an economical but highly competitive way.

Figure 7: a) The cross-sectional view of P2M’s wire with 37 monofilaments, and b) the magnification of such wire showing the
area of A15 intermetallics.
Table 1: Bc vs. Jc at T = 4.2 K.
Bc (Tesla)
18
17
16
15
14
13
12

Jc (A/mm2)
133
176
224
278
325
394
460

2.4 Feasibility of Producing Nb3Sn Wires from Indonesia’s Mineral Resources
Indonesia possesses comparative advantages of having abundant mineral resources. To enter the world’s free market and become
one of significant key players, Indonesia has to have or exhibit competitive advantages as well. To attain competitive advantages,
Indonesia should be able to perform the following attempts [32]:
- To yield highly demanded commodities, which have already been produced by other nations, but in more competitive way; for
instance with the touch of nanotechnology
- To yield commodities, which are few or none produced by other nations, but significantly needed by the global market. In this
matter, Indonesia’s abundant mineral resources can be utilized by means of technological breakthrough to accommodate such
demand.
Two out of three metallic elements needed to produce Nb3Sn LTS wire are available in Indonesia, namely copper (Cu) and tin (Sn).
Only niobium (Nb) is produced outside of Indonesia (i.e. Brazil and China). Cu resource is in majority available in Papua, while Sn
in the Island of Bangka. Both metals have been for a long time explored, exploited, and commercially produced in almost pure
forms. Cu is then smelted and refined into ready-to-use bulk products (sheets, rods, tubes, etc) available for electrical/electronic
industries, such as cable and wire manufacturers. Sn is in majority exported or sold in the form of almost pure blocks. Considering
that Cu and Sn are significant elements in Cu-Nb3Sn LTS wire, the opportunity to produce such economical wire as well as MRI
device is now widely open.

3. NEW APPROACH OF NANOTECHNOLOGY TO PRODUCE NIOBIUM – TIN WIRE
Nanoscience is a science to observe the material properties or natural phenomena taking place in the scale of less than 100
nanometers (1 nanometer = 10-9 meter). Nanotechnology is a technique to arrange and to control atoms by atoms or molecules by
molecules to establish a new structure or a material system. The idea of internally sub-dividing the sub-elements or reducing the
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sub-element size before stacking in LTS wire [21] becomes inspiration to produce near-nano-size monofilaments. The attempt of
attaining such monofilaments is conducted by repeatedly restacking the monofilaments. The number of cycles in restacking the
monofilaments is approximately six times. This situation can be best explained using the example of initial ingot size of 10.0-mmin-diameter which has been drawn into 1.5-mm-in-diameter monofilament. The reduction factor in this case is 1.5 mm/10.0 mm or
0.15. Using the same reduction factor of 0.15 all the way through six-time-repetition of monofilament restacking, one can get:
1x

2x

3x

4x

5x

6x

10.0 mm  1.5 mm  0.225 mm  0.03375 mm  5.06 x 10-3 mm  7.59 x 10-4 mm 
1.14 x 10-4 mm
1.14 x 10-4 mm = 1.14 x 10-4 x 10-3 m = 1.14 x 10-7 m = 114 x 10-2 x 10-7 m = 114 x 10-9 m = 114 nm
Surely 114 nm is still larger than 100 nm. However by judging the potential difficulty in achieving the final wire without breaking
or failure during the repeated process, 114-nm-in-diameter is sufficiently good to be considered as near-nano-size. Further, the total
surface area of developed superconductive Nb3Sn compound should increase significantly if individual monofilament is in the
near-nano-size geometry.

4. WORLD MARKET OF LTS WIRES AND MARKET PENETRATION STRATEGY
Table 2 indicates the world’s market of superconducting wires for both HTS and LTS, according to Conectus (Consortium of
European Companies Determined to Use Superconductivity) [33]. It is clear that, from the year 2003 to 2013, LTS wires hold
majority portion in the world’s superconductor market ranging from 3,610 million Euros to 4,600 million Euros respectively. In
this LTS market share, Nb3Sn wires constitute about 25% of it or approximately 903 million Euros in the year 2003 to 1,150
million Euros in the year 2013. It is better to think about reasonably as well as feasibly smaller percentage of the world’s Nb3Sn
LTS market. Such market share should become a good driving force for industries in Indonesia to produce economical but highly
competitive Nb3Sn LTS wires based on abundant Cu and Sn resources, especially for the application of MRI device. Since the
manufacturing technique of producing Nb3Sn LTS wires is basically similar to that of conventional wires (copper, steel, etc), the
next challenge lies solely on finding brave investor(s) or consortium ready to establish the first superconductor wire industry in
Indonesia.
The superconductivity tests should be outsourced to some prominent scientific laboratories worldwide. It is unnecessary to set up a
laboratory for superconductivity tests as part of the established industry. Many superconductor industries send their samples of
newly developed wire prototypes to some laboratories around the world and commercially scale up the prototypes if the test results
are satisfactory.
To penetrate the world’s superconductor market, a new Nb3Sn wire industry should first gain trust from the users. Nowadays it is
hard for an alone beginner to enter the superconductor market directly from nothing. Based on the previous scientific collaboration
and developed networking, the market penetration and trust can be feasibly achieved through the mechanism of technology
licensing. Here a new established industry in Indonesia should firstly license a single type of Nb3Sn products from a partner
industry abroad, so that such wire can be manufactured in Indonesia. This made-in-Indonesia wire is then sold back abroad through
the market network of the partner industry. Not long after the world’s trust has been gained, the Indonesian industry should be
capable to produce its own modified or even new type of Nb3Sn LTS wire which is then commercially distributed through the
already established network.
Table 2: Global market of HTS and LTS wires from 2003 to 2013 [33].
Global Market for Superconductivity (in million €), Conectus 2007
Business Field
Year 2004
Year 2007
Research & Technological Development (RTD)
600
660
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
2,950
3,300
Total of RTD & MRI
3,550
3,960
New Large Scale Applications
35
65
New Electronics Applications
65
60
Total of Emerging New Business
100
125
TOTAL MARKET
3,650
4,085
Market Shares for Low-Tc Superconductors
3,610
4,025
Market Shares for High-Tc superconductors
40
60

Year 2010
835
3,410
4,245
150
125
275
4,520
4,350
170

Year 2013
955
3,525
4,480
410
210
620
5,100
4,600
500
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5. CONCLUSION
It is possible to produce economical but highly competitive Nb3Sn LTS wire for the MRI application along with the
establishment of its industry in Indonesia. Such attempt is feasible considering that Indonesia possesses abundant Cu and Sn
resources as two out of three metallic ingredients of Nb3Sn wires. Previous research works by P2M – LIPI in developing
laboratory-scale Nb3Sn wire indicate the promising results to be potentially brought into scale-up project. Further, the
manufacturing process of producing Nb3Sn wire is principally similar to that of conventional wires (copper, steel, etc). A new
concept of nanotechnology approach has been proposed to give added value for Nb3Sn wire through the method of six-time
restacking of monofilaments. The market of Nb3Sn LTS wire is considerably large, providing good opportunity for brave
Indonesian investor(s) or consortium to establish the first Nb3Sn wire industry or even MRI industry in Indonesia. The global
market penetration as well as trust from users can be attained through the mechanism of technology licensing.
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ABSTRACT
Acrylate monomer conjugated with cholesteryl mesogen has been synthesized using a novel method of esterification between
acryalte precursor acrylate and cholesterol using DCC and DMAP . The IR spectra of monomer cholesteryl acrylate shows a
characteristic absorbance wavenumber of substituted benzene at 770,58 cm-1, ring of cyclohexane at 964,42 cm-1 , and ester
carbonyl at 1720,53 cm-1. the DSC heating curve there were two exotermic at 81,280C and 114,570C . the DSC cooling curve
there were two endothermic at 53,450C and 98,510C. Thermotropic liquid crystalline of monomer cholesteryl acrylate
behaviour by POM showed changes of textures of oily streak from temperature 600C to 1300C
Keywords
Cholesteryl Acrylate, Thermotropic Liquid Crystalline, Cholesteric Thin Film

1. INTRODUCTION
Investigation on macro structure of polymer in order to explore novel materials for applications in various electro-optical
control and display devices such as optical shutters, switchable privacy windows, and reflective color displays has been carried
out widely. Especially for the polymer which has an helical structure as well as cholesteric polymer is an attractrive material
due to their exhibited fascinating colored texture [1].
Compared with other liquid crystals, cholesteric phase liquid crystals have aroused much interest because of their special
optical properities, such as circular dichroism, selective reflection, intensively rotary polarization and rotary dispersion. They
would be applied in optical information storage, optical swicthing, nonlinear optics and liquid crystals display device(LCD)
with other liquid crystals. However, very few publications have been reported dealing with liquid crystalline cholesteryl
derivatives containing active group up to now, which provide an easy access to obtain main chain or side chain polymeric
liquid crystals [2].
The cholesteric liquid crystal was the first discovered liquid crystal and is an important member of the liquid crystal family. In
some of the literature, it is denoted as the N* phase, the chiral nematic liquid crystal. As a convention, the asterisk is used in
the nomenclature of liquid crystals to mean the chiral phase. Cholesteric liquid crystals have beautiful and interesting optical
properties, e.g., the selective reflection of circularly polarized light, significant optical rotation, circular dichroism, etc. In
general the helical pitch of cholesteric liquid crystals is of the order of visible light’s wavelength—about a few hundreds nm.
The pitch of those cholesteric liquid crystals induced by doping with optically active molecules is larger, e.g., up to a few
microns [3], [4]. Mitov et. al. (2004) showned a cholesteric liquid crystal (CLC) that can be considered as a one-dimensional
photonic crystal with a refractive index that is regularly modulated along the helix axis because of the particular arrangement
of the molecules [5]. The unique electro-optic and photonic properties of cholesteric liquid crystals (CLCs) make them
attractive for applications in displays, switchable diffraction gratings, eyeglasses with voltage-controlled transparency, for
temperature visualization, for mirrorless lasing, in beam steering and beam shaping devices, and many others [6].
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Cholesteric liquid crystalline systems can be produced by using polymerizable groups such as acrylate or vinyl groups are
employed, i.e monomer cholesteryl acrylate. In this paper, a novel method of esterification between acrylate precursor and
cholesterol using DCC and DMAP and then in this paper showing thermotropic liquid crystalline behavior will be discussed.
Monomer cholestryl acrylate mixtured with initiator and a polymerizable solvent were prepared additionally. These mixtures
were crosslinked by photopolymerization into thin films. These films were characterized regarding their optical properties

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Cholesteryl acrylate are synthesized from their precursor acrylate [7-11]. The precursor acrylate synthesized using methods of
ether Williamson by reactions of 30 g Chlorobuthyl acetate (CBA); 27.05 g Ethylhidroxy benzoate (EHB), 0.35 g KI; 26.92 g
K2CO3, and 300 mL DMF. All reagents were placed in a three-necked flask equipped with a reflux condenser and magnetic
stirrer. Reflux was processed at 900C for 5 h. The reaction mixture was then transferred into 5 L of ice water, and the resultant
precipitate was filtered off with suction and followed by washing with 4 to 5 L of ice water. The crude product was dissolved
in 3 L of ethanol, and potassium hydroxide (400 g) was added, and the mixture was refluxed for 3 hours. The reaction mixture
was transferred intio 6 L of ice water, and then acidified by means of concentrated hydrochloric acid, and the precipitate was
filtered off, washed with water until neutral and then dried (product weight 36.78 g). The product was added with acrylic acid,
hydroquinone, p-toluenesulfonic acid, and benzene. All was refluxed at 850C for 5 h. The reaction mixture was stirred into 2.5
L of petroleum ether and the precipitate was filtered off, washed with petroleum ether and dried at room temperature under
reduce pressure for 24 hours. (product weight 7.16 g).
Cholesteryl acrylate were synthesized by mixture acylate with 1,3-Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC). All reagents was placed
in a three-necked flask equipped with a reflux condenser and magnetic stirrer. Processing reflux at 50C for 3 h. Then added
with cholesterol and 4-(N,N dimethylamino)pyridine (DMAP). The solution was stirred for 5 h at room temperature. The
solution was filtered and the solvent evaporated. The crude product was purified by column chromatography (silica gel, ethyl
acetate/hexane) (product weight 1.855 g).
Characterizations products using instruments of FTIR Spectrometer were conducted to provide an IR spectra that were
recorded in KBr Pellet. The thermal transitions and the mesomorphic textures were determined using a Leitz Ortholux
polarizing microscope in conjunction with a Mettler FP-52 heating stage and PL DSC differential scanning calorimeter. The
rate of heating or cooling was 100C min-1. Purification by column chromatography was carried out on 70-230 mesh Merck
silica gel 60.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Monomer acrylate which has C4 spacer has been succesfully synthesized started from 4-chlorobutylacetate and ethyl 4hydroxybenzoate. Figure 1 shown the white powder of monomer cholesteryl acrylate.

Figure 1. White powder of monomer cholesteryl acrylate
The chemical structure of monomer cholesteryl acrylate (figure 2) was characterized by FT-IR. In FT-IR spectrum (figure 3),
the absorb bands at 770,58 represent aromatics group, 964,42 represent cyclohexnane, 1204.57 represent benzene derivate,
1370 represent C=O at acylate (ester), 1467,85 represent -C-H (alkana), 1733.7 cm-1 and 1708.6 cm-1 represent the ester
group and carboxyl group, respectively, and 2936,67 – 3522,08 represent -CH2- group in chain alkana.

Figure 2. Structures of monomer cholesteryl acrylate
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Figure 3. Spectrum of monomer of cholesteryl acrylate
Thermotropic liquid crystal behavior for monomer cholesteryl acrylate was analysed by Polarization optical microscopy
(POM) and Diferential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) [12]. The liquid crystalline texture is investigated under crossed polars by
POM with hot-stage. The thermal behavior of monomer cholesteryl acrylate is measured by DSC at the heating and the cooling
rate of 50/min in nitrogen atmosphere.
When the sample was heated to 500C, it started to melt. Texture of monomer cholesteryl acrylate showed yellow, green, and
pink (figure 4). The birefringence was observed again when heated to 800C, texture of monomer cholesteryl acrylate showed
red texture (Figure 5). That indicated texture of monomer cholesteryl acrylate showed phase nematic*. Monomer cholesteryl
acrylate has atom C chiral, so monomer cholesteryl acrylate showed textures of cholesteric. If the molecules are chiral, i.e.
have a handedness, the intermolecular interactions produce a helical arrangement of the director n, and the pitch P is usually of
the order of 0.5 nm, i.e. wavelengths of visible light. The medium then reflects light of an appropriate colour, which shifts
towards blue as the temperature is raised, as P shrinks. This effect is exploited in thermography. Such a medium is denoted by
the symbol N*, the superscript indicating the chirality of the molecules. It is also known as a cholestric,
According to T. Mihara et. Al. (2002) each optical texture of monomer cholesteryl acrylate exhibited different colors such as
green, pink, and red depending upon the helical pitch length, which it self was dependent with temperature [13]. Thetextures of
monomer cholesteryl acrylate in figure 4,5, and 6 were an oily streak texture characteristic of a cholesteryl phase was observed
for colesteryl acrylate monomer.

Figure 4. POM analysis at 500C
When the sample was heated to 1100C, the birefringence is disappeared, that indicated the mesophase transfered to the
isotropic phase. The birefringence can also be observed when the sample was cooled at 900C, which is similar to the fan
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texture of cholesteric phase (Figure 5-6). At 1200C it can be observed that the spherocrystal become growing in the fan texture
((Figure 5-6). At 1200C the growth of spherocrystal stoped and the texture can be retained till room temperature.

Figure 5. POM analysis at 600C, 700C , and 800C

Figure 6. POM analysis at 900C, 1100C , and 1200C
The result of analysis texture by POM could be confirmed with result of DSC thermograms of monomer cholesteryl acrylate.
The Figure 5 shows the DSC thermograms of monomer cholesteryl acrylate at the heating and the cooling. The monomer
cholesteryl acrylate enters into the nemactic* A phase at 81,280C and finally it melts to an isotropic liquid at 114,570C. The
two peaks observed at the cooling of DSC thermograms was 53,450C and 98,510C. The monomer cholesteryl acrylate in phase
isotropic liquid begin at 98,510C enters into nematic* phase. Finally at 53,450C the monomer cholesteryl acrylate founded
phase of crystalline. Results show that monomer cholesteryl acrylate can exhibit thermotropic liquid crystalline behavior. The
observations made by POM are in good agreement with the results of DSC experiments. The birefringence can be observed at
room temperature and formed an enantiotropic liquid crystals behavior as was established by polarization microscopy and
DSC. Based on their textures, the meso phases were characterized as typical nematic texture with threadlike line [14].
Xin-Jiu Wang et al. (2004) explained that the sequence of phase transitions was observed for this monomer. As shown in
figure 4 the sequence of phase transitions was observed for monomer cholesteryl acrylate. This phenomenon was called
enantiotropic.

114,570C

81,280C
Phase of
Crystal

Phase of
nematic *
53,450C

98,510C

Phase of isotropic
liquid

Figure 7 . the sequence of phase transitions was observed for monomer cholesteryl acrylate
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Figure 8 . DSC Curve of the monomer cholesteryl acrylate
Figure 9 showed a light responsive phenomenon appeared by cholesteryl acrylate monomer that sandwiched by glasses.

Figure 9. Blue color from cholesteric phase of cholesteric thin film: a. without flashlight; b. with flashlight

4. CONCLUSION
Monomer cholesteryl acrylate have been succesfully synthesized and the characterizations of chemical structures done by
FTIR and the texture of monomer cholesteryl acrylate by POM, it showed that each optical texture of monomer cholesteryl
acrylate exhibited different coluors such ac green, pink, and red depending upon the helical pitch length, which it self was
dependent with temperature. Phase transitions of monomer cholesteryl acrylate was observed as enantiotropic. Monomer
cholesteryl acrylate was formulated to make a cholesteric thin film. The mixture of monomer acrylates has been cured with
adding a reactive mesogen diacrylate to fix its helical structure under uv light irradiation. The correlation between mixture
portion of acrylates and their occured mesomorphic behaviour will be investigated furthermore.
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ABSTRACT
Designers and decision makers determine the size of the plots for residential areas based on eonomic factors, particularly
the financial matters. The dwellers determine the type of the dwelling units based on the affordability of their income. The
richer people are able to choose and finance a comfortable house for their families, whereas the poorer can only afford a
shelter for their survival. In most cities in Indonesia, a house is a place where people spend most of their time in and
around the houses with their families, or interact with their neighbours. The issue is, while the population density increases
continuously and a house is the basic need in human life which is determined by financial matters, the Indonesian culture
and function of spaces might gradually disappear. This paper studies the impact of the household income on the housing
condition and dwellers. This study is done in Bandung, the capital city of West Java, Indonesia. The objective of this study is
to assess and predict the impact of the household income on the housing condition. This prediction is for the benefit of the
future housing planning and development. The sampling data was designed to be representative of Bandung city which
followed the Central Board of Statistics (CBS) standard. The distribution and interviews of the questionnaires were done
towards 1200 respondents. Linear regression of Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) is utilized for data analysis.
The result of this study indicates significantly that the impact of the households income on the housing condition can change
the functions and activities in a house and its implication on the future urban life of Bandung. The fact shows that the
richer the household is, the more comfortable the housing condition is for living, On the contrary, the problem of the poorer
household is, their survival to live from day to day. The conclusion is, the implication on the future of urban life in Bandung
is the high risk of social unrest among people and in some parts of the cities are difficult to gain healthy and safe housing
environments because of the dissatisfaction of standard housing for living.
Keyword
Household, financial matters, density, survival, and statistics.

1. INTRODUCTION TO CITY OF BANDUNG
Bandung, with an area of 167.29 km2, is the capital city of West Java Province. The city is located about 150 km to the
southeast of Jakarta, the capital city of Indonesia. Bandung is famous as a tourist destination, especially for the inhabitants of
Jakarta to hang out here. The Cipularang* toll road, which connects Jakarta and Bandung, makes the duration time shorter
when travelling by car. This infrastructure causes the number of tourists visiting Bandung increase drastically [1] since the
Cipularang toll road opened in 2005. Bandung which lies on 675-1050 meter above sea level is surrounded by mountains,
and these forms the city as a basin, as can be seen from map 1 [2], so that this area is influenced by the mountaineous
climate that makes the city humid and warm with a temperature between 19o–28o Celcius.
The economic activities which dominate Bandung are
sectors
of trading,
industry, and services.
These sectors have supported and strengthened the urban economic activities. In 2009 the number of manpower that were
absorbed in the sector of trade was 34.05%, of services 24.11%, and of industries 22.6%. About 86.87% of industrial
activities in Bandung consist of small industry: formal and non-formal. A formal small industry is an industry that has 5 to 9
employees and the investment value is Rp 5,000,000. to Rp 200,000,000. Whereas a non-formal small industry or home
industry is an industry that has less than 5 employees and the investment value is about Rp 5,000,000,- These small
industries are able to increase the activities of trades in Bandung [3].

*

Cipularang is an acronym of three locations: Cileunyi, Purwakarta and Padalarang where the toll road passes Purwakarta and Padalarang. Cileunyi is located
at the eastern part of Bandung. People from Jakarta go directly to Bandung without passing Cileunyi.
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Map 1. Bandung is sourronded by mountains
In 2008, the economic growth achieved 8.17% where the high contribution derived from sectors of trades, hotels, and
restaurants, industries and services [4]. But the question is, with the economic growth of about 8.17%, to what extend do
the economic activities of the urban area of Bandung give their contributions to the wellfare of the communities, so that
all of them can live in safe and healthy residential areas.
1.1. Background of Study
Theoritically, a house is the basic need in human life. In most cities in Indonesia, a house is a place where people spend
most of their time in and around the houses with their families, or interact with their neighbours, particularly the middle and
the low income people [5]. Housing in Indonesia is buildings where people can shape a community, where people can
live in, work, and have leisure time. The tropical climate becomes a blessed weather for Indonesians, because all people
can do all outdoor activities anytime they want without any inconvenience climate significantly [6].
Housing becomes an important element for the Indonesian government to enchance the environmental health, to improve the
living condition and to increase the productivity of the people. The housing condition can reflect how the government
manages the economic condition and the people. In fact, in 2003 the National Planning Board of Indonesia noted that about
85% of the housing units were constructed by the people themselves, because formal housing was only able to provide 15%
of the total housing need, whereas the Central Board of Statistics (CBS) stated that the last data of slum housing in Indonesia
tends to increase. Therefore, this is interesting to make study housing condition in Indonesia, with the case study of urban
housing which is focused on the impact of the hoseholds income on the housing condition in Bandung city.

1.2. Identification of the Problem
The evidence show that the system of the housing provision in Indonesia has not been able to accommodate the needs of
each group of the people, particularly the middle and the low income group. The designers and the decision makers only
determine the plots of a house based on the people’s financial capability, so that everyone has to struggle for a family
dwelling unit. The dwellers have to determine the type of the dwelling units based on their affordability. The richer
people are able to choose and finance a comfortable house for their families, but the poorer can only afford a shelter for
their survival. The questions is, what will happen when every dwelling unit of a family house is determined only by the
income of the family? In general, what is the impact of the household income on the housing condition? To study the
impact of the household income on the housing condition will be fruitful for the purpose of estimatio and evaluation how the
houses should be planned, developed, and managed.

1.3. The Objective of the Study
The objective of the study is to assess and predict the impact of household income on the housing condition and the quality
of life of the dwellers. This assessment is necessary for the benefit of the future housing planning and development. This
study used the primary housing data of 2010. Primary data is data which are collected directly from the respondents as the
first source for the certain purposes. The primary housing data of 2000 are also used as a comparison. The method of the
study is designed to be representative of Bandung which followed the CBS standard. The distribution of questionnaires and
interviews were done towards 1200 respondents. The questionnaires were distributed to 72 sub-district in 30 districts in
Bandung. Selection of respondents began since the process of listing. The 72 sub-districts were selected for the distribution
of questionnaires. The next listing was done in the 72 sub-district, and it was decided to have 75 blocks of samples. Out of
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each block, 16 respondents were selected in order to reach the 1200 respondents. The questionnaire was designed to assess the
physical condition of the house and the socio-economic aspect of the dwellers.
The main constraint of this study is to collect accurate data, especially to fill in the variable of income. Income was decided
from the amount of the last income when the survey was conducted. However, not all respondents wanted to fill in their
income. The reasons were; some respondents had not a reguler income, worried that the survey was related to tax, thought
income was a private matter, or did not want others to know of their financial situation, and accordingly about 3.67%
respondents did not mention their income. Therefore, another variable related to income had been decided to be asked
about the average montly expenses. The real expenses consist of; budget allocated for the dwelling unit, water, electricity,
gas, telecommunication, food, education, health, clothes, durable goods (such as a mobilephone, motorbike), transportation,
tax, insurance, residence security, and gifts. These components are commonly used by the Central Board of Stastistics to
asses the real income. In this research, variables of income and expenses are used. This research also used the secondary
data to complete research analysis.

2. HOUSEHOLD INCOME AND HOUSING CONDITION.
Referring to the National Economy Survey (SUSENAS) in 2009, the average expenses of Bandung inhabitants was about
Rp. 2,785,131. Unfortunately, SUSENAS did not mention the precentage of people who were in or above this catagory.
However, the result of this study estimated that about 86.418% respondents were below the average expenses of Rp.
2,785,131, or in other words the affordability of Bandung inhabitants was low. Classification of income and expenses which
are based on the 2010 primary data can be observed in figure 1 below:
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Figure 1: Percentages of Income and Expenses Distribution 2010

Figure 1 shows that a half of the respondents gained an income between Rp 1,000,000 to Rp. 1,999,999,- or below Rp
2,000,000. As estimation, the number of low income people were much more higher than the high income people. The low
income group was where the majority of respondents were.
Cluster analysis is also used to measure the strata of the socio-economic condition of the respondents. The result of the
cluster analysis clearly only shows a wide gap between the high income and the low income people. In 2010 the proportion
of the low income people reaches 96.4% with an average income of Rp 1,903,600 and the size of the plots occupied about
81m2, whereas the high income people has only 3.6% with an average income of Rp. 7,880,471 and the size of the
occupied plot about 236 m2. Compared with housing data in 2000, the proportion of the low income people reached
79.53% with an average income of Rp. 659,000 and the size of the occupied plot was 74m2, whereas the proportion of the
high income people reached 20.47% with an average income of Rp 1,953,000, - and the size of the plots occupied was 145
m2 (see table 1).
Tabel 1. Affordability and the size of the plots
Variables
Income (Rp)
Plots (m2)
N Case (%)

2010
Low Income
High Income
1.903.600
7.880.471
81
236
96.4
3.6

2000
Low Income
High Income
659.000
1.953.000
74
145
79.53
20.47
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Table 1 above indicates that the size of the plots of the low income respondents has increased from 74 m2 in 2000 to 81 m2
in 2010, but the precentage of the low income respondents increases from 79.53% in 2000 to 96.4% in 2010. In this case the
number of the low income respondents tend to increase drastically during 10 years.
The gap between the low and the high income people is wide, where the number of the low income people is higher than
the high income people. Financially, the high income people is able to dominate the housing market transactions, so that
this group can choose to live wherever they want. As can be observed, in many cases the process of gentrification occurs
because the high income people expanses into areas of the inner city [7]. Gentrification can also occur in the city of
Bandung, because the process of home ownership changed from the lower income people to the higher income people. The
low income has to move to the outskirt of Bandung, such as to Cisaranten and Cibiru, or Cinunuk and Cimahi where the
location is outside of Bandung (see map 2 below).

Cimahi

CBD
Cibiru
Cinunuk
Cisaranten

Map 2. The City of Bandung, Location of Cisaranten, Cibiru, Cinunuk and Cimahi are the edge of Bandung

Regression analysis is also used to assess the impact of the income factor on occupied dwellings. Through regression
analysis is identified that the factor of income has affected the condition of the occupied dwellings with a correlation
value of 0.336. Although this correlation value is small, this has shown that the factor of income has affected the
conditions of the occupied dwellings. Regression analysis is also used to assess the impact of the monthly expenses on
the conditions of the occupied dwellings, the result indicates that the factor of expenses has affected the condition of the
occupied dwellings with a correlation value of 0.614. This means that the higher the expense is, the more comfortable house
is. On the other hand, the lower income people only able to occupy shelter to survive.
Through the analysis factor also can be identified that a house for the high income people consist of the main rooms and
the areas of services. The main rooms are a bathroom, bedroom, kitchen, and living room, whereas the areas for services
consist of the domestic helper’s room, back veranda, storage room and garage. The areas of services are the areas where
domestic chores are done. The high income people are the people who have their daily activities is buzy, so that all
domestic chores, such as cooking, child rearing and laundry are done by domestic helpers who can stay in the house and can
be asked for help anytime. The high income people also prefer to live in the real estate or the formal housing areas where
the infrastructure and amenities are provided completely.
The analysis factor also can identify the low income people are only able to occupy a small building as a shelter, a shelter
which is paid monthly or annually, this shelter can also be their own property. However, this shelter cannot fully
facilitate all the need of family activities, because basically this is only a dwelling unit with limited in space for living, its
functions is only a small house for survival. Usually people who live in a small house do not have any chance to optimise
their social life activities due to social function of a small house gradually decreases. Futhermore, a small house where
living room, family room, dining room, or even bedroom is merged into a multi-purpose room, so that a small house is
without partitions between the private and non-private space. The habit of a culture in the form of family gathering for
example cannot be done anymore due to limited of space. In some cases can be found the activities in the kitchen move
out to the outside of the house, the kitchen space becomes smaller and its activities are lessened, whereas the vendors who
sell some food scattered near their house are ready to fulfill an empty stomach.
The condition of limited space in their house was aggravated by lack of open space surrounding the area of their house.
Bandung has only 8,8% open spaces out of an area of 167.29 km2. Open space in residential areas can only facilitate about
40% of the total residential areas. This means that outdoor activies or social life cannot be developed through the open space
either, such as recreation, or outdoor activities. It seems that the low income people has to live in a cronic space [8],
because comfortable space is not provided for the low income people, it is too expensive for them, they have no choice, so
that they have been conditioned to live in the cronic space. A cronic space is a common space or plot that has to be
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utilized by any people in their daily activities. In the long term, however, this cronic space has extended consequences;
people who have been conditioned in such cronic space only will realize that a plot or space is inconvinience latter when
there is a significant change in such space. For example, people who used to live in the slum and crowded area or the area
that near to the open dumping, they do not feel inconvinience against their envivonment, but when the environment arround
their house is improved, or when greenery programme has been done in the dry area to make living comfortable, they will
feel the better environment, and can make them to have a new spirit and a better mood. A better treatment on a cronic
space can improve one’s life. Ideally, a house is a place to live where some rooms or spaces can provide opportunities to
develop life functions for any people without any barrier, a house is a place where the dwellers are able to improve their
quality of life. In fact, the affordability of the people has made differentiation of dwelling occupied.

3. THE IMPACT OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME ON THE HOUSING CONDITION.
As mentioned above, the majority of people in uban areas are the low income groups. This fact can be observed from the
housing condition. According to SUSENAS data of 2009, only 65% of houses are categorized as livable houses, whereas
35% are not livable. SUSENAS states that a livable house is a building which has more than 4 criteria. Those criteria are a
house which has at least 5 criteria, e.g walls, roofs, tiled floor, a private bathroom, sewerage or septic tank to carry away
waste matters, clean water for drinking, electricity for lighting, and a floor area per capita of 9 m2. Applying these criteria,
we can examine whether a house is decent and livable or whether the dwelling is a shelter that function as a place to survive.
This criterion merely measure the physical factors. This does not describe the quality of the home where dwellers feel safe and
comfortable. A livable house which is described by SUSENAS is similar to a shelter for survival, a small building which is
physically only a building where people can live without being concerned of its function to improve the quality of life.
In addition, the impact of the low income household on housing conditions can be observed from the existence of slum
areas. In 2008, slums in urban areas Indonesia are spread in 367 nodes with the number of houses of about 26,264 units,
these houses are occupied by 30,281 households [9], and CBS adds that the number of slums areas tend to increase
gradually. Meanwhile, the need and demand of houses still continue to rise in line with the rate of urban population growth
that reached 1.9% annually. This means, if there is not a significant improvement on the economic situation of the people,
the housing condition in Bandung will be get worse, not only the physical environment, but also the socio-economic
condition of the people. This example can be observed in the sub-district of Jamika, Kiaracondong where these areas are
occupied by the low income communities. Most of them are only able to occupy a shelter. The sub-district of Jamika is the
most densely populated area in Bandung, located in the inner city. This area is a favourite place for the low income groups,
because of its accessible location and the better chance to earn a living for the informal sectors. The social uproar of
low income households on housing condition happens when the housing environment will be upgraded, in which the response
of the inhabitants is an emotional reaction. Some of the residents do not cooperate when talking about something related
slum dwellings; they tend to ignore the program of urban renewal.
The probability of the worst impact of the income hoseholds on the housing condition is when the proportion of the low
income people remains high. The residential areas will develop and spread everywhere horizontally, even when the low
income have to move out to another part of the city, the city will still grow to be the metropolitan, but the quallity of
life is still low and poor, unless the socio-economic matters are improved.

4. CONCLUSION
From this study can be found several conclusion, those are:
1.

The impact of the household income on the occupied dwellings has a positive correlation of 0.614. This means that the
richer households are the more comfortable to live. On the contrary, the poor households are the housing conditions
that are below standard.

2.

Several functions of the spaces or the rooms in a house will disappear and at the same time the habit or cultural
activities will gradually decrease or disappear because of the financial matters of the people and the limited space
available.

3.

The implication on the future of urban life in Bandung are the high risk of social unrest among citizen because of the
wide gap between the richer and the poor, unsatisfactory standard for living, and also the difficulty to gain healthy and
safe housing environments over Bandung city.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research was to analyze how the process of quality management implementation at Small Medium
Enterprises (SMEs). Starting point of this research based on the paradigm that quality management implementation has been
conduct both of large companies and small and medium-sized companies to improve their competitiveness and gain long-term
profitability. The process of quality management implementation consist of three phases namely the introduction stage,
adoption stage, and adaptation stage. Case Study is used as prime research strategy and took SMEs for Manufacturing Sector
as research object. Prime method of collecting data is structured interview with director, managers, supervisor, and
employees. The results indicated that in the introduction stage of quality management implementation is marked by receiving
project of Education Ministry amounting two billions, large companies order for various product, mass customization as the
orientation of the new production system, and SME is pointed as subcontractor of large company. Adoption stage of quality
management implementation is characterized by the development of quality systems and evaluation of customer satisfaction.
Meanwhile, adaptation stage of quality management implementation is marked by the implementation of developed standard
operating procedures. Those result give insight that SME has carried out continuous quality improvement through quality
management implementation, in order to enhance customer satisfaction.
Keywords
Quality management implementation, introduction, adoption, adaptation, and customer satisfaction

1. INTRODUCTION
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are the most relevant topic to be discussed in Indonesia because of their significant
contribution to the economic and industrial development of any country [1], [2]. The important role of SMEs in Indonesia is
not only limited as job provider for the vast majority of the people, but also very vital in combating poverty, reducing
unemployment, distributing income, and increasing non-oil export.
In today’s globalize economy, competition is becoming ever more intense. SMEs are trying very hard not only to satisfy their
customer’s needs but where possible exceed them. This can only be achieved through cost reduction, improvement in product
performance, increased customer satisfaction and a constant effort towards world class organizations. In order for SMEs to
survive and grow in the future, it is essential that they deliver high quality goods and services according to customer desires.
Baykasoglu et. al [3] and Cheng et al. [4] stated that to be competitive, SMEs should restructure and reorganize in order to
deliver customer desire of high quality product. One of the approachs should be used not only by large companies,but also
SMEs is quality management implementation. Several advantage of quality management implementation are increasing
customer satisfaction, increasing employee awareness of quality, improving organizational performance, and achieving
organizational effectiveness [5].
These benefits are important for all organizations, especially at developing country, such as Indonesia, where the general
quality level is relatively low and need to be increased in the pursuit of effective inter-organisational cooperation [6]. However,
the quality management implementation is not always easy as expected. Some cases such as lack of coordination in resources
management, uneffectively decesion making, failure of implementing quality control indicate how difficult to implement
quality management. There are three stages of quality management implementation, namely introduction, adoption, and
adaptation. So, the aim of this research to study a stage for implementing quality management in SMEs.

2. QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Quality management can be defined as all activities of the overall management function that determine the quality policy,
objective, and responsibilities, and implement them by means such as quality planning, quality control, quality assurance, and
quality improvement within quality system [7]. A good quality management always integrate between customer focus,
continuous improvement, and total involvement. Based on this consideration, quality management can be used as approach of
the organization to increase value of the product or service to customer.
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The historical evolution of TQM has taken place in 4 stages, namely: quality inspection, quality control, quality assurance, and
total quality management (TQM) [8]. TQM is considered as a systemic approach to explain the concept of quality
management, where as quality management is not only consist of a value but also tool and method. In general, the aim of
quality management to improve customer satisfaction, increase profitability, and gain continual improvement [9].
Implementation of quality management needs a sequential process. Irianto [6] ststed that in the term of sequence, the process
of change in quality management implementation includes the development, evolution, and construction of a quality
management system, the internalisation of the system into practices,the improvement of the system, and the possibility of its
decline as time elapses. Taylor [10] characterises the process of implementation as a cycle of introduction, adoption, and
adaptation. Introduction involving the development of understanding of concept and principles, building motivation, and
defining the measurable objectives in order to gain commitment for adoption. Adoption involving the preparation and planning
for developing the mission and putting it into operation. Adaptation involving the monitoring, adjusting, and improving realignment in response to difficulties or barriers in which understanding is important.

3. RESEARCH METHOD
3.1 Research Model
A model is used in this research based on Irianto model and shown in Figure 1 below. The step in Figure 1 view the
implemementation through intermediate outcome the status of effectiveness at points in time. The quality management
implementation starts on introduction, then adoption, and finally adaptation. The process of implementation can be identified
by sequential events, implication, and response that occur in the company.

Introduction:
Understanding of
concepts and principles

Adoption:
Preparing and
planning

Adaptation:
Monitoring, adjusting,
and improving

Feedback
Figure 1. Research Model
3.2 Construct Operasionalisation
The variables and attributes for operasionalisation of the quality management implementation are explained in Tabel 1 below.
Tabel 1. Variables dan Attributes

Variables
Introduction
Adoption
Adaptation

Atributes
Motivation of quality management development, historical ownership, market influence,
requirement to meet standards and specifications, and develop awareness of quality.
Action, decesion and impact on the organisational structure, procedure operating system,
development of human resource competency, standardisation and certification.
Monitoring, adjusting programme, continuing education and training, improving.

3.3 Research Strategy
This study uses case study as a research strategy. In the case study research, Yin [11] characterises three principles for data
collection, such as using multiple source of evidence, creating data base, and maintaning the chain of evidence. Evidence used
in case studies may come from six sources: documents, archival records, direct observations, participants observation, and
physical artefacts. In this research, evidence is collected from documents, interviews, and direct observations.
CV CSM was selected as case company. The selection of the case companies was based on two criteria. Firstly, the firm had to
be subcontractor for large companies. Secondly, the firm had implemented the principle of quality in the production to meet
customer spesification. The collection of data was carried out on January until June 2009. Interviews use as prime data
resources to get insight the process of quality management implementation.
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4. PROCESS OF QUALITY MANAGEMENT IMPLEMENTATION
Some orders for product from several companies, change of production orientation, establishment of cooperation with large
companies as subcontractor were significant events that influenced progress in developing quality management at CSM. Those
events have critical implications for management to take action and decision.
4.1 Introduction Stage
The foundation of CSM began in the early 1996s, where at that time Bandung Institute of Technology (ITB) was carried out
training programme for new entrepreneurs for 3 months. Training materials consist of entrepreneurship, production
management, financial management, manufacturing system, quality management, and organization. At the closing of training
program in the Sabuga Building ITB, the new entrepreneurs were met with several stakeholders i.e. banks and large companies
to discuss an opportunities in collaborating of business.
Mr. Nandjar was a pioneer of CSM. He and one of the authorities of Industrial Production System Laboratory - ITB started
forming business by using ITB’s facilities i.e. CNC machine, telephone, and fax machine. In 1998 obtained an order from PT.
Astra for making sand grinding machines and die casting. A crucial moment appeared in 1999 when obtained a project from
Ministry of National Education for making mass product – practical tool for Yunior High School Students – that it worth was
around 2 (two) billions. Implication of this, it was needed to take 3 (three) hours working shift with 10 (ten) operators for each
shift. For this project, Mr. Nandjar bought some manual machines i.e. milling machine, drilling machine, and lathe machine.
To overcome lack of operators for this project, CV CSM hired several operators through outsourching program.
After the project of Ministry of National Education finished, in the early 2000 Mr. Nandjar and his friends not only could
purchase land and some manual machines, but also build an office at Cimahi. Since CV CSM operated at Cimahi, it got some
orders from large industries, i.e. Indolakto, Indomilk, and Omedata. Variation of product that should be made, was one of
implications of these orders. Limited production facilities and labour caused difficulties in managing the orders. Based on this
consideration, the CSM founder decided to make core competence for their business. Making precision product was core
competence of CSM. Formally, core competence had been proposed in the vision of CSM namely “to become precision
machining industry based on CNC-CAD-CAM technology and design engineering ability in producing mould, dies, precision
product, jig and fixtures”. Finally, core competence lead to the founder of CSM to change orientation of production system,
from mass production to mass customization.
The change of production system orientation from mass production to mass customization caused CSM trapped in high
competitiveness business, because there are a lot of competititors have focused on the same field. Because of his consistency
on making precision product, in 2002 CSM was trusted producing some orders from some large industries, i.e. PT. Pervetti
Van Melle Indonesia dan PT. Dexashapindo Rubber Indonesia. This led to a CSM to make continuous quality improvement by
improving process quality, integrating quality improvement in production department, and collaborating between marketing,
engineering, and production department.
In 2003 collaboration between large companies and CSM have been formed, whereas CSM was a subcontractor for large
companies. This collaboration had implication for increasing of CSM sales significantly. In 2002 CSM sale was around 300
million rupiahs and increased to 400 million rupiahs in 2003. This led to management to buy CNC machine, so CSM was
needn’t to hire CNC machive service to the other.
4.2 Adoption Stage
To produce precision product, CSM was not only using CNC machine but also developing quality system in 2006. Developed
quality system had the implication that CSM should focus on customer.This led to management to compose programs in
developing quality system i.e. improving human resources capability, developing quality circle, inspection in process, and
improving customer service.
Development of Human resources capability was aim at improving knowledge and skill at work.This program was carried out
through training. The training had been given not only by internal trainer but also by external trainer. The training was given
by internal trainer consist of the following subject, engineering drawing, CAD, CAM, and CNC. The training was given by
external trainer, by USAID consultant, with the following subject namely operational quality improvement , and business
plan. The training by external trainer was programmed for all employee and management.
Intiated by USAID consultant, in 2006 CSM was carried out quality circle program. The aim at quality circle was reducing
nonconformity product. Unfortunately, this program was run for only a half year. This was due to lack of employee
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knowledge in quality circle implementation and lack of management and employee commitment in quality circle
implementation. Actually, to support quality circle program director of CSM has formed quality teams to develop quality
system in CSM. The team worked effectively for only a half year. The team had to work for different task in the same time, it
was not only to support quality circle program but also to produce orders. Finally, director of CSM instructed them to prioritize
in producing orders.
To improve quality service for customers, CSM gave an extra service, in the form of 24 hours service, if there was a problem
that caused by product didn’t work well. Beside that, extra service didn’t consider to be cost. CSM was not only conduct a
transaction with large company for delivering spare parts of machine, but also provided technical assistance for large company
in improving the ability of machine.
In 2007, CSM conducted the evaluation of customer satisfaction. Questionnaire was one tool in measuring customer
satisfaction about following matters quality of product delivery time, price, and performance. The result indicated that
customer was very satisfied for CSM services. Nevertheless, there was customer demand for CSM namely CSM should get
quality assurance certification as soon as possible. The first step for this matter develop standard operating procedure (SOP). In
the end 2007, some standard operating procedures had been composed i.e. The handling of pre-orders, scheduling outsourcing,
price determination, making routing, process engineering, and master production scheduling.
4.3 Adaptation Stage
Since 2008 CSM have tried to implement SOP. Beside the implication for SOP impelentation, the adjustment of the working
system also had another implication was documentation for each business process. The problem appeared in SOP
implementation, when employee had different perception about it. Overall, SOP didn’t work as their expected. To overcome
this problem, CSM conducted workshop about SOP. Meanwhile, audit internal would be carried out by CSM to check all
documentation.
Based on Rahmana et. al. [12], the chronological approach in the process of quality management implementation is shown in
Figure 2. The figure illustrates how present quality management system was developed.
4.3 Significant Event and Management Response
The process of quality management implementation action was initiated by significant event that motivated the decision
matter. Some significant events, which are seen as intial reactions and management decisions, are summarized in Table 2.
Tabel 2. The Significant Events and Responses.

Significant
Events

Responses
(decisions)

Non-technical Issues
 Project of Ministry of National Education
 Orders from some large companies
 Subcontractor for some large companies
 Standard operating procedure implementation
Strategic Decisions
 Outsourching for operators
 Improvement of production facilities
 Improving human resources capability
 Developing procedures
 Internal audit

Technical Issues
 Quality system development
 Customer satisfaction evaluation







Focused on core competence
Improving of product and process quality
Developing quality circle
Inspection in process
Developing quality management system

All the significant events are considered to be external pressures, which in many cases originated from uncontrollable and
uncoordinated events. The companies considered these pressures to critically affect both non-technical issues, and motivated
the company to react. In response to significant events from the external environment, encourage management to make
strategic decisions.
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Sequence of events

Implications

Response (actions and
decisions )

Project from Ministry of Education
for mass product worth around 2
billion rupiahs
1999

Need for increasing work shift – need
for operators is increased

Decision to outsource operators

Orders from several large companies
2001

Variation of product – difficulties in
managing products

Decision to focus on core
competence

Decision to buy production machine
– milling machine, lathe machine ,
drilling machine

Introduction
Stage

Company vision : making for
precision product
The change of production system
orientation – from mass production
to mass customization

New orientation as m ass
customization

Entering new marketing
segemntation – degree of
competitiveness is high

Integrated of related activities
Developing quality of product and
process
Developing cooperation between
marketing, engineering , and shoop
floor

Subcontractor for large companies
2003

Sales increase significantly

Decision to improve production
facility – buying CNC machine

Development of quality system .
2006

Customer focus

Developing human resource
capability – internal and exsternal
training

Adoption
Stage

Developing quality circle – forming
quality teams
Inspection in process
Improving customer service – giving
extra service for 24 hours

Customer satisfaction evaluation
2007

Customer feedback – quality
management certification

Need for quality mangement system

Developing standard operating
procedure (SOP)

Adaption
Stage
standard operating procedure (SOP)
implementation .
2008

Adjustment of working system

Developing human resource
capability – workshop for SOP

Documentation

Preparing for internal audit

Figure 2. The Process of Quality Managment Implementation at CSM
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5. CONCLUSION
Some the conclusion from the research of quality management implementation at CSM are presented as following:
a. The process of quality management implementation at CSM gave knowledge that quality management implementation
couldn’t be conducted in short time but relatively it needed a long time with sequential steps.
b. The aim of quality management implementation at CSM is improving customer satisfaction, it is proved by focusing on
customer, improving quality, and involving all employee.
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ABSTRACT
In the recent globalization era, the competition among the companies for the same area of business is more intense, such as
the competition in the Pharmacy industries for the pharmacy distributors (called the PBF). The PBF X is one of the pharmacy
distributors located in the Semarang city, in the middle of Java Island, Indonesia. Due to of this highly competition, the PBF X
would like to increase their inventory performance by minimizing the inventory total cost. In the present situation, the
determination of T (the order period) and the order size are performed by intuition. In the situation where the price of
medicine changes, the PBF X does not have any method how to determine the order size and T. This situation may create the
condition of stock out or overstock and may also increase the expected total cost and automatically reduce the inventory
performance. The research focuses on the fast moving medicines that often experience the stock out condition. The
Calculation used the joint P-(R;T) model when there is no change in the price of medicine where the model determines both
the order interval (T) and the maximum inventory. In the case of price medicine change, the calculation uses either the
special sale model or the known price increased model and the results are the number of special order and the total benefit.
This total benefit can affect the PBF X in making decision whether to perform special order or not.
Keywords
Inventory control, the special sale model, the known price increased model

1. INTRODUCTION
It is known that inventory has the main role in the manufacturing, where the inventory control usually deals with the
determination either the order interval or the order size. The Indonesian pharmacy industry has developed so rapidly by
knowing the increasing number of the pharmacy distributors, especially in the Semarang city, in the middle of java, Indonesia.
It causes that the retailer is relatively easy to choose which the pharmacy distributors they prefer. It is the reason that the
pharmacy distributor (one of them is PBF X distributor) should improve their performance so they can win the competition.
The PBF X is experiencing the probabilistic demand and until now there is a specific method that can be used to determine the
order interval and the order size. The PBF X often faces the condition of stockout (usually in the backorder condition) and
overstock that effect the inventory performance directly. The number of backorder is usually 20% from the total number of
order and it can be minimized by calculating the optimal value of the order interval and the order size and at the same time it
will minimize the expected total cost of inventory. The PBF X should also consider when the price of the product (in this case
medicine) change, either in the temporarily special sale price or in the known price increase. The special sale price exists when
the supplier temporarily give a discount for the product in the regular replenishment. The firm should take this opportunity by
ordering the product with a special order. If in the future the price of the product is known increased, the firm should also take
this opportunity by ordering the product with a special order. Ordering the item with a special order should consider the benefit
for the company it self.
Based on the explanation above, it can be concluded that the problem of the research are :
1. How to determine the order period T and the maximum inventory that could minimize the backorder and the expected
total cost
2. How to determine a special order when the special sale or the known price increased occur.
3. How the performance of the current inventory control compared to the result of the research.
The research used the following assumptions:
1. The leadtime is constant.
2. The stockout cost is determined by the backorder cost.
3. Due to the object of the research is the fast moving product, then the expired dated cost can be ignored.
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2. MODEL AND RESEARCH
Research will consider the following three situations in the inventory system;
1. The joint P(R;T) model when no Price change
2. The Special sale price model
3. The known price increase model
2.1 The Joint P(R,T) model when no price change
The following is the formula of the total inventory cost K for the P(R,T) model [1];
K

L  n  1a

T

n





 IC i  R i  µ i 
i 1


λ iT 
  γ i  E R i , T 
2 


(1)

Where: L = the ordering cost per order
n = the number of product that will be ordered jointly
a = The additional order cost
T = the order interval
I = the holding cost fraction per year
Ci = the unit cost of item i
λi = the expected demand per year for the ith product
Ri = the inventory maximum for the ith product = Z  σ T  τ ( i )   µ T  τ (i )
τ = Lead time
µi = The expected lead time demand for the ith product
µT+τ(i) = the expected demand for period T+τ for the ith product
(σT+τ(i)) = the standard deviation demand for period T+τ for the ith product
Tτ

σ
52
σ = the annual standard deviation demand
γi = the cost of backordering per unit per year for the ith product
E(Ri,T) = the expected backorder for the ith product
The following table shows the product and the data demand that used for the research.
Table 1. The product used for the research
No.

The products

Mean

1

Acyclovir 400 mg

15.692

Standard
deviasi
2.776

2
3

Amoxicilin kaplet
Ampicilin 500 mg

56.942
46.808

3.152
3.705

Normal
Normal

4
5

Chloramphenicol
Tetracyclin

38.173
41.365

3.400
3.150

Normal
Normal

Distribution
Normal

By increasing the value of T in the equation (1) It is found that Toptimal = 1.17 weeks. Table 2 shows the graphic of the iteration
between T and K. It can be concluded that if the company performing the joint order with T equal to 1.17 weeks, the company
will have a minimum total cost.
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Figure 1. Plotting of the total cost K vs T
2.2 The special sale price model
The special price is the condition when the supplier gives a lower price temporarily. The condition of the special sale price
model will consider the special sale priced model for one product only [2]. This situation can be explained in the following
figure;
All products (no price change)

Q **

Product that experiencing the special
price

Quantity

The rest of products that are not
experiencing the special price

New R
Initial R

T joint

T joint
τ

T1

T1
τ

M1

Q**
λ

T joint

M3

τ

Time

M2

Figure 2. The special sale price for one item only
Prior to M1, the company use the Joint P(R,T) (the order period is represented by the variable Tjoint) model and each of the
products have their maximum initial inventory R. This situation is represented by the red line. At time M1, the supplier gives a
special sale price temporarily and company should take this opportunity by making an economic special order size Q** ,
represented by the blue line. This special order will finish at time M2, where M1 – M2 = Q**/λ. The rest of products that are not
experiencing the special price will be ordered jointly using the joint P(R,T) model when no price change (the order period is
represented by the variable T1) and each of these products has their maximum new inventory R. This situation is represented
by the black line. The maximum new inventory R is greater than the maximum initial inventory R. At time M2, the product that
experiencing the special price should perform an order sufficiently so the product will finish at time M3. At M3 or after M3 all
the products will be ordered jointly and the Joint P(R,T) model will be used as before (again, the order period is represented by
the variable Tjoint). The value of Q** can be calculated by using the following formula [2];
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Q** 

dλ
PQ *

 q  µ τ 
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(2)

Where;
d = The value of the reducing price
P = The original price per unit
q = The inventory position when the special order is performed
λ = the expected demand per year
Q* = The economic order quantity (EOQ)
µτ = The expected lead time demand

By doing the special order, the company will have a saving g* with the following equation;
2
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Where W is the total cost for an order at time M2.
The company has an experience that one of the products (chlorampenicol) has the special sale price for 4.6%. If the company
use this model by performing an economic special order size Q**, the company should have the saving for Rp 980,255.966 but
they loss this opportunity.
2.3 Known Priced Increase Model
The steps of the known priced increased model has the same step as those in the special sale model. Figure 2 shows the
situation for the known price increase. The difference is only in the formula of the economic special order size Q** and the
formula for the saving g* . This value Q** can be calculated by using the following formula [2];
Q ** 

kλ P  k Q *a

 q  µ τ 
PI
P

(4)

2Lλ
P
 Q*
P  k I
Pk

(5)

where :

Q *a 

= the economic order size after the price increase.
Q* = the economic order quantity before the price increase
k = the number of priced increase
At M3 or after M3, all the products will be ordered jointly and the Joint P(R,T) model will be used as before (again, the order
period is represented by the variable Tjoint using the new price for this product).
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All products (no price change)

Q **

Product that experiencing the known
price increase

Quantity

The rest of products that are not
experiencing the known price increase

Initial R
New R

T joint

T joint
τ

T1

T1

τ

T joint

**

Q
λ

M1

M2

M3

τ

Time

Figure 2. The Known Price Increase Model
By doing the special order, the company will have a saving g* with the following equation;

 P  Q **  2 
 Q **  2 
 *   1  C 
  1
g*  L 
 P  k  Qa 

 Q * 


(6)

The company has an experience that one of the products (acyclovir) has the known price increase for 7.56%. If the company
also use this model by performing an economic special order size Q** (using the equation 4.), the company should have the
saving g* for Rp 1,366,019.720, but they loss this opportunity.

4. CONCLUSION
The present condition of the company inventory system does not have a specific method that can be used in their daily
inventory system activities. The company work for their inventory system intuitively. If the company facing whether the
special sale price or the known price increase, they make an order intuitively. The company usually works with individual T
and R. It is recommended that company uses the result of this research.
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ABSTRACT
Technological diffusion is an integral aspect in promoting rural agricultural productivity enhancement. However, such
knowledge diffusion in rural areas has been very limited as experienced in various technological enhancement initiatives in
rural areas. Such lack of knowledge diffusion is a result of the lack of sufficient informal interaction among the population,
and this can be further attributed to the dispersed nature of rural population that prevents having sufficient intensity of
informal interaction among the population. The development of rural town can be a solution through establishing a growth
center that can leverage the impact of development to its immediate hinterland. The degree of leverage will depend on the
inherent location characteristics of the growth center.
Keywords
Knowledge diffusion, rural agriculture, rural town, infrastructure

1. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge diffusion in rural agriculture sector has been a centerpiece in the global effort to promote sustainable development.
The OECD Secretary General, Angel Gurria, emphasized at the OECD Agriculture Ministerial Meeting in February 2010, the
importance of dissemination of existing technologies and more widespread adoption of available knowledge in increasing
agricultural yields significantly. At the same time, Gurria acknowledged the major challenge, whereby some of this knowledge
is not applied enough hence the need to work towards ensuring that technology is properly diffused and adopted. Policy lessons
learned in promoting knowledge diffusion includes open markets, affordable access to communications technologies, and
government policies aimed at incentivizing elimination of inefficiencies estimated to have caused one-third of food
disappearance.
At the same time, the promotion of rural growth centers have begun to gain traction, yet such method has not been
mainstreamed in the policy dialogue for promoting knowledge diffusion in rural agriculture, evident from the fact that no
studies have been undertaken assessing the effectiveness of rural growth center strategy in promoting knowledge diffusion.
Various studies have touched on aspects other than the spatial arrangement of settlements in assessing knowledge diffusion.
The use of media, such as radio (Pfuhl, 1988) was adopted in the Philippines to diffuse new farming knowledge, in which
Rogers (1995) find that such knowledge delivery systems became an efficient way for disseminating such knowledge to a large
audience in a time-efficient manner. Nevertheless, limitations of such method in promoting knowledge diffusion to the farmers
have led Philippines to adopt a more intensive intervention which engaged farmers directly in the knowledge diffusion process
(Rola et al, 2002). Rola et al (2002) studied the effectiveness of the Farmers’ Field School (FFS) in the Philippines, in which
the method relies on informal local farmers’ network to diffuse new knowledge and information to other farmers. Despite the
findings that participants at the FFS were able to retain most of the basic knowledge they learned at school, the method
remained ineffective as knowledge diffusion did not take place to the non FFS farmers.
Hanafie (2010) described the barriers that created a gap between the expected productivity level and the actual productivity
level of the farmers, also known as yield gap. This gap is measured between the yield of experiment agencies, the potential
agricultural yield and the actual agricultural yield. The yield gap between the experiment agencies and potential agricultural
yield takes place due to non-adaptable technology and difference in climate. The second yield gap, between the potential
agricultural yield and the actual agricultural yield, can be due to the biological reasons such as difference in varieties, existence
of parasites and pests, and soil fertility, while the social-economic reasons can include the difference in cost and revenue of
agricultural business unit, the constraint in accessing credit, production cost, lack of knowledge, farmers education level, and
habitual aspects. A World Bank report entitled Revitalizing the Rural Economy (2006) found that 64 percent of rural workers
are in agriculture, but there is a need to promote diversification of job opportunities in rural areas. A common reason included
in these findings that was however not highlighted in the same manner, was the need to intervene in the structure of the rural
economy. The failure in school-based system, mass media outreach, habitual aspects, and the suggestion to diversify the rural
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economy beyond agriculture, outlines the need to change the structure of the rural economy, which would in turn break rural
population from the habit that would prevent effective knowledge diffusion.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The experience with methods that the author would categorize as soft-intervention, involving human capacity building, policy
for incentivizing agricultural activities, and provision of information access, failed to automatically deliver knowledge
diffusion. It is on this basis that there is a necessity to restructure the rural economy, in line with the World Bank
recommendation. The possible method to restructure the rural economy is to provide what the author would like to name as
hard-intervention, defined as the active method involving a more aggressive incentives to influence the rural economic
structure and if necessary, the construction of physical facilities and infrastructure, in which the rural economy is reshaped.
This method would likely require a change in the spatial structure of the rural area.
Given the focus of this research is to assess knowledge diffusion; this research would therefore build on the assumption that the
change of spatial structure leads to a change in the rural economic structure. The development of rural towns (Dardak, 2006), is
among one of the methods that can be pursued to influence rural economic structure. This research therefore seeks to prove or
disprove the hypothesis that the development of rural town has significant contribution to knowledge diffusion in rural
agricultural sector. This research will focus on qualitative analysis by identifying potential relationships between development
of growth center and knowledge diffusion in rural agriculture through analysis of existing studies.

3. FACTORS AFFECTING KNOWLEDGE DIFFUSION: THE CRITICAL MASS
As previously discussed, various studies have focused on discovering critical factors affecting knowledge diffusion, including
the use of media, intensive interaction with farmers, gap between ideal conditions and actual conditions in rural when
implementing farming technology from both technical and non-technical aspects, and the need to restructure the rural economy
to achieve diversification. Extrapolating from these findings, there is a common theme among all them, which is the need for a
“critical mass”. Critical mass serves as pre-condition to achieve all these factors that in turn affect the level of knowledge
diffusion. The definition of critical mass can be narrowed into the sufficiency of population size. Sufficient population size is
needed to achieve efficient dissemination of knowledge, to ensure investments on facilities required for supporting
technological application can achieve greater return, and to create a multiplier effect allowing for diversification of economic
activities.
The “critical mass” effect resembles the concept of agglomeration externalities. Kanemoto (1986) studied externalities of
cities, and highlighted that modern cities are too complex to be considered as being simply a product of simple economies of
scale. Rather than focusing on economies of scale arising from homogeneity of industries, industries seek to save on
communication costs and transportation costs of intermediate inputs. In addition, industries can benefit from larger pool of
skilled labor and more sophisticated infrastructure including transportation facilities. This is often termed as Marshallian
externality, defined as externalities taking place among firms in a city rather than among firms in an industry, therefore all
firms in a city are assumed to benefit from an increase in the population of the city.
Feldman and Florida (1994) found that innovation has its sources in a broader social and spatial structure, which is a landscape
of agglomerated and synergistic social and economic players who are amalgamated into a system supported by technological
infrastructure that breeds innovation. Therefore, Marshallian externalities attributed to increase in population, can be viewed as
technological externalities.
Fujita and Thisse (2002) observed social interaction and find that the propensity to interact with others is a fundamental human
attribute, and the preference for social life leads to the emergence of agglomerations. Fischer (1982) confirmed the importance
of informal interactions which can only flourish in the presence of sufficient population intensity, and that the personal ties
created will serve as the greatest motive for action. Beckmann (1976) studied the utility of individual based on the average
distance to all individuals as well as the size of land the individuals can buy. Fujita and Thisse (2002) concluded that natural
gregariousness of human beings leads to the spatial concentration of people within compact area.
Therefore, the following assumptions have been established:
1.
2.
3.

Informal interaction is required to promote knowledge diffusion.
Insufficient outreach of knowledge-based initiatives coupled with the lack of informal interaction lead to the low
knowledge diffusion in rural areas.
Informal interactions can take place in the presence of critical mass, defined as the population size in an area.
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4.

The cost of extending outreach of knowledge based initiatives to rural population is prohibitive.

In summary, Marshallian externalities confirmed the linkage between population size and the informal interaction required to
promote knowledge diffusion. Nevertheless, knowledge diffusion cannot take place in rural areas because of insufficient
population size as the population is dispersed, and the cost of extending the knowledge based initiatives to all the population is
cost-prohibitive.

4. ROLE OF RURAL TOWN IN PROMOTING KNOWLEDGE DIFFUSION
The problem for this research has been defined, which is the dispersed population in rural area that prohibits effective
knowledge dissemination. At the same time, extending knowledge based initiatives to the population is not an option due to the
prohibitive cost. Rural town is proposed to be a solution for addressing this challenge. Parr (1987) provides a conceptual
framework that can reflect the process behind the functioning of rural town as a solution to address the dispersed population
limitations in rural areas, through multi-sourced growth. This multi-sourced growth is where both rural and urban areas play
their roles in creating regional economic growth. To achieve a multi-sourced growth, it is important to have a high degree of
leverage. This leverage arises from the concentration of activities originating from the hinterland and spreading to the urban
growth center. Thus, to achieve higher degree of leverage, the size of the hinterland accessible from the urban center must be
sufficiently large. The size of the hinterland can be measured by the geographical size or natural resource endowments or
population. It is better to use isochrones instead of linear distance in identifying the urban area’s hinterland. This is useful to
take into account variations in terrain and transport infrastructure conditions. In the case of an Agropolitan region, the selection
of the growth center is particularly important in ensuring that the hinterland meets the certain size requirement.
Parr (1987) provides an example of a regional economic development that involves a spatial structural change. This case study
involves a newly growing economic region with initial per capita income that is relatively low. Parr uses population density as
a measure for change in spatial structure. In the model from Parr’s case study, economic growth induces population growth.
Higher population growth occurs in the center of the region and declines along with the distance from the center of the region.
Parr uses the term metropolis to refer to the center of the region. The metropolis is considered as the developing growth center.
There are two possibilities that may explain such pattern, which can be named as Regional Concentration with Metropolitan
Centralization.
The first possibility is that the region where initially its economy is powered by traditional activities finally experience
industrialization. In this case, Lampard (1955) stresses that if the difference in transport cost is not significant, economic
activities need not be located near the market. This creates the occurrence of a concentration pattern for production activity
location. It is important to note that the absence of significant transportation cost allows for concentration of activities around a
certain radius from the metropolis. In the non-metropolis part of the economy, or areas outside the growth center, there occurs
economic growth but at a slower rate. The growth in the non-metropolis part is caused by the income obtained by commuters,
who work in the metropolis, as well as the increased demand from metropolis settlers for non-metropolis products and that
economic activities related to raw materials and food are being supplied from the non-metropolis part of the region. Therefore,
an economic growth that originates from industrialization taking place at the growth center trickles down to the hinterland or
non-metropolis part of the region.
The second possibility is that the region experience growth starting from the non-metropolis part of the region, which in turn
creates a stimulus to the metropolis part of the region. This can occur in new settlements area. The development of agriculture
and natural resources based activities in the non-metropolis area creates demand for goods and services that only exist in the
metropolis part of the region. Such goods and services usually cover manufactured goods used as input to the final production
or consumption, as well as services such as banking, finance, groceries, transportation, and consumer-oriented services. The
nodal location (centered) of the metropolis, and the economies of scale for economic activities taking place in the metropolis,
as explained by Parr (1973), creates a disproportionate multiplier effect experienced by the metropolis from growth originating
from non-metropolis part. In other words, because the surrounding area comprising of agriculture activities or natural resources
extraction, experience growth, there is a leverage because metropolis area can produce the goods or services that the region
needs in a more efficient manner.
However, there is an important pre-requisite that must be fulfilled for economies of scale to occur. This pre-condition can be
explained by illustrating the region into a circular area, with the metropolis forming a nucleus in the form of a smaller circle
located in the center of the larger main circle. If the growth originates only from some of the areas around the main circle and
outside the nucleus, the maximum leverage cannot be achieved. Economies of scale require growth that originates from most
of the surrounding area. The extent of the leverage will determine the potential economies of scale. The magnitude of leverage
can be depicted as a result of the proportion of surrounding area that experiences growth and the maximum spatial leverage.
The degree of leverage can be formed in the following equation:
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(1)
Where A is the surrounding area (hinterland) that experiences economic growth, R is the radius of the whole economic region,
and r is the radius of the nucleus or metropolis.
The final ratio can be calculated simply without calculating the other two ratios that are multiplied in the equation 1. It is
important to note that the other ratios play an important function in determining whether the spatial arrangement is optimal in
terms of utilization of natural resources for the whole region. The ratio from surrounding area that experiences economic
growth to the total surrounding area represents proportion of the surrounding area that experiences growth. This ratio on its
own provides a figure for the optimality of the leverage. The closer this figure is to 1, the more optimal is the leverage. The
maximum spatial leverage is the ratio of the surrounding area to the area of the nucleus. The result of these two ratios is the
ratio of the surrounding area that experiences growth, to the nucleus area.
This ratio shows the level of leverage based on how large is the hinterland or surrounding area that experiences growth as the
potential market for the nucleus, compared to the area of the nucleus itself. Nevertheless, this calculation does not consider
population density and differences or disparity in natural resources. Therefore, the use of area can simply be substituted in this
formula, with other indicators such as population size, agricultural production or size of fertile land.
The following figure provides an illustration.

Figure 1: Illustration of Functional Region and Leverage Formula
Therefore, a functional region featuring growth center can enhance the intensity of economic or social activities through the
leverage factor. Substituting area with population, the proportion of population within sufficient proximity from growth center
and the actual population in the growth center shows the degree of leverage. It can thus be concluded that the pre-condition for
successful knowledge diffusion is the proper identification of growth centers and the improvement of the connectivity between
the growth centers and their hinterland in realizing the impact from the potential degree of leverage.

5. CONCLUSION
The diffusion of technology, or knowledge, is affected by the informal interaction. In rural areas, such informal interaction is
insufficient in intensity due to the dispersed population, which leads to the ineffective diffusion of knowledge. Under
Marshallian externalities, population size can serve as a proxy for agglomeration economies, including the benefit of
knowledge diffusion through informal interactions. The development of rural town seeks to mimic the development of cities,
but relies on immediate proximity between rural growth center and its immediate hinterland, and the corresponding degree of
leverage that can serve to measure the impact factor for conducting knowledge diffusion in the chosen area. The key policy
recommendation in addition to the identification of strategic growth center or rural town locations with high degree of
leverage, is therefore to enhance infrastructure within growth centers and to improve connectivity between the growth center
and its hinterland.
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ABSTRACT
Several major problems in the implementation of lending activities are the number of credits that are not paid by the debtor in
time, as known as non-performing loan (NPL), and the presence of competitors. The NPL will result in losses while the
existence of competitors pushes each lending institution to shorten the time that they need to analyze the granting of credit
approval. Therefore, every lending institution should be able to offer appropriate products to the prospective debtors in a short
time. Classification which is part of predictive modeling data mining can be used to solve this problem. One of the main
problems in the classification is the existence of conflicts between the rules that are generated. These indicate that the data
have imperfect knowledge. Rough Set method can be used to analyze this data type because it still can draw hidden valuable
information and still be able to generate decision rules. However, due to the large number of rules that generated, Rough Set
causes difficulty to user to interpret the results. Associative Classification Tree Method (ACT) has the ability to summarize the
rules and helps to organize the knowledge. In this study, the Rough Set method is used to generate association rules and the
ACT method is used to summarize the rules that generated by Rough Set. The generated classifier has a low error rate
(13.64%) so that can be used as a basic consideration for lending strategy that has a low risk of bad loans.
Keywords
loan, classification, imperfect knowledge, Rough Set, Associative Classification Tree

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the increasing of capital requirement to start businesses or to expand businesses causes the increasing number of
credit applications demand and the increasing number of lending institutions. Several major problems in the implementation of
lending activities are the number of credits that are not paid by the debtor in time, as known as non-performing loan (NPL),
and the presence of competitors [1]. The NPL will result in losses while the existence of competitors pushes each lending
institution to shorten the time that they need to analyze the granting of credit approval [1]. Therefore, every lending institution
should be able to offer appropriate products to the prospective debtors in a short time [1].
Classification which is part of predictive modeling data mining [12] can be used to solve this problem [10, 13, 1].
Classification works by characterize the object into certain attributes with a discrete class label attribute, then using an
inductive learning to generate a classifier that can predict the value of class label in a new data set that previously unknown
[18, 5, 7, 11]. Several algorithms used to solve classification problems are decision tree [9, 18, 27, 22], associative
classification [9, 26, 7, 15], and fuzzy [1].
The criteria used to evaluate classification algorithms are accuracy, speed, and interpretability [13, 5, 18]. Zadeh’s Fuzzy
method gives highest accuracy than others [20]. Reference [1] also shows that fuzzy method produces a very high accuracy but
is difficult to interpret. References [28, 9, 18] show the most important criterion in the classification is not on the accuracy but
rather on the interpretability. Associative classification and fuzzy methods produce rules in a huge number that make hard for
users to find patterns and interesting knowledge, otherwise decision tree has a lower accuracy but the easiest to interpret [9,
27].
Reference [9] proposed a new algorithm that uses associative classification algorithm to produce the rules and decision tree
algorithm to summarize the existing rule, known as associative classification tree algorithm (ACT). This algorithm is proven to
be more readable, compact, well-organized, easier to use than associative classification, and also provides more accurate
results than traditional decision tree [9].
Another problem that often occurs in the classification is the existence of conflict between the rules, where there are several
rules that have same attribute values but have different class attribute value. It shows that to classify the objects, can not only
by using existing attributes, or in the other words, there are other attributes that have influence but not recorded (also known as
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imperfect knowledge data) [19, 20]. Rough set method can be used to analyze data that have imperfect knowledge because it
still can draw hidden valuable information and still be able to generate decision rules [19, 20, 21]. But like the associative
classification method, Rough Set method also uses the global search technique so it produces large amounts of rules and makes
it difficult for user to interpret the results. This study aims to gain knowledge that can be used as the basic lending strategy that
has a low risk of NPL by combining Rough Set method and ACT method in which Rough Set method will be used to generate
rules and ACT method will be used to summarize and simplify the existing decision rules.

2. Related Work
2.1. Introduction To Data mining
Data mining is a process of nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful information from
databases [8], using inductive algorithm from a large database that traditional methods of analysis fail to transform into
relevant knowledge [18]. Here nontrivial means that some search or inference is involved, i.e., it is not a straightforward
computation of predefined quantities like computing the average value of a set of numbers. Knowledge here means everything
(such as pattern), that exceeds some interestingness threshold, i.e., validity, novelty, usefulness, and simplicity [12] whereas
inductive learning learns directly from the data without an a priori hypothesis [18]. Reference [23] tells us that data mining
draws ideas from machine learning/AI, pattern recognition, statistics, and database systems
.
Reference [12] divides data mining into 5 classes: predictive modeling, clustering, data summarization, dependency modeling,
and change and deviation detection. Predictive modeling is part of data mining that the goal is to predict some field(s) in a
database based on other fields. If the field being predicted is a categorical variable then it is a classification problem [12].
Categorical variable has only a finite or countable infinite set of values [24]. Classification aims to classify a large set of
objects that previously unknown into predefined classes [17, 18, 25, 26, 6, 14]. Some of the main problems in predictive
modeling are cast as determining the most likely value of the variable being predicted given the other fields, speed, and
interpretability [9, 13, 5, 18, 28].
Association rule mining (data summarization) aims to simply extract compact patterns that describe subsets of the data [12]. In
the association rule mining, the target of mining is not predetermined [15]. Association rule mining can be used to solve the
classification problem, called associative classification [15, 25].
2.2. Decision Tree Classifier
The Decision Tree Classifier is a well known classifier to solve classification problem. Decision trees perform a greedy search
for rules by heuristically selecting the most promising features [27]. Decision trees are generated from training data in a topdown, general-to-specific direction. The initial state of a decision tree is the root node that is assigned all the examples from
the training set. If it is the case that all examples belong to the same class, then no further decisions need to be made to
partition the examples, and the solution is complete [5].
The main advantages of using decision tree classifier are comprehensive (easy to represent and interpret), complete data
partitioning (will not have conflicting knowledge) and good identification ability (identifies and reveals important features of
the knowledge) [9], whereas the main weakness of decision tree classifier is the low accuracy (not as high as associative
classifier or fuzzy) [27, 1].
2.3. Rough Set
Rough set is a new mathematical approach to vague and uncertain data analysis [20]. Several important advantages of using
Rough Set are efficient, simple computation [20], and need no any preliminary or additional information about data like
probability distributions in statistics or a grade of membership or the value of possibility in fuzzy [21].
Every record in database can be seen as an individual decision rule [17]. With every decision rule Φ→Ψ, Rough Set used two
conditional probabilities called certainty and coverage [20]:
Certainty factor:
Π(Ψ| Φ) =
(1)
Coverage factor:
Π(Φ | Ψ) =

(2)

Where Φ indicates the conditional attributes and Ψ indicates the decision attribute.
If a decision rule uniquely determines decisions in terms of conditions, i.e., if certainty factor = 1, then the rule is called
“certain”. If a decision rule does not determine decisions uniquely in terms of conditions, i.e., if 0 <certainty factor < 1, then
the rule is called “uncertain” [20].

2.4. ACT
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Reference [9] proposed a new algorithm to summarize the existing rule called ACT. ACT is a decision tree, which is
constructed from rule-based attribute partition, consists of internal nodes (including the root node) labeled with attributes and
arcs labeled with attributes values and leaf nodes labeled with class labels. Each node in ACT consists of five fields:
Label_Name, a set of Rule_IDs, Support(n), Height, and Node_Link. Label_Name registers which attribute this node presents,
or which class label it presents if the node is a leaf node, a set of Rule_IDs registers the rules represented by the portion of the
path reaching this node, Height registers the distance from root to this node, and Node_Link links to the child nodes in the next
level [9].
The next step in the ACT algorithm after mining the rule is creating a root node for the decision tree. At the beginning, all the
associative classification rules are in the root node. In the second step, do a test to see whether the building process can be
stopped in each node of the ACT. If so, assign the node with a class label. If not, find the best splitting attribute in the node in
order to continue the building process. Do this process recursively until the building process can be stopped in each node of the
ACT [9].
2.4.1. Splitting Using Entropy Gain Criterion
Several things needed in order to split a node using entropy gain, defined below.
2.4.1.1. Support and Confidence
For every decision rule Φ→Ψ, ACT uses two probabilities that used, called rule support and rule confidence [9]:
(3)
R. Supp
=
R. Conf

=

(4)

Where |D| is the size of dataset.
2.4.1.2. Rule Quality
Quality of each rule in an ACT is defined by its support and confidence [9].
Quality (R) = R. Supp x R. Conf

(5)

2.4.1.3. Rule Weight
Rules in an ACT node may hold different importance due to their differing distances from the node. For each rule r in node n,
the weight of rule r is defined as:
(6)
Length (r) indicates length of the conditional attributes whose values are neither null nor all possible values of its belonging
attribute.
n.height indicates the distance of the node from the root.
2.4.1.4. Weighted Group Quality
If C{C1, C2, …, Ck} denote the possible class labels in node n, and Gi denote those rules in n whose class labels are Ci, then
the weighted quality of rules in n that belong to class Ci (out of k possible classes), denotes as WGqual(Gi), is defined as:
(7)
Where Quality(rj) indicates the rule quality.
2.4.1.5. Entropy of Ruleset
If WGqual(Gi ) denote the weighted quality of rules in node n’s rule set RS that belong to class Ci (out of k possible classes),
and |RS| denotes the total weighted quality of the rules in RS. Then the entropy of rule set RS defined as:
Info (RS) =

(8)

After rule set RS has been partitioned in according with n outcomes of one attribute test X, the entropy gain is as follows:
n

Info x ( RS )   (( RS i /  RSi )  Info( RSi ))

(9)

i 1
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Gain (X) = Info (RS) – InfoX (RS)

(10)

2.4.2. Stop Criteria and Label Assignment
Reference [9] gives two criteria to stop a node in ACT that uses entropy gain as the criteria to split the attributes. They are
when all of class labels on a node have the same value and when the maximum height of node that specified by user has been
reached. For the second, the node labeled as the node’s majority class label.
Majority class node n defined as
Majority_Class(n)

=

C Max{WGqual ( G1 ),WGqual (G2 ),...,WGqual (G j )}

(11)

Where WGqual (Gj) stands for weighted quality of group Gj.

3. The Research Objects
We use 600 debtors as the research objects. The debtors then divided into two subset, training set and test set. We use 200
debtors as training set and the rest as the test set. The debtors in this research are characterized into six attributes of conditional
attributes: age, sex, amount of credit, number of children, business prospect, and credit period. Age is categorized into young,
middle, and old. Sex is grouped into male and female. Amount of credit is categorized into small (less than 4 millions),
moderate (4 and up to 8 millions), and large (more than 8 millions). Number of children is divided into few (less than 3
children), average (3-4 children), and many (more than 4 children). Business prospect is grouped into low, moderate, and high.
The last, credit period, divided into 1 (1-12 months) and 2 (13-24 months). The decision attribute is the credit status (of the
debtor) that divided into NPL and PL.

4. The Methodology
Flowchart of methodology of this research is presented in Figure 1.
Start

A

B

Data collection

Summarizing rules using ACT method

Result

Training data

Test Instance
Conclution and
recomendation

Generate rule using Rough Set method

no
Error rate ≤
20%?
Finish
Remove rule from
next process

Certainty ≥ 0.5?

yes

no
yes

B

A

Figure 1: Research Methodology

4.1. Generate Classification Rule Using Rough Set
4.1.1. Computation Certainty and Coverage Factors
The computation of certainty and coverage factors for individual rule: {age = young, sex = male, amount of credit = small,
number of children = few, business prospect = high, credit period = 1  credit status = tidak macet; [NInd Rule = 3]; [NRule NPL =
50]; [Nrule PL = 150]
Certainty =
=
= 1.00
Coverage =

=

= 0.02

4.1.2. Validation
The rough set method generated 84 rules. For the validation process, we removed the rules that have minimum certainty less
than 0.5. The result is the number of rule become only 74 rules (10 rules removed).
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4.2. Summarize rules using ACT
4.2.1. Computation of Support and Confidence
The computation of support and confidence factors for rule: {age = young, sex = male, amount of credit = small, number of
children = few, business prospect = high, credit period = 1  credit status = tidak macet; [NRule = 3]; |D| = 184;
Support

=

=

Confidence =

=

= 0.02
= 1.00

4.2.2. Computation of Rule Quality and Rule Length
The computation of rule quality and rule length for rule: {age = young, sex = male, amount of credit = small, number of
children = few, business prospect = high, credit period = 1  credit status = tidak macet; [NRule = 3]; |D| = 184; Supp = 0.02;
Conf= 1.00;
Rule Length = the number of conditional rule whose values are neither null nor all possible values = 6
Rule Quality = support x confidence = 0.02 x 1.00 = 0.002
4.2.3. Computation of Rule Weight
The rule length of all record on training data is 6, so the computational of rule weigh in node root is:
Weight(node root)
=
=
= 0.016
Whereas the computational of rule weight in node lv 1 is:
Weight(node lv 1)
=
=
= 0.031
4.2.4. Computation of Root Node
The following is the computational of root node:
a. WGqual (PL)
=
= Weight (rno code 10) x Quality (rno code 10) + Weight (rno code 12) x Quality (rno code 12) + Weight (rno code 30) x Quality (rno
code 30) + …. + Weight (rno code 408) x Quality (rno code 408)
= 0.016 x 0.015 + 0.016 x 0.005 + 0.016 x 0.005 + … + 0.016 x 0.003
= 0.011
b. WGqual (NPL)
=
= Weight (rno code 79) x Quality (rno code 79) + Weight (rno code 149) x Quality (rno code 149) + Weight (rno code 151) x Quality (rno
code 151) + …. + Weight (rno code 407) x Quality (rno code 407)
= 0.016 x 0.005 + 0.016 x 0.005 + 0.016 x 0.005 + … + 0.016 x 0.003
= 0.003
c. Total weighted group quality
= WGqual (PL) + WGqual (NPL)
= 0.011 + 0.003
= 0.013
d. Info node root
Info (root) = = - (((WGqual (PL) /
) x log (WGqual (PL) /
)) + ((WGqual (NPL) /
) x log
(WGqual (NPL) /
)))
= - ((0.011 / 0.013 x log (0.011 / 0.013)) + (0.003 / 0.013 x log (0.003 / 0.013)))
= 0.214
4.2.5. Computation of Splitting Attribute
From our computational, the gain of root node split by age is 0.004, split by sex is 0.003, split by amount of credit is 0.032,
split by number of children is 0.004, split by business prospect is 0.003, split by credit period is 0.013. It means that the root
node will be split using amount of credit.
4.2.6. Majority Class Computational
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The example of majority class is shown in fig 2 below.
business prospect

5.1
low

5.2
moderate

6.1
PL

5.3
high

6.2
PL
6.3
Not Classified

Figure 2: Example of Majority Class Computation
The computational of majority class for node (5.3) is:
[node 5.3]:
WGqual (PL)
= 0,018
WGqual (NPL)
= 0,003
Majority_Class (n)
=
Majority_Class (6.3)
=
= Cmax { (0,018) , (0,003)}
Majority class in node (5.3) is PL so the end node of node (5.3) is labeled with PL (label “Not Classified” become
“PL”).

4.3. Result
The ACT method generates a tree classifier. The pruning ACT Tree is shown in figure 3, 4, 5 and 6.
Root Node

Amount of credit

small

moderate

large

A

B

C

Figure 3: Tree Classifier
A

age

young

middle

PL

PL

old

number of children

few

average

many

PL

PL

NPL

Figure 4: Tree Classifier (Cont)
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B
number of children

few
business prospect

moderate

high

average

many

business prospect

age

low

moderate

PL

PL

high

young

middle

NPL

PL

age
PL
young

age

middle
young

NPL

middle

sex

NPL
sex

male

female

male

female

NPL

PL

PL

NPL

Figure 5: Tree Classifier (Cont)
C

sex

male

female

Business prospect
Number of children
low

PL

moderate

high

few

average

many

age

Credit period

Business prospect

age

Business Prospect

young

middle

NPL

PL

1
Number of children

few

average

PL

NPL

2

moderate

high

young

middle

High

Low

PL

PL

NPL

PL

NPL

PL

NPL

Figure 6: Tree Classifier (Cont)

5. Performance Evaluation
We use the classifier that is produced by ACT method to predict the class label (credit status) in the test set. Table 1 shows the
example of the prediction. The result is the classifier can appropriately predict 352 data from 400 data in the test set (error rate
13,64%). We specified that maximum error rate for a classifier in order to be a valid classifier must be less than 20%, so the
gained classifier is valid.
Table 1 Example of Prediction Result on The Test Set

female

amount of
credit_
large

number of
children
average

business
prospect
high

credit
period
2

credit
status
PL

middle

male

large

few

high

2

PL

PL

middle

male

moderate

average

high

2

NPL

NPL

4

young

female

moderate

few

high

1

PL

PL

5

middle

male

large

average

high

2

PL

PL

6

young

male

small

few

high

1

PL

PL

7

young

female

moderate

average

moderate

2

PL

PL

no

age

sex

1

middle

2
3

prediction
NPL
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young

female

moderate

few

high

1

NPL

PL

6. Conclusions
Based on the ACT classifier, we gain the strategy bellow:
a. Small amount loans are given to:
a) Young age applicants or
b) Middle age applicants or
c) Old age applicants that have a few number of children or
d) Old age applicants that have an average number of children.
b. Moderate amount loans are given to:
a) Middle age women that have a few number of children and with moderate business prospects or
b) Applicants with high business prospects and have a few number of children or
c) Applicants that have an average number of children and with low business prospects or
d) Applicants that have an average number of children and with moderate business prospects or
e) Young men that have average number of children and with high business prospect or
f) Middle age applicant that have many number of children.
c. Large amount loans are given to:
a) Male applicants with low business prospect or
b) Young male applicants with moderate business prospect or
c) Male applicants that have a few number of children and high business prospect with 1 year period of credit or
d) Male applicants that have high business prospect with 2 years period of credit or
e) Women that have a few number of children with moderate business prospect or
f) Young women that have average number of children or
g) Women that have many number of children with high business prospect.

7. Future Works
a. The existence of rules with certainty factor less than 0.5 indicate that there are other attributes that have influence but not
recorded. So the research with additional attribute is needed.
b. The accuracy of ACT is lower than [1] so we need to increase the accuracy of ACT. We could adopt Fuzzy as the rule
generator because Fuzzy produces the most accurate rules [20].
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ABSTRACT
The convert Harmonized System (HS) to National Standard of Indonesia (SNI) result which have been already done to
ten big of Indonesia commodities to Europe, include: cooper, ores and concentrates, furniture, automatic data process
machines, computer hardware, footwear, coal, seats, video recording, coconut, palm, and natural rubber.
From the ten big export commodities concern, there are six commodities which in the scope of SNI development
technical committee, there are: palm oil, coconut, furniture, footwear, seats, and rubber. Each commodities concern
becomes the scope of Indonesia Technical Committees (TC or PT), include: PT 67-04, Food and Beverage; 97-02,
Furniture; 59-02, Leather, Product Leather; and 83-01, Rubber and Plastic Industry.
In the purpose that Indonesia export products have no problems or to be rejected in the destination of Europe country,
we need to harmonize SNI with the standards which have been implemented in Europe, before the next process to verify
its convert to HS.
Keywords
Harmonized System (HS), National Standard of Indonesia (SNI), commodities, technical committee (TC), International
Classification of Standards (ICS)

1.

INTRODUCTION

In international commercial activity, there are systems of codification to either the commodity export or also import
symbolized with system of number codification of so-called Harmonized System (HS). Codification HS relied on
International Conversion on the Harmonized Description and Coding System (HS Conversion) which is initiative by
World Custom Organization (WCO). Classification of goods and service in HS and designed to embosom all product
and service commercialized in international world. Used by the core important in its bearing with stipulating of tariff of
custom cost import.
But that way, use HS in this time do not limited to the goods import or export, but is also used to various need which is
concerning with difference/classification of goods. Technical regulation, especially which is concerning product
standard, also use codification of HS in identifying goods type which is regulated.
Indonesia National Standard (SNI) compiled in order to commerce facility, protecting the importance of society, and as
reference in quality development of national product. The available of conversion SNI by HS become requirement of
because needed to the importance of planning and development of standards and also its application. Convert SNI – HS
will facilitate to know relevant a SNI with various product or a product by SNI.
SNI identified with number, what is generally compiled by pursuant to chronological sequence, regardless of its
field/sector standard type. SNI is also identified by pursuant to International Classification of Standards (ICS). Convert
among HS and ICS have been conducted by National Standardization Agency of Indonesia (BSN), but to get relation of
among SNI by HS through ICS not yet earned conducted perfectly, because each SNI can include various number HS,
conversely each HS also earn relevant with a few SNI. Others HS own more structure detailed compared to by ICS. For
that, needed by a conversion which can show direct relation among a number SNI by HS is relevant.
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2.

CONVERSION PROCESS

2.1

Data Preparation

In activity convert this the data used relate at Book Tariff of Import Cost Import (BTBMI) 2007, ICS sixth edition
(2005), and Catalog SNI 2006. BTBMI is a guidance used for classification encumbering and tariff of import cost for
importation, classification export commodity, relevant collection with exporting, and the commerce statistic, released
by Director General of Duty and Toll, Treasury Ministry of Republic of Indonesia.
Codification of BTBMI uses 10 number digital, owning the following meaning:

4 digit and 6 first number digit represent result of world agreement (Harmonized System-WCO)

8 number digit show codification of result of agreement ASEAN (The ASEAN Harmonized Tariff Nomenclature,
AHTN)

10 number digit show national commodity, specified by Treasury Department of Republic of Indonesia. As a
whole there is 8744 commodity type of pursuant to HS 10 digit.
ICS is a system of classification developed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) intended by as
structure in catalogue of standard or document normative. ICS compiled independently without relate at one particular
certain or codification order.
ICS represent a hierarchy of classification consisted of by 3 (three) conducts. Conduct 1 including 40 area of activity in
standardization, like electronic, agriculture, and metallurgy. Each area own notation 2 number digit, which can be
degraded again into some group (conduct 2) with notation 3 number digit. The group derivable hereinafter again into
sub group (conduct 3) by 2 is digit of next number, so that each conduct 3 will own notation 7 number digit. As a whole
in ICS sixth edition of there are 909 sub group (conduct 3). To the last year 2006 there are 6751 SNI.
BSN own policy that SNI which the age has more than 5 (five) years need to be reviewed to know nowadays the
pertinent standard. In this time have been identify as much 1836 SNI which do not fulfill eligibility as standard, what
during nearby of abolition. For that, grand total of SNI to be searched by converted after lessened by SNI to abolition as
much 4915 standard. If seen from its area, a lot of is agriculture area (820 standards), while smallest is area of
engineering train (11 standards).
2.2

Rule Conduct Conversion

Convert SNI to HS represent activity needing allocation of time which enough workable so that with conduct of high
correctness of cause of stipulating of a commodity of HS of related to a product of imprecise SNI can generate result of
correlation which deflect. There are some criterions in conversion of SNI to HS that is the following:
a)
Each number of SNI expected can have couple of number of HS matching with product commodity.
b) Each number of SNI can own more than one number HS (so many).
c)
SNI for test, system, or process, number of HS searched by is number of HS with relevant commodity by the SNI.
d) SNI for management don't have correlation to HS, i.e. SNI 19-9001-2000.
e)
Amount of digit of HS used to be depended by type of commodity in SNI, can 4, 6, 8, or 10 digit HS.
Progressively public of type of commodity hence smaller digit of HS so also on the contrary special progressively
type of commodity hence will be ever greater of digit HS.
Do not all SNI can be searched by correlation to commodity HS, only relevant SNI with product which can be looked
for by converted in number of HS.
2.3

Supporter Application

Application program of supporter in this activity shall be as follows: (1) Catalog Electronic SNI 2006 and (2) Database
HS 2007 (Microsoft Access). Application program used first is Catalog Electronic SNI 2006. This application functions
as software assisting review information of about SNI to be converted. Information obtained among other things in the
form of: number SNI, title SNI, and abstract SNI, with example of title SNI, Seed cacao (see Figure 1). This
information assist expert identify commodity which is there are in SNI in more precise.
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Bibliography of BSN
SNI No.
Title
Abstract

: SNI 01-2323-2002
: Cacao seed
:

ICS code
ICS title

: 67.140.30
: Cacao

Technical Committee
SNI Degree No.
Adoption Resource
Adoption Type
Total of Pages

: 34 S
: 43/KEP/BSN/12/2002
:
:
: 39

Figure 1: Abstract SNI from Catalog Electronic 2006
Next application program is Database HS 2007 (Ms. Access). Database HS 2007 representing catalogue HS 2007
designed in the form of software. This application function to assist review commodity HS (Harmonized System).
Information obtained by in the form of: number HS and title HS. This Information will be used as by result from
activity convert SNI-HS.
This Application program owns some choice review. Its target is providing function review commodity of through more
immeasurable query. The choice review among other things: review commodity have Indonesian language or English
language and review commodity through syllable or keyword (see Table 1). This application is expected can facilitate
in conversion SNI to reachable HS so that result of optimal conversion [2].
Table 1: Choice of searching and function in database of HS 2007
No

Choice of searching

Remark

1

Searching of BTBMI 2007 complete by commodity (word English)

2

Searching of BTBMI 2007 complete by commodity (word English
match)

Searching number of HS of pursuant to English commodity
(syllable)
Searching number of HS of pursuant to English commodity
(word)

3

Searching of BTBMI 2007 complete by commodity (word
Indonesia)

Searching number of HS of pursuant to Indonesian commodity
(syllable)

4

Searching of BTBMI 2007 complete by commodity (match)

5

Searching of BTBMI 2007 complete by of number of HS

6

Searching of HS 2 digit of by commodity (Indonesia)

7

Searching of HS 2 digit of by of number of HS

8

Verify number of HS 2 digit of pursuant to number HS

9

Searching of HS 4 digit of by of number of HS

10

Searching of HS 6 digit of by commodity (Indonesia)

2.4

Verify number of
(word)
Verify number of
Verify number of
( word)
Verify number of
Verify number of
( word)
Verify number of
Verify number of
( word)

HS of pursuant to Indonesian commodity
HS of pursuant to number HS ( 2-10 digit)
HS 2 digit of pursuant to Indonesian commodity
HS 2 digit of pursuant to number HS
HS 4 digit of pursuant to Indonesian commodity
HS 4 digit of pursuant to number HS
HS 6 digit of pursuant to Indonesian commodity

Test-Drive

Target making of application program of database from activity result convert this is facilitate consumer in exploiting
data of result of that good conversion result of conversion ICS-HS of and also SNI-HS. Others with this application
program even also the consumer can trace its basic data that is review data SNI, ICS, HS, export HS and import HS.
And with this application earn is also obtained by an additional benefit in the form of result convert SNI-ICS
representing result of correlation of among ICS-HS and SNI-HS, others earn is also traced by SNI/ICS of Export and
Import. Thereby become ever greater assess benefit which can be obtained with this application development to existing
conversion result.
To prove that all needed by a test-drive intended test this application ability when will be used. Minimizing is existing
data represent valid data and process that happened in application walk better
2.5

Flow Chart Conversion Process

In this sub chapter is explained to it conversion process conducted by using flow chart diagram or emit a stream of
process. Flow Chart is a tool which describe process job of a method or system by using dart and symbol to depict
relevant a process with other process.
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Conversion process is step passed by to conduct conversion of among SNI by HS. Globally is explainable that
conversion can be conducted by if data SNI and HS made available by goodness in the form of hardcopy and also
electronic file. First phase knows SNI to be converted, that goodness is number SNI of and also the product SNI. Then
the next phase is verification in list HS, the product SNI. If depicted in the form of flow chart hence the conversion
process can be described as by following.

Figure 2: Flow chart conversion process
To get result of correlation of best SNI-HS, hence the method conducted by that is:
a)
Comprehend such product in a number SNI, ready is abstract SNI of through Catalog of electronic of SNI 2006.
Example of: SNI 01-2323-2002 Seed cacao, hence product of this SNI is seed cacao.
b) Commodity of related to product of above mentioned SNI that is "seed cacao". Application of Database of HS
2007 (Ms. Access) applicable to water down searching of the commodity. Hence the result obtained by correlation
to commodity of the following HS [2].
Table 2: Example of review HS
HS
1801.00.00.00

c)

Title
Cocoa beans, whole or broken, raw or roasted.

Thereby result of conversion SNI - HS for SNI 01-2323-2002 can be made in the following format [5], [2].
Table 3: Sample result convert (for SNI 01-2323-2002)
SNI

Title of SNI

01-2323-2002

2.6

Seed of cacao

HS
1801.00.00.00

Title of HS
Cocoa beans, whole or broken, raw or roasted.

Device Program

Systematic way or relational flow diagram (RFD) of application program made by pursuant to data yielded. As for basic
data used to make this application program shall be as follows: (1) data SNI [5], (2) data ICS [3], (3) data HS [2], (4)
data export (HS) [2], (5) data import (HS) [2], (6) data ICS-HS, and (7) data SNI-HS. While (8) data of SNI-ICS and
data Export-Import (SNI, ICS) is data of result of query from basic data.
Considering the conduct of this data as data base that is as much 4815 rows, in review with system designed with
program access, hence in this handing out do not showed in analysis and enclosure.

3.

HS ANALYSIS RELATED TO SNI AND COMMODITY EXPORT TO EUROPE

From existing data, is hence selected by ten biggest commodity of Indonesia Export of non petroleum and natural gas to
Union European Region by commodity 2001-2005 pursuant to HS, as follow [1]:
Table 4: Ten biggest commodity of export of non petroleum and natural gas to European of pursuant to HS
No
1
2
3
4

HS
2603
1511
9403
8471

Commodity
Cooper, ores and concentrates
Palm oil & its fractions, not chemically modified
Furniture, nesoi and thereof
Automatic, data process machines, magn reader, etc. Computer hardware

Average
2001-2005
2,314,998.14
1,839,711.50
1,359,100.43
1,305,164.88

Trend 20012005
12,66
32,62
18,51
11,88
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No

HS

5
6
7
8
9
10
Source:

Commodity

Average
2001-2005
1,285,541.56
1,211,967.69
1,168,472.82
1,115,163.34
1,007,697.96
985,741,90

6403 Footwear, outer sole rub, plastic or lea & upper lea
2701 Coal, briquettes, ovoid etc., mfr from coal
9401 Seats (except barber, dental, etc.) and parts
8521 Video recording or reproducing apparatus
1513 Coconut, palm camel, or babassu oil etc., not ch mod, .
4001 Natural rubber, balata, chicle, etc, prim form, etc.
BPS, reprocessed

Trend 20012005
3,49
29,86
3,20
-9,94
38,90
27,28

Included in ten the commodity is cooper, ores and concentrates, and palm oil and its fractions, note of chemically
modified, what is each having average US$ 2,314,998,140, and US$ 1,839,711,500. and next of furniture and computer
hardware with value which is much the same to, successively US$ 1,359,100.43, and US$ 1,305,164.88, that way also
by footwear and coal with value which is much the same to, successively US$ 1,285,541.56, and US$ 1,211,967.69 [1].
Ten of commodity of concern have positive trend, except for video of recording have trend negativity, meaning non
growth, but on the contrary is degradation. From the tenth biggest commodity export to Europe, there are six
commodity of according to HS which is the included in scope of Technical Committee of formulation of the National
Standard of Indonesia (SNI) [2], [6].
Table 5: Six commodity of according to group of HS becoming scope of Technical Committee of formulation SNI
HS

PT (Technical Committee) Formulation SNI

1511, Palm oil & its fractions, not chemically modified
1513, Coconut, palm camel, or babassu oil, etc not ch mod.
9403, Furniture, nesoi and thereof
6403, Footwear, outer sole rub, plastic or lea & upper lea
9401, Seats (except barber, dental, etc.) and parts
4001, Natural rubber, balata, chicle, etc, prim form, etc
Source: Data base conversion HS- PT, BSN, reprocessed

67-04, Food and Beverage
67-04, Food and Beverage
97-02, Furniture
59-02, Husk, Product of Husk and Footwear
97-02, Furniture
83-01, Rubber Industry and Plastic

The six commodities becoming scope of technical committee of formulation SNI, are: palm oil, coconut, furniture,
footwear, seats, and rubber, each becoming scope of PT 67-04, Food and Beverage, 97-02, Furniture, 59-02, Husk,
Product of Husk and Footwear, and 83-01, Rubber Industry and Plastic [6].
Study of conversion of above, hence based on data base mustered, in earning conversion of among HS by SNI. Convert
this will water down handling by party of custom clearance of Indonesia in getting away product export according to
conditions SNI, because during the time side custom clearance only recognize Harmonized System (HS). If product
export have been checked to fulfill international standard, in the scope of HS, SNI, ISO and ICS, precisely among
standard and assessment of according to, shouldn't there is again product of Indonesia refused in Europe.
As bridge convert is through International Classification for Standardization (ICS), from conversion of HS by ICS, can
be searched by relevant SNI of same ICS, despitefully earn is also searched by the relevant international standard, still
from same ICS [2], [3], [5], [4].
Table 6: Several commodities based on HS group which converted in ICS and SNI
HS No.

ICS No.

SNI No.

TC No.

1511

67.200.10

3184, 3191;
3201, 3202;
3555;
4502, 4852, 4796, 4852, 4866;
6623, 2901;
3741;
0015, 0016, 0019,0024, 0014, 0018, 0021, 0013, 0017, 0023.
3184, 3191, 3201, 3202, 3555, 4502, 4852, 4866, 6623, 2902, 0003
0179, 1048, 2991, 2992, 3051, 6120, 7109, 7110, 1016, 3212
0565, 0566, 0654, 0655, 1529, 1547, 1548, 1848, 7072, 7075, 7076;
0566, 0073, 0566, 1534, 3361.
4410, 1218, 1525, 1526, 1527, 1528, 1217, 3265, 3266

67-04

1447, 2047, 0001, 4382, 0779, 1903

83-01

1513
9403
6403

67.200.10
13.340
61.060
9401
49.050
95.020
49.025.99
97.200.30
97.140
4001
83.040,10
Source: Data base conversion HS- SNI, BSN, reprocessed

67-04
97-02
59-02
97-02

Availably convert HS to SNI product, hence will not there are confuse of applying of SNI which apply is obliged to
through technical regulation by institution in charge [3], [2], [4].
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Table 7: Some commodity of according to HS which converted in ICS and ISO of inclusive of Technical Committee (TC)
HS No.

ICS No.

ISO No.

ISO TC No.

1511
1513
9403
6403

67.200.10
67.200.10
13.340

3475 ; 16634-1
3475 ; 16634-1
2023, 4643, 11393-3, 13287, 17249, 18690, 20344, 20345, 20346, 20347,
20349, 20350.
5403, 9407, 9986, 10717, 10734, 10748, 10749, 10750, 10751, 10764,
10765, 10768, 17693, 17694, 17695, 17696, 17697, 17698, 17699, 17700,
17701, 17702, 17703, 17704, 17705, 17706, 17707, 17708, 17709, 18454,
18895, 18896, 19408, 19409, 19410, 19952, 19953, 19954, 19956, 19957,
19958, 20572, 20573, 20863, 20864, 20865:, 20866, 20868, 20869, 20870,
20871, 20872, 20873, 20874, 20875, 20876, 20877, 20878, 20879, 20880,
20881, 20882, 20883, 22648, 22649, 22650, 22651, 22652, 22653, 22654,
22774: 22775: 22776: 22777:,
45, 482, 4153,
17201
7152, 8936, 10966
4211, 5970, 5971, 5972, 5973, 5974, 5975, 7617; 8191.

54
54
94/SC 3

61.060

9401

4001

49.050
95.020
49.025.99
97.200.30
97.140
83.040,10

35, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 248, 249, 498, 506, 705, 706, 976, 1147, 1409,
1629
Source: Data base conversion HS- ISO, BSN, reprocessed.

137, 87, 216

20
43/SC 1

45/SC 3

International standard (IS) of inclusive of International Organization for Standardization (ISO) represent standard asked
by party order in target state. In this case not yet of course the IS have in adoption become SNI. Furniture Europe
market make a promise and SNI not yet there is, this matter represent opportunity to be formulated by SNI.
Table 8: Some commodities of according to HS which converted in ICS, SNI and ISO
HS No.

ICS No.

SNI No.

ISO No.

1511

67.200.10

3475 ; 16634-1

1513

67.200.10

9403

-

6403

13.340
61.060

3184, 3191;
3201, 3202;
3555;
4502, 4852, 4796, 4852
4866; 6623
2901;
3741;
0015, 0016, 0019,0024, 0014, 0018,
0021, 0013, 0017, 0023.
3184, 3191, 3201, 3202, 3555,
4502, 4852, 4866, 6623, 2902, 0003
0179, 1048, 2991, 2992, 3051,
6120, 7109, 7110, 1016, 3212
0565, 0566, 0654, 0655, 1529,
1547, 1548, 1848, 7072, 7075,
7076, 0566, 0073, 0566, 1534, 3361

9401

49.050
95.020
49.025.99
97.200.30
97.140

4001

4410, 1218, 1525, 1526, 1527,
1528, 1217, 3265, 3266

1447, 2047, 0001, 4382, 0779, 1903

3475 ; 16634-1
2023, 4643, 11393-3, 13287, 17249, 18690, 20344, 20345, 20346,
20347, 20349, 20350.
5403, 9407, 9986, 10717, 10734, 10748, 10749, 10750, 10751,
10764, 10765, 10768, 17693, 17694, 17695, 17696, 17697, 17698,
17699, 17700, 17701, 17702, 17703, 17704, 17705, 17706, 17707,
17708, 17709, 18454, 18895, 18896, 19408, 19409, 19410, 19952,
19953, 19954, 19956, 19957, 19958, 20572, 20573, 20863, 20864,
20865:, 20866, 20868, 20869, 20870, 20871, 20872, 20873, 20874,
20875, 20876, 20877, 20878, 20879, 20880, 20881, 20882, 20883,
22648, 22649, 22650, 22651, 22652, 22653, 22654, 22774; 22775;
22776: 22777
45, 482, 4153,
17201
7152, 8936, 10966
4211, 5970, 5971, 5972, 5973, 5974, 5975, 7617; 8191.
35, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 248, 249, 498, 506, 705, 706, 976,
1147, 1409, 1629

Source: Data base conversion HS-ICS- SNI-ISO, BSN, reprocessed

With this conversion will be able to be known by harmonious SNI by IS, so that product of made in home affairs of
have sign of SNI have up to standard of export of have international standard to conclusion and suggestion.

4.

CONCLUSION AND SUGESTION

4.1

Conclusion
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4.2

a)

With above study, hence based on data base mustered, in earning conversion of among HS by SNI.
Convert this will water down handling by party of custom clearance of Indonesia in getting away product
export according to conditions SNI, because during the time side custom clearance only recognize
Harmonized System (HS). If product export have been checked to fulfill international standard, in system
of HS, SNI, ISO and ICS, precisely among standard and assessment of according to, shouldn't there is
again product of Republic of Indonesia (RI) refused in Europe.

b)

Availably convert HS to SNI product, hence will not there are confuse of applying of SNI which apply is
obliged to through technical regulation by institution in charge.

c)

Result of conversion of HS by SNI is the hereinafter have been tried to be applied in ten commodity of
biggest exporting of Indonesia to Europe. As for such commodity is:

Cooper, ores and concentrates

Palm oil & its fractions, not chemically modified

Furniture, nesoi and thereof

Automatic, data process machines, magn reader, etc. Computer hardware

Footwear, outer sole rub, plastic or lea & upper lea

Coal, briquettes, ovoid etc., mfr from coal

Seats (except barber, dental, etc.) and parts

Video recording or reproducing apparatus

Coconut, palm camel or babassu oil etc., not ch mod

Natural rubber, balata, chicle, etc, prim form, etc

d)

From the tenth commodity of the biggest exporting, there are six commodity becoming scope of technical
committee of formulation SNI, that is: palm oil, coconut, furniture, footwear, seats, and rubber, each
becoming scope of PT 67-04, food and beverage, 97-02, furniture, 59-02, husk, product of husk and
footgear, and 83-01, rubber industry and plastic [6].

Suggestion
a)

b)

International Standard (IS) of inclusive of International Organization for Standardization (ISO) represents
the inclusive of one of standard which is generally asked by party of order in target state. In this case not
yet of course the IS have in adoption become SNI. If market of Europe make a promise, and SNI not yet
there is, this matter represent opportunity to be formulated by SNI, before continue to search by converted
to HS.
In order to the product export Indonesia do not a period of/to or refused in state of Europe target, need
harmonization SNI with Standard used in Europe, before continue to searched by converted to HS.
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ABSTRACT
Public Health Center (Puskesmas) is a public facility provided by the government in almost every subdistrict (Kecamatan) in
Indonesia and serves to provide health services to the community. Puskesmas responsible for the welfare of public health
especially mothers and children in every Kecamatan, even more so in rural areas in which society is difficult to reach hospitals
because of distance and difficult access. Currently, patient’s information in Puskesmas has not been explored properly.
Actually, this information can produce knowledge for Puskesmas, for example to find pattern of disease occurrence and its
association with other variables such as age and medicine. In this study, Data mining is used to find Association Rules of those
variables. By using Predictive Apriori Algorithm, aassociation rules were formed which shows the patterns of disease
occurrence and its association with age and medicine. The results of this study can be used to solve problem in management of
medicine in the Puskesmas.
Keywords
Data Mining, Association Rules, Diseases, Medicine, Age, Public Health Centre

1. INTRODUCTION
Puskesmas is one of the public places that provides medical services, spreads in every subdistrict (Kecamatan) in Indonesia.
Puskemas is relatively reachable and inexpensive, especially for people with low income. In some rural areas with limited
transport infrastructure, making it difficult for local people to visit the nearest hospital, so the Puskesmas was the only health
facilities available to the public in the area. For example one of the Puskesmas in Garut is far from pharmacies or hospitals,
causing the Puskesmas to be the only facility available to the local communities for treatment and buying medicines. In this
case, inventory management of medicines becomes important for the health center to avoid a stockout, given the lack of
pharmacies in the area. Therefore, it should be well managed especially for the medicine which is critical to the patient’s
health.
Currently, the government is trying to improve public health as an effort to tackle poverty. Among others with the Family
Hope Programme (PKH) for extremely poor households consisting of pregnant women, where the mother is obliged to check
her pregnancy on a regular basis to the nearest Puskesmas. Related to this problem, it is important for Puskesmas to improve
their services. One way to improve its services, the Puskesmas needs to know the needs and characteristics of the patients as
their customers.
In undertsanding the patient’s need and behaviour, Puskesmas should collect information of the patient in a database. The
number of patients that comes to Puskesmas is many enough, for example the Puskesmas in Garut got more than a hundred of
patient everyday. It will make the database contains large amounts of data. Then the database should be processed in order to
provide the Puskesmas with information about their patients (including patient characteristics, disease, and medicines).
Therefore it needs a particular method that could process data in a large number and synthesis the information for the
Puskesmas. The method that can accommodate is data mining.
Data mining is often used to manage data about customers, among other things at the hospital. One of the applications is
medical record usage in order to increase quality of cardiovasculars patients’ care [1]. Besides that, data mining can be used in
medical record for computer aided diagnosis [2]. There are other research in mining medical record for different purposes,
such as finding patient care pattern [3]. Puskesmas as one of the public facility that provides health services has medical
records that contain patients’ information. By using data mining method in medical record in Puskesmas, it will give a
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knowledge advantage for Puskesmas, such as finding the pattern of disease occurrences and its association with medicine and
age variables.
The pattern of disease occurrence and its association with medicine and age can be used for solving problem in management of
medicines. Currently existing health centers in Garut have problems in the management of medicines because they have
limitations in funding and provision of space for these medicines. Management of medicine is so important especially for the
Puskesmas that is far from other public health services and pharmacies. Medication management means the way to manage the
stock of medicine in Puskesmas in order to avoid the stockout and overstock. The Puskesmas has a limited budget that if it is
not well managed, it will implicate into the medicine stock. If the medicine is stockout, it certainly would have dire
consequences for their patients. On the other hand, if the medicine is overstock, it will make the Puskesmas spend more money
for carrying cost. In this case, the number and type of medication required is dependent on the type of disease and age of the
patient. Therefore the objective of this study is to find the pattern of disease occurrences and its association with medicine and
age in Puskesmas by using data mining method in order to solve the problem in management of medicine.
2.

METHODS

This study will use data mining method to find out the disease occurance pattern and its association with age and medicine
variable. Data mining is the analysis of (often large) observational data sets to find unsuspected relationships and to summarize
the data in novel ways that are both understandable and useful to the data owner [4]. Data mining is one of the parts from KDD
(Knowledge Discovery in Databases). Figure 1 explained the KDD process from the bottom level database until the top level
knowledge, in KDD process Data mining is the core of knowledge discovery process.

Figure 1: Knowledge Discovery in Database Process
There are basically five types of task on data mining, depending on the purpose of data mining, namely:
- Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA): The goal of EDA is to explore data in simple way without any clear idea about what we
are looking for.
- Descriptive Modelling: The goal of Descriptive Modelling is to describe all the data or sometimes it is called as a process
to generalize the data.
- Predictive Modelling (e.g., Classification and Regression): The goal is to create a model, where the value of the dependent
variable can be predicted by independent variables.
- Discovering Patterns and Rules: The goal of is to detect the pattern that is formed by a set of data.
- Retrieval by Content: In this task, the user of data mining method has a pattern and they expect to find the same pattern in a
set of data.
In this study, the discovering patterns and rules task is used to find a pattern which is formed from a set of data. This pattern
can be detected from association rules. Association rule is a simple probabilistic statement about the co-occurrence of certain
events in a database, and is particularly applicable to sparse transaction data sets. Association rules can give a description about
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the association among items. Association rules can be formed using Apriori Algorithm. This algorithm has two parameters in
finding association rules that is accuracy and support. Accuracy explains the degree of occurrence from a particular transaction
compare to that of total transaction. Then support describes a minimal degree of occurrence of a transaction compare to the
total transactions. By using WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis), a hundred of association rules can be
found based on Predictive Apriori.
Data used in this study is collected from medical record in Puskesmas. For the purposes of this study, the data collection will
be conducted at Puskesmas in Garut, West Java, which includes: arrival date, disease diagnosis, medicine, and age. The
medical record comes from the outpatient activities in 2009 period, consisting of 1357 data. Because the data obtained is
written in cards, it needs to be written back into a spreadsheet (Excel) in an arff (attribute relation file format) format so that
subsequent data processing can be performed using WEKA.
The function that is used in WEKA is Predictive Apriori. Predictive apriori will allow the user to find a hundred of association
rules. The association rules in this study describe the association among month, disease, medicine, and age variables, also the
association between disease and medicine. This process reveals 52 association rules.
Table 1: Association Rules Results

The association rules that are formed will be used for medication management. The result can be seen in Table 1. It shows
twenty-two association rules. The next step is to interpret the results. For example, rule number four:
month=MARET medicine=PULVUS_ISPA 21 ==> disease=ISPA 21 acc:(0.99373)
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It shows that there is an association among month, disease, and medicine variables. This rule says that in March, with accuracy
level of 99.37%, the prescription that contain pulvus ISPA is given to patient with ISPA disease. In other words, many patients
are infected with respiratory disease in March.
After find out the association rules, the next step is to analyze the association rules that is formed by WEKA to find the new
knowledge. This knowledge will be the answers for Puskesmas’ problem. In so doing, literature on medicine and disease was
used to support the analysis, so that, we can know the relationship between a disease with the level of demand for the drug to
cure the disease.
Based on epidemiology theory, the occurrence of disease is triggered by three factors [5]. Those factors are agent, host, and
environment. Agent is a cause of disease occurrence which comes from microorganism, chemical ingredient, etc. Host is a
cause of diseases occurrence which comes from personal life style, such as habitual, culture, or life style. Environment is a
leverage factor. If the environment changes, the agent and host will change as well. The environmental change in Indonesia is
marked by the change of season, which usually has a monthly pattern. All these factors will trigger the disease, whereas, the
occurrence of disease will trigger the demand of medicine.
By knowing the relationship between the diseases with the level of demand for each type of medicine, then the level of
medication inventory in the Puskesmas can be managed better. Inventory system can be defined as a set of policy and control
which monitor the inventory level and determine the level that should be kept, when the stock should be replace, and determine
the level of item order [6]. This system is divided in two types:
1.

Singleperiod Inventory System:
This system is commonly used for easy product obsolescence, such as newspapers

2.

Multiperiod Inventory System:
If single inventory system is used for the easy obsolesce product, this inventory system is used for product which can be
kept for long time. This system is divided into fixed-order quantity model and fixed-time period models. Fixed-order
quantity model is known as EOQ (Economic Order Quantity). EOQ can produce a particular order size which should be
done in every period. EOQ considers inventory cost, order cost, and purchase cost. In other words, EOQ has determined
fixed-order in every period. A fixed-time period model is known as periodic system. In this type of inventory system,
ordering is done by review period coming. Order size can vary, but the ordering time should be fixed. Therefore this system
is called fixed-time. EOQ is based on event triggered, while fixed-time order model is based on time triggered.

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

One of the benefits from the use of data mining is to manage the inventory of medicines, i.e. by knowing the pattern of
occurrence of the disease and its association to the type of medication needed to treat the disease and age of the patients.
Here is an analysis of the results of data mining based on association rules obtained from Puskesmas in Garut:
1.

Classification of medicines:
With the limited space available in the Puskesmas pharmacy, it is necessary to classify the existing medicines.
Correlation matrix in Table 2 shows the relationship among month, type of disease, drug, and patient age. This correlation
matrix is a summary of the results obtained from the association rules. From this table can be seen what type of medicines
that should be provided to meet the needs of patients every month, because generally the type of disease is influenced by
the season which is likely different for each month.
For example, in January (month = 1) appears chepalufagus and gastritis diseases, which in Table 2 are indicated by (1,
D), which means that chepalufagus and gastritis were occurred in the first month (January) of the year and attacked the
adult patients. While the types of medicines that should be provided for in January is the PCT, Vitamin B6, Antalgin,
Antacids, EXT, Ibuprofen, as well as vitamins B and C. This then became the reference for Puskesmas staff to prioritize
medicines that should be put on the table window (displays), and which medicines can remain in storage box. With this,
the Puskesmas staff can more easily take advantage of the limited places at the pharmacy to store medicines.
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Table 2: Medicine Classification

In (n, b), n indicates the order of months in a year (where n = 1, 2, 3,...,12), while b shows the patient's age (where D for adult patients, and A for pediatric patients).
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2.

Inventory System
In determining whether the medicine is included in the fixed-order quantity or fixed-time period models, it needs to be
analyzed based on four criteria, namely order quantity, ordering time, record keeping, and the amount of safety stock.
- The number of order for any kind of medicines will be different for each period, as shown in Table 3 (i.e., the type of
medicines that are needed in every month is different). This occurs because of the need for any type of medicines
arises due to the association with the occurrence of disease patterns, so the number of orders for any type of
medication is changed according to changes in the pattern of disease occurrence.
Table 3: Medicine Necessity in Every Month

-

-

-

Table 3 shows that medicines that appear within one year turned out to have a certain pattern, for example PCT
appeared in four months (i.e. January, February, March, and June). The emergence of these same types of medicines
can be used to determine the ordering time, so it can save ordering costs for the Puskesmas that have limited funds (in
this case, the ordering costs includes the cost of shipping).
The calculation of the amount of inventory is calculated at the time of review period. Based on the results of previous
association rules, the ordering of medications made for each period, so the orders will come at a certain period as well.
This causes no need for calculations over the span of that period because there are no orders came.
To avoid a stockout, then the safety stock needed for each type of medicine. Moreover, the results of association rules
show that there are medicines that are not associated with disease. This causes the need to have a safety stock at the
Puskesmas.

Based on the analysis above, it can be seen that the inventory system is suitable to be implemented at the Puskesmas is the
fixed-time period inventory model. With this inventory system, the operating costs for medicines may be reduced due to a
reduction of ordering costs. It can cope with limited funds in the Puskesmas. Table 4 shows the summary results of the
proposed inventory system for the Puskesmas.
Table 4: Characteristic of Puskesmas Inventory System

Characteristic

Result Analysis

Order Quantity

Q-variable in each periods

When to place order

When the review period comes (once a year)

Record Keeping

Counted once in review period

Size of Inventory

Larger than another method because there safety stock
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The results of this study show that data mining in medical records at the Puskesmas can be used to obtain a useful
knowledge, among which are to determine the pattern of disease occurrence and association with drug variables and age of
the patient. These results can then be used to overcome problems in the management of medicines in the Puskesmas.
By using medical records of outpatients during the year 2009 in Puskesmas in Garut regency and based on Predictive Apriori
algorithm, this study produced 100 association rules from the variable month, type of illness, type of medicine and patient
age. Besides, it also acquired 52 association rules between drug and disease variables.
The results of these association rules then analyzed to obtain the classification of medicines and determine the appropriate
inventory system for medicine management at the Puskesmas.
The classification of medicines is a strategy that created so that Puskesmas staff can prioritize medicines that must be
provided within each month. It can cope with limited space in the pharmacy at the Puskesmas. While based on the criteria of
order quantity, ordering time, record keeping, and the amount of inventory, it can be concluded that the medicine inventory
system suitable for the Puskesmas is the system of fixed-time-period model, which is expected to minimize the transportation
costs of shipping orders, so it can cope with limited funds held by the Puskesmas.
For further research, it would be better if this method of data mining can be done at all health centers that exist in one
particular area (e.g. a province), so as to make it easier for local Provincial Health Office in managing their medicines in a
more coordinated and integrated. This is expected to overcome the problems of overstock or stockout of medicines on one or
more health centers in the province.
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Abstract

Natural gas production rate of the gas field is called as optimum if the production rate can produce maximum profit in the
long run period. Profit can be calculated from total revenue function is deducted total cost function directly and deducted
government portion based on the contract agreed between operator and government. Through a solving model that integrate
results of GGR (geological-Geophysical-Reservoir)engineering and economic-production solution model using marginal cost
analysis approach, the optimum production of gas field development can be planned earlier. Reservoir condition, system
pressure scenarios, and product prices are main factor that influential to optimum gas production rate and maximum profit. In
this research, this model is implemented to gas production optimization planning for Donggi gas field in Matindok area,
Central Sulawesi. Several importance parameters as results of the model such as minimum recommended gas price for each
production rate, optimum gas production rate and its maximum profit that will be achieved and total cost that must be
budgeted to get optimum gas production rate at the agreed gas price.
Keywords
Gas production, optimum, field development

1. INTRODUCTION
In order to get the optimum production from gas field is efficient and effective planning in cost utilization for gas field
development and operation for maximum profit goal in the long run period. Maximum profit will be got by combine ability
and reservoir characteristic with cost utilization effectively for each gas production commercially and gas price agreed.
Several researchers have done researches to get optimization in the gas facilities operation through some methods. Chermak
etal2 developed an optimum production system for gas wells in West Texas that integrate reservoir engineering and economic
model to predict production path of gas. Farsi etal4 developed econometric model based on total cost function for gas
distribution until end point of consumer. Selot, etal9 developed a network model of production allocation which is classified in
infrastructure model in correlation between pressure-flow rate for wells, pipeline, and facilities. Vladingerbroek etal12
developed Hydrocarbon Field Planning Tools (HFPT) model that focused to forecasting production activity rigorously that
integrate subsurface and surface.
This research report the new method in production optimization planning of gas field by using marginal cost analysis approach
to do plan cost allocation effectively for each gas production rate, the minimum gas price recommended, the optimum
production rate and maximum profit estimation for the certain product price at the specific system and reservoir condition
.

2. OPTIMIZATION CONCEPT IN GAS FIELD DEVELOPMENT
Cost allocation for oil and gas field depends on the phases of the upstream activity since from exploration to exploitation and
production steps1. At the first step of gas field development will need high cost for exploration activity without production
target and initial investment for exploitation drilling and production facility to produce low hydrocarbon production, therefore
in this phase can be classified as ”high investment zone at low production”. In the next phase is called as effective phase, where
all costs needed for exploitation gas well drilling and production facility are suitable with gas production rate effectively,
therefore in this phase can be classified as “effective investment & cost zone for suitable production”. At the last phase is fully
field development and high production phase at nearby or in the range of maximum production reservoir, that will need a lot of
investment and cost for development drilling, production facilities and operating cost at full production capacity, including
compressor cost to increase pressure which is caused declining pressure from reservoir and additional cost for environmental
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handling of water production and impurities gas, therefore at this phase can be classified as “high investment and cost zone for
high production”. From the explanation above, a total cost curve as function of cumulative production of the gas field
development for every phase can be expressed in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Correlation fixed cost, variable cost and total cost versus cumulative gas
Total Cost (TC) is a sum of Fixed Cost (FC) and Variable Cost (VC). FC is consists of exploration cost included seismic and
G&G studies, and VC is all costs interrelatedness with development costs and their operational after exploration activity.
Value of TC will deference for each gas production cumulative (Qgcum).
TC  FC  VC  f (Qg )

(1)

Qgcum value is very depend on the system pressure, plateau production rate setting and reservoir pressure that can influential to
total cost function directly, then will influential to TC equation and its derivative. Qgcum is a part of all product deliverability of
gas field besides condensate and LPG according to the reservoir characteristic and gas composition5, 8. Product deliverability
consists of gas deliverability (Gasdel), LPG (C3-C4) deliverability (LPGdel) and Condensate (C5+) deliverability (Condel).
Condel is calculated by gas production is divided by GCR (gas-condensate ratio). The GCR number will be constant for the
wet and dry gas reservoir type during the gas well is active. For gas-condensate reservoir type, the ConDel can be predicted
using Boogar7 approach, where it will be constant at the reservoir pressure above its dew point, while at the reservoir pressure
below its dew point will be decline follow the declining of reservoir pressure.
Average Cost (AC) and Marginal Cost (MC) are importance derivative variable that can be developed from TC function
directly according to microeconomics theory10. Average cost (AC) is total cost (TC) is divided by cumulative production
(Qgcum), while Marginal Cost (MC) is additional of total cost (∆TC) which is needed by additional one unit gas production
(∆Qg) produced. Mathematically, AC and MC can be written as shown in equation 2 and visualized in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Marginal Cost and Average Cost curve with D point that give the Qgmin-rec
Figure 2 shows that at the certain Qg, the MC curve cross the AC curve at the “D” point in a minimum value of AC, represent
the recommended minimum gas production (Qgmin-rec). At the Qgmin-rec is indicated as gas rate that give good position to both
gas producer and gas buyer according to technical and cost condition of the field without product price consideration.
AC 

TC
Qgcum

And

MC 

dTC
dQg

(2)
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According to products that are produced after gas plant, Total Revenue (TR) that resulted from gas field is calculated from sum
of selling of all products as shown in equation 3.
TR  (GPxQg cum )  ( LPxQl cum )  (CPxQc cum )

(3)

Where TR in $, GP, LP and CP are gas price (in $/mscf), LPG price (in $/ton) and condensate price (in $/bbl) respectively, the
Qgcum, Qlcum and Qccum are cumulative gas production (in mscf), cumulative LPG production (in ton) and cumulative
condensate production (in bbl) respectively. Generally, the operator will recover exploration risk at the exploration phase in the
gas price at the development phase. Therefore, minimum gas price (GPmin) is at least determined from totaling of production
cost (PC), exploration risk (ER), return on costs (ROC) and government take (GT), as written in equation 4.
GPmin = PC + ROC + ER + GT

(4)

Where: GP, PC, ROC, ER and GT are in $/mscf. PC is calculated from TC ($) is divided by cumulative Qg (mscf), PC=AC.
ROC = (%ROC x PC) and ER= (%ER x PC). The %ROC and %ER are determined by investor based on their management
policy. GT = (%BN/%BO) x ROC. The %BN is a government portion which is determined in the agreement between the
governments with operator is based on the Indonesia Oil and Gas Law No.22/2001 and the Government Regulation (PP)
No.42/2002 about the Oil and Gas Upstream Activities6. The %BO is an operator portion, where %BO=1-%BN. Furthermore,
GPmin can be written simplicity as shown in equation 5.
% BN

GP  PC 1  % ROC  % ER 
(% ROC
% BO



)


(5)

The equation 5 is only the approach method in determination of minimum gas price as a basis academically. Practically, gas
price is based on the result of negotiation between operator and gas buyer and witnessed by government to keep the operator
economic properly; national economic growth and government take in fittingness of Internal Rate of Return (IRR) for operator.
Based on the Indonesian law, all hydrocarbons are owned by government and total cost (TC) used for exploration and
exploitation activities by operator are reimbursed to the operator by government as “cost recovery” through direct deduction
from total revenue since the first production. Therefore, the real project economic of gas field development is Profit (π) which
is calculated from TR is deducted by TC as cost recovery and multiplied by operator portion (%BO) as shown in equation 6.

  % BOx (TR  TC )

(6)

The figure 3 shows that TR curve is straight line to Qgcum and TC curve tends is not straight line, therefore profit curve will
indicate a maximum value at the certain Qgcum. A value of Qgcum that produce maximum profit is called as optimum gas rate
(Qgopt and Qgcum opt). Mathematically at the πmax will be:
dTR
dQg



dTC
dQg

(7)

Furthermore, (dTR/dQg) is called as Marginal Revenue (MR). Therefore, the optimum gas rate (Qgopt ) or maximum profit
(πmax) will be shaped at condition of MR=MC. Physically, the maximum profit (π max) and optimum rate (Qgopt ) will be in
between recommended minimum gas production rate (Qgmin-rec) and maximum reservoir gas rate (Qgmax).

3. METODOLOGY
Figure 3 shows a tool model which is used in optimization program of gas field development planning that integrate output of
engineering model of Geology-Geophysics-Reservoir (GGR), Facilities Engineering, equipment and activity prices and service
cost data into mathematic model of economic-production system11. Engineering calculation procedure follows the Integrated
Petroleum Reservoir Management as a basis of reservoir engineering procedure and calculation steps8.
Output from GGR Engineering Simulation and Production Facility Simulation are added by results of cost estimate study that
will be proceeded with adjusted to scenarios input and exploration cost to calculate total cost ($) for each cumulative gas
production (mscf). From the all data of Qg and TC, we determine TC function, MC function and AC function. Furthermore, by
completion of TC, MC and AC function will be got minimum recommended gas rate Qgmin-rec, maximum gas rate reservoir
Qgmax-res, ACmin at minimum gas rate recommended and estimation of gas price minimum (GPmin) for each gas production rate.
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Figure 3. Model diagram which is used in optimization program for gas field development planning using marginal cost
approach11.
Exogenous variables consist of product price (gas price, LPG price and condensate price); %ROC (return of cost), %ER
(upstream risk) and %GT (government take portion) are inputted to optimization program. Pressure system (Ps) is designed in
three pressure classification that is high pressure (for the delivery pressure to consumers), medium pressure and low pressure.
In this case, Ps is determined as High Pressure (HP)>800psi, Medium Pressure (MP) in the range of 400psi<MP<800psi and
Low Pressure (LP) in the range of 100psi<LP<400psi, and abandon pressure at 100 psi. Pressure system is varied from 600 psi
to 1000 psi for HP, while MP and LP are not varied. Gas price is varied from 4 to 8 $/mscf, while for condensate is fixed at 70
$/bbl and there is no LPG production. Time duration of production is varied at 10, 15, 20 and 25 years.
Mathematic solving by Newton Method using MATLAB for optimization program will produce curves and equations of TR, π ,
% P/C (profit to cost ratio). Results of optimization program are Qg optimum, Qg at maximum profit to cost ratio, Profit at Qg
minimum recommended, Profit at Qg optimum, Profit at Qg maximum reservoir and Profit at P/C ratio maximum.

4. CASE STUDY
In this research, the author implements this model to Donggi gas field development planning in Matindok area, Central
Sulawesi province. Donggi field is a part of four gas fields that be planned to supply gas to LNG plant in nearby the area.
Summarized data of the Donggi field is shown in Table-1. Reservoir is limestone formation and classified as dry and wet gas
reservoir with depth to production zone at 2,200-2,400 meter. For the environmental handling, the CO2 production will be
reinjected to reservoir if CO2 > 2 mmscfd, another will be released to the air by assumption the CO2 volume is allowed by the
Environmental Law.
Table 1. Summarized data of Donggi field 3
Initial reservoir pressure (psi)
Gas Reserve (bscf)
GCR (scf/bbl)
High press system at outlet BS (psi)
Med press system at outlet BS (psi)
Low press system at outlet BS (psi)
Abandon press at outlet BS (psi)
BHP formula=(-0,0082*Qgcum+2850)*0,9005
Max production wells*
Max cum gas prod at abandon press (bscf)
CO2 content (%) and H2S content (ppm)

2725
392
>140.000
600-1000
400
100-200
100
8 wells
252
5 and 4,000

o

API Condensate
Water prediction chart*
Exploration Cost ($)
Est. development well cost (from 8 wells)
Pre-development cost ($)
Distance from well to header and BS**
Distance from BS to consumer gate**
CO2 well & facility cost ($/well)
Gas prod. cost w/o investment ($/mscf)
Cond. prod. cost w/o investment ($/bbl)
Government : Operator portion

55
Not shown here
29.123.711
91.649.600
5.631.343
Not shown here
Not shown here
19.000.000
0,61
8,78
67,5%:32,5%

Note: * according to GGR simulation output, ** data too much to display in the table.
Several economic data and assumption for calculation need are not displayed here such as land acquisition & preparation,
investment for production facility, gas compressor cost, insurance of wells due to too much data and calculation.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Total Cost, Minimum Rate and Minimum Gas Price
Although we evaluate for all time of delivery from 10 to 25 years cases, but not all calculation results are reported in this
journal. Result of total cost calculation for each cumulative gas production for 15 years case can be plotted as shown in Figure
4. For the case, TC = 9.78485E-08(Qgcum)3-3.2262E-02(Qgcum)2 + 5.6719E+03(Qgcum) + 3.9551E+07, good accuracy with
deviation factor of the equation to real data is very small (δ = 0.0076). Marginal Cost (MC) and Average Cost (AC) curves can
be shown in Figure 5 with the recommended minimum gas rate (Qgmin-rec) at 35.46 mmscfd and the minimum average cost
(ACmin) at 3.25 $/mscf.
9,0E+08

8,00
3

2

y = 9,7848E-08x - 3,2262E-02x + 5,6719E+03x + 3,9551E+07
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Figure 5 MC & AC as a function Qgcum, shows
Qgmin-rec=35.46 mmscfd & ACmin =3,25 $/mscf
@TP=15 years

Figure 4. Plot TC ($) versus Qg (mmscfd) at TP=15
years

With the assumptions of ROC and %ER are determined by operator at 16% and 10% respectively, and %GT is determined by
government as of 67,5%, therefore values of minimum gas price (GPmin ) for each Qg at duration time of 15 years is shown in
Figure 6. The GPmin curve can be assumed as a basis of minimum gas price for gas producers to begin price negotiation with
gas buyer candidate. The gas price that agreed must above the GPmin curve or the worse case is occurred at the GPmin curve
values.
14.00
Minimum Gas Price ($/mscf)

AV, Min GP ($/mscf)

12.00

Average Cost ($/mscf)

10.00
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4.00
2.00
0.00
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60.0

Qg plateu (mmscfd)

Figure 6. Correlation between production cost (AC), GPmin to Qgplateau , at TP=15 years
Maximum profit, Optimum gas rate and Cost Effectiveness
At the condition which is agreed between gas producer and buyer for example gas price (GP) is 5$/mscf and condensate price
(CP) is 70$/bbl at time of production delivery as long as 15 years, profit can be calculated and plotted versus Qgcum as shown
in Figure 7 with an equation of profit as: π = -3.0863E-08(Qgcum)3 + 1.0045E-02(Qgcum)2 + 1.4548E+01(Qgcum) - 1.5717E+07
The figure shows that the profit value will be positive from Qgcum= 41,892 mmscf (Qgplateau=8.72 mmscfd) till maximum
cumulative gas production (Qgmax-res) at 239,132 mmscf (Qgplateau=55.15 mmscfd). Maximum profit (πmax) will be
$145,085,576 at the optimum cumulative gas rate (Qgcum ) at 217,474 mmscf and plateau optimum gas rate (Qgplateau ) at 48.07
mmscfd). At the Qgcum more than the 217,474 mmscf will produce profit smaller, for example at maximum reservoir gas rate
(Qgmax-res) having profit value as of $139,894,543.
Another variable appear from profit curve is profit/cost (P/C) ratio for each Qg that is assumed as cost effectiveness for each
Qg. Figure 8 shows a plotting P/C versus Qgplateau and profit/gas production P/Qg value versus Qgplateau. The results show that
the Qgopt is not similar with Qg@P/Cmax. At the same condition, the calculation result shows the P/Cmax=22.70% is happened at
Qgcum=174,776 mmscf (Qgplateau = 35.94 mmscfd) which has profit (π) only $128,913,937 less than maximum profit (πmax) as
$145,086,063 which has P/C is only 19.26%. From the two variables are πmax at Qgopt and another profit (π) at P/Cmax, a
management portfolio of the oil-gas company have two choices in decision making on investment strategy.
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Figure 7. Correlation Profit (π) vs. Qgcum @ GP=5
$/mscf, CP=70 $/bbl, TP=15 years

Figure 8. Curve of profit/cost ratio @ GP=5 $/mscf,
CP= 70 $/bbl, TP= 15 years

Effect of changing of product price (GP, LP and CP)
Increasing of product price will shift of optimum gas rate (Qgopt) to right side approach the maximum reservoir rate (Qg max-res).
The opposite, decreasing of them also will effect shifting of Qgopt to left side avoid Qgmax-res or approach Qgmin-rec. For example,
for GP from 4$/mscf to 8$/mscf at CP is constant of 70$/bbl really will cause increasing of Qgopt from 44.92 mmscfd to 55.15
mmscfd is same with Qgmax-res, also maximum profit (πmax) experience increasing significantly as shown in Figure 9.
Increasing or decreasing of product price also effect to maximum profit to cost (P/C max). For example, the increasing in gas
price produce increasing in maximum profit to cost ratio (P/Cmax) as shown in Figure 10 significantly. It means that the cost
effectiveness will be better by increasing of gas price.
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Figure 9. Effect of increasing gas price (GP) to Qgopt and
maximum profit (πmax) at TP= 15 years
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Figure 10. Values of (P/C)max and Qg@P/Cmax versus GP
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Effect of changing of system pressure
Increasing of system pressure will cause increasing of optimum gas production (Qgopt ) and total cost (TC), except profit (π) at
each gas rate will experience decreasing. For example at pressure system of 600 psi having Qgopt at 37,25 mmscfd and
maximum profit as of 172,78 million dollars, but the pressure system is increased to 1000 psi, so the optimum gas rate at 45,34
mmscfd with maximum profit experience decreasing to 157,18 million dollar, as shown in Figure 11. Increasing of pressure
system is mainly caused by there are additional of compressor horse power to boost up the gas medium pressure to higher
pressure than previously.
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Figure 11. Increasing of pressure system effect increasing
of TCmax and Qgopt, but the profit will be decreased.
Effect of Duration time of gas delivery
Duration time of gas delivery (TP) is very significant in produce curve shape and equation of the TC=f(Qg). Figure 12 shows
TC curve was deference for each duration time for 10, 15, 20 and 25 years. Changing to TC curve and TC equation will
produce MC equation and AC equation that will produce the Qgmin-rec is deference for each TP. Value of maximum TC at TP of
25 years is $759,237,083 lower than at TP of 10 years is $984,487,810. It mean the gas field will supply of gas to consumer by
shorter supplying time will take total cost more expensive than longer supplying time. The changing of TC curve shape is very
clear will change the equation of TC, therefore increasing of TP also produce the minimum recommended gas price (GPmin)
decreases as shown in Figure 13.
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Increasing of TP also produce decreasing of Qg for Qgmin-rec, Qgopt, Qg@P/Cmax and Qgres-max, as shown in Figure 14, but
maximum profit will be increase because the total cost experience decreasing at higher TP as shown in Figure 15.
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6. CONCLUSION
Production optimization of gas field development plan using marginal cost analysis is approach method to predict importance
parameters such as a recommended minimum gas rate (Qgmin-rec), minimum recommended gas price (GPmin) for each
production rate, optimum gas production rate (Qgopt), maximum profit (πmax), gas production rate at maximum profit to cost
ratio (Qg@P/Cmax), total cost at optimum gas production rate (TC@Qgopt), and total cost at maximum profit to cost ratio
(TC@P/Cmax). The optimum gas production rate is always in the range from minimum gas production rate (Qgmin-rec) as the
minimum Qgopt and maximum reservoir gas production rate (Qgmax-res) as the maximum Qgopt.
Changing of system pressure, duration time of gas delivery, and cost component for each activity in the field development
influential to total cost function directly that will influential to Qgmin-rec and GPmin, while changing of product prices will not
influential to total cost function, but it only influential to total revenue function. Furthermore, changing on the TC function and
TR function will influential to optimum gas rate, maximum profit, and profit to cost ratio.
There are two importance parameters as results of the model that can be inputted to upstream management in decision making
for investment strategy, Qgopt and Qg@P/Cmax where value of Qgopt is not same with value of Qg@P/Cmax. Optimum gas rate
(Qgopt) always produces maximum profit (πmax), while gas rate at profit to cost ratio maximum (Qg@P/Cmax) always be at the
most effective cost condition. Total cost which is needed at Qgopt is not same with total cost which is needed to achieve
Qg@P/Cmax. Even though total cost for Qgopt is more than total cost for Qg@P/C max, but profit value at Qgopt is maximum
profit and bigger than profit value at the (Qg@P/Cmax) significantly.
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Nomenclature
TC
TC=f(Qg)
TCmax
TC@Qgopt
TC@P/Cmax
TR
TR=f(Qg)
TP
FC
VC
MC
AC
PC
Qg
Qgcum
Qlcum
Qccum
Qgopt
Qgplateau
Qg@P/Cmax
Qgmin-rec
Qgmax-res
HP, MP, L

total cost ($)
total cost function of gas production rate
Maximum total cost at maximum gas production rate ($)
Total cost at optimum gas production rate ($)
Total cost at maximum profit/cost ratio ($)
total revenue ($)
total revenue function of gas production rate
delivery time of gas production (years)
fixed cost ($)
variable cost ($)
marginal cost ($/mscf)
average cost ($/mscf)
production cost ($/mscf)
gas rate (mmscfd)
cumulative gas production (mmscf)
cumulative LPG production (ton)
cumulative condensate production (bbl)
optimum gas production rate (mmscfd)
plateau gas production rate (mmscfd)
Gas rate at maximum profit/cost ratio (mmscfd)
minimum recommended gas production rate (mmscfd)
maximum reservoir gas production (mmscfd)
High pressure, medium pressure, low pressure

Pr
Ps
P/C
P/Cmax
P/Qg
Gasdel
Condel
LPGdel
GP
CP
LP
GPmin
ROC
ER
%BO
%BN
π
πmax
π@P/Cmax
π@Qgmax-res
GT
GGR
GCR

reservoir pressure (psi)
system pressure (psi)
Profit/cost ratio (%)
Maximum profit/cost ratio (%)
Profit/gas production ($/mscf)
Gas deliverability (mmscfd)
Condensate deliverability (bbl/day)
LPG deliverability (ton/day)
Gas price ($/mscf)
Condensate price ($/bbl)
LPG price ($/ton)
minimum gas price ($/mscf)
Return on cost (%)
Risk on exploration activity (%)
Operator portion (%)
Government portion (%)
Profit ($)
Maximum profit at optimum gas production ($)
Profit at maximum profit/cost ratio ($)
Profit at maximum reservoir gas production ($)
Government take ($)
Geological geophysical reservoir
Gas/condensate ratio
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ABSTRACT
Masonry block units described within this paper incorporated aggregates from construction waste that consists of crushed
waste concrete, waste concrete block masonry walls, waste clay brick walls, and rice husk ash. The binder used was waste
cooking oil that is commonly available locally in Bali-Indonesia. The materials were dry mixed then added with sufficient
amount of waste cooking oil. Then the mixture was lightly compacted. The sample size was 100×100×65mm. After that the
samples were heated in oven at 160 °C and 200 C° for 8, 16 and 24 hours. Heat curing caused the waste cooking oil binder to
harden due to polymerization. It was obtained that oven curing for 24 hours at 160 °C gave best results. It gave compressive
strength of 50,67 kg/cm2 , well meet the minimum Indonesian National Standard of 25 kg/cm2 for concrete block. It also meets
the minimum compressive strength of concrete block commonly used in the United Kingdom (min of 28 kg/cm2). The Initial
Rate of Suction (IRS) was in a range of 0,067-3,667 kg/m2.minute, the porosity was 43.6 %, and water absorption of 28.4%.
The unit is suitable to be used un-exposed to weather.
Keywords
Waste cooking oil, masonry.

1. INTRODUCTION
Construction industries world wide rapidly expands that inevitably requires more aggregates supply. Meanwhile there has been
increasing pressures to reduce the exploration of natural aggregates. This situation encourages the utilization of waste and
secondary aggregate materials for construction industry.
In order to reduce demands on natural aggregates, waste or by product materials such as steel slag, crushed glass, and coal fly
had been incorporated into masonry building blocks [1]. Although a large proportion of the waste created is recycled in some
way, most of it is used for low grade purposes such as access roads within landfill sites [2]. More researches are still needed for
the success use of waste aggregates.
One alternative material that can be used is construction waste from building or road pavement. There are many potential uses
for these materials; however they are deterred by the perceived risks involved due to its low strength. There is a need to
increase confidence in the use of these recycled materials, which can only be achieved by identifying, undertaking and
monitoring appropriate demonstration projects, and disseminating the results through publications and seminars [3].
The coarse fraction of the aggregate for concrete mixtures can be replaced by up to approximately 20% with construction
waste aggregates without significantly affecting the compressive strength [4].
Construction waste materials can available incidentally after natural disasters, such as earthquake, flood, landslide, tsunami,
etc. In such situation urgent action is needed to provide building materials for the reconstruction of houses. The construction
waste material is a possible material to be used as masonry block materials.
Other than ordinary Portland cement (OPC), alternative binders can also be used to produce masonry block unit, i.e. using
asphalt [1] or waste cooking oil [5] as the binder. Both of those experiments needed heat curing to harden the binders.
The objective of the investigation described within this paper is to produce Masonry block unit using waste coking oil as the
binder with performances at least equal to concrete blocks commonly used in Indonesia with minimum compressive strength
25 kg/cm2 [6].
This paper describes an applied research that can easily be shared and implemented in developing countries, where usually
limited equipment available for carrying out experiment and for testing samples.
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2. METHODS
2.1 Materials Used
The aggregate used is aggregate from construction waste, which would be of non homogeneous material as it comes from
various types of buildings or constructions waste. Depending on the availability of materials, the materials used for this
investigation consisted of a mixture of 40% waste concrete as coarse aggregate (>2.36mm). The fine aggregates (passing
2.36mm sieve and retain on 0.075mm) was 50% (consists of 50% waste concrete block, 25% waste clay brick masonry, 25
waste concrete), and 10 % rice husk ash (<0.075mm). The waste materials were manually crushed using a hummer, then sieved
and separated in line with its particle sizes. The properties of the material used are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
The binder used was waste cooking oil that locally available in Bali, from homes and from small (house hold) food processing
industries. The availability of this binder is not yet systematically organized. The use of the binder is expected to create wider
utilization of (dirty) waste cooking oil, and to promote the utilization of healthier (cleaner) waste cooking oil. The specific
gravity of the waste cooking oil was around 0.92 [7].
Table 1: The properties of the construction waste aggregates.
Materials
Bulk
2.023

Coarse ag.: (waste concrete)
Fine agg.: (50% waste concrete
block+25%waste clay
brick+25%waste concrete)
Rice husk ash

2.021

Specific Gravity
SSD
Apparent
2.273
2.695
2.101

2.196

Water Abs (%)
12.32
3.95

SG : 2.148

Referring to Table 1, for comparison, the Apparent SG of the fine waste aggregates is lower than natural aggregate materials
which are around 2.5.
Table 2 : The abrasion value of the coarse aggregates
Material

Abrasion

Coarse aggregates
(waste concrete)

40.3 %

The abrasion value was tested using Loss Angeles Machine. It gives comparison idea that indicates the resistance of the
aggregates under impact condition. Abrasion value larger than 40-50% is usually accepted for foundation layer in road
pavement construction.
2.2 Proportion of the Waste Aggregates
The waste aggregate materials were proportioned based on trials, in which the samples should be compact and stable during
production and handling. It was found that the proportion of materials is as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Proportion of the waste materials
Agg. Fraction
Coarse agg.
(40%)

Diameter
(mm)
14-10
10-5
5-2.36

Fine agg.
(50%)

2.36-0.075

Filler (10%)

Passing 0.075
Total

Type of Material

(%)

Waste concrete
Waste concrete

10
15

Waste concrete
50% waste concrete block
25% waste clay brick
25% waste concrete
Rice husk ash

15
50
10
100 %
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2.3 Production of Masonry Block Unit
The dry waste materials that had been proportioned in line with Table 2 were dry mixed then added with waste cooking oil
(wco) and remixed until the waste cooking oil evenly coated the aggregates. The waste cooking oil contents were varied. After
that all of the mixtures were poured at once into cubes steel mould and given light tamping using a tamping rod. A 10 mm steel
plate was then placed at the top through which the mixtures then compacted by means of standard proctor compactor
(commonly used for lab soil compaction), with hammer weight of 2.5 kg, and height fall of 30.5 cm. The size of the sample
was approximately 100x100x65mm. The production of the samples is illustrated in Figures 1 to 4.

Figure 1: The weighing of the waste cooking oil (with brownish color)

Figure 2: The waste construction aggregate and waste cooking oil mixture and the mould
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Figure 3: The compaction of the sample by means of a standard proctor compactor through a 10 mm thick steel plate

Figure 4: The de-moulded sample
At the initial stage, the amount of waste cooking oil added to bind the aggregates was based on trials where the binder was
sufficient to hold the aggregates after compaction. The variation of the waste cooking oil (wco) content were10.5%, 11%,
11.5%, and 12 % by weight of dry aggregates. The compaction level given was varied from 20, 30 and 40 blows. Then samples
were cured in oven at 160 °C for 24 hours. This experiment gave best compressive strength at 11.5% waste cooking oil content
(wco), with 30 blows compaction level (Figure 5).
After that with 11.5% waste cooking oil (wco) and 30 blows compaction level, samples were produced and cured in oven at
120 °C, 160 °C and 200°C for various hours (8, 16, and 24 hours). After heat curing, the samples were cooled down to room
temperature and then tested.
2.4 Testing of the Samples
The samples were tested for obtaining their characteristics on: compressive strength, initial rate of suction (IRS), porosity, and
water absorption after 24 hours soaking. The initial rate of suction (IRS) test was carried out by immersing the sample in 3mm
depth of water for 60 second. The weight of water absorbed by the sample was then calculated and divided by the area in
contact with water [8]. IRS is a parameter that can provide an indication of the effect of the unit on the sand cement mortar.
Units with high IRS require very plastic mortar (high water/cement ratio), while units with lower IRS need stiffer mortar [9].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Optimum Waste Cooking Oil Content and Level of Compaction and Porosity
Results on Optimum Waste Cooking Oil Content and Level of Compaction is presented in Figure 5, where it shows that the
Optimum Waste Cooking Oil Content is 11.5% and the and Level of Compaction is 30 blows. This level of compaction gave
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best aggregate interlock effect, and adequate curing regime effect. At this condition the samples give highest compressive
strength of 50.67 kg/cm2, that well meets the minimum Indonesian National Standard of 25 kg/cm2 for concrete block [6]. It
also meets the minimum compressive strength of concrete block commonly used in the United Kingdom (min of 28 kg/cm2)
[8].

Compressive strength
(kg/cm2)

60

w co 10.5%

w co 11%

w co 11.5%

w co 12%

50
40
30
20
10
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

Number of blows

Figure 5: Optimum waste cooking oil content and level of compaction
The curing regime applied was found to harden the waste cooking oil, due to polymerization [10] where the heat evaporates the
volatile components of the binder and merge smaller molecule to become larger molecules These causes the binder become
stiffer then harden and can hold the aggregates firmly [5].
As there is no requirement on porosity in line with the Indonesian standard [6], only porosity of sample at 30 blow standard
proctor compaction was tested for general information. Attributed by the porous nature of the construction waste aggregate
materials, the porosity of the samples were found 43.6 %
3.2 Compressive Strength and Water Absorption at Various Curing Regime
The compressive strength at various curing regime can be seen in Figure 6. It shows that at the curing regime applied the
compressive strength increases in line with curing duration. Curing regime at 160 °C gives best results. This situation is likely
affected by the type and proportion of materials incorporated. Where the amount of waste cooking oil absorbed by the
aggregates and the amount of waste cooking oil effectively bind the aggregates and the interlock nature of the aggregates are in
best performance. The water absorption of the samples after 24 hours soaking is given in Figure 7.

120°C

Compressive strength
(kg/cm2)

60

160°C

200°C

50
40
30
20
10
0
0

8

16

24

32

Curing duration (hour)
Figure 6: Compressive strength at different curing regime
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16
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Figure 7: Water absorption at different curing regime after 24 hours soaking
Figure 3 illustrates that the higher the temperature applied and the longer duration of the curing regime, causes higher water
absorption. In addition to the porous nature of the waste aggregates with high water absorption, water absorption is also due to
the binder becomes drier hence it absorbed more water. The range of water absorption was 5-28%.
3.3 Compressive strength after 24 hours water soaking
After 24 hours water soaking, the compressive strength of the samples is shown in Figure 8. Water soaking significantly
reduced the compressive strength of the samples (compared with Figure 2). The samples with more intensive curing regime
gives lower compressive strength as it absorbed more water. This suggests that the sample is suitable to be used as internal
masonry block unit, un-exposed to weather, and protected by sand cement mortar.

Compressive strength
(kg/cm2)
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20
15
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160°C
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200°C

0
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24

32

Curing duration (hour)

Figure 8: Compressive strength of the samples after 24 hours soaking
3.4 Initial Rate of Suction (IRS)
Due to the nature of the test, it is common to express the IRS results in a range of value. It was found that the IRS of the
samples was: 0,067-3,667 kg/m2.menit. The samples with more intensive curing regime give higher IRS value. Units with high
IRS would require more plastic mortar (high water/cement ratio), while units with lower IRS need stiffer mortar [9].
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4. CONCLUSION
Referring to the results and discussion above, it can be concluded that:
a.
b.

c.
d.

Curing regime at temperature of 160 °C and 200 °C up to 24 hours were suitable. In line with the type and proportion of
materials used, curing regime for 24 hours at 160 °C gave best results.
The best compressive strength of the masonry block unit was 50,67 kg/cm2 , well meet the minimum Indonesian National
Standard of 25 kg/cm2 for concrete block. It also meets the minimum compressive strength of concrete block commonly
used in the United Kingdom (min of 28 kg/cm2).
The Initial Rate of Suction (IRS) was in a range of 0,067-3,667 kg/m2.minute, the porosity was 43.6 %, and the highest
water absorption was 28.4%.
The masonry block unit is suitable to be used un-exposed to weather.
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